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ENCYCLOPEDIA BEITANNICA.

KAOLIN
KAOLIN, a name applied to the pure white clay whicli

forms an important ingredient in the manufacture

of porcelain, and which is, therefore, known also as china

clay. Large quantities are raised in Cornwall, whence it

is frequently termed Cornish clay. The name Icaolin is

said to be derived from a hill near King-tih-chin, in China,

named Kao-ling or "lofty ridge." The clay from this

locality was first sent to Europe, under the name of kaolin,

by the Pere d' EntrecoUes, a Jesuit missionary who resided

at King-tih-chin in the early part of the last century. A
similar white clay was soon afterwards found at Aue, near

Schneeberg in Saxony, and was used by Bottcher in the

manufacture of porcelain, thus laying the foundation of

the factory at Meissen for producing the famous Dresden

china. In England kaolin was first detected in Cornwall

by William Cookworthy of Plymouth about 1755, a dis-

covery which resulted in the manufacture of hard paste

china at Plymouth and Bristol In Cookworthy's writings

the clay is called "caulin." Kaolin is found in Nebraska,

and in several of the eastern States of the American Union.
Certain clays, when examined under the microscope, are

seen to contain crystalline pearly scales of a mineral which
Messrs Johnson and Blake have described as kaolinite

{American Journal of Science, ser. ii. vol. xliiL, 1867,, p.

351). They regard this crystalline substance as a distinct

mineral species, a hydrated silicate cf aluminium, forming
the basis of pure kaoUn. Its composition appears to

agree with Forchhanimer'a formula for true kaolin, viz.,

Al203.2Si02 + 2H2O. Mr J. H. Collins regards the crystal-

line scales which are associated with the Cornish kaolin,

not as kaolinite, but as a white lithia-mica or lepidolite.

Kaolin is almost invariably a product of the alteration

of felspar, and is therefore always found in association with
felspathic rocks, usually granite. The china-clay Fjcks of

Cornwall and Devon are simply granites in which, the

orthoclase-felspar has become decomposed or kaoUnized.
Such rocks are termed by Mr Collins carcladte, after the
Carclaze . mine, near St Austell, where typical varieties

occur. The production of kaolin from felspar is rather

difficult to explain, inasmuch as the alteration is sometimes
observed under conditions which appear to preclude the

operation of atmospheric agencies. It is not simply the
effect of water charged_with carbonic acid, whereby the

felspar might be decomposed and its alkaline silicate

removed as a soluble carbonate, while the silicate of

aluminium remained behind, in a hydrated condition, as

kaolin or china clay. Many chemists have been inclined to

attribute the decomposition to the effect of water or watery
v9pour\t a high temperature, charged with hydrofluoric

and boric acids. It is certain that minerals containing

fluorine and boron—such as fluor spar, lepidolite, and schorl

—are common associates of kaolin.

The localities from which kaolin is obtained in Britain

are all situated in Cornwall and Devon ; in the former

county the workings are principally in the neighbourhood

of St Austell, St Stephen's, and Breague, while in Devon
they are situated at Lee Moor and Meavy, on the south

of Dartmoor. In working the clay the "overburden" or

superficial deposit is first removed, in order to reach the

clay-bearing rock. The rock is broken up by the pick, and
water is introduced to wash out the clay. A quantity of

sand is left behind, and requires to be nonstantly removed.

The water containing the clay in suspension is either

pumped to the surface up a shaft, or, if the working ba

upon a hiU-side, is run out at an adit level This clay-

water is led into channels called " drags," where the sand

and coarser flakes of mica are deposited. From the drags

the liquid passes into .another set of channels called

" micas," in which further deposition of suspended taatter

occurs. Thus purified, the clay-water is conducted into a

series of pits and tanks, where the finely, divided particles

of clay slowly subside. In the tanks it Is allowed to settle

until it acquires a thick creamy consistency, when it is

transferred to the drying house or " dry." Formerly the

clay was dried naturally by exposure to sun and air, but it

is now always artificially dried by meaps of- heated flues,

and.Dhe pitiparation of the clay is thus greatly facilitated.

China clay is not only used in- the manufacture of

pottery, but is also extensively employed by the paper-

maker and by the calico-bleacher. It is likewise used to

a Snnall extent in the manufacture of alum, artificial ultra-

marine, and some other chemical products. In 1880 the

quantity of china clay raised in Cornwall amounted ta

278,572 tons, and in Devon to 25,370 tons.

&»e J. H. Collins, ia Journal of the Sockty of Arts, Hay 6-, 1S76.

and Treatise on China Clay, by D, Cock, 1880,-

.
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KAPURTHALA, or Kopuethella, a native stste in

the Punjab, India, lying between 31° 9' and. 31° 39' 30"

N. lat, and between 73° 3' 15" and 75° 38' 30" E. long.

Area, 800 square miles ; estimated population, 250,000.

Tiie Kapurtlidla family at one time held possessions on

both sides of the Sutlej, and also in the Bari Doab. The
cis-Sutlej estates and scattered possessions in the Bari

Doib were escheated owing to the hostility of the chief in

ths first Sikh war, but the latter possessions were after-

wards restored to the family in recognition of the loyalty

of KAji Randhfr Sinh during the "mutiny of 1857, when
he led a contingent to Oudh which did good service. He
also received a grant of estates in Oudh, 850 square miles

in extent, and with an estimated population of 220,000.

In these tracts, however, he exercises no sovereign powers,

occupying the status only of a large landholder. His total

revenue is estimated at £170,000, subject to a charge of

£13,000 payable to the British Government in commuta-
tion of military Service.

KARACHI. See Kureachee.
KARA-HISSAR is the name of several towns in Asiatic

Turkey. (1) Afium Kaea Hissar has been already

noticed, vol. i. p. 244. (2) EsKi Kaea Hissae, lies 10
miles to the north of ACum. It is identified with the

ancient Synnada, which in the time of Pliny was the chief

tov/n of a considerable district. The quarries of Docimia,

which furnished the famous Synnadic or Docimitic marble,

are about 2h miles distant, and in the town numerous
traces have been 'ound of ancient sculpture in various

stages of execution (see Hamilton's Asia Minor, L 451,

iL 177; and Texier, Asie Minewe). (3) The eastern

Kara-Hissae, usually distinguished by the prefix Shabin

(i.e., "alum"), is situated in -the vilayet of Siwas, about

70 miles east of Niksar, on a northern tributary of the

Lycus. It is the seat of a mutasarrif or vice-governor,

and on a hill to tho east there is an old castle whicli

must at one time have been of military importance. The
population is estimated at 11,000, mainly Mohammedans,
though Armenians also form an important element. The
district is rich in mineral products—silver, lead, copper,

and iron ; but only the alum mines, yielding from 120 to

250 tons per annum, are worked. The remains of the

citadel, the ruins of a Byzaiitine church, traces of Roman
brickwork, ancient coins, and a few Greek and Latin

inscriptions, all go to show that Kara-Uissar has passed

through many vicissitudes. The old town was evidently

built not at the foot but up the steep slope of the hill, tier

above tier. In 1473 Kara-Hissar made voluntary sub-

mission to Sultan Mohammed II. A full description,

with a plan of the town and neighbourhood, is given by
Barth in Vtinmxi.nn's MiltJieilmgen, Ergammigsheft, 1860.

See also Taylor's "Journal," &c., iu Jouiti, Roy. Geogr,

Soc, 1868.

KARAITES, or Caeaites, a Jewish sect of the Middle
Ages, claiming to be distinguished by adherence to Scripture

as contrasted with oral tradition, whence tho name (from

^?^p, as if " readers," scriplicrarii; sometimes also t'^IPP 'P.?).

They have frequently been identified with the Sadducees
or with the Samaritans, with neither of whom have they

any historical connexion or much spiritual affinity. The
schism arose at Baghdad about the middle of the 8th

century, when the hereditary claims of Anan, a learned

Talmudist, to the office of Resh Galutha were set aside by
the Gaonim or heads of rabbinical schools at Sura and
Pumbeditha because he was believed to undervalue the

authority of the Talmud. An appeal by Anan to the

caliph proved unsuccessful, and he appears even to have
teen imprisoned for some time ; but ultimately he was
permitted to migrate along with his followers to Palestine,

-'''fsra they erected in Jerusalem a synagogue which con-

tinued to be maintained until tne time of the crusades.
From this centre the sect diffused itself thinly over Syria,
spread into Egypt, and ultimately reached south-eastern
Europe. Anan, who is said to have died in 765 a.d., was
the author of a commentary on the Pentateuch and other
works iu Talmudio Hebrew and Arabic,—all of which
unfortunately are lost; for our knowledge of the dis-
tinctive principles maintained by him we are thus left;

entirely dependent' on the hostile indications of opponents.
In general we know that he showed great bitterness against
the Talmud and its upholders (the " Rabbanites ") for their
falsification of the written law by arbitrary additions and
subtractions, but there is nothing to indicate that he him-
self had the insight or the fervour by which he could have
become the pioneer of any really great reformation iu

religion or morala The questions in dispute appear to

have turned entirely on points of very minute detail.

Several of them related to the regulation of the calendar,

the new moon, for example, being fixed by the Karaite*

by direct observation, not by astronomical calcidation, and
the intercalary year also being determined empirically

;

others related to paschal and pentecostal ritual, such as

the precise hour for killing the lamb or for burning its

remains. The differences which affected social life most
deeply were those relating to Sabbath observance and the
forbidden degrees of marriage, the Karaites not recognizing

any distinction between relationships of consanguinity and
those of affinity, while in their zeal to avoid all risk of

infringement of the sacredness of the day of rest they pro-

hibited the burning of any light at all in their houses

from sunset to sunset. Little information as to the

Karaites can be derived from their liturgies, which are

comparatively modern ; though differing from those used
by the Rabbinical Jews, they are not characterized by any
marked divergence in principle. The controversies as to

the rule of faith which so deeply divided the Christian

church in the 16th century gave to this obscure sect an

illusory and passing importance the Catholics frequently

hurling the epithet Karaei, in token of contempt, at the

Protestants, who in their turn willingly accepted it as

svifficiently descriptive of their attitude towards Scripture.

The Karaites never have been numerous ; the present com-

munity in Jerusalem numbers only about ten families.

They occur in Constantinople and elsewhere in Turkey,

but are chiefly met with in southern Russia, and especially

in the Crimea, where in 1874 they numbered some 6000,

chiefly in Eupatoria, Theodosia, and SebastopoL In the

Crimea their historical capital and chief synagogue was
formerly the " Jews' Castle " (TshufutKale), near Bakh-

chisarai. The place is now deserted ; its cemetery was the

seat of Firkowitsch's notorious forgeries (inscriptions of

1st century), by which he sought, to establish a fabulous

antiquity for his sect. According to Strack (A. Firlco-

witsch 11. seine Entdechingen, 1876) the oldest tombstones

do not go back beyond the 14th century. The modern

Karaites are generally well spoken of for their honesty,

perseverance, and simple habits of life ; but their enslave-

ment to tradition is quite as complete as that of any Tal-

mudist could possibly be.

Among the older authorities may be mentioned Morinus, Excrcit.

BihI., lib. ii. e.x. 7, 1669; and Triglandius, Diatribe dc Sccia

Karseorum, 1703. See Gratz, Gcsch. tlcrJndai, especially in voL v.,

1860; and Furst, Gcsch. dcs Karacrthuins, 1865.

KARAKORUM, or Karakoeam, a name applied to a

city, a mountain range, and a mountain pass in Central

Asia. For the range and pass see Kuen-lun. The

ancient city or rather camping-ground of Karakorum (the

Caracaron of Marco Poln), was situated near the upper

course of the Orkhon, a'tributary of the Selenga. Founded,

according to Chinese authority, by Buku, khan of the
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Uigurs, in the 8th centuiy, it was at tlie time of Jenghiz

the chief seat of Togrul Wang, Marco Polo's Prester John,

and under Jenghiz's successor Okk6dai it became what it

continued to be till 1256, the capital of the Mongolian

power. It was visited by Carpini (1246) and Eubruquis

(1253). Some ruins of earthworks are still to be traced.

See Remusat, Rcch. sur la ville de Karakonim ; Yiile, Marco
Polo ; Geographical Magazine, 1874.

KARAMZIiSr, Nikolai Mikhailoyich (1765-1826),

Russian historian, critic, novelist, and poet, was born at

the village of Mikhailovka, in the government of Oren-

burg, and not at Simbirsk as many of his English and Ger-

man biographers incorrectly state, on the 1st of December

(old style) 1765. His father, an officer in the Kussian

army, of Tartar extraction, was ansions that his son

should follow his own profession. The idea was not, how-

ever, persevered in, and the future author was sent to

Moscow to study under Professor Schadon, whence he after-

wards removed to St Petersburg, where he made tlio

acquaintance of Dmitrieff, a Russian poet of some merit,

and occupied himself with translating essays by foreign

writers into his native language. After residing some time

at St Petersburg, he went to Simbirsk, where he lived in

retirement till induced by a friend to revisit Moscow.

There, finding himself in the midst of the society of learned

men, he again betook himself to literary work. In 1789

he resolved to travel, and visited Germany, Prance, Switzer-

land, and England. On his return he published his Letters

of a Russian Traveller, whicli met with great success. They
are elegantly written, and show the feeling of a poet for

the scenery of the countries through which he passed, but

to many readers of the present day they wUl appear insipidly

sentimental. These letters were first printed in the Moscovj

Journal, but were afterwards collected and issued in 6 vols.

(1797-1801). In the same periodical Karamzin also pub-

lished translations of some of the tales of Marmontel,

whose sickly elegance was then in fastion, and some of bis

own original stories, among which may be mentioned Poor
Liza and Natalia the Boyar's Daughter. To judge by the

cheap editions which are continually appearing, these tales

still find readers in Russia. The best of them is Marfa
the Posadnitsa of Novgorod, but Eill are more or less dis-

figured by the sentimentalism already referred to. In 1 7 94
and 1795 Karamsia abandoned his literary journal, and
published a miscellany in two volumes, entitled Aglaia, in

which appeared, among other things,- " The Island of
- Bornholm " and " Hia Mourometz," a story based upon the

adventures of the well-known hero of many a Russian
legend. In 1797-99 he issued another miscellany or

poetical almanac, The Aonides, in conjunction with Der-
zhdvin and Dmitrieff. In 1798 he compiled the Pantheon,

a collection of pieces from the works of the most celebrated

authors ancient and modern, translated into Russian.

Many of his lighter productions were subsequently printed

by him in a volume entitled My Trifles. In 1802 and
1803 Karamzin edited the journal The European Mes-
tenger. It was not till after the publication of this work
that he realized where his strength lay, and commenced his

History of the Russian Empire. In order to accomplish the
task, he seclude J. himself for some years; and, on the cause

of his retirement becoming known to the emperor Alexander,
Karamzin was invited to Tver, where he read to the em-
peror the first eight volumes of his history. In 1616 he
removed to St Petersburg, where he spent the happiest

days of his life, enjoying the favour of Alexander, and sub-

mitting to him the sheets of his great work, which the

emperor read Dver wilh him in the gardens of the palace

of Tzar.^koe Selo. He did not, however, live to carry his

work further than the eleventh volume, terminating it at

0e accession of Michael Romanoff in 1613. In 1825 the

health of Karamzin began to decline, ai.d the emperor
Nicholas, who had succeeded to the Jiroiie in that year,

and continued the favours which his brother had bestowed
on the historian, ordered a frigate to be got ready, that he
might visit a warmer climate to recruit his failing powers.
It was, however, too late; on the 22d of May (old style)

1826, Karamzin died in the Taurida palace. A monument
Xiaa erected to his memory at Simbirsk in the year 1845.

As an historian Karamsin has deser\-edly a very high reputation.
Till the appearance of his work little had been done in this direction
in Russia. The preceding attempt of Tatistcheff was nierely'a rough
sketch, inelegant in style, and without the true sphit of criticism.
Karamzin was most industrious in accumulating materials, and the
notes to his volumes are mines of curious information. The style
of liis history is elegant and flowing, modelled rather upon the
easy sentences of the French prose writers than the long periodical
paragraphs of the old Slavonic school. Perhaps Karamzin may
justly he censured for the false gloss and romantic air thrown over
the early Russian annals, concealing the coarseness and cruelty of

the native mannci-s ; in this respect he reminds us of Sir Walter
Scott, whose writings were at this time creating a great scnsatioB
throughout Europe, and probably had their influence upon our
author. Karamzin appears openly as the panegjTist of the auto-
cracy ; indeed, his work has b?en styled the "Epic of Despotism."
He does not hesitate to avow his admiration of Ivan the Terrible,

and considers him and his grandfather Ivan III. as the builders
up of Russian greatness, a glory which in his earlier writings, per-
haps at that time more under the influence of Western ideas, he
had assigned to Peter the Great, In the battle-pieces {e.g., the
description of the field of Koulikovo, the taking of Kazan, kc.) we
find considerable powers of description ; and the characters of many
of the chief personages in the Russian annals are drawn in firm and
bold lines. The study of ethnology and historical criticism has
advanced so much since the days of Karamzin that some of his wori
has necessarily become obsolete, but it will always be read with
pleasure and advantage. Ko translation into English of this opits

magnum, has appeared, ^although even modern Greek boasts its

version. Of the French translation by MM. Saint Thomas and
Jaufiret Karamzin himself had a mean opinion ; he declared that
the average number of mistakes in each of the many volumes was
two hundred. As a critic Karamzin was of great service to his
eountiy ; in fact he may be regarded as the founder of the review
and essay (in the Western style) among the.Russians. He had read
extensively, and modelled himself upon Addison and others of

our best writers. As a novelist and writer of tales he imitated tba
sentimental school tiieu in vogue throughout Europe. As a poet
he occupies a subordinate place, but his productions are above
mediocrity. Many of his lyrics are gracefiil and melodious, and
the sentiments expressed are those of a benevolent and healthy-
minded man. The little poem entitled The Grave deserves special

mention.

KAKASU-BAZAR, a town of Russia, in the govern-

ment of Taurida, near the rivers Tunas and Karasu, ia"

45° 3' N. lat. and 34° 26' E. long., 27 miles from Sim-
pheropol on the road to Theodosia. The site is low, but
it is surrounded by hills, one of which, the Ak-Kaya
or WTiite Rock, not only affords protection ffom, the north

wind, but so reflects the sunshine upofa the town that it

enjoys a much milder climate than the surrounding region.

The dirty streets fuU of petty traders, the gloomy bazaar

with its multitude of small shops, the market squaresj

the blind alleys] the little gates in the dead court-jarA

walls, all give the place the stamp of a Tartar or Turkish

town, and remind the visitor that here was after 1763
the seat of the Crimean khans. In 1861 there were

twenty-four mosques, but several have fallen into decay;

in one of them is the tomb of Yakubaga-Rudzvitch, tha

founder of the well-known Crimean fctnily. Of the nume-

rous caravanserais, the Tash-Khan is the most notable

—a strong half-fortified building erected in 1656. Placed

on the high road between Simpheropol and Kertch, and in

the midst of a country rich in corn-land, vineyards, and
gardens, Karasu-Bazar used to be a chief seat of commer-

cial activity in the Crimea ; but it is gradually declininjc

in importance. The population consists of Armenians;

Greeks, Jews, Tartars, and (in smaller numbers) Russians.'

The bulk of the trade is in the Lands of the Armenians,

and they are also the owners of the great proportion of
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the buildings iu the town. About 2000 of the Jevrs are

what are known as Krimtchaks, or sometimes as Coa-
stantinopolitan Jews. From the ordinary " rabbinical

Jews" of Russia they diflferly wearing the Tartar costume
and by the use of the Tartar tongue, instead of the

German jargoa They are engaged in making leather,

Tartar knives, Tartar embroidery, and similar articles. The
population of Karasu- Bazar is given by the St Petersburg

Calendar for 1874: as 14,397. Round about the town
lie cemeteries of unusual extent

By Thunman and others Karasu-Bazar has teen identified with
the Greek town of Mauron-Kastron, but Professor Bruhn thinks
that, as there has never apparently been any fortress at Karasu-Bazar,
the site of the "Black Castle" is more probably at Mangup-Kale.
The caves of Akkaya, however, give evidence of early occupation of

the spot. When in 1736 Khan Feta Ghirei was driven by the
Russians from Bakhchisarai he settled at Karasu-Bazar, but next
year the town was captured, plundered, and burned by General
Douglas. In 1784 it was the temporary seat of the Russian adminis-
tration of the Crimea.

KARATCHEFF, a town of Russia, m the governmen'u

of Orel, near the river Snezheti, 59 mOes north-west from
Orel on the railway to Smolensk. The population is given

in the St Petersburg Calendar for 1874 at 10,023. A
yearly fair is held in the adjoining village of Berezhka, and
a good trade is carried on in agricultural produce, as well

as in the oil, wax candles ropes. &c.. furnished by the local

industry.

Karatcheffis mentioned as eariy as 1146. In the 17th century
it was one of the frontier or " watch " towns of Russia towards the

Crimea, and sent out its scouts as far as Kursk. About half the
inhabitants perished of the plagne in 1654. Only since 1778 has
the town been at the head of a district in Orel ; it formerly
belonged to the governments of Kieff (1708) and Bielgorod (1732).

KARATEGIN, a country of Central Asia, now subject

to Bokhara, consisting of a highland district between the

Hissar and the Darwaz chains. It is bounded on the N. by
the Russian province of Ferghana (Khokand), on the E. by
Kashgar, on the S. by independent Darwaz, and on the W.
by Hissar and other Bokharian provinces. The plateau is

traversed by the Surkhab or Kyzyl Su, a right-hand tribu-

tary of the Oxus, which rises in the Alai mountains, and
for the first 132 miles of its course "runs through gorges

of extreme wildness." Below the hamlet of Khantia-hota

(according to Abramof), the valley widens considerably,

and at Sar-i-pul, the only point where it is crossed by a

bridge, the river has a depth of 7 feet. With the neigh-

bouring lands Karategin has no communication except

doring summer, that is, from May to September. The
winter climate is extremely severe even in the more popu-

lous districts ; the snow begins to fall in October, and it is

May before it disappears. During the warmer months, how-
3ver, the mountain sides are richly clothed with the foliage

of maple, mountain ash, apple, pear, and walnut trees ; the

orchards furnish, not only apples and pears, but peaches,

cherries, mulberries, and apricots ; and the farmers grow so

much corn that the surplus is a regular article of export to

the neighbouring states. Every householder has a portion

of the soil which he can call his own ; but if he leave it

fallow for more than three years in succession, he runs the

risk of having it confiscated by the Government. Some
proprietors possess as much as from 300 to 500 acres, and

keep from ten to twelve yoke of work oxen and from six

to twelve labourers. The necessity of storing fodder to last

for five months tends to keep low the number of domestic

cattle. Both cattle and horses are of a small and hardy

breed. The wild animals—bears, wolves, foxes, jackals,

lynxes, martens, otters, ifec.—are of no small econoinic im-

portance ; but the hunters and trappers are obliged to sell

their pelts to the Grovernment at half the market price.

Rough woollen cloth and mohair are woven by the natives

iluring their long winter j and they make escelleut fire-

arms and other weapons. - Trade is still carried^ on"by
barter, there being neither coinage nor fixed ma'rket-plaee
in the country. Foreign wares—iron, cotton, silk, combs,
mirrors, soap, &c.—are introduced by merchants from
Kashgar and Hissar, who receive in exchange mainly cattle,

hides, and skins. Gold, however, is found in various
places, more particularly at Sarym Saly .(according to

Abramof) ; and there are salt-pits in the mountains near
Langar-sha. The chief town, Harm or Gharm, is a ^lace
of some eight hundred houses (Arandarenko says three
hundred and forty) situated on a hill on the right bank of
the Surkhab. With the exception of about five thousand
tents of nomadizing Kirghiz, the inhabitants of Kara-
tegin are understood to be Galtchas—by some identified

with, by others distinguished from the Tadjiks. They
speak a Persian dialect and profess the ]\[ohaiiimedan faith.

Schuyler, who met with some of them at Khokand, de-
scribes the Karateginese as swarthy, thickset, good-natured
fellows, who, gathered in a circle, would after prayers and
supper tell tale after tale and legend after kgend till they
dropped off to sleep. It is calculated that the settled popu-
lation of Karategin may amount to about 382,000 souls,

the number of households being 36,672, distributed among
four hundred settlements.

Karategin has hardly been touched by European exploration
(the first expedition was that of Oshanin in 1878) ; and of its his-
tory almost nothing is known. The native princes or shahs, who
claimed to be descended from Alexander the Great, were till 1868
practically independent, and kept up a considerable degree of
state. Their allegiance was indeed claimed in an ineffective way
by Khokand, but eventually Bokhara took advantage of intestine

feuds to secure their real submission. Some geographers (Kiepert,

for example) have been disposed to recognize iu Karategin the
Taraataceni of Alexander's historians, and Colonel Vule has con-
jecturally identified it with the Holumo (Garma ?) of Hwen Tsang.

See Abramof in Journ. Boy. Gcogr. Soc, 1871 ; Arandarenko's
paper in the Rtissisclie Revue, epitomized in Das Aitshnd, 1878 ;

and letters from Oshanin in Globus, 1878. See also Colonel Yule's
essay prefixed to Wood's Journeu to the Sou'^ce of tlu; River Oxus,
1872.

KARAULT, or Keeowly, a native state in RSjputana,

India, lying between 26° 3' and 26° 49' N. lat, and
between 76° 35' and 77° 26' E. long. It is entirely

surrounded by neighbouring states, and has an area of

about 1260 miles, and an estimated population of 140,000.

Almost the entire territory is composed of hills and broken

ground, but there are no lofty peaks, the highest having

an elevation of less than 1400 feet above sea-level. The
Chambal river flows along the south-east boundary of

the state. Iron ore and building stone comprise the

mineral resources of Karauli. The prevailing agricultural

products are hajra and jodr, which form the staple food

of the people. The only manufactures consist of a little

weaving, dyeing, wood-turning, and stone-cutting. The
principal imports are piece goods, salt, sugar, cotton, buf-

faloes, and bullocks; the exports rice and goats. The
BrAhmans form the most numerous class of the population.

The Minas, who come next, make up the bulk of the culti-

vating class. The Rdjputs, although numerically few, con-

stitute the most important section. These belong almost

entirely to the Jadu clan ; they make good soldiers, but

are indifferent agriculturists. The feudal aristocracy of

the state consists entirely of Jadu tkahtrs connected

with the ruling house. They pay a tribute in lieu of

constant military service, but in case of emergency or on

occasions of state display they are bound to attend on the

chief with their retainers. The mahArdjd is the head of the

clan, which claims descent from Krishna.

Kaeauli, or Kero'wi.y, the capital of the abuve state,

is situated in 26° 30' N. lat. and 77° 4' E. long. The
town, which is fortified, is surrounded by a wall of sand-

stone, and ia also protected on the north and east by, deep
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winding ravines. The streets are nnnow and irregular,

and almost impassable for wheeled conveyances ; there are,

however, many costly houses and handsome temples, the

aols building material being sandstone. The population is

estimated at 28,000.

IC-VRCZAG, or Kardszag, a corporate town of Hungary,

and formerly the capital of the district of Great Cumauia
(now included in the county of Jasz-Xagy-Kun-Szolnok),

lies about 88 miles east-south-east of Budapest, with which

city it is connected by railway, in 47" 19' K lat, 20° 56'

E long. Karczag is a large straggling town, and contains

Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Protestant churches,

royal and magisterial courts of law, and tax and post

offices. The soil of the surrounding country is exceedingly

humid and fertile, and enormous quantities of melons,

fruit, grapes, wheat, maize, rape-seed, and mangcorn are

grown. In the more marshy places water-fowl and
tortoises are caught" in large numbers. Population in

1880, 15,962, almost exclusively Magyars.

KARIKAL, a French town and settlement in India,

situated on the south-east coast, within the limits of Tanjore

district, 10° 55' 10" N. lat., 79° 52' E. long., with an area

of 52 square miles, and a population of 92,516. ' The site

was purchased by the French from the Tanjore r4j4 in 1738.

It was captured by the English in 1760, restored in 1765,

again taken in 1768, and finally restored in 1816. It

formed the base of Lally's operations against Tanjore; The
town is neatly built on one of the mouths of the Kaveri

(Cauvery), and carries on a brisk trade with Ceylon,

Europe, and the French colonies, exporting rice, and
importing chietiy European articles and timber. A chef

do I'administration, subordinate to the government at

Pondlcherri, is in charge of the settlement.

_^KARMATHIANS. See Abasia, vol. ii. p. 259, and
Mohammedanism.
KARNAK. See Architecture, vol. ii. d. 390, and

Egypt, vol. vii. p. 777.

KARNAL, a district in the lieutenant-governorship of

the Punjab, India, lying between 29° 9' and 30° 11' N.

lat., and between 76° 13' and 77° 15' 30" E. long., bounded
on the N. by Umballa (Ambala) and the PatiAla state,

W. by Patiila and Jind states and by Rohtdk district, S.

by Delhi district, and E. by the Jumna river. The area

is 2351 square miles. KarnAl forms a portion of the low

dividing ridge which separates the watersheds of the Indus

and the Jumna. The district falls naturally into two
divisions—the hangar, or upland plain, and the khddar, or

low-lying land, which skirts the valley of the great river.

The banks of the larger streams are fringed with magnificent

forest trees, and groves of mangoes mark the neighbourhood
of every temple or homestead. Irrigation is afforded by
the western Jumna canal. As a whole, Karnal is better

supplied with trees than most of the plain country of

the Punjab. The Jumna itself here presents the usual

characteristics of the upper part of its course. Sandbanks
shift from one side to the other of the main channel, and
from time to time the whole stream suddenly changes its

bed, transferring half a dozen villages together from Muzaf-
farnagar to Karnal, or vice versa. The district is famous
for its sport.

The population in 186S amounted to 610,927 (330,763 males and
280,164 females)—Hindus, 356,305; Mohammedans,a61,723; and
"others," 93,604. Jats numbered 74,840, representing the chief
agricultural element ; Bralimans, 52,396, most" of them engaged in'*'

tillage ; Rajputs, 47,860, chiefly Mohammedans; Chamars, the land-
leas labouring class, 37,053 ; pa.storal Gi'ijars, 20,857,' about one-third
of them Jlohammedans. Five towns have a population exceeding
5000, vii., Karnal, 27,022; Pdnipat, 25,276; Kaitlial, 14,940; Sewan,
6206 ; and Kunjnurah, 5163. The area under cultivation is 645,120
acres, the uncultivated area 860,800 acres,' of which 578,027 are
cultivable. The principal spring crop is wheat ; the .lutumn h.irvest

cousiats of rice, cotton, and sugar-cane- besides millets and pulses

for home consumption. The growth of the more lucrative crops
is on the increase. Grain and raw materials are exported to
Umballa, Hissar, and Delhi,—the return trade consisting of Euro-
pean piece goods, salt, and refined sugar. A considerable quantity
of cotton is woven for local .use. Sal-ammoniac is obtained from'
the clay of Kaithal and Giila tahsils to the value of £3450 per
annum. Karnal town has a few blanket factories, and ornamental
glass-ware is made at Panipat. The Grand Trunk Road connects
Karnal with Delhi and Umballa. The district is administered by
a deputy commissioner. In 1872-73 the revenue was f78,847,
of which £67,048 was derived from the land ; and education was
atforded by 99 schools, with 2541 pupils.

No district of India can boast of a more ancient history thaa
Karnal, as almost every town or stream is connected with the
legends of the Mahuhhdrala. The city of Karnal itself is said to
owe its foundation to Raja Kama, the mythical champi6u of the
Kauravas in the great war which forms the theme of the national
epic. Panipat, in the south of the district, is said to have beea
one of the pledges demanded from Duryodhana by 'V'udisthira as the
price of peace iri that famous conflict. In hiBtorica! times tae
plains of Panipat have three times proved the theatre of hatties
which decided the fate of Upper India. It was here that Ibrab.'ra

Loi.li and his vast host were defeated in 1526 by the veteran army
of Baber ; in 1556 Akbar reasserted the claims of his family on the
same battlefield against the Hindu general of the house of Sher
Shah, which had driven the heirs of Baber from the throne for a
brief interval ; and at Panipat too, on the 7th of January 1761, the
llarhatta confederation was defeated by Ahmed Sh^h Durdai.
During the troublous period which ensued, the Sikhs managed to
introduce themselves, and in 1767 one of their chieftains, I!esa
Sinh, appropriated the fort of Kaithal, which had been built during
the reign of Akbar. His descendants, the Bhais of Kaithal, were
reckoned amongst the most important cis-Sutlej princes. ^ Different

portions of this district have lapsed from time to time into the
hands of the British. The towns are not generally in a flourishing

condition, but the district possesses considerable commerce and
great agricultural resources.

Kaen.\l, a municipal town, the headquarters of the

above district, 29° 42' 17" N. lat., 77° 1' 45' E. lobg.,

with a population in 1868 of 27,022. The civil station

stretches to the west of the town. The Government main-

tains a large stud farm. There is a brisk trade with Delhi

and Umballa; country cloth is manufactured for local

consumption, and blankets for export, the latter trade era^

ploying about one hundred looms.

KARXUL, a district in Madras, India, bounded on the

N. by the Tungabhadra and Kistna rivers and by Kistna

district, S. by Cuddapah and Bellary, E. by Nellore and

Kistna, and W. by Bellary, lies between 14° 54' and 16°

14' N. lat, and between 77° 46' and 79° 15' E; loDff..

with an area of 7151 square miles.

Two long mountain ranges, the Nallamalais and the

Yellamalais, extend in parallel lines, north and south,

through the centre of the district. The principal heights

of the NaUamalai ^ range are Biranikonda (3149 feet),

GundlabrAhmeswaram (3055 feet), and Durugapukonda

(3086 feet). The Yellamalai is a low range, generally

flat topped with scarped sides ; the highest point is about

2000 feet. Several low ridges run parallel to the

Nallamalais, broken here and there by gorges, through

which mountain streams take their course. Several of

these gaps were dammed across under native rule, and

tanks formed for purposes of cultivation. One of these

is the magnificent Cumbum Tank, closed in by a dam
across the Gundlakamma river. It covers an area of nearly

15 square miles. The principal rivers are the Tun-

gabhadra and Kistna, which bound the district on the

north. When in flood, the Tungabhadra averages 900

yards, broad and 15 feet deep. In 1860 an anient ot

jWeir was built across the river at Sunkesala,' 18 miles

above Karnul town, and a canal dug for irrigation and

navigation. The Kistna flows here chiefly through un-

inhabited jungles, sometimes in long smooth reaches,

with intervening shingly rapids. The Bhavandsi rises

on the Nallamalais, and falls into the Kistna at _Suu-

gameswaram, a place of pilgrimage. Below their junc-

tion is a whirlpool which is regarded as holy by tha.
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native pilgrims. There are three recognized forest divi-

sions in the district—the Nallamalai, the Yellikonda,

aud the Yellamalai. The first two are conserved by the

forest department. The chief timber-trees are teak and
t/epi. ' In the northern parts, where the jungle is poor,

there are extensive level grassy lands, which afford pasture

to numerous herds of cattle. The jungle products consist

of gall-nuts, honey, wax, tamarinds, stick-lac, and bamboo
rice. Tigers are numerous in the Nallamalais, and commit
great havoc among the herds of cattle pastured in the

jungles. The other animals include cheetahs, wolves,

liyaenas, foxes, bears, spotted deer, wild goats, several

varieties of antelopes, bison, porcupines, and pigs.

The population in 1871 numbered 914,432, of whom 819,453
M-eie Hindus, 60,579 ilohanimedans, and about 3S44 Christians,

chiifly Roman Catholics, whose jirincipal station is at Polur. The
Catholics originally belonged to the Kapu caste, and their conver-
sion to Christianity has not made any material change in their

iiianneis and customs. They eat and drink with Hindus, and in

several cases intermarry with them. The Protestant converts are

almost entirely low-caste natives in rural tracts. The w-ild tribes

or Chenchus live on the Nallamalais in small communities called

gudcms. Each gudcm includes several tribes, and has a portion of

tlie hills allotted to it by common consent. The Chenchus are

Jinwilling to cultivate, but are sometimes employed by the villagers

in the plains to watch their lields during the harvest, and some of

them axe employed as road watchmen. During the hill festival

tliey collect fees from pilgrims. Some of them also enjoy free

lands for guarding the jungles. The principal towns are Karniil

(population in 1871, 25,579), Nandial (9378), Cumbom (7137),

Gudur (3825), Meddikera (8586), Koduniiir (6064), and Paikali

(5076).

The chief crops are rice, wheat, and other cereals, gram, cotton,

tobacco, indigo, sugar-cane, betel, chillies, &c. The staple of the
«listiict is chotam {Sorghum vidgarc). The total area under cultiva-

tion in 1877 was 2,089,689 acres, area uncultivated but capable of

<-nltivation 1,017,389 acres, and uncultivable waste 1,396,602 acres.

There is not much waste land in tlie plains, but there is a good
•leal in the Nallamalais, which was cultivated in ancient times, but
is now overgrown with jungle. The main canal of the Madras
Irrigation Company, intended for both irrigation and navigation,

inns 142 miles within Karniil; the extent actually irrigated in
1875-76 was 10,479 acres. Both Karniil and the neighbouring
•listrict of Bellary suffer from droughts at periodic intervals ; and,
the mass of the population being small landowners, with no reserve

capital, the failure of a single monsoon involves general distress

;

1804, 1810, 1824, 1833,' 1854, 1866, and 1876 were all years of

drought and consequent scarcity. In the famine of 1876-77 nearly

^600,000 was spent on relief works, yet the number of deaths
recorded from 1st October 1876 to 30th June 1877 was 48,000, aa

compared with 19,974 in the corresponding period of the previous
year. The chief manufacture in Karniil is weaving. Iron is worked
iit the foot of the Nallamalais. Of late years this industry has
fjreatly diminished, native iron being superseded for agiicultural

implements by imported iron. Diamond mines have been worked
from early times in the quartzite beds of the Yellamalai hills, which
are now rented out by Government for about £20 a year. Quarry-
ing stones is an important ifldustry. Indigo and sugar are also
jaanufactured. Weekly markets are held in most of the towns and
important villages. There is little or no export of grain. Salt is

imported from the eastern coast, but earth salt is largely manu-
factured. Cotton, indigo, tobacco, and hides, with cotton carpets
and cotton cloth, are the chief exports. European piece goods,
areca-nut, cocoa-nut, and various dry condiments required for

Jiative households are the chief imports. The total net revenue of

the district in 1870-71 was £196,468, the total civil expenditure
£46,998; the land revenue was £135,929. Education is backward,
only 4 per cent, of the population in 1871 being returned as able
to read and write. In 1875 there were altogether 263 schools, with
6781 pupils. The climate is on the whole healthy The prevailing
winds are west and north-east, and the mean temperature is about
85° Fahr. The total annual rainfall is about 35 inches. In tha
villages along the foot of the Nallamalais, a severe type of fcvei
jirevails, accompanied by enlargement of the spleen

KaeitiJl, the headquarters of the above district, in
^5" 49' 58" N. lat. and 78' 5' 29" E. long., had a popu-
lation in 1871 of 25,579. It is a Lot unplea.sant town,
built on rocky soil at the junction of the Hindri and
Tungabhadra rivers. The old Hindu fort was levelled in

1865, with the exception of one of the gates, which was
{(reserved a? a specimen of ancient architecture, and in

Bome measure restored. .In the famine of 1877-78 Karniil

and the surrounding country suffered terribly, owing to

their isolated position. The nearest railway station is

Gooty, 80 miles distant ; and it was only by extraordinary

efforts that food was conveyed to the town. The popula-
tion is half Hindu and half Moslem, this unusual propor-

tion marking the long rule of the Pathdn nawAbs.
KAES, a fortified town of Armenia, formerly at the

head of a sandjak in the Turkish vilayet of Erzeroum,
but since 1878 the centre of a territory attached to the

llussian governor-generalship of the Caucasus. It is

situated in 40° 36' 53" N. lat. and 43° 5' 76" E. long.,

30 miles south-west of Alesandropol (Gumri) and 130
miles north-east of Erzeroum, on the eastern end -6f a
spur of the Soghanli Dagh, the site of the town proper

being cut off from the rest of the range by the Kars Tchai,

a sub-tributary of the Arases. There are three considerable

suburbs—Orta Kapi to the south, Bairam Pasha to the east,

and Timur Pasha on the western side of the river. To the

south-eastward opens up a vast plain. Owing to the

bareness of the dark basalt hills, and the sombre colour of

the • buildings, a touch of melancholy mingles with the

picturesqueness of the view. At the north-w'est corner of

the town, overhanging the river, rises the ancient citadel

(the Itch Kaleh of the Turks), which in earlier times was
n strong military post, but is now of almost no moment in

a regular siege, being commanded completely by several of

the surrounding eminences. The value of the position

depends on the line of forts, and even this is greatly

diminished by the fact that they are disposed in a circuit

of about 10 miles round the town. Of cjfief importance

are the works on the Kara Dagh heights to the north-east

and the line on the heights above the left bank of the river.

The population of Kars was at one time estimated at

40,000; but, according to Baron von Seidlitz, it had in

1878 only 8672 inhabitants (including 7330 Turks, 1191
Armenians, 138 Gieeks).

Though during the 9th and 10th centuries the scat of an inde-
pendent .\rmenian principality, Kars has nothing to boast of beyonj
its military fame. The citadel, it would appear, was built by
Amurath III. during the war with Persia, in the close of the 16th
century. It was strong enough to stand a siege by ITadir Shah in

1731, and in 1807 it successfully resisted the Russians. After a
brave defence it surrendered on 23J June 1828 to the Russian
general Paskievitch, 11,000 men becoming prisoners of war.

During the Crimean war the Turkish garrison, guided and stimu-
lated by General Williams (afterwards knighted as Sir W. Fenwick
Williams of Kars) and other foreign officers, kept the Russians
gallantly rt bay during a protracted siege; but, after the garrison

had been devastated by cholera, and food had utterly failed, nothing

was left but to capitulate (November 1855). The fortress was
again stormed by the Russians in the war of 1877-78

See Kmefy, TTie Itt/ence of Kars, 1R56, tra:islated from the German; Lake,
Kars and our Caplivity in Russia. 1856. and jVa rodic of the Defence ofKan,
\tb'\ Dr Sandwith, The Siege of Kars, 1856; C. B. Koriiian. Armenia and the

Campaign of 1377^ 1878, Greene, Kussian Army end tts Campaigns in Turkey,
1879.

KARSHI, an important town of Central Asia, the

centre of a begship dependent on Bokhara. It is situated

about 85 miles south-somh-west of Samarkand, in a vast

plain at the junction of two of the main confluents of

the Kashkadarya, a river which, though fed by numer-

ous mountain streams, soon loses itself in the sands. It

is a large and straggling place, with a circuit of 5 miles,

and the population within the walls amounts to 25,000.

There are three colleges, with accommodation for upwards

of three hundred students. The Biki mosque is a fine

building inlaid with blue and white tiles. All the ordinary

houses are built of claj", but they are often two stories high.

Along the river stretches a fine public promenade sheltered

by clumps of poplars. Bound the town lie gardens and

fields watered from wells. Poppies and tobacco are both

largely grown, the tobacco being deemed the best in

Central Asia. There is also a considerable trade in grain

;

but the commercial prosperity of Karshi is mainlv due ^'^
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the fact that it is a meeting point for the roads from

Samarkand, Bokhara, Hissar, Balkh, and JIaimene, and

serves as the mercantile centre for the surrounding steppes,

the market where horses are obtained for the caravans, and

tvhere the Turkomans and Uzbegs dispose of the products

of their camps (carpets, seats, kc). The knives and weapons

manufactured in Karshi are known as far as Persia and

Arabia, and its coppersmiths turn out excellent work.

KaRWaE, or Cajiwar, the chief town and headquarters

station of Xorth Krinara district, Bombay, 50 miles south-

east of Goa, 14° 50' N. lat., 74° 14' E. long. It was once

an important place of commerce ; the East India Company
had a factory there in the year 1G63. It is the only safe

harbour all the year round between Bombay and Cochin,

lu the bay is a cluster of islets called the Oyster Kocks,

c n the largest of which is a lighthouse. There are two

smaller islands in the bay, which afford good shelter to

r.ative craft and small vessels during the strong north-west

winds that prevail from February to April. The average

annual value of the imports at Kilrwar port during the

f.ve years ending 1873-74 was £244,469, of the exports

£310,884. Population in 1872, 13,263.

KASAN. See Kaz.aj^.

KASANLIK, or Kezanlyk, a town of Eoumelia, in

the vilayet of Adrianople, is situated at the foot of the

Balkans, about 5 .miles south of the Shipka Pass, in a

highly fertile plain watered by the Tundja and its nume-

rous tributaries. Throughout the plain there are exten-

sive fields of roses grown for the manufacture of attar of

roses, which is exported largely to western Europe. JIaize

is also grown ; and cattle and sheep are reared in consider-

able numbers. The town is surrounded by valuable woods

of walnut trees. The Russo-Turkish war of 1877-78
has done serious injury to the prosperity of the whole

region, and has told on the production of attar of roses,

which formerly was estimated at about 200 gallons for

the Kasanlik district. The population is variously esti-

mated at from 10,000 to 12,000. Two-thirds of these are

Bulgarians and Christians ; the remainder are Turks.

KASCHAU (Hung., Kassa; Lat., Cassovia), an ancient

royal free town, and capital of the cisTisian county of

Abauj, Hungary, is pleasantly situated on the right bank
of the Hernid, in a valley surrounded by sloping vineyards,

about 130 miles north-east from Budapest, with v/hich city,

as also with Cracow, Lemberg, and other centres, it is

connected by railway, 48" 42' X lat., 21° 17' R long.

Kaschau is the see of a Roman Catholic bishop suffragan

of Eger (Erlau), the headquarters of the general adminis-

tration for the county, and has royal and magisterial courts

of law, as well as boards of assay, finance, and postal

direction, and the supervision of the tobacco manufacture,

iiaschau is one of the best built towns in Hungary, and
consists of the inner town, intersected by the Csermel,

which forms an island and is crossed by several bridges,

and three suburbs (upper, middle, and lower) approached

by a broad glacis. The most remarkable edifice, considered

the grandest masterpiece of architectural skill in Hungary,
is the cathedral of St Elizabeth, situated in the great

square, and built in a faultless Gothic style. ' Commenced
about 1270 by Stephen V., the structure was continued

1324-82 by Queen Elizabeth, wife of Charles I, and her

son Louis I., and finished about 1468, in the reign of

Matthias L (Corvinus). The interior was transformed in

tk3 18th century to the Renaissance style, and restored in

1 S.50-65.. The church of St Michael .ind the Franciscan

or Garrison church date from the 13th century.,^ The
royal law academy, founded in 1659, and sanctioned by
golden bull of King Leopold I. in 1660, has an extensive

library ; there are also a museum, a Roman Catholic upper

gjmnasiura and seminary for priests, and other schools

and benevolent institutions. Kaschau is the centre of
tlie trade for the surrounding counties in wine, gall-nuts,
salt, and most descriptions of grain, and from its com-
mercial importance forms a kind of provincial capital.'

About 3 miles north-west of the town are the baths o{

Banko, with alkaline and ferruginous springs. The popu-
lation of Kaschau in 1880 amounted to 26,422 (in 1870
it was 21,742), consisting of Magyars, Germans, Slovaks,
and Ruthens. The majority are Roman Catholics.

Kaschau consisted originally of two villages, Upper and lower
Kassa, of which the latter was created a town and granted special
privileges by Bela IV. (1235). Under Stcpheu V. (1270) tlie two
separate portions were united, and raised to the rank of a royal
free town. In 1290 it was surrounded with walls. Tlie subsequeiit
history presents a long record of revolts, sieges, and disastrous
conflagrations. In 1430 the plague carried off a great number of
the inhabitants. In H5S the right of minting money accordintr
to the pattern and value of the Buda coinage was granted to the
municipality by King M,-.lthias I. The bishopric was established
in 1804. In the revolutionary war of 1848-49 the Hungarians
were twice defeated before the walls of Kaschau by the Austriana
under General Schlick, and the town was held successively by tho
Austrians, Hiuigarians, and Russians.

KASHGAR, or Kashghae, an important cifycf eastern

Turkestan, in 39° 24' 26" N. lat., 76° 6' 47" E. long.,

4043 English feet above the sea-level. It consists of two
towns, Kuhna Shahr or " old city," and Yangi Shahr or

"new city," about 5 miles apart, and separated from
one another by the Kizil Su, a tributary of the Tarim
river, which receives and deposits in the distant lake

Lob Nor the- drainage of the vast semi-desert plain

included between the Kuen-lun, Thian Shan, and Pamir
mountains. Situated at the junction of routes from
the vaUey of the Oxus, from Khokand and Samarkand,
Almati, Aksu, and Khotan, the last two. leading from
China and India, Kashgar has been noted from very

early times as a political and commercial centre. Like all

other cities of Central Asia, it has changed haiids repeatedly,

but its greatest modern prominence is probably due to

its having formed a few years ago the seat of government

of the Amir Yakub Beg, surnamed the Atalik Ghazi, who
established and for a brief period ruled with remarkable

SKOcess a Mohammedan state comprising the chief cities of

the Tarim basin from Turfan round along the skirt of the

mountains to Khotaa During his rule both Russian and

British missions visited Kashgar, and it is chiefly to this

circumstance that we are indebted for a full and tolerably

recent knowledge thereof. Kuhna Shahr is a small fortified

city on high ground overlooking the river Tuman. Its

walls are lofty and supported by buttress bastions with

loopholed turrets at. intervals; the fortifications, however,

are but of hard clay, and are much out of repair. The

city contains about 2500 houses. Beyond the bridge,

a little way off, are the ruins of ancient Kashgar,

which once covered a large extent of country on both

sides of the Tuman, and the walls of which even now
are 12 feet wide at the top and twice that in height.

This city—Aski Shahr as it is now called—was destroyed

in 1514 by Mirza Ababakar on the approach of Sultan

Said Khan's invading army. Abou'^ miles to the north

beyond the river is the shrine of Hazrat Afa'k, the saint

king of the country, who died and was buried here in

1693. It '.s a aandsome mausoleum faced with blue and

white glazed tiles, standing under the shade of some magni-

ficent silver poplars. About it Yakub Beg erected a com-

modious college, mosque, and monastery, the whole being

surrounded by rich orchards, fruit gardens, and vineyards.

The Yangi Shahr of Kashgar is, as its name implies, quite

modern, having been built in 1638. It is of oblong shape

running north and south, and is entered by a single gate-

way. The walls are lofty and massive, and topped by

turrets, while on each side is a projecting bastion to protect
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the cttrtains by a flank fire. The whole is surrounded by

a deep and wide ditch, which can be filled from the river,

at the risk, howevfer, of bringing down the whole structure,

for the walls are of mud, and stand upon a porous sandy

soil. In the time of the Chinese, before Yakub Beg's sway,

Yano-i Shahr held a garrison of si.^ thousand men, and

was "the residence of the ambaii or governor. Yakub

erected his orda or palace on the site of the amban's

residence, and two hundred ladies of his harem occupied a

commodious enclosure hard by. The mixture of the various

types seen in the markets of Kashgar has struck more

tlian one traveller. A square-faced fiat-nosed Calmuck, with

hi"h cheek bones and a ruddy hairless countenance, stands

next to an Afghan of gigantic proportions, with nut-brown

complexion, handsome features, and glossy black beard

while one's eye rests next on the fair, full face and Dutch

built frame sf the Andijani, who is jostled in turn by the

famUiar black-skinned and oily-faced Hindustani Mussul-

man, the muddy-complexioned opium-smoking Chinaman,

and the brown-skinned bewhiskered and gentle-lookmg

Badakshi, with high full forehead, long arched finely

carved nose and oval face of the true Aryan stamp. The

population of Kashgar at the time of the visit of Sir

Douglas Forsyth's mission in 1873 was about 112,000.

With the overthrow of the Chinese rule in 1865 the

manufacturing industries of Kashgar declined, and in the

case of some of the profitable arts altogether disappeared.

Silk culture and carpet manufacture have flourished for

a^es at Khotan, and tho products always find a ready sale

at' Kashgar. Other manufactures consist of a. strong

coarse coUon cloth called l-ham (which forms the dressof

the common people, and for winter wear is padded with

cotton and quilted), boots and shoes, saddlery, felts, furs

and sheep skins made up into cloaks, and various articles

of domestic use. A curious street sight in Kashgar is pre-

sented by the hawkers of meat pies, pastry, and sweet-

meats, which they trundle about on hand-barrows just as

their counterparts do in Europe ; while the knife-grinder s

cart and the vegetable seller with his tray or basket on his

bead, recall exactly similar itinerant traders further west.

The earliest mention of Kashgar of which we have any authen-

tic record is during the second period of ascendency of tho Han

d^asty, when the Chinese general Pan^han conquered and wrested

hmi the hands of their masters the Hiungnu Yutien (Khotan)

Sulci (Kashgar), and a group of states lu the Tar.m basin almost

up to the foot of the Thian Shan mountains. This happened in /
6

B c about the time that the Chinese and Roman empires attained

their furthest expansion of dominion ^«stwa.d and eastward respec-

tively, and were^eparated only by the breadth of the Caspian^

Kashgar lies in the'countiy which Pto emy calls Scytlua beyond

the Imaus ; in this he has a K<,sia Regio, possibly exhibiting the

name whence Kashgar is formed. Next ensues a long epoch of

Saritv. The Chinese lost their hold over the western provinces,

and Ptolemy found no succejsor to continue lus investigations into

?Se countries of the far E.st. In 634 Tai^tsung re-establ,shed

Chinese sway over eastern Turkestan and Sulei (Kashgar) and

other places were converted into garrison towns. It was shortly

after this that HwenTsang passed through Kashgar (-hf heca

Kie-sha) on his return journey from India to China The Buddhist

^h4on then fast decaying in India, was working its way to a new

13 in China, and contemporaneously the Nestonan Chnstians

^ere establishing bishoprics at Herat, Merv. and Samarkand^^^^^^^

they subsequentTy proceeded to Kashgar, and finally to China itsei

In the 8th century came the Arab invasion from the west, and we

find Kashgar and Turkestan lending assistance to the •je^^mg

queen of Bokhara, to enable her to repel the enemy. Bf »'«
?he Mohammedan religion from the

Y'^^y.'^ri^rtTe ndepend nt
jliecks, it nevertheless made its weight felt upon the independent

8tate7 of Turkestan to the north and east, and thus acq"ir«l ^

s eadilv erVwing influence, which, aided as it was through the chan-

nels of'trTdrfacilitated th^ spread of the faith and broi^M i -to

serious collision with the Chinese religion, a
s'™ef,%7^f„„ukeW

dured down to our day, and can by no mean^
''!, f the ?Oth ccntu V

to recur. It was not, however till the
f
°^« "^ ^!,^° \heS

that Islam was established at K'ashgar, when '^ P '"™ °'
'd en-

ditary family of Bughra Khan became a
^«";;fJ''T'°'/fteV;^

forced it upon his subjects at the point of the sword. AUei an

interval, during which the Kara Khitai,-a nomad race from tlic

north-east under rulers called the Gur Khans, became suzerains of

Kashwar, the growing power of Jenghiz Khan began to overspread

the Kashgar borders. This great conciueror in the space of six years

overran the entire country from Azerbijan on the west to the Indus

on the east, and from the steppes of Kipchak on the north to Seis-

tan on the soutli, laying waste and butchering with a ferocity which

is said to have left its traces for centuries after. The invasion of

Jenghiz Khan had given a decided check to the progress of the

Mohammedan creed, but on his death, and during the rule of thc-

Chao-hatai Khans, who became converts to that faith, Islam began

to rSissert its ascendency. In 1389-90.Timur the Mughal under-

took a campaign for the conquest of Moghulistan, and one of his

armies ravaged Kashgar, Andijan, and the intervening country.

Mo''hulistan''was at this time under the governorship of Khudadad,

a blneflcent and popular ruler, who at a later date eutertamed the

famous embassy sent from Shah Rukh to the emperor of China.

Kasht^ar next passed through a troublous time, and m 1514, on

the invasion of the Khan Sultan Said, was destroyed by Mirza

Ababakar, who with the aid of ten thousand men built the new

fort with massive defences higher up on the banks ot the luman.

The dynasty of the Chaghatai Khans collapsed in 1572 by the dis-

memberment of the country between rival representatn-es; and soon

after two powerful Khojah factions, the White and Black Moun-

taineers (^/(- and TTfira Tar/hhik), arose, whoso dissensions and war-

fares with the interventfon of th? Calmucks of Zungana, fill up

the history till 1759, when a Chinese army from 111 invaded the

country, and, after perpetrating wholesale massacres, hnally con-

solidated their authority by settling therein Chinese emigrants

together with a Mauchu garrison. The Chinese had thoughts ot

Tm°shin<' their conquests towards western Turkestan and Samarkand,

the chfefs of which sent to ask assist.uice of the Afghan king^

Ahmed Shah. This monarch despatched an embassy to Peking to

demand the restitution of the Mohammedan states «/ Ci^ntral Asm,

but the embassy was not well received, and Ahmed Shah was too

much engaged with the Sikhs to attempt to enforce his demand*

bv arms The Chinese continued to hold Kashgar, with suiidry

interruptions from Mohammedan revolts,-one of the most serious

occurring in 1827, when the territory was invaded and the city

taken by Jahanghir Khojah ;
Chang-lung, however, the Chinese:

general of Hi, recovered possession of Kashgar and the other revolted

dties in 1828. A revolt in 1829 under Mohammed All Khan and

Yusuf, brother of Jahanghir, was more successful, and resulted in the

concession of several important tradeTi ivileges to the Mohammedans

of the district of Alty Shahr (the "six cities' ), as it was then named

Until 1846 the country enjoyed peace under the just and libernl

rule of Zahir-ud-din, the Chinese governor, but in that year a fresh

Khoiah revolt under Kath Tora led to his makmg himself master

of the citv with circumstances of unbridled licence and oppression.

His rei"n was, however, brief, for at the end of seventy-five days, on

the am" oach of the Chinese, he fled back to Khokand amid the

j 1 oT heinhabitants. The' last of the Khojah revolts 1867) was

if about equal duration with the previous one, and took place under

Wali-Khan, a degraded debauchee, and the murderer of the lamented

traveller Adolf S°chlagintweit. The great Tungani revolt or insur-

rection of the Chinese Mohammedans, which broke out m 1862 m
Kansuh, spread rapidly to Zungana and through the line of towns-

in the Tarim basin. The Tungani troops in Yarkand rose, and

aOtb August 1863) massacred some seven thousand Chinese, while

the inhabitants of Kashgar, rising in their turn against their

masters, invoked the aid Sf Sadik Beg a Kirghiz chie^ wno --
reinforced by Buzurg Khan, the heir of Jahanghir, and Yakub Beg

his aeneral, these being despatched at Sadik's request by the ruler of

Kbo"kand to raise what troops they could to aid his Mohanimedan

fri^ds in Kashgar. Sadik feeg soon repented of having asked for

a Kho ah, and eventually marched against Kashgar, which by this

time had succumbed to Buzurg Khan and Yakub Beg, but w-as de-

feated and driven back to Khokand. Buzurg Khan delivered him-

self ifp to indolence and debauchery, but Yakub Beg, w'lth sir.gular

energy andperseverance, madehimselfmaster o Yangi Shahr, Y ar.gi-

Hi"!r, YarLnd, and other towns, and
^T"*"^ ^ ^ff™<;f„ttTr or

of the country, Buzurg Khan proving himself totaly unBttcG lor

?he post oTrul r Kashgar and the other cities of the Tarim bnsm

reSd under Yakub Beg's rule until 1877. when the Chinese

rg^ned possession of thei? ancient dominions after a earnraign

which ori-inally organized years before, and conducted in tl e

most ieisu?eT; fashion, was characteristicjf the measured tenacity

and resolution with which this nation frfllow up a settled policy

Since the reoccupation of the country by the Chinese, trade has

mu h declined, especially with India this traflic being regarded s

ille-.al by the Chinese authorities. Heavy exactions are made for

military purposes, and considerable emigration ^as taken place to

Ladak and India. t^- *"
, '

JiASHl the name given to the glazed and coloured

ornamentation of Mohammedan buildings in parts of Persia

and India, and to the art of making it. _ The work is ot
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two kinds—on clay (bricks or tiles^, aud on catea of lime
mortar. For surfaces of one colour, domes, &c., both
kinds are used, differing only in the shape of the tiles or

mortar-cakes. Figured patterns are ditferently treated

with the different materials. On clay tiles, the designs

with their several colours are laid on by stencilling, and
the tile then glazed. Designs in coloured mortar work
have each separate piece of colour on a separate cake of

hardened mortar, cut to the required shape ; and these,

glazed separately, are afterwards cemented together on the

walls of the building, or first made up into complete panels,

which are then set in their place on the walls. The designs

are commonly foliage and flowers, or geometrical figures

and interlacing arabesques, and inscriptions in Arabic and
Persian characters, and are, many of them, very beautiful

The colours chiefly used are blue, green, yellow, purple,

brown, and white. A tile is first painted over with a

very fine clay paste, to make a smooth surface on which

to apply the colour ; and similarly the little mortar cakes

are first painted, on the side to be coloured, with a thin

liquid glass. It is perhaps owing to defect in this part of

the process, or to imperfect burning, that the tile figured

work on some old buildings, particularly on the south side,

has flaked oS! The glazed work on mortar, and on tiles of

one colour, is generally more permanent.

The best specimens of kAshl work in India are at Tatta

and Hyderabad in Smd, and at MultAn and Lahore in the

Punjab. There are also buildings thus ornamented, chiefly

of the time of Akbar and Jahangir (16th and 17th cen-

turies), at Delhi, Agra, Gwalior, and some other places, but

the best and most numerous are in the western provinces

above named, particularly at Lahore and at Tatta. The
buildings at Lahore having the finest figured kishl work
are the mosque of Wazii^Khan, the gateways of certain old

pleasure gardens, and the Goia SaraL There is a tomb
at the same place (the tomb of Abd' ur Razzik) built in

the early part of the 16th century, which bears the name
of the blue dome, its covering being of clay bricks coloured

blue on the narrow exposed face. Another, built about
fifty years later (the tomb of Shah Musa), is known as the

green dome. It is covered with little mortar blocks, in

shape half cylinders, coloured and glazed on the flat face,

and with two deep nicks on the rounded back to give a
hold on the plaster'in which they are set. A celebrated

tomb at Meshhed in northern Persia bears the same name,
and likewise another at Kirman ; the domes of these

buildings, however, though called green, are in reality

blua At Tatta the k&aid work is all on clay tiles ; there

is no inlaid work of coloured mortar. The finest of the

buildings at Tatta, a mosque built by Shah Jabdn, has
lately had the defective parts of the figured tile-work

restored.

The art is now carried on at Tatta, at Hala, a village 30
miles north of Hyderabad, and at a few other places.

KASHIN, a district town of Russia, in the government
of Tver, 125 milea north-east of the government town, near
the Kashinka, a subtributary of the Volga. A consider-

able trade is carried on in the despatch of grain to St
Petersburg. The chief buildings are the cathedral and
three monastic establishments. Ivashin, first mentioned
about 1238, was in the 14th century a separate principality

which contended with Tver for pre-eminence in the region.

There are still some remains of the defences erected in

1661. Population, according to St Petersburg Calendar
for 1 874, 73^46.

KASHKAR, also called Chiteai., from the residence

of the prince, a high-lying Mohammedan state among the

spurs of Hindu Kush, has been already spoken of under
Hindu Kdsh (vol xL p. 838). Since that was published,

a.work {Tribes of the Hindoo Eoosh. Calcutta, 1880) has

come from the pen of Major Biddulph, the only European
known to have visited the state, and we here enter a very
few corrections or new particulars from his work. The
geographical position of Kashkar is likely to give it great
interest iu the future. A considerable part of Upper
Kashkar belongs to Yassin, in the Gilgit basin (see Gilgit,
vol X. p. 597). Indeed the left bank of the Chitral
river, down to within 20 miles of Chitral itself, belongs to
Yassin. The chief place of this Upper Kashkar is Mastdj
(vol. X. p. 596). The rulers of the two states are of the
same blood, sprung from a Khorasani adventurer who im-
migrated hither about the first half of the 17th century,
aud are respectively descended from two brothers of his
family, Shah Kator and Shah Khushwakt, who lived a
century later. The two royal families are hence known
as Katore and KhiS.skwahte respectively ; they generally
act in concert, though neither is dependent on the other.

We know not the origin of the former name, but most
probably it is connected with an ancient tribal name in
Kafiexstan {q.v.). The ruler of Chitral is known both
as Mihtar, or "Prince," and by the pretentious title of
Badskcik. He has five viziers, of whom the chief, or
Dewan-begi, has charge of the king's slave-agency, an
important part of .the reigning system. Under this the
rulers of Chitral have come to regard the sale of their

subjects as a legitimate and ordinary supplement to their

revenue. But of late the market has become circumscribed.

The population of the kingdom is estimated at 200,000,
not including the tributary tribe of Bashgali Kafirs, who
occupy a nearly parallel valley on the west, confluent with
that of Kashkar. The ethnology of Kashkar is very
intricate. . The largest, and probably aboriginal, population
are called Eho. Their language, Khowdr, is closely allied

to the dialects of the Kafir tribes. There are also tribes in

a depressed position, immigrants from the other side of the
watershed, and speaking the language of Munjan, a hill

canton of the Oxus valley, calling themselves Yidghdh.
In the lower part of the valley is a race, also with a peculiar

language, called Gabar (mentioned by Sultan Baber), aud
some broken tribes of Siahposh, die. All these constitute

the lower or njot class, who alone pay regular revenue,

cannot hold slaves, and are styled fakir mnshhin ("poor
beggars "). Above them are several privileged classes,

descended from the founders of the reigning family, or from
older ruling families also of foreign blood. We may add
that Chitral is identical with the Shang-mi of Hwen Tsang
(644 A.D.), see J. R. As. Sac, new ser., vol vL p. 114. A
somewhat later Chinese record gives, as an alternative name
of Shang-mi, Khiu-wei, which evidently contains the Kho
just mentioned. In this Kho also we have probably an ele-

ment of Choaspes, the Greek name of the Chitral river.

A singular point in Chitral history is the fact that it was
invaded by a Chinese army about the middle of last

century, probably in 1759-60, and continued to send

occasional tribute to China at least to 1769, i.e., twelve

years after the battle of Plassy. This was brought to

notice by the present writer in 1872 (/. if. G. S., slii.

477), when tracing the curious history of the name Boloi:

And now Major Biddulph has found in the country itself

the' memory of the Chinese invasion, and thus entire

corroboration of the identification of the Chinese Poloeul

or Bolor with Kashkar. (h. y.)

KASHMfR, or Cashmeee, an elevated and enclosed

valley in the Himalaya mountains, north of the Punjab.

It is surrounded by lofty hills, with one opening on the

west, by which flows out from the valley the river Jhelum.

,The enclosing hills ou the north and cast belong to

the BAra LAcha chain,' and on their outer side is the

broad mountainous region which holds the valley of thf

upper Indus, and which, beyond the Indus, culminates in

tVf. — i
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the great parallel range of Karakorum or ilustiiiiu. On
the west and south, the hill boundary, whiuh joins the

other half of the enclosure at the south-sast sud of the

valley, is the PanjAl or PancliAl range, which on its outer

side sends down its branches soutliward. through the
Jann*! territory, to the plains of the Punjab. The length

of the Kashnalr valley, including the iuner slopes of its

surrounding hilk, is about 120 miles from north-west to

south-east. Its greatest width is about 75 miles. The
low and comparatively level floor of the basiu is 8i miles

long and 20 to 24 miles broad. Its lowe.st part is 5200
feet above the sea, and its mean height 6000 feet.

This valley is but a small [)ortioD, in area, of the
dominions of the maharAja of Kashmir, which, in addition

to the Jamii territory on the south (the previous posses-

sion of the present mahar.ija's father, GliuUb Singh, before

he acquired Kashmir), include BaltistAn and Gilgit on the

north, and KishtwAr and LadAkon the east On the west
Kashmir is separated from the valley of KhagAn by a con-

tinuous range of high hills, and from the British district of

HazAra by the river Jhelum.
Jamu, to which Kashmir was annexed in 1816, occupies

the southern slopes of the PanjAl range, with a strii) of

plain country at their foot, and e.^tends about 220 miles

from east to west, with a greatest direct breadth, north to

south, of about 75 miles. All the rest of the maharajA's
domiuions is hill country.

Tlia bills forming the uorthem half-circuit of the Kashmir
valley, and running beyond, include many lofty mouniain
masses and peaks, the most conspicuous of which, a little

outside the confines of Kashmir, is Nanga Parbat, a
grand hill (35^ 15' N., 74° 35' E.), rising 26,629 feet

above the sea, with an extensive area of glacier on its

eastern face. The great ridge which is thrown off to the

south-west by Nanga Parbat rises, at a distance of 1 2 miles,

to another summit 20,740 feet in height, from which run
south-west and south-east the ridges which are the northern
watershed boundary of Kashmir. The former range, after

running 70 miles south-west, between the valleys of the

Kishanganga and the KunhAr or Nain-siikh, turns south-

ward, closely pressing the river Jhelum, after it has received

the Kishanganga, with a break a few miles further south
which admits the KunhAr. This range presents several

prominent summits, the two highest 16,487 and 15,544
feet above the sea. The range which runs south-east from
the junction peak above-mentioned divides the valley of

the Kishanganga from that of the Astor and other tribu-

taries of the Indus. The highest points on this range,

where it skirts Kashmir, are 16,795, 16,930, and 17,202
feet above the sea. For a distance of more than 50 miles
from Kanga Parbat there are no glaciers on this range

;

thence eastward they increase ; one, near the Zoji-la Pass, is

only 10,850 feet above the sea. The mountains at the east

end of the valley, running nearly north and south, drain
inwards to theJhelum, and on the other side to theWardwan,
a tributaiy of the CiienAb. The highest part of this eastern

boundary is 14,700 feet. There are no glaciers. The
highest point on the PanjAl range, which forms the south
and south-west boundary, is 15,523 feet above the sea.

The river Jhelum or Behat (Sanskrit n^nste)—the
Hydaspes of Greek historians and geographers—flows
north-westward through the middle of the valley. After
a slow and' winding course it expands, about 25 miles
below Srlnagar, over a slight depression in the plain, and
forms the Wular lake and marsh, which is of ill-defined

extent, but may be called about 10 miles long and 6 broad
The hills which this lake touches at its north end give it

a more defined margin on that side. Leaving the lake on
the south-west side, near the town of Sopiu', the river

pursues its sluggish course south-westward, about 18 miles.

to tue gorge at B.iramula. From this point the stream is

more rapid through the narrow valley which conducts it

westward 75 miles to MuzaflirAbAd, whore it turns sharjily

south, joined by the Kishanganga. At IslamAbad, about

40 miles above Srinagar. the river is 5400 feet above sea-

level, and at Srinagar 5235 feet. It has thus a fall of

about 4 feet per mile in this part of its course. For the

next 24 miles to the Wiilar lake, and thence to Baramiila,

its fall is only about 2^- feet in the mile. On the 80 miles

of the river in the flat valley between IslAmAbAd and Bara-

mula there is much boat traflic ; but none below Bararaula
till the river comes out into the plains.

On the north-east side of this low narrow plain of the'

Jhelum is a broad hilly tract between which and the higher

boundary range runs the Kishanganga river.
' Near the

east end of this interior hilly tract, and connected with the

higher range, is one summit 17,839 feet. Around this

peak and between the ridges which run from it are many
small glaciers. These heights look down on one side into

the beautiful valley of the Sind river, and on another into

the valley of the Lidar, which join the Jhelum. Among
the hills north of Srinagar rises one conspicuous mountain
mass, 16,903 feet in height, from which on its north side

descend tributaries of the Kishanganga, and on the south

the Waugat river, which flows into the Sind. By these

rivers and their numerous aflluents the whole valley of

Kashmir is watered abundantly.

Around the foot of many spurs of the hills which run
dovni ou the Kashmir plain are pieces of low table-land,

which are called karhca. These terraces vary in height

at different parts of the valley from 100 to 300 feet above

the alluvial plain. Those which are near each other are

mostly about the same level, and separated by deep ravines.

The level plain in the middle of the Kashmir vaUey is

fine clay and sand, with water-worn pebbles. The kar6was

consist of horizontal beds of clay and sand, the lacustrine

nature of which is shown by the shells which they contain.

The hills surrounding the valley are chiefly gneiss and
schists. ' In the Lidar valley are slate and sandstones of

the Carboniferous period over green slate of a period

corresponding to SUurian. The irregular ridges of the

Panjal range are granite and gneiss, with scliists and slates.

Limestone is found in parts of the east and west ends of

the valley, and in the hills upon the Manas Bal lake. In

various places are marks of glacial action, down to a height

of about 500 feet above the level part of the basin. From
the plain rise isolated hills of trap ; among these are the

Hari Parbat and the Takht-i-SulimAn at Srinagar, on the

former of which stands the fort, and ou the latter a con-

spicuous and well knowu .ancient Hindu temple. No
fossils have been found in Kaslmiir below the rocks of the

Carboniferous period. The chief mineral resources of the

maharaja's dominions are outside the Kashmir valley,

specially in LAdak. .

In the hills of the north oounaary are two passes, the

Burzil (13,500 feet) and the Kamri (13,200)..° By the

former is the direct route between Srinagar and Iskardo.

It is usually practicable only between 15th' July and 15th

September. The road from Sriuagar to L6 in Ldddk goes

by the Z6ji-1A Pass (11,300 feet), near the north-east corner

of the valley. Only a short piece of the road, where snow
accumulates, prevents this pass being used all the year.

At the south-east end of the valley are three passes, the

Murgil (11,600 feet), the Hoksar (13,315), and the Murbul
(11,550), all leading over to the valleys of theChenAb and
the BAvi. South of IslAmAbAd, on the direct route to

Tamii and SiAlk6t, is the BanihAl Pass (9200 feet).

Further west on the PanjAl range is the Pir PanjAl or

PanchAl Pass (11,400 feet), with a second pa.ss, the Battan
Pir (8200 feet), across a second, ridge about ID miles south-
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vest or the other. Between the two passes is the beauti-

fully situated fort of Bdramgali and a well-known rest-

house for travellers. This place is in the domain of Eaja
M6ti Singh of Pilnch, cousin and tributary of the maharaja
of Kashmir. At EdjAori, south of these passes, the road

divides : one line leads to Bhimbar and Gujrdc, the other

to Jamii and Suilk6t by Akniir. Next, south-west of

Baramiila, is the Hajjl Plr Pass (8500 feet), by which
crosses the road to Punch. From P^iniih one road leads

down to the plains at the town of Jhelum, another east-

ward through the hills to the Rattan Pir Pass and Rijdori.

Lastly there is the river pass of the Jhelum, which is the

easy route from the valley westward, having two ways
down to the plains, one by MuzaffarAbdd and the HazAra
valley to Hassan Abdal, the other by- the British hill

station of Marri (Murree) to Edwal Pindl
The valley of Kashmir, sheltered from the south-west

monsoon by the Panjdl range, has not the periodical rains

of India. Its rainfall is irregular, greatest in the spring

months. Occasional heavy storms in the monsooii pass

over the crests of the PanjAl and give heavy rain on the

elevated plateaus on the Kashmir side. And again clouds

pass over the valley and are arrested by the higher hills

on the north-east side, on which they pour themselves.

Know falla on the surrounding hills at intervals from
October to March, and sometimes in grjat quantity. In
the valley the first snow generally falls about the end of

December, and never to any great amount. The highest

monthly average of temperatune from May to October, at

Siinagar, is 89° in the shade, at noon. There has been no
regular winter register ; but the temperature is never very

low.

For all crops except rice, which is irrigated, the rain is

ordinarily sufficient Barley, sown in November, ripens in

June," wheat in July. Rice, sown in May and June, ripens

in October. Millet, maize, and buckwheat, also turnips,

pease, and mustard, are grown in considerable quantity.

There is no natural forest in the level parts of the valley.

Of the cultivated trees the finest is the plane {chindr),

which grows to a large size, and is of great beauty. The
principal other trees of the valley are the poplar, willow,

cypress, walnut, apple, pear, quince, apricot, cherry, mul-
berry. Vines are grown extensively, commonly trained

up poplar trees. There are many kinds of grape. On the

liiKs around are deodar, Pinus excelsa and Qerardiana,

Picca Webbiana, hazel, birch, viburnum, juniper, rose, &c.

The herbaceous plants and flowers are very numerous.

Tiie umbelliferous plant called prangos, growing on the

drier hills, is much valued as winter food for sheep. , In
spring the bright orange-coloured colchicum shows itself

in great quantity'; and in autumn are seen many acres of

Ecifron with its beautiful light purple flowers, grown in

large fields divided into small square beds. Saffron was
among the articles of annual tribute to the Mughal
emperors. The Dal lake at Srlnagar is full of reeds and
water plants, Potamogeton, Nyniphxa, Nelunibium, &c.

On this lake there are floating gardens : a shallow layer

of soil on sheets of the great leaves of water lilies is made
to grow quantities of vegetables; The curious singkara,

or horned water nut {Trapa hispinosa), which grows in

great quantity in all the lakes, is much used for food, pre-

pared in various ways. Since 1874 hops have been grown
experimentally for the Murree Brewery Company, with fair

success, in five dLCferent parts of the valley.

Much has been said and written about the beauty of the

Tale of Kashmir. Spring encircles a fresh, green, smiling

Galley with a noble belt of glistening snow-capped ridges

;

autumn fills the eye with the wcnderful richiiesscf the

many-coloured foliage. At all times flows on the quiet

^ssy river, showing back the groves and ayenues upon its

banks, the strange tall shadowy wooden houses, and the
craggy hills. There is no place or season which has not
something to show of real beauty. The rapturous praises of
Mohammedan writers may be often extravagant ; and it is

with some of their materials, reproduced with more modern
additions, that Moore has built up groat part of his romance

;

still few will really think that here extravagance and fiction
have left truth much too far behind.
Many Englishmen every year resort to Kashmir for

shooting. The game is in consequence now only to be
found within reduced areas of the more secluded little

valleys and more difficult hill sides, and many sportsmen
now cross over into LAdAk. The animals chiefly sought in
both countries are the Ovis ammon, Ovis poli, antelope, ibex,

mdr-Mor or wild goat, musk deer, Tibetan stag, brown
and black bear, and leopard. In various parts of Kashmir
are to be found the fox, lynx, weasel, marmot, and hare.

The black and grey monkey (langur) is common on the
Panjdl range. Kashmir has the snow pheasant, snow owl,
wild goose, duck, and teal ; and the eagle is also found.

The Kashmir valley has a large number of old buildings

of the Hindu period, interesting from their style, which is

peculiar to Kashmir, and from the traces which many of

them bear of Greek art. Their ruinous condition is ascribed

partly to Sikandar the idol-breaker, partly to earthquakes,

which are frequent in Kashmir. The most ancient of

these buildings (about 220 b.c.) is the temple of Shankar
Acharya (or, as it was formerly called, of Jaiasht Iswar),

on the hill at Srlnagar, known as Takht-i-Sulimdn, or

Solomon's Throne,—a designation thought to be a Mo-
hammedan adaptation of the name of Rdjd Sandhaman,

who repaired or rebuilt the temple. The other Hindu
buildings mostly belong to the time from the 5th to the

10th century. The chief points which distinguish them

from Hindu buildings in India are the trefoil-headed door-

ways and recesses, high pediments, high straight-lined

pyramidal roofs, and fluted pillars.

The temple of the sun at Marttand or Matan has been

one of the finest. It occupies a very striking position on

a kar^wa or natural terrace about 3 miles from Islamdbdd,

and commands a splendid view of the valley of the Jhelum.

Of the others the most worthy of notice are the remains

of two of the four temples at Avantipur, 15 miles south-

east of Srlnagar ; the temple of Bhiimzo near Marttand,

built in a cave ; P.ayach, on the karewa of Naunagar near

Avantipur, a small temple, the whole superstructure built

of six stones ; Pandr^tan, 3 miles south-east of Srlnagar,

standing with its floor below the water, in a tank ; Bhdniir

(Bhawdniiir) and Kutnii, a few miles west of Baramiila,

both backed by fine wooded cliffs crowned with deodars.

A mound, with masonry in and about it, at the village of

Ushkara near Baramiila, is supposed to be the remains of

a Buddhist tope {stupa), the place taking its name from

Hushka, one of the Tartar kings of Kashmir.

Srinagar, the capital (34° 4' 6" N., 74° 48' 5"_E.), said

to have been founded by Pravara S^n, in the beginning of

the 6th century, is built on both banks of the Jhelum. It

is a somewhat confused mass of houses, many of them built

of wood, with balconies and carved lattice windows, and

projecting upper ^stories propped on poles, and overhanging

the narrow streets or the little canals which in some parts

are the streets. The city has seven bridges across the river,

built of beams laid on stone and timber piers. In the fort

on the south side of the river is the palace. There are

several small Hindu temples in the town. The two chief

mosques are the Jdmi' mosque and that of Shah Hamadin,

the latter one of the most conspicuous buildings, with walls

of stone and timber, low sloping wooden roof, and little

wooden spire. On the shores of the Dal lake are the old

pleasure-gardens of the Mughals.
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The people of Kashmir are now mostly Monammeaan.
Physically of fine form, a large proportion of the town-

people are enfeebled by poverty and sedentary occupation

in close rooms. A few years ago the shawl weavers of

Srinagar were reckoned to be about 22 per cent, of the

iuhabitants. The proportion is now less, owing to the

reduced demand for Kashmir shawls, both loom-made and
hand-sewn. The maharij^ has endeavoured to meet the

depression of the shawl trade by extension of siik manu-
factures; silk is successfully worked, and well dyed. The
chief demand for shawls has generally been from France,

and French patterns have somewhat interfered with native

art. At IslAmilbdd also many hands are employed in

shawl and blanket weaving. A kind of coarse chintz is

also made there. Embroidery on fine woollen cloths is the

employment of many Kashmiris, both in their own country

and in their Indian settlements, Amritsar, Nurpiir, and
LudhiAna. The manufacture of a variety of articles in

papier mach6 and ornamental painted wood-work employs

a number of people in Srinagar. The silversmiths do a

good deal of business in ornamental vases, goblets, flower-

holders, &c., silver and silver gilt. Engraved and em-

bossed copper work employs a smaller number of people
;

also the manufacture of ornamental vessels of tinned copper,

and some other minor kinds of work. A very good kind

of paper is made in Kashmir. A museum of Kashmir

.products and manufactures was established at Srinagar in

1875. The people of the country, with more healthful

occupations and surroundings than those of the towns,

especially Srinagar, are robust and of active habits. The
Kashmiris, both men and women, wear commonly a kind

of loose gown with sleeves, called phhan (Pers., pairdhfln,

"a robe"). In cold weather they are in the habit of

carrying, under this loose dress, a small portable brazier

with heated charcoal. The country people and boatmen

use a more close-fitting costume. The mountaineers, like

those of neighbouring hill countries, bandage the legs from

the knee to the foot for protection in walking.

According to a report prepared by order of the mahardjd

in 1873, the population of the valley at that time was
nearly 492,000. Of these about 6i,000 were Hindus and
the rest Moslems, about 4 per cent, of the latter being

Shiites. The estimated population of Jamii was 861,000,

of P.iineh 77,500, of Ldddk, Iskardo, and Gilgit, K)4,500;

total about 1,535,000 :—Hindus, 507,000 ; Moslems,

919,000; Buddhists, 20,000; and " miscellaneous," 89,000.

Of Srinagar the estimated population was about 132,000,

of which number nearly 40,000 were Hindus.' A great

diminution, caused by deaths and emigration, has followed

the famine of 1878. It was said that the towns of IsldmA-

bid and Sopiir lost nearly two-thirds of their inhabitants.

The rice crop of 1879 was abundant, and the rains of the

next year seasonable and plentiful. The shawl-weaving

and carpet-making trades revived in 1880, and numbers

of people who had left the country during the famine re-

turned.

The language of Kashmir (which is spoken only in the

valley itself, and in the few outlying settlements of Kash-

miris in the neighbouring hills and in northern India) is of

the Aryan family. It is allied to the Hindi, Sindf, and

Punjabi, and also to the current Urdii of India (Hindii-

stdnl). It uses a form of the Sanskrit character like the

Nigarl of the Punjab. It may be said to possess no litera-

ture, though Kashmir has produced many literary men.

The Urdu is now very generally understood in Kashmir,

among the better educated peoole and more intelligent

artisans.

The chief articles of export from Kashmir are shawls

and other woollen fabrics, rice, saffron, fruits. The chief

imports are shawl wool, English piece goods, Indian cloths,

metals, precious stones, skins, felts, dye-stuffs, tea, chnraa
(hemp juice), groceries, and salt. The imports into Kashmir
from British India are much below those into Jamu,
except tea (of which the Kashmiris are extremely fond),

indigo, and earthenware. Kashmir imports annually a very
large amount of rock salt from the Punjab. The gross

annual value of the imports is about i:2 10,000, and of

the exports about £172,000. This latter amount is less

than formerly, owing chiefly to the reduced demand for

shawls. The import duties, which used to be very heavy,

were modified in 1864 ; the duty on piece goods was limited

to 8 per cent, and on- other imports to 12^ per cent. In
April 1870 a commercial treaty was entered into with the

British Government for developing trade with eastern

Turkestan, in which, among other things, the maharaji
agreed to abolish all transit duties. Joint commissioners
were appointed, on the part of the two Governments,

to reside at Leh.

The gross annual revenue of Kashmir is believed to be
about £550,000, and of the mahar^ja's whole territories a

little over £800,000. The chief source of income is the

land revenue. Of this there is now a cash settlement in

place of the annual valuation of crops which was the practice

till lately. The Government ordinarily takes one-half the

gross produce. Grain is stored in public granaries, and
sold at fixed rates to the army and the civil officials. Much
grain is also purchased from the zamindirs, and stored by
Hindu merchants in Srinagar.

The mahariij4's military force numbers 25,600 infantry

(including- police), 1400 cavalry, and 1200 artillery, with

78 field guns and 80 other pieces.

At Srinagar and elsewhere the mahariji has established

dispensaries, with native medical men educated in India

;

and he has built at his own cost a large hospital for the

medical mission at Srinagar.

The current rupee of Kashmir, called cMlH ("glittering"),

has varied in value &t different times from one-half to five-

eighths of the rupee of British India. The latest issued

bears the latter value.

The admission of British visitors to Kashmir each season

is Lmited. To military officers, up to a fixed number,

permission is granted by the commander-in-chief or by the

Government of India, Others do not require previous

permission, but must intimate their intention of going to

Kashmir, and obtain a copy of the rules. In like manner,

more than eight centuries ago, as we learn from the Arabic

historian Al Binini, the passes used to be watched, and few

outsiders admitted. Connected with this long-cherished ex-

clusiveness has been the general badness of the roads. A
really improved road has been made by the present

maharAjd from Kohala to Baramiila, the easiest and best

entrance to the valley. The author just referred to men-

tions the covered litters, in which people in Kashmir used

to be carried, raised on men's shoulders. The same con-

veyances are in use now. To the present day there are no

wheeled conveyances in Kashmir. For English visitors

four routes are authorized by the Government of India,

one by the PIr Panjdl Pass and three by Baramiila,—from

Punch, from Murree, and from Muzaff'arAbid.

In the government of his own territories the " mahar.ij4

of Jummoo and Kashmir " is independent. His relations

with other states are. subject to the supreme authority ol

the Government of India. ' Thp.Government of India has

no resident at either of the maharSjA's capitals, but annually

an " officer on special duty," as he is officially termed, is

sent to Kashmir during the season from March to Novemr

ber. A native news-writer, employed by the British Govern-

ment, remains in Kashmir. The annual tribute of the

biahardjii, presented in token of the supremacy of tte

British Government, ii* iiicordance with Act X. cf th?.
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treaty of March 1846, is "one horse, twelve perfect shawl

goats of" approved breed (six male and six female), and

three pairs of^ Kashmir shawls." The maharAja receives in

British territory a salute of nineteen guns.

History.—Tho luetiical history of the kings of Kashmir, called

%ijd Tarangini, was pronounced by Professor H. H. Wilson (1825*

to be the only Sanskrit composition yet discovered to which the

title of history can with any propriety be applied. It first became
known to the ilohammedans when, on Akbar s invasion of Kashmir
in 15SS, a copy was jirescnted to the einjieror. A translation into

Persian was made by his order, and a summary of its contents, from
this Persian translation, is given by Abu'l Fazl in the A'in-i-Aklarl.

The Riijd Tarangini \s3. scries of four histories. The first of the

series, by Pandit Kalh;ina, was writteu about the middle of the 12th
century. His work, iu six books, which bears the name afterwards

given to the whole, makes use of earlier writings now lost. Com-
mencing with traditional history of verj' early times, it comes down
to the rei^ of Sangrama Deva, 1006 ; and two more books attri-

buted to the same author bring the history to the reign of Singha
Deva (called Jai Singh in Abu'l Fazl's summary) about 1156. The
second work, called Mdjd I'ali, by Jiina K.-ija, takes up the history

in continuation of Kalhana's, and, entering the Mohammedan
period, gives an account of the reigns down to that of Zain-ul-ab-

ad-din, 1412. Then follows the Srljaina Edjd Tarangini, by
Pandit Sri Vara, to the accession of Fattah Shah, 1477. And tlie

fourth work, called Itiijd FaJi Pataka, by Prajnia Bhatta, com-
pletes the history to the time of the incorporation ofKashmir in the

dominions of the Mughal emperor, 15S8.

In the earliest of the four histories it is stated that the valley of

Kashmir was formerly a lake, and that it was drained by the great

rishi or sage, Kasyapa, son of Marichi, son of Brahma, by cutting

the gap in the hills at Baramiila (Vaiaha-mula). When Kashmir
had been drained, he brought in the Brahmans to occupy it. This
is still the local tradition, and in the existing physical condition of

the country we may see some ground for the story which has taken
this form. Bernier suggested that earthquakes may have rent the
gorge at Baramiila. JI. Troyer considers it to have been the ^ ork
of man, taking advantage of facilities pointed out by nature. It

is possible that the river, having at one time flowed with mere even
fall than at present, may have been choked by land slips at the
Baramiila gorge. The Jhelum, stopped at Baramiila, would spread
over the low wide valley with very slow and quiet rise, till, over-

topping the barrier, the water would escape with a great descent
to its old channel, having meantime raised the bed of the lake,

by slow accumulation of deposit, to a nearly uniform high level.

The name of Kasyapa, however, is by history and tradition con-
nected with the draining of the lake, and the chief town or collec-

tion of dwellings in the valley was called Kasyapa-piir—a name
which has been plausibly identified with tlie Kao-irajru/jos of
Hecata^us (Steph. Byz., s.v.) and KaaTrarvpos of Herodotus (iii.

102,1 iv, 44). Kashmir is the country meant also by Ptolemy's
Kotnr^pia. The ancient name Kasyapa-piir was applied to the
kingdom of Kashmir when it comprehended great part of the Punjab
and extended beyond the Indus. In the 7th century Kashmir is

said by the Chinese traveller Hwen Tsang to have included Cabul
and the Punjab, and the hill region of Gandhara, the country of
the Gandar.e of classical geography. Then, under the Mughals,
after the annexation of Kashmir to their empire in the end of the
l-6th century, the name of this newer possession was, for adminis-
trative purposes, extended over a much larger area in Afghanistan,
to which again it became united ; and at one time Ghazni, at
another time Cabul, was made the capital of the province of
Kashmir.

I
At an early date the Sanskrit name of the country became Kds-

mir. The earliest inhabitants, according to the Hdjd Tarangini,
were the people called Naga, a word which signifies "snake." The
history shows the prevalence in early times of tree and serpent
worship, of which some sculptured stones found in Kashmir still

retain the memorials. The town of Islamabad is called also by
its ancient name Anant-nag (eternal snake). The source of the
Jhelum is at Vir-nag (the powerful snake), kc. The other races
mentioned as inliabiting this country and the neighbouring hills

are Gandhara, Khasa, and Darada. The Khasa people are su|i-

posed to have given the name Kasmir. In the Mahdbhdrata the Kas-
miraand Damda are named together among the Kshattriya races of
northern India. The question whether, in the immigration of the
Aryans into India, Kashmii-was taken on the way, or entered after-
wards by that people after they had reached the Punjab from the
north-west, appears to require an answer in favour of the latter view
(see vol. ii. of Dr J. Muir's Sanskrit Tats). The Aryan races of
Kashmir and surroyndins; hills, which have at the present time sepa-
rate geographical distribution, are given by Mr Drew as Kashmiri
(mostly Mohammedan), in the Kashmir basin and a few scattered
places outside; Dard (mostly Mohammedan) in Gilgit and hills north
of Kashmir; /%ra (Hindu) in Jamii; Dogra (Mohammedan, called
Chibdli) in KincU and hill country west of Kashmir: Pahdri or

mountaineers (Hindu) in Kishtwar, east of Kashmir, and hills about
the valley of the Chenab.

In the time of Asoka, about 245 B.C., one of the Indian Buddhist
missions was sent to Kashmir and Gandhara.^ Afler his death
Bmhmanism revived. Then in the time of the three Tartar princes,
Hiishka, Jushka, and Kanishka, who reigned in Kashmir immedi-
ately before, and in the beginning of, the Christian era, Buddhism
was to a great extent restored. The kingdom of Kanishka (called
also Kanerkos) included the Punjab and Cabul as well as Kashmir.
Buddhism again declined, though for several centuries the two
religions existed together in Kashmir, Hinduism predominating.
Yet Kashmir, when Buddhism was gradually losing its hold, con-
tinued to send out its Buddhist teachers to other lands. In this
Hindu-Buddhist period, and chiefly between the 5th and 10th cen-
turies of our era, were erected the Hindu temples iu Kashmir, in
the 6th and 7th centuries Kashmir was visited by some of the Chinese
Buddhist pilgrims to India. The country is called Shic-mi iu the
narrative of To Yeng and Sung Yan (578). One of th'^ Chinese
travellers of the next century was for a time an elephant-tamer to
the king of Kashmir. Hwen Tsang spent two years (6-31-633) in
Kashmir (Kia-chi-ml-lo). He entered by Baramiila and left by the
Pir Panj.-il Pass. He describes the hUI-girt valley, and the abund-
ance of flowers and fruits, and he mentions the tradition about
the lake. He found in Kashmir many Buddhists as well as Hindus.
In the following century the kings of Kashmir apjiear to have
paid homage aiid tribute to China, though this is not alluded to in
the lash-Tiir history. Hindu kings continued to reigu till about
li!94, when Udiana Deva was put to death by his Mohammedan
vizier. Amir Shah, who ascended the throne, taking the name of
Shams-ud-din. Two Hindiis who reigned afterwards for a short
titae WEre the last kings of that race in Kashmir. The notices of
Kashmir by Marco Polo belong to a time near the close of the Hindu
rule, when the people were mostly Hindus and Buddhists.
Of the- Mohammedan rulers mentioned in the second of the

Sanskrit histories, one, who reigned about the close of the 14lli

centui-y, has made his name prominent by his active opposition to
tile Hindu religion, and his destruction of the temples. This was
Sikandar, known as Bttt-shikan, or the "idol-breaker." It was in

his time that India was invaded by Timiir, to whom Sikandar made
submission and paid tribute. The country fell into the hands of

the Mughals in 15SS. In the time of Alanigir it fell to Ahmed
Shah Abdali, on his third invasion of India (1756) ; and from that
time it remained in the hands of Afghans till it was wrested from
them by F.anjit Singh, the Sikh monarch of the Punjab, in 1819.

Eight Hindu and Sikh governors under Eanjit Singh and his suc-

cessors were followed by two Mohammedans similavlj' appointed,

the second of whom, Shekh Imam-ud-din, was in charge when the
battles of the Sutlej, 1845-46, brought about new relitious between
the British Government and the Sikiis, involving a change in the
government of Kashmir.

Ghulab Singh, a Dogra Rajput, had from a humble position Tfeen

raised to high office by Ranjit Singh, who conferred on him the
small principality of Jamii. On the final defeat of the Sikhs at

Sobraon (February 1846), Ghnlab Singh was called to take a leading

part in arranging conditions of peace.' The treaty of Lahore (Marcli

9, 1846) sets forth that, the British Government having demanded,
in addition to a certain assignment of territory, a payment of a
crore anda halfof rupees (lA millions sterling), and the Sikh Govern-

ment being unable to pay the whole, the maharaja (Dhalip Singh")

cedes, as equivalent for one croie, the hill country belonging to the

Punjab between the Bias and the Indus, including Kashmir and
Hazara. The governor-general. Sir Henry Hardinge, considered it

expedient to make over Kashmir to the Jamii chief, securing his

friendship while the British Government' was administering the

Punjab on behalf of the young maharaja. Ghulab Singh was well

prepared to make up the payment in defect of which Kashmir was
ceded to the British ; and so, in consideration of his services in restor-

ing peace, his independent sovereignty of the country made over to

him was recognized, and he was admitted to a separate treaty.

Ghulab Singh had already, after several extensions of territory east

and west of Jamii, conquered Ladak (a Buddhist countn% and till

then subject to Lassa), and had then annexed Iskardo, which
was under independent Mohammedan rulers. He had thus by
degrees half encircled Kashmir, and by this last addition his pos-

sessions attained nearly their present form and extent. Ghulab
Singh died in 1867, and was succeeded by his son, Eanbir Singh.

See Asiatic Researches, voL xv.; JJa/d ?Viranjmf (Sanskrit tcxf,-

Calcutta, 1835; text and translation of the books of Kalhana, by

A. Troyer, Paris, 1840, 1852); A'in'i-Akhari (translated by Gladwin,

Calcutta, 1783) ; History of India told by its own Historians, from
posthumous papers of Sir H. M. Elliot, by Professor Dowson ; Fred.

Drew, Jummoo and Kashmir Territories ; Voyages de Fran^oii

Bcrnicr; H. H. Wilson, Ariana Antigua; WiUiam Moorcroft am?

George Trebeck, Travds in Ldddk and Kashmir ; J. Martin Honig-

berger, Thirty-Five Years in the East ; Dr T. Thomson, We.'iem

Himalaya and Tibet ; Hiigel, Travels in Kashmirand the Punjab

;

A< Cunningham, Ancient Geography .of̂ India y^li., Ldddi;
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D'Anrillc, Antiiidli Gcographiqne dc Vinne ; Stfinislas Julii-n,

Hisloire dc la Vic dc lUoucn Thsnng ; Journ. of the As. Soc. of

Bengal, x. (Edgewoith), xiii. (Leech), xvii. (A. Cuiiuiiigliam), xxxv.

Kev. W. 0. Cowie), xxxix. (Elmslic), ke. ; George Forster, Journey

from Ucnrial to England ; Vigne's Kashmir ; Yule's Marco Polo

;

Konneil, Memoir of a Map of Hindooslan; Tieffenthaler, La Geo-

'grapltio de I'ltidoustan ; Punjab Aiiministration Ecjiorts ; E. H.

Pavics, Report on the Trade and Ecsourccs of the Countries on the

iforlh- IVcst Boundary of British India ; J. E. T. Aiteliison, Hand-
look of the Trade Products of Leh. (R. M'L.*)

KASIMBAZAR, or Gosslmbazar, a decayed town in

jrursliidabdd district, Bengal, 2i° 7' 40" N. kt., 88° 19'

E. long. Long before the days of Murshid KuU Khdn,

who founded and gave his name to the city of MurshidabAd,

the trade of Bengal was centred at KAsimbAzAr. The

different European nations who traded to India had fac-

tories there from very early times. An English commer-

cial agent was appointed to KdsimbAzar in 1658 ; and at

the close of the century it had become the leading English

commercial agency in Bengal. The decay of the town dates

fn>m the beginning of the present centuiy, when its climate,

which had previously been celebrated for its salubrity,

underwent an unexplained change for the worse ; and its

ruin was completed in 1813 by a sudden change iu the

course of the Bhdgirathi, on which it stood. The site is

now a swamp, marke.d by a few ruins.

KASIMOFF, a town of Russia, in the Ryazan govern-

ment, situated in 5i° 56' N. lat. and 41° 3' E. long., 90

miles east-north-east of the government town, on the left

bank of the Oka, a tributary of the Volga. It pos-

sesses a cathedral, and a mosque supposed to have been

built by Kasim. Near the mosque stands a mausoleum

built by Shah Ali in 1555. Lying on the direct road from

Astrakhaij to Moscow and Nizhni Novgorod, Kasimoff is a

busy place, with numerous industrial establishments. Of

special note are the Kasimoff bells, whose jingle may be

heard on the post-horses throughout the country. The

waiters in the best hotels of St Petersburg are mostly

Kasimoff Tartars. Population, according to St Petersburg

Calendar for 1874, 12,027.

Kasimofif existed in the 14th century Tuider the name of the

Iteshtchersk Gorodets or Gorodok (fr^m the Meshtcheryaks, a Turko-

Finnibh tribe). It -was laid completely waste by the Mongolians

ill 1376, but shortly afterwards rebuilt on a new site. About 1452

the place was bestowed by Basil the Dark on the Tartar prince

Kasiiu who had come to as.'.ist him in his wars, and thus became

the seat of a Tartar principality or kingdom, which lasted till 1677.

The last of the line of Kasim accepted Christian baptism, and re-

ceived the name of Jacob. On his death the priucipality was in-

corporated with the empire ; and Peter I. sent a number of the

Tartar inhabitants to Voronezh.

KASSA. See Kaschau.
KASTAMUNI, sometimes Costambone, the chief town

of a Turkish-vilayet of the same name in Asia Minor,

is situated on the Gok Irmak, about 250 miles east of

Constantinople. It is the seat of a commercial court,

consisting of two Mohammedan and two Christian members.

The mosques are said to nutnber thirty-six, and there are

four dervish monasteries. Situated as it is in the Angora

goat district, Kastamuni has a large trade in goat's hair

(about 980,000 E) annually), and carries on the manu-

facture of mohair cloth. Copper is obtained in the neigh-

bourhood, and the copjier wares of Kastamuni are well-

known in Asia Minor. Coal was for a time worked close

to the town, but, the people objecting, it is said, to the

smoke, the governor closed the mines. The population is

estimated at 40,000. Kastamuni is the Castamon frc-

ouently mentioned by the Byzantine historians.

KASTORIA, a town of European Turkey, in the vilayet

of Monastir and sandjak of Prisrend, about 33 miles south

of Monastir (Bitolia), on the western banks of a lake (6

miles long and 4 broad) which drains into the Indjeh,

Karasu, pr BisEritza. It is the seat of a caimmacam, and

the inhabitants carry on a good trade. Of the tweko
quarters of the town three are occupied by Turks, two by
Jews, and the rest by Christians. Kastoria is the ancient

Celetnim, captured by Sulpicius during the. first Macedonian
campaign, 200 B.C., and better known for the defence main-
tained by Bryennius against Alexis I. in 1084 (see Anna
Comnena's Alexias). A Byzantine wall with round towers
runs across the peninsula on which part of the town is built.

Population, 8000.

KATER, He.n-ry (1777-1835), a distinguished physicist

of remarkable experimental skill, was born at Bristol,

April 10, 1777. At first he purposed studying law; but
this he abandoned on. his father's death in 1794, and
entered the army, obtaining a commission in the 12th •

regiment of foot, then stationed in India, where he rendered

valuable assistance in the great trigonometrical survey.

Failing health, however, obliged him to return to England
;

and in 1808, being then a lieutenant, he entered on a dis-

tinguished student career in the senior department of the

Royal Military College at Sandhurst. Shortly after he
was promoted to the rank of captain. In 1814 he retired

on half-pay, o.nd devoted the remainder of his life to

.scientific research. He died at London, April 26, 1835.

His first important contribution to scientific knowledge

was the comparison of the merits of the Cassegrainian and

Gregorian telescopes, from which {Philosophical Transac-

tions, 1813 and 1814) he deduced that the illuminating

power of the former exceeded that of the latter in the

proportion of 5 : 2. This inferiority of the Gregorian he
explained as being probably due to the mutual interference

of the rays as tliey crossed at the principal focus before

reflexion at the second mirror. His most valuable work,

however, was the determination of the length oi the second's

pendulum, first at London and subsequently at various

stations throughout the country (P/tt/. I'rans., 1818,1819).

Iti these researches he skilfully took advantage of the

well-known property of reciprocity between the centres of

suspension and oscillation of an oscillating body, so as to

determine experimentally the precise position of the centre

of oscillation ; the distance between these centres was

then the length of the ideal simple pendulum having the

same time of oscillation. As the inventor of the floating

collimator, Captain Kater rendered a great service to

practical astronomy (Fhil. Trans., 1825, 1828). He also

published memoirs (Phil, Trans., 1821, 1831) on British

standards of length and mass; and in 1832 he published

an account of his labours in verifying the Russian standards

of length. For his services to Russia in this respect he

received in 1814 the decoration of the order of St Anno
;

and the same year he was elected a fellow of the Royal

Society. His attention was also turned to the subject of

compass needles, his Bakerian lecture " On the Best Kind

of Steel and Form for a Compass Needle " (Phil. Trans.,

1821) containing the results of many interesting and

valuable experiments. The treatise on "Mechanics" in

Lardner's Cyclopedia was partly written by him and partly

by Dr Lardner ; and his interest in more purely astro-^

nomical questions was evidenced by_two communications to

the Astronomical Society'si/^moirsfor 1831-33—the one on

an observation of Saturn's outer ring, the other on a method

of determining longitude by means of lunar eclipses.

KATHLIwAR, or Katttwae, • also Sukashtra,' a

peninsula forming a collection of native states in Guzerat,

western India, lying between 20° 41' and 23° 8' N. lat.,

and 68° 56' and 72° 20' E. long. It is bounded on the N.

by the Runn or Gulf of Cutch, on the E. by AhmedAbM
district and the Gulf of Cambay, and on the S. and W. by

the Arabian Sea ; the extreme length is 220 miles, the

greatest breadth about 165 miles, the area about 22,000

square miles, and the estimated population_2,500,QQ0.
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It IS divi3ed into one hundred and eighty-eight separate

slates, large and small, of which thirteen pay no tribute,

ninety-sii are tributary to the British Government, and

seventy to the gdekwar as the representative of the Mar-

hattas, while of these three classes of states one hundred

and thirtj'-two pay a tas called zorlalabi to the nawdb of

JunAgarh. . The states are arranged in seven classes : the

chiefs of the first and second classes exercise plenary juris-

diction, both civil and criminal ; the judicial powers of the

lesser chiefs are graded in a diminishing scale, the residuary

jurisdiction being vested in four British officers, each

superintending a group of states. The political agent

controls the whole. As a rule, no appeal lies' from the

decision of a chief ; but on presumption of maladministra-

tion his proceedings may be called for and reviewed.

During the past twenty years the states Lave established

civil and criminal courts and written codes. Justice is

adminLstered by the political ofiicers on the non-regulation

system over 2058 square miles, or about one-tenth of the

whole area. Outlawry, political and predatory, has been

suppressed, and life and property are as safe as in British

districts. A village police has been established, and muni-

cipal funds are voted by the states. In 1878 there were

488 schools, with 28,171 scholars; while at the Rajkumar
College, and three high schools many of the chiefs receive

a liberal education during their minority. There is rail-

way communication with Wadhwan, and an extension is

in progress to Dhoraji and Bhaunagar, while a network of

good roads extend from Kajkot, the headquarters of the

agency, over the greater part of the province. KathiAwar
is divided for administrative purposes into four prants or

districts,—JhaUwdr, HAlldr, Sorath, and Gohelwdr; but the

old territorial ^^ra»?s are ten, viz., Jhalawar in the north,

containing about fifty states ; JIachhukantA ; HAUar, with

twenty-sixty states ; Okhamandal, belonging to Barcda

;

Baradd or Jaitwdr, also known as Porbandarj Sordth

;

Babridwdr; Kdthiawdr; Und-Sarviya; and Gohelwdr. The
last-named comprises the Gogo district, belonging to the

Ahmedabdd coUectorate ; Bhaunagar, probably the fore-

most state in KAthiAwdr ; and many others.

Generally speaking, the surface of the country is undu-
lating, with low ranges running in very irregular directions

;

with the exception of the Tdnghd and MAndhav hills, in

the west of Jhaldwdr, and some unimportant hills ia

HdlUr, the northern portion of the country is flat ; but in

the south, from near Gogo, the Gir- range runs nearly

parallel with the coast, and at a distance of about 20 miles
from, it, alo'ig the north of Babridwdr and SorAth, to the
neighbourhood of GirnAr. Opposite this latter mountain
is the solitary Osam hill, and then still farther west is the
BaradA group, between HAllAr and BaradA, running about
20 miles north and south from Gumti to EAndwan. The
GirnAr clump of mountains is an important granitic mass,
the highest peak of which rises to 3500 feet. The prin-

cipal river is the BhAdar, which rises in the j\IAndhav hills,

and flowing south-west falls into the sea at Navi-Bandar,
in BaradA ; it is everywhere marked by highly cultivated

lands adjoining its course of about 115 miles. Other
rivers are the Aji, JIachhu, and Satriinji—the last re-

markable for wild and romantic scenery. Four of the
old races, the JAitwas, ChurAsamas, Solunkis, and WAlAs
are now existing as proprietors of the soil who exercised

sovereignty in the country prior to the immigration of the
JhalAs, JArejas, Purmars, Kathis, Gohels, JAts, liloham-

medans, and MarhattAs, between whom the country is

now chiefly portioned out.

The principal agricultural products consist or cotton, lijrd, and
joir, aud in some parts sugar-cane, turmeric, and indigo. Horse
and sheep breeding is carried on to a great extent—these animals,
together with food grains, rawcotton,and wool, forming the chief ex-
ports. The priiicipal imports are cotton luanufactures, metals, and

sugar. Iron is found in many parts of Barada and Ilallar. Many
iron-mines have, however, had to bo abandnned of late years owing
to the scarcity of fuel for smelting the ore. The principal towns are
Jaranagar, Bliaunagar, Jundgaili, K.ijkot, Porbandar, aud JIangrol.
The last two, as also Veniwal, aie thriving seaport towns.
Kuthiawar has many iioUble antiquities, comprising rock inscrip-
tions of Asoka, Buddhist caves, aud fine Jain temples on the sacred
hill of Girnar, and at I'alitana.

KATIF, or El Katif, a town of Arabia, in the maritime
region which skirts the northern part of the Persian Gulf
on the low muddy shore of the northmost of the secondary
bays that break the outline of the Bay of Bahrein, in 20°
29' N. lat. and 50' E. long. Town and district are some-
times considered as part of El Hasa, sometimes as an
independent province. The town lies embosomed amid
luxuriant palm groves and gardens, but, according to

Palgrave, is "crowded, damp, and dirty." As the sea-

port of Nejd, it has a considerable trade. The princi])al

building is the fortress or palace,—a strong and spacious
structure, whose erection is popularly assigned to Abu
Sa'ld el Jannaby el Karmaty, the founder of the Karma-
thians. Katif was the chief seat of the Karmathian power.
About the middle of the 18th century we find it, along
with El Hasa, in the hands of Ibn JIuflik, whose influence
was paramount throughout Nejd. In 1791 it was cap-
tured by Sa'tid, the leader of the WahhAby revolution. In
1871 it was attacked, and according to their own account
subjugated, by the Turks from Baghdad. The population
of the town and district is given as from 90,000 to
100,000. Katif is not far from the probable site of the
ancient Gerrha, which was inhabited by Chaklasan exiles
from Babylon (Strabo, xvi. 766) ; in more modern times
the population has been recruited from Persia.

See Captain G. F. Sadlier, in Trans. Lit. Soc. Bombay, 1823 ;

Pelly, in Joiirn. Itoy. Geogr. Soc, 1865; Palgrave, Ccnlral and
Eastern Arabia, 1873 ; Zehme, Arabien mid die Arabcr, Halle.
1875.

KATSENA, K.iSSiNA, or Kashna, a town of Central

Africa, situated about 170 miles to the east of Sokoto,

the capital of the state to which it now pays tribute. The
walls have a circuit of between 13 and 14 English miles,

but at the time of Bavth's visit only the north-western

quarter was inhabited, and he estimated the population at

not more than 7000 or 8000. In the 17th and 18th

centuries it appears to have been the largest town in the

whole region, and its inhabitants cannot have numbered
less than 100,000. The date of its foundation must be

comparatively modern, for at the time of Leo Africanus

there was no place of any considerable size in the province

which bore the name now applied to tlie town. In the

beginning of the present century it fell into the hands of

the Fellatah, but only after a protracted and heroic defence.

KATTOWITZ, chief town of a circle in the govern-

ment district of Oppeln and province of Silesia, Prussia,

is situated on the Rawa, in a busy mining and manu-
facturing region near the Polish border. There are large

iron-works, foundries, and machine shops'in the town, and

near it zinc and anthracite mines. The growth of Kat-

towitz, like that of many villages in the samo circle, has

been very rapid, owing to the development of the mineral

resources of the district. In 1815 it was a mere village,

in 1865 it became a town, and in 1875 it had a population

of 11,352.

KATWA, or CuTWA, a town in BardwAn district, Bengal,

India, situated at the confluence of the BhAgirathi and AjAi

rivers, 23° 38' 55" N. lat., 88° 10' 40" E. long. It is

one of the principal seats of district trade, and the residence

of many wealthy native merchants. Now a purely commer-

cial town, it was formerly regarded as the key to MurshidA-

bdd. The old fort, of which scarcely a vestige now remaina

is noted as the scene of the defeat of the MarhiittAa' by
All Vardl KhAn.. Population iii_1872. 796.'»
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KAUFBEUREN",' an ancient town in the government
district of Rwabia and Neuburg, Bavaria, is situated on

tlie Wertacli, about 55 miles south-west of Munich by
rail. The chief industry is cotton spinning and weaving,

and there is a tolerably active trade in cotton-stuffs and
cheese. The population in 1875 was 5553.

Kaufbeuron is said to have been built in 842, and to have become a

Tree imperial city by purchase in 1286 or 1288. In 1803 it passed
to Bavaria. It was formerly a resort of pilgrims ; and Roman coins
have been found in the vicinity.

KA.UFFMAN, or Kauffmann, Angelica (1740-1807).
This once popular artist and Royal Academician was born
at Coire in the Orisons, October 30, 1740 or 1741. Her
baptismal name was Jlaria-Anne-Angelica-Catharine. Her
father, John Joseph Kauffmann, was a poor man and
mediocre painter, but apparently very successful in teach-

ing his precocious daughter. She rapidly acquired several

languages, read incessantly, and showed marked talents as

a musician. Her greatest progress, however, was in paint-

ing ; and in her twelfth year she had become a notability,

with bishops and nobles for her sitters. In 1754 her
father took her to Milan, where she diligently studied the

great masters. Later visits to Italy of long duration

appear to have succeeded this excursion, and in 1763
fihe visited Rome, returning to it again in 1764. From
Rome she passed to Bologna and Venice, being every-

where feted and caressed, as much for her talents as for

her personal charms. Writing from Rome in August 1764
to his friend Franke, Winckelmann refers to her ex-

ceptional popularity. She was then painting his picture,

a half length, of which she also made an etching. She
spoke Italian as well as German, he says ; and she also

expressed herself with facility in French and English,

—

one result of the last-named accomplishment being that

she painted all the English visitors to the Eternal City.

"She may be styled beautiful," he adds, "and in singing

may vie with our best virtuosi." While at Venice, she

was induced by Lady Wentworth, the wife of the English

ambassador, to accompany her to London, where she ap-

peared in 1765. One of her fii3t works was a portrait

of Garrick, CKhibited in the year of her arrival at " Mr
Moreing's great room in Maiden Lane." The rank of Lady
Wentworth opened society to her, and she was everywhere
well received, the royal family especially showing her great
favour.

Her firmest friend, however, was Reynolds.- In his

pocket-book her name as " Miss Angelica " or " Miss
Angel" appears frequently, and in 1766 he painted her, a
compliment which she returned by the Portrait of Sir

Joshua Reynolds, aetat. 46, which was exhibited by Lord
Morley at the "Old Masters" in 1876. Another instance

of her intimacy with Reynolds is to be found in the varia-

tion of Guercino's "Et in Arcadia ego" produced by her
at this date, a subject which Reynolds repeated a few
years later in his portrait of Mrs Bouverie and Mrs Crewe.
When, in 1768 or thereabouts, she was entrapped into a
marriage with an adventurer who passed for a Swedish
count, Reynolds befriended her, and it was doubtless owing
to his good offices that her name is found among the signi-

taries to the famous petition to the king for the establish-

ment of the Royal Academy. In its first catalogue of 1769
she appears with " R. A." after her name (an honour wnich
she shared with another lady and compatriot, Mary
Moser) ; and she contributed the Interview of Hector and
Andromache, and three other classisal compositions. From
this time until 1782 she was an annual exhibitor, sending
sometimes as many as seven pictures, generally classic or

allegorical subjects. One of the most notable of her per-

formances was the Leonardo expiring in the Arms of Francis
the First, which belongs to the year 1778. In 1773 she

was appointed by the Academy with others to decorate St
Paul's, and it was she who, with Biaggio Rebecca, painted
the Academy's old lecture room at Somerset House. It is

probable that her popularity declined a little in consequence
of her unfortunate marriage

; but after her first husband's
death (she had been long separated from him) she married
Antonio Zucclii, a Venetian artist, then resident in England.
This was in 1781. Shortly afterwards .she retired to Rome,
where she lived for twenty-five years with much of her old
prestige. In 1782 she lost her father; and in 1795—the
year in which she painted the picture of Lady Hamilton
now at South Kensington—her husband. She continued
at intervals to contribute to the Academy, her last exhibit
being in 1797. After this she produced but little, and in

November 1807 she died, being honoured by a splendid
funeral under the direction of Canova.- The entire Academy
of St Luke, with numerous ecclesiastics and virtuosi,

followed her to her tomb in St Andrea delle Frate, and, as
at the burial of Raphael, two of her best pictures were
carried in procession.

Popular as they were during her lifetime, the works of Angelica
Kaulimau have not retained their reputation. She liad a certain
gift of grace, and considerable skill in composition. But her draw-
ing is weak and faulty ; her figures lack variety and expression

;

and her men are masculine women. Her colouring, however, is

fairly enough defined by Waagen's term "cheerful." Rooms
decorated by her brush are still to be seen in various quarters. At
Hampton Court is a portrait of the duchess of Brunswick : in the
National Gallery an allegorical composition of Religion attended
by the Virtues. There are other iiictures by her at Paris, at
Dresden, in the Hermitage at St Petersburg, and in the Pinako-
thek at Munich. The Munich example is a, portrait of herself

;

there is a second in the Ufilzi at Florence, and a third in the
National Portrait Gallery, South Kensington. A few of her works
in private collections have also been exhibited among the "Old
Masters" at Burlington House. But she is perhaps best known
by the numerous engravings from her designs by Schiavonetti,
Bartolozzi, and others. Those by Bartolozzi especially still find
considerable favour with collectors. Her life was written in 1810 by
Giovanni de Rossi. It has also been used as the basis of a romance
by Leon de Wailly, 1838;'and it prompted the charming novelette
contributed by Mrs Richmond Ritchie to the Goriihill Mngaiine in
1875 imder the title of "Miss Angel." (A. D.)

KAULBACH, Wilhelm ton (1805-74), an acknow-
ledged leader in modern art, was born in Westphalia 15th

October 1805. His parentage was humble, and his father,

who was poor, combined painting with the goldsmith's

trade, but means were found to place Wilhelm, a youth
of seventeen, in the art academy of Diisseldorf, then re-

organized, and becoming renowned under the directorship

of Peter von Cornelius. Young Kaulbach at the outset

had to fight a hard battle : his circumstances were neces-

sitous ; he contended against hardships, even hunger. But
his courage never failed ; and, uniting genius with industry,

he was ere long found foremost among the young national

party which resolved that the arts of Germany should see

a great revival

Munich is the city most closely identified with Kaulbach.

The large and ambitious works by which Louis L sought

to transform the capital of Bavaria into a German Athens
afi'orded to the young painter an appropriate sphere.

Cornelius had for some years been commissioned to execute

the enormous frescoes in the Glyptothek, and his custom was

in the winters with the aid of Kaulbach and others to com-

plete the cartoons at Diisseldorf, and then in the summers,

accompanied by his best scholars, to carry out the designs

in colour on the museum walls in Munich. But in 1824

Cornelius became director of the Bavarian academy.

Kaulbach, not yet twenty, followed, took up his permanent

residence in Munich, laboured hard on the public works,

executed independent commissions, and rose to such dis-

tinction that in 1849, when Cornelius loft for Berlin, he

succeeded to the directorship of the academy, an office

which he held for a quarter of a century, up to the day
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of tis deatli, The training, experience, and opportunity

of Kaulbach liad been extraordinary ; he became a prime

mover in one of the most signal of art manifestations

known in modern times ; he matured, after the example

of the masters of the Middle Ages, the practice of mural

or monumental decoration ; he once more conjoined paint-

ing with architecture, and displayed a creative fertility

and readiness of resource scarcely found since the era of

Raphael and Michelangelo.

Early in the series of his multitudinous works came the

famous Narrenhaus, the appalling memories of a certain

madhouse near Diisseldorf ; the composition all the more

deserves mention for points of contact with Hogarth.

Somewhat to the same category belong the renowned

illustrations to Reineke Fuchs. These, together with oc-

casional figures or passages in complex pictorial dramas,

show how dominant and irrepressible were the artist's sense

of satire and enjoyment of fun ; character in its breadth

and sharpness is depicted with keenest relish, and at times

the sardonic smile bursts into the loudest laugh regardless

of the propriety and solemnity appropriate to high art.

Thus occasionally the grotesque degenerates into the

vulgar, the grand into the ridiculous, as in the satire on
" the Pigtail Age " in a fresco outside the New Pinakothek.

Yet the genius of Kaulbach was far too transcendent to be

marred by these exceptional extravagances : such exaggera-

tions came not of weakness but from excess of power ; they

are as the sturdy traits and lawless forces of the Teutonic and

northern races whence the Westphalian painter had sprung.

Kaulbach tried hard to become Grecian and Italian ; but

he ne-r er reached Phidias or Piaphael ; in short the blood

of Diirer, Holbein, and Martin Schongauer ran strong in

his veins. The art products in Munich during the middle

of this century were of a quantity to preclude first-rate

quality, and Kaulbach contracted a fatal facility in covering

wall and canvas by the acre. He painted in the Hofgarten,

the Odeon, the Palace, and on tlie external walls of the

New Pinakothek. His perspicuous and showy manner also

gained him abundant occupation as a book-illustrator : in

the pages of the poets his fancy revelled ; he was glad to

take inspiration from Wieland, Goethe, even Klopstock
;

among his engraved designs are the Shakespeare gallery,

the Goethe gallery, and a folio edition of the Gospela All

these signal examples of what may be called " the Munich

school," though by the many applauded to the skies, were

yet subjected to censorious criticism. In a volume entitled

Social Life in 2Iunich it was with some show of reason

urged that Kaulbach had been unfortunate alike in having

found Cornelius for a master and King Louis for a patron,

that he attempted " subjects far beyond him, believing

that his admiration for them was the same as inspiration "
;

the lack of real imagination he supplied by "a compound
of intellect and fancy "

; he " thinks his feelings," and his

creations are but "the triumph of intellect."

Nevertheless no one appreciating at their worth such

master compositions as the Destruction of Jerusalem and

the Battle of the Huns can deny to Kaulbach creative

imagination.- As a dramatic poet he tells the story, depicts

character, seizes on action and situation, and thus as it

were takes the spectator by storm. The manner may be
occasionally noisy and ranting, but the elfect after its kind

is tremendous. Within the whole range of modern art no
finer composition can be named than the Battle of the

Huns, no bolder conception than the fierce fight in mid air

between the spirits of the warriors slain in combat. The
drawing, the foreshortening, the grouping and lines of com-

position, are almost as a matter of course masterly. The
cartoon, which, as usual in modern German art, is superior

to the ultimate picture, was executed in the artist's prime

at the age of thirty. At this period, as here seen, the

14—2

knowledge was little short of absolute ; subtle is the sense

of beauty
;

playful, delicate, lirm, the touch ; the whole
treatment artistic.

Ten or more years were devotea to- what the Germaus
term a " cyclus,"— that is, a series of jjictures which, aa

successive chapters or essays, illustrate one theme, as

Uaphael in the Vatican gave pictorial exposition to ufaiversaF

knowledge under the distinctive titles of Theology, Philo-

sophy, Jurisprudence, and Poetry. The fundamental idea
whereon Kaulbach discoursed was civilization or the pro-

gress of the human race as displayed in the following

historic epochs :—the Tqwer of Babel, the Age of Homer,
the Destruction of Jerusalem, the Battle of the Huns, the

Crusades, and the Reformation. These major tableaux,

severally 30 feet long, and each comprising over one

hundred figures above life-size, are surrounded by minor

compositions making more than twenty in all. The idea

is to congregate around the world's historic dramas the

prime agents of civilization ; thus here are assembled

allegoric figures of Architecture and other arts, of Science

and other kingdoms of knowledge, together with lawgivers

from the time of Moses, not forgetting Frederick the Great.

The chosen situation for this imposing didactic and theatric

display is the Treppenhaus or grand staircase in the new
museum, Berlin ; the surface is a granulated, absorbent

wall, specially prepared ; the technical method is that

known as "water-glass," or "liquid flint," the infusion

of silica securing permanence. The same medium was
adopted in the later wall-pictures in the Houses of Parlia-

ment, Westminster.

The painter's last period brings no new departure ;' his

ultimate works sland conspicuous by exaggerations of early

characteristics. The series of designs illustrative of Goethe,

which had an immense success, were melodramatic and

pandered to popular taste. The vast canvas, more thaa

30 feet long, the Sea Fight at Salamis, painted for the

Maximilianeum, Munich, evinces wonted imagination and

facility in composition ; the handling also retains its large-

ness and vigour ; but in this astounding scenic uproar

moderation and the simplicity of nature are thrown to the

winds, and the whole atmosphere is hot and feverish. The

painter verily had within him a fire which burnt fiercely

;

and, when past the age of sixty he received visitors within

his spacious studio, he looked the perfect impersonation of

his art. On the walls, upon easels, even on the floor, were

large cartoons, rolls of canvas piles of drawings—fruits of

a restless and inexhaustible intellect. Kaulbach in the

midst moved to and fro impulsively and discoursed volubly

on the creations he was about to call out of chaos. But

his career was drawing to a close ; seized by the cholera,

he died in 1874, at the age of sixty-nine.

Kaulliach can scarcely be counted among religious painters ; yet

the range of his thought is most lofty. Whatever is noblest in

humanity, whatever has raised the human race, freed or enlightened

the mind, given dignity and beauty to life, or reared the body into

CTodlike frame, falls within the province of his art. Nothmg small

or mean finds a place ; the accidents and crudities of common nature

are cast out ; typical forms are selected and matured ; and all is

brought into hai-mony with beiiuty. Kaulbach's was indeed a

beauty-loving art. He is not supreme as a colourist ; he belongsm
fact to a school that holds colour in subordination ; but he laid, in

common with the gieat masters, the sure foundation of his art m
form and composition. Indeed, the science of composition has

seldom if ever been so clearly understood or worked out with equal

complexity and exactitude ; the constituent lines, the relation of

the parts to the whole, are brought into absolute agreement ;
lu

modern Germany painting and. music have trodden paraUel paths,

and Kaulbach is musical in the melody and harmony of his com-

positions. His narrative too is lucid, and moves as a stately m^cH

or royal triumph ; the sequence of the figures is unbroken
;
the

arranfement of the groups accords with even literary form ;
Uie

picture falls into incident, episode, dialogue, action, plot, as

drama The style is eclectic ; in the Age of Homer the typea

and the treatment are derived from Greek marbles and vases ;
then
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in the Tower of Babel fhe severity o( the antiriiie gives place to
the suavity of the Italian renaissance ; while in the Crusades
the composition is let loose into modern romanticism, and so the
manner descends into the midst of the 19th century. And yet tliis

acholastically compounded art is so nicely adjusted and siftoothly
blended that it casts off all incongruity and becomes homogeneous
as the issue of one mind. But a fickle public craved for change

;

and so the great master in later years waned in favour, and had to
witness, not without inquietude, the rise of an opposing party of
naturalism and realism. Yet few men have had a brigliter career,
or enjoyed a reward better earned. Kaulbach's works nre monu-
mental, andwill be handeddownto future ages as the highest products
of the renaissance of the arts in modern Germany. (J. B. A.)

KAUNITZ, Wenzel Anton (1711-1794), count of

Rietberg, Austriau statesman, was born at Vienna, Feb-
ruary 2, 1711. As the fifti and youngest son of an
Austrian count, he was destined at first for the church, but
on the death of his brothers he turned his attention to

statesmanship. He was sent by Maria Theresa on em-
bassies to Rome and Florence, and was engaged at Turin
in strengthening the alliance between Austria, Sardinia, and
Great Britain against the Bourbons. In the meantime he
had acquired the countship of Rietberg by marriage. In
1744- he was sent as minister to the court of the duke of

Lorraine, governor-general of the Austrian Ketherlands.

During the duke's absence, Kaunitz administered affairs

ably; and, when the French besieged Brussels in 1746,
he secured a free retreat for the Austrian troops to Antwerp.
After a brief retirement on account of his health, Kaunitz
reappeared on the political stage at the congress of Aix-la-

Chapelle in 1748,- where he laid the foundation of his

reputation, and earned the rank of minister of state.

During his stay as ambassador at Paris, from 1750 to

1752, he concluded a secret alliance between Austria and
France, a diplomatic stroke which involved the complete
reversal of the former hostile attitude of the two powers,

and which was rewarded by his appointment as chancellor

of state or prime minister. In 1756 he was made chancellor

of the Netherlands and of Italy. For nearly forty years

he continued in this capacity to direct the affairs of Austria,

Steadily cultivating the French and Russian alliances, and
jealously watching the rising power of Prussia, against

which he formed the coalition of 1756. At the partition

of Poland in 1772 he secured Galicia for Austria; and it

was during- his ministry also that Bukowina (1776) aQd
the so-called " Inn quarter" came under the Austrian

crown. He enjoyed the unbounded confidence of Maria
Theresa, and was an active agent in furthering the reforms

under her and her son Joseph II. He showed himself a
liberal patron of education and art, as well as an accom-
plished statesman. Under Joseph II. and Leopold II. his

influence waned, and he resigned all his offices at the

accession of Francis II. in 1792. In 1764 he was created

a prince of the empire. He died June 27, 1794.
See the life by Hormayr in the Ocslerrekhischer Plutarch, and

Denl'schriften des Fiirsten Eaunik, Vienna, 1872, by Beer.

KAVA, an intoxicating drink used in the islands of the

South Pacific from the Sandwich Islands to Fiji. In
Eav/aii it is called " kawa" ; in , the Marquesas " kava
kava "

;
" ava," " ava-ava," and " svava " in Tahiti ; and in

Fiji "yaquona," It is made from the roots or leaves of

Piper meihysticwn, Miq., a species of pepper indigenous in

thesg islands ; several varieties are also cultivated by the

natives, those growing ia a dry soil being considered to be
the most active. To prepare the liquid the fiesh roots or

leaves, after being chewed by young girls or bo/s, vrith

good teeth, clean mouths, and free from colds, are placed

in a large wooden bowl (" umete ") on three legs made
of the wood of the vesi {Afzelia bijuga, Gray), and water

or cocoa-nut milk poured over the mass. The liquid

is then stirred up, and the woody matter of the root

is removed by repeatedly drawing through the infusion

long fibres prepared by crushing the green stems of the
van (Hibiscus, sp.), and passing them frequently between
two pieces of wood. By this means a muddy-looking liquid
resembling cafe au lait in appearance, or of a greenish hue
if made from the leaves, is left in the bowl, a quantity
of fajcula remaining suspended in the fluid. The drink
is then distributed into cups made of plantain leaves, by
dipping some of the van fibre into it and squeezing the
liquid into the cups, which are handed to the individuals

present. As the process of infusion only takes about
twenty minutes, it is obvious that no fermentation can
take place. The taste of the liquid is at first sweet and
then pungent and acrid. The usual dose is half a cupful,

equal to about two mouthfuls of the root. Intoxication
follows in about twenty minutes, or immediately if twice

the usual quantity be taken.

The drunkenness produced by kava differs from that of

alcohol in being of a melancholy, silent, and drowsy
character, accompanied, if the drink be made from roots

growing in a damp soil, with great irritability at the slightest

noise. The fit lasts for about two hours, but in persons
who only take it occasionally it may continue for six or

twelve hours. At Nukahiva kava is said to be used as a
daily beverage, probably in small quantities,—its use, how-
ever, being forbidden to women and children. In many of

the Pacific islands kava is given at official receptions, being

the offered and accepted token of hospitality. Formerly
the drinking of it preceded warlike enterprises and religious

festivals.

The daily use of the drug is sometimes followed by a

kind of skin disease, called in Tahiti "arevareva. " The
effect on those who are addicted to the use of kava for any
length of time is to produce obscurity of vision, red con-

junctiva, and yellow coloration of the teeth, while the skin

where thick becomes dry, scaly, cracked, and ulcerated,

and the body becomes emaciated and decrepit. In

Nukahiva it is given as a medicine in phthisis and in

bronchitis, a small dose being taken before going to bed.

Mr Collie, surgeon to the ship " Blossom," states that he

observed the infusion of the root to be useful in certain

skin diseases (Beachy, Voyage of the " Blossom," vol. ii. p.

120). Some years ago it was introduced into France as a

remedy for various diseases of the mucous membranes
(Annal. de Therap., 1857, p. 61), and it has also been

recommended in gout {Med. Times and Gazette, 1856, p.

591).

The root contains an essential oil of a yellow colour and
agreeable odour, 2 per cent, of a balsamic resin called

kawin, and about 49 per cent, of starch, also a neutral

crystalline principle discovered in 1844 by Mr J. E. N.

Morson, and called kavahine, or by Gobley methysticin.

It is readily soluble in boiling alcohol, crystallizing out

on cooling. Hydrochloric acid colours it red, this colour

changing to yellow on exposure on the air ; concentrated

sulphuric acid changes it to a rich purple violet, which on

exposure to the air gradually becomes green, or immediately

if diluted with water. These tests distinguish it from

cubebin and piperin.

See Pharm. Joicrn., (t) iii. 474, (2) iv. 85, (2) ix. 219, (3) vii. 149;

Comptes Bcnclus, 1. 436, 598, Iii. 206 ; and Joiim. de Pharm., 1860,

p. 20, and 1862, p. 2i8 ; Seemann, Flora Vitiensis, p. 260.

KAVALA, or Cavallo; a walled town of European

Turkey in the vilayet of Saloniki, situated on a promontory

stretching southwards into the bay of Kavala, opposite the

island of Thaso, Numerous Roman remains have been

found in the neighbourhood, of which the chief is the large

aqueduct on two tiers of arches, which still serves to supply

the town and dilapidated citadel with water from Mount

Pangeus. Kavala has a port on each side of its promon-

tory, and exports cotton and tobacco. The Turkish college
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was founded by Mehemet Ali, pasta ol' Egypt, who was
born in the town in 1769. The population is about 5000.

Kavala has been identified with Xeapolis, at which St Paul landed
on his way from Samothrace to Philippi, 10 miles to the north
(Acts xvi. 11). Neapolis was the port of Philippi, as Eavala now is

of Seres ; and in the hay ou which it stands the fleet of Brutus and
Cassins was moored during the battle of Philippi. Some authorities
identify Neapolis with Datum (Aaroi'), mcnlioued by Herodotus as
famous for its gold mines.

KAVAXAGH, Julia (1824-1877), novelist, was born
at Thurles in Tipperary, Ireland, in 1824. She was the

daughter of Morgan Kavanagh, author of various philo-

logical works, and she spent several years of her early life

witb her parents in Normandy, laying there the founda-
tion of a perfect mastery of the French language and
practical insight into French modes of thought, which was
peifected by her later frequent and long residences in

France. Miss Kavanagh's literary career began with her
arrival in London about her twentieth year, and, beyond
the publication of her successive works, her uneventful life

with her widowed mother affords few incidents to the

chronicler. On the outbreak of the Franco-German war
the two ladies removed from Paris, where they were living,

to Rouen. Thence they subsequently passed to Nice, where
on October 28, 1877, Julia Kavanagh died, in her fifty-

fonrth year. She is described as having been in person

extremely small, with large, luminous, brown eyes, and a
wealth of splendid hair. She was a devout Roman Catholic.

Julia Kavanagh's first book was Tlirce Paths, 1847, a story for

the young ; but her first work to attract notice was Madeleine,

a tale of Auvergm, 1848." A Summer and IVinter in the Two
Sicilies, 2 vols., 185S, was the fruit of a journey made about 1853
to France, Switzerland, and Italy. French tVomcn of Letters, 2 vols.,

1862, and English Women of Letters, 2 vols., 1S63, are collections

of slight biographical essays on lady novelists. She wrote also

iP'oman in France during the ISlh century, 2 vols., 1850, and
Women of Christianity, 1852. But Miss Kavanagh is better known
by her nume'^ons novels and tales contributed to various magazines.

The scenes of these are almost always laid in France, and the

authoress handles her French themes with fidelity and skill Her
style is simple and pleasing rather than striking ; her characters are

intere.sting without being strongly individualized ; and the paucity

of incident in the unravelling of her plots sometimes seems to

threaten monotony. Her most popular novels are perhaps Adile,

1857; Queen ilab, 1863; and John Dorrien, 1875. Others are

Nathalie, 1850 ; Daisy Burns, 1853 ; Grace Lee, 1855 ; Machel

Gray, 1855 ; Seven Years, &c., W5^; Beatrice, 1865 ; Sibyl's Second

Love, 1867; Dora, 1868 ; Silvia, 1870; Bessie, 1872; The Pearl

Fountain, &c. (written along with her mother), 1876; and Tico Lilies,

1877. Forget-me-nots, 2 volumes of shorter tales, appeared after her

death.

KAVERT, or Caxjteet, a great river of southern India,

famous for its traditional sanctity, its picturesque scenery,

and its utility for irrigation. Rising in Coorg, high up
amid the Western Ghats, in 12° 25' N. lat. and 75° 34' E.

long., it flows with a generally south-eastern direction across

the plateau of Mysore, and finally pours itself into the Bay
of Bengal through two principal mouths in Tanjore district.

Its total length is about 475 miles ; the estimated area

of its basin, 28,000 square miles. It is known to devout

Hindus as Dakshini Ganga, or the Ganges of the South,

and the whole of its course is holy ground. According to

the legend there was once born upon earth a girl named
Vishnumay4 or LopamudrA, the daughter of Brahma ; but
her divine father permitted her to be regarded as the child

of a mortal, called K^vera-muni. In order to obtain

beatitude for her adoptive father, she resolved to become a

river whose waters should purify from- all sin. Hence it is

that even the holy Ganges resorts underground once in the

year to the source of the Kdveri, to purge herself from the

pollution contracted from the crowd of sinners who have
bathed in her waters. The course of the Kaveri in Coorg
is very tortuous. Its bed is generally rocky ; its banks
are high and covered with luxuriant vegetation. On
entering Mysore it passes through a narrow gorge, but pre-

sently widens to an average breadth of from 300 to 400
yards. Its bed continues rocky, so as to forbid ali naviga-
tion

;
but its banks are here bordered with a rich strip of

cultivation. In its course through Mysore, the channel
is interrupted by twelve anicutsor dams' for the purpose of
irrigation. From the most important of these, known as
the Madadkatte, an artificial channel is led to a distance
of 72 miles, irrigating an area of 10,000 acres, yielding a
revenue of £7000, and ultimately bringing a water-supply
into the town of Mysore. In Mysore state the Kaveri
forms the two islands of Seringapatam and Sivasamudram,
which vie in sanctity with the island of Srlrangam lower
down in Trichinopoli district. Around the island of
Sivasamudram are the celebrated falls of the Kiveri, un-
rivalled for romantic beauty. The river here branches into
two channels, each of which makes a descent of about 200
miles in a succession of rapids and broken cascades. After
entering the Madras presidency, the Kdveri forms the
boundary between the Coimbatoro and Salem districts,

until it strikes into TrichiBopoli district. Sweeping past
the historic rock of Trichinopoli, it breaks at the island of

Srlrangam into two channels, which enclose between them
the delta of Tanjore, the garden of southern India. The
northern channel is called the Coleroon (Kolidam) ; the

other preserves the name of Kdveri. On the seaward face

of its delta are the open roadstefids of Negapatam and
French Kdrikal. The only navigation on any portion of

its course is carried on in boats of basket-work. It is in

the delta that the real value of the river for irrigation be-

comes conspicuous. The most ancient irrigation work is

a massive dam of unhewn stone, 1080 feet long, and from
40 to 60 feet broad, across the stream of the Kdveri
proper, which is supposed to date back to the 4th century,

is still in excellent repair, and has supplied a model to

British engineers. The chief modern work is the anient

across the Coleioon, 2250 feet long, constructed by Sir

Arthur Cotton between 1836 and 1838.

KAY, John (1742-1826), Scottish caricaturist, was
bom in April 1742, near Dalkeith, where his father was a
mason. At thirteen he was apprenticed to a barber, whom
he served for six years. He then went to Edinburgh,
where in 1771 he obtained the freedom of the city by join-

ing the corporation of barber-surgeous. For some years he
practised his craft with success; but in 1785, induced by
the favour which greeted certain attempts of his to etch in

aquafortis, he took down his barber's pole and opened a,

small print shop in Parliament Square. There he con-

tinued to flourish, painting miniatures, and publishing at

short intervals his sketches and caricatures of local cele-

brities and oddities, who abounded at that period in Edin-

burgh society. He died on February 21, 1826. Kay's

portraits were collected b.y Hugh Paton and published under

the title A Series of Original PoHrails and Caricature

Etchings hy the late John Kay, with Biographical Sl-^ches

and Illustrative Atiecdotes (Edin., 2 vols. 4to, 1838; 8vo

ed , 4 vols., 1842; new 4to ed., with additional plates,

2 vols,, 1877), forming a unique record of the social life

and poptJar habits of Edinburgh at its most interesting

epoch. The caricatures have little strictly artistic merit,

beyond their graphic power; the drawing is always stiff

and often false ; but they are admitted to have been accu-

rate likenesses, and they possess the evident recommenda-

tion of abundant and sly humour.

KAYE, Sir John Wllliam (1814^1876), historian, waa

bom in 1814, the son of a solicitor. Educated at Eton

and Addiscombe Royal Military College, he served as an

officer in the Bengal artillery till 1841, when he exchanged

his sword for the pen. In 1856 he entered the service of

the East India Company in England ; and, when nest year

the crown assumed the government of ludia, Kaye sue-
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eeeded John Stuart Mill as secretary in the political and

secret department of the India office. In 1871 he was

created a knight of the Star of India. In 1874 his failing

liealth warned him to resign his post ; and he died in

London, July 24, 1876. To his historical and biogra-

phical writings Sir John Kaye brought an historical

sagacity, an honesty of purpose, and a military knowledge

that make them at once valuable and interesting.

His best known works are his History of the Sepoy War, 3 vols.

,

1864 ; History of tht War in Affghanistan, 2 vols., 1851 ; and his

Ziife of Lord Metcalfe, 2 vols., 1854. He was the author also of

Peregrine Pullney (1844) and Long Engagements (1861), two Indian

iiovels ; History of the Administration of the East India Company,
18.';3 ; Life of Henry 'Tucker, 1854 ; Life of Sir John Malcolm,
2 vols., 1856 ; History of Christianity in India, 1869 ; Lives of

Indian Officers, 2 vols., 1867 ; Essays of an Optimist, 1870 ; and
Dumerona contributions to periodicals. »

KAZALA, or Kazalinsk, a fort and town, at the point

"where the Kazala falls into the Jaxartes, about 47 miles

from its mouth. It [s, situated in 45° 45' N. lat. and
leS" 7' E. long., "at the junction," to quote Schuyler's

description, " of all the trade routes in Central Asia, as

the road from Orenburg meets here with the Khivan,

Bukharan, and Tashkent roads " ; and thus, besides carry-

ing on a lively local trade with the Kirghiz of the sur-

rounding country, it is a point of growing importance in

the general current of commerce. In other respects the

position of the place is far from attractive : the floods on

the river make it an island in the spring ; in summer it is

parched by the sun and hot winds, and hardly a tree can

be got to grow. The streets are wide, but the houses, as

well as the fairly strong fort known as Fort No. 1, are

luilt of mud bricks. The population, stated at 5000, is

<on the increase.

KAZAN, a government of European Russia, belonging

to the basin of the Volga, and conterminous with the

governments of Nizhni Novgorod, Vyatka, Orenburg,

Samara, and Simbirsk. The area, according to the govern-

ment survey, is 23,998 square miles. By the Volga and

its tributary the Kama the surface of the government is

divided into three regions of differing aspect : the first, to

the right of the main river, is traversed by deep ravines

sloping to the north-east and by two ranges of hills, one of

which, keeping company with the river, has a height of

300 to 500 feel , liie second, between the left bank of the

Volga and the left bank of the Kama, is an open steppe
;

and the third, between the left bank of the Volga and the

right bank of the Kama, resembles in its eastern part the

first region, and in its western part is covered with forest.

Marls, limestones, and sandstones, Permian or Triassic, are

the main rocks ; the Jurassic formation appears in a small

part of the Tetyushi district ; and Tertiary rocks stretch

along the left bank of the Volga. There are no minerals

of importance ; but mineral springs (iron, sulphur, and
naphtha) exist in several places. 'The Volga is navigable

in all the 198 miles of its course through Kazan, as well

as the Kama (120 miles); and the Vyatka, the Kazanka,

^he Rutka, the Tsivil, the Greater Kotshaga, the Ilet, and
the Bezdna are not without value as waterways. About
four hundred small lakes are enumerated within the govern-

ment ; the Upper and Lower Kaban supply the city of

Kazan with water.

About 7,123,610 acres (more than 46 per cent, of the surface)

are arable, upwards of 1,324,900 acres (over 8 per cent.) are meadow
land, and 5,190,960 acres (nearly 34 per cent.) are under forest.

Eye and oats form the principal crops ; barley, wheat, buckwheat,
and potatoes are also grown. In 1879 the official returns gave
1,048,092 as the number of sheep in the government, and of these

13,748 were of fine wooUed breeds ; the horned cattle amounted to

359,362, the horses to^ 426,564, the swine to 192,190, and the goats
to 45,822. No fewer than 8066 persons were engaged in beekeeping,
and the produce of this department was valued at jC29,945. In-

dustrial activity is on the increase ; the number of the smaller

manufacturing establishments is diminishing, but those which
remain (272 in 1879, employing 8399 hands) are greatly increasing
in production. The total value of their manufacture in 1879 was
£2,034,137. Apart from the regular factories, there is a large in-

dustrial .activity. The weaving and dyeing of linen and hemp goods
g.ave employment in 1879 to 13,485 men; wool-combing, &c.,
to 3428 ; Hour and malt making to 3680, and the forest industries,
wood-cutting, tar-boiling, &c., to 10,423. The aggregate commerce
of the towns is estimated at £3,695,000. Of the seventy-six annual
fairs, the chief are the timber fair of Kozniodemyansk, and those
of Tchistopol and Tcheboksavui. Administratively Kazan is divided
into twelve districts :—Kazan, Sviyazhsk, Tcheboksarui, Tsivilsk,
Yadrin, Kozniodemyansk, Tsarevokokshaisk, Mamaduish, Tchis-
topol, Laisheff, Spassk, Tetyushi. Besides tlie city of Kazan, the
following are tlie largest towns :—Tchistopol (20,293 inhabitants in

1879), Laisheff (5098), Tcheboksarui (4560), Kozmodemyansk (4508),
Mamaduish <4068). The total population of the government in

1879 was 1,872,437 (194,343 in the towns, 1,678,094 in the country
districts). The males in the former case numbered 109,915, and
the females 84,428; and in the latter the males 820,144, and females
807,950. An increase of 267,732 has taken place since 1862. More
than lialf of the inhabitants are of non-Slavonic origin; and the
Mohammedans number over half a million.

The formation of the Kazan government dates from the year
1708 ; at first it contained a largo portion of south-eastern Russia,

but in 1781 the present limits were determined. The division into
twelve districts was made in 1802.

Kazan, chief town of the above government, is situated

in 55° 48' N. lat. and 49° 26' E. long., 528 miles east of

Moscow and 970 miles from St Petersburg. The summer
course of the Volga lies several miles to the south-west, and
is gradually increasing its distance ; but when the river is at

its height in spring the intervening space is laid under water,

and the steamers, which at other times stop at the mouth
of the Kazanka, are able to approach the town. Though
the hill on which the citadel stands is only about 40 feet

high, it forms a striking relief to the level country in front.

Contrary to what might be expected from its history, the

town is almost completely destitute of Oriental colouring
;

but the number and brightness of the Greek churches helps

to relieve the general air of modern and commonplace
regularity. The cathedral of the Annunciation was
founded in 1562 by Gury, the first bishop of the diocese

of Kazan ; and the Bogoroditskii convent was erected in

1579 for the reception of the "Black Virgin of Kazan,"

which was removed in 1821 to the famous Kazan cathedral

in St Petersburg. Of pre-Russian buildings there is hardly

a trace ; the red brick Sumbek tower, 245 feet high, is an
object of great veneration to the Tartars, who consider it as

the burial-place of one of their saints ; but its similarity

to the towers of Moscow proves its Muscovite origin. As
an intellectual centre Kazan is the most important city

of eastern Russia in Europe. The gymnasium, founded in

1750, was the third national institution for secondary edu-

cation established in the empire ; and the university,

which dates from 1801, has become a great seat of Oriental

scholarship. It has four faculties, with fifty-six teachers and

about seven hundred students. The library contains about

85,000 volumes ; but the most valuable part of its manu-

script collection has been removed to St Petersburg. There

is an astronomical observatory ; and from the university

press are issued a learned journal {Izvyestiya i ZapisTci) and

a very considerable number of works, especially in Oriental

philology. The ecclesiastical academy founded in 1846

contains the old library of the Solovjii monastery, of import-

ance for the history of Russian sicts. Schools are main-

tained by the Tartar population, whi:h still occupies some

of the suburbs ; and Tartar text-books (by Radloff ) after the

European type have been introduced. As a seat of com-

merce and industry Kazan holds a respectable place. Its

leather goods, especially those of the finer qualities, are in

repute ; and it also manufactures alcohol, flour, cotton and

hemp goods, starch, stearine, tallow, and albumen. The

trade connexion of the Tartar merchants more particularly

is a very extensive and important one. The population
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af the tawn, whicB was 63,084 in 1863, had increased iq

1879 to 134,434, of whom 13,635 are Tartars.

' Tho present government of Kazan was the centre of a great
fialgarian kingdom, the first historical monarchy of north-eastern

Rn^a. - On the rnioa of this kicgjom the llongolian (Tai-tar)

"kingdom of Kazan" was founded in the 15th century by Ulu-
Mahmet, whose descendants continued to rule till the destruction

of their city by Ivan the Terrible in 1552. Of the town of Kazan
the , early notices are of doubtful interpretation; but according to

S. M. Shpilevski the Kazan mentioned in 1376 must be Bulgar (the

present Bolgarui in the district of Spassk), the " Great Town" of
the BtJgarians, the ruins of which are among the most notable in

the' Kazan region ; and the Kazan of even some of the later

chronicles is to be identified with Keshan ou tha Kama, Nor is the
present the original of Kazan proper ; on the banks of the Kazanka
are extensive remains of Iski (Tartar for "Old") Kazan, near a
modein village of the same name. Kazan was laid waste by
PogatchefiF, and the conflagrations of 1815 and 1825 were especially

destructive. During the French Invasion the Moscow university

took asylum in the town.
The n»me of Kazan Tartars Is given, not only to%039 of the

government of Kazan, but to those of Ufa, Samara, Vyatka, Saratotf,

Penza, TTlzhnl Novgorod, Orenborg, asd TambolE In 1870 they
amounted altogether to 1,050,000. In many ways they differ con-
siderably from those of Astrakhan, the Crimea, &c. They have
pretty certainly incorporated a good deal of Bulgarian blood.

The history of Kazan has been written by Turnerelli (1841),

I,epteff, Kurbski, and others. The evidence of Arabic, Tartar, and
Russian writers in regard to the antiquities of town and government
bas been collected by Shpilevski {Izv. i Zap. Imp. Kaz. Un., 1877,

pp. 1-685). A bibliography of the Oriental books published, in

the town is given in the Bull, of the St Petersburg Academy, 1867.

Compare Louis Leger, "Kazan et les Tartares," in £ibl. Univ.
de Genive, 1874.

KAZINCZY, Febencz or Feanci^ ^759-1831;, an
Eangarian anthor, known as the most indefatigable agent

in the regeneration of the Magyar language and literature

at the end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th century,

was born 27th October 1759, at !fir-Semlyen, in the county

of Bihar, Hungary. After passing through the gymnasium
ii S^ros-Patak, he studied law at Kassa and Eperies, and
in Pest, where he also obtained a thorough knowledge, of

French and German literature, and made the acquaintance

of Gideon R^day,. who allowed him the use of his library,

and encouraged him in literary pursuits. In 1784.Kazinczy

became subnotary for the county of Abaiij ; and in 1786
he was nominated inspector pf schools at Kassa. There he

began to devote himself to the restoration of the Magyar
language and literature by translations from classical foreign

works, and by the augmentation of the native vocabulary

from ancient Magyar sources. In 1788, with the assist-

ance of Bar6ti Szab6 and John Bacsdnyi, he started at

Kassa the first Magyar literary magazine, Magyar Muzeum ;

the Orpheus, which succeeded it in 1790, was of his own
ireation. Although, upon the accession of Leopold 11.,

Kazinczy, as a non-Catholic, was obliged to resign his post

at Kassa, his literary activity in no way decreased, and he
not only assisted Gideon RAday in the establishment and
direction of the first Magyar dramatic society, but also

enriched the repertoire with several translations from foreign

authors. His Hamlet, which first appeared at Kassa in

1790, is a rendering from the German version of Schroder.

Hiving become implicated in the democratic conspiracy

of the abbot Martin ovics, Kazinczy was arrested on the

I4th Decemb-^.r 1794, conveyed to Buda, tried, and con-

demned to death ; but the sentence was commuted to

imprisonment He was released in 1801, and shortly

afterwards married Sophia Torok, daughter of his former

patron, and retired to his small estate at Szephalom or

•'Fairhill," near Siltor-Ujhely, in the county of Zempl(5n.

In 1828 he took an active part in the conferences held

for the establishment of the Hungarian academy, in the

historical section of which he became the first correspond-

ing member. He died of Asiatic cholera, at Sz^phalom,

on the 22d August 1631, in the seventy-second year of

bis age.

Kazinczy, although possessing great beauty of style, cannot ho
regarded as a powerful and original thinker ; his fame is chielly duo
to the felicity of his translations from the masterpieces of -Lessing,
Goethe, Wieland, Klopstock, Ossian, La Rochefoucauld, Marmonte'l,
lloliere, Metastasio, Shakespeare, Sterne, Cicero, SaUust, Anacreon,
and many others. He also edited the works of Bardczy (Pest, 1812,
8 vols.) and of the poet Ziinyi (1817, 2 vols.), and the poems of
Dayka (1813, 3 vols.) and of John Kis (1815, 3 vols.). A collectiva
edition of his works, consisting for the most part of translationsj
was published at Pest, 1814-1816, iu 9 vols. His original produc-
tions, largely made up of letters, were edited by Joseph Bajza au4
Francis Toldy at Pest, 1836-45, in 5 vols. Editions of his poeiafl
appeared in 1858 and in 1863. See Huxgaet, vol. liL p. 377.

KEAN, Charles John (1811-1868), tragedian, son of
Edmund Kean noticed below, was born at Waterford^
Ireland, 18th January 1811. In his fourteenth year he
was sent to Eton College, where he remained three years*
The name of Kean secured him an engagement at Drury
Lane Theatre, where he made his debut 1st October 1827»
in the character of Nerval, but failed to create a very
favourable impression, his talents being such as required
long practice and careful study for their development ; and
his continued failure to achieve popularity led him to leave
London in the spring of 1828 for the provinces. After a
visit to America in 1830, where he was received with much
favour, he in 1833 appeared at Covent Garden as Sii

Edmund Mortimer, but his success was not pronouncecJ
enough to encourage him to remain long in London, espet

cially as he had already in the provinces won a high
position. In January 1838 he returned to Drury Lane,
and played Hamlet with a success which gave him a placa

among the principal tragedians of his time. After his
marriage with the actress Miss Ellen Tree in 1842, he paid
a second visit to America. Returning to England in 1847,
he entered on a successful engagement at the Haymarket,
and in 1850, along with Mr KeUy, he became lessee of tha
Princess Theatre. The most noteworthy feature of his

management was a series of gorgeous Shakespearean re-

vivals. Charles Kean cannot be called a great tragic acton
He did all that could be done by the persevering cultivatiou

of his powers, and in many ways manifested the possession

of high intelligence and refined taste, but his defects of

person and voice made it impossible for him to give a
representation at all adequate of the varying and subtle

emotions characteristic of pure tragedy. In melodramatie

porta such as Louis XL and the Corsican Brothers his

success was unequivocal and complete. From his "tour
round the world" Kean returned in 1866 in broken health,

and he died at London, January 22, 1868.

The Life aiid Theatrical Times of Charles Kean, byJohn William
Cole, appeared in 1860 in two volumes.

KEAN, Edmond (1787-1833), an English actor, chiefly

celebrated as the impersonator of Shakespearean characters,

was born at Chancery Lane, London, November 4, 1787.

His reputed father was Aaron Kean, stage carpenter, and

his mother was a strolling actress, Ann Carey, grand-

daughter of Henry Carey, the author of the Nationat

Anthem, and the natural son of George Savile, marquia

of Haliifax. When only in his fourth year Kean mad»
his first appearance ou the stage as Cupid in one of

Noverre's ballets at the opera-house. His fine black,

eyes, his bright vivacity and cleverness, and his ready

afi'ection to those who treated him with kindness, made
him in childhood a universal favourite, but the harsh cir-

cumstances of his lot, and the want of proper restraint,

while they developed strong self-reliance, fostered way-

ward tendencies. About 1794 a few persons benevolently

provided the means of sending him to school, where he

mastered his tasks with remarkable case and rapidity;

but finding its restraint intolerably irksome, he shipped

himself as a cabin boy at Portsmouth. Soon discovering

that he had only escaped to a more rigorous bondage, hei
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counterfeited both deafness and lameness with a histrionic

mastery which deceived even the physicians at Madeira.

On his return to England he sought the protection of his

uncle Moses Kean, mimic, ventriloquist, and general enter-

tainer, who, besides continuing his pantomimic studies,

introduced him to the study of Shakespeare. At the

same time !Miss Tidswell, an actress who had been speci-

ally kind to him from infancy, taught him the principles of

acting. On the death of his uncle he was taken charge of

by Miss Tidswell, and under her direction he began the

systematic study of the principal Shakespearean characters,

displaying even at this early period the peculiar originality

of his genius by interpretations entirely different from

those of Kemble. His brilliant talents and interesting

countenance induced a Mrs Clarke of Guildford Street,

Eussell Square, to adopt him, but the unlucky remark of

a visitor so touched his sensitive pride that he suddenly

left her house and went back to his old surroundings.

In his fourteenth year he obtained an engagement to play

leading characters for twenty nights in York Theatre,

appearing as Hamlet, Hastings, and Cato. Shortly after-

wards, while he was in the strolling troupe of Richardson,

the rumour of his abilities reached the ear of King George

III, who commanded him to recite at Windsor Castle. It

is affirmed that this incident lea some gentlemen to send

him to Eton College ; but the next three years of his life,

froQi 1803 to 1806, are without authentic record. In 1807

he played leading parts in the Belfast theatre along with

Mrs Siddons, who said that he " played very very well,"

but that " there was too little of him to make a great actor."

An engagement in 1808 to play leading characters in

Beverley's provincial troupe was brought to an abrupt close

by his marriage with Miss Chambers, the leading actress,

and for several years after his prospects were so dark that,

when contemplating the possibility of a debut in London,

he was in the habit of exclaiming, " If I succeed I shall go

mad." In 1814, however, the committee of Drury Lane
theatre, the fortunes of which were then so low that bank-

ruptcy seemed iaevitable, resolved to give him a chance

among the " experiments " they were making to win a re-

turn of popularity. His debut there on the 26th January

as Shylock roused the audience to almost uncontrollable

enthusiasm, and successive appearances in Richard III.,

Hamlet, Othello, Macbeth, and Lear only served to demon-

strate to the fullest the greatness of his powers and his

complete mastery of the whole range of tragic emotion.

Probably the irregular habits of Kean, even from the

period when he became famous, were prejudicial to the

refinement of his taste, and latterly they tended to exag-

gerate his special defects and mannerisms. The adverse

decision in the divorce case Cox v. Kean, and his conse-

quent separation from his wife, roused against him such

bitter feeling as almost compelled him to retire perma-

nently into private life. Ultimately he was received with

all the old favour, but the contest by its effects both on

his bodily health and on his feelings had made him so

dependent on the use of stimulants that the gradual de-

terioration of his gifts was inevitable. StiU, even in their

decay his great powers triumphed during the moments of

his inspiration over the absolute wreck of his physical

faculties, and compelled admiration when his gait had
degenerated into a weak hobble, when the lightning bril-

liancy of his eyes had become dull and bloodshot, and the

tones of his matchless voice were marred by rough and
grating hoarseness. His last appearance on the stage was
at Covent Garden, on the 25th March 1833, when he
played Othello to his son's lago. At the words " Villain,

be sure " in scene 3 of act iii. he suddenly broke down,
and fell insensible into his son's arms. He died at Rich-

mond, 15th May 1833.

It was especially in the impersoDation of the great creations of
Shakespeare's genius that the varied beauty and grandeur of the act-
ing of Kean were displayed in their highest form, although probably
his most powerful character was Sir Giles Overreach, the effect of his
first impersonation of which was such that the pit rose cii masse, and
even the actors and actresses themselves were overcome by the
terrific dramatic illusion. His only personal disadvantage as an
actor was his small stature. His countenance was strikingly
interesting and unusually mobile ; he had a matchless comma°nd
of facial elocution

; his fine eyes scintillated even the slightest
shades of emotion and thought ; his voice, though weak and harsh
in the upper register, possessed in its lower range tones of pene-
trating and resistless power, and a thrilling sweetness like the
witchery of the finest music ; above all, in the grander moments
of his passion, his intellect and soul seemed to rise beyond material
barriers and to glorify physical detects with their own greatness.
Kean specially excelled as the exponent of passion. In Othello,
lago, Sliylock, and Richard III., characters utterly different from
each other, but in which the predominant element is some form of
passion, his identification with the personality, as he had conceived
it, was as nearly as possible perfect, and each isolated phase and
aspect of the plot was elaborated with the minutest attention to de-
tails, and yet with an absolute subordination of these to the distinct
individuality he was endeavouring to portray. If the range of
character in which Kean attained supreme excellence was narrow, no
one except Garrick has been so successful in so many great imper-
sonations. Unlike Garrick, he had no true talent for comedy, but
in the expression of biting and saturnine wit, of grim and ghostly
gaiety, he was unsurpassed.

See Procter's Life of Kean, bat especially the Li/e of Edmund Rean. by F. W.
Hawkins, 2 vols., 1869, and the aulhoiities therein mentioned. Some interesting
details will also be found in Edward Stirling's Old Drury Lane, ISSl,

KEATS, John, born October 29, 1795, published his

first volume of verse in 1817, his second in the following

year, his third in 1820, and died of consumption at Rome,
February 23, 1821, in the fourth month of his twenty-sixth

year. In his first book there was little foretaste of anything

greatly or even genuinely good; but between the marshy and

sandy fiats of sterile or futile verse there were undoubtedly

some few purple patches of fioral promise. The style was

frequently detestable—a mixture of sham Spenserian and

mock Wordsworthian, alternately florid and arid. His
second book, Endymion, rises in its best passages to the

highest level of Barnfield and of Lodge, the two previous

poets with whom, had he published nothing more, he might

most properly have been classed ; and this, among minor

minstrels, is no unenviable place. His third book raised

him at once to a foremost rank in the highest class of

English poets. Never was any one of them but Shelley

so little of a marvellous boy and so suddenly revealed as

a marVellous man. Never has any poet suffered so much
from the chaotic misarrangement of his poems in every

collected edition. The rawest and the rankest rubbish of

his fitful spring is bound up in one sheaf with the ripest

ears, flung into one basket with the richest fruits, of his

sudden and splendid summer. The Ode to a Nightingale,

one of the final masterpieces of human work in all time

and for all ages, is immediately preceded in all editions

now current by some of the most vulgar and fulsome dog-

grel ever whimpered by a vapid and effeminate rhymester

in the sickly stage of whelphood. Shelley, up to twenty,

had written little or nothing that would have done credit

to a boy of ten ; and of Keats also it may be said that the

merit of his work at twenty-five was hardly by comparison

more wonderful than its demerit at twenty-two. His first

book fell as flat as it deserved to fall ; the reception of

his second, though less considerate than on the whole it

deserved, was not more contemptuous than that of im-

measurably better books published about the same time by

Coleridge, Landor, and Shelley. A critic of exceptional

carefulness and candour might have noted in the first book

so singular an example of a stork among the cranes as the

famous and noble sonnet on Chapman's Homer; a justjudge

would have indicated, a partial advocate might have

exaggerated, the value of such golden grain amid a garish

harvest of tares as the hymn to Pan and the translation
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into verse of Titian's Bacchanal which glorify the weedy

wilderness of EnJymion. But the hardest thing said of

that poem by the Qunrtetiy reviewer was unconsciously

echoed by the future author o( Adoaais,—that it was all but

absolutely impossible to read through ; and the obsceuer

insolence of the " Blackguard's Magazine," as Landor after-

wards very justly labelled it, is explicable though certainly

not excusable if we glance back at such a passage as that

where Endymion exchanges fulsome and liquorish endear-

ments with the " known unknown fi-om %ohom his being

dps such darling (/) essence." Such nauseous and pitiful

phrases as these, and certain passages in his correspondence,

make us understand the source of the most offensive impu-

tations or insinuations levelled against the writer's man-
hood ; and, while admitting that neither his love-letters,

nor the last piteous outcries of his wailing and shrieking

agony, would ever have been made public by merciful or

respectful editors, we must also admit that, if they ought

never to have been published, it is no less certain that

they ought never to have been written ; that a manful

kind of man or even a manly sort of boy, in his love-making

or in his sufiering, will not howl and snivel after such a

lamentable fashion. One thing hitherto inexplicable a

very slight and rapid glance at his amatory correspondence

wQl amply suffice to explain : how it came to pass that the

woman so passionately beloved by so great a poet should

have thought it the hopeless attempt of a mistaken kind-

ness to revive the memory of a man for whom the best

that could be wished was complete and compassionate

oblivion. For the side of the man's nature presented to

her inspection, this probably was all that charity or reason

could have desired. But that there was a finer side to the

man, even if considered apart from the poet, his correspond-

ence with his friends and their general evidence to his

character give more sufficient proof than perhaps we might

have derived from the general impression left on us by his

works ; though indeed the preface to Endymion, itself,

however illogical in its obviously implied suggestion that

the poem published was undeniably unworthy of publica-

tion, gave proof or hint at least that after all its author

was something of a man. And the eighteenth of his letters

to Miss Brawne stands out in bright and brave contrast

with such as seem incompatible with the traditions of his

character on its manlier side. But if it must be said that

he lived long enough only to give promise of being a man,

it must also bo said that he lived long enough to give

assurance of being a poet who was not born to come short

of the first rank. ^Jsot even a hint of such a probability

could have beea gathered from his first or even from his

second appearance ; after the publication of his third

volume it was no longer a matter of possible debate among
judges of tolerable competence that this improbability had

become a certainty. Two or three phrases cancelled, two

or three lines erased, would have left us in Lamia one of

the most faultless as surely as one of the most glorious

jewels in the crown of English poetry. Isabella, feeble

and awkward in narrative to a degree almost incredible jn

a student of Dryden and a pupil of Leigh Hunt, is over-

charged with episodical efiects of splendid and pathetic

expression beyond the reach of either. The Eve of St

Agnes, aiming at no doubtful success, succeeds in evading

all casual difficulty in the line of narrative ; with no shadow

of pretence to such interest as may be derived from stress

of incident or depth of sentiment, it stands out among all

other famous poems as a perfect and unsurpassable study

in "pure colour and clear melody—a study in which the

figure of Madeline brings back upon the mind's eye, if only

a=! moonlight recalls a sense of sunshine, the nuptial picture

of Marlnwe'sHero and the sleeping presence of Shakespeare's

Imogen. Beside this poem should always be placed the

less famous but not less precious Eve ofSt Mark, a fragment
unexcelled for the simple perfection of its perfect simplicity,

exquisite alike in suggestion and in accomplishment. The
triumph of Hyperion is as nearly complete as the failure of
Endymion; yet Keats never gave snch proof of a manly
devotion and rational sense of duty to his art as in his

resolution to leave this great poem unfinished ; not, as we
may gather from his correspondence on the subject, for the
pitiful reason assigned by his publishers, that of discourage-

ment at the reception given to his former work, but on the
solid and reasonable ground that a Miltonic study had
something in its very scheme and nature, too artificial, too

studious of a foreign influence, to be carried on and carried

out at such length as was implied by hi^ original design.

Fortified and purified as it had been on a first revision, when
much introductory allegory and much tentative effusion of

sonorous and superfluous verse had been rigorously clipped,

down or pruned away, it could not long have retained spirit

enough to support or inform the shadowy body of a subject

so little charged with tangible significance. The faculty

of assiniQation as distinguished from imitation, than which

there can be no surer or stronger sign of strong and sure

original genius, is not more evident in the most Miltonic

passages of the revised Uyperion than in the more Shake-

spearean passages of the unrevised tragedy which no radical

correction could have left other than radically incorrigible.

It is no conventional exaggeration, no hyperbolical phrase

of flattery with more sound than sense in it, to say that

in this chaotic and puerile play of Olho the Great there are

such verses as Shakespeare might not without pride havo

signed at the age when he wrote and even at the age when
he rewrote the tragedy of Borneo and Juliet. The dramatic

fragment of King Stephen shows far more power of hand

and gives far more promise of success than does that o(

Shelley's Charles the First. Yet we cannot say with any

confidence that even this far from extravagant promise

would certainly or probably have been kept ; it is certain

only that Keats in these attempts did at least succeed in,

showing a possibility of future excellence as a tragic or at

least a romantic dramatist. In every other line of high

and serious poetry his triumph was actual and consummate
;

here only was it no more than potential or incomplete.

As a ballad of the more lyrical order, La belle Dame sans^

Merci is not less absolutely excellent, less triumphantly,

perfect in force and clearness of impression, than as a narra-

tive poem is Lamia. In his lines on Robin Hood, and in

one or two other less noticeable studies of the kind, he has

shown thorough and easy mastery of the beautiful metre

inherited by Fletcher from Barnfield and by Milton from

Fletcher. The simple force of spirit and style which dis-

tinguishes the genuine ballad manner from all spurious

attempts at an artificial simplicity was oncemore at least

achieved in his verses on the crowning creation of Scott's

humaner and manlier genius—Meg Merrilies. No littlo

injustice has been done to Keats by such devotees as fix

their mind's eye only on the more salient and distinctive

notes of a genius which in fact was very much more various

and tentative, less limited and peculiar, than would be in-

ferred from an exclusive study of his more specially charac-

teristic work. But within the limits of that work must

we look of course for the genuine credentials of his fame;

and highest among them we must rate his unequalled and

unrTvafled odes. Of these perhaps the two nearest to

absolute perfection, to the triumphant achievement and

accomplishment of the very utmost beauty possible to

human words, may bo that to Autumn and that_ on a

Grecian Urn ; the most radiant, fervent, and musical is

that to a Nightingale ; the most pictorial and perhaps the

tenderest in its ard»ur of passionate fancy is that to Psyche ;

the subtlest in sweetness of thought and fecUng is that oo
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Melancholy. Greater lyrical poetry the world may have

Bsea than any that is in these ; lovelier it surely has never

seen, nor ever can it possibly see. From the divine frag-

ment of an unfinished ode to Maia we can but guess" that

if completed it woiild have been worthy of a place beside

the highest. His -remaining lyrics have many beauties

about them, but none perhaps can be called thoroughly

beautiful. He has certainly left us one perfect sonnet of

the first rank ; and as certainly he has left us but one.

"Keats, on high and recent authority, has been promoted

to a place beside Shakespeare; and it was long since

remarked by some earlier critic of less note that as a painter

of flowers his touch had almost a Shakespearean felicity,

—

recalling, a writer in our own day might have added, the

hand of M. Fantin on canvass. The faultless force and

the profound subtlety of this deep and cunning instinct

for the absolute expression of absolute natural beauty can

hardly be questioned or overlooked ; and this is doubtless

the one main distinctive gift or power which denotes him

OS a poet among all his equals, and gives him right to a

rank for ever beside Coleridge and Shelley. As a man,

the two admirers who have done best service to his memory

are, first and far foremost, Lord Houghton, and secondly

Mr Matthew Arnold. These alone, among all who have

written of him without the disadvantage or advantage of a

personal acquaintance, have clearly seen and shown us the

manhood of the man. That ridiculous and degrading legend

which imposed so strangely on the generous tenderness of

Shelley, while evoking the very natural and allowable

laughter of Byron, fell to dust at once for ever on the

appearance of that admirable and unsurpassed biography

which gave perfect proof to all time that "men have died

and worms have eaten them," but not for fear of critics or

through suffering inflicted by reviews. Somewhat too

sensually sensitive he may have been in either capacity,

but the nature of the man was as far as was the quality

of the poet above the pitiful level of a creature whose soul

could " let itself be snuffed out by an article " ; and in

fact, owing doubtless to the accident of a death which

followed so fast on his early appearance and his dubious

reception as a poet, the insolence and injustice of his

reviewers in general have been comparatively and even

considerably exaggerated. Except from the chief fountain-

head of professional ribaldry then open in the world of

literary journalism, no reek of personal insult arose to

offend his nostrils; and then as now the tactics of such

unwashed maUgnants Were inevitably suicidal ; the

references to his brief experiment of apprenticeship to a

surgeon which are quoted from Blackwood in the shorter

as well as in the longer memoir by Lord Houghton could

leave no bad odour behind them save what might hang

about men's yet briefer recollection of his assailant's un-

memorable existence. The false Keats, therefore, whom
Shelley pitied and Byron despised would have been, had

he ever existed, a thing beneath compassion or contempt.

That such a man could have had such a genius is almost

evidently impossible ; and yet more evident is the proof

which remains on everlasting record that none was ever

further from the chance of decline to such degradation

than the real and actual man who made that name
immortal. (a. C. s.)

Subjoined are tne most important facts in tlie lii« o. Zeats.

He was bora, as already stated, in London on October 29, 1795.

At an early age he was sent to scbool at Enfield, and in 1810 he
was apprenticed to a surgeon at Edmonton. On the completion of

his apprentieeship, in 1815, he removed to London for the purpose
ef walking the hospitals, and soon made the acquaintance of Leigh
Hunt, and subse<jueQtly that of Haydon, Hazlitt, Shelley, and
others. After having published some sonnets in the Examiner, of

which Hunt was at that time editor, he was encouraged by the
praise of his friends to give to the world a volume of Poems in

1817, and a second, entitled Endymion, a Poetic Eomance, in the

following year. Meanwhile, symptoms of hereditary lung-disease,

having shown themselves, he spent some months in visiting the
English lake district and portions of Scotland and Ireland, but with-
out re-establishing his failing health ; on his return to London the
despondency which had fallen upon him on this account was deep-

eae<l by the death oi his younger brother. Soon after this event
he first became acquainted with Miss Brafrne, and the friendship

rapidly grew into a passion which combined with straitened cir-

cumstances and the steady progress of disease to give a tragical cast

to all that remained of his brief career. In 1820 the results of his

literary activity during the two preceding years were published in

Lamia, Isabella, tJie Eve of St Agnes, and other Poems. In autumn
of the same year, having been_ advisi^d to winter in a more genial

climate, he sailed for Italy. The voyage proved of little advantage,

and after some months of suffering he died at Rome on February

23, 1821. The Life, Letters, and Literary Remains of Keats were
published in two volumes by R. Monckton Milnes in 1848 ; The
Letters of John Keats to Fanny Brawne, with introduction and
notes by Harry Buxton Forman, appeared in 1878.

KEBLE, John (1792-1866), the poet of the GhriMian

Year, was born on St Mark's Day (April 25), 1792, at

Fairford, Gloucestershire. He was the second child and
eldest son of the Rev. John Keble and Sarah Maule

;

three sisters and one brother completed the family circle.

Descended from a family which had attained some legal

eminence in the time of the flommonwealth, John Keble,

the father of the poet, was vicar of Coin St Aldwyn, but

lived at Fairford, about 3 miles distant from his cure.

He was a clergyman of the old High Church school, whose

adherents, untouched by the influence of the Wesleys, had
moulded their piety on the doctrines of the non-jurors

and the old Anglican divines. Himself a good scholar,

he did not send his son to any school, but educated him
and his brother at hom6 so well that both obtained scholar-

ships at Corpus Christi College, Oxford. John was elected

scholar of Corpus in his fifteenth, and fellow of Oriel in

his nineteenth year, April 1811. In Easter term 1810

he had obtained double first class honours, a distinction

which had been obtained only once before, and that by Sir

Robert PeeL After his election to the Oriel fellowship,

Keble gained the University prizes, both for the English

essay and also for the Latin essay. But he was more

remarkable for the rare beauty of lus character than even

for academic distinctions. Sir John Taylor Coleridge, his

fellow scholar at Corpus and his life-long friend, says of

him, looking back on his youth, after their friendship of

five and fifty years had closed, "It was the singular

happiness of his nature, remarkable even in his under-

graduate days, that love for him was always sanctifled by

reverence—reverence that did not make the love less

tender, and love that did but add intensity to the reverence."

Oriel College was, at the time when Keble entered it, the

centre of all the finest ability in Oxford. Copleston,

Davison, Whately, were among the fellows who elected

Keble ; Arnold, Pusey, Newman, were soon after added to

the society. In 1815 Keble was ordained deacon, and

priest in 1816. His real bent and choice were towards a

pastoral cure in a country parish ; but he remained in

Oxford, acting first as public esaminer in the schools,

then as tutor in Oriel, till 1823. In summer he some-

times took clerical work, sometimes made tours on foot

through various English counties, dijring which he was

composing poems, which afterwards took their place in the

Christian Year. He had a rare power of attracting to

himself the finest spirits, a power which lay not so much in

his ability or his genius as in his character, so simple,_so

humble, so pure, so unworldly, yet wanting not that severity

which can stand by principle and maintain what he holds

to be the truth. In 1823 he left Oxford, and returned to

Fairford, there to assist his father, and with his brother to

serve one or two small and poorly endowed curacies in the

neighbourhood of Coin. He had made a quiet but deep

impression on all who came within his influence in Oxford,
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t-nd during his five yeare of college tutorship had won the

affectioQ of his pupils, some of whom afterwards rose to emi-

oencer But it was to pastoral work, and not to academic

duty, that he thenceforth devoted himself, associating with

it, and scarcely placing on a lower level, the affectionate

discharge of his duties as a son and brother. Filial piety

influenced in a quite unusual degree his feelings and his

action all life through. It was in 1827, a few years after

he settled at Fairford, that he published the Christian

Year. The poems which make up that book had been the

silent gathering of years.^ Keble had purposed in his own
mind to keep them beside him, correcting and improving

them, as long as he lived, and to leave them to be published

only " when he was fairly out of the way." This resolution

was at length overcome by the importunities of his friends,

and above all by the strong desire of his father to see his

son's poems in print before he died. Accordingly they

were printed in two small volumes in Oxford, and given to

the world in June 1827, but with no name on the title

page. The book continued to be published anonymously,

but the name of the author soon transpired. Probably

no book of poetry in this century has had a wider circu-

lation. Between 1827 and 1872 one hundred and fifty-

eight editions had issued from the press, and since the

latter date it has been largely reprinted both by the original

publishers and by others. The author, so far from taking

pride in this widespread reputation, seemed all his life long

to wish to disconnect his name with the book, and " as if

he would rather it had been the work of some one else

than himself." This feeling arose from no false modesty.

It was because he knew that in these poems he had painted

his own heart, the best part of it; and he doubted whether

it was right thus to exhibit himself, and by the revelation

of only his better self, to win the good opinion of the world,

on which he knew that a woe had been pronounced.

Towards the close of 1831 Keble was elected to fill the

chair of the poetry professorship in Oxford, as successor to

his friend and admirer. Dean Milman. This chair he oc-

cupied for ten years, probably the most eventful ten years

which Oxford has seen since the Reformation. The pro-

fessor is required by statute to deliver at least one lecture

during each of the three terms that make up the academic

year ; and during Keble's tenure these lectures were still

required to be in Latin. In the course of his professorship

he delivered a series of lectures, clothed in excellent

idiomatic Latin, in which he expounded a theory of poetry

which was original and suggestive, and which grew

naturally out of his own character and habits of mind.

He looked on poetry as a vent for overcharged feeling, or

'a full imagination, or some imaginative regret, v.-hich had

not found their natural outlet in life and action. It was a

relief provided for those feelings which are apt to fill the

mind too full, and to overburden the heart. This suggested

to him a distinction between what he called primary and

secondary poets,—the first employing poetry to relieve their

own hearts, the second, poetic artists, composing poetry from

some other and less impulsive motive. Of the former kind

were Homer, Lucretius, Burns, Scott ; of the latter were

ECtripides, Dryden, Milton. This view is set forth in an

article contributed to the British Critic in 1838 on the

life of Scott, and was more fullv develoned in two volumes

of Prxlediones Academics.

His regular visits to Oxfora kept him in intercourse

with his old friends in Oriel common room, and made him
familiar with the currents of feeling which swaj-ed the

v.uiversity. Catholic emancipation and the Reform Bill

had deeply stirred, not only the political spirit of Oxford,

but also the church feeling which had long been stagnant.

Cardinal Newman writes, ''On Sunday .July 14, 1833, Mr
Keble preached the assize Sermon in the University pulpit.

It was published under the title of National Apostasy.

I have ever considered and kept the day as the start of

the religions movement of 1833." The occasion of this

sermon was the suppression, by Earl Grey's Reform
ministry, of ten Irish bishoprics. Against the spirit

which would treat the church as the mere creature of the

state Keble had long chafed inwardly, and now he made
his outward protest, asserting the claim of the church to

a heavenly origin and a divine prerogative. About the

same time, and partly stimulated by Keble's sermon, some
leading spirits in Oxford and elsewhere began a concerted

and systematic course of action to revive High Church
principles and the ancient patristic theology, and by these

means both to defend the church against the assaults of its

enemies, and also to raise to a higher tone the standard

of Christian life in England. This design embodied itself

in what is known as the Tractarian movement, a name
it received from the once famous Tracts for the Times,

which were the vehicle for promulgating the new doctrines.

If Keble is to be reckoned, as Dr Newman would have it,

as the primary author of the movement, it was from Dr
Pusey that it received one of its best known names, and in

Dr Newman that it soon found its genuine leader. To the

tracts, which did so much to spread High Church views,

Keble made only four contributions :—No. 4, containing

an argument, in the manner of Bishop Butler, to show

that adherence to apostolical succession is the safest course ;

No. 13, which explains the principle on which tlie Sunday

lessons in the church service are selected ; No. 40, on

marriage with one who is unbaptized ; No. 89, on the

mysticism attributed to the early fathers of the church.

Besides these contributions from his own pen, he did much
for the series by suggesting subjects, by reviewing tracts

written by others, and by lending to their circulation the

weight of his personal influence.

In 1835 Keble's father died at the age of ninety, and

soon after this his son married Miss Clarke, left Fairford,

and settled at Hursley vicarage in Hampshire, a living to

which he had been presented by his friend andJ-attached

pupil. Sir William Heathcote, and which continued to be

Keble's home and cure for the remainder of his life.

In 1841 the tracts were brought to an abrupt termina-

tion by the publication of Newman's tract No. 90. All

the Protestantism of England was in arms against the

author of the obnoxious tract, Keble came forward at

the time, desirous to share the responsibility' and the

blame, if there was any; for he had seen the tract before

it was published, and approved of it. The same year

in which burst this ecclesiastical storm saw the close of

Keble's tenure of the professorship of poetry, and thence-

forward he was seen but rarely in Oxford. .No other public

event ever effected Keble so deeply as the secession of his

friend Mr Newman to the Church of Rome in 1815. It

was to him both a public and a private sorrow, which

nothing could repair. But he did not lose heart ; at once

he threw himself into the double duty, which now deyolved

on himself and Dr Pusey, of counselling the many who had

hitherto followed the movement, and who, now in their per-

plexity, might be tempted to follow their leader's example,

and at the same time of maintaining the rights of the

church against what he held to be the encroachments of

the state, as seen in such public acts as the Gorham

judgment, and the decision on Essays and Jieviews. In

all the ecclesiastical contests of the twenty years which

followed 1345, Keble took a part, not loud or obtrusive,

but firm and resolute, in maintaining those High .Anglican

principles with which his life had been identified. These ab-

sorbing duties, added to his parochial work, left little time

for literature. But in 1846 he published the Li/ra hvio-

centium : and in 1863 he completed a life of Bishop Wilson.

XIV. — 4
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In the late autumn of the latter year, Keble left Hursley

for the sake of his wife's health, and sought the milder

climate of Bournemouth. There he had an attack of para-

lysis, from which he died on the 29th March 18GC. • He
was buried in his own churchyard at Hursley ; and in little

more than a month his wife was laid by her husband's

side.

It is as a poet that Keble was best known during his life, and it

is as a poet that he will be remembered. His poetical works are

the Christian Year (1827), A Metrical Version of the Psalter i,lS39),

Lyra Jnnoecntium (1846), and a volume of poems published

posthumously.
Keble, though himself childless, was a special lover of children

;

and tlie Lyra Innocentium expresses this characteristic. It is a book
" about children, their ways, and privileges." It begins with their

baptism, follows them through their cradle life and infancy, their

childhood sports, troubles, encouragements, warnings, the lessons

taujrht them by nature, those taught them by grace, dwells on their

sicknesses, and their deaths. It is a book' for parents, especially

for mothers. The range of subjects is too limited, and the turn of

thought often too subtle, to allow it to be widely popular. But
Judge Coleridge pronounced it, if not equal to the Christian Year
as a whole, yet more than equal to it in parts ; and Dean Stanley

thinks that "it has more of the true Ere of genius, more of 'the true

rush of poetic diction." However this may be, it is by the Christian

Year that Keble won the ear of the religious world, and will retain

it. It was a happy thought that dictated the plau of the book, to

furnish a meditative religious lyric for eacli Sunday of the year, and
for each saint's day and festival of the English Church. The sub-

ject of each poem is generally suggested by some part of the lessons

or the gospel or the epistle for the day. One thing which gives

these poems their strangely unique power is the sentiment to which
they appeal, and the saintly character of the poet who makes the

appeal, illumining more or less every poem. That to which the

Christian Year appeals is the religious and devotional sentiment

which, however hidden, exists more or less in most men. In the

words of Sir ,T. T. Coleridge, "to this feeling it makes its unceasing
appeal, with a voice so earnest, so sincere, so sad in its hopefulness,

so unpretending as to the speaker, yet so authoritative and confident

as to the cause it pleads, that for the time it seems irresistible."

The preface begins with observing how important is "a sober
standard of feeling in matters of practical religion," and indicates

that the object of the book is to calm excitement,' and to exhibit

the soothing tendency which pervades the Book of Common Prayer.

The motto on the title page, " In quietness and confidence shall be

your strength," is the keynote to which the whole book is set. The
main characteristics which go to make up the charm of this small
volume are these :

—

1. The peculiar tone of religious feeling that pervades it, at once
deep, pure, and tender, sober and severely self-denying. The
undertone of the book comes out in verses like this

—

" The eye in smiles may wander round,

o Caught by earth'3 shadows as they fleet.
But for the soul no help is found,
Save Him who made it, meet."

Closely connected with this there is a more personal feeling
towards our Lord, in His whole nature at once human and divine,
than had ever before appeared in English poetry, even in that of
Charles "W^esley or Cowper. This runs through all the poems ; it

come3 out especially in such verses as these

" Our Saviour's face benign,
Bent on us with transforming power.

Till we, too, faintly shine ;"

'* Wlio loves the Lord aright
No soul of man can worthless flod

;

All will be precious in his sight,
Since Christ on all hath shined:

But chiefly Chi-istian souls: for they, •

'J hough worn and soiled with sinful clay,
Are yet, to eyes that read them true,
All glistening with baptismal dew."

2. A second note of the Christian Year is reverence for the church,
and for the pastoral office within it,—a solemn sense of its dignity
and its awful responsibility.

3. A third note is the strong and tender affection for home and
friends, the filial and fraternal piety, which everywhere pen-ades it.

This appears notably in the poem for St Andrew's Day, in the two
opening stanzas of the poem on AVhit Monday, in some verses of the
poem for the 4th Sunday in Advent, and in many more.

4. A prevailing spirit of modesty and of delicate reserve, very
unlike the vanity with which poets are often credited. Combined
with this is a special tenderness for those persons and things which
the world thinks least of—for those who pine forgotten in hidden
nooks, for the downtrodden and the despised. These sympathies
appear at every turn of the book,—especially, iierbaps", in such

ana again,

poems as that for tlic 4th Sunday in Lent, that for Visitation of the

Sick, and in two well-known stan as in tho poem for St Matthew's
Day, not to mention many other like passages.

5. Besides these qualities of Keble's heart as a man, there are

others which belong to him especially as a poet. Prominent among
these is his love of pature, particularly for the more ordinary and
unnoticed features of English landscajie. In these he seemed most
to delight, as interwoven with home thoughts and sentiments, and
because, as he expresses it.

Many a scene from tho neighbourhood of Fairford and Oxford,
many a iieeting image caught there in casual walks, has been
inwrought, naturally and beautifully, into the web of his devout
meditations.

6. The intimacy with the Bible which is manifest in the pages of

the Christian Year, and the unobtrusive felicity with which Biblical

sentiments and language are introduced, have done much to endear
these poems to all Bible readers ; nor this only, but the fidelity

with which Biblical scenery is rendered. "The exactness of the
descriptions of Palestine, which Keble had never visited, have been
noted, and verified on the spot," by Dean Stanley. He points to
features of the lake of Gennesareth, which were first touched in the
Christian Year; and he observes that throughout the book "the
Biblical scenery is treated graphically as real scenery, and the
Biblical history and poetry as real history and poetry."
As to its style, the Christian Year is calm and grave in tone, and

subdued in colour, as beseems its subjects and sentiments. The
contemporary poets whom Keble most admired were Scott,

Wordsworth, and, we may add, Southey ; and of their influence
traces arc visible in his diction. Yet he has a style of language and
a cadence of his own, which steal into the heart with strangely
soothing power. Some of the poems are faultless, after their kind,

flowing from the first verse to the last, lucid in thought, vivid in

diction, harmonious in their pensive melody. In others there are

imperfections in rhythm, conventionalities of language, obscurities

or over-subtleties of thought, which mar the reader's enjoyment.
Yet even the most defective poems commonly have, at least, a single

verse, expressing some profoimd thought or tender shade of feeling,

for which the sympathetic reader willingly pardons artistic imper-
fections in the rest.

The real power of the Christian Year lies in this, that it brings

home to the readers, as few poetic works have ever done, a heart of

rare and saintly beauty. AVe may well believe that ages must
elapse ere another such character shall again concur with a poetic

gift and power of expression, which, if not of the highest, are still

of a high order.

Keble's life was written by his life-long friend the late Mr Justice Coleridge,
The following is a complete list of his wiltings :—(1) Works published in Keble's
lifetime:—CArisd'an Tear, 1827; Psalter, 1839; Prxlectiones Academicx, 1844;
Ltjra Innocentium, 1846; Sermons Academical, 1848; Argument against Repeal of
Mitrria'je Law, and Sequel, 1857 ; Eucharistical Adoraiion, 1857 ; Life of Bishop
Wilson, 1863 ; Sermons Occasional and Parochial, 1867. (2) Posthumous publica-
tions:— Tillage Sermons on the Baptismal Service, 1868; Miscellaneous Poems,
1869 : Letters of Spiritual Counsel, 1870 ; Sei-mons for the Christian Year, Ac.,
11 vols., 1875-80; Occasional Papers and Seviews, 1877 ; Sludia Sacra, 1877 ;

Outlines ofInstruction or Meditation, 1880. (J. C. S.)

KECSKEMET (Lat. Egopolis), a royal free town in the

county of Pest-Pilis-Solt-Kis-Kun, Hungary, is situated in

an extensive plain, on the railway between Szeged (Szegedin)

and Budapest, 52 miles south-east of the latter, in 46° 54'

N. lat., 19° 44' E. long. Kecskemet is a poorly built and
straggling town. It contains Koman Catholic, Lutheran,

and Calvinist churches, as also a synagogue. Among the

educational and other establishments are a Calvinist upper

gymnasium (since 1860) and juridical lyceum (1862),

possessing a library and collection of pictures, a Koman
Catholic (Piarist) upper gymnasium, founded in 1714, a
Government technical school dating from 1874, monasteries

belonging to the Piarisfc and Franciscan orders, a royal

court of law, a hospital, orphan asylum, and theatre. 'The

soil of the surrounding district, known as the Kecskemet
heath, though generally arenaceous, is rendered productive,

by careful tillage. Soap is manufactured ; and trade, pro-

moted by the periodical fairs, is generally thriving. Joseph

Katona, the author of the famous historical drama Bdnk
Bdii, was bora at Kecskem(5t in 1792. The population

in 1880 was 46,505, chiefly Magyars by nationality.

KEELING ISLAJSTDS, or Cocos Islands, also called

by Horsburgh the Borneo Coral Islands, a group in the

Indian Ocean, about 600 miles south of the coast of

Sumatra, in 12° 5' S. lat. and 90° 55' E. long,, well known
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as having furnished Mr Darwin with tlie typical exampie

of an-atoU or lagoon island.' There are altogether twenty-

three small islands, 9i miles being the greatest width of

the whole atoll. ^ The lagoon is very shallow, and the

passages between many of the islands of such, trilling depth

that it is possible to " walk at low tide with some slight

wading all the way from Direction island to West island."

An opening on the northern side of the reef permits the

entrance of vessels into the northern part of the lagoon,

which forms a good harbour known as Port Refuge or Port

Albion. Since Mr Darwin's visit some of the minor

passages have become completely filled up.

The cocoa-nut (as the name Cocos Islands indicates) is the char-

acteristic production, and is cultivated on all the islands. There

are a few other trees (Sir E. Owen described seven kinds in 1830)

(ind lesser plants ; but the whole flora, exclusive of recent introduc-

tions, comprises less than thirty species. Of the twenty species,

however, represented in Mr Darwin's collection, " nineteen belonged

to different genera, and these again to no less tlian si.xteen families."

With the exception of man and the domestic pig, the rat appears to

be the only mammal in the islands ; and there are no true land

birds, except domestic poultry. One of the commonest living

creatures is a monstrous crab which lives on the cocoa-nuts ; and
in some places also there are great colonies of the pomegranate

crab, which, to quote Mr Forbes, is "labouring assiduously to

make the soft pure white calcareous mud into tree-inhabitable

land." The climate is temperate and extremely healthy. Terrific

storms sometimes break over the island ; and it has been more
than once visited by earthquakes. The inhabitants "are well

developed, strong, and of a wonderfully healthy appearance" ; they

belong originally to various parts of the Indian archipelago,

Borneo, Sumatra, Celebes, &c.

The Keeling Islands were discovered in 1609 by William Keeling

on his way home from the Moluccas.' In 1823 Alexander Hare, an
English aclvcnturer, settled on the southmost island with a number
of slaves. Some two or three years after, a Scotchman, J. Boss, who
had commanded a brig during the English occupation of Java,

settled with his family on Direction Island, and his little colony

was soon strengthened by Hare's runaway slaves. The Dutch
Government had in an informal way claimed the possession of the

islands since 1829 ; but they refused to allow Koss to hoist the

Dutch flag, and accordingly the place was taken under British

protection in 1856. In 1878 it was attached to the government
of Ceylon.

Besides Mr Darwin'8 Journal of the Voyages of the Beagle (1860) and the work
already mentioned, see Henry O. Forbes in Proc Roy. Oeorj. Soc, December
1879 (with a good map) ; Koner in Proe. Roy. Oeog. Soc, 1881 ; A. van der Jagt
in Verh. Bat. Oen. van K. en IF., xiii. ; J. J. Duintjer in Tindal and Swaarfs
Zeet£ezen,\'t.\ Voyage of Swedish Frigate " Eugenie ** (Berlin, 1856). and Bleeker'a

papers on ichthyology in Natuurt. Tijdschr. van Ned. Ind.^ viL, viii., xv., &c.

KEFF, more correctly El-KeflF (El Kaf), a town of

the regency of Tunis, about 95 miles south-west from the

capital, and 75 miles south-east of Bone in Algeria,

"on the western declivities of a rocky range of boM
hills," 5 or 6 miles to the east of the course of the Wady
Medjardak. It is considered the third in importance of the

Tunisian towns, ranking after Tunis and KairwAn ; and,

though distant some twenty-two miles from the Algerian

frontier, it is practically a frontier post, and its walls and
citadel are kept in a state of defence. Keff is identified

with the ancient Roman colony of Sicca Veneria, which

appears from the character of its Venus worship (Val.

Max., ii. 6, §15) to have been a Phoenician settlement.

Remains of ancient buildings (ao, for example, of a temple

of Hercules), and a considerable number of ancient Latin

inscriptions tend to confirm the identification. Population

about 12,000.

See Barth, Die Kiistenlmider des Miitelmecres, 1849 ; Corpus
Inscript. Lat. , voL viii ; Sombrun in Bull, de la Soc. de Oiog. de

Bordeaux, 1878.

^ Oeoloffical Observations tm Coral Beefs, Lonclon, 1851 ; new ed,,

1874.
' The names of the more important are as follows:—Horsburgh or

North Island (the most northern of the group) ; Direction Island or

in Malay Pulu TUcus (Mouse Island) ; Prison Island ; Rice (Rijst) or

Water Island, in Malay Pulu Tuwan ; South Island (Selijna or

Fairlee) ; Long, West, or Ross Island.
* His narrative is given by Pnrchas, and epitomized in Astle/s Col-

lection.

KEIGHLEY, locally Keithley, anciently Keigheley, a
market and manufacturing town in the northern division

of the West Ridiug of Yorkshire, is beautifully situated iu

a deep valley near the junction of the Worth with the Aire.

By the Midland Railway it is 95 miles south-east o(

Carlisle and 222 north of London. A canal betweeix

Liverpool and Hull affords it water communication with

both west and east coasts. The town is rather irre-

gularly built, and a considerable portion of it consists

of workmen's cottages. Its growth has of late years been
very rapid. Large reservoirs have been constructed for

supplying water to the town. The principal buildings are

the parish church of St Andrew in the late Perpendicular

(dating from the time of Henry I., modernized in 1710,

rebuilt with the exception of the tower in 1805, and again

rebuilt ''n 1878), the Craven bank, the court-house, the

mechanics' institute and school of art, the theatre (in

the Gothic style, completed in 1870, at a cost of £5000),

the baths, the union workhouse, and the Liberal and
Conservative clubs. The educational institutions are the

Drake and Tonson's school for girls, the trade school for

boys, the national schools, and several board schools. The
manufactures consist chiefly of worsted and woollen goods,

machinery, machine tools, and sewing and wringing

machines. Iron-founding is also extensively carried on.

The population of the local board district in 1871 waa*
19,775, and in ISSl had increased to 25,245.

Henry Kigheley, who in the reign of Edward I. possessed the

manor of Keighley, obtained for it from that monarch the privilege

of a market, a fair, and a free warren. The town in 1645 was the

scene of a skirmish between the royal and parliamentary troops.

KEI ISLANDS, a group in the East Indian archipelago,

consisting of one large and several smaller islands, situateu

about 5" 30' S. lat. and 133° E. long., some 90 miles to

the south of the western end of New Guinea, and between

the southern Moluccas and the Aru islands. The name,

which appears in a great variety of spellings—Kee, Ke,

Key, Ki, &c.—has been in use among Europeans from

the days of Valentijn downwards, and may be the Spanish

Cayo, a rocky island. The natives call the group Evar,

the chief island lut.

The Kei islands have been very frequently visited, but

in such a cursory fashion for the most part that there is

considerable doubt in regard even to their general carto-

graphy. Of Great Kei the outline and extent are known,

but as to the other islands—often lumped together under

the name of Lesser Kei—even the number of the more

important has yet to be determined. Cape Borang, the

northern point of Great Kei, lies in 5^ 17'. Dullah-

Darat, DuUah-Laut, Letman, and Hodjan are believed

to be separate islands, though Dullah-Darat and Letman

are parted only by a very narrow passage, and Letman

and Hodjan may possibly be one. The seat of the rajah

recognized by the Dutch Government as the chief

authority in the group is Dullah on the west coast of

Dullah-Darat.

The inhabitants of the Kei islands are supposed to number

18,000 or 20,000. A certain proportion of them (dis-

tinguished by the use of a special language and by the pro-

fession of Mohammedanism) are known to be descendants of

natives of the Banda islands who had fled eastward before

the encroachments of the Dutch. The great bulk of the

people are still pagan, with rude statues of locaV deities

and places of sacrifice indicated by flat-topped cairns. In

physique the Kei islander is like the Aru- isknder, but

more strongly built.

Cocoa-nuts, sago, fish, limestone, trepang, and' timber

are the chief productionu of the islands. At Eli, on the

east coast of Great Kei, there are extensive potteries which

furnish earthenware for export as well as for local nsei'
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The native proas are well built, after the shape of a

whale-boat.

See C. Bcsseher in Tijdschr. van. hct Bat. Gen., iv.T J. BTJ. van
Doreii ill Bijdr. lot dc Taclkumh, dC-c, ran N. I., new series, iv.

;

C. B. H. von Koscnbci-g, Rcis naar de Zuidoosta--cilandcn ; Guido
Cora's Cosmos, vol. iii. ; Veth, " Geof;i-. Auteek." (with map), in
Tijiisclir. ran hU. Aardr. Gen., ii., 1876.

KEIM, Theodor (1825-1S78), a prominent German
theologian of the " mediation " school, was born December
17, 1825, at Stuttgart, where he attended the gymnasium,
proceeding in 1843 to Tubingen, at which university he
continued to study until 1848, F. C. Baur being the teacher
who exercised the greatest influence over his thinking. For
some time he held a private tutorial appointment, and in

1850 he attended classes at Bonn, returning in 1851 to his

alma mater as "repetent." In 1857 he became diaconus
at Esslingen, and two years afterwards rose to the rank of

archdeacon. From 1860 to 1873 ho held the office of

professor ordinarius of theology in ZUrich, and from 1873
until shortly before his death in November 1878 he
occupied a similar post at Giessen.

He wrote ReformatioiisgcschiclUe der Eeiclisstadt Ulm, 1851
;

Schwab Ische KeformalionsgeschiclUc his zuniReichstaye voii Augsburg,
1855 ; Reformalionsblatler der Rcich-sstadt Esslingen, 1860 ; Am-
Irosius Blaver, der Sdncablsche Reformalor, 1860 ; Dcr Uebcrlritl
Koiistantin's d. Gr. sum Chrislcnthum, 1862; two volumes of ser-

mons entitled FreundcswoHc zur Gemeinde, 1861-62 ; and Celsus'
wahrcs IForl, 1873. But the works to wbich he owes the consider-
able'celebrity lie possesses among Protestant theologians even out-
side of Germany are those in which lie has investig.ited, with much
patience of independent research and acnteness of discernment as
well as with unusual power of noble appreciation, the narrative of
the life of Christ contained in the gospels. Die Ttunschliche Ent-
wickeliing Jesu Christi (1861), Die geschichtliche Wiirdc Jesu (1864),
and Dcr geschichtliche Christus were followed by what without
exaggeration may be called the trnly great work, Gcsdiichtc Jesu von
Nazara (3 vols., 1867-72 ; English translation, 1873-77), of which
the Geschichte Jesu nach den Ergebnissen Jieutiger Wissenschaft, fur
weilcre Krcise iliersichllich erzdhlt, 1873, is a popular abridgment.

KEITH, an old Scotch family which takes its name from
the barony of Keith in East Lothian, bestowed, it is said,

by Malcolm II. on a member of the bouse along with the

office of hereditary grand marischal in reward of bravery
shown in a battle against the Danes. The importance of

the family was increased by a grant in 1320 of part of the

forfeited estates of the earl of Buchan to Sir Robert Keith
for his valour in support of the cause of Robert the Bruce,

and by the inheritance in the next century of the lands of

the Erasers of Kincardineshire through the marriage of Sir

William Keith, who in 1458 was created Lord Keith and
Earl Marischal of Scotland. WOliam, earl marischal, great

grandson of the first of the line, distinguished himself at

the battle of Pinkie in 1547, and was a member of the

council of the kingdom during the minority of Queen
Mary. By his marriage with his cousin Margaret, daughter
of Sir William Keith of Inverugie, he nearly doubled his

estates, but, becoming involved in money embarrassments,
he lived for some time in seclusion in his castle of Dun-
nottar, obtaining on that account the sobriquet of

"William that kept the tower." He was succeeded in

1581 by bis grandson George, fifth earl, who, besides

having studied under the direction of Beza at Geneva,
had acquired a comprehensive knowledge of the politics

and customs of most of the courts of Europe. Pro-

bably for this reason he was chosen by King James to

negotiate his marriage with Queen Anne of Denmark and
bring her to Scotland. Throughout life he showed a keen
interest in the advancement of learning. He was one of

the commissioners appointed in 1582 to inquire into the

management of King's College, Aberdeen, and out of his

own private fortune he founded and endowed Marischal

College in that city, which received a charter in 1593. He
died at Dunnottar, April 5, 1623. The estates of the

Keiths were forfeited on account of the part taken by

George Keith, tenth earl, and his brother Francis (see

next article) in the rebellion of 1715. Through the influ-

ence of his brother with Frederick the Great, the earl

became governor of KeufchateL After the reversal of the
attainder he returned to Scotland, but soon made his way
back to Berlin, where he died in April 1788. Through
his death without issue the male line of the house became
extinct. From the female line descended the Keith
Elphinstones, one of whom. Sir George, was on account
of his brilliant naval services created an Irish peer with
the title of Baron Keith of Stonehaven Marischal Sir
Jolm Keith, third son of the sixth earl marischal, was
created Earl Kintore and Lord Keith of Inverurie and
Keith Hall, on account of the part he was supposed to

have taken in saving the regalia of Scotland when
Dunnottar Castle, where they were deposited, was be-

sieged by Cromwell.

See Account of the Ancient and Nolle Family of Keith, by P.
Buchan, 1S2S ; and Douglas's Scotch Peerage.

KEITH, Feancis Edward James (1696-1758), gene-

rally known as Marshal Keith, son of WiUiam the ninth

earl marischal (see last article), was the most notable

member of the house of Keith. Through his careful

education under Bishop Keith, and his subsequent uni-

versity curriculum at Edinburgh in preparation for the

legal profession, he acquired that taste for literature which
afterwards secured him the esteem of the most distin-

guished savants of Europe ; but at an early period his pre-

ference for a soldier's career was decided and enthusiastic.

The rebellion of 1715, in which he displayed qualities

that gave some augury of his future eminence, compelled

him to seek safety on the Continent. After spending two
years in Paris, chiefly in studying at the university, be in

1719 took part in the ill-starred expedition of the Pretender

to the Highlands of Scotland. He then passed some time

at Paris and Madrid in obscurity and poverty, until he
obtained the pay of a colonel from the king of Spain.

Finding his Protestantism a barrier to promotion, he
obtained from the king of Spain a recommendation to

the emperor Peter II. of Russia, from whom he received

the command of a regiment of the guards. In several

Russian campaigns the calm, intelligent, and watchful

valour which was his chief characteristic was displayed to

such advantage that he obtained the rank of general and
the reputation of being one of the ablest officers in the

Russiau service. Judging, however, that his rewards were
not commensurate with his merits, he in 1747 ofi'ered his

services to king Frederick of Prussia, who at once gave him
the rank of field marshal, and gradually came to cherish

towards him a strong personal, affection and regard. la
the subsequent wars of Frederick he displayed conspicuous

ability, manifesting in critical contingencies a remarkable

union of circumspection and promptitude. He was killed,

14th October 1758, at the battle of Hochkirch. Keith is

described by Carlyle as " sagacious, skilful, imperturbable,

without fear and without noise, a man quietly ever ready";

and also as "not given to talk unless there is something

to be said, but well capable of it thea"

See A'arnhagen von Ense, Lchen des Fcldmarschalls Jakob Keith,

184-i ; Fragment of a Memoir of Field Marshal James Keith, written.

by himself, 1714-173-4, edited by Thomas Constable for the Spalding-

club, 1S43 ; and Carlyle's Frederick the Gree.t.

KEJ, the capital of the province of Mekran (the Gedrosia

of the Greeks) in Baluchistan, is situated in 26° N. lat

and 62° 50' E. long; There exists really no town, but a

number of small villages dominated by a fort built upon a

rock, on the eastern bank of the Kej river. This fort, like

many others similarly placed throughout the country, is

supposed to be impregnable, but is in fact of no strength

except against the matchlocks of the surrounding tribes.
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Kej in former days was considered of very great importance

by the ralers of Khelat, who have at various times marched

lar^e armies into the province with a view to maintaining

their suoremacy. At the commencement of the present

century it had the reputation of being a town of consider-

able commercial importance, trading through Panjgur

with Kandahar, with Kurrachee via Beyla, and with

JIuscat and the Persian Gulf by the seaport of Guader,

distant about SO miles. The present ruler of Khelat is able

to exert but a feeble sway over this portion of his dominion,

although he appoints a governor to the province. The

principal tribe residing around Kej is that of the Gitchki,

who claim to be of Kajput origin, and to have settled in

Mekran during the 17th century, having been driven out

of Kajputana. There are numerous other tribes having

very curious traditions as to the time and manner of

their settling in the country. The climate during summer
is almost unbearable for Europeans. During winter, how-

ever, it is temperate. The principal exports consist of

dates, which are considered of the finest quality. There is

little chance of Kej resuming its former prosperity.

KELAT. See Khelat.
KELLERMANX, FR.«fgois Cheistophe (1735-1820),

duke of Valmy and marshal of France, was born near

Rothenburg, in Bavaria, in May 1735. He entered the

French army as a volunteer, and served in the Seven Years'

War and in Louis XV. 's Polish expedition of 1771. By
17B5 he had attained the rank of marechal de-camp. In

1789 Kellermann enthusiastically embraced the cause of the

Revolution, and in 1791 he became general of the army in

Alsace. In August 1792 he received command of the

army of the centre, with orders to eflfect a junction with

Dumouriez in Champagne. The day after he had succeeded

in this operation (September 20), he was forced to give

battle to the allies on the heights of Valmy. General

Kellermann's dash and bravery led his troops to a decisive

victory, whose moral efifects were of the utmost importance.

Transferred next to the army on the Moselle, Kellermann

yas accused by General Custine of neglecting to support

his operations on *he Rhine ; but from this, as from a

similar charge in 1793, he was acquitted at the bar of the

Convention in Paris, and was placed at the head of the

army of the Alps and of' Italy. Shortly afterwards ho

received instructions to reduce Lyons, then in open revolt

against the Convention. The hesitation he displayed in

executing that order brought him again into suspicion ; and
he was imprisoned in Paris for thirteen months. Once
more honourably acquitted, he was reinstated in his

command, and did good service in maintaining the south-

eastern border against the Austrians. When Napoleon
came to power Kellermann was named successively senator,

marshal of France, and duke of Valmy. In 1814 he voted

for the deposition of the emperor, and became a peer under

the royal government. After the " Hundred Days " he sat

ii the high chamber and voted with the Liberals. He died

September 12, 1820.

KELLGRElSr, Johau Heneik (1751-95), Swedish
poet and critic, was born at Floby in West Gothland,

December 1, 1751. He studied at the university of Abo,
and had already some reputation as a poet when in 1774
he there became a "docent" in sesthetics. Three years

after this he removed to Stockholm, where in conjunction

with Lenngren he began in 1778 the publication of the

journal Siockholmsposten, whose chief contributor he con-

tinued to be almost throughout the remainder of his life.

Kellgren was private librarian to Gustavus III. from 1780,
and from 1785 his private secretary. On the institution

of the Swedish Academy in 1786 he was appointed by the

king one of its first members. He died at Stockiolm
after a severe illnesa "f two vears, April 20, 1795. Early

familiar with the models of the French school of Voltaire,

Kellgren did not till late in life awake to a sense of the

value of the works of Lessing and Goethe. His strong

satiric tendency led him into numerous controversies, the

chief that with ThorilJ, against whom he directed his satire

A'yt forsijk till orimmad vers, where he sneers at the "raving
of Shakespeare " and " the convulsions of Goethe." His
lack of humour detracts from the interest of his polemical
writings. His poetical works are partly lyrical partly

dramatic, but of the latter only the versification belongs to

him, all the rest being due to Gustavus III, The songs
interspersed in the four operas w'hich they produced in

common, viz., Gnslqf Vasa, Gnsiaf Adolf och Ehha Brake,

u£neas i Kartago, and Drottning Kristina, are wholly the

work of Kellgren. From about the year 1788 a higher

and graver feeling pervades Kellgren's verses, partly owing
to his increased knowledge of the newer German and
English literature, but probably more directly due to his

controversy with Thorild. Of his minor poems written

before that date the most important are the charming
spring-song Vinterns valde lyktar, and the satirical Mina
lojen and Man eger ej snille for del man iir galen. The
best productions of what is called his later period are the

satire Ljusets fender, the comic poem Bumboms lefverne,

the warmly patriotic Kaniat d. I Jan. 17^9, the ode Till

Kristina, the fragment Sigwart och Hilma, and the beauti-

ful song Nya skapelsen, both in thought and form the

finest of all his works. Among the lyrics of Kellgren are

the choicest fruits of the Gustavian age of Swedish letters.

His earlier efforts, indeed, express with great completeness

the superficial doubt and pert frivolousness characteristic

of his time ; but in the works of his riper years he is no

mere "poet of pleasure," as Thorild contemptuously styled

him, but a worthy exponent of earnest moral feeling and

wide human sympathies in the most felicitous and melo-

dious verse. His Samlade sh-iffer (3 vols., 4th ed., Orebro,

ISGO), revised by himself, were, in accordance with his

own direction, published by his friends after his death.

His prose works were translated into German by Lappe
(Neustrelitz, 1801).

See 'Wieselgren, Sveriges skona literalur, 1833-49 ; Atterhom,

Svcnska stare och skalda;'lSil-55 ; C. W. Bbttiger in Transactions

of the Sicedish Academy, xlv. 107 sq., 1870; and Gustaf Ljung-

gren's Kellgren, Leopold, och Thorild, and his Svenska viltcrhetcns

hafder, 1873, 1877.

KELLS, a market and municipal town of Meath county,

Ireland, is situated on the Blackwater and on the Dublin

and Meath Railway, 39 miles north-west of Dublin. The
prosperity of the town depends chiefly upon its interesting

antiquarian remains. The most notable is St Columba's

house, originally an oratory, but afterwards converted into

a church, the chancel of which was in existence in 1752.

The present church is modern, with the exception of the

bell-tower, rebuilt in 1578. Near the church there is a

very perfect specimen of the ancient round tower, and

there are also several ancient crosses, one being situated in

the market-place.
Kells was originally a royal residence, whence its ancient name

Ceanannus, meaning the dun or circular northern fort, in which the

king resided, and the intermediate name Kenlis, meaning head fort.

The other places in Ireland named Kells are probably derived from

Ccalla, signifying church. Jn the 6th century ICells, it is said,

was granted to St Columba. The statement that he founded a

monastery at it is probably incorrect ; at any rate the town owes

its ecclesiastical importance to the bishopric founded about 807,

and united to Meath in the 18th century. Until the Act of Union
Kells returned two members to parliament. Population of urban

sanitary district in 1881, 2820.

KELP (Fr., varech) is produced by the incineration of

various kinds of sea-weed {Algse) obtainable in great

abundance on the west coast* of Ireland and Scotland, and

the coast of Brittany in France; It is prepared from

the deep-sea tangle {Laminaria diffitaia), sugar wrack (L,
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saccJiariii'i), knobbed wrack (I'licns nodosnx), black wrack
(F. serratus), and bladder wrack (F. vcslciihsim). The
Laminarias yield what is termed drift-weed kelp, obtain-

able only when cast up on the coasts by storms or

other causes. The species of Fii-ciis, on the other hand,
growing within the tidal range, are cut from the rocks

at low water, and are therefore known as cut-weeds. In
the preparation of kelp, the weeds are first dried in

the sun, and are then collected into shallow pits on tlie

ground and burned till they form a fused mass, which
while still hot is sprinkled with water in order to break
it up into convenient pieces. A ton of kelp is obtained
from 20 to 22 tons of wet sea-weed. The average com-
position may vary as follows :—sulphate of potash, 10
to 12 percent.; potassium chloride, 20 to 25 per cent.

;

Bodium carbonate, 5 per cent. ; other soda and magnesia
salts, 15 to 20 per cent.; and insoluble ash from 40 to

50 per cent. The relative richness in iodine of diflerent

samples varies largely, good drift kelp yielding as much as

10 to 15 lb per ton of 22i cwts., whilst cut-weed kelp will

not give more than 3 to 4 B). The rude manner in which
kelp is prepared causes much of the iodine to be vola-

tilized ; but Mr E. C. C. Stanford has successfully in;

troduced a process for treating sea-weeds by destructive

distillation, whereby the whole of that valuable body is

saved. See Iodine.

Previous to the introduction of the Leblanc process for

the manufacture of sodium carbonate, kelp was the principal

source of that substance, as well as a source of potassium
salts, and consequently was a raw material of much import-

ance in chemical industries. About the beginning of the

19th century the value of the kelp prepared on the

coast and islands of the west of Scotland was not less

than £400,000 per annum, representing 20,000 tons of

kelp. With the gradual introduction and improvement,
of the Leblanc process, and the reduction of the duty on
salt and other causes, the value of kelp decreased from
£20 and upwards to about £2 a ton, a price altogether

unremunerativa Towards the middle of the century,

however, a new impetus was given to the trade by the

rise of the manufacture of iodine, of which kelp was at

first the only commercial source. The introduction of

Chili siltpetre (caliche) as a source of iodine, and the de-

velopment of the Stassfurth salt-mines for the production

of potash salts, have in their turn had a depressing influence

on the kelp manufacture, and it is only by the most careful

jUtilization of all the salts contained in the kelp, and the

use of most approved methods of preparing the material,

that the industry is continued as a rem.unerative undertak-

ing. The production of kelp in the British Islands varies

greatly from year to year. It may be stated to average

about 7000 tons, at a value of about £4 per ton. Two-
thirds of this quantity is produced in Ireland, and the

remainder on the Scottish coast and islands. The quantity

produced in France is probably now somewhat less than

the British yield.

KELSO, a burgh of barony and market-town of

Roxburghshire, Scotland, is situated on the north side of

the Tweed near its junction with the Teviot, 45 miles

south-east of Edinburgh and 23 south-west of Berwick
by rail. The town is embosomed among woods in a
pleasantly undulating and fine agricultural country. The
principal streets branch out in four directions from the

spacious square, where are the principal shops and hotels.

From the bridge of five arches, designed by Rennie, a fine

view is obtained of the course of the river. Near it stand

the picturesque ruins of the ancient abbey church, founded
by David I., but demolished by the English in 1545, one of

the finest extant examples in Scotland of the Early Norman
style. A mile west of Kelso, on tho north bank of the

river, is Floors Castle, the seat of the duke of Roxburghe,

nearly opposite which, on the south bank, stand the ruins

of the old fortress of Roxburgh Castle. Kelso possesses a

town-hall, a corn exchange, an auction mart, and a collegiate

school. About a mile north of the town there is a race

course ; the fine cemetery and the spacious public park
also deserve mention. The trade of the town is chiefly

connected with agriculture. There are large nurseries,

corn-mills, manure works, coach works, a foundry, and two
engineering shops. Kelso was made a burgh of barony

in 1G34. It is now under the General Public Act. The '

population in 1881 was 45C3.

KE.MBLE, Charles (1775-1854), a younger brother of

John Philip Kenible noticed below, was born at Brecknock,

South Wales, 25th November 1775. Like his brother he

was educated at Douai. After returning to England in

1792, he obtained a situation in the post-office, but this he

soon resigned for the stage, making his debut at Sheffield

as Orlando in As You Like It. During the early period

of his career as an actor, chiefly on account of the great

abilities of his sister and brother, he made his way only

slowly to public favour. For a considerable time he played

along with them, chiefly in secondary parts, and this with

a grace and finish which received scant justice, from the

critics. Ultimately he won indej^endent fame, especially

in comedie larmoyante. His gifts had been disciplined to

the utmost degree of j^erfection of which they were capable,

by his liberal mental culture and by refined social inter-

course ; and such characters as Archer, Doricourt, Charles

Surface, and Ranger he played with an airy grace and

polished humour that have never been excelled ; while he

had sufficient fire and energy to give adequate effect to

romantic passion and pathos. In genteel comedy he wa3

ably supported by his wife Miss De Camp, whom he married

in 1806. His imposing person, classical countenance, and

tuneful voice also enabled him to be highly successful

in historical drama, some of his principal parts being

Alcibiades, Antony, Henry V., and Orestes. The latter

period of his career was clouded by money embarrassments

in connexion with his joint proprietorship in Covent Garden

Theatre. He formally retired from the stage in December

1836, but his final appearance was on April 10, 1840. For

some time lie held the office of examiner of plays. He
died November 12, 1854.

See Gentleman's Magazine, January 1855 ; and Records of a Girl-

hood, by his daugliter Frances Ann Kemble, who has achieved

distinction both as a tragedienne and an authoress

KEI\IBLE, John Mitchell (1807-1857), Anglo-Saxon

scholar and historian, eldest son of Charles Kemble
noticed above, was born in 1807. He received his

education partly from Dr Richardson, author of the

Dictionary of the English Language, and partly at the

grammar school of Bury St Edmunds, where he obtained

in 1826 an exhibition to Trinity College, Cambridge. At
school he was distinguished for his miscellaneous knowledge,

and at the university his essays on historical subjects gained

him high reputation. The historical bent of his studies

was confirmed and turned more especially towards thpi

Anglo-Saxon period through the influence of the brothecs

Grimm, under whom he studied at Gdttingen. His
thorough knowledge of the Teutonic speeches was shown
in his Beoivulf [X&'iZ-^'l), Veber die Stammtafel der Wcst-

sac/iseii (1836), Codex Diplomaticus jEvi Sassonici (1839),

and in many contributions to reviews ; ^hiie his History

of the Saxons in England (1849)*wa3 the first attempt at a

thorough examination of the original sources of the early

period of English history. He was also for some time

editor of the Foreign Quarterly Review. In 1857 he

published State Papers and Correspondence illustrative of

the Social and Political State of Europefrom the Eewlution
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to tJf- Access-on of the House of Hanover. He died at

Dublin 2Gcli Murch 1857. His Horx Ferales, or Studies in

tlin Aichxohgy of Northern Nations, was completed by Dr
Lutham, and published in 1864.

KEMBLE, John Philip (1.757-1823), tragedian, was

tlie second child of Eoger Kemble, a strolling player, and

his wife Sarah Ward, the eldest child being Sarah, known

as Mrs Siddons. He was born at Pre.5Cot, Lancashire,

February 1, 1757,' In his eleventh j'ear he became an

inmate of Sedgely Park Catholic seminary, near Wolver-

hampton, -and after remaining there four years entered

the college of Douai with the view of becoming a priest.

At the conclusion of the course, however, he discovered

that he had no vocation for the priesthood, and, arriving

in England in the end of 1775, he joined the theatrical

company of Crump and Chamberlain, his iirst appear-

ance being in the character of Theodosius at Wolver-

hampton, 8th January 1776. Various stories more or less

apocryphal ire told of his early hardships, until in

1778 lie joined the York company of Wilkinson, where

he appeared in Hamlet and other leading parts, besides

contributing a drama of his own on the subject of

Belisarius. In 1781 he made a decided step in advance,

obtaining a "star"- engagement in Smock Alley Theatre,

Dublin, and achieved astonishing success in the Cowrt

of Narbonne by Captain Jephson. Gradually he won for

himself a high reputation as a careful and finished actor,

and this, combined with the greater fame of his sister Mrs
Siddons, led to an engagement in Drury Lane Theatre,

where ho made his debut 30th September 1783, in the part

of Hamlet. His appearance was successful, but rather

by awakening interest and discussion than enthusiastic

approval. His reading of the part, though highly intel-

lectual and elaborated with the most minute care, -was stiff

and laboured, especially until he acquired the familiarity

with the personation obtainable by repetition. In Edward
the Black Prince, Richard III., King John, Sir Giles Over-

reach, and other characters he did not materially advance

his reputation. His first decided success was in the char-

acter of Macbsth for his own benefit, when he shared in

the enthusiasm aroused by Mrs Siddons, and established

for himself a reputation among living actors second to

hers only. In December 1787 he married Mrs Brereton,

the widow" of a young actor. His appointment as

manager of the theatre in October of the following year

gave him full opportunity to experiment with whatever

parts might strike his fancy, and of this he took advantage

with greater courage than discretion. His smile, as was
wittily said, " resembled the plating on a coffin," and it was
only in cases where his gravity gave a certain piquancy to

the character that his comedy parts were redeemed from

failure, notwithstanding his clever mastery of smart repartee.

In Coriolanus, however, which was revived during his first

season, the character of the " noble Roman " was so exactly

suited to his powers that he not only played it with a

perfection that has never been approached, but, it is said,

unconsciously allowed its influence to colour his private

manner and modes of speech. His tall and imposing'

person, noble countenance, and solemn and grave de-

meanour were uniquely adapted for the Roman characters

in Shakespeare's plays ; and, when in addition be had to

depict ihe gradual growth and development of one absorb-

ing passion, his representation gathered a momentum and
majestic force that were irresistible. His defect was in

flexibility, variety, rapidity ; the characteristic of his

style was method, regularity, precision, elaboration even of

the minutest details, founded on a thorough psychological

study of the special personality he had to represent.

His elocutionary art, his fine sense of rhythm and em-
phasis, enabled him to excel in declamation, but nhysicallv

he was incapable of giving expression to impetuous-

vehemence and searching pathos. In Coriolanus and
Cato he was beyond praise, and possibly he may have
been superior to both Garrick and Kean in Macbeth,
although it must be remembered that in it part of his

inspiration must have been caught from Mrs Siddons.
In all the other great Shakespearean characters he was,
according to the best critics, inferior to them, least so iu

Lear and Hamlet, and most so in Sliylock and Richard III.

un account of the eccentricities of Sheridan, the pro-

prietor of Drury Lane Theatre, Kemble withdrew from
the management, and, although he resumed his duties

at the beginning of the .season 1800-1, he at the close

of 1802 finally resigned connexion with it. In 1803
he became manager of Covent Garden, of which ho was
also part proprietor. The theatre was burned down
in 1808, and the raising of the prices after the opening
of the new theatre in 1809 led to a persevering succession

of riots, which practically suspended the performances

for three months. Kemble took his final leave of the

stage in the part of Coriolanus, June 23, 1817, Ids retire-

ment being probably hastened by the increasing popu-
larity of Kean. The remaining years of his life were
spent chiefly abroad, first at Toulouse, and after a short

stay in London at Lausanne, where he died February 20,

1823.

See BoaJen's Life of John Philip Kemlle, 1825 ; fitzgeralj.

The Kcmbles, 1871.

KEMPIS, Thomas a (c. 1380-1471), is the name by
which Thomas Hammerken (Hammerchen, ]\Ialleolus) is

comrnonly known. He was born in 1379 or 1380 in the

town of Kempen, lying about 15 miles north-west of

Dusseldorf, in one of the many patches of territory

between .the Jleuse and the Rhine belonging to the

archiepiscopal principality of Cologne. " Ego Thomas
Kempis," he says in his chronicle of the monastery of

Mount St Agnes, " scholaris Daventriensis, ex diocesi

Coloniensi natus." His father was a poor hard-worked

peasant; his mother "ad custodiam rei domestical attenta,

in opere alacris, in victu sobria, in potu abstemia, in verbo-

pauca, in iactis pudica," as her son fondly says, kept a.

dame's school for the younger children of the town.

John and Gertrude Hammerken had two sons, John atid

Thomas, both of whom found their way to Deventer, and

tlience to Zwolle and to the convent of Mount St Agnes.

Thomas reached Deventer when he was barely twelve

years old, was taught by a dame the beginnings of his

learning, and in a few months to his great joy entered

the classes of Florentius Eadewyn. After the fashion

of the time he was called Thomas from Kempen, and

the school title, as was often the case then, pushed aside

the family name. Thomas Hammerken was forgotten ;

Thomas a Kempis has become known to the whole Chris-

tian world.

This school at Deventer had become famous long before

Thomas a Kempis was admitted to its classes. It had

been founded by Gerhard Groot, a wealthy burgher (see

Groot), who had been won to pious. living mainly through

the influence of Ruysbroeck, the Flemi-sh mystic. It was at

Deventer, in the midst of this mystical theology and hearty

practical benevolence, that Thomas a Kempis was trained.

G-3rhard Groot was his saintly ideal. Florentius Radewyn

and Gerhard's other early disciples wefe' his heroes ; their

presence was his atmosphere, the meashre of their lives his

horizon. But he was not like them ; he was not aii educa-

tional reformer like Radewyn, nor a man of atfaTS liko

Gerhard. He liked books and quiet corners all his days,

he says ; and so, when conviction of sin and visions ot

God's grace came to him in the mcdix-val fashion of a

dream of the anger and forgiveness of the Virgin, Florentius
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told him tnat a monk's life would suit him best, advised

Lim to join the Augustinian order, and sent him to ZwoUe

to the new convent of Mount St Agnes, where his brother

John was prior. Thomas was received there in 1399, he

professed the vows in 1407, received priest's orders in

1413, became sub-prior in 1425, and died on the 8th of

August 1471, being ninety-one years old.

The convent of Mount St Agnes was poor, and most of

the monks had to earn money to support their household

by copying MSS. Thomas was a most laborious copyist

:

missals, books of devotion, and a famous MS. Bible were

written by him ; and the weightiest argument of those who

deny that he is the author of the Imitatio Christi is that

he was a copyist. He also wrote a large number of original

writings, most of them relating to the convent life, which

was the only life he knew. He wrote a chronicle of the

monastery and several biographies—the life of Gerhard

Groot, of Florentius Radewyn, of a Flemish lady St Louise,

of Groot's original disciples; a number of tracts on the

monastic life—r/ie Monk's Alphabet, The Discipline of

Cloisters, A Dialogue of Novices, The Life of the Good

Monk, The Monk's Epitaph, Sermons to Novices, Sei-mons

to Monks, The Solitary Life, On ^Silence, On Poverty,

Humility, and Patience ; two tracts for young people—

A Manual of Doctrine for the Young, and A Manual for

Children; and books for edification

—

On True Com-

punction, The Garden of Eoses, The Valley of Lilies,

The Consolation of the Poor and the Sick, The Faithful

Dispenser, The Soid's Soliloquy, The Hospital of the

Poor. He has also left behind him three collections of

sermons, a number of letters, some hymns, and the Imitatio

Christi, if that be his. These writings help us to see the

man and his surroundings, and contemporary pious records

make him something more than a shadow. We see a real

man, but a man helpless anywhere save in the study or in

the convent,—a little fresh-coloured man, with soft brown

eyes, who had a habit of stealing away to his cubiculum

whenever the conversation became too. lively; somewhat

bent, for it is on record that he stood upright when the

psalms were chanted, and even rose on his tiptoes with his

face turned upwards; genial, if shy, and occasionally given

to punning, as when he said that he preferred Fsalrai to

Salmones ; a man who perhaps led the most placid

uneventful life of all men who ever wrote a book or

scribbled letters It was not that he lived in uneventful

times : it is impossible to select a stormier period of

European history, or a period when the stir of the times

made its way so well into the obscurest corners. Bohemia,

Huss leading, was ablaze in revolt at one end of Europe

;

France and England, then France and Burgundy, were at

death-grips at the other. Two popes anathematized each

other from Avignon and from Rome, and zealous churchmen

were at their wit's end to concoct ways and means, by

general councils of Constance and Basel and otherwise, to

restore peace to a distracted church, and to discipline the

clergy into decent living. But Thomas knew nothing

about all this. ' He was intent on his copying, on his little

books, and on his quiet conversations. His very biographies

are colourless. He had not even the common interest in

the little world coming up to the convent gate which most

monks may bo supposed to have. His brethren made him

(Economise prefectus, but he was too " simple in worldly

affairs " and too absent-minded for the post, and so they

deposed him and made him svib-prior once more. And
yet it is this placid kindly fresh-coloured old man who is

commonly said to be the author of that book the Imitation

of Christ, which has been translated into more languages

than any other book save the Bible, and which has moved

the hearts of so many men of all nations, characters, and

(jonditious of life.

Did Thomas a Kemiiis write the Imitation of Christ ? HaJ it

not been for his connexion with this famons little book, Thomas
would have been no better known tljan Gerliaid Groot, Florentius
Eadewyn, or Jan van Ruysbrocck. The problem of autliorsliip has
given rise to tlie most interminable controversy the history of litera-

ture has ever seen, and one which seems to be still as fresh as it

was in the 17th century. It arose in this w.ay. Tlio author of the
Imitatio sent it forth anonymously. If Thomas was tlio author he
nuist have written it when he was about forty-five years of age, and
it must liave found its way into England and Fiance within a veiy
short space of time. Then Thomas was a copyist, a man who spent
his life iu copying for sale books which he had not composed.
These are the only presumptions which make it likely that the
Imitatio Christi had another author. But down till the beginning'

of tlie 17th century Thomas was almost universally esteemed the
author of the Imitatio. Some MSS. undoubtedly bore the name of.

St Bernard, and others that of John Gerson ; but the gr;^at niajority(

of MSS. testified to the authorship of Thomas. lii 1004, however,
a Spanish student of the Imitatio found a sentence from it quoted
in what was believed to be a sermon of Bonaventuia, who died in

1273, long before either Gerson or Thomas was born. It was after-

wards proved that the sermon was hot by Bonaventura, but belonged

to the end of the 15th century ; still for the time it was supposed
that Thomas could not have written the Imitatio, and learned men
looked anxiously for a clue to an earlier author. Just then, in

1605, Beinardin Rossignoli, superior of the Jesuit college at Arona,

discovered in the college library a MS. of the Imitatio without date,

and bearing the title Incipiunt capitula priiui libri Abbatis Johannis

Gersen, De Iinitatione Christi. The college had formerly belonged

to tlie Benedictines, and it was supposed, wrongly as it turned out,

that the JIS. had been in the old Bcnedictiuo libr.ary, and was
therefore ancient. Here then was an author, Gersen, and a MS. of

the date required. The facts were, however, that the MS. was of

the beginning of the 16th century, and had been brought to Arena
from Genoa in 1579. Constantino Cajetan, famous for his insane

devotion to the order of St Benedict, got the Arona JIS. printed at

Konie, declaring that the author was John Gersen, an abbot of the

order of St Benedict. Cajetan ne.xt discovered in a copy of the

printed Venice edition of the Imitatio of 1501 a note in an unknown
hand : "This book was not written by John Gerson, but by John,

abbot of Vercelli." He also found an MS. bearing the name of

John of Canabaco. AVeaving these unconnected details together,

Cajetan declared that the author of the Imitalion of Christ was

John Gerson of Canabaco, Benedictine abbot of Vercelli. Thus
began the famous controversy. It has been a controversy really

between the supporters of Thomas a Kempis and the Benedictines,

who advocate the claims of John Gersen, a mythical personage

whose very existence has been taken for granted and never proved.

But, while this is the crux of the dispute, the authorship has been

claimed for a great variety of writers:—John Scotus Erigcna,

Bernard of Clairvaux, Giovanni Gerso (an Italian monk and philan-

thropist of the close of the 12th century). Pope Innocent III., Scoto

Gioviinni and Thomas Gallus, both abbots of Vercelli, David of

Augsburg, Bonaventuia, Ubertin of Cassalis, Peterde Corbario,

LuJolf of Saxony, Kalkar, Humbert, Martinus Carthus, Giovanni

Michele, Joannes Paumerii (the last four probably transcribers

—

their names are appended to single MSS. in an early printed edi-

tion), John Gerson a brother of the famous chancellor of Paris, John

Gerson the famous chancellor himself, John Gersen the supposed

Benedictine abbot, Walter Hilton an English monk, Thomas a

Kempis, John a Kempis the elder brother of Thomas, and John of

Cauabaco, probably John of Tambacho, a professor in the university

of Prague. It will be sufficient to examine the claims of four of

these candidates.

Walter Hilton, a monk of Schene (Sheen) in Surrey, who wrote

several devotional books, notably Scala Pcr/cctionis Clirislianse., is

said by Bale {Illustri. Maj. Brit. Siimmariiim, published in 1559)

to have written a treatise called Dc Musica EcclcsiasLica, and this is

confirmed by Pits, \vho wrote much later. The earlier MSS. of the

Dc Imilalionc are called Dc Musica Ecclcsiastica, and the earliest

English MS., now in Magdalen College, Oxford, and dated 1438, bears

that title. The inference has been drawn that Hilton wrote the first

three books of the Imitation in England, and that Thomas copied

them and added the fourth book (see Notes and Queries, March|

1881). We have no contemporary ey'iiXeiKe, however, that Hilton

did write a treatise called Dc Musica Ecfhsiastica, and this work
may have been attributed to him because the MS. copies have been

found in volumes also containing some df his devotional writings.

John Gerson, chancellor of Paris (1363-1429, see Gep-sox), is

called the author of the Imitation in several undated MSS., and

more especially in two MSS. dated 1441 and 1460. His claims

have been supported on the ground of MS. e\'idence, the presence

of Gallieanisms in the Latin of the treatise, and the common tradi-

tion in France. The evidence to the contrary is so strong, how-

ever, that his cause has been given up' by alt save by Frenchmen

who, like Vert, consider it patriotic to declare themselves J'nour

Gerson, ^ei'soUi ct pour la Frauce," '
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John Oc'Vsen, alibftt of VerocUi, is enprovted by tVio Benedictine

BrJer and by others. The first re([Uisite here is to show that such

a man ever lived, and this in spito of the pains taken has not yet

been done.' In all probability Gersen is a mistake of early copyists

for Gerson. The My. evidence is as follows. The earliest datc4

MS. claimed for Gerseu gives the author J. Gcrs., and is^ dated

1441; the second gives the author's name in the same eontracteil

fashion, J. Gers., and is dated 1464 ; while two of the earlier

undated MSS., those of Florence aud Padolirone, call the author

J. Gersen, chancellor of Paris. The other MSS. which write the

author's name J. Gersen are all late or undated. In short, there is

not a vestige of early evidence to connect the Imilatio with a John
Gersen, and there is no contemporary evidence whatever. Gersen

is a creation of Cajetan's for the renown of the Benedictine order,

and the motive which has prompted Gersen's supporters finds fitting

expression in the dedication to St Benedict of the latest contribu-

tion to the controversy, that of "Wolfsgruber (Augsburg, 1880).

Thomas a Kempis is acknowledged to be the author by most of the

earliest dated MSS., by most of the earliest printed editions of the

book, by a great mass of contemporary evidence, and by a great

deal of internal evidence, some of a most interesting kind. Of MSS.
may be mentioned the Kirchheim JIS. of 1425, the autograph of

Thomas (1441), the MS. of Innersdorf (1441), and that of Liege

(1444). Twenty-two printed editions in the 15th centufy attributed

the tmitatio to Thomas. The contemporary witnesses are numerous
and convincing. John Buschius of the canons regular of \\ indes-

heim, scai-cely a league from Mount St Agnes, who had met and
conversed with Thomas, calls him the author of the Imitaiion.

Brother Herman, living in a monastery of the canons regular near

Halle, who had met Thomas at Windesheim, declared that Thomas
was the author of the Imitalio. Similar testimony is borne by
Matthias Farinator, a transcriber of the book, by Peter Schott, by
Johann Lambert, either during the lifetime of Thomas or a few

years after his death. . And Hirsche has produced a new contem-
porary witness from an old Belgian chronicle ("Chronique de Jean
Brandon, avec les additions d'Adrien de But," p. 547i published in

Collect, de Ckroniques Beiges inedites), which says that Thomas
wrote the Qui sequitur me in metre. The proof from internal evi-

dence has been set on quite a fresh basis by the studies of Carl

Hirsche, who has discovered from a careful examination of the MS.
of 1441 (Bibliotheque de Bourgogne, Brussels, Nos. 5855 and 5801)
that the -Imitation was written and pointed for the purpose of

chanting. This discovery has enabled him to compare the book
with other writings of Thomas as to punctuation, rhythm, and
rhymes, with the result that he has incontestably proved the great

similarity between the Imitation and the undisputed works of

Thomas.
The Imitatio Christi is commonly classed among the mystical

writings of the 15th century, and in the opinion of writers of the

most opposite schools of thought it sums up all that is best of that
side of Latin Christianity which includes the theology of the

Victorines, of Bernard and Bonaventura, of Eckhart, Tauler, and
Euysbroeck. Medijeval Christianity shows two ideas of the Christian

life struggling for the mastery, each with the common watchword
of separation from the' world. The one was modelled on Augustine's
City of God, and was fulfilled in Hildebrand's conception of a
spiritual empire to be raised on the ruins of political society ; the
other came to light in the aspirations of Francis of Assisi, and the
assimilation of Anselm's maxim that sinners can appropriate the
benefits won for them by Christ by imitating the Saviour. Francis's
idea of imitation was rudely picturesque. The Bible shows Christ
obedient, poor, unmarried ; we can imitate the Master by keeping
the vows of obedience, poverty, and chastity. This crass idea of an
imitation of Christ gave new force to the monastic movement, and
put new meaning into its vows, and it Spread in various, ways
through FratriceUi, Spirituales, WycUlfe's poor preachers, &c., far

beyond the Franciscan order. This idea of imitation by "evan-
gelical povBrty" was almost spent by the 14th century, and was
succeeded by the more refined conception of imitation by "renun-
ciation," the watchword of the mystical movement of the 14th
and 15th centuries. But by this time the Conflict of the Franciscan
ideal of the Christian life with Hildebrand's ideal had thoroughly
rent mediaeval Christendom, and there were two Christianities facing
each other, a religious and a political. The breach became wider
by the degradation of the papacy, and by the great schism. The
"universal" of the church was lost, and had not been discovered
again. The new idea of obedience was not obedience to ecclesiasti-

cal superiors, but the subordination of the lower part of man's
nature to the higher, and of the whole to God. This "renuncia-
tion," cut off from practical sympathy with the visible church,'
feeding itself on a vague idea of union with Christ, might easily

liave fallen a prey to Buddhist and Averroist notions floating in the
European atmosphere (some of the mystics did so fall away) had it

not been saved by its clinging to the sacraments, the one medifeval

' This mythical personage has been photographed, see Auteurs pre-
samea de I Imitaiion by Abbi Delaunay.

means of grace, and by its contact with practical Christian work.
And gradually out of lickhart through Tauler two schools arose,
both of which use " renunciation " as their watchword—imitation
by renunciation. The one school, that of Henry Suso, saw Christ's
renunciation best exhibited in His jjassion, and therefore held
that men can imitate by suffering ; they too have a body to mortify.
The other, that of Ruysbroeck, saw Christ's renunciation in His
incarnation

;
so that men can renounce by contemplation, which

gives us initiation into the incarnation. Ruysbroeck was Groot's
teacher, and Groot taught Thomas, in whom we see the gatlicred
wisdom of that idea of a quest for pardon by iuiiUition of Chiist
which began with Anselm and came down through Franciscan
revivals and mystical movements to him in the 15th century. But
Thomas is far more than Euysbroeck or Groot. He is wider and
more sympathetic. He includes Euysbroeck, Tauler, Eokhart, Bona-
ventura, the Ftanciscans, and even the old Victorines." .He sums

. up in his little book the heart religion of Latin Christianity

For the life of Thomas a Kempis see the Nuremberg edition of 1494, Opera tt
libri vilx nicmx a Kempis; Heiibeitus Roswcide, Vita Thomx a Kemptt, 1«I«.
The best eiliiion of the collected woiks is that of Snmraalius, Ven. Viri Tlmiax
Malleoli a Kempis . . . Opera Omnia . . . in tres lomos elislribula, 1759. Tlic
best edition of the Imt/atio is that of Hirsche, Berlin, 1874. A very complete list
of the principal writers in the conlroveisy may bo fonnd in Wolfsgniber,
Giovanni Oersen, stin Lcben vnd scin Wert de Jmilalimie Clirisli, 18S0, p. 254 .7.
For authorship by Gerson, see G. Ch. Vert, Cause de tImitation de Jetut-CliriH,
r'cplique et conclusions^ Toulouse, 1861. For Thomas as author, see Mah^u,
Kerhei-ches historiques et critiques sur le veritable auteur du livre de Vlmitation
de Jesus-Christ, Tournay, ,1d ed., 1858; Carl Hirsche, Prolegomena lu einei
neuen Ausgabe der Imitatio, Berlin. 1873; and Samuel Kettlewell, TTie Auttwr-
ihtp of the De Imitatione C/irisli, London, 1877. (T. M. L.)

KEJIPTEN, a town in the government district of Swabia
and Neuburg, Bavaria, is. situated on ihei Iller, abgut 65
miles south-west of Munich. It is the seat of numerous
local and special tribunals, and contains a castle, a gymna-
sium and a grammar school, two hospitals, and other

• educational and benevolent in'stitutions. There is a hand-
some town-house, and the aqueduct is noteworthy.' _.!rhe

industries include wool spinning and weaving on a large

scale, and the manufacture of paper, beer, machines,

hosiery, matches, and wooden wares. As a commercijJ
centre of the Algau, Kempten carries on active trade in

linen, timber, and dairy produce. In 1875 the popula-

tion, inchiding the garrison, was 12,681.

Kempten, identified with the Roman Campodunum, consisted
in early times of two towns, the old and the new. The continual
hostility that existed between these was intensified by the welcome
given by the old town to the Reformed doctrines,—the new town,
built round the Benedictine abbey erected in the 8th century, keep-
ing the old faith. The abbot in 1360 had been promoted to the
dignity of a prince of the empire by the emperor Charles IV.,
and the princely abbacy only passed to Bavaria in 1803.

KEN, Thomas (1637-1711), the most eminent of the

non-juring bishops, and oh'e of the fathers of modern
English^ hymnology, was born at Little Berkhampstead,

Herts, in 1637, He was the son of Thomas Ken of

Furuival's Inn, who belonged to an ancient stock,—that

of the Kens of Ken Place, in Somersetshire ; his mother
Avas a daughter of the now forgotten poet,' John Chalkhill^

who is called by Walton an " acquaintant and friend of

Edmund Spenser." It may be mentioned that Ken's step-

sister, Anne, was married to Izaak Walton in 1646, a

connexion which brought Ken from his boyhood under

the refining influence of this gentle and devout man. In

1652 he entered Winchester College, and in 1656 became

a student of Hart Hall, Oxford. He gained a fellowship

at New College in 1657, and proceeded B.A. in 1661 and

M.A. in 1664. He was for some time tutor of his college

;

but the most characteristic reminiscence of his university

life is the mention made by Anthony Wood that in the

musical gatherings of the time " Thomas Ken of New
College, a junior, would be sometimes among them, and

sing his part." Ordained in 1662, when he was twenty-

five years old, he successively held the livings of Little

Easton in Essex, Brighstone (sometimes called Brixton) in

the Isle of Wight, and East Woodhay in Hampshire ; in

1672 he resigned the last of these, and returned to Win-

chester, being by this time a prebendary of the cathedral,

and chaplain to the bishop, as well as a fellow of Win-

chester College. He remained there for several years.
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BCtiug as curate in one of tbe lowest districts, and fulfilling

otiier duties in the city, but, above all, ju-eparing his

ifaiiiial of Prayers for the use of the Scholars of Winchester

Coller/e, which was first published in 1674, and composing

hymns. It was at this time that he wrote, primarily for

the same body as his prayers, his morning, evening, and
midnight hymns, the first two of which, beginning " Awake,

my soul, and with the sun " and " Glory to Thee, my God,
this night," are now household words wherever the English

tongue is spoken. The latter is often made to begin with

tlie line " AH priise to Tiiee, my God, this night," but in

the earlier editions over which Ken had control, the line

is given as above.! In 1G74 Ken paid a visit to Rome
in co:npany w'ith young Izaak Walton, and this journey

seems mainly to have resulted in confirming his regard for

the Anglic in communion. In 1679 he was appointed by
Charles 11. chaplain to the Princess JIary, wife of William

of Oraiigs. While with the court at the Hague, he incurred

the displeasure of William by insisting that a promise of

marriage, made to an English lady of high birth by a

relative of the prince, should be kept ; and he therefore

gladly returned to England in 1680, when he was immedi-

ately appointed one of the king's chaplains. He was once

more residing at Winchester in 1683 when Charles came
to the city with liis doubtfully' composed court, and his

residence was chosen as the home of Nell Gwynne ; but

Ken stoutly objected to this arrangement, and succeeded

in making the favourite find quarters elsewhere. We find

him in August of this same year accompanying Lord
Dartmouth to Tangiers as chaplain to the fleet, and Pepys,

who was one of the company, has left on record some quaint

and kindly reminiscences of him and of his services on

board. The fleet returned in April 1684, and a few

months after, upon a vacancy occurring in the see of Bath
and Wells, Ken, now Dr Ken, was appointed bishop. It

is said that, upon the occurrence of the vacancy, Charles,

mindful of the high and pure spirit he had shown at

Winchester, exclaimed, " Where is the good little man that

refused his lodging to poor Nell 1 " and determined that

no other should be bishop. The consecration took place

at Lambeth, January 25, 1685 ; and one of Ken's first

duties was to attend the death-bed of Charles, vthere his

wise and faithful ministrations won the admiration of every-

body except Bishop Burnet. In this year he published

his Expusltion on the Church Catechism, which is perhaps

better known by its sub-title, The Practice of Divine Love.

His public life as bishop is niaiuly remembered from the

stand he took upon two memorable occasions. In 1688,

when James reissued his " Declaration of Indulgence,"

Ken was one of the "seven bishops" who refused to

publish it. He was probably influenced by two con-

siderations :—first, by his profound aversion to Roman
Catholicism, to which he felt he would be giving some
episcopal recognition by compliance ; but, second and
more especially, by the feeling that James by his

arbitrary action was compromisiug the spiritual freedom

of the church. Along with his sis brethren, Ken was
committed to the Tower, June 8, 1688, on a charge of

high misdemeanour ; the trial, which took place on the

29th and 30th of the month, and which resulted in a
verdict of acquittal, is matter of. history. With the

revolution which speedily followed this impolitic trial, new
troubles encountered Ken ; for, having sworn allegiance to

James, he thought himself thereby precluded from taking

the oath to William of Orange. Accordingly, he took his

place among the non-jurors, and, as he stood firm to his

1 Tlje fact, liowcvcT, that in 1712- only a year after Ken's death

—

his pp.blislier, Bronie, published the liymu with the opening worils
" All praise " lias beeu deemed by such a high authority as Lord Sel-

bome saScieat evideuce that the alteiation had Keu's authority.

refusal, he was, in August 1691, superseded in his bishopric

by Dr Kidder, dean of Peterborough. From this time he
lived mostly in retirement, finding a congenial home with

Lord Weymouth, his friend from college days, at Lotigleat

in Somersetshire ; and, though pressed to resume his diocese

in 1703, upon the death of Bishop Kidder, he declined,

partly on the ground of growing weakness, but partly no
doubt from his love for the quiet lite of devotion which he
was able to lead at Longleat. His death took place there

upon the 19th of March 1711.

Althoiigli Ken wrote mucli poetrj', besides his hymns, he ca'inot

bo called a groat poet; but he hod that tine combination of spiritual

insight and feeling witli poetic taste which marks all great hymn-
writers. As a liynin-writcr he has had few enuals in England ; it

can scarcely be said that even Keble, though possessed of iiiucli

rarer poetic gifts, surpassed him in his own sphere (sec Hymns,
vol. xii. p. 592). lu his own day he took high rank as a pulpit

orator, and even royalty had to beg for a seat amongst his audiences;

but liis sermons are now forgotten. He lives in history, apart from
his three hymns, mainly as a man of unstained purity and invincible

fidelity to conscience, weak only in a certain narrowness of view
whicli is a frequent attribute of the intense character which he pos-

sessed. As an ecclesiastic he was a High Churchman of the old

school.

Ken's poetical works were published in collected form by W.
Hawkins, his relative and executor, ia 1721, and extended to four

volumes ; his prose works were issued in 1S38 in one volume, under
the editorship of J. T. Round. A brief memoir was prefi,xed by

Hawkins to a selection from Ken's works which he published in

1713 ; and a life, in two volumes, by the Rev. W. L. Bowles,

appeared in 1830. But the standard biography of Ken is that of

J. Lavicount Anderdon (The Life of Thomas Ken, Bishop of Bath
and iVcUs, by a Layman, 1851 ; 2d ed., 1854).

KENDAL, Kirkby-Kekdal, or Kiekby-in-Kendal, a

market town and parliamentary and municipal borough of

Westmoreland, is picturesquely situated in a pleasant valley

on the east bank of the Kent or Ken, 44 miles south of

Carlisle (50 by rail), and 241 miles froin London. The
town, which is the largest and most populous in the county,

is vtry irregularly built, but the white-walled houses with

their blue-slated roofs, and the numerous trees, give it a
very attractive appearance. There are four leading streets,

two of which together form a spacious thoroughfare a mile

in length. The church of the Holy Trinity, whose oldest

part dates from about 1200, is a Gothic edifice with five

aisles and a square tower 72 feet high. Kendal contains

numerous other churches, a town-hall, a mechanics' institu-

tion, a literary and scientific institution, a museum, and a

chamber of commerce. Its charities include a hospital

(founded 1870), an old maids' hospital, a girls' orphanage,

almshouses, itc. The free grammar school is well endowed

;

and there are also in the town a well-endowed blue-coat

school and hospital, a large national school, a school of

science and art, and several Sunday schools, among which

is the Greencoat Sunday school, founded in 1813. On an

eminence to the east of the town are the ruins of Kendal

Castle, attributed to the first barons of Kendal. It was-

the birthplace of Catherine Parr, Henry VIII. 's last queen.

On the Castle-lavv-hill, an obelisk was raised in 1788 in

memory of the revolution of 1688. The woollen manu-

factures of Kendal have been noted since the 14th century,

when Edward III. established a colony of Flemish weavers

in the town ; and, although the coarse cloth known to

Shakespeare as "Kendal green" is no longer made, its

place is more than supplied by active manufactures of

tweeds, linsey-wolsey, railway rugs, horse clothing, knitted

woollen caps and jacket.s, worsted and woollen yarns, and

similar goods. Other manufactures of Kendal are machine-

made boots and shoes, cards for wool and cotton, agricul-

tural and other machinery, paper, and, iu the neighbour-

hood, gunpowder. There are also important marble-works.

There is a large weekly market for grain, and annual hoice

and cattle fairs. - The population in 1881 was 13,696, au

increase of only 250 from 1871.
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Ken3al was tlie head of a liarony gircn by William the Conqueror
to ivo de Talbois. It has given the title of earl to various royal and
other personages of English history. The town received its charter

from Queen Elizabeth in 1575. .A second, granted by Charles I.,

and confirmed by Charles II., was superseded by the Slunicipal Act
of 1835, according to which thctownis governed by six aldermen and
eighteen councillors, who select a mayor from among thetnselves.

Quarter sessions are held alternately at Appleby and Kendal. The
Reform Act of 1832 assigned one -member of parliament to Kendal.

KENILTVORTH, a small town of Warwickshire, is

pleasantly situated on a tributary of the Avon, on the

railway from Coventry to Leamington, 5 miles distant from

both towns, and 99 miles north from London The town

is .only of importance from its antiquarian ini,erest and the

magnificent ruins of its old castle. The most probable

derivation of its name, which in Domesday is written

Chinewrde, is from Cemvidf, king of the Mercian's, and

werthe, a dwellitig-place. The old royal residence of the

Saxon kings was destroyed in the wars between Edward
and Canute. The manor of Kenilworth was bestowed by

Henry L on Geoffrey de Clinton, afterwards lord chief-

justice, who erected the earlier portion of the present

castle. By his grandson Henry de Clinton it was given

to King John, and it remained a royal residence until the

time of Henry UL, who granted it to Simon de Montfort,

earl of Leicester. After the battle of Evesham, 14th

August 1265, at which Simon de Montfort was slain,

the rebel forces rallied at the castle, when it sustained a

siege of sis months, but finally capitulated to Henry III.,

who bestowed it on his son Edmund. After being used as

the prison of Edward 11. previous to his removal to

Berkeley, it "came into the possession of John of Gaunt, by

whom: it was greatly enlarged. On his son becoming king

as Henry IV., it was made a royal residence, and it remamed
in the possession of the crown until Queen Elizabeth in

1562 grante,d it to Eobert Dudley, earl of Leicester, who
spent a large sum in restoring it, and whose splendid

entertainments there to Elizabeth are described in Scott's

novel of Kenilworth. During the civil war it was dis-

mantled by the soldiers of Cromwell, and it was thenceforth

abandoned to decay. Since the Restoration it has belonged

to the house of Clarendon. The walls of the castle originally

enclosed an area of 7 acres. The principal portions of the

building still remaining are the gatehouse, now used as a

dwelling-house ; Caesar's tower, the only portion built by

Geoffrey de Clinton now extant, with massive walls 16 feet

thick i the Merwyn's tower of the novel of Kenilworth;

the great hall built by John of Gaunt with windows of

very beautiful design ; and the Leicester buildings, which

tre in a very ruinous condition. Not far from the castle

are the remains of an Augustinian monastery founded in

1 122, and afterwards made an abbey. Adjoining the abbey

is the parish church of St Nicholas, restored in 18G5, an
old structure of mixed architecture, and containing a fine

Norman doorway, which is supposed to have been the

entrance of the former abbey church. The town, which
possesses large tanneries, is under the government of a

local board. Population in 1871, 3880 ; in 1881, 4150.

KENNEDY, Thomas Feaxcis (1788-1879), a distin-

guished Scottish Liberal politician, was born near Ayr in

1788. He studied for the bar and passed advocate in

1811. But, having been elected M.P. for the Ayr burghs
in 1818, he devoted the greater part of his life to the

promotion of those political reforms which the long mis-

government of Scotland by the Tory party had rendered

necessary. In this patriotic work he was greatly assisted

by Lord Cockburn, then Mr Henry Cockburn, and a volume
of correspondence published by Kennedy in 1874 forms
a curious and interesting record of the consultations of the
two friends on measures which they regarded as requisite

lot the political regeneration of their native country. One

of the first measures of improvement to which lie directed
his attention was the withdrawal of the power of nominat-
ing juries from the judges, and the imparting of a right
of peremptory challenge to prisoners. It cost Kennedy
several years of persistent urgency upon the legislature
before this most reasonable demand was conceded, but a6
length his energy and perseverance succeeded. Among
other subjects he directed his attention to 'the improve-
ment of the parish schools, of pauper administration, and
of several of the corrupt forms of legal procedure which
then prevailed. To him also was in a great measure due
the freedom which the Scottish people obtained from the
domination of certain aristocratic families which had long
proved a dead weight on the progress of Liberal principles

in Scotland. In the construction of the Scottish Reform
Act Kennedy took a- very prominent part, and indeed
he and Lord Cockburn may almost be regarded as its

authors. After the accession of the Whigs to office in

1832 he held various important offices in the ministry, and
most of the measures of reform for Scotland, suclt as
burgh reform, the improvements in the law of entaiij

and the reform of the sheriff courts, ow^ed much to his

sagacity and energy. In 1837 he went to Ireland as pay-
master of civil services there, and immediately set himself

with his accustomed energy to the promotion of various

measures of reform. One or two of the blue books pub-

lished during the period of his administration exhibit with

an amusing vividness the sleuth-hound-like keenness and
tenacity, characteristic of the man, with which he hunted
out several of the abuses and scoundrelisms that he found
prevailing. Kennedy retired from public life in 1854, but
he never ceased to take the keenest interest in political

affairs, and up to the time of his death took a great part

in both county and parish business. One of the chief

features of his character was a strong, almost stern, love of

justice, and a determined hatred of every thing savouring of

jobbery or dishonesty. All through his career he preserved

the simple straightforwardness and unselfishness of the

earlier Liberalism. He died in 1879, having attained the

almost patriarchal age of ninety-one. He had married in

1820 the only daughter of Sir Samuel Eomilly.

KENNET, White (1660-1728), bishop of Peterborough,

a theological writer and learned antiquarian, was born at

Dover in 1660. He was educated at Westminster school

and at Oxford, where, while still an undergraduate, he

published several translations of Latin Works, including

Erasmus On Folly, Pliny's Trajan, and Cornelius^ Nepos.

About the year 1685 he became vicar of Amersden. -A
few years afterwards he returned to Oxford as tutor and
vice-principal of St Edmund's Hall, where he gava

considerable impetus to the study of antiquities. In 1695

he published Paj-ocAiaif Atitiqttities. In 1700 he resigned

the vicarage of Amersden to take charge of the parish of

St Botolph, Aldgate, London, and in the following year he

was preferred to the archdeaconry of Huntingdon. Oa
account of his eulogistic serriion on the duke of Devonshire

he was in 1707 recommended to the deanery of Peter-

borough. Although he afterwards changed to the Low
Church party, strenuously opposed the Sachever'el move-

ment, and in the Bangorian controversy supported with

great zeal and considerable bitterness the side of Bishop

Hoadly, his intimacy with the bishop of Norwich, who
was high in favour with the king, secured him in 1718

promotion to the bishopric of Peterborough. He died at

Westminster in September 1728. Kennet published in

1698 an edition of Sir Henry Spelman's History of Sacrilege,

and he was the author of as many as fifty-seven printed

works, chiefly tracts and sermons. His principal publica-

tion was a Compleat History of England, S. vols., 1706

(enlarged edition. 3 vols.. 1719), chiefly a compilation from
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other authors, but the part from Charles I. to Queen Anne
was written by himself. ^
The Life of Bishop While •Rennet, by tlie Rev. 'WilHam Kennet,

appeared in 1730. See also Nicol's Literary Anecdotes, Dibdiu's

Quarrels of Aulhors, and Disraeli's Salamities cf Authors.

KENNICOTT, Benjamin (1718-1783). an eminent

Hebraist, was born at Totnes, Devonshire, on April 4,

1718. ," His father was parish clerlf and master of a charity

school, in which latter situation Benjamin was chosen to

succeed him at an early age. His talents and acquirements

interested some rich friends in his behalf, and by their

liberality he was provided with the means of studying at

Oxford. Eutering himself of Wadham College in 1744, he

soon distinguished himself in Hebrew and divinity ; and

while still an undergraduate published two dissertations,

On the Tree of Life in Paradise, with some Observations

on the Fall of Man, and On the Oblations of Cain and

Abel, which came to a second edition' in 1747, and procured

him the honour of a bachelor's degree before the statutable

time. Shortly afterwards he was elected fellow of Exeter

College, and in 1750 he took his degree of M.A. In 1767

he was appointed keeper of the RadclifiFe library, and made
D.D. He was also canon, of Christ Church and rector of

Culham in Oxfordshire, and was subsequently presented

to the living of ^lynhenyote, Cornwall, which however,

being unable to visit it, he resigned two years before his

death. He died of a lingering illness at Oxford, on

September IS, 1783.

The great work with which his name continues to he associated

in the anuals of Biblical scholarship is the Vctus Teslamentum
Bebraieum cum variis Lectionibus, 2 vols, fol., Oxford, 1776-SO.

The course of the studies which resulted in it may be gathered from

the nature of the publications by which it was preceded. Two dis-

sertations entitled The State of the Printed Hebrew Text of the Old
Testament considered, published respectively in 1753 and 1759, were

expressly designed to combat the then current ideas as to the " abso-

lute integrity " of the received Hebrew text. The first contains "a
comparison of 1 Chron. xi. with 2 Sam. v. and xxiii. , and observa-

tions on seventy MSS., with an extract of mistakes and various

readings "
; the second defends the claims of the Samaritan Penta-

teuch, assails the correctness of the printed copies of the Chaldee
paraphrase, gives an account of Hebrew MSS. of the Bible known
to be extant, and catalogues one hundred MSS. preserved in the

British Museum and in the libraries of Oxford and Cambridge. His
labours provoked severe animadversion in some quarters, and even
from such men as 'Warburton and Home; but they at least had the

effect of drawing public attention to the subject to which they

related, and io 1760 he issued his proposals for collecting all Hebrew
MSS. of date prior to the invention «f printing which could be dis-

covered either at home or abroad. Subscriptions to the amount of

nearly £10,000 were obtained, and many learned men addressed

themselves to the workof collation, Bruns of Helmstadtmaking him-
self specially useful as regarded MSS. in Germany, Switzerland, and
Italy. Between 1760 and 1769 ten " annual accounts " of the pro-

gress of the work were' given ; in its course six hundred and fifteen

tilSS. and fifty-twoprinted editions of the Bible were either wholly or

partially collated, and use wasalso made(butoften very perfunctorily)

of the quotations in the Talmud. The materials thus collected,

when properly arranged and made ready for the press, extended to 30
vols. fol. The text finally followed in printing was that of Van
der Hooght,—unprinted however, the points having been disre-

garded in collation,—and the various readings were printed at the
foot of the page. The Samaritan Pentateuch stands alongside the
Hebrew in parallel columns. The Dissertatio Generalis, appended
to the second volume, contains an account of the MSS. and other
authorities collated, and also a review of the Hebrew text, divided
into periods, and beginning with the formation of the Hebrew
janon after the return of the Jews from the exile. Kennicott's
greatjwork was in one sense a failure. It yielded no materials of value
for the emendation of the received text, and by disregarding the
vowel points overlooked the one thing in which some result (gram-
matical if not critical) might have been derived from collation of

Massoretic MSS. But the negative result of the publication and of

the Varies Lectioncs of De Kossi, published some years later, was im-
portant. It showed that the Hebrew text can be amepded only by
the use of the versions aided by conjecture.

KENOSHA, chief city of Kenosha connty, Wisconsin,

U.S., is situated in a fertUe district on Lake Michigan, about

80 milos soutli of Milwaukee, with which it is connected

by rail.^ It contains numerous schools, anfcarries on tti&

manufacture of hardware, wooden wares, machines, an4
carriages.' There are also in the city breweries, foundries^

tanneries, planing mills, and other industrial establishments.

It possesses a good harbour, and carries on trade in ita

manufactures and in country produce. The population in

1880 was 5039.

KENSINGTON', a western suburb of London in the

parish of Kensington, parliamentary borough of Chelsea,

and county of Middlesex, a mile and a half west of Hyde
Park Corner. The parish includes the suburbs of Brompton,j

Earl's Court, part of Little Chelsea, the Gravel Pits, Not-'

ting Hill, and part of Keiisal Green. Kensington palace

and Kensington gardens, however, lie in the parish of St
Margaret's, Westminster. The suburb of Kensington,

which has developed out of the village of Kensington, lies

to the west of Kensington gardens; and consists principally

of a long and in places narrow street, the modern improve-

ments of which with the surrounding additions have almost

entirely obliterated all traces of the "old court suburb"

associated with the distinguished personages of former

times. From the High street others branch off at intervals,

and the elevated ground to the north is almost wholly occu-

pied with villas em,bosomed in woods. To the south of the

High street is Kensington square, where at one time were

the residences of many of the principal attendants on the

court. The principal public buildings in the suburb are

the parish church in the Decorated style, erected in 1869
at a cost of £35,000, the elegant new town-hall, the vestry-

hall, the grammar school, the Roman Catholic college,

opened in 1874, several monasteries and convents, aud
various schools and charities. The site of Old Gore House,

at one time the residence of Mr Wilberforce and afterwards

of the Couutess of Blessington, is now occupied by the

Ilo5'al Albert Hall and the gardens of the Horticultural

Society. These as well as Kensington gardens and the

South Kensington museum with its national training

schools fall to be noticed under the article London.
Kensington palace, a plain and irregular brick structure,

originally surrounded by grounds extending to about 350
acres, was at one time the residence of Lord Chancellor

Finch, afterwards earl of Nottingham, of whom it was
bought by William III. Additions were made to it by
William IIL, George I., George II., and the duke of

Sussex. The palace was the birthplace of Queen Victoria.

Kensington house, which stood near the palace gate, and
was at one time the residence of the duchess of Portsmouth,

mistress of Charles II., was pulled down in 1873 to make
way for the mansion of Baron Albert Grant. The popu-

lation of the registration subdistrict in 1871 was 91,664,

which in 1881 had increased to 120,125, The population

of the parish in 1881 was 162,924.
The manor of Kensington, which is written in Domesday book

Chcnesitun, has an area of 1140 acres. Some trace the origin of the

word to the old Saxon name for king, others to a family of the

name of Chenesi, others to " Caen," the old name for wood. The
manor was originally occupied by the great Middlesex forest, the
trees of which were abundant in the time of Henry VIII. In
Domesday it is mentioned as being held by Aubrey de Vere of the

bishop of Coutances. Soon after this it became the absolute pro-

perty of the De Veres, who were afterwards created earls of OxfoTd.

In the reign of Elizabeth it passed into the possession of the ArgyHs,
by whom it was sold to Sir Walter Cope, whose daughter married
Henry Rich, earl of Holland. Holland House, in the Elizabethan

style, the original mansion of the manor of Kensington, was erected

by Sir Walter Cope in 1697, and enlarged and adorued by the third

Lord Holland (see vol. xii. p. 100). The manor is at present held
by Lord Kensington. See Faulkner, History and Antiquities of
Kensington, 1820 ; Leigh Hunt, The Old Court Suburb.

KENT, a maritime county in the south-eastern corner PiaU
of England, lies between 50° 64' and 51° 31' N. lat., and
between 0° 3' W. long, and 1° 27' E. long. It is bounded,

on the N. by the estuary and mouth of the Thames, E."
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and S.E. by the English Channel, S.W. by Sussex, and
W. by Surrey. Its greatest breadth north and south from

Sheerness to Dungeness is 35 miles, its length north-west

to south-east from London to Dungeness about 60 miles,

and its length west to east from Surrey to North Foreland

in Thanet 65 miles. The area is l,00i,984 acres, or 1570

square miles.

Coast Line.—About two-thirds of the boundary line of

Kent is formed by tidal water. The estuary of the Thames
may be said to stretch from London Bridge to Sheerness

in the Isle of Sheppey, to the north-west of which the

estuary of the Medway cuts off a tongue of land whose

extremity is termed the Isle of Grain. Along the banks

of the Thames the coast is low and marshy, embankments
,feeing in several places necessary to prevent inundation.

In the estuary of the Medway there are a number of low

marshy islands, but Sheppey presents to the sea a range

of chalk cliffs from 80 to 90 feet in height. The marshes

extend along the estuary of the Swale to Whitstable,

whence stretches a low line of clay and sandstone cliffs,

succeeded at the Isle of Thanet by the white chalk cliffs

which extend southwards to Pegwell Bay. The coast

from Sheppey round to the South Foreland is skirted by

numerous flats and sands, the most extensive of which, the

Goodwin sands, forming the breakwater of the well-known

anchorage of the Downs, are said to have formed part of

the estate of Earl Godwine, and to have been submerged

as late as 1097. From Pegwell Bay to near Deal the

outline of the coast is flat, but thence it rises again into

chalk cliffs, which continue round the South Foreland to

Folkestone, where they are succeeded by the flat shingly

shore bordering Romney Marsh. A considerable portion

of Eomney Marsh has been reclaimed from the sea since

the time of Julius C<esar, but in nearly every other portion

of the coast the sea has been gaining on the land.

Sur/ace and Geology.—Kent abounds in beautiful and
ficeiy-wooded valleys with undulating and picturesque up-

lands. A tract from 7 to 8 miles broad lying to the south

of the estuary of the Thames, and extending eastwards as

far as Thanet, belongs to the London Tertiary basin, and is

formed chiefly either of London or of plastic clay. The
London Clay occupies the tongue of laud between the

estuaries ot the Thames and Medway, as well as Sheppey
and a district of country about 8 miles wide stretching

southwards from Whitstable to Canterbury, and extending

eastwards to the Isle of Thanet. It reappears at Pegwell

Bay, and in the neighbourhood of London it rises above
the plastic clay into the elevation of Shooter's Hill, with a

height of about 450 feet, and a number of smaller emi-

nences. The thickness of the formation near London is

about 400 feet, and at Sheppey it reaches 480 feet. At
Sheppey it is rich in various kinds of fossil fish and shells.-

The plastic clay, which rests chiefly on chalk, occupies the

remainder of the estuary of the Thames, but at several

places it is broken through by outcrops of chalk, which in

some instances run northwards to the banks of the river.

The Lower Tertiaries are represented by three different

formations known as the Thanet beds, tb- Woolwich and
Reading beds, and the Oldhaven and Blackheath beds.

The Thanet beds resting on chalk form a narrow outcrop

rising into cliffs at Pegwell Bay and Reculvers, and consist

(1) of a constant Uise bed of clayey greenish sand, seldom
more than 5 feet in thickness

; (2) of a thin and local bed
composed of alternations of brown clay and loam ; (3) o£ a
bed of fine light buff sand, which in West Kent attains a

thickness of more than 60 feet ; (4) of bluish grey sandy
marl containing fossils, and almost entirely confined to East
Kent, the thickness of the furmatiou being more than 09
feet ; and (5) of fine light grey sand of an equal thickness,

also fossiliferous. The middle series of the Lower Tertiaries,

known as the Woolwich and Reading beds, rfests either on
the Thaiiet beds or on chalk, and consists chiefly of irregidar
alternations of clay and sand of very various colours, the
former often containing estuarine and oyster .shells and the
latter flint pebbles. The thickness of the formation varies
from 15 to 80 feet, but most commonly it is from 25 to
40 feet. The highest and most local series of the Lower
Tertiaries is the Oldhaven and Blackheath beds lying
between the London Clay and the Woolwich beds. They
consist chiefly of flint pebbles or of light-coloured quartzose
sand, the thickness being from 20 to 30 feet, and are best
seen at Oldhaven and Blackheath. To the south the
London basin is succeeded by the North Downs, an ele-
vated ridge of country consisting of an outcrop of chalk
which near Westerham on the borders of Surrey reaches
an elevation of 812 feet above sea-level, and at several
other places more than 600 feet. It extends from Wes-
terham to Folkestone, with an irregular breadth generally
of from 3 to 6 miles, but expanding to nearly 12 miles at
Dartford and Gravesend and also to the north of Folke-
stone. After dipping below the London Clay at Canterbury,
it sends out an outcrop which forms the greater part of
Thanet, and towards the sea is often broken off into pre-
cipitous escarpments. To the south of the Downs there is

a narrow valley formed by the Gault, a fossiliferous blue
clay. This is succeeded by an outcrop of the Lower
Greensand, which extends across the country from west
to east with a breadth of from 2 to 7 miles, and rises into

the picturesque elevations of the Ragstone hills. These
in several cases reach a height of over 600 feet, and have
a steep slope southwards, overlooking the valley which
extends from the borders of Sussex to H3-the. This low
ground is occupied chiefly by the Weald clays, which con-
tain a considerable number of marine and freshwater fossils.!

Along the borders of Sussex there is a narrow strip of

country consisting of picturesque sandy hills, whose highest
elevation is nearly 400 feet ; and the south-west corner of

the county is occupied by Romney Marsh, which within a
comparatively recent period has been recovered. from the
sea.

The Loudon Clay is much used for bricks, coarse pottery,

and Roman cement. Lime is obtained from the Chalk and
Greensand formations. Ironstone is found in the Wealden
clays and calcareous ironstone in the Ashdown saud, but
the industry has long been discontinued. The last Wealden
furnace was put out in 1828.

Rivers.— The Thames, which forms the northern boundary
of the county, receives the Ravensbourne at Deptford, and
the Darent or Dart, vfhich has a course of 18 miles, and
becomes navigable at Dartford. The Medway, which has

a course of over 50 miles, and with its tributaries drains

a basin having an area of 680 square miles, is formed of

several streams that rise in the neighbourhood of Tunbridge

Wells, and of East Grinstead in Sussex. After passing

Ashurst and Penshurst it receives the Eden from the west,

and at Yalding in the Weald the Teise and Beult. At
Chatham it widens into an estuary, the greater portion of

its waters ultimately joining the Thames at Sheerness, and

the other portion passing southwards to the sea through the

Swale Channel. The river is tidal as high as Maidstone.

The Stour, which has a course of nearly 50 miles, and

with its tributary the Little Stour drains an area of about

380 square miles, has its origin in several streams which

spring from the Lower Greensand and the Chalk, the two

main branches, which have their source near Lenham and

near Hythe respectively, uniting at Ashford. At Sarrc tho

Stour separates into two branches which insulate the Isle

of Thanet, the smaller portion flowing northward to the

sea near Reculver, the other and main portion flowing

eastward to Pegwell Bay. The stream is tidal and navig-
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able^ to TorcUvicli, near Ciiiterbury. The Little Stour rises

ill the Lower Chalk near Lyminge, and joins at Stourmouth
that branch of the Stour which falls into the sea at Pegwell

Bay. The Dour, a small stream which gives its name to

Pover, has a course of little more than 3 miles from Ewell

t& ths sea. The Rother, which has its source in Sussex,

forms for some distance the boundary between that county

and Kent, and along with several of its branches insulates

the Isle of Osney.

The only canals at all in use are that which runs along

tbe borders of Romney Marsh, connecting the Rother with

the sea at Hytbe, but now partly filled up ; and that

between Gravesend and Rochester, which is partly occupied

by a line of railway.

Climate, Soil, and Affriculiure.—The insalubrity of

certain portions of the county caused by extensive marshes

has been almost wholly removed by draining. In the

north-eastern districts the climate is a little uncertain, and
damage is often done to early fruit blossoms and vegetation

by cold easterly winds. In the large portion of the county

sheltered by the Downs the climate is milder and more
equable, and vegetation is somewhat earlier. The soil is very

various in character, but on the whole rich and under high

cultivation. The methods of culture and the kinds of crop

|iroduced are perhaps more widely diversified than those of

anj' other county in England. Upon the London Clay the

Igiftd is generally heavy and stiflf, but very fruitful when
pfoperly manured and cultivated. The marsh lands along

the banks of the Thames, Medway, Stour, and Swale con-

sist chiefly of rich chalk alluvium. The Chalk formation is

in some cases overlaid by London Clay, alluvium, or brick-

earth, but in the higher chalk districts the soil is often

poor and thin, and in some places much mixed with flints.

In the Isle of Thanet a light mould predominates, which

jlias been much enriched by 6sh manure. The valley of

the Medway, especially the district round Maidstone, which

has been called the garden of England, is the most fertile

part of the county, the soil being a deep loam with a sub-

soil of brick-earth. On the ragstone the soil is occasionally

thin and much mixed with small portions of sand and
stone ; but in some situations the ragstone has a thick

covering of clay loam, which is most suitable for the pro-

duction of hops and fruits. In the district of the Weald
marl prevails, with a substratum of clay. ^ ^The'soil. of

Romney Marsh is a clay alluvium.
According to tlie agricultural returns forlSSl, the total area under

crops comprcheuded 745,215 acres, a percentage of 73'9 instead of
71 '7 in 1870; corn crops had an area of 224,211 acres, a percentage
of 22'3 instead of 25 '1 in 1870; green crops 85,614 acres, a percent-
age of 8 '5 instead of 7 '4; rotation grasses 53,421 acres, a percentage of
5'3 instead of 6'2

; permanent pasture 327,079 acres, a percentaga
of 31 '8 instead of 28 '2. The area under permanent pasture thus
exceeds that under corn crops by nearly a third. The area under
woods in ISSl was 82,849 acres, under orchards 16,673, iinder mar-
k'et gardens 4221, and under nursery grounds 670. Of the com crops
the most largely grown is wheat, which in 1881 occupied 84,SSS
acres, oats coming next with 52,177 acres, and barley and here occu-

pying only a little less, 50,010 acres. Beans and pease were grcwa
on 17,453 and 19,762 acres respectively, and rye on only 421 acre:--.

In Thanet mustard, spinach, canary seed and a variety of other seeiTo

are raised. Of green crops, turnips and swedes were grosvn or

27,254 acres, vetches and similar crops on 22,179 acres, potatora

17,815, mangolds 12,070, cabbage 5843, and carrots 452. Pari
of the area under green crops is occupied by market gardens,

which are very numerous in the neighbourhood of London. Tho
principal orchard districts are the vaJleys of the Darent and lied-

way, and the Tertiary soUs overlying the Chalk, between Rochester
ami Canterbury. The county is specially famed for cherries and
filberts, but apples, pears, plnnis, gooseberries, and currants aro

also largely cultivated. In some cases apples, cherries, filberts,

and hops—the special crop of the county—are grown in alternate

rows. 41.476 acres were under hops in Kent in 1881, and in the
United Kingdom only 64,943 acres. The principal hop districts

are the country in East Kent lying between Canterbury and
Favershani, the valley of tho Medway in Mid Kent, and the
distiict of the Weald. The area under hops in these several dis-

tricts in 1881 was 11,718, 17,353, and 11,986 acres respectively,—
other districts contributing only 419 acres. Much of the Weald,
which originally was occupied by a forest, is still densely wooded.
There are many fine woods scattered throughout the county,

especially in the valley of the Medway, oak and beech being the

trees principally grown. A large extent of woodland is ash and
chestnut plantations—maintained for the growth of hop-poles.

The follo\ving table gives a classification of holdings according to

size as returned on the 25th' June 1875 and the 4th J uue 18S0, witb
the acreage of each class of holding for these years :

—
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ii 3 vSrJ^arly period enjuyod the advantage of raihvay intercourse;

iiui it is now very completely intersected with railway lines.

Adminislratio)i.—^Ki:nt is divided into five lathes—a partition

pecntiar to the county, and dating from Anglo-Saxon times. The
lalhes are St Augustitie, Shepway, Suray, Aylesford, and Sutton-
at-Hone. - The county comprises 61 Iniudreds, the lowey of Tun-
l>rid.:,'e, the franchise and barony of Bircholt, the liberty of the Isle

of Sheppey, the liberty of New Romney ; two cities, Canterbury
(•J 1,701) and Rochester (21,590), which are also municipal and
parliamentary boroughs ; one parliamentary borough, Chatham
(4G,S06); five boroughs which are both municipal and parliamen-

tary, viz., Dover (23,486), Gravesend (m. 23,375, p. 31,355), Hvthe
(m.'4069, p. 28.066), jiaidstone (m. 29,638, p. 39,662), Sandwich
'm. 2816, p. 15,566) ;

part of the parliamentary borough of Green-
wich and five municipal boroughs, viz., Deal (S422), Faversham
-027), Folkestone (18,887), Margate (15,889), and Tenterden

,3'520). The liberty of New Romney and all the municipal
boroughs except Gravesend and Jiaidstone are included among the

Cinque Ports. The Cinque Port districts in Kent are those of

?andwich, pirtiy ir Essex, Dover, Hytlie, New Romney, and a

portion ,of Rye, namelj', Tenterden (see Cixqi'e Ports, vol. v.

p. 786). ' Until 1867 Kent was for parliamentary purpose.s formed
into only two divisions. East and AV'est Kent, but by the Reform
Act of that year West Kent was divided into West and Mid Keut.
The city of Canterbury, which returns two members, Dover and
Sandwich, which return two members each, and Hythe, which
returns one member, are included in East Keut, which returns in

all nine members. In ilid Kent are included the city of Rochester,
ri-turTiing two members, Maidstone, returning two members, and
Chatham and Gravesend, returning one member eack ; it returns

in all eight members. West Kent, which returns two members, in-

cludes part of the borough of Greenwich, which returns two mem-
bers. The total representation of the county, including Greenwich,
is thus twenty-one members. > The county has one court of general
sessions and two of quarter sessions ; the number of sessioual

divisions is si.xteen, exclusive of the liberty of Romney Marsh,
which has petty and general sessions under its charters. The
central criminal court has jurisdiction over certain parishes in

the county. The city of Canterbury (a county iu itself), the city

of Rochester, and the boroughs of Gravesend and Jiaidstone have
commissions of the peace and separate courts of quarter sessions,

as have also the ports and boroughs of Deal, Dover, Faversham,
Folkestone, Hythc, Margate, Sandwich, and Tenterden. The
ancient borough of Queenborough, governed by an old charter,

has a recorder and a court of quarter sessions with a separate juris-

diction limited to misdemeanours. Summary cases are dealt with
by the mayor and magistrates iu petty sessions. With the excep-
tion of the portion included in the metropolitan police district,

tlie sliire for judicial purposes belongs to the south-eastern cir-

cuit, and for police purposes is divided into twelve districts, which
are generally identical with the petty sessional divisions. The
cities of Canterbury and Rochester, the boroughs of Deal, Dover,
Faversham, Folkestone, Gravesend, Hythe, Maidstone, Margate,
Sandwich, and Tenterden, and the towns of Ramsgate (22,605) and
Timbridge Wells (24,309) have their own police. Ecclesiastically,

with the exception of portions of two parishes, Kent is within the
dioceses of Canterbury and Rochester ; and it contains thirty-

seven civil parishes or places, as well as parts of other parishes
extending into adjoining counties.

Po2>ulalion.—Since 1801, when itnumbered 308,667, the popula-
tion has been rapidly and uninterruptedly increasing. In 1821 it

was 427,224, and iu 1841 it had increased to 549,353, in 1861 to

733,381, in 1871 to 843,294, and in 1881 to 977,585, of whom
477,715 were males and 499,870 females.

History and Antiquities.—A tribe of the Belga; from Gaul had
before the time of Caesar's invasion taken possession of a large por-
tion of southern Britain, including Kent. The remarkable crom-
lech. Kit's Coity House, near Aylesford, belongs to this early period,

as do numerous earthworks, encampments, scone circles, and excava-
tions on the coast which are now generally regarded as ancient
chalk pits. The spot of Ctesar's landing was probably either some
part of the coast between Walmer and Thanet—the neighbourhood
of Deal finding most supporters—or the Porliis Lcmanis in Romney
Jlarsh, which is identical with the town of Ljinne. In his first

invasion he did not penetrate farther than Keut, and the absence
of lapidary inscriptions is regarded as evidence that its conquest
was easily effected. The principal Roman road was the Watling
.Street, between Dubris (Dover) and London, which had much the
me course as the present highway. This road was joined at

Jhiroi-crnum (Canterbury) by two others, one from the Partus
I.emanis (Lymne) and the other from Rcgnlbium (Heculver). The
traces of the road from the Partus Lcmanis are still well marked
throughout its whole extent, but agricultural operations have
almost wholly obliterated the traces of that from Jlcgulbium.
Of two other Roman stations, Durohrum and Vaijniucx, the site

cannot be absolutely determined, but most probably the fonner was
near Favershaii, and lor the latter, which was sonicwliere between

Rochester and London, most oiiinions favour Springhead near
Gravesend. There are still important remains of Roman fortresses
at Dover, Richborough, Reculver, and Lymne ; many traces of
Roman villas have also been discovered j and portions of Roman
structures have frequently been utilized in the construction of
churches and other buildings. A great variety of Roman relics
have been discovered in nearly every part of the county. The
most remarkable are profuse traces of extensive pottciies of pu;'plc
or black ware at Upchurch on the south bank of the Medway,
leaden collins elaborately ornamented, and glass and bronze vessels
in various Roman cemeteries. The earliest Teutonic settlement
under Hengest and Horsa, took place in Kent ; and, on the arrival
of Augustine in 597. Canterbury became the Chri.stian metropolis
of the island, s.-mr ,t.. l.-i,,,,^ ,,',,„, ,r t,, i, ,-:>,, „. .ionallv ruled in
East and W'esM

1 at iiochester,

iu West Ken 1, :;ud of Kentish
history the prii, ^ ^ :, _ ti;>.terics ; from
those at Sarre and Oseugal iu Th.iiict, and at Bifrons, P.arham,
Bishopsbourne, Gilton, and Sittingbourne, a large number of relics

of various kinds have been obtained. Some oldcustoms belonging
to this period, including that of gavelkind in cases of intestacy, aro
still extant. Kent iu 823 was united by Egbert to the kingdom'
of the West Saxons. In the 9th, 10th, and 11th centuries it suf-

fered greatly from the rav.ages of the Danes. After the Conquest
the earldom of Kent, which had been held by Godwiue audaftcr-
w-ards by Harold, was bestowed by \\'illiam on his brother Odo
bishop of Bayeux. Among other events of historic importance
the tollowiug may be mentioned :—the capture of Rochester by
William Rufus in 1088, an incident connected with the rebellion

of Odo, which was subdued in the same year; the murder of

Thomas Ji Becket at Canterbury in 1170 ; the submission oi King
John to the pope's legate at Dover iu 1215; the capture of Eochestei
Castle by King John in the same year, and of the same castle by
the dauphin of France in 1216, the greater part of Kent formally
submitting to him with the exceptiou of Dover Castle; Wat Tyler's

insurrection in 1381 "and that of Jack Cade in 1450 ; the encamp-
ment of Cornish insurgents at Blackheath in 1497, where they
were surprised by Henry VII.; the insurrection of Sir. Thomas
AVyatt, which was commenced at Maidstone iu 1554 ; the suppres-

sion of the Kentish insurrection by Fairfax at Maidstone, June 1,

1648; and the burning of certain ships at Chatham by the Dutch
fleet under De Ruyter in 1667 after the fort of Sheerness had been
levelled by his guns.

As was to be expected from its connexion with the early history

of England, and from its beauty and fertility, Kent possessed a

larger than average nunroer of monastic foundations. The earliest

were the priory of Christ's Church and the abbey of St Peter and St

Paul now called St Augustine's, both at Canterbury, founded by
Augustiue and the monks who accompanied him to England. In
the time of Henry 'VIII. the other principal religious houses were

a priory at Rochester founded in 1089, a ]iriory founded at Folke-

stone in 1100 on the site of a nunnery originally founded in 630,

a nunnery of St Sepulchre at Canterbury, founded about 1100, a

nunnery at Minster in Sheppey built in 1130 on the site of a
nunnery which was founded in 675, but destroyed by the Danes,

St Martin's Priory at Dover established in 1140 in place of one
founded in 696 but afterwards dissolved, an abbey at Faversham
founded in 1147, and nunneries at Lillechurch in Highani founded
before 1151, at Davington founded in 1153, and at Mailing founded

in the time of William Rufus; the Black Canons possessed a priory

at Leeds founded in 1119, an abbey at Westwood in the parish of

Erith founded in 1178, a priory at Comhwell in Goudherst founded

in the reign of Henry II., a priory at Tunbridge founded iu the

same century, a priory at Bilsington founded in 1253, St Gregory's

Priory at Canterbury, cliaugcd in the time of Henry 1. from one

of secular priests, originally founded in 1084; the White Canons
had St Kadegund's Abbey near Dover, founded in 1193, and an

abbey at West Langdon, founded in 1192 ; houses belonging to

the Carmelites existed at Aylesford and Newcndcn, both founded

in 1240, and at Sandwich founded in 1272; one belonging to the

Dominicans was founded at Canterbury in 1221, the Franciscans

having one at the same city founded in 1225, and the Eremite

Friars also oue at the same city founded in the time of Edward I.

or Edward II.; an abbey of Cistercian monks was founded ai

Boxley in 1146, a preceptory of Knights Tcmiilars at Swingfield

near Dover some time before 1190, a priory of Trinitari.in Friars

at Mottenden in the parish of Hcadcorn in 1224, a nunnery of

the order of St Augustine at Dartford about 1355, a cell of Cluniac

monks at Monks Horton in the time of Henry II., and a pre-

ceptory belonging to the knights of St John of Jerusalem at ^V est

Peckliam in the time of Henry IV. Of the monastic buildings-

the principal remains are those of the Benedictine monastery of

St Augustine at Canterbury, tlie priory of Christ's Church, Canter-

bury, adjoining the cathedral, the Dominican convent, Canter-

bury, St Radcgund's Abbey near Dover, St Martin's Prioiy, Dover,

Horton Prior/, Mailing Abbey, Aylesford Friary, and the abbeys

of Miuster it isTifi/pey and Minster in Thanut. \u addition. to
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the cathedrals of Rochester and Canterbury, tne churches of special

interest are those of Dareuth, partly Old English ; Lyminge, of

very great antiquity ; Barfreston, a small but unique specimen

of enriched Late Noiman work ; Patricksbonrne, a very beautiful

example of Norman; St Margarets-at-ClifTe, with many portions

of very rich Norman, the west doorway being one of the finest

examples of Norman work in England; New Komney, with the

finest Norman tower in Kent ; Folkestone, Early English, with

some portions almost Norman ; St Martin's Church, Canterbury ;

Brabourae, with some singular Norman work, and possessing several

brasses; St Clement's, Sandwich, partly Early English, with en-

riched Norman tower; Minster in Sheppey, Norman and Early

English, witli brass of date about 1330 ; Minster in Thanet, Norman
;ovteraud nave,- with Early English chancel ; L}-dd, partly Early

Snglish and possessing several brasses ; Cobhani, Early English,

m^b. the finest collection of brasses in England ; Hythe, with plain

axterior, but possessing a chancel whose interior is one of the tinest

specimens of Early English work extant ; Stone, Early English to

Decorated, and in style resembling Lincoln cathedral ; Charthara,

a'Sne specimen of the Decorated, and possessing several brasses,

one of tlie date 1306 ; Ashford, Decorated and. Perpendicular, with

brass of 1375, and one of the finest towers in Kent.

The principal secular buildings of interest, in addition to the

Roman ruins already referred to, are the Norman keeps of Mailing,

Canterbury, Rochester, Dover, Chilham, and Tunbridge; the castles

of Sandown, Deal, and Walmer, built by Henry VIll. for defensive

purposes; Hever Castle, the seat of the Boleyns, and the scene of the

courtship of Anne Boleyn and Henry VIII. ; Allington Castle near

Maidstone, the birthplace of Sir Thomas Wyatt ; the banquetting

hall and gateway of the Royal Palace at Elthara ; the castellated

mansion of Leeds Castle near Maidstone; Penshurst Castle, the

seat of .the Sidneys; Knole House near Sevenoaks,- formerly one

of the palaces attached to the archbishopric of Canterbury, and
once the seat of the dukes of Dorset, now of Lord Sackville ; the

Jrlote, at Iglitham ; and Cobhani Hall.

A full account of (he geology of Kent is comprehentled in Topley's Oeology of

the WealJ, und Whitakci-'s Oeologn of the London Basin, forming part of the

memoirs of llie GeoloRical Survey of tlie United Kingdom. Amoni; the more
ancient books on Kent are Lambard's Perambulation, wiltten in 1570, 1st ed.

1576, latest 1826; Ki\h\imfi'3 Brie/ Survey, 1657; and Philipot's Villare Cantianum,

ini9. - The principal histories are those of Harris (1719), Hasted (1778-99),

So-mour (1776), Henshall (1798), Ireland (1828-30), CoUings (1834), and Dunkin
(1856-77). AmonK the many worlts treating on Kentish antiquities may bo men-
tioned Somner, Treatise on the Roman Ports and Forts of Kent, 1693; Nicliols,

Antiquities in Kent, 17S2-83; Parsons, Monuments of Kent, 1794 ; Sandys, Con-

iueiudines Kancix, 1851; Hussey, Notes on the Churches of Kent, 1852; F. H.

Appach, C. J. Cxsar's British Expeditions from Boulogne to the Bay of Apuldore,

1868: Lvking, Facsimile of Domesday Book relating to Kent, 1869; Furley, A
History of the Weald of Kent, 1871-74; Scott-Robertson, Kentish Archxology,

1877-81 ; Glynne, Notes on.Churehes of Kent, 1877. See also Frost, In Kent with

Charles Dickens, 1880. A very full bibliograpliy of works relating to Kent and
its several towns is given in Smith's Bibliotheca Cantiana, 1837; see also

Anderson's British Topography, 1881. The Archteologia Cantiana, a periodical

publication of the Kent Archxologic;il Society, contains accounts of the latest

entiqujrian discoveries.

KENT, Jambs (1763-1847), American jurist, was bom
at Philippi in New York State, July 31, 1763. He
graduated at Yale College in 1781, and began to practise

law at Pougbkeepsie, in 1785 as an attorney, and in

1787 at tbe bar. In 1790 and 1792 Kent was chosen to

represent Dutcbess county in tbe State legislature. In 1793

lie removed to New York, where Governor Jay, to whom the

young lawyer's Federalist sympathies were a strong recom-

mendation, appointed bim a master in cbancery for tbe city.

The year 1796 saw Kent again a member of tbe legislature

and professor of law in Columbia College. In 1797 be

became recorder of New York, in 1798judge of tbe supreme

court of the State, in 1804 chief justice, and in 1814

chancellor of New York. In 1822 be became a member of

the convention to revise the State constitution. Next year,

having attained tbe age of sixty, Chancellor Kent resigned

his office, and was re-elected to his former chair. Out of

the lectures be now delivered grew the Commentaries 07i

American Law (4 vols., 1826-30), which by their learning,

range, and lucidity of style, have won for bim a high and

permanent place in the estimation of both English and

American jurists. Kent rendered most essential service

to American jurisprudence while serving as chancellor.

Chancery law bad been very unpopular during tbe colonial

period, and had received down to bis time but little

development, and no decisions bad been published His

judgments of this class (see Johnson's Chancery Eeporis,

7 vols., 1816-24) cover a wide range of topics, and are

BO thorougbly considered and developed as unquestioa-

ably to form tbe basis of American equity jurisprudences

Kent was a man of great purity of character, of singular

simplicity and guilelessness in bis ways, and is altogether

a conspicuous and remarkable figure in American annals.

He died in New York, December 12, 1847.

To Kent we owe several other works (including a Commcntarij on
Inlernalional Law) of less importance than the Comjncniarics.

These have passed through twelve editions, the most recent (1873>

being annotated by 0. W. Holmes, jun. See Duer's Discourse on

the Life, Character, and Public Services ofJames Kent, 1848 ; and
The i'^ational Portrait Gallery of Distinguished Americans, vol. ii.,

1852.

KENT, William (1685-1748), "painter, architect, and

the father of modern gardening," as Horace Walpole in

his Anecdotes of Painting describes him, was born in

Yorkshire in 1685. Apprenticed to a coach-painter, bis

ambition soon led him to London, where he begau life as a

portrait and historical painter. He was fortunate enough

to fall in with kind patrons, who sent him in 1710 to study

in Italy ; and at Eome be made other friends, among them
Lord Burlington, with whom be returned to England in

1719. Under that nobleman's roof Kent chiefly resided

till bis death on April 12, 1748,—enjoying through his

patron's influence abundant commissions in all departments

of his art, as well as various court appointments which

brought him an income of £600 a year. 'Walpole flatly

says that Kent was below mediocrity in painting. He
had some little taste and skill in architecture, of which

Holkbam palace is perhaps the most favourable example.

Tbe mediocre statue of Shakespeare in Westminster Abbey
sufficiently stamps bis powers as a sculptor. His merit in

landscape gardening is greater. In Walpole's stilted

language, Kent "was painter enough to taste the charms

of landscape, bold and opinionative enough to dare and to

dictate, and bom with a genius to strike out a great system

from the twilight of imperfect essays." In short, he was

the first in English gardening to vindicate the natural

against the artificial. Banishing all the clipped monstrosi-

ties of tbe topiary art in yew, box, or holly, releasing the

streams from the conventional canal and marble basin, and

rejecting the mathematical symmetry of ground plan then

in vogue for gardens, Kent endeavoured to imitate the

variety of nature, with due regard to the principles of

light and shade and perspective. Sometimes be carried

his imitation too far, as when he planted dead trees in

Kensington gardens to give a greater air of truth to the

scene, though he himself was one of the first to detect the

folly of such an extreme. Kent's plans were designed

rather with a view to immediate effect over a comparatively

small area than with regard to any broader or subsequent

results,— doubtless from landscape gardening being tlieu

but in its infancy.

KENTIGERN, St (c. 516-603), popularly known as

St Mungo, the apostle of Strathclyde and the restorer

of Christianity among the Cumbrians, was, according to

Jocelyn of Furhess, the son of " the daughter of a certain

king most pagan in bis creed who ruled in the northern

parts of Britannia." His mother, probably a nun, was, it

is said, when with child sentenced to be thrown from one

of tbe precipices of Dunpelder (Traprain Law, formerly

Dumpender Law, in Haddington), but miraculously escaping

was exposed in a boat to the mercy of the sea and landed

on tbe sand at Culenross (Culross), where she gave birtli

to the child. On tbe spot where tbe boat reached land

there was at one time a small chapel dedicated to St

Kentigern. According to tbe tradition, St Servanus (who

however, lived two hundred years after Kentigern) took

special care of tbe mother and child, calling tbe mother

Taneu (Thanew) and the child Kentigern, " head master

or lord." Afterwards he also named bim, on account of

his intelligence and the graces of his character Munghu
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(Mungo\ "dearest friend." As, however, the favour with
which he was regarded by Servanus had awakened the ani-

mosity of liis fellow pupils, he secretly made his escape, and
ultimately found his way to Cathures I Glasgow), near a ceme-
tery which had been long consecrated to St. Ninian. There he
dwelt for some time with two brothers named Telleyr and An-
guen, when on account of the fame of his manner of life and his

miraculous deeds the king and clergy of Cumbria, in order to

restore the religion of Christianity to its former influence, called

over a bishop from Ireland and caused Kentigern to be conse-

crated bishop. His cathedral seat he named Glasgu, "the dear
family," where he collected a number of friends and disciples

who practised continence and lived after the manner of the

primitive church. C)n his life being threatened, he journeyed
to Menevia (St. David's) in South Wales, where he founded the

monastery of Llanelwy, afterwards St. Asaph's. When Roder-
ick ascended the throne of Cumbria, Kentigern retmned, and
after establishing liis see for some time at lloddam, Dumfries-
shire, he settled finally at Glasgow. He is said to have died

on a Sunday, and as his saint's day is the loth of January, he
probably died in (i03.

The fragment of a life of St. Kentigern, composed at the

instance of Herbert, bishop of Glasgow, who died in 1164, and
made use of by J ohn of Fordun, is preserved in a manuscript of

the British Museum. It was first printed by Cosmo Innes in the

Eeyistrum Eplscopatiis Gtasr/iien.'<is. A life written by Jocelyn,

a monk of Fumess, about 1180, exists in two MSS., one in the

British Museum, tlie other in the public library of the arch-

bishop of Dublin bound along with a life of St. Servanus in a

small quarto volume. An abridgment of the life by Jocelvn
was published by Capgrave in ^"ora Legendn Anylm. The Brit-

ish Museum MS. was published by Pinkerton in the Vitae An-
tiques Sanctorum Scotm. The second MS. has been published
along with the anonymous fragment, and with translations of

both, accompanied with learned notes by Bishop Forbes of Bre-
chin, in vol. V. of The Sistorians of Scotland, 1S7-1. Principally

on the earlier fragment have been founded the legends of St.

Kentigern and his friends and disciples in the Aberdeen Brevi-

ty, which have been published with translations and notes by
Rev. William .Stevenson, 1874. See also Skene's Celtic Scot-

land, vol. ii., and Montalembert's Jlonhs of the West.

KENTUCKY.
KENTUCKY, one of the central States of the Mississippi

Vallev, in the United States of America, lies between the

meridians of 82° 3' and 89° 20' W. Ion., and between 36° 31'

and 39° 6' N. lat. Its extreme length from east to west is 458
miles, and its greatest width from north to south is 172 miles.

It is bounded on the north by Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, on the

east by West Virginia and Virginia, on the south by Virginia
md Tennessee, and on the west by Missouri. The area of the

State, according to the census of 1880, b 40,400 square miles.

The State lies within the Mississippi Valley, and with the excep-

tion of about 1,000 square miles, in the sub-valley of the Ohio.

Topography.—Kentucky is divided into two areas of unequal
size—the table-land stretching east from the Mississippi and
covering about 3(i,000 square miles ; and the mountain district

extending over the eastern and southeastern parts of the State.

The rivers of the State plough deep furrows through this table-

land, and the larger streams, in passing through it, have made
for themselves valleys of erosion varying in depth at different

points from 25 to 600 feet.

The topography of the State may be regarded as a succession

of deeply incised river valleys, having a general northwestern

and southeastern direction, with stretches of table-land between
having an average elevation of 400 feet above the streams.

These river valleys are seldom more than two miles in width.

There are few hills in the table-land, although the high steep

blurts along some of the rivers appear like lofty hills from the

valleys below. The mountains, in the southern and southeast-

ern parts of the State, have the general characteristics of the

Alleghany range ; they are regularly recurring curves, quite

narrow in width from east to west, but of great length from
north to south ; Pine Mountain, for example, has an average
width of only five miles, while its length is seventy miles.

Rivers.-—The State has a river boundary of about 813 miles.

The Tug Fork, or main stream of the Big Sandy River, forms
the boundary between Kentucky and West Virginia for 120
miles, from the summit of the Cumberland Mountains to Cat-

kttsburg, where the Big Sandy flows into the Ohio. From this

point, the Ohio Kiver forms its northern boundary for 643 miles

to Cairo, where that river joins the Mississippi. The Missis-
sippi forms its western boundary for a distance of 50 miles. The
Cumberland and Tennessee rivers, the two largest tributaries of
the Ohio, both rise in the mountainous district Of the State,
within a few miles of each other, and after making a wide
detom- to the south, retuni to the State, and, crossing it, empty
into the Ohio River not twenty miles apart. The other affluents
of the Ohio arethe(ireen, Salt, Kentucky, Licking, Little Sandy,
Clark's and Tradewater rivers. The Mississippi receives a few
sinall tributaries from the State. The Cumberland, Kentucky,
Licking, Cireeii and Big Sandy rivers also have tributary
streams of considerable size.

Geoloyti.—The geological formations of Kentucky belong to
that great system which extends from the Alleghanies on the
east, across the Mississippi, and to the Rocky Mountains on the
west. Throughout this territory the primary fossiliferous, cr
Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous rocks prevail, with some
of the upper formations. These rocks all belong to the class
that is termed sedimentary, and they were generally dejiosited
upon the bottom of the primeval ocean. The strata over
almost the entire surface of Kentucky lie nearly horizontal,
with a few dislocations. They have generally a slight dip. This
dip, in the lower strata, seems to be usually in every direction
from a point near Cincinnati, on the Ohio river, as a center. At
this point the lowest surface rocks of the State are exposed. Up
the Ohio River, the other strata iu succession crop out, but sink
beneath other rocks as they extend eastward, and rise again to

the surface on the western slope of the Alleghanies. Down the
river, the same succession of rocks is seen, but dipping to the
west. In the interior of the State, the rocks dip to the south.

Cincinnati seems thus to have been a center of elevation, when
this central region was lifted above the waters of the ocean.

First Formation—The Blue Limestone.

The blue limestone formation, which is the lowest exposed in

Kentucky, has usually been considered equivalent to the lower
Silurian strata of Murchison. In this region it is almost entirely

calcareous, being generally composed of thin beds of dark blue-

gray fossiliferous limestone, alternating with thin layers of

marly shale, or clay ; or, in its lower members, such as are ex-
hibited on the Kentucky River at Frankfort, and at several

other places on the river above for many miles, appearing in

more massive, thi^k layers of buif granular magn&sian lime-

stone—an excellent building stone—and the light bluish-gray

or yellowish, brittle and sparry layers, which has been called

Kentuck}' marble, and polished for ornamental and useful pur-

poses. It is believed that what has been called in Ohio and
Kentucky the blue limestone formation commences above, with

the equivalents of the Hudson River group and the LTtica slate,

of the New York geologists, and continues downward, in its

equivalency, including their Trenton, Black River, Bird's-eye

and Chazy limestones, to the equivalent of their calciferous

sandstone, which is probably the same as the bufi' magnesian

limestone above mentioned. The so-called Kentucky marble
bears a close resemblance to the New York Bird's-eye lime-

stone. This blue limestone formation is one of great importance

in Kentucky, as it is the basis of the far-famed blue-gra.ss lands.

The main surface exposure of this formation covers a great

curved triangular area, having its base on the Ohio River, and
its southern apex in Lincoln county, from which only a narrow

strip, or axis, occasionally to be observed in tlie deep cuts of the

valleys, can be traced through Casey, Russell and Cumberland
cotmties, to the Cumberland River, in Monroe comity. A re-

markable fault, or dislocation of the strata of this formation, is

found along the great south bend of the Kentucky River, in

Madison, Jessamine, Giarrard and Mercer counties, and else-

where, in which the strata on one side of the river stand 350

feet higlier than the corresponding ones on tlic ojiposile side.

This remarkable crack and upheaval, orsubsidenc<' of the strata,

not only locally altered the dip of the rocks to the north, but

changed the topographical configuration, as well as the geolog-

ical and agricultural features of this region. Here "the so-

called Keiuucky marble, rising in bold escarpments of 200 to

300 feet," hems'in the Kentucky River, and with the superin-

cmnbent layers of limestone, makes picturesque bluffs of 400

feet elevation.

On the Ohio River are found the termini of the gray lime-

stone, or cliff limestone formation—always overlying the blue

limestone—near the confines of Lewis and Mason counties

above, and near those of Trimble and ()ldliam coniuies below.

From these two points this formation appears as a belt, varying

from 22 miles in width, in Jelierson coimty, to only a fraction of
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a mile -where it enters Tennessee from Jlonroe countv, running

in a course more or less meandering from its two termini on the

Ohio around the blue limestone formation. Its dip eoil-esponds

generally with that of this lower foi-mation. This formation

—

called by the Ohio geologists " clift' limestone," because the

hardness and durability of some of its layere cause it to stand

out in bold clifls, and to be the cause of the falls of water

courses—is, in its lower beds, undoubtedly equiralent with the

upper Siliu'ian strata of Murchison, and in its upper layers with

some portion of liis Devonian. In comparison with the New
York system, this Kentucky formation appears to stand in the

place of a large group of twelve or tliirteen important strata of

the New York system, comprising sandstones, shales and lime-

stones, extending from the Clinton group, or Niagara group
below, to the upper Hilderberg Umestone above.

Second Formation—The Gray Limestone, or Cliff Limestone.

This second formation can be exammed with great advantage

at the Falls of the Oliio when the water is low. The chain coral

limestone, which is the lowest, is seen near Beargrass Creek, in

Jeilerson coimty ; and the coralline falls limestone is beautifully

developed, and its numerous corals and other fossils are exposed

to view m a silieified coral reef of the Ohio Falls. This coral

limestone, about fifty feet in thickness, is capped with an earthy

magnesian limestone, which possesses hydraulic properties, and
is extensively manufactiu-ed into water cements at the falls.

Other layei-s of this formation are magnesian, and fiu-nish some
of the best building stones in the State. The general color of

the rocks of this formation is light bluish, or greenish-gi-ay, or
light-gray haS.

Third Formation—Black Lingula Shah ; Black Slate, or Shale;
Devonian Shale.

The third formation, restuig immediately on the second for-

mation, appears also on the Ohio Kiver at two points—in Lewis
county, between the mouth of Quick's and Salt Lick creeks,

above, and at the base of the falls of that river, in Jefterson

county, below. From these two points, where the Ohio Kiver
cuts lihrough these strata, as they pass to the north and west,

this formation, like the one below it, sweeps around the gray
limestone in a meandering, irregular belt, varying in breadth

from eight to ten miles, in parts of Lewis, Bath, Estill and
Madison covmties, to that of a fraction of a mile, in Casey,

Russell, Cumberland and Monroe counties. Like the second
formation, it pa.sses into the State of Tennessee, near the

Turkey Neck bend of the Ctimberland Eiver, in two neighbor-

ing narrow zones, h'ing on each side of the axis described under
the head of the first formation; and its two zones, nearly par-

allel in their northeastwardly course from the Tennessee line to

the confines of Lincoln county, begin here to diverge, like

those of the second formation, so as to suiTound and invest that

low er formation. Its thickness at the Falls of the Ohio is a lit-

tle over one hundred feet, but it varies greatly in this respect.

This shale is generally quite bituminous, but no workable beds

of this mineral liave ever been found so low in the strata of the

earth as this in ^'Vmerica. When this formation sweeps around,

bounded on one side by the lower limestones, and on the other

by the sandstones which form the " knobs," the land is gener-

ally low, wet and heavy, and mineral springs abound. Pe-
troleum has been found in this formation, as well as in the

formations below and above it. This black shale of Kentucky
is supposed to represent, in the geological strata, the Marcellus,

Hamilton and (jenessee groups of New York.

Fourth Foi-malion—Knob Sandstone.

This fourth Kentucky formatiou.wliich is generally characterized
by the presence of those low hilts called *' kuobs,'" is mainly com-
hosed of olive-gray shales, and grits of sandstones of the same tint.

Lt is calculated to' be 350 to 550 feet iu thickness, and some of the
knobs—as for example, the " Sweet Lick kuob " of Estill countv

—

rise 500 feet above the level of the streams. This formation also
sweeps around the central and lower formations, on the outside of
and above the black shale, very much in the same course as already
described. The Ohio River valley cuts it in the eastern part of
I.«wis county above, and in Jefferson county at the base of the
falls below. The harder silicious beds of this formation are found
very valuable for building purposes and for grindstones. It is very
much quarried in Lewis county, as well as in Ohio, where it is called
Waverly sandstone. A peculiar jiiaiid fossil, spreading like the
tfcil feathers of a cock, characterizes some of these layers, which
are supposed also to belong to the Devonian formation.

Fifth Formation—Cavernous Limestone; Sub-Carboniferous
Limestone ; ^fountain Limestone.

This fifth formation is made up of aUornnting layers of white,
pray, reddish, liiiff, mid sometimes dj-.rk-gray colored rocks, vary-

ing in quality from the most argillaceous clay stone to the purest
limestone. 'Limestones predominate, however, which, in the
southern part of the State, contain numerous caves, of which the
celebrated Slammoth Cave, of Edmousou county, is one, and caus-
ing mimysinks." in which the drainage water of the country sinks
to form underground streams. Clear and copious springs mark the
junction of this limestone with the underlying knobstone; and its

lower strata contain in many places the dark, flinty pebbles which
furnished the arrow heads and various implements of the aborig-
ines. Some of its layers are so compact and close-textured, that
they are fit for the lithographer; others are beautifully white, with
an oolitic structure. Iu it are found valuable beds of iron ore. some
zinc and lead ore, and large veins of fluor spar. The so-called Bar-
rens of Kentucky are located on this formation ; so named, not be-
cause the soil is'iufertile. but on accouut of the numerous sinks
and the former absence of timber. This region, which was an open
prairie when Kentucky was first settled, is now covered with forests.
Its land is found to be quite productive. This formatiou is geolog-
icallv important, as it is the basis of the true coal measures; no
workable beds of that mineral have ever been fouud below this
formation in any part of the world. It surrounds the coal fields on
all sides, and, like theotherlower formations, is believed to extend
continuously under them. Iu Kentucky, its principal surface ex-
posure is iu the central portion of the State. The counties of Adair,
Allen. Barren, Green, Warren. Logan, Simpson and much of Hart,
Edmonson. Todd, Trigg, Christian. Caldwell, Crittenden, Monroe,
Butler. Grayson. Ohio, Taylor and Larue, are mainly based upon
it. It comes to the Ohio River in Breckenridge and Meade counties
in its lower sweep, and in Greenup county in its upper; skirting
the western edges of the great eastern coal field down to the Cum-
herlaud River.

Sixth Formation—The Carboniferous, or The Coal Measures.

The lower member of this formation, resting on the sub-carbon-
iferous limestone, is usually what is called the rontito7ncrat€. 7>nH'

stone <7r?Y. or pudding st'nti' Its thickness varies from 75 to 300
feet. Two or three w'orkable beds of very good coal are found be-
neath this formation and above the sub-carboniferous limestone.
These are called the snb-con(itomt'rate coals. Iron ore is occasion-
ally fouud with these lower 'coal beds. The true coal scries, based
upon this rock, are made up of alternating layers of sandstones,
shales, conglomerates and limestones, containing various beds of
coal, aud nodules, and layers of iron ore. Kentucky has two exten-
sive coal fields, one called the eastern coal field, including the
whole of that part of the State which lies east of a line running
south^vest from the Ohio River at Greenupsburg, through Monti-
cello, in Wayne county, to the Tennessee boundary. The other,
called the western coal field, occupies the whole of Union, Hen-
derson. Daviess and Hopkins counties, and large portions of Han-
cock, Ohio, Muhleuburg. Grayson. Todd and Butler counties. It
is an extension of the Illinois and Indiana coal field across the
Ohio River. The area of the eastern coal field is 8,983 square miles

;

that of the western is 3,888 square miles. All this immense min-
eral wealth, as well as that of the abundant iron ores and other
minerals of these regions, is as yet but lightly appreciated and
feebly developed, lying as it does mostly in the portions of the
State" that have been measurably neglected. The coals of Ken-
tucky are various iu qtiality. raug'ing from soft bituminous or cok-
ing coal, to splint and caniiel coal. Much of it is pure enough to
be used for the smelting of iron, like that celebrated block coal of
Indiana. These coals are generally quite accessible.

Seventh Foiination—The Quaternary Defosits.

There remain the Quaternary deposits to describe. These an
loams, marls, clays, etc., found, principally, as a superficial laye',

in the extreme southwestern counties of the Jackson purchase, si*

uated between the Tennessee aud Mississippi rivers. These loain >

have probably been transported there by the action of water in re-

cent geological time. They are of but little importance, although
thev contain some local beds of lignite, and the remains of some
extinct animals. The soil upon them is generally good.

Minerals.

The coal beds have already been described under the sixth forma-
tion. There are several varieties of iron ore found in the State
1st. The ore of the coal measures. This ore is fouud in layers, or
else iu courses of nodules, iu the shales or sandstones of the coal
fields and is generally an hydrated peroxide of iron. Wheu found
iu layers, it is readily broken into rectangular blocks ; otherwise it

is taken from the mine in round lumps of various sizes. 2d. The
ore found in connection with the limestone underlying the coal
measures. This ore is very abviudant.andis extensively worked for
furnaces. 3d. The ore of the slate formation. This ore, too, is very
abundant, and is found either in continuous strata, or in layers of
nodules, in the slate of the third formatiou. It seems to be a calca-
reous aud argillaceous carbonate of iron and limonite. In many
places where the slate has been crumbled to pieces and washea
away, it is found abundantly on the surface. All the above ores are
worked, more or less extensively, for the furnaces iu various sec-
tions of the State. Like the coal "the iron in every part of Kentucky
is very accessible. The iron district covers about 20,000 square
miles." penetrated in every direction by navigable streams, and
everywhere accompauied by the fuel necessary for its reduction.
In a'number of localities veins of lead ore have been found in the
blue limestone.but nowhere yet in such abundance as to justify
mining operations. The cliJI limestone and the cavernous lime-
stone do not appear to be sufllcieiitly developed iu Kentucky to
furnish anv rich veins of this metal." ilany salt springs or licks
are found i'n the State. The early deposltal rocks were laid down
in shallow waters, and absorbed considerable quantities of salt

from the brine. Ir: time, spriugs impregnated with this saliue
deposit found their way to the surface, usually in some marshy
valley. Thither the herbivorous mammals nat'urally resorted to

lick the salt, which had crystallized around the springs. As this

practice must have continiied for many thousands of years, vast
quantities of the remains of these animals are found in the vicin-
ity of these springs. The most remarkable locality of this kind is
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at Big Boue Lick, m Boone county. Here alarge number of bones,

nericetlv sound and well preserved, have been dug up: the skele-

toi" of the buffalo and deer, and below those oi the elenhaut. the

manodou and mammoth, the fossil elk and a species of musk-ox,

Trl among those that have been exhumed. The mineral. sprrngs

Ire uumefous and various, some of them containing considerable

nuamities of sulphur. Hvdranlic limestone is found m many
Saces ill the State, and alinost always where shaley argillaceous

?a\ er° alternate with beds of limestone. Gypsum has not yet been

de "loped in anv large quantities, although found in many places

Nitrafes are vct'to be obtained from the limestone caves, but the

manufacture of nitre from them Is not uow profitable Silver ore has

E^en found near Cumberland Falls. The caverns of the State prm

one of its peculiar and most interesting features. Mammoth Cave

fsfhe most widely known of the thousands in the State, though

Dossfbly not the largest.* These caves occur throughout the en-

tire extent of the sub-carboniferous limestone, covering a region

of 5 000 to 8.000 square miles. They are numerous in the region

drained by the Green River and its affluents, and it is generally

befi^eved that they underlie almost the whole district. In some

localities the roofs of the caverns have broken away, precipitating

{?a? s ?Smlltoi.50 feet in diameter, to the floor of. the cavern,

often -200 or 300 feet below. In some instances these sink holes be-

come partially filled with water; in others the shrubs and trees

"°rAm«(^^ ^The"climate of the State is somewhat variable, but on

the whol4 mild and pleasant. The mean annual temperature is

about .>5' Fahr. In w-inter the mercury occasioually falls to zero,

and even below, while in summer it rises to :n\ and at times tolOO^

tvinterSsuallv continues from the end of -November to the begin-

ing of \pril, but the snows are light and seldom remain long on

iSI IrouEd. Kentucky lies.in the district where the annual rainfall

is about flftv inches, and its average annual rainfall tor thirty

years was 50:3 inches. The rainfall is greatest in the Cumberland

'^°ouTand'Vfaetati<>n.-As the last glacial period did not extend

its sheet of ice over Kentucky, but stayed its course a few miles

nor?h of the Ohio River, the State has not the same gravelly soils

which characterize the country where the glacier deposited the

rfXif of widely separated rocks. The soil 01. the entire blue grass

?lgion mav be Called a soil of immediate derivation as " >s lormed

by the disintegration of the rocks of the blue limestone formation

The atmospheric waters, always containing carbonic acid and other

solvents have gradually dissolved the upper layers of the lime-

l?one in the long course of geological time; leaving the earthy

^esmuumtoconltitute the soil. This process, still continually

eoin"- onwhile it makes the water oi all the springs and w-ells of

ths region yerv hard, from the quantity of .dissolved limestone it

coma'ns. is also the principal means by
"•>>'^-'V''j^ ;l"^lfem.V,°'i

measureablv maintains its productiveness. For the shell} blue

Umeswne is^ rich in the mineral elements necessary vegetable

Br"wth, and the watery solution of them is continually Pervading

the soil But this favored soil presents other conditions ot fertil-

ity rarely found naturally associated. It is almost perfectly

undeMralned by the cliffs and caverns in the silur an limestone on

which it rests, it has a sub-soil more rich in mineral fertilizers

Than it is itself. Not only is its chemical composi ion suitable to

Droductiveness. but the fineness of its texture gives to it great

Sower of absorption of the gases and vapors .;t the atmosphere for

the food of plants, while its great porosity allows excess of water

iSpeSetra eTt with the greatest facility. Added to these conditions,

a favorable climate and suitable meteorological cpnditions cpm-

binTto complete its productiveness. The earliest pioneers to Ken-

ti?ky spoke of the w-onderfnl luxuriance ot its vegetable growth,

especial y in what has since been called the " Blue-grass Region;"

fnd vet although more than a hundred years have elapsed, and

fhis soil has in many localities been severely taxed by the incessant

nroduction ot crops, it still exhibits an almost unprecedented fer-

til?ty manifested not only in the enormousgrowth of its staple and

vegeteble products, but in the finer «}?«'oP™ent of the animals.

The region of the sub-carboniferous limestone owes its fertility,

vrhlchfs almost equal to that of the blue-grass country, to the san e

caus^the disintegration of fossiliferous limestone These two

districts embrace aljout three-sevenths ot the area of the State. The

rest of the soil is not so well adapted to the culture of grain and

the best grasses The soils underlaid by the beds between the

blue litneltone and the carboniferous formations are of average

fertilty. Within the carboniferous areas the soils are well adapted

both for tobacco and fruit culture. ^\'thn™pe^r care they wUl

nrnducp anv croDs suited to this climatic belt But all tne»e lanas

?eaui"e a fki? quantity of manure, which the blue-grass country

doe" not need. The various kinds of forests in Kentucky manifest

"•^rrbaWv twl^Lffds'of the State is still covered by virgin forests

of valuable timbers. On the sub-carboniterous limeBtone there are

grand forests on the uplands of the blue ash </;''";"".' '""^'I?"
suiafa), and the black walnut (J„g<,ns

"'(/"V',;'". ° ,' '^'^^.fhfto oak
are found the yellow poplar (LirioAendrun tuUpiftra). v.biie oai.

"q „((.„" and the hickJ>rfes. Rich but less fertile fO'l^,have large

forests of beech (Fngu^ ferrvghua). In the ^a°''»
°"ts Ofhe?

forests are of oak. of which there are six or seven species. Other

i?ee on the lower rocks of the lower ^il«;;i''"
.'"""f'V'T Wcko^

black ash (Fraxiniis mmbiicifobn) and the shtll-bark iiicKory

(/•ar«n^(fta) The open parks which form so unique a leature of

he K-grkss coun?ry, Sre princinally of the .'^"^"r .«;.1P\« <
-l^i''

farrhurinum'] blue ash, pignut hickory, (C. ytabrn). black walnut,

^MZry7MhrTrubr,rul^ elder iX^^^^^^

{Celti$ orcidentalh), buckeye l-l';»™''" '''''''™>1^°"'=> ,«rS
ditschia triacanth„».^nA Kentucky eoffee-tree (&!""»<_'«''«»). In

the richer lowlands are extensive forests of the t"l;P "ee ajid the

sweet gum (LiQiiUlnmh'ir s(,;raciftn.i.l The cypress r raj-"rfmm dis-

S,!mf"ffoun1l in the swamps' of the .sputbwesteri, part of the

State. Limited areas of pine ( P-n«« »'('») occur in the mountun
ous district of eastern Kentucky. The

^^'<^,'''""<^t^\\h%n?he
Btitute the most imnortant forest trees ">, the »t i e « hen the

State was first settled by the whites, a tract of abot.lW square

miles known as the " Barrens," lying between the ()hi< Kner ana

The Tennessee line, and between the both and Wth meridians, was

•See artlc!" on ifnmmoth Cave.

open prairie land, having no trees except along the streams. Here
only the roots of certain hardy trees had withstood the annual
burning of the grass by the ludians. On the suppression of these
fires, the saplings springing from these roots soon grew into trees,

and this region soon became densely wooded wherever it was not
under cultivation.
^(;riVu(/uri.—Agriculture has been the chief occupation ot the

people of Kentucky since its first settlemeut by Virginia and Mary-
laud agriculturists. Keutucky should be one of the best agricul-

tural States in the Union because ot the great extent of very fertile

soil, its capacity for producing a great diversity of crops, and its

excellent facilities for conveying its crops to the best markets. In
fact.siuce ISIO, Kentucky has always taken first rank among the

States in one or more cereal productions. Still, these great advan-
tages have not been so fully utilized as they mijjht have been, and
while Kentucky's position 'is very creditable, it is to be hoped that

the State will s'oon take the place in agricultural production that

belongs to it

the Union. Overathi' '

during the year 18.S0 « a

raised in Kentucky eve

;

blue-grass lands. The >

.

The following table giv
census years 1^-1880:

I'le tobacco growing State in
yield in the United States
K.-utucky. Hemp has been
-Lttleme'nt, especially on the

. .. - . its about 15,000 tons.
the lurm statistics of Kentucky for the
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The KentuckT-bred borses are known the world over. This pre-

eminence in the raising of fine stock is due in large measure to the
excellence ot the blue-grass pasture lands, to the water, and to the
climate.

J/nHiiracdirfs.—Kentucky is far behind many of the other States
In the extent and variety of its manufactures, although it possesses
the best and most lasting water powers in the world, and an abun-
dant supply of coal to generate steam. The greatest increase within
a few Tears has been in the manufacture of corn whisky. In 1S80.

there were 5,328 mechanical and manufacturing establishments in
the State, employing a capital of $45,813,039. The total number of

operatives employed was 37,391, of whom 30,949 were males above
16 years, 3,529 females above 15 years, and 2.913 were children and
youths. The total amount paid in wages during the year was |11,-

657,844 ; the value of materials was $47,461,890 ; the value of products
was $75,483,377.

Railwai/s.—In 1841, there were but 28 miles of railroad in the State,
and there was no increase until after 1848. The iirst road built was
in 1831-1834, from Frankfort to Lexington. The most important
road at the present time is the Louisville and Nashville, having a
length of 436 miles. In 1886* the total length of line of the rail-

roads in the State was 2,763 miles; the length of line operated was
1,934 miles; the capital stock was $75,195,472; the bonded debt,
$114,569,254; the unfunded debt, $2,795,708; the cost of railroads and
equipment, $158,543,588. The gross earnings from all sources were
$11.8s9,225; the net earnings, $4,653,894.

Pnpiilution—In 1880 the population was 1.648,690. The following
table shows the population at each census, 1790-1880.

a
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KENTON, Ilotd K;en-yo>-, Loi-.d (1732-1802), an

En<'lisli lawyer and lord chief-justiceof England, was de-

scended by his father's side from an old Lancashire family,

and his mother was the daughter of a small proprietor

in Wales. He was born at Gredington, Flintshire, 5th

October 1732. After studying five years at Ruthin gram-

mar school, he was in his fifteenth year articled to an

attorney at Nantwich, Cheshire. In 1750 he was entered

a student of Lincoln's Inn, London, and in 1756 was called

to the bar. As for several years he was left almost un-

employed, he utilized his leisure in taking notes of the

cases argued in the court of Queen's Bench, which he after-

wards published. Through answering the cases of his

friend John Dunning, afterwards Lord Ashburton, he

gradually became known to the attorneys, after which his

success was so rapid that in 17S0 he was made king's

counsel, his promotion being assisted to some extent through

his friendship with Thurlow. He manifested conspicuous

ability in the cross-examination of the witnesses at the trial

of Lord George Gordon, but his speech was so deficient in

tact that the verdict of acquittal was solely due to the

extraordinary and brilliant effort of Erskine, the junior

counseL Through the influence of Lord Thurlow, Kenyon
in September 17S0 entered the House of Commons as

member for Hindon, and in April 1782 he was, through

the same friendship, appointed attorney-general in Lord

Buckingham's administration, an office which he also con-

tinued to hold under Pitt. In 1784 he received the master-

ship of the rolls, and was created a baronet. His position

at the bar had been achieved chiefly by hard work, a good

knowledge of law, and several lucky friendships. As an

advocate he was not only deficient in manner and in ability

of statement, but frequently made striking blunders from

want of tact. As his rough and irritable temper had also

gained him several enemies, his elevation in 1788 to the

lord chief-justiceship as successor to Lord Mansfield was by
no means popular with the bar. The same year he was

raised to the peerage as Baron Kenyon of Gredington. On
the bench he not unfrequently displayed a capricious and

choleric temper towards both the pleaders and his brother

judges. Still he proved himself, not only an able lawyer,

but a judge of rare and inflexible impartiality. The de-

cisions of no other judge in the court of Queen's Bench

have been more seldom overruled, but, as they were accom-

panied with only a very imperfect and short statement of his

reasons, his judgments are of little value as expositions of

the principles of law. He died at Bath, 4th April 1802.

Bee Life by Hon. G. T. Kenyon, 1873.

KEOKUK, chief city of Lee county, Iowa, U.S., occupies

a lofty site on the west bank of the Mississippi, 2 miles

above the mouth of the Des Moines tributary, and about

200 miles above St Louis. It is situated in the extreme

south-east corner of the State (whence its name "gate city");

its streets are spacious, and its houses handsome, although

mostly of brick. Keokuk contains several churches, a

inedical college (founded'in 1849), a good system of public

schools, and a public library. Pork-packing, iron-founding,

and smaller industries are carried on. The city is at the

junction of seven railways, which, with its advantages of

ftvater communication, bring it an important trade. A
canal, 9 miles in length, round the lower rapids of the

Mississippi, which formerly obstructed the navigation, has

been constructed by tlie United States Government at a
cost of $8,000,000. Keokuk has been a port of entry

since 1854. Population in 18S0, 12,117.

KEPLER, John- (1571-1630), one of the founders of

modern astronomy, was born, December 27, 1571, at "Weil,

in the duchy of Wtirtemberg, of which town his grandfather

was burgomaster. He was the eldest chikl of an ill-assorted

and ill-starred union. Hi.* fniher, Henry Kepler, was a

reckless so'.dier of fortune ; his mother, Cathcrme Gulden-
manu, the daughter of a small proprietor of Leonberg, had
a violent temper, unmitigated by even the rudiments ol

culture. Under these circumstances her husband found
campaigning in Flanders under Alva a welcome relief from
domestic life ; and, after having lost his fortune by a for-

feited security and tried without success the trade of
tavern-keeping in the village of Elmendingen, he finally,

in 1589, severed an irksome tie by the desertion of his

family. The misfortune and misconduct of his parents
were not the only troubles of young Kepler's childhood.

He recovered from small-pox in his fourth year' with

crippled hands and eyesight permanently impaired ; and a

constitution enfeebled by premature birth had to withstand

successive shocks of severe illness. His schooling began
at Leonberg in 1577—the year, as he himself tells us, of

a great comet ; domestic bankruptcy, however, occasioned

his transference to field-work, in which he was exclusively

employed for several years. Bodily infirmity, combined
with mental aptitude, were eventually considered to indi-

cate a theological vocation ; he was accordingly, in 1584,

[ilaced at the seminary of Adelberg, and thence removed,

two years later, to that of Maulbronn. A brilliant exami
nation for the degree of bachelor procured him, in 1588
admittance on the foundation to the university of Tiibingen.

where he laid up a copious store of classical erudition, and

imbibed Copernican principles from the private instructions

of his teacher and life-long friend, Michael Maestlin. As

yet, however, he had little knowledge of, and less inclina-

tion for, astronomy ; and it was with extreme reluctance

that he turned aside from the more promising career of the

ministry to accept, early in 1594, the vacant chair of that

science at Gratz, placed at the disposal of the Tiibineen

professors by the Lutheran states of Styria.

The best-recognized function of German astronomers m
that day was the construction of prophesying almanacs,

greedily bought by a credulous public, and quickly belied

by the future they pretended to disclose. Kepler thus

found that the first duties required of him were' of an

astrological nature, and. set himself with characteristic

alacrity to master the rules of the art as laid down by

Ptolemy and Cardan. He, moreover, sought in the events

of his own life a verification of the theory of planetary

influences ; and it is to this practice that we owe the sum-

mary record of each year's occurrences which, continued

almost to his death, aflbrds for his biography a slight but

sure fouiidation. His thoughts, however, were already

working in a higher sphere. He early attained to the

settled conviction that for the actual disposition of the

solar system some abstract intelligible reason must exist,

and this, after much meditation, he believed himself to

have found in an imagiiary relation between the "five

regular solids " and the r.umber and distances of the planets.

He notes with exultation July 9, 1595, as the date of the

pseudo-discovery, the publication of which ia Frodrorntts

Dissertatioimm CosmograjMcarum seu Mi/sterium Cosmos

graphicum (Tiibingen, 1596) procured him much fame, and

a friendly correspondence with the two ijiost eminent

astronomers of the time, Tycho Brahe and Galileo.

Soon after his arrival at Gratz, Kepler contracted an

engagement with Barbara Von Miihleck, a wealthy Styrian

heiress, who, at the age of twenty-three, had already

survived one husband and been divorced from another.

Before her relatives could be brought to countenance his

pretensions, Kepler was obliged to undertake a journey to

WuTtemberg to obtain documentary evidence of the some-

what obscure nobility of his family, and it was thus not

until April 27, 1597, that the marriage was celebrated.

In the following year the archduke l^erdinand, on asBuming

the government of his hereditary dominions, issued an edict
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of banishment agninst Protestant preacliers and profossorsT

Kepler immediately fled to tlie Hungarian frontier, but,

by. the favour of the Jesuits, was recalled and reinstated

ialus post. The gymnasium, however, was deserted; the
nu'oies of Styria began to murmur at subsidizing a teacher
without pupils; and he found it prudent to look elsewhere
for employment.

, He first turned to his native country

;

but his refusal to subscribe uneouditicnally to the rigid

formula of belief adopted by the theologians of Tubingen
permanently closed against him the gates of his alma mater.

His embarrassment was relieved by a letter from Tycho
Brahe offering him the position of assistant in his obser-

vatory near Prague, which, after a preliminary visit of four
months, he accepted. The arrangement was made just in

time; for on August 7, 1600, he received definitive notice

to leave Gratz, and, having leased his wife's property,

departed with his family for Prague, September 30. His
relations with Tycho were not of an entirely agreeable

character. The Danish astronomer, though benevolent,

was haughty and overbearing ; Kepler's natural irritability

was aggravated by prolonged fever, by pecuniary anxieties,

and by domestic mismanagement. Nevertheless, after one
violent quarrel, smoothed over by mutual concessions, they
maintained an amicable intercourse, unexpectedly termi-

nated by Tycho's death, October 21, ICOl.

A brilliant and prosperous career seemed by this event
to be thrown open to Kepler. The emperor Rudolph IL
immediately appointed him to succeed his patron as

imperial mathematician, although at a reduced salary of

500 florins; the invaluable treasure of Tycho's observations

was, after some futile opposition on the part of his heirs,

placed at his disposal ; and the laborious but congenial

task was entrusted to him of completing the tables to which
the grateful Dane had already aflised the title of

Riidolphiiie. The first worlcs executed by him at Prague
were, however, a homage to the astrological proclivities of

the emperor. In Be fundamentis astralogioa certioribus

(Prague, 1602) he declared his purpose of preserving and
purifying the grain of truth which he believed the science

to contain. Indeed, the doctrine of "aspects" and
"influences" fitted excellently with his mystical concep-

tion of the universe, and enabled him to discharge with a
semblance of sincerity the most lucrative part of his pro-

fessional duties. Although he strictly limited his prophetic

pretensions to the estimate of tendencies and probabilities,

his forecasts were none the less in demand. Shrewd sense

and considerable knowledge of the world came to the aid

of stellar lore in tlie preparation of " prognostics " which,

not unfrequently hitting off the event, earned him as much
credit with the vulgar as his cosmical speculations with

the learned. He drew the horoscopes of the emperor and
Wallenstein, as well as of a host of lesser magnates ; but,

though keenly alive to the unworthy character of such a
trade, he made necessity his excuse for a compromise with

superstition. " Nature," he wrote, " which has conferred

upon every animal the means of subsistence, has given

astrology as an adjunct and ally to astronomy." He
dedicated to the emperor in 1603 a treatise on the " great

conjunction" of that year {Judicuini de frigono ir/neo)
;

end he published his observations on a brilliant star which
appeared suddenly, September 30, 1604, and remained
visible for seventeen months, in De stella nova in pede
Serpentarii (Prague, 1600). While sharing the opinion

of Tycho as to the origin of such bodies by condensation
of nebulous matter from the Milky Way, he attached a
mystical signification to the coincidence in time and place

of the sidereal apparition with a triple conjunction of Mans,
Jupiter, and Saturn.

The main task of his life was not meanwhile neglected.

This was nothing less than the foundation of a new

astronomy, in which physical cause slioul J replace arbitrary

hypothesis. A preliminary .study of optics led to the
publication, in 1001, of his Aslronomix pars optica, co)]-

taining important discoveries in the theory of vision, and
a notable approximation towards the true law of refraction.

r>ut it was not until 1609 that, the " great JIartian labour
"

being at length completed, he was able, in his own figura-

tive language, to lead the captive planet to the foot of the

imperial throne. From the time of his first introduction

to Tj'cho ho had devoted himself to the investigation of the

orbit of Mars, which, on account of its relatively large

eccentricity, had alwaj's been especially recalcitrant to

'

theory, and the results appeared in Aslronomia nova
atrioAoy?;To!, seu Physica cceteslis tradita commeutariis de
motibns Mellx J/artis (Prague, 1609). In this, the most
memorable of Kepler's multifarious writings, two of the

cardinal principles of modern astronomy—the laws of

elliptical orbits and of equal areas—were established ;
^

important truths relating to gravity were enunciated, and
the tides ascribed to the influence of lunar attraction

;

while an attempt to explain the planetary revolutions in

the then backward condition of mechanical knowledge pro-

duced a theory of vortices closely resembling that after-

wards adopted by Descartes. Having been provided, in

August 1610, by Ernest, archbishop of Cologne, with ono

of the new Galilean instruments, Kepler began, with

unspeakable delight, to observe the wonders revealed by
it. Ho had welcomed with a little essay called Disseriatio

cum Niaicio Sidereo Galileo's first announcement of

celestial novelties ; he now, in his Dioptrics (Augsburg,

1611). exDOunded the theory of refrafction by lenses, and
suggested the principle of the "astronomical" or inverting

telescope. Indeed the work may be said to have founded

the branch of science to which it gave its name.

The year 1611 was marked by Kepler as the most
disastrous of his life. The death by small-pox of his

favourite child was followed by that of his wife, who, long

a prey to melancholy, was at last, July 3, carried off by
typhus. In his review of their conjugal lite, remorse for

frequent outbursts of impatience towards his shiftless

though well-meaning helpmate took the place of regret

for her loss. Public calamity was added to private bereave-

ment. On the 23d of May 1611 Matthias, brother of the

emperor, assumed the Bohemian crown in Prague, compel-

ling Paidolph to take refuge in the citadel, where he died

on the 20th of January following. Kepler's fidelity in

remaining with him to the last did not deprive him of the

favour of his successor. Payment of arrears, now amount-

ing to upwards of 4000 florins, was not, however, in the

desperate condition of the imperial finances, to be hoped
for ; and he was glad, whilo retaining his position as court

astronomer, to accept (in 1612) the ofiiceof mathematician

to the states of Upper Austria. His residence at Linz

was troubled by the harsh conduct of the pastor Hitzler,

in excluding him from the rites of his church on the

ground of supposed Calvinistic leanings—a decision con-

firmed, with the addition of an insulting reprimand, on his

appeal to Wiirtemberg. In 1013 he appeared witli the

emperor Matthias before the diet of Eatisbon as the advo-

cate of the introduction into Germany of the Gregorian

calendar ; but the attempt lyas for the time frustrated by

anti-papal prejudice. The attention devoted by him to

chronological subjects is evidenced by the publication

about this period of several essays in which he sought to

prove that the birth of Christ took place five years earlier

than the commonly accepted date.

Kepler's second courtship forms the subject of a highly

characteristic letter addressed by him to Baron Stralendorf,

See ASTROSOMT, vol. ii. r- 752,
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in wLich he reviews the qualifications of eleven candidates

for his hand, and explains the reasons which decided his

choice in favour of a portionless orphan girl named Susanna

Eeutlinger. The marriage was celebrated at Linz, October

30, 1613, and seems to have proved a happy and suitable

one. The abundant vintage of that year drew his attention

to the defective methods in use for estimating the cubical

contents of vessels, and his essay on the subject {A'ova

Stereometria Doliorum, Linz, 1G13) entitles him to rank

among those who prepared the discovery of the infiuitesimal

calculus. His observations on the three comets of 1618

were published in De Cometis, contemporaneously with the

^Harmonice Miindi (Augsburg, 1619), of which the first

lineaments had been traced twenty years previously at

Gratz. This extraordinary production is memorable as

having announced the discovery of the " third law "—that

of the sesquiplicate ratio between the planetary periods

and distances. But the main purport of the treatise was

the exposition of an elaborate system of celestial harmonies

depending on the various and varying velocities of the

several^ planets, of which the sentient soul animating the

sun'was the solitary auditor. The work exhibiting this

fantastic emulation of extravagance with genius was dedi-

cated to James I. of England, and tlie compliment was

acknowledged with an invitation to that island, conveyed

through Sir Henry Wotton. Notwithstanding the dis-

tracted state of his own country, however, he refused to

abandon it, as he had previously, in 1617, declined the

post of succes.=!or to Magini in the mathematical chair of

Bologna.

The insurmountable difficulties presented by the lunar

theory forced Kepler, after an enormous amount of fruitless

labour, to abandon his design of comprehending the whole

scheme of the heavens in one great work to be called

Hipparchus, and he then threw a portion of his materials

into the form of a dialogue intended for the instruction of

general readers. The Epitome Aslronomix Cojxrnicanx

^Linz and Frankfort, 1618-21), a lucid and attractive text-

book of Copernicau science, was remarkable for the pro-

minence given to " physical astronomy," as well as for the

extension to the Jovian system of the laws recently dis-

covered to regulate the motions of the -{jlanets. The first

of a series of ephemerides, calculated on these principles,

was published by him at Linz in 1617; and in that for

1620, dedicated to Xapier, he for the first time employed

logarithms. This important invention was eagerly wel-

comed by him, and its theory formed the subject of a

treatise entitled (Jhidas Logarilhmoriim, printed in 1624,

but circulated in manuscript three years earlier, which
largely contributed to bring the new method into general

use in Germany.
His studies, were, however, interrupted by a painful

family trouble. The restless disposition and unbridled

tongue of Catherine Kepler his mother created for her

numerous enemies in the little town of Leonberg ; while

her unguarded conduct exposed her to a species of calumny
at that time but too readily circulated and believed. As
early as 1615 suspicions of sorcery began to be spread

against her, which she, with more spirit than prudence,

met with an action for libel. The suit was, by the con-

nivance of the judicial authorities, purposely protracted,

and at length, August 5, 1620, the unhappy woman, then
in her seventy-fourth year, was arrested on a formal charge
of witchcraft. Kepler immediately hastened to Wiirtem-
berg, and devoted a whole year to the zealous advocacy
of her cause. It \va3 owing to his indefatigable exertions

that, contrary to general expectation, she was acquitted

after having suffered thirteen months' imprisonment, and
endured with undaunted courage the formidable ordeal of

"ierrition," or examination under the imminent threat of

torture. She survived her release only a few montns,
dying April 13, 1622.

Kepler's whole attention was now devoted to the produc-
tfon of the new tables. "Germany," he wrote, "does not
long for peace more anxiously than 1 do for their publica-
tion." Financial difiiculties, however, combined with civil

and religious convulsions, long delayed the accomplishment
of Jiis desires. From June 2-i to August 29, 1G26, Linz
was besieged, and its inhabitants reduced to the utmost
straits by bands of insurgent peasants. The pursuit of

science needed a more tranquil shelter ; and accordinglj-,

on the raising of the blockade, Kepler obtained permission
to transfer lus types to Ulm, where, in September 1 627,
the Rudolphiiie Tables were at length given to the world.

Although by no means free from errors, their value appears
from the fact that they ranked for a century as the best aid

to astronomy. Appended were tables of logarithms and
of refraction, together with Tycho's catalogue of 777 stars,

enlarged by Kepler to 1005.

The work of Kepler's life was now virtually completed,

but not BO its vicissitudes. His claims upon the insolvent

imperial exchequer amounted by this time to 12,000 florins.

The emperor Ferdinand IF., too happy to transfer the

burden, countenanced an arrangement by which Kepler
entered the service of the duke of Friedland (Wallenstein),

who assumed the full responsibility of the debt. In July

162S Kepler accordingly arrived with his family at Sagau
in Silesia, where he applied himself to the printing of his

ephemerides up to the year 1636, and whence he issued,

in 1629, a Notice to the Curious in Things Celestial, warning
astronomers of approaching transits. That of Mercury was
actually seen by Gassendi in Paris. November 7, 1631
(being the first passage of a planet across the sun ever ob-

served) ; that of Venus, predicted for the 6th of December
following, was invisible in western Europe. Wallen

stein's promises to Kepler were but imperfectly fulfilled.

In lieu of the sums due, he offered him a professorship at

Ilostock, which Kepler declined, being unwilling to com-

promise his claim. An e.vpedition to Eatisbon, imdertaken

for the purpose of representing his case to the Diet, termi-

nated his life. Shaken by the journey, which he had per-

formed entirely on horseback, he was attacked with fever,

and died at Eatisbon, November 15 (N. S.), 1630, in the

fifty-ninth year of his age. An inventory of his effects

found among his papers showed him to have been possessed

of no inconsiderable property at the time of his death. It

is true that he had often been seven y straitened ; but there

is reason to believe that his compk its on the subject were

to some extent exaggerated. By his first wife he had five,

and by his second seven children, of whom only two,

a son and a daughter, reached maturity.

The cliaracter of Kepler's genius was one of wliicli it is especially

difficult to arrive at a just estimate. His' irresistible tendency

towards mystic.il speculation formed a not less fundamental qu.-ility

of his mind than its strong grasp of positive scientific truth.

Without assigning to each element its due value, no sound compre-

hension of his modes of thouglit can he attained. His idea of the

universe was essentially Pythagorean and Platonic. He started with

the conviction that the arrangement of its parts must correspond

with certain abstract conceptions of the beautiful and liarninnious.

His imagination, thus kindled, animated him to those severc

labours of which his great discoveries were the fruit. His demonstra-

tion that the planes of all the planetary orbits pass through the

centre of the sun, coupUd with his cle.ir recognition of the sun as

the moving power of the system, entitles him to rank as the founder

of T.hysical astronomy. Uut the fantasticrelations imagined by hini

of planetary movements and distances to musical intervals and

geometriciil constructions seemed to himself discoveries no less

admirable than the achievements which have seemed his lusting

fame. Outside the boundaries of the solar system, tlie metaphysieal

side of his genius, no longer held hi check by experience, fully

asserted itself. The Keplerian like the Pytliagorjan cosmos was

threefold, consisting cf the centre, or sun, the surface, being the

sphere of the fixed stars, and the intermediate space, filled with
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ethereal matter. " It is a mistalce to suppose that he rep;nrded the

stars as so many suns. He quotes indeed the opinion of Giordano

Bruno to that effect, but with dissent. Among his happy conjec-

tures may he mentioned that of the sun's axial rotation, postulated

by him as the physical cause of the revolutions of tlic planets, and
soon after confirmed by tlie discovery of sun-spots ; tlie suggestion

of a periodical variation in the obliquity of the ecliptic ; aud the

explanation as an effect of a solar atmosphere of the radiance

observed to surround the totally eclipsed sun.

It is impossible to consider without surprise the colossal amount
of work accomplished by Kepler under numerous disadvantages.

His health was uncertain, his powers of calculation indifferent,

his interruptions numerous, his cares at times overwhelming.

But his iron industry counted no obstacles, and secured for him the

highest triumph of genius, that of having given to mankind the

best that was in him. In private character he was amiable and
affectionate ; liis generosity in recognizing the merits of others

secured him against the worst shafts, of envy ; and a life marked by
numerous disquietudes was cheered and ennobled by sentiments of

sincere piety.

Kepler's extensive literary remains, purchased by the empress

Catherine II. in 1724 from some Frankfort merchants, and long

inaccessibly deposited in the observatory of Pulkowa, have at length

been completely brought to light, rinder the able editorship of Dr
Ch. rrisch, in the first complete edition of Kepler's works. This

important publication (Joannis Kepleri opera omnia, Frankfort,

1858-71, 8 vols. 8vo ) contains, besides the works already

enumerated and several minor treatises, a posthumous scientific

satire entitled Joh. KcppUri Somhium (first printed in 1634), and a

vast mass of his correspondence. A careful biography is appended,

founded mainly on his private notes and other authentic documents.

The reader may also usefully consult Reusch-Ie, Kepler uud die Astronomie,

Frankfort, 1871; Goebel, Ueber Kepler's astroTiomische Anscliaunrtgen, Halle,

1S71; Apelt, /ofta7(n Kepler's astronomisehe Wellansicht, Leipsic, 1849; Breit-

schwert, Johann Kepler's Lehen und IVirien, Stuttgait, 1831 ; W. Foister, Jofiaim

Krpler und die Harmonie der Sphdren, Berlin, 1862 ; R. Well, Uesehielile iter

Aslronomie, Munich, 1877. (A. M. C.)

KERAK, a tovcn of Syria, situated about 10 miles east

of the southern end of the Dead Sea, on the summit of a

rocky hill some 3000 feet above sea-level. It stands

npon a platform forming an irregular triangle vi'ith sides

of 800 to 1 000 yards in length, and separated by deep

ravines from the higher encircling ranges on all sides

except one, where a narrow neck connects it with a neigh-

bouring hill. The whole place was formerly surrounded

by a wall with five towers, with only two entrances through

tunnels in the side of the cliff. The town is an irregular

mass of about six hundred flat mud-roofed houses. The
Christian quarter contains the Greek church of St George;

and the present mosque still bears marks of its Christian

origin. On the north-west is the tower or castle of Bibars

(see vol. vii. p, 755), with an inscription bearing his name.

The great castle at the southern angle was built as a crusad-

ing fortress about 1131. Relics of the Roman occupation

of Kerak have been found. The inhabitants are estimated

at 8000, of whom about one-fourth are Greek Christians.

They are fierce and truculent ; and, though they were for-

merly renowned for hospitality, their rapacious treatment

of their European visitors has brought them into very bad

repute.

Kerak is the ancient Kir-Hareseth or Kir-Moab (2 Kings iii. 25

;

Isa. XV. 1, xvi. 7). The name Kerak {Syriac Karka, fortress) is as

old as 2 Mace. xii. 17. In crusading times Kerak was a highly
important point. In 1188 it was captured by Saladin (vol. vii.

p. 753), and under his dynasty the town prospered. In the early

part of the present century Kerak was governed by a. powerful
sheikh, paying nominal homage to the AVahhaby kingdom ; it is

now the residence of a Turkish official and garrison under the wdly
of Jerusalem, but the authority of the government is weak. _ A
considerable trade is carried on by merchants from Hebron.

See Burckhardt's Syria, 1822, p. 377 s?. ; Tristram's Land of
Moab, 1873; Biideker-Socin's HanMoulc ; Le Quien, Or. C'hr., iii.

730.

KERBELA, or Meshhed-Hosein, a town of Asiatic

Turkey, in the vilayet of Baghdad, is situated in a fertile

and well-cultivated district about 60 miles south-south-west

of Baghdad, and about 20 miles west of the Euphrates,

from which a very ancient canal extends to it. It is sur-

rounded by a dilapidated brick wall '24 feet high, and con-

tains a fine market-place, with one broad street leading to

tbe governor's residence. The other streets are narrow and
dirty. Of the five mosques in the town the largest is the

mosque of Hosein with a large gilded dome and minarets

;

it contains the tomb of Hosein, son of the caliph 'Aly (see

Arabia, vol. ii. p. 258), whose sanctity makes Kerbela in

the eyes of Shiites less sacred only than Mecca. Some
200,000 pilgrims from all parts of Islam journey annually to

Kerbela, many of them carrying the bones of their relatives

to be buried in its sacred soil. Tbe moullah.s, who fix the

burial fees, derive an enormous revenue from the faithful.:

At one time Kerbela was an inviolable sanctuary for

criminals, but it has ceased to be so since 1813, when tliej

inhabitants revolted against the Turks, aud were reduced
with great slaughter. The enormous influx of pilgrims

naturally creates brisk trade in Kerbela aiid the towns on
the route thither,—a fact which makes the Turkish Govern-
ment anxious not to divert the stream elsewhere, as some
years ago was partially done by sanitary and other regula-

tions. The population, necessarily fluctuating, was esti-

mated in 1878 at 60,000 ; Mr Clements Markham, writing
ill 1874, put it at 20,000.

KERGUELEN'S' LAND, Kerguelen Island, or
Desolation Island, an island in the Southern Ocean, to

the south-east of the Cape of Good Hope and south-west of

Australia, and nearly half-way between them. To the south

is Heard Island, and west-north-west the Crozets and the

Marion Group. Kerguelen lies between 48° 39' and 49°

44' S. lat, and 68° 42' and 70° 35' E. long. Its extreme

length is about 85 miles, and its extreme breadth 79, but

the area is only about 2050 square miles. The island is

throughout mountainous, presenting from the sea in some
directions the appearance of a series of jagged peaks. The
various ridges and mountain messes are separated by steep-

sided valleys, which run down to the sea, forming deep

fjords, so that no part of the interior is more than 12

miles from the sea. The chief mountain peaks are Mount
Ross (6120 feet). Mount Richards (4000), Mount Crozier,

(3258), Jlount Wyville Thomson (3160), Mount Hooker
(2G00), Mount Moseley (2400). The coast-line is extremely

irregular, many of the fjords being bounded by long, steep

rocky promontories. These, at least on the north, east,

and south, form a series of well-sheltered harbours ; as the

prevailing winds are westerlj-, the safest anchoring ground

is on the north-east. Christmas Harbour on the north and

Royal Sound on the south are noble harbours, the latter

with a labyrinth of islets inteispel'sed over upwards of 20

miles of landlocked waters. The scenery is generally

magnificent, and often singularly picturesque. A district

of considerable extent in the centre of the island is occupied

by snowfields, whence glaciers descend east and west to

the sea. Tlie whole island, exclusive of the snowfields,

abounds in freshwater lakes and pools in the hills and lower

ground. . Hidden deep mudholes are frequent.

Kerguelen's Land is of undoubted volcanic origin, the prevailing

rock being bas.alt, sometimes intersected by trap, and indeed an active

volcano and hot spi'ings are said to exist on the south-west of the

island. Judging from the abundant fossil remains of trees, the island

must at one time have been thickly clothed with woods and other

vegetation, of which it has no doubt been denuded by volcanic

action and submergence, and possibly by change of climate. It

presents evidences of having at one time been subjected to powerful

glaciation, and to subsequent immersion and immense denudation.

The soundings made by the "Challenger" and "Gazelle," and the

alKnities wliich in certain respects exist between the islands, seem

to point to the existence at one time of an extensive land in this

quarter, of which Kerguelen, Prince Edward's Islands, the Crozets,

8t Paul, and Amsterdam are the remains. The Kcrgnclen plateau

rises in many parts to within 1500 fathoms of the surf.ace of the sea.

Beds of coal and of red earth are found at some places. The sum-
mits of the (la-t-topped hills about Betsy Cove, in the south-east of

tlie island, are formed of caps of basalt. Sir J. D. Hooker jjoints out

tliat the vegetation of Kerguelen's Land must be of great antiquity,

and may have originally reached it from the American continent

;

it has no affinities with Africa. The present climate is not favoural lo
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lo permanent vegetation : the islnnd lies within the belt of rain of

b" reasons of the year, and is reaclicl by no drying winds ; its tem-

I)r"3ture is kept down by the suriounding vast expanse of sea ; and
it lies within the line of the cold Antarctic drift. The tempera-

ture is, however, very equable. During the transit expedition, the

lowest winter temperature was seldom less than 32°, while the

summer temperature occasionally approached 70°. Tempests and
squalls are frequent, and the weather is rarely calm. On the lower

slopes of the mountains a rank vegetation exists, which, from the

conditions just mentioned, is constantly saturated with moisture. A
rank grass, Fcstuca Cookii, grows thickly in places up to 300 feet, with

Azorclla, Cotulavltonosa, &c. Sir J. D. Hooker enumerates twenty-

one species of flowering plants, and seven of ferns, lycopods, and Char-

r.ces; at least seventy-four species of mosses, twenty-five oi Hcpalicse,

and si.tty-one of lichens are known, and there are probably many i

more. Several of the marine and many species of freshwater alga;
i

are peculiar to the island. The characteristic feature of the vege-
]

tation, however, is the Kerguelen cabbage (Pringiea antiscorbutica),

a perennial cruciferous plant, in appearance somewhat like the

garden cabbage. This cabbage and Azorella are found growing at a

height of 1000 feet, while on the higher rocks a very handsome con-

spicuous lichen (Neuropogoti Taylori), of a mingled bright sulphur-

yeUow and black colour, is found abundantly. Fur seals are still

found in Kerguelen, though their numbers have been greatly

reduced by reckless slaughter. One of the most characteristic ani-

mals of the island is the sea elephant (Macrcnhinu3 leoninus), which

is found in considerable abundance even far up the streams that

flow into the fjords. The sea-leopard {Ogmorrhimos Uptonyx) is

pretty abundant on the coasts. All parts of the coast aud even the

lower slopes are covered with penguins of various species, mainly

the Johnny penguin (Pygoscelis taniata), rock-hopper {Eudyptes

saltatar), and king penguin (Aptenodytes Imigirostris). A teal

{Querqitcdula Ealoni) peculiar to Kerguelen and the Crozets is

also found in considerable numbers, and crowds of petrels, especi-

ally the giant petrel (Ossifraga gigantea\ Halolmna ccerulea, and
Prion di'sa'<cius frequent the island, as also skuas, gulls, sheath-

bills {Chioni3 minor), albatross, terns {Sterna virgata '<), cormorants

(Phalacrocorax verrucosus), and Cape pigeons. The island shelters

a considerable variety of insects, many of them with remarkable

peculiarities of structure, and with a predominance of forms in-

capable of flying. The island is frequented by sealers and whalers,

but has no permanent inhabitants. Kerguelen's Land was dir-

covered by the French navigator Kerguelen Tremarec (born 1745,

lied 1797), on February 13, 1772, aud partly surveyed by him in

the following year. It was subsequently visited by Captain Cook,

^ndalsoby Sir James C. Ross in 1840 in the "Erebus" and "Terror."

It has Occasionally formed a refuge for shipwrecked sailors. The
" Challenger" spent some time at the island, and its staff' visited and

surveyed various parts of it in January 1874. Later in the same

year it was occupied for several months (October 1874 to February

1875) by the expeditions setit from England, Germany, and the

United oliites to observe the transit of Venus. Still the iuterior

is all but unexplored, and we have only vague notions of a con-

siderable part of the coast. The Admiralty chart is based chiefly

on mining surveys and information obtained from whalers.

Literature,—Narratives of the voyages of Kerguelen, Cook, aud Sir James Ross

;

Narrative of the Wreck of the " Favourite " on the Island of Desotation, edited

by W. B. Clarke, M.D,; Hooker's Flora Antarctica ; Phil. Trans., vol. 168, con-

taining account of the collections made in Kerguelen by ttie EngUsIi transit of

Venus expedition in 1874-76 ; articles by Sir Wyville Thomson in Good Words,

Xovember and December 1874; H. N. Moseley'8 Notes hi/ a Naturalist in the

" Challenger"; Lord George CampbeU'a Loo Letters from the " Challenger"; W.
.T. J. Spry's Crtiiitltflht " Challenger" ; Rev. S. J. Perry's Notes of a Voyage to

Kerguelen.

KERKtfK, or Kerkook, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in

the vilayet of Baghdad, is situated on the right bank of the

Khasa Tshai, about 140 miles north of the city of Baghdad.

A suburb, Mahalle, on the left bank of the stream, which

is spanned by a bridge, contains the residence of the

pasha. The citadel stands east of the river upon an artificial

moond, 130 feet high, which in Niebuhr's time was still

surrounded by an earthen rampart. The citadel hill is

the residence of the old Nestorians, now adherents of the

Church of Rome. Round the foot of this hill run the

dirty, crooked, and narrow streets of the lower town, with

their flat-roofed, ugly houses, built partly of wood and

partly of stone. The only large building is occupied by
the bazaar, with passages one hundred paces long. Owing
to its position at the junction of several routes, Kerkiik

has a brisk transit trade in hides, Persian silks and cottons,

colouring materials, fruit, and timber, on the way from

Suleimanieh to the north. The natural warm springs at

Kerkuk are used to supply baths. The surrounding

Boantry is fertile and well-cultivated ; the petroleum and

14-4

naphtha springs near the town are its most valuable com-
mercial resource. Till lately the petroleum was used as

fuel by the Turkish steamers on the Tigris ; but Euglish
coal has now superseded it. The official designation of

Kerkiik is Shahr Zul. The inhabitants, from twelve to

fifteen thousand in number, are chiefly Mohammedan
Kurds ; there is a Jewish quarter beneath the citadel.

The reputed sarcophagi of Daniel and the Hebrew children

are shown in one of the mosques.

Kerktik is the ancient metropolitan city Karki a' Beth S16k
(" fortress of tlie house of Seleucia ").

See G. Holfmann, Syr. Aktcn Pers. Mdrtyrcr, Leips., 1880.

KERMAN. See KiemAn.
KERMANSHAH. See KirmAnshAhan.
KERMES (Arabic, Mrmis), a crimsou dye, now super-

sedjed by cochineal, obtained from Coccus ilicis, L. {Coccus

vermilio, G. Planchon), an hemipterous insect found in

Spain, Italy, the south of France, and other parts of the

Sfediterranean region, feeding on Quercus coccxfera, a small

shrub from 2 to 5 feet high. The discovery of the animal

nature of kermes is due to Emeric, Garidel, and Cestoni.

Until the year 1714. it was thought to be a gaU or ex-

crescence.

Like other members of the group to which it belongs,

the female kermes insect is wingless, and furnished with a
beak or sucker attached to its breast, by which it fixes

itself immovably on its food plant, and through which it

draws its nourishment. The male insect is unknown, two

insects mistaken for it being, according to Planchon, para-

sitic hymeuoptera of the chalcidian group, living in the

kermes grains. In the month of May, when full grown,

the insects are globose, 6 to 7 millim. in diameter, of a

reddish-brown colour, and covered wirh an ash-coloured

powder. They are found attached to the twigs or buds by

a circular lower surface 2 millim. in diameter, and sur-

rounded by a narrow zone of white cottony down. At

this time there are concealed under a cavity, formed by

the approach of the abdominal wall of the insect to the

dorsal one, thousands of eggs of a lively red colour, and

smaller than poppy seed, which are protruded and ranged

regularly beneath the insect. At the end of May, or the

beginning of June the young escape- by a small orifice,

near the point of attachment of ths parent. They are

then of a fine red colour, elliptic and convex in shape,

but rounded at the two extremities, and bear two threads

half as long as their body at their posterior extremity. At

this period they are extremely active, and swarm with

extraordinary rapidity all over the food plant, and in the

course of two or three days attach themselves to fissures in

the bark or buds, but rarely to the leaves. In warm and

dry summers the insects breed again in the months of

August and September, according to Emeric, and then they

are more frequently found attached to the leaves. Usually,

however, they remain immovable and apparently unaltered

until the end of the succeeding Iilarch, when, ""heir bodies

become gradually distended and lose all trace of abdominal

rings. They then appear full of a reddish juice resembling

discoloured 'blood. In this state, or when the eggs are

ready to be extraded, the insects are collected. In some

cases the insects from which the young are ready to escape

are dried in the sun on linen cloths— care being taken to

prevent the escape of the young from the cloths until they

are dead. The young insects are then sifted Trom the

shells, made into a paste with vinegar, and dried on skins

exposed to the sun, and the paste packed in skins is then

ready for exportation to the East under the name of " pate

Tn the pharmacopteia of the ancients kermes trituratSd

with vinegar was used as an outward application, espe-

. cially in wounds of the nerves. From the 9th to the 16th
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century tliis insect formecl an ingredient in tlie " confectio

alkerme?," a well known medicine, at one time official in

the London pliarmacopceia as an astringent and corroborant

in doses of 20 to 60 grains or more. Syrup of kermes was

also prepared. Both these preparations have now fallen

Into disuse, the latter being replaced by the syrup of

jochineal.

To dye spun worsted with kermes, the material is first

boiled for half an hour with bran in water, and then for

two hours in a fresh bath containing one-fifth of Koman
alum and one-fifth of tartar, to which "sour water" is

commonly added. It is then taken out and laid in a

linen bag for some days in a cool place. In order to

ibtain a full colour it is then put in a warm bath as at the

first briling, the bath containing as much kermes as is equal

to three-fourths or even the wholfc weight of the worsted

used. For cloth one-fourth less of the salt and kermes

was required. The colour imparted by kermes ha? much
less bloom than the scarlet made with cochineal, hence the

former has fallen into disuse.

Mineral kermes is an amorphous tersulphide of antimony,

prepared by a variety of processes, and containing a variable

proportion of teroxide of antimony and sometimes a little

alkaline antimonite. The oldest method consists in boiling

the finely powdered sulphide with a solution of an alkaline

carbonate and leaving the hot filtered solution to cool, the

kermes being deposited on cooling. In another method
dilute nitric acid was added to the alkaline solution to

precipitate the kermes mineral. Mineral kermes is- a brown
red powder becoming blackish-grey when washed with

boiling water. By fusion and slow cooling it is converted

into a clay-like mass devoid of crystalline structure, in

which it differs essentially from the pure amorphous sul-

phide.
See G. Planchon, Le Kermes du CMnc, Montpellier, 1864 ; Watts's

Dictionary of Che^nistry, i. p. 330-33, iii. p. 446 ; Gmelin, Hand-
look of Chemistry, iv. j>. 340-49; Lewis, Materia Mcdicu, 1784,

pp. 71, 365 ; Memorias sobre !a grana Kermes dc Espaiia, Madrid,

1783 ; Adams, Paulus jEgiiieta, iii. 180 ; Bcckmann, History of
Inmntioixs.

KEENER, JusTiNus Andreas (1786-1862), a German
poet and medical writer, was born in Ludwigsburg, Wiir-

temberg, on the 18th of September 1786. He received

his early education in the Latin school of Ludwigsburg and

in the cloister school of Maulbronn. After the death of his

father, who was an upper baUiff and government councillor

in Ludwigsburg, Kerner was obliged to accept a position

in a cloth manufactory; but in 1804, aided by Pastor

Conz, who had some reputation as a poet, he was able to

enter the university of Tubingen, where he studied medicine.

At Tiibingen he made the acquaintance of Uhland, who was

about his own age ; and the two young men encouraged

each other in their first efforts in poetry. Having com-

pleted his studies in 1809, Kerner spent some time in

travel. In 1815 he received a medical appointment in

Gaildorf, and in 1819 was. transferred to Weinsberg, where

he spent the rest of his life. Weinsberg is a pretty little

town in Wiirtemberg, and was formerly a free imperial city.

Here the emperor Conrad III. is said to have besieged the

castle of Count ATelf ; and, according to the well-known

legend, the women, having obtained permission to retire

with their most valuable possessions, stumbled out, each

with her husband on her back. Kerner built a house

under the shadow of the castle {" Weibertreue ") ; and

through his exertions measures were taken for the preserva-

tion of the ruins and the laying out of the surrounding

grounds in public gardens. He also occupied himself with

the history of the town, and published a work in two

volumes describing The Storming of Weinsberg in 1525.

He was troubled with an afiection of the eyes, and becom-

ing almost blind he resigned his office and medical practice

in 1851. He died' on the 21st of February 1862. Kerner
takes rank as one of the best of the Swabian school of
poets, who had in some respects a close affinity to the
Eomantic school, but aimed at greater simplicity and
clearness.

Ho attracted .attention Ijy his EciscsrJuiUcn von dcm SchaUcnspicler
Zk.-c (1 81 1 ), and co-opcratcd with Uhland, Schwab, and other wiitere
in producing tlie Poclischcr Almaiineh (1812) and the Deutschcr
Dichlcrv-ald (ISIS). In 1826 he issued a collection of Ids poems, to
which he added manj' new lyrics in subsequent editions. ,He also
published two other volumes of poetry, Dcr Ictzte BhUcustrauss
(1852) and IVinterblUtcn (1859). His lyrics are remarkable for the
iutcrniingling of quaint humour and delicate pathos, while in his
ballads, which arc written with great spirit and in a thoroughly
popular tone, he prefers to represent such scenes of horror and
mystery as tlie romantic school delighted in. He devoted much
stuily to abnormal conditions of the brain, and wrote several popular
works on animal magnetism and kindred subjects. Of more
importance than these labours were his investigations on the in-

fluence of scbacic acid on animal organisms, and his work Las
Wildbad im KSniyrcifli Wiirtemberg. In his Bilderbuch aus
meiner Knabcnzeit he gave a vivid and interesting description of the
chcumslances of his youth. See K. JIayer in the Album Schwsb-
ischer Dichicr, and D. Strauss, Klcine Schriflcn.

KERRY, a maritime county of Ireland, in the province

of Munster, between 51°' 41' and 52° 23' N. lat., and
between 9° 7' and 10° 30' W. long., bounded on the W.
by the Atlantic Ocean, N. by the estuary of the Shannon,
which separates it from Clare, E. by Limerick and Cork,

and S.E. by Cork. Its greatest length from north to south

is 60 miles, and its greatest breadth from east to west 58
miles. Thg area comprises 1,159,358 acres, or 1811
square miles.

Geology.—Kerry, with its combination of mountain, sea,

and plain, possesses some of the finest scenery of the British

Islands. The portion of the county south of Dingle Bay
consists of mountain masses intersected by valleys formed
by narrow bands of carboniferous rocks. These masses

are composed chiefly of red and green sandstones, grits,

and slates, with beds of conglomerate in which are some-
times found pebbles of bright red jasper. The formation

is almost entirely unfossiliferous, but on the Geological

Survey maps it is marked as Old Red Sandstone. At one
time the mountains were covered by a great forest of fir,

birch, and yew, which was nearly all cut down to be made
use of in smelting iron, and the constant pasturage of cattle

prevents the growth of young trees. In the north-east,

towards Killarney, the formation rises abruptly from the

Carboniferous Limestone rocks into the rugged range of

Macgillicuddy's Reeks, the highest summit of which,

Carntual, has a height of 3414 feet. The next highest

summit to Carntual is Caper, 3200, feet, and several others

are over 2500 feet. Lying between the precipitous sides

of the Tomies, the Purple Mountains, and the Reeks is the

famous gap of Dunloo. A small portion of country at the

south-west of the Dingle promontory is occupied by Upper
Silurian .strata, which in the middle of the promontory are

covered by vast strata of grits, slates, and sandstones

known as the Dingle beds, but of unknown age. This

formation attains at Brandon Hill a height of 3127 feet.

Resting imconformably on these beds are the Old Red
Sandstone strata which occupy the remainder of the pro-

montory and also a small tract of country at Kerry Head.

The remainder of Kerry is occupied by the Coal-measures

which are separated from the mountain masses of Old Red
Sandstone by a narrow and irregular band of Carboniferous

Limestone or Carboniferous Slate, which abounds in fossils.

The Coal-measures, which rest conformably on the Carboni-

ferous Limestone, form a succession of undulating hills rising

sometimes to a height of over 1000 feet. All the three

measures of coal are represented, but the seams of coal are

very thin, and the workable portions are outside the limits

of the county. In the upper part of the Kenmare valley
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some coppur veins occur in tlie Old Red Sandstone, but

they aie workable only when they enter the limestone.

Silver with zinc and lead with zinc are found in a few

places. In the coal formation there are some veins both

of iron and lead. The Valentia flags and slates are

largely exported to England. Amethysts were at one time

obtained near Kerry Head.

Coasl Line.—The sea-coast, which for the most part is'

wild and mountainous, is much indented by inlets, the

largest of which, Tralee Bay, Dingle Bay, and Kenmare
River, lie in synclinal troughs, the acticlinal folds of the

rocks forming extensive promontories. Between Kenmare
River and Dingle Bay the land is separated by mountain

'ridges into three valleys. The extremity of the peninsula

between Dingle Bay and Tralee Bay is very precipitous,

and Mount Brandon, rising abruptly from the ocean, is

skirted at its base by a road from which magnificent views

are obtained. From near the village of Ballybunion to

Kilconey Point near the Shannon there is a remarkable

succession of caves, which have evidently been excavated

by the sea. The principal islands are the picturesque

Skelligs, Valentia Island, and the Blasquet Islands.

Rivers and iate.-^The principal rivers are the Black-

water, which, rising in the Dunkerran mountains, forms

for a few miles the boundary line between Kerry and Cork,

and falls into the Kenmare River ; the Ruaughty, which

with a course resembling the arc of a circle falls into the

head of the Kenmare River ; the Inny and Ferta, which

flow westward, the one into Ballinskellig Bay and the other

into Valentia Harbour ; the Flesk, which flows northward

t^^ough the lower lake of Killaraey, after which it takes

the name of the Laune, and flows north-westward to Dingle

Bay ; the Cara, which rises in the mountains of Dunkerran,

and after forming several lakes falls into Castlemaine

Harbour ; the JIaine, which flows from Castle Island south-

westwards to the sea at Castlemaine Harbour, receiving in

its course the northern Flesk, which rises in the mountains

that divide Cork from Kerry ; and the Feale, Gale, and

Brick, the junction of which forms the Cashin, a short

tidal river which flows into the estuary cf the Shannon.

The lakes of Kerry are not numerous, and none of them

are of great size, but those of Killamey form one of the

most important features in the striking and picturesque

mountain scenery amidst which they are situated. (See

KiLLARNEV.) The other principal lakes in the county are

Lough Currane near Ballinskellig, and Lough Cara near

Castlemaine Harbour. Near the summit of Mangerton

Mountain an accumulation of water in a deep hollow fdrms

what is known as the Devil's Punchbowl, the surplus water,

after making a succession of cataracts, flowing into Lough
Kittane at the foot of the mountain. There are chalybeate

mineral springs near Killamey, near Valentia Island, and

near the mouth of the Inny ; sulphurous chalybeate springs

near Dingle, Castlemaine, and Tralee ; and a saline spring

at Magherybeg in Corkaguiney, which bursts out of clear

white sand a little below high water mark.

ClinuUe aiid AgH<:uUure.—Owing to the vicinity of the sea and
the height of the mountains, the climate is very moist and unsuit-

able for the growth of cereals, but it is so mild even in winter that the

pasturage on the mountains retains perpetual greenness. Arbutus
and other trees indigenous to warm climates grow in the open air,

and several flowering plants are found which are unknown in Eng-
land. In the northern parts of the county the land is generally

coarse and poor, except in the valleys, where a rich soil has been

formed by rocky deposits. In the Old Red Sandstone valleys there

are many very fertile regions, and several extensive districts now
covered by bog admit of easy reclamation so as to form very fruitful

soil, but other tracts of boggy land scarcely promise a profitable

return for labour expended on their reclamation. The lower slopes

of the mountains afford a very rich pasturage for cattle even in

winter, while large flocks of sheep and goats graze on the upper

ridges.

According to the classified summary of owners for 1876 there were

no fewer thau twenty-eight proprietors who possesed upwards of

10,000 acres, and ten possessed upwards of 20,000 acres, viz., Francis
C. Bland, 25,576 ; Sir Edwaixl Denny, Baronet, 21,479 ; Robert
Drunimond, 29,780; Edward Bouchier Hartopp, 2i,222; Henry
A. Herbert, 47,238; earl of Kenmare, 91,080; marquisof Lansdowne,
94,983 ; carl ofListowel, 25,964; Richard Mahoney, 26,173 ; ton!
Yentry, 93,629. Altogether the number of owiiers was lllfl,
possessing 1,153,373 acres, at an annual v.tluation of ,£283,198. 01
the owners 637, or 57 per cent., possessed less than 1 acre, the total
possessed by these owners being only 172 acres. The average'annual
valuation was 4s. lOd. per acre.

The following table shows the number of the various classes o(

holdings in 1850 and 1880 :—
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rous, or such fisli as hernn;;, pilchards, cod, hake, and ling so

abuntUvnt. There is, however, a great want of boats, tackle, and
nets, although the stations of Dingle and Kenmare are prosperous

and well provided. Fine salmon are obtained in the rivers and in

some of the larger lakes. The shellfish are large and abundant.
liciilways.— A. bianch of the gieat southern and western line

passes by Killarney to Tralee.

jiiminislration.—The county comprises nine baronies, and con-

tains eighty-five civil parishes and two parts of parishes, and 2682
townlands. There are six poor-law unions wholly within the
county, viz., Cahirciveen, Dingle, Kenmare, Killarney, Listowel,

and Tralee, and part of one, namely Glin, the remaining portion
being in Limerick. The county includes one parliamentary borough,

Tralee, which in 1881 had a population of 966i, tlie township of

Killarney, and the towns of Dingle and Listowel. There are in

the county twenty-four petty sessions districts and one part of a
petty sessions district. Assizes are held at Tralee, and quarter

sessions are held in the towns of Dingle, Kenmare, Killarney, Lis-

towel, and Tralee. Tlie county is within the Cork military district,

and there is a barrack station at Tralee. The headquarters of the
constabulary force is at Tralee, and subinspectors are stationed at

Cahirciveen, Dingle, Kenmare, Killarney, and Listowel. Previous
to the Union the county returned eight members to parliament, two
for the county, and two for each of the boroughs of Tralee, Dingle,

and Ardfert. At the Union the number was reduced to three, two
for the county and one for the borough of Tralee.

Population.—At the census of 1659 the population of Kerry was
8390, of whom 7824 were Irish and 566 English. De Burgo esti-

mates it at 56,628 in 1760, and the census of 1821 gives it as

216,185. In 1841 it had increased to 294,095, but in 1851 had
diminished to 238,619, in 1861 to 201,800, and in 1871 to 196,586.

The increase to 200,448 in 1881, notwithstanding that Kerry has
suffered severely from agricultural distress, is sufficiently accounted
for by an increase in the number of the smaller class of holdings.

The number of males in 1881 was 100,716, and of females 99,733.

The annual rate of marriages in 1880 to every 1000 of estimated
population was 2 4, of births 27' 5, of deaths 17 5, and of emigration
26 '4. The total number who emigrated from 1st May 1851 to 31st

December 1880 was 121,826. The number of persons not of Irish

birth in Kerry at the census of 1841 was 615, and in 1871 it was
1194. The number in 1871 who could speak Irish only was 1209,
and the number who could speak Irish and English 69,959. The
number of Roman Catholics in 1881 was 193,917, of Protestant

Episcopalians 5767, of Presbyterians 224, of Methodists 271, and
of^all other persuasions 264.

History.—The county is said to have derived its name from Ciar,

who, along with his tribe the Ciarraidhc, is stated to have inhabited
about the beginning of the present era the territory Ijing between
Tralee and the Shannon. That portion lying south of the Maine
T,ras at a later period included in the kingdom of Desmond. ' Kerry
suffered frequently from invasions of the Danes in the 9th and 10th
centuries, until they were finally overthrown at the battle of Clontarf

in 1014. In 1172 Dermot MacCarthy, king of Cork and Desmond,
made submission to Henrj' II. on certain conditions, but was never-

theless gradually compelled to retire ^vithin the limits of Kerry,
which was made shire ground in 1210. An English adventurer
Raymond le Gros received from this MacCarthy a large portion of

the county round Lixna'v. Thomas, grandson of Raymond, and
king's sheriff in the counties of Cork, Waterford, and Kerry, was
in 1295 made lord chief-justice of Ireland. Of his two sons John
the eldest was created earl of KOdare, and Maurice in 1329 became
earl of Desmond, and with certain exceptions received all the royal

liberties which the king had in the county of Kerry. After the

attainder of Thomas, earl of Desmond, in 1467, his kinsmen took up
arms against the English, until at last the king was glad to guaran-

tee the earl's elder sou the fidl possession of his father's privileges.

Inconsequence, however, of the rebellion of Gerald the sixteenth earl,

the estates of the Desmonds, 574,628 acres in extent, were in 1583
forfeited to the crown, and parcelled into manors and seignories of

12,000, 8000, 6000, and 4O0O acres, which were divided among
English noblemen and gentlemen. The Irish took advantage of the
disturbed state of England at the time of the Puritan revolution to

attempt the overthrow of the English rule in Kerry, and ultimately

obtained possession of Tralee, but in 1652 the rebellion was com-
pletely subdued, and a large number of estates were afterwards

confiscated.

Antiquities.—There are remains of a round tower at Aghadoe near

Killarney, auother, a small cell at Lough Currane, and a third, one

ot the finest and most perfect specimens of the round tower in

Ireland, at Rattoo, not far from Ballybunion. On the summit of

a hill to the north of ICenmare River is the remarkable stone

fortress known as Staigue Fort. There are several stone cells in the

principal Skellig island, where at one time there were monastic

remains which have now been swept away by the sea. The princi-

pal groups of sepulchral stones are those on the summits of the

Toniio mountains, a remarkable stone fort at Cahirciveen, a circle

of stoucs with cromlech in the parish of Tuosist, and others with

inscriptions near Dingle. Tlie most notable monastic ruins art

those of Innisfallen, founded by St Finian, a disciple of St
Columba, and the fine remains of Muckross Abbey, founded by the
Franciscans, but there are also monastic remains at Ardfert,
Castlemaine, Derrynane, Kilcoleman, Lislaghtiu, and O'Domey.
Among old ruined churches of interest may be mentioned those of

Aghadoe, Kilcrohane, Lough Curraue, Derrynane, Kdmakilloge,
and Muckross. The cathedral of Ardfert, founded probably in

1253, was partly destroyed during the Cromwellian wars, but w&
restored in 1831. Some interesting portions of the old building
still remain. There are a large number of old feudal. castles.

See Smith, A ncient and Present State of the Counties of Cork, Water/ord^ and
Kerri/, Dublin, 1746-56; Casack, Jiislory 0/ the Kingdom 0/ Ken-!/,la71.

KERTCH, tlie ancient I'anticapteon, a seaport town of

Russia in the government of Taurida, situated at the eastern

extremity of the Crimea, on the Cimmerian Bosphorus
(Strait of Yenikale or Strait of Kertch). It is 133 miles

north-cast of Simpheropol and 50 miles from Theodosia, in

45°- 21' N. lat. and 36° 30' E. long. Like most towns

built by ancient Greek colonists, it occupies a beautiful

situation clustering round the foot and climbing the sides

of the hill (now named after Mithradates) on which stood

the ancient acropolis. In 1876 it contained twelve

churches (including one Catholic and one Armenian), two
synagogues, and a mosque, a local bank, two hospitals (one

at Yenikale), three prisons, two gymnasiums, and a " noble

maidens' institute." The church of John the Baptist,

which, according to an inscription, was founded in 717
A.D., presents a good example of the purely Byzantine

style of architecture. The church of Alexander Nevski

was formerly the famous Kertch museum of local anti-

quities, founded in 1825. The more valuable objects were

afterwards removed to the Hermitage at St Petersburg,

and those which remained were wantonly scattered during

the English occupation of the town. The present
" museum " is a small collection in a private house.

Among the products of local industry are leather, tobacco,

cement, beer, aerated waters, lime, candles, and soap.

Fish-curing is carried on, and there are steam saw-mills

and flour-miUs. Previous to the deepening of the Strait

of Yenikale so as to admit vessels drawing 17 feet of

water (1876), the harbour was visited by a large number
of vessels which now pass on to the Azoflf ports. The
imports comprise coal, wines, olive oil, &c. ; and grain,

fish, linseed, rapeseed, wool, and hides are exported. The
harbour was improved by dredging at the same time as

the strait. A promenade extends along the sea-wall, and
beyond the town lie public gardens. About 6 miles to

the north-east is the town and old Turkish fortress of

Yenikale, which is united with Kertch to form a separate

administrative circle or mayoralty, including, according to

the surveys of 1843-44, an area of 42,103 acres. In

1876 the population of Kertch, exclusive of the temporary

garrison of 13,745, amounted to 21,211.

The Greek colony of Panticapseon was founded about the middle
of the 6th century B.C., by the people of Miletus. From about 438

B.C. till the conquest of this region by Mithradates the Great about

100 B.C., the town and territory formed the so-caUcd kingdom of

the Bosphorus, ruled over by an independent dynasty. Phanacer,

the son of Jlithradates, became the founder of a new line under the
protection of t'ne Romans, ndiich continued to exist till the middle
of the 4th century A. D., and extended their power over the maritime
parts of the Tauris. After this time the town—which had already

begun to be known as Bosphora or Bospora—passed into the hands
of the Eastern empire, of the Khazars, and of various barbarian

tribes. In 1318 the Tartars, who had come into possession in the

previous century, ceded the town to the Genoese, who soon raised

it into new importance as a commercial centre. They usually

called the place Cerchio, by a corruption of the Russian name
K'rtcheff (whence Kertch), which appears in th? 11th century in-

scription of Tmutorol;ansk. Under the T^urks, whose rule dates

from the end of the 15th century, Kertch was a military port

;

and as such it plays a part in the Russo-Turkish wars. Captured
by the Russians under Dolgorakoff in 1771, it was ceded to them
along with Yenikale by the peace of Kertchuk-Kainardji, and it

bes3Tie a great centre of Russian naval activity. Its importance,
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W.1S greatly impaired by tlie rise of Odessa and Taganrog ; and in

1S20 the fortress was dismantled. Oiieued to foreign commerce and
made a ijnarantine station, it attained a certain degree of prosperity,

but again suffered severely during the Crimean A\'ar.

Arciiseologically Kertch is of particular interest, the kurgans or

sepulchral mounds of the town and Ticinity having yielded a rich

variety of the most beautiful works of art. Since 1S25 (the date

of Blaramberg's discoveries) a large number of tombs have boon
qpened. In the so-called Zolotai (i.e.. Golden) kurgan, or Abtrim-
oba, was found a great stone vault similar in style to an Egyptian
pyramid ; and within, among many objects of miuor note, were

golden dishes adorned with giilBns and beautiful arabesques. In

the Knl-oba, or Mound of Cinders (opened in 1S30-31 by Dubrnx),
was a similar tomb, in which were found what would appear to be

remains of one of the kings of the Bosphorus, of his queen, his

horse, and his groom. The ornaments and furniture were of the

most costly kind ; the king's bow and buckler were of gold; his

very whip intertAvined with gold ; the queen had golden diadems,

necklace, and breast-jcvels, and at her feet lay a golden vase.

In the Pavlovskoi knrgan (opened in 1S58) was the tomb of a

Greek lady, containing among other articles of dress and decoration

a pair of fine leather boots (a unique discovery) and a beautiful

vase on which is painted the return of Persephone from Hades
and the setting out of Triptolemus for Attica. lu a neighbouring

tomb was what is believed to be " the .oldest Greek miu'al painting

which has come down to us," dating probably from the 4th century

B.C. Among the minor objects discovered in the kurgans perhaps

the most noteworthy- are the fragments of engraved boxwood, the

only examples known of the art taught by the Sicyonian pointer
Pamphilus.
See Sejinonr's Russia on the Black Sea and Sta of Atoff, 1855 ; Telfer, TTte

Crimea, 1876; Brulm. Tchernomore, 1852-77, Odessa, 1S78; SosilORorolf, Ptileio-

ditel po Kruimu <" Guide to the Crimea"), Odessa, 16S0
; Gilks, Anligutta du

Bosphore Cimmerien, 1854; Macplierson, Antiquitifs of Kertch, 1857; Coiiipte

rendu de la Commission Imp, Archeologique, St Petersburg; L. SteiJ>ani, Die
Atterthumev vom Kertsch, 1880 ; C. T. Newton, Essays on Art and Archieology,
1880.

KESMARK, or Kasmark, an ancient town in the cis-

Tisian county of Szepes (Zips), Hungary, is situated on
tlie Poprdd, 11 miles north-west of Locse (Leutschau), in

49° 8' N. lat., 20" 28' E. long. The trade is chiefly in

linen, wine, and cereals. Owing to the vicinity of the

Carpathians the rainfall is high, and the climate frequently

tempestuous and inclement. At the end of 1880 the

population amounted to 4477, chiefly Germans and
Slovaks.

Kesmark (Latin Forum Caseorum) is probably a Magyarized form
of the German KasemarM. In 1380, during the reignof Louis L,
it was raised to the dignity of a royal free town. As the most
important of the Saxon settlements in the north of Hungary,
Kesmark in 144-0 became the seat of the counts of Szepes (Zips).

In 1464 King Matthias Corrinus granted the town the so-called /its

(jladii, its civic blazon, and the right of holding weekly markets.
In 1530 Kesmark fell into the power of John Zapolya, and later it

suffered much at the hands of the Polish leader HieranjTnus Lasky,
and from Sebastian Tokoli. In 1655 the town was re-established

by the emperor Ferdinand III. in all its ancient rights ; and it

remained a royal free town until the recent administrative changes
of 1876. An international exhibition of linen goods was held at
Kesmark in the summer of 1881.

KESTREL (French CressereUe or Crecerelle, Old
French Quercerelle and Quercelle, in Burgundy Crislel),

the English name^ for one of the smaller Falcons, originat-

ing probably from its peevish and languid cry. This bird,

though in the form of its bill and length of its wings one
of the true Falcons, and by many ornithologists placed
among them under its Linntean name of Faico iinmmculus,
is by others referred to a distinct genus Tvanunculus as T.

alaudarius—ihe last being an epithet wholly inappropriate.

We have here a case in which the propriety of the custom
which requires the establishment of a genus on structural

characters may seem open to question. The diflferences of

structure which separate Tinnunculus from Falco are of,

the slightest, and, if insisted upon, in the way some
systematists have done, must lead to including in the
former birds which obviously differ from Kestrels in all

but a few characters arbitrarily chosen ; and yet, if

' Other English names are Windhover and Standgale (t!ie last often
corrupted into Stoneg.alc and Stannell), from a habit to be presently
mentioned.

structural characters be set aside, the Ke.-strels form an
assemblage readily distiuguisliable by several peculiaritio?
from all other Fakonida:, and an assemblage that the
instinct of real ornithologists (though this is treading upon
dangerous ground) dues not hesitate to separate from the
true Falcons of the genus Falco, with its subsidiary groups
jFsalon, Ifi/polrioi-c/tin, and the rest (see Falcon, vqL ix.

p. 2). Scarcely any one outside the walls of an orni-
tholi)gical museum or library would doubt for a moment
whether any bird shewn to him were a Kestrel or not

;

and j\[r Gurney believes (/bi's, 18S1, p. 277) that the agsrc-
gatiou of species placed by Jlr Sharpe (Cat Birds Jjrit.

Museum, i. pp. 423-418) under the generic designation
of Cei-chnets (which should properly be Tiinuinadus) in-
cludes "three natural groups sufficiently distinct to be
treated as at least separate subgenera, bearing the name of
Dissodcdes, I'iuiiuncnlus, and Frijthropus." Of these we
may say that the f rst and last are not at all Kestrels, but
are perhaps rather related to the Hobbies (J/i/potriorcftis).

The ordinary ivestrel of Europe, Falco tiyiiiituciiliis or
TiuHunculus alaudariiis, is by far the commonest bird of

prey in the British Islands, and is too coumiou and well-

known a bird to need any description. It is almost entirely
a summer migrant, coming from the south in early spring
and departing in autumn, though examples (which arenearly
always found to be birds of the year) occasionally occur
in winter, some arriving on the eastern coast in autumn.
It is most often observed while practising its habit of

hanging in tlie air for a minute or two in the same spot,

by means of- short and rapid beats of its wings, as, with
head pointing to windward and expanded tail, it is look-
ing out for prey,-^which consists chiefly of mice, but it

will at times take a small bird, and the remains of frocs,

insects, and even earth-worms have been found in its croj).

It generally breeds in the deserted nest of a Crow or Tie,

but frequently in rocks, ruins, or even in hollow trees

—

laying f : ur or five eggs, mottled all over with dark brownish-
red, sometimes tinged with orange and at other times with
purple. Though it may occasionally snatch up a young
Partridge or Pheasant,- the Kestrel is quite the most harm-
less bird-of-prey, if it be not, from its destruction of mice
and cockchafers, a most beneficial species. It is a species

of very wide range, extending over nearly the whole of

Europe from 68° N. lat., and the greater part of Asia

—

though the form which inhabits Japan and is abundant
in north-eastern China has been by some writers deemed
distinct and called T. Japojiicus—and it also pervades

the greater part of Africa, becoming, however, scarce in

southern latitudes, and unknown beyond Faiitee on the

west and Mombasa on the east coast (ILis, 1881, p. 457).

The southern countries of Europe have also another and

smaller species of Kestrel, T. tiii7umculoides (the T.

cenchris and T. namnanni of some writers), which is widely

spread in Africa and Asia, though specimens from India

and China are distinguished as T. pekinensis.

Three other species are found in Africa as well

—

T.

rupicola, T. rupiicoloides, and T. alopcx—the first of which

is a common bird in the Cape Colony, while the others

occur in the interior. Some of the islands of the Ethiopian

region have peculiar species of Kestrel, as the T. neivtoni

of Madagascar, T. punctatus of l\[auritiu.s, and T. gracilis

of the Seychelles ; while, on the opposite side, the Kestrel

of the Cape Verd Islands has been separated as T. n&jUc-

ills.

' Wlien what are called "tame " Pheasants are bred, a Kestrel will

often contract the bad habit of infesting the coojis and carrying off the

young bird.s. Tliis evil may easily be stopped, but it should not lead

to the relentless persecution of the species, especially wlicn it is rcnftni-

hered that the Kestrel is in the first jilace nttr.acted to tlio spot by the

presence of the nnce which come to cat the Theasants' food.
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Tho next species dpaewing of notice is that of America,

T. sparverius, commonly known in Canada and the United

States as the "Sparrow-Hawk"—a beautiful little bird,

though not niore courageous than the rest of its relations.

Various attempts ia-ve been made to recognize several

rpecies, more or less in accordance with locality, but the

majority of ornithologists seem unable to accept the

distinctions TvJiich have been elaborated chiefly by Jlr

•Sharpe {nt mpra) and MriRidgway {^^Ol•th American Birds,

iii. pp. 15£)-175), the former of whom recognizes sis species,

whik the latter now admits but three, T. spca-verius, T.

leucophrijs, and T. sparveriok/es, with five geographical

races of the first, viz., the typical T. sparverius from the

Bontiiifint erf North America, except the coast of the Gulf

of Mexico:; 2'. avslralls from the continent of South

America, lexcept the North Atlantic and Caribbean coasts

;

T. isitbellinus, inhabiting continental America from Florida

ito Cayenne ; T. dmniiiicensis from the Lesser Antilles as

iar northwards as St Thomas ; and lastly T. nnnamomimLS

irom Chili and western Brazil T. leucophrys is said to be

from Hispaniola and Citba ; and T. sparverioides peculiar

to Cuba only. This last has been generally allowed to be

a good species, though I)r Gundlach, the best authority on

the (birds of that island, in his latest work, published in

11-876 {Contribntcion d la Ornitulogia Cuhana, p. 48) wiU

aiot allow its validity. More recently it has been found

{Ibis, 1861, pp. 547-564) -that T. aitstralis,s.ndi T. cinna-

vwmimts cannot he separated, that Mr Ridgway's T. leuco-

phrys should properly be called T. dominicensis, and his

T. domiiiieensis T. antillanmi, while that gentleman has

iBCorded the supposed ocoarrenoe of T. sparverioides in

Florida. 1 Of other Kestrels it remains to say that T.

laoluccaisis is widely spread throughout the islands of the

Malay ' archipelago, while T. cenchroides seems to inhabit

tUke "whole of Australia, and has occurred in Tasmania (I'roc

Mop. Soc. Tasmania, 1875, pp. 7, 8). No Kestrel is found

in New Zealand, but an approach to the form is made by

the very peculiar Hieracidea (or Harpe) novie-selandise (of

which a second lace or species has been described, II.

brutineu or H. feivir) tiis "Sparrow-Hawk," "Quail-Hawk,"

and " Bneh-Hawk " of the colonists—a bird of much higher

EDurage than any Kestrel, and perhaps exhibiting the more

generalized and ancestral type from which both Kestrels

and Falcons -may have descended. (a. n.)

XESWICK, a market-town of Cumberland, is situated

on the left bank of the Greta, close to Derwentwater or

K-eswick Lake, about 30 miles south of Carlisle, and 300

miles from London by rail. It is one of the centres for

visitors to the Cumberland lakes, and is the point whence

the ascent of Skiddaw is usually begun. In the parish

church of Crosth-waite, three quarters of a mile off, there

is a monument to the poet Southey, whose residence for

many years, Greta Hall, stands al che end of the main
street, close by the river. Keswick was formerly noted

for its manufacture of lead pencils ; and the plumbago
(locally wad) nsod to be supplied by the mines in Borrow-

daia JLead is still found in the neighbouring hills. Char,

canghtin the neighbouring lakes, are potted at Keswick
in large quantities during the season, and sent to aU parts

of England. The population in 1861 was 3220.

KESZTHELY, a market-town in the trans-Danubian

county of Zala, Hungary, is picturesquely situated near

the western extremity of Lake Balaton, about 97 miles

south of Pozsony (Pressburg), in 46° 47' N. lat, 17° 15'

E. long. Keszthely is chiefly noted tor its well-organised

agricultural institute, founded by Count George Festetics,

mi known as the " Georgicon." At the source of the

' The ubsenoe of any species of Kestrel from Jamaica is a most
-OHrioKs fact, conaidai'lug the abmidance of tlie former ia other parts of

the ^Vt5t ludies.

H6viz brook there is a warm sulphur spring. The trade in

principally in grain, fruit, and wine. The population at

the end of 1880 was 5341, mostly Magyarts by nationality,

and Roman Catholics bj- creed.

KETCHUP, a sauce or relish prepared principally from

the juice of mushrooms and of many other species of

edible fungi, salted for preservation and variously spiced.

The term ketchup, written also catsup and katchup, is

said to be of Japanese origin. The following may be taken

as a typical example of the ingredients and method of

preparation of ordinary ketchup. Freshly gathered mnsh-

rooms are placed in a wooden vessel and sprinkled with

salt. They are left for two or three days, during which

time they are repeatedly stirred and turned over. The
juice is then squeezed out, aud to every gallon of the

juice there is added of crushed cloves and mustard seed

half an ounce each, and of black pepper, ginger, and- all-

spice each an ounce. The mixture is boiled gently,

decanted, and left to macerate for about two weeks, after

which it is strained off and bottled. Should it show any

tendency to putrefaction it is again boiled with the addition

of salt and spices. It is of the utmost consequence to

avoid copper, lead, and pewter vessels or implements in tho

preparation of ketchup; as far as possible glazed earthen-

ware vessels alone should be used. _ The juices of -vaxiouu

fruits, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and especially green

walnuts, are used as a basis of ketchup, and sheU-fisli

ketchup, from oysters, musseb, and cockles, is also made

;

but in general the term is restricted to sauces having the

juice of edible fungi as their basis.

KETI, a town and port in Kwrrachee district, Sind,

India, situated on the HajAmro branch of the Indus, in

24° 8' 30" N. lat., 67° 28' 30" E. long. Population (1872),

3199. The town is a large seat of river trade, and ranis

next to Kurrachee among the ports of Sind. The sea-going

exports comprise grain, pulses, oilseeds, wool, cotton, drngfi,

dyes, saltpetre, and firewood. The imports include cocosi-

nuts, cotton piece goods, metals, sugar, spices, coir, and
shells.

KETTERING, a market-town of Northamptonshire, is

built on a slope near the Ise, a tributary of the Nan, 14

miles north-east of Northampton, and 76 miles north-west

of London. The principal buildings are the church of S8.

Peter and Paul, a good specimen of the Perpendicular style,

with a tower and spire ; the church of St Andrew, built

in 1870, in the Decorated style; the town-hall and corn-

exchange ; the temperance hall ; and the union workhouse.

The water-works were erected in 1872 at a cost of .£12,000.

The chief manufactures of Kettering are boots, shoesi,

brushes, stays, clothing, and agricultural implementsi.

There are iron-works in the immediate neighbourhood.

The privilege of market was granted in 1227 by a charter

of Henry III The population in 1881 was 11,093.

KEUNJHAR, or Keunjttr, a petty state in Orissa,

India, lying between 21° 1' and 22° 9' 30" N. l^t„ and
85° 14' aud 86° 24' 35" E, long, with arf area of 3096

square miles, and a population in 1872 of 181,871, The

state originally formed part of Morbhanj ; but about two

hundred years ago the tribes of this part, finding it a great

hardship to travel through the perilous forests of Morbhanj

to obtain justice from their prince, separated themselves,

and set up the brother of the Morbhanj r.\ji as their inde-

pendent ruler. The last prince rendered good service

during the Kol rebellion in 1857, and was rewarded wilJi

the title mahArdjd, A Government elephant establisb-

ment is maintained at Keunjhar,

KEUNTHAL, a petty hOl state in the Punjab, India,

between 30° 55' 30" and 31° 6' N. lat., and 77° 10' and

77° 26' E. long., with an area of 116 square miles, and

an estimated population of 50,000. The chief, a Rajput)
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received tbc title of rAjA in 1857. After the Gurkha
war, a portion of KeunthAl, which had been occupied by

the GurkhAs, was sold to the maharAjA of PatiAla, the

remainder being restored to its own chief. In considera-

tion of this, no tribute is paid by the Keunthdl rAjA. In

1823 the district of PunAr was added to the KeunthAl

state. The rAjA exercises rights of locdship over the petty

states of Kothi, Theog, Madhan, and Piatesh.

KEW, a village and parish in the county of Surrey,

England. The village is pleasantly situated on the south

bank of the Thames, 6 miles by road west-south-west of

Hyde Park corner. It has communication with London
by steamer and by severa:! railway routes. .By a stone

bridge of seven arches, erected in 1789, it is connected

with Brentford on the other side of the river. The village

consists chiefly of a row of houses with gardens attached,

situated on the north side of a green, to the south of which

is the church and churchyard, and at the west the principal

entrance to Kew gardens. In the vicinity there are many
fine villas. From remains found in the bed of the river

near Kew bridge it has been conjectured that the village

is an old British settlement. The name first occurs in a

document of the reign of Henry VII., where it is spelt

Kayhough. The free school originally endowed by Lady
Capel iu 1721 received -special benefactions from George

IV., and the tith of "the king's free school."

The estate of Kew House about the end. of the 17th

century came into the possession of Lord Capel of Tewkes-

bury, and iu 1721 of Samuel Molyneux, secretary to the

prince of Wales, afterwards George IL After his death it

was leased by Frederick, prince of Wales, son of George

IL, and it continued to be the residence of members of the

royal family until the estate was purchased about 1789 by
George III., who devoted his chief leisure to its improve-

ment. The old house was pulled down in 1802. Dutch
House, adjoining Kew House, afterwards sold by Robert

Dudley, earl of Leicester, to Sir Hugh Portman, a Dutch
merchant, was purchased by George III. as a nursery for

the royal children. It is a plain brick structure, and is

iiow known as Kew Palace. The Eoyal Botanic Gardens

cf Kew originated in the exotic garden formed by Lord
CJapel and greatly extended by the princess dowager, widow
of Frederick, prince of Wales, and by George III., aided

by the skill of the Aitons and of Sir Joseph Banks. In

1810 the gardens were adopted as a national establishment,

and transferred to the department of woods and forests.

The gardens proper, which originally contained only about

11 acres, have been increased to 75 acres, and the pleasure

grounds or arboretum adjoining extend to 270 acres.

A catalogue of the plants in the exotic garden of Kew was pub-
I'shed by Dr Hill in 1768, 2d ed. 1769 ; and in 1789 "WiUiam
Alton published Horlus Keviensis, in 3 vols. Svo. See Oliver's

Guide to the Boi/cU Botanic Gardens and Pkasuix Grounds, Kew,
26* edition, ISSl.

KEW-KEANG TOO, a prefecture and prefectural city

in the province of Keang-se, China. The city, which is

situated on the south bank of the Yang-tsze Keang, 15
miles above the point where the Kan Keang flows into that

river from the Po-yang lake, stands in 29° 42' N. lat. and
116° 8' E. long. The north face of the city is separated

from the river by only the width of a roadway, and two
large lakes lie on its west and south fronts. The walls are

from 5 to 6 miles in circumference, and are more than
usually strong and broad. As is generally the. case with
old cities in China, Kew-Keang has repeatedly changed
its name. Under the Tsin dynasty (265-420 a.d.) it

was known as Sin-Yang, under the Leang dynasty (502-
557) as Keang Chow, under the Suy dynasty (589-618)
as Kew-Keang, under the Sung dynasty (960-1127) as

TingKoang, and under the Jling dynasty (1368-1644) it

assumed the numo it at present bears. Kew-Keang has

played its part in the history of the empire, and lias beefi

repeatedly besieged and sometimes taken. The last time
this worst fate overtook it was in February 1853, when
the Tai-ping rebels gained possession of the city. After
their manner they looted 'and utterly destroyed it, leaving
only the remains of a single street to represent the once
flourishing town. The position of Kew-Keang ou the
Yang-tsze Keang and its proximity to the channels of

internal communication through the Po-yang lake, more
especially to those leading to the green-tca-producing

districts of the provinces of Keang-se and Gan-Lwu}-,
induced Lord Elgin to choose it as one of the treaty ports

to be opened under the terms of his treaty (1861).
Unfortunately, however, it stands above instead of below
the outlet of the Po-yang lake, and the 15 miles which
separate it from that channel form one of the swiftest p?jt3

of the lower Yang-tsze Keang. This has proved to be a
decided drawback to its success as a commercial port, but
nevertheless the customs returns show a steady annual

increase in the trade carried on. The immediate eflect of

opening the town to foreign trade was to raise the popula-

tion iu one year from 10,000 to 40,000, and at the present

time the census declares it to be peopled by 48,000 souls.

The foreign settlement extends westward from the city,'

along the bank of the Yang-tsze Keang, and is bounded
on its extreme west by the P'un river, which there runs

into the Yang-tsze. The bund, which is 500 yards long,

was erected by the foreign community at a cost of 1700
taels. The climate is considered to be good, and though

hot in the summer months is invariably cold and bracing

in the winter. According to the latest customs returns

the value of foreign imports into Kew-Keang in 1878
was 2,514,302 taels as against 2,954,286 in 1880 ; during

the same period native imports showed an increase from

649,109 taels to 962,364 taels; and the value of exports

declined from 8,924,436 taels to 8,824,966 taels. 1653

piculs of opium weVe imported in 1878, and 2290 in 1880,'

and the revenue returns show that while the duties levied

iu 1872 amounted to. 585,-883 taels, in ISSO the sum
received from the same source was 764,571 taels.

KEY WEST (Spanish, Cayo Uueso, Bone Ecef), a coral

island, 7 miles long, from 1 to 2 miles broad, and 11 feet

above sea-level, lies 60 miles south of Cape Sable, the

most southerly point of the mainland of Florida. It

belongs to Monroe county, Florida, and forms one of the

Florida Keys. The soil is thin, but supports a tolerably

dense tropical vegetation, including various fruits. In the

absence of fresh springs, the water supply is derived from

rain and distillation. The healthy climate attracts an

annually increasing number of invalids from the north.

The inhabitants are chiefly of Cuban and Bahaman extract

tion, and speak a Spanish patois.

Key West, chief city of Monroe county, covers nearly

one-half of Key West island. It has broad streets, arranged

on the rectangular plan ; and the houses, almost all wooden,

are picturesquely surrounded by tropical shrubs and plants.

The chief buildings are the Government naval and judicial

edifices, the masonic hall, and the opera house. There is

also a convent, and several churches and schools. The

position of Key West in relation to Cuba, the Gulf of

Mexico, and the coast of the United States gives it_ com-

mercial advantages that are seconded by the possession oi

one of the finest harbours in the Union south of the

Chesapeake. Key West shows much the largest tonnage

in Florida of vessels clearing and entering; and it ha3

frequent and good steam communication with the maini

land. Described as being "to Cuba what Gibraltar is to

Ceuta, to the Gulf of Mexico what Gibraltar is tothe

Mediterranean," Key West is one of the chief naval stations

of the United States, and is strongly fortified. Thn
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inlncipal manufacture is that of cigars, begun in 1867, and
steadily prospering. Previous to 1874, when a hurricane

destroyed the works, 30,000 bushels of salt were annually

produced on the island by solar evaporation. Fishing,

sponge-gathering, and turtle-catching occupy many of the

inhabitants ; and a large number of small vessels are

employed in " wrecking," i.e., iu saving goods and rendering

assistance to vessels that have failed to clear the dangerous

Florida reef. The population of the city in 1880 was 9890.

KHABAROVKA, the chief town of the Maritime Pro-

vince, in eastern Siberia, is situated on high crags, on the

right bank of the Amoor, amidst wide forests and marshes,

at the confluence of the Ussuri. It was but a poor settle-

ment with 700 inhabitants when it took the place of Niko-

laievsk as the seat of the military administration of the

Maritime Province and of the various establishments

connected with the Amoor fleet. Since its foundation in

1857 it has always been the chief centre for the trade in

sables, purchased yearly from the aborigines to the average

amount of 20,000 pieces, and sent to Irkutsk and to

Russia.

KHAIRABAD, or Khyrabad, the chief town of SitApur

district, Oudh, India, situated 6 miles south of SitApur

civil station and cantonment, 27° 31' 30" N. lat., 80° 47'

35" E. long. It is the fifth largest town in Oudh, with a

population in 1869 of 15,677, made up of Hindus and
Mohammedans in about equal numbers. The town con-

tains forty mosques and thirty Hindu temples, besides a

beautiful group of sacred Mohammedan buildings. A large

fair is held here in January, lasting ten days, and attended

by an average of 60,000 persons. A second fair is held at

the DasaMra festival, attended by about 15,000 persons.

The annual value of hdzdr sales is about ,£34,000.

KHAIRPUR, or Khykpoor, a native state in Bind,

India, lying between 26° 10' and 27° 46' N. lat., and 68°

14' and 70° 13' E. long., bounded on the N. by Shik^rpur

district, S. by JAisalmlr state, E. by Hyderabad district,

and W. by the Indus river, with an area of 6109 square

miles. Like other parts of Sind, Khairpur consists of a

great alluvial plain, very rich and fertile in the neighbour-

hood of the Indus and the irrigation canals, the remaining

area being a continuous series of sand-hill ridges covered

with a stunted brushwood, where cultivation is altogether

impossible. A small ridge of limestone hills passes through

the northern part of the state, being a continuation of

a ridge known as the Ghar, running southwards from

Eohri. The state is watered by five canals drawn off

from the Indus, besides the Eastern NAra, a canal which

follows an old bed of the Indus. In the desert tracts are

pits of natron, forming a source of revenue to the chief

;

as many as a thousand camel loads are annually exported

to northern and central India, as well as to the seaboard,

each load being taxed at 5s.

A census taken iu 1872 returned the population at 130,350, or

21 per square mile. The Moslems chiefly belong to the Rajur tribe.

The Hindus are principally Kajputs of the Soda Thakur clan, who
in>iabit the extreme eastern part of the state. They are a well-

built and sturdy race, of nomadic habits, their wealth consist-

ing in herds of camels, oxen, sheep, and goats. The principal

food grain crops are jodr {Holcus sorghum), hAjrd (Holms spicatus),

wheat, gram, and piilses. Indigo is largely cultivated, and cotton

to a less extent. FnJits consist of the mango, mulberry, apple,

pomegranate, date, &c. Several varieties of forest trees are grown
in the mir's game preserves. The annual value of the export

trade is estimated at about £52,000, and the imports at £25,000.

Cotton and sUk fabrics, silver ware, lacquered wood-work, boots,

shoes, horse trappings, swords, matchlocks, and pottery are the

chief manufactures. A small quantity of salt and saltpetre is

also manufactured. The revenue of the state, which is collected

in kind, the mir receiving one-third of the produce, is estimated to

amount to about £50,000. The climate is agreeable during about

four months of the year, and fiercely hot during the remaining
eight. The principal diseases are fever, ophthalmia, and cutaneous
afiectioDS.

The chief or mir of Khairpur belongs to a Baluchi family, known
as the Talpur, which rose on the fall of t'no Kalhora dynasty of
Sind. About 1813, during the troubles in Cabul incidental to the
establishment of the Barakzdi dynasty, the mirs were able to refuse

the tribute which up to that date had been somewhat irregularly
paid to the rulers of Afghanistan. In 1832 the individuality of the
Khairpur state was recognized by the Kritish Government in a
treaty, under which the use of the river Indus and the roads of Sind
were secured. When the first Cabul expedition was decided on,
the mil- of Khairpur, Ali JIurad, cordially supported the British
policy ; and the result was that, after the battles of Miani and
Daba had put the whole of Sind at the disposal of the British,

Khairimr was the only state allowed to retain its political existence
under the protection of the paramount power.

KHAMGAON, a town in Akola district, Berar, India,

in 20° 42' 30" N. lat., 76° 37' 30" E long., with a popu-
lation in 1867 of 9432. The cotton market—the largest

in the province—was established about 1820. A branch

line of 8 miles, opened in 1870, connects KhdmgAon with

the Great Indian Peninsula Railway. In fair seasons above

100,000 bullock-loads of cotton are brought into KhdmgAon
on the weekly market day. To the east of the town is a

large enclosed cotton-market. The factories of the Berdr

Ginning Company and the Mofussil Pressing Company
possess steam machinery for full-pressing cotton.

KHANDESH, or Candeish, a district of Bombay Pre-

sidency, India, lying between 20° 15' and 22° N. lat., and
73° 37' and 76° 24' E. long., bounded on the N. by the

SAtpura hills, E. by Berar, S. by the SatmAla or Ajanta

hills, S.W. by NAsik district, and W. by Baroda territory,

with an area of 10,162 square miles. The chief town is

Dhulia. The principal natural feature is the TApti river,

which enters at the south-east corner of the district, and

flows in a north-westerly direction, dividing KhAndesh
into two unequal parts. Of these the larger lies towards

the south, and is drained by the river Girna. North-

wards beyond the alluvial plain, which contains some of

the richest tracts in KhAndesh, the land rises towards the

SAtpura hills. In the centre and east the countiy is level,

save for some low ranges of barren hills, and has in general

an arid, unfertile appearance. Towards the north and west,

the plain rises into a difficult and rugged country, thickly

wooded, and inhabited by wild tribes of Bhils, who chiefly

support themselves on the fruits of the forests and by

the profits of wood-cutting. The drainage of the district

centres in, the TApti, which receives thirteen principal

tributaries in its course through KhAndesh. None of the

rivers are navigable, and the TApti flows in too deep a bed

to be made use of for irrigation. The district on the

whole, however, is fairly well supplied with surface water.

KhAndesh is not rich in minerals. A large area is under

forest ; but the jungles have been robbed of most of their

valuable timber. Wild beasts are numerous. As late as

1858 tigers abounded ; but since then they have been very

closely hunted, and driven almost entirely out of the plains

into the rough hilly country.

The census of 1872 returned the population at 1,028,642 (males

530,610, and females 498,032),—Hindus, 948,279 ; Musalmans,

79,359 ; Parsis, 61 ; Christians, 517 ; Jews, 36 ; Sikhs, 59 ; " others,"

331. Of the aboriginal tribes.the Bhils are the most important.

Thev number 122,092, and formerly were a wild and lawless robber

tribe. Since the introduction of British rule, the efforts made by
Icindiy treatment, and by the offer of suitable employment, to win
tlie Bhils from their disorderly life have been most successful. Many
of them are now employed in police duties and as village watchmen.

The total area of Government cultivable land is returned at

3,453,549 acies, of which 2,218,355 acres were under cultivation iu

1875-70. Food grains take up 52 per cent.; pulses, 5| percent.;iibrcs,

28 per cent. ; oil seeds, 11 per cent. ; miscellaneous crops, 3^ per cent.

of the cultivated area. Irrigation is more extensively practised in

Khandesh than in the Deccan and the southern Marhatta country.

Owing to tlie liability of the district to river-floods, almost every

year is marked by some failure of the crops. The chi"f exports

are food grains, oil seeds, butter, indigo, wax, and honey ;
and t)io

imports salt, spices, metal, piece goods, cotton yarn, and sugar.

There are ten steam cotton presses, and one steam spinning and'
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wearing factory. Many Bombay mercantile houses have established

agencies iu the district ; and towards the east, in tlie rich Taiiti

valley, Jalg.lou and Bhusawal are rising into important centres of

trade. The trunk road from Bombay to Agra and the Great Indian

Teninsula Railway intersect the district, and of late years roads

have been made all along the chi.;f lines of traffic. The total

revenue in lS76-"7 amounted to £422,291, of which £303,706 was

made up of the la.i J tax. The same year there were 272 schools,

with 16,2-19 pupils. The average annual rainfall for the five years

ending ] 875-76 was 25 inches. Fevers and cutaneous affections

are the prevailing diseases.

KHANDPARA, a petty state in Orissa, India, lying

between 20' 11' and 20° 25' N. lat., and 85° 1' and 85° 25'

E. long., with an area of 214 square miles, and a popu-

lation in 1872 of 60,877, mostly Hindus. KhandpAra

originally formed a part of the neighbouring state of

NayAgarh, and was separated from it about two hundred

years ago by a brother of the Naydgarh rdjd, who estab-

lished his independence. The present chief, a EAjput by

caste, is the eighth in descent from the founder. The

country forms a very valuable territory, and is one of the

best cultivated of the Orissa states. Fine sdl timber

abounds in the hilly parts, and magnificent banian and

mango trees stud the plain. It is intersected by the KuariA

and Dauka rivers, small tributaries of the Mahanadi. The
estimated annual revenue of the chief is £2258 ; tribute

to the British government, £421.
KHANDWA, or Cuxdwah, the chief town and head-

quarters station of Nimar district, Central Provinces,

India, 21° 50' N. lat., 76° 23' E. long. Population (1877),

14r,119. Khandwa is perhaps the most rising town in

the Central Provinces. It is the station on the Great

Indian Peninstda Kailway, where the whole traffic of Central

India towards Bombay meets the line. It has entirely

superseded Burhanpur, the ancient centre of trade between

MAlwA, the Nerbudda vaUey, and the Deccaru Extensive

barracks have been buQt for the relays of troops which

pass through in the cold season, and there is also a good
travellers' bungalow with a spacious eardi or native rest-

house.

The Arabian geographer, Al Binini {circa 1000 A.D.), mentions
Khandwa ; and a century later, it was a great seat of Jain worship.

The mound on which the town stands has supplied many finely

carved pillars, cornices, and other remains of the old Jain buildings,

which have been built into Brahmanical temples, the walls of the

Marhatta fort, and other structures. It also formed a quarry for

the Sivaite temples surrounding the four /cundsoT water reservoirs,

one of which is on each side of the town, that on the west side

bearing the date 1132 A.D.

KHARKOFF, a government of European Russia, sur-

rounded by those of Kursk, Poltava, Ekaterinoslaff, and
Voronezh, and belonging partly to the basin of the Don
and partly to that of the Dnieper. The area is estimated

at 21,035 square miles. In general terms the government
may be described as a table-land with an elevation of from
300 to 460 feet traversed by deep-cut river valleys. The
soil is for the most part of high fertility, about 47 per

cent, cf the surface being arable land and 30 per cent,

natural pasture ; and though the winter is rather severe

the summer heat is sufficient for the -ripening of grapes

and melons in the open air. The bulk of the population

is engaged in agricultural pursuits, and the breeding of

sheep, cattle, and horses, though various manufacturing
industries have also received a rapid development, more
especially since the middle of the present century. The
ordinary cereals, maize, buckwheat, millet, hemp, flax,

tobacco, poppies, and beetroot are all grown, and bee
keeping and silk-worm rearing are of considerable import-
ance. In 1879 the horses numbered 258,711, the cattle

475,217, the sheep 1,059,596, of which 376,777 were of

fine-fleeced varieties. Beetroot sugar factories, cotton
mills, woollen factories, iron-works, and tanneries are the
leading industrial establishments j their whole production

U—
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in 1879 was estimated at 23,939,147 roubles (ah6nt

£3,790,000). The mass of flie people are Little Russians,

but there are also Great Russians, Calmucks, Germans,
Jews, and Gipsies. In 1867 the total population was
1,681,486, and in 1879 2,036,949—4119 of these being

Raskolniks (dissidents), 1960 Roman Catholics. 2732
Protestants, and 3079 Jews. The government i^. divided

into eleven districts—KharkoS", Akhtuirka, Bogodukhoff,

Izyum, Kupyansk, Lebedyin, Zmieff, Starobyelsk, Sumui,

Valki, and Voltchansk. In 1879 there were eight

towns with populations above 6000—Kharkoff, Izyum

(15,741), Starobyelsk (12,581), Voltchansk (11,107),

Slavansk (10,558), Tchugueflf (9418), Valki (7001),

Zolotcheff (5038). Ecclesiastically the government is a

separate eparchy or diocese of the Greek Church. The

Roman Catholics are subject to the bishop of Tiraspol in

Kherson.

Khaekoff, the chief town of the above government,

is situated in 66° 37' N. lat and 25° 5' E. long., in the

valley of the Donets, 462 miles from Moscow and 137

miles from Kursk. It has railway communicatifon north-

ward by Kursk and southward to Mariupol on the Sea of

Azoflf and to Odessa by Poltava ^nd Balta. The four

annual fairs are among the busiest in Russia, more especi-

ally the Krestchenskaya or Epiphany fair, which is opened

on the 6th (18th) January. The turn-over is estimated

at from £3,000,000 to £4^^000,000. Thousands of horses

are bought and sold. At the Trinity (Troitsa) fair in June

an extensive business (£800,000) is done in wool. A
great variety of manufactured goods are produced in the

town—linen, felt, sugar (especially from beetroot), tobacco,

brandy, soap, candles, cast-iron. Besides a flourishing

uni%-ersity, instituted in 1805, and attended in 1879 by

720 male and 163 female students, Kharkoff possesses

an observatory, a large veterinary college, a botanical

garden, a theological seminary, and several important

institutions of beneficence. The university building was

formerly a royal palace. The library contained in 1878

98,000 volumes; and the zoological collections are especially

rich in the birds and fishes of southern Russia. Extensive

barracks are maintained in the town. Public gardens

occupy the site cf the ancient military works ; and the

Government has a model farm in the neighbourhood. Of

the Orthodox churches one has the rank of cathedral The

population of Kharkoff was 59.968 in 1867, and 101,175

in 1879.

The foundation of Kharkoff is assigned to tie year 1650, and the

name is at least popularly connected with that of Khariton, the

Cossack originator of the settlement ; but there is archasological

evidence of a much earlier occupation of the district, if not of the

site. The Cossacks of Kharkoff remained faithful to the czar dur-

ing the rebellions of the latter part of the 17th century ; in return

they received a variety of privileges, and continued to be a strong

advance guard of the Russian power, till the final subjugation of all

the southern region. Along with other mOitary settlements Kharkofi

was placed on a new footing ,iu 1765 ; and at the same time it

became the administrative centre of the Ukraine. It has been the

government town from the establishment of the government in 1780.

For plan see Beclus, Geographic Universale, voL v. p. SO".

KHARPUT (ofScially MA'MUitAT-EL-'Azfz), a town of

Armenia, the seat of a mutasarrif, is situated about 60

miles north of Diarbekir on the highway to Siwas.'^^nd

occupies a peculiarly picturesque position on a rocky

eminence rising above the great plain through which the

waters of the eastern Euphrates describe a devious pas-

sage. Besides the imposing ruins of the castle on the

height, it possesses an ancient Jacobite church and con-

vent, and is the seat of an important American missionary

college and schools. The population may be estimated

at 25,000 or rather more, as there are 6000 households

in the town (70 Jacobite, 600 Armenian, and the rest

Turkish).
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Tliere is epigrapliic evidence for the existence of a town on this

site in the time of Nero (see Jlordtmann in Bcrmes, 1 8S0), anil by
some it is identified witli Carcathiocerta, the capital of the province
of Sophene. Kharput (Armenian, Kharpcrt, i.e., Castle Koch;
XipwoTf of Cedrenus; Arabic, K/iartabirt) appears in the older

Arabic literature as Hisn Ziy.id. It is the Quart Piert or Quart
Pierre of William of Tyre, tlie scene of the tragical story of the

imprisonment of Baldwin II. by the emir Balak. See Tozer, Turkish
Armenia, &c., Loudon, 1881.

KHARTCJI or Khartoum (erroneously Kartum), the

chief town of the Egyptian Suddn, situated in 15° 37' N.
lat., and 22" 54' E. long., on the peninsula formed by the

junction of the White and the Blue Nilb. The level of the

stream just below the town is 1240 feet. The principal

landing-place and the dockyards are on the Blue river.

The surrounding country is flat and open, the forest de-

scribed by the first European visitors having disappeared

for a considerable distance up the river, but there are many
gardens within and around the town planted with date-

palms, fig and orange trees, &c. The town, though con-

sisting chiefly of mean mud-built huts, has a considerable

number of substantial modern buildings, the most imposing

of which is the stone-faced palace of^ the governor. As
the centre of the great caravan routes from the interior of

Africa, Khartum carries on a good legitimate trade, but

the inhabitants have always shown a preference for slave

traffic when the governor has proved indulgent or inefficient.

Khartum is the seat of a Koman Catholic mission founded

by Pope Gregory XVI. in 1846, and long con<lucted by

Dr Ignaz Knoblecher, of Protestant missions, and of several

European consulates. The British consulate, established

in 1849, and latterly held by Petherick, was abolished in

1864 under circumstances which gave rise to much com-

ment. The population amounts to 50,000, including in

addition to the natives the usual medley elements of an

Egyptian town.

Khartiim was founded by Mohammed Aly in 1823. In 1859 the

population was estimated at 40,000. In 1869-70 the disturbed

state of the country had brought the number down to 15,000, but
since then the recovery has been rapid.

See Lord Pradhoe :'n Journ. R. Geog. Soc. 1832; G. Melly,.

Khnrtoum, &c., 1851 ; Heuglin,jRctS(!«. Abessinien, 1868; Schwein-

furth, Heart of Africa, 1873 ; Hansal, Sriefe aus Chartuni, 1S56
and 1880. Details regarding the Roman Catholic mission wUl be

found in the last work ; in Jahresberichte of the Marienverein ; and
in Zcitsckr. f. ally. Erdk., 1858 and 1861.

KHASI and JAINTIA hills, a district in Assam,

India, lying between 25° I' and 26° 14' N. lat., and 90° 47'

and 92° 52' E. long., and bounded on the N. by Ktoirup

and Nowgong districts, E. by Cachar and the NAg4 Hills,

S. by Sylhet, and W. by the Gkvo Hills. Its approximate

area is 6157 square miles.

The district consists of a succession of steep ridges

running east and west, with elevated table-lands between.

On the southern side, towards Sylhet, the mountains rise

precipitously from the valley of the BAr<4k. The first

plateau is about 4000 feet above sea-leveL Farther north

is another plateau, on which is situated the station of

Shillong, 4900 feet above the sea ; behind lies the Shillong

range, of which the highest peak rises to 6449 feet. On
the north side, towards Kdmrup, are two similar plateaus

pf lower elevation. The general appearance of all these

table-lands is that ol undulating downs, covered with grass,

but destitute of large timber. At 3000 feet elevation the

indigenous pine predominates over all other vegetation,

and forms almost pure pine forests. The highest ridges

are clothed with magnificent clumps of timber trees, which

superstition has preserved from the axe of the woodcutter.

The characteristic trees in these sacred groves chiefly con-

sist of oaks, chestnuts, magnolias, &c. Beneath the shade

grow rare orchids, rhododendrons, and wild cinnamon. The
Btreams are merely mountain torrents. As they approach

the plains, they form rapids and cascades, and many of them
pass through narrow gorges nf wild beauty. From time
immemorial. Lower Bengal has drawn its supply of lime
from the KliAsi Hills, and the quarries along their southern
slopeare literally inexhaustible. Coal of excellent quality

crops out at several places, but has not yet been remune-
ratively worked. Ironstone exists in abundance, and in

former days the KhAsias were renowned as smelters of iron.

Among other natural products may be mentioned beeswax,

lac, and caoutchouc. Wild animals abound, including the

elephant, rhinoceros, tiger, buffalo, mithun or wild cow,
and many varieties of deer.

Both as regards history and administiation the Khdsi (Khasid or
Cossya) and jaintia or Jayntiya Hills constitute two separate tracts.

The Khi'isi Hills are occupied by a coUcTtion of petty • states, eacli

governed by an elective ruler. The chiefs have not been brought
completely under British administration, and still retain marks of
senii-imlppcndence. The headquarters of the British political agent
for the Khdsi Hills is at Chara Pi'inji (Cherra Poonjee). The Jaintia

Hills, on the other hand, are purely British territory. The iiihabi-

tants call themselves Synteng.s, and first became British subjects ia
1835 (see Jai.vtia Hills, vol xiii. p. 654).

An enumer.ation in 1872 disclosed a total population in the Khdsi
and Jaintia Hills of 141,838—aboriginal tribes, 141,283; Hindus,
365 ; Moh.immedans, 62 ; Christians, 128. The two races of
Khasias and Syntengs have succeeded in preserving to the present
day their primitive isolation, free from the interference of Hipduism.
Tliey have only given way somewhat to Hindu prejudices as regai-ds

purity of food. The Khdsias have no written character or literature,

nor even any traditions of their own. The most curious of their

social customs is the importance attached to female descent and
female authority. The husband marries into the mfe's family, the
wife or her mother is regarded as the head of the household, and
all property descends in the female line—a survival of the polyan-
dric institutions still kept up in full force by the Nairs, and other

non-Aryan tribes of India. The ashes of the dead are buried under
cromlechs consisting of four upright slabs of stone, covered over

by a lifth slab. The only places in the Khasi and Jaintia Hills .

above the rank of hamlets are Shillong, the headijuarters station,

Jowai, and Chara Pi'uiji.

The principal cereal crop is rice, but even of this they do not
grow sufficient for their own consumption. Sugar cane, cotton, and
potatoes are also grown ; and fruits such as oranges, limes, and
pine-apples are raised in large quantities for export to Calcutta.

The land is the absolute property of the cultivators, who pay no
rent or revenue either to the British Government or to their own
chiefs. Blights, floods, and droughts are almost unknown. Of a
total area of 6157 square miles, only 286 are estimated as under
cultivation, but other 3898 are returned as available for tillage.

The trade of the hills is considerable. The estimated exports in

1876-77 were valued at £160,000, chiefly potatoes, limestone,

cotton, stick-la«, bay leaves, oranges, and betel nuts. The im-
ports were valued at £157,000. By far the greater portion of
the trade is conducted at a row of markets along the southern
foot of the hiUs, of which Chhatak in Sylhet district is the most
import ijnt.

The Khdsi and Jaintia HiUs constitute a political agency, inde-
pendent of the ordinary jurisdiction. The Khasi petty states, twenty-
five in number, are presided over by elective chiefs, having jurisdic-

tion over their own subjects in all cases except homicide. The
British Government undertakes the management of the natural pro-

ducts of the country, such as lime, coal, timber, and elephants, and
pays over to the chiefs a half share of thn profits. Their other
sources of revenue are market dues, court tuts, and various cesses;

Their aggregate income is approximately estimated at £5000, of
which £2300 is derived from lime quarries. The total revenue of
the district to the British Government in 1875 was £13,383, of
which the larger portion came from royalties on lime quarries and
the house tax ; the expenditure was £9692. Education is conducted
through the agency of tiie AVelsh Calvinistic mission, and in 1874-75
there were seventy-three sohools open, attended by 1G66 pupils.

Female education is making progress among the Khasias. The
climate of the district is mild and equable, though in some parts

excessively humid. At Shillong the thermometer rarely exceeds
80° Fdhr. , and falls as low as 38°. Shallow water occasionally freezes,

but snOw never falls. The rainfall at Chara Piinji is the heaviest

recoixled in the world. The average during the three years ending
1876 is returned at 368'41 inches ; and 805 inches are said to have
fallen in 1861, including 366 inches in the single month of July.

At Shillong the anpual rainfall declines to about 85 inches ; and
at Jowdi, which occupies an intermediate position, the average is

150 inches. The district is liable to shocks of earthquake. Generally

speaking, the climate is healthy, both for natives and Europeans,

Cholera never prevails, unless directly imported fiom the plains.
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KHATMANDU, the capital of the kingdom of NepAl,

India, situated on the bank of the Vishnumati river at its

junction with the Baghmati, 27° 3G' N. lat., 85° 24' E.

long. The town, which is said to have been founded by
RAjii Gunakdmadeva about 723, now contains a population

estimated at about 50,000, occupying 5000 houses made of

brick, and usually from two to four stories high. Many
of the houses have large projecting wooden windows or

balconies, richly carved. The mahdrdjA's palace, a huge,

rambling, ungainly building, stands in the centre of the

city, which also contains numerous handsome temples.

The streets are extremely narrow, and the whole town
very dirty. A British resident, with a small staff and
escort, is stationed about a mile to the north of the city.

KHAZARS. This vanished people, who appear also as

Chozars, as 'AKarfipot or Xdfapot in Byzantine writers, as

Khazirs in Armenian and Khwalisses in Russian chronicles,

Ugri Bielii in Nestor, and Kosa (?) in Chinese, occupied

a prominent place amongst the secondary powers of the

Byzantine state-system. In the epic of Firdousi " Khazar "

is the representative name for all the northern foes of

Persia, and legendary invasions long before the Christian

era are vaguely attributed to them. But the Khazars are

an historic figure upon the borderland of Europe and Asia

for at least nine hundred years (190-1100 a.d.). The
three hundred and fifty years 600-950 a.d. mark the

epoch of their greatness, but their rise can be traced for

four centuries before, and their decline for one hundred
and fifty years to follow. Their home was in the spurs of

the Caucasus and along the shores of the Caspian—the
" sea of the Khazars "

; and their cities, all of them popu-

lous and civilized commercial centres, were Itil, the capital,

upon the delta of the Volga, the " river of the Khazars,"

Semender (Tarkhu), the older capital, KhaniHdje or Khcd-
endsch, Belendscher, the outpost towards Armenia, and
Sarkel on the Don. They were the Venetians of the

Caspian and "the Eusine, the organizers of the transit

between the two basins, the universal carriers between
East and West ; and Itil was the meeting-place of the

commerce of Persia, of Byzantium, of Armenia, of Russia,

and of the Bulgarians of the middle Volga. The tide of

their dominion ebbed and flowed repeatedly during their

history, but the normal Khazaria may bo taken as the

territory included between the Caucasus, the Volga, and
the Don, with the outlying province of the Crimea or
" Little Khazaria." The southern boundary never greatly

altered ; it did at times reach the Cyrus and the Araxes,

but on that side the Khazars were confronted by the great

powers of Byzantium and Persia, and were for the most
part restrained within the passes of the Caucasus by the

fortifications of Dariel. Amongst the nomadic Ugrians
and agricultural Slavs of the north their frontier fluctuated

widely, and in its zenith Khazaria extended from the

Dnieper to Bolgari upon the middle Volga, and along the

eastern shore of the Caspian to Asterabad.

JSIknoloyy.—Few points have been more disputed than the origin
of this interesting people ; and there is still no consent amongst
authorities upon the subject. They are assigned to the Turkish
stock by Latliam and Howorth, to the Ugrian by Klaproth and
Vivien St Martin, and have even been claimed as Jews on account
of their use of the Hebrew character and the profession of the
Hebrew faith amongst them. But their geographical position, their
history, and the contemporary witness we have as to their physical
character, their language, and their own national tradition, may be
accepted as conclusive proof that the Khazars were an indigenous
people of the Caucasus, and near akin to the Armenians and the
Georgians.

Their king Joseph, in answer to the inquiry of the Rabbi Chasdai
Ibn-Shafriit of Cordova (circ. 958) stated tliat his people sprang from
Thogarmah, grandson of Japhet, and the supposed ancestor of the
other peoples of the Caucasus. The Arab geographers who knew
the Khazars best connect them either with the Georgians (Ibn el

Athir) or with the Armenians (Dimishqy, ed. llehreu, p. 263)

;

whilst Ahmed ibn Fadlan, who passed througiv Khaz-iria on »
mission from the caliph Moktadir (921 a.d.), poaittvelyasserts that
the Kliazar tongue differed not only from the Turkish, but from
that of the bordering nations, which were Cgrian.

Nevertheless there are many point* connected with tlie Khazara
which indicate a close connexion with tTgriau or Turkish peoples.
The official titles recorded by Ibn Fadlan are those in use amon"st:
the Tartar Jiations of that age, whether Huns, Bulgarians, Turks^or
Mongols. The names of their cities can be explained only by refer-
ence to Turkish or Ugrian dialects (Klaproth, Jfim. stir lesSltazars

;

Howorth, Khazars). Some too amongst the mediaval authori-
ties (Ibn Haukal and Istakhry) note a resemblance between tha
speech in use amongst the Khazars and the Bulgarians ; and tic
modern_ Magyar—a Ugrian dialect—can be traced back to a trrba
which in the 9tli century formed part of the Kliaz.ir kingdom.
These characteristics, however, are accounted for by the fact that the
Khazars were at one time subject to the Huns (443 a.d. ct scj.), at
another to the Turks {circ. 580), which would sufficiently expLiin tha
signs of Tartar influence in their polity, and also by the testimony
of all observers, Greeks, Arabs, and Kuasians, that there was a double
strain within the Kliazar nation. There were KTtazars and Kara
(black) Khazars. The " Khazars " were fair-skinned, black-haired,
and of a remarkable beauty and stature ; their women indeed were
sought as wives equally at Byzantium and Baghdad ; while the '

' Kara
Khazars " were ugly, short, and were reported by the Arabs almost
as dark as Indians. The latter were indubitably the Ugrian nomads
of the steppe, akin to the Tartar invadere of Europe, Huns, Bul-
garians, and Hungarians, who filled the armies and convoyed tha
caravans of the ruling caste. But the Khazars proper were a civic
commercial people, the founders of cities, remarkable for somewhat
elaborate political institntions, for persistence, and for good faith

—

all qualities foreign to the Hunnic character.

They are identified with good reason (by Zeuss, V. St Martin,
Howorth, Latham) with the 'A/caTfipoi (perhaps Ak-IGiazari,
"White Khazars") who appear upon the lower Volga in tha
Byzantine annals, and thence they have been deduced, though with
less convincing proof, either from the 'A.ydeuptrai or the Kariapoi of
Herodotus, iv. 104 (Latham, V. St Martin). There was throughout
histoiic times a close connexion which eventually amounted to
political identity behveen the Khazars and the Barsileens (the Passils
of Moses of Chorene) who occupied tlie delta of the Volga ; and tha
Baisileens can be traced through the pages of Ptolemy ((Jcoj., v.

9), of Pliny (iv. 26), of Strabo (vii. p. 306), and of Pom ponius Mela
(ii. c. 1, p. 119) to the so-called Royal Scyths, ^nieai ffao-iXnts, who
were known to the Greek colonies upon the Euxine, and whose
political superiority and commercial enterprise led to this rendering
of their name. Such points, however-, need not here be further pur-
sued than to establish the presence of this white race ("La Race
Blonde " of Klaproth) aronnd the Caspian and the Euxine through-
out historic times. They appear in European history as White Hiina
(Ephthalites), White Ugrians (Sar-ogours), White Bulgarians. They
were the carriers between Europe and the farthest East. Owing to
climatic causes (see Asia) the tract tliey occupied was slowly drying
up. They were the outposts of civilization towards tlie encroaching
desert, and the Tartar nomadism that advanced with it. They held
in precarious subjection the hordes whom the conditions of the
climate and the soil made it impossible to supplant. They bore the
brunt of each of the great waves of Tartar conquests, and were even-
tually overwhelmed.

History.—From out of the mass of this white race of the steppe
the Khazars can be first historically distinguished at the end- of
the 2d century of our era. They burst into Armenia witlr too
Barsileens, 198 A.D. They were repulsed and attacked in turn,
but thenceforth Khazar wars occupy a prominent place ia the
Armenian annals for eight hundred years. The pressure of the
nomads of the steppe, the quest of plunder or revenge, these seera
the only motives of these early expeditions ; butiu the long struggle
between the Roman and Persian empires, of which Armenia was
not seldom the battlefield, and eventually the prize,- Uio attitude
of this powerful people of the Caucasus assumed politic-il importance.
Armenia inclined to the civilization and ere long to the Christianity
of Rome, whilst her Arsacid princes maintained, an inveterate feud
with the Sassanids of Persia. It became therefore the policy of Uio
Persian kings to call in the Khazars to neutralize or to ehaatizo
the efforts of the Armenians in every collision with the em[>ir9

(200-350). During the 4th century, however, the growing power
of Persia culminated in the annexation of eastern Armenia. The
Khazars, endangered by so powerful a neighbour, passed from under
Persian influence into that remote alliance with Eyzantiujii wiiich

thenceforth characterized their policy, and they aided Julian in. Ui*
invasion of Persia (363). Simultaneously with the approach, of

Persia to the Caucasus the terrible empire of the Huns sprang up
among the Ugrians of the northern steppes. The Khazars straitened

on eveiy side remained passive till the danger culmioatiid in the
accession of Attila (434). The emperor Theodo.KJus, with rca.son

terrified for civilization, sent envoys to bribe tlic Khazars ('AjciiTj^iiioi)

to divert the Huns from tho empire by an attack upon their
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flank. But there was a Hunnic party amongst th« Khazar
chiefs. The design was betrayed to Attila ; and he extiiigiiislmd

the independence of the nation in a moment. Khazaria became

the appanage of his eldest son, and the centre of government
amongst the eastern subjects of the Hun (448). Even the iron

rule of Attila was preferable to the time of anarchy that succeeded

it. Upon his death (454) the wild immigration which he had
arrested revived. The Khazars and the Sarogours {i.e., White
Ogors, possibly the Barsileensof the Volga delta) were swept along

in a flood of mixed Tartar peoples which the conquests of the Jouan
Jouan (the Avars) had set in motion. The Khazars and their com-
panions broke through the Persian defences of the Caucasus. They
appropriated the territory up to the Cyrus and the Araxes, and
roamed at large through Iberia, Georgia, and Armenia. The
Persian king, deeming the floodgates of the steppes opened, implored

the emperor Leo I. to help him defend Asia Minor at the Caucasus

(457), but Rome was herself too hard pressed, nor was it for fifty

years that the Khazars were driven back, and the pass of Derbend
fortified against them {circ. 507).

Thrcugbout the 6th century Khazaria was the mere highway for

the wijd hordes'' to whom the Huns had opened the passage into

Europe, and the Khazars took refuge (like the Venetians from
Attila' amongst the seventy mouths of the Volga. The rise of the

£rst Turk empire in Asia (554) precipitated the Avars upon the

West. The conquering Turks followed in their footsteps (560-580).

They teat dorm all opposition, wrested even Bosphorus in the

Crimea from the empire, and by the annihilation of the Ephthalites

cosipleted the ruin of the White Race of the plains from the Oxus
to the Don. The empires of Turks and Avars, however, ran swiftly

their barbaric course, and tl.e Khazars arose out of the chaos to

more than their ancient renown. They issued from the land of

Barsilia, and extended their rule over the Bulgarian hordes left

masterless by the Turks, compelling the more stubborn to migrate

to the Danube (641). The agricultural Slavs of the Dnieper and
the Oka were reduced to tribute, and before the end of the 7th

cent<iry the Khazars had annexed also the Crimea, had won com-

plete command of the Sea of Azoff, and, seizing upon the narrow
neck which separates the Volga from the Don, had organized the

portage which has continued since an important link in the traffic

between Asia and Europe. The alliance with Byzantium was
revived. Simultaneously and, we cannot doubt, in concert with the

Byzantine campaign against Persia (589), the Khazars had re-

appeared in Armenia, though it was not till 625 that this people,

long known to Persians and Armenians as Khazirs and to the

Romans as Akatzirs, take their place as Khazars in the Byzantine

annals. They are then described as "Turks from the East," a

powerful nation which held the coasts of the Caspian and the Euxine,

ar.d took tribute of the Viatitsh, the Severians, and the Polyane.

The khiikan, enticed by the promise of an imperial princess, fur-

nished Heraclius with 40,000 men for his Persian war, who shared

in thfe victory over Chosroes at Niueveh.
Meansbile a power had arisen which transformed the whole

course of Eastern politics and committed the Khazars to a struggle

for life which lasted two hundred years. Mohammed hadjiroclaimed
his faith, and the Saracens were advancing to enforce it. The
Persian empire wa,s struck down (637), and the Moslems poured

into Armenia. The khakan had defied the summons sent him by
the invaders, and he now aided the Byzantine patrician in the

defence of Armenia. I'he allies were defeated ; and ere long the

Moslems undertook the subjugation of Khazaria (651) It was the

beginning of eighty years of ceaseless, obstinate, ineifectual warfare.

Ten great invasions of Khazaria through the pass of Derbend are

recorded, and many a retributive raid upon the Moslems ; but in

the end their fanaticism and enormous superiority in numbers pre-

vailed. The khakan and his chieftains were captured and compelled

to embrace Islam (737), and till the decay of the Mohammedan
empire Khazaria with all the other countries of the Caucasus paid

^n annual tribute of children and of corn (737-861). Nevertheless,

though overpowered in the end, the Khazars had protected the

plains of Europe from the Mohammedans, and made the Caucasus
the limit of their conquests.

In the interval between the decline of the Mohammedan empire
and the rise of Russia the Khazars reached the zenith of their

power. The merchants of Byzantium, Armenia, and Baghdad met
in the markets of Itil (whither since the raids of the Mohammedans
the capital had been transferred from Semender), and traded for

the wax, furs, leather, and honey that came down the Volga. So
important was this traffic held at Constantinople that, when the

portage to the Don was endangered by the irruption of a fresh

horde of Turks (the Petchenegs), the emperor Theophilus himself
despatched the materials and the workmen to build for the Khazars
a fortress impregnable to their forays (834). Famous as the one
stone structure is in that stoneless region, the post became known
far and wide amongst the hordes of the steppe as Sar-kel or the
White Abode. Merchants from every nation found protection,

justice, and perfect good faith in the Khazar cities. The Jews,
e.xpelled from Constantinople, sought a home amongst them, de-

veloped the Khazar trade, and conteuded with Mohammedans tmd
Christians for the theological allegiance of the pagan people. The
dynasty accepted Judaism (circ. 740), but there was equal tolerance

for all, and eash man was held amenable to the authorized code
and to the official judges of the faith wluch he professed. At the
Byzantine court the khakan was held in high honour. The
emperor Justinian Rliinotmetus took refuge with him during his
exile and marii-d his daughter, 702. Justinian's rival Bardanep
in turn sought en asylum in Khazaria, and in Leo IV. (775) the
grandson of a Kliazar sovereign ascended the Byzantine throne.
Khazar troops were amongst the bodyguard of the imperial court

;

they fought for Leo VI. against Simon of Bulgaria (SSS); and the
khakan was honoured in diplomatic intercourse with the tea! of
three solidi, which marked him as a potentate of the first rankj
above even the pope and the Carlovingian monarchs. Indeed his
dominion became an object of uneasiness to the jealous statecraft of
Byzantium, and Constantine PorphjTogenitus, writing for his son's
instruction in the government, carefully enumerates the Alans, the
Petchenegs, the Uzes, and the Bulgarians as the forces he must relv

on to restrain it.

It was, however, from a power that Constantine did not consider
that the overthrow of the Khazars came. Long before, when a band
of Slav prisoners was brought into the Khazar camp, a sage had
prophesied—"These men's swords have two edges ; ours have but
one. We conquer now ; but some day they will conquer us."
The arrival of the Varangians amidst the scattered Slavs (862)
had now united them into a nation and launched them upon that
career of conquest which within a hundred years carried the
Russian arms to the Balkans and the Caucasus. The advance of
the Petcheregs from the East gave the Russians their opportunity.
Before the onset of those fierce invaders the precarious suzerainty
of the khakan broke up. By calling in the Uzes, the Khazars did
indeed dislodge the Petchenegs from the position they had seized

in the heart of the kingdom between the Volga and the Don, but
only to drive them inwards to the Dnieper. The Hungarians,
severed from their kindred and their rulers, migrated to the Car-
pathians, whilst Oleg, the Russ prince of Kieff, passed through the
Slav tribes of the Dnieper basin with the cry " Pay nothing to t'iio

Khazars " (884). The kingdom dwindled rapidly to its ancient
limits between the Caucasus, the Volga, and the Don, whilst the
Russian traders of Novgorod and Kietf supplanted the Khazars as
the carriers between Constantinople and the north. When Ibn
Fadlan visited Khazaria forty years later, Itil was even yet a great
city, with baths and market-places and thirty mosques. But there
was no domestic product nor manufacture ; the kingdom depended
solely upon the now precarious transit dues ; and the king or great

khakan was a roifainiant hidden from the sight of men, the actual

admiijistratiou being in the hands of a major domus. also called

khakan. At the assault of Swiatoslav of Kieff the rotten fabric

crumbled into dust. His troops were equally at home on land and
water. Sarkel, Itil, and Semender surrendered to him (965-969).

He pushed his conquests to the Caucasus, and established Russian
colonies upon the Sea of Azoff The principality of Traoutorakan,
founded by his grandson Mstislav (988), replaced the kingdom of

Khazaria, the last trace of which was extinguished by a joint expedi-
tion of Russians and Byzantines (1016). "The last of the khakans,

,

George Tzula, was taken prisoner. A remnant of the nation took
refuge in an island of the Caspian (Siahcouy^), others retired to

the Caucasus ; part emigrated to the district of Kasakhi in Georgia,
and appear for the last time joining with Georgia m her successful

effort to throw ofl' the yoke of the Seljuk Turks (1089). But the
name is thought to survive in " Kadzaria," the Georgian title for

Jlingrelia, and in " Kadzaro," the Turkish word for the Lazes. Till

the 13th century the Crimea was known to European travellers as

"Gazaria" ; the " ramparts of the Khazars" are still distinguished

in the Ukraine ; and the record of their dominion survives in the
names of Kazarek, Kazaritshi, Kazarinovod, Kozar-owka, Eozari,

and Kazan (Schafarik, ii. 65).

Aiilhorilies.—Khazar: The letter of King Joseph to R. Chasdal Ibn Shafrflt,

first published by J. Aktlsh, Kot Mebasser, Constantinople, 1577, and often
repilnted in editions of Jehuda bal-Levy's Kuzai-i. Gennaa translations by
Zedner (Berlin, 1840) and Cassel. Magyar. Alterth., Beilin, 1848; French by
Carmoly, Rev. Or. (1841), Comp. Harka\-j', Rtissische Revue, Iv. 69; Gi^etl,
Geichic'hte, v. 364; and Carmoly, Itimrairea de la Terre Sairtte. Brussels, 1847.

Armenian: Moses ^-f Chorene ; comp. Saint-Martin, it^cires Bislori^et e(

Oeogravfiigues sur I'Armenze. Paris, 16IS. Arabic: The account of Ibn Fadl&n
(921) is" preserved by Tlkflt, U. 436 s j. See also Islakhry (ed. de Gneje, p. 220 ig.),

Afas'iidrj, chap. xvii. 406' 57. of Sprenger's translation ; Ibn Baukal (ed. de Goeje,

p. 279 iq.-,, and the histoiies of Itm el AthSr and Tabary. " Much of the Arabic
material has been collected and translated by Fra/hn, " Veteres Memoria Cha-
sarorum," la Mem. de St Pel., 1822 ; Dom (from the Pei-sian Tabary), il4m. de

St Pet., 1844; Dufrtoery, Jount. As., 1849. See also D'Ohsson's imaginary
Vovage d'Abul Cassim, based CO theee eoarcea. Bytantine Eiatorians: The
reletive passages are collected in Stritter's Memorix Popuionim, St Petersburg,
1778. Russian : The Chronicle ascribed to Nestor.

Modem.—Klaproth, *'M^m. sur les Khazars," In Joum. As., ser. 1, vol. HI.;

Id, Tableaux But.de fAsie, Paris, 1823; Id., Tabl. Bisl. de Caueasea, 1821

;

memoirs on the Khazai-s by Harkavy and by Koworth (Congres intern, des

Orientatisles, li.); Latham, Russian and Turk, pp. 209-17; Vivien St Martia
itudes de Oiog. Aneienne, Paris, 1850 ; Id,, Rerhsrchet tur les populations dxi

Cawoje, 1847 ; Id,, "Sur lc9 Khazars," In Nautietles Ann. det rofOjM, I851 ;

D'Ohason, Peuptst ifi. C:iucase. Paris, 182S. (P. L. G.)
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KHELAT, the capital of Baluchistan, and the residence

of the reigning khan, is situated, at an elevation of 6800

feet above the sea, in 29^ N. lat., and 66° 40' E. long., in

a narrow vaUey, which is bounded to the east by the

mountain ranges extending to the province of Cutch

Gundava ; to the west is the Sha Mirdan, on the northern

slope of which hill the town ia built; to the south the

valley is closed by low hills, while to the north it is of

sufficient breadth to allow space for two or three small

villages. Through the centre of this valley runs a mountain

torrent, which is generally dry, but after heavy rain pours

down a considerable body of water. The town is surrounded

by a mud wall about 30 feet in height, which is pierced by

three gateways. The houses are built of mud, and number
from three to four hundred; the streets are narrow and
tortuous; it possesses a tolerably well supplied bazaar. A
miri or citadel, having an imposing appearance, dominates

the town, and contains within its walls the palace of the

khan. It was in an upper room of this residence that

Merab Khan, then ruler of Baluchistan, was killed during

the storming of the town aud citadel by the British troops

at the close of the first Afghan war in 1839. The suburbs

of Khelat are comparatively extensive, and contain from

10,000 to 12,000 inhabitants, which number, however,

fluctuates according to the season, as well as with the

political events passing in the country. There are to be

found both in the town and suburbs residents representing

many of the countries of Asia, viz., Hindus, Brahoes,

Dehwars, Bab^, Afghans, Persians, and Baluchis. The
Hindu community forms the principal trading class, a fair

proportion of which, however, includes the Bab6 tribe,

while agriculture is almost entirely in the hands of the

Dehwar tiibe. The town is well supplied with excellent

water, principally from a spring situated in the eastern side

of the valley ; this water is also used for irrigating the

numerous enclosed gardens studded about, in which are

grown most of the fruit trees to be found in European
climates, including the vine, apricot, apple, and mulberry

;

vegetables of all descriptions thrive to perfection. The
climate of Khelat is peculiarly dry and pure, nor ;s there

heat during the summer months that can be called oppres-

sive. The citadel, although offering an imposing appear-

ance, has in reality no military value, and could offer no
resistance to the artillery in use at the present day. It

is quite impossible to give an idea of the period of the

building of Khelat, though there can be no doubt that it is of

very ancient origin, long prior to the Mohammedan era

;

but, as political events have now brought England into

close friendly relations with the Baluch state, we may look

forward to the unravelling of many traditions which now
surround and obscure the history of Baluchistan and its

capital.

KHERI, a district of Oudh, India, lying between
27° 41' and 28° 42' N. lat., and 80° 4' 30" and 81- 23' E.

long., bounded on the N. by the river Mohan, separating

it from NepAl, E. by the Kauridla river, separating it from
Bhardich district, S. by Sltdpur district, and W. by
ShAhjahAnpur district in the North-Western Provinces,

with an area of 2963 square miles.

Kheri district consists of a series of fairly elevated

plateaus, separated by rivers flowing from the north-west,

each of which is bordered by ft belt of alluvial land. The
rivers are, commencing from the east, the Kauridla, Suheli,

Dahdwar, Chauka, Ul,. Jamwdri, Kathna, Gumti, and
Sukheta, North of the Ul, the country is considered very

unhealthy. This tract probably formed in ancient times
the bed of a lake, through which flow two rivers, the

Kauridla and Chauka, changing their courses constantly,

80 that the whole surface is seamed with deserted river

btds much below the level of the surrounding country.

The vegetation is very dense, and the stagnant waters are
the cause of endemic fevers. The people reside in the
neighbourhood of the low ground, as the soil is more
fertile and less expensive to cultivate than the forest-

covered uplands. South of the Ul, the scene changes.
Between every two rivers or tributaries stretches a plain,

considerably less elevated than the tract to the north.
There is very little slope in any of these plains for many
miles, and marshes are formed, from which emerge the
head-waters of many secondary streams, which in the rains
become dangerous torrents, and frequently cause devastat-
ing floods. The general drainage of the country is from
north-west to south-east. Several large lakes exist, some
formed by the ancient channels of the northern rivera-being

fine sheets of water, from 10 to 20 feet deep and from 3
to 4 miles long ; in places they are fringed with magnificent
groves. In the south there are some other large natural

lakes. The whole north of the district is covered with vast

forests—occupying an area of 650 square mUes, of which
423 square miles are now Government reserves. JSdl vccu-

pies about two-tliirds of the whole forest area. Kankar
(nodular limestone) of good quality is met with, and salt-

petre is manufactured in large quantities. The wild
animals include tigers,, leopards, black buck, spotted deer,

hogdeer, and nilgdi.

At the census of 1869 the ropulation was Tettmied at 746,350
(males 40! j837, females 342,513)—Hindus, 671,686 ; Mobammedaus,
74,307; C.iristiaus, 96; "others," 261. Allowing for recent transfei-s,

the latest return (based on the above census) gives the population at

739,283. All the towns now existing are of recent foundation, none
dating earlier than the 16th century. Of their origin, one common
tale is told. The Musalmdn or Fajput founder came through the
woods and marshes, and st^izea upon the slight hills or hummocks
upon which some Pasi or Ahir patriarch ruled over a few mud huts.

The rightful owner fled deeper into the forest, and the intruder

built a block house or a brick fort to guard against his return.

Only three towns in 1869 contained upwards of 5000 inhabitants,

namfly, Kheri, Muhamdi, and Oel, with an aggregate population of

19,087. Lakhimpur, the civil station, is the only municipality in

tlio district. The area under the chief agricultural products is re-

turned as follows :—rice, 166,811 acres; wheat, 135,081 ; other food

grains, 851,133; oil-seeds, 29,380; sugar-cane, 41,065; cotton,

6739 ; tobacco, 8265 ; vegetables, 6644 ; fibres, 419 acres. Poppy
and indigo ^re also cultivated. District manufactures are con-

fined to wearing and cotton printing for local requirements. Grain
of all kinds is exported, as also are turmeric, tobacco, timber, sugar,

syrup, hides, bullocks, and ghi. Catechu is made in large quan-

tities throughout the north of the district, from the khair tree

(Acacia'Catechu), the heart-wood of which is chopped out and boiled

down by a caste called Khairis. Khasfchas (Andropogon muricalum),

the roots of which are used for matting taiii screens, is exported in

large quantities to Benares and Patna. Two great annual religious

trading fairs are held at GolaGokaranndth—one in January attended

by about 60,000 people, and the other in February, lasting about

fifteen days, at which 150,000 persons are said to assemble. This

great fair is increasing rapidly in importance, goods to the value

of about £15,000 being sold annually by traders from all parts of

India. The imports, which consist mainly of cotton, salt, countrj'

cloth, and English piece goods, considerably exceed the exports in

value. The district revenue in 1870 amounted to £74,132, of which

£62,471 Tvas derived from the land-tax. In respect of education,

Kieri is the most backward district in Oudh. The mean annual

temperature is about 79° Fahr. ; the mean rainfall during the eleven

years ending 1874 was 47 '3 inches.

The present district only dates its history as an administrative

unit from 1858. At the time of the mutiny of 1857 it was divided

between the districts of Muhamdi and Malldpur, and was not con-

stituted a secarate district till the reorganization of the province on

the pacification of the country.

KHEESON, a government of European Russia, on the

boiJers of the Black Sea, and conterminous with Bess

arabia, PodolL-, Kieff, Ekaterinoslaff, and Taurida. The

area is estimated at 27,455 square miles. Especially in

the south the general aspect of the country is that of an

open steppe, and almost the whole government is destitute

of forest.- The Dniester marks the western and tho

Dnieper the eastern boundary, and the Bug, the Irg^:!,

and several minor streams traverse tho intermediain
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torritory. Along the shore lie a number of extensive

lagoons. Olialk, saltpetre, salt, sandstone, and a lime-

stone conglomerate largely used for building are tke

principal minerals. Besides the ordinary cereals, maize,

hemp, flas, tobacco, and mustard are pretty commonly
grown ; the fruit trees of general cultivation include the

cherry, the plum, the p>eacb, and the mulberry ; and
gardening receives a large amount of attention. The
agricultural condition of the government has been greatly

improved by the presence of numerous German colonies.

Cattle-breediiJg, horse-breeding, and sheep farming are

pursued on a large scale. Some of the sheep farmers have

a» many as 30,000 or 40,000 merinos, and only a very

Bmall proportion of the 2,500,000 sheep in the govern-

ment are of unimproved varieties. The value of the total

industrial production has been estimated at upwards of

.£2i500,000,—the more iD>|iortant d\;partments being the

manufacture of wi>ol, hemp, leather, and flour. The ports

«jf Kherson, Otchakoff, Kikolaieff, and more especially

Odessa are among the great outlets of KuHsian commerce;
and Berislaff, Alexandriya, Elizabethgrad, Vozneseusk,

Olviopol, ntid Tiraspol plaj- an important part in the inland

traffic. In 1B71 the total population of the government
was 1,001,892; and besides Great. and Little Russians it

comprised Roumanians, Servians, Poles, Greeks, Germans,
Oipsies, while no fewer than i4,107 were returned as

Roman Catholics, 48,902 as Protestants, 3183 as Arme-
nians, and 128,313 as Jews. There are six administrative

districts—Alexandri}'a, Axianieff, Elizabethgrad, Kherson,

Odessa, and Tiraspol. The towi\s with more than 5000
inhabitants are Odessa (184,820 in 1873). Nikolaieff

(82,800), Elizabethgrad (35,200), Tiraspol (16,700),
Ananieff (16,000), Alexandriya (10,520), Novo-Georgievsk
or Kruiloff (10,225), Voznesensk (9450), Berislaff (8080),
Cobrinetz (7150), Gregoriopol, Dubosarui, Novo-Mirgorod,
Olviopol, and Otchakoff.

KuERSou, the chief town of the above government, is

B^+nated on the right bank of the Dnieper, about 19 miles

from its moutk Founded by Prince Potemkin in 1778
as a naval station and seaport, it had become by 1786 a

place of 10,000 inhabitants, and, although its progress was
checked by the rise of Odessa and the removal (in 1794)
of the naval establishments to Nicolaielf, it has still a popu-
lation of more than 46,000. The Dnieper at this point

breaks up into several arms, forming islands overgrown
with reeds and bushes; it is difficult to maintain a deep
navigable channel, and vessels of burden must anchor at

Stanislavskoe Selo, a good way down the stream. Of the

traffic on the river the largest share is due to the timber
trade, and wool-dressing is the only extensive local in-

dustry. Kherson is a substantial and regular town. The
cathedral is interesting as the burial-place of Potemkin, and
near the church of the Assumption lie the remains of John
Howard, the English philantliro])ist. The fortifications

have fallen into decay. The name Kherson was given to
the town from tlie supposition that the site had formerly
bsen that of Chersonesus Heracleotica, the famous Greek
city founded by the Dorians of Heraclea.

XHIVA, an independent Uzbeg khanate of Turkestan,
which occupies the fertile oasis stietcbing in a band of

varying width along the left bank of the lower Oxus
Between Pitniak aud the Sea of Aral. Tlie inhabited dis-

niet, which lies between 41° and 43° N. lat., and 59° and
Dl° 30' E. long., aud practically forms the limits of the

kha~natB, is about 200 miles in length and has an average

nreadth of 25 to 30 miles—an area therefore of some 5000
to 6000 square miles.

This tract of territory is out a meagre relic of tlie great

IvingJom which under the oanio of Cliorasniia, Kliarezm

(Khwarizui/, or Urgeutch held the keys of the mightiest

river iu Ceutrai Asia, and formed in consequence a precious

jewel for rivalry among Eastern potentates from an early

period of the world's history. Great alterations, geogra-

phically and politically, have taken place since those times.

The Oxus has changed its outlet, and no longer fornM a

water-way to the Caspian and thence to Europe. A great

European power has arisen which has made gradual but

important encroachments in Asia, and between this power

on the north and the independent Turcoman tribes on the

south the authority of the khan of Khiva haS been dwarfed

and circumscribed within the narrow limits above indicated.

From the establishment of the Piussians on the lower

Jaxartes in 1847 dates the decline in power of the khan of

Khiva. Prior to that year the khan claimed sovereignty

from the Caspian on the west to the confines of Khokand
and Bokhara on the east, and from the northern margin of

the Ust Urt and the Jaxartes on the north to the mountain

fange forming the Persian frontier on the south, including

Merv. Within these limits his authority was recognized,

although toward.s the extremities this was merely nominal.

Since that year the Russians have annexed the country

between the lower Jaxartes and Oxus, established the large

trans-Caspian military district on the east shore of the

Caspian, and conquered the Akhal Tekke country, thereby

hemming iu the Khivaus on all sides. The Russians have,

moreover, by imposing a large indemnity (two millions of

roubles) for the campaign of 1873, so crippled the finances

of the state that the khan, though nominally independent,

is in reality a vassal and in a state of complete subjection

to his more powerful neighbours, A Russian military force

now watches the khanate from Forts Petro-Alexandrovsk

and Nukus on the right bank of the Oxus, tlie former fort

being within 35 miles of the capitaL

nisfonj.—It would be impossible to trace here, even in

the briefest manner, the changes through which Kharezm
has passed, under the successive waves of migration and
conquest which have swept across the country in ancient

and historic times. The present insignificance and the

eventual disappearance of the khanate from the map of

Turkestan in the near futm-e being intimately connected

with the extension eastward of Russia, it wiU be more
profitable to trace its Listoiy after its first connexion with

that power.

Russia commenced her relations with Khiva in tie I7th

century. The warlike Cossacks of the Yaik during their

raids across the Caspian learnt of the existence of the rich

territory of Khiva,- and made an expedition to the chief

town, Urgentcli, at a time when the khan and his troops

were absent. They carried off a large number of women
and a rich booty, but were overtaken on their road home
by the Khivans and killed to a man. Two subsequent

expeditions under Atamans Nechai and Shemai proved

equally disastrous to the Cossacks. These three expedi-

tions were simply the raids of freebooter.'!. In 1717, how-
ever, Peter the Great, having heard of the presence of

auriferous sand m the bed of the Oxus, and desiring also

to " open mercantile relations with India through Turan "

and to release from slavery some Kuisian subjects, sent a

2)roperly equipped military force to Khiva. The com-
mand of the expedition, which consisted of 3300 men and
six guns, with three mouths' provisions, was entrusted to

Prince Bekovitch Tcherkassky. After establishing a forti-

fied base of operations on the east shore of the Caspian,

Bekovitch collected his forces at the mouth of the Ural

and thence marched across the Ust Urt into Khivan
territory. When within 100 miles of the capital he was
encountered by the forces of the khan. The battle lasted

three days, and ended in victory for the Russian arms. The
Khivans, however, induced the victors to break up their

ioice into small detachments in order to facilitate supply.
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end then treacherously annihilated them in detail. This
disaster did not prevent the Russians from sending embassies

from time to time to the klian, but the representations

of the envoys did not induce him to desist from enslaving

Russian subjects or even to free those already in bondage.

The Persian campaign which subsequently followed, the

designs in other parts of Central Asia, and the constant

embroilment of Russia in European wars caused Khivan
affairs to recede temporarily to the background, and it was
not until the third decade of the 19 th century that the

attention of the Muscovite Government was again directed

to the khanate. In 1839 a force under General Perovsky,

consisting of three and a half battalions, three Cossack
regiments, and twenty-two guns, in all 4500 men, with a

large train of camels, moved from Orenburg across the Ust
Urt to the Khivan frontiers, in order to occupy the khanate,

liberate the captives, and open the way for trade. This

expedition likewise terminated in disaster. The inaccessi-

bility of Khiva was once more her safeguard. Before the

force reached half-way towards its destination it was forced

to return, in consequence of the severity of the weather

and the loss of life among the men and animals. These
expeditions had convinced the Russians that for the effec-

tive control of the relations of Khiva a nearer position must
be sought. In 1847 they founded the Raim fort at the

mouth of the J.oxartes. As this advance deprived the

Khivans not only of territory, but of a large number of

tax-paying Kirghiz, while the establishment of a fort gave

the Russians a base for further operations, a collision

became sooner or later inevitable. For the next few years,

however, the attention of the Russians was taken up with

Khokand, their operations on that side culminating in the

capture of Tashkend in 1865. Free in this quarter, they

directed their thoughts once more to Khiva. In KGO
Krasnovodsk on the east shore of the Caspian was founded,

and in 1871-72 the country leading to Khiva from dif-

ereat parts of Russian Turkestan was thoroughly explored

and surveyed. In 1873 an expedition to Khiva was care-

fully organized on a large scale. The forces placed at

the disposal of General v. Kaufmann started from three

different bases of operation—Krasnovodsk, Orenburg, and
Tashkend. The whole force consisted of more than 10,000
men. Khiva was occupied by the Russians almost without
opposition. All the territory (35,700 square miles, and
110,000 souls) on the right bank of the Osus was annexed
to Russia and formed into the Amu Daria sub-district, while

a heavy war indemnity was imposed upon the khanate.

The difficult position financially in which the khan is

thereby placed has more than once impelled him to beg
the Russians to take the country under their administra-

tion. Russia, however, prefers the present arrangement of

maintaining Khiva serai-independent instead of in complete
subjection, for, not only does the collection of the indemnity
fall upon the Khivan authorities, but the country shields

the Russian possessions on the Oxus from the attacks of

the Turcomans, which if made must first come in contact

with the intervening territory of Khiva.
Topography.—The Khivan oasis is indebted for its fertil-

ity to the waters of the Oxus, which by means of irrigating

canals and ditches penetrate into what was at one time
barren steppe. Where this water reaches the land teams
with life ; where it ends all is death and a waste. The
area of sandy desert reclaimed by the Oxus is estimated
by the late Major Wood, Madras Engineers, at 1| millions

of acres. The soil of the khanate is a tenacious clay of a
red and grey colour, more or less impregnated with sand,
—the detritus brought down by the river. Black earth is

seldom seen ; but earth strongly impregnated with salt is

frequently found. The oasis is generally level, except
some unimportant heights and sand-hills.

That part of the Oxus which waters the khnnate has at
Pitniak a north-west direction, and flows within a single
bed. Below Kipchak it bends sharply to the west, and,
after describing part of a semicircle to Hodjeili and giving
off the Laudan, which with the Usboi forms the ancient
course of the Oxus, resumes its north-west course to Kun-
grad. There it takes a north direction, dividing into two
branches, the Taldyk and Ulkun, the latter the principal
arm, and ultimately disembogues by many channels inta
the Sea of Aral The banks of the river are generally low
and in midsummer do not stand more than 6 to 20 feet
above the level of the water. The river is in flood three
or four times a year, the chief periods being in April and
May, when it overflows its banks and does much dama"0
to the canal dams. The average velocity is about 3 miles
an hour, but at times of inundation the current becomes
much more rapid. The breadth of the rivox at ordinary
times varies from \ to f mile, but increases to 3 or more
miles at inundations. There Are no obstacles to navigation
in the shape of rapids, but the shifting of the sand banks
acts as an impediment. The water of the Oxus is whole-
some, although of a yellowish-brown colour, which is due
to particles in suspension. These particles are gritty, and
unlike the mud of the NHe do not fertilize the ground.
The deposit from the water when dried is used by tho
Khivans to form their dams. In consequence of the large
body of matter brought down, the irrigating canals require
constant clearing. These canals vary from 20 to 150 feet

in breadth, and from 10 to 20 feet in depth, and are some-
times as much as 80 miles long. They have a current of

about 2 miles an hour, and are mostly navigable by boats.

The direction of the canals is west and north-west, from
which it may be concluded that the left bank of the river

has a natural slope towards the Caspian. By actual measure-
ment it has been found that the fall of the ancient bed is

400 feet from the point near Kipchak where it had its

origin to Balkhan Bay in the Caspian,—a distance of 500
miles.

From the statement of Abulghazi Khan and other proofs

there can be little doubt that two hundred and fifty years
ago the Oxus flowed into the Caspian through the Usboi,
which was connected with the present channel by at any
rate three arms—Daudan, Daryalik, and Lauzan or Laudan.
The alteration in the course of the river was probably due
to the gradual elevation of the land where the old bed
passed, from which naturally resulted a diminution in the

velocity of the stream, and at the same time a silting of

the channel. From this cause the waters of the Oxus found

for themselves another outlet. Whether the Russians will

be able to carry out their scheme of forcing the Oxus to

resume its old course to the Caspian it would be premature
to offer an opinion, but the surveys at present are not

favourable. The advantages to Russia would be great, as

she would have a continuous waterway from the Volga to

Afghanistan.

The khanate has numerous lakes, especially towards the

Aral, connected together by affluents and canals. They
are usually covered with reeds. Lake Aibugir, once a large

inlet of the Aral, is now dry.

The means of communication in the khanate is by road

and by water. The roads are usually narrow, but some
are as much as 70 feet wide. In spring and nutnmn, at the

time of inundations, they are in bad order. Internal trade

is carried on by camels and by carts.

Government.—The government is an absolute despotism,

and, subject to a certain moral control exercised by the

proximity of the Russians, is entirely in the hands of the

khan. The chief secular otficials are (1) the hmh-begi or

vizier, prime minister; (2) mehter, chancellor of the ex-

chequer; (3) inakh, four in number, local governors j (4)
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metch-mehrem and baichman, controller ana collector of

tustoma respectively
; (5) bii/, the khan's supporter in

battle ; (6) miiibashi,' yu^bashi, and onbashi, belonging to

the military class, now fast disappearing. The ulema or

priests, of whom the nakib is the chief, are subdivided as

follows:

—

{\) kazi kelan and kazi, judicial functionaries;

(2) alem-, chief of the five muftis; (3) reis, mufii, and
akhond. The acknowledged religion ia the Suni form of

Mohammedanism. Justice is administered in the mosques
and in. the private dwellings of the cadis and muftis, but

every Khivan subject has the right to prefer his complaint

before the governor or even before the khan.

Revenue.—The khan's revenue is derived from (1) the

land-tax, paid in coin by all sedentary Khivan subjects, and

in cattle (2i per cent.) by nomads
; (2) a customs due on

all incoming and outgoing caravans, and on the sale of

cattle—2.V per cent, ad valorem; (3) the rent of crown

lands. The revenue of certain districts is set aside for the

support of the relatives of the reigning khan, and of the

rest the greater part is exhausted in paying the large indem-

nity imposed by the Russians after the campaign of 1873.

Population.—The inhabitants are partly sedentary and

partly nomad. They include Uzbegs, Karakalpaks, Turco-

mans, Sarts, Kizilbashes, and Arabs—the first three of

Mongol origin, the rest of Aryan descent. The Uzbegs

come from a Turk stock, and constitute the dominant class.

Some few live in towns, but the bulk reside on their farms,

where they occupy themselves- in agriculture, gardening,

silk cultivation, and fishing. Very few engage in trade.

They are divided into tribes. The Karakalpaks, or "black-

hats," are supposed to be a clan of Uzbegs. They inhabit

the lower part of the Oxu"?, and are mostly stock-breeders;

they are divided into tribes, and are nearly all nomadic.

The Turcomans are of similar origin to the Uzbegs, and

are divided into tribes, of which the chief are the Yomud,
Karadashli, Goklen, Ersari, Ciiaudor, and Imrali. They
are all engaged in breeding horses and stock and in agri-

culture. Some are sedentary, while others migrate to the

steppe in summer. The Sarts or Tajiks, who were probably

the original inhabitants of the country, live chiefly in the

large towns and are engaged in trade or in handicrafts,

some in agriculture and silk cultivation. The KLzilbashes

are liberated Persian slaves, and are distributed over the

khanate, but more particularly inhabit the Tashauz district.

Of the Semitic. race wo find Arabs in small numbers at

Shavat. They form the living monuments of the Arab
conquest.

Owing to the' absence of any census it is impossible to

give more than a very rough estimate of the population of

the Khivan oasis. Major Wood, a competent observer,

estimated it in 1875 at 300,000 souls, of whom ^wo-thirds

are Uzbegs and Tajiks. Liberated Persians and other

slaves make up 50,000, while the remainder is composed

of sedentary Turcomans who occupy cultivated lands or

who nomadize about the western borders of the khanate.

There is no marked division of the people into castes or

classes. A Khivan may be a merchant, an agriculturist,

or craftsman as he pleases ; he may possess land or other

real property, but for this privilege he must fulfil his obli-

gation to the state, pay taxes, and furnish labourers for

digging or repairing canals, upon which the life of the oasis

may be said to depend. Only the military class, the priest-

hood, and the khodjas are exempt from the payment of

taxes. The khodjas consider themselves descendants of the

prophet ; they pay no taxes and render no military service,

nor do they furnish canal labour. They are derived from

the same stock as the khodjas of Turkestan, and according

to tradition came to Khiva sis hundred years ago. Agri-

culture, trade, and handicrafts constitute their chief em-

ployment.

Towns.—Khivau towns are nothing more than agglo-
merations of houses without plan or regularity ; the streets

are so crooked and narrow that two carts can only pass
with difficulty or not at all The towns are usually sur-

rounded by a defensive wall, in a more or less dilapidated
state ; sometimes there is also a wet ditch. Outside
the walls stretches an extensive suburb. Each town con-

tains usually a bazaar, a caravanserai, and one or more
medresses (ecclesiastical colleges) and mosques. The popu-
lation consists of government officials, shopkeepers, me-
chanics, and a very few agriculturists. There are no villages

as we understand the term,—only farmsteads dotted at

intervals along the banks of the canals. The security against

Turcoman raids which is given to the townspeople by tiie

vail and ditch is replaced in the case of the farming class

by small round guard-houses (karachi-khane) constructed

along the same canals where the farmsteads are placed.

The chief towns are Khiva (the present capital and
residence of the khan) ; Khazarasp, spoken of by the Arab
geographers as a strong place in the 10th century, a reputa-

tion it stdl maintains ; New Urgentch, the chief trading

town ; Tashauz, another strong place ; Gurlen, Hazavat,
llalli, Kipchak, Khanka, Hodjeili, Kungrad, Pitniak, Kunia
Urgentch (once the capital, but destroyed first by Jenghiz
Khan, and afterwards by Timur), and Kiat, which up to

the 15th century was the capital of Kharezm, but is now a
place of little impoj^tance.

Climate.—The climate is quite continental, but is healthy,

and the people are long-lived. The prevailing ailments are

small-pox, inflammation of the eyes, and ague. Cholera is

a rare visitant. Winter begins in November and lasts until

February. At this season the thermometer sometimes falls

to 20° Fahr., and the Oxus freezes to a depth of 6 to 12
inches. At the end of March the vine, pomegranate, and
fig commence to bud, and in the first days of April are

covered with green. Wheat harvesting commences early

in July ; about this time apricots and plums ripen. Leaves

begin to grow yellow and fall in the first haK of November.
The west wind is distinguished by its violence, but it only

rages in spring. At this season the north wind also blows

strongly. Wien the wind is in these quarters dews are

abundant. Severe storms and earthquakes are of rare oc-

currence ; and, generally speaking, there is little rain, snow,

or hail

Products.—The chief agricultural products are wheat,

jugara, rice, sesamum, millet, chigin (a variety of millet),

barley, mash (a pulse), linseed, cotton, hemp, lucerne, to-

bacco, poppy, and madder. The gardens furnish the melon,

cucumber, pumpkin, capsicum, garlic, onion, beet, radish,

carrot, turnip, potato, and cabbage. Of fruits the mul-

berry, apple, pear, cherry, plum, date, peach, pomegranate,

and grape are in abundance. Of trees we find in small

quantities the poplar, black poplar, plane, elm, willow,

karaman (a sort of elm), and narvan (a species of oak).

Saksaul (Holo.r.ylon ammodendron) is found in quantities,

and furnishes excellent fuel. Shrubs of various kinds are

indigenous, and the reed grass, in the absence of meadow-
land, affords good fodder for cattle.

Khiva furnishes no metals, but sulphur and salt are

present in sufficient quantities to satisfy home demands.

The domestic quadrupeds are camels, horses, asses,

horned cattle, sheep, and goats. Of wild animals are

found the hog, giraffe, panther, jackal, fox, wolf, and hare.

The feathered tribe is represented by the wild goose, swan,

crane, pelican, duck, moorhen, bustard, pheasant, quail,

snipe, partridge, magpie, crow, sparrow, nightingale (in

large numbers), and lark, besides domestic fowls and

pigeons. The fish include sturgeon, sterlet, bream, pike,

carp, and sandre.

Trade and Industry.—Thi. trade of Kluva, in the Middle
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,, Ages very cnnsiderable, has in tbe present day declined to

I
fnsignificant proportions. At the epoch when Arab trade

' flourished, and in the time of Jenghlz Khan, Kharezm
possessed important trade routes. Along these routes were

dug deep stone-lined wells, and they were moreover dotted

at intervals with caravanserais ; so that, in the words of a

historian of the 14th century, the traveller from Khiva to

the Crimea need make no provision for liis journey, for all

that was needful could be procured from caravanserais on

the way. In this latter half of the 19th century the trade

is unimportant, and even the ruins of the caravanserais and

wells are to be detected with difficulty. The merchants of

New Urgentch, it is true, take their wares as far as the

great Russian fair of Nijni-Novgorod on the west, to Bok-

hara on the east, and to Persia on the south, but the cara-

vms are small and money is scarce. The chief articles of

trade are horned cattle, camels, horses, sheep, cereals,

khalats, silk and cotton cloth, clothing, gunpowder, arms,

agricultural implements, two-wheeled carts, saddlery, har-

ness, boats, wood, potash, salt, &c. These wares are some-

times bartered, sometimes sold for money. Dried fish is

also an article of export for the Bokhara market Ths
cotton is of excellent quality, and the silk of Khazarasp is

renowned in Central Asia.

Of manufactures there are none in the true sense of

the word. The Khivans weave in their hand-looms cotton

and silk cloth sufficient to satisfy their home necessities.

In handicraft they are specially clever as armourers, smiths,

and founders. The fuel used is saksauL

Currency/.—The money of the country is the gold tilla,

the silver tenghe, and the copper puL The tilla is worth

28 to 35 tenghe, or from sixteen shillings to a pound, ac-

cording to the exchange ; while the tenghe, value about

eevenpeace, is equivalent to about 35 to 50 puis. Russian,

Persian, and Bokharian money are also in circulation.

Khiva, a fortified city, capital of the khanate of the

same name, situated between two canals derived from the

Osus, and in the midst of green fields, orchards, and high

poplars. It lies in 41° 22' 30" N. lat. and 60' 25' E.

long., about 400 miles east of Krasuovodsk on the Caspian,

350 miles north of Meshhed in Persia, and 700 miles

north-north-west of Kandahar. The city is girt with two
mud walls. The inner wall, which surrounds the main
town, is built on a low eminence, and forms a tolerably

regular parallelogram with four towers at the angles. This

wall is about 24 feet high, and has a perimeter of some
2500 yards. Three gates lead into the inner town. The
outer wall, 10 feet high, was built in iS42 to enclose a

former suburb, and has an irregular perimeter of 7200
yards. Twelve gates pierce this outer wall lu the main
or inner town are two palaces of mean appearance, seven-

teen mosques, twenty-two educational seminaries, a cara-

vanserai, a covered bazaar of some one hundred and twenty

shops, and two hundred and sixty other shops distributed

over the place. The principal mosques are those erected in

honour of the saints Polvan Ata and Seid Bai. (f, c. h. c.)

KHOI, a town and district in the province of Azerbijan,

Persia, towards the extreme north-west frontier, between
Lake Urumiyah and the river Aras. The town lies in 38°

37' N. lat, 45° 15' E. long., 77 miles north-west of Tabriz

on the great trade route between the Euxine and Persia,

and on the Kotura, a tributary of tbe Aras, crossed here

by a seven-arched bridge. The fortifications, which are

in a ruinous state, consist of an outer line of bastions,

redans, glacis, ditch and covered way, and an inner high
wall flanked with towers, the intervening space being
occupied with gardens and mud hovels. But the central

part forms one of the best laid out towns in Persia, cool

streams and lines of willows running along its broad regular

streets. Here are a few good buildings, including the

governor's palace, several mosques, a largo brick bazaar
second only to those of Shiraz, and a fine caravanserai.
There is a large transit trade, and considerable Jocal traffic

across the Turkish border. Ophthalmia is very prevalent,
about 10 per cent of the inhabitants suffering from
inflammation of the eyes. The chief manufactures are
copper wares and worsted socks. Here the Turks under
Selim I. gained a great victory over the Persians in 1514,
but with such heavy losses to themselves that the battle
was long after known as the " day of doom." In Septem-
ber 1881 Khoi was visited by a series of violent earth-
quakes, the seismic waves running north-west and south-
east in the direction of the main mountain

. ranges. The
population numbers about 30,000, including many Ar-
menians, who occupy a separate quarter. The district

consists of an elevated plateau 60 miles by 10 to 15, highly
cultivated by a skilful system of drainage and irrigation,

producing a series of fertile oases laid out in meadows,
gardens, and tillage, and yielding rich crops of wheat and
barley, besides apples, pears, cherries, walnuts, chestnuts,
and unrivalled mulberries.

KHOJEND, or Hodjent, chief town of the Khojend
and Jizak district in the province of Sir Daria, in Russian
Turkestan, is situated on the left bank of the Sir Daria or
Jaxartes, 96 miles south-east from Tashkead, and on the
direct road from Bokhara to Khokand. The Russian
quarter lies between the river and the native town. Near
the river is the old citadel, built on the top of au artificial

square mound, about 100 feet high, which Mr Schuyler
suspected to bo a mere hollow wooden framework, only
half filled in with earth. The bazaar of Khojend is very
large in proportion to the size of the town. There is a
wooden bridge over the Jaxartes, whose banks at this

point are so high as to make the river useless to the town
in the absence of pumping gear ; so that when the little

stream Khoja Bakargan dries up in summer, there is much
sufiering from want of water. The great heat intensifies

the distress. There is now no very great trade in Khojend.
Formerly the ' entire commerce between the khanates of

Bokhara and Khokand passed through it, but since the

Russian occupation much of that has been diverted. Silk

worms are reared, and silk goods are manufactured in the

town. A coarse sort of ware is made in imitation of the

Chinese porcelain. Lignite is carried to Tashkend from
the neighbourhood of Khojend. The surrounding district

is tolerably well cultivated; immediately about the town
the ground is taken up with cotton plantations and vine-

yards. The majority of the inhabitants are Tajiks. They
are sociable and pleasure-loving, and the whole air of the

town is agreeable. The population for 1873 is put down
by Mr Schuyler at 30,000.

Khojend has always teen a bone of contention between Khokand
and Bokhara ; and, although belonging from very ancient times to

the former, it has often been seized by the latter. Wlien the ameer
of Bokhara assisted Khudayer Khan to regain his thfone in 1S64,

he kept possession of Khojend. In 1806 it was stormed by the

Russians ; and during the war with Khokand in ISrS it played an
important part.

KHOKAND, a city of Turkestan, was, previous to the

Russian conquest, the capital of an independent khan, bMt,

owing mainly to the fact that those who reside in it are

subject to goitre, it has not been made the administrative

centre of the Russian province (Fekghana, q.v.). The town

is situated on the skirts of the Kashgar Devan ridge, which

separates Kashgar from Ferghana, and it is traversed by
three mountain gullies which send their scanty waters to

the Jaxartes. Dating only from the reign of Saur Khan,

about the early part of the ISth century, Khokand has

within the 10 miles circuit of its mud walls a greater

amount of space to spare than is to be found in any other

city of Central Asia; some of the market-places are of

XIV. — 9
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great extent, and Ihe bazaar is cfuUi on d inore handsome

seals than that even of Tashkend. The palace erected by

the last khan is after the style of the palace at Samarkand,

»nd rivals it in the rich colouring of its enamels and the

general effect of its relief. The audience chamber now

serves as a Russian church and the women's apartments

are occupied by the Russian governor of the fortress. The

mosques, according to native exaggeration, number 600,

and there are fifteen colleges. .The gardens, especially those

of the palace, are conspicuous for their rich foliage. Silk

weaving and papermaking are the chief industries. Coins

bearing the inscription " Khokand the Charming," and

tno*n as khokands, have a wide currency. Population

about 75,000.

See Schuyler's TurHistait, 1876; Khoroshkin's naiTative trans-

lated in Rcciicil d'ilinirarics et de voyages daiis I'Asie Ccnlrale,

Paris, 1878 ; Ujfalvy, " L'Asie Ceutrale," in Tour du Monde, 18s0.

KHONSAR, a town in the province of Irak-Adjemi,

Persia, 92 miles north-west of Ispahan on the Hamadan
route, in a gorge of the hills, which here approach so close

th3t all the intervening space is occupied by the houses

and their garden plots. The town straggles, some 6 miles

along the gorge, with a mean breadth of scarcely half a

mile. There is good water from the hills, and a great

profusion of fruits, the apples yielding a kind of cider,

which does not keep. The clitnate is cool in summer but

excessively cold jn winter. Population 2500 families, or

about 12,500 souls.

KHORAMABAD, a town and fortress of Persia, capital

of the province of Luristan, in 33° 32' N. lat., 47° 43' E.

long., 138 miles west-north-west of Ispahan, 117 south-east

of Kirm^nshAhdn. The fort is perched on an isolated steep

rock in the middle of a difficult pass, and is 1000 yards in

circuit The modern town lies at the south-west foot of

the fort in a narrow valley watered by the broad but

shallow and rapid river Kashgan. A rich plain stretching

thence southwards yields abundance of supplies. Popula-

tion about 6000.

KEORASAN, ».«., "land of the sun," a geographical

term originally applied to the eastern quarter of the four,

named from the cardinal points, into which the ancient

monarchy of the Sassanians was divided.^ After the

Arabic conquests the name was retained both as the desig-

nation of a definite province and in a looser sense. Under

the new. Persian empire the expression has gradually be-

come restricted to the north-eastern portion of Persia

proper, of which it now forms the largest province. The

boundaries of this vast region have scarcely anywhere

been accurately determined, and have constantly fluctuated,

especially towards the north and.east. Speaking generally,

however,' the province is conterminous on the east with

Afghanistan and Sistan, north vrith Astrabad and the re-

recently organized Russian trans-Caspian territory, north-

east with the Turkoman country, west with Mazandaran

and Irak-Adjemi, south with Farsistan and Kirman. It

lies mainly within 33° 30'-38° 30' N. lat. and 53°-6r E.

long., extending 500 miles north-west and south-east and

300 north and south, with total area of about 150,000

square miles, and a population estimated at from 800,000

to over 1,000,000.

The surface in the north, south-west, and partly in the

east is distinctly mountainous to a far greater extent than

is commonly supposed. The ranges generally run in two

or more parallel ridges, enclosing extensive longitudinal

valleys, and running in the normal direction from north-

west to south-east. The whole of the north is occupied by

an extensive highland system forming a continuation of the

Hindu Kush and Paropamisus,- and stretching from the

' See Noldeke'a trarslstioo of Tabari, p. 155.

Herat valley between the Iranian plateau and the Turkestan

depression north-west to the south-east corner of the

Caspian. This system, for which there is no general name,

but which is now sometimes spoken of collectively as the

Kuren-Dagh or Kopet-Dagh, from its chief sections, forms

in the east three ranges, the Hazar-Masjid, Binalud-Kuh,

and Jagatai, enclosing the Meshhed-Kuchaa valley and the

Jagatai plain. The former is watered by the Kashaf-rud,

or river of Meshhed, flowing east to the Ilari-rud, their

junction forming the Tejend, which sweeps round the

Daman-i-Koh, or northern skirt of the outer range in the

direction of the Caspian or Usboi (old bed 'of the Oxus),

but now losing itself in the desert long before reaching

tliem. The Jagatai plain is watered by the Kal-Mura river,

formed by the junction of the Ivara-su and several other

head streams, and flowing south-west to the Great Salt

Desert. In the west the northern highlands also develop

throe branches, the Kuren-Dagh- stretching through the

Great and Little Balkans to the Caspian at Krasnovodsk

Bay, the Ala-Dagh forming a continuation of the Binalud-

Kuh and the Astrabad mountains merging south-westwardfi

in the Elburz system. The Kuren and Ala Daghs enclose

the valley of the Atrek, which flows mainly west to the

Caspian at Hasan Kuli bay. The western offshoots of the

Ala Dagh and the Astrabad mountains enclose in the same

way the valley of the Giu-gan, which also flows westwards

to the south-east corner of the Caspian. The outer range

has probably a mean altitude of 8000 feet, the highest

known summits being the Hazar-ilasjid (10,500 feet) and

the Kara-Dagh (980.)) ; it is crossed by the Maidan-Kuni

and Allaho-Akhbar (4200 feet) passes leading from Kuchan
north to the Daragez district. The central range seems to

be still higher, culminating with the Shah Jahan Kuh
(11,000 feet),. the Kuh Ala Dagh (12,300), and Kuh
Kliorkhud (12,500). The 'southern ridges, although

generally much lower, have the highest pomt of the whole

'system in the Shah-Kuh (1.3,000 feet) at the junction of

the Astrabad and Elburz ranges.

Another system runs diagonally right across the province

from Yezd in the south-west to the Ha'ri-rud valley in the

north-east, throwing off the Kuh Shorab, Kuh Shutari

(10,000 feet), and Kuh Nastanji (8000 feet) in the Tabbas

district. Towards Sistan the country is also very moun-

tainous, with several nearly parallel ridges stretching from

near Tiin south-east to the Hamnn lake or swamp.

Beyond the Atrek a ic'. others watering the northern

valleys there are scarcely any rivers, and most of these

are brackish and intermittent, losing themselves in the

Dasht-iKavfr or Great Salt Desert, which occupies the

central and western parts of the province, and which is

separated by the diagonal range from the more sandy and

drier desert of Lut in the south. The true character of

the kavfr, which forms the distinctive feature of east

Persia, has scarcely yet been determined, some regarding

it as the bed of a dried-up sea, others as developed by the

saline streams draining t it from the surrounding highlands.

Collecting in the central depressions, which have a meau

elevation of scarcely more than 500 feet above the Caspian,

the water of these streams is supposed U form a saline

efflorescence with a thin Whitish crust beneath which the

moisture is retained for a considerable time, thus producing

tliose dangerous and slimy quagmires which in winter are

covered with brine, in summer with a thick incrustation of

salt. " The waters of all springs and rivers contain salts

in minute quantities, but the rivers of Persia are often so

salt as to be undrinkable. The salts brought down by the

rivers are deposited in the marsh, which thus gets Salter

year by year. It dries up during the fierce summer heats,

to become a marsh again when the winter floods occur

This process Li repeated for ages, and in the course of tin*

"
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the whole soil over which the marsh extends oecomes

encrusted with salt."^

The surface of Khorasan thus consists mainiy of high-

lands, saline swampy deserts, and fertile well-watered

upland valleys. Of the last, occurring mainly in the

niirth, the chief are the longitudinal ralley stretching from

near the Herat frontier through Meshhed, Kuchan, and

Shirvan to Bnnjnrd, and the Daragez district, which lies

on the northern skirt of the outer range projecting into the

Akhal Tekke domain, now Russian territory. These fertile

tracts produce rice and other cereals, some cotton, tobacco,

safiron, and especially melons and other fruits in great

profusion, 45 lb of splendid grapes being .sold in Daragez

for ninepence. Other products are manna, gums, and great

quantities of asafoetida, which is not used by the natives

but exported to India. The chief manufactures are the

famous Khorasan sabres, firearms, stoneware, armour, fine

carpets and rugs, velvets, woollens, cottons, and sheepskin

pelisses.

The population is far from homogeneous, consisting of

Iranians (Tajiks, Kurds, and Baluchis), Mongols, Tatars,

and Arabs, as under :

—

Tajiks (Persians).

Towns and

I

a<;ricultura1

districts.

Kurds 'N. frontier.

Baluchis 'East frontier.

South and E.

frontiers.

Heratfrontier.

Xorth and W.
mainly.

S.SiW. mainly.

Mongols.

Tatars...

Arabs

Taemurl
Aimaka,

Hazaralis.

Turkomans,
Afsliars,

Kaj us, &c.°

Populat it Speech.

400,0001 Persian.

250,000

10,000

250,000

50,000

100,000

100,000

1,160,(

Persian

mostly.

Baluchi.

/ Persian.

S
Turki and

( Persian.

Persian.'

The Persians proper have always represented the settled,

industrial, and trading elements, and to them the Kurds
(removed to the north by Shah Ismail) and the Arabs have

become largely assimilated. Even many of the Tatar
nomad tribes, collectively called Iliat,* have become Shahr-
nishin, i.e., "townsfolk," or settled. But all the Baluchis

are not only still Sahra-uishin, i.e., "country or desert

folk," but have lately resumed their old predatory habits,

covering incredible distances on their swift camels, and
harassing the country as far west as the Yezd district.

On the other hand the raids of the Turkoman marauders
have almost entirely ceased since the reduction of the

Akhal Tekke Turkomans by the Russians in the spring of

1881. In religion great uniformity prevails, all except the

lialuchis and Turkomans having conformed to the national

Shiah sect.

The administrative divisions of the province seem to be
Daragez, Kuchan, Turshiz, Tabbas, Ghayn, Khaf, Meshhed,
Nishapur, Shahrud, and Damgan. The chief towns are

Meshhed, Kuchan, Mohanimadabad, Shirvan, Bostan,
Turshiz, Tiln, Tabbas, Khaf, and Ghayn. (a. h. k.)

KHOSRU. See Persi.v.

' Colonel C. E. Stewart, in Proc. Roy. Oeog. Soc, September 1881.
Phis traveller visited the north frontier of Persia in 1830-81, disguised
IS an Armenian horse-dealer from Calcutta.

^ The Kajars are the royal'tribe to which the present dynasty belongs;
ience the rcisnlng shah's title, Nasir ed-din Sh.ah Kajar.' But Nadir
3hah, though commonly called a Kajar, was an Afshav.

' Some tiavellere have stated that the Khorasan Arabs stiU speak
^abic as well as Persian—a mistake due probably to tlie fluency
.vitli which tliey repeat pass.ages from the Koran. The great bulk of
:hem have long been " Parsivan " or " Persian-speaking."

* Iliat (plural of Hi) simply means "tribes," and is applied indiffer-

Mitly to all the nomads of Persia, whatever their affinities may be.

KHOTAN, a city and district of eastern Turkestan,
lying between the northern slopes of the Kuenluii
mountains and the eastern portion of the Gobi (Takla
Makan) desert. The district is well watered by a number
of rivers, the most important of which, the Karakash and
the Khotan Daria, meet to the north of the city. Both
soil and climate are excellent, and the vegetation is charac-
terized at once by variety and luxuriance. Indian corn,
barley, jowar, buckwheat, rice, olives, tiears, peaches,
apricots, mulberries, grapes, currants, melons, the charaa
plant, the cotton plant, are all produced in abundance.
Willows, poplars, and tamarisks are the ordinary trees

;

in some parts they form extensive forests. Of the mineral
wealth of the country glowing accounts are given,—gold,

copper, iron, antimony, salt, sulphur, loal, jade, and a
variety of precious stones being the principal items. Up-
wards of twenty gold mines are known to exist, and those

of Sorghak and Kappa are worked by 4000 and 3000 men
respectively. Jade is obt-iir.ci, more especially in the

Karakash districl. Among the wild animals are goats,

wolves, jackals, foxes, and hares ; and the Khotanese keep
camels, horses, mules, asses, goats, sheep, geeae, ducks, and
fowls (the goats and the fowls being particularly numer-
ous). The total number of the inhabitants is variously

estimated at from 130,000 to 250,000, and the country is

capable of maintaining a much denser population. Females
preponderate to as much as 25 per cent. There are six

districts, each with a town of its name—Khotan or Ilchi

(42,000), Karakash (7000), Yurung Kush (7000), Tchira

(28,000), Kiria (28,000), and Naya (3500). The city of

Kaotan (in Chinese Hu-tan, locally Ilchi) is situated 150
miles south-east of Yarkand and 90 miles due east of

Sinju, and is only 6 miles distant from the borders of the

disert. It has long been celebrated as a great industrial

centre, silks, felts, rich carpets (of either silk or wool),

paper, and articles in- jade being the chief productions

;

End its traders maintain an active traflSc with Tibet.

As early as the 1st century the town contained (accorduig to

Chinese authorities) 3300 families. • Cotan, as he calls it, was one
of the places visited by Marco Polo. In modern times the first

European who reached the city was Mr Johnson in 1865. At that

time it was governed by a local khan, the Cliinese having been

e.Tpelled by their Mohammedan subjects, in 1863 ; and since then it

has been subjugated by Yakub Khan of Kashgar (who perpetrated

a terrible massacre at his captiue of the place), and again iecove/">4

by the Chinese forces.

See Johnson, J. R. O. S., 1867; Sii- T. D. Forsjth, Mission to Tartund, Cnl-

CUlta- 1875.

KHOTIN', or Khoteen (this is the Russian form of tlie

name, which appears in a gieat variety of disguises—partly

dialectal—such as Khotchim, Chotchim, Choczim, and

Chocim), a fortified town of 21,000 inhabitants, in the

government of Bessarabia, Russia, «ituated in 48° 30' N.

lat. and 26° 30' E. long., on the right bank of the Dniester,

near the Austrian (Galician) frontier, and opposite Podolian

Kamenetz. Though it possesses a few manufactures and

carries on a considerable trade both legitimate and contra-

band, Khotin has all through its history been of importance

mainly as a military post. In the Middle Ages it was the

seat of a Genoese colony; and it has passed through

periods of Polish, Turkish, and Austrian possession. The

chief facts in its annals as a fortress are the defeat of the

Turks in 1621 by Ladislaus IV., in 1673 by John Sobieski,

and in 1739 by the Russians under Miinnich ;
the defeat

of the Russians by the Turks in 1768 ; the capture by the

Russians in 1769 ; and the occupation by the Russians in

1806. It finally passed to Russia along with Bessarabia

in 1812 by the peace of Bucharest.

KHULNA, or Ciilna, a town in Jessor district, Bengal,

India, situated at the point where the Bhairab river de-

bouches on the Suodarban delta, in 22= 49' X. lat., 89° 67'

E. long., may be described as the capital of the Sundot-
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bans, and for the last hundred years at least has been a

place of considerable importance. It was the headquarters

of the salt department under the East Indian Company.
The whole boat traffic from the east and north-east passes

here on hi way to Calcutta ; from Calcutta the i:>rincipal

cargo is Liverpool salt, the trade in which is very consider-

able. There are numerous sugar refineries.

KHUllJA, an important trading town and station on
the East Indian Railway in Bulandshahr district, North-
Westeru Provinces, India, 28° 15' N. lat., 77° 54' E. long.

The population in 1872 was 26,858—15,543 Hindus and
11,315 Mohammedans. A large business in raw cotton is

carried on, of which about 70,000 cwts. are annually ex-

ported to Cawnpiir, MfrzApur, and Calcutta; eight cotton

presses are at work in the town. There is a local trade in

cotton, saflflower, indigo, sugar, molasses, grain, rice, and
ffhi.

KHUSH.\B, or Koshaub, a town in ShAhpur district,

Punjab, India, situated on the river Jhelum, 32° 18' N. lat.,

72° 24' E. long.
;
population (1868) 8509. A flourishing

trade is carried on with Mooltan, Sakkar, AfghAnistAn, and

the JDerAjAt. The e.xports consist of grain, cotton, wool,

ghi, and country cloth ; and the imports of English piece

goods, metal, dried fruits, sugar, and molasses. It is the

chief mart ^r the trade of the Salt Range. Coarse cloth

and ^o*ton scarfs are manufactured ; there are six hundred
weaving establishments.

KHUZISTAv>r, a province of West Persia, bounded N.

and N.E. by Luristan, S.E. by Fars, S. by the Persian Gulf,

W. by Turkey, lies mainly within 30°-33° N. lat. and 47°-

51° E. long., stretching about 200 miles north and south,

with a mean breadth of 80 to 100 miles, and an area of

25,677 square miles. In the south is the rich alluvial

lowland tract of Arabistan, " the most extensive and
fertile plain in Persix" Elsewhere the surface is very

mountainous, being traversed by tho lofty Bakhtiari

ranges, which foiTn a south-eastern continuation of tlie

Pusht-i-Koh highlands, and which preserve a remarkable

parallelism throughout their entire length, while increasing

in elevation from 8000 to 16,000 feet as they advance

inland to the Kuh-DinAr. They are broken by several

deep and romantic gorges, through which the Karkhah,

Kariiu, Jarahi, and Tab rivers escape to the Euphrates

delta or to the coast, wat&ring several fertile upland valleys

on their winding course seawards. Th6 climate on the coast

is excessively hot, and in some low-lying swampy districts

very unhealthy ; in the highlands severe winters and hot

summers are followed by genial springs and autumns

;

the prevailing winds are north-west and south-east, the

latter bearing much moisture from the Indian Ocean. The

lowlands take the name of Arabistan from the Arabs, who

form the bulk of their population. Many of the Ka'b

Ajabs have been assimilated in speech and religion to the

Persians ; but most of the great Beni-LAm nation, compris-

ing in KhuzistAn and Baghdad 17 branches, 85 septs, and

30,000 families, are still in the nomad state. The high-

lands are mainly occupied by the Feili, Bakhtiari, Kohgolu,

Mamaseni, and other Luri tribes of Kurd stock and speech,

also nomads and addicted to brigandage. The staples of

food are dates and fish in the south, elsewhere the produce

of the herds and flocks. The chief products are rice,

tobacco, cotton, indigo, silk, maize, barley ; the trade is

mainly with Baghdad and Bussorah. The manufactures

include coarse woollens, cottons, tents, red cloth. Dyeing

is extensively carried on in Dizful, which, besides Shaster

and Mohammrah, is the only place worthy the name of town.

Khuzistan'is the Biblical Kla:.i (q.v.), the classical Susiana. Tlie

name appears in the great inscription of Darius as Uvaja, corre-

sponding to the Uxii of classical writers. The transition to the

modern Khuz, Khiizistan, appears in the name Beth Khflzaye, used

by Syriac writers of the Sassanian period.

) KHYRPOOR. See KiiairpuK.
KIACHTA. or Kiakhta, a mercantile toviu of Siberin.

and one of the chief centres of trade between Russia anil

China, is situated upon the Kiachta, an affluent of tht
Selenga, and on an elevated and barren expanse of country
surrounded by mountains, in the Russian government of
Transbaikal, about 280 miles south west of the capital

!

Tchita, and close to the Chinese frontier, in 50' 20' N. lat.,

106' 40' R long. .Besides the lower town or Kiachta
proper, the municipal jurisdiction comprises the fortified

upper town of Troitskosavsk, about 2 miles to the north,

and the settlement of Ust-Kiachta, 10 miles further distant.

The upper town, which is substantially built, contains the

public offices, barracks, a stone church, and many large

warehouses, &c., and is the headquarters of the command-
ant of the Transbaikal Cossack.s. The lower town, lying

directly opposite to the Chinese emporium of Maimaichin,
consists of several stores and about a hundred houses
inhabited mostly by merchants. Prior to 1727 the trade

of Kiachta was' a Government monopoly, but from that

year it was open to private merchants, and continued to

improve until LSGO, when the right of commercial inter-

course was extended along the whole Russian Chinese
frontier in conformity with the treaty of Pekin. The
annual December fairs fur which Kiachta was formerly

famous, and which were resorted to by merchants from a
great distance, and also the regular commercial traflie

passing through the town, have considerably fallen off

since that date. The Russians exchange here leather,

sheep-skins, furs, horns, woollen cloths, coarse linens, and
cattle for teas, porcelain, rhubarb, manufactured silks,

nankeens, and other Chinese produce. In 1873 the popu-

lation, including Ust-Kiachta, was 9050.

KIDDERMINSTER, a market-town and municipal and
parliamentary -borough of Worcestershire, England, is

situated in the north-west corner of the county, on the

I
Stour, near its junction with the Severn, on the Stafford-

j

shire and Worcestershire canal, and on the West Midland

! branch of the Great Western Railway, 14 miles north from

j

Worcesterand 18 miles south-west from Birmingham. The
streets are rather irregular, and the houses for the most

part small and mean in appearance, but of late years great
' improvements have been made by the paving and widen-

j

ing of the streets and the construction of shops and houses

of a better class. A new system of drainage has also

I -beeri completed, and the town is now well supplied with

I

water. Besides the churches, the principal buildings of

Kidderminster are the corporation . buildings, the infir-

mary, the town hall in the Renaissance style, erected in

1876, the masonic hall and club, and the buildings of the

school of art The parish church of- St Slary, a fine old

structure in the Perpendicular style, containing several

ancient monuments, was lately extensively repaired. The

town is adorned by a statue erected in 1875 to Richard

Baxter, who was for some time minister in Kidderminster,

and another to Sir Rowland Hill, completed in 1881, and

by a beautiful drinking fountain. There is a free grammar

school founded in 1G37, besides board schools and others

connected with some of the churches. A new cemetery

for the town was opened in 1878. At an early period

Kidderminster had a large manufacture of broad-cloths,

but it is now chiefly celebrated for its carpets (see Cakpets,

vol. V. p. 129), the manufacture of which was introduced

about the' year 1735. At first Scotch carpets were the

only variety made, but in 1745 the manufacture of Wilton

and Brussels, carpets was commenced, and since that period

tho carpets manufactured at Kidderminster, on account

of the permanency of their colour, due it is supposed

to peculiar properties of the water of the Stour, have

retained an exceptional r.-putation. Worsted spinning
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and dyeing. are also carried on extensively, and there
are iron foundries, tinplate works, breweries, malthouses,
tanneries, flour-mills, and a paper-mill. The population of
the municip.il borough in 1871 was 19,473, and that of
the parliamentary borough 20,814; m 1381 the corre-
sponding numbers were 24,270 and 25,634.
The ancient name of KiJderminster was Chiderminster, tliat is,

the minster or church on the brow of the hilL From the time of
the Conquest until the time of Henry II. it was a royal manor.
Among the private owners who subsequently held possession of it
was the poet Waller. Kidderminster returned a member to parlia-
ment in the reign of Edward I., but the privilege was subsequently
lost.

_
In the 12th year of Charles I. it received a charter of incor-

poration, and by the Reform Act. of 18,'?2 it again obtained the
privilege of returning a membei to parliament. It is now governed
according to the Municipal Act of 1835.

KIDNAPPING is defined by Blackstone as the forcible
abduction or stealing away of a man, woman, or child from
their own country and sending them into another. The
term is, however, more commonly applied to the offence of
taking away children from the possession of their parents.
By 24 and 25 Vict. c. 100, " whosoever shall unlawfully,
by force or fraud, lead or take away or decoy or entice
away or detain any child under the age of fourteen years
with intent to deprive any parent, guardian, or other person
having the lawful care or charge of such child of the posses-

sion of such child, or with intent to steal any article upon
or about the person of such child, to whomsoever such
article may belong, and whosoever shall with any such
intent receive or harbour any such child, &c.," shall be
guilty of felony. The abduction or unlawfully taking
away an unmarried girl under the age of sixteen years out
of the possession and against the will of her father or
mother, or any other person having the lawful care or charge
of her, is a misdemeanour under the same Act. The term
15 used in much the same sense in the laws of the United
States. Bishop states the more correct acceptation of the

word to be false imprisonment aggravated by the intent to

carry the person away to another place, but not necessarily

to another country.

KIEFF, KiYEFF, or Kiev, a south-western government
of European Eussia, conterminous with those of Minsk,
Poltava, Tchernigoff, Podolia, Kherson, and Volhynia. The
area is estimated at 31,664 square miles. In the north we
find a low-lying district characterized by marsh and wood'
land ; in the east a series of hills keeps company with the

Dnieper ; and in the west are several outliers from the
Carpathian system. The central region is a kind of steppe.

It is only in a very few places that the altitude exceeds

900 fest. Granite with underlying syenite is the prevailing
j

rock in the west and south-west of the government ; in the
|

east there are various Eocene formations. Iron-ore, fire-

clay, sandstone, and lignite are among the useful minerals.

Towards the southern and the central parts the surface is

covered by a deep rich " black earth." Nearly the whole
of the government belongs to the basin of the Dnieper, that

river forming part of its eastern boundary. In the south-

west are a few small tributaries of the Bug. Besides the

Dnieper the only navigable stream is its confluent the

Pripyat, but two or three of the rest are available for rafts.

About a fourth of the surface is occupied by woods, very

unequally distributed throughout the territory. Eye is the

commonest of the cereals ; and next follow oats and wheat.

In the growing of beetroot the government is the first

in Russia, and its factories for the production of beetroot

sugar are the largest in the empire. The whole industrial

activity of the district has rapidly developed since about
the middle of the century: in 1879 there were 602 estab-

lishments,' with 35,305 workmen, and a production worth

£10,000,000. In the 75 sugar factories large numbers of

Tartars from TambofF and Penza find employment; and
next in irnpoitaace are the flour-mills, leather works, and 1

tobacco factories. The population of the government has
increased from 2,017,262 in 1862 to 2,266,000 in 1875.
Little Russians form 80 per cent, of the aggregate; Jews,
13 per cent. ; Poles, 4 per cent. ; White Russians, '2

J per
cent. ; and there are a few thousand Great Russians. There
are twelve districts :—Radomuisl,Kiefi",Kancff,Tcherkasui,
Tchigirin, Vasilkoff, Berditchefl', Lipovets, Skvira, Tarasli-
tcha, Uman, Zveiiigorodka. Besides the government town
the following have upwards of 5000 inhabitants :—Berdi-
tchefl-, 52,560; Vasilkoff, 16,597; Uman, 15,393; Tchcr-
kasui, 13,914; Tarashtcha, 11,420 ; Zvenigorodka, 11,375;
Skvira, 10,061; Tchigirin, 9677; Kaneff-, 7418; Lipovets,
6710; Eadomuisl, 5905, to which may be added the largo
Jewish village of Zlatopol, 10,000. The exarchate or dio-
cese of Kiefi' and Galitsch is the oldest in Russia, and com-
prises 1421 churches, 12 cathedrals, and 30 monasteries. '

In 1708 a Kieff government was founded which included the
whole eastern Ukraine and an extensive region in Central Russia con-
taining thirty-six towns—Orel, Kursk, &c. The Kicff lieutenant
ship, founded in 1782, consisted of parts of the present governments
of Kieff, Poltava, and Tchernigoff. In 1796 the present govern-
ment was practically constituted, though several slight changes in
regard to the district towns have since taken place.

Kieff, capital of the above province, the " mother city
"

and Canterbury of Eussia, is situated on the right or
western bank of the Dnieper, in 50° 26' N. lat. and 30°
37' E. long., 800 miles from St Petersburg, and 566 miles
from Moscow on the highway between Moscow and Odessa.
By railway it is connected on the one hand with Kursk and
on the other hand with Odessa. The site of the greater
part of the town consists of a succession of hills or bluffs

separated from each other by ravines and hollows, the
elevation of the central portions being from 350 to 365
feet above the ordinary level of the Dnieper. On tho
opposite side of the rjver the country spreads out low and
level like a sea. Having by this time received all its

important tributaries, the Dnieper is a large and navigable

stream ; but as it approaches the town it breaks up into

two currents and forms a low grassy island of considerable

extent called Tukhanoff. During the spring floods there

is a rise of 1 6 or even 20 feet, and not only the whole
island but the country along the left bank and tho lower

grounds on the right bank are laid under water. The bed
of the river is sandy and shifting, and it is only by costly

engineering works that the main stream has been kept from
returning to the more eastern channel which it formerly

occupied. Opposite the southern part of the town, where
the currents have again united, the river is crossed by a
wrought-iron bar-chain suspension bridge, which at the

time of its erection (1851) was the largest enterprise of

the kind in Europe. It is about half a mile in length

and 52| feet in breadth, and the four principal spans aro

each 440 feet. The bridge was designed by Mr Vignoles,

and the whole of the iron (3500 tons) employed in the con-

struction was prepared in England. The cost was about

£400,000.1.

Owing to the natural character of the site, Kieff is broken

up into several distinct portions ; and from no point is it

possible to get a view of the city as a whole. Up to 1837

the town proper consisted of the Old Town, Petchersk, and

Podol; but in that year three districts were added, and in

1879 the limits were extended so as to include Kurenevka,

Lukyanovka, Shulyavka, and Solomenka, and the whole

was divided into eight districts. The administrative area

of the town, as thus defined, is about 12,404 acres, or 18

square miles; but these figures give a very exaggerated

notion of the place, as there are extensive suburbs and large

intervals of unoccupied ground. Wood is still the most

1 Views of the brii!-e will be found in Official Calalojue of the Great

Exhibilim, 1S51, vol. i. i>.
321.
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usual builriiug pjatdtial ; no less than G4-68 per cent, of tlio

liouses existing in 1874 were of wood alone, and l-4"75 per

cent. o£ wood and stone. Tlie number of clay huts is no
less than 8-57 per cent.

The Old Town, or Old Ivieil quarter (Starokievskayo

Tcliiist) ocaipLes the highest of the range of hills. It is

liere that the houses are the most closely built, and that

stone structures are most abundant. In some of tlie prin-

cipal streets—as Vladimir's, Va-siltchikotf's—buildings of

tliree to five stories, a comparatively rare thing in Russia,

have been erected. In the lltli century the area was
enclosed by earthen ramparts,, with bastions and gateways;

but of these the only remnant is tho so-called Golden Gate.

In the centre of the Old Town stands the cathedral of

St Sophia, tlie oldest cathedral in the Eussian empire.

The statement frequently repeated that it was a copy of

St Sophia's in Constantinople has been shown by Zakrevski

to be a mbtake. The building measures in length only

118 feet, whilo Its brcndtT< is 173 feet. Unt if the pj;ii?

shows no imitation of the great Byzamme chwrch, tlic de-

corations of the interior (picture:, mosaics, &c.) inrficntc

direct Byzantine influence. During the occupation of tbc
clinrch by the Uniats in the 17th century these were covered
with a coating of whitewash, and a thorough-going teslura-

tiou was rendered a matter of necessity; biit^be chapel of

the Three Pontiffs has boon left untouched to shuw how
carefully the old style has been preserved or copied. Among
the mosaics is a colossal representation of the Virgin, 15
feet in height, which, like the so-called " inde.structiTilc

wall" in which it is inlaid, dates from tho time of
Yaroslaff. It was this prince wlio founded the church in

1037 in gratitude for his victory over the Petchenegs. iii.^

sarcophagus, curiously sculptured with palms, fishes, <tc.,

is still preserved. The church of St Andrew occupies the
spot where, according to Piussian tradition, the apostlfr

stood when as yet Kicff was not, and declared that the hill

JLM Tuhhonofr Island

X^,^ a iaiffia a'd d'h ti"r<^

Plan of Kieff.

would become the site of a great city. The present build-

ing dates only from 1744-1767. The church of the Tithes,

restored in 1842, was originally founded in the close of the

10th century by Vladimir in honour of two martyrs whom
he had put to death ; and the monastery of St Michael (or

of the Golden Heads—so called from the fifteen gilded

cupolas of the original church) claims to have been built

in 1108 by Svyatopolk II., and restored in 1655 by Bogdan
Khmelnitski

Up to 1820 the south-eastern district of Petchersk was
the industrial and commercial quarter; but it has been
greatly altered in carrying out fortifications commenced in

that year by Nicholas L Jlost of the houses are small and
old-fashioned. The monastery—the Kievo-Petcherskaya
—is the chief establishment of its kind in Russia ; it is

visited every year by about 350,000 pilgrims. From the

books of the conventual inns it is shown that shelter is

given to 150,000 persons per annum ; and the numbers for

whom there is no accommodation is often very great,

—

72,000, for example, were counted lying under the open

sky on the liight of 15th August 1872. Of the ten or

twelve conventual churches the chief is that of the Assump-

tion. There are four distinct quarters in the monastery,

each under a superior, subject to the archimandrite : the

Laura proper or New Monastery, that of the Infirmary,

and those of the Nearer and the Further Caves. , These

caves or catacombs are the most striking characteristic of

the place ; the name Petchersk, indeed, is connected with

the Russian -peshtckera, a cave. The first series of these

caves, dedicated to St Antony, contains about eighty

saints' tombs; the second, dedicated to St Theodosius,

about forty-five. The bodies were formerly exposed tc

view ; but the pilgrims who now pass through the gloomy

galleries, candle in hand, see nothing but the draperies and

the inscriptions; Among the more notable names aro

those of Nestor the c^ror.icle^, and. Ilia of Murom, the Old
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•Dossacc of the Russian epics. The foundation of the

monastery is ascribed to two saints of tlie 11th century

—

Antony of Lynbeth, and Hilarion, metropolitan of Kieff.

By the middle of the 12th century it had become wealthy

and beautiful, but, completely ruined by Batu iu 1240, it

remained deserted for more than two centuries. Prince

Simeon Oblkovitch was the first to start the restoration.

A conflagration laid the buildings waste in 1716, and their

present aspect is largely due to Peter I. The monastery

contains a school of picture-makers of ancient origin, whose

productions are widely diffused throughout the empire, and

a printing press from which have issued a variety of

liturgical and religious works, the oldest koown examples

bearing the date 1616.

The Podol quarter, as the name indicates, lies on the

low ground at the foot of the bluffs. It is the industrial

ond trading quarter of the town, and the seat of the great

fair of the " Contracts," the transference of which from

Dubno in 1 797 largely stimulated the commercial prosjierity

of the city. The present regular arrangement of its streets

arose after the great fire of 1811. Lepki district (from the

lepki or lime trees, destroyed in 1833) is of recent origin,

and is mainly inhabited by the well-to-do classes. It is

sometimes called the palace quarter, from the royal palace

erected between 18G8 and 1870, on the site of the older

structure dating from the time of Elizabeth. Gardens and
parks abound ; the palace garden is exceptionally fine, and

in the same neighbourhood are tho public gardens with the

place of amusement known as the Chateau de Fleurs.

In the New Buildings, or the Luibed quarter, are the

university and the botanical gardens. The Ploskaya Tchast

(Flat quarter) or Obolon contains the lunatic asylum ; the

Lukyanovka Tchast, the penitentiary and the camp and

barracks ; and the Bulvaraaya Tchast, the military gym-
nasium of St Vladimir and the railway station.

Kieff is the seat of the governor-geoeral of the tlirea provinces of

Kieff, Podolia, and Volhynia, and as such possesses a large nuiulier

of administrative institutions. In 1862 it was made the head-

quarters of a gi-eat military distriet including the same provinces.

As a centre of intellectual activity it ranks among the principal

cities of Russia. The university of St Vladimir, transferred from

\'ilna after the Polish insurrection of 1831, possessed 94 professors

in 1873, and was attended by 771 students ; and the library coii-

tivined 150,000 volumes. The theological academy and theological

seminary are ' .i^'-' institutions; and the ordinary educational

c:itablishments include three male and four female gymnasiums.
A daily paper, founded in 1861, and nine other periodicals are pub-

lished in the town. Of the learned "societies the more important

are the medical (1840), the naturalists' (1869), the juridical (1876),

th^ historical of Nestor the chronicler (1872), the horticultural

(1875), and the dramatical (1879), the archasological commission

(1843), and the society of church archsology. There are three

considerable theatres.

In 1832 the population of Kieff was returned as 70,341 ; of

this number 8604 were Roman Catholics, 1411 Jews, and 976
Protestants. In 1874 the total was given as 127,251,—77 '43 per

cent, being members of the Greek Church, 10 '85 percent. Jews, 8'18

per cent. Catholics, and 2'45 per cent. Protestants. The clergy

—

regular and secular—amounted to no less than 3505. Russian and
its dialects were spoken by four-fifths of the inhabitants. For 1881

the total population is estimated at 165,000.
Tho history of Kieff cannot be satisfactorily severed from that of

Russia. According to Nestor's well-known legend it was founded in

864 by three brothers Ke, Slitchek, and Khorilf. It was in tbe waters

of the Dpieper opposite the town that Vladimir, the first saint of the

Russian Church, caused his people to be baptized; ar.d Kieff became
the seat of the first Christian churcli, of the first Christian school,

and of the first library in Russia. For thrra hundred and
seventy-six years it was an independest E.issiaa city ; for eighty

years it was subject to the Tartars ; for t-^o hundred and forty-nine

years it belonged to the Lithuanian principality; and for ninety-

eight years tod'oland. It was finally united to the Russian empire in

1667. In 1833 the headquarters of the first army corps, with nil the

departments of the general staff, were transferred to Kieff from
Mogilelf. The Magdeburg rights, which the city had previously

enjoyed, were abolished in 1835, and the ordinary form of town
government introduced; and in 1840 it was made subject to the
LommoQ civil law of the empire.

A loiiB list of works rclallni: lo Kk-ff will be touml In SinifnnlT, Slor. ffo*..
Jinp. Of more recent publiuijon ore ll.c (ollotring:— KtiinlKiuil a lu Itnait
epiqut, I'orls 1876; Avenariu< A'uijiil o Kttakikh Boi/alliiiyiilli, it I'tlcixburB,
1876, deollng with tliecaily Klcff heroes; Tiakreyaki, Opuanit KIcca, ISC» ; the
TDHterials i»«ue(l by the lemporjry conintisslon lor the itivcsttiMtiuii of ilic
am lent records of tlie city ; I arano\>kil. Oorod JCiejf; Kieff, 1631. Sec 11I50 Rai»-
bavid in flfr. de Deu;r ifondcs, 1,S74, The staiiduril geolocical map of Ihc con-ro-
ment is TlieophUjktoffs (see Bail Hoc. imp. Jr iVat. tic iJonoir, 1872).

KIEL, the chief town of the province c: Schleswig-
Holitein in Prussia, is picturesquely situated at the. soutliera

end of the Kieler Fohrde, about 60 miles northeast of
Hamburg by rail. It consists of a somewhat cramped old
town and a better built and more spacious newer part,

increased since 1869 by the inclusion of i?iunswiek and
Diisternbrook. In the old town stands the palace, built

in the 13th century, and enlarged by Catherine It of
Russia in the 18th; it contains the university library of
150,000 volumes, and a small collection of casts of antique
sculpture and of Thorwaldsen's works. Other interesting

buildings are the church of St Nicholas, dating from 1 240,
with a lofty tower ; the old town-house ; the prison and
court-house; the observatory; the theatre; the Government
naval offices; and the Thaulaw museum, opened in 1877.
The university, founded in 10C5 by Christian Albert, duke
of Schleswig, and named after him Christiaua AlLertina,

had in 1881 a teaching-staff of 69, with 380 students. The
new university buildings were completed in 1876. A naval

academy was opened in 1875. Among the public charities

there are three hospitals, a blind asylum, an orphanage,

an idiot asylum, and a large institution for poor citizena

and their widowa Kiel is the most important naval har-

bour of Germany, and the station of the German Baltic

fleet ; the port and its approaches are very strongly fortifitaL

The land defences, not yet completed, are to consist of

eleven forts, completely encircling the town. The imperial

dockyards on the east side of the haven include two large

basins (one 235 yards square, the other 271 yards by 235
yards), connected by a canal 70 yards long, four dry docks

(each 100 to 120 yards long by 24 or 25 yards wide), and a
wet dock. Near them are the yards of a large shipbuilding

company. The excellence and safety of Kiel harbour, whose

only drawback is that it is frozen in winter, have made thts

town one of the principal ports of the Baltic. It carries on
a very active trade with the Danish islands as well as with

the Continent. The chief imports are grain, coal, timber,

and cattle ; the chief experts, timber, coal, fish, and agri-

cultural produce. Iron-founding and the manufacture of

machinery, wooden wares, carpets, tobacco, and oil form the

leading industries after the shipping trade. In 1879 there

entered at Kiel 3074 ships representing 279,099 tons ;

3021 cleared, representing 275,600 tons. Near the town

are large steam corn-mills. Kiel possesses a sea bathing

establishment, and is surrounded by fine scenery. The
population in 1875, including the garrison, was 37,246.

Tlie nameof Kiel appears as early as the 10th century in the form

KyL Kiel is mentioned as a city in the next century ; in 1242 it

received the Liibeck rights ; in the) 1th centuiy it acquired otlier

privileges, and in 1363 entered the Hanseatic league. It suUertJ

much from neighbouring barons ; and in the wars in whiiU

Schleswig was involved Kiel J-jd its share of siege and capture. la

recent times the name of Kiel has been associated with the peace

concluded in 1814 between Great Britain and Denmark, and SweOett

and Denmark, by which Norway wan ceded to Sweden.

KIELCE, the chief town of a government in Russian

Poland, is situatod about 50 miles nortli-east of Cracow, in

the mountainous district of the Lysa Gora. The copper-

mines which were in the 16th century tho main support of

the place are no longer worked ; but it has iron-works and

sugar facioriea of considerable importance. Tho principal

buildings are the cathedral, the bishop's palace, and a

nunnery in which is an ancient statue of St Barbara

fashioned out of a single piece of galena. In 1873 tho

population was 7838. Bishop 0?dcow of Cracow »s said.

' to have founded Kieloo in 11<"J.
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KIERKEGAARD, Surejj (1813-1855), the greatest

pliilosopliical writer that Scandinavia has produced, was
born at Copenhagen, May 5, 1813, and was the seventh

child of a respectable Jutland hosier. He was a very

serious and precocious boy, weak iu health, morbid in

character. Of his mother, singularly enough, he has said

no word in his copious autobiographical remains, although

he was in his twenty-second year when she died ; she had
been his father's servant. Kierkegaard became a student

at the university of Copenhagen, and took up theology as

a profession, but never became a priest. He lived in great

retirement, deeply oppressed with melancholy and physical

suffering, and was at first very little known to his contem-

poraries. In 1838 he published his first volume. Papers

of a Still Living Man, a very poor attempt to characterize

Hans Andersen. Two years later he took his degree, with

a treatise On Irony, which contains the germs of his later

speculations. In 1840 he engaged himself to a young lady,

and shortly after broke oft' the engagement, an extraordinary

step for which he has given many extraordinary reasons.

It was not until 1842 that he began the composition of his

greatest work, Enlen—Eller (" Either—Or "), on which his

reputation mainly rests; this appeared in 1843, and was
immediately followed by a rapid succession of philosophical

works, which formed at once an epoch in the history of

Danish literature. From 1849 to 1854, however, he was
silent as an author. In the last-mentioned year he pub-

lished a polemical tract against Bishop Martenseu, and the

short remainder of his life was spent in a feverish agitation

against the theology and practice of the state church. But
his health, which had always been miserable, was growing
worse and worse. In October 1855 he took up his abode
in one of the chief hospitals of Copenhagen, where he
died, on the 11th of November, at the age of forty-two.

His life has been written, wjth great skill and brilliance,

by Dr Georg Brandes (1877). Kierkegaard published
about thirty distinct books during his life-time, and left

at his death about an equal amount of MS. ; a competent
analysis of these multifarious labours is given in Brandes's

udmirable biography.

KILDARE, an inland county of Ireland, in the province

of Leinster, is c! tutted between 52° 51' and 53° 2G' N. lat.,

and between 6° 28' and 7° 11' W. long., and is bounded
on the W. by Queen's county and King's county, N. by
Meath, E. by Dublin and Wicklow, and S. by Carlow. The
area is 418,497 acres, or 854 square miles.

Geology.—The greater part of Kildare belongs to the

carboniferous plain which occupies the central portion of

Ireland. In the east of the county this plain is bounded
by elevations belonging to the clay slate formations border-

ing on the granite mountains of Dublin and Wicklow ; in

the south it is encroached upon by the granite formations

of Carlow ; and in the centre it is interrupted by an
elevated plateau terminated on the south by the hills of

Dunmurry, consisting chiefly oi grauwacke and clay slates,

and on the north by the Hill of Allen, a conical rock of

porphyry and greenstone, which rises abruptly from the

Bog of Allen to the height of 300 feet. Marble of very

fine quality is obtained in the quarries to the west of the

town of Kildare, and copper ore is said to have been found
in the hills of Dunmurry.

Elvers.—The principal rivers are the Boyne, which with
its tributary the Blackwater rises in the north part of the

county, but soon passes into Meath ; the Barrow, wliich

forms the boundary of Kildare with Queen's county, and
receives the Greese and the Lane shortly after entering

Kildare ; the Lesser Barrow, which flows southward from
the Bog of Allen to neor Rathangan ;

' and the Lifi'ey,

which enters the county neir Ballymore Eustace,and flowing
north-west and then north-east nuits it at Leixlip, having

received the Morrol betvrccn Cclbridgo and Clanc, and flio

llyewater at Leixlip. The northern border of the county
is traversed by the Eoyal Canal, which connects Dublin
with the Shannon at Cloondara. Further south the Grand
Canal, which connects Dublin with the Shannon at Shannon
Harbour, occupies the valley of the Liffcy until at Sallins
it enters the Bog of Allen, passing into King's county near
the source of the river Boyne. Several branch canals
connected with it afford communication with the southern
districts of the county.

Climate and Agriculture.—Owing in a considerable
degree to the large extent of bog, the climate uf the northern
districts is very moist, and fogs are frequent, but the
eastern portion is drier, and the climate of tlie Liffey valley

is very mild and salubrious. The soil, whether resting on
the limestone or on the clay slate, is principally a rich deep
loam inclining occasionally to clay, easily cultivated and
very fertile if properly drained, which too often is not the
case. About 40,000 acres in the northern part of the

county are included in the Bog of Allen, which is, however,
intersected in many places by elevated tracts of firm ground.

To the south of the town of Kildare is the Curragh, an
undulating down of about 8000 acres in extent, and
presenting to the eye a beautiful sward of vivid green
unbroken by a single tree or shrub. The common is the

property of the crown, and is occupied as a sheep walk,

while a portion of it forms the principal race-course of

Ireland. It is now also the headquarters of a military

division. The most fertile and highly cultivated districts

of Kildare are the valleys of the Liffey and a tract in the

south watered by the Greese. The demesne lands along

the valley of the Liffey are finely wooded. More attention

Is paid to drainage and the use of manures on the larger

farms than is done in many other parts of Ireland, but tBe

small farms are mostly cultivated in the usual slovenly

manner. The pastures which are not subjected to the

plough are generally very rich and fattening.

The following table gives a cl.-issification of holdings according to

size in 1850 and 1880, as contained in the agricultural returns ;

—
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16s. 4iu. The duke of Leinster owned 67,22" acres ; the marquis

of Drogheda, 16,009; Sir G. G. Aylmer, 15,396; Joha La Touche

11 282 ; and seven other estates exceeded 5000 acres.

'Manufactures.—Though possessing a good supply of water-power,

the county is almost wholly destitute of manufactures ; but there are

a few small cotton, wooUeu, and paper mills, as well as biewerics

and distilleries, and several corn mills. Large (juautities of turf are

exported to Dublin by the canal.

Railicays.—The Great Western line crosses the county at its

northern boundary near Leixlip, JIaynooth, Kilcock, and Eulield,

and the Great Southern and Western passes through nearly its whole

extent by Naas, Newbridge, Kildare, Jlonasterevan, and Athy.

AdminUtration.—The county comprises fourteen baronies, and

contains 107 civil parishes, five parts of parishes, and 1240 town-

lands. Judicially it is within the home circuit, and is divided into

fourteen petty sessions districts and three parts of petty sessions

districts. Assizes are held at Naas, and quarter sessions at Athy,

Kildare, Maynooth, and Naas. The county contains portions of the

six poor-law unions of Athy, Baltinglass, Carlow, Celbridge, Eden-

derry, and N.ias. The military stations at Newbridge and the

Curragh constitute the Curragh military district, and the bairacks

at Athy and Naas are included in the Dublin military district.

There are three townships—Athy, Naas, and Newbridge. The
principal other towns are Maynooth (which is the seat of a Roman
Catholic college), Celbridge, Kildare, Monasterevan, Kilcullen,

Leixlip, Kilcock, Castledermot, Ballj-more Eustace, and Rathangan.

Previous to the Union Kildare returned ten members to parlia-

ment, of whom eight represented boroughs ; but now it sends only

two, who sit as members for the county.

Population.— .A.coording to the census returu of 1659 the popu-

lation amounted to only 13,825, of whom 796 were English and
13,029 Irish. In 1760 it was estimated at 51,726. According to the

parliamentary return of 1821 it was 99,065, and by 1841 it h.id in-

creased to 115,190, but in 1851 had diminished to 96,495, in 1861 to

90,946, in 1871 to 83,614, and in 1881 to 76,102, of whom 40,859 were

males and 35,243 females. In several other counties there is an excess

of males over females, but it is much larger in Kildaic than in any
other, which is the more remarkable that between 1851 and 1880

there has been also an excess of male emigrants, the total nupiber of

emigrants being 13,651 males and 11,765 females, or 27 '9 per cent,

of the population of 1861. The rate of marriages in 1880 to every

1000 of the population was 3-6, of births 22-0, and of deaths 16 '9,

the rates for Ireland being 3 '8, 24 0, and 19 '3. The number of

natives of England and Wales residing in the county in 1841 was
406, and in 1871 they had increased to 5270 ; ot native* of Scot-

land there were 151 in 1841 and 574 in 1871. The number of

Roman Catholics in 1881 was 66,184; of Protestant Episcopalians,

8616; of Presbyterians, 754; of Methodists, 344. In 1871 there were

none who spoke Irish only, but 554 spoke Irish and Euglist. The
number who could read and write in 1871 was 43,783 ; 11,472 coiJd

read but could not write, and 28,359 could neither read nor write.

History.—The early Inhabitants of the county are perhaps to be

identified with Ptolemy's CoriondL Afterwards it formed part of

the district of Caellan or Galen, which also included portions of

Wicklow and Carlow, the principal chieftain being a representa-

tive of the family of Hy Caellan or M'Kelly, who had their residence

at the moat of Ardscull near Naas. According to a tale in the

Book of Leinster the original name of Kildare was Druim Criaidh
(Drumcree), which it retained until the time of St Brigit, after which
it was changed to Cilldara, the church of the oak, from a very old

oak under whose shadow the saint had constructed her cell. For
some centuries it was under the government of the Macmurroughs,
kings of Leinster, but along with the remainder of Leinster it

was granted by Henry II. to Strongbow. On the division of the

palatinate of Leinster among the five granddaughters of Strongbow,

Kildare feU to Sibilla, the fourth daughter, who married William de

Ferrars, earl of Derby. Through the marriage of the only daughter

of iWilliam de Ferrars it passed to William de Vescy—who, when
challenged to single combat by John Fitz Thomas, baron of Offaly,

for accusing him of treason, fled to France. His lands were there-

upon in 1297 bestowed on Fitz Thoma.s, who in 1316 was created

earl of Kildare, and in 1317 was appointed sheriif of Kildare, the

office remaining in the family until the attainder of Gerald, the ninth
earl, in the reign of Henry VIII. Kildare was a liberty of Dublin
until 1296, when an Act was passed constituting it a separate county.

Antiquities.—In the county there are several old gigantic pillar

stones, the principal being those at Punchrstown, Hairistown,
Jigginstown, and MuUamast. Among the more remarkable earth-

works are the raths at MuUamast, Knockcaellagh near Kilcullen,

Ardscull near Naas, and elsewhere, and the numerous sepulchral

mounds in the Curragh. Of the round towers the finest is that of

Kildare, which is 130 feet high ; there are remains of others at

Taghadoe, Kilcullen, Oughterard, and Castledermot. At one time
there were an immense number of religious houses in the county.
There are remains of a Franciscan abbey at Castledermot. At
Graney there are the ruins of an Augustinian nunnery and also

portions of a building said to have belonged to the Knights

Templars. The town of Kildare has ruins of no less than four
monastic buiUlings, among ciphers the nunnery founded by St
Brigit. The site of a monastery at Old Kilcullen. said to dato
from the time of St Patrick, is marked by two stone crosses, one
of which is curiously sculptured. The tine abbey of Monasterevan
is now the seat of the marquis of Drogheda. On the LifTcy are
the remains of Great Connel Abbey near Celbridge, of St Wolstan's
near Celbridge, and of New Abbey. At Moone, wlierc there was
at one time a Fianciscan monastery, there are the remains of a
very old cross with curious sculpturings. Among the old castles
may be mentioned those of Athy and Castledermot, built about the
time of tlie Anglo-Norman invasion ; Maynooth Castle, built by
the Fitzgeralds ; Kilkea, originallj' built by the seventh earl of
Kildare, and restored within the" present century; and Timolin,
erected in the reign of King John.

KILIA, a seaport town of lioumania, formerly in the

province of Moldavia, situated on the northern bank .

the northern arm of the lower Danube, 20 miles (r a its

mouth. The inhabitants, between 6000 and ' jOO in

number, are mainly engaged in the river trade .ud fisheries.

Kilia was occupied by the Russians in 1790, and bom-
barded by the English and French in 1854. Old ICilia is

on the opposite side of the river. A plan of the present

town will be found in the maps published by the European
Commission of the Danube.

KILIAN, St, the apostle of Franconia, was, according

to Hrabanus Maurus, a native of Ireland, whence along

with his companions he went to eastern Franconia. After

having preached the gospel in Wiirzburg, the whole party

were put to death by the orders of an unjust judge of

the name of Gozbert. Notker Balbulus (c. 912) relates

that Kilian's mission emanated from the pope, and that

Gozbert was the duke of Franconia, who, after receiving

baptism, had been per.suaded to put away his wife (Geila)

because she was his brother's widow. Geila in revengo

caused Kilian and his comrades, Coloman and Totmau, to

be secretly put to death. Later accounts assign the mis-

sion to the time of Conon (686). In the Martyrologiea

Saints Kilian (Kyllena, Chilianus), Coloman, and Totman
are commemorated on July 8. Their relics lie in the

cathelral (St Kiliansmiinster) at Wiirzburg.

KILIMANJ/vRO, a great snow-topped mountain in

eastern Africa, in 3° 5' S. lat. and 37° 22' E. long., has a

height of 18,715 feet, and is believed to be the loftiest

eminence of the whole continent. It stands completely

apart from all the neighbouring heights, but is only "one

of many summits that crown the eastern edge of the great

plateau of equatorial Africa." At a distance of 100 miles

to the north, across the wide expanse of the Kaptei and

Kikuyu plains, lie the less known mountains Kenia and

Lemeru ; and due west, at a distance of about 30 or ,40

miles, rises the noble mass of Mount Meru.

As the natives believe that the summit of Kilimanjaro is composed

of silver, it is possible that Aristotle's reference to "the so-called

Silver Mountain " from which the Nile flows was based on indistinct

reports about this mountain ; but the real discovery of its existence

was made only in 1848 by Mr Eebman of the Church Missionary

Society (Church Missionary Intelligencer, 1849). His account,

though fully borne out by Dr Krapf, was at first received with great

incredulity by professional geographers. The matter has been

finally set at rest by the visits paid to the mountain by Von der

Decken (1861 and 1862) and Mr Charles New (1867),_tbe latter

of whom reached the lower edge of the snow. Kilimanjaro has two

principal summits. The eastern, Kibo or Bareni, is a magnificent

dome with a smooth- and regular outline; the other, Kimawcnzi,

is a dark and rugged peak ; and between the two stretches a

saddle-like ridge several miles in extent. Trachytes, basalt,

and obsidian were obtained by Von der Decken from the upjier

part of the mountain. Mr New'dlstinguished six clearly marked

zones of vegetation. The first was the region of the banana and

maize, the surface, when not under cultivation, being clothed with

a close turf exceedingly rich in clover; above this lay a belt of

jangle ; the jungle was succeed»d by a forest of gigantic trees with

a dense and varied undergrowth, and an extraordinary profusion of

moss both on the ground and on the stems and branches ;
beyond the

trees was a region of hills covered with rich puss and clover ;
beyond

the grass came heath ; and this gradually dwmdlcd away into a region

of bare wind-swept rocks. Among the fifty species of plants col-

XIV. — lo
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lected on the moutitain Dr Hooker found only a few of tliose

European forms wliich are known to exist in the Cameroons and
the Abyssinian mountains.
from the southern slopes of Kilimanjaro descend a great many

streams^the Weri-Wari, the Rau, the Ganu, &c.—which, uniting
with the Jipe from Lake Jipe, ultimately form the Rufu orPangani,
an important river reaching tlie Indian Ocean about 5° 30' S. lat.

The hilly country round the southern skirts is occupied by the Jaggas
or Chaggas, who cultivate maize, millet, and pulse, and keep cattle.

Their chief villages are Kilema and Moche.
See P.. Thornton (the geologist of Von der Decken'3 party) in Proc. of Roy.

Geog. Soc., 1861-62; Krapf, travels in East Africa, 1860; Sew, Life . . in

i:ast Africa. 1873; Hooker in Journal of Unman Society, 1875; and forfurttier
liteiaturc. Petermann's Jfillfieilungen, 1866, pp. 7^76.

KILKENNY, an inland county of Ireland, in the province

of Leinster, is situated between 52° 14' and 52° 52' N. lat.,

azd between 6° 56' and 7° 38' W. long. It is bounded on

the N. by Queen's county, E. by Carlow and Wexford, S.

by Waterford, and W. by Waterford and Tipperary. Its

greatest length from north to south is about 45 miles, and
its greatest breadth from east to west about 25 miles. The
area is 507,254 acres, or about 793 square miles.

The greater part of Kilkenny is a continuation forming

the south-eastern extremity of the Carboniferous Limestone

plain of Ireland, but in the south-east this is bounded
partly by the Cambro-Silurian rocks which run into the

county from Wexford, and partly by a continuation of the

granite mountains of Wicklow and Carlow, and it is inter-

rupted in the north by an extensive hilly region forming

part of the Castlecomer coal-field, which extends also into

Queen's county and Tipperary. The field lies in the form

of a broad basin, and rests on flagstone and black shale.

The coal is anthracite, and the most productive portions of

the bed are in the centre of the basin at Castlecomer.

Besides a large number of fossil plants, crustaceans of a

rare species and also several peculiar reptilian remains have
been found 'in the measures. The field is believed to

contaia nearly 80,000,000 tons of workable coal, and at

present the annual yield is about 80,000 tons,—the annual

yield of Ireland being only about 130,000 tons. On the

granite the limestone has the form of a bedded dolomite, and
this is also principally the form of the central division to

the north-west of Kilkenny. In other places the limestones

are bluish or black, the latter being the best quality for

burning, and are often associated with shales of a consider-

able thickness. Cherty beds frequently occur between the

limestone and the Coal-measures. Hematitic iron of a rich

quality is found in the Cambro-Silurian rocks at several

places. Tradition has it that silver shields were made
about 850 B.C. at Argetros or Silverwood on the Nore, and at

Ballygunnion there were very ancient mines associated with
the lead. The shelly black marble obtained near the town
of Kilkenny has gained wide fame, and is used for tomb-
stones, chimney-pieces, and picture frames. Manganese is

obtained in some of the limestone quarries, and also near

the Barrow. Ivlirl is abundant in various districts.

Pipeclay and potter's clay are found, and also yellow ochre.

Copper occurs near Knocktopher.

Mivers.—The principal rivers, the Snir, the Barrow, and
the Nore, have all their origin in the Slieve Bloom
mountains, and after a widely divergent course soutiwards
discharge their waters into Waterford Harbour. The Suir

forms the boundary of the county with Waterford, and is

navigable for sloops to Carrick. The Nore, which is

navigable to Innistioge, enters the county at its north-

western boundary, and flows by Kilkenny to the Barrow, 9
miles above Ross, having received in its course the King's

river at Jerpoint and the Argula near Innistioge. The
Barrow, which is navigable beyond the limits of Kilkenny
into Kildare, forms the eastern boundary of the county
from near New Bridge. There are no lakes of any extent,

but turloughs are occasional'v formed by the bursting up
•of underground streams.

Climate and Agricuihire.—On account of the siope of

the country and the nature of the soil, the surface occupied

by bog or wet land is very small, and the air is dry and
very salubrious. So temperate is it in winter that the

myrtle and arbutus grow in the open air. There is less

rain than at Dublin, and vegetation is earlier than in the

adjacent counties. Along the banks of the Suir, Nore,

and Barrow a very rich soil has been formed by alluvial

deposits. Above the Coal-measures in the northern part

of the county there is a moorish tract devoted chiefly to

pasturage. The soil above the limestone is for the most
part a deep and rich loam admirably adapted for the'

growth of wheat. The heath-eovered hills afford honey
with a flavour of peculiar excellence.

The following table gives a classification of holdings according to

size in 1850 and in 1880, as contained in the agricultural returns:

—
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1-^"=- under 5.
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Grace's Old Castle, Callan, and Thoraastown. The county is

witbin the Cork military district, und tliere are barrack stations at

Kilkenny and CaslLcomer. Previous to the Union Kilkenny re-

turned sixteen mem hers to Parliament, two representing the county.
Since that period two members have bern returned for the county,
one for the city of Kilkenny, and one for Kew Ross, which, however,

is situated chiefly in Wexford.
Fojiulaiion.—According to the census of 1659, the total popula-

tion of the county was IS, 427, of whom 1442 were English and
16,985 Wsli. In 1760 it was estimated at 62.832. In 1821 it

had increased to 168.716, and in 1841 to 202,746, but in 1851 it

had diminished to 159,514, in 1871 to 109,379, and in 1881 to

99,064, of whom 48,682 were males and 50,382 females. The
total number of emigrants from 1st May 1S51 to 31st December
1880 was 55,402, or 44-5 per cent, of the population in 1861. The
marriage rate in 1880 to every 1000 of the population was 3'2,

the birth-rate 221, and the death rate 20 0. In 1881 the Roman
Catholics numbered 93,699 ; Protestant Episcopalians, 4963

;

Presbyterians, 197 ; Methodists, 131; and all other denominations,
74. There were resident in 1871 in the county 805 natives of

England and 160 of Scotland. In 1871 the number of persons who
spoke Irish only was 316, while 6424 could speak Irish aud Eng-
lish. 44,779 could read and write, 15 369 could read but could not
write, and 36,521 could neither read nor write.

Bistarij.—Kilkenny received its name from St Cannech or Canice,
abbot of Aghaboe in Queen's county, who died in 598, and whose see

was removed to Kilkenny in the beginning of the 11th century. In
the time of Ptolemy the county was inhabited by the Brigantes and
tlie Cauoi. Afterwards it formed part of the kingdom of Uisrai-

gagh, modexnized into Ossory, which was tributary sometimes to

Leinstorand sometimes to Munster. In 1210 Kilkenny was formed
into a county by King John. During the Revolution it was held by
tlie Irish, and it also strongly adhered to the cause of James II.

against William III.

Antiquicics.—Circular groups of stones of very ancient origin are

to be seen on the summits of Slieve Grian and the hill of Clogh-
uianta. There is a remarkable cromlech at Kilmogue and a large

number of cromlechs as well as raths in various parts of the county.
Besides numerous forts and mounds there are five round towtrs, one
adjoining the cathedral of Kilkenny, and others at Tulloherin, Kilree,

Fertagh, and Aghaviller respectively. The monastic remains in the
city of Kilkenny are mentioned under the notice of the town.
There are interesting remains of a Cistercian monastery at Jerpoint,

said to have been founded by Dunnough, king of Ossory, and of

another belonging to the same order at Graig, founded by the earl of

Pembroke in 1212. The Dominicans had an abbey at Rosbercon
.''ounded in 1267, and another at Thomastown, of which there are

vitiU some remains. The Carmelites had a monastery at Knock-
lophar. There was an Augustinian monastery at Innistioge, and
liriorics at Callan and KeUs, of all of which there are still some
remains. Of the old castles the most remarkable is Graney or

Grandison Castle in Iverk, which is supposed to have been founded
by the eighth earl of Ormonde m 1521, and of which three towers
and the walls still remain. See Robertson, Antiquities aiid Scenery

of the County of Kilkenny, 1851.

KiiSENNY, the chief town of the above county,, a
market-town, county of a city, and parliamentary borough,

is finely .situated on the Nore, and on the Great Southern
and Western Railway, 73 miles south-west of Dublin and
32 north of Waterford It consists of two distinct portions,

Englishtown or Kilkenny proper and Irishtown, separated

from each other by a small rivulet, but although Irishtown

still retains its name it is now included in the corporation of

Kilkenny. The city is irregularly built, but possesses several

spacious streets with many good houses, while its beautiful

environs and several imposing ancient structures give it an
unusually interesting and picturesque appearance. The Nore
is crossed by two handsome bridges erected towards the

close of last century. The old cathedral of St Canice, from
whom the town takes its name, dates from 1052, and with
the exception of the cathedral of St Patrick in Dublin is

the largest ecclesiastical building in Ireland, having a length

from east to west of 226 feet, and a breadth along the

transepts from north to south of 123 feet. It occupies a
commanding position on an eminence at the western

extremity of Irishtown. It is a cruciform structure in the

Early English style, with a low massive tower supported on
clustered columns of the black marble peculiar to the

district. The building was lately restored at a cost of

£15,000. It contains a large number of old sepulchral

monumenta On the eastern side of the north transept is

the parish church, and a short distance from the south
transept are the remains of a round tower, rising to the
height of 100 feet. The episcopal palace near the east
end of the cathedral was erected in the time of Edward
IIL and enlarged in 1735. Besides the old cathedral, the
principal other churches are the Episcopal church of St
Mary, a plain cruciform structure; that of St John^
containing a portion of the old abbey of St John ; and tha
Roman Catholic cathedral, erected in 1857 at a cost of
£30,000, a cruciform structure in the late First Pointed
style, with a massive central tower 186 feet in height.
There are important remains of three old monasteries—thf
preceptory of St John's, founded in 1211; the Dominicac
abbey, founded in 1225, and now used as a Roman Catholic
church ; and the Franciscan abTaey on the banks of tht

Nore, founded about 1230. But, among the ancieni
buildings, that next in importance and interest to the
cathedral is the castle, occupying a commanding position
on the summit of a precipice above the river Nore. It
was originally built by Strongbow, but rebuilt by 'William
le Mareschal in 1175, and again restored in the present
century, and transformed into the princely residence of
the marquis of Ormonde. The granrmar school or college,

"which was originally founded by Pierce, earl of Ormonde,
and re-endowed in 1684 by the duke of Ormonde, stands
on the banks of the river opposite the castle. In it Swift,
Farquhar, Congreve, and Bishop Berkeley received part of
their education. \ Adjoining the city is the Roman C^holic
college of St Kyran, a Gothic building completed about
1840 at a cost of ^20,000. The other principal public
buildings are the new court-house, the tholsel or city

court, the city and county prison, the barracks, and the
county infirmary. There is still a small mantifacture of

coarse woollens and linens. In the neighbourhood there
are large collieries, as well as quarries for marble, the
manufactures connected with which are an important
industiy of the town. It also possesses corn-mills, brew-
eries, and a tannery. The population of the county of the
city of Kilkenny in 1851 was 19,973, of the town proper

15,808; in 1871 the numbers were 15,748 -nd. 12.710;
and in 1881 they were 14,964 and 12,182.

The town of Kilkenny proper owes its origin to an Englisli
settlement which took place in the time of Strongbow, and it

received a charter from 'William le Mareschal, who married
Strongbow 's daughter. This charter was cothrmed by Edward III.,

and from Edward IV. Irishtown received the privilege of choosing
a portrieve independent of Kilkenny. By Elizabeth the boroughs,
while retaining their distinct rights, were constituted one corpora-
tion, which in 1608 was made a free borough by James I., and in
the following year a free city. From James II. the citizens received
a new charter, constituting the city and liberties a distinct county,
to be styled the county of the city of Kilkenny, the burgesses of
Irishtown continuing, however, to elect a portrieve until the passing
of the Municipal Reform Act. Frequent parliaments were held at
Kilkenny in the 14th century, and so late as the reign of Henry
VIII. it was the occasional residence of the lord-lieutenant. In
1642 it was the meeting-place of the assembly of confederate
Catholics. In 1648 Cromwell in the hope, by means of a plot, of
obtaining possession of the town, advanced towards it, but before his

arrival the plot was discovered. In 1650 it was, however, compelled
to surrender after a long and resolute defence. At a very early

period Kilkenny and Irishtown returned each two members to par-

liament, but since the Union one member only has been returned

for the city of Kilkenny.

KILLARNEY, a market-town "of Ireland, county of

Kerry, is situated on a branch line of the Dublin and

Cork Railway, 180 miles south-west from Dublin and 47

miles north from Cork. On account of the beautiful

scenery in the neighbourhood, the town is much frequented

by tourists. Within late years it has been greatly improved

in appearance, and the streets are now spacious and well-

paved, while many good houses and several imposing public

buildings have been erected. The principal buildings are
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the court-house, the Eoman Catholic cathedral and bishop's

palace, jiesigned by Pugin, the episcopal church lately

rebuilt, the lunatic asylum, erected at a cost of £30,000,
and the railway hotel. Adjoining the town is the fine

mansion of the earl of Kenmare. The only manufacture
of any importance now carried on at Killarney is that of

fancy articles from the wood of the arbutus ; but it owed its

origin to iron-smelting works, for which abundant fuel was
obtained from the neighbouring forests.

The lakes of Killarney, about a mile and a half distant

from the town, are situated in a basin between several lofty

mountain groups, some rising abruptly from the water's

edge, and all clothed with trees and shrubbery almost to

their summits. The lower lake, or Lough Leane, which
has an area of 5001 acres, is studded with finely wooded
islands, on the largest of which, Ross Island, are the ruins

of Ross castle, an old fortress of the O'Donoghues ; and
on another island, the "sweet Innisfallen" of Moore, are

the picturesque ruins of an abbey founded by St Finian

the leper at the close of the 6th century. Between the

lower lake and the middle or Tore lake, which is 680 acres

in extent, stands Muckross Abbey, built by the Franciscans

about 1440. "With the upper lake, which is 430 acres in

extent, thickly studded with islands, and closely shut in

by mountains, the lower and middle lakes are connected

by the Long Range, a winding and finely wooded channel,

2i miles in length, and commanding magnificent views of

the mountains. Midway in its course is a famous echo

caused by the Eagle's Nest, a lofty pyramidal rock. The
population of the urban sanitary district in 1881 was
6546.

KILLDEER, a common and well-known American
Plover, so called in imitation of its whistling cry^the
Charadrius voci/erus of Linnoeus, and the jEgialitis vodfera

of modern ornithologists. About the size of a Snipe, it is

mostly sooty-brown above, but showing a bright buff on

the tail coverts, and in flight a white bar on the wings

;

beneath it is pure white except two pectoral bands of deep

black. It is one of the finest as well as the largest of

the group commonly known as Ringed Plovers or Ring
Doterels,' forming the genus jEgialitis of Boie. Mostly

wintering in the south or only on the sea-shore of the more

northern States, in spring it spreads widely over the

interior, breeding on the newly-ploughed lands or on open

grass-fields. The nest is made in a slight hollow of the

ground, and is often surrounded with small pebbles and

fragments of shells. Here the hen lays her pear-shaped,

stone-coloured eggs, four in number, and always arranged

with their pointed ends touching «ach other, as is indeed

the custom of most Limicoline birds. The parents exhibit

the greatest anxiety for their oflspring on the approach of

an intruder : the hen runs ofl' with drooping wings and

plaintive cries, while the cock sweeps around, gesticulating

with loud and angry vociferations. It is the best-known

bird of its Family in the United States, throughout which

it is found in all suitable districts, but less abundantly in

the north-east than further south or west. In Canada it

does not range further to the northward than 56° N. lat.,

and it is not known to occur in Greenland, or hardly in

Labrador, though it is a passenger in Newfoundland every

spring and autumn.- In winter- it finds its way to Bermuda
and to some of the Antilles, but it is not recorded from any

of the islands to the windward of Porto Rico. However,

in the other direction it goes very much further south,

' The word Doterel seems p^-operly applicable to a single species

only, the Charadrius vxorinellus of LiiuKeus, which, from some of its

osteological characters, may be fitly regarded as the type of a distinct

gcuus, Evdromias. Wliether any other species agree with it in the

pec\iliarity alluded to is at present uncertain.
^ A" single example is said to hs-re been shot near Christchurch, In

Hampshire, in April 1857 {Ibis, 1S62, p. 276).

travelling down the Isthmus of Pauama and the west coast

cf South America to Peru. The Killdeer has several other

congeners in America, among which may be noticed JF.

semipcdmata, so curiously resembling the ordinary Ringed
Plover of the Old World, J:,', htatiada, except that it has
its toes connected by a web at the base ; and u£. nivosa,

a bird inhabiting the western parts of both the American
continents, which in the opinion of some authors is only a

local form of the widely-spread jE. alexandi-ina or cantiaiia,

best known by its English name of Kentish Plover, from
its discovery near Sandwich towards the end of the last

century, though it is far more abundant in many other

parts of the Old World. The common Ringed Plover, jE.

hiaiicnla, has many of the habits of the Killdeer, but is

much less often found away from the sea-shore, though a

few colonies may be found in dry warrens in certain parts

of England many miles from the coast, and in Lapland at

a still greater distance. In such localities it lias the curious

habit of paving its nest with small stones (whence it is

locally known by the name of " Stone-hatch "), a habit

almost unaccountable unless regarded . as an inherited

instinct from shingle-haunting ancestors.

About thirty species all apparently referable with pro-

priety to the genus ^gialitis have been described, but

probably so many do not exist Some, as the Kentish
Plover above named, have a very extended distribution, for

that, letting alone its supposed American habitat, certainly

occurs in greater or less numbers on the coasts of China,

India, and Africa generally. On the other hand there is

one, the yfi". sandx-heleitx, which seems to be restricted to

the island whence it takes its scientific name, and where it

is called the " Wire-bird " (Ibis, 1873, p. 260). Nearly

allied to ^giatitis are two genera peculiar to the New
Zealand subregion

—

Thinoi-nis, which does'not call for any
particular remark, and the extraordinary Anarhynclnts,

which deserves a few words. Of this there is but one
species, jE. froTdalis, the Wrybill, so callca from 'ts biU

being congenitally bent in the middle and diverted to the

right side—a formation supposed to give the bird greater

facility in seeking its food, chiefly arthropods that lurk

under stones, round which it may be seen running from
left to right. Mr Buller {B. New Zealand, p. 219) con-

nects with this habit the curious fact that the black pectoral

band worn by the bird is " narrower and of a less decided

colour on the left side of the breast," whence he infers that
" the law of natural selection has operated to lessen the

colouring on the side of the bird more exposed to Hawks
and other enemies while the Anarhynchur. is hunting for

its daily food." Be that as it may, it does- not detract from

the wonderful nature of this asymmetry of the bill, which

is comparable indeed with that found in so large a number
of Cetaceans among mammals, but with nothing known
among bird.s, for in the Crossbills {q.v.) the bones of

the mandibles are not affected, and in certain Owis
[Nydala) the distortion of the ear-bones is not externally

visible. (a. n.)

KILLIZ, or KiLis, a town of Syria, in the Turkish vilayet

of Aleppo, in 37° 2' N. lat. and 37° 2' E. long., 60 miles

north of the city of Aleppo. It is situated in an extremely

fertile plain or plateau, completely surrounded with olive

groves, the produce of which is reckoned the finest oil of

all Syria ; and its position on the regular route from

Birejik on the Euphrates to southern Caramania gives it

considerable traffic. The bazaars are unusually fine, and

gunmaking is a common craft in the town. The popula-

tion, variously estimated at 12,000 and 6000, consists

largely of Arabs, the town lying just on the northern rim

of the Arab territory.

KILMARNOCK, a market-town, and parliamentary

and municipal burgh, in the district of Cunningham,
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Avrsbire, Scotland, is situated on both sides of the

Kilmarnock water, near its junction with the Irvine, 21

miles south-west of Glasgow -by rail. The town is long

and narrow, but its principal streets are well-built and

spacious. Among the chief buildings are the town-house,

the court-house, the cum exchange buildings (including the

Albert tower, 110 feet high, and various public offices), the

observatory, and the academy, built in 1876 at a cost of

.£.5000 to accommodate si.x hundred children. Kilmarnocli

also possesses the endowed Kay schools, an industrial school

in the once famous Kilmarnock House, a sshool of art, an

athenseum, a public library, an opera-house, and an in-

firmary. In the Kay park of 40 1 acres, purchased from the

duke of Portland for £9000 (with a legacy left by a native

of the town in 1866), stands the Burns Monument, inau-

gurated in August 1879. Kilmarnock rose into importance

in the Nth century by its production of striped woollen

" Kilmarnock cowls " and broad blue bonnets. Knitted

woollen bonnets are still manufactured to an annual value

of about .£25,000, but by far the most important textile

industry is carpet-weaving. When trade is good, the

annual turn out of Brussels and Scotch carpets is valued

at about £100,000. There are several spinning mills in

connexion with the carpet factories. Tweeds, blankets,

shawls, and tcrtans are produced to a limited but rapidly

increasing extent ; the manufacture of wincey is larger.

Calico-printing, once important, has dwindled. The boot

and shoe trade is prosperous ; and there are very extensive

iron and engineering works in the town. Situated in a

highly cultivated region, Kilmarnock is famous for its dairy

produce ; and thd largest cheese-show in Scotland is held

there annually. The neighbourhood abounds in freestone

and coal. The burgh is governed by a provost, sis bailies,

and eighteen councillors. It unites with Dumbarton, Port-

Glasgow, Renfrew, and Rutherglen in returning one member
to parliament. The population in 1881 was 23,901.

KILSYTH, a burgh of barony in Stirlingshire, Scotland,

is situated about 12 miles nortb-east of Glasgow. It is ill

built and dingy. On August 15, 1645, the Covenanters

under Baillie were defeated at Kilsyth by Montrose with

great slaughter. Kilsyth is further interesting as the

centre of remarkable religious revivals in 1742-43 and

1839. The present village dates from the middle of the

17 th century. It became a burgh of barony in 1826 by

charter from George IV. The inhabitants are chiefly

engaged in the neighbouring coal and iron works ; but

weaving and paper-making are also carried on. The poDU-

lationin 1881 was 5402.

KILWINNING, a market-town in Cunningham district,

Ayrshire, Scotland, is situated on the right bank of the

Garnock, 26 miles south-west of Glasgow by rail. The

houses are neat, but somewhat straggling. The chief

buildings are the parish church (with a handsome detached

Gothic tower erected in 1815 in place of an older one, 103

feet high, which fell in 1814), the free church, and the

board school. The greatest interest of the place centres

in its ruined abbey, originally one of the richest in Scot

land. Founded about 1140 by Hugh de Morville, lord

of Cunningham, it was dedicated to St Winning, who
lived on the spot during the 8th century, and has given his

name to the town. This beautiful specimen of Early

English was destroyed in 1561 ; and its lands were granted

to the earl of Eglinton and others. Kilwinning is the

traditional birthplace of Scottish. freemasonry; and Kil-

winning lodge, said to have been founded by the foreign

architects and masons who came to build the abbey, is still

looked up to as the mother-lodge in Scotland. The royal

company of archers of Kilwinning—dating, it is said, as

far back as 1488—used till recently to meet annually to

3>>'')tat the papingo, or popinjay, in the manner described

in Scott s Oia-MovtaUiy; and in 1881 an attempt has been
made to revive the custom. The former industry in weav-
ing shawls and lighter fabrics has quite died out. The
large iron, coal, and tire-clay works in the neighbourhood
employ most of the working inhabitants. A woollen-mill,
with sixty hands, but capable of employing three hundred,
was opened in 1881. The population of the parish in
1881 was 7037 ; of the town, 3469. About a mile from
Kilwinning is Eglinton Castle, the principal seat of the carl

of Eglinton, where the frnious Eglinton tournament was
held in 1839.

KIMBERLEY, formerly called New Rush, one of tha
mining towns of the diamond district of South Africa,

situated in Griqualand West, to tjie east of the Oranga
river, 520 miles north-east of Cape Town. Though it dateg

only from 1872, and has much of the temporary characte|

to be expected from the conditions that gave it existence

it bids fair to be a permanent settlement, having a numbe
of buildings of stone and brick, a market-place, banks
churches, &c., and publishing a Diamond News. Although

in 1874 the population left almost en masse for the gold-

mines of Leydenberg (in Transvaal), the town was estimated

in 1881 to have something like 10,000 inhabitants, besides

a floating native population about equal in number. Seo

Holub, Seven Years in South Africa, 1881.

KIMHL ReDaK, i.e., Rabbi David Kimhi or Kimchi.i

was -born at Narbonne after 1155, and died probably in

the same city about 1235. His father Rabbi Yoseph, or

his grandfather' Rabbi Isaac (Yishak) Ibn Kindii, had

immigrated into Provence from Spain, where Arab fanati-

cism had compelled the Jews to flee from the sword of

tyranny. In Provence the family took the Gentile surname

of Petit." Rabbi David lost his father (who was himself a

grammarian, Bible commentator, and poet of no mean order)

very early ; but his elder and only brother. Rabbi Mosheh
(a fair scholar, but famous chiefly through his younger

brother), was his principal oral teacher. The valuable

literary treasures of his father, however, falling into his

hands, Redak grew strong by studying them, and, as wo
I know, eclipsed them completely, although he lacked his

I
father's originality. But, if Rabbi David lacked originality,

I
he had abundance of instinct for finding out the best in

the works of his predecessors, and abundance of genius for

digesting and assimilating it till it became his own in a

peculiar way. Although preceded by Hayyuj, Ibn Janah,

and others, and succeeded by Abraham de Balmes, Eliaa

Levita, and others, Kimhi has maintained the position of

the greatest Jewish grammarian and lexicographer for six

hundred and fifty years. And, although much inferior as

a Biblical scholar and talmudist to Rashi, and as a critic

and philosopher to Abraham Ibn Ezra, he has outstripped

both in the eyes, not only of the Christians, but to some

extent even of the Jews, and thus reigned supreme for

more than half a millennium, as a commentator on the

Bible. The fact is, he united in his own person the child-

like simplicity of Rashi and the incisive criticism of Ibn

Ezra. Add to this that he was master of the Targunis and

Aggadoth as few before or after him, that he had Hebrew,

Arabic, and Greek philosophy at his fingers' ends, and that

*he was endowed with a truly poetical soul, and the mystery

is explained how the merely reproductive scholar could cause

original scholars of the highest eminence, but who were

one-sided, to be all but forgotten. Not only have his works,

in whatever field they are to be found, been printed and

reprinted, but the most important of them are translated

» Not fCamchi. Compare D'nO'p iu the Talmud Yerushalmi.

Horayolh, m. 2.

.

= From these circumstances Kinilii is known as Ilassqihardi (tlio

Spaniard), as Ibii Kimhi, or as Mahlre Petit. Petit is, to a ccrtaio

extent, an equivalent of Kimhi (from HOP, grain ground small).
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into Latin,^ into Judaeo-German,- and even into English.'

The following is a list of Kimhi's works, which, however,

lays no claim to perfection :

—

Gkammar.—^1^3Di part i.:—(1) Constantinople, 1532-34, folio;

(2) Constantinople, 1532-34, 8vo
; (3) with Latin translation by

Acfathius GuiJacerius, Paris, 1540, 8ro
; (4) with adiiitamenta by

Elias Levlta, VenioB, 1^44, Svc* and again (5) 1545, folio; (6) with

the same additions, Venice, 1545, Svo; (7) with the same additions

and comraenti\ry by Mosheh D'SJIH (Hechingen ?), Fiirth, 1793,

Svo; (8) with additions from MSS. by Rittenberg, Lyck, 1862, Svo.

In addition to th«6« have appeared Compendia from this grammar
by Pagninus, Paris, 1549, 4to ; and by Baynus, Paris, 1554, 4to.

Lexicon'.—^l'p30, part ii.:—(1) withoutplaoe and date, but before

1480, folio
; (2) with a Biblical index on the margin, Naples, 1490,

folio; (3) with a Biblical index inserted, Naples, 1491, folio; (4)

without pagination, Constantinople, 1513, folio
; (5) Venice, 1529,

folio; (6) with corrections from MSS., Salonika, 1532-33, folio;

(7) Venice, 1516, folio
; (8) with notes by Elias Levita, Venice,

1546-48, folio
; (9) with Latin translation of the roots, Venice,

1516-48, folio; (10) the text revised from three MSS., Berlin,

1847, 4to.

Commentaries.—(1) On (he Greater Pfirt of Genesis,^ Pressburg,

1842, 8to. (2) On the Prophets and the Psalms, in the first Eab-
binio Bible, Venice, 1517, folio. (3) On, the Prophets and the

Chronicles, in the third and all subsequent Rabbinic Bibles, Venice,

1548, 1563, 1017-19; Basel, 1618-19; Amsterdanl, 1724; Warsaw,
1860-68 ; 1866-76. (4) Or. the Former Prophets, Jeremiah and
Ezekiel, in the second Rabbinic Bible, Venice, 1524-25, folio. (5)

On the Former Prophets, Soncvxo,Ui3; Leiria, 1494; Pesaro, 1511;

Salonika, 1535, all in folio. (6) On the Latter Prophets, Guada-
laxara, 1482 ; Sonoino, 148S-86!'PesaTO, 1515, all in folio. (7) On
Isaiah and Jeremiah, Lisbon, 1492, folio, (8) On the Minor Pro-

phets, Paris, 1539-40, 4to. (9) Or. Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, and
Jonah, Paris, 1556, 4to. (10) On, Eos:a, wilh the Latin translation

of Mercier abridged by Coddaeus, Leyden, 1621, 4to ; with the

sacred text, Helmstadt, 1702-3, 4to; by Hermann von der Hardt,

GBttingpn, 1775, 4to. (11) On Joel and Malaehi, by Miinster,

Basel, 1570, 12mo. (12) On Joe! and Obadiah, Utrecht, 1657, 8vo.

(13) On. Amos, with a letter by Elias Levita, Basel, 1531, 8vo.

(14) On. Obadiah, Bremen, 1673, 4to ; Jena, 1678, 8vo, (15) On
Jonah, Utrecht, 1656, 8vo : Leipsic, 1683, Svo; Utrecht, 1692, Svo

;

Frankfort-on-the-Main, 1697, 4to. (16) Or. Haggai, Zeehariah, and
Malaehi, by Thomas Neale, Paris, 1557, 4to. (17) On Malaehi,

Basel, 1530, Svo ; Rostock. 1637, 4to ; Leipsic, 1679, Svo. Besides

these editions it ought to be mentioned that the Bc.phtaroth, or

"Prophetic Portions," read on sabbaths, festivals, Sc, are to 'a

found attached to the Pentateuch, Constance, 1505, folio; Venice,

1516, folio ; Constance, 1522, foiio ; Cremona, 1566, folio; Venice,

1563, folio ; Cracow, 1588, folio ; Basel, 1618, folio ; Berlin, 1703,

folio; 'Wilmersdorf, 1713, folio; Amsterdam, 1726, folio; Frankfort-

on-the-Main, 1730, folio ; Met?, 1766, 4to. (18) On the Psalms
without place (but, uo doubt, Bologna), 1477, folio ; in the Hagio-

grapka, Naples, 1486-87, folio; in. the first Rabbinic Bible, as

above ; Salonika, 1522, ioVio ; Isny, 1541, folio ; Cremona, 1561,

8vo ; Venice, 1566, Svo ; Venice, 1596 ; Amsterdam, 1681, 4to
;

Zolkiew, 1696, 4to ; Frautfort-on-the-Main, 1712, Svo ; Dyhern-

furt, 1714, 4to ; Amsterdatr;, 1765, 4to ; Berlin, 1767, 4to; Amster-

dam, 1777, 16mo; as part of orayer-book, Amsterdam, 1796, ISmo;
Amsterdam, 1816, Svo ; a iiart of a Bible, Fiirth, 1842-47, Svo

;

Zitomir, 1867, 16rao. In addition to these there ought to be men-
tioned ITie First Ten Psalms, &c., Constance, 1544, folio, and .^in

Extract from Kimchi on the Psalms, &o. , Wilmersdorf, 1725, 4to.

MiscELLANEOtTS WoRKS.—(1) Et Sopher on the Massoreth and

the Accents, Lyck, 1864, Svo. (2) Antichristiana

:

—(a) in the

Milchcmcth Chobah, Constantinople, 1710, Svo; and (6) in the

Nitziachon, Nuremberg, 1644, 4to ; Amsterdam, 1709, 16mo ; Am-
sterdam, 1711, 16mo ; Amsterdam, 1827, 16rao ; Kbnigsberg, 1S4S-

' As, e.g. , the commentary On Isaiah, by Malanimeus, Florence, 1774,

4to ; On Rosea, by Mercier, Leyden, 1621, 4to ; On Joel, by Leusden,

Utrecht, 1657, Svo ; On Obadiah, by Crocius, Bremen, 1673, 4to
;

On Obadiah, by Bedwell, London, 1601, 4to ; On Jonah, by Leusden,

Utrecht, 1656, Svo ; On Haggai, Zeehariah, and Malaehi, by Neale,

ParLs, 1557, 4to ; On Malaehi, by Bohl, Rostock, 1637, 4to ; On
the Psalms, by Janvier, Paris, 1666, 4to ; On Psalms i.-x., by
Fagius, Constance, 1544, folio, and withJanvier's translation inReland's

Analecta Ratbinica, Utrecht, 1723, Svo ; On Psalm iv.,'by Boarielot,

Paris, 1619, 4to ; and on Psalm xix., by Philipp. d'Aquino, 1629, Svo.

- That, for instance. On, Isaiah, Cracow, 1586, 4to.

3 As that On Zeehariah, by M'Caul, London, 1837, Svo.
• Dr W. Aldis Wright, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge,

possesses this edition, printed by Cornelio Adelkind at Bombergi's

liouse, with the remarkable date on the title-page—ICI pnX

^3'n^16<37 {sio), i.e., 1544 of our redemption, showing that the editor

w,is a baptized Jew. Of this edition no other copy 's known to as.

' This was, no doubt, Kimhi's iast production.

50, 24ino. The "Antichristiana" contained in the A'i7;trir/(../?

are the " Answers to the Christians," from the autlior's com-
mentary on the Psalms, which are omitted in most of the editions.

(3) Peligious Philosophy.—The " expliii-ition of the Mcrkabah (first

chapter of Ezekiel) in a mystic way," is, altliougli attached to the
author's commentary on Ezekiel, a separate essay.- In all the
editions it is to be found after that commentary.

KIMPULUNG, a town of Eoumania, in that pari; of
the country fonnerly known as Great AVallachia, is situated

at the foot of the Transylvaniau Alps on the banks of one'

of the left hand tributaries of the Danube, about 80 milei
north-west of Bucharest. Its position near the Torzburg
pass gives it a considerable share of the trade between
Hungary and Eoumania. Population about 9000.

KINCARDINE, or The Jl earns, a maritime county in

the east of Scotland, is situated between 56' 46' and
57" 9' N. lat, and between 2° 3' and 2° 47' W. long. It

is bounded on the E. by the German Ocean, on the N. W.
by Aberdeenshire, and on the S.W. by Forfarshire. Its

length along the coast from the mouth of the North E.sk

to that of the Dee is 31 miles, and its breadth east to we.st

from Dunnottar to Mount Battock 22 miles. The total

area is 248,284 acres, or al)out 388 square miles.

Geology.—The Grampian range of mountains intersecU

the county from east to west, and occupies a breadth of

about 8 miles in the western and north-western districts,

terminating in the north-eastern corner in tte promontotf,

of Girdleness. To the north the county slopes into t'.ie

picturesque and finely wooded valley of the Dee, and to-

wards the south into the " How (or hollow) of the Jlearns,"

a continuation of the valley of Strathmore, hut it rises

again into smaller eminences towards the coast. The
highest summit of the Grampians in Kincardineshire is

Mount Battock, 2465 feet, but a considerable number range

from 1500 to a little above 2000 feet. The southern part

of the coast from the North Esk is rocky but low, with

considerable stretches of sand ; from Bervje to Stonehaven
it rises into an almost unbroken line of perpendicular cliffs

ranging from 100 to 250 feet in height; from Stonehaven

to the mouth of the Dee it is still more bold and rock}-,

but at the same time more frequently interrupted by creeks

and bays, which form natural harbours for a number of fish-

ing villages. The greater part of the county belongs to

the Upper Silurian strata of the Highlands, consisting

chiefly of gneiss, but towards the west there is a large

eruption of granite, and the southern half of the coanty
belongs to the upper strata of Old Red Sandstone. Con-
glomerate occurs on the coast, and porphyry, sandstone,

and whinstone in the southern part of the county. Lime
is found, but not in amount sufficient to meet agricultural

wants, and large quantities are imported.

Rivers and Lairs.—The principal rivers are the Dee,

which skirts the northern boundary of the county, and.

receives the Feugh at Banchory, where are the beautiful

falls of Feugh ; the North Esk, which after entering it

from Forfarshire, receives the tributary of the Luther, and
forms a portion of the south-western boundary of the shire;

the Bervie, which rises in the Grampian.?, and after flowing

south-eastwards for about 10 miles, falls into the sea at

Bervie ; and the Carron and Cowie, which flow the one

eastward and the other south-eastward to the sea at Stone.,

haven. The principal lakes are the Loch of Drum, lately

reduced from 300 to 100 acres, and Loirston Loch, 2"'

acres.

Climate, Soil, and Agriculture.—The climate is healthy^

but, except on the north side of the Dee, often cold even

on the low grounds, owing both to exposure to east winds,

especially near the sea-coast, and to the proximity of bleak

and chilly uplands. It has, however, been greatly im-

proved by extensive drainage of the njarshes. The meau-

annual is 45° Fahr., that of summer being 58°. and of winter
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. A great part of the mountaiuou3 district is urisaltable

for either pasturage or tillage, and is occupied chiefly by
deer forests and grouse moors ; but the land in the valley

of the Dee, in the " How," and along the coast is very pro-

ductive, and is cultivated according to the most advanced
methods. A considerable portion of the " How " is, how-
ever, on account of the difficulty of drainage, still occupied

ty moor and moss. The land in this district is richer and
stronger than that in the valley of the Dee, but the most
fertile region is that along the sea-coast, the soil consisting

more generally of a deep loam resting on clay, arthough in

Eome places it is poor and thin, or stiff and cold.

According to the agricultural returns for 1881, the total area
tinder crops was 120,631 acres, a percentage of 48 6, that for 1870
heing 47 '1. The area under com crops was 44,803; under green
crops, 22,476; under rotation grasses, 46.645; under permanent
pasture, 6552 acres. The ai'ea under woods wa3"27,8s0 acres, while
12 acres were under nursery grounds, and 23 under market gardens.
About two-tUirds of the area imder com crops is occupied by oats,

which in 1831 covered 31,430 acres, while 12,120 acres were under
barley, and 577 acres, chiefly in the neighbourhood of the sea-coast,

were under wheat, the area of which has beea rapidly declining, 66
tinder rye, 581 under beans, and 40 under pease. Of green crops

about four-fifths of the area is under turnips .ind swedes, which in
Isbl occupied 18,304 acies, 3696 being occiiiuod by potatoes, 450
by vetches and similar crops, 17 by carrots, and 8 by cabbage. Flax
occupied 1 acre, and there were 184 acres fallow. Grpa^'im-irova-menu have lately been effected in regard to farm buildin!^ and

fhe total number of horses, many of which are well-bred Clydes-
dales, in 1881 was 4798. Of these, 3893 are stated to bo used solely
for agricultural purposes,-and 905 to be kept solely for breediuB
purposes. Cattle in 1881 numbejed 25,013, or an avera"e of 21 to
every 100 acres under cultivation, the average for ScotTand being
23-9. Much attention is paid to the rearing of stock, and cattle
feeding is carritd on according to the most advanced methods.
The most common breed is the shorthorn, which are bought in for
feeding from Ireland, but a few Canadian cattle have also lalely
beea bought The more common home-bred stock is a cross be-
tween shoithomed and poUed; but there are also many valuable
herds of the .pure polled breed. Sheep in 1881 numbered 24,966, an
average of 207 to every 100 acres under cultivation, the average for
Scotland being 141-3. Blackfaced sheep are of course those chiefly
kept oil the hill pastures, but on the lowland farms Cheviots or a.

cross with Leicesters are not uncommon. The number of Dies in
1881 was 1967.
The following table gives a classification of holdings according

to size in 1875 and 1880, with the total area under each class of
holding :

—
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of feeling and thinking, and even of inventing and creat-

ing.

According to the development theory all education must

be based on study of the nature to be developed. Froebel's

study of the nature of children showed him that their

treat characteristic was restlessness. This was, first, rest-

lessness of body, delight in mere motion of the limbs ; and,

secondly, restlessness of mind, a constant curiosity about

whatever came within the range of the senses, and especially

1 desire to examine with the hand every unknown object

within reach. Children's fondness for using their hands

was specially noted by Froebel, and he found that they

delighted, not merely in examining by touch, but also in

altering whatever they could alter, and further that they

Lndeavoured to imitate known forms whether by drawing

or by modelling in putty or clay. Besides remarking in

them these various activities, he saw that children were

sociable and needed the sympathy of companions. There

was, too, in them a growing moral nature, passions,

affections, and conscience, which needed to be controlled,

responded to, cultivated. Both the restraints and the

opportunities incident to a well-organized community

would be beneficial to their moral nature, and prove a cure

for selfishness.

Froebel held that the essence of all education was to be

found in rightly directed but spontaneous action. So the

children must be employed ; and at that age their most

natural employment is play, especially, as Wordsworth has

pointed out, games in which they imitate and " con the

parts" they themselves will have to fill in after years.

Froebel agreed with Montaigne that the games of children

were " their most serious occupations," and with Locke

that " all the plays and diversions of children .ehould be

directed towards good and useful habits, or else they will

introduce ill ones" {Thoughts concerning Education, § 130).

So he invented a course of occupations, most of which are

social games. Many of the games are connected with the

"gifts," as he called the series of simple playthings provided

for the children, the first being the ball, " the type of

unity." The "gifts" are chiefly not mere playthings but

materials which the children work up in their orni way,

thus gaining scope fur their power of doing and invent-

ing and creating. The artistic faculty was much thought

of by Froebel, and, as in the education of the ancients,

tlie sense of rhythm in sound and motion was cultivated

by music and poetry introduced in the games. Much
care was to be given to the training of the senses,

especially those of sight, sound, and touch. Intuition

or first-hand experience (Anschauung) was to be recog-

nized as the true basis of knowledge, and though stories

were to be told, and there was to be much intercourse

in the way of social chat, instruction of the imparting and
" learning-up " kind was to be excluded. Froebel sought

to teach the children not what to think but how to think,

in this following in the steps of Pestalozzi, who had done

for the child what Bacon nearly two hundred years before

had done for the philosopher. Where possible the children

were to be much in the open air, and were each to cultivate

a little garden.

To judge by all appearances at the present date (1881), the
kindergarten will be an important institution in the education of

the future. The first kindergarten was opened at Blankenburg,
near Rudolstadt, in 1840, but after a needy existence of eight years

was closed for want of funds. In 1851 the Prussian Government
declared that " schools founded on Froebel's principles orprinciples

like thera could not be allowed." But the idea had far too much
vitality to be starved or frowned down. Although its progress has
not been rapid, it has been constant. As early as 1854 it was
introduced into England by the then famous Ronges, and Henry
Barnard reported on it that is was '

' by far the most original, attrac-

tive, and philosophical form of infant development the world
has yet seen " (Report to Govsrnor of Connecticut, 1854). But the

attempt faueu, and though tnere are now a Froebel Society, an insti-
tution fcr tra I .ng young women to conduct kindergartens, and
also some good k.ndergartens, Froebel's idea has hardly yet found
a home in Britain. The great propagandist of Froebelisni, the
Baroness Marenholtz-Eulow, drew the attention of- the French to
the kindergarten from the year 1855, and Jlichelet declared that
Froebel had "solved the problem of humaii education." In the
department of the Seine the "Salles d'asile" now consist of a class
for children from two to four years old, and a "Froebel class"
of children from four to six. In Italy the kindergarten has been
introduced by Madame Salis-Schwabe, and is used in the education
of the poor. In Austria it is recognized and regulated by the
government, though the Volks-Kindergarten are not numerous.
But by far the greatest developments of the kindergarten system
are in the United States and in Belgium. Dr AVilliam T. Harris,
assisted by Miss Blow, tried the experiment of making the kinder-
garten a part ofthe public education in St Louis eight years ago, and
there are now no less than 8000 children, all over five years of age,

in the St Louis public kindergartens. In Belgium the mistresses of

the "fooles gardiennes" have for some time been instructed in the
" idea of the kindergarten " and " Froebel's method," and in 1880
the minister of public instruction. Van Humbeeck, issued a pro-
gramme for the " ^coles Gardiennes C'ommunales, " which is both
in fact and in profession a kindergarten manual. This programme
attributes the improvement in inlant schools to " le souffic puissant

de Froebel" ; and, after explaining that the method to be adopted is

based on the laws which govern the development of the child, the
minister continues :

" In its great principles as well as in its main
applications this method is that created by the genius of Froebel."
This estimate of Froebel's principles contrasts strangely with tho
Prussian minister's thirty years earlier.

W. T. Harris's Reports pive full accounts of the adaptation of the Kindergarten
to public education at St Louis. KindeiKoitens in Germany are described in

Joseph Payne's Vi$it to Get-man Schools, 1876. Practical guides published In

England are J. and B. Ronge's. 3d ed., 1855; E. W ieie's Paradise o/ nildrm
;

andMiss Lyschinska's, 18S0. Other literature is cited in Steiger's Cyclopxdia vf
Education ; and in L. W'alter's Die Fr'Obeltiieratur, 1881. (R H Q.)

KINEMATICS. See Mechanics.

KING, William (1650-1729), a political and religiousi

writer, and successively bishop of Deny and archbishop of

Dublin, was born at Antrim in 1650. He was educated

at Trinity College, Dublin, and after being presented to

the parish of St Werburgh, Dublin, in 1679, was elected

dean of St Patrick's, Dublin, in 1688, bishop of Derry

in 1691, and archbishop of Dublin in 1702. He died

in 1729. King was the author of The Slate of tie

Prot-estants in Ireland under King Ja7nes's Government,

1691, but is best known by his Be Origine Mali, 17C2
(English translation, 1731), an endeavour to reconcile the

presence of evil with the existence and goodness of au

Omnipotent Being, which was deemed worthy of a reply by
Bayle and Leibnitz. He also published a sermon entitled

Divine Predestination and Foreknoiiiedge consistent with the

Freedom of Man's Will, 1709, and various other small

treatises.

KING-BIRD, the Lanius tyrannns of Linnasus, and the

Tyrannm carolinensis or T. pipiri of most later writers, a

common and characteristic inhabitant of North America,

ranging as high as 57° N. lat. or further, and westward to

the Rocky Mountains, beyond which it goes to Oregon,

Washington Territory, and British Columbia, though

apparently not occurring in California. In Canada and

the northern States of the Union it is a summer visitor,

wintering in the south, but also reaching Cuba ; and,

passing through Central America, it has been found in

Bolivia and eastern Peru. Both the scientific and common
names of this species are taken from the way in which the

cock will at times assume despotic authority 6ver other

birds, attacking them furiously as they fly, and forcing

them to divert or altogether desist from their course. Yet

it is love of his mate or his young that prompts this belli-

cose behaviour, for it is only in the breeding season that

he indulges in it ; but then almost every large bird that

approaches his nest, from an Eagle downwards, is assaulted,

and those alone that possess greater command of flight can

escape from his repeated charges, which are accompanie;'
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hy loud and sluill cries. On these occasions it may bo

tbat tlio King-bird displays the emblem of. his dignity,

which is commonly concealed; for, being otherwise rather

plainly coloured—dark ashy-grey above and white beneath

—the erectile feathers of the crown of the head, on being

parted, form as it were a deep furrow, and reveal their

base, which is of a bright golden-orange in front, deepening

into scarlet, and then passing into silvery-white. This

species seems to live entirely on insects, which it captures

on the wing, and is in bad repute with bee-masters,^

though, according to Dr Coues, it "destroys a thousand

noxious insects for every bee it eats." It builds, often in

an exposed situation, a rather large nest, coarsely con-

structed outside, but neatly lined with fine roots or grasses,

and lays five or six eggs of a pale salmon colour, beautifully

marked with blotches and spots of purple, brown, and

orange, generally disposed in a zone near the larger end.

»
King-Bird.

•Nearly akin to the King-bird is the Petchary or

Chicheree, so called from its loud and petulant crj', T.

dominicensis, or T. griseus, one of the most characteristic

and conspicuous birds of the West Indies, and the earliest

to give notice of the break of day. In habits, except.that

it eats a good many berries, it is the very counterpart of its

congener, and is possibly even more jealous of any intruder.

At all events its pugnacity extends to animals from which

it could not possibly receive any harm, and is hardly limited

to any season of the year.

In several respects both of these birds, with several of

their allies, resemble some of the Shrikes ; but it must be

clearly understood that the likeness is but of analogy, and
that there is no near affinity between the two Families

Laniidx and Tyrannidx, which belong to wholly distinct

sections of the great Passerine Order; and, while the

former is a comparatively homogeneous
^
group, much

diversity of form and habits is found among the latter.

Similarly many of the smaller Tyrannidx bear some
analogy to certain Muscicapidx, with which they were at

one time confounded (see Flycatcher, vol. ix. p. 351).;

but the difference between thfem is deep seated.- Nor is

' It is called in some parts tlie Bee-Martin.
' Tliis is not the place to dwell upon the -essential nature of the

lifference ; but two easy modes of discriminating them externally may
»e mentioned. M\ the Laniidx and Mvscicapidm have bnt nine

frimary guides iu their win^s, and their tarsi are covered with scales

this all, for out of the seventy genera, or thereabouts, into

which the Tyraimidx have been divided, comprehending
perhaps three hundred and fifty species, all of which are

peculiar to the New World, a series of forms can be selected

which find a kind of parallel to a series of forms to be
found in the other group of Passcres; and the genus
Tyramms, though that from which the Family is named,
is by no means a fair representative of it ; but it would be

hard to say which genus should be so accounted. The
birds of the genus Mvscisaxicola have the habits and almost

the appearance of Wheatears ; the genus Alectorzirus calls

to mind a Water-Wagtail ; Fuscarlhmits may suggest a

Titmouse, Elainea perhaps a Willow-Wren ; but the greatest

number of forms have no analogous bird of the Old World
with which they can be compared ; and, while the com-
bination of delicate beauty and peculiar external form
possibly attains its utmost in the long-tailed Milvitlus, the

glory of the Family may be said to culminate in the king

of King-birds, Muscivora regia. (a. n.)

KINGFISHER—Zci)H<7i/?sc/jer, Germ.^ ; Rvi-pehnix

( = pecheiir), Walloon—the Alcedo upida of ornithologists,

one of the most beautiful and well-known of European
birds, being found, though nowhere very abundantly, in

every country of this quarter of the globe, as well as iu

North Africa and South-AVestern Asia as far as Sindh. • Its

blue-green back and rich chestnut breast render it con-

spicuous as it frequents the streams and ponds whence it

procures its food, by plunging almost perpendicularly into

the water, and emerging a moment after with the prey

—

whether a small fish, a criistacean, or an aquatic insect—it

has captured. In hard frosts it resorts to the sea-shore,

but a severe winter is sure to occasion a great mortality in

the species, for many of its individuals seem unable to

reach the tidal waters where only in such a season they

could obtain sustenance ; and to this cause rather than any

other (though, on account of its beauty and the utility of

its feathers in making artificial flies, it is shot and nettel

in great numbers) is perhaps to 'be ascribed its general

scarcity. Very early in the year it prepares its nest, whicli

is at the end of a tunnel bored by itself in a bank, and

therein the six or eig"ht white, glossy, translucent eggs are

laid, sometimes on the bare soil, but often on the fish-

bones which, being indigestible, are thrown up in pellets by

the birds ; and, in any case, before incubation is completed

these rejectamenta accumulate so as to form a pretty cup-

shaped structure that increases in bulk after the young are

hatched, but, mixed with their fluid excretions and with

decaying fishes brought for their support, soou becomes a

dripping fetid mass.

The Kingfisher is the subject of a variety of legends and

superstitions, both classical and mediaeval. Of the latter

one of the most curious is that having been originally a

plain grey bird it acquired its present bright colours by

flying towards the sun on its liberation from Noah's ark,

when its upper surface assumed the hue of the sky above

it and its lower plumage was scorched by the heat of the

setting orb to the tint it now bears.* More than this, the

Kingfisher was supposed to possess ^ many virtues.
_

Its

dried body would avert thunderbolts, and if kept in a

wardrobe would preserve from moths the woollen stuflfs

in front only ; while in the Tyrannidw there are ten primaries, and

the tarsal scales extend the whole way round. The more recondite

distinction in the structure of the trachea seems to have been firet

detected by Macgillivray, who wrote the anatomical descriptions pub-

lished in 1839 by Audubon {Om. Biography, v. pp. 421, 422) ;
but

its value was not appreciated till the publication of Johannes *'"''«"

classical treatise on the vocal organs of Passerine Birds {Abhandl. k.

Akad. Wisscnsch. Berlin, 1845, pp. 321, 405).

3 But more commonly called Eisvogel, which finds its counterpartin

the Anglo-Saxon Isern or Isen.
* RoUand, Faune populaire de la France, ii.

J>.
74.

14-6
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therein laid, or hung by a thread to the ceiling of a chamber

would point with its bill to the quarter whence the wiud
blew. All readers of Ovid (Metam., bk. xi.) know how the

faithful but unfortunate Ceyx and Alcyone were changed

into Kingfishers—birds which bred at the winter solstice,

when through the influence of .iEolus, the wind-god and
father of the fond wife, all gales were hushed and the sea

calmed so that their floating nest might ride uninjured over

the waves during the seven proverbial " Halcyon Days "
;

while a variant or further development of the fable assigned

to the Halcyon itself the power of quelling storms.*

The common Kingfisher of Europe is the representative

of a well-marked Family of birds, the Alcedinidse or

Halcyonidse of ornithologists, which is considered by some
authorities^ to be closely related to the Bucerotidx (see

HoENBiLL, vol xii. p. 169) ; but the affinity can

scarcely be said as yet to be proved ; and to the present

writer there seems to be at least some ground for believ-

ing that a nearer alliance is to be found in the Galbulidx

(see Jacamab, vol. xiii. p. 53l)fMomofidx (Motmot, q.v.),

Meropidse, and perhaps some other Families—though all

may possibly be discovered to belong to one and the same
larger group. Be that as it may, the present Family forms

the subject of a work by Mr Sharpe,^ which, though still

incomplete as regards their anatomy,'' is certainly one of the

best of its class, and reflects infinite credit on its then

youthful author, whose treatment of his subject was most

successful. Herein are described one hundred and twenty-

five species, nearly all of them being beautifully figured

by Mr Keulemans, and that number may be taken even

now as approximately correct ; for, while the validity of a

few has been denied by some eminent men, nearly as

many have since been made known, and it seems likely that

two or three more described by older writers may yet be

rediscovered. These one hundred and twenty-five species

Mr Sharps groups in nineteen genera, and divides into two

Sub-families, Akedininx and Daceloninx,^ the one contain-

ing five and the other fourteen genera. With existing

materials perhaps no better arrangement could have been

made, but in the absence of anatomical knowledge it is

certainly not to be deemed conclusive, and indeed the

method since published by Sundevall (Tentamen^ pp. 95,

96) diSers from it not inconsiderably. Here, however, it

will be convenient to follow that of Mr Sharpe. Externally,

which is almost all we can .at present say, Kingfishers

present a great uniformity of structure. One of their most

remarkable features is the feebleness of their feet, and the

union (syndactylism) of the third and fourth digits for the

greater part of their length ; while, as if still further to

show the comparatively functionless character of these

members, in two of the genera, Alcyone and Ceyx, the

second digit is aborted, and the birds have but three toes.

In most forms the bill does not differ much from that of

the common Alcedo ispida, but in Syma its edges are

serrated, while in Carcineules, Dacelo, and Melidora the

maxilla is prolonged, becoming in the last a very pronounced

hook. Generally the wings are short and rounded, and

' In many of tUe islauds of the Pacific Ocean tlie prevalent Kiug-

fisher is llie object of much veneration.
'^

Cf. Eyton, Contrib. Ornithology, 1850, p. 80 ; Wallace, Ann.
Nat. Histort/, ser. 2, xviii., pp. 201, 205 ; and Huxley, Proc. Zool.

Society, 1867, p. 467.
" A Monograph of the AlceAinids or Family of the Kingfishers, by

R. B. Sharpe, 4to, London, 1S68-71.
* Some inrportant anatomical points are briefly noticed by Professor

Cunningham (Proc. Zool. Soc, 1870, p. 280).
i The name of this latter Sub-family as constituted by Mr Sharpe

would seem to be more correctly Ceycinse—the genus Ceyx, founded in

1801 by Lac^pide, being the oldest included in it. The word Dacelo,

Invented by Leach in 1815, is simply an anagram of Alcedo, and,

though of course without any etymological meaning, bas been very

ceneially adopted.

the tail is in many forms inconspicuous ; but in^ Tanyst-

plera, one of the most beautiful groups, the middle pair

of feathers is greatly elongated and spatulate, while this

genus possesses only ten rectrices, aU the rest having

twelve. Sundevall relies on a character not noticed by Mr
Sharpe, and makes his principal divisions depend on the

size of the scapulars, which in one form a mantle, and in

the other are so small as not to cover the back. The
Alcedinidx are a cosmopolitan Family, but only one genus,

Ceryle, is found in America, and that extends as well over

a great part of the Old World, though not into the

Australian Region, which affords by far the greater number
both of genera and species, having no fewer than ten of the

former and fifty-nine of the latter peculiar to it.*

In habits Kingfishers display considerable diversity.

though aU, it would seem, have it in common to sit at

times motionless on the watch for their prey, and oa its

appearance to dart upon it, seize it as they fly or dive, and
return to a perch where it may be conveniently swallowed.

But soine species, and especially that which is the type of

the Family, are not always content to await at rest their

victim's showing itself. They wUl hover like a Hawk over

the waters that conceal it, and, in the manner already

described, precipitate themselves upon it. This is parti-

cularly the way with those that are fishers in fact as well as

in name ; but no inconsiderable number live almost entirely

in forests, feeding on insects, while reptiles furnish tha

chief sustenance of others. The last is characteristic of at

least one Australian form, which manages to thrive in the

driest districts of that country, where not a drop of water

is to be found for miles, and the air is at times -heated to a

degree that is insupportable by most animals. The limits

of this article forbid an entrance upon details of much
interest, but the Belted Kingfisher of North America,

Ceryle alcyon, is too characteristic a bird of that country

to be passed in silence, though its habits greatly resemble

those of the European species before described ; and the

so-calFed " Laughing Jackass " of New South Wales and

South Australia, Dacelo gigas—with its kindred forms, D.

leachi, D. cermna, and D. occidentalis, from other parts of

the country—likewise requires special notice. Attention

must also be called to the speculations of Mr Sharpe {op.

cit., pp. xliv. -xlvii.) on the genetic affinity of the various

forms of Alcedinidx, and it is to be regretted that hitherto

no light has been shed by pateontologists on this interesting

subject, for the only fossil referred to the neighbourhood of

the Family is the Halcyornis toliapicus of Professor Owen
{Br. Foss. Mamm. and Birds, p. 554) from the Eocene of

Sheppey—the very specimen said to have been previously

placed byKonig {Icon. foss. sectiles, fig. 153) in the genua

Larus. (a. N.)

KINGLET, a name applied in many books to the bird

called by Linnaeus Motacilla regulus, and by most modern

ornithologists Regulus cristatus, the Golden-crested or

Golden-crowned Wren of ordinary persons. This species

is the type of a small group which has been generally

placed among the Sylviidx or true Warblers, but by certain

systematists it is referred to the Titmouse-Family, Paridx.

That the Kinglets possess many of the habits and actions

of the latter is undeniable, but on the other band they are

not known to differ in any important points of organisation

or appearance from the former—the chief distinction being

that the . nostril is covered by a single bristly feather

directed forwards. The ' Golden-crested Wren is the

smallest of British birds, its whole length being about 3

inches and a half, and its wing measuring only 2 inches

from the carpal joint. Generally of an olive-green colour,

the top of its head is bright yellow, deepening into orange,

and bounded on either side by a black line, while the wing

*Cf. WaUi-;e, Otog. Distr. Animals, ii. p. 315.
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ioverts are dull black, and some of them tipptd with white,

forming a somewhat conspicuous bar. The cock has a plea-

sant but weak song. The nest is a beautiful object, thickly

felted of the 8ofti;st moss, wool, and spiders' webs, lined

with feathers, and usually built under and near the end of

the branch of a yew, fir, or cedar, supported by the inter-

weaving of two or three laterally diverging and pendent

twigs, and sheltered by the rest. The eggs are from six to

ten in number, of a dull white sometimes finely freckled

with reddish-brown. The species is particularly social,

living for the most of the year in family-parties, and often

joining bands of any species of Titmouse in a common
search for food. Though to be met with in Britaic at all

seasons, the bird in autumn visits the east coast in enormous

flocks, apparently emigrants from Scaiidinavia, while

hundreds perish in crossing the North Sea, where they are

well known to the fishermen as " Woodcock's Pilots." A
second and more local European species is the Fire-crested

Wren, R. ignicapillus, easily recognizable by the black

streak on each side of the head, before and behind the eye,

as well as by the deeper colour of its crown. A third

species, R. madereiisis, inhabits the Madeiras, to which it

is peculiar ; and examples from the Himalayas and Japan

have been differentiated as R. himalayensis and R.japonicus.

North America has two well-known species, R. satrapa,

very like the European R. ignicapillns, and the Ruby-
crowned Wren, R. calendula, which is remarkable for a

loud song that has been compared to that of a Canary-bird

or a Sky-lark, and for having the characteristic nasal feather

in a rudimentary or aborted condition. Under the name
of R. modestus, or " Dalmatian Regulus" of many English

authors, two very distinct species are now known to have

been confounded, both belonging really to the group of

Willow-Wrens, and having nothing to do with Regulus.

One, which has occurred in Britain, is the Motoxilla super-

ciliosa of old or Phylloscopus superciliosvs of modern
authors, and is a native of northern Asia, visiting Europe

nearly every year, and the other, also of Asiatic origin, is

the Motacilla or Phylloscop-us proregvlus. (a. n.)

KINGS, The First and Second Books of, which form

the last part of the series of Old Testament histories known
as the Earlier Prophets, were originally reckoned as a single

book (Josephus ; Orig. ap. Eus., H. E., vi. 25; Peshito

;

Talmud), though modern Hebrew Bibles follow the biparti-

tion which we have derived from the Septuagint. In that

version they are called the third and fourth books of king-

doms (^acriAetulv), the first and second being our books of

Samuel The division into two books is not felicitous, and
even the old Hebrew separation between Kings and Samuel
must not be taken to mean that the history from the birth

of Samuel to the exile was treated by two distinct authors

in independent volumes. We cannot speak of the author

of Kings or Samuel, but only of an editor or successive

editors whose main work was to arrange in a continuous

form extracts or abstracts from earlier books. The intro-

duction of a chronological scheme and of a series of editorial

comments and additions, chiefly designed to enforce the

religious meaning of the history, gives a kind of unity to

the book of Kings as we now read it ; but beneath this we
can still distinguish a variety of documents, which, though

sometimes mutilated in the process of piecing them together,

retain sufficient individuality of style and colour to prove

their original independence. Of these documents one of

the best defined is the vivid and exact picture of David's

court at Jerusalem (2 Sam. is.-xx.), of which the first two
chapters of 1 Kings are manifestly an integral part.^ As
it would be unreasonable to suppose that the editor of the

' See this proved in detail, Wellhausen-Bleek, EM., § 114. The
verses 1 Kings ii. 1-12 have no connexion with the rest of the chapter,

uud are due to a later band.

history of David closed his work abruptly before the death
of the king, breaking off in the middle of a valuabla

memoir which lay before him, this observation leads us
to conclude that the books of Samuel and Kings are not
independent histories. They have at least one source
in common, and a single editorial hand was at work
on both. But the division wluch makes the commence-
ment of Solomon's reign the beginning o( a new book is

certainly ancient ; it must be older than the insertion of

the appendix 2 Sam. xxi.-xxiv., which now breaks the

continuity of the original history of David's court. From
an historical point of view the division is very convenient.'

The subject of the book of Samuel is the creation of a

united Israel by Samuel, Saul, and David. • Under Solomon
the creative impulse has already died away ; the kingship

is divorced from the sympathies of the nation ; and the

way is prepared for the formation of the two kingdoms of

Ephraim and Judah, the fortunes of which up to their

extinction by the great empires of the East form the main
subject of the book of Kings. It is probable, however,

that the editor who made the division had another reason

for disconnecting Solomon from David and treating his

reign as a new departure. The most notable feature in

the extant redaction of the book is the strong interest

shown in the Deuteronomic " Law of Moses," and especially

in the centralization of worship in the temple on Ziou as

prescribed in Deuteronomy and enforced by Josiah. This

interest did not exist in ancient Israel, and is quite foreign

to the older memoirs incorporated in the book ; amidst the

great yariety in style and manner which marks the several

parts of the history it is always expressed in the same
stereotyped phrases and unvarying style; in brief, it belongs

to the editorial comments, not to the original sources of

the history. To the Deuteronomistic editor, then, the

foundation of the temple, which is treated as the central

event of Solomon's reign, is a religious epoch of prime

importance (see especially his remarks in 1 Kings iii. 2

sq.), and on this ground alone he would naturally make
Solomon's reign commence a new book—the history of

Israel under the one true sanctuary.'''

When we say in general that the book of Kings was

thrown into its present form by a Deuteronomistic redactor

we do not affirm that he was the first who digested the

sources of the history into a continuous work. Indeed the

selection of materials, especially in the earlier parts of the

narrative, has been thought to point to an opposite conclu-

sion. Nor, on the other hand, must we ascribe absolute

finality to his work. He gave the book a definite shape

and character, but the recognized methods of Hebrew
literature left it open to additions and modifications by

later hands. Even the redaction in the spirit of Deutero-

nomy seems itself to have had more than one stage, as

Ewald and other critics recognize. The book was not

closed tin far on in the exile, after the death of Nebuchad-

nezzar and Jehoiachin (2 Kings xxv. 27 seq.); and the fall

of the kingdom of Judah is presupposed in such passages

as 2 Kings xvii. 19, 20, xxiii. 26, 27. But these passages

are mere interjected remarks, which seem to be added to

adapt the context to the situation of the Jews in captivity.

The main redaction, though subsequent to the reformation

of Josiah, which forms the standard with which all previous

kings are compared (" the high places were not removed •'),

does not point to the time of the captivity. Thus, for

example, the words " unto this day," 2 Kings viii. 22,

xiv. 7, xvL 6, are part of the' " epitome " composed by the

main redactor (see below), and imply that he wrote before

the destruction of the Judasan state.

' With this it agrees that the later appendix 2 Sara, xxi.-xxrr. does

not seem to have passed under the hand of the Deuteronomic redaction.

See Wellhausen-Bleek, § 134.
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Even the second redaction did not absolutely fix a single

authoritative recension of the book, as appears in detail by
comparison of the LXX, version with the Hebrew text.

The LXX.- of Kings is not a corrupt reproduction of the Hebrew
recc-ptm, but represents anotber recension of the text. Neither re-
cension can claim absolute superiority. The defects of the LXX. lie

on the surface, and are greatly aggravated by the condition of the
Greek text, which has suffered much in transmission, and particu-
larly has in many places been corrected after the later Greek ver-
sions that express the Hebrew rcccptus of the 2d century of our era.

Yet the LXX. not only preserves many good readings in detail, but
throws much light on the long-continued process of redaction at the
hand of successive editors or copyists of which the extant Hebrew
of Kings is the outcome. Even the false readings of the Greek are
instructive, for both recensions were exposed to corrupting influences
of precisely the same kind. The following examples will serve to
illustrate the treatment through which the book has passed.

1. Minor detached notices such as we should put in footnotes or
appendices are inserted so as to distm-b the natural context. Thus
1 Kings iv. 27 (Heb., y. 7) must be taken continuously with iv. 19,
and so the LXX. actually reads. In like manner the LXX. omits
1 Kings vi. 11-14, which breaks the context of the description of the
temple. Again, in the LXX., 1 Kings ix. 26 follows on ver. 14, so
that Solomon's dealings with Hiram are continuously recorded.
The notices intervening in vers. 15-25'(in a very unnatural order)
belong to a class of floating notes about Solomon and his kingdom
which seem to. have got stranded almost by chance at different
points in the two recensions.

2. There are direct or indirect indications of transposifions and
insertions on a larger scale. Thus in the LXX. the history of
Ifaboth (1 Kings xju. )• precedes chap. xx. And in fact chaps, xx.
and xxii. are parts of one narrative, obviously quite distinct from the
historyAjf Elijah. Again the story of Abijah's sickness and Ahijah's
prophecy (1 Kings xiv.) is not found in the LXX.,' but another ver-
sion of the same narrative appears at xii. 24, in which there is no
reference to a previous promise to Jeroboatn through Ahijah, btit the
prophet is introduced as a new character. This version, which places
the prophecy of the destruction of Jeroboam's house between his
return from Egypt and his elevation to the throne, is no doubt a
mere legeiid, but it goes to prove that there wa? once a version of the
history of Jeroboam in which chap. xi. 29-39 had no place. In
truth, after si. 26-28 there must once have stood some account of

a rebellion in which Jeroboam " lifted up his hand " against King
Solomon. To such an account, not to the incident of Ahijah
and the cloak related in vers. 29-39, ver. 40 is the nat'.iral

sequel. Thus all that is related of Ahijah falls under suspicion of
being foreign to the original history, and it is noteworthy that in a
passage peculiar to the LXX. the incident of the tearing of the
cloak is related of Shemaiah and placed at the convention at
Shechem, showing how much fluctuation there was in the
tradition.

These instances show that there was a certain want of

definiteness about the redaction. The mass of disjointed materials,

not always free from inconsistencies, which lay before the editor in

separate documents or in excerpts already partially arranged by an
earlier hand, could not have been reduced to real unity without criti-

cal sifting, and an entire recasting of the narrative in a way foreign to

the ideas and literary habits of the Hebrews. The unity which the

editor aimed at was limited to chronological continuity in the
events recorded and a certain uniformity in the treatment of the
religious meaning of the narrative. Even this could not be per-

fectly attained under the circumstances, and the links of the history

[were not firmly enough rivetted to prevent disarrangement or re-

arrangement of detaik by later scribes.

3. The continued efforts of successive redactors can be traced

in the chronology of the book. The chronological method of the
narrative appears most clearly in the history after Solomon, where
the events of each king's reign are thrown into a kind of stereotyped

framework on this type .'—" In the twentieth year of Jeroboam, king
of Israel, Asa began to reign over Judah, and reigned in Jerusalem
forty-one years." . . . "In the third year of Asa, king of Judah,
Baahsa began to reign over Israel in Tirzah twentj'-four years." . The
history moves between Judah and Israel according to the date of

each accession ; as soon as a new king has been introduced everything
that happened in his reign is discussed, and wound up by another
stereotyped formula as to the death and burial of the sovereign ; and
to this mechanical arrangement the natural connexion of events is

often.sacrificed. In thb scheme the elaborate synchronisms between
contemporary monarchs of the north and south give an aspect of

great precision to the chrouology. But in reabty the data for Judah
and Israel do not agree, and Wellhausen, following Ewald, has shown
that the synchronisms were not in the sources, but were calculated

from the list of the years «/f each king {Jahrb. f. D. Tkcol., 1S75).

* In- the Alex, and other MSS^ it is added from th» version of

Aqnila.

It appears further that these litter data are not aU derived from
historical tradition, but are in part due to conjectural subdivision
of the cycle 480 (twelve generations of forty years) w'nich appears in
1 Kings VI. 1 as the period from the Exodus to the foundation of tho
temple, and according to the Ji:da:an list of kings as the period
from the foundation of the temple to the end of the captivity (536
B. c.).^ In the eariy part of the Judaian history the firet dates not
accessions are connected with the temple, and apparently derived
from temple records. Of these the most important is the twenty,
third year of J cash, which the chronological scheme makes the one
hundred and sixty-first year of the temple, trisecting the four
hundred and eighty years cycle. Other one hundred and sixty
years bring us to the death of Hezekiah, and the last third of the
cycle begins with the accession of Manasseh, whose sins are treated
as the decisive cause of the exile. Within these limits a few dates
were given by the sources ; the rest, as can easily be shown, were
filled in with reference to a unit of forty years.' 'Again the duration
of the tingdom of Israel, according to the northern lists, was two
hundred and forty completed years, viz., eighty years before the
first expedition of Benhadad, eighty years of Syrian wars, forty of
prosperity under the victorious Jeroboam II , whose -first year belongs
to the period of war, and forty years of decline. The tiisections in
each case and the round numbers of 480 and 240 point strongly to
a systematization of the chronology on the basis of a small number
of given dates, and the proof that it is so is completed when we learn
from the exactly kept lists of Assyrian chronology that the siege of
Samari.1- fell in 722, -nliereas the system dates the captiritv from
737(535 + 430-37-241).
The key to the chronology is 1 Kings vi. I, which, as 'Wellhausen

has shown, was not found in the original LXX., and contains inter-
nal evidence of post-Babylonian date. In fact the system as a ivliolo
is necessarily later than 535 B.C., the fixed point from which it
counts back.

4. Another aspect in the redaction may be called theological.
Its characteristic is the application to the old history of a standard
belonging to later developments of the Old Testament religion.
Thus, as we have already seen, the redactor in 1 Kings iii. regards
worship in high places as sinful after the building of the temple,
though he knows that the best kings before Hezekiah made no
attempt to suppress these shrines. So too his unfavourable ju-ig-
ment on the whole religion of the northern kingdom was manifestly
not shared by Elijah and Elisha, nor by the original narrator of the
history of these prophets. This feature in the redaction displays
itself, not only in occasional comments or homUetical excursuses, but
in that part of thenarrative in which all ancient historians allowed
themselves free scope for the development of their reflexions th«
speeches placed in the mouths of actors in the history. Here also
there is textual evidence that the theological element is somewhat
loosely attached to the e.arlier narrative, and underwent successive
additions. We have seen that the LXX. omits 1 Kings -vi. 11-14,
and that both prophecies of Aliijah belong to the least certain part
of the textual tradition. So too-an indication that the long prayer
of Solomon, 1 Kings viii. 14-53, the Deuteronomic colour of which
-is recognized by all critics, did not stand in the oldest account of the
dedication of the temple is preserved in the fact that the ancient frag-

ment, vers. 12, 13, which in the Hebrew text is imperfect, appears
in the'LXX. after ver. 53 in completer foi-m and with a reference to
the book of Jashar as source (^i/3Ai'ov t^s ^5Ss = -|<[;>n |ED="1SD
Ity'n). The redactional insertion displaced it in one recension and
led to its mutilation in th« other. The older parts of this chaptei
have also been- retouched in conformity m'th later (even post-exile)
ritual and law. The Leviteswho appear at ver. 4 in contrast to the
priests, in a way imknowu to the pre-esile history, are not named
in the LXX. , and the post-exile " congregation " ("edah) at ver. 5 is

also wanting. Th^ processes illustrated by these examples were
doubtless at work in many places where extei-nal evidence fails us,

and may often be detected oy a careful use of internal evidence
alone. See especially Wellhausen's detailed analysis in the last

edition of Bleck's Einlcitung.

To gain an exacter idea of the main redaction of Kings
and of the nature of the original sources, we may divide

the history into three sections :—(l),'the conclusion of the
" court history," 1 Kings I ii., the filrther consideration of

which belongs to the criticism of SAiruEL {q.v.); (2) Solomon,

1 Kings iii. -si. ; (3) the kingdoms of Ephraim'and Judab.

For (2) the main source, as we learn from 1 Kings .xi. 41,

was a book called Acts of .Solomon. This work can hardly

have been a regular chronicle, for the history founded on

it contains no continuous narrative. All that is related of

Solomon's reign is grouped round the description of the

- Compare Krey's investigations mZ. f. w. Th., 1877, p. 404 «<;.

' See the details in an article by W. E. Smith. Journal ofPhilology,

vol. X. No. 20.
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K^I baildiog!*, particularly of the temple, and the account

<rf the dedication of the house (chaps. vL -ix. 9) ; and the

greater part of the latter account is either due to the

redactor or largely rewritten. The whole section is descrip-

tive rather than narrative, and the accurate details might
have been got by actual observation of the temple at a
date long subsequent to Solomon. In fact, they are not

kll due to a single hand. Thua we can still reconstruct a
shorter test of vi. 17-21, which says only that " the house
before the oracle was forty cubits long, and the oracle in

the midst of the house within where the ark of Jehovah's

covenant was to be placed was twenty cubits in length,

breadth, and height ; and he overlaid it with gold and made
an altar of cedar [the table of shewbread] before the oracle

and overlaid it with gold." The original author used the

book of Jashar for the account of the dedication, and had
access to some exact particulars as to dates, the artist Hiram,
&c, which may haye been contained in the temple re-

cords. The immediate environment of this section, if we set

aside the floating elements in chap. is. already referred to,

is occupied with Solomon's dealings with King Hiram, who
aided him in his architectural schemes and in the com-

mercial enterprises which procured the funds for such costly

works (chap. v. [Heb., v. 15-32] and ch. is. 10 sq.). On
each side of this context lies a complex of various narra-

tives and notices illustrating Solomon's wisdom and great-

ness, but also, in chap, xi., his weakness and the incipient

decay of bis kingdom. It is evident that the rise of the

adversaries who, according to xi. 2-5, troubled Solomon
through all his reign cannot originally have been related as

the punishment of the sins of his old age. The pragmatism

as usual belongs to the redactor (si. 4). We have seen that

there was once another version of the history of Jeroboam.

In the history of the divided kingdom the redactor, as

we have seen, follows a fixed scheme determined by the

order of accessions, and gives a short epitome of the chief

facts about each king, with an estimate of his religious

character, which for the ' schismatic north is always
nnfavourable. The epitome, as the religious standpoint

shows, belongs to the same hand throughout, i.e., to the

Deuteronomistic redactor ; but so much of it as relates to

Judah is plainly based on good written sources, which from

the nature of the particulars recorded may be identified with

the book of Royal Chronicles referred to under each reign,

which seems to have been a digest of official notices.

'A similar chronicle is named for the kings of Israel, but

if it actually lay before the editor he at least did hot make
such excerpts from it as we find in the Judsean history, for

the epitome for Ephraim is very bare of concrete details.

Besides the epitome, however, and the short excerpts from
the Judfean chronicles which go with it, the history includes

a variety of longer narratives, which alike in their subject

matter and their treatment are plainly distinct from the

somewhat dry bones of the official records. The northern

narratives are all
_ distinguished in a greater or less degree

by the prominence assigned to prophets. In the southern

kingdom we hear less of the prophets, with the great

exception of Isaiah ; but the temple occupies a very pro-

minent place.

The history of the man of God from Judah (I Kings siiL)

is indubitably of Judoean origia Its attitude to the altar

at Bethel—the golden calf does not appear as the ground
of offence—is not only diverse from that of Elijah and
Elisha, but even from" that of Hosea.^ The other nar-

* The expression " cities of Samaria " (ver. 32) reappears only after

thr deportation of Ephraim (2 Kings rrii. 24, 26), and seems to have
come in here from 2 Kings rsiii. 19. Even in. that passage the last

(Sause of ver. IS, which alone refera to details of the history oj

1 Kings riii. , is clearly erroneous ; the old prophet did not come from
Bamarix Another and later Jewish prophet foretold the fall of the
altar of Bethel. v\z., Amos of Tekoa.

ratives that deal with the history of Ephraim are all by
northern authors (see, for example,'! Kings six. 3; 2
Kings is. 6), and have their ceutre in the events of the
Syrian wars and the persons of Elijah and Elisha. But
they are not all of one origin, as appears most clearly by
comparing the account of the death of Xaboth in the his-
tory of Elijah, 1 Kings ssi., and the history of Elisha and
Jehu, 2 Kings is. In the latter narrative Naboth's " field"
lies a little way from Jezreel, in the former it is close to
Ahab's palace {qtiery, in Samaria 1—see ver. 18 and variants
of LXX. in ver. 1), and is described as a vineyard. The
" burden " quoted by Jehu is not in the words of 1 Eangs
xxi., and mentions the additional fact that Naboth's sons
were kUled.^ In other words, the history of Jehu pro-

supposes events recorded in the extant accounts of Elijah,

but not these accounts themselves. And the narrative in

2 Kings seems to be the more accurate ; it contains precise

details lacking in the other.

Now it is plain that 1 Kings xxi. belongs to the same
history of Elijah with chaps, xvii.-xix. The figure of the
prophet is displayed in the same weird grandeur, and his

words (omitting the addition already noted in verses 20b
sj.) have the same original and impressive force. That
history, a work of the highest literary art, has come down
to us as a fragment. For in 1 Kings six. 15 Elijah is

commanded to take the desert route to Damascfts, i.e., the

route east of the Jordan. _ He could not, therefore, reach

Abel Meholah in the Jordan valley, near Bethshean, when
he " departed thence " (ver. 19), if " thence" means from
Horeb. The journey to Damascus, the anointing of Eazael
and Jehu, must once have intervened ; but they have been
omitted because another account ascribed these acts to

Elisha (3 Kings viii. ix.). Now there is no question that

we possess an accurate historical account of the anointing

of Jehu. Elisha, long in opposition to the reigning

dynasty (2 Kings iii), and always keeping alive the

remembrance of the murder of Naboth and*hi3 sons (vi.

32), waited his moment to efi'ect a revolution. It is true

that the prime impulse in this revolution tame from Elijah

;

but, when the history in 1 Kings represents Elijah as per-

sonally commissioned to inaugurate it by anointing Jehu
and'jSazael as well as Elisha, we see that the author's

design is to gather up the whole contest between Jehovah
and Baal in an ideal picture of Elijah and his work. In
doing this he also places Ahab in a different light from
that in which he appears in the other extaat histories.

Had we only His account we might suppose that Ahab
had altogether rejected Jehovah and aimed at introducing

a new national worship. But, in fact, we learn from the

other records that, while like Solomon before him he gave

countenance to his wife's religion, Ahab still regarded

Jehovah as the God of Israel, consulted His prophets, and
gave to his sons names expressive of devotion to the old

faith- The ideal delineation of Elijah conveys a vivid

picture of his imposing personality and permanent

influence ; but it records the impression he left behind

him rather than the literal details of his life, and is no

doubt of younger date than the more photographic picture

of the accession of Jehu, though prior to the rise of the

new prophecy under Amos and Hosea.^'

^ The standing phrases common to 1 Kings xxi.. 20b sj., 2 Kings

ix. 7-lOa, helong to the redaction, as is plain in tlie lattej cise from

ix. 3.

3 Some expressions that point to a later date are certainly added by

another hand, e.g., the last part of xviii. 18. In old Israel, up to tlia

time of Hosea, the Baalim (pi.) are the golden calves, wluch haveno
place in this context. A late insertion also la the definition of time

by the stated oblation in the temple at Jerusalem, xviii. 29, 36. At ver.

36 this is lacking in the LXX. ; at ver. 29 the longer insertion of the

LXX. reveals the motive for the interpolation, \nz. , to assimilate Elijah's

sacrifice to the legal service. The true text says that, when noon was
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The episoae of Elijah and Aiaziah, 2 Kings i., is

certainly by a different hand, as is seen even from the new-

feature of revelation through an angel; and the ascension

of Elijah, 2 Kings ii., is related as the introduction to the

prophetic work of Elisha.

The narratives about Elisha are not all by one hand

;

for example, iv, 1-7 is separated from the immediately-

subsequent history by a sharply marked grammatical

peculiarity (tlie sufEx o) ; moreover, the order is not

chronological, for vL 24 cannot be the sequel to -vi 23

;

and in general those narratives in -which the prophet

appears as on friendly terms with the king, and possessed

of influence at court {e.g., iv. 13, vi. 9, vi. 21 compared
with xiiL 14), plainly belong to the time of Jehu's djTiasty,

though they are related before the fall of the house of

OmrL In this. disorder we can distinguish portions of an

historical narrative which speaks of Elisha in connexion

with events of public interest, without making him the

central figure, and a series of anecdotes of properly

biographical character. The historical narrative embraced
2 Kings iii., vi. 24-viL 20, ix. 1-x. 28, in fact, the whole

account of the reign of Joram and the revolution under

Jehu ; and, as 2 Kings iii. has much affinity to the history

of Ahab and Jehoshaphat in 1 Kings xxii., we may add
the earlier history o£ the Syrian wars (1 Kings xx., xxii.)

to the series. The evidence of style is hardly sufficient to

assign all these chapters to a single hand (for example,

331 is a single chariot in the history of Jehu, but in 1

Kings XX. a collective, the single chariot being naDio)

;

but they are all full of fresh detail and vivid description,

and their sympathy witli the prophets of the opposition,

Micaiah and Elisha, and with the king of Judah, who takes

the prophets' part, does not exclude a genuine interest in

Ahab and Joram, who are painted in very human colours,

and excite our pity and respect. To the historian these

chapters are the most valuable part of the northern history

;

and the most surprising details have received striking

verification from modern researcL The stone of Mesha
supplies details to 2 Kings iiL 5 ; the method of obtaining

-water suggested by Elisha (iii. 16, 17) is that which still

gives its name to W. el-Hasi at the southern end of the

Dead Sea (see Wetzstein in Delitzsch, Gen., 4th ed., p.

667) ; and the sudden retreat of the Syrians in 2 Kings x.

is very intelligible when we know that they were already

at that time pressed by the Assyrians (see on all these

points WeUhausen, op. cit.).

In the more biographical narratives about Elisha we
may distinguish one circle connected with Gilgal, Jericho,

and the Jordan -valley to which Abel-meholah belongs (iv.

1-7 1, 38-44; oh. v.?; vi. 1-7). Here Elisha appears

as. the head of the prophetic guilds, having his fixed

residence at Gilgal. Another circle, which presupposes

the accession of the house of Jehu, places him at Dothan
or Carmel, and represents him as a personage of almost

superhuman dignity. Here there is an obvious parallelism

with the history of Elijah, especially with his ascension

(compare 2 Kings vL 17 with iL 11 ; xiii. 14 with iL 12)

;

and it- is to this group of narratives that the ascension of

Elijah forms the introductioa'

Of the Judsean narratives there is none to rival the

past and there was no answer to the prophets of Baal, Elijah inter-

vened. Thus we get time for the events which as the text stands conld

not have all- happened the same , evening. In 2 Kings iii. 20 for

nn:Dn read incn-
' The Gilgal of Elisha is near the Jordan—corap. vi. ] with iv. 38,

1'J3? D'2!i"i—r^id cannot be other than the great sanrtnary 2 miles

Iroia, Jericho, the local holiness of which is still attested in the

Onomastica. It is true that in 2 Kings ii. 1 Bethel seems to lie

between Gilgal and Jericho ; but ver. 26 shows that Gilgal was not

originally represented as Elisha's residence in this narrative, which

belongs to the Carmel-Dothan series, "ence Kobinson's GUgal
(Jiljilia) seems not to be Biblical.

northern histories in picturesque and popular power. Tha
history of Joash, 2 Kings xi., xiL, of Ahfiz's innovations^
xvi. 10 $q., and of Josiah's reformation, xxii. 3-xxiii. 27,
have their common centre in the temple on Zion, and may
with great probability be referred to a single source. The
details 'suggest that this source was based on official docu-
ments. Besides these we have a full history of Hezekiah
and Sennacherib and of Hezekiah's sickness, xviii. 13-xx.
19, repeated in a somewhat varying text in Isa. xxxvi.-
xxxix. (compare Israel, vol. xiii. p. 413 sq.). The history

of Amaziah and Joash in 2 Kings xiv., with the character-

istic parable froni vegetable life, may possibly bo of

northern origin.

When we survey these narratives as a whole we receive

an increased impression of the merely mechanical character

of the redaction by which they are united. Though editors

have added something of their own in almost every

chapter, generally from the standpoint of religious pragma-
tism, there is not the least attempt to work the materials

into a history in our sense of the word ; and in particular

the northern and southern histories are practically inde-

pendent, being merely pieced together in a sort of mosaic in

consonance -with the chronological system, which we have

seen to be really later than the main redaction. It is very

possible that the order of the pieces was considerably

readjusted by the author of the chronology ; of this indeed

the LXX. still shows traces. But with aU its imperfec-

tions, as judged from a modern standpoint, the redaction

has the great merit of preserving the older narratives in

their original colour, and bringing us much nearer to the

actual life of the old kingdom than any history written

throughout from the standpoint of the exile could possibly

have done.

Literature.—Since 'Eviali's Ristonj, vols. i. and iii., andKuenen's
Onderzoek, the most thorough and original investigation of the struc-

ture of the book is that in Wellhausen's edition of Bleek's Einleit-

ung (1878), with which the corresponding section of his GescAicJUe

(1878) should be compared. There are modern commentaries by
Thenius (Leipsic, 1849, 2d ed. 1873) and Keil {2d ed. 1876, English

translation, 1872) ; by Bahr in Lange's Bibelwerk (1868, English

translation, 1877); by RawUnson in the Speaker's Commmlary; and

in ReuEs's £ible. The Assyrian material, which is of the highest

v.alue, but requires to be still further sifted, is collected in Schrader's

Keilin$chri/tenund altes Testament{Giessen,1872),Sm\t]iyAssi/rian

Eponym Canon, and other works. Translations of the chief inscrip-

tions are given ia Records of the Past, London, i).y. (W. R. S.)

KING'S COUNTY, an inland county in the province

of Leinster, Ireland, is situated between 52° 50' and 53°

25' N. lat., and between 6° 59' and 8° 1' W. long., and is

bounded on the N. by Meath and Westmeath, on the W.

by Roscommon, Galway, and Tipperary, on the S. by

Tipperary and Queen's county, and on the E. by Kildare.

It is oblong in shape, but of very irregular outline. Its

greatest breadth from north to south is 39 miles, end its

greatest length from east to west 45 miles. The area is

493,019 acres, or about 770 square miles.

Geology.—The greater part of the county is occupied by

the limestone strata of the central plain. In the south-

east the Slieve Bloom mountains, composed of clay-slate

surrounded by sandstone, form the boundary between

'

King's county and Queen's county, and run into the

former county from south-west to north-east for a distance

of about 20 miles, consisting of a mass of lofty and pre-

cipitous crags through which there are two narrow passes,

the Black Gap and the Gap of Glandine. In the north-

east Croghan Hill, a beautiful green eminence consisting of

trap conglomerace, rises to the height of over 700 feet.

The remainder of the county is flat, but a range of low

limestone hilL-i crosses its north-eastern division to the

north of the Barrow. In the centre of the county from

east to west a large portion is occupied by the Bog of Allen.

Along the Slieve Bloom, mountains iron is found in small
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quantities, and also manganese, octre, chalk, and potter's

clay. Excellent clay-slate tlaga are quarried. In several

places there are bands of foliated limestone, of a greenish

hue and granular in texture, which forms a vej-y useful

manure.

Jiicers.—The county shares in the . advantage of the,

navigation of the Shannon, which skirt8 its western side

and forms its boundary line with Koscommon and Galway.

The Brosna, which issues from Loch Ennell in West Meath,

enters the county near the town of Clara, and flowing

south-westwards across its north-west corner, discharges

itself into the Shaiinoji- after receiving the Clodagh and

the Broughill. A small portion of the north-eastern

extremity is skirted by the Eoyno. Tiie Barrow forma

the south-eastern boundary with Queen's county. The

Little Brosna, which rises in the Slieve Bloom mountains^

forms the boundary -of King's county with Tipperary, and

falls into the Shannon.

Climate, Soil, and Agriculture.—Notwithstanding the

large area occupied by bogs, the climate is generally

salubrious, and it is less moist than that of several

neighbouring districts. The soil naturally is not of great

fertility except in special cases, but is capable of being

rendered so by the judicious application of bog and lime

manures according to its special defects. It is generally

either a deep bog or a shallow gravelly loam. On the

former soil corn crops are late in ripening during wet

seasons, which on the other hand are specially suitable for

the gravelly soils. On the borders of the Slieve Bloom
mountains there are some very rich and fertile pastures,

and there are also extensive grazing districts on the borders

of West Meath, which are chiefly occupied by sheep.

Along the banks o'' the Shannon there are some fine tracts

of meadow land. With the exception of the tract occupied

by the Bog of Allen, the remainder of the county is nearly

all under tillage, the most productive portion being that to

the north-west of the Hill of Croghan.

The following table gives a classification of holdings iccovding to

siie in 1850 and 1880 :—



KINGSLEY
KINGSLEY, Chakles (1819-1875), an English clergy-

man, poet, and novelist, was born on the 12th June 1819,

it Holne vicarage, Dartmoor, Devon. His early years

frero opent at his father's living in the Fen country, and
afterwards in North Devon. The scenery of both made a

great impression on his mind, and was afterwards described

with singular vividness in his writings. He was educated

at private schools and at King's College, Londou, after his

father's promotion to the rectory of Chelsea. In 1838 he

entered Magdalene College, Cambridge, where he took his

degree in 1842, first-class in classics, and senior optime in

mathematics. In the sanie year he was ordained to the

curacy of Eversley in Hampshire, to the rectory of which

he was not long afterwards presented, and this was his home
for the remaining thirty-three years of his life, although

his residence there was much broken by various domestic

circumstances as well as, in later years, by promotion to

Other offices in the church.

In 1844 he married Fauny, daughter of Pascoe Grenfell,

and in 1848, when aged twenty-nine, he published his

first volume. The Saint's Tragedy. In 1860 he was
appointed to the professorship of modern history in the

university of Cambridge, which he resigned in 1869, and
was soon after appointed to a canonry at Chester. In
1873 this was exchanged for a canonry at Westminster.

He died nt Eversley, after a short illness, on the 23d
January 1875.

It will be seen that his life had but few incidents.

With the exception of occasional changes of residence in

England, generally for the sake of his wife's health, one
Or two short holiday trips abroad, a tour in the West
Indies, and another in America to visit his eldest son

settled there as an engineer, his life was spent in the

peaceful, if active, occupations of a clergyman who did his

duty earnestly, and of a vigorous and prolific writer. But
in spite of this outward peace he was for many years one
of the most prominent men of his time, who both personally

and by his works had no little influence on the thought
of his generation. Though at no time profoundly learned,

he was a man of wide and various information, whose
interests and sympathies embraced almost all branches of

human knowledge as well as speculations on subjects oa
which men but slowly learn that speculation avails them
nothing. Gifted with great powers of language, both
written and in conversation, with a keen wit, and a fund
of knowledge far above the average, there were few sub-

jects in which he did not shine, and many in which he
excelled. The inherited peculiarities of his opinions and
temperament, which made him seemingly tiiough not
really inconsistent, excited curiosity, and were in part the
reason of his great at';ractiveness. Sprung on the father's

side from an old English race of country squires, and on
his' mother's side from a good West Indian family who had
been slaveholders for generations, he had the keen love of

sport and the exceeding sympathy with country folk often

fostered by such pursuits, while he had at the same time
much of the aristocratic scorn for lower race's to be found
among those who have been in a dominant position among
them.

With the sympathetic organization which made him
keenly sensible of the wants of the poor, he threw himself
heartily into the movement known as Christian Socialism,
of which Mr Maurice was the recognized leader, and for

many years he was considered as an extreme radical in a
profession which holds as a rule but few such. While in

this phase of mind he wrote his novels Teast and Alton
Loelte, in which, though he pointed out unsparingly the
folly of extremes, his sympathies were unraistaliabTy

shown to be, not only with the poor as in their strife

pgainst the rich, but with much that was done and said by

the leaders in the Chartist movement Yet even then he
considered that the true leaders of the people were a peer
and a dean, and there was no real inconsistency in the fact

that at a later period he was among the most strenuous
defenders of Governor Eyre in the measures adopted by
him to put down the Jamaican disturbances. In politics

he might therefore have been described as a Tory aristocrat

tempered by sympathy, or as a Radical tempered by
hereditary scorn of subject races. The like seeming but
not real inconsistencies were to be found in his attitude'

as a clergyman. He was a man of earnest piety, and lived

so near in his own mind to the great realities of the unseen
world that he could even afford to speak of serious sub-

jects in a way which in one less reverent than he would
have seemed to lack reverence ; and, while he held in

many respects what would be called a liberal theology, the

church, its organization, its creed, its dogma, had ever an
increasing hold upon him. Although at one period he
certainly shrunk from reciting the Athanasian creed in

church, he was towards the close of his life found ready to

join an association for the defence of this symbol. With
these two influences at work in his mind, it was not un-

natural that the more orthodox and conservative should

gain the upper hand as time went on, but the careful

students of him and his writings will find a deep conser-

vatism underlying all the most radical utterances of his

earlier years, while a passionate sympathy for the poor, the

afflicted, and the weak held possession of him till the last

hour of his life.

Both as a writer and in his personal intercourse with
men Kingsley was a thoroughly stimulating teacher. He
would not probably have wished to found a school, and
most certainly never did so. As with his own teacher Mr
Maurice, his influence on other men rather consisted in the

fact of his inducing them to think for themselves than

that he led them to adopt his own views. Perhaps these

were at no time quite definite enough to have been reduced

to such system as is demanded for one who would make
his disciples think as himself. But his healthy and stimu-

lating influence went far beyond the boundaries of his

parish, his canonries, and his wide circle of friends, and
was largely attributable to the fact that he gave utterance

to the thoughts which were stirring in many minds during

the time of his own most vigorous life. His originality,

which was great, lay rather in his manner of crystallizing

the current thoughts of men, and giving them apt expres-

sion, than in any new discoveries in the matters of which

he treated. Just because he was completely the product

and the mouthpiece of his own time, it may be doubted

whether his influence on the future will be very great,

and it is possible that men who may read his works

by chance some years henne will fail to undeistand how
wide was the influence he exercised.

As a preacher he was vivid, eager, and earnest, equally

plain-spoken and uncompromising when preaching to a

courtly congregation or to his own village poor. One of

the very best of his writings is a sermon called The Message

of the Church to Worhing Men; but as a rule his sermons

cannot be read vrith the interest with which they were

heard, and none of his later published sermons equal the

little volume of Twenty-five Village Sermons which he

preached in the early years of his Eversley life.

As a novelist his chief power lay in his descriptive

faculties. Yeast and Alton Locke were written out of the

heat of strong conviction, and dealt in a brilliant manner

with great social questions, but the later novels seem to have

been written rather because he wished to say something

than because he had something to say, and in spite of new

and ever new editions it may be doubted whether the real

interest felt in these works is considerable. Few persona
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reaa them twice, although it is fair to say that this may

partially arise from the fact that the story is so vividly

told that it is not forgotten, and therefore needs no second

reading. But the descriptions of South American scenery

in \]'e°{t.Mfd Ho, of the Egyptian desert in Ilypatia, of

the North Devon scenery in Two Years Ago, are among

the most brilliant pieces of word-painting in English prose

writin", and the American scenery is even more vividly

and mtre truthfully described when he had eeen it only by

the eye of his imagination than in his work At Last, which

was written after he had visited the tropics.

As a poet he wrote but little, but that little he wrote

with singular facility, and there are passages in the Saint's

Tragedy, and many isolated lyrics, which ought to take

their place in all future standard collections of English

literature. Andromeda is a very successful attempt at

naturalizing the hexameter as a form of English verse, and

reproduces with great skill the sonorous roll of the Greek

original.

In person Charles Kingsley was tall and spare, sinewy

rather than powerful, and of a restless excitable tempera-

ment His complexion was swarthy, his hair dark, and

his eye bright and piercing. His temper was hot, kept

under rigid control, his disposition tender, gentle, and

loving as that of a woman, with flashing scorn and indig-

nation against all that was ignoble and impure; he was a

good husband, father, and friend.

Kingsley's life I:.ts been written by liis widow, in tv;o vol-

umes, entitled C/u(i!es Kiiigslct/, his Letters and Memories of his

Life, and presents a very toucliing and beautiful jjictuie of her

husband, but perliaps hardly does justice to his liuniour, his wit,

liis ovevllowing vitality and boyish Inn.

Tlie following is a list of Kingsley's writings :

—

Saint's Tragedy, a

drama, 1848 ; Alton Locke, a novel, 1849 ; Yeost, a novel, J849 ;

Twcnfy-fiec Village Sermons, 1849; Pheicton, or Loose Thoughtsfor
Loose Thinkers, 1852; Sermons on National Suljcets, 1st series, 18,'i2;

Hijjmlia, a novel, 1853; Glaucus, or the IVonders of tlie Shore,

1854; Sermons on Kntionnl Snbjccls, 2d series, 1854; Alexandria
and hrr Sehooh, 1854 ; IVestwnrd Uol a novel, 1855 ; Sermons for
the Times, 1855 ; T/ic heroes, Greek fairy talcs,lc5C; Tico Years
Ago, a. novel, 1857 ; Andromeda and other Poems, 1858 ; T/ic Good
Nncs of God, sermons, 1859 ; Misecllnnics, 1859; Limits of Exaet
Seienrc apjdied to History (Inaugural Lectures), 1860 ; Toien eind

Country Sermons, 1861 ; Sermons on the Pcnlateiiek, 1863; Water-
lahies, 1863 ; The Jloman and Uic Tcidon, 1861 ; David and other

Sermons, 1866; Hereward the /FnZ-c, a novel, 186S ; The Aneient
AV(7(!«(; (Lectures at the Royal Institution), 1867; IViUcr of Life
and other Sermons, 1807 ; The Lfermits, 1809 ; Madam How and
Lndy Why, 1869 ; At Last, 1871 ; 2'ou-n Geology, 1872 ; Diseipline

and other Sermons, 1872 ; Prose Idylls, 1873 ; I'lays and Puritans,

1873; Health and Education, 1874; Westminster Sermons, 1874
;

Lectures drlirered in America, 1875. He was a large contributor to

lieviodical literature ; many of his essays are included in Prose
Idylls and other works in the above list. But no collection has
been made of some of his more characteristic writings in the
Christian Socialist and Politics for the People, many of them signed
by the psi'udonym he then assumed, "Parson Lot." (C. K. P.)

KINGSTON, the chief city of Ulster county. New
York, United States, is situated on the west bank of the

Hudson, about 90 miles north of New York. Its harbour

is formed by the navigable portion of Rondout Creek.

Among the chief buildings are the city hall, the music-hall,

the almshouses, and the county buildings. Kingston ia a
verj- busy shiiiping centre, with 4 miles of wharfage, and
.steam and other shipping representing a considerable

aggregate tonnage. As the centre of the blue stone region,

Kingston ships an immense quantity of that mineral ; and,

possessing the largest cement factory in the country, its

o\it-turn of that material together with bricks, ice, lime,

timber, and other goods swells the amount of its exports

to upwards of a quarter of a million tons per annum.
The manufactures of the town include salt, tobacco, glue,

carriages, beer, boats, and bricks. The population in

1880 was 18,342.
Kingston city w.a3 incorporated in 1873. ' The fii-st settlement on

•the •ipot wa« made about 1685. At Kingston was framed the lirst

Constitution of New York State, in 1777. In September 1777 the
British, under Sir Henry Clinton, scattered the State legislature
which had met at Kingston, and iu October burned the village.

KINGSTON, the chief city of Frontenac county, Ontario,
Canada, is situated at the north-eastern extremity of Lake
Ontario, at the point where the St Lawrence issues from
it, and at the mouth of the Cataraqui Creek, about 160
miles east of Toronto by the Grand Trunk Railway. Of
the many fine buildings the chief are the city-hall, the
market, the custom-house, the court-house and jail, the
post-office, and the university. Among the charities are a
hospital, an orphanage, a combined hospital and orphanage,
a house of industry, and a house of refuge. The peniten-
tiary and the lunatic asylum are at a little distance from
the city. Kingston is the seat of Queen's university and
college, and of a medical college affiliated to the university.

The Roman Catholic Regiopolis college has been closed

since 1869. The royal military college of the Dominion is

at Kingston. The harbour is deep, spacious, and sheltered,

and brisk trade is carried on. As a naval station Kingston
occupies an important position. It commands the entrance

to the Rideau Canal, and is strongly fortified. Shipbuilding,

iron-founding, and the manufacture of locomotives, steam-

engines, and machinery, leather, soap and candles, boots and
shoes, cotton, and wooden goods are carried on by the

inhabitants. Kingston is the seat of an Anglican and of

a Roman Catholic bishop. The population in 1881 was
14,093.

Kingston occupies the site of the old French fort Frontenac. It

received its present name after it was taken by the British in 1762.

For three years (1841-44) it was the capital of Canada.

KINGSTON, the capital of Jamaica. See Jamaica.

KINGSTON-ON-THAMES, a municipal borough and
market-town of England, county of Surrey, extends for

about a mile and a half along the right bank of the

Thames, and is distant from London about 20 miles by

the river and 12 miles by rail and road.. The ancient

wooden bridge over the river, which was in existence as

early as 1224, was superseded by a structure of stone iu

1827. The town is irregularly built, but its suburbs con-

tain many fine houses and villas embosomed in trees, and

of late years it has been rapidly increasing. Public walks

and gardens have been constructed along the river. The

parish church of All Saints, chiefly Perpendicular in style,

contains several brasses of the 15th century; the gram-

mar school, rebuilt in 1878, was originally founded as a

chantry by Edward Lovekyn in 1305, and converted into

a school by Queen Elizabeth. Near the parish church

stood until 1779 the chapel of St Jlary, where, it is alleged,

the Saxon kings were crowned. The ancient stone said

to have been used as a throne at these coronations was

removed to the market-place in 1850. A townhall ia

the Italian style was erected in 1840, the former building

liavin" been a very ancient structure. There are several

foundation schools and a large number of charities. The

growth of the town has been owing chiefly to the in-

creasing number of London business men who have made

it their residence, its proximity to Richmond park and

Hampton Court no doubt aiding its popularity. There are

large market gardens in the neighbourhood, and the town

possesses oil-mills, flour-mills, breweries, and brick and tile

works. A little distance up the river are the works of,

several London water companies. An annual cattle fair is

held in November, and county assizes are held at Lent. The

population of the municipal borough in 1881 was 19,875.

Kingston doubtless derived its name from the fact that at an

early period it was a royal demesne. On digging the foundation

for the new bridge a large number of important Roman remains

were discovered, and on this account many believe that it was at

this spot that C-esar crossed the Thames when in pursuit of

Cassivclaiinus.. Ju 833 it was the scat of a witenagemot conven^fl

14-0*
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by King Egbert. From Edwin in 901 to Ethelred in 978 it was
the place where the Anglo-Saxon kings were crowned. King-
ston returned members to parliament from the 4th of Edward II.

to the 47th of Edward III. It received a charter of incorporation
from King John, which was confirmed and extended by several

Subsequent monarchs. la 1264 the castle of Kingston, no trace

o£ which now remains, was taken by Henry III. In 1648 it was
made the rendezvous of forces designed for the release of Charles 1.

from the Isle of Wight, but in the skirmish near the town the
Royalists were defeated, and Lord Francis Tilliers was killed.

K[NGSTON-UPON-HULL. See HuLi,, vol. xii. p.

340.1

KINGSTON, William Henry Giles (1814-1880),
boys' novelist, was born in London, February 28, 1814.
Much of his youth was spent at Oporto, where his father

was a merchant, but when he joined his father in business,

and afterwards when he carried on business for himself, he
lived chiefly in London. In 1844 his first book. The
Cirrassian- Chief, appeared, and its success led to the
publication in 1845 of The Prime Minister, a Story of
the Daijs of the Great Marquis of Pomhal. The LusitUnian
Sketches that appeared soon after describe Kingston's

travels in Portugal. In 1851 Peter the Whaler, his

first book for boys, came out. That and its immediate
successors were received with such unequivocal popularity

that Kingston retired from business, and devoted himself

to the production of tales of adventure for boys. Within
thirty years he wrote upwards of one hundred and thirty

such books. He travelled at various times in many of

the countries of Europe, and lived for a while in Portugal
during the civil war there. His Westerji Wanderiiif/s,

published in 1856, describes a tour in Canada. In all

philanthropic schemes Kingston took deep interest'; he
was the promoter of the mission to seamen ; and he acted
as secretary of a society for promoting an improved system
of emigration. He was a supporter of the volunteer
movement in England from the first. For his services in

bringing about a commercial treaty between Portugal and
Britain he was knighted by the cjueen of Portugal ; and his

literary merits were recognized at home by a grant from
his own sovereign. He died at Willesden, August 5, 1880.

Kingston's boyish ambition had been to enter the navy,
and he always kept his affection for the sea. As he
advanced in life he had opportunities of cruising in men-
of-war, besides sailing in merchantmen and his own yacht;
and it was thus that he gained the knowledge of practical
seamanship that he used so graphically in his books. Most
of his stories are stories of the sea ; and he generally laid
his plots in the old romantic days before England's wooden
w*lls had given place to iron-clads. ^ He was a master of the
simple romance in which boys delight, and knew well how
to draw the peculiar compound of valour and magnanimity
that forms the hero to healthy Boyhood. He had great
assimilative power in using the accounts of travellers in
countries where he had never been; and his imagination
supplied him abundantly with gallant adventures, thrilling
dangers, and hairsbreadth escapes. His books are useful
in insinuating knowledge whilst they are giving pleasure,
and they are valuable inasmuch as their whole tone is pure,
wholesome, and manly. Characteristic specimens of his
works are The Three Midshipmen; The Three Lieutenants

;

The Three Comnuimhrs ; and The Three Admirals.
Occasionally his books were not in the form of a story

;

»nd some of them are designed for adult readers.
K INGSTOWN, a seaport town of Ireland, in the county

t>f Dublin, is .situated at the south-ea-steru extremity of
Publin Bay, G miles south-east from Dublin by railway.

icVo''°
''"P"'"'''"' "•" "'° nmnicip.al borougli amnnnted i.i 1S81 to

J54,2aO, aud that of the p.'vrliamcutary borough of Uull to 161,613.

It is a large seaport and favourite watering-place, and
possesses several fine streets and terraces commandiDc
picturesque sea views. The original name of Kingstown
was Dunleary, which was exchanged for the present
designation- after the embarkation of George IV. at the
port on his return from Ireland in 1821, an event which
is also commemorated by a granite obelisk erected near
the harbour. The town was a mere fishing village until

the construction of an extensive harbour, begun in 1817
from designs by Rennie, and finally completed in 1859,
at a cost of '£825,000. The eastern pier has a length
of 3500 feet, and the western of 4950 feet, the total

area enclosed being about 250 acres, with a varying depth
of from 15 to 27 feet. Kingstown is the station of th«
mail packets to Holyhead in connexion with the London
and North-Western Railway. It has a large export and
import trade both with Great Britain and foreign countries,

but as its shipping returns are now included in those of

the port of Dublin, it is impossible to give accurate details.

The principal exports are cattle, and the principal imports
corn and provisions. The harbour revenue exceeds £2000
annually. By the Towns' Improvement Act of 1854,
Kingstown, with several surrounding districts, was formed
into a township, having an area of 1450 acres. The popu-
lation in 1861 was 14,257, which in 1871 had increased

to 16,378, and in 1881 to 18,230.
KING-TIH CHIN, a town near Foo-leang Heen in the

province of Keang-se, China, and the principal seat of the
porcelain manufacture in that empire. Being situated

on the south bank of the river Chang, it was in ancient
times known as Chang-nan Chin, or "town on the south
of the river Chang." It is unwalled, and stretches along
the bank of the river id a somewhat straggling way. The-
streets are narrow, and crowded with a population which
is reckoned at a million, the vast majority of whom
find employment at the porcelain factories. Since the

Ch'in dynasty (557-589) this has been the great trade of

the place, which was then called by its earlier name. In
the reign of Kiug-tih of the Sang dynasty (1004-1007) a
manufactory was founded there for making vases and
objects of art for the use of the emperor. Hence its

adoption of its present title. Since the time of the Ming
dynasty a magistrate has been specially appointed to

superintend the factories and to despatch at regulated

intervals the imperial porcelain to Peking. The town is

situated on a vast plain surrounded by mountains, and
boasts of three thousand porcelain furnaces. These
constantly burning fires are the causes of frequent

conflagrations, and at night give the city the appearance o£

a place on fire. The people are as a rule orderly, though
they have on several occasions shown a hostile bearing

towards foreign visitors. This is probably to be accounted
for by a desire to keep their art as far as possible a mystery,

and is after all only an extreme interpretation of the law
which forbids strangers to lodge in the town. This feeling

appears less unreasonable when it is remembered that the

two kinds of earth of which the porcelain is made are not

found at King-tih Chin, but are brought from K'i-mun
in the neighbouring province of Gan-hwuy, and that thera

is therefore no reason why the trade should be necessarily

maintained at that place. The two kinds of earth are

known at pih-tun-tsze, which is a fine fusible quartz powder,
and kaou-lin, which is not fusible, and which it is said

gives strength to the ware (see Kaolin). Both materials

are prepared in the shape of bricks at K'i-mun, and are

brought down the Chang to the seat of the manufacture.
KINO, an astringent drug introduced into European

medicine in 1757 by Fothergill, an eminent physician and
patron of economic botany. When described by him it

was believed to have been brought from the river Gambia
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in West Africa. According^to Moore (1733), a factor to

the Royal African Company,^ the tree yielding the drug is

known in the Maiidiiigo language as "kano." When first

imported, however, it was sold in England as Gummi
riihnim astrinyens Ganibieuse. It was introduced into the

Edinburgh pharmacopoeia in 177G under the above name,
and into the London pharniacopceia in 1787 under the

name of ]!esina lino. Specimens of the plant sent home
by Mimgo Park in 1805 were recognized as identical with

I'lerocarpns erinaceus, Puiret. In 1811 the African drug
was no longer to be met with in English commerce, its place

being supplied by several other kinds.

The drug wliich is at present recognized as the legiti-

mate kind is East Indian, Malabar, or Amboyua kino, and
is obtained from Pterocarpus Jlarsupium, Roxb. {Leffu-

minoisx). It is collected in the Government forests of the

Malabar coast, the collectors being required to pay a small

fee for the privilege, and to perform the tapping carefully

and without injuring the timber. The mode of obtaining

the kino is by making a perpendicular incision, with lateral

ones leading into it, in the trunk, a vessel being placed at

the foot of the incision to receive the juice. ' When exud-

ing it resembles red currant jelly,' but hardens in a few
hours after exposure to the air and sun. When sufficiently

dried it is packed into wooden boxes for exportation.

When these are opened it breaks up into angular brittle

fragments of a blackish-red colour and shining surface.

In cold water it is only partially dissolved, leaving a pale

flocculent residue, which is soluble in boiling water, but
deposited again on cooling. In spirit of wine, sp. gr. 'SSS,

it is entirely soluble, affording a solution having an acid

reaction, but the liquid by long keeping assumes a gela-

tinous condition. It is also soluble in caustic alkalis and
to a large extent in a saturated solution of sugar, but is

wholly insoluble in ether. In chemical composition kino

appears to be nearly allied to Pegu catechu, but differs

from it in not yielding catechin when exhausted by ether,

but only a minute quantity of scaly prismatic crystals of

a substauce which is soluble in cold water, and thus more
nearly resembles pyrocatechin. Pyrocatechiu is, however,

not present in the fresh bark or wood of the tree. Etti

(1878) states that he has obtained kinoin, CnHj.^Ou, from
Malabar kino, while Hanbury and Fluckiger failed to

obtain it from that drug, but found it in Australian kino.

According to Bentley, kino-tannic acid, catechin (or pro-

bably pyrocatechin), and kino red are the essential consti-

tuents of Malabar kino. The first of these is precipitated

from an aqueous solution of the drug by dilute mineral acids,

and the last by boiling an aqueous solution of kino-tannic

acid for some time, when it separates as a red precipitate.

The chemical constitution of Malabar kino is therefore otily

imperfectly known. The quantity of kino collected in Madras

is comparatively small, and is supposed not to exceed a

ton or two annually, but it is often shipped from Cochin.

Bengal, Butea, or Palas kino— obtained from Butea froii-

dosa, Roxb. (Leguminosx), a native of India and Burmah,
well known under the name of the Palas or Dhak tree,

and remarkable for its large orange papilionaceous flowers

—also finds its way occasionally into British commerce.

A portion is also obtained from Butea superha, Roxb., and

BiUea parviflora, Roxb., Butea kino does not stick to the

teeth when chewed like ordinary kino, although like the

latter it gives a red tinge to the saliva. It is usually more

or less mixed with small fragments of bark. It is almost

completely soluble in water, and to the extent of 46 per

cent, in boiling alcohol, but different specimens vary in

solubility. It is believed to contain about half its weight

' African kino is very liquid and of an extremely pale red colour

when it first flows out, but soon coagulates and becomes of a deep

blood-red hue.

of kino-tannic acid, the remainder consisting of a solublo
mucilaginous substance, and a minute quantity of pyro-
catechin, which can be extracted by ether. In India
Butea kino is used instead of the Malabar kino, and is
called by the Hindus kueni or kuenee.

Botany Bay, Australian, or Eucalyptus kino is a more
or less resinous astringent exudation obtained from several
species of Eucalyptus. It is found in flattened cavities iu
the trunks, and is mostly collected by sawyers and wood-
splitters. It frequently comes into the London market,
and the best variety, probably the product of E. corymbosa,
Sm., is used under the name of "red gum" in the pre-
paration of astringent lozenges for sore throat. Accord-
ing to Wiesner of Vienna, Australian kino contains a little

catechin (a statement doubted by Fluckiger) and i)vro-
catechin, no pectinous matter, but a gum nearly allied to
that of acacia. Fluckiger also obtained from it kinoin,

Ci^Hi,0^, which he regards as the methylated gallic ether
of pyrocatechuic acid, viz., CjH^(OCH3)C-H305.

Between 1808 and 1820 a substance was met with in'

French commerce under the name of Jamaica kino, which
is said to have been prepared by inspissating the juice
of the seaside grape, Coccoloha mi/era, L. {Polygonacest).

When powdered it has a somewhat bituminous odour and
an astringent slightly bitter taste. It is but little soluble

in cold water or alcohol, but dissolves almost entirely in

boiling water, and to the extent of about 75 per cent, in

hot alcohol. In thin laminfe it is only semi-transparent, the
fragments usually met with in commerce being quite opaque.
In 1835 an article appeared in French commerce under the

name of " kino de la Colombie," which is stated in His-

toire des Brogues to be in all probability an extract of the

bark of Rkizophora Mangle, L. A liquid kino is obtained,

from Pterocarpus indicus, which does not harden like that

obtained from P. Marsupium. Although used in India

it is not imported into Europe. Other varieties of kino

are mentioned in the same work, but they must be regarded

rather in the Ughb of curiosities than as articles of com-
merce.

Kino is used in medicine as an astringent, chiefly in the

form of tincture ; but, owing to its tendency to gelatinize,

that preparation is much less used than formerly.

See D. Fothergill, Med. Obs., 1757, p. 358 ; F. Moore, Travels
into the Inland Farts of Africa, 1737, p. 160, 209, 267; Histoirc

dcs Zh-ogucs, 7th ed., torn. iii. p. 426-439 ; Lewis, Materia Medica,

1784, p. 366 ; Daniell, Pharmaceutical Journal, (1) xiv. p. 55 ;

Pharmacographia, 2d ed., p. 195 ; Pereiia, Mat. Med., 4th ed.,

vol. ii., pt. ii., p. 325 ; Bentley and Trimen, Medicinal Plants,\

Nos. 79-81.

KINROSS, a small inland county of Scotland, is situ-'

ated between 56° 8' and 56° 18' N. lat, and 3° 14' and
3° 35' W. long. It is of an irregular circular form, and
in outline somewhat resembles a toothed wheel, lying

between Perthshire on the north-west and Fife on the

south-east. Its breadth from west to east is about 12

miles, and its length from north to south about 10 miles

;

the area is 49,812 acres, or about 78 square miles. Next

to Clackmannan it is tlfe smallest county in Scotland.

The surface consists principally of an oval aud level

plain, which is bounded on the N.W. by the Ochils, on tha

E. by Bishop Hill and the Lomonds, on the S. by Benarty

Hill, and on the S.W. by the Cleish Hills. This plain open's

out on the west along the Devon valley towards Stirling,

on the north-east towards the valley of the Eden, anc<

more narrowly on the south between the Cleish Hills and

Benarty. Kinross is touched by the river Devon at tha

Crook of Devon, not far from the Rumbling Bridge ; and

the river Leven, which has its source in the loch of that

name, flows for about half a mile in Kinross before enteriiii^

Fife. Of the streams which flow into Lochleven the prin-

cipal are the Gairney, the South Queich, and the Noill»
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Queicu. Lochleveu, the area of which has been lessened

by extensive reclamation works undertaken in 1826, has

still a surface of 3406 acres, and its trout fishmg is the

best of any luch in Scotland. The loch coniains several

islands, the principal being Queen Mary's Island, 8 acres

in e.Kteut, Reed Bowers, 1 acre, and the island of St Serf,

80 acres.

Geologif and Agriculture.—The greater part of the county

belongs to the upper strata of the Old Red Sandstone, but

a portion in the north-west to the porphyry formation of

the Ochils, while on the east there is a narrow boundary

of th« Coal-measure slightly interrupted by trap. Coal is

wrot-'ht in the southern part of the county, but only to a

small extent ; limestone is very abundant, and sandstone

is obtained for building purposes.

The lower part of the county is generally well sheltered,

and suitable for all kinds of crops. In this region the soil

is generally of a mossy character, but when well drained

and cultivated is very fertile. The eminences are devoted

chieflj' to the pasturage of sheep and the rearing of cattle.

JIuch land has been reclaimed within recent years, aul
the methods of farming are now quite equal to those of the

most advanced districts of Scotland.

A great proportion of tlie land is lield in fee by sn.ail pioprietors

who farm their own properties. Tile following table gives a classi-

fication of holdings according to size in 1S50 and 1S75 :

—
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chieHy oF wood, are small, and are further dwarfed hy
the great width of the streets. Tea-houses and pleasure-

gardens abound, and the whole air of the city is pleasant.
" With its schools, hospitals, lunatic asylum, prisons,

dispensaries, alms-houses, fountains, public-parks, and
gardens, exquisitely beautiful cemeteries, and streets of

almost painful cleanliness, Kiyoto is the best-arranged

and best-managed city in Japan." ^ The chief building is,

of course, the imperial palace surrounded by beautiful

gai-deus. Formerly forbidden to even most natives, it is

DOW occupied as a museum of Japanese arts and manu-
factures. Among the other buildings are the former

residences of the taikun and of the mikado's nobility, the

various normal training and other schools for both sexes

and all ages, the hospital, &c. Under the city government

of Kioto there was founded in 1870 an industrial depart-

ment to foster the industries of the place. There are

divisions for the encouragement of gardening, shoe-making,

silk and other weaving, paper-making, leather-making, the

manufacture of mineral waters, and many other branches

of industry. Kioto supports also a pauper colony. The
silk-factories, though on a small scale, are numerous.

Crape, bronze goods, and porcelain (largely for the English

market) are also produced in the city. The population in

1870 was estimated at 370,000.

Kioto is much the oldest of the three great cities of Japan, but

both Tokio and Ozaka have far outstripped it in importance. In

the reign of the emperor Kuwammu, towards the end of the 8th

con lUry, Nara was superseded as the capital by Kudzuno, afterwards

ca'.led Kioto, and sometimes Miako ; and this last town became
identified with the mikado, as Yedo was with the sh5gun. It was
the scene of the first contests of the Taira and Minumoto clans.

In the 16th century Xavier preached in its streets ; and in the

17th Kaempfer twice visited it. In 1864 a fierce contest, followed

by a conflagration, resulted from an attack upon it by the Chosiu

clan and Kiheitai. After the revolution in 1869 the mikado and
his court migrated to Yedo, thenceforth called Tokio or eastern

oapital. Kioto also received an alternative name,—Saikio, or western

capital ; but it is never used- Kioto is not a treaty port ; and
foreigners are not allowed to reside in it unless they are iu

Japanese employ.

KIPPIS, Andrew (1725-1795), a learned and laborious

compiler, was born at Nottingham, March 28, 1725. From
school at Sleaford in Lincolnshire he passed at the age of

sixteen to spend a five years' course in the Dissenting

academy at Northampton, of which Dr Doddridge was then

president. In 1746 Kippis became minister of a church at

Boston; in 1750 he removed to Dorking in Surrey; and
in 1753 he became pastor of a dissenting congregation at

Westminster, where he remained till his death on 8th

October 1795. Kippis took a prominent part in the affairs

of the body with which he was connected. From 1763
till 1784 he was classical and philological tutor in Coward's

training college ; and when another institution of the same

kind was opened at Hackney he was prevailed upon, some-

what against his will, to serve as tutor there for a few

years. In 1767 he received the degree of D.D. fronj

Edinburgh university ; in 1778 he was elected a fellow of

the Antiquarian Society, and a fellow of the Royal Society

in 1779. He left a reputation for piety, learning, and
active virtue.

Kippis was a very voluminous writer. He contributed largely

to The Gentleman's Magazine, The Monthly Bevicio, and The
Library ; and he had a good deal to do with the cstablisbmeut and
conduct of The Neio Annual Register. He published also a number
of sermons and occasional pamphlets ; and he prefixed a life of the

author to a collected edition of Dr Nathaniel Lardner's Worlcs (11

vols. Svo, 1788). He wrote a life of Dr Doddridge, also, which is

prefixed to Doddridge's Exposition, of the New Testament (6 vols.

Svo, 1792). His chief work is his edition of the Biographia,

Sritannica, of which, however, he only lived to publish 5 vols,

(folio, 1778-1793). Many new lives were inserted, written for the
most part by the editor himself ; and extensive additions andcorrec-

lions were made. These last were given in the form of footnotes to

' Mii» Bird, Vnbcalen Tracks in Japan, voL ii. p. 252.

the original text,—a plan which often gives tlic work the air of a
long controversy, and swelled it beyond reasonable bounds. As n
monument of the painstaking erudition of the editor the work is
interesting

;
and as a mere storehouse of facts it posseones a gpnuiiio

value. Kippis's Li/c and Voyages of Captain James Cool- was'
vepiinted from this book, 4to, 1788. See notice by A. Rocs, D.D..
in The A'cw Annual Itcgister for 1795.

KIRBY, William (1759-1850), entomologist, was born
at Witnesham in Suffolk, September 19, 1759. From the
village school of Witnesham he passed to Ipswich grammar
school, and thence to Caius College, Cambridge, where ho
graduated B.A. in 1781, not becoming U.A. till 1815.
Taking orders ia 1782, he spent his entire life in the peace-

ful seclusion of an English country parsonage, till 1796
as curate, afterwards as rector, of Barham in Suffolk.

Although Kirby was once and again induced to use

his pen against the spirit of free-thinking then reacting

from France upon England, he had little taste for con-

troversy. His favourite study was natural history ; and
eventually entomology engrossed all his leisure. His first

work of importance was his Monographia Apum Anrjlix

(2 vols. 8vo, 1802), which as the first scientific treatise

on its subject brought him into notice with the leading

entomologists of his own and foreign countries. Latreille,

Fabricius, lUiger, and Walckenaer were among his corre-

spondents ; and his opinion and advice were sought by
many less illustrious. The practical result of a friendship

formed in 1805 with Mr Spence, a scientific gentleman of

Hull, was the jointly written Introduction to Entomologij

(4 vols. Svo, 1815-26, 7th ed. 1856), one of the most
popular books of science that have ever appeared, and still

highly valuable. In 1830 Kirby was chosen to write one

of the Bridgewater Treatises, his subject being The History,

Habits, and Instincts of Animals. This, published in 2

vols, in 1835, undeniably fell short of his earlier works in

point of scientific value. On July 4, 1850, William Kirby

died, after a long life of piety, benevolence, and diligence.

Ho was an original member of the Linnean Society ; and

his name was on the rolls of all the chief scientific associa-

tions in England and abroad.

Besides the books already mentioned, EIrby was the author of

many papers iu The Transeulions of the Linnean Society, The Zoo-

logical Journal, and other periodicals; of Strictures on Sir James

Smith's Hypothesis respecting the Lilies of the Field of our Saviour

and the Acanthus of Virgil, 1819 ; of Seven Sermons on our Lord's

Temptations, dc. , 1829 ; and of the sections on insects in the Account

of the Animals seen by the late Northern Expeditimi while within

the Arctic Circle, 1821, and in Fauna Boreali-Americana', 1837.

"The Life of the Rev. TVilliam Kirby, M.A., by Rev. John Freeman,

was published in 1852. It contains a list of Kirby 's works.

KIRCHER, Athanasius (1602-1680), a learned scholar

and accomplished mathematician, was born May 2, 1602,

at Geisa near Fulda, was educated at the Jesuit college of

Fulda, and entered upon his noviciate in that order at

Mainz in 1518. After continuing his studies at Paderbom,

Miinster, Cologne, Coblenz, and Mainz, he became professor

of philosophy, mathematics, and Oriental languages at

Wiirzburg, whence he was driven (1631) by the troubles

of the Thirty Years' War to Avignon, Through the

influence of Cardinal Barberini he next (1635) settled in

Rome, where for eight years he taught mathematics in the

CoUegio Romano, but ultimately resigned this appointment

in order that he might 'devote the closing years of his lifs

entirely to the study of hieroglyphics and other archsolo-

gical subjects. He died November 28, 1680.

Kircher was a man of wide and varied learning, but smguiarly

devoid of judgment and critical discernment His voluminous

writings in philology, natural history, physics, and mathematira

often accordingly have a good deal of >he historical interest which

attaches to pioneering work, however ii. ,
jfectly performed ;

other-

wise they now take rank as curiosities of iiteraturo merely, luey

include Ars Magnesia, 1631 ; Magncs, siva de arte magn^lica ops

tripartitum, 1640 ; and Magneticum naturm regnum, 1667
;
Frodro-

mus Coptus, 1636 ; Lingua jS^gyptiaea rcstituta, 1643 : Obcliscua
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Pamphilius, 1650 ; ami (Edipics ^gyiitiaais, hoc est uniocrsaHs
doelrinm hieroglyphics iiistauratio, 1U52-55,—works which may
iclaim the merit of having first called the attention of the learueJ

(o the Egyptian hieroglyphics; Ars magna hicis ct umbrs in

fnxi^ido, 1645-46 ; Musurgia universalis, site ars magna consoni cl

'iissoni, 1650 ; Polygraphia, sett artijicium li}igiuiruni quo ciun

tmnibns mundi populis potcril qnis responderc, 1663 ; J/undus
tubterranciis, quo subtcrrestris mundi opificium, univcrsx deni/jnc

nalurx divilix, ahditorum cffcctuum causes demonstranlur, 1605-78;
Ci-ina illustrala, 1567 ; Ars magna scicndi, 1669 ; and Latium,
1669, a work which may still be consulted with advantage. The
Specula Mclitcnsis Encyclica (1638) gives an account nf what mny
\a described as a kind of calculating machine of his invention. Tiie

Taluable collection of antiquities which he bequeathed to the

CoUegio Romano h,as been described by Buonanui (Musxuin Kir-
cherianum, 1709 ; republished by Battara in 1773).

KIRCHHEIM-UNTER-TECK, chief town of a district

in the Danube circle of Wiirtemberg, is prettily situated

on the Lauter, not far from the Teck, and about 15 miles

Bouth-east of Stuttgart. Its castle was built in 1538.

The manufactures include cotton goods, damask, piano-

fortes, machinery, lanterns, chemicals, cement, ic. The
town also has wool-spinning establishments and breweries,

and a corn exchange. It is the most important wool

market in South Germany, the annual turn-over averag-

ing about 1,650,000 lb. The population in 1875 was

C197.

KIRGHIZ, a large and wide-spread division of the

Mongolo-Tatar ' family, of which there are two main
branches, the Kara-Kirghiz of the ujilaiids and the

Kirghiz-Kazaks of the steppe. To the same group belong

the Kipchaks, forming a connecting link between the

nomad and settled Turki peoples of Ferghana and Bokhara,

and the Kara-Kalpaks on the south-east side of the Aral

Sea, who are intermediate between the Kazaks and Uzbegs.

The Kirghiz joiutly number about 3,000,000, and occupy

an area of perhaps the same number of square miles,

stretching from Ktifja westwards to the lower Volga, and

from the head streams of the Ob southwards to the Pamir

and the Turkoman country. In the Mongolo-Tatar family

their position is peculiar, they being closely allied ethnically

to the Mongolians and in speech to the Tatars. To under-

stand this phenomenon, it should be remembered that

both Mongols and Tatars belonged themselves originally

to one racial stock, of which the former still remain the

typical representatives, but from which the latter have

mostly departed and become largely assimilated to the

regular " Caucasian " type. But the Kirghiz have either

remained nearly altogether unmixed, as in the uplands, or

else have intermingled in the steppe mainly with the Volga

Calmucks in the west, and with the Zungarian nomads in.

the east, all alike of Mongol stock. Hence they have

everywhere to a large extent preserved the common
Mongolian features, while retaining their primitive Tatar

speech. Physically they are a middle-sized, square-built

race, inclined to stoutness, especially in the steppe, mostly

with Ion* black hair, scant beard or none, small, black, and
oblique eyes, though blue or grey also occar in the south,

broad Mongoloid features, high cheek bones, broad, flat

nose, small mouth, brachycephalous head, very small hands
and feet, dirty brown or swarthy complexion, often

yellowish, but also occasionally fair. These characteristics,

wiiile affiliating them directly to the Mongol stock, also

betray an admixture of foreign elements, probably due to

Finnish or Chudic influences in the north, and Tajik or

Iranian blood in the south. Their speech also, while purely

Turkic in structure, possesses, not only many Mongolian
and a few Persian and even Arabic words, but also some
tetms unknown to the other branches of the Mongolo-
T-atar linguistic family, and which should perhaps be
traced to the Kiang-Kuan, Wu-sun, Ting-ling, and other

extinct Chudic peoples of South Siberia partly absorbed by
them These relations to the surrounding Asiatic ra.?es

will be made clearer in the subjoined detailed account of
the Kara-Kirghiz and Kirghiz-Kazaks.

The Kara-Kirghiz.— The Kara or "Black" Kirghiz, so
called from the colour of their tents, are known to the
Russians either as Chernyie ("Black") or Dikokammcuyis
("Wild Stone" or "Rocky") Kirghiz, and are the Block
Kirghiz of some English writers. They are ou the whole
the purest and best representatives of the race, and so true
is this that, properly speaking, to them alone belongs the
distinctive national name Kirghiz or Krghiz. This term is

commonly traced to a legendary chief, lurghiz, sprung of

Oghuz-Khan, ninth in descent from Japhet. It occurs in

its present form for the first time in the account of the
embassy sent in 569 by Justin IL to the Uighur Khan,
Dugla-Ditubulu, where it is stated that this prince presented
a slave of the "Kerghiz" tribe to Zemark, head of the
mission. In the Chinese chronicles the word assumes tlie

form Ki-li-ki-tz', and the writers of the Yuan dynasty (1280
-1367) place the territory of these people 10,000 li north-

west of Pekin, about the head streams of the Yenisei.' In
the records of the Thang dynasty (618-907) they are

spoken of tmder the name of Kha-kia-tz" (pronounced
Khaka, and sometimes transliterated Haka), and it is

mentioned that these Khakas were of the same speech as

the Khoei-khu. From this it follows that they were of

Mongolo-Tatar stock, and are wrongly identified by some
ethnologists with the Kiang-Kuan, Wu-snn, or Ting-ling,

ell of whom are described as tall, with red hair, " green "

or grey eyes, and fair complexion,* and must therefore

have been of Finnish stock, akin to the present Soyotes
of the upper Yenisei.

The Kara-Kirghiz are by the Chinese and Mongolians
called Burui, where ut is the Mongolian plural ending, as

in Tangut, Y'akut, modified to yat in Buryat, the collective

name of the Siberian Mongolians of the Baikal district.

Thus the term Bur is the common Mongolian designation

both of the Baikal Mongols and of the Kara-Kirghiz, who
occupied this very region and the upper Yenisei valley

generally till comparatively recent times. For the original

home of their ancestors, the Khakas, lay in the south of the

present governments of Yeniseisk and Tomsk, stretching

thence southwards beyond the Sayan range to the Tannu-
ola hills in Chinese territory. Here the Russians first met
them in the 17th century, and by the aid of the Kazaks
exterminated all those east of the Irtish, driving the rest

further west and south-westwards. Most of them took

refuge with their kinsmen, ' the Kara-Kirghiz nomad
highJanders, whose homes, at least since the 13th century,

have been the Ala-tau range, the Issik-kul basin, the

Tekes, Chu, and Talass river valleys, the Tian-shan rangt^

the uplands draining both to the Tarim and to the Jasartes

and Oxus, including Khokand, Karategin, and Shignaa

southwards to the Pamir table-land, visited by them in

summer. They thus occupy most of the uplands along the

Russo-Chinese frontier, between 35° and 60° N. lat. and
between 70° and 85° E. long., where they have beea

recently joined by some Chiliks, Kipchaks, Naimans, and
Kitars from Andijan and the Kazak steppes.

The Kara-Kirghiz are all grouped in two main sections—the OS
or " Eight " in the east, with seven branches (Bogu, Sary-Bagishcbj

Son-Bagishch, Sultu or Solye, Cherik, Sayak, Bassinz), and the Sol

or "Left" in the west, with four branches (Kokche or Kuehy,

Soru, Mimdus, Kitai or Kintai). The Sol section occupies the

region between the Talass and Oxus head streams in Ferghank

(Khokand) and Bokhara, where they come in contact with the

Galchas or Highland Tajiks. The On section lies on both sides of

the Tian-shan, about Lake Jssik-knl, and in the Chn, Tekes, and
Narin (upper Jaxartes) valleys.

Each of the On tribes comprises a number of stocks or septs,

which are further divided into auls or families, of which, however,

the lists are complete for the Bogn and Snry-Bagishch alone. Of
the Bogu there are six stocks, with 11,000 tents, and numbering
55,000 to 60,000 souls. Of the Sary-Bagishch there are four stocks.
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Avith 16,500 tents, or 80,000 to 90,000 souls. The Sayak minibers

Ifl 000 tents, or abont 50,000 souls, making a total of 200,000 in

Russian territory. The Sol section, -nith the independent On
tribes, are roughly estimated at about 200,000, making 400,000

Kara- Kirghiz altogether.

All are essentially nomads, occupied mainly with stock breed-

ing, chieHy horses of a small but hardy breed, sheaj) of the fat-

t-vfled species, oxen used both for riding and as pack animals,

some goats, and camels of both species. Agriculture is limited

chiefly to the cultivation of wheat, barley, and millet, from the last

cf which a coarse vodka or brandy is distilled. Trade is carried on

cliiefly by barter, cattle being taken by the dealers from China,

Turkestan, and Russia iu exchange for manufactured goods.

The Kara-Kirghiz aie governed by the " uianaps," or tribal rulers,

-who enjoy almost unlimited authority, and may even sell or kill

•their subjects. In religious mattera they differ little from the

X.Tzaks, whose practices are described below. Although generally

recognizing Russian sovereignty since 1864, they pay no taxes,

und merely furnish certain raw products to the Russian troops on

-their passage through the country.

The Kazaks.—Though not unknown to them, the term

Kirghiz is never used by the steppe nomads, who always

call themselves simply Kazaks, tliat is, " riders," as the

word is commonly interpreted. The first authentic

reference to this name is by Firdousi (1020), wlio speaks of

•the Kazak tribes as much dreaded steppe marauders, all

mounted and armed with lances. From this circumstance

the term Kazak cams to be gradually applied to all free-

booters similarly equipped, and it thus spread from the

Aralo-Caspian basin to South Russia, where it still survives

under the form of "Kossak." Hence though Kazak and

Cossack are originally the same word, the former now
designates a Mongolo-Tatar nomad race, the latter various

members of the Great and Little Russian Slav family. No
satisfactory explanation of its origin has been given. Since

the 18th century the Russians have used the compound

expression Kirghiz-Kazak, chiefly in order to distinguish

them from their own Cossacks, at tliat time overrunning

Siberia. Herbertstein (1520) is the first European who
mentions them by name, and it is noteworthy that ha

speaks of them as " Tartars," that is, a people rather of

Turki than Mongolian stock. In their present homes, the so-

called " Kirghiz steppes," they are far more numerous and

?\'ide-spread than their Kara-Kirghiz kinsmen, stretching

^almost uninterruptedly from Lake Balkash round the Aral

and Caspian Seas westwards to the lower Volga, and from

the river Irtish southwards to the lower Oxus and Ust-TJrt

plateaa Their domain, which is nearly 2,000,000 square

miles in extent, thus lies mainly between 45° and 55°

N. lat. and from 45° to 80° E. long. Here they came

under the sway of Jenghiz Khan, after whose death they

fell to the share of his son Juchi, head of the Golden

Horde, but continued to retain their own khans. When
the Usbegs acquired the ascendency, many of the former

subjects of the Juchi and Jagatai hordes fell off and joined

the Kazaks. Thus were formed about 1500 two powerful

states in the Kipchak and Cheteh steppes, the Moghul-
Uluss and the Kazak, the latter of whom, under their khan
Arslane, are said by Sultan Baber to have.had as many as

400,000 fighting men. Their numbers continued to be

swollen by voluntary or enforced accessions from the

fragments of the Golden Horde, such as the Kipchaks,

Naimaus, Konrats, Jalairs, Kankly, whose names are still

preserved in the tribal divisions of the Kazaks. A.nd as

some of these peoples were undoubtedly of true Mongolian
stock, their names have given a colour to the statement

that all the Kazaks were rather of Mongol than of Turki
origiiL But the universal prevalence of a nearly pure
variety of the Turki speech throughout the Kazak steppes

is almost alone sufficient to show that the Tatar element
must at all times have been in the ascendant.
The Ivirghiz-Kazaks have long been grouped in three

large " hordes " or encampments, further subdivided into a
number of so-called " races," which are again grouped in

tribes, and these in sections, branches, and auls, or conv-
munities of from five to fifteen tents. The division mto
hordes has been traditionally referred to a powerful khan,
who divided his states amongst his three sons, the eldest ol
whom became the founder of the Ulu-Yuz, or Great Horde,
the second of the Urta-Yuz, or Middle Horde, and the
third of the Kachi-Yuz, or Little Horde. The last two
under their common khan Abulkhair voluntarily submitted
in 1730 to the czarina Anne. Most of the Great Horde
were subdued by Yunus, khan of Ferghana, in 1798, and
aU the still independent tribes finally accepted Russian
sovereignty in 1819. The races, range, and numerical
strength of these hordes are shown in the following table :

—

Gkeat Horde.—
UlsiHn, lula-
Uiiy Sargan,
Konrat.

Middle Horde.—A7-ghyne,

Naiman, Kip-
chak, Uvak-
Ghirel.

Little Horde.
—Atimiihf,

Baiuly, Jclir-

urug.

Range.

(Chiefly south of Lake")
Balkash and near the
Tian-Shan ; between \
Semipalatinsk and
Seniiryechensk. J

Chiefly on the low
hilly watershed be-

tween the Ob and
Aralo-Caspian basins,

flora Aral Sea to \

Lake Balkash
; gov-

ernments of Semipa-
latinsk and Akmo-

|

linsk, West Siberia. J

From Kara-Kum de-'

sert to lower Volga,
north of Aral Sea,

and in governments
of Orenburg, Uralsk,

Turgay, and Astra-

khan.

175,000

170,000

1,100,000

1,000,000

Since ISOl a fourth division, known as the Inner or

Bukeyevskaya Horde, from the name of their first khan,

Bukei, has been settled in the Orenburg steiipe. It is

estimated at 40,000 tents or 200,000 souls, giving for all

the Kazaks 470,000 tents and 2,750,000 souls.

But these divisions afi'ect the common people alone, all

the higher orders and ruling families being broadly classed

as White and Black Kost or Bones. The White Bonea

comprise only the khans and their descendants, besides

the issue of the khojas or Moslem "saints." The Black

Bones include all the rest, except the Tdengut or servants

of the khans, and the Kill or slaves.

The Kazaks are an honest and trustworthy people, but heavy,

sluggish, sullen, and unfriendly. Even the hospitalitj^_ enjoinei

by "the Koran is displayed only towards the "faithful," that is,

exclusively to the members of the orthodox Sunnite sect. Sq

essentially nomadic are all the tribes that they cannot adopt H
settled life without losing the very sentiment of their nationality,

and becoming rapidly absorbed in the Slav population. They dwell

exclusively in the kibitka or yurt, a semi-circular tent consisting

of a light wooden framework, and red cloth or felt covering, with an

opening above for light and ventilation. It is usually furnished

with a largo family clothes chest, felt carpet, wooden bedstead,

leather bottles for kumis (fermented mare's milk), a tea service, and

a few domestic utensils. Yet it may easily be pitched or struck in

half an hoiu-, and is rapidly transported on camels across the steppe.

The camp life of the Kazaks seems almost unendurable to Europeans

in winter, when they are confined altogether to the tent, and exposed

to endless discomforts. In summer the day is spent mostly m
sleep or drinking kumis, foUowed at night by feasting and tha

recital of tales, varied with songs accompanied by the music of tha

flute and balalaika. But horsemanship is the great amusement ol

all true Kazaks, "who may almost be said to be born in the saddle.

Hence thou-^h excellent riders, they are bad walkers, and, though

hardv and long-lived, uncleanly in their habits and often decimated

by small-pox and Siberian plague. They have no fixed meals, and

live mainly on mutton and goat and horse flesh, and instead of bread

use the so-called halamyk, a mess of flour fried in dnppmg an^

diluted in water. The universal drink is kumis, which is wholesoqje,

nourishing, and a specific against all chest diseases.

The dress consists of the chapan. a flowing robe of wlucli cse.ot
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two are worn in summer and several in «-inter, fastened with a silk

or leatlier girdle, in wliich are stuck a knife, tobacco pouch, seal,

'and a few other trinkets. Broail silk or cloth pantaloous are often

worn over the chapan, which is of velvet, silk, cotton, or felt,

according to the rank of the wearer. Large black or red leather

boots, with round white felt pointed caps, complete the costume,

which is much the same for both se.\es.

Liko the Kara-Kirglm, the Kazaks are nominally Sunnites, but

Sharaanists at heart, worshipping, besides the Kudai or good

divinity, the Shaitan or bad spirit. Their faith is strong in the

talcU or soothsayer and other charlatans, who know everything,

can do everything, and heal all disorders at pleasure. But they are

not fanatics, though holding the abstract doctrine that the " Kafir"

may be lawfully oppressed, including in this category, not only

Buddhists and Christians, but even Mohammedans of the Shiah

sect. There are no fasts or ablutions, mosques or mollahs, or

recnilar prayers. Although Mussulmans since the beginning of the

lelh century, they have scarcely yet found their way to Mecca, their

pilgrims visiting instead the more convenient shrines of the "saints"

scattered over eastern Turkestan. Unlike the Mongolians, the

Kazaks treat their dead with great respect, and the low steppe hills

are often entirely covered with monuments raised above their graves.

Letters are neglected to such an extent that whoever can merely

wi'ite is regarded as a savant, while he becomes a prodigy of learn-

ing if able to read the Koran in the origijial. Yet the Kazaks

are naturally both musical and poetical, and possess a considerable

number of national songs, which are usually repeated with variations

from mouth to mouth.
The Kazaks still choose their own khans, who, though confirmed

by the Russian Government, possess little authority beyond their

respective tribes. The real rulers are the elders or umpires and

snltims, all appointed by public election. Brigandage and the

barantas or raids arising out of tribal feuds, which were formerly

recognized institutions, are now severely punished, sometimes eveu

with death. Capital punishment, usually by hanging or strangling,

is inflicted for murder and adultery, while three, nine, or twenty-

seven times the value of the stolen property is exacted for theft.

The domestic animals, daily pursuits, and industries of the Kazaks

differ but slightly from those of the Kara-Kirghiz. Some of the

wealthy steppe nomads own as many as 20,000 of the large fat-tailed

sheep. Goatsarekeptchieflyas guides for theseflocks; anilthe horses,

though small, are hardy, swift, light-footed, and capable of covering

from 50 to 60 miles at a stretch. The total live-stock was thus

estimated in 1872 by Tillo :—camels, 120,000 ; horses, 1,720,000 ;

oxen, 600,000 ; sheep, 2,000,000 ; goats, 180,000. Amongst the

Kazaks there are a few workers in silver, copper, and iron, the

chief arts besides being skin dressing, wool spinning and dyeing,

carpet and felt weaving. Trade is confined mainly to an exchange

of live stock for woven and other goods from Kussia, China, and

Turkestan.
* Since their subjection to Kussia, the Kazaks have become less

lawless, but scarcely less nomadic. A chauge of habit in this

respect is opposed alike to their tastes and to the climatic and other

outward conditions. Hence the progress of culture can here lead

only to the depopulation of the steppe wherever iucapable of being

irrigated, and to the gradual extinction or absorption of the

Kirghii-Kazaks by their Slav rulers.

» Literature.—Alexis Levshin, Description des Hordei et des Steppes des Kirghi:.

'jTazats, translated from the Rtisaian by Feixy da Cigny. 1840; Radloff, Proben del'

iVolkslitera/ur der Tiirkischen Sldmme Sddsiberiem ; Ch. de Ujfalvy, Le Kohistan,

le Ferghanah, et Rouldja ; also Bui. de la Soc. de Geo.. 1878-79 ; Semenoff. pa|ier

in Petermann's Mittheilungen, 1859, No. 3 ; Valiklianiiv'8 Travels m 1858-59;

JMadume de Ujfalvy, papers in Tour du SfoTtde, 1874; Vamb^ry, Die pnniitivt

(Calturdes Tarto-Talarischen Volkes. (X. 11. K.)

KIRIN, GiRiN, or in Chinese Chwen-Chang, the chief

town of the province of Centra'l Manchuria or Kiiin, is

Bituated at the foot of the Lau-Ye-Ling mountains, at the

edge of a wide and well-wooded plain, and on the left

bank of the Girin-nla or Sungari, there 300 yards in

breadth. The situation is one of exceptional beauty ; but

the streets are narrow and irregular. Tobacco is the

principal article of trade, the kind grown in the province

being greatly prized throughout the Chinese empire under

the name of " Manchu leaf." Formerly ginseng was also

an important staple, but the supply from this quarter of

the country has been exhausted. Outside of the town lies

a plain " thickly covered with open coffins containing the

dead bodies of Chinese emigrants exposed for identification

and removal by their friends ; if no claim is made during

ten years the remains are buried on the spot." Kirin was

chosen by the emperor Kanghi as a military post during

the wars with the Eleuts ; and it owes its Chinese name
of Chwen-cliaDg, i.e., Naval Yard, to his building there the

vessels for the transport of his troops. The population

was estimated at 300.000 in 1812; at present it is about

120,000.

See I'alladius, " Expedition throngh Manchuria," xo. Jvum. Mcy.
Gay. Soc, 1872; Williamson, Journeys m Korlh China.

KIRKCALDY, a royal and parliamentary burgh and
seaport on the south-east coast of Fifeshire, Scotland,

12 miles north from Edinburgh. The chief topographical

feature of the town is its length, which is nearly 4 miles

within the municipal boundary, as extended by Act of

Parliament in 1876. Formerly there was little besides

one main street with lanes and shorter streets branching

from it, but during the last five-and-twenty years a large

number of new streets and villas have been built along the

high ground to the north. The parish, however, is a very

small one, the landward part (now Abbotshall) having been

disjoined in 1650. In population and most other statistical

respects Kirkcaldy is the principal town in the county, and

the tenth in Scotland, ranking next after Perth and
Kilmarnock. The valuation of the burgh in 1881, includ-

ing railways, was .£87,622, and the census of the same

year showed a population of 23,632. Besides some

importations of flax, timber, whiting, ifec, the chief regular

trade of the port is that carried on by means of coasting

vessels with Leitb, Glasgow, and London. The annual

harbour revenue is about £2000, and that of the custom-

house £52,000.
The linen manufacture, begun in the early part of the

18th century, has long been the staple industry, the town

being one of the chief centres of the trade in Scotland.

The spinning of flax by machinery was iutroduccd into

the district in 1792, and in 1807 steam was added as a

motive power. At present there are six mills with 18,830

spindles, employing when in full operation about 1450

persons. There is also an extensive net factory. Twelve

power-loom factories, with an aggregate of 2100 looms,

broad and narrow, employ fully that number of operatives.

In these, as in the spinning mills, a large proportion of

the workers, about 80 per cent., are females. Haud-loom

weaving has almost entirely disappeared. The principal

fabrics manufactured are sheetings, ticks, hoUands, towel-

lings, diapers, dowlas, Ac. ; and one or two firms are now
making cotton goods to some extent. There are three

bleachfields, with 180 workpeople. /.Next in importance

to the various branches of the lineu mannfacture are the

floor-cloth works. First introduced by the late Mr Michael

Nairn, the productiou of floor-cloth at Kirkcaldy has for

some years been the largest in the world. The^ie are six

factories employing about 930 workpeople. The linoleum

manufacture has also been successfully established. .4 In

1877 the Messrs Nairn built the first factory in Scotland

for this branch of industry, and its success has resulted in

the 'formation of other two companies. The three firms

employ an aggregate of nearly 450 hands. A large

amount of machinery, including steam-engines, boilers,

sugar-mills, rice-mills, and the like, is also manufactured

in Kirkcaldy. There are eight works in operation, several

of them extensive, and about 800 men and lads are

employed. Among miscellaneous works may be noted

two potteries (one of them including a tile-work with 400

operatives), malting barns, flour-mills, several dye-works,

a brewery, and a large printing and lithographic business.

The educational, ecclesiastical, and literary institutions

of Kirkcaldy are numerous. There are seven public schools,

with 3490 children on the roll, and nearly as many private

and ladies' schools, with about 350 in attendance. In

addition there are three schools belong; ini,' to Philp's trust,

at which 500 children receive gratuitous education and

clothing ; the revenue of the trust for the purpo.'^ss of

these three schools was £2115 in 1880. There are
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twenty-aix churches,— the finest architecturally being St

Brycedale Free church. The town has two public libraries,

one of them with nearly 10,000 volumes ; and there are

three weekly newspapers.

For much of its recent prosperity Kirkcaldy is indebted

to the water scheme, for which an Act was obtained in

1867, and an Amendment Act in 1870. The sum author-

'zed to be expended by these bills was .£53,000, but an

Extension Act was passed in 1881 giving power to raise

£40,000 additional when required. An extensive system

bf drainage is also in process. A sherifiF-substitnte has

recently been appointed for the Kirkcaldy district.

Kirkcaldy, with Dysart, Kinghom, and Burntisland,

returns one member to parliament.

An Fcdcsia dc Kirkcaldic is mentioned in the list printed ty
Sibbald of the churches in the county of Fife in the year 1176. In

1240 it was bestowed by David, bishop of St Andrews, on the abbey
of Dunfermline. The name of Kirkcaldy also occurs in the map of

the civil divisions of Scotland in the 13th century prefixed to Pro-

fessor Cosmo Innes's Scotland in the Middle Ages. In 1334 the

town, with its harbour, was given by David II. to the abbey of

Dunfermline, and in 1450 it was "disponed" by Richard, abbot of

Dunfermline, to the bailies and council of Kirkcaldy.

The commerce of the place has suffered many fluctuations. In
1573, as we learn from the Register of the Privy Council, the district

of Kirkcaldy had the largest manufacture of salt in Scotland, and
about 1650 it was assessed as the sixth town in the kingdom. About
1644 there were one hundred ships belonging to the port, in 1760
only three, in 1792 the number had risen to twenty-nine, and in

1843 to ninety-one. Since then, chiefly owing to the abandonment
of the whale-fishing, and the insufficiency of the harbour to admit
large vessels, the trade of the port has considerably declined. The
number of vessels belonging to it may be stated at twenty-seven.

A considerable extension of the present harbour is among the possi-

bilities of the future.

Adam Smith, whose great work TJie Wealth of Nations formed an
era in the history of political economy ; James Oswald of Dunnikier,
a schoolfellow of Adam Smith, and a statesman of much promise

;

George Gillespie, a leading member of the Westminster Assembly
;

and Balnaves of Halhill, a lord of session in the time of Queen JIary,

were natives of Kirkcaldy. Michael Scot, of wizard fame, was bom
about a mile from the burgh boundary. (T. H.)

KIRKCUDBRIGHT, a maritime county of Scotland,

known as the " Stewartry of Kirkcudbright," and also as

East Galloway, is situated between 5i° 43' and 55° 19'

N. lat., and between 3° 33' and 4" 34' W. long., and is

bounded on the N. and N.W. by Ayr, E. and N.E. by
Dumfries, S. by the Solway Firth and the Irish Sea, and
W. by Wigtownshire and Wigtown Bay. Its extreme

length from north-west to south-east is about 45 miles,

and its breadth varies from 21 to 31 miles. The total area

comprises 610,343 acres, or about 954 square miles.

The larger half of the county in the north-west direction

consists of a rugged and mountainous table-land, with lofty

summits of every variety of aspect, intersected often by
deep glens. The scenery of this region is for the most

part wild and bleak, its solitary desolation being heightened

by the presence of many small lochs and tarns, but almost

totally unrelieved by a single tree or shrub, although the

peat deposits give evidence that the district was at one

time covered by an extensive forest. The most elevated

regions are generally covered with heath, but at the

northern boundary there is a range of grassy hills. Many
of the mountains have an elevation of over 2000 feet, the

highest summits being Mearroch (2762 feet) in the parish

of Minnigaff, and Corserine (2668), Carlin's Cairn (2650),

and Cairnsmure in Carsphairn (2612)—all in the parish of

Carsphairn. The south-eastern half of the county is for

the most part level but undulating, its uniformity being

broken by frequent rocky knolls or small rounded hUls,

and in the south-eastern comer rising into several elevated

summits,, the highest of which is Criffel, 1867 feet. The

greater part of this district is finely wooded, and abounds

in picturesque scenery, especially towards the sea-coast and

in the neighbourhood of the rivers and numerous lochs.

The southern coast is usually bold and rocky, ?,nd is

much indented by the estuaries of various rivers, which
form a number of natural harbours. Owing to the
shallowness of the sea-bed, large stretches of sand are ex-
posed in the Solway Firth at ebbtide, and the rapid flow
of the tide has often occasioned loss of life to the unwary.

Geology.—Geologically Kirkcudbright forms part of the
Silurian belt of the south of Scotland, but this formation
is interrupted in the county by several upheavals of
granite, one in the north-west south of Loch Doo.i,
another near the centre immediately west of Loch Ken,
and a third round Criffel on the shores of the Solway
Firth. The lofty table-land is supposed to have been at
one time the seat of an immense ice-bed (see paper by
W. Jolly, in Traits. Edin. Geol. Soc, 1868), whose action
has doubtless in part created the isolated round-backed
ridges of granite in the valley of the Urr, the finest

example in Scotland of the Roches moutormees, which con-
stitute a peculiar feature in alpine scenery (A. Somervail
in Trans. Edin. Geol. Soc, 1879). A more striking

result of the glacial action was the dispersion of Kirkcud-
brightshire granite to Cumberland, to North Wales, and
even so far south as the neighbourhood of Wolverhampton
(D. Jlackintosh in Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., 1879). The
Silurian strata are for the most part of a slaty character,

but in some places are composed of a species of red sand-
stone. Especially in the neighbourhood of the granite

the strata are very much contorted, and give evidence of

having at one time been subjected to the action of immense
heat. The granite is principally of a pale grey resembling
that of Aberdeen, but a red variety also occurs. The
principal quarries are at Dalbeattie and Creetown. Strata

of lead are believed to stretch between MinnigafF and the

Leadhills in Dumfriesshire, but the metal is very little

worked. Iron ore exists in different parts of the county,

but from the absence of coal is almost wholly unutilized.

Copper and barytes are also found, especially in the parish

of Urr. Marl is obtained in large quantities from a num-
ber of the lochs.

Rivers.—The Nith, which rises in Ayrshire and flaws

through Dumfriesshire, forms for about 12 miles tlife

boundary between Dumfries and Kirkcudbright, an equal

distance of boundary to the north-west being formed by its

tributary the Cluden water. The Urr, which rises in Loch
Urr on the borders of Dumfriesshire, flows south-eastward

by Dalbeattie to the Solway Firth, where it forms a small

bay. The Ken rises in Dumfriesshire, and after being

joined from the west by the Deugh water flows south-east

into Loch Ken, the stream that issues from the loch taking

the name of the Dee, and after a beautiful course south-

westwards falling into the Solway Firth. The Fleet, which

rises in Loch Fleet, after a course of about 7 miles, falls

into Wigtown Bay, where it forms an estuary. The Cree,

which has its origin in two streams in Ayrshire, and forms

the boundary of Kirkcudbright with ilyrshire and after-

wards with Wigtownshire, flows south-east by MinnigaiTand

Newton Stewart, and falls into Wigtown Bay at Creetown.

Agriculture.—A considerable proportion of the land in the higher

regions of Kirkcudbright is unsuitable for tillage, and yields a very

small return as pasturage. In many cases also the soil is very

marshy. In the lower regions it is generally dry but rocky. Jfuch

has been done of late years to increase the value of the land by

draining the swamps, by the removal of stones, and by deepening

the soil and enriching it with manures. Generally the climate and

soil are not adapted for the rearing of grain, but are specially suited

for grass and green crops.

According to the agricultural returns for 1881 the area under

crops was 179,237 acres, or 29 per cent, of the whole area. The

area nnder com crops was 32,349 acres ; under green crops, 18,091

;

under rotation grasses, 71,091 ; nnder permanent p.isture, 57,471

acres. The area under woods was 19,741 acres. The system of

cropping is generally as follows :—first year, in.brcakinK un f<
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pasture, oarley or more generally oats ; second year, green crop

;

thiid year, wheat, oats, or bavley ; fourth year, hay or pasture, which

is generally continued for three additional years. It is now be-

coming a very common practice to sow out in grass after turnips

Without taking a corn crop, the soil being also frequently allowed

the advantage of the mauure of the sheep which have eaten the

turnips on tte ground. Of corn nearly the whole area is under

tats, which in 18S1 occupied 31,061 acres, while only 933 were

under barley and bere, and 146 under wheat. Of green crops the

area under turnips and swedes in 1881 was 14,596 acres, under

J)Otatoe3 2847, mangolds 91, carrots 38, cabbage, kolU-rabi, and
rape 402, and Vetches 117.

Tho total number of horses in 1831 was 6395, Of these 3789

ire stated to be used solely for.agricHlt|jj:al purposes, and 1606 to be

Unbroken horses and mares kept solely lor breeding. The breeding

of Clydesilale horses has of late years been increasing. Cattle in.

1881 numbered 40,737 The Ayrshire breed of cattle was intro-

duced into Galloway about the beginning of the century, and has

risen rapidly in favour, being now the principal stock in West
Galloway. Polled .or. Galloway cattle is a common breed in East

Galloway, especially oa inferior farms, ahd is still preferred for

dairy purposes on many low country farms. The number of cows
in 18S1 was 12,071, of other cattle above two years of age 14,002,;
and of cattle under two years of age 14,664. The nnniber of cattle

to every 100 acres under cultivation was 22'8, the average for Scot-

land being 23. Within recent years the increase in the numter ol

cows has been very great, cheese-rnaking, in which much progress

has been made, now occupying the chief attention of the farmer.

Cattle feeding is also- largely practised, and for this purpose large

quantities of lean cattle are imported from Ireland. Sheep in 1881
numbered 362,289, an average of 2021 to every 100 acres under
cultivation, theaverage for Scotland being 141 '3. Blackfaced sheep
are tlie most common on the high grounds, and even on the lower

parts the Cheviot breed is decreasing owing to the low » rice of wool.

In some districts crosses of a Leicester tup with a ^jlackfaced or

Cheviot ewe arc common. Pigs, which are kept principally oa
dairy farms, are generally fed On whey and Indian com. In 1881
theynumbered 5667.

The tollowing table gives a classificatiou of holdings according to
size in 1875 and 1880:—
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Tha principal monastic buildings were the Cistercian abbey of

Dundrennan, foauded in 1142 ; Tongland Abbey, founded by the
rremonstratensians under the auspices of Fergus in the reign of

D.ivid I. ; the priory of St Mary's Isle, founded also by Fergus, and
Biibsequently united as a dependent cell to the abbey of Holyrood ;

the New Abbey founded for Cistercian monks in 1276 ; the priory of

Lincluden, founded by Uchtred, lord of Galloway, for Benedictine

nuns ; a convent for Franciscans or Greyfriars, founded at Kirkcud-
bright in the reign of Alexander II. ; and a nunnery in the parish

of Kirkcudbright.
See Symsoa, A Large Description of Gallowa;/, 1684, new ed.

1823 ; Murray, Literary History of Gallowny, 1822 ; and the His-

iories of Oalloway by Mackenzie, 1841, and llackeilie, 1870-78.

KIRKI, or KiRKEE, a town and military cantonment in

Poena district, Bombay, India, 18° 33' N. lat., 73° 54' E.

long. The town, with its adjoining suburbs and the mili-

t iry cantonments, contains a total population of upwards
of 31,000 inhabitants.

KIRKINTILLOCH, a burgh of barony and market-

town of Dumbartonshire, Scotland, about 7 miles north

of Glasgow. The town is rather irregularly built. The
cruciform parish church dates from 1644. 'The Broomhill

house for incurables is situated near the town. Traces

of the wall of Antoninus are to be.discerned behind the

cLurcL The iuLabitants are chiefly employed in the

cliemical and iron-works on the banks of the Forth and
Clyde Canal, and in coal-mining, which is being rapidly

developed in the district. Weaving to a small extent

is also carried on. Kirkintilloch became a burgh of

barony by grant of William the Lion. Since 18t 1 it has

been under the General Police Act of 1862. The popula-

tion in 1881 was 10,582.

KIRK-KILIS3IA, or Kiek-Kiusseh, a town in the

vilayet of Adrianople, Turkey, is situated on a feeder of

tlie Erkene, which is an afl3uent of the Maritza, about 35
miles east of Adrianople. . It has its chief importance from

its position aj the southern outlet of the Fakhi defile over

tha Strandja mountains, through which passes the shortest

road from Shumla to Constantinople. It contains eix

mosques, several Greek churches, and a large bazaar. A
special kind of confection is made at Kirk-Kilissia ; and a

considerable quantity of butter and cheese is sent thence

to Constantinople. The population is estimated at about

16,000.

KIRKWALL, a royal and parliamentary bargh of

Scotland, and the chief town of the Orkney Islands, is

situated near the centre of the island group, at the soutli-

east comer oC a well-sheltered bay on the east side of the

island of Pomona, 240 miles north of Edinburgh by
steamer, 58 north of Wick, and 54 north of Thurso. It

consists principally of an irregular street about a mile in

length running along the margin of the bay, and so narrow

that carts and similar vehicles in many places cannot pass

each other. The houses are generally substantially built,

with the gables facing the street nearly as frequently as the

fronts. In courts leading from the main street there are

many ancient buildings, formerly occupied during winter

by the leading famDies of the islands. The more modern
portion of the towu is built with great regularity, and in

the suburbs there are several good villas surrounded by
gardens. The most prominent feature of the town is the

cathedrai, dedicated to St Magnus, the patron saint of

Orkney, a stately cruciform structure with a length of 226
feet from east to west and a breadth of 56 feet It was
founded by Earl Ronald in 1137, and the older portion,

embracing the greater part of the present building, is Jn
the Norman style of architecture. The choir was lengthened

by Bishop Stewart in 1511, and the western extremity of

the nave was completed by Bishop Reid, who succeeded to

the bishopric in 1 540. The building has undergone ex-

tensive repairs during the present century. The choir is

used as the pariah church. The bells were presented by

Bishop Maxwell, tlie' predecessor of Bishop Reid, but tho
larger or tenor bell was recast in 1862. The cathedral
contains a number of old monuments. Adjoining it are

the ruins of the bishop's palace, where King Haco died in

1263, and also the earVs palace, which after the forfeiture

of the earl of Orkney was given to tho bishops for their

residence. There is a grammar school, which was endowed
by Bishop Reid, and also several charitable institutions.

The town has no manufactures of importance, and its pro-

sperity depends chiefly on its being the capital and principal

port of the islands. It is often toudied' by ships passing

to Norway and the Baltic. The harbour is amply sufficient

for the shipping of the port, and a fine iron pier was erected

in 1867. There is regular steam communication with Ler-

wick, and with Leith by Aberdeen and Wick. Kirkwall
(a name derived from kirk, church, and vdffr or vaaff, bay),

was a. place of some size when the islands were in the pos-

session of the Norsemen, and by James III. it was created

a royal burgL It unites with the other burghs in the Wick
district in returning a member to parliament. The pupuk-
tion of the parliamentary burgh in 1881 was 3923.

KIRMAN, the ancient Karnpania, a province of south

Persia, bounded on the E. by Sistdn and BaluchistAn,

on the W. by FarsistAn, N. by Kh6r4sAn, on the S. by
L4rist4n, Makrin, and the Strait of Ormuz. It is of very

irregular shape, expanding in the north towards KhordsAn,

and gradually contracting in the south to the narrow coast

district of Mogistan ; the extreme length between Sistdn

and Fars east and west is 400 miles ; the greatest breadth

from south of Yezd to the coast at Bandar-Abbas is 300
miles ; and the total area is estimated at 55,000 to 60,000
square miles. It is generally described as consisting of two

parts, an uninhabitable desert region in the north, and a

habitable mountainous region in the south. But the recent

explorations of- Khanikofif, Goldsmid, Lovett, St John, and

others require this view to be considerably modified.

There are mountains and desert tracts in all parts, while

much of what appears on the maps as forming the western

portion of the great KirmAn desert consists of the fertile

upland plateau of the Kuh-Bandn, stretching along the

eastern base of the lofty range which runs from Yezd

south-east to Khabis. West of and parallel to this range

are two others, one culminating north of Bam in the

Kuh-Haz4r, 14,550 feet, the other continued at about the

same elevation under the name of the Jamal Bdris south-

eastwards to the KohistAn highlands on the MakrAn
frontier. These chains traverse the fertile Nurmanshahr

district, dividing it into several longitudinal valleys of

considerable length, but not averaging more than 12 miles

in width. Snow lies on their slopes to a great depth for

the better part of the year, feeding the springs and

"karez " or underground irrigation rills, by me:ins of

which large tracts in this almost rainless region in summer

are kept under cultivation. Still further west the Kilh-

Dindr range is continued from Farsistdn also in a south-

easterly direction to the valley of the Mindb, which is the

only river worthy of the name in the whole province.

Between the south-western highlands and the Jamal

Barls there is much arid and nnproductive land. But the

true desert of KirmAn lies mainly in the north and north-

east, where it merges northwards in the desert of Lut,'

which stretches far into Kh6risAn. These southern deserUs

differ from the Great Kavlr, or Salt Desert of North

Khorisdn, mainly in three respects :—they are far less

saline, are mere sandy and drier, and present in some places

tracts of from 80 to 100 miles ahnost absolutely destitute

of vegetation. , Yet they are crossed by a well-known track

• Tlie term lu't means simply aiid, waterless, and has nothing to da

with tUe Lot of fiolj Writ, as soma have bupposod.
_
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running from KirmAn north-eastwards to Herit, which is

traveraed by couriers at great risk in about eighteen days.
It appears from recent observation that tjese sandy wastes
jLre continually encroaching on the fertile districts, and this
is the case even in Nurmanshahr, which is being invaded
by the sands of the desolate plains stretching thence
westwards to Bam. There are also some " kafeh " or salt

Bwamps, answering to the kavir of Kh6r4s4n, but occurring
only iu isolated depressions, and nowhere of any great
extent. The desert of Kirmdn lies about 500 or 600 feet

above the sea, apparently on nearly tlie same level as the
desert of Lut, from which it cannot be geographically
separated.

The climate, which varies much with the relief of the
land, has the reputation of being the most unhealthy in

Persia, the fever-stricken districts of the Caspian alone
excepted, The cool air from the snowy ranges is usually
attended by chills and agues, so that the people on the
whole prefer the sultry heat of the plains. Still some of

the sheltered upland valleys in Nurmanshahr and elsewhere
enjoy a genial climate like that of ShlrAz.

The chief products are cotton, wheat, "barley, gum's,

dates of almost unrivalled flavour from Mogistan, and wool
both of sheep and goats (hirk) noted for its extreme soft-

ness. This wool is used in the manufacture of the Kirmdn
shawls, which yield in delicacy of texture only to those of

Kashmir, while often surpassing them in design, colour,
and finish. A shiwl of the finer quality, 3 yards long, is

sold on the spot for from £20 to £24. Spinning and
dyeing are also practised, so that the province completes
the manufacture of its own raw material. Its carpets and
felts are also unsurpassed for richness of texture and
durability. Besides these woven goods it exports mainfy
cotton, grain, and dates, receiving in return from India
chintzes, muslins, indigo, tea, gold-cloth, china, glass,

sugar ; from Turkestan madder, rhubarb, drugs, gums,
furs, silks, Bokhara furs, steel, copper, tea. Bandar-
Abbas is the natural outport ; but, since shipping has
shown a preference for Bushire further north, the trade of
Kirmdn has greatly fallen off.

The inhabitants, numbering altogether about 500,000,
consist of Tajiks in the towns and agricultural districts,

some Tiirki, Rind, and BalAchi nomads in the east and
south-east, and numerous Kiird tribes, here called Leks.

Shiel gives a list (incomplete) of twenty-one of- these Lek
tribes, dwelling partly in houses partly in tents,- and
numbering altogether about 200,000 souls.

The chief towns are Kirmdn (the capital), Eegan, Eruk,
Klim, Bam, Khabls, Khdnii, and Bandar-Abbas.

K[RM.4NSHAHAN, or Kermanshah (Arabic, Kar-
mmn), a town and district of west Persia, lying between
Ardeldn and Liiristdn north and south. The town is the

chief place in what is known as Persian Kiirdistdn, an
expression, however, which has no administrative signi-

ficance. It lies in 34° 18' N. lat. and 46° 37' E. long., on a

rising ground connected with the Zagros hills, which stretch

gouth-eas£wards to the Bakhtiari range. Here it occupies

an important strategical . poiition near the right bank of

the river Kernah, 250 miles south-west of Tehrdn, 262
north-west of Ispahdn, 220 northeast of Baghdad, and 280
south of Tabriz. Although surrounded by fortifications

with five gates and 3 miles in circuit, it is now practically

an open town, for the walls are in ruins and the moat
choked with rubbish. During Muhammad Ali Mirza's

administration it was a very flourishing place, with a popu-

lation of 35,000 and a large local and transit trade between

Baghdad and Tehrdn. Since then it has suffered more than

most towns in Persia from misgnvernment, under which its

few buildings have gone to decay, its bazaars have become

empty, and its trade reduced to a local trafiic in the excel-

lent fruits produced in 'the surrounding gardens and
orchards. The rich and beautiful carpets and rugs for

which it was formerly noted are no longer to be had, and
the population has fallen to about 12,000, exclusive of a
garrison of 5000 usually maintiiined- at this important

frontier station.

Kh-mdnshdhdn is governed by a royal prince, with

jurisdiction over the district, which occupies an extensive

tract between Mount Elwend and the Turkish border.

Here the plains are well watered and very fertile, while

the hills are covered with rich pastures which support

large flocks of sheep and goats, besides horses of a good
bread crossed with Arab blood. About 70,000 sheep

are yearly taken to Tehrdn by the Kurd shepherd."!,

who form the vast majority of the inhabitants of the

district, residing some in houses some, in tents, and
numbering altogether about 180,000.

KIRRIEMUIR, a burgh of barony and market-town

of Forfarshire, . Scotland, is beautifully . situated on an
eminence, above the glen through which the Gairie flows.

It lies about 5 miles north-west of Forfar, and about 6'2

miles north of Edinburgh^ The town, consisting of several

narrow diverging streets, is tolerably well built Its educa-

tional advantages are good ; by the Henry bequest a number
of boys are maintained at the public school ; and by the

Webster bequest a school has been endowed and erected.

The special industry of the town is linen-weaving, for whicli

large power-loom factories hav* recently been built. Thg
population in 1881 was 6588.

KIRSANOFF, a town of Russia, in the government of

Tamboff, 61 miles east of the government town, near the

junction of the Pursavka with the Vorona, with a station

on the railway between Saratoff and Kozloff. The popula-

tion, which increased from" 5699 in 1862 to 7200 in 18T2,

is mainly engaged in agriculture and trade, the only thanu-

factures of importance being those of wax and tallow.

There is a nunnery with nearly one hundred nuns in the

town- Kirsanoff- owes its origin to the opening of iron-

works in 1733. It became a district town in 1779.

KISFALUDY, KIeoly or Charles (1788-1830), on©

of the most genial, prolific, and gifted poets of Hungary,

and especially celebrated as the regenerator of the national

drama, was born on the 6th of February 1788, at T6t, in

the county of Gyor. His birth cost his mother her life,

which unfortunate circumstance preyed upon the father's

mind and caused him to view the child with feelings akin

to aversion. The austerity of his father and the loss of

his mother were, however, in a great measure made amends
for to Kdroly by the love of his elder sister Terfo, who
tended him during his early years with -maternal care, and

remained devoted to him through his whole life. ' In 1799
he was sent to the gymnasium at Gyor (Raab), where ho

made- only moderate progress in his studies, whilst the

impetuosity of his disposition often involved him in trouble.

Placed as a cadet in Duke Eszterhdzy's regiment in 1804,

he saw a good deal of. service, rising to the rank of

captain. In 1811 he quitted the army with the intention

of marrying. Offended at this step, his father withdrew

from him aU support, and his afBanced bride rejected him
upon finding him at variance with his father. His sistery

then the wife of Captain Gdbor Farkas, offered him an

asylum in her home, where he remained during the winter

of 1811-12 ; but, unwilling to eat the bread of dependence,

Kdroly removed to Pest and afterwards to Vienna, where he

tried to live by his skill in painting. He at this time began

assiduously to study the works of Shakespeare, Schiller, and

Lessing, becaqae a frequent visitor at the Vienna theatre, and

made the acquaintance of its ofiicial poet Theodore Korner,

whose drama Zrinyi was written at Kisfaludy's suggestion.

Rendered impatient by ill success, he soon left Vienna, and
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for orer four years wanJoroJ, mostly on foot, ttrougli '

Germany, Switzerland, Frante, and Italy as far as Rome,
obtaining as before a precarious livelihood as an artist.

At length subdued by misfortune, and longing for his home

and a more honourable career, he in 1817 sought by the

aid of his sister reconciliation with his father, who, though

still hard to be entreated, allowed him a slight pecuniary

assistance. Although not without friends at Pest, where

he now took up his abode, he continued to support himself

by his brush until the spring of 1819, It was on the 3d

of May in this year that the successful performance at

Pest of his national drama, in five acts, The Tatars in

Hungar;/, placed the name of Kdroly Kisfaludy on the

roll of literary fame. It was rapidly followed by other

dramas, all of which met with popular favour. Not only

was he now admired by his own countrymen, but by means

of the German translations of Gaal in the Theater dei-

Magyaren (Briinn, 1820) he soon became known abroad.

Freed from pecuniary embarrassment, KAroly Kisfaludy

was now able to devote his best energies to literature,

poetry, and the drama. In 1822 he started an annual

under the name of Aurora, which he continued to edit

until the year of his death. Although its success was

g'-eat and his popularity continued to increase, he became

ever more and more critical with regard to his own pro-

ductions ; and, if his earlier pieces must be regarded rather

as ;he outcome of natural talent thau as the result of

matured consideration, his later productions .bear evidence

to the high culture of his mental powers. In recognition

of his exceptional literary merit, he. was in 1826 rewarded

with the prize of the Marczibinyi foundation ; about this

time also he came into possession of the estate at Tct

through the death of his father. Towards the close of

I82y his health began to fail, and, though he rallied for a

time, consumption, accelerated by the news of his sister's

death, brought his career to a close on the 2 1st November
1830, at the early age of forty-two, while his friends were

rejoicing at the tidings of his election as a member of the

Hungarian academy of sciences. The first edition of his

collected works was published by Toldy in 10 vols, (Buda,

1831). To the Kisfaludy Kdroly elete, prefixed to the Pest

edition of 1872, we are indebted for many of the foregoing

particulars.

KISFALUDY, SAtrooE or Alexaitdee (1772-1844),

elder brother of KAroly Kisfaludy, whom he excels as a

lyric poet though not as a dramatist, was born on the

27th of September 1772 at Siimeg in the county of Zala,

Hungary. Choosing the career of a soldier, he entered the

army in 1793, and was soon appointed to a lieutenancy in

the Huiigarian life guards at Vienna. There he employed his

spare time in literary pursuits, and especially in the study

of Italian poets. Upon the death of his patron Prince

Anton EszterhAzy, Kisfaludy was sent back to Hungary.

Soon after this, at a vintage festival in Badacsony, he

made the acquaintance of Kozalia Szegedy, whom, not-

withstanding a subsequent long estrarigement, he eventu-

ally married, and who under the name of Liza is the

subject of his Himfy. During the Italian campaign of

1796 Kisfaludy was stationed at Milan, and upon the

surrender of that city he was sent as a prisoner of war to

Vaucluse, where he began to write the series of love sonnets

for wtich he afterwards became so famous, and which were

suggested to his mind by the songs of Petrarch. After

his release at the peace of Campo Formio (17th October

1797),- Kisfaludy was posted as captain in a regiment

quartered at WUrtemberg, and in 1799 he took part in the

battles of Stockach, Winterthur, and Ziirich. In 1800 he

left the army, and^tayed for five years at Kim in the

county of Vas, subsequently removing to his native place

JSiimeg, where he devoted himself to agricultural and literary

pursuits. By this time Kisfaludy had gained the highest
reputation as a lyric poet by his Loves of IJimj'y, the first

part of which, published anonymously at Buda in 1801,
was received with such applause as had never before been
accorded to any Magyar work. The second part appeared
under his own name in 1807. On the "insurrcctio," or

general x'lAw^ of the Hungarian nobles against Napoleon,
iu 1809, Kisfaludy accepted the post of major of cavalry,

and was also nominated by the palatine one of his adjutants.

After his return to private life Kisfaludy wrote several

dramatic pieces, and from 1820 contributed largely to

his brother's annual Aurora. Iu 1818 he gained the

Marczib;inyi prize for his Ballads (2d edition, Buda, 1818),
which work was translated into German by Oaal (Vienna,

1820); and iu 1831 ho was elected member of the

Hungarian academy of sciences, in the forjnution of which
he had taken an active part He died on the 2Sth of

October 1844, at the age of seventy-two. Ilis collective

works, in 6 vols., were published at Pest in 1847 by Tolily.

Exquisite metrical English renderings of several verses from

the Himfy will be found in Sir John Bowring's Poetry of

tke Magyars (London, 1830).
Se6 J. Ferenczy, Maipjar Jr6k. ilctrajs-G>jti}lcmi)i i/, Pest, 185(5.

KISH, or Kais (the first form is Persian and the second

Arabic), an island iu the Persian Gulf, which rose to im-

portance in the 12th and 13th centuries, and flourished on

the fall of Slraf as a chief station of the Indian trade with

the West. Edrfsl in the 12th century describes it as the

capital of a pirate chief who had acquired great wealth

and power, and ravaged the coasts far and wide. Ho also

drew a tribute from the pearl fisheries of the gulf. In the

following century YAkiit describes it from personal observa-

tion as a beautiful and flourishing island, the seat of the

lord of 'Omdn, sovereign of those seas, and the station for

ships trading between India and Fdrsistin. The lord of

Kish was respected even in India for his wealth and mari-

time power. According to Ibn el Athir he was at constant

war with the sovereign of Hormuz, and the rise of the

latter port seems to have been fatal to the importance

of Kish (Ibn Batuta, i. 244, and note in Paris edition;

Kazwinl, ed. Wiistenf, ii. 161). The island is generally

identified with the modern Kenn and the Kataia of

Arrian. See Vincent, Voyage de A'earque; Ouseley'a

Travels, i. 169 sq.

KISHANGARH, or Krishnagarh, a native state in

EAjputAna, India, lying between 26° 17' and 26° 59' N.

lat., 74° 43' and 75° 13' E. long., with an area of about

724 square miles, and an estimated population of 105,000.

It was founded in the reign of the emperor Akbar, by a

younger son of the rdjA of Jodhpur. In 1818 Kishangarh

first came into direct relations with the British Government,

by entering into a treaty together with the other R.'ijput

states, having for its object the suppression of the PindAri

marauders by whom the country was at that time overrun.

The estimated revenue in 1875 was £30,000.

KISHINEFF, the Kishlanow of the Moldavians, a town

of Russia, capital of the proviijce of Bessarabia, on the right

bank of the Byk, a tributary of the Dniester, situated on

the railway between Odessa and Jassy in Eoumania, 118

miles north-west from the former. At the beginning of

this century it was but a.poor village, and in 1812, when

it was acquired by Russia from Moldavia, it had but 7000

inhabitants ; twenty years later its population numbered

35,000, while in 1862 it had, with suburbs, 92,000 inhabi-

tants, and now its population is more than 1 10,000,composed

of the most varied nationalities—Moldavians, Wallachs,

Russians, Jews, Bulgarians, Tartars, Germans, and Tsigans.

The town consists of two parts—the old or lower town,

on the banks of the Byk, and the new or high town,

situated ou high crags, 450 to 500 feet above the level gf
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tlie river. The wide suburbs iftT8 fefharkable for tbeir

gardens, which occupy about 12,000 acres, and produce

great quantities of fruits (especially plums, which are dried

and exported), tobacco, and wine. The buildings of the

town are, however, very plain, and the streets remain

mostly unpaved. Kishineff is the seat of the archbishop

of Bessarabia, and has an ecclesiastical seminary with 800

students, a college, and several iiecondary and primary

schools. There are several tallow-melting houses, steam

flour-mills, candle and soap works, distilleries, and tobacco

factories. The trade is very active and yearly becomes

more important, Kishineff being now a centre fur the whole

Bessarabian trade in grain, wine, tobacco, tallow, wool,

and skins, esported to Austria and to Odessa. Tht. fairs,

which are held twice a week, are very animated, and their

yearly return is estimated at £300,000. The town played

an important part in the lafte war between Russia and

Turkey, as the chief centre of the Russian invasion.

KISHM, or TawIlah (i.e., Long Island), an island at

the mouth of the Persian Gulf, separated from the coast

of the Persian province of Kirmdn by Clarence Strait,

which at its narrowest point has a breadth of less than

2 miles. The island has a length of about 55 miles, its

main axis running north-east and south-west ; and the area

is estimated at 640 square nailes. A range of hills from

300 to 600 feet in height, and with strongly marked
escarpments, runs nearly parallel to the southern coast

;

they are largely composed, like those of Hormuz and the

neighbouring mainland, of rock salt, which is regularly

sscavated in one or two places, and forms one of the chief

products of the island, finding its way first to Muscat and

thence to India and Africa. The rest of the island consists

of sandstones and marls. In its general aspect it is parched

and barren-looking, like the south of Persia, but it contains

fertile portions which produce grain, dates, grapes, melons,

&c Naphtha springs exist near the village of Saluk on

the south coast. Kishra, the largest of the towns, lies at

the eastern extremity of the island ; Bassidore, the next in

importance, at the western extremity ; and LAfit (Luft,

Leit) about midway along the northern coast. The town

of Leit was reduced by a British fleet in 1809. Politically

the island belongs to Persia, but the shah has long farmed

it to the sultan of Muscat. The inhabitants are reckoned

at 5000 or 6000.

Kiahm ia the ancient Oaracta, or Uorochtha, a name said to sur-

vive in a village called Brokt. The old Arabic word is Barkawan
or Bany-Kawan. Mas'udy (ch. x.), who mentions its capture by
'Amr ibn el'Ag, aaya that it also bore the name of Lafit.

See Wellsted's Travels to the City of the Caliphs, 1840, vol. i.

p. 65 sq. ; Pelly, in Journ. Roy. Geog. Soc, 1864 ; Sprenger, Alte

Ocog. Arabicns, p. 119 sq. ; and Ouseley's Travels, i. 162.

KISSINGEN, the chief town of a department in the

government district of Lower Franconia and Aschaffenburg,

Bavaria, is situated on the Franconian Saale, 656 feet

above sea level, and about 62 miles east of Frankfort-on-

the-Main. Its streets are regular, and its houses attrac-

tive. A stone bridge spans the Saale at the town. It has

a local court, a commercial school, a theatre, and various

benevolent insti(;utioDs, besides all the usual buildings

for the lodging, cure, and amusement of the 10,000
annual visitors who are attracted to this, the most popular

watering-place in Bavaria. In the Kurgarten, a tree-shaded

expanse between the Kurhaus and the handsome colonnaded
Conversations-Saal, are the three principal springs, Rakoczi,

Pandur, and Maxbrunnen, of which the first two, strongly

impregnated with iron and salt, have a temperature of

5r-26 Fahr. ; and the last (50°-72), is like Selters or

Seltzer water. At short distances from the town are the

intermittent artesian spring Soolensprudel, the Schonbijm-
sprudel, and the Theresienquelle ; and in the same valley

aa Kissin^eo are the minor spas of Booklet and Briickenau.

The waters of Kissiugen are prescribed for Loth internal and
external use in a great variety of diseases, such as chronic

catarrh, rheumatism, scrofula, affections of the bowels, of

the lungs, and also of the eyes and ears. They are all

highly charged with salt, and productive Government salt-

works were at one time stationed near Kissingen. The
manufactures of the.town, chiefly carriages and furniture,

are unimportant. The population in 1875 was 3471.

The salt springs were known in the 9th century, and their nicili-

cinal properties were recoguized in the 16th, but it was only witliin

the first half of the 19th century that Kissingen became a popular
resort. On July 10, 1866, the Pnissians defeated the Bavaiians
with great slaughter near Kissingen. The town was the scene of

the attempted assiissiuation of Prince Bismarck by Kullinan, July
13, 1874.

KISTNA, or Krishna, a district in the Madras Presi-

dency, India, lying between 15° 35' and 17° 10' N. lat,

and between 79° 14' and 81° 34' E. long., and bounded on
the N. by GodAvari, on the E. by the Bay of Bengal, on the

S. by Nellore, and on the W. by the NizAm's Dominions
and Karuul. Kistna is, speaking generally, a flat country,

but the interior is broken by a few low hills, the highest

being 1857 feet above sea-level. The principal rivers are

the Kistna, which cuts the district into two portions known
as the Masulipatam and Gantiir divisions, and the Munyeru,
Paleru, and Naguleru (tributaries of the Gundlakamma
and the Kistna) ; the last only is navigable. The Kolar
Lake, which covers an area of 21 by 14 miles, and the

Romparu swamp are natural receptacles for the drainage

on the north and south sides of the Kistna respectively.

Iron and copper exist, and at one time the mines were
worked ; but the smelting of copper is now a thing of the

past, and that of iron is also dying out. Diamond mines
are still worked, to a very slight extent, in five villages

belonging to the nizAm; and at other places there are traces

of mines which were abandoned long ago. Garnets and
small rubies are also found. There are no forests in the

district. Every variety of the game birds of India, except

the pheasant, woodcock, and hill partridge, abounds. The
most deadly of poisonous snakes, the Russell viper, is com-

mon about Masulipatam. The cobra, carpet snake, and one

kind of bangaras \Arcuatns) are also met with.

The census of 1871 returned the population of Kistna district at

1,4.52,374 (1,373,089 Hindus, 78,937 Mohammedans, 90 Europeans,

218 Eurasians, and 36 " others "). As a whole the people are poor,

except in the fertile Godavari delta. The cultivated area, excld-

sive of samlnddri estates, in 1875-76, was returned at 1,907,213

acres, cultivable but not under tillage 981,377 acres, and waste

1,215,853 acres. The principal agricultural products are rice,

maize, rdgi, pulses, hemp, flax, cotton, tobacco, gingelly, oil-seeds,

chilies, wheat, garlic, indigo. The delta is irrigated by the Kistna

river, which in 1875 watered 218,029 acres. A considerable trade

is carried on in dressed liides at Bezwara. The inland villages

carry on weaving from native hand-m.ado cotton or silk thread.

The chief exports are cotton and indigo. The total revenue in

1870-71 amounted to £548,469, of which £359,172 was derived

from the land. The number of cultivators' holdings in 1871 wa3
137,880, owned by 169,036 proprietors or coparceners.

The early history of Kistna is inseparable 'from that of the

northern Circars and Godavari district Dhananikota and the

adjacent town of Amarivati were the seats of early Hindu and
Buddhist Governments ; and the more modern Rdjamahcndri
(Rajahmundry) owed its importance to later dynasties. The
Chalukyas here gave place to the Ganapatis, who in turn were

ousted by the Reddi chiefs, who flourished during the 14th century,

and built the forts of Bellamkorida, Kondavir, and Kondapalli. Ou
the death of one of these, at the commencement of the 15th cen-

tury, Deva Rayalu, of the Vijayanagar dynasty, seized the conntiy

and held it until Mohammed 11. (1463-86), a Moslem king of the

Bahmani line, wrested this portion of his kingdom from him. The
power of the Bdhmani dynasty failed towards the end of the 15th

centuiy. Kuli Kut.ab Shah became king of Golconda about 1B12
A.D., and his kingdom included the whole of what is now the

Masulipatam portion of Kistna district. On the other side of the

Kistna, Narasinha Deva Rayalu ruled at this time. His territory,'

which included Gantur, was annexed to Golconda by Kutab ShaJi's

great-grandson, about 1600. This line of kings ended with TfaisJia,
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who was deflironed by Auranpe^ in 1687. Mi'antimc tTie English

iuui, In 1622, estaMisheil a small faitory at Masuli[)atam, where

thoy traded with varyiiip fortune till 1750, when the French took

possession of it. From 1759, when it was recaptured by Colonel

Foi-de, with a force sent by Lord Clive from Calcutta, the pow^r

of the English in the greater part of the district was complete.

In 1765 the entire administration was assumed- by the Comjiany;

bat the absolute right of sovereignty was not obtained until

1823.

KISTNA, or Krishna, a large river of southern India,

stretching almost across the entire peninsula from west to

east. It rises near tlie Bombay aanatarium of Mahdbalesh-

war in the Western Ghats, only about 40 miles from the

Arabian Sea. Its source is held sacred, and is frequented

by pilgrims in large numbers. From MahAbaleshwar the

Kistna runs southwards in a rapid course into the NizAm's

Dominions, then turns to the east, and ultimately falls into

the sea by two principal mouths. Along this part of the

coast runs an extensive strip of land, which has been eu-

tii-ely formed by the detritus washed down by the Kistna

and Godavari. The river channel is throughout too rocky

and the stream too rapid to allow even of small' native

craft. In utility for irrigation the Kistna is also inferior to

its two sister streams, the Godivari and Kdveri (Cauvery).

By far the greatest of its irrigation works is the BezwAra

anient, commenced in 1852. Bezwcira is a small town

at the entrance of the gorge by which the Kistna bursts

through the Eastern Ghdts, and immediately spreads over

the alluvial plain. The channel there is 1300 yards wide.

During the dry season the depth of water is barely 6 feet,

hat sometimes it rises to as much as 36 feet, the maximum
flood discharge being calculated at 1,183,000 cubic feet

per second. Of the two main canals connected with the

dam, that on the left bank breaks into two branches, the

one running 39 miles to Ellore, the other 49 miles to

Masulipatam. The canal on the right bank proceeds

nearly parallel to the river, and also sends oflf two prin-

cipal branches, to Nizjlmpatam and Comamur. The total

length of the main channel is 254 miles, and the total

irrigated area 226,000 acres, yielding a revenue of i^89,0OO.

KIT-CAT-CLUB, a convivial association of Whig wits,

painters, politicians, and men of letters, founded in the

reign of James II. The name, according to Defoe, was

derived from the keeper of the house in which the club

met, Christopher Catt, a pastry cook in Shire Lane, which

now no longer exists, but formerly ran parallel with

Chancery Lane near Temple Bar. The pies of Christopher

were the principal di«h of the club, and the Spectator (No.

9) derives the name, not from the maker of the pies, but

from the pies themselves, which were of a species generally

known as ," kit-cats." According to another authority, the

meeting place of the club was at the sign of the Cat and
Fiddle in Gray's Inn Lane, kept by a person of the name
of Christopher. The locale of the club was afterwards

changed to the Fountain tavern in the Strand, and latterly

to a room specially built for the purpose at Barn Elms, the

residence of the secretary, Jacob Tonsoa In summer the

club met at the Upper Flask, Hampstead, Heath. The
club consisted of thirty-nine noblemen and gentlemen, and
fncluded among other distinguished men the duke of Marl-

borough, Lords Halifax and Somers, Sir Robert Walpole,

Vanbrugh, Congreve,- Steele, and Addison. The portraits

of many of the members were painted by Sir Godfrey

Kneller, himself also a member, of a uniform size, less

than half length, which is known as the kit-cat size. The
club was dissolved about 1720.

KITE,' Anglo-Saxon Ci/ta, the Falco mihnis of Linnteus

and Alilvus ictinus of modern ornithologislis, once perhaps

the most familiar bird-of-prey in Great Britain, and now
one of the rarest. Three or four hundred years ago

' Vlede, cognate with glide. Is also another English name.

foreigners were struck with its abundance in the streets of

London, and the evidence of two of them, one being the

eminent naturalist Belon, has been already given (Bikds,

vol. iii. p. 736, note). It was doubiless the scavenger in

ordinary of that and other large towns (as a kindred species

now is in Eastern lands), except where its place was taken

by the Raven; for Sir Thomas Browne {circa 16U2) wrote

of the latter at Norwich—" in good'plentie about the citty

which makes so few Kites to be seen hereabout." Wolley
has well remarked of the modern Londoners that few " who
see the paper toys hovering over the parks in fine days of

summer, have any idea that the bird from which they derive

their name used to float all day in hot weather high over

the heads of their ancestors." Even at the beginning of

the present century th b

" Kites that swim sublime

Id ptill repeated circles, screaming loud,"

formed a feature of many a mral landscape in England,
as they had done in the days of Cowper. But an evil

time soon came upon the species. It must have been

always hated by the henwife, but the resources of civiliza-

tion in the shape of the gun and the gin were denied to

her. They were, however, employed with fatal zeal by
the gamekeeper ; for the Kite, which had long afforded the

supremest sport to the falconer, was now left friendless,^

and in a very few years it seems to have been exterminated

throughout the greater part of England, certain woods in

Huntingdonshire and Lincolnshire and in the Western

Midlands, as well as Wales, excepted. In these latter a

small remnant still exists ; but the well-wishers of this

beautiful species are naturally chary of giving information

that might lead to its further persecution. In Scotland

there is no reason to suppose that its numbers suffered

much diminution until about 1835 or even later, when

the systematic destruction of " vermin " on so many moors

was begun. In that kingdom, however, it is now as

much restricted to certain districts as in England or Wales,

and those districts it wonld be most inexpedient to in-

dicate.

The Kite is, according to its sex, from 25 to 2Y inches

in length, abottt one half of which is made up by its deeply-

forked tail, capable of great expansion, and therefore a
powerful rudder,- enabling the bird while soaring on its

wide wings, more than 5 feet in extent, to direct its cir-

cling course with scarcely a movement that is apparent to

the spectator below. Its general colour is pale reddish-

brown or cinnamon, the head being greyish-white, but

almost each feather has the shaft dark. The tail-feathers

are broad, of a light red, barred with -deep brown, and

lumish the salmon-fisher with one of the choicest materials

of his " flies." The nest, nearly always built in the crotch

' George, third earl ,of Orford, (lied in 1791, and Colonel ThomtoD,

who -with him had been the latest foUo-wer of this Lifihest branch of tlie

art of falconry, broke np his hawking establishment not many years

after. There is no evidence that the parsnit of the Kite was in this or

any other country reserved to kings or privileged persons, but the taking

of it was quite beyond the powers of the ordinary trained Falcons, and

in older days practically became limited to those of the sovereign.

Hence the Kite had attached to it, especially in France, the epithet of

"royal," which has still survived in the specific appellation of regalii

applied to it by many ornithologists. The scandalous work of Sit

Antony Weldon {Court and Character ofKing James, p. lO-l) bears wit-

ness to the excellence of the Kite as a quarry in an amusing story of tljo

" British Solomon," whose JIaster-Falconer, Sir Thomas Monson, being

determined to outdo the performance of the French king's falconer, who,

when sent to England to show sport, " could not kill one Kite, oura

being more magnanimous then the French Kite," at last succeeded, after

an outlay of £1000, in getting a cast of Hawks that took nine Kite*

running—" never missed one." On the strength of this, James was

induced to witness a flight at Koyston, " but the Kite went to such

a mountee as all the field lost siglit of Kite and Hawke and all,

and neither Kite nor Hawke were either seen or heard of to this pre-

sent."
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of a large tree, is formed of sticks intermixed with many
strange substances collected as chance may offer, but among
them rags ^ seem always to have a place. The eggs, three
or four in number, are of a dull white, spotted and blotched
with several shades of brown, and often lilac. It is especi-

ally mentioned by old authors that in Oreat Britain the
Kite was resident throughout the year ; whereas on the
Continent it is one of the most regular and marked migrants,
stretching its wings towards the south in autumn, winter-
ing in Africa, and returning in spring to the land of its

birth.

There is a second European species, not distantly related,

the Mihus migrans or M. ater of most authors,- smaller in

size, with a general dull blackish-brown plumage and a less

forked tail. In some districts this is much commoner than
the red Kite, and on one occasion it has appeared in

England. Its habits are very like those of th« species

already described, but it seems to be more addicted to fish-

ing. Nearly allied to this Black Kite are the M. segyptius

of Africa, the M. govinda (the Pariah Kite of India),^ the

M. nielanotis of Eastern Asia, and the M. affinis and
M. isurus ; the last is by some authors removed to another
genus or subgenus as Lophoidinia, and is peculiar to

Australia, while M. affinis also occurs in Ceylon, Burmah,
and some of the Malay countries as well. All these may
be considered true Kites, while those next to be mentioned
are more aberrant forms. First there is Elanus, the type
of which is E. cxruleus, a beautiful little bird, the Black-
winged Kite of English authors, that comes to the south
of Europe from Africa, and has several congeners

—

E.
axillaris and E. scriptus of Australia being most worthy
of notice. An extreme development of this form is found
in the African Nauclerus riocourii, as well as in Elanoides
furcatus, the Swallow-tailed Kite, a widely-ranging bird in

America, &nd remnrkable for its length of wing and tail,

which gives it a marvellous power of flight, and serves to

explain the unquestionable fact of its having twice appeared
in Great Britain. To Elanus also Ictinia, another American
form, is allied, though perhaps more remotely, and it is re-

presented by /. mississippiensis, the Mississippi Kite, which
is by some considered to be but the northern race of the

Neotropical /. plumbea. Oampsonyx, Roslrhamiis, and
Cymindis, all belonging to the Neotropical Region, com-
plete the series of forms that seem to compose the sub-

family Milvinse, though there may be doubt about the last,

nod some systematists would thereto add the Perns or

Honoy-Buzzards, Perninss. (a. n.)

KITTO, John (180i-1854), the author of various works
connected with Biblical literature, was the son of a mason
at Plymouth, where he was born December 4th, 1804. In

childhood he was weak and sickly, and he received only

a very meagre school education ; but his untoward and
miserable circumstances did not prevent the growth of a
passionate love of books and an eager thirst for learning.

By a fall sustained while assisting his father in his trade

te received severe general injuries and lost permanently
the sense of hearing. No longer able to support himself

by manual labour, he endeavoured to do so by preparing

rude drawings and coloured cards in large capital letters,

but at'last in November 1819 he found it necessary to seek

refuge in the workhouse, where he was employed in making

' Thus justifying the advice of Autolycua ( Winters Tale, act iv.

8c. 3)— '* When the Kite builds, look to lesser linen
*'—very necessary

no doubt to the laundresses of former days when the bird commonly
frequented their drying grounds.

* Mr Sharpe (Cat. Birds Brit. Mnsenm, i. p. 322) calls it M. kor-

schun ; but the figure of S. G. Gmelia's Accipiter korschun, •whence

the name is taken, imquestionably represents the Moor-Buzzard, Circus

tbriiginosus.

' The Brahminy Kite of Ii.dia, HaKastur indui, seems to ba rather

a fishing Eagle

list suoes. In 1821 he was bound apprantice to a shoo
maker in Plymouth, who, however, treated him with sue}

oppressive tyranny that he appealed to the magistrates, anci

got his indenture cancelled, upon which he again obtained

admission to the workhouse. Not long afterwards a fund
was raised in his behalf, and in 1823 he was sent to board
with the clerk of the guardians, having his time at his own
disposal, and the privilege of making use of a public library.

After preparing a small volume of miscellanies, which was
published by subscription, he became a pupil of Mr Groves,
a dentist in Exeter, and in this art rapidly acquired pro-

ficiency.. Through the same gentleman he in 1825 obtained

more congenial employment in the printing office of th?
Church Missionary Society at Islington, from which he
was after two-^years transferred to the same society's

establishment at, Malta. There he remained only six

months, but shortly after his return to England he accom-
panied Mr Groves in the capacity of tutor to his two sons

on a Christian mission to Baghdad, where he obtained that

personal knowledge of Oriental life and habits which he
afterwards applied with such tact and skill in the illustra-

tion of Biblical scenes and incidents. On account of the

ravages of the plague the missionary establishment waa
broken up, and in 1832 Kitto returned to England. On
arriving in London he was engaged in the preparation of

various serial publications of the Society for the Diffusiott

of Useful Knowledge, the most important of which wers
the Pictorial History of Palestine and the Pictorial Bible.

Henceforth his life was one of congenial but incessant

literary labour. The Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature,

edited under his superintendence, appeared in two volumes,

1843-45, and has passed through three editions; and his

Daily Bible Illustrations (8 vols., 1849-53) still retain 8
wide popularity among general readers. On the morninj

after he had finished the last volume of this work Kitto

was seized with a paralytic stroke, and from that time he
was incapacitated for literary work. In 1850 he had
received an annuity of .£100 from the royal civil list ; and
on his illness an additional fund was raised on his behalf.

In the autumn of 1854 he removed with his family to

Cannstatt on the Neckar, where on the 25th November he
was seized with an attack which in a few hours proved

fatal.

See Dr Kitto's own work Tlie Lost Senses, 1845; Eyland's Memoirs
of Kitto, 1856 ; and Eadie's Life of Kitto, 1857.

KITZINGEN, a town in the government district of

Lower Franconia and Aschaflfenburg, Bavaria, is situated

on the Main, 95 miles southeast of Frankfort by rail. A
bi'idge, 950 yards long, connects it with its suburb

Etwashausen on the left bank of the river. A railway

bridge also spans the Main at this point. Kitzingen has

walls and towers, an old church of the 15th century, a trade

school and a grammar school, a town house, a hospital

(since 1344), and two old convents. Breweries (with large

export of beer), a steam-mill for grain, tan, and timber, and
manufactories of casks, chocolate, kc, employ the inhabit-

ants. Considerable trade in wine, fruit, grain, and timber

is carried on by boats on the Main. The population in

1875 was 6393.

KIUNG-CHOU-FOO. See Hainan.
KIWI, or Kiwi-Kiwi, the Maori name—first apparently

introduced to zoological literature by Lesson in 1828
{Man. d'Ornithologie, ii. p. 210, or Voy. de la " Coquille,"

Zoologie, p. 418), and now very generally adopted in

English—of one of the most characteristic forms of New
Zealand birds, the Apteryx of scientific writers. This

remarkable bird was unknown till Shaw, as almost his

latest labour, very fairly described and figured it in 1813
(Kat miscellany, pfs. 1057, 1058) from a specimen brought
to him from the southern coast of that country by Captaia
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Barcley of the ship " Providence." Al Shaw's death, in

the same year, it passed into the possession of the then

Lord Stanley, afterwards thirteenth Lord Derby, and

president of the Zoological Society, and it is now with the

rest of bis collection in the Liverpool Museum. Consider-

ing the state of systematic ornithology at the time, Shaw's

assignment of a position to this new and strange bird, of

which he had but the skic, does him great credit, for he

said it seemed " to approach more nearly to the StrutMous

and Gallinaceous tribes than to any other." And his

credit is still greater when we find the venerable Latham,.-

who is said to have examined the specimen with Shiiw,

plaaing it some years later among the Penguins {Gm. Hist.

Birds, X. p. 394), being apparently led to that conclusion

through its functionless wings and the backward. situation

of its legs. In this false allocation Stephens also in 1826

acquiesced' (Gen: Zoolor/tj, siii. p. 70). Meanwhile in 1820

Temrainck, who had never seen a specimen, had assorted it

with the Dodo in an Order to which he applied the name

of Inertes {Man. (TOrnithologie, i. p. csiv.). In' 1831

Lesson, who had previously (foe cit.) made some blunders

about it, placed it (Traite d'Orhithologie, p. 12), though

only, as he says, "par analogic et a' priori" in his first

's^/-^ -^"^5^^^^

division of Birds, " Oiseaux Anomanx," which is equivalent

to what we now call Ratify, making of it a separate Family
" NuUipennes." At that time uo second example was
known, and some doubt was felt, especially on the

Continent, as to the very existence of such a bird'—though
Lesson had himself when in the Bay of Islands in April

1824 {Voy. " Cojuille," ut supra) heard of it; and a. few
years later Dumont d'UrviUe had seeti its skin, which the

naturalists of his expedition procured, worn as a tippet by a'

Maori chief at Tolaga Bay (Houa-houa),- and in 1830 gave
,^hat proves to be on the whole very accurate information

concerning it {Voy. " Astrolabe" ii. p. 107). To put all

suspicion at rest. Lord Derby sent his unique specimen for

exhibition at a meeting of the Zoological Society, 12th
February 1833 {Proc. Zool. Society, 1833, p. 24), and a few
months later {torn, cit., p. 80) Yarrell communicated to that

body a complete de3cription of it, which was afterwards

published in full with an excellent portrait {Trans. Zool.

Society, :. p. 71, pi. 10). Herein the systematic place of

the species, as akin to the Struthious birds, was placed

beyond cavil, and the author called npon all interested in

' Cflvier in the second edition of his Rigne Animal only referred to
it in a footnote (i. p. 498).

' Cruise in 1822 (Joitm. Residence hi New Zeatimd, p. 313) had
spoken of an " Emeu " found to Uiat island, which must of course have
been an Aytrryx.

zoology to aid in further research aa to this singular form.

In consequence of this appeal a legless skin was within
two years sent to. the society (Proceedings, 1835, p. 61)
obtained by 'Mr W. Yate of 'Waimate, who said it was the
second- he had seen, and that he had kept the bird alive for

nearly a fortnight, while in less than another couple of

years additional information (op. tit., 1'837, p. 24) came
from Mr T. K. Short to the effect that he had seen tivo

living, and that all Yarrell had said was substantially cor-

rect, except underrating its progressive powers. Not long

afterwards Lord Derby received and in Jlarch 1838
transmitted to the same society the trunk and viscera of

an Apfe)-yx, which, being entrusted to Professor Owen,
furnished that eminent anatomist, in conjunction with

other specimens of the same kind received from Drs Lyon
and George Bennett, with the materials of the masterly

monograph laid before the society in instalments, and
ultimately printed in its Transactions (ii. p. 257, iii. p.

277). From'this time the whole structure of the Kiwi has

certainly been far better known than that of nearly any

other bird, and by degrees other examples found their way
to England, some of which were distributed to the various

museums of the Continent and of America.'

In .1847 much interest was excited by the reported

discovery of another species of the genus (Proceedings,

1847, p. 51), and though the story was not confirmed, a

second species was really soon after made kuown by Gould

(torn, cit., p. 93 ; Transactions, iii. p. 379, pi. 57) under the

name of Apteryz oweni— a just tribute to the great master

who had so minutely explained the anatomy of the group.

Three years later Mr Bartlett drew attention to the

manifest difference existing among certain examples, all of

which had hitherto been regarded as specimens of A.

anstralis, and the examination of a large series led him to

conclude that under that name two distinct species were

confounded. To the second of these, the third of the

genus (according to his views), he gave the name of A.

manteHi (Proceedings, 1850, p. 274), and it soon turned

out that to this new form the majority of the specimens

already obtained belonged. In 1851 the first Kiwi known

to have reached England .alive was presented to the

Zoological Society by Mr Eyre, then lieutenant-governor of

New Zealand. This was found to belong to the newly

described A. manteUi, and some careful observations on its

habits in captivity were published by 'Wolley and another

(Zoologist, pp. 3409, 3605)."" Subsequently the society has

received several other live examples of this form, besides one

of the real A. austraUs (Proceedings, 1872, p. 861), some of

A. oioeni, and one of a supposed fourth species, A. haasti,

characterized in 1871 by Mr Potts (Ibis, 1872, p. 3p

;

Trans. 2^". Zeal. Institute, iv. p. 204; v. p. 195).*

The Kiwis form a group of the Subclass Eatitse to which

the rank of an Order may fitly be assigned, as they differ

in many important particulars from any of the other existing

forms of Eatite birds. The most obvious feature the

Apteryges afford is the presence of aback toe, whUe the

^ In 1842, accofdingto Broderip {Penny Ojc!opxdia,TOiiii. p. 146),

two had been presented to the Zoological Society by the New Zealand

Company, and two more obtained by Lord Derby, one of which he

had given to Gould. ' In 1844 the British Museum possessed three,

and the sale catalogtje of the Rivoli Collection, which passed in 1846

to the Academy of Natural Soiences'at Philadelphia, includes a single

specimen—probably the first taken to America.
•• This bird in 1859 laid an egg, and afterwards continued to lay one

or two more every year. In 1865 a'male of the same species was in-

troduced, but though a strong disposition to breed was shown on the

part of both, and the eggs, after the custom of the Ratitee, were incu-

bated by him, no progeny was hatched {Proceedings, 1868, p. 329).

» A fine series of figures of all these supposed species is given by

Bowley (0)7!. ifiscellany, i. pis. 1-6). Some other?, as A. maxima,

A. mollis, and A. fusca have also been indicated, but proof of their

validity has yet to be adduced.
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extremely aborted condition of the wings, the position of

the nostrils—almost at the tip of the maxilla—and the
absence of an after-shaft in the feathers, are characters
nearly as manifest, and others not less determinative
though more recondite will be found on examination. The.
Kiwis are peculiar to New Zealand, and it is believed that
A. mantelli is the representative in the North Island of the
southern A. aiistralis, both being of a dark reddish-brown,
longitudinally striped with light yellowish-browo, while
A. oweiii, of a light greyish-brown transversely barred
with black, is said to occur in both islands. About the
size of a large domestic Fowl, they are birds of nocturnal
habit, sleeping, or at least inactive, by day, feeding mostly
on earth-worms, but occasionally swallowing berries,'though

in captivity they will eat flesh suitably minced, Mr Duller
writes {B. Neio Zealand, p. 362) :

—

"The Kiwi is in some measure conipensateil for the absence of
wings by its swiftness of foot. Wlien running it makes wide
strides and carries the body in an oblique position, with the neck
stietched to its full extent and inclined forwards. In the twilight
it moves about cautiously and as noiselessly as a rat, to which, in-
deed, at this time it bears some outward resemblance. In a quiescent
posture, the body generally assumes a perfectly rotund appearance

;

and it sometimes, but only rarely, supports itself by resting the point
of its bill on the ground. It often yawns when disturbed in the
daytime, gaping its mandibles in a very grote.sque manner. When
provoked it erects the body, and, raising the foot to the breast,
strikes downwards with considerable force and rapidity, thus using its
sharp and powerful claws as weapons of defence. . . . While hunt-
ing for its food the bird makes a continual sniffing sound through the
nostrils, which are placed at the extremity of the upper mandible.
•Whether it is guided as much by touch as by smell I cannot safely
say ; bat it appears to me that both senses are used in the action.
That the sense of touch is highly developed seems quite certain,
because the bird, although it may not be audibly- sniffing, will
always first touch an object with the point of its bill, whether in
the actof feeding or of surveying the ground ; and when shut up in a
cage or confined in a room it may be heard, all through the night,
tapping softly at the walls: ... It is interesting to watch°the
bird, in a state of freedom, foraging for worms, which constitute
its principal food : it moves about with a slow action of the body

;

and the long, flexible bill is driven into the soft gi-ound, generally
home to the very root, and is either immediately withdrawn with a
worm held tU the extreme tip of the mandibles, or it is gently
mov,-d to and fro, by an action of the head and neck, the body of
the bird being perfectly steady. It is amusing to observe the
extreme care and deliberation with which the bird draws the worm
from its hiding-place, coaxing it oat as it were by degrees, instead
of puUiug roughly or breaking it. . On getting the worm fairly out
of the ground, it throws up its head with a jerk, and swallows it

whole."

The foregoing extract refers to A. mantelli, but tnere is

little doubt of the retnarks being equally applicable to A.
australis, and probably also to A. oweiii, though the
different proportion of the bill ia the last points to some
diversity in the mode of feeding. Did space allow much
more should be said of the Kiwis—perhaps to ornithologists

the most interesting group of birds now existing, and the
more interesting in regard to the melancholy doom of extinc-

tion which almost inevitably awaits thein. (a. n.)

KIZLIAR, KiZLYAR, or Kizlae, a town of Russia,
in the government of Stavropol, 325 miles east of the
government town, in the low-lying delta of the river Terek,
about 35 miles from the shores of the Caspian. It lies to

the left of the main stream between two of the larger
secondary branches, and the whole is subject to flooding.
The town proper, which spreads out round the citadel, has
its Tartar, Georgian, and Armenian quarters ; the Russians
for the most part live in the soldiers' '• sloboda " or village.

Of the public buildings it is sufficient to mention the Greek
cathedral, dating, from. 1786; the Greek nunnery of the
Elevation of the Cross, founded by the Georgian chief
Daniel in 1736; the Armenian church of SS. Peter and
Paul, remarkable for its size and riches. The population,
which has increased from 8309 in 1851 to 9176 in 1872,
is mainly supported by the gardens and vineyards irrigated

by canals fed by the river. A Government vineyard and i
school of_ viticulture are situated 3i miles from the town. I
About 1,200,000 gallons of Kizliar"wine are sold annually "
at the fair of Nizhni Novgorod. Kizliar is mentioned as
early as 1616, but the most notable accession of inhabitants
(Armenians, Georgians, and Pensians) took place in 1715;
and its importance as a fortress dates from 1736, when
it received the garrison formerly stationed at Sv. Kresta on
the Sulak in Daghestan. In 17S5 it was made a district

town. The incursion of Kazni Mulla in 1821, and the
inundation in 1863, are the chief facts of more recent note.
The fortre.ss is no longer kept in repair.

KLADNO, a. mining town in the district of Smichov,
Bohemia, lies about 15 miles west-north-west of Prague,
with which it is connected by the Buschtierad line of rail-

way. There are few buildings of special interest, and the
importance of the town is mainly due to the wealth of
its iron-mines and coal-fields, which aflford employment for

some three thousand men. The average annual yield of
iron is from 25,000 to 30,000 tons, and of coal 300,000
tons. About 2 miles to the north is the imperial chateau
of Buschtierad. Population in 1880, 14,085.

KLAGENFURT, capital of the duchy of Carinthia,

Austria, and seat of the provincid administration, financial

direction, and court of appeal, ia situated upon a plain at

an elevation of 145.0 '.et above the sea-level, and about 40
miles north-north-weot of Laibach, with which, as with
Vienna, Gratz, Innsbruck, and other centres, it is connected

by railway, in 46° 37' .N. lat, 14° 19' E. long. Klagenfurt
is for the most part well and symmetrically built, and
comprises an inner town quadrangular in form, and four

suburbs—St Veit (north), Viktring (south), Volkermarkt
(east), and "Villach (west), the. last communicating with
Lake Worth by means of the Lend Canal. Among the

more noteworthy edifices are the parish church of St
yEgidius (erected 1709), with a tower 298 feet in height;

the cathedral of SS. Peter and Paul (1582-93, burnt 1723,
restored 1725) ; the churches of the Benedictines (1613),
of the Capuchins (1646), and of the order of St Elizabeth

(1710); and the fine structure standing in the Villach

suburb, and belonging to the Protestant community. To
these must be added the palace of the prince bishop of

Gurk, originally built for the sisters of the emperor Joseph
II., and containing in its chapel some fine fresco paintings

completed in 1798 by the' Carinthian artist Joseph von
Pichler; the municipal hospital; the lunatic asylum ; the

burff or castle, existing in its present form since 1777 ; and
the Landhaus or house of assembly, dating from the end
of the 14th century, and containing a museum of natural

history, and the Klagenfurt Historical Society's library,

and collection of minerals, antiquities, seals, paintings, and
scvdptures. The most interesting public monument is the

great Lindwurm or Dragon, standing in the principal square

(1590). Among the many educational establishments of

Klagenfurt are an upper and lower gymnasium with

public library; a theological seminary for priests; mon-
astic and conventual houses ; agricultural, industrial,

technical, and mining schools ; and an asylum for the

instruction of the deaf and dumb. The industrial establish-

ments comprise factories for the preparation of white lead,

tobacco, woollen cloth, muslins, silk fabrics, and leather

;

also machine and iron foundries. Klagenfurt possesses,

moreover, several banks, a chamber of industry and

commerce, a central board of mining control, and a few

scientific associations. The transit trade, which is con-

siderable owing to the wealth of the mineral products of

the province, is much facilitated by the position of Klagen-

furt at a junction of the Crown-Prince-Rudolph and
Austrian Southern Railways. The civO population in 1880
was 16,592; with the military, it was 18,749.
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Gpon the Zollicld to the north of the city once stood the ancient

U-.man town of Virunum. In tlm middle of the 7th century the

surrounding country was overriia by the Avars. Duiing the

Middle Ages Klageulurt became tte property of the crown, but by
a patent of Maximilian I. of the 24th April 1518, it was conceded

to the Carinthian estates, and has since then taken the place of

St Veit as capital of Carinthia. In 1535, 1636, 1723, and 1796

Klagenfurt sulfere'l from destructive fires, and in 1690 from the

elfects of an earthquake. On March 29, 1797, the French took the

city, and upon the following day it was occupied by Napoleon as

liis headquarters. The fortitications constructed in 1580 were de-

stroyed by the French in 1809, and the ground that they formerly

occupied is now laid out as a public promenade.

See Amthor und Jabornetrg-Gamsenegg. Kdmtnerfuhrei', Gera, 1874; G. von
Ankershofen, Handtuch der Geschicftte des Herzoglhum^ Kdrnttn, Klageofart,
1857-74, btL i.-iv.; Cmgebungskarte von Klagenfurt, Vienna. 1873,

KLAPROTH, Heutrich Julius von (1783-1835), one
of the founders of Oriental scholarship in Europe, was
born at Berlin, October 11, 1783. His father, JIartin

Heinrich Klaproth (1743-1817), not only desired him to

pursue the chemical studies by whieli he had himself

attained to position and fame, but did all in his power to

frown away what he deemed a foolish attachment to a

profitless subject. But the boy-philologist received from

a more indulgent or wiser mother the means of secretly

satisfying his natural instinct, and by the time that in

ordinary course ha ought to have passed the gymnasial

esamination he was able to retort, when upbraided with

ignorance of the usual subjects, that at least he knew
Chinese. He was still in his teens when he published Ms
Adatisches Magaziii (Weimar, 1 802) ; and immediately

after he was called to St Petersburg as an adjunct to the

academy of Oriental languages. In 1805 he accompanied

Count Golowin's embassy to China ; and though the

travellers were stopped at the frontier he had a splendid

opportunity of becoming acquainted with the tribes and
languages of southern Asiatic Russia. On his return he was
despatched by the academy to the Caucasus for the purpose

of ethnographical and linguistic exploration (1807-1808),
and when this mission was completed he was employed for

several years in connexion with the academy's Oriental

publications. In 1811 he came to Berlin ; but in 1815 he

settled in Paris, and in 1816 VV. von Humboldt procured

him from the king of Prussia Vcti title and salary of pro-

fessor of Asiatic languages and literature, with permission

to remain in Paris as locg as was requisite for the pub-

lication of his works. He died in that city August 23,

1835.

The principal feature of Klaproth'a erudition was the vastness of

the field which it embraced. To enormous industry he joined a

somewhat reckless intellectual aggressiveness, and where more solid

footing failed was ready to bridge the chasm by adventurous hypo-
thesis. His great work Asia polygtotta (Paris, 1823, with Sprach-

atlas) not only served as a resume cf all that was known on the

subject, but formed a new departure for the classificarion of the

Eastern languages, more especially of the Russian empire. To
a great extent, however, his work is now superseded. That he
was sometimes not over-scrupulous in the use he made of his

erudition is matter of more than suspicion. The lUnerary of a
Chinese Traveller, which he published in 1821, a series of documents
in the military archives of St Petersburg purporting to be the travels

cf George Ludwig von , and a similar series obtained from
him in the London Foreign Office, are all judged to be spurious

;

and the learning displayed in the forgery was possessed by no one
but himself.

A list of Klaproth's works will be found in Noui. Joum. Asiat,
vol. xvii., and in Querard, Za France IMiraire, vol. vi. Compare
M. C. Landresse's "Notice" in AV«y. Joum. Asiat., 1835.

KLATTAU (Latin, Clatovia ; Bohemian, Klatovy), chief

town of a district of the same name in Bohemia, lies about
70 miles south-west of Prague, and on the railway between
Pilsen and Eisenstein, in 49° 23' N. lat., 13° 22' E. long.

Klattau has sis churches, an upper gymnasiimi, two
hospitals, a large steam brewery, and .an old-fashioned

town-hall dating from the 16th century, and coQtaJAiag jji

its tower a bell weighing over 5 tone. PcpiJitiaa SDBj;

Klattau was an ancien* r.ohemian fortress, and afterwards U(auio
a royal free town. In 1421 it was d^-solatcd by the Bohemian
leader Ziska. Having refused to assist the emperor Ferdinand I.,
it was in 1546 deprived of many of its privileges. In 1620 it was
taken by tlie emperor Maximilian. Until the early part of the
.17th century it was a thriving place; but the depredations com-
mitted by the Swedes in 1641, 1645, and 1648, and the many
conflagrations which from time to time ravaged it, so seriously
allected the town that it has never recovered its former prosperity.

KLAUSENBURG, or Clausekburg (Hungarian, Kol-
ozsvdr; Latin, Claudiopolls), a royal free town of Hungary,
the capital of the county Of Ko!o2.^, and also of the whole
Transylvanian circle, is situated in a picturesque valley
on the banks of the Little Szamos, and on the Hun-
garian eastern railway, 72 miles north-north-west of Her-
mannstadt, in 46" 44' 8" N. lat., 23° 34' 51" E. long.

Klausenburg is the seat of a .Unitarian bishop, of the
superintendent of the Calvinists forthe Transylvanian circle,

of a royal court of justice, of a chamber of commerce, and
of the county administration, as also the headquarters of

the homed (militia) and regular infantry regiments of the
military district. Klausenburg consists of an inner town
(quadrangular in forrh, and divided into the old and new
towns) and five suburbs now united with it in consequence
of the removal of the old walls. With the exception of

the old quarter, Klausenburg is generally well laid out, and
contains many broad and fine streets, several of which
diverge at right angles from the principal square or
market-place, where stands a fine old Roman Catholic

church, often described as a cathedral (Gothic style),

dedicated to St Michael, and founded by king Sigismond
in the year 1414. Besides several other Roman Catholic,

Calvinist, Lutburan, Unitarian, Greek Catholic, and Greek
Orthodox churches, and a Jewish synagogue, Klausenburg
comprises among its public edifices a national museum,
county and town halls, a national theatre, several hospitals,

a workhouse, and barracks. The educational establish-

ments include the university (with four faculties, founded

in 1872), the Unitarian college (with seminary), Calvinist

and Roman Catholic upper gymnasia, training institutes,

and many others. A special feature of Klausenburg is the

large number of elegant private mansions belonging to

the Transylvanian nobles who reside here during the win-

ter months. The" greater part of the town lies on the right

bank of the river, while upon the other side is the so-called

"Bridge Suburb" and the citadel. Klausenburg bears in

general more the character of a seat of learning than of a

business centre ; but there are factories for the preparation

of woollen and linen cloth, paper, tobacco, candles, and
bone dust, as well as breweries, distilleries, oil mills,

and beetroot sugar refineries ; and furrying, and hat, cap,

and boot making are largely carried on. The fairs are

well attended, especially for the purchase of horses, and

prepared skins, dressed furs, felt goods, delf, and crockery

ware. The chief agricultural products of the neighbour-

hood are wheat, beetroot, and forage. On the more

elevated portions of the communal lands are extensive

vineyards and woods. At the end of 1880 the civil popu-

lation amounted to 29,929 (with military jt was 30,869);

by far the greater majority were Magyars by nationality,

the ramainder being composed of Roumanians, Germans,

Armenians, and Jews. Outside the town, upon the slope

of the citadel hill, there is a Gipsy quarter.

Klausenburg is believed, to occupy the site of a Roman settlement

named CTaWia, whence its modem Latinappellation o{ Claudiopolis.

Colonized by Saxons in 1178, it then received its German name of

Klausenburg horn the old irord Klause, signifying a " mountaia

pass." In 1443 Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary, was bom here.

Subsequent to the defeat of the Hungarians by the Turks at

Mohacs (1526), Transylvania came under the protection of the Porte,

and owing to the trade from the East passing through the princi-

pality to Dantzic, the prosperity of Klausenburg much increased.'

Between the years 1545 and 1570 large numbers of the Ssxoa
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populavion left the town in consequence of the introduction of

Unitarian doctiines. In 1603 it fell into the hands of the
usurper Moses Szekely, but was soon regained by the imperialists

under General Basta. In 1662 it was ineffectuallj- besieged by the
Transylvanian prince Michael ApaSi I., but two years later it

came into his power. The burg or citadel was erected between
1715-23, during the reign of King Charles III. (as emperor,
Charles VI.). In 1798 the town was to a great extent destroyed
by fire. As capital of Transylvania and the seat of the Tran-
sylvanian diets, Klausenburg from 1830-48 became the centre of

the national movement in the grand principality ; and in December
1848 it was taken and garrisoned by the Hungarians under the
Polish General Bern. After the conclusion of the war it was de-
graded from its position as capital of Ti-ansylvania, and subordinated
to Nagyszeben (Hermannstadt), but in 1861 it was reinstated in its.

former rank. The official name is Kolozsvdr,

KLAUSTHAL, or Clatjsthal, in tLecircieof Zellerfeld

and the district of Hildeslieim, Prussia, is the chief town
and mining centre of the Upper Harz. It is situated on a

bleak plateau, 1860 feet above sea-level, and unites to

form onu town with Zellerfeld on the opposite bank of tlie

Zellbacb. The streets are broadj opportunity for improve-

ment having been given by fires in 18-ii and ISoi; the

houses are mostly of wood. Klaiisthal has a famous
mining college, with a mineralogical museum, and a mine-

surveying and a mining school. There is also a disused

mint. The men of the town are mainly employed in the

neighbouring mines and smelting works ; of the latter the

most important is the Frankenscharner silver smelting

house, where American as well as German ore is worked.

The population in 1875 was 8539; including 2ellerfeld,

it was 12,799.

Klausthal was founded about the middle of the 16th century,

after the erection of the Benedictine monastery at Cella. Slining

was carried on by the monks, and more energetically by the

dukes of Brunswick, who brought miners from Franconia.

KL:^BER, Jean Baptiste (1753-1800), was born at

Strasburg in 1753 or 1754, where his father was a builder.

He was meant to be an architect, but his opportune assist-

ance to two German nobles in a tavern brawl obtained

for him a nomination to. the military school of Munich.

He soon obtained a commission, but resigned it in 1783 on
finding his humble cirth in the way of his promotion. On
returning to France he was appointed inspector of public

buildings at . Belfort, where he studied fortification and
military science. In 1792 he enlisted in the Haut-Rhin
volunteers, and was from his military knowledge at once

elected adjutant. At the siege of Mainz under Merlin

de ThionvUle, he so distinguished himself that he was
made general of brigade in July 1793. In that capacity

he commanded in the Vendean war, and was instru-

mental in winning the victories of Torfou, Chollet, Le
Mans, and Savenay. For openly expressing his opinion

that lenient measures ought to be pursued towards the

Vendeans he was recalled ; but in April 1794 he was made
general of division, and sent to the army of the North.

Under Jourdan he commanded the left wing at Fleurus,

June 26, 1794, and Aldenhaven, October 2, and took

Maestricht after a short siege on November 8. During
the winter of 1794-95 he. besieged Mainz, and on June

4, 1796, gained the victory of Altenkirchen over the prince

of Wiirtemberg. KMber now considered he had a fair clairn

to a command in chief, and, not receiving one in the spring

of 1797, he resigned his division in disgust, and retired to

Paris. There he allied himself with the reactionary party,

and, according to Mathicu Dumas even offered to command
any forces that could be raised against the coup d'etat of

Fructidor 1797, but there were no forces to command. He
gladly accepted a division in the expedition to Egypt under

Bonaparte, but was wounded in the head at Alexandria in

the very first engagement, which prevented his taking any

further part in the campaign of the Pyramids; and caused

him to be appointed governor of Alexandria. In the

Syrian campaign of 1799, however, be commanded the
vanguard, took El-Arish, Gaza, and Jaffa, and bore the
brunt of the battle of Mount i'abor, April 15, 1799. Being
left by Bonaparte in command of the army in Egypt, he
made the convention of El-Arish, and, when Lord Xeitb
refused to ratify the terms, attacked the Turks at Heliopolis,

though with but 10,000 men against 60,000, and utterly
defeated them on March 20, 1800. He then retook Cairo,
which had revolted from the French, and was assassinated
there by a fanatic on June 14, 1800, the very day on
which Desaix fell at Marengo. E:i(5ber was undoubtedly
one of the greatest generals of the French revolutionary
epoch, but hardly had a chance of showing his powers
agaiust a capable adversary ; Napoleon's ejaculation on
hearing of his death was "Eh bien ; a rival the less."

Ernouf, the grandson of Jourdan's chief of the staff, published iii

1867 a valuable biography of Kleber. See also Keynaud's Life of
Merlin de TlnonviUe,'Sej'sJlcmoirs, Dumas's Souvenirs, Napoleon's
Memoirs, dictated at St Helena, and Martha-Becker's Desaix.

KLEIN, JuLiDS Leopold (1804-1876), a German writer

of Jewish origin, was born at Miscolcz, in Hungary, in

1 804. He was educated at the gymnasium in Pest, and
studied medicine in Vienna and Berlin. After travelling

in Italy and Greece, he settled as a man of letters in Berlin,

where he remained until his death in 1876. He was the
author of many dramatic works, among others the historical

tragedies Ilaria von Medici, Luines, Zenolia, Moreto,
Maria, Straford, and Eeliodora, and the comedies Die
Her:ogin, Ein Schiit-ling, and VoUaire. These plays were
published between 1841 and 1867. The tendency of
Klein as a dramatist was to become bombastic and obscure,

but aany of his characters are vigorously conceived, and
in nearly all his tragedies there are passages of brilliant

rhetoric. He is chiefly known as the author of an elaborate

Geschicktedes Ilra'iiias (1855-1876), in which he undertook
to record the history of the drama both in ancient and in

modern times. He died when about to enter upon the
Elizabethan period, to the treatment of which he had looked
forward as the chief part of his task. The work, which is

in 12 bulky volumes, gives proof of immense learning, but
is marred by many eccentricities of style.

KLINTZY, a town in Russia, situated in the govern-

ment of Tchemigoff, 203 miles north-east of the capital of

the province. It is one of the most important industrial

centres in Little Russia. Its 8000 inhabitants are engaged

in the manufacture of woollen cloth and knitted woollen

goods (to the value of more than .£100,000 per annum),
morocco-leather, leather, and cast-iron wares.

KLOPSTOCK, Fkiedeich Gottlieb (1724-1803),
German poet, was born at Quedlinburg on the 2d of July
1724. He was educated partly at the gymnasium of his

native town, partly at Schulpforta, After studying theology

for a short time at Jena, he went in 1746 to the university

of Leipsic, where he made the acquaintance of Cramer,

Schlegel, Rabener, and other young men of letters, who
wera conducting the Bremische- Beitnige. At Schulpforta-

Klopstock had become conscious of a talent for poetry, and
had resolved to write a great epic. His original intention

was to make Henry the Fowler his hero, but this was soon

abandoned in favour of the scheme to wAich he devoted

.the best years of his life. The first three cantos of The
Messiah, which were planned in prose in Jena, he finished

in Leipsic ; and they were published anonymously in the

Bremische Beitrage in 1748. The name of the author

was soon known, and Klopstock suddenly found himself

the most popular poet of his generation. In 1748 he
accepted the position of tutor to a private family in

Langensalza, and in 1750 he went to Zurich, whither h»
was invited by Budmer, the translator of Paradise Lost,

who had been deeply impressed by the early cantos of The
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Mcintafi- Tu Ziihcli Klopslocli received from Frederick V.

of Denmark, on the recommendation of bis minister Count

Bernstorif, an invitation to settle in Copenhagen with a
pension of 400 thalers. The invitation was accepted ; and

on his way to the Danish capital he met at Hamburg the

lady who, in 1754, became his wife—Margarethe (ileta)

MoUer, an enthusiastic admirer of his poetry. She died in

175S ; and after her death Klopstock edited her writings,

which give evidence of a tender, sensitive, and deeply

religious spirit. In 1771 Klopstock left Copenhagen, and

followed his friend Count BernstorS to Hamburg, where,

in 1773, he issued the last five cantos of The Messiah.

After spending about a .year at the court of the margrave

of Baden in Carlsruhe, he returned to Hamburg with the

title of hofrath and a pension, which he retained along

with the pension of the king of Denmark. During the rest

of his life he remained in Hamburg, where in 1792 he

married Johanna Elizabeth von- Winthem, a widow who
had been for many years one of his most intimate friends.

He died on the 14th of March 1803, and was buried beside

• lis first wife in the village of Ottensen, near Hamburg.
Besides The Messiah he wrote many odes ; and in several

dramas he celebrated the deeds of the ancient German
hero, Arminius, while in others he dealt with the earliest

narratives of the Old Testament. He was also the author

of Fragmente ilher Sprache und Bichthinst, Grammatische

Gesprache, and a -book entitled GelehrtenrepiMik. In

these works he made important contributions to philology

and to the history of German poetry. Klopstock's dramatic

writings are without value; many of his odes, especially

those on subjects taken from northern mythology, are so

vague as to be hardly intelligible ; and The Messiah lacks

plastic force, unity of conception, and precision of style.

His best odes, however, and many passages of The Messiah

are still admitted to be marked by lyrical genius of a high

order ; and all German critics recognize that he exercised

a salutary influence on the literature of his age by helping

to deliver it from slavish adherence to foreign models.

An edition of his works in 12 octavo volumes was putUshed iu

Leipsie, 1798-1817 ; and among later editions may be mentioned
one in 12 volumes, 1823-26, another in 9 vols., 1839, and a third in

11 vols., 1844-45. Klopstock's writings are included in Hempel's
Nalionaliibliothck, and there is a new edition, with notes, by Bock
(Stuttgart, 1876). See K. F. Cramer, Klopstock, er und iiber

ihn ; and Klopstodfs JugendgcschichU in the Klcine Schrijkn of

D. F. Strauss.

KLOSTERNEUBURG, a town in the oflScial district of

Hernals, Austria, is situated on the right bank of the

Danube, 5^ miles north-west of Vienna. It is divided by
a small stream into an upper and a lower town, in tie

former of which are the ruins of a mediaeval fortress. The
town has a local court, a hospital, an asylum for the insane,

and a convent of Mekhitarists ; among the schools is an
academy of wine and fruit cultivation. As an important

pioneer station, it has various military buildings and
stores. On a hiU rising directly from the banks of the

Danube, stand the magnificent buildings (erected 1730-
1834) of the Augustine canonry, founded in 1106 by
Margrave Leopold the Holy. This foundation is the

oldest and richest of the kind in Austria ; it owns much
of the land upon which the north-western suburbs of

Vienna stand. Among the points of interest within it are

the old chapel of 1318, with Leopold's tomb and the altar

of Verdun, the treasury and relic-chamber, the library with

30,000 volumes and many MSS., the picture gallery, the

collection of coins, the theological hall, and the wine-cellar,

containing an immense tun like that at Heidelberg. The
inhabitants of .^Klosterneuburg are mainly occupied in

making wine, of excellent quality. There is a large

:ement factory outside the town. The population in

1869 was 5330, but has increased. In Koman times the

castle of Citium stood in the region of Klosterneuburg.
The town was founded by. Charlemagne.
KNARESBOROUGH, a market-town and parliamentary

borough in the West Riding of Yorkshire, is linely situated
on a rocky elevation on the left bank of the Kidd, 17 miles
west by north of York and 207 north of London. It is a
station on the North-Eastern Railway, which crosses the
valley near the town by a lofty viaduct. The town is built
chiotiy of stone, and contains several good streets and a
spacious market-place. The parish church of St John is

an old cruciform structure chiefly Perpendicular in style,

restored in 1872 ; the free grammar school jyas founded in

1616. Knaresborough Castle, now in ruins^but originally

of great strength, was founded in 1170 by Serlo de Burgh.
After the battle of Marston Moor it was taken by Fairfax,

and in 1648 it was ordered to be dismantled. To the

south of the castle is St Robert's chapel, an excavation in

the' rock constructed into an ecclesiastical edifice in the
reign of Richard I. A little further down the river is St
Robert's cave, which is supposed to have been the residence

of the hermit, and in 1744 was the scene of the murder of

Daniel Clarke by Eugene Aram. Opposite the castle is a
petrifying spring called the " Dropping Well." Before the

rise of Harrogate Knaresborough was a favourite watering-

place, but it is now dependent chiefly on its manufacture
of towels, sheetings, and similar linen fabrics, and of wool

rugs. There are also flour-mills and a considerable trade in

corn. From the first year of the reign of Mary until 1867
Knaresborough returned two members to parliament, but

since then it has returned only one. The area of the

parliamentary borough and local board district, which
includes part of Scriven with Tentergate, is 481 acres,

and the Dopulation, which in 1871 was 5205, was exactly

6000 in 1881.

KNELLER, Sm Godfrey (1648-1723),' a portrait

painter whose celebrity belongs chiefly to. England, was
bom in LUbeck in the duchy of Holstein, of an ancient

family, on August 8, 1648. He was at first intended for

the army, and was sent to Leyden to learn mathematics

and fortification. Showing, however, a marked preference

for the fine arts, he studied in the school of Rembrandt,

and under Ferdinand Bol iu Amsterdam. In 1672 he
removed to Italy, directing his chief attention to Titian

and the Caracci; Carlo Maratti gave him some guidance

and encouragement. In Rome, and more especially in

Venice, Kneller earned considerable reputation, by historical

paintings as well as portraits. He next went to Hamburg,
painting with still increasing success. In 1674 he came
over to England at the invitation of the duke of Mon-
mouth, was introduced to Charles XL, and painted that

sovereign, much to his satisfaction, several times. Charles

also sent him to Paris, to take the portrait of Louis XIV.

When Lely died in 1680, Kneller, who produced ja

England little or nothing in the historical department,

remained without a rival in the ranks of portrait painting

;

there was no native-born competition worth speaking of.

Charles appointed him court painter ; and he continued to

hold the «ame post into the days of George I. Under

William IIL (1692) he was made a knight, under George

I. (1715) a- baronet, and by order of the emperor

Leopold L a knight of the Roman empire. Kot only his

court favour but his general fame likewise was large : he

was lauded by Dryden, Addison, Steele, Prior, Tickell,

and Pope. Kneller's gains also were very considerable,

aided by habits of frugality which approached stinginess :

he left property yielding an annual income of £2000. ffis

industry was maintained till the last. His studio had at

first been in Covent Garden, but' in his closing years he

lived in Kneller Hall, Twickenham. He died of fever, the

date being generally given as 7tli November_1723. though
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some accounts say 1726. He was buried in Twickenham
church, and has a monument in Westminster Abbey. An
elder brother, John Zachary Kneller, an ornamental painter,

had accompanied Godfrey to England, and had died in

1702. The style of Kneller as a portrait painter repre-

sented the decline of the art as practised by Vandyck

;

Lely marks the first grade of descent, and Kneller the second.

His works have much freedom, and are well drawn and
joloured ; but they are essentially slight in manner, and to

a- great extent monotonous, this arising partly from the

habit which he had of lengthening the oval of all his

heads. The colouring may be called brilliant rather than
true. He indulged much in the commonplaces of allegory;

and, though ho had a quality of dignified elegance not

unallied with simplicity, genuine simple nature is seldom

to be traced in his works. His fame has greatly declined

now, and could not but do so after the advent of Reynolds.

Among Kneller's principal paintings are the Forty-three

Celebrities of the Kit-Cat Club, and the Ten Beauties of

the Court of William III., now at Hampton court; these

were painted by order of the queen ; they match, but
match unequally, the Beauties of the Court of Charles IL,

painted by Lely. He executed altogether the likenesses

of ten sovereigns. It is said that Kneller's own favourite

performance was the portrait of the Converted Chinese

in Windsor Castle. His works are confined almost entirely

to England, not more than two or three specimens having

gone abroad after he had settled there.

KNIGHT, Charles (1791-1873), publisner and author,

was the son of a bookseller and printer at Windsor, where

he was born I5th March 1791. After acquiring some
knowledge of Latin and French at a common day school,

he was sent at the age of twelve to the classical school

of Dr Nicholas of Ealing. There, according to his own
account, he imbibed such a tincture of learning as made
him desirous to be a scholar ; and it was very mucfi in

opposition to his wishes that in 1805 he was withdrawn

from school to be bound apprentice to his father. la

editing The Windsor and Eton Express, commenced by his

father in 1812, some gratification was afforded to his

literary ambition, and this received additional stimulus

when he became the publisher of The Etonian, edited by

Praed, with Macaulay, Moultrie, and Derweut and Nelson

Coleridge as principal contributors. After editing The
Guardian from 1820 to 1822, Knight was induced by the

Etonians already mentioned, now undergraduates at

Cambridge, to set up in business, at Pall-Mall East, and to

become for them editor of KnigMs Quarterly Magazine.

As far as the magazine was concerned the venture

was unsuccessful, for it was brought to a close with its

sixth number, but it initiated for Knight a literary career

as publisher and author which extended over forty years,

and the unselfish enterprise of which conferred lasting

intellectual benefit on the general mass of his fellow

countrymen. In 1827 Knight became the superintendent

of the publications of the Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge, for whom he projected and edited The
British Almanac and Companion, commenced in 1828. In

1829 he began the publication of The Library of Entertain-

ing Jinojoledge, he himself writing several volumes of the

series. 1832 and 1833 saw respectively the commencement
of The Penny Magazine and The Fenny Cydopsedia, two
literary ventures which so far as circulation was concerned

were highly satisfactory in their results, but the latter of

which, on account of the heavy excise duty, was completed

at a great pecuniary sacrifice. . Besides a considerable

number of illustrated editions of other standard works,

Knight completed in 1842 The Pictorial Sliakespeare,

which, although now superseded in regard to critical

scholarship, is still valued for the research and taste

displayed in its illustrations. The Pictorial Shakespeare

was followed by various other editions of the same author.

The energy of Knight also found scope in the compilation

of a variety of illustrated series, such as Old England
and The Land We Live in. In 1853 he became editor

of The English Cydopsedia, and conjointly with the mullti-

farious duties of such an office he was also engaged in writing

his Poptdar History ofEngland, published in eight volumes,

1854-61. In 1864 he withdrew from the business of

publisher, but he continued his active literary career nearly

to the clcse of his long life, publishing The Shadows of the

Old Booksellers (1865), an aut'- biography under the title

Passages ofa Worki7ig Life During Half a Century (3 vols.,

1864-65), an historical novel Begg'd at Conrl (1868) and

subsequently various papers in The British Almanac and

Companion. He died at Addlestone, Surrey. March 9. 1873'.

KNIGHTHOOD
KNIGHTHOOD and CHIVALRY are two words which

are nearly but not quite synonymous ; that is, they

may often, although they cannot always, be used precisely

in the same way and exactly in the same sense. What we
mean by the order of knighthood is to all intents and pur-

poses what we mean by the order of chivalry. But in some

of the more special applications of the several terms diversi-

ties in their respective significations manifest themselves.

We could not, for example, say of anybody that he had

received the honour of chivalry, or that he had lived in the

age of knighthood. Again, we should speak of lands as

held in chivalry not in knighthood, and of the rank or

degree of knighthood not of chivalry. But taken together

the two words knighthood and chivalry designate a single

subject of inquiry, which presents itself under three dif-

ferent although connected and in a measure intermingled

aspects. It may be regarded in the first place as a mode

»r variety of feudal tenure, in the second place as a personal

attribute or dignity, and in the third place as a scheme of

manners or social arrangements. ' It is under these three

general aspects that the subject is to be dealt with here.

For the more important religious as distinguished from the

military orders of knighthood or chivalry the reader is

referred to the headings St John (Knights of), Teutcnhc

Knights, and Templars.
Our words knight and knighthood are merely the modern Denvo

forms of the Anglo-Saxon or Old English cniht and cnihthdd. '>"" o*

Of these the primary signification of the first was a boy o:^
*"'»'"

youth, and of the second that period of life which intervenes

between childhood and manhood. But some time before

the middle of the 1 2th century they had acquired the mean-

ing they still retain of the French chevalier and chevalerie.

In a secondary sense cnild meant a servant or attendant

answering to the German Knecht, and in the Anglo-Saxon

Gospels a disciple is described as a leorning cniht.
^

In a

tertiary sense the word appears to have been occasionally

employed as equivalent to the Latin miles—usually trans-

lated by thegn—which, in the earlier Middle Ages was used

as the designation of the domestic as well as of the martial

officers or retainers of sovereigns and princes or great per-

sonages.1 Sharon Turner suggests that cniht from meaning

an attendant simply may have come to mean more especially

a military attendant, and that in this sense it may have

gradually superseded the word thegn.^ But the word thegn

• Da Cange, Otoss., s.v. "Miles."
• History of England, vol. iii. chap. 12,
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Itself, that is, when it was used as the description of an

attendant of the king, appears to have meant more espe-

cially a military attendant. As Dr Stubbs says, " the thegn

seems to be primarily the warrior gesith"—the gesithas

forming the chosen band of companions (comiies) of ihs

German chiefs (principes) noticed by Tacitus—" he is pro-

bably the gesith who had a particular military duty in his

masters service"; and he adds that from the reign of

Athelstan " the gesith is lost sight of except very occasion-

ally, the more, important class having become thegns, and
the lesser sort sinking into the rank of mere servants of

the king." ^ It is pretty clear, therefore, that the word
cnikt could never have superseded the word thegn in the

sense of a military attendant, at all events of the king.

But besides the king, the ealdormen, bishops, and king's

thegns themselves had their thegns, and to these it is

more than probable that the name of cniftf. was applied.

Under the singular system of joint responsibility and
suretyship which was cliaracteristic of the Anglo-Saxon
government, the practice of commendation had attained to

extraordinary dimensions. He who was unattached to

some superior—the lordless man—was indeed regarded as

a kind of outlaw ; and, if he refused or neglected to choose

a lord for limself, his kindred were bound to present him
to the county court and select a lord for him. Hence a
relation which was for the most part merely personal, but
which only required the addition of land holding—an ad-

dition, it can scarcely be doubted, sometimes made—to

render it in all respects feudal, was widely and firmly

established in England long before the Norman Conquest.

The mutual rights and obligations of lord and man, in a

far more advanced condition than they appear as between
hlaford and gesith at an earlier period, were perfectly

familiar to the Anglo-Saxons, and it was only in part due
to the influence of the Normans that they were subse-

quently transformed into the mutual rights and obligations

of lord and tenant. Around the Anglo-Saxon magnates
were collected a crowd of retainers and dependants of all

ranks and conditions ; and there is evidence enough to

show that among them were some called cnihias who were
Dot always the humblest or least considerable of their

number.^ The testimony of Domesday also establishes

the existence in the reign of Edward the Confessor of

what Dr Stubbs describes as a " large class " of landholders

who had commended theniselves to some lord, and he
regards it as doubtful whether their tenure had not already

assumed a really feudal character. But in any e/ent it is

manifest that their condition was in many respects similar to

that of a vast number of unquestionably feudal and military

tenants who made their appearance after the Norman Con-
quest If consequently the former were called cnihtas

nnder the Anglo-Saxon regime, it seems sufficiently pro-

bable that the appellation should have been continued to

the latter—practically their successors—under the Anglo-
Norman regime. And if the designation of knights was
first applied to the military tenants of the earls, bishops,

and barons-i—who although they held their lands of mesne
lords owed their services to the king—the extension of

that designation to the whole body of military tenants
need not have been a very violent or prolonged process.

Assuming, however, that knight was originally used to

describe the military tenant of a noble person, as cnikt

had sometimes been used to describe the thegn of a noble
person, it would, to begin with, have defined rather his

social status than the nature of his services. But those
whom the English called knights the Normans called

chevaliers, by which term the nature of their services was
defined, while their social status was left out of considera-

' Stubts, ConstUutUmal History, vol. i. p. 166.
* Stubbs, vol. i. pp. 156, 366; Trmier, vol. Ul. pp. 125-129.

tion. And at first cftr"alier in its general and honorary
signification seems to have been rendered not by knight
but by rider, as may be inferred from the Saxon Chronicle,
wherein it is recorded under the year 108.7 that William
the Conqueror "dubbade his sunn H'^nric to ridere."*
But, as Mr Freeman says, "no such K\*^^ is heard of -r ihe
earlier days of England. The thegn, the ealdorman, the
king himself, fought on foot ; the horse might bear him to
the field, but when the fighting itself came he stood on his
native earth to receive the onslaught of her enemies." * In
this perhaps we may behold one of the most ancient of
British insular prejudices, for on the Continent the im-
portance of cavalry in warfare was already abundantly
understood. It was by means of their horsemen that t!ie

Austrasian Franks established their superiority over their
neighbours, and in time created the 'We.stern empira anew,
while from, the word cahaUaiius, which occurs in the
Capitulaiies in the reign of Charlemagne, came the words
for knight in all the Romance languages.* In Germany
the chevalier was called Hitter, but neither rider nor
chevalier prevailed against blight among ourselves. And
it was long after knighthood had acquired its present mean-
ing with us that chivalry was incorporated into our lafi-

guage. It may be remarked too in passing that in ofiicial

Latin, not ouly in England but all over Europe, miles held
its own against both eques and caballarius.

Concerning the origin of knighthood or chivalry as it Origin of

existed in the Middle Ages,—implying as it did a formal niedi? •
',

assumption of and initiation into the profession of arms,— ij^'"'
nothing beyond more or less probable conjecture is possible.

The mediaeval knights hid nothing to do in the way of

derivation with the " equites " of Rome, the knights of King
Arthur's Round Table, or the Paladins of Charlemagne. But
there are grounds for believing that some of the rudiments
of chivalry are to be detected in early Teutonic customs,
and that they may have made some advance among the
Franks of Gaul. We know from Tacitus that the German
tribes in his day were wont to celebrate the admission of
their young men into the ranks of their warriors with much
circumstance and ceremony. The people of the district to

which the candidate belonged were called together; his

qualifications for the privileges about to be conferred upon
him were inquired into ; and, if he were deemed fitted

and worthy to receive them, his chief, his father, or one of

his near kinsmen presented him with a shield and a lance.

Another custom apparently common to the Goths and the

Franks was the ceremony of adoption by arms. By means
of a solemn investiture with warlike weapons, the two
parties to the formality or rite thenceforth acquired the
artificial characters of father and son, not, as in the Roman
practice of adoption, for any purpose of succession or in-

heritance, but in a purely honorary and complimentary
manner. Selden and Du Cange concur in tracing the cere-

mony of " dubbing to knighthood" directly to the ceremony
of the "adoptio per arma." Among the Lombards the sons

of their kings were forbidden to sit at the tables of their

fathers until they had been invested with arms, and this,

it is further said, by some foreign prince or potentata*

But among the Franks we find, from the authorities cited

by Du Cange, Charlemagne girding his sou Louis the Pious,

and Louis the Pious girding his son Charles the Bald with

the Bword, when they arrived at manhood.'' These cases

can hardly be referred, as the Lombard usages may, to

the " adoptio per arma." Yet it is indisputable that in the

investiture of Louis and Charles with the sword some

ceremony was observed Which was deemed worthy of record,

' Ingram's edition, p. 290. * Comparative Polilics, p. 7<.

' Baluze, Capitularia Regum Francorum, vol. ii. pp. 794. 1069.
• Mills, History of Chivalry, vol. j. p. 36.
' Olofs., s.v. "Arma."
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Knight
Iiood in

England,

not for its novelty, but as a thing of recognized importance.

It does not follow that a similar ceremony extended to

'jiersonages less exalted than the sons of kings and emperors,

liut if it did we must naturally suppose that it applied in

the first instance to the mounted warriors who formed the

most formidable portion of the warlike array of the Franks.

It was among the Franks indeed, and possibly through

their experiences in war with the Saracens, that cavalry

first acquired the pre-eminent place which it long main-

tained in every European country. In early society, where

the army is not a paid force but the armed nation, the

cavalry must necessarily consist of the noble and wealthy,

and cavalry and chivalry, as Mr Freeman observes,^ will

be the same. Since then we discover in the Capitularies

of Charlemagne actual mention of " caballarii " as a class

of warriors, it may reasonably be concluded that formal

investiture with arms applied to the "caballarii," if it was
a usage extending beyond the sovereign and his heir ap-

parent. " But," as Hallam says, " he who fought on

liorseback and had been invested with peculiar arms in a

solemn manner wanted nothing more to render him a
knight ;

" aud so he concludes, in view of the verbal

identityof "chevalier" and "caballariu3,"that "we may refer

chivalry in a general sense to the age of Charlemagne." ^

Yet, if the " caballarii " of the Capitularies are really the

precursors of the later knights, it remains a difficulty that

the Litin name for a knight is " miles," although " cabal-

larius " became in various forms the vernacular designation.

Before it was known that the chronicle ascribed to Ingulf

of Croylaud is really a fiction of the 1 3th or 11th century,

the knighting of Heward or Hereward by Brand, abbot of

Burgh (now Peterborough), was accepted from Selden to I

Hallam as an historical fact, and knighthood was supposed,
]

not only to have been known among the Anglo-Saxons, but
to have had a distinctively religious character which was
contemned by the Norman invaders. The genuine evidence

at our command altogether fails to support this view. WTien
William of Malmesbury describes the knighting of Athel-

stan by his grandfather Alfred the Great, that is, his

investiture " with a purple garment set with gems and a

Saxon sword with a golden sheath," there is no hint of any
religious observance. In spite of the silence of our records,

Dr Stubbs thinks that kings so well acquainted with foreign

usages as Ethelred, Canute, and Edward the Confessor could

hardly have failed to introduce into England the institution

of chivalry then springing up in every country of Europe;
and he is supported in this opinion by the circumstance

that it is nowhere mentioned as a Norman innovation. Yet

the fact that Harold received knighthood from William

of Normandy ^ makes it clear either that Harold was

not yet a knight, which in the case of so tried a warrior

would imply that "dubbing to knighthood" was not yet

known in England even under Edward the Confessor, or,

as Mr Freeman thinks, that in the middle of the 11th
century the custom had grown in Normandy into " some-

thing of a more special meaning" than it bore in England.

William of Normandy was knighted by his overlord Henry
I. of France, and of the Conqueror's sons he himself, as

•we have already seen, knighted Henry Beauclerfc,'* while

William Rufus was knighted by Archbishop Lanfranc.^

' Freeman, Comparative Politics, p. 73.
* Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. iii. p. 392.
' Freeman, History of the Norman Conquest, vol. v. p. 484.
* The Saxon Chronicle so records. Bat Ordericus Vitalis says that

he receired his arms from Lanfranc, and Dr Stubbs seems to think
that both statements may be true (Const. Hist., vol. i. p. 367).

^ William of Malmesbury is the authority for the knighting of

William Rufus by Arclibishop Lanfranc. " Accessit etiam favori ejus

maximum rerum momentum archiepiscopus Lanfrancns eo quod cum
nutrierat et militem fecerat, quo auctore et annitente die Sanctorum
Cosmae et Damiani coronatus."

—

Oesla Regum Anglorum, lib. iv.

It was under William Rufus, according to ^^^ Freeman,
that the chivalrous and financial sides of feudalism sprang
together into sudden prominence in England—the first as
represented by the Red King, and the second as represented
by his minister Kanulf Flambard.''

In one sense tenure in chivalry was practically co-
extensive with European feudalism, while in another sense
it was strictly speaking peculiar to England after the
Norman Conquest, and Ireland after the English Conquest.
We have no earlier information of the details of the feudal ^

organization of Normandy than we h'ave of the feudal
organization of England, and therefore it is impossible to
say how far the second was copied from the first, or the
first assimilated to the second. Buf at all periods there
was apparently sufficient difference between the Norman
"fief de hauberc" and the English knight's fee to prevent
the one from being pronounced in the proper meaning of the
term the counterpart of the other. Into Ireland, however,
the English system of tenures was imported without change
of conditions." But the process of feudalization commenced
in England under William I. was only completed under
Henry II., and at the time of the subjugation of Ireland
there was already established a distinction between the
feudal arrangements which had been made before and
after the death of Henry I., as the "old" and the "new"
feofi"ment3. That Henry II. 's method of dealing with
the conquered lands of Ireland was an exact imitation of

William I.'s method of dealing with the conquered lands
in England cannot therefore be assumed. But both kings

had at their disposal a large extent of territory which they
granted to their vassals on terms necessarily very similar.

In the reign of Henry II. the knight's fee was what may
be called the "unit" of the system of tenures which had
grown up in England since the Norman Conquest. In
the Modus Tenendi Parliamenti,^ for instance, a treatise

which pretended to date from the 11th and which really

dates from the 14th century, it is laid down that an
earldom consisted of twenty knights' fees, and that a
barony consisted of thirteen and a third knights' fees, a
statement which seems to have been accepted without

misgiving until it was refuted by Selden.^ It is, how-
ever, beyond question that some, although not all, of the

feudal services and obligations of the tenants of earl-

doms and baronies were determined by the number of the

knights' fees which they comprised. It was certainly not

a fixed number, for it varied in every or nearly every

recorded example.^" But it was in each instance a specified

number, by which the earl's or baron's military contribution

to the king's army was settled and the amerciaments

payable in the event of its being absent or incomplete were

computed.i^ Hallam is inclined to attribute the invention of

what he terras the " reasonable and convenient " principle

of the knight's fee to the administrative genius of William

the Conqueror.'' But Domesday proves that at the time

when the survey was made nothing approaching to a

regular distribution of the country into knights' fees had

been attempted. On two occasions indeed the expression

"servitium unius militis," which was afterwards the techni-

cal designation of a knight's fee in legal phraseology, is

sec. 305. Dr Stubbs notices, in this connexion, that abbots were

forbidden to make knights in the Council of London in 1102. He
adds that "Thomas Becket knighted the count of Guisnes, and

William, bishop of Ely, knighted Ralph Beauchamp as late as 1191
"

(Const. Hist., vol. i. p. 367).
^ Iforman Conquest, vol. v. p. 485.
' Madox, Baronia Anglica, p. 29.
8 Stubbs, Select Charters, p. 502.
8 Titles 0/ Honor, pp. 611, 612.
'" Madox, Baronia Anglica, p. 91 sq.; and Selden, !i/ siij^a.

1^ Madox, lib. cit., p. 115 S(?.

'2 Hallam, Middle Ages, vol. i. p. 171.
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employed. But even the word "miles" had not aa yet

acquired the special meaning which was subsequently
assigned to it Among the " milites " of Domesday are

persons of very various conditions, from ordinary soldiers

and the inferior tenants of manors to Hamo the sheriff

and the earl of Eu.^ But when the returns contained in

the Black Book of the Exchequer were made in the reign

of Henry IL, both the principle and system of knights'

fees were fully and definitively established. Hence this

change must have been effected in the interval between the

compilation of these two records. It cannot be supposed

that the numerous grants of land made by William I. to

his adherents were exempt from military obligation of one

kind or another. But no original grant of his or of either of

his immediate successors to any lay vassal is in existence to

inform us what the exact nature of those military obligations

was ; and, arguing from the grants to various ecclesiasti-

cal vassals, Dr Stubbs regards it as unlikely that such gifts

were made on any expressed condition or accepted with a

distinct pledge to provide a certain contingent of knights

for the king's service.^ Before the Norman Conquest, he

contends, all landholders having been bound to the duty of

national defence, and a certain quantity of land having

customarily furnished a fuUy armed man, the old rate of

military obligation was in all probability continued in the

case of the new grantees after the Conquest. Nothing in

Domesday implies that the conditions of military service

differed under the old and the new monarchy, and hence

Dr Stubbs concludes that " the form in which knights' fees

appear when called on by Henry II. for scutage was most

probably the result of a series of compositions by which

the great vassals relieved their lands from a general burden

by carving out particular estates the holders of which

performed the services due from the whole ; it was a matter

of convenience and not of tyrannical pressure." And,

although Selden, and Madox after him, adhere to the

common and ancient tradition that William the Conqueror

made his grants conditional on the service of some

particular number of knights in every case, they substanti-

ally agree in regarding the knight's fee in its special

meaniug as the consequence of subinfeudation. From the

reign of Henry II. to the reign of Edward I., indeed, what

may be called grants in gross from the king and grants in

detail from the mesne lords were the ordinary methods of

erecting knights' fees and providing for the discharge of

the personal and pecuniary obligations with which they

were burdened.

Although the feudal services and incidents of a knight's

fee appear to have been ascertained with perfect clearness,

the exact nature of a knight's fee itself—what it was or in

what it consisted—has been the subject of a great deal of

controversy. As the demands both personal and pecuniary

' EUis, General Introduction to Domesday, vol. i. p, 53 sq., where

«xamples are noticed. "There is no groimd," says Mr Freeman,
" for thinking that William directly or systematically introduced any

new kind of tenure into the holding of English lands. There is nothing

to suggest any such belief either in the chronicles of his reign, in the

survey which is his greatest monument, in the genuine; or even in the

spurious, remains of his legislation. The code of laws which beara

William's name, but which is assuredly none of his enacting, is in all

but a very few points a mere coufirmation of the old English law. And
the fev.' points of innovation have nothing to do witn feudal teniires.

But when we come to the reign ne.Tt but one we are met by a docu-

ment v;hich shows us that within thirteen years after the Conqueror's

death not only the military tenures but the worst abuses of the military

teuuies were m full force in England. The great chaiter of Henry I,,

the groundwork of the greater charter of John, and thereby the

groundwork of all later English legislation, is filled mth promises to

abolish the very same class of abuses w'nich were at last swept away

fe^ the famous statute of Charles II." (Fi-eemau, Norm. £onq., vol. v.

p. 372 sq. ; Palgrave, Konnandy and England, vol. iii. p. 609 sq.

;

Digby, History of the Law ofReal Propeitjf, p. 31).

. Stubb. Con. Mist., vol- i. p- 261 sj

which were made on the holder of each knight's fee were
uniform, it is reasonable to conclude that all such fees
were in some way equivalent to one another. But whether
their equivalence was inferred from the quantity of land
they contained or from the amount of revenue derived from
them has been much debated, and cannot be said to be
even now finally settled. Selden, indeed, roundly affirms
that " the legal value of knights' fees was never' in truth
estimable either by any certain number of acres or quantity
of revenue (though some have erroneously determined them
by both), but only by the services or number of knighta
reserved."^ But if this were the case it is difficult to
understand how parts of a knight's fee such as e halt or a
third could have been held, as tbcy unquestionably were
held, under reduced burdens calculated in proportion to the
full burdens of a whole knight's fee. According to the

analogies of the Anglo-Norman policy in other departments
of its manifestation, it might have been expected with
some degree of confidence that the knight's fee would have
been a combination of the property qualification of the

thegn and the feudal attributes of the "fief de hauberc," that

is, of the latter supermduced upon the former. Before the

Norman Conquest the property qualification of a thegn was
five hides of land, for which a fully equipped warrior was
to be furnished for the national defence in the king's host

nr "fyrd"; and there is no evidence to rebut the presumption

that after the Norman Conquest a similar rate of military

obligation was continued. It is not, however, without

hesitation that Dr Stubbs arrives at what seems to be

rather a provisional than a final determination on the sub-

ject. In one passage he observes that " the name of thegn

covers the whole class which after the Coiiquest appears

under the name of knights, with the same qualification

in land and nearly tbe same obligations." * In another

passage, on the contrary, he says that " it cannot even be

granted that a definite area of land was necessary to con-

stitute a knight's fee ; for although at a later period and in

local computations we may find four or five hides adopted

as a basis of calculation, where the particular knight's

fee is given exactly, it affords no ground for such a con-

clusion." ^ On the whole he thinks it must be held that

its extent was determined not by acreage but by rent or

valuation, and that " the common quantity was really

expressed in the twenty Ubrates, the twenty pounds' worth

of annual value, which until the reign of Edward I. was

the qualification for knighthood." That this was the

established apprabement of the knight's fee very soon

after the Norman Conquest Dr Stubbs infers from the

circumstance that Archbishop Lanfranc maintained ten

knights to answer for the mUitary service due from the

convent of Christ Church in consideration of land worth

two hundred pounds a year which on that account was

assigned to him.^ But, although, as Coke says, the

annual value of a knight's fee was twenty pounds at the

enactment of both Magna Charta and the statute " De

Militibus," he cites various writs for distraint ot knight-

hood which, if indeed some of them were not merely writs

of array, would show that it varied irregularly from ten

to forty pounds in amount between the reigns of Edward I.

and Henry VI.'' It was computed at forty pounds in the

reign of Elizabeth, and again when Charles I. resorted
.

to

" knight-money " as a means of raising a revenue. The

aggregate number of knights' fees throughout England in

feudal times is very var iwsly stated by tradition. Tlie

assertion of Ordericus Vitelis in the reign of Stephen

that the Conqueror settled his military fiefs so as to pro-

vide 60,000 knights for his service was accepted, not only

'i Titles of Honor, f. &IZ.

* Stubbs, Con. Bisl., vol i. p. U«. ^ ^ .^
' ^'^-.^ P-.26*

^J
« lUd., p. 26iJ. ' Coke. Second Jnstdute, p. 696, ed. 16tS».
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popularly and in an uncritical age, but by writers of

weight from Selden to Hallam. But 60,000 knights'

fees at £20 a year gives about twelve times the whole

national income from land as it appears in Domesday ; or,

if the knight's fee is reckoned at five hides, the aggregate

amounts to thirty millions of acres, leaving something

more than two millions for royal demesnes, all other

tenures, forests, waste, and the rest.^ The Red Book of the

Exchequer, which dates from the first third of the 13th

century, mentions a tradition, which the compiler himself

rejects as unsupported by evidence, that WUliam I. created

not 60,000 but 32,000 knights' fees.^ According to the

Biack Book of the Exchequer the number of knights

furnished at the date of its cempilation by the tenants

in chief of twenty counties taken at random was 3991,

and of the -ten counties south of the Thames and Avon
2047.^ As it is probable that these ten couni^ies contained

about a fourth of the population, and as the proportion of

knights' fees is not very materially departed from in the

twenty unselected counties, we should not be far wrong in

assuming perhaps that the entire number of knights' fees

in the kingdom was between eight and nine thousand.^

All tenure in chivalry was founded on homage and fealty,

to which were added the various services and liabilities

under which the different fiefs or tenements were held.

Homage consisted in the mutual acknowledgment by the

lord and tenant that the latter was the vassal or man of

the former, accompanied as evidence thereof by certain

solemn acts of obeisance on the one hand and of accept-

ance and patronage on the ether. Hence homage could be

done only by the tenant in person to the lord in person.

Connected with and following on homage was fealty, which

was an undertaking or oath on the part of the tenant that

he would be true and faithful to his lord in consideration

of the lands which he held of him, and that he would duly

and fully observe the several conditions of his tenure,

which declaration might be received on behalf of the lord

by anybody whom he might appoint for the purpose.

Every tenant in chivalry owed service to his lord in peace

as weU as in war, and was bound to attend him in his court

not less than in the field. The civil obligations of tenants

by knight-service were to assist their lords in the adminia-

tration of- justice and to support them on occasions of

ceremony and display. The chief vassals of the king, tha

aarls and barons, were the homagers and peers of the great

court-baron of the kingdom, and in turn their under-tenants

were the homagers and peers of their palatine and baronial

courts. The military obligations of tenants by knight-

service were discharged either in the king's armies or in

the castles of the king and his principal feudatories. In
the first case the holder of a knight's fee was bound to

serve in the royal host fully equipped and on horseback at

his own expense for forty days in every year When called

upon,—a tenant in chief serving under the direct command
of the sovereign or his oflSicers, and an under tenant in the

martial retinue of his immediate lord. But in the second
case the duties of the tenant were not defined by any
general rule or custom, and the terms of his service of
" castle guard " depended on the special stipulations of his

grant or feofi"ment.^ Besides aU this, however, tenants

by knight-service were subjected to various other burdens
which in course of time became the most important
incidents of their tenure. On the death of a tenant, his

• Pearson, Early and Middle Ages, vol ii. p. 496.
^ Madox, Baronia Anglica, p. 30.
' Pearson, lib. cit, vol. ii. 209 sq.

* Pearson, lib. cit., vol. i. p 37£. Stutbs, Const. Hist., vol. ii.

p 264.
' Magna Carta, sect. 29 ; Stubbs, Select Charters, p. 300 ; Selden,

Titles of Honor, p. 611.

heir, if he was of full age, was compelled on taking up his

inheritance to pay a fine to his lord. This w-as called a

relief ii he was an under tenant, or " primer seisin " if be
was a tenant in chief, and amounted in the first instance

to one quarter's profits, and in the second to one whole

year's profits, of his estate.^ The tenant was also liable to

render what were called aids to his lord for three purposes,

namely, to ransom him from captivity, to make his eldest

son a knight, and to provide a portion for his eldest

daughter on her marriage. Of these three aids ransom
was only a very rare and exceptional demand, while those

"pur faire fitz chivaler" and " pur file marier " were of

course of frequent and ordinary occurrence. Wardship and
marriage, however, were the main incidents of tenure by
knight-service after the military obligations which formed

its essential characteristic, and they were always the most
unpopular and oppressive of them. When on the death

of the tenant the heir was under the age of twenty-one

or the heiress under the age of fourteen, the lord became
the "guardian in chivalry" of his or her person and lands

untU he reached the age of twenty-one or she reached the

age of sixteen, when on the payment of half a year's income
of their estate in lieu of all reliefs and " primer seisins

"

the wards were entitled to sue out their livery or " ouster-

lemain." In the meantime the lord had all the profits of

the lands, and was not bound to render any account of

them, while he was at liberty to assign or sell his guardian-

ship with its attendant rights and immunities unimpaired.

Moreover, he was entitled to dispose of his male, as well

as his female, wards in marriage to any person of equal or

similar rank to their own, and if they rejected the match
recommended by him, or married without his consent, they
incurred the forfeituie to him of a sum of money equivalent

to what was termed the value of their marriage, that is,

the price which was to have been given or might have been
reasonably expected to be given for it. Nor could the

tenant by knight-service part with his lands without the

payment of a fine on alienation to his lord, to whom they

altogether passed on his neglect to fulfil his feudal obli-

gations or on the extinction of his heirs. Again, whether

he was an under tenant or a tenant in chief, his lands

escheated to the king if he was convicted of treason, while

if he was convicted cf any other felony they escheated to

his immediate lord, the king—if he were not the imme-
diate lord—entering into possession of them for a year and
a day. It had also become customary from a comparatively

early period to compel the tenants of knights' fees to take

upon themselves the honorarj' distinction of knighthood,

and it is remarkable that this appears to have been most
systematically insisted on after the actual render of military

service had been universally commuted to a money equi-

valent, and when even that money equivalent itself under
its original name of escuage or scutage was passing or had
passed away.'' Neglect or refusal to be knighted by any

* Magna Carta, sect. 2.

' " In the nineteenth of Henry III., all the sheriifs of England were
commanded by close writs under the great seal to make proclamation

that all they who held of the king in chief one knight's fee or more
and were not as yet knighted should get themselves knighted before the

ensuing Christmas, as tbey loved the tenements and fees they held of the

king. Two years before the king had seiied the lands and chattels of

Roger de Somery, including the honour of Dudley, because he did not

come to the king to be girded with the belt of knighthood " (Madox,
Baronia Anglica, p. 130). "There can be no doubt," Dr Stubbs
says, " that this practice was one of the iniiuences which blended the

minor tenants-in-chief with the general body of the free holders
;

possibly it led also to the development of the military spirit which in

the following century [be is speaking of the reign of Edward I.] sus-

tained the extravagant designs of Edward III., and was glorified

under the name of chivalry" {Const. Mist., vol. ii. p. 282). The
statute " De Militibus " was passed iu the reign of Edward II., just

at the period when scutage was being abandoned as a special mode of

taxation (Stubbs, Const. Mist., vol. ii. p. 522j.
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tenant in cLivaliy who was thereunto commanded by the

kiao^'s writ subjected ihe o'.i'ender, if he was capable of

bearing arms, and between the ages of twenty-one and

sixty, to a fine. And thus in the progress of events

kniglit-seryice tended to become more and more divorced

from its primary uses and intentions, and to survive merely

as a series of oppressive exactions and idle ceremonies.

Daring the centuries which followed the enactment of the

statute of " Quia Emptores," the king gradually added the

character of Immediate lord over nearly all the lands held

in chivalry within the realm to the character of lord para-

mount which had been his from the beginning. When
feudalism was as firmly established and as fully developed

as it ever was in England, a single officer in each county,

called the king's escheator, who was appointed annually by

the lord treasurer, was considered sufficient to watch over

the royal "droits of seignory"and to prevent the evasion

of them. But when nothing save the name and the hard-

ships of feudalism remained, the Court of Wards and Liveries

was erected, and the scandals and abuses to which its juris-

diction gave rise under theTudors and the first two Stuarts

speedily assumed the proportions of an almost intolerable

grievance. Towards the end of the reign of James I. the

general discontent resulted iii an attempt to abolish tenures

in chivalry altogether, compensation being proposed to

the king and the mesne lords in the form of a fixed

rent in the place of their feudal dues, " which motion,

though it proceeded not to effect," says Coke, " yet we
thought it well to remember, hoping that so good a motion

. . . will some time or other . . . take effect and be

established." ^ This hope was in part realized by the

Long Parliament, which by resolution of both Houses in

1645 put an end to the Court of Wards and Liveries, and

converted ail tenures in chivalry into free and common
soccage. But it was not until eleven years later that, by
an Act bf the Commonwealth in 1656, legislative sanction

was conferred on these ordinances. Their substance, how-

ever, had been embodied in one of the articks of the treaty

of Newport between Charles L and the Parliamentarians,

and the king was then to have been indemnified by means

of a revenue charged on the lands relieved, amounting to

a hundred thousand pounds a year. At the Restoration a

tax on lands held in chivalry was proposed in place of

knight-service, but an alternative scheme for an excise on

beer and some other liquors received the preference. It

was not, however, until the abolition of purveyance as

well as knight-service had been included in the measure,

since known as the 12th Charles IL cap. 24, by way of

concession to the claims of the yeomanry and peasantry,

that it was permitted to pass, and then only amid vigorous

protests from many quarters.

Regarded as a method of military organization, the feudal

system of tenures was always far better adapted to the

purposes of defensive than of offensive warfare. Against

invasion it furnished a permanent provision both in men-

at-arms and strongholds ; nor was it unsuited for the cam-

paigns of neighbouring counts and barons whioh lasted for

only a few weeks, and extended over only a few leagues.

But when kings and kingdoms were in conflict, and distant

and prolonged expeditions became necessary, it was speedily

discovered that the unassisted resources of feudalism were

altogether inadequate. The barons and knights who
fought on horseback were in their own country attended

by the yeomen and townsmen who fought on foot. But

in foreign wars the feudal cavalry alone were available,

and the infantry were nearly all and always mercenary

troops. Again, although the period for which the holders

of fiefs were bound to military service had originally been

' Institutes 4, ToL iii. p. 203.

uncertain and unlimited, it gradually became an estab-
lished rule, to which the exceptions were everywhe:e
trifling and rare, that it should be restricted in various
countries to from forty to sixty days in each year!^
Hence warlike operations on anything like an extended
scale would have been impossible if the terms of tha
feudal engagement had been strictly observed. In these
circumstances it became customary to retain the feudal
tenants under arms as stipendiaries after their ordinary
and legitimate obligations had been fulfilled. But this

arrangement was exceedingly inconvenient in practice to

sovereigns and their feudatories alike. It implied to the
former the expenditure of large sums of money, then very
difficult to raise, on what was frequently an inferior com-
modity, and to the latter the neglect of their estates and
of all their peaceful duties and diversions. It became
therefore the manifest interest of both parties that personal

services should be commuted into pecuniary payments. In

the early times of feudalism the refusal or omission to

discharge the military obligations attached to a fief entailed

immediate forfeiture. But the usage of fining the delin-

quents in such cases, at first arbitrarily and afterwards in

a fixed amount, grew up all over Europe, while in England
from the reign of Henry II. to the reign of Edward II.

escuage or scutage was regularly levied, originally as an

amerciament and subsequently as an ordinary war-tax on

tenants by knight-service. ^ In this way funds for war

were placed at the free disposal of sovereigns, and, although

the feudatories and their retainers still formed the most

considerable portion of their armies, the conditions under

which they served were altogether changed. Their military

service was now the result of special agreement, by which

they undertook in consideration of certain payments to

themselves and tlieir followers, with whom they had entered

into similar arrangements, to attend in a particular war or

campaign with a retinue of stipulated composition and

strength. In the reign of Edward I., whose warlike

enterprises after he was king were confined within tha

four seas, this alteration does not seem to have proceeded

very far, and Scotland and Wales were subjugated by

what was in the main if not exclusively a feudal militia

raised as of old by writ to the earls and barons and the

sheriffs.'' But the armies of Edward III., Henry V.,.and

Henry VI. during the century of intermittent warfare

between England and France were recruited and sustained

entirely on the principle of contract. On the Continent

the systematic employment of mercenaries was both an

early and a common practice. But the transition from the

feudal regime to ttie r(5gime of standing armies was every-

where sudden and abrupt as compared with the same

process among ourselves.

Besides consideration for the mutual convenience of

sovereigns and their feudatories, there were other causes

which materially contributed towards bringing about the

changes in the military system of Europe which wera

finally accomplished in the 13th and 14th centuries.

During the crusades vast armies were set on foot in .which

feudal rights and obligations had no place, and it was

» Du Cange, Gloss., s.v. "Hostis"; Brussel, Usa<fe Genlral ilea

Fiefs, p. 162 sq.

3 Henry II. adopted the knight's fee instead of the Iirde as the basis

of rating (in levying taxes) for the knights and barons, and under him

escuao-c or scutage became "an honourable commutation for personal

servic°e." Littleton defines knight-service cs tenure by " hom.ige,

fealty, and escuage"; and, although scut.igc may have been tlic naino

for the personal service represented by tiie tax, it had of course long

been replaced by the tax itself when he wrote in the reign of Henry VI.

See Coke-Littleton, bk. ii. chap. 4, sect. 103; Madox, liaroma

Anglica, pp. 216-226 ; Pearson, Early and Middle A(jcs, vol. i.

p 591 -'stubbs, Constitutional History, vol. i. pp. 581-590.

* Stubbs, Const. Hist., vol. u. p. 278; also compare Grose, MUilaiy

Antiquitifs, vol. i. p. 65 sq.
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Been that the volunteers who flocked to the standards of

the various commanders were not less but even more effi-

cient in the field than the vassals they had hitherto been

(accustomed to lead. It was thus established that pay, the

love of enterprise, and the prospect of plunder,— if we
leave zeal for the sacred cause which they had espoused

for the moment out of sight,—were quite as useful for

the purpose of enlisting troops and keeping them together

as the tenure of land and the solemnities of homage
and fealty. Moreover, the crusaders who survived the

difficulties and dangers of an expedition to Palestine

were seasoned and experienced although frequently im-

poverished and landless soldiers, ready to hire themselves

to the highest bidder, and well worth the wages they

received. Again, it was owing to the crusades that the

church took the profession of arms under her peculiar

protection, and thenceforward the ceremonies of initiation

into it assumed a religious as well as a martial character.

Nor was this by any means a merely gratuitous patronage

of bloodshed on her part. In the ages of faith and chivalry,

magic and sorcery were the terrors alike of the pious and
the brave, and the blessings of the priest on the warj'ior,

his weapons, and his armour were always regarded as the

surest safeguards agauist the influence of hostile spells

and enchantments. To distinguished soldiers of the cross

the honours and benefits of knighthood could hardly be

refused on the ground that they did not possess a sufficient

property qualification,—of wluch perhaps they had in fact

denuded themselves in order to their own and their retinue's

equipment for the Holy War. And thus the conception

of knighthood as of something wholly distinct from and
independent of feudalism both as a social condition and a

personal dignity arose and rapidly gained ground. It was

then that the analogy was first detected which was after-

wards more fully developed between the order of knight-

hood and the order of priesthood, and that an actual

union of monachism and chivalry was effected by the

establishment of the religious orders of which the Knights

Templars and the Knights Hospitallers were the most

eminent examples. As comprehensive in their polity

as the Benedictines or Franciscans, they gathered their

members from, and soon scattered their possessions over,

Bvery country in Europe. And in their indifference

to the distinctions of race and nationality they merely

accommodated themselves to the spirit which had become
characteristic of chivalry itself, already recognized, like

the church, as a universal institution which comprised

and knit together the whols warrior caste of Christendom

into one great fraternity irrespective alike of feudal sub-

ordination and territorial boundaries. Somewhat later the

iadoption of hereditary surnames and armorial bearings

marked the existence of a large and noble class who either

from the subdivision of fiefs or from the effects of the

custom of primogeniture were very insufficiently provided

for. To them only two callings were generally open, that

«f the churchman and that of the soldier, and the latter as

a rule offered greater attractions than the former in an era

of much licence and little learning. Hence the favourite

expedient for men of birth, although not of fortune, was to

attach themselves to some prince or magnate in whose

military service they were sure of an adequate maintenance,

and might hope for even a rich reward in the shape of

booty or of ransom.^ It is probably to this period and

these circumstances that we must look for at aU events the

rudimentary beginnings of the miKtary as well as the

religious orders of chivalry. Of the existence of any

regularly constituted companionships of the first kind there

is no trustworthy evidence until between two and three

' Sainte PaUve, Mimoires

pp. 363, 364, ed.' 1781

VAncienne Cheialerie, vol. i.

centuries after fraternities of the second kind had beeii

organized. Soon after the greater crusading societies had
been formed similar orders, inch as those of St James of

Compostella, Calatrava, and Alcantara, were established to

fight the Moors in Spain instead of the Saracens in the

Holy Land. But the members of these orders were no
less monks than knights, their statutes embodied the rul»

of the cloister, and they were bound by the ecclesiastical

vows of celibacy, povert}-, anj obedience. From a very
early stage in the development of chivalry, however, we
meet with the singular iustitution of brotherhood in arms

;

and from it the ultimate origin if not of the religious frater-

nities at any rate of the military companionships is

tisually derived.^ By this institution a relation was created

between two or more knights by voluntary agreement which
was regarded as of far more intimacy and stringency than /

any which the mere accident of consanguinity implied. I
Brothers in arms were supposed to be partners in all things T
save the affections of their "lady-loves." They shared

in every danger and every success, and each was ex-

pected to vindicate the honour of another as promptly and
zealously as his own. Their engagements usually lasted

through life, but sometimes only for a specified period or

during the continuance of specified circumstances, and
they were always ratified by oath, occasionally reduced to

writing in the shape of a solemn bond and often sanctified

by their reception of the eucharist together. Romance
and tradition speak of strange rites—the mingling and even

the drinking of blood—as having in remote and rude ages

marked the inception of these martial and fraternal

associations.' But in later and less barbarous times they

were generally evidenced and celebrated by a formal and
reciprocal exchange of weapons and armour. In warfars

it was customary for knights who were thus allied to

appear similarly accoutred and bearing the same badges oi

cognizances, to the end that their enemies might not know
with which of them they were in conflict, and that their

friends might be unable to accord more applause to one

than to another for his prowess in the field. It seems likely

enough therefore that, at or soon after the period when
the crusades had initiated the transformation of feudalism

into chivalry as a military system, bodies banded together

by engagements of fidelity, although free from monastic

obligations, wearing a uniform or livery, and naming them-

selves after some special symbol or some patron saint ol

their adoption, were neither unknown nor even uncommon.
And such bodies raised by or placed under the command
of a sovereign or grand master, regulated by statutes, and

enriched by ecclesiastical endowments would have been

precisely what in after times such orders as the Garter in

England, the Golden Fleece in Burgundy, the Annunciation

in Savoy, and the St Michael and Holy Ghost in France

actually were.* The knight too who had " won his spurs
"

was very differently esteemed from the knight who succeeded

to them as an incident of his feudal tenure. In rank and

the external ensigns of rank under the sumptuary regula-

tions of the age they were equah But it was the first and

not the second who was welcomed in court and camp, who
was invited to the " round tables " which the Arthurian

romances brought into fashion among the potentates of

mediaeval Europe, and more particularly Edward III. and

Philip VI. And thus it became the ambition of every

aspirant to knighthood to gain it by his exploits rather than

to claim it merely as his right by virtue of his position and

estate. But there was one qualification for knighthood

' Du Cauge, Dissertation sv.r Joinville, xxi. ; Sainte VeXaye, Memo ires.

vol. i. p. 272 ; Beltz, Memorials of the Order of the Garter, p. xxvii.

'" Du Cange. Dissertation, xxi., and Lancelot dtt Lac, among other
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*fhich was theoretically exacted even in England, and

^Lich was rigorously exacted abroad. Nobody could be

\e'ntiiuately created a knight who was not a gentleman of

" name and arms," that is, who was not descended on both

sides at the least from grandparents who were entitled to

armorial bearings. And this condition is embodied in the

statutes of every order of knighthood, religious or military,

which can trace its origin to a period when chivalry was a

social institution.^

During the 14th and 15th centuries, as well as some-

what earlier and later, the general arrangements of a Euro-

pean array were always and everywhere pretty much
the same.- Under the sovereign the constable and the

marshal or marshals held the chief commands, their

authority being partly joint and partly several. Attendant

on them were the heralds, who were the officers of their

mUitary court, wherein oflfences committed in the camp and

field were tried and adjudged, and among whose duties it

was to carry orders and messages, to deliver challenges and

call truces, and to identify and number the wounded and

the slain. The main divisions of the army were distributed

under the royal and other principal standards, smaller

divisions under the banners of some of the greater nobility

or of knights banneret, and smaller divisions still under

the pennons of knights or, as in distinction from knights

banneret they came to be called, knights bachelors. All

knights whether bachelors or bannerets were escorted by

their squires. But the banner of the banneret always

implied a more or less extensive command, while every

knight was entitled to bear a pennon and every squire

a pencel. All three flags were of such a size as to be

conveniently attached to and carried on a lance, and were

emblazoned with the arms or some portion of the bearings

of their owners. But while the banner was square the

pennon, which' resembled it in other respects, was either

pointed or forked at its extremity, and the pencel, which

was considerably less than the others, always terminated

in a single tail or streamer.' As we have already indicated,

it became the custom from the time of the crusades to

seek out and as far as possible to establish analogies be-

tween the institutions of chivalry and the church^ In the

military grades of the squire, the knight, and the banneret,

therefore, were of course seen the representatives of the

• Being made to " ride the barriers " was the penalty for anybody
who attempted to take part in a tournament without the qualification

of name and arms. Hence the importance of the descents in

geometrical progression commonly referred to a.^ "sixteen quarters," be-

ginning "with " three descents " in England, " four lines " in France,

"four quarters" in the empire, and " four branches" in Scotland.

The books where this subject may be pursued are far too numerous to

mention. GuiUim (Di/play of Heraldry, p. 66) and Nisbet (System

of Heraldry, vol. ii. p. 147) speak of it as concernijig England

and Scotland. See also Ashmole's Order of the Garter, p. 234. But
in England knighthood has always been conferred to a great extent

independently of these considerations. At almost every period there

have been men of obscure and illegitimate birth who have been
knighted. Ashmole cites Sandars's Flandria Illustrata to the

effect that " the degree of knighthood is of bo great splendour and
fame that it bestows gentility not only upon a man meanly born but
Jlso upon his descendants, and very much increaseth the honour of

:hose who are well descended." And he adds that " it is a maxim laid

down by a learned civilian (Tiraquel, De Nobilitate) that knight-

hood ennobles,insomuch that whosoever is a knight it necessarily follows

that he is also a gentleman (Militia nobilitat ut quisquis est Miles is

quogue continuo sit nohilis), for, when a king gives the dignity to an
ignoble person whose merit he would thereby recompense, he is under-

stood to have conferred whatsoever is requisite for the completing of

that which he bestows." By the common law, if a villain were made a

knight he was thereby enfranchised and accounted a gentleman, and if

a person under age and in wardship were knighted both his minority

and wardship terminated.

—

Order of the Garter, p. 43 ; Nicolas,

British Orders of Knighthood, vol. i. p. v.

* Grose, Military Antiq., vol. i. p. 207 sj. ; Stubbs, Const. Hist.,

vol. ii. p. 276 sq., and vol. iii. p. 278 sq.

' Grose's Military Antiquities, vol. ii. p. 256.

clerical grades of the deacon, the priest, and the bishop.*
But despite that the ceremonies of ordination were unques-
tionably imitated in the ceremonies of knighting, there is

no reason for supposing that the resemblance, such as it

was, which obtained between the chivalrous and the eccle-

siastical series of degrees was otherwise than accidental.
Moreover, it failed in at least two material respects,

namely, that squirehood although the usual was not tlio

necessary preliminary to knighthood, and that in all the
attributes of knighthood as knighthood a kniglt bachelor
was as fully and completely a knight as a knight banneret.

If indeed we look at the scale of chivalric subordination

from another point of view, it seems to be more properly

divisible into four than into three stages, of which two
may be called provisional and two final. The bachelor and
the banneret were both equally knights, only the one was
of greater distinction and authority than the other. In
like manner the squire and the page were both in training

for knighthood, but the first had advanced further in the

process than the second. It is- true that the squire was a

combatant while the page was not, and that many squires

voluntarily served as squires all their lives owing to the

insufficiency of their fortunes to support the costs and
charges of knighthood. But in tire ordinary course of a
chivalrous education the successive conditions of page and
squire were passed through in boyhood and youth, and the

condition of knighthood was reached in early manhood.
Every feudal court and castle was in fact a school of

chivalry in which the sons of the sovereign and his vassals,

or of the feudatory and his vassals, together commonly witli

those of some of their allies or friends, were reared in its

principles and habituated to its customs and observances.

And, although princes and great personages were rarely

actually pages or squires, the moral and physical discipline

through which they passed was not in any important

particular difi"erent from that to which less exalted candi-

dates for knighthood were subjected.^ The page, or, as he

was more anciently and more correctly called, the " valet

"

or " damoiseau," commenced his -service and instruction

when he -was between seven and eight years t)ld, and the

initial phase continued for seven or eight years longer.

He acted as the constant personal attendant of both his

master and mistress. He waited on them in their hall

and. accompanied them in the chase, served the lady in

her bower and followed the lord to the camp." From
the chaplain and his mistress and her damsels he learnt

the rudiments of religion, of rectitude, and of love
;

" from

his mast-er and his squires the elements of military exercise,

to cast a spear or dart, to sustain a shield, and to march

with the measured tread of a soldier ; and from his master

and his huntsmen and falconers the " mysteries of the

* The same analogy may be drawn between bachelors, masters, and

doctors; barristers, Serjeants, and judges ; or pursuivants, heralds, and

kings of arms.
* Sainte Palaye, Mimoires, vol. i. p. 36 ; Froissart, bk. iii. chap. 9.

« Sainte Palaye, Memoires, part i. ; and Mills, History of Chivalry,

vol. i. chap. 2.

' " Le petit Jehan de Saintre" is the great example on this pomt,

especially the homily addressed to him by La Dame des Belles-

Cousines. Therein she instructs him how he ought to love par

amours. But Sir Walter Scott says that " so pure was the nature of

the flame which she recommended that she maintained it to be inmn-

sistent even with the seventh sin of chambering and wantonness to

which it might seem too nearly allied. The lea^t dishonest thought or

action was, according to her doctrine, sufficient to forfeit the chivalrous

lover the favour of his lady. It seems, however, that the greater part

of her charges conceraing incontinence is levelled against suchaa

haunted the receptacles of open vice, and that she reserved an exception

(of which in the course of the history she made liberal use) in favour

of the intercourse which in all love, honour, and secrecy might take

place when the favoured and faithful knight had obtained by long so
\'ice the boon of amorous mercy from the lady whom he loved par

amours " (article CmvALKT in 7th and 8th editions of the EMydif

pasdia Britantiica).
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woods and rivers," or in othep words the rules and prac-

tices of hunting and hawking. When he was between

fifteen and sixteen he became a squire. But no sudden

or great alteration was made in his mode of life. He con-

tinued to wait at dinner with the pages, although in a

manner more dignified according to the notions of the age.

He not only served but carved and helped the dishes,

proffered the first or principal cup of wine to his master

and his guests, and carried to them the basin, ewer, or

napkin when they washed their hands before and after

meat. He assisted in clearing the hall for dancing or

minstrelsy, and laid the tables for chess o» draughts, and

he also shared in the pastimes for which he had made

preparation. He brought his master the "vin de coucher"

at night, and made his early refection ready for him in the

morning. But his military exercises and athletic sports

occupied an always increasing portion of the day. He
accustomed himself to ride the " great horse," to tilt at

the quintain, to wield the sword and battle-axe, to swim

and climb, to run and leap, and to bear the weight and

overcome the embarrassments of armour. He inured him-

self to the vicissitudes of heat and cold, and voluntarily

suffered the pains or inconveniences of hunger and thirst,

fatigue, and sleeplessness. It was then too that he chose

his " lady-love," whom he was expected to regard with an

adoration at once earnest, respectful, and the more meri-

torious if concealed. And when it was considered that he

had made sufficient advancement in his military accom-

plishments, he took his sword to the priest, who laid it on

the altar, blessed it, and returned it to hioi.i Afterwards

he either remained with his early mastjr, relegating most

of his domestic duties to his younger companions, or he

entered the service of some valiant and adventurous lord or

knight of his own selection. He now became a " squire

of the body," and truly an "armiger" or "scutifer," for he

bora the shield and armour of his leader to the field, and,

what was a task of no small difficuity and hazatd, cased

and secured him in his panoply of war before assisting

him to mount his courser or charger. It was his function

also to display and guard in battle the banner of the baron

or banneret or the pennon of the knight he served, to raise

him from the ground if he were unhorsed, to supply him

with another or his own horse if his was disabled or killed,

to receive and keep any prisoners he might take, to fight

by his side if he was unequally matched, to rescue him if

captured, to bear him to a place of safety if wounded, and

to bury him honourably when dead. And after he had

worthily and bravely borne himself for six or seven years

as a squire, the time came when it was fitting that he

should be made a knight.

Two modes of conferring knighthood appear to have

prevailed from a very early period in all countries where

chivalry was known. In both of them the essential

portion seems to have been the accolade. But while in

the one the accolade constituted the whole or nearly the

whole of the ceremony, in the other it was surrounded

with many additional observances. As soon as we have

any historical evidence of their separate and distinct

existence, we discover them as severally appropriated,

the first to time of war and the second to time of peace.^

' Sainte Palaye, Memoires, vol. i. p. 11 sq. :
—"Cest peut-etre k

cette ceremonie et non k cellea de la chevalerie qu'on doit rapporter

ce qui ee lit dans noa historiens do la premiere et de la seconde race

an aujet dea premieres armes ^q^e les Kois et les Princes remettoient

Bvec solemnite aa jeiiues Princes leiirs enfans."
2 There are sereral obscure points as to the relation of the longer and

ehorter ceremonies, as well as the origin and original relation of their

several parts. There is nothing to show whence -came "dubbing " or

the "accolade." It seems certain that the word "dub" means to

»trike, and the usage is as old as the knighting of Henry by William

Ui3 Conqueror (s!«pra, pp. Ill, 112). So, too, in the empire a dabbed

In one of the oldest records of chivalry quoted by Selden,

under the heading of " Comment on doit faire et creer ung
Chivalier," it is stated that, "quant ung Escuier que a

longeraent voyage et este en plusiers faicts d'armes et que

a de quoy entretenir son estate et qu'il est de grant maison

et rich et qu'il se trouve en un battaile on recounter il doit

adviser le chiefe de I'armS ou vaillant chivalier. Alors

doit venir devant luy et demander 'chivalier au nom
de Dieu et de Sainct George dunnez moy le ordre' et

le dit chivalier ou chiefe de guerre doit tirer I'espee nue

'

vers le diet demaundeur et doit dire en frappant trois foia

8ur iceuly :
' Je te fais chivalier au nom de Dieu et de mon

seigneur Sainct George, pour la foy et justice loyc'ment

garder et I'eglise, femes, vesves, et orphelins defender." ^

But the words of creation were various as well as the words

of the exhortation. Sometimes the first were " avancez

chevalier au nom do Dieu," or "au nom de Dieu, Saint

Michel, et Saint George jo te fais chevalier"; and the

second " soyez preux, hardi, et loyal," " be a good knight

in the name of God"; or " soyez bon chevalier," or "be a

good knight," merely. In this form a number of knights

were made before and after almost every battle between

the 11th and the 16th centuries, and its advantages on the

score of both convenience and economy gradually led to

its general adoption both in time of peace and time of war.

On extraordinary occasions indeed the more elaborate ritual

continued to be observed. But recourse was had to it so

rarely that among us about the beginning of the 15ch

century it came to be exclusively appropriated to a special

kind of knighthood. When Segar, garter king of arms,

wrote in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, this had been

accomplished with such completeness that he does not

even mention that there were two ways of creating knights

bachelors. " He that is to be made a knight," he says,

" is striken by the prince with a sword drawn upon hia

back or shoulder, the prince saying, ' Soys Chevalier,' and

in times past was added ' Saint George.' And when the

knight rises the prince sayeth 'Avencez.' This is the

manner of dubbing knights at this present, and that term

'dubbing' was the old term in this point, not 'creating.'

This sort of knights are by the heralds called knights

bachelors."* In our days when a knight is personally

made he kneels before the sovereign, who lays a sword

drawn, ordinarily the sword of state, on either of his

shoulders, and says, " Rise," calling him by hia Christian

name with the addition of " Sir " before it.''

Very different were the solemnities which attended the

creation of a knight when the complete procedure was

observed. "The ceremonies and circumstances at the

giving this dignity," says Selden, "in the elder time

were of two kinds especially, which we may call courtly

and sacred. The courtly were the feasts held at the

creation, giving of robes, arms, spurs, and the like,

whence in the stories of other nations so in those of ours

' armis mUitaribus donare ' or ' cingulo militari,' and such

more phrases are the same with ' militem facere ' or to

make a knight. The sacred were the holy devotions and

knight is " ritter geschlagen." The " accolade " may etyraologically

refer to the embrace, accompanied by a blow with the hand, charac-

teristic of the longer form of knighting. The derivation of "adouber,"

corresponding to "dub," from " adoptare," which is given by Du
Cange, and would connect the ceremony with "adoptio per arma," is

certainly inaccurate. The investiture with arms, which formed a part

of the longer form of knighting, and which we have seen to rest on

very ancient usage, may originally have had a distinct meaning. We
have observed that Lanfranc invested Henry I. with arms, while

William "dubbed him to rider." If there was a difference ir. the

meaning of the two ceremonies, the difficulty as to the knighting ol

Earl Harold {supra, p. 112) is at least partly removed.
' Titles o/Banor, p. 455; ib., 365.
* Segar, Honor Civil and Military, p. 74.

• Nicolas, British Orders of Knighthood, p. vii
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what else was used in tlio church at or before the re-

coivinf of the dignity, whence also ' consecrare militem

'

was to make a knight. Those of the first kind are

various in the memories that preserve them, and yot

they were rarely or never without the girding with a

sword uutil in the later ages wherein only the stroke on

the neck or shoulder according to the use at this day hath

most commonly supplied it." ' Of these " ceremonies and

circumstances " Selden gives several examples, especially

those of the knighting of Geoffrey of Anjou by Henry I.,

of Alexander III. of Scotland by Henry III. of England,

and of Edward Prince of Wales (afterwards Edward U.) by

his father Edward I. But the leading authority on the

subject is an ancient tract written in French, which will

be found at length either in the original or translated by

Segar, Dugdale, Byshe, and Nicolas, among other English

writers.- Daniel explains his reasons for transcribing it,

" tant a cause du detail que de la naivete du stile et

encore plus de la bisarrerie des ceremonies que se faisoient

; ^urtant alors fort serieusement," while he adds that these

ceremonies were essentially identical in England, France,

Germany, Spain, and Italy.

The pru"ess of hiauguration was coiamenced in the evening by
the placing of the candidate under the care of two "esquires of

honour grave and well seen in courtsliip and nurture and also in

the feats of chivalry," who were to be "governors in all things

relating to him." Under their direction, to begin with, a barber

shaved him and cut his hair. He was then conducted by them to

his appointed chamber, where a hath was prepared hung within and
without \vith linen and covered with rich cloths, into which after

they had undressed him he entered, ^\'hile he was in the bath two
"ancient and grave tnights " attended him "to inform, instruct,

and counsel him touching the order and feats of chivalry," aud
when they had fulfilled their mission they poured some of the water

of the bath over his shoulders, signing the left shoulder with the

cross, and retired.' He was then taken from the bath aud put
into a plain bed without hangings, in which he remained until his

body was dry, when the two esquires put on him a white shirt and
over that "a robe of russet with long sleeves haviug a hood thereto

like unto that of au hermit." Then the "two ancient and grave

knights" returned and led him to the chapel, the esquires going
before them "sporting and dancing" with "the minstrels making
melody." And when they had been served with wiues and spices

they went away leaving only the candidate, the esquires, " the

priest, the chandler, and the watch " who kept the vigil of arms
until sunrise, the candidate passing the night " bestowing himself

in orisons and prayers." At daybreak he confessed to the priest,

heard matins, and communicated in the mass, ofl'ering a taper aud
a piece of money stuck in it as near the lighted end as possible, the

first " to the honour of God " and the second " to the honour of the

person that makes him a knight." Afterwards he was taken back
to his chamber, and remained iu bed until the knights, esquires,

' Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 639.
- D.aniel, Histoire de ta Milice Franf;cnse, vol. i. pp. 99-104;

Byshe's Upton, De Studio Mililari, pp. 21-24 ; Dugdale^. Warwick-
shire, vol. ii. pp. 708-710; Sejjar, Honor Civiland Military, p. 69 sq.;

and Nicolas, Orders of Kniijhthood, vol. ii. (Order of the Bath),

p. 19 sq. It is given as ** the order and manner of cre-'iting Knights of

the Bath in time -of peace accordijig to the custom of England," and
consequently dates from a period when the full ceremony of creating

knights bachelors generally had gone out of fashion. But as Ashniole,
speaking of Knights of the Bath, says, " if the ceremonies and circum-
stances of tlieir creation be well considered, it will .appear that this king
[Ileury IV.] did not institute but rather restore the ancient manner
of making knights, and consequently that the Knights of the Bath
are in truth no other than knights bachelors, th.at is to say, such as

are created with those ceremonies wherewith knights bachelors were
formerly created" (Ashmole,° Order of the Garter, p. 15). It is

singular that Dugdale iu his translation of tliis ancient formulary has
accidentally omitted the actual dubbing or accolade. See also Selden,
Titles of Honor, p. 678 ; and the Archmological Journal, voL v.

p. 253 sq.

' In another formulary in the Cotton MSS. (Tib. E. viii. f. 72),
which is printed iu full iu the Arehmoloqical Journal, vol. v. p. 267
sq., the shoulders of the candidate are to be signed with the sign
of the cross, and in still another fonnul.iry among the Astley MSS.
the cross was to be signed on the candid.ate's left slioulder only by the
senior of the ancient and grave knights "in nondne patris," &c. In
both, however, the cross is to be kissed by the olliciating knight after
ho had signed it with the water.

and minstrels went to nim and aroused him. The knights then
dressed him in distinctive garments, and they then mounted their

horses aud rode to the hall where the candidate was to receira
knighthood ; his fature squire was to ride before him bareheaded
bearing his sword by the point in its scabbard with his spurs hang-
ing from its hilt. And when everything was prepared the prince or
subject who was to knight biDi came into the hall, and, tha
candidate's sword and spurs having been presented to him, he
delivered the right spur to the "most noblo aud gentle" knight
present, and directed him to fasten it on the candidate's right heel,
which he kneeling on one knee aud putting the candidate's right
foot on his knee accordingly did, signing the candidate's knee with
the cross, and in like manner by another "noblo and gentle"
knight the left spur was fastened to his left heel. And then he who
was to create the knight took the sword and girded him with it,

and then embracing him he lifted his right hand aud smote hira on
the neck or shoulder, saying, " Be thou a good knight," and kissed
him. TrVhen this was done they all went to the chapel with mach
music, and the new knight laying his right hand on the altar pro-

mised to support and defend the church, and ungirding his sword
offered it on the altar. And as he camo out from the chapel -the

master cook awaited him at the door and claimed his spurs as bia

fee, and said, "If you do anything contrary to the order of chivalry
(which God forbid), I shall hack the spurs from your heels."

As may be gathered from Selden, Fav3rn, La Colombiers,

Menestrier, and Sainte Palaye, there were several differ-

ences of detail in the ceremony at different times and in

different places. But in the main it was everywhere the

same both in its military and its ecclesiastical elements.

In the Poniijicale Eomanum, the old Ordo Somanus, and
the manual or Common Prayer Book in use in England
before the Keformation forms for the blessing or consecra-

tion gf new knights are included, and of these the first and
the last are quoted by Selden.'' But the full solemnities

for conferring knighthood seem to have been so largely and
so early superseded by the practice of dubbing or giving

the accolade alone that in England it became at last

restricted to such knights as were made at coronations and
some other occasions of state. And to them the particular

name of knights of the bath was assigned, while knights

made in the ordinary way were called in distinctira from
them knights of the sword, as they were also called knights

bachelors in distinction from knights banneret.^ It is

usually supposed that the first creation of Knights of the

Bath under that designation was at the coronation of

Henry IV. ; and before the Order of the Bath as a com-

panionship or capitular body was instituted the last

creation of them was at the coronation of Charles II.

But all knights were also knights of the spur or " equites

aurati," because their .spurs were golden or gilt,-y-the spurs

of squires being of silver oi white metal,—and these became

their peculiar badge in popular estimation and proverbial

speech. In the form of their solemn inauguiation too, as

we have noticed, the spurs together with the sword were

always employed as the leading and most characteristic

ensigns of knighthood.^

With regard to knights banneret various opinions have

Deen entertained as to both the nature of their dignity and

the qualifications they were required to possess for receiv-

ing it at different periods and in different countries. On
the Continent the distinction which is commonly but in-

correctly made by us between the nobility and the gentry

has never arisen, and it was unknown here while chivalry

existed and heraldry was understood. Here, as elsewhere

in the old time, a nobleman and a gentleman <neant the

* Titles of Honor, pp. 369 and 648. See also p. 367 for the

ceremonies observed at the knighting of Wilhain, count of Holland,

wlien he w.is elected king of the Romans iu 1247, and SeUlen's

remarks aud authorities with respect to the disuse of the incieut fore;

of uivestiture witli arms in the empire.
» Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 673 ; Ashmole, Order vf the Garter,

p. 15; Favyn, Thiiitre d'Honneur, vol. ii p. 1035.
' " It we sum up the principal ensigns of knighthood, ancient mid

modern, we shall find they have been or arc a horse, gold ring, shield

and lauce, a t'clt and sword, gilt spin-s, and a gold chain or collar."

—Ashuiole, Order of the Garter, pp. 12, 13.
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jame tiling, Tiamoly, a man who under certain conditions

of descent was entitled to armorial bearings. Hence Du
Cange divides the mediaeval nobility of France and
Spain into three classes :—first, barons or rices hombres

;

secondly, chevaliers or caballeros ; and thirdly, ^cuyers

or infanzons ; and to the first, who with their several

special titles constituted the greater nobiUty of either

country, ho limits the designation of banneret and the right

of leading their followers to war under a banner, otherwise

a "drapeau quarr6 " or square flag.' Selden mentions as

an instance of " the nearness and sometimes community
of the title of banneret and baron" the "bannorherr" or
" dorainus vexillifer " of the empire. And he also shows
especially from the parliament rolls that the term banneret

has been occasionally employed in England as equivalent

to baron, where, for example, in the reign of Eichard II.

among " divers other earls and barons there mentioned by
name ' plusiers autres barons et bannerets esteants au dit

parlament assemblez '
" are referred to.- In Scotland even

as late as the reign of James VI., lords of parliament were

always created bannerets as well as barons at their investi-

ture, "part of the ceremony consisting in the display of a

banner, and such ' barones majores ' were thereby entitled

to the privilege of having one borne by a retainer before

tliem to the field of a quadrilateral form."^ In Scotland,

too, lords of parliament and bannerets were also called

bannerents, banrents, or baronets, and in England ban-

neret was often corrupted to baronet. " Even in a patent

passed to Sir Ralph Fane, knight under Edward VI., he

is called ' baronettus ' for ' bannerettus.'"'* In this man-
ner it is not improbable that the title of baronet may have

been suggested to the advisers of James I. when the Order

of Baronets was originally created by him, for it was a

question whether the recipients of the new dignity should

be designated by that or some other name.^ But there is

no doubt that as previously used it was merely a corrupt

synonym for banneret, and not the name of any separate

dignity. On the Continent, however, there are several re-

corded examples of bannerets who had an hereditary claim

to that honour and its attendant privileges on the ground

of the nature of their feudal tenure." And generally, at

any rate to commence with, it seems probable that bannerets

were in every country merely the more important class of

feudatories, the "ricos hombres" in contrast to the knights

bachelors, who in France in the time of St Louis were

known as " pauvres homn^s." In England all the barons

or greater nobility were entitled to bear banners, and there-

fore Du Gauge's observations would apply to them as weii

as to the barons or greater nobility of France and Spain.

But it is clear that from a comparatively early period ban-

nerets whose claims were founded on personal distinction

rather than on feudal tenure gradually came to the front,

and much the same process of substitution appears to have

gone on in their case as that which we have marked in the

case of simple knights. According to the Sallade and the

Division du 2[onde, as cited by Selden, bannerets were

clearly in the beginning feudal tenants of a certain magni-

tude and importance and nothing more, and different forms

for their creation are given in time of peace and m time

' On the b.aiiiier see Grose, ilUitary Antiquities, vol. ii. p. 257 ; and
Nicolas, British Orders of Knirjhthood, vol. i. p. xxxvii.

* Titles of Honor, pp. 356 and 6Q8. See also Hallam, Middle
Ages, vol. iii. p. 125 sq., and Stuhbs, Const. Hist, vol. iii. p. HO sq.

' Eidrtell's Law and Practice in Scotti,-' Peerages, p. 578. Also

Nisbet's Si/stem of Heraldry, vol. ii. p. 49 ; and Seldeu's Titles of
Honor, p. 702. •• Selden, Titles of Honor, pp. 608 and 657.

' See " Project conceminge the conferinge of the title of vidom,"
wherein it is said that *'the title of vidom (vicedominus) wasan ancient

titlo used in this kingdom of Er.'-'and both before and since the

Norman Conquest " (State Papers, James I. Domestic Series, vol. Ixiii.

p. 150 B, probable date April 1611).
• Selden. Titlea of Bmor. d. 452 so.

of war." But in the French Gesta Eomanomm, the warlifct

form alone is given, and it is quoted by both Selden and
Du Cange. From the latter a more modern version of it

is given by Daniel as the only one generally in force.

" Quand un bachelier,"says the ceremonial in question, "a
grandement servi et suivi la guerre et que iia terreassez et

qu'il puisse avoir gentilshommes ses hommes et pour accogi-

pagner sa banniere il peut licitement lever banniere et Don
autrement ; car nul homme ne doit lever banniere en bataille

s'd n'a du moins cinquante hommes d'armes, tous ses

hommes, et les archiers et les arbelestriers qui y appartien-

nent, et s'il les a, il doit a la premiere bataille ou il se

trouvera apporter un pennon de ses armes et doit venir an
connetable ou aux mari^chaux ou k celui qui sera lieu-

tenant de I'ost pour le prmce et requirir qu'il porte ban-

niere, et s'il lui octroyent doit sommer les herauts pour
temoignage et doivent couper la queue du pennon." ^ The
earliest contemporary mention of knights banneret is in

France, Daufel says, in the reign of Philip Augustus, and
in England, Selden says, in the reign of Edward I. But
in neither case is reference made to them in such a
manner as to suggest that the dignity was then regarded

as new or even uncommon, and it seems pretty certain

that its existence on one side could not have long pre-

ceded its existence on the other side of the Channe*.
Sir Alan Plokenet, Sir Ralph Daubeney, and Sir Philip

Daubeuey are entered as bannerets on the roU of the

garrison of Caermarthen castle in 1282, and the roll of

Carlaveroek records the names and arms of eighty-five

bannerets who accompanied Edward I. in his expedition

into Scotland in 1300. Selden quotes some and refers to

many of the wardrobe accounts of Edward II. in which
contracts with and payments to bannerets are mentioned,

observing that " under these bannerets divers knights

bachelors and esquires usually served, and according to

the number of them the bannerets received wages."

'

What the exact contingent was which they were expected

to supply to the royal host is doubtful. In the authorities

collected by Selden, Du Cange, and Daniel it varies from

ten and twenty-five to fifty men-at-arms with their attend-

ants. Grose seems to prefer the medium estimate of a

hundred mounted combatants in all, that number forming

a square of ten in each face, and being the lowest equi-

valent of the more modern squadron.^" But, however this

may be, in the reign of Edward III. and afterwards

bannerets appear as the commanders of a military force

raised by themselves and marshalled under their banners

—

although paid through them by the sovereign—who were

moreover alway. persons of property and soldiers of dis-

tinction. At the same time their status and their rela-

tions both to the crown and their followers were the conse-

quences of voluntary contraot not of feudal tenure. It is

from the reigns of Edward III. and Eichard II. also that

the two best descriptions we possess of the actual creation

of a banneret have been transmitted to us. During Edward

the Black Prince's expedition of 1367 into Spain, Sir John

Chandos, one of the founder Knights of the Garter, was

made a banneret on the morning of the day on which the

battle of Navarrete was fought. V.'hen the troops were

drawn up in order before the action commenced, " Sir John

Chandos," says Froissart, "advanced in front of the bat-

talions with his banner uncased in his hand. He p.-esented

it to the prince, saying, ' My lord, here is my banker; I

present it to you that I may display it in whatever manner

shall be most agr-- aVle to you ; for, thanks to Godj I have

' Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 449 sq.

8 Pu Cange, Dissertation IX. ; Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 452 j

Daniel, Milice Fran(;oise, vol. i. p. 86.

" Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 656.

>" Military Antiquities, vol. ii. p. 2C6
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now sufficient lanas to enable me to do so and maintain '

the rank which it ought to hold.' The priuce, Don Pedro,

being present took the banner in his hands, which was
]

blazoned with a sharp stake gules on a field argent ; after
]

having cut off the tail to make it square, he displayed it, I

and returning it to him by the handle said, 'Sir John, II

return you your banner ; God give you strength and honour

to preserve it.' Upon this Sir John left the prince, went

bick to his men with the banner in his hand, and said to

them, ' Gentlemen, behold my banner and yours
;
you

will therefore guard it as it becomes you.' His companions

taking the banner replied with much cheerfulness that ' if

it pleased God and St George they would defend it well

and act worthily of it to the utmost of their abilities.' " ^

At a later period some distinction appears to have been

made between bannerets who were created under the royal

standard, the king himself being present with his army in

open war, and bannerets who were created only by the

king's lieutenants, as Sir John Chandbs and Sir Thomas
Trivet were created. But no such distinction seems to

have existed in the reigns of Edward III. and Richard II.;

and, although it was doubtless of more ancient origin, the

earliest contemp9rary evidence of its existence is of the

reign of James I., when bannerets whether of one or two

classes had practically disappeared. Sir Thomas Smith,

writing towards the end of the 16th century, says, after

noticing the conditions to be observed in the creation of

bannerets, "but this order is almost grown out of use in

England;"^ and during the controversy which arose be-

tween the new order of baronets and the crown early in the

17th century respecting their precedence ^ it was alleged

without contradiction in an argument on behalf of the

baronets before the privy council that " there are not

bannerets now in being, peradventure never shall be."*

Sir Ralph Fane, Sir Francis Bryan, and Sir Ralph Sadler

were created bannerets by the Lord Protector Somerset

after the battle of Pinkie in 1547, and the better opinion

is that this was the last occasion on which the dignity was

conferred. It has been stated indeed that Charles I.

created Sir John Smith a banneret after the battle of

Edgehill in 1642 for having rescued the royal standard

from the enemy. But of this there is no sufficient proof.

It was also supposed that George III. had created several

naval officers bannerets towards the end of the last cen-

tury, because he knighted them on board ship under the

royal standard displayed.^ This, however, is unquestion-

ably an error. Knights bannerets were not distinguished

from knights bachelors merely because they were created

under the standard or banner of the sovereign, but further

because their own pennons were converted into or exchanged

for banners.

On the Continent the degree of knight bachelor disap-

' Froissart, bk. i. chap. 241. The other case is that of Sir Thomas

Trivet in 1.380 (Froissart, bk. li. chap. 53).

2 Commonwrnlth of Englaiul, p. 48, ed. 1640.
' By the decree of 1612 on the precedence of brtwucta i.uoj' are

placed after the younger sons of viscounts and barons, who came next

to " bannerets made by the sovereign in person under the royal stand-

ard displayed in an army royal in open war," and immediately before

" bannerets not made by the sovereign in person," and are still so

ranked in all the "Tables of Precedence" (see Selden, Titles of

Honor, p. 749, 750).
* Stale Papers, Domestic Series, James the First, vol. Ixvii. p. 119.

' "Thursday, June 24th: His Majesty was pleased to confer the

honour of knights banneret on the following flag officers and

commanders under the royal standard, who kneeling kissed hands on

the occasion : Admirals Pye and Sprye, Captains Knight, Bickerton,

and Veinon " {Oentleman's Magazine, vol. xliii. p. 299, 1773). Sir

Harris Nicolas remarks on these and the other cases (British Orders

of Knighthood, p. xHii. ), and Sir William Fitzherbert published anony-

mously a. pamphlet on the subject, A Short Inquiry into the Nature

of the TitUs conferred at Portsmotdh, kc, which is very scarce, but

is to be found under the name of " Fitzherbert " in the catalogue of

the British Museum Library.

14-7*

peared with the military system which had given rise to it

It is now therefore peculiar to the United Kingdom, where,
although very frequently conferred by letters patent, it is yet
the only dignity which is still even occasionally created

—

I as every dignity was formerly created—by means of a cere-

j

mony in which the sovereign and the subject personally take

[

part. Everywhere else dubbing or the accolade seems to
I have become obsolete, and no other species of knighthood,
I if knighthood it can be called, is known except that which

I

is dependent on admission to some particular order. It

j

is a common error to suppose that baronets are hereditary

1 knights. Baronets are not knights unless they are knighted
like anybody else ; and, so far from being knights because

they are baronets, one of the privileges granted to them
shortly after the institution of their dignity was that they,

I not being knights, and their successors and their eldest

I

sons and heirs apparent should, when they attained their

I

majority, be entitled if they desired to receive knighthood.'

It is a maxim of the law indeed that, as Coke says, " the

I

knight is by creation and not by descent," and, although we
I hear of such designations as the " knight of Kerry " or the
" knight of Glin," they are no more tlian traditional nick-

' names, and do not by any means imply that the persons

to whom they are applied are knights in a legitimate sense.

! Notwithstanding, however, that simple knighthood has
' gone out of use abroad, there are innumerable grand crosses,

I commanders, and companions of a formidable assortment of

orders in almost every part of the world,'' from that of the

I Golden Fleece of Spain and Austria to those of St Charles

I

of Monaco and of King Kamehameha of the Sandwich

Islands. But, with the exception of the orders of the

Golden Fleece founded by Philip II., duke of Burgundy,

in 1429, and of the Annunciation founded by Charles III.,

. duke of Savoy, in 1518— now that the orders of St Michael
' founded by Louis XL and of the Holy Ghost founded by

I

Henry III. of France, in 1469 and 1578, are either extinct

or in abeyance—none of the foreign military as distin-

I guished from the religious orders of knighthood have any
' actual historical connexion with chivalry. The orders of tho

Genet of France and the Gal: of Navarre of course are to

be classed as mere fictions with the order of the Round
Table of Britain. But the pretensions of almost every

other foreign order to extreme antiquity, as for example

of the Elephant and Danneborg of Denmark, the White

Eagle of Poland, or the Seraphim of Sweden, if they

are less obviously extravagant, are cot more susceptible of

verification. It has nearly always been the practice even

in modern days to represent the establishment as the

revival or reorganization of an order. We ourselves have

seven ordfers of knighthood, the Garter, the Thistle, St

Patrick, the Bath, the Star of India, St Michael and St

George, and the Indian Empire ; and, while the first is

undoubtedly the oldest as well as the most illustrious

anywhere existing, a fictitious antiquity has been claimed

^ '
' SirHenry Ferrers, Baronet, was indicted by the name of Sir Henry

Ferrers, Knight, for the murther of one Stone whom one Nightingale

feloniously murthered, and that the said Sir Henry was present aid-

ing and abetting, &c. Upon this indictment Sir Henry Ferrers being

arraigned said he never was knighted, which being confessed, the in-

dictn:ent was held not to be sulScient, wherefore he was indicted de

novo by the name of Sir Henry Ferrers, Baronet." Brydall, Jvs

Imagin'is apud Anglos, or the Law ofEngland relating to the Nobility

and Gentry, p. 50, London, 1675. Alter the dispute between the

baronets and the younger sons of viscounts and barons for pre-

cedence in 1612, it was declared by James I., among other con-

cessions to them, that " his Majesty is pleased to knight the present

baronets that are no knights," and that for the future all baronets and

their eldest sons and heirs apparent should be knighted if fhey pleased

to applv for knighthood when they came or were of Rge.—Patent

Rolls, iO Jac. I., part x. No. 18; Selden, Titles of Eonor, p. 687.

' Louis XIV. introduced the practice of dividing tha members of mili-

tary orders into several degrees when he established the order pf St

Louis in 1693.
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and is even still frequently conceded to the second and
fourth, although the third, fifth, sixth, and seventh appear

to be as contentedly as they are unquestionably recent.

It is, however, certain that the " most noble " Order
of the Garter at least was instituted in the middle of

the 14th century, when, to use Hallam's words, the

MUTt of England " was the sun as it were of that

system which embraced the valour and nobility of the

Christian world," when " chivalry was in its zenith, and
in all the virtues which adorned the knightly character

none were so conspicuous as Edward III. and the Black

Prince." But in what particular year this event occurred

is and has been the subject of much difference of opinion.

All the original records of the order until after 1416 have
perished, and consequently the question depends for its

settlement not on direct testimony but on inference from
circumstances. The dates which have been selected vary

from 1344 to 1351, and it is a matter of some historical

interest and importance to determine so far as it is practi-

cable which of them is probably accurate, since Dr Stubbs
cites the fact of " Edward III. celebrating his great feast

on the institution of the Order of the Garter in the midst
of the Black Death" as a " typical illustration " of the

heartlessness and want of sympathy between classes which
he holds to have been characteristic of the age.' The
Black Death made its appearance on the coast early in

August 1348, reached the capital in the following Novem-
ber, and spreading over the country raged until the end
of September 1349. Hence Dr Stubbs apparently agrees

with Ashmnle (who based his opinion on the preamble to

the two earliest but evidently not contemporary copies of

the statutes) in referring the institution of the order and
the accompanying feast to St George's Day in the April of

the second of these two years.^ Mr Longman thinks that

the order was "finally established" in 1347,' Mr Beltz

contends that it was founded in 1344, as Froissart, who
wrote in the reign of Edward III. and Richard II., affirms,

while Sir Harris Nicolas maintains that, although it is

not impossible that Edward III. may have determined to

found an order of knighthood in 1344, when he invited

knights of all countries to jousts at Windsor and revived

the feast of the Round Table, of which Froissart speai-s,

yet "the details of the Order of the Garter were not
settled (even if the institution itself was contemplated),
the companions appointed, nor the name or ensigns

established until the latter part of 1347 or early in
1348."* And, without going fully into the evidence,

ffhich may be examined at length in Nicolas and Beltz,

It is indisputable that in the wardrobe account from
Jjeptember 1347 to January 1349, the 2M and 23d
Edward III., the issue of certain habits with garters

and the motto embroidered on them is marked for St
George's Day, that similar vestments for the king and
others on occasions not connected with the order are re-

corded as having been delivered in 1347 at the Christmas
games at Guildford and the tournaments at Bury, Windsor,
Lichfield, and Eltham, that the letters patent relating to

the preparation of the royal chapel of Windsor are dated
in August 1348, and that in the treasury accounts of the
Prince of Wales there is an entry in November 1348 of the
gift by him of " twenty-four garters to the knights of the
Society of the Garter." ^ But that the order, although
irom this manifestly already fully constituted in the

' Const. Hist., vol. ii. p. 624.
= Aslniiole, Order of the Garter, p. 187; Anstis, Order of the

Garter, vol. 1. p. 92. Selden, in the first edition of Titles of llovor,
gives 1347, and in the last edition 1344. Barnes in his Life of
F.atcurd III., and Beltz in his Memorials, p. xxx. , collect the various
alder authorities. ' Life of Edward HI., vol. i. p. 298.

• Orders of Knighthood, vol. i. p. Ixxi. and pp. 9-16.
" Beltz, Memorials, p. 36f

autumn of 1348, was not in existence before the summer
of 1346 Sir Harris Nicolas holds on the ground that nobody
who was not a knight could" under its statutes have been
admitted to it, and that neither the Prince of Wales nor
several others of the original companions were knighted
until the middle of that year. Mr Beltz, following a sug-

gestion of Anstis, had endeavoured to overcome this

difficulty by assuming that the Black Prince had been
knighted in his infancy, and that he was made a banneret
at the age of fifteen. But, although' it was not unusual
for the sons of sovereigns and great feudatories to be
knighted when they were children, and even at their bap-
tism, it is beyond question, as Sir Harris Nicolas points

out, that in England only commoners could be formally

created bannerets. All knights of or above the rank of a
baron were at once entitled to bear their banners in the

field. And. that the Prince of AVales was knighted on the

landing of Edward III.'s expedition against France at La
Hogue in July 1346 there can be no doubt. It seems
pretty clear, however, that the Order of the Garter was in-

stituted and the great feast celebrated, not in the midst of

the Black Death, but at any rate some months before its

ravages commenced. Regarding the occasion there has

been almost as much controversy as regarding the date of

its foundation. The " vulgar and more general story," as

Ashmole calls it, is that of the countess of Salisbury's

garter. But commentators are not at one as to which
countess of Salisbury was the heroine of the adventure,

whether she was Katheriue Montacute or Joan the Fair

Maid of Kent, while Heylyn rejects the legend as "a vain

and idle romance derogatory both to the founder and the

order, first published by Polydor Vergil, a stranger to the

affairs of England, and by him taken upon no better

ground than fama vulgi, the tradition of the common
people, too trifiing a foundation for so great a building,"

and Anstis says that " it is now no more credited than

the absurd, ridiculous relation of Micheli Slarquez that

this order, termed from the Greek language Periscelidis

Ordo, was erected to the memory of one Periscelide, a true

fairy queen, or the whimsical dream of Mr Joshua Barnes

in his far-fetched derivation of it from the Cabiri among
the Samothracians."* Ashmole, however, while denying

that any such accident became the principal cause of

creating the order, will not altogether repudiate the alle-

gation that " the king may have picked up a garter at

some solemn ball or festivity,"—the queen's garter, as some
have said,—while she and not he made use of the memo-
rable words " Honi soit qui mal y pense." ^ Another legend

is that contained in the preface to the Register or Black

Book of the order, compiled in the reign of Henry VIII.,

by what authority supported is unknown, that Richard I.,

while his forces were employed against Cyprus and Acre,

had been inspired through the instrumentality of St

George with renewed courage and the means of animating

his fatigued soldiers by the device of tying about the leg^

of a chosen number of knights a leathern thong or garter,

to the end that being thereby reminded of the honour of

their enterprise they might be encouraged to redoubled

efforts for victory. This was supposed to have been in the

mind of Edward III. when he fixed on the garter us the

emblem of the order, and it was stated so to have been by
Taylor, master of the rolls, in his address to Francis I. of

France on his investiture in 1527.' According to Ashmole
the true account of the matter is that, " King Edward havin:'

given forth his own garter as the signal for a battle which

sped fortunately (which with Du Chesne we conceive to

be that of CVessy, fought almost three years after the setting

'' neyl)T), Cosmogniphie and History of the Whole World, hook :.

p. 2S6 ; Anstis, Order vf the Garter, vol. i. p. 62.

' Order of the Garter, p. 182. ^ Beltz, Memorials, p. .tlvi
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up of the Round Table at Windsor, rather than with the

BUthor of the ' Nouveau Theatre du Jlonde ' that of

Poictiers, which happened above seven j-ears after the

foundation of the order and whereat fCing Edward was not

present), the victory, we sa_v, being happily gained, he thence

took occasion to institute this order, and gave the garter

(assumed by him for the symbol of unity and society) pre-

eminence among the ensigns of it, whence that select

number whom he incorporated into a fraternity are fre-

quently styled 'equites aureoe periscelidis ' and vulgarly

knights of the garter." ^ Ashmole and Beltz also see in the

order a reference to the king's French claims, and remark

that the colour of the garter is the tincture of the field

of the French arms. But, as Sir Harris Nicolas points

out,—although Ashmole is not open to the correction,

—

this hypothesis rests for its plausibility on the assump-

tion that the order was established before the invasion

of France in 1346. And he further observes that "a great

variety of devices and mottoes were used by Edward IIL
;

they were chosen from the most trivial causes and were of

an amorous rather than of a military character. Nothing,"

he adds, " is more likely than that in a crowded assembly a

lady should accidentally have dropped her garter ; that the

circumstance should have caused a smile in the bystanders;

and that on its being taken up by Edward he should have

reproved the levity of his courtiers by so happy and

chivalrous an exclamation, placing the garter at the same

time on his own knee, as ' Dishonoured be he who thinks

ill flf it.' Such a circumstance occurring at a time of

general festivity, when devices, mottoes, and conceits of

all kinds were adopted as ornaments or badges of the habits

worn at jousts and tournaments, would naturally have been

commemorated as other royal expressions seem to have

been by its conversion into a device and motto for the

dresses at an approaching hastilude."- Moreover, Sir

H-arris Nicolas contends that the order had no loftier

immediate origin than a joust or tournament. It con-

sisted of the king and the Black Prince, and twenty-four

knights divided into two bands of twelve like the tilters in

a hastilude—at the head of the one being the first, and of

the .other the second ; and to the companions belonging to

each, when the order had superseded the Round Table and

had become a permanent institution, were assigned stalls

either on the sovereign's or the prince's side of St George's

Chapel. That Sir Harris Nicolas is accurate in this con-

jecture seems probable from the selection vrhich was made
of the " founder knights." As Mr Beltz observes, the fame

of Sir Reginald Cobham, Sir Walter Manny, and the earls

of Northampton, Hereford, and Suffolk was already estab-

lished by their warlike exploits, and they would certainly

have been among the original companions had the order

been then regarded as the reward of military merit only.

But, although these eminent warriors were subsequently

elected as vacancies occurred, their admission was post-

poned to that of several very young and in actual war-

fare comparatively unknown knights, whose claims to the

honour may be most rationally explained on the assumption

that they had excelled in the particular feats of arms

which preceded the institution of the order. The order

was dedicated to St George of Cappadocia and St Edward
the Confessor, and its feast or solemn annual convention

was kept at Windsor on St George's Day, the 23d of April,

with little interruption from the reign of Edward III. to

the reign of Queen Elizabeth. But a few years after the

Restoration the celebration was altogether discontinued.

The original companionship had consisted of the sovereign

and twenty-five knights, and no change was made in this

respect until 1786, when the sons of George IIL and his

• OrdtTofthe Garter, p. 183.
' Orders of Knighthood, vol. i. p. Ixixiii.

successors were made eligible notwithstanding that tha
chapter might be complete. In 1805 another alteration
was efi'ected by the provision that the lineal descendants
of George II. should be eligible in the same manner,
except the Prince of Wales for the time being, who was
declared to be "a constituent part of the original institu-
tion"; and again in 1831 it was further ordained that the
privilege accorded to the lineal descendants of George IL
should extend to the lineal descendants of George I. The
power of making and modifying the statutes of the order
as exemplified in these innovations had from the begin-
ning belonged to the whole fraternity, and it was only ia
the reign of Charles II. that it was surrendered to the
sovereign. But the knights still continued at any rate
formally to elect their companions, and the gorgeous and
elaborate ceremonies of installation were still regarded as
requisite to the full reception of knights elect. Since the
beginning of the reign of George III., however, both chapters
and installations became more and more occasional, and it

is now the established custom for the sovereign altogether
to dispense with them. Although, as Sir Harris Nicolas
observes, nothing is now known of the form of admitting
ladies into the order, the description applied to thum ia

the records during the 14th and 15th centuries leaves no
doubt that they were regularly received into it. The
queen consort, the wives and daughters of knights, and
some other women of exalted position, were designated
" Dames de la Fraternit(5 de St George," and entries of

the delivery of robes and garters to them are found at

intervals in the Wardrobe Accounts from the 50th Edward
III. (1376) to the 10th of Henry VII. (1495), the first being
Isabel, countess of Bedford, the daughter of the one king,

and the last being Margaret and Elizabeth, the daughters

of the other king. The effigies of Margaret Byron, wife of

Sir Robert Harcourt, E.G., at Stanton Harcourt, and of

Alice Chaucer, wife of William de la Pole, duke of Suffolk,

K.G., at Ewelme, which date from the reigns of Henry VL
and Edward IV., have garters on their left arms. At a

chapter in 1637 an attempt was made to revive the practice

of issuing the ensigns of the order to ladies. Sir James
Palmer, acting as deputy for Sir Thomas Rowe, the chan-

cellor of the order, moved the sovereign that the wives of

the knights companions might have the privilege of wearing
" a garter of the order about their arms and an upper robe

at festival times, according to ancient usage." The matter

was referred by Charles I. to the queen, and another chapter

was appointed for the purpose of taking it into final con-

sideration. But owing to the civil war nothing further

was done in the ma'ter. At present the officers of the

order are five—the prelate, chancellor, register, king o£

arms, and usher—the first, third, and fifth having been

attached to it from the commencement, while the fourth

was added by Henry V. and the second by Edward IV.

The prelate has always been the bishop of Winchester ;

the chancellor was formerly the bishop of Salisbury, but

is now the bishop of Oxford ; the registership and the

deanery of Windsor have been united since the reign of

Charles L ; the king of arms, whose duties were in the

beginning discharged by Windsor herald is garter principal

king of arms ; and the usher is the gentleman usher of the

Black Rod.

The other orders of knighthood subsisting in the British

empire must be spoken of more briefly. The "most ancient"

Order of the Thistle was founded by James Iff. in 1687,

and dedicated to St Andrew. It consisted of the sovereign

and eight knights companions, and fell into abeyance at

the Revolution of 1688. In 1703 it was revived by Queen

Anne, when it was ordained to consist of the sovereign and

twelve knishts companions, the number being increased to

sixteen by "statute in 1827 '^he " most illustriouo " Qcdei
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of St Patrick was instituted by George III, in 1788, to

consist of the sovereign, tlie lord lieutenant of Ireland as

grand master, and fifteen knights companions, enlarged to

twenty-two in 1833. The "most honourable" Order of

the Bath was established by George I. in 1725, to consist

of the sovereign, a grand master, and thirty-sis knights

companions. This was a pretended revival of an order

supposed to have been created by Henry IV. at hia

coronation in 1399. But, as we have before shown, no
Euch order existed. Knights of the Bath, although they

were allowed precedence before knights bachelors, were

merely knights bachelors who were knighted with more
elaborate ceremonies than others and on certain great

occasions. After the so-called revival the grand mastership

merged in the crown on the death of John, duke of Mon-
tagu, the first tenant of the office in 1749, and in 1815 and
again in 1847 the constitution of the order was remodelled.

Exclusive of the sovereign, royal princes, and distinguished

foreigners, it is limited to fifty military and twenty-five civil

knights grand crosses, one hundred and twenty-three mili-

tary and eighty civil knights commanders, and six hundred
and ninety military and two hundred and fifty civil com-
panions. The " most distinguished " Order of St Michael

and St George was founded by the prince regent, after-

wards George IV., in 1818, in commemoration of the British

protectorate of the Ionian Islands, " for natives of the

Ionian Islands and of the island of Malta and its depend-

encies, and for such other subjects of his majesty as

may hold high- and confidential situations in the Mediter-

ranean." By statute of 1832 the lord high commissioner
of the Ionian Islands was to be the grand master, and
the order was directed to consist of fifteen knights grand

crosseSj twenty knights commanders, and twenty-five

cavaliers or companions. After the repudiation of the

British protectorate of the Ionian Islands, the order was
placed on a new basis, and by letters patent of 1868 and
1877 it was extended and provided for such of "the
natural born subjects of the crown of the United Kingdom
as may have held or shall hold high and confidential offices

within her Majesty's colonial possessions, and in reward for

services rendered to the crown in relation to the foreign

affairs of the empire." It is now limited to fifty knights

grand crosses, of whom the first or principal is grand

master, exclusive of extra and honorary members, of one

hundred and fifty knights companions, and two hundred
Bnd sixty companions. It ranks between the "most
exalted " Order of the Star of India and the Order of the

Indian Empire, of both of which the viceroy of India for

the time being is ex officio grand master. Of these the

first was instituted in 1861 and enlarged in 1876, and
the second was established in 1878 in commemoration of

the Queen's assumption of the imperial style and title of

the eni^ress of India. Of the Star of India there may
be thirty knights grand commanders, seventy-two knights

commanders, and one hundred and fifty-four companions,

-while of the Indian Empire there may be an unlimited

number of companions, among whom the councillors of her

majesty for her Indian empire are included by virtue of

tlieir office and for life.

It has been the general opinion, as expressed by Sainte

Palaye and Mills, that formerly all knights were qualified

to confer knighthood.^ But it may be questioned whether
the privilege was thus indiscriminately enjoyed even in the

earlier days of chivalry. It is true that as much might bo
inferred from the testimony of the romance writers

;

historical evidence, however, tends to limit the proposition,

and the sounder conclusion appears to be, as Sir Harris

Nicolas says, that the right was always restricted in opera-

^ Memoires, vol. i. p. 67, vol. i. p. 22; History of Chivalry,
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, vol. vii. p. 200.

tion to sovereign princes, to those acting under their

authority or sanction, and to a few other personages of

exalted rank and station.^ In several of the writs for dis-

traint of knighthood from llenry III. to Edward IIL a

distinction is drawn between those who are to beTinighted

by the king himself or by the sheriffs of counties respect-

ively, and we have seen that bishops and abbots could

make knights in the 11th and' 12th centuries.^ At all

periods the commanders of the royal armies had the

power of conferring knighthood ; as late as the reign of

Elizabeth it was exercised among others by Sir Henry
Sidney in 1583, and Robert, earl of Essex, in 1595, while

under James I. an ordinance of 1622, confirmed by a

proclamation of 1623, for the registration of knights in

the college of arms, is rendered applicable to all who
should receive knighthood from either the king or any of

his lieutenants.* Many sovereigns, too, both of England

and of France, have been knighted after their accession

to the throne by their ovvn subjects, as, for instance,

Edward III. by Henry, earl of Lancaster, Edward VL by
the Lord Protector Somerset, Louis IX. by Philip, duke of

Burgundy, and Francis I. by the Chevalier Bayard. But
when in 1543 Henry VIII. appointed Sir John Wallop

to be captain of Guisnes, it was considered necessary that

he should be authorized in express terms to confer knight-

hood, which was also done by Edward VI. in his own case

when he received knighthood from the duke of Somerset.*

In like manner Henry, earl of Arundel, under special

commission from the queen, created the Knights of .the

Bath and other knights at the coronation of Elizabeth in

1559, and in the patent from James II. nominating

Christopher, duke of Albemarle, governor of Jamaica in

1686 he is empowered to confer knighthood on any
persons "not exceeding six in number within the said

island whom he may think deserving of the same in the

king's service." ^ B"t at present the cnly subject to whom
the right of conferring knighthood belongs is the lord-

lieutenant of Ireland, and to him it belongs merely by long

usage and established custom. It was called in question

in 1821 by the Lords of the- Admiralty on the occasion of

Earl Talbot knighting Sir John Phillimore, a captain in

the navy, and the point, having been submitted to the law
officers of the crown in England and Ireland, was the

subject of contradictory opinions from them. In 1823,
however, it was referred by order in council to the English

judges, who unanimously reported in favour of the lord-

lietitenant of Ireland's claims.' But, by whomsoever con-

ferred, knighthood at one time endowed the recipient with
the same status and attributes in every country wherein

chivalry was recognized. In the Middle Ages it was a

common practice for sovereigns and princes to dub each

Ovher knights much as they were afterwards, and are now,
in the habit of exchanging the stars and ribands of their

orders. Henry II. was knighted by his great-uncle David
I. of Scotland, Alexander IIL of Scotland by Henry IIL,

Edward I. when he was prince by Alphonso X. of Castile,

and Ferdinand of Portugal by Edmund of Langley, earl of

Cambridge.^ And, long after the military importance of

knighthood had practically disappeared, what may be called

its cosmopolitan character was maintained. Writing in

the 17th century, Mr Justice Doddridge lays it down as a

principle of law in which he is supported by all the older

' Orders of Knighthood, vol. i. p. xi.

^Selden, Titles of Honor, p. 638.
* Harieian MS. 6063 ; Hargrave MS. 325.
5 Pateni.Rolls, 35th Hen. VIII., part xvi., No. 21 ; Bamet, Hist.

of licformation, vol. i. p. 15.

' Ej-mer, Fcedera, vol. xv. p. 497 ; Paicr.t r.:Us, 4th Jac. II., part

v.. No. 20.
' Nicolas, Orders of Kninhthood, vol. i. p. xiv.

' Spelman, "De Milite Dissertatio," Posthumoua Works, n. 181.
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authorities that " the highest and the lowest dignities at'e

universal, for if the king of a foreign nation come into

England by leave of the king of this realm (as it ought to

be), in this case he shall sue and be sued by the name of a

king, so shall he sue and be sued by the name of a knight

wheresoever he received that degree of dignity, but other-

wise it is as of a duke, marquess, earl, or other title of

honour given by any foreign king."i The well-known

story told by Camden about Queen Elizabeth and Sir

Thomas Arundel afterwards Lord Arundel of Wardour,

und her disinclination that "her sheep should bear a

stranger's mark," and "dance after the whistle of every

foreigner," had reference to a countship of the empire, and

not to knighthood or an order of chivalry. Even to the

end of the last century indeed any knight duly dubbed
abroad was fully accepted as a knight in England. Hence

when in 1792, at the request of the king of Sweden,

George III. invested Sir Sidney Smith with the grand cross

and collar of the Swedish Order of the Sword, it was ex-

pressly announced that he " was not knighted on this

occasion, that ceremony having been performed by his

late Swedish majesty."^ By certain regulations, however,

made in 1823, and repeated and enlarged in 1855, not

only is it provided that the sovereign's permission by royal

warrant shall be necessary for tbe reception by a British

subject of any foreign order of knighthood, but further

that such permission shall not authorize " the assumption

of any style, appellation, rank, precedence, or privilege

appertaining to a knight bachelor of the United Kingdom."
Moreover, no permission of the kind will be granted
" nnless the foreign order shall have been conferred in

consequence of active and distinguished service before the

enemy either at sea or in the field," or unless the person

receiving it shall have been " actually and entirely " em-
ployed beyond the British dominions " in the service of the

foreign sovereign by whom the order is conferred." *

Since knighthood was accorded either by actual investi-

ture or its equivalent, a counter process of degradation was
regarded as necessary for the purpose of depriving anybody

who had once received it of the Tank and condition it 'im-

plied. And in this respect there can be no doubt that tHe

order of chivalry was designedly assimilated to the order of

priesthood.* Hence, as Selden points out, " as by the canon

laws the ceremony of degradation from any degree of any

order is by the solemn taking away those things from the

clerk wherewith he was so invested at his taking the order

from which he is to be degraded, so the ceremonies of degra-

dation of a knight were in ancient times such as that the

pword vpith which he was girt at his knighting and the

spurs that were put on him were to be publicly taken off

from him, and some other solemnities were sometimes in

it."* The cases in which a knight has been formally de-

graded in England are exceedingly few, so few indeed that

two only are mentioned by Segar, writing in 1602, aud

Dallaway says that only three were on record in the College

of Arms when he wrote in 1793. But in illustration of

the statement of Coke that "when a knight is degraded

one of his punishments is 'quodclypeus suus gentilicius

reversus erit,' and how his arms be reversed that he beareth

none," Sir Harris Nicolas states that in an illuminated

copy of Matthew Paris's Historia Major, among the royal

manuscripts in the British Museum, there is a representa-

tion of Sir William de Marisco, who was convicted of

treason in the reign of Henry III., with his sword and

^ Law nf Nobility, p. 129. « £o„^o„ Gaxtte, May 19, 1792.
» London Oazelte, December 6, 1823, and May 15, 1S55.
* On tbe Continent very elaborate ceremonies, partly heraldic and

'Artly religious, were observed in the degradation of a knight, which
are described by Sainte Palaye, Mhnoires, vol. i. p. 316 sg., and after

him by Slills, History of Chivalry, vol. L p. 60 sj-

'' Titles 0/ Honor, p. 653.

the staff of hus banner broken and his shield hewq
asunder.^ With this exception, however, the earliest known
example of degradation from knighthood is that of Sir
Andrew Harclay, who was created earl of Carlisle by
Edward II., and was attainted of high treason in tha
year following his creation. He was tried and condemned
at Carlisle in 1323 by special commission under Edmund
of Woodstock, earl of Kent, the king's half-brother. A
part of his sentence, as preserved in the record, was in

the following words :
" que vous soietz degrade, que vous

perdetz noun de count pur vous et pur vous heirs a touts
jours que vous soietz deceynt del esp6e que vous esporeuns
d'orrees soient coupez de talouns," which having been done,

according to Holingshed, Sir Anthony Lucy, the sheriff of

Cumberland, said to him, " Andrew, thou art no knight,

but thou art a knave," when judgment for treason was
pronounced on hira, and he was immediately beheaded.'

The next case was that of Sir Ralph Grey, which occurred

in the reign of Edward IV. He was tried and convicted

of treason, before John Tiptoft, earl of Worcester, constable

of England in 1468, but the sentence as preserved by
Stowe seems to indicate that the ceremonies of degrada-

tion were to be remitted.' The last case was that of Sir

Francis Michell in 1621, whose spui's were hacked from his

heels, his sword belt cut, and his sword broken over his head
by the heralds in Westminster HaU.' The ceremony of de-

grading a knight who is a companion of an order which

as a capitular body has a chapel assigned to it applies to

his achievements therein displayed more markedly than

to him in person. On the degradation of a Knight of

the Garter, indeed, a deputation of the companions are

(Ashmole says) to go to him, attended by Garter king of

arms, who " in a solemn manner first takes from him
his George and riband and. then his garter."'" But the

principal, observances are that his banner, helm, and

armorial plate are torn down from above and from off his

stall by the officers of arms, and are by them spurned or

kicked out of the building." From the Order of the

Garter William Lord Paget, who was subsequently rein-

stated, was degraded in 1552, "chiefly," according to the

diary of Edward VI., " because he was no gentleman of

blood neither of father's side or mother's side."'^ The
degradation in due form of James, duke of Monmouth, and

of James, duke of Ormond, for treason occurred severally

in 1685 and 1716 Thomas Lord Cochrane and Sir Eyre

Coote were similarly degraded from the Order of the Bath

in 1814 and 1816. But in all these cases the knights

retained their knighthood, although they were expelled

from the orders to which they had belonged.

Eoughly speaking, the age of chivalry properly so callet!

may be said to have extended from the beginning of the

crusades to the end of the Wars of the Roses. Within the

limits of that period, which comprised about four hundred

years, all that was peculiarly characteristic of it arose, at-

tained to maturity, and fell into decay. It is true that

some of its spirit and many of its external forms lingered

on throughout the greater part of the 16th century. But

the chivalry of Francis I. and Charles V. bore much the

same relation to the chivalry of Edward III. and the

Black Prince that the romance- of Don Quixote^ bears to

the romance of Amadis de Gaul. As a practical mili-

tary system chivalry was entirely at an end. The revolu-

» Nicolas, British Orders of Knighthood, p. x-^viii.

' Selden, ritf<;s 0/ ^onor, p. 654.
' Nicolas, Orders of Knighthood, p. xxrii. ; Selden, Titles oj

Honor, p. 655. .«-
9 Dallaway's Heraldry, p. 303. " Order of the Garter, p. 621.

" Warnants for taking down the -achievements end for the degra-

dation of John Dudley, duke of Northnraberlaml, and Edward Stafforf

duke of Buckingham, are given by Ashmole, Ani-iidices clxxxin. and

clxxiiv " Beltz, Mtmimals, p. xcvi.
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Hon in tne mode of warfare wliicU bad commenced under

Edward III. was completed under Henry VIII., and it

was on their infantry and artillery rather than on their

cavalry that commanders had come principally to rely.

Knights still disported themselves in the lists as bravely

and gallantly as of old, but neither their arms nor their

armour availed thera aught against the cannon and muskets

they were compelled to encounter in the field. And even

in the way of pageantry and martial exercise chivalry was

not destined to be of long continuance. In England tilts

and tourneys, in which her father had so much excelled,

Were patrouized to the last by Queen Elizabeth, and were

even occasionally held until after the death of Henry,

Prince of Wales. But on the Continent the Comte de

Montgomerie's lance proved as fatal to thera as it did to

the French king Henry at Paris* ', By that time, however,

chivalry had ceased to exist as a social institution as well

as a military regime. Its standard of conduct, the code of

honour, indeed remained as it in some measure still remains,

the test of propriety and the guide of manners in the higher

ranks of society all over Europe. But the order of

knighthood as an order formally and particularly dedicated

to the service of " God and the Ladies,"—" I blush," says

Gibbon, " to unite such discordant names,"—and bound

by solemn and express engagements to vindicate justice, to

avenge wrong, and to defend the weak, the uuprotected,

'ind the oppressed, had disappeared. It was under this

shape, liowever, that chivalry manifested itself during the

earlier and more vigorous stages of its development, and

played its part among the chief and certainly among the

most remarkable of those influences which moulded the

form and directed the course of Western civilization in

mediiBval times. The common offspring of feudalism and

the church, it derived its resources and its sanctions

from each of its parents in turn, and stood forth as

at once the spiritual representative of the one and the

temporal representative of the other. Whatever may have

been its inherent vices and defects, it is at any rate indis-

putable that it embodied some of the noblest sentiments

and engendered many of the worthiest actions of contem-

porary mankind. It animated poetry and art ; it created

romance and heraldry ; it determined individual ethics,

modified the policy of states, and generally inspired the

energies while it controlled the destinies of all those na-

tions, especially England and France, which were then as

they now are the most enlightened as well as the most

powerful in the world. Under ecclesiastical teaching war

came to be regarded from a judicial standpoint as, to use

the words of Bacon, "the highest trial of right when princes

and states that acknowledge no superior on earth shall put

themselves upon the justice of God for the deciding of

their controversies by such success as it please Him to give

on either side."^ Battles were commenced with religious

celebrations, and armies esteemed themselves happy if tliey

marched beneath a consecrated standard. Even in the

field and while engaged in mortal conflict Christian knights

acknowledged the duties and courtesies of their order.

And if they were taken prisoner they could count on con-

sideration from their captors, and on their freedom when
they paid their stipulated ransom. Moreover, when they

took prisoners they kuew that they could safely release

them on parole to raise their ransom, and that they would
return to captivity if their ransom could not be raised."

It is indeed from the customs of chivalry that the best

.ind most humane portions of the laws of war in so far as

actual combatants are concerned have their origin. But

' " O'jstrvatioiis on a Lil>el," ]rorks, vol. v. p. SS4.
' Sainte Palaye, Memoircs, vol. i. pp. 309 ami 304 ; Mills, Ilisinri/

ef Chivalnj, vol. i. p. 13G: Grose. Mililary AiUiquiliei. vol. U. p.
iiZsq.

war, although it was the principal, was not the exchis'.vo

or the continuous occupation of media-val knighthood.

When not in the camp the home of the knight was in the

court or the castle, and it was there that his prowess in

the past campaign or present tournament was rewarded,

often it might be rather generously than discreetly by thy

ladies in whose cause he was partly enrolled. Helices

although at no period were women held in greater outward

respect by men, it is probable that at no period did more
licence in the association of the sexes prevail ; and it is a

strange comment on the manners of the times that the single

word "gallantry" should have grown to signify both bravery

and illicit love.' But, if chastity was not among the car-

dinal virtues of chivalry, the catalogue of them included

valour, loyalty, courtesy, and munificence ; and, had they

been practised with the zeal with which they were inculcated,

they would have gone far towards redeeming the dissoluteness

of private manners with which they were connected. Valour

was of course the primary qualification of a knight, and the

imputationof cowardice the most damaging that could be cast

upon him. Butlo3'alty, which implied the strictest fidelity

to all his engagements to his sovereign or lord, his "lady-

love," and his friends and foes alike, was only second to it

in importance. Next came courtesy, which meant not only

ceremonious politeness but also spontaneous modesty of

carriage, self-denial, and careful respect for the feelings of

others. And last came munificence, a disdain for money,

readiness to relieve want and reward services, hospitality,

and liberality in all things. In a celebrated passage

Burke describes chivuhy sa " the unbought grace of life,

the cheap defence of nations, the nurse of manly sen-

timent and heroic enterprise." " Never never more," Le

says, " shall we behold that generous loyalty to rank and

sex, that proud submission, that dignified obedience, that

subordination of the heart which kept alive even in ser-

vitude itself the spirit of an exalted freedom ;
" and,

he adds, " that sensibility of principle, that chastity of

honour which felt a stain like a wound, which inspired

courage whilst it mitigated ferocity, which ennobled what-

ever it touched, and under which vice itself lost half its

evil by losing all its grossness." * A very difi'erent estimate

of chivalry is expressed by Mr Freeman. " The chivalrous

spirit," he contends, " is above all things a class spirit.

The good knight is bound to endless fantastic courtesies

towards men and still more towards women of a certain

rank ; he may treat all below that rank with any degree

of scorn and cruelty. The spirit of chivalry implies the

arbitrary choice of one or two virtues to be practised in

such an exaggerated degree as to become vices, while the

ordinary laws of right and wrong are forgotten. The false

code of honour supplants the laws of the commonwealth,

the law of God, and the eternal principles of right.

Chivalry again in its military aspect not only encourages

the love of war for its own sake without regard to the

cause for which war is waged, it encourages also an extra-

vagant regard for a fantastic show of personal daring

which cannot in any way advance the objects of the siege

or campaign which is going on. Chivalry in short is in

morals very much what feudalism is in law : each substi-

tutes purely personal obligations, obligations devised in the

interests of an exclusive class, for the more homely duties

of an honest man and a good citizen."^ Between these

two views,—which, indeed, may be taken to represent the

extremes of prai.se and of depreciation,-—it may be assumed

that at all events an aiiproximation to the truth concerning

the ethical effects of chivalry or knighthood is somewhere

to be found. (f. dii.)

3 nallani, Mkldle^.igcs, vol. iii. p. 398.
* Buike, French Aenlntimi, p. 113, ed. 1790.
* Frecnnn. Korinci^i Conquest, vol. v. p. 482.
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KNITTING is tbe art of forming looped fabrics or tex-

tures with the use of needles or wires and a single con-

tinuous thread. Crochet is au analogous ait, differing

from knitting in the fact that the separate loops are thrown
off and finished successively, whereas in knitting the whole
ISeries of loops which go to form one length or round of the

fabric are retained on one or more needles while a new
series is being formed from them on a separate needle.

The origin and history of the art of knitting are referred

to under the heading Hosiery, vol. xii. p. 299. The wires,

needles, or pins used are of different lengths and gauges,

according to the work for which they are intended, and
are made either of steel, ivory, bone, or wood. Some are

headed, to prevent loops from slipping over their ends, but

on these can be woven only flat pieces of work ; others are

pointed at both ends, and with the use of three or more of

these circular webs can be made. The materials used in

knitting are specially twisted for the purpose, and consist

of twines, threads, cotton, silk, wools, and worsteds, the

latter being the most important and largely used substance.

Ordinary stockings and socks, which are the staple hand-
knit articles, are worked in " lambswool," " fingering," and
" wheeling " worsteds respectively, these differing in size

and fineness of quality ; and for other articles of under-

clothing and fancy knitting the worsteds most commonly
used are "fleecy," "Berlin," and "Lady Betty" wool Shet-

land wool is a thin hairy undyed and very tenacious and
strong worsted, spun in the Shetland Islands from the wool

of the native sheep, and very extensively used in the knit-

ting of fine shawls, veils, scarfs, and small articles by the

islanders, among whom the industry is of much local con-

sequence. " Crewels " are closely twisted coloured worsteds

of the same size as Shetland wool, and capable consequently

of being knit into the same fabric. Much spun silk is also

knit into patterns and articles similar in form and appear-

ance to Shetland wool goods. In Ayrshire the hand-
knitting of Scotch caps is extensively prosecuted as a
domestic industry, the knit work being collected and
" waulked " or felted and otherwise finished in factories.

The methods by which, with plain knitting, " purling,"

"slipping" loops, "taking up" and "casting off," &c.,

materials can be shaped and worked into varied and varie-

gated forms are endless, and patterns and directions for

working are to be found in all magazines and papers

devoted to ladies' work, us well as in numerous upecial

cheap publications.

Standard works, from which many of the patterns and directions

in smaller manuals are copied, are Mrs Gaugain's Knitting and
Crochet Work, and Esther Copley's Comjjrehcnsive Knitting Book,
London, 1849.

KNOLLES, RiCHAED (c. 1545-1610), author of the

History of the Turks, was a native of Northamptonshire,

and was born about 1545. In 1560 he entered Lincoln's

College, Oxford, of which four years later he was elected

fellow. Aft'er graduating M.A. he left Oxford to become
master of the free school at Sandwich in Kent, where he

died in 1610.

In 1603 Kuolles published A General History of the Turks, a

second edition of which appeared in 1610. The work was continued

up to date in several editions subsequently published, the best

known being that by Sir Paul Rycaut, 1687-1700, who gives a con-

tinuation to 1699. The history of KnoUes was highly praised by
Dr Johnson, and, though now entirely superseded, it has for the

time in which it was written considerable merits at least as regards

ityle and arrangement. Knolles also published a translation of

Uodin's Rcspublicn in 1606, but the Grammatics Latinse, Grercai, ct

Jlibrnica^ Compendium, and the Rudiments of Hebrew Grammar,
attributed to him by Anthony Wood and in most works of refer-

ence, were, as is shown in the Athcnxum of August 6th, 1881, the
works qf the Kev. Hanserd ICnollys, a Baptist minister.

KNOT. In the scientific sense, a knot is an endless

physical line which canuot be deformed into a circle. A

physical line is flexible and inoxtensible, and cannot be
cut,—so that no lap of it can be drawn through aniither.

The founder of the theory of knots is undoubtedly
Listing. In his " Vorstudieu zur Topologie" {G'Ottinger
Stiuhen, 1847), a work in many respects of startling
originality, a few pages only are devoted to the subject
He treats knots from the elementary notion of twistiiirr one
physical line (or thread) round another, and shows"that
from the projection of a knot on a surface we can thus ob-
tain a notion of the relative situation of its coils. He dis-
tinguishes "reduced" from "reducible" forms, the number
of crossings in the reduced knot being the smallest possible.
The simplest form of re-

duced knot is of two
species, as in figs. 1 and
2. Listing points out
that these are formed, the

first by right-handed, the
second by left-handed

'°' ^'°' ^'

twisting. In fact, if three half twists be given to a long
strip of paper, and the ends be then pasted together, the
two edges become one line, which is the knot in question.
We may free it by slitting the paper along its middle line

;

and then we have the juggler's trick of putting a knot on
an endless unknotted band. One of the above forms can-

not be deformed into the other. The one is, in Listing's

language, the "perversion" of the other, i.e., its image in a

plane mirror. He gives a method of symbolizing reduced
knots, but shows that in this method the same knot may,
in certain cases, be represented by different sj inbols. It

is clear that the brief notice he has published contains a

mere sketch of his investigations.

The most extensive dissertation on the properties of

knots is that of Tait {Trans. Roij. Soc. Edin., 1876-7). It

was for the most part written in ignorance of the work of

Listing, and was suggested by an inquiry concerning vortex

atoms (see Atom). Tait starts with the almost self-evident

proposition that, if any plane closed curve have double

points only, in passing continuously along the curve from

one of these to the same
again an even number of

double points has been

passed through. Hence
the crossings may be

taken alternately over and
under. On this he bases ^ 'S- 3. Fig. 4.

a scheme for the representation of knots of every kind,

and employs it to find all the distinct forms of knots which

have, in their simplest projections, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 crossings

only. Their numbers are shown to be 1, 1, 2, 4, and 8.

The unique knot of three cross-

ings has been already given as

drawn by Listing. The unique

knot of four crossings merits a

few vpords, because its properties

lead to a very singular conclusion.

It can be deformed into any of

the four forms— figs. 3 and 4 and

their perversions. Knots which

can be deformed into their own ,

perversion Tait calls "amphi-

cheiral," and he has shown that there is at least one knot

of this kind for every even number of crossings. He

shows also that "links" (in which two endless physical

lines are linked together) possess a similar property ;
and

lie then points out that there is a third mode of making a

complex figure of endless physical lines, without either

knotting or linking. This may bo called "lacing" or

"locking." Its nature is obvious from fig. 5, in which it

will be seen that no one of the three lines is knotted, dq
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tv.'o are linked, and yet the three are inseparably fastened

together.

The rest of Tait's paper deals chiefly with numerical
characteristics of knots, such as their " knottiness," " be-

kuottedness," and " knotfulness." He also shows that any
knot, however complex, can be fully represented by three

closed plane curves, none of which has double points, and
no two of which intersect. It may be stated here that the

notion of beknottedness is founded on a remark of Gauss,

who in 1833 considered the problem of the number of inter-

liukings of two closed circuits, and expressed ic by the

electrodynamic measure of the work required to carry a unit

magnetic pole round one of the interlinked curves, while a

unit electric current is kept circulating in the other. This

original suggestion has been developed at considerable

length by Boeddicker [Erweiierung der

Gauss scheii Theorie der VerscJdingungen,

Stuttgart, 1876). This author treats

also of the connexion of kuots with Eie-

minn's surfaces.

It is to be noticed that, although every

knot in which the crossings are alternately Fig. 6.

over and under is irreducible, the converse is not generally

true. TLis is obvious at onc« from fig. 6, which is merely

the three-crossing knot with a doubled string— what Listing

calls "paradromia"
Klein, in the JlatkematiscJie Annalen, is. 478, has proved

the remarkable proposition that knots cannot exist in space

of four dimensions.

S.ULORs' Kn"0T3.—The knots used by sailors are of many
kinds. The following are the most useful :

—

Overhaiid Knot (fig. 7).—Take the end a of the rope round the
end b.

R:e/ Knot {f\gs. 8, 9).—Form an overhand knot as ahove. Then
take the cad a o»er the end 6 and through the bight. If the end a

b

Fig. S.

wore taken under the end b a rjranny would be formed. This knot
is so named from being used in tying the reef-points of a sail.

£owline ligs. 10-12).—Lay the end o of a rope over the standing
part b. Form with 6 a bight c over a. Take a round beliind 6 and

Fig. 10. Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

down through the bight c. This is a most useful knot employed
to form a loop wliioh will not slip.

ITaff Eilcli (fig. 13).—Pass the end a of the rope round the
standing part b and through the biglit.

Clove Hitch (figs. 14, 15).—P.iss tlie end a round a spar and cross

it over b. Pass it round the spar again and put the end a through
the second biglit.

Blackionll Bitch (fig. 16).—Form a bight at the end of a rope, and
put the hook of a tackle througli the biglit so that the end of the rope

may be jammed between the standing part and the back of the hook.

Timber Hiidt (fig. 17).—Take the end n of a rope round a spar, tlien

round the standing part b, then several times round its own van c.

Fishcrmnn's Bend (fig. 18).—Take two turns, ronnd a spar, then
I half liitcli lound the standing part and between the spar and tho
uus, lastly a half hitch louiul the st.inding part.

F;g. Ifi. Fig. 17. Fig. 18.

Carrick Bend (fig. 19).— Lay the end of one rope over its own
standing part so as to form a bight. Put the end of the other rope
through this bight, under the standing part, over the end beyond
the bight, under the standing part beyond the bight, and down
through the bight over its own standing part.

Sheet Bend (fig. 20).—Pass the end of one rope through the
biglit of another, round both parts of the other, and under its own
standing part.

Fig. 21. Fig. 22.Fig. 19. Fig. 20.

Single IVall Knot (fig. 21).—tlnlay the.end of a rope, and with

the strand a form a bight. Take the nekt strand b round the end

oi a. Take the last strand c round the end of 6 and through the

bight made by a. Haul the ends taut.

^Single Wall Croioned (fig. 22).—Form a single wall, and lay

one of the ends, a, over the knot. Lay b over a, and c over 6 and

through the bight of a. Haul the ends taut.

Tis. 23. Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

Double Wall and Double Cmvn (fig. 23).—Form a single wall

crowned ; then let the ends follow their own parts round until all

the parts appear double. Put the ends down through the knot.

Matthew Walker (figs. 24, 25).—Unlay the end of a rope. Take
the first strand round tho rope and through its own bight ; the
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seoomt stvaiicf roHiiil the rope, tlirongli the biglit of tlio first, niul

tl.i'migli Hi oivfl bight ; the third tluongh all three bights. Haul
ll.c CI. lis taai.

See Narc5, Seamanship, 4th eil., 1S68; Dann, Scamnn's ^fanua!,

9th ed., 1S63 ; A. H. Alston, Sannanship, rortsnioufh, 1871 ;

Kipiiiii5, Masting and Kkjijing, 9th cd., 1864; Yachlsand i'achling,

by " Vandcrdecicei; " CWilliam Cooper), 1S73 ; £ouL- if Knots, by
" Tom Bowling" (J. Bouwick), 1S66.

KNOT, a Limicoline bird very abundant at certain

seasons on the shores of Britain and many countries of the

northern hemisphere. Camden in the edition of his

Britannia published in 1607 (p. 40S) inserted a passage

not found in the earlier issues of that work, connecting the

name with that of King Canute, and this account of its

origin has been usually received. But no other evidence

in its favour is forthcoming, and Camden's statement is

merely the expression of an opinion, ^ so that there is perhaps

ground for believing him to have been mistaken, and that

the clue afforded by Sir Thomas Browne, who (circa 1672)

wrote the name "Gnatts or Knots," may be the true one.-

Still the statement was so determinedly repeated by

successive authors that Liiinneus followed them in calling

the species Tringa cccnutus, and so it remains with nearly

all modern ornithologists.^ Rather larger than a Snipe,

but with a short, Plover-like bill and legs, the Knot visits

the coasts of some parts of Europe, Asia, and North

America at times in vast flocks; and, though in temperate

climates a good many remain throughout the winter, these

are nothing in proportion to those that arrive towards the

end of spring, in England generally about the 15th of Jlay,

and after staying a few days pass northward to their

summer quarters, while early in autumn the young of the

year throng to the same places in still greater numbers,

being followed a little later by their parents. In winter

the pilumage is ashy-grey above (save the rump, which is

white) aud white beneath.' In summer the feathers of the

back are black, broadly margined with light orange-red,

mixed with white, those of the rump white, more or less

tinged with red, and the lower parts are of a nearly uni-

form deep bay or chestnut. The birds which winter in

temperate climates seldom attain the brilliancy of colour

exhibited by those which arrive from the south ; the

luxuriance generated by the heat of a tropical sun seems

needed to develop the full richness of hue. The young

when they come from their birthplace are clothed in

ashy-grey above, each feather banded with dull black and

ochreous, while the breast is more or less deeply tinged

with warm buff. Much curiosity has long existed among
zoologists as to the egg of the Knot, of which not a single

identified or authenticated .specimen is known to exist in

collections. Yet more than sixty years ago the species was

found breeding abundantly on the North Georgian (now

commonly called the Parry) Islands by Parry's memorable

expedition, as well as soon after on Melville Peninsula by

Captain Lyons, and again during the recent voyage of Sir

^ His words are simply ^^Knotis, i. Canuti anes, vt opinoreDania
enim aduolare creduntur." In the margin the name is spelt " Cnotts,"

and he possibly thought it h.id to do ^yith a well-known story of that

king. Knots undoubtedly frequent the sea-shore, where Canute is said

on one occasion to have taken up his station, but they generally retreat,

and that nimbly, before the advancing surf, which he is said iu the

storj' not to have done.
2 In this connexion we may compare the French maringouin, ordi-

narily a gnat or mosquito, but also, among the French Creoles of

America, a small ihore-bird, either a Tringa or an ^-Egialitis, accord-

ing to Descourtilz
( Voyage, ii. p. 249). See also Littvi' s Dictionnaire,

sub voce.

' There are few of the Limicolx, to which gi-oup the Knot belongs,

that present greater changes of plumage according to age or season,

aud hence before these phases were understood the species became
encumbered with many synonyms, as Tringa cinerea, ferruginca,
grisea, islandica, nssvia, and so forth. The confusion thus caused was
mainly cleared away by Montagu and Temminck.

George Nares on the northern coast of Grinnell Laud and

the shores of Smith Sound, where Major J'eilden obtained

examples of the newly-hatched young [Ihis, 1877, p. 407),

and observed that the parents fed largely on the buds of

Saxifraga oppositifolia. These are the only localities in

which this species is known to breed, for on none of the

arctic lands lying to the north of Europe or Asia has it

been unquestionably observed.'' In winter its wanderings

are very extensive, as it is recorded from Surinam, Brazil,

Walvisch Bay in South Africa, China, Queensland, and New
Zealand. Formerly this species was extensively netted in

England, and the birds fattened for the table, where they

were esteemed a great delicacy, as witness the entries in

the Northumberland and Le Strange Household Books
;

and the British Museum contains an old treatise on the

subject—"The maner of kepyng of knotts, after Sir

William Askew and my Ladv, given to my Lord Darcy, 25

Hen. VIII." (MSS. Shane, "l592, 8 cat. 663). (a. N.)

KNOWLES, James Sheridan (1784-1 862), dramatic

author, was born at Cork, 21st May 1784. His father

was the lexicographer James Knowles, eousin-german of

Richard Brinsley Sheridan. Not long after the removal of

the family to London in 1793, young Knowles began his

dramatic career by composing a play which was performed

by himself and his juvenile companions. At tue age of

fourteen he published a ballad entitled The Welsh Harper,

which was set to music aud obtained great popularity ;

and about the same time his precocious taleuts secured

him the friendship of Hazlitt, through whom he also formed

an intimacy with Lamb aud Coleridge. Of his early career

little else is known except that for some time he served in

the Wilts and afterwards in the Tower Hamlets militia,

and that he left the latter corps to become pupil of Dr
Willan the physician, through whom he was appointed

vaccinator to the Jennerian Society. Although, however,

he was generously offered by Dr Willan' a share iu his

practice, he resolved to forsake medicine for the stage,

making his debut at the Crow Theatre, Dublin. At

Wexford he iu October 1809 married Maria Charteris, an

actress from the Edinburgh Theatre. About this time he

wrote Leo, which was played at Waterford with great

success by Edmund Kean ; but, although another piece,

Brian Boroihme, which he wrote for the Belfast Theatre

I also drew crowded houses, his labours as an actor and

j

author secured him so little pecuniary return that he

I

found it advisable to become assistant to 'his father at the

Belfast Academical Institution. In 1817 he removed from

Belfast to Glasgow, where, besides conducting a flourishing

school, he continued his dramatic authorship. His first

important dramatic success was Caius Gracchxis, produced

at Belfast in 1815 ; and by Virginins, written for Edmund
Kean, and first performed in 1820, he obtained a very

high place among the dramatic authors of the century.

Besides William Tell, in which Macready performed one of

his most successful parts, the other principal plays of

Knowles are The Hunchback, Love, and The Wife. In

some of his own pieces he acted with a just appreciation of

the character and with considerable vigour and fire, but he

failed in the power of personation. He achieved some suc-

cess, however, as a lecturer on elocution. In his later

year's he forsook the stage for the pulpit, and as a Baptist

preacher attracted large audiences at Exeter Hall and else-

where, while he also entered the field of polemical theology,

publishing two works,—the liock of Borne, and the Idol

Demolished by its own Priests,—in both pf which ho

combated the special doctrines of the Romish Church.

Knowles was for some years in the receipt of an annual

* The Tringa canuliis of Payer's expedition seems more likely to

have been T. maritima, which species is not named among the birds

of Franz Josef Land, though it can hardly fail to o.-cur there

XIV — 17
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pension of ,£200, bestowed by Sir Robert Peel He died

fit Torquay, November 30, 1862

A full list of the works of Knowlcs and of the various notices of

him will be found in his Life, by his son Kichard B.-insley Knowles,

of which twenty-five copies were printed privately.

KNOX, John n505-15r2), the great Reformer of Scot-

land, was born at Haddington, the county town of East

Lothian, in the year 1505.1 jjis father was William

Knox, commonly .said to have been descended from the

Kno.xes of Ranfurly in Renfrewshire, but there is no evi-

denco to prove what rests solely upon the authority of

David Buchanan. The name of his mother was Sinclair,

and some of his letters, written in seasons of danger, were

signed "John Sinclair." Whatever might be their lineage,

Knox's relations were in such circumstances as secured for

liim a liberal education in the grammar school of his native

town ; and, when about sixteen years of age, he was sent

to pursue his studies at the university of Glasgow, where

Dr John Mair or Major was principal regent, or professor

of philosophy and divinity. Owing to some undiscovered

cause he left the university without qualifying himself to

take the degree of master of arts. It has been usual to

state that from Glasgow Knox proceeded to St Andrews
and there taught philosophy and theology, but no evidence

can be adduced to show that he was officially connected in

any way whatever with the university of that city. Not
baving qualified himself by taking his degree, he would be

excluded from acting as a regent or professor, so that if he

taught it can only have been in the way of private tuition.

In truth, for some years tbout this time the course of life

pursued by Knox is involved in obscurity. The probability

is that he took orders in the Church of Rome as a secular

priest about 1530, and was connected for upwards of ten

years with one of the religious establishments in the neigh-

bourhood of Haddington. In the Protocol books of that

town the name of John Knox occurs among the witnesses

to deeds of the years 1540, 1541, and 1542, in one deed

under the style of Schir, that being the designation of

priests who had not attained the higher academical degree

of Magisler; and as late as March 27, 1543, he pens and
signs a notarial instrument as an apostolic notary, describing

himself as "sacri altaris minister, SanctiandrseEe dioceseos,

auctoritate appostolica notanus."

The martyrdom of Wishart in 154G was the turning

point in the spiritual life of Knox, determining him to

renounce scholastic theology and to profess his adherence

to the Protestant faith. As this subjected him to suspicion

and trouble, he resolved to leave Scotland and visit the

schools of Germany ; but Douglas of Longniddrie and
Cockburn of Ormiston, to whose sons Knox had for some
time been acting as private tutor, prevailed on him

* Founding upon the designation " Giffordiensis " applied to him by
Bczo in his Icones of 1580, and the statement of Spottiswood in his

ITislory (1627) that Kno.^ "was born in Gifford -In the Lothians,"
later \7riters, beginning with David Buchanan, have given Gitford, a

village a few miles to the south of Haddin5ton, as tlie birthplace of

Knox. On the other hand two contemporary Romanist writers

—

Archibald Hamilton (1577) and James Laing (1581)—assign to Had-
dington itself the honour in question: " Presbyter Joannes Knoxeus
r...tus in Hadintona oppido in Laudonia"; "Joannes Kuox natus
?rope Hadintonam, qua; est urbs in Laudonia." In 1785 the Bev.

Dr Barclay of Haddington directed attention to GUfordgate, one of the
jjburbs of Haddington, as the locality which popular tradition has
anifonnly maintained to have been the spot where the Reformer was
oom, and which, with the grounds adjoining, is called "Knox's Walls"
u a charter of 1607. Recent investigations prove that no village of

the name ot Gifford was in existence until the latter half of the 17th
century, whereas in the Geneva Register of 1558, when Knox was
admitted a burgess of Geneva, his name is thus entered: "Jehan,
tilz de GuUlaume^Cnoxe, natif de Hedington en Escosse." David
Laing, who in 1846 followed M'Crie in preferring Gifford, in 186-t

gives his verdict in favour of the Giffordgate, stating that a vkit to

the locihty led him to the conclusion that the ouestion now admits of

no dispute.

to relinquish V\A nesign, and, along with his pupils, to

enter the castle of St Andrews as a place i>f sifcty fium

the Romish cleigy. It was there that Knox received a

public call to the ministry, " whairat," to use his own
graphic description of the scene in the great chui-ch, " the

said Johnue abashed, byrst furth in moist abunda^d tearis,

and withdrew him self to his chalmer."

In Juue of the same year (1547) the Catholics of Scot-

land and France joined their forces to avenge the death of

Cardinal Beaton by capturing the Protestant garrison of

St Andrews, the French fleet appeared in the bay, and the

castle surrendered. It was stipulated that the lives of the

refugees should be spared, that they siiduld be removed to

France, and that such of them as declined entering into

the French service should be conveyed to any other

country except Scotland. Knox, sharing the fate of his

companious, was conveyed on board one of the French

ships to Rouen ; but the terms of the capitulation were

grossly violated, and the captives were treated as prisoners

of war. Knox and some others were sent on board the

galleys, and, after being leaded with chains, were compelled

to labour at the oar. Here they were subjected to many
indignities and much suffering ; but, in spite of every

hardship and every threat, not one of their number
renounced his faith. -During the ensuing winter the galley

in which he was confined lay in the Loire ; and in the

summer of 1548 it sailed for Scotland, and cruised off the

east coast. The hardships to v.hich he was now subjected

produced a very serious effect upon his health : he was

seized with a violent fever, and no hope was enteitained

of his recovery. He, however, regained his strength, and

during his captivity had sufficient energy of mind to engage

in literary work. In the winter of 1548 Henry Balnaves

of Halhill, who remained a prisoner in the old palace ot

Rouen, had sent to Knox a treatise on the doctrine of

justification by faith. With this work Knox was so

much pleased that, having revised it carefully, divided the

contents into chapters, and added a brief summary of the

book, he sent it to Scotland for publication with an epistle

addressed by "the bound Servant of Jesus Christ unto his

best beloved Brethren of the Congregation of the Castle of

St Andrewes, and to all Professours of Christs true Evangel!"

{Works of John Knox, vol iii.). As the old copy of this

epistle bears the title of " The Confession of Faith," this

work may have been the " confession of his faith, contain-

ing the substance of what he had taught at St Andrews,"

which " he found means to convey to his religious acquaint-

ances in Scotland," and which, Dr M'Crie thinks, " appears

to have been lost" If so, leaving out of view the notices

of his first sermon and of his disputation with Friar

Arbuckle in St Leonard's Yards, contained in his Historic,

this epistle will rank as th-e earliest specimen of the

Reformer's composition that has been preserved.

After an imprisonment of eighteen or nineteen months
Knox obtained his release from the French galleys in

February or March 1549. As he probably owed his freedom

to the intercession of Edward VI. or the English Govern-

ment, he came to London on obtaining his liberty, and
was favourably received by Archbishop Cranmer and the

lords of council Of the English section of his lite,

extending over five years, Knox himself disposes in few

words: "The said Johne was first appointed preachar to

Berwik, then to Newcastell ; last he was called to London,
and to the sowth partes of England, whar he remaned to

the death of King Edward the Sext" {Uistorie, book L).

At Berwick, where he laboured for two yeai^s, he preached

with his characteristic fervour and zeal, exposing the errors

of Romanism with unsparing severity. The tendency of his

zeal was not, however, calculated to recommend him to ;br.

bishop of the diocese, Dr Cuthbert TuastiiU or Tonrtall,
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who was strongly attached to the old faith. Having been

licensed of asserting that tlie sacrifice of the mass is

idolatrous, tlie preacher was cited to appear before the

bishop, and to give an account of his preacliing. Accord-

ingly, on the 4th of April 1550, Knox entered into a full

defence of his opinions, and with the utmost boldness

proceeded to argue that the mass is a superstitious and
idolatrous substitute for the sacrament of the Lord's Supper.

The bishop did not venture to pronounce any ecclesiastical

censure ; and the fame of the obnoxious preacher was
extended by this feeble attempt to restrain the boldness of

his attacks on the doctrines of Rome. The confession or

vindication of his doctriiie made by Knox on this occasion

will be found in vol. iii. of his collected Woj-h—" A
Vindication of the Doctrine that the Sacrifice of the Mass
b Idolatry," 1550.

Upon Knux's reforming work while a preacher at

Berwick some interesting light has recently been thrown
by the late Dr Lorimer's John Knox and the Church of
England, 1875. When looking through the ""Jlorrice"

collection of manuscripts in Dr Williams's library, London,
Dr Lorimer came upon four papers never before published.

One of these is a letter from -Johne Knokks to the
Congregatioun of Bervik," and another is " The practice of

the Lord's Supper used in Berwick by John Knox, 1550."

Witli this "practice," which is nothing more than a
fragment, Dr Lorimer associates " A Summary, according

to the Holy Scriptures, of the Sacrament of the Lord's

Supper" to be found in the third volume of the Works,

and to which Dr Laing has assigned the date 1550.
Founding upon these documents, Dr Lorimer maintains

that the very beginning of Puritan practice in the Church
of England in the administration of the Lord's Supper is

to be found in the order followed by Knox at Berwick,
inasmuch as ho not only substituted common bread for

"wafer-breads," thus anticipating by several years the

9ubstitution as authorized by Edward's second Prayer-

Book. published in 1552, but gave the first example of the

substitution of sitting instead of kneeling in the act of

communion, which has ever since continued to be a char-

acteristic Puritan practice. At the close of 1550, or early

in 1551, Knox was transferred to Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

where he remained, with occasional absences in London,
till the spring of 1553. In the closing month of 1551
he was appointed one of six chaplains to Edward VI.,

ind in virtue of this appointment he was consulted

in the preparation of the formularies of the Church of

England A book of forty-five articles of religion, forming

the basis of the thirty-nine articles of the Anglican Church,
drawn up by Cranmer, was submitted to the royal chaplains

{or their opinion. An origir.al copy of these articlee is

preserved in H.M. State Paper 0.*Bce with the autographs

of the chaplains, the sixth being "Jo. Knox." Shortly

after this the duke of Northumberland originated a proposal

to make Knox a bishop. The letters bearing upon the

proposal, not known to Dr M'Crie, were discovered by the

late Mr Tytler, and published by him in his Ennland laider

the Reigns of Edicanl and Mary. vol. iL The duke's wish
was that the king would "appoint Mr Knocks to the office

of Rochester Bisboprick." When, tiowever, the Scotch

chaplain was informed of what was in contemplation, and
was instructed to wait upon Northumberland, the latter did

not find the man he thought, to benefit eager to grasp at

promotion, and the matter ultimiil*,!; caiue Lo nothing by
default of Knox himself. The last year of work in

England was spent mainly in London and the southern

counties. As royal chaplain Knox preached in turn before

the court, and found favour with his royal hearer ; but he
was twice summoned before the privy council, first tn

answer complaints made by his would-be d'jcal patron, and

then to vinaicate his declinature of the vacant living of AU
Hallows in London.

Edward VI. having died in July 1553, and, the Marian
persecutions having shortly afterwards broken out, Knex
was persuaded to withdraw from England, and sailed for
Dieppe, landing at that town in January 1554. The en-
forced leisure of exile gave the refugee., an opportunity
of completing and publishing several treatises during two
sojourns in the same year at Dieppe. "An Exposition
upon the Sixth Psalm of David," addressed to Sirs Bowes,
"A Godly Letter of Warning or Admonition to the
Faithful in London, Newcastle, and Berwick," "Two
Comfortable Epistles to his afilicted Brethren in England,"
and "A Faithful Admonition to the Professors of God's
Truth in England," all belong to the year 1554. After
visiting the churches of France and Switzerland, Knox
accepted an invitation to become one -of the pastors of

the English congregation at Frankfort-on-the-Main, and
repaired thither in November of the same year. Soon
after his settlement dissensions arose in the congregation
in regard to the use of the surjilice, the omission of the
litany, the audible responses, and kneeling at the com-
munion (see the letters and extracts from the "Brief
Discourse of the Troubles at Frankfort" given by Dr
Laing in voL iv. of Knox's Works). A party in the

congregation, clamorous for a strict adherence to the

Englisl} Book of Prayer, lodged information with the

magistrates that Knox, in his "Faithfid Admonition," had
used treasonable language in speaking of the emperor, the

queen of England, and her husband Philip II. Not
wishing to increase the troubles, the maligned preacher

relinquished his charge on the 26th March 1555, and re-

tired to Geneva. The closing months of that year and the

opening ones of the 'year following form an important

period in the public labours and the private life of the

Reformer; for he then visited his native country, preached

I

in Edinburgh, in West Lothian, and in Ayrshire, and dis

pensed the communion privately in several places. Before

his visit came to a close he addressed a letter to the queen
regent, in the hope that she might be persuaded to extend

her protection to the Reformed preachers, or at least listen

favourably to their doctrine. This letter, " augmented and
explained by the author," and reprinted in 1558, "An
Exposition upon Matthew iv., concerning the temptation

of Chrtfit in the wilderness," and "A letter of wholesome

counsel, addressed to his Brethren in Scotland," belong to

the year 1556. In visiting Scotland at that time, however,

Knox was influenced by other considerations than those

bearing simply on the public weaL For a.s far back as his

Berwick ministry he had become acquainted with the family

of Richard Bowes, and formed an attachment for the fifth

daughter, Marjory. Dr "M'Crie represents the marriage as

having taken place 12 1553 before Knox left England ; and

in support of his view it falls to be said that after that date

Knox addresses Mrs Bowes as "Dearly Beloved Mother,"

and that he speaks of Marjory as his " wife," his "dearest

spouse." But, considering the strong opposition to the

union on the part of Richard Bowes and other relatives, as

also the very uncertain and precarious position of the

reformer at the time, there is good reason to think, with

Dr Laing, that then the parties had only formally pledged

themselves to one another "before witnesses," and that the

actual marriage took nlace when Knox vi:ited Scotland in

15.55.

At the urgent solicitation of the English congregation at

Geneva, consisting largely of those who had withdrawn

from Frankfort, Knox left Scotland in the summer of 1556
;

and in the "Livre des Anglois i Geneve," on the 13th

September of that year, the names of "John Knox,

Marjory, his wife, Elizabeth, her mother. Jamss (Nank),
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his servant, and Patrick, liis puple," are entered as members
of the Englisli congregation. In Geneva the Scotch

Eeformer laboured with voice and pen till 1559. The
literary works of that period, in addition to ten Familiar
Epistles, include Letters to his Brethren and the Lords pro-

fessing the truth in Scotland^ thrcs in number, 1557 ; An
Apology for the Protestants who are holden in prison at

Paris, 1557; The Appellation from the Sentence pronounced

by the bishops and clergy, 1558 ; A letter addressed to the

Commonality of Scotland, 1558 ; An Epistle to the inhabit-

ants in Neivcastle and Benuick, 1558 ; and^l brief exhorta-

tion to England- for the speedy embracing of the Gospel,

1559. Judged by the excitement it created, the most

outstanding writing of this period is The First Blast of

the Trumpet against the Monstrous Regiment of "Women
;

and it cannot be denied that this publication was un-

eeasonable, and might be expected to expose the author to

the resentment of two queens during whose reign it was his

lot to live. Indeed the sounder of the First Blast would

seem to have realized that it was " blown out of season,"

for, whereas his purpose was " thrice to blow the trumpet

in the same matter, if God so permit," and on the last

occasion to reveal his name, the intention was never

carried into effect. The resentment to which his blast

against feminine government gave rise in queenly breasts

did not sooa subside ; one immediate effect was that, when
Knox resolved to return to Scotland, and applied to the

English Government for permission to pass through the

sister kingdom, the application was refused. Impatient of

delay he sailed from Dieppe direct for Leith, and, landing

at that port in safety, reached Edinburgh on Sd May 1559.

From this time to the close of his life the biography

of the Reformer becomes inseparably connected with the

history of Scotland. Within a few days of his arrival

in Scotland, through the representations of the Romanist

clergy to the queen-regent, Kqox was proclaimed an

outlaw and a rebel ; but, undeterred by considerations of

personal danger, he lost no time in joining the leaders of

the Protestant party then assembled in Dundee. From
Dundee he went with them to Perth, where his preaching

was the antecedent though not the cause of a tumult which

resulted in the altar, images, and other ornaments of the

church being torn down, and the houses of the grey and

black friars being laid in ruins. St Andrews is the next

place of importance at which Knox joined the Protestants,

at this time called the congregation, the lay leaders of the

party, mostly noblemen, being known as the lords of the

congregation. Here Knox announced his intention to

preach in the cathedral church ; and, undismayed by the

threats of the archbishop, unmoved by the remonstrances

of his friends, he carried his purpose into effect, preaching

on four successive days, and with such signal effect that

the provost, bailies, and inhabitants agreed to set up the

Reformed worship in the town, stripped the church of

images and pictures, and pulled duwn the monasteries.

By the end of June Knox was again in Edinburgh, preach-

ing in St Giles's and the abbey church ; and on the 7th

July he was elected minister of Edinburgh.

When the army of the queen-regent took possession of

the capital, and the lords of the congregation agreed to

leave it, they took their minister with them from a regard

alike to the danger to which he would be exposed if left

behind and the service it was in his power to render the

Protestant cause. The result abundantly verified the

wisdom of the step, for, set free from city labours, Knox
travelled over a great part of Scotland, and visited the

towns of Kelso, Jedburgh, Dumfries, Ayr, Stirling, Perth,

Brechin, Montrose, Dundee, and St Andrews, with marked

results in the diffusing of knowledge and the strengthening

of the hands of fellow Protestants. By the end of April

1560 we find him once more in Edinburgh, having rendered

important service to the Protestant leaders in their negotia-

tions to procure aid from England, and, of necessity rather

than from choice, acting the part of a politico-ecclesiastic.

The most elaborate theological writing of the Scottish

Reformer, although written before his final return to

Scotland, was published in this year, 1560, at Geneva.

It is An Answer to the Cnvillations of an Adversary respect-

ing the doctrine of Predestination.

The event of greatest political importance in this same
year 1560 was the assembling of the Scottish parliament

at Edinburgh, on 1st August. A petition having been

presented by the Protestants of the country, craving the

abolition of Popish doctrine, the restoration of purity of

worship and discipline, and the appropriating of ecclesias-

tical revenues to the support of the ministry, the promotion

of education, and the relief of the poor, the ministers and

barons were required to lay before parliament a summary of

Reformed doctrines. " Within foure dayis " this was done.

The confession was read before the whole parliament, and

after reasoning and voting was ratified by Act of Parliament,

and the Protestant religion formally established. The Con-

fessioun offaithprofessit and belevit be thf Protestants uith.n

the Realme of Scotland, &c., in the composing of which no

small share must have fallen to the minister of Edinburgh,

is inserted by him at length in book iii of his Historie.

Between the dissolution of parliament and the first meeting

of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland on

the 20th December, Knox and three other ministers were

engaged in drawing up the plan of ecclesiastical government

known as the BooTc of Policy, or First Booh of Discipline.

This standard document, approved by the General Assembly

and subscribed by a majority of the members of privy

council, is also incorporated in Knox's Historie.

The youthful, widowed, and fair Queen Mary, haying

arrived in Scotland in August 1561, lost no time in send-

ing for Knox to the palace of Holyrood, in order that she

might hold with him the first of those four or five dialogues

which historians have rendered with dramatic effect not

always consistent with historical accuracy. The charge

brought against the Reformer of treating his sovereign with

rudeness and disrespect in the course of those interviews

has been thoroughly disproved by his biographer giving

the details of what passed as furnished by one of the parties

in his Historie, and is qmte discredited by such a judge as

Thomas Carlyle.

In the following year Knox found a more congenial

sphere for the exercise of his logical and dialectic skill in

a disputation with Quintine Kennedy, abbot of Crossrag-

well, in the neighbourhood of Maybole, Ayrshire. The

abbot had set forth a number of articles respecting the

mass, purgatory, praying to saints, the use of images,

and other points which he declared his intention to open

up more fully in his chapel at Kirkoswald. But when

Knox, who happened to be in the vicinity, appeared on the

Sabbath specified, the abbot deemed it prudent to absent

himself, and Knox preached in his stead. This led to

correspondence which resulted in arrangements for a

disputation taking place. The disputants met at Maybole

on the 28tb September 1562 and the two following days

at 8 A.M., in the house of the provost. Forty persons on

each side were admitted as witnesses of the dispute, _" with

so many mo as the house may goodly hold, be the sight of

my lord of Cassilis " (nephew of Kennedy). As usuallyis

the case in such contentions, both sides claimed to be vic-

torious ; but, to coutiteract the one-sided reports circulated

by the abbot and his friends, Knox published, in 1563, an

account of the dispute taken from the records of the

notaries present, to which he added a nrologue and short

I
marginal noves

I
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Queen ^lary, having fai'ietl to influence tlie Pipformer by

her " many salt tears" or her flattery, endeavoured to get

him into her power by movingthe privy council to pronounce

him guilty of treason on the ground that he had written a

circular letter to leading Protestants in reference to the

trial of two persons indicted for a riot in the Chapel Pioyal.

Knox's trial took place at a special meeting of council ia

December 1562, at which the queen was present and acted

an unseemly part as prosecutrix. To the unconcealed

chagrin and intense displeasure of his sovereign, Knox was

by a majority of the noblemen present absolved from all

blame and commended for his judicious defence.

Before he was required to appear a second time at a

privy council meeting, Knox, who had been a widower for

three years, was married to his second wife ilargaret

Stewart, daughter of " the good" Lord Ochiltree ; and in

Ochiltree House, an ancient baronial rssidence, the room is

still pointed out where, in March 1564, the marriage was

celebrated. The occasion of his second appearance before

the privy council was the preaching of a sermon in St

Giles's about a month after the marriage of Queen Mary
and Lor'i Darnley in July 1565. On the day the sermon
was preached the young king made an imposing appearance,

sitting on a throne prepared for his reception. Enraged by

what he regarded as passages having a reference to himself

in the discourse of the preacher, Darnley returned to the

palace with the determination not to taste food till the

offender had been punished. Knox was accordingly called

before the council, "from my bed," as he tells us. Informed
that he had offended the king, and that he must desist from
preaching so long as their majesties remained in Edinburgh,

Kuos made reply that he had spoken nothing but according

to his text (Isa, xxvi. 13-21), and, if the church should

command him either to speak or abstain, he would obey, so

far as the word of God would permit him. In regard to

the sermon he deemed it necessary for his own exoneration

to write out in full what he had spoken, and publish it with

a preface dated at " Edingbrough, the 19th of September
1565." This sermon is the only specimen of Knox's pulpit

c'ciscourses handed down to us. Dr M'Crie is of opinion

that the prohibition was of a very temporary nature ; but

it does not appear that Knox resumed his usual minis-

trations in Edinburgh, unless at occasional intervals, till

after Mary had been deprived of her authority in 1567.

During this period of absence from his charge, however, the

inhibited preacher was far from idle. In 1566 he drew
up the most considerable portion of his Eidorie of the

Reformatioun, having made a commencement in 1559 or

1560, and he wrote at the request of the Assembly various

public letters. He also visited churches in the south of

Scotland, and made a journey to England, in order to see

his two sons, who had been there far education since the

death of their mother Marjory Bowes.

On the 29th July 156" the infant James VI. was crowned
in the parish church of Stirling, and on tlat occasion

Knox reappeared in public and preached the coronation

sermon. He also preached at the opening of parliament in

December of the same year, when the Confession of Faith

formed and approved by parliament in 1560, with various

Acts in favour of the Reformed religion, was solemnly

ratified. When James Stuart, earl of Murray and regent

of Scotland, was assassinated and died at Linlithgow, 23d
January 1569, the event caused anguish and .anxiety to

the Reformer, who poured out the sorrows of his heart in

the sermon and the prayers of the day on which the tidings

reached the capital, and who thereafter preached the funeral

sermon in the presence of three thousand persons gathered

to witness the interment in the south aisle of the collegiate

church of St Giles. The strain to which body and mind

alike had been subjected for many years back, and the

shock caused by the removal of the nobleman in whom he
placed the greatest confidence, affected the Reformer's
health, and in the month of October 1570 he had a stroke
of apoplexy. Although he so far rallied as to have the use
of speech restored to him and to resume preaching, he uever
entirely recovered from the debility which tho stroke pro-
duced.

Resolved to take no prominent part in public affairs, and
confining himself to preaching in the forenoon of the Lord's
day, Knox might have spent what little of life on earth
remained for him in the house assigned him by the provost
and town council of Edinburgh, had he not become
personally obnoxious to Kirkcaldy of Gratige. This and the
troubles which agitated the country induced Knox, "sore
against his will, being compellit be the Brethren of the
Kirk and Town," to quit the metropolis and retire to St
Andrews. During his stay. there of fifteen months the
many infirmities of age did not prevent him engaging in

his two favourite employments of preaching and writing.

How he preached James Melville, then a student, after-

wards minister of Anstruther, has described in an often-

quoted passage of his '• Diary." The latest publication of

Knox in his life time was " imprentit at Sanctandrois be
Robert Lekpreuik, Anno Do. 1572." It is a tract in the

form of an answer to a letter written by James Tyrie, a

Scottish Jesuit.

By the end of July the adherents of tho queen's party

abandoned Edinburgh, and so enabled the banished citizens

to return to their homes. One of their first acts was to

send for Knox, who, travelling slowly because of weakness,
reached the capital (for the last time) on the 23d August
1572. Only two mors p«blic appearances were to be made
by him. The first of these was when in September tidings

came to Edinburgh of the St Bartholomew massacre.

Being assisted to reach the pulpit, and summoning up the

remainder of his strength, he thundered out the vengeance
of heaven against " that cruel murderer and false traitor,

the king of France," and desired the French ambassador to

tell his master that sentence was pronounced against him
in Scotland, that the Divine vengeance would never depart

from him nor from his house if repentance did not ensue,

but that his name would remaip an execration to posterity,

and none proceeding from his loins should enjoy his

kingdom in peace. The other occasion on which the

debilitated Reformer appeared in public was the induction

of Lawson, sub-principal of King's College, Aberdeen, as

his successor, which took place on the 9th November.
After taking a leading and solemn part in the services, he
crept down the street leaning upon his staff and the arm of

his attendant, and entered his house never to leave it alive.

Interesting details of his last illness and death-bed

exercises are furnislied in two contemporary narratives

—

Richard Bannatync's "Account of Knox's Last Illness and
Death " given in his Journal of ike Transactions in Scotland

1570-1573, and the "Eximii viri Joannis Knoxii Scoti-

canse Ecclesis instauratoris vera extremre vitK & obitus

Historia" of Thomas Smeton, principal of the university

of Glasgow, at the end of his Eesponsio ad Uamiltonii

Bialofftim, 1579. Both narratives are inserted by Dr

Laing in his edition of the Woi-7lS, vol. vL part ii. Attended

by his wife and friends, Knox died on Monday the 2Uh
of November 1572, in the sixty-seventh year of his age.

The funeral took place on the Wednesday following, when

the body was brought from the house in the Netherbow

Port by the newly-appointed regent, the earl of Morton,

and other noblemen, and interred in the burying-ground

connected with the church of St Giles. " AVhen the

body was laid in the grave," says Calderwood, " the earl

of Morton uttered these words :
—

' Here lieth a man
who in his life never feared the face of man ; who hatl
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been often threatened with riagge and dagger, but yet hath

ended his days in peace and honour.'" If any stone

ever marked the precise spot where Knox was buried—said

by tradition to be in the Parliament Square, a few feet to

the west of the pedestal of Charles II. 's statue—it must
have been destroyed in 1633, when the burying-grourid was

wholly obliterated by buildings. As in the case of liis

illustrious contemporary and friend Calvin, no tombstone

marks the place where he was interred.

Knox's family consisted of five cluldrcn—two sons and three

daugliters. His two sons were horn to him by his first wife

Marjory Bowes. Nathanael and Eleazer Knox were both born in

Geneva, entered as students of tlie uuiversitj' of- Cambridge, and
became fellows of St John's College. Both died at an early age,

and by their deaths the family of the Keformer became extinct intlie

male line. The three daughters of Knox were Martha, Margnret,

and Elizabeth. Martha was married to Alexander Fairlie of Braid,

in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, a tradition that she became

the first wife of James Fleming, father of Robert Fleming, author of

7'A<! FiilfiUiiig of the Scriplnrcs, having been disproved by DrLaing
(IVorks, vol. vi., part 2, l.xix. ) ; Margaret Knox married Zachary

Pont, for several years minister of St Cuthbert's, Edinburgh ; and
Elizabeth married John Welch, or Welsh, orWelsch, minister succes-

sively of Selkirk, Kirkcudbright, and Ayr, and, when transported,

of the French Protestant Church. Dr Laing considers it improbable

that any lineal descendants of these daughters still exist.

Of Knox no original painting is known to exist. Several like-

nesses have been frequently reproduced. 1. A woodcut portrait

of the Reformer occurs in Beza's Icones, published at Geneva in

1580, which has often been reproduced. 2. A French translation

of the Icones, by Simon Gaulart, appeared in 1581 with a totally dif-

ferent portrait substituted in place of that of Knox, which is

now believed to represent William Tyndale, the translator of tha

Bible. 3. In 1602 Verheiden, a Dutch theologian, published at

the Hague his PrsestaiUimn aliquot Theologornm £Jigics, and in

that work a head engraved on copper by Hondius is given as that

of Knox. There is every reason to suppose that this is merely an

improved copy from Beza, and not taken from an original painting.

4. The T'jrphicheu portrait of Knox is at Calder House. It has on
the back of the canvas the inscription, in a handwriting less than

a century old— " Rev. Mr John Knox. The first sacrament of the

Buppet given in Scotland after the Reformation was dispensed by
him in this hall." It is a harsh disagreeable likeness, painted at

least a century after Knox's death, with Beza's woodcut for model.

5. In 1836 the Society far the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge
published an engraving of a portrait of Knox which now goes by
the name of the Soraerville portrait. This painting belonged to

the Somerville family, and hung on the walls of their tondon
residence till the peerage became extinct. The tradition in the

family is that it was brought into their possession by James, the

thirteenth baron, in (he latter half of the 18th century ; and the

supposition of those who regard this as a veritable likeness of the

reformer is that Baron Somerville had fallen in with an excellent

portrait seemingly by some distinguished artist of Knox's time
(presumably Francis Porbus, who painted a likeness of George

Buchanan), and had a copy of it painted for his mansion of Drum,
near Edinburgh. Engravings of Beza's and Verheiden's yortraits

will be found in Knox's Works, vols. i. and vi. ; of the Torpliichen

portrait in the Life of Knox, 1st edition ; and of all the five like-

nesses in The Portraits of John Knox, by Thomas Carlyle, whose
verdict is in favour of the Somerville portrait as " the only probable

likeness anywhere kno\vn to exist."
**•
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KNOXVILLE, chief city of Knox county and of East

Tennessee, United States, is situated on the right bank of

the Tennessee river, which is navigable up to this point,

four miles below the confluence of the Holston and French

Broad rivers, and about 165 miles cast of Nashville. By
recent statistics it is shown to be one of the six healthiest

cities in the United States ; the elevation is 1000 feet,

mean temperature 58° Fahr., average rainfall 54'5 inches.

Among its numerous handsome buildings ate the United

States custom-house and post-oflnce, the um'versity of Ten-

nessee, and the public schools. There is a free library in

the city. The university, which includes the State college

of agriculture and the mechanic arts, was founded in 1807,
the latter departments being added in 1869. It has a good
library, and geological, mineralogical, and zoological coUec-
tious.^ In 1881 there were 398 students. Knoxville is a
busy industrial and commercial centre. Its manufactures
include iron in all its forms, railway and other carriages,
paper, furniture, sashes and blinds, tobacco, flour, leather
and harness, potterj', &c. ; and it has a brisk trade in these
articles, as well as in boots and shoes, hardware, and dry-
goods. Marble and coal of excellent quality are found in
vast quantities near the city. Knoxville was settled in
1789, and laid out as a town in 1791, when it was named
after General Henry Knox, at that time Washino-ton's
minister of war. From 1794 till 1817 it was the capital

of Tennessee. During the civil war it was an important
position, passing into the possession of the Union forces in

1863. The population of the city in 1880 was 9693, or,

including directly connected suburbs, 15,450.
KOBELYAKI, a town of Kussia, in the government of

Poltava, 40 miles south-we'ot of the government town, with
a station on the railway between Kharkoff and Kremen-
tchug. The town proper is situated on the right bank of

the Vonskla, but a suburb of some size, known simply as
Zaryetchya or " Beyond the River," lies on the other side.

Of the 13,000 inhabitants more than half are occupied
exclusively with agriculture ; but weaving, introduced by
German colonists, is beginning to be a considerable in-

dustry in the town. Kobelyaki was founded by the Polish

nobleman Nemirovitch, and is mentioned as a town in

1647. In the neighbourhood lies the village of Perevo-
lotchna, where the Swedish forces under Charles XII. laid

down their arms.

KOBRIN, a town of Piussia, in the government of

Grodno, 12 miles east of Brest-Litovsk and 4 miles from
the Tevli station of the railway between Minsk and Brest-

Litovsk. It lies in the midst of a marshy country, to the

east of which are extensive forests ; although situated on
the Mukhavetz river, which enters into the system of

canals uniting the Dnieper and Bug, it enjoys but little

prosperity. Its 8000 inhabitants are chiefly engaged in

agriculture ; there is also some trade in grain, salt, timber,

and bones. Kobrin was until the 16th century the capital

of a principality of the same name.

KOCK, Charles Paul de (1794-1871), novelist, was
born at Passy on the 21st of May 1794, and died at Paris

on the 29th of August 1871. He was a posthumous child,

his father, who was a banker of Dutch extraction, having

been one of the numerous victims of the Terror, and dying

on the scaffold with Hebert and Clootz, not as an extreme

republican, but as "suspect" of foreign relations. The
family was one of some rank in the Netherlands, and an
uncle of the novelist attained to the position of minister of

the interior in his native country. Paul de Kock, however,

remained all his life a citizen of France. He began life as

a banker's clerk, which occupation he soon quitted for

literature. But his natural taste, or the memory of his

father's death, kept him far apart from the republican

party, and he was perhaps the most remarkable liteiary

continuator of the ancieii regime as far as light novels were

concerned. His life was almost entirely uneventful, its

chief incident being a burglary which was committed at

his country houso at Romainville in his later days. For

the most part he resided on the Boulevard St Martin, and
was one of the most inveterate of Parisians.

Paul de Kock began to write very early, and continued to

produce novels almost until the end of his long life. But
his period of greatest and most successful activity was the

Restoration and the early days of Louis Philippe. The
comparative " patavinity " of his style, and the fact of his

standing aloof from the whole innovating movement in
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literature as in politics, made him relatively less popiilar

in France itself than abroad, where he was considered as

the special painter of life in Paris. Major Pendennis's

remark that he had read nothing of the novel kind for

thirty years except Paul de Kock, "who certainly made
hira laugh," is likely to remain one of the most durable of

his testimoniak, with as a companion the legendary ques-

tion of a foreign sovereign to a Frenchman who waa
paying his respects, " Vous venez de Paris et vous devcz

savoir des nouvelles. Comment se porte Paul de Kock t

"

The disappearance of the grisette and of the cheap dis-

sipation which Murger pathetically laments in more than

one of his works practically made Paul de Kock obsolete,

and his want of style affected him as unfavourably as

it did his dramatic analogue Scribe. But to the student

of manners his vivid and by all accounts truthful por-

traiture of low and middle class life in tLie first half of the

18th century at Paris will never lose its value, and, though

he can hardly be said to hold a high place in literature,

he is a remarkable follower of Restif de la Bretonue, and
may be said to be in a sense the last of the 18th century

school of novelists.

It has been said that the works of Paul de Kock are very

numerous. In the fullest list that we have seen they

amount to about a hundred, some of them bemg decidedly

voluminous. With the exception of a few not very felicit-

ous excursions into the historical romance, they are all

stories of middle class Parisian life, of guingueites and

cabarets and equivocal adventures of one sort or another.

The most famous of all is Le Barbier de Paris, which has

been translated into almost every European language. Of
equal literary merit, and, considering the style, of singular

freedom from objectionable characteristics, is Andre le

Savoyard, a remarkable story, full of narrative power, and

one of the happiest examples of the working up of simple

and commonplace details into an interesting whole. A
certain sameness pervades most of Paul de Kock's worL
It is almost untouched by the influences of the romantic

movement, and has none of the strong sentiments of the

school which derived from the author's contemporary

Balzac. But there is a good deal of human nature in it, a

good deal of accurate observation, and an almost total

absence of the revolting and the preposterous. Paul de

Kock was the Charles de Bernard of low life, and
greater praise of its kind could hardly be given to any

writer.

KODUNGALIJR, or Ceanganore, a town in Cochin

state, Southern India, 10° 13' 50" N. lat, 70° U' 50" E.

long., with a population (1876) of 9475.
Though now a place of little importance, its historical interest

is considerable. Tr.adition assigns to it the douMe honour of )'av-

ing been the first field of St Thomas's labours (52 A.D.) in India

and the seat of Cheruman rerumal's government (341V Tho visit

of St Thomas is generally considered mythical ; but it is certain

that the Syrian Church was firmly established here before the 9th
tentury (Burnell), and probably the Jews' settlement was still

earlier. The latter, in fact, claim to hold gi-ants dated 378 A.D.

The cruelty of the Portuguese drove most of the Jews to Cochin.

Up to 1314, when the Vypin harbour was formed, the only opening
In the Cochin backwater, and outlet for the Periyar, was at liodun-
galur, which must then have been the best harbour on the coast.

In 1502 the Syrian Christians invoked the protection of the Portu-
guese. In 1523 the latter built their first fort there, and in

1565 enlarged it. In 1661 the Dutch took the fort, the possession

of which for the next forty years was contested between this nation,

the Zamorin, and the raja of Kodunga-ltfr. In 1776 Tipii (Tippoo)
seized the stronghold. The Dutch recaptured it t->vo years later,

and, having ceded it to Tipii in 1784, sold it to the Travancore
raja, and again in 1789 to Tipii, who destroyed and left it iu the
following year.

EOHAT, a district in the lieutenant-governorship of the
Punjab, India, is situated between 32° '17' and 33° 53' N.
lat, and between 70° 34' and 72° 17' E. long., and is

bounded on the N. by Peshdwar, on the E. by the Indus
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river, on the S. by Baiinu district, and on the W. by the
Kuram nver and the Wazirf hills. It consists chiefly of a
bare and iiitncato mountain region, deeply scored with
nver valleys and ravines, but enclosing a few scattered
patches of cultivated lowland. The eastern or Khatak
country especially comprises a perfect labyrinth of ranges,
which fall, however, into two principal groups, to the north
and south of the Teri Toi river. The MiianzAi valley, in
the extreme west, appears by comparison a rich and fertile
tract. In its small but carefully tilled glens, the plane,
palm, fig, and many oichard trees flourish luxuriantly;
while a brushwood of wild olive, mimosa, and other thorny
bushes clothes the rugged ravines upon the upper slopes.
Occasional grassy glades upon their sides form favourite
pasture grounds for the Wazfrl tribes. The Teri Toi,
rising on the eastern limit of Upper Miranz.^i, runs due
eastward to the Indus, which it joins 12 miles north of
JIakhad, dividing the district into two main portions.
The drainage from the northern half flows southward into
the Teri Toi itself, and northward into the parallel stream
of the KohAt Toi. That of the southern tract falls north-
wards also into tho Teri Toi, and Bouthwvirds towards the
Kuram and the Indus. The frontier mountains, continual
lions of the Safed Koh system, attain in places a consider-

able elevation, the two principal peaks, Dupa Sir and
Mazeo Garh, just beyond the British frontier, being 82C0
and 7940 feet above the sea respectively. The Waziri
hills, on the south, extend like a wedge between tho

boundaries of Bannu and KohAt, with a general elevation

of less than 4000 feet. The salt mines are situated in the

low line of hills crossing the valley of the Tori Toi, and
extending along both banks of that river. Tho deposit

has a width of a quarter of a mile, with a thickness bf

IdOO feet; it sometimes forms hills 200 feet in height,

almost entirely composed of solid rock-salt, and may pro-

bably rank as one of the largest veins of its kind in the

world. The most extensive exposure occurs at Bahddur
Kliel, on the south bank of the Teri Toi. Petroleum

springs exude from a rock at Panoba, 23 miles cast oJ

KohAt ; and sulphur abounds iu the northern range.

Tho census of 1863 extended over an area of 2S3S square

miles, and disclosed a total population of 145,419 (males, 79,323 ;

females, 66,096). Tho llohammedaus numbered 136,565, as

against 6544 Hindus, 1837 Sikhs, and 473 " othciB." The
Hindus chieHy belong to the trading castes. Among the Moham-
medans, 6313 rank as Sayyids ; but the Pathans form by far

the largest division. Only one town, Kohat, contains a popiilation

exceeding 5000 inhabitants. Since the annexation of the Punjab,

cultivation ha.« extended from 64,772 acres in 1848 to 163,015 acres

in 1873-74. The agricultural staples include wheat and barley for

the spring harvest, with rice, millet, Indian com, and pulses for

the autumn crops. Tobacco, mustard, and oil-seeds also cover

small areas, and cotton of inferior quality is grown in favourable

years. The area under wheat in 1873-74 was returned as 36,600

acres; barley, 17,070; millets, 23,705 ; Indian corn, 12,050; rice,

4710 acres. Cultivation has now nearly reached its utmost limit.

The principal industry of the district is centred iu the salt mines.

Of these five are now open, from which 294,680 cwts. of salt were

quarried in 1870-71. Gun barrels manufactured near Kohat town

have a considerable icputation along the north-HCstcrn frontier.

Coloured scarfs, woollen carpets, country cloth, and pottery are

also turned out at Kohat, Hangu, and Teri. The ftonticr military

road forms the chief channel of communication, practicable through-

out for wheeled conveyances and artillery. The district has alto-

gether 249 miles of road, all unmetalled, and in many cases mere

tr=cks, passable at best by camels, and sometimes only by bullocks

or ponies. The total imperial revenue raised in the district in

1851-52 amounted to £9824, which, iu 1872-73 had risen to

£19,443, of which the land-tax contributed £8951, and salt

£8556. Education remains in a very backward stage. Four Govcin-

ment or aided schools and forty-three indigenous schools had n

total roll of only 745 pupils iu 1872-73. Prom its proximity to the

hills, the teniper;.:iiie of the district is comparatively cool, except

during the summer mouths.

Kon.4T, tho chief town and cantonment of tho abovo

district, situated in 33° 35' N. lat. and 71° 29' 43' 15.
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long., near the north bank of the KohAt Toi river, and

2 miles from the southern base of the Afridi Hills. The
population in 1868, including the cantonment, was

11, 271. The town is built on undulating ground, within

an amphitheatre of hills, and is surrounded by a slight

wall, 12 feet in height. Its principal manufacture is that

of gun barrels. The cantonment and civil station lie to

the east and north-east of the native city. The canton-

ment has accomruodation for about 3000 troops.

KOHL, JoHANN Geoeg (1808-1878), traveller and

author, was born at Bremen, Aprd 28, 1808. He studied

law at GottingRD, Heidelberg, and Munich, and for six

ye;irs was a private tutor in Courland. In 1838, after

travelling through parts of Russia, he settled at Dresden.

The success of four books, which he published in 1841,

describing his Russian experiences, decided his choice of

literature as a profession. Travels in Europe and America
supplied ample material, and book after book appeared.

In 1854 he undertook to prepare an historical coast survey

of the United States, in the service of Government. In

1858 he returned to Bremen, where in 1863 he was made
city librarian. In that post he died, October 28, 1878.

Kohl was a prolific author, and his books, both in the original

and in English translations, have enjoyed considerable popularity.

His style is agreeable and lively, and not without humour ; his

observation was acute, and not more superficial than was inevitable

from the mode in which he amassed his materials. Besides the books
on Russia, Kohl published works on Austria-Hungary (1842), Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland (1844), the Alps (1849-51), Denmark and
the Northern Duchies (1846-47), south-eastern Germany (1852),

the Netherlands (1850), Istria, Montenegro, kc. (1851), the Danube
(1854), Canada and New England (1857), the north-west of the

United States (1859), Lake Superior (" Kitchi-Gami ") (1859).

Among his historical, geographical, and miscellaneous writings are

the following:

—

Der Rhein, 2 vols., 1851 ; Aits meinen HiU'.en,

3 vols., 1850; Oeschichte der Entdcckung Amerika's, 1861 ; Dci3

Haiis Seefahrt zu Bremen, 1862 ; Nordwesldeulsche Skixzcn, 1864 ;

History of the Discovery of Maine, 1869 ; Die Vblker Europa's,

2 vols., 1872 ; Kleine Essays, 1875.

KOLABA, a district of the Bombay Presidency, India,

lying between 17° 52' and 18° 50' N. lat., and between
73' 7' and 73° 42' E. long. It is bounded on the N. by
Bombay harbour and ThAna district, on the E. by Poona
and SatAra, on the S. by Ratnilgiri and Janjlra state, and

on the W. by the Arabian Sea. Lying between the

SahyAdri range and tne sea, Koldba district abounds in

hills, some being spurs of considerable regularity and height,

running at right angles to the main range, whilst others

are isolated peaks or lofty detached ridges. The sea

frontage, of about 20 miles, is throughout the greater part

of its length fringed by a belt of cocoa-nut and betel-nut

palms. Behind this belt lies a stretch of flat country

devoted to rice cultivation. In many places along the

banks of the salt-water creeks there are extensive tracts of

salt marsh land, some of them reclaimed, some still subject

to tidal inundation, and others set apart for the manufac-

ture of salt. The district is traversed by a few small

streams. Tidal inlets, of which the principal are the

Ndgothna on the north, the Roha or Chaul in the west,

and the B^nkot creek in the south, run inland for 30 or

40 miles, forming highways for a brisk trade in rice, salt,

firewood, and dried fish. Near the coast especially, the

district is well supplied with reservoirs. The Sahyadri

range has two remarkable peaks,—BAigarh, where Sivaji

built his capital, and Miradongar. There are extensive

teak and black wood forests, of which the value is increased

by their proximity to Bombay. The Koldba teak has been

pronounced the best grown in the Concan, and inferior

only to that of Calicut. In 1875-76 the forest revenue

amounted to £3634. Tigers and leopards are found all

over the district, and bears on the Sahyddri range.

Hysenas and jackals abound. Bison, sdrribhar, and cheetah

have been shot, but are very rare.

KoUba district, witli the exception of Alibiigh sub
division, formed part of the dominions of the peshwa,
annexed by the Bombay Government in 1818. Alibdah
lap.sed to the paramount power in 1839.
The population in 1872 was 350,405—Hindus, 330,914 ; Moham-

medans, 17,194 ; Parsis, 25 ; Jews, 1940 ; and Christians, 20a Of
the Hindus the most important class are the Bnihmans, who own
large gardens and palm gloves along the coast. Another imjiortant
class are the Bhandaras, or toddy-drawers and cocoa-nut cult,valors.
The Beni-Israel (see vol. xiii. p. 685) are chiefly found in the sea-
board tracts. A considerable number of them enlist in t'.c native
army, and are highly esteemed as soldiers. They also ir onopolizo
the work of oil-pressing to so gre.at an extent that "they are generally
known as oilmen or lelis. The total area of Government lultivable
laud in 1876-77 was returned at 468,646 acres, of which i pwards of
98 per cent, was taken up for cultivation. Rice forms the stajdo
produce, and is the chief export of the district. The inferior grains
are nachni {Eleusiine coracaiM), wari (Panicum miliacevm), and
harik (Paspalum frunentaceum) ; and these form the chief food
supply of the people. The estimated value of the exports (rice,

salt, timber, vegetables, andfruit) is£43S,249; of the imports (grain,
piece goods, oil, butter, and sugar), £170,816. The local industries
are salt manufacture and silk-weaving. The total imperial, local,

and municipal revenue in 1876-77 was £106,893, of which £72,462
was contribi.i,ed by the land tax. There are seventy-one Govera-
meiit or .aided schools attended by 3644 pupils. The average
annual rainfall is 75 inches. The chief town of the district ia

Alibagh.

KOLAR, or CoLAE, a district of Mysore state. Southern
India, lying between 12° 46' and 13° 36' N. lat., and
78° 5' and 78° 35' E. long. It occupies that portion of the

Mysore table-land immediately bordering the Eastern Ghdts.

The principal watershed lies in the north-west, around the

hill of Nandidrug (4810 feet), from which rivers radiate

in all directions; and the whole country is broken by
numerous hill ranges. The chief rivers are the PAlAr, the

South Pindkinl or Penn4r, the North Pindkinl, and the

PApaghni, which are industriously utilized for irrigation

by means of anicuts and tanks. 'The rocks of the district

are mostly syenite or granite, with a small admixture of

mica and felspar. The soil in the valleys consists of a
fertile loam ; and in the higher levels sand and gravel are

found. The hills are covered with scrub, jungle, and
brushwood. The only tract where the trees attain any size

is in the neighbourhood of Nandidrug, where an area of 7

square miles has been reserved by the forest department.

The populati'jn in 1571 was 618,954, spread over an area of

2577 square miies—Hindus numbering 592,652 ; Mohammedans,
25,038 ; Jains, 651 ; and Christians, 613. Four towns contain up-
wards of 5000 inhabitants, namely, Kolar, 9924 ; Chikballapur,

9882 ; Sialghata, 7009; and Hosur, 5711. The staple agricultural

products are rice, ragi, and joar. Pulses, oil-seeds, vegetables, and
tobacco are also grown on limited areas. Cattle breeding has
recently been fostered by the British Government, and large cattle

fairs are held annually. The manufactures of the district com-
prise sugar, silk and cotton weaving, and oil-pressing. Iron ore

is smelted in considerable quantities. The principal exports are

sugar, rice, ragi, vegetables, cotton cloth, betel leaf, opium, and
ghi ; the imports are European piece goods and salt. The total

revenue of the district in 1873-74 amounted to £119,440, of which

£97,470 was derived from the land and paid by 78,2l7 proprietors

of 678 separate estates. The Government aided and inspected

schools in 1874 numbered '233, attended by 5547 pupils ; in

addition there were also 102 unaided schools. The district bears a

good reputation for healthiness, the mean annual temperature being

76°, and the average annual rainfall 29-17 inches.

The early history of the district is enshrouded in the usual Hindu
legends, chiefly localized at the village of Avani, which is stiU a

Eopular place of pilgrimage, as contain/ng a linga set up by lidma

imself. The earliest authentic evidence shows that Kolar in

primitive times formed part of the kingdom of the Pallavas, a

dynasty overthrown by the Cholas, to whom is assigned the

foundation of Kolar town. After the Cholas came the Ballala

kings, who in their turn gave way to the powerful monarch of

Vijayanagar, in the early part of the 14th century. Aboni this

period arose the Gauda family, whose chiefs appear to have submitted

successively to every conqueror until they were swept away by

Hyder Ali. The first Mohammedans to invade this tract were

the Bijapur kings, whose general was the MarhattA Shahji, the

father of Sivaji the Great. In 1639 Shahji obtained Kolar as

a fief, which he transaiitted to his son Venkoji or Ekoji', the
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foiuiiler of the Tanjore line. Subseqticntly Koldr was overnin by
the Mughals. lu 1761 it was formally cciUil l.v the uizam to
Hytler Ali, who was a native of the state, having been born at the
little village of Biidikot ; and after tlie fail of T^pii in 1799 it was
incorporated in the Hindu state of Mysore. The chief historical
interest of modern times centres round the lull fort of Nandidru"
(Nundydroog), which was stormed by the British in 1791, after
a bombardment of twenty-one days. Kolar, which with the rest of
Mysore had been under Biitish administration since 1835 was
restored to its native chief In March 1881.

'

KOLCSEY, Fereijcz or Fr.4.ncis (1790-1838), a dis-

tinguished Hungarian poet, critic, and orator, was born at
Szodemeter, in Transylvania, on the 8th of August 1790.
His parents both died during his childhood, leaving him
to the care of a trusted female servant. At an early ao^e

Kolcsey was sent to the Calvinistic school at Debreczen,
where he acquired a sound knowledge of the Latin and
Greek classics, as also of the leading Hungarian and German
poets. In his fifteenth year he made the acquaintance of

Kazinczy, and zealously adopted his linguistic reforms. In
1809 Kolcsey went to Pest with the intention of following
the legal profession, and became 8 " notary to the royal

board." The public career of a lawyer, however, proving
distasteful to him, he soon left the city, and, secludinc

himself at Cseke in SzatmAr county, devoted his time to

sesthetical study, poetry, criticism, and the defence of the

theories of Kazinczy. Kolcsey's early metrical pieces contri-

buted to the Transylvanian Museum did not attract much
attention, whilst his severe criticisms of Csokonai, Kis, and
especially Berzsenyi, published in 1817, rendered him very

unpopular. From 1821 to 1826 he published many
separate poems of great beauty in the Aurora, Hebe,

Aspasia, and other magazines of polite literature. Having
by these means again risen in the estimation of the literary

public, he was induced by Paul Szeinere to join him in the

production of a new periodical, styled £let (s Literatura

("Life and Literature''), which appeared from 1826 to

1829, in 4 vols., and gained for Kijlcsey the highest

reputation as a critical writer. About this time his powers
as an orator began to be displayed in his capacity of upper
notary to the county of SzatmAr. From 1832 to 1835 he

sat in the Hungarian diet, where his extreme liberal views

and his singular eloquence soon rendered him famous as a

parliamentary leader. In the meantime he had not been
inactive as a literary savant. Elected on the 17th Nov-
ember 1830 a member of the Hungarian Academy of

Sciences, he took part in its first grand meeting; in 1832
he delivered his famous oration on Kazinczy, and in 1836
that on his former opponent Daniel Berzsenyi. When in

1838 Baron Wesseli^nyi was unjustly thrown into prison

upon a charge of treason, Kijicsey eloquently though Un-

Buccessfully conducted his defence ; and ho died about a

week afterwards (24th of August) from internal inflamma-

tion. His collected works, in 6 vols,, were published at

Pest, 1840-48, and his journal of the diet of 1832-36

appeared in 1848. A monument erected to the memory
of Kolcsey was unveiled at Szatmdr-N^meti on the 25tli

of September 1864.
Sed G. Steinacker, Ungtirische Lyrilcer, Leipsic and Pest, 1S74 ;

F. Toldy, Msqyar Koltiik eUle. 2 vols.. Pest, 1871 ; J. Ferenczyand

J. Dauielik, Magyar Ir6k, 2 vols.. Pest, 1856-58.

KOLDING, a town in the district of Veile, Denmark,

is situated on the east coast of the province of Jutland, on

the Koldingfjord, an inlet of the Little Belt. It has some

little shipping, but its harbour is not deep. A little to the

north-west is the splendid ruin of the royal castle Kolding-

huus, formerly called Oernsborg or Arensborg. It was

begun by Duke Abel in 1248; in 1808 it was burned.

The large square tower was built by Christian IV. (1588-

1648), and was surmounted by colossal statues, of which

one is still standing. The name of Kolding occurs in the

10th century , but its earliest known town-rights date from
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13.1. In 164* It was the scene of a Danish victory
over the Swedish, and lu 1849 of a Dani.sh defeat by the
Schleswig-Holstein troops. The population in 1870 was
5400.

KOLHAPUR, a native state in the Bombay Presidency
India, lying between 15° 58' and 17° 11' N. lat and
between 73° 45' and 74° 24' E. long. ; it is bounded on
the N. by SitAra district, on the E. and S. by the states of
S.'ingh, MirAj, and KuiunchwAd, and on the W. and S.W.
by Sawantwiri state and PiatnAgiri district. The area i.i

3184 square miles. Kolhdpur state stretches from the
heart of the Sahyadri range eastwards into the plain of the
Deccan Along the spurs of the main chain of the SahyAdrl
hills lie wild and picturesque hill slopes and valleys, pr o
ducing little but timber, and till receutly covered with riefc
forests. The centre of the state is crossed by several liii^s
of low hills running at right angles from the main Sahysd.i
range. In the east the country becomes more open, aj.d
presents the unpicturesque uniformity of a well-cultivutid
and treeless plain, broken only by an occasional river.

Among the western hills are the ancient Marhattii strong-
holds of Panhdla, Vishalgarh, Baura, and Kur.gna. The
rivers, though navigable during the rains by boats of 2
tons burthen, are all fordable during the hot months. Iron
ore is found in the SahyAdri range, and smelting was
formerly carried on to a considerable extent ; but now the
Kolhdpur mineral cannot compete with that imported fmin
Eurc'pe. There are several good stone quarries. The
principal agricultural products are rice, millet, sugar-cane,

tobacco, cotton, safHower, and vegetables. The population
of the state, including feudatories, was 802,691 in 1872,
Hindus amounting to 95i per cent., and Mohammedans to

4 per cent. Pottery, hardware, and coarse cotton and
woollen cloth are the principal manufactures. The chief

exports are coarse sugar, tobacco, cotton, and grain ; piece

goods, salt, silk, sulphur, and spices are imported.
The rajas of Kolhdpur trace their descent from Eaja Ram, a

younger son of Sivaji tne Great, the founder of the Marhatta power.

The prevalence of piracy caused the British Government to send
expeditions against Kolhdpur in 1765 and 1792 ; and in the early

years of this centuiy the misgovernment of the chief compelled the

British to resort to military operations, and ultimately to appoint

an officer to manage the state. In 1862 a treaty was concluded

with Sivaji III. The revenue of the state is estimated at £304,000.

The military force consists of 1618 men. Exclusive of a few mis-

sionary institutions, there aje in all 104 schools, attended by 6105

pupils. The climate is on the whole temperate.

KoLHAPUR, the capital of the above state, is situated in

16° 42' N. lat. and 74° 15' E. long., 128 miles south by east

of Poona. It is a picturesque, flourishing trading town,

adorned with many handsome buildings. Population in

'1872, 39,021.

KOLIN (Boh., ^^ol•y Kolin, i.e.. New Kolin), a town in

the circle of Kanrzim, Bohemia, is situated on the Elbe,

about 35 miles east of Prague, with which city as also

with Briinu it is connected by the Austrian State Railway,

here intersected by the north-western lino, in 60° 4' N. lat.,

15° 14' E. long Among the many noteworthy buildings

in Kolin may be specially mentioned the church of Si

Bartholomew (Early Gothic style), erected during the lattei

half of the 14th century, the castle, and the town-hall.

The educational and industrial establishments comprise

collegiate institutes for both sexes, a commercial school

religions houses, several sugar refineries and oil-mills, (

spirit distillery, and an artificial manure factory. Popula

tion of commune 9473, of town 9199. Kolin is cliieflj

famous on account of the battle of Chotzemitz orKolin

18th June 1757, when the Prussians under Frederick tht

Great were defeated by the Austrians under Daun.

KOLOMEA, or Kolomyia, a town and district in thi

Austrian province of Galicia, lies on the right bank of thi

Pruth and on the railway from Czernowitz to Lemberg
XIV. — 18
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about 105 miles south-south-east of the latter, in 48° 31' N.
lat., 35° r E. long. Kolomea is the seat of the adminis-

trative, military, and judicial authorities of the district, and
has Roman Catholic churches, synagogues, a lower gymna-
sium, and manufactories of earthenware. More than a
third of the inhabitants are Jews, who carry on the greater

part both of the wholesale and retail trade. The Kuthenian
or native population of the town and neighbourhood are

mostly employed in agricultural pursuits, and in the pastur-

ing of horses, oxen, -and sheep. In 1881 the population

amounted to 23,109.

KOLOMNA, a district town of Russia, in the govern-

ment of Rjazan, situated on the railway between Moscow
and Ryazan, 67 miles south-east of Moscow, at the con-

fluence of the Moskva river with the Kolomenka. It is

an old town mentioned in annals in 1177, and until the
14th century the capital of the Ryazan principality. It

suffered greatly from the invasions of the Tartars, who
destroyed it four times, as well as from the wars of the
17th century; but it always recovered, and never has lost

its commercial importance. During this century it became
a centre of manufactures of silks, cottons, and leather;

there are also several smaller manufactures. The merchants
of Kolomna carry on an active trade in cattle brought from
southern provinces, and in grain, cattle, tallow, skins, salt,

and timber purchased in the governments of Ryazan and
Tula, and sent to Moscow, either by rail, or by boat down
the Moskva river. Population 19,000.

KOMORN, or Comoen (Hungarian, Eev-Komdrom), a
royal free town of Hungary, and capital of the trans-

Daanbian county of Komdrom, lies at the eastern extremity
of the island of Csall6k6z or Schiitt, and at the confluence
of the Waag with the Danube, 48 miles west-north-west

from Budapest, with which city as also with Vienna it is

directly connected by railway, in 47° 46' N. lat., 18° 7' E
long. Komorn is celebrated chiefly for its fortifications,

which, owing to their favourable position and extended
line of tetes-de-pont, are believed to be impregnable, and
are capable of holding a force of some 30,000 defenders.

The town is the seat of the county administration, and of a
royal court of law, and has Roman Catholic, Greek Ortho-
dox, Lutheran, and Calvinist churches, a Jewish synagogue,
Roman Catholic and Protestant gymnasia, county and town
halls, a military hospital, two savings banks, and a shipping
agency. The streets are for the most part narrow, irregular,

and gloomy. The commercial relations of Komorn with
the chief towns on the Danube are facilitated by its im-
portant steam-packet station. The inhabitants carry on a
brisk trade in grain, timber, wine, flour, and fish. The
civil population at the end of 1830 amounted to 13,103,
mostly Magyars and Germans by nationality.
The walls ef the fortifications of Komorn were commenced from

the land side in 1272. They were much strengthened and extended
two hundred years later by King Matthias (Corvinns). The new
fort was began by Ferdinand I. about 1547, and received additions
in 1673 under Leopold I. In 1543, 1594, 1598, and 1663 Komorn
was beleaguered by the Turks. It was raised to the dignitj- of a
royal fiee town in 1751. In 1767, 1758, September 1848, and April
1854 ii suffered severely from fire, and in 1763, 1822, and 1851
fronxearthquakes. The fortifications, having been neglected during
the latter half of the 18th century, were enlarged and to a great
extent reconstructed between 1805 and 1809. During the revolu-
tionary war of 1848-49,Komorn was a principal point of military
operations, and was long unsuccessfully besieged by the Austrians,
who on 'the 11th July 1849 were defeated there by General Gorgei,
and on the 3d August by General Elapka. On the 27th September
the fortress capitulated to the Austrians upon honourable terms,
and on the 3d. and 4th October was evacuated by the Hungarian
troops. The treasure of the Austrian national bank was removed
here from Vienna in 1866, when that city was threatened by the
Prussians.

KOMOTAU, a town and district of Bohemia, at the foot

of the Erzgebirge, and at the junction of the Buachtiehrad,
DuT-Bndenbach. and Aussig-Teplitz lines of railway, about I

10 miles north-north-west of Saaz, in 50° 27' N. lat., 13°
26' E. long. An old but thriving town, Komotau is the
seat of the military and judicial authorities of the district,

as also of boards of mining and of customs. The industrial

establishments comprise manufactories of woollen cloth,

linen, and paper, dyeing houses, breweries, distilleries, and
vinegar works, a sugar of lead manufactory, and an iron

foundry. The amount of beer delivered in 1880 was
535,583 gallons. Lignite is worked in the neighbourhood.
At the end of 1880 the population was 10,111.
KONGSBERG, a mining ,town in the district of

Buskerud, Norway, is situated on the Laagen, 500 feet

above the sea, and about 60 miles south-west of Christiania

by rail. With the exception of the church and the town-
house, the buildings are mostly of wood. The origin and
whole industry of the town are connected with the Govern-
ment silver-mines in the neighbourhood. Their first

discovery was made by a peasant in 1623, since which
time they have been worked with varying success. Over
a hundred mines have been opened, but of these only three

are now of any importance. The annual profit averages

about £22,000. During last century Kongsberg was much
more important than it now is, and contained more than

double its present population. Dr Clarke in his Travels

(1823) gives a good description of the place, and mentions

a mass of native silver, nearly 600 lb in weight, found
there, which is preserved in the museum at Copenhagen.
Within the town of Kongsberg are situated the smelting-

works, the mint, and a Government weapon factory. The
population of the town in 1875 was 4311.

KONIGGRATZ (Bohemian, Krdlov'e Eradec), a fortified

town and episcopal seat in Bohemia, at the confluence of

the Adler with the upper Elbe, and at the junction of the

Reichenberg-Pardubitz and North-Western lines of railway,

in 50° 10' N. lat., 15° 49' E. long. Wax candles, gloves,

shoes, woollen cloths, and musical (wind) instruments are

manufactured. The population in 1880 was 6173. The
place is chiefly notable from the battle of Kbniggratz or

Sadowa fought in its neighbourhood on 3d July 1866, when
the defeat of the Austrians under Benedek decided the

German supremacy of Prussia, and led to the acquisition

of Venice by Italy and the constitutional independence

of Hungary. See Jahns, Die Schlacht lei Koniggraiz^

1876.

KONIGINHOF (in Czech, Dvur Kralov'e), chief town
of a department in the north-east of Bohemia, is situated

on the left bank of the Elbe, about 80 miles north-east of

Prague. In the tower of one of the churches Hanka dis-

covered the Koniginhof MSS. in 1817 (see vol. xi. p. 440),

The Zaboj monument in the market-place commemorates
the discovery. Cotton-weaving, yam-spinning, and brew-

ing are the leading industries. In 1421 Koniginhof was

stormed by the Hussites. On June 29, 1866, it was the

scene of a Prussian victory over the Austrians. The
population in 1869 was 6222.

KONIGSBERG (in Polish Eroleinec), chief town of a

government district in the province of East Prussia, and
since 1843 a fortress of the first rank, is situated on the

Pregel, 4J miles from its mouth- in the Frische Haff, 25

miles from the sea-coast, and 397 miles north-east of

Berlin, in 54° 43' N. lat. and 20° 30' E. long. It con-

sists of three formerly independent parts—the Altstadt

(old town) to the west, Lobenicht to the east, and the island

Kneiphof, together with numerous suburbs, embraced in a

circuit of 9 J miles. The Pregel, spanned by many bridges,

flows through the town in two branches, which unite below

the Green Bridge. Its greatest breadth within the town

is from 80 to 90 yards. It is frozen from November to

March. Although an old town, Konigsberg does not

retain tne.ny marks of antiquity, The Altstadt has long
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and narrow streets, but the Kneipbof qiiaiter is roomier.

Of the seven m-irket-places only that in the Altstarlt

retains something of its fornier appearance. Among the
more interesting buildings are the schloss, a long rectangle

begun in 1255 and added to later, with a Gothic tower
277 feet high, and the chapel (built 159-2) in which
Frederick I. placed the Prussian crown on his own head
in 1701 ; and the cathedral, begun in 1323, restored in

1856, a Gothic building with a tower 16-1 feet high.

Behind the schloss is the parade-ground, with the statue

of Frederick William III. by Kiss. To the east is the

Schlossteich, a long narrow ornamental lake covering 12
acres, with beautifully laid out tree-shaded banks. The
north-west side of the parade-ground is occupied by the

new university buildings, completed in 1S73 ; along with
the new exchange on the south side of the Pregel, they are

the finest architectural feature of the town. The univer-

sity was founded in loii by Albert I., duke of Prussia;

i3{)
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Plan of Konigsberg.

8. PoEt-Offlce.

9. Kant's House.
10. Statue of Kant.
1!. Schloss.

12. Statue of Frederick I.

13. Reformed Cliuicb.

14. Academy of Painting.
15. Town Museum.

16. Library.
17. Rnman Catholic Ch.
18. Hospital.

19 Tianl;.

20. Old UmyjTBity Build-

1. Obserratory.
2. Zoological Museum.
3. Polish Clmrch.
4. New Univ. Buildings.
5. Theatre.
6. Statue of Frederick

WUli.im III.

t. New Altstadt Church.

it possesses a library of 200,000 volumes. Among its

famous professors have be3a Kant (born in Konigsberg

in 1724), to whom a monument was erected in 1864,

Herder, Herbart, Bessel, Voigt, K E. von Baer, F. Neu-
mann, and others. In the summer session of 1880 it had
a teaching statf of 88; in the winter session 1880-81 its

studeuts numbered 808. Konigsberg has also four

gymnasia, two commercial schools of the first rank, an

academy of painting with a public picture gallery, and a

school of music, besides other educational establishments.

The hospitals and benevolent institutions are numerous.

The protected position of its harbour has made Konigsberg

one of the important trading cities of Germany. Sh'ps of

more than 1500 tons have to discharge cargo at Pillau,

at the entrance to the Haff, connected with Konigsberg

by rail ; and the grain trade with the interior is carried

on by barges. The chief imports'and exports of Konigs-

berg are grain, spirits, colonial wares (especially tea),

petroleum, coal, iron, Iienings, flax, hemp, and wood
The exports by sea for the third quarter of 1881
amounted to 46,508 tons, and the imports from Eussia
alone to 12,479 tons The number of ships that entered
Konigsberg u„(l Pillau in 1879 was 1653 (278,000 tons)-
the uumlicr that cleared was 1656 (299,000 tons). The'
corresponding (igurcs for 1880 were not so large. The
manufactures of Kilnigbberg are not very iniportatrt. They
include iron, machinery, beer, spirits, sail-cloth, cloth, oil,
tloui', leather, and its specialty "marchpane." There is also
yarn-spinning, cloth-printing, dyeing, tanning, and tobacco
manufacture. The population, ui 1858 only 83,000, was
140,896 in 1880.

The AUstailt of Konigsberg grew up around the ensile built in
1255 lij- the Teutonic Onler, to rcsti-;iiii the neighbouring heatliciis.
Its iirst site was near the fi.shing vill.n-e of Stiinthannu, but after its
destiuctiou by tlie Prussiajis in 1263 it was rebuilt in its prcscut
position. By 1327 all three parts, wliich were ouly united in 1724
by Fiederiek Williaui !., had acquired city rights. lu 1340
Konigsberg entered the Hauseatic Le.tgue ; and in 1361 it was in
direct alliauce with England. From 1457 it was the residence of
tlie grand master of the 'i'eutonic Order, and fiom 1525 till 1618 of
the dukes of Prassia. The trade of Konigibeig was much liindcrcd
by the constant shifting and silting up of the channels leading to its

harbour
; and the great northern wars did it imioense harm. By

the end of the 17th century it had almost recovered ; and dur-
ing the 19th centui-y the opening of the railway system in East
Prussia and Russia gave its commerce a new departure, makiug it

the principal outlet for the Russian staples—grain, seeds, fl.ix, .tiid

hemp. It has now regular steam comnnmicatioii with Jlcmel,
Stettin, Kiel, Amsterdam, and Hull. The local shipping is unim-
portant.

KONIGSHUTTE, a town in the circle of Beuthen in

the government district of Oppeln, Prussia, is situated in

the middle of the Upper Silesian coal and iron district,

about 55 miles south-west of Oppeln. In 18G9 it was
incorporated with various neighbouring villages, and raised

to the dignity of a town. The largest iron-work in Silesia

is situated at Konigshiitte, and includes puddling works,

rolling-mills, and zinc-works. Founded in 1797, it was
formerly in the hands of Government ; but it is now
carried on by a company, lu 1877 it employed about

3000 hands, and turned out about 54,000 tons of raw
iron, 41,700 tons bar-iron, &c., 750 tons raw zinc, and

19,600 tons of steel goods fcr railways, ic. In the

neighbourhood of the town there are coal-mines, chalk-

quarries, and brick-fields. The population in 1852 was
4495; in 1875 it was 26,040.

KONITZ, or Koxitz, a town of the German empire, in

the Marienwerder district of the province of West Prussia,

situated near the railway, about 68 miles south-west of

Dantzic. It was the first fortified post established in

Prussia by Balk, the grand master of the Teutonic Order,

and it continued for a long time to be a place of mili-

tary importance. \A^ool and iron are the chief objects of

the local industry. The inhabitants numbered 8046 in

1875 ; about 3000 are Roman Catholics and 550 Jews.

There is a history of the town by Uppenkamp (Konitz,

1873).

KONOTOP, a district town of Eussia, in the government

of Tcbernigoff, 137 miles north-east of Kieff, on the railway

from this town to Kursk. Its 10,000 inhabitants live by

agriculture, boat-building, and trade. Situated in a district

which produces a good deal of corn and is also engaged

in cattle and sheep breeding, it has a brisk and rapidly

increasing trade in agricultural produce. The town was

founded in 1635 by the Poles, who built a strong citadel,

the ruins of which still exist. In 1648 it was taken by

the Cossacks of Khmelnitzky, and in 1659, during

Vigovsky's insurrection, Russian troops besieged it.

KOPEXICK, or CoPNiCK, a town in the circle of Teltow

in the government di.^trict of Potsdam, Prussia, is situated

on an i.sland at the influx of the Uahme into the Spree,
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8 miles S.E. of Berlin. Two bridges connect it with

the mainland. It has a royal palace, with a ritter-saal

and a chapel, and a normal school (in the palace). Silk-

weaving, calico-printing, iron rolling, and the manufacture
of sugar, shoddy, glass, chemicals, gold-leaf, <tc., are the

chief industries. There are also steam saw-mills, and
some little shipping. Kopenick was the residence of the

heathen prince Jaczo, and later of the electors of

Brandenburg. It was at Kopenick that Frederick the

Great was tried by court martial, when crown-prince.

The population in 1875 was 7113.

KOPREINITZ, an ancient roj'al free town of Hungary,
in the province of Croatia and Slavonia and county of

Koros, is situated about 16 miles north-east of the county

town Koros (Kreutz), and on the ZAkdny-ZAgrAb line of

the Hungarian state railway, in 46° 13' N. lat, 16° 50'

E. long. The most interesting building is the old castle

or fort, still in a good state of preservation, and now used

as barracks. There are also in the town Roman Catholic

and Greek Orthodox churches, a Jewish synagogue, a

town-hall, and a municipal savings bank, besides the usual

Government offices. Both the weekly and occasional fairs

are well attended, but the trade is chiefly confined to the

agricultural products of the neighbourhood. The communal
lands, extending principally over a level plain, yield large

quantities of grapes, fruit, beans, timber, and grain,

especially maize. Population in 1880, 6043.

KOPRILI, KiuPEiLi, or KjoprOlij, a town in the

vilayet of Prisrend, Macedonia, Turkey, is situated on both
sides of the Vardar, the ancient Asius. Its Christian

inhabitants call it Velesa, probably a corruption of Byla-

zora, described by Polybius as the chief city of Pseonia.

Owing to the position of the town on sloping hills, the

streets are steep ; there are, however, numerous well-built

houses. A wooden bridge crosses the river at this point.

Mulberry trees and maize are grown in the neighbourhood.

The population of Koprili, which has given its name to a
celebrated family of viziers, is about 15,000.

KORAN. See Mohammed.
KORAT, a small territory, tributary to Siam, is situated

to the north-east of Bangkok, on the borders of Siam and
Cambodia. . The approach to it from Bangkok is through
en extensive malarious forest, called by the natives, on
account of its fatal characte-r, Dong Phya Phai, the forest

of the king of fire. The chief mountain is named Khasjai,
and from it flows the river Mahot. The productions and
exports from Korat comprise stags' and panthers' skins,

raw silk, manufactured silk and coiton, peacocks' tails,

ivory, elephants'
,
bones, and a small quantity of sugar.

The copper-mines of Korat are s?id to be rich ; silk of
rather inferior quality is brought from Lao.s, Ubone, and
Bassac. Elephants, buffaloes, and oxen are abundant in
the province. Korat is governed by a ruler who has
absolute power of life and death. It pays a tribute of
gold, silver, and silk to Siam, and has to furnish a large
levy of men when required. Sir John Bowring estimates
the population of the whole district at 60,000. Korat,
thechief town, lies about 170 miles north-east of Bangkok,
It is surrounded by a wall, and stands on a stream whose
banks are bordered with little plantations of betel and
cocoa-nut trees. Outside the town proper is the Chinese
quarter, consisting of sixty or seventy houses surrounded
by a strong palisade 9 feet high. The Chinese number
:.bout 600, and are the industrious trading element in
the population. ' The native name of Korat is Nakhon
Rasa Sema, or frontier town. ' The population is 5000 or
6000.

'^

KORDOFAN', a province of the Egyptian Sudan, which,
though marked off from the surrounding territory by no
very definite confines, may be said to lie between 12° and

16° N. lat. and between 29° 30' and 32° 30' E. long. On
the east it does not reach the Nile, and on the west it is

usually held to be separated f.om Darfur by a neutral strip

of country. It consists for the most part of a rolling

steppe in which a hill of 50 feet is a landmark for a day's
journey; but towards the west there are a few isolated

peaks such as Jebel Abu Senun and Jebel Kordofan,
which rise to a height of 150 to 800 feet above the plain,

and in the north-west there are two considerable groups,

Jebel Katul and Jebel Kagga. The general elevation of

the country above sea-level is given as from 1410 to 1840
feet. A granitic sand with abundance of mica and felspar

forms the upper stratum throughout the greater part of the

area ; but an admixture of clay, which is observable in the

north, becomes strongly marked IB the south, where there

aro also stretches of black vegetable mould. Beneath there

appears to unfold itself an unbroken surface of mica schist.

River or stream there is really none, though a few tempo-

rary watercourses or l-lwis exist in the rainy season ; and
the only permanent lakes are El Birkeh, El Rahad, and
Shirkeleh, which are formed by the great Khor Abu Hable
in the south. During the rainy season the water collects

in myriads of little depressions, but owing partly to rapid

evaporation and partly to the porous character of the soil

the surface of the country is soon as dry as before. The
water which has found its way through the granitic sand

flows over the surface of the mica schist and settles in the

hollows. Wells consequently sunk so as to reach the solid

rock obtain a supply of water more or less abundant accord-

ing to the spot which they happen to strike ; and it is the

existence of these which renders human life possible in

Kordofan. It is estimated that (apart from those in a

few areas of depression—Cagmar, Abu Haraze, Bara, and

Mulbes—where the sand stratum is very thin and water

is reached at the depth of a few feet) there are about 900
of these wells. They are narrow shafts going down from

75 to 150 or 200 feet, and supported "from the bottom

to a little above the water-level" by the long roots of the

mimosa, wound round so as to form a complete casing.

The water is raised by rope and bucket at the cost of

enormous labour, and none is available for irrigation. The
very cattle are trained to go a long time without drinking.

Entire villages migrate after harvest to the neighbourhood

of some plentiful well ; and in El Obeyd water becomes a

regular article of trade soon after tbe close of the rains. As
there is no highland area draining into Kordofan, the under-

jround reservoirs are dependent on the local rainfall, and
a large number of the wells are dry during many months.

The rainy season lasts from June to September, rain

falling every three or four da3-s in brief but violent showers.

The wind during that period is from the south or south-

west ; the air is extremely oppressive ; and fevers prevail

among the foreign residents. In September the north

winds begin to take their turn, and from the middle of

October they blow steadily throughout the winter, and
produce what Europeans consider a delightful climate.

With March begins the diy and sultry summer. The
settled population of Kordofan is estimated at 164,740J
the nomadic at 114,000. The former, who are scattered

over the country in about eight hundred and sixty villager,

are of very mingled blood, especially in the neighbourhood

of the capital, but the Ghodiat, Gilledat, and Gowanieh
appear to be the original stock. Of the nomadic tribes

the most noteworthy are the Hasanieh, the Kababish, and

the Bagara. The last-mentioned—who roam about the

southern parts of the country—are a dark red-bronze r."ce

remarkable for their magnificent physique. The staple

crop in Kordofan is the dokhn or Fenicillaria typhoiJes.

Eaten both uncooked and in various culinary conditions, it

forms the main food of nine-tenths of the population ' and
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furnishes the raw material for the sweetish Kordofan beer

or merissa. Cattle are largely bred by the Bagara, and
camek by the Kababish ; and horses, goats, donkeys, and
sheep are kept iu small numbers. Since the ostrich has

been almost hunted out of the country the chief article of

importance for trade is the gum yielded by the many
mimosa trees, which along with the hijlij, the tamarisk,

and the tallj tend to relieve the monotony of the steppe.

Salt and iron ore exist within the province, but they have

not become of any practical value.

Of the movements by which the present composite ethnology of

Eoriiofan was attained little record is recoverable. In 1790 Sheikh
Nasib of Sennaar subjugated the district ; and under his rule the

inhabitants prospered. But, piqued by his neiglibour's success,

Ibn Fadhl of Darfur invaded Kordofan with a powerful anuy num-
bering no less than 12,000 or 14,000 camels, and completely
defeated the Senn><ar governor Melek il Hashma. The Darfur
supremacy continued till 1821 when Mohammed Aly undertook the
conquest of Nubia and Sennaar. The defterdar, Jlohammcd Aly's

son-in-law, subjugated Kordofan, and continued to rule it with worse
than a rod of iron till he was recalled on account of his cruelties.

See the Travels of Sultan Teima 0821), Buppdl (1854), Holroyd (1837), Ru»-
Bejter (1S37), Pallme (18M). Brelim (1848), Graf von Schlieffen (1833); Petherick,
Egypt, lit! Sudan, and Central Africa, London, 1861 ; Major H. G. Prout, General
Report on Province of Kordofan, Cairo, 1877; Mamo, 7te(«g in der egypt. JCquat.

Procim, Vienna, 1879. Ihe Italian travellers Matteucci and Massnri traversed
Kordofan In 1880, in their great journey across the continent. The geographical
nomenclature is still in many cases uncertain.

KOREA, a petty native state in Chutid Ndgpur, Bengal,

India, situated between 22° 55' 50" and 23° -19' 15" N.

lat., and between 81° 58' 15" and 82° 48' 15" E. long.,

and having an area of 1631 square miles. The state

consists of an elevated table-land of coarse sandstone,

varying from 2477 to 3370 feet above sea-level. Large

forest tracts of sdl timber exist. Iron is found throughout

the state, and a tribe of Kols, called Agarids from their

occupation, are largely engaged in iron-smelting. The
field crops consist of rice, wheat, barley, Indian corn,

marud, pulses, oil-seeds, cotton, <tc, while the jungle

produces stick lac and resin. The population in 1872 was
returned at 21,127, viz., 11,093 males and 10,034 females

(Hindus, 10,807; Mohammedans, 140; "others," 10,180).

Of aboriginal tribes, the most numerous and influential are

the Gonds (4644) ; next in importance are the Cheros

(3009). The chief's family call themselves Chauhdn
Rdjputs, and claim descent from a chief of that clan, who
conquered Kored six hundred years ago.

KORITSA, GoEiTSA, Geortcha, or Ghioeghia, a town

of Albania, in the Turkish vilayet of Janina, situated in a

spacious plain 45 miles east of Berat and 30 miles west of

Kastoria. It is a place of about 10,000 inhabitants,

containing a considerable number of well-built houses

scattered among its cottages of unbaked mud. To its

position on the route between the Adriatic and the Archi-

pelago it is indebted for a flourishing trade. The metro-

politan church is a large edifice richly adorned in the

interior with paintings and statues,

KORNER, Kael Theodoe (1791-1813), German
patriot and poet, was born at Dresden, September 23,

1791. His father, a prosperous lawyer, made his house in

Dresden a centre of literary, musical, and artistic society,

and was an intimate friend of Schiller; and his mother,

a daughter of the copper-plate engraver Stock of Leipsic,

enjoyed Goethe's friendship through life, and in her later

years claimed it for her son. Theodor Korner was nt first

BO delicate a child that his parents made the paternal vine-

yard—the same in which Schiller sat and wrole Don Carlos

a few years before—his summer schoolroom. They pre-

scribed for lessons, gymnastics, riding, swimming, fencing,

and the like, till the delicate boy grew into a young athlete,

with a joyous, affectionate disposition which won the hearts

of all who knew him. Partly at the Kreuzschule in Dresden,

but chiefly with private tutors at home, Korner now studied

languages, history, and mathematics. He was an adept at

various kinds of fine .vood-turnin?, could sketch; and play
the guitar: but his happiest hours were spent over the
volumes of Goethe and Schiller—the household gods ; and
under their influence the boy began to write verses which
his parents forbore to praise, but which displayed, even
then, much of the facility and grace of his later poems.
At the age of seventeen he went to the school of mines
in Freiberg, and worked enthusiastically for two years at
mathematics, mineralogy, and chemistry. The poems he
wrote during this period were collected and published
under the title Knospeii. From Freiberg Korner went tc
the university of Leipsic, where for some months he studied
philosophy, history, and anatomy. He founded there a
poetical association, and became a member of the "Macaria"
and more than one student club ; but he was unfortunately
drawn into the hostilities then rife between two parties in
the university, and, after fighting several party duels, was
at last forced to leave the town to escape tlie results of o
street fray in which he took part. From Leipsic he went
to Berliu, and then^to Vienna, with letters to his father's

old friends, the Prussian ambassador Von Humboldt and
Friedrich Schlegel. Two little pieces which he wrote foi

the stage, Die Braut and Der griine Domino, were acted at
the Vienna Court Theatre in July 1812 with great success

;

and, with the consent of his parents, he gave up all his
former plans, with the hope of being able to make a living

by literature alone. His other works followed with
astonishing rapidity. In some fifteen months appeared
some dozen dramatic pieces and the librettos of a few
operas {Das Fischermddchen, Der vierjdhrige Posten, and
Die Berghiappen), besides many short poems. One after

the other all his plays were received at the Vienna Theatre
with applause. Zriny, founded on an heroic incident in

Hungarian history, was the favourite with the public ; but
Goethe praised Die Braut, Der griine Domino, and Die
Siihne: In January 1813, at the age of one and twenty,

Korner was appointed poet to the court theatre in Vienna.

With the .preparation of the libretto of an opera. Die
RiicJckehr des Ulysses, for Beethoven, and with the writing,

printing, and stage preparation of his playsj the young
poet's hands were now full ; very busy and very happy
he describes himself in his letters. His betrothal to a
young Viennese lady, known now only as the " Toni " of

his correspondence, was another source of happiness ; but
this bright career came suddenly to an end. In the early

spring of 1813 there was published the Fatherland^s Call

to Arms in ihe Struggle /or Liberation, and Kiinier was
one of the first to answer the summons. He left Vienna
in JIarch, and at Breslau joined the Prussian free-corps

then forming under the command of Llitzow. When the

corps was solemnly consecrated in the village church nt

Rogau a few days later, the service was opened with a

chorale, set to Korner's words, " Dem Herrn Allein die

Ehre"; and almost immediately afterwards, when Peters-

dorf was sent on a mission to Dresden, to try to unite the

Saxons in the common cause, the young poet was sent with

him, and on this occasion published his spirited prose Address

to the People of Saxony. Here Korner saw his parents and

friends for the last time. In April he was made lieutenant

by the vote of his comiades ; and a little later, having left

the infantry, he was made adjutant to Liitzow himself. At

Kitzen, near Leipsic, during the three weeks' armistice, he

was severely wounded through the treachery of the enemy,

but after several adventures escaped to Carlsbad, where

he remained till he was well enough to resume his former

post. Liitzow's free corps was in almost daily action when
the young adjutant was welcomed .back. His cheerful

zeal and self-denying helpfulness had endeared him to

all his comrades, and it was his wild war songs, sung by

many voices to old national melodies round <he camp
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fires at niglit, that beli>ed to spread that fervour in the

corps which made it peculiarly terrible to the enemy. The
poems written by him at this time are published under
the title Leyer laid Schicert. They include the lines
" Abschied vom Leben," which were composed during the
nigiit when he lay wounded in the wood by Kitzen. T!ie

letters written by Kclrner to his parents at this time aro

tender and thoughtful—often aflame with patriotic fervour,

but with now and then a ring of intense sadness which
forebodes the eud. This was very near. His last poem,
"Das Schwertlied," was scribbled in his pocket book at

dawn on the '2Gth of August, when the corps was prepared
for action ; and he was reading it to a friend when the
order to attack was given. It is the wildest of all his war-
songs, a love-rhapsody to his sword,— the soldier's bride;

and it was this poem that suggested the refrain of Mrs
Hemans's beautiful verses to his memory. In the engage-

ment that followed, on the high road between Gadebusch
and Schwerin, KiJrner, as adjutant, fought at Liitzow's side.

The French were in great force, but were overcome and
fled. Among the hottest in pursuit was Korner, who was
mortally wounded, as he rode through a wood, by a shot

from one of_ the fugitive tirailleurs who lay hidden there.

He was buried with full military honours under an old

oak on the road from Liibelow to Dreikrug, by the village

of VVobbelin, where there is now a monument to hia

memory.
Korncr's position in the literature of his coniitry is a peculiar one.

He was not quite two and twenty when he died, and bis works are

necessarily but first-fruits—miglit all be iucluded in the modest
title ATHos^JCii—plentiful iudeed, aud full of promise of flowers to

come. H-is earlier poems were hardly more than graceful aud
ple.asiug, and ev£u his popular dram.as scarcely entitle liim to a
high place iu the literature of his couutry. It was with the
«Mr that Konier'i tr'ie inspiration came. Had he lived a life-

time, he could never have excelled the productions of those few
impassioned weeki. ; but the homage which all Germany paid, and
still pays, to the young poet's memory is due, not to bis lyric

genius alone, but to his bright youth also, and heroic death. Kis
works have passed through many editions. That published iu one
volume, with a preface by Karl Streckfuss (Berlin, 1879\ includes
a sketch of his life, extracts frora his letters, a few Englisli transla-

tions of his poems, and stanzas ta his memory by German and
English poets, of which last Felicia Henians is the chief. There
is an indifferent English translation of the life of Korner by bis

father, with selections from his works, by G. F. Richardson, 2 vols.,

1827.
_ _

<F. M.)

KOROTCHA, a district town, in the government of

Kursk, Russia, 100 miles south of Kursk, on the Korotcha
river. Its 7000 inhabitants live by gardening, exporting

great quantities of dried cherries, by making candles and
leather, and by trade; the merchants purchase cattle, grain,

and salt in the south, and'send them to Moscow. Founded
in 1638, Korotcha formerly was a small fort erected against

the invasions of Tart-ars.

KOROTOYAK, a town of Russia, in the government of

Voronezh, on the right bank of the Don, 6 miles from the

Davydovka railway station, and 47 miles south of A'oronezh.

It was founded in 1642 by emigrants from interior pro-

vinces of Russia, and had a small wooden fort. Owing
to the proximity of Ostrogojsk, which is a trading place of

some importance, its trade is insignificant, and its 9000
inhabitants live by agriculture and some trade in grain.

KOSCIUSKO, or Koscziusko, Tuaddeus (1740-1817),
Polish patriot, was descended from an old family of smalt

proprietors in the province of Lithuania, aud was born in

1746. From his father ht. inherited a taste for music, and
in the other branches of education he showed such marked
aptitude at the cadet school of Warsaw that along with

some other youths he was sent at the expense of the state

to complete his education at Versailles. Brest, and Paris.

On his return to Poland he was appointed captain of

artillery, but on account of the unfortunate result of his

attachment to the daughter of a nobleman iieiu 1777 went

to Paris, whence ne sailed with the FrencL fleet to aid the

North American States in their war of independence.

Under Washington he displayed great firmness and intre-

pidity in various trying circumstances, and rose to be

general of a brigade. la 1786 he returned to his native

couutry, where he lived in retirement until the reorganiza-

tion of .the army iu 1789, when he was appointed major-

generaL In the war with Russia which followed the

adoption of the new constitution of 1791 he condncted
himself with conspicuous valour and skill, and at Dubienka,
with a force of only 4000 men, held an army of 20,000
Russians at bay. All his efforts were, however, rendered
fruitless by the pusillanimity of King Stanislaus, who in

March 1792 agreed to a humiliating peace, upon which
Kosciusko along with several other leading officers resigned

his commission. A second partition of Poland was con-

summated in August 1793, but a spirit of resistance

gradually gathered force and culminated in the insurrec-

tion of 1794, when Kosciusko was recalled' to Cracow and
appointed generalissimo and dictator. With an army of

5000 he marched to meet the Russians, who were advancing
upon Cracow in greatly superior numbers, and after a
strenuous conflict of four hours' duration completely defeated

them. Ou receipt of the intelligence Warsaw rose against

the Russian authorities, putting 7000 persons to death;

and after instituting a new government Kosciusko went in

pursuit of the enemy, who retired towards the Prussian

frontiers. But for the interposition of Prussia the emanci-

pation of Poland would have been accomplished. King
Frederick William, however, advanced against Warsaw with

an army of 40,000 men, to which Kosciusko could oppose
only 15,000. He was defeated at Szezekocin, but retreated

in good order upon Warsaw, which he defended with stub-

born persistence, until the diversion of an insurrection in

Great Poland caused them to raise the siege. Meantime
an immense force of Russians was advancing against War-
saw in two divisions, the one under Suwaroff and the

other under Fersen. Kosciusko resolved to attack Fersen

before his junction with Suwaroff, but, as he had only

4000 men to meet the 14,000 Russians, his small army
was iu a few moments completely enveloped by superior

numbers, and he himself fighting desperately fell pierced

with several wounds. A tradition that as he fell he gave

utterance to the. words "Fiuis Poloniaa" found currency

several years afterwards, but when it came to his know-

ledge he indignantly denied it. For two years he re-

mained a prisoner at St Petersburg, but, gaining his liberty

after the accession of Paul I., he weut to England and

then to America. Returning to France in 1798, he took

np his residence at Fr.ntainebleau. In 18C6 he refused

to allow Napoleon, whose professions he rated at their

proper value, to use his name to incite a rising in Poland

against Russia ; and the forged address put forth by

Napoleon iu his name was uevei" accepted by his country-

men as genuine, although Kosciusko was unable to dis-

avow it until eight years after it was issued. In 1814,

when the Russian army entered France on the fall of

Napoleon, Kosciusko had a long interview with the

emperor Alexander of Russia, who, it is said, promised to

him to restore to Poland its ancient boundaries. In 1815

he settled in Switzerland, devoting himself chiefly to .im-

cultural pursuits. His deaih, October 17, 1817, was. the

result of an accidental fall from his horse. If as a

statesman Kosciusko was more anient than sagacious, he

manifested a skill and daring as a soldier which but for the

overwhelming nature of his task would have gained him a

place among the most renowned generals of his time, while

his noble and chivalrous patriotism, untainted by any de.siro

after self-glorification, has secured him the world's universal

admiration and cSteem.
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See tho lives by Falkensteiii (1827, 2d ed. 1834), Chodzko (1837),

aud Paszkowski (1872), aud also Polognc ci jiussi'^, Ugcnde dc
Kosciusko, by Jules Jlichelet U851), reprinted in ia Pu/ojhc marCiir
by the same author (1863).

KOSI, a town in Muttra (Jlatliura) district, North-
Western Provinces, India, in 27° 47' N. lat. 77° 26'

E. long., with a population in 1872 of 12,770.
KOSLIN, or Cosnx, chief town of a circle and govern-

ment district in the province of Pomerania, Prussia, is

situated at the foot of the Gollenberg, 5 miles from the
Baltic coast, and about 86 miles north-east of Stettin (105
by rail). It is regularly built, and is the seat of a local

court. In the large market-place is the statue of Frederick
William I., erected in 1824. The industries include the
manufacture of soap, tobacco, iron, paper, bricks and tiles,

beer, and other goods. Population in 1875, 14,814.

Koslin was built in 1188 by the Sa-icons. and made a town in 1266..
In ].')32 it embraced the Eelormation. It was severely tried in the
Thirty Years' War. and in the Seven Years' War. In 1720 it was
burned. On the Gollenberg stands a monument to the memory of
the Pomeranians who fell in the war of 1813-15. The town
formerly possessed a mint of its own.

KOSLOFF, or Kozlov, a town in the government of

TambofiF, Russia, on the railway between Ryajsk and Sara-

toff, 45 miles west of Tamboff, on the Lesnoy Voronezh
river. It had its origin in a small monastery, which was
founded in the forest in 1627 ; nine years later, an
earthwork was raised close by, for the protection of the

Russian frontier against the Tartars. Situated in a very
fertile country, on the highway to Astrakhan and at the

head of the watir communication with the Don, the town
soon became a centre for the trade with these countries ; as

the junction of the railways leading to the Sea of Azoff, to

Tsaritsin on the lower Volga, to Saratoff, and to Orel, its

importance has. recently been still further increased. Large
transactions in grain, and also in horses and taliow, are

effected in the rich agricultural district of Kosloif, as well

as in those of Lipetsk and Borisoglebsk, for the Moscow
market, or for western Europe, via Orel ; manufactured
wares are imported for the supply of the neighbouring

districts. There are also in the town and district severa.

tallow-melting houses, one manufactory of woollen cloth,

and several distilleries. The town is built of wood, and its

unpaved streets are dirty. Population, 27,000.

KOSTENDIL, Giustendil, or Djustexdil, a town in

the extreme south" of the principality of Bulgaria, Turkey,
is situated on the Strouma, the ancient Strymon. It is

fortified and contains several factories. The surrounding
district is fertile, and gold and silver mining is carried on.

Population about 8000.

KOSTER, or Coster, Lattren.s (1370 ?-1 440), the

first Dutch printer, whose claims to be considered at least

one of the inventors of the art (see Peinting) have been
recognized by many investigators. His real n::me was
Laurens Janssoen,—Koster {i.e., sacristan) being merely
the title which he bore as an official of the great parish

church of Haarlem. We find him men'aoned several times

between 1417 and 1434 as a mcmbsr of the great council,

^s an assess-jr (scabiiius), and as the city treasurer. He
probably perished in the plague that visited Haarlem in

1439-40 ; his widow is mentioned in the latter year. His
descendants through his daughter Lucia can be traced

down to 1724.

See Peter Scriver, Beschryvinge der Slad Earhin, Haarlem,
1628 ; Scheltema, Lcvensschcls van Laurens d. Kosler, Haarlem,
1834 ; Van der Linde, De Ifaarlemsche Costcrlegende, Hague, 1870.

KOSTROMA, a central government of Russia in Europe,
surrounded by those of Vologda, Vyatka, Nijni-Novgorod,
Vladimir, and Yaroslav, lies mostly on the left bank of the
apper Volga, and has an estimated area of 32,700 square

miles. Its surface is generally undulating, with hilly tracts

on the right bank of the Volga, and extensive flat and
marshy districts in its eastern parts. The rocks belong
chiefly to the Permian system, a small tract being occupied
by representatives of the Jurassic, and both bcin" deeply
covered with Quaternary clays. The soil in the east is
tor the most part sand or a sandy clay; a few patches are
covered with fertile black earth. Immense forests yield-
ing excellent timber for shipbuilding, and in many case=
still untouched, occupy no less than 70 per cent, of the
surface of the government (13,230,000 acres in 1870)
The export of timber is greatly facilitated by a series of
navigable tributaries of the Volga, such as the Kostroma,
Unzha, Neya, and Vyksa. and many others of less im-
portance.

_

The c'mate is severe; frosts of- 22° F^'hr. are
common in January, and the mean temperature of (,je year
is but 3°-l (summer, 64° -5 ; winter, - 13°-3). The popu-
lation, which numbered 1,176,000 in 1870, is Russian,
with some Meryas,—the indigenes of this part of Russia,—^
Tcheremisses, and Tartars. Agriculture .is in a low state
of development

; only 4,000,000 acres are under crops, with
a return (1,415,000 quarters of corn in 1877) unequal to the
wants of the population. Flax is cultivated to some extent,
and exported. Stock-breeding has steadily decreased since
1861; in 1870 there were only 394,500 horned cattle
(against 420,000 in 1857), and the number lias since
much decreased. Bee keeping is an important branch of
industry in some districts. The chief articles of commerce
are timber, fuel, pitch, tar, mushrooms (yearly value
upwards of £5000), and various kinds of wooden wares
for building and household purposes, which are largely
manufactured by the peasantry in villages, and exported
to the steppB provinces of the lower Volga and Don.
Boatrbuilding for river traffic is also carried on. Some
other small industries, such as the manufacture of silver

and copper wares, leather wares, &c., are also prosecuted in

the villages ; but the trade in linen and towelling, formerly
the staple, is now declining. There are now several cotton
factories, spinning mills, and engineering and chemical
works. The government of Kostroma is divided into
twelve districts :—Kostroma, Nerekhta, Kineshma, Maka-
rieff, Yurievets, Galitch, Tchukhloma, Soligalitch, Boui,
Kologriv, Vetluga, and Varnavin.

KosTEOMA, a town of Russia, capital of the govern-
ment of the same name, 230 miles north-east of Moscow
and 55 miles from Yaroslav. It is situated on the left

bank of the Volga, at the mouth of the navigable Kostroma
river, with suburbs on the opposite side of the Volga. It

is one of the oldest towns of Russia, having been founded
by Youri Dolgorouky in 1152. Its fort was often the refuge

of the great princes of Moscow during war, but the town
was plundered more than once by Tartars. The cathedral,

built in the 13th century, and situated in the Kreml, or
former citadel, is a fine monument of old Russian architec-

ture, Kostroma has been renowned since the 16th century

for its linen, which was exported to Holland, and the

manufacture of linen and linen-yarn is still carried to some
extent, flax being purchased in the governments of Kostroma
and of Pskoff. There are also in the town and in its pro-

vince several important cotton-mills, tanneries, saw-mills,

an iron-foundry, and a machine factory. Owing to its

situation on the Volga, and at the mouth of a navigable

river, Kostroma carries on an active trade— importing

grain and exporting linen, linen-yarn, leather, and espe-

cially timber and wooden wares. Population, 30,000

KOTAH, a native state in RdjputAna, India, situated

between 24° 30' and 25° 51' N. lat., and 74° 40' and 76"

59' E. long. It is entirely surrounded by native territory,

being bounded on the N. by Bundi, on the E. by Gwalioi

and Tonk, on the S. by Jhal.'iwdr, and on the W. by

Uddipur. The area is 3797 square miles, with an estimated
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population of 310,000. Kotah slopes gently northwards

from the high table-land of MdlwA, and is drained by the

Chanibal with its tributaries, all flowing in a northerly or

north-easterly direction. The Mokandarra range, from

1200 to 1600 feet above sea-level, runs from south-east to

north-west, forming the .umthern border of Kotah, and

separating it from JhaUwar. The Mokandarra Pass

til rough these hills, in the neighbourhood of the highest

peak (1671 feet), has been rendered memorable by the

passage of Colonel Monson's army on. its disastrous retreat

in 1804. The defile is strikingly picturesque, and forms

one of the chief outlets between the Deccan and northern

India. There are extensive game preserves, chiefly covered

with grass. In addition to the usual Indian grains, wheat,

totton, opium, and a little tobacco of good quality are

cultivated. The manufactures are very limited. Cotton

fabrics are woven, but are being rapidly superseded by the

cheap products of Bombay and Manchester. Articles of

wooden furniture are also constructed. The chief articles

of export are opium and grain ; salt, cotton, and woollen

cloth are imported.

Kotah is au oifslioot from Bundi state, having been bestowed

upon a youugcr son of the Biindi raja by the emperor Shah Jahdn
in return for services rendered him when the latter was in rebellion

against his father Jahangir. The affairs of the state having fallen

into confusion, the administration is now superintended by a

British political officer. Many of the state nobility hold lands on a

semi-feudal tenure. The estimated gross revenue of the state in

1876 was £258,275, of which the laud yielded over £170,000.

Tribute of £38,472 (including maintenance of a contingent known
as the Deoli Irregular Force) is paid to the British Government, and

£1 439 to Jeypore. The climate is very sultry duiing the prevalence

.of the hot winds at the commencement of summer, and is considered

unhealthy during the rainy season. Endemic fevers invariably

•appear after the close of the rains.

KOTHEN, or Cothen, chief town of a circle in the

duchy of Anhalt, Germany, is situated on the Ziethe, at

the junction of several railway lines, about 42 miles north-

west of Leipsic by rail. It consists of an old and a new
town with four suburbs. It has two palaces, one of which

in the old town contains various scientific collections and a

library of 20,000 volumes. The industries include iron-

founding and the manufacture of agricultural and other

machinery, malt, beet-root sugar, leather, spirits, &c.; a
tolerably active trade is carried on in grain, wool, potatoes,

and vegetables. In 1875 the population, including the

garrison, was 14,403.
Said to have been an important Wendish city, Kbthen was

capture'd and destroyed by Henry I. in 927. In 1300 it was
burned by the margrave of Meissen. In 1547 it was presented by
the emperor to General Ladron, from whom it soon passed by pur-
chase to its old possessors. Hahnemann, the founder of homceo-
pathy, lived and worked in Kothen, and a homoeopathic establish-
ment still e.iiists in the town. Till 1853 Kothen was the capital
of the duchy of Anhalt-Kothen.

KOTRT, a town in Karachi (Kurrachee) district, Sind,
India, situated on the right bank of the Indus, in 25°
22' N. lat. and 68° 22' E. long. The population in 1872,
including the neighbouring hamlets of KhAnpur and
MiAne Miiltiini, was 7949—namely, 5166 Mohammedans,
2455 Hindus, 304 Christians, and 24 Parsls. Kotri is

the northern terminus of the Sind Railway, which com-
municates with the seaport of Kurrachee (106 miles).

Tbe principal buildings, besides the Protestant and Roman
Catholic churches, are the civil hospital, court-house, sub-
ordinate jail, post-office. Government and other schools,
and travellers' bungalow. The Indus Steam Flotilla

maintains an extensive establishment, having its ofiices in
;he old fort, with workshops for the repair of steamers
and barges. There is a large transit traflic in beer, wine,
and' spirits, metals, railway materials, piece goods, silk,

vool, cotton, grain, oil-seeds, indigo, ghi, oil, saltpetre,

; nd sugar. ' Water from Kolri is forwarded to Kurrachee,
pecially for' the manufacture of ice and for drinking

purposes. In 1878 the Indus Valley State Railway
was opened from Kotri to Sukkur, by which the import-

ance of Kotri as a place of transshipment has been greatly

diminished.

KOTTBCJS, or CottbuS, chief town of a circle in the

government district of Frankfort, Prussia, is situated on

the Spree, about 72 miles south-east of Berlin by rail, and
at the intersection of several important railway lines. It

contains a medieval castle, and is the seat of a chamber of

commerce. The chief industries of the busy little town
are wool-spinning and tho manufacture of cloth. Cotton-

spinning, and the manufacture of tobacco, machinery, beer,

brandy, &c., are also carried on, while its trade is active.

In 1875 the population, includiugthe garrison, was 22,612.

At one time Kottbus formed a private lordship, but in

1462 it passed by the treaty of Guben to Brandenburg.

KOTZEBLIE, August Feiedkich Ferdinand von
(1761-1819), German dramatist, was born on the 3d of

May 1761, at Weimar, where his father was a councillor

of legation. Having attended the gymnasium of Weimar,

he went in his sixteenth year to the university of Jena,

and afterwards studied about a year in Duisburg. In

1780 he completed his legal studies, and was admitted an

advocate. Through the influence of Count Gtirtz, Prussian

ambassador at the Russian court, he became secretary

St Petersburg to the governor-general Von Baur, by whom
he was recommended to the empress. In 1783 he received

the appointment of assessor to the high court of appeal in

Revel, where he married a daughter of lieutenant-general-

Von Essen. He was ennobled in 1785, and became
president of the magistracy of the province of Esthouia.

Before leaving Germany he had published some unimportant

writings ; in Revel he acquired a considerable reputation

by his Leiden der OrteubergischeH Familie (1785), his

Kkine Gesammelte Schriflen (1787-91), and his two plays,

Menschenhass and Bene and Die Indinner in England

(1789). The good impression produced by these works-

was almost effaced by a cynical book. Doctor Bahrdt mil

der eisenien Stirn, which appeared with the name of Knigje

on the title page. After the death of his first wife Kotzebue

retired from the Russian service, and resided for some

time in a country house which he had built near Narva.

At this time he manifested extraordinary literary activity,

publishing within a few years, besides Die jiingste Kinder

meiner Laune (in 5 volumes), upwards of twenty plays. In

' 1798 he accepted the office of dramatist to the court

theatre of Vienna, resigning it in about two years with a

I
pension of 1000 florins. On his way to St Petersburg,

where his sons were being educated, be was arrested in

April 1800, and sent to Siberia. Fortunately he had

written a comedy which flattered the vanity of Paul I.

;

and a translation of this play so delighted the emperor that

Kotzebue was brought back, received an estate from the

crown lands in Livonia, and was made director of the

German theatre in St Petersburg. He returned to

Germany when the emperor Paul died, and in 1802 was

admitted into the Academy of Sciences at Berlin. Here,

in association with Merkel, he edited Der Freimiithige, and

began his Almanack dramatischer Spiele, which he continued

to issue untd his death. He also wrote several plaj's in

Berlin, and made some enemies by the bitterness with

which he attacked Goethe. Towards, the end of 1806 he

was again settled in Ru.ssia, and in the security of his estate

in Esthonia wrote many satirical articles against Napoleon

in Die Biene and Die Grille. As councillor of state he

was attached in 1816 to the department for foreign affairs

in St Petersburg, and in 1817 he went to Germany as a

sort of spy in the service of Russia, with a salary of

15,000 roubles. In his weekly journal (the ZsVennvscAes

WochenUatt) he scoffed at the pretensions of those Germans
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who demanded free institutions, and became an ooject of

such general dislike that he was obliged to leave Weimar
for Mannheim. He was especially detested by young
enthusiasts for liberty ; and one of them, Kar! Ludwig
Sand, a theological student, formed a deliberate resolution

to kill him. On the 23d of March 1819 Sand called at

Kotzebue's house in Mannheim, and stabbed Lira to the

heart, crying, " Here, thou betrayer of the Fatherland !

"

The assassin was executed, and the Government of Germany
made his crime an excuse for placing the universities under

strict supervision. Besides his plays and the other works

already mentioned, Kotzebne wrote a history of the

German empire and a book on the ancient history of

Prussia, neither of which has solid merit. He was also

the author of Erinnerungen aus Paris (1804), and

Evinnerungen von eiiier Reise aus Livlaiul nach Horn uvd
Nea2yel (1805). He wrote more thau one hundred plays,

the majority of which are no«r forgotten. Although

destitute of poetic insight, he hau remarkable facility in

the invention of effective situations ; and a respectable

place in German literature is secured for some of his

comedies by the liveliness with which their characters are

portrayed, and by the sprightliness of their dialogue.

There is a complete edition of his dramatic works in 28

volumes (1797-1823), another in 44 volumes (1827-29),

and a third in 40 volumes (1840-41).

KOTZEBUE, Otto voy (1787-184G), Russian navi-

gator, son of the subject of last notice, was born at Revel

on December 19, 1787. After being educated at the St

Petersburg school of cadets, he accompanied Krusenstern

on his voyage of 1803-6. After his promotion to lieu-

tenant, Kotzebue was placed in command of an expedition

fitted out at the expense of the imperial chancellor, Count
Rumantsofif, in the brig Hurick. In this vessel, with

only •twenty-seven men, Kotzebue set out on July 30,

1815, to find a passage across the Arctic Ocean, and
explore the less known parts of Oceania. Proceeding

by Cape Horn, he reached on April 16, 1816, Schouten

and Lemaire's Isle of Dogs. After cruising about the

Pacific for some time, and discovering various islands and

groups,—as the Krusenstern group, and the KutusofiT and

Suwarolf Islands in the east of the Caroline archipelago,

—Kotzebue made for Kamchatka, and on June 59 reached

New ArchangeL In the middle of July he proceeded

northwards, coasting along the north-west coast of

America, discovering and naming Kotzebue Gulf or Sound
and Krusenstern Cape. Returning by the coast of Asia,

he again sailed to the .south, sojourned for three weeks

at the Sandwich Islands, and on January 1, 1817, dis-

covered New Year Island. After some further cruLsing in

the Pacific he again proceeded north, but, a severe attack

of illness compelling him to return to Europe, be reached

the Neva on August 3, 1818, bringing home with him a

large collection of previously unknown plants and much
new ethnological information. In 1823 Kotzebue, now a

captain, was entrusted with the command of a new ex-

pedition, in two ships of war, the main object of which

was to take reinforcements to Kamchatka. There was,

however, a staff of scientific men on board, who collected

much valuable information and material in geography,

ethnography, and natural history. The expedition left

Cronstadt on August 23, and, proceeding by Cape Horn,

visited the Radak and Society Islands, reaching Petro-

pavlovsk in July 1824. Many positions along the coast

were rectified, the Navigator Islands visited; and several

discoveries made. The expedition returned by the

Mariannes, Philippines, New California, and Sandwich

Islands, reaching Cronstadt on July .10, 1826. There

are English translations of both Kotzebue's narratives :

—A Voyage for the Purpose of Exploring a North- Edit

14-8

Passage, nnderfalen in the years 1815-18, 3 vols. (1821);
and A New Voyage Pottnd the World in the years 1823-26
(1830). The narrative of the second voyage is generally

considered to be rather highly coloured, while in the first

Kotzebue animadverts in strong terras on the conduct of

the English missionaries in the Society and Sandwich
Islands, who, however, were defended both by Ellis and
Mr Charles Darwin. Three years after his return from
his second voyage, Kotzebue retired to his estate in

Esthouia, where he died February 15, 1846.

K0U3S0, Kosso, or Cusso, a drug recently introduced
into English medicine as a remedy for tapeworm. It

consists of the flowers of Hagenia ahyssinica, Willd.

(Brayera anthelminthica. Kunth.), a handsome rosaceous

tree 60 feet high, growing throughout the table-land of

Abyssiuia, at an elevatiou of 3000 to 8000 feet above the

sea-level. The drug as imported is in the form of cylin-

drical rolls, about 18 inches in length and 2 inches in

diameter, and comprises the entire inflorescence or panicle

kept in form by a band wound transversely round it. The
flowers have a light brown hue, or in the case of the female
flower a reddish tinge, for which reason the latter is some-
times distinguished as red kousso. The active principle

of kousso is stated by Fliickiger to be kosin, CjjHjgOjo

;

it is supposed to be a compound ether of isobutyric acid,

since it gives oflf the odour of this substance when its

solution in concentrated sulphuric acid is diluted with
water. Kosia appears to have been first obtained as a
definite crystalline substance by Merck, who prepared it in

the form of tasteless yellowish rhombic needles or prisms,

Soluble in chloroform, ether, benzol, and bisulphide of

carbon, very soluble in boiling but only sparingly so in cold

alcohol. It is not decomposed by boiling dQute acids. The
koussin of Bedall appears to be an impure substance con-

taining variable quantities of crystalline kosin. Kousso
yields on distillation a stearoptene-like oil having the

odour of the drug, also traces of valerianic and acetic acids.

The medicinal properties of kousso were first investigated

in 1822 by Brayer, a French physician of Constantinople,

but the drug did not come into use in Europe uctil 1850;
in 1864 it was introduced into the British pharmacopceia.

In medicine it is used in the form of an unstrained in-

fusion of \ to i oz. of the coarseiy powdered flowers, which

are swallowed with the liquid. Administered in this form it

sometimes causes vomiting; hence an extract of the flowers,

prepared by percolating them with castor oil to dissolve out

the active principle, has been introduced. Kousso is con-

sidered to be an effectual vermifuge for both Tsenia solium

and Bothriocephalus latus. In its anthelminthic action it

is nearly allied to male fern.

See Bruce, Travels, v. p. 73, 1790 ; Brayer, Notice sur une

nouvelle planle de lafamillc dcs liosacies employee eontre h Tsenia,

1822; PharniaceuticalJoimial, X.. p. 15; Pharmacographia, H ed.

,

p. 256-259 ; Bidletin de Therapmtiqiie, 1876, p. 556.

KOVNO, a north-western province of European Russia,

is bounded on the N.E. and S.E. by the provinces of Cour-

land and Vilna, and on the S. and S.W. by Russian Poland

and by Prussia, a narrow strip touching the Baltic near

Memel. It has an estimated area of 23,680 square mile^

The level uniformity of its surface is broken only by two

low ridges which nowhere rise above 800 feet. The

geological character is varied, the Silurian, the Devonian,

the Jurassic, and the Tertiary systems being all represented

;

the Devonian is that which occurs most frequently, and all

are covered with Quaternary boulder-clays. The soil ig

either a sandy clay or a more fertile kind x>{ black earth.

The government is well watered by the Niemon, th^

Windau, the Courland Aa, and the Duna, which have

navigable tributaries. In the flat depressions covered with

boulder-clays there are many lakes and marshes, whilst
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ftirests, now greatly reduced, still cover about 18 per cent.

of the surface of the government, The climate is com-

paratively mild, the mean temperature at Koviio being

44° Fahr. The population (1,156,040 in 1870) is very

varied, consisting of .Lithuanians proper and Zhmuds,

Jews, Slavs, and Germans ; 82 per cent, are Catholics, 13

Jews, 3 Protestants, and 2 belong to the Greek Church.

The Poles number only 3000, and the Russians (White,

Little, and Great) 182,000. The chief occupation of the

inhabitants is agriculture, 60 per cent, of the whole surface

being under crops ; both grain and potatoes are exported.

The yield of corn (2,270,000 quarters prior to 1857) is

now about 2,879,000 quarters per. annum. Flas. is also

cultivated, and the linseed is exported. Stock-breeding is

not carried on to any considerable extent ; but, owing to

the number of lakes, the fishing industry has some im-

portance. The manufacturing industries, if distillation be

left out of account, are trifling. Trade, especially the

transit trade, is brisk, from the situation of the government
on the Prussian frontier, the custom houses of Yurburg
and.Taurogen being among the most important in Russia.

Kovno has seven districts :—Kovno, Novoalexandrovsk,

Ponevyezh, Rossieny, Shavli, Telshi, and Vilkomir. The
principal towns are Kovno (32,050 inhabitants), Shavli

(15,400), Vilkomir (11,150), Rossi6ny (10,700), and
Novoalexandrovsk (8250).
The territory which now constitutes tlie government of Kovno

was formerly part of Lithn^inia. During the 13tb, 14th, and 15th
centuries, the Livonian and Teutonic knights coutinually invaded
and plundered it, especially the western part which was peopled
with Zhmuds. In 1569 it was annexed, along with the rest ot the
grand principality of Lithuania, to Poland ; and it suffered very
much from the wars of Russia with Sweden and Poland, and from
the invasion of Charles XII. in 1701. In 1795 the principality of

Lithuania was annexed to Russia, and until 1872, when the govern-
m^^ijt oC Kovno was constituted, the territoi-y now forming it was
a part of the govemment of Vilna.

Kovifo, the Kaune of the Lithuanians, capital of .the

above government, is situated on the railway between St

Petersburg and Berlin, 503 miles south west from the

former. It consists of two parts, the new town, built on
the right bank of the Niemen, and an old town, situated

on the left bank of the Vilia which here joins the Niemen.
By its situation at the confluence of two navigable rivers,

some few miles above the mouth of the Nevyaja, and close

to a place where the Niemen sharply changes its northern

direction into a western one, Kovno, which is supposed to

have been built in the 11th century, soon acquired import-

ance both as a fortified place and as a centre for trade.

In its early history it often suffered froir^ the attacks of

the crusaders, and fell akernately under their dominion
and under that of Lithuanians. Its citadel was destroyed

in 1400, and from that time it became the centre of an active

trade, being visited by Gorman and Euglisb merchants.

In the 16th, 17th, and ISth centuries it was the chief

emporium for trade with Lithuania, and rivalled Konigs-
berg. Henry of Yalois said it was the best jewel of the

kingdom. But continuous wars destroyed this commerce,
and, when Kovno became a Russian town, in 1795, it was
already a very poor place, which numbered in 1817 but

two hundred houses. Owing to its advantageous situation,

_

it lias again acquired commercial importance. It lias

several remarkable old churches, two of which have been
transferred to the Greek confession, artd a beautiful old

gnild-haU now transformed intp an imperial palate. Its

population (33,050) is most varied ; one half are Jews
engaged in petty trades and commerce. Salt, salted

tish, coal, and various manufactured wares are brought

here from Prussia on vessels which return with cargoes

of corn, linseed, timber, rags, bones, and wool, pur-

chased in the governments of Vilna, Minsk, Grodno, and
Tchemigoflf.

KOVROFF, a town in Russia, situated in the govern-

ment of Vladimir, on the railway between Moscow and
Nijni Novgorod, 40 miles east-north-east of the capital of

the province, on the right bank of the Klazma river. It.

has become, of late years, an important manufacturing
centre, —cottons, machinery, and railway carriages being

the principal items. It also carries on an active trade in the

export of wooden wares and in the import of grain, salt,

and fish, brought from the Volga provinces for the use of

the government of Vladimir. Population 5000.

KOZELSK, a district town of the government of Kaluga
in European Russia, situated 43 miles south-west of Kaluga,

on the left bank of the river Zhizdra. The principal build-

ing is the cathedral, erected in 1700, and rebuilt by
Catherine II. after the fire of 1777. In the first half of

the present century sailcloth was largely manufactured in

the town ; but this industry has declined, and, though
there are oil-mills, tanneries^ rope-walks, and breweries,

many of the working classes have to seek employment
elsewhere Population in 1870, 13,400.

Kozeisk emerges in the middle of the 12th century. In 1238 it

was utterly destroyed, and all its inhabitauts put to the sword by
the Tartar iuvaders. During the 15th. century it formed a bone of
contention between the Lithuanian princes and the grand-dukes
of Moscow. Ivan the Terrible surrounded it with a wooden pali-

sade. Captured by Dolgorukoff in 1607, it withstood a heavy siege

at the hands of Ismailotf.

KRAFFT, or Kraft, Adam (c. 1455-1507), sculptor of

the Nuremberg school, was born, probably at Nuremberg,
about the middle of the 15th centur)^ and died, some say

in the hospital, at Schwabach, about 1507. Of his life

few particulars ar-e known beyond the dates of several of

his works. He seems to have emerged as sculptor about

1490, the date of the seven reliefs of scenes from the life

of Christ, which, like almost every other specimen of his

work, are at Nuremberg. The date of his last work, an
Entombment, with fifteen life-size figures, in the Hclz-

schuher chapel of the St John's cemetery, is 1507."

Besides these, Krafft's chief works are several moniunental reliers

in the various churches of Nuremberg ; thealto-rilievo Entombment
out-side St Sebald's church ; Christ Bearing the Cross, above the

altar of the same church ; and various works made for public and
private buildings, as the reUef over the door of the Wagehaus, a

St George and the Dragon, several Madonnas, and some purely-

decorative pieces, as coats of arms. His masterpiece is perhaps th&
magnificent tabernacle* 62 feet high, in the church of St Laurence,
1493-1500. See Wanderer's Adam Kraft und seine Schuh; 1869.

KRAJOVA, or Cbajova, a town in the circle of

Dolschi, Roumania, is situated near the Schyl, a tributary

of the Danube, about 110 miles west of Bucharest. There

are prosperous salt-works situated in the town ; and from

its position at the junction of the Carpathian high-roads

with the route from Bucharest to Widdin its trade (largely

in the hands of Jews) is important. In 1873 its popula-

tion was 22,764.
Krajova was the former capital of tittle Wallachia. In 1397 it

w as the scene of a victory of the waiwode Marcea over the Turkish
sultan Bajazet ; and there, in October 1853, a figbt between the

Russians and Turks took place.

KRANTZ, or Ceantz, Albert (e. 1450-1517), German
historian, was a native of Hamburg. He studied law,

theology, send history at Rostock and Cologne, and after

travelling through western and southern Europe was ap-

pointed professor, first of philosophy and subsequently of

theology, in the university of Rostock, of which he was

rector in 1482. In 1492 he returned to Hamburg as theo-

logical lecturer, canon, and prebendary in the cathedral

By the senate of Hamburg h« was employed on more than

one diplomatic'mission abroad, and in 1500 he was chosen

by the king of Denmark and the duke of Holstein as arbiter

in their dispute regarding the province of Dithmarschen.

As dean of the cathedral chapter, to which ofiice he was

appointed in 1508, Krantz applied himself with zeal to tha

reform of ecclesiastical abuses, but, though opposed to
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various corruptions connectecl with churcli discipline, Le

had little synipatliy with the drastic measures of Wickliffe

or Huss. A deailibed utterance of his, somewhat despond-

ing in its tone, with reference to Luther and his ninety-five

theses has occasionally, but unfairly, been interpreted as a

summary condemnation of that Reformer. Krantz died

December 7, 1017.

Krantz was the author of a number of historical works which for

the period wheu they were written are characterized by exceptional

impartiality aud research. The priuci(ial of tliese are Chrmiicon
regnoTum aquilotianuin Daiiise, Srecise, cl Norveyise, Strashurq,

1545 ; Vandalki, sive historia de Vandalorum xera migbie, ic,
Cologne, 1519 ; Saxoiiia, \h'20 ; aod Metropolis sive Historia ecclcsix

m S.imnia, 1548. See life by N. Wilckeiis, Hamburg, 1722.

KPiASXOYAPiSK, a town of eastern Siberia, capital

of the extensive province of Yeniseisk, which stretches

as a long strip from the Chinese frontier formed by the

Sayan mountains to the shores of the Arctic Ocean. It

is situated on the left bank of Yenisei river, at its con-

fluence with the Katcha, and on the highway from Moscow
to Irkutsk, 662 miles west-north-west from the latter. It

vras founded by Cossacks in 1628, and during the early

yea-s of its esistence it was more than once besieged by the

Tartars t.id Kirghiz. It became the capital of the province

in 1S22, and is now the seat of the provincial administra-

tion. Its commercial importance depends entirely upon
the gold-washings of the Yeniseisk district, supplies for

which arc sent from Krasnoyarsk. The climate is very

cold, but dry, so that in the steppe which surrounds the

town there is but little snow, even in mid-winter. The
Y'enisei river is frozen for one hundred and sixty days at

Krasnoyarsk. Population, 13,000.

KREMENETZ, a district town of Russia, in the govern-

ment of Volhyuia, in the high valley of the Ikva, one of

the tributaries of the basin of the Pripat, situated 30 miles

east from R^.dziviloff, the great custom-house on the railway

between Eieff and Lvoff. It is a poor place, the 11,800
inhabitants of which follow agriculture, raise tobacco, and
excavate flint. But the Jews, who are numerous in the

town, carry on a brisk trade in grain, which -is stored here

for export to Galicia and Odessa. The picturesque ruins

of an old castle on a crag close by the town, are usually

known under the name of the castle of Queen Bona ; it

was built, however, but in the 8th or 9th century. The
hordes of Batyi vainly besieged it in 1241 and 1255. From
that time Kremenetz was alternately under the dominion
of Lithuania and Poland, till 16i8, when it was taken by
the Zaporojtzi Cossacks. During the years 1805 to 1832
its Polish lyceum was the centre of superior instruction

for the wci-tern provinces of Little Russia ; but after the

Polisli insurrection of 1831 the lyceum was transferred to

Kieff, and is now the university of that town.

_ KREMEXTCHUG, a Russian town in the govern-

ment of Poltava, situated 74 miles by rail to the south-

west of the government town, on the railway between
Kharkoflf and NicolaiefF, and on the left bank (here flat

and sandy) of the Dnieper. It is supposed to have been
founded in 1571 ; by its situation at the southern terminus
of the navigable couise of the Dnieper, and on the highway
from Moscow to Odessa, it early acquired a great com-
mercial importance, which it still retains ; by 1655 it was
a wealthy town. In 1765 it became capital of "New
Russia." It now has a suburb, Kryukoff, on the right

bank of the Dnieper, united with the town by a railway

bridge. Nearly all commercial transactions in salt with

White Russia are efi"ected at Krementchug, the salt being

deposited in large storehouses in Kryukoff, and then sent

by boat to the north-west. The town is also a centre of

the tallow trade with Warsaw ; considerable quantities of

timber, too, are floated down to this place and thence sent

to the neighbouring proviuces. Nearly all the trade in the

brandy manufactur~d in the government of Kharkoff and
destined fur the governments of Ekaterinoslaff and Taurida
IS concentrated here, as also is the trade in linseed between
the districts situated on the left affluents of the Dnieper
and the southern ports. Other articles of commerce ara
rye, rye-ftour, wheat, oats, and sariasino, which are sent
partly up the Dnieper to Pinsk, partly by land to Odessa
and Berislaff, but principally to EkaterinoslaS", on light
boats floated down during the spring floods. Although
thus busily employed, the town does not wear the aspect
of a commercial place, the linseed being mostly warehoused
in the houses of the Jews who carry on this trade, and the
important banking operations being also chiefly in the hands
of Jews. The Dnieper is crossed at Krementcbug by r.

remarkable tubular bridge 1081 yards long, over which
passes the railway from Kharkoflf to Balta ; there is also
a bridge of boats. The manufactures consist of carriages,
agricultural machinery, and tobacco. Population, 31,OOo!
KREMNITZ (Hungarian, Kormoczbdnya), a minino

town in the cis-Danubian county of Bars, Hungary, lies

in a deep valley, and on the Hungarian state railway,

82 miles north of Budapest, in 48° 42' N. lat., 18° 46'

E. long. It is the seat of a board of mining control, and
of the management of the mirjt, and has an oflice of woods
and forests. As noteworthy buildings may be mentioned
the castle, several Roman Catholic and the Lutheran
churches, a Franciscan monastery (founded 1634), the

town-hall, and the mint where the celebrated Kremnitz
gold ducats are struck. The great bulk of tbe inhabitants

find employment in connexion with the gold and silver

mines^ which, though far less productive than formerly,

still yield considerable quantities of ore. By means of a

tunnel 9 miles in length, constructed in 1851-52, the water

is drained ofi' from the mines into the Garam or Gran. In

1880 the population was 8552, mostly Germans.

According to tradition Kremnitz was founded in the 8th century

by Saxons. In 1100 it was raised to the dignity of a royal free town,

lu the middle of the 12th century the population was much aug
meuted by Gennan colonists, and iu 1328 the commune received

special privileges at the hands of Charles Robert of Anjou. From
1424 to 1433 the town was frequently at the mercy of the Hussites.

After the catastrophe at Mohacs (1526) it suffered repeatedly from

the Turks, and during the 17th century both from the forces of

successive Transylvauian piinces and from Ottoman hordes.

KREMSIER (in Czech, Eromeriz), chief town of a

district in Moravia, Austria, is situated in the fertile region

of Hanua on the March, about 25 miles south-west of

Olmiitz. It is the seat of several local courts, and is the

summer residence of the bishop of Olmiitz, whose palace,

surrounded by a fine park and gardens, and containing a

picture gallery, library, and various collections, forms the

chief object of interest. Kremsier has both a German and

a Slav upper-gymnasium, a higher commercial school, a

convent, and a hospital. Its industries include printing,

and the manufacture of sugar, malt, and pottery. In 1870

the population was 9918.

In 1131 Kremsier was the seat of a bishopric. It snfifered con-

siderably during the Hussite war ; and in 1643 it was taken and

burned by the Swedes. After the rising of 1848, the Austrian

congress met in the palace at Kremsier from November 1848 till

March 1849.

KREUTZER, Coneadin (1782-1849), German musical

composer, owes his permanent fame almost exclusively to

one opera, Das Nachtlager von Granada, which has kept

the stage for nearly half a century in spite of the changes

of taste. It is written in the style of Weber, and is

remarkable especially for its flow of genuine melody

and depth of feeling. The same qualities are found in

Kreutzer's part songs for men's voices, which at one time

were extremely popular in Germany, and are still listened

to with pleasure. Amongst these Der Tag dcs llerm (" The

LpJ'd'e D&y") Piay be named as the most eicellcut. It is
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indeed a masterpiece of its kind. Kreutzer was a prolific

composer, and wrote a number of operas which have dis-

appeared from the stage and are not likely to be revived.

Hia life also is devoid of interesting features, and may be
summed up in few words. He was born November 22,

1782, at Mosskirch in Baden, and received his musical
training from Albrechtsberger, the famous contrapuntist of

Vienna. For the theatre of that city he composed most
of his operas, including Das Nachtlager von Granada, pro-

duced in 1834. For a time (1812-1816) he was chapel-

master to the king of Wurtemberg, and later on (1840)
became conductor of the opera at Cologne. He died
December 14, 1849, at Riga, where he had accompanied
his daughter Cecilia Kreutzer, a singer of some renown.
KREUZNACH, or Creuznach, chief town of a circle

in the government district of Coblentz, Prussia, is situated
on the Nahe, a tributary of the Rhine, about 40 miles
south-east of Coblentz. It consists of the old town on the
right bank of the river, the new town on the left, and the
island Badewbrth, all of which are connected by a fine

stone bridge. There is an iron bridge between the island

and the right bank. Kreuznach is the seat of a local

court, and it has a gymnasium, a business-school, and a
hospital. On the Badeworth is the kurhaus, built in

1872, with baths and gardens, and also the chief spring,

the Elisabethquelle, impregnated with iodine and bromine,
and prescribed for scrofulous and various other affections.

The climate is mild, moderately damp, and on the whole
equable. The chief industries of the town are marble-
polishing and the manufacture of leather and tobacco, and
various knick-knacks in agate. Vines are grown on the
neighbouring hills. The population in 1875 was 13,772.

The earliest mention of {he springs of Kreuznach occurs in 1478
;

but it was only in the early half of the 19th century that Dr Prieger
( whose marblestatue adorns the town) brought them into prominence.
Now the annual number of visitors is about seven thousand. In
the 9th century Kreiuberg was known as Cruciniacum. In 1065
it was presented by Henry IV. to the bishop of Spires, from whom
it passed (after becoming a town in the early part of the 13th cen-
tury) to the counts of Sponheim and the Palatinate. In 1814 it

became Prussian. During the 17th century Kreuznach was more
than once taken and plundered ; and in 1689 the French reduced
the strong castle of Kauzenberg to the ruin which still surmounts
the Schlossberg-to the north-west of the town.

KRILOFF, Keuiloff, orKRyLOFF, Ivan Andeeevitch
(1768-1844), the great national fabulist of Russia, was
born February 14, 1768, at Moscow, but his early years
were spent at Orenburg and Tver. His father, a distin-

guished military officer, died in 1779; and young Kriloff

was left with no richer patrimony than a chest of old books,

to be brought up by the exertions of an heroic mother. In
the course of a few years his mother removed to St Peters-

burg, in the hope of securing a Government pension ; and
there Kriloff obtaineji a post in the civil service, but he
gave it up immediately after his mother's death in 1788.
Already in 1783 he had sold to a bookseiier & comedy of

his own composition, and by this means had procured for

^limself the works of Molifere, Racine, Boileau ; and now,
probably under the influence of these writers, he produced
Philomela and Cleopatra, which gave him access to the
dramatic circle of Knyazhin. Several attempts he made
^0 start a literary magazine followed each olher with little

pnccess ; but, along with his plays, they served to make
the author known to the polite society of the capitaL For
about four years (1797-1801) Kriloff lived at' the country
peats of the prince Sergius Galitzin, and when the prince
was appointed military governor of Livonia he accom-
panied him as official secretary. About the years which
follow his resignation of this post very doubtful informal
tion has been preserved, the common opinion being, that
he wandered from town to town under the influence of. a
passion for "card-playing. Before long he found his place

as a fabulist, the first collection of his Fables, twenty-three

in number, appearing in 1809. From 1812 to 1841 he
held a congenial appointrntnt in the Imperial Public

Library—first as assistant, and then as head of the Russian

books department. His death took place November 21,

1 844. His statue in the Summer Garden is one of the

finest monuments in St Petersburg.

KrilofTs success as a fabulist was as rapid as it has been

enduring. Honours were showered upon him while he
yet lived : the Academy of Sciences admitted him a

member in 1811, and bestowed upon him the same gold

medal which was accorded to Karamzin for his History of

the Buseian People; in 1S38 a great festival was held

under imperial sanction to celebrate the jubilee of his first

appearance as an author ; and the emperor assigned him a
handsome pension. Before his death about 77,000 copies

of his Fables had found sale in Russia ; and his wisdom
and humour had become the common possession of the

many. Nor is tlie reason far to seeL He was at once
poet and sage. In spite of a superficial indifference >Io

political matters, he observed everything with keen and
collected interest. His fables for the most part struck

root in some actual event, and they told at once by theli

grip and by their beauty. Though he began as a traa»

lator and imitator, he soon showed himself a master o(

invention, who found abundant material in the life of his

native land. To the Russian ear his verse is of matchless

quality ; while word and phrase are direct, simple, and emi
nently idiomatic, colour and cadence vary with the thema
This perfection was the result of sustained elaboration, for,

though physically indolent, Kriloff was a hard intellectual

worker, and had an infinite faculty of taking pains. Of
his carelessness in dress, absence of mind, and general

irreverence towards etiquette, the stories told are many.
A collected edition of Kriloff's works appeared at St Petersburg,

1844. Of the numerous editions of his Fables, which have been
often translated, may be mentioned that illustrated by Trutovski,

1872. The author's life has been written in Russian by Pletneff, by
Lebanofr, and by Grot, Liter, zhizn Kruihva. " Materials " for hia

life are published in vol. vi. of the Sbornik Statei of the literary

department of the Academy of Sciences. W. E. S. Ralston has
preli.xed an excellent sketch to his English proso version of the

Fables, 1868, 2d ed. 1371.

KRISIINAGAR, town and headquarters of Nadiy^
district, Bengal, India, situated on the left bank of the

Jakngl river, 23° 23' N. lat., 88° 32' E. long. The muni-

cipal limits comprise an area of 7 square miles and a

population in 1872 of 26,750 persons—Hindus, 18,114;

Mohammedans, 8076 ; Christians, 560. Besides the usual

Government offices and courts, Krishnagar is also a station

of the Church Missionary Society and of a Roman Catholic

mission, each body having its own church and schools.

The town is a seat of considerable trade, and is noted for

its manufacture of coloured clay figures, carried ,on by
a few artists of the l-umhhar or potter caste. •
KROLEVETZ, a district town of Russia, in the govern-

ment of Tchernigoff, 108 miles east of the government

town. Its 14,000 inhabitants live by agriculture and
gardening, by linen manufactures, and by trading in agri-

cultural produce and salted fish imported from the province

of Ekaterinoslaff, and in manufactured wares. There are

two important fairs, one for horses and manufact.ured wares,

and the other for cattle.

KEOTOSCHIN (in Polish, Krotoszyn), chief town of a

circle in the government district of Posen, Prussia, is situated

about 32 miles south-west of Posen. It has a local court,

tliree churches, a synagogue, steam saw-mills, and a steam

brewery, and carries on trade in grain and seeds. The
Jieighbouring castle of Krotoschin is the chief place of a

^ediatized principality of the prince of Thurn and Taxis,

which was formed in 1819. The population of Krotoschin,

in 1875 was 8034.
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ERUDENEB, Barbaba Juliaxa vox 'U'lETiNGnoFF,

Baroness von (1766-1824), authoress of the romance of

Valerie, but better known by the religious fervour and

pious mysticism of her later j-ears, was born of noble and
wealthy parents at Riga, November 21, 1766. Her educa-

tion, which was aa elaborate one, was received partly in

her father's house aud partly iu Paris. While still very

young she was married to the Baron von Kriideiier, a

Russian diplomatist twenty years her senior, whom she

ac-companisd to Copenhagen and subsequently to Venice

;

the union did not prove a very happy one, and for some
years the couple lived apart. It is understood that Valerie,

ipublished by Madame Kriidener in 1804, is to a consider-

able extent an autobiography of this period of her life ; if

this be so, it is impossible to esonerate her of all blame for

the domestic misfortunes which befel her. After the death

of her husband she resided for some time in Paris, mingling

freely with a large and brilliant social circle, but afterwards

ehe retired to her property in Livonia, where her sense of

the vanity of earthly things gradually deepened, and religious

yearnings were quickened which ultimately found satisfac-

tion in the doctrine and worship of the Moravian com-

munity. In 180S she saw much of Jung Stilling at

Carlsruhe and of Oberlin in Steiuthal ; and the religious

convictions now formed were held by her with such earnest-

ness that she felt constrained to adopt the vocation of an

itinermt preacher. Her obvious sincerity, her culture and
refinement, her social standing, enabled her to attract con-

siderable notice throughout Baden, in Strasburg, and in

Switzerland, especially in Geneva ; and at Heilbronn in

1815 she could reckon even an emperor (Alexander I. of

Russia) among her attentive hearers. Her activity, how-

ever, which was hardly favourable to established church

order, soon became distasteful to the autiiorities, and, after

being invited to withdraw from more than one German
state, she again retired into private life on her estate in

1818. Led by her enthusiasm of humanity to St Peters-

burg, she was dismissed by the emperor for having declared

her eympathy for the struggling cause of Greece. Ill healtli

now came upon her, and she was advised by her physicians

to seek a warmer climate. On the southward journey she

died at Karasu-Bazar on December 2.5, 1824. Her life has

been written by Eynard
(
Vie de Madame de Kriidenery 2

vols., Paris, 1849).

KRUMEN, Crooiten', Krds, or Ceoos, a negro people

on the west coast of Africa. The name is properly Kra
or Krao, though the corrupt form Crew-men has sometimes

been put forward as the original Ethnographically it

ought to be confined to the tribes settled in the neighbour-

hood of the Sinoe in the republic of Liberia, where their

chief towns are known as Seltra Kru, Little Kru, and
Nana Kru ; but, as they were the first west African people

who ventured to take service on board European vessels, it

is now generally applied to about a score of tribes living

along 200 miles of coast who in this respect have followed

their example. In spite of the fact that the Krus have

come into close connexion with Europeans for a long series

of years, the information in regard to them is of the

scantiest description. They are an independent as well as

an enterprising people, and keep themselves very much
apart from other tribes. It is said that they have never

furnished even a nominal convert to Christianity. They
are now mainly engaged as traders or agents; and com-
paratively few of the Krumen proper are to be found
serving as boatmen or sailors. As soon as they have
amassed a competency they return to their native countiy.

They keep no slaves themselves, and they are never found
in slavery abroad. The men are tall, strong, and well-

proportioned, with bluish black complexion, woolly and
abundant hair, and a greater frequency of beard than is

common among negroes. Tlicy appear to be dolichocephalic
and prognathic, Ihe.r women are of a lighter shade than
negro XN-omen generally, and in several respects come much
nearer to a European standard Tribal or clan marks
are worn on the face

: the Krumen examined by Schla^in-
tweit, for example, had a blue vertical stroke on Ihe
brow

J those seen by Wittstein at Monrovia had a black
stroke aud an arrow directed from the car to the eye Dr
Bleek classifies the Kru language with the Mandin-ro
family, and in this ho is folluwcd by Latham ; Dr Koclle
wlio published a Kru grammar (1854), considers it as
distinct.

Further details will be found in QiLitrefafics and Hnmy, Crania
Elhnica, part ix., 1878-79, p. 363 ; ScMigintwcit-Sakuulilnski, in
the SihuiinsboTicM of tlio Academy at ilunirli, 1875 ; liicolas, in
JBiill. lie III Soc. clA-iUhrop., Paris, 1872.

KRUiMMACHER. Three members of this family have
attained some popularity as religiims writers in Germany
and indeed throughout Reformed Protestant Christendom.
^1. FEiEnRicH Adolf Krujuiacher was born July 13,

1768, at Tecklenburg, Westphalia, studied theology at
•Lingen and Hallo, and became successively rector of the
grammar school at Mors, professor of theology at Duisburg,
preacher at Crefeld and afterwards at Kettwich, consisto-

rialrath and superintendent in Beriiburg, and pastor of

the Ansgariuskirche in Bremen (1824), where he died on
14th April 1845. He was the author of numerous religious

works, but is best known by his rarale/n, first published
in 1805, which have gone through numerous German
editions (9th ed., Essen, 1876), and have been translated

into English and other European languages.

2. Gottfried Daniel Kkujimacuer, born at Tecklen-

burg, April 1, 1774, was pastor successively in Biir),

Wulfrath, and Elberfeld. He was the leader of the

"pietists" of Wupperthal, and published several volumes

of sermons, including one entitled /.'r((d's Wanderings.

His death occurred on January 30, 1837.

2. Friedeich AVilhelm Keummaciiee, son of Friednch

Adolf, was born at Mors, January 28, 1796, studied theology

at Halle and Jena, aud became pastor successively at

Ruhrort (1823) and Gemarke, near Barmen (1825). In

1847 he received an appointment to theDreifaltigkeitskirche

in Berlin, and in 1853 he became court preacher at Potsdam.

He died December 10, 18G8. F. W. Krummacher was an

influential promoter of the Evangelical Alliance. His best

known works are £/ias der Tliisbiier (1828-33; 6th ed.

1874), well known to English readers, and Elisa (1837),

also translated, but much less popular both in England

and Germany than its predecessor. He published several

volumes of sermons, and an AiUohiugraphy appeared in

1869.

KRUSENSTERN, Adam John (1770-1846), Russian

navigator, hydrographer, and admiral, was born iu Esthouia

on November 8, 1770. In 1785 he entered the corps of

naval cadets, after leaving which, in 1788, with the grade

of midshipman, he served iu the war against Sweden.

Having been appointed to serve in the English iieet for

several years (1793-99), he visited America, India, and

China. Having published a paper pointing out the advan-

tages of direct communication between Russia and China

by Cape Horn and the Cape of Good Hope, he was appointed

by the emperor Alexander to make a voyage to the ea.st

coast of Asia to endeavour to carry out the project._ Two

English ships were bought, Krusenstern commanding the

one'and Lisiansky the other. Leaving Cr-onstadt in August

1803, Krusenstern proceeded by Cape Horn and the Sand-

wich Islands to Kamchatka, and thence to Japan. Re-

turning to Europe by the Cape of Good Hope, after an

extended series of explorations, Krusenstern reached Kron-

stadt in August 1806, his being the first Russian expedition
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to circumnavigate the world. The emperor conferred several

Lonours upon him, and lie ultimately became admiral.

As director of the Russian naval school Krusenstern did

a great deal to improve the education and the position

of the cadets, and in other ways the Russian navy was
much indebted to his enlightened exertions. He was also

a member of the scientific committee of the marine, and

his contrivance for counteracting the influence the iron in

vessels has on the compass was adopted in the navy. He
died at Revel, August 24, 1846.

Kruseiistern's Voyage Ronnd Ihc JVorld in 1803 wns published at

St retcisburg in 18in-14 ill 3 vols., with falio atlas of 104 plates

and maps (Euglish eJition, 2 vols., 1813 ; French edition, 2 vols.,

ami atlas of 30 plates, 1820). His narrative contains a good many
important discoveries and rectifications, especially iu the region of

Japan, and the contributions made by the various savants were of

nnicli scientific importance. A work of permanent valne is Krusen-
stern's AUas of the Pacific Ocean, with its accompanying Eccucil

dcs Memoircs Hijdrographiqucs, 3 vols., St Petersburg, 1824-35.

.Sec Memoir by his daughter Madame Beruhardi, translated by Sir

John Kos3, 1856,

KUBA, or KuDiAL-KALA, a town of the Caucasus, in the

government of Baku, Russia, 120 miles north-west from
BaVu, and 25 miles west of the Caspian. Its situation

at the foot of the highlands of Caucasus, on a plain

watered by the numberless branches into which the

Kubinka river and other smaller streams divide at their

issue from the mountain valleys, makes the neighbourhood
very suitable for gardening, which is the chief occupation

of the 11,300 inhabitants of Kuba, mostly Mussulman
Shiites. They also make carpets with very bright colours,

and some silks, which are espoited to Transcaucasia and
Russia ; whilst Jews, who are numerous, carry on an active

trade in rough silk, madder, and silk and woollen goods,

exported to Russia and Persia, The town, which formerly

was a Persian fort, and still is protected on one side by
brick walls, is badly built and dirty; it suffers very much
from fever. An unsuccessful attempt was made by the

military authorities in 1825 to transport the town to New
Kuba, 8 miles distant ; the new settlement did not increase,

and the settlers returned to Kuba.
KUBAN, a Russian district and government at the

north-west extremity of the Caucasus, comprising the entire

basin of the river of that name. It is bounded on the

N. by the lands of the Don Cossacks and the steppes of

Stavropol, E. by the watershed of the river basins of the
Caspian and sea of Azoff, S. and S.TV. by the Caucasian
Alps, and W. by the Black Sea and Straits of Kertch. Its

area comprises 27,728 square miles. Ekaterinodar, the chief

town (population 30,000), is the residence of the governor,

who, being also ataman in chief of the Kuban Cossacks,

is invested with military and civil power. Climate varies

greatly, tlie highest temperature reaching 104° Fahr., the
lowest seldom falling below 10' Fahr. The country is very
healthy, except in the lowlands, where fever prevails. The
soil is of extreme fertility, yielding an abundance of wheat,
maize, and tobacco. Fruit, such as apples, pears, cherries,

is plentiful, and the vine is cultivated with success near
Temrouk and Taman. The upper valleys are richly

covered with forests abouuding in fir, oak, ash, beech,

hornbeam, &c. ; the lower parts consist of extensive pasture
lands and swamps. The animals include the stag, roe-deer,

bear, wild boar, wolf, fox, ibex, and chamois, also the bison
(which, however, is very rare) in the virgin forests of the
Teberda; numerous water-fowl, such as ducks, geese, swans,
pelicans, also the pheasant, partridge, bustard, and moun-
tain turkey. The rivers and lakes are plentifully supplied
with fish, trout abounding in the mountain streams and the

Eturgeon at the de-lta of the rivet Kuban. The mineral
wealth consists of coal, salt, petroleum, and ozokerite. The
river Kuban (the ancient Hypanis, see Caucasus, vol. v.

p. 254) is navigable in flat-bottomed boats pver a distance

of 100 miles between Temrouk and Ekaterinodar. The
delta comprises several lakes.

It is on the up|,ei- banks of the Knban that the Ass or Osscs and
tbe enigmatic corner of Asia Propria, are believed to have 'been
located. The history of the original settlements 'of the various
native tnbcs uaiued below, and their language and worshiii beloie
the introduction of Jlohammcdanism, remain a blank pa.'c i.i the
legends of the Caucasus. The peninsula of Tumaii, a land teeniiii"
with relics of ancient Greek colonists, has been occupied successively
by the Cimmerians, Sarmatians, Khazars, Mongols, and oth.T
nations. The Genoese, who had established an cxteiisivo trade in
the 13th century, were expelled by the Turks iu 1484, and in
1784 Russia obtained by treaty the entire peninsula and the terri-
tory on the right bank of the Kuban,— the latter being ^ranted by
Catherine II. iu 1792 to the Cossacks of the Dnieper. Then coni-
nieuced the bloody straggle with the Circassians which continned
for more tlian half a century. The mountaineers were fiinlly sub-
dued in 1864, and 400,000 of their number expatriated. Those,
however, who elected to remain have become more prosperous tliau
tliey had ever been. Tlie population of Kuban, 862,473, em-
braces 510,038 Cossacks, 108,346 settlers of Russian origin,' 4280
foreigners, and 95,602 natives. Cossack villages are military 'settle-
ments, the men carrying arms as well as following the plough.'
They are exempt from the poll-tax (3 to 4 rouUes) to which tlio
others are subjected, but military service is compulsoiy, as \s
gratuitous labour in the construction and repair of roads, bridges,!
&c. Not only domestic but even field work is conducted mostly" lijH

women, remarkable for physical strength ami endurance. Corn grow-
ing, the rearing of cattle, and fishing are the most ]irontablc occupa-
tions. The native mountaineers, known under the general name of
Circassians, but locally distinguished as the Kanitchai, Abail.-ikh,
Khakoutchy, Shapsough, have greatly altered tlicir mode of life
since the pacification of the Caucasus, still, however, maintaining
Mohammedanism, speaking their vcruaculur, and strictly olserviii"
the customs of their ancestors. ^Vllen during the late Itusso-TurkisS
war insurrections broke out amongst the natives on tlic Terek, in
Dagestan, and Abkhasia, these tiibes remained peaceful and perfectly
loyal. Their villages, especially those of the Karatcliai, .arc striking
examples of human industry, poverty being tpiito unknown ; for the
general emancipation in 1867 put an end to inti'stine strife, the
predatory expeditions of former times, and the parasitic existence of
numerous chiefs on the forced labour of serfs. The native popula.
tiou, as well as the Cossacks, enjoy certain rights of self-govern-
ment, and are allowed to hold meetings to that end. Exports includo
wheat, tobacco, leather, wool, petroleum, and live cattle ; imports
dry goods, grocery, and hardware. Local industry is limited to a few
tanneries, petroleum refineries, and spirit dibliilciies ; but Unssian
and foreign capitalists have of late obtained concessions for exploring
the petroleum region stretching between Kha.laji and Taman, and
the coal-mines of Khuinarmsky in the U[ipcr valley of the Kuban.

KUBLAI KHAN (or Kaan, as the supreme ruler de-

scended from Jenghiz was usually distinctively termed iu

the 13th century) (1216-1294) was the most eminent of

the successors of Jenghiz (Chinghiz), and the founder of

the Mongol dynasty in China. He was the second son of

Tuli, youngest of the four sons of Jenghiz by his favourite

wife. Jenghiz was succeeded inthekhanship by his third son

Okkodai, or Ogdai (1229), he by his son Kuyuk (1240),

and Kuyuk by Mangku, eldest son of Tuli (1252),

Kublai was boin in 1216, and, young as he was, took part

with his younger brother Hulaku (afterwards conqueror

of the caliph and founder of the Jlongol dynasty in Persia)

in the last campaign of Jenghiz (1226-27). The Mongol
poetical chronicler, Sanang Setzen, records a tradition that

Jenghiz himself on his deathbed discerned young Kublai's

promise and predicted his distinction.

Northern China, Cathay as it was called (vol. v. p. 627),

had been partially conquered by Jenghiz himself, and the

conquest had been followed up till the Kin or " golden
"

djTiasty of Tartars, reigning at Kai-fung-fu on the .Yellow

River, were completely subjugated (1234). But China

south of the Great Kiang remained many years later

subject to the native dynasty of Sung, reigning at the

great city of Linggan, or Kinsai {Kivg-sz', " capital "), now
known as Hang-chow-fu. Operations to subdue this region

had commenced in 1235, but languished till Slangku's

accession. Kublai was then named his brother's lieuteuant

in Cathay, and operations were resumed. By what seems

a va.st and risky strategy, of which the motives arc not
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quite clear, the first campaign of Kublai was directed to
the subjugation of the remote western province of Yunnan.
Aftet tlie capture of Talifu (well known in recent years as
the capital uf a Mohiimmedan insurgent sultan) Kublai
returned north, leaving the war in Yunnan to a trusted
general. Some years later (12o7) the khan Mangku himself
entered on a campaign in west China, and died there,

before Ho-chow in Sz'chuen (1259).

Kublai assumed the succession, but it was disputed by
bis brother Arikbugha, and by his cousin Kaidu, and wars
with these retarded the prosecution of the southern con-

quest. Doubtless, however, this was constantly before

Kublai as a great task to be accomplished, and its fulfil-

ment was in his miud when he selected as the future
capital of his empire the Chinese city that we now know
as Peking. Here, in 1264, to the north-east of the old

city, which under the name of Y'enking had been an occa-

sional residence of the Kin sovereigns, he founded his new
capital, a great rectangular plot of 18 miles in circuit. The
(so-called) " Tartar city " of modern Peking is the city of

Kublai, with about one-third at the north cut off, but

Kublai's walls are also on this retrenched portion still

traceable.

The new city, oflBcially termed Tai-tu ("great court"),

but known among tho Mongols and western people as

Kaan baligh ("city of the khan"; see vol. iv. p. 722),

was finished iu 1267. The next year war against the Sung
empire was resumed, but was long retarded by the strenu-

ous defence of the twin cities of Siang-yang and Fan-ching,

on opposite sides of the river Han, and commanding two
great lines of approach to the basin of the Great Kiang.

The siege occupied nearly five years. After this Bayan,

Kublai's best lieutenant, a man of high military genius and
noble character, took command. It was not, however, till

1276 that the Sung capital surrendered, and Bayan rode

into the city (then probably the greatest in the world) as

its conqueror. The young emperor, with his mother, was

sent prisoner to Kaan-baligh ; but two younger princes had
been despatched to the south before the fall of the city,

and these successively were proclaimed emperor by the

adherents of the native throne. An attempt to maintain

their cause was made in Fuh-keen, and afterwards in Canton

province; but in 1279 these efi'orts were finally extin-

guished, and the faithful minister who had inspired them

terminated the struggle by jumping with his young lord

into the sea.

Even under the degenerate Sung dynasty the conquest

of southern China had occupied the Mongols during

intermittent campaigns of half a century. But at last

Kublai was ruler of all China, and probably the sovereign

(at least nominally) of a greater population than had ever

acknowledged one man's supremacy. For, though his rule

was disputed by the princes of his house in Turkestan, it

was acknowledged by those on the Volga, whose rule

reached to the frontier of Poland, and by the family of his

brother Hulaku, whose dominion extended from the Oxus
to the Arabian desert. For the first time in history the

name and character of an emperor of China were familiar

aa far west as the Black Sea, and not unknown in Europe.

The Chinese seals which Kublai conferred on his kinsmen

reigning at Tabriz are stamped upon their letters to the

kings of Franc8, and survive in the archives of Paris.

Adventurers from Turkestan, Persia, Armenia, Byzantium,

even from Venice, served him as ministers, generals,

governors, envoys, astronomers, or physicians ; soldiers

from all Asia to tlie Caucasus fought his battles in the

south of China. Once in his old age (1287) Kublai was

compelled to take the field in person against a serious

revolt, raised by Nayan, a prince of his family, who held a

vast domain on the borders of Manchuria. Nayan was

taken and executed. Tho revolt had been stirred up by
Kaidu, who survived his imperial rival, and died in 1301,
Kublai himself died in 1294, at the age of seventy-eight.

Though a great figure in Asiatic history, and far from
deserving a niche in the long gallery of Asiatic tyrants,
Kublai misses a record iu the short list of the good rulers.

His historical locus was a happy one, for, whilst he was the
first of his race to rise above the innate barbarism of the
Mongols, he retained the force and warlike characterof his

ancestors, which vanished utterly in the efleminacy of those
who came after him. He had great intelligence and keen
desire of knowledge, with apparently a good deal of natural
benevolence and magnanimity. But his love of splendour,

and his fruitless expeditions bevond sea, created enormous
demands for money, and he sh, ' his eyes to the character

and methods of those whom he employed to raise it. A
remarkable narrative of the oppressions of one of these,

Ahmed of FenAket, and of the revolt which they provoked,

is given by Marco Polo, in substantial accordance with the

Chinese annals.

Kublai patronized Chinese literature and culture gene-

rally. Of the great astronomical instruments which he
caused to be made specimens are still preserved at Peking,

which are truly splendid as works of art, and not con-

temptible as works of science. Though he put hardly

any Chinese into the first ranks of his administration,

he attached many to his confidence, and was personally

popular among them. Had his endeavour to procure

European priests for the instruction of his people, of which

we know through Marco Polo, prospered, the Roman
Catholic Church, which did gain some ground under his

successors, might have taken stronger root in China.

Failing this momentary effort, Kublai probably saw in the

organized force of Tibetan Buddhism the readiest instru-

ment in the civilization of his countrymen, and that system

received his special countenance. An early act of his reign

had been to constitute a young lama of intelligence and

learning the head of the Lamaite church, and eventually

also prince of Tibet, an act which may be regarded as a

precursory form of the rule of the " grand lamas " of Lassa.

The same ecclesiastic, Mati Dhwaja, was employed by

Kublai to devise a special alphabet for use with the

Mongol language. It was chiefly based on Tibetan forms of

Nagari ; some coins and inscriptions in it are extant ; but

it had no great vogue, and soon perished. Of the splendour

of his court and entertainments, of his palaces, summer and

winter, of his great hunting expeditions, of his revenues

and extraordinary paper currency, of his elaborate system

of posts and much else, an account is given in the book of

Marco Polo, who passed many years in Kublai's service.

We have alluded to his foreign Expeditions, which were

almost all disastrous. Nearly all arose out of a hankering

for the nominal extension of his empire by claiming sub-

mission and tribute. Expeditions against Japan were

several times repeated; the last, in 1281, on an immense

scale, met with huge discomfiture. Kublai's preparations

to avenge it were abandoned owing to the inteiise

discontent which they created. In 1278 he made a claim

of submission upon Champa, an ancient state representing

what we now call Cochin China. This eventually led to

an attempt to invade the country through Tongking, and

to a war with the latter state, in which the Mongols had

much the worst of it. War with Burmah (or Mien, as the

Chinese called it) was provoked in very simUar fashion, but

the result was more favourable to Kublai's arms. The

country was overrun as far as the Irawaddy delta; the

ancient capital PagAn, with its magnificent temples,

destroyed, and the old royal dynasty overthrown. The

last attempt of the kind was against Java, and occurred in

the last year of the old khan's reign. The envoy whom he
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bad commissioned to claim homage was sent back with

i'^nominy. A great armament was equipped in the ports

of Fuli-lieen to avenge this insult; but after some temporary

success the force was compelled to re-embark with a loss of

3000 men. The death of Kublai prevented further action.

Some other expeditions, in which force was not used,

gratified the khan's vanity by bringing back professions of

Jiomige, with presents, and with the curious reports of

foreign countries in which Kublai delighted. Such ex-

peditions e.ttended to the states of southern India; to eastern

Africa, and even to Madagascar.

Of Kublai's twelve legitimate sons, Chingkim, the

favourite and designated successor, died in 1284-85; and

Teimur, the son of Chingldm, took his place. No great

king arose in the dynasty after Kublai. He had in all

nine successors of his house on the throne of Kaan-baligh,

but the long and imbecile reign of the ninth, Toghon

Teimur, ended (1368) in disgrace and expulsion, and the

native dynasty of Ming reigned in their stead. (h. y.)

KUCHAN (a contracted form of Kabushdn), a walled

town and also a district of Persia, province Kh6rdsAn,

enclosed north and south by tho Hazar-Mazjid and Ala-

Dagh mountains. The town lies at the north foot of the

Shah Jahan Kuh (11,000 feet), 3300 feet above the sea,

in 37° 10' N. lat., 58° 25' E. long., about 80 miles north-

west of Meshhed on the route to Shirvda It is an important

place, seat of a district governor, and surrounded by exten-

sive gardens and vineyards yielding excellent fruits and

grapes from which a superior wine is made. Population

20,000.

The district forms the western section of the longi-

tudinal valley stretching between the above-mentioned

ranges from Meshhed to Shirvdn and communicating by the

Allaho-Akbar Pass (4200 feet) northwards with the Dara-

Gez country on the frontier of the new Russian Trans-

Caspian Territory. It is very fertile, largely cultivated,

and well watered by the upper Atrek river, which has its

furthest source in an intermittent torrent just south of the

pass. The whole valley is thickly dotted over with villages,

while the slopes of the hills afford good pasture to the

numerous flock'' and herds of the warlike Zafaranlu Kurds,

who guarded the frontier against the Akhal Tekke
Turkomans until these marauders were reduced by the

Russians in the spring of 1881. Of this region little was
known until the explorations of Baker. Gill. O'Donovan,

and Stewart (1874-81).

KUCH BEHAR, or Coosh Behae, a native state in

Bengal, India, lying between 25° 57' and 26° 32' N. lat.,

and 88° 48' and 89° 55' E. long. It is entirely surrounded

by British territory, being bounded on theN. by JalpAiguri,

on the E. by Godlpdra, on the S. by Rangpur, and on the

W. by Purniah districts. The state forms a level plain

of triangular shape, intersected by numerous rivers. The
greater portion is fertile and well cultivated, but tracts of

jungle are to be seen in the north-east corner, which abuts

upon Assam. Tiie soil is uniform in character throughout,

consisting of a light, friable loam, varying in depth from

6 inches to 3 feet, superimposed upon a deep bed of sand.

The whole is detritus, washed down by torrents from the

neighbouring Himalayas. The rivers all pass through the

state from north to south, to -join the mainstream of tlie

Brahmaputra. Some half dozen are navigable for small

trading boats throughout the year, and are nowhere ford-

able ; and there are about twenty minor streams which
become navigable only during the rainy season. The
streams have a tendency to cut new channels for them-
selves after every annual flood, and they communicate with

one another by cross-country water-courses. There are no
embankments or artificial canals, nor are any mineral pro-

ducts known to exist.

The populaHon in 1872 was 632,565, distributed over an area of

1307 s(|Uare miles. The Hindus iminbered 127,928 ; the Molianime-
daiis, 48,086. The Koch or Rajbansi tribe numbered 111,125 adult
males, or 63 jjer cent, of the whole. This is a widely spread tribe,

evidently of aborigiual descent, which is found throughout all

northern Ben;,'al, from Purniah district to the Assam valley. They
arc akin to the Indo-Chinese races of the north-east frontier; but
they have now become largely Hinduized, especially iu their own
home, where the appellation "Koch " has come to be used as a term
of rc]iioach. Kuch Behar town, which contains the palace of the
raja, aud has 7132 inhabitants, is the only populous place in the
state. Even villages, iu the ordinary sense of the word, are un-
knosvn, each well-to-do faniily living apart in its own homestead.
Eice is grown on three-fomths of the total cultivated area. Jute
and tobacco are largely grown for exportation over an increasing area
year by yeai-. The only special industries are the wearing of a
strong silk from worms fed ou the castor-oil plant, and of a coarse
jute cloth, used for scr«ens and bedding. 'The extenial trade is

chiefly in the hands of Jlarwari immigrants from Up).er India. The
chief exports are jute, tobacco, oil, timber; salt, sugar, and piece
goods are imported. The net revenue in 1870-71 amounted to
£112 093, of which £25,719 was derived from zamlnddri estates in
British territory. The climate is damp and malarious, but not so
hot as in other parts of Bengal. The average annual rainfall is

123 inehes.

As iu the case of many other small native states, the royal family
of Kuch Behar lays claim to a divine origin in order to conceal an
impure aborigin.il descent. The greatest monarch of the dynasty
was Nar Narayan, the son of Visu Siuh, who began to reign about
1550. He conquered the whole of Kdmnip, built temples in Assam,
of which ruins still exist bearing inscriptions with his name, and
extended his ]iower southwards over what is now part of the British

districts of Kangpur and Pumi.ah. To his reign also is attributed

tlie introduction of thewell-know-n Nardyaui currency, the privilege

of coining which has not yet been entirely abolished. Hia son,

Lakshmi Naniyan, who succeeded him in Kuch Behar, b«came
tributary to the Mughal empire. In 1772 a competitor for the
throne, having been driven out of the country by his rivals,

applied for assistance to VTarren Hastings. A detachment of sepoys
was accordingly marched into the state ; the Bhutias, whose inter-

ference had led to this intervention, were expelled, and forced to sue

for peace through the mediation of the lama of Tibet. By the

I

treaty made on this occasion, April 1773, tho raja acknowledged

I
subjection to the Company, and made over to it one half of nis

1 annual revenues. But, though the Bhutias were driven out, the

I
rivalry of domestic faction continued. In 1863, ou the death of

the rij.i, leaving a son a^id heir only ten moutlis old, a British

commissioner was appointed to undertake the Hi''«ct management
of affaiis during the minority of the prince, ard nany important
reforms have thus been successfully introduced.

KUEN-LUN, or Kocten-liin, the nsoie given to the

mountains between western Tibet and the plains of eastern

T-rkestan ; it is derived from the Chijese geographers,

and is probably a corruption of some 'i.'uikish or Tibetan

word ; it appears to be unknown locally. The name hav-.

ing been adopted, chiefly on the initiative of Humboldt,
before any correct geographical knowledge had been ob-

tained of tne region to which it was applied, it has been

used with inconvenient want of precision, and this has

encouraged erroneous conceptions. Little precise informa-

tion is yet available on the subject, but there is no reason

to doubt that, within the limits to which actual exploration

has gone, the mountains designated as Kuen-lun form the

northern border of the high lands of Tibet, descending to

the central Asian plain, just as those commonly spoken of

under the name of Himalaya constitute the broad moun-

tainous slope which descends to the lower levels of India.

Nothing can be said with confidence of the northern

border of Tibet east of 82° E. long., but from this point

westward, to about the 75th meridian, it consists of a series

of mountain ranges on a scale of magnitude quite analogous

to that of the higher ranges of the Himalaya, and beyond

the last-named meridian merges into the Thian-Shan moun-

tains. A line of demarcation between the summit of the

Tibetan plateau and its northern flank can, in the present

condition of our knowledge, only be fixed in an arbitrary

manner, and it may for convenience be regarded as follow-

ing the watershed line from which the streams flow north-

ward to the plain of eastern Turkestan. Using the name
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Kuen-lun in the sense thus explained, the zone it includes

will be seen to abut at its north-western extremity on the

series of elevated plateaus known under the name of Pamir,

which extend over a distance of nearly 200 miles to a little

beyond 39° N. hit. Here the \vidth of the zone is about

100 mUes. To the eastward it becomes broader, and on

the 79th meridian ia nearly 150 miles across. In this

region the chief ranges appear to be laid out, generally, in

a nbrth-west and south-east direction, like those of western

Tibet, with transverse ridges at irregular intervals. The
transverse direction would seem to predominate in the outer

portion of the zone nearest to the plain of Turkestan, but

the geographical details are too Little known to permit as

to say mure on this point. Of the longitudinal ranges

two are of conspicuous magnitude, running approximately

parallel to one another about 60 or 70 miles apart ; the

more northern or outer may be spoken of as the main Kuen-
lun ; the other, which separates the waters of the Indus,

which run off to the south-west, from those of the streams

which pass down to the plains of Khotan, Yarkand, and
Kashgar, constitutes the watershed before referred to, and
has been called the Muztagh or Karakorum range from
two of the best known passes across it. The latter of these

great lines of elevation, from which the Kuen-lun slope of

the Tibetan plateau may be said to commence, is of very

considerable altitude throughout, its summits rising more
than 28,000 feet above sea-level, and few of the passes

falling below 18,000 or even 19,000 feet over a length of

some 400 miles. Its flanks are covered with enormous
glaciers, some of them being continuous for distances of

60 or 70 miles. The main Kuen-lun is not much inferior

in magnitude, one of its peaks rising above 2.5,000 feet,

while the points between that elevation and 20,000 feet

are numerous. The passes lie between 18,000 feet on the

east and 13,000 feet on the west. The valleys between
these ranges vary in elevation from about 15,000 feet to

10,000 feet, the drainage in some cases collecting in small

lakes, in others forming streams which, after flowing for some
distance parallel to the separating ridges, suddenly change

their direction and run off to the north-east through deep

transverse lines of rupture, in a manner analogous to that

observed on the border of the Himalayan mountain slope.^

The whole of the region is described as remarkable for its general

barren character. The mountain sides are naked and the valleys

for the most part narrow and steep. There is a complete absfncB

of forest, and trees of any sort are only found at the lower levels

bordering on the northern plain,—walnuts, poplars, and willows
alone being mentioned, besides a few fruit trees. The vegetation is

scantj' and botanically poor, brushwood being found along some of

the rivers, and pastures in the bottoms of the deep valleys among
the higher ranges. Among the shrubs are species common in

Tibet, such as tamarisk, juniper, astragalus, willow, rose, barberry,

and clematis. The animal life also appears to be mainly that found
in the neighbouring parts of Tibet.

Some facts of interest relating to the geological structure of these

moimtains may be gathered from the fragmentary reports of Dr
Stcliczka, the accomplished geologist who so prematurely died from
the results of exposure in these inhospitable regions. The summit
of the Karakorum Pass is of Triassio age, and cretaceous beds are

found in some of the ranges on the north of the Kuen-lun main
range, associated with Paleozoic deposits supposed to be Carboni-

U reus and Silurian. For the greater portion of the year the climate

is very rigorous. The extremes of temperature are great, and the
rainfall little.

The population is small. The fixed settlements are confined to

the outer valleys ; few villages oj hamleta are found above 6000 feet

of altitude, and hardly any over 8000 feet. The upper valleys are

occupied by a nomadic population, wholly pastoral in their habits.

The tract may be regarded as appertaining politically to the .sove-

reigns for the time being of the principalities lying in the plain

below it. But from the nature of the case any recognized authority

hardly extends beyond the permanently inhabited region. (R. S.

)

' For information as to the gecgrapliical details which have been
collected reference may be made to the njap published in the Hoyal
Q^g. Soc. Journal, vol. xlviii,, accompanj-ing Captain Trotter's ac-

count of the results of Sir T. D. Forsyth's mission to Kaslighar.

14—8*

KUIvA, or KuKAWA, the capital of the kingdom of
Bornu in Central Africa, is situated in 12° 55' N. lat. and
13° 25' E. long., 4i miles from the western shores of Lake
Tsad or Chad,^ in the midst of an extensive and for the
most part uncultivated plain. The soil of the whole district
consists of a layer of sand resting on clay, beneath which
are found sand and lime. At a depth of 40 or 50 feet
water is reached, usually sweet, but sometimes brackish.
From a distance Kuka presents a very dead and monotonous
appearance, there being no minarets or lofty buildings of
any sort. The walls, built of earth, are about 20 feet ia
height. There are two distinct towns, separated by more
than half a mile. The western town or Billa Futebe is the
larger of the two, measuring from, west to east about a mile
and a half, and rather less Irom north to south. The plan
is rectangular, and there is a gate in each of the four sides.

From west to east runs the main thoroughfare known as
the Dendal, which widens out to the west into the market
place. About the middle of the Dendal stands the sheikh's
secondary palace. The eastern town or Billa Gedibe is

somewhat longer and narrower than the western. The
Dendal continues from its western gate till closed at the

east end of the town by the great palace of the sheikh,

gradually widening out into a large open square. The
larger dwelling-houses of Kuka are of mud or earth, with
windowless walls and flat roofs ; the poorer houses are

mere huts of straw or reeds, varying in shape from that of

a bell to that of a sugar-loaf. In almost every courtyard

there is at least one large shady tree, whose branches are

tenanted by storks, herons, or a variety of lesser birds

;

and the whole place is vocal with song. Kuka is a wealthy

town. It always contains a large number of strangers

—

merchants, pilgrims, and adventurers—attracted even from

Mecca, Medina, Morocco, Egypt, Tunis, Tripoli, by the fame

of the sheikh's liberality. The town enjoys the rare ad-

vantage of being absolutely free from all taxation of trade

or industry. In the Monday market, which is held outside

the western gate, there are often more than 10,000 buyers

and sellers. It is at once a fair for horses, cattle, camels,

and other live stuck, a fruit, grain, and vegetable market,

a meat market, and a slave market. The currency consists

mainly of Maria Theresa dollars and cowries. For the

Mohammedans, not only of Bornu but of the neighbouring

countries, Kuka serves as a kind of university town. In

its streets are to be seen bands of mendicant students, who
spend the day in collecting alms from the people, and after

supper gather round the fires which they kindle in the

public squares, and noisily and mechanically recite the

verses of the Koran far into the night. A less cheerful

feature of the street life is the unusual number of blind

beggars. The population is estimated at 60,000.

Kuka was founded by Sheikh Jlohammed al Araiu el Kanemi. It

received its name from a kuka or monkey bread tree {Jdansoiua

digitata), which attracted the attention of the settlers as a rare thirg

in the district. In 1840 the town was laid waste by King

Mohammed Sherif of Wadai ; and when it was restored by Sheikh

Omar he gave it the present double form. It is probably frcm this

feature of the place that the plural Kukawa has become the ordi-

nary designation of the towu in Kano and throughout the Sudan ;

though the local inhabitants generally use the singular Kuka.

Kuka has been visited by Denham and Clapperton, Beunnann,

Vogel, Barth, Rohlfs, and Nachtigal.

For farther details see Barlh, TrareU in Central Africa. London. 1358 ;
HoMfj

Qner durch Afrika, Leipsic, 1874; Nachtigal, Sahari und Stiddn, Beibn, 1879,

vol. I. p. 5S1-74S. The last is the most elahoiate accounl.

KUKU KHOTO, in Chinese KwT:i-HWA-TCHENa or

Gui-HUA-TCHENG, a city of the Chinese province of Shan-se,

situated to the north of the Great Wall, in 40° 50' N. lat.

and 111° 45' E. long., about 160 miles west of Kalg&n.

It lies in the valley of a small river which joins the Hoang-bo

« The fear lest the town should be submerged by the lake led the

sheikh to foimd (1873) a new residence (Kherwa) on a range of sand

hills about two hours north of Kuka.
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50 mi'les to the south. There are two distinct walled

towns in Kuku Khoto, at an interval of a mile and a half

;

the one is the seat of the civil governor and is surrounded

by the trading town, and the other is the seat of the mili-

tary governor, and stands in the open country. In the

first or old town more especially there are strong traces

of western Asiatic influence ; the houses are not in tiie

Chinese style, being built all round with brick or stone

and having flat roofs, while a large number of the people

are still Mohammedans, and, there is little doubt, descended

from western settlers. The town at the same time is a

great seat of Buddhism,—the lamasseries containing, it is

said, no less than 20,000 persons devoted to a religious

life. As the southern terminus of the routes across the

desert of Gobi from Uliassutai and the Thiau Shan, Kuku

Khoto has a large trade, exporting flour, millet, and manu-

factured goods, and importing the raw products of Mongolia.

A Catholic mission and a Protestant mission are maintained

in the town.

Early notice3 of Kuku Khoto will be found in Gerbillon (1688-

169S), in Da Halde (vol. ii., English edition), and in Astley's Col-

lection (vol. iv. ). Recent travellers who have visited it are Ellas

{Jourii. Jioij. Gcog. Soc, 1873) and Peftsoff.

KULDJA, the name of two towns in the vallfey of the

Hi in Central Asia, situated about 25 miles apart.

I. Old Kuldja, the present capital of the Kuldja terri-

tory, restored to China by Russia in 1881, otherwise known

as Tartar Kulja, Nin Yuan, or Kuren, lies about J mile to

the north of the river, in 43° 58' N. lat. and 81° 25' E.

long. The walled town is nearly square, each side being

about a mile in length ; and the walls are not only 30 feet

high but broad enough on the top to serve as a carriage

drive. Two broad streets cut the enclosed area into four

nearly equal sections. Since 1870 a Russian suburb has

been laid out on a wide scale. The houses of Kuldja are

almost all clay-built and flat-roofed, and except in the

special Chinese quarter in the eastern end of the town it

is only a few public buildings that show the influence of

Chinese architecture. Of these the most noteworthy are

the Tarantchi and Dungan mosques, both with turned up

roofs, and the latter with a pagoda-looking minaret. The
population is mainly Mohammedan, and there are only

two Buddhist pagodas. A small Chinese Roman Catholic

church has maintained its existence through all the vicissi-

tudes of modern times. Paper and vermicelli are manu-

factured with rude appliances in the town. The outskirts

are richly cultivated with wheat, barley, lucerne, and

poppies. Schuyler estimated the population, which in-

cludes Tarantchis, Dungans, Sarts, Chinese, Calmucks, and
Russians, at 10,000 in 1873 ; it has since increased

II. New Kuldja, Manchu Kuldja, or Ila, which lies

lower down the valley on the same side of the stream,

has been a pile of ruins whitened with bleaching bones

since the terrible massacre of all its inhabitants by the

insurgent Dungans in 1868. It was previously the seat of

the Chinese Government for the province, with a large

penal establishment and strong garrison ; its population

was about 70,000,

See Schuyler, Turkistan, London. 1876 ; Uilke in Proc. Roy.
Ocug. Soc, 1S74 ; Ujfalvy in Tnur du Monde, 1879 ; E. D. Morgan
in Proe. Roy. Gcog. Soc., 1881 ; and Ili, vol. xii. p. 702.

KULLU, a valley and subdivision of KAngrd district,

Punjab, India, situated between 31° 20' and 32° 26' N.
lat., and 76° 58' and 77° 50' E. long. It is bounded on

the N. by the central Himalayan range, on the S. by the

Sutlej river, on the S.W. by the Dh4oladar or Outer HimA-

Jaya, Bias river, and the states of Suket and Mandi, and

on the W. by B4ra Bangahdl hills. The Sainj, which joins

f.he Bias at LArgi, divides the tract into two portions,

KuUu Proper and Siorij. Kullu Proper, north of the

Sainj, together with Inner SeorAj, forms a great basm ot
depression iu the midst of the Himalayan systems, having
the narrow gorge of the Bias at SArgi as the only outlet

for its waters. North and east the BAra BangahAl and
Jlid-TIim.Alayan ranges rise to a mean elevation of 18,000
feet, while southward the Jalori and DhAoladhar ridges

attain a height of 11,000 feet. The greater portion of
Kullu must thus ever remain an utter wilderness. T}ie

higher villages stand 9000 feet above the sea ; and even
the cultivated tracts have probably an average elevation of
5000 feet. The houses consist of four-storied chalets ia
little groups, huddled closely together on the ledges or
slopes of the valleys, picturesquely built with projecting
eaves and curved wooden verandahs. The Bias, which,
with its tributaries, drains the entire basin, rises at the

crest of the Rohtang Pass, 13,326 feet above the sea, and
has an average fall of 125 feet per mile. Its course presents

a succession of magnificent scenery, including cataracts,

gorges, precipitous clUfs, and mountains clad with forests

of deodar, towering above the tiers of pine on the lower

rocky ledges. Great mineral wealth exists, but the difiiculty

of transport and labour will probably always prevent its

proper development. Hot springs occur at three localities,'

much resorted to as places of pilgrimage.

The census of 1872 disclosed a population of 90,313, spread over an
area of 1926 square miles—Hindus numbering 90,206; Mohamme-
dans, 100 ; and Christians, 7. The character of the hillmen resembles
that of most other mountaineers in its mixture of simplicity, inde-

pendence, and superstition. Tibetan polyandry still prevails in

Seor.-ij, but has almost died out elsewhere. The temples are dedi-

cated rather to local deities than to the greater gods of the Hindu
pantheon. Out of a total of 799,834 acres, only 32,8S4 are returned

as actually under cultivation. The staple spring crops include wheat,

barley, poppy, tobacco, and oil-seeds ; the autumn crops are maize,

rice, pulses, and millets. Tea cultivation has recently been intro-

duced iuto the valley. Rice, wheat, opium, tobacco, tea, and honey
are exported. Mauufactures are almost unknown. The climate is

not healthy. Intermittent fevers and bowel complaints are endemic,

while epidemics of virulent contagious fever and cholera break out
from time to time. Goitre and cretinism also occur. The average

annual rainfall ranges from 45 to 60 inches. The mean tempera-

ture in August is 78° Fahr., in November 55°.

KULJI (in Polish, Chelmo), chief town of a circle in the

government district of Marienwerder, Prussia, is situated

on the high banks of the Vistula, about 2i mUes north-

west of Thorn. It is regularly built, and contains an old-

fashioned town-house, a gymnasium, a high school, and a
cadets' institution founded in 1775 by Frederick II It

carries on trade in grain and has some shipping. The
population in 1875 was 9628.

Kulm gives name to the oldest bishopric in Prussia, although the

bishop resides at Pelplin. It was taken about 1220 by Duke
Conrad ofMasovia. Frederick II. pledged it in 1226 to the Teutonic

Order, from whom it passed by the second peace of Thorn in 1466 to

Poland; audit was annexed to Prussia in 1772. It joined the

Hanseatic League, and used to carry on very extensive manufac-

tures of cloth. The battle of Kulm, won August 30, 1813, over

the French by the Prussians and Russians, took place at the village

of Kulm in Bohemia, about 3 miles north-east of Teplitz.

KULMBACH, or Cuxmbach, a town in the administra-

tive district of Upper Franconia, Bavaria, is picturesquely

situated on the White Main, and on the Bamberg-Hof line

of the Bavarian State Railway, about 11 miles north-west

from Baireuth, in 50° 6' N. lat., 11° 28' E. long. The
town has several linen manufactories and a large cotton

spinnery, but is chiefly fkmed for its many extensive

breweries, the latest returns showing an annual production

of 4,115,637 gallons of beer, of which 3,719,478 gallons

were exported. On an eminence near the town stands

the former fortress of Plassenburg, wh'ch during the 15th

and 16th centuries was the residence of the margraves of

Brandenburg-KuLmbach. It was dismantled in 1807, and

is now used as a prison. The population in November
1881 was oflicially estimated at 6000.
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KUM, a walled city of Persia, in the province of Trak-

Adje'mi, in a hilly listrict at t'le western edge of the Great

Salt Desert, 85 miles south of Teheran on the main route

to Ispahan, and at the northern extremity of the lofty

Kuru-Kuh range, which runs thence for over 600 miles

south-east to the Bam highlands. It is a long, straggling,

half-ruined place, with empty bazaars, and neglected streets

full of holes and pitfalls. Yet it ranks second to Meshhed
in sanctity, thanks to the famous shrine of Masuma Fatima,

sister of the imAm RLza, which also contains the remains

of ten kings and four hundred and forty-four " saints," and
whose gilded copper dome has been completed by the

present shah. Like Kerbela, Kum is a favourite place of

interment for the faithful, and is yearly visited by thousands

of devout Shiah pilgrims. At one time it is said to have
contained 100,000 inhabitants, and its former greatness is

still attested by the surrounding ruins, of which Sir Thomas
Herbert quaintly remarks that they " may gaine beliefe to

the inhabitants, who say it was once comparable in pride

and greatness to mightie Babylon." Even in that traveller's

time it was stiU a <louri.shing place, with well-built houses

"sweet and wel-furnished, her streets wide, her bazzar

faire and her mosque of most honourable esteem." But
the neighbourhood now presents the aspect of a vast

necropolis, while not more than 4000 of its 20,000 houses

are occupied. Cotton of good quality and the castor-oil

plant are extensively cultivated in the district, which is

watered by the Gonsir and a few other intermittent streams

draining east to the great desert. Population estimated

at 20,000.

KUMAUN, a district in the North-Western Provinces

of India, lying between 28° 55' and 30° 50' N. lat., and
78° 52' and 80° 56' E. long. It consists of two distinct

tracts—the sub-Himalayan ranges, and the hhdhhar or

waterless forest, averaging from 10 to 15 miles in breadth,

which stretches between the forests and the TarAi. See

Himalaya, vol xL p. 824. Of the entire area of the

highlands, only 500 square miles are returned as cultivated

and 100 square miles as cultivable. The southern or

hhdhhar portion was up to 1850 an almost impenetrable

forest, given up to wOd animals; but since then the nume-
rous clearings have attracted a large population from the

hills, who cultivate the rich soil during the hot and cold

seasons, returning to the hills in the rains. The rest of

Kumaun is a maze of mountains, some of which are among
the loftiest known. In fact, in a tract not more than 140
miles in length and 40 in breadth, there are over thirty

p^ks rising to elevations exceeding 18,000 feet (see vol.

xL p. 825). The rivers rise chiefly in the southern slope of

the Tibetan watershed north of the loftiest peaks, amongst
which they make their way down valleys of rapid declivity

and extraordinary depth. The principal are the Kdli or

Gogra, and the Pindar acd KAilganga, whose waters join

the Alaknanda. The valuable timber of the yet uncleared

forest tracts in Kum<iun is now under ofiicial supervision.

The chief trees are the chir or three-leaved Himalayan
pine, the cypress, fir, alder, sdl or iron-wood, and saiiidan.

Limestone, sandstone, slate, gneiss, and granite constitute

the principal geological formations of the district. Mines

of iron, copper, gypsum, lead, asbestos, and coral exist : but

they are not thoroughly worked.

The census of 1872 disclosed a population of 433,314, of whom
425,963 were returned as Hindus and 6569 as MohammeJans. The
Kumaunis are a tolerably fair, good-looking race, active, cheerful,

honest, and industrious. Polyandry is unknown, but polygamy is

frequent. The 4606 villages of the district are scattered about the

hillsides, tho houses being built of stone laid in mud, and roofed

with slates, or with planks or thatch. The only native town is

AltQora. There are large bazaars at the European stations of Naini

|Tal and Ranikhet. The area available for cultivation is small ; but

wherever possible tho hill sides have been terraced. The soil except

Ui some of the valleys is poor and stony, and requires much uja.nuxc.

On the better kinds of land rico, wheat,' and tobacco nro CTown • on
the othei-s wheat, barley, nnistard, vetches, llax, Indian corn n.iliits
pulses, sugar-cane, cotton, oil-seeds, &c., The staple food of tho
peasantry ismandua (Eknsinc carocana). Potatoes are becominc
common. Fruit is very plentiful, and the oranges are of excellent
quality. 1 lie tea plantations form now an important and valuable
teature in the distnct, but are almost entirely in tho hands of Euro-
pean owners. In 1876-77 the gardens covered an area of 2222
acres, yielding 261,060 lb of tea. The only other manufacture is
tlie weaviiig of coarse woollen clothing. The imports from Tibet
include beasts of biu-den, salt, coarse cloths, and Chinese silk Tho
exports to Tibet are grain, cotton goods, broadcloth, quilts, liard-

^i';*'',.*"°^<=™'
^"g'"'- SP''^«3, dyes, tea, and timber. To the plains

of India Kumaun sends gnun, clarified butter, tea, ginger, turmeric
red pepper, drugs, spices, bark, honey, wax, a little iron and copper'
timber, and wild jungle produce. The roads in the hills are for the
most part only bridle-paths, more or less well laid out, but all now
well bridged. Except in the bluibhar and deep valleys, the climato
is mild. The rainfaU of the outer Himalayan range, which is first
struck by the monsoon, is double that of the central hills, in the
average proportion of 80 inches to 40. No winter passes without
snow on the higher ridges, and in some years it is universal throughJ
out the moimtaiu tract. Frosts, especially in the valleys, are often
severe. Kumaun is occasionally visited by epidemic cholera.'
Leprosy is most prevalent in tho east of the district. Goitre and
cretinism afflict a small proportion of tho inhabitants. The liill

fevers at times exhibit the rapid and malignant features of plaguo.
The mahdinari pestilence, which was formerly confined to Garhwal.
has of late years extended its ravages to Kumaun.

KUMPTA, or Coo^^>TAH, a town and port in NortI\
KAnara district, Bombay, India, 14° 26' N. lat., 74° 27' EJ
long., with a population in 1872 of 10,932. It is the chief

commercial town in the district. The average annual value
of its trade, which consists chiefly of cotton, spices, and
grain, the first coming from DhArwAr district and the rest

from the upland country of KAnara, is returned for the five

years ending 1 873-74 at £481,81 1 of import and £868,049
of export.

KUNCH, a town in the North-Western Provinces of

India, in 25° 69' N. lat. and 79° 12' E. long., with a popu-

lation in 1872 of 14,448 (11,956 Hindus and 2492 Moham-
medans). It has markets for cotton and wheat, for molasses,

rice, and tobacco, and for salt. The bazaar ways are narrow,

tortuous, unmade, undrained, with poor-looking and oftea

ruinous shops ; both trade and population are declining.

KUN6UR, a district town of Russia, in tlie government

of Perm, 58 miles south-south-east of the capital of the

government, en the Sylva, a tributary of the Tchusovaya.

Formerly a blockhouse erected to protect the Russian

settlements against the Tartars, it has acquired commercial

importance by manufacturing of boots, which are exported

in great quantities to the mines of the Ural mountains

and to the furthest gold-washings of western and eastern

Siberia; more than 1500 men are engaged in this trade.

There are also several tallow-melting houses, candle, soap,

and glue works, tanneries, and a yaid where steamers arc

made for the navigation of the Kama and its tributaries.

The leather of Kungur, which is renowned for its quality,

is sold in the eastern provinces of Russia, and reaches

Orenburg and Irbit, whilst the tallow is sent to St Peters-

burg. The wharf on the Sylva is one of the most im-

portant in the basin of the Kama. Population, 10,800.

KURDISTAN, or Ki5rdistan,i jg ^ convenient geo-

graphical designation for the lands inhabited by the Kurds,

but the name is not used in thecountry in this general

sense, nor indeed would it be technically correct, for in a

very small portion only of the region in auestiou is the

population exclusively Kurdish.

Geor/rapht/.—The furthest point to which the Kurds

extend north-westward is the junctipn of the two arms'

of th« Euphrates near Kharput, in about 39° N. lat. and

39° E. long., while their south-eastern limit may be dcfinecl

1 With reference to the « sound in this group of words it is to Ld

observed that Kurd is always to bo pionouuccd like tho Englist

aourd, not as in citrils and whey.
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tos tlie frontier of Luristan, south of KirmAnsliahAn, in

about 34° N. lat. aud 47° E. long. The whole, of this space,

which is roughly calculated to embrace an r :a of at least

60,000 square miles, is mountainous, being in fact a section

of the great chain which, kuown in antiquity at one ex-

tremity as Taurus and at the other as Zagrns, bisects Asia

Minor from west to east, and then turning to the south-

east buttresses the great Persian plateau in a series of

ranges rising step over step above the valley of the Tigris.

Kurdistan thus defined may be divided, according to its

physical features, into three separate sections. The first

section, stretching from Kharput to the Persian frontier,

has been thus described by Consul Taylor, who resided for

many years in the country.

"The general features," he says, "of this tract are high moun-

tains, enclosing fertile valleys and an untlulatiug upland, bouuduJ

on the south-west by the Tigris, and intersected at several points

by numerous streams having their rise in the northern districts of

the Diarbekir pashalic, and emptying themselves into that river.

The scenery in the highlands yields to no other portion of Turkey

for variety and romantic beauty, while the numerous rivers and

streams How through charming landscapes and thicldy wooded

valleys, bathing in their course the bases of castles and towns

famous in profane and ecclesiastical history."

To supplement ]\Ir Taylor's general description, it may
be enough to say that there are three principal ranges

running from west to east through this portion of

Kurdistan:—(1) The Diijik and Mezoor Dagh (Paryadres

and Abus of antiquity, and Mount Simus of Armenian

hisitory), a lofty, rugged, and inaccessible range which fills

up the entire space between the two arms of the Euphrates,

being connected with Anti-Taurus to the westward, and

culminating far to the east in the isolated peaks of the

gre-iter and lesser Ararat
; (2) The MudikAn range, south

of tho Muriid-su, which is a continuation of the true

Taurus, and which is prolonged under the names of

t^Iimrud D4gh, Sipdn DAgh, and AlA DAgh, till it reaches

the Persian frontier to the north-east of Lake Van (in

this range all the headwaters of the Tigris rise, flowing

B^ Jth under the names of Debeneh-srt, AmbAr-su, BatmAn-su,

DTid the rivers of Arzen and BohtAn, wid joining the main
K'ream between Diarbekir and Jezireh) ; and (3) Jlount

Misius, or Jebel-Tur, an inferior range, south of the TigrLs,

which divides Kurdistan from the great Mesopotamiau

desei't.

The second or central division of Kurdi.stan, which may
be regarded as extending north and south from Lake Van
to Sulimanfeh, is of a more exclusively mountainous

character. With the exception indeed of the districts

cf Amadfeh, ShekelabAd, and Koi-SanjAk on the immediate

gkirts of the Tigris basin, and the open country of AzerbijAn

beyond the great range to the south-west of Lake Urumieh,
where the Kurds of the mountains have overflowed into

Persia, there is hardly a square mile of level land anywhere

to be found. The ranges of this division, which preservo

a pi'jneral direction of north-north-west and south-south-

east, are throughout much broken up by transverse ridges,

ftnd seem to be tossed about in inextricable disorder, a fen

peak^ such as the Jebel-Judi above Amadieh (which almost

certainly represents the Ararat of the Bible) and the GawAr
(or JawAr) DAgh near Julamerik in the HakkAri country,

"•ising to a stupendous height, and thus dominating the

Surrounding mountains, while several large river.?, and
especially the Khabur and the Upper and Lower ZAb, run-

ning in narrow and precipitous beds, burst at rit;ht angles

through the gorges of the chain, and descend upon the

Tigris valley in a series of cataracts amid scenery of the

wildest and most impressive grandeur. The usual elevation

nf the hills in this part of Kurdistan is not less than 10,000

feet above the level of the sea, while some of the highest

oeaks reach probably to au altitude of 14,000 or even

15,000 feei-

In the third or southern division of Kurdistan, which
includes the Turkish pashalic of Sulimanieh and the Persian

provinces of ArdelAn and KirmAnshAhAn, the mountain
chain diminishes both in height and breadth. The average'

height of the hills is here only about 5000 or 6000 feet/

and the loftiest range, that of "the Bend-i-Ni'ih, or Noah'8*

Hill, which forms the southern barrier of the gates, of
Zagrns,^ and upon which, according to the tradition* of

Babylonia, as opposed to the tradition of Assyria, the ark

is supposed to have rested, does not exceed an elevation of '

8000 feet. The pass also which traverses the range at

this point, and conducts from the lowlands of HolwAn to

the upper plain of Kirreud, is only 10 miles in length.' AS
the foot of the great range on the western side are the

fertile plains of Sbalirizor, ZohAb, and GhilAn, where rice

is extensively cultivated, while on the Persian side, thoughl

rocky ridges run out to tho eastward both in ArdelAn and
KirmAnshAhAn, the general character of the country is open,

and cereals are everywhere produced in extraordinary

abundance.

Population.—There are no means of calculating the total

Kurd population with even approximate accuracy, for

neither iu Turkey nor in Persia has a Government census

ever been attempted, and the revenue tables which regulate

taxation and conscription, and ought therefore to guida

inquiry, arc wilfully distorted for political purposes to

such an extent as to be quite unreliable From tha

materials, however, which have been recently collected by
the British consular ofliccis employed in Asia Minor, witb

a view of testing the relative strength of the Jlohammedan!
and Christian populations, it seems pretty clear that tha

Turkish Kurds exceed one million aud a half in number,

while the estimates of travellers who have resided in

Persian Kurdistan give about 750,000 souls for the

aggregate of the tribesmen and sedentary Kurds dwelling

along the mountains from Ararat to KirmAnshAhAn, to-

gether with the scattered colonies of the interior.:. , The
following rough table, then, has been comi^iled from the

above sources.

T^irlccij.

Pashalic of Erzeroum, including sanjaks of Erzingan,

Baibuit, and Bayazid, with Deyrsim mountains 350,000

Pashalic of Diniliekir, with sanjaks of JIalatieh and
Wardin aud dependent tribes 320,000

Pashalic of Betlis, with sanjaks of Mur.li and Sa'eri, and
districts of Jludikdn, Sasan, Shirwan, and Northern
Bohtan • laO.OOO

Pashalic of Van, with sanjak of Hakkari and. jiomad

tribes of the Arab and Persian frontier 170,000

Pashalic of ICharpiit, with part of Deyrsim 130,004

pashalic of Mosul, including sanjaks of Southern Bohtan,

Amadieh, Powandiz, and Koi-Sanjak, with tribes ef

Bilbass, Balik, k.c 250,000

Pashalic of Sulimanieh, with dependencies to Baghdad
j

frontier 150,000

Total of Turkish Kurds 1,500,000

Persia.

Kurds of Azerbijau, including Mikris of Sauj-Bolak,

Bilbass of Lahijan, Zerzas of Ushnei, Shekaks, Hyder-
anli, Jelali, and frontier trilies from Ararat to Sardasht 250,000

Kurdistan Proper or Sinna-Aidclan 120,000

Province of Kirnianshahan, iucluding tribes .of Guian,

K.alhiii-, Zengeneh, &c 230,000

Kurds of Khorasau, at Bujnurd andKiichan, and scat-

tered commuuities in Irak 150,000

Total of Persian Kurds.. 750,090

' It is tills range, and not the Jebel-Jiidi, as is generally supposed,

that represents the Nisir of *.he cuneiform insciiption.s, where th« aik

is said to have rested in the ChalJa'an account of the flood; and tlifl

same tradition is to be traced in the belief wliicii universally prevailed

in Babylonia almost to modern times, that the waters of the .great

ik-hige penetrated no farther to the eastward than tha ".peak of

ilolwan." See&ichau's hirunij E. 2S
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Attempts have been made to classify this Kurdish
population as sedentary and nomad, and in connexion

with the classification to distinguish between tribal and
non-tribal communities ; but all such divisions are arbitrary

and fallacious, and ought not to be admitted in a statistical

account of the nation. No doubt the original Kurdish
organization was tribal, and the prevailing habits of the

tribes have always been nomadic and pastoral ; but such

habits are ever liable to be modified by local circumstances,

and at the present day it is quite incorrect to suppose that

the tribal Kurds are universaUy pastoral and migratory,

while the non-tribal Kurds are sedentary and agricultural

In reality the distinction between living in villages as

cultivators and living in tents as shepherds mainly depends
on the localities where the tribes happen to be established.

The Deyrsimlis, for instance, who inhabit the ranges of

Dujik and Mezoor between the two arms of the Euphrates,

£nd who number, according to Consul Taylor's estimate,

above 200,000 souls, reside almost exclusively in villages,

owing to the severity of their northern climate, while they

follow agricultural and pastoral pursuits indifferently. But,

on the other hand, the tribes to the south who have easy

access to the Mesopotamian plains, prefer a nomadic life,

sheltering their flocks and herds in the warm pastures

beyond the Tigris during the winter, and driving them up
in the summer to feed on the rich herbage of the mountain
Bides ; and the same rule may be held to apply generally

throughout Kurdistan, the tribesmen, whose natural instincts

lead them to migrate between summer and winter quarters,

becoming sedentary only when obstacles, either political or

geographical, are placed in the way of their movements.
With regard also to the distinction that is sometimes drawn
between tribal and non-tribal Kurds, the hypothesis being

that the latter, who live in vjUages and cultivate the 8oil,

are the" descendants of tha aboriginal peasantry, while the

former, who live in tents and support themselves with

their flocks, are conquering invaders, the explanation will

certainly not hold good. There is in reality no ethnic

distinction between the two classes. Tribal Kurds who
settle in villages very soon lose their distinctive name,
and mix with the peasantry of the neighbourhood, while

it constantly happens that a chief of village extraction,

either by his individual character or through Government
support, founds a new tribe and takes his place among the

aristocracy of the nation. It may be added that in respect

to the relative importance of the two classes the sedentary

Kurds greatly outnumber the nomads, but that they are

not so wealthy, nor so independent, nor do they stand

nearly so high in popular estimation.

Character.—The Kurds generally bear a very indifferent

reputation, a worse reputation, perhaps, than they

really deserve. Being aliens to tha Turks in language and
to the Persians in religion, they are everywhere treated

with mistrust, and live as it were in a state of chronic

warfare with the powers that be. Such a condition is not

of course favourable to the development of the better

qualities of human nature. The Kurds are thus wild and
lawless; they are much given to brigandage; they oppress

and frequently maltreat the Christian populations with

whom they are brought in contact,—these populations being

the Armenians in Diarbekir, Erzeroum, and Van, the

Jacobites and Syrians in the Jebel-Tiir, and the Nestorians

and Chaldaeans in the Hakkari country,—but they are not

as a general rule either fanatical or crneL In the Hakkdri

country, indeed, they live under ordinary circumstances in

perfect amity with the Nestorians, from whom in outward

apnearance they are hardly distinguishable. It must be

added, too, that they are naturally brave and hospitable,

and in common with many other Asiatic races possess

certain rude but strict feelings of honour. Perhaps the

most distinguishing characteristic of the Kurdish chief is

pride of ancestry. This feeling is in many cases exagge-
rated, for in reality the present tribal organization does
not date from any great antiquity. In the list indeed of
eighteen principal tribes of the nation which was drawn up
by the Arabian historian Massoudi, in the 1 0th century,
only two or three names are to be recognized at the present
day. A 14th century list, however, translated by Quatre-
m^re,^ presents a great number of identical names, and
there seems no reason to doubt that certain families boti
in Bohtdn and Hakkdri, which are extant at the present
day, can really trace their descent from the Ommeyide
caUphs, while the Bab^n chief of Sulimanfeh, representing
the old Sohrans, and the Ardehin chief of Sinna,'^ who also

represents an elder branch of the GurAns, each claim an
ancestry of at least five hundred years. There was up to

a recent period no more picturesque or interesting scene to

be witnessed in the East than the court of one of these
great Kurdish chiefs, where, like another Saladin, the bey
ruled in patriarchal state, surrounded by an hereditary

nobility, regarded by his clansmen *ith reverence and
a8"ection, and attended by a bodyguard of young Kurdish
warriors, clad in chain armour, with flaunting silken

scarfs, and bearing javelin, lance, and sword as in the time
of the crusades.

Language and Religion.—The present Kurdish language
which is called Kerminji—a title difiicult to explain— is

an old Persian patois, intermixed to the north with Chaldaean
words and to the south with a certain Turanian element
which may not improbably have come down from Baby-
lonian times. Several peculiar dialects are spoken in

secluded districts in the mountains, but the only varieties

which, from their extensive use, require to be specified are

the Zaza and the GurAn. The Zaza is spoken throughout
the western portion of the Deyrsim country, and is said to

be unintelligible to the Kermdnjf-speaking Kurds. It is

largely intermingled with Armenian, and may contain some
trace of the old Cappadocian, but is no doubt of the same
Aryan stock as the standard Kurdish. The GurAn dialect

again, which is spoken throughout ArdeUn and Kirmin-
shAhin^ chiefly difi'ers from the northern Kurdish in being

' See Jfoiices el Extraits des MSS., vol. xiii. p. 305. Of the

tribes enumerated in this work of the 14th century wjio still retain a

leading place among the Kurds, the following names may be quoted :

—

Gur^niek of Dartang, modem Gurdus ; Zengeneh, in Haniadan hills,

now in Kii-minshahan : Uasnani of Kerkuk and Arbil, now in the

Deyrsim mountains, having originally come from fihorasin according

to tradition ; Sohriek. of Shekelabad and Tel-Haftin, modern Sohrao,

from whom descend the Babin of Sulimanieh ; Zerzari of Hinjarin

mountains, modern Zerzas of Ushnei (cuneiform pillars of Kel-i-shin

and Sidek noticed by author) ; JntamerkUh, modem Julamerik, said

to be descended from the caliph Merwan^bn-Hiriiam ; Bakkariek,
Hakkari inhabiting Zuzan of Arab geography; BokhlUh^ modern
Bohtan. The Roxcadi, to whom Saladin belonged, are probably
modem Rewendi, as they held the fortress of Arbil, Some twenty
other names are mentioned, but the orthography is so doubtful that it

is useless to try to identify them.
- The Shcref-immeh, a. iistory of the Kurds .dating from the 16tli

century, tells us that "towards the close of the reign of the JerJ-

ghizians, a man named Baba Ardilan, a descendant of the governors

of Diarbekir, and related to the famous Aimed-ibn-Merwin, after

remaining for some time among the Gurans, gained possession of the

country of Shahrizor"; and the Ardelan family history, with the

gradual extension of their power over Persian Kurdistan, is then traced

down to the Saifavean period.

' The Gurdn are mentioned in the Mesah'k-d-Absdr as the dominant

tribe in southem Kurdistan in the 14th century, occupying verj' much
the same seat* as at present, from the Hamadan frontier to Shahrizor.

Their name probably signifies merely "the mountaineers," being

derived from gur or girt, " a mountain," which is also found in Zagrus,

i.e., za-giri, "beyond the mountain," or Pusht-i-koh, as the name is

translated in Persian. They are a fine, active, and hardy race, indi-

vidually brave, and make excellent soldiers, though in appearance very

inferior to the tribal Kurds of the northern districts. These latter

indeed delight in gay colours, while the Gurans dress in the most

homely costume, wearing coarse blue cotton vests, with felt rape Mid.
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entirely free from any Semitic intermixture, it la thus
somewhat nearer to the Persian than the KermAnjf dialect,

but is essentially the same language. It is a mistake to

suppose that there is no Kurdish literature. Many of the
popular Persian poets have been translated into Kurdish,
and there are also books relating to the religious mysteries of

the Ali-Olldhis in the hands of the Deyrsimlis to the north
and of the Ouri^ns of Kirm.'lnshAhdn to the south. Euro-
pean scholars too have been assiduous of late years in inves-

tigating the various Kurdish dialects. The New Testament
in Kurdish was printed at Constantinople in 1857. The
Rev. Samuel Rhea published a grammar and vocabulary of

the Hakkiri dialect in 1872. Lerch, Brugsch, Chodzko,
Beresine, Blau, and many others have discussed different

branches of the subject in the scientific magazines of the

Continent; and quite recently (1879) there has appeared
under the auspices of the Imperial Academy of St Peters-

burg a French-Kurdish dictionary compiled originally by
Mons. Jaba, many years Russian consul at Erzeroum, but
completed by Ferdinand Justi by the help of a rich assort-

ment of Kurdish tales and ballads, collected by Messrs
Socin and Pryne in Assyria. Justi's preface to the dic-

tionary gives a good account of the present state of Kurdish
studies in Europe and Asia.

The religion of the Kurds also furnishes a very curious

subject of inquiry. The great body of the nation, in

Persia as well as in Turkey, are Sunnis of the Shafe'l sect,

but in the recesses of the Deyrsim to the north and of

Zagrus to the south, there are large half-pagan communities,
who are called indifferently Ali-OUahi and Kizzil-b4sh, and
who hold tenets of some obscurity, but of considerable

interest. Outwardly professing to be Shi'ahs or " followers

of Ali," they observe .secret ceremonies and hold esoteric

doctrines which have probably descended to them from

very early ages, and of which the essential condition is that

there must always ha upon the earth a visible manifestation

of the Deity. While paying reverence to the supposed

ioparnations of ancient days, to Moses, David, Christ, Ali

and his tutor SalmAn-el-Farsi, and several of the Shl'ah

imams and saints, they have thus usually some recent local

celebrity at whose shrine they worship and make vows

;

and there is, moreover, in every community of Ali-Ollahis

some living personage, not necessarily ascetic, to whom, as

representing the Godhead, the superstitious tribesmen pay

almost idolatrous hononra. Among the GurAns of the south

the shrine of Baba YadgAr, in a gorge of the hills above

the old city of HolwAn, is thus regarded with a supreme

veneration, while in the family of a certain Syed who
resides in the neighbourhood the attributes of divinity are

supposed to be hereditary. Similar institutions are also

found in other parts of the mountains, which may be com-

pared with the tenets of the Druses and Ansaris in Syria

p,nd the Ismaelis in Persia.

Climate, Productions, Fauna, dec.—In a country like

Kurdistan, which extends over five or six degrees of

latitude, and ranges in altitude from 1500 to 15,000 feet

above the sea, thsrb is of course every variety of climate

and produce. In the northern part of this region the hills

are covered with pine forest, while the valleys abound with

walnuts, sycamores, and planes, and all sorts of fruit trees,

and in summer the hillsides and uplands are covered with

a luxuriant herbage. The winters are here very rigorous,

and the tribes, as far as they can, migrate at that season to

the plains. In central Kurdistan the pine forests cease and

give way to dwarf oak and elms, the mastic, holly, &e.,

coats." The Gvirins have for a long period abandoned nomadic hahits,

^nd are now almost imivovsally congregated in villages and occupied

with the cultivation of the soil, so that in a great part of Kiirdistan

Ihe name Gurin has hecome synonymous with an agricultural

peasantry, as opposed to the migratory shephcrda.

while further to the south large trees almost disappear,
and a rough scrub takes their place. A succinct and
graphic description of Turkish Kurdistan is given by
Consul Taylor in his notes of travel published in the
Geographical Journal for 1865.
" Tlie modern Turkish province of Kurdistan," he says, " watered

by an infinity of noble streams, with a salubrious climate and rich
soil, yields to no other province in the empire for the variety and
richness of its vegetable and animal produce, while its numerous
mountain chains abound in mineral wealth. Among its natural
vegetable productions, galls, gum-tragacanth, madder-roots, and
the pistachio-nut, from which the natives extract a fine oil used in
making soap, are the most important,— the annual value of the
export of the former alone being upwards of £35,000. Oleaginous
seeds and olive oil are produced in large quantities, and the quality
of the former is so superior that it finds its way to many of the
northern governments. Sheep's wool was exported in 1863 to the
value of £70,000 ; and mohair, the produce of the Angorah goats,
that thrive so wonderfully in the neighbourhood of Jezireh, was
eagerly sought after and bought up by native traders from Kaiserleh
aud Constantinople in the same period to the amount of £20,000.

" The manufacture of native cotton cloths, shallees made from
mohair, and short woollen cloaks is actively pursued ; and the
shallee, for texture and variety of colour and pattern, shows the
extraordinary natural intelligence of the Kurdish workman.
Diarbekir is famous itself for its silk piece-goods, similar to those
of Aleppo and other parts of Syria, but, from its greate.r cheapness
and durability, more in request among the poorer classes of the
mountains between Diarbekir aud the Black Sea. Sheep are

exported in large quantities from the mountains and desert to

Aleppo, Damascus, and Beyrout. and caiuel.s, purchased from the
Arabs, to Kaiserieh aud other parts of Asia Minor. The uplands
and hills abound in several species of polecat, martin, foxes, and
wolves, whose furs add considerably in value to the sum total of the

export list. A beautiful species of spotted lynx may be included
among the former, although it is far more scarce than those

enumerated. A rough estimate of the whole annual value of the

animal and vegetable produce of the pashalic, whether consunicd at
home or exported (exclusive of food), will amount to more than
£700,000 sterling."

This account is generally applicable to central and
southern Kurdistan as well as to the pashalics of

Diarbekir and Erzeroum, but it requires to be supple-

piented in some particulars. The rice and corn which are

grown by the Kurds of the Tigris basin and the Persian

plains form a very important staple of export, while the

hill forests supply charcoal, wild silk, manna, and gum-
mastic, in addition to the produce noticed in Consul

Taylor's list, to a very large extent; and it may be

further noted that along the whole range of mountains

from Jezireh to Susa there is an outer ridge of low

gypsum hills, which abounds throughout its whole extent

with petj-oleum and naphtha springs. Mineral oils are not

at present much appreciated by either Turks or Persians,

but in the future of Kurdistan this important source of

wealth cannot be left out of account.

With regard to the fauna of Kurdistan a few words must

suffice. Neither lions nor tigers are ever found in thei

mountains, though the former frequent the banks of the

Tigris and the latter are common in the Caspian forests.;

The wild animals of Kurdistan are the leopard and lynx,

the wild cat, bear, hyajna, wild boar, wolf, jackal, and fox,

the mardl (or red deer), the roe and hog deer (and fallow

deer and antelope on the skirts of the hills), the wild

goat (or ibex), the wild sheep (or moufflon), together with

badgers, hares, many varieties of the polecat or martin, and.

the ^ordinary smaller animals. Of game birds the moM
remarkable are the Kebk-i-Derv (or large partridge, firsS

brought to the notice of naturalists by Consul Brandt), thf

grey and red-legged partridge, the Tihoo, quail, woodcock,

and snipe, three varieties of bustard, the grey crane, and

wild geese and ducks in abundance.

It has not been found possible to compute the amount

of revenue which is raised from the Kurds. Consul Trotter

remarks on this subject :

—

" The Turkish Kurds are found in almost every possible stage.'

from that of thorough sulycction to the Government (as in many hJ

I
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%he Diarbekir and Erzeroum villages, wUere they pay all the

regular taxes and are also drawn for the conscri]ition) up to the

semi-independent Kurds of Bohtiin, ofMudikan, and of the Deyrsim,
who never pay taxes except at the rare iuten-als that the Govern-
ment is able to occupy their countiy with a military force, and who
have never hitherto, except on very rare occasions, supplied soldiers

to the army either regular or irregular."

And, if this uncertain liability to taxation is true of the

Kurds of Erzeroum and Diarbekir, it applies equally to

the districts of HakkAri and Rowandiz, and to the great

tribes such as the Herki, Hartilshi, and HyderAnli, who
migrate between Persia and Turkey. In Sulimanieh, on

the other hand, as well as in the Persian provinces of

Azerbijan, Ardeldn, and Kirmdnshihdn, the revenue derived

from the Kurdish population is fixed, and may be estimated

at £1 per house instead of the £1, 6s. which is the usual

Osmanli rate.

Antiquities.—Kurdistan abounds in antiquities of the most varied
and interesting character. There is in the first jdace a series of

rock-cut cuneiform inscriptions, extending from Malatieh on the
west to Miyandab (in Persia) on the east, and from the banks of the
Arras on the north to Rowandiz on the south, which record the
glories of a Tiiranian dynasty, who ruled the country of Nairi dur-
ing the 8th and 7th centuries B.C., contemporaneously with the
lower Assyrian empire. Intermingled with these are a few genu-
ine Assyrian inscriptions of an earlier date ; and in one instance, at

Van, a later tablet of Xerxes brings the record down to the period of
Gi-ecian history. The most ancient monuments of this class, how-
ever, are to be found at Holwan and in the neighbourhood, where
the sculptures and inscriptions belong probably to the Guti and
Luli tribes, and date from the early Babylonian period. Excava-
tions at this spot or in the mounds along the course of the Diyileh,
which is the great river of southern Kurdistan, or more especially

at Yassin Tepeh, the site of the ancient city of Sliahrizor, would
probably lead to the discovery of relics cognate with those which
nave been found in the palaces of Nineveh and Babylon.

Information has also been recently received that a cemetery full

of inscribed sepulchral urns has been laid bare by a landslip in

the mountains between Sulimanieh and Kirmanshdhan;- and the
description is calculated to arouse the liveliest interest, though until

the spot has been visited by some European scholar no definite

cpiniou can be given as to the character aud antiquity of the
remains.

In the northern Kurdish districts which represent the Arzanene,
IntQene, Anzitene, Zabdicene, and Moxuene of the ancients, there

are also mauy interesting remains of Roman cities, well worth ex-

amining. Apzen, Miyafarikin (ancient Martyropolis), and Sisauronon
lave already been reported oa by Consul Taylor, but there is still

abundant room for research, and attention should be especially

directed to the rnins of Dunisir near Dara, which Sachau the great

Orieutalist has recently identified with the Armenian capital of

Tigranoce^ta, a city that has long been the despair of. comparative
geographers. Of the Macedonian and Parthian periods there are re-

mains both sculptured and inscribed at several points in Kurdistan;

at Bisitun, in a cave at Amadleh, at the Mithraic temple of Kereftu,

on the rocks at Sir Piil-i-Zohab near the ruins of Holwdn, and pro-

bably in some other localities, such as the Bilik country between
Lahijan and Koi-Sanjak, which have never been visited by Euro-
peans ; but the most interesting site in all Kurdistin, perhaps in all

western Asia, is the rained fire temple of Pai Kiili on the southern
frontier of Sulimanieh, a spot that has been hurriedly visited by
two or three European travellers, but never thoroughly examined.
Among the debris of this temple, which are scattered over a bare
hillside, are to be found above one hundred slabs, inscribed with
Parthian and Pehlevi characters, the fragments of a wall which
formerly supported the eastern face of the edifice, and bore a
bilingual legend of great length, dating from the Sassanian period.

Not more than half of the inscribed slabs have as yet been copied,

time and labour being required to clear out the other slabs which
lie embedded in the earth on the slope of the hill down which they
have rolled, and the locality, moreover, being one that cannot be
easily examined or even visited, owing to its exposed position among
the brigand tribes of the frontier, but it is to be earnestly hoped
that, when an opportunity does offer, every fragment of inscription

may be recovered, so that it may be possible to reconstruct the entire

legend, which, independent of its historical interest, is of special im-
portance as the longLSt and latest specimen of the lapidary Pehlevi
writing. There are also remarkable Sassaniau remains in other parts

of Kurdistan,—at Salmiis to the north, aud at Kirmanshahan and
Kaar-i-Shirin on the Turkish frontier to the south ; and it is prob-

able that an active search among the hills would discover many
similar objects of interest. It may indeed be asserted that there is

no region of the East at the present day which deserves a more care-

ful scrutiny aad promises a richer harvest to the antiquarian explorer

th.an the lands inhabited by the Kurds from Erzeroum to KitmAiP
shalian. Dr Schultz in former times a.id Consul Taylor more recently
have done much to illustrate northern Kurdistan between Van and
Diarbekir, but the inner mountains of Bohtan, Hakkari, Rowandiz,
and the Balik country are slUl almost a "terra incognita," and
require careful examination.

History.—With, regard to the origin of the Kurds, itwas formerly
considered sufficient to describe them as the descendants of the
Carduchi, v.-ho opposed the retreat of the Ten Thousand through the
mountains, but modern research ascends far beyond the period of the
Greeks. We now find that at the dawn of history the mountains
overhanging AssjTia were held by a people named Oiitii, a title
which signified "a warrior," aud which was rendered in Assyrian
by the synonym of Oardii or Kardu, the precise term quoted by
Strabo to explain the name of the Cardaces (Kap5a«€s). These Outi
were a Turanian tribe of such power as to be placed in the early
cuneiform records on an equality with the other nations of western
Asia, that is, with the Syrians and Hittites, the Susians, Elymfeans,
and Accadians nf Babylonia ; and during the whole period of the
Assyrian empire they seem to have preserved a more or less inde-
pendent political position. After the fall of Nineveh they coalesced
with the Medes, and, in common with all the nations inhabiting the
high plateaus of Asia Minor, Armenia, and Persia, became gradually
Aryanized, owing to the immigration at this period of history of
tribes in overwhelming numbers which, from whatever quarter they
may have sprung, belonged certainly to the Aryan family.

The Outu, or Kiirdu were reduced to subjection by Cyrus before
he descended upon B.abylon, and furnished a contingent of fighting
men to his successors, being thus mentioned under the names of
Saspirians and Alarodians in the muster roll of the army of Xeiies
which was preserved by Herodotus.

In later times they passed successively under the sway of the
Macedonians, the Parthians, and Sassanians, being especially be-
friended, if we may judge from tradition as well as from the remains
still existing in the country, by the Arsacian monarchs, who were

Erobably of a cognate race. Gotarzes indeed, whose name may per-

aps be translated " chief of the Oidu," was traditionally believed

to be th£ founder of the Gurans, the principal tribe of southern
Kurdistan,' and his name and titles are still preserved in a Greek
inscription at Bisitun near the Kurdish capital of Kirmdnshahin.
Under the caliphs of Baghdad the Kurds were always giving
trouble in one quarter or another. In 224 A.D. , and again in 293,
there were Tormidable insurrections in northern Kurdistan ; and a
third time, in 309, the Boido amir, Azad-ad-Dowleh, was obliged

to lead the forces of the caliphate against the southern Kurds,
capturing the famous fortress of Sermij, of which the ruins are to

be seen at the present day near Bisitun, and reducing the province

of Shahrizor with its capital city now marked by the great mound
of Yassin Teppeh. The most flourishing period of Kuidish power waa
probably during the 12th century of our era, when the great Saladia,

who belonged o t)ie Rewendi branch of the Hadabani tribe, founded
the Ayubite dynasty of Syria, and Kurdish chiefships were estab-

lished, not only to the east and west of the Kurdistan mountains,

but as far as Khorasaa upon one side and Egypt and Yemen on
the other. During the Mongol and Tartar domination of western

Asia the Kurds in the mountains remained for the most part passive,

yielding a reluctant obedience to the provincial governors of the

plains, and for the last three or four centuries they have been

divided in their allegiance between the Turkish and Persian crowns.

After Sultan Selim in 1514 had defeated the army of Shah Ismael,

the founder of the SafTavean dynasty.he employed one of his generals,

Sultan Hussein Beg of Amadieh, to recover Shahrizor and its de-

pendencies from Persia; and from that time to the present day the

Solitical status has not been materially disturbed. The frontier

ne indeed bisecting Kurdistan from north to south, I'-hich was

agreed upon in 1047 A. H., between Sultan Murad IV. and Shah Saffi,

after the recovery of Baghdad by the former sovereign, is substan-

tially the same Une that was adopted by the Russian and British

commissioners who were employed in 1840-42 to mediate between

the two Asiatic powers and delimit their respective territories. But

in the meantime changes of some moment have occiured in the

interior organization of Kurdistan. Both in Turkey and in Persia

the independent power of the Kurds has been much curtailed. In

Turkey the pashas of Kharpiit, Erzeroum, and Diarbekir have been

invested with larger powers of control, while the authority of the

sultan has been further strengthened by the establishment of Turkish

' " The Kalh\lr tribe are traditionally descended from Gudarz-ibn-

G(o, whose son Kohara was sent by Bahmaa Keiini to destroy

Jerusalem and bring the Jews into captivity. This Roham is the

individual usually called Bokht-i-nasser (Nebuchadnezzar), and be

ultimately succeeded to the throne. The neighbouring country has

ever since remained in the hands of his descendants, who are called

GurAns" (Sheref-Nameh, Persian MS.). The same popular tradltioQ

stiU exists in the country, and mTAPZHC TEOnoePOS is found ou

the rock at Bisitun, showing that Gudarz-ibn-Ofu was reolly an

historic personage. See Joum. Roy. Oeog. Soc., vol \i. p. \14.
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goveniors at Bayazid, Van, Betlis, Amadi'eh, and Sulimauieh, in

succession to the old hereditary Kurdish chiefs. With the tortuous

policy, it is true, which is characteristic of the Osmanli race, the

Porte has not uufrequently of late years encouraged the develop-

ment of native strength in various parts of Kurdistan for a time

and for certain special purposes ; but, when the position of tlie

local magnate has anywhere become one of political danger, the

central Government has stepped in and without difficulty has re-

asserted its supreme authority.

In 1834, for instance, the famous Kesliid Mohammed Pasha chas-

tised the Kurds, who had everywhere broken loose from Siwas to

Rowandiz, and adopted severe measures of repression, which are still

remembered and dreaded. In 1843 agaiu, Beder Khan Beg, who
from his patrimonial government of Bohtdn had extended his sway

over the whole mountain range, and had sworn to e.xterminate the

Nestorian Christians, was crushed immediately that the Porte put

forth its strength against him ; but the most notable instance of

sudden Kurdish aggrandizement and collapse has occurred during

the year 1881. Sheikh ObeiduUah, chief of the small tribe of

Oramar, who resided in a village of the mountains south of Lake

Van, had acquired great local influence, owing to the sanctity of his

family, but more especially from his own ascetic habits and his

personal character. He seems to have really entertained the idea

at one time of establishing an independent Kurdish kingdom, con-

centrating under his own individual authority all the scattered

remnants of his race both in Persia and in Turkey. At any rate,

having collected a very considerable force of Kurds in the summer
of 1880, he suddenly burst in upon the plains of Persia and ravaged

Azerbijan to the south of Lake Urumieh, sweeping the country up to

the walls of Maragha on one side of the lake and of Urumieh upon

the other. Having been joined by the Zerzas, the Mikris, the

Bilbass, and all the tribes of the Persian frontier, it is considered

certain that he might have marched on and pillaged Tabriz had he

taken full advantage of the panic which followed on the first in-

vasion ; but, he having faltered and thus given time for the arrival

of Persian reinforcements, the movement, which was at one time

most serious, collapsed, and he retired to the mountains. Now
the Turkish Government had unquestionably in the first instance

encouraged Sheikh ObeiduUah's increasing power and aspirations,

not with a view of hostility to Persia, but in the hope that the

establishment of a fanatical and great independent Kurdish prin-

cipality about Lake Van would paralyse any movement of the

Armenian nation towards the recovery of its liberty. The Porte

indeed in all probability still cherishes the idea of thus controlling

the action of its Christian subjects, though it has been compelled

by the pressure of the European powers, and under the threat of re-

prisal from Persia, to arrest Sheikh ObeiduUah and keep him under

surveillance at Constantinople, while measures have been taken to

prevent any immediate renewal of disturbances on the frontier.

The policy of tha Persian Government towards its Kurdisli sub-

jects has been not very dissimilar to the Turkish programme.

Aware of the military eflSciency of the tribes, the Persian crown as

long ago as the time of Nadir Shah transferred a large colonv of

Shadillii and ZafTeranlii Kurds to tho Khorasan frontier, where,

enjoying the rich lands of Bujnurd and Kuchan, and strengthened

by a line of fortresses, they have ever since been engaged in

unceasing conflict with the Turkorflans of the Attock, and from

whence they afforded invaluable assistance, both m carriage and

supplies, to the Russian columns in their late advance into the

sountry of the Akhals. Persia has also raised several regiments of

regular infantry from the Kurdish Shekaks of the north, as well as

from the Gurans and Kalhiirs of the south, while the shah has also

placed Persian governors over the Kurdish districts south of Lake

Urumieh, and has appointed princes of the blood to administer the

more distant and unruly Kurdish provinces of Ardelan and Kir-

nianshahan. At present perhaps the only communities among
whom a spirit of Kurdish nationality may be said to flourish free

from the taint, be it for good or be it for bad, of foreign influence,

are the Deyrsiinlis o! the upper Euphrates and the Hakkaris of

central Kurdistan. (H. C. E.)

EUEGAN, a district town of western Siberia, in the

,'overnment of Tobolsk, 35*2 miles south-soutli-west of the

capital of the province, on the left bank of the Tobol river.

It has its nan,e from a lofty tumulus {kurgaii), close by

which a wooden fort was erected in the 1 7th century. It

is situated in a wide steppe, covered with numerous lakes,

the inhabitants of which are active in agriculture, cattle-

breeding, and cattle grazing, cattle being purchased in the

Kirghiz steppe. It is now the chief centre of the region

for trade in cattle, tallow, skins, and salt. Population,

6500.

KURILE ISLANDS, a cnain of islands to the north-

cast of Asia, extending for about 795 miles froni the

southern extremity of the peninsula of Kamchatka to the

northern extremity of Yezo, and forming the boundary
between the Sea of Okhotsk and the cuter ocean. Till

1875 the Little or Northern Kuriles belonged to Russia,

aud the Great or Southern Kuriles to Japan, but by the

treaty of that date they were all recognized as Japanese.

The principal islands, beginning at the north, are Shnmshu
(226 square miles), Paramushir (1135), Onekotan (244),
Kharimkotan, Si Musir (161), Matua, Urup (563), Iturup

(2656), aud Kunashir. Like the peninsula of Kamchatka,
the whole chain is of volcanic origin, and several of the

islands—Yekarma, !Musir, Raikoke, Matua, Iturup— are

still centres of volcanic activity. Mr Milne, who cruised

among the islands in 1878, counted fifty-two well-defined

volcanic peaks, and at least seventeen are known to give

off steam. The peak of the island of Alaid, estimated to

have an altitude of at least 12,000 feet, had two great

eruptions in 1770 and 1793. None of the other eminences

esceed 5000 feet in height. As the slopes are for the

most part exceedingly regular, the production of the vol-

canoes must be assigned to a comparatively recent period;

and the absence of stratification seems to indicate a con-

tinuity of action. The forces at work must have been

enormous if, as appears probable, the chain was built up
from the bed of the sea. To the east of the islands the

"Challenger" expedition found a depth of 27,930 feet.

The flora of the Kuriles is poor, especially towards the

north ; in the southern islands it is similar to that of Yezo.

In Kunashir, Urup, and Iturup there are well-wooded por-

tions. Sea-otters, wolves, and foxes are among the wild

animals hunted for their skins. Many of the islands are

altogether uninhabited, and none have more than the

scantiest population. In 1868-70 Knipping estimated the

total at from 200 to -300 persons, and since the treaty of

1875 a large number have removed to Saghalien and other

parts of Russian territory. Ethnographically the people

of the Kuriles are in the main identical with the Ainos of

Yezo, those of the northern islands showing the influence of

intercourse with Kamchatka. They are quiet, timorous, and

well-behaved, do not practise polygamy, and carefully avoid

intermarriage between blood relations. The poorer people

burn their dead, the wealthier embalm them. Once a j ear

in autumn they hold a great feast. Of a supreme deity

they have some indistinct idea, but they sacrifice to the

sun, the moon, and the sea, and worship the bear.

The Kurile Islands were discovered in 1634 by the Dutch navi-

gator De Viees. The Russians first learned about them from

Japanese traders who visited Kamchatka in 1711 ; in the following

year two Cossacks, Antsuiphorolf and Kozuirevskii, crossed over to

Shumshu ; and in 176€-67 a voyage was made among the islands

to collect a fur rax. In 1795 a factory of the Russian American

Company was established on Urup. Captain Golovnin was taken

prisoner by the Japanese on Kunashir in 1811.

See Krasheninikoff, Kamtchatka, Gloucester, 1764; the Voyages of Blnisenstera

and Lap^rouse ; and ilUne's paper in Oeol. Mag., 1880.

KURRACHEE, or Kahachi, a district in Sind, India,

lying between 23° 34' and 26° 57' N. lat, and between

66°°4r 30" and 68° 49 E. long., bounded on the N. by

ShikArpur, on the E. by the Indus river and Hyderabad

district, on the S. by the sea, and on the W. by Baluchistan.

The area is 14,091 square miles; and the population in

1872 was 426,722. The district consists of an immense

tract of land stretching from the mouth of the Indus to

the Baluchi boundary. It differs in general appearance

from the rest of Sind, having a rugged, mountainous tract

along its western border. The country gradually -slopes

away to the south-east, till in the extreme south the Indus

delta presents a broad expanse of low, flat, and unpic-

turesque alluvium. Besides the Indus and its mouths

the only river in the district is the Habb, forming th(

boundary between Sind and Baluchist.^n. The Manchhai

Lake in SehwAn subdivision forms the only couaiderabl<
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sheet of- water in Sind. The hot springs at Pir Maugho
are 6 or 7 miles north of Kurrachee town.

Ill lSr2 the population was 426,722 (males 2-)3,516, and females
181,206)—tlie Hindus numbering 73,304, auj the iiohammcdans
348,586. Eight towns had a population e.Kceeding 2000:—Kur-
rachee, 56,753 ; Kotri, 7949 ; Sehwan, 4296 ; Bubak, 5703 ; Dadu,
3357 ; Tatta, 7951 ; Mirpur Batoro, 2846 ; and Keti-Bandar, 2199.

In Kui-rachee subdivision cultivation exists only on a few isolated
spots, and depends upon wells, springs, or natural rainfall. Here
the chief crops Rrejo<ii; biijra, barley, and sugar-cane, in jerruck
and Shah-bandar, where numerous canals carry the waters of the
Indus through the alluvial flats, rice forms the staple crop ; but
wheat, sugar-cane, millets, cotton, aud tobacco are also gi-own. In
the barren hills of Kohistan, agriculture is practically unknown; and
tlie nomad population devotes itself almost entirely to grazing cattle

in the southern plains. The disti-ict trade is centred in Kurrachee
town, the staple exports cousisting of cotton, wool, and grain. Ex-
tensive salt deposits of the purest description occur on the Sirganda
creek, a branch of the Indus. Sea fisheries form an important in-

dustry. The pearl oyster is found at sever.al places along the coast,

but the pearls are of inferior size and quality. The Indus valley

line of the Sind, Punjab, and Delhi Railway runs from Kurrachee
to Kotri within the district a distance of 106 miles. Tlie admiuis-
tration is conducted by a collector-magistrate, assisted by several

deputies. The total imperial revenue in 187-3-74 amounted to

£139,079, exclusive of £52,222 derived from the canals. Educa-
tion in 1873-74 was afforded by forty-nine schools, attended by
3167 pupils. Kurrachee town and neighbourhood, being open to the
sea-breeze, are said to possess the healthiest climate in Siud. Fevers
prevail at the setting in of the cold season, and in the hot weather
external inflammations, ulcers, and skin diseases are very trouble-
some. Cholera occasionally appears in an epidemic form. The rain-

fall is slight and fluctuating, tho average hardly exceeding 5 inches
per annum.

KcRE.iCHEE, or K.ui.icHr, the chief town of Sind, India,

and a large seaport, situated at the extreme northern end
of the Indus delta, in 24° 51' N. lat. and 67° 4' E. long.

The city is almost entirely a creation of British rule, its ex-

tensive commerce, splendid harbour works, and numerous
flourishing institutions having all sprung up since the intro-

duction of settled institutions; and the architecture of the

town is essentially modern and A.nglo-Indian. Before 1725
no town whatever appears to have existed on its site ; but
about that time some little trade began to centre upon the

convenient harbour, and the silting up of Shahbandar, the

ancient port of Sind, shortly afterwards drove much of its

former trade and population to the rising village. Under
the Kalhora princes, the kh.in of Khelat obtained a grant of

the town, but in 1795 it was captured by the Talpur Mirs,

who built the fort at Manora, at the entrance to the harbour.

They also made considerable efforts to increase the trade

of the port, and at the time of the British acquisition of

the province the town and suburbs contained a population

of 14,000.

The census of 1S72 returned the inliahitants of Kurrachee, includ-

ing the cantonment, at 56,753, viz., Mohammedans, 29,156; Hindus,

23,404; Christians, 3397; and. "others," 796. The municipal
revenue of tte town in 1S74 amounted to £22,596, and the expendi-

ture to £20,142. Trade has immensely developed of late years.

In 1843-44 the total value of the trade was returned at £122,160,
that of the exports being only £1010. In 1873-74 the value of the

trade amounted to £3,507,684, viz., imports £1,481,765 and exports

£2,025,919. Up to 1851 only one English sailing ship had entered

Kurrachee harbour, steamers and large vessels having to anchor

outside and discharge by ligliters. In 1853 the construction of the

Kapier Mole or causeway, 3 miles long, conuecting the town with

Kiaraari island, and the subsequent extensive harbour improve-

ments carded out between 1869 and 1873, at a cost of £450,000,

have enabled vessels of any size to enter the harbour. In 1847-48

the number of vessels which entered the harbour was 891, all native

craft, of a total burthen of 30,609 tons. In 1873-74 the vessels

visiting the harbour numbered 913, of a total burthen of 161 284

tons.

KURSK, a government ofEuropean Eussia conterminous

with those of Tchernigoff, Orel, Voronezh, Poltava, and

Kharkoff, and estimated to have an area of 17,417 square

miles. The surface is irregular and even hilly, but the

highest point (near the town cf Tim) does not exceed 1016

teet of absolute elevation. Cretaceous and Eocene rocks

prevail, and chalk, iron-stone, mill-stones, potter's clay, and
tripoli are among the economic minerals. The rich black
earth of the government makes it one of the best agricul-

tural districts of the country. No fewer than four hundred
streams are counted within its borders, but none of them are
of any service as waterways. To the Dnieper system be-
long the Seim, the Yorskla, the Psel, and the Tuskor; to the
Don the Northern Donets and its tributaries. Besides oats,

which form the staple crop, wheat, rye, potatoes, and buck-
wheat are largely grown. Beeswax is sent in considerable

quantities to Moscow. Horse, cattle, and sheep breeding
is on the decline. The manufacturing industries—wool
dressing, distillation, tanning, linen weaving—are gaining

ground. Wool-spinning and the making of woollen sashes

are so generally carried on by the peasant women as to

be matter of commercial importance.

The government is divided into fifteen districts—Kursk,
Byelgorod, Graivoron, Dmitrieff, Korotcha, LgoflF, Xovuii
Oskol, Oboyan, Putivl, Ruilsk, Staruii Oskol, Sudzha, Tim,
Phatezh, Shtchigrui. The places with more than 5000
inhabitants are Kursk, Borisovka (30,000), Sudzha (with

suburbs, 18,000), Byelgorod (16,097), Miropole (10,754),

Kholka Mildiaielovka (10,000), Euilsk (9445), Staruii

Oskol (7091), Putivl (704G), Oboyan (6322), Korotoha,

and Phatezh. The population of the government was
1,954,807 in 1870, chiefly Great Russians, but consider-

ably modified by the Little Russian element. About 17
miles from the chief town, in a thickly-peopled district, is

the site of the Korennaya fair, formerly the greatest of

those in South Russia, and still with an annual trade

valued at ^900,000. It takes its name from an image of

the virgin found at the root (koi-eii) of a tree, and yearly

carried in solemn procession from Kursk to the spot of its

discovery. The Kursk district contains more than sixty

old town sites ; and barrows (luiyans) are extremely

abundant. Of the latter many have been destroyed to

furnish manure for the soil, but not a few h?,ve been ex-

amined by such investigators as Professor Zamokvasoff

(see the publications of the Statistical Committee of

Kursk).

KuitsK, the chief town of the above government, is situated

333 miles south of Moscow, at the confluence of the Kui
with the Tuskor, aud forms the meeting place of the railwaj-s

from Jtloscow, Kieff, and Kharkofi". The inhabitants num-

ber more than 30,000, or including the suburbs 45,000.

Orchards and nursery gardens are among their chief means

of subsistence, and gardeners from Kursk are numerous in

the neighbouring governments. The leather works are the

most extensive of the industrial establishments. Though

many of the public buildings of the tdwn are constructed

on a large scale, it is enough to mention the cathedral of

the Resurrection, dating from 1733, the cathedral of St

Sergius (1762), and the Bogoroditskii monastery.

Kmsk was already in existence in 1032. The defence of the

town from an incursion of the Polovtsi is celebrated in The Triumph

of Igor, an epic which forms one of the most valuable relics of

early Russian literature. Down to the close of the 18th century

the citadel, defended by the two rivers and a ditch, was a place of

considerable sh-ength ; the remains are now comparatively few.

The rank of governmeut town was bestowed on Kursk in 1779.

KUSTENDJE, or Kijstendjie, a seaport of Roumania

on the coast of the Black Sea, 140 miles east of Bucharest,

the terminus of the railway from Tchernavcda on the

Danube, and the principal outlet for the produce of the

Dobrudja. The harbour is well defended from the north

winds, but those from the south, south-east, and south-

west prove sometimes highly dangerous. Of the exports

(valued at £217,828 in 1880) the chief are cereals, wool,

skins, and cattle. Since the incorporation of the Dubrudjn

with Roumania iu 1878 Kustendje gives its name to a

nrovince.
XI\. 2 1
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KustcriJje is the Coustautitina which was founded in liouour of

Constantia, sister of Const.tntine the Gveat. It lies at the seaward

end of the Great Wall of Trajan, and has evidently beea sur-

rounded by fortificatious of its own. In spite of damage done by
railway contractors (see Henry C. Barkloy, Between the Danube
and the Black Sea, 1876) there are considerable remains of ancient

masonry—walls, pillars, ic. A number of inscriptions -have

been found in the town and its vicinity which show that Tomi,

the place of Ovid's banishment, must have been only a little way
off.

In regara to the Kustendje inscriptions in general, see AUaid, Za
Bulgaria Oncntale, Paris, 1866 ; Desjardins in Ann. delV istit. di

corr. arch., 1863; Corpus inscript. lat., vol. iii.; and a paper on
Weickum'a collection in Silzungsbcricht of the Munich Academy,
1875.

KUSTRIN, or CDstrin, a town and fortress of the first

rank in the circle of Konigsberg-inder-Neumark, in the

government district of Frankfort, Prussia, is situated at the

confluence of the Oder and Warthe, about 51 miles nortli-

east of Berlin by rail. It consists of the town proper

within the strong fortifications, a suburb on the left bank
of the Oder, and one on the right bank of the Warthe.

There are bridges over both rivers. Kiistrin carries on

several minor manufactures, and there is some shipping

in the rivers. The population in 1875 (including the

garrison) was 11,227.

About 1250 a town was erected on the site of Kiistrin, where a

fishing village originally stood. From 1535 till 1571 it was the
residence of the margrave of Brandenburg-Kiistriu, who died
without heirs. Kiistrin was the prison of Frederick the Great when
crown-prince, and the scene of the e.i:ecution of his friend Katte.

KLrTAIA.!!, Kutaya, or Kiutahia, the chief town of

a sandjak in the vilayet of Khudavendikiar, Asia Minor,

is situated on the Pursak, an affluent of the Sakaria, the

ancient Sangarius. The town lies at an important point

of the great road across Asia Minor from Constantinople to

Aleppo. It has a busy trade, and a population variously

estimated at from 40,000 to 60,000. Kutaiah has been
identified with Cotiisum.

KUTAIS, a town of the Caucasus, Russia, capital of

the province of same name, 60 miles east from Poti,

and 4 miles from the Rion station of the railway be-

tween Poti and Tiflis. It is one of the oldest towns of

the Caucasus ; Procoplus mentions it under the name of

Kotatision.. Persians, Mongolians, Turks, and Russians

have again and again destroyed the town and its fortress.

In 1810 it became Russian. It is situated now on both

banks of the Rion river, which is spanned by an iron bridge.

Its most remarkable building is the ruined cathedral,

erected in the 11th century by the Bagratides, which is

the most important representative of Georgian architecture.

The fort Uhimerion, mentioned /by Procopius, is now but

a heap of ruins. During recent years Kutais has acquired

some importance, and its population is rapidly increasing

;

it is now 12,000. The inhabitants make hats and silks,

and trade in agricultural produce and wine. On the right

bank of the Rion is a Government model-garden, with a

model-farm for promoting the improvement of gardening,

for which the warm and moist district of Imeritia is well

adapted.

KUTTENBERG (in Czech, Knfnd Hora), chief town of

an official district in central Bohemia, Austria, is situated

on a small stream in a fertile region, about 180 miles

north-west of Vienna by rail. It consists of the town and
four suburbs, and among its buildings rich in historical

and architectural interest are the Gothic five-naved church

of St Barbara, begun in 1368 and not- yet finished, several

other churches, the Wiilscher Hof, formerly a royal resi-

dence and mint, the seminary, formerly a bishop's seat,

and the Gothic town-house. The manufactures include

starch, rape-seed oil, beer, sugar, brandy, and liqueurs ; and
tliere are various mills, and calico printing and wool-spin-

ning establishments. The mines in the neighbourhood.

discovered in 1237, used formerly to yield silver; now
they give only copper and lead. The population in 1870
was 12,747.

KUTY, a municipal town in the Austrian province of
Galicia, lies 20 miles south-east of Kolomea, and on the left

bank of the Czeremosz, which here forms the boundary
between Galicia and Bukowina, in 48° 16' N. lat., 25° 10'

E. long. The trade, especially in prepared leather, is

chiefly with Hungary and the northern or Moldavian
portion of Roumania. The neighbourhood of Kuty is

picturesque and mountainous, and has productive salt

springs. Population 8579, mostly of Armenian, Ruthenian,
Polish, and Jewish extraction. Kuty formerly belonged to
the old province of Ruthenia, in the kingdom of Poland.

KUZNETSK, a district town of Russia, in the govern-
mout of Samara, situated on the railway between Samara
and Penza, 158 miles west of the former. In the 18th
century it was but a village peopled by smithi. (whence its

name), and it is through this trade that it has acquired its

importance. The majority of its 15,000 inhabitants are

engaged in the manufacture of agricultural implements,
exported to a large amount, whilst others are employed in

tanneries,—the black sheep skins of Kuznetsk being widely
renowned in Russia,—and in the manufacture of leather

and wooden wares, which last are largely exported to the

southern steppe provinces and to the Caucasus.

KYOUK-HPYtl, a district in British Burmah, lying

between 18° 55' and 19° 22' N. lat, and 93°, 25' and 94°

E. long. It consists of, first, a strip of mainland along
the Bay of Bengal, extending from the An Pass, across

the main range, to the Ma-f river, and, secondly, the large

islands of Ramri and Manoung, with many others to the

south, lying ofi' the coast of Sandoway. . The mainland in

the north and east is highly mountainous and forest-clad,

and the lower portion is cut up into numerous islands by a
network of tidal creeks. Between the mainland and Ramri
lies a group of islands separated by deep, narrow, salt-water

inlets, forming the north-eastern shore of Kyouk-hpyd
harbour, which extends for nearly 30 miles along Ramri in

a south-easterly direction, and has an average breadth of 3
miles. The principal mountains are the Arakan Yomas,
which send out spurs and sub-spurs almost to the sea-coast.

The An Pass, an important trade route, rises to a height

of 4664 feet above sea-level. The Dha-let and the An are

navigable by large boats 25 and 45 miles respectively.

Above these distances they are mere mouutain torrents.

Large forests of valuable timber cover an area of about
650 square miles. Kyouk-hpyi'i contains numerous "mud
volcanoes," from which marsh gas is frequently discharged,

with occasional issues of flame. The largest of these is

situated in the centre of Oheduba Island. Earth-oil wells

exist in several places in the district. The oil when' brought

to the surface has the appearance of a whitish-blue water,

which gives out brilliant straw-coloured rays, and emits a

strong pungent colour. Limestone, iron, and coal are also

found.

In 1872 the population was 144,177 (males 73,056 and
females 71,121) :—Buddhists, 129,702; Mohammedans,
3920; Hindus, 185; Christians, 47; "others,'.' 10,323.

The largest town is Ramrf, with a population in 1877 of

4028. Kjouk-hpyu, the headquarters, situated on Ramri
Island, has 2620. Out of a total area of. 4309 square

miles, no less than 3740 are returned as absolutely uncul-

tivable, and in 1876-77 only 165 square miles were under

tillage. The principal crops are rice, sugar-cane, dhani,

and tobacco. The manufactures consist of silk and cotton

cloth, indigo, salt, pottery, coarse sugar, and sesamum oil.

The total imperial and provincial revenue in 1876-77 was

£43,454, besides a local revenue derived from port and
municipal funds, i!i:c,
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represents prooably the same sound in all alphabets.

_J That sound used to be called a " liquid," iu which

class 7)!, II, and ; were included. This arrangement was

unsatisfactoiy so far as m and n are conccrneil, foi' they

have nothing' common in their formation with the others.

But )• and I are very closely akin. They are both dentals

—or more accurately front palatals—produced by raising

the point of the tongue tf> the front part of the palate,

immediately behind the gums. They differ iu this : for )•

a small aperture is left over the tip of the tongue by

which the air escapes ; but for f the tongue reaches the

top of the palate, but does not rest (as for r) against the

sides of the moutii, and the voice escapes laterally by these

side-aperture?. The slightness of the ditl'erenco in the posi-

tions of the mouth for these two sounds explains their es-

changeablencss. Perhaps the most remarkable variation of

the I sound is that which is heard in Welsh and denoted by
//, in such words as Llanberis, Llangollen, A-c. An English-

man commonly sounds this as f/il, which is certainly not

right. But the best authorities on phonetics are not agreed

as to the precise nature of the sound. Mr Ellis thinks that

it is produced by laying the left side of the tongue against

the whole of the palate, and then forcibly ejecting the breath

along the right side. But he admits that the sound thus

produced differs very little from a voiceless or surd I (the

common / is sonant), which stands therefore to I in the

same relation as / does to v, or u'/t (really /iw) to w. A
simpler modiBcation of the I sound is that heard in the

Italian " gli " or in the Spanish " llano "
; it is formed by

raising the middle part of the tongue to the roof of the

mouth, not the point against the front part of the palate,

as for the ordinary I.

The peculiar nature of the I sound renders it apt to fall

out before consonants with which it is inconsistent ; this is

specially seen in French plurals, such as " chevaus " from
"cheval." It is also common, but sporadic, in English

;

e.ff., in "walk," "talk," "palm," " alms," "half," "would,"

ifcc. As is frequently the case with such vanishing sounds,

it has sometimes intruded through false analogy in words
with which it has nothing to do, c.y., in " could " (Old Eng-
lish " coude "), and rather strangely in some words of Latin

origin, e.ff., participle, principle. The form of the letter L
has varied slightly, but has always consisted of two straight

lines at an angle. In Greek the form was generally A;
and this has been preserved in the Cyrillic and Russian

alphabets. But in the western Greek alphabet the form
was generally Z. ; and this appears in old Roman inscrip-

tions, passing by degrees into the right angle with which
we are familiar.

LA BADIE, LABADISTS. Jean de la Badie, a noted

Pietist leader in the 17th century, was the son of Jean
Charles^ de la Badie, governor of Guyenne ; he was born

in the town of Bourg not far from Bordeaux, on the 13th

of February 1610, and died in Altona, on the l."th of Feb-
ruary 1674. He was sent along with two brothers to the

Jesuit school at Bordeaux, where his talents attracted the

attention of his teachers, and tliey secured him for their

order against the wishes of his parents. In 1G2G he began

to study philosophy and theology, and in duo time made
his profession. From a study of the Bible, of Augustine,

Bernard, and the mystics, he was led to hold somewhat
extreme views about the efficacy of prayer and the direct

influence of the Holy Sjiirit upon believers, and adopted

Augustinian views about grace, free will, and predestination,

which brought him into collision with his order. The

result was that ho resigned and was separated ironi the
JesuiL^^ on the plea of ill health. He then became a
preacher to the people, and was encouraged by his bishop
to devote himself to this work. The study of Calvin's
Insliliites, however, taught him that he had more in com-
mon with the Reformed than with the Roman Catholic
Church, and after various adventures lie joined the
Reformed Church of France at Montauban in 1650. His
fame had preceded him, and his accession to the ranks of
the Protestants was deemed a great triumph ; no such man
since Calvin himself, it was said, had left the Roman
Catholic Church. Ho was called to the pastorate of the
church at Orange on the Rhone, and at once became noted
for the severity of the discipline ho exercised. He set his

face zealously against dancing, card-playing, and worldly
entertainments. The unsettled state of the country,
recently annexed to France, compelled him to leave

Orange. He accepted a call to the French church in

London, but did not stay there long ; and after various

wanderings ho at length settled at Middelburg, where he
was called to be pastor to the French-speaking congrega-

tion. His peculiar opinions were by this time (1G66) well

known, and his congregation and himself at once found
themselves in conflict with tho ecclesiastical authorities.

Various "classes" and synods met and discussed the "sedi-

tious sermons and new and erroneous doctrine which De
la Badie had preached in various of our churches before

he had been inducted at Middelburg," and the result was
the establishment of a separate church by De la Badie and
his followers. He had gathered round him some enthusi-

astic disciples, Peter Yvon at Montauban, Peter Dulignon,

Francis Jlenuret, and more important than any Anna
JIaria v. Schiirman, whose book Euderia is perhaps the

best exposition of the tenets of her master. At ^liddel-

burg, at tho head of his separatist congregation. Do la Badie

developed his views for a reformation of tho Reformed
Churches :—the church is a communion of holy people

who have been born again from sin ; baptism is the sign

and seal of this regeneration, and is to be administered

only to believers ; the Holy Spirit guides tho regenerate

into all truth, and the church possesses throughout all time

those gifts of prophecy which it had in the ancient days

;

the community at Jerusalem is tho continual type of every

Christian congregation, therefore there should be a com-

munity of goods, tho disciples should live together, eat

together, dunce together ; marriage is a holy ordinance

between two believers, and the children of the rcjj'enorate

are born without original sin ; marriage with an unregene-

rate person is not binding. The life and separatism of tho

community brought them into frequent collision with their

neighbours and with the magistrates of Middelburg, and in

1670 they accepted the invitation of tho princess Elizabeth,

abbess of Herford in Westphalia, to take up their abode

within her territories, and settled down in Herford to tho

number of about fifty. Not finding the rest they expected,

however, they migrated to Altona in 1672, where they

were dispersed on tho death of the leaders. Small com-

munities also existed in the Rhineland, and a missionary

settlement was established in New York.

Sec H. van Ecrkum, De Labadie en de Labadisten, Sncck, 1851 ;

Goebel, Qesch. d. ChrUll. Lcbens in dcr r/icimsch-weslphulischen

Kirche, Coblentz, 1852; Hoppe, Ocxhiehle dcs PlHismtis, Lcyclcn,

1879; Ritschl, GcschiclUe dcs Pietismui, vol. i., Bonn, 1880; and

esptcinlly Peter Yvon, Abrirjl pricis de Ja vie cl de la eonduite

H des vmis sentiments defca Mr de Labadie, and Anna Mnriu T,J

Schiirraan, Eucleria, Altona, 1673, 1C78.
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LABARDM, the sacred military standard of the early

Christian Boman emperors, was first adopted by Con-
Btantine the Great after his miraculous vision in 312,

although, according to Gibbon, he did not exhibit it to

the army till 323. The name seems to have been known
before, and the banner itself was simply a Christianized

form of the Roman cavalry standard. Eusebius {Life of

Const., L 31) describes the first labarum miuutely as con-

sisting of a long gilded spear, crossed at the top by a bar

from which hung a square purple cloth, richly jewelled.

At the upper extremity of the spear was fixed a golden

wreath encircling the sacred monogram, formed of the first

two letters of the name of Christ. In later banners the

monogram was sometimes embroidered on the cloth. A
special guard of fifty soldiers was appointed to protect the

sacred standard. The derivation of the word labarum is

disputed ; modern scholarship inclines to recognize its

etymon in the Basque labarva, signifying standard. An
illijstration of a labarum is given under the heading Flag
(vol. ix. p. 278, fig. 5, A).

LABEO, Maecus A-ntistius {dr. 50 B.C.-18 a.d.),

was the son of Pacuvius Antistius Labeo, a jurist of minor
note, who caused himself to be slain after the defeat of his

party at PhilippL A member of the plebeian nobUity, and
in easy circumstances, the younger Labeo entered early

upon public life, and soon rose to the prsetorship ; but his

undisguised antipathy to the new regime, and the somewhat
brusque manner in which in the senate he occasionally

gave expression to his republican sympathies—what Taci-

tus {Ann. iiL 75) calls his incorrupta libertas—proved an
obstacle to his advancement, and his rival, Ateius Capito,

who had unreservedly given in his adhesion to the ruling

powers, was unfairly promoted by Augustus to the con-

sulate, when, in ordinary course, the appointment should

have fallen to Labeo; the result was that, smarting under
the wrong that was done him, he declined to accept the

office when it was offered to him in a subsequent year

(Tac, Ann. iiL 75; Pompon, in fr. 47, Dig. i. 2). From
this time he seems to have abandoned politics, and devoted

his whole time to jurisprudence, with which his name is

much more prominently connected. His training in the

science had been derived principally from Trebatius Testa,

although he had also diligently attended the public

audiences of most of the more eminent lawyers of the later

years of the republic. To a profound knowledge of the

law as he had received it from them he added a wide

general culture, devoting his attention specially to

dialectics, philology {grammatica), and antiquities, as

valuable aids in the exposition, expansion, and application

of legal doctrine (Gell., xiiL 10). Capito, in a letter

preserved by Gellius (xiiL 12), says of him "nihil haberet

nisi quodjustum sanctumque esse in Bomanis antiquitatibus

legisset ;" and this has sometimes been thought irreconcil-

able with the statement of Pomponius (fr. 47, Dig. i. 2)

that in law he was an innorator. But the observations of

Capito refer to what he calls Labeo's absurd craze for

freedom—his horror of anything out of the old current of

constitutional practice (which had led him, as Capito

relates, into the ridiculous extreme of indignantly resenting,

as unauthorized, the courtesy of a tribune who had.ordered

an officer simply to summon him to answer to a complaint,

instead of apprehending him). In his jurisprudential

teaching and advising there was none of this dogged

indisposition to deviate from the paths of his predecessors.

It was the characteristic of his rival Capito to stand as

much as possible within the old lines,
—" in his, quae ei

tradita fuerunt, perseverabat " (Pomp, in fr. 47, Dig. i. 2);

that of Labeo was, with the aid of his dialectic, philology,

and antiquities, to dissect s received doctrine so as to reach

its innermost ratio, and f' om this to start afresh, and give

the doctrine a more accurate expression and a variety of'

new developments. His success in this new method is

attested by the position he took among his contemporaries,

and the reputation in which he was held by his successors.

Down to the time of Hadrian his was probably the name
of greatest authority; and the fact that several of his

works were abridged and annotated by later hands testifies

to the estimation in which they were held by practitioners.

While Capito is hardly ever referred to, the dicta of Labeo
are of constant recurrence in tiie writings of the classical

jurists, such as Gains, Ulpian, and Paul; and no
inconsiderable number of them were thought worthy of

preservation in Justinian's Digest. Labeo gets the credit

of being the founder of the Proculian sect or school, while

Capito is spoken of as the founder of the rival Sabinian

one (Pomponius in fr. 47, Dig. L 2). It is doubtful
whether this statement is quite accurate. Labeo certainly

taught in some way or other ; for it is recorded of him that

he devoted six months of the year to giving professional

advice and instructing his pupils in Rome, while the other

six he spent in literary work at his country seat. But the

lecturing stationes of which Gellius speaks (xiii. 13) had
not by that time been established, and it is probable that

the real founders of the two scholx were Proeulus and
Sabinus, followers respectively of the methods of Labeo
and Capito. Such conjunctions (in reference to peculiar

doctrines of the schools), as " Proeulus et Pegasus,"
" Sabinus et Cassius," are very frequent ; but the name of

Labeo or Capito in conjunction with another is of the

rarest occurrence. There is not a single case in the texts

in which the latter is credited with the introduction of

a doctr'ne of the Sabinians, and only one or two in which

Labeo is spoken of as the author of a doctrine of the other

school.

Labeo's most important lit€rary work was the Lihri Postcriorum,

so called because published only after his death. So far as can be
judged, they contained a systematic exposition of the common law
in at least forty books, after the order of the commentaries of

Q. Mucius Scsvola. They seem to have been epitomized by
Javoleuus, who was a leader of the Sabiniau school ; and numerous
excerpts from them, some from the original, othei's from the

epitome, are preserved in Justinian's Digest. . His Libri ad Edicium,

frequently referred to by Ulpian and Paul, as well as by earlier

writers, embraced a commentary, not only on the edicts of the

urban and peregrine prtetors, but also on that of the curule sedOes.

His Probabilium (irienraic) Lib. F7/7. , a collection of definitions and
axiomatic legal propositions, seem to have beea one of his most
characteristic productions ; they were abridged and annotated by
Paul, and occasionally criticized by him with some severity.

Amongst the writings of Labeo which we know only by report were

Conimentarii dt jure poiUiJicio, Comnicntarii ad XII. Tabulas,

Libri Epistolarum, and Libri Eespojisorum,. See Van Eck, "De
vita, moribus, et studiis M. Ant. Labeonis," Franeker, 1602, in

Oelrichs's Thes. Nov., vol. i; Mascovius, De Scctis Sabinianar.

et Proeulianor., 1728 ; Dirksen, " Ueber die Schulen der Kiim.

Juristen," in his Beitrage zur Ku7ide des Horn. Hechls, 1825; Pernice,

31. Aiitistiiis Labeo,—Das Eom. Privatrecht imerslcn Jahrhunderte

der Kaiserzeit, 1st and 2d vols., 1873 and 1878.

LABERIUS, Decimus (105-43 b.c), a Roman knight

and a prolific writer of mimi, or farces, was born about

105 B.C. Of his life we know little ; but from the

scattered notices of him in the old writers we can gather

that he was a man of caustic wit, who wrote his pieces for

his own pleasure, and enjoyed some consideration among
his contemporaries. In 45 B.C. Julius Csesar, promising

him 500,000 sesterces, ordered him to appear in one of

his own mimi in a public contest with the actor Publius

or Publilius Syrus. Laberius pronounced a dignified pro-

logue on the degradation thus thrust on his sixty years,

and in the course of his acting directed several sharj,

allusions against the dictator. Caesar awarded the victory

to Syrus, but restored Laberius to his equestrian rank,

which he had forfeited by appearing as a mimus. La-

berius died at Puteoli in January 43 B.C. He was the
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chief of those who introduced the mimus into Latin

literature towards the close of the republican period. He
seems to have been a man of learning and culture, but

his pieces did not escape the coarseness inherent to the

class of literature to which they belonged ; and Aulus

Gellius (xvi. 7, 1) accuses him of extravagance in the coin-

ing of new words. The titles of forty-four of his mimi
have been preserved ; and what fragments remain have

been collected by Eibbeck in his Comiconini Latinorum
Beliquix, 1855, 2d ed. 1873.

LABIENUS, Titus, Julius Caesar's propraetor in Gaul,

first attracted his leader's favour in a civil capacity. In

63 B.C. he appeared at Ctesar's instigation as the prosecutor

of Kabirius for perduellio ; and in the same year, being

tribune of the plebs, he carried a plebiscitum that indirectly

secured for Ciesar the dignity of pontifex maximus. The
military talent of Labienus was respectable, though not

briUiant ; but of all the officers trained under Cffis&r in his

Gallic campaigns he was the most trusted. His chief

exploits in Gaul were the defeat of the Treviri under
Indutiomarus in 54 B.C., his expedition against Lutetia

(Paris) in 52 B.C., and his victory over Camulogenus and
the iEdui in the same year. In 50 B.C. he was left in

command of GaUia Cisalpina, while Cssar returned to the

north ; but, on the outbreak next year of the civil war
between Cresar and Pompey, Labienus was one of the first

to desert Caesar. His motive is perhaps to be looked for,

not so much in a deliberate calculation of chances, as in an
overweening sense of his own importance, not adequately

recognized by Caesar. He was rapturously welcomed on
the Pompeian side ; but he brought no great strength with

him. The veterans remained true to Caesar, and even the

town of Cingulum, on which Labienus had lavished much
of his wealth, opened its gates to the future dictator. The
ill fortune of Labienus under Pompey was as marked as

his success had been under Cesar's auspices. From the

defeat at Pharsalia to which he had contributed by afTecting

to despise his late comrades, he fled to Africa. There,

indeed, he was able by mere force of numbers to inflict a
slight check upon Caesar at Ruspina in 4.'3 B.C.; but when
the defeat at Thapsus ruined the Pompeian party in Africa,

Labienus withdrew to join the younger Pompey in Spain.

At Munda, on March 17, 45 B.C., he again met Cssar,

and in the ensuing defeat of his party fell sword in hand.

See the authorities referred to under Cesak ; and Baron Carra
deTaux, Expidition de Labienus contra Luli.ce, Paris, 1876.

LABOUR AND LABOUR LAWS. With some excep-

tions in the case of labour imposed as a punishment for

crime or as a test or condition of aid to the poor under
the poor laws, the labour here to be spoken of is labour by
freemen,—that is to say, labour by persons having the

primary right to choose whether they will labour or not,

and to choose the terms on which they will consent to

labour, if labour be their choice. Further, although
voluntary labour of men is undertaken from various

motives,—for their own profit, for self-preservation, for

love, from public or private duty apart from the prospect

of immediate gain,—the labour now treated of relates

especially to that rendered to others for pecuniary reward,

for money or money's worth,—in other words, for wages.

This class of persons consists of all those who serve their

employers by hand labour, whether rude or skilled, in any
branch of productive industry or manufacture, including

agriculture, mining, aud the like, as well as the processes

by which skilled artisans elaborate raw material to its

final destination and use. Purely domestic service and
the service of shopmen and clerks, as well as the work of

contractors for the service of others, who do not work with

their own hands, is excluded from specific notice here.

The labourers falling within the class tli\is popularly de-

scribed comprise upwards of a moiety of the present adult
male population of the British Isles.

Although this article deals with free labour, the present
position of the free labourer cannot be rightly understood
without a glance at past history, and some attention to the
distinction between voluntary and forced labour.

In every age tad country, tintil times comparatively
recent, compulsory personal servitude appears to have been
the lot of a large, perhaps the greater, portion of mankind.^
The slave was a man who had been captured in war or
procured by purchase, or who had surrendered himself to

the dominion of another as the alternative of starvation or
in discharge of a debt, and it was his hands that tilled the
soil, dug the mine, wove the cloth, and built the walls in

ancient Greece and Italy. It has been asserted that in the
early state of Rome the proportion of slaves, who were
valued as property, was more considerable than that of

hired servants, who could be computed only as an expense.

It was thought more for the interest of the merchant or

manufacturer to purchase than to hire his workmen, and in

the country slaves were employed as the cheapest and most
laborious instruments of agriculture. On the other hand, it

has been inferred from cur scanty materials that, as the

Roman empire extended, the agricultural labourer and the

citizen in Spain, Gaul, and Britain, in Syria^ aud Egypt,

maintained himself, as in the present day, by his own labour

and that of his household, without the aid of any slave

;

but this is probably too favourable a picture. In the decline

of the Roman empire, Roman captives were taken home by
the northern conquerors. The useful craftsmen— smiths,

carpenters, workmen in the metals, shoemakers, tailors,

dyers, and others—employed their skill for the use or

profit of their masters ; while those who were destitute of

art but capable of labour were condemned, without regard

to their former rank, to tend the cattle and cultivate the

lands of the victors. This, however, was only turning the

tables on the Romans, for capture in war forms one of

the principal sources of supply of slaves wherever slaverv

exists.

The Germans, in their primitive settlements, were

accustomed to the notion of slavery, iucurred, not only by

captivity, but by crimes, by debt, and the wager of

personal liberty in gaming. In the glimpses we get of the

conditions of labour elsewhere the same essential features

are discernible. In the changes of time and of geographical

area of observation the harsher word slave may disappear

;

yet Jhe thing not only survived the introduction of

Christianity but was long regarded as not inconsistent with

it, and was recognized as a national institution in civilized

Europe. Whether under the name of slavery or of serfdom,

or without either name, north, south, east, and west, an

absolute right, apart from contract, to earnings and to the

person of the labourer was accepted, if not openly vin-

dicated. In looking at the present day at the vestiges

of man's former and most permanent handiwork, it is

instructive to regard them with an eye to the distinctions

between periods of forced and voluntary labour. The

pyramids of Egypt and the wall of China are monuments

of slave labour ; and the same is the case with the classic

remains at Athens and Rome, so far at least as relates to

the labour involved in the quarrying and hewing of stone,

and the making of bricks and placing them_ in position.

As regards Britain, our knowledge is too slight, and the

I conjectures as to the origin and objects of such structures

'

as Stonehenge and Avebury are too varied, to allow of

positive assertion ; but it seems legitimate to conclude

that the labour was forced. British and Roman camps

» "The simple wish to use the bodily powers of another person as a

means of ministering to one's own ease or pleasure is doubtless tW

foundation of slayery, and as old as human nature " (Maine),
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and earthworks for military purposes probably exhibit

the result of organized military labour combined with the

forced labour of the inhabitants of the district. In this

aspect the fortresses and defences destined for use conse-

quent on the campaigns of a Ctesar or a Napoleon, of an

Alexander or a Clive, do not materially differ. The
remains still to be seen of Agricola's works on the line

between the Firths of Clyde and Forth, as well as of the

Roman walls and roads throughout England, and the later

but ruder gigantic earth work of the Mercian king between

England and Wales, may be regarded as fruits of slave

labour. The stupendous aqueducts of Eoman brickwork

in various parts of southern Europe are naturally compared

with the viaducts of the present age. The comparison may
well extend to the accompanying conditions of labour.

Passing over the general effect of 'serfdom throughout

northern Europe, and of the gradual manumission of

toilers, as only a minute part of a very large subject, and

directing our attention to the conditions of ordinary daily

labour in the earliest period of the history of the British

islands, we find it necessary to classify labour in relation

to its particular application.

At the present day the most obvious natural distinction

to be observed in this connexion is that between the

labour of the husbandman on the one hand and the labour

of the mechanic and artisan on the other, a distinction to

some extent parallel with a division into rural and urban

labour. In an attempted division of labour in this country

recorded in writing, which, although not in its present

form earlier than the 15th century, and distorted by a

fanciful notion of adapting everything to triads, probably

gives us a knowledge of a very primitive people, the

following divisions of labour are found:—(1) domestic art,

with its three primary branches—husbandry or cultivation

of land, pastoral cares, and weaving ; and (2) mechanical

arts—smith craft, carpentry, and stone-masonry {Ancient

Laws, d-c, of Wales, 1841).

The social status of these various labourers is a very

difficult question. It seems clear that the heads of

departments of labour, although working for the lord

or chief, were freemen. The authoi-ity just cited

expressly says that smiths, stone-masons, and carpenters

had equal privileges, and every one following those trades

was entitled, besides his maintenance and firing, to a

fixed measure of land for cultivation, independently of

what he might have by birthright. It is clear that

there must have been subdivisions, as in the present day,

between craftsmen and labourers engaged in the same

trade, as between a mason and his labourer, between a

ploughman and the driver of the team, and between the

Bhepherd responsible for the flock and the cowherd who
merely drove cattle to and from the pasture ; a freeman

might perform one branch of duty and an absolute slave

or serf another on the same land, and for the same chief

or head. It cannot be denied that slavery in the strictest

sense was an institution among the Saxons in England, and

that in the earliest English lawi such slaves are found, but

the true slave class was a small one, and it has been

doubted whether the labour of an ordinary serf was

practically more severe, or the remuneration in one form

or another much less, than that of an agricultural labourer

in some parts of England at this day. On the other hand,

a fully qualified freeman might be a simple husbandman.

Of the main conditions of labour at an early period in

English towns we have no details, With the gradual

development of urban populations around the castle of the

lord, it is improbable that in any great number of cases

the inhabitants' long continued in the condition of personal

serfage. The city populations of this island Lad not the

habit and ase of slavery. Secf? a'\d onpressed labourers

from adjacent estates may have been glad to taKe refuge
from taskmasters more than ordinarily severe, but there is

no doubt that freemen gradually united with them under
the lord's protection, that strangers engaged in trade
sojourned among them, and that a race of artisans

gradually grow up in which original class feelings were
greatly modified. From these and other causes the
distinctions between agricultural labourers and mechanics
and artisans grew and became permanent.

Proceeding to notice t1ie legislation of England on the
subject of labour, we observe, in passing, that the pro-

visions of Magna Chartawere not in the interests of labour.

The stipulations against the forced building" of new bridges

and embankments, and for removing all weirs in rivers,

were not by way of protest against involuntary labour, but
in relief of a higher class. Direct legislation on labour dates

as far back as the twenty-third year of the reign of Edward
III., when the first Statute of Labourers was passed.

The population had been much reduced by pestilence,

and the demand for labour naturally led working classes

to insist on higher wages, and there were "some rather

willing to beg in idleness than by labour to get their

living." The statute reciting these facts, and the "lusts

especially of ploughmen and such labourers, " enacted that
" every mau and woman of our realm of England, of what
condition he be, free or bond, able in body, and within the

age of threescore years, not living in merchandise, nor

exercising any craft, not having of his own whereof to

live, nor land about whose tillage he might employ himself,

nor serving any other," should be bound to servo if he is

in convenient service, his estate considered, at the wages
accustomed to be given in the twentieth year of that reign,

or five or six years before. If he refused, he was to be com-
mitted to jail till he found surety to enter into the service.

No persons were to pay more than the old wages, upon
pain of forfeiting double what they paid. " If the lords of

the towns or manors presumed to infringe the law, they

were to be sued for treble the sura paid or promised by
them or their servants. Artificers and workmen were put

under the same restrictions, upon pain of imprisonment for

taking more. This statute is remarkable as the first in

which any notice occurs of the free labourer for hire, for

the necessity of a statute to force him to work at fixed

wages recognizes his otherwise free state.

A statute passed two years later (25 Edward III.),

reciting that the earlier ordinance was disobeyed, contained

minute regulations as to wages. If labourers or artificers

left their work and wont into another county, process

was to be issued to the sheriff to arrest and bring them

back. In 1360 (34r Edward III.) the former Statute of

Labourers was confirmed, except that labourers were not

to be punished by fine and ransom. Instead thereof, the

lords of towns {sei'r/ncurs cles villes) might take and im-

prison them for fifteen days if they would not do as

required by law, and then send them to the next jail,

" there to abide without bail till they will do so according

to the statute." The statute enacted that " all alliances

and covins of masons and carpenters, and congregations,

chapters, ordinances, and oatlis betwixt them made, or to

be made, shall from henceforth be void and wholly annulled,

so that every mason and carpenter, of what condition

soever he be, shall be compelled by his master to whom
he serveth to do every work that to him pertaineth to do,

either of free stone or of rough stone, and also every

carpenter in his degree. But it shall be lawful to every

lord or other to bargain and covenant for their works in

gross with such labourers and artificers when it pleaseth

them, so that they perform such works well and lawfully,

according to the bargain and covenant with them thereof

made." A workman absenting himself from his servicer
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and going to another town or county, was to be proceeded

against under the previous statute, to outlawry, to be

followed by imprisonment till he did as required by law,

and made satisfaction to the party; nerertheless he was to

be burnt in the forehead with the letter F, " in token of

the falsity," if the party aggrieved so required, and if the

justices should so advise. Eight years later, in the same

reign (1368, 42 Edward III.), the statute and ordinance con-

cerning labourers was confirmed, and commissions directed

to justices to hear and determine matters concerning it.

Indubitable records still exist, proving that before the

passing of those statutes, and down to the 15th century,

workmen of various descriptions were pressed by writs

addressed to sheriffs to work for their king at wages,

regardless of their will as to the terms and place of

work. Diggers and hewers of stone, masons, and car-

penters, as well as ordinary labourers, were so impressed,

and by services thus obtained the buildings at Windsor
for the Knights of the Round Table, on the institution

of the order of the Garter, were erected. In this case

the sheriffs were commanded to take security from the

workmen not to depart from Windsor without the per-

mission of William of Wykeham, the king's surveyor.

Notwithstanding these precautions, many workmen, so

impressed, secretly left, in order to work for other persons

at higher wages, and writs were directed to the sheriffs

of London, commanding them to make proclamation pro-

hibiting any person from employing or retaining any of

the workmen on paia of forfeiting all their goods, and, as

regards the workmen, commanding their arrest and im-
prisonment.i

An Act was passed in the reign of Richard II. (1388,

12 Richard II.) by which no servant or labourer, whether
man or woman, could depart out of the hundred to serve

elsewhere, unless bearing a letter patent under the king's

seal, expressing the cause of going and the time of return.

Wages were fixed in a way that shows the classification

of agricultural labour. The " bailiff for husbandry " stands

first. The "master hine," the carter, and the shepherd

are on an equality ; the ploughman follows ; after him
the oxherd and cowherd, then the swineherd, the dairy-

maid and other women receiving equal wages, and every

other labourer and servant according to his degree ; no ser-

vant of artificers is to take more than the servants and
labourers above named after their estate. The givers

and takers forfeited the excess, or double or treble if at-

tainted before; "and, if the taker so attainted have
nothing whereof to pay the said excess, he shall have
forty days imprisonment." This was followed by a re-

markable clause :
" also it is ordained and assented that

he or she which useth to labour at the plough and cart,

or other labour or service of husbandry, till they be of

the age of twelve years, shall from thenceforth abide at

the said labour, without being put to any trade or handi-

craft ; and, if any covenant or bond of apprenticeship be
from henceforth made to the contrary, the same shall be
holden for none." By a statute of the following year (13
Richard II.), the justices were to settle and proclaim be-

tween Easter and Michaelmas what should be the wages
of day labourers.

' These proceedings were no doubt founded on notions of the royal
prerogative, of which the impre=;snient of seamen affords a more recent
illustration. This forcing men to work for the king at low wages may
be contrasted with proceedings within the present reign. Workmen
employed in building the Queen's Palace at Westminster (the Houses of
Parliament) struck for wages in the winter of 1841, and, having nothing
to do, availed themselves of vacant seats in the Court of Queen's Bench,
where her JIajesty was constructively present. Here they were seen
from day to day enjoying the comfortable temperature, undisturbed by
»ny fear of WTita or other comnulaory process to force them to return

tQ their w^k.

Early in the 15th century we have a glimpse of
something beyond this continued legislation interfering
with freedom of labour, in a reservation in favour of
children being sent to school. An Act of 7 Henry IV.,
putting a property qualification on -apprenticeship and
requiring children to be put to such labour as their
fathers or mothers are of, or as their estates require, on
penalty of one year's imprisonment, fine, and ransom, and
of one hundred shillings for receiving such apprentices, has
this sentence :

" But any person may send their children
to school to learn literature." Labourers and artificers

are to be sworn to observe the statutes in force or be put
in the stocks, and a penalty is imposed on towns neglect-
ing to have stocks. In 1414, by a statute (2 Henry V.)
reciting that the servants and labourers^ of the shires of
the realm flee from county to county because they would
not conform to the law, and because the law was not put
in force in every county, the former Acts were confirmed
and directed to be put in force 'and proclaimed by the
sheriff. Justices of the peace were empowered to send
writs to the sheriffs for fugitive labourers in like manner
as the justices have power to send to every sheriff for the
felons or thieves before they are indicted, and to examine
all kinds of labourers, servants, and their masters as well

as artificers, and to punish them upon confession in

accordance with the statutes.

Early in the following reign (2 Henry VI., 1423)
further power was given to justices to compel by process

an appearance before them of masters as well as servants

for examination as to the execution of the statute of Henry
v., and to give offenders a month's imprisonment. Four
years later (1427) the conclusion was drawn that the

statutes of Richard II. were faulty,—that of 12 Richard II.

because it was too hard upon the masters, that of 13
Richard II. because no penalty was attached to its

breach; and, besides remedying the defects, it was enacted

(6 Henry VI. c. 3) that justices should fix and make
proclamation of wages. Two years earlier (1425) legis-

lation had been directed against meetings of masons. The
statute 3 Henry VI. c. 1 recites that, " by the annual con-

gregations and confederacies made by masons in their

general chapters assembled, the good courses and effect

of the Statutes of Labourers are publicly violated and

broken, in subversion of the law, and grievous damage

of all the commonalty"; and such chapters and con-

gregations were forbidden. It was made felony to

cause them to be assembled and held, and masons

attending Ihem were to be punished by imprisonment and

fine. In 1444 (23 Henry VL) a scale of wages in

agriculture and trade was fixed (including freemasons and
" rough " masons, master carpenters and mesne carpenters,

and master tilers and slaters), and a servant in husbandry

was required before departing to give half a y-ear's warning

or else to serve his master the year following. Persons

refusing to serve or labour were to be committed to jaU,

there to remain until they found sufEcient surety to serve,

and masters were entitled to a fixed fine on such.

A statute towards the close of the 15th century (1495,

11 Henry VII.) referring to previous statutes, especially

to the 23 Henry VL, and complaining of their inadequacy

or imperfect execution, proceeds to fix the wages of

artificers and labourers with great minuteness. This

Act contained a remarkable clause against unlawful con-

spiracy by workmen engaged in building ; if such artificers

or labourers "make or cause to be made any assembly

to assault, harm, or hurt any person assigned to control

and oversee them in their working, that he or they so

offending have imprisonment for a year without letting to

bail or mainprise, and further to make fine at the king's

will." It 13 not surprising that even with so very limited
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knowledge of principles a short time sufficed to show how
ineffectual minute legislation was to control wages. ' The
statute was repealed in the following year, " for divers and

many , reasonable considerations and causes, the king's

highness moving, and for the common wealth of the poor

artificers, as freemasons, carpenters, and other persons

necessary and convenient for the reparations and buildings,

and other labourers and servants of husbandry." But
what is surprising is that (although the first legislation of

the 16th century was in favour of masters^) we find in 1514

a statute regulating wages and hours of work and even the

summer day sleep of artificers and labourers, and in fact a

re-enactment of the law of 1495.- The London workmen
could not endure this restriction as to wages, and in the

following year were allowed to take the previous rate when
working within the city or its liberties ; the king's works

were, however, excepted.

At this point it is necessary to refer to the provisions

made against vagrancy in the 16th century, these being

closely connected with compulsory labour. The great

social revolution caused by the suppression of the monas-

teries, and by the consequent withdrawal of the support

which those institutions afibrded to the indigent, and
too often to the idle, had led to the dispersion over the

face of the country of a multitude of beggars, many of

whom were able to work but preferred idleness, often add-

ing theft and robbery to mendicancy. Under these circuna-

stances harsh and cruel statutes were passed in the reigns

of Henry VIII., Edward VL, and Elizabeth.

In 1530 (22 Henry VIII.) any person, being whole and
mighty in body and able to labour, found begging or being

vagrant, and giving no satisfactory account how he lawfully

obtained his living, might be arrested by a constable, and
a justice might, in his discretion, cause every such idle

person to be taken to the nearest town and there tied to

the end of a cart naked, and to be beaten with whips
throughout the town " till his body be bloody by reason of

such whipping." He was then required to take an oath to

return to his home " and put himself to labour as a true

man ought to do." The whipping was to be repeated as

often as he made default; but five years later the punish-

ment for " rufllers, sturdy vagabonds, and valiant beggars
"

persisting in not working after a whipping was increased

te having the upper part of the gristle of his right ear

clean cut oE If still persistent he was to be tried, and
executed as a felon.

On the accession of Edward VI. a law was passed by
which a serving man wanting a master, or loitering or

wandering, and not applying himself to honest labour,

might on conviction be marked with the letter V, and
adjudged to be the slave for two years of the person

buying him, giving him only bread and water or small

drink, and such refuse of meat as the master should

think £t, and causing him to work by beating, chaining,

or otherwise. If he ran away he might not only be

punished by his master in the same way, but the justices,

on conviction, were to have him marked on the fore-

head or ball of the cheek with an hot iron with the

letter S, and adjudge him to be the master's slave for life.

If he again ran away the offence became felony, and he

was to suffer the pains of death "as other felons ought

to do." Any child of a vagabond, above the age of five

and under fourteen, might be adjudged the servant

or apprentice of any person willing to take it until the age of

twenty-four if a male and twenty if a female ; if it ran

^ la 1512 (4 Hen. \nil. ) the penalties for giving of wages contrary

to the statute 12 Rich. II. were repealed so far and only so far as re-

lates to the masters.
" Miners and workers for tin, lead, iron, or silver, colliers for sea coal,

and glass makers were excepted.

away slavery followed for life. The master might put 3
ring of iron about the neck, arm, or leg of his slave to

prevent his running away, with a penalty on any person
helping him to take it off, and if the slave resisted correc-

tion he was to be executed as a felon. The slave might
be sold or devised by will as other goods and chattels.

This statute was repealed three years after, but it remains
on the rolls of parliament, and nothing can obliterate the

fact and the consequent disgrace attaching for all time to

the parliament that could pass such a law, and to the

country that could endure it for a day. This reintroduc-

tion of slavery in England by name, and in its worst form,

is memorable, and serves to mark the alteration of opinion

and feeling that has since taken place, much more than

any contrast between freedom of labour and wages in the

sense of the political economist.

Early in the reign of Elizabeth (5 Elizabeth, 1562)
the stiitute commonly called " the Statute of Labourers"
repealed aU former statutes relating to labourers in

husbandry and artificers or labourers engaged in particular

trades, and consolidated and amended many former pro-

visions. Its chief object was to provide a new rate of

wages, and, in addition, to regulate in many respects the

terms of employment as between the employer and the

employed. 'This Act admits that the wages laid down by
former statutes are in divers places too small in view of

the general rise of prices, but approves of the principle

and aims of previous legislation, the substance of which
it seeks to digest into a single statute. The statute draws

a main distinction between artificers and labourers in

husbandry. The former may not be hired for a less

term than a year, and any unemployed person brought

up in a craft or who had practised it for more than three

years was bound, on pain of imprisonment, to accept

service if required " by any person using the art or

mystery wherein he has been exercised," unless he had a

farm in tillage, an estate worth 40 shUlings a year, or

goods to the yearly value of £10. Similar provision

was made in respect of service in husbandry. Every

person between the ages of twelve and sixty was in like

manner bound to serve in husbandry unless possessed of

property of specified amount, or employed as a fisherman

or mariner, or in mining, or in any of the arts or sciences

previously mentioned, or unless born a gentleman, or unless

a member of a university or school. Minute regulations

were made with reference to the rights and obligations

both of master and servant. No person retained in hus-

bandry or trade was to go out. of the county or shire where

he last served, to serve in any other, without a testimonial

No person leaving his service could be taken into another

without showing such testimonial to the authorities of the

place in which he was about to serve. If he broke this

regulation he was to be imprisoned till he could procure a

testimonial, and unless he did so within twenty-one days

he was to be whipped. Every person retaining a servant

without the latter showing such testimonial forfeited .£5.

Besides empowering justices in session to make a rate of

wages, the statute fixed with great minuteness the hours of

labour. In the time of harvest, justices or constables or

other head officers might require artificers and persons

meet for labour to serve by the day in mowing, reaping,

shearing, getting, or turning of corn, grain, or hay, accord-

ing to the skill and quality of the person, and upon refusal

might put him in the stocks for two days and a night.

Even single women between the ages of twelve and forty

might be compelled to serve in such employment as

the justices might direct, under pain of imprisonment.

Amended provision was made towards the close of the

reign for justices yearly fixing the rate of wages.

It will be seen by the preceding summary how great
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Were tlio restraints still placed by tbe legislature on the

free action of labour. After this mass of unwholesome
legislation it is instructive to notice the state of the labour-

ing classes in England in the 16th centurj-, as recorded by
Harrison. After dividing English people into four sorts

—

gentlemen, citizens or burgesses, yeomen, and artificers

and labourers—and describing the first three classes, he

says :

—

" The fourtli and last sort of people in Englaiul arc ilay labourers,

poor husbandmen, and some retailers (whicli liavc uo free land),

copyholders, and all artificers, as tailors, shoemakers, carpenters,

brickmakers, masons, &e. As for slaves and bondmen, we liave

none; nay, such is the privilege of our country, by the especial grace

of God and bounty of our princes, that, if any come liither IVoni

other realms, so soon as they set foot ou land they become so free

of condition as their masters. . . . This fourtli and last sort

of people have neither voice nor authority in the common
wealtli, but are to be ruled, and not to rule others

;
yet they

are not altogether neglected, for in cities and corporate towns,

for default of yeomen, they are faiji to make np their inquests

of such mauuer of people, and in villages they are com-
mouly made churchwardens, sidemen, ale couuers, now and then
constables, and many times eujoy the name of headboroughs. Unto
this sort also may our great swarms of idle serviug-mcu be referred,

of whom there runneth a proverb, Young serving-men, old beggars,

because service is none heritage. . . . This, furthermore, among
other things I have to say of our husbandmen and artificers, that they
were never so excellent in their trades as at this present. But, as

the workmanship of the latter sort was never more fine and curious

to the eye, so was it never less strong and substantial for continu-
ance and benefit of the buyers. Neither is there anything that

hurteth the common sort of our artificers more than haste, and a
barbarous or slavish desire to turn tiie penny, and by ridding tlTeir

work to make speedy utterance of their wares ; which euforceth

them to bungle up and despatch many things they care not how so

they be out of their hands, whereby the buyer is often sore

defrauded, and fiudeth to his cost that haste maketh waste, accord-
ing to the proverb. Oh, how many traders and handicrafts are

now in England whereof the commonwealth hath no need ! How
many needful commodities have we which are perfected with great
cost, &c., and yet may with far more ease and less cost be provided
from other countries if we could use the means ! I will not speak of

iron, glass, and such like, which spoil much wood, and yet are

brought from other countries better cheap than we can nir.Ve them
here at home. I could exemplify also in many others."

Notwithstanding compulsory legislation, and the forcing

of labour for the sovereign already noticed, it is evident that

the condition of the labourer, even when employed on royal

property, was undergoing amelioration. In a remarkable

but apparently unpublished letter of Humphrey Mitchell,

surveyor of the queen's works at Windsor (and for some
titt(e member of parliament for that borough), to Lord
Barghley, written in 1575, he says— "At my first entry

into this charge I could scarce get workmen by commission

;

since, with monthly ' payes,' impressing through the mayor
those contumacious in work, rewarding the diligent, and
thrusting out the evil where I perceiTe them loitering, I

have brought them into such an obedience and a desire to

work here that where I have one I can have twenty to

serve her Majesty ; and when at the first entry into the

works, they had their breakfast at eight of the clock in the

morning, and drinking at three in the afternoon, T have
taken that idle custom from them, and have only allowed

them two hours at noon, and, as necessity serveth, some-
times but one, with their contentation ; and for that also

I would have them they must know their duty, I bring

them to the lecture at the college [Windsor] twice every

week, losing no hour's work thereby, for those days they
rest at twelve. I sufiFer not a swearer nor filthy talker in

the works to my knowledge, by all which means I think

her Majesty hath her work done as diligently as any other

private man hath "

Light is thrown on the arrangement of hours by a clause

in the above-mentioned Statute of Labourers of the fifth

year of the Queen's reign. It endcted that

—

" Alt artificers and labourers being hired for wages by the day or
week shall, betwixt the midst of the mouths of JIarch and Septem-

ber, be and continue at their work at or before five of tlic clock in ttsa
morning, ^ud continue at work and not depart until betwixt seven
and eight o'clock at night (except it be iu vho time of breakfast,
dniner, or drinking), the which time at the most shall not exceed
above two hours and a half in a day- that is to say, at every drink-
ing one half hour, for his dinuer one hour, and for liis sleep
when he is allowed to sleep, the wliich is from the midst of Way
to the midst of August, half an hour at the most, and at every
breakfast one half hour

; and all the said artificers and labourera
betwixt the midst of September and the midst of March shall
be and continue at their work from the spring of the day in the
morning until the night of the same day, cxcejit it be in time
afore appointed for breakfast and dinner, upon pani to lose and for-
feit one penny for every hour's absence, to be deducted and dc-
Jaulkcd out of his wages that shall so oflend."

In the first parliament after the accession of James an
attempt made towards the close of the previous reiin to
enforce the rating of wages and the payment of t'ud rated
amounts was renewed. The Act recites, in th? .-ame terms
as were used only two years before, that tie Act of 1562
"hath not, according to the true meaning thereof, been
duly put in execution," and, in order to remove a doubt as
to the application of the principle of assessing wages,
expressly extends it "to rate wages of any labourers,

weavers, spinsters, or workmen whatsoever, either working
by the day, week, month, year, or taking any work at any
person or persons' hand whatsoever, to be done in great

or otherwise." The giving or receiving more or less than
the proclaimed price was expressly declared to be an
offence.

In Scotland we find complaints in the 16th century Dy
masters of salt-pans of the great rise in wages, and early in

the 17th century (1617) justices were directed to fix at

quarter sessions the ordinary rate of hire and wages of

workmen, labourers, and servants, and to imprison those

who refused to serve for the appointed hire. At the same
time, "that servants may be the more willing to obey the

ordinance," power was given to the justices to compel pay-

ment of wages. This law was re-enacted in 1661. Some
years previously (1606) any one hiring a collier or .Salter

?'ithout a sufficient testimonial from his last master was com-
pelled to deliver him up if demanded; and colliers and salters

were empowered to apprehend vagabonds and sturdy beggars

and force them to labour. In 1621, in consequence of " the

great straits and necessities that the poor labourers of the

ground " were driven to by the " fraud and malice " of

servants who either refused to be hired without the promise

of great wages, or else hired themselves from Martinmas to

Whitsunday, then " casting them loose " on purpose to

make their gain and advantage by extraordinary works,

such as casting and winning peats or turfs, building fold

dykes, and shearing in the harvest, hired servants were

forbidden to leave unless upon proof to a justice of the

peace that they were hired to another. If it was found

that a servant was not so hired, his master was em-

powered to detain him at the previous rate of wages.

Power was given to apprehend a servant " who broke

loose," and to deliver him to a constable or justice, and a

power to all persons to apprehend loose and masterless men
and women found within their own bounds; and the

justices and constables were empowered to compel them to

servo for competent hire and wages. Twenty years later

servants in manufactories were compelled to work at

reasonable rates, and not to hire without their previous

master's consent. Houses of correction were erected for

disobedient servants, and in le".^ masters of correction

houses were empowered to receive euch servants and to

force them to work, and to correct them according to their

demerits. These later laws of Scotland were accompanied

by others directed against vagrancy.

Passing over legislation which either affected only

particular trades (although denoting the growth of monn-

facturin" industry), or related rather to the poor laws than
XIV. — 22
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directly to the subject of this article, and arriving at the

middle of the 18th century, we find the legislature no longer

employed in compelling labourers or artisans to enter into

involuntary service, but regulating the summary jurisdiction

of justices in the matter of disputes between employers and
employed, in relation to contracts and agreements, express

or implied, presumed to have been entered into voluntarily

on both sides.

The statute 20 Geo. II. c. 19 (passed in 1746) provided
that all complaints, differences, and disputes arising

between masters and servants in husbandry hired for one
year or longer (extended- by a subsequent statute of the

same reign to those hired for less than a year), or arising

between masters and artificers, handicraftsmen, and miners

(applied in 1S29 to labourers of every sort), were to be
determined by one or more justices, who, upon complaint

of the servant, might determine any dispute as to wages
and order payment of any sum fouud to be due, not

exceeding £10 in case of a servant in husbandry, and £5
in case of artificers and other labourers, and, in the event
of non-payment, might levy the same by distress on the

goods of the master. In case of complaint by the master,

the authority of the justice was stiU larger. He had power
to entertain a complaint of "any misdemeanour, mis-

carriage, or ill behaviour of the servant in his or her
service or employment," and to hear, examine, and
determine the same. If the decision was adverse to the
servant, the justice might either abate some part of the
wages due to such servant, or discharge him from the
service, or he might punish the offender by committing
him to the house of correction, " there to be corrected,"

which term was held to mean correction by whipping and
holding to hard labour for a reasonable time, not exceeding
a month.

A statute of 1823 (4 Geo. IV. c, 3i), the next general
statute on this subject, took a somewhat wider scope,

dealing with breaches of contract on the part of the servant

in not entering into the agreed service at all, as well as in

quitting it before the term agreed on had expired, and
subjecting these breaches as well as any misdemeanour
or misconduct while in the service to the jurisdiction of

the justice, who might adjudge the offender to be
imprisoned in the house of correction for a term not

exceeding three months (but without any power to order

corporal punishment), abating a proportional part of his

wages in the future, or adjudging him to lose the whole or

part of his wages already earned ; or, he might dismiss him
from the service.

Thus stood the statute law until 1867. In consequence
of considerable dissatisfaction on the part of workmen with
the adjudication of justices, a select committee of the
House of Commons was appointed in the previous year to

inquire into the state of the law as regards contracts of

service between master and servant, and as to the
expediency of amending it. That committee reported

—

1. Tliat tlie law as it then existed was olijeetionable.
2. That all cases arising under the law of master ana servant

should be publicly tried in England and Ireland before two or
more magistrates, or before a stipendiary magistrate, and iu Scot-
land before two or more magistrates, or the sheriff.

3. That procedure should be by summons in England and Ire-
land, and warrant to cite in Scotland, and, failing appearance of
ilcfeudant in answer to summons or citation, the court should have
power to grant warrant to apprehend.

4. That punishment sliould be by fine, and failing payment by
distress or imprisonment.

5. That the court should have power when rnieh a course
is deemed advisable to order the defendant to fulfil the contract,
and also, if necessary, to compel him to find security tliat he will
Uo so.

6. That in aggravated cases of breach of contract, causing injury
to person or property, the magistrate or sheriff should have the
Jiower of awarding punishment by imprisonment instead of fiiic.

". That the arrest of wages iu Scotland in payment of fines ihoulJ

be abolished.

The Master and Servant Act 1867, sometimes called Lord
Elcho's Act, was framed upon the report of the committee,

and embodied most of the recommendations. As regards

simple breaches of contract, the position of servants was
considerably improved. Imprisonment, which, under the

former Acts, the magistrate was authorized to impose in

the first instance as a punishment for a breach of the

contract, was taken away, except as auxiliary to the juris-

diction, as the consequence of disobedience to the order

of the court ; and wherever imprisonment might, under

the former Acts, have been accompanied by hard labour,

the power to order hard labour was taken away. Lord
Elcho's Act did not, however, remove the dissatisfaction

felt on the part of workmen, and the events of a few
years rendered it desirable to reconsider the whole law,

with reference not only to breaches of contract but to other

special legislation of a criminal kind, and to the general

law of conspiracy affecting the relation of employer and
employed.

Commissioners reported in 1875 recommending, so far

as relates to the scope of this article, that the proceedings

should be altogether divested of a penal character and
assume that of a civil proceeding for specific performance

or recovery of damages, and that, to effect the main object,

Lord Elcho's Act should be amended or a new Act framed

in clearer language. Within a few months of the

presentation of the report, IMr Cross, then secretary of

state, introduced two bills, the one an "Employers and
Workmen Bill, " and the other a " Conspiracy and Protec-

tion of Property Bill," and these bills, after undergoing

considerable discussion and alteration in their different

stages, were passed and came into operation on the 1st

September 1875. This article only deals with the fcrmer

Act. While carrying out the recommendation of the

commissioners regarding Lord Elcho's Act, and placing

all provisions of a penal character in a separate Act
(" Conspiracy and Protection of Property "), the legisla-

ture thought fit to go further and take away the right of

enforcing performance of contracts of labour (although that

is a very important branch of civil procedure in relation to

various matters of contract), and make it a mere question

of recovery of damages, unless both parties agree that

security for performance of the contract shall be given

instead of damages. Adjudication can be by courts of

summary jurisdiction.^

Neither this Act nor its predecessor takes away the

right of parties to sue in the ordinary civil tribunals of the

country ; but the Act puts county courts (in Scotland the

ordinary sheriff court of the county, in Ireland the civil

bill court) practically on the same footing with courts

of summary jurisdiction,—the jurisdiction of magistrates

being simply because the county courts in most places do

not sit sufficiently often for the practical adjudication of

these differences. The title of the Act, " to enlarge the

powers of county courts in respect of disputes between

employers and workmen, and to give other courts a limited

civil jurisdiction in respect of such disputes, " indicates its

general scope, which is borne out by its ptpvisions. . It

' In England such courts are a police or stipendiary niagisti-ate, or,

where there is no such ningistr.ate, two or more justices .sitting at some

jilace appointed for holding petty sessions, or, in the city of London,

the lord mayor or an alderman sitting at tlife Mansion House or

Guililliall. In Scotl.and the court of summary jurisdiction is the

suLiU debt court of the slieritf of the county. In Ireland tlie court

is constituted of one or more of the divisional justices of tlie police

district of Dublin metropolis, and elsewhere in Ireland of t\.o or

more justices of the peace in petty scs.-iuus, sitting at a place appointed,

lor holding petty sessions. These courts are, for the purposes of the

Act, civil couits.
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exteuds to "any dispute between an employer and b

tporkmau arising out of or incidental to their relation as

3ucL" The expression " workman " does not include a

domestic or menial servant, but means any person who,

being a labourer, ssrvant in husbandry, journeyman,

artificer, handicraftsman, miner, or otherwise engaged in

manual labour, whether under the age of twenty-oue years

or above tliat age, has entered into or works under a

contract with an employer, whether the contract be made
before or after the passing of the Art, be express or

implied, oral or in writing, and be a contract of service or

a contract personally to execute any woi.k or labour. Pay-

ment of damages and debts under the Act, as in other

cases of judgment debts, is enforceable by imprisonment

for a term not exceeding sis weeks, only on proof of ability

and neglect to pay, whether the proceedings be in the

county court or in the court of summary jurisdiction.

Two circumstances show the rapid strides made in a few

years in the position of labour in relation to legislation.

Lord Elcho's Act in 1867 received the title of " The blaster

and Servant Act." In eight years that title is silently

dropped, and " Employers and Workmen " substituted. In

1807 the prime minister spoke in high terms of eulogy of

Lord Elcho's Act as securing valuable rights for workmen.
In 1S75 the same prime minister, speaking a few weeks

after the passing of the Act of that year, remarked that for

the first time in the history of the country the employer

and employed sat under equal laws. _,

AltlioiigU the general teiulency of colonial legislation is to follow

that of the parent couutry, where it can be npiilieJ, that is not the

case in some important British colonics in relation to the enforce-

ment of labour contracts.

In New South Wales, servauti, inchulinf; artificei's, journej'mon,

and handicraftsmen, auj all agricultural labourers, as well as

domestic servants, are dealt with muler a colonial Act of 1857.

For not fulfilling a contract, whether by deserting or not entering

apou the service, or for other misconduct or ill behaviour, justices

upon conviction may impose a fine not exceeding £10. lu default

of distress, iraprisoumcnt, not exceeding fourteen Jays, or forfeiture

of w.icres then due may follow. Obtaining advances of money after

entering into a contract aud refusing to go to the place of service,

or refusing to perform work to the extent of the advance without
reasonable cause, is punishable by direct imprisonment with or

without hard labour for any term not exceeding three months.
Persons knowingly concealing or employing absconding or absent-

ing servants or persuading them to violate agreements are liable to

a peudlty not exceeding £10, and in default imprisonment for four-

teen days. <; On the other hand wages not exceeding £50 and full

costs may be recovered by distress, and in default imprisonment
for fourteen days ; masters are also liable to a penalty for with-

holding property of their servants. Independently of these pro-

visions, justices may hear and determine iu a summary manner
any complaint, dilTerence, or dispute Iietweeu a servant and his

master, and the award may be enforced by cancelling an agreement
or imposing a fine, and in default of distress by imprisonment not

exceeding fourteen days. The power of inijiri^unment under the

Act does not extend to women.
In,South Australia, by an Act of 1878 (following in the main the

Eenor of Lord Elcho's Act, rather than the legislation of 1875), when-
ever the employer or employed neglects or rdiises to fulfil any con-

tract, or the employed neglects or refuses to enter oi continue his

service or absents himself, or whenever any dispute arises between

the parties, the case may be summarily decide I Iiy justices, who
may order an abatement of wages due, or direct the fulfilment of

the contract, with a direction to the party complained against to

find security by recognizance or bond with or without sureties ; or

the contract may be annulled and the amount of wages or compen-
sation apportioned ; or, where pecuniary compensation will not, in

the opinion of the justices, meet the circumstances of the case, tliey

may impose a fiue not exceeding £20. Tlie neglect or refusal to

find security for performance of contract may be enforced by im-
prisonment not exceeding three months.
The Victorian statutes relating to master and servant were con-

fiOhdated in 1864. Under that Act all agricultural and other
laboarei-s and workmen aud artisans, as well as domestic servants,

were made liable on summary counetion to imprisonment not ex-

ceeding three months, or abatement of w.iges, fur breaches of con-

tract or for disobedience or other misconduct or luisdenieauour.

The like imprisonment was provided for obtaining advances of

wages and refusing to serve, aud also for wilful or negligent acts

involving a destruction of work or materials committed to the

Z°'r"xv^
'"°?' '" '^'/'^''^ °,f, P'-'yn'^'t ot dam.igcs (limited to

£10). Wages ami amends for ill-treatment were made i-ecovcrablo

latiou, or where chauges have occurred iu their condition the facU
imibt lie taken into account; lor example, the legislation of J.iiuaica
although now constituted an onUuary British colonv, must bo
conbidcied in relation to the former existence of slavery aud to the
intoiuiediate status of apprenticeship before its abolition. So in
British Guiana, the large number of emigrants from theKast Indies,
many of tliein working on the estates under indentures, must not
be lost sight of.

\Vitli regard to India, that vast area cannot bo dealt with as if

the industrial population consisted of Europeans, mauufactuiing in
its cities. Although natives are increasingly sharing in the labour
and ownership involved iu the production of manufactnrcs, the cul-
tivation of the soil forms the basis of the suiiport of two-thirds of
the population. The true view of India is that as a whole it is

divided into a vast number of independent self-acting organized
groups, cultivating, trading, and manufacturing, governed by law
made up to a great extent of local usages aud customs, and where
caste is often merely a name for trade or occupation,—the village
communities comprising families who are hcreditaiy weavers, pot-
ters, blacksmiths, harness makers, and so forth.

The condition of the law iu European states at the present time
with regard to the enforccraeut of labour contracts is this. In
France coutr.icts of work and service stand on the same footing as
other contracts. The breach of such contracts is regarded as a
private matter, as the subject of a claim for damages, but not of
the application of the criminal law. The recovery of dimagcs is

regulated by the Code Napoleon. The juge de palx decides the
aiuount when the sum claimed is under 200 francs, when .above

that amount the tribunal of first instance. So in Belgium there is

no criminal penalty attaching to the breach of a contract of labour ;

such a contract entitles the aggrieved ]iarty, as a general rule, only
to pecuniary damages ; and the .same is tlie case in the Nether-
lands, Austria Hungary, Italy, Portugal, Sweden, Kornay, and
Russia. In Switzerland there is no criminal liability, provided the

dereliction of duty involves no consequeuccs injurious to the pubhc
welfare or to the life or health of other persons. The jierformancc

of contracts, however, in the larger woiks in Switzerland is seemed
by the system of "decoinptc," or iiortion of w.agcs retained as

security by the employer. In Prussia, although iu 1869 all the

penal regulations previously existing against breaches of contract

and wrongful cessation of work on the part of workmen in mills,'

mines, and metallurgical establishments and in undcrgioui'd quar-

ries and jnts were repealed, police laws arc, it seems, still capable

of being enforced by w.ay of line, and, in default, by a short impiison-

lueut in some provinces, against agricultural labourcis, and .against

boatmen or workmen engaged in spcei.al field or forest woik.

Of the United States, the English representative wrote thus to

the Foreign Oltice iu 1869:—".There arc fewcountriLS in which the

working man is held in such regard as in the United States of

America. The labouring classes may bo said to embrace the entire

American nation. Every man works for a living, follows a jirofcs-

sion, or is engaged either in mercantile or industrial pursuits." As
might bo expected, it may be said that, as to both parties to a con-

tract for labour aud.service, they stand upon the mere footing of

contract, and such contract is not distinguished from any other con-

tract The matter docs not belong to the province of federal legis-

lation, but to the regulation of each ]iarticular State. There h.xs

been no legislation, however, making the bicach of a contract for

labour or Services the subject of criminal liability. Contracts of

apprenticeship are, nevertheless, enforced by statutory provisions.

, "We have hitherto dealt with the mode of enforcing con-

tracts of labour. It remains to speak of the extent to

which the contracts themselves are controlled.

With reference to the period of service, there is no law

directly limiting it. A right even to perpetual service

founded on a contract may not perhaps be illegal and void
;

for, if a man can contract to serve for one year, there seem'3

to be no reason to prevent his contracting to serve for one

hundred years if he should so long live,—though the courts

would be inclined to consider it an improvident cngago.

ment, and would not be very strict in enforcing it

(Christian). No such perpetual contracts, however, exist in

actual practice, and where no time is expressly stipulated

or implied the contract is generally construed to endure
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until determined by a reasonable notice on eitber side,

to be construed by the general usage in relation to the

particular employment. If a time is expressed or implied,

the silent continuing in the service after ita expiration

draws with it in general a renewal of the same terms as

were originally stipulated for. In agriculture the general

engagement, express or implied, is for a year. In manufac-

ture it i3 seldom so long, and in journeyman handicrafts it

is sometimes by the hour, but the usage to calculate earn-

ings and the time of payment by the hour or day is often

of course quite distinct from the duration of the contract.

Payment by measure or quantity (piece work) is very

general, and so far as the calculation of earnings is con-

cerned supersedes reference to time. Nevertheless the

obligation to serve may be conditional on the employer

finding a reasonable quantity of work, or may expressly or

implicitly endure until a reasonable notice is given on either

side. In the pottery manufacture in North Stafifordshire

most of the workmen in the different branches of the trade

are paid by the quantity according to a price list, the

engagement being by usage, from Martinmas to Martirmas
;

and in this and in most other manufactures where the

artisan works on the material and in the manufactory or

the workshop of the employer he is subject to the usual

hours of work, although only paid by the quantity.

Most workmen of all classes and descriptions of labour

are paid weekly, in whatever way their earnings accrue or

are calculated. The contracts of infants (see Infant) for

their personal services as necessary for their maintenance

are enforceable, for unless they could make such contracts

they might starve. As long as these contracts were

enforceable by imprisonment the courts looked closely into

them, refusing to enforce them unless they were mutual,

that is, capable of being enforced against the employer as

well as against the servant. If there were an agreement

to serve under circumstances which involved no obligation

to employ, the courts would not enforce the contract, and
young servants were not unfrequently discharged from
custody on the ground that no obligation to serve existed

by reason of the onesidedness. Contracts of Appeentice-
SHiP (q.v.) are beyond the limits of this article.

The will of the parties is not interfered with as regards

the description of labour or the adequacy of the remunera-

tion agreed upon. In the absence of any verbal or written

stipulation, the performanoe of labour upon an express or

implied request in general involves an implie_d agreement
to pay the value of it in the current coin of the realm

;

and wherever a mutuality of agreement can be implied,

that is to say, where it is not onesided, it can be enforced.

As the employer and employed are free, they would
primarily have a right to stipulate that the remuneration
for service should be for something else than mdney, as

for articles of value, or for an exchange of labour ; but the
primary right of employer and employed to make their

own arrangements as to the mode of remuneration is

interfered with in England by legislation, especially by the
so-called Truck Act, I and 2 Will. IV. c. 37, applying to

all persons employed in the manufacture of iron from rais-

ing the stone to the completion of the making of the pro-
ducts of iron and steel, and the manufacture of all other
hardware and cutlery, and the getting of coal, stone and slate,

salt and clay, and the manufacture of pottery, and the
weaving, preparation, and dyeing of woollen, worsted,
cotton cloth, and silk. The object of the statute is to

compel payment of wages in money. For this purpose it

prohibits agreements for paying wages otherwise, and pro-
hibits paying them in goods or money's worth. To insure
obedience, it enables the artificer to repudiate a contract
and payment contrary to its provisions, and, however fairly

Le may have been dealt with, to enforce payment in such

case over again. It ia obvious that such a provision is

open to two most important objections :—(1) it interferes

with that freedom of contract and conduct which is

universally recognized as of the greatest benefit; (2) it

enables an artificer who may have requested and received

payment otherwise than iu money, and who may have
benefited thereby and been most justly and kindly treated,

to commit a great dislionesty by enforcing payment again.

But, grave as these objections are, the legislature has deemed
it necessary to face them, in order to guard against the
mischiefs of a system under which the workman may
receive directly from his employer, or indirectly, as

through " tommyshops " in which the employer has an
interest, articles not a real equivalent of the wages ; so
that but for the statute an employer might engage a man
to work for him with a promise of payment in goods, and
cheat him by giving him goods of inferior quality or over-

charged, or engaging him with a promise of money and
then cheating him by a pressure to take goods, or by
supplying the man with goods beyojd his wages, get Lim
into his debt, and then exercise an injurious control over
him. It is in vain to say that the master would cheat in

cases where money wages were agreed for, by withholding

money agreed to be paid, aud that the law would redress

the one wrong as readily as the other. The answer is that

such a cheat is too barefaced, and would certainly be
successfully resisted; while more or less of infeiiority in

the quality or value of goods might be endured, or, if

contested, would give rise to more doubtful inquiries.

Whether these mischiefs are worth the remedy, or whether
the remedy is the best, is not the question to be discussed

or determined in this article.

As servants in husbandry are often remunerated in part

in other ways than by money, as by land or its produce,

or by house room, and in a variety of ways, the Truck
Act especially exempts them. Domestic servants are also

specially exempted. Moreover, by express provision, the

Act does not prevent any employer of any artificer or

ag/2nt of such employer from supplying or contracting to

supply medicine or medical attendance, or any fuel, or any
materials, tools, or implements employed by the artificer in

his trade or occupation if employed in mining, or any hay,

corn, or other provender for horses or other beasts of

burden employed by such artificer in his trade or occupa-

tion, uor from letting any tenement at a rental to any
artificer, workman, or labourer within the Act, nor from

supplying or contracting to supply to any artificer any
victuals dressed or prepared under the roof of the employer

and there to be consumed by such artificer, nor from making
deductions or stoppages, or advancing money for any of

these purposes, provided that only the real value is charged,

and that the agreement for any such stoppage or deduction

is in writing. Employers are not prevented from advancing

money to an artificer for his contributions to a friendly

society or to a savings bank, or for his relief in sickness,

or for the education of his children, or from making deduc-

tions for such education, if the agreement for such deduction

is in writing. The interpretation of the Truck Act has

exercised the most subtle intellects. It has been deter-,

mined by the majority of judges that the obligation to

render services personally is necessary to make the Act

applicable. The circumstances under which stoppages and

deductions may be made, and other exceptions from the

operation of the prohibitory clauses of the Act, have also

been the subject of divergent opinions. A custom having

prevailed among the employers of artificers in the hosiery

manufactures of letting out frames and machinery to the

artificer."! employed by them, in 1874 contracts to stop

wages for frames were declared illegal, and the stoppage of

wages made unlawful By a provision of the Employers
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and Workmen Act 1875, forfeitures on tlie groiiud of

absence or leaving work cannot, in the case of a child,

young person, or w-oman subject to the provisions of the

Factory Acts, be deducted from or set off against a claim

for wages or other sum due for work done before such

absence or leaving work, except to the amount of the

damage (if any) which the employer sustained by reason

of such absence or leaving work.

Great evils having arisen in Scotland through the

arrestment of wages for debts of labourers, manufacturers,

artificers, and other work people, the power to arrest

wages earned there not exceeding twenty shillings a-week

was in 1870 taken away, and limited in amount where the

wages are above that sum. A provision of a statute of the

reign of George IL ,
" to prevent oppression of the labourers

and workmen employed in any respect in or about making
or manufacturing of gloves, breeches, boots, shoes, slippers,

wares or goods of that sort," requires the tjue weight,

quantity, or tale to be declared of goods and materials

delivered out to be wrought up in those manufactures.

The system of the " livret " (still the law in some
European states, although fallen into disuse as no longer

in harmony with the direction of modern views), by which

it is a condition precedent to a workman entering into a

fcontract, or being engaged by a fresh employer, to produce

a document certifying that he has fulfilled his previous

engagements, is unknown now in England. The former

system of rules stood much on the same footing, and there

is something closely resembling it introduced into the rules

regulating the employment of drivers of public vehicles in

the metropolis. It is only in relation to domestic service

that a new employer concerns himself with the antecedents

of a servant or with anything beyond the capacity to

work ; and the former employer in whose interests

" livrets " were imposed does not in general deem it worth

while, with the present abundance of labour in every field

of work, to impose auj' restraint on the departure of a

dissatisfied workman. The practical ground of complaiut

is not so much a workman exchanging employers, as a

neglect of work while remaining in service.

The legal remedies at present in existence for breacnes

of contract have been necessarily stated in the outline of

the last statute on the subject of employer and emploj-ed.

The weak point is the absence in England of any mode
by which the performance of contracts of labour can be

enforced, as contracts of other kinds can be where damages

do not atford a remedy. Lord Elclio's Act of 1867

purposely gave a remedy in the nature of specific per-

formance, and where carefully applied was found to work

very weU. The commission of 1875 expressly recom-

mended the retention of this power as quite distinct from

criminal punishment. Provision for compelling the per-

formance of a contract exists in many countries where any

application of criminal law is repudiated. Nevertheless,

not so much from any objection on the part of the framers

to compulsory performance as from fear of its abuse by the

heavy hand (the bane of administrative legislature as of

inventive genius), the power is gone. The result is un-

doubted hardship to employers, particularly to those (and

there are many of them) who are themselves workers and

entirely dependent on the due performance of contracts by

their fellow-workers. That home legislation is defective in

this respect maybe inferred from the fact that subsequent

colonial legislation has given the means of getting labour

contracts performed without trenching on the domain of

criminal law. As, however, there is little probability of an

amendment of home law in the direction indicated, it is to

be hoped that compensation for diminished legal remedy
will he found in an increased sense of moral responsi-

bilitv.

Arbitration is frequently employed to settle differences
between masters and workmen.

The institution of '^conseils de prud'hommes" is known
by name as in force in most of the manufacturing districts
of France and Belgium and other Continental countries.
The council is a recognized tribunal consisting of equal
numbers of employers and employed. All disput'es between
master and workmen, whether as to quality of work or rate
of wages, are first submitted to a committee, which sits

privately, to endeavour to settle the question amicably and
at a nominal expense ; failing this, the case is referred tc

the council, which sits in public once a month, or oftenei
if required. Though the right of appeal to the regular
courts exists, it is seldom resorted to.

In Austria a law of 1869 instituted arbitration courts of

this description in every important manufacturing town and
district, to settle all disputes respecting wages, continuance
of work, fulfilment of contracts, and claims on benefit clubs
and relief funds and matters of that kind. Each court of

arbitration must be composed of at least twelve and at

most twenty-four members,—one half of them employers
elected by employers, and the other half workmen elected

by workmen, each class voting separately. Workmen sitting

on cases judged by these courts are paid by the commune
for every day's sitting. In the case of the minor trades,

which cannot maintain regular arbitration courts, the trade

laws assign the adjudication of all disputes between masters

and men in the first instance to the representatives of the

trade in which such disputes arise, and, in places where the

necessary quorum for that purpose cannot be made up
by the local representatives of any particular trade, the

deficiency is supplied by a certain cumber of workmen
temporarily appointed by the municipal authorities from
amongst the most respectable and intelligent members of

their class to act as arbitrators in such cases. Disputes

which cannot be settled in this way must be decided by
the common law courts; and it is only a court of law

which can take cognizance of a claim raised thirty days

after the expiration of a contract to which it refers.

In England no such compulsory legislation exists. The
old guilds acted as arbitration courts, and, although their

decision was practically binding, the guilds were only

adapted to deal with small craftsmen acting singly. lu

modern times the law has been very reluctant to give

effect even to voluntary agreements for referring disputes to

arbitration, on a notion that to take away the jurisdiction

of the ordinary tribunals and to set up another was contrary

to settled principles. There are now several statutes, how-

ever, for giving legal effect to the awards of arbitrators

in trade disputes voluntarily referred to arbitration and

sitting in the way pointed out. The most successful

arbitrations between employee and employed appear to be

under voluntary submissions, in accordance with rules pre-

viously agreed to by employers and employed, in particular

manufactures, the decisions being acted upon independently

of any legislative aid.

Applied to the one pre-eminently important—probably

the only great—question, the rate of wages, reference to

arbitration is full of difficulties. The difference relates to

the future, not to the past. It is an erroneous notion that

strikes and lock-outs involve any breach of contract. In

former days it may have been that employer and employed

refused to carry out a contract on the ground that the

other side had first failed in the performance cf some

condition precedent to the right to call on the • other to

perform work or to pay for it, as the case might be ; bnt in

the present day the disturbance of the previous rclationshi|*

of employer and employed generally occurs without any

such alle.ration on one side or the other. Thus, in a strike

terminated while this article is in the press, the contracts
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between employers and employed in the pottery trade of

North Staffordshire were previously at an end by lapse of

time. The question in such cases is on what terms the

parties will agree for the future relationship of employer

and employed, there being no such relationship when the

strike began, and of course none while it is pending.

This goes to the root of the whole matter, although it may
seem a technical mode of looking at it. But if no such

obstacle existed, there are difficulties of another kind. In

such cases a board of conciliation is inevitably equally

divided, and reference to an umpire becomes necessary. To
give confidence, he must not be an employer or employed in

the trade. In general, therefore, ho must know nothing

previously of the subject he has undertaken to settle. He
must deal with it on such imperfect knowledge as he can

acquire in the arbitration, and apply such general principles

as may occur to him. Nevertheless much good has been

done by a good-tempered calm inquiry in which both sides

learn perhaps for the first time the grounds on which the

demand is made or resisted.

A recent important Act of Parliament, the Employers'

Liability Act 1880, must be noticed. To render its pro-

visions intelligible, it is necessary to state the general

law on the subject of civil liability for negligence. A
person wlio causes injury to the person or property of

another is liable in damages to that person, and if the

injury has resulted in death the right of action is ex-

tended to the representatives, on behalf of the widow or

children, independently of any criminal liability incurred by
the negligence. If the person who committed the negligent

act is in the service of another, and the negligent act was

committed in the course of the discharge of his duty, the

civil liability extends to the master. This liability of the

master is important to the injured person, because the

servant is in most cases a much poorer person than the

master. If they were equally able to pay damages, nothing

would be gained by resorting to the 'master. But the lia-

bility of the latter was not, before 1880, extended to make
the master responsible in damages if the person injured

and the negligent servant were both in his service and

both were performing the same kind of duty, a " common
employment" as it has been termed, and if the master, so

far from being guilty of any actual negligence himself, had
employed a generally competent person, and had provided

him with the means of properly performing his duty. No
vindication of the then law sesms necessary, for, whether

the liability of an employer to strangers is just or not,

there is an obvious distinction between such a liability and
responsibility where all parties are "rowing in the same
boat," to adopt an expression used in one case, whether the

injured person be a servant or guest of the master. Both

are volunteers, and both know that the master will not

personally intervene. There does not appear to be any
injustice in such a case in confining the liability to that of

the servant personally guilty of the negligence, although

a poor man. However, some apparently hard cases,

especially arising out of accidents on railways, where, while

a passenger could sue the company for negligence, an
engine-driver or a guard's remedy was limited to the person
actually guilty of the negligence, led to the attention of

parliament being called to the subject. In 1877 a com-
mittee of the House of Commons, pointing out that the
development of modern industry has created large numbers
of employing bodies, such as corporations and public com-
panies, to whom it is not possible to bring home personal
default, and that there are other cases in which masters
leave the whole conduct of their business to agents and
managers, themselves taking no personal part whatever
either in the supply of materials or in the choice of sub-
ordinate servants, reported thus :

—

" Your committee are of opinion that in cases such as these
that is, where tlie actual emiiloyeis cannot personally disdiarge
the duties of masters, or where they deliberately abdicatetheir
functions and delegate them to .-"ents, the acts or defaiilts uf
the agents who thus discharge the duties and fulfil the functions of
masters should be considered as the personal acts or defaults of the
principals and employers, and should impose tlie same liability on
such principals and employers as they would have b-en subject to
had they been acting personally in the conduct of their businea,
notwithstanding that such agents are technically in the emplov-
ment of the principals. The fact of such a delegation of autiiori;y
would have to be established in each case, but this would not be a
matter of difficulty. Your committee are further of opinion that
the doctrine of common employment has been carried too far when
workmen employed by a contractor and workmen employed by a
person or company who has employed such contractor are con-
sidered as being in the same common employment."

Three years afterwards the. Act in question was passed.
By sect. 1, where personal injury is caused to a workman—

" (1) By reason of any defect tn the condition of the ways,
works, machinery, or plant connected with or used in the business
of the employer ; or (2) by reason of the negligence of any person
in the service of the employer, who has any superintendence en-
trusted to him, whilst in tlie e.tercise of such superintendence ; or

(3) by reason of the negligence of any person in tlie service of the
employer to whose orders or directions the workmen at the time of

the injury was bound to conform and did conform, where such in-

jury resulted from his having so conformed; or (4) by reason of the
act or omission of any person in the service of the employer done or
made in obedience to the rules or bye-laws of the employer, or in
obedience to particular instructions given by any person delegated
with the authority of the employer in that behalf ; or (5) by reason
of the negligence of any person in the service of the employer who
has the charge or control of any signal, points, locomotive engine,
or train upon a railway,—the workman, or in case the injury results

in death the legal personal representatives of the workman, and
any persons entitled in case of death, shall have the same right

of compensation and remedies against the employer as if the work-
man had not been a workman of nor in the service of the employer,
nor engaged in his work."

Section 2 provides thai a workman shall not be entitled

under the Act to any right of compensation or remedy
against the employer in any of the following cases :

—

(1) Under subsection 1 of section 1, unless the defect therein

mentioned arose from, or had not been discovered or remedied
owing to, the negligence of the employer, or of some person in the
service of the employer, and entrusted bj' him with the duty of seeing

that the ways, works, machinery, or plant were in proper con-

dition ; (2) under subisection 4 of section 1, unless the injuij"

resulted from some impropriety or defects in the rules, bye-laws, or

instructions therein mentioned ; provided that, when a rule or bye-

law has been approved or has been accepted as a proper rule or bye-

law by one of her Majesty's piincipal secretaries of state, or by the

Board of Trade, or any other department of the Government, undei

or by virtue of any Act of Parliament, it shall not be deemed for the

purposes of this Act to be an improper or defective rule or bye-law;

(3) in any case where the workman knew of the defect or negli-

gence which caused his injury and failed within a reasonable time

to give, or cause to be given, information thereof to the employer or

some person superior to himself in the service of the eniploj'er, uu-

less he was aware that the employer or such superior knew of the

said defect or negligence."

Compensation under this Act (which extends to a rail-

way servant and any person to ^vhom the Employers and

Workmen Act 1875, already noticed, applies) is enforced

by action in the county court (in Scotland the -sheriff's

court, in Ireland the civil bill court) after notice within six

weeks of the nature and particulars of the claim (unless

there was reasonable excuse for the want of notice in the

case of death). The compensation is limited to three years'

earnings, and the action must be commenced within six

months from the occurrence of the accident, or in case of

death within twelve months from the time of death.

Neither in the United Kingdom nor abroad does the right

to damages for breach of contracts override the general law

as to offences, so that, if any of the parties do anything

amounting to a criminal o.fence, a prosecution may follow

although a breach of contract is involved for which breach

damages may be recovered. There are moreover a variety

of Acts of Parliament from the reign of Anne stdl in force
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for securing eraiiloyers from tlie frauds of workmen
employed in various trades in working up materials, not

only as regards the misappropriation of property entrusted

to them, but also in relation to fraudulent contrivances for

misrepresenting the amount of work done. For such

offences fine or imprisonment may be inflicted.

Apart from the legislation already mentioned, there are

a great number of Acts of parliament directly or indirectly

affecting labour. The general direction of all.such legisla-

tion is to ameliorate the condition of workmen.

The legislation regulating the hours of labour of young

persons, originating in the benevolent exertions of the earl

of Shaftesbury, and extended by Lord Aberdare as secretary

of state for the home department and others, is most im-

portant (see Factory Acts). The indirect effects of those

provisions in causing better order in the conduct of

manufacturing industries cannot be overlooked. The
Agricultural Gangs Act 18G7, arising out of the practice in

the east of England of persons known as gang masters

hiring children, young persons, and women, with a view to

contracting with farmers and others for agricultural work

is a recent illustration of the direct objects of such legisla-

tion. The fencing of machinery, the careful working of

coal and metalliferous mines, and the like, iave been the

subject of minute legislative provisions, which, as well as

the Explosives Act 1875, intimately affect the wellbeing of

the labouring community and the general safety.

The wants of servants are considered in the preference

shown to claims for wages in the case of death and
bankruptcy, and the general need of all classes of workmen
is kept in view in the provisions relating to workmen's

dwellings, and the obligation of railway companies to afford

facilities for their conveyance at a low rate. Less directly

they are considered in the legislation relating to friendly

and provident societies ; of equivocal effect was the legisla-

tion respecting small loans, intended to facilitate the pur-

chase of tools, but taken advantage of to form loan societies

of doubtful general benefit to the community. We cannot

notice here the effect of fhe laws regulating the land and

sea forces on contracts relating to labour by persons entermg

the army or navy. (j. E. D
)

LABRADOR, in the widest acceptation of the word, is

the peninsular portion of Xorth America bounded on three

sides by the Gulf of St Lawrence, the North Atlantic,

Hudson's Straits, and Hudson's Baj-, and vaguely defined

towards the south-west by Rupert's river, the Jlistassini

river, and the Bersiamits river. It extends from about 49"

to 63° N. lat, and from the 55th to the 79th meridian.

Its greatest length from the Straits of Belle Isle, which
separate it from Newfoundland, to Cape Wolstenholme,

its most northern extremity, is 1100 miles; its greatest

breadth is about 700 miles. The area is approximately

420,000 squire miles, equal to the united areas of the

British Isles, France, and Prussia. As a permanent abode
of civilized man, Labrador is on the whole one of the most
uninviting regions on the face of the earth. The Atlantic

coast is the edge of a vast solitude of rocky hills, split and
blasted by frosts atid beaten by the waves. A vast table-

land, in one region 2240 feet above the sea-level, occupies

nmch of the interior. This plateau, says Professor Hind,
"is preeminently sterile, and, where the country is not

Durned, caribou moss covers the rocks, with stunted spruce,

birch, and aspen in the hollows and deep ravines. The
whole of the table-land is strewed with an infinite number
of boulders, sometimes three and four deep ; these singular

erratics are perched on the summit of every mountain and
hill, often on the edges of cliffs, and they vary in size from
1 foot to 20 feet in diameter. Language fails to paint

the awful desolation of the. tableland of the Labrador
peninsula."

The interior of Labrador has been but very partially
explored, and even the course of the main rivers is largely
matter of conjecture. The largest is probably the
Ashwanipi or Hamilton river, which rises in the rear of
the Seven Islands, drains a portion of the vast table-land,
and falls into Hamilton Inlet, on the Atlantic coast. At
its mouth it is nearly a mile and a half in width. One
hundred miles from its mouth are the great falls and rapids
which extend over 20 miles, and involve fifteen portages.
The valley of this river is well wooded, some of the trees,

which are chiefly spruce, white birch, and poplar, being of
considerable size, and tracts of loamy soil being found at
intervals along its banks. The Kenamou and the Nasquapee
or North-West river also fall into Hamilton Inlet. The
Eagle river, the West and East rivers, all famous for
salmon and trout, discharge their waters into Sandwich
Bay. Of the rivers falling into Ungava Bay the largest is

Koksoak or South river, which is 3 miles wide at its

mouth, and has its source in Lake Kaniapuscav/, 70 miles
long and 20 broad, which occupies the very centre of the
peninsula, being equidistant from the St Lawrence, Ungava,
.and Hamilton Inlet, and 350 miles from each. George's
river and Whale river also fall into Ungava Bay. The
a;pect of the country drained by these rivers is forbidding
in the extreme, bleak and barren rocks, with a few
stunted trees at the months of the rivers or around the
lakes, being the most marked features. In a few sheltered
spots, however, on the margins of the rivers, timber of
fair size is to be found. The rivers discharging into Hud-
son's Bay are Paipert's river, East Main, and Great and
Little Whale rivers. The Moisie river, 250 miles in

length, the Mingan, and the Ounaneme fall into the
Gulf of St Lawrence. The St Augustine falls into a fine

bay of the same name, and has its source in the lakes and
marshes of the table-land. The country through which
these rivers flow is rugged and mountainous, swamps and
innumerable lakes occupying the lower grounds.

By far the most important portion of Labrador is the

Atlantic seaboard. The coast itself is rugged, but is deeply
indented with baj-s and inlets, and has many fine harbours.

The scenery is grand and impressive. Dark and yellow

headlands towering over the waters are ever in sight, some
grim and naked, others clad in the pale green of mosses and
dwarf shrubbery. With miles on miles of rocky precipices

alternate lengthened sea slopes, tame and monotonous, or

fantastic and picturesque in form, with stony vales winding

alway among the blue hills of the interior. Battle Harbour

at the northern extremity of the straits of Belle Isle, is a

busy fishing settlement with a narrow sheltered roadstead

about half a mile in length between Battle Islands and

Great Caribou Island. The water is of great depth in this

neighbom'hood, and is noted for its wonderful ground swell,

which at times rolls in without wind from the eastward

into St Lewis Sound, " bursting," as Admiral Bayfield

describes it, " with fury over islets 30 feet high, or send-

ing sheets of foam and spray sparkling in the sunbeams

50 feet up the sides of precipices." By far the greatest of

the numerous inlets which indent the coast is Eskimo

Bay or Ivuktoke or Hamilton Inlet, 250 miles north of

the straits of Belle Isle. This inlet is 30 miles wide at

the entrance, but at Port Eigolette, 60 miles from the

sea, it narrows to a mile. On both sides of these narrows

hills tower to the height of 1000 feet, wooded with spruce

from base to summit. At the termination of this gorge

the inlet again expands and forms Lake Melville, 30 miles

in length and 20 in breadth. After narrowing again it

forms another lake (Goose Bay) 7 miles wide and 20 long,

and at its extremity the head of the great inlet is reached,

150 miles from the sea. The scenery along the shores of

Hamilton Inlet is wild and rugged, and above Rigolette
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becomes very grand, Aloug the south shore of Melville

lake are the volcanic peaks of the Mealy Jlountains,

1500 feet in height. This range commences 100 miles

to the south of Hamilton Inlet, running nearly parallel

to the coast ; and after skirting Lake !Melville it strikes

westerly and is lost in the hilly regions of the interior.

Northern Labrador, from Cape 'Webeck to Cnpe Chudleigli, is the

liroper home of the Eskimo of this ref;ion, who are now about HOO
in number.' By tlie labours of the Jloravian Brethren, commenced
in 1770, neaily the whole of them have been brought nndcr

Christian training. The I'.rethren liave four stations—Hopcd.ak',
(55° 25' N. lat.), Nain (50"" 25'), Okkak (57° 33'), and Hebron,
(58° 50'). Each station lias a clairch, store, dwelling-liouse for the

missionaries, and workshops for the native tradesmen. The mis-

sionaries number about twenty.

Tlie white inhabitants of the St Lawrence coast of Labrador are

chiefly of Acadian or Canadian origin, with a few settled fishermen

from France. On the Atlantic coast of Labrador many of the

white inhabitants are British sailors and their descendants. Salmon
and cod fishing are their main occupations ; and the products of

their industries are exchanged with traders on the spot for such
commodities as they require. Tlie winter is passed in trapping fur-

bearing animals. There are nine places of worship—four of the

Church of England, three of the Cliurch of Rome, and two
AVesleyau. During the fishing season a steamer carrying mails

and passengers plies fortnightly on the coast, connecting with the

Newfoundland coastal steamer at Battle Harbour.
The Indians inhabiting the interior of Labrador are now greatly

reducedin numbers. The returns of the Hudson's Bay Company show
that about four thousand of these Indians frequent the coniyiany's

posts throughout the whole of Labrador ; and this account piobably
includes nearly their whole strength. Ninetcp'.i-tweiitieths of them
are nominally Roman Catholics. The early Jesuit missions in

Canada c^ctended to Labrador ; and of late years Roman Catholic

missions have been resumed and are now systematically carried on.

Game of all kinds is every year becoming scarcer, and in many
Earts has almost disappeared. Fires have destroyed the forests,

erry-bearing shrubs, mosses, and lichens, and converted whole dis-

tricts into hopeless deserts. The savage tribes wander over a vast

extent of country, and have established routes along certain rivers

and lakes, by which periodically tliey make their way to the sea-

coast, to exchange the products of the chase for firearms, clothing,

and other necessaries.

It is only in the interior valleys of the rivers, at some distance

from the coast, that any extent of forest appears ; but there suffi-

cient timber for fuel and building purposes can almost always be
found. The trees are chiefly larch, birch, aspen, silver fir, black,

white, and red spruce, willow, cherry, and mountain ash. Among
the wild animals may be enumerated reindeer, black and white
bears, wolves, foxes, martens, lynxes, otters, minks, beavers, musk-
rats, hares, rabbits, moles. 'The birds are represented by the hawk,
falcon, eagle, owl, I'aven, ptarmigan, spruce partridge, curlew, grey
plover, sandpipers and other waders, geese, ducks, gulls, divers,

swallows, martins, snipe, pigeons. Berry-bearing plants abound in
many regions—whortleberries, raspberries, cranberries, partridge
berries, bake applebcrries, wild currants, and wild goosebenies.
In summer, where there are sheltered spots, mosses of every hue,
wild flowers of the most delicate colours, ferns, and tall grasses
diversify the scene.

Though Labrador is detached from Arctic lands, and though
innch of it lies between the same parallels of latitude as Great
Britain, the climate is rigorous in the extreme, owing mainly to
the ico-laden Arctic current which, washes its shores. Snow lies

from September or October till .Tune. In winter the whole coast is

blockaded by ice-fields drifting from bafEn's Bay and other outlets
of the Arctic Ocean ; while in summer iceljergs, stranded or
floating, impart a stern gi-audeur to the frowning shores. At
Nain the mean annual temperature is 22 '52° Fahr., at Okkak,
27 '36°, and at Hopedale, 27 '82°. In summer the thermometer
sometimes reaches 75° ; spirits freeze in the intense cold of mnter,
and 30° below zero is not uncommon ; but, owing to the dryness of
the air &ud th§ absence of high winds, such a temperature is not
felt as uncomfortable. The winter is one continued stretch of cold
dry frosty weather, and is felt to be bracing by those accustomed to

it. Travelling is performed by sledges dra^vn by dogs, sometimes
at the rate of 100 miles a day, over the frozen snow.
The total permanent population of Labrador is about 12,500, and

is distributed as follows :

—

On the St Lawrence coast from Port Ncuf to Blanc Sabloti 4.411
On the Atlantic coast—whUe population 2.41G

Eskimo 1,700
Indians of the interior 4,000

Total 12,627

' ITie dialect of the Labrador Eskimo is treated of in Kleiuschniidt,

Oraiu d. granlaud. Sprache, Berlin, 1S51.

Tourists ill search of the pictiirrsc[iip, invalids, sportsmen, and
anglers are finding their w.iy, of late ycar.^, in increasing numbers
to L.abrador during its brief but lovely summer ; and in the fishing

season from the end of June to the first or second week of October
the migratory population from Newfoundland, Nova Scotia,

Canada, and the United States numbers between 20.000 and
25,000.

But little is known of the geology of Labrador. It has been
ascertained, however, that the Laurentian formation constitutes the
great framework of the peninsula, and that Lower Silurian beds,
principally Potsdam, rest on the Laurentian at various points

along the coast. On the north side of the Straits of Belle Isle there

is a large development of Lower Silurian rocks, coricspondiiig to

those on the Newfoundland side opposite. Tlie rotsdani rocks

here arc grey aud reddish sandstones, 230 feet in thickness,

cverlaid by 140 feet of limestone, with some shale. These
limestones and sandstones extend about SO miles along the coast,

and about 10 miles back from the shore. All over tlie country
gneiss ranges of mountains aud hills and gneiss boulders in count-
less multitudes are everywhere met with. "The rocks of this

formation," s.a)-s Sir William Logan, "arc the most ancient known
on tlie American continent, and correspond probably to the oldest

gneiss of Finland and Scandina™, and to some similar rocks in the
north of Scotland." The system is made up of crystallized rocks,

and may be considered as an alternation of crj-stalline schists,

quartzites, limestones, and serpentines. Copper ore has been dis-

covered at various points aloug the coast ; also silver, lead, and
mica, as well as gold.

The southern portion of the Labrador coast, as far north as
Sandwich Bay, has been frequented as a fishing ground for more
than a century. Since about 1S50 large numbers of fishermen have
extended their operations as far north as Cape Harrison or Webeck.
From about 1870 Newfoundland cod-Cshers have ventured as far

north as Cape Jfugford ; and the probability is that they will soon
be attracted still farther, to Cape Cliudleigh, at the entrance of
Hudson's Straits, by the reports of the amazing quantity of fish.

From Cape Harrison to Cape JIugford the coast, like that of Nor-
way, is dcejily serrated by a succession of nariow fiords stretching
from 30 to 50 miles into the interior. As far as Freestone Point,

120 miles north of Cape Harrison, the heads of many of these fiords

contain timber fit for the construction of fishing craft and all

ordinary building purposes. The climate and soil of these sheltered
spots also permit the cultivation of potatoes and garden vegetables.
According to Professor Hind, "it is fringed with a vast multitude
of islands forming a continuous archipelago from Cape AiUik to

Cape Mugford, averaging 20 miles in depth seawards. Outside
these islands, and about 15 miles seawards from them, are numerous
banks and shoals which form the summer feeding ground of large

cod, and a second range, of banks, outside the shoals, which are

probably then winter feeding grounds." This island-studded area,

exclusive of the banks and shoals, from Cape Harrison to Cape
Mugford, he estimates at 5200 square mUcs, furnishing a boat
fishing ground for cod (which as yet has hardly been touched)
nearly as large as the combined areas of the English and French
boat fishing ground on the coasts of- Newfoundland. The Arctic

current which washes the coast of Labrador exerts a most im-
portant influence on the fish life of those regions, as well as on
that of the seas around Newfoundland, Canada, and the United
States, forming, in many places, "a living mass, a vast ocean of

living slime;" and this slime "accumulates on the banks of

northern Labrador, and renders the existence possible of all those

forms of marine life which contribute to the support of the great

shoals of cod which also find their home there" (Hind). The
same cuiTent which brings the slime and multitudes of minute
crustaceans also carries on its bosom innumerable cod ova, and
distributes them far and wide.

The principal fisheries are those of cod, herrings, salmon, and
seals. The following table is compiled from the Newfoundland
customs returns for the year ending July 31, 1880 :

Exported by Netcfoundland Jloi

from Labrador direct.

393,436 quintals dried codfish SI,1S0,308
144 do, gi-e do. 144

1,090 seal skins 1,096
50 tuns seal oil 0,400

76 do. cod oil 10,032
1 do. other oils 108

17 do. blubber 236
592 tierces pickled salmon 8,288

16,970 barrels pickled herrings 60,910
14 do. do. trout.... 93

459 do. do. mackerel 1,3?6
58 do. dried capelln.... 29

Exported by Homes not connected
tcith Neixfoundland.

14,000 quintals dried codfish ... $-12,000

110 seal skins 110
14 tuns seal oil 1.792

65 do. cod oil 7,260
2 do. rtfuse 29

15 do. blutber 210
400 tierces pickled salmon... 5,600

30,000 lb salmon in tins 3,000

700 barrels pickled herrings 2,100

40 do. do. trout 280
200 do. do. mackerel 600
180 do. dried capelln 80

1,259,025 63,060

The estimated value of exports by traders being 19,950, this gives

for the total exports $1,342,035, or £279,590 sterling.

To these direct exportations must be added the fish of various

kinds taken at Labrador and sent to Newfoundland for shipment,'

amounting to about a third of the whole ; also the quantitice
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taken by American and Canadian* fisliermen of which no rciuins
can be obtained, bat wliich are estimated to l)o about an eighth
of the quantities taken by Newfoundland fishermen. "niese
last can work the fisheries more successfully than those coming
from a distance, and are gradually absorbing the trade. The total
catch by Newfoundlanders, Canadians, Americans, and Eskimo on
the Atlantic and St Lawrence coasts of Labrador may be valued at
£1,000,000 sterling per annum, and is increasing steadily. The
number of vessels employed annually is estimated at from 1100 to
1200.

Labrador as well as Newfoundland was discovered by John
Cabot in 1497 ; the recent discovery of a map made by or under the
direction of Sebastian Cabot proves that it must snn'ender the
honour of being his " Prima tierra vista " to the present island of

Cape Breton. Cabot does not appear to have given any name
to Labrador ; tradition has it that a Basque whaler, called

"Labrador," penetrated as far as Labrador Bay (now Bradore Bay),
and that, as this bay was in process of time much frequented by
Basque fishermen, the name was extended to the whole coast.

Tho Basques were the successors of the Norsemen. After them,
about the year 1520, came the Bretons, who founded tho town of

Brest in Bradore Bay, about 3 miles from Blanc Sablou Harbour,
which at one time contained upwards of one thousand permanent
residents. The ruins and terraces of this old town are still visible.

For a lengthened period extensive fisheries (to which they attached
the greatest importance) were carried on by the French on the
Labrador coast, near the Straits of Belle Isle. After the British

conquest of Canada the whole fisheries along the southern and
e.istern shores of Labrador were placed under the government of

Quebec, and they continued so tUl 1763, when the Atlantic coast

was annexed to the government of Newfoundland, the boundary
between the two jurisdictions being fixed at Blanc Sablon. In
1773, owing to difficulties arising out of grants made to a few
persons, under French rule, the eastern coast was restored to the
government of Quebec ; but since 1809 it has been again attached
to Newfoundland. In 1824 the governor of Newfoundland was
empowered to institute a court of civil jurisdiction on the coast of

Labrador. At present the civil and criminal court of I>abrador is

presided over by one judge appointed by the governor in council.

All goods landed are subjected to the duties imposed on like goods
in any part of the island of Newfoundland. Tho extent of the
jurisdiction of the government of Newfoundland in Labrador is

thus defined (Letters-Patent, 28th March 1876); "all the coast

of Labrador from the entrance of Hudson's Straits to a line to be
drawn due north and south from Anse Sablon on the said coast

to the fifty-second degree of north latitude, and all the islands

adjacent to that part of the said coast of Labrador." The north-

western portion, or that which drains into Hudson's Bay and
Hudson's Straits, now forms the Nofth-East Territory of the

Dominion of Canada, and the southern portion, draining into the

Gulf of St Lawrence, is incorporated with the province of Quebec.

An undefined area of what is now the North-East Territory was
formerly known as East Main.

See Cartvrright, Sixteen Tears on the Coast of Labrador, Newark, 1702 ; Hind,
Ejp'orations of the Labrador Peninsula, 1863; Chimrao, in Journ. Roy. Geog.

Sac, 1S63 ; Bell, In Report of the Geol. Survey of Canada, 18;!». (M. H.)

LA BRUYERE, Jean de (1645-1696), essayist and

moralist, was bom at Paris in August 16-15, and not, as

has more commonly been asserted, at Dourdan (Seine-et-

Oise) in 1639. His family was of the middle class, and

his reference to a certain Geoffrey de la Bruyfere, a

crusader, is only a satirical illustration of a method of self-

ennoblement common in France as in some other countries.

Indeed he himself always signed the name Delabruyere in

one word, thus avowing his roture. His progenitors,

however, were of respectable position, and he could trace

them back at least as far as his great-grandfather, who had

been a strong Leaguer. La Bruyere's own father held a

municipal appointment in the capital, and seems as well as

his son to have been in easy circumstances. The son was

educated by the Oratorians, and at tlie university of

Orleans; he was called to the bar, and in 1673 bought a

p*3t in the revenue department at Caen, which gave the

status of noblesse and a certain income. He afterwards in

1687 sold this ofBce, His predecessor in it was a relation

of Bossuet, and it is thought that the transaction was the

cause of La Bruyke's introduction to the great orator.

Bossuet, who.from the date of his own preceptorship of

the dauphin' was a kind of agent-general for tutorships in

the royal family, introduced him in 1683 or 1684 to the

household of the great Cond^, whose grandson Henri Jules

14-'.t

de Bourbon he was charged to educate. The rest of his
life was passed in the household of the prince or else at
court, and he seems to have profited by the inclination
which all the Cond(5 family had for the society of men of
letters without suffering from the <;apricious and tyrannical
temper which was also one of the characteristics of the
house. Very little is iinown of the events of this part or
indeed of any part of his life. Although he certainly
mixed freely in society at a time when more gossip was
committed to paper than at almost any other, the notices
of him are very few, though they are almost always
favourable. The impression derived from them is of a
silent observant but somewhat awkward man, resembling
in manners our own Addison, whose master in literature
La Bruyire undoubtedly was. Yet despite the numerous
enemies which his book raised. up for him, most of the
few personal notices we have are, as has been said, favour-
able—notably that of St Simon, an acute judge and one
bitterly prejudiced against roturiers generally. There is

a curious passage in a letter from Boileau to Racine in

which he regrets that "nature has not made La Bruy6re as

agreeable as ho would like to be," which, as he at the same
time calls him a "fort honnete homme," and says that he
would lack nothing were it -not for the conduct of nature in

this respect, can only refer to the want of manner just

noticed. His Caracleres appeared in 1688, and at once, as

Malezieu had predicted, brought him "bien des lecteurs

et bien des ennemis." At the head of these were Thomas
Corneille,Fontenelle, and Benserade, wTio were pretty clearly

aimed at in the book, as well as innumerable other persons,

men and women of letters as well as of society, on whom
the cap of La Bruyere's fancy-portraits was fitted by
manuscript "keys" which were at once compiled by the

scribblers of the day. The friendship of Bossuet and stiU

more the protection of the Condes defended the author

quite sufiiciently, and he continued to insert fresh portraits

of his contemporaries in each new edition of his book.

Those, however, whom he had attacked were powerful in

the Academy, and numerous' defeats awaited La Brnyere

before he could make his way into that guarded hold. < He
was defeated thrice in 1691, and on one memorable occasion

he had but seven votes, five of which were those of Bossuet,

Boileau, Racine, Pelisson, and Bussy-Rabutin. It was not

till 1695 that he was elected, and even then an epigram,

which, considering his admitted insignificance in conversa-

tion, was not of the worst, kasit lateri :

—

" Quand la Bruyere se presente

Pouvq'.'.oi faut il crier haro ?

Pour faire un nombre de quarante

Ne falloit il pas un zero ?
"

His unpopularity was, however, chiefly confined to the

subjects of his sarcastic portraiture, and to the hack writers

of the time, of whom he was wont to speak with a disdain

only surpassed by that of Pope. His description of the

leading newspaper of the day as " imm^diatement au

dessous du rien " is the best remembered specimen of these

unwise attacks which, both in France and England, retarded

the establishment of an independent profession of letters

for many years. La Bruyere's discourse of admission at the

Academy was, like his admission itself, severely criticized,

yet it is certainly one of the best of its kind. With the

Caracteres, the translation of Theophrastus, and a. few

letters, it completes the list of his literary work, with the

exception of a curious and much-disputed posthumous

treatise. La Bruyfere died very suddenly, and not long

after his admission to the Academy. He is said to have

become suddenly deaf in an assembly of his friends, and,

being carried home to the Hotel de CondiS, to have expired

of apoplexy a day or two afterwards. It is not surprising

that, considering the recent panic about poisoning, the
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bitter personal enmities which he had excited, and the
peculiar circumstances of his death, suspicions of foul play
should have been entertained, but there seema to be no
foundation for them. Two years after his death appeared
certain Dialogues siir le Quielisme, alleged to have been
found among his papers incomplete, and to have been
completed by the editor. As these dialogues are far
inferior in literary merit to La Bruy^re's other works, their

genuineness has been denied. But the st-.-aightforward

and circumstantial account of their appearance given by
their editor, the Abb^ Dupin, a man of acknowledged
probity, the intimacy of La Bruyere with Bossuet, whose
views in his contest with F^nelon thesa dialogues are
designed to further, and the entire absence at so short a
time after the alleged author's death of the least protest on
the part of his friends and representatives, seem to be
decisive in their favour.

Although for reasons to be given shortly it is permissible
to doubt whether the value of the Caracleres has not been
somewhat exaggerated by traditional French criticism, they
deserve beyond all question a high place among the great
works of French literature. The plan of the book is

thoroughly original, if that term may be accorded to a
novel and skilful combination of existing elements. That
the little treatise of Theophrastus may have furnished the
first idea of it is doubtless true, but only a very small
part of the Frenchman's work is due to the Greek. With
the ethical generalizations and social Dutch painting of

Theophrastus La Bruyfere combined the peculiarities of
the !MoDtaigne essay, of the Pensces and Maximes of which
Pascal and La Rochefoucauld are the masters respectively,

and lastly of that peculiar 17th century product, the portrait

or elaborate literary picture of the personal and mental
characteristics of an individual. The result was quite

unlike anything that had been before seen, and it Las not
been exactly reproduced since, though the essay of Addison
and Steele resembles it very closely, especially in the
introduction of fancy portraits. In the titles of his work
and in its extreme desultoriness La Bruyere reminds the

reader of Montaigne, but he aimed too much at sententi-

ousness to attempt even the apparent continuity of the great

essayist. The short paragraphs of which his chapters
consist are made up of maxims proper, of criticisms literary

and ethical, and above all of the celebrated sketches of

individuals baptized with names taken from the plays and
romances of the time. These last are undoubtedly the
great feature of the work, and that which gave it its

immediate if not its enduring popularity. They are
wonderfully piquant, extraordinarily life-like in a certain

sense, and must have given great pleasure or more
frequently exquisite pain to the originals, who were in

many cases unmistakable and in most recognizable by a
society which held to the full Madame de S6vign<5's views
of the usefulness of " le prochain " as a butt for satirical

observation. But there is something wanting in them.
The criticism of Charpentier, who received La Bruyfere at

the Academy, and who was of the opposite faction, has
usually been dismissed as one-sided, but it is in fact fully

justified as far as it goes. La Bruyire literally "est
[trop] descendu dans le particulier." He has neither like

Moli6re embodied abstract peculiarities in a single life-like

type, nor has he like Shakespeare made the individual
pass sub speciem lelernilalis, and serve as a type while re-

taining his individuality. He is a photographer rather
than an artist in his portraiture. So too his maxims,
admirably as they are expressed, and exact as their truth
often is, are on a lower level than those of La Eochefou-
cauld, which, rather unwisely, they sometimes follow very
closely. Beside the sculpturesque precision, the Roman
brevity, the profoundness of ethical intuition "piercing

-LAB
to the accepted hells beneath," of the great Frondeur, La
Bruyfere has the air of a literary petit-maltre dressing
up superficial observation in the finery of esprit. It is

indeed only by comparison that he loses, but then it is by
comparison that he is usually praised. There is no doubt
that his abundant wit and his personal " malice " have
done much to give him his rank in French literature, but
much must also be allowed to his purely literary merits.

With Racine and Massillon he is probably the very best
writer of what is somewhat arbitrarily styled classical

French. He is hardly ever incorrect-^the highest merit in

the eyes of a French academic critir,. He is always well-

bred, never obscure, rarely though sometimes "precious"
in the turns and niceties of language in which he delights

to indulge, in his avowed desigu of attracting readers by
form now that in point of matter " tout est dit." It ought
to be added to his credit that he was sensible of the folly

of impoverishing French by ejecting old words. His
chapter on " Les ouvrages de I'esprit " contains much good
criticism, though it shows that, like most of his contem-
poraries except Fi$nelon, he was lamentably ignorant of the

literature of his own tongue.
The editions of Ln Bruyere, both partial and complete, Lave been

extremely numerous. Les CaracUrcs de Thiophraste traduits du
Grec, avec les Caractires et les Mmurs de ce Siiele, appeared for the
first time in 1688, being publislied by Micliallet, to wliose little

daughter, according to tradition, La Bruyhe gave the profits of the
book. Two other editions, little altered, were published in the same
year. In the following year, and in each year until 1694, with the
exception of 1693, a fresh edition appeared, and, in all these five,

additions, omissions, and alterations were largely made. A ninth,

edition, not much altered, was put forth in the year of the author's
death. The Academy speech appeared in the eighth edition. T1.6

Quietist dialogues were published in 1698 ; most of the letters, in-

cluding those addressed to Conde, not till 1807. 'In the last linirty or

forty years numerous editions of the complete works have appeared,
notably those of Walckenaer (1845), Servois (1867), Asselineau (a

scholarly reprint of the last original edition, 1872), and finally

Chassang (1876) ; the last is one of the most generally usefu], as the
editor has collected almost everything of value in his predecessors.

The literature of " keys" to La Bruyere is extensire and apocryphal.

Almost everything that can be done in this direction and in that

of general illustration was done by the late M. Edouard Foumier in

his learned and amusing ConUdie de La Bruyirc. (G. SA.)

LABUAN, or Labtjhan, an island of the East Indian

Archipelago, which has been a British possession since

18i6. It lies about 6 miles ofiF.the north-west coast of

Borneo, opposite the northern end of the great bay of

Brunei. Rudely triangular in shape, it measures about 7
miles across the base, and his a length of 11 miles from
north to south. The general' flatness of the surface is

broken by a number of undulating hills, none of which,

however, exceed 90 feet in height. At the time of the

first settlement most of the ground was occupied by virgin

forest, in which camphor trees of noble proportions were
conspicuous ; but nearly the whole of this has been

destroyed either by human efi'ort or by jungle fires. The
soil is very poor, except in the valleys of the larger

streams. Of the total area, estimated at over 45 square

miles, or 29,350 acres,. 21,000 acres are supposed to be

capable of cultivation ; but of this not more than 1500
acres are sown with rice, the only crop attempted on a large

scale in the island. The cocoa-nut flourishes to no small

profit on the little island of Daat ; and the African oil

palm promises well. At the time of its occupation a
brilliant future was prophesied for Labuau : its harbour

was to make it a second Singapore, and its coal beds were

to prove an unfailing source of wealth. Such anticipations

are far from' having been realized. Though the workable

coal in the island has been estimated at no less than

400,000,000 tons, the mines have commercially proved

an utter failure. The Scottish Oriental Coal Company

—

the fourth of its kind—came to an untimely end in 18S0;

from 1868 it had raised 53,741 tons of clean coal, each
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Von costing about 72s. and selling for not more than 25s.

or 30s. The want of machinery strong enough to keep

the workings dry is assigned as one of the chief reasons

of the collapse. The coal, which appears to be of Tertiary

formation, is of good quality; the mines are on the north

end of the island near the village of Lubok Tamiang. The
general trade of Labuan consists mainly of the importation

and re-exportation of Bornean produce ; and most of the

Labuan merchants are from Singapore houses. There are

several factories for the preparation of sago flour. The
total burden of the vessels entering the port in 1879 was
only 10,787 tons, of which 8516 was due to steam ships.

The population, which in 1861 was 2373 (1627 males,

701 females), was 5731 (3414 males, 2317 females) in

1881. It includes Chinese, Klings, chiefly from Karikal

in French India, Malay fishermen, and Kudayans and
Tutongs from Borneo. Port Victoria, the principal settle-

ment, has no municipal government.
The colony is now self-supporting. The Chinese have schools

for their own children ; and Sir Henry Bulwer established in 1873
a school for the teaching of Jlalay and English. The temporary
diocese of Labuan includes, not only Sarawak in Borneo, but also

Singapore (which is 770 miles distant) ; and the church of St
Andrews in that city is the cathedral of the see. Conricts have
been sent to Labuan from the Straits settlements since 1866.
See Kcppel, Visit to Indian Archipelago, London, 1853; Mundy, Narrative of

Events in Borneo, London, 1843; Burbidge. Gardens of the Sun, London, 1880.

LABURNUM is the specific name of a familiar tree of

the genus Cytisus, Dec, of the pea family or Leguminosx.

It is a native of the mountains of France, Switzerland,

southern Germany, northern Italy, &c., has long been

cultivated as an ornamental tree throughout Europe, and
was introduced into north-east America by the European
colonists. Gerard records it as growing in his garden in

1596 under the names of anagyris, laburnum, or beane

trefoyle (Historie of Fla/ifs, p. 1239), but the date of its

introduction into England appears to be unknown. In
France it is called I'aubour—a corruption from laburnum
according to Du Hamel—as also arbois, i.e., arc-bois, "the
wood having been used by the ancient Gauls for bows. It

is still so employed in some parts of the Maconnois, where
the bows are found to preserve their strength and elasticity

for half a century" (Loudon, Arboretum, ii. p. 590).

Several varieties of this well-known tree are cultivated,

difi"ering in the size of the flowers, in the form of the

foliage, &o., such as the " oak-leafed " {quercifolmm),

pendulum, crispnm, &c. One of the most remarkable

forms is C. Adami, Poir. (C piirpurasceits, Hort.), which
bears three kinds of blossoms, viz., racemes of pure yellow

flowers, others of a purple colour, and others of an inter-

mediate brick-red tint—all three kinds being borne by one

and the same tree. The last are hybrid blossoms, and are

sterile, with malformed ovules, though, curiously enough,

the pollen appears to be good. .The yellow and purple
" reversions " are fertile. It originated in Paris in 1828
by M. Adam, who inserted a " shield " of the bark of C pwr-

pureus, Scop., into a stock of C. Laburnum, L. A vigorous

shoot from this bud was subsequently propagated. Hence
it would aijpear that the two distinct species mentioned
above became united by their cambium layers, and the

trees propagated therefrom subsequently reverted to their

respective parentages in bearing both yellow and purple

flowers, but produce as well blossoms of an intermediate

or hybrid character. Such a result, Mr Darwin observes,

may be called a "graft-hybrid." For full details see

Darwin's Animals and Plants under Domestication.

The laburnum has highly poisonous properties. A case

is recorded of nearly fatal results to several boys who
masticated the roots on finding they tasted lik« liquorice,

which is a member of the saLae family as the laburnum.
It has proved fatal to cattle, though hares and rabbits eat

the bark of it with avidity (fiardmer'n Chronicle, 1881,

vol. XVI. p. 666). The seeds also are highly poisonous
possessing emetic as well as narcotico-acrid principles
especially in a green state. Gerard {he. cit.) alludes to the
powerful eftect produced on the system by taking the
bruised leaves medicinally. Pliny records that bees will
not visit the flowers (iT. U., xvi. 31), but this may be au
error, for Mr Darwin found by experiment that insects
play an important part in the fertilization of the laburnum.

The heart wood of the laburnum is of a dark reddish'-
brown colour, hard and durable, and takes a good polish.
Heuce it is much prized by turners, and used with other
coloured woods for inlaying purposes. The laburnum has
been called false ebony from this character of its wood.

The roots are subject to & peculiar disease, not at all
uncommon in other members of the Leguminos^e, the fine
rootlets swelling into minute club-shaped processes called
exostoses, resembling coral-branches in shrpe. Large masses
of such, one or two inches in diameter, may be found at
the extremities of the roots of old laburnum trees. They
are apparently caused by a fungus which appears to be
ubiquitous, as the disease is rarely, if ever, known to be
absent, though it does not seem to cause much if any injury
to the health of the plants it attacks. See Studier b/m-
Leguminosernas rotknoldr, 1874, by Dr Jacob Erikssen

;

also Gardener's Chronicle, 1879, xi. p. 209, and xii. p. 112.'

LABYRINTH. L The legendary labyrinth is one of the
clearest examples of the close relation between mythology
and the early stages of the industrial arts. The word
\aPvpivdo<; is derived from the Xai^ai or passages of a
mine ; the digamma before the p has become in the latter

a vowel, while in the former it retains its consonantal value.

The mines of Greece, like those of Thrace and the .^Egean
Islands, were probably first worked by the Phoenician
traders ; and the simple-minded natives regarded the
strange holes in the ground with wonder and awe. To
the natural fear of darkness was added the invariable

tendency of the uneducated to regard as supernatural the

power conferred by superior knowledge ; moreover, the god
of the riches of the lower world was also the god of death
and the dead. Their fear expressed itself in tales of the

extraordinary ramifications of the dark passages and of the

danger to which any heedless intruder into them was
exposed. The maze of passages was called a labyrinth

;

the word became a proper name and gained a life and
meaning of its own in legend, quite unconnected with its

original application. It retained a more antique form, as

proper names frequently do, whereas the mining term

Xavpa. lost the older character of the digamma. It must
have been comparatively late before the word labyrinth

acquired this new independence and connotation. The
best-known instance of its mythic character is found in the

legends of Crete. It was interwoven with the tales, partly

founded on historical events and partly derived from

ancient religion, which clustered round the name of Minos.

The skilful workman, Daedalus, who sums up all the

legendary conceptions of skill in handicraft, made for King
Minos a labyrinth, in the centre of which the Minotaur

was placed. No one who entered this labyrinth could find

his way; out again ; he became the prey of the monster.

The seven youths and seven maidens sent regularly by the

Athenians as tribute were thus devoured, until Theseus

slew the Minotaur, and escaped out of the labyrinth by

the help of the clue which .4riadne had given him.

Pliny says that there had been in Crete a building called

the labyrinth, of which no remains existed in his time

;

but Hoek has proved quite certainly from the discrepancies

and contradictions in accounts a.-'d in representations on

coins that it had never a real existence. The rocks of

Crete are full of winding caves, and these gave the first

hint of the legendary labyrinth. This labyrinth is, by the
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older writers, placed beside Cnossus, and is figured on coins

of that city. Late writers, such as Claudian, represent it

as being beside Gortyna, and there is a wonderful set of

winding passages and chambers in the rocks near that

place, which is still pointed out as the labyrinth. When

the name had once acquired this meaning, it was applied to

several real buildings, of which the following are the most

famous. 1. The Egyptian labyrinth, beside the town of

Arsinoe or Crocodilopolis, was in two stories, one of them

underground, and contained three thousand rooms. Strabo

thinks it was built as a common place of meeting for the

people of the various nomes ; Herodotus and Diodorus say

that it was the burial place of the twelve kings who ruled

Egypt about 700 B.C. Miiller {Hist. Greek Art, § 50-2)

also thinks the object of such buildings must have been

sepulchral. 2. The Samian labyrinth was built by Theo-

dorus, one of the Samian school of sculptors, for the tyrant

Polycrates. It had a hundred and fifty columns, and

Pliny says that some scanty remains of it existed in his

time. 3. The Lemnian labyrinth, mentioned by Pliny,

seems to be a confusion with the Samian (c/. Pliny, xxxvL

19, 3 with 83). 4. The Italian labyrinth was a series of

chambers in the lower part of the grave of Porsenna at

Clusium. Some maintain that this tomb has been found

in the mound named Poggio Gajella near ChiusL

See Herod, ii. 148 ; Str. p. 811 ; Plin. xxxvi. 13 and 19 ;
Miiller,

Etrusker ; Dennis, Cities and Cemeteries of Etnma ; Hoek, Krcla.

Cockerell (Travels), and Prokesch {Denhwmdigheiten) describe the

so-called labyrinth of Gortyna.

II. In gardening, a labyrinth or maze means an intricate

network of pathways enclosed by hedges or plantations, so

that those who enter become bewildered in their efforts to

find the centre or make their exit. It is a remnant of the

old geometrical style of gardening, but is yet occasionally

introduced into pleasure grounds. There are two methods

of forming it. That which is perhaps the more common

consists of walks, or alleys as they were formerly called,

laid out and kept to an equal width or nearly so by parallel

hedges, which should be kept so close and thick that the

eye cannot readily penetrate through them. The task is

to get to the centre, which is often raised, and generally

contains a covered seat, a fountain, a statue, or even a

sniall group qf trees. After reaching this point the next

thing is to return to the entrance, when it is found that

egress is as difficult as ingress. To every design of this

sort there should be a key, but even those who know the

key are apt to be perplexed. Sometimes the design con-

sists of alleys only, as in fig. 1, published in 1705 by

and that is attended with some difficulties and a great

many stops." Some of the older designs for labyrinths, oa

the other hand, avoid this close parallelism of the alleys,

which, though equally involved and intricate in their

FiQ 2 —Labyruitli of Batty Langley

windings, are carried through blocks of thick planting, as

shown in fig. 2, from a design published in 1728 by Batty

Langley These blocks of shrubbery have been called

Fia. 1.—Labyrinth of London and Wise.

London and Wise. In such a case, when the further end is

reached, there only remains to travel back again. Of a

more pretentious char-^;ter was a design published by

Switzer in 1742. This is of octagonal form, with very

numerous parallel hedges and paths, and "six different

entrances, whereof there is but one that kads to the centre,

Fia 3 —Labyrintli at Versailles.

wildernesses. To this latter class belongs the celebrated

labyrinth at Versailles (fig. 3), of which Switzer observes,

that it " is allowed by all to be the noblest of its kind m
the world,"
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Whatever stj-is bo adopted, it is essentia! tLit there should be a

tliick healthy growth of the hedges or shrubberies that confine the
wanderer. The trees used should be impenetrable to the eye, and
60 tall that no one can look over them; and the paths should be of
gravel and well kept. The trees chiefly used for the hedges, and
the best for the purpose, are the hornbeam among deciduous trees,

or the yew among evergreens. The beech miglit be used instead of

the hornbeam on suitable soil. The green holly miglit be planted

Fig. 4.—M.izt; at Hampton Court,

as an evergreen with very good results, and so might the American
crbor vitte if the natural soil presented no obstacle. The ground
must be well prepared, so as to give the trees a good start, and a

mnlcliing of manure during the early years of their growth would
be of much ad/antage to them. They must be kept trimmed in or

clipped, especially in their earlier stages ; trimming with the knife

is much to be preferred to clipping with shears. It is not advis.

able to allow the hedge to run up too quickly or inegularly, so

that any plants getting much in advance of the rest should be

topped, and the whole kept to some 4 feet or 5 feet in height until

the lower parts are well thickened, when it may be allowed to

acquire the allotted height by moderate annual increments. In

cutting, the hedge (as indeed aU hedges) should be kept broadest at

the base aud narrowed upwards, which prevents it from getting thin

and bare below by the stronger growth being drawn to the tops.

The maze in the gardens at Hampton Court Palace (fig. 4) is con-

sidered to be one of the finest examples in England. It was planted

in the early part of the reign of ^ViLliam III., though it has been
supposed that a maze had existed there since the time of Heui'j VIII.

It is constructed on the hedge and alley system, and was, we believe,

originally planted with hornbeam, but many of the plants have died

out, and been replaced by hollies, yews, &c., so that the vegetation

is mixed. The walks ire about hali a mile in length, and the exteLt

of ground occupied is a little over a quarter of an acre. The centre

contains two large tiees, with a seat beneath each. The key to

reach this resting place is to keep the right hand continuously in

contact with the hedge from first to last, going round all the stops.

Fig 5

The maze in the gardens at Somerleyton Hall, near Lowestoft (fig.

5), was designed by Mr John Thomas. The hedges are of English
yew, and are in very fine condition, without a break or flaw. They
are about 6i feet high, and have been planted a little over thirty

years. In the centre is a grass mound,'which is raised to the height
of the hedges, and on this mound is erected a pagoda, which is

approached by a curved grass path. At the two corners on the

western side are banks of laurels some 15 or 16 feet high, which
are kept tiimmed with the knife. On each side of the hedges
throughout the labyrinth is a small strip cf grass.

There was also a labyrinth at Theobald's Park, near Cheshunt,
when this place passed from the earl of Salisbury into the possession

of James I. Another is said to have existed at Wimbledon House,
the scat of Earl Spencer, which was probably laid out by Brown in
the last century. There is an interesting labyrinth, somewhat after
the plan of fig. 2, at Mistley Place, Manningtreo, the seat of the
Bb7. C. F. Norman.

Fio. 6.—Labyrinth in Horticultural Society's Garden.

When the gardens of the Royal Horticnllural Society &t

South Kensington were being planned, the Prince Consort, the

piesident of the society, especially desired that there should he a

maze formed in the ante-garden, which was made in the form shown
in fig. 6. Til is labyrinth, which was designed by the late Lieut.

W. A. Nesfield, was for many years the chief point of attraction

to the younger class of visitors to the gardens ; but at last it was

ullowed to go to ruin, and had to be destroyed. (T. UQ.)

LAC is a compound resinous and tinctorial incrustation

formed on the twigs and young branches of various trees

by an insect, Coccus lacca {Carteria lacca of Signoret), which

invests them. The species cf trees upon which it is prin-

cipally obtained include Urostigma religiosa, U. iiidica,

Croion laccifera, C. sanguifera, Aleuriies laccifera, Carissa

spinarum, Mimosa cinerea, Erythrina indica, Liga dulcis,

Butea frondosa, Zizyphus Jnjuba, Vismta laccifera, Feronia

elephantum, and Vatica laccifera. Lac is a product of the

East Indies, coming especially from Bengal, Pegu, Siam,

and Assam. The insect which yields it is closely allied

to the cochineal insect, Coccus cacti, kermes, C. ilich,

and Polish grains, C. polonictts, all of which, like the lac

insect, yield a red dye colour. The term lac (Lakska,

Sanskrit; LaM, Hiudi) is the same as the numeral

lakh—a hundred thousand—and is indicative of the

countless hosts of insects which make their appearance

with every giiccessive generation. Two evolutions of the

young oi the lac coccu^ make their appearance annually,

one about the beginning of July and the other early in

December. As soon as };he minute larval insects make their

appearance they fasten in myriads on the young shoots, and,

inserting their long proboscides into the bark, draw their

nutriment from the sap of the plant. The insects begin

at once to exude the resinous secretion over their entire

bodies, which forms in effect a cocoon, and, the separate

exudations coalescing, a continuous hard resinous layer

regularly honeycombed with small cavities is deposited
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over and around the twig. From tliis living tomb the

female insects, which form the great bulk of the whole,

never escape. After their impregnation, which takes place

on the liberation of the males, about three months from

their first appearance, the females develop into a singularly

amorphouS-like organism consisting in its main features of

a large smooth shining crimson-coloured sac—the ovary

—

with a beak stuck into the bark, "and a few papillary

processes projected above the resinous surface. The red

fluid in the ovary is the substance which forms the lac dye

of commerce, and, when the young are allowed to hatch

out, the greater part of this colouring matter is lost, and

only a dead resinous substance remains on the twig. To
obtain the largest amount of both resin and dye-stuff

therefore it is necessary to gather the twigs with their

living inhabitants in or near June and November. Lac
encrusting the twigs as gathered is known in commerce as

"stick lac "; the resin crushed to small fragments and washed
free from colouring matter constitutes " seed lac " ; when
melted, strained through thick canvas, and spread out into

thin layers, this is known as " shell lac," and it is in this last

form that the resin is usually brought to European markets.

Shell lac, which varies in colour from a dark amber to an
almost pure black appearance, may be bleached by dissolv-

ing in a boiling lye of caustic potash and passing chlorine

through the solution till all the resin is precipitated.

Bleached lac takes light delicate shades of colour, and dyed
a golden yellow it is much used in the East Indies for

working into chain ornaments for the head and for other
personal adornments. Lac is a principal ingredient in

sealing wax, and forms the basis of some of the most
valuable varnishes, besides being useful in various cements,
&c. (see Lacquer). Average stick lac contains about 68
per cent, of resin, 10 of lac dye, and 6 of a waxy substance.

The resin of lac is a composite body, whose constituents

behave differently in presence of chemical reagents.

Lac dye, which is separated by washing stick lac in hot

or cold water or in a weak alkaline solution, and dried

either by exposure over a fire or inthe sun, comes into

commerce in the form of small square cakes. It is in

many respects similar to, although not identical with,

cochineal, and will dye less brilliant shades than that

colour. It contains about 50 per cent, of colouring matter,

with 25 per cent, of resin and 22 per cent, of earthy

admixture, &c. It is used for dyeing silk and wool, for

which purposes it is dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid or

somewhat stronger hydrochloric acid ; and the substance to

be dyed is prepared with a mordant of strong lac spirit,

which consists of a solution of stannous chloride. Lac dye
has been used from time immemorial in the East, but the

knowledge of the substance in the West is comparatively

recent. It was first brought to Europe by the East India

Company as a substitute for cochineal. The best lac dye
comes from Calcutta. Lac lake is an alumina lake con-

taining about 50 per cent, of colouring matter, 40 per cent,

of resin, and 9 or 10 per cent, of alumina.

LACAILLE, Nicolas Louis de (1713-1762), a zealous

and successful astronomer, was born at Eumigny, near
Rheims, March 15, 1713. Left destitute by the death of

his father, who held a post in the household of the duchess
of Vendome, his theological studies at the Coll(5ge de
Lisieux in Paris were prosecuted at the expense of the duke
of Bourbon. After he had taken deacon's orders, however,
he devoted himself exclusively to science, and, through the
patronage of Cassini, obtained employment, first in survey-

ing the coast from Nantes to Bayonne, then, in 1739, in

remeasuring the French arc of the meridian. The success

of this difiScult operation, which occupied two years, ani
achieved the correction of the anomalous result obtained
by the elder Cassini in 1684, was mainly due to Lacaille's

industry and skill. He was rewarded by admission to the

Academy, and the appointment of mathematical professor

in Mazarin college, where he worked diligently for some
years in a small observatory fitted up for his use. His
desire to observe the southern heavens led him to propose,
in 1750, an astronomical expedition to the Cape of Good
Hope, which was officially sanctioned, and fortunately

executed (see Asteonojiy, vol iL p. 757). On his return
in 1754 he was distressed to find himself an object of

public attention, and withdrew to his former retreat in

Mazarin college, where he died, March 21, 1762, of an
attack of gout aggravated by unremitting toil Lalande
said of him that, during a comparatively short life, he had
made more observations and calculations than all the
astronomers of his time put together. And, his carefulness

equalling his rapidity, the quality of his work rivalled its

quantity. The rectitude of his moral character earned him
universal respect, and his career ranks, if not amongst the

most brilliant, amongst the most useful and honourable in

the annals of science.

His principal works are

—

Astronomiie Fundamcnia, 1757 ; Tahdx
JSolarcs, 1758, giving, for tlie first time, corrections for planetary
perturbations ; Calum anstraU stcUiferum, 1763, a catalogue of

10,035 southern stars; Olscrralions sur 515 etoilcs du Zodiaqxte,

1763; Lefoits ilemcntaircs dc ilalhimatiqucs, 1741, frequently
reprinted ; ditto de Micanique, 1743, &c. ; ditto d'Astrcmmnic,
1716, 4th edition augmented by Lalande, 1779 ; ditto d'Optique,

1750, &c. Calculations by him of eclipses for eighteen hundred
years were inserted in L'aH dc rerifier les dates, 1750 ; he communi-
cated to the Academy in 1755 a classed catalogue of forty-two

southern nebuls, and gave in vol. ii. of his £phimiridcs, 1754,
practical rules for the employment of the lunar method of longi-

tudes, proposing in his additions to Bouguer's Traiti de Kaiiga-
tion, 1760, the model of a nautical almanac.

LA CALLE, or La Cala, a seaport town of Algeria,

in the province of Constantine, the centre of the Algerian

and Tunisian coral fisheries. It lies',40 miles east of Bone
and 10 miles from the Tunisian frontiers. The harbour is

small and inconvenient, but it is proposed to construct a

military port and harbour of refuge a little to the west.

La Calie proper, or the old fortified town, is built on a ridge

of rocks about 400 yards long, connected with the main-

land by a bank of sand ; but a new town has grown up
along the coast. Besides the coral fisheries the curing of

sardines is largely carried on. The population, without

the garrison, was 3308 in 1871.

La Calle is mentioned as Mersa el Kharez by El Bekri (see Jouiii.

Asiat., 1859), and was even then the residence of coral merchants.
In the early part of the ISlh century it was the seat of an English
trading factory, but on the failure of the company the French-
African Company moved their factory from Bastion de la France
to La Calle. The company was suppressed in 1794. In 1806 Mr
Blanckley, British consul-general at Algiers, obtained the right of

occupying Bone and La Calle for au annual rent of i£ll,000 ; but
though the money was paid for several years no practical effect

was given to the agreement. The French regained possession in

1817, were expelled during the wars of 1827, but returned and
rebuilt the place in 1836.
See Abbd Poiret, Voyage en Barharie, Paris, 1787; Broughton, Six Tears in

Algeria ; and Pluyiali;'Travels in the Footsteps of Bruce.

LACCADIVES, a group of coral reefs and islands in

the Indian Ocean, lying between 10° and 12° 20' N. lat.

and 71° 40' and 74° E. long. The name Laccadives

(tahha dwipa, the "hundred thousand isles") is that

given by the people of the continent, and was probably

meant -to include the myriad Maldives; they are called by

the natives simply Divi, " islands," or Amendivi, from the

chief island. There are about nineteen separate reefs, con-

taining, however, only thirteen islands, and of these only

eight are inhabited. The islands have in nearly all cases

emerged from the eastern and protected side of the reef,

and have gradually extended towards the west over the

shallow lagoon of which the rest of the space within the

barrier-reef consists. The islands are small, none exceeding

a mile in breadth, and lie so low that they would be hardly
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tlLsceruiWe but for tlio cocoa-mit groves with wliicli tliey are

tbickly covered. The soil is light coral eaiul, beneath

which, a few feet down, lies a stratum of coral stretching

over the whole of tlie island. This coral, which is generally

a foot to a foot and a half in thickness, Las been in the

principal islands wholly excavated, whereby the underlying

damp sand is rendered available' for cereals. These

excavations—a work of vast labour—were made at a

remote period, and according to the native tradition by
giants. In these spaces [fo^(im = "garden "] are cultivated

coarse grain, pulse, bananas, and vegetables ; cocoa-nuts

grow abundantly everywhere, and for rice the natives

dojiend upon the mainland.

Popalation and Trade.—Of the eight Lc>ccadive islands,

four are directly under British rule and form part of the

South Kanara collectorate in the Madras presidency. The
other four (together with Minicoy, noticed below) form
part of the estate of the bibi of Cann'anore. The following

are the names of the islands, v''h population in 1881:

—

Cunnanorc Islands.

Agatiii isye
Eawrati 2127
Amhot . 2896
Kalp>!m 1216

British Islands.

Aiiiini 2060
Chctlat 577
KaJaniat..,., 245
KLltau 790

Total 3672 Total.. 7615

making a total for all the islands of 11,287, a dense

population for so small an area. Amiui, Kalpeni, Androt,

and Kawrati are the principal or tarwat islands, and in

them only do the high caste natives reside. The others

are called melaclicri, or low caste islands. The people are

Moplas, i.e., of mixed Hindu and Arab descent, and are

Mohammedans. Their manners aud customs are similar to

those of the coast Moplas; but they maintain their own
ancient caste distinctions. The language spoken is Mala-

yala, but it is written in the Arabic character. Eeading

and writing are common accomplishments among the men.

The chief industries are the manufactures of coir aud
jaggery, the Laccadive coir being esteemed the best in

India ; the various processes are entrusted to the women.
The men employ themselves with boat-building and in

conveying the island produce to the coast—in the case of

the English islands to Mangalore, and in that of the bibi'a

islands to Cannanore. In each case the coir is taken by
the ruling Government at lower than market rates, and
the natives are not subject to any other taxation. At
Mangalore they are paid partly in money aud partly in rice,

and the rates are not altered for many years. On the

other hand the varying and oppressive tariff imposed tipon

the Cannanore islands has led to a diminished and inferior

manufacture of coir, and to frequent complaints. This

monopoly system, however fairly worked by the British

Government, interferes with the trading capabilities of the

natives, and puts them at considerable disadvantage with

their rivals of Minicoy and the Maldives* The exports

from the Laccadives are of the annual value of £17,000.

JTlslory mid Government.—No data exist for determining at what
period the Laccadives v.'ere fir.st colonized. The earliest mention of

them as clistingiiished from the Maldives seems to be by Albinini
[circ. 1030), who divides the whole archipelago (Dibajat) into
tlie Dimh Kuzah or Cowrie Islands (tlie Maldives), and the Dixali,

Knnbar or Coir Islands (the Laccad,ives). See Journ. Asiat.,
September 1844, p. 265. According to native tradition, tlie

islands were first occupied about a tliousand years ago. The early
pohty, according to Mr Eobinson, was patriarchal, conducted by a
modalnl, or chief inhabitant, and the heads of the principal

f.unilles. Each island was independent. This kind of internal
;conoiny seems to have lasted imtil the advent of the Portugni'se.

J)uring their independence the islanders were converted to Islam
by an Arab ap-wtle named JIumba Mulyaka, whose grave at
Androt still impart? a peculiar sanctity to that island. Tlie
kazee of Androt was in 1847 still a member of his family, and was
said to be the twonty-sccond who had held the office in direct line

from tho Sfliut This gives colour to the tradition that the cojiver«

sion took place abont 1250. It is also further corroborated by the
story given by bn I atuta of the conversion of tho Jlaldivcs which
occiurod. as he heard four generations (say one hundred and twenty
years) before liis visit lo tl.cse i.slands in 1342, The I'ortuKuesi
discovered the Laccadives in 1499, and built forts upon them, hut
about 1545 the natives rose upon their oppressors, and with the aid

the rnj.-i ol Chcrical exterminated them. For this aid the raja
obtained the suzerainty of the g.,onp. but he afterwards conferred
tlieni upon the head of the Cannanore moplai for an annual tribute.
The Cannanore raja ceased to pay this tribute. about the middle ol
the 18th century. In 1784 the Amini islands tlircw olf the yoke
and put themselycj under the protection of Tippoo, from whom,
at the fall of Scniigapatam in 1799, they pa.ssed to the East India
Comp.any. llic reiiiauuiig islands had already in 1791 fallen into
the power of the Company by the storming of Cannanore, but by
the peace of bernigapatam (1792) were permitted to remain under
the management ot the bibi at a yearly tribute. This has been
olten m arrear, and on this account these i.slaiids have been seques-
trated by the Hiitibli Government since 1877, to the general satis-
faction of the hihabitants. See Mr Eobinson'a Jlcporl, Madras,
1S74 ; Mr Hume in Stray I'calhcrs, vol. iv., 1876, Calcutta.
Minicoy (called Mmku by the nativesl, a small island 5 miles ia

length, 108 miles southof Kalpeni and 6S miles north of the Maldives,
belongs politically to the Laccadives in so far as it forms part of the
estate of tho bibi of Cannanore. The natives, however, are of the
same race and speak the same language as the Maldivians. The
population in 1881 was 3915. The people are well behaved, but of a
very independent character ; they are active and enterprising sailors,
and lazy cultivator. They are divided into four classes, viz..
muUkans, the aristocracj', malunmics, the pilots and mates of
vessels, klasics, smaller landed proprietors and sailors, and mcla-
chertes, toddy drawers. Minicoy anciently formed part of tho
JIaldive realm, but, probably in the 16th century, was given by
a Maldi.e sultan to his brother. In 1607, when it was visited by
Pyrard, it was governed by a lady who for greater security held
it of the raja of Cannanore (Pyrard's Voyage, chap, xxiii.l. The
island has never been restored to the Maldive kings.

LACE 1 is the name applied to an ornamental open work
jf threads of flax, cotton, silk, gold, or s^jlver, and occasion-

ally of ff'hair or aloe fibre. Such threads may be either

looped or plaited or twisted together in one of three ways :

—

(1) with a needle, when the work is distinctively known aa

"needlepoint lace"; (2) with bobbins, pins, and a pillow

or cushion, when the work is known as "pillow lace";

and (3) by machinery, when imitations of both needleooint

and pillow lace patterns are produced.

History.—Special patterns for needlepoint and pillow

laces date from the beginning of the 16 th century. Before

that period such works as might now be classi6ed as laces

consisted of small cords of plaited and twisted threads

fastened in loops (or "purls") along the edges of costumes,

of darning work done upon a net ground, and of drawn
and cut embroidery. From these classes of earlier work

lace is descended. Pillow lace can be distinctly traced up
to the "merletti a piombini" of the IGth century. At a

very early period embroidery of geometrical patterns in

coloured silk, <fcc., on a network of small square meshes

was known and made throughout Europe. This in the

13th and 14th centuries was known in ecclesiastical circles

as " opus filatorium " or " opus araneum " (spider work),

and examples dating from tho 13th century still exist in

public collections. The productions of this art, which has

some' analogy to weaving, in the early part of tho ICth

century came to be known as " punto a maglia quadra "

in Italy and as " lacis " in France—the patterns, stiff and

geometrical, being sometimes cut out of linen or separately

sewed and applied to the meshed surface ; but more fre^

quently they were darned in, the stitches beiiig counted as

in- tapestry, and hence it was known as " point crjitii " or

darned netting. With the development of the renaissance

of art, free flowing patterns and figure subjoats were in-

troduced and worked in lacis.

Drawn and cut works were ancient forms of embroidery

* Italian, ))i€rfe«e), trina ; Gmonse, piuo ;
perman, Spitsen ; French,

dentdle ; Dutch, Icanten ; Spani-sh, encaje.
' The English word is th«

Fr. tassis or lacis, connected with the. Latin laqv.cut. Faily Emum
laces were also coXli:i iMsscmmts ("insejtions")
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vvhicli directly developed into point lace. The methods

of producing them were various. A common way was to

fasten on a light frame a reticulation of threads, under which

was fastened, by gum or otherwise, a piece of fine lawn.

Then along these threads the pattern to be formed was

stitched to the lawn background in button-hole stitching,

and the superfluous parts of the lawn were afterwards

drawn or cut away,—whence the names "punto a reti-

cella " and " punto tagliato." In other cases no cloth at

all was used, and the pattern, consisting of an interlacing

framework of threads, was simply sewed over with button-

hole stitches. This was "-punto in aria." The early geo-

metrical patterns of the "punto a reticella" or "punto

tagliato" and "punto in aria" were probably derived from

the Ionian Islands and Greece, and the cut-work itself was

indeed also known as Greek lace. The close connexion of

the proud and powerful Venetian republic with Greece and

the eastern islands, and its commercial relations with the

East, sufiSciently explain the early transplanting of these

arts into Venice. Once fairly established, they quickly grew

in beauty and variety of pattern, complexity of stitch, and

delicacy of execution, until Venetian lace attained an

artistic grace and perfection which baffle all description.

The making of the principal and most important variety

of Venetian needlepoint lace, the " punto in aria," began

to be practised in tlie middle of the 16th century.'

It is a noteworthy circumstance that the two widely

distant regions of Europe where pictorial art first flourished

and attained a high psrfection, North Italy and Flanders,

were precisely the localities where lace-making first took

root, and became an industry of importance both from an

artistic and from a commercial point of view. The inven-

tion of pillow lace is generally credited to the Flemings
;

but there is no distinct trace of the time or the locality.

In a picture said to exist in the church of St Gammar at

Lierre, and sometimes attributed to Quentin Matsys (1495),

is introduced a girl working lace with pillow, bobbins, &c.,

which are somewhat similar to the implements in use in

more recent times.- From the very infancy of Flemish art

an active intercourse was maintained between the Low
Countries and the great centres of Italian art; and it is

therefore only what might be expected that the wonderful

examples of the art and handiwork of Venice in lace-making

should soon have come to be known to and rivalled among
the equally industrious, thriving, and artistic Flemings.

And so we find that, at the end of the IGth century, lacis

and needlepoint lace were also known and made in Flanders,

and pattern-books were issued having the same general

character as those published for the instruction of the

Venetians and other Italians. In Italy, under the name
of "merletti a piombini," tho art of twisting and plaiting

threads by means of bobbins or fuxii was early practised

;

and in later times fine scrolls in great widths for altar

frontals were made in Italy on the pillow.

France and England were not far behind Venice and

' The prevalence of fashion in the above-mentioned sorts of em-
broidery during the 16th century is marked by the number of pattern-
books then published. In Venice an early work of this class v;as
issued by Alessandro Pagannino in 1527 ; another of a similar nature,
printed by Pierre Quinty, appeared in the same year at Cologne ; and
Lafleur de la science tie pourtraiciure et patrons de broderie, farm
arabicqiie el yCaKqtie, was published at Paris in 1530. From these
early dates until the beginning of the 17th century pattern-books for
embroidery in Italy, France, Germany, and England were produced
and published in great abundance. The designs contained in many of
those dating from the early 16tli century were to be worked for cos.
tumes and hangings, and consisted of scrolls, arabesques, birds,
animals, flowers, foliage, herbs, and grasses. So far, howe%-er, as their
reproduction as laces miglit be concerned, the execution of complicated
work was involved which none but practised lace-workers, soch as those
who arose a century later, could be eijiected to overcome;

" The picture, howeve'r, as Scguin has pointed out, was proLably
painted some thirty years later, and by Jean Matsys.

Flanders in adopting lace. Henry III. of France
(1574-1589) appointed a Venetian, Frederic Vincioln,

to be pattern maker for varieties of linen needle works
and laces to his court. Through the influence of this

fertile designer the seeds of a taste for lace in France
were principally sown. But the event which ^inr excel-

lence would seem to have fostered the art of lace making
there was the aid and patronage oflicially given it in the
following century by Louis XIV., acting on tho advice of
his minister Colbert. Intrigue and diplomacy were put
into action to secure the services of ^'enetian lace-workers;

and by an edict dated 1665 lace-making centres were
founded at Alenqon, Quesnoy, Arras, Itlieims, Sedan,
Cliateau Thierry, Loudun, and elsewhere. The state made
a contribution of 36,0U0 francs in aid of a company to

carry out the organization of these establishments; and at

the same time the importation of Venetian, Flemish, and
other laces was strictly forbidden.^ The edict contained

instructions that the lace-makers should produce all sorts

of thread work, such as those done on a pillow or cushion
and with the needle, in the style of the laces made at

Venice, Genoa, Ragusa, and other places; these French
imitations were to be called "points de France." By 1671
the Italian ambassador at Paris writes, " Gallantly is the

minister Colbert on his way to bring the ' lavori d'aria'

to perfection." Sis years later an Italian, Domenigo
Contariui, alludes to the "punto in aria," "which the
French can now do to admiration." The styles of design

which emanated from the chief of the French lace centres,

Alen^on, were more fanciful and floral than the Venetian,
and it is quite evident that the Flemish lace-makers adopted
many of these French patterns for their own use. The
importance of the French designs, which owe so much to

the state patronage they enjoyed, was noticed early in the

ISth century by Bishop Berkeley. " How," he asks,
" could France and Flanders have drawn so much money
from other countries for figured silk, lace, and tapestry, if

they had not had their academies of design ?

"

The humble endeavours of peasantry in England (which
could boast of no schools of design), Germany, Sweden,
Russia, and Spain could not result in work of high artistic

pretension. Lace making is said to have been promoted
in Russia through the patronage of the court there, after

tho visit of Peter the Great to Paris in the early days

of the 18th century. In Germany, Barbara Uttmann, a

native of Nuremberg, instructed peasants of the Harz
mountains to twist and plait threads in 1561. She was
assisted in this by certain refugees from Flanders. A
sort of " purling " or imitation of tho Italian ".merletti a

piombini " was the style of work produced here. It did

not develop in any important way, nor have German laces

acquired great artistic reputation. Spain has been con-

sidered to have been a lace-making country, and no doubt

a good deal of lace, having, however, no distinctive charac-

ter, was made in Spanish conventual establishments. The
" point d'Espagne," however, appears to have been a com-

mercial name given by French manufacturers of a class of

lace greatly esteemed by Spaniards in the 17th century.

No lace pattern books have been found to have been

published in Spain. The point laces which came out

of Spanish monasteries in 1830, when these institutions

wero dissolved, were not distinguishable from similar

Venetian needle-made laces. The lace vestments pre-

served at thei cathedral at Granada hitherto presumed to

' See the poetical skit Recolte dcs Passcments et Uroderies, written

by JIademoselle de la Tousse, cousin of Madame de Sevigne, in the

middle of the 17th century, which marks the favour which foreign

laces at that time commanded amongst the leaders of French fashion.

It is fairly evident too that the French laces themselves, knoivn as

"bisette," "jjueuse," "carapane," and "mignonette," were small and

eoiuijaratively in5i;;nificant worlds, without pretence to design.
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be of Spanish worl-c are Flemisli of Ihe 17th century. The

industry is not alluded to in Spanish ordinances of the

15Lh, IGth, or 17th centuries. Much Flemish lace 'was

imported into Spain from Spanish Flanders. The black

and white silk pillow laces, or " blondes," date from the

18th century. They were made in considerable quantity in

tho neighbourhood of Chantilly, and imported by Spain for

raantillas. Although after the 18th century the making

of silk laces has more or less ceased at Chantilly and

the neighbourhood, the craft is now carried on in Nor-

mandy—at Bayeux and Caen—as well as in Auvergne.

Silk pillow lace making is carried on in Spain, especially

at Barcelona. The patterns are almost entirely imitations

from the French. Malta is noted for producing a thick

pillow lace of black, white, and red threads, chiefly of

geometric pattern, in which circles, wheels, and radiations

of shapes resembling grains of wheat are a principal

feature. This characteristic of design, appearing in laces

of similar make which have been identified as Genoese

pillow laces of the early 17tii century, reappears in

Spanish and Paraguayan work. Pillow lace in imitation

of Maltese, Buckinghamshire, and Devonshire laces is

made in Ceylon, and in diiferetit parts of India where

attempts have been made to introduce European arts to

native labour.

At present the chief sources of hand-made laco are

Belgium, Englacd, and France, but a successful effort has

also been made to re-establish the industry in the island of

Burano near Venice, and much fine work of good design is

now (18S2) made there. Kussian peasants in the districts

if Vologda, Balakhiia (Xijni-Novgorod), Bielelf (Tula), and
Mzensk (Orel) mai;e pillow laces of simple patterns. But
by far the greatest amount of lace now made is that which
issues from machines in England and France. ^ The total num-
ber of persons employed in the lace industry in England
in 1871 was 49,370 ; and according to ofiicial returns of

the year 1873, 210,000 women were similarly employed
in France.

The early history of the lace-making machine coincides

with that of the stocking-frame, that machine having been
adapted about the year 1768 for producing open-looped

stitches, which had a net-like appearance. In the years

1808 and 1809 John Heathcoat of Nottingham obtained

patents for machines for making bobbin net, which form
the real foundation of machine making of lace. These
machines were improved on in 1813 by John Leavers,

whose lace-making machines are in use at the present

time. The application of the celebrated Jacquard apparatus

to these net machines has enabled manufacturers to pro-

duce all sorts of patterns in thread work in imitation of

the patterns for hand-made lace. The latest improvement in

machinery for lace making has resulted in a French machine
called the "dentellifere" (see La Nature for 3d March 18S1).

The work produced by this machine is plaited. That pro-

duced by the English and by other French machines is of

twisted threads. At present, however, the expense attend-

ing the production of plaited lace by the " djuteUifere" is

as great as that of pillow lace made by the hand.
Before considering technical details in processes of

making lace, the principal parts of a piece of lace may be
named. A prominent feature is the ornament or pattern.

This may be so designed that the different parts may touch
one another, and so be fastened together, no ground-work
of any sort being required. Ground works are useful to

set off the pattern, and either consist of links or tyes, which
give an open effect to the pattern, or else of a series of

meshes like net. Sometimes the pattern is outlined with
a thread or cord line, or more strongly marked by means
of a raised edge of button-hole stitched or plaited work

' See Felkin'a Machine-wrought Bosiery and Lace Manii/aclures.

li-V.-

Fanciful devices are sometimes inserted into various por-
tions of the pattern. In some of the heavy laces, which
resemble delicate carving in ivory, little clusters of small
loops are distributed about the pattern. French terms
are frequently used in speaking of details in laces. Thus
the pattern is called the toUe or gimp, the links or tyes
are called brides, the meshed grounds are called reseaux
(retiola), the outline to the edges of a pattern is called

cordonnet, the insertions of fanciful devices modes, the little

loops 2^i<:ots. These terms are applicable to the various

portions of all laces made with the needle, on the pillow, or

by the machine.

The history of patterns in lace is roughly as follows.

From about 1540 to 1590 the forms were geometric, chiefly

common, without hrides or reseanx. From 1590 to 1630
may be dated the introduction of floral and human forms
and slender scrolls held together by bi-ides. At this time

lace makers enriched their works with insertions of viodes.

To the period extending from 1620 to 1670 belongs the

development of scrolls and elaboration of details like the

cordonnet with massings of picots. Much heavy raised lace

enriched with fillings in of viodes was made at this time.

About 1660 reseaux came into use. From 1C50 to 1720
the scroll patterns gave way to arrangements of detached

ornamental details which were frequently filled in with

elaborate modes. A closer imitation of all sorts of subjects

was attempted in lace patterns. Pictorial representations of

figures, incidents, persons, arose. The purely conventional

scrolls were succeeded by naturalistic renderings of garlands,

flowers, birds, and such like. The use of meshed grounds

extended, and grounds composejl entirely of varieties of

modes were made. From 1720 to 1780 small details ol

bouquets, sprays of flowers, single flowers, leaves, buds,

spots, and such like were adopted, and sprinkled over

meshed grounds. Since that time down to the present

day all these styles of pattern have been used as fashion

has required-

iVeedlepoint Lace.—The way in which the early Vene-

tian "punto in aria," as already described, was made
appears to correspond precisely with the elementary prin-

ciples upon which needlenoint lace is now worked. Tho

pattern is first drawn u;on a piece of parchment. The

parchment is then stitched to a stout bit of linen. Upon
the leading lines

drawn on the parch-

ment threads are

laid, which are here

and there fastened

through to the parch-

ment and linen by ^'=' ^'

means of stitches. "When the skeleton thread pattern is

completed, a compact covering of thread in button-hole

stitches is cast upon it (fig. 1). The portions which may

be required to be represented as close linen work or toili

are worked as indicated in the MBMn|^BHRI|
enlarged diagram (fig. 2). Be- ^^^^^^^^^[)!J
tween the leading lines of the |J^*i?KsS£Ck<feX«?»

pattern may be inserted tyes g^j
(links) or meshes, so that the

pattern is held together. "When 55,-^^5,^=^,,= ..^..^.^

all is finished, a knife is passed xM^^^^f^^On^
between the parchment and the KUM5v^dAS^i''ai
stout linen, cutting the '

stitches

which have passed through the fio. 3.—P.irtof a BorJcr of

parchment and linen, and so re- Needlepoint L.ice, gcoiue-

leasing the lace itself from if.
trie design. About 1550.

pattern parchment. For about sixty years the laces thus

made were chiefly geometric in pattern (fig. 3). They

were used both "lor insertions between seams and for

borders. Following closely upon these geometric hcea
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cime laces of a freer style of desigo, and towards the end
of the 16th century, designs for scrolls with the introduction
of all kinds of odd figures and leaves and blossoms were \<\o-

duced (fig. 4). Links or tyes— 6/-!(/es—came to be inter-

Fig. J.—Italian Needle- Flo. 5.—XettUcpoint Lace, slioi\ing
point Scallop. use of tyes or ' biiJes."

spersed between the various details of the patterns (6g. 5).

The work was of a flat character. Some large and elaborate
specimens of this flat point lace were made at this time.
The lace workers occasionally used gold thread with the
white thread. The nomenclature of these earlier needle-
made laces is somewhat modern. At the present time the
diS'erent ^orts of early

\renetian point laces are

called " flat Venetian
point," " rose (raised)

point," "caterpillir

point," "bone point,"

fee. ; and works of

bold design done in

relief are called "gros
point de Venise." Lace
of this latter class (figs.

6, 7) was used for altar

cloths. flounces, and
heavily trimmed JaSo^s or

neckcloths which hung
beneath ^he chin over

the breast Tahliers and
ladies' aprons were also

made of such lace. The
laces which hs ve hitherto

been r-^ferred to are laces

in rfhich no regular Fig. 6.—Venetian Needlepoint Lace,

ground was used. All sorts of minute embellishments, like

dttle knots, stars, and loops ot picots, were worked on to the
irregularly arranged brides or tyes holding the main patterns
together, and these de- jnmHIHnigHHHp
nces as a rule gave a HPB^^TStSJ^Tlf^S&j*- "^
rich eflect tc the lace

work. Following this

style of treatment came
laces with groundworks;
and grounds of brides or

tyes arranged in a honey-
comb pattern were, it

appears, first used early

in the 1 7th century (fig.

8). To them succeeded

a lighter sort of lace, one
in which the rich and Fi^i. 7.—Venetian Needlepoint L.ace.

compact relief gave place to muchflitter work with aground
of meshes. The needle-made meshes were sometimes of

single and sometimes of double threads. A diagram is

given of an ordinary method of making such meshes
(fig. 9). The delicate Venetian point lace made with a

ground of meshes is usually known as " point de Venise &

reseau." It was contemporary with the famed needle-

made French laces of AlenijOU and Argentan. " Point
d'Argentan" has been thought to be especially distinguished

on account of its ground of hexagonally arranged brides.

But this has been noticed as a peculiarity in certain

Venetian point laces of earlier date.^ Often intermixed
with this stiff hexa-

gonal brides ground is

the fine-meshed ground
or reseau, which has been

held to be distinctive

of "point d'Alengon"
(fig. 10). But, apart

from the assumedly
distinctive grounds, the

styles of patterns and
the methods of work-
ing them, with rich

variety of insertions or

modes, with raised J"'Ut- I

ton-hole-stitched edg-

1

ings or cordoniiets, are ^^°- 8.—Venetian Needlepoint Lace,

precisely alike in the two classes of Argentan and Alengon
needle-made laces. Besides the hexagonal brides ground
and the ground of meshes there was
another variety of grounding used in

the Alencon laces, which was exten-

sively used and forms a third class.

This ground consisted of button-hole-

Btitched skeleton hexagons within

each of which was worked a small

solid hexagon connected with the

outer surrounding hexagon by means
of six little tyes or brides (see fig.

11). Lace, with this particular

grourfd hiis' been called " Argen-

tella," and some writers on lace have

thoi-'ght that it was a sjecialty of

Genoese or; Venetian work. The
character of the work and the style

of the floral patterns worked upon
such grounds are those of Alen<^on

laces, and specimens of this " Argen-
tella " often contain insertions of the

Argentan brides and the Alengon fine

meshes.

There are very slight indications

respecting the establishment of a

lace manufactory at Argentan, where-

as those regarding Alengon are nu-

merous. A family of thread and
linen dealers, inhabitants of Alengon,

by name Monthuley, are credited

with the establishment of a branch

manufactory or succursah for lace
°'

at Argentan. In the course of busirress, the Monthuleys

assisted the interchange of lace patterns between Argentan

and Alengon, which are distant one from another about

10 miles. Thus if a piece of lace was produced at Alen9on

it was called " point dAlen^on," and if at Argentan " point

d'Argentan," though both works might have been made

' The lace worker; at Alenfon and its neighbourhood produced work

of a daintier kind than that chiefly made by the Venetians. Asa rule

the hexagonal bride grounds of A]en5on laces are smaller than similar

details in Venetian laces. The average size of a diagonal taken from

angle to angle in an Alencon (or .so-called Argentan) hexagon was about

one-sixth of an inch, and each side of the hexagon was about one-

tenth of an inch. An idea of the minuteness of the work can be

formed from the fact that a side of a hexagon would be overcast with

some nine or ten button-hole stitches.
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from one design. From about 1670 to 1780 a great deal

of point lace was i lade at Alei.cjon and in the neiglibouring

villages. The st} les of patterns varied, as has been stated.

Point d'Alencon is still made.

In Belgium, Brussels has acquired some celebrity for

needle-made lace?. These, however, are chiefly in imitation

of tho.se made at Alencon. Brussels needlepoint lace is

often worked into meshed grounds made on a pillow.

The Brussels needle-lace workers used a plain thread as a

cordonntt for their patterns instead of a thread overcast

with button-hole stitches as in the Yenetian and French
needlepoint laces.

"fhis kind of lace has also, been produced in England.

Whilst the character of English design in needlepoint laces

of the early 17th century (fig. 12) is simpler than that of

Each finger of a hand served as a peg. The writer of the
MS. says that it shall be understood that the first finger
next the thumb shall be called A, the next B, and so on
According to the sort of twisted cord or braid which had
to be made, so each of the four fingers A, B, C, D might
be called upon to act like a reel, and to hold a'"bowy8"
or " bow," or little ball of thread. Each ball might be of
different colour from the other. A " thynne lace " might
be made with three threads, and then only fingers A, B, C
would be required. A "round" lace, stouter than the
" thynne " lace, might require the service of four or more
fingers. By occasionally dropping the use of tl.reads from
certain fingers a sort of indented lace or braid might be
made. But "when laces of more importance weie wanted,
such as a broad lace for " hattys," the hands of assistants
were required.

Pillow lace making was never so strictly confined to
geometric patterns as point lace making. Curved forms,
almost at its outset, seem to have been found easy of execu-

En»Ush Point Lace.

the contemporary Italian, the method of workmanship is

virtually the same. Specimens of needle-made work done

by English school children may be met with in samplers

of the 17th und 18th centuries. - Point lace is successfully

made in Irish convents. In all great towns like London,

Paris, Brussels, Vienna, lace dealers undertake to supply

demands for finely executed modern imitations of old

needle-made lace. At Burano the lace-making school

lately established there produces hand-made laces which
are, to a great extent, careful reproductions of the more
celebrated classes of point laces, such as " punto in aria,"

" rose point ds Yenise," " point de Yenise ^ r^seau," " point

d'AienQon," "point d'Argentan," and others. A weaving

of threads with a needle into a foundation of met—very

distinctive, and different from the " punto a maglia " or
" lacis "—has been done for a long time in Spain. Its

leading characteristic is the pattern of repeated squares,

filled up with star figures. When fine thread is used the

effect of heavy cobwebs is produced. Work of this de-

scription has been made in Paraguay, where a coarse
" torchon " pUlow lace is also produced.

Pillow-made Lace.—Pillow-made lace is built upon no

substructure, like a skeleton thread pattern, such as is used

for needlepoint lace. It is the representation of a pattern

obtained by twisting and plaiting threads. The only pre-

existing analogue of pillow laces is to be found in the

primitive twistings and plaitings of fibres and threads.

The English word " lace" in the loth century was employed

to describe fine cords and braids. In a Harleian MS. of

the time of Henry YI. and Edward lY., about 1471, direc-

tions are given for the making of "lace Bascon, lace

indented, lace bordered, lace covert, a brode lace, a round
lace, a thynne lace, an open lace, lace for hattys," &c.

The MS. opens with an illuminated capital letter, in which

is the figure of a woman making these articles. Her im-

plements are not those with which pillow lace of orna-

mental quality from the middle of the 16th century and
onwards has been made. The MS. supplies a clear de-

scription how threads in combinations of twos, threes,

fours, fives, to tens and fifteens, were to be twisted and
plaited together. Instead of the pillow, bobbins, and pins

with which piUow lace is made, the hands were used.

Fig. 13.—Cuff trinime.l witli Plaited .ind Twisted Thread Work
in Points, or Scallops. Late 16th century.

tion (fig. 13). One reason for this no doubt is that the

twisted and plaited work was not constrained by a founda-

tion of any sort. The plaitings and twist

ings gave the workers a greater freedom Jt*^?^'R)l>f-~"

in reproducing designs. At the same
"

time, little speciality of pattern seems to

have been produced for the pillow lace

workers, and so laces worked on the pillow,

particularly those of higher pretence to

artistic design, were similar in pattern to

those worked with the needle. , The early

wiry-looking twisted and plaited thread Fig. H.—Plaited

laces were soon succeeded by laces ia which ^'"'^

'^^^^^t
flattened and broader lines occupy a pro-

"^ °^

minent position (fig. 14). Tape was also

sometimes used for the broad lines. The
weaving of tape appears to have been

begun in Flanders about the end of the 16th or the be-

ginning of the 17th century. In England it dates no

farther back than 1747, when

two Dutchmen of the name of

Lanfort were invited by an Eng-

lish firm to set up tape looms in

Manchester and give instructions

in the method of weaving tape.

The process by which lace has

been made on the pillow from

about the middle of the 17th cen-

tury is very roughly and briefly

as follow? A pattern is first ^ , ^ ^. , .

drawn upon a piece of paper or Fio- ^-Dia^m ^bow^g

parchment. It is then pricked

with holes by a skilled "pattern pricker," who deter-

mines where the principal pins shall bo stuck for guiding

the threads. This pricked pattern is then fastened to the

known as "Mer-
letti a Piom-
bini." About
1560.
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Fig 16.

pillow. The pillow or cushion varies in shape in different

countries. Some lace makers use a circular pad, backed

with a flat board, in order that it may be placed upon a

table and easily moved as the worker may wish.

Other lace workers use a well-stuffed round

pillow or short bolster, flattened at the two

ends, so that they may hold it between their

knees. On the upper part of the pattern are

fastened the ends of the threads from the

bobbins. The bobbins thus hang across the pattern.

Fig. 15 shows the commencement of a double set of

three-thread plaitings. The compact portion in a pillow

lace has a woven appearance (fig. 16).

In the 17th century pillow lace in imitation of the scroll

patterns of point lace was made. This sort of work, pro-

duced chiefly in Flanders, went under the name of " point

d'Angleterre " (fig. 17). Into Spain and France much
lace from Venice and Flanders was imported as well as

into England, where from the 16th century the manu-

facture of " bone lace " by peasants in the midland and
southern counties wis carried on. This bone lace consisted

chiefly of borders done in imitation of the Venetian

"merletti a piombini." In Charles II. 's time its manufac-

ture was of sufficient im-

portance to demand par-

liamentary attention. The
trade was threatened with

extinction by the more

artistic and finer Flemish

laces. The importation of

the latter was prohibited.

Flemish lace workers

sought to evade the pro-

hibitions by calling certain

of their laces " point d'

Angleterre.'' But the dif-

ficulties which attended

the smuggling into Eng-
land of these "points

d'Angleterre'' appear to Fia.l7.—Piilow-madeLace "abrides."
have stimulated English Flemish. 17tli century. Sometimes

dealers in lace anxious to called "Point d'Angleterrp."

supply the demands of fashion to obtain the services of

Flemish lace makers and to induce them to settle in Eng-
land. It is from some such cause that English pillow lace

closely resembles in character of design pillow laces of

Brussels, Mechlin, and Valenciennes.

Fig. 18 give") three sorts of Buckinghamshire pillow

laces, the patteins of which have been in use since the

middle of the 18th century. Id (a) is a variety of fillings-

in, which give the name of " trolly " to such specimens.

It is an adaptation of Mechlin " troUe kant " or sampler
lace, sent round to dealers and purchasers to show the

variety of patterns which the lace makers happened to be
at work upon. Specimens (J) and (c) are both in the

style of certain 18th century Mechlin laces, (c) being also

like laces made at Lille and Arras.

As skill in making lace developed, patterns and particu-

lar plaitings came to be identified with certain localities,

ilechlin enjoyedahigh reputation for her production, which
was in the 17th century poetically styled the "queen of
laces." The chief features of this pillow lace are the plaiting
of the mesho-^, and the outlining of the pattern or toi/e^\ii\l

a thread. The ordinary Mechlin mesh is hexagonal in shape.
Four of the sides are of double twisted threads, two are of
four threads plaited three times (fig. 19). The mesh of

Brussels pillow lace is also hexagonal. Four of the sides
are of double-twisted threads, two are of four threads
plaited four times (fig. 20). The finer specimens of

Brussels laco are remarkable for the fidelity and "race

with which floral compositions are rendered. Many of
these compositions are eithe:- reproductions or adaptations
of designs for point d'Alencjn, and in such patterns the
soft quality of fine pillow-i.iade lace contrasts with the
harder and more crisp appearance of needlepoint lace. In

Fig. 18.—English Pillow Laces. IStli century.

the Brussels pillow lace (tig. 21) much realistic effect is

obtained by the delicate modelling imparted to the flowers

by means of a bone instrument used to give concave shapes

to petals and leaves, the edges of which are often marked

Fia. 19.—Mecliliu Mesh.

, Fia. 20.—Enlargement of Mesh
of Brussels ground, showing
the four-twisted and two-
plaited sides in each m£sh.

FiQ. 21.— i ...... ^...c. BiTissels.

loth century. Fig. 22.

by a flattened and slightly raised cordonnet of plaited work.

Honiton pillow lace resembles Brussels lace. As a rule it

is made with a coarser thread, and the designs lack the

careful drawing and composition which may be seen in

Brussels pillow laceb. In Valenciennes laco thf^re arc no
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iwisted sides to the mesh ; all are closely plaited (fig. 22), and
fls a rule the shape of the mesh is diamond. No oiUline or

Fig. ?3.—Peasant Lace from Crete.

cordonnet is used in Valenciennes lace. Besides these dis-

tinctive classes of pillow-like laces, there are others in which

Fro. 24.—German Pillow-made Lace. ISth century.

equal ingenuity is displayed, though the character of the

design remains primitive, as for instance in peasant laces

from Crete (fig. 23), Russia,

and Germany. Pillow lace
'

making in Crete would seem S;

to have arisen inconsequenci
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to show effects obtained by varying the tensions of weft

and warp threads. For instance, if the weft, as threads

b, b, b, b in fig. 27, be tight and the warp thread slack, the

Fio. 29.—Section of Lace Machine.

warp thread a will be twisted upon the weft threads.

But if the warp thread a be tight and the weft threads

b, b, b, b be slack, as in fig. 28, then the weft threads will

Fio. 30.—Pillow-made Lace. Mechlin. Early 18th century.

be twisted on the warp thread. At the same time the

twisting in both these cases arises from the conjunction

of movements given to the two sets of threads, namely, a

movement from side to side of the beam or warp threads,

and the swinging or pendulum-like oscillations of tlie

bobbin or weft threads between the warp threads. Fig.

29 reiiresents a section of part of a lace machine. E is

the cylinder or beam upon which the lace is rolled as

made, and upon which the ends of both warp and weft

threads are fastened at starting. Beneath are u>, iv, to, a

series of trays or beams, one above the other, containing

the reels of the supplies of warp threads ; e, c represent

the slide bars for the passage of the bobbin b with it«

Fig 31 —Miiline i

thread from k to k, the landing bars, one on each side of

the rank of warp threads ; s, l are the combs which take

it in turns to press together the twistings as they are

made. The combs are so regulated that they come away
clear from the threads as soon as they have pressed them
together and fall into positions ready to perform their

pressing operations again. The contrivances for giving

each thread a particular tension and movement at a certain

time are connected with an adaptation of the Jacquard

Fio. 32.—Venetian Point Lace, a rese^. ITth century.

system of pierced cards. The machine lace pattern draftCi

has to calculate how many holes shall be punched in a card

and to determine the position of such holes. Each hole

regulates the mechanism for giving movement to a thread.

Fig. 30 is a specimen of a Flemish pillow lace of the early

18th century. The meshes of the ground are variegated

in appearance. A thread outlines the pattern. In fig. 31

it will be seen that the manufacturer has merely attempted

to reproduce the pattern uf the foregoing. His meshes are

regular. No outlining thread marks the pattern, which,

instead of being filmy, like cambric, is ribbed. This speci-
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men, recently made at Calais with a Leavers machine, is
produced at a cost of Is. 2d. a yard, whilst the value of the
original hand-made pillow lace is at least £1, os. a yard.
Fig. 32 is taken from a piece of fine needle-made lace (point
de Venise a r^seau). The flat and even appearance iu the
close portions (the (oile) of the pattern, the slight thread
(cordojtiiet) outlining the pattern, and the delicate fiUings-in

or modes of tracery work may be noted for comparison

191

Fio. 33.—Machine-made Imitation of Venetian Point Lace, i r^seau.

with corresponding details in the machine-made imitation

{tig. 33). la this the close portions are ribbed, the cor-

donnet is stouter and stands in relief, and the tracery

modes ave simpler in composition.
Literature.—The literature of the art of lace making is consider-

able. The series of 16th and 17th century lace pattern-books, of
which the more important are perhaps those by F. Vinciolo (Paris,

15S7), Cesare Vecellio (Venice, 1592), and Isabetta Catanea Parasole

(Venice, 1600), not to mention several kindred works (Pearlier and
later date published in Germany and the Netherlands, supplies a
large field for exploration. Recently Signer Ongania of Vehice
has published a limited number of facsimiles of the majority of

such works. M. Alvin of Brussels issued a brochure in 1863 upon
these patterns, and in the same year the Marquis Giroiamo d'Adda
contributed two bibliographical essays upon the same subject to the
Gazette des Beaux Arts (vol. xv. p. 342 sq., and vol. xviL p. 421
sq.). In 1864 Cavaliere A. Merli ivrote a pamphlet (with illustra-

tions) entitled Origine ed uso delle Trine a filo di refe ; Mons F.

de Fertiault compiled a brief and rather fanciful Histoire de la

Dinlelle in 1843, in which he reproduced statements to be found in

Diderot's EncyclopMie, subsequently quoted by Roland de la Platiire.

The first Report of the Department of Practical Art, 3853, contains a
"Report on Cotton Print Works and Lace Making" by Oetavius
Hudson, and in the first Report of the Department of Science and Art
are some " Observations on Lace," with magnified representations
of details showing stitches and plaits used in various laces. Mr
Hudson delivered two lectures "On Lace made by Hand" in 1858.
Reports upon the International Exhibitions of 1851 (London) and
1867 (Paris), by M. Aubry, Mrs Palliser, and others, contain informa-
tion concerning lace making. But the most important work first

issued upon the histoiy of lace making is that by the late Mrs Bury
Palliser {History of Lace, 1869; latest edition, 1875). In this work
the history is treated rather from an antiquarian than a technical
point of view ; and wardrobe accounts, inventories, state papers,
fashionable journals, diaries, plays, poems, have been laid under
contribution with surprising diligence. The Queen Lace Boole, an
hiiitorical and descriptive account of the hand-made laces of all

countries, published in London in 1874, relies for much of its data
upon Mrs Palliser's book, and contains some illustrations of ex-
cellent specimens of work. In 1875 the Arundel Societj' brought
out a folio volume of permanently printed photographs taken from
some of the finest specimens of ancient lace which were collected for

the International Exhibition of 1874. These were accompanied by
a brief history of lace, written from the technical aspect of the art,

by Mr Alan S. Cole. At the same time appeared a bulky
imperial 4to volume by M. Seguin, entitled La Dentelle, which is

'illustrated with woodcuts and fifty phoio-tyijographical plates. M.

Segum divides his work into four sections. The first of thes« U
n I nw w/b-lr"''

»f *'»«';"§'» of iacis; the second deab withpiUow laces, bibliography of lace, and a review of sumptuary edicts •

the third re ates to needle-made lace ; and the fourtt contains aa'account of places where lace has been and is madt, remarks uponcommerce m lace, and unon the industry of lace makers. /hUme hod of treating the suV,ect entails the repetition of n.unerous
facts and observations. Without sufficient conclusive evidence Mbeguin accords to France the palm for having exceUed in producing
the richer sorts of laces, which both before and since the publication
ot his otherwise valuable work have been identified as being Italian

"^ o"^u
^Descnptive catalogues are issued of the lace collections

at bouth Kensmgton Museum, at the Science and Art Museum
Uublin, and at the Industrial JIuseum, Nuremberg. In 1881 a
series of four Cantor Lectures on the art of lace making were
delivered before the Society of Arts by Mr Alan S. Cole, and have
since been extracted from the journal of the society, and published
in a pamphlet form, with illustrations. The latestVork on the sub-
ject IS a Technical History of the Manufacture of Venetian Laces,
by G. M. Drbani de Gheltof, with plates, translated by Lady Layard,

*.r
1^"''^'^^^'^ *' Venice by Siguor Ongania. The History of

ilachine-itrrought Hosiery andLace Manufacture (London, 1867), by
Felkin, has already been referred to. There is also a technological
essay upon lace -made by machinery, with diagrstns of lace stitches
and patterns {Teehnologische Stvdien im Sacksischen Erzgcbirge,
Leipsio, 1878), by Hugo Fischer. (A. S. C.)

LACED.EMON. See Lacoxia and Spaeta.
LACfiPEDE, Bernard Geemaix Etienne de la

ViLLE, CoiiTE DE (1756-i825), French naturalist, was
born at Agen in Guyenne, December 26, 1756. His educa-
tion was carefully conducted by his father, and the early

perusal of Buffon's Natural History awakened an interest

in that branch of study, which for the remainder of his life

absorbed his chief attention. His leisure he devoted to

music, in which, besides becoming a good performer on
the piano and organ, he acquired considerable mastery ot

composition, two of his operas, which, however, were never
published, meeting with the high approval of Gluck ; and
in 1781-85 he also brought out in two volumes his Foetique

de la Musiqve. Meantime he wrote two treatises, Essai
sur rSlectricite (1781) and Physique geneiale et particuliere

(1782-81-), which gained him the friendship of I3uffon, who
in 1785 appointed him sub-demonstrator in the Jardin du
Koi, and proposed to him to become the continuator of hij

Histoire Naturelle. This continuation was published under

the titles Histoire des Quadrtiptdes ovipares et des Serpentt

(2 vols., 1788-89) and Histoire Naturelle des Reptiles

(1789). After the Revolution Lac^pede became a member
of the legislative assembly, but during the Reign of Terror

he deemed it advisable to leave Paris, his life having
become endangered by his disapproval of the massacres.

When the Jardin du Roi was reorganized as the Jardin

des Plantes Lac^pfede was appointed to the chair set apart

to the history of reptiles and fishes, which he conducted

with such success that in 1796 he was chosen a member
of the Institute. Two years afterwards he published the

first volume of Histoire Naturelle des Poissons, the 5tli

volume appearing in 1803; and in 1804 appeared Histoire

des Cetacis. From this period till his death the part he

took in politics prevented him from making any further

contribution of importance to science. In 1799 he became

a senator, in 1801 president of the senate, in 1803 grand

chancellor of the legion of honour, in 1804 minister of

state, and at the Restoration in 1819 he was created a

peer of France. He died at fipinay, October 6, 1825. Dur-

ing the latter period of his life he wrote Histoire generate

physique et civile de I'Europe, which was published posthu-

mously in 18 vols., 1826. A coOected edition of his works

on natural history was published in the Bame year, and btia

been frequently reprinted. . See IcHTHYOLOGy. vol xii.

p. 633.

LA CHALOTAIS, Louis RE^i de Caradettc dk
(1701-1785), representative of the French provincial

parliaments in their struggles with Louis XV., was boru

at Rennes m Brittany, March 6, 1701. He entered with
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keea vigour into the question of tlie suppression of the
Jesuits, whicli began to be most openly mooted after the
affair of Martinique ; and as procureur g^n^ral of the
parliament of Brittany he submitted to the parliament in

1761 and 1762—the very heat of the conflict—two
Comptes Rendus des Coiisiitidions des Jcsuites, which dealt

the society some of the most powerful blows it had
.received since Pascal, and undoubtedly contributed largely

to secure the edict of suppression in 1761. In the
friends of the Jesuits La Chalutais had thus prepared
for himself bitter enemies, and he wa3 to feel their

power in the events of the quarrel between the court and
the parliaments. The breach between the estates of
Brittany and the king, in which La Chalotais was more
immediately concerned, originated in an order passed by
Government that the voices of two of the three estates

should bind the other, that is, that the clergy and citizens

should control the landed proprietors. To this order,

designed to secure the registration of certain fiscal edicts

in spite of the proprietors, who formed a majority in the

estates, and upon whom the taxes would fall most heavily,

the opposition was marked by all the obstinacy of the
Breton character. La Chalotais endeavoured to carry
through a compromise, but at the same time animadverted
somewhat acrimoniously upon the coercive efforts of the

Due d'Aiguillon, governor of Brittany, who already, as a
eupporter of the Jesuits, regarded the procureur with
animosity. When the estates, therefore, absolutely refused
to register the edicts, the court chose to regard La
Chalotais as the moving spirit in the opposition ; and in

November 17S5 he was arrested on a charge of having
written certain anonymous and seditious letters to the king.
ISo attention was paid to his protestations of innocence;
ond, when the parliament of Eennes tried to force matters
to a crisis by resigning in a body, Louis merely appointed
commissioners to sit as a new parliament and to try La
Chalotais, with his son and some other magistrates who
had been arrested at the sstme time. But the question had
spread beyond Brittany ; other provincial parliaments, and
even the parliament of Paris, took it up ; and the strife

began to assume the ominous significance of one between
the people and the crown. No lower tribunal ventured to

pass sentence upon La Chalotais, and in 1769 the king,

calling the case before himself in council, attempted to

settle it in his own autocratic way : silence was imposed
as to the future, oblivion as to the past ; the innocence of

the accused was acknowledged, but they were exiled from
their province. Such a decision was no settlement. The
parliament, now restored, accused the Due d'Aiguillon of

having suborned witnesses against La Chalotais, and, when
he published memoirs retorting the charge, caused them
to be burned by the hand of the common hangman.
Maupeou, minister of the king, after vainly endeavouring
to enforce the royal edict of silence, summoned the case

before the parliament of Paris in 1770. That body, how-
ever, gave such unequivocal signs of favour to La Chjlotais,

that the king interfered and quashed the whole proceedings
by a " bed of justice." The entire matter thus lay over so

far as it affected the procureur, till the death of the king
in 1774 allowed him to return to his ofBcial duties. La
Chalotais died at Eennes, July 12, 1785.

Besides the Comptes Ecnius and the Expose J.islificatif [three parts,

1766-67), written in prison, La Chalotais was the author of an £ssai
d'Education Nationale (1763), a work extravagantly praised by
Voltaire. It was written in view of the disorganization in matters
educational that would follow the expected expulsion of the Jesuits
from France.

LACHISH (P'??), a town in the low country of Judah
(Josh. XV. 39), and one of the strong fortresses that offered

an obstinate resistance to Nebuchadnezzar (Jer. xxxiv. 7).

It was to Lachish that Amaziah fled from the conspiracy

raised against him at Jerusalem, and there he was killed (2
Kings xiv. 19). From an obscure allusion in Micah i. 13
it would appear that the place was a chariot city. For
this it was doubtless recommended by its position in the
rich low country, and the same reason, together with the
fact that it commanded the line of advance from Egypt,
is sufficient to esplain why it was the headquarters of

Seflnacherib during part of his Judrean campaign (2 Kings
xviii. 14; Isa. xxxvii. 8). The name of Lachish occurs
on the monuments of Sennacherib, and a bas-relief now in

the British Museum, representing the king receiving its

spoils, is -given in G. Smith's History of Sennacherib

(1878). Lachish was rcoccupied by the Jews after the
captivity (Neh. xi. 30), and the Onoinastica place it 7
miles from Eleutheropolis on the southern road. The site

has not been identified. Umm Ldkis does not agree with
the statement of the Onomastica, and the name (" Mother
of Itch ") has no connexion with the Hebrew, while El
Hasy, suggested by Conder, has still less to recommend it.

As the cities in this district were built of brick, the ruins

may probably have all but disappeared.

LA.CHMANN, Karl Konrad Friedrich Wilhelm
(1793-1851), a highly distinguished'philologist and critic,

was born March 4, 1793, at Brunswick, where his father

held au appointment as preacher in the Andreas Kirche.

In his eighth year ha entered the Katharineum of his

native town, where the strong bent of his vigorous mind
towards philology and literature soon made itself unmistak-
ably evident. In 1809 he passed to the university of

Leipsic as a student of philology and theology ; in the

same year he transferred himself to Gottingen, where,

under the influence of Heyne, his enthusiasm for philo-

logical pursuits almost completely extinguished his interest

in theology; the pagan classics and particularly the Roman
poets became his absorbing study. Stronger even than that

of Heyne was the influence of Dissen over the young and
rising scholar, who found additional intellectual stimulus

in the companionship of such fellow students as C. K. J.

Eunsen, Ernst Schulze, and C. A. Braudis. Under G. F.

Beneoke he also devoted himself to Italian and English,

and ultimately to Old German. In 1815 he was led by the

stirring political events of the day to interrupt his studious

life and join the Prussian army as a volunteer chasseur;

in this capacity he accompanied his detachment to Paris,

but to his great regret never encountered the enemy. The
regiment being disbanded he went to Berlin, where he
became an assistant master in the Friedrich Werder
gymnasium, and in the spriug of 1816 he " habilitated " at

the university. His thesis was published immediately

afterwards, the subject being " The original form of the

Nibehmgennoth." Almost simultaneously appeared his

edition of Propertius. The same summer he became one

of the principal masters in the Fridericianum of Konigs-

berg, where he assisted his colleague Karl Kdpke with his

edition of Eudolf von Monfort's Barlaam und Josaphat

(1818), and also took part in the researches of his friend

towards an edition of the works of Walther von der

Vogelweide. In January 1818 he became professor extra-

ordinarius of classical philology iu the university of

Konigsberg, where Lobeck also was ; he at the same time

began to lecture on Old German grammar and the Middle

High German poets. In connexion with this task he

devoted himself during the following seven years to an

extraordinarily minute study of all that could be found,

whether in print or in manuscript, relating to these subjects,

and in the summer of 1824 he obtained leave of absence

in order that he might search the libraries of Middle and

South Germany for further materials. In February 1825

Lachmann was nominated extraordinary professor of

classical and German philology in the university of Berlin i
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in June 1S27 he was promoted to the ordinary professor-

ship in the same department ; and in 1830 he was admitted
a member of the Academy of Sciences. The remainder of

his laborious and fruitful life as an author and a teacher
presents no episode requiring special record. In January
1851 he was seized with an inflammatory aSfection of the

left foot, to which he ultimately succumbed on March 13,

1851. See Hertz, Karl Lackmann, eine Biographic
(Berlin, 1851).
Lachmann, who was the translator of the first vohime of P. E.

Miiller's Sagacnhibliothck dcs Skandinavisdien AUcrthums, published
at Berlin in 1S16, is a figure of considerable importance iu the his-

tory of German philology (see Rudolf von Raumer, Gcsch. d. ger-

manischcn Philologic, 1S70). In his " habilitationsschrift " on the
Nihclungmnoth, and still more in his review of Hagen's Nibclungcii
and Benecke's Bonerius, contribated in 1817 to the Jcnaische
Literaturzcitung, he had already laid down the rules of te-xt criticism

Hnd elucidated the phonetic and metrical principles of Middle
High German in a manner which marked a very distinct advance
iu that branch of learned investigation. The rigidly scientific

character of his method becomes increasingly apparent in the Aus-
v:ahl aus dm Hochdeutschen Dichtern dcs drehchntai Jahrhundcrls
(dedicated to Benecke, 1820), in the edition of Hartmann's Iwcin
(the text being Lachmann's special care, while the e.xplanatory notes
are by Benecke, 1827), in those of Walther von der Vogelweide
(1827) and Wolfram von Eschenbach (1833), in the papers " tJeber

das Hildebrandslied," " tJeber althochdeutscho Betonung nnd
Verskunst," " CTeber den Eingang des Parzivals," and " Ueber
drei Bruchstiicke niederrheinischer Gedichte " puljlished in the
Ahhandlunqcn of the Berlin Academy, and in Dcr Nibelimgen Not
mit dcr Klagc in der dltcslcn Gcstalt mil den Abtccichungen dcr
gcmcincn Lcsart (1826), which was followed by a critical commentary
in 1836. Lachmann's " Betrachtungen uber die Ilias," first pub-
lished in the Abhandlungen of the Berlin Academy in 1837 and
1841, in which he sought to show that the Iliad consists of si.'jteen

independent "lays" variously enlarged and interpolated, have had
considerable influence on modern Homeric criticism. See Homer.
His smaller edition of the New Testament appeared in 1831, 3d
ed. 1846; the larger, in two volumes, in 1842-50 (Novum Tosla-

mcntum Cfrsscc elLaline: Carolus Lachmanmcs rccensuit, PhUippus
Buttmannus Ormcm Icctionis auctoritates appostcit). The plan of

Lachmann's edition, which has been explained by himself in the

Slud. u. Krit. of 1830, is a modification of the unaccomplished
project of Bentley. It seeks to restore the most ancient reading

current iu Eastern MSS., using the consent of the Latin authorities

(Old Latin and Greek Western Uncials) as the main proof of anti-

quity of a reading where the oldest Eastern authorities differ. Be-
sides Propertius, Lachmann edited Catullus, 1829 ; TibuUus, 1829;
Genesius, 1834; Terentianus Maurus, 1836; Babrius, 1845; Avianus,
1845 ; Gains, 1841-42 ; the Agrimensores Romani, 1848-52 ; and
Lucretius, 1850. The last, which was the main occupation of the

closing years of his life, from 1845, was perhaps his greatest achieve-

ment, and has been characterized by Monro as "a work which will

be a landmark for scholars as long as the Latin language continues

to be studied."

LA CONDAMINE, Chaeles Maeib de (1701-1774),
French geographer and mathematician, born at Paris,

January 28, 1701, was trained for the military profession,

but turned his attention to science and geographical ex-

ploration. He was a member with Godin and Bouguer of

the expedition sent to Peru in 1735 to determine the

length of a degree of the meridian in the neighbourhood
of the equator (see vol. viL 598), and on his homeward
route made the first scientific exploration of the river

Amazon. He returned to Paris in 1745, and published

the results of his measurements and travels with a map of

the Amazon in Mem. de VAcademic des Sciences, 1745
(English translation 1745-47). La Condamine continued

to interest himself in metrical problems, and on a visit to

Rome made careful measurements of the ancient buildings

with a view to a precise determination of the length of

the Roman foot. The journal of his voyage to the equator
was published at Paris in 1751. He also wrote in favour

of inoculation. He died February 4, 177-?

LACONIA, the Greek AaKunK^, is the name generally

applied in modem times to the country which occupied the

south-eastern corner of the Peloponnesus, often called Lace-

d<emon, AoxeSaZ/ioji', which is the only name used in Homer.
The history of the district has already been given (see I
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Greece), and it only remaMs to give a slight sketch of its
physical features. These are very peculiar, and had great
influence in producing the marked and distinctive character
of the section of the Dorian race which occupied Laconia
throughout the historical period. The country is a deep
valley almost completely surrounded by mountain.s, and it
is the general opinion that both names, Laconia and
Lacedajmon, refer to this hollow sunken character being
connected with lacus, \o.kko%, &c. The mountains of Arcadia
shut in this vaUey on the north, and from them two parallel
chains of mountains stretch due south bounding the valley
on the east and on the west. The eastern chain bore in
ancient times the name Taygetus, the western, Parnon

;

both ridges stretched far out into the sea, forming respect-
ively the promontories of Taenarus and Malea. Taygetus,
now called Pentedaktylon, is a splendid unbroken chain of
lofty peaks, well deserving its Homeric epithet Trfpi/iryKeros

;

the highest point is the ancient Taleton, now St Elias,
7900 feet high. Mount Parnon is not such a fine ridge|
but still forms a strong barrier along the sea-coast. Throut^h
the whole length of the valley from north to south flows
the river Eurotas, which has only one tributary of any
consequence, the Oenus. The soil was not remarkably
fertile, except in the low ground towards the sea ; but the
sides of Taygetus were covered with dense forests which
afforded excellent sport to the inhabitants of the plain.
The people were thus inured to the hardy life of moun-
taineers

; they were so securely defended by nature against
invasion that the victorious Epaminondas hesitated to
attack the country; while with command of the passes
they could at any time invade the neighbouring countries.
Over Mount Taygetus there was hardly any pass prac-
ticable for an army; from Arcadia there were only two
entrances, both easily defended, one by the course of the
Oenus, the other by the Eurotas. Mount Parnon stretched
along the east coast, which offered no harbour, hardly even
a landing place, for foreign ships. While adding to the
security of the country, the same causes isolated it greatly

from intercourse with other peoples, tended to keep the

inhabitants backward and to prevent education, and led

to that jealous and exclusive character which distinguished

the Lacedasmonians.

LACORDAIRE, Jean Baptiste Hentii (1802-1861),
French orator, was born at Recey-sur Ource, Cote d'Or,

12th March 1802. He was the second of a family of four,

the eldest of whom travelled a great deal in his youth, and
subsequently occupied the chair of comparative anatomy at

Li^ge, from which he contributed some valuable treatises

on entomology. For several years Lacordaire studied at

Dijon, showing a marked talent for rhetoric ; this naturally

led him to the pursuit of law, and in the local debates of

the advocates he attained a high celebrity. At Paris he

for a time thought of going on the stage, but was induced

to finish the course, and, having done so with credit, ap-

plied himself for eighteen months with much success to the

consideration of briefs. Sleanwhile a great change was

passing over his convictions. Lamennais had published

his Essai sur VIndifference,—a passionate vindication of

belief as against the tolerant contempt of a generation

which regarded truth and falsehood in every department

of life with equal complaisance, a demonstration of tho

weakness of individual reason and an assertion of tho

rightful supremacy of a central religious authority. La-

cordaire read and was convinced. His ardent and believ-

ing nature was weary of the theological negations of tho

Encyclopedists. He was impelled towards a deistical ex-

planation of the universe, from which in turn he went on

to Catholicism as the only faith calculated to keep society

from disintegration. In 1823 he became a theohigical

student at the seminarv of Saint Sulpice ;
four years later
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ha was ordained and became almoner of the college of

Henry IV. He was called from it to co-operate with La-

mennais in the editorship of L'Avenir, a journal established

for the purpose of advocating the union of the democratic

principle with ultramontanism. To be a Catholic was to

be a royalist in the popular definition ; Lacordaii-e strove

to show that Catholicism was not bound up with the idea

of dynasty, and definitely allied it with a well-defined

liberty, equality, and fraternity. But the new propagand-

ism was denounced from Rome in an encyclical. lu the

meantime Lacordaire and Montalembert, believing that,

under the charter of 1830, they were entitled to liberty of

instruction, opened an independent free school and began

to teach in it. It was closed in two days, aud the teachers

fined before the court of peers. These reverses Lacordaire

accepted with quiet dignity; but they brought his relation-

ship with Lamennais to a close. He now began the course

of Christian conferences at the College Stanislas, which

attracted the art and intellect of Paris ; thence he went

to Notre Dame, and for two years his sermons were the

delight of the capital His presence was dignified, his

voice capable of indefinite modulation, and Ms gestures

animated and attractive. He still preached the gospsl of

tho people's sovereignty in civil life and the pope's supre-

macy in religion, but brought to his propagandism the fall

resources of a mind familiar with philosophy, Iiistory, and

literature, and indeed led the reaction against Voltairean

scepticism. He was asked to edit the Univers, to take a

chair ia the university of LouvaiB, but declined both ap-

pointments, and ia 1836 set out for Rome, revolving a

great scheme for Christianizing France by restoring the

old order of St Dominic. At Rome he prepared himself

for the life of the new brotherhood, donning the habit of

the preaching friar and joining the monastery of Minerva.

His Memoire pour le retailissement en, France de Vordre

des frerei jnecheurs was then prepared and dedicated to

his country ; at the same time he collected the materials

for the life of his avowed master, St Dominic. But he

'did not return to Franca until 1841, when he resumed

his preaching at Notre Dame, and was successful in re-

establishing the order of which he ever afterwards called

himself monk. His funeral orations are the most notable

in their kind of any delivered during his tim.e, those de-

voted to the death of Drouot and O'Conneli being espe-

cially predominant in the qualities of point and clearness.

He next thought that his presence in the Assembly would

be of use to his cause ; but he remained there only a short

while, finding the true field of his influence to be the

pulpit, ilany popular, movements he advocated with the

fervour of high conviction. In 1850 he went back to

Rome and was made provincial of the order, and for four

years laboured to make the Dominicans a religious power.

Id 1854 he retired to Sorfeze to become director of a private

lyceum, and remained there in self-chosen obscurity until

he died, 22d November 1861,

LACQUER, or Lacker, in general terms may be said

to be coloured and frequently opaque varnishes applied to

certain metallic objects and to wood. The term is derived

from the resin lac, which substance is the basis of lacquers

properly so called. Technically, among Western nations,

lacquering is restricted to the coating of polished metals or

metallic surfaces, such as brass, pewter, and tin, with

prepared varnishes which will give them a golden, bronze-

like, or other lustre as desired. Of tho numerous recipes

for tho preparation of the various lacquers, the following

for a gold lacquer for brass work may be taken as a

sample :—shell-lac 8 oz., sandarach 2 oz., turmeric 8 oz.,

aniotto 2 oz., dragon's blood \ oz., dissolved in I gallon of

rectil ed spirit. Throughout the East Indies the lacquer-

lug oV wooden surfaces ia universally practised, large articles

of houseuold furniture, us well as small boxes, trays, toys,

and papier mdch6 objects, being decorated with bright-

coloured and varitgated lacquer. The lacquer used in tho

East is, in general, variously coloured sealing-was, applied,

smoothed, and polished in a heated condition ; and by
various devices intricate marbled, streaked, and mottled

designs are produced. Qaite distinct from these, ar.d from

all other forms of lacquer, is the lacquer work of Japan.

The source and nature of the raw material of Japanese
lacquer has been referred to under Japanning, and there

also wUl be found some allusion to its extraordinary

durability and resistance to all ordinary solvents. Not
less extraordinary is the manipulative skill shown by the

Japanese in this kind of work, and the variety and
exquisite pertection of its decorative treatment, which all

go to place Japanese lacquer of high quality among the

rarest and most prized treasures of decorative art. In the

preparation of Japanese lacquer work the wooden object to

be treated is first coated with several layers of raw lacquer

mixed with brick dust, &c., which, when hardened, are

smoothed with gritty stona A few layers of common
or inferior varnish of the colour desired in the finished

object are then successively added. After each coating the

objects are placed to dry in an enclosed box, the sides of

which are kept moist with water, so that hardening takes

place in a dark damp atmosphere. The final coating is

composed of the best quality of lacquer, and it is smoothed

with great care and polished with powdered deer horn.

The briUiant smooth polish of plain black lacquer is brought

up by repeated thin rubbings over with uncoloured lacquer

and polishings with deer horn. Such are the elaborate

processes used for entirely unornamented lacquer; but

most Japanese work is enriched with decorations which

introduce an endless variety of treatment and much more
complex, tedious, and costly processes of operation. Flat

work, variously coloured and speckled, ornamented with

gilt patterns, is among the simplest of the artistic lacquer

productions of Japan. Relief or raised lacquer work, on

the other hand, is a most elaborate and costly production,

the labour of months and even years being expended on

the preparation of fine high-relief examples. The raised

designs are produced with a mixture of red oxide of iron

and lacquer repeatedly applied till the desired elevation is

attained, the form of the raised surface being carefully

modelled and controlled between successive applications

by rubbing and grinding with charcoal powder. Metallic

powders—gold, silver, bronze, &c.—are applied with the

final coat while the work is still in a viscous condition, and

these sinking into the lacquer produce a strongly adherent

surface with a fine subdued metallic lustre. Other methods

of ornamental treatment consist of inlaying and incrusting

the lacquer with mother of pearl, ivory, gold, bronze, or

tinfoil. A great variety of decorative effect may be thus

produced, but lacquers so treated are. not held in the same

high esteem as the raised or even the flat varieties. Thin

sections of the substance to be inlaid are placed on the

surface of a freshly coated and yet " tacky " object, and

imbedded by the repeated applications of additional

coatings ; the surface is then rubbed and reduced till the

inlay and laccjuer form one smooth continuous surface.

Relief incrustations are managed in an analogous manner,

the lacquer being smoothed and poUshed around the

iacrusted object or pattern. Lacquer is also ornamented

by carving, a style mostly applied to red lacquer, although

it is also occasionally done in black and other dark colours.

This method of treatment has been introduced from China,

where red carved lac or Peking lac is a characteristic

ornamental substance.

LACRETELLE, Chaeles de (1766-1855), historian

and journalist, was born at Metz. Shortly before the
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Eevolution be was introduced lo sotnfi of the constitution-

alist leaders, and soon joined tlie staff of the Moniteur and

the Dehats ; then he became secretary to the Due de la

Rochefoucauld-Liancourt. He returned to journalism and

joined Chdnier and Roucher on i\s.e Joiirnal de Paris. The

triumph of the Jacobins was not without danger for him,

and to avoid it he enlisted in the army, but after Thermidor

returned once more to Paris and to newspaper work. The

13th Vend^miaire again drove him from boih, and he took

to serious composition. He had more than one fluctuation

of fortune of the same kind still to undergo, and was actu-

ally imprisoned for a considerable time, but continued his

historical work, to which after the establishment of

Napoleon's power he wholly devoted himself. He became

a member of the Academy in 1811, and professor of history

in the Parisian faculty of literature next year. The

Ftestoration pleased him from the constitutional point of

view, and after it the July monarchy. In 1848 he retired

to Miicon, where he died seven years later. Lacretelle's

chief work is a series of histories of the 18th century, the

Revolution, and its sequel {Eighteenth Centuri/, 1808;

Eei:olution, 1821-26; Consulate and Empire, 1840;

Restoration, 1846). He bad previously given a Precis

Historique of the Revolution (1801-6). Mr Carlyle's

sarcastic remark on Lacretelle's Ilistory of the Revolution

that it " ejusts but does not profit much " is partly true of

all his books. The author was a moderate and fair-minded

man, but possessed neither great powers of style, nor strik-

ing historical insight, nor the special historian's power of

uniting minute accuracy of detail with breadth of view. If

his history of the ISth century deserves to be singled out

from his other books, it is chiefly because no exact successor

to it has appeared. Besides the works mentioned, he also

wrote a History of the Religious Wars, some sketches of his

personal adventures in the Revolution, &c. As a journalist,

if not as an historian, Lacretelle was not scrupulous about

absolute accuracy. The legend of the Abbe Edge worth's

last words to Louis XVI. has been traced to him.

LACROSSE is the national ball game of Canada, as

cricket is of England and base ball of the United States of

America. The aborigines had the game before the dis-

covery of the New World, and different Indian tribes

played it in diflferent manners, generally with much
roughness and violence. The present name was given it

by French Canadians, owing to the resemblance of the

curved netted stick, the chief implement used in the

pastime, to a bishop's crozier or crosse. As white men
gradually took up the game it became more refined. Id

1867 the National Lacrosse Association of Canada was

formed, and drew up a recognized code of rules. Lacrosse

cannot be aptly compared to hockey or football, since

striking or even touching the ball with the hands or feet

is inadmissible. The crosse some-vhaf resembles a racket

bat. It is a stick with one end carved, and the hook so

formed is fitted with network, which must not bag. The
ball is of indiarubber, from 8 to 9 inches in circumference.

The other requisites are a level piece of turf, about 200 by
100 yards, and the goals. These may be any distance

apart, according to agreement and the space available.

Each goal is composed of two flag posts, 6 feet high and a

like distance apart. The usual number of players is twelve

on each side, and the captains station them somewhat as in

football A game is scored by one side driving the ball

between their opponents' goal posts, and a match is three

games out of five. There is nn "off side" as in footb'vll,

and the chief feat of the player is to catch the ball on

the n-twork of the crosse, dodge Lis opponents by running

as far as practicable, and then throw the ball to one of

his own side who is nearer the enemy's goal. A game is

commenced by the ball being placed on the ground midway

between the two goals and a player from each side • f.'-cing
"

for it with the crosse till one of them succeeds in sending
it on the way to the opposite goal. After each game
goals are changed. During winter the game is played by
skaters on the ice, or on the snow with the aid of snow
shoes. A native Indian team introduced the pastime into

England in 1867; several amateur clubs were formed;
and a set of rules was drawn up by an English Lacrosse
Association on February 12, 1868. They differ somewhat
from the Canadian regulations,—tho goal posts being 7

feet apart with a tape across the top, and a match being
decided by the number of goals won during a specified

time. The pastime, however, never took deep root in

England, so many other old established games of ball

being more popular, and is now but little practised.

LA CRO.SSE, chief city of La Cirosse county, Wisconsin,

United States, is situated on the east bank of the

Mississippi, at the confluence of the Black and La Crosse

rivers, 196 miles by rail west-north-west of Milwaukee.

La Crosse is the second commercial city and the fourth

in the scale of population in the State. An extensive

lumbering trade is carried on by moans of the Black river.

The city contains foundries, machine-shops, saw-mills, flour-

mills, shipbuilding yards, and manufactories of agricultural

implements, beer, and leather. It has 3 English dailies

and 5 weekly newspapers (2 English, 2 Norwegian, 1

German), 20 churches, and a public library containing

3300 volumes. La Crosse became a city ia 1856. The
population in 1880 was 14,505.

LACIIYMATORY, a modern word employea to describe

a class of small vessels of terra-cotta, or, more frequently,

of glass, found in Roman and late Greek tombs, and fanci-

fully supposed to have been bottles into which mourners

dropped their tears. They were used to contain unguents,

and it is to the need of unguents at funeral ceremonies

that the finding of so many of these vessels in tombs -is

due. They are shaped like a spindle, or a flask with a

long small neck and a body in the form of a bulb.

LACTANTIUS FIRMIANUS, also called Lucius

vKcilius or Lucius CmHus Lactantius Firmianus, was a

Christian writer who from the beauty of his style has bee'n

called the " Christian Cicero." His history is very obscure.

His very name is doubtful ; his birthplace, whether in Italy

or in Africa, is uncertain ; it is impossible to say witi any

accuracy when bis writings were published ; and the date

of bis death is unknown. His parents were heathens ; he

was a pupil of Aruobius in Sicca in Africa ; he went to

Nicomedia in Bithynia while Diocletian was emperor to

teach rhetoric, but found little work to do in that Greek-

speaking city; be became a convert to Christianity,

probably late in life ; and about ten or twelve years before

his death (312-318) be went to Gaul on the invitation of

Constantine the Great, and became tutor to bis eldest son

Crispus. These facts, with bis writings, are all that is

known about Lactantius. His chief work Divinarnm.

Institutionum Libri Septem is a long introduction
_
to

Christianity, wTitten in exquisite Latin, but displaying

such ignorance as to have incurred the charge of favouring

the Arian and Jlanichrean heresies. The date of publica-

tion has been variously given from 302 to 323 a.d. One

sentence seoins to say that a pei^ecution, which can scarcely

be any other than the Diocletian, was raging while the

book was being written (v. 1 7, 5 )
; t^ bilst in the lirst, second,

fourth, and fifths books Const;,ntii;e is addressed as

emperor. Those who assert the earlier date of publication

point out thav the references to Constantine are omitted in

several MSS. Others adopt the conjecture of Baluze tbit

an early edition was published in Nicomedia and a later

twenty years afterwards (c/. Ebert, Ucher den Vtrfasser d't

Buchet De iVort. Persecui., p. 129 sg.). The seven Hooks
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of the ,'iistitutions have separate titles given to them either

by the author or by a later editor. The first, De Falsa
Rdujione, and the second, De Orhjlne Erroris, attack the

polytheism of heathendom, show the unity of the God of

creation and providence, and try to es^jjain how men have
wandered f"3m truth into polytheistic error. The third

book, De Falsa Sapieniia, describes and criticizes the

various systems of prevalent philosophy, showing how
baseless and contradictory they are. The fourth book, De
Vera Sapieniia, et Religione, insists upon the inseparable

union of true wisdom,and true religion, and maintains that

this union is made real in the person of Christ. The fifth

book, De Justitia, maintains that true righteousness is not

to be found apart from Christianity, and that it springs

from piety which consists in the knowledge of God. The
sixth book, De Vero Cnltii, describes the true worship of

God, which is righteousness, and consists chiefly in the

exercise of Christian love towards God and man. The
seventh book, De Vita Beata, discusses, among a variety of

subjects, the chief good, immortality, the second advent,

and the resurrection. Jerome tells us that Lactantius
wrote an epitome of these Institutions, and such a work
was discovered in the royal library at Turin in 1712 by C.

M. Pfaff ; it is doubtful, however, whether this MS. is the
epitome of Lactantius. " Besides the Institutions, Lactantius
T^rote a treatise, De Ira Dei, addressed to one Donatus and
directed against the Epicurean philosophy ; an argument
for the wisdom and goodness of God as exhibited in the
creation and preservation of the world, De Opificio Dei sive

de Formatione Hominis; and a very celebrated treatise De
Mortibus Persecutoriim, which describes God's judgments
on the persecutors of his church from Nero to Diocletian,

and has served as a model for numberless subsequent
writings of a like nature. ' De Mort. Persecut. is not
included in the earlier editions of Lactantius ; it was
discovered and printed by Baluze in 1C79. Many critics

do not believe it to bo the work of our author, and" ascribe

it to an unknown Lucius Cascilius (see the work of Ebert
above quoted). Jerome speaks of Lactantius as a poet,

and several poems have been attributed to him :

—

De
Theniee, Symposium,'- De' Pascha ad Felicem Bpismpum,
and De Passione Domini. ' It is extremely probable that
all these are the productions of a much later age.

MSS. of Lactantius are very numerous ; a very complete catalogue
of these and of the earlier printed editions will be found iu Le Brnn
andLenglet Dufresnoy's edition, 2 vols. Paris, 174S. The best
editions besides Dufresnoy's are those of Walch, Leipsic, 1715

;

of Biinemann, Leipsic, 1739; and in Migne's Palrologia Zatina,
vols, vi and vii. A new edition is promised in the Vienna Corpus
Script. Ecclcs. Latin.

LACTIC ACID, a chemical term, which, though origin-

ally invented to designate the particular acid contained in

sour milk, has now, through the discovery of other acids
isomeric with and very similar to that acid, acquired a
generic, in addition to its original specific, meaning.

1. Lactie Acid properly so called. Fermentation Lactic
Acid, Mhylidetie Lactic Acid.— Scheele (Transactions of
Stoclcholm Acad., 1780) was the first to isolate this acid
(from sour milk) and establish its individuality. - About
twenty-four years later Bouillon Lagrange, and, independ-
ently of him, also Fourcroy and Vauquelin maintained
that Scheele's new acid was nothing but impure acetic.

But this notion was combated by Berzelius, and finally

refuted (in 1832) by Liebig and Mitscherlich, who by the
elementary analyses of lactates oroved the existence of this

as a distinct acid.

In the article Fehmentation (vol. ix. p. 97) it is explained
how lactic acid is produced from milk-sugar and from 'ordinary
glucose by "lactic fermentation." Tlio most convenient process
for the preparation of the acid is Bensch's. A solution of " invert-
sugar" (see vol. ix. p. 96) is produced by dissolving 6 parts
:>f cane-sugar and xijti P»rt of Urtaric acid in 35 parts of boilinR

water and .illowing to stand for two days. There is then addej
y'^th part of foul cheese, 8 parts of sour milk, and 2i part?
of carbouate of zinc, and the mixture kept at 40" to 45° C. li.r

eight to ten days. The sugar, CeHjoOj, ferments into lactic acid,
C:iH(j03, which, by the carlionate present, is converted into lactate
of zinc. But part of the lactate is invariably lost through "butj'ric
fermeutatiou " with evolution of hydrogen, which latter converts
part of the sugar into niaunite, CjHi^Oj. The fermented liquid is
heated to boilijig, strained clear, and allowed to cool, when the
lactate of zinc separates out in crystalline crusts, which are purified by
recrystallization from hot water. The free acid is obtained by decom-
posing the hot aq^ueous solution of the salt with suli.huretted hydro-
gen and filteriug off the sulphide of ziuc. The filtrate is evaporated
on a water bath to a syrui), which is treated with ether. Jlanuite
and other impurities remain, and the acid passes into the^ltrate,
from which the ether is easily expelled by distillation,and subsefiueut
evaporation in an open basm. What ultimately remains is a ihicic

colourless syrup, which, iu ordinary chemical parlanc*, goes as
ladic acid, although it is at best (uily an approximation to tlja

hydrate, C^HjOj.HjO. The extra H^O is easily enough removed by
continued evaporation, but no portion of it can bo thus got rid of
without the acid C'sHjO, itself sulfering dehydration into ladic
atiliiidride, CgHuOs, and lactide, C^HgO^, by successive subtractions
of HjO from 2C3H5O3.

The behaviour of lactic acid solution to basic reagents

and of the acid it.'self to alcohols (in the presence of dehy-
drators) is strictly that of a monobasic acid C^H^Oj ; i.e.,

so much lactic is strictly equivalent to one molecule of

acetic acid, and as the latter is proved to be CH^.COOH,
lactic acid must be assumed to be (CjE^O) COOH. But
the radicle CjH^O (unlike the CHj of acetic acid) still

contains one hydrogen atom, which, although not replace-

able by metals, can be replaced by acid radicles such as
acetyl CHjO or, conjointly with the oxygen atom, oy
Cl,Br,L Thus, for instance, lactic ether, (CjHjOCOOCjH^,
when treated with chloride of acetyl, C.jHjO.Cl, gets con-

verted into acetyl-lactic ethe^rCoHJC.X30)0]COO(C2H5),
with formation of hydrochloric acid. By the action of

hydriodic acid the same H conjointly with the O of the
radicle is replaced by iodine with formation of water. In
a word, lactic acid, besides being an acid analogous to, for

instance, acetic acid, CH3COOH, is at the same time an
alcohol analogous to ordinary spirit of wine, CUj.GH, as

shown by the formula HO—C„H^—COOH. "
This two-

fold character of our substance explains the readiness with
which it passes into anhydrides. I;actic acid tjhe acid acts

upon lactic acid the alcohol ; the replaceable H iu the

former unites with the OH of the latter, and the two rests

combine into an ether which is lactic anhydride. Thus :

—

(C.H.OH^—COO I H—__^

(CJHjCOOU)--' 0H--
Lactic iinhydride. j Water.

The slanting lines show the mode of combination after

the reaction. The anhydride, as we see, still contains an
OH and COOH, and a repetition of the group within its

molecule leads to lactide, C^HgO^. This latter body
could be presumed to bo formed from one molecule of

'

HO(C„Hi)COOH= (C.,H,)COO + H.OH ;

but the vapour density determination proves the molecular

weight to be in accordance with the larger formula C|;Hj,0^.

Admitting, as well we may, that lactic acid is a compound of

COOH aud OH with C„H^, what is this C^H, itself 1 This question

has been satisfactorily answered."- When lactic acid is distUlcd

rapidly, it breaks up into formic acid, H.COOH, and aldehyde,
{CH3)(C0)H. . Conversely when aldehyde is treated with hydro-
cyanic acid and muriatic acid it is converted into lactic acid, iu

two steps, thus : (1) tlie C = in the aldehyde combines with the

(NC)H, the H going to the O and the (NC) bv its C to the C, to

form the group (NC)—C—O—H ; and (2) tlie NC of this group, by
the action of the water, gets converted into a COOH, with formation

of NH3, which combines with the muriatic acid. KC + 2H.^0 =
NHj-f COOH. The (CH3) and H in the original aldehyde retain

their places, so that what we obtain ultimately must be

(CH3)-(CH)<g^0jj

Hi this consequently is the structure of lactic acid. The radicle
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<CH3)(CH) is called ethylidene, to distinguish it from " ethylene,"

wliich is (CU^'iiCH^)-

2. Paralactic or Sarcolaclic Acia.—This acid was dis-

covered by Berzelius in the juices of fiesb. It is almost

identical with ordinary lactic, but differs from it in this

that it (and its salts) turn the plane of polarized light, and
also in this that the sarcolactates in general are more

readily soluble than ordinary lactates, ajid contain dif-

ferent proportions of crystal water from these. Thus, for

instance, we have for the 2dnc salts

Ordbiarij. Sarco-.

Zn(C3H503)3 . 3H„0

.

Zn(C3H503) . 20,0

.

Soluble in 60 parts of cold Soluble in 17 Darts of cold

and in 6 parts of boiling water. water.

The isomerism of the two acids used to be explained by
assuming that the sarco-acid contained ethylene in lieu of

the ethylidene of the ordinary acid, thus

:

(OH)—(CH.)—(CH„)—COOH,

i.e., that the OH and COOH were attached to different

•carbon atoms. But this has been proved by Erlenmeyer to

"be a mbtake. The sarcoacid has precisely the same struc-

ture as ordinary lactic acid. It is a case of absolute (i.e.,

of unexplained) isomerism.

3. Ilydracryllc Acid.—From glyceric acid by the action

of hydriodic acid we obtain /3-iodopropionic, which, when
treated with water and oxide of sdver, exchanges its iodine

for OH :

I.H„C—CHj—COOH
gives

(OH) . H„C—CH.—COOH,

which is hydracrylic, an ethylene-lactic acid. That this

really is so was proved by Erlenmeyer, who obtained it

by the action of water ( + HCl) on undoubted ethylene-

cyanhydrine (OH)—(C^HJ—(CN). As suggested by the

formula, it differs markedly in its reactions from the two

more properly so-called lactic acids.

All lactic acids, when heated with hydriodic acid in sealed-

up tubes, pass ultimately into (the same) propionic acid,

(CHj)—(CHj)—COOH. (w. D.)

LADAK AND BALTI. The name LadAk (pronounced

in Tibetan Lata) belongs primarily to the broad valley of

the upper Indus in West Tibet, but includes several sur-

rounding districts in political connexion with it; the present

limits are between 75° 40' and 80° 30' E. long., and between
32° 25' and 36? N. lat. It is bounded N. by the Kuen-
lun range and the slopes of the Karakorum, N.W. and W.
by the Mussulman state of Balti or Little Tibet, S.W. by
Kashmir, S. by British Himalayan territory, and E. by the

Chinese Tibetan provinces of Ngari and Rudik.^ The
v.'hole region lies very high, the valleys of Eukshu in the

?outh-east being 15,000 feet, and the Indus near \A 11,000

feet, while the average height of the surrounding ranges is

19,000 feet. The proportion of arable and even possible

pasture land to barren rock an.'l gravel is very small.

The natural features of the country may be best

explained by reference to two native terms, under one or

other of which every part is included, viz., ehangiawj, i.e.,

" northern, or high plain," where the amount of level

ground is considerable, and the hills proportionally further

apart ; and rortff, i.e., " deep valley," where the contrary

condition prevails. The former predominates in the east,

diminishing gradually westwards. There, although tho

vast alluvial deposits which once filled the valley to a

remarkably uniform height of about 15,000 feet have left

their traces on the mountain sides, they have undergone
immense denudation, and their debris now forms secondary

* Geograpliically the east boundary is a mountain ridge some way
within Chinese territory, whicli, running north, is tho watershed
hetween East and West Tibet, and from the north Dart of which the

Indus, fl-om the south the Sutlej, take their rise.

deposits, flat bottoms, or shelving slopes, the only spots

available for cultivation or pasture. These masses of

alluvium are often found either metamorphosed to a sub-

crystalline rock still showing the composition of the strata,

or simply consolidated by lime.

Grand scenery is exceptional, for the valleys are confined,

and from the higher points the view is generally of a con-

fused mass of brown or yellow absolutely barren hUls, of

no great apparent height. The paraUeli.sm characteristic

of the Himalayan ranges continues hero, the direction

being north-west and south-east. A central range divides

the Indus valley, here 4 to 8 miles wide, from that of its

north branch the Shayok, which with its fertile tributary

valley of Nubra is again bounded on the north by the

Karakorum. This central ridge is mostly syenitic gneiss,

and north-east from it are found, successively, Silurian

slates, Carboniferous shales, and Triassic limestones, the

gneiss recurring at the Turkestan frontier. The Indus

li^ along the line which separates the crystalline rocks

from the Eocene sandstones and shales of the lower range

of hills on the left bank, the lofty mountains behind

them consisting of parallel bands of rocks from Silurian

to Cretaceous.^

There are several lakes in the east districts at about

14,000 feet. They have evidently been of much greatex

extent, and connected with the river systems of the country,

but they are now mostly without outlet, saline, and in

process of desiccation.

The climate is intensely dry, practically rainless, the

little snow which falls soon disappearing ; ^ above a certain

height no dew is deposited. The alternations of tempera-

ture are great ; the sun's direct rays are hotter than in the

Indian plains,* while the afternoon winds are piercingly

cold; except in summer it freezes every night, even in

the lower districts, and nightly throughout the year at

15,000 feet.

Vegetation therefore is confined to valleys and sheltered

spots, where a stunted growth of tamarisk and Myricaria,

Hippophae and Elxagtms, furze, and the roots of hurtsi, a

salsolaceous plant, supply the traveller with much-needed

firewood. The trees are the pencil cedar {Juniperus

exedsa), the poplar and willow (both extensively planted,

the latter sometimes wild), apple, mulberry, apricot, and

walnut. Agriculture depends on irrigation, which is skil-

fully managed, the principal products being wheat, common

and naked barley (from which the returns are usually small),

millet, buckwheat, pease, beans, and turnips. Lucerne and

prangos (an umbelliferous plant) are used as fodder.

Among domestic animals are the famous shawl goat, two

kinds of sheep, of which the larger {huniya) is used for

carrying burthens, and is a principal source of wealth, the

yak, and the dso, a valuable hybrid between the yak and

common cow. Among wild animals are the kyang or wild

ass, ibex, markhor, antelope, Ovis Poll, marmot, hare, and

other Tibetan fauna.

The capital, L6 (population 4000), lies 4 miles from

the river on the right bank, 11,540 feet above the sea, at

the southern base of a spur from the central range,

—

a terraced slope, with scattered hamlets, extending thence

to the Indus. It contains the palace of the old gyalpos,

an imposing structure seven stories high, and a wide bazaar

where polo is played. It is surrounded by poplar planta-

tions, with manis * and ch'hordtens « beyond. The houses

' Here, in the Zanskar, as the name implies, copper is found.

3 The average height of the snow-line is about 19,000 feet.

* Gerard records 158° in Bupshu, i.e., only 27° below boiling point

at that altitude. .

6 "Mani," a long stone wall, several feet wide, running along tbe

ro.Tidside, covered with loose stones deposited by tho passers-by, in-

scribed with t'je prayer or ejaculation, " Orr; ::i.-;:.i p.-idm6 hom.

« " Ch'hordten," the monumental tomb oi a lamx
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are usually two-storied, with flat roofs and balcoaies to the

south or west, the doors and shutters striped red and white.

The numerous monasteries are built (as the houses used

to be, for defence) in lofty and picturesque situations, and
would bo strategically strong but for the absence of water.

They are supported partly by their own lands, but cliieny

by liberal gifts from the peasantry, with whose interests

the lamas identify themselves. Tlie latter are hospitable,

pnd their superiors often refined, intelligent, and genial.

The religion is Buddhist, chiefly of the Dukpa or Eed
Sect, but traces of an older faith linger, to which the

masked dances of the monks, may possibly be referred.

Mohammedanism, previously on the increase, is discour-

aged by the Kashmir CTOvernment, its Hindu influence

tending, as Hinduism has done in Nepal, to introduce caste

ideas.

Polyandry is general, except among the rich.

The home trade is worth little over £4000 ; the chief

Exports are wool, dried fruits, salt, and small quantities of

gold, borax, and sulphur ; the chief imports, provision.?,

hardware, and tea, ; but the transit trade is relatively very

important, the chief routes from the Punjab, Afghanistan,

and Kashmir into Eastern Turkestan and Chinese- Tibet

all passing through Ld.^ It is carried by coolies, or on
ponies, sheep, or yaks, over diflicult passes often 18,000
feet high, and is further hampered by the exclusive policy

of China and Russia. The mfichanical and political

obstacles have long engaged the attention of the Indian
Government.

Ristory.—:The earliest notice of Ladak is by the Chinese pilgrim
Fa-hian, 40O a. D. , who, travelling in eearch of a purer faith, found
Buddhism flourishing there, the only novelty to him being tlie

prayer-cylinder, the nfficacy of which he declares is incredible.

Ladak formed part of tl\6 Tibetan enipira until its disruption in

the loth century, ami sihcS'then has continued ecclesiastically sub-

ject, and sometimes tributary, to Lhasa. Its inajcessibility saved
it from any Mussulman invasion until 1531, when Sultan Said of

Kashgar marclied an army across the K.irakorum, one division fight-

ing its way into Kashmir and wintering there. Next year they
invaded eastern Tibet, whero nearly all perished from the effects

of the climate.

Early in the 17th century Ladak was invaded by its Moham-
medan neighbours of Balti, who plundered and destroyed the
temples and monasteries; and again, in 16S5-S8, by the Sokpa or
Calmucks, who were expelled only "hy the aid of the lieutenant
of Aurangzeb in Kashmir, Ladak thereafter becoming tributary.

The gyalpo or king then made a nominal profession of Islam, and
allowed a mosque to bo founded at Le, and the Kashmiris hare
ever since addressed liis successors by a Mohammedan title. 'When
the Sikhs took Kashmir, Ladak, dreading their approach, offered

allegiance to Great Britain. It was, however, conquered and
nnncxed in 1834-41 by Ghulab Singh of Jamn—the unwarliko
LaJakis, even with nature fighting on their side, and against

indifferent generalship, being no. match for the Dogra troops.

These next turned their arms successfully against the Baltis (who
in the 18th century were subject to the Jlogul), and were then
tempted to revive the claims of Ladak to the Chinese provinces
of Rud6k and Ngari. This, however, brought down an army from
Lhasa, and after a three days' iight the Indian force was almost
annihilated—chiefly indeed by frostbite and other sufferings, for

the battle was fought in mid-winter, 15,000 feet above the sea. The
Chinese then marched on L^, but were soon driven out again, and
peace was finally made on the basis of the old frontier. The wide-
spread prestige of China is curiously illustrated by the fact that
tribute, though disguised as a present, i? paid to. her, for Laddk,
by the maharai^ of Kashmir.

The adjoining territory of Balti—possibly the Byltng of

Ptolemy—forms the west extremity of the vast, region
known as Tibet, whose natural limits here are the Indus
from its abrupt southward bend in 74° 45' E. long., and
the mountains to the north and west, separating a com-
paratively peacsfui Tibetan population from the fiercer

' The trade registered at Le, chiefly between India and Eastern
Turkestan, averages £134,000, the principal exports from India being
cotton goods, value £29,200 ; silk ditto, £6000 ; skins, £3600 ; and
tea, £3500 ; and from Eastern Turkestan—raw silk, £14,100; silver,

£29,700
J gold, £7000; charas, £6400; horses, £3200.

Aryan tribes beyond. ^loh-immedan writers about the
IGth century speak of Balti as "Little Tibet,'' and of

Ladak as "Great Tibet," thus ignoring the really Great
Tibet altogether. The Balti people call Gilghit " a Tibet,"

and Dr Leitner says that the Chilasi, a Dard people west

of the Indus, call themselves Bote, or Tibetans ;
'^ but,

although these districts may have been, like Kashmir,

overrun by the Tibetans, or have received rulers of that

race, the ethnological frontier coincides with the geogra-

phical one here given. Balti is a mass of lofty mountains,

the prevailing formation being gneiss. In the north is

the Baltoro glacier, the largest out of the arctic region's, 35
miles long, contained between -two ridges whose highest

peaks to the south are 25,000 aud to the north 28,265
feet. The Indus, aa in Lower Laddk, runs in a narrow
gorge, widening for nearly 20 miles after receiving the

Shayok. The capital, Skardo, a scattered collection of

houses, stands here, perched on a rock 7740 feet above

the sea. The house. roofs are flat, occupied only in part

by a second story, the remaining space being devoted to

drying apricots, the chief staple of the main valley, which
supports little cultivation. But the rapid slope westwards

is seen generally in the vegetation. Birch, plane, spruce,

and Films excdsa appear; the fruits are finer, including

pomegranate, pear, peach, vine, and melon, and where
irrigation is available, as in the North Shigar, and at the

deltas of the tributary valleys, the crops are more luxurLint

and varied.

Population.—The LadAkis,^ numbering about 21,000,

are Tibetan, with a slight Caucasian admixture, and there

are numerous Baltis and Dards (the latter superficially

Buddhist) in the western districts. The Changpa, i.e.,

" mountaineers," in the ease are also Tibetan. They are

singularly hardy, good-humoured, not stupid though simple

and clumsy, dirty (washing, it is said, once a year, but not

regularly), fond of social gatherings. The national drink,

chang, is a sort of beer made from barley. The Balti

type contains a much larger Aryan element, the isolated

Dard (or Shin) communities being probably relics of an

early Aryan population, subsequently overlaid by a Tibetan.

The cross is a good one, the Baltis being more intelligent,

if less genial, than the LadAkis, and equally industrious.

They are taller, less beardless, and their noses less flat.

They eschew pigtails. Polo is played more general!}', and
with more spirit, than in Laddk. The two languages are

mutually intelligible. Like many Tajik and other moun-
tain tribes westwards, the Baltis are Shiah Jfohammedans.

The women are thus more secluded than in Lad.ik, whero

they are particularly independent. They have abandoned

polyandry, and (possibly in consequence) their numbers

—

some 58,000 in Balti^and western Laddk—are larger than

the country can support. Many emigrate to Kashmir and

to British territory, where they do well. In the west tho

Dards are numerous, and a Dard element i-s especially

observable in the fa,milies of tho chiefs, some of whom, aw

in Laddk, were semi-independent before the annexation.

The principal works consulted have been Jlr F. Drew's excellent

book on The Jummoo and Kashmir Terrilorica; a valuable.paper

by General H. Strachey " On the Physical Geography of Western

Tibet," in the TiJoi/. Geocf. Soc. Jotini., vol. xxiii.; Cunningham '«.

Ladak; The Tribes of the Hindoo KoosJi, by Jl.ajor J. liiddiiljih ;

the travels of Vignc. and of IMoorcroft and trebcck; pniuMS by 1|.

Lydckker, in Records of tlie Geological Survey of hid in, vols. ,xiii.

and xiv., and by Dr F. Stolicz,a, in Lciiort of Sir T. D. I'or.syth's

mission to Yarkand. C-'- ''•)

LA DIXMERIE, Nicolas Bricake be (1730-1791),

French man of letters, was a native of Champagne, and

was born about 1730. While .still young he removed to>

Paris, where the rest of his life was spent in considerablo

' This, however, it has been said, is only taken from tbo name of,

<4ajner ruling tamilY.
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literary activity. He died suddenly on November 20
1791. His numerous works include Coiitcs ritilofophiqucs

ct Moraux (1765), characterized by Sabatier as "less agree-

able than those of Marmontel, but more moral, more varied,

arid showing a keener sensibility;" Le& deux Ages du Goilt

et du Genie sous Louis 2^ IV. et sous Louis AT., a parallel

and contrast, in which the decision is given in favour of

the latter ; VEspagne liltcraire (1774) ; £lo(je de Voltaire

(1779) and Eloge de Montaigne (1781).

LADOGA, formerly Nevo, a lake of northern Eussia,

situated between 59° 56' and 61° 46' N. lat., and 29° 53'

and 32° 50' E. long., surrounded by the governments of

8t Petersburg, Olonetz, and Wiborg. It Las the form of a
quadrilateral, elongated from north-west to south-east'. Its

e.astern and southern shores are flat and marshy, whilst the

north-western margin is craggy and fringed by numerous
small rocky islands, the largest of which are Valaam and
Konevetz, and which occupy altogether an area of 223
square miles. Lake Ladoga is 7000 square miles in area,

that is, thirty-one times as large as the Lake of Geneva

;

but, its deptli being less, it contains only nineteen times
as much water as the great lake of Switzerland. The
greatest depth, 244 yards, is in a cavity situated in the

north-western part of the Idke, the average depth not

exceeding 100 yards. The level of Lake Ladoga is 55 feet

above the Gulf of Finland, but it rises and falls about 7

feet according to atmospherical conditions. The western
and eastern shores consist of boulder clay, as well as a
n-arrow strip on the southern shore, south of which runs a
ridge of crags of Silurian sandstones ; the hills of the north-

western shore afford a variety of granites and crystalline

slates of the Laurentian system, whilst the Valaam island

is made up of a rock which Kussian geologists describe as

orthoclastic hypersthenite. The granite and marble of

Serdobol, and the sandstone of Poutilovo, are much used

for buildings at St Petersburg ; copper and tin from the

Pitkaranda mine are exported. No less than sixty rivers

enter Lake Ladoga, pouring into it the waters of i^umber-

less smaller lakes which lie at higher levels around it.

The Volkhov, which conveys the waters of Lake Ilmen, is

the largest ; Lake Onega discharges its waters by the

Svir ; and the Saima system of lakes of eastern Finland
contributes the Wuoxen and Taipala rivers ; the Syass
brings the waters from the smaller lakes and marshes of

the Valdai plateau. Lake Ladoga discharges its surplus

water by means of the Neva, which flows from its south-

western corner into the Gulf of Finland, rolling down its

broad channel 104,000 cubic feet of water per second.

The water of Lake Ladoga is very pure and cold ; in May
its temperature on the surface does not exceed 36° Fahr.,

and even in August it reaches only 50° and 53°, the

average yearly temperature of the air at Valaam being

36°-S. 'The lake begins to freeze in October, but it is

only about the end of December that it is frozen in its

deeper parts ; and it remains under the ice covering until

the end of March, whilst wide icefields continue to float

in the middle of thp lake until they are broken up by
gales and scattered on the shores. Only a small part of

the Ladoga ica is discharged by the- Neva ; but it is

enough to produce in the middle of June a return of cold

in the northern capital. The thickness of the ice does not

exceed 3 or 4 feet ; but during the alternations of cold

and warm weather, with strong gales, in winter, heaps of

ice, 70 and 80 feet high, are raised on the banks and on
the icefields. The water of the lake is in continuous

rotatory motion, being carried along the western shore
from north to south, and along the eastern from south to

Borth. The vegetation on the shores is poor; immense
forests, which formerly covered them, are now mostly
destroyed ; but the fauna of the lake is somewhat rich

;

a species of seal which inhabits its waters, as well as
several arctic species of crustaceans, recall its former
connexion with the Arctic Ocean The great variety
of sweet water Diatomcicex which arc found in the ooze
of the deepest parts of the lake has also an arctic
character. Fishing is very extensively carried on. Navi-
gation on the lake, which is practicable for only one
hundred and eighty days in the year, is rather difficult

owing to fogs and gales, which are often accompanied,
even in April and September, with snow storms. Tho
prevailing winds are north-west and south-west; north-
east winds cause the water to rise in the south-western
part of the lake, sometimes from 3 to 5 feet. A pheno-
menon very similar to the seiches of the Lake of Geuevi
is observed in connexion with the rise and fall of the
barometer. Steamers ply regularly in two directi ns
from St Petersburg—to the monasteries of Konevetz aud
Valaam, and to the mouth of the Svir, whence they go up
that river to Lake Onega and Petrozavodsk ; and no less

than from 600 to 80.0 small vessels transport timber, fiie-

wood, planks, iron, kaolin, granite, marble, fish, hay, and
various small wares from the northern shore to Schliissel-

burg, and thence to St Petersburg. The rivers Volkhov,
Syass, and Svir being parts of the three great systems of
canals which unite the upper Volga with the Gulf of Fin-
land, and the navigation on Lake Ladoga being too danger-
ous for small craft, three canals with an aggregate length
of 70 miles were dug along the southern shore of Lake
Ladoga, uniting the mouths of these three rivers with the
Neva at Schltlsselburg ; thousands of vessels pass yearly
along them oii "l.eir way to St Petersburg. The popula-
tion on the shores of the lake is sparse, and the towns
Schliisselburg, with 6000 inhabitants. New Ladoga (4500;,
Kexholm (1000), and Serdobol (800) are poor; many
small villages are situated on the southern, north-eastern,

and western shores, but the total population of the shores

of Lake Ladoga does not exceed 35,000. The monasteries

of Valaam, founded in 960, on the island of same name,
and Konevskiy, on the Konevetz island, founded in 1393,
are highly venerated, and are visited every year by maov
thousands of pilgrims.

LADRONE OR MARIANA ISLANDS, a chain of fif

teen islands in the North Pacific Ocean, situated to the north

of the Carolines, and between 13° and 21° N. lat., and 144''

and 146° E. long. The name Islas de los Ladrones, <i-

"Islands of the Thieves," was given them by the shios

crew of Magellan on account of the thieving propensity if

the inhabitants. Magellan himself styled them Islns de
las Velas Latinas, or " Islands of the Lateen Sails." San
Lazarus archipelago, Jardines, and Prazercs are among the

names applied to them by later navigators. They received

their present recognized official appellation "Las Marianas"

in 1668 in honour of Maria Anna of Austria, widow of

king Philip IV. of Spain, and they still form a Spanish

colony under the general government of the Philippines.

A broad channel divides the Ladrones into two groups,

containing a total area of about 417 square tniles. The
northern group (Gani) consists of ten islands, now unin-

habited ; five islands, of which four are inhabited, form

the southern group, viz., Guahan (Guam, Spanish Guajan,

the San Juan of old Spanis|i charts), Rota, Aguigan,

Tiniaii, and Saypan. On Guahan, the largest and southern-

most of the group, is the only town in the colony, San

Ignacio de Agaiia, and the fortified harbour of Umata.

Th3 general surface of the southern islands is far inferior

in elevation to that of the northern "/oup, which is

mountainous, though the altitudes do not exceed 2600 to

2700 feet. The predominant rock in the southern group is

madreporic limestone, but in some instances, and especially

at Guahan, volcanic formations occur. Tho northern
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islands are entirely of igneous origin, and on Pagan and

Uraccas are smoking craters. The coasts of the suutbern

islands are in many instances surrounded by reefs. AJl

the islands except Farallon de Medinilla and Mangs (in

the northern group) are more or less densely wooded, and

the vegetation is luxuriant, much resembling that of

the Philippines, whence many species of plants have

been introduced. Owing to the humidity of the soil

cryptogams are very numerous, as also most kinds of

grasses. Among the useful vegetable products may be

mentioned areca and cocoa-nut palms, rice, maize, sugar,

tobacco, cotton, indigo, breadfruit, bananas, and castor oil.

In consequence of the laziness of the native population,

agriculture is almost entirely neglected, in spite of the

exceptional advantages oli'ered by the climate and soil.

On most of the islands there is a plentiful supply of water;

at Guahan, however, the partial clearing away of the

woods has caused several full streams to dwindle to mere

Irooks.

The fauna of the Ladroaes, though inferior in number
and variety, is similar in character to that of the Carolines,

and certain species are indigenous to both colonies. Swine

and oxen are allowed to run wild, and are hunted when
required : the former were known to the earlier inhabit-

ants ; the latter with most other domestic animals were in-

troduced by the Spaniards. The roe was imported from the

Philippines.

The climate of the Ladroues, though humid, is salubri-

ous, whilst the heat, being tempered by the trade winds,

is milder than that of the Philippines. The yearly mean
temperature at Guahan is about 81° Fahr. August and

September are the warmest months, but the variations of

tempSrature are riot great. The year may be divided into

a wet and dry season, though even in the latter rain

often falls. From October to May the general winds are

north-easterly ; during the other four months they are

often north-westerly and south-westerly, the latter being

accompanied by much rain.

The present population of the Ladrones consists of

descendants from the original inhabitants, called by the

Spaniards Chamorros, of Tagal settlers from the Philippines,

and of a mixed race formed by the union of Spaniards and

Chamorros. On the island of Saypan there is a colony

from the Carolines. With the exception of the last-

mentioned settlers, who are very active, and have founded

the village of Garapan, the' inhabitants are generally

wanting in energy, of indifferent moral character, and

miserably poor. Little has yet been done for the improve-

ment of their intellectual and social condition, with the

exception of the establishment of a few schools, now mostly

fallen into decay. The number of the original inhabitants

previous to the subjection of the islands by the Spaniards

in 1668 has been variously estimated at from 40,000 to

60,000. The Spanish conquest and the forcible suppres-

sion of the protracted opposition of the natives reduced

their numbers to such an extent that in 1741 the population

was only 181G. From that date, however, owing to the

introduction of new colonists from the Philippines, the

population began to increase, and in 1856 was 9500. In

the last year a severe epidemic carried off more than a

third of the inhabitants. Since 1871 the total population

of the Ladrones has been roughly estimated at 8000. All

the inhabitants understand and are able to speak Spanish,

which is gradually supplanting the native language, a

Micronesian dialect nearly allied to that used by the Tagals

of .the Philippines. The residence of the governor is at

Agaua in' Guahan. Spain gains no revenue by the pos-

se'-sion of these islands.

The honour of tlie discovery of tins archipelafto, the first found by
Europeans in the Pacific, is duo to Magellan, who upou the 6lh of

jr.irch 1521 observed tlie two .soutlicmmost islaiias, and s.^iUd
between tiiem (0. Peschel, GrschiclUe dcs Zcilallers der EiMcck.
uiijcii, Stuttg.-irc, 1877, p. 500). Modern research in the ai-cliipclii;;o

began with the visit of Commodore Anson, who in August 1742
landed upon the island of Tinian, where he found extensive ruins
(AiKou's Voynijc, bk. iii.). The Ladrones were visited by Byron
in 1765, "Wallis iu 1767, and Crozet in 1772. Great additions
to our knowledge of the islands were made in the present ceutuiy
by Freycinet, in 1829 (Voyage mUour du mondi-, par* histor. ii.),

and the Spanish captain Sanchez y Zayas, in 1865.
Boides works above mentioned, see especially C. E. Meinirke, Die Inseln

rles Stillm Oceans, Leipsic. 1875-7:. pai't ii.; "Tlic Maiinnaa Islands," in the
Xaittical Maaaiine, vols, xxxiv., xxxv.. London, 18Co, 16C6 : and P. A. Lesson,
Us Pobjnesiens. hur oiigine, &c., Paris, 16S0. (E. D. Ii.)

LADY DAY, the Feast of the Annunciation of the
Virgin Mary. See Axnu.vciatiox.
LAENNEC, Bene Theodore Hyacinthe (1781-1820),

inventor of the stethoscope, was born at Quimper in

Britanuy, February 17, 1781. Early trained to medicine
under his uncle at Nantes, he completed his medical studies

at Paris, where he received the degree of doctor in 1804.

He specially distinguished himself by !his researches in

pathological anatomj, and was regarded as one of the first

practitioners of the capital when in 1816 he was appointed
physician at the Necker hospital. There he continued

those researches which resulted in the discovery of the

stethoscope in the manner already fully described under
Auscultation (vol iii. p. 100). Laennec himself fell a

victim to phthisis, the disease which, of all others, he had
specially studied. For a few years he was able to occupy

a medical chair in the College de France ; but he died on
August 13, 1826.

Laennec's chief work is the TraiU do VAuscultation midiate, 1819,
in which he announced his discovery. It has been translated into

various languages. He was the author also of Proposilions sur la

doctrine medicale d'Hippocrate, 180J ; of Memoires sur les vers vesi-

cuJaires, 1804 ; and of articles in the Did., dcs Sciences Midicales,

and other publications.

LAER, or La-^e, Pietek tan (1613-1675), painter,

was born at Laaren in Holland in 1613. The influence of

a long stay in Kome begun at an early age is to be traced

in his landscape and backgrounds, but in his subjects he

remained true to the Dutch tradition, choosing generally

lively scenes from peasant life, as markets, feasts, bowling

scenes, farriers' shops, robbers, hunting scenes, peasants

with cattle, and the like. From this taste, or from his

personal deformity, he was nicknamed Bamboccio by the

Italians. On his return to HoDand about 1639, he
lived chiefly at Amsterdam and Haarlem, in which latter

city he died in 1674 or 1675. Pieter van Laer's pictures

are marked by skilful composition and good drawing ; he

was especially careful in perspective. His colouring,

according to Crowe, is "generally of a warm brownish

tone, sometimes very clear, but oftener heavy, and his

execution broad and spirited." Certain etched plates are

also attributed to him.

LjESTRY'GONES, a mythic race of giants, mentioned

in the Odyssey. After lea^ang the island of .iEolus,

Ulysses reached in six days the coast of the Lsestry-

gonians and the city of Lamus, where the paths of day

and night approach so close that a sleepless man might

make double wages by herding continuously, watching one

flock while the other rested. This feature of the tale

obviously contains some hint of the long nightless summer
in the Arctic regions, which perhaps penetrated to the

Greeks with the merchants who fetched amber from the

Baltic coasts. The Lsestrygonians were cannibals; and,'

when three sailors sent as scouts incautiously entered the

city, the king Antiphates ate one and the people pursued

the others to the ships. As the vessels tried to escape

from the harbour, the giants pelted them with masses of

rock, and sunk all except the one in which Ulysses was.

The Lsestrygonians must be a mythic multiplication of the

one ultimate demonic being who is called their king, just
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IS the kindred race of the Cyclopes is a miiltiiilioation of tlie

single one-eyed sun god Polyphemus, the L'yclops ;)ni- crti//.»pc.

The name Antiphates is a fanciful one, but the other name

Lamus takes ns into a religious world where we can trace tha

origin of the legend, and observe the god of an older religion

becoming the subject of fairy tales in a later period (see

Lamia). Among the Greeks it was usual to place tlie country

of the Lsestrygones in Sicily, either beside Etna or towards the

northwest promontory of the island; but on the other hand,

Horace and other Latin authors speak of them as living in

southern Latium, near Formise.

LA FARINA, Gittseppe (1815-1863), Italian atithor and

politician, was bom at Messina in 1815. On account of the part

taken by him in the insurrection of 1837 he found it necessary

to quit Sicily, but returning in 1839 he conducted various news-

papers of liberal tendencies, until his efforts were completely

interdicted, when he removed to Florence. In 1840 he had

published Messina cd i mot Monuvienti, and after his removal to

Florence he brought out La Gemiania coi suoi Monumenli, 1842;

L'lliilia coi suoi Montmienti, 1842; La Svizzera Storica ed Arlis-

tica, 1842-13; La China, i xoh., 1843^7; and Storm iFIlalia,

7 vols., 1846-54. He also in 1847 established a democratic

joiimal L'Alba in the interests of Italian freedom and unity,

but on the outbreak of the revolution in Sicily in 1848 he re-

turned thither and was elected one of the committee of war.

It the following ^-ear he was chosen to represent Messina in

parliament, where he moved the deposition of King Ferdinand

and tlie adoption of a new constitution. In April 1849 the pro-

visional government, in which La Farina was minister succes-

sively of public instruction, of jjublic works, and of the interior,

resolved, notwithstandtng his strong advocacy of resistance, to

submit to the royal authority, and he removed to France. In

1850 he published Isioria delta Hivoluzione Siciiiana, and in

1851-52, in 6 vols., Storia dUtalia dal 1815 al 1850. He also

began in 1851 Eivista Enciclopedica Italimw, and in 1856 Pic-

colo Corriere cTIialia, an organ which had great influence in

propagating the political sentiments of the Societa Xazionale

Italiana, of which he ultimately was chosen president. During

the remainder of his life he was a devoted supporter of ^'ictor

Emmanuel, and in 1860 he was chosen a member of the first

Italian parliament. He died Sept. 5, 1863. See Franchi's

Episkilarin de Giuseppe La Farina, 2 vols., 1869.

LA FAYETTE, the capital of Tippecanoe county, Indiana,

U. S., is situated at the head of navigation on the Wabash river,

and near the battle-ground of Tippecanoe, where, in 1811, Gen-

eral Harrison, afterwards president, defeated a large force of

Indians. The city—which is much the largest of the twenty-

four towns in the United States named in honor of General La

Fayette—is beautifully situated in the center of a rich agricul-

tural region and amid an amphitheater of hills, which are cov-

ered with suburban homes. La Fayette has eight lines of rail-

way communication and ten graded turnpikes extending in

various directions. The La Fayette car-works employ eight

hundred men. There are foui- national banks, three daily and

nine weekly newspapers, five large boot and shoe manufactories,

four breweries, one distillery, four large cooperage establish-

ments, a paper mill, porkhouses for stmimer and winter curing,

a homing mill, iron-works, together with numerous foundries

and smaller manufacturing enterprises. The city is supplied

with gas and waterworlcs, and sulphur water, valuable for

drinking and bathing purposes, flows from an artesian well in

the public square. It is the seat of Purdue university, an agri-

eultural college, richly endowed by a congressional land grant,

ind named in honor of John Purdue, who gave it 8150,000.

^pulation in 1880, 14,860.

LA FAYETTE.
MAillE JEAN PAUL KOCH YVES GILBERT MO-

TIER, M.VRQUIS DE LA FAYETTE wa.s born in the

romantic district of the Auvergne, France, about two himdred
miles south of Paris, September 6, 1757. When he was but two
years old, he lost his father, a gallant soldier, killed in the

battle of Minden, which yielded so great a victory to the allied

English and Prussians over the French. At thirteen years La
Fayette was left, by his motlier's death, sole heir to a great for-

tune. At sixteen years he married the daughter of Due d'.Vyen,

thus uniting himself with one of the most ancient and impor-

tant Tamilies in all France. Being himself also of a noble and
titled stock, sentiment and custom compelled him to become

either a cotirtier or a soldier. With Iiis intense love of action

he chose the camp, and joined the Guards, an organization com-

posed chiefly of aristocratic youth, and peculiarly devoted to

the king. At nineteen he was a captain of dragoons, skilled

for fight on horseback or afoot. The stirring news of tlie Declara-

tion of American Independence reached Paris, and aroused the

ardor of all generous youth throughout France. La Fayette took

fire at once. He declared many years afterward : "At the first

news of this quarrel my heart was enrolled in it." He desired to

go immediately to aid in the struggle of the Americans. He con-

sulted an old friend of his family, the Count de Broglie, who
I tried to di.ssnade him from a purpose seemingly so rash. He
recalled the bloody deaths of La Fayette's father and uncle in

the recent wars, and urged the lad not to risk the ruin of the

family by exposing its only remaining representative to the

hazards of battle. LTnshaken in his design. La Fayette pro-

cured an introduction to Baron de Kalb, who was about setting

out to ^Ajnerica, and through him to Silas Deane, of Connecti-

cut, then at Paris, and acting as agent of the colonies in securing

French cooperation. In December, 1776, it was arranged with

Deane that La Fayette should enter the service sought, as a

major-general. Just then came news of disaster to the Ameri-

can arms. New York had fallen into the hands of the British,

and the ruin of Washington's army was reported. Silas Deane

was relieved by Franklin and Lee, both of whom were unwilling

to encourage the young soldier in his plans, nor did they feel

themselves entitled to confirm Deane's pledge of a high military

position, while the French king bade him remain at home. But

La Fayette bought a ship, nothing daimted, and asked certain

friends to sail with him. The British ambassador protested,

whereupon orders went out from court to seize the ship and

arrest La Fayette. But the ship was covertly sailed from Bor-

deaux to the port of Pasajes, Spain, and La Fayette slipped

through the guard line in disguise, and before he could be

caught was weU at sea, with eleven picked companions. Two

English war sloops chased him, but missed their aim, and the

gallant fugitive landed near Georgetown, S. C, after a stormy

voyage of two months. Warmly welcomed by the patriots, he

rested for a few days, before his journey to the Congress at

Philadelphia.

But nineteen years old, able to speak the English language

only in a very broken manner, and expecting the high rank 0£

major-general, he was at first received somewhat coldly hj

members of Congress. Deane, in his zeal, had promised more

than could be fulfilled. La Fayette, on learning the situation,

instantly a.sked the privilege of joining the American army oa

two conditions : First, that he might serve as a volunteer with-

out command; second, that he should receive no pay for his

services. This generosity, coupled with the great sacrifices the

young marquis had already made, completely won tlie hearts of

the Congress. A resolution was passed July 31, 1777, accepting

his service and declaring that, in consideration of his zeal, illus-
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trious family and connections, he should have the rank and

commission of a major-general of the United States.

The very next day he was introduced to Washington, who
was immediately won by the young man's engaging character.

The general received the youth without delay into his own
military family, to the great joy of the guest, and thus began a

friendship notable in the history of great men, and which con-

tinued with singular devotion till the farewell of death.

It was impracticable to place La Fayette immediately at the

head of a figliting force. It would have been unjust to the

American officers, who had nobly led their men during the two

years of hardship already endured. But at the battle of Brandy-

wine, near Philadelphia, September 11, 1777, he so distin-

guished himself by gallant fighting as to win unusual praise.

He was also .severely wounded in the leg as he was fearle sly

trying to rally some retreating soldiers. Washington promptly

reported the splendid c onduct of his friend to the Congress, and

in a warm and dignified appeal set forth the advantages to the

service of placing so worthy and earnest a friend of the patriot

cause iii immediate loadei'ship of its soldiery, and closed ly a

recommendation that his commission as general be made more

than honorary alone. Congress immediately responded, by

giving the marquis the command of a division of troops, mak-

ing him thereby the happiest man in America, and with good

reason. Just twenty years old, an enthusiastic friend of popular

liberty in whose battles lie had just poured out his own blood,

eager for honorable fame, the acknowledged favorite and friend

of the greatest of patriot generals on earth, he was already

honored with rank and authority of the foremost worth. He
had won a place among the world's immortals, and yet a boy in

years. What his friends had counted folly, and the state dis-

loyalty, he had justified as valor, and glorified with fame.

Circumstances did not favor La Fayette \vith remarkable

occasions for military renown diu-ing the American Revolution,

but whatever responsibilities he did assume were ably sustained.

He proved a discreet and efficient commander on every field

where he fought. His conduct at the battle of Monmouth in

1778 was so heroic that Congress by special vote acknowledged

it with gratitude. The masterly withdrawal of his little army at

Barren Hill, when almost surrounded by a hostile force several

times as large as his own, called out the unqualified praise of

Washington, who was a witness to the gallant transaction. He was

equally valuable as a wise arbitrator of the jealousies that occa-

sionally threatened the good relations between French and Amer-

ican officers in the field. When at last France entered into an

actual alliance with the American Colonies, both for purposes of

commerce and war, and on February 7, 1778, war against Eng-

land was declared, La Fayette felt it wise to return to his native

land for consultation with the king ; Washington heartily ap-

proved, realizing the great value to the American cause of an ad-

vocacy at court from one so devoted to its success, so fully informed

as to its merits and prospects and so esteemed among the influential

classes of the nation. The yoimg ambassador, for such he really

proved, was occupied with his mission about six months ; he

was immensely active and did much to create enthusiasm for

the American cause and to persuade the government to an un-

qualified support of the war. He was met with universal affec-

tion and became the popular hero. Franklin wrote to Congress,

in March, 1779 :
" The Jiarquis de La Fayette, who, during his

stay in France, has been extremely zealous on all occasions,

returns again to fight for us. He is infinitely esteemed and

beloved here, and I am persuaded will do everything in his

power to merit a continuance of the same affection from Amer-

ica."

When La Fayette came back. Congress passed a special reso-

lution of welcome. He was immediately placed in charge of

the defense oi Virguiia. He retained this important command
till October, 1781, performing its difficult duties with consum-

mate skill, doing all it was possible to do with the means at his

command on the witness of no less a personage than Washing-

ton himself. He shared in the perils and honors of the siege of

Yorktown, contributing an important part to this, the crowning

success of the Revolutionary War. The independence of tha

United States assured, this friend of liberty sought leave to

return to France, where he saw the signs of the coming struggle

for popular rights which was to imfold into the great drama o(

the French Revolution. Active preparations were in progress

for a combined French and Spanish naval expedition against

some of the British islands in the West Indies; he was ap-

pointed chief of stafl', and had repaired to Cadiz, where a pow-

erful fleet had rendezvoused, when on November 30, 1782, the

war was ended by treaty. La Fayette was permitted to offi-

cially make the important announcement to the American Con-

gress, thus being the first to inform the American people, that

the liberty he and they had so bravely fought to win, was for-

ever assured.

His return to his native land had been signalized by a joyful

welcome from his countrymen, who regarded him as one of the

noblest heroes of humanity ; he came honored with the distin-

guished consideration of the great Washington and the hearty

commendation of the government of the new nation he had

aided to establish. The French minister of war announced to

him that he should hold the same rank in the French army as

had been allotted him in America, his commission to date from

the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown.

In 1784 he visited the United States to enjoy the spectacle of

national well-being to which he had so gloriously contributed

and to refresh his affections with the renewal of precioas friend-

ships. He was received with the acclamations of a grateful

people ; in public and private, honors were rendered him with

a ceaseless love. For five months he remained in this, hi&

second home, having made meantime the notable visit to Wash-

ington at quiet Mt. ^'eruon.

After his return to France he continued in private life foi

about five yeare, emerging to the view of the world as a member

of the Assembly of Notables in 1787, and for the next five years

he remained one of the most conspicuous actors, as he was the

wisest and most generous, in the tremendous career of the

French Revolution. No man of all who took part in the pro-

cedure of that fierce era preserved so perfect a poise of judg-

ment, so calm a courage and so kind a heart as this true friend

and brother of man.

He was the only man in France in whom all—king, courtiei-s

and people—had perfect faith. He was known to be absolutely

incorruptible, a patriot whom neither fear nor favor could move

from his simple duty, and always the sincere and discreet friend

of national liberty. He necessarily came to the front in those

agitating days, when the throne was trembling to its fall. The

call of a nation brought the States-General together to legislate

a new order of government into being. This was in May, 1789.

The kingdom had actually passed away, though there still sat

on tlie throne a living image of royalty in the mild and incapar

ble Louis XVI. The people already held the power of life and

death over the public and the private citizen in their ovra keep-

ing. Quickly the States-General, with its ancient division into

noble, priest and commoner, was transformed into the National

Assembly, where the citizen alcne was recognized as the foun-

tain and head of all national authority, and simple manhood

was named diviner than the right of kings. Here La Fayette,

on July 11, 1789, brought forward a declaration of the rights of

man, modeled closely after the American Declaration of Inde-

pendence. It was adopted with enthusiasm. The king was put
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under guard by the people whose ruler he had hitherto supposed

himself to be.

A national guard was organized, consisting of 300,000 citi-

zens; La Fayette was appointed its commander-in-chief by the

common voice. For three years this noblest of patriots held the

difficult and dangerous post of public duty through a storm of

popular frenzy, in wliich well nigh all but he seemed bereft of

reason, conscience and humanity. He went straight forward on

the path of duty, through constant peril to his own life, weighted

with a thousand cares and face to face with titanic difficulties.

He bi-avely resisted the maddened populace when they sought

to murder the Icing he had swoni to protect ; he saved the queen

from most brutal murder in October, 1789, and stood between

the raging mob and trembling men and women, whose blood the

populace clamored to drink. He repeatedly risked his own
life to rescue others. Finally, unable to prevent the crimes he

.abhorred, he resigned his command. No man could be found

to fill his place, and the people plead for his return, and he

reluctantly resumed the office. He made iiis voice heard in the

Assembly on every possible occasion in behalf of wise laws.

He advocated the principles of a true republic— religious

toleration, trial by jury, fieedom of the press, abolition of

titles of nobility and the destruction of all special privileges to

any class.

Owing to the intrigues of escaped royalists, who were bent on

seeing foreign armies thrust upon France in order to restore the

power of tlie king, war was declared against Austria and her

Allies ; three armies, each .50,000 strong, were raised, the com-

mand of one being committed to La Fayette. On the way to

camp he passed through Paris amid the acclamations of the

people. The president of the Assembly received him with dis-

tinction, declaring before the full house of deputie.s that " the

nation would oppose to its enemies the constitution and La
Fayette."

But passion and ferocity had now seized the places of power,

tind there was to be for a time no place in the public service for

the noblest of citizens. The reign of terror was at hand. Cruel-

ty and fury joined hands to war upon order and moderation.

La Fayette, the steadfa.st friend of good order and constitutional

government, denounced the Jacobin Club and its bloody tyraimy,

and demanded that the Assembly suppress it and bring its mur-

derous leaders to deserved punishment. The fury of the Club

now turned upon him. August 8th a motion was made in

the Assembly for his anest and trial as an enemy of his coun-

try. It failed by a vote of 224 against 446. Two days later the

king and queen were hurried to prison by the frantic mob, to

emerge only for the march to the scaffold.

There was nothing left for La Fayette but to save his own
imperiled life by flight. He would gladly have led his army to

Paris for the suppression of the bloody faction that was outrag-

ing all the rights of man in the sacred name of liberty, but his

own soldiers were widely infected with the same fanaticism that

was desolating the capital with indiscriminate murder. He was

not safe for a day after he had been publicly denounced by the

fierce men who now wielded all the power of the state. He
•quietly took refuge in the neutral territory of Liege, a province

of Belgium, where, contrary to the law of nations, he was

almost immediately made a prisoner by the Austrians. For

five years he was kept in unwholesome prisons, first in Prussia,

Jater at Olmutz, in eastern Austria. The affecting pleadings of

his heroic wife, who voluntarily shared his hard fate, the pro-

tests of the English Parliament, the noble intercessions of Wash-

ington and the honorable appeal of the Congress of the L'nited

States produced no effect on the stubborn Emperor of Austria,

who kept his illustrious captive closely confined without a pre-

tense of justice. In 1797 Napolaon brought about his release,
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though he had no better title lor the patriot he had delivered
than "noodle." The "Directory," still under the spell of ihe

revolutionary absolutism, at first refused him permission to

return to France. He came back after Napoleon's power was
established and the Directory made useless. But nothing could
weaken his sturdy republicanism. In 1803 he voted against

the life consulate of the great soldier and later against making
him emperor. For ten years thereafter lie lived quietly at his

castle of La Grange.

Just before the battle of Wf.terloo he was made vice-president

of the National A.ssembly, and during the years following, as a
member for the city Meaux, he frequently made his influence

felt on the legislation of the country.

In 1824 he visited the United States, where his reception was
the grandest ovation ever given by a free people. Congress

voted him a gift of $200,000 and a township of land.

In 1830 he again became prominent in the public affairs of

his native land, taking command of the National Guard during

the brief revolution that unseated Charles X. and introduced a

constitutional monarchy. He continued active in affairs to the

end of his long life, making a public speech on political refu-

gees a few weeks before his death, which occurred at Paris,

May 20, 1834.

La Fayette, in some sense, was the product of happy fortunes

—I'orn of distinguished parentage, heir to an aflluent estate and
an early favorite among the most important peojile of his coun-

try. But he owed his high place in the esteem of men chiefly

to his ovra worthy achievement. He was a man of the purest

ideals, living always for some principle that appealed to hi8

noblest self. He was from first to last a lover of his fellow

men, an earnest laborer for the renovation of society, a states-

man whose motives no one in a time of unusual distrust sus-

pected, a citizen who did his duty without hesitation or fear,

chivalrous to his enemies, unwavering in friendship and pos-

sessed of a humanity that embraced the whole world in its sym-

pathy. He stood next to Washington in the affection of the

American people, and he retained the respect and confidence of

the people of his native France longer than any other citizen of

that nation of great enthusiasms. He loved the favor of the jieo-

ple, but he loved more the virtues that made him worthy of it.

No man on earth was braver than he, and no one was oftener

put to the test ; but he never failed. He was the loyal knight

of duty, the gentle friend of the needy, the steadfast soldier of

progress and foremost among the laureled leaders of the liberty

of man. (M. L. W.)

LA FLECHE, chief town of an arrondissement in the

department of Sarthe, France, is situated on the right

bank of the Loir, about 24 miles south-west of Le Mans.

The chief buildings are the military academy (Prytan^e),

originally a college founded in 1607 by Henry IV., the

church of St. Thoma.s, the prison, and the hospital. Near the

bridge are the ruins of an ancient castle. La Fleche carries

on manufactures of cloth, gloves, hosiery, candles, and glue,

besides wax bleaching, tanning, and paper-making. It has the

usual country trade, managed mainly by means of fairs. The

population in 1S76 was 7468.

LA FONTAINE, Jean de (1621-1695), one of the

most popular and original of French poets, was bom at

Chateau Thierry in Champagne, probably on the 8th of

July, 1621, and died at Paris on the 13th of April, 169.5.

His father was Charles de La Fontaine, " maitre des caux

et forets " — a kind of deputy-ranger— of the duchy of

Chateau Thierry ; his mother was Franfoise Pidoux. On

both sides his family was of the highest provincial middle

class, but was not noble ; his father was also fairly weiilthy.

Jean, who was the eldest chUd of his parents, was educated
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at the college (grammar-school) of his native town, and at

the end of his school days he had, singularly enough, an

idea of taking orders. He entered the Oratory in May
1641, and the seminary of St Magloire in October of the

same year ; but a very short sojourn proved to him that he

had mistaken his vocation. He then apparently studied law,

and is said to have been admitted as avocat, though there

does not seem to be actual proof of this. He was, however,

settled in life, or at least might have been so, somewhat

early. In 1647 his father resigned his rangership in his

favour, and arranged a marriage for him with Marie

Hericart, a young girl of sixteen, who brought him twenty

thousand livres, and expectations. She seems to have been

both handsome and intelligent, but the two did not get on

well together. There appears to be absolutely no ground

for the vague scandal as to her conduct, which was, for the

most part long afterwards, raised by gossips or personal

enemies of La Fontaine. AH that is positively said against

her is that she was a negligent housewife and an inveterate

novel reader; La Fontaine on the other hand was con-

stantly away from home, was certainly not strict in point

of conjugal fidelity, and was so bad a man of business that

his affairs became involved in hopeless difficulty, and a

separation de biens had to take place in 1658. This was
for the benefit of the family, and was a perfectly amicable

transaction ; by degrees, however, the pair, still without

any actual quarrel, ceased to live together, and for the

greater part of the last forty years of La Fontaine's life he

himself lived in Paris while his wife dwelt at Chateau

Thierry, which, however, he frequently visited. One son

was born to them in 1653, and was educated and taken

care of wholly by his mother.

Even in the earlier years of his marriage La Fontaine

seems to have been much at Paris, but it was not till about

1656 that ho became a regular visitor to the capital. The
duties of his oflSce, which were only occasional, were

compatible with this non-residence, and be continued to

hold it till 1672. It was not till he was past thirty

that his literary career began, for he was by no means a

precocious writer. The reading of JIalherbe, it is said,

first awoke poetical fancies in him, but for some time he

attempted nothing but trifles in the fashion of the time

—

epigrams, ballades, rondeaux, &c. His first serious work
was a translation or adaptation of the Uumichus of Terence

(1654). At this time the MiBcenas of French letters was

the superintendant Fouquet, to whom La Fontaine was

introduced by Jacques Jannart, a connexion of Lis wife's.

Few people who had paid their court to Fouquet went
away empty-handed, and La Fontaine soon received a

pension of 1000 livres (1659), in repayment possibly of

the poem of Adonis which in 1658 he had, in manuscript,

dedicated to the financier. He began too a medley of

prose and poetry, entitled Ze Songe de Vaux, on Fouquet's

famous country house. It was about this time, as has been

said, that his wife's property had to be separately secured

to her, and he seems by degrees to have had to sell every-

thing of his own ; but, as he never lacked powerful and
generous patrons, this was of small importance to him,

especially as he had no establishment to maintain. In the

same year he wrote a ballet, Les liieiirs du Beau-Richard,

and this was followed by many small pieces of occasional

poetry addressed to various personages great and small,

from the king downwards. Fouquet soon incurred the royal

displeasure, but La Fontaine, like most of his literary

prot(5g6s, was not unfaithful to him, the well-known elegy

Pleurez, Nymphes de Vaux, being by no means the only

proof of his devotion. Indeed it is thought not improbable

that a journey to Limoges which he took in 1663 in

company with Jannart, and of which we have an account

written to his wife, was not whoMy spontaneous, as »t

certainly was not on Jannart's part. Just at this time his
afl'airs did not look promising. His father and himself
had assumed the title of esquire, to which they were not
strictly entitled, and, some oldjedicts on the subject having
been put in force by the king, an informer procured a
sentence against the poet fining him 2000 livres, which
from what is known of the state of his private affairs it

was probably impossible for him to pay. He found,
however, a new protector in the duke and still more in

the duchess of Bouillon, his feudal superiors at Chateau
Thierry, and nothing more is heard of the fine. Some of

La Fontaine's liveliest verses are addressed to the duchess,

Anne JIancini, the youngest of Mazarin's nieces, and it is

even probable that the taste of the duke and duchess for

Ariosto had something to do with the writing of his first

work of real importance, the first book of the Conies, which
appeared io 1664. He was then, let it be remembered,
forty-three years old, and his previous printed productions

had been comparatively trivial, though, as was the habit

of the time, much of his work was handed about in

manuscript long before it was regularly published. It was
about this time that the quavcette of the Fvue du Vieux
Colombier, so famous in French literary history, was
formed. It consisted of La Fontaine, Racine, Boileau,

and Moliere, the last of whom was almost of the same
age as La Fontaine, the other two considerably younger.

Chapelle was also a kind of outsider in the coterie. There

are many anecdotes, some of which are pretty obviously

spocryphal, about these meetings. The most characteristic

of these is perhaps that which asserts that a copy of

Chapelain's unlucky Fucelle always lay on the table, a

certain number of lines of which was the appointed

punishment for offences against the company. The coterie

furnished under feigned names the personages of La
Fontaine's version of the Cupid and Psyche story, which,

however, with Adonis, was not printed till 1669. Mean-

while the poet continued to find friends. In 1G64 he was

regularly commissioned and sworn in as gentleman to the

duchess dowager of Orleans, and was installed in the

Luxembourg. He still retained his rangership, and in

iCi66 we have something like a reprimand from Colbert

suggesting that he should look into some malpractices at

Chateau Thierry. In the same year appeared the second

book of the Conies, and in 1668 the first six books of the

Fables, with more of both kinds in 1671. In this latter

year a curious instance of the docility with which the poet

lent himself to any influence was afforded by his officiating

at the instance of the Port-Pioyali.sts as editor of a volume

of sacred poetry dedicated to the Prince de Conti. A year

afterwards his situation, which had for some time been

decidedly flourishing, showed signs of changing very much

for the worse. Tlie duchess of Orleans died, and he

apparently had to give up his rangership, probably selling

it to pay debts. But there was always a providence for

La Fontaine. Madame de la Sablicre, a woman of great

beauty, of considerable intellectual power, and of high

character, invited him to make his home in her house,

where he lived for some twenty years. He seems to have

had no trouble whatever about his affairs thenceforward ;

he was free to amuse himself or to work as he liked, and

as a matter of fact he worked steadily at his two different

lines of poetry. Besides these he ventured on a third, in

which he met and indeed deserved much less succes.%— that

of theatrical composition.

The next event of importance in La Fontaine's life,

apart from the publication of his works, did not occur till

after nearly ten years. In 1682 he was a man of more than

sixty years old, recognized as one of the first men of letters

of France. Madame de S<5vign(5, one of the soundest

literary critics ef the time, and by no means given to praise
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mere novelties, had spoken of Lis seccncl collection of Fables

published in the winter of 1678 as divine; and it is pretty

certain that this was the general opinion. It was not

unreasonable therefore that he should present himself to

the Academy, and, though the subjects of his Contes were

scarcely calculated to propitiate that decorous assemblj',

while his attachment to Fouquet and to more than one

representative of the old Frondeur party made him suspect

to Colbert and the king, most of the members were his

personal friends. Ue was first proposed in 1082, but was

rejected for Dangeaii. The next year Colbert died and La

Fontaine was again nominated. Boileau was also a candi-

date, but the first ballot gave the fabulist sixteen votes

against seven only for the critic. The king, whose assent

was necessary, not merely for election but for .a second

ballot in ease of the failure of an absolute majority, was

ill-pleased, and the election was left pending. Another

vacancy occurred, however, some mouths later, and to this

Boileau was elected. The king hastened to approve the

choice effusively, adding, " Vous pouvez incessamment rece-

voir La Fontaine, il a promis d'etre sage." His admission

was indirectly the cause of the only serious literary quarrel

of his life. A dispute, into the particulars of which there is

no need to enter here, took place between the Academy and
one of its members, Furetiere, on the subject of the latter's

French dictionary, which was decided to bo a breach of the

Academy's corporate privileges. Furetiere, a man of no

small ability, bitterly assailed those whom he considered to

be his enemies, and among them La Fontaine, whose fault

probably was not so much that he was a principal offender

as that the unlucky Contes made him peculiarly vulnerable.

His second collection of these tales had been actually the

subject of a police condemnation, of which, as may be

supposed, Furetiere did not fail to make the most. The
death of the author of the Roman Bourgeois, however, put

an end to this quarrel. Shortly afterwards La Fontaine

had a share in a still more famous affair, the celebrated

ancient-and-modern squabble in which Boileau and Perrault

were the chiefs, and in which La Fontaine (though he had
been specially singled out by Perrault for favourable com-

parison with J^lsop and Phoedrus) took the ancient side.

About the same time (1685-87) he made the acquaintance

of the last of his.many hosts and protectors. Monsieur and
Madame d'Hervart, and fell in love with a certain Madame
Ulrich, a lady of some position but of doubtful character.

This acquaintance was accompanied by a great familiarity

with Vendome, Chanlieu, and the rest of the libertine coterie

of the Temple ; but, though Madame de la Sabliire had
long given herself up almost entirely to good works and
religious exercises. La Fontaine continued an inmate of her

house until her death in 1693. What followed is told in

one of the best known of the many .stories bearing on his

childlike nature. Horvart on hearing of the death, had
set out at once to find La Foutai'ie. He met him in the

street in great sorrow, and begged him to make his home
at his house. "J'y allais" was La Fontaine's answer.

He had already undergone the process of conversion during

a severe illness which befell him the year before. An
energetic young priest, M. Poucct, had brought him, not

indeed to understand, but to acknowledge the impropriety

of the Contes, and it is said that the destruction of a new
play of some merit was demanded and submitted to as a

proof of repentance. A pleasant story is told of the young
duke of Burgundy, Fdnelon's pupil, who was then only

eleven years old, sending 50 louis to La Fontaine as a

present of his own motion. But though La Fontaine
recovered for the time he was quite broken by age and
infirmity, and his new hosts had to nurse rather than to

entertain him, which thoy did very carefully and kindly.

He 3id a li'tle more work, comjileting his FcfWfs among

other things j but he did not survive Madame do la Sabliere

much more than two years, dying on the 13th of April
1G95, at the age of seventy-three. He was buried in the

cemetery of the Holy Innocents. His wife survived hini

nearly fifteen years, and his posterity lasted until the
present century.

The curious personal character of La Fontaine, like that

of some other men of letters, has been enshrined in a kind
of myth or legend by literary tradition. At an early age
his absence of mind and indifference to business gave a
subject to Talleniaut des E(5aux, the most indefatigable

and least scrupulous (at best the least critical) of gossips.

His later contemporaries helped to swell the tale, and the

18th century finally accepted it. We have neither space

nor desire to recount the anecdotes of hia meeting his son,

being told who he was, and remarking, " Ah, yes, 1 thought
I had seen him somewhere !" of his insisting on fighting

a duel with a supposed admirer of his wife, and theu

imploring him to visit at his house just as before ; of his

going into company with his stockings wrong side out, &.C.

It may be taken for granted that much of this is apocrj'pha),

and the companion anecdotes of Lis awkwardness and
silence, if not positive rudeness, in company are still moro
doubtful. It ought to be remembered, as a comment on

the unfavourable description which La Bruyfcre gives or la

supposed to give of Lis social abilities, that La Fontaine

was a special friend and ally of Benserade, La Bruyfere's

chief literary enemy, who long prevented the author of the

Caracteres from entering the Academy. But after all

deductions much will remain, especially when it is remem-
bered that one of the chief authorities for such anecdotes

is Louis Eacine, a man who possessed intelligence and

moral worth, and who received them from his father, La

Fontaine's attached friend for more than thirty yeans.

Perhaps the best worth recording of all these stories is

one of the Vieux Colombier quartette, which tells how
Moliire, while Pacine and Boileau were exercising their

wits upon "lobonhomme" or "le bon"(by both which

titles La Fontaine was familarly known), remarked to a

bystander " nos beaux esprits out beau faire, ils n'effaceronl

pas le bonhomrae." They have not effaced him and will

not do so, and the half contemptuous term " nos beaux

esprits" marks well enough the sound judgment of the

greatest of the four as to the merits of his companions.

Tlie works of La Fontaine, the total bulk of which is consider-

alile, fall no less naturally tliau troilitionally into three divisions, tlio

Fables, the Conies, and the niiscellaiicous works. Of tlicsethe first

may be said to be known universally, the second to Le known to

all loveraof French literature, the third to be witlia few exeeptioua

practically forgotten. This distribution of the judgment of pos-

terity is as usual just in the main, but not wholly. Tlicre are

excellent tilings in the (Eiivrcs Dicerscs, but their excellence is only

occasional, and it is not at the best equal to that of the Fublcs or the

Contes. It was thought by contemporary' judges who were both

competent and friendly that Ia Fontaine atttni])ti'd too many
styles, and there is something in the criticism. His dianialie

eliorts aro especially weak, and indeed it is evident that Ids foitc

Lay neither in the dramatic delineation of character nor in the

arrangement of dramatic action. The best pieces usually puMislu d

under his name

—

liagotin, Le Florintln, La Connie Encliantie, were

not originally fathered by him but by Cliampmesle, the husband of

the famous actress who captivated Racine and Chailes de Sevigite.

His avowed work was chiefly in the form of opera, a form of no

great value at its best. Psyche has all the advantages of its charm-

ing story and of La Fontaine's style, but it is perhaps principally

interesting nowadays because of the framework of personal conver-

sation already alluded to. The mingled prose and verse of the

Songe de Vaux is not uuintercstiug, but its best things, such as the

description of night

—

" Laissant tomber Ics fleurs ct ne les semaut pas,"

\(hicli has enchanted French critics, are little more than conceits,

tnough as in this case sometimes very beautiful conceits. The

elegies, the epistles, the epigrams, the ballades, contain many
things wliich would be very creditalile to a minor poet or a writer

of vers de societe, but even if they be taken according to the wise
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rule of modern criticism, each in its kind, and judged simply
according to their rank in that kind, they fall far below the merits

of the two great collections of verse narratives which have assured

La Fontaine's immortality.

Between the actual literary merits of the two there is not much
to choose, but the change of manners and the altered standard of

literary decency has thrown the Conies into the shade. These tales

are identical in general character mth those which amused Europe
from the days of the e^rly fabliau writers through the period of

the great Italian novcllieri to that of the second great group of

French tale-tellers ranging from Antoine de la Salle to Beroalde de
Verville. Light love, the misfortiines of husbands, the cunning of

wives, the breach of their vows by ecclesiastics, constitute the staple

of their subject. In some respects LaTontaine is' the best of such
tale-tellers, while he is certainly the latest who deserves such excuse

as may be claimed by a writer who does not choose indecent subjects

from a deliberate knowledge that they are considered indecent and
with a deliberate desire to pander to a vicious taste. No one who
followed him in the style can claim this excuse ; he can, and the

way in which contemporaries of stainless virtue such as Madame
de Sevigne speak of his work shows that though the new public

opinion was growing up it was not finally accepted. In the Contes

La Fontaine for the most part attempts little originality of theme.
He takes his stories (varying them it is true in detail not a little)

from Boccaccio, from Marguerite, from the Cent NouvdUs Nouvelles,

he. He applies to them his marvellous power of easy sparkling

narration, and his hardly less marvellous faculty of saying more or

less outrageous things in the most polite and gentlemanly manner.
These Contes have indeed certain d rawbacks. They are not penetrated
by the half pagan ardour for physical beauty and the delights of

sense which animates and excuses the early Italiaa Renaissance.
They have not the subtle mixture of passion and sensuality, of

poetry and appetite, which distinguishes the work of Marguerite
and of the Pleiade. They are emphatically contes pour rire, a
genuine expression of the esprit gaulois of the fabliau writers and of

Kabelais, destitute of the grossnessof envelope which had formerly
covered that spirit. A comparison of " La Fiancee du Roi de
Garbe " with its original in Boccaccio (especially if the reader takes

H. fimile Montegut's admirable essay as a commentary) will illustrate

better than anything else what they have and what they have not.

Some writers have pleaded hard for the admission of actual passion
of the poetical sort in such pieces as " La Courtisane Amoureuse,"
but as a whole it must be admitted to be abseiit.

The Fables, with hardly less animation and narrative art than the
Contes, are free from disadvantages (according to modem notions) of
subject, and exhibit the versatility and fecundity of the author's

talent perhaps even more fully. La Fontaine had of course many
predecessors in the fable and especially in the beast fable. In his

hrst issue, comprising what are now called the first six books, he
adhered to the path of these predecessors with some closeness ; but
in the later collections he allowed himself far more libetty, and it

is iu these parts that his genius is most fully manifested. The
boldness of the politics is as much to be considered as the ingenuity
of the moralizing, as the intimate knowledge of human nature dis-

played in the substance of the narratives, or as the artistic mastery
shown in their form. It has sometimes been objected that the
view of human character which La Fontaine expresses is unduly
dark, and resembles too much that of La Rochefoucauld, for whom
the poet had certainly n, profound admiration. The discussion of

this point would lead us too far here. It may only be said that

satire (and La Fontaine is eminently a satirist) necessarily concerns
itself with the dark rather more than with the lighter shades.

Indeed the objection has become pretty nearly obsolete with the
obsolescence of what may be called the sentimental-ethical school

of criticism. Its last overt expression was made some thirty

years ago, in a curious outburst of Lamartine's, excellently answered
by Sainte-Beuve. Exception has also been taken to the Fables on
more purely literary grounds by Lessing, but, as this exception
depends on differences inevitable between those who would shape
all literature on rules derived from the study of Greek models and
those who with the highest respect for those models rank them
only among and not above others, it is equally needless to enter

into it. Perhaps the best criticism ever passed upon La Fon-
taine's Fables is that of Silvcstre de Sacy, to the effect that they
supply three several delights to three several ages : the child re-

joices in the freshapss and vividness of the story, the eager student
of literature in the fconsummate art with which it is told, the ex-

perienced man of the world in the subtle reflexions on character
and life which it conveys. Kor has any one, with the- exception of

a few paradoiers Vke Rousseau and a few sentimentalists like

Lamartine, denied that the moral tone of the whole is as fresh and
healthy as its literary interest is vivid. The book has therefore
naturally become the standard reading book of French both at
home and abroad, a position which it sharps.in verse with the
TUimaiiu of F4nelon in prose. It is no small testimony to its

merit that not even this use or misuse has interfered with its popu-
larity among French men of letters, who, with hardly an exception,

speak as affectionately of it as if they had never been kept in un *
summer's day to learn La Cigale et la Fourmi.
The general literary character of La Fontaine is, with allowan«3

made for the difference of subject, visible equally in the Fables and
in the Contes, and it is necessary to say a few words as to the natura
of this character. Perhaps one of the hardest sayings in French
literature for an English student is the dictum of Joubert to the
effect that " II y a dans La Fontaine une plenitude de poesie qu'on
ne trouve nulle part dans les autres auteurs Fran9ais." Jlost
English critics would probably admit at once La Fontaine's claim
to a position in the first class of writers, but would demur to his
admission to the first class of poets. The difi'erence arises from tho
ambiguity of the terms. In Joubert's time, and perhaps a good deal
later, inventiveness of fancy and diligent observation of the rules of
art were held to complete the poetical differentia, and in both these
La Fontaine deserves if not the first almost the first place among
French poets.

_
As to the first point there is hardly any dispute ; few

writers either in French or any other language have ever equalled
him in this respect. In his hands the oldest story becomes novel,
the most hackneyed moral piquant, the most commonplace details

fresh and appropriate. As to the second point there has not been
such unanimous agreement. It used to be considered that La Fon-
taine's ceaseless diversity of metre, his archaisms, his licences in
rhyme and orthography, were merely ingenious devices for the sake
of easy writing, intended to evade the trammels of the stately coup-
let and rimes difficiles enjoined by Buileau. Lamartine in the
attack already mentioned affects contempt of the "vers boiteux,
disloqu^s, inegau.x, sans symmetric ni dans I'oreille ni sur la

page." This opinion may be said to have been finally exploded by
the most accurate metrical cvitic and one of the most skilful metri-

cal practitioners that France has ever had, M. Theodore de Banville;

and it is only surprising that it should ever have been entertained

by any professional maker of verse. There can be little doubt that

La Fontaine saw the drawbacks of the " Alexandriue prison," as it

has been called, but in freeing himself from it he by no means took
refuge in merely pedestrian verse. His irregularities are strictly

regulated, his cadences carefully arranged, and the whole effect may
be said to be (though of course in a light and tripping measure in-

stead of a stately on ) similar to that of the stanzas of the English
pindario ode in the hands of Dryden or Collins. There is there-

fore nothing against La Fontaine on the score of invention and
nothing on the score of art. But something more, at least according

to English standards, is wanted to make up a "plenitude of

poesy," and this something more La Fontaine seldom or never
exhibits. In words used by Joubert himself elsewhere, he never
"transports." The faculty of transporting is of course possessed

and used in very different manners by dili'ereut poets. In some it

takes the form of passion, in some of half mystical enthusiism for

nature, in some of commanding eloquence, in some of moral fervour.

La Fontaine has none of these things: he is always amusing, always
sensible, always clever, sometimes even aflecting, but at the same
time always more or less prosaic, were it not for his admirable ver-

sification. The few passages w'hich may be cited to the contrary

are doubtfully admissible, and cannot in 4ny case suBice to leaven so

great a mass of other work. It is needless to say that this is no dis-

creditato him. A man can but be the very best in his own special

line, and that very best La Fontaine assuredly is. He is not a

great poet, and a deficiency very similar to that which deprives

him of this name deprives him of the name of a great humorist;
but he is the most admirabis teller of light tales in verse that has
ever existed in any time or country ; and he has established in

his verse-talo a model which is never likely to be surpassei".^ and
which has enriched literature with much delightful work.

La Fontaine did not during his life issue my complete edition of

his works, nor even of the two greatest and most important divisions

of them. The most remarkable of his separate publications have
already been noticed. Others were the Poeme de la CaptivM de St

Male (1673), one of the pieces inspired by the Port-Royalists, the

Poeme du, Quinquina (1602), a piece of task work also, though of a

very different kind, and a number of pieces published either in small

pamphlets or with the works of other men. Among the latter may
be singled out the pieces published by the poet with the works of

his friend Maucroix (1685). The year after his death some post-

humous works appeared, and some years after his sou's death the

scattered poems, letters, &c., with the addition of some unpublished

work bought from the family in manuscript, were carefully edited

and published as (Euvres Diverses (1729). During the 18th cen-

tury two of the most magnificent illustrated editions ever published

of any poet reproduced the two chief works of La Fontaine. The

Fables were illustrated by Oudry (1755-59), the Contes by Eisen

(1762). This latter under the title of "Edition des Fermiers-

Generaux " fetches a high price. During the first thirty years of

the present century Walckenaer, a great student of French 1 7th cen-

tury classics, published for the house of Didot three successive

editions of La Fontaine, the last (1826-27) being perhaps entitled to

the rank of the standard edition. More recently the editions cf

M. Marty-Laveaux in the Bibliothique Ehevireniie, A. Pauly in th»
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Colledion des Vlassiqucs Fran<;aiscs of JI. Leraerre, and L. lloland
in that of M. Garnier supply in different forms all that can be
wished. ; The second isthe handsomest, the third, which is complete,
perhaps the most generally useful. Editions, selections, transla-

tions, &c., of the Fables, especially for school use, are innumerable
;

but an illustrated edition published by the -tiirairi'crffi Bibliophiles

(1874) deserves to be mentioned as not unworthy of its 18th cen-

tury predecessors. (G. SA.)

LATOSSE, Chaeles de, (1640-1716), FrencL painter,

was one of the most noted and least servile pupils of Lebrun,

under whose direction lie shared in the chief of the great

decorative works undertaken in the reign of Louis XIV.
He was born at Paris in 1640, and left France for Italy in

1062. He then spent two years in Rome and three in Venice,

and the influence of his prolonged studies of Veronese is

evident in his Finding of Moses (Louvre), and in his Rape
of Proserpine (Louvre), which he presented to the Academy
as his diploma picture in 1673. He was at once named
assistant professor, and in 1674 the full responsibilities of

the oflSce devolved on him, but his engagements did not

prevent his accepting in 1689 the invitation of Lord
Montagu to decorate Montagu House, He visited London
twice, remaining on the second occasion—together with

Rousseau and Monnoyer—more than two years. William

III. vainly strove to detain him in England by the pro-

posal that he should decorate Hampton Court, for Lebrun
was dead, and Mansart pressed Lafosse to return to Paris

to take in hand the cupola of the Invalides. The decora-

tions of Montagu House are destroyed, those of Versailles

are restored, and the dome of the Invalides (engraved, Picart

and Cochin)—for to his vesation the rest of the surface

fell into other hands—is now the only work esisting which

gives a full measure of his talent. During his latter years

Lafosse executed many other important decorations in public

buildings and private houses, notably in that of Crozat,

under whose roof he died on 13th December 1716.

LAGO MAGGIORE. See Maggioee.
LAGOS, a town in the district of Faro, which is coexten-

sive with the province of Algarve, in Portugal, is situated

on the south coast of the kingdom, on a bay which forms

its harbour. The town is fairly well buijt ; but beyond
one or two churches, the batteries that defend the port,

and an aqueduct 800 yards long, it has no special features

of interest. It holds the formal rank of city, and enjoys

a respectable historical' position from its connexion with

Prince Henry the Navigator, whose caravels generally sailed

from its harbour. The material prosperity of the town
was injured by an earthquake that laid it in ruins in 17.^5.

The inhabitants are engaged in the tunny fishery and in

vine raising. The population in 1878 was 7881. Lagos
is held to be situated on or near the site of the Roman
colony Lacobriga.

LAGOS, a Britisn settlement on the west coast of Africa,

united since 1876 with the Gold Coast colony, and by the

terms of the charter comprising all British possessions

between the second and fifth degrees of east longitude.

The actual settlement is situated on a low island within

the mouth of the so-called Lagos river, which is really a

lagoon of considerable extent, into which the Ogun and
several other rivers discharge. The seaward entrance is

about 3 miles wide, but it requires skilful pUotage to take

a vessel across the bar into the smooth and deep water.

Lagos was formerly the chief seat of the slave trade in the

Bight of Benin. In 1851 it was captured by the British,

and in 1861 the "king" Docemo was practically constrained

to give up his territorial jurisdiction, and accept a pension

of 1200 bags of cowries, or about £1030. There is now a

flourishing' settlement. The mangrove swamp has been
cleared away from a large part of the island ; a well-kept

road runs for a mile along the shore in front of the European
quarter ; wooden wharves have been built ; marshy spots

have been turned into gardens, and among the houses are
a number of bright stucco-fronted villas.

Immediately after the proclamation of the British annexation, a.

steady current of immigration from the mainland set in, and in
1871 the population of Lagos proper was 13,520 ni;ilea and 14,998
females. Within the Lagos district are Badagry (IHS males, 1343
females), Palma (814), and Leke (165), making a total for the settle-
ment of 31,998. Besides the local tribes the population contains
Sierra-Lconians, Krumen, and Fauti, as well as from 4000 to 6000
Brazilian emaiicipados. The tr?'le of Lagos consists mainly in the
exportation of palm oil and palm kernels, and the importation of
liquors, tobacco, and cotton goods. Jlost of the business is in the
hands of German and French houses. The average value of imports
for 1875-1879 was £512,857, and of exports £620,644. In 1879
the Church of England had 13 churches in the settlement, tin;

\Vesleyan3 7, the Koman Catholics (who are largely recruited by the
Brazilian immigrants) 2, and the Baptists 1. The schools num-
bered 28, several being subsidized by the Government The 8000
Mohammedans have 27 mosques and about 37 small Koran schools.
During the five years from 1875 to 1879 the aggregate revenue of
the settlement was £253,445, the aggregate expenditure £227,523.

LAGRANGE, Joseph Locis (1736-1813), a mathe-
matician of the highest rank, was bcrn at Turin, January
25, 1736. He was of French extraction, his great grand-
father, a cavalry captain, having passed from the service

of France to that of Sardinia, and settled in Turin under
Emmanuel IF. His father, Joseph Louis Lagrange, married
Maria Theresa Gros, r-nly daughter of a rich physician at

Cambiano, and had by her eleven children, of whom only

the eldest (the subject of this notice) and the youngest
survived infancy. From his post aa treasurer at war, as

well as through his wife, he derived ample means, which
he, however, lost by rash speculations, a circumstance

regarded by his son as the prelude to hi.s own good
fortune; for had he been rich, he used to say, he might
never have known mathematics.

The gonius of Lagrange did not at once take its true

bent. His earliest tastes were literary rather than

scientific, and he learned the rudiments of geometry during
his first year at the college of Turin, without diflSculty,

but without distinction. The perusal of a tract by Halley

(Phil. Trans., vol xviii. p. 960) roused his enthusiasm

for the analytical method, of which he was destined to

develop the utmost capabilities. He now entered, without

aid or guidance save those afforded by his own unerring

tact and vivid apprehension, upon a course of study which,

in two years, placed him on a level with the greatest of his

contemporaries. At the age of nineteen he communicated
to the celebrated Euler his idea of a general method of

dealing with " isoperimetrical " problems, known later as

the Caiculiis of Variations. It was eagerly welcomed by
the Berlin mathematician, who had the generosity to with-

hold from publication his own further researches on the

subject, until his youthful correspondent should have had
time to complete and opportunity to claim the invention.

This prosperous opening gave the key-note to Lagrange's

career. Appointed, in 1754, professor of geometry in the

royal school of artillery, he . formed with some of his

pupils—for the most part his seniors—friendships based

on community of scientific ardour. 'With the aid of the

Marquis de Saluces and the eminent anatomist Cigna, he

founded in 1758 a society which rose later to the dignity

of the Turin Academy of Sciences. The first volume of

its memoirs, published in the following year, contained a

paper by Lagrange entitled Becherches sur la nature et la

propagation du eon, in which the power of his analysis and
his address in its application were equally conspicuous.

Without assumption, but without hesitatfon, he made his

first appearance in public as the critic of Newton, and the

arbiter between D'Alembert and Euler. By considering

only the particles of air found in a right line, he reduced

the problem of the propagation of soand to the solution of

the same partial differential equations that include the
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motions of vibrating strings, and demonstrated tlie insuffi-

ciency of tbe metbods employed by both his great contem-
poraries in dealing with the latter subject. He further

treated in a masterly manner of echoes and the mixture of

sounds, and explained the phenomenon of grave harmonics
as due to the occurrence of beats so rapid as to generate a
musical note. This was followed, in the second volume of

the Miscellanea Taurinensia (1762) by his " Essa^ d'une
nouvelle m^thode pour determiner les maxima et las minima
des formules int^grales indefinies," together with the
application of this important development of analysis to

the solution of several dynamical problems, as well as to

the demonstration of the mechanical principle of "least
action." The essential point in Lis advance on Euler's

mode of investigating curves of maximum or minimum
consisted in his purely analytical conception of the subject.

He not only freed it from all trammels of geometrical
•construction, but by the introduction of the symbol 8 gave
it the efficacy of a new calculus. He is thus justly re-

garded as the inventor of the " method of variations "

—

a name supplied by Euler in 1766.

By these performances Lagrange found himself, at the
age of twenty-sir, on the summit of European fame. But
such a height had not been reached without cost. Intense
application during early youth had checked his growth,
and weakened a constitution never robust. Accesses of

feverish exaltation culminated, in the spring of 1761, in

an attack of bilious hj^ochondria, which permanently
lowered the tone of his nervous system, and rendered him
liable, throughout his life, to recurrences of the same
complaint at the same time of year. Rest and exercise,

however, temporarily restored his health, and he gave
proof of the undiminished vigour of his powers by carrying

off, in 1764, the prize offered by the Paris Academy of

Sciences for the best essay on the libration of the moon.
His treatise was remarkable, not only as offering a satis-

factory explanation of the coincidence between the lunar

periods of rotation and revolution, but as containing the

first employment of his radical formula of mechanics,

obtained by combining with the principle of D'Alembert
that of virtual velocities. His success encouraged the

Academy to propose, in 1766, as a theme for competition,

the hitherto unattempted theory of the Jovian system. The
prize was again awarded to Lagrange ; and he subsequently

earned the same distinction with essays on the problem of

three bodies in 1772, on the secular equation of the moon
in 177i, and in 1778 on the theory of cometary perturba-

tions.

He had in the meantime gratified a long felt desire by
a visit to Paris, where he enjoyed the keen and stimulating

delight of conversing with such mathematicians as Clairaut,

D'Alembert, Condorcet, and the Abb6 Marie. An attack

of illness frustrated his design of extending his journey to

London, and he returned, though not for long, to the

comparative isolation of the Piedmontese capital The
post of director of the mathematical department of the

Berlin Academy (of which he had been a member since

1759) becoming vacant by the removal of Euler to St

Petersburg, both he and D'Alembert united, by unpreme-

ditated concert, to recommend Lagrange as his successor.

Euler's eulogium was enhanced by his desire to quit Berlin,

D'Alembert's by his dread of a royal command to repair

thither ; and the result was that an invitation, conveying

the wish of the " greatest king in Europe " to have the

"greatest mathematician " at his court, was sent to Turin,

On November 6, 1766, Lagrange was installed in his new
position, with a salary of 6000 francs, ample leisure for

scientific research, and an amount of royal favour sufficient

to secure him respect without exciting euvy. The national

jealousy of foreigners, it is true, was at first a source of

annoyance to him; but such prejudices were gradually
disarmed_ by the mild inoffeusiveiiEss of his demeanour,
and by his strict adherence to a policy of non-intervention
outside his own immediate domain. \Vc arc told that the
universal example of his colleagues, rather than any desire
for female society, impelled him to matrimony ; an excess
of homesickness, however, probably directed his choice
towards a lady of the Conti family (related to his own by
a previous alliance), who, by his request, joined him at
Berlin. The experiment was cut short by a lingering
illness, during which he devoted all his time, and a con-
siderable store of medical knowledge, to the care of the
dying woman.
The long series of memoirs—some of them complete

treatises of great moment in the history of science—'
communicated by Lagrange to the Berlin Academy between
the years 1767 and 1787 were not the only fruits of
his exile on the banks of the Spree. His Mecanique
Andytique, the production in which his genius most fully

and characteristically displayed itself, was due to the same
period. This great work was the perfect realization of a
design present to the mind of its author almost from boy-
hood, and of which he had given a clear though concise

skeich in his first published essay.* Its scope may ba
briefly described as the reduction of the theory of mechanics

to certain general formulae; from the simple development

of which should be derived the equations necessary for the

solution of each separate problem.^ From the fundamental

principle of virtual velocities, which thus acquired a new
significance, Lagrange deduced, with the aid of the calculus

of variations, the whole system of mechanical truths, by
processes so elegant, lucid, and harmonious as to constitute^

in Sir William Hamilton's words, "a kind of scientific

poem." This unification of method was one of matter

also. By his mode- of regarding a liquid as a material

system characterized by the unshackled mobility of its

minutest parts, the separation between the mechanics of

matter in different forms of aggregation finally disappeared,

and the fundamental equation of forces was for the first

time extended to hydrostatics and hydrodynamics.* Thus

a universal science of matter and motion was derived, by

an unbroken sequence of deduction, from one radical

principle ; and analytical mechanics assumed the clear and

complete form of logical perfection which it now wears.

A publisher having with some difficulty been found, the

book appeared in Paris, under the supervision of Legendre,

in 1788, But before that time Lagrange himself was

on the spot. After the death of Frederick the Great,

liis presence was competed for by the courts of France,

Spain, and Naples, and a residence in Berlin having ceased

to possess any attraction for him, he removed to Paris

in 1787, His reception was most flattering. Marie

Antoinette warmly patronized him. He was lodged in

the Louvre, received the grant of an income equal to that

hitherto enjoyed by him, and, with the title of "veteran

pensioner " in lieu of that of " foreign associate " (conferred

in 1772), the right of voting at the deliberations of the

Academy. In the midst of these distinctions, a profound,

melancholy seized upon him. His mathematical enthu-

siasm, hitherto the happiness of his life, was for the time

completely quenched, and during two years the printed

volume of his Mecaniqne, which he had seen only iu

manuscript, lay unopened beside him. He relieved his

dejection with miscellaneous studies, especially with thnt

of chemistry, which, in the new form given to it by

Lavoisier, he found " ais^e comme I'algfebre." The dis-

I (Euvres, i. p. 15. ' J/&. An., Advertisen^ent to 1st ed.

' Diiliring, Kritiscke Gesch. der ilechanik, ppi 220. 367: Lagrange,

M£c. An., i. pp. 156-72, 3d ed.
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astrous crisis of the Revolution roused him once more to

activity and cbeerfulaess. Curiosity impelled him to

remain and watch the progress of such a novel pheno-

menon ; but curiosity was changed into dismay as the

terrific character of the phenomenon unfolded itself. He
unw bitterly regretted his temerity in braving the danger.
" Tu I'as voulu " he would repeat self-reproachfully. Even
from revolutionary tribunals, however, the name of

Lagrange uniformly commanded respect. His pension

was continued by the National Assembly, and he was

partially indemnified for the depreciation of the currency

by remunerative appointments. Nominated president of

the Academical commission for the reform of weights and
measures, Lis services were retained when its " purification

"

by the Jacobins removed his most distinguished colleagues.

He again sat on the commission of 1799 for the actual

construction of the metrical system, and by his zealous

advocacy of the decimal principle of subdivision largely

contributed to its adoption.

The interval had, however, been marked by some of the

most considerable events in the placid life of our mathema-
tician. On the 31st of ilay 1792 he married Mademoiselle

Lemonnier, daughter of the astronomer of that name, a

young and beautiful girl, whose devotion ignored disparity

of years, and formed the one tie with life which Lagrange
found it hard to break. He had no children by either

marriage, and never regretted their absence. Although
specially exempted from the operation of the decree of

October 1793, imposing banishment on foreign residents,

he took alarm at the fate of Bailly and Lavoisier, and pre-

pared to resume his former situation in Berlin. His design

was frustrated by the establishment of and his official

connexion with the Ecole Normale, and then the Ecole

Polytechnique. The former institution had an ephemeral

existence, and his lectures there were consequently few

and elementary ; but amongst the benefits derived from the

foundation of the ficole Polytechnique one of the greatest,

it has been observed,^ was the restoration of Lagrange to

mathematics. The remembrance of his teachings was long

treasured by such of his auditors—amongst whom were

Delambre and Lacroix—as were capable of appreciating

them. In expounding the principles of the dift'erential

calculus, he started, as it were, from the level of his

pupils, and ascended with them by almost insensible

gradations from elementary to abstruse conceptions. He
seemed, not a professor amongst students, but a learner

amongst learners
;

pauses for thought alternated with

luminous exposition; invention accompanied demonstra-

tion; and thus originated his Theorie d-es fonctions analy-

iijues (Paris, 1797). The leading idea of this remarkable

work was contained in a paper published in the Baiin
Memoirs for 1772." Its object was the elimination of the

to some minds unsatisfactory conception of the infinite

from the metaphysics of the higher mathematics, and the

substitution for the differential and integral calculus of an'

analogous method depending wholly on the serial develop-

ment of algebraical functions. By means of this "calculus

of derived functions " Lagrange hoped to give to the solu-

tion of all analytical problems the utmost " rigour of the

demonstrations of the ancients";' but it cannot be said

that the attempt was successful. The validity of his funda-

mental position was impaired by the absence of a well-

constituted theory of series ; the notation employed was

inconvenient, and was abandoned by its inventor in the

second edition of his Mecanique ; while his scruples as to

the admission into analytical investigations of the idea of

limits or vanishing ratios have long since been laid aside

as idle. Nowhere, however, were the keenness and clear-

' Notice ty Delambre, CEurres de Laarnnge, i. p. xlii.

' Qu^ircs, Ui. J). HI. * Thlniic ilcs Fondioni, p. 6.
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ness of his intellect more conspicuous than in this brilliant
efi'ort, which, if it failed in its immediate object, was highly
efi'Gctive in secondary results. His purely abstract mode
of regarding functions, apart from any mechanical or
geometrical considerations, led the way to a new and
sharply characterized development of the higher analysis
in the hands of Caucliy, Jacobi, and others. * The Tkeorie
iles Fotictions is divided into three parts, of which the first

explains the general doctrine of functions, the second deals
with its application to geometry, and the third with its

bearings on mechanics.

On the establishment of the Institute, Lagrange was
placed at the head of the section of geometry ; he was one
of the first members of the Bureau des Longitudes ; and
his name appeared in 1791 on the list of foreign members
of the Eoyal Society. On the annexation of Piedmont to

France in 1796, a touching compliment was paid to him in

the person of his aged father. By direction of Talleyrand,
then minister for foreign affairs, the French commissary
repaired in state to the old man's residence in Turin, to

congratulate him on the merits of his son, whom they
declared " to have done honour to mankind by his genius,

and whom Piedmont was proud to have produced, and
France to possess." Bonaparte, who styled him " la hauto
pyramide des sciences math(5matiques,'' loaded him with
personal favours and ofiicial distinctions. He became a
senator, a count of the empire, a grand officer of the legion

of honour, and just before his death received the grand
cross of the order of reunion.

The preparation of a new edition of his 2Iicaniqae, to

which he devoted himself with extraordinary zeal, e.vhausted

his already failing powers. Frequent fainting fits gavo
presage of a speedy end, and on the 8th of April 1813 he

had a final interview with his friends Lac^pede, Monge,

and Chaptal. He spoke with the utmost calm of hi.s

approaching death ;
" c'est une derniere fonction," he said,

"qui n'est ni penible ni desagr^able." He, however,

looked forward to a future meeting, when he promised to

complete the autobiographical details which weakness

obliged him , to interrupt. They remained untold, for he

died two days later, April 10, at the age of seventy-seven,

and was buried in the Pantheon, the funeral oration being

pronounced by Laplace and Lacepfede.

Lagrange would never allow his portrait to be painted,

holding that a man's works, not ' his features, deserve

remembrance. From a sketch, however, obtained by

stealth at a meeting of the Institute, coupled with the

descriptions of those who knew him, we can, in some sort,

construct an image of his mild and venerable aspect. Ho
was of the middle height, with a slight, well-proportioned

figure. His head was finely formed, though cot massive ;

his features strongly marked, with a stamp of grave and

noble beauty; eyes ashy blue, habitually cast down in

meditation, but when raised, clear and penetrating ; com-

plexion pale and faded. The whole physiognomy was

more expressive of benignity than of strength, and his

social attitude was one of deprecation rather than of self-

assertion. He was timid and affable in conversation, slow

to give his opinion, though frequently betraying, by his

remarks even on subjects alien to his habitual studies,

unexpected stores of information and depths of thought.

The phrase " Je no sais pas " became habitual with him,

serving to express his sense of failure in the search for

words^to fit accurately with ideas always precise. Of

music he used to say " Je I'aime, parce qu'elle m' isole "
;

and his most abstruse reasonings were frequently pursued

under its soothing influence. The sight of iufi'oring was

intolerable to him ; he abhorred controversy, tolerated

—

< Suter, Ocschkhlc dr.i- math. Wiss., ii. PP- 222-23.
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perhaps unduly—what he could not approve, aud was

emphatically, in his own phrase, " philosophe sans crier."

The delicacy of his health demanded precautions ex-

aggerated, under the influence of nervous anxiety, into

minute watchfulness. He observed a scrupulous regimen,

living mainly on fruit and vegetables, and his temperance

doubtless helped to keep his faculties unimpaired to the

last By self-imposed rules of study, he regulated his vast

capability of work as strictly as if it had been a machine

entrusted to his care. It was one of his maxims that the

mind gains full command over its powers only by exercise

and discipline. He had learned from Frederick the Great

always to do the same things at the same hours, assigning

the most difficult to the morning. Each day he set himself

a task for the next, and from the first aimed at mastering

certain points of his subject, vrith a view to inventing

improvements. He always read with a pen in his hand,

developing the methods of his author as he proceeded ; and

his own works were so profoundly meditated that they

were usually written without erasures.

Amongst the brilliant group of mathematioiuus whose maguani-

mons rivalry contributed to accomplish the task of generalization

and deduction reserved for the 18th century Lagrange occupies au
eminent place. It is, however, by no means easy to distinguish and
apportion the respective merits of the competitors. This is

especially the case between Lagrange and Enler on the one side, and
between Lagrange and Laplace on the other. The calculus of varia-

tions lay undeveloped in Euler's mode of treating isoperimetrical

problems. The fruitful method, again, of the variation of elements

was introduced by Euler, but adopted aud perfected by Lagrange,

who first recognized its supreme importance to the analytical

investigation of the planetary movements. Finally, of the grand

series of researches by which the stability of the solar system was
ascertained the glory must be almost equally divided between
Lagrange and Laplace. In analytical invention, and mastery over

the calculus, the Turin mathematician was admittedly unrivalled.

Laplace owned that he had despaired of effecting the integration of

the differential equations relative to secular inequalities until

Lagrange showed him the way. On the other hand, Laplace

unquestionably surpassed his rival in practical sagacity, and the

intuition of physical truth. Lagrange saw in the problems of nature

so many occasions for analytical triumphs ; Laplace regarded

analytical triumphs as the merfns of solving the problems of nature.

One mind seemed, as it were, the complement of the other ; and
both united in honourable rivalry formed au instrument of

unexampled perfection for the investigation of the celestial

machineiy. ' What may be called Lagrange's first period of research

into planetary perturbations extended from 1774 to 1784 (see

AsTKONOMT, vol. ii. p. 761). The remarkable group of treatises

communicated, 1781-84, to the Berlin Academy was designed, but
did not prove, to be his final contribution to the theory of the planets.

After an interval of twenty-four years the subject; having been
reopened by Poisson in a paper read June 20, 1808, was once more
attacked by Lagrange with aU his pristine vigour and fertility of

invention.- Resuming the inquiry into the invariability of mean
motions, Poisson carried the approximation, with Lagrange's
formulae, as far as the squares of the distmbing forces, hitherto

neglected, with the same result as to the stability of the system.
He had not, however, attempted to include in his calculations the
orbital variations of the disturbing bodies ; but Lagrange, by the
happy artifice of transferring the origin of coordinates from the
centre of the sun to the centie of gravity of the sun and planets,
obtained a simplification of the formulae, by which the same
analysis was rendered equally applicable to each of the planets
severally. It deserves to be recorded as one of the numerous coin-
cidences of discovery that Laplace, on being made acquainted by
Lagrange with his new method, produced analogous expressions, to
which his independent researches had led him. The final achieve-
ment of Lagrange in this direction was the extension of the method
of the variation of arbitrary constants, successfully used by him in
the investigation of periodical as well as of secular inequalities, to
any system whatever of mutually interacting bodies.' "Not
without astonishment," even to himself, regard being had to the
great generality of the differential equations, he reached a result so
wide as to include, as a particular case, the solution of the planetary
problem recently obtained by him. He proposed to apply the same
principles to the calculation of the disturbances produced in the
rotation of the planets by external action on their equatorial pro-
tuberances, but was anticipated by Poisson, who gave formulae for
the variation of the elements of rotation strictly corresponding with
those found by Lagrange for the variation of the elements of revolu-

-.1 aruFc«, vi.p. 771.

tion. The revision of the Mimnique Anahjiique was oaidertakeu

mainly for the purpose of embodying in it these new methods and
final results, but was interrupted, when two-tliirds completed, by
the death of its author.

In the advancement of almost every br.anch of pure mathematics
Lagrange took a conspicuous part. Tl;e calculus of variations is

indissoluljly associated \\ith his name. In the theory of nimibers

he furnislied solutions of many of Fermat's theorems, and added
some of his own. In algebra he discovered the method of approxi-

mating to the real roots of an equation by means of continued frac-

tions, and imagined a general process of solving algebraical equations

of eveiy degree. The method indeed fails for equations of an ordei

above the fourth, because it then involves the solution of an equa-

tion of higher dimensions than the proposed. It possesses, however,

the great and characteristic merit of generalizing the solutions ot

his predecessors, exhibiting them all as modifications of one prin-

ciple. To Lagi'ange, perhaps more than to any other, the theory of

differential equations is indebted for its position as a science, rather

than a collection of ingenious artifices for the solution of particular

problems. To the calculus of finite differences he contributed the
beautiful formula of interpolation which bears his name ; although
substantially the same result seemed to have been previously

obtained by Euler. But it was in the application to mechanical
questions of the instrument which he thus helped to form that his

singular merit lay. It was his just boast to have transformed

mechanics (defined by him as a "geometry of four dimensions")
into a branch of analysis, and to have exhibited the so-called

mechanical "principles" as simple results of the'^ calculus. The
method of "generalized coordinates," as it is now called," by which
he attained this result, is the most brilliant achievement of the

analytical method. Instead of following the motion of each indi-

vidual part of a material system, he showed that, if we determine

its configuration by a sufficient number of variables, whose number
is that of the degrees of freedom to move (there being as many
equations as the system has degi'ees of freedom), the kinetic and
potential energies of the system can be expressed in terms of these,

and the differential equations of motion thence deduced by simple

differentiation. Besides this most important contribution to the

general fabric of dynamical science, we owe to Lagrange several

minor theorems of great elegauce-^among which may be mentioned
his theorem that the kinetic energy imparted by given impulses

to a material system under given constraints is a maximum. To
this entire branch of knowledge, in short, he successfully imparted

that character of generality and completeness towards which his

labours invariably tended.

His share in the gigantic task of verifjTng the Newtonian theoiy

would alone suffice to immortalize his name. His co-operation was
indeed more indispensable than at first sight appears. Much as

was done ly him, what was done through him was still' more Import-

ai\t. Some of his brilliant rival's most conspicuous discoveries were
implicitly contained in his writings, and wanted but one step for

completion. But that one step, front the abstract to the concrete,

was precisely that which the character of Lagrange's mind indis-

posed him to make. As notable instances may be mentioned
Laplace's discoveries relating to the velocity of sound and the

secular acceleration of the moon, both of which were led close up to

by Lagrange's analytical demoustrations. In the Berlin Memoirs
for 1778 and 1783 Lagrange gave the first direct and theoreti-

cally perfect method of determining cometary orbits. It has not
indeed proved practically available ; but his system of calcu-

lating cometary perturbations by means of "mechanical quadra-

tures " has formed the starting-point of all subsequent researches

on the subject. His determination' of maximum and minimum
values for the slowly varying planetary eccentricities was the

earliest, attempt to deal with the problem. Without a more
accurate knowledge of the masses of the planets than was then

possessed a satisfactory solution was indeed impossible ; but the

uppei limits assigned by him agreed closely with those obtained

later by Lcverrier.'' As a mathematical writer Lagrange has per-

haps never been sui^passed. His treatises are not only storehouses

of ingenious methods, but models of symmetrical form. The cleai--

ness, elegance, and originality of his mode of presentation give

lucidity to what is obscure, novelty to what is familiar, and sim-

plicity to what is abstruse. His genius was one of generalization

and abstraction ; and the aspirations of the time towards unity an^l

perfection received, by his serene labours, an embodiment denied

to them in the troubled world ol politics.

Lagi-ange's numerous scattered memoIrB have been collected and publislicd in

seven handsome 4to volumes, under the title (Euvres de Lagrange, pttbliees sovs

les soins de M. J. A. Serrel, Paris, 1867-77. The first, sccoml, and third sections

of this important publication comprise respectl.-cly the papers communicated
by him to the Academies of Sciences of Turin, Berlin, and Paris; the foui-th

includes his miscellaneous contributions to other scientific collections, tOKc.thcr

with his additions to Euler's Algebra, and his Lemons Elementaires at the Ecolc

Normale In 1795. Delarabre's notice of his life, extracted from the Jff.-n. de

2 We OS" the modem terms by which the functions introduced by I.ai;r«r«;c

enow denoted. » (Ebcyj, v. |.. 21 1 f».

' Graut, HiUorii <if Phy^icaJ Aftrmomii, p. 117.
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rjiistiittt, 1813, Is prefixed to the first Tolumc. Besides the peparatc works

already nuined are JUsolalion dcs £'juations ^'llt7u^/•ig^^cs, n'J^(-2d ed. ISuS, ud

ed. 182G), and Usans suf le Calcul des t\:iiclioiis, 1S05 C-'d cd. IS'IO), designed OS

a commentary and supplement to the first part of the Tlieoiie da Fonctioiis. 'J ho

fli-st volume of tUe enlarged edition of the iUamiqM appeared in ISll, tlio

second, of which the revision was completed hy JIM. I'rony and lilnct, in

1S15. A third edition, in 2 vols. 4lo, was is:>ued ui lSi;i-o5, and a second of tlie

The'orie des Fundims in 1S13. See also Viicy and Potel, Pmis llhtoriqiie, ISl:;-.

Thomson's Annals of miosophy, 1613-20, vols. ii. and iv.; Sutcr, CacliiMe tier

Math. irt.<s.. 1673; Diihring, liiilisclie Gesc/i. der aUgcincinen JTincipielt dcr

ilechana-. 1S77 (2d ed.); Gantier, Essai lluioriqiie siir Ii Problime dcs tivU

Cui-ps, isn : GvuM, llislori/ c/ f/tysical Astimoiii;/, &i:. • (A. il. C.)

LAGREN^E, Lons Je.vn Feaktois (172i-1805),

French painter, was a pupil of Carle Vanloo. Born at

Paris 30tli December 1724, in 1755 Le became a member
of the Academy, presenting as his diploma picture the

Kape of Deianira (Louvre). He visited St Petersburg at

the call of the empress Elizabeth, and on his return was

named in 1781 director of the French Academy at Rome;
he there painted the Indian Widow, one of his best-known

works. His pictures, which have nearly all been engraved,

are frequently to be met with out of France. In 180i
Napoleon conferred on him the cross of the legion of

lionour, and on 19th June 1805 he died in the Louvre, of

which he was honorary keeper.

LAHIRE, Laurent de (1606-1656), French painter,

was born at Paris on 27th February 1G06. He became
a pupil of Lallemand, studied the works of Primaticcio at

Fontainebleau, but never visited Italy, and belongs wholly

to that transition period which preceded the school of

Simon Vouet. His picture of Nicolas V. opening the crypt

in which lie discovers the corpse of St Francis of Assisi

standing (Louvre) was executed in 1630 for the Capuchins

of the Marais ; it shows a gravity and sobriety of character

which marked Lahire's best work, and seems not to Lave

been without influence on Le Sueur. The Louvre contains

eight other works, and paintings by Lahire may- also be

found in the museums of Strasburg, Rouen and Mans.

His drawings, of which the British Museum possesses a

fine example, Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple, are

treated as seriously as his paintings, and sometimes show
simplicity and dignity of effect. The example of the

Capuchin?, for whom he executed several other works in

Paris, Rouen, and Fecamp, was followed by the goldsmiths'

company, for whom he produced in 16J35 St Peter healing

the Sick (Louvre) and the Conversion of St Paul in 1637.

In 16i6 he shared with eleven other artists the honour

of founding the French Royal Academy of Painting and
Sculpture. Richelieu called Lahire to the Palais Royal

;

Chancellor Siguier, Tallemant de Reaux, and many others

entrusted him with important works of decoration ; for

the Gobelins he designed a series of large compositions.

Lahire painted also a great number of portraits, and in

1651 united in one work for the town-hall of Paris those

of the principal dignitaries of the municipality. Two
years later, 28th December 1656, he died. His works

have been frequently engraved by his own pupil Chauveau,

and by Lasne, Boulanger, De la Court, Eousselet, and
Faithorne.

LAHORE, or Lah(5r, capital of the Punjab, India,

gives its name to a civil division of the British territory

in that province, and to the headquarters district of the

division.

Lahore Division.^This division, the most central of

the ten into which British Panjab is divided, is fourth in

order of size, 8961 square miles, and fifth in respect of

population, 1,889,495 (by the census of 1868), averaging

.211 to the square mile. The Lahore division Las three

districts—Lahore, Firozpiir, GujrAnwala. The whole area

is alluvial plain, for the most part devoid of trees, except

such as have been planted since British occupation. ,It is

intersected by the rivers RAvi and Sutlej, and the Bdri

Doib canal drawn from the RAvi at the foot of the hills

;

also by the old bed of the Biis rii'cr 'deserted about the

middle of last centurj'. The Chendb river is the boundary
on the north-west, between the Lahore and the R.'iwal

Pindi divisions. Of the towns in the division there are
five which have over 10,000 inhabitants, namely, Lahore,
Kasiir, GujranwAla, Wazir.-ibAd, Firuzpiir. The common
language of the rural population and of artisans is Punjabi,
Urdu (Hindustani) is the language of, the better educated
classes, and is everywhere becoming more generally under-
stood and used. In Government schools Punjabi is not
taught.

So far from the seaboard, the range between extremes
of winter and summer temperature is great. The mean
temperature in the shade in June is about 92°, in January
about 50'. In midsummer the thermometer sometimes
rises to 115° in the shade, and remains (on rare occa.sions)

as high as 105° throughout the night. In winter the
morning temperature Las sometimes been as low as 20°.

The rainfall is uncertain as well as scanty: the annual
average is about 15 inches; it is sometimes as low as 8°^

a total of 25° is exceptionally 'high. The harvests are

greatly dependent on irrigation. The prevailing winds are

westerly (N.W. and S.W.) in the hot weather, and easterly

(E. and N.E.) in the cold season. The Lahore division

became British territorj' in March 1849, on the annexation
of .the part of the Punjab west of the Bids river, at the
close of the second Sikh war.

Lahore District has an area of 3648 square miles,

with a population of 789,666 (438,335 males and 351,331
females ;—Sikhs, 119,-268; Hindus, 116,287; Mohamme-
dans, 470,216; others, 83,895). Of this number about 3000
are Europeans and Eurasians, residing chiefly at Lahore and
its cantonment of MiAn Mir. The district contains 1455
villages, with an agricultural population of 354,012. The
gross revenue is £110,518—£74,353 being derived from

the land. Of the area 1,165,440 acres are under cultiva-

tion, 811,520 uncultivated, and 357,760 uncultivable. Of
the uncultivated area nearly 237,000 acres are unappro-

priated cultivable waste land, the property of the Govern-

ment. Irrigation is supplied to upwards of 180,000 acres

by the BAri DoAb canal and three inundation canals from

the Sutlej (filled for a certain time each year by the rise

of the river), which are Government works, and about

267,000 aeres are watered by private wells.

The chitt crops are—wheat, about 436,000 acres ;
gram (chick-

pea, for cattle), 230,000 ; barley, 58,000 ; maize, 25,000 ; rice,.

18,000; various food grains, 85,000; sugarcane, 2500; vegetables,

7000 ; capsicum, 1500 ; tobacco, 5000 ; ropWi 1^00 ; cotton,

40,000 ; oil seeds, 15,000. Indigo, now only grown on a small scale

in this part of India, was formerly one of the important products of

the country round Lahore, which had the reputation of great fer-

tility. The traders on the part of' the East India Company iu the

17th century paid much attention to the indigo of Lajiore. The
court minutes of the Company, July 19, 1614, notice the proposal of

Captain Newport at Surat 'for " a voyage to the river Syndns,

whence the Lahore indigo comes." Captain Downton, writing to

the Company in Kovember of the same, year regarding the opposi-

tion which the English merchants met with at Surat, expresses a
•wish that they had some hope of being able "to transport their

goods by that" fair river of Sinde to and from that goodly country

round Lahore." And another trader speaks in 1615 of the gr^at

store of indigo to be had both at Ahmadabad and aj Lahore. No
doubt what was reckoned Lahore indigo may have been in great

natt indigo from elsewhere, passing through Lahore as the trade

centre of that part of India,—just as, at the present day, the roek

salt of the Punjab is in other provinces commonly called Lahovi,

though it comes from the salt hills west of tho Jheluiii. Tiie

importance of Lahore as a centre of trade at the time above rcferrcj

to, is shown also in some of Sir T. Roe's letters. Lahore now
receives indigo from Bengal. Tho rent per aero of good wheat land

in the Lahore district is about 5 rupees. The selling price of wheat

in ordinary years is about 20 seers (52 lb) for a rupee. Tlic water-

level in tire ueighbourliood of Lahore is at a depth of 30 to 36

feet from the surface of the ground. In tlic tract between the Eilvi

and the Chendb it is from 15 to 30 feet. In the south and .south-

west parts of the district, between tho Kavi and the Sutlej, tliQ

depth is from 40 to 70 feet, cxcent in some strips of low laniL,
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After the opening of the Bari Doab canal, the water-level in wells

of Tillage lands on both sides of the canal was pernmnently raised,

in some cases as much as 12 feet. The Lahore district has 107

miles of metalled roads and 688 miles unmetalled, 97 miles of

railway, and 104 miles of navigable rivers.

Lahore City lies in 31° 34' N. lat. and 74° 21' E. long.,

ou the left bank of the river K4vi, about 900 feet above

the sea-level It is a walled town, about 1 J miles in length

from west to east, and about | mile iu breadth from north

to south. The intramural population is 98,924; with

the suburbs Anarkali, Muzang, and lebra, the number is

128,441. The city walls, rebuilt in the time of Akbar,

towards the end of the 16th century, were of great height,

in some parts upwards of 36 feet, and higher at the gate-

ways and parts adjoining. Ranjft Singh added a deep

ditch, with a broad faussebraie (rauni) between the ditch

and the walls, and large outworks, shielding with a massive

defence each of the city gates. The fort or citadel, in

which was the palace, b on high ground on the north face

of the city, and has three gates, one direct to the open

plain on the north, and one on each side, east and west,

into the city. Only the north gate of the fort is now

open. The city gate next the fort on the west, called the

Plan of Lahore.

Roshndi or bright gate, leads into the- small enclosure,

called the Huziiri Bagh oc Court Garden, from which on
the one side rises the great flight of steps to the terrace of

the imperial mosque, and on the other the ascent through
a fine gateway (now closed) to the palace iu the fort. The
fort and palace, with the conspicuous Saman BiirJ (pro-

perly musamman, octagonal tower ; it is a h*,lf octagon),

present a striking appearance viewed from the open olain

on the north.

The site of the present city has been occupied from early

times, and much of it stands high above the level of the
country outside, raised on the remains of many successive
series of former hrbitations. Some of the old buildings,
which have been preserved when changes were going on
around, stand now below the surface of the ground about
them. This is well seen in the mosque now called Masjid
ffiwm (or sunken), built 1560, the mosque of Mullah
Rahmat, 7.feet Jbelow, and the Shivdla (Hindu temple), a
i^ery old building near the revenue office, about 1 2 feet
below the surrounding ground. The houses ares of brick,
irregular in con^ruction, three and more stories in height,
many of them with projecting balconies and lattice win-
dows ornamental with varieties of carved woodwork. The

streets, narrow and winding, were, under the Sikh Govern-

ment, and at the time of the first British occupation of

the city in 1846, extremely unregulated and dirty. The

water supply, from numerous wells throughout the city,

was for the most part exceedingly impure. A cleansing

and draining of the streets had to be taken in hand at

once, when tlie city was held by British troops. The

governor-general of India, Lord Hardinge, having, after the

defeat of the Sikh army at Sabrion, advanced to Lahore

and concluded a treaty with the Sikh Government, a

British force was left, to hold Lahore for that year (1846),

the fort being reserved for the maharaja. But the occu-

pation of Lahore was prolonged. A British resident was

appointed, and barracks were built for the troops in the

Anarkali suburb. After the annexation of the PanjAb in

1849 the government of the country was placed in the

hands of a board of administration. The fort was held by

the British troops, the rest of the force assigned to Lahore

being quartered outside the city in the cantonment of

Anarkali. Subsequently a site for a permanent cantonment

was selected at MiAn Mir, about five miles south-east of

the city; and all the troops, British and native, are now
quartered there, except the small garrison of the fort.

In 1852 the lofty walls, which greatly impeded the free

airing of ,the interior of the city, were reduced to a height

of from 14 to 20 feet, and the whole of the massive out-

works were removed. In 1863 tlie ditch was filled in and

the faussebraie levelled ; and on this broad strip of new
land immediately outside the city walls public gardens were

laid out, and supplied with a watercourse from the B.lri

DoAb canal This work of improvement was carried out

under the immediate direction of the native gentlemen of

the Lahore municipal committee.

The municipality now includes within its limits the greater part

of the civil station of Lahore, which covers, in addition to the

ground occupied by the old Anarkali cantonment, a large area

south and south-cast of the city. All new public buildings have
been erected in this civil station outside the walls. The principal

of these are the deputy commissioner's court-house, the Govemmtnt
college, the Mayo hospital, the senate hall of the Punjab Uni-
ver.sity College (the gift of the nawab of Bahawalpiir). The Lahore
Industrial and Antiquarian Museum is in the building erected for

tlie " Punjab E.^hibition" of 186-1. A building for the school of

art in connexion with the museum is in progress. The medical

school, at first held in a disused barrack of the Anarkali canton-

ment, and then in hired houses, is now about to be provided with a

suitable building at the Mayo hospital. The block of buildings

erected for the British residency and offices, and used for this pur-
pose up to the time of annexation, is now occupied by the chief

court.the Government secretariat offices, civil and military, and the
offices of the financial commissioner of the Punjab, and of the
commissioner of the Lahore division. A new building for the chief

court is about to be erected. A large building for the Government
telegraph department has lately been finished. The post-office

occupies one of the barracks of the old cantonment, and others of

them continue to be occupied by the offices of various Govern-
ment departments—public works, public instruction, prisons, &c.

The central jail stands on the site of the British camp of 1846;
and in the large public grounds which contain the botanical and
zoological gardens stand the John Lawrence Hall and the Mont-
gomery Hall, erected in honour of the first two lieutenant-governors

of the Punjab. Of native buildings applied to new purposes there
»re, in the palace (1630-1640) the i)iwan-i-am (or hall of audience),
serving as a barrack for the fort garrison ; the two buildings called

Khicdb-gah (or sleeping apartments), used as the Protestant and
Koman Catholic places of worship for the troops in the forf; the

vaults of the Kdla Burj and Lai Burj (black and red towers) used
as commissariat store-rooms ; the iI6ti Masjid (pearl mosque), which
Uanjit Singh made his treasury, still used for the same purpose.
The armoury, in an adjoining building, contains an interesting col-

lection of arms and armour of the Mughal and Sikh times.

In the city, the mansion of Kaja Dhyan Singh, Eanjit's prime
minister (which was the British artillery mess house in 1846), con-
tains the Government district school, tlie Oriental college, and the
hall of the Anjuman-i-Panjab, an active litei'ary and educational
society. The quadrangle of the Huziiri Bagh (or royal garden)
contains th§ Government normal school. In the Rang Mahal is

the large hi^ school of the American Presbyterian mission.
Outside tho city, half way between the civil' and militiry
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itations, is rcovriiiiiiout House, tlio oflicml rciklcnce of the lieutcn-
uiit-goyenior of tlip ruujab, fonnovly the house of tlio .laiuadar

Kliush-lial Siugh, a Bralimau wlio, with varied fortunes, held liigU

ollices under Kaujit Singli. The original building round which tho
present large house was erected was the tomh of Sayid Nur-ud-din,
••ailed also Kur-ul-Alam, of Bokhara (1616), whieh is the lofty

gfjuare apartment in the middle of the present building. The tomb
of Nadirah Begam was fitted up in tlic early days of British rule

as the station church, and continues to be used for this purpose.

(A large new church has been commenced, which will now be the
catliedral of the lately constituted diocese of Lahore.) The tomb of

Shah Chiragh (1660 A.D.) is, with large additions' made from time
to time, the office of the accountant-general of tho province. The
Jiiiradnri or summer house (commonly called chau-hurji, the build-

ing with four turrets) of Nawab Wazir Khan (1631), long occupied
by the museum, is now the station library and reading room.
Educational and other Institutions.—The Punjab University

Colli-ge, established in 1869 to give special encouragement to the cul-

tivation of Oriental learning, and instruction in European science

through the vernacular languages, is supported witli ruuch zeal by
the chiefs and native gentlemen of the Punjab. It is now about
to be raised to tho status of a university, with power to confer
degrees. The other edueatioiial institutions of Lahore are the
Govern "Uent college, the normal school, the Oriental college, the dis-

trict Anglo-vernacular school, the high school for boys of European
parentage, the Anarkali school for girls, another girls' school of the

same class near the railway station, chiefly for the children of the
railway employes, St James's orphanage and free school, for poorer

children, European and Eurasian. The large and prosperous school of

the American Presbyterian mission in the city has been mentioned
above. The medical school, established in 1S60, gives a five years'

course, in the English language, qualifying for a diploma as licenti-

ate in medicine, and for employment in the Government service

n the grade of issistant-surgeon. A three years' course, j:\ the
Urdu language, trains a lower class of students for the grade

of hospital assistant or native doctor. The number of 'students

in the upper class is between fifty and sixty, in the lower from
eighty to one hundred. The Mayo school of industrial art

has in view mainly the cultivation of Oriental art as applied

to decoration and manufactures, and, in aid of this purpose,

instruction in drawing, modelling, &c. Amoug other works on
which the trained pupils hr^ye been employed is the production of

plaster casts of the Buddhist sculptures in the museum, obtained
from explorations in the north-west districts of the Punjab. St
John's Divinity College (Church Missionary Society) gives theological

instruction, in the Urdu language, to native Christian students, ten
of whom are now pastors of native congregations in diflferent parts
of northern India.

There is a Govei-nment 'hook depot for the sale of educational and
other books; and from the depository of the Punjab Religious Book
Society there is a largo and increasing sale of books of religious and
general literature in English and in the vernacular languages. A
large number of books in thP native languages are issued annually
from the local presses. Nine newspapers in Indian languages are

published at Lahore—seven in Urdu, one in Hindi, and one in

Arabic. One of the Lahore Urdu papers has the largest circulation

of any native paper published out of Bengal. There is one daily

English paper, and one under native editorsliip and management in

the English language.
In the Lahore central jail, which is capable of receiving 2000 in-

nates, many useful manufactures are canied on by the prisoners.

For the carpets made in this jail there is a large demand in the
English market. Besides the two smaller jails, the district jail and
the female jail, there is a Thaggi jail and school of industry, in

which the few remaining Thags (or Thugs—highway stranglers and
robbers) are taught useful work, chiefly tent making. A large

lunatic asylum occupies the enclosed bci'Mings of one of the old
Sikh cantonments.

Trade.—The Lahore municipality has an annual income of nearly
170,000 rupees, the chief source of which is the octroi. Lahore im-
jiorts from other parts of the Punjab, and the hill countries beyond,
tobacco, dyes, bamboos, hides, Kashmir paper, felts, and silk fabrics;

from Bengal and the southern provinces, indigo, spices, English piece
goods, and other foreign products and manufactures; from Bombay,
metals and metal work, cutlery, &c., and drugs. The chief manu-
factures of Lahore—but they are none of them on a great scale

—

are woollen and silk fabrics for clothing, carpets (cotton and wooller),
embroidery on leather, ivory carving, toys, pottery, turnery, metal
work of various kinds, arms, jewellery, &c. Lahore has long been
noted for its carpets. One of the travelling agents of the East
India Company in 1617, wxiting from Agra, reports the purchase of
various articles, including thirty Lahore carpets. Soon after he
writes from the same place, " It requires a long time to get well
chosen carpets. Truo Lahore cai-pets are not suddenly to be
gotten." Two years later, December 1619, another, writing from
.'^irliind about carjiets, says, " Lahore is th« chief place for that com-
uioditv." A little Later in the ^ame century it is observed that

from Lahore were obtained fins muslins, flowered :.inl .nibroidu'cil
silks, woollen drapery, and all sorts of carpets.

_
Ikalth.—The general health of Lahore is good, but the city ami

civil station, as well as the cantonment of Mian Mir, have sulferid
from occasional .severe visitations of cholera and fever, as well as of
small-pox. A largo amount of rain within a short space of time,
tliough the totil of the year may be under the average, is usually
followed by malarious fever, wl'iile a larger rainfall, more distri-
buted, is healthy. Of much impoit.ance to the health of Lahore is

the large work which the municiinlity has executed for the suj-.-'y
of water to the city and suburbs. The water is pumped from welfs
in the bed of the river Kavi to a covered reservoir in a high part of
the city, from which it is distributed. A scheme of drainage and
sewerage works, dependent on this supply of water, is about to be
carried out. For the military station of Mian Jlir water lias bten
brought in by a cut from the Bari Doab canal.

Communication.—Lahore is in railway communication with the
most important places in the Punjab, and with the other provinces
of India. Its distance from.Dellii is 323 miles (Sind, Punjab, and
Dellii Railway) ; from Calcutta, 1277 miles (East India Railway);
from Bombay by Delhi and Allahabad (East India Railway and
Great Indian Peninsular), 1558 miles ; from Bomb.iy by Delhi and
Ajmir (Rajputana State Railway), 1230 ; from Multan (Sind, Pun-
jab, and Delhi Railway), 207 ; from Kurrachee, the nearest point on
the sea-coa.st (Sind, Punjab, and Delhi Railway and Indus Valley
State Railway), 814 ; crnd from the Afghan frontier at Peshaw:ir
(Punjab Northern State Railway), 271 miles. This last line still

wants, to complete it, the great bridge across the Indus at Attok,
now in course of construction. A narrow-gauge branch, from this

line, for the salt traflic, is open to the bank of the Jheluni river,

opposite Pind Dadan Khan. At Lahore there is one central railwiiy

station for all the lines, a short distance east of the Delhi gate.

Histonj and Antiquities.—To this account of Lahore under
British rule will now be added a short sketch of its previous his-

tory, and the works of former days which still remain.
Lahore is said to have been founded by Lava or Loli, one of tho

sons of Rama ; and it has borne the names Lavapur, Loh-pur, Loh-
kot, Lohawar, Lahawar. The city of Lava is probably the Laulahn
of the Jtaja Tarangini, or history of the kings of Kashmir. 'J'o

Kashmir belonged for a long time the conntiy (Lavana or Lavanya)
as far south as Lahore, and beyond. Lavana, which also means
salt, may have taken its name from the salt region west of Jheluin.

Captain Wilford (As. lies., ix. 53) recognized Lahore in the Ad^axo
and Ad$oKAa of Ptolemy. Labaka is placed in the country of tliE

Paudus about the Jhelum, and Labokia in Kashmir tenitory,

which in reality embraced the other. Cunningham (Ancient Geo-

graphy of India) suggests that Labokia should be read Labolka =
Lava-laha or Lava-lok. There appears to be no mention of Lahore
by the historians of Alexander ; it used to be supposed that it was
Sangala or Sagala, in the country of the Cathfe, but this place

is better represented by the hill still called Sangala, to the west
of Lahore, between the Ravi and the Cha^ab.
At the time of the first Jlohainmedan invasion of India, in the

7th centur}', Lahore was in the possession of a Chauhan Rajput
prince of Ajmir. Towards the enclof the 10th centuiy Raja Jaipal,

the ruler of the Lahore teiTitory, was driven hack after an encounter,

on the frontier (978), with Sabaktagin, 'who had just risen to the

throne of Ghazni, In 1001 Jaipal had to meet the first incursion

of Sabaktagin's son JIahmud. In his third invasion of the Punjab
Mahmiid advanced as far as Bhera on the Jhelum, which used to

be the raja's place of residence alternately with Lahore, and which
had been for a time the Hindu capital. The sixth time Mahmiid
came (1008), a great battle was fought near the Indus with the

raja of Lahore, Anangpal, the successor of Jaipal. At length, on

his fourteenth invasion of India (1023), Mahraud took possession

of Lahore, and appointed a governor, the raja, Jaipal II., having

fled to Ajmir.
Under Mahmud and seven successors Lahore continued to be

ruled by governors appointed by them. When the kings of

Ghazni were fully occupied in war with tho Seljuks, their Indian

subjects were roused to revolt, and, with the aid of the raja ol

Delhi, attacked Lahore. But the city was successfully held against

them, and in the reign of Masaud II., the eighth from' Mahnuui,

it was for a time made the seat of the government (1110)^ Hi.s

successor Bahram went back to Ghazni ; but his son, Khusni

Shah, after repeated defeats by the prince of Ghor, was driven to

take refuge in the Punjab, and again made Lahore the capital.

When Ghaias-ud-din and Shi<hab-ud-din of Ghor were ruling jointly

at Ghazni, the latter proceeded to follow up the defeat of their

Ghaznavi predecessors by an invasion of the Punjab, and,- capturing

Khusni Malik, son of Khusru Shah, took possession of Lahore

(1186). It was next seized by tho Oakkars, an ancient tribe ol

the hill country in the north-west of the Punjab. Shahab-ud-din

succeeded in expelling them, but they murdered him on his way

back to Ghazni, iu 1206. Kutb-ud-din, a Turki slave originally,

who had held the chief command in India during these troubled

times of his late master's reign, succeeded to the sovereignty of the
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Inili:in pi-oviuces, which ceased from this time to be dcpondeut on

Gliaziii. He haJ to fight for tlie possession of Lahore, wliich had

been seized by a rival, and the scat of government was then trans-

ferred from Lahore to Dellii.

Tlie buildings at Lahore of the Hindu times, and of this first

Mohammedan period, are few in number. To the former probably

belongs the Shivala or temple of Shiva in the middle of the city,

now surrounded by more modern additions. It is ascribed to the

time of Loh, the founder of the city. The temple of Bhairava (a

form of Shiva), about a mile south of Lahore, is generally ascribed

to a later period, but Lahore is said by the author of the Tiajn

Tarangini to have heen addicted in early times to the worship of

Bhairava. To the Gliaznavi tinies belongs the tomb of Malik Ayaz,

governor of Lahore. It is in the heart of the city, and was built

about 1046. Hazrat Ganj B.ikhsh, who also came with JIahnuid

to Lahore, is buried outside the Bliati gate, and at his tomb (built

1073) a weekly fair is now held, resorted to by Hindus as well as

Wohammedans. About the same time were built the tomb of

rir Ali MakhdMm of Baghdad, and the tomb of Saiad Ishak, near

Wazir Khan's mosque iu the city.

' The Mughal army sent into India by Jenghiz Khan in 1224

and subsequent years swept over the middle of the Punjab vuA in

1241 captured the old capital, Bhera, and laid waste Lahore and
Multan. la 1269 the king of Delhi, Ghaias-ud-din Balb.an, visited

Lahore, and rebuilt the fort which the Mughal invaders had

destroyed. His eldest son Muhammad Sultan, the khan of

Multan, came to Lahore iu 12S.'5, to oppose another invasion under

Samar, one of the Mughal generals. The fight in which the young
prince fell at Lahore is further memorable from the capture of his

friend Amir Khusru, the Persian poet.

After more than a hundred years, during which the history of

Lahore is comparatively unimportant, though it was not untroubled,

it suffered like other wealthy places in North India from Timur's

invasion in the end of the'14th century. On his return from the

sack of Delhi, Timur sent a force to Lahore, with instructions- to

raise a large coutribution there, to which was afterwards added an

order for the plunder of the city and the country arouncL And
then Lahore had a time of repose. In 1450, when Bahlol, the first

of the Lodi dj-nasty, had been raised to the sovereignty at Delhi,

aud the charge of the several divisions of his territory was assigned

to different officers, Lahore was reserved for himself.

The 14th and 15th centuries have left no known buildings at

Lahore, though some of the following century are marked by the

Tathau style belonging to the earlier period.

The next change iu the fortunes of Lahore was a great and im-

portant one. In 1522 it passed into the hands of Timur's descend-

ant Baber (Babar), the first of a line of new masters who were

to give it new life, though it gained little under Baber himself.

Invited by the governor of Lahore, who had become disaffected to

the Lodi king, Baber came on with an army, and, having defeated

the Lodi forces, he gave up the city to plunder. On his departure

for Cabul in 1524 he left Lahore in charge of his relative Abd'ul

Aziz. Baber lived occasionally at Lahore, but his reign of freciuent

contests gave him little rest at any permanent seat of government.

Humdyun, who succeeded his father Baber in 1530, did not long

retain Lahore undisturbed. His brother Kamran, governor of

Kandahar and Cabul, who laid claim to the Indian sovereignty,

came to Lahore, and by artifice succeeded in gaining the city with-

out bloodshed. Five years later Kamran had to march to the relief

of Kandaliar, and during his absence an attempt was made upon

Lahorte, which was defeated by his rapid return. In 1540 the

Afghans made another endeavour to recover power in India under

Shir Shah Sur, who took possession of Lahore and of Bhera, the

other old capital, which stiU retained some importance.

Kamran lived long enough at Lahore to make his marK there in

three pieces of work of which there are still remains, but altered and

added to by others since, so that of his part there is not much to

be seen. One of these was the bdradari or summer house of the

Dil-Kusha garden on the bank of the Ravi opposite Lahore, on which

now stands the. house built over it by Ranjit Singh. Kamr.in's

garden of Shalaradr was the beginning of the grander work com-

pleted by Shall Jahan. Of his palace at Naulakka, east of the city,

only the gateway now remains. Other buildings at Lahore of this

earliest Mughal period are the tomb of Khojah Salar Khan and the

Khojah Masjid, the mosque now called Nlivin, and the Shiran-

wali Masjid.

In the time of Homayiiu's son and successor, Akbar (1556-1605),

Lahore rose to a condition of prosperity unknown at any previous

time. To his reign belongs the commencement of its architectural

greatness, .which increased in the twa following reigns. He made
the city the royal residence, rebuilt the fort, and began the palace

buildings. He rebuilt also the walls which, altered and added to

by his .successors and now reduced, still surround the city. To
this time belong many of the well-known buildings now to be seen

at L?.hore. The mosque near the Masti gate (opposite the Poor
House of the present day) is said to have been built by the emperor's

mother. Of the same date are the tombs of Abd'ul Ishak at Muzang,

of Kasim Khan, of Mauj Darya (a saint whose pr.ayei-s procureil
Akbar's success iu his attack on Cliitur), and of Shah JIusa. This
Inst, called Sabz Giimba-, is the earliest of the Lahore buildings
coloured with the glazed tile-woik commonly called LiisJii. The
tomb of Niidirah Bi'gam, called also Sharif-un-nissa, a slave of
Akbar's, whom he named Anarkali, was built about the end of his
reign ; it is the building now used as the st.ition church. To
tliis period belongs also the mosque of Mullah Rahmat as well as
the earliest work of the Sikhs in the city. The btioH or masonry
tank in the middle of the city was built in 15S4 by Ram D.is, the
giati or spiritual leader of the Sikhs, fourth iu order from Nauak
tlie founder of the sect.

A curious aud special interest attaches to Laliore in tne time of
Akbar, in connexion with the first teaching of Christiauity in

northern India by the Jesuit missionaries whom the emperor had
invited to Lahore from Goa, after receiving the visit of Antony
Capral at Agra iu 1578. They were first Rodolph Aquaviva, An-
tony Mauserrat, and Francis lleneric. Afterwards came Edward
Leighton and Cliristopher Vega in' 1 589. AVheu they, like the
others, had gone away disappointed, and the emperor's invitation

was lepeated, two others were sent,—Jerome Xavier (nephew of

francis) and Emanncl Pinnero. Akbar built a church for them in
Lahore. He then for a time shut up the Lahore mosques. The
church of the Jesuits was thronged with Mohammedans. On the

day of Pentecost 1599 a number of converts walked in procession

through the streets of Lahore to the church, aud were publicly

baptized by Pinnero. Benedict Goes passed through Lahore in

1603, on his journey to solve the question of the identity of China
and Cathay, and was kindly received and helped by Akbar. Lastly,

a new missionary. Father D'Acosta, came to Lahore soon after tho
beginning of Jahdngir's reign. The. marks of Christian work and
success at Lahore at this pel iod remained on some of the buildings

there when the men who had been brought under its influence passed
away and no traces remained with their chUdien. De Laetsays that

in 1630 (three years after Jahangir's death) he saw over one of the
palace gates at Lahore figures of our Saviour and of the Virgin.

They are described also by Thevenot, who visited Lahore in 1666 ;

he says they had been put up by Jahingir to pleas: the Fortu-

.guese. Remains of the Jesuit church also were to be seen when
Thevenot was at Lahore. Some traces of Christian art are still to

be seen, which may be referred to the same period,—the winged
heads on the principal gate of the fort and of the Gola sarai (1622).

When Jahaugir succeeded to the throne of Akbar, Lahore was
immediately the scene of oue of those family contests which so

often marked the Mughal reigns. His son Khusru aimed at power,

and attempted, unsuccessfully, to obtain possession of the city.

Among those on whom the emperor's displeasure fell was the Sikh
leader, Arjun Mai, fifth guru, compiler of thd Acli Granth, who
had succeeded his father Ram Das in 1581. Having offered up
prayers for Khusn'i he was imprisoned byJahangir, and died the

same year, 1606. His little tomb stands just outside the fort.

The buildings at Lahore of Jahangir's time are numerous. The
most important and the best preserved are—the Samnn JSiirj, aud
some other parts of the palace in the fort, built during several suc-

cessive years (1606, &c.) ; the sanii at Shahdara(1612); thetombof
Saiad Nur-ud-din, Nur ill Alam, Bukhari (1616), now Government
House ; the tomb of Shah Abu'l Maali, and the mosque besidj it

(1616); the masjid of Dai Sadhu-wali(1621); the ffomb, nearShala-

mar, of Madhu Lai Hussein, a converted Hindu (1621) ; the little

tomb, covered with many coloured IrisJii, of Farid Pakkiwala, a

pupil of Mauj Darya (1621) ; and the Gola sarai (1622), which re-

tains some fine specimens of the same kind of ornamentation.

Shah Jahan's reign was, at Lahore as elsewhere, the greatest and
most vigorous period of Mughal architecture. . Lahore as Well as

Delhi testifies, though in a minor degree, to the power and taste

which seem to have inspired others besides the emperor to raise the

many monuments that still remain of the grandeur of his time.

The first -place is due to the splendid tomb of Jahangir, erected by
his widow Nur Jahan, at Shahdara, on the bank of the Ravi oppo-

site Lahore (1630), near which was afterwards built (1632) the tomb
of her brother Asaf Khan, Jahangir's commander-in-chief, and then

(1650) that of the widowed queen heraelf. Before these, in order

of time, were the g.ate and ascent called Mthipdon to the fort (1629),

and then, in 1630 and following years, the series of fine palace build-

ings within the fort, which have since been altered and added to by
the emperor's Mughal successors and by Ranjit Singh.

Two of Shah Jahan's principal officers of state were his chief

supporters and followers in the construction of the great works
of- his time at Lahore. One of these was Ali Mardan Khan, a

Persian, formerly-governor of Kandahar, then successively gover-

nor of Kashmir and of the Punjab, who was also an eminent
engineer and architect. The other was the court physician and
afterwards prime minister. Hakim Alam-ud-din, better known as

the Nawab Wazir Kham Ali Mardan Khan built, under Shah
Jahan's orders, the finest of the great sarais for travellers on the

imperial road from Delhi to Lahore and Lahore to Kashmii'. Ha
proposed and carried out (1639) the canal from the Ravi at the foot
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of tlid hills, which was eslie'd the Lahore canal. Other raiinls of

the same kind he executed elsewhere. His chief work at Lahore is

the tomb of his mother (1627), where he himself also was buried

(1657), and which is known as the tomb of Ali JLardan Khan.

W'azir Khan's chief works at Lahore are his own baradari or

summer house (1631), the sarai and hammiiin (haths) in the street

now called Hira Mandi (1635), the Hang Mahal or painted palace

(1633), and the Pari Mahal or fairy palace (163S). Prince Dara

Shiko, the emperor's son, who made Lahore his place of residence,

built.(1640) the tomb of Mian Mir; his religious teacher. Of the

other works at Lahore of Shah Jahan's time the principal are the

tombs of Nawib Jafar Khan (1631), of Shah Eilawal (1636), of

Abu'I Hassan Khan (1641), of Shah Jamal (1651), and of the

emperor's son. Prince Parviz (1651),—also the tombs of two notable

literary men, Muhammad Salah, author of Bahdf Diinish, and
Sheikh Inayat-Ullah, author of the historical work called Shah-
jahdii-ncimah. The mosq^ue in the city called Wazir Khau's was
built (1641) by the emperor In honour of his faithful servant whose
name it hears. It is faced with beautiful ki'whi work of various

colours, a kind of ornamentation largely used in the buildings of

this time at Lahore. Decorated in the same manner is the gateway
of the Guldbi Bagh made hy Sultau Beg, the emperor's son-in-law.

The Shalamar garden, restored and largely extended -by Shah Jahan
(1640), is one of the finest works at Laliore of his time. During
Shah Jahan's reign Lahore was visited (1626) by two English

travellers Mr Orowther and Mr Still ; in 1638 by Mandelslo, a

kieniber of the Holstein embassy to Persia; and three years later by
Wanriquez, a Spaniard.

Aurangzib (1658-1707), though he lived little at Lahore, contri-

buted to it one of the largest and most important of the existing

buildings, the Bddshdhi Masjid, or imperial mosque, built 1673-80.

"Two buildings at Lahore are connected with the name of Aurang-
zib's daughter, Zib-un-nissa, authoress of a book of poems called the

Dlwaa-i-Makhfi. One is the gateway of her garden (1 665) called

Chau-hurji (four towered) and now Si-burji (three towered), one of

the.corner minarets having been cut away by the water of a neigh-

bouring nullah. The other is her tomb, built 1670. The tombs of

Shah Chiragh (1658), of Sultana Begam, daughter of Shah Jahah,

ivife of Sultan Beg (1660), and of Abd'ur Rizak, Makki (1673), which
iiknown as the lila giimbaz, or blue dome^—are the best of the other

remains at Lahore of the work of Auraugzib's reign.

Trom the reign of Aurangzib's successor, Bahadur Shah (Shah

Alam I. ), Lahore has little to show except two small buildings of

\710, one Hindu and one Mohammedan—the Chaubara, or hall, of

Cliajju Bhagat, and the tomb of Pir Ain-ul-Karaal. One of the city

^tes bears the name of Shah Alam. In the reign of Jloliainmed

Shah, the third from Shah Alam (1719-48), Lahore came in the

path of another of the ruthless invaders from the west. Nadir Knli

Khan, better known as Nadir Shah (1737), who rapidly swept over

the plains of the Punjab to tlie chief city. He was met but not
ictively resisted by the governor of Laliore, and Nadir's amiy en-

Damped for a time at Shalamar.' Again, in the repeated invasions of

AHmad Shah Abdali (1748-1767), in the reigns of his namesake
Ahmad Shah aid of Alamgii' II., Lahore had to take its part, with
varied fortunes, but with no important permanent result. To the
reign of Ahmad Shah (1748-54) belongs one little building which
maies some show in the city, the Masjid Tildi, or golden (now
commonly <?alled /Sinm/ij-j which has the same meaning), having its

lomes covered with gUt plates of copper (1750). This is the latest

work of the kind at Lahore before the Mohammedan power in the

Punj.ab was subverted by the Sikhs, who obtained temporary pos-
session of the city eight years later, and, with rapidly growing
influence as well as numbers, soon became a formidable enemy of

tha nominal rulers, till, finally, they became masters of Lahore,

'

under Ranjit Singh. Lahore was conferred njjou Pianjit in the end
of last century by the last of the invaders of India from the west,

Zaman Shah, when the last of the reigning Mughals, Shall Alam
II., had lost all real hold of this northern part of his empire. The
long, vigorous, and expansive rule of Eaiijit Singh brings Lahore
within the general history of the Sikhs and of the Punjab, and con-
nects the Punjab directly with the history of British India.
Except the additions which Ranjit Singh made to the dgfences of

the city little work of usefulness or adornment was done in his
days at Lahore which did not owe something very directly to works
of earlier time.s. Ranjit built a large summer house, which he
called Tar-ghar, on the remains of prince Kamran's Dil-laisha, or
country palace, on the bank of the Ravi opposite Lahore. The fine
marble bdradari which he set up in the middle of the lluzuri Bagh
was taken from Jahangir's tomb at Shahdara.

Lahore in the time of Ranjit Singh has been the subject of many
descriptions and narratives from many pens. Very interesting are
the accounts in Victor Jacqueraont's Letters and Sir Henry Law-
rence's Adventurer lA the Punjab. The pictures of Ranjit's court at
Lahore introduce also the figures of men whose names became very
familiar to English ears in the later days of Ranjit's reign: the
Hindu.brothers Dhyan Singh and Ghulab Singh, the men of action
and intrigue ;.fJie Mussulman brothers Aziz-ud-din and Nur-ud-din

(of the Fal-lr family as it is called), the men of business ; the
sngocious counsellor DinaNath; the French military officers Allard,
Ventura, Court ; and others. But the great tiguro always in these
Lahore pictures is the small, one-eyed maharaja himself. Unedu-
cated, but full of knowledge, which was power,—of a feeble frame
worse enfeebled by himself, but of astonishing energy and indomi-
table will,— he made the .whole Punjab his own, and created for
his own use an army the most powerful and best oiganizcd
that Britain has ever encountered in India. Ranjit Singh died
in 1839, leaving to his successors this dangerous legacy, consisting
of sixty regiments of regular infantry and a larger force of irregulars
numbering in all 92,000 ; cavalrj-, 31,800 ; artillery, 171 garrison
guns and 384 field pieces.

Immediately after the close of his life began the wild anarchy and
bloodshed of which Lahore was the constant scene for years follow-
ing. Within four months Ranjit's son and successor Kharak Singh
was removed by death, in what way is not clearly known. TIio
reign of Kan Nihdl Singh, who came after him, lasted a few days
only. A longer time of power was enjoyed hy Shir Singh, who at
length was murdered in 1843. After a time of worse confusion,
constant fighting, and more murders, Dhalip Singh, a young' son of
Ranjit, became maharaja,—the government, such as it was, being
in the hands of his mother, and of the vizier Lai Singh. Seven
years after Ranjit Singh's death a great part of his great army,
which had come to feel its strength and make it felt, when no
longer held in the iron gi'asp of its only master, crossed the Sutlej
into British territory, and took thns the first step towards its own
destruction. The result, after four great conflicts, one of them a
'conflict of unexampled peril to the Biitish power in India, was the
first occupation of Lahore by Euglish troops in March' 1846. Of
Lahore in British hands an account has been given above.
The tomb of Ranjit Singh, a building of no meat arcliitectural

merit, which stands just outside the Roshnaigafe, was in progress
when the city was taken possession of in 1846, and was completed
after the annexation of the Punjab in 1849.

See /in-i-Aibart; Elliot, IHHorians of Inilm ; Calculla Ilniew, vols. 1., ii.,Tl4
Tin., ix., xxvi., <&c.; Lahore, by T. H. TlionUon and J. L. Kii Hnf;; Bcrnier's
Trai-els; D. J. Marlia Honigberger, Tlitrlti-five JVnrj in (lie £asl ; Thcvcnot'l
Travefs; Joannes de Lact, 2)e Imperio Afagiti Mogolis; Manouchi. Oenerat
History of the Mogul Ettipirt; Victor Jacquemnnt, Jotirmy in India; Adventurer
in the Punjab (republished as Adventures of Bcltasii)\ Aonual AcitnipistrQllon
Reports of the Punjab, Jkc. ' ' (R. JI'L.') ,

LAHR, ctief town of an official district in tho circle of

Offenburg, . Baden, is situated on the Schutter, about 9
miles south of Offenburg.- As one of the busiest towns
in Baden, it carries on manufactures of tobacco and cigars,

woollen goods, chicory, leather, pasteboard, bats, and nume-
rous other articles, aud has besides considerable trade. The
population in 1875 was 8491.

LAIBACH, or Lavbach (Slovenian, LJ>fUjana), capital

of the duchy of Carniola, Austria, is situated on tho

Laibach near its influx into the Save, and on the Crown
Prince liudolph and Austrian Southern Kr.ilways, 45 miles

north-east of Trie.ste, in 46' 3' N. lat., 14° 31' E. long. It

confiists of the town proper and eight suburbs, and pos-

sesses B cathedral in the Italian style, ten churches, the

1 alaces of the prince and count of Auersperg, an ancient

castle on the Schlossberg now used as a military depot and
prison,- besides the usual public buildings and educational

establishments of a. provincial capital and episcopal see.

There are manufactories of earthenware, linen and woollen

cloth, silk, fire-hose, aud cigars; oil, paper, .and chicory

mills; a sugar refinery, and a bell-foundry. On the 31st

December 1880 the civil population was 24,618 (11,185

males, 13,433 females); together with the military it was

26,284. The native language is Slovenian, but the educated

classes speak German or Italian..

Laibach occupies the site of the ancient Emona or yKmona. In

388 A.D. Emona was visited by the emperor Theodosius ; in 400

it was besieged by Alaric ; and in 451 it was desolated by the Huns.

In 900 Laibach sufi'ered much from the Magyars, wdio were, how-

ever, defeated ih°re in 914. In the 12tli century the town passed

into the hands of the dukes of Carinthia ; in 1270 It was taken by

Ottocnrof Bohemia; and in 1277 it canib under the sway of tho

Hapsburgs. In the early part of the Ifth century the town WM
several times besieged by tho Turks. The bishopric was founded

in 1461. On the 17th March 1797 and again 3d June 1809 Laibach

was taken by the French, and from 1809 to 1813 it became tin

seat of their general governmcLt of the Illyiiaa provinces. From
1816 to 164M L.uhach was the capital of the kir-gdnm of lUyria

For the congress of Laibach (January t3 May 1821) see vol. -^"i

p. 4£3.
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LAING, Alexander Gordon (1793-1826), an African

explorer, was born at Edinburgh 27th December 1793.

At first it seemed that he would follow las father's profes-

sion, that of a teacher of the classics ; but, his fancy being

fired with the military ardour of the time, he set out for

Barbados, where his maternal uncle Colonel Gordon was

then stationed. Here he met with Sir George Beck-sith,

who procured him a commission in the York light in-

fantry. His career as a traveller began in 1822, when
he was sent on a mission to the country of the Sulimas and

advanced as far as the sources of the Rokelle. By ascer-

taining that the source of the Quorra or Niger was not

more than 1600 feet above the sea, he dispelled the idea

that it was connected with the Nile. The further elucida-

tion of the other questions that were then connected with

this great river formed the principal object of his next

journey, undertaken in 1825 under the auspices of Lord
Bathurst. From a letter sent May 10, 1826, from Blad

Sidi Jlohammed to Consul Warrington at Tripoli we know
that he had barely escaped with his life from an attack in

which he had received twenty-four wounds. He managed
to reach Timbuctoo by August 18th, but shortly afterwards

fell a victim to the treachery of his servant. The history

of the vain attempt to recover the traveller's journals will

be found in the Quarterly Jievieio, vol. xlii. (1830). The
narrative of his first journey was published in 1825.

LAING, David (1793-1878), a distinguished Scottish

antiquary, especially eminent for his bibliographical know-
ledge, was the son of William Laing, a bookseller in

Edinburgh, and was born in that city in 1793. He was
brought up to his father's business, and continued for many
years in partnership with him. Shortly after the death of

the latter, however, a vacancy having occurred in the

librarianship of the Signet Library, Laing was elected to

that oflice in 1837, and continued to hold it till the time

of his death. In addition to, it is believed, an almost

unexampled knowledge of the titles and value of books,

Laing possessed an intimate acquaintance with the early

literary history of Scotland. His knowledge of Scottish

art was also very extensive ; and the ecclesiastical history

of his native country, particularly during the 16th and
17th centuries, liad long been the subject of his profound
investigation. It is perhaps to be regretted that with

all this knowledge he never produced any large inde-

pendent work, but confined himself to the editing of

the works of others. Of these, the chief are

—

Dunhars
Worl-s, 2 vols., 1834, with a supplement added in 18C5

;

Robert Baillie's Letters and Journals, 3 vols., 1841-42
;

John Knox's WorJcs, 6 vols., 1846-64 ; Foetns and Falles cf
Eohert ffenrt/soii, 1865 ; Andrew of Wyntoun's Orygynale
Cronykil of Scotland, 3 vols., 1872-79 ; Sir David
Lyndsay's Poetical Works, 3 vols., 1879. Laing was for

more than fifty years an active member of the Society
of Antiquaries of Scotland, and during that period he
contributed upwards of a hundred separate papers to their

Proceedings. He was also for more than forty years
secretary to the Bannatj-ne Club, many of the publications
of which were carefully edited by him, and few of them
we believe failed to benefit by his assistance. A complete
list of his productions would occupy many pages. His
literary activity ended only with his life. He was struck
with paralysis when attending to his duties in the Signet
Library, and it is touchingly recorded of him that, on
awakening out of the fit, he looked about him and asked
if a proof of Wyntoun had been sent up from the printers.
He died a few days afterwards, on October 18, 1878, at
the age of eighty-six years. Perhaps few men who ever
lived possessed so much recondite, knowledge on subjects
connected with Scottish history and literature, and no one
could be more ready to commuuicate whatever he knew to

those who were engaged in investigations similar to hi:-

own. In 1864 the university of Edinburgh conferred on
him the degree of LL.D. In the course of his long life

Laing had collected an immense library, a large portion of

the books being illustrative of the literature or history of

Scotland, and many of them being of extraordinary rarity.

It was dispersed by auction in London soon after his death,

and the enormous prices obtained for many of the bo'.'ks

were such as had hardly ever been known even in the

most celebrated of previous book sales. A valuable collec-

tion of 5ISS., chiefly relating to Scotland, was bequeathed
by him to the library of Edinburgh university.

LAING, Malcolm (1762-1818), a Scottish historian,

was born at his paternal estate on the Jlainland of Orkney
in 1762. Having studied at the grammar school of

Kirkwall and the university of Edinburgh, he was called

to the bar in 1783, but never obtained an extensive practice

as advocate. In 1793 he completed the last volume of

Henry's History of Great Britain, the portion which he
wrote being, in its strongly liberal tone, at signal variance

with the preceding tenor of the work. In 1800 he
published a History of Scotlandfrom the Accession of James
VI. to the Reign of Queen Anne, a work of considerable

research. In a dissertation prefixed to an edition of his

History published in 1804 ho endeavoured to prove tlie

participation of Queen Mary in the murder of Darnley.

In the same year lie published an edition of the Historic

and Life of Ring James the Sexf. His only other publica-

tion is an edition of the Poems of Ossian. For a short

period in 1807 Laing represented his native county in

parliament. He died in November 1818.

LAI-YANG, a city in the Chinese province of Shan-tung,

situated in 37° N. lat. and 120° 55' E. long., about the

middle of the eastern peninsula, on the highway running

south from Che-foo to Kin-Kea or Teng-tsi harbour. It is

surrounded by wxll-kept walls of great antiquity, and its

main streets are spanned by large pailows or monumental
arches, some of which date from the time of the emperor
Tai-ting-te of the Yuen dynasty (1324). There are ex-

tensive suburbs both in the north and south, and the

total population is estimated at 50,000. The so-called

Ailanthus silk produced by Saturnia cynthia is woven at

Lai-yang into a strong fabric ; and the manufacture of the

peculiar kind of wax obtained from the la-shoo or wax-tree

insect is largely carried on in the vicinity.

LAKE. When a stream in its course meets with a

depression in the land it flows into it and tends to fill it

up to the lip of its lowest exit. Whether it succeeds in

doing this or not depends on the climate. In the British

Islands, and in most temperate and equatorial regions,

the stream would fill the depression and run over, and the

surplus water would flow on towards the sea. Such a

depression, with its contents of practically stagnant water,

constitutes a lake, and its water would be fresh. In

warm dry regions, however, such as are frequently met
with in tropical latitudes, it might easily happen that the

evaporation from the surface of the depression, supposed

filled with water, might be greater than the supply from

the feeding streani and from rain falling on its surface.

The level of the waters in the depression would then stand

at such a height that the evaporation from its surface would

exactly balance the supply from sti;feams and rain. We
should have as the 'result a lake whose waters would be

salt. Lakes of the first kind may be considered as en-

largements of rivers, those of the second kind as isolated

portions of the ocean ; indeed, salt lakes are very frequently

called seas, as the Caspian Sea and the Dead Sea. The
occurrence of freshwater lakes and salt lakes in the same

drjiinage system is not uncommon. In this case the salt

lake forms the termination. Well-known examples of this
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are Lake Titicaca and the Desguadero in South America,

and Lake Tiberias and tlie Dead Sea on the Jordan.

Distribution of Lakes.—Although there are few countries

where lakes are entirely absent, still it requires little study

to see that they are much more thickly grouped in some

places than in others. Of the larger lakes, for instance,

we have the remarkable group in North America, which

together form the greatest extent of fresh water in the

world. A similar group of immense lakes is found in

Central Africa :—Lakes Victoria Nyanza and Albert

Nyanza, whose overflow waters go to form the Nile ;
Lake

Tanganyika, at the source of the Congo; and LakeNyassa,

on a tributary to the Zambesi. In Asia the largest fresh-

water lake is Lake Baikal, on the upper waters of the Lena.

All these freshwater lakes of great size are at the sources

of large and important rivers ; the salt lakes in which Asia

also abounds are at the mouths of large rivers, as the

Caspian at the mouth of the Volga, and Aral Sea at the

mouth of the Oxus.

Passing from the consideration of these larger lakes,

which from their size may be considered inland oceans,

and which therefore necessarily occur in small number, we

fiad large numbers of lakes of comparatively small dimen-

sions, and when we consider them attentively we find that

they are reducible to a small number of species, and, as in

the case of plants and animals, the distribution of these

species is regulated chiefly by climate, but also by geolo-

gical conditions. Perhaps the most important and remark-

able species of lakes is that to which the Scottish lakes

belong. They are generally characterized by^ occupying

long narrow depressions in the valleys of a mountainous

country in the neighbourhood of the sea, and in a temperate

climate. On the sea-coast, lakes of this character are found

in Norway, Scotland, Newfoundland, Canada, the southern

extremity of South America, and the south end of the

middle island of New Zealand ; somewhat removed from

the sea we have the Alpine lakes of Switzerland and Tyrol,

lt>d the great Italian lakes, all of which display the same

features as those of Scotland or of Norway. In many flat

countries lakes are extraordinarily abundant, as for instance

in the north part of Russia and Finland, in the southern

part of Sweden, in the northern parts of Canada, and on a

;mall scale in the Hebrides.

Lagoons, found on all low sandy coasts, owe their origia

to the shifting of the sand under the influence of the wind

md tide. They are found at the mouths of large rivers,

as on the Baltic and at the mouth of the Garonne.

In volcanic regions lakes are not uncommon, generally

of a more or less circular form, and either occupying the

site of extinct craters or due to subsidences consequent on

volcanic eruptions ; such are the Maare of the Eifel in

Germany, and many lakes in Italy and in the Azores.

Lakes are not only widely distributed in latitude and
longitude, they also occur at all elevations. Indeed, as a

certain elevation above the sea produces an effect as regards

climate equivalent to a certain increase of latitude, we find

lakes existing in the centre of continents, and on high

plateaus and mountain ranges, in latitudes where they

would be speedily dried up if at the level of the sea.

Many of the lakes in Scotland (as Lochs Lomond, Morar,

Coruisk), of Norway, of British Columbia, and of southern

Chili are raised only by a few feet above the level of the

sea, and are separated from it often by only a few hundred
yards of land, while-in the Cordilleras of South America
we have Lake Titicaca 12,500 feet, and in Asia Lake
Kokonor 10,500 feet above the sea. Many lakes whose
surface is raised high above the level of the sea are so

deep that their bottom reaches considerably below that

level.

Dimensions of Lcilces.—The priacipal measurements con-

\4—JC^

nected with a number of lakes in different pans of the
world, presented in the following table, will give a more
precise idea of the size of the lakes than could be given
by description alone :

—

'

From this table it will be seen that by far the largest

continuous sheet of fresh water is the group of North,

American lakes, and of these Lake Superior is more than

double the size of any of the others ; this is principally

due to its great breadth, as it i:i very little longer than Lake

Michigan. Lake Superior communicates with Lakes

Michigaii and Huron, which are really branches of one and

the same lake, by the St Mary's river, the fall being 49

feet from Superior to Huron. Huron empties itself into

Erie by the St Clair river, Lake St Clair, and finally the

Detroit river. Lake Erie overflows by the Niagara river

and falls into Lake Ontario, whence the water finally is

conveyed to the sea by the St Lawrence. The area of the

lakes together is in round numbers 100,000 square miles,

and, if that of the St Lawrence and its estuary be added,

the water area will be about 150,000 square miles, while

the whole drainage area is only 537,000 square miles.

Hence of the water conveyed by the St Lawrence to the

sea, rather more than one-fourth falls on the surface of the

water itself. Looking to their great extent, we should have

suspected them to be much deeper than is found to be the

case. The deepest, Lake Superior, is no deeper than Loch

Morar in Inverness-shire. Comparatively shallow, however,

as they are, the bottoms of them all, with the exception of

Erie, are several hundred feet below the level of the sea.

It lias been supposed that in former times this chain of

lakes formed an arm of the sea sinjilar to the Baltic in

Europe, and in support of this view we have the fact of

the discovery of marine forms in Lake ^lichigan.

In Asia Lake Baikal is in every way comparable to the

great Canadian lakes as regards size. Its area of over

9000 square miles makes it about equal to Erie in super-

ficial extent, while its enormous depth of over 4000 feet

makes the volume of its waters almost equal to that of

Lake Superior. Although its surface is 1360 feet above

the sea-level, its bottom is 2720 feet below it. A former

connexion with the ocean has been claimed for this lake,

owing to the fact that seals inhabit its waters. Other large

lakes in Asia are mostly salt, and some lie wholly below the

level of the sea. Thus the Caspian lies 85 feet below the

Black Sea, and the bottom at its greatest depth is 3G00

feet deeper. The Dead Sea is over 1300 feet deep, and

its surface is 1272 feet below the Mediterranean, so that

its bottom is 2580 feet below the level of the sea. In

the Caspian seals are found. A former connexion with

the Red Sea has been claimed for the Dead Sea, but this
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is diiallowed by Pescliel and others. The Jordan valley,

with the Sea of Tiberias and the Dead Sea, lie on the line

oi an extensive fault, and it is claimed that this depression

in uie surface occurred with the production of the fault.

Further evidence in support of the statement that the Dead

Sea was never connected with the sea is of a negative

iharacter, and consists chiefly in the fact that marine

forms have not been found in the waters of the Jordan or

oi Lake Tiberias, and that silver is absent from the waters

of the Dead Sea.

A former connexion with the ocean is claimed for a

number of the Swiss and Italian lakes by Dr Forel and

Professor Pavesi, and the Norwegian lakes by Loven and

Sars, on the ground of the occurrence of marine forms

[>£ the crustaceans and other classes. For a summarized

iccount of these researches see Pavesi, Arch, de Geneve,

1880, iii. 1.

Temperature of LaJces.—The earliest reliable temperature

•observations in lakes or seas are those of Saussure, and

they are to be found in his charming Voyage dans les

Alpes. He was the first to obtain thoroughly trustworthy

observations in the deeper waters of the lakes. He used

for this purpose an ordinary thermometer whose bulb tvas

covered over with several thicknesses of cloth and wax, so

as to render it very slowly conducting. He was in the

habit of leaving it down fourteen hours, and then bringing

it up as quickly as possible and immediately reading the

temperature. He did not, however, trust to his thermo-

meter not changing its reading while being brought up,

but by an elaborate series of experiments he obtained cor-

rections, to be applied when the thermometer had to be

drawn through more or less water of higher temperature.

His observations are collected in the following table along

with those of Jardine in some of the Scottish lakes, at

the beginning of the century :

—

Kame of Lake.
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ture (as observed in tLe second week of August) aud
winter temperature can be judged of from the following
table, where the mean temperatures of Octol^er to ifarch"
and also of November to April, are given :

—

219
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opeu water in the middle of a country covered with snow,

and exposed to the rigours of a winter night, we see that

the air in contact with the surface of the water must get

warmed and form an ascending current, its place being
,

taken by fresh air drafted from the cold land surface,

which not only cools the water but forces it out towards

the middle, thus establishing a circulation consisting in

broad lines of a surface movement from the sides to the

middle of the lake, and a movement in the opposite direc-

tion below the surface. Even if the current of air were

not sufficient of itself to produce a surface current in the

water, it would do it indirectly. For, as it first strikes

the water at the edges, the water there would get cooled

most rapidly, and under suitable circumstances would form

a fringe of ice ; the water so cooled would be lighter than

the warmer water farther out, and would have a tendency

to flow ofif towards the middle, or with the current of air.

Now, although, when compared with other seasons, there

is in a hard frosty winter not much wind, still, even in the

calmest weather there is almost always sufficient motion in

the atmosphere to enable the meteorologist to state that

the wind is from a particular quarter ; this will assist the

circulation which has just been described as taking place

in a calm lake, though it will somewhat distort its effects.

It will produce excessive cooling at the side nearest the

wind, and, when the lake freezes, it will have a tendency
to begin at the windward side.

The extent to which this circulation affects the deeper

waters of a lake depends on local circumstances, and
generally we may say that the more confined a lake is the

more easily will it freeze, and the higher will be the mean
temperature of its waters. In the very cold winter

1878-79 the writer was able to make observations on
the temperature of the water under the ice in Linlithgow
Loch and in Loch Lomond. In the following winter,

which, though mild in Scotland, was excessively severe iu

Switzerland, Dr Forel made observations in the Lakes of

Morat and Zurich, confirming the writer's observations of

the unexpectedly low temperature of the water. The
freezing of so deep a lake as that of ZUrich was a fortunate

circumstance, because in it the bottom is actually at the

temperature of maximum density. The majority of the

lakes which freeze are so shallow as to admit of the whole

of their water being cooled considerably below the temper-

ature of maximum density.

The distribution of temperature in frozen lakes will be apparent
from the table given below. Of the Lakes of Zdrich and Morat
and Loch Lomoud the mean temperatures are in the order of their

depth. Linlithgow is altogether peculiar. Its high temperature,

which increased steadily all the time it was covered n'ith ice, was
due to chemical action amongst the filth which has been allowed to

accumulate at its bottom. When the ice broke up the dead fish

.were taken away in carts.

Dr Forel gives the following particulars about the frozen Swiss
lakes. " The Lake of Morat has a surface of 27 '4 square kilometres
and a maximum depth of 45 metres (147 feet) ; it is 1425 feet above
the sea ; and its mean latitude is 49° 56' N. The ice overspread its

whole surface suddenly in the night of the 17th to the 18th Decem-
ber, and it remained frozen tUl the 8th March. The Lake of Ziirich

has a superficies of 87'8 square kilometres, a maximum depth of 468
feet and altitude of 1338 feet, and a mean latitude of 47° 16' N.
Its congelation was gradual, and not sudden like that of the Lake of
Morat. First the upper part of the lake was covered with ice
between Mannedorf and wadensweil. At the end of December,
the 28th, the ice covered it entirely, but ouly for a single day.
On the 29th it thawed, and the lake remained partially free of ice

until the middle of January. It froze over completely on the 22d
January, and on the 25th the ice was 4 inches thick in the centre
of the lake." Of the larger Swiss lakes, Morat, Ziirich, Zug, Neu-
chatel, Constance, and Annecy were frozen in 1880; Thun is known
to have been frozen four times, namely, in 1363, 1435, 1685, and
1695 ; Brienz has only once been frozen, in 1363 ; Lucerne freezes
partially in very severe winters, and Geneva. in its western and
shallower part, whilst Wallenstadt and Bourget are not known to
have ever been froze*.

Tabic of Temperatures i
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Tliey are'greater at the extremities tlian at the middle of

lakes, at tke head of long gulfs whose sides converge gently

than a^ stations in the middle of a long straight coast, and
in shallow as compared with deep lakes or parts of a lake.

They also appear to increase with the size of the lake.

The duration of the seiches is found to vary considerably,

but the mean deduced from a sufficient number of obser-

vations is fairly constant at the same locality. Thus, for

Morges, Dr Forel has found it to be for the half seiche

315 ± 9 seconds. At different stations, however, on the

same lake and on different lakes it varies considerably.

Thus on the Lake of Geneva it is, for the complete seiche,

630 seconds at Morges, and 1783 seconds at Yeytaux; on
Lake Neuchatel it is 2840 seconds at Yverdon, and 264 at

Saint Aubin.

The curves traced by the gauge at Geneva have been

subjected to a preliminary harmonic analysis by Professor

Soret, and ha has decomposed them into two undulations,

the one with a period, from crest to crest, of seventy-two

minutes, and the other with a period of thirty-five minutes,

or a little less than half the larger period. As the

amplitudes of the composing curves vary much, there is

great variety in the resultant curves. Besides these two
principal components, there are others which have not yet.

been investigated.

With regard to the cause of the phenomenon, Dr Forel

attributes the ordinary seiches to local variations of

atmospheric pressure, giving an impulse the effect of which
would be apparent for a long time as a series of oscillations.

The greater seiches, such as -those of 1 '5 metres, he

attributed to earthquake shocks ; but, as a very sensible

earthquake passed over Switzerland quite recently without

leaving the slightest trace on the gauge^ he has abandoned
this esplanation, and is inclined to attribute them to

pulsation sot agoing by violent downward gusts of \iind,

especially at the upper end of the lake. II. Plantamour,

who has devoted much attention to the same subject,

assured the writer, in the summer of 1881, that he was
completely at a loss for a satisfactory explanation of them.

Seiches have not .been observed on the Scottish lakes,

though there is little doubt that they would be found if

sought for.- There are, however, records of disturbances
of. some of the lakes, especially in Perthshire, of which the

following may be cited as an instance.

A violent disturbance of the level of Loch Tay is reported ia
'ne Statistical Account of Scotland (1796), xvii. p. 458, to have
Occurred at Kenmore on 12th September 1784, continuing in a

modified degree for four days, and again on 13th July 1794. Ken-
pore lies at the north-eastern end of the. lake, where the river Tay
issues from it. It lies at the end of a shallow bay. "At.theex-
tremity of this bay the water was observed to retire about 5 yards
within its ordinary boundary, and in four or five minutes to flow
out again. In this manner it ebbed and flowed successively three

or four times during the space of a quarter of an hour, when all at

once the water rushed from the east and west in opposite currents,

.... rose in the form of a great wave, to the height of 5 feet

above the ordinary level, leaving the bottom of the bay dry to the

distance of between 90 and 100 yards from its natural boundary.
When the opposite currents met they made a clashing noise and
roamed ; and, the stronger impulse being from the east, the wave
ifter rising to its greatest height, rolled westward, but slowly
diminishing as it went, for the space of five minutes, when it wholly
disappeared. As the wave subsided it flowed back with some force,

and exceeded its original boundary 4 or 5 yards ; then it ebbed
(gain about 10 yards, and again returned, and continued to ebb and
flow in this manner for the space of two hours, the ebbings succeed-

ing each other, at the distance of about seven minutes, and gradu-
ally lessening, till the water settled into its ordinary level. During
the whole time that this phenomenon was observed the weather was
calm. On the next and four succeeding days an ebbing and flowing

was observed nearly about the same time and for the same length
of time, but not at all in the same degree as on the first day."

_
The above is the account given by the Rev. Thomas Fleming, at the

time minister of Kenmore, who was an eye witness. It resembles in

all e^isential particulars the descriptions of waves which accompany
u' i''.a\ etrth.}uafces, yet in his account he goes cu to say—" I nave

not heard (although I have made particular inquiry) thnt any motion
of the earth was lelt in this neighbourhood, or that the agitation of
the wave was observed anywhere but about the village of Kenmore "

It is weU known that there were great seismic movements observed
in Perthshire at the time of the Lisbon earthquake, and there is a
tradi lou in the neighbourhood that Loch Lubnaig near Callander

Tee
°^ increased in extent by the dislocations which took

In all lakes there are changes of level corresponding
with periods of rain and of drought. They are the more
considerable the greater the extent of country draining into
them, and the more constrained tie outflow. In the great
American lakes, which occupy nearly ooe-third of their
drainage area, the fluctuations of level are quite insignifi-
cant; in Lake Michigan the U.S. surveyors give as the
maximum and minimum yearly range 164 and 065 feet.
In the Lake of Geneva the mean annual oscillation is

5 feet, and the difference between the highest and the
lowest waters of this century is 9'3 feet. The most rapid
rise has been 3-23 inches (82 mm.) in twenty-four hours. A
very remarkable exception to the rule that large freshwater
lakes are subject to small variations of level is furnished
by Lake Tanganyika in Central Africa, Since its discovery
travellers have been much perplexed by the evidence and
reports of considerable oscillations of level of uncertain
period, and also by the apparent absence of visible
outlet, while the freshness of its waters was of itself con-
vincing evidence of the existence of an outlet. By the
careful observations of successive explorers the nature of
this phenomenon has been fully explained, and is very
instructive. It has recently been visited by Captain Hore
of the London Missionary Society, and it appears from his
reports that the peculiar phenomena observed depend on
the fact that the area of country draining into the lake is

very limited, so that in the dry seasons the streams run-

ning into it dry up altogether, and its outlet gets choked by
the rapid growth of vegetation in an equatorial climate.

A dam or dyke is thus formed which is not broken
down until the waters of the lake have risen to a consider-

able height. A catastrophe of this kind happened w^hilst

Captain Hore was in the neighbourhood, and he noted the

height of the water at different times near his station at

Ujiji, and observed it fall 2 feet in two months It con-

tinued to fall until in seventeen months it had fallen over

10 feet. Taking the length of the lake at 330 miles, and
the mean breadth at 30 miles, its surface is 9900 square

nautical miles. If this surface be reduced 2 feet in sixty

days, the water will have to escape at the rate of 137,500

cubic feet per second. The mean rate of discharge of the

Danube is 207,000 cubic feet per second. Hence, without

taking into account water which would be brought into the

lake by tributaries during the two months, we requite for

outlet a river at least two-thirds of the size of the Danube,

and in the Lukuga such a river is found. WTien Stanley

visited it the Lukuga was quite stopped up with dense

growth, and no water was issuing; the lake was then rising
;

when Captain Hore visited it the lake was falling rapidly,

and the Lukuga was a rapid river of great volume. One

of the chief affluents to the lake was found to be discharg-

ing at the rate of 18,750 cubic feet of water per second ; a

few months later it was dry and the taouth closed with

vegetation. During the dry season too the lake, with its

10,000 square miles of surface, is exposed to theevaporat-

ing action of the south-east trade wind, and when the

supply is so insignificant this must be sufiicient of itself to

sensibly lower the level. Ordinarily then we might expect

the lake to be subject to a yearly ebb and flow correspind-

ing to the periods of drought and .rains ; and, from what

we learn of the great fluctuations of rainfall one year with

another, we should expect that during a series of dry years

the obstructions to the outflow would gain such a head
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that the rains of several wet seasons would have to

accumulate before forcing a passage. The result would be
a tide of a period corresponding to the recurrence of series

of wet or dry years. Were the lake situated at or near the

level of the ocean, its equatorial position would give it

•Buch a preponderance of rain over the whole year as to keep
its outlet constantly open ; but its actual position, 2700
feet above the sea, produces an alteration in climate, equi-

valent to an increase of latitude, which wouM place it in

the trade wind region rather than in that of equatorial

calms and rains. That such is actually the effect is shown
by the range of temperature, which is moderate (59° to
'>83° Fahr.), and the rainfall (27 to 30 inches), which is almost
exactly that of London. The Central African lakes,

from their immense size and from their equatorial position,

possess a peculiar interest for the physical.geographer, and

it is to be hoped that before long we shall have sufficient

soundings to give a general idea of the size of their basins,

and also temperature observations to show the effect of a
vertical sun on large bodies of water at a moderate eleva-

tion, and removed from the disturbing inHuence of oceanic

circulation.

As might be expected, in salt lakes which have no
overflow, me yearly rise and fall is often considerable. In
the Great Salt Lake in Utah, the greatest depth of which
is 56 feet, changes of level are accompanied by great

changes in water surface, and also in saltness of water.

In the rainy season the Dead Sea stands 10 or 12 feet

higher than in the dry season. The following table shows
the chemical composition of the waters of various salt

lakes, that of the sea-water in the Suez Canal being added
for comparison :

—

i
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biidge. Abulfeda the geograpLcr, writing in the 13th

cer.tuiT, notices the fact that [lart of the Apamteau Lake

was then called the Lake of the Christians, because it was

inhabited by Christian fishermen who lived on the Jake in

wooden liuts built on piles. Fishermen's huts roughly

constructed of branches of trees and supported on piles

[•"-iced saltire-wise existed in the shallows of the bays on

ihe European side of the Bosphorus not many years ago,

and Sir John Lubbock mentions that the rioumelian fisher-

men on Lake Prasias "still inhabit wooden cottages built

over the water, as in the time of Herodotus." The records

of the wars in Ireland in the 16th century show that the

petty chieftains of that time had their defensive strongholds

constructed in the "freshwater lochs" of the country, and

there is record evidence of a similar system in the western

parts of Scotland. The archKological researches of the

past few years have shown that such artificial construc-

tions in lakes were used as defensive dwellings by the

Celtic people of post-Roman and medieval times (see

Crannogs). Similar researches on the Continent have also

established the fact that in pre-historic times nearly all the

shallow lakes of Switzerland, and many in the adjoining

countries—in Savoy and the north of Italy, in Austria and

Hungary, and in Mecklenburg and Pomerania—were

peopled, so to speak, by lake-dwelling communities, living

in villages constructed on platforms supported by piles, at

varying distances from the shores. The principal groups are

those in the Lakes of Courget, Geneva, is'euchatel, Bienne,

Zurich, and Constance lying to the north of the Alps,

and in the Lakes Maggiore, Varese, Iseo, and Garda lying

to the south of that mountain range. Many smaller lakes,

iiowever, contain them, and they are also found in peat

moors on the sites of ancient lakes now drained or silted

up. In some of the larger lakes the number of settlements

has been very great. Fifty are enumerated in the Lake
of Neuchatel, thirty-two in the Lake of Constance, twenty-

four in the Lake of Geneva, and twenty in the Lake of

Bienne. Some of these settlements have been of con-

siderable size. The site of the lake dwelling of Wangen,
in the Untersee, Lake of Constance, forms a parallelogram

more than 700 paces in length by about 120 paces

in breadth. The settlement at Merges, which is one of

tlie largest in the Lake of Geneva, is 1200 feet long by 150

feet in breadth. The settlement of Sutz, one of the largest

in the Lake of Bienne, extends over an area of 6 English

acres, and was connected with the shore by a gangway

nearly 1 00 yards long and about 40 feet wide. The sub-

structure which supported the platforms on which the

dwellings were placed was most frequently of piles driven

into the bottom of the lake. Less frequently it consisted

of a stack of brushwood or fascines built up from the

bottom and strengthened by stakes penetrating the mass

so as to keep it from spreading. "When piles were used

they were simply the rough stems of trees of a length pro-

portioned to the depth of the water, sharpened some-

times by fire and at other times chopped to a point by
hatchets. On their level tops the beams supporting the

platforms were laid and fastened by wooden pins, or inserted

in mortices cut in the heads of the piles. In some cases

the whole construction was furthersteadied and strengthened

by cross beams, notched into the piles below the supports

of the platform. The platform itself was usually composed
of rough layers of unbarked stems, but occasionally it

was formed more regularly of boards split from larger

stems. When the mud was too soft to afl'ord foothold for

the piles they were mortised into a framework of tree

trunks placed horizontally on the bottom of the lake. On
the other hand, when the bottom was rocky so that the

piles could not be driven; they were steadied at their bases

by being enveloped in a mound of loose stones, deposited

around and among them, e.^actly in the manner in which
the foundations of piers and breakwaters are now con-
structed. In cases where piles have not been used, as at
jS'iederwyl and Wauwyl, the substructure is a mass of
fascines or faggots laid parallel and crosswise upon one
another with layers of brushwood or of clay and gravel
separating the beds of the wooden material, which is

steadied and kept in position by upright stakes not driven
into the lake bottom,—a few piles here and there being
occasionally fixed throughout the mass to serve as guides
or stays. At Niederwyl the platform was formed of split

boards, many of which were 2 feet broad and 2 or 3 inches
in thickness. On these substructures were placed the
groups of huts composing the settlement; for the peculiarity

of these lake dwellings is that they were pile villages, or

clusters of huts occupying a common platform. The huts
themselves were quadrilateral in form. The size of each
separate dwelling is in some cases marked by .boards rest-

ing edgeways on the platform, like the skirting boards over
the flooring of the rooms in a modern house. The walls,

which were supported by posts, or by piles of greater

length, were formed of wattle-work, coated with clay. The
floors were of clay, and in each floor there was a hearth

constructed of flat slabs of stone. The roofs were thatched
with bark, straw, reeds, or rushes. As the superstructures

are in all cases gone, there is no evidence as to the position

and .form of the doorv.'ays, or the size, number, and position

of the windows, if there were any. In some cases the
remains of the gangways or bridges connecting the settle-

ments with the shore have been discovered, but in others

the village appears to have been practically insular and
accessible only by canoes. Several of these single-tree

canoes have been found, one of which is 43 feet in length

and 4 feet 4 inches in its greatest width. It is impossible

to estimate with any degree of certainty the number of

separate dwellings of which any of these villages may have
consisted, but at Niederwyl they stood almost contiguously

on the platform, the space between them not exceeding 3

feet in width. The size of the huts also varied consider-

ably. At iSTiederwyl they were 20 feet long and 12 feet

wide, while at Eobenhausen they were about 27 feet long

by about 22 feet wide. The character of the relics

associated with the sites of the various settlements dis-

closes the fact that in some cases they have been the

dwellings of a people using no materials but stone, bone,

and wood for their implements, ornaments, and weapons
;

in others, of a people using bronze as well as stone and

bone ; and in others again iron and bronze were used. But,

though the character of the associated relics is thus changed,

there is no corresponding change in the construction and

arrangements of the dwellings. The settlement in the Lake

of Moosseedorf, near Bern, affords the most perfect example

of a lake dwelling of the Stone age. It was a parallelo-

gram 70 feet long by 50 feet wide, supported on piles, and

having a gangway buUt on faggots connecting it with the

knd. The superstructure had been destroyed by fire. The

implements found in the relic bed under it were celts or

axe-heads of stone, with their haftings of stag's horn and

wood ; a flint saw, set in a handle of fir wood and fastened

witli asphalt ; flint flakes and arrow-heads ; harpoons of

stag's horn with barbs ; awls, needles, chisels, fish-hooks,

and other implements of bone ; a comb of yew wood 5

inches long ; and a skate made out of the leg bone of a

horse. The pottery consisted chiefly of roughly-made

vessels, some of which were of large size, others had holes

under the rims for suspension, and many were covered with

an encrustation of soot, the result of their use as culinary

vessels. Burnt wheat, barley, and linseed, with maiiy

varieties of seeds and fruits, were plentifully mingled with

the bones of the stag, the ox, the swine, the sheep, aud
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the goat, representing tte ordinary food of tbe inhabitants,

while remains of the beaver, the fox, the hare, the dog, the

bear, the horse, the elk, and the bison were also found.

The settlement of Robenhausen, in the moor -nhich was

formerly the bed of the ancient Lake of Pfaffikon, seems

to have continued in occupation after the introduction of

bronze. The site covers an area of nearly 3 acres, and is

estimated to have contained 100,000 piles. In some parts

three distinct successions of inhabited platforms have been

traced. ." The first had been destroyed by fire. It is repre-

sented at the bottom of the lake by a layer of charcoal mixed

with implements of stone and bone, and other relics highly

carbonized. The second is represented above the bottom

by a series of piles with burnt heads, and in the bottom by

a kyer of charcoal mixed with corn, apples, cloth, bones,

pottery, and implements of stone and bone, separated from

the first layer of charcoal by 3 feet of peaty sediment inter-

mixed with relics of the occupation of the platform. The

piles of the third settlement do not reach down to the shell

marl, but are fixed in the layers representing the first and

second settlements. They are formed of split oak trunks,

while those of the two first settlements are round stems

chiefly, of soft wood. The huts of this last settlement

appear to have had cattle stalls placed between them, the

droppings and litter forming heaps at the lake bottom.

The bones of the animals consumed as food at this Station

were found in such numbers that 5 tons were collected in

the construction of a watercourse which crossed the site.

Among the wooden objects recovered from the relic beds

were tubs, plates, ladles, and spoons, a flail for threshing

corn, a last for stretching shoes of hide, celt handles, clubs,

l.ong-bows of yew, floats, and implements of fishing, and a

dug-out canoe 12 feet long. No spindle-whorls were found,

but there were many varieties of cloth, platted and woven,

bundles of yarn, and balls of string. Among the tools of

bone and stag's horn were awls, needles, harpoons, scraping

tools, and haftings for stone axe-heads. The implements

of stone were chiefly axe-heads and arrow-heads. Of clay

and earthenware there were many varieties of domestic

dishes, cups and pipkins, and crucibles or melting pots

made of clay and horse dung and still retaining the drossy

coating of the melted metal. No bronze objects have yet

been found at Eobenhausen, although the presence of the

crucibles attests the fact of the use of that metal. The
settlement of Auvernier in the Lake of Neuchatel is the

richest and most considerable station of the Bronze age.

It has yielded four bronze swords, ten socketed spear-heads,

forty celts or axe heads and sickles, fifty knives, twenty

socketed chisels, four hammers and an anvil, sixty rings for

the arms and legs, several highly ornate torques or twisted

neck rings, and upwards of two hundred hair pins of

various sizes up to 16 inches in length, some having

spherical heads in which plates of gold were set. Moulds

for sickles, lance-heads, and bracelets were found cut in

stone or made in baked clay. From four to five hundred

vessels of pottery finely made and elegantly shaped are

indicated by the fragments recovered from the relic bed at

this station. In the settlement at Marin in tbe Lake of

Neuchatel iron takes the place of whatever in the older

lake dwellings was made either of Btone, bone, or bronze.

The swords are well forged, of a peculiarly fibrous iron,

and furnished with iroH sheaths. The spear-heads are

large, sometimes as much as 18| inches in length, with

blades indented by segmental curves. Shield mountings,

horse trappings, and personal ornaments such as fibulce are

here made of iron instead of bronze, and Roman and .Gallic

eoins found In the relic bed bring the occupation of the

settlement distinctly within the historic period. The

antiquity of the earlier settlements of the Stone and

Broure ages is not capable of being deduced from existing

evidence. "We may venture to place them,'' says Dr
Keller, " in an age when iron and bronze had been long
known, but had not come into our districts in such plenty

as to be used for the common purposes of household life,

at a time when amber had already taken its place as an
ornament and had become an object of traflic." It is now
established that the people who erected the lake dwellings

in Switzerland were also the people who were spread over

the mamlaud. The forms and the ornamentation of the

implements and weapons of stone and bronze which are

found in the lake dwellings are the same as those of the

implements and weapous in these materials which aie

found in the soil of the adjacent regions, and both groups

of relics must therefore be ascribed to the industry of one
and the same people. 'Whether dwelling on the land or

dwelling in the lake, they have exhibited so many indica-

tions of capacity, intelligence, industry, and social organi-

zation that they cannot be considered as presenting, even

in their Stone age, a low condition of culture or civilization.

Their axes were made of tough stones, sawn from the block

by flint, and ground to the fitting shape. They were fixed

by the biitt in a socket of stag's horn, mortised into a

handle of wood. Their knives and saws of fliut were

mounted in wooden handles and fixed with asphalt. They
made and used an endless variety of bone tools. Their

pottery, though roughly finished, is well made, the vessels

often of large size and capable of standing the fire as cook-

ing utensils. For domestic dishes they also made wooden

tubs, plates, spoons, ladles, and the like. The industries

of spinning and weaving were largely practised. They

made nets and fishing lines, and used canoes. They
practised agriculture, cultivating several varieties of wheat

and barley, besides millet and flax. They kept horses,

cattle, sheep, goats, and swine. Their clothing was partly

of linen and partly of woollen fabrics and the skins of

their beasts. Their food was nutritious and varied, their

dwellings neither unhealthy nor incommodious. They

lived in the security and comfort obtained by social organi-

zation, and were apparently intelligent, industrious, and

prosperous communities.

The raateriaU for the investigation of this singular pljase of pic-

liistoric life were first collected and systematized by the late Dr
Ferdinand Keller, who died at Zurich, July 21, 1881, in the eighty-

first year of his age. They were submitted in a series of seven suc-

cessive reports to the Society of Antiquaries of Zurich, of which he

was president, and printed in the Society's Transactions, Millkcil-

tingen der Antiqwrischcn GcscUsckaft in Zurich, vols, i.-xix. , 4to,

1855-76. The su'ostance of these reports has also been issued as a

separate work in England, Tlic Lake DwdlingsofSmlzerlandand othcv

parts of Europe, by Dr Ferdinand Keller, translated Bnd arranged by

Jolin Edward Lee, 2d ed., 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1878. Other v 'rk.s

on the same subject are Frederic Troyon, Hahilalimis Lneitslrcs .«s

lc}iips ancicns et moderrics, 8vo, Lausanne, 1S60 ; E. Desor, Lea

PalafiUcs on Constrmlioiis Lacuslres du Lac dc Ncuchalcl, 8vo,

Paris, 1865 : E. Desor and L. Favre, Le BelJgc du Bronze Lacusltr.

en Suisse, folio, Paris, 1874 ; A. Perrin, £tude prihisliii-iqne sw In

Sacoie spceialcment a I'ipoque laoislre (Les PaluJUlrs du Lac dc

Bourgct), 4to, Paris, 1870 ; Ernest Chantre, Les Falafitks ou Con-

structions Laeuslrcs du Lac de Paladru, folio, Chambciy, 1871 ;

Bartoloineo Gastaldi, Lake Hahilations and prehistoric Remains in

the Turbaries and Marl-beds of Nortliern and Ceidral Italy, trans-

lated by C. H. Chambers, 8vo, Loudon, 1865; Sir John Lubbock,

Prehistoric Times, 4th ed., 8vo, London, 1878. (J. AN.)

LAKHIMPUE, or Lctcklmpoor, a British district in the

extreme east of the province of Assam, extending from 2<3*

51' to 27° 54' N. lat., and from 93° 49' to 96° 4' E. long.

It lies along both banks of the Brahmaputra, which belongs

to the district for about 400 miles of its course ;
and it i.s

bounded N. by the Daphla, Miri, Abar, and ]\lishHii hills,

E. by the Mishmi and Singpho hills, S. by the watershed

of the Patkai range and the Lohit branch of the Brahma-

putra, and 'W. by the districts of Darraog and Sibsagar.

To the north and north-east the frontier is undefined. The

Brahmaputra is navigable for steamers iii all seasons as far
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ttS Dibnigarh, in the miny season as fai' as Sadiya ; its

navigiblc tvibut iries within the district are tlie Subjn^iri,

Dibni, and Buri Diking. The greater part of the area

(11,500 square miles) is sparsely occupied by. independent

hill tribes, and only 3200 square miles are directly under

British administration. The elephant, rhinoceros, bear,

buffalo, wikl cattle, and deer are abundant ; the captur-

ing of elephants is a Government monopoly worth from

£3000 to £i500 annually. Coal and petroleum (both

worked for a short time about 1866), building stone, lime-

stone, and ironclay exist in the district ; and gold has been

washed in the hill streams from time immemorial. Rice

was grown on 39,4:60 acres in 1871. Tea is grown with

European capital and under European supervision, and has

in recent years made great progress, the plantations in 1874

covering 89,370 acres. Silk cloth is made from the cocoons

of the mugd worm {Salurnia assamiinyis), which feeds on

the sicm tree ; but the manufacture has greatly fallen off.

A thousand cocoons yield 6 or 8 oz. of thread, worth 10s.

to lis. per pound. The exports of Lakhimpur are tea,

mug.i silk, india-rubber, beeswax, ivory, and mustard seed
;

the imports rice, opium, tobacco, salt, oil, and cotton cloth.

The annual fair established by the Government at Sadiya

is less of commercial than of political importance.

The population of the settled district in 1871-72 was 121,267,

residing in 125 villages, and including 28,388 aborigines, 68,388

semi-Hinduized aborigines, 19,748 caste Hindus, 3825 Jloham-
medans. The most numerous Hindu caste was the Kolitd (3406),

the former priests of the aboriginal kings of Assam ; they have now
taken to agi-iculture, and rank as pure Siidras. OC the scmi-

Hindnized aborigines the most numerous tribe Is the Aham, the

former rulers of the country (43,942). The hill tribes of the

unsettled district are broadly distinguished into a Shau group

(Khamtis and Singphos) and an Indo-Chinese group (Mishmis,

Abars, Miris, Daphlas, kc). Most, if not all of them, have sent

out little colonies who settle on the borders of ttie plains.' There

are no towns in the Lakhimpui district. Dibrugarh, on the Dibru,

a few miles above its junction with the Brahmaputra, is the chief

civil station, with a population of 3870 in 1872. Lakhimpur
figures largely in the annals of Assam as the region where succes-

sive invaders from the east first reached the Brahmaputra. The
Bara Bhuiyas, originally from the western provinces of India, were

driven out by the Chutias (a Shan race),- and these in their turn

cave place to their more powerful brethren, the Ahams, in the 13th

century. The Burmese, who had mined the native kingdoms,

were expelled by the British in 1825; but it was not till 1839 that

the country was taken under direct, British management.

LALANDE, Joseph Jerome LEFE.vN9.v13 de" (1732-

1807), a noted astronomer, was born at Bourg (department

of Ain), July 11, 1732. His parents, who were in easy

circumstances, sent him to Paris to study the law ; but the

accident of lodging in the Hotel Cluny, where Delisle bad

his observatory, determined his astronomical vocation, and

he became the zealous and favoured pupil of both Delisle

and Lemonnier. He, however, completed his legal studies,

and was on the point of returning to Bourg to practise

there as an advocate, when Lemonnier obtained permission

to send him, in his own place, to Berlin, for the jjurpose of

making observations on the lunar parallax in concert with

those of Lacaille at the Cape of Good Hope. The success-

ful exesution of his task procured for him, before he was

twenty-one, admission to the Academy of Berlin, and the

post of adjunct astronomer to that 6f Paris. He now
devoted himself .to the improvement of the planetary

theory, publishing in 1759 a corrected edition of Halley's

tables, with a history of the celebrated comet whose return

in that year he had aided Clairaut to calculate; In 1762,

Delisle resigned in his favour the chair of astronomy in

the College de France, the duties of which were discharged

by Lalande with eclat during forty-six years. His house

became an astronomical seminary, and amongst his pupils

were Delambre, Piazzi, Mechain, and his own nephew,

Michel Lalande. By his publications in connexion with

the transit of 1769 ]ie won great and, in some respects,

deserved fame. Cut his love of notoriety fully equalled
his scientific zeal, and earned fur him as much ridicule as
his impetuous temper did hostility. These faults were
partially outweighed by his generosity and benevolence. A
strict adherence to hygienic rules long preserved ills health,
but eventually shortened his life. He died April 4, 1807,
of consumption aggravated by systematic exposure to cold!

Although his investigations were conducted with diligence rather
than genius, the career of Lalande must be regarded as of eminent
service to astronomy. By his talents as .1 lecturer and writer he
gave to the science unexampled popularity ; his planetary tables,
into which he introduced corrections for nuitual perturbations, were
the best available up to the end of the Inst century ; and the
Lalande prize, instituted by him in 1802 for the chief astronomical
performance of each year, still testifies to his enthusiasm for 'liis

favourite pursuit. Ai.uongst- his voluminous works are J'raiU
d' Astronomic, 2 vols. 4to, 1?64 (enlarged edition, 4 vols., 1771-81,
3d edition, 3 vols., 1792) ; Histoirc celeste Fmn(<tisc, ISOl, giving
the places of 50, 000 stars

; Bibliograiihic aslroiiomiqtic, 1803, wUh a

history of astronomy froni 1781 to 1802; Astronomic dcs Dames,
1785 ;

Abrege dc Kaviriatio7i, 1793 j Votjat/e dun Fran<;ois en Italic,

1769, a valuable record of his travels in 1765-06. He communicated
above one hundred and tifty papers to the Pari* Academy of Sciences,
edited the Connoissaucc dcs Temps, 1759-1774, and again 1794-
1807, and wrote the concluding 2 vols, of the 2d edition of Montucla's
HiMoirc dcs ilcdhimati(iucs, 1802.

_

LALITPUE, or Lullitpooe, a British district in the

lieutenant-governorship of the North-Western Provinces,

India, extending from 24° 9' to 25° 14' N. lat,, and from
78° 12' to 79° 2' E, long., with an area of 1947 square

miles. It is bounded N. and W. by the river Betwa, S.W.
by the Narayan, S. by the Vindhyachal GhAts and the

SAgar (Saugor) district of the Central Provinces, S.E: and
E. by Orehha state and the Dhasan. The district is an
undulating plain about 1500 feet on an average above
the sea-level, in the hill country of Bundelkhand, sloping

gradually northwards from the Vindhya range to the Betv.a

and Jumna. It is drained by several important tributaries

of the Jumna, and an immense number of smaller streams
;

but their rapid and frequently swollen currents, instead of

fertilizing, impoverish the land and sweep away embank-
ments and bridges. The general condition of the district

is far from prosperous. A large proportion of ths area is

covered with jungle, and the poor-looking villages are few

and far between. Only 366 square miles were under tillage

in 1872 ; the food stuffs (mainly wheat, grain, barlej', and
millet) are never produced in much greater quantity than

is necessary for local consumption, and a bad year results

in scarcity, if not fami-ne. As but little is done in the way
of irrigation, the spring harvest is a very poor one ; aud if

the rainfall sinks much below its average of 40 inches the

autumn harvest is also scanty.

In 1865 the population was 248,146 ; in 1872 it was only 212,661,

while the number of villages had fallen from 750 to 646. About
98 per cent. (207,788) of the inhabitants in 1872 were Hindus—the
Biahmaus numbering 20,657, Kajputs 20,985, baniua 11,356. The
Kajput Bundelas are the most important socially, the Banias com-

mercially. A few Gonds arefound in the south, and about 10,000

Sahariyas, a degraded body of savages known to the police through-

out India as professional thieves, are scattered throughout the

jungle. The district is administered on the non-regulation system

by a deputy-commissioner. The only municiiiality is Lalitpur town

(populatk)n 8976 in 1872). The GOnds are the earliest known in-

habitants of Lalitpur ; they have left traces of their ultimate high

state of civilization in temples and reservoirs. They were succeeded

by the Chandel princes of Jlahoba, who in their turn gavei.hice to

a number of petty independent rulers. In the 14th century the

Bundelas invaded the country, and Lalitpur finally became a part

of the state of Chanderi, which continued for the most part prac-

tically independent till the beginning of the 19th century, when

Sindhia, provoked by raids into Gwalior, sent Colonel Baptistc

against Lalitpur, andtook the government under his direct control.

In 1829 two-thirds of his territory w.as restored to the Chanderi

sovereign. The remainder of the country, which wa.s rcUincd by

Sijidhia, was in 1844 made over to the British Government. The

15undela chiefs of Lalitpur were among tliose who most eagerly

joined the mutiny, and it was only after a severe struggle tliat the

district was again pacified.
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'LALLY, Thomas Aethuk, Baron De Tollendal,

Count DE (1702-1766), French general, descended from

an old Irish family who emigrated to France along with

the Stuarts, was born in Dauphin^ in January 1702. His

father, colonel in an Irish-French regiment, familiarized him
with active service from his boyhood, and he rose step by

step in a career distinguished for bravery and conduct till

in 1744 he was created a brigadier by Louis XV. on the

field of Fontenoy. Previous to this he had been engaged

in several plots for the restoration of the Stuarts, and in

1745 he accompanied Charles Edward to Scotland, serving

as aide-de-camp at the battle of Falkirk. Escaping in dis-

guise to France, he joined the army of Marshal Saxe in the

Low Countries, and for his conduct at the capture of

Maestricht in 1748 received the grade of marshal of the

camp. When the French in 1756 resolved to fit out an

expediton to recover their power in India, Lally was

appointed to the chief command. Arriving at Pondicherri

in 1758, he alarmed the English by Lis first successes, and

even laid siege to Madras. But he was ill supported by

his countrymen, his military chest was empty, and his

bravery and zeal were not combined with the qualities

necessary for success in Indian administration. JIadras

was relieved by a British fleet, and the English under

Coote assumed the offensive, and inflicted a severe defeat

on Lally at Wandiwash. He still made a long and
stubborn resistance, but was ultimately besieged in

Fondicherri and compelled to surrender in January 17G1.

Returning to France on parole, he was thrown into prison.

Popular indignation at the collapse of French power in

India demanded a victim, and the parliament of Paris

sentenced him to death on a vague and frivolous accusa-

tion. The judicial murder of Lally (9th May 1766) was

exposed by Voltaire, and his son Lally-Tollendal obtained

in 1778 the formal reversal of the sentence.

LAMAISM is partly religious, partly political. Eeligi-

ously it is the corrupt form of Buddhism prevalent in Tibet

and Mongolia. It stands in a relationship to primitive

Buddhism similar to that in which Roman Catholicism, so

long as the temporal power of the pope was still in

existence, stood to primitive Christianity. The ethical

and metaphysical ideas most conspicuous in the doctrines

of LamSism are not confined to the highlands of Central

Asia, they are accepted in great measure also in Japan and
China. It is the union of these ideas with a hierarchical

system, and with the temporal sovereignty of the head of

that system in Tibet, which constitutes what is distinctively

understood by the terra Lamaism. Lilmaism is hardly

calculated to attract much attention for its own sake.

Tibetan superstitions and Tibetan politics are alike repug-

nant to Western minds. But, as so many unfounded beliefs

and curious customs have a special value of their own to

the student of folklore, so Lamaism has acquired a special

interest to the student of comparative history through the

instructive parallel which its history presents to tiir.t of

the Church of Rome.
The central point of primitive Buddhism was the doctrine

of "Arahatship,"— asystemof ethical and mental self-culture,

in which deliverance was found from all the mysteries and
sorrows of life in a change of heart to be reached here on
earth. This doctrine seems to have been held very nearly
in its original points from the time when it was propounded
by Gotama in the 5th century B.C. down to the period ia !

which northern India was invaded and conquered by the Huns
'

at about the commencement of the Christian era. At that
time there had arisen a .<ichool of Buddhist teachers who
called their doctrine the "Great Vehicle." It was not in any
contradiction to the older doctrine, which they contemptu-
ously called the "Little Vehicle," but included it all, and was
based upon it. The distinguishing characteristic of the

nowur school was the iuipurtance which it attached to

"Codisatship." The older school had taught that Gotama,
who had propounded the doctrine of Arahatship, was a

Buddha, that only a Buddha is capable of discovering

that doctrine, and that a Buddha is a man who by self-

denying efforts, continued through many hundreds of

different births, has acquired the so-called Ten Pdramilas
or cardinal virtues in such perfection that he is able, when
sin and ignorance have gained the upper hand throughout

the world, to save the human race from impending ruin.'

But until the process of perfection has been completed,

until the moment when at last the sago, sitting under the

Bo tree, acquires that particular insiglit or wisdom which

is called Enlightenment or Bu'Jdhahood, he is still only a

Bodisat. And the link of connexion between the various

Bodisats in the future Buddha's successive births is not a

soul which is transferred from body to body, but the karma,
or character, which each successive Bodisat inherits from
Lis predecessors in the long chain of existences. Now the

older s'.hool also hell, in the first place, that, when a man
had, in this life, attained to Arahatship, his karma would
not pass on to any other individual in another life,—or in

other words, that after Arahatship there would be no
rebirth ; and, secondly, that four thousand years after the

Buddha had proclaimed the Bhainma or doctrine of

Arahatship, his teaching would have died away, wicked-

ness and ignorance would have increased in the world, and
another Buddha would be required to bring mankind once

more to a knowledge of the truth. The leaders of the

Great Vehicle urged their followers to seek to attain, not

so much to Arahatshi[), which would involve only their

own salvation, but to BoJisatship, by the attainment of

which they would be conferring the blessings of the

Dhamma upon countless multitudes in the long ages of

the future. By thus laying stress upon Bodisatship,

rather than upon Arahatship, the new school, though they

doubtless merely thought themselves to be carrying the

older orthodox doctrines to their logical conclusion, wero
really changing the central point of Buddhism, and were
altering the direction of their mental vision. It was of no
avail that they adhered in other respects in the main to

the older teaching, that they professed to hold to the same
ethical system, that they adhered, except iu a few unim
portant details, to the old regulations of the order of the

Buddist mendicant recluses. The ancient books, still

preserved to us in the Pali Pital:as,hQ\wg mainly occupied,

with the details of Arahatship, lost their exclusive value
in the eyes of those whose attention was being directed to

the details of Bodisatship. And the opinion that every
leader in their religious circles, every teacher distinguished

among them for his sanctity of life, or for Lis extensive

learning, was a Bodisat, who might have and who probably
had inherited the karma of some great teacher of old,

opened the door to a flood of superstitious fancies.

It is worthy of note that the new school found its

earliest professors and its greatest expounders in a part of

India which lay outside the districts to which the personal

influence of Gotama himself and of his immediate followers

had been confined. The home of early Buddhism was
round about Kosala and Magadha ; in the district, that is

to say, north and south of the Ganges between where
Allahabad now lies on the west, and Rajgir on the east.

The home of the Great Vehicle was, at first, in the

countries farther to the north and west. Buddhism arose

in countries, subject indeed to Brahman influence, but
where the sacred language of the Brahmans was never
more than a learned tongue, and where the exclusive

See, for instance, the Bvtld/usi Dlrlh Stories, pp. lD-27 and
53-53.
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claims of the Brahraans had never been universally

admitted. The Great Vehicle arose in the very stronghold
of Brilhmanism, aud among a people to -whom Sanskrit
was a familiar tongue. The new literature therefore,

which the new movement called forth, was written, and
has been preserved, in -Sanskrit,—its principal books of

Dliarma, or doctrine, being the following nine :—(1)
Prajiid-pdratnitd

; (2) Gancla-vyuha
; (3) Bcisa-bhumes-

vara
; (-1) Samadhi-rdja ; (5) Laiikdvaldra

; (6) Sad-
dharma-pundarika

; (7) Tat]id<jata-giihy(tka
; (8) Lalita-

vistara; (9) Suvarna-prabhdsa. The date of noDe -of

these works is known with any certainty, but it is highly
improbable that any one of tliem is older than the 6th
century after the death of Gotama. Copies of all of them
were brought to Europe by Mr B. 11. Hodgson, and other
copies have been received since then ; but none of them
have as yet been published in Europe (the Lalita Vistara

has been published by Rrijendra Lai Mitra in Calcutta),

aud only two have been translated into any European
Imguage. These are the Lnlita VisUira, translated into

French, through the Tibetan, by il. Foucaux, and the
Saddharma Puiiddika, translated into French by JI.

Eugene Burnouf. The former of these two is a legendary
work, partly in verse, on the life of Gotama, the historical

Buddha ; and the latter, also partly in verse, is devoted to

proving the essential identity of the Great and the Little

Vehicle and the equal authenticity of both as doctrines

enunciated by the master himself.

, Of the authors of these nine works,, as indeed of all the

older Buddhist works with one or two exceptions, nothing
has as yet been ascertained. The founder of the system
of the Great Vehicle is, however, often referred to under
the name of Nagarjuua or Nagasena, a personage cele-

brated even in the countries to which the Greater Vehicle

has never penetrated as the contemporary and religious

instructor of the Yavanaking Milinda, and as the answerer

of tlie famous Qnestions of Miliiida, a work still preserved

in its Pali form.' As Milinda may with all probability

be identified with the Greek king Jlenander, who was one

of the followers of Alexander tbe Great in Bactria, this

fradition would imply that the origin of the Great Vehicle

must be assigned to as early a date as the 2d century B.C.

But the work itself was probably composed at least some
centuries afterwards ; and it would be hazardous to attach

too much importance to any chronological data drawn from

it. We must be content at present to settle a certain his-

torical sequence in the principal doctrines of the system

which developed into Lamaism, without pretending to fix

any actual dates.

Together with Nagasena, other early teachers of the

Great Vehicle whose names are known to us are Vasumitra .

or Vasubandhu, Aryadeva, Dharmapfda, and Gunamati—all

of whom were looked upon as Bodisats. As the newer

school did not venture so far as to claim as Bodisats the

disciples stated in the older books to have been the contem-

poraries of Gotama (they being precisely the persons known
as Arahats), they attempted to give the appearance of age

to the Bodisat theory by representing the Buddha as being

surrounded, not only by his human companions the

Arahats, but also by fabulous beings, whom they repre-

sented as the Bodisats existing at that time. In the open-

ing words of each Mahayiina treatise a list is given of such

Bodisats, who were beginning, together with the historical

Bodisats, to occupy a position in the Buddhist church of

those times similar to that occupied by the saints in the

corresponding period of the history of Christianity in the

Church of Rome. And these lists of fabulous Bodisats

have now a d'stinct historical importance. For they grow

Edited by Dr V. Trenckuer, London, 1880.'

mleii.-th mthe later works; and it is olten possible by
comparing them one with another to fix, not the date, but
the comparative age of the books in which they occur.
Thus it is a fair Inference to draw from the shortness of
the list iu the opening words of the LaliUc Vistnia, as
compared with that in the first sections of the Saddliarma
Pundarlka, that the latter work is much the younger of
the two, a conclusion supported also bj other considerations.
Among the Bodisats mentioned in the Saddharma

Pundarlka, and not mentioned in the Lalita Vistara, as
attendant on the Buddha are Manju-sri aud Avalokitesvara.
That these saints were alreadyacknowledged by the followers
of the Great Vehicle at the beginning of the 5th century
is clear from the fact that Fa Hian, who visited India
about that time, says that " men of the Great Vehicle " were
then worshipping them at Mathura, not far from Delhi
(F. H., chap. xvi.). These were supposed to be celestial

beings who, inspired by love of the human race, had taken
the so-called Great Resolve to become future Buddhas,
and who therefore, very naturally, descended from heaven
when the actual Buddha was on earth, to pay reverence to

him, and to learn of him. Tlie belief in them' probably
arose out of the doctrine of the older school, which did not
deny the existence of the various creations of Brahraanical
mythology and speculation, but allowed of their actual

existence as spiritual beings, and only deprived them of all

power over the lives of men, and declared them to be
temporary beings liable like men to sin and ignorance, and
requiring like men the salvation of Arahatship. Among
them the later Buddhists seem to have placed their numerous
Bodisats ; and to have paid especial reverence to Manju-sil

as the personification of wisdom, and to Avalokiteswara as

the personification of overruling love. The latter indeed

occupies in the Mahayana very much the position which
the old Brahmanical god Brahma, the First Cause of the

Brahmanical 'speculation, had been allowed to retain in

primitive Buddhism. The former was afterwards identified

with the mythical first Buddhist mis5iun;u-y, who is supposed

in the legend to have introduced civilization into Tibet

about two hundreil nnd fifty years after the death of the

Buddha.
The way was now open to a rapid fall from the simplicity

of early Buddhism, in which men's attention was directed

to the various parts of the system of self-culture which men
could themselves practise, to a belief in a whole pantheon

of saints or angels, which appealed more strongly to the half-

civilized races among whom the Great Vehicle was now
professed. A theory sprang up which was supposed to

explain the marvellous powers of the Buddhas by represent-

ing them as only the outward appearance, the reflexion; as

it were, or emanation, of ethereal Buddhas dwelling in

the skies. These were called Dhydni Buddhas, and their

number was supposed to be, like that of the Buddhas,

innumerable. Only five of them, however, occupied any

space in the speculative world in which the ideas of the

later Buddhists had now begun to move. But, being

.Buddhas, they were supposed of course to have their

Bodisats; and thus out of the five last Buddhas of the

earlier teaching there grew up five mystic trinities, each

group consisting of one of these five Buddhas, his prototype

in heaven the Dhyani Buddha, and his celestial Bodisat.

Among these hypothetical beings, the creations of a sickly

scholasticism, hollow abstractions without life or reality,

the particular trinity in which the historical Gotama was

assigned a subordinate place naturally occupied the most

exalted rank. Amitabha, the Dhyani-Buddha of this

trinity, soon began to fill the largest place in the minds of

the new school ; and Avalokiteswara, his Bodisat, was

looked upon with a reverence somewhat less than his former

glorv. It is needless to add that, under the overpowering
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influence of these vain imaginatiotia" the 'earnest moral

teachings of Gotama became more and more hid from view.

The imaginary saints grew and flourished. Each new

creation, each new step in the theory, demanded another,

nufil the whole sky was filled with forgeries of the brain,

and the nobler and simpler lessons of the founder of the

religion were hidden beneath the glittering stream of

metaphysical sabtleties."

Still worse results followed on the change of the earlier

point of view. The acute minds of the Buddhist pandits;

no longer occupied with the practical lessons of Arahat-

ship, turned their attention, as far as it was not engaged

upon their hierarchy of mythological beings, to questions of

philosophical speculation, which, in the earliest Buddhism,

are not only discouraged but forbidden. We find long

treatises on the nature of being, idealistic dreams which

have as little to do with the Bodisatship that is concerned

with the salvation of the world as with the Arahatship

that is concerned with the perfect life. Only one lower

step was possible, and that was not long in being taken.

The animism common alike to the untaught Huns and

to their Hindu conquerors, but condemned in early Bud-

dhism, was allowed to revive. As the stronger side of

Gotama's teaching was neglected, the debasing belief in

rites and ceremonies, and charms and incantations, which

had been the especial object of his scorn, began to livo

ac'ain, and to grow vigorously, and to spread like the

Birana weed warmed by a tropical sun in marsh and

muddy soil. As in India, after the expulsion of Buddhism,

the degrading worship of Siva and his dusky bride had

been incorporated into Brahmanism from the. wild and

savage devil worship of Aryan and of non-Aryan tribes,

so, as pure Buddhism died away in the north, the Tanti-a

system, a mixture of magic and witchcraft and sorcery, was

incorporated into the corrupted Buddhism.

The founder of this system seems to have been Asanga,

an influential monk of Peshawar, in the Punjab, who lived

and wrote the first text-book of the creed, the Yogcichchdra

Bhumi Sdstra, about the 6th century of our era. Hwen
Tsang, who travelled in the first half of the 7th, found

the monastery where Asanga had lived in ruins, and says

that he had lived pne thousand years after the Buddha.'

Ha managed with great dexterity to reconcile the two

opposing systems by placing a number of Saivite gods or

devils, both male and female, in the inferior heavens of

the then prevalent Baddhism, and by representing tliem

as worshippers and supporters of the Buddha and of

Avalokitesvara. He thus made it possible for the half-

converted and rude tribes to remain Buddhists while they

brought offerings, and even bloody offerings, to these more

congenial shrines, and while their practical belief had no

relation at all to the Truths or the Noble Eightfold Path,

but busied itself almost wholly with obtaining magic

powers (Siddhi), by means of magic^ phrases {Dhdrani),

and magic circles (Mandala). Asanga's happy idea bore

but too atnple fruit. < 'In his own country and Nepal the

new wine, sweet and luscious to the taste of savages, com-

pletely disqualiSed them from enjoying any purer drink
;

and now in both countries Saivism is supreme, and
Buddhism is even nominally extinct, except in some
outlying districts of Nepal But this full effect has only

been worked out in the lapse of ages ; the Tan tra literature

has also had its growth and its development, and some
unhappy scholar of a future age may have to trace its

loathsome history. The nauseous taste repelled even the

self-sacrificing industry of Burnouf, when he found the

later Tantra books to be as immoral as they are absurd.

* R^musat'a translation, Menwiru sur Us Contrka Occidenlalea, p.

270 ; and La Vie de Bioum Thsang, p. 94.

"The pen," he says, "refuses to transcribe doctrines as

miserable in respect of form as they are odious and
degrading in respect of meaning."'

Such had been the decline and fall of Buddhism cu.i-

sidered as au ethical system before its introduction into

Tibet. The manner in which its order of mendicant n^
cluses, at first founded to afi"(>rd better opportunities to

those who wished to carry out that .system in practical lit'e,

developed at last into a hierarchical monarchy will best be

understood by a sketch of the history of- Tibet.

In Tibet as elsewhere the beginnings of the accounts

found in the old historians are merely a recapitulation of

legends in which popular tradition has explained by
miraculous and mythological fancies the origins of its

civilization. Its real history commences with Srong Tsan
Gampo, who was born a little after COO a.d., and who is

said in the Chinese chronicles to have entered, in G34 after

Christ, into diplomatic relationship with Thai Tsung, one of

the emperors of the Thung dynasty. He was the foundi^r

of the present capital of Tibet, now known as Lhasa; an J

in the year 622 (the same year as that in which Mohammei
fled from Mecca) he began the formal introduction c/f

Buddhism into Tibet. For this purpose he sent the

minister Thumi Sambhota, afterwards. looked upon as an

incarnation of Manju-srI, to India, there to collect the

sacred books, and to learn and translate them. Thumi
Sambhota accordingly invented an alphabet for the Tibetan

language on the model of the Indian alphabets then in use.

And, aided by the king himself, who is represented to have

been an industrious student and tran.slator, he wrote the

first books by which Buddhism became known in his native

land. The most famous of all the works ascribed to.him

is the Mani Kambum, " the Myriad of Precious Words,"—

a

treatise chiefly on religion, but which also contains an

account of the introduction of Buddhism into Tibet, and

of the closing part of the life of king Srong Tsan Gampo.
He is. also very probably the author of another very ancient

standard work of Tibetan Buddhism, the Samatog, a short

digest of Buddhist morality, on which the civil laws of

Tibet have been founded. It is said in the Mani Kamhurti

to have fallen down from heaven in a casket (Tibetat,

samatoo), and, like the last-mentioned work, is unfortun

ately only known to us in meagre abstract.

King Srong Tsan Gampo's zeal for Buddhism was shared

and supported by his two queens, the one named Bribsuu,

a princess from Nepal, the other named Wen. Ching, a

princess from China. They are related in the chronicles to

have brought with them sacred relics, books, and pictura»,

for whose better preservation and honour two large moa*-
steries were erected, and opened and dedicated with much
ceremony. These are the cloisters of La Brang and Ba
Mochay, still, though much changed and enlarged, tLe

most famous and sacred abbeys in Tibet, and the glory of

Lhasa. In after times the two queens have become senji-

divine personages, and are worshipped under the name ef

the two Ddrd-Eke, the "glorious mothers," being regarded

as incarnations of the wife of Siva, representing respectively

two of the qualities which she personifies, divine vengeance

and divine love. The former of the two is worshipped by
the Mongolians as Okkin Tengri, " the Virgin Goddess ;

"

but in Tibet and China the role of the divine virgin is filled

by Kwan Yin, a personification of Avalokitesvara as the

heavenly word, who is often represented with a child in

her arms. Srong Tsan Gampo has also become a saint,

being looked- upon as an incarnation of Avalokitesvara;

and the description in the ecclesiastical historians of tbe

measures he took for the welfare of his subjects do great

credit to their ideal of the perfect Buddhist king. He is

' I^Urod-uction. ic. , p. 658.
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said to have spent bis long reiga in the building of

reservoirs, bridges, and canals ; in the promotion of agri-

culture, horticulture, and manufactures: in the establish-

ment of schools and colleges ; and in the maintenance of

justice, and the encouragement of virti'e. But the degree

of his success must have been slight. For after the death

of himself and of his wives Buddhism gradually decayed,

and was subjected by succcediug kings to cruel persecu-

tions ; and it was not ,till more than half a century after-

wards, under King Kir Song de Tsan, who reigned 740-786,

that true religion is acknowledged by the ecclesiastical

historians to have become firmly established in the land.

This monarch again sent to India to replace the sacred

books that had been lost, and to invite Buddhist pandits

to translate them. The most distinguished of those who
came were Santa Rakshita, Padma Sambhava, and Kamala
Slla, for whom, and for their companions, the king built

a splendid monastery still existing, at Samje, about three

days' journey south-east of Lhasa. It was to them that

the Tibetans owed the great collection of what are still

regarded as their sacred books—the Kaiidjur. It consists

of 100 volumes containing no less than 689 works, of which

there are two or three complete sets in Europe, one of them
in the India Office Library. A detailed analysis of these

Scriptures has been published by the celebrated Hungarian

scholar Csoma do Koros, whose authoritative work has lately

be€n republished in French with complete indices and very

useful notes by M. L^on Feer. These volumes contain

about a dozen works of the oldest school of Buddhism, the

Hinayana, and about 300 works, mostly very short,

belonging to the Tantra schooL But the great bulk of

the collection consists of Mahayana bonks, belonging to all

the previously existing varieties of that widely extended

Buddhist sect ; and, as the Sanskrit originals of many of

these writings are now lost without hope of recovery, the

Tibetan translations will be of great value, not only for

the history of Lamaism, but also for the history of the

later forms of Indian Buddhism.
The last king's second son, Lang Darma, concluded in

May 822 a treaty with the then emperor of China (the

twelfth of the Thang dynasty), a record of which was
engraved on a stone put up in the above mentioned great

convent of La Brang, and is still to be seen there,^ He
is described in the church chronicles as an incarnation of

the evil spirit, and is said to have tried his best to overthrow

religion, and to have succeeded in suppressing Buddhism
throughout the greater part of the land. The period from

Srong Tsan Gampo down to the death of Lang Darma, who
was eventually murdered about 850 A.D., in a civil war, is

called in the Buddhist books " the first introduction of

religion." It was followed by more than a century of civil

disorder and wars, during which the exiled Buddhist monks
attempted unsuccessfully again and again to return. Many
are the stories of martyrs and confessors who are believed

to have lived in these troublous times, and their efforts

were at last crowned with success, for in the century com-
mencing with the reign of Bilamgur in 971 there took

place " the second introduction of religion " into Tibet,

more especially under the guidance of the Pandita Atisha,

who came to Tibet in 1041, and of his famous native

pupil and follower Brom Ston. The long period of depres-

sion seems not to have been without a beneficial influence

va the persecuted Buddhist Church, for these teachers are

reported to have placed the Tantra system more in the

background, and to have adhered more strongly to the

purer forms of the Mahayana development of the ancient

faith.

' Published with facsimile and translation and notes in the Journal
0/ the Royal Atiatic Society for 1879-80, vol. xiL

For about three hundred years the Buddhist Church of
Tibet was then left in peace, subjecting the country mor«
and more completely to its control, and growing in power
and in wealth. During this time it achieved i°s greatest
victory, and underwent the most important chan °e in its
character and organization. After the reintroduction of
Buddhism into the " kingdom of snow," the ancient dynasty
never recovered its power. Its representatives continued
for some time to claim the sovereignty ; but the country
was practically very much in the condition of Germany at
about the same time—chieftains of almost independent
power ruled from their castles on the hill tops over \}.:r;

adjacent valleys, engaged in petty wars, and conducted
plundering expeditions against the neighbouring tenants,
whilst the great abbeys were places of refuge for tlio

studious or religious, and their heads were the only rivals

to the barons in social state, and in many respects the only
protectors and friends of the people. Meanwhile Jenghiz
Khan had founded the Mongol empire, and his grandson
Kublai Khan, who ruled over the greatest empire which
has ever owned the sway of a single man, became a convert
to the Buddhism of the Tibetan Lamas. He granted to
the abbot of the Sakya monastery in southern Tibet the
title of tributary sovereign of the country, head of the
Buddhist Church, and overlord over the numerous barons
and abbots, and in return was ofiicially crowned by the
abbot as ruler over the extensive domain of the Mongol
empire. Thus was the foundation laid at one and the
same time of the temporal sovereignty of the Lamas of
Tibet, and of the suzerainty over Tibet of the emperors of

China. One of the first acts of the " head of the church "

was the printing of a carefully revised edition of the Tibetan
Scriptures,—an undertaking which occupied altogether

nearly thirty years, and was not completedtill 1306.
Under Kublai's successors in China the Buddhist cause

flourished greatly, and the Sakya Lamas extended their

power both at home and abroad. The dignity of abbot at

Sakya became hereditary, the abbots breaking so far the

Buddhist rule of celibacy that they remained married until,

they had begotten a son and heir. But rather more than
half a century afterwards their power was threatened by a
formidable rival at home, a Buddhist reformer.

Tsongkapa, the Luther of Tibet, was born about 1357
on the spot where the famous monastery of Kunbum now
stands. He very early entered the order, and studied

at Sakya, Brigung, and other monasteries. He then spent
eight years as a hermit in Takpo in southern Tibet, where
the comparatively purer teaching of AtJsha (referred to

above) was still prevalent. About 1390 he appeared as a
public teacher and reformer in Lhasa itself, and before his

death in 1419 there were three huge monasteries there

containing 30,000 of his disciples, besides others in other

parts of the country. His voluminous works, of which the

most famous are the Sunihun and the Lam Nim Tshenpo,

exist in printed Tibetan copies in Europe, but have not as

yet been translated or analysed. But the principal lines

on which his reformation proceeded are sufficiently well

attested. He insisted in the first place on the complete

carrying out of the ancient rules of the order as to the

celibacy of its members, and as to simplicity in dress. One
result of the second of these two reforms was to make it

necessary for every monk openly to declare himself either

in favour of or against the new views. For Tsongkapa
and his followers wore the yellow or orange-coloured

garments which had been the distinguishing mark of the

order in the lifetime of its founder, and in support of the

ancient rules Tsongkapa reinstated the fortnightly rehearsal

of the Patimolckha or " disburdenment " in ' regular

assemblies of the order at Lhasa—a practice which had
fallen into desuetade."^ He also restored the custom of tfic
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first disciples to 'hold the so-called Vassa or yearly retire-

ment, and the public meeting of the order at its close. In

all these respects he was simply following the directions of

the Viaaya, or regulations of the order, as established

probably in the time of Gotama himself, and as certainly

lianded down from the earliest times in the pitakas or

sacred books. Further, he set his face against the Tantra

system, and against the whole crowd of animistic super-

stitions which had been allowed to creep into life again

among the more ignorant of the monks and the people. He
laid stress on the self-culture involved in the practice of the

paramitas or cardinal virtues, and established an annual

national fast or week of prayer to be held during the first

days of each year. This last institution indeed is not

found in the ancient Vinaya, but was almost certainly

modelled on the traditional account of the similar assemblies

convoked by Asoka and other Buddhist sovereigns in India

every' fifth year. Laymen as well as monks take part in

the proceedings, the details of which are entirely unknown
to us except from the accounts of the Catholic missionaries,

—Fathers Hue and Gabet,—who describe the principal

ceremonial as, in outward appearance, wonderfully like the

high mass. In doctrine the great Tibetan teacher, who

had no access to the Pali Pitakas, adhered in the main to

the purer forms of the Maliilyana school ; in questions of

church government he took little part, and did not dispute

the titular supremacy of the Sakya Lamas, though in other

matters he had raised the standard of revolt, But the

effects of his teaching weakened their power. The
" orange-hoods," as his followers were called, rapidly gained

in numbers and influence, until they so overshadowed the

" red-hoods," as the followers of the older sect were called,

that in the middle of the 15th century the emperor of

China acknowledged the two leaders of the new sect at

that time as the titular overlords of the church and tribu-

tary rulers over the realm of Tibet. These two leaders

were then known as the Dalai Lama and the Pantshen

Lama, and were the abbots of the great monasteries at

Geduu Dubpa, near Lhasa, and at Krashis Lunpo, in

Further Tibet, respectively. Since that time the abbots

of these monasteries have continued to exercise the sove-

reignty over Tibet,—their pretensions being supported, in

the few cases in which an attempt has been made to dis-

pute it, by the power of Mongolia and China.

As there has been no further change in the doctrine, and

no further reformation in discipline, we may leave the

ecclesiastical history of Lamaism since that date unnoticed,

and devote our little remaining space to the consideration

of some principal points in the constitution of the Lamaism
of to-day. And first as to the mode of electing successors

to the two Great Lamas. It will have been noticed above

that it was an old idea of the northern Buddhists to look

apon distinguished members of the order as incarnations

of Avalokitesvara, of Mauju-srI, or of Amitabha. These

beings were supposed to possess the power, whilst they

themselves continued to live in heaven, of appearing also

on earth in a Nirmdna-Mya, or apparitional body. In

the same way the Pantshen Lama is looked upon as an

incarnation, the Nirmana-kaya, of Amitabha, who had

previously appeared in that way under the outward form

of Tshonkapa himself ; and the Dalai Lama is looked upon

as an incarnation of Avalokitesvara. Theoretically, there-

fore, the former, as the spiritual successor of the great

teacher and also of Amitabha, who occupies the higher

place in the mythology of the Great Vehicle, would be

superior to the latter, as the spiritual representative of

Avalokitesvara. But practically the Dalai Lama, owing to

his position in the capital, has the political supremacy, and

is actually called the Gyalpo Rinpotshe, "the glorious

king,"—his companion being content with the title Pantshen

Rinpotshe, "the glorious teaclier." When either of them
dies it is necessary for the other to ascertain in whose body
the celestial being whose outward form has been dissolved

has been pleased again to incarnate himself. For that

purpose the names of all male children born just after the

death of the deceased Great Lama arc laid before his

survivor. He chooses three out of the whole number

;

their names are thrown into a golden casket provided

for that purpose by a former emperor of China. The
Chutuktus, or abbots of the great monasteries, then

assemble, and after a week of prayer, the lots are drawn in

their presence and in presence of the surviving Great Lama
and of the Chinese political resident. The child whose
name is first drawn is the future Great Lilma ; the other

two receive each of them 500 pieces of silver. The
Chutuktus just mentioned correspond in many respects to

the Roman cardinals. Like the Great Lamas, they bear

the title of Rinpotshe or Glorious, and are looked upon as

incarnations of one or other of the celestial Bodisats of the

Great Vehicle mythology. Their number varies from ten

to a hundred ; and it is uncertain whether the honour is

inherent in the abbacy of certain of the greatest cloisters,

or whether the Dalai Lama exercises the right 'of choosing

them. Under these high officials of the Tibetan hierarchy

there come the Chubil Khans, who fill the post of abbot to

the lesser monasteries, and are also incarnations. Their

number is very large ; and there are but few monasteries

in Tibet or in Mongolia who do not claim to possess ore
of these living Buddhas. Besides these mystical persons

there are in the Tibetan Church a number of other ranks

and degrees, corresponding to the deacon, full priest, dean,

and doctor of divinity in the West. At the great yearly

festival at Lhasa they make in the cathedral an imposing
array, not much less magnificent than that of the clergy in

Rome; for the aucient simplicity of dress has quite dis-

appeared in tho growing differences of rank, and each

division of the spiritual army is distinguished in Tibet, as

in the West, by a special uniform. The political authority

of the Dalai Lilma is confined to Tibet itself, but he is the

acknowledged head also of the Buddhist Church throughout

Mongolia and China. He has no supremacy over his

co-religionists in Japan, and even in China there are many
Buddhists who are not practically under his control or

influence.

The principal authorities for the history of iluddhism have

already been given at the close of the article Buddhism. • To
these may now be added T. W. Ehys Davids's Buddhism, London,

1378 ; Buddhist Birth Stories, London, 1880 ; Buddhist Suttai

from the Pali, Oxford, 1881 ; and Hibbert Lectures, London, 1881
;

also Bushell, "The Early History of Tibet," in the Journal of the

Boyal Asiatic Society, 1879-80, vol. xii. ; Sanang Setsen's History

of the East Mongols in Mongolian, translated into German by J.

Schmidt (Gcschichte der Ost-Mongolen) ; "Analyse du Kandjur,"

by M. Leon Feer, in Annates du Musie Oaimet, 1881 ; Schott,

Ucber den Buddhismus in Hoch-Asien ; Gutzlaff, Geschichte des

Chinesischen Beiches ; Hue and Gabet, Souvenirs d'un Voyage dans

la Tartaric, le Tibet, et la Chine, Paris, 1858 ; Pallas's Samm-
lung historischcr Nachrichtcn iiber die Mongolischen Viilkerscha/ten;

and Babu Sarat Chnnder Das's " Contributions on the Eeligiou

and History of Tibet," in the Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society,

1881. (T. W. R. D.)

LAMA-MIAU, or Dolanor, one of the chief cities of

Inner Mongolia, is situated 150 miles north of Peking, in a

barren sandy plain watered by the Urtingol, a tributary

of the Shandugol. The town proper, almost exclusively

occupied, by Chinese, is about a mile in length by half a

mile in breadth, has narrow and dirty streets, and contains

a large population for its extent. Unlike the" ordinary

Chinese town of the same rank, it is not walled. A busy

trade is carried on between the Chinese and the Mongolians,

who bring in their cattle, sheep, camels, hides, and wool to

barter for tea, tobacco, cotton, and silk. At some distance

from the Chinese town lies the Mongolian quarter, with
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t\ro groups of lama temples and villages occupied by 3300
priests; Dr Williamson {Jownei/s in Korth China) de-

Bcribes the chief temple as a huge oblong buildiug with

an iuterior not unlike a Gothic church. Lama-miau is the

seat of a manufactory of bronze idols and other articles of

ritual, which find their way to all parts of Mongolia and
Tibet. The craftsmen work iu their own houses. See
Prejevalsky, Mongolia, 1876.

LAMARCK, Jean Baptiste Pierre Antoine de
Monet, Chevalier de (1744-1829), a celebrated French
naturalist, was born 1st August llii, at Bazantin, a

village of Picardy. He was an eleventh child ; and his

falher, lord of the manor and of old family, but of limited

means, having already placed three sons iu the army,

destined this one for the church, and sent him to the

Jesuits at Amiens, where he continued till his father's

death. After this he would remain with the Jesuits no

longer, and, not yet seventeen years of age, started for the

seat of war at Bergen-op-Zoom, before which place one of

his brothers had already been killed. Mounted on an old

horse, with a boy from tlie village as attendant, and
f>irnished by a lady with a letter of introduction to a
c ilonel, he reached his destination on the evening before a
bs.ttle. Next morning the colonel found that the new and
«?ry diminutive volunteer had posted himself in the front

r.ink of a body of grenadiers, and could not be induced to

quit the position. In the battle, the company which he

I ad joined became exposed to the fire of the enemy's

a,rtillery, and in the confusion of retreat was forgotten.

All the officers and subalterns were killed, and not more
than fourteen men were left, when the oldest grenadier

S3eing there were no more French in sight proposed to the

young volunteer so soon become commandant to withdraw
his men. This he refused to do without orders. ' These

a' last arrived ; and for his bravery he was made an officer

on the spot, and soon after was named to a lieutenancy.

After the peace, the regiment was sent to Monaco. There
it happened that one of his comrades playfully liftsd him
by the head, and to this it was imputed that he was seized

with disease of the glands of the neck, so severe as to

necessitate grave surgical interference, aud put a stop to

his military career.

The courage of Lamarck, so early exhibited, was in future

to be shown by the maintenance of his opinions in the

absence of any friendly support, and by fortitude amid
many adversities ; while his activity was to be displayed,

not only in manifold speculation, but in copious and varied

scientific work. He went to Paris and began the study of

medicine, supporting himself by working in a banker's office.

He early became interested iu meteorology and in physical

and chemical speculations of a chimerical kind, but happily

threw his main strength into botany, and in 1778 published

his Flore /raiii;aise, a work in which by a dichotomons

system of contrasting characters he enabled the student

with facility to determine species. This work, which went
through several editions and long kept the field, gained for

its author immediate popularity as well as the honour of

admission to the Academy of Sciencss.

In 1781 and 1782, under the title of botanist to the

king, an appointment obtained for him by Buffon, whose son

accompanied him, he travelled through various countries of

Europe, extending his knowledge of natural history ; and
on his return he began those elaborate contributions to

botany on which his reputation in that science principally

rests, namely, the Dictionnaire de Botaniqne and the

lllustratirms de Genres, voluminous works contributed to

the Encyclopedic Methodique (1785). In 1793, when he was
already forty-nine years of age, in consequence of changes
in the organization of the natural history department at

thii Jardia du Roi, where he had held a botanical oppoiut-

ment since 1 788, Lamarck -(vas presented to" a zoological
chair, and called on to lecture on the Insecta and Vermes of
LiiiUKus, the animals for which he introduced the term In-
vertehraia, still employed. Thus driven, comparatively late
iu life, to devote his principal attention to zoology instead
of botany, he had the misfortune soon after to suffer from
impaired vision

; and the malady progressing resulted sub-
sequently in total blindness. Yet his greatest zoological
work, the Histoire Naturelle des Animaux sans Verlebres
was published from 1815 to 1822, with the assistance, iu the
last two volumes, of his eldest daughter and of M. Latreille.

A volume of plates of the fossil shells of the neighbourhood
of P.iris was collected in 1823 from his memoirs in the
Annalcs des Museum. The later years of his blind old age
were spent iii straitened circumstances and accumulating
infirmities, solaced, however, by the devotion of bis family,
and particularly of his eldest daughter, of whom Cuvier
records that she never left the house from the time that he
was confined to his room. He died 18th December 1829.

The character of Lamarck as a naturalist is remarkable
alike for its excellences and its defects. His excellences
were width of scope, fertility of ideas, and a pre-eminent
faculty of precise description, arising not only from a
singularly terse style, but from a clear insight into both the
distinctive features and the resemblances of forms. That
part of his zoological work which still finds a large and
important place in the science of the present day, and
constitutes his solid claim to the highest honour as a
zoologist, is to be found in his extensive and detailed

labours in the departments of living and fossil InverUhraia.
His endeavours at classification of the great groups were
necessarily defective on account of the imferfect knowledge
possessed in his, time in regard to many of them, e.g.,

echinoderms, ascidians, and intestinal worms
; yet they are

not without interest, particularly on account of the com-
prehensive attempt to unite in one great division as

Ariiculala all those groups that appeared to present a

segmented construction. Moreover, Lamarck was the first

to distinguish vertebrate from invertebrate animals by the

presence of a vertebral column, and among the Invertebrata

to found the groups Crustacea, Aracknida, aud Annelida.

In 1785 (Hist, de FAcad.) he evinced his appreciation of

the necessity of natural orders in botany by an attempt at

the classification of plants, interesting, though crude and
falling immeasurably short of the system which grew in

the hands of his intimate friend Jussieu. The problem of

taxonomy has never been put more philosophically than he

subsequently put it in his Animaux sans Verlebres:—
" What arrangement must be given to the general distri-

bution of animals to make it conformable to the order of

nature in the production of these beings 1
"

The most prominent defect in Laoiarck must be admitted,

quite apart from all consideration of the famous hypothesis

which bears his name, to have' been want of control in

speculation. Doubtless the speculative tendency furnished

a powerful incentive to work, but it outran the legitimate

deductions from observation, aud led him into the production

of volumes of worthless chemistry without experimental

basis, as well as into spending much time on fruitless

meteorological predictions. His Annuaires Meteorologiqxtes

were published yearly from 1800 to 1810, and were not

discontinued until after an unnecessarily public and brutal

Jirade from Napoleon, administered on the occasion of

being presented with one of his works on natural history.

To the general reader the name of Lamarck is chiefly interesting

on account of his theory of the origia of life and of the diversities

of animal forms. The idea, which appears to have been favoured

by Buft'oQ before him, that species were not through all time

unalterable, and that the more complex might have been developed

from pre-existent simpler forms, became with Lamarck a belief or,

as hs imagined a demonstration. Spontaneous generation, he con-
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siJered, might be easily conceived as resulting from suuli af;cncics

as heat and electricity causing in small gelatinous bodies an uliiciUar
structure, and iuducinga " singular tension," a kiml of "eretliisnic

"

or " orgasine"; anil, having thus accounted for the first anpearaiice
of life, he explained tlie whole organii:ation of animals and forma-
tion of different organs by four laws :

—

"1. Life by its proper forces tends continually to increase the
volume of every body possessing it. and to enlarge its parts, up to
a limit which it brings about.

" 2. The production of a new organ m an animal boily results from
the supervention of a new want [besoiii) continuing to m.ake itself

felt, and a new movement which this want gives birth to and
encourages.

" 3. The development of organs and their force of action are con-
stantly in ratio to the employment of these organs.

" 4. All which has been acquired, laid down, or changed in the
organization of individuals in tlie course of their life is conserved
by generation and transmitted to the new individuals which pro-
ceed from those which have undergone those changes."

It is the second law which has been principally associated with.
Lamarck's name, and is often referred to as his hypothesis of the
evolution of organs in animals by appetence or longing, although
Lamarck does not teach that the animal's desires atfect its conforma-
tion directly, but that altered wants lead to altered habits, which
result in the formation of new organs as well as in modification,
growth, or dwindling of those previously existing. Thus, he
suggests that, ruminants being pursued by carnivora, tlieir legs liave
grown slender ; and, their legs being only fit for support, while their
jaws are weak, they have made attack with the crown of the head,
and the determination of fluids thither has led to the growth of
horns. So also the stretching of the giraffe's neck to reach the
foliage he supposes to have led to its elongation ; and the kangaroo,
sitting upright to support the. young in its pouch, he imagines to
have had its fore-limbs dwarfed by disuse, and its hind legs and
t-ail exaggerated by using them in leaping. The length to which
he carried such notions can be fairly estimated by the illustration
which, long after the publication of his Philosophic Zoologiquc, he
selected in the introduction fo the Hist. Nat. dcs Anim. sans Vert.
" I conceive that a gasteropod mollusc, which, as it crawls along,

finds the need of touching the bodies in front of it, makes efforts to

touch those bodies witli some of the foremost parts of its head, and
sends to these every time quantities of nervous flnids, as well as
other liquids. I conceive, I say, that it must result from this

reiterated afflux towards the points in question that the nerves
which abut at these points will, by slow degrees, be extended.
Now, as in the same circumstances other fluids of the animal flow

also to the same places, and especially nourishing fluids, it must
follow that two or more tentacles will appear and develon insen.sibly

in those circumstances on the points referred to."

However absurd this may seem, it must be admitted that,

unlimited time having been once granted for organs to be develojjed

in series of generations, the objections to their being formed in the
way here imagined are only such as equally apply to the theory of

their origin by natural selection. Thus, for example, neither theory
considers that it has to deal, not with crude heaps of mere functional

organs, but with exquisitely orderly forms, nor accounts for the
symmetrical first appearance of parts or for sex ; nor, though La-
marck tried hard, has he or any later writer reduced to physical law
the rise of consciousness in association with structures which in their

physical relations are mere mechanisms capable of reflex actions.

In judging the reasonableness of the second law of Lamarck as

compared with luore modern and now widely received theories, it

must be observed that it is only an extension of his third law ; and
that third law is a fact. The strengthening of the blacksmith's
arm by use is proverbially notorious. It is, therefore, only the
sufficiency of the Lamarckian hypothesis to explain the first com-
mencement of new organs which is in question, if evolution by the
mere operation of forces acting in the inorganic world be granted

;

and surely the Darwinian theory is equally helpless to account for

the beginnings of a new organ, while it demands as imperatively
that every stage in the assumed hereditary development of an organ
must have been usefiJ.

Furthermore, to no writer more recent than Lamarck can be
attributed the credit of first pointing attention to the repetition of
acquired variations in the progeny, or the idea of weaving that fact

into a theory of the origin of species. His words are :
— " Every-

thing which nature has caused individuals to acquire or lose by the
influence of the circumstances to which their race is long exposed,
and consequently by the influence of the predominant employment
of such organ, or its constant disuse, she preserves by generation to
the new individuals proceeding from them, provided that the changes
are conmion to the two sexes, or to those which have produced these
new individuals" (Phil. Zool, i. 235). It is interesting to note
in this passage that he hesitated to believe that peculiarities could
become permanent unless possessed by both parents.

Notwithstanding his attempt to evolve all vital action from the
forces at work in the inorganic world, Lamarck made a broad dis-

I

tinction between the " power of life," to which ho attributed the
production of "a real progression in tjic composition of the organiza.

I tion of animals," and the modifying cH'ccIs ot external circumstances,

1
The existence of such a progression cannot now be doubted, and
constitutes evolution in the only sense in which it is univers.illy

admitted. Lamarck, equally with Darwin, teaches the more
.speculative doctrine that the complex forms are descended from
simpler ancestors. In the modus operandi by wliich they hold this
to have been aocompllshed both have admitted the action of a
variety of modifying circumstances. Lamarck gave great import-
ance to the influence of new wants acting indirectly by stimulating
growth and use. Darwin has given like importance to the effects

of accidental variations acting indirectly by giving advantage in the
struggle for existence. The speculative writings of Darwin have,
however, been interwoven with a vast number of beautiful experi-'

ments and observations bearing on his speculations, though by no
means proving his theory of evolution ; while the speculations of)

Lamarck lie apart from his wonderful descriptive labours, unrelieved
by intermixture with other matters capable of attracting the nume-
rous class who, provided they have new facts set before them, are

not careful to limit themselves to the conclusions strictly deducible
therefrom. But tliose who read the Philosophic Zooloffiquc will

find how many truths often supposed to "be far more modern are
stated with abundant clearness in its pages. (J. CL.)

LAMAETINE, Alphoxse JIarie Louis de Pkat de
(1790-1869), poet, historian, and statesman, was born at

Macon on the 21st of October 1790, and died at Passy en
the 1st of March 1869. Tlie family of Lamartine was
good, and tlie title of Prat was taken, from an estate in

Franche Comte. His father was imprisotied during the

Terror, and only released owing to the events of the 9th
Thermidor. Subsequently the family returned to the

country. Lamartine's early education was received from
his mother. He was sent to school at Lyons in 1805, but
not being happy there was transferred to the care of the

Peres de la Foi at Belley, where he remained until 1809.

For some time afterwards he lived at home, reading

romantic and poetical literature, but in 1811, being then

tv.-enty years old, he set out on his travels for Italy, where
he seems -to have sojourned for nearly two years. His
family having been steady royalists, he entered the Gardes

du corps at the return of the Bourbons, and during the

Hundred Days lie sought refuge first in Switzerland and
then at Aix en Savoie, where he fell in love, with abundant

results of the poetical kind. After Waterloo he returned,

to Paris, and mixed a good deal in society. In 1818-19
he revisited Switzerland, Savoy, and Italy, the death of

his beloved affording him new subjects for verse. • He had
now got together a considerable body of poetry, and after

some difficulties he got his first book, the Meditations,

published (1820). It was exceedingly popular, and helped

liim to make a position. He had left the army for some
time, and he now entered the diplomatic service and was
appointed secretary to the embassy at Naples. On his way
to his post he married at Geneva a young English lady,

^larianne Birch, who had both money and beauty (1823),

and in the same year his Kouvelles Meditations appeared.

In 1824 ho was transferred from Naples to Florence, where

he remained for five years. His Last Canto of Childe

Harold appeared in 1825, and he had to fight a duel with

an Italian officer. Colonel Pepe, in consequence of a phrase

in it. The Harmonies Politiques et Eeligieuses appeared in

1829, when he had left Florence. Having refused an

appointment at Paris under the Polignac ministry (destined

to be fatal to legitimism), he went on a special mission to

Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg, who was not yet king of •

the Belgians, but "was talked of as king of Greece. The
next year he was elected to the Academy. Lamartine was

in Switzerland, not in Paris, at the time of the Eevolution of

July, and, though he put forth a pamphlet on Rational

Policy, he did not take any active part in politics. In

1832 he set out with his wife and daughter for Palestine,

having been unsuccessful in his candidature for a seat in

the chamber. His daughter Julia died at Beyrout, and
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before long Lo received tlie news of Lis election by a
constituency (Bergues) in the department of the Nord.
He returned through Turkey and Germany, and made his

first speech shortly after the beginning of 1831. Thereafter

he spoke constantly, and acquired considerable reputation

OS an orator,—bringing out, moreover, many books in prose

and verse. His Eastern travels (Souvenirs d'Orient)

appeared in 1835, his Jocelyn in 1836, his Chute (Pun Ange
in 1838, and his Reeueillements, the last remarkable
volume of his poetry, in 1839. As the reign of Louis
Philippe went on, Lamartine, vrlio liad previously been a
liberal royalist, something after the fashion of Chateau-

briand, became more and more democratic in his opinions.

He set about his greatest prose work, the Hisloire dex

Girondins, which at first appeared periodically, and was
published as a whole in 1847, Like many other French
histories, it was a pamphlet as well as a chronicle, and the

subjects of Lamartine's pen became his models in politics.

At the revolution of February Lamartine at once became
one of the most important personages in France. He was
one of the first to declare for a provisional government, and
became a member of it himself, with the post of minister for

foreign affairs. He was elected for the new constituent

assembly in ten different departments, and was chosen one

of the five members of the Executive Committee. For a

few months indeed Lamartine, who for nearly sixty years

had bften a distinguished man of letters, an official of

inferior rank in diplomacy, and an eloquent but unpractical

speaker in parliament, became one of the foremost men in

Europe. His own inexperience in the routine work of

government, the utterly unpractical nature of his colleagues

and of the constitution wliich they endeavoured to carry

out, and the turbulence of the Parisian mob proved fatal

to his chances. During his brief tenure of office Lamartine

gave some proofs of statesmanlike ability, notably in his

reply to the deputation of United Irishmen who visited

him in the hope that the new French democracy would
take up the old hatred of the republic against England

;

and his eloquence was repeatedly called into requisition to

pacify the Parisians. But no one can permanently carry

on the government of a great country by speeches from the

balcony of a house in the capital, and Lamartine found

himself in a dilemma. So long as he held aloof from
Ledru-EoUin and the more radical of his colleagues, the

disunion resulting weakened the Government ; as soon as

he effected an approximation to them, the middle classes,

who more in France than any where else were and are the

arbiters of Governments, fell off from him. The quelling

of the insurrection of the 15th May was his last successful

act ' A month later the renewal of active disturbances

brought on the fighting of June, and Lamartine's influence

was extinguished in favour of Cavaignac. There is hardly

another instance on record of so sudden an elevation and
60 rapid a falL Before February in 1848 Lamartine was,

ns has been said, a private person of talent and reputation ;

after June in the same year he was once more the same,

except that his chance of political pre-eminence was gone.

He had been tried and found wanting, having neither the

virtues nor the vices of his situation. In January 1849,

though he was nominated for the presidency, only a few

thousand votes were given to him, and three months later

he was not even elected to the legislative assembly.

The remaining story of Lamartine's life is somewhat
melancholy. He had never been a rich mau, nor had he
been a saving one, and daring his period of popularity

and office he had incurred great expenses. He now set to

work to repair his fortune by unremitting literary labour.

He brought out in the Presse a series of Confidences, and
somewhat later a kind of autobiography, entitled Raphael,

which treated his own experiences in romantic fashion.

He began and finished several historical works of more or
less importance, the History of the Revolution of 1848, The
History of the Restoration, The History of Turkey, TJie
History of Russia, besides a very large number of small
biographical and miscellaneous works. In 1858 a sub-
scription was opened for his benefit Two years afterwards,
following the example of Chateaubriand, he supervised an
elaborate edition of his own works in forty-one volumes.
This occupied five years, and while he was engaged on it
his wife died (1863). He was now a man of more than
seventy years old ; his powers had deserted him, and even
if they had not the public taste had entirely changed,
and was no longer disposed to welcome or enjoy his
sentimental fashion of handling prose and poetry. His
efforts had not succeeded in placing him in a position of
comfort and independence; and at last, in 1867, the
Government of the empire (from which h^ had perforce
stood aloof, though he never considered it necessary to
adopt the active protesting attitude of Quinet and Victor
Hugo) came forward to his assistance, a vote of twenty
thousand pounds being proposed in April of that year for
his benefit by M. Emile OUivier. In no other country than
France wouid this have been anything but creditable to
both parties, for Lamartine, both as a distinguished man of
letters and as a past servant of the state, had every claim
to the bounty of his country. But the bitter party feeling
which animated the later years of the reign of Napoleon
III. made the grant something of a party matter, and
Lamartine was reproached for accepting it by the extreme
republicans and irreconcilables. He did not enjoy it long,

dying, as has been said, on the 1st of March 1869, two
years before the collapse of the empire.
As a statesman Lamartine was placed during his triet tenure of

office in a position from which it would have been almost impos-
sible for any man who was not prepared and able to play the
dictator to emerge with credit. At no time ia history, not even
in the great revolution of sixty years earlier, were unpractical
crotchets so rife in the heads of men as in 1848, and at no time was
there such an absence of what may be called backbone in a nation
as then in France. But Lamartine could hardly have guided the
ship of state safely even in much calmer weather. Personally he
was amiable and even estimable, the chief fault of his character
being vanity and an incurable tendency towards theatrical ell'ect,

which makes his travels, memoirs, and other personal records as well

as his historical works radically untrustworthy. Hor does it appear
that he had any settled political ideas. He was first an ardent legiti-

mist, then a liberal royalist, then a constitutionalist of an indefinite

type, then a republican ; and it does not appear that any of these

phases was the result of reasoned conviction, but rather of a vague
kind of sentiment and of the contagion of popular and prevalent
ideas. In regard to money he was entirely disinterested, never
obtaining or seeking any lucrative office. That he was quite so

disinterested in the matter of personal vanity and ambition cannot
perhaps be safely affirmed. He did good by moderating the
revolutionary and destructive ardour of the Parisian populace in

1848 ; but he had been perhaps more responsible than any other

single person for bringing about the events of that year by the

vague and frothy republican declamation of his Eistoirc des Giron-

dins. Altogether little more can be said of his political career than

that he was the most striking if not the most successful instance of

the French system, which has prevailed since the downfall of the

first empire, of making literary success a direct road to political

eminence.

More must be said of his literary position. Lamartine had the ad-

vantage of coming at a time when the literary field, at least in the

departments of belles lettres, was almost empty. The feeble school

of descriptive writers, epic poets of the extreme decadence, fabulists,

and miscellaneous verse-makers which the empire had nourished

could satisfy no one, though its members still continued with

unceasing fidelity to copy themselves and their models. Madame
de Stael was dead; Chateaubriand, though alive, was something of

a classic, and had not effected a full revolution. Lamartine did not

himself go the complete length of the romantic revival, but he went
far in that direction. He availed himself of the reviving interest in

legitimism and Catholicism which was represented by Bonald and
Joseph de Maistre, of the nature worship of Rousseau and Bemardiij

de St Pierre, of the sentimentalism of Madame de Stael, of the

mediasvalism and the romance of Chateaubriand and Scott, of tlje

maladie du siicle of Chateaubriand and Bvron. Perhaps if his
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matter bo very closcij analysed it will be founJ that lio aJJed
liardly anytliiug. of his own. lUit if the parts of the niixtme wtrra

like other things the mixture itself was not. It seemed indeed to the
inimediato generation so original that tradition has it that the
Meditations were refused by a publisher because they were in none
of the accepted styles. They appeared, as has be»n said, iii 1820, that

is to say, when Larnartine was nearly thirty years old. The best of

them and the best thing that Larnartine ever did is the famous Lac,
ic'Sv-ribing his return to the little mountain tarn of Le Bourget
after the death of his mistress, with whom he had visited it in other
days. The verse is exquisitely harmonious, the sentiments conven-
tional but refined and delicate, the imagery well chosen and grace-

fully expressed. There is indeed au unquestionable want of vigour,

but to readers of that day the want of vigour was entirely compen-
sated by the presence of freshness and grace. Lamaitine's chief

misfortune in poetry was that not only was his note a somewhat
weak one, but that he could strike but one. The four volumes of
the Meditations, the Harmonics, and the ItccucitlementSf whicb cou-
tiiined the prime of his verse, are perhaps the most monotonous
reading to be found anywhere in work of equal bulk by a poet of
equal talent. They contain nothing but meditati%'e lyrical pieces,

almost any one of which is typical of the whole, though there is of

course considerable variation of merit. The two narrative poems
which succeeded the early lyrics, Jocclyn and the Chute d\oi Angc,
were, according to Lamartine's original plan, parts of a vast "Epic
of the Ages," some further fragments of which survive, especially

one of not a little merit which was published four years after ths
author's death in comp.any with some youthful attempts at the
classical tragedy and a few miscellanea. Jocclyn had at one time
more popularity in England than most French verse. .La Chute
d'un Aiiga, in which the Byronic influence is more obvious than in

any other of Lamartine's works, is more ambitious in theme and less

regulated by scrupulous conditions of delicacy in handling than
most of its author's poetry. It does, however, little more than
prove that such audacities were not for him.
As a- prose \vriter Lamartine was, as may be seen from what has

been said (and many of his works have not been mentioned), very
fertile. His characteristics in his prose fiction and descriptive work
are not very different from those of his poetry. He is always and
everywhere sentimental, though very frequently, as in his shorter

prose tales (rA« Stone Mason of St Point, Grazii't, &c.), he is grace-

ful as well as sentimental. In his histories, the style being one for

which he was radically unfitted, the effect is worse. It has been
hinted that Lamartine's personal narratives are doubtfully trust-

worthy ; indeed wi th regard to his Eastern travels some of the episodes

were stigmatized as mere inventions by persons who had every reason

to be well informed and none to "bear false witness. In his histories

proper the special motive for ejnbellishment—falsification would
be too rough a word—for tho most part disappears, but the habit of

inaccuracy remains. Larnartine as an historian belongs exclusively

to the rhetorical school as distinguished from the philosophical on
the one hand and the documentary on the other.

It is not surprising when these characteristics of jjamartine's work
are appreciated to iind that his fame has declined with singular

rapidity in France. As a poet indeed he had lost. his reputation

many years before he died. He was entirely .eclipsed by the

brilliant and vigorous school wbo succeeded him with Victor Hugo
at their head. It is possible that the Chute d'un Ange was an

effort to compete with them ou their own ground ; if so, it was an
entire failure. I,amartine's power of initiative in poetry was very

small, and the range of poetic ground which he could cover strictly

limited. He did not attempt the great task of the day, the freeing

of the Alexandrine from the restraints imposed upon it, and the devis-

ing or reviving of new lyric jnetres to refresh and invigorate French

poetic style. He could only carry the picturesque sentimentalism of

Rousseau, Bernardin de St Pierre, and Chateaubriand a little further,

and clothe it in language and verse a little less antiquated than that

of ChenedoUe and Millevoy«. He has been said to be a French

Coivper, and the parallel holds good in respect of versification and of

his relative position to the more daringly innovating school that

followed, though not in respect of individual peculiarities. Lamarti ne

in short occupied a kind of half-way house between the 18th century

and the Romantic movement, and he never got any further. When a

living English critic questioned his importance in conversation with

Sainte-Beuve, the answer was, " He is important to us," audit was
a true answer ; but his imnortance is now chiefly historical, even to

Frenchmen.
The already inentioned edition is the most complete one of

Lamartine, but there are many issues of his separate works. Since

his death, besides the poems already mentioned, some Memoircs
Inidits of his youth have been published, and also two volumes of

correspondence. (G. SA.)

LAMB, Chaeles (1775-1834), an original and delight-

ful Englisli essayist and critic, was born in Crown Office

Row, Inner Temple, London, February 10, 1775. His

father, John Lamb, a Lincolnshire man, who filled the

situation of cleTk and servant companion to ifr Salt, ono
of the benchers of the Inner Temple, was successful in
obtaining for Cliarles, the youngest of three children, a
presentation to Christ's Hospital, i;\-here the boy remained
from his eighth to his fifteenth year (17ei'-1760). Here
he was fortunate enough to have for a schoolfellow the
nftcrwarU famous Samuel Taylor Coleridge, his .senior by
rather more than two years, and a close and tender life-long

friendship began which had a singularly great influence ou
the whole of his after career. When the time came for

leaving school, where he had learned some Greek and
acquired considerable facility in Latin composition, Lamb,
after a brief stay at home (spent; as his school holidays
had often been, over old English authors in the library of

Jlr Salt), was condemned to the labours of the desk,—an
"unconquerable impediment" in his speech disqualifying

him for a school exhibition, and thus depriving him of the

only means by which he could have obtained a university

education. For a short time he held a clerkship in the

South Sea House under his elder brother John, and in

1792 he entered the accountant's office in the East India

House, where during the next three and thirty years tho

hundred folios of what he used to call his true " works "

were produced. A dreadful calamity soon came upon him,

which seemed to blight all his prospects in the very morning
of life. There was insanity in the family, which in his

twenty-first year had led to his own confinement for some
weeks in a lunatic asylum ; and, a few months afterwards,

on the 22d of September 179G, his sister Mary, "worn
down to a state of extreme nervous misery by attention to

needlework by day and to her mother by night," was
suddenly seized with acute mania, in which she stabbed

her mother to the heart, The calm self-mastery and loving

self-reuunciation which Charles Lamb, by constitution

excitable, nervous, and timid, displayed at this crisis in

his own history and in that of those nearest him, will, ever

give him an imperishable claim to the reverence and afi"ec-

tion of all who are capable of appreciating the heroisms of

common life. His sister w;as of course immediately placed

in confinement, and with the speedy return of comparative

health came the knowledge of her fatal deed ; himself calm

and collected, he knew how to speak the words of soothing

and comfort. With the help of friends he succeeded in ob-

taining her release from the life-long restraint to which she

would otherwise have been doomed, on the express condition

that he himself should undertake the responsibility for her

safe keeping. It proved no light charge ; for, though no
one was capable of affording a more intelligent or afifec-

tionate companionship than Mary Lamb during her long

periods of health, there was ever present the apprehension

of the recurrence of her malady ; and, when from time to

time the premonitory symptoms had become unmistakable,

there was no alternative but her removal, which took place

in quietness and tears. How deeply the whole course of

Lamb's domestic life must have been affected by his singular

loyalty as a brother need net be pointed out ; for one thing,

it rendered impossible his union with Alice Winterton,

whom he appears to have truly loved, and to whom such

touching reference was made long afterwards in Dream
Children, a Reverie.

Lamb's first appearance as an author was made in the

year of the great tragedy of his life (1796), when there

were published in the volume of Poems on Various Subjects

by Coleridge four sonnets by ' Mr Charles Lamb of the

India House." lu the following year he also contributed

alone with Charles Lloyd some pieces in blank verse to

Coleridge's new volume of Poems. In 1798 he published

a short and pathetic prose tale entitled Posamvnd Gray,

and in 1799 he was associated with Coleridge and Southey

in the publication of the A luiual Anthotoyy, to which he had
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contributeJ a short religious poem in blank verse entitled

"Living without Ood in the World " j the caminny in

which he was thus found brought upon him the irrelevant

and pointless ridicule of Canning and Gillray. Bis next

public appearance was not more fortunate. His John
iCoodvil (1801), a slight dramatic piece written in the style

of the earlier Elizabethan period, an'd containing some
genuine poetry and happy delineation of the gentler

emotions, but as a whole deficient in plot, vigour, and
character, was held up to ridicule by the Edinburgh Jieview

as a specimen of the rudest condition of the drama, a work
by "a man of the age of Thespis." The dramatic spirit,

however, was net thus easily quenched in Lamb. His nest

effort (1806) was a farce, named Mr II., the point of which
lay in the hero's anxiety to conceal his name, " Hogsilesh "

;

it has recently been put upon the boards with success in

America, but in London it did not survive the first night

of its appearance. Its author bore the failure with rare

equanimity and good humour, and soon struck into new
ard more successful fields of literary exertion. In 1807
appeared Talesfounded on the Plays ofShal-espeare, written

lij- Charles and Mary Lamb ; and.in 180.8 Specimens of
£iigUsh Dramatic Poets who lived about ilie time of Shale-

speare, with short but felicitous critical notes. In the same
year Mary Limb, assisted by her brother, also published

Poetryfor Children and a collection of short school-girl tales

u iider the title 3frs Leicester's School ; and to the same date

belongs the Adventtires of Ulysses, designed Ly I,amb as a

companion to the Adventures ofTelemachits. In 1810 began
to appear Leigh Hunt's quarterly periodical. The Reflector,

in which Lamb published much (including the essays on
the tragedies of Shakespeare and on Hogarth) that subse-

quently appeared in the first collective edition of his TTorA-s

{1 vols. 12mo), which appeared in 1818. The establish-

ment of the London Magazine in 1820 stimulated him to

the production of a series of new essays which rose into

instant popularity, and may be said to form the chief

corner-stone in the small but classic temple of his fame.

The first of these, as it fell out, was a description of the

old South Sea House, with which Lamb happened to have

associated the name of a "gay light-hearted foreigner"

(•ailed Elia, who had frequented it in the days of his service

there. The pseudonym adopted on this occasion was

retained for the subsequent contributions which appeared

collectively in a post 8vo volume of Essays in 1823. After

(\ brief career of five years the London Magazine came to

l\n end ; and about the same period Lamb's long connexion

ivith the India House terminated, a pension of about .£450

I'aving been assigned to him. The increased leisure,

1 owever, for which he had long sighed, did not prove

fiWonrable to literary production, which henceforth was

limited to a few trifling contributions to the ]S~ev) MontMy
ard other serials. The malady of his sister, which con-

tinued to increase with ever shortening intervals of relief,

broke in painfully on his lettered ease and comfort ; and it

is nnfortunately impossible to ignore the deteriorating

effects of an over-free indulgence in the use of tobacco and

alcohol on a temperament such as his. His removal on

account of his sister to the quiet of the "onntry, by tending

to withdraw him from the stimulating Society of the large

circle of literary friends who had helped to make his

Wednesday evening " at homes " bo remarkable, doubtless

also tended to intensify his listlessness and helplessness.

One of the brightest elements in the closing years of his life

was the friendship and companionship of Emma Isola, whom
he and his sister had adopted, and whose marriage in 1833

to Mr Moxon, though a source of unselfish joy to Lamb,
left him more than ever alone. ^VhiIe living at Edmonton,
he was overtaken by an attack of erysipelas brought on by
an accidental fall as he was walking on the London road

;

after a few days' illness he painlessly -passed away on
December 27, 1834. The sudden death of one so widely
known, admired, and beloved as Charles Lamb fell on the
public, as well as on his own attached circle, with all the
poignancy of a personal calamity and a private grief.

' His
memory wanted no tribute that affection could bestow, and
Wordsworth has commemorated in simple and solemn verso
the genius, virtues, and fraternal devotion of his early
friend.

In depth of thought and splendour of genius Charles
Lamb was surpassed by not a few of his contemporaries,
tut as an essayist he is entitled to a place beside Montaigne,
Sir Thomas Browne, Steele, and Addison. He unites
many of the characteristics of each of these writers,—refined
wit, exquisite humour, a genuine and cordial vein cf
pleasantry, and heart-touching pathos. His fancy as an'

essayist is distinguished by great delicacy and tenderness;
and even his conceits are imbued with human feeling and
passion. He had an extreme and almost exclusive partiality

for our earlier prose writers, particularly for Fuller, Browne,
and Burton, as well as for the dramatists of Shakespeare's
time ; and the care with which he studied them is apparent
in all he ever wrote.- It shines out conspicuously in his

style, which has an antique air, and is. redolent of the
peculiarities of the 17th century. Its quaintness has
subjected the author to the charge of affectation, but there

is nothing really affected in his writings. His style is not
so much an imitation as a reflexion of the older writers

;

for in spirit he .made himself their contemporary. A
confirmed habit of studying them in preference to modern
literature had made something of their style natural to

him ; and long experience had rendered it not only easy

and familiar but habitual. It was not a masquerade dress

he wore, but the costume which showed the man to jnost

advantage. With thought and meaning, often profound,
though clothed in simple language, every sentence of his

essays is pregnant, and in this respect he bears a strong

resemblance to the writers already named. If he had their

manner, he possessed their spirit likewise. To some of his

essays and specimens we are considerably indebted for the
revival of the dramatic writers of the Shakespearian age

;

for he preceded Gifford and others in wiping the dust of ages

from the works of these authors. In his brief comments
on each specimen he displays exquisite powers of discrimi-

nation ; his discernment of the true meaning of his author

is almost infallible. As a poet Lamb is not entitled to so

high a place as that which can be claimed for the essayist

and critic. His dependence on Elizabethan models is here

also manifest, but in such a way as to bring into all the

greater prominence his native deficiency in " the accom-

plishment of verse." Yet it is impossible, once having

read, ever to forget the tenderness and grace of such verses

as those to Hester Savory and on " The Old FamiUar
Faces," cr the quaint humour of " A Farewell to Tobacco."

As a letter writer also Lamb is entitled to rank very high.

The Letters of Charles Lamb, with a sketch of his life by one of

his executor.-., Sir Thomas Noon Talfourd, .ippeared in 2 vols, in

1837, and Final Menwrials of Charles Lamb, by the same hand,

were published in 1848. Supplementary to these is theilfemoir by
another personal friend B. W. Procter (Barry Cornwall) published

in 1866. See also Fitzgerald's Charles Lamb, his Friends, his

Haunts, and his Bools, 1SG6 ; Cradock's Charles Lamb, 1867 ; and

Carew Hazlitt's Mary and Charles Lamb :. Poems, Letters, and
liemains, 1874. There have been several complete editions of the

}Vorks of Lamb ; of these the fullest as well as most recent is that

of Fitzgerald {Life, Letters, and WrUings of Charles Lamb, 6 vols.,

1870-76).

LAMBALLE, M.uirB TnERfesE LoinsE de Savoie-

Caeignan, Peincesse de (1749-1792), daughter of Louis

Victor of Carignan, was bom at Turin, 8th September 1749.

In 1767 she was married to Stanislaus, prince of Lamballe,

and son of the duke of Penthiivre. After his death ia
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the following year an unsuccessful attempt was mads to

arrange a marriaga between her and Louis XV. She then

retired from the court ; but, having accidentally made the

acquaintance of Marie-Antoinette, she was after the acces-

sion of Louis XVL appointed by the queen superintendent

of the royal household, and enjoyed her closest intimacy

and friendship. In 1792 she shared for a week her

imprisonment in the Temple,' but on the 19th August she

was transferred to La Force, and, having refused the oath

against the monarchy, she was on September 3d delivered

over to the fury of the populace, after which her head was

placed on a pike and carried before the windows of the

imprisoned queen.
See Lescure, La Princesse de Lamhalle, 1869 ; and Fassy, Louise

dc Savoie-Carignan, Princesse de Lamballe, et la Prison de La Force,

1868.

LAMBERT, Johann Heineich (1728-1777), physicist

and mathematician, was born at Mulhausen, Alsace,

August 29, 1728. He was the son of a tailor; and the

slight elementary instruction he obtained at the email free

school of his native town was supplemented altogether by

his own private reading. Having cultivated a good style

of penmanship, he became book-keeper at Montb^liard

ironworks, and subsequently (1745) secretary to Professor

Iselin, the editor of a newspaper at Basel, who three years

later recommended him as private tutor to the family of

President A. von Sails of Coire. Coming thus into virtual

possession of a good library, Lambert had peculiar oppor-

tunities for improving himself in his literary and scientific

studies. In 1759, after completing with his pupils a

lengthened tour of two years' duration through Gottingen,

Utrecht, Paris, Marseilles, and Turin, he resigned his

tutorship and settled at Augsburg. \ Munich, Erlangen,

Coire, and Leipsic became for brief successive inter-

vals his home. Finally in 1764 he removed to Berlin,

where he received many favours at the hand of Frederick,

was elected a member of the Eoyal Academy of Sciences,

• and ultimately (1774) undertook the editing of the

astronomical almanac. On September 25, 1777, he died of

consumption, the natural result of a life spent in excessive

application to all kinds of mental labour. Seventeen hours

diily were devoted by him to reading and writing ; and,

as might have been expected in the case of one who wrote

so much, many of his numerous publications are of little

permanent interest. Not a few, however, are very valu-

able, and show him to have been a man of original and
active mind with a singular facility iu applying mathematics

to practical questions.

Lambert's most important work, Pijromelrie (Berlin, 1779), is a
aystematic treatise on heat, containing the records and full discus-

sion of many of his own experiments. Worthy of special notice
also are Photometria, Augsburg, 1760 ; Insigniores orbitx Come-
tarum proprietates, Augsburg, 1761 ; and Beitrdge sum Gebrauche
der Malhemalik und dcren Anwendung, 4 vols., Berlin, 1765-72.
The Memoirs of the Berlin Academy from 1761 to 1784 contain

many of his papers, which treat of such subjects as resistance of
fluids, magnetism, comets, probabilities, the problem of three bodies,

meteorology, &e. In the Ada Helvetica (1752-60) and in the
Nova Acta Erudita (1763-69) several of his contributions appear.
In Bode's Jahrbuch (1778-80) he discusses nutation, aberration of
light, Saturn's rings, and comets ; in the Nova Acta IMvetica (1787)
he has a long paper "Sur le Son des Corps Elastiques"; in
Bernoulli and Hindenburg's Magazin (1787-88) he treats of the
roots of equations and of parallel lines; and in Hindenburg's
Archives (1798-99) he writes on optics and perspective. Many of
these pieces were found among his effects after his death, and pub-
lished posthumously. Recognized as among the first mathematicians
of his day, he was also widely known for the universa'uty and depth
of his philological and philosophical knowledge. The most
valuable of his logical and philosophical memoirs were published
collectively in 2 vols., 1782. See Huber's Lambert nach scincM
Leben und Wirken.

LAMBERT, John (1619-1694), was born in 1619 at
Calton Hall in the parish of Kirkby Malham, in the West
Riding of Yorkshire. His family was of ancient lineage,

and long settled in the county. He studied at the Inns
of Court, but without making the law his profession. In
1640 he married Frances, daughter of Sir William Lister.

He was present at the great meeting of the Yorkshire
gentry on Heyworth Moor (3d June 1642), and in

September was appointed a captain of horse under
Lieutenant-Colonel Fairfax. He did good service at the
siege of Hull (11th October 1612), at Bradford (5th
March 1644), and at the important engagement at Selby
(10th April 1644). At Marstoa Moor (2d July 1644) ho
commanded part of Sir TJiomas Fairfax's cavalry on the
right wing. He was sent into York to arrange terms for

the surrender of the city, which took place July 16, 1644.
When the " New Model " army was formed in the beginning
of 1645, Colonel Lambert was appointed commissary-
general of the army in the north. He beat the royalists

at Keighley and Ferrybridge, and took several strong places.

He followed Fairfax's campaign in the west of England in

1646, and was a commissioner with Cromwell and others

for the surrender of Oxford in the same year.

When the quarrel between the army and the parliament
began, Lambert threw himself warmly into the army's

cause. He is said by Clarendon to have assisted Ireton in

drawing up the several addresses and remonstrances issued

by the army, both men having had some experience in the

law, and being " of a subtle and working brain." In

August 1647 Lambert was sent as major-general by Fairfax

to take charge of the forces in the northern counties. His
wise and just managing of affairs in those parts is com-

mended by Whitelocke. He displayed personal courage in

suppressing a mutiny among his troops, kept strict disci-

pline, and showed much diligence in hunting down the moss-

troopers who infested the moorland country.

When the Scotch army under- the marquis of Hamilton
invaded England in the summer of 1648, Lambert was

obliged to retreat till Cromwell came up from Wales, and

joining him destroyed the Scotch army in three days'

fighting from Preston to Warrington. Lambert pressed

Hamilton with the cavalry, and took him prisoner at

Uttoxeter, a few days after the battle. He then marched
back into Scotland, where he was left in charge of the

troops. In December 1648 he sat down before Pontefract

Castle, which held out till March 1649. Lambert was thus

absent from London at the time of the violence put upon
the parliament by Colonel Pride, and the other measures

which led to the king's death.

Cromwell, when appointed to the command of the war
in Scotland (26th July 1650), took Lambert with him as

major-general He was wounded at Musselburgh, but was
with Cromwell at Dunbar on the 2d of September, when
the soldiers begged that Lambert might lead them the

next day, and Cromwell willingly gave his consent He
defeated the " Protesters " or " Western Whigs " at Hamil-

ton, on the 1st of December 1650. In the following July

he was sent over into Fife to get a position iu the rear and

flank of the Scotch army near Falkirk, and force them to

decisive action by cutting off their supplies from Perth. A
battle fought at Inverkeithing, with heavy loss to the Scots,

in which Lambert behaved with great gallantry, gave him

the position he required, and he improved it by taking

Inchgarvie and Burntisland. Charles now (as Lambert had

foreseen) made for England. Lambert with the cavalry

was ordered to harass his march down the western shires,

while Cromwell followed through Yorkshire and the Mid-

lands. In the action at Warrington Bridge Lambert again

distinguished himself by his personal courage, and at Wor-

cester also (3d September 1651), where he commanded the

forces on the eastern bank of the Severn, and had his horse

shot under him. Parliament now conferred on him a grant

of lands in Scotland worth XI 000 per annum.
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[a November 1C51 lio was made a commissioner tnseltlc

(de affairs of Scotland, and on tlie death of Ireton he was

appointed lord deputy of Ireland in February 1G52. He
accepted the office with pleasure ; but Lis magnificent pre-

parations offended the Commons, who limited his office to

the term of sis months. Lambert hereupon resigned the

deputyship without entering on its duties.

Notwithstanding this aftVont Lambert took part with

Cromwell in the expulsion of the Rump (20th A[)rii 1653)

and its council of stata He was joined to the lord-general

and two others as additional members of the little parlia-

ment of nominees, making ap the number to one hundred

and forty-four. He presented the act of resignation of

tiiat assembly, and was principally concerned in drawing

up the address requesting Cromwell to assume the protec-

toratB, and the Instrument of Government, which was the

constitution of the Prutectoral rule. At the installation of

Cromwell he bore a prominent pirt. In the parliament

of 1654, and again in 1656, Lambert (or Lord Lambert as

he is now generally called) sat as member for the West
Riding of Yorkshire. When the proposal' to declare Oliver

king was started in parliament (February 1C57) he at once

declared strongly against it. A hundred offices headed

by Fleetwood and Lambert waited on the Protector, and

begged him to put a stop to the proceedings, Lambert
was not convinced by Cromwell's arguments, and Cromwell

and he henceforward never spoke to each other as friends.

On his refusal to take the ofiicial oath of allegiance to the

Protector, Cromwell deprived him of his commissions,

giving him, however, a pension of £2000 a year. He
retired to his house and garden at Wimbledon, and
appeared uo more in public during Oliver Cromwell's

lifetime.

On the accession of Pachard he seems to have expected

the first place in the army, but was not unwilling to be

second to Fleetwood. The Protector was between two

parties—the court party, who wished to hold to the " Peti-

tion and Advice," and the army party or Wallingford House

party, who, whilst supporting Richard as Protector, wished

to put the control of the army into stronger hands. Richard

saw that to deliver up the power of the sword was to abdi-

cate, and refused to make Fleetwood genera'. Lambert

was elected for Pontefract in Richard's parliament, and

took part with the republican malcontents who soon com-

bined with Wallingford House. Councils of officers were

held, which Lambert, though holding no commission, was

invited to attend. They determined to stand by the " good

old cause "and to demand the .dissolution of the parliament

as being too full of monarchical and Presbyterian notions

—in fact, to put the civil power aside and setup a military

government in its stead. The Protector dissolved parlia-

ment (22d April 1659). The ofScers, unable to rule with-

out a parliament, restored the Piump as representing the

Commonwealth (7th May 1659). Richard's Protectorate

had practically ended with his parliament, and he now laid

down the show of royalty. Sir George Booth and Sir

Thomas Middleton headed a royalist rising in Cheshire,

which Lambert put down after a sharp encounter near

Chester. He promoted a petition from his army that

Fleetwood might be made lord-general and himself major-

general. The republican party in the house took offence.

The Commons (12th October 1659) cashiered Lambert,

Desborough, and other officers, and retained Fleetwood's

commission as chief of a military council of seven, re-

publicans of the old sort. Lenthall, the apeaker, was to

give his orders to the army. On the next day (13th

October) Lambert caused' tlie doors of the House to be

shut and the members kept out. On the 26th a " com-

iiittee of eafety" was appointed, of which Lambert was
a member. He was also appointed major-general of all

the forces in England and Scotland, Fleetwood being
general. . Lambert was now sent with a largo force to
meet Monk, who was in command of the English forces in
Scotland, and either negotiate with him or force him to
terms. Monk, however, declared for the liberty and
authority of parliament, and set his army in motion south-
ward. The committee of safety was obeyed no more than
the Rump had been. The soldiers themselves cried out
for the restoration of parliament, and on the 26th o£

December the Rump was recalled to restore some appear-
ance of lawful authority.

Meanwhile the bulk of Lambert's army was dissolved by
the mere appearance of Lord Fairfax in arms on Marston
Moor, and he was kept in suspense by Monk's deceits and
delays, till his whole army fell from him, and he came
back to town almost alon^ Monk marched unopposed to

London, and declared for a " free parliament." The
•" excluded " Presbyterian members were recalled. Lam-
bert was sent to the Tower (3d JIarch 1660), from which
he escaiied a month later (Olh April 1660). He tried to

rekindle the civil war in favour of the Commonwealth,
but was speedily recaptured, and sent back to the Tower
(24th April). On the Restoration he, along with Vane,

was exempted from danger of life by an address of both

Houses to the king. The next parliament (1662) brought

a charge of high treason against them. Vane was beheaded,

but Lambert was spared, and remained in custody in the

island of Guernsey for the remainder of his life. He died

at the age of seventy-five, in 1694.

Lambert would have left a better name in history if he

had been a Cavalier. His genial, ardent, and excitable

nature, easily raised and easily dei)ressed, was more akin

to the royalist than the puritan spirit. Vain and sometimes

overbearing, as well as ambitious, he believed that Crom-
well could not stand without him, and, when Cromwell was

dead, he imagined himself equal to succeed him, and
thought that the first place must be his by right. Yet his

ambition was less selfish than that of Monk. Lambert is

accused of no ill faith, no want of generosity, no cold and
calculating policy. Lambert was not merely r. •'•Idier.

He was an able writer and speaker, and an accomplished

negotiator, and took pleasure in quiet and domestic pursuits.

He learnt his love of gardening from Lord Fairfax, who
was also his master in the art of war. He painted flowers,

besides cultivating them, and incurred the blame of Mrs
Hutchinson by "dressing his flowers in his garden and

working at the needle with his wife and his maids." He
made no special profession of religion ; but no imputation

is cast upon bis moral character by his detractors. It has

been said that he became a Roman Catholic before his

death. ^
_

(f. w. c.*)

LAMBESE, or Lambessa, the ancient Lamhsssa and the

Tazzut or Teszulet of the natives, is situated in the French

province of Constantine in Algeria, about 6 miles east of

Batna. The modern village is well known for its great

convict establishment (founded about 1850) ; and the

remains of the Roman town, and more especially «' the

Roman camp, in spite of the wanton vandalism to which

they have been more than once subjected since their

discovery, are among the most interesting in northern

Africa. The ruins W the town are situated on the lower

terraces of the Jebel Aures, and consist of triumphal arches,

temples, aqueducts, and an immense quantity of ordinary

masonry evidently belonging to private houses. To the

north and east lie extensive cemeteries with the stones still

standing in their original alignments; to the west is a

similar area from which, however, the stones have been

largely removed for building the modern village. Of the

temples the most noteworthy are those to iEsculapius and

Health (Salus), and to Isis and Serapis. About two-thirda.
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of a mile from tbe town on tte level ground of the plain of

Batna stands the camp. It measures 16-10 feet from north

to south by li76 feet from east to west, and in the middle

rise the ruins of a pra^torium. This noble building is 92

feet long by 60 feet broad and 49 feet high ; its southern

facade has a splendid peristyle half the height of the wall,

consisting of a front row of massive Ionic columns and an

engaged row of Corinthian pilasters. The ruins of both

city and camp have yielded a rich harvest of inscriptions

(Renier edited 1500, and there are 4185 in the Corpus

Iiucr. Lai., vol. viii.); and, though a very large proportion

ire epitaphs of the barest kind, the more important

pieces supply a fair outline of the history of the place.

I,aTnbaBs.a was emphatically a military foundation. The camp of

tlie third legion (Legio HI. Augusta), to which it owes its origin,

appears to liave been established between 123 and 129 A.D., in the

time of Hadrian, whose address to his soldiers was found inscribed

on a pillar in a second camp to the west of the great camp still

extant. By 166 mention is made of the decurions of a viciis, 10

curia of which are known by name ; and the vicus became a muni-

cipium probably at the time when it was made the capital of the

newly founded province of Numidia. The legion was removed by
Gordianus, but restored by Valerianus and GiUienus ; and its final

departure did not take place till after 392. The town soon after-

wards declined. It never became the seat of a bishop, and no
Christian inscriptions have been found among the ruins.

See Bruce ; Peysonnel ; L. Renier, Inscriptions roTnaines de IWgene, Paris,

1855; Gustav Wilmann, "Die Riim. Lacerstadt Afiikas," in Commeiitationes

phil. in honorem Th. Afonimseni, lierlin, 1877 ; Pluyfair, Trarels in Ific Footslfps

of Bruce, London, 1877, A ground pla- of the ruins is given in Mem. des Anli^.

di France, torn. xxl.

LAMBETH. See London.
LAMECH, '^9?, is a name which appears in each of the

antediluvian genealogies. Gen. iv. 16-24 and Gen. v. In

the first he is a descendant of Cain, and through his three

sons father of the several avocations of early civilization
;

in the latter he is father of Noah. In each case, though

in different senses, he marks the close of the first epoch of

the world's history. Since the publication of Buttmann's

Mythologus .it has come to be generally recognized that

the two genealogies terminating in Lamech are divergent

forms of a single list The parallelism of the two is not

confined to the identical names, Lamech and Enoch.

Methuselah {MaOova-oKa) not Methusael is the true reading

of the LXX. in Gen. iv. 18, and there are some textual

grounds for thinking that in the same verse Mehujael has

displaced ah older reading Mahalaleel. Kainan again is

closely akin to Cain, and there is also a less close resem-

blance between Jared and Irad, while Enos (Enosh) and

Adam both mean man. Thus the two series beginning

with Enosh and Adam and ending in Lamech do not vary

more than is often the case with different recensions of

ancient name lists. See especially Lagarde, Orientalia, ii.

33 sq. Again it has been pointed out, especially by

Wellhausen, Jalirb. / D. Theol., 1876, p. 400 sq., that

Gen. iv. 16-24 is in its original conception quite distinct

from the history of the curse of Cain (Gen. iv. 1-15), and

offers the history of the beginnings of existing civilization

{verse 20 sq.), not of a civilization extinguished by the

flood ; and the continuation of this narrative is plausibly

Bought in the history of the tower of Babel, according to

which the human race entered Babylonia from the east

(comp. iv. 16 with xi. 2), whereas the movements of the

eons of Noah start from Ararat. On this view we are to

suppose that the oldest literary source of the Hebrew history

of the origins of our race ignored the flood, and traced the

beginnings of city life to a land east of Eden (Nod), which

has no place in later geography, and of which Cain was

the first settler. Lamech is a descendant of Cain, under

whose sons the difl'erent special avocations of a very primi-

tive civilization differentiate themselves. The mass of the

people are tent dwellers and shepherds, their "father" or

the patron of their occupation being Jabal ; but the arts are

also developed in two branches, the " father "'of minstrelsy

being Jubal, while the art of metallurgy is traced l-zck to

Tubal Cain (LXX. simply ©o/9tA). The etymologies of the

proper names throw little light on this interesting concep-
tion ; that of Lamech is quite obscure,^ and the names of

the sons, if they are Semitic, may be all derived from the
root by, expressing the notion of " offspring." It is indeed
conceivable that some of the names are of non-Semitic
origin ; tiipdl in Persian and Turkish means bronze, and
the nation of Tubal was known to the Hebrews for bronze-

work (Ezek. xxvii. 13), which v/ould go well enough with
the fact that Kayn in Arabic means a smith. But on the
other hand the wives and daughters of Lamech, as well as

the other two sons, have names that point naturally Ui

Hebrew roots, so that it is very doubtful how far one is

entitled to press these foreign analogies in explaining what
is certainly one of the oldest Hebrew traditions.

What we read in Genesis of Lamech and his race seems
to be a mere fragment of au older and more copious tradi-

tion. He has two wives—Adah C^^Vi " ornament " ?), a

name which reappears in Gen. xxxvi. in the genealogy of

the Edomites, and Zillah ('^(V, "ehadow"). Evvald give's

to these names a mythological colour by making Adah
mean "aurora" (Arabic ghadut) in contrast to Zillah,

"shadow"; but in that case we should expect the LXX.
to transcribe the word by FaSa not A8a, as Irad is rendered

FaiSaS. At the same time the unquestionable occurrence

of names of gods in the Edomite genealogy where Adah
recurs favours the view that something of the same sort

may be found in Gen. iv. 10 sq. On the other hand it is

certainly important that the sons of Lamech form two
brotherhoods (verse 21) divided by their maternal descent.

The fathers of pastoral life and minstrelsy stand apart

from the father of metallurgy and his sister Naamah.
Handicraft especially in metals is generally practised by
foreigners among the Semitic nomads, so that Tubal

Cain may very well represent another race, such as the

non-Semitic people which introduced metallurgy in

Chald^a according to Assyriologists. The name Naamah
("gracious") is so plainly akin to the divine name Naamau
(No'man, Adonis) that we can scarcely refuse to compare

what is said of her brother with the Phoenician legend in

Philo Byblius (Euseb., Pr. Ev., I. x. 9) of two brothers,

inventors of iron and iron-working, of whom one named
Chrysor was skilled in sayings, incantations, and divina-

tion, and was worshipped as a sort of Phoenician Hephaestus.

The details of Phoenician legend, however, in this a^ in

other cases, are widely divergent from the Bible story.

The savage " sword song " of I,amech is unique in the

Bible, and breathes the true spirit of the desert :

—

Adah and Zillah, hear my voice

;

Ye wives of Lamech, give ear unto mj speech.

I slay a man for a wound,
A young man for a stroke

;

For Cain's vengeance is sevenfold,

But Laraech's seventyfold and seven.

In the other form of the genealogy the line of Lamech is

dissociated from the guilty Cain and leads up to Noah.

This form of the tradition is much more recent, belonging

to the Levitical or priestly narrator. Its chief importance

is that it shows how inseparably Lamech and his genealogy

were connected with the ancestry of the Hebrew race.

LAMEGO, a town in the district of Vizeu in the pro-

vince of Beira, Portugal, is situated 6 miles south of the

Douro, and about 50 miles east of Oporto. As the seat of

a bishop, it contains a Gothic cathedral, a part of which is

referred to the 14th century. One of the churches was

' The conjectures and supposed parallels offered by Ewili

{Geschichte, i. 382, 391; Jahrb. vi. 2) and Movers (i. 475 sj.] offer

no safe basis for speculation. G. Smith {Chaldxan Genesis, eh. xvii.>.

proposes to identify the name with the Accadiin Dumugu aud Lamga,
" moon."
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formerly a Moorish mosque, and, tbougli intrinsically com-

monplace, enjoyed for a long time an undeserved fame as

the meeting place of tlie cortes said to have been convened

in 1143 or 1144 by Alphonso Henriquez, the fii-st king of

Portugal, to settle the royal succession and to determine the

laws of the country. But within the last forty years it has

been pretty clearly demonstrated tiiat no such cortes ever

met. To archaiologists the ancient bath preserved at Lamego
will aflford more interest than the old Moorish castle, which

crowns the hill on which the city stands. Numbers of

swine are reared in the neighbourhood, which furnish the

well-known Lisbon hams. The old name of Lamego was
Lama or Lamacreni. Under the Moors, who were driven

out in 1038 by Perdinand of Castile, it was a leading city.

The population in 1878 was 8383.

LAMENNAIS, Hugues F^licit^ Robert de (1782-
1854), French theologian, philosopher, and political writer,

was born at St Malo in Britanny. His father, Pierre

Louis Robert, merchant and shipowner, had been ennobled

by Louis XVL because of aid to royal naval armaments
and for importing and selling corn at easy prices in a time

of public distress. His property of La Mennais, with the

feudal prefix De, gave him a new surname. His wife

was as noted for her saintly temper as her humane husband
for scepticism. The deatli of his mother and his father's

bankruptcy deprived young Lamennais early of regular

education. An eccentric uncle got charge of him, and for

years the freedom of this uncle's library was all his training.

His elder brother Jean, priest, educationist, and author, had
taught him the elements of Latin, and by his own further

efforts he comprehended Livy at ten. Well read in Rousseau
at twelve, he criticized religion so adroitly with the parish

priest that he could not be admitted to communion. In
1796 he sent a discourse combating modern philosophy to

tt provincial academy. He visited Paris with his father

next year, where he wrote democratic letters to the news-

papers. On his return he joined his brother for study at

a house near Dinan called La Chenaie, built by their

maternal grandfather. Greek, Latin, Hebrew, modern
languages, the church fathers, the controversialists, and
historians occupied him. Religious struggle, and an intense

melancholy, aided it may be by the malkeureuse passion

which he is said to have suffered from, account for the fact

that he was twenty-two before taking his first communion,
though in direct preparation for the clerical life.

In 1808 his hand found its proper work. His Kejiexioiis

on the Slate of the Church during (he ISlh CenUiry and on
the Actual Situation, published anonymously at Paris, was
the first important theological stand made against the

materialistic philosophy v^hich had its apotheosis in im-
perialism. Napoleon's police seized the book as dangerously
ideological, with its eager recommendation of religious

revival and active clerical organization. It awoke the ultra-

montane spirit which has played so great a part since in

the politics of churches and states. But Lamennais was
not yet ready for the contest. Pious exaltation of spirit

was his prevailing mood, as is shown by his translation

next year of the Spiritual Guide of the ascetic Blosius.

Indeed, to the end of his life there is recurrence to what
may be called poetic religious feeling, one of his latest reliefs

from the storms of political struggle being a translation
of the Gospels. In 1811 he took the tonsure, but shortly
after became teacher of mathematics in the seminary founded
by his brother at St Jlalo. Theological politics had large
discussion after the concordat of 1802, by which the Gal-
ilean Church was ro-established ; and the brothers' joint
work, Tradition iipon the Institution of Bishops, which was
published a few days after the restoration, condemns the
Galilean principle which allowed bishops to be created
irrespective of the pope's sanction.

The revival of the Bourbon monarchy drew Lamennais
to Paris, and the Hundred Days sent him to exile. The
abb(5 Caron gave him work in his school for French exiles

in London ; and he also became tutor at the house of Lady
Jerningham, whose first impression of him as an imbecile

changed into friendship. In 1815 he returned with the

ahhi to Paris, where his seeming fatuity cost him much
misery as a seminarist of St Sulpice ;. but with Caron's aid,

whom he called his spiritual father, he took full sacerdotal

ordination next year, though with reluctance, as a letter

to his sister shows. He enjoyed much peace with his

friend at the Maison des Feuillantes, and finished there the
first volume of his great work, the JSssat/ on Indifference

in, the Matter of Religion. Published in 1817, it affected

Europe like a spell. Since Bossuet no clergyman wielded
such power as he gained at a blow. He denounced tolera-

tion, and advocated a Catholic restoration to belief. The
right of private judgment, introduced by Descartes and
Leibnitz into philosophy and Bcience, by Luther into

religion, and by Rousseau and the Encyclopedists into

politics and society, had, he contended, terminated in prao
tical atheism and spiritual death. Ecclesiastical authority,

founded on the absolute revelation delivered to the Jewish
people, but supported by the universal tradition of all

nations, ho proclaimed to be the sole hope of regenerating

the European communities. In 1824 the fourth volume
completed the work, and the Defence of the same date indi-

cates the violent opposition he met with, not only from his

natural enemies, the lovers of personal freedom in thought,
science, and politics, sacred or civil, but from the Gallican

bishops and monarchists, because he argued that all authority

rests in the Holy See, and from his ultramontane friends,

because he dared to support the Christian revelation by an
analysis of human, or, as they considered, profane tradition.

Meanwhile Lamennais had become journalist on the
Conservateur, with Chateaubriand, De Bonald, and De
Villt;le for his fellows in essentially political work. WJiea
in 1820 De Villele became the chief of the ultras, or friends

of absolute monarchy, Lamennais, who was not the mon-
archist they thought him, left the Coyiservalettr with other
contributors, named "the incorruptibles," and in the
Drapeau Blanc and in the Memorial Catholique he opposed
his previous comrade. His principles compelled him to

draw a firm line as to the divine right of even legitimate

kings, especially in connexion with church supremacies. In
1823 he was before the tribunals for an article in the

Drapeau Blanc. He went to Rome in 1824, and Pope
Leo. XII., his admirer, oflferedhim the cardinal's hat, which
he refused. On his return he published Keligion in its

Relations to Civil and Political Order, the first volume of

which was a picture of the religious state of France, and the

second an attack on the competence of the assembly of the

clergy in 1682 to decree the liberties of the Gallican Church.

The law accepting these liberties, Lamennais was summoned
before the state courts, and with all France keenly interested

was condemned to pay a fine. From this time he broke

with the legitimists and the liberals, and Rome became to

him the only seat of the social oroblem. His ideal was a

pure theocracy.

But in the Progress of (he Revolution and War against

the Church the element of popular political liberty began

to appear, modifying such infallibility of the head of the

church as deposing of princes and dispensing with oaths of

allegiance taken by their subjects implied. The revolution

of 1830 increased his popular leanings, and in the journal

L'Avenir, which he founded in September with the mottoes
" God and Liberty," " The Pope and the People," theories

strange to ultramontanism were broached. V/ith Lacor-

daire, Montalembert, Gerbet, and other disciples, he de-

manded rights of local administration, enlarged sufl'rage,
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universal and equal freedom of conscience, of instruction, of
meeting, and of the press. Methods of worship were to
be criticized, improved, or abolished, and all in absolute
submission to papal spiritual but not temporal authority.
The Jesuits and the prelates grew alarmed, and "the modern
Savonarola" was denounced to Gregory XVI. On their
spiritual obedience the writers of L'Avenir were ordered to
suspend the journal, which they did (1831), and Lamennais,
Lacordaire, and Montalembert set out for Rome to get the
papal pardon and blessing. They were not received, and
" Catiline departed," to be overtaken by a bitter encyclical
letter at Munich from the pope condemning the new doc-
trines. So interested was Gregory in the questions raised
that under an assumed name he published a work of refu-
tatioa To his demand of submission Lamennais signed
obedience, with a saving clause as to his country and
humanity. The iron had entered his soul, and deeply
wounded he retired to La Chenaie, the scene of his youth-
ful inquiries and memories. His genius had turned tlie

entire Christian church against him, and those whom he
fought for so long, the ultramontanes, were the fiercest of
all his opponents. The famous Words of a Believer
appeared in 1834, and his final rupture witli the church
took place. " Small in size but immense in its perversity,"
was the pope's criticism in a new encyclical letter. A
traciate of aphorisms, it has the vigour and sacred breathing
of a Hebrew prophet.

Henceforth Lamennais is the apostle of the people alone.
The Afairs of Borne and the Ills of the Chnrch and Society
came from old habit of religious discussions rather than
from his real mind of 1837, or at most it was but a last

word. Modern Slatery, The Book af the People, Politics

for the People, two volunies of articles from the journal of

the extreme democracy, Le Monde, are titles of works which
show that he has arrived among the missionaries of liberty,

equality, and fraternity, and he soon gets a share of their

martyrdom. The Country and the Government caused him
n year's imprisonment in Ste Pelagie. He struggled
through difficulties of lost friendships, limited means, and
personal illnesses, faithful to the last to his hardly won
dogma of the sovereignty of the people, and, to judge by
his contribution to Louis Blanc's Review of Political Pro-
gress, was ready for something like communism. He was
named president of the " Society de la Solidarity repub-
licaine," which counted half a million adherents in fifteen

days. The Revolution of 1848 had his sympathies, and
he started Le Pevple Constiluant, but was compelled to

stop it on 10th July, complaining that silence was for the

poor ; but again he was at the head of La Revolution

Democratiqne et Socictle, which also succumbed. He
managed his own publications ; and pamphlets without
number, and at intervals volumes of Melanges, kept his

influence fresh and his republican aims to the front as much
as possible. la the constituent assembly he sat on the left

till the coup d'etat of Napoleon III. in 1851 put an end
to all hopes of popular freedom. While deputy he drew
up a constitution, but it was rejecied as too radical. A
translation of Dante chiefly occupied him till his death in

the fourth year of the second empire. He refused to be

reconciled to the church, and was buried at Pfere La Chaise

without funeral rites, according to his own directions,

mourned for by a countless concourse of democratic and
other admirers.

During the most diflBcult time of his republican period

he had one resource by which to find solace for his intellect

from the noise of daily politics. From 1841 till 1846 he

was engaged on the work which will remain longest as

evidence of his thinking power and of his clear brilliant

style, his Sketch of a Philosophy. Of the four volumes,

the third, which is an exposition of art as development

from the necessities and aspirations of the temple, stands
preemment. The rest of the work somewhat answers to
the modest title of the book. Some papers which he wished
to be published intact after his death were kept back by
the religious zeal of his brother and sister, but in 1855
and afterwards till 1859' six volumes appeared under the
care of Eraile Forgues. Blaize, the nephew of Lamennais,
disputed various rights with Forgues, and in his biography
of liis uncle he questions facts in the account of the life

prefixed by the editor to tlie Posthumous Works. But the
whole matter is of private rather than public interest,
afi"ecting the position of Lamennais in little degree.

Tlic complote works have been published twice at Paris, in 12
Tolunies, 1836-37, and in 11 volumes by Pagncire, 1844 sq. Neither
edition is anything like eomplete, but that of I'agncrre is the more
so. Besides the biographical matter given by i'oigues and Blaizo
as preface—the former to the Posthumous Works, tlie latter to the
Unedited Works, Sainte-Beuve has Lamennais as one of his skilful
Portraits Contemporains, Castille has hira among the Portraits
fioliliqu's aii dix-ncuviitne sieele, and George Sand's thoughts of
" the Breton " can be read in French AtUhors at Home. Kobiiiet,
Gerbet, and Regnault may be selected from many others who give
personal details. Querard's Les Svpercheries Littcraires DevoiUes,
article " La Mcnnais," will give ample introduction to all that is

known of the author'a works, and of the works connected with
him- (T. SL)

LAMENTATIONS. Book of. The Old Testament book
of Lamentations bears in Hebrew Bibles the superscription
iip'X, "Ah how !" tlie opening word of the first chapter,
and also of chaps, ii. and iv. The Talmud, however, and
Jewish writers in general call it the book of nu'i?, "elegies"
or "dirges,"! of which the Septuagint iitXo ®p^voi and the
Latin Lamentationes or Lamenta are translations. The
fuller title Lamentationes Jeremix Prophets:, Lamentations

of Jeremiah, expresses the ancient tradition as to the
authorship of the book. It is found in the Syriac and in

some MSS. of the LXX., e.g., in K, but not in A and B

;

and the shorter anonymous form is undoubtedly older.

The dirges which make up the book are five in number,
and the first four are alphabetical acrostics,—successive

verses in chaps, i., ii., iv., or successive sets of three verses

in the case of chap, iii., beginning with successive letters of

the alphabet. The last chapter has twenty-two verses, liko

chaps i., ii., and iv., but is not an acrostic.

It is noteworthy that in chaps, ii., iii., and iv. the letter Ft (a)
precedes 'Ayin (V), contrary to the ancient and established order
common to the Hebrew alphabet with its Greek and Latin deriva-
tives, in which O stands for V. The sense shows that this irregu-

larity is not due to a transposition of the original order of the verses,

while the fact that the same transposition occurs three times makes
it plain that the deviation from the common order is not due to

want of skill to make the acrostic perfect, but rests on a variation

in the order of the alphabet as used by the author. Thus it has
not unnaturally been argued by Thenius that chap, i., which takea

the alphabet in the common order, must have a ditierent author from
chaps ii.-iv. ; but it is quite as probable that in chap, i., as Ewald
suggests in the 2d ed. of hisDt'cAter, p. 326, ver. 16 originally followed

Ter. 17, and was transposed to reduce the acrostic to the usual form.

!yi the other chapters the sense forbade such transposition.

The subject of the five dirges is not the death of an

individual ; they refer to a national calamity—the widow-

hood of Jerusalem and the overthrow of the Judsean state

by the Chaldseans. But the examples of Amos v. 1, 2,

Jer. ix. 19 [18], Ezek. xii., show that they are not less pro-

perly called dirges on that account ; the lamentations of

Israel over the desolation of Zion, the agonies of the last

desperate struggle and the extinction of national existence,

appropriately took a form modelled on the death -wail sung

by "cunning women" (Jerem. ix. 17) and poets "skilful

of lamentation" (Amos v. 16) at the wake (7?^) of the

illustrious dead. Among the Hebrews, as among other

primitive peoples, this type of poetry was much cultivated,

• This name, as will appear below, is perhaps as old as the book ol

Chronicles, and is the Hebrew title known to Jerome (Prdl, <?W.).
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and reached great artistic perfection at an early date, as

appears from David's elegy on Saul and Jonathan ; and

as it was practised by persons of special skill, whose

services were engaged by the relatives of the dead, it

naturally assumed a certain formal and even artificial

character. This accounts for the use in our book of the

elaborate acrostic form, which to our minds seems little

Buitcd for such composition. We are not to think of these

dirges as an unstudied eifusion of natural feeling, but as

carefully elaborated poems in which every element of pity

and terror which the subject supplied is brought forward

with conscious art to stir the minds of the hearers. It is

far from improbable that the Lamentations were originally

•composed, as Ewald suggests, for a solemn act of mourning

in which the captive or fugitive Israelites united, and we
know that they ultimately took their place in the ritual

of the great day of mourning, the ' 9th of Ab, when the

synagogue still celebrates the fall of the temple.^ The fast

or weeping of the fifth month (Ab) was already an old

usage in the time of Zechariah (vii. 3), and it is quite

possible that the ritual use of the book of Lamentations

goes back to the early days of this ancient custom. Such
considerations meet the difficulty which has sometimes been

felt in supposing a single author to have written a whole
series of elegies on the fall of Jerusalem. In a solemn and

formal ceremony of mourning the repetition of the same
theme in successive songs of lamentation is only natural.

These observations do not of course prove the unity of the

book, but they add force to the arguments for unity derived

from the plan and language of the whole, and urged by
critics, like Ewald and Xagelsbach, who are not influenced

by the tradition which makes Jeremiah the author. The
evidence for unity of authorship, it may be at once ob-

served, applies most forcibly to the first four chapters,

which are also connected by their acrostic form, and espe-

cially by the peculiarity in the order of the alphabet already

alluded to as still found in chaps, ii., iii., and iv., and
perhaps at one time found even in chap. i.

The first elegy commences with a picture of the distress of Zion
during ami after the siege (i. 1-11), Jerusalem, or the people of

Judah, being figured as a widowed and dishonoured princess. Then
in the latter half of the poem she herself takes up the lameutation,

describes her grievous sorrow, confesses the righteousness of

Jehovah's anger, and invokes retribution on her enemies. In the

second chapter the desolation of the city and the horrors of the

siege are again rehearsed and made more bitter by allusion to the
joy of the enemies of Israel. The cause of the calamity is national

sin, which false prophets failed to denounce while repentance was
still possible, and now no hope remains save in tears and supplication

to stir the compassion of Jehovah for the terrible fate of his people.

The third elegy takes a personal turn, and describes the affliction

of the individual Israelite or of the nation under the type of a

single individual under the sense of Jehovah's just but terrible

indignation. But even this aflliction is a wholesome discipline.

It draws the heart of the singer nearer to his God in penitent

» self-examination, sustained by trast in Jehovah's unfailing mercy,
which shows itself in the continued preservation of His people

through all their woes. From the lowest pit the voice of faith

calls to the Redeemer, and hears a voice that says, "Fear not."

Jehovah will yet plead the cause of His people, and so in the

closing verses the accents of humble entreaty pass into a tone of

confident appeal for just vengeance against the oppressor. In the

fourth acrostic the bitter sorrow again bursts forth in passionate

wailing. The images of horror imprinted on the poet's soul during
the last months of Jenisalem's death-struggle and in the flight that

followed' are painted with more ghastly detail than in the previous

chapters, and the climax is reached when the singer describes the

capture of the king, "the breath of our nostrils, the anointed of

Jehovah, of whom, we said, ' Under his shadow we shall live among
the nations.' " The cup of Israel's sorrow is filled up. The very
completeness of the calamity is a proof that the iniquity of Zion
has met with full recompense. The day of captivity is over, and
the wrath of Jehovah is now ready to pass from His people to visit

the sins of Edom, the most merciless of its foes.

Thus far there is both unity and progress in the thought.

' See Mas. SdpJierlm. chap, xviiii, and the notes in Jliill'er's edition,

Leipsic, 1S73.

Behind the division into four acrostics lies a larger grouping in
three sections, each of which begins with the elegiac HD'K, followed
by a representation in increasing detail of the great calamity, and
passes on through the thought of Jehovah's righteousness to hope,
which, as in Psalm cxxxvii., finds its characteristic culmination and
point of rest in the assurance of righteous vengeance. The central
section (chaps, ii. and iii.) is the most subdued in tone, and sounds
the profoundest depths of religious feeling, while the opening sec-

tion presents the thcmo in its broadest unity, under the form of
personification, and is balanced in chap. iv. by the surging flood
of an anguish which pours itself forth all the more unreservedly
that it contains the seeds of hoiie.

The fifth chapter, which takes the form of a prayer, does not
follow the scheme common to the three foregoing sections. Tho
elegy proper must begin with the utterance of grief for its own
sake. Here on the contrary the first words are a petition, and the
picture of Israel's woes comes in to support the prayer. The point

of rest too is charged, and the chapter closes under the sense of con-

tinued wrath. The centre of the singer's feeling no longer lies in

the recollection of the last days of Jerusalem, but in the long con-

tinuance of a di\nne indignation which seems to lay a measureless

interval between the present afflicted state of Israel and those happy
days of old which are so fresh in the recollection of the poet in the

first four chapters. The details too are drawn less from one crown-

ing misfortune than from a continued state of bondage to the

servants of the foreign tjTant (ver. 8), and a continued series of

insults and miseries. And with this goes a change in the conscious-

ness of sin :
" Our fathers h.ave sinned, and are not ; and we have

borne their iniquities " (ver. 7 ; compare Zech. i. 2-6, and similar

complaints in very late psalms). These diflferences, combined with

the absence of the acrostic form, suggest that the chapter may be a

later addition. It may be noted also that in ver. 6 the community
which joins in the prayer has humiliating relations to Assyiia
(SjTia ?) on the one hand and to Egypt on the other, which seems
to imply that it dwells in Palestine,—a situation to which the com-
plaint that strangers possess its land and houses, that the weak
remnant of Israel is in constant danger from Bedouin incursions

(ver. 9), and the picture of the foxes that walk among the ruins of

Zion, may also point, -iloreover, the fact that tho book has five

parts, like the Psalter and the Pentateuch, makes it very conceivable

that it received its present form after the Pentateuch was complete,

that is, after the time of Ezra. The linguistic arguments for the

Unity of the book (most fully stated by Nagelsbach, p. xvi.) seem to

break down as regards chap. v.

According to a tradition which passed unquestioned

among Jews and Christians till recent times, the author of

the whole book is the prophet Jeremiah. To estimate the

value of this tradition, we must trace it back as far a?

possible. A note prefixed to the Septuagint translation

says that, "after Israel was taken captive and Jerusalem

laid waste, Jeremiah sat down and wept, and sang this

elegy over Jerusalem." This note may very possibly have

stood in the Hebrew copy of the translator, but it certainly

cannot be regarded as part of the original text, and it does

not bring the tradition within three hundred years of the

age of Jeremiah. Another argument bearing on the

authority of the tradition has regard to the original place

of the book in the Old Testament canon. In Hebrew

Bibles the Lamentations stand among the Hagiographa,

forming one of the five Megilloth or small books written

on separate rolls for liturgical use on separate occasions.

In the common order of printed Hebrew Bibles the book

stands third among the Megilloth, because in the order of

the ecclesiastical year the solemnity of the 9th of Ab was

the third annual occasion at which a Megillah was used

(see Canticles, vol. v. p. 32). In the Septuagint and

Syriac, on the other hand, the Lamentations are attached

to the book of Jeremiah, Baruch intervening in the former

version ; and it has been often supposed that this was the

older arrangement,—that is, that even in Hebrew copies the

book originally formed an appendix to Jeremiah, and was

afterwards separated for liturgical reasons. The argument

for this view turns on the fact that side by side with the

Talmudic enumeration of twenty-four Old Testament books,

agreeably to the present Hebrew arrangement, there was

another enumeration which gave twenty-two books, taking

Ruth with Judges and Lamentations with Jeremiah

(Jerome, Prot. Gal.). This seems to be the reckoning

14—11
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adopted by JosDplius, but the evidence that it had .in

established place among the Jews of Palestine at or even

after his time is scanty and precarious.^ At any rate the

artificial scheme which accommodates the number of sacred

books to the number of the twenty-two Hebrew letters is

one that can hardly be original. It first appears about the

time of the labours of the rabbins in the last days of the

Jewish state to give final form to the canon.

Here then there is nothing to carry us beyond the

evidence of the Septuagint, and Nuldeke has pointed out

that there is some reason to suspect that the Septuagint

translation of Lamentations is not by the same hand with

that of Jeremiah, which goes to prove that even in the

Greek the two books (which are in fact separated by the

Apocryphal Baruch) were not originally one. Certainly

the book of Lamentations has not shared the very peculiar

history of the text of Jeremiah, the Greek of the former

agreeing with the Hebrew so closely as to make it probable

that the text was early established b}' frequeut liturgical

use, while the prophecies underwent many variations in

transmission. There is, however, one piece of ev'dence in

the Hebrew canon itself which ancient writers accepted as

connecting the name of Jeremiah with our book. In 2

Chron. xxxv. 25 we read that Jeremiah pronounced a dirge

over Josiah, and that the death of Josiah was still referred

Jo according to stated usage in the dirges used by singing

faien and women in the author's day, and collected in a

volume of nU'P—the ordinary Jewish name of our book.

Josephus says that the dirge of Jeremiah on this occasion

was extant in his days (Ant., x. 5, 1), and no doubt means
by this the canonical Lamentations. Jerome on Zech. xii.

11 understands the passage in Chronicles in the same sense
;

but modern writers have generally assumed that, as our

book was certainly written after the fall of Jerusalem, the

dirges alluded to in Clironicles must be a separate collection.

This, however, is far from clear. The rwvp of the Chronicler

had, according to his statement, acquired a fixed and

statutory place in Israel, and were connected with the

name of a prophet. In other words, they were canonical

as far as any book outside the Pentateuch could be so called

at that age. Moreover, the allusion to the king, the

anointed of Jehovah, in Lam. iv. 20, though it really

applies to Zedekiah, speaks of him with a warm sympathy
which later ages would not feel for any king later than

Josiah. The Chronicler in particular recognizes only

thoroughly good kings (of whom Josiah was the last), and
kings altogether bad, for whom he had nothing but con-

demnation, and with whom he certainly could not imagine

a prophet to sympathize.- It thus seems highly probable

that in the time of the Chronicles, that is, about the close

of the Persian period, the book of Lamentations had a

recognized liturgical use in the hands of a guild of singers,

and was already connected with the name of Jeremiah,
though the passage in Chronicles does not make it apparent
that tlie whole official collection of dirges was ascribed to

him. But even this testimony is some two centuries and a
half later than ihe events which the book of Lamentations
bewails, and is connected with an undoubted error, though
a natural one, as to the reference of the book. We cannot
therefore feel sure that the tradition current in the guild

of singers was authentic and continuous; the general

subject of the Lamentations, and particularly the obvious
applicability to the personal circumstances of Jeremiah of

' The supposed testimony of Origen {Eus., //. £., vi. 25) breaks
doi\ii, for if it applied to tlie Helirew Bible it would also prove, what
we know to be false, that the epistle of Jeremiah .stood in the Hebrew
canon. Origen, Jerome, and other Christian writers were probably
influenced by the statement of Josephus. The testimony of the Bool;
of Jubilees, as cited by Syncellu.5 and Cedrenus. is very ioubtful
(Ronsch, II. lUr Juh., p. 527 S'j.).

= See Noldcke. ATliche Literatur, p. 1J4.

such passages as iii. 14, 55 (comp. Jer. xx. 7; xxxviii.),

jinade it natural or even inevitable to think of him as
author, if any attempt was inado to connect the book, ns
the later Jews sought to connect all books, with some
known name. Nor.'ca" we lay special weight on the
acceptance of the tradition by an author who transfers

post-exile Psalms to the Davidic age (1 Clirou. xvi. 7 sq.).

When we proceed to test the internal probability of the
tradition wo find it to be surrounded by grave difficulties.

The language, as Ewald observes, and Niigelsbach (p. xi.

sq.) has shown with great completeness, is very remote
from that of Jeremiah, and even if we separate out chap,
v., in which the features already pointed out make it

peculiarly difficult to think of him as author, the standpoint

of the book corresponds very imperfectly with' that of the
prophet. Jeremiah, through all his life, was a man
standing by himself, isolated from his people. At the
taking of the city the ChakL-eans themselves acknowledged
this and treated him with favour. He was carried into

Egypt against his will, still counselling patient submission
to the foreign rule, and there lie continued in opposition

to the mass of the fugitives as decidedly as before. TIib

Lamentations, on the contrary, show us a poet in sympathy
with the old life of the nation, wlioso attitude to the temple
services, and especially to the king, is far more popular
than Jeremiah's. Nor could Jeremiah speak . of tho

calamity as involving the cessation of revelation and the

silence of prophecy (ii. 9) ; for the Divine v/ord in his

breast was as clear and strong after the catastrophe as

before it. The judgment, terrible as it was, had far less

painful significance to Jeremiah than to the nation at large

(Jer. xxiv. 1 sq., xlii. 9 sq.). To this it may be objected tkat

in chap, iii., where the singer's complaint takes a more
personal turn, Jeremiah himself is pictured in his isolation

from Israel at large. A closer examination .shows, however,

that this interpretation turns on a single word in iii. 14.

The addition of a final D, not always written in old times,

changes "all my people" into "all peoples," restores the

harmony between iii. 14 and verses Cl-63, and makes the

singer of chap, iii^ as the general argument of the chapter

requires, a representative of Israel among the heathen, not

an isolated figure among unsympathetic countrymen.

Thus viewed, the Lamentations are the earliest evidence

of the great national repentance wrought by the fall of the

Jewish state. We have here for the first time a genuine

expression of popular feeling fully penetrated by those

convictions of Israel's sin and Jehovah's righteousness

which the people of Judah had long resisted, mocking and
persecuting the divine messengers who had sought to force

them on the conscience of their countrymen. This cry of

deepest anguish from the depths of a nation's despair,

chastened by a sense of sin, and rising at length into an

attitude of sublime faith in the confident appeal to this

righteousness and love of Jehovah, contains the germ cf

the new life of the Israel of the restoration, and may be

taken as the starting point of a fresh epoch in the Old

Testament development. It is not probable that these

new thoughts and new hopes found so clear and perfect

literary expression in the very first days of the exile.

Several passages, especially ii. 14 compared with Ezek.

xlii. (^Sijl ^"i^'), appear to indicate acquaintance with the

book of Ezekiel, which i.s, as Niigelsbach points out,

another argument against authorship by Jeremiah, and

combines with the expression in ii. 9 to point to the time

when the study of the written word, so characteristic of

the age of the exile, had begun to supply the lack of con-

tinuous oral revelation. It is hardly possible to give a

more exact determination of the place and time of writing.

Ewald argues for an origin among the fugitives in Egypt

;

but the passages to which hs appeals (i. 3; iv. 18 sq ; v.
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4 iq.) do not bear out this conclusion, and our scanty

historical knowledge of the period points to the eastern

captivity as the more probable seat of the spiritual move-

ment to which the book belongs.

Literature— The older literature is fully given Ly K.igfliTjacli,

y. xvii. Among recent commentaries may be noticed tliose of

Kalktr (in Latin), 1S36 ; Ewald in his Dic!acr,vo). i. pt ii. (id ed.,

1866); Thenius in Kurzgef. Eandb., 1S55, wlio ascribes cliajis. ii.

and iv. to Jeremiah (comp. Budde in Z. f. ATlichc Wins., 1882,

p. 45) ; Vaihinger, 1857; Neumann, 1858; Engclliardt, 1867;
Nagelsbach, 186S (English translation, 1871) ; Keil, 1872 (Englisli

translation, 1874); Payne Smith in the >S';)rato-'s CoMmciite!-)/ ; and
Eeuss, La Bible : Pocsic Lyriquc, 1S79. (W. R. s.)

LAMETTRIE, Julien Offrayde (1709-1751), one of

the creators of the French illumination, and the earliest

exponent of that system of materialism which was after-

wards elaborated by Holbach and Cabanis, was bom at St

Malo on December 25, 1709. After for some years study-

ing theology in the Jansenist schools with the intention of

entering the church, he suddenly changed his career and

threw himself with characteristic energy into the profession

of medicine. In 1733 he went to Leyden to study under

Boerhaave, then in the zenith of his fame, and in 1742

returned to Paris, where he obtained the appointment of

surgeon to the guards. During an attack of fever he made
some observations on himself with reference to the action

of quickened circulation upon thought, which led him to

the conclusion that psychical phenomena were to be ac-

counted for as the effects of organic changes in the brain

and nervous system. This conclusion he worked out in

his^ earliest philosophical work, the Histoire jyaturelle de

I'Ante, which appeared about 1745. So great was the

outcry caused by its publication that Lamettrie was forced

to betake himself to Leyden, where he developed liis

doctrines still more boldly and completely, and with great

originality, in his books Ilomme Machine and Homme
Plante, treatises based upon principles of the most con-

sistently materialistic character. The ethics of these

principles were worked out in the subsequent volumes,

Discours s^tr le Bonheur, La Yohipte, and L'Art de Jouir, in

which the end of life is found in the pleasures of the senses,

and virtue is reduced to self-love. So strong was the feel-

ing against Lamettrie that in 1748 he was compelled to

quit Holland for Berlin, where Frederick the Great not

only allowed him to practise as a physician, but appointed

him court reader. He died in 1751, when his position as

a phUosopher was publicly recognized in an address written

by the king himself, and read before the Berlin Academy.
His collected (Euvres PkUosophiques appeared after his

death in several editions, published in London, Berlin, and
Amsterdam respectively. The best account of his system

fe that given in A. Lange's GeschicJde des Materialis-nnis.

LAilLA was a female demon, whose name was used by
Greek mothers to frighten their children; from the Greek

she passed into Roman demonology. She was also known
as a sort of fiend, the prototype of the modern vampire,

who in the form of a beautiful woman enticed young men
to her embraces, in order that she might feed on their life

and heart's blood. In this form the tale has been used by

Goethe as the subject of one of his most powerful poems,

Die Braut von Corinth. The name Lamia is clearly the

feminine form of Lamus, king of the Lj:stf.ygoxes (q.v.).

Both are called in some forms of the legends children of

Poseidon ; and the analogy of other myths makes it probable

that they are ultimately a pair of deities, male and female.

At some early period, or in some districts, Lamus and
Lamia were worshipped as gods ; but the names did not

attain general currency. Their worship disappeared, and
they preserved an existence only in legend. They have

gained a worse character than any other of the old divine

forms which persist in Greek legend ; but their history is

remarkably like that of the malignant class of demons in
Germanic and Celtic folklore. Both names occur in the
geographical nomenclature of Greece and Asia Minor ; and
this makes it probable that the deities belong to that religion
whirh spread from Asia Minor over Thrace into Greece.
L.'UDIERGEYER {i.e., Lumb-Vultuie), or Bearded

Vulture, the Fako larhains of Linna?us and the Gijpaetiii

harhaiiis of modern ornithologists, one of the grandest
birds-of-prey of the Palsarctic Region— inhabiting lofty

mountain chains from Portugal to the borders of China.
though within historic times, if not within living memory,
it has been exterminated in several of its ancient haunts.
Its northern range in Europe does not seem to have
extended further than the southern frontier of Bavaria, ot

the neighbourhood of Salzburg;^ but in Asia it formerly
reached a higher latitude, having been found even so lately

as 1830 in Dauuria (see Birds, vol iii. p. 736, note 3),

where according to Ilerr Radde {Beitr. Kenntn. Eiiss.

lieichs, xsiii. p. 467) it has now left but its name. It is

not uncommon on many parts of the Himalayas, where it

breeds, and on the mountains of Kumaon and the Punjab,

and is the " Golden Eagle " of most Anglo-Indians. Re-
turning westward, it is found also in Persia, Palestine,

Crete and Greece, the Italian Alps, Sicily, Sardinia, and

Mauritania.

In some external characters the Lammergeyer is

obviously intermediate between the Families Vvlturidx

and Falconidx, and the opinion of systematists has from

time to time varied as to its proper position ; but as this

ought to depend on the decision of anatomists, who have

not yet delivered their verdict, it must be still left in doubt

;

and there would be little advantage in recounting how one

author has referred it to the former group and another to

the latter, since nobody seems to have applied the only sure

test—that afforded by characters which are not superficial.-

It will suffice to £ay that most writers have deemed its

Vulturine affinity the strongest (relying apparently on the

form of the beak, which can scarcely be said to be either

Aquiline or Falconiue), in spite of its well-feathered head

and tarsi. The whole length of the bird is from 43 to 4G

inches, of which, however, about 20 are due to the long

cuneiform tail, while the pointed wings measure more than

30 inches from the carpal joint to the tip. The coloration

of the plumage is very peculiar : the top of the head ia

white, bounded by black, which, beginning in stiff bristly

feathers turned forwards over the base of the beak, proceeds

on either side of the face in a well-defined band to the eye.

where it bifurcates into two narrow stripes, of. which the

upper one passes above and beyond that feature till just in

front of the scalp it suddenly turns upwards across the

head and meets the corresponding stripe from the opposite

side, enclosing the white forehead already mentioned,

while the lower stripe extends beneath the eye about as fai

backwards and then suddenly stops. A tuft of black,

bristly feathers projects beardlike from the base of ths

mandible, and gives the bird one of its commonest epitheti

in many languages, as well as an appearance almost uniqae

among the whole Class Aves. The rest of the head, the

neck, throat, and lower parts generally are clothed with

lanceolate feathers of a pale tawny colour—sometimes st

pale as to be nearly white beneath ; ^ while the scapular.s

' Dr Glrtanncr lias a valuable paper on this bird ia Switzcrlint,

{VerhaniU. St.-Oall. naliirw. Gesdlschafl, 1869-70, pp. 147-244).

' Professor Huxley's labours have unfortunately not been directed t<

this particular point, and therefore throw little or no light on it. H<

puts the VuUuridx and Falconids together under the name of Oi^p

aetidse, very properly separating from them the American Vultures ai

Cutharlidx. ,. ,.^„ .„,
3 Herr Meves (Ofvers. Vet. Akad. Fiirhandlingar, 1860, p. 487

asserts that in some cases, as proved by chemical tests, the red colomi

in" is due to a superficial deposit of oxide of iron on the feathers, M,
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fenck, ana vrlng-coverls generally, are of a glossy greyish-

black, most of the feathers having a white shaft and a

median tawny line. The quill-feathers, both of the wings

and tail, are of a dark blackish-grey.
_
The irides are of

a light orange, and the sclerotic tunics,—equivalent to

the " white of the eye " in most animals,—which in few

birds are visible, are in this very conspicuous and of a deep

crimson, giving it an air of great ferocity. In the young

6f the year the whole head, neck, antl throat are clothed in

dull black, and most of the feathers of the mantle and

wing-coverts are broadly tipped and mesiaUy streaked with

tawny or lightish grey.

The Lammergeyer breeds early in the year. The nest

is of large size, built of sticks, lined with soft material, and

placed on a ledge of rock—a spot being chosen, and often

occupied for many years, which is nearly always difficult

of access, and not un frequently quite inaccessible, to man,

from the precipitous or overhanging configuration of the

cliffs. Here in the month of February a single egg is

usually laid. This is more than 3 inches in length by

nearly 2J in breadth, of a pale but lively brownish^orange.

The young when in the nest are clad in down of a dirty

white, varied with grey on the head and neck, and with

ochraceous in the iliac region. How long the eggs take in

hatching, or how long the young, remain nestlings, seems

to be unknown. Equally unknown is the length of time

that elapses before the latter assume the adult plumage,

but it is probable that this period must at least exceed a

twelvemonth.

There is much discrepancy as to the ordinary food of the

Lammergeyer, some observers maintaining that it lives

almost entirely on carrion, offal, and the most disgusting

garbage ; but there is no question of its frequently taking

Kvin" prey, and it is reasonable to suppose that this bird,

like so many others, is not everywhere uniform in its

habits. Its very name shews it to be the reputed enemy

of shepherds, and it is in some measure owing to their

hostility that it has been exterminated in so many parts

of its European* range. The usual mode of proceeding is

said to be by suddenly rushing at the animal, especially if

it be young, when in a somewhat dangerous position, so

startling it as to make it lose its foothold and fall down

the precipice.! B^t the Lammergeyer has also a great

partiality for bones, which when small enough it swallows

and slowly digests. When they are too large, it is said to

soar with them to a great height and drop them on a rock

or stone that they may be broken into pieces of convenient

size.' Hence its name Ossifrage,^ by'which the Hebrew

Feres is rightly translated in the Authorized Version of the

Bible (Lev. xi. 13 Deut. xiv. 12)—a word corrupted into

GsPREY (q.v.), and applied to a bird which has no habit of

the kind.

The Lammergeyer of north-eastern and south Africa is

deemed by systematists to be specifically distinct, and is

known as Oypaelus vieridionalis or G. nudipes. In habits

it seems closely to resemble the northern bird, from which

that the colouring-matter on the eggs (to be presently described) also

aris^ from the same cause. This opinion has, however, been denied

by several other naturalists, though none of them seem to have tried

the experiment ; while Mr Hume, who has (Scrap Book, p. 46), con-

firms Herr Meves's statement. In confinement, moreover, the bird

lias, been observed always to lose or not to acquire its tawny tint.

' Stories are told of its attacking human beings under such circum-

stances, and the present writer is not disinclined to believe that some

of such stories may be true, though he is unable to refer to any that

rest on testimony sufficient to dispel all doubt.

2 Among other crimes attributed to the species is that, according

to Fliny (Hist. Nat, x. cap. 3), of having caused the death of the

poet ^schylus, by dropping a tortoise on his bald head ! In the Atlas

range the food of this bird is said to consist chiefly of the Testudu

mauritanica, which "it carries to some height in the air, and lets

fall on a stone to break the shell" (Ibis, 1859, p. 177). It was the

^irij and ipiiK^ of Greek classioal \vTiters.

it differs in little more than wanting the black stripe below
the eye and having the lower part of the tarsus bare of

feathers. It is the " Golden Eagle " of Brnce's Travels, and
has been beautifully figured by Mr Wolf in Dr Ri'ippeira

S>/st. Uebers. der Yiigel Nord-Ost-AfriMs (Taf. 1). (a. n.)

LAMONT, JoHANN vo!^ (1805-1879), was born at

Braemar, Aberdeenshire, on December 13, 1805. He w.as

sent at the age of twelve to be educated at the Scottish

monastery in Ratisbon, and apparently never afterwards

returned to his native country,—so that he became to all

intents and purposes a German. After passing throng
the gymnasium and lyceum, he devoted himself to theology;

but his strong bent for scientific studies was recognized by
the head of the monastery, P. Deasson, and on his recom-

mendation he was admitted to the then new observatory

of Bogenhausen (near Munich), where he worked under

Soldener, latterly as his assistant After the death of his

chief in 1835 he was, on Schumacher's recommendation,

(Steinheil, supported by Bessel, also competing for the

office), appointed to succeed him as conservator of the

observatory. In 1852 he became professor of astronomy at

the university of Munich. He held both these posts till

his death, which took place on the 6th August 1879.

Though by no means a man of commanding genius. Lament
occupied a very important place among the scientific men
of his day. As evidence of the universal respect in which

he was held, it may be mentioned th»it he was a member
of the Academies of Brussels, Upsala, and Prague, of tho

Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, of the Cambridge Philosophi-

cal Society, and of many other learned corporations. Hia

work bore for the most part on astronomy and magnetism.

Among his contributions to the former may be noted his

great star catalogue, and his determination of the mass oJ

Uranus from observations of its satellites (Mem. Aslroit,

Soc, 1838). His Handhiich des Erdmagnetismv.s (Berlin,

1849) is a standard work on the subject.

For fuller details concerning li's imblished work the specialist

may be referred to Poggendorll^s Biogmjyhisch-Literarischcs Hand-

ic^irUrbucTi, or to the Koyal Society's Catalogue ofScicniiJic Memoirs.

LA MOTTE rOUQU6. See Fouque.

LAMP. Technically a lamp is an apparatus in which

to burn fluid combustible substances. Lamps are mostly

intended for yielding light; but there are also special

forms the purpose of which is to afford highly concentrated

heat in a convenient and portable form. The substances

used in lamps for lighting are of two classes—(1) fixed oils,

and (2) "jid hydrocarbons obtained from the distillation

of bituminous shales, &c. (paraffin oil), petroleum, and

essential oils. The latter class m.ay be distinguished as

mineral oils. Till very recently fixed oils were almost

exclusively used for lamps ; but since the introduction of

the cheaper and more convenient mineral oils, in the second

half of the 19 th century, the use of fixed oils has steadily

decreased in all parts of the world.

There is scarcely any fixed or fatty oil which has not

been used, more or less, for burning. Many oils are so

used in the districts which produce them, although they

hardly enter into ordinary commerce under the name of

burning oils. The so-called fish oils (sperm, whale, and

seal) were, in recent times, principal burning oils, and to

a limited extent are still so employed. Of the vegetable

oils of commerce, colza oil is the most extensively used as

an illuminant, and after it come other rape oils, poppy oil,

the lower qualities of olive oil, sesamum or gingelly oil,

candle-nut oil, and ground-nut oil, all of which, however,

are local or restricted in consumption. The suitability of

fixed oils for burning purposes depends on their purity or

freedom from foreign matters, and on their limpidity, or,

what is in effect the same thing, the tempeiature at which

they solidify. Thus cocoa-nut fat is consumed in ofdinarj
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lamp3 in tropical regions, altliough in temperate latitudes

it is a permanent solid. In the combustion of a fixed oil

in lamps, the oil undergoes destructive distillation, and

at the burning point is resolved into a gaseous mixture.

The comparative viscosity of all fixed oils renders it neces-

sary to adopt some device supplementary to the capillary

action of the wiclc for maintaining at the level of the

burner a supply of oil sufficient to support uniform com-
bustion. Again, the lubricant properties of fixed oils

make it practicable to adopt various mechanical devices to

regulate "the supply of fuel to the burner, and otherwise

control illumination.

The mineral oils, on the other hand, are, as sold,

mixtures of various volatile hydrocarbons which give oti

inflammable vapours at comparatively low temperatures,

and in consumption in lamps they come to the burning
point in the condition of vapour. With highly volatile

oils, and the use of imperfectly fitted lamps, though not

with proper oil aad fittings, there is some danger of explo-

sion ; there is also a risk that with imperfect combustion
deleterious gases may be diffused through an apartment.

Mineral oils possess such a high degree of limpidity that

the suction of the wick alone is generally sufficient to bring

the necessary supply of fuel to the burner.

- The qualities of a lamp are judged of by the brilliance,

steadiness, and uniformity of light it yields In proportion

to the quantity of oil it consumes ; by the convenient

position of the light in relation to the equal illumination

of the space it baa to light ; by the form, portability, and
convenience of the lamp itself; and by the simplicity and
economy of its construction, regard being had to efliciency.

The chief points to consider in connexion with the structure

of lamps are (1) the means of supplying oil to the burner
and of regulating that supply, (2) the form and arrangement
of the wick or medium over which the flame is supported,

(3) the regulation and control of the currents of air in the

lamp which support combustion, and (4) the position of

the oil reservoir in relation to the dissemination of the light

and the stability of the lamp itself.

The simple form which was used down to the end of the

18th century, and which as a "cruisie" continued in com-
mon use in Scotland till the middle of this century, illustrates

the most elementary and most imperfect arrangement of a

lamp. Here, as in the lamps of antiquity, the oil vessel

lies immediately behind the burning point of the wick,

with which the oil is about level whei lie reservoir is full.

The wick is a round soft cord or fibrous mass. Such a

lamp has no merit but simplicity. The light is thrown

only forward and to the sides, the back being entirely in

shadow. The wick, being a round solid mass, takes up oil

equally at the centre and circumference ; but to the outer

edges of the flame only is there any access of air ; conse-

quently combustion in the centre is imperfect, resulting in

a smoky unsteady flame, and a discharge into the atmosphere

of the acrid products of destructive distillation. Further,

as the level of the oil sinks in the reservoir, the wick, has

to feed the flame from a greater distance by mere capillary

force, and, the supply thus diminishing, the light decreases

in proportion.

Since the time when inventors first began to better the

primitive lamp, just one hundred years ago, the improve-

ments in lamp construction have been enormous ; the forms

and modifications of invention bearing on lamps have been

innumerable, and many excellent devices which did good

service have been superseded by others simpler and more

efficient. Notice can here be taken only of such inventions

as developed new principles and features of originality.

The first improvement was in wicks and burners. In

1783 Leger of Paris devised a flat band or ribbon wick

and burner, which produced a broad thin flame with no

core, so that all parts of the oil supply were brought into
intimate contact with the air, and perfect combustion and
a steady flame were secured. The deficiencies of the flat

wick flame were that the light was comparatively thin and
impoverished, and that the parts of a room facing the thin
ends of the flame were badly illuminated. To some extent
these evils were overcome by the adoption of a curved form
of burner, which in the end led up to the burner invented
by Ami Argand of Paris, and patented in England in 1784.
In its simplest form the Argand burner consists of two
concentric tubes or cylinders, between which the tubular
wick is contained. The inner tube is open throughout,
and to it a current of air passes from below, and, being
carried upwards by the draught of the flame, atmospheric
oxygen for combustion is supplied as well to the inner
circumference as to the outer side of the flame, whence the
name " double current burner " which it frequently receives.

An adequate and controllable flow of air to the interior of

the Argand burner having been secured, it remained to

devise some means by which the current supplied to the

outer circumference of the flame could be strengthened and
regulated. This Argand secured by means of a chimney,
which was made at first of sheet iron and suspended over
the flame ; but that device was quickly abandoned in

favour of a glass chimney which rested on a perforated

gallery placed a little below the level of the burner. Sub-
sequent experience suggested the formation of a shoulder

or constriction on the chimney at a point a little above the

level of the flame, whereby the air current is directed

inward against the external surface of the flame, thus

materially improving the combustion. Argand's original

burner is the parent form of innumerable modifications all

more or less complex in their adaptations.

A typical example of tlie burnei and chimney is represented in

fig. 1, in which the burner is corrrposed of three tubes, d, f, g.

The tube g ia soldered to the bottom of the tube d, just above o,

and the interval between the outer surface of the tube g and the
inner surface of the tube d is an annular cylindrical cavity closed

at bottom, containing the cylindrical

cotton wick immersed in oil. The
wick is fixed to the wick tube ki,

which is capable of being moved
spirally ; within the annular cavity

is also the tube/, which is capable of

being moved round, and serves to

elevate and depress the wick. P is

a cup that screws on the bottom of

the tube d, and serves to receive the

superfluous oil that drops down from
the wick along the inner surface of

the tube g. The air enters through
the holes o, o, and passes up through
the tube g to maintain the com-
bustion in the interior of the circular

flame. The air which maintains the

combustion on the exterior part of

the wick enters through the holes m, .

with which rn is perforated. AVhen
the air in the chimney is rarefied by
the heat of the flame, the surround-

ing heavier air, entering the lower

part of the chimney, passes upward
with a rapid current, to restore the

equilibrium. EG is the cylindrical

glass chimney with a shoulder or

constriction at R, G. The oil flows

from a side reservoir, and occupies

the cavity between the tubes g and
d. The part ki is a short tube,

which receives the circular wick,

and slides spirally on the tube g, by
means of a pin working in the

hollow spiral groove on the exterior

surface of g. The wick-tube has also

a catch, which works in a perpendicular sl't in the tube/; and, by

turning the tube /, the wick-tube will be raised or lowered, for

which purpose a ring, or gallery, m, fits on the tube rf, and re-

ceives the glass chimney RG ; r wire S is attached to the tube/,

Fig. 1.
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and, beuding over, aJ3:emls along the outside of d. The part ?«,

that supports the glass chimney, is connected by four other wires

with the ring g, which surroupds the tube d, and can be moved
round. When rn is turned round, it carries with it the ring q,

the wire S, and tlie tube/, and therebv produces elevation or de-

pression of the wii.'k.

A device in the form of a small metallic disk or button, known as

the Liverpool button from having been first adopted in the so-called

Liverpool lamp, effects for the current of air passing up the interior

af the Argand burner the same object as the constriction of the

chimney RG secures in the case of the external tube. The button

fi.xed on the ei;d of a wire is placed right above the burner tube g,

and throws out equally all round against the flame the current of

air which passes up through g. The result of these expedients,

when properly applied, is the production of an exceedingly solid

brilliant white light, absolutely smokeless, this showing that the

combustion of the oil is perfectly accomplished.

The means by which a uniformly regulated supply of oil is

brought to the burner varies of course with the position of the oil

reservoir. In some lamps, not now in use, by ring-formed reser-

voirs aihd other expedients, the whole of the oil was kept as nearly

as possible at the level of the burner. In what are termed fountain,

reading, or study lamps, the principal reservoir is above the burner

level, and various means are adopted for maintaining a supply from

them at the level of the burner. But the most convenient position

for the oil reservoir in lamps for general use is directly under the

burner, and in this case the stand of the lamp itself is utilized as

the oil vessel. In the case of fixed oils it is necessary with such
lamps to introduce some appliance for forcing a supply of oil to

the burner,.and very many methods of efTecting this have been de-

vised, most of which were ultimately superseded by the moderator
lamp. The Caroel or pump lamp, invented by Carcel in 1800, is

still to some extent used in France. It consisted of a double piston

or pump, forcing the oil through a tube to the burner, worked by
ingenious clockwork arranged to go a certain number of hours.

An example of a form of reading lamp still in general use is seen

in section in fig. 2. The lamp is mounted on a standard on
which it can be raised or lowered
at will, and fixed by a thumb
screw. The oil reservoir is in

two parts, the upper ac being
an inverted flask which fits into

bb, from which the burner is

directly fed througli the tube d;
k is an overflow cup for any oil

that escapes at the burner, and
it is pierced with air-holes for

adinitting the current of air to

the centre tube of the Argand
burner. The lamp is filled with
oil by withdr-awing the flask ac,

filling it, and inverting it into

its place. The under reservoir

bb fills from it to the burner
level ee, on a line with the
mouth of ac. So soon as that

level falls below the mouth of

ac, a bubble of air gets access

to the upper reservoir, and oil

again fills up bb to the level

tc, and so on it goes as long as Fi°- 2.—Section of Reading Lamp.

«mnbustion continues and the supply of oil in ac endures. The
principle is susceptible of numerous modifications.

The moderator lamp (fig. 3), invented by M. Franchot about 1836,
from the simplicity and efficiency of its arrangements rapidly super-
seded almost all other forms of mechanical lamp. The two essential
features of the moderator lamp are ( 1) the strong spiral spring which,
acting on a piston within the cylindrical reservoir of the lamp,
serves to propel the oil to the burner, and (2) the ascending tube C
through which the oil passes upwards to the burner. The latter
consist of two sections, the lower fixed to and passing through the
piston A into theooil reservoir, and the upper attached to the burner.
The lower or piston section moves within the upper, which forms a
aheath enclosing nearly its whole length when the spring is fully
wound up. Down the centre of the upper tube passes a wire, "the
moderator," G, and it is by this wire that the supply of oil to the
burner is regulated. The spring exerts its greatest force on the oil
in the reservoir when it is fully wound up, and in proportion as it
expands and descends its power decreases. But when the apparatus
is wound up the wire passing down the upper tube extends through-
out the whole length of the lower and narrower piston tube, ob-
structing to a certain extent the free flow of the oil. In proportioij
as the spring uncoils, the length of the wire within the lower tubea decreased

; the upward flow of oil is facilitated in the same
ratio as the force urging it upwards is weakened. In all mechani-
cal lamps the flow is in excess of the consuming capacity of the
burner, and iu the moderator the surnlus oil, flowing over the wick,

f.ills back into the reseiToir above the pistwi, whence along. wMi
new supply oil it descends into the lower side by means of leatlier

valves a, a. ,'B represents the rack which, with the pinion D,
winds up the spiral spring

hard against £ when the
lamp is prepared for use.

The moderator wire is

seen separately in GG
;

and FGC illustrates the
arrangement of the sheath-

ing tubes, in the upper
section of which the mo-
derator is fixed.

Lamps for Mineral
0th. — At an early

period numerous at-

tempts were made to

utilize the liiglily in-

flammable volatile hy-

drocarbons and alco-

hols, which from their

cheapness and abund-

ance offered some hope

of competing with the

fised oils then in uni-

versal use for illumi-

nating purposes. These
lampshadlittle success,

and no small danger

accompanied their li-

mited use. The Vesta
Fia- 3. -Section of Moderator Lamp.

lamp of Young, introduced in 1834 for burning spirit ot

turpentine under the name of camphine, procured a smoke-

less flame by means of the Argand burner, constricted

chimney, and Liverpool button, with the access of abundant
air. It was not, however, till the introduction of paraffin

oils and petroleum that mineral oil lamps became of great

importance. Lamp makers had not to direct their attention

to mechanical arrangements, for mineral oils rise abundantly

by capillarity alone ; the problem was to produce a suffi-

ciently powerful current of air to ensure complete and
smokeless combustion of these richly carbonaceous com-

pounds, and, iu view of the highly volatile nature of the

liquids dealt with, to prevent their espcoure to the air, and
more particularly to prevent the heating of the oil reservoir

which would generate explosive mixtures, or vapours of

dangerous tension.

^Mineral oil lamps, like those for fixed oils, are constructed

with both circular or tubular and flafc-wick burners. Id
the case of the latter a cone or brass cap is placed over the

burner, having a slit or opening a little longer and wider
than the wick-holder itself. This cone serves to direct the

whole current of air which enters below against the surface

of the flame, and mingling with the vapour of the oil pro-

duces perfect combustion, with a white flame which rises

over the slit in the cone. The cool air current entering

under the cone is also beneficially utilized in preventing
the undue heating of the oil reservoir and the' metallic

wick-holder which passes down into it.

These flat wick lamps are simple in construction, cheap
and, so far as they go, economical light producers, but
their flame is thin, and it is not practicable to compensate
for the thinness by increased breadth of wick, because in

such a case the edges of the light come so near the chimney
that at these points the glass becomes rapidly heated,

causing unequal expansion and destruction of the chimney.
In 1865 Messrs James & Joseph Hinks of Birmingham
secured a' patent for improvements in. the burners of

mineral oil lamps, " whereby two or more flat flames or

one circular or nearly circular flame may be produced by
the use of two or more single flat wick^." Under this

patent was manufactured their well-known duplex lamj'

which has gone far to supersede all other forms.
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An improved form of tlieir IftBip iS sliown iu fig. 4, in which

a portion of the cono B is removed to show the two parallel flat

wicks A, A, which have each a separate slit or opening in the*' cone.

C is the coincident winder for raising or lowering the wicks in

tlie tubes, by which the wicks can be moved separately or simul-
taneously as desired. D is a lever for raising the e.\tinguishers E,
whereby not only is the light instantly extinguished, but the wicks
are also covered and protected from dirt, while all evaporation by
the wick-holder is prevented. Messrs Hinks & Son have further

devised an automatic lighting attachment which obviates the ne-
cessity of raising the glass chimney for lighting the lamp.

Fio. 4.—Duplex Burner. Flo. 5.—Conical Burner.

Jlessra Hinks claimed in their 1865 patent the use of " two or

pore flat flames," and since that period numerous burners have been
produced in foreign countries in which more than two flat wicks are

nsed. The crown burner of Briinner in A^enna contains no less

{han six flat wicks. There are triplex burners, too, in which tlm

wicks are arranged as a triangle ; a most valuable lamp of this con-

Btruction is the "Hesperus" of Messrs Jones & Willis of Bir-

mingham. Another form, the ti'iplexicon, has three burners so

closely placed together that the flames coalesce into a solid flame

about half an inch in thickness. Further, there are star-shaped

and cruciform bui-ners, and others of little practical value.

The circular or tubular burners for mineral oils ha\e been much
simplified from the forms necessary in the case of colza, &c. A
tubular wick is no longer required ; a simple flat wick of a size

that will allow its edges exactly to meet round the upper edge of the

burner ring is used instead. In the form shown in fig. 5 the wick-

holder and burner consists of a hollow truncated cone, with a

vertical conical section removed from its side. The flat wick passes

up through this cone, its edges meeting and forming in effect a

circular wick at the top, whUe the central current of air gets ready

access to the tube by the conical opening formed in its side, and
the outer current passes tip within the chimney walls as usual. This

form also is easily susceptible of numerous modifications. (J. PA.)

Ancient Lamps.—Though Athenasus states (xv. 700) that

the lamp (\u;)(i'os) was not an ancient invention in Greece,

it had come into general use there for domestic purposes by

the 4th century B.C., and no doubt had long before been

employed for temples or other places where a permaneni;

light was required in room of the torch of Homeric times.

Herodotus (ii. 62) sees nothing strange in the "festival of

lamps," Lychnokaie, which was held at Sais in Egypt,

except in the vast number of them. Each was filled with

oil so as to burn the whole night. Again he speaks of

evening as the time -"'' 'amps (jnpl Xv)(ywv, vii. 215) Still,

the scarcity of

lamps in a style

anything like that

of an early period,

compared with

the immense num-
ber of them from

the late Greek
and Roman age, seems to justify the remark of Athenseus.

The commonest sort of domestic lamps were of terra-cotta

and of the shape seen in figs. 6 and 7, with a spout or

nozzle (fjLVKTrip) in which the wick (6pvaXX!i} burned, a

round hole on the top to pour in oil by, and a handle to

carry the lamp with. A lamp with two or more spouts
was Si)iifos, Tpi'//.u^os, etc., but these terms would not apply
strictl3^ to the large class of lamns with numerous holes
for wicks but
without noz-

zles. Decora-
,

tion was con-

fined to the

front of the

handle, or more
commonly to

the circular space on the top of the lamp, and it consisted

almost always of a design in relief, taken from mythology
or legend, from objects of daily life or scenes such as

displays of gladiators or chariot races, from animals and
the chase. A lamp in the British Museum has a. view
of the interior of a Roman circus with spectators looking

on at a chariot race. In other cases the lamp is made
altogether of a fantastic shape, as in the form of an animal,

a bull's head, or a human foot. Naturally colour was
excluded from the ornamentation except in the form of a
red or black glaze, which would resist the heat. The
typical form of hand lamp (figs. 6, 7) is a combination of

the flatness necessary for carrying steady and remaining

steady when sot down, with the roundness evolved from

the working in clay and characteristic of vessels in that

material. In the bronze larops this same type is retained,

though the roundness was less in keeping with metaL

FancifiJ shapes are equally common in bronze. The
standard form of handle consists of a ring for the fore finger

and above it a kind of palmette for the thumb to press on

to keep the lamp steady. Instead of the palmette is some-

times a crescent, no doUbt in allusion to the moon. It

would only be with bronze lamps that the cover protecting

the flame from the wind could be used, as was the case out

of doors in Athens. Such a lamp was in fact a lantern.

Apparently it was to the lantern that the Greek word

lampas, a torch, was first transferred, probably from a

custom of having guards to protect the torches also.

Afterwards it came to be employed for the lamp itself

(Xvxvos, lucerna). When Juvenal {Sat., -iii. 277) speaks

of the aenea lampas, he may mean a torch with a bronze

handle, but more probably either a lamp or a lantern.

Lamps used for suspension were mostly of bronze, and in

such cases the decoration ^as necessarily on the under part,

so as to be seen from below. . Of this the best example is

the lamp at Cortona, found there in 1840 (engraved,

Monumenti d. Inst. Arch, iii. pis. 41, 42, and in Dennis,

Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria, 2d ed., ii. p. 403).

It is set round with sixteen nozzles ornamented alt^i^

nately with a siren and a satyr playing on a double flute.

Between each pair of nozzles is a head of a river god,

and on the bottom of the lamp is a large mask of Medusa,

surrounded by bands of animals. These designs are in

relief, and the workmanship, which appears to belong to

the beginning of the 5th century B.C., justifies the esteem

ia which Etruscan lamps were held in antiquity (Athenreua,
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XV. 700). Of a later but still excellent style is a bronze

lamp in tbe British Museum found in the baths of Julian

in Paris (figs. 8, 9, 10). The chain is attached by means

of two dolphins very artistically combined. Under the

nozzles are heads of Pan (fig. 8) ; and from the sides

Via. 9.—Bronze Lamp in British Museum.

project the foreparts of lions (fig. 10). To what extent

lamps may have been used in temples is unkno'mi. Pro-

bably the Erechtheum on the acropolis of Athens was an

exception in having a gold one kept burning day and night,

just as this lamp itself must have been an exception in its

artistic merits. It was the work of the sculptor Calli-

machus, and was made ap-

parently for the newly rebuilt

temple a little before 400
B.C. When once filled with

oil and lit it burned con-

tinuously for a whole year.

The wick was of a fine flax

called Carpasian (now under-

stood to have been a kind of

cotton), which proved to be

the least combustible of all

flax (Pausanias, L 26, 7).

Above the lamp a palm tree

of bronze rose to the roof for °'

the purpose of carrying oflf the fumes. But how this was

managed it is not easy to determine unless the palm be

supposed to have been inverted and to have hung above

the lamp spread out like a reflector, for which purpose the

polished bronze would have served fairly well. The stem

if left hollow would collect the fumes and carry them out

through the roof. This lamp was refilled on exactly the

same day each year, so that there seems to have been an

idea of measuring time by it, such as may also have been

the case in regard to the lamp stand (\v';^£iov) capable of

holding as many lamps as there were days of the year,

which Dionysius the Sicilian tyrant placed in the Prytaneum

of Tarentum. At Pharie in Achaia there was in tho

marketplace an oracular statue of Hermes with a marble

altar before it to which bronze lamps were attached by
means of lead. Whoever desired to consult the statue

went there in the evening and first filled the lamps and lit

them, placing also a bronze coin on the altar. A similar

custom prevailed at the oracle of Apis in Egypt, Pausanias

adds (vii. 22, 2). At Argos ho speaks of a chasm into

which it was a local custom continued to his time to let

down burning lamps, with some reference to the goddess

of the lower world, Persephone (ii. 22, 4). At Cnidus a
large number of terra-cotta lamps were found crowded in

one place a little distance below the surface, and it was
conjectured that there must have been there some statue

or altar at which it had been a custom to leave lamps
burning at night (Newton, Discoiriies at Halicaj-nassus,

&c., ii. p. 394). These lamps are of terra-cotta, but with

little ornamentation, and so like each other in workmanship
that they must all have come from one pottery, and may
have been all brought to the spot where they were found
on one occasion, probably the funeral of a person with

many friends, or the celebration of a festival in his honour,

such as the parentalia among the Komans, to maintain

which it was a common custom to bequeath property. For
example, a marble slab in the British Museum has a Latin

inscription describing the property which had been left to

provide among other things that a lighted lamp with

incense on it should be placed at the tomb of the deceased

on the kalends, nones, and ides of each month [ihts.

Marbles, v., pi. 8, fig. 2). For birthday presents terra-

cotta lamps appear to have been frequently employed, the

device generally being that of two figures of victory holding

between them a disk inscribed with a good wish for the

new year :

—

annv nov favstv felix. This is the in-

scription on a lamp in the British Museum, which besides

the victories has among other symbols a disk with the head

of Janus. As the torch gave way to the lamp in fact, so

also it gave way in mythology. In the earlier myths, as in

that of Demeter, it is a torch with which she goes forth to

search for her daughter, but in the late myth of Cupid and

Psyche it is an oil lamp which Psyche carries, and from

which to her grief a drop of hot oil falls on Cupid and

awakes him. Terra-cotta lamps have very frequently the

name of the maker stamped on the foot. Clay moulds

from which the lamps were made exist in considerable

numbers. (a. s. m.)

LAMP-BLACK is a deep black pigment consisting of

carbon in a very fine state of division, obtained by the

imperfect combustion of highly carbonaceous substances,

which, producing a smoky flame, forms a deposit of soot or

lamp-black. It is .manufactured from scraps of resin and

pitch refuse and inferior oils and fats, and other similar

combustible bodies rich in carbon. For making lamp-black

from resinous bodies a cylindrical stone chamber into which

the flow of air can be easily regulated by openings at its

lower part is used. Within the chamber is suspended a

cone of sheet-iron fitting closely to the circumference of the

chamber. The iron cone, which has an opening at the top,

serves for a chimney, and can be raised or lowered in the

chamber at will. The resinous material to be burned is

placed in a cast-iron pot, and heated till it gives ofi' vapours,

when it is placed in the chamber and set on fire. The
access of air is regulated to produce the maximum of smoke

consistent with the maintenance of combustion. The

abundant deposit of lamp-black on the walls of the chamber

and cone is at the end of the operation collected by allow-

ing the cone to sink, thus scraping the walls and carrying

the whole deposit with it. Some manufacturers employ a

series of small chambers communicating with each other, a

stove tube leading into the first. These chambers have
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00 opening below by which the deposit of lamp-black is-

removed, and in the last of the series the best quality is

obtained. The finest lamp-black is procured by the com-

bustion of oil in a special form of 'lamp, the deposit from

this being finely divided and lustrous in hue. Limp-

black so collected contains traces of oil, which may be

removed by heating to redness in a covered cr\jcible. The

oil present, however, is not detrimental to its employment

for printing ink and as a pigment for oil painting, which

are its principal uses. Further, lamp-black is largely used

for "ebonizing" cabinet-work, and in the waxing and

lacquering of leather. It is the principal constituent of

China ink, and it has numerous other applications.

LAMPEDUSA, a small island in the Mediterranean,

about 90 miles east of Mahadia in Tunis, and 100 miles

west of Malta, in 35° 28' N. lat. and 12° 25' E. long.

Situated on the edge of the submarine platform which

extends along the eastern coast of Tunis, it must be con-

sidered as attaching itself ishysically to the African continent,

but politically it belongs to the kingdom of Italy, and

forms part of the commune of Licata in Sicily. In its 19

miles of coast it presents a great number of bays, of which

the largest serves as a harbour, and is capable of admitting

vessels of from 300 to 400 tons burden. The highest

point of the island is about 330 feet above the sea. There

are no springs, and the water obtained from the artificial

welts is usually brackish. The soil is mostly calcareous

;

beds of marl occur here and there on the surface. Vines,

fig-trees, carob-trees, and ,sumach are successfully grown,

and the wild olive flourishes luxuriantly. Firewood used

to be obtained from the island for Malta. Rabbits swarm
in all directions. The population in 1871 was 9-46.

Lampedusais the Lopadussa of Strabo. In 1555 Andrew Doria

anchored the vessels of Charles V. at Lampedusa, after an engage-

ment with the Turks. Alphonso of Aragon made the island n,

fief of one of his courtiers, vrho .sold it in 1677 to the prince Ferdi-

nand Tommasi. But no permanent settlement seems to have been
«ffected ; the place, according to popular belief, was too terribly

haunted by apparitions. Sir Kenelm Digby relates (1628) that his

men told him "there dwelt no persons iu Lampedusa, but there is

a lamp perpetually burning. The Turks have great reverence to

the place, and always leave oil or bread or something behind them
through devotion, but they know not for whom, and it hath proved
very fatal to can-y away anything from thence as well to Christians

as to Turks.'' Dumont, who personally visited the island, mentions
a "little chapel dedicated to the A'irgin, in which there is an altar

with a turban laid upon it, which is usually called Mohammed's
tomb," and adds the popular belief that any one attempting to

carry off the gifts would be miraculously prevented escaping the

island. The eail of Sandwich (1737) found Lampedusa -n-ith but
a solitary inhabitant ; and Captain Smyth states that about 1815
it was leased by an Englishman, Fernandez, who lived alone with
his family. Ferdinand II. of Bourbon claimed it as Government
property, and from 1843 attempts were made to establish a regular

colony at the national expense. About £17,000 per annum was
expended on the project, but the result was far from satisfactory.

The populatiou, introduced from Sicily, remained stationary during

twenty years. Catherine II. at one time proposed t» purchase

Lampedusa for the purpose of making it a Russian naval station.

If it could be snown that Shakespeare derived the material of

The Tempest from an Italian original, Lampedusa would have very

strong claims to be considered the first prototype of the enchanted

isle. It is the Lipadosa of Orlando Furioso, the scene of the ship-

wreck of Roger of Sicily and of his conversion by the hermit. A
Sicilian legend which iorms the subject of Wieland's poem Klclia

U7ul Sinibald, oder die Bcvolkerung von Lampediisc, tells how two
ladies of Palermo were cast ashore on the island, and found there

two hermits who fell so deeply in love with them as to renounce

their ascetic life. In Sicilian the " hermit of Lampedusa" corre-

sponds to the English Vicar of Bray, lighting up the chapel near

his cell with equal readiness for the Crescent or the Cross.
See Cnlsuis, Tarco-Orrecia, Ba>el. 15S4; Oighy, Journa! 0/ a Toiiage into the

Mediterranean, Camden Societj', 18C8 ; Dumont, Souvelle Voyage au Levant, The
H.igjc, 1604. London, 1702; Captain Smyth, Memoir DeseriptiK of the Resources

0/ SieUy, 182-1 ; Joseph Huntcv, A'ot Illitstratio:>s of Shatspeare, vol. I., 1845.

LAMPREY, a fish belonging to the family Petromyzon-

tidse (from Te'rpos and juvf<u ; literally, stone-suckers), which

with the hag-fishes or Myxinidx forms a distinct subclass

pi Sshes, the Cydostomata, distinguished by the low

organizacion of their skeleton, which is cartilaginous,
without vertebral segmentation, without ribs or real jaws,
and without limbs. The lampreys are readily recognized
by theirlong, eel-like, scaleless body, terminating anteriorly
in the circular, suctorial mouth which is characteristic of
the whole subclass. On each side, behind the head, there
is a row of seven branchial openings, through which the
water is conveyed to and from the gills. By means of
their mouth they fasten themselves to stones, boats, i-c, as
well as to other fishe.s, their object being to obtain a resting
place on the former, whilst they attach themselves to the
latter for the purpose of deriving nourishment from them-.

The inner surface of their cup-shaped mouth is armed with
pointed teeth, with which they perforate the integumsnts
of the fish attacked, scraping off particles of the flesh and
sucking the blood. Mackerel, cod, pollack, and flat-fishp.i

are the kinds most frequently attacked by them in the sea
;

of river-fish the migratory Sahnoitidx and the shad are

sometimes found with the marks of the teeth of the lamprey,
or with the fish actually attached to them. About ten

species are known from the coasts and rivers of the

temperate regions of the northern and southern hemispheres.

In Great Britain and Europe generally, three species

occur, of which the two larger, if not all three, are met
with also in North America, viz., the large spotted Sea-

lamprey {Peiromyzon marinus) ; the River-lamprey or

Lampern {P. fluviatUis) ; and the Small Lampern or

"Pride" or "Sand-Piper" {P. branckialis). The first two are

migratory, entering rivers in the spring to spawn ; of the

river-lamprey, however, specimens are met with in fresh

water all the year round. Lampreys, especially the sea-

lamprey, are esteemed as food, and were formerly even

more so than at present ; but their flesh is not easy oJ

digestion. Henry I. is said to have fallen a victim to this,

his favourite dish. The species of greatest use is the

river-lamprey, which as bait is preferred to all others in tha

cod and turbot fisheries of the North Sea. Yarrell states

that formerly the Thames alone supplied from 1,000,000

to 1,200,000 lamperns annually, but their number has bo

much fallen off that, for instance, in 187C only 40,000

were sold to the cod-fishers. That year, however, was an

unusually bad year : the lamperns, from their scarcity,

fetched is, 10s. a thousand, whilst in ordinary years £5
is considered a fair price. The season for catching

lamperns closes in the "Thames about the middle of March.

The origin of the name lamprey is obscure ; its Latinized

form Lampetra, which occurs in all ichthyological works of

the Middle Ages, was unknown in classical times ; and its

derivation from lambere petras is s specimen of etymological

ingenuity. The development of lampreys has received

much attention on the part of naturalists, since Aug. Miiller

discoverfcd that they undergo a metamorphosis, and that

the minute worm-like lamperns previously known under

the name of Ammoco^es, and abundant in the sand and mud
of many streams, were nothing but the undeveloped young

of the river-lampreys and small lamperns. See Ichthy-

ology.

LAMPPJDIUS, ^Litjs. See Augtjstan Histohy,

vol. iii. p. 74.

LAMPSACUS, an ancient Greek colony in Mysia, Asia

Minor, known as Pityusa or Pityussa before its colonization

by Ionian Greeks from Phocoea and Miletus, was situated

on the Hellespont, opposite Callipolis in Thrace. It

possessed a good harbour ; and the neighbourhood was

famous for its wine, so that, having fallen into the hands

of the Persians during the Ionian revolt, it was assigned

by their king to Themistocles to provide him with wine,

as Percote did with meat, and Magnesia with bread. After

the battle of Mycale (479 B.C.), Lampsacus joined the

Athenians, but. having revolted from them soon afterwards,

1-11*
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had to be reduced by force. In the Roman wars against

Antiocbus of Syria, its inhabitants were received as allies

of Kome. Lampsacas was the chief seat of the worship of

Priapus ; and it is related that Alexander the Great was

with difficulty restrained from destroying the city on

account of the immorality fostered by the obscene rites of

that god. The modern Lamsaki is probably not on the site

of Lampsacus, but must be near it.

LANARK, an inland county of Scotland, lies between

55° 15' and 55° 57' N. lat, and between 3° 20' and 4°;23'

W. long., and is bounded N. by Dumbarton and Stirling,

E. by Stirling, Linlithgow, Midlothian, and Peebles, S. by

Dumfries, and W. by Ayr, Renfrew, and Dumbarton. Its

greatest length north-west to south-east is over 50 miles,

and its greatest breadth from east to west over 30 miles.

The total area comprises 568,868 acres, or 888 square miles.

Though only the twelfth as regards extent, it stands far

above all the other Scottish counties in point of population,

having 904,405 inhabitants in 1881, or only 18,909 less

than the aggregate of the three counties that rank nest to it.

The greater part of the county to the east and south,

included in what is known as the upper ward, consists of

high moorlands frequently rising into lofty rounded hills,

in many cases more than 2000 feet above sea-level, the

highest summits being Coulter Fell (2456) and Tinto

(2350) in Carmichael parish, and Green Louther (2403),

Five Cairn Louther (2377), Queensberry Hill (2285),

Sergeant Law (2257), and several others in Crawford

parish, which consists chiefly of a cluster of mountains.

The highest inhabited land in Scotland is at Leadhills, a

village in the southern extremity of the county, which is

about 1300 feet above sea-level. The remainder of the

county to the north-west of Tinto softens down to gentle

undulations, never rising to an elevation of more than

700 feet, and gradually opening out into the fertile vale

of Clyde.

The principal river is the Clyde, which is formed of

several streams rising among the mountains that separate

Lanark from Peebles and Dumfries near to the sources of

the Tweed and Annan, the chief of these streams being

tlie Crook Burn, Powtrail Water, and Elvan Water. Run-

ning almost north, the river is joined by the Glengonner

Burn, the Duneaton Water, and other streams ; after

receiving the Medwyn near Carstairs it flows south-west,

and then, on being joined by the Douglas Water, it turns

abruptly to the north-west—its general direction for the

rest of its course. At Bonnington, the first of the famous

falls of Clyde, the banks slope gently downwards, and are

adorned with lofty trees and leafy shrubbery. The river

widens as it reaches the fall, and its course remains un-

interrupted until it suddenly descends a precipice 27 feet in

height in a broad and unbroken stream. From this point it

rolls turbulently along between lofty and precipitous banks

of sandstone rocks beautified with wood until it reaches the

magnificent fall of Corra, where it rushes over a precipice

85 feet in height into the deep abyss of the linn. Through

a deep ravine it reaches a small fall called Dundaff Linn,

and after passing a singular piece of rock called " Wallace's

Chair," skirts New Lanark and the county town of Lanark.

Shortly afterwards it receives the Mouse, which, dashing

and foaming from the split rocks of Cartland Crags, adds

to the volume of the stream and contributes at the precipice

of Stonebyres to form the fourth fall of Clyde. Near the

ruins of Craignethan Castle it receives the Nethan, and

a little further on the Avon, and then sweeps through

the richly wooded haughs of Hamilton past Bothwell to

Glasgow, where it becomes navigable. The lochs are few

and small, the principal being Bishop Loch between the

parishes of Cadder and Old Monkland, Black Loch in New
Monkland, and Johnston Loch in Cadder. The Hillend

reservoir fur suiiplying tlia Forth and Clyde ana the
Monkland Canals has an area of 307 acres. The Forth and
Clyde Canal traverses the north-west corner of the county

;

the.Mcnkland Canal connects Glasgow with the southern
extremity of Old Slonkland parish; and the Ardrossan
Canal passes by Govau to Renfrew and Ayr.

Geology and Ilinerah.—Lanarkshire is nearly wholly
occupied by the Carboniferous strata forming the coal-field

of the Clyde basin. This is almost entirely confined to tlio

county, but portions of it extend into Dumbartonshire, Ren-
frewshire, and Stirlingshire. The formation rests on traps

and ashes associated with the Lower Calciferous Sandstones,
which towards the east separate the coal-field from that of

the Lothians, and in the west from that of Ayr. The
middle portion of the formation, which contains the best

coal-seams with blackband and other ironstones, is without
limestone, and apparently of freshwater origin, although a
bed of marine fossils has been detected in the series near
Glasgow. Towards the border on all sides a lower marine
series with encrinal and coralline limestones crops out. It

also contains many valuable coal-seams and veins of iron-

stone, and, while affording a great variety of marine fossils,

possesses a few interpolated beds of estuarine or freshwater

origin. Tlie line of junction between this lower series and
the Old Red Sandstone occurs in the vicinity of the Falls

of Clyde, Lanark, and Carstairs. Besides the older trap

rocks, which bound the field to the east and west, others,

probably of the same age as the Upper Carboniferous series,

rise through and disturb the strata of the interior in many
places ; and numerous basaltic dykes, which, however, arc

generally unconnected with faults in the strata, extend

through the area of the coal-field in an easterly direction.

These, like the other erupted masses, usually alter the strata

with which they come into contact, converting coal into

coke and clay into jasper, and highly indurating the shales

and sandstones. The isolated coal-field of Lesmahagow,
about 7 miles square, is nearly surrounded by Old Red
Sandstones, upon which also the coal rests.

The amount of coal available iu the Lanark co.il-fielJ is estiiiiatLil

at 2,044,090,216 tons, slightly less than that in the Midlothian coal-

tielJ, and less than a fourth of that available in Scotland. This

mines lie scattered over a considerable area, but the piiucipal coal-

pits are in the districts between Glasgow, Hamiltofl, and Airdiic.

The coal-field is perhaps best developed iu the neighbourhood of

Hamilton, the seam being rich and easily reached ; and tho famous
Wisbaw "ell coal" is there found in its best state. There is a

valuable seam of gas coal at Lesmahagow ; this is also frequently

associated with blackband ironstone. The number of sliafts or

pits from which minerals were raised in 18S0 was 452, and con-

nected with these 25,882 persons were employed underground

and 5355 on the surface. The gross amount of minerals raised was

11,071,054 tons, nearly one-half of the whole amount raised in

Scotland. The total amount of coals raised was 10,026,999 tons,

of ironstone 757,291, of fireclay 195,419, of oil shale 28,8-30, of lime-

stone 59,419, of lead ore 1801, and of gannister 1295. The
lead-mines are at Leadhills in the parish of Crawford. From the

ore silver to the extent of 6 to 12 oz. to the ton is obtained. Copper-

ore is found in the mines, and also antimony, but the quantity

does not repay the cost of mining. The gold-mines are said to

have been discovered in the reign of James IV., and it is stated

that in 1542 as many as 300 persons were employed in connexion

with tho industry, and that upwards of £100,000 sterling value

was collected. The gold-field extends over an area of 25 miles by

12, but it is only in the neighbourhood of the lead-mines that gold

is 'found in considerable quantity. It does not, however, repay

the labour of search aud washing. Freestone and sandstone are

abundant

Aqricullure.—The upper ward of Lanarkshire consists

principally of moorland, even where the land is not too

elevated to admit of successful tillage. The climate of

this d'lstrict is variable, and the rainfall considerable. Wheat

is grown in the lower valleys, but the cereals best adapted

for those portions of the district where grain is cultivated

are oats and barley. In the higher grounds potatoes ani

Scotch kail are almost the only vegetables grown. Some
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portions of this district, on tUe borders of the Clyde, are

however, very fruitful. The feeding of cattle and dairy

and sheep farming are largely followed. Generally twenty-
five to thirty cows are kept, but on some farms most
attention is directed to the rearing of cattle or sheep.

Several large sheep farms are occasionally held by one
tenant. In the middle ward the land is generally strong

clay, with the exception of the alluvial deposits on the

banks of the Clyde. A large portion of it is occupied by
peat, and the presence of coal-pits has in many instances

deteriorated the soil. In this district oats and barley are

the principal crop. The banks of the Clyde have been
occupied with orchards since the days of the Venerable
Bede. Apples, pears, and plums are largely grown, but of
late years more attention has been paid to gooseberries,
currants, and strawberries. The district of the lower
ward is much exposed to westerly breezes, but though
humid is warm, severe frosts being seldom of long dura-
tion. It is very highly cultivated, its proximity to
Glasgow having greatly stimulated improvements.
The followiijg table gives a classification of holdings in 1S75 ami

Vcsrs.
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Lanark, 0. royal and parliamentary burgh, tho_ chief

town of the above county, is situated on a slight eminence

near the Clyde, 32 miles south-west of Edinburgh, and

25 south-east of Glasgow. It consists principally of one

main street, which is spacious and well-paved. The in-

dustries are hand-loom weaving and nail making. In the

neighbourhood there are extensive oil-works. The county

buildings, in the Grecian style, were erected in 1836, and

the assembly-rooms, erected in 1827, occupy the site of an

old Franciscan monastery. The population of the town ia

1871 was 5099, and in 1881 it was 4908.

A parliament was held liy Kenneth III. at Lanark in 978, anil

occasionally it was the residence of the Scottish kings. Its cliaitor

is said to Iiave been bestowed by Alexander I. It was more tlmu

once the scene of the exploits of William Wallace. New Lanark,

a manufacturing village situated on tlie Clyde about a mile distant,

is famous from its connexion with the communistic projects of

Eobert Owen.

LANCASHIRE, or County of Lancaster, a maritime

county in the north-west of England, lies between 54°

40' and 55° 33' K lat, and between 3° 15' and 1° 58'

W. long. A detached portion in the north, known as

Furness, is situated between Cumberland and Westmore-

land. The remainder of the county, separated from

Furness by Morecambe Bay, is bounded N. by Westmore-

knd, E. by Yorkshire, S. by Cheshire, and W. by the

Irish Sea, which forms also the southern boundary of

Furness. The outline of the county is irregular. Its

greatest length is 76 miles ; south of the Rlbbie the average

breadth is about 40 miles, while to the north it is only

about 10 miles. The total area is 1,207,926 acres, or 1887

square miles. With the exception of a narrow tract of

country along the south coast, the Furness division consists

of hilly moorlands, a continuation of the Cumberland

mountains, intersected by deep valleys. The highest

summits of this region are Coniston Old Man (2633 feet)

and Saathwaite Fells (2537 feet). A similar elevated dis-

trict, forming part of a mountainous chain stretching from

the Scottiali border, runs along the whole eastern boundary

of the main portion of the county, and to the south of the

nibble ocLupie? mo.'-e than half the area, stretching west

nearly to Liverpool. The Tiioorlands in the southern dis-

tricts are covered chiefly with heather. Towards the north

the sceilery is frequently picturesque and beautiful, the

green rounded elevated ridges being separated by pleasant

cultivated valleys variegated by woods and watered by

rivers. None of the summits of the range within the

boundaries of Lancashire attain an elevation of 2000 feet,

the highest being Blackstoue Edge (1323 feet), Pendle Hill

(1831 feet), and Boalsworth Hill (1700 feet).

Along the sea-coast from the Mersey to Lancaster there

is a continuous plain occupied at one time by peat mosses,

many of which have, however, been reclaimed. The largest

Is Chat Moss between Liverpool and Manchester. In some
intitances these mosses have exhibited the phenomenon of

fl moving bog. A large district in the north belonging to

the duchy of Lancaster was at one time occupied by forests,

but these have wholly disappeared. The coast is very

irregular in ^.utline, the principal inlets being the estuaries

of tba Mersey and Eibble, Lancaster Bay, and Morecambe
Bay. To the south of Furness, between Morecambe Bay
end the estuary of the Duddon, there is a small group of

islands, the largest of which is Walney, 9 miles long, and

with a breadth varying from a quarter to three-quarters of

a mile. The principal river is the Mersey, which divides

the county from Cheshire, and flowing by Stockport and
Warrington opens into a fine estuary before reaching the

sea at Liverpool It drains an area of 580 square miles,

and receives on its north bank the Irwell and the Sankey.

For large vessels it is navigable to Warrington, and for

amaller vessels to Stockport, the Irwell being navigable to

.Manchester. The Ribblo, which rises in the mountains of

the West Hiding, forms for a few mile^ the boundary be-

tween Lancashire and Yorkshire, and then flows south-we.=!t

to Preston, receiving the Hodder from the north and the

Calder and Darwen from the south. The Wyre enters

Morecambe Bay at Fleetwood. The Lune rises in West-

moreland, and falls into the sea at Lancaster Buy. The
Winster separating Lancashire and Westmoreland, tlie Leven

from Lake Windermere, the Crake from Lake Coniston, all

flow south into Morecambe Bay ; and the Duddon forming

the boundary of the county with Westmoreland enters the

Irish Channel. Windermere, the largest and most beauti-

ful of English lakes, is partly included in the county. Some
miles to the west and parallel with Windermere is Coniston

Lake, 5h miles long and 2 miles broad; and between the

two larger lakes is Esthwaite AVater, 1 2 miles in length by

half a mile in breadth.

About the middle of last century the Sankey Canal, 10

miles long, the first in Britain, was constructed to bring

coals from St Helens to Liverpooh Shortly afterwards the

duke of Bridgewater projected the great canal, completed

in 1761, from Manchester across the Irwell to Worsley.

The Leeds and Liverpool Canal, begun in 1770, connects

Liverpool and other important towui with Leeds by a

circuitous route of 130 miles. The other principal canals

are the Rochdale Canal, the Manchester Canal, between

Jfanchester and Huddersfield, the Lancaster Canal, and

the Ulverstone Canal
Geology and Minerals.—The greater "nrl of Furness ia

occupied by slaty Silurian rocks belonging to the mountain

formations of Cumberland and Westmoreland. This is

mingled occasionally with Carboniferous Limestone, and in

the lower region along the coast there is an Old Bed Sand-

stone district and also a very rich deposit of iron ore. To
the north of the Lune the country is occupied with Carboni-

ferous Limestone. Near the sea are some low Old Red
Sandstone clifTs, and the formation is also seen on the

borders of Westmoreland, near Kirkby Lonsdale, South of

the Lune the greater part of the higher ground is formed

of Jlillstone Grit. Along the valley of the Mersey there ia

an extensive bed of New Red Sandstone, containing rock-

salt, and the same formation occurs along the western

boundaries of the county, but it is covered for the most

.

part by the glacial drift deposits, which occupy nearly all

the low ground, and in some cases fill up the valleys

between the mountains. The coal-field of Lancashire

occupies an irregular area of 217 square miles lying

between theRibble and the Merse}', its length being about

30 miles and its average breadth about 7 miles. The field

extends into Cheshire and North Wales, and is separated

from the Yorkshire field by the Millstone Grit which crops

out beneath the Coal-measures. To the south of the Lune,

near Ingleton, there is also a small coal-field which extends

into Yorkshire. The upper Coal-measures consist chiefly of

shales, sandstones, and limestones, with a bed of blackband

ironstone. The middle measures contain a considerable

variety of workable seams, the lowest being very valuable,

and there is an important mine of cannel coal. The lowel

measure consists of flags, shales, and thin seams of coal,

with gannister floors and roofs of slate. This coal is

extensively mined in the mountain districts to the north-

east of the bed. The coal district is traversed by immense
dislocations which divide the field into several belts.

Nearly all the marine fossils obtained are molluscs allied

to Anthracosia, with the exception of a remarkable series

obtained on the banks of the Tame rear Ashton-under-

Lyne.

The available coal supply of Lancashire is estimated ot

5,165,000,000 tons. The amount raised in 1852 was 8,225,000
tons; in 1871 it was 13,861,000 tons, but for, several years it
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)ia% exceoJeJ 18,000,000 tons, and in 18S0 roachel 19,120,294
tons. The amount of coal carried from Lancasliiro is about
11,000,000 tons, of which about 7,000,000 tons are sliiiiped.

The produce of the West Lancasliire coal-liold in 18S0 was—coal

J.600,436 tons, fireclay 18,960 tons, and iron 1540 tons, tlio

'alter being obtained from tlie rubbish sent out of the pits. The
•nal is produced in the neighbourhood of AVig.in, St Helens, and
Prescot, and the fireclay in the St Helens district. In the Nortli

I'ld East Lancashire district 9,519,8ri8 tons of coal were raised, '

1 10,379 tons of fireclay, 4830 of aliun shale, and 579 of copperas
hinips. Through the kindness of Mr Joseph Dickinson, inspector

of mines for this district, we are enabled to give the produce of the

field in seven principal divisions, viz.:

—

(l)the small netached field

of Lunedale (lower series of measures), coal 410 tons; (2) the Burn-
ley coal-field (lower and middle series), coal 1,036,015, fireclay

1 5,279; (3) an adjoining field lying soutli-east of a line dra«ni from
Chorley to Blackburn (lower series), coal 388,274, fireclay 45,749;

(4) a group lying further south-east and extending to Bacup,
Rochdale, and Littleborough (lower series), coal 309,388, fireclay

13,298 ; (5) the part west of Chorley and southwards adjoining tlio

Wigan coal-field (lower series), coal 2,030,027, copperas lumps 579 ;

(6) the part east of tbe former division (middle and upper series),

coal 4,789, 49o, fireclay 19,217
; (7) the extreme south-east part,

south of Kochdale, and east of the city of Manchester (lower and
middle series), coal 966,249, fireclay 16,836, alum shale 4830.

Kich red hajmatitic iron is obtained in gi-eat abundance in the dis-

trict of Furness, the quantity raised in 1871 being 931,048 tons, and
in 1880 it was 1,188,543 tons. Only a small quantity of sulphur-

ore is raised, 2000 tons in 1879, valued at £900. Some copper is

obtained in the Furness district, but the total quantity of ore raised

in 1880 was only 442 tons. There are in various districts of the
county large quarries for freestone and flagstone, the quantity
raised in 1880 being 2404 tons. A fine blue slate is obtained in

Furness. As much aa 2973 tons of hydraulic limestone was in 1880

d.ig out of the Ardwick- mine near iManclipstor. There is n mine of
native oxide of iron at Warton, near Carnforth, from which, in 1880,
189 tons were obtained. Lead-oie and zinc ore are being cxplorca
between CUtheroe and Chatburn, and rocksalt at rrccsal near
Fleetwood.

Clhnate and Affricnlliire.—The climate in the Lilly
districts is frequently cold, but in the more sheltered parts
lying to the south and west it is mild and genial. From
its westerly situation and the attraction of the mountains
there is a very high rainfall, an average of nearly 50 inches
annually being reached in the mountainous districts, while
the average for the other districts is about 35. The soil

after reclamation and drainage is fertile ; but, as it is for the
most part a strong clayey loam, it requires a large amount
of labour. In some districts it is more of a peaty nature,

and in the Old Red Sandstone districts of the Mersey there

is a tract of light sandy loam, v?hich is easily worked, and
well adapted for wheat and potatoes. A considerable

portion of country is still under peat, but the reclamations
within late years have been very large, and at the same
time great advances have been made in the methods of

culture. In some districts the ground has been rendered
unfit for agricultural operations by the rubbish from coal-

pits. A very large area is in pasturage, and dairy farming,

owing to tlie populous character of the district, is very

common.

The following table gives a classification of holdings according to

size in 1875 and 1880 :

—

years.
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Lancashire nt Liverpool and JlnrieTiestpr. Tlie county has one

court of quarter sessions, and is divided into twenty sessional

divisions. The city of Manchester and the boroughs of Eolton,

Liverpool, and Wigan have conimissions of the peace and separate

courts of quarter sessions ; and tlie boroughs of Ashton-uuder-

Lyne, Blackburn, Bromley, Lancaster, Oldham, Preston, Rochdale,

Salford, and Warrington have commissions of the peace. There are

ten police divisions. Most of the numicipal boroughs have their own
police. The county is chiefly in the diocese of Manchester, fornictl

in 18-47 ; but the northern portion of Furuess is iu Carlisle, a portion

formerly in Chester is now part of the newly formed diocese of

Liverpool, and a small portion adjoining Yorkshire is in Eipon. The
chancery of the duchy of Lancaster, still a crown office, was at one

time a court of appeal for the chanceiy of the county palatine, but

now even its jurisdiction in regard to the estates of the ducliy is

merely nominal. The chancery of the county palatine has con-

current jurisdiction with the High Court of Chancery in all matters

of equity within the county palatine, and independent jurisdiction

in regard to a variety of other matters.

History awl Antiquities.—Before the Roman invasion Lancashire

fcnned part ei the extensive northern province of the Brigautes, of

whose occujx tion a few names and earthworks are the chief remains.

The Romans held the district for tliree centuries and a half, and

erected various camps or stations at Manchester, Ribchester, Lan-

caster, Colne, &c. They also constructed various roads, one enter-

ing the coimty at Warrington, and passing almost north to Carlisle.

Manchester appears to have been the chief centre of this district, as

the roads branched out thence in every direction,—into Cheshire by

Stockport, by Stretford, and by Warrington, to Yorkshire by Little-

borough or by Overborough near Colne, by Ribchester to Luncaster,

by Kirkham to the Wyre, and by Westhaughton and Blacki-od to

Preston. The Roman remains found within the county are thus

summarized by Mr W. T. AVatkin in' the Transactions of the Historic

Society of Lancashire and Cheshire for 1880, p. 89:

—

" Excluding perhaps Northumberland, I doubt whether any English coiinty

has produced so many elaborate articles in the precious metals and in bronze of

the Uonian period. The silver arm from Litllcborough, the gold biillx from

Jlanchestcr and Overborough, the gold rings from Standish, tlie silver cup from

Emmott, the rich ' And' of silver articles from Walmersley, the bronze shield

umljo Irom Kirkham, and the beautiful helmet from Ribchester, with the gold

tup from the s-ame place, form an almost unequalled collection of Britauno-

Koman woiks of art."

After ihc departure of the Romans Lancashire was included in the

kingdom of Strathclyde, which for some time retained its independ-

ence; but, altJiough King Arthur, according to some authorities,

lo".:ht several battles agivinst them on the banks of the Douglas at

Wigan, the Saxonsgradually occupied the whole county, and during

the°Heptarchy it formed part of the kingdom of Northumbria. How
extensive was their occupation may be judged of from the Saxon

names of towns and villages remainint; to the present day. Towards

the end of the 9th century, however) the Danes invaded and per-

manently settled in the Furness district, and also in the south-west

coast of the county, and iu the opposite peninsula of AVirral iu

Cheshire, in all which places many Danish names of villages are

still found. T,-iii 1
' In Domesday the portion of Lancashire between the Ribble^ and

the Mersey was included in Cheshire and the remainder in York-

shire. A great part of tlio lands between the Ribble and Mersey

was granted by the Conqueror to Roger do Poictou of the family of

Montgomery. It was then conferred by Henry I. on Stephen de

Blois,°afterwards king, on the decease of whose brother William

it reverted to the crown, and was granted to on£ of the earls of

Chester. Th.it line becoming extinct in 1232, it passed toAVilliam

de Ferrers, and after the second revolt of Robert do Ferrers, King

Henry III. granted it to his younger son Edmund Cronchback, and

with 'it the earldom of the county. (See Lancaster, House of.)

In 1351 the county became a palatinate, and again, after sixteen

years abeyance, in 1377. Henry IV., soon after ascending the

throne, passed an Act declaring that the iuheritance and titles of

the duchy of Lancaster should remain to him and his heirs for ever

a distinct and separate inheritance from the lands and possessions

of the crown ; and from the reign of Henry V. the sovereigns of

England have held the duchy, as well out of as within the county

palatine. At the Reformation most of the leading families of the

county adhered to the Catholic faith, and a few, as the Blundels of

Little Crosby and the Harringtons of Huyton, never left it. Dur-

in" the civil wars they were ardent supporters of the royalist cause,

especially the Derby family, and the county was frequently the scene

of sices as at Manchester, Liverpool, Warrington, Lathom House,

&e., and of battles, as at Athertou Sloor, Wigan, Preston, and

The Cistercian abbey of Furness is perhaps one of the finest and

most extensive ecclesiastical ruins' in England. Whalley abbey,

first founded at Stanlawe in Cheshire in 1178, aud removed m 1296,

belonged to the same order. There was a priory of Black Canons

at Burscough, founded in the time of Richard I., one at Conishend

dating from Henry II. 's reign, and one at Lancaster. A convent of

Augustinian friars was founded at Cartmel in 1188, and one at War-

rington about 12S0. There are some remains of the Bcnedictin?
priory of Ujiholland, changed from a college of secular priests in

1318 ; and tlie same order had a priory at Lancaster founded in

1091, a cell at Lytham, of the reign of Richard I., and a priory at

Penwortham, fouuded shortly after the time of the Cunqncror.
The Premonstratensians had Cockersand Abbey, changed iu 1190
from a hospital founded in the reign of Henry II., of which the
cliapter-house remains. At Kersal, ncjtr Manchester, there was a

cell of Cluniac monks founded in the reign of John, while at Lan-
caster there were convents of Doniiuicaiis and Franciscans, and at

Preston a priory of Grey Friars built by Edmund, earl of Lancaster,

son of Henry III.

Besides the churches mentioned nndcr the several towns, the
more interesting are those of Ahliughani, Norman doorway

;

Aughtoii ; Cartmel priory church, with choir and transcjits of the

Transition between Kormau and E.irly English, south chapel

Decorated, and nave and windows Perpendicular ; Hawkshoad;
Heyshain, Korman >vith ti-aces of Saxon ; Hoole ; Hnyton ; Kirk-

by, rebuilt, with very ancient font ; Kirkby Ireleth, late Perpen-

dicular, with Norman doorway ; Leyland ; Jlclling (in Lonsdale),

Perpendicular, with stained glass windows ; Middleton, rebuilt in

1524, but containing part of the old Norman church and sever;il

monuments; Ormskirk, Perpendicular with traces of Norman, hav-

ing two towers one of which is detached and surmounted by a spire;

Overton, with Norman doorway ; Eadclilfe, Norman ; Sefton,

Perpendicular, with line brass and recnmbeut figures of the Moly-

neu.x family, also a screen exquisitely carved ; Stidd, near Itib-

cliester, Norman arch and old monuments ; Tunstall, late Perpen-

dicular ; L'phoUand priory chnrch. Early Englibh, with low massy

tower; Urswick, Norman, witli embattled tower and several old

monuments ; Walton, anciently the parish church of Liverpool

;

Walton-le-Dale ; Warton, with old font ; Whalley abbey church,

Decorated and Perpendicular, with Runic stone monuments.
The principal old castles are those of Lancaster, noticed below

;

Dalton, a small rude tower occupying the site of an older building ;

two towers of Gleaston Castle, built by the lords of Aldingham in

the 14th century ; the ruins of Grecnhalgh Castle, built by the first

carl of Derby, and demolished after a siege by order of parliament

in 1649; the ruins of Fouldrcy in Peel Island near the entrance to

Barrow, erected iu the reign of Edward III., now a most dilapi-

dated ruin, but "massive, great, and impressively solemn." There

are many old timber houses and inansjicns of special interest, as well

as numerous modern seats.

The pnncipal histories of Lancashire arc those by Edward B'llnrs (1S24, 2d cd.

1836, edited by Harland, 18CS-70) and by Thomas li^iincs (ISGS-C'J). Many
interesting papers on special snbjccts will bo found in the lie volumes issued by

the Chetham Society, instituted at M.inchcster in 1843. .ind In the 32 volume s of

Tramaclioiis of the Lancashire and Cheshire Historic Society; also In the J'ala-

tine Note-Book for 1881. For a fuller list of the bibliography of the county anil

its several towns see Fishwick, Lanca^ldre Library, 1877; Sutton, Lancashire

Authors, 1876; and Anderson, Topography of the United Kinrjtiom, 1881.

LANCASTER, a numicipal borough and seaport town,

tho capital of LancasUire, England, is .situated on tlie

left bank of tlie river Lune, about 7 miles from its nioutli,

and on the London and North-Westcrn Railway, 52 miles

north-west of Manchester. It is built on the slope of an

eminence crowned by the old castle and church, and com-

manding fine views of the river and surrounding country.

The older portion of the town is irregularly built, but of

late years it has been much improved by the formation of

new streets ; and the sanitary and other arrangements are

complete and satisfactory. The Lune is crossed by a

bridge of five arches erected in 1788, and to the north of

the town the Lancaster Canal is conveyed over the river

by a handsome aciueduct. The ancient castle occupies the

site of a Roman caslnim. The Sason foundations of a 1

yet older structure still remain, and the tower at the I
south-west corner is supposed to have been erected during

the reign of the emperor Hadrian. The Dungeon Tower,

also supposed to be of Roman origin, was taken down in

1818. The greater part of the old portion of the present

structure was built by Roger de Poictou, who, however,

utilized some of the old Roman towers and the old walls

in its erection. In 1322 much damage was done to the

castle by Robert Bruce, whose attaek ii successfully resisted,

but it was restored and strengthened by John of Gaunt,

who added the greater part of 'he Gateway Tower as well

as turrets to the Lungess Tower, whivh nu that account has

been named "John o^Gaunt's Chair." During the wars of

the Commonwealth the castle was captured by Cromwell.

Shortly afterwards it was converted into the county jail
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and the building now includes the governor's house and
the crown and nisi prius courts. To the north-east of the

castle 13 the church of St Mary, in the Early English style,

originally erected by Koger de Poictou, but partly rebuilt

in 1759, when the present lofty tower was added. Tlie

church contains several old monuments and brasses. A
large Gothic Roman Catholic church, with a convent and
schools adjoining, was erected in 1859, and there are also

several other churches and chapels of some architectural

pretensions. There is a grammar school, completed in

1853. Among the charitable institutions are the county

lunatic asylum, the Fiipley orphan hospital, opened in

186i, erected and endowed at a cost of £100,000, the

dispensary and infirmary instituted in 1781, and the Iloyal

Albert asylum for idiots and imbeciles. The town
possesses a large market and a handsome town-hall. The
principal industries of the town are cotton and silk spin-

ning, cabinetmaking, and the manufacture of oil-cloth table-

covers ; and there are also iron-foundries, marble-polishing

works, and a manufactory for railway carriages and

waggons. The bulk of the shipping is engaged in the

coasting trade, and large vessels require to unload at

Glasson, 5 miles down the river, the cargoes being carried

up to the town by lighters. The population of the

municipal borough in 1871 was 17,2l5, and in 1881 it

was 20,724.

From discoveries of celts, flint arrow-heajs, and other similar

remains, it is probable that Lancaster was an old British town. Its

Koman name is unknown, but inscribed Roman altars, tombstones,

Samian ware, and other pottery, and the remains of the old fortress

preceding the castle, and of other buildings, leave no doubt that it

was a Koman station of great importance. It was constituted a

borough in the fourth year of Richard I., and it first returned mera-

bei's to parliament in the twenty-third year of Edward I. The
privilege was withdrawn for some years before 1547, but from that

time was enjoyed without interruption until 1867, when it was dis-

franchised for corrupt practices. The town was plundered and

burned by the Scots in 1329 and 1389, was nearly depopulated

during the Wars of the Roses, was captured by the Parliamentary

forces in 1643, and retaken by the Royalists under the earl of Derby

in the same year, was held by the Parliamentary troops in 1648, and

was partly destroyed by fire In 1698. It was entered by the rebels

in 1715, and again by a larger force of them in 1745.

See Clarke, lancasler, 1807, 2d cd. 1811 ; Lavcasltr Records, 18G9; Hull, Lan-

taster Castle, 1843 ; Simpson, History mid Antiquities of Lancaster, 1862 ; and a

paper on " Roman Lanc;ister," by W. Thompson AVatkin, in Transactions of the

Historic Societi/ of Lancashire and Cheshire, 1876.

LANCASTER, the shire city of Lancaster coVinty,

Pennsylvania, U.S., is situated on the Conestoga river,

68 miles west of Philadelphia by rail. It was founded in

1730 and incorporated as a borough in 1742, was the

State capital from 1799 to 1812, and in 1S12 became a

city. It is laid out on the rectangular plan, and is un-

usually well built. The city is the seat of numerous

charitable and educational institutions. Among the latter

is Franklin and Marshall College, the chief educational

establishment of the Reformed Church, which also main-

tains a theological seminary in connexion with it. The
court-house is an imposing edifice, erected in 1853 at a

cost of $166,000. The county jail is a massive sandstone

structure, with a tower 110 feet high, built at a cost of

$110,000 in 1851. Laijcaster is the centre of one of the

wealthiest agricultural regions in the United States. Its

cotton, iron, and other mills are numerous and large, and

it contains one of the most extensive watch factories in the

country. Its tobacco trade requires nearly 100 large

warehouses for its accommodation. A valuable trade in

coal, lumber, leather, and grain is also carried on. James

Buchanan, the fifteenth president of the United States,

lived in Lancaster, and is buried there. The population in

1880 numbered 25;846.

LANCASTER, the chief city in Fairfield county,-.Ohio,

United States, is situated on the Hocking river, about 30

miles south-east of Columbus. It is a well-built little

manufacturing town, busy with foundries, flourlng-mills,

and various manufactures, such as agricultural implements
and machinery. The court-house cost §150,000; and the
city hall and" public schools are also fine buildings. The
neighbouring country is fertile, being especially noted for

its grain, live stock, and vineyards. The population in

1880 was 6803..

LANCASTER, House of. The name House of Lan-
caster is commonly used to designate the line of kings

immediately descended from John of Gaunt, fourth son of

Edward III. But the history of the family and of the title

goes back a whole century further to the reign of Henry
III., who created his second son, Edmund, earl of Lan-
caster, in 1267. This Edmund received in his own day the

surname of Crouchback, not, as was afterwards supposed,

from a personal deformity, but from having worn a cross

upon his back in token of a crusading vow. He is not a

person of much importance in history except in relation to

a strange theory raised in a later age abuut his birth, which

we shall notice presently. His son Thomas who inherited

the title, took the lead among the nobles of Edward II. 's

time in opposition to Piers Gaveston and the Spensers, and
was beheaded for treason at Pontefract. Af the com-

mencement of the following reign his attainder was reversed

and his brother Henry restored to the earldom, who, being

appointed guardian to the young king Edward III., assisted

him to throw off the yoke of Mortimer. On this Henry's

death in 1345 he was succeeded by a son of the same

name, sometimes known as Henry Tort-Col or Wryneck, a

very valiant commander in the French wars, whom the

king, for his greater honour, advanced to the dignity of a

duke. The title was new in those days, for only one

duke had ever been created in England before, and that

was fourteen years previously, when the king's son Edward,

so well known in history as the Black Priuce, was made

duke of Cornwall. This Henry Wryneck died in 1361

without heir male. Of his two daughters, Maud, the

elder, was twice married, but died childless little more

than a year after her father. The second, Blanche, be-

came the wife of John of Gaunt, who thus succeeded

to the duke's inheritance in her right ; and on the 13th

November 1362, when King Edward attained the age

of fifty, he was created duke of Lancaster, his elder

brother, Lionel, being at the same time created duke of

Clarence. It was from these two dukes that the rival

houses of Lancaster and York derived their respective

claims to the crown. As Clarence was King Edward|s

third son, while John of Gaunt was only his fourth, it

ought to have followed in ordinary course that on the

failure of the elder line the issue of Clarence should have

taken precedence of that of Lancaster in the succession.

But the rights of Clarence were conveyed in the first

instance to an only daughter, and the ambition and policy

of the house of Lancaster, profiting by advantageous cir-

cumstances, enabled them not only to gain possession of

the throne but to maintain themselves in it for three

generations before they were dispossessed by the repre-

sentatives of the elder brother.

As for John of Gaunt himself, it can hardly bo said that

this sort of politic wisdom is very conspicuous in him. His

ambition was generally more manifest than his discretion ;

but fortune favoured his ambition, oven as to himself some-

what beyond expectation, and still more in his posterity.

Before the death of his father he had become the greatest

subject in England, his three elder brothers haviug all died

before him. He had even added to his other dignities

the title of king of Castile, having married, after his first

wife's death, the daughter of Peter the Cniel. The title,

however, was an empty one, the throne of Castile being

actually in the possession of Henry of Trastamara. whow
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the English Lad vainly endeavoured to set aside. His

military and naval enterprises were for the most part

disastrous failures, and in England he was exceedingly

unpopular. Nevertheless during the later years of Lis

father's reign the weakness of the king and the declining

health of the Black Prince naturally threw the govern-

ment very much into Lis Lands. He even aimed, or was

suspected of aimiDg,'at tLe succession to the crown ; but

in this Lope he was disappointed by the action of the

Good Parliament a year before Edward's death, in which

it was settled that Richard the son of the Black Prince

should be king after his grandfather. Nevertheless the

suspicion with which he was regarded was not altogether

quieted when Richard came to the throne, a boy in the

eleventh year of his age. TLe duke Limself complained

in parliament of tLe way he was spoken of out of doors,

and at the outbreak of Wat Tyler's insurrection the peasants

stopped pilgrims on the road to Canterbury and made them

swear never to accept a king of the name of John. On
gaining possession of London they gave still more emphatic

proof of their dislike to him by burning Lis magnificent

palace of the Savoy. The young king himself shared the

general feeling, and after a few years John of Gaunt ceased

for a time to Lave mucL influence. Richard found a

convenient way to get rid of Lini by sending him to Castile

to make good Lis barren title, and on tLis expedition Le was

away three years. He succeeded, however, so far as to

make a treaty with Lis rival, King John, son of Henry of

Trastamara, for the succession, by virtue of which his

daughter Catherine became queen of Castile some years

later. After his return the king seems to Lave regarded

him witL greater favour, created Lira duke of Aquitaine,

and employed him in repeated embassies to France, which

at length resulted in a treaty of peace, and Richard's

marriage to the French king's daugLter.

Another marked incident of Lis public life was the

support which he gave on one occasion to the Reformer
Wycliffe. How far this was due to religious and Low far

to mere political considerations may be a question ; but it

is certain that, in one way or another, not only John of

Gaunt but his immediate descendants, the three kings of

the house of Jjancaster, all took deep interest in the

religious movements of the times. A reaction against

Lollardy, however, had already begun in the days of Henry
IV., and both Le and his son were obliged to discounten-

ance opinions which were believed to be politically and
theologically dangerous.

Accusations had been made against John of Gaunt more
than once during the earlier part of Richard II. 's reign of

entertaining designs to supplant his nephew on the throne.

But these Richard never seems to Lave wLolly credited,

and during Lis three years' absence his younger brother,

Thomas of Woodstock, duke of Gloucester, showed himself

a far more dangerous intriguer. Five confederate lords

with Gloucester at their head took up arms against the

king's favourite ministers, and the Wonderful Parliament

put to death without remorse almost every agent of his

former administration that had not fled the country.

Gloucester even contemplated the dethronement of the king,

but found that in this matter Le could not rely on the

support of his associates, one of whom was Henry, earl of

Derby, the duke of Lancaster's son. Richard soon after-

wards, by declaring himself of age, shook off his uncle's

control, and within ten years the acts of the Wonderful
Parliament were reversed by a parliament no less arbitrary.

Gloucester and Lis allies were tLen brougLt to severe

account ; but the earl of Derby and Thomas Stowbray, earl

of Nottingham, were taken into favour as having opposed
the more violent proceedings of their associates. As if to

how Lis entire confidence in both these noblemen, the king

created the former duke of Hereford and the latter duke of

Norfolk. But within three months after the one duke

accused the other of treason, and the truth of the charge,

after much consideration, was referred to trial by battle

according to the laws of chivalry. But when the combat

was about to commence it was interrupted by the king,

who, to preserve the peace of the kingdom, decreed by his

own mere authority that the duke of Hereford should be

banished for ten years—a term which was immediately after

reduced to five—and the duke of Norfolk for life.

This arbitrary sentence was obeyed in the first instance

by both parties, and Norfolk never returned. But Henry,

duke of Hereford, whose milder sentence was doubtless

owing to the fact that he was the popular favourite, came

back within a year, having been furnished with a very fair

pretext for doing so by a new act of injustice on the part

of Richard. His father, John of Gaunt, had died in the

interval, and the king, troubled with a rebellion in Ireland,

and sorely in want of money. Lad seized the duchy of

Lancaster as forfeited property. Henry at once sailed for

England, and landing in Yorkshire while King Richard

was in Ireland, gave .'it that he came only to recover his

inheritance. He at once received the support of the

northern lords, and as he marched southwards his followers

became more numerous at every turn. The whole kingdom

was soon practically at his command, and Richard, by the

time Le Lad recrossed the channel to Wales, discovered that

his cause was altogether lost. He was conveyed from

Chester to London, and forced to execute a deed by which

he resigned his crown. This was recited in parliament,

and he was formally deposed. The duke of Lancaster then

stepped forward and claimed the kingdom as due to himself

by virtue of his descent from Henry III.

The claim which he put forward involved, to all ap-

pearance, a strange falsification of history, for it seemed

to rest upon the supposition that Edmund of Lancaster,

and not Edward I., was the eldest son of Henry III. A
story Lad gone about, even in the days of John of Gaunt,

who, if we may trust the rhymer Hardyng {Chronicle,

pp. 290, 291), Lad artfully got it inserted in chronicles

deposited in various monasteries, that this Edmund, sur-

nanied Crouchback, was really hump-backed, and that he

was set aside in favour of his younger brother Edward ou

account of his deformity. No chronicle, however, is known

to exist which actually states that Edmund Crouchback was

thus set aside ; and in point of fact he had no deformity at

all, while Edward was six years his senior. Hardyng's

testimony is, moreover, suspicious as reflecting the pre-

judices of the Percys after they Lad turned against Henry

IV., for Hardyng himself expressly says that the earl of

Northumberland was the source of his information (see

note, p. 353 of Lis chronicle). But a statement in the

continuation of the Chronicle called the Eulogium (vol. iii.

pp. 369, 370) corroborates Hardyng to some extent ; for

we are told that John of Gaunt Lad once desired in parlia-

ment that his son should be recognized on this flimsy i^lea

as heir to the crown ; and, when the earl of March denied

the story and insisted on his own claim as descended from

'

Lionel, duke of Clarence, Richard put an end to the dis-

cussion and imposed silence on both parties. However this

may be, it is certain that this "story, though not directly

asserted to be true, was indirectly pointed at by Henry
when he put forward his claim, and no one was then bold

enough to challenge it.

This was partly due, no doubt, to the fact that the true

lineal heir after Richard was then a child, who had just

succeeded his father as earl of March. Another circum-

stance was unfavourable to the house of Mortimer—that it

derived its title through a woman. No caso precisely

similar had as yet arisen, and, notwithstanding the pre-
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cedent of Henry 11 it might be doubtnd « hevher succes- I 662). With the death of the last-named sovereicm thesion through a female was favoured by the constitution.

I direct male line of John of Gaunt became PTHnPf ^nfK not Henry could say ^th truth that he was the direct I by his daughters he becaml l^TloZlZ ZelL^ll
heir of h.s grandfather Edward III. If. on the other hue of foreign kings, while his descendants by Wsthirdhand, succession through females was valid, he could trace wife, Catherine Swynford, conveyed the crown of En-land
Ins descent through his mother from Henry IIL by a very

|
to the house of Tudor. It is true that his children bv thi,

lUustrious line of ancestors And, in the words by which he
|

lady were born before he married her : but thev were made
formally made his ckim, he ventured to say no more than legitimate bv act of pailiameut, and thou-h Heury IV inthat he was descended from the king just mentioned "by
right line of the blood." In what particular way that "right
line " was to be traced he did not venture to indicate.

It is unnecessary in this article to relate the history of
the three successive kings belonging to the house of
Lancaster (Henry IV., V^ and VI.), as a brief epitome of
their reigns will be found elsewhere (see. vol. xi. pp. 659-

Table of the Principal Descendants of John of Gaunt.

confirming the privilege thus granted to them endeavoured
to debar them from the succe.-,siou to the crown, it is now
ascertained that there was no such reservation in the
original Act, and the title claioied by Henry VII. was
probably better than he himself supposed
We subjoin a pedigree of the royal and illustrious houses

that traced their descent from John of Gaunt :

John of Gaunt, ilnke of Lancaster, == Dlanclic, douehler imd heiress of = Constance tho elder of the
titiUai- king of Castile.

|
Henry, doke of Lancaster (flrst wife). two i1uu(;liiers and lieiresse;

Henry IV.,

king of

England.

Phlllppa,
married to

John 1.,

king of
Portugal.

I

Edward,
king of
Purtugaj.

i

I Henry V.,

I !
king of

Alplionso Ferdinand, England.
V. of duke of
Portn- Ylsea.
gal.

j

I
EnimanueJ,

John IL king of
of Por- Portngal

;

taigaL whose de-
scendants Hen

have reigned
in tIiatcounlr>- Idivan
ever since, of \

alary de ItGhuu, =:Joan. daughter
daughter and of Charles the

co-heU- of Hum- Uad, king of
pli-rey de Uohnn. Navarre
eurl of Uercfoi-d (second wife),
and Esse.\ (first No issue.

wUe).

Catherine, dimghtfr o(
Sir Payne Hoet, widow
uf bir.Owcn Swynfora

(third wile).

Ellzabetlt mniTled first

to John Holland, duke
of Exeter, who was

beluaded by Henry IV.:

afterwards to Sir JoliH
Cornwall, created
Baron Fnahope.

CathSilne.
married to Beaufort. Bciiufort.

earl of cardinal.
Somerset.
•-

[

Exeter,

~l

Catherine. Thomas. John, Humphrey, Blanche, Phillppa,
daughter duke of duke of duke of doclicss manied to

of Charles Claience, Bedford. Gloucester, of Ba- KricVlI.of
VI. of vafia. Denmark
France, ar

afterwards ef
married tc
Sir- Owen
Tudor.

quten of

Ferdlnaml
of Ara^on

;

whose de-
scendants

were kings of
Spain till the
tinning in of
the Bourbons

Jji 17U0.

Somerset, affc

Edmund,
tail of

niclmK.iHl,
son of

SlrOwtn
Tudor by
Calherinc,

llemy \'.

Joan lieaufort-

wife of lialph

Ncvill, fii-st

carl of West-
moreland, bj
whom slic

became an
ancestor of

Edward IV.
liicliarrt 111.

Wanvick tlie

King Maker,
and many

noble families.

Itoiiry VII

,

king of
Eoghmd.

Maj'garet. = James I\'.. king of

I
Scoiliuul.

James V., king of
Scotland. Kenr

.lames VI. of Scotlaml
and I. of England, whose
descendants have reigneil

in Gieat Britain ever since.

Frances, wife of
Henry, earl of
Dorset, cieated
duke of SuHolU.

Lady Jane Grey
and others.

EI. ol.wlfe
of lUniy,
second cail

of Cumber-
land.

LANCASTER, Sir Jailes, an eminent English seaman i twenty he began to gather a few- poor children under his

of the Elizabethan period. In his early years he was in > father's roof and to give them the rudiments of instrud-

Portugal as soldier and merchant; in 1591 be made a tion, without a fee, except in cases in which the parent

voyage on his own accoant to the East Indies ; in 159-1-95 l
was willing to pay a trifle. Soon a thousand children

he had command of an expedition which made an attack were assembled in the Borough Boad ; and. the attention

on Pernambuco ; and in 1600 he was placed at the head of
|

of the duke of Bedford, Mr Whitbreail, and others having

the first fleet sent out by the newly-founded East India ;
been directed to his ettorts, he was provided with means

Company. During his later years he acted as one of the for building a schoolroom, and supplying needful mate-

directors of the company. He died in 1620. I rials. The main features of liis plan were the employment

The original joumala of Lancaster's principtil voyajfe, during
|

of older scholars as monitors, and an elaborate system of

which he visited Java and Sumatra, have unfortunately been lost

;

]
mechanical drill, by meaus of which thet,e young teachers

and we only possess the narrative drawn up from tbem with i ^.gre made to impart the rudiments of reading, writing,
questionable perspicacity by Purcnas. The various portions of j .,,,-, f , i lu .- n>i

HakluytanJ ^rcLs relating to Lancaster have been edited for the ^"^ arithmetic to large numbers at the same time, llie

Hakluyt Society 'oy C. R. Markham (1879). The name of Lau- I
material appliances for teaching were very scanty—a few-

caster Sound was bestowed by Baffin in honour of Sir James, on ! leaves torn out of spelling-books and pasted on boards,
the strait trending westward from Baffin's Bay. gonje slates, and a desk spread with sand, on which the

LAJ^CASTER, Joseph (1778-1838), was born in

Southwark in 1778, and was the son of a Chelsea pen-

sioner. He had few opportunities of regular instruction,

but he very early showed unusual seriousness and desire

for learning. At sixteen he looked forward to the dissent-

ing ministry : but soon after his religious views altered.

children wrote with their finge s. The order and cheer-

fulness of the school and th' aiilitary precision of tlio

children's movements were v^ry striking, and began to

attract much public observation at a time wheii the

edutition of the poor was almost entirely neglected.

Lancaster i ad the skill which g,iins the loyalty of sub-

and he attached himself to the Societj' of Friends, with
|
ordinates, and he succeeded in inspiring his young monitors

whicll he remained associated for many ytars, until long 1 with fondness for their work and with pride in the institn-

afterwards he was disowned by that body. At the age of
i
tion of which they formed a paut. As these youths becamo

XlV. — 33
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more trustworthy, he found himself at leisure to accept

some of the numerous invitations which crowded upon

him, and to expound what he called " his system " by

lectures in various towns. In this way many new schools

were established, and placed under the care of young men
>vhom he had trained. In a memorable interview with

George III., Lancaster was encouraged by the expression

of the king's wish that every poor child in his dominions

should be taught to read the Bible. Royal patronage

brought in its train resources, fame, and public responsi-

bility, which proved to be beyond Lancaster's own 'powers

to sustain or control. He was vain, reckless, and
improvident. In 1808 a few noblemen and gentlemen

came to his rescue, paid his debts, became his trustees, and
founded the society which was at first called the Eoyal
Lancasterian Institution, but was afterwards more widely

known as the British and Foreign School Society. "With

the strongest wish to retain his services and to treat him
with liberality, they soon found that he was impatient of

control, and that his wild impulses and heedless extrava-

gance made it impossible to work with him. He quarrelled

with the committee, set up a private school at Tooting,

becaiDB bankrupt, and in 1818 emigrated to America.

There he met at first with a warm reception, gave
several courses of lectures which were well attended, and
wrote to friends at home letters full of enthusiasm and of

high hopes for future usefulness, not unmingled with bitter

denunciations of what he called the ingratitude and
treachery of those who had been associated with him in

England. But his fame was short-lived. The miseries of

debt and disappointment were aggravated by sickness, and
he settled for a time in the warmer climate of Caricas.

He afterwards visited St Thomas and Santa Cruz, and at

length returned to New York, the corporation of which
city made him a public grant of 500 dollars in pity for the

misfortunes which had by this time reduced him to

lamentable poverty. He afterwards visited Canada, where
for a time his prospects brightened. He gave lectures at

ilontreal, and was encouraged to open a school which
enjoyed an ephemeral success, but was soon abandoned.

A small annuity provided by his friends in England was
his only means of support. He formed a plan, however, for

returning home and giving a new impetus to his " system,"

by which he declared it would be possible "to teach ten

thousand children in different schools, not knowing their

letters, all to read fluently in three weeks to three months."
But these visions were never realized. He was run over by
a carriage in the streets of New York in'October 1838, and
was so much injured that he died in a few hours.

As one of tlie two rival inventors of what was called the " moni-
torial " or "mutual " method of instruction, his name was prominent
for many years in educational controversy. Dr Andkew Bell (y. v.)

Lad in 1797 published an account of his experiments in teaching
;

and Lancaster in his first pamphlet, published in 1803, frankly
acknowledges his debt to Bell for some useful hints. The two
worked independently, hut Lancaster was the first to apply the sys-

tem of monitorial teaching on a large scale. As an economical ex-
periment his school at the Borough Road was a signal success. He
had one thousand scholars under discipline, and taught them to
read, write, and work simple snms at a yearly cost of less than 5s. a
head. His tract Improvements in Education described the grada-
tion of ranks^ the system of signals and orders, the functions of the
monitors, the method of counting and of .spelling, and the curious
devices he adopted for punishing offenders. Bell's educational aims
were humbler, as he feared to " elevate above their station those
who were doomed to the drudgery of daily labour," and therefore
did not d£sire to teach even writing and ciphering to the lower
classes. The main difference between them was that the system
of the one was adopted by ecclesiastics and Conservatives,—the
"National Society for the Education of the Poor in the princ'^jles
of the Estabhshed Church" having been founded in 1811 for its

propagation ; while Lancaster's method was patro- .ized by the
Edinburgh Review, by ^Ting statesmen, by a few liberal Church-
men, and by Nonconformists generally. It was the design of
Lancaster and his friends to make national education Christian,

but not sectarian,—to cause the Scriptures to be read, explained,
and reverenced in the schools, without seeking by catechisms or
otherwise to .ittract the children to any particular church or sect.

This principle, since almost universally adopted by the school
boards of Eugland, was at tirst vehemently denounced as deistic and
mischievous, and as especially hostile to the Established Church.
To do them justice, it must be owned that the rival claims and
merits of Bell and Lancaster were urged with more passion and un-
harness by their friends than by tlicnisclvcs. Yet neither is entitled
to hold a very high place among the world's teachers. Cell wa3
cold, shrewd, and self-seeking. Lancaster had more enthusiasm, a
genuine and abounding love for children, and some ingenuity in

devising plans both for teaching and governing. But he was shift-

less, wayward, and unmethodical, and incai)able of sustained and
high-principled personal effort. -His writings were not numerous.
They consist mainly of short jiamphlets deseiiptive of the suc-
cesses he attained at the Borough Road. His last publication. An
Epitome of the Chief Events and Transactions of his Own Life,

appeared in America ia 1833, and is characterized, even more
strongly than his former writiugs, by looseness and iiicoherency of
style, by egotism, and by a curious incapacity for judging fau-ly

the motives either of his friends or his foes.

Subsequent experience has not justified the sanguine estimate of

the Edinburgh Reviewer, who so early as 1810 described Lancaster's

method as "a beautiful and inestimable discovery, a plan now brought
very near to perfection, by which education could be placed within
the reach of all classes." We have since come to believe that intelli-

gent teaching requires skill and previous training, and that even the
humblest rudiments are not to be well taught by those who have
only just acquired them for themselves, or to be attained by mere
mechanical drill. But in the early stages of national education the
monitorial method served a valuable purpose. It brought large

numbers of hitherto neglected children under discipline, and gave
them elementary instruction at a very cheap rate. Moreover, the
educational results attained were in no sense contemptible. The
little monitors were often found to make up in brightness, tracta-

bility, and energy for their lack of experience, and to teach the arts

of reading, writing, and computing with surprising success. And one
cardinal principle of Bell and Lancaster is of prime importance.
They regarded a school, not merely as a place to which individual
pupils should come for guidance from teachers, but as an organized
community whose members have much to learn from each other.

They sought to place their scholars from the first in helpful mutual
relations, and to make them feel the need of common efforts

towards the attainment of common ends. (J. G. F.)

LANCELET (Branchiostoma [or Amphioxus] lanceo-

latum). This creature, the lowest in the scale of fishes,

with which class it is generally associated, lacks so

many characteristics of vertebrates generally that some
naturalists regard it as the type of a separate division.

It is of small size (about 3 inches long), compressed, semi-

Lancelet (Eranchiostoma lanceolatum). a, mouth ; }, abdominal
porus ; c, vent.

transparent, pointed at both ends, without limbs, but with

a low fold of the skin, representing the median fin of

fishes. The mouth, surrounded by tentacles, is situated

below the anterior end of the body, the vent at a short

distance from the opposite end. The water which has been

received through the mouth for the respiratory function, as

well as the spawn, are expelled by another opening in front

of the vent (porus abdominalis). The skeleton is extremely

rudimentary, and consists almost wholly of a simple

notochord-; neither skull nor ribs or limbs are developed.

The lancelet possesses no brain or organ of hearing, and

no kidneys. The heart retains the embryonic condition

of vertebrates, is tubular and without chambers; the blood

is colourless. Thus the lancelet shows unmistakable ana-

logies to invertebrates, among which, indeed, it was placed

by its first describer, Pallas ; and as, besides, the earliest

stages of its development are almost identical with those

of invertebrate animals, it may well be regarded as a form

intermediate between the two great divisions of the animal

kingdom, viz., the vertebrates and invertebrates.

The lancelet has been found in numerous localities of
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the temperate and tropical zones, Bomefcimes in deep water,

but more frequently iu shallow sandy places of the coast

;

probably it is much more common than is generally

supposed, but easily escapes observation on account of the

transparency of its body, and the rapidity with which it

buries itself in the sand It is noteworthy that the first

two epscimens from which the species became known,
although discovered at an interval of more than fifty years,

were found on the Cornish coast. The first fell into the

hands of the Russian naturalist Pallas, who tool: it to be a
slug, and described it in 1774 under the name of Limax
lanceolaius. The second was found by Couch in 1831,
who recognized it as a fish and sent it to YarrcU. Since

then it has been met with on other parts of the British

coast, in North America, the West Indies, Brazil, Peru,

Tasmania, Australia, and Borneo. For further details of

its organization we refer to the article Ichthyology.
LANCEWOOD is a straight-grained, tough, light,

elastic wood obtained from the West Indies and Guiana.

It is brought into commerce in the form of taper poles of

about 20 feet in length and from 6 to 8 inches in diameter
at the thickest end. Lancewood is principally used by
carriage-builders for shafts; but since the ^practice of

employing curved shafts has come largely into use it is

not in so great demand as formerly. The smaller wood
is used for whip-handles, for the tops of fishing rods, and
for various minor purposes where even grained elastic

wood is a desideratum. The wood is obtained from two
Bpeciesof Gualteria, a genus belonging to the natural order

Anonacese. The black lancewood or carisiri of Guiana
(Guatferia virgafa) is a tree which grows to a height of 50
feet, of remarkably slender form, and seldom yields wood
of more than 8 inches diameter. The yellow lancewood
tree (yari-yari of Guiana) is of similar dimensions, found
in tolerable abundance throughout Guiana, and used by the

Indians for arrow-points, as well as for spars, beams, ic
LAJST-CHOW-FOO, the chief town of the Chinese pro-

vince of Kan-suh, and one of the most important cities of

the interior part of the empire, stands on the right bank
of the Yellow River. The population is estimated by
Gustav Kreitner (Bela Szechenyi expedition) at half a

million in 1878. The houses, with very fesv exceptions,

ere built of wood, but the streets are paved with blocks of

granite and marble. Silks, wood carvings, silver and jade

ornaments, tin and copper wares, fruits, and tobacco are

the chief articles of the local trade. Tobacco is very exten-

sively cultivated in the vicinity. Since the occupation of

Kashgar by the Chinese, the provincial governor resides

three years at Su-chow and three years at Lan-chow-foo.

LANCIANO, the chief town of a circle in the province

of Chieti, Italy, is situated on three hUls, about 5 miles

from the Adriatic coast. It is one of the most beautiful

cities in the Abruzzi Citeriore, and has broad regular streets,

and several fine buildings. The cathedral, an imposing

structure with a fine clock-tower, is built upon bridges

that span the gorge of . the Feltrino, and is dedicated to

our Lady of the Bridge. The churches of Santa Lucia

and Santa Maria Maggiore, built on the sites of heathen

temples, and the theatre, also deserve notice. Although
the industry and trade of the town have declined, a con-

siderable miscellany of manufactures is still carried on.

The textile industry, dealing with flax, hemp, silk, wool,

and cotton, is the leading one ; iron-working, rope-making,

and the manufacture of wax, soap, cream of tartar, &c.,

follow. There are four yearly fairs. In 1872 the popu-
lation was 8758 ; including the suburbs it was 15,312, or,

embracing the commune, 17,340.

Lanciano claims a i-cspectaWe antiquity, for, although Pliny's
.4jixia or Ansa Frentauorum is to be placed about a mile from the
present toivn, there is no doubt that ui:der ths early empire the

present site was occupied by a town, as the oldest of the bridges on
which the cathedral stands was erected by the senate and people of
Anxanum, under Diocletian. During the Uiddlo Ages Lanciano
was of considerable importance, and enjoyed various privileces
chiefly of a commercial nature. ° '

LANCRET, Nicolas (1660-1743), was born in Paris
on 22d Janiiary 1660, and became a brilliant painter of

-light comedy,' but of light comedy which reflected the tastes
and manners of French society under the regec Orleans.
His first master was Pierre d'Ulin, but his acquaintance with
and admiration for Watteau induced him to leave D'Ulin
for Gillot, whose pupil Watteau had been. Two pictures
painted by Lancret and exhibited on the Place Dauphine
had a great success, which laid the foundation of his for-

tune, and, it is said, estranged Watteau, who had been
complimented as their author. Lancret's work cannot)
now, however, be taken for that of Watteau, for I oth ia
drawing and in painting his touch, although intelligent,

is dry, hard, and wanting in that quality which distin-

guished his great model ; these characteristics are due
possibly in part to the fact that he had been for some time
in training under an engraver. In 1719 he was received
as Academician, and became councillor in 1735; in 1741
he married a grandchild of Boursault, author of jEsop at

Court, but he survived his marriage only two years, dying,
in his eighty-fourth year, on 14th September 1743.
The number of his paintings (of wliich over eighty have been

engraved) is immense ; he executed a few portraits and attempted
historical composition, but bis favourite subjects were balls, fairs,

village weddings, &c. The British Museum possesses an admir-
able series of studies by Lancret in red chalk, and the London
National Gallery shows four paintings—the Four Ages of Man
(engraved by Desplaces and L'Armessin), which have been cited
by D'Argenville amongst the principal works of Lancret. Sea
D'ArgenviUe, Vies des Pcintrcs ; and Ballot, £loge de M. Lancret.

LAND, in the sense in which it will be used in this

article, which treats especially of its possession and tenure,

includes that portion of the earth of which industry has
rendered either the surface or the mineral riches under-
neath available for human requirements. It forms thus the

storehouse from which nearly all human wealth is drawn,
since it nourishes the animals and plants which supply
mankind with food and clothing, and yields the stone, the
coal, and the metals which make existence possible and
progressive. The history of its use is therefore a main
element in the history of our race, and the manner of its

tenure and employment lies at the root of political and
economic science. In the present article it is proposed to

sketch in outline the historical development of the ideas

relating to land, and briefly to point out the leading prin-

ciples which influence its tenure and beneficial employment
under present circumstances.

The history of land commences with the division of men
into tribes, for the division of tribes involves distinction of

territory. The earliest age, when men lived solely on wild

fruits or on the produce of the chase, may still be pictured

to us ia the habits of the North American Indians, while the

second or pastoral stage is represented in modern times by
the life of the Tartars of the Asian steppes. In both these

conditions an immense tract of country is absorbed in the

support of a small population, but the hardships of existence,

aided sometimes by organized -systems of chOd-murder, serve

to keep the inhabitants within the limits of subsistence.

Under such circumstances each tribe jealously guards its

own territory from intrusion by others, but within its range

all members of the community have equal and unrestricted

rights of use. Among civilized nations the principle still

survives. Each modern nation claims a special ownership

in the fisheries within a certain distance of its coasts ; but

among the inhabitants of these coasts there is a common
right to fish in the waters thus reserved. So also each

modern state recognizes the shores as fsr as high water
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mark, and the estuaries with their harvests of wild fowl, as

the common property of its subjects. Even inland game

is still not individual property, and in countries where legal

rights ar6 so ancient or so modern as in the Channel Islands

and the United States of America, the local law is alike

liberal in allowing to every one the right of sporting over

his neighbour's ground, except in so far as modified by

express and recent legislation.

But the higher races very early discovered an ampler

means of industrial existence than the natural produce of the

earth affords. At what period in human history the artificial

cultivation of plants was discovered it is impossible to say.

We know that it was posterior to the division of the Aryan

currents that flowed towards Hindustan and towards Europe,

but before the subdivision of the latter ; for the words

denoting a field, a plough, and some species of grain have

a common root in the Greek, the Latin, and the Germanic

dialects, but not in the Sanskrit But so soon as agricul-

ture began it involved of necessity an approach to more

settled habits. This change ju the manner iif life would

combine with the fuller and more regular sapply of food

to promote a rapid increase of population. So long, however,

as this did not exceed the resources of the territory belong-

ing to the tribe, it would not of itself involve any change in

the idea that its use was common to all. A certain portion

of ground would be devoted to tillage, a certain number
of the tribe would be appointed to perform the acts of

cultivation, and the produce would be stored iu the general

barn. We liave at the present day examples of such a

system in some of the allmends of the Swiss canton of

Valais, where a portion of the lands of the village is culti-

vated by joint labour, and the produce devoted to joint

feasting. But it appears that in general this stage rapidly

progressed to one of apportionment of the land in separate

and smaller districts. The tribe, augmenting in numbers

and perhaps in extent of territory, subdivided itself into

villages, and each village exercised a tolerably independent

rule over its own district. Within this range it still main-

tained a community of the forest and pasture, but the

special skill and toil demanded by husbandry in most cases

soon led to the appropriation to each family of a portion

of the arable land in exclusive properly. Still, however,

the principle of common right prevailed so far that the

village rulers changed every year the lots assigned for

culture, so that one year of crop, followed by a relapse

into natural growth for a succession of years, was the

normal rotation. It is one which modern science cannot

condenm, for where space is ample and the use of manure
is unknown, there is no sounder method of cultivation. It

is still, according to M. Laveleye, exemplified in the

Ardennes region of Belgium.

It is at this stage that contemporary observers first de-

scribe the tenure of laud in ancient times, and illustrations

of its survival in modern periods grow abundant. These will

be hereafter pointed out. But except in special circum-

stances it is obvious that progress could not stop here. As
population increased in each district, the available hunting

grounds would diminish, and at the same time the necessity

of more extensive and more frequent cultivation of crops

would increase. By this process, in the absence of manure,

the land would inevitably become less productive. But
just as it demanded more labour it would become more
definitely appropriated to a single family, for those who
laboured most would not willingly give place to those who
had been less active. A stage would then be reached in

which community of possession would be limited to the

pasture lands of the village, and the arable lands would be

possessed in permanence by each family. There generally

was, indeed, while the territory still sufficed, a recognition

of the right of each individual to an allotment from the

common land. But at 1 ist the period would come in which
this could be no longer afforded, and when either the tribe

must migrate in a body, or cast off a swarm to seek its

fortunes elsewhere, or leave a certain number of its

members without the privilege of landed possession, to

obtain subsistence in services to the rest, or in trades.

When the two former altei natives become impracticable,

the third is the inevitable course. Private property in

land becomes then established, and we have thenceforward

a new system, involving consequences for "ood and eviK

which legislation seeks to regulate.

With this general notion of the course of development

it will now be convenient to trace, in some instances which

have most affected the world's progress, the historv aud the

results of the use and appropriation of land.

In primitive Rome each household formed an absolute

despotism, of which the father was the despot ; households

were united into gentes by derivation from a common,

ancestor, and the state consisted in a combination of

gentes. To each household there was originally assigned

a small portion (2 jugera, IJ acres) of laud to be held iu

perpetuity as private property (heredium), and it may be

assumed that on the death of a paterfamilias each son

would be entitled to a like amount from the common lands

of the gens. These common lands formed the main posses-

sion of the gentes, and it appears that they were to somo
degree cultivated in common, as well as used for pasturage.

The state, however, also lield common lands, partly original,

partly derived from cession by each conquered neighbour,

and these were let for rent {vectigal) in so far as not parti-

tioned out. Cicero {De Eep., ii. 9, 14) says that Numa
was the first who divided the conquered lands into private

shares, but it is certain that the example was only partially

followed. But by the time of Servius TuUius the original

private portion of many households must have been greatly

bat unequally enlarged, for his new military organization

was based on the obligation of service imposed on the free-

holders (assidui) as distinguished from the mere labourers

and breeders of children {proletarii). The ''classes" of

the assidui were five, those who possessed 20 jugera (12i-

acres), and who were specially denominated classici, anil

those who possessed respectively 15, 10, 5, and 2 J jugera.

The first class, or classiei, were about the half of the whohj

number of assidui, the second, third, and fourth classes

comprised each about one-eighth of the entire number, and
the fifth class was slightly more numerous. The equites

formed a separate order, based on the possession of a still

larger extent of land. At the same time a register of land

was established, in which each owner was required to enter

his property, and which was' revised every four years, and

sales were directed to be made before two witnesses.

These arrangements show that even at this epoch tha

system of separate private property was in full operation,

and that the difference of wealth which it engenders had
already reached an advanced stage.

The progress of conquest, which at once enlarged thq

territory, brought in tribute, and furnished slaves, rapidly

increased such inequalities. Trade, which followed con-

quest, and in which capitalists made large fortunes, tended

in the same direction. Very early in Roman legal history

we come upon tenancy-at-will, under the name of precarium,

which of itself showed that there must have been large

estates capable of subdivision. But besides tenants, each

extensive landowner had a household of retainers, clients,

freedmen, and latterly slaves, who tilled his ground for his

personal profit. • Thus there would be little demand for

free labour, and the petty husbandman, whose small

inheritance was inadequate for a growing family, fell

necessarily into debt. His land would then be seized

under the strict Roman lav/ of bankruptcy, and ho himself
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would sink into slavery, or at best into the already over-
crowded class of labourers for insufficient hire. At the
same time the conquered lands, which by theory were the
property of the state, and to which every citizen had an
equal right, were largely portioned out to the existing
landowners, who held the chief posts and influence in the
government. The revenues drawn from tribute were also

farmed out to capitalists, and the taxes on the public were
augmented in consequence of the permitted frauds of the
collectors. At last came the crisis. -The army, no longer
representing the wealth of the state, but rather the pro-

letariat, mutinied, and from the Mons Sacer menaced the
city. It was the commencement of the long strut;gle of

-which the successive Ageaeian Laws (ly.v.) were the land-

mark and remedies.

The object of these laws was well illustrated by the
Licinian proposal (387 A. u.c), nearly one hundred years after

ihe first outbreak of discontent. It enacted that no citizen

should hold more than 500 jugera of the public lands, that

no one should graze more than one hundred oxen and five

Iiundred sheep on the common lands, and that every land-

owner should be obliged to employ a number of free

labourers proportioned to that of his slaves. But this, as

all other laws proposed on behalf of the people, was coupled
with political changes of which the main object was to

open up new fields of ambitiDn to those of the plebeians
who were already opulent. \Yhen that object was attained,

the agrarian remedies were suSered to fall into desuetude.

The successful wars waged in the 6th and 7th centuries

A.D.c. gave a temporary outlet to labour in the formation of

agricultural colonies. But it at the same time immensely
increased the number of slaves, who were treated as mere
beasts of toil, to be worked out or sold off when no longer
profitable. The free population, on the testimony of Cato
and Polybius, diminished ; the slave population increased,

and became in many districts an organized danger to public

safety. A century later the Gracchi again endeavoured to

restore health to the body politic by a distribution of the

state lands among the proletariat. The attempt was stifled

in blood, but the necessity of the measure was proved by
the fact that a full generation later Caius Jalius Caesar

carried out the same reform.

The time for remedy was, however, past. The grsat

estates {latifundia) had already been created ; they were
respected by the reformers, alike poptdar and imperial ; a-d
their inevitable growth swallowed up the small farms of

new creation, and ultimately destroyed Eome. For its

manhood was gone ; the wealth of millionaires could not

purchase back honesty, or courage ; and the defence of

mercenaries- failed to form any barrier against the wars of

hardy northern invaders. Pliny's words " latifundia perdi-

dere Italiam " embrace the truth, yet more fully made clear

in many a generation after he wrote.

We shall now examine the systems prevalent in the

nations by which the Roman empire was overthrown.

Two great Roman writers, Caisar and Tacitus, have given

us a vivid picture of the German customs showing us the

tenure of land in its earliest forma. Caesar (De Bell. Gall.,

vi.) says of the Germans of his time :

—

" They are not much given to agriculture, but live chiefly on milk,
cheese, and flesh. No one has a tixeil quantity of laud or boundaries'

of his property, but the magistrates and chiefs every year assign to

the communities and families who live together as much land and iu

such spots as they think suitable, and require them iu the following

year to remove to another allotment. Jlany reasons for this custom
ere suggested : one is that they should not be led by permanence of

residence to renounce the pursuits of war for agriculture, another
that the desire of extensive possession should not induce the more
powerful to seize the land of the weaker, another that they should
not construct their houses with greater care to keep out heat and
cold, another that the love of money should not create parties and
disputes, and lastly that the mass of the people might remain con-
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tente.l with the justice of an arrangement under which eve) v onesaw lus position as comfortable as that of the most poWerfu As
to the tribes tnemselves, their chief glory is to have tl.eir to ritorv
surrounded with as wide a belt as possible of desolated waste

'

Tlu-vdeem it not only a special mark of valour that every neighbouii,ie
tribe should be driven to a distance, and no stranger should daro
to reside in their vicinity, but at the same time they view it as a
measure of precaution against the risk of sudden attacks."

A hundred years later the description of Tacitus shows
that a certain modification of habit had been induced.
Bringing together the leading particulars, we find he speaks
of Germany as "covered with woods and morasses, tho
land fairly fertile but unsuited for fruit trees, well adapted
for pasture, and carrying numerous herds of small sized
polled cattle, in which the chief wealth of the natives
Consisted." But they seem no longer to have changed
their actual dwellings every year, but to have

" Built them with a certain rough solidity, and in villages, though
the houses were not contiguous, but each was surrounded by a space
of its own. The right of succession by children was recognized, and
in default of childien brothers and uncles took, but tliere was no
right of making a will. They preferred to acquire property by war
rather than by iudustry. Interest on loans was unknown. The
laud was apportioned (to villages apparently) according to the num-
ber of cultivators, and divided among thera according to their rank,
there being ample room for aU. Every ye.ar they changed the
arable land, which formed only a portion of the whole, not attempt-
ing to uiake labour vie with the natural fertility and abundance of
the soil by planting orchards or setting out gardens and fields, but
content with a single crop. Their food consisted chiefly of wild
fruits, freshly killed game, and curds; their drink was a liquor pre-
pared from barley or wheat, fermented like wine. Their slaves were
not kept in the house, but each had a separate dwelling and an
allowance of food, and they were treated with humanity, as servants
or tenants."

These institutions were then obviously based on the
existence of an ample supply of unenclosed and common"
land. But the natural increase of population, combined
with the pressure put on the Germanic tribes from the east

by the Slavs, made their territories too small for their
ambition, if not for their maintenance, and five or six

succeeding centuries were marked in the history of Europe
chiefly by successive Germanic conquest and occupation of
western and southern territory. The enormous increase of

power and possession made it impossible for the original

tribal government to survive ; the great generals developed
into kings and emperors, and their lieutenants, more or less

independent according to individual capacity and distance

from the capital, became dukes and counts. Gradually
military authority, embracing the old idea of the land being

the property of the state, evolved the new notion of feudal-

ism. The sovereign represented the state ; to him in that

capacity land conquered from the enemy, or forfeited by
unsuccessful rebellion, became subject ; and he granted it to

his followers on condition of faithful service in war. They
promised to be "his men," and from their own tenants they

exacted in turn the like promise on the like conditions.

The general insecurity made even free owners willing to

buy the support of the sovereign on similar terms. Thus
by degrees, less by derivation from the ideas of Roman
law, to which it is sometimes attributed, than by the mere
necessity of the times, and as a consequence of the incessant

state of warfare in which mankind existed, there came to

be established the feudal doctrine that all hind was held o£

the sovereign on condition of suit and service, and that

each immediate tenant of the sovereign was entitled ta

sub-infeudate his possession on the same principles.

Gradually the further attributes of property were added ;

service in war was commuted into rent, and the peaceful

service of tilling the lord's reserved domain. The right

of hereditary succession became grafted on the personal

grant ; the power of sale and devi.se followed. Local usages

still had influence, but it may be said broadly that from

about the 10th century private property, subject to feudal
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crmditions, became tke principle of the tenure of land
iir^urope.

TJiereare, however, some uations in which feudnlism has
struck no root, or at least has not succeeded in seriously

modifying the original type of common possession. It will

be best to advert to some of them before proceeding further
witli the history of feudalism in its modern development.

The Indian branch of the Aryan stock has preserved with
great fidelity the original notion of the possession of land.

The village, consisting of detached houses and surrounded
with the district belonging to it, forms still a self-regulating

community. It is a legal person, to which the state looks
for its rights, but which when performing them is free

from internal state interference. It holds the forest and
pasture ground in common property, allowing their use to

each person entitled to the vUlage rights. To each family

is further apportioned a measure of arable land, but the

stage is in general passed at which this portion is changed
in successive years, and it is therefore the hereditary pro-

perty of the family. But it is not in strictness subject

cither to will, to mortgage, or to sale. It is divisible on
the death of the head of the family among his children,

any of whom may transfer their shares to another member
of the village, but not, except with its leave, to a stranger.

These ancient customs have to some extent been modified

by the introduction of English law, which, among other

things, has subjected the villagers to the grinding exactions

of the money-lenders, by giving creditors the security of an
English mortgage. It cannot but be regretted that the

desire to act justly which has led to the change should
have been, misled by the idea that whatever institution

exists in England is necessarily and everywhere else

equally equitable and necessary,
amvonlc In Europe the Slav peoples, the latest arrival of Aryan

stock in Europe, have preserved best the ancient charac-

teristics of land tenure. Checked in their advance to the

south-east, they have formed a narrow borderland in

Bulgaria, Servia, Croatia, and Dalmatia, between the

Germans on the one side and the Turks on the other.

Here, therefore, we have the case of a population growing

within a restricted area, under circumscances which pre-

vented the development of extensive military sway, and its

consequent feudalism. Accordingly we find prevailing a

system midway between the ancient communism of the

Germanic tribes and the institution of private property.

The tribes have become broken up into families. Common
lands, except where there is mountain or forest, have been

partitioned into the separate ownership of families. But
within the families there is still a strong sentiment of

community. In the Servian and Bulgarian villages each

family household consists of probably several generations,

all housed under the same roof or within the same curtilage.

The head of the family is judge rather than master; any
member of the family may depart, but in so doing he

abandons his claim to the family property, a claim,

liowever, which in some cases may revive should he return

to the paternal home. All who remain work in common at

their appointed duties, and share in common the produce.

The family possessions are inalienable ; the share of each

member is untransferable.

To the north and east the faculty of unlimited emigra-

tion to the unoccupied lauds of the steppe permitted or

enforced the preservation of a still earlier type of common
property. When the Russian village found its lands in-

adequate to its growing population, it threw off a swarm.

The emigrants travelled in a compact body till they passed

beyond the limits of present cultivation, and then took up
tfheir position on such lands as pleased them. For their

protection against the aboriginal hunters who still roamed
«ver the plains they built their houses on the uniform plan

of an enclosed village, and the same reason concurred witJi

native habit to induce them to maintain the system of

common pasturage, and of united cultivation of the land

apportioned to cropping. When the central government
became strong enough to assert its sway over the scattered

settlements, it levied its tax on the mir, or village

community, and the community apportioned the amount
per capita among its members. But, as land was ample m
extent for all, it gave to each male, from the moment even

of birth, a right to a share. When the shares became
inadequate a fresh migration took place.

Serfdom took its rise in the prohibition of these migra-

tions. Forbidden to depart to new lands, the peasants

were compelled to submit to tlie demands for their labour

either of the Government, where it held estates in the

neighbourhood of a village; or of nobles to whom grants

of land had been made by the czar. Generally they were
thus forced to give half their time to labour for their master.

But they still continued possessors of their share in the

village lands, and entitled to apply the other half of their

time to its cultivation.

WTien emancipation came, their rights were regulated

on the same basis. The village was maintained as an
industrial and fiscal organization. But each peasant was
declared to be entitled to a certain fixed minimum of land
for his own property, varying according to the district, but
on an average about 12 acres. For this, in so far as being

in excess of the village lands it had to be made up from
the land of adjoining owners, he is required to paj' either

services, to the extent of forty days in the year, or rent, at

an average rate of about 2s. 4d. per acre. Such provisions

can only be temporary. They resemble much those which

prsvailed in Germany prior to the mcdern reforms in tenure.

They subject the peasant, untaught and unaccustomed to

habits of individual energy, to a tax whicii he is not able

to meet, and the suffering and complaints which are the

consequence are at present general throughout Russia.

In Switzerland also there has survived a system only

slightly altered from that of the original communities. For
here also conquest with its attendant feudalism was stayed,

and freemen and free institutions survived the wreck which
war made through'out western Europe. In the forest

cantons especially there stilt exists an essential community
of land right. The inhabitants possess separately and by
ordinary rules of inheritance certain portions of land. But
in several cantons the bulk of the land, both arable, forest,

and pastoral, forms the allmend of the state, or of the com->

muue,—the common property, to which every descendant

of the original inhabitants has a right. This common land

is either partitioned out by lot to each person entitled, or

is let for a rent, which is applied to the common benefit,

or is made the subject of common labour, and the produce

of bread and wine is devoted to common merry-makings.

When the arable land is divided among cultivators, the

period allowed before repartition is from five to nine- years,

and it is stated that so strong is the feeling of common
interest that the shortness of the time does not interfere

with the highest cultivation by each successive occupant.'

In some districts it furnishes farms of 20 acres to each

family, in others it only suflSces for allotments of a few

perches.

In France the custom of village proprietary survived in

many districts down to the middle of the 17th century.

But previous to the middle of the 18th century nearly the

whole of the soil had passed into the hands of great land-

owners. The tenants and peasants were ground down with

heavy exactions, not only in the form of rent, bnt of

state taxation, and in services, or coiires, to be rendered to

the lord or to the state. The artificial life or the nobles

at court destroyed all sympathy between them and tha
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cultivators, and brought tliem to look on their dependants

is little more than beasts of burden, valuable only for the

profit that might be made of them. The feeling engendered

on the other side broke out in the Revolution. The country

estates, from which the. emigres had fled, were sold ia

portions, and in many cases bought in fee simple for a trifle

by the furmer tenants of the farms. The law of equal

division among children continued the process of siib-

division. It proceeds in an augmenting ratio, and though
a few large properties still subsist, the bulk of the land in

France is now held in small properties. It is not, however,

niiiversally cultivated by the owner. There is a large

proportion of tenants, holding generally under leases not

exceeding nine years ; and there is no doubt that the

shortness of the term impairs production. Another evil is

the mcredlement caused by the law of compulsory division

on inheritance, but this must not be understood as objected

to chiefly on the ground of the small extent of ground held

by each proprietor. The real disadvantage complained of

by French writers on agriculture is that through successive

family divisions each man's total property consists

nuQiber of small plots scattered up and down ; and
remedy desired is not an interference with the present law

of succession, but ouly an enactment to facilitate exchange

and consolidation of plots, so as to give to each cultivator

his whole property within one boundary.

In France there are now about 2,000,000 properties

under 12 acres, and 1,000,000 between 12 and 25 acres,

while there are only 150,000 above 100 acres. Of the

whole population there are 1,750,000 who cultivate their

own land with their own hands, and who are not tenants,

850,000 who cultivate as tenants, and only 57,000 who
cultivate by aid of a foreman or steward. Of farm

labourers there are only 870,000. Belgium, Switzerland,

Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and great portions of Italy are

similarly divided into small holdmgs cultivated iu general

by the owner and his family,

adem In Germany, although feudalism was fully developed as

•r- a legal system and as the foundation of the aristocracy, it

^y- did not succeed iu extirpating entirely the ancient rights of

the people. A large portion of the land was held always

as peasant properties, entirely free from any dues of service.

Among these, in certain districts, there survived an

organization essentially identical with that described by
Tacitus. The village had its domain or mark, subdivided

into the arable, the pasture, and the forest. In some cases

the first of these was partitioned into individual and
permanent properties, but in all the pasture and forest

remained the joint property of the village. Instances,

however, were not wanting even in our own days where
the arable portion was subject to annual or less frequent

repartition, and to apportionment by lot to each cultivator

for the time which custom ordained. But even where this

usage did not prevail, it was incumbent on all the villagers

(as in Russia) to cultivate their several portions of the

arable mark with the same crops and at the same seasons,

for as soon as the crops were removed the whole community
enjoyed a right of pasturage on the stubble. The rotation

was, therefore, of the simplest, consisting in general of a
triennial succession of wheat or rye as winter-sown grain,

followed by oats and barley as spring-sown crop, and then
fallow. It differed for the worse from that of the ancient
Germans in that the circumscribed limits of each village

domain made it now impossible to allow to the whole
arable mark a period of rest under pasturage.

But intermixed everywhere with the relics of the free

village institutions the tree of feudalism struck its roots,

and carried with it a species of serfage. Kone who were
not noble could as a rule purchase land. On the lands of

the nobles the tenants were bound to give to their lord a

portion of their time in gratuitous labour. They held,

however, their farms under conditions of permanency,
subject to this tax of labour, and to a variety of small and
irregular exactions of the nature of rent On this state of
things in Prussia the Stein and Hardenbcrg reforms took
efi'ect. They gave to every peasant the same power as the
noble enjoyed to become a landowner. Between the nobles
and their tenants they partitioned the land in absolute
property, the landlord retaining one-third, the tenant
receiving two-thirds. Common rights, and rents, were
made purchaseable by the owner of the soil at twenty
years' purchase of their estimated value. And laws of

1821 and 1850 sanctioned the division of common lands
among all who previously had an interest in them. To aid

the peasantry in purchasing up the dues still payable to

their former landlords, land credit banks were introduced
in 1850. These institutions advanced to the peasant
owner the sum necessary for the purchase of the old rights

over his property, commuted as they had already been to a
definite sum. The advance thus made constituted a first

charge on the land, and was represented by debenture
bonds for small amounts. TLe owner might pay to their

credit, at whatever time and in whatever sums he was able,

instalments towards their redemption, but he was bound to
redeem them fully within fifty years.

These reforms have converted large parts of Germany
into the property of small owners residing on and tilling

their own land, free from obligation to any other persoa
There do not seem to be data for judging of the economic
result, because statistics do not distinguish between the

produce of small properties and that of the large properties

intermixed with them. Bat the most careful observers

agree that the social results are similar in Germany to

what they are elsewhere. The peasants, attached to theii

holdings, form the most stable element in the common
wealth. Their love of the land shows itself in the higj

prices given for it, and, as we shall see elsewhere, in the

tendency to borrow in order to purchase more. It can at

least be said that, whatever be the hardships of their lot,'

they would not exchange it for any other.

The tenure of land in Great Britain may be traced with Great

ouiEcient accuracy from the character of the elements of BritaU

which the nation is composed. Under the Celtic tribes

there can be no doubt that the ideas which we know
prevailed among the ancient Irish and among the Scottish

clans down to modern times formed the universal rula

The land was the possession of the clan ; the chief was
the leader but not the owner. The temporary and partial

occupation by the Romans may have introduced the notion

of absolute private property, and we may assume that it

was at least asserted by such of the conquerors as cared to

cultivate estates taken from the barbarians. But the with-

drawal of the Romans, followed by the Saxon invasion,

must have re-established the principle of common village

ownership which formed the basis of both Celtic and
German tenure. In the later Saxon period, however, there

is no doubt that private ownership became gradually more
extended. Then the feudal idea began to make progress

in England, as it did at the same period on the Continent

It received an Immense impulse from the Norman Conquest.

William may not have claimed the whole land of England

as his own, but the vast tracts which fell into his hands

through confiscation of rights of so-called rebels were

granted by him in the character of lord to such of the

Saxons as he could trust, and to those of his own followers

whom he desired to reward. When law began to form a

system, the early Norman lawyers took this principle a9

the basis of their system. Thenceforth it became the un-

disputed maxim of English law, as well as of Scottish

(with the exception of some isolated remains of "udal-
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rights in Orkney), tnat the sovereign was supreme lord of

all the land, and that every one held under him as tenant

in England, vassal in Scotland, names which have survived

in legal theory and language down to the present day.

They expressed then as now the unquestionable legal rule

that there is no such thing in our system as an absolute

private right of property in land, but that the state alone

is vested with that right and concedes to the individual

possessor only a strictly defined subordinate right, subject

to conditions from time to time enacted by the community.

Within Scotland the feudal system has been preserved

in remarkable purity. The majority of the larger estates,

as well as many small ones, are still nominally held of the

crown, and pay an aimual rent, or " feu-duty," along with

certain fines on succession or alienation, nor is the title of

any heir or vendee complete till he has received the written

acknowledgment of the sovereign. But each owner who
holds of the sovereign may grant a subordinate estate to

be held of himself as "superior" or lord, on such terms as

lie thinks fit, and the "vassal" thus constituted must in

future obtain recognition of his title from his immediate

superior, just as if he held directly of the crown. It is

only within the last few years that the subordinate vassals

thus holding have been allowed the means of commuting
the services they had bound themselves to pay to the

"subject superior," and of converting themselves into

direct vassals of the crown, which forms the nearest

approach to private property permitted by the law of

Scotland,

In' England feudal forms became partially obliterated at

an earlier period. In 18 Edward I. parliament had put

an end to subinfeudation. The services due by the crown's

tenants were by a statute of Charles II. reduced to a form

which left them merely nominal. But at a very remote

period? there had sprung up a tenure which in many
respects was equivalent to feudal tenure. The serfs who
cultr/ated the lord's lands, although at first subject to his

absolute pleasure, yet, being left undisturbed for a consider-

able series of j'ears, fell under the doctrine of English

jurisprudence which recognizes custom as having the force

of law. They gained thus a right of occupation in per-

manence, paying only such rents or services as were

entered in the copy of the rolls of the manorial court, from

which their tenure came to be designated copyholds. By
desrees they obtained manumission from servitude, and

with it the right of alienating or bequeathing the land they

thus held. There were therefore two principal classes of

property in England, freeholds, holding in general directly

of tlie crown, and copyholds, holding of a lord of the manor,

but both with indefeasible title subject to trifling services

ascertained by custom or by statute. It would seem that

in these two forms a very large number of those whom we
now should call yeomen or peasant proprietors were estab-

lished throughout the country. But in addition to these

there were on the large estates a great number of thuse

whom we should now properly call tenants-at-will, renting

lands of the lord, and not established for a sufficient length

of time to have acquired the status of copyholders.

About the middle of the 14th century English wool was
found to be peculiarly well adapted to the use of the weavers

of the Low Countries, and brought a high price. This led

the owners of the large estates to substitute pasturage for

tillage, and by consequence many of the cultivating tenants-

at-will were evicted. Hence arose complaints precisely

similar in motive and language to those which in our own
times have been excited by the clearings in Ireland and the

Highlands for the purpose of substituting sheep farming in

place of husbandry by cottaiv and crofters. During the

15 th century, probably for the same reason, the extensive

wastes which covered a large part of England befan to be

I
enclosed, to the consequent dlsturoanie of a number of

I

squatters (called at the time " champions," from champs)
who had settled on them, and derived a not very sufficient

subsistence from feeding a few animals on the commons. It

is noticeable that both Fitzherbert and Tusser, the earliest

English agricultural writers, and the latter himself one of

the people, commend the enclosures, on the ground that
the land so reduced to separate owuership produced much
more than it had done as commons. But tbe.se causes,

combining with the breaking up of the monasteries, and
the absorption of church lands into the estates of the

adjoining landowners, gave rise to much disorder and
mis :ry. Parliament attempted to deal with the causes

and^ effects by enactments directed by turns against the

high rate of wages, against the destruction of farm houses

and cottages, and against the idle or unemployed tramp j

who roamed over the country. It was a period of disloca-

tion of social relations, of which we are not now in a
position to judge accurately. But undoubtedly the ulti-

mate result was a considerable increase in the magnitude
of the larger estates and farms, gained by a proportionate

decrease in the number of both of smaller size. It is from
this period that we mu>.t date the diminution of the class

of yeomen which has been the theme of lamentation with

economists and historians down to our own times.

Contemporaneously with these changes the law was
receiving those adjustments which tended to preserve the

large estates undiminished in the possession of their here-

ditary owners. Entails were sanctioned by statute (De
donis, 13 Edw. I.), but broken down some two centuries

later by the ingenious judicial devices of fines and
recoveries. Trusts w-ere invented by the churchmen, but
attacked by parliament, only to be re-established under the

technical name of trusts upon uses. Lastly, estates for

life were-invented ; and, being skilfully combined with so

much of the principle of entails as the courts had sanetio''ed,

they have formed the still existing method by which family

estates are preserved from dispersion. The rule of law is

that all persons living at the date of a settlement may be

restricted to mere estates for their own lives, instead of

taking the fee simple with full right of alienation. In this

way each son when he succeeua finds himself merely a

tenant for life, and as such possessed of no power to pre-

vent his own son from becoming owner in fee simple when
he in turn shall succeed. But a father so situated is little

inclined to leave to bis son powers of which he himself is

deprived, while his son is generally willing to barter his

future Uljerty for a present liberal allowance. Thus father

and son strike a bargain ; the father buys the son's surrendei

of his future right, and the son, for a price, agrees to sub-

mit himself to the restraints of being merely tenant for life

when his father shall die. The process repeated from

generation to generation has re-established in practice the

system of entails which the courts had abrogated as con-

trary to public policy, and which every writer from Bacon

downwards has denounced as hurtful to the nation

Similar rules prevailed in Scotland. But, as entails were

there of later introduction, so they were much more strict,

and from 1680 to 1848 land might be settled in an end-

less succession of inconvertible life estates. In the latter

year an Act was passed which, with a good deal of com-

plication, substantially limits the right of creating life

estates to one generation as in England. In 1875 another

Act introduced the useful principle that the owner of a

life estate might in certain circumstances buy up and

extinguish some of the contingent interests in succession

to his own at their present value, ascertained by computar

tion based on the expectation of life.

The system of entails, or of creation of estates for life

only, which has thu.'i prevailed for several centuries in tiie
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United Kingdom, is sufficient to account for the fact that
the large estates have continually augmented, in size and
number, by the corresponding absorption of the small pro-

perties of yeomen. These small properties are seldom sub-
jected to strict settlement. The owners occasionally fall

into difSculties, and then their laud is sold to pay their

debts. They are frequently moved by natural affection

either to divide their estates among childreu, or to subject

them to charges for children other than the heir, and this

also tends to bring them into the market for sale. But the

large adjoining properties, the owners of which have been
induced by family pride to limit their right to mere life

interests, are not liable to be sold for debt. The immediate
possessor may be crippled during his lite, but his heir will

succeed to the estate free from incumbrance by any prior

possessor. In the same way the power.s of each Buccefsive

owner to charge the estate for younger children, and the

liability to sale for payment of such charges, is restricted

within narrow limits. These properties therefore continue

undiminished ; and, when,a small adjoiuiug freehold conies

into the market, it is seldom that the owner of the larger

estate cannot find the money to effect its purchase. Once
obtained, it is included in the next settlement of the larger

estate, and thus permanently withdrawn from the operation

of natural processes of disintegration. On the whole, it

follows that large estates tend to grow, and in precisely the

same proportion small ones tend to disappear.

It may be further observed that this tendency is materi-

ally aided by an absurdly bad and espeusive conv°,yancing

system, and by the law of mortgage. The costs of transfer

of land are so enormous in England that they form a very

large percentage on the price of small properties, and pre-

clude any one from purchasing them with the motive of

making a living upon them. So also the insecurity of title,

which is greatest on the smaller properties, because they

have been dealt with less carefully, compels any owner who
needs an advance to pay usurious interest, by which his

ruin is speedily effected, and the property brought to sale.

On the other hand a large property changes hands at less

comparative expense, and the necessity of a sale to meet
temporary diflioulties is at less cost obviated by mortgage,

which permits the owner to hold on till some windfall of

legacy or marriage once more reinstates him in easy

circumstances, and enables him to take advantage of his

poorer neighbour's necessities. This does not mean that

he cheats the small proprietor in the bargain. On the

contrary, the desire of the rich to augment their estates

induces them to give more than the real worth for the

smaller properties. But this concurrence of circumstances

tends steadily in the direction of increasing large estates

and diminishing from age to age those that are small. The
practical result is easily shown by a few figures. The
cultivated land of the United Kingdom (including parks

and permanent pastures, but not mountain or waste)

amounted in 1880 to 47,515,747 acres. The total acreage

is 77,635,301 acres. By the Domesday Book of 1875 it

appeared that one-fourth of the total acreage (excluding

plots under 1 acre) is held by 1200 o^wners, at an average

for each of 16,200 acres; another fourth by 6200 persons,

at an average of 3150 acres; another fourth is held by
50,770 persons, averaging 380 acres each ; and the remain-

ing fourth by 261,830 persons, averaging 70 acres each

(Caird). Peers, in number about six hundred, hold rather

more than one-fifth of all the land in the kingdom. Thus
one-half of the whole territory is in the hands of only 7400
individuals; the other half is divided among 312,500
individuals. The total population of the United Kingdom
(not including Channel Islands and Isle of Man) in 1881
was 35,100,000. so that barely one in a hundred o^wna

more than an acre of soil.

Of tenant fanners there are in Great Britain 561,000,
in Ireland 600,000. About 400,000 of those in Great
Britain, but above 500,000 of those in Ireland, occupy
less than 15 acres of cultivated soil, the average size of
the remaining holdings being in Great Britain about 160
acres, in Ireland 75 acres.

In the countries which have been colonized from England
the system of small properties rather than large has been
generally adopted. The first settlers in New England
carried with them the idea of the village community. They
decreed that grants of laud should be made to each house-
holder to the extent of 20 acres, but the rest of the land
apportioned tJ each village was to be held in common.
Tills system has been now expanded into the homestead
law (see Homestead), prevailing over the whole United
States, in virtue of which a citi;;en of the States is entitled
to a free grant of 160 acres {-\ square mile) on condition of
bringing it into cultivation within five years. The influ-

ence of slavery iu the Southern States teuded, as in Rome,
to create large estates, but its abolition has arrested this

course. On the n-hole, with exception of a very few
gigantic farms in the extreme west, it may bo said that
both the United Stati-s and Canada are countries of small
farms, seldom exceeding 150 to 300 acres, and almost
universally cultivated by the owner. The pastoral lands
of Australia and New Zealand are still held in "runs" of

immense extent, but whenever cultivation makes way there

is a growing movement in the direction of opening them
up to purchase in small farms.

The above sketch, imperfect as the limits of space have
compelled it to be, of the history of land tenure throughout

the world shows that it has pursued one unvarying course.

Commencing in community of tribal possession, land has

e^verywhere by degrees been appiopriated to the villagers,

to the family, and at last to the individual But iu every

stage the conditions of its enjoyment and use have been

absolutely regulated by the community in reference to the

general welfare. A history so uniform would seem to rest

on principles of human nature, and to be incapable of

reversal. Nevertheless in the present age two opposite

parties have impugned its lessons. The one would revert

to the almost prehistoric times when community of pro-

perty, of labour, and of wealth formed the rule of existence.

The other speaks of individual property, especially in land,

as a sacred and indefeasible principle, and denounces every

restraint or modification introduced by the state as spolia-

tion. Between these extremes an infinite variety of ideas

for more or less making land or its produce public property,

or more or less restricting the right of the personal owner,

have been put forward, and are, with some confusion,

strenuously advocated. A brief attempt will now be made
to discriminate between what in these ideas is sound and

what is impracticable.

The principles of communism have unquestionably struck

deep root in the minds of large classes of the public, chiefly

in Germany, but to no inconsiderable extent in other

countries and even in England. Nor can they be dismissed

as merely criminal and worthy of no answer but repression.

The answer must rather be that they are based on hopes

and beliefs in the capability of human nature for self-

sacrifice, which we have no warrant in yet accepting as our

practical guide. A golden age may yet return, in which

all shall be for the country and no one for himself, and we

may even imagine that each successive age shows its nearei

approach. But at least it has as yet not come._ In every

community there are found a large number of individuals

who would not work honestly except under the compulsion

of self-interest or of close superintendence. No socialistic

scheme has vet been devised which copes wiJth this tendency.
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In all of them a vast hierarchy of official inspectorship

would be demanded, which, even if adequate, would eat

ap the profits. In all of them red-tapeism of regulation

(70uld forbid the progress derived from freedom to

experiment. For the case of the culture of land, an art

involving such variety of method applied to such vai-iety of

circumstance, it seems, as yet, impossible to conceive

arrangements by which joint possession could result in

beneficial production. We know it even among families to

be at present a hindrance and source of loss. Nor has any

definite scheme been yet proposed by socialists to show

how it could be worked by the state. Till its advocates at

least do this, and permit us to judge as men of business of

the practical efi'ect of their system in a given area and with

given machinery, it were waste of time to discuss their

aspirations and their imaginary results.

Those who, at the opposite pole, refuse to admit the

right of the state to impose such conditions on private

property as it deems for the general benefit may be

dismissed even more briefly. Not only do they show

entire ignorance of the history of land tenure at all

times, but they belie the daily action of British legis-

lation. Parliament seldom lets a session pass without

making laws which assert the right of the state to take

possession of property for public or private benefit, to tax

it, and to restrain or regulate the rights of its owners over

it. Nor is there any theory of the basis of property whicli

does not tacitly admit that it is subject to the authority of

the community. If derived from occupation, it owes its

title to the agreement of the community to support that

title. If derived from labour, it is valid only for the life

of the labourer, and whoever succeeds to him must take it,

not as a gift from a dead man whose rights end with the

grave, but as a gift from the state, which deems that there

is advantage in encouraging labour by the certainty of

transmitting its produce. In every view it must be

admitted that the state, by whose regulations and force

property is maintained, must have an unqu'alified right to

prescribe the conditions under which it will confer its gifts

on private individuals.

The general object of supporting private property in

land is to increase its produce, by inducing the owner,

through motives of self-interest and affection for his family,

to bestow on it the greatest amount of labour. It is agreed

by all practical authorities that the soil of Great Britain

might be rendered greatly more productive by the increased

expenditure of capital, which when explained means in one

shape or other the larger employment of labour, both in

effecting permanent improvements and in conducting the

arts of cultivation. The interest of the public in strengthen-

ing the motives which may lead to such additional pro-

duction is unquestionable. The soil is the support of the

nation, furnishing to it primarily both its subsistence, its

clothing, its fuel, and the raw materials of its trade with

other countries. Some indeed argue that freedom of trade

with other countries, permitting unrestricted import of all

these articles, has rendered the profitable use of the soil at

home comparatively unimportant. But this is inaccurate for

several reasons. First, importation involves at all events

the .expense of all that labour which is devoted to the

carrying trade. Secondly, it involves dependence on other

nations for other articles than food, to an extent which may
easily become fatal. If, for instance, agriculture in England
were to employ le.ss labour, because it was more profitable

to import wheat for subsistence and cotton on which to

employ labourers, there is not only the. risk, sufficiently

grave, that both .may be stopped by war, but the ever

jjresent probability that manufacturing industry may be
displaced by competition from countries where its raw
i3iaterial can be obtained without the cost of carriage, and

where in some cases labour may, owiirg to climate or b
lower standard of living, be cheaper. Such a rivalry is

already visible in America, in India, and in Russia. If

through these causes the manufactures should decay, and
the artisans be driven to emigrate, certainly the depopulated
fields of Great Britain would be unable to maintain her in

her present rank among nations.

An entirely opposite school has, however, stated a

principle, which, though not applied by it to the question

of the tenure of land, would if true be ho.stile to the appli-

cation of further capital to the soil. Political ecouomists

(see, e.g., Mill, bk. i. chap, xii.) have asserted that every

successive application of capital to cultivation must be less

profitable than the first. This is called the "law of

diminishing production from land," and it has been said to

be " the most important proposition in political economy."
But the fact is that it is true only if the qualification be
added " in the existing state of knowledge." That is to

say, it is true that, if a given amount of labour applied in

raising wheat, for example, will raise 16 bushels on an
ordinary soil, twice the amount of labour will not, per se,

raise 32 bushels on the same soil, or even 16 bushels on a
very inferior soih But chemistry and experiment tell ua

that if, instead of spending the second quantity of labour

in merely ploughing twice instead of once, we spend it in

purchasing and 'applying nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and
potash in proper proportions to the soil, either directly at

artificial manures, or still more cheaply as manure from
animals whose food has contained these elements, we do
get a return considerably more than double for the double

amount of labour which the application involves. This i?

exemplified in the fact that rents rose about 20 per cent
in England when these appliances came into use, in spite

of a stationary range of prices, showing that the additionaj

capital thus devoted to agriculture gave a higher returg

than the capital that had been previously employed.

A further illustration may be found in the fact that the"

capital that has been expended by the Improvement
Companies in England, under the supervision of the

Inclosure Commissioners, has yielded on an average a

return of 15 per cent, of increased rental on the expendi-

ture, over and above the profit made by the tenant farmer

(Caird). Since this average includes a few cases in which
defective knowledge has led to loss, it is evident that, when
capital is applied to agriculture with reasonable scientific

knowledge and skill, it is capable of still yielding returns

at a full average rate, even after payment of the salaries

earned by the scientific and practical education which has

directed its employment. Nor is there any reason tc

believe that the process has come, or nearly come, to an

end. It certainly does not follow that soil is capable ol

unlimited production ; for it is quite certain that its powers

in this respect are sharply defined by the amount of light

and heat which in any given situation the plants growing

on it can receive. But it is becoming daily more probable

that up to that limit advancing science and practical skill

will tend to equalize the cost of production, making the

application of labour to inferior soils as profitable as to

superior, and making capital as productive when approach-

ing the limit of its useful application as when it is, in the

form of rude labour, applied to soils newly brought under,

cultivation.

But, on the other hand, the doctrine that the land cac

be made more productive by the application of more capital,

and that the state has a strong interest in increasing pro-

duction, is fatal to all that variety of proposals which hava

been made for what is called, in rather uocouth and exceed

iugly vague phrase, "nationalization of the land." All ff»

these start with the suggestion that the land of the countrj

being the propertj' of the community, should be resumec
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by it for a new arrangement or distribution. In some
schemes it is pro;iosed that the state shall buy out the

present owners, jnying them the full value of the fee

pimple ; in others it is proposed that the state shall simply

resume the land on the death of the present owners, with-

out paying any cjmpensation to their heirs. Conceding

the abstract justice of both propositions, it admits of little

doubt that they would not be for the public benefit. Under
tha first the state would make a very bad bargain. Land,

on account of its attractions as a subject of private property,

brings a market price nearly 30 per ceut. above its actual

value. It sells usually at a rate computed to yield a clear

return of not more than 3 per cent. But in order to bring

this return the owner is obliged to lay out, in maintenance

of buildings, drains, roads, fences, and other incidents,

sums which on an average are not much less than a third

of the net produce. If then the state is to buy at the rate

of 3 per cent, what actually yields only 2 per cent., it is

clear that the public will be a loser on the transaction.

On the other hand, if the state is to take possession of

land on the death of the present owners, either without

compensation or with a compensation less than the market

value, the result would be at once to stop all further

improvement by the actual possessors. No one would

spend money on that which was to pass, not to his own
heirs, but to the public, and the land when it reverted to

the state would be in a conditioii requiring enormous out-

lay to restore its exhausted fertility, and to remedy the

general decay into which its appliances would have been

sufi'ered to fall If again it be urged that the state might

obviate this evil by offering compensation for the actual

value of improvements which might be made, it can only

be answered that private landlords and tenants have not

yet found a method of satisfactorily ascertaining such

value ; that even when the principle is accepted tenants

frequently prefer, when certain of not obtaining a renewal

of their lease, to exhaust the land rather than trust to

arbitration giving them an equivalent ; and that this

tendency would be enhanced when the state became the

landlord and the valuers were appointed by it.

Supposing, however, the operation to be accomplished,

and the state to have become the universal landowner,

the next question is. What it is to do with the

landl On this there is a stiU greater variety of sugges-

tion. Some would have the land let by the state on lease

merely, and would apply the rental to extinguish taxation.

Others would have the state to sell in fee simple. But in

both cases there arises the further question. To whom shall

the advantage of a lease or a sale be given ^ Here there

breaks out the dispute between the advocates of large and
small estates and of large and small farms. Some would
offer the priority of choice to the existing tenants ; but, as

this would result in the creation of a large proportion of

estates or farms extending to hundreds or even thousands

of acres, its superiority over the present system can only

be considered as partial. Others would break up the

whole land of the country into peasant properties, and
even go so far as to furnish each with a house. But, con-

sidering that this scheme would further involve the

abandonment of most of the existing farm houses and farm
buildings, which would be quite useless to peasant pro-

prietors, it would impose a heavy financial loss on the

nation.

It must be further kept in view that there are only 47
millions of cultivable acres to be divided among 35 millions

of persons, and that the acres are of every conceivable

difference of value, dependent not merely on soil but on
situation, climate, cropping, capability for improvement,
and a thousand other circumstances. To divide these into

plots of equal value would be a task of enormous expense,

and perhaps scarcely possible to be accomplished. But, if

the plots are to be of larger size and unequal value, it must
be again asked. How is the state to be guided iu selecting

the individuals to whom its special favours are to be given ?

And if it be said that the state would exact a rent propor-
tioned to the value, and thus confer no favour, there would
then arise the further question whether the rent is to be
fixed in perpetuity, which means a gift to the lessees of all

capability of improvement in the land, or whether it is to

be adjustable by valuation at intervals, which merely leaves

the lessees in the same position as the present lessees are.

In the latter case nothing would be gained except that

some would be dispossessed in order that others might be
put iu possession.

It is, however, insisted that in any case the state would
have the advantage of drawing the rental of the land, and
it is argued that this would do no wrong to the lessees,

because it would be only the rental derived from the

original value of the soil, and would not affect their profits

from the capital and labour they employ on it. This
principle, if sound, might, however, be applied with equal
force to every other .species of material wealth. The state

would be quite as fully entitled to acquire, by purchase or

by annexation on death of the owner, factories and consols,

as it is to acquire land for which it has suffered the former
owner to pay a price. But there is a greater disadvantage

iu the state becoming the universal landlord. A farm is

dependent not only on the soil but on the seasons and the

markets, and its profits cannot be guaranteed. A rent for

the use of the mere soil may be fair on an average of years,

but occasionally there comes a series of years in which no
rent at all can be paid without bankruptcy of the tenant.

Private landlords can and do meet these bad times by con-

cession and agreement, but the state can only act by laws,

and in justice to the community it must be hard to its

debtors.. It is in fact the system which has been tried

to be carried out in India, with a c«nsiderable variety of

method, but with uniformity of failure,—a failure to be
attributed mainly to the fact that state taxation, necessarily

inelastic, is disastrous when applied to income so fluctuating

as that from land must be. In fact a tenant, paying full

value for the unimproved land to the state, would be in

precisely the position occupied at present by an owner who
is mortgaged up to the ears ; and, since the rent is to be iu

perpetuity also, he would be unable ever to redeem himself

from the burden. An occupant so situated is the most
unhappy of men, and the worst of cultivators, and that

the state should hold the mortgage over him would only

make his position the harder.

These considerations apply also to the recommendations The nn-

which have been made that the land tax should be increased earned

and that the "unearned increment in the value of land"'"'^^"

should be appropriated by the state. Including tithe and

local rates, land is taxed at present to an average of about

30 per cent, on its net profits. An additional tax oi.

land would operate to prevent investment of capital on its

improvement, since capital will not be invested where its

returns are below the average. The " unearned increment

in value of land " is often strikingly apparent in and near

towns ; but it does not exist in the bulk of agricultural

districts. Corn has not risen in price within the last

hundred years, and, if meat has, so has the cost of raising

and importing the food of cattle. The rise in the value of

agricultural land generally is not on the whole more than

a fair return for the capital that has been invested in

improvements, and for the immense sums that have been

lost in the experiments out of which the improvements have

sprung. The cases in which it is more than this would be

incapable of being discriminated, and would not be worth

the trouble if.it were possible. The idea would probably
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not have been started had it not been for the spectacle of

the enormous fortunes accruing to those who have liad the

good luck to inherit or to purchase land useful for building

purposes. If limited to such cases, the principle of the

right of the community to resume the benefit arising from

its own concentration in particular spots may be supported

by different and very good reasons, due regard being had

to the reimbursement to the private owner of all sums
actually expended by him in purchase or building.

^ The right of the public to mineral wealth under the .<;oil

stands on as clear a footing. By the common law gold and

silver mines belong to the crown, no matter who is the

owner of the soil. The principle obviously applies equally

to all minerals. They are a part of the countrj' itself, nut

merely material from which profit can be extracted, and
when they are gone they cannot be replaced. As the law-

forbids the selling of land to foreigners, it might with

equal justice forbid the selling of coal for foreign exporta-

tion. The discovery of valuable minerals is often due 'to

Inere accident and they resemble treasure-trove, which by
law belongs to the crown. Nor would difficulty arise in

Working mines by crown lessees or under crown superin-

tendence. Where they already are worked it would be

right to pay the estimated value to the private owner, since

hitherto they have been deemed subject of private property,

but all future increase or all new discovenes might justly

be held to belong to the nation, without compensation to

the owner of the surface who had no knowledge of then-

existence.

Approaching now the question how the state without

actual resumption of the land may so regulate its possession
' as to encourage the maximum production from it, we are in

the beginning met with the dispute between the advocates

of large and small estates, the former cultivated by
tenants, the latter by the owners. But we may first

disembarrass this question from one source of cnnfusion.

Large estates are never cultivated in a block. They are

invariably bruken up into farms, sometimes indeed extend-

ing to several thousand acres, but far more generally

ranging between the limits of 500 and 50 acres. Below
100 acres the tenant is usually himself the cultivator, y.ilh

more or less assistance, and below 50 acres he will seldom
require any assistance outside his own family. Now, as

there is no advantage accruing from one landlord holding

a number of such farms, we may state the question as

regards cultivation as not being between large and small

estates, but as being between farms of which the tenant

does the work and those in which he only superintends the

work of others.

Thus stated, the answer acimits of no dispute. It has
been already discussed in the article AoEicuLTtiRE ; but it

may suffice to advert here to the conclusive argument
derived from the superior efficacy and therefore cheapness
and productiveness of the labour given by a man in

working entirely for his own behoof, as compared with that

which he pays others to do for him. It would scarcely be
too much to say that capital in the form of personal labour
will yield twice the return of capital employed in hired

labour. It applies not merely to the man but to his wife,

sons, and daughters, and not only to the actual amount of

work done, but to the zeal and care with which it is

directed.

Against this advantage on the part of the small cultivator

there is only to be set in favour of the large that he can
better employ machinery. But, though he may be the first,

'>e is not necessarily the only one to employ machinery,
leaping .and mowing machines may be (and often are)

i3mployed on the smallest holdings ; threshing machines are
now made to be worked by hand or by one or two horses

;

wen steam-engines are made with power down to one horse

or half a horse. These very smaii machines arc slightly

more wasteful of coal for th( power they give out ; but on
a small scale this is quite ii.appreciable, and is far more
than balanced by the greater economy induced by tbeii*

being driven by the owner himself. A very elementary

resort to combination among small cultivators affords them
in any case the same advantages as the large cultivator.

Their energy and aptitude are not less, and with the advance
of education may be directed with the same knowledge;

Most persons connected with land know of many instanees

in which even at present the small culti%'ator is as advanced
in his scientific practice as the larger. It is generally

admitted that during the recent disastrous seasons the

smaller farmers have been better able to meet their

engagements than the larger. The reason is, not merely
that their outlay is smaller in cost of labour, but that by
clos& attention and the power of availing themselves of

every opportunity they have suffered less actual loss than
the farmer on a more extensive scale.

It is of course understood that, to enable a farmer of a

small acreage to produce the same result as a larger holder,

he must have the same advantages pro\'ided to him by

investment of owner's capital. He needs the same buildings

for farm purposes, the same drains and fences, in proportion

to his extent of farm. But he does not need more ; and,

as his own house is only an equivalent for the labourer's

cottage, which must in any case be provided, there is the

saving of the more expensive residence which a farmer

cultivating several hundred acres thinks himself entitled

to. Again, the tenant's capital invested must also be as

much in the one case as in the other. The small tenant

ought to have as much and as good stock on the farm in

proportion to its extent as the large. But he saves much
capital in the item of wages, because, till profits come in,

his own labour costs him onlj' his own food, and even the

rent of his house is postponed, so that it is probable that

he will be able to spend on the land a capital larger in

proportion than the extensive farmer at a greatly less

actual outlay of money. Those who argue that the capital

invested b}' the larger tenants is greater than that invested

by the small cultivator forget that capital in agriculture

must be measured not solely by expenditure of money but

in a great measure by expenditure of labour to which a
whole family may cheaply but effectively contribute.

The importance of encouraging investment of capital Joiuf

lorms perhaps the main argument in favour of the system intere!^

of cultivation by the joint interests of landlord and tenant, "jf '»'"'

In this combination the landlord furnishes the land and "^ *"'

(in Scotland always, in England frequently) the buildings,

&c. The tenant's capital is therefore limited in its applica-

tion to operations of tillage and manuring. The landlord's

contribution is commonly estimated at five-sixths, the

tenant's at one-sixth of the total capital employed, and
while the landlord's yields less than 3 percent, interest, the

tenant's has, by Jlr Caird, been estimated as bringing in I'D

per cent, per annum. This, however, on an average of years

and of farmers is probably too high an estimate. The conclu-

sion, however, is drawn that the system is beneficial to the

farmer because the capital required for permanent invest-

ment is advanced by the landlord at a low rate of interest,

while the whole of the ten.ant's capital is invested at a higb

rate of interest. But in this argument it seems to be for^

gotten that the tenant's 10 per cent, includes not merely

interest on capital subject to risk, but salary for time and

skill, and is, therefore, not really 10 per cent, on capital.

Now, undoubtedly, if any one desires to risk his whole

capital in trade, he is entitled to at least' 10 per cent, on

it, and he makes, while prosperous, a large income. But
if he prefers to invest five-sixths of it in a secure invest-

ment, yieldins only 3 per cent., and to risk only one-sixth,
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while at tlie same time giving liis personal labour and skill,

Lis income may be considerably smaller, but it will be to

the same extent the more secure. It is entirely a question

for each person to solve for himself, and it would be no

national loss it a certain number of farmers were to elect

to purchase farms of only one-sixth the extent of those

which they occupy as tenants, and to cultivate them with

their own labour. Or, if the present tenants should be

reluctant to exchange their higher incomes, subject to the

greater risk, for smaller but more secure incomes, it cannot

be said that there is any national gain in their occupying

land which in the hands of small owners would yield crops

as large and at no greater cost, though with a ditTerent

distribution of profits.

What is true in the argument appears to be this.

It would be a distinct loss to the nation if landlords

•were to withdraw their capital from the land before

other persons are prepared to put as much in. At
present tenants in general cannot put in more capital,

because they have not got more. They could not, there-

fare, buy their present farms. But they could buy farms

of smaller extent, and on these raise crops fully as good.

.\nd if there were enough of other persons prepared to buy
the rem?mdor of the land, and to cultivate it themselves

with equal skill, there would be equal advantage in their

doing so. But, since skill in farming needs both education

and practice, there are not enough of persons as yet

possessed of these qualifications and also of the needful

capital Hence any sudden break in the present system

of tenure by landlord and tenant would be hurtful to the

country, leading to abstraction of capital, and worse culti-

vation and less produce. But a gradual process of change,

permitting all persons who had capital (however small) and
aptitude to become owners and cultivators, would be a

national benefit, since it would not diminish the capital

employed, but would render it on the contrary more pro-

ductive through the stimulus of being applied wholly for

the benefit of the cultivator himself.

There is no doubt that the system of division of capital

and rights between landlord and tenant is intrinsically bad.

Neither is full owner, nor can do even with 1 > own share

exactly what is best for himself and the y< blic. The
landlord is generally short of means with which to make
permanent improvements ; in any case he can make none

without the tenant's sanction, and of course he makes none

unless the tenant agrees to pay him at least 3 but more
often 5 per cent. The tenant, on the other hand, having

only a temporary interest, spends nothing except when he

sees a certainty of being repaid before the end of his term.

Land, however, yields only slow returns, and much is thus

left undone because the full profit cannot be reaped till

after a lapse of years. The system of leases, universal in

Scotland, palliates but does not remedy the mischief. It

is recognized that the tenancy, usually of nineteen years, is

in practice divided into three equal portions. The first is

spent in restoring the exhaustion of the soil by the preced-

ing tenant, the second gives a full profit, the third is (if no
renewal of lease be expected) devoted to the gradual with-

drawal of capital, with corresponding reduction of fertility.

Compensation for unexhausted outlay is an excellent prin-

ciple ; but it has not yet been found so trustworthy in

application as to aflford sulBcient security to induce the

continuous application of capital till the end of the lease.

It is very doubtful whether any form of legislative inter-

fercHce, passing beyond a mere enactment of equitable

presumptions in absence of express contract, would improve
the relation between the two parties, because such enact-

ments when not agreeable to both parties can alwaj's be

indirectly broken through. It is only cultivation by the

Bctual owners that gives at once the freedom and security

necessary for full development of the capacity of the lanj
and the adoption of the results of modern science.

The history of land tenure in Ireland illustrates these lUustra-

principles, and they in turn afford a standard by which to tionfr.im

judge recent Ipgi.slation. Leaving out of view a certain
^"=^^'"^

number of estates on which the landlord supplied, in
addition to the land, the capital represented by build-

ings, drains, &c., in the greater part of Ireland he sup-
plied nothing. The tenant, under a general ccstom of

permanence of holding, in many cases did a great deal

;

but, as the custom was not enforced by law, the occasi(inal

seiifure of his improvements caused a sentiment of alarm
and distrust which seriously limited them. The Act ol

1870 aimed at giving him additional security by not merely
recognizing his right to compensation for his own outlay

if he should be removed, but by imposing a fine on tha

landlord if he should evict a tenant. But, as it avoided in

pruhibit the landlord from raising the rent, the insecurity

was just as great as before, while the introduction of a

legal relation between the two parties led many landlords

to restrict more than ever their expenditure on improve
nieuts. The Act of 1881, therefore, proceeded to ths

necessary consequence of fixing the rent, by means of a court

of valuation, and of giving to the tenant a positive riglit to

permanent occupancy, subject to a revaluation every tiftecn

years. But it is obvious that this scheme also, though
valuable as an immediate palliative, fails to have the

elements of a permanent settlement. The landlord will

be less and less incUned to spend on improvements ; and
even if he desired to do so the tenant can, and in nearly

I

every case will, prevent him, for the plain reason that he

I will not desire the landlord's share in the joint property to

I

be increased. Yet the tenant will on his part be impeded

i

from full confidence in making improvements, oven when
he has the means, lest at the next valuation his own outlay

may be valued against him. The interests are no longer

joint but conflicting. Thus far the remedial legislation has

only succeeded in reaching the stage in which Prussia stood

before the reforms of Stein and Hardenberg were proposed,

when nobles and serfs had both certain legal rights, which

neither could attack, but which neither could convert into'

independent property. But the Prussian method of reform

by apportioning ths land to each party in absolute property,

but in fractions representing their respective interests,

could not be applied in Ireland, both because the holding;]

are in general too small to bear partition, and because the

landlords have not, as in Prussia, been in the habitt of

cultivating their own domain, and they would, therefore,

again introduce the vicious system of letting to tenants

even that part which might be assigned to them in

unencumbered fee. The state will, therefore, have to

become the intermediary of transfer, but the better course

would probably have been that it should at the first have

assumed this function on the over-rented and ill-managed

estates, leaving those which were fairly rented and liberally

managed unaflFected by legislation which they did not need.

The legal basis of the recent land legislation in Ireland

is, however, as it was in Prussia, the recognition that pre-

scriptive possession, even under a title of mere tenancy,

confers a right to continuance of such possession. The

same principle formed the basis of the conversion of cop)--

holds in England from being tenancies at will into ten-

ancies in perpetuity. It might justly be applied still in

cases in Great Britain in which tenancies have continued

without change for a long period. Especially it might ba

applied to check the system of " clearances " in the High-

lands, where the right of the crofters to continue in pos-

session rests on the original community of possession bj

the tribe, and is fortified by an almost immeraorial con-

tinuance of possession by each family.
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BorP In any view of ownership, Tiowever, \.lietlier on a large
gsg"' or small scale, it is obviously of prime impurl ince that the

d'^^%\
"'''"'5'' should be possessed of cash sufficient to ruake the

' improvements required. This is a situation iu which an

owner who is already in debt cannot possibly be. To hold

land subject to a mortgage is, therefore, to bold it under

conditions disadvantageous to the owner, the tenant, and

the nation. The evil is intensitied by the fact that an

owner so burdened possesses an apparent estate far in

excess of his real means, and occupies a social station

Involving an expenditure that exhausts his resources in

every way. It would be greatly for his pecuniary

advantage iL the law were such as would compel him to

sell sufficient land to pay off his debts, for he would thus

Relieve himself of interest at the rate of 4 to 5 per cent, by

selling property which gives only 2 or 2i per cent, on the

price that would be obtained. His net income would then

not only be greater, but as his apparent estate would be

smaller he would not be tempted to live iu so expensive a

Btyle, and he would thus have the means of gaining larger

returns from his property by improving it. It has, there-

fore, been proposed to abolish mortgages by prohibiting

land from being made security for special debts. It would

then form part of the general assets of the owner, liable

equally for all his debts ; and any one who desired to raise

money would practically be obliged to do it by sale instead

uf by pledge. Land would be confined to its proper purpose

ns a means of production, instead of being injured for that

purpose by being used as a means of credit.

Life in- The same principle forbids that life interests in land

Jerests should be permitted. The mere tenant for life or holder

•''•if" under settlement or entail has actually in frequent
°°* °'

instances a motive against cultivating his estate to the

best advantage. If he is not on good terms with the next

in succession, or if, as so often happens, the next successor

is a distant relative, while the present tenant has only

daughters, his motive, and often indeed his duty, must be

to impoverish the estate in order to save money for those

whom he loves best. In a less degree, if he has a large

family, he must save money out of the rents of the estate

to provide for his younger children, and he is correspond-

ingly disinclined to lay out money on improvements which

must accrue only to the benefit of his eldest son.

All these considerations are equally applicable to small as

to large estates in land It is as injurious to the peasant

cultivator as to the extensive landowner to be hampered

by a burden of debt, or to be deprived of the power of

directing who shall be his successor. In France, in

Germany, in Switzerland, in America, and in India,

iudebtedness is the great curse of the small farmer. The

money-lender is a far harder master than the landlord, for

he has less mercy and less interest in being merciful.

It has been assumed throughout these observations that

land is to be applied to its natural use, the production of

the materials of food and clothing. In the hands of rich

persons it is, however, sometimes devoted to purposes of

luxury and enjoyment, such as the formation of large

parks, game preserves, and deer forests. %Vithin moderate

limits such purposes may be defended on the plea that man

does not live by bread alone but by all the enjoyments

which he is framed for appreciating, and which in modera-

tion contribute to mental health. But they are most

defensible when open to the most general enjoyment, and

it is peculiarly to the credit of many of the English nobility

that they open their parks to the resort of the neighbouring

villagers and townspeople, often at some inconvenience to

the owners themselves. On the other hand, the conversion

of large tracts of ground to the object of preserving game,

which implies at the same time exclusion of the public,

(ind diminution of production of food, for the sole recreation

of one or two individuals, is a use of national resources

which has, since the formation of the New Forest by
William the Conqueror, been generally reprobated. The
latest phase of its development has been m the conversioa

of immense areas of the Highlands of Scotland into grouse

shootings and deer forests, a process which involves the

removal of the mnM tenantry, and even, in the case of

deer forests, the ceasing to graze cattle and sheep. The
landowners find that the game rents are much more profit-

able to them than the farming rents, but it is at the cost of

the nation, which suffers a diminution in the employment
of labour and iu the production of food, and which con-

sequently must see its inhabitants emigrate and pay for

imported grain, wool, and meat grown by foreign labour.

The ultimate remedy of this abuse will probably be found
in measures tending to break up large estates into small ones,

for the system requires the reservation of extensive areas

free from the presence of man, and the interposition of

small cultivated holdings would efi'ectually destroy it..

It may, however, be well to notice here an argument
which has been sometimes pushed to excess. It has been

urged that even grazing should be prohibited on the ground
that from the same area a much larger production of food

can be obtained in the shape of corn than of meat. The
difference is indeed very striking. An acre of good land

will yield 40 bushels of wheat, weighing 2500 E), while iu

grass it would yield only 250 lb of meat, and it is still

more striking if we deduct the water from each, when wa
have 2200 lb of dry grain against 188 lb of dry flesh aud
fat. But man being semi-carnivorous must have a propor-

tion of flesh, and the value he assigns to meat as compared
with corn shows very correctly its relative importance ia

the human economy. The fact is that the test of market

prices, which are now regulated by the production and
demand of the whole world, assigns to dry meat and fat a

value just about twelve times as great as that of corn, aud
consequently an acre of grass land gives a profit quite equal

to that of an Rcre of wheat. Nor could the equality be

impaired even if we were all to become vegetarians. For
the most ardent disciples of that faith admit the necessity

of using milk, and about 2 pints of milk is a necessary

addition to a daily allowance of 2 lb of grain for health

and the performance of work. But to furnish this quantity

of milk throughout the year nearly an acre of ordinary land

would be required, or as much as would give about half a

pound of meat per day, so that there are no means by
which we can dispense with the use of a considerable

extent of land for the feeding of animals, by which its

produce is converted into the proximate products demar.ded

by the human constitution ; and the amount to be so used

is best determined by the demand of the public.

The conclusion to be drawn from the review of the whole

questions relating to tenure of land is that they are best

solved by freedom of action of individual owners, guided

by self-interest and family affection, and only restrained

by law when the special circumstances of a high civiliza-

tion introduce abnormal conditions. Since these motives

operate most fully and healthily when land is held in small

estates, it only remains to glance at the methods which in

different countries and by different authorities have been

suggested to encourage subdivision.

The most general method is that of equal division of the

inheritance among children. It is compulsory in the

Channel Islands, in France, and several other European

countries, and it forms the rule of intestacy under the law

of gavelkind in Kent, in most of the British colonies, and

in the United States. To its existence in the latter form

no reasonable objection can be taken. To its compulsory

enforcement there applies, though in a modified degree,

the same objections that apply ^o a compulsory rale of
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primogeniture, with the additional objection that it tends

to limit the eronth of population. Parents who are com-
pelled to giv§ ^n equal portion to every child avoid the

risk of subdiyifiion by not having many children,- a course

which, if comnvendiible when the Old World seemed in peril

of over-population, is a source of national impoverishment
when the world affords profitable employment for hundreds
of millions more than exist. Among the children them-

selves the certainty of succession abates the sentiment of

filial duty, and the desire to bestow a special bounty on

one child who is favoured above the rest may sometimes
induce the parents to spend less than they otherwise would
in the improvement of the wholf estate.

Subdivision of property may, however, be gradually

effected by prohibiting excessive bequests. It has always

been recognized that the state has an unquestionable right

to deal with property at -he moment of its transmission

from the dead to the living, and no objection could bo

made to a rule that no one should leave by will or through

intestacy more than a certain sum, or land of equivalent

value, to one individual. This would not generally afTect

the desire during life to amass and improve property,

because the improved value would still be available for

division among all whom the owner wished to benefit. But
it would in one generation reduce all estates of abnormal
size to properties of such dimension as in the opinion of

parliament would be most serviceable'for cultivation, and
consequently most conducive to national benefit.

The abolition of the right to raise money by mortgage

of land would also teud to promote its subdivision, since

an owner in debt would be obliged to sell a portion of his

estate in order to pay his debts. The improvement of

conveyancing, which would follow from the general aboli-

tion of all interests in land except that of simple and
absolute ownership, would also facilitate the sale of land.

The leading principle which should guide legislation is in

short that land should be made capable of the easiest trans-

mission from one owner to another, and of the fullest use

by him to whom for the time it belongs. The ordinary

motives of human nature will then concur in transferring

it from those who are least to those who are most capable

of making it productive, and of inducing each successive

owner to bestow on it the labour and outlay by which the

maximum of beneficial production will be secured.

See Mommsen, History of Soync ; Von Maurer, Geschichte der

Markenver/assung in Deulschland \ Id., Geschichte der Dor/ccr/as-

auTig ; Id., Geschichte der Stddteverfassung ; Id., Geschichte der

Frohnhofe, der Bauerhofe, und der Hofverfassung ; Nasse, Uebcr
die Miitelalterliche Fcldgemeinschaft in' England ; Landau, Die
Territorien in Bezug auf ihre Bilding ; Yon Haxthausen, Ucher

die Agrarverfassung in Nordeutschland ; Laveleye, Primitive Pro-

perty ; Maine, Village Communities in the East and West; Cobdcn
Olub, Systems of Land Tenure ; Reports of H.M. Representatives
on Tenure of Land, Pari. Papers, 1S60 -1 ; Statistiqne de la France;
Marx, Das Capital ; Herbert Spencer, Social Statics ; George, Pro-

gress and Poverty ; Brodrick, Land in England ; Boyd Kinncar,
Principles of Property in Land.

LANDAU, the chief town of an official district in the

Palatinate of the Pvhine, Bavaria, is situated on the Queich,

about 18 miles north-west of Carlsruhe. " 4mong its various

interesting buildings are the Gothic church, dati.ig from
12S5, and the monastery, founded in 1276, and now con-

verted into a brewery. There is a considerable trade, and
some manufacture. The population in 1875 was 7579.
Landau was taken no less than seven times in the Thirty Years'

War. At the peace of Westphalia it was ceded to the French,
and was generally held by France till 1815, when it was restored

to Germany ; in 1816 it was annexed to Bavaria. In 1871 its forti-

fications were finally destroyed.

LANDEN, JoHX, a distinguished mathematician of the

18th century, was born at Peakirk near Peterborough in

Northamptonshire in 1719, and died 15th January 1790
at Milton in the %aroe county. Most of his time was spent

in the pursuits of active life, but he early showed a strong
talent for mathematical study, which he eagerly cultivated
in his leisure hours. In 1762 he was appointed agent to
the Earl Fitzwilliam, and held that oflico to within two
years of his death.' He lived a very retired life, and saw
little or nothing of society ; when he did mingle in it, his
dogmatism and pugnacity caused him to be generally
shunned. He was first known as a mathematician by his
essays in the Ladies' Diary iov 1744. In 1766 he was
elected a Fellow of the Royal Society. He was well
acquainted and au conrant with the works of tlie mathe-
maticians of his own time, and has been called the English
DAlembert. In his Discourse on the " Kesidual Analysis,"

in which he projjoses to substitute for the method of fluxions

a purely algebraical method, he says, " It is by means of
the following theorem, viz.,

i^l . (m terms)

(where m and n are integers), that we are able to perform
all the principal operations in our said analysis ; and I am
not a little surprised that a theorem so obvious, and of such

vast use, should so long escape the notice of algebraists."

The idea is of course a perfectly legitimate one, and may
be compared with that of Lagrange's Calciil des Fonclions.

His memoir (1775) on the rotatory motion of a body
contains (as the author was aware) conclusions at variance

with those arrived at by D'Alembert and Euler in their

researches on the same subject. He reproduces and further

develops and defends his own views in his Mathematical

Memoirs, and in his paper in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1785. But Landen's capital discovery is that of the

theorem known by his name (obtained in its complete form

in the memoir of 1775, and reproduced in the first volume
of the Mathematical Memoirs') for the expression of the arc

of an hyperbola in terms of two elliptic arcs. To find this, he

integrates a differential equation derived from the equatioa

t = gx
Im"-

interpreting geometrically in an ingenious and elegant

manner three integrals which present themselves. If in the

foregoing equation we write »;= 1, g = k-, and instead of t

consider the new variable y = < -^ ( 1 - h'), then

which is the form known as Landen's transformation in

the theory of elliptic functions ; but his investigation does

not lead him to obtain the equivalent of the resulting

differential equation

dy (\ + k')da ,
l-fc"" =—=i=..^ .

—
, where \ ==

—

j-> >

V1-1/-.1-A.V Vl-x=.l-i-a^ l + «

due it would appear to Legend re, and which (over and

above Landen's own beautiful result) gives importance to

the theorem as leading directly to the quadric transforma-

tion of an elliptic integral in regard to the modulus.

The list of his writings is as follows :

—

Ladies' Diaxy, various com-

munications, 1744-1760; papers in the Phil. Trans., 1754, 1760,

1768, 1771, 1775, 1777, 1785 ; Matliemaliatl Lucubrations, 1755:

A Discourse concerning the Residual Analysis, 1758 ; The Kesidual

Analysis, book i., 1764 ; Animadversions on Dr Stewart's Method

ofcomputing the Sun's Distance fromthe Earth, 1771 ; Mathematical

Memoirs, 1780, 1789.

LANDER, EicHAHD (1804-1834) and John (1S07-

1839), two brothers, African explorers, were natives of

Cornwall. Richard Lander accompanied the Niger expedi-

tion of 1825-27 as Clapperten's attendant, and on the death

of his master at Sokoto'on the Niger in Apr-'l 1537,
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returned to England, and published an account of the

expedition in 1830. He exhibited such capacity for the

work of African exploration that the British Goverument
decided to send him out to determine the course of the

lower Niger, which was then unknown. In the expedition

he was accompanied by his brother John, who was better

educated then Richard, and who went as an unsalaried

volunteer. Leaving England in January 1830, the

brothers landed at Badagry on the Guinea coast on March
22. They then travelled north-east to Boosa on the Niger,

and after a trip north as far as Yaoorie they proceeded

down the, river in canoes. At Kirree they were taken

prisoners by the natives, and after some delay were con-

veyed down the river and managed to escape in a brig, the

river journey lasting about five months. The Landers were

thus able to lay down with approximate cijrrectness the

lower course of the Niger, and to prove that it discharged

by a delta into the Gulf of Guinea. They lost many of their

records at Kirree, but published a detailed narrative of

their exploration in three volumes, in 1832 {Journal of an
Expedition to explore the Course and Termination of the

Niger, by John and Richard Lander). In 1832 Richard

went out again at the head of a well-equipped expedition,

organized by Liverpool merchants for the purpose of open-

ing up trade in the Niger, and founding a commercial

settlement at the junction of the Binu6 with the main river.

After making several successful journeys, he was again on

his way up the river in January 1834, when on the 20th the

party were attacked by natives, and Lander was wounded.

He died of his wounds at Fernando Po on February 6.

John Lander died November 16, 1839.

LANDES, a department in the south-west of France,

.'ormed of portions of the ancient provinces of Guyenne,

Beam, and Gascony, lies between 43° 30' and 44° 32' N.

at., and 0° 8' E. and 1° 30' W. long., and is bounded on

ihe N. by Gironde ; on the E. by Lot-et-Garonne and Gters
;

an the S. by the Basses Pyrenees ; and on the W. (for 68

miles) by the Bay of Biscay. Its greatest length, from the

mouth of the Adourin the south-west to Arx on the border

of Lot-et-Garonne in tho north-east is 89 miles ; its greatest

breadth from east to west is about 62 miles, and the area

3599 square miles. The department takes its name from the

landes, sandy plains formerly covered by the sea, which

occupy its greatest portion, and extend into the depart-

ments of Gironde and Lot-et-Garonne. South of the

Adour, the chief river of the department, the country

changes in character, and is called La Chalosse,—a hilly

region, which the various rivers coming down from the

Pyrenees intersect like the rays of a fan. The Gabas,

Luy, and Gave de Pau are the principal tributaries of the

Adour on the left. On the right it is joined by the

Midouze, formed by the junction of the Douze and the

Jilidou. North of the Adour the plain of Landes slopes

gently to the north-west, and empties its waters partly by
the Leyre which flows into the Arcachon basin, partly by
brooks which run into the lakes at the foot of the dunes

which fringe the coast. The soil of this plain is naturally

jterile. It is composed of a mixture of sand, clay, and
organic debris, and rests on a subsoil of tufa (alios) nhich

is impermeable to water ; for three-quarters of the year,

consequently, the waters, settling on the almost level

surface and unable to filter through, transform the country

into marshes and morasses, while in summer the heat of

the sun, drying up the marshes, produces malarious fevers.

But during the last twenty-five years much labour has been

expended in draining operations. More than 1350 miles

of ditches have been dug, and of the 1,112,000 acres which

were uncultivated in 1850 two-thirds have now been re-

claimed, or planted with forest trees. The coast, for a

breadth ot about 4 miles, is bordered by a succession of

dunes or sand hills, in several ranges parallel to the shore,
and from 150 to 300 feet iu height. Driven by the west
wind, wliich is most frequent in these parts, the dunes
were slowly advancing year by year towards the east, bury-
ing the cultivated lands and even the houses. Bremontier,
towards the end of the last centui^', devised the plan of
arresting this scourge by planting the dunes with mari-
time pines. At thg present time upwards of 98,000 acres
have been thus treated, and the forests already supply
some fine timber -to the navy. In the south-west, cork
trees take the place of the pines. On the eastern side of the
dunes is a series of lakes (Cazau or Sanguinet_, Biscarosse,

Aureilhan, St Julien, Leon, and Soustons), which have been
separated from the sea by the heaping up of the sand. The
salt water has escaped by defiitration, and they now are

quite fresh. The climate of Landes is the Girondine,
which prevails from the Loire to the Pyrenees. Snow is

almost unknown, even in winter ; the spring is rainy, the

summer warm and stormy. The prevailing wind is the

south-west, and the mean temperature of the year is 53°'6

Fahr., the thermometer hardly ever rising above 82° or

falling below 14° Fahr. The annual rainfall in the south of

the department in the neighbourhood of the sea reaches 55
inches, but diminishes by more than half as we proceed to

the north-east. Most of the department is still in the

condition of landes, traversed by flocks of sheep, which are

kept by shepherds perched upon stilts. These landes are

gradually giving place to forests, and in extent of forest

land this department occupies the first place in France.

In the Chalosse, the richest portion of the department, the

vine, maize, wheat, millet, tobacco, vegetables, hemp, and
flax are cultivated

;
yet, small though the population is,

the department does not produce corn enough for its own
consumption. The exploitation of the forests forms the

chief industry. The resin obtained Trom the maritime pine

furnishes by distillation essence of turpentine, and from

the residue we have various qualities of resin, which serve

to make varnish, tapers, sealing-wax, and lubricants. Tar^

and an excellent charcoal for smelting purposes, are also

obtained from the pine-wood. From the numerous iron

furnaces in the department there was, in 1878, an output

of 17,000 tons smelted with charcoal, and 8139 tons during

the first six months of 1881. The cultivation of the cork

tree is also very important ; its produce is much sought after

both by French and by foreign manufacturers. There are

also a number of brick and tile works, and potteries. The

department has several mineral springs, the most important

being those of Das, which were frequented even in the

time of the Romans. The population of Landes in 1876

was 303,508, or 84 inhabitants to the square mile. In

1801 the population was only 224,272. ' The department

includes three arrondissements (ilont-de-Marsan, Dax, and

St Sever), 28 cantons, and 333 communes. Mont-de^

Marsan is the capital of the department. It is noticeable

that in its long extent of coast it has no considerable port.

Opposite Cape Breton, however, where the Adour formerly

entered the sea, there is, close to land, a deep channel where

there is safe anchorage. It was from this once important

harbour of Cape Breton that the discoverers of the Canadian

island of that name set out.

LANDLORD AND TENANT. It has been explained

in fbe article Land that in the United Kingdom no such

thing as the absolute private ownership of land is recognized.

The absolute and ultimate owner of pU lands is the crown,

and the highest interest that a subject can hold therein is

a tenancy. The largest estate known to the law, that in

fee simple, is after all only a holding in which the owner

of the fee stands to the lord in the relation of a tenant.

All estates in land would therefore fall under this heading,

but on the present occasion, as in common parlance, it is
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restricted to those holdings which amount to the hiring of

land. That tenure has nowhere the same importance as

in the British Isles, ^ where practically the whole agricul-

tural land of the commuuity is cultivated by persons who
merely hire it for a limited time from the owners. The
social and political bearing of this fact does not fall within

the scope of the present article, but it shows the important

application of the rules of law which we proceed to state.

Dismissing the tenant character of the landlord, and
regarding him as owner pure and simple, we have to deal

with him as contracting to give up the occupation of his

land to another person, the tenant, for a consideration. In

Roman law, the tenure of emphyteusis (a kind of perpetual

lease originally used by corporations but afterwards by
private owners), and precarium (or tenancy-at-will) occu-

pied to some extent the place of the law of landlord and
tenant in our system. The proper contract of letting and
hiring {locatio-condiiciio) as applied to land had the follow-

ing incidents. The conductor (tenant) was not technically

regarded as possessor ; i.e., he had not the aid of the

interdicts in case of eviction either by the landlord or by
strangers. The locator alone could sue in respect of the

lan.i, but the conductor had a personal action against the

locator on the contract. The landlord was bound to make
delivery to the tenant and permit him to occupy for the

term agreed upon, and to keep the premises in proper

repair. The landlord was answerable for any injury arising

to the tenant from the defective condition of the premises.

Finally, " the landlord must permit the tenant to carry

away not only movables but even fixtures placed by the

tenant, provided the tenant did not injure the house. A
tenant of land was entitled to compensation for unexhausted

improvements except such as he had specially agreed to

execute in consideration of a lower rent" (see Hunter's

Introduction to Roman Law, p. 121). On the other hand,

the conductor had to pay the rent subject to deductions for

the total or partial loss of the crops, to exercise due care

during his term, and give up possession at its expiration.

In English law the following terms are of fundamental

importance. The landlord so contracting is said to demise

his lands, and the instrument by which the contract is

expressed would be a demise or lease. The word lease

is very generally limited to the writing in which the agree-

ment to let is expressed, but any contract of letting is

as on the side of the landlord a demise, and as between

the parties a lease. A lease or demise means a grant of

the exclusive possession of the thing in question for a

definite time
;
permission taerely to use the thing for a

particular purpose or on a particular occasion is a licence

and not a lease. A lease further implies that the lessor

intends to give up possession to the defendant for a deter-

minate time, no matter how it may be expressed, and is so

distinguishable from a mere agreement contemplating that

the parties shall on some future occasion enter into the

relations which a lease creates. The consideration promised

by the tenant or lessee is termed the rent. The period of

occupation prescribed is the term.

The Statute of Frauds (29 Car. n. c. 3) enacts that "all

' In the United States t!ie law is substantially the same as in Eng-

lanJ. The remedy by distress is said to be " becoming unpopular in

the United States, as giving an undue advantage to landlords over other

creditors. In New England the law of attaclunent on mesne proce.'ia

has superseded the law of distress. In New Yoric, North Carolina,

Georgia, Ohio, Alabama, Tennessee, Mississippi, and Louisiana, it is

modified or abolished (see Bou'vier's Law Dictionary, art. "Distress").

On the other hand, a speedier remedy than ejectment has been pro-

vided for landlords, by which they may be '
' reinstated, upon notice

of a day or two, in cases where a tenant abandons the premises before

the end of the term without surrendering the lease, leaving rent in

arrear, continues to hold over after the expiration of his term, or has

become unable or unwilling to pay for the US9 of the premises

"

(Bouvier, art. " Landlord and Tenant ").

14-12

leases, estates, interests of freehold, or terms of years, not
put in writing by the parties so making or creating the
same or their agents thereunto lawfully authorized by
writing, shall have the effect of leases or estates at will,"
except leases for a term not exceeding three years, whereon
the reserved rent amounts to two-thirds of the improved
value.

_
When rent is accepted by the landlord, the tenancy-

at-will is enlarged into a tenancy from year to year. By a
later Act, 8 & 9 Vict. c. 106, a lease required by law to be
in writing must now be made by deed.
A lease, like other written contracts, should clearly

indicate the parties to and the efi'ect of the contract. A
date is not necessary, and, in the absence of a date, it will
take effect from the day of delivery. But it must contain
the names or other sufficient description of the parties, a
description of the premises to be demised, words appropri-
ately expressing the fact of a preser; demise {demise or
lease being the usual words), the date <.-<, which the term is

to begin and end, and the rent. The rent or other services
created in- favour of the landlord by the lease are said to be
reserved. And when things that would otherwise belong
to the tenant under the lease, as Woods, timber, trees,

minerals, &c., are expressly withheld, they are said to be
excepted. But these expressions do not apply to conditions

giving to the landlord the right of shooting, fishing, and so

on over the land, or any right of way or other easement
thereon. That can be vested in the landlord only by a
re-grant from the tenant, no matter by what expression the

right is created. Such grant must be by deed; and, where
a lease of the land would be effectual without a deed, a
reservation of such rights as we have mentioned would
not. There is a good deal of misconception on this point,

for landlords are not generally understood to hold their

right to game on grant from their tenants.

In point of lengtti of term tenancies are distinguishable

as being either at sufferance, or at will, or from year to

year, or for a term of years. A tenancy by sufferance exists

where a person having obtained possession on a lawful title

holds over after the title has determined, e.ff., a tenant on

lease for a term of years after the expiration of the lease.

It has been said that this is not an estate at all but a fiction

to prevent the continued possession being regarded as a

trespass. It is not created by contract, but arises b^
implication of law ; it is not assignable ; and possession of

the land can be resumed without previous demand to the

so-called tenant. A tenancy-at-will exists when the tenant

holds by agreement with the landlord, determinable at the

will of either. Any signification of a desire to terminate

the tenancy, whether expressed as " notice " or not, will,

bring it to an end. A tenancy from year to year is a

tenancy for one year certain, and is determinable only by
a sis months' notice to quit, such notice terminating on an

anniversary of the date of the beginning of the tenancy.

A tenancy from year to year must last at least one year,

but may be determined then, if a six months' notice have

been given ; if not so determined it must endure for another

year, again determinable in like manner, and it will so

endure until terminated by such a notice. Apart from

express agreement, it will be implied in law when, for

example, the landlord accepts rent yearly or by parts (e.y.,

quarters) of a year. Similarly monthly tenancies, chiefly of

furnished houses or lodgings, would be implied from the

fact of rent being paid once a month. But that is a matter

of presumption only. If it were proved that the parties

agrei'd to a tenancy-at-will only, payment of rent hy the

quarter or any other period would not enlarge the nature of

the tenancy. Lastly, a lease may be for a speoified term,

and the tenancy in that case comes to an end by the lapse

of time, without notice to quit or any other formality.

These are the agreements by which the relations of
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landlord and tenant, as the phrase is generally understood,

are created, and they are the agreements under which most

of the buildings and nearly the whole of the agricultural

land are held by their occupiers. There are tenancies,

however, in which the granter would not be spoken of as

th« landlord. Such is the position of the person to whoni

land is granted for his own life, or, it may be, for the life

of another, called in technical language tenant for life and

tenant pur autre vie. These are not cases of letting and

hiring—to which the relation of landlord and tenant is

confined—but are modes of holding property. The same

may be said of the terms for long periods of years created

for carrying out trusts in the settlement of estates. The

tenant in such cases is the person who, when we come to

the agreement of letting and hiring, stands in the place of

the landlord. It may be observed that the law-books dis-

tinguish in point of dignity between estates for life, the

lowest kind of freehold estates, and estates for any term of

years however long, which are only leasehold estates.

Reverting to the agreement of letting and hiring, it may
be laid down that any person having an interest in land

may, to the estent of that interest, create a valid tenancy.

A tenant for years or even from year to year only may
stand in his turn as landlord to another tenant. If he

profess to create a tenancy for a period longer than that to

which his own interest extends, he does not thereby give to

his tenant an interest available against the reversioner or

remainder man. The subtenant's interest will expire with

the interest of the person who created it. But as between

the subtenant and his immediate lessor the tenancy will be

good ; and, should the interest of that lessor become greater

than it was when the subtenancy was created, the subtenant

will have the benefit of it. In the same way, as between

lessor and lessee—landlord and tenant—the latter has no

riirht to look beyond the grant of the former so as to call

in question his title. Be that title what it may, the tenant,

by accepting that position, is estopped from denying that it

is good. It may be notoriously bad, but that is nothing to

him. The landlord is not obliged to prove his title as

against the tenant or any person claiming through his

tenant. In an action of ejectment (for the recovery of

land) the person claiming possession must in general prove

his own title—mere possession being a prima facie sufficient

defence, until a better title be shown. But a landlord

seeking to secure possession of land from his tenant is not

obliged to prove anything, except his right to resume pos-

session under the agreement. The tenant, however, may,

without disputing the validity of the title under which he

entered, show that it has since been determined by lapse of

time or by operation of law.

A large portion of the land of the country being held

under settlements whereby the person in possession for the

time being had only the legal interest of a tenant for life,

there were until recently great difficulties in the way of

letting such land advantageously. The Leases and Sales

of Settled Estates Act, 1856, now empowers any person

entitled to the rents and profits of a settled estate to demise

the same by deed for any term not exceeding twgnty-one

years to take effect in possession and at the best rent

obtainable. Settlements containing express directions to

the contrary will, however, avoid the statute ; and on the

other hand a settlement may contain powers to the tenant

for life to grant leases for even longer terms.

The legal rights and duties of landlord and tenant

respectively i -e in most cases defined by the contract of

tenancy. The policy of the law has hitherto been to allow

the landlord, who is virtually if not technically absolute

owner of the laud, to do as he pleases with it. The

contract of tenancy has hitherto been a free contract, and,

Although in *he absence of contract the .law itself defines

the rights of the parties, there is hardly one of these whic^
may not be displaced or modified by the agreement. This,
it may be said in passing, is the seat of the very widespread
dissatisfaction that exists in all the three kingdoms with
what are vaguely termed the land laws. A small class has
been allowed to acquire absolute dominion over the land of

the country, and may impose what terms it pleases on the

rest of the community for the right to use the land. The
law governing the devolution of land is intricate and per-

plexing no doubt, and by making conveyances expensive
hinders the free distribution of the land among a larger

class of owners. But that is not the real root of the

present discontent. Its real root is the absolute dominion
of the class of owners who are not cultivators, but who,
having the monopoly of the land, may load the cultivators

with what burdens they please. As for the law of laud-

lord and tenant, it is still greater misconception to suppose

that to be in fault. It is what the landlord or tenant

choose to make it. There is very little of it, independently

of contract, and what little there is may be altered as the

parties please. No law can be better than one which

allows men to make their own contracts and limits itself to

enforcing them. That is what the law of landlord and

tenant does. If its eflFects are bad, it must be because the

original conditions of the contracting parties are other than

they ought to be. We shall have to show that practical

evils have led to a demand for an alteration on the law of

landlord and tenant in the direction of limiting the power

of the landlord to impose terms on the tenant.

One privilege imposed by the law on the landlord must

be excepted from what has just been said. The right to

distrain for rent is a special interference of the law for

the protection of the landlord. Besides suing for his rent

as a man may for any other right, besides taking advantage

of whatever covenants he may have made for entry on

default of payment, a landlord may enter upon the demise

premises and help himself to whatever articles of personal

property he may find there, to an amount sufficient to

satisfy his claim. Distress as a general rule extends to all

movable property found on the premises, whether belonging

to the tenant or not; but there are certain well-defined

exemptions, as, for example, goods sent to a man publicly

carrying on a trade to be worked at or dealt with in the

way of his trade. And some things have the benefit of a

conditional exemption, as horses employed to work the

ground, which should not be taken so long as there is any

other property to satisfy the distress. This privilege is an

injurious interference with the property and rights of third

persons. It exposes persons dealing with the tenant to the

danger of losing whatever property of their own they may
permit to be on his premises, and of having their claims

against him postponed to those of the landlord. This is a

wide departure from the general principle of the law, which

is to leave the parties alone ; but even here the right to

distress may be expressly abolished in the contract of

tenancy if the parties please.

Again, the land, on the expiration of the tenancy,

becomes the absolute property of the landlord, no_ matter

how it may have been altered or improved during the

occupation. In certain cases the law has discriminated

between the contending claims of landlord and tenant.

(1) In respect oi fixtures (which may he shortly defined as

movables so affixed to the soil as to become part thereof),

the tenant may sometimes remove them, e.g., when they

have been brought on the premises for the purpose of

being used in business. This, it is said, is done by way

of encouraging trade, but it is curious that no similar

principle has been admitted for the encouragement of

agriculture. (2) In respect of emblements, i.e., the profits

of sown land, a tenant may be entitled to these whose term
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tomes To ati end by tte happening of an uncertain contin-

gency. (3) Aj similar right is very generally recognized by
custom in tenants whose term expires in the ordinary way.

The custom of the district, in the absence of atipulations

between the parties, v.-ould be imported into their contract

—the tenant going out on tho same conditions as he came
in. But with these exceptions the land in its improved
condition passes over to the landlord. The tenant may
have added to its value by buildings, by labour applied to

the land, or by the use of fertilizing manures, but, whatever

be the amount of the additional value, he is not entitled to

any compensation whatever. This again is a matter which

the parties may, if they please, regulate for themselves.

As a matter of fact, landlords never allow a compensa-

tion clause to be inserted in their leases.

The Agricultural Holdings Act, 1875, attempts to

remed}' this injustice by enacting that compensation shall

be paid to tenants for improvements the benefit of which

has not been exhausted at the end of the lease. These

are of three classes :—(1) Drainage of land, erection or

enlargement of buildings, laying down permanent pasture,

making and planting osier beds, making water meadows
or works -of irrigation, making gardens, roads, or bridges,

water-courses, ponds, wells, or reservoirs, making fences,

planting hops, planting orchards, reclaiming waste lands,

and warping land. The tenant to establish a claim for

compensation must have the landlord's consent in writing

to the improvements. Tho compensation is a sum equal

to the amount originally expended, less one-twentieth for

every year that has elapsed since, and the whole benefit of

the improvement is taken to be exhausted in twenty years.

(2) Boning lands with undissolved bones, chalking land,

clay burning, claying, liming, and marling land, after notice

in writing given to the landlord. They are deemed to be

exhausted at the end of seven years, and the compensation

is the sum expended, less one-seventh for every year. (3)

Artificial or other purchased manure applied to the land,

and cake or other feeding stuff consumed thereon by cattle,

<kc. Exhausted in two years, compensation to be a sum
representing its fair value to an incoming tenant. The
Act, however, has no application if the parties agree in

writing, either on the Contract of tenancy or otherwise,

that it shall not apply. In point of fact, landlords insist

upon the renunciation of the Act as a condition of granting

a lease. The Act has accordingly been a dead letter.

The mutual rights of the parties are, as we have already

said, regulated to a large extent by special provisions or

covenants in the lease. The most usual of these are the

following:—(1) The landlord covenants that the tenant

shall have quiet enjoyment of the premises for the time

agreed upon, and in the absence of such a proviso a

covenant to this effect will be implied from the fact of

letting. The obligation makes the landlord responsible for

any lawful eviction of the tenant during the term, but not

for wrongful eviction unless he is himself the wrongdoer,

or has expressly made himself responsible for evictions of

all kinds. (2) The tenant is presumed to undertake to

use the property in a reasonable manner according to the

purposes for which it was let, and to do reasonable repairs.

The landlord is not presumed to have undertaken to put

the premises in repair, nor to execute repairs. But the

respective obligations of parties where repairs are, as they

always are in leases for years, the subject of express

covenant may vary indefinitely. The obligation is generally

imposed on the tenant to keep the premises in " good con-

dition " or " tenant-like repair," and it will be construed

with reference to tho character of the premises demised,

their age, and their condition. A covenant to repair, unless

limited specially, 'makes the tenant liable to rebuild houses

destroyed by accident. A covenant to keep in repair

requires tho tenant to put the premises in repair if they
are out of repair, and to maintain them in that condition
up to and at tho end of tho tenancy. A brcaclf of the
covenant gives the landlord an action for damag"5s, which
will be measured by estimated injury to the reversion if

the action be brought during the tenancy, and by the sum
necessary to execute the repairs if the action be brought
later. (3) The improper user of the premises to the injury

of the reversioner is imste. Voluntary waste is when the

tenant by some positive act of his own has injured the pre-

mises
;
pei'missloe waste is when the injury is caused by son.^

omission. Tenants-at-will or from year to year are not liable

for the latter. What is or is not waste is in some instances

dependent on the custom of the country, but in general

anything which damages the freehold or alters its nature is

waste. Even the erection of new buildings would, strictly

speaking, be waste unless the lease could be construed aa

authorizing them. Besides these general conditions implied

in law, the use of the premises may be restricted indefinitely

by special provisos. Covenants against using the premises

for the carrying on of particular trades or businesses are

the most usual. In this category may be placed the rules

as to cultivation to be found in agricultural leases, in

which also an obligation to cultivate in conformity with

the custom of the district would be implied. (4) Cove-

nants by the tenant to insure and keep insured the

premises are also common, and if the premises are left

uninsured for the smallest portion of the term, although

there may be no damage by fire, the covenant is broken.

(5) The rates and taxes are generally the subject of

special covenants. One tax, the property tax, is specially

excepted. It must be paid by the landlord, and if the

tenant should pay it the landlord must deduct it from the

rent. The parties cannot by contract make any difi"erent

arrangement. Another charge on lands—the rent-chargo

fixed under the Tithe Commutation Acts in lieu of tithes

—is not a personal charge against cither landlord or

tenant, but is leviable by distress. Apart from agreement,

the charge, if paid by the tenant, may be deducted from

the rent. Other rates and charges, whether primarily

imposed on landlord or tenant, may be imposed by the

contract upon one or other as the parties may agree. (6)

The incidents of rent—its amount, whether fixed or fluctu-

ating, its nature, whether in money or otherwise, time

and mode of payment, &c.—are fixed by the agreement

of the parties. When the land has been occupied without

a letting, the owner has an action against the occupier for

compensation for use and occupation, an undertaking to

pay being implied from the fact of occupation. But in

other cases the rent due is a matter of agreement between

the parties, the law interpreting the terms when necessary.

Thus an agreement to pay a rent of £100, no times of

payment being mentioned, would be construed as an agree-

ment to pay that rent annually. Rent is said to be due at

the first moment of the day appointed for payment, and

in arrear at the first moment of the day following. It

has already been said that, in addition to the right of

action as for an ordinary debt, the landlord has a special

right of distress. The covenant may also give him the

right to enter and eject the tenant on non-payment.

Covenants are said to " run with the land " when the

liabilities and rights created by them pass to the assignees

of the original parties. At common law it was said that

covenants " ran with the land " but not with the reversion,

the assignee of the reversioner not having the rights of tha

original lessor. But the assignees of both parties hava

been on the same footing since the statute 32 Henry VIII.

c. 34. The following covenants "run with the land":

—

(1) all implied covenants ; (2) all express covenants con-

cerning something in being at the time of the covenaat
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4nd "parcel of the demise"; (3) covenants relating to

things not in being but to be built or done on the premises,

i.f the covenant be for the covenantor himself and "his

assigns." But things merely .collateral do not bind the

assigns even if they be named.
The right of the tenant to assign his lease—as well as

ttis right to mate an underlease—may itself be restricted

oy agreement, and covenants to that effect are not un-

common. Sometimes the tenant covenants no}; to assign

or underlet without consent, and it may be provided that

such consent will not be refused except on reasonable

grounds. The lessee is not discharged from liability by
the assignment unless the landlord accepts the assignee as

his tenant, and even then the original lessor will remain

liable on his own express covenants.

The term may be forfeited either for breach of some
condition on which the lease was granted, or in virtue of a

specific provision for re-entry on breach of any covenant.

Such a proviso is generally attached to the covenants, and
the efifect of a breach of a covenant so protected is to make
the lease voidable at the option of the landlord. The
teqant cannot take advantage of his own default to

terminate the tenancy. The landlord must signify his

intention to avoid the lease by some specific act. If he
accepts rent, or, it seems, if he even asks for it after notice

of an act of forfeiture, he waives any breach of covenant
up to that time, but not forfeiture for future or continuing

breaches. The condition of forfeiture on breach may be
attached to any covenants the parties choose to make, and
may therefore in many cases press hardly on the tenant,

who for a trifling default may lose the whole value of his

term. The courts in some few instances will relieve a
tenant from forfeiture. Thus they may relieve once

against a forfeiture for breach of covenant to insure, when
no damage has occurred and an insurance is in effect at the

time of application. Belief will also be given for forfeiture

by non-payment of rent, if the arrears be paid up. And
on the ground of fraud, accident, or mistake forfeitures

may be relieved against in other cases. The determiijation

of a lease by forfeiture has the same effect as its determina-

tion in any other way, in destroying subtenancies or other

rights created under it-

It will be seen that with a few insignificant exceptions

the contract is left by law to be regulated by the parties.

In one particular an important change has been made by
a recent Act. The right to the game, as we have already

pointed out, can only be taken out of the tenant by an
express grant made by him. The Ground Game Act,

1880, enacts that " any occupier of land shall have as

incident to and inseparable from his occupation of the land

the right to kill and take ground game thereon, concur-

rently with any other person who may be entitled to kill

and take ground game on the same land,"—subject to

certain conditions which need not be recounted here.

And " every agreement, condition, or arrangement which
purports to divast or alienate the right of the occupier, so

declared, given, and reserved to him by this Act, or which
gives to such occupier any advantage in consideration of

his forbearing to exercise such right, or imposes upon him
any disadvantage in consequence of his exercising such
right, shall be void." Another clause provides that, when
the right to kill and take ground game is at the passing of

the Act vested in any person other than the occupier, under
a bona fide contract, the occupier's rights under the Act
shall not come into existence until the determination of

that contract. "Ground game "means "hares and rabbits."
Scotland.—In Scotch law, " the contract of location is consensual

end ia its own nature merely personal ; but by statute it is made
real against singular successors " {i.e., purchasers). A lease for any
greater term than one year must be in writing. The lessor and
His representatives are bound by a written lease which is "authenti-

cated in terms of the statutes and deliverea, or forlilieJ by rci in-
tcrvcntus,' or sanctioned by homologation," or which is an offer,
followed by real evidence of acceptance, or written articles or
conditions proved by written evidence to have been adopted by
the parties, or even a written obligation to grant a lease. The
singular successors of the lessor will be bound where he is bound,
provided (1) that the lease is definite as to subject, rent, and term
of duration, and (2) that possession shall have followed as a badge
of real right imder the statute (1449, c. 17). Thus, while a lease of
any duration will be good against the lessor and his heirs, as against
singular successors it must in general have a definite tei-m of dura-
tion, unless it be specially warranted and homologated. The usual
term in agricultural leases is nineteen years, and longer terms are
common for building and mining leases, tut there appears to bo
some uncertainty as to whether any and what limit must be imposed
on the length of a term. So, as to rent, it may be as against the
grantor a merely nominal sum, or m.ay be retained by the lessee for
debt ; but as against singular successors it must stand payable.
Rent, it is said, may be either in money, grain, or service, but it

must not be elusory. Rent in money is generally payable at the
"legal terms" Whitsunday and Martinmas. The obligation to pay
rent is extinguished by the destruction of the subject, and this
principle appears to have been applied to the partial destruction of
the subject occasioned by the disastrous failure of a particular 5eason.j
" When the destruction is partial, the point is more doubtful ; and
Hie distinction seems to be that, if it be permanent though partial,

the failure of the subject let will give relief by entitling the tenant
to renounce the lease unless a deduction be allowed, but, that if it

be merely temporary and occasional, it will not entitle the tenant
to relief. In the decisions, however, relief has been given to a

greater extent than that distinction would authorize ; thus devasta-
tion of the crop by storms, &o., if plus qiiaiti tolcrahile, has been
admitted as aground of abatement ; but as the tenant takes the risk
of the seasons it must at least be some extraordinary event that will
justify such a decision" (Bell's Principles). And it would appear
that the tenant has no relief against such partial destruction of the
subject let as may be occasioned by a subsequent law, as for ex-
ample in the case of a fishing lease, by an Act extending the close

time. Rent may be recovered either by personal action or by the
equivalent of distress, viz., hypothec. (But see Hypothec.) In
Scotch law there is not, as in English, a prima facie right in the
tenant to assign the lease or sublet the premises. On the principle

of delectus pcrsonss, the landlord is presumed to have excluded all

save those whom he has expressly admitted, at least in ordinary

leases, though a different rule prevails in longer leases. Even the

heirs of tenants were at one time excluded, but they now succeed

to the lease. The obligations of the parties as to mode of cultiva-

tion, amount of rent, length of term, repair, and so on are for the
most part regulated as in England by the express provisions of the

lease. The tenant is bound to give up the premises at the expira-

tion of the term without compensation for any permanent or unex-
hausted improvement thereon. "It is implied," says Bell, "inthe
conti'actof lease that .any buildings, fences, or improvements which
the tenant may spontaneously make are made in contemplation of

his own interest and for his own use only. And so he has no
claim for s""h meliorations at the end of his lease without special

stipulation. But, if the tenant's possession be terminated abruptly

and prematurely, he ought in equity to be entitled to recompense."

Ireland.—The law of landlord and tenant has been until recently

substantially the same as that which has already been described for

England, and it will only be necessary to notice here the more import-

ant changes that have been made in Ireland by legislation. It may
be pointed out, without touching at all on the vexed Irish laud

question, that the inconvenience of the situation in which a

limited class own the soil, and let it out on hire on what terms they

please to cultivators, has been felt with particular force in Ireland.

Agriculture is the one industry of the country, and that industry

was carried on under conditions which made it all but impossible.

The Irish tenant was, equally with the English tenant, at the mercy

of his landlord. If he made improvements he did so at the risk of

losing them by eviction or by being taxed for them by an in-

creased rent. The insecurity of his tenure gave him the alternative

of doing nothing to better his farm or bettering his farm without

bettering himself. At the same, time there existed in Ireland, in

consequence of circumstances peculiar to the people, an excessive

competition for land such as has never been paralleled in England.

The natural outcome of this condition of things was a demand for

some change in the law which could give tenants a reasonable

security for their industry. And the way was paved for such

changes by the existence in Ulster of a local custom having virtually

the force of law, which did provide such a security.
_

"This

was not a custom of which the courts could take judicial

notice, and any landlord who chose to do so might insist upon

• This is inferred from the fact that the grantor has knowingly per-

mitted acts "not unimportant to be done by the lessor on the faith of

the contract."
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Ignoring it in his dealings with his tenants. Nor was the cnslom
in itself everywhere clearer uniform. "It is a strange thin" to
say," says Mr Butt, "but it would be impossible to frame 'any
statement as to the nature and meaning of tlie custom which
would be universally accepted as a correct description of its char-
acter."' The Ulster custom had, however, two main features
fixity of tenure, and free right of sale by the tenant of his interest.
"So long as the tenant pays his rent the landlord will not use his
legal powers to put an end to the tenancy," says Judge Tjongfield,
describing the system, and the same authority adds that "the sale
by an outgoing tenant of his tenant right is to be with the approba-
tion of the landlord. This approbation is not to be capriciously
refused, but on the.other hand the tenant is not at liberty to select

any substitute that he thinks proper irrespective of his character and
possession of sufficient means for the efficient cultivation of the
land."2 The strength of the custom may be estimated froma state-

ment made by one of the witnesses before the Devon commission :

"If systematic attempts were made amongst the proprietors of Ulster
to invade tenant right, I do not believe there is a force at the dis-

posal of the Horse Guards sufficient to keep the peace of the pro-
vince." And Mr Butt estimates that the sum which tenants under
the Ulster custom would receive on the sale of their tenant right
would amount to more than £20,000,000.
The Landlord andTenant{Ireland)Act,lS70, enacts, sectionl.that

"the usages prevalent in the province of Ulster (in this Act intended
to be included under the denomination of the Ulster tenant riglit

custom) arfe hereby declared to be legal, and shall in the case of any
holding in the province of Ulster proved to be subject thereto be
enforced in the manner provided by this Act." By section 2 like
usages elsewhere than in Ulster are in like manner legalized. And a
tenant who is not entitled to compensation under sections 1 and 2 is

nevertheless declared to be entitled to the following rights:—(1) if

holding under a tenancy created after the passing of the Act he is

disturbed in his holding by the landlord, he shall be entitled to com-
pensation for the loss which the court shall find to have been
incurred by him, subject to a scale of maximum amounts varying
from seven years' rent on holdings of the annual value of £10 and
under to one year's rent on holdings of the value of £100 and over,

and in no case exceeding £250 ; and (2) he may, on quitting his hold-
ing, claim compensation in respect of improvements made by himself
or his predecessors in title, subject to certain considerable excep-

tions, as regards tenancies and improvements. The second part of

the Act contains clauses to facilitate the purchase by tenants of the
fee simple of their holdings, and the third part authorizes the com-
missioners of public works in Ireland to advance moneys both to

landlords for payment of compensation for improvements and to

tenants for the purchase of their holdings. Section 44 enacts that

the board, if they are satisfied with the security, may advance to any
tenant for the purpose of purchasing his holding, in pursuance of

the Act, any sum not exceeding two-thirds of the price of such hold-

ing, and upon an oi'der being made by the board such holding shall

be deemed to be charged with an annuity of five pounds for every one
hundred pounds of such advance, and so in proportion for any less

sura, such annuity to be limited in favour of the hoard, and to be
declared to be repayable in the term of thirty-five years. Section

46 requires the Landed Estates Court on the sale of estates to

alford as far as may be consistent with the interests of the persons
concerned facilities for such purchases 'oy tenants, whether by selling

the estate in suitable lots or otherwise. The principle of transfer-

ring the occupying tenants into peasant proprietors which these

clauses are intended to carry out is associated ivith the name of Mr
Bright. The Bright clauses have not had the practical success that
was hoped for,—a result which is attributed to the unfitness of the

landed Estates Court for working them.' And it may be added that
the Act of 1870 failed to satisfy the wishes of the Irish people,

rackrenting and eviction being still possible, and the process for

obtaining compensation being tedious and expensive.

The Land Law (Ireland) Act, 1881, was accordingly passed. Sec-
tion 1 provides that the tenant for the time being of every holding
not specially excepted may sell his tenancy for the'best price that can
be obtained, subject to certain conditions and provisions specified in

sixteen subsections. A tenant from year to year is not permitted to

subdivide or sublet his holding without permission of the landlord.

A iierson to whom a tenant has bequeathed the tenancy is in the same
position as a purcbaser after sale. When a landlord demands an
mciease of rent from a present or future tenant, then (1), if the

tenant submits, his tenancy shall become a statutory tenancy, sub-
ject to statutory conditions for {'"-e period of fifteen years

; (2) a
future tenant not accepting increase but selling shall be entitled to

receive such amount as a court may fix for depreciation of the sell-

ing value by the increased rent; (3) a tenant, not accepting but not

' Practical Trtathe on the lau of Compmsalion to Tenants in Ireland, by
Isaac Butt, Q.C.. Dublin, I87I.

* An excellent account of the origin and results of the Ulster custom will be
found in The Irish Land Qiuitim from 1J29 to 1869, bj E. Barry O'Brien,
C)ndon. 18S0.
' 6eo O'JSrlcn'a IrUh Land Qae$lion, cfc»p. vU,

selling, is entitled to compensation as for disturbance
; (4) and a

present tenant may apply to the court to have a rent fixed A
ten.ant during a statutory term shall not be compelled to pay a
higher rent than the rent payable at the commencement, and shall
not be compelled to quit except on breach of the statutory conditions
some of wluch are as follows :—the tenant must pay rent at the
appointed time, must not commit persistent waste, must not sub-
divide or sublet or erect a dwelling house otherwise than is provided
in the Act. Agistment, or letting for pasture, and lettjn" on conacre
for growing potatoes or other green crop are not wir?in this pro
hibition. 'The landlord retains the right to enter for Uie purpose
of taking minerals, stone, timber, making roads, hunting, shootin",
fishing, and so on. The tenant may not open a public ho'use without
the landlord's consent. The section is not to prejudice any eject-
ment for non-payment of rent in respect of rent accrued due for a
holding before the commencement of the statutory term.*

Sections 6 and 7 amend the law as to compensation for disturbance
and compensation for improvements as contained in the Act of 1870.
Section 8 authorizes the court (to be created by the Act) to fix a fair
rent on the application of either party, and such judicial rent shall
be the rent of the tenancy for the statutory term of fifteen years as
above described. The court is to determine what is a fair rent after
hearing parties, having a due regard to their respective interests and
to the circumstances of the case, holding, and district. A new statu-
tory term shall not begin until the expiration of a preceding one, and
an alteration of judicial rent shall not take place at less intervals
than fifteen years. Two important subsections deserve to be
specially noticed. It is provided (subsection 2) that the court may
disallow the tenant's application if it be satisfied that "the per-
manent improvements " on the holding, which if executed bytho
tenant would have entitled him to compensation under the Acts
of 1870 and 1881, have been made and maintained by the land-
lord and his predecessors in title and not made or acquired by the
tenant or his predecessors. On the other hand, no rent shall be
allowed or made payable in respect of improvements made by the
tehant or his predecessors iu title for which, in the opinion of the
court, they shall not have been paid by the landlord or his ))rede-

cessors in title. 'When application is made to the court to fix a
judicial rent on a holding not subject to the Ulster tenant right or
other analogous custom, the parties by agreement or the court may
fix a value on the tenancy ; and, if during the term the tenant
should give notice to the landlord of his intention to sell, the
landlord may purchase the tenancy at the value so fixed, subject to

addition for subsequent improvements and deduction for dilapi-

dations. Subsection 10 provides that "the amount of money or

money's worth that may have been paid or given for the tenancy of

any holding by a tenant or his predecessors in title, otherwise tbarv

to the landlord or his predecessors in title, shall not of itself, apart
from other considerations, be a ground for reducing or increasing the
rent of such holding."

The Act may be excluded by agreement as follows. The landlord
and tenant may agree to a "judicial lease " for thirty-one years and
upwards, which if approved by the court will take efl"ect, and the
holding will be regulated by the lease and not be deemed subject to

the Act. The parties may agree to a "fixed tenancy," which shall not

be deemed subject to the Act, which shall be held upon such condi-

tions as parties may agree upon, andwith reference to which the court

shall consider the interest of persons entitled to an estate or interest

after a present limited owner. In such a case the tenant shall pay
a fee farm rent, which may or may not be subject to revaluation by
the court, and shall not be compelled to quit his holding except on
breach of some of the conditions previously declared to be statutoiy.

These are the main provisions of the Act, establishing more or

less completely what are known as the three F's
—" fair rents,"

"fixed tenure," and "free sale." Miscellaneous provisions supple-

mental to these can only be briefly noticed. Section 20 enacts that

the "tenancies to which the Act applies shall be deemed to have

determined whenever the landlord has resumed possession of the hold-

ing either on the occasion of a purchase by him of the tenancy or

default of the tenant in selling, or by operation of law or reverter o"

otherwise." But a tenant holding under an Ulster or other analo-

gous custom shall be entitled to the benefit of such custom, notwith-

standing the determination of his tenancy by breach of a statu-

tory condition. Section 21 deals with existing leases, which are to

remain in force, but at the expiration of such leases the tenants

shall be deemed to be tenants of "present ordinary tenancies from

year to year," and therefore subject to the Act. Section 22 allows a

tenant whose holding is of the anuual value of £150 to contract

himself out of this or the previous Act, and there is a special

clause dealing with the case in which a landlord has before the Act

purchased the Ulster tenant right ; but otherwise any provision

contained in any lease or contract of tenancy inconsistent with the

pron.sions of the Act shall be void. Part 5 relates to the acquisi-

< The riEht of ejectment for non-paj-ment of rent was conferred on landlords

by special legislation. It is unknown to English law. where non-payment only

gives a right of re-entry If protected by a special proviso to that effect In the

lea.<)e. -
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lion of land by tenants, reclamation of land, and cmifrration.

Part 6 describes the form of proceedings to be taken nnder the

Act- In addition to the civil bill court of the county -which has

"jurisdiction in respect of all disputes arising between landlord

and tenant under the Act," a special land commission has been

constituted, in which proceedings may be commenced or to -n-hich

if commenced in the civil bill court they may be trausferred.

Three commissioners are named in the Act, and an indefinite number

of assistant commissioners is authorized. The land commission is

vested witli the general powers of the Act ; but it is directed to

grant an appeal to the court of appeal, in proper cases, not including

decisions as to fair rent or other matters left to the discretion of the

commissioners. (E. K.

)

LAJSTDON, Chaeles Paul (1760-1826), French painter

and art-author, was born at Nonant in 1760, entered the

studio of Regnault, and carried off the first prize of the

Academy in 1792. After his return from Italy, disturbed

by the Eevolution, he seems to have abandoned painting

for letters, but he began to exhibit in 1795, and con-

tinned to do so at various intervals up to 1814. His

Leda obtained an award of merit in 1801, and is now
in the Louvre. His Mother's Lesson, Paul and Virginia

Bathing, and Dsdalus and Icarus have been engraved

;

but his works on painting and painters, which reach nearly

one hundred volumes, now form his chief title to be

remembered. .In spite of a complete want of critical

accuracy, an extreme carelessness in the biographical de-

tails, and the feebleness of the line engravings by which

they are illustrated, Landon's Annales du Musee, in 33

vols., form a vast repertory of compositions by masters of

every age and school, which will always have value

for the writer on art. Besides this work and many
others of less importance, Landon published Lives of Cele-

brated Painters, in 22 vols ; An Historical Description of

Paris, 2 vols. ; a Description of London, with 42 plates
;

and descriptions of the Luxembourg, of the Giustiniani

collection, and of the gallery of the Duchesse de Berry.

He died at Paris in 1826.

LANDON, Letitia Elizabeth (1802-1838), a writer of

poetry and fiction, better known by her initials L. E. L.

than as Miss Landon or Mrs Maclean, was descended from

an old Herefordshire family, and was born at Chelsea, 14th

August 1802. Her father, an army agent, succeeded in

amassing a large property, which he lost by speculation

shortly before his death. By this time the daughter by
her contributions to the Literary Gazette and to various-

Christmas annuals, as well as by some volumes of verse,

hid acquired a wide literary fame. Probably her position

in society contributed to the interest they awakened, but

the gentle melancholy and romantic sentitaent her writings

embodied would in any case have secured her the sympathy
and approval of a wide class of readers. Though deficient

in condensation and finish, they occasionally display a

richness of fancy and an aptness of language which might
have ripened, by more sedulous culture, into true poetical

worth. In June 1838 she married George Maclean,

governor of Cape Coast Castle, but she only survived her

marriage a few months, dying from an overdose of prussic

acid, which, it is supposed, was taken accidentally.

For some time L. E. L. was joint editor of the Literary Gazette.

Her first volume of poetry appeared in 1820 under the title ?7i«

Fate of Adelaide, and was followed by other collections of verses

with similar titles. She also wrote several novels. Various
editions of her Poetical Works have been published since her
death, the last being that with an introductory memoir by W. B.

Scott, 1880. The Life and Literary Rcmaiiis of Letitia Elizabeth
Landon, by Laman Blanchard, appeared in 1841, and a second
edition in 1855.

LANDOR, Walter Savage (1775-1864), bom at

Warwick, January 30, 1775, died at Florence, September
17, 1864. In the course of this long life he had won
for himself such a double crown of glory in verse and in

prose as has been won by no other Englishman but MUton.
And with that special object of his lifelong veneration he

iad likewise in common other claims upon our reverence

to which no third competitor among English poets can

equally pretend. He had the same constancy to the same
principles, the same devotion to the same ideal of civic and
heroic life ; the same love, the same loyalty, the same
wrath, scorn, and hatred, for the same several objects

respectively; the same affection and kinship to the spirit

of the Romans, the same natural enjoyment and mastery

of their tongue. Not accident merely but attraction must
in any case have drawn them to enlist in the ranks and
serve under the standard of the ancient Latin army ol

patriots and poets. But to Landor even more than to

Milton the service of the Roman Muse was a natural and
necessary expression of his genius, a spontaneous and just

direction of its full and exuberant forces. At the age of

twenty he published an eloquent and elegant vindication

of her claims upon the service and devotion of modern
writers,—the first sketch or suggestion of a longer essay, to

be published in its final form just fifty-two years later. In

1795 appeared in a small volume, divided into three books.

The Poems of Walter Savage Landor, and, in pamphlet
form of nineteen pages, an anonymous Moral Epistle,

respectfidly dedicated to Earl Stanhope. No poet at the

age of twenty ever had more vigour of style and fluency

of verse ; nor perhaps has any ever shown such masterly

command of epigram and satire, made vivid and vital by

the purest enthusiasm and most generous indignation.

Three years later appeared the first edition of the first great

work which was to inscribe his name for ever among the

great names in English poetry. The second edition of

Gehir appeared in 1803, with a text corrected of grave

errors and improved by magnificent additions. About the

same time the whole ppem was also published in a Latin

form, which for might and melody of line, for power and
perfection of language, must always dispute the palm of

precedence with the English version. In 1808, under an

impulse not less heroic than that which was afterwards to

lead Byron to a glorious death in redemption of Greece

and his own good fame, Landor, then aged thirty-three,

left England for Spain as a volunteer to serve in the

national army against Napoleon at the head of a regiment

raised and supported at his sole expense. After some
three months' campaigning came the affair of Cintra and

" its disasters ;
" his troop," in the words of his biographer,

" dispersed or melted away, and he came back to England
in as great a hurry as he had left it," but bringing with

him the honourable recollection of a brave design unselfishly

attempted, and the material in his memory for the sublimest

poem published in our language between the last master-

piece of Milton and the first masterpiece of Shelley—one

equally worthy to stand unchallenged beside either for

poetic perfection as well as moral majesty—the lofty tragedy

of Count Julian, which appeared in 1812, without the

name of its author. No comparable work is to be found

in English poetry between the date of Samson Agonistes

and the date of Prometheus Unbound ; and with both these

great works it has some points of greatness in common.

The superhuman isolation of agony and endurance which

encircles and exalts the hero is in each case expressed with

equally appropriate magnificence of effect. The style of

Count Julian, if somewhat deficient in dramatic ease and

the fluency of natural dialogue, has such might and purity

and majesty of speech as elsewhere we find only in Milton

so long and so steadily sustained.

In May 1811 Landor had suddenly married Sliss Julia,

Thuillier, with whose looks hes had fallen in love at first

sight in a ball-room at Bath ; and in June they settled for

awhile at Llanthony Abbey in Wales, from whence he was

worried in three years' time by the combined vexation of

neighbours and tenants, lawyers and lords-lieuteiant ; nu'
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before much toil and money had been nobly wasted on
attempts to improve the sterility of the land, to relieve
the wretchedness and raise the condition of the peasantry.
He left England for France at first, but after a brief
residence at Tours took up his abode for three years at
Como ;

" and three more wandering years he passed " says
his biographer, " between Pisa and Pistoja, before he
pitched his tent in Florence in 1821." In 1824 appeared
the first series of his Imaginary Conversatiom, in 1826
"the second edition, corrected and enlarged"- a supple-
mentary third volume was added in 1828; and in 1829
the second series was given to the world. Not until 1846
was a fresh instalment added, in the second volume of his
collected and selected works. During the interval he had
published his three other most famous and greatest books
in prose : The Citation and Examinatioji of ''Williain

Shakespeare, 1834; Pericles and Aspasia, 1836; The
Pentameron, 1837. To the last of these was originally

appended The Pentalogia, containing five of the very finest

among his shorter studies in dramatic poetry. In 1847
he published his most important Latin work, Poenata et

Inscriptione$, comprising, with large additions, the main
contents of two former volumes of idyllic, satiric, elegiac,

and lyric verse ; and in the same golden year of his poetic

life appeared the very crown and flower of its manifold
labours, The Hellenics of Walter Savage Landor, enlarged

and completed. Twelve years later this book was reissued,

with additions of more or less value, with alterations

J enerally to be regretted, and with omissions invariably to

l.e deplored. In 1853 he put forth The Last Fruit off an
i>ld Tree, containing fresh conversations, critical and con-

troversial essays, miscellaneous epigrams, lyrics, and occa-

sional poems of various kind and merit, closing with Five

Scenes on the martyrdom of Beatrice Cenci, unsurpassed

even by their author himself for noble and heroic pathos,

for subtle and genial, tragic and profound, ardent and
compassionate insight into character, with consummate
mastery of dramatic and spiritual truth. In 1856 he pub-

lished Antony and Octavius—Scenes for the Study, twelve

consecutive poems in dialogue which alone would suffice

to place him high among the few great masters of historic

drama. In 1858 appeared a metrical miscellany bearing

the title of Dry Slicks Fagoted by W. S. Landor, and con-

taining among other things graver and lighter certain

epigrammatic and satirical attacks which reinvolved him
in the troubles of an action for libel ; and in July of the

same year he returned for the last sis years of his life to

Italy, which he had left for England in 1835. Embittered

and distracted by domestic dissensions, if brightened and
relieved by the afi'ection and veneration of friends and
strangers, this final period of his troubled and splendid

career came at last to a quiet end on the 17th of September
1864. In the preceding year he had published a last

volume of Heroic Idyls, with additional poems, English

and Latin,—-the better part of them well worthy to be

indc ed the " last fruit " of a genius which after a life of

eighty-eight years had lost nothing of its majestic and
pathetic power, its exquisite and exalted loveliness.

A complete list of. Lander's writings, published or

privately printed, in English, Latin, and Italian, including

pamphlets, fly-sheets, and occasional newspaper correspond-

ence on political or literary questions, it would be ""difficult

to give anywhere and impossible to give here. From
nineteen almost to ninety his intellectual and literary

activity was indefatigably incessant^; but, herein at least

like Charles Lamb, whose cordial admiration he so cordially

riturneii, he could not write a note of three lines which did

not bear the mark of his " Roman hand " in its matchless

«ind inimitable command of a style at once the most
powerful and the purest of his age. The one charge which
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can ever seriously be brought and maintained against ills
that of such occasional obscurity or difficulty as may arise
from excessive strictness in condensation of phrase and
expurgation of matter not always superfluous, and some-
times almost indispensable. His English prose and his
Latin verse are perhaps more frequently and more "ravely
liable to this charge than either his English verse'^or his
Latin prose. At times i,t is well nigh impossible for an
eye less keen and swift, a scholarship less exquisite and
ready than his own, to catch the precise direction and
follow the perfect course of his rapid thought and radiant
utterance. This apparently studious pursuit and preference
of the most terse and elliptic expression which could b^
found for anything he might have to say could not but
occasionally make even so sovereign a master of two great
languages appear "dark with excess of light"; but from
no former master of either tongue in prose or verse was
ever the quality of real obscurity, of loose and nebulous
incertitude, more utterly alien or more naturally remote.
There is nothing of cloud or fog about the path on which
he leads us ; but we feel now and then the want of a bridge
or a handrail ; we have to leap from point to point of
narrative or argument without the usual help of a connect-
ing plank. Even in his dramatic works, where least of all

it should have been fourid, this lack of visible connexion
or sequence in details of thought or action is too often a
source of sensible perplexity. In his noble trilogy on the
history of Giovanna queen of Naples it is sometimes
actually difficult to realize on a first reading what has
happened or is happening, or how, or why, or by what
agency,—a defect alone sufficient, but unhappily sufficient

in itself, to explain the too general ignorance of a work so
rich in subtle and noble treatment of character, so sure and
strong in its grasp and rendering of " high actions and high
passions," so rich in humour and in pathos, so royally
serene in its commanding power upon the tragic mainsprings
of terror and of pity. As a poet, he may be said on the
whole to stand midway between Byron and Shelley,—about
as far above the former as below the latter. If we except
Catullus and Simonides, it might be hard to match and it

would oe impossible to overmatch the flawless and blame-
less yet living and breathing beauty of his most perfect
elegies, epigrams, or epitaphs. As truly as prettily was
he likened by Leigh Hunt " to a stormy mountain pine
which should produce lilies." His passionate compassion,
his bitter and burning pity for alt wrongs endured in all

the world, found only their natural and inevitable outlet in

his lifelong defence or advocacy of tyrannicide as the last

resource of baffled justice, the last discharge of heroic duty.

His tender and ardent love of children, of animals, and of

flowers, makes fragrant alike the pages of his writing and
the records of his bfe. He was as surely the most geatle

and generous as the most headstrong and hot-headed oj
heroes or of men. Nor ever was any man's best work
more thoroughly imbued and informed with evidence o(

his noblest qualities. His loyalty and liberality" of heart

were as inexhaustible as his bounty and beneficence of

hand. Praise and encouragement, deserved or uideserved,

came yet more readily to his lips than challenge or de-

fiance il^eviled and ridiculed by Lord Byron, he retorted

on the ofi'ender living less readily and less warmly than hj

lamented and extolled him dead. On the noble dramatic;

works of his brother Robert he lavished a magnificence o(

sympathetic praise which his utmost self-estimate would

never have exacted for his own. Age and the lapse ol

time could neither heighten nor lessen* the fulness of thii

rich and ready generosity. To the poets of his own and o;

the nest generation he was not readier to do honour that

to those of a later grotvth, and not seldom of deserts fai

lower and far lesser claims than theirs. That he was not
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unconscious of liis own, and avowed it witn ttie frank

Bimplicity of nobler times, is not more evident or more

certain than that in comparison with his friends and fellows

he was liable rather to undervalue than to overrate himself.

He was a classic, and no formalist ; the wide range of his

just and loyal admiration had room for a genius so far from

classical as Blake's. Nor in his own highest mood or

method of creative as of critical work was he a classic only,

in any narrow or exclusive sense of the term. On either

side, immediately or hardly below his mighty masterpiece

of Pericles and Aspasia, stand the two scarcely less beauti-

ful and vivid studies of mediaeval Italy and Shakespearean

England. The very finest flower of his immortal dialogues

is probably to be found in the single volume comprising

only "Imaginary Conversations of Greeks and Romans ";

his utmost command of passion and pathos may be tested

by its transcendent success in the distilled and concentrated

tragedy of Tiberius and Tipsania, where for once he shows

a quality more proper to romantic than classical imagina-

tion,—the subtle and sublime and terrible power to enter

the dark vestibule of distraction, to throw the whole force

of his fancy, the whole fire of his spirit, into the "shadowing

passion " (as Shakespeare calls it) of gradually imminent

insanity. Yet, if this and all other studies from ancient

history or legend could be subtracted from the volume of

his work, enough would be left whereon to rest the

foundation of a fame which time could not sensibly

impair. (a. c. s.)

LANDSBERG-AN-DER-WARTHE, chief town of a

circle in the government district of Frankfort, in the pro-

vince of Brandenburg, Prussia, is situated at the confluence

of the Warthe and Kladow, 80 miles north-east of Berlin

by rail. It has a gymnasium of the first class, a hospital,

and a poorhouse, besides the other ordinary educational,

charitable, and administrative provisions. The productive

industry of Landsberg centres in the engine and boiler

works and iron-foundries; but the other manufactures

include a considerable miscellany, whose chief items are

tobacco, cloth, carriages, wools, and spirits. An active

trade is carried on in the manufactures of the town, and

in the produce of the surrounding country. Landsberg

dates its origin from about the middle of the 13th century.

In 1875 its population was 21,379.

LANDSEER, Sir Edwin Heney (1802-1873), third

eon of John Landseer, A.R.A., a well-known engraver and

able writer on art, was born in London, March 7, 1802.

His mother was Miss Potts, who sat to Reynolds as the

gleaner, with a sheaf of corn on her head, in Macklin's

Family Picture, or the Cottagers.! Edwin Henry Landseer

began his artistic education under his father so successfully

that in his fifth year he drew fairly well, and was acquainted

with animal characters aud passions. Etchings of his,

at South Kensington, dated by his father, attest that he

drew excellently at eight years of age ; at ten he was an

admirable draughtsman, and his etchings show consider-

able sense of humour. At thirteen he drew a majestic St

Bernard dog so finely that his brother Thomas engraved

and published the work. At this date (1815) he sent

two pictures to the Academy, and was described in the

catalogue as "Master E. Landseer, 33 Foley Street."

Youth forbade his being reckoned as an artist in full, and

caused him to be considered as the " Honorary Exhibitor "

of "No. 443, Portrait of a Mule," and "No. 584, Portraits

1 John Landseer died February 29, 1852, aged ninety-one. Sir

Edwin's eldest brother Thomas, an A.K.A. and a famous engraver,

whose interpretations of his junior's pictures have made them known

throughout the world, and will represent them when they have perished,

was bom in 1796, find died January 20, 1880. Charles Landseer,

R.A., and Keeper of the Royal Academy, the second brother, was

born in 1799, and died July 22, 1879. John Landseer's brother Henry

was a painter of some reputation, who emigrated to Australia.

of a Pointer Bitch and Puppy." Adopting the advice of

Haydon, whose pupil he was not otherwise, he studied the

Elgin Marbles, the " Wild Beasts " in the Tower and Exeter

Change, and dissected every animal whose carcase he could

obtain. In 1816, in which year he exhibited with the

Society of Painters in Oil and Water Colours, Landseer

was admitted a student of the Royal Academy. In 181T

he sent to the Academy a portrait of Old Brutus, a much-

favoured dog, which, as well as his son, another Brutus,

often appeared in subsequent pictures. Even at this date

Landseer enjoyed considerable reputation, and had more

work than he could readily perform, because his renown

had been zealously fostered by his father in Elmes's Annals

of Art. At the Academy he was a diligent student and a

favourite of Fuseli's, who would look about the crowded

antique school and ask, " "Wliere is my little dog boy 1

"

The prices of his pictures at this time were comparatively

small ; ten guineas was, in 1818, considered enough for a

whole length figure of a horse on a canvas of 27 by 35

inches, which now belongs to Lady C. Wellesley.

In 1818 Landseer exhibited at Spring Gardens Fighting

Dogs getting Wind, a picture from which his future

might have been predicted. The sale of this work to Sir

G. Beaumont vastly enhanced the fame of the painter, who
became "the fashion" in a way disclosed by Haydon's

account of his own and Wilkie's positions under similar

circumstances nearly at the same date. This picture is

now at Coleorton, and it illustrates the culmination of the

studies of Landseer's youth and the prime strength of his

earlier style. Unlike the productions of his later life,

this masterpiece of his boyhood exhibits not an iota of

sentiment ; but it is, in its way, a proof of astonishing

vigour in design, and richer in animal character than

anything produced since the death of Snyders. Perfectly

drawn, solidly and minutely finished, bold in tone, and

carefully composed, the execution of this picture attested

the skill that had been acquired during ten years' studies

from nature, and the learning with which diligent observa-

tion of the best antiques and of Raphael had endowed
the painter. Looking at the work as a whole, and valuing

it on technical grounds, the critic feels that Landseer never

produced anything better or so manly. On this level he

stood until 1824, when he removed from his father's resi-

dence, and set up-for himself in the house No. 1 (after-

wards 18) St John's Wood Road, where he lived nearly

fifty years, and in which he died. In 1818 it was little

more than a cottage, with a barn attached, which was con-

verted into a studio. Between 1818 and 1825 Landseer

did a great deal of work, but on the whole gained little

besides facility of technical expression, a greater zest for

humour, and a larger style. The work of this stage ended

with the production of Lord Essex's painting called the

Cat's Paw, which is well known by an engraving. It was
the price of this picture, .£100, that enabled Landseer to

set up for himself. He had to borrow a second hundred

pounds to pay a premium for the house, and repaid this

sum by twenty pounds at a time. Between 1818 and

1825 Landseer's pictures were such as proved the severity

of his studies ; among them the principal were the Cat

Disturbed, which was lately in the possession of Sir P.

de Malpas Grey Egerton ; Alpine Mastiffs reanimating a

Distressed Traveller, a famous work engraved by John

Landseer ; the Ratcatchers, which is now at Lambton

Castle ; Pointers to be ; the Larder invaded ; and Neptune,

the head and shoulders of a Newfoundland dog. The

Cat's Paw was sent to the British Institution in 182^
and made an enormous sensation. In this year Landsee*

and 0. R. Leslie made a journey to the Highlands,— a.

momentous visit for the former, who thenceforward rarely

failed annually to repeat it in search of studies and subjects.
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In 1826

' Landseer was elected an A.R.A. In 1827
appeared the Monkey who had seen the World, a picture

which marked the growth of & iaste for humorous subjects

in the mind of the painter, and had been evoked by the

success of the Cat's Paw. Taking a Buck, 1825, was the

painter's first Scottish picture. Its execution marked a

change in his style which, in increase of largeness, was a
great improvement. In other respects there was a de-

crease of solid qualities ; finish, searching modelling, and
elaborate draughtsmanship rarely appeared in Landseer's

work after 1823. The subject, as such, soon after this

time became a very distinct element in his pictures ; ulti-

mately it dominated, and in effect the popularity of the

artist was extended in a greater degree than technical

judgment justified. Sentiment gave new charms to his

works, which had previously depended pn the expression

of animal passion and character, and the exhibition of

noble qualities of draughtsmanship. Sentimentality ruled

in not a few pictures of later dates, and quasi human
humour, or pathos, superseded that masculine animalism

which rioted in its energy, and enabled the artist to rival

Snyders, if not Velazquez, as a painter of beasts. After

High Life and Low Life, pictures of 1831, now in the

National Gallery, Landseer's dogs, and even his lions and
birds, were more than half civilized. It was not that

these later pictures were less true to noture than their

forerunners, but the models were chosen from different

grades of animal society. As Landseer prospered he kept

finer company, and his new patrons did not care about

rat-catching and dog-fighting, however vigorously and

learnedly those subjects might be depicted. It cannot be

said that the world lost much when, in exchange for the

Cat Disturbed and Fighting Dogs getting Wind, came Jack

in Office, the Highland Shepherd's Chief Mourner, and

the Swannery invaded by Sea-Eagles, three pictures which

are types of as many diverse moods of Landseer's art, and
each a noble one.

Four years after his election as A.R.A. Landseer was

chosen an E.A. (1830). Chevy Chase (1826), which is at

Woburn, and the Illicit Whiskey Still (1829), appeared in

the interval, and were followed by High Life and Low
Life (1831), and Spaniels of King Charles's Breed (1832)

;

the last is a wonder of brush handling, Landseer had by

this time attained such amazing mastery that he painted

Spaniel and Babbit in two hours and a half, and Rabbits,

which was at the British Institution, in three-quarters of

an hour; and the fine, dog-picture Odin (1836) was the

work of one sitting, i.e., painted within twelve hours. He
began and finished a whole-length, life-size study of a

fallow deer while Mr Wells of Redleaf was at church, A
more remarkable feat consisted in drawing, simultaneously,

a stag's head with one hand and a head of a horse with

the other. Harvest in the Highlands, and that masterpiece

of humour. Jack in Office, were exhibited in 1833. In

1834 a noble work of sentiment was given to the world in

Suspense, which is now at South Kensington, and shows a

dog watching at the closed door of his wounded master.

Many think this to be Landseer's finest work, others prefer

the Highland Shepherd's Chief Mourner (1837). The
over-praised and unfortunate Bolton Abbey, a group of

portraits in character, was shown in the same year, and

was the first picture for which the painter received X400.

A few years later he sold Peace and War for £1500, and

for the copyrights alone obtained £6000. Man Proposes

(1864) was resold in 1881 for 6300 guineas, and a cartoon

for 5000 guineas. A Distinguished Member of the Hu-

mane Society, a dog reclining on a quay wall (1838), was

succeeded by Dignity and Impudence (1839). The Lion

Dog of Malta, and Laying down the Law appeared in

1840. The Defeat of Comus was painted in the summer-

14-12*

house of Buckingham Palace garden in 1842. In this year
was finished the capital Highland Shepherd's Home (Sheeiv
shanks Gift), together with the beautiful Eos, a portrait
of Prince Albert's most graceful of greyhounds, to which
Thomas Landseer added an ineffable charm and solidity

not in the painting. The Challenge, and Coming Events
east their Shadows before, were accompanied (1844) by
Shoeing (Bell Gift), and followed by Peace, and War, and
the Stag at Bay (1846). Alexander and Diogenes, and a
Random Shot, a kid dead on snow, came forth in 1848.
This year Landseer received a national commission to paint
in the Houses of Parliament three subjects connected with
the chase. Although they would have been worth three

times as much money, the House of Commons refused to

grant £1500 for these pictures, and the matter fell through,

more to the artist's profit than the nation's gain. The
Sanctuary, and Night and Jlorning, romantic and pathetic

deer subjects, came in due order. For the latter a French
jury of experts awarded to the artist the great gold medal
of the Exposition Universelle, Paris, 1855.

The JJialogue at Waterloo (l850) commemorated Land-
seer's first visit to the continent, and showed how he, lika

nearly all English artists of original power and considerable

fertility, owed nothing to French or Italian training. In
the same year he received the honour of knighthood. The
Monarch of the Glen (1851) was succeeded by Geneva, a
group of asses, a mule, and a bull; Titania and Bottom,

which comprises a charming queen of the fairies ; and the

dramatic design of the Combat, or Night and Morning, as

above. Then came the Children of the Mist (1853), Deer
in Repose, Saved (1856), Braemar, a noble stag, Rougb
and Ready, Uncle T'om and his Wife for Sale (1857). The
Maid and the Magpie, the extraordinarily large cartoon

called Deer Browsing, the Twa Dogs, and one or two

minor paintings, were equal if not superior to any pre-

viously produced by the artist. Nevertheless, signs of

breaking health were remarked in Doubtful Crumbs, and

a Kind Star (1859). The immense and profoundly dra-

matic picture caDed a Flood in the Highlands (1860) more

than reinstated the painter before the public, but friends

still saw ground for uneasiness. Extreme nervous excita-

bility manifested itself in many ways, and in the choice

(1864) of the dreadful subject of Man Proposes God Dis-

poses, bears clumsily clambering among relics of Sir John

Franklin's party, there was occult pathos, which some of

the artist's intimates suspected, but did not avow. In

1862 and 1863 Landseer produced nothing; but with Man
Proposes came a Piper and a Pair of Nutcrackers. The

last triumph of Landseer's career was the Swannery in-

vaded by Sea Eagles (1869). After four years more,

mainly of broken art and shattered mental powers, he

died 1st October 1873. He was buried in St Paul's. See

Sir E. Landseer, by F. G. Stephens, 1880. (f. g..s.)
_

LANDSHUT, chief town of a government district in!

Lower Bavaria, is situated on the right bank of the Isar,

about 40 miles north-east of Munich. As the seat of

government for the district, it contains all the appropriate

administrative offices, and it is well supplied with educational

and charitable institutions, besides having a convent and

several nunneries. Of its numerous ecclesiasticalbudding*

the most interesting are the churches of St Martin (with a

spire 463 feet high), St lodocus, and the Holy Ghost, all

begun before 1411, and the old Dominican- convent, now-

used as Government offices. The town-house, the former

provincial buildings, and the palace are also noteworthy.

On a hill commanding the town is the castle of Trausnitz,

an ancient stronghold of the dukes of Lower Bavaria. Tha

original castle was built in the 12th century, butjhe oldest

part now extant dat=s from about 1304. In 1872-73 the

upper part was put into habitable order by the king of
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Bavaria. The manufactures of Landshut are not important;

they include beer, cluth, and tobacco. Market gardening

and, to a really considerable extent, trade in grain are carried

on. From 1800 to 1826, when the university, formerly at

Ingolstadt and now at Munich, was located at Landshut,

the town woke up to a temporary importance. The name
Dreihelm Stadt is sometimes given to Landshut from the

three helmets that form its arms. The population in 1875
was 14,780.

LANDSKRONA, one of the principal seaport and
garrison towns in Sweden, is situated in the district of

Malmo (in Skania) on the Sound (Oresund), about 55 miles

west of Christianstad and 15 miles by water from Copen-

hagen. It is connected by a branch line with the south

Swedish railway system. The harbour, protected by the

island of Graen, i9 the deepest and best on the Skanian

coast, and possesses excellent quays. A Swedish line of

steamers runs regularly to Liibeck. Wood, grain, and clay

are largely exported. In 1880 the number of foreign vessels

entering the port was 1954, with a total burden of 135,894

register tons. Landskrona is one of the chief industrial

towns of Sweden, the largest manufacture being sugar re-

Bning. The population was 7323 in 1868, and 9913 in

1880.
Landskrona, originally called Landora or Landiir, owes its first

importance to King Erik XIII., who introduced a body of Carmelite

monks from Germany in 1410, and bestowed on the place the same

Erivileges as those enjoyed by Malmb. In 1428 it was plundered

y the forces of the Wendish towns, and during the wars of the

16th and 17th centuries it played too conspicuous a part for its

own prosperity. Horn took the town by storm in 1644 ; P.uyter

blockaded the Swedish fleet in its harbour in 1657 ; and in 1676
was fought in the neighbourhood the great battle of Landskrona,
which saved Sweden from the Danish invaders.

LANE, Edwaed William (1801-1876), one of the

greatest of European Arabists, was the son of Dr Theophilus

Lane, a prebendary of Hereford. He lost his father in

boyhood, and his character was mainly formed by the

influence of his mother, a woman of strong and beautiful

nature, He was designed for Cambridge and the church,

and became proficient in mathematics, but, abandoning the

purpose of proceeding to the university, gave himself for

some time to the study of engraving. Weak health,

aggravated by intense application to Eastern study, com-

pelled him to throw aside the burin, and in 1825 he started

for Egypt, where he spent three years, twice ascended the

Nile, proceeding as far as the second cataract, and composed

a complete description of Egypt, with a portfolio of one

hundred and one drawings. This work was never pub-

lished, but the account of the modern Egyptians, which
formed a part of it, was accepted for separate publication

by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge. To
perfect this work Lane again visited Egypt in 1833-35,
residing mainly in Cairo, but retiring to Luxor during the

plague of 1835. An interesting journal of this visit to

Egypt is included in the memoir by his grand-nephew pre-

fixed to the sixth part of his great Lexicon. Perfected by
the additional observations collected during these year,?,

the Modern Egyptians appeared in 1836, and at once took
the place which it has never lost as the best description of

Eastern life and an Eastern country ever written. In
accuracy, completeness, and graphic simplicity of descrip-

tion the book approaches ideal perfection. , It was followed

from 1838 to 1840 by a translation of the Arabian Nights,

with a mass of valuable notes and illustrations, designed
to make the book a sort of encyclopasdia of , Eastern
manners, and rivalling the merit of his first work. The
translation itself is an admirable proof of scholarship, but
is characterized by a somewhat stilted mannerism, which is

not equally appropriate to all parts of the motley-coloured

criginah The character of some of the tales," and the

tedious repetitions of the same tbeniR which are found in

the Arabic collection, induced Lane to leave considerable

parts of the work untranslated. In 1 840 Lane married a

Greek lady. A useful volume of Selectionsfrom the Kur-Cin

was published in 1 843, but before it passed through the

press the indefatigable author was again in Egypt, where

he spent seven years (1842-49) collectiug materials for a

great Arabic lexicon, which the munificence of Lord Prudhoe
(afterwards duke of Northumberland) enabled him to under-

take. The most important of the materials amassed during

this s6journ (in which he was accompanied by his wife and

by his sister, Mrs Poole, authoress of the Englislmoman in

Egypt, with her two sons, afterwards well known in Eastern

letters) was a copy in 24 thick quarto volumes of Sheikh

JIurtadii's great lexicon, the Taj et 'Ariis, which, though

itself a compilation, is so extensive and exact that it

formed the main basis of Lant's subsequent work.

The author, who lived in Egypt in last century, used

more than a hundred sources, interweaving what he learned

from them with the Ramus of Firuzabddy in the form of

a commentary. By far the larger part of this commentary
was derived from the Lisdii el 'Arab of Ibn Mokarram, a

work of the 13th century, which Lane was also able to use

while in Cairo.

Returning to England in the year 1849, Lane devoted

the whole remainder of his life to the task of digesting

and translating his Arabfc material in the form of a great

thesaurus of the lexicographical knowledge of the Arabs.

In spite of weak health he continued this arduous task

with unflagging diligence till a few days before his death,

which took place at Worthing 10th August 1876. The
work remains unfinished ; five parts appeared during his

lifetime (1863-1874), aud two smaller parts have since

been published from his papers. Even in its imperfect

state the Lexicon is an enduring monument, the complete-

ness and finished scholarship with which it is executed

making each article an exhaustive monograph. All Lane's

work has the stamp of masterly perfection. He produced

no occasional writings, and two essaj's contributed to the

magazine of the German Oriental Society complete the

record of his publications. Lane was not an original

mind ; his powers were those of observation, industry, and
sound judgment. He had singular tact in accommodating
himself to the Eastern character ; he lived in the East

as an Oriental ; and his familiarity with Eastern life aud
ways of thought was unique. His personal character

was elevated and pure, his strong sense of religious and
moral duty being of the type that characterized the best

circles of English evangelicalism in the early part of this

century.

LANFRANC (c. 1005-1089), thirty-fourtK archbishop

of Canterbury, and first after the Conquest, one of the

ablest churchmen and scholars of his time, was the son of

Hambald or Hanbald, one of the principal citizens of Pavia,

and was born there about the year 1005. Deprived of his

father at an early age, he seems to have been educated at

Pavia with a view to taking his hereditary place in the

governing class, but to have developed a love of learning

for its own sake, which induced him to visit other schools

;

on his return, after a long absence, he became teacher of

jurisprudence in his native town. About 1039, driven from

home by the disturbances then prevalent in Italy, and

attracted by what he had heard of the.need and demand
for a supply of competent sctolars in Normandy, he with

some learned companions migrated thither aad set up a

school at Avranches, which met with great success. Some
three years afterwards (1042), having formed the resolution

to become a monk, he suddenly withdrew from his promis-

ing career as a secular teacher. The causes which led to

this change in the plan of his life are not known. Hook
thinks it was suggested by the death of his wife, which
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^here is some reason to believe happened about this time

;

out, however it may have been occasioned, the fact that a
man of his energy and strength of will should, although
somewhat lato in life, have transferred himself to a career

which not only was universally supposed to involve great

spiritual advantages, but must also have been seen to offer

a peculiarly favourable field for the exercise of his special

talents and acquirements, need cause no surprise. After a
lengthened novitiate of ascetic humiliation and seclusion in

the Benedictine monastery of Bee, then under the presidency

of abbot Herluin, Lanfranc was at last called upon to resume
the work of teaching ; his fame speedily attracted numerous
pupils, and it became necessary to enlarge the conventual

buildings. He now became prior, with full control of the

internal discipline of the establishment (1046). Among
those who became his pupils about this time are mentioned
Witmund (afterwards bisliop of Aversa), Anselm of Aosti
(afterwards of Canterbury), and Anselm of Lucca (after-

wards Pope Alexander II.). It was during his priorship at

Bee that Lanfranc began to figure somewhat prominently

in the eucharistic controversy associated with the name of

Berengarius of Tours. This able but unfortunate contro-

versialist, while maintaining the doctrine of a real presence

of Christ in the Eucharist, had denied that presence to be

one of essence, or the change effected to be one of sub-

stance. In doing so he had placed himself in an attitude

of opposition not so much to the lately formulated theory

of Paschasius Radbertus as to the entire current of

ecclesiastical opinion then prevalent. The earliest extant

letter of Berengarius to Lanfranc implies a previous friend-

ship, but is written in a tone of remonstrance, beseeching

the latter not to treat as heretics those who had Scripture

on their side and could also claim the support of Ambrose,
Augustine, and Jerome. It is to be regretted that we are

not in possession of more of the correspondence, and
especially that we are left entirely to conjecture with

regard to the circumstances which occasioned it. It seems

to have been somewhat compromising to Lanfranc, for at

the Easter synod held at Rome in 1050, which he had been

summoned to attend, the prior of Bee was, after the con-

demnation of the absent Berengarius, called upon to

vindicate his own orthodoxy by a public confession of his

faith. He had no difficulty, however, in thus purging

himself of all suspicion of heretical pravity, and was after-

wards present in September, by special request, at the

synod of Vercelli, where Berengarius, again absent, was
excommunicated. A personal controversy was renewed by
Berengarius from time to time, but, so far as we know,
Lanfrano's share in it came to an end with the composition

(probably some time between 1063 and 1069) of his Liber

de Corpore et Sanguine Domini Kostri contra Berengarium.

Other events of much more exciting and absorbing personal

interest to him had meanwhile intervened. In 1053
William of Normandy, in spite of the express prohibition

of the council of Bheims (1049), had married his cousin

Matilda, daughter of Baldwin, duke of Flanders,—

a

defiance of ecclesiastical authority which involved the

highest ecclesiastical censures. The now powerful prior

of Bee was not slow to express his condemnation, which he
further accentuated by his contemptuous treatment of

Herfast, the duke's chaplain, who had been sent on some
errand of conciliation. Peremptorily ordered to leave the

duchy, Lanfranc, when setting out on his journey into exile

on an excessively lame horse, whether by accident or

design came across the path of William ; some genial

touch of humanity and good humour suddenly converted

them (such is the import of the Chronicles) into firm

friends ; the prior accompanied the duke to his castle, and
shortly afterwards undertook a mission to Rome for a

papal dispensation which should legalize the obnoxious

marriage. This was obtained in 1059; Lanfranc's influence
with Wiliium and JIatilda steadily increased, and soon the
abbeys of St Stephen and of the Holy Trinity at Caen-
part of the price of the papal grace—began to rise. In
1062 the former building was sufficiently far advanced to
be fit for use, and, at the urgent request of the founder,
Lanfranc became its first abbot. In this position he was
one of the most intimate advisers of William during the
anxious times which immediately preceded and followed
the Conquest Already destined for the more splendid if

more arduous see of Canterbury, he, doubtless with the
royal approval, declined that of Rouen, which had been
putwithia his reach in 1067. In 1070 he was, at the
\Vhitsungemot held at Windsor, chosen to the primacy of
England, vacant by the deposition of Stigand ; and. at a
synod in Normandy where the legates of the pope were
present, he was constrained to accept, vainly pleading
" his weakness and unworthiness, his ignorance of a foreign
tongue, and the barbarism of the nations he was thus com-
pelled to visit." His consecration took place on August
29, 1070, in a temporary structure raised on the site of
the cathedral which had been destroyed by fire three years
before; and in the following year he went to Rome to
receive the pallium from his former pupil Alexander II.

The pope received him with great cordiality, giving him a
second pallium for old friendship's sake ; but he did not
thereby succeed in attaching the new archbishop to the
ultramontane policy ; during the nineteen years of ths
primacy of the brilliant Lombard it became ever more
apparent that neither Hildebrand's, nor Lanfranc's, but
William's was the master mind in England. Lanfranc ably
seconded the Conqueror in the line of action which resulted

in the subordination of York to Canterbury, and also in

the gradual removal from power of all English prelates

and abbots, and their replacement by foreigners, until at

last Wolfstan of Worcester was the only Anglo-Saxon left

undisturbed ; but, if these measures were fitted in some
ways to denationalize the English Church, and bring it

into closer relation with the central authority at Rome, any
such tendency was more than counterbalanced by the

legislation, also supported by Lanfranc, which placed the

royal supremacy on a footing which it had never before

attained. Thus it was enacted that bishops, like barons,

were to pay homage to the crown, and the clergy were to

acknowledge no one as pope until the royal consent had

first been obtained ; that no letters from Rome were to be

published till approved by the king ; that no council was

to pass laws or canons except such as should be agreeable

to the king's pleasure ; that no bishop was to implead

or punish any of the king's vassals without the king's pre-

cept; and that no ecclesiastic was to leave the country with-

out leave obtained. As regarded church discipline the

Hildebrandine reforms were followed, but with wisdom

and moderation; thus strict regulations against simony

were enforced, but with respect to clerical celibacy a

distinction was drawn between the parochial and the

capitular clergy, the former being permitted to retain their

wives. A striking illustration of the recognized ecclesias-

tical independence of England under William and his able

minister is furnished in the fact that, in the very year

(1076) of the synod of Winchester at which so important

a modification of the decrees of a Roman council had been

resolved on, Lanfranc along with Thomas of York and

Remigius of Dorchester presented themselves at the holy

see in a mission from the king to seek a confirmation of

certain ancient privileges, and that they were successful in

their application. No less eloquent is the fact that, after

William's rejection of Gregory's demand for his homage,

Lanfranc had the courage lo ixtuje the papal summons to

appear at the threshold of tho acosties. After his return
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from .Rome ia 1076 and the consecration of the new
buildings at Bee in which he took part in 1077, he does
not appear to have again left England. As regards his

administration of his own diocese, Lanfranc's principal

achievements were the rapid rebuilding of the metropolitan

church (1072-79), the reforms he introduced among the

monks of Christ Chnrch, and his successful recovery of the

estates of the see, which had been encroached on by the

king's brother bishop Odo, earl of Kent. Xianfranc died at

Canterbury in May 1089.

The extant works of Lanfranc are not voluminoas. The Epis-
tolarum Liber contains fiity-five of his ojrn letters, many of them
of considerable interest and importance, as well as some of those
Qf his distinguished correspondents,—Berengarius, William, Popes
Alexander II. and Gregory VII. The short Oralio in concilia habita
represents his argument before the synod of Winchester in 1072 in
support of his claims to the primacy. Statutapro ordine Benedicii
are an adaptation and expansion of the ordinary Benedictine rules,
written, when he was primate, especially for his own monks

;

Sermo sive Senientim also relates to the duties of monks. Ziicllus
dc celakda confessione has no special interest. Commentarins in
S. Pauli epistolas seems rather to be a coUection of some student's
notes than to have been prepared for publication by himself.
Elucidarium sive dialorjus de summa totius Christiana iheologis,

the most Tolnminoas of all the works assigned to him, is of more
than doubtful genuineness, but it certainly is an adequate sketch
of the scholastic theology in its infantile stage. Most important is

the Tractahis de C'orporc et Sanguiiw Domini, a vigorous and even
violent defence of the dogma of transubstantiation, for which it

helped to secure cuiTency and permanency, but it adds little to
what had already been said by Paschasius Kadbertus.

The' Benedictine edition of the works of Lanfranc V- D'Achery, in one folio
Tolume (Paris, 1648), was reprinted at Lyons in 1677. A new edition by Giles
appeared at Oxford in two octavo volumes in 1844. The authorities for the life

and times of Lanfranc are the Chronicon Beccense, and Vita Abbatum Beccemivm
(which are printed in both editions of the Opera), and the Historia £cclesiastica
of Ordericus Vitalis. See Hook, Lives of the Archbishops o/ Canterburv, vol. ii.,

and Freeman's Norman Conqueit, vols, ii.-v. (J.S. BL.)

LANFREY, Pideee (1828-1877), the historian who has
done the most to destroy the Napoleonic legend of AI.

Thiers, was born at ChamMry, the capital of Savoy, on the

26th October 1828. His father came of a warlike race,

which had been noble for four centuries, and had himself

served in the army of Napoleon as a captain of hussars.

On the fall of Napoleon he had left the French army, and
retired to Chamb^ry, where he married a milliner. When
young Pierre was but six years old, his father died, cursing

the priest who came to bring him consolation, and his

education was left to his mother. She sent him first to

the Jesuit college of Chamb^ry, from which he was ex-

pelled for writing an attack on the Jesuits, then to another
ecclesiastical seminary, which equally disgusted him, and
at last to th'j Lyc6e Bourbon at Paris. After completing
his studies at Paris he went to Grenoble in 1847 to study
law, and while there took the keenest interest in the
Revolution of 1848 at Paris. Even at that age he shows in

his letters the hatred of democracy which was always to

characterize his sincere love of liberty, and above all his

intense feeling that Paris should not always dominate the
provinces His law studies finished at Grenoble, he went
to Turin, and qualified himself to act as avocat in his native
country ;^b^J, on the news of the coup d'etat, his passion to
go to Paris and take his part in the inevitable struggle which
he saw must arise between the second empire and the spirit of
liberty was not to be restrained, and in 1853 he once more
took up his abode in Paris. He at first tried in vain to get
work on various newspapers, and then to get his first book,
which had been sketched out for some years, published.
No publisher was to be found, and L'tlglise et les Philo-
sophes au XVIIIieme Steele was printed eventually at his
own expense. It appeared in 1855, and at once achieved a
great success, and introduced its author to some of the
best literary society in Paris. It was followed in 1857 by
&n Ilssai sur la Eewlution frani;aise, and in 1860 by the
Eistoire politique des Popes, and tJ-je Leilres d'Everard.
The latter are a pevelation of what Lanfrey thought and

felt at this time, of his despair that France would ever

get free from the enervating rule of the second empire, of

his disgust at the literary sterility of the time in confin-

ing itself to vague philosophy and vaguer criticism ; and
through them he first became known outside the literary

world. He had hitherto been intimate with such choice

spirits as Ary Scheffer, Gleyre. and the Comtesse d'Agoult,

better known as Daniel Stern, but the Lettres d'Bverard
introduced him to the most fashionable Parisian society of

the time, and the position he held in it is best to be found
in the description of him contained in the souvenirs of his

friend, Madame Clara Jaubert. In 1860 also he was
appointed by M. Charpentier editor of the new Revue
National, in which he wrote the fortnightly chronicle of

affairs for four years, besides various articles and reviews,

collected in 1864 under the title of Etudes et Portraits

politiques. After resigning his editorship in 1864 he set

to work on f is great Histoire de Napoleon I., in which he
intended to overthrow the monument M. Thiers had erected

to Napoleon in his Ilistoire du Consulat et de VEmpire,
and to show the demigod uncle (if Napoleon III. to have
been but an immoral man and bad' politician. The fourth

volume of his history had not been published three months
when the war of 1870 broke out At first Lanfrey knew
not what view to take, but on the defeats of the French,
and the declaration of the republic, he enlisted as a
simple volunteer, and marched to Lyons with hia bat-

talion. While there he heard first that his vigorous

opposition in the press to the powerful influence of M.
Gambetta had lost him his election' to the Constituent

Assembly in his native province, and next that he had
been elected by the department of the Bouches du Rhone,
in which he had never set foot. In the Assembly he
warmly supported the Government of M. Thiers, and op-

posed the radical party as vehemently as he had opposed
the empire, saying that both savoured of tyranny. In 1871
M. Thiers appointed him French minister in Switzerland,

where he remained till 1874, when he insisted on his resig-

nation being accepted by the Due de Broglie, and once
more took his seat as a moderate republican. lo 1875 he
published the fifth volume of hia Eistoire de KapoUon, and
in 1876 was elected a life senator; but his strength was
fast failing, and, before he could give his sixth volume the
careful revision he considered indispensable, he died at

Pau on the 16th November 1877.

The first predominant idea of Lanfrey, both as a politician and an
historian, was a love of liberty which was perpetually putting him
in opposition to all parties in turn. In his first book ne attacked
the church, not because of its doctrines so much as because of its

attempts to stifle libert)' of thought. In his Essai sur la FJvolu-
Hon, on the other hand, he assailed Kobcspierre and the democrats
because they defended attempts on individual liberty with tho
assertion that they were necessary for liberty in general. His
second leading idea was a belief in strictest morality in politics ; by
this standard in his Etudes he condemns M. Thiers for slurring over
the political immorality of Napoleon, Daunou for giving up his old
Girondin standpoint to defend the concordat, and Carnot for putting
his name to measures of the committee of public safety which he
abhorred, in order to maintain himself in power. These two ideas,

love of liberty, involving a hatred alike of despotism and democracy,
and a stern standard of political morality, are to be seen throughout
Lanfrey's great work on Napoleon. No military success ever to him
seems to compensate for immoral means to gain an end; no glamour is

for him cast over evil actions by glory or iine words; no sarcasm is

too severe for the man who cared not for truth but only for effect.

Before such a judge Napoleon appears b^t a small man; and, if at

times the judgment seems almost too severe, it must be remembered
that the author lived through .a time when an emperor ruled
entirely owing to the influence that the great deeds of his uncle had
thrown over the minds of the French people, and that-he wrote -nith

the intention of for ever breaking down that influence by exhibiting

the naked truth, and destroying for ever the Napoleonic legend.

Fnr Lanfrey's life consult three articles by the Comte d'HatissonviUe in the
Eerue des Deux Mondes for September, October, and November 1880; the bio-
graphical notice of M. de Pressens^, prefixed to ihe last edition of his works; an4
t^.e Qumeroua letters from him contained in the Souvenirs of Madame Jaubert.
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L ANGENSALZA, chief town of a circlB in the govern-

ment district of Erfurt, in the province of Saxony, Prussia,

is situated on the Salza, about 20 miles north-east of

Erfurt It has an old castle, several schools of various

grades, and three hospitals ; and near it are the remains

of the old monastery of Homburg. The manufacture of

cloth is the chief industry, but lace, starch, and chemicals

are also produced. The population of the town in 1875
numbered 9855. There is a sulphur bath in the neigh-

bourhood. Near Langensalza the Prussians and Han-
overians had a long and bloody engagement, June 27-29,

1866, which ultimately resulted in the capitulation of the

latter. ^
LANGLAND, or Lai^glet, Wr^kn, tiie author of a

remarkable poem belonging to thtj close of the 11th century,

of which the full title is

—

The Vision of WiUiam concerning

piers the Plowman, together with Vita de Do-wel, D<rbet, et

Do-best, secundum Wit et Eesoun.^

The author's name is not quite certain, and the facts

concerning his life are few and scanty. As to his Christian

name we are sure, from various allusions in the poem itself,

and the title Visio Willelmi, &c, in many JISS.; and we
may at once reject the suggestion that his name may have

been Robert. In no less than three MSS. occurs the

following colophon :
" Explicit visio Willelmi W. de Petro

le Plowman." What is here meant by W. it is difficult to

conjecture ; but it is just possible that it may represent

Wychwood (of which more presently), or Wigorniensis, i.e.,

of Worcester. As to the surname, we find the note that

" Robert or William Langlaud made pers ploughman," in

e handwriting of the 15th century, on the fly-leaf of a MS.
copy belonging to Lord Ashburniiam ; and in a Dublin

MS., is the note :
" Memorandum, quod Stacy de Rokayle,

pater Willielmi de Langlond, qui Stacius fuit generosus, et

morabatur in S^hiptone-under-Whicwode, tenens domini le

Spenser ip comiitatu Oson., qui predictus Willielmus fecit

librum qui vocatur Perys Ploughman." Nevertheless, it

would seem that Langland should rather be Langley, since

there is no trace of any Langland family in tlie midland

counties, while the Langley family were wardens of

Wychwood forest in Oxfordshire between the years 1278
and 1362. The question has been fully discussed by
Professor Pearson in the Xorth British Review, April 1870,

p. 244. According to Bale, our author was born at

Cleobury Mortimer, which is quite consistent with the

supposition that his father may have removed from that

place to Shipton in Oxfordshire, as ttere seems to have
been a real connexion between the families in those places.

It must not be omitted that in the parish of Shipton-under-

Wychwood there is a hamlet named Langley, from which

he may have received his name.

The internal evidence concerning the author is fuller and
more satisfactory. By piecing together the various hints

concerning himself which the poet gives us, we may
compile the following account. His name was William

(and probably Langley), and he was born about 1332
perhaps, at Cleobury Mortimer in Shropshire. His father,

who wi: , doubtless a franklin or farmer, and his other

friends put him to school, made a "clerk" or scholar of him,

and taught him what Holy Writ meant. In 1362, at the

age of about thirty, he found himself wandering upon the

Ilalvern hills, and fell asleep beside a stream, and saw in a

vision a field full of folk, i.e., this present world, and many
other remarkable sights which he duly records. From
this supposed circumstance he named his poem The Vision

of WUliam, though it is really a succession of visions, since

Le mentions several occasions on which he awoke, and

' The title is usually given in Latin as Visio Willelmi de Petro

Plmoman, Sec. , and the whole work is sometimes briefly described as

Liber de Petro Plowman.

afterwards again fell asleep ; and he even tells us of some
adventures which befel him in his waking moments.. In
some of these visions there is no mention of Piers the
Plowman, but in others he describes him as being the
coming reformer who was to remedy all abuses, and restore
the world to a right condition. It is remarkable that his
conception of this reformer changes from time to time, and
becom'es more exalted as the poem advances. At first he
was no more than a ploughman, one of the true and honest
labourers who are the salt of the earth ; but at last he is

identified with the great reformer who has come already,

the regenerator of the world in the person of Jesus Christ.

We may, in fact, consider Piers the Plowman as represent-"

ing Christ himself, or, in the author's own phrase—" Petrus
est Christus." If this be borne in mind, it wiU not be
possible to make the mistake into which so many have
fallen, of speaking of Piers the Plowman as being the
author, not the subject, of the poem. The author may best

be called William, or we may even give him the nickname
of Long Will, which, as he himself tell us, was bestowed
upon him from his tallness of stature,—just as the poet

Gascoigne was familiarly called Long George. Though
there is mention of the Malvern hills more than once near

the beginning of the poem, it is abundantly clear that the

poet lived for " many years in CornhOl (London), with his

wife Kitte and his daughter Calote." He seems to have
come to London not long after the date of the first com-
mencement of his work, and to have long continued there.

He describes himself as being a tall man, one who was

loath to reverence lords or ladies or persons in gay apparel,

and not deigning to say " God save you " to the sergeants

whom he met in the street, insomuch that many people

took him to be a fool. He was very poor, wore long robes,

and had a shaven crown, having received the clerical

tonsure. But he seems only to have taken minor orders,

and earned a precarious living by singing the placebo, dirige,

and seven psalms for the good of men's souls. The fact

that he was married may explain why he never rose in the

church. But he had another source of livelihood in his

ability to write out legal documents, and he was extremely

familiar with the law courts at Westminster. His leisure

time must have been entirely occupied with his devotion

to his poem, which was essentially the work of his lifetime.

He was not satisfied with rewriting it once, but he actually

rewrote it twice ; and from the abundance of the MSS.
which still exist we can see its development from the

earliest draught, written about 1362, to its latest form,

written after 1390. It is remarkable that the intermediate

form, written later than 1370, is perhaps, taken upon the

whole, the best of the three.

In 1399, just before the deposition of Richard II.,

appeared a poem addressed to the king, who is designated

as " Richard the Redeles," i.e., devoid of counsel. This

poem, occurring in only one MS., in which it is incomplete,

breaking off abruptly in the middle of a page, may safely

be attributed to the same author, who was, at the time,

passing through Bristol. As he was then abou': sixty-seven

years of age, we may be sure that he did not long survive

the accession of Henry IV. It may here be observed that

the well-known poem entitled Pierce Ploughman's Crede,

though excellently written, is certainly an imitation by

another hand, viz., by the anonymous author of The

Ploioman's Tale, which is inserted in the black-letter

editions of Chaucer, though it is none of his. The Pierce

Ploughman of the Crede is very different in conception

from the subject of William's vision.

As regards the poem itself, it has been already sr.;ti that it exists

in three forms. If we denote these by the names of A-text, B-text,

and C-text, we find, of the first, twelve MSS. ; of the second, six-

teen ; and of the third, niso sixteen MSS. A few of these show

confusion between the different types, but they may roughly be.
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classed as abore ; and it will be seen that we thus have abundance

of material, a circumstance which proves the great popularity of the

poem in former times. Owing to the frequent expressions whiclL

indicate a desire for reformation in religion, it was, in the time oi

Edward VI., considered worthy of being printed. Three impres-

sions were printed by Robert Crowley in 1550 ; and one of these

WEkS badly reprinted by Owen Rogers in 1561. In 1813 the bost

MS. of the C-text was printed by Dr Whitaker in an expensive form.

In 1842 Mr Thomas Wright printed an edition from an excellent.

MS. of the B-text in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge
(second edition, 1856). " A complete edition of all three texts was

undertaken, for the Early English Text Society, by the Rev. W.
W. Skeat, but is not yet finished (1881). Vols, i., ii., and iii.,

containing the three texts, and the poem of JUickard the Jiedcles,

appeared iu 18(j6, 1869, and ISja respectively, and a part of vol.

iv., containing full notes to all three texts, with some indexes, in

1877.
The general contents of the poem may be inferred from a brief

description of the latest text. This is divided into twenty-three

passus, nominally comprising four parts, called respectively Visio de

retro Plowman, Visio de Do-wel, Visio de Do-bet, and Vi^io de Do-
best Here ZJo-W signifies "do better" in modern English; and
the author's own explanation of the names is that he who does a

kind action docs wcll^ h& who teaches others to act kindly docs

belter, but he who combines both practice and theory, both doing

good himself and teaching others to do the same, dots best. But
the visions by no means closely correspond to these descriptions;

the poet really gives us a set of eleven visions, which may be thus

enumerated :—(1) Vision of the Field Full of Folk, of Holy Church,

and of the Lady Meed (passus i.-v.) ; (2) Vision of the Seven
Deadly Sins, and of Piers the Plowman (pass, vi.-x.)

; (3) Wit,
Study, Clergy, ajid Scripture (pass, xi., xii); (4), Fortune, Nature,

Recklessness, and Reason (pass, xiii., xiv.)
; (5) Vision of Imagina-

tive (pai"3. XV.) ; (6) Conscience, Patience, and Activa-Vita (pass.

xvi., xvii. ); (7) Free-will, and the Tree of Charity (pass, xviii.

,

xix.)
; (8) Faith, Hope, and Charity (pass, xx.)

; (9) The Triumph
of Piers the Plowman, i.e., the Crucifixion, Burial, and Resurrection

of Jesus Christ (pass, xxi.) i (10) The Vision of Grace (pass, xxii.)

;

(11) The Vision of Antichrist (pass, xxiii.).

This bare outline gives but little idea of the real nature of the

poem. The general plan of it is slight and souiewhat vague, but
the execution is vivid and remarkable. The author's object was to

afford himself opportunities by the way (of which he has amply
availed himself) of describing the life and manners of the poorer

classes ; of inveighing against clerical abuses and the rapacity of

the friars; of representing the miseries caused by the great pesti-

lences then prevalent and by the hasty and ill-advised marriages

consequent theveupun ; and of denouncing lazy workmen and sham
beggars, the Corruption and briljery then too common in the law-

courts, and all the numerous forms of falsehood which are at all

times the fit subjects for satire and indignant exposure. 'In describ-

ing, for example, the seven deadly sins, he gives so exact a

description of Glutton and Sloth that the readers feel that these are

no mere abstractions, but drawn from the life, and it becomes

hardly more difficult to realize Glutton than it is to realize Sir John
Falstaff. The numerous allegorical personages so frequently in-

troduced, such as Scripture,' Clergy, Conscience, Patience, and the

like, are all mouthpieces of Sie author himself, uttering for the

most part his own sentiments, hut sometimes speaking in accordance

with, the character which each is supposed to represent. The theo-

logical disquisitions which are occasionally introduced are somewhat

<lull and tedious, but the earnestness of the author's purpose and

Tiis energy of language tend to relieve them, and there arc not many
passages which might have been omitted without loss. The poem
is essentially one of those which improve on a second reading, and

as a linguistic monument it is of very high -value. Mere extracts

from the poem, even if rather numerous and of some length, fail to

eive a fair ide^ of it. The whole deserves, and will repay, a careful

study ; indeed, there are not many single works from which a

student of English literature and of the English language may
derive more substantial benefit.

- The metre is alliterative, and destitute of final rhyme. It is not

very regular, as the author's earnestness led him to use the fittest

words rather than tliose which merely served the purpose of rhythm.

The chief rule, is that, in general, the same letter or combination of

letters should begin three emphatic syllables in the same line, as,

for example, in the line which may be modernized thus :_ "Of all

7Hanner of men, the inean and the rich." Sometimes there are but

two such rhyme-letters, as: " J/ight of the commons made hira to

reign." Sometimes there are /oitr, as: " In a summer season, when

soft was the sun." There is invariably a pause, more or less dis-

tinct, in t'ne middle of each line.

See tlie editions already referred to; The JJzposititm of Richard II., ed. T.

Wright (Camden Society), wliich \% the same poem as Richard the Rcdeles;

Warton, Hist, of Er.i. Poctvy; Miiman, Jliiti of J^atin Christianity; Marsh,

Ltclura o.i English; H. Morley, English Writers, Ac.- A long and careful sam-

marv of the whole poem is given in lliiutvations of Eugiish ReUaien, by H.

tMorley,ch.m. (flT.W.S.)

LANGRES, a town in the department of Haute-Marne;
France, 1S6 miles south-east from Paris, stands at a height

of some 1550 feet, upon a jutting promontory of the table-

land to which it gives its name (Plateau de Langres), and
overlooks, eastward and westward respectively, the valleys

of the Marue and its tributary the Bonuelle. Its situa-

tion involves a rigorous climate, but also gives it strategic

importance. Tlie citadel stands to the south of the town,

where it joins the table-land. From the ramparts and the

cathedral tower there is an extensive view over the valley

of the Marne, the Vosges, and the Cote d'Or ; and in clear

weather Mont Blanc (ICO miles distant) is visible. Several

detached forts and numerous batteries make Langres one

of the strongest fortified camps of the country. The
cathedral, the choir and nave of which date from the 12th

and 13th centuries, possesses some fine features, but has

been debased by a front iu the style of the 17th century.

The church of St Martin possesses a Christ, which is one

of the finest wood-carvings known. The Gallo-Eoman
gate, one of four entrances to the town in the time of the

Romans, is conjectured to have been intended as a

triumphal arch to some victorious emperor, perhaps Marcus
Aurelitis. The gate "des moullns," is now the most note-

worthy in the town. Langres possesses an antiquarian

museum and a rather important library, as well as a picture

gallery. The cutlery which bears the name of Langres is

manufactured in the neighbourhood. Population, 10,375.

The town takes its name from the Linganes, who occupied it in

the time of Ca;sar, Under the Capets its bishop was an ecclesiastical

peer of the kingdom, afid held the sceptre at royal coronations.

LANGTON, Stephen (c. 1150-1228), cardinal, fortp

fourth archbishop of Canterbury, was born about the

middle of the 12th century; the place of his birth is

unknown, but his family almost certainly belonged to

Yorkshire. Ha had already been made a prebendary of

York, most probably at an early age, when Le went io

France and entered the university of Paris ; there he soon

rose to distinction alike in philosophy and theology, and

ultimately, it is said, became chancellor or at least attained

high rank in the governing body. One of his fellow

students and intimate friends in Paris was Lothario, the

nephew of Clement III., who when he in 1198 succeeded

Celestine III. as Innocent III. forthwith appointed Langton

to a post in his household. In 1205 he became cardinal

priest of St Chrysogonus, a promotion on which he received

the written congratulations of his sovereign King John.

It was shortly after this that he first became involved in

the great constitutional struggles with which his name is so

honourably associated. In 1205 Hubert Walter of Canter-

bury had died, and there vrere urged at Kome the claims

of two rival candidates for the vacant see,—Reginald the

subprior of Christ Church, Canterbury, who had been the

sudden and unauthorized choice of a majority of the monks,

and John de Gray, bishop of Norwich, whom the dissenting

minority had subsequently elected with the royal sanction.

Setting aside both claims, and also the appeal of the

suffragans of Canterbury with the chapter, who maintained

that the right of election was theirs, Innocent commanded
the monks then present in Rome to juoceed to a new
election in his presence, Langton being the candidate set

before them. Elected he accordingly was, and afterwards

consecrated by the pope himself at Viterbo iu June 1207.

John immediately retaliated by banishing the monks of

Canterbury, afterwards writing an angry and threatening

letter to tlio pope. Innocent replied with firmness, but,

finding John immovable, ultimately>declared his resolution

to enforce submission to his wiU by laying England under

an interdict, a resolution which was carried into effect in

March 1208. For the nest few years, all negotiations for

I Us admission to his see having failed, Langton had his
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Lome in the Cistercian monastery of Pontigny near Sens

in France, which thus became a principal resort of English

malcontents and refugees. In the summer of 1212 he

accompanied the bishops of Londoc and Ely to Rome, and

it was in consequence of their representations that deposi-

tion was passed upon John ; the same prelates were also

present at the great- assembly of Soissons (April 1213),

where a crusade against the king of England v.as set ou

foot, under the leadership of Philip of France. lu the

following May John made his peace, agreeing to recognize

Langton, receive the exiled clergy, and restore the property

which he had confiscated. Langton did not actually reach

England till July, when (July 20, 1213) he performed his

first episcopal act by pronouncing tfie absolution of the

excommunicated John, who swore that all the laws of his

grandfather Henry L should be kept by all throughout the

kingdom, and that all unjust laws should be utterly

abolished. This oath the king was held by the archbishop

to have violated almost immediately in levying war irregu-

larly against the barons who had, not illegally, deserted

him at Portsmouth ; and at the meeting held in St Paul's,

London, on August 25, 1214, it was Langton who produced

the old charter of Henry L, and suggested the demand for

its renewal, a suggestion which in the following year issued

in the concession of Magua C'harta at Kunnymede. Soon

afterwards the archbishop left England for Piome to attend

the fourth Lateran council, but not before he had by the

commissioners of the pope been pronounced contumacious,

and declared to be suspended for his refusal to publish the

excommunication of the English barons who had joined in

obtaining the great charter. At Rome, where the sentence

of his suspension was confirmed, he remained from

November 1215 till May 1218; in September of the

latter year he presided in the council held at London,

where Magna Charta was solemnly confirmed ; and on'May
17, 1220, he officiated at the re-coronation of Henry III.

In the same year the "translation" of St Thomas of Can-

terbury took place. Among the fragmentary notices we
possess of the remainder of Langton's lifo are mentioned

his demand in name of the barons for royal confirmation

of the charter at London in 1223. He died at Slindon on

July 9, 1228.
The principal authority for the events of the life ot Langton is

the Chronicle of Roger of Wendover. See Hook's Zircs of the Arch-

bishops of Canterbury, vol. ii. ; Pearson's History qf England, vol.

ii. ; apd Pauli's continuation of Lappenberg's Geschichte xon Eng-

lanet^ vol. iii.

LANGUAGE. See Philology.

LANGUEDOC, a province of France, which lay be-

tween the Garonne on the west and the Rhone on the

east, with the Pyrenees and the ilediterranean on the

south. It was divided into the three s^n^chaussees of

Toulouse, Carcassonne, and Beaucaire ; and it comprised,

besides the province proper, the districts of Gevaudan,

Vellai, Vivarez, Cevennts, ana Foix. It contained the

important cities of Toulouse, Carcassonne, Narbonne,

Montpellier, Kismes, Cette, Viviers, Alby, and Foix. The
south-western spurs of the Cevennes run across the pro-

vince from the north-east to meet the first slopes of the

Pyrenees. In spring and early summer no part of France

possesses a more delightful climate than Languedoc, while

Montpellier and its neighbourhood, in spite of the mistral,

was up to recent times considered as an excellent retreat

for consumptive patients. The Roman remains of Nismes,

the lagoons and decayed towns of the Gulf of Lyons, the

Liatorical associations of Montpellier, the fine mediaeval

fortress of Carcassonne, the old towers and the hotel de

ville of Narbonne, the little known scenery of the eastern

Pyrenees, with the castles of Foix and Tarascon, and
Toulouse with ita churches, fairs, floral games, and ivinding

streets, make the country one of the most interesting in the

whole of France. Here may still be heard the soft accents
of the Langue d'Oc, a language which has not, even yet,
spoken its last word in the poetry of the world.

Gallia Narbonensis, one of the seventeen provinces into
which the empire was divided at the death of Augustus,
occupied nearly the same extent as the province of
Languedoc. It was rich and flourishing, crowded with
great towns, densely populated, -with schools of •rhetoric
and poetry, th.-uitres, amphitheatres, and splendid temples.
From Narbo Martins came the rhetorician and poet
Montanus, who was exiled by "Tiberius to Majorca;
from Nismes came Domitius Afer ; and the emperors
Carinus and Numerianus were also natives of Narbonne.
The planting of Christianity, though doubtless the Greeks
of Massilia heard of it before, was accomplished, accord-

ing to tradition, by St Trophimus of Aries, St Paul
of Beziers, and Saint Satnrnin of Toulouse. It is char-

acteristic of the country that its ecclesiastical historians

lament even in the earliest ages a tendency to heresy among
its people. At the break up of the Roman empire the

Visigoths founded the kingdom of Toulouse (412 a.d.),

and in a few years spread their conquests over Narbonensis,

Novempopulana (Gascony), and Aquitania in France, as

well as over the whole of the Spanish peninsula. They
were driven out of France by Clovis, but retained

" Septimania," the country of the seven cities—Narbonne.

Carcassonne, Elne, Beziers, Maguelonne, Lodfeve, and
Agde—that is, very nearly the area occupied later by the

province of Languedoc. At the council of Narbonne (589)

five sorts of people are mentioned as living in the pro-

vince:—the Visigoths, then the ruling race, Romans, Jews, of

whom there were a great many^ Syrians, and Greeks. It

was not until the year 759, when Pippin took their chief

town, Narbonne, that the Visigoths were forced across the

Pyrenees, and the country became part of the great empire

bequeathed 'oy Pippin to his great son Charles. Septimania

became part of the kingdom of Aquitaine, but was separated

from it and constituted a special duchy in the year 817. Two
or more invasions of the Saracens took place in the 9th

century, and the Normans made a descent upon the coast

in the year 859. Early in the 10th century we find the

whole province in the power of the counts of Toulouse,

and one of the great fiefs of the crown of France. While

the Normans were ravaging the north of France and laying

siege to Paris, the Saracens from the mouths of the Rhone

V7ere plundering and harrying the county of Toulousa

Neither in the south nor in the north of the country was

there during the terrible 10th and 11th centuries any peace

or comfort. A frightful pestilence desolated Aquitaine

and Toulouse in the year 1000 ; and in 1032 a famine

began which lasted for three years. Yet the court of

Toulouse was already remarkable for its " luxury," as the

ecclesiastical writers call it,—rather for its love of art and

literature, combined with extravagance of dress and

fashions. Constance, wife of King Robert, and daughter

of the count of Toulouse, gave great offence to the monks

by her following of gallant countrymen. They owed their

tastes, not only to their Roman blood and the sunivai of

their old love for rhetoric and poetry, but also to their

intercourse with the Saracens, their neighbours and enemies,

and their friends when they were not fighting. On the

preaching of the crusade, no part of France responded with

greater enthusiasm than the south. A hundred thousand

men -followed Raymond de Saint Gilles. A century later

their own country was to be the scene of another crusade

even more bloody than that against the Saracen.

The heresies which were the cause of so much blood-

shed may, perhaps, be said to have begun with Peter de

Brueys, who preached in Languedoc for twenty years^

until he was silenced by the usual method. He denied
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infant baptism, respect for churches, the worship of the

cross, transubstantiation, and prayers for the dead. His
follower, Henry the Deacon, most eloquent of preachers,

denied a great deal more. Wherever he taught he left

deaerted churches and contempt for the clergy. Although
Bernard himself was invited to lend his persuasive powers

to restore the cause of the church, he succeeded for a time

only. Touloivse, for instance, was brought back to ortho-

doxy
; yet when the great preacher went away the citizens

relapsed. Again, there were the poor men of Lyons, the

followers of Peter Waldo, of whom there were many in

Langnedoc ; and there were the Manichseans, under the

name of Puritans, Paterines, or Populars. In Languedoc
and Provence the ground was ready for the seed of heresy.

The towns were wealthy and free, the people had been

in continual intercourse with Saracens of Palestine and
Moors in Spain; they had never entirely rid themselves of

pagan ciistoms ; their poetry taught the joys of life rather

than the fear of death; their restless inquiring minds
prompted them to ask whether there were any other solution

of the problem of life than that oiTered by the church.

The whole province—the county of Toulouse, with its fiefs

of Narbonne, Beziers, Foix, Montpellier, and Quercy—was
in open and scornful secession. It seems incredible, but

it is doubtless true, that the churches were universally

deserted, sacraments denied, and clergy despised. The
history of the crusade, in the reign of Raymond VL, against

the heretics of Languedoc contains every element of cruelty

and horror. The count made haste to submit, but it was
of no avail. Bishops, papal legates, and ecclesiastics of all

ranks headed the vast armies which were gathered together

against the freethinkers. All the cities, one after the

other, the castles, and the strongholds of Languedoc were

taken by the crusaders. Raymond was made to submit

to the lowest abasement ; the country was wasted ; the

people were destroyed by fire and sword. When all was over,

wheu Raymond and Simon de Montfort were dead, and

King Louis VIII. had led a vast army of conquest through

the country, the council of Toulouse was held, in order to

subject the people to total spiritual submission. They
chose the method, which seems so easy but is so difficult,

of universal espionage and delation. They succeeded in

enforcing apparent submission ; but the spirit of religious

freedom lingered among the people, and yet survives, for

nearly half the Protestants in France belong to the south.

The pacification of Languedoc was completed by the

annexation of the county to the crown of France. In

1229 Count Raymond VIL renounced his claim to seven

provinces, and swore fealty to the king.

Languedoc had, for two centuries, no other history apart

from that of France. The long wars with the English

affected the country little. The province, comparatively

safe from war, continued to increase and prosper in wealth.

When it begins again to have a history of its own, it appears

to be the home of the most bigoted orthodoxy. The
university of Toulouse burns a professor, Caturee, for

supposed heresy, and esUes a scholar, Dolet, for daring to.

sympathize with him. At the east of the province, how-
ever, Rabelais, who carries with him an atmosphere of

free thought, is lecturing and dissecting ; and in the

west of the province Gerard Roussel is already preaching

the doctrines of a purer faitk In the wars of religion,

the great recruiting ground of Coligny was in those

southern provinces against which Simon de Montfort had
led his crusade. The insurrection of the Camisards belongs

to the history of Languedoc, but the struggle was confined

to the north part of the jirovince. The pacification by
Villars and the duke of Berwick, the horrible cruelties

practised upon the people, and the singular story of

Cavalier are noticed elsewtere.

A special interest attaches to the history of two towns,

at least, of Languedoc. Both Montpellier and Toulouse
present very remarkable features of interest to the student

of municipal histories. The literature of the country is

the literature called after its neighbour Provence (q.v.).

Probably no great future remains for the literature of a
dialect slowly dying out, yet examples have not beeu
wanting of late to prove that there is still vitality in the

language of the people. {vr. be.)

LANGUET, Hubert (1518-1581), diplomatist, and
one of the boldest political writers of the 16th century,

was born in 1518 at Viteaux, near Autun in Burgundy,
where his father held a good ofiicial position. He early

manifested an inclination for study, and his tastes were
encouraged by able masters; at Poitiers he devoted hita-

self not only to law but also to natural science, history,

pohtics, and theology. On leaving that university, after

a sojourn at Leipsic, where he became the friend of

Camerarius, he visited Padua and Bologna, and saw many
other parts of Italy. Having been introduced in the course

of his Italian journey to the Loci Theologici of Melanchthon,

he in 1 549 set out for Wittenberg to make the acquaintance

of that author, and thus originated a friendship which

terminated cnly with the death of the latter in 1560.

Between 1551 and 1557 Languet travelled extensively in

Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland, and Lapland, and
in 1559 he entered the diplomatic service of the elector of

Saxony, where he remained until his death. During the

greater part of this period he was employed chiefly in

negotiations with France and in the interest of the

Huguenots. He was present in Paris on St Bartholomew's

Day (1572), and was the means of saving his friends

Wechel the printer, and Duplessis-Mornay ; but his efforts

drew on him the attention of the mob, and he himself

in turn became indebted for his life to the chancellor

Morvilliers. From 1573 to 1576 his mission lay chiefly at

the imperial court ; here he gained the acquaintance and

ultimately the close friendship of Sir Philip Sidney.

About 1578 he went to Ghent on the invitation of John
Casimir, whom he accompanied to England, and the rest

of his days he spent chiefly in the Low Countries, watch-

ing the course of political events. There seems to be no
ground, however, for the assertion that in 1577 he had
resigned his connexion with the court of Saxony, and
formally attached himself to the prince of Orange. Lan-

guet died at Antwerp on September 30, 1581.

His correspondence with Augu.stiis of Saxony (three hundred and
tweuty-nine letters, from November 17, 1565 to September 8, 1681)

and with Mordeisen, the chancellor of the duchy (one hundred and
( eleven letters, from NovemberlSoQ to the summer of 1565), were pub-

I lished by Ludovicus at Halle in 1699 under the title Arcana sxculi

XVI. HuherliLanguetiEpistolm politics et historictc adPhilip. Syd-
nieiim (ninety-six letters, from April 22, 1573 to October 28, 1580)
appeared at.Frankfort in 1633, and have since been reprinted. ia7t»

gucti Epistolx ad Joach. Camcrarium, patrem et filium (one hundred
,and eight letters) were published by L. Camerarius at Groningen in

1646. The Historica Desoriptio of the siege and capture (1567) of

Gotha appeared in 1568. The work by which Languet is best known
is pseudonymous, and its authorship has not been undisputed. It is

entitled Vindicias contra tyrannos, sive de principis in populum.

popxdiijue inprincipem legitima potestate , Stephana Junio Bruto Celta

axtctorc, and bears to have been published at Edinburgh in 1579.

By Edinburgh is most probably to be understood Basel. A French,

translation appeared in 1581 ; the original has been frequently re-

printed, most recently at Leipsic in 1846. The work, which dis-

cusses with much freedom varions points connected with the then

familiar doctrine of passive obedience, attracted much attention,

but its author was very successful in concealing the somewhat dan-

gerous secret of hia. identity. It has been attributed to Beza,

Hotman, Casauboir,. and Duplessis-Mornay, by divers writers on

various grounds—to the last-named on the very respectable autho-

rity of Grotius. The grounds on which Bayle (who has been followed

almost unanimously by later writers) assigned it to Languet will be

found in the form of a supplement to the IHcticmnaire. The

Apologie cu defence de Guillaume, Prince d' Orange, coatre le ban ef
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Tidit du roi d'Espagne (Antwerp, 1581) is sometimes attributed to
Langnet. There seems little doubt, however, that it was really the
work of the prince himself, with the help either of Pierre de
VUliers (see Motley, Rise of Dutch Republic) or of Languet (Grocu
van Prinsterer, Archives).

LAXNES, Jean (1769-1809), marshal of France, was
born at Lectoure, 11th April 1769. He was the son of a
livery stables keeper, and was himself in early life appren-

ticed to a dyer. He had had but little education, but not-

withstanding this his great strength and proficiency in all

manly sports caused him in 1792 to be elected sergeant-

major of the battalion of volunteers of Gers, which he
had joined on the breaking out of the war between Spain
end the French republic. JHe served through tfie cam-
paigns in the Pyrenees in 1793 and 1791, and in the latter

year was elected chef de brigade. However, in 1795, on the

reform of the army introduced by the Thermidorians, he
was dismissed from his rank. Not discouraged by this

check, he re-enlisted as a simple volunteer in the army of

Italy. In the famous campaign of 1796 he again fought

his way up to high rank, being eventually made once more
chef de brigade by Bonaparte. He was distinguished in

every battle, and was wounded at Areola, He was chosen by
Bonaparte to accompany him to Egypt as general of one of

Kleber's brigades, in which capacity he greatly distinguished

himself, especially on the retreat from Syria. He went
with Bonaparte to France, assisted at the 18th Brumaire,

and was appointed general of division, and commandant of

the consular guard. He commanded the advanced guard
in the crossing of the Alps in 1800, was instrumental in

winning the battle of Montebello, from which he afterwards

took his title, and bore the brunt of the battle of Marengo.

In 1801 Napoleon tried his favourite general as a diplo-

matist, and sent him as ambassador to Portugal Opinions

differ as to his merits in this capacity, but it may be

presumed that Napoleon did not believe in them, as he
never made such use of him again. On the establishment

of the empire he was created a marshal of France, and
commanded once more the advanced guard of a great

French army in the campaign of Austerlitz. At Austerlitz

he commanded the left, at Jena the centre, and at Fried-

land the centre of the French army, showing himself a
general of division of the greatest merit, carrying out the

orders given him to the letter, and never thinking them
impossible. He was now to be tried as a commander-
in-chief, for Napoleon took him to Spain in 1808, and
gave him a corps d'arm^e, with which he won a victory

over Castanos on November 22. In January 1809 he
was sent to attempt the capture of Saragossa, and by
February 21 was in possession of the place. Napoleon
then created him Duo de Montebello, and once more, for

the last time, gave him the command of the advanced
guard of an army of invasion. At Aspern he was ordered

with two divisions to cut the Austrian army under the

archduke Charles in half; he succeeded entirely, though
under a heavy fire, but finding himself unsupported by
Napoleon, who had been thrown into confusion by the

news that his bridges over the Danube had been broken,

he had to retreat. During the retreat he exposed himself

as usual to the hottest fire, and received a mortal wound.

As he was being carried from the field to die at Vienna, he

is said to have met and reproached his old general for

his ambition ; but this, to say the least, is a contested

statement. Napoleon said of him that " he had found
him a pigmy, and made him a giant"; and there can be no
doubt of his marvellous ability on the field, and his extra-

ordinary courage. His eldest son was made a peer of

France by Louis XVIII.
A Vic militaire de J. Lames was published in 1809 by Rene

Perin, but details can be found in all the military histories of the

time.

LA NOtJE, Francois de (1531-1591), surnamed
Bras-de-Fer, one of the gallant Huguen'vt captains of the
16th century, was born near Nantes in 1531, of an honour-
able and ancient Breton family. His first exploit was the
capture of Orleans at the head of only fifteen cavaliers in
1667, during the second Huguenot war. At the battles of
Jarnac in March 1569 and of Moncontour in the following
October, La None was taken prisoner; but he was exchanged
on the latter occasion in time to resume the governorship
of Poitou, and inflict a signal defeat on the royalist troops
before Eochefort At the siege of Fontenay (1570) his left

arm was shattered by a bullet; and the iron limb that
replaced it won him from his soldiers the sobriquet of Iron-
Arm. When peace was made in France in the same year,
La None carried his sword against the Spaniards in the
Netherlands, but was taken at the recapture of Mons by
the Spanish in 1572. Permitted to return to France, he
was commissioned by Charles IX. to attempt to reconcile
the inhabitants of La Rochelle, the great stronghold of

the Huguenots, to the king. But the Rochellois were too
much alarmed by the recent massacre of St Bartholomew;
to come to any terms ; and La Noue, perceiving that war
was imminent, and knowing that his post was on the
Huguenot side, gave up his royal commission, and from
1574 till 157S acted as general of La Eochelle. When
peace was again concluded. La Noue once more wenf'to aid
the Protestant estates of the Netherlands. Holding a higli

rank in their army, he took several towns and captured
Count Egmont in 1580; but a few weeks afterwards he
himself fell into the hands of the Spaniards. Thrust into

a loathsome prison at Limburg, La Noue, the admiration
of all, of whatever faith, for his gallantrj', honour, and
purity of character, was kept confined for five years by a
powerful nation, whose reluctance to' set him free is one
of the sincerest tributes to his reputation. At length, in

June 1585, La Noue was exchanged for Egniont and other

prisoners of consideration, while a heavy ransom and a
pledge not to bear arms against his Catholic majesty were
also exacted from him. Till 1589 La Noue took no part

in public matters, but in that year be joined Henry of

Navarre and Henry III. against the Leaguers. He was
present at both sieges of Paris, and at several of the chief

battles ; but at the siege of Lamballe in Brittany he
received the wound of which he died some days later at

Moncontour, August 4, 1591.
Bentivoglio exaggerates in saying that La Noue was as famous by

his pen as by his sword. AVhat writings he has left arc of valua

enough, bat it is not by them that he is remembered. He was the

author of Discours Politiqucs et Militaires, 1587 ; Diclaration pour
prise d'armes et la defense de Sedan et Jamcts, 1588 ; Observations

sur VEistoire de Guicciardini, 2 vols., 1592 ; and notes on Plutarch's

Lives, which have not been published. His Corrcspondancc was
published in 1854. See La Vie de Francois, seigneur de La Konc,
by Moyse Amirault, Leyden, 1661 ; Brantomc's Vies dcs Capitaincs

Frani;ais ; C. Viucen's Les Hiros de la Sejbnnc: Fr. de La Noue
(1875) ; and Haag, La France Protestante.

LANSDOWNE, Willtam Petty Fitzmatjrice, first

Marqcis of (1737-1805), batter known as a statesman

while earl of Shelburne, was born at Dublin, May 20, 1737.

He was a descendant of the lords of Kerry, and his grand-

father, who was created earl of Kerry, married a daughter

of Sir William Petty. On the death without issue of Sir

William Petty's son, the first earl of Shelburne, the estates

passed to his nephew John Fitzmaurice (afterwards ad-

vanced to the earldom of Shelburne), the father of tlio

subject of the present notice. The latter spent his child-

hood " in the remotest parts of the south of Ireland," and,

according to his own account, when at the age of sixteen

he entered Christ Church, Oxford, he had both "every-

thing to learn and everything to unlearn." f From a tutor

whom ho describes as "narrow-minded" he jeceiveJ

advantageous guidance in hia &tudies, but he attributes

i'lV. — 37
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his improvement in manners and in knowledge of tlie

world chiefly to the fact, that, as was his " fate through

life," he fell in "with clever but unpopular connexions."

Shortly after leaving the university he served as an officer

in Wolfe's regiment during the Seven Years' War, and

so distinguished himself at Jlinden and Kloster-Kampeu

that he was raised to the rank of colonel and appointed

aide-de-camp to the king. Being thus brought into near

communication with Lord Bute, he was in 1761 em-

ployed by that nobleman to negotiate for the support of

Charles Fox. For a few months in the same ye'ar he sat

in the House of Commons as member of Wycombe, until

he succeeded his father as earl of Shelburne in the Irish

peerage, and Baron Wycombe in the peerage of Great

Britain. Though he declined to take office under Bute he

undertook negotiations to induce Fos to gain the consent

of the Commons to the peace of 1703. Fox affirmed that

he had been duped by the terms offered, and, although

Shelburne always asserted that he had acted in thorough

good faith, Bute spoke of the affair as a "pious fraud."

Shelburne joined the Grenville ministry in 1763 as presi-

dent of the Board of Trade, but, failing in his efforts to

replace Pitt in the cabinet, he in a few months resigned

office. Having moreover on account of his support of Pitt

on the question of Wilke's expulsion from the House of

Commons incurred the serious displeasure of the king, he

retired for a time to his estate. After Pitt's return to power

in 1766 he became secretary of state, but during Pitt's ill-

ness his conciliatory policy towards America was completely

thwarted by his colleagues and the king, and in 1768 he

was dismissed from office. In 1782 he consented to take

office under the marquis of Rockingham on condition that

the king would agree to recognize Ihe United States, and

on the death of Lord Rockingham in the same year, he

became premier; but the secession of Fox and his sup-

porters led to the famous coalition of Fox with North,

which caused his resignation in the following February, bis

fall being perhaps hastened by his proposed plans for the

reform of the public service. He had also in contempla-

tion a bill to promote free commercial intercourse between

England and the United States. When Pitt acceded to

office in 1784, Shelburne, instead of receiving a place in

the cabinet, was created marquis of Lansdowne. Though

giving a general support to the policy of Pitt, he from this

time ceased to take an active part in public affairs. He
died May 7, 1805.

During his lifetime the marquis of Lansdowne was

blamed for insincerity and duplicity, but the accusations

came chiefly from those who were dissatisfied with his

preference of principles to party, and it is beyond doubt

that, if he had had a more unscrupulous regard to his

personal ambition, his career as a statesman would have

had more outward success. His autobiography indicates

that he was cynical in his estimates of character, J)ut no

statesman of his time possessed more enlightened political

views, while his friendship with those of his contemporaries

eminent in science and literature must be allowed consider-

able weight in qualifying our estimate of the moral defects

with which he has been credited. See Fitzraaurice, Life

of William, Earl of Shdhurne, 3 vols., London, 1875-76.

LANSING, a city in Ingham county, Michigan, U.S.,

and capital of the State, is situated at the confluence of

the Grand and Cedar rivers, 85 miles W.N.W. of Detroit.

In 1847, when it was made the seat of government, forests

covered the site. The city has broad streets, arranged in

the regular rectangular system ; and seven iron and three

wooden bridges connect the parts of the city, which lies

on both sides of the rivers above mentioned, Lansing is

the seat of the State reform school, the school for the

blind, and the State agricultural college. The last-named,

opened in 1857, received 2-10,000 acres granted by Con-
gress for the endowment of a college of agriculture and
the mechanical arts ; and its income is derived from tbo

interest of the price of part of the land, and from an
annual grant from the State legislature. In 1880-81 it

had a faculty of 23 members and 221 students. A graded
system of public schools and a State library of 40,000
volumes are among the other educational resources of the

city. Its most conspicuous building is the new State

capitol, erected at a cost of one and a half million dollars.

The leading manufacture is of agricultural implements ; but
there are extensive manufactories of carriages, waggons,

wheelbarrows, and steam-engines, and four large fiouring-

mills. Good water-power is aiiorded by the Grand river,

and four lines of railway offer ample shipping facilities.

The city was incorporated in 1859, and in 1880 had a

population of 8317.

LANSINGBURGH, a village in Rensselaer county,

New York, U.S., is situated on the east bank of the

Hudson, close to Troy, and nearly opposite Waterford, to

which a bridge extends. The village was organized in

1774. Its staple product is brushes, known all over the

' States ; but oil-cloth and crackers are also made. Ths
I population in 1880 was 7437.

LANTARA, Simon Mathurin (1729-1778), French

landscape painter, was born at Oncy, 24th March 1729.

His father was a weaver, and he himself began life as a

herdboy ; but, having attracted the notice of M. Gille da

Reumont, a son of his master, he was taken by him to Paris,

and placed under a painter at Versailles. Endowed with

great facility and real talent, his powers found ready recog-

nition ; he might have amassed fortune and earned distinc-

tion, but he could not divest himself of the habits acquired

in early childhood. He found the constraint of a regular

life and the society of educated people unbearably tiresome;

he painted to please himself, and as long as the proceeds of

the last sale lasted lived careless of the future in the com-

pany of obscure workmen with whom he had made friends.

Rich amateurs more than once attracted him to their

houses, only to find that in ease and high living Lantara

could produce nothing. Fatal sickness came upon him
wheu in extreme indigence ; he entered the hospital of La
Charite—in which he had previously been the object of the

kindliest cares—on the morning of 22d December 1778,

and six hours after he was dead. His works, now much
prized, are not numerous ; the Louvre has one landscape,

Morning, signed and dated 1761. As he was not a member
of the Academy, his pictures were not admitted to its exhi-

bitions, and notices of his works by his contemporaries are

rare. Bernard, Joseph A'ernet, and others are said to have

added figures to his landscapes and sea-pieces. Engrarings

after Lantara will be found in the works of Lebas,

Piquenot, Duret, Jlouchy, and others. In 1809 a comedy
called Lantara, or the Painter in the Pothouse, was brought

out at the Vaudeville with great success.

SeeE. BcUierdela Chavignerie, Eechcrchcsmr U pdnirc Lantara,

Paris, 1S52.

LANTERN-FLY, a name applied to certain insects

belonging to the Homopterous division of the order

Ilemijdera, which may be broadly placed in the genus

Ftdyora, although this is now subdivided into many genera.

They are mostly large insects, and gaily coloured, remark-

able for the forehead being produced into the semblance of

a snout or muzzle (often upturned at the tip), the so-called

" lantern." This snout is hollow, and is merely an inflated

production of the head. Much interest, as well as mystery,

has surrounded these insects, originating in a statement

by Madame Merian in her work on the insects of Surinam

{Metamorphosis insectoram Surinamensium, itc), of which

the first edition appears to have been published in 1705,
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but which subsequently passed through many editions with
varying titles and in several languages. Madame Merian
stated that the common South American species, now known
as Ftdgora hUernaria, L., was highly luminous at night, so

much so that she was enabled to read by the light of one

only, and that when several were confined together the

interior of the box appeared all ablaze. No one doubted

these statements, and the illustrious Linnaeus used the

words " Prominente fronte noctu lucem vivacissimam

spargit " in diagncsing the insect in his Systema Natiirse.-

Moreover, it was believed that, because one species had
been asserted to be luminous, others allied thereto must
possess the same power ; the specific names used by
Linnaeus, such as candelaria, pliospliorea, nociivida,

lucernaria, and flammea, may be adduced as instances.

Of these one only, the F. candelaria of China, has become
(with the original laternaria) a subject of controversy, for

it also was asserted to be luminous. As time wore on
many intelligent naturalists and other travellers visited

both South America and China, and they concluded that

the light must be produced only under very exceptional

conditions, or that the original statement was an error, for

they could not detect any luminosity, nor, as a rule, was
such a property believed in by the natives of the regions.

Quite recently many naturalists of undoubted authority

have resided for years in the districts where these insects

occur without having personally detected luminosity

(though directly in search of it), and without obtaining

any indications of the existence of such a belief in the

minds of the natives. On the other hand, there have

been a few travellers who have professed to be able to

confirm Madame Merian's statements, both from personal

observation and from information derived from native

sources. Possibly the last of these was within the last

twenty years, and his assertion concerned F. candelaria,

and upon his statement an entomologist of repute,

lately deceased, maintained to the last his belief in the

luminous powers. With him all faith in this direction

has probably passed away. It is not for us to attempt to

define the reasons for Madame Merian's positive and
circumstantial statements. The preponderance of negative

testimony is so crushingly great that Fulgora may be

regarded as eliminated from the category of luminous

insects.

LANTHANUM. It will be convenient to notice under

this heading the group of closely allied metals

—

Lan-
THAxrai, CEEnJM, and DiDYjnuM.

In an abandoned copper mine at Kiddarhyttan, West-

m inland, in Sweden, there occurs a heavy compact mineral,

which, though pretty abundant there, is hardly met with

anywhere else. This mineral was long mistaken for

tungsten (syn. scheelite), until Klaproth of Berlin in 1803
found in it a peculiar earth, which he called ocJiroite eartk,

as it becomes yellow 'when heated in air. About the same
time Berzelius and Hisinger made the same discovery ; and,

(rightly) presuming the new earth to be an oxide of a new
metal, they called the latter ceritim (after the planet Ceres,

the then latest discovery in astronomy) and the mineral
cerite, which names have been retained to this day. Only
the name "cerium" now has a more specific meaning, it

having been shown by Mosander (in 1839-41) that

Berzelius's cerium is a mixture of three metallic radicles,

namely, cerium proper, lanthanum (from \av9dvuv, "to
be concealed "), and didymium (from St'Su/ios, " twin ").

These metals are very closely related to one another in

their chemical character, and may be conveniently treated

together. The extraction from cerite, of the oxide group,

offers no dilTicuIty. According to Marignac (Ann. Chim.
Phys. [3], vol. xsvii.), the powdered mineral is made into

a thick paste with oil of vitriol, and the reaction which sets

in allowed to accomplish itself. The remaining dry white
powder is placed in a crucible, and kept there for a Ion"
time at a temperature below redness, but sufficient to chase
away the bulk of the free sulphuric acid. The residue is

added in small instalments to a quantity of cold water, and
the gangue (ferruginous silica) filtered oil; The solution
is boiled, when the greater part of the cerite-oxides comes
down in the form of sulphate almost free from foreign
oxides. The sulphates can be purified by redissolving
them in the least quantity of water at 5° to 6^ C, filtcrin<^

and reprecipitating by boiling. What remains in the
mother-liquors is recovered by precipitation with sulphate
of potash (which must be added as a solid and in suflicient
quantity to saturate the solution) as an alum-like double
sulphate. The purified sulphates are dissolved in cold water,
precipitated as oxalates by means of oxalate of ammonia,
and the washed oxalates ignited, when the pure cerite-oxide
mixture remains. The separation of the three oxides from
one another offers very great difficulties. Comparatively
easy is the extraction of approximately pure oxide of
cerium—by Berzelius's method. Dissolve the mixed oxide
(which must be free of sulphate if the method is to succeed)
in nitric acid, evaporate to dryness, ignite the residue, and
treat it with nitric acid diluted with one hundred times its

weight of water. Only lanthanum and didymium dissolve,

impure binoxide of cerium (CeOj) remaining, which can be
further purified by treatment with more concentrafed nitric

acid, which, however, besides the lanthanum and didymium,
dissolves a good deal of the cerium itself. This method
(like any of the rest) is founded upon the fact that salts

of sesquioside of cerium (Ce203) are readily oxidized into

salts of the feebly basic binoxide CeO„ under circumstances

which efiect no higher oxidation in LajO^ or Di^O,.

For the preparation of the oxides of lanthanum and.

didymium we may utilize the nitric mother-liquors obtained

in the extraction of cerium-oxide. These are evaporated

to dryness, the residue is ignited, and treated with very

dilute nitric acid, which dissolves the lanthanum and
didymium with only little cerium (Mosander, Marignac).

A more complete elimination of the cerium is effected

(Bunsen) by converting the nitrates into sulphates (by

evaporation with sulphuric acid to dryness, and igniting

the residue), dissolving these in sulphuric acid water, and
boiling with powdered magnesite (MgCOj), From the

filtrate the lanthanum and didymium are precipitated (after

acidulation by muriatic) with oxrihc acid, and the oxalates

filtered off, washed, and ignited. By repeating the magnesia
and oxalic acid process two or three times, the oxides are

obtained cerium-free. They are then made into anhydrous,

neutral sulphates; these are dissolved in a minimum of

water at 0° to 5° C, and the solution is heated to 30' to

35° C, when lanthanum sulphate chiefly separates out in

small crystals, which are filtered off with the help of a

filter-pump. A relatively lanthanum-free didymium sul-

phate remains dissolved (Mosander).

The metals were known only in a powdery form up to

1876, when Hillebrand and Norton succeeded in preparing

them in a compact form by the electrolysis of the fused

chlorides. The three metals are very similar to one

another ; they are steel-grey ductile true metals, melting

at a somewhat lower temperature than silver. Specific

gravities ran*e from 6-1 to 6-6. They are more readily

inflammable than magnesium.

The atomic weights of the three elements are now (1882)

quoted as Ce = 141, La=139, Di=147.
Oxides and Sails.—Cerium has long been known to form two

oxides, namely, a lower (" cerous ") oxide, which is a pretty strong,

and a higher ("eerie ") oxide, which i.s a feeble base. 16 ( = 0) parts

of oxygen are combined, in the former with 92 ( = "F") parts, in

the latter with fF parts of metal. Formerly F was looked upon as

the atomic weight, and the oxides formulated as FO and F1O4 respcc-.
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tively. But MenJelejeff on theoretical grounds uislated that the
J

lower oxide muit be looked upon as a sesquioxide CejO.,, where
|

Cc., = 3F or Ce = JF, aud the higher (accordingly) as a biuoxide. CeoOj i

or rather CeO^. And he asserted the same in regard to the rejiuted I

monoxides of lautbanuiu and didyiuium. These remarks were little

heeded even by tlic specialists until HiUebraud (partly in conjunc-

tion with Norton) succeeded in obtaining the tliree metals as such, i

aud in a truly met;dlic condition, which admitted of an exact deter-

mination of the specific heats. The specific heats were found to be— !

for Ce -04479, for La -04485, for l>i -04563; and these numbers
j

must be multiplidl with MeudelejetTs atomic weight to produce
|

"atomic heats" (6-6 ;
6-23 ; 6-6), approximating to values obtain-

ing for other metals of established atomic weight. Hence

Mendelejeff was right. i

Cerous oxide, Ce^Oj, is obtained hy heating the oxalate in an
]

atmosphere of hydrogen, as a bluish -grey powder. The higher oxide ,

CeOj is obtained when any certain salt of a volatile acid [e.g., nitric)

is ignited iu ah- ; it is a white powder, which when cold has only a

slight touch of yellow in it, but at high temperatures assumes a deep

orange-red colour. Cerous chloride, CeClj, is obtained by heating

the metal, or a mixture of either oxide and charcoal, in dry chlorine

gas, as a yellowish-white sublimate, uniting with water into in-

distinct crystals CejCls-hSH.O. The cerous sulphate, Ce„(S0j)3,

separates out when its solution is heated. It is soluble in 6 parts

of cold, and in about 60 of hot water, aud forms a difficultly soluble"

double salt with sulphate of potash. To obtain the ccric sulphate,

when the dioxide is treated with cold concentrated sulphuric acid,

and the solutiou formed by addition of water allowed to evaporate,

the salt Cej(SOj)3(ous) + 2Ce(SOj)2(ic)-f25H„0 separates out in red

crystals looking lilce bichromate of potash. The mother-U<juor yields

yellow crystals of =Cc(SOj)„-f 4H3O.
The most characteristic test for cerium salts is that the colourless

cerous solutions, on addition of hypochlorite of soda, give a red

precipitate of a eerie hydrate.

Didymium (Di.^Oj) solutions have an astringent sweetish taste

and a rose-red or violet colour. But their most characteristic

property is their beautiful absorption-spectrum, which comes out

distinctly with as little as half an inch deep of a solution containing

rffuth of a per cent, of the oxide (Gladstone).

Lanthanum (La^Oj) solutions have a similar taste to those of

didymium salts. They are colourless. The chloride when volatilized

betweeu the poles of an induction coil yields a highly characteristic

rich line-spectrum, by means of which the least traces of the metal

can be detected (Bunsen).

Of higher oxides of lanthanum or didymium we had hitherto only

indications ; but quite lately Dr Brauner {Clienu News for 1881,

December 23), in Roscoe's laboratory, succeeded in preparing a

definite pentoxide, DijO^ , of didymium, and also a hydrate of it,

Dii,05.3H„0.
Sources.—Cerite, though the most abundant, is not the only

native source of cerium, lanthanum, and didymium. A. Cossa has

found traces of the metals in the ashes of numerous plants, and
even in the human body. But it is more important to state that

there are a number of rare minerals, of which the chief are known
by the names of gadolinite, euxenite, samarskite, which, along

with more or less of cerite-metals, contain other rarer earth-metals

similar to these. UntU lately the handbooks of chemistry quoted

oaly three such rarer members of the family under the names of

yttrium, erbium, and terbium ; but these reputed individual

elements have, during the last few years, been searchingly analysed

by Marignac, M. Delafontaine, L. F. NQson, P. T. Cleve, J. L.

Smith, and others, and under their hands resolved themselves into

about a dozen separate elements. The rare earth-metals in fact bid

fair to multiply like the little planets in astronomy; aud, although

in chemistry no firmly established fact can justly be called unim-
portant, the minor rare earths, in the meantime, are of no general

interest, even to the general chemist.
See WUilz, Z)icrionn(iirt;tfe C/iimw, 1876; RoscOG and Schorlemmer, TTanrfSooi-

0/ CAemisin/, 1679 ; Marignac's and Delafonlaine'a Memoirs in iba Archives deR

Sciences physiques et naturelles; Liebig's AuTiaJen del' Chemie, ]85S-64: Poc-
gendorffs Annalen, 1875; Journal f, prakt. Chcmie, 1858-62; Zeitschrift f.

Chemie, 1862. The Jahresbericht der Chemie is tlie surest guide to all tljo

literature. (W. D.)

LANZI, Ltjigi (1732-1810), a -writer on Etruscan anti-

quities and on the history of Italian painting, v>as horn in

1732, and educated as a priest. In 1773 he was appointed

keeper cf the galleries of Florence, from which time his

attention seems to have been divided "between the study of

Italian painting and the study of Etruscan antiquities and
language. In the one field his labours are represented by

Lis Storia Pittorica della Italia, the first portion of which,

containing the Florentine, Sienese, Roman, and Neapolitan

echools, appeared in 1792, the rest in 1796. The work is

translated by Eoscoe. In archteology his great achieve-

ment was the work entitled Sa(jgio di lingua Etrusca, 1789,

followed by Saggio delle lingue Ital. Antiche, ISOC. In

his memoir on the so-called Etruscan vases (Dei vaii

aiitichi dipinti volgarmente chiamati Etruschi, 1806) Lanzi

rightly perceived their Greek origin and characters. What
was true of the antiquities would be true also, he argued, of

the Etruscan language, and the object of the Saggio di lingua

Etrusca was to prove that this language must be related

to that of the neighbouring peoples—Romans, Umbrians,

Oscans, aud Greeks, It is admitted that he was wanting in

critical method after a certain point, though at the same time

much of the impulse he gave to study arose from his general

method of inquiry. It is a sign of the recognition he re-

ceived that he was allied with E. Q. Visconti in his great

but never accomplished plan of illustrating antiquity alto-

gether from existing literature and monuments. His

notices of ancient sculpture and its various styles appeared

as an appendix to the Saggio di lingua Etrusca, and arose

out of his careful and minute study of the treasures then

added to the Florentiue collection from the Villa MedicL

The abuse he has often met with from modem writers in

the Etruscan language led Corssen {Sprache der Etrusker,

i. p. vL) to protest in the name of his real services to

philology and archfeology. Among his latest produc-

tious may be mentioned his edition of Hesiod's Works and
Days, with valuable notes, and a translation in terza

rima. It had been begun as far back as 1785, but was
recast and completed in 1808. The list of his works

closes with his Opere Sacre, a series of treatises on spiritual

subjects. Lanzi died of apoplexy, March 30, 1810, in the

seventy-eighth year of his age. He was buried in the

church of the Santa Croce at Florence, by the side of

Michelangelo.

LAOOOON, in Greek legend, was a brother of Anchises,

aud had been a priest of Apollo, but having married against

the will of the god he and the two sons of this marriage

were attacked by serpents while preparing to sacrifice a

bull at the altar of Poseidon, in whose service Laocoon was
then acting as priest. An additional motive for his punish-

ment consisted in his having warned the Trojans against

the wooden horse left by the Greeks. But, whatever his

crime, may have been, the punishment stands out even

among the tragedies of Greek legend as marked by its

horror—particularly so as it comes to us in Virgil [Jineid,

ii. 199 sq.), and as it is represented in the marble group in

the Vatican (see Plate V.). In the oldest existing version

of the legend—that of Arctiuus of Jliletus, which has so far

been preserved in the excerpts of Proclus—the calamity is

lessened by the fact that only one of the two sons is killed;

and this, as has been pointed out {Arch. Zeitung, 1879, p.

167), agrees with the interpretation which Goethe in his

Propylsca had put on the marble group without reference

to the literary tradition. He says: "The younger son

struggles and is powerless, and is alarmed; the father

struggles ineffectively, indeed his efforts only increase the

opposition; the elder son is least of aU injured, he feels

neither anguish nor pain, but he is horrified at what he sees

happening to his father, and he screams while ho pushes

the coils of the serpent off from his legs. He is thus an

observer, witness, and participant in the incident, and the

work is then complete." Again, "the gradation of the

incident is this : the father has become powerless among
the coils of the serpent ; the younger son has still strength

for resistance but is wounded ; the elder has a prospect of

escape." Lessing, on the other hand, maintained the view-

that the marble group illustrated the version of the legend

given by Virgil, with such differences as were necessary

from the different limits of representation imposed on the

arts of sculpture and of poetry. These limits required a

new definition, and this he undertook in his still famous

work, Laokoon (see the edition of Hugo Bliimner, Berlin,
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1876, in wliich the subsequent criticism is collected).

The marble group in the Vatican was found in 1506
near the baths of Titus, and there is no question of

its being the same which Pliuy (^Vai. Hist., xxxvi.

c. 5) speaks of <is in the palace of Titus, and as the

work of three Ehodian sculptors Agesander, Polydorus, and
Athenodorus. They made it, he says, de consilii sententia,

which, according to the highest Latin authorities, must
refer not to a standing imperial council but to a council

selected ad hoc. This suits the theory of the sculpture

being a work of the time of Titus—not an original concep-

tion of that time, but a variant of a conception more or

less familiar to Greek art since the time of Alexander,

such as may be seen in marble reliefs, on gems, in a
painting found at Pompeii (see BlUmner's Laokoon, pis.

2, 3), and on a terra cotta Etruscan urn in the British

Museum. The names of Agesander and Athenodorus have
been found repeatedly on bases of sculptures in Italy, and
the dite of the writing is that of the time of Titus. Still

the opinion is very generally held that the Vatican group
is altogether a work of the Rhodian school during its

supremacy after the death of Alexander, and that the artists

named by Pliny had lived theii, and were apparently a
father and two sons, for which reason Pliny may have
thought it necessary to add de consilii sententia, in the sense

of " according to the decision of their combined thoughts,"

to prevent any one supposing that the artists had each

made one of the figures, selecting them possibly in accord-

ance with their own relationship to each other, the father

taking Laocoon, and the sons taking respectively the sons

of Laocoon. As yet, however, the characteristics of the

Rhodian school are not sufficiently known for a final set-

tlement of this long standing question. In Plate V, the

right arm of Laocoon with the coils of the serpent which

he holds up is restored, as is also the riaht aim of the

younger «on. (a. s. m.)

LAODICEA (Greek AaoSiKeia) is the name of at least

eight cities, founded or renovated in the later Hellenic

period. Most of them were founded by the Seleucid kings

of Syria. Seleucus, founder of the dynasty, is said by
Appian to have named five cities after his mother Laodice.

Many other women of the family bore the same name,

which also passed by marriage into the famUy of the

Pontic kings. The victories of Alexander introduced Greek
civilization over Asia ; the organizing and city-building

energy of his successors established and consolidated it.

They either founded new cities in favourable situations or

reorganized native cities after the Greek model : thus over

the immense realm of the Seleucidfe from the ^gean Sea

to the borders of India we find numberless cities called

Seleucia, Laodicea, i'c. So long as Greek civilization held

its ground, these were the great commercial and social

centres of the country. We find a Laodicea ad Lyciira in

the Maeander valley, on the borders of Phrygia, Caria, and
Lydia ; another sumamed Comhiista on the borders • of

Phrygia, Lycaonia, and Pisidia ; a third in Pontus ; a

fourth, ad mare, on the coast of Syria ; a fifth, ad
Lihanum, beside the Lebanon mountains ; and three others

in the far east—Media, Persia, and the lower Tigris valley.

In the latter countries Greek civilization was overwhelmed
in Orientalism after a century or tv.'o, and the last three

cities disappeared ; the other five continued great through-

out the Greek and Roman period, and the second, third,

lind fourth retain to the present day the ancient name
under the pronunciation Ladik. Ladikiyeh, or Latakia (see

Latakja).

Laodicea ad Lyeum was founded probably by Antiochus
II. Theos (261-4G b.c ), and named after his wife Laodice.

Its site, called by the Turks Eshi Illisar, " the old castle,"

is now solitary and deserted ; but it retains an undying

interest as one of the oldest homes of Christianity and the
seat of one of the seven churches of the Apocalypse.
Pliny tells us (v. 29) that the town was called in older
times Diospolis and Ehoas ; but it is certain that at an
early period Colossa;, a few miles to the east, and Hierapolis,
six miles to the north, were the great cities of the neigh-
bourhood, and that Laodicea was a place of no importance
till the Seleucid foundation (Str., p.578). A favourable site

was found on some low hills of alluvial formation, about 2
miles south of the river Lycus (Churuk Su) and 9 miles
east of the confluence of the Lycus and Meander. Smaller
rivers of the neighbourhood are the Asopus, Caprus, and
Cadmus, the last named after the lofty range of Mount
Cadmus (Baba Dagh), which overhangs the Majander valley

on the south. The great trade route from the Euphrates
and the interior passed through Apamea to Laodicea.

There it forked, one branch going straight down the

Meander valley to Magnesia and thence north to Ephesus,
a distance of about 90 miles, and the other branch crossing

the mountains by an easy pass to Philadelphia and the

Hermus valley, Sardis, Thyatira, and at last Pergamus.
St Paul (Col. iv. 15) alludes to the situation of Laodicea
beside Colo.ssce and Hierapolis ; and the order in which the

last five churches of the Apocalypse are enumerated (Rev.

i. 11) is explained by their position on the road just

described. Placed in this important situation, in the

centre of a very fertile district, Laodicea became a rich

city. It was famous for its money transactions (Cic, Ad
Fam., ii. 17; iii. 5), and for the beautiful soft wool grown
by the sheep of the country (Str., 578), Both points are

referred to in the message to the church (Eev, iL 17, 18).

Little is known of the history of the town. It suffered greatly

from a siege in the Mithridatic war, but soon recovered its pro-

sperity under the Roman empire. The Zeus of Laodicea, with the

curious epithet Azeus or Azeis, is a frequent symbol on the city

coins, and is one of the widest-known deities of western Asia Minor.

He is. represented standing, holding in the e.xtended right hand an
eagle, in the left a spear, the hasla, piira. Not far from the city

was the temple of Men Karou, with a great medical school ; while
Laodicea itself produced some famous Sceptic philosophers, and
gave origin to the royal family of Polemon and Zeuon, whoso
curious history has been illustrated in recent times (Waddirigton,

Melanges de Numisni., ser. ii. ; Mommsen, Ephem. Epigraph., i.

and ii. ; Rayet, Milct et le Golfe Lalmique, chap. v.). The coinage

of Laodicea continues in a rich unbroken series to the time of

the emperor Diocletian. Under the Byzantine rule its greatness

remained, but finally the city fell into decay in the frontier wara

with the Turkish invaders. Its ruins are of wide extent, but not

of great beauty or interest ; there is no doubt, however, that much
has beeu buried beneath the surface by the frequent earthquakes to

which the district is exposed (Str., 580 ; Ta.c.,Ann., xiv. 27). For
an accoxint of the ruins see the works of Leake, Hamilton, Arundel,

Texier, &c., and especially the beautiful drawings of Cockerell in the

Antiquities of Ionia, vol. iii. pi. 47-51.

LAON, capital of the department of Aisne, France, ia

situated 87 miles N.E. of Paris, on an isolated and singu-

larly buttressed hill, which rises some 330 feet above the

surrounding plain and the little river of Ardon, which

flows into the Lette, a tributary of the Oise. From the

railway station, which js situated in the plain to the north,

a straight staircase of several hundred steps leads up to

the gate of the town, but all the roads connecting Loon

with the surrounding district are cut in zigzags on the

steep slopes, which are crowned by the old and partly

ruinous ramparts. At the eastern extremity of the hill

rises the citadel ; at the otber end is a parade-ground, and

on the south stands the ancient abbey of St Vincent.

Between the latter and the town is the Cuve St V'incent,

the slopes of which are covered with trees, vegetable

gardens, and vineyards. From the promenade along the

line -of the ramparts there is an extensive view northward

to beyond St Qiientin, westward to the forest of St Gonain,

and southward over the wooded hills of the Laonnais and

Soissounais,
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The cathedral of Laon is one of the most important

creations of the art of the 12th and 13th centuries.

It took the place of the old cathedral, burned at the

beginning of the communal struggles mentioned below.

The building is cruciform, and the choir, instead of being

apsidal, terminates in a straight wall. Each of the three

fajades formerly had two towers with spires, and there

was also a great central tower. Of these only four

remain, and, being without spires, they give the building

the aspect of a strong castle. The west front ranks next

to that of Notre Dame at Paris in purity. The chapter

house and the cloister contain beautiful specimens of the

architecture of the beginning of the ISth century. The
old episcopal palace, contiguous to the cathedral, is now
used as a court-house. The front, flanked by turrets, is

pierced by great Pointed windows. There is also a Gothic

cloister and an old chapel of two stories, of a date anterior

to the cathedral The church of St Martin dates from the

middle of the 12th century. The old abbey buildings of

the same foundation are now used as the hospital. The
old 12th century chapel of the Templars now forms part

of the establishment of the Brothers of Christian Doctrine.

The church of the suburb of Vaux near the railway station

dates from the 11th century. Numerous cellars of two or

three stories have taken the place of the old quarries in

the hill-side. The old ramparts have been demolished, but
the 13th century gates of Ardon, Royer, and Chenizellea

have been presefved. The Soci^te Acad^mique of Laon
lias collected in its museum of arts and antiquities many
archseological treasures, among others a striking Roman
mosaic of the 2d century, representing Orpheus charming
the animals by Lis lyre, and some Roman ewers, noticeable

for quality of metal and purity of form. The communal
library contains 30,000 volumes, mostly from the neigh-

bouring convents ; it has also interesting manuscripts and
autographs, the most ancient of which, signed by Lothair,

bears date 972. Laon owes its rank as capital of the

department to its central position and to its age ; it

numbers only 12,000 inhabitants, and has hardly any
trade. The surrounding district produces vegetables and
beet-root ; the latter crop supplies the sugar-works, which
come close to the foot of the hill ; but in the town itself

the only industries are coopering and the manufacture
of blankets and common woollen stuffs.

In virtue of its geographical position, the hilly district of Laou
Has always had some strategic importance. Even in the time of

Caesar there was a Gallic village where theRemi (inhabitants of the

country round Rheims) had to meet the onset of the confederated
Belgi. Whatsver may have been the precise locality of that battle-

field, Laon was fortified by the Romans, and successively checked
the invasions of the Franks, Burgundians, Vandals, Alani, and
Huns. St Remigius, the famous archbishop of Rheims who bap-
tized Clovis, was born in the Laonnais, and it was he who instituted

the bishopric of the tovfa. Thenceforward Laon v.-ns one of the
principal towns of the kingdom of tlie Franks, and the possession

of it was often disputed. Charles the Bald had enriched its church
with the gift of very numerous domains. After the fall of the Car-

lovingians Laon took the part of Charles of Lorraine, their heir,

and Hugh Capet only succeeded in making himself master of the
town by the connivance of the bishop, who, in return for this ser-

vice, was made second ecclesiastical peer ot the kingdom. Early in

tlie 12th century the comn;unes of France set about emancipating
themselves, and the history of the commune of Laon is one of the
richest and most varied. The citizens had profited by a temporary
absence of Bishop Gaudi'i to secure for themselves from his repre-

sentatives a conamunal charter, but he, on his return, purchased
from the king of France the revocation of this document, and re-

commenced his oppressions. The consequence was a revolt, in which
the episcopal palace was burnt and several of his partisans were
put to death. The fire spread to the cathedral, and reduced it to

ashes. Uneasy at the result of their victory, the rioters went into

liiding outside the town, which was anew pillaged by the people of

the neighbourhood, eager to avenge the death of their bishop. The
king alternately interfered in favour of the bishop and of the inhabit-

ants tut fjsa. Aftev that date the liberties of Laon were no more
contested. But it retained Jt3 strategic importance, and during the

Hundred Years' \Yav it was attacked and taken by tlie Purgundians,
who gave it up to the English, to be retaken by the French after
the consecration of Cliarlcs VJI. Under the League Laou took
the part of the Leaguers, and was taken by licnry IV. During
the campaign of 181-1 Napoleon tried in v.iin to dislodge Bliicher
from it. In 1870 an engineer blew up the powder magazine of
the citadel at the moment when the German troops were enter-
ing the town. Many lives were lost; and the cathedral and
the old episcopal palace were damaged by the explosion. At the
Revolution Laon jiermanently lost its rank as a bishopric.

LAOS, or Lawa, a large Indo-Chinese nation, occupying
the northern and eastern provinces of Siam known as the

Laos states, mainly between 15° and 24° N. lat., 98° and
106° E. long. There are two main divisions—the Lau-pang-
kah, or "White Paunch" Laos, and the Lau-pang-dun, or
" Black Paunch " Laos, the former between the Deng-
Phya-Phai range and the river Jlekong, the latter about
the middle and upper course of the river Menam, and so
called from the habit of tattooing a black pattern about the
navel. The Laos are closely related in physique and speech

to the Siamese proper, and are by some writers regarded

as the primitive stock of that race. They are an historical

people who were formerly constituted in an ancient and
powerful kingdom, whose capital Vinh-khianh (Vien-shan)

was taken and destroyed by the Siamese about the year

1828. Since then they have been entirely subject to Siam,
and are governed partly by khiao, or native hereditary

princes, partly by mandarins or governors directly nomi-

nated by the Bangkok authorities. The present khiao of

the province of Bassak north of Caniboja is the last sur-

viving descendant of the ancient Lao dynasty. The khiao

are invested by means of the gold dish, betel-box, spittoon,

and teapot which are sent from Bangkok, and returned

at their death or deposition. Of all the khiao the most
powerful is the prince of Ubon (15° N., 105° E.), whose
jurisdiction extends nearly from Bassak on the Mekong
northwards to the great southern bend of that river.

The many contradictory accounts of the Laos that have
been published by travellers are due to the fact that quite

three-fourths of the race have become mixed with the sur-

rounding Khas or aboriginal inhabitants of the peninsula.

The half-castes that have thus sprung from alliances with

the Bolovens, Thehs, Redehs, Sui, and other wild tribes

of Caucasic stock present every variety between that tj-pe

and the Mongolian. But those that have preserved the

purity of their blood are still distinguished by the high

cheek bone"., small flat nose, oblique eyes, wide mouth,

black lank hair, sparse beard, and yellow complexion of

the Tai and other branches of the Jlongol family. These

are also a semi-civilized people with a knowledge of letters,

followers of the Buddhist teachings, settled in small towns

and villages, and engaged chiefly in agriculture. They
have domesticated the elephant and buffalo, and are peace-

ful and industrious, being skilled in the production of

lacquered wares, and silk and cotton fabrics for local use.

Trading relations have also long been established with

China, Siam, Burmah, and Cambojai with which countries

^heir ivory, gold dust, tin, gums, lac, benzoin, raw sUk,

skins, and sapanwood are bartered for cotton cloth, chintzes,

silks, opium, hardware, and porcelain. At present a large

portion of this trade is in the hands of itinerant Burmese

dealers and hawkers, who are met everywhere between the

Irawadi and Mekong valleys, organized in small caravans

with a headman and porters all well armed, like the

Povindahs of Afghanistan.

The civilized Laos have long oeen addicted to slave

hunting, not only with the sanction but even with the co-

operation of the authorities. 'When times are hard and

tribute cannot otherwise be raised, "the Lao mandarins

organize regular expeditions _against the wild tribes. On
some slight pretext a favourable camping ground is chosen.
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whence attacks are made in all directions on villages, which

they hope to surround or surprise. The savages live only

in small hamlets consisting of a few huts, aud they aro

powerless to resist the attacks of men armed with guns.

These razzias aro usually made only against the independ-

ent savages who reject the authority of the Lao princes

and refuse to pay tribute. But I have noticed that the

compact by which the savages consent to surrender a part

of their independence, in order to preserve their wives',

children, and themselves, is far from being always

respected ; and the unfortunate Gnia-heuns, for example,

who dwell within a few leagues of Bassak, are In the

greatest terror of the prince, refusing on any consideration

to leave their forests or inaccessible villages." ^ The con-

voys of slaves, purchased chiefly by Chinese and ^lalay

dealers from Camboja, are forwarded mainly to Bangkok,

Korat, and Phnom-penh, the present capital of Camboja.

This organized slave trade is the great curso of the nation,

and tends more than all other causes combined to retard

the natural development of the Lao country.

The mised Lao peoples are distinguished from the pure

stock chiefly by their more regular features, tall stature,

lighter complexion, sub-dolichocephalic crania, and gene-

rally lower social condition. Most of them, although

nominal Buddhists, ere in reality still nature-worshippers,

who make offerings of sticks and stones to the local genii,

and guard their homes against evil spirits by means of

brooms, cotton threads, bunches of herbage, and other

curious devices. Some of them are quite as savage as the

wild tribes, and, although acquainted with the use of fire-

arms, still use the characteristic crossbow, a formidable

weapon, which in skilled hands will kill a buffalo with a

simple bamboo arrow at considerable distances. In some

parts the confusion of types and usages is so great that the

true Khas can be distinguished frorn the Laos only by the

lobe of the ear, which is pierced for the inaertion of large

bone, ivory, or wooden ornaments like those worn by

many of the Oceanic races.

Apart from the passions associated with the infamous

slave trade, encouraged by their rulers, "the Laos are an

inoffensive, unwarlike, and peace-loving race, fond of music,

and living chiefly on a diet of rice, vegetables, fruits, fish,

and poultry. Pure and mised, they number altogether

perhaps some 1,500,000.

LAO-TSZE, or Laotj-tsze, the designation of the author

of the celebrated treatise called Tdo Teh King, and the

reputed founder of the religion called Taoism. The Chinese

characters composing the designation may mean either

"the Old Son," which commonly assumes with foreigners

the form of "the Old Boy," or "the Old Philosopher."

The latter significance is attached to them by the Rev. Dr
Chalmers in his translation of the treatise published in

1868 under the title of The Speculations on Mdaphysics,

Politi;, and I[orali(y of " the Old Philosopher" Ldo-tsze.

The former is derived from a fabulous account of Lfto-tsze

which appeared in the Shan Jlsien Chwan, " The Account
of Spirits and Immortals," of K6 Hung, in our 4th cen-

tury. According to this, his mother, after a supernatural

conception, carried him in her womb sixty-two years (or

seventy-two, or eighty-one—ten years more or fewer are

of little importance in such a case), so that, when he was
born at last, his hair was white as with age, and people

might well call him " the old boy." The qthcr mean-
ing of the designation rests on better authorit}'. We
find it in the Kid Yii, or " Narratives of the Confucian

School," compiled in our 3d century from documents said

to have been preserved among the descendants of Con-
fucius, and also in the brief history of Lao-tzse given in

* Dr Harmand, Tour du Monde, July 5, 1379.

the historical records of Szcma Ch'icn (.about 100 Be).
In the latter instance the designation is used by Confucius,
and possibly it originated with him. .It should be regarded
more as an epithet of respect than of years, and is equiva-
lent to " the Venerable I'hilosopher."

All that Ch'ien tells us about L.lo-tsze goes into small
compass. His surname was Li, and his name Urh; He
was a native of the state of Ch'il, and was born in a
hamlet, which we must place not far from the present
prefectural city of Kwei-teh in Ho-nau province. What
is of more importance, he was one of the recorders or
historiographers at the court of Chftu, his special depart-
ment being tho charge of the whole or a portion of the?

royal library. Ho must thus have been able to make
himself acquainted with all the history of his country and
of the men who had played the most distinguished part

in its affairs. Ch'ien does not mention the year of his

birth, which is often said, though on what Chinese authority

does not appear, to have taken place in the third year of

King Phing, corresponding to 004 B.C. That date cannot
bo far from the truth. That he was contemporary with
Confucius is established by tho concurrent testimony of

the Lt Ki and the Kid Yii on the Confucian side, and of

Chwang-tsze and Sze-ma Ch'ien on the Taoist. The two
men whose influence has been so great ou all the subse-

quent generations of the Chinese people, and whose views

are now more attentively studied by thinking men of other

nations than ever they were before—Khung-tsze and Lao-
tsze—had at least one interview, in 517 B.C., when the

former was in his thirty-fifth year. The conversation

between them was interesting. Lao was in a mocking
mood ; Khung appears to the greater advantage.

If it be true that Confucius, when he was fifty-one years

old, visited LSo-tsze, as Chwang-tsze says (in the Tliien,

YuH, the fourteenth of his treatises), to ask about the lYto,

they must have had more than one interview. Ut
Chalmers, however, has pointed out that both Chwang-tsze
and Lieh-tsze (a still earlier Taoist writer) produce Con-
fucius in their writings, as the lords of the Philistines did

the captive Samson on their festive occasions, " to make
sport for them." Their testimony is valueless as to any
matter of fact. There may have been several meetings
between the two in 517 B.C., but we have no evidence

that they were together in the same place after that time.

Ch'ien adds :
—" Lfio-tsze cultivated the I'do and virtue,

his chief aim in his studies being how to keep himself

concealed and unknown. He resided at (the capital of)

Chau ; but after a long time, seeing the decay of the

dynasty, he left it, and went away to the Gate (leading

from the royal domain into the regions beyond,-—at the

entrance of the pass of Han-kfl, in tho north-west of

Ho-nan). Yin Hsi,the warden of the gate, said to him,

'You are about to withdraw yourself out of sight ; I pray

you to compose for me a book (before you go).' On this

L&o-tsze made a writing, setting forth his views on the tdo

and virtue, in two sections, containing more than 5000
characters. He then went away, and it is not known
where he died." The historian then mentions the names

of two other men whom some regarded as the true I/io-tsze.

One of them was a Lfto Lai, a contemporary of Confucius,

who wrote fifteen treatises (or sections) on the practices o(

tho school of Tdo. Subjoined to the notice of him is tho

remark that Ldo-tsze was more than one hundred and sixty

years old, or, as some say, more than two hundred, because

by the cultivation of the Tdo he nourished his longevity.

Tho other was " a grand historiographer " of Chau, called

Tan, ono hundred and twenty-nine (1 one hundred and nine-

teen) years after the death of Confucius. The introduction

of these disjointed notices detracts from the verisimilituilo

of the whole narrative in which they occur.
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Finally, Ch'ien makes tlie remark that " Lao-tsze was a

superior man, who liked to keep in obscurity," traces the

line of his posterity down to the 2d century B.C., and con-

cludes with this important statement :
—"Those who attach

themselves to the doctrine of Lao-tsze condemn that of the

literati, and the literati on their part condemn Lao-tsze,

thus verifying the saying, ' Parties whose principles are

different cannot take counsel together.' Li Urh taught

that transformation follows, as a matter of course, the

doing nothing (to bring it about), and rectification ensues

in the same way from being pure and still."

Leaving these scanty historical notes, and accepting the

Tdo Teh King as the veritable work of Lao-tsze, we must
now try to give the reader some idea of its contents.

Consisting, it has been seen, of not more than between five

and sis thousand characters, it is but a short treatise,—not

half the size of our Gospel of St Mark. The nature of the

subject, however, the want of any progress of thought or

of logical connexion between its different parts, and the

condensed style, with the mj-stic tendencies and poetical

temperament of the author, make its meaning extraordi-

narily obscure,—as native scholars and Sinologists have

found to their cost. Divided at first into two parts, it

has subsequently and conveniently been subdivided into

chapters. One of the oldest, and the most common, of

these arrangements makes the chapters eighty-two.

Some Eoman Catholic missionaries, nearly two cen-

turies ago, fancied that they found a wonderful harmony
between many passages and the teaching of our sacred

Scriptures. Montucci of Berlin, who had adopted their

views, ventured to say in 1808:—'fMany things about

.a Triune God are so clearly expressed that no one who
has read this book can doubt that the mystery of the

Holy Trinity was revealed to the Chinese five centuries

before the coming of Jesus Christ." Even Eemusat, the

first occupant of a Chinese ' chair in Europe, published at

Paris in 1823 his Memoire sur la Vie et les Opinions de

Lao-tsze, to vindicate the view that the Hebrew name
Jehovah was phonetically represented in the fourteenth

chapter by Chinese characters. These fancies were

exploded by the late Stanislas Ju'ien when hf issued iL

1842 his translation of the whole treatise as Le Livre de

la Voie et de la Veitti.

The most important thing is to determine what we are

to understand by the Tdo, for Teh is merely its outcome,

especially in man, and is rightly translated by our word
" virtue." Julien, we have just seen, translated Tdo by
" la voie." Chalmers leaves it untranslated. " No English

word," he says (p. xi.), "is its exact equivalent. Three

terms suggest themselves—the way, reason, and the word
;

but they are all liable to objection. Were we guided by

etymology, 'the way' would come nearest the original, and

in one or two passages the idea of a way seems to be in

the term ; but this is too materialistic to serve the purpose

of a translation. ' Keason,' again, seems to be more like

a quality or attribute of some conscious being than Tdo is.

I would translate it by ' the Word,' in the sense of the

Logos, but this would be like settling the question which

I wish to leave open, viz., what resemblance there is

between the Logos of the New Testament and this Chinese

Tiio." Latterly some Sinologues in China have employed
" nature " as our best analogue of the term. Thus Watters

{Ldotsze, A Study in Chinese Philosophy, p. 45) says :

—

" In the Tdo Teh King the originator of the universe is

referred to under the names Non-Existence, Existence,

Nature {Tdo), and various designations,—all which, how-
ever, represent one idea in various manifestations. It is

in all cases Nature (Tdo) which is meant." This view has

been skilfully worked out ; but it only hides from us the

scope of " the Venerable Philosopher." ' Nature " cannot

be accepted as a irmshilion of Tdo. That character was,

primarily, the sj'mbol of a way, road, or path ; and then,

figuratively, it was used, as we also use way, in the senses
of means and method,—the catirsi; that we pursue in passing
from one thing or concept to anotiier as its end or result.

It is the name of a quality. Professor Douglas has well

said {Confticianism and Tdoism, p. 189):—"If we were
compelled to adopt a single word to represent the Tdo of

Lao-tsze, v.-e should prefer the sense in which it is used by
Confucius, ' the way,' that is, /jic'6oSo5."

What then was the quality which Lao-tsze had in view,

and which he thought of as the Tdo,—there in the library

of Chau, at the pass of the valley of Han, and where he met
the end of his life beyond the limits of the civilized state 1

It was the simplicity of spontaneity, action (which might
be called non-action) without motive, free from all selfish

purpose, resting in nothing but its own accomplishment.

This is found in the phenomena of the material world.
" All things spring up without a word spoken, and grow
without a claim for their production. They go through
their processes without any display of pride in them ; and
the results are realized without any assumption of owner-
ship. It is owing to the absence of such assumption that

tlie results and their processes do not disappear" (chap. ii.).

It only needs the same quality in the arrangements and
measures of government to make society beautiful and
happy. " A government conducted by sages would free

the hearts of the people from inordinate desires, fill their

bellies, keep their ambitions feeble, and strengthen their

bones. They would constantly keep the people without

knowledge and free from desires ; and, where there were
those who had knowledge, they would have them so that

they would not dare to put it in practice" (chap. iii.). A
corresponding course observed by individual man in his

government of himself becoming again " as a little child
"

(chaps. X. and xxviii.) will have corresponding results.

" His constant virtue will be complete, and he will return

to the primitive simplicity" (chap, xxviii.).

Such is the subject matter of the Tdo Teh King,—the

operation of this method or Tdo, " without striving or cry-

ing,'' in na'i-ure, in society, and in the individual Much
that is very beautiful and practical is inculcated in

connexion with its working in the individual character.

The writer seems to feel that he cannot say enough on the

virtue of humility (chap, viii., ic). There were three

things which he prized and held fast,-^gentle compassion,

economy, and the not presuming to take precedence in the

world (chap. Ixvii.). His teaching rises to its highest point

in chap. IxiiL :
—"It is the way of Tdo not to act from

any personal motive, to conduct affairs without feeling

the trouble of them, to taste without being aware of the

flavour, to account the great as small and the small as

great, to recompense injury with kindness." This last

and noblest characteristic of the Tdo, the requiting "good
for evil," is not touched on again in the treatise ; but we
know that it excited general attention at the time, and

was the subject of conversation between Confucius and his

disciples {Confucian Analects, xiv. 3G).

What is said in the Tdo on government is not, all of it,

so satisfactory. The writer shows, indeed, the benevolence

of his heart. He seems to condemn the infliction of

capital punishment (chaps. Ixxiii. and Ixxiv.), and he

deplores the practice of war (chap. Ixix.) ; but he had no

sympathy with the progress of society or with the culture

and arts of life. He says (chap. Ixv.) :
—" Those who

anciently were skilful in practising the Tdo did not use it

to enlighten the people ; their object rather was to keep

them simple. The difficulty in governing the people arises

from their having too much knowledge, and therefore he

who tries to govern a state by wisdom is a scourge to it
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while Tie who does not try to govern thereby is a blessinyj."

The last chapter but one is the following :
— " In a snlall

state with a few inhabitants, I would so order it that the

people, though supplied with all kinds of implements,

would not (care to) use them ; I would give them cause to

look on death as a most grievous thing, while yet they
would not go away to a distance to escape from it. Though
they had boats and carriages, thej' should have no occasion

to ride in them. Though they had buff-coats and sharp

weapons, they should not don or use them. I would make
them return to the use of knotted cords (instead of written

characters). They should think their coarse food sweet,

their plain clothing beautiful, their poor houses places of

rest, and their common simple ways sources of enjoyment.
There should be a neighbouring state within sight, and the

sound of the fowls and dogs should be heard from it to us

without interruption, but I would make the people to old

age, even to death, have no intercourse with it" .

On reading these sentiments, we must judge of Lao-tsze

that, with all his power of thought, he was only a dreamer.

But thus far there is no difficulty arising from his language

in regard to the Tno. It is simply a quality, descriptive

of the style of character and action, which the individual

should seek to attain in himself, and the ruler to impress

on his administration. The language about the Tdo in

nature is by no means so clear. While Professor Douglas

says that " the way " would be the best translation of Tdo,

he immediately adds :
—" But Tao is more than the way.

It is the way and the way-goer. It is an eternal road

;

along it all beings and things walk ; but no being made it,

for it is being itself ; it is everything, and nothing, and
the cause and effect of all. All things originate from Tdo,

conform to Tdo, and to Tdo at last they return."

Some of these representations require modification; but

no thoughtful reader of the treatise can fail to be often

puzzled by what is said on the point in haud. Julien,

indeed, says with truth (p. xiii.) that "it is impossible to

take Tdo for the primordial Reason, for the sublime

Intelligence, which has created and governs the world "

;

but the fact is that many of Lao-tsze's statements are

unthinkable if there be not behind the' T^ao the unexpressed

recognition of a personal creator and ruler. Granted that

he does not aflSrm positively the existence of such a- Being,

yet certainly he does not deny it, and his language even

implies it. It has been said, indeed, that he denies it, and
we are referred in proof to the fourth chapter :

—" Tdo is

like the emptiness of a vessel ; and the use of it, we may
say, must be free from all self-sufficiency. How deep and
mysterious it is, as if it were the author of all things !

We should make our sharpness blunt, and unravel the com-

plications of things ; "re. should attemper our brightness,

and assimilate oursel.es. to the obscurity caused by dust.

How still and clear is Tdo, a phantasm with the semblance

of permanence 1 I do not know whose son it is. It might

appear to have been before God {Ti)."

The reader will not overlook the cautious and dubious

manner in which the predicates of Tdo are stated in this

remarkable passage. The author does not say that it was

before God, but that "it might appear" to have been so.

Nowhere else in his treatise does the nature of Tdo as a

method or style of action come out more clearly. It has

no positive existence of itself; it is but like the emptiness

of a vessel, and the manifestation of it by men requires

that they endeavour to free themselves from all self-suffi-

ciency. Whence came it ? It does not shock Lao-tsze to

suppose that it had a father, but he cannot tell whose son

it is. And, as the feeling of its mysteriousness grows on

him, he veifEures to say that " it might appear to have been

before God."'

There is here no denial but express recognition of the

existence of God, s« far as it is implied in the name Ti,
which is the personal name for the concept of heaven as
the ruling power, by means of which the fathers of the
Chinese people rose in prehistoric time to the idea of God.
Again and again L4o-tsze speaks of heaven just as " we do
when we mean thereby the Deity who presides over heaven
and earth." These last words are taken from Walters (p.

81); and, though he adds, "We must not forget that this
heaven is inferior and subsequent to the mysterious Tdo,
and was in fact produced by it," it has been shown how
rash and unwarranted is the ascription of such a sentiment
to "the Venerable Philosopher." He makes the Tdo prior

to heaven and earth, which is a phrase denoting what we
often call "nature," but he does not make it prior to
heaven in the higher and immaterial usage of that name.
The last sente:nce of his treatise is :

—" It is the Tdo—ihs
way—of Heaven to benefit and not injure ; it is the Tdo—
the way—of the sage to do and not strive."

It is impossibli; to go, in the present article, into an exposition
of the Tuo Teh King at greater length. Since Julien laid it fairly

open to Western readers in 1842, there has been, it appeal's to the
writer, a tendency to overestimate rather than to uudrrestimate
its value as a scheme of thought and a discipline for the individual
and society. There are in it, indeed, lessons of unsurpassed value,
such as the inculcation of simplicity, humility, aid self-abnegation,

and especially the brief enunciation of the divine duty of returning
good for ill ; but there are on the other hand ibn reg:'-.- t/u' represen-
tations of a primitive society when men were ignorant of the rudi-

ments of culture, and the longings for its return.

When it was thought that the treatise made known the doctrine
of the Trinity, and even gave a phonetic representation of the
Hebrew name Jehovah, it was natimi!, even necessary, to believe

that its author had had commnnicatiou with more western p-.irts of

Asia, and there was no end of speculation about visits to ludia and
Judaea, and even to Gfreece. The necessity for assuming such
travels has passed away, and they have ceased to be thought of. If

we can receive Sze-ma Ch'ien's histories as reliable, Lao-ti;e might
have heard, in the states of Chau and among the wild tribes

adjacent to them, views about society and government very like his

own. Ch'ien relates how an envoy came in 62i B.c—twenty years?

that is, before the date assigned to the buth of Lao-ts?e—to the
court of Duke Mil of Ch'in, sent by the king of some rude hordes
on the west. The duke told him of the histories, poems, codes of

rites^ music, and laws which they had in the middle states, while
yet rebellion and disorder were of frequent occurrence, and asked
how good order was secured at all among the wild people, who had
none of those appliances. The envoy smiled, and replied that the

troubles of China were occasioned by those very things of which
the duke vaunted, and that there had been a gradual degeneration

in the condition of its states, as their professed civilization had in-

creased, ever since the days of the ancients age, Hwang Ti, whereas

in the land he came from, where there was nothing but the pnmitive

simplicity, their princes showed a pure virtue in their triatment

of the {)eople, who responded to them with loyalty and good faith.

"The government of a state," said he in conclusion, "is" like a

man's ruling his own single person. He rules it, and does not know
how he does so ; and this was indeed the method of the sages."

Lao-tsze did not need to go further afield to find all that he has

said about government.

AVe have confined ourselves to the Taoism of the Tdo Teh King
without touching on the religion Taoism now existing in China, but

which did not take shape until more than five hundred years after the

death of L&o-tsze, though he now occupies the second place in its

trinity of "The three Pure or Holy Ones." There is hardly a word

in his treatise that savours either of superstition or religion. In the

works of Lieh-tsze and Chwang-tsze, his earliest followersof note, wo

find abundance of grotesque superstitions; but their beliefs (if indeed

we can say that they had beliefs) had not become embodied in any

religious institutions. When we come to the Ch'in dynasty (221-

206 B.C.), we meet with a Taoism in the shape of a search for the

fairy island* of the eastern sea, where the herb of immortality

might be gathered. In our first century a magician, called Chang
Tao-ling, comes before us as the chief professor and controller ot

this Taoism, preparing in retirement " the pill " which renewed

his youth, supreme over all spirits, and destroying millions of

demons by a stroke of his pencil. He left his books, talismans^

and charms, with his sword and seal, to his descendants, and one

of them, professing to be animated by his soul, dwells at this day

on the Lung-hii mountain in Keang-se, the acknowledged head or

pope of Taoism. But even then the system was not yet a religion,

with temples or monasteries, liturgies, and forms of public worship.

It borrowed all these from Buddhism, which first obtained publ<«i
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recognition in China between 65 and 70 a.d., though nt Ip.ast, a

couple of centuries passed before it could be said to have free comse

in the country.

Even still, with the form of a religion, Taoism is in reality a

conglomeration of Ijase and dangerous superstitions. Alchemy,

geomaney, and spiritualism have dwelt and dwell under 'its shadow.

Each of its " three Holy Oues " has the title of ThUn Tsun, " the

Heavenly and Honoured," taken from Buddhism, and also of Shang

Ti or God, taken from the old religion of the country. The most

popular deity, however, is not one of them, but has the title of I'ii

fVayig Shang Tt, "God, the Perfect King." But it would take

long to tell of all its "celestial gods," "great gods," "divine

rulers," and others. It has been doubted, we have said, whether

Lao-tsze acknowledged the existence of God at all, but the Taoism

of the present day is a system of the wUdcst polytheism. The
science and religion of the West will meet from it a most determined

opposition. The " Venerable Philosopher" himself would not have

welcomed them. The shrieking of our steam-engines, the bustle of

our commerce, and the onward march of our various enterprises

would have nearly driven him mad ; but he ought not to bear the

obloquy of being the founder of the Taoist religion. (J. LE.

)

LA PAZ, officially since 1825 La Paz de Ayacucho, in

memory of the battle of Bolivian independence, is the

capital of Bolivia, at the head of a department of its own
name. It lies in 16° 30' S. lat. and 68° W. long., at the

height of 11,970 feet above the sea, in the valley of the

Chuquiapo or Rio de la Paz, at the base of the Cordillera

Real, which rises with imposing cliffs another thousand feet

above it. About 40 miles to the east of Lake Titicaca,

La Paz has regular coach and steamer communication with

Puno, and so with MoUendo on the Pacific. Commercially

the town is of very considerable importance as the centre

of the Bolivian trade in cuca and cinchona. Among the
puKi;-: Lnuiimgs are the cathedral founded by Pope Paul V.

in 1605, and ranking aa one of the finest in South
America, the church of San Francisco erected by the

Jesuits, the university (San Andres), and the president's

palace. The population, which consists largely of Aymaras,
is estimated at between 70,000 and 80,000. The city

dates from 1548, and the name Piteblo Nuevo de N. Senora

de la Paz was given by its founder, Alonzo de Mendozo in

honour of the reconciliation between Pizarro and Almagro.
In 1605 it was made a bishopric.

LA PEROUSE, jEAN-FRANgois Galaut de (1741-
c. 1788), a French navigator, was born bear Albi, August
22, 1741. His family name was Galaup, and La Pi^rouse

or La Peyrouse was an addition adopted by himself from
a small family estate. As a lad of eighteen, he was wounded
and made prisoner on board the " Formidable " when it

was captured by Admiral Hawke in 1759 ; and during the

war with England between 1778 and 1783 he served with
distinction in various parts of the world, more particularly

on the eastern coasts of Canada. His celebrity, however,

is rather due to the expedition fitted out by the French
Government in 1785 for the discovery of the North-West
Passage, and the verification of various matters left doubt-

ful by previous circumnavigators. La P^rouse was placed

in command of the " Boussole," and his chief assistant De
Langle in command of the " Astrolabe." They sailed from
Brest, August 1, 1785, and reached Mount St Elias, on
the coast of Alaska, June 23, 1786. From the search for

the North-West Passage they were deterred by the same
storms which had proved too much for earlier adventurers;
and, though they visited the Sandwich Islands, Macao,
and the Philippines, it was not tiU they reached the coasts

of north-western Asia that they really broke new ground.
There the discovery of Sangar Strait and La Pdrouse Strait

showed that Saghalien and Yezo were each an independent
island.^ The explorers were well received by the Russian
authorities in Kamchatka, and M. Lesseps was sent home
overland with the records of the expedition. In December
1787, De Langle, Lamonon the naturalist, and ten of the
crew of the " Astrolabe " were massacred on one of the
Navigator Islands; and, after reaching Botany Bay in

safety, the rest of the expedition was not again heard of.

It was not till. 1825 that Captain Dillon found the wreck-
age of what must have been the "Boussole" and the
" Astrolabe " on the reefs of Vanikoro. an island to the north
of the New Hebrides.

See Milet Mureau, Voyage de la Firouse autov/r du Monde, Paris,
1797, 4 vols.; Peter Dillon, Narrative . ... of a Voyage in the
South Seas, London, 1829.

LAPIDARY {lapidarius, from lapu, a stone), one who
cuts, grinds, polishes, and engraves small pieces of stone,
especially gems. The prehistoric stone implements found
in cave deposits, peat-mosses, river-gravels, <fec., may b<s

regarded as the earliest examples of the chipping and
grinding of stone. Small cylinders of serpentine and other
soft stones, on which figures and inscriptions were engraved,
were fabricated in very early times by the Assyrians.
Similar cylinders were afterwards made in rock-crystal,

chalcedony, hjematite, &c., and these harder substances were
engraved by means of drills charged with the powder of

still harder minerals. The use of such driUs is said to date
as far back as the year 730 B.C. These cylinders were
perforated by round holes, and were strung as necklaces.

The stone scarabei and other amulets of the Egyptians
were carved or chiselled, and, according to King (^Handbook

of Engraved Gems, 1866), these people do not appear to

have followed the Ninevitos and Babylonians in the use of

the driU. This tool was, however, largely employed by
the Etruscan lapidaries, who also used a diamond point in

finishing their work. Signets were used by the Greeks as

early as 600 b.o. and in the time of Alexander gems of all

kinds were cut and engraved, with the exception of the

diamond. The art of cutting diamonds was probably
known to the Hindus and the Chinese in very early times,

but it was unknown in Europe until nearly the close of the

15th century, the diamond cut and polished for Charles

the' Bold, duke of Burgundy, in 1475 being the first

recorded example. The diamond point was extensively

used in engraving the gems of the 16th, 17th, and early

part of the 18th centuries, when skilful imitations of the

antique gems were fabricated, and the employment of this

tool is already spoken of by
Pliny {H. N., xxxviii. 15)

and Solious, c. 52. The
drills used by the ancients

were worked either by hand
or with a bow. Holes are

now drilled in stone by means
of an iron or copper tube,

fed with diamond dust and
oil (fig. 1).

The small tools used for

engraving stones are set in a

horizontal position, and are

worked by vertical driving Fig. 1. Fig. 3.

gear (fig. 2). They are of various forms, some of which are

shown in fig. 3, and are made of soft iron and charged

with diamond dust and oil. Any substance finely pul-

verized, and of greater hardness than the material operated

upon, may be used for cutting and grinding stone, but

diamond dust is preferred as it can be used sparingly by

the employment of very thin slitting disks, into the edges

of which it is imbedded by the application of an agate or

glass roller, the dust being previously worked into a paste

with oil. Oil of brick or soft soap is used freely as a

lubricant during the process of cutting. The diamond

powder is procured by finely pulverizing imperfect stones,

usually the coarse variety termed hort or carbonado, in a

steel mortar • or it is ground between flat iron slabs with

oil of brick.

The iron slicing disk in common use is 8 or 9 inches in

I

nm
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diameter and about -^ inch in tWckness. Such disks with
thnir driving gear are termed sUtting-mUh. When leaden
laps charged with emery mud are substituted the arrange-
ment is called a roughing-mill, and when leaden or pewter
laps charged with rotten-stone are used it is known as a
polishing-milL The miUs are sometimes worked by steam
power, sometimes by hand. In the ordinary pattern of a
lapidary's bench the handle turns in a horizontal plane, as

shown in fig. 4, where W is the driving-wheel turned by

Fio. 4.—Lapidary's Mill,

the handle A, and working the pulley P by means of a
strap. The pulley is fixed on a vertical spindle, which
carries M the disk for slitting or the leaden lap for rough-

ing or polishing. The upper end of this spindle is conical,

and rotates in a socket drilled in a horizontal arm of iron

which projects from a vertical wooden rod D. A block

of wood C fits on to the end of an iron support termed

the ginirpeg or germ-peg. This support is used to steady

the operator's arm when grinding the edges of small stones,

and the wooden block, which is fixed by a wedge, is em-

ployed for cutting facets at any desired angle, the stone

being cemented to the end of a stick S, which is fixed

at the requisite angle in one of the

holes or notches made in the sides of ^ry.

the socket C. In slicing stones it is

necessary not to bring any sharp edge

of the stone against the disk, but to

commence upon a moderately flat or

smooth surface, otherwise the charge

of diamond dust or seasoning, which

should last for several hours, will be

stripped off during the first revolu-

tion.

Another form of lapidary's mill

consists of a strong framework of

oak, 8 or 9 feet long by 6 or 7 feet

in height, and with a breadth of'Sbout

2 feet. It is formed of four square

uprights, mortised into a couple of j-jg 6._part of Lapl
sole-bars, and braced together by dary's Mill. A, upper

eight cross-bars at top and bottom,

which, like all the other parts of the

frame, are mortised and strongly

bolted together. Half way up the

frame a strong board or table is fixed,

and above and below this table stout

wooden bars or summers run the

length of the frame. In each of these summers are two

square holes through which slide short oaken rods having

V^uare aections and bored out conicaUy at the ends to re-

summer (cut through);

B, lower sumuier (cut

through) ; C, spindle
;

D, pulley ; E, lap ; F,

table (cut -through)

;

9, 9t wooden blocks,

adjusted by means of

wedges.

ceive the upper and lower extremities of the iron spindles
which carry tho laps or slicers (fig. 5). The remainder
of the working parts are very similar to those already
described, except that tho driving-wheels are very largo and
the lower extremities of their axletrces, which are conical
rest upon sockets fixed to tho floor, while their upper ends
revolve in holes in a beam. The driving-wheels drop over
pegs which project from the upper sides of collets, imme-
diately beneath which the axle has a crank. Tho crank is

connected with an arm composed of three flat iron bars,
which are fixed together at suitable lengths by square rings.

The other end of the crank bar is provided with a stud by
which it is attached to a pivoted wooden arm carrying two
upright pegs, which serve as handles for the operator, who
imparts a backward and forward inotion to the arm.
A very important substitute for the gim-peg-socket,

already described, is the dial, by means of which facets
can be cut with great precision. One of the improved
forms of the lapidary's dial consists of two jaws a, a (fig.

6), in each of which a hemispherical cavity is ground, and
within this cavity a brass ball b is contained by the jaws
when they are clamped together. A brass tube is attached
to this ball, and carries /-

a circular dial <^ at its

upper end. Into the

lower end of the tube 9]

is tightly inserted the

cement-rod, which is

fixed by a set-screw

carrying at its lower
pjg_ 6."—Lapidary's Dial. A, section

;

end e the stone to be g, side elevation ; a, a, jaws ; 5, ball

;

cut. At its upper end, c, tube ; d, dial ; e, cement rod ; /, in-

which is squared, and d^x ; g, quadrant,

projects above the dial, a small index/ is fitted. Upon
the side of one of the jaws is a divided quadrant g, v/ith the

centre of which the centre of the brass ball coincides. The

tube bearing the dial can therefore be inclined at any angle

corresponding with the divisions on the exposed face of the

quadrant, wMle, by turning the cement-stick and its index,

the stone can be easily set, so that a range of facets may

be cut with great accuracy.

Where practicable, the lapidary avails himself of the

natural cleavages in the mineral upon which he is going to

operate, and these are constant in direction in any one

species, but are table

more - easily avail-

able in certain

minerals than they dijjiE^

are in ot'ners.

When no satisfac-

tory cleavage planes

exist, the mineral

may be sawn into

slices by a thin wire

charged with dia-

mond dust. The
diamond is cut and

polished upon a lap

of cast-iron fedwith

diamond dust and

olive oil. Gems
having a hardness

of 8 and 9 (Mohs's

scale) are cut on

copper disks, simi-Fia. V.r-Cut Gems. A brilliant
;
B. rose;

1 1^ J „„ J C, Route de suif ; D, en cabochon.
larly primed, ana ''' *>

are afterwards poUshed with tripoli and water. Stones of

inferior hardness are ground upon a leaden lap with emery

and water, and are polished on tin disks with tnpoli, or on

zinc disks with putty-powder aiid water. In grinding very
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fragile or soft stoues disks of liardwooJ are employed.

Precious stones are cut in forms known as brilliants and
roses, and the several parts are designated as shown in

fig. 7 (side-elevations). Turquoise, opal, cats-eye, car-

buncle, asteria, and a few other stones are cut en cabochon.

Prior to engraving on a stone, the polish is removed
with emery from the surface to be engraved, and the

device marked on it with a brass point ; the outline is

then sharply incised, and the work continued by means of

small drills, the diamond point, &c.

Within the last few years a great advance lias been made
in onr knowledge of the minute structure and mineral con-

stitution of rocks by cutting and grinding small slices of

them so thin that they readily transmit light, and can then

be examined under the microscope, and the optical proper-

ties of their constituent minerals conveniently studied.

Sections suitable for this purpose may be prepared by
grinding thin fiakes or splinters of a rock or mineral upon
a cast-iron plate smeared with emery powder and water.

The emery employed for the first grinding should not be

very fine, that of medium grain being best suited for the

purpose. The fragment is pressed by the fingers against

the slab, and ground uniformly over all parts of the plate

with a circular motion. -Wheii a flat surface is obtained,

the fragment should be carefully washed from all traces of

the emery mud, and a finer face should be imparted to it

by a second grinding with the finest flour-emery and water,

smeared upon a slab of plate-glass or a smoothly-planed

brass slab. When thoroughly cleaned, the smooth face of

the chip is warmed and cemented to a small piece of plate-

glass with Canada balsam (fig 8). The older and drier the

balsam the better it answers this stoa/£
purpose. A little should ' be placed

on the piece of glass and warmed T
until it liquefies (it must not boil).

The smooth surface of the stone is
^^'

then laid upon the balsam and pressed tightly against the

glass ; when the balsam has hardened, the grinding process

is renewed, the piece of glass serving as a handle, and the

flour-emery should generally be employed as soon as the

fiagmept is thin enough to transmit light. When finished,

the glass and section are cleaned, the glass is warmed, and
the section is pushed o5 with a blunt needle or wire into

a saucer of turpentine, which should be gently warmed,
and all traces of dirt should be removed with a camel's

hair brush. The section is then lifted from its bath by
means of a needle and allowed to subside gently upon a

drop of fluid Canada balsam placed on a clean glass slip

which has been previously warmed. A thin covering-glass

is then slightly warmed and placed over the preparation,

care being taken not to include any air-bubbles. The
process of grinding sections by hand is necessarily a rather

slow one, and, although in the finishing it cannot well be

superseded by other methods, still the rough grinding may
be much more expeditiously done by means of various

machines which have been devised for this purpose. Some
of these are worked by hand, others by a treadle. Among
the latter, the apparatus devised by Mr J. B. Jordan, and
manufactured by Messrs Cotton & Johnstone of Grafton
Street, Soho,' and that made by Fuess of Berlin are those

in most general use. These machines are prorided with
slitting disks for cutting thin slices with diamond dust.

This .saves much grinding, but presents some difiiculties to

the novice. The grinding laps with which the machines
are supplied are generally cast- in lead or pewter, while

occasionall/ prepared corundum disks are employed, and
disks of hard wood are now and then used for imparting a
final poli.sL (f. e.)

' Described and figured in The Slitdi/ of JRocks (lorjitan's Test-
Books of Scieuoe).

LAPIS LAZULI, a mineral possessing usually a fine blue

colour, whence it is much prized for decorative purposes.

From the large number of Egyptian ornaments in this

material, whicli have been preserved from the time of the

Pharaohs, it is evident that it was a favourite stone with
the ancient Egyptians. A few Assyrian seal-cylinders in

lapis lazuli are also known. It appears to have been the

Greek sapphire; thus, Theophrastus describes the craVi^fipo?

as sprinkled with gold-dust, a description which is utterly

inappropriate to any variety of our modern sapphire, but
which applies with much force to the lapis lazuli, inasmuch
as this stone frequently contains disseminated particles of

iron pyrites, which by their colour and lustre may readily

be mistaken for such a metal. In like manner, Pliny

refers to one variety of the sappkiy-us as being spotted with

gold. An allusion to the same quality is perhaps found in

Job xsviii. 6.

It is but rarely that ttie lapis lazuli extiibits anything

approaching to distinct crystallization. Usually it occurs

in compact masses, which break with an uneven fracture

;

but occasionally it presents an imperfect cleavage parallel

to the faces of a rhombic dodecahedron, and still more
rarely offers distinct faces of this form. Its specific gravity

is about 2 '5, and its degree of hardness between 6 and 6

;

it therefore scratches glass, and is capable of receiving a

fair polish. Although the colour is generally a' fine azure,

or rich Berlin blue, some varieties exhibit violet, green, or

even red tin.ts, or are altogether colourless. The mineral

is always opaque, with only slight translucency at the edges.

Microscopic sections reveal a want of homogeneity in

the constitution of the substance, bluish particles being

disseminated through a white matrix.

The-Iapis lazuli is a silicate of aluminium, calcium, and sodium ;

but tlie published analyses are rather discordant. All agree, how-
ever, in recording the presence of sulphur, and it is generally sup-

posed that this element, exists as a sulphide of iron and sodium, and
that it ia upon the presence of such a compound that the blue

colour depends. The following is an 'analysis of the South Ameri-
can variety:—silica, 45'7 ; alumina, 25*34 ; soda, 10'55; potash,

1'35; lime, 7'48; ferric o.iide, 1-30 ; sulphur, 3-96; and sulphuric

acid,' 4 '32. By the action of hj-drochloric acid the mineral is de-

composed, with separation of gelatinous silica and evolution of sul-

phuretted hydrogen. Before the blowpipe it fuses readily, with

loss of colour.-

The lapis lazuli is usually found in crystalline limestone or in

gneissose rocks, but its occurrence is confined to very limited

localities. It is found in Persia, Tartary, Tibet, and China, and in

the neighbourhood of Lake Baikal in Siberia. Fine masses occur

in the Andes of Chili and Peru. In Eiu-ope it has been found at

Ditro in Transylvania, and in the ejected blocks of Monte Somma.
In addition to its use as an ornamental stone, the lapis lazuli was

formerly erajbloyed, to a large extent, in the preparation of the

beautiful blue pigment called uUramarinc. For this purpose

the mineral was ground, -calcined, and carefully levigated in water.

Of late years, however, artificial ultramarine has been prepared

which claims to be of equal beauty and permanency vith the

natural pigment. Artists, however, still regard the natural colour

as superior.

LAPITH..S;, a mythic race whose contest with tlie

Centaurs is one of the most famous events in Greek

mythology and one of the most favourite subjects of Greek

art. The home of the legend is the district round Mount
Pelion in Thessaly ; it is not found in the other places

where the Centaur legend has its home—Pholoe in Arcadia,

and the river Evenus in .(Etolia. It is impossible to write

of the Lapithse without including also their adversaries the

Centaurs and the great battle at the marriage of Pirithous

and Deidamia. The outlines of the legend have already

been given under Centaub ; here we shall merely attempt

to distinguish between earlier and later elements in the

myth, and thus trace its growth. By the Greek sculptors

of the school of Phidias the battle of Lapithre with

Centaurs was conceived as a struggle between mankind

and mischievous monsters, and symbolical of the great

conflict between Greek,? and Persians. There can be no
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doubt that sueli a moralized view is of later gi-owtL, and
inconsistent with the original character of mythology

;

though the battle is certainly conceived under this fornv

from an early time, and universally throughout the

historical period. Eit on the other hand the genealogies

given of the Lapithre make them a brother race with the

Centaurs. Pirithous, king of the Lapithn?, was son of

Ixion ; so were the Centaurs. Various other accounts lead

to the same result. Ultimately then the battle of Lapithoe

with Centaurs is a contest of .the physical powers of

nature ; and the excellent discussion of Professor S. Colvin
{Jourii. Hell. Stud., i. p. 164) leaves little room for doubt
that the Centaurs represent the power—dangerous, yet

sometimes beneficent—of mountain floods, and that the

battle is the mythic expression of- the terrible effects of

swollen waters. No satisfactory derivation of the word
Lapithes has yet been found, but some of the names of

individual LapithsBj such as Dryas, Charaxus, Caineus
son of Elate, &c., refer us to the trees and ravines of the
mountains.

Beside the article of Professor Colvin, and the numerous works
on Greek mythology, see AVelcker, A7. SAr., vol. ii.

LAPLACE, PiEERE Simon, Marquis de (1749-1827),
one of the greatest mathematicians and physical astronomers

who ever lived, was born at Beaumont-en-Auge in

Normandy, March 28, 1749. His early years Lave
remaiued in the obscurity with which poverty and some
ignoble shame of poverty combined to cover them. It is

known, however, that his father was a small farmer, and
that he owed his education to the interest excited by his

lively parts in some persons of position. His first dis-

tinctions are said, singularly enough, to have been gained
in theological controversy, but at an early age he became
mathematical teacher in the military school of Beaumont,
the classes of which he had attended as an extern. He
was not more than eighteen when, armed with letters of

recommendation, he approached D'Alembert, then at the

height of his fame and influence, in the hope of finding a
career in Paris. The letters remained unnoticed, but
Laplace was not a man to be crushed by the first rebuff of

fortune. He wrote to the great geometer a letter on the

principles of mechanics, which evoked an immediate and
enthusiastic response. "You," said D'Alembert to him,

"needed no introduction; you have recommended yourself

;

my support is your due." He accordingly obtained for

him an appointment as professor of mathematics in the

Jicole Jliiitaire of Paris, and contidued to forward his

interests with zeal and constancy.

The future of the young mathematician was now assured,

and his scientific vocation finally determined. He had
not yet completed his twenty-fourth year when he entered

upon the course of discovery which has earned him the

title of "the Newton of France." Having, in his first

published paper,i shown his mastery of analysis, he
immediately proceeded to apply the powerful instrument
at his command to the great outstanding problems in the
application of the law of gravitation to the celestial motions.

Of these the most conspicuous was offered by the opposite

inequalities of Jupiter and Saturn, which the emulous
efforts of Euler and Lagrange had failed .to bring,

within the bounds of theory. The discordance of their

results incited Laplace to a searching examination of the
whole subject of planetary perturbations, and his maiden
effort was rewarded with a discovei-y which constituted,

when developed and completely demonstrated by his own
further labours' and those of his illustrious rival Lagrange,
the most important advance made in physical astronomy

since the tirhe of Newton. In a paper read before the
Academy of Sciences, February 10, 1773 {Mem. presentes
pardivers Savans, torn, vii., 1776), Laplace announced his
celebrated couclusion of the invariability pf planetary mean
motions, carrying the proof as far as the cubes of the
eccentricities and inclinations. This was the first and
most important step in tie esta' Jishment of the stability
of the solar system. It was followed up by a series of
profound investigations, ia which Lagrange and Laplace
alternately surpassed and supplemented each other in
assigning limits of variation to the several elements of the
planetary orbits. The analytical tournament closed with
the communication to the Academy by Laplace, in 1787, of
an entire group of remarkable discoveries. It would be
difficult, in the whole range of scientific literature, to point
to a memoir of equal brilliancy with that published
(divided into three parts) in the volumes of the Academy
for 1784, 1785, and 1786. The long-sought cause of the
"great inequality" of Jupiter and Saturn was found iu
the near approach to commensurability of their mean
motions; it was demonstrated in two elegant theorems (see

I

AsTROJ«o.MY, vol. ii. p. 781), independently of any except
the most general considerations as to mass, that . the
mutual action of the planets could never largely affect

the eccentricities and inclinations of their orbits; and the
singular peculiarities detected by him in the Jovian system
were expressed in the so-called "laws of Laplace"
(Astronomy, p. 810). He completed the theory of these
bodies in a treatise contained amongst the Paris Memoirs
for 1788 and 1789 ; and the tables cotnputed by Delambre
from the data there supplied served, by their striking
superiority to those hitherto available, to mark the profit

derived from the investigation by practical astronomy.^
The year 1787 was rendered further ' memorable by
Laplace's announcement, November 19 {Memoir^, 1786),
of the dependence of lunar acceleration upon the secular

changes in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit. The last

apparent anomaly, and the last threat of instability, thus
disappeared from the solar system.

TVith these brilliant, performances the first period of
Laplace's scientific career may be sn'i to have closed. If

he made no more striking discoveries in celestial mechanics,
it was rather their subject matter than his powers that
failed. The general working of the great machine was now
laid bare, and it needed a further advance of knowledge to

render a fresh set of problems accessible to inrestigation.

The time had come when the results obtained in the
development and application of the law of gravitation by
three generations of illustrious mathematicians might be
collected in a single work, and presented from a single

point of view. It was to this task that the second period
of Laplace's activity was devoted. As a monument of

mathematical genius applied to the celestial revolution.^

the Mecaiiiqite Celeste ranks second onl3'.to the Principia
of Newton.

The declared aim of the authoi-' \Tas to offer a complete solution
pf the great mechanical problem presented by the solar system, and
to bring theory to coincide so closely with observation that empirical
equations should no longer tind a place in astronomical tables. His
success in both respects fell but little short of his lofty ideal. Tho
first part of the work (2 vols. 4to, Paris, 1799) contains methods
for calculating the movements ,of translation and rotation of the
heavenly bodies, for determining their figures, and resolving tidal

problems ; the second, e.<;pecially dedicated to the improvement of

tables, exhibits in tho third and fourth volumes (1802 and 1S05)

the application of these formula ; while a fifth volume, published

in three instalments, 1823-25, comprises the results of Laplace's

latest researches, together with a valuable history of progress in

each separate branch of his subject. In the delicate task of appor-

tioning his own largo share of merit, ho certainly does not err on

' " Recnerches sur le calcul integral," ilelanges de la Soe. Roy.
d'. Turin, 1766-69.

- Grant, Bistory of Physical Astronomy, p. 96.

' " Plan de I'Ouvrage," CEuvres, torn. i. p. 1.
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tlio side of modesty ; but it would peiliaps be as difficult to pro-

duce an instance of injustice, as of generosity, in his estimate of

others. Far more serious blame attaches to his all but total sup-
pression in the body of the work—aud the fault pervades the whole
of his writings—of the names of his predecessors and contemporaries.

Theorems and formnlse are appropriated wholesale without acknow-
ledgment, and a production which may be described as the organized

result of a century of patient toU presents itself to the world as the

offspring of a single brain. The Micanique Cilcste is, even to those

most conversant with anal)'tical methods, by no means easy reading.

The late M. Biot, who had the privilege of assisting in the correction

of its proof sheets, remarks that it would have extended, had the
demonstrations been fully developed, to eight or ten instead of

five volumes ; and he saw at times the author himself obliged to

devote an hour's labour to recovering the ilropped .links in the

chain of reasoning covered by the recurriug formula, " II est aise

2i voir."'

The Exposition du Systeme du Monde (Paris, 1796) has

been styled by Arago "the Mecanique Celeste disembarrassed

of its analytical paraphernalia." Not only the conclusions

reached by geometers are stated, but the methods followed

by them are indicated. The integuments, so to speak, of

a popular dissertation clothe and conceal the skeleton of

an analytical .treatise. The style is lucid and masterly,

and the summary of astronomical history with which it

terminates has been reckoned amongst the masterpieces of

the language. To this linguistic excellence the writer

owed the place accorded to him in 1816 amongst the
" forty " of the French Academy, of which institution he
became president in- the following year. The famous
" nebular hypothesis " of Laplace makes its appearance in

the Systeme du Monde. Although relegated to a note (viL),

and propounded " Avec la defiance que doit inspirer tout ce

qui ri'est point un r^sultat do I'observation ou du calcul,"

it is plaiu, from the complacency with which he recurs to

it- at the lapse of above a quarter of a century, that he
regarded the specuktion with considerable interest. That
it formed the starting-point, and has remained the model,

of thought on the subject of planetary origin is due to the

simplicity of its assumptions, and the clearness of the

mechanical principles involved, rather than to any cogent
evidence of its truth. It is curious that Laplace, while

bestowing more attention than they deserved on the crude
conjectures of Buffon, seems to have been unaware that he
had been, to some extent, anticipated by Kant, who had
put forward in 1755, in- his AUgemeine I^aturgeschickte, a
true nebular cosmogony, though one in which the primitive

reign of chaos was little likely to terminate. •

The career of- Laplace was one of scarcely interrupted

prosperity. Admitted to the Academy of Sciences as .an

associate in 1773, he became a member in 1785, having,

about a year previously, succeeded Bezout as examiner to.

the royal artillery. During a temporary access of revolu-

tionary suspicion, he was removed from the commission of

weights and measures ; but the slight was quickly effaced

by new honours. He was one of the first members, and
became president, of the Bureau of Longitudes, took a
prominent place at the Institute (founded in 1796),
professed analysis at the ficole Normale, and aided in the
organization of the decimal system. The publication of

the Mecanique Ceieste gained him world-wide celebrity, and
j

his nanie appeared on the lists of all the principal scientific

associations of Europe, including the Koyal Society. But
merely • scientific distinctions by no means satisfied his

ambition. He aspired to the role of a politician, and has
left a memorable example of genius degraded to servility

for the sake of a riband and a title. The ardour of his
republican principles gave place, after the 18th Brumaire,
to devotion towards the first consul, a sentiment promptly
rewarded with the post of minister of the interior. His

1 Journal des Savants, 1850.
» Mic. ai., torn. V. p. 346.

incapacity for affairs was, however, so flagrant that it

became necessary to supersede him at the end of six weeks,
when Lucien Bonaparte became his successor. -"He
brought into the administration," according to the dictum
of the future emperor, "the spirit of the infinitesimals."

His failure was • consoled by elevation to the senate, of
which body he became chancellor in September 1803. Ha
was at the same time named grand ofBcer of the Legion of
Honour, and obtained in l813 the same rank in the new
order of Reunion. The title of count he had previously

acquired on the creation of the empire. Nevertheless lio

cheerfully gave his voice in 1814 for the dethronement of

his patron, and his "suppleness" merited a seat in the

chamber of peers, and, in 1817, the dignity of a niarquisate'.

The memory of these tergiversations is perpetuated in his

writings. The first edition of the Systeme du Munde was
inscribed to the Council of Five Hundred ; to the third

volume of the Mer-anlque Celeste (1802) was pi-efixed the

declaration that, of all the truths contained in the work,

that most precious to the author was the expression of his

gratitude aud devotion towards the " pacificator of

Europe"; upon which noteworthy protestation the sup-

pression, in the editions of the Theorie des Probahilites

subsequent to the restoration, of the original dedication to

the emperor formed a fitting commentary.

During the later years of his life, Laplace lived much at

ArcueU, where he had a country-place adjoining that of

his friend Berthollet. With his co-operation the Soci^td

d'Arcueil was formed, and he occasionally contributed to

its Memoirs. In this peaceful retirement he pursued his

studies with unabated ardour, and received with uniform

courtesy distinguished visitors from all parts of the world.

Here, too, he died, attended to the last by his physician

Dr Majendie, and his mathematical coadjutor Bouvard,

March 5, 1827, having nearly completed his seventy-eighth

year. His last words were :
" Ce que nous connaissons est

peu de chose, ce que nous ignorons est immense."

Although commonly believed to have held atheistical

opinions, Laplace refrained from giving any direct ex-

pression to them in his writing?. His character, not-

withstanding the vanity and egotism by which it was
disfigured, had an amiable and engaging side. Young
men of science fouiid in him an active benefactor. Hi*
relations with these " adopted children of his thought

"

possessed a singular charm of afi'ectionate simplicity; their

intellectual progress and material iBterests were objects of

equal solicitude to him, and he demanded in return only

diligence in the pursuit of knowledge. M. Biot relates

that, when he himself was beginning his career, Laplace

introduced him at the Institute for the purpose of explain-

ing his supposed discovery of equations of mixed dilTerence.s,

and afterwards showed him, under a strict pledge of secrecy,

the papers, then yellow with age, in which he had long

before obtained the same results, but which he had laid

aside with a view to future development. This instance of

abnegation is the more worthy of record that it formed a

marked exception to Laplace's usual course. Between him
and Legendre there was a feeling of " more than coldness,"

owing to his appropriation, with scant acknowledgment,

of the fruits of. the other's labours; and our celebrated

countryman, Dr Thomas Young, counted himself, rightly or

wrongly, amongst the number of those similarly aggrieved

by him. With Lagrange, on the other hand, he always

remained on the best of terms.

The extreme abstemiousness of his life, joined to a

naturally good constitution, preserved Laplace from most

of the infirmities incidental to old age. He was indeed

obliged to use his eyes with precaution ; but his power-

ful memory remained unimpaired, and it was not until

within two years of his death that his health began to.
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8u£Fer from liis severe application. He married a beautiful

aad amiable woman, and left a son, bom in 17(59, who
succeeded to his title, and rose to the rank of general in the

artillery.

It might be said that Laplace was a great mathematician

by the original structure of his mind, and became a great

discoverer through the sentiment which animated it. The
regulated and persistent enthusiasm with which he regarded

the system of nature was with him from first to last. It

can be traced in his earliest essay, and it dictated the rav-

ings of his final illness. By it his extraordinary analytical

powers became strictly subordinated to physical investiga-

tions. To thi^ lofty quality of mind he added a rare

sagacity in perceiving analogies, and in detecting the new
truths that lay concealed in his formulae, and a tenacity

of mental grip, by which problems, once seized, were held

fast, year after year, until they yielded up their solutions.

In every branch of physical astronomy, accordingly, deep

traces of his work are visible. " He would have completed

the science of the skies," Fourier remarks, " had the science

been capable of completion,"

For a fuller account of the results achieved by him, the article

AsTKON'OMT, vol. ii. p. 761, may be consulted ; it need only be added
that he first examined the conditions of stability of the system

formed by Saturn's rings, pointed out the necessity for their rota-

tion, and fixed for it a period (lO*" 33™) differing by little more
than a minute from th&t established by the observations of Herschel

;

that he detected the existence in the solar system of aa .invariable

plane such that the sum of the products of the planetary masses by
the projections upon it of the areas described by their radii vectores

in a given time is always a maximum, made notable advances in

the theory of astronomical refraction (.l/e'c. CU., torn. iv. p. 258), and
constructed formula, agreeing remarkably with observation, for the

barometrical determination of heights (Mec. Cil., torn. iv. p. 324).

His removal of the considerable discrepancy between the actual and
Newtonian velocities of sound,' by taking into account the increase

of elasticity due to the heat of compression, would aloue have
sufficed to illustrate a lesser name. Molecular physics also engaged
a large share of his attention, and he announced in 1824 his purpose

of treating the subject in a separate work. With Lavoisier he' made
an important series of experiments on specific heat (1782-84), in

the course of which the *'ice calorimeter" was discovered; and
they contributed jointly to the Memoirs of the Academy (1781) a

paper on the development of electricity by evaporation. Laplace

was, moreover, the first to offer a complete analysis of capillary

action based upon a definite hypothesis—that of forces "sensible
only at insensible distances"; and he made strenuous but unsuc-

cessful efforts to explain the phenomena of light on an identical

principle. It was a favourite idea of his that chemical affinity and
capillary attraction would eventually be included imder the same
law, and it was perhaps as much because it threatened an inroad

on a cherished generalization as because it seemed to him little

capable of mathematical treatment that the undulatory theory of

light was distasteful to him.
The investigation of the figure of equilibrium of a rotating fluid

mass engaged the attention of Laplace during the greater part of his

long life. Hiij first memoir was communicated to the Academy in

1773, when he was only twenty-four years of age, his last in 1S17,

when he was sixty-eight. The results of his many papers on this

subject—characterized by him fis " un des points les plus interessans

du systeme du monde "—are embodied in the Mecanijuc Celeste,

and furnish one of the most remarkable proofs of bis analytical

genius. Maclaurin, Legendre, and D'Alembert had furnished partial

solutions of the problem, confining their attention to the possible

figures which would satisfy the conditions of equilibrium. Laplace
treated the subject from the point of view of the gradual aggregation

and cooling of a mass of matted, and demonstrated that the form
which such a mass would liltimately assume must be an ellipsoid of

revolution whose equator was determiped by the primitive plane of

maximum areas.

The honour of having brought almost to perfection the closely

related problem of the attraction of spheroids must also be recorded
to him. All the powers of analysis in the hands of its ^Taatest

masters replaced the old geometrical methods, and their superiority

was soon evidenced by a succession of remarkable discoveries.

Legendre, in 1783, extended Maclaurin's theorem concerning ellip-

soids of revolution to the case of any spheroid of revolution where
the attracted point, instead of being limited to the axis or equator,-

occupied any position in space ; and Laplace, in his treatise

Thiorie du Mouvcmcnl ct de la Figure Elliplique des Planelcs (pub-

' Annales de Chimie tt de P/iysiqiie, 1816, torn. iii. p. 238.

lished in 1784), effected a still further generalization by proving,
what had been suspected by Legendre, that the theorem was
equally true for any confocal ellipsoids. Finally, In a celebrated
memoir, Thiorie des Atlraclions des Sphiroides et de la Figure des
Planeles, published in 1785 among the Paris Memoirs for the year
17S2, written, howercr, tSi.-^ the treatise of 1784, Laplace treated
exhaustively the general problem of the attraction of any spheroid
upon a particle situated outside or upon its surface.
The researches of Laplace and Legendre on the subject of attrac-

tions derive additional interest and importance from having intro-
duced two powerful engines of analysis for the treatment of physical
problems, Laplace's Coefficients and the Potential Function. The
exjiressions for the attraction of an ellipsoid involved integrations
which presented insuperable diflicultics ; it was, therefore, \vitb

pardonable exultation that Laplace announced his discovery that
the attracting force in any direction could be obtained by the
direct process of differentiating a single function. He thereby
translated the forces of nature into the language of analysis, and
laid the foundations of the mathematical sciences of heat, electricit)-,

and magnetism. This function, V, which received tho name of

potential from Green in '1828, and independently from Gauss in

1840, is defined as the sum of the masses of the molecules of the
attracting body divided by their respective distances from the
attracted point ; or, in mathematical language

—

•t7-_ /yy pdxdydz

p being the density of the body at the point x, y, z ; a, $, y, the

coordinates of the attracted point ; and the limits of integration

being determined by the form of the attracting mass. V is thus

a function of o, 0, 7, that is to say, depends for its value on the

positioii of the point, and its sevei<il differentials with respect to

•these coordinates furnish the components of the attractive force.

The integrations, however, could- not in general be effected so as to

express V in finite terms ; but Laplace showed that V satisfied the

partial differential equation

#V (PV drY .

d^ +d^^id^ = ''

which is still known as Laplace's equation. It is worthy of remark

that it w as not in this s}-mmetrical form that the equation was

discovered, but in the complicated shape which it assumes when

expressed in polar coordinates :

—

djl
" 1-m'

where fi is substituted for cos B. This differential equation forms

the basis of all Laplace's researches in attractions, and makes its

appearance in everv branch of physical science.

The expressions which are known as Laplace's coefficients, a name

first given to them by Dr Whewell,= occupy a distinguished place in

modem analysis. They were first introduced in their generality by

Laplace in the memoir on attractions, 17S5, above referred to,

which is, to a great extent, reprinted in the third hook of the

Mecanique- Celeste; but Legendre, in a celebrated paper entitled

Reeherchts sur Valtraction des Sphiroides homogines, printed in the

tenth volume of the Divers Savaiis, 1783, had previously made use

of them, and proved some of their properties, in the simplified form

which they assume with one instead of two variables. They may

he defined as follows. If two points in space are determined by

their polar coordinates, r, 6, a, and »', 6', «', T the reciprocal of tho

distance between them is expressed in terms of those coord-. la tea

f)- - 2it'|^/i'+ Vl -/iVl -
n"' 00s (u - a) }

+»•'=!
,

where /i and / are wintten for cos fl and cos 9* respectively. This

expression may be expanded in a series of the form

^[-.-^.f + P= /a ...]

where ?„, Pj .• . . Pi are Laplace's coefficients of the orders 0, 1

. . . i. They are rational integral functions of ft, \/l - 11.' cos u,

and Vl^^sina, and are precisely the same functions of ft',

Vr^'^ cos o' and \/i-/' sin «,; or, in other words, of the rect-

angular co-ordinates of the two points divided by their distances

from the origin. The general coefficient P.- is of i dimensions in

these quantities, and its maximum value can be shown to be unity,

so that tho above written series will be convergent if r is greater

' Sea Monthly'-Nolices of the Astronomical Socieij/, xxyu. p. 211.

nicy are also included in the more general expression^ Spherical

h.^rmonics" ("Fonctionsspheriques," "K-gsUuiictionen ..
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than r.

' It can te easily proved that T satisSes Laplace'3 differ-

ential cq^uation

—

c^j(l-.=)g
rf-T

d>t 1 - y? d

ami if for T wc substitute the expanded form, we obtain the general

differential eijuation of which Laplace's coefficients are particular

integrals :

—

d\o.-tC'f^'
dn

dp. da-.
+ j(i + l)Pi = 0.

Expressions which satisfy this equation ' arc referred to as Laplace's

functions ; they include as a particular case the coefficients, which

are, as we have seen, certain definite functions of the spherical sur-

face coordinates of the two points. If

a =^/ + Vl - /I-Vl - /jf- cos {a - a'),

the coefficients become functions of a alone, and it was in this form

that Legendra first introduced them. One of the fundamental

properties of Laplace's functions, known as Laplace's theorem,

is that, if Yi and Z/ be two such functions, i and i' being whole

numbers and not identical, then

/ / YiZidtidu =

Again, if Yj' is the same function of fi! afid «', that Yj is of |> iind

a, we have the important relation

But the property on which their utility in physical re.=!earches

chiefly depends is that every function of the coordinates of a point

on a sphere can be expanded in a series of Laplace's functions. '^

In the fi™re of the earth, the theory of attractions, and the

sciences of electricity and magnetism this powerful calculus occupies

a prominent place. Gauss in'particular has employed it in the

calculation of the magnetic potential of the earth, and it has

recently received new light from Professor Clerk Max^vel^s inter-

pretation of harmonics with reference to poles on the sphere.

Laplace, always profound rather than elegant, nowhere displays

the massiveness of his genius so conspicuously as in the theory of

Erobabilities. The science which Pascal and Fermat had initiated

e brought very nearly to perfection ; but the demonstrations are

so involved, and the omissions in the chain of reasoning so frequent,

that the Thiorie Anahjtique is to the best mathematicians a work
requiring the most arduous study. The theory of probabilities,

which Laplace describes as common sense expressed in mathematical

language, first attracted his attention from its importance in physii'9

and astronomy ; and he applies his theory, not only to the ordinary

[)roblem3 of chances, but alsff to the inquiry into the causes of

phenomena, vital statistics, and future events.

The device known as the method of least squares, for reducing

numerous equations of condition to the number of unknown
quantities to be determined, had been adopted as a practically con-

veuient rule by Gauss and Legondre ; but Laplace first treated it

as a problem in probabilities, and proved by an intricate and diffi-

cult course of reasoning ' that it was also the most advantageous,

the mean of the probabilities of error in the determination of the
elements being thereby reduced to a minimum.
The method of generating functions, the foundation of his theory

of probabiUties, Laplace published in 1779 ; and the first part of

his Thearic Analylique is devoted to the exposition of its principles,

which in their simplest form consist in treating the snccessive values
of any function as the coefficients in the expansion of another
function with reference to a different variable. The latter is

therefore called the generating function of the former. A direct and
an inverse calculus is thus created, the Object of the former being to
determine the coefficients from the gei»oi-ati,ng function, of the
latter to discover the generating function irom the coefficients.

The one is a problem of interpolation, the other a step towards the
solution of an equation itl finite dilTerehces. The method, how-

' This equation was first integrated by Mr Hargreave, Philnsophical

Transactions, 1841, p. 75, and it has since been successfully treated

by Professor Boole, Camb. and Dub. Math. Journ., vol. i. p. 10,
and Professor Donkin, Phil.- Trans., 1857, p. 43. See Boole's Differ-
ential Equations, 3d ed., p. 433.

- The proof of this theorem in its AJl generality has given rise to

luu-ch controversy ; where, however, the form ti the function is rational

and. integral^—the only case of practical importance—no dilfieulty is

experienced. The reader is referred to two papers \>y Ivory in the

PhiL'Trans., 1812 and 1822 ; Poisson, Theorie Maihemalique dc la

Chaleur ; L. Dirichlet, in CrcUe's Journal, vol. xvii. ; and 0.. Bonnet,

in ZiouviUe's Journal, vol. xvii.

ever, is now obsolete from the more extended facilities aiTorded by
the calculus af operations.

The first formal proof of Lagrange's theorem' for the development
in a series of an implicit function was furnished by Laplace, who
gave to it an extended genuality. He also showed that every
equation of an even degiee must haVe at least one real (juadratio
factor, reduced the solution of linear differential equations to
definite inteCTals, and furaished an elegant method by which tho
linear partial differential equation of the second order might be
solved. He was also the first to consider the difficult problems
involved in equations of mixed differences, and to prove that an
eqtiation in finite differences of the first degree and the second
order might always be converted into a continued fraction.

In 1842, the works of Laplace being nearly out of print, his
widow was about to sell a farm in order to procure funds for a new
impression, when the Government of Louis Philippe took the
matter in hand. A grant of 40,000 francs having been obtained
from the chamber, a national edition was issued in seven 4to vols.,

bearing the title (Euvrca dc Laplace, 1 843-47. The Micanique Celeste

with its four supplements occujiies the first 5 vols., the 6th contains
the Sysleme du Monde, and the" 7th the Th. des Prohabilitis, to
which the more popular Essai Philosophijue forms an introduction.
Of the four supplements added by the author, 1816-25, he tells ns
that the problems in the last were contributed 'by his son. An
enumeration of Laplace's memoirs and papers (about one liundred in
number) is rendered superfluous by their embodiment in his prin-
cipal works. Tho Th. dcs Proh. was first published in 1812, the
Essai in 1814 ; and both works as well as the Systime du Monde
went through repeated editions. Lajdace's first separate work,
Theorie du Mourcment et de la Figure Elliptique des PlanUes, 1784,
was published at the expense of Presideut Bochard de Saron.
Ths Precis de VHistoire de VAstroncmie, 1821, formed the fifth book
of the 5th edition of the 5'j/s/e?)icd!J Monde. An English translation,

with copious elucidatory notes, of the first 4 vols, of the Mecaniqite

Celeste, by Dr Bowditch, was published at Boston, U.S., 1829-39,
in 4 vols. 4to ; a compendium of certain portions of the same work
by Mrs Somerville appeared in 1831, and a German version of the

first 2 vols, by Burckhardt at Berlin in 1801. English translations

of the Systime du Monde by Mr Pond and Mr Harte were, published,

the first in 1809, the second. in 1830. An edition entitled Lcs
(Euvres Completes de Laplace, 1878, kc, which is to include the

whole of- his memoirs, is noav in course of publication under the

auspices of the Academy of Sciences. The four 4to vols, which have
already appeared comprise the first ten books o{ the Mceanique Celeste.

Scanty notices of Laplace's lil'e will be found in Fourier's £loge,

June 15, 1829, in the funeral oration cff Poisson, and Arago's Peport,

1842, translated amongst his Biographies hy Admiral Smyth and
Mr Grant. His astronomical work. is treated of in Gautier's Pro-

bltme dc^ Irois Corps and Grant's Hist, of Astrqnpmy. For Laplace's

functions see Dr E. Heipe, JSandbuch der Kugelfunctionen, Berlin,

1861; John H. .Pratt, .4 Treatise on AUraclions, 1865; Todhunter's

Elementary Treatise on Laflace's Fuvelions, 1875, and History of

the Mathematical Theories of AUraclion, 1873 ; N. M. Ferrers's

Elementary Treatise on Splierieal Harmonics, 1877; and L. Schliifli,

Die zicei Heine'schen Kiigelfunctioncm, 1881. Consult also Thom-
son and Tait, Treatise on Natural Philosophy, 1379, ' p. '141;

Clerk Maxwell, Treatise on Electricity, chap, ix ; Professor Niven
in Phil. Trails.', 1879, p. 379 ; Dirichlet in Crelle, xvi. p.. 35 ; and
Jacobi, vol. ii. p. 223, xxvi. p. 82. Some of Laplace's result* iu

the theory, of probabilities are simplified in Lacroix's Traite

iUrnentaire du Calcul dcs P^obabilites and De Morgan's Essay,

published in Lardner's Cabinet Cyclopsedia. For the history of

the subject see A History of the Mathematical Theory Of Probability,

by Isaac Todhunter, 1865. (A. M. C.)

LAPLAND, or Lappland, is the north-west portion of

the continent of Europe, bounded W., N., and E. by the

North Atlantic, the Arctic Ocean,' and the ^Vhite Sea, and

S. partly by the White Sea, but mainly by a conventional

line. It incliides the northern parts of Norway, Sweden,

and Finland, and the western part of the Russian govern-

ment of Archangel. A line drawn from the mouth of the

Salten Fjord on the Norwegian coast to the mouth of the

Ponoi on the White Sea, practically identical with the 61st

parallel of north latitude, measures 700 miles. Of Eussian

Lapland only a very small portion lies outside of the Arctic

circle; but in Swedish Lapland the southern confines

destend as- low as 61°. According to Frijs (in. Peter-

mann's Mitlk, 1870), the total area of Lapland may be

estimated at 153,200 square miles, of which 16,073 miles

belong to Norway, 48,898 to Swedeii, 26,575 to Finland,

and 61,654 to Piussia. •

Lapland is merely the land of the Lapps or Laps, and does
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not constitute a geographical unity. The Scandinavian
portion presents the usual characteristics of the mountain
plateau of that peninsula,—on one side the bold headlands,
fjords, deep-grooved valleys, and glaciers of Norway, on the

other the long mountain lakes and lake-fed riversof Sweden.
On the Swedish side the Lapp borders only come down to

within from 30 to 40 miles of the coast, where the rivers

begin to lose the character of mountain streams. With
the exception of Tome Lappmark, which is really part of

Scandinavia, Finnish and Russian Lapland may be gene-
rally described as comparatively low country, broken by
detached hills and ridges, one of which, the Umbdek
Dunder, attains an elevation of 2500 feet. Rivers and
lakes abound. In the north of the Finnish region lies

the great Enare or Inara (formerly Upper Imandra) Lake,
with an area of 1147 square miles ; and the south is

traversed by the countless head-waters of the Kemi, which
falls into the Gulf of Bothnia to the east of the Swedish
frontier. The largest of the rivers of Russian Lapland

—

or, as it is often called, the Kola peninsula—is the Tulom,
which falls into the Arctic Ocean ; and others of importance
are the Pasvig, the Ponoi, and the Varsuga. Lake Imandra,
or Inandra (in Lappish Aver), is about 65 miles long by 8
or 9 broad

; Lake Nuoljaure is 35 miles by 7 ; and GuoUe-
jaure, Umbozero, Kontojarvi, and Paajarvi are all of con-

siderable extent. An opinion was long prevalent that

there was a natural boundary of the most striking kind
between the Arctic coast of Norwegian and that of Russian
Lapland,—that to the east of Jacob's river the harbours
or fjords were ice-bound for six months of the year, while
the influence of the Gulf Stream never allowed those to the

west to be frozen. This, however, is not the case. The
principal harbours on the Murman coast eastward to the
mouth of the White Sea remain open like those of Norway.
Though Lapland contains vast stretches of desolate

tundra and dreary swamp, the country as a whole has a
certain quiet beauty, and in the wilder districts the scenery

is wonderfully various in colour and form. " It is hardly

possible," says Lieutenant Temple in Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc,

1880, "to conceive a greater contrast to the ice-bound

regions which lie between the same parallels in the western

hemisphere." And, though it gives little scope for hus-

bandry, Lapland is richly furnished with much that is ser-

viceable to man. Not to mention the iron and copper mines,

it still possesses great store of timber, pine and spruce and
birch ; though fruit trees yield no fruit, there is abundance
of edible berries ; the rivers and lakes abound with salmon,

trout, perch, and pike ; myriads of water-fowl, ptarmigan,

partridges, and capercailzie breed within its borders ; and
the cod, herring, holibut, and Greenland sharks of its seas

give occupation to thousands of fishermen.

The chief characteristic of Lapland is its Arctic climate and
the distribution of daylight and darkness. In the northern

parts the longest day and the longest night last for three

months each, and through the greater part of the country
the sun does not set at midsummer or rise at midwinter.

The following calendar of the climate after Lffistadins relates more
particularly to the northern districts of Swedish Lapland, but is

more or less applicable to a large part of the country -.^January :

cold and clear ; no day-light ; about 4 o'clock the "rose of dawn ";

mean temperature, 0°-50 Fahr. February : cold ; snow and wind
;

day-light from 6-7 a.m. to 5-6 p.m ; mean temperature, -r-4.
March : heat of the sun begins to modify the cold ; steady snow-
fall

; swans begin to appear; mean temperature, 11°'5. ^pril :

weather variable
; snow and wind ; birds of passage, crows, and

snow sparrows appear ; snows melt from the branches ; mean tem-
perature, 26° -6. Maij : the finest month in the year ; spring flowers
ill blossom

; bird life abundant ; sowing season ; temperature
often reaches 68' during, the day ; seed is often "brairded" eight
days after it is soim ; mean temperature, 36°'5. June: ice breaks
up on lakes and rivers ; woods rash into leaf ; about the 20th
continual, day

; mean temperature, 49° to 50°. July : quite warm
;

mountain floods
; gialn shoots into ear ; fishing and hunting ; mos-

quitoes
; cloudberries ripe; mean temperature,much rain; hniver^ • — •^- "-' -

temperature, 56°.

805

much mn; harvest; by'ihe li^i^ ^^l!:'^ ^nishf-^:lntemperature, 56° Scplcmbcr
: short days; rain, wind sketraspberries, strawberries, bilberries, &e„ ripe ; all of the leaf •meantemperature, 41°. October: "golden pudding tine"' sla'imWr

; rr'e"27°-50 'T'" "T
°' IT ''"''

^^V"''™^ '

"''- 'em^
FnT ctn

/<ovcmbcr: fuU winter
; lakes frozen over ; fish-ing still prosecuted with iee-ncts ; mean temperature, 12° 24Da^nnber: much hke January; hunting of bcLs, wolves &c-mean temperature, 1°. '

""'^es, «c.

.

The population of Lapland has been considerably re-
cruited in modern times by immigrants from the south •

but the country is still very sparsely peopled, and the Lapps
still predominate. There are no towns, and the villages
are not only few and insignificant, but often hardly less
nomadic than the people, being shifted according .to
exigencies of fodder or fuel. -Hammerfest, the "most
northern town of the European continent," has only 2100
inhabitants, and Kola (formerly Malmis), the principal
settlement in Russian Lapland, does not now exceed 500.
The Lapps.—The Lapps {Swe±, Lappar; Russian, /,o-

2)ari
; Norw., Finiur) call their country Sabme or Same,

and themselves Samelats—xinvaes almost identical with
those employed by the Finns for their country and race,
and probably connected with a root signifying "dark "(see
Donner, Verg. Wort, der Finn.-Ugr. Sprac/ien^B.ds., 1876).
Lapp is almost certainly a nickname imposed by foreigners,
although some of the Lapps apply it contemptuously to
those of their countrymen whom they think to be less
civilized than themselves.'

In Sweden and Finland the Lappa are usually divided
into fisher, mountain, and forest Lapps. In Sweden
the first class includes many impoverished mountain Lapps.
As described by Lajstadius (1827-32), their condition
was a very miserable onej but since his time matters
have much improved. The principal colony has its sum-
mer quarters on the Stuor-Lule Lake, possesses good boats
and nets, and, besides catching and drying fish, makes
money by the shooting of wild fowl and the gathering of
eggs. When he has acquired a little means it .is not
unusual for the fisher to settle down and reclaim a bit

of land. The mountain and forest Lapps are the true
representatives of the race. In the wandering life of the
mountain Lapp his autumn residence, on the borders of

the forest district, may be considered as the central point

;

it is there that ha erects his njalla, a small wooden store-

house raised high above the ground by one or more piles.

At the beginning of November, a little sooner or later,

he begins to wander south or east into the forest land,

and in the course of the winter he may visit, not only
such places as Jokkmokk and Arjepluog, but even Gefle,

Upsala, or Stockholm. About the beginning of May he is

back at his njalla, but as soon as the weather grows waum
he pushes up to the mountains, and there throughout the

summer pastures his herds and prepares his store of cheese.

By autumn or October he is busy at his njalla killing the

surplus reindeer bulls and curing meat for the winter.

From the mountain Lapp the forest (or, as he used to be

called, the spruce-fir) Lapp is mainly distinguished by the

narrower limits within which he pursues his nomadic life.

He never wanders outside of a certain district, .in which he

possesses hereditary rights, and maintains a series of camp-

ing grounds which he visits in regular rotation. In May
or April he lets his reindeer loose, to wander as the.y please ;

but immediately after midsummer, when the mosquitoes

become troublesome, he goes to collect them. Catching .1

single deer and " belling " it, he drives it through the wood ;

the other deer, whose instinct leads them to gather into

herds for mutual protection against the mosquito^, are

' The most prob.abIe etymology is the Finnish lappu, and in this

case the meaniirg would be the " laml's-end folk.

"
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attracted by the souud. Should the summer be very coul

and the mosquitoes few, the Lapp finds it nest to impos-

sible to bring the creatures together. About the end of

August they are again let loose, but they are once more

collectsd in October, the forest Ltipp during winter pur-

siiing the same course of life as the mountain Lapp.

In Norway there are three classes—the sea Lapps, the

river Lapps, and the mountain Lapps, the first two

Settled, the third nomadic The mountain Lapps have,

On the whole, a rather ruder and harder life than the. same

tlass in Sweden. About Christmas those of Kautokeino

ind Karasjokii are usually settled in the neighbourhood
j

bf the churches ; in summer they visit the coast, and in

iutumn they return inland. Previous to 1852,' when

they were forbidden by imperial decree, they were wont

in winter to more south across the Russian frontiers.

It is seldom possible for them to remain more than three or

four days in one spot. Flesh is their favourite, in winter

almost their only, food, though they also use reindeer

milk, cheese, aud rye or barley cakes. The sea Lapps are

in some respects hardly to be distinguished from the other

coast dwellers of Finmark. Their food consists mainly of

cooked fish. The river Lapps, many of whom, however,

are descendants of Quains or Finns proper, breed cattle,

attempt a little tillage, and entrust their reindeer to the

care of mountain Lapps,

In Finland there are comparatively few Laplanders, and

the great bulk of them belong to the fisher class. Many of

them are settled in the neighbourhood of the Enare Lake.

In .the spring they go down to the Norwegian coast and

take part in the sea fishei:ies, returning to the lake about

midsummer. Formerly they found the capture of wUd
reindeer a profitable occupation, using for this purpose a

palisaded avenue gradually narrowing towards a pitfalL

The Eussian Lapps are also for the most part fishers, as

is natural in a district with such an extent of coast and

such a number of lakes, not to mention the advantage

which the fisher has over the reindeer keeper in connexion

with the many fasts of the Greek ChurcL They maintain

a half nomadic kind of life, very few of them having become

regular settlers in the Russian villages. It is usual to dis-

tinguish them according to the district of the coast which

they frequent, as Murman (JIurmanski) and Terian (Terski)

Lapps. A separate tribe, the Fihnans, i.e., Finnmans,

nomadize about the Pazyets, Motoff, and Petchenga tundras,

and retain the peculiar dialect and the- Lutheran creed

which they owe to a former connexion with Sweden. They

were formerly known as the " twice.and thrice tributary
"

Lappsi because they paid to two or even three states

—

Russia, Denmark, and Sweden.

The ethnographical position of the Lapps tas not been

clearly determined, though it is evident they can no longer

be classified with the Finns. They are, as has been seen,

far from a numerous people, and within the historical

period they have considerably recruited themselves from

neighbouring races. Shortness of stature^ is their most

obvious- characteristic, though ia regard to this much
exaggeration has prevailed. Diiben (p. 167) found an aver-

age of 4:;9 feet for males and a little less for females ; Ma-nte-

gazza, who made a number of anthropological observations

in Norway in 1879, gives 5 feet and 4-75 feet respectively

{Archivio per I'antrop., 1880). Individuals much above or

much below the average are rare. The body is usually of

fair proportions, but the legs are rather short, and in many
cases somewhat bandy. Dark, swarthy, yellow, copper-

coloured are all adjectives employed by competent observers

U» describe their complexion,—the truth- being that their

habits of life do not .conduce either, to the preservation or

display of their natural colour of skin, aud that some of

them are really fair, and others, perhaps the majority, really

dark. The colour of the hair, too, ranges from blonde and
reddish to a bluish or greyish black ; and the eyes are

black, hazel, blue, or grey. The shape of the skull is the

most striking- peculiarity of the Lapp.' He is the most
brachycephalous type of man in Europe, perhaps in the

world.- According to Yirchow, the women in width of

face are more Mongolian-like than the men, but neither in

men nor women does the opening of the eye show an.v true

obliquity. In children the eye is large, open, and round.

The nose is- always low and broad, more markedly retrouss^

among the females than the males. Wrinkled ana puckered

by exposure to the weather, the faces even of the younger

Lapps assume an appearance of old age. The tnuscular

system is usually well developed, but there is deficiency of

fatty tissue, which affects the features (particularly by giving

relative prominence to the eyes) and the general character

of the skin. The thinness of the skin, indeed, can but

rarely be paralleled among other Europeans. Among the

Lapps, as among other -lower races, the index is shorter

than the ring finger.^-

The Lapps are a quiet, inoffensive people. Crimes of

violence are almost unknown among them, aud the only

common breach of law . is the killing of tame reindeer

belonging to other owners. In Russia, liowever, they have

a bad reputation for lying and general untrustworthiness,

and drunkenness is well-nigh a universal vices In Scandi-

navia laws have been directed against the importation of

intoxicating liquors into the Lapp country since 1723.

Superficially at least the great bulk of the Lapps have

been Christianized,—those of the Scandinavian countries

being Protestants, those of Russia members of the Greek

Church. Ineducation the Scandinavian Lapps are far ahead

of their Russian brethren, to whom reading and writing

are arts as unfamiliar as they were to their pagan ancestors.

The general manner of life is patriarchal. - The father of

the family has complete authority over all its affairs ; and

on his death this authority passes to the eldest, son.

Parents are free to disinherit their children ; and, if a sou

separates from the family without his father's permission,

he receives no share of the property except- a gun and his

wife's dowry.*

By the very circumstances of their position the Lapps are

of necessity conservative in most of their habits, tnany of

which can hardly have altered since the first' taming 'of the

reindeer. But the strong current of mercantile enterprise

hascairied a few important products of southern civilization

into their huts. The lines in which Thomson describes

their simple life

—

The reindeer form their riches : these their tents,

Their robes, their beds, and all their homely wealth

Supply ; their wholesome fare and cheerful cups

—

are still applicable in the main to the mountain Lapps ; but'

even they have learned to use coffee as an ordinary bever-

age, and to wear stout Norwegian cloth (yadmal).

LingQisticaUy the Laps belong' to the great Uralo-Altaic family

;

the similarity of their speech to Finnish is e-rident on the surface.

It is broken up into very distinct and even mutually nnintelligibla

dialects, the' origin of several of Trbich is, however, easily found in

• ' Hence they have been supposed by many to be the originals of

the " little folk " of Scandinavian b^end

* BertiUon found in one instance a cephalic index of -94. The

average obtained by Pruner Bey -was 84'7, by Yirchow 82 '5.
.

S See- Eetzius, Finska Kranier (Stockholm, 1878) ; Vircho-iv, in

Arch, far Anthrop., torn. ,iv., 1870; papers "by Virchow (1874),

Hagenbeck aud Europeus (1875), and Van der Horck (1876), in Zeit'

schrift fur Ethnologie ; and by Gutoult (1863) and Pruner Bey

(1864), in Memoires de la Soc. a Anthrop. Bertillon, In Broc»'s

Revue (¥Anth'op., has given a comparison of the craniology of tho

Lapps with that of Parisians, Kaffres, and New Caledonians.
• A valuable paper by Ephimenko, on " The Legal Customs of the

Lapps, especially in Russian Lapland," appears in vol. viii. oi uie Uem.

ofSuis. (leog. Soc, Ethnog. Section, 1878.
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the political and social dismembefmeiit of the people. Dliben
distinguishes four I ading dialects ; but a much greater number
are recognizable. In Russian Lapland alone there are three, due
to the influence of Norwegian, Karelian, and Russian (Lonnrot,
Ada Soc. Set.. Fennirx, vol.,"iv.). "The Lapps," says Castren,
"have had the misfortune 'to come into close contact with foreioTi

races while their language was yet in its tenderest infancy, and con-
sequently it has not only adopted an endless number of foreign
words, but in many grammatical aspects fashioned itself after foreign
models." That it began at a very early period toenriob itself with
Scandinavian Words is shown by the use it still makes of forms
belonging to a linguistic stage older even than that of Icelandic.
Dliben has subjected the vocabulary to a very interesting analysis
for the purpose of discovering what stage of culture the people had
reached before their contact with the Norse. Agricultural terms,
the names of the metals, aud the word for smith, are all of Scandi-
navian oiigin, and the words for "taming" and "milk "would
suggest that the southern strangers taught the Lapps how to turn
the reindeer to full account. The important place, however, which
this creature must always have held in their estimation is evident
from the existence of more than tTiree hundred native reindeer words.
The Lapp tongue was long ago reduced to writing by tlie mission,

aries ; but very little has been printed in it except school-books and
religious works. A number of popular tales and songs, indeed, have
been taken down from the lips of the people by Fjellner, Gronland,
and others.; J. A. Frijs, professor of Lapp in the university of

Christiania, his fuhVished Lappiske Sprogprover : en samlbig lapp.

evcntyr, ordsprog, eg gader, Christiania, 1856 ; and Lappish mythologi
eveniyr ogfolkesagn, Christiania, 1871. See also G. Donner, Lieder
der happen, Helsiugfors, 1876. The songs are extremely similar to

those of the Finns, aud a process of mutual borrowing seems to have
gone on. In one of the saga-like pieces—Pishan-Peshan's son-—there

seems to be a distinct mention of the Baikal Lake, and possibly also

of the Altai Mountains. The story of Njavvisena, daughter of the

Sun, is full of quaint folklore about the taming of the reindeer.

Giants, as well as a blind or one-eyed monster, are frequently intro-

duced, and the .ffisopic fable is not without its representatives.

Grammars of the Lapp tongue have been published t)y Fjellstrom

(1738), Leem (1748), Rask (1S32), Stockfleth (1840) ; lexicons by
Fjellstrom (1730), Leem. (1768-1781), Lindahl (1780), Stockfleth

(1852).. Many of the Lapps are able to speak one or even two of

the neighbouring tongues.

The reputation of the Laplanders for skill in magic and divination

is of very early date, and in Finland is not yet extinct. When Erik
Blood-axe, .son of Harold Haarfager, visited Bjarmaland in 922, he
found Gunhild, daughter of Asur Tote, living among the Lapps, to

whom she had been sent by her father for the purpose of ueiiig

trained in witchcraft; and Ivan. the Terrible of Russia sent for

magicians from Lapland to, explain the cause of the appearance of a
comet. One of the powers with which they were formerly credited

was that of raising winds. "They tye three kuottes," says old

Richard Eden, "on a strynge hangyng at a \ihyp, AVhen they lose

one of these they rayse tollerable wynds. When they lose an other

the wynde is more vehement ; but by losing the thyrd they rayse

playnetempestes as in old tyme they were accustomed to rayse

thunder and lyghtnyng" {Hist, of Trauayle, 1577, p. 284). Though
we are familiar in English with allusions to "Lapland witches," it

appears that the art, according to native custom, was in the hands
of the men. During his divination the wizard fell into a state of

trance or ecstasy, his soul being held to run about at large to pur->

sue its inquiries. Great use was made of a curious divining-di'ura,

oval in shape, and made of wood, 1 to 4 feet in length. Over the

upper surface was stretched a white-dressed reindeer skin, and at the

corners (so to speak) hang a variety of charms—tufts of wool, bones,

teeth, claws, &0. The areS was divided into several spaces, often into

three, one for the celestial gods, one for the terrestrial, and one for man.
A variety of Jigures.and conventional signs were drawn in the several

compartments : the sun, for instance, is frequently represented by a

square and a stroke from each corner, Thor by two hammers placed
crosswise ; and in th^ more njodern specimens symbols for Christ,

the Virgin, and the Holy Ghost are introduced. An arpa or divin-

ing-rod was laid on a definite spot, the drum beaten by a hammer,
and conclusions drawn from the position taken up by the arpa.

Any Lapp who had attained to manhood could in ordinary circum-
stances consult the drum for himself, but in matters of unusual
moment the professional wizard (naid, noide, or noaide) had to be
called in.

The Laps have a dim tradition that their ancestors lived in

a far eastern. land, .and they tell rude stories of their ovra. conflicts

with Norsemen and Karelians. But no answer can be obtained
from them to the questions naturally put by the historian in
regard to their early distribution and movements. By many it has
been maintained that they were- formerly spread over the whole
of the Scandinavian peninsula, and they have even been considered
by some as the remnants of that primeval race of cave-dwellers
which hunted thq reindeer over the snow-fields of central and
Western Europe. But much of the evidence adduced for these

theories is highly qnestionable. The contents of the so-called Lapps'
graves found in various parts of Scandinavia are often sufficient in
themselves to show that the appellation must be a misnomer, and the
syllable Lap or Lapp found in mauy names of places can often be
proved to have no connexion with the Lapps. Nothing mote can
be affirmed with certainty than that the area occupied or visited
by the Lapps once extended farther south (in Russia as far, it would
appear, as Lake Ladoga), and that they already occupied their
present territory at the time when they are first mentioned ill

history. According to Diiben the name first occurs in the 13th.
century—in the Fnndinn Koregr, composed about 1200, in Saxb
Grammaticus, and in a papal buU of date 1230 ; but the people ore
probably to be identified with those Finns of Tacitus whom he
describes as wild hunters with skins for clothing and rude huts
as only means of shelter, and certainly with the Skrithiphinoi
of Procopius (Go?^., ii. 15), the Scritobini of Paulus AVarnefridus,
and the Scridifinni of the geographer of Ravenna. Some of .the
details given by Procopius, in regard for instance to the treatment
of infants, show that his informant was acquainted witb certain
characteristic customs of the Lapps.

In the 9th centtiry the Norsemen from Norway began to treat
their feeble northern neighbours as a subject race. The wealth of
Ottar,— " northmost of the northraen,"—whose narrative has been
preserved by King Alfred,, consisted mainly of six hundred of those
"deer they call hrenas" and in tribute paid by the natives ; and
the Eigils saga tells how • Brynjulf Bjargulfson had his right to
collect contributions from the Finns (i.e., the Lapps) recognized by
Harold Haarfager. So much value was attached to this source of
wealth that as early as 1050 strangers were excluded from the fur-

trade of Finmark, aud a kind of coast-guard prevented their intru-

sion. Jleantime the Karelians were pressing on the eastern Lapps,
and in the course of the 11th century the rulers of Novgorod began
to treat them as the Norsemen had treated their western brethren.
The ground-swell of the Tartar invasion drove the Karelians west-
ward in the 13th century, and for many years even Finmark was so

unsettled that the Norsemen received no tribute from the Lapps.
At length in- 1326 a treaty was concluded between Norway and
Russia by which the supi'emacy of the Noi-wegians over the Lapps
was recognized as far east as Voljo beyond Kandalax ott the White
Sea, and the supremacy of the Russians over the Karelians as far

as Lyngen aud the Jlalself. The relations of tiie Lajips to their

more powerful neighbours were complicated by the rivalry of tlie

different Scandinavian kingdoms. After the disruption of the
Calmar Union (1523), Sweden began to assert its rights with vigour,

and in 1595 the treaty of Teusina between Sweden and Russia
decreed " that the Lapps who dwell in the woods between eastern

Bothnia and A'^aranger shall pay their dues to the king of Sweden."
It was in vain that Christian' IV. of Denmark visited Kola and
exacted homage in 1599, and every year sent messengers to protest

against the collection of his tribute by the Swedes (a custom which
continued do\7n to 1806). Charles of Sweden took the title of "king
of the Kajans and Lapps," and left no means untried to establish

his power over all Scandinavian Lapland. By the peace of Knarbd
(1613) Gustavus Adolphus gave up the Swedish claim to Finmark ;

and in 1751 mutual renunciations brought the relations of Swedish
and Norwegian (Danish) Lapland to their present position. Jlean-

while Russian influence had been spreading westward ;. and iu

1809, when Alexander I. finally obtained the cession of Finland, he
also added to his dominions the whole of Finnish Lapland to the

east of the Muonio and the Kbngama.
The Lapps have had the ordinary fate of a subject and defenceless

people ; they have been utilized with little regard to their own
interests or inclinations. The example set by the early Norwegians
was followed by the Swedes : a peculiar class of adventurers known
as the Bii'karlians (from Bjarb or Birk, "trade ") began in the 13th
century to farm the Lapps, and, receiving very extensive privileges

from the kings, grew to great wealth and influence. In 1606 there

were twenty-two BirkarUans in Tomio, seventeen in Lule, sixteen
' in Pite, and sixty-six iu U me Lappmark. They are regularly spoken

of as having or owning Lapps, whom they hire out, and dispose

of as any other piece of property. In Russian Lapland matters

followed much the same course. The very institution of the

Solovets monastery, intended by St Tryphon for the benefit of tho

poor neglected pagans, turned out the occasion of much injustice

towards them. By a charter X)f Ivan Vasiliviich (November 1556),

the monks are declared masters of the Lapps of the Motoff and
Petchenga districts, and they soon sought to extend their control

over those not legally assigned to them (Ephiraenko). Other monas-

teries in distant parts of the empire Were gifted with similar pro-

prietary rights ; and the supplication of the patriarch Nikon to

Alexis Mikhaelovitch, for example, shows only too clearly the

oppression to which the Lapps were subjected.

It is loug, however, since these abuses were abolished ; r.nd ia

Scandinavia more especially the Lapps of the presentdaj enjoy tho

advantages resulting from a large amount of philanthropic legisla-

tion on the part of their rulers. There seems to be no fear of their

becoming extinct, except it may be by gradual amalgamation with
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their more powerful neighbours. The aggregate number in all Lap-
land is estimated at 27,000. According to official statistics the

Swedish Lapps increased from 5617 in 1830 to 6702 in 1870. In
Norway there were 14,464 in 1845, 17,178 in 1865. For Russian
and Finnish Lapland the numbers were given in 1859 as 1200
and 2183, and according to Kelsieff the whole number in Russia is

not now more than 3000. The number of reindeer possessed by
the whole people is estimated at 363,000.

' Gnstaf TOn DUben's Om Lappland och Lappame (Stockh., 1873) Is the .fullest

and most systematic work on its subject. It gives a list of more than two
hundred authorities. See also Scheffer, Lapponia ^Frankf., 1673 ; English
version, Oxford, 1674), for long the standaid book ; Regnard, Voyage de Laponit
(16Q1. often reprinted: English in Pinkerton, vol i.); Hogstrom. Biskrifn. o/ver
de till Sveriges Krona lydande Lappmavker^ Stockh., 1746 ; Leem, Beikri-

velu over Ftnmarkens Lapper, Copenh., 1767,, extremely important, in Danish
and Latin ; Acerbi, Reise duixh Scbweden, Berlin. 1803 ; L^stadius, Journal,
Ac, Stockh., 1831 ; Leopold von Buch, Reixe durch Sorieegen und Lapp-
Jatid, Berlin. 1840; Bayard Taylor, Northern Travel, London, 1858 ; Castren,
Jfordiska Kesor (Hels., 1852-58; Germ, transl., St Petersburg); Stockfleth,

Dagbog over mine Missions-Reiser, Christ., 1860, of great value; Frljs, £n
90mmer (1867) i Finmarken, Ac, Christ., 1871; Aubel, Reise nach Lappland,
Leipsic 1874; Nemirovltcli-Dantcllenko, Laplandiya i Laplandttui, St Peters-

burg, 1874; Reports by Kelsieff, Ac, for the Anthropological Exhibition at

Moscow, 1877. Moscow, 1878; Ecker, Lappland, Ac, Freiburg, 1878; Du Challlu,

iMTid Of the Midnight Sun, London, 1881 ; Edward Rae, The White Sea Peninsula,
London, 1882. (H. A. W.)

LA PORTE, chief city of La Porte county, Indiana,

U.S., is situated at the intersaotion of three railways, 12
miles south of Lake Michigan, and about 60 miles south-

east of Chicago. Surrounded by a fertile agricultural

region, it carries on a considerable trade, and has manu-
factories of agricultural implements, foundries, and various

mills. The vicinity has become a favourite summer resi-

dence, on account of its beautiful lakes, which in winter

supply large quantities of clear ice for the Chicago and
southern markets. The population in 1880 was 6195.

LAPPENBERG, Johann Mabtin (1794-1865), a

German historical writer, was born July 30, 1794, at

Hamburg, where his father held a good official position

;

early in life he began to study medicine, and afterwards

history, at Edhiburgh. The latter pursuit he continued

in London and at the universities of Berlin and Gottingen,

graduating as doctor of laws of Gottingen in 1816. He
was forthwith sent by the Hamburg senate as resident

minister to the Prussian court, where he remained till

1823, when he became keeper of the Hamburg archives,

an office in which he had the amplest opportunities for the

cultivation and exercise of those habits of laborious and
critical research on which his highly respectable reputation

as an historian rests. He continued to hold this post until

1863, when a serious affection of the eyes compelled him
to resign. In 1850 he had the honour of representing

Hamburg at the Frankfort conference. His death took

place on November 28, 1865.

Lappenberg"s most important contribution to Uteratnre, and that
by which he is best Icnown outside of Germany, was his Geschichtc

von England (2 voK, Hamburg, 1834-37), which was translated

by Thorpe (1845-57) and continued by Pauli (from 1160). His
other works include a continuation of the Oeschichte da Ursprungs
der doulschcn Hansa of Sartorius, 1830; Hamburg Isches Urkimden-
buch, 184? ; Hamburger BecTitsalterlhUmc

,, 1845 ; Chroniken der
(Hadt Hatriburg in niederdeutscher Sprache, 1852-61

;
Quellen air

GeschicMe des Erzbislhums %. der Utadt Bremen, 1841 ; editions of

Tbietmar of Merseburg, Adam of Bremen, Helmold, and Arnold
of Liibeck in the Monumenla of Pertz, and an edition of Th.
Murner's Till Eulcnspiegel, 1853,

LAPWING, Anglo-Saxon JSledpewince ( = "one who
turns about in running or flight," see Skeat's Etymol.
Dictionary, p. 321),' a bird, the Tringa vanellus of Linnseus

and the Vanelliia vulgaris or V. cristatus of modern orni-

thologists. In the temperate parts of the Old World this

species is perhaps the most abundant of the Plovers,

Charadriidx, breeding in greater or fewer numbers in

almost every suitable place from Ireland to Japan,—the

majority migrating towards winter to southern countries, as

the Punjab, Egypt, and Barbary,—though in the British

Islands some are always found at that season, chiefly about

estuaries. Asa straggler it has occurred within the Arctic

' Caxtou in 1481 has " lapwynches " {Reynard the Fox, cap. 27).

Circle (as on the Varanger Fjord in Norway), as well as ia

Iceland and even Greenland ; while it not unfrequently
appears in Madeira and the Azores. Conspicuous as the
strongly contrasted colours of its plumage and its very
peculiar flight make it, one may well wonder at its success

in maintaining its ground when so many of its allies have
been almost exterminated, for the Lapwing is the object

perhaps of greater persecution than any other European
bird that is not a plunderer. Its eggs—the well known
" Plovers' Eggs " of commerce^—are taken by the thousand
or ten thousand ; and, worse than this, the bird, wary and
wild at other times of the year, in the breeding-seasop.

becomes easily approachable, and is (or used to be) shot

down in enormous numbers to be sold in the markets for

"Golden Plover." Its growing scarcity as a species wa^
consequently in Great Britain very perceptible until an A-Jt

of Parliament (35 & 36 Vict cap. 78) frightened people

into letting it alone,* and its numbers have since then as

perceptibly increased, to the manifest advantage of many
classes of the community—those who would eat its eggs,

those who would eat its flesh (at the right time of year),

as well as the agriculturists whose lands it frequented, for

it is admitted on all hands that no bird is more completely

the farmer's friend. What seems to be the secret of the

Lapwing holding its position in spite of slaughter and
rapine is the adaptability of its nature to various kinds of

localities. It wiU find sustenance for itself and its progeny
equally on the driest soils as on the fattest pastures ; upland
and fen, arable and moorland, are alike to it, provided only

the ground be open enough. The wailing cry ^ and the

frantic gestures of the cock bird in the breeding-season will

tell any passer-by that a nest or brood is near ; but, unless

he knows how to look for it, nothing save mere chance will

enable him to find it. Yet by practice those who are

acquainted with the bird's habits will accurately mark the

spot whence the hen silently rises from her treasure, and,

disregarding the behaviour of the cock, which is intended

to delude the intruder, will walk straight to one nest after

another as though they knew beforehand the exact position

of each. The nest is a slight hollow in the ground,

wonderfully inconspicuous even when deepened, as is

usually the case, by incubation, and the black-spotted olive

" Ttcre is a prevalent belief that many of the eggs sold as
'

' Plovers'

"

are those of Rooks, but no notion can be more absurd, since the

appearance of the two is wholly unlike. Those of the Redshank, of

the C-olden Plover (to a small extent), and enormous numbers of those

of the Black-headed Gall, and in certain places of some of the Terns,

are, however, undoubtedly sold as Lapwings'; having a certain simi-

larity of shell to the latter, and a difference of flavour only to be

detected by a iine palate. It is estimated that 800,000 Lapwings'

eggs are yearly sent to England from the one province of Friesland iu

Holland (see Oniith. Centralblatl, 1877, p. 108).
^ This measure was really insufficient to afford it, or any other bird,

proper protection, but the British public seldom read Acts of Parlia-

ment critically, and, hearing that one had been passed for the Preser-

vation of Wild Birds, in which the Lapwing wa? specially named, most
persons desisted from persecuting this species, not in the least knowing

that the utmost penalty they could incur by kUling, it in the close-

season would be but trifling.

* This sounds like pee-weet, with some variety of intonation. Hence
the names Peewit, Peaseweep, and Teuchit, commonly applied in some

parts of Britain to this bird,—though the first is that by which one of

the smaller Gulls, Lams ridiiundus (see Gull, vol. xl. p. 274), is

known in the districts it frequents. In Sweden Vipa, in Germany
Kiebitz, in Holland Eievnet, and in France Dixhuity are names oi

the Lapwing, given to it from its usual cry. Other English names are

Green Plover and Hompie—the latter from its long hornlike crest and
pied plumage. .The Lapwing's conspicuous crest seems to have been

the cause of a common blunder among our writers of the Middle Ages,

who translated the Latin word Upupa, properly Hoopoe (?.«.), by
Lapwing, as being the crested bird with which they were best

acquainted. In like manner other writers of the same or an earlier

period Latinized Lapwing by Egrettides (plural), and rendered that

again into English as Egrets—the tuft of feathers misleading ';hem

also. The word Vanellus is from vannus, the fan used for winno\ving

com, and refers to the audible beating of the bird's wings.
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'5o;gs'(rour in numtier) are almost invisible to the careless

or uatraiued'eye unless it should happen to glance directly

upon them. The young when first hatched are clothed

with mottled down so as closely to resemble a stone and
to be overlooked as they squat motionless on the approach
of danger. At a distance the plumage of the adult appears

to be white aiid black in about equal proportions, the latter

predominating above ; but on closer examination nearly all

the seeming black is found to be a bottle-green gleaming
with purple and copper ; and the tail-coverts, both above
and below, are seen to be of a bright bay colour that ia

seldom visible in flight. The crest consists of six or eight

narrow and elongated feathers, turned slight'.y upwards at

the end, and is usually carried in a horizontal position,

extending in the cook beyond the middle of the back ; but

it is capable of being erected so as to become nearly vertical.

Frequenting (as has been said) parts of the open country

eo very divergent in character, and as remarkable for the

peculiarity of its flight as for that of its cry, the Lapwing
is far more often observed in nearly all parts of the British

Islands than any other of the group, Limicolx, to which it

belongs. The peculiarity of its flight seems due to the wide

and rounded wings it possesses, the steady and ordinarily

somewhat slow flapping of which impels the body at each

stroke with a manifest though easy jerk. Yet on occasion,

as when performing its migrations, or even its almost daily

transits from one feeding-ground to another, and still more
when being pursued by a Falcon, the speed with which it

moves through the air is very considerable ; and the passage

of a flock of Lapwings, twinkling aloft or in the distance,

as the dark and light surfaces of the plumage are alter-

nately presented, is always an agreeable spectacle to those

who love a landscape enlivened by its wild creatures. On
the ground this bird runs nimbly, and is nearly always
engaged in searching for its food, which is wholly animal.

Allied to the Lapwing are several forms that have been

placed by ornithologists in the genera Iloplopterns,

Chettusia, LohivaneUus, SarciopJioms, and so forth; but
the respective degree of affinity they bear to one another

is not rightly understood, and space would prohibit any
attempt at here expressing it. In some of them the hind
toe, which, has already ceased to have any function in the

Lapwing, is wholly wanting. In others the wings are

armed with a tubercle or even a sharp spur on the carpus.

Few have any occipital crest, but several have the face

ornamented by the outgrowth of a fleshy lobe or lobes.

With the exception of North America, they are found in

most parts of the world, but perhaps the greater number
in Africa. Europe has three species'^IIoplopterus spinosus,

the Spur-winged Plover, and Chettusia gregaria and C.

leucnm ; but the first and last are only stragglers from
Africa and Asia. (a. n.)

LAR, a city of Persia, capital of LiristAn, in 27° 30'

N. lat, 53° 58' E. long., 174 miles from Shir^z, and 127

from the coast at Mogu Bay. LAr stands at the foot of a

mountain range in an extensive plain covered with palm
trees. The crest of a hill immediately behind the town is

crowned by the ruins of a castle formerly deemed impreg-

nable. L4r was once a flourishing place, but a large portion

is now in ruins, and the population is reduced to about

12,000. There are still some good buildings, of which
the most prominent i-s the bazaar, said to be the finest in

Persia, and resembling that of ShirAz, but considerably

larger. The governor's residence stands in the centre of

the town, and is surrounded by strong walls flanked with

towers. There is also an outer moat fiilled by a canal of

recent structure, which also serves to supply the nuinerous

cisterns when the rain water fails. Lir is noted for its

manufacture of muskets and cloth.

LARCENY. SeeTnEfT.

LARCH (from the German Lerche ; Latin, lariy), a
name applied to a small group of coniferous trees, of which
the common larch of Europe is taken as the type. The
members of. the genus ia?i.r are distinguished from the
firs, with which they were formerly placed, by their
deciduous leaves, scattered singly, as in Ahies, on the
young shoots of the season, but on all older branchlets
growing in whorl-like tufts, each surrounding the ex-
tremity of a rudimentary or abortive branch ; from cedars
(Cedrus) they difl'er, not only in the deciduous leaves, but
in the cones, the scales of which are thinner towards the
apex, and are persistent, remaining attached long after the
seeds are discharged. The trees of the genus are closely
allied in botanic features, as well as in general appear-
ance, so that it is sometimes diflicult to assign to them
determinate specific characters, and the limit between
species and variety is not always very accurately defined.

Nearly all are natives of Europe, or the northern plains
and mountain ranges of Asia and North America, though
one occurs only on the Himalaya ; a somewhat aberrant
form, usually placed in a separate sub-genus, is peculiar

to north China and Japan.

The common larch (L. europee<t)\s, when grown in per-

fection, a titately tree with tall erect trunk, gradually

tapering from root to summit, and horizontal branches

Branchlet of Larch {Larix europsca).

Springing at irregular intervals from the stem, and in old

trees often becoming more or less drooping, but risirig again

towards the extremities ; the branchlets or side shoots, very

slender and pendulous, are pretty thickly studded with the

whorls of narrow linear leaves, of a peculiar bright light

green when they first appear in the spring, but becoming

of a deeper hue when mature. The yellow stamen-bearing

flowers are in sessile, nearly spherical catkinsj; the fertile

ones vary in colour, from red or purple to greenish-white,

in difi'erent varieties ; the erect cones, which remain long

on tije branches, are above an inch in length and oblong-

ovate in shape, with reddish-brown scales somewhat waved

6n the edges, the lower bracts usually rather longer than

the scales. The tree flowers in April or Jlay, and the

winged seeds are shed the foUowitg autumn. \\ hen stand-

ing in an open space, uncrowded by neighbouring trees-
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the larch grows of a nearly conical shape, with the lower
branches almost . reaching the ground, while those above
gradually diminish in length towards the top of the trunk,

presenting a very symmetrical form ; but in dense woods
the lower parts become bare of foliage, as with the firs

under similar circumstances. When springing up among
rocks or on ledges, the stem sometimes becomes much
curved, and, with its spreading boughs and pendent branch-

lets, often forms a striking and picturesque object in the

alpine passes and steep ravines in which the tree delights

to grow. In the prevalent European varieties the bark is

reddish-grey, and rather rough and scarred in old trees,

which are often much lichen-covered. The trunk attains a

height of from 80 to 140 feet, with a diameter of from 3 to

6 feet near the ground, but in close woods is comparatively

slender ia proportion to its altitude. The larch abounds
nn the Alps of Switzerland, on which it flourishes at an
elevation of 5000 feet, and also on those of Tyrol and
Savoy, on the Carpathians, and in most of the hill regions

of central Europe ; it is likewise found on parts of the

Apennine chain, but is not indigenous to the Pyrenees, and
in the wild state is unknown in the Spanish peninsula. It

forms extensive woods in Russia, but does not extend its

range to the Scandinavian countries, where its absence is

somewhat remarkable, as the tree grows freely in Norway
and Sweden where planted, and even multiplies itself by
self-sown seed, according to Schiibeler, in the neighbourhood
of Trondhjem. In the north-eastern parts of Russia, in

the country towards the Petchora river, and on the Ural,

a peculiar variety prevails, regarded by some as a distinct

species {L. sibirica) ; this form is abundant nearly through-

out Siberia, extending to the Pacific coast of Kamchatka
and the hills of Dahuria. The Siberian larch has smooth
grey bark and smaller cones, approaching in shape somewhat
to those of the American hackmatack; it seems even

hardier than the Alpine tree, growing up to latitude 68°,

but, as the inclement climate of the polar shores is neared,

dwindling down to the form of a dwarf and even trailing

bush ; on the Altai, however, Pallas states that it flourishes-

only at medium elevations.

The larch, from its lofty straight trunk and the high

quality of its wood, must be regarded as one of the most
important of coniferous trees ; its growth is extremely

rapid, the stem attaining a large size in from sixty to

eighty years, while the tree yields good useful timber at

forty or fifty ; it forms firm heartwood at an early age,

and the sapwood is less perishable than that of the firs,

rendering it more valuable in the young state.

The wood of large trees is close and compact in texture, in the

best varieties of a deep reddish colour varying to brownish-yellow,

but apt to be lighter in tint, and less hard in grain, when gro'mi in

rich soils or in low sheltered situations. It is remarkably tough,
resisting a rending strain better than any of the fir or pine woods
in common use, though not aa elastic as some ;

properly seasoned

,

it is as little liable to shrink as to split ; the boughs being small
compared to the trunk, the timber is more free from large knots,

and the small knots remain firm and iindecayed. The only draw-
back to these good qualities is a certain liability to Warp and bend,
unless very carefully seasoned ; for this purpose it is recommended
to be left floating in water for a year after felling, and then allowed
some months to dry slowly and completely before sawine up the
logs ; barking the trunk in winter while the tree is standing, and
leaving it in that state tUI the next year, has been often advised
with the larch as with other timber, but the practical inconveniences
of the plan 'have prevented its adoption on any large scale. 'When
well prepared for use, larch is one of the most durable of coniferous

woods. Its strength and toughness render it valuable for naval
purposes, to which it is largely applied ; its freedom from any ten-

dency to split adapts it for clinker-built boats, for the construction

of which a high authority, Matthew, pronounces it the best of all

woods. It is much employed for house building in all countries

where it grows in abundance ; most of the picturesque log-houses in

Vaud and the adjacent cantons are built of squared larch trunks,

and derive their fine brown tint from the hardened resin that slowly

exudes from the wood after long exposure to the summer sun ; the

wooden shingles, that in Switzerland supply the place of tiles, nw
also frequently of larch. In Gennany it is much used by the cooper
as well as the carpenter, durable staves for casks being made of this
valuable wood, while the fonn of the trunk admirably adapts it for
all purposes for which long straight limber is needed. It is one of
the most durable of woods in wet ground or under water, and
answers well for fence-posts and river piles ; many of the founda-
tions of old Venice rest upon larch, the lasting qualities of which
were well known and appreciated, not only in mediteval times, but
in the far-off days of Vitruvius and Pliny. The harder and darker
varieties are valuable to the cabinetmaker in the construction of
cheap solid furniture, being fine in grain and taking polish better
than many more costly woods. A peculiarity of larch wood is the
difficulty with which it is ignited, although so resinous, a quality
that gives it still higher value to the builder ; for, though not quite
so incombustible as the Romans deemed it, large pieces do not as
easily take fire aa the ordinary kinds of deal timber ; and, coated
with a thin layer of plaster, beams and pillars of larch might pro-
bably be found to justify Cesar's epithet "igni impenetrabile
lignum "

; even the small branches are not easily kept alight, and
a larch fire in the open needs considerable care. Yet the forests of
larch in Siberia often suffer from conflagration. When these fires

.occur while the trees are fidl of sap, a curious mucilaginous matter is

exuded from the half-burnt stems ; when dry it is of a pale reddish
colour, like some of the coarser kinds of gum-arabic, and is soluble
in water, the solution resembling gum-water, in place of which it is

sometimes used ; considerable quantities are collected aud sold as
"Orenburg gum"; in Siberia and Russia it is occasionally em-
ployed as a semi-medicin.al food, being esteemed an antiscorbutic.

For burning in close stoves and furnaces, larch makes tolerably
good fuel, its value being estimated by Hartig as only one-fifth less

than that of beech ; the charcoal is compact, and is in demand for

iron-smelting and other metallurgic uses in some parts of Europe.
In the trunk of the larch, especially when growing in climates

where the sun is powerful in summer, a fine clear turpentine exists

ill great abundance
; on the declivities of the Alps of Savoy and the

south of Switzerland, it is collected by the peasants for sale, though
not in such quantity as formerly, when, being taken to Venice for

shipment, it was known in commerce as " Venice turpentine." Old
trees are selected, from the bark of which it is observed to ooze in

the early summer ; holes are bored in the trunk, somewhat inclined
upward towards the centre of the stem, in which, between the
layers of wood, the turpentine is said to collect in small lacnnie

;

wooden gutters placed iu these holes convey the viscous fluid into
little wooden pails hung on the end of each gutter ; the secretion

flows slowly all through the summer months, and the little tubs are

emptied and replaced as they fill ; a tree in the proper condition
yields from 6 to 8 lb a year, and will continue to give an annual
supply for thirty or forty years, being, however, rendered quite
useless for timber by subjection to this exhausting process. In
Tyrol, whence a supply is also obtained, a single hole is made
near the root of the tree in the spring; this is stopped with a
plug, and the turpentine is removed by a scoop in the autumn ;

but each tree yielos only from a few ounces to i lb by this process.

Real larch turpentine is a thick tenacious fluid, of a deep yellow
colour, and nearly transparent; it does not harden by time; it

contains 15 per cent, of the essential oil of turpentine, also resin,

succinic, pinic, and sylvic acids, and a bitter extractive matter.
AccQiding to Pereira, much sold under the name of Venice turpen-
tine is a mixture of common resin and oil of turpentine, and pro-

bably little of the real article now reaches England. On the French
Alps a sweet exudation is found on the small branchlets of young
larches in June and July, resembling manna in taste and laxative

properties, and known as Manna de ISriani;on or Manna Brigantina
;

it occurs in small whitish irregular granular masses, which are

removed in the morning before they are too much dried by the sun ;

this manna sceins to differ little in composition from the sap of the

tree, which also contains mannite ; its cathartic powers are weaker
than those of the manna of the manna ash [Ormis), but it is

employed in France for the same purposes. The bark of the larch

ia largely used in some countries for tanning ; it is taken from tho

trunk only, being stripped from the frees when felled ; its value is

about equal to that of birch bark ; but, according to the experience

of British tanners, it is scarcely half as strong as that of the oak.

The soft inner bark is occasionally used in the wilds of Siberia as a

ferment, by hunters .and others, being boiled and mixed with rye-

meal, and buried in the snow for a short time, when it is employed
as a substitute for other leaven, and in making the sour liquor called

"quass." In Germany a tuTigns {Polyponis laricis) grows on the

roots and stems of decaying larches, which was formerly in esteem

in England as a drastic purgative, but has given place to safer

drugs, though it is still occasional l"' used by the Continental

pharmacist. Tho young shoots of the larch arc sometimes given

in Switzerland as fodder to cattle.

The larch, though mentioned by Parkinson in 1629 as

" nursed up " by a few " lovers of variety " as a rare exotic.
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does not seem to have beeu mnch grown iu England liU

early in the last century, [n Scotland the date of its

introduction is a disputed point, but it seems to have
been planted at Dunkeld by the duke of Athole in 1727,
and about thirteen or fourteen years later considerable

plantations were made at that place, the commencement
of one' of the largest planting experiments on record; it is

estimated that 14 million larches were planted on the Athole

estates between that date and 1820. The cultivation of

the tree rapidly spread, and the larch has long become a

conspicuous feature of the scenery in many parts of Scot-

land. It grows as rapidly and attains as large a size in

British habitats suited to it as in its home. on the Alps,

and often produces equally good timber, but has sometimes

been planted under circumstances little adapted to its

successful growth. The larch of Europe is essentially a

mountain tree, and requires, not only free air above, but a

certain moderate amount of moisture in the soil beneath,

with, at the same time, perfect drainage, to bring the

timber to perfection,—conditions often occurring on the

mountain slope and rocky gleu tliat form its natural

habitats, but not always so readily provided in artificial

Culture. Complete freedom from stagnant water in the

ground, and abundant room for the spread of its branches

to light and air, are. the most necessary requirements for the

successful growth of larch,—the contrary conditions being

the most frequent causes of failure in the cultivation of

this valuable tree. Where these important heeds are com-

plied with,- it will flourish in a great variety of soils, stiff

clays, wet or mossy peat, and moist alluvium being the

chief exceptions ; in its native localities it seems partial to

the debris of primitive and metamorphio rocks, but is

occasionally found growing luxuriantly on calcareous sub-

soilsj in Switzerland it attains the largest size, and forms

the best timber, on the northern declivities of the mountains;

bat in Scotland a southern aspect appears most favourable.

The best variety for culture in Britain is that with red

female flowers ; the light-flowered kinds are said to pro-

duce inferior wood, and the Siberian larch does not grow

in Scotland nearly as fast as the Alpine tree. The larch

is raised from seed in immense numbers in British

nurseries ; that obtained from Germany is preferred, being

more perfectly ripened than. the cones of home growth

usually- are. The seeds are sown in April, on rich ground,

which should not be too highly manured ; the young
larches are planted out when two years old, or sometimes

transferred to a nursery bed to attain a larger size ; but,

like all conifers, they succeed best when planted young;
on the mountains, the seedlings are usually put into a mere
slit made in the ground by a spade v/ith a triangular blade,

the place being first cleared of any heath' bracken, or tall

herbage that might smother the young tree ; the plants

should be from 3 to 4 feet apart, or even more, according

to the growth intended before thinning, which should be
commenced as soon as the boughs begin to overspread

much; little or no pruning is needed beyond the careful

removal of dead branches. The larch is said not to succeed

on arable land, especially where corn hfts been grown, but
recent experience does not seem to support this prejudice

;

that against the previous occupation of the ground by
Scotch fir or Norway spruce is probably better founded,

and, where timber is the object, it should not be planted
with other conifers. On the Grampians and neighbouring
hills the larch will flourish at a greater elevation than the

piae, and will grow up to an altitude of 1700 or even 1800
feet ; but it attains its full size on lower slopes. In very
dry and bleak localities, the Scotch fir will probably be
more successful up to 900 feet above the sea, the limit' of

the luxuriant growth of that hardy conifer in Britain ; and
in moist valleys or on imperfectly drained acclivities Norway

spruce is more suitable. The growth of the larch while
young is exceedingly rapid ; in the south of England it will
often attain a height of 25 feet in the first ten years, while
in favourable localities it will grow upwards of 80 feet in
half a century or less ; one at Dunkeld felled sixty years
after planting was 110 feet high; but usually the tree
does not increase so rapidly after the first thirty or forty
years. Larches now exist in Scotland that rival in size
the most gigantic specimens stMding in their native woods^
a tree at Dalwick, Peeblesshire (said to have been planted
in 1725), is 5 feet in diameter; one at Glenarbuck, near
the Clyde, is aboVe 1 40 feet high, with a circumference of
13 feet. The annual increase in girth is often consider-
able even in large trees ; the fine larch near the abbey of
Dunkeld figured by Strutt in his Si/lva Britannica increased

2j^ feet between 1796 and 1825, its measurement at the
latter date being 13 feet, with a height of 97 J feet.

In the south of England, the larch is much planted for

the supply of hop-poles, and is considered one of the best
woods for that purpose, the stems being straight and easily

trimmed into poles, while they are extremely durable,
though in parts of JCent and Sussex those formed of
Spanish chestnut are regarded as still more lasting. In
plantations made with this object, the seedlings are placed
very close (from IJ to 2 feet apart), and either cut down
all at once, when the required height is attained, or thinned
out, leaving the remainder to gain a greater length ; the
land is always well trenched before planting. The best
season for larch planting, whether for poles or timber, is the
month of November ; the operation is sometimes performed
in the springj.but the practice cannot be commended, as

the sap flows early, and, if a dry period follows, the growth
is sure to be checked. The thinnings of the larch woods
in the Highlands are in demand for railway sleepers, scaffold

poles, and mining timber, and are applied to a variety of

agricultural purposes.' The tree generally succeeds on the

Welsh hills, and might with advantage be planted on many
of the drier mountains of Ireland, now mere barren moor-
land or poor unremunerative pasture.-

The European larch has long been introduced into' the

United States, where, in suitable localities, it flourishes as

luxuriantly as in Britain. Of late years some small plan-

tations have been made in America with an economic
view, the tree growing much faster, and producing good
timber at an earlier age, than the native hackmatack, while

the wood is less ponderous, and therefore more generally

applicable.

The larch io Britain is occasionally sutyect to destructive casoal-

ties. Tlie young seedlings are sometimes nibbled by tlie hare and
rabliit ; and on parts of the Highland hills both bark and shoots

are eaten in the winter by the roe-deer, which is a gi-eat enemy to

young plantations ; larch woods Should always be fenced in to keep
out the hill-cattle, which will browse upon the shoots in spring:

The "woolly aphis," "American blight," or "larch blight"
(£fiosoma laricis) often attacks the trees in close valleys, but rarely

spreads much unless other unhealthy conditions arc present. A far

more formidable enemy is the disease known as the "heart-rot"
;

it occurs in all the more advanced stages of growth, occasionally

attacking young larches only ten years old or less, but is more com-
mon at a later period, when the trees have acquired a considerable

size, sometimes spreading in a short time through a whole planta-

tion. The trees for a considerable period show little sign of un-

healthiness, but eventually the lower part of the stem near the root

begins to swell somewhat, and the whole tree gradually goes off as

the disease .advances ; when, cut down, the trunk is found to be

decayed at the centre, the "rot" usually commencing near thf

ground and gi-adually extending upwards. Trees of good size ars

thus rendered nearly worthless, often showing little sign ol

unhealthiness till felled. Great difference of opinion exists among
foresters as to the cause of thfs destructive malady ; the manner in

which it spreads would seem to indicate a fungoid origin, and the

previous growth of pine on the-ground is one of the most usual

explanations offered. That some fungoid mycelium may be tho

remote cause of the disease seems not improbable ; but ihero is little

doubt that any circumstance that tends to weaken the tree acts as
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a predisposing cause of the attack, and tie best safeguards are

probably perfect drainage, and early and sufficient thinning. On
exposed hill-sides, and other well-drained breezy localities, the larch

is little liable to failure from "rot" or any other cause. On arid

subsoils, however, the tree will sometimes be injured in very dry

seasons ; and such situations, though suitable for Scotch fir, are

therefore badly adapted for larch.

Considerable quantities of larch timber are imported into Britain

for use in th» dockyards, in addition to the large home supply.

The quality raries much, as well as the colour and density ; an

Italian sample in the museum at Kew (of a very dark red tint)

weighs about 24i lb to the cubic foot, while a Polish specimen, of

equally deep hue, is 44 ft 1 oz. to the same measurement.
' For the purposes of the landscape gardener, whose chief aim is

the picturesque, the larch is a valuable aid in the formation of park

arid pleasure ground. On steep hill-sides, the lofty aspiring stem

and drooping branchlets add a pleasing feature to the prospect ; the

light airy aspect of the tree adapts it as a contrast to the heavier

masses of the pines and firs ; the bright light-green foliage in the

spring affords an agreeable variety, and nature presents few more

refreshing objects to the sight than a larch plantation bursting into

young leaf ; in the late autumn, the pale yellow of the changing

foliage stands out in strong relief to the sombre tones of the ever-

green conifers, or the deep red-brown of the beech ; but in park or

plantation the larch is never seen to such advantage as when
hanging over some tumbling burn or rocky pass among the moun-
tains. A variety mth very pendent boughs, known as the "droop-
ing" larch, is occasionally met vrith in gardens.

The bark of the larch has lately been introduced into pharmacy,

being given, generally in the form of an alcoholic tincture, in

chronic bronchitic affections and internal haemorrhages. It con-

tains, in addition to tannin, a peculiar principle called larixin,

which may be obtained in a pure state by distillation from a con-

centrated infusion of the bark ; it is a colourless substance in long

crystals, with a bitter and astringent taste, and a faint acid reaction

;

hence some term it larixinic tuid.

The genus is represented in the eastern parts of North America
by the hackmatack {L. americank), of n hich there are several varie-

ties, two so well-marked that they are by some botanists considered

specifically distinct. In one (L. microcarpa) the cones are very small,

rarely exceeding J inch in length, of a roundish-obloug shape ; the

scales are very few in number, crimson in the young state, reddish-

brown when ripe ; the tree much resemb'es the European larch in

general appearance, but is of more slemler growth ; its trunk is

seldom more than 2 feet in diameter, and larely above 80 feet high
;

this form is the red larch, the dpineU'e rouge of the French
Canadians. The black larch {L. pendula) has rather larger cones,

of an oblong shape, about 3 inch long, p irplish or green in the

immature state, and dark brown when rip», the scales somewhat
more numerous, the bracts all shorter than the scales. The bark

is dark bluish-grey, smoother than in the Md larch, on thet rank
and lower boughs often glossy ; the branches are more or. less

pendulous and very slender. The red larch grows usually on higher

and drier ground, ranging from the Virginian mountains to the

shores of Hudson's Bay ; the black larch is found often on moist

land, and even in swamps. The hackmatack is one of the most
valuable timber trees of America ; it is in great demand in the ports

of the St Lawrence for shipbuilding, the best vessels built in British

America having their frames wholly or partially constructed of this

fine wood. It is far more durable than any of the oaks of that

region, is heavy and close-grained, and much stronger, as well as

more lasting, than that of the pines and firs of Canada. In many
parts all the finer trees have been cut down, but large woods of it

still exist in the less accessible districts ; it abouuds especially near
Lake St John, and in Newfoundland is the prevalent tree in some
of the forest tracts ; it is likewise common in Maine and Vermont.
In the timber and building yards the "red" hackmatack is the

kind preferred, the produce, probably, of L. microcarpa ; the
"grey" is less esteemed

;
but the varieties from which these wood^

are obtained cannot always be traced with certainty. Several fine

specimens of the red larch exist in English parks, but its growth
is much slower than that of L. europxa, and it has never been
planted on a large scale ; the more pendulous forms of L. pendula
are elegant trees for the garden. The hackmatacks might per-
haps be grown with advantage in places too wet for the common
larch.

In western America a larch occurs more nearly resembling L.
europaM, the western larch {L. occidr,nlali3) of Nuttal!, who speaks
of it as found by him in "the coves of the Rocky Mountains on
the western slope towards the Oregon." The leaves are short,
thicker and more rigid than in any of the other larches; the cones
are much larger than those of the hackmatacks, egg-shaped or oval
in outline ; the scales are of a fine red in the immature state, the
bracts green and extending far beyond the scales in a rigid leaf-like

point. The bark of the trunk has the same n ddish tint as that of
the common larch of Europe. This is probably the tree described by
Fremont as the European larch, and found by.hioi in ^eat abund-

ance on the blue Mountains, near the valley called the Grand Rond.
He alludes to the large size of the trunk, some of the trees being
200 feet high and one 10 feet in circumference ; the stems were
often clear of branches for 100 feet from the ground. Little is

known of the quality of the limber, but specimens of the wood seem
to be firm and close in grain ; the colour is a pale reddish tint

throughout. From its great size the tree would appear worthy of

the attention of American planters.

The other species of the genus Larix present few features of
interest except to the botanist. (C. P. J.)

LARD is the melted and strained fat of the common
hog. The bulk of the lard of commerce is obtained from
the abdominal fat of the animal ; but ii\ the preparation

of inferior qualities fatty scraps of all kinds which result

from the preparation of pork are melted up, and occasion-

a,lly entire flanks of pigs are treated for the fat Lhey yield.

Ordinary lard is a pure white fat of the consistency of

butter, having a faint characteristic taste, and scarcely any
odour. It melts at between 78° to 88° Fahr., has a specific

gravity of 0'915, and consists of 62 per cent, of fluid fat

(olein or lard oQ), and 33 per cent, of the hard fats palmitin

and stearia If perfectly pure, it has no tendency to become
rancid ; but there is generally sufficient impurity present

to develop a change in the olein, which gradually exhibits

itself by a yellow colour and a rancid odour and taste.

Lard is an article of considerable importance in com-

merce; it is calculated that the annual produce of the sub-

stance in the United States of America alone is not less

than 5,000,000 cwts. Its preparation is conducted in

connexion with the great pork-curing and packing establish-

ments, mostly centred in Chicago, Cincinnati, St Louis,

Milwaukee, Louisville, and Indianapolis,—Chicago alone

now monopolizing about one-half of the American trade.

In these establishments the fat is "rendered " in large vats

heated by coils or worms of steam pipes, each charge being

completely melted in from ten to twelve hours. The greaves

or cracklings which remain are used for making "dog
biscuits," &c. The finest lard is prepared from the " leaf

"

fat of the abdominal cavity, and passes into commerce as

"prime steam lard." The intestinal fat, trimmings, and
refuse yield No. 2 lard, which is mostly sent to the

European market. The summer-killed pigs yield on an

average 34 lb of lard, while the winter-killed animals pro-

duce about 37 Bb, but in the case of selected animals these

figures may rise to 45 B) and 54 lb respectively. The uses

of lard are numerous : it is largely employed by biscuit

and pastry bakers and in domestic cookery ; it is used in the

dressing and currying of leather ; it is an important article

in pharmacy for ointments, plaisters, and suppositories ; it

forms a principal ingredient in many pomades and prepara-

tions for the toilet; and it is the source of the important

lard oil and " solar stearin " noted below. Lard is occasion

ally adulterated with water up even to 20 per cent, with

starch, chalk, plaster of Paris, baryta, &c. Such falsi-

fications, owing to the nature of the substance, are easily

detected :—the water by bringing the substance gently to

the melting point when it separates ; starch by the charac-

teristic reaction with iodine ; and mineral substance by the

ash remaining after the burning of the fat. The imports into

the United Kingdom in 1880 amounted to 927,512 cwts.,

value £1,852,160,—the very large proportion of 873,100

cwts. coming from the United States, and 46,618 from

British North America. A large amount of native lard is

also consumed in the United Kingdom, this being usually

put up in bladders for sale. That prepared in Wiltshire

is the most highly prized, and is the quality generally

used in domestic cookery.

Lard oil is the limpid, clear, colourless oil expressed by

pressure and gentle heat from lard, leaving a solid,

glistening, and crystalline residue, known in commerce

as " solar stearin," which is useful in candle making, but

is also used to adulterate spermaceti. Lard oil has now
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an important function in industry, being principally em-

ployed for the oiling of wool and in lubrication. It is

also a good deal consumed in the falsification of more

valuable oils, for which its neutral properties well adapt

it; and it in turn is adulterated with cotton seed oil, ifec.

LARDNER, Dionvsius (1793-1859), a prolific scien-

tific writer, was born • at Dublin, April 3, 1793. His

father was a solicitor, and intended his son to follow the

same calling. . After some years of uncongenial desk work,

Lardner, determining on a university career, entered Trinity

College, Dublin, and graduated B.A. in 1817. In 1828

he became professor of natural philosophy and astrouomy

at University College, London, a position which he held

till 1840, when he eloped with a married lady, and had to

leave the country. After a most successful lecturing tour

through the princip.al cities of the United States, which

realized 200,000 dollars, he returned to Europe in 1845.

He settled at Paris, and continued to reside there till

within a few months of his death, which took place at

Naples, April 29, 1859.

Though lacking in real originality or brilliancy, Lardner showed
himself to be a successful popularizer of science. He was the

author of numerous mathematical and physical treatises on such

subjects as algebraic geometry (1823), the differential and integ-

ral calculus (1825), the steam engine (1828), besides hand-books on
various departments of natural philosophy (185i-56) ; but it is as

the editor of Lardner's Cyclopxdia (1830-44) that he will be best

remembered. To this scientific library of 134 volumes many of

the ablest savants of. the day contributed, Lardner himsel:

being the author of the treatises on arithmetic^, geometry, heat,

hydrostatics and pneumatics, mechanics (in conjunction with
Kater), and electricity (in conjunction with Walker). The Cabinet

Library (12 vols., 1830-32) and the Uuseum of Science and Art (12

vols., 1854-56) are his other chief undertakings. A few original

papers appear in the Royal Irish Academy's transactions (1824),

in the Royal Society's Proefedings (1831-36), nnd in the Astrono-

mical Society's iloiitlihj Notices (1852-53) ; and two Reports to the

British Association on railway constants (1838, 1841) are from
his pen.

LARDNER, Nathaniel (1684:-1768), author of the

The Credibility of the Gospel History, was born at Hawk-
hurst, Kent, in 1684. After having studied for the Pres-

byterian ministry in London, and also at Utrecht and

Leyden, he in 1709 took licence as a preacher ; but, failing

to gain acceptance in the pulpit, he in 1713 entered the

family of a lady of rank as tutor and domestic chaplain,

and in this position he remained until 1721. In 1724 he

was appointed to deliver the Tuesday evening lecture in

the Presbyterian chapel. Old Jewry, London, and in 1729 he

became assistant minister to the Presbyterian congregation

in Crutched Friars. He died at Hawkhurst pn July 24,

1768.
An anonymous volume of Memoirs appeared in 1769 ; and a life

by Kippis is prefixed to the edition of the Works of Lardner, pub-

lished in 11 vols. 8vo in 1788, in 4 vols. 4to in 1817, and 10 vols.

8vo in 1827. The full title of his principal work—a work which,

though now quite out of date, gives its author a permanent place of

some respectability in the history of Christian apologetics—is Tlie

Credibility of the Gospel History ; or the Principal Fads of the New
Testament confirtned by Passages of Aiicient Atlth&i's, who zvere con-

temporary with our Saviour or his Apostles, or lived near their time.

Part i. , in 2 vols. 8vo, appeared in 1727 ; the publication of part ii.,

in 12 vols. 8vo, began in 1733 and ended in 1755. In 1730 there

was a second edition of part i., and the Additions and Alterations

were also published separately. A Supplement, otherwise entitled

A HiMory of the Apostles and Evangelists^ IFritcrs of the New
Testament, was added in 3 vols. (1756-57), and reprinted in 1760.

Other works by Lardner are A large Collection of Ancient Jewish

and Heathen Testimonies to the Truth of the Christian Revelation,

with Notes and Observations, 4 vols. 4to, 1764-67 ; The History of
the Heretics of the two first Centuries after Christ, published post-

humously in 1780; a considerable number of ocoasional sermons ;

and A Letter concerning the question whether the Logos supplied the

place of. the Human Soul in the Person of Jesus Christ. In this

tract, written in 1730 and published in J759, Lardner indicated his

Dreference for the Unitarian view.

LARES were Roman deities, whose character and wor-

ship share in the obscurity that envelops all antique

Roman religion. They belonged to the cultus of the dead,
from which so much of Roman and Greek religion was
derived ; they were the deified ancestors still living in their
graves in the house, and worshipped by the family as their
guardians and protectors. But the dead were powerful
also to do harm, unless they were duly propitiated with all

the proper rites ; they were spirits of terror as well as of
good ; in this fearful sense the names Lemures and still more
Larvx were appropriated to them. The name Lar has been
thought to be an Etruscan word, meaning " lord " ; it ia

a common personal name or title in Etruria. We find

certainly, from a very early time, a distinction between
Lares privati and Lares jmbtici. The former were wor-

shipped in the house by the family alone, and the Lar
familiaris was conceived as the head of the family and
of the family cultus. The Lares piMici belonged to the

state religion ; and their worship, after having fallen into

neglect, was restored by Augustus and to some extent re-

modelled. It is therefore difficult to distinguish how far

the known rites of the cultus are ancient ; but it seems
certain that the^f)i('Ksof Augustus, as refonnder of the state,

was added, and that the original Lares j^nestites were two
in number. Schwegler and others have maintained that

this pair are the twin brothers so frequent in early religions,

the Romulus and Remus ef the P'^nian foundation-legend;

that the tale of the twins is in most of its elements derived

from the religion of the two Lares ; that Acca Larentia,

the fostermother of the twins, is the same as Lara, Larunda,

Mania, or Muta, the mother of the Lares ; and that the

Larentalia, celebrated on December 23, was a feast of the

Lares. But the two sets of legends must be strictly dis-

tinguished : the difference in the quantity of the opening

syllable shows that Larentia has no connexion with Larunda
and the Lares ; the Larentalia was a festival of Jupiter

and Acca Larentia, in which the Lares had no place ; and

Mommsen argues that Remus was a late addition to the

foundation legend, in which originally Romulus alone was
known. As restored by Augustus, the Lares prsestites were

the guardians of the state and protectors of its unity ; and,

in lesser circles, every division of the city had likewise

its Lares compitales, now three in number, who had their

own sedicula at the cross roads and their special festival,

Compitalia. The temple of the city Lares (sacelliim

Laruni) was near the top of the Via Sacra.

The worship of the private Lares, who had their home either on
the hearth of the atrium or in their own little shrine, lararium,
persisted throughout the pagan period, but in later time changed
its character to a great extent. The emperor Alexander Severus

had images of Abraham, Christ, and Alexander the Great among
his household Lares. These domestic Lares were worshipped daily,

but with special rites on the kalends, nones, and ides of every

mouth ; they shared with the family in every festival ; when the

young bride entered the house for the first time she offered a sacri-

fice to t'nem ; when the boy assumed the toga virilis he dedicated

his childish bulla to the Lar familiaris. Marquardt maintains

that there was only one Lar in each household, and that the two
Lares compitales were the guardians of the two roads that intersected

at the compita. The Lemures as distinguished from the Lares were

propitiated at the festival of the Lemuralia, on the 9th, 11th, and
13th of May. In it the dead were propitiated, and the strange un-

explained ceremony of throwing the argei into the river was per-

formed. A legend of the birth of the Lares makes them children

of the god Mercury and a female figure, Larunda, Lara, or Lalg.

The fact that the dog was sacred to them, and that a stone figure of

a dog stood in the Sacellum Larum, deserves notice in illustration of

this legend, for the dog is connected with the Greek god Hermes.

Probably this may have arisen uuder Greek influence. Other classes

of Lares mentioned as early as the republican period are the Lara
rurales, viales, permarini. To the last-named Aurelius dedicated a

temple in commemoration of the naval victory over Antiochus,

190 B.C. The generally accepted view is that the Lares ore repre-

sented as young men, crowned with laurel, dressed in short high-

girt tunics, holding horns and cups in their hands ; but Marquardt,

in accordance with his view that there was only one Lar, considere

that these two figures are penates, and on a coin of the gens C'sesia

the Lares are represented as two youn^; men with chlamys and
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spear, seated, witli a dog between them. Jordan remarks that iu

the cinctus Gabinus the end of the toga was thrown over the head, i

whereas the Lares always wear only a tunic, and have never veiled

heads. The Compitalia, was, during the Republican time, Sifcria

conceptiva, set by the prretor at some time soon after the Saturnalia,

December 17-19. Under the empire it was fixed for January 3-5.

See Schomann, De Diis Manibiis; Hertzberg, De Diis Roman
pair.; Hartung, RcUg. da- Miner; Schwegler, Kiim. Gesch., vol. ii.

;

Preller, Koin. Mijlhol. ; Jordan. " Vesta und die Laren," and " De
Larum Imag.," in Annal,i, 1862; Reifferscheid, "De Lar. pict.

I'omp.," in Annali, 1863; Marquardt, Rom. Slaatsverw., iii. 120,

197, 244; Momnisen, " Acca Larentia," in Ron. Forscli., ii., and
" Remus Legend," in Hermes, 1881.

LA.EGILLIERE, Nicolas (1656-1746), perhaps the

most distinguished portrait painter of the age of Louis

XIV., was born at Paris, October 20, 1656. His father,

who was a merchant, took him to Antwerp at the

age of three, and when nine years old he accompanied a

friend of the family to London, where he remained nearly

two years. The attempt to turn his attention to business

having failed, he entered, some time after his return to

Antwerp, the studio of Goubeau, quitting this at the age

of eighteen to seek his fortune in England, where he

was befriended by Lely, who employed him for four years

at Windsor. His skill attracted the notice of Charles II.,

who wished to retain Lim in his service, but the fury

aroused against Catholics by the Rye House Plot alarmed
Largillifere for his own safety, *and he left England for

Paris, where he was well received by Le Brun and Van der

Meulen. In spite of his Flemish training the reputation

of Largillifere, especially as a portrait painter, was soon

established ; his brilliant colour and lively touch attracted

all the celebrities of the day,—actresses, public men, and
popular preachers flocking to his studio. Huet, bishop of

Avranuhes, Cardinal de Noailles, the Duclos, and President

Lambert, with his beautiful wife and daughter, are amongst
some of his most noted subjects. It is said that James II.

recalled Largillifere to England on his accession to the

throne in 1685, that he declined to accept the office of

keeper of the royal collections, but that, although he could
not be induced to remain in London permanently, he
made a short visit, during which he painted portraits of the

king, the queen, and the prince of Wales. This laSt is

impossible, as the birth of the prince did not take place till

1688 ; the three portraits, therefore, painted by Largilliere

of the Pretender in his youth must all have been executed
in Paris, to which city he returned some time before March
1686, when he was received by the Academy as a member,
and presented as his diploma picture the fine portrait of Le
Brun, now in the Louvre. He was received as an historical

painter ; but, although he occasionally produced works of

that class (Crucifixion, engraved by Roettiers), and also

treated subjects of still life, it was in historical portraits

that he excelled. Horace Walpole tells us that he left in

London those of Pierre van der Meulen and of Sybrecht.
His works are rare in the local museums, but several are
at Versailles. The church of St fitienne du Mont at Paris
contains the finest example of Largillifere's work when
dealing with large groups of figures ; it is an ex voto oS'ered

by the city to St Genevieve, painted in 1694, and contain-

ing portraits of all the leading officers of the municipality.
Largilliere passed through every post of honour in the
Academy, until in 1743 he was made chancellor. He died
on the 20th March 1746. Oudry was the most distin-

guished of his pupils. Largilliere's work found skilful in-

terpreters in Van Schuppen, Edelinck, Desplaces, Drevet,
Pitou, and other engravers.

LARISSA (in Turkish Veni Shehr), the most important
town of Thessaly, is situated in a rich agricultural dis-

trict on the right bank of the Salambria (Peneius), about
35 niles north-west of Volo. Up till 1881 it was the
Beat of a pasha' in the vilayet of Janina ; it now ranks

as the chief town of the new Greek province. Its long

subjection to Turkey has left little trace of a nobler

antiquity, and the most striking features in tne general

view are the mosques and the Mohammedan burying-

grounds. It was the seat of a strong Turkish garrison,

and the great mass o, the people were of Turkish blood.

In the outskirts is a village of Africans from the Sudan

—

a carious remnant of the forces collected by Ali Pasha.

The manufactures include Turkish leather, cotton, silk, and

tobacco, but the general state of trade and industry is far

from being prosperous. Fevers and agues are rendered

prevalent by the badness of the drainage and the over-

flowing of the river; and the death-rate is higher than

the birth-rate. The population is estimated at 25,000 or

30,000.

Larissa, written Larisa on ancient coins and inscriptions, is near

the site of the Homeric Argissa. It appears in early times as a

powerful city under the rule of the Aleuadffi, whose authority ex-

tended over the whole plain of the Pelasgioti?. The inhabitants

sided with Athens during the Pcloponnesian War, and during the
Roman invasion their city was a point of considerable importance.

In the 5th century it was made the seat of an archbishop, who
has now fifteen suffragans. During the war of Greek independence
Larissa was the headquarters of Ali Pasha. Kotices of the few
ancient inscriptions recently found at Larissa are given by Miller

in iUlan(jes philologiqucs, Paris, 1880. The name Larissa is a com-
mon one, and the city has more particularly to be distinguished
from Larissa Cremaste on Mount Otlirys.

LARISTAN, a province of Persia, bounded by FarsistAn

on the W. and N.W., by Kirm<^n on the E. and N.E., by
the Persian Gulf on the S. It lies between 26° 30' and 28°

25' N. lat., 52° 30' and 55° 30' E. long., and has an extreme
length and breadth of 210 and 120 miles respectively, with

an area of 20,000 square miles. LAristdn is one of the least

productive provinces in Persia, consisting mainly of moun-
tain ranges in the north and east, and of arid plains varied

with rocky hills and salt or sandy valleys stretching thence

to the coast. In the highlands there are some fertile upland

tracts producing corn, dates, and other fruits ; and there the

climate is genial. But elsewhere it is extremely sultry,

and on some low-lying coast lands subject to malaria.

Good water is everywhere so scarce that but for the rain

preserved in cisterns the country would be mostly unin-

habitable.- The coast is chiefly occupied by Arab tribes

under their own chiefs, who are virtually independent,

paying merely a nominal tribute to the shah's Government.
They reside in small towns and mud forts scattered along
the coast, and were till recently addicted to piracy. The
people of the interior are mostly of the old Iranian stock,

intermediate between the Tajiks and Kurds, and speaking
an archaic form of Persian. Here the chief tribes are the

Mezaijan, about 1600, with numerous flocks and herds;
the Bekoi, 2500; and theTahuni, 200. LAristan was
subdued eight hundred years ago by a Turki khan, and
remained an independent state till its last ruler was deposed
and put to death by Shah "AbbAs the Great. Population

about 90,000.

LARK, Anglo-Saxon Ldiverce, German Lerche, Danish
Lserlce, Dutch Leeuweril; a bird's name (perhaps always,

but now certainly) used in a rather general sense, the
specific meaning being signified by a prefix, as Skylark,

Titlark, Woodlark, and so forth. It seems to be nearly

conterminous with the Latin Alauda as used by older

authors ; and, though this was to some extent limited by
Linnseus, several of the species included by him under
the genus he so designated have long since been referred

elsewhere. By Englishmen the word Lark, used without

qualification, almost invariably means the Skylark, Alauda
arvensis, which, as the best known and most widely-

spread species throughout Europe, has been invariably

considered the typo of the genus. It scarcely needs de-

scription. Of all birds it holds unquestionably the fo-^e-
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most place in our literature, and tliere is hardly a poet or

poetaster who has not made it his theme, to say nothing
of the many writers of prose who have celebrated its

qualities in passages that will be remembered so long as

our language lasts. It is also one of the most favourite

cage birds, as it will live for many years in captivity, and,

except in the season of moult, will pour forth its thrilling

song many times in an hour for weeks or months together,

while its affection for its owner is generally of the most
marked kind. Difficult as it is to estunate the comparative

abundance of different species of birds, there would probably

be no error in accounting the Skylark the most plentiful of

the Class in Western Europe. Not only does it frequent

almost all unwooded districts in this quarter of the globe,

making known its presence throughout spring and summer,
everywhere that it occurs, by its gladsome and heart-lifting

notes, but, unlike most birds, its numbers increase with

the spread of agricultural improvement, and since the

beginning of th'. century the extended breadth of arable

land in Great Britain must have multi[ilied manifold the

Lark-population of tho country. Nesting chiefly in the

growing corn, its egg?, tind young are protected in a great

measure from all molestation ; and, as each pair of birds

will rear several broods in the season, their produce on the

average may be set down as at least quadrupling the original

stock—the eggs in each nest varying from five to three.

The majority of young Larks seem to leave their birthplace

so soon as they can shift for themselves, but what immedi-

ately becomes of them is one of the many mysteries of

bird life that has not yet been penetrated. When the

stubbles are cleared, old and young congregate in flocks
;

but the young then seen appear to be those only of the

later broods. In the course of the autumn they give place

to others cocuing from more northerly districts, and then

as winter succeeds in great part vanish, leaving but a tithe

of the numbers previously present. On the approach of

severe weather, in one part of the country or another, flocks

arrive, undoubtedly from the Continent, which in magnitude
cast into insignificance all those that have hitherto inhabited

the district. On the east coast of both Scotland and
England this immigration has been several times noticed

as occurring in a constant stream for as many as three days

in succession. Further inland the birds are observed " in

numbers simply incalculable," and " in countless hundreds."

On such occasions the bird-catchers are busily at work with

their nets or snares, so that 20,000 or 30,000 Larks are

often sent together to the London market, and at the lowest

estimate £2000 worth are annually sold there. During the

winter of 1867-68, 1,255,500 Larks, valued at £2260,
were taken into the town of Dieppe.^ The same thing

happens in various places almost every year, and many
persons are apt to believe that thereby the species is

threatened with extinction. When, however, it is con-

sidered that, if these birds were left to continue their

wanderings, a large proportion would die of hunger before

reaching a place that would supply them with food, and
that of the remainder an enormous proportion would perish

at sea in their vain attempt to find a settlement, it must be

acknowledged that man by his -wholesale massacres, which

at first seem so brutal, is but anticipating the act of Nature,

and on the whole probably the fate of the Larks at his hands

is not worse than that which they would encounter did not

his nets intervene.

The Skylark's range extends across the Old World from
the Faroe to the Kurile Islands. In winter it occurs in

North China, Nepaul, the Punjab, Persia, Palestine, Lower
Egypt, and Barbary. It sometimes strays to Madeira, and
has been killed in Bermuda, though its unassisted appear-

' See Yanell {Hist. Br: Birds, ed. 4, i. pp. 618-C21), where par-

Vcolar reference^ to the above statemeots. and -some others, are giveu.

ance there is doubtful. It has been successfully introduced
on Long Island iu the State of New York,.and into New
Zealand—in which latter it is likely to become as trouble-
some a denizen as are other subjects upon which Acclima-
tization Societies have exercised their meddlesome activity.

Allied to the Skylark a considerable number of species have

Flo. 1.—A, Alavda agrestis
; B, Alauda arvensis.

been described, of which perhaps a dozen may be deemed
valid, besides a supposed local race, Alatida agrestis, the

difference between which and the normal bird is shown in

the annexed woodcut (fig. 1), kindly lent to this work by
Mr Dresser, in whose £i>-cls of Etn-ope it is described

at length. These are found in various parts of Africa and
Asia.

The WooDLAEK, Alauda arhorea, is the only other clearly-

established European species ^l the genus, as now limited

by some recent authorities. It is a much more local

and therefore a far less numerous bird than the Skylark,

from which it may be easily distinguished by its finer bill,

shorter tail, more spotted breast, and light superciliary

stripe. Though not actually inhabiting woods, as its

common name might imply, it is seldom found far from

trees. Its song wants the variety and power of the Sk}--

lark's, but has a resonant sweetness peculiarly its own.

The bird, however, requires much care in captivity, and

is far less often caged than its congener. It. has by no

means so wide a range as the Skylark, and perhaps the most

eastern locality recorded for it is Erzeroum, while its ap-

pearance in Egypt and even in Algeria must be accounted

rare.

Not far removed from the foregoing is a group of Larks

characterized by a larger crest, a stronger and more curved

bill, a rufous lining to the wings, and some other minor

features. This group has been generally termed Gahriia,-

and has for its type the Cr-.^ted Lark, the Alauda cristata

of Linnfeus, a bird common enough in parts of France and

some other countries of the European Continent, and said

to have been obtained several times in the British Islands.

Many of the birds of this group frequent the borders if

not the interior of deserts, and such as do so exhibit a

more or less pale coloration, whereby they are assimilated

in hue to that of their haunts. The same character-

istic may be observed in several other groups—especi-

ally those known as belonging .to the Genera Calandrella,

Ammomanes, and Certldlauda, some species of which are of

a light sandy or cream colour. The genus last named is of

very peculiar appearance, presenting in some respects an

extraordinary resemblance to the Hoopoes, so much so that

the first specimen described was referred to the genus

Upupa, and named U. alaudipes. The resemblance, Low-

ever, is merely one of analogy. The Hoopoe {q.v.) belongs

to a totally distinct Order of birds, widely differing ana-

tomically and physiologically, and we can hardly yet assume

that this resemblance is the effect of what is commoply

The name, however, is inadmissible, owing to its prio" u«« in

Entomology.
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Fio. 2.—A, Alauda arborea

Certhilauda.

called " mimicrv," though that may ultimately prove to be

the case.

There is, however, abundant evidence of the susceptibility

of the Alaudine structure to modification from external cir-

cumstances,—in other words, of its plasticity ; and perhaps

no homogeneous group of Passeres could be found which

better displays the working of " Natural Selection." This

fac^t was recognized many years ago, and ere " Darwinism "

,was founded as a creed,

by one whose knowledge
of the Alcmdidx was
based on the safe ground

of extensive personal ob-

servation, and by. one

who cannot be suspected

of any prejudice in favour

of, new-fangled notions.

The remarks made by
Canon Tristram (Ihis,

185D, pp. 429-433) de-

serve all attention, going,

as they go, to tlie root of

the matter, and nothing

but the exigencies of

space precludes their reproduction here. A monograph of

the Family executed by a competent ornithologist from an

evolutionary point of view could not fail to be a weapon

of force in the hands of all evolutionists. Almost every

character that among Passerine birds is accounted most sure

is in the Larks found subject to modification. The form

of the bill varies in an ex-

traordinary degree. In the

Woodlark (fig. 2, A), already

noticed, it is almost as slender

as a Warbler's ; in -Ainmo-

manes it is short ; in Certhi-

lauda ffig. 2, li) it is elon-

gated and curved ; in Pi/rrhu-

lauda and Melanocorypha (fig.

3, A) it is stout and Finch-

like ; while in Rhamphocorya
(flg. 3, B) it is exaggerated

to an extent that surpasses

almost any Fringilline form,

exceeding in its development

that found in some members
of the perplexing genus Para-

doxoriiis, and even presenting

a resemblance to the same feature in the far-distant Anas-

toimts—the tomia of the maxilla not meeting those of the

mandibula along their whole length, but leaving an open

space between them. Tlje hind claw, generally greatly

elongated in Larks, is in Calandrella (fig. 4) and some

other genera reduced to a very moderate size. The wings

exhibit almost every modification, from the almost entire

Fig. 3.— A, Melanocorypha
calandra ; B, Rhampho-
corys clot-hey.

Pro. 4.

—

Calandrella brachydaciyla.

abortion of the first primary in the Skylark to its con-

siderable development (fig. 5), and from tertials and scapu-

lars of ordinary length to the extreme elongation found in

the Moiacillidse and almost in certain Limicolse. The most
constant character indeed of the AUmdidx would seem to

be that afforded by the podotheca or covering of the tarsus,

which is scutellate behind as well as in front, but a char-

acter easily overlooked.'

In the Old World Larks are found in most parts of the
Palaearctic, Ethiopian, and Indian Regions ; but only one
genus, Mirafra, inhabits Australia, where it is represented

by, so far as is

ascertained, a

single species,

il. horsjieldi
;

and there is no
true Lark in-

digenous toNew
Zealand. In the

New World
there is also

only one genus,

Otocovys,- where
it is represented

by two species,

one of which,

found over near-

ly the whole of

North America,

is certainly not

-A, Alauda arborea ; B, Certhilauda
;

C, ifelanocorypha calandra.

distinguishable from the Shore-Lark of Europe and Asia,

0. alpeUris; while the other, confined to the higher eleva-

tions of more southern latitudes, seems to be the relic of a

former immigration (perhaps during a glacial period) of

the northern form, which has through isolation come to be

differentiated as 0. chrijsolxma (see Birds, vol. iii. p. 746).

The Shore-Lark is in Europe a native of only the extreme

north, but is very common near the shores of the Varanger

Fjord, and likewise breeds on mountain-tops further

south-west, though still well within the Arctic circle. The
mellow tone of its call-note has obtained for it in Lapland

a name signifying " Bell-bird," and the song of the cock is

lively, though not very loud. The bird trustfully resorts

to the neighbourhood of houses, and even enters the villages

of East Finmark.in search of its food. Lt produces at least

two broods in the season, and towards autumn migrates to

lower latitudes in large flocks. Of late years these have

been observed almost every winter on the east coast of

Great Britain, and the species instead of being regarded,

as it once was, in the light of an accidental visitor to the

United Kingdom, must now be deemed an almost regular

visitor, though in very varying numbers. The observations

on its habits made by Audubon in Labrador have long

been known, and often reprinted.^ Other congeners of

this bird are the 0. penicillata of south-eastern Europe,

Palestine, and Central Asia—to which are referred by Mr
Dresser {B. Europe, iv. p. 401) several other forms origin-

ally described as distinct ; but the specific validity of one

of them, 0. longiroslris, has since been reasserted by Dr
Scully (ibis, 1881, p. 581)—as well as the 0. bilopha of

Arabia and Mauritania. All these birds, which have been

termed Horned Larks, from the tuft of elongated black

feathers growing on each side of the head, form a little

group easily recognized by their peculiar coloration, which

calls to mind some of the Ptinged Plovers, jEgialitis (see

KiLLDEEE, p. 76 of the present volume).

The name Lark is also frequently applied to many birds

which do not belong to the Alaudidx as now understood.

* By assigning far too great an iniport.ince to this superficial char

acter (in comparisou with others), Sunrtevall (Tentamen, pp. 53-''.'<J

was induced to aiTay the Larks, Hoopoes, and several other hetero-

geneous groups in one ''Series," to which he applied the name of

Scutelliplantares.
- By American writers it is usually called Eremophila, but tljai

name seems to be preoccupied in natural history.

' The osteology of this bird is minutely described by Dr Shufcldt

{Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey, vi. pp. 119-147).
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The Mud-Lark, Rock-Lark, Titlark, and Tree-Lark are

Pipits (q.v.). The Grasshopper-Lark is one of the aquatic

Waeblers (q.v.), while the Meadow-Lark of America, as

has been already said, is an Icterus (vol. sii. p. 697).

Sand-Lark and Sea-Lark are likewise names often given

to same of the smaller members of the Limicolx. Of the

true Larke, Alauilida, there may be perhaps about one

hundred species, and it is believed tc be a physiological

character of the Family that they m' nit but once in the

year, while the Pipits, which in genera, appearance so much
resemble them, undergo a double moult, as do others of the

Molacillidii', to which they are mosi; .learly allied, (a. n.)

LARNACA, or Laenic^. See Cyprus.

LA ROCHEFOUCAULD, Francois de (1613-1680),

the greatest maxim writer of France, one of her best

memoir writers, and perhaps the most complete and accom-

plished representative of her ancient nobility, was born at

Paris in the Rue des Petits Champs on the 15th of

September 1613. His family was one of the most ancient

and noble in France, counting twenty-one descents in the

direct male line from Foucauld, Seigneur de la Roche in

the province of Angoumois- -vho dourished early in the

11th century. The bouse of Rochefoucauld took the Pro-

testant side for a time in the quarrels of the 16th century,

but was faithful to Henry IV. in religion as in politics.

La Rochefoucauld's father was a favourite of Louis XIII.,

and was created by him duke and peer in 1622, the posses-

sions of the family in Angoumois and the neighbouring

provinces being very considerable. The author of the

Maxims, who during the lifetime of his father and his own
most stirring years bore the title of Prince de Marcillac,

was somewhat neglected in the matter of education, at

least of the scholastic kind , but he joined the army before

he was sixteen, and almost immediately began to make a

figure in public life. He had been nominally married a

year before to Andr^e de Vivonne, of whom little enough

is known to satisfy even a Greek." She seems to have been

an affectionate wife, and not a breath of scandal touches

her,—two points in which La Rochefoucauld was perhaps

more fortunate than he deserved. For some years Marcillac

continued to take part in the annual campaigns, where he

displayed the utmost bravery, though he never obtained

credit for much military skill. Then he fel! under the

influence of Madame de Chevreuse, the first of three cele-

brated women who successively influenced his life. Through

Madame de Chevreuse he became attached to the queen

Anne of Austria, and in one of her quarrels with Richelieu

and her husband a wild scheme seems to have been actually

formed, according to which Marcillac was to carry her off

to Brussels on a pillion. These caballings against Richelieu,

however, had no more serious results than occasional e.Kiles,

that is to say, orders to retire to his father's estates. After

the death of the great minister (1642), opportunity seemed

to be favourable to the vague ambition which then animated

half the nobility of France. Marcillac became one of the

so-called importants, and took an active part in reconciling

the queen and Cond^ in a league against Gaston of Orleans.

But the growing credit of Mazarin came in his way, and

the liaison in which about this time (1645) he became

entangled with the beautiful duchess of Longueville made
him irrevocably a Frondeur. He was a conspicuous figure

in the siege of Paris, fought desperately in the desultory

engagements which were constantly taking place, and was
severely wounded. In the second Fronde Marcillac followed

the fortunes of Condi5, and the death of his father, which

happened at the time (1650), gave rise to a characteristic

incident. The nobility of the province gathered to the

funeral, and the new duke de la Rochefoucauld took the

opportunity of persuading them to follow him in an attempt

ou the royalist garrison of Saumur, which, however, was not

successful. We Have no space to follow La Rochefoucauld
through the tortuous cabals and negotiations of the later
Fronde ; it is sufficient to say that he was always brave
and generally unlucky. His run of bad fortune reached
its climax in the battle of the Faubourg Saint Antoine
(1652), where he was shot through the head, and it was
thought that he would lose the sight of both eyes. It was
nearly a year before ho recovered, and then he found him-
self at his country seat of Verteuil, with no result of

twenty years fighting and intriguing except impaired
health, a seriously embarrassed fortune, and some cause for

bearing a grudge against almost every party and man of

importance in the state. He spent some years in this

retirement, and he was fortunate enough (thanks 'chiefly to

the fidelity of Gourville, who had been in his service, and,
passing into the service of Mazarin and of Cond(5, had
acquired both wealth and influence) to be able to repair in

some measure the breaches in his fortune. He did not,

however, return to court life much before Mazarin's death.

Louis XIV. was then in the full adolescence of his absolute

power, and the turbulent aristocratic anarchy of the Fronde
was a thing utterly of the past.

Somewhat earlier. La Rochefoucauld had taken his place

in the salon of Madame de Sabl6, a member of the old

Rambouillet coterie, and the founder of a kind of successor

to it. It was known that La Rochefoucauld, like almost

all his more prominent contemporaries, had spent his

solitude in writing memoirs, while the special literary

employment of the Sabl6 salon was the fabrication of

Sentences and Maximes. ' In 1662, however, more trouble

than reputation, and not a little of both, was given to him
by a surreptitious publication of his memoirs, or what
purported to be his memoirs, by the Elzevirs. Many of

his old friends were deeply wounded, and he hastened to

deny flatly the authenticity of the publication, a denial

which (as it seems, without any reason) was not very gene-

rally accepted. Three years later (1665) he published,

though without his name, the etill more famous Maxims,
which at once established him high among the men of

letters of the time. About the same date began the friend-

ship with Madame de la Fayette, which lasted till the end

of his life. The glimpses which we have of him hence-

forward are chiefly derived from the letters of Madame de

S^vign^, and, though they show him suffering agonies from

gout, are on the whole pleasant. He had a circle of

devoted friends ; he was recognized as a moralist and man
of letters of the first rank ; he might have entered the

Academy for the asking ; and in the altered measure of the

times his son the Prince de Marcillac, to whom some time

before his death he resigned his titles and honours, enjoyed

a considerable position at court. Above all. La Roche-

foucauld was generally recognized by his contemporaries

from the king downward as a type of the older noblesse

as it was before the sun of the great monarch dimmed its

brilliant qualities. This position he has retained until the

present da^'. He died at Paris on the 17th of March 1680,

of the disease which had so long tormented him.

La Rochefoucauld's character, if considered without the

prejudice which a dislike to his ethical views has sometimes

occasioned, is thoroughly respectable and even amiable.

Like almost all his contemporaries, he saw in politics little

more than a chessboard where the people at large were

but pawns, and the glory and profit were reserved to the

nobility. The weight of testimony, however, inclines to the

conclusion that he was unusually scrupulous in his conduct,

and that his comparative ill success in the struggle arose

more from this scrupulousness than from anything else.

He has been charged with irresolution, and there is some

ground for admitting the charge so far as to pronounce him

one of those the keenness of whose intellect, tocethcr with
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their apprehension of both sides of a question, interferes

with their capacity as men of action. But there is no

"round whatever for the view which represents the llaxims

as the mere outcome of the spite of a disappointed in-

triguer, disappointed through his own waut of skill rather

tlian of fortune.

Interesting, however, as he is when considered as a man
and as a typical figure of a brilliant and historically

important class, his importance as a social and historical

fio-ure is far inferior to his importance as a man of letters.

His work in this respect consists of three parts—^letters,

Memoirs, and the Maxims. The letters collected by the

diligence of his latest editor exceed one hundred in number,

and are biographically valuable, besides displaying not a

iewof his literary characteristics; but they need not further

detain us. The Memoirs, when they are read in their

proper form, yield in literary merit, in interest, and in

value to no memoirs of the time, not even to those of Retz,

between whom and La Rochefoucauld there was a strange

mixture of enmity and esteem which resulted in a couple

•of most characteristic portraits. But their history is unique

in its strangeness. It has been said that a pirated edition

appeared in Holland, and this despite the author's protest

continued to be reprinted for some thirty years. It has

been now proved beyond doubt or question to be a mere

cento of the work of half a dozen difi'erent men, scarcely a

third of which is La Eochefoucauld's, and which could

only have been possible at a time when it was the habit of

persons who frequented literary society to copy pell-mell in

commonplace books the MS. compositions of their friends

and others. Some years after La Rochefoucauld's death a

new recension appeared, somewhat less incorrect than the

former, but still largely adulterated, and this held its

ground for more than a century. Only in 1817 did- any-

thing like a genuine edition (even then by no means perfect)

appear. The Maxims, however, had no such fate. The

author re-edited them frequently during his life, with

alterations and additions ; a few were added after his death,

and it is usual now to print the whole of them, at whatever

time they appeared, together. Thus taken, they amount to

about seven hundred in numbei', iu hardly any case e.x:-

ceeding half a page in length, and more frequently con-

fiued to two or three lines. The view of conduct which

they illustrate is usually and not quite incorrectly summed
up in the words " everything is reducible to the motive of

self-interest." Though not absolutely incorrect, the phrase

is misleading. The Maxims are in no respect mere deduc-

tions from or applications of any such general theory.

They are on the contrary independent judgments on

different relations of life, different affections of the human
mind, and so forth, from which, taken together, the general

view may be deduced or rather composed. Sentimental

moralists have loudly protested against this view, yet it is

easier to declaim against it in general than to find a flaw

in the several parts of which it is made up. With a few

exceptions La Rochefoucauld's maxims represent the

matured result of the reflexion of a man deeply versed in

the business and pleasures of the world, and possessed of

an extraordinarily fine and acute intellect, on the conduct

and motives which have guided himself and his fellows.

There is as little -trace in them of personal spite as of

forfanierie de vice. But the astonishing excellence of the

literary medium in which they are conveyed is even more
remarkable than the general soundness of their ethical

import. In uniting the four qualities of brevity, clearness,

fulness of meaning, and point La Rochefoucauld has no

rival. His Maxims are never mere epigrams ; they are

never platitudes ; they are never dark sayings. He has

packed them so full of meaning that it would be impossible

to pack them closer, yet there is no undue compression; he

has sharpened their point to the utmost, yet there is no
loss of substance. The comparison which occurs most
frequently, and which is perhaps on the whole the justest,

is that of a bronze medallion, and it ai)plies to the matter

uo less than to the form. Nothing is left unfinished, yet

none of the worknianship is finical. The sentiment, far

from being merely hard as the sentimentalists pretend, has

a vein of melancholy poetry running through it which calls

to mind the traditions of La Rochefoucauld's devotion to

the romances of chivalry. The maxims are never shallow

;

each is the text for a whole sermon of application and
corollaries which any one of thought and experience can

write. Add to all this that the language in which they are

written is French, still at almost its greatest strength, and
chastened but as yet not emasculated by the reforming

influence of the 17th century, and it is not necessary to say

more. To the literary critic no less than to the man of

the world La Rochefoucauld ranks among the scanty

number of pocket-books to be read and re-read with ever

new admiration, instruction, and delight.

Tlie editions of La EoL-liefoucnuUl's Maxims published in his

lifetime' bear the dates \6(,5{cdiUo princeps), 1666, 1671, 1675,

1678. An important edition wliich aiipeared after his death in

1693 may rank almost with these. Aslongas the J/ciHOiVs remained
in tlie state above described no edition of them need be mentioned,

and none of tlie complete works vas possible. There have been

several editions more or less complete in tlie last seventy years, but

they are all thrown into the shade by that of MM. Gilbert and
Gourdanlt, 1868-31, in the series of Grands &rirains de la France,

3 vols. This is complete as to the text, but a glossary and some

other additional matters have yet to appear. The handsomest

separate edition of the MaxUns is the so-called tdilion dcs BibHo-

philes, 1870 ; but cheap and handy issues are plentiful. (G. SA.)

LA SALLE, chief city of La Salle county, Illinois, U.S.,

is situated on the right bank of the Illinois river, navigable

up to this point, about 80 miles south-west of Chicago,

with which it is connected by the Illinois and Michigan

Canal as well as by rail. La Salle is a rising commercial

city, with manufactories of glass, sulphuric acid, and soda-

ash, and some export of ice, as well as extensive zinc

rolling mills—the only works of the kind in the United

States. The supply of bituminous coal in the vicinity is

large, the output of the mines being 1,000,000 tons annu-

ally. The population in 1880 was 7847.

LA SALLE, Robert Caveliee, Sieuk de (1643-1687),

a French explorer in North America, was born at Rouen

in November 1643. He became a settler in Canada, and

about' 1669, leaving his trading post at La Chine, above

Montreal, he sought to reach China by way of the Ohio,

supposing, from the reports of Indians, this river to flow

into the Pacific. He made explorations of the country

between the Ohio and the lakes, but, when Joliet and

Marquette made it evid.nt that the main river Mississippi

emptied in the Gulf of Mexico, he conceived a vast project

for extending the French power in the lower Mississippi

valley, and thence attacking Mexico. He obtained exten-

sive grants from the French Government, rebuilt Fort

Frontenac, established a post above Niagara Falls, and built

a small vessel, in which he sailed up the lakes to Green

Bay. Thence, despatching his vessel freighted with furs,

he proceeded with the rest of the party, in boats and on

foot, to the Illinois river, near the head of which he began

a post called Fort Creve Caur, and a vessel in which to

descend the Mississippi, Not hearing of his vessel on the

lakes, he detached Hennepin, with one companion, to

ascend the Mississippi from the mouth of the Illinois, and,

leaving Tonty, with five men, at Fort Creve Coour, he

returned by land to Canada. Towards the close of 1681

La Salle, with a partyin canoes, again reached the head of

Lake Michigan, at the present site of Chicago, and, making

' The .full original title was Rejlexions

Morales.

Sentences ct Maxiii:cs
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the long portage to the Illinois, descended it to the

Mississippi, which he followed to its mouth, where he set

np a cross and the arms of France, April 9, 1682. La
Salle fell sick on his voyage up the river, and sent on

intelligence of his success, which was carried to France by

Father Membre, and was published in Hennepin's work in

1683-. When La Salle reached France, projects were taken

up by the Government for an expedition against the rich

mining country of northern Jlesico. Plans were submitted

by La Salle and by Penalosa, a renegade Spaniard, w?ho,

while governor of New Mexico in 1662, had penetrated

apparently to the Mississippi. La Salle was accordingly

sent out in July 1684, with four vessels and a small body

of soldiers, ostensibly to found an establishment. at the

mouth of the Mississippi, but really to push on and secure

a favourable base of operations, and gain the aid of the

Indians against the Spaniards, while awaiting a more
powerful force under Penalosa. The' design was so well

masked, and subsequently misrepresented, that he is

generally said to have been carried beyond the Mississippi

by the treachery of Beaujeu, a naval officer commanding
one of the vessels. After running along the coast, .La
Salle returned to Espiritu Santo Bay, Texas. There he

landed his soldiers, but lost one vessel with valuable stores.

He refused Beaujeu's ofler to obtain aid for him from the

West Indies, and when that officer, according to his orders,'

sailed "back. La Salle put up a rude fort. Then for two
years, from January 1685 to January 1687, he wasted the

time in aimless excursions by land, never getting beyond
the present limits of Texas, and making no attempt to

explore the coast or reach the Mississippi with his remain-

ing vessel. His colonists and soldiery dwindled away ; no
reinforcements or expedition under Penalosa arrived ; and
in January 1687, leaving part of his force at Fort St

Louis, he set out with the rest to reach Canada by way
of the Mississippi to obtain relief. His harshness and
arbitrary manner had provoked a bitter feeling among his

followers, and he was assassinated on the 19th of March,

near the Trinity river. Some of the survivors reached

Touty's post on the Arkansas, and returned to France by
way of Canada. The party left at the fort were nearly all

cut off by the Indians, a few survivors having been rescued

by a Spanish force sent to root out the French.
For the v.irious operations of La Salle, the chief works are Hen-

jie]nns Description of Louisiana, 1683; Lq Clerc(i^s Establishment

of the Faith, 1691 ; Tonty's Narrative (1697), and Joutel's (1713);
and the immense collection of documents published by Margry
<3 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1875-78). Hennepin and Le Clercq's accounts
were published partially in Shea's Discovery of the Mississippi, 1 852,
and recently entire. La Salle's early explorations have been dis-

cussed by Tailhan, 'Verreau, and Shea, historical scholare generally

rejecting the claims set up by Margry. Parkman gives La Salle's

whole career in his Discovery of the Great West, modified, however,
greatly in his La Salle, Boston, 1879. (J. G. S.)

LASCAR, an Anglo'Persian term (from lashhar, an
army), which formerly meant a non-combatant, or public

follower of the ordnance department. Later on it came
to mean any supernumeraries, and especially the native

sailors engaged to supplement the' crews of 'European
vessels in the Eastern v?aters. The term is at present
applied generally to the seafaring populations of the

Indian seaboard manning British vessels sailing between
England and the East. The Peninsular and Oriental and
other large steamship companies now employ the lascars

almost exclusively, preferring them to European crews on
account of their greater docility, temperance, and obedience
to orders. Nearly all are Mohammedans, and, besides their

several native tongues, speak among themselves a Bort of

lingua franca based on Hindustani, with a considerable ad-
mixture of English, Arabic, and other elements. The word
lascar is still applied -somewhat in its former sense to tent-

pitchers, inferior artillervmen, coolies, or sutlers.

LASCARIS, CoNSTANTiNE
( ? -1493), an eminent

Greek scholar, was a member of the family which in the
13th century had furnished three emperors of Nica;a, and
was born at Constantinople, but in what year is unknown.
After the fall of Constantinople in 1453, ho took refuge in
Italy, 'where Francesco Sforza, duke of Milan, appointed
him Greek tutor to his daughter Hippolyta, afterwards
married to Alphonso, king of Naples. It was at Milan that
Zarot published in 1476 the Grammatica Gneca, sive Com-
pendium odo Orationis Patlinm, of Lascaris, remarkable
as being the first book entirely in that language issued from
the printing press. After leaving Milan, Lascaris taught
for some time in Rome and in Naples, but ultimately, on
the invitation of the inhabitants, settled in Messina, where
he continued to teach publicly until his death in- 1493.
Among his numerous pupils here was the celebrated Pietro
Bembo. Lascaris bequeathed his library of valuable MSS.
to the senate of Messina ; the collection was afterwards
carried off to Spain and lodged in the Escorial.

Besides the Grammatica, which has often been reprinted, Lascaris
wrote little of any kind and nothing of any value apart from the im-
portance which attaches to his position as one of the promoters of the
revival of Greek learning in It.ily. Two little treatises by him on
Sicilians and Calabrians who had written in Greek were first pub-
lished by Maurolico in 1562, and afterwards reprinted by Zacc.avia in
the Bibliotcca di Storia Lettcrariu, His dissertation on Or)iheus is

to be .found in the first volume of the Marmora Taurinensia.
Iriarte gives some letters of Lascaris in the Regim Bibliothecee
Matritensis Codices Grseci manuscripts. See 'Villemain, Lascaris,
OH les Grccs du quinziime siicle, Paris, 1825.

LASCARIS, Joannes or Janus (c. 1445-1535), sur-

named Rhyndacenus from the river Rliyndacus in Bithynia,

his native province,' was born about 1445. He was a
member of the imperial family of Lascaris, and after the
fall Uf Constantinople fled into Italy, where ultimately he
found refuge at the court of Lorenzo de' Medici, whose
intermediary he was with the sultan Bajazet 11. in the

purchase of Greek MSS. for the Medicean library. On
the expulsion of the Medici from Florence, he, at the

invitation of Charles VIII. of France, removed to Paris

(1495), where he taught publicly, although he does not

appear to have had any official or salaried connexion with
the university. Among his pupils were Qulielmus Budseus
and Danesjus. ' By Loiiis XII. he was several times

employed on various public missions; and in 1515 he
appears to have accepted the invitation of Leo X. to take

charge of th'e Greek college he had founded at Rome. We
afterwards find Lascaris employed along with Buda;us by
Francis I. in the formation of the royal library, at Fon-
tainebleau, and also again sent in the service of the French
crown to Venice. He died at Rome in 1535.

He edited or wrote Antholoijia Epiijraiiiwulum Gj-secotnm, in

seven books, Florence, 1494 ; Culliiiiaihi Hynuii, cmn Scho'liti

Grsecis, Florence, about 1494; Scholia Graeca in Iliadon, in intcg-

rum rcstiliUa, Rome, .1517 ; Uomcricannn qvseslionHm liber, et d(

Nympliarum antro in Odyssca opuscv.Uon, Konie, 1518 ; De veHi
Grsecaritm liUcrarnm formis ac ca nsis api'd dntiquos, Paris, 1536.

See Jovius, Elogia claroriim viromm ; Hody, De Grsecis Illustn,

bus; and Baylc's Dictionary, s. v.

LAS CASAS, B.VBT0L0M15 de (1474-1566), for somj

time- bishop of Cliiapa in Mexico, and known to posterity

as "The Apostle of the Indies," was a native of Seville,

where he was born in 1474. ' His father, one of the com.

panions of Columbus in the vbj'age which resulted in tJi?

discovery of the New World, was rich enough to be abl?

to send -him to Salamanca, where he graduated. In 149?

he accompanied his father in an expedition under Columbus

to the West Indies, from which he returned in 1500; ancj

in 1502 he went with Nicolas de Ovando, the governor, t?

Hayti, where eight years afterwards ho was admitted to

priestly orders, being the first person to receive that conse.

oration in the colonies. In 1511, tlie conquest of Cuba

having been resolvft/ on, he passed over to that island to
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take part in the work ot " population and pacification," and
fti 1513 or 1514 he witnessed and vainly endeavoured to

check the fearful massacre of Indians at Caonao. Soon
afterwards there was assigned to him and his friend

Renteria a large village in the neighbourhood of Xagua,
with a number of Indians attached to it in what was known
as " repartimiento " (allotment), and like the rest of his

countrymen he sought to make the most of this opportunity

for growing rich, but at the same time he occasionally cele-

brated mass and preached. Soon, however, having become
deeply convinced of the injustice and other moral evils

connected with the repartimiento system, he began to

preach against it, at the same time giving up his own slaves.

With the consent of his partner he resolved to go to Spain
in the cause of the oppressed natives, and the result of his

representations was that in 1616 Cardinal Jimenez caused

a commission of three Hieronymites to be sent out for the

reform of abuses, Las Casas himself, with the title of
" protector of the Indians " being appointed, with a salary,

to advise and inform them. This commission had not been
long at San Domingo, however, before Las Casas became
painfully aware of the indifference of his coadjutors to the

cause which he himself had so closely at heart, and July

1517 found him again in Spain, where he developed his

scheme for the complete liberation of the Indians,—

a

scheme which not only included facilities for emigration

from Spain, but was intended to give to each Spanish
resident in the colonies the right of importing twelve negro
slaves. The emigration movement proved a failure, and
Las Casas lived long enough to express his sorrow and
shame for having been so slow to perceive that the Africans

were as much entitled to the rights of man as were the

natives of the New World. Overwhelmed with disappoint-

ment, he retired to the Dominican monastery in Hayti,

where he joined the order in 1522, and devoted eight years

of extreme seclusion to the acquisition of that store of

classical and scholastic learning which appears so curiously

in all his writings. About 1530 he appeal's to have re-

visited the Spanish court, but on what precise errand or

with what result is not known ; the vagueness and confusion

of the records ot this period of his life extends to the time

when, after visits to Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru, and
Guatemala, in the cause of religion and of his order, he
undertook an expedition in 1537 into Tuzulutlan or the

Tierra de Guerra ("Land of War"), the inhabitants of

which were, chiefly through his tact and skill, peaceably

converted to Christianity, mass being celebrated for the

first time amongst them in the newly founded town of

Kabinal in 1538. lu 1539 Las Casas was sent to Spain

to obtain Dominican recruits, and through Loaysa, general

of the order, and confessor of Charles V., he was successful

in obtaining many royal orders and letters which were
supposed to be favourable to his enterprise, among others

that which prohibited for the time being the entrance of

any lay Spaniard into Tuzulutlan. During this stay in I

Europe, which lasted more than four years, he more than
once visited Germany to see Charles, whom the business

of the empire was detaining there; he also (1542) wrote

his Veyiile Razones (" Twenty Reasons ") in defence of the

liberties of the Indians and the Brevisima Relacion de la

Deslruycion des las Indias, the latter of which was published

some twelve years later, and has since been translated into

several European languages. In 1543 be refused the

Mexican bishopric of Cuzoo, but was prevailed upon to

accept that of Chiapa, for which he sailed in 1544.

Thwarted at every point by the officials, and outraged with

passionate hatred by his countrymen in his attempt to

carry out the "new laws" which his humanity had pro-

cured (see the " Remedies que refirio" in the Seville

edition of his Obras, 1552), he rp.turned to Spain and

resigned his dignity three years afterwards (1547). In
1550 he met Sepulveda in public debate on the theses
drawn from the recently published Apologia pro Libra de
Justis Belli Cansis, in which the latter had maintained the
lawfulness of waging unprovoked war upon the natives of
the New World. The course of the discussion may still be
traced in the account of the "Disputa" contained in the
06ras(1552). In 1555 Las Casas successfully remonstrated
with Philip IL against the financial project for selling the
reversion of the " encomiendas,"—a project which would
have involved the Indians in hopeless bondage. In July
of the following year he died at Madrid, whither he had
gone to urge (and with success) the necessity of restoring

a court of justice which had been repressed in Guatemala.
A HisloTia de las Indias was left, by Las Casas to the convent of

San Gregorio at Valladolid, with directions that it should not be
printed for forty years. Herrera, however, was permitted to con-
sult it for his Historia General (1601). It afterwards lay neglected
until the Royal Academy of History took it up with an intention
of publishing it. That intention was afterwards abandoned ; Pres-
cott, who appears to have seen the MS. , hopes that it may yet be
given to the world. Sketches of the life of lias Casas have been
given by Llorente and by Qolntana. The English reader will find
adequate notices in the appendix to bk. ii., chap, viii., of Prescott's
Conquest of Mexico, and in the copious monograph of Sir Arthur
Helps (Life of Las Casas, 1868).

LASCO, or Lascki, John. See Alasco, vol. i. p. 443.

LASSA. See Lhasa.
LASSALLE, Ferdinand (1825-1864), the originator

of the social-democratic movement in Germany, was born
at Breslau in 1825. Like Karl Marx, the chief of interna-

tional Bocialism, he was of Jewish extraction. His father, a

prosperous merchant in Breslau, intended Ferdinand for a

business career, and with this view sent him to the com-
mercial school at Leipsic ; but the boy, having no liking

for that kind of life, got himself transferred to the

university, first at Breslau, and afterward at Berlin. Hia
favourite studies were philology and philosophy ; he became
an ardent Hegelian, and in politics was one of the most
advanced. Having completed his university studies in

1845, he began to write a work on Heraclitus from the

Hegelian point of view ; but it was soon interrupted by
more stirring interests, and did not see the light for many
years. From the Rhine country, where he settled for a

time, he went to Paris, and made the acquaintance of his

great compatriot Heine, who conceived for him the deepest

sympathy and admiration. In the letter of introduction

to Varnhagen von Euse, which the poet gave Lassalle when
he returned to Berlin, there is a striking portrait cf the

young man. Heine speaks of his friend Lassalle as a
youug man of the most remarkable endowments, m whom
the widest knowledge, the greatest acuteness, and the

richest gifts of expression are combined with an energy and
practical ability which excite his astonishment, but adds,

in his half-mocking way, that he is a genuine son of the

new era, without even the pretence of modesty or self-denial,

who will assert and enjoy himself in the world of realities.

At Berlin Lassalle became a favourite in some of the most
distinguished circles ; even the veteran Humboldt was
fascinated by him, and used to call him the Wunderkhid.

Here it was, also, towards the end of 1845, that he met
the lady with whom his life was to be associated in so

remarkable a way, the Countess Hatzfeldt. She had been

separated from her husband for many years, and was at

feud with him on questions of property and the custody

cf their children. With characteristic energy Lassalle

attached himself to the cause of the countess, whom he
believed to have been outrageously wronged, made a special

study of law, and, after bringing the case before thirty-six

tribunals, reduced the powerful count to a compromise on
terms most favourable to his client. The process, which
lasted ten years, gave rise to not a little sciudal, especially
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that of the CasseUengeschir.hte, which pursued Lassalle all

the rest of his life. This " atfair of the casket " arose out

of an attempt by the countess's friends to get possession of

£1 bond for a large life annuity settled by the count on his

mistress, a Baroness Meyendorf, to the prejudice of the

countess and her children. Two of Lassalle's comrades
succeeded in carrying oflf the casket, which contained the

lady's jewels, from the baroness's room at a hotel in Cologne.

They were prosecuted for theft, one of them being con-

demned to six months' imprisonment; Lassalle, accused of

moral complicity, was acquitted on appeal He was not so

Tortunatein 1849, when he underwent a year's durance for

resistance to the authorities at Diisseldorf during the

troubles' of that stormy period. But- going to prison was
quite a familiar experience in Lassalle's life. Till 1859
Lassalle resided mostly in the Rhine country, prosecuting

the suit of his friend the countess, finishing the work on
Heraclitus, which was not published till 1858, and taking

little part in political agitation, but ever a helpful friend

of the working men. He was not allowed to live in Berlin

because of his connexion with the disturbances of '48. In

1859, however, he' entered the city disguised as a carter,

and finally, through the influence of Humboldt with the

king, got permission to stay there. The same year he
published a remarkable pamphlet on the Italian War and
the Mission of Prussia, in which he came forward to warn
his countrymen against going to the rescue of Austria in

her war with France. He pointed out that if France drove

Austria out of Italy she might annex Savoy, but could not

prevent the restoration of Italian unity under Victor

Emmanuel. France wa? doing the work- of Germany by
weakening Austria, the great cause of German disunion

and weakness ; Prussia should form an alliance with

France in order to drive out Austria, and make herself

supreme in Germany. After their realization by Biscjarck

these ideas have become sufficiently commonplace ; but

they were nowise obvious when thus published by Lassalle.

In 1861 he published a great work in two volumes, the

System of Acquired Rights,

Hitherto Lassalle had been known only as the author

of two learned works, as connected with an extraordinary

lawsuit which had become a wide-spread scandal, and as a.

young man of whom even the most distinguished veterans

expected great things. Now began the short-lived activity

which was to give him an historical significance. It was

early in 1862, when the struggle of Bismarck with the

Prussian liberals was already begun. Lassalle, who had

always been a democrat of the most advanced type, saw

that an opportunity had come for asserting a third great

cause—that of the working men—which would outflank

the liberalism of the middle classes, and might even com-

mand the sympathy of the Government. His political

programme was, however, entirely subordinate to the social,

that of bettering the condition of the working-classes, for

which he believed the schemes of Schulze-Delitzsch were

utterly inadequate. Lassalle flung himself into the career

of agitator with his accustomed -vigour. His worst difficul-

ties word with the working men'tliemselves, among whom
he met the most discouraging apathy. Tor a war to the

knife with the liberal press he was quite prepared, and he

accepted it manfully. His. mission as organizer and emanci-

pator of the working class lasted only two years and a half

In that period he issued about twenty separate publications,

most of them speeches and pamphlets, but one of them, that

against Schulze-Delitzsch, a considerable treatise, and all

full of keen and vigorous thought. He fourided the

" Allgemeiner Dcutscher Arbeiterverein," was its president

and almost single-handed champion, conducted its affairs,

and carried on a vast correspondence, not to mention' about

a dozen state prosecutions in which he was during that period

involved. Berlin, Leipsic, Frankfort, and the industrial
centres on the Rhine, were the chief scenes of his. activity.
His greatest success was on the Rhine, where in the sum-
mers of 1863 and 1864 his travels as missionary of the new
gospel resembled a triumphal procession. The agitation
was growing rapidly, but he had achieved little substantial
success when a most unworthy death closed his career.

While posing as the Messiah of the poor, Lassalle was a
man of decidedly fashionable and. luxurious habits. His
suppers were well known as among the most exquisite in
Berlin. It was the most piquant feature of his life that
he, one of the gilded youth, a connoisseur in wines, and a
learned man to boot, had become agitator and th<e champion
of the working man. In one of the literary and fashionable
circles of Berlin he had met a young lady, a Friiulein von
Dunnige-s, for whom' he at once felt a passion, which was
ardently Teciprocated. In the summer of 1864 he met. her
again on the Rigi, when they resolved to marry.' She was
a young lady of twenty, decidedly unconventional and
original in character, but the daughter of a Bavarian
diplomatist then resident at Geneva, who was angry
beyond aU bounds when he heard of the proposed match,
and would have absolutely nothing to do .with Lassalle.

The lady was imprisoned in her own room, and soon,

apparently under the influence of very questionable pres-

sure, renounced Lassalle in favour of another admirer, a
Wallachian, Count von Racowitza. Lassalle, who had
resorted to every available means to gain his fend, was now
mad with rage, and sent a challenge both to the lady's

father and her betrothed, which was accepted by the latter.

At the Carouge, a suburb of Geneva, the meeting took

place on the morning of August 28, 1864, when Lassalle

was mortally wounded. In spite of such a foolish ending,

his funeral was that of a martyr, and by many of his

adherents he has been regarded since with feelings almost

of religious devotion.

Lassalle did not lay claim to any special originality as a

socialistic thinker, nor did he publish any systematic

statement of his views. His aim was not scientific or

theoretic completeness, but the practical one of organizing

and emancipating the working classes ; and his plans were

promulgated in occasional speeches and pamphlets, as the

crises of his agitation seemed to demand. Yet his leading

ideas are sufficiently clear and simple. Liks a .true

Hegelian he saw three stages in the development of labour :

the ancient and feudal period, which, through the subjec-

tion of the labourer, sought solidarity without freedom.

;

the reign of capital and the middle classes, established in

1789, which sought freedom by destroying soUdarity; and

the new era, beginning in 1S48, which would reconcile

solidarity with freedom by introducing the principle of

association. It was the Joasis and starting-point of his

opinions that, under the empire of capital and so long as

the working man was merely a receiver of wages, no

improvement in his condition could bo expected. This

position he founded on the well-known law of wages

formulated by Ricardo, ' and accepted by all the '
leading

economists, that wages are controlled by the ordinary

relations of supply and demand, that a rise in wages leads

to an increase in the labouring population, which, by

increasing the supply of labour, is followed by a cor-

responding fall of wages. Thus population increases or

decreases in fixed relation to the rise or fall of wages.

The condition of the working mari will never permanently

rise above the iners standard of living required for his

subsistence, and the continued supply of his kind. Lassalle

held that the co-operative schemes of Schulze-Delitzsch on

the principle of " self-help " were utterly inadequate, for tho

obvious reason that thq working classes were destitute of

tapilal. The Btrusrglo of the working man licl|piiig liimself
^ "

XIV. — M
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with his empty pockets against the capitalists he compared
to a battle with teeth and nails against modern artillery.

In short, Lassalle accepted the orthodox political economy
to show that the inevitable operation of its laws left no

hope for the working classes, and that no remedy could be

found but by abolishing the conditions in which these laws

had their validity—in other words, by abolishing the

present relations of labour and capital altogether. And
this could only be done by the productive association of

the working men with money provided by the state. The
states of Europe had spent hundreds of millions in silly

dynastic squabbles, or to appease the wounded vanity of

royal mistresses ; why refuse to advance a few millions

to solve the greatest problem of modern civilization t

Lassalle's estimate was that a loan of a hundred million

thf.lers would be more than enough to bring the principle

of productive association into full movement throughout

the kingdom of Prussia. And he held that such association

should be the voluntary act of the working men themselves,

the Government merely reserving to itself the right to

examine the books of the various societies. All the arrange-

ments should be carried out according to the rules of

business usually followed in such transactions. But how
move the Government to grant such a loan 'i Simply by

introducing (direct) universal suffrage. The working men
were an overwhelming majority ; they were the state, and
ohould control the Government. The aim of Lassalle, then,

•was to organize the working classes into a great political

power, which in the way thus indicated, by peaceful

resolute agitation, without violence or insurrection, might

attain the goal of productive association. In this way the

fourth estate would be emancipated from the despotism of

the capitalist, and a great step taken in the solution of the

great " social question."

It will be seen that the net result of Lassalle's life was

to produce a European scandal, and to originate a socialistic

movement in Germany, which, in spite of repressive laws,

at last election (1881) was able to return thirteen members
to the reichstag. This result was hardly commensurate
with his ambition, which was boundless. In the heyday

of his passion for Friiulein von Donniges, his dream was

to be enthroned as the president of the German republic

with her seated at his side. With his energy, ability, and
gift of dominating and organizing, he might indeed have

done a great deal Bismarck coquetted with him as the

representative of a. force that might help him to combat

the Prussian liberals; so late as 1878, in a speech before

the reichstag, he spoke of him with deep respect, as a man
of the greatest amiability and ability from whom much
could be learned. Even Bishop Ketteler of Mainz had
declared his sympathy for the cause he advocated.

Lassalle's two learned works were Die Philosophic UcrakUilos des

Dunklcn von Ephcsos (Berlin, 1858), aud the System dcr erworbcitai

Rcchtc (Leipsic, 1861), both marked by great learning aud intellec-

tual power. But of far more historical interest are the speeches

aud pamphlets connected with his socialistic agitation, of which
the most important are

—

Ueber Ver/assungstoesm ; Arheiterpro-

gramin ; Offoies Antwortschrciben ; Zur Arbcitcrfrage ; Arbeitcr-

lesebuch; Hcrr Sastiat-Schidze von Dditzsch, oder Kapital mid Arbeit.

His drama, Franz von Sickingen, published in 1859, is a work of
no poetic value.

The best authority ou Lassalle's life and writings is George
Brandes's Danish work, Ferdinand Lassalle (German translation,

Berlin, 1877). See also Laveleye, Le socialisme contemporaiu,
Paris, 1881; Fortnightly Review, 1869; Contemporary Review,
1881. There is already a considerable literature on his love aflair

»nd death:

—

MeineBczichungen zuF. Lassalle,hy Helenevon Racow-
itza, a very strange book ; Enlliilllungen iibcr das tragisch^Lchensendc
F. Lassalle's by B. Betker; Im Aiischhiss an die ilemoiren dcr H.
von Eacowitza,,hj A. Kutsohbaeh; and an EugUsU and Italian

novel. (T. K.)

LASSEN, Cheistian (1800-1876), an eminent Orien-

talist, was born on October 22, 1800, at Bergen in Norway.

Having received his first university education at Christiania,

he went to Germany, and continued his philological studies

at Heidelberg and Bonn. The latter university, though
only founded a few years previously (in 1818), had already
become one of the chief centres of Oriental studies. The
lectures of A. W. von Schlegel, the distinguished critic and
leader of the German Romantic school, who shares with
F. Bopp the honour of having founded the critical school
of Sanskrit philology, were especially attractive to the
young Norwegian, and determined him henceforth to devote
his energies chiefly to the exploration of the newly-opened
mine of Indian literature. Having acquired a sound
knowledge of Sanskrit, he spent three years in Paris and
London, engaged in copying and collating MSS., and
collecting materials for future research, especially in

reference to the Hindu drama and philosophy. During
this period he published, jointly with E. Burnouf, his first

work, Fssai siir le Pali (Paris, 1826). On his return to

Bonn he studied Arabic, for some time, under Freytag, and
took the degree of PhD., his dissertation discussing the

Arabic notices of the geography of the Punjab (Commmtatio
geograpkica atque historica de Pentapotamia Indica, Bonn,
1827). Soon after he was admitted privatdocent, and
entered on his academical career with an inaugural disserta-

tion De Taprohane insula. In 1830 he was appointed

"extraordinary " and in 1840 "ordinary" professor to the

newly-created chair of Old Indian language and literature,

Schlegel continuing to hold (till his death in 18i5) the

chair of history. In spite of a tempting offer of the

Sanskrit chair at Copenhagen, in 1841, Lassen remained
faithful to the university of his adoption to the end of his

life. He died at Bonn on May 8, 1876, having been
affected with almost total blindness for many years. As
early as 1864 he was relieved of the duty of lecturing.

The numerous works and essays published by Lassen during
half a century of unremitting labour, cover a wide field of Oriental

research, and afford ample evidence of the thorough accuracy of his

scholarship and the comprehensiveness of his learning. In 1829-31
he brought out, in conjunction Tvith Schlegel, a critical annotated
edition of the Hitopadcsa, the now well-known manual of political

ethics in the form of fables, interspersed with moral maxims. The
appearance of this edition marks the starting-point of the critical

study of the Sanskrit literature. At the same time Lassen assisted his

teacher and friend in editing and translating the first two cantos of

the epic Rdmdyana (1829-38). In 1832 he brought out the Uxt of

the first act of Bhavabhuti's drama, Malalhnddhava, and a complete
edition, with a Lttin translation, of the Sdnl-hya-kdrikd, one of the

chief woiks of the Sankhya philosophy. In 1837 followed his edition

and translation of Jayadeva's charming lyrical drama, OUagovinda,
and his Institutioncs Ungiise Pracritics, which still forms the
standard work on the popular dialects of the Indian 'dramas. His
Authologia Saiiscritica, which came out the following year, con-

tained several hitherto unpublished texts, and did much to stimidate

the study of Sanskrit in German universities, where, indeed, it

continues to be used, new editions of it having been published by
Gildemeister in 1865 and 1868. In 1845 Lassen brought out a new
and improved edition of Schlegel's text and translation of the famous
philosophical episode ofthe Mahdbhdraia, the "Bhag.avadgita." He
did not, however, confine himself to the study of Indian languages,

but acted likewise as a scientific pioneer in other fields of philo-

logical inquiry. In his Beitrdgc zur Deutung der Eugubinischen

Ta/eln (1833), he prepared the way for the correct interpretation o'

the Umbrian inscriptions; and the Zcitschriftfur die Kunde de.'

Morgcnlandcs (7 vols., 1837-50), started and conducted by him,

—

the first three volumes in conjunction with Ewald and Rbdiger,

—

contains, among other valuable papers from his pen, grammatical
sketches of the Beluchi and Brahui languages, and an essay on the

Lycian inscriptions. Soon after the appearance of Burnoui's Com-
mentaire sur le yapia (1833), Lassen also directed his attention to

the Zend, and to Iranian studies generally; and in his work Die alt'

persischen Keilinschriftcn von Pcrscpolis (1836) he first made known
the true character of the Old Persian cuneiform inscriptions

tbereby anticipating, by one month, Burnouf's Memoire on the

same subject, while Major (.Sir Henry) Rawlinson's famous memoir
on the Behistun inscription, though drawn up in Persia, independ

ently of contemporaneous European research, at about the samr
time, did not reach the Royal Asiatic Society until three year*

later. Subsequently Lassen published, in the sixth volume of hu
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journal.(184n), a complete collection of all the Old Persian cuneiform
inscriptions known up to tlrat date. He also was tbe first scliolor

in Europe who took up, with signal success, the decipherment of

the newly-discoTered Bactriau coins, which furnished him the
materials for his important essay, Ziir GcschicJUc der gricchischcn

und indo-scylhischcn Konige in Eaklricn, Kahtil, und Indiciii,\a%).

He 'likewise contemplated bringing out a critical edition 6f the
Vendidad ; hut, after publishing the first five fargards.(1852), he
felt that his whole energies were required for the successful accom-
plishment of the great undertaking of his life, with w-hich his name
will always be inseparably connected—his IndischeAllcrthilvtalcundc.

In this work—completed in four volumes, published respectively in'

1847 (2d ed., 1867), 1849 (2d ed.,- 1874), 1858, and 1861—which
forms one of the greatest monuments of untiling industry- and
critical scholarship, everything that could be gathered from native

and foreign sources, relative to the political, social, and intellectual

development of India,, from the earliest times down to Moham-
medan invasion, was worked up by him into a connected historical

account. Only those acquainted with Indian history and literature,

where nothing is fixed, can realise the enormous difficulty of the

task ; but in spite of much that may turn out to be erroneous, and
in spite of still more that is, and froni the nature of the subject

must always be, uncertain and hypothetical, there can be no doubt
that Lassen has laid in this work a solid, foundation for future Indian
historical and antiquarian research.

LATAKIA, or Ladikiyeh, a seaport town of Syria,

situated opposite tbe island of Cj'prus, about 72 miles north

of 'Tripoli, and administratively dependent on tbe mutas-

sarrif of tbat city. It is a ratber poor-looking place ; but,

besides being tbe most important town of a considerable

district, tbe residence of several foreign consuls, and tbe

seat of an American mission, it bas considerable bistorical

interest. Remains of tbe Roman period are still to be seen,

tbe best preserved- of •wbicb is a sort of triumpbal arcb

bypotbetically assigned to tbe time of Septimius Severus.

As a trading port Latakia bas recently declined. Tbe
harbour, about a mile from the town, is naturally small,

and has been silted up so as to be serviceaNe only for the

lesser native craft. The Russian and French steamers,

which make Latakia a point of call, lie in the roadstead

;

and the whole trade of tbe place, with Egypt and European
countries, does not exteed the value of £100,000 per

annum. Tbe great article of export is the famous Latakia

tobacco, mainly purchased by Egypt and England. It is

grown among the Nosairiyeh hills ; and the billmen, each

with his little plot of ground, bestow great care on the

cultivation of tbe plant. ' The best and most fragrant is

brought from the districts of Diryus and Amamareh.
Consul Jago gives tbe population of tbe town as about

12,000 in 1874; other estimates vary from 5000 to

14,000.

The oldest name of the town, according to Herennius Philo; was
Vaiu6a or AtuicT) oktV) ; it received that of -Laodicea {ad mm-c) from
Seleucus Nicator, who foimded it in honour of his mother as one of

the four " sister " cities of the Syrian Tetrapolis (Antioch, Seleucia,

Apamea, Laodicea). In the Roman period it was favoured by
J.ulius Cffisar, and took the name of Julia ; and, though it suSered
severely -when Dolabella was besieged -within its walls (43 B.C.),

Strabo describes it as a flourishing port, which supplied, from the
vineyards on the mountains, the greater part of the wine imported
to Alexandria. The town received the privileges of an Italian colony
from Severus, for taking his part, against Antioch in the struggle

against Niger. Laodicea was the seat of an ancient bishopric, and
even had some claim to metropolitan rights. At the time of the'

Crusades, '
' Liche," as Jacques de Vitry says it was popularly called,

was a wealthy city. It fell to Tancred with Antioch in 1102,
and was recovered by Saladin in 1188. A Christian settlement was
afterwards permitted to establish itself in the town, and to protect
itself by fortifications ; but it was expelled by Sultan Kilawun and
the defences desstroyed. By the 16th century Laodicea had sunk
very low ; the revival in the beginning of the 17th was due to the
new trade in tobacco. The town has several times been almost
destroyed by earthquakes—in 1170, 12S7, and 1822.

LATHE. In its simplest form—a form which is still

employed by the natives of India—the lathe consists of

two upright posts each carrying a fixed pin or dead centre,

between which the work in band is caused to revolve by an
assistant pulling alternately the two ends of a oord passed

round it A tool held firmly on a bar which forms ai "rest"

then attacks in succession tbe projecting parts, and in this

way the entire surface is brought to an equal distance from
the central axis ; in other words, the cross section becomes
everywhere circular.

Fig. 1 shows a "dead-centre lathe " of the kind used in

Europe during the- 18th century, in which tbs centres are

—UgjJiitli^

Fro * —Dead-centre Lathe.

carried by "puppets" or "poppets" which can be adjusted

to suit the length of the work, tbe turner giving the

rotation by means of tbe treadle and spring-lath attached

to the ceiling. This lath, having immortalized itself by
giving its name to the "lathe," has now almost

entirely disappeared, the n'aste of time in its up-

ward stroke (during which tbe work revolves in

the wrong direction) being a. fatal objection to its

use in an age in wnicb economy in that respect

is of such importance. Dead-centre lathes them-

selves are now almost things of the past, though

within their own limits,—which are of course con-

fined to such articles as are turned' on the outside

only, and can be supported at the ends (such as

fig. 2)—they offer a steadiness of support and a

freedom of rotation which others seldom equal and

never surpass. The system, however, still sur-

vives in the small lathes or "throws" used by Fig. 2.

watch and clock makers ; and for their purposes it is not

likely to be soon superseded.

The lathe seems to have but tardily- developed into the

"foot-lathe," the application to it of a fly-wheel worked by

a crank and treadle having been exceptional rather .than

usual even in the early part of the present century, though

a separate fly-wheel turned by an assistant had long

previously been employed, and must have rendered possible

the turning of heavy work which could not have, been

attempted without it. The naves of cart wheels were

doubtless a case in point, and for these as well as for

many other purposes detached fly-wheels ^^^m^^
' still render good service where steam of V^^'*-^

other motive povver is not available.

.The early attempts at modifying the - ^

dead-centre lathe so tbat articles such as

fig. 3 could be turned "en I'air," or
'^'

without the support of a " back-centre," cannot have been

vety encouraging. Tbe introduction of a spindle or mandrel

carrying a pulley for the lathe band and screwed at one
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end so that the work could be attached to it was a tolerably

obvious mode of effecting it, a "headstock" resembling fig. 4

being the result. But the discarding of the dead-centre

point and the substitution of a front bearing—a step which
was essential to setting free the end of the mandrel, and so

enabling it to carry the work—must have been accompanied
by a loss of power and an amount of unsteadiness which
quite account for the tenacity with

which the simple pole-lathe and /-7-v.

tTie very Similar "spring-bow ( Jlj
lathe" survived, and make it im- ^ mil

probable that the mandrel was al

first ever used in cases for which
the older form was admissible.

For even if it had been possiblf

with the then existing means to

render a mandrel sufficiently true,

and to obtain an accurate fit

between it and the bearing in

which it revolved, wrong ideas

prevailed as to the best form to be given to it,—the
question indeed having only become a settled one within
the memory of persons now living, after various unsatis-

factory patterns had been tried and discarded. It is a
matter of great importance, since the proper performance
of a lathe is mainly dependent on the mandrel's maintaining
a thoroughly good fit.

The types of modern lathes are as various as are the
occupations of those who use them. The mechanic, the

soft-wood turner, and the amateur, for instance, differ so

greatly in their requirements that a lathe which would be
well suited to the one would be very ill adapted, even if

not wholly useless, to the other. Thus the professional

turner of soft wood, with a lathe of which the frame and
even the fly-wheel are of timber (its value in shillings being
not very different from the price of an amateur's lathe in

pounds) will use a high rate of speed and sharp tools and

F:g. 4.— Headstock.

FiQ. 5. -^Mechanic's Lathe.

light cuts, and so obtain results with which the owner of

an elaborate instrument cannot at all compete. A modern
mechanic's lathe on the other hand, such as fig. 5, has very

different demands made upon it. For this the greatest

possible steadiness in all the working parts is the main
desideratum, and it is of great advantage to have the

means of obtaining a slow speed, so as to be able to take
the heaviest cuts which its strength and the power avail-

able warrant. Timber has accordingly given place either

to cast iron or gun-metal or steel in almost every part of a

lathe of this class, the resulting increase of weight and
firmness enabling the hand turner successfully to operate on
small sizes of wrought iron or even steel, notwithstanding
that in driving the fly-wheel his force can be applied only
during a portion of each revolution.

In turning hard materials such as these it is of primary
importance that the tool should be held more rigidly than
it can with the hand when no support is available except
that of a narrow T-headed rest. The difticulty of doing
this was to some extent got over formerly by employing
"heel tools," which transferred most of the strain directly

to a flat-topped rest and made correspondingly reduced
demands upon the arm of the turner; but it was never
completely overcome till the introduction of the "slide-rest"

placed the movement of the tool under complete control,

and wrasoed it in a hand that never tires. Fig. 6 shows a

Fio. 6.—Slide-Rest.

slide-rest such as would be used with the lathe in the
previous engraving, for whicii purpose simplicity of

construction and steadiness in all its parts are the points

chiefly aimed at. Slide-rests designed for amateurs' use
are sometimes very different from this in respect of com-
plication and the number of dift'erent mo'^ements of which
they are capable, but each increase fn the number of parts

intervening between the lathe-bed and the tool is a source

of possible unsteadiness which should not be introduced

without reason.

Foremost amongst the more complicated lathes both in

utility and in the date of their introduction stand " screw-

cutting lathes," in which a regular spiral can be traced upon
the work by self-acting means. The traversing mandrel,

in which this end was formerly attained by giving a longitu-

dinal motion to the mandrel and the work attached to it,

and keeping the tool stationary, is now but little used, the

modern plan of causing the slide-rest to travel along the

bed automatically being more convenient in most instances.

It involves, however, an amount of gearing almost

inadmissible in a foot-lathe, and it is for those driven by
steam-power that it is chiefly employed. These, being

machine tools, do not come within our present subject. It

should be mentioned that screws can be cut in foot-lathes

by hand-chasing tools without any special arrangement, and
they are done in this way to a great extent by telescope

makers and others with beautiful regularity.

"Chucks"—a term which embraces most of the contriv-

ances by which the turner establishes connexion between

his work and the mandrel—have been made to contribute

in various ways to the production of abnormal forms. The
oval chuck is used (as its name implies) for giving an

elliptical path to the work in lieu of a circular one. The
eccentric chuck enables any point or any series of points in

succession to be "brought into a line with the axis of the

mandrel. With the former chuck, therefore, a fixed tool

can trace an ellipse on the face of the work, and with the

latter a series of intersecting or adjacent circles can be de-

scribed by it. In this way a great variety of intricate
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engine turned " patterns can be produced in the lathe, I for 1490.* Foxe states that at "the age of fourteen years

some idea of which may be gathered from the compara- ' he was sent to the university of Cambridge," and as he

lively simple one shown in fig. 7. To the complicated I was elected fellow of Clare in 1509, his year of entrance

apparatus known as the geometric chuck neither straight i
was in all likelihood 1505. Latimer himself also, in

lines nor irregular curves are impossible. The "rose-
|
mentioning his conversion from Romanism about 1523,

is a very old device for producin, a somewhat

Bimilar kind of ornament, such as fig. 8, by giving a

chattering motion to the mandrel, which is specially

mounted on a vibrating frame for that purpose. The

wavy lines on the backs of watches are engraved in this

-An Engine-turned
Pattern.

way, the curvature of thf'case not preventing the. uss of

the rose-engine, as it would that of the eccentric chu'ck.

But it is probable that these methods of producing face-

work ornament will gradually disappear, and that all who

says that it took place after ho was thirty years of age.

According to Foxe, Latimer went to school " at the age

of four or thereabout." The purpose of his parents was

to train him up " in the knowledge of all good literature,"

but his father " was as diligent to teach him to shoot as

any other thing." As the yeomen of England were then

in comparatively easy circumstances, the practice of sending

their sons to the universities was quite usual; indeed

Latimer mentions that in the reign of Edward VL, or

account of the increase of rents, the universities had begur

wonderfully to decay. He graduated B.A. in 1510, and

M.A. in 1514. Before the latter date he had taken holy

orders. While a student he was not unaccustomed "tc

make good cheer and be merry," but at the same time he

was a punctilious observer of the minutest rites of his faitb

and "as obstinate a Papist as any in England." So keen

was his opposition to the new learning that his oration on

the occasion of taking his degree of bachelor of divinity was

devoted to an attack on the opinions of Melanchthon. Il

was this sermon that determined Bilney to go to Latimer's

study, and ask him " for God's sake to hear his confession,"

the result being that " from that time forward he began to

smell the word of God, and forsook the school doctors and

such fooleries." Soon his discourses exercised a potent

influence on learned and unlearned alike ; and, although
BtiU have leisure for doing them will prefer to use elliptic

. . , , • n v i „
and eccentric and rose cutter, fixed' in Ihe slide-rest and \^ restricted himself, as indeed was principally his custom

driven independently of the mandrel by.overhead motioff j

through life, to the inculcation of practical righteousne.ss

With these similar results can be obtained, and the tool>nd the censure of claman abuses, a rumour of his heretical

only instead of the entire mass of the work has to follow! tendencies reached the bishop of Ely, who "solved to

the desired curve.
^'~°''''^ unexpectedly one of his audience Latimer *ti

, . , . . . . „ seeing him enter the church boldly changed his tlierae to
Sketches of a few characteristic tummg tools are given m fig. 9 : °

, „, n- „:„t „„ !,„ .^^tfon r%..;oot a-^A W^^hnr.
A, a chisel, and B, a gouge, for soft lood ; C, f heel too! for a portrayal of Canst as the pattern priest and bishop,

wrought iron ; D, E, the enlarged ends of a pair of chasing tools The points of comparison were of course deeply distastetul

for cutting outside and inside screw-threads ; and F, G, two to the prelate, who, thMigh he professed his " obligations

slide-rest tools. Of these last F is forged from a square bar of
f^p (.jjg „qq^ admonition he had received," informed the

steel (an operation which must bs-repeated from time to time as
^^^^^^^^ j^j^t he "smelt somewhat of the pan." Latimei

was prohibited from preaching in the university or in

any pulpits of the diocese, and on his occupying the

pulpit of the Augustinian monastery, which enjoyed

immunity from episcopal control, he was summoned to

gnswer for his opinions before Wolscy, who, however, was

so sensible of the value of such discourses that he gave

him special licence to preach throughout England. At

this time Protestant opinions were being disseminated in

England chiefly by the surreptitious circulation of the

works of WicklifTe, and especially of his translations of thb

New Testament. The new leaven had begun to communi-

cate its subtle influence to the universities, but was working

chiefly in secret and even to a great extent unconsciously to

those affected by it, for many were in profound ignorance

of the ultimate tendency of their own opinions.
_
It wa.<<

perhaps, as regards Eiigland, the most critical conjunctnrp

in the history of the Reformation, both on this account

and on account of the position in which Henry VIII. then

stood related to it. In no small degree its ultimate fate

seemed also to be placed in the hands of Latimer. In

1526 the imprudent zeal of Barnes had resulted in an

ignominious recantation, and in 1527 Biicey, Latimer's

Fio. 9.—Turning Tools.

the edge gets worn away), and G has an iron shank 3i&de once for

all, from which the steel-cutting portion can be removed for the
purpose of sharpening or renewal. Tho saving of tool-steel thus
effected is of course no great consideration in tho case of these
small tools, but it is very considerable in the large sizes used with
the power lathes of the present day. E.^camples of these will be found
under the heading Machine Tools (q.v.). (C. P. B. S.)

LATISfER, Hugh (c. 1490-1555), bishop of Worcester,
and one of the chief promoters of the Reformation in

England, was a native of Thnrcastocj Leicestershire, and
the son of a yeoman, who rented a farm "of three or four
pounds by ypar atthe uttermost." Of this farm ho " tilled

as much aa kept half a dozen men," retaining also grass for

a hundred sheep and thirty cattle. The year of Latimer's
birth is not definitely known. In the Life by Gilpin it is

given aa 1470, a palpable error, and possibly a misprint

^ The only reasons tor assigning an earlier date are that he was

commonly known as "Old Hugh Latimer," and that Bemher, his

Swiss servant, states incidentally that he was " above threescore and

seven years" in the reign of Edward VI. Bad health and annetie*

probably made him look older than his yean, but under Edward VI.

his powers as an orator were in full vigour, and he was at his boaJ

winter and snmmcr at two o'clock in the morning.
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faiost trusted coadjutor, incurred the displeasure of Wolsey,

and did humiliating penance for his oflFences. Latimer

however, besides possessing far-seeing sagacity, quick

insight into character, and a ready and formidable wit

which thoroughly disconcerted and confused his opponents,

had naturally a distaste for mere theological discussion,

and the truths he was in the habit of inculcating could

scarcely be controverted, although, as he stated them, they

were diametrically contradictory of prevailing errors both iu

doctrine and practice. In December 1529 he preached his

two "Sermons on the Cards," whirh awakened a turbulent

controversy in the university, and his opponents, finding

that they were unable to cope with the dexterity and keen-

ness of his satire, would undoubtedly have succeeded in

getting him silenced by force, had it not been reported to

the king that Latimer " favoured his cause," that is, the

cause of the divorce. While, therefore, both parties were

imperatively commanded to refrain from further dispute,

Latimer was invited to preach before Henry in the Lent

of 15-0. The king was so pleased with the sermon that

af^er it " he did most familiarly talk with him iu a gallery."

C the special regard which Henry seemed to have con-

cpived for him Latimertook advantage to pen the famous

letter on the free circulation of the Scriptures, an address

remarkable, not only for what Mr Froude justly calls " its

almost unexampled grandeur," but for its striking repudia-

tion >f the aid of temporal weapons to defend the faith

;

" for God," he says, " will not have it defended by man
or man s power, but by his word only, by which he hath

evermjre defended it, and that by a way far above man's

powc- and reason." Though the appeal was without effect

on the immediate policy of Henry, he could not have been

displeased with its tone, for shortly afterwards he appointed

Latimer one of the royal chaplains. In times so " out of

joint" Latimer soon became "weary of the court," and

it was with a sense of relief that he accepted the living of

West Kington, Wiltshire, conferred on him by the king in

1531. Harassed by severe bodily ailments, encompassed

by a raging tumult of religious conflict and persecution,

and aware that the faint hopes of better times, w-hich

seemed to gild the horizon of the future, might be utterly

darkened by a failure either in the constancy of his courage

or in his discernment and discretion, he exerted his

eloquence with unabating energy in the furtherance of the

cause he had at heart. At last a sermon he was persuaded

to preach in London exasperated Stokesley, bishop of the

diocese, and seemed to furnish thatfervent persecutor with an

opportunity to overthrow the most dangerous champion of

the new opinions. Bilney, of whom Latimer wrote, "if such

as he shall die evil, what shall become of me?" perished at

the staKe-in the autumn of 1531, and in January following

Latimer was summoned to answer before the bishops in the

consistory. After a tedious and captious examination, he

was in March brought before convocation, and on refusing

to subscribe certain articles was excommunicated and
imprisoned ; but through the interference of the king he

was finally released after he had voluntarily signified his

acceptance of all the articles except two, and confessed that

he had erred not only "in discretion but in doctrine." If

in this confession he to some extent tampered with his

conscience, there is every reason to believe that his culpable

timidity was occasioned, not by personal fear, but by anxiety

hst by his death he should hinder instead of promoting

the cause of truth. After the consecration of Cranmer in

1533 his position was completely altered. A commission

appointed to inquire into the disturbances caused by his

preaching in Bristol severely censured the conduct of his

opponents ; and, when the bishop prohibited him from
preaching in his diocese, he obtained from Cranmer a

Bjie/^ii) licence to preach throughout the province of Canter-

bury. In 1534 Henry formally repudiated the authority

of the pope, and from this time Latimer was the chief co-

operator with Cranmer and Cromwell in advising the king
regarding the series of legislative measures which rendered
thnt repudiation complete and irrevocable.

It was, however, the preaching of Latimer more than
the edicts of Henry that established the principles of the
Reformation in the minds and hearts of the people ; and
from his preaching the movement received its chief colour

and complexion. The sermons of Latimer possess a com-
bination of qualities which constitute them unique examples

of that species of literature. It is possible to learn from

them more regarding the social and political condition of

the period than perhaps from any other source, for they

abound, not only in exposures of religious abuses, and of

the prevailing corruptions of society, but in references tu

many varieties of social injustice and unwise customs, in

racy sketches of character, and in vivid pictures of special

features of the time, occasionally illustrated by interesting

incidents in his own life. The homely terseness of his

style, his abounding humour, rough, cheery, and playful,

but irresistible in its simplicity, and occasionally display-

ing sudden and dangerous barbs of satire, his avoidance

of dogmatic subtleties and noble advocacy of practical

righteousness, his bold and open denunciation of the

oppression practised by the powerful, his scathing diatribes

against ecclesiastical hypocrisy, the transparent honesty of

his fervent zeal, tempered by sagacious moderation—these

are the qualities which not onlj' rendered his influence so

paramount in his lifetime, but have transmitted his memory
to posterity as perhaps that of the one among his contem-

poraries most worthy of our interest and admiration.

In September 1535 Latimer was consecrated bishop of

Worcester. While holding this office he was selected to

officiate as preacher when the friar Forest, whom he vainly

endeavoured to move to submission, was burned at the

stake for teaching treason to his penitents. In 1539, being

opposed to the " Act of the Six Articles," Latimer resigned

his bishopric, learning from Cromwell that this was the

wish of the king. It would appear that on this point he
was deceived, but as he now declined to accept the articles

he was confined within the precincts of the palace of the

bishop of Chichester.' After the attainder of Cromwell
little is known of him until 1546, when, on account of his

connexion with the preacher Crome, he was summoned
before the council at Greenwich, and committed to the

Tower. Henry died before his final trial could take place,

and the general pardon at the accession of Edward VL
procured him his liberty. He declined to resume his see,

notwithstanding the special request of .the Commons, but

in January 1548 again began to preach, and with more

efi'ectiveness than ever, crowds thronging to listen to him
both in London and in the country. Shortly after the

accession of Mary in 1553 a summons was'sent to Latimer

to appear before the council at Westminster. Though he

might have escaped by flight, and though he knew, as he

auaiatiy remarked, that " Smithfield already groaned for

liim," he at once joyfully obeyed. The pursuivant, he

said, was " a welcome messenger." The hardships of his

imprisonment, and the long disputations at Oxford, told

severely on his health, but he endured all with unbroken

cheerfulness. On October 16, 1555, he and Ridley were

led to the stake at Oxford. Never was man more free

than Latimer from the taint of fanaticism or less dominated

by "vainglory," but the motives which now inspired his

courage not only placed him beyond the influence of fear,

but enabled him to taste in dying an ineflfable thrill of

victorious achievement. Ridley he greeted with the words,

"Be of good comfort. Master Ridley, and play the man

we shall this day light such a candle by Cod's grv.jo ir
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Guglund as (I trust) shall never be put out." He
'received the flame as it were embracing it. After he
had stroked his face with his hands, and (ag it were) bathed
them a little in the fire, he soon died (as it appeared) with

very little pain or none."

Two volumes of I.!>tlmer'.s seiiiinns were piihrislied in 1549.
Various volumes of his rcmaius ajipeared niter liis death, edited by

Ueniher and Thomas Some. A complete edition of his works,
edited for the Parker ijociety by tlie Rev. George Elwes Corrie,
appeared ia Uvo volumes, 1844-45. His Sermon on the Plough,
and Seven Sermons preached lefore Edward VI., the best knowu of
his seruiOQs, were reprinted by Aiber, 1869. In addition to
memoirs attached to editions ol' his sermons, there are Lives by
Giljiiii (1755) and Dcniaus (1869). The (irincipal contemporary
authorities are Foxe's Book of Martyrs, Stow's Chronicles and
Aimals, and his own Sermons. (T. F. H.)

LATIN LANGUAGE
TBffi Latin language first appears in Vistory as v'tie

language spoken in the plain of L.\tidm (q.v.). . In

the 3d century B.C., at which date it first becomes known
to us from extant inscriptions and contemporary history,

its range as a vernacular was still limited to this district,

although the arms of Rome had carried some knowledge
of it to the utmost boundaries of the peninsula of Italy.

Of the dialects commonly spoken outside the limits of

Latium, two appear to have been entirely distinct in char-

acter from the rest. In the extreme south-east, inscriptions

have been found in considerable numbers, written in a

language known as lapygian or Messapian ; but no pro-

ff'sss has as yet been made in their interpretation, and it

is quite impossible to determine with certainty even to

what stock the language may have beiunged. There are

indications which seem to point in the direction of some
kinship with the Albanian, but these are far too slight

and untrustworthy to be accepted with any confidence.

In Etruria, and at one time in Campania end in the plain

of the Po, a language was spoken the affinities of which
have not yet been determined satisfactorily (cf. vol. viii.

pp. 638-39).

The other dialects of the Italian peninsula may be
divided into two main groups, the Dmbro-Sabellian and
the Latin. The former is the more extensive in range

in the earlier historic times, and includes Umbrian aud
Oscau or Samnite, still knowu to us by inscriptions, and
(according to tradition) the language of the Sabines, the

Marsians, and the Volsciang, of which but scanty traces re-

main. The latter probably had in prehistoric times a much
wider range than that to which we find it afterwards con-

fined. There are no facts to contradict the hypothesis, to

which a consideration of the geographical relations of the

several tribes seems to pjint, that at one time, not only

Latium, but also Campania, Lucauia, Italia proper, and the

eastern half of Sicily, were inhabited by tribes belonging to

the Latin race. But these regions were early subjected to

Hellenizing influences, or conquered by Sabellian invaders,

and the only dialect closely akin to the Latin of which any
specimens are preserved in inscriptions is that of Falerii

in southern Etruria.

The Urnbro-Sabellian and the Latin share many char-

acteristics which enable us to unite them as members of

a common Italian group ; but what is the exact position

to be assigned to this gi-oup in the Indo-European stock is

a question wluch cannot be regarded as finally determined.

Some scholars of eminence, as Schleicher, maintain that its

closest affinities are with the Celtic group, maiuly on the

strength of the agreement of both in the loss of aspirates

and retention of spirants, in the form adopted for the

expression of the middle or reflexive voice in verbs, and
in the dative plural, and on other less significant points,

But the more common opinion is that its cunnexion is

closest with the Hellenic group, and that we may safely

asjume the existence of a common Italo-Hellenic nationality.

Hence in vol. xi. pp. 130-131 an attempt was made to

reconstruct the main outlines of the language spoken by

the ancestors of both Greeks and Eomans, and to point

out what phonetic changes and what developments of

inflexion must have already taken place. Starting from
the basis there laid down, we may now proceed to notice

the following leading features, as marking the course of the

Italian group of languages after their separation from the

Hellenic group. Even for scholars who do not accept this

genealogical classification of languages such a survey will

not be without its value as a statement of the facts which

I

every theory has to take into account.

I
1. The vowels remained on the whole unaltered in Latin up to

j

the time of tlie earliest inscriptions. After that date there w.is a
' rapid development of a teudcucy, of whicli traces are to be found
I even earlier, of the degradation of the diphthongs to simple vowels.
I But in the earlier records we find, e.g., still praidad=praeda
'• (C. I. JR. , 63), utei = uti {ib. , 196), virlutei= virtwte (ib. , 34), ploinime

I
^plarimHib., 32), Leucesius= Lxiceiius {C&tm. Saliar.), abdo>icit=

I

abditcit (C. Z. Jt, 30). Of these diphthongs ai is found almost

I

exclusively in the inscriptions older than the 7th century of Rome,
iu words afterwards spelt with ac ; ei is foimd representing an e or

I
an i as late as the time of Augustus; oi occurs regularly for oe oxO.

\
up to the time of the Gracchi, and occasionally later; eu is appar-

ently found iu the place of a later u only in the one form quoted,

I

although it is probable that in many cases ou represents a still

earlier cu, as is shown by Marti Loucctio {C. I. Ehen., 929) by the

I

side of Marti Lcucclio (ib. 930), and by the transliteration of Lucius

; by AcuKios ; ou is found regularly for «, with rare exceptions, up
; to the time of the Social War.

Umbrian iu this respect shows evidence ot a much more rapid

I decay of the vowel-system, and had reached, at the time at which

j
we learn to know it, a stage of monotony to which Latin only

attained several ceutuiies later: e.g., vlnu = 0. Lat. veinod,

kvestur=0. Lat. auaislor etu= 0. Lat. eilo, o5e=Lat. drae, toni =

i'

Lat. tauros.

On the other hand, Oscan was much more faituful than the con-

temporary classical Latin to the couiplex diphthong-system, coming

in this respect very near to archaic Latiu: e.g., Fluus-ai' = Florae,

j
dciciim (infinitive, answering to dicevc), touticom=liiticum [i.e.,

publicum).
The change of o to u, u to i, and c to i takes place later. Within

the history of the Latin language the u retains its full sound, not

weakened like the Greek u to U.

I
2. In respect of the consonants the principal change is in the

aspirates. While a comparison of Greek shows that they must have

retained their character as sonant aspii'ates up to the tiuie of the

separation, none of the Italian languages have preserved them in

! this form. In Latin the g«ttm'al aspirate becomes g in the middle of

a word (comp. fiyx" ^^d ango, Xeixa and lingo) and before r (comp.

grd-lu-s and x<^P"< grando and x^^o^"); "i'li * parasitic v fre-

quently appended (angui-s and ex'-s). v.hich sometimes leads to

the loss of the g (brevi-s aud Ppaxis). At the beginning it becomes

h (kiemps and x""''. '^"^"S ^'^^ X^"-^) or/(/cZand x^/^-os, for-mus

and eep-ii6-s), the two representative letters sometimes alteniating

dialectically {haedus and Jaedus, our goat ;
foslis and hoslis, our

guest). The dental aspirate became medially d {medius and /jeViroj

for jneS-yos), or sometimes 4 (iifer and oiBap, ruber and i-p<je-p6-! ;

comp. also vc7-buni and word, barba and beard), initially only/(/ors

am! eipa, ferus and fl^p). The labial aspirate passes medially into h

{ambo and &fjL<t>a ; comp, navibus and vavipty, containing the same

element bhi, although the terminations are not identical), initially

into/(/a-)-j and <prtii.i, fcro and <p4pa), and rarely into h (perhaps

dialectically in horda by the side ot/orda, and by dissimilation in

mi-hi for r,ii-bi). Hence it appears that in Latin any one of the

three original aspirates may be represented by/; we may compare

our laugh (Germ, lachen), dwarf{Germ, zwerg). Middle Eng. dwerlh,

the Russian Feodor for Theodore, and the change in Greek homph
(pronounced separately) to pA=/.

, , f »

The spirants (y, w, s\, the loss of which is so marked a feature m
the Greek consonant-system, are retained with but few important

exceptions. The most imnortant of these is the rhotacism whereby
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an s between two vowels passes regularly (probalily through the in-

termediate stage of a sibilant pronounced like z) into r between two

vowela, OS in uro for an earlier uso. The loss of a y (i) between

vowels is not uncommon, e.g., sedo for sedaio through sedao ; it is

less frequent after consonants, as in obex for ob-icc-s; under similar

circumstances v> (u) disappears, as in amoMi for aviavisti, canis for

ciuinis.

With regard to inflexion, the following may be noted as the chief

developments subsequent to the stage described in vol. xi. p. 131 :

—

1. In substantives- there was a considerable extension of the class

of t-stems, due partly to new creations, partly to the transforma-

tion of stems belonging to other classes. Thus a primitive garu-s,

Gr. $api-s, in Latin is grau-i-s, a primitive kvaii-s becomes caiu'-s.

Very few of the Latin i-stems have corresponding i-stems in Sans-

krit or Greek. In some cases the i appears to have been originally

an a ; comp. imbri- and ifx^po^.

2. The final -d of the ablative was retained, and (in Latin at any

rate) the -bm of the dative plural ; on the other hand, the instru-

mental in -bhi (Gr. <t>i) does not appear at all on Italian soil.

3. The dual number was lost both in nouns and in verbs, as in

the later Greek.

4. An entirely new system of inflexion for the reflexive tenses

(the middle, or, as it subsequently became, the passive voice) was

created by the use of the reflexive pronoun s« as a suffix. (Whether

this system is common to the Italian and the Celtic languages, or

whether the apparently similar formations in the latter are of

diff'erent origin, is a question not yet definitely settled.)

5. In many verbs the compound aorist with an s element was

made by the action of analogy into a perfect in si.

6. Numerous verbs adopted for their perfect tenses a suffix in -vi

or -ui. This has been commonly supposed to represent a new pro-

cess of combination with the root bhu instead of es ; but weighty

objections have recently been brought against this explanation, and

it can no longer be propounded with confidence.

7. The root bhu was employed to form a past imperfect in -ham.

and a future in -bo ; but in the case of consonant verbs and :-verbs

the latter formation was usually replaced by an optative form used

as a future.

8. Imperfect and pluperfect tenses of the subjunctive were formed

apparently by compounding the present and perfect stems with the

optative of the root C5, "to be,"

9. The infinitive and participle system received a considerable

expansion, especially by the formation of gerundives and supines,

which, however, were diifereutiated in usage in the various Italian

dialects (see below).

10. The pronominal elements, though for the most part the same

as in Greek, were commonly used in composition one with another,

and thus acquired a dilTerent form.

11. The M-class also was extended by the more common use of

the suffix -tu for verbal nouns.

With regard to the vocabulary, very extensive additions wore

made, probably in many instances from Celtic sources. Many of

the most common Latin words are entirely without demonstrable

cognates in the other Indo-European languages; and, even when the

common root may be suggested with considerable plausibility, the

particular Latin word has evidently behind it a long and independ-

ent history, during which its meaning and usage have been greatly

modified. Hence all attempts to deal witli the etymology of the

Latin stock of words are confronted with a residuum which the

materials at our command do not allow us to deal with satisfactorily.'

The principal distinctions between the Latin branch of the

Italian group and the Umbro-Sabellian are the foUowiug :

—

1. Neither Umbrian nor Oscan had any character for o ; for this

; the former language used r = M, e.g., piiphtm =populum ; the latter

u (perhaps approximating to o), e.g.,piid'-quod, or sometimes a, as

in arngctud'^argciUdd.

2. The Old tJmbrian did not distinguish between surds and
sonants in the case of gutturals and dentals, having no g or d; but

both these letters were used in Oscan.

^3. Oscan distinguished between i and i', the latter a sound pro-

bably intermediate between i and e.

4. In Umbrian d, when occurring between vowels, or at the end

of a word after a vowel, was replaced by r, in later Umbrian by rs,

e.g., asam ar = aram ad, i.e., ad aram, dnpxirsiis = bipedibxcs. IC

before e and i acquired a palatal sound, not existing in Latin until

long afterwards, which was denoted by j, i.e., f; e.g., ^esna — ccna.

5. The Umbro-Sabellian dialects agreed in retaining the earlier

genitive in s (becoming afterwards in Umbrian r), e.g., tuta-s, " of

a city," molta-s = muUao, while the Latin has in the case o(a-,e-, and
o-stems substituted far this a form in ^, probably a locative.

6. They retain tvlsq tlie future compounded with es, e.g., Umb.

' The Celtic element in Latin has been discussed by Professor

Newman in his Regal Rome, and more satisfactorily by Mr Words-
worth in an appendix to his Lectures on Early Roman Literature

;

but the question still requires further examination (comp. also Cuno^s

Qaachichie llaliens).

hcriest, Osc. lierest = void, replaced in LatirTeithcr by the optative
or by a new form in -Jo.

7. Both Oscan and Umbrian allowed the velar guttural (y) to pasd
into p, as in the Gallo-British branch of Celtic and in Greek,
while this is never the case in Latin; comii. qui-s Aiidpis, Quiiitiiia

with its Samnite equivalent Pontius= Pompeivs.

Three clearly marked stages present themselves in the
history of the Latin language:—(1) the archaic stage, pre-

vious to the development of literature
; (2) the stage of

literary culture, during which the popular spoken language
runs, as it were, underground, giving but few traces of its

existence
; (3) the stage at which the popular language re-

appears as colouring literature, and finally recasting it in

its own mould.

The archaic stage is known to us almost wholly from
inscriptions, and from isolated forms and words quoted
by the grammarians ; although a careful study of the

phenomena of the diction and especially the metre of the

early Roman dramatists reveals to us many of its charac-

teristic tendencies. It may be said to have lasted until

the time of Ennius (d. 169 B.C.), whose growing influenca

is intimated in the epitaph composed for himself by
Ntevius (d. 204 b.c.) :

—

" itaque postquara est Orci traditus thesauro
obliti sunt Komai loquier Latina lingua."

Perhaps the oldest specimen of the Latin language pre

served to us is to be found iu two fragments of the Carmina
SalLiria preserved by Varro {De ling. Lat., vii. 26, 27), and
one in Terentianus Scaurus, but unfortunately they are so

corrupt as to be quite unintelligible without the help of

very extensive conjectural changes in the reading (cf.

Jordan, Krit. Beitriige, pp. 211-224). More valuable

evidence is supplied in the Carmen Fratrum Arvalh/m,

which was found in 1778 engraved on one of the numerous
tablets recording the transactions of the college of the

Arval brothers, dug up on the site of their grove by the

Tiber, 5 miles from the city of Rome ; but this also

supplies many points for discussion, and even its general

meaning is by no means clear (ib., pp. 203-11; cf.

Wordsworth, Fragments and Specimens^ pp. 157, 158, with

the notes).

The text of the Twelve Tables (451-450 B.C.), if preserved in its

integrity, would have been invaluable as a record of antique Latin;

but it is known to us only in quotations, and it is doubtful whether
any accurate reproduction of the 'laws in their primitive form was
accessible to our authorities. Hence the language has been much
modernised, and any archaic forms which have been preserved are

due rather to the citations of the grammarians than to continuous
quotations.

Schoell, whose edition and commentary (Leipsic, 1866) is the

most complete, notes the following traces, among others, of an

archaic syntax;— (1) both the subject and the object of the xerh are

often left to be understood from the context, e.g., ni it anlcstamino,

igitur em capito
; (2) the imperative is used even for permissions,

si volet, phis dato, ii he choose, he may give him more
; {^) the

subjunctive is apparently never used in conditional, only in final

•sentences, but the future perfect is common; (4) the connexion

between sentences is of the simplest kind, and conjunctions are

rare; ast ( = sz')and igitur (=tuvi demum) have a diflerent force

from that found in later Latin. There are of course numerous
isolated archaisms of form and meaning, such as calvitur, pacunt,

cndo, cstit ; but on the whole the diction cannot have been accu-

rately preserved.

In the case of inscriptions there is rarely any question of their

faithful reproduction of the language at the time at which they

were made ; but there may be a difficulty about determining their

date, Perhaps the oldest fragment of Latin preserved in this way
is furnished by a vessel dug up in the valley between the Quirinsil

and the Viminal early in 1880. The vessel is of a dark brown clay,

and consists of three small roimd pots, the sides of which axe con-

nected together by short broad pipes, so that there is easy com-

munication from one to the other. All round this vessel runs in
inscription, in three clauses, two nearly continuous, the third

written below ; the writing is from right to left, and is still

clearly legible ; the characters include some signs not belonging to

the Latin alphabet proper, but to the other Italian alphabet, e.g.,

1 for R, and I for Z, while the M- has five strokes and the Q ha*

I iae form of a Koppa.
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The inscription is as follows :

—

Jovei Sat deivos qol med mitat, nci ted endo cosmis vii'co sied,

asted noisi Ope Toitesiai pacari Tois.

Dvenos med feced en manom einom dzenoine med maao stated.

The general stj-le of the wiiting and the phonetic peculiarities

make it pretty certain that this work must have been produced not
later than 300 B.C.; the characters employed prove that the wiiter

was familiar with one of the dialects spoken in the hilly country to

the east of Rome ; but on the whole the language may be taken as

Latin. Some points in its interpretation are stUl open to doubt;'
but the probable interpretation is

—

Jovi Saturno divis qui ( = si quis) me mittet, ne te endo ( = in te)

comis virgo sit, ast nisi Opi Tutesise pacari vis.

Duenus me fecit in manum : enim die noni me mano state.
" If any one brings me to the gods Jupiter and Saturn, let not

any maiden be kindly to thee, except unless thou wilt offer a sacri-

fice to Ops Tutesio.
" Duenus made me for the offering to the dead; therefore on the

ninth day place me for the offering for the dead."

The noteworthy phenomena here are the retention not only of ci

but of the much more archaic oi, apparently taking the place of the

former by a dialectic variation ; ei in einovi for a short c', c for

t iafcced, q before o, and dz apparently to represent the sound of

dy (=/).
A bronze tablet recently discovered near the Fucine Lake, and

so'ae works of art fouud at Palestrina, belong to the same period.

Til 'y are undoubtedly Latin, but the Latin has been mixed with
olhi>r elements so that it would h-ive been quite unintelligible to a
native of Eome.

Of the earlier long inscriptions the most important would be the

Columna Eoslrala, or column of Duiliiis, erected to commemorate
hi.i victory over the Carthaginians in 260 B.C., but for the uncer-

tainty as to the extent to which it has suffered from the hands of

restorers. The shape of the letters plainly shows that the inscrip-

tion, as we have it, was cut in the time of the empire. Hence
Ritschl and Mommsen suppose that the language was modified

at the same time, and that, although many archaisms have been

retained, some were falsely introduced, and others replaced by more
inudem forms. The most notewofthy features in it are—C always
for G (CYS'ET = gcssil), D retained in the ablative (e.g., in altod

rnarid), o for K in inflexions (primes, cx/ocioni = cxfugiKni), single

for double consonants (doses= classes), e for i (narcbos—navibits,

txemet^excmit); of these the first is probably an affected archaism,

G having been introduced some time before the assumed date of

the inscription. On the other band, we have pracda where we
should have expected praida; no final consonants are dropped;
and the forms -es, -cis, and -is for the accujsativ£ plural are inter-

changed capriciously. The doubts hence arising preclude tho
possibility of using it with confidence as contemporary evidence for

the state of the language.

Of unquestionable genuineness and the greatest value are the

Seipionum Elogia, inscribed on stone coflnns, found in the monument
of the Scipios outside the Capene gate. The earliest of the family
whose epitaph has been preserved is L. Cornelius Scipio Barbatus
(consul 298 B.C.), the latest C. Cornelius Scipio Hlspanns (pr«tor
in 139 B.C.); but there are good reasons for believing with Ritschl

that the epitaph of the fiist was not contemporary, but was some-
what later than that of his son (consul 259 B.C.). The last may
therefore be taken as the earliest specimen of any length of I^tin
as it was written at Rome ; it runs as follows :

—

honcoino . ploirume . cosentiont . r[omaj]

duonoro . optumo . fuise . uiro [rironiuj]

iuciom . scipione . filios . barbati

cojnsol . censor . aidilis . hie . fuet a {pud iios'\

Ac]c . cepit . Corsica . aleriaque . urbe[iu pugnandod^
rf«]dct . tempestatebus . aide . mereto[<f votuin].

The archaisms in this inscription are—(1) the retention of o for u
in the inflexion of both nouns and verbs : (2) the diphthongs oi

( = «) and ai ( = a«); (3) -et for -it, hcc for hic, and -chts for -iUis;

(4) the absence of doubled consonants; and (5) dtion- for hon-. On
the other hand, the dropping of a final m in every case except in

Luciom is a sign of the tendency to lighten final syllables, which
is a marked chai'acteristic of the language of this period.

In the epitaph on Scipio Barbatus, o nowhere appears where the

later language has ii, except in the doubtful case of Savniio

{1 = Samnium). The diphthongs oi and ai, as well as ci, are found
in the latest of all the Scipio inscriptions (aid. cur.=ncdi!is

cuntlis), as well as in the J-J^'iflola Coiisiihtm ad Teumuos
(387 B.C.), and in the almost exactly contemporary decree of L.

.£iniliu3 (Hcrincs, iii. 243 »/.); but in a somewhat earlier epitaph

to a Scipio (L. Cornelius Cn. f. Cu. u. Scipio) we have actale. Of
et for -it and the like there is another example in dfdct (C. I. U.,

63), comp. dede in C /. R., 62; navcbous (-hut) of tho Duilian

column.

' Comp. Jordan in Uermes, zvL 226-^0; Bacheler in Rheitt, Mua.,
xxxTi. 236 sq.

Doubled cousonants first appear in the decree of /Emilius, though'
not regularly (comp. ]>oscdiscitt by csscnt and posiiderc); in the
Fpisl. ad Tcm: they are still not used. Duonus is not found else-
where, except in the Carmen Saliare, but Duelanai for Bcllonae
appears in the Epist. ad Tcur. ; aud dueUum for bclhim occurs in
Ennius and Plautus, as a legal archaism in Cicero, and as a poetic
vaiiation in Horace, Ovid, and Juvenal.
A number of prerious indications of archaisms on the one hand

and mutilated forms on the other are supplied by dedicatory
tablets of about the same age found in Picenum and Latium. As
specimens of the former we may select MauHc= Marii, prai'dad=
praeda, Jamnc = jKnoni ; of the latter dcdrol or dedro or dedcri=,
dcderunt, dcde = dcdit, cupa = cubai; the omission of a final m is
also common.

It was a turning point iu the history of the Latin
language when Roman literature took its rise under the
influence of the Greek culture. It is a reasonable conjecture
that the much greater corruption of the Umbrian dialect as
compared with the Latin, and of the Latin as compared
with the Oscan, in regard to the precise representation of
sound, was due mainly to the varying degrees of contact
with Greek civilization. The inscriptions dating from the'

5th century of the city show the greatest arbitrariness in
such points as the insertion or omission of final s and m,
and of n before s, and iu the distinction of e and ii, e and
i. The language of Plautus shows us the struggle of the
two tendencies in the plainest manner. Oq the one hand Arclio
we have numerous archaisms not only in form but in isFis„

quantity. Of the old long vowels in final syllables we have
the following still retained, not indeed always, but when
it is convenient for the verse :

—

a in the nom. and voc. of the first declension

:

ne epistuli quiJem uUa sit in aedibus (Asin., 762)..
bus in dat. and abl. plur. [usually when a pause in the sense

affords some justification]:

ut ego illic oculi's exuram lampadibiis ardtetibus (Mm., 842).
or in nom. of substantives, and comparatives, and alsp in verbs;
mido, quom dicta in me ingerebas, 6diuin non uxor eram

(Asin., 927).
tan to mi segrihido auctiio est in animo (bacchiac) (Capt., 782);
pol id quideni erperior ita ut praedicas, Palaestrio (Mil., 633).

•er in nom. :

—

mens fuit pater Antimachus, ego voc6r Lyconides (Aul., 772).
•it, not only in the subj. (where it is a contraction for -icl) and

in the perf. ind., but even in the present:

potionis aliquid, prius quam perclpit insania (itfoi., 921).

U:
quod quisque in animo hab^t ant habitunist, sciunt (Trin., 206).

[Ritschl, " in animod habet"].
&t:

fiindmn alieuum aiit, incultum familiarem deserit (Asin., 874).

On the other hand we have much more commonly traces Ccstruc-

of the destructive influence which was beginning to affect five ten-

so powerfully the form of Latin words, especially in their dencies.

final syllables. From causes which it is now impossible to

discover, the freer accentuation of earlier times, the

existence of which was proved incidentally by Verner in

his famous paper on some exceptions to the law of " Laut-

verschiebuDg" (Kuhn's Zeitsckrift, xxiii. 97-138), had been

given up in favour of a more rigid system, which never

allowed the accent to fall on the final syllable. Hence
there was a constant struggle between the desire to preserve

the older quantity of the final vowel and the tendency to

shorten an unaccented syllable. This difficulty of preserv-

ing the quantity of the final vowel is naturally greatest

when the accented syllable is short ; hence we are led to

the formula that for Plautus, and therefore for the spokea

language of his time
-'-=''"'

This holds good for all vowels, whether in nouns or in verbs, e.g.

:

a: satis si futurumst; roga me viginti minas (Pseud., 114).

e: cave praeterbitas ullas aedis quiu roges (Epid., 433).

i: meri bellatores gigniuitui-, quas hic praegiiantis fecit (J/i/.j'1077).

o: novo liberto opus est quod pappet. dabitur, praebebo cibum
(Epid., 727).

u : qu6d manu nequennt tangere, tanttmi fas habent, quo manus
apstineaut (Trin,, 288).

Tho last case is a rare one ; th» others are very commciD.

XIV. — A2
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But further, forms like tbose quoted above from the

inscriptions, e.g., dedro, oinu, cuha, ifcc, led Ritschl and

his followers to the recognition of the fact that even at

this early time there was a strong tendency to drop the

final consonant in Latin ; and this at once furnished a clue

to the proper interpretation of many metrical phenomena

in Plautus, which had previously been explained on wholly

incorrect assumptions.

In the case of a line like Trin., 306,

ne tibi aegiitudiiiein pater parerem, parsi sedulo,

it was assumed that pate^ was pronounced like pire, in order to

avoid the apparent neglect of the law of position, wliicli would,

according to tlie practice of the classical poets, have lengthened tlic

syllable -tcr. Two consiilerations suffice to disjiose of this hypo-

thesis :—first, there is no evitlence whatever that a mute between

two vowels was ever diopjied in early Latin ; secondly, if paler

become by "compression " jxrc, it would be natural to find inater

becoming mere; but in no ease does a form with the first syllable

long and the second lengthened by position take the place of one

long syllable. On the other hand, there is positive evidence of a

varied and unquestionable character to show that a final consonant

was frequently dropped in pronunciation, especially in an iambic

word. Hence it is clear that pater was pronounced pat^, not pire.

This shows too that it was not the case, as has been asserted, that

a final r was dropped only when it took the place of an earlier s,

although this is doubtless the most common instance of its omission.

The consonants most commonly dropped are the following :

—

s: e.g., nimi(s) lepide fecit verba ad parsimoniam {Aul., 493).

This licence is retained by Ennius (e.g., jinn., 601, tum laterali(s)

dolor, certissumu(s) nuutiu(s) mortis), and is common even in

Lucrekius. Cinero {Orat., 48, 161) speaks as if it had been the

usual pronunciation in bis own earlier days, and he admits it seven

or eight times in his version of Aratus, e.g., magnu(s) Leo, &c.

m : e.g., dum quide(ra) ne quid perconteris quod mi haud lubeat

proloqui.

The pnactice of eliding a syllable ending in m before a following

vowel shows how lightly this consonant was pronounced even by
the classical poets. It is very frequently omitted in inscriptions of

every period (comp. Corssen, i. 267-74). As Quintilian (ix. 4, 40)

says, " m parura exprimitur . . . neque enim exiinitur, sed obscu-

ratur." In this respect Umbrian quite agreed with popular Latin,

but Oscan and Volscian carefully preserved the m (Corssen, i. 276).

t: e.g., set arraboni dedi(t) quadraginta minas (Most, 648).

So in inscriptions dcde (C. I. L., i. 6216).

d: e.g., hie apu(d) nos magna turba ac magna familiast (^!(Z., 340).

r : as above; or, e.g., piitervenit. sed quid pertimui autem, belua

(Ter., Phorm., 601).

I : e.g., ot simu(l) conficiaui facilius ego quod volo (Ter., Beaut.,

803).

n: e.g., ai'it quid istuoest qu(Sil vosagitis? n6n licet, tame(n) sv'is-

picor(ter., Hcc, 874).

It'is doubtful whether the last two licences occur in Plautus.

Occasionally we find these two tendencies concurring, and pro-

ducing a short final syllable by the loss of a final consonant and
the shortening of a vowel naturnlly long under the influence of the

accent; so that wo have forms like ores, boves, vides, rogas, Tiiamis,

scanned as two short syllables, not only (n) before vowels, but (i)

even before consonants, e.g. :—
(a) Asini mordicus me scindunt, bdves incursent c6rnibus {Aul.,

232).

(6) fovas foras lumbrice qui sub terra erepsistf modo {Aul., 620).

viros nostros quibi'.s tu nos voluisti esse matres familias [Stick.,

98).

ad papillos mantis ferat, labra a labris nusquarr auferat {Baech.,

480).

The tendency to drop the final consonant of an iambic word is

further extended to groups of words of the same scansion, especially
when the second is a j)reposition, as in

quis ad fores est? &c. {Amphitr., 1014).
Ojita id, quod fit conting.nt tibi vis {Asln., 713).

Accent had also an important effect in inducing the voice

til hurry over unaccented syllables, even though long by
position, in order to lay full stress upon an accented
syllable.. But this naturally took place only when the

syllable thus shortened was itself preceded by a short

syllable so that the formula for this process is
"--' =

"""
. Under this head we may bring a large number .of

instances of apparent neglect of quantity. Many of these

are cases where the usual spelling is with a double conso-

nant. Some have argued that as doubled consonants were
Qot used in writing before the time of Ennius {Fesl., s. v.

" Solitaurilia," p. 293, confirmed from inscriptions by
Ritschl, P. L. M. E., p. 123), this is an indication that the
pronunciation tinctuated ; but it is doubtful whether this

was ever the case except under the influence of the accent

;

and this influence was quite as powerful over syllables

followed by two different consonants as by a doubled
consonant.

Thus,
per anucinam caram dixit me natum pater {Stick., 179)

docs not differ in principle from

quia omnis bonas bonasquo adcurare addecet {Trin., 78);

and the unusual quantity of the last two words in

nos potius oneremus nosmet vicissatira voliiptatibus {Stick., 532)

is to be explained in precisely the same way, except that in tha
latter the voice is hurrying on to dwell upon a long accented
syllable, in the former the accent has already fallen on a short
accented syllable, a fact which naturally tends to shorten the fol-

lowing unaccented one. Compare for this

configo sagittis fures thensaurarios {Aul, 395)

where Goetz after Fleckeisen reads " sagitis."

The combinations before which position is most commonly
neglected are the following:

—

nl : si id mea voluntate factumst {Trin., 1166).
pi : volfiptatem inesse tantani (Sud., 459).

st : magistratus, si quis me banc habere viderit {Mitd., 477).

rn: cassidemincaput,donniboplacide(iin tabernaculo(7'n'».,726).

ps : scio apsurde dictum hoc derisores dicere {Capt., 69).

rg : sed sine argento friistra es . . . {Pseud., 378).

It is needless to dwell further upon the details of

Plautine scansion. The foregoing instances will have
made it clear that, while there are some archaisms still

retained, on the whole the language was beginning to

suffer from that process of disintegration, which has left

such marked traces upon almost every modern language.

The introduction of Greek metres for the drama doubt-

less did much to check this process, and it is probable

that, even in the earliest Roman comedies, licences of

pronunciation are much less common than they were lb

the popular language of the time. But the iambic and
trochaic measures, especially as employed by the Roman
poets, admitted of a free treatment, which left room for

much laxity. It was not until the hexameter came to be

used for poetry tliat the laws of prosody were definitely

fixed. The rigid canons of dactylic verse required that the

pronunciation should be strictly determined ; end hence

Ennius, although he does not appear to have introduced

any marked changes in generally recognized rules of

quantity, was compelled to settle positively much which

had previously been fluctuating, and so to lay down the

lines to which subsequent poetica) works had to conform.

From this time forward the literary language of Rome
parted company from the popular dialect. It has been

said with truth that even to the classical writers Latin was
in a certain sense a dead language. Its vocabulary was

not identical with that of ordinary life. Literary works,

whether in prose or in verse, had to conform to a fixed

standard. Now and again a writer of fresh originality

would lend new vigour to his style by phrases and con-

structions drawn from homely speech. But on the whole^

and in ever increasing measure, the language of literature

was the language of the schools, adapted to foreign models.

The genuine current of Italian speech is lost to view with

Plautus and Terence, and reappears only in the semi-

barbarous products of the early Romance literature.

This appears the proper place for a rapid survey of the

pronunciation of the Latin language, as spoten in its best

days.

I. Consonants.—1. Guttural, (a) Sonant G, pronounced as in

English, but never softened before about the 6th century after Christ

{b) Surd C, pronounced always as i' (except that in some early

* The evidence for this pronunciation of c will be found best stated

in Corssen, i. 43-67, and Roby, i. xlvii.-Iiv. It may be summed up

as follows:—(1) In some words the letter following c varies in i
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fascriptiona tho character is flscd for G) until about the 7th cen-
tury after Christ. K wont out of lue at an early period, except iu
•» few old abbreviatiu;i3 fnr words in which it li;ul stood before a,

e.g., kal. for kalcndcu\ Q always followed by the consonantal a,

except in a few old inscriptions, in whi^li it is followed by the
vowel 16, e.g., pequnia. X, an abbreviatiou for cs; xs is, however,
sometimes found. (c) Aspirate H, the rough breathing as in
English.

2. Palatal. The spirant J, like tho English y; it is only iu late

inscriptions that we find, in spellings like Zautuiri, Giooe, any
indication of a pronunciation like the English.

3. Lingual, (a) K as iu English, but probably produced more
with the point of the tongue. (6) L as in English, (c) S, always
surd when initial, but at cue time sonant between vowels, and
possibly when finah (d) Z only found in the transcription of Greek
words.in and after tho time of Cicero.

4. Dental, {a) Sonant, D as in English ; but by the end of tho
4th century (ii before a vowel was [irouounced like onr

.;
(comp.

diurnal and journal), (b) Surd, T as in EngUsh. (c) Nasal, N as

in English; but also (like the English n) a guttural nasal {ng)

before a gutturah Apparently it was very lightly pronounced,
and easily fell away before s.

6. Labials, (a) Sonant, B as iu English ; hut occasionally iu

inscriptions of the later empire v is written for b, showing that iu

some cases b had already acquired the soft sound of the contem-
porary fl. B before a sharp s was prouonnced p, e.g., in luhs.

{b) Surd, P as" in English, (c) Nasal, M as in English, but very
slightly prouonnced at the end of a word, (d) Spirant, V like the
on in Fr. oui, but probably often approximating to the South Ger-
man w, i.e., a labial, not (like the English v) a labio-deutal v.

6. Labio-denlal. Spirant, F as iu English.

II. Vowels.—a, u, l, as the English ah, oo, ee\ o, asound coming
nearer to aw than the English o; e, an open Italian e, nearlj as the
vowel of ^rf lengthened. The short sound of each vowel was pro-
bably identical in quality with the long sound, differing only in

quantity. Hence a was pronounced as iu the French chalte, &
nearly as in pull, I nearly as in pit, S as in dot, S nearly as in

p^t. The diphthongs were produced by pronouncing the vowels
of which they were composed very rapidly according to the above
scheme. This gives—aji somewhat broader than ou in house; ea
like ow in the Yankee pronunciation of toivn ; ae like the vowel
in hat lengthened, with perhaps somewhat more approximation
to the i in wine; oe, a sound intermediate between o andc; ei,

nearly as in feint, with the greater stress on the i; tii, as the
French oui.

The changes whicli may be detected in the Latin

language during the period of its literary development

may be arranged under tbe heads of (1) vocabulary, (2)

inflexion, (3) word formation, (4) syntax
These will be best regarded separately in connexion with

the four principal stages in the history of the language,

which may be given, with their chief writers, as follows :

—

I. A7ite-Classical (2i0-80 B.C.). —Nffivius ( 1 269-204),
Hautus (254-184), Ennius (239-169), Cato (234-149),
Terentius (i 195-159), Pacuvius (220-132), Acclus

(170-94), Lucilius (? 168-103).

II. Classical—Golden Age (80 B.C.-14 A.D.).—Varro

(116-28), Cicero (106-44), Lucretius (99-55), C»sar
100-44), Catullus (87-147), Sallust (86-34), Virgil

(70-19), Horace (65-8), propertius (150- %), TibuUua

(1 54-1 18), Ovid (43 B.C.-18 a.d.), Livy (59 3.a-18 a.d.).

III. Classical—Silver Age (14-180 A.D.).—Velleius

n 19 B.O.-? 31 A.D.), M. Seneca (died c. 30 a.d.), Persius

(34-62), Petroniua (died 66), Lucan (39-65), L. Seneca
(died 65 A.D.), Plinius major (23-79 a-d.). Martial (40-

101), Quintilian (42-118), Plinius minor (61-1113),
Tacitus (160-1118), Juvenal (147-1138), Suetonius

(75-160), Fronto (c. 90-170).
IV. Post-Classical.

manner which makes it impossible to believe that the pronunciation of

tbe c depended upon this, e.g., decumtts and decimus, capis and
recipis

; (2) if c was pronounced before e and i otherwise than before

a, 0, aud u, it is hard to see why k should not have been retained for

the latter use
; (3) no ancient wTiter gives any hint of a varying

pronunciation of c ; (4) a Greek k is always transliterated by c, and
c by K ; (5) Latin words containing c borrowed by Gothic and early

High German are always apelt with k. To these arguments it may be

iddtd that the varying pronunciations of ce, ci in the Romance lan-

guages are inexplicable except aa derived independently from an

seminal ke, ki.

The additions made to the vocabulary of the Latin
language from the Greek belong to four different stages
(Corssen, ii. 814). The first corresponds to the period of
the early intercourse of Rome with the Greek states,
especially with the colonies iu tho south of Italy and
Sicily. To this stage belong many names of nations,
countries, and towns, as Sicali, TareiUam, Graeci, Achivi,
Karthago, Poenns ; and also names of weights and
measures, articles of industry, and terms connected with
navigation, a.s, drachuma, mina, lalentum, purpura, machina)
patina, ancora, aplustre, nausea. To these may be added
names of gods or heroes, like Apollo, Pollux, and perhaps
Htrctdes. These were all freely adapted to the phonetic
laws of the Latin langu-age.

A second stage is marked by the closer intercourse re-

sidting from the conquest of southern Italy, and the wars in

Sicily, and by the contemporary introduction of imitations

of Greek literature into Rome, with its numerous references

to Greek life and culture. In this stage, also, Greek words
were freely adapted to the forms familiar to Roman ears :

we find words like pessulus, scutnla, aviurca, fungus,
b(dineum, bucina, techina, comissari, canistrum, career,

sona (^wfij), tarpessila, &c. In many cases hybrid forms
are freely employed, whether by the addition of Latin
suffixes to Greek stems as ballistarius, hepatctrius, subbasi-

liconus, s!/cophantiosus, or of Greek suffixes to Latin stems
as plagipatidas, pernonides ; or by derivation, as thermopo-

lare, supparasilari ; or by composition as inenscheme,

thyrsigerae, Jlagritribae, scrophipasci. The character oi

many of these words shows that the comic poets who
indulged in them must have been able to calculate upon a
fair knowledge of colloquial Greek on the part of a con-

siderable portion of their audience. The most remarkable

instance of this is supplied by the burlesijue lines in Plautua

{Pers., 702 s^.), where Sagaristio describes himself as

Vauiloquidorus, Virgin isveudonides,

Nugipulamlouuides, Argentumextcrebronides,
TeLUguiloquiiies, Nummosexpalponides,
Quodsemelarripides, Nunquampostreddonides.

During this period Greek words are generally reflected

according to the Latin usage.

But with Accius begins a third stage, in which the Greek
inflexion is frequently preserved, e.g., Iltctora, Oresten,

Cilliaeron ; and from this time forward the practice wavers.

Cicero generally prefers the Latin case-ending-s, defending,

e.g., Piraeeuma.% against Piraeea [Ad Att., vii. 3, 7), but not

without some fluctuation, while Varro takes the opposite

sfde, and prefers poemasin to the Ciceronian poematis. B}'

this time also y and z were introduced, and words newly

borrowed from the Greek were faithfully reproduced.

A fourth stage is marked by the practice of tho Augustan

poets, who, especially when writing in imitation of Greek

originals, freely use the Greek inflexions, such as Arcades,

Telhy, Aegida, Ecltus, &c. Horace probably always used

the Greek form in his Odes, the Latin in his Satires and

Epistles. Later prose writers for the most part followed

the example thus set.

In Plautus we have the best example of the vigorous

native Italian idiom, enriched, but in no way fettered by

imitation of the Greek. His constructions are sometimes

free, and do not square with the canons of later gram-

marians ; but there i.s much life and freshness, and it ii-

very rarely that the right phrase is lacking to set forth hia

meaning with telling vigour.

The chief peculiarities of his grammar are :

—

1. The use of some substantives with a gender different from that
afterwards usual, e.g., domtis, coitus, nasrthi.

2. The retention of inflexions afterwards obsolete or retained only
in archaic phrases: -i- in the eubj. ittcs., duinJ, crcduis, posivi, die
septimi. With regard to some of these archaic inflexions it is still

a quea-.ion how far they may be safc{y restored to the texty'
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Plautus ; e.g., homotvm, cuii, cundc, kc, the ablative d, nom.
plur. in -is, as /ujidis.

3. The use of words excluded from the language of classiral

literature, hut reappearing in the popular dialect: e.g., snppclias

iri, baiuere, clepcrc, belbis, cxintci-are, cxandare, nmitea, saviuvi,kc.

Under this head we may place the very frequent employment of

diminutives, e.g., pftpillancm Jiorrididarum oppressiuiiculae, espe-

cially as terms of endearment, ^'-^ncam corculum, melculum, ver-

culum,^' passcrculam, haedillum, vitdlmn, micticttlam, mojtcndavi,

calcllum, putcllum, &c., the use of con, ad, and dc as strengthening

particles, and of ahstract words, especially in the plural,—all marks
of the plcheius sertnc.

i. Syntactical constructions afterwards unusual: e.g., the accu-

sative after verbs Wke fungor and ntw; the accusative of the object

after the gerundive {agilaudiimst vigilias) ; the indicative in indirect

questions and with c«ni signifying "sijice" or "although"; present

infinitive instead of future after verbs of promising
;
quia after verbs

of feeling, instead oi quod,qnoniam=^^ &\nce," "after"; infinitive

with purpose of motion ; consulo and co^idono with double accusa-

tive ; deconts, aequus, and cxpevs with ablative ; vercor with genitive
;

similis with genitive
;
quid hoc est Uominis

; faccre tucri, coiupeudi;

faxo with a future logically dependent ; the frequent use of Jigura

etymologica, satin %il, pracqiiam, in'oeiit. There is a free use of verbals

\a-tio: quid tibi hanc ciiratio est rem aut mutlitio. By a laxity

common in popular language verbs of seeing, knowing, asking, kc,
are followed by a direct, not an indirect, question ; scire volo, quoi

reddidislit Asyndeton is very frequently employed lo give life and
rapidity to the style: e.g. (Pseud., 168), Icpido victu, riiio, tin-

guentis, inter jjocula pulpanientis.

Navins. In Nsevius we find archaisms proportionally mucli more
numerous than in Plautus, especially in the retention of

the original length of vowels, and early forms of inflexion,

such as the genitive in -as, and the ablative in -d ; shorten-

ings do not seem so numerous. The number of archaic

words preserved is perhaps due to the fact that so large a

proportion of his fragments have been preserved only by
the grammarians, who cited them for the express purpose

Ennius. of explaining these. The language of Ennius deserves

especial study because of the immense influence which he

exerted in fixing the literary style. He first established

the rule that in hexameter verse all vowels followed by two
consonants (except in the case of a mute and a liquid) or a

double consonant, must be treated as lengthened by
position. The number of varying quantities is also much
diminished, and the elision of final hi becomes the rule,

though not without exceptions. On the other hand he very

commonly retains the original length of verbal terminations

(ponit, esset, faciet) and of nominatives in or and a, and
elides final s before an initial consonant. In declension he
never uses -«e as the genitive, bnt -ai or -as; he has an
inflexion Mettoeo Fufeiioeo, probably iutended for a dative

;

the shorter form of the gen. plur. is -nm in common

;

obsolete forms of pronouns are used, as mis, oUi, sum
{ = earn), sas, sos, sapsa ; and in verbal inflexion there are

irregularities like morimur, fuimiis, pofestur, conlujit, &c.

Some experiments in the way of tmesis (saxo cere com-
minuit -brum) and apocope (divu'm domus altisonum cael,

replet te Isetificum gau) were happily regarded as failures,

and never took root in the language. His syntax is

simple and straightforward, with the occasional pleonasms
of a rude style, and conjunctions are comparatively rare.

Pacuvius is noteworthy especially for his attempt to

introduce a free use of compounds after the fashion of the

Greek, which were felt in the classical times to be unsuited

to the genius of the Latin language. Quiotilian censures

severely his line

—

Nerci repandirostrum iucurvicervicum pecus.

Accius, though probably the greatest of the Roman
tragedians, is only preserved in comparatively unimportant
fragments. We know that he paid much attention to

grammar and orthography ; and his lai>guage is much
more finished than that of Ennius. It shows no marked
archaisms of form, unless the infinitive in -ier is to be
accounted as such.

Lucilius furnishes a specimen of the language of the

period, free from the restraints of tragic diction and the

imitation of Greek originals. Unfortunately the greater

part of his fragments are preserved only by a grammarian
whose text is exceptionally corrupt ; but they leave no
doubt as to the justice of the criticism passed by Horace
on his careless and "muddy" diction. The urbauilas
which is with one accord conceded to him by ancient critics

seems to indicate that his ;ityle was regarded as free frofli

the taint of provincial Latii ity, and it maybe regarded as

reproducing the language of the educated circles in ordinary
life; even the numerous Gr«cisms and Greek quotations
with which it abounds show the familiarity of his readers
with the Greek language and literature. Varro ascribes to

. him the gracile genus duendi, the distinguishing features

!
of which were vennstas and suhtililas. Hence it appears

I
that his numerous archaisms were regarded as in no way

I

inconsistent .with grace and precision of diction. But it

I may be remembered that Varro was himself something of

I an archaizer, and also that the grammarians' quotations

I

may bring this aspect of his language too much into pro-

I

minence. It is to be feared that the disgusting coarseness

I

of many of his lines did not lose them favour with the circle

j

for whom he wrote. He shares with the comic poets the

use of many plebeian expressions^ the love for diminutives,

. abstract terms, and words of abuse ; but occasionally he

I

borrows from the more elevated style of Ennius forms like

I simitu ( = simul), iioenu ( = non), /«c»/ ( = facile), and the

]

genitive in -ai, and he ridicules the contemporary tragedians

for their zetemalia, their high-flown diction and sesqui-

jiedalia verba, which make the characters talk " not like

men but like portents, flying winged snakes." In his

ninth book he discusses questions of grammar, and gives

some interesting facts as to the tendencies of the language.

For instance, when he ridicules a praetor urbanus for calling

himself prelor, we see already the beginning of the confusion

of ae and e, which afterwards became universal. He shows
a great command of technical language, and (partly owing
to the nature of the fiagments) o.7ra$ Acyd/xcva are very

numerous.

The treatise of Cato De He Buslica would have afforded Cale

invaluable material, but it has unfortunately come down to

us in a text greatly modernized. As it is, it is of interest

from the poiut of view of literature rather than of language.

We find in it instances of the accusative with idi, of the

old imperative praefamino, and of the fut subj. servassis,

prokibessis ; but there is nothing which can be added to

what we learn from Plautus.

It is unfortunately impossible to trace the growth of Grnw'h

Latin prose diction through its several stages with the of L»''*

same clearness as in the case of poetry. The -fragments of f'°^

the earlier Latin prose writers are too scanty for us to be

able to say with certainty when and how a formed prose

style was created. But the impulse to it was undoubtedly

given in the habitual practice of oratory. The earliest

orators, like Cato, were distinguished for strong common
sense, biting wit, and vigorous language, rather than for

any graces of style ; and probably personal aucioritas was
of far more account than rhetoric both in the law courts

and in the assemblies of the people. The first public

speaker, according to Cicero, who aimed at a polished style,

and elaborate periods, was M. JEmilius Lepidus Porcina,

in the middle of the 2d century b.c.^ On his model the

Gracchi and Carbo fashioned themselves, and, if we may
judge from the fragments of the orations of C. Gracchus

which are preserved, there were few traces of archaism

remaining. A more perfect example of the urhanitas at-

which good speakers aimed was supplied by a famous

^ Cicero also refers tn certain i

Africanus Major, which nuist ha

ripia d"lcissinia of the son of Scipto

J jjossessed some merits of style.
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speech of C. Fannius against C. Gracchus, which Cicero

cousidered the best of all orations of the time. No small

part of the urbaniias consisted in a pronunciation equally

removed from boorish roughness and from foreign affecta-

tions ; and the standard of this was found in the language

of the women of the upper classes, such as Laelia and
Cornelia.

In the earliest continuous prose work which remains to

us, the four books De Rhdorica ad Herennium, we find

the language already almost indistinguishable from that of

Cicero. There has been much discussion as to the author-

ship of this work, now commonly, without very convinc-

ing reasons, ascribed to Q. Cornificius ; but, among the

numerous arguments which prove that it cannot have been

the work of Cicero, none has been adduced of any import-

ance drawn from the character of the language. It is

worth while notichig that not only is the style in itself

perfectly finished, but the treatment of the subject of style,

elocuiio (iv. 12, 17), shows the pains which had already

been given to the question. The writer lays down three

chief requisites—(1) elegantia, (2) composiiio, and (3)

dignitas. Under the first come Latinitas, a due avoidance

of solecisms and barbarisms, and explanatio, clearness, the

employment of familiar and appropriate expressions. The
second demands a proper arrangement, free from hiatus,

alliteration, rhyme, the repetition or displacement of

words, and too long sentences. Dignity depends upon the

i^lection of language and of sentiments.

Hence we see that by the time of Cicero Latin prose

tvas fully developed. We may, therefore, pause here to

notice the characteristic qualities of the language at its

most perfect stage. The Latin critics were themselves

fully conscious of the broad distinction in character be-

tween their own language and the Greek. Seneca dwells

upon the stately and dignified movement of the Latin

period, and uses for Cicero the happy epithet of gradarius.

He allows to the Greeks gratia, but claims potentia for his

own countrymen. Quintilian {xii. 10, 27 ?q.) concedes to

Greek more euphony and variety both of vocalization and

of accent ; he admits that Latin words are harsher in sound,

and often less happily adapted to the expression of varying

shades of meaning. But he too claims "power" as the

distinguishing mark of his own language. Feeble thought

may be carried off by the exquisite harmony and subtleness

of Greek diction ; his countrymen must aim at fulness and
weight of ideas if they are not to be beaten off the field.

The Greek authors are like lightly moving skiffs ; the

Eomans spread wider sails and are wafted by stronger

breezes ; hence the deeper waters suit them. It is not

that the Latin language fails to respond to the calls that

are made upon it. Lucretius and Cicero concur, it is true,

in complaints of the poverty of their native language ; but
this was only because they had had no predecessors in the

task of adapting it to philosophic utterance ; and the long

life of Latin technical terms like qualitas, specks, genus,

ratio, shows how well the need was met when it arose.

Mr Munro has said admirably of this very period :

—

" The living Latin for all the higher forms of composition, both
prose and verse, was a far nobler language than the living Greek.
During the long period of Grecian pre-eminence and literary glory,

from Homer to Demosthenes, all the manifold forms of poetry and
prose which were invented one after the other were brought to such
exquisite perfection that their beauty of form and grace of lan-
guage were nevci- afterwards rivalled by Latin or any other people.
But hardly had Demosthenes and Aristotle ceased to live when
that AtHc which had been gradually formed into such a noble
instrument of thought in the hands of Aristophanes, Euripides,
Plato, and the orators, and had superseded for general use all the
other dialects, became at the same time the language of the civilized
world and was stricken with a mortal decay. . . . JEpicunis, who
was born in the same year as Jlenander, writes a harsh jargon
that does not deserve to be called a style; and others of whose
writings anything is left entire or in fragments, historians and

philosophers alike, Polybius, Chrysippus, Pliilodemus, are little il

any better. When Cicero deigns to translate any of their sentences,
see what grace and life he instils into their clumsily expressed
thoughts, how satisfying to the ear and taste are the periods of
lAvy when he is putting into Latin the hea^-y and uncouth clauses
of Polybius! This may explain what Cicero reeans when at one
time he gives to Greek the preference over Latin, at another to Latin
over Greek; in reading Sophocles or Plato he could acknowledge
their unrivalled excellence ; in translating Panaetius or Philodemus
he would feel his own Immeasurable superiority."

The greater number of long syllables, combined with
the paucity of diphthongs and the consequent monotony
of vocalization, and the uniformity of the accent, lent a
weight and dignity of movement to the language which
well suited the national graviias. The precision of

grammatical rules and the entire absence of dialectic forms

from the written literature contributed to maintain tha

character of unity which marked the Roman republic as

compared with the multiplicity of Greek states. It was
remarked by Bacon that artistic and imaginative nations

indulge freely in verbal compounds, practical nations in

simple concrete terms. In this respect, too, Latin con-

trasts with Greek. The attempts made by some of the

earlier poets to indulge in novel compounds was felt to be
out of harmony with the genius of the language. Com-
position, though necessarily employed, was kept within

narrow limits, and the words thus produced have a sharply

defined meaning, wholly unlike the poetical vagueness of

some of the Greek compounds. The vocabulary of the

language, though receiving accessions from time to time in

accordance with practical needs, was rarely enriched by
the products of a spontaneous creativeness. In literature

the taste of the educated town circles gave the law ; and
these, trained in the study of the Greek masters of style,

required something which should reproduce for them the

harmony of the Greek period. Happily the orators who
gave form to the Latin prose were able to meet the demand
without departing from the spirit of their own language,

and the periods of Cicero and Livy, though very different

in structure from those of Plato and DemtDsthenes, are not

less satisfying to the ear, or less adequate to the full

expression of thought. To Cicero especially the Eomans
owed the realization of what was possible to their language

in the way of artistic finish of style. He represents a

protest at one and the same time against the inroads of

the pleheius sermo, vulgarized by the constant influx of

non-Italian provincials into Rome, and the "jargon ol'

spurious and partial, culture " in vogue among the Roman
pupils of the Asiatic rhetoricians. His essential service

was to have caught the tone and style of the true Roman
urhanitas, and to have fixed it in extensive and widely

read speeches and treatises as the final model of classical

prose. The influence of Caesar was wholly in the same

direction. His cardinal principle was that every new-

fangled and affected expression, from whatever quarter it

might come, should be avoided by the writer, as rocks by

the mariner. His o*u style for straightforward simplicity

and purity has never been surpassed ; and it is not without

full reason that Cicero and Csesar are regarded as the

models of classical prose. But, while they fixed the type

of the best Latin, they did not and could not alter its

essential character. In subtlety, in suggestiveness, in

many-sided grace and versatility, it remained far inferior

to the Greek. But for dignity and force, for cadence and

rhythm, for clearness and precision, the best Latin prose

remains unrivalled. These qualities make it pre-eminently

the language of legislation and of commerce. There is no

haziness about a Latin sentence ; directness, concretcness,

and lucidity stamp it as the utterance of men who knew

precisely what they wished to say, and said it with all the

force at their command.
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It is needless to dwell upon the grammar or vocabulary

jf Cicero. His language is universally taken as the normal

type of Latin ; and, as hitherto the history of the language

has been traced by marking differences from his usage, so

the same method may be followed for what remains.

M. Terentius Varro, " the most learned of the ancients,"

o.friend and contemporary of Cicero, seems to have rejected

the periodic rhythmical style of Cicero, and to have fallen

back upon a more archaic structure. Mommsen says of

one passage " the clauses of the sentence are arranged on

the thread of the relative like thrushes on a string." But,

in spite (some would say, because) of his old-fashioned

tendencies, his language shows great vigour and spirit.

In his Menippean satires he intentionally made free use of

plebeian expressions, while rising at times to a real grace

and showing often fresh 'humour. His treatise De Re
Rmtka, in the form of a dialogue, is the most agreeable

of his works, and where the nature of his subject allows

it there is much vivacity and dramatic picturesqueness,

although the precepts are necessarily given in a terse and

abrupt form. His sentences are as a rule co-ordinated,

with but few connecting links : his diction contains many
antiquated or unique words,

iaiiust. In Sallust, a younger contemporary of Cicero, we have

the earliest complete specimen of historical narrative. It

is probably due to his subject-matter, at least in part, that

his style is marked by frequent archaisms ; but something

must be ascribed to intentional imitation of the earlier

chroniclers, which led him to be called "priscorum

Catonisque verborum ineruditissimus fur." His archaisms

consist partly of words and phrases used in a sense for

which we have only early authorities, e.g.,cum animo habere,

&c., animos tollere, bent factum, consultor, prosapia, dolus,

veneiium, obsequela, inquies, sallere, occipere, collibeo, and

the like, where we may notice especially the fondness for

frequentatives, which he shares with the early comedy;
partly in inflexions which were growing obsolete, such as

senati, solui, comperior (dep.), neglegisset, vis .(ace. pL),

nequitur. In syntax his constructions are for the most

part those of the contemporary writers.^

tncre- In Lucretius and Catullus we have examples of the
f.ius. language of poetry of the same period. The former is

undoubtedly largely archaic in his style. We find im for

sum, endo for in, illae, uUae, unae, and aliae as genitives,

alid for aliud, rabies as a genitive by the side of genitives

in -ai, ablatives in -i like colli, orbi, parti, nominatives in s

for r, like colos, vapos, humos. In verbs there are scatit,

fulgit, qaaesit, co»^Ma;e< = confluxisset, recesse = recessisse,

iTiduiacere for ieicere ; simple forms like fligere, lacere,

cedere, stingicere for the more usual compounds, the in-

finitive passive in -ier, and archaic forms from esse like

siet, escit,fuai. Sometimes he indulges in tmesis which

reminds us of Ennius : ijique pediri, disque supata, ordia

prima. But this archaic tinge is adopted only for poetical

purposes, and as a practical proof of his devotion to the

earlier masters of his art ; it does not affect the general

substance of his style, which is of the freshest and most

vigorous stamp. But the purity of his idiom is not gained

by any slavish adherence to a recognized vocabulary: he

coins words freely ; Mr Munro has noted more than a

hundred a7ra| Xcyo/ievo, or words which he alone among
good writers uses. Many of these are formed on familiar

models, such as compounds and frequentatives ; others are

^ The character of archaism has heen dtoied to his style by Dean

Merivale ; and it is true that in the matter of orthography the forms

which Salliiat adopts, as Corssen has shown, were, at least as common
in his time as those whi«h became afterwards the rule ; but, when we

compare his diction with that of Cicero, there is quite enough differ-

ence to justify the usual view ; and the fact that some of his erpres-

sions are found in later writers only goes to show that they imitated

him is this respect.

directly borrowed from the Greek apparently with a view to
sweetness of rhythm (ii. 412 ; v. 334, 505) ; others again
(forty or more in number) are compounds of a kind which
the classical laaguage refused to adopt, such as silmfragus,

terriloquus, perterricrepus. < He represents not so much a

stage in the history of the language as a protest against

the tendencies fashionable in his own tirne. But his

influence was deep upon Virgil, and through him upon all

subsequent Latin literature. la Catullus we have the type
of the language of the culti'.ated circles, lifted into poetry

by the simple directness with which it is used to express

emotion. In his heroic and elegiac poems he did not
escape the influence of the Alexandrian school, and his

genius is ill suited for long-continued flights; but in

his lyrical poems his language is altogether perfect. As
Macaulay says, "No Latin writer is so Greek. ^ The
simplicity, the pathos, the perfect grace, which I find in

the great Athenian models are all in Catullus, and in him
alone of the Komans." The language of these poems
comes nearest perhaps to that of Cicero's more intimate

letters. It is full of colloquial idioms and familiar lan-

guage, of the diminutives of afiection or of playfulness.

Greek words are rare, especially in the lyrics, and those

which are employed are only such as had come to be

current coin. Archaisms are but sparingly introduced

;

but for metrical reasons he has four instances of the inf.

pass, in Aer, and several contracted forms ; we finfl also

alis and alid, uni (gen.), and the antiquated tetuli and
recepso. There are traces of the popular language in the

shortened imperatives cave and mane, in the analytic

perfect paratam habes, and perhaps in the use of mius
approaching that of the indefinite article.

The poets of the Augustan age mark the opening of a

new chapter in the history of the Latin language. The
influence of Horace was comparatively slight ; he worked
in a field of his own, and, although Statius imitated his

lyrics, and Persius and Juveual, especially th» former, his

satires, on the whole there are few traces of any deep

marks left by hun on the language of later writers. In hia

Satires and Epistles the diction is that of the contemporary

urbanilas, differing hardly at all from that of Cicero in hia

epistles and dialogues. The occasional archaisms, such e.i

the syncope in erepsemus, evasse, surrexe, the infinitives in

-ier, and the genitives deum, divum, and nummum may be

explained as still conversationally allowable, though ceasing

to be current in literature ; and a similar explanation may
account for plebeian terms, e.g., balatro, blatero, garrio,

niutto, vappa, caldus, aoldus, surpite, for the numerous

diminutives, and for such pronouns, adverbs, conjunctions,

and turns of expression as were common in prose, but not

found, or found but rarely, in elevated poetry. Greek

words are used sparingly, not with the licence which he

censures in Lucllius, and in his hexameters are inflected

acco'i^ng to Latin rules. -. In the Odfs, on the other hand,

the language is much more precisely limited There are

practically no archaisms (spargier in Carm. iv. 11, 8 is

a doubtful exception), or plebeian, expressions; Greek

inflexions are employed, but not with the licence of

Catullus ; there are no datives in i or sin like Tethyi or

Dryasin ; Greek constructions are fairly numerous, e.g., the

geniti'B with verbs like regnare, abstinere, desinere, and

with adjectives, as integer litae, the so-called Greek accusa-

tive, the dative with verbs of contest, like ludari, decertare,

the transitive use of many intransitive verbs in the past

participle, as regnatus, tri^imphatus ; and finally there is a
" prolative " use of the infinitive after verbs and adjectives,

where prose would have employed other constructions,

which, though not limited to Horace, is more common with

him than with other poets.'. Compounds are very sparingly

•mployed. and apparently only when sanctioned by autho-
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fity. His own innovations in vocabulary are not numerous.

About ei;,'htya-a^ Xtyd/^icvahave been noted; but for the most

part there is nothing very distinctive about their character,

and perhaps we should find them almost entirely disappear-

ing if the remains of contemporary literature were more
extensive. Like Virgil, he shows his exquisite skill in the

use of language rather in the selection from already existing

stores, than in the creation of new resources : tanhim series

utncliiraque po/let. But both his diction and his syntax left

much less marked traces upon succeeding writers than did

those of either Virgil or Ovid.

In Virgil the development of the Latin language reached

its full maturity. What Cicero was to the period, Virgil

was to the hexameter; indeed the changes that he wrought

were still more marked, inasmuch as the language of verse

admits of greater subtlety and finish than even the most

artistic prose. For the straightforward idiomatic simplicity

of Lucretius and Catullus he substituted a most exact and

felicitous choice of diction, rich with the suggestion of the

most varied sources of inspiration. Sometimes it is a

phrase of Homer's " conveyed " literally with happy bold-

ness, sometimes it ia a line of Ennius, or again some artistic

gophoclean combination. Virgil was equally familiar with

the great Greek models of style and with the earlier Latin

poets. This learning, guided by an unerring sense of fitness

and harmony, enabled him to give to his diction a music

which recalls at once the fullest tones of the Greek lyre

nnd the lofty strains of the most genuinely national song.

His love of antiquarianism in language has often been

noticed, but it never passes into pedantry. His vocabulary

and constructions are often such as would have conveyed

to his contemporaries a grateful flavour of the past, but

they would never have been unintelligible. Forms like

iusso, olle, or adviiiiier can have delayed no one.

In the details of syntax it is difRcult to notice any
peculiarly Virgilian points, for the reason that his language,

like that of Cicero, became the canon, departures from

which were accounted irregularities. But we may notice

as favourite constructions a free use of oblique case^ in the

place of the more definite construction with prepositions

usual in prose, e.g., it clamor caelo, flet nodem, rivis

currentia vina, bacchaiam iugis Naxon, and many similar

phrases ; the employment of some substantives as adjectives,

like venaior canis, and vice versa, z^ plurimxis volilans ; a

proleptic use of adjectives, as tristia iorquehii ; idioms

involving ille, atque, deinde, hand, quin, vix, and the fre-

quent occurrence of passive verbs in their earlier reflexive

sense, as induor, velor, pascor (comp. Dr Kennedy's Appen'

dis on "Virgilian Syntax").-

In Livy's singularly varied and beautiful style we have

Latin prose in that rich maturity which seems to portend

and almost to necessitate an early decline. To a training

in the rhetorical schools, and perhaps professional experience

as a teacher of rhetoric, he added a thorough familiarity

with contemporary poetry and with the Greek language;

and these attainments have all deeply coloured his language.

It is probable that the variety of style naturally suggested

by the wide range of his subject matter was increased by

a half-unconscious adoption of the phrases and constructions

ftf the different authorities whom he followed in different

parts of his work ; and the industry of German critics has

gone far to demonstrate a conclusion likely enough in itself.

Hence perhaps comes the fairly long list of archaisms,

especially in formulce, which scholars have collected (cf.

Kuhnast, Lit: Syni., pp. 14-18). These are, however,

purely isolated phenomena, which do not afi'ect the general

tone. It is different with the poetical constructions and

Groecisnis, which appear on every page. Of the latter we
find numerous instances in the use of the coses, e.g., in

genitives like ad Spei (sc. ieviplum), pdrs 'altera regiae

adulationis erat, oratores pads petendae, ira praedae
omissae, oppldum Antiochiae, aeqxmm cumpi, qui capti-

vorum, in datives like aeneum pectori tegumen, comitia
collegae creando, quihusdam volentihis erat, j)rompius veniae
dandae,^ in accusatives like iiirare calumniam, certare

mnltam, distendere hnstem
; an especially frequent use cf

transitive verbs absolutely ; and the constant omission of
the reflexive pronoun as the subject of an infinitive in re-

ported speech. To the same source must be assigned a
very frequent pregnant construction with prepositions, an
attraction of relatives, and a ' great extension of . the
employment of relative adverbs of place instead of relative

pronouns, e.g., quo = in q-uem. Among his poetical

characteristics we may place the extensive list of words
which are found for the first time in his works and in

those of Virgil or Ovid, and perhaps his common use of

concrete words for collective, e.g., eques for equitatns, of

abstract terras such as remigium, servilia, rohora, and of

frequentative verbs, to say nothing of poetical phrases like

" haec ubi dicta dedit," " adversum montium," kc. Indica-

tions of the extended use of the subjunctive, which ho
shares with contemporary writers, especially poets, are

found in the construction of ante quam,post quam with this

mood, even when there is no underlying notion of purpose,

of donee, and of cum meaning "whenever." On the other

\iwnd. forsitan and qnamvis, as in the poets, are used with

the indicative in forgetfulness of their original force,

Among his individual peculiarities may be noticed the

large number of verbal nouns in -ins (for .which Cicero

prefers forms in -tio) and in -tor, and the extensive use

of the past passive participle to replace an abstract sub-

stantive, e.g., ex dictatorio imperio concusso. In the arrange-

ment of vrords Livy is much more free than any previous

prose writer, aiming, like the poets, at the most efi'ective

order cather than at that which is logically suggested.

His periods are constructed with less regularity than those

of Cicero, and gain at least as much in variety and energy

as they lose in uniformity of rhythm and artistic finish.

His style cannot be more fitly described than in the language

of Quintilian, who speaks of his mira iucunditas and lactea

uberias.

The language of Propertius is too' distinctly his own to Prop

call for detailed examination here. It cannot be taken as t'"^-

a specimen of the great current of the Latin language ; it

is rather a tributary springing from a source apart, tinging

to some slight extent the stream into which it pours itself,

but soon ceasing to aftcct it in any perceptible fashion.

" His obscurity, his indirectness, and his incoherence " (to

adopt the words of Professor Postgate) were too much out

of harmony with the Latin taste for him to be regarded

as in any sense representative ; sometimes he seems to be

hardly writing Latin at all. Partly from his own strik-

ingly independent genius, partly from his profound and

not always judicious study of the Alexandrian writers, his

poems abound in phrases and constructions which are

without a parallel in Latin poetry. His archaisms and

Graecisms, both in diction and in syntax, are very

numerous ; but frequently there is a freedom in the use of

cases and prepositions which can only be due to bold and

independent innovations. His style well deserves a careful

study for its own sake (</. Postgate's Introduction, pp.

Ivii.-cxxv.) ; but it is of comparatively little significance in

the history of the language.

The brief and few poems of Tibullu3 supply only what

is given much more fully in the works of Ovid. In these

we have the lauguage recognized as that best .fitted for

1 Kubn.i'^t (p. 140) bolds that of more than three hundred and

twenty datives is. book xxiii. about thirty show the influence of Gre^>

constructions.
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poetry by the fashionable circles in the later years of

Augustus. The style of Ovid bears many traces of the

imitation of Virgil, but it is not less deeply affected by the

rhetoric of the schools. His never-failing fertility of fancy

and command of diction often lead him into a diffuseness

which mars the effect of his best works ; according to

Quintilian it was only in his (lost) tragedy of Medea that

Le showed what real excellence he might have reached if

lie had chosen to control his natural powers rather than to

give them full rein. His influence on later poets was
largely for evil : if he taught them smoothness of versifica-

tion and polish of language, he also co-operated powerfully

with the practice of recitation to lead them to aim at

rhetorical point and striking turns of expression, instead of

a firm grasp of a subject as a whole, and due subordination

of the several parts to the general impression. Ovid's own
influence on language was not great : he took the diction

of poetry as he found it, formed by the labours of his

predecessors ; the conflict between the archaistic and the

Groecizing schools was already settled in favour of the

latter; and all that he did was to accept the generally

accepted models as supplying the material in moulding
which Tiis luxuriant fancy could have free play. He is the

pattern of the poet of society, never rising above that

which was readily intelligible to the circle in which he
moved, but achieving what all were attempting with

consummate ease and grace. He has no deviations from
classical syntax but those which were coming into fashion

jn his time (e.g., forsitan and qiiamvis with the indie, the

dative of the agent with passive verbs, the ablative for the

accusative of time, the infinitive after adjectives Mkacerlus,

apius, &.C.), and but few peculiarities in his vocabulary. It

>" only in the letters from the Pontus that laxities of con-

struction are detected, which show that the purity cf his

Latin was impaired by his residence away from Rome, and
perhaps by increasing carelessness of composition.

The While the leading writers of the Ciceronian and Augustan

dafiy
°^ ^'^^ enable us to trace the gradual development of the

life. Latin language to its utmost finish as an instrument of

literary expression, there are some less important authors

who supply valuable evidence of the character of the

serno plebeius. Among them may be placed the authors

of the Bellum Africainim and the Belhim Hispaniense
appended to Csesar's commentaries. These are not only

far inferior to the exquisite vrbanitas of Cassar's own
writings ; they are much rougher in style even than the

less polished Belhim Alexandrinum and De Bello Gallico

Liber F///., which are now with justice ascribed to Hirtius.

There is suflScient difference between the two to justify us
in assuming two diflferent authors ; but both freely employ
words and constructions which are at once antiquated and
vulgar. The writer of the Bellum Alexandrimtm uses a
larger number of diminutives within his short treatise than
Caesar in nearly ten times the space : postq^iam and nli are

used with the pluperfect subjunctive ; there are numerous
forms unknown to the best Latin, like <m?mo«?a,(;.iy;o?viyfre,

crnciabilitei; and convulnero
;
potior is followed by the

accusative, a .simple relative by the subjunctive. There is

also a very common use' of the pluperfect for the imperfect,

which seems a mark of this plebeius sermo (Nipperdey,
Quaest. Caes., pp. 13-30).

Another example of what we may call the Latin of

business life is supplied by Vitruvius. Besides the
obscurity of many of his technical expressions, there is a
roughness aud looseness in his language, far removed from
a literary style; he shares. the incorrect use of the pluper-

fect, and uses plebeian forms like calefaciuniiir, faciliter,

expertiones, and such careless phrases as "rogavit Archi-
medem uti in se sumerel sibi de eo copitationem." At a

Bomewhat later stage we have, not merely plebeian, but also

provincial Latin represented in the Satyricon of Petroniua
The narrative and the poems which are introduced into it

are written in a style distinguished only by the ordinary
peculiarities of silver Latinity ; but in the numerous
conversations the distinctions of language appropriate to

the various speakers are accurately preserved ; and we have
in the talk of the slaves and provincials a perfect storehouse
of words and constructions of the greatest linguistic value.

Among the unclassical forms and constructions may be
noticed masculines like fatiis, viiius, balneus, fericulus,

and lactem (for lac), striga for strix, gaudimonium and
iristimoiiium, sangiien, manducare, nutricare, molestare,

nesapius [sa]nus '=Fr. sage), rostrum ( = os), ipsimtis

( = master), scordalias, baro, and numerous diminutives

like camella, audactdus, potiuncula, savunculum, offla,

peduchis, corcilhi.m, with constructions such as maledicere

and persuadere with the accusative, and adiutare with the

dative, and the deponent forms pudeatiir and ridetur. Of
especial interest for the Romance languages are asirvm
(dcsastre), berbex {brebis), botellus {boyau), improperare,

muttus, naufragare.

Suetonius {Aug., c, 87) gives an interesting selection i;f

plebeian words employed in conversation by Augustus,

who for the rest was something of a purist in his written

utterances : "ponit t- sidue et pro stulto baceolum, et pro

pullo puUeiaceum, et "o cerrito vacerrosum, et vapide se

habere pro male, et L-etizare pro languere, quod vulgo

lachanizare dicitur."

.''he inscriptions, especially those of Pompeii, supply

abundant evidence of the corruptions both of forms and of

pronunciation common among the vulgar. It is not easy

always to determine whether a mutilated form is evidence

of a letter omitted in pronunciation, or only in writing

;

but it is clear that there must have been a great tendency

to drop final m, s, and t, to omit n before s, and to dull

the vowel sounds, e and i being especially frequently

interchi" I'ged, and « taking the place of i even in inflexions.

There ai already signs of the confusion of ae and e, which

later on .jecame almost universal The additions to our

vocabulary are slight and unimportant {cf. Corpus Inscr^

Lat, vol. iv., with Zangemeister's /?i(/ices).

To return to the language of literature. In the dark

days of Tiberius and the two succeeding emperors a

paralysis seemed to have come upon prose and poetry alike.

With the one exception of oratory, literature had long been

the utterance of a narrow circle, not the expression of the

energies of national life ; and now, whUe all free speech in

the popular assemblies was silenced, the nobles were living

under a suspicious despotism, which, whatever the advan-

tage which it brought to the poorer classes and to the

provincials, was to them a reign of terror. It is no wonder

that the fifty years after the accession of Tiberius are a

blank as regards all higher literature. Velleius Paterculus,

Valerius Maximus, Celsus, and Phsdrus give specimens of

the Latin of the time, but the style of no one of these,

classical for the most part in vocabulary, but occasionally

approaching the later usages in syntax, calls for special

analysis. The elder Seneca, in his collection of suasoriat

and controversiae supplies examples of the barren quibblings

by which the young Romans were trained in the rhetorical

schools. A course of instruction, which may have been of

service when its end was efficiency in active public life,

though even then not without its serious drawbacks, as is

shown by Cicero in his treatise De Oratore, became seriously

injurious when its object was merely idle display. Prose

came to be overloaded with ornament, and borrowed too

often the language, though not the genius, of poetry ; while

poetry in its turn, partly owing to the fashion of recitation,

became a string of rhetorical points.

In the writers of Nero's age there are already plain
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indications of the svil effects of the rhetorical schools upon
language as well as literature. The leading man of letters was
undoubtedly Seneca the younger, "the Ovid of prose";

and his style set the model which it became the fashion

to imitate. But striking and popular as it was it could not

commend itself to the judgment of sound critics like Quin-

tilian, who held firmly to the great masters of an earlier time.

He admits its brilliance, and the fertility of its pointed

reflexions, but charges the author justly with want of self-

restraint, jerkiness, frequent repetitions, and tawdry tricks

of rhetoric. He was the worst of models, and pleased by
Lis very faults. In his tragedies the rhetorical elaboration

of the style only serves to bring Into prominence the

frigidity and frequent bad taste of the matter. But hi.s

diction is on the whole fairly classical ; he is, in the words
of Muretns, "vetusti sermonis diligentior quam quidam
inepte fastidiosi suspicantur." In Persius there is a

constant straining after rhetorical effect, which fills his

verses with harsh aud obscure expressions. The careful

choice of diction by which his master Horace makes every

word tell is exaggerated into nn endeavour to gain force

and freshness by the most contorted phrases. The sin of

allusiveness, that beseSs so many young writers, is fostered

by the fashion of the day for epigram, till his lines are

barely intelligible after repeated reading. Conington

happUy suggested that this style was assumed only for

satiric purposes, and pointed out that when not vn-iting

satire Persius is as simple and unaffected as Horace himself.

This view, while it relieves Persius of much of the censure

which has been directed against his want of judgment,

makes him all the more typical a representative of this

st^e of silver Latiuity. In his contemporary Lucan we
have another example of the faults of a style especially

attractive to the young, handled by a youth of brilliant

but iU-disciplined powers. The Pharsalia abounds in

spirited, rhetoric, in .striking epigram, in high sounding

declamation ; but there are no flights of sustained imagina-

tion, no ripe wisdom, no self-control in avoiding the

exaggerated or the repulsije,'no mature philosophy of life

or human destiny. Of all the Latin poets he is the 'feast

Virgilian, so that Merivale remarks "lie had never studied,

one is almost tempted to believe that he had never read,

Virgil." It has been said of him that he corrupted the

style of poetry, not less than Seneca that of prose. It may
be doubted whether his influence was ever great enough to

produce such an effect ; it is safer to say that he is the

earliest poet in whom the characteristics of the silver

Latinity are clearly marked.

In the elder Pliny the same tendencies are seen occasion-

ally breaking out in the midst of the prosaic and inartistic

form in which he gives out the stores of his cumbrous

erudition. AVherever he attempts a loftier tone than that

of the mere compiler, he falls into the tricks of Seneca.

The. nature of his encyclopsedic subject matter naturally

makes his vocabulary very extensive ; but in syntax and

general tone of language he does not differ materially from

contemporary writers. Quintilian is of interest especially

for the sound judgment which led him to a true apprecia-

tion of the writers of Rome's golden age. He set himself

strenuously to resist the tawdry rhetoric fashionable in his

own time, and to hold up before his pupils purer and loftier

models. His own criticisms are marked by excellent taste,

and often by great happiness of expression, which is pointed

without being unduly epigrammatic. But his own style

did not escape, as indeed it hardly could, the influences of

his time ; and in many small points his language falls short

of classical purity. There is more approach to the sim-

plicity of the best models in Frontinus, who furnishes a

striking proof that it was rather the corruption of literary

taste than any serious change in the language of ordinary

cultivated men to which the prevalent style was duo.
Writing on practical matters—the art of war, and the
water-supply of Rome—he goes straight to the point

without rhetorical flourishes ; and the ornaments of style

which he occasion.illy introduces serve to embellish but
not to distort his thought.

The epic poets of the Flavian age present a striking

contrast to the writers of the Claudian period. As a
strained originality was the cardinal fault of the one school,

so a tame and slavish following of authority is the mark of

the other. The general correctness of this period may
perhaps be ascribed (with Merivale) partly to the political

conditions, partly to the establishment of professional

schools. Teachers like Quintilian must have done much
to repress extravagance of thought and language ; but they
could not kindle the spark of genius, Valerius Flaccus,

Silius Italicus, and Papinius Statins are all correct in

diction and in rhythm, and abound in learning : but their

inspiration is drawn from books and not from nature or

the heart
J

details are elaborated to the injury of the
impression of the whole ; every line is laboured, and over-

charged with eplgramrnatic rhetoric. Statius shows by far

the greatest natural ability and freshness ; but he attempts

to fill a broad canvas with drawing and colouring suited

only to a miniature. Juvenal exemplifies the tendencies JuveniL

of the language of his time, as moulded by a singularly

powerful mind. A careful study of the earlier poets,

especially Virgil and Lucan, has kept his language up to a
high standard of purity. His style is eminently rhetorical

}

but it is rhetoric of real power. The concise brevity by
which it is marked seems to have been the result of a
deliberate attempt to mould his natural diffuseness into tho

form recognized as most appropriate for satire. In his

verses we notice a few metrical licences common to his age,

especially the shortening of the final -o in verbs, but as a

rule they are as correct as they are sonorous. In Martial Marlial",

the tendency of this period to witty epigram finds its most

perfect embodiment, combined with finished versification.

The typical prose-writers of this time are Pliny the younger Pliny ili«

and Tacitus. A study of their diction and syntax wUl best yu^ig";''

disclose the characteristics of the silver Latinity. Some of
.j.^j,;(yj

the features of the style of Tacitus are peculiar to himself;

but on the whole the following statement represents the

tendencies shared in greater or less degree by all the writers

of this period. The gains lie mainly in the direction of a

more varied and occasionally more effective syntax ; its

most striking defect is a lack of harmony in the periods, ot

arrangement in words, of variety in particles arising from

the loose connexion of sentences. The vocabulary is ex-

tended, but there are losses as well as gains. Quintilian's

remarks are fully borne out by the evidence of extant

authorities : on the one hand, " quid quod nihil iam

proprium plaeet, dum parum creditur disertum, quod et

alius dixisset" (viii., prooem., 24); "a corruptissimo quoque

poetarum figuras seu translationes mutuamur ; turn demum
ingeniosi scilicet, si ad intelligendos nos opus sit ingenio

"

{ib., 25); "sordetomne quodnatura dictavit" (ib., 26); on

the other hand, "nunc utique, cum haec exercitatio procnl

a veritate seiuncta laboret incredibili verborum fastidio, ac

sibi magnam partem sermonis absciderit" (viii. 3, 23),

" multa cotidie ab antiquis ficta moriuntur " {ik, 6, 32). A
writer like Suetonius therefore did good service in intro-

ducing into his writings terms and phrases borrowed, not

from the rhetoricians, but from the usage of daOy life.

In the vocabulary of Tacitus there are to be noted :—

1 Words borrowed (consciously or UDConscionsl)-) trom the

classical poets, especiaUy TirgU, occnrriDg for the most part ^80

in contemporary prose. Of these Draper gives a list of njnety-five

(Syntax und Slil des Tacitus, f. 96).
, . ~ .. m.

2 Words occurring only, or for the first tune, in Tacitus. TheM

according to the same nuthority number eighty-eight, for the most

14—

U
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part new formations or compounds from stems already iu use,

especially verbal 6ubstantives in -lor qpd -sot, -tus and -sus, -lura

and -viaUum, with new frequentatives.-
• 3. Words used with a meaning (a) not found iu earlier prose,

but sometimes (in more than eighty instances) borrowed from the

poets, C.J'., componcrc, "to bury" ; scripiura, "a writing"; fcr-
ralus, "armed with a sword"; (6) peculiar to later Nvriters, e.g.,

tiumcrosics, "numerous"; famosiis, "famous"; decollarc, "to be-

head"; imputare, "to take credit for," &c.; (c) restricted to Tacitus
himself, e.g., dispergcre = divolgarc ; of these Boetticher (jnotes oue
hundred and twenty-two.

Generally speaking, Tacitus likes to use a simple verb instead of

a compound one, after the fashion of the poets, employs a pluper-

fect for a perfect, and (like Livy and sometimes Caesar) aims at

vividness and variety by employing the present and perfect con-

junctive in Indirect speech even after historical tenses. Collective

words are followed by a plural far more commonly than iu Cicero.

The ellipse of a verb is more frequent. The use of the cases

approximates to that of the poets, and is even more free. The
accusative of limitation is common in Tacitus, though never found
in Quintilian. Compound verbs are frequently followed by tlie

accusative where the dative might have been expected; and theVir-
gilian construction of an accusative with middle and passive verbs
is not unusual. The dative "absolute " is shared by Tacitus witli

Livy ; the dative of purpose and the dative with a substantive iu

place of a genitive are more common with him than with any
writer. The ablative of separation is used without a preposition,

even with names of countries and with common nouns ; the
ablative of place is employed similarly without a preposition ; the
ablative of time has sometimes the force of duration ; the instru-
mental ablative is employed even of persons. A large extension is

given to the use of the quantitative genitive after neuter adjectives

and pronouns, and even adverbs, and to the genitive with active

participles; and the genitive of relation after adjectives is (probably
by a Grjecism) very freely employed. In regard to prepositions, there
are special uses of citra, crga, iuzla, and tenus to be noted, and a
frequent tendency to interchange the use of a preposition with that
of a simple case in corresponding clauses. In subordinate sentences
quod is used for "the fact that," and sometimes approaches the
later use of " that" ; the infinitive follows many verbs and adjec-

tives that do not admit of this construction in classical prose ; the
eccusative and infinitive are used after negative expressions of

doubt, and even in modal and hypothetical clauses.

Like Livy, the writers of this time freel}' employ the conjunctive
of repeated action wiih a relative, and extend its use to relative

conjunctions, which he does not. In clauses of comparison and
proportion there is frequently an ellipse of a verb (with nihil aliud
quam, ut, tanquam); tnnquaih, quasi, and vclut are used to imply
not comparison but alleged reason

;
quin and qumninus are inter-

changftd at pleasure. Quamquam and quavivis are commonly
followed by the subjunctive, even when denoting facts. The free

use of the genitive and dative of the gerundive participle to denote
purpose is common in Tacitus, the former being almost limited
to him. Livy's practice in the use of participles is extended even
beyond the limits to which he restricts it. It has been calculated
that where Csesar uses five participial clauses, Livy has sixteen,
Tacitus twenty-four.

In his compressed brevity Tacitus may be said to be
individual ; but in the poetical colouring of his diction, in

the rhetorical cast of his sentences, and in his love for

picturesqueness and variety he is a true representative of

his time.

The language of Suetonius is of interest as giving a
gpecimen of silver Latinity almost entirely free from
personal idiosyncrasies ; his expressions are regular and
straightforward, clear and business-like ; and, while in

grammar he does not attain to classical purity, he is

comparatively free from rhetorical affectations.

A new era commences with the accession of Hadrian
(117 A.D.). As the preceding half century had been
marked by the influence of Spanish Latinity (the Senecas,

Luoan, Martial, Quintilian), so in this the African style

was paramount. This is the period of affected archaisms
and pedantic learning, combined at times with a reckless

love of innovation and experiment, resulting in the creation

of a large number of new formations and in the adoption
of much of the plebeian dialect. Fronto and Appuleius
mark a strong reaction against the culture of the preceding

century, and for evil far more than for good the chain of

lliterary tradition was broken. The language which had
been unduly refined and elaborated now relapsed into a

tasteless and confused patch-work, witliout either harmony
or brilliance of colouring. In the case of the former the

subject matter is no set-off against the inferiority of the

style. His latest editor is quite pathetic in lamenting the

worthlessness of his author, and says that it would have
conduced to his reputation if liis works had never been
unearthed. He deliberately attempts to go back to the

obsolete diction of writers like Cato and Ennius. AVe find

compounds like altipendulus, nudiustertianus, tolutilo-

qvenfia, diminutives such as matercella, anulla, passercula,

siudiolum, forms like coiigarrire, disconcinnus, pedetemptms,

desiderantisdmus (passive), coiiticinium
;

gaudeo, ohoedio,

and perfr.ngor are used with an accusative, modesttis with a
genitive; and, if our MS. is to be trusted, the interchange

of b and v has already begun. On the other hand he
actually attempts to revive the form asa for ara. In

Appuleius the archaic element is only one element in the

queer mixture which constitutes his style, and it probably

was not intended to give the tone to the whole. Poetical

and prosaic phrases, Grscisms, solecisms, jingling

assonances, quotations, and coinages apparently on the

spur of the moment, all appear in this wonderful medley.

There are found such extraordinary genitives as siiii-e beaii-

tudinis, cenae pignerarer, incorara omnium, foras corporis,

sometimes heaped one lipon another, as fluxos vestinm

Arsacidas et fruguni patiperes Ityraeos ct odorum diviies

Arabas. Diminutives are coined with reckless freedom,

e.g., diuttde, longide, viundule amicla el aUiuscule sub ipsas

2)apillas succinct ula. He confesses himself that he is writing

iu a language not familiar to him:—" In urbe Latia advena

Btudiorum Quiritium indigenam sermonem aerumnabili

labore, nuUo magistro praeeunte, aggressus escolui"; and
the general impression of liis style fully bears out his

confession. Melanchthon is hardly too severe when he says

that Appuleius brays like his own ass. The language of

Aulus Gellius is much superior in purity ; but still it i

abounds in rare and archaic words, e.g., edulcare, rccentari,

aeruscator, and in meaningless frequentatives like solitavisse.

He has some admirable remarks on the pedantry of those

who delighted iu obsolete expressions (xi. 7) such as apliida,

flocus, and bovinaior ; but his practice falls far short of his

theory.

The style of the eminent lawyers of this period, foremost

among whom is Gains, deserves especial notice as showing

well one of the characteristic excellences of the Latin

language. It is for the most part dry and unadorned, and

in syntai departs occasionally from classical usages, but it

is clear, terse, and exact. Technical terms may cause

difficulty to the ordinary reader, but their meaning is

always precisely defined ; new compounds are employed

whenever the subject requires them, but the capacities of

the language rise to the demands made upon it ; and the

conceptions of jurisprudence have never been more

adequately expressed than by the great Roman jurists.

It is needless to trace in detail the gradual impoveiishment and
disorganization of literary Latin. Attei" the time of Gellius, there

is no writer who deserves in any sense to be called classical. The
true literary tradition was lost ; and even the poets whc aimed at

imitating the best models, by far the best of whom was Claudian,

were led into many faults by the defective taste of their time. The^

sense of quantity was lost, and the practice of regarding accent as

the ruling principle in metre, which had doubtless never been extinct

in popular songs,' and which has left plain traces in a poem quoted

by Gellius (xix. 11), became gradually predominant Its effects are

sometimes to be observed even in the poems of Ausonius (flor. 350
A. D. ), and are plain in those of Sedulius in the next century.

In Gaul the rhetorical schools, which flourished greatly in the

4th century, maintained a tradition of learning, which preserved

some classical tinge of language, but it sank by degrees into bcm-

i
App«
leiui.

' Mr Munro (Cambridge Philosophical Society, 1S60) has diBcusseJ

an inscription in accented hexameters, from Cirta, dating from tlie

4 til century of our era.
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oastic exiTBvagancc, and the style of Siilonius ApoUiiiaiis dis^lnys,

with a profusion of erudition, an entire absence of correctness. Latin
was to him no living language ; his natural medium of expression

was the scrmo rtisliciis, and this has left its mark on every page.

The influence of the Christian church in the development of tho

Litin language was mainly in two directions. In the lii-st place tho

now conceptions introduced brought about a large extension of tho

vocabulary. As the most important of the early Latin fathers

bilouged to Africa (TertuUian, Cyprian, Arnohius, Augustine), this

extension was made under the inllucnce of tho African Latinity
;

the newly-coined terras took an awkward and almost barbarous

form ; and the tendency of the time to abstract expressions and
duinsy compounds was heightened by tlie needs of the writers.

Secondly, the Christian teachers, as several of them expressly say,

thought little of the grammatical exactness of their language, pro-

vided they could make themselves readily intelligible to the com-
mon people; e.g., Augustine confesses "Melius est reprehendant

V03 grammatici quam non intclligant populi," and again, "Saepe
enim et verba non Latina dice, ut vos intelligatis. " Hence in the

writings of the early fathers we find a large element of plebeian

Latinity introduced into the clumsy and affected rhetoric and the

b6ld linguistic experiments of the African schools. Perhaps it is

TertuUian who represe<its this stage of the language in its most
extravagant form. He has genitives like tmbrimn ntUin, accusatives

like Campania crcpta fompcios, adverbs used for adjectives, meta-

phorical terms employed in the boldest fashion {e.g. , adulter, aestnm,

census, conlcntiosus funis, conimunicare, kc), numerous abstract

words, often in the plural, like coiyulcniiae, disccniiac, inexpericntiac,

and finally the most extraordinary compounds, such as intcrilili.':,

elementieius, concupiscent ivum, cthnicalis, cxtriicloriKS, famnla-
tarius, kc.

The language of the Vctus Ilala (a version of the Bible, made in

Africa) and of the Vulgate has been made the subject of an admirable

study by Hermann Riinsch {/lala und Vulgaia, 2d. ed., Marburg,-

5S75), from whom tho following sketch of its leading characteristics

has been mainly derived (comp. also Bernhardy, Rom. Li!., pp.

334, 335). JIany of the phenomena are common to the plebeian

language generally, and have been already noticed as appearing

occasionally in earlier writings.

1. In the formation of substantives there appears a preference for

full-souuding forms, constructed by a free use of the suffixes

-mentian, -minium, -arium, -orium, -culum, -tulum, -aneum,
* •inium, -Hra, -udo, -ntia, -Has: e.g., nugnmcntum for nugae,

sessimonium, sessibulum, or scssorium for sedcs, calcanium for cab:,

poenitudo (ot poena, dolosilas for dolus.

2. Plebeiau terms take the place of their classical equivalents ;

e.g., caballus {'=chcval), mansio [
= maison), biicca ( = Soi(c/i«), tesla

{=tiU), in gyrum { = enriron).

3. Substantives in -tor and -io receive large additions (Riinsch

gives more than one hundred and eighty of the first kind, and more
tlian two hundred and seventy of the second kind, found either uow
for the first time, or previously only in writers like Plautus and
Petronius).

4. Adjectives are tui'ned into substantives. From this class are

formed many Romance words : e.g., mo7itana { = monlagne), hihcr-

Hum {"hivcr), diurnum {'^giorno), volatile {=volatili, rolniUe),

vaCutiniim { = mattino, matin), inurale ("miiraille),

5. Adjectives in -alis and -bilis, urniis, -bundiis, -lenius, and -osus

are largely introduced, often replacing simpler forms: e.g., placi-

bilis = placens, acternalis = aelernus, longiturnus, amarulentus,

•nwtieulosus, dignitosxis ; and verbals in -or give rise to participial

forms like expudmatus, intimoratus, caloratus.

6. The terminations -im and -iter largely replace e in adverbs :

e.g., inordinatim, prcssim, avariter, improbilcr.

7. Verbs of secondary derivation take the place of simple verbs,

thus meeting the love for fuller forms, as mensurarc, ainaricare,

taediare, potionare, deleriorare ; an intensive force is given by com-
position with ad, dc, cum, ex, in, and ob ; e.g., adminari, coin-

quiiiare, con/ortaj-e, deplanare, elonginquare, incrassare, obdulcare
;

and sometimes, in imitation of the Greek, there is a double prefix,

i&ia adincrcsccrc, pcrconterrcre, obrcHnqucre, discoopcrire ( = decouv-

Tir). »

8. Intensive and frequentative verbs are especially common, and
liave given rise to inany Romance words; e.g., compnssarc, proicclare,

recolleelare

.

9. In composition there is great freedom, and the use of the nega-
tive in- is very common, e.g., imbonilas, disconvcuientia, indicia-

audientia, quatcrducatus { — letrarch), admanumdedxictor. Hybrid
forms are common, like thelodives, accidia (for aitijSio), calaplectalio

(KaTin:\riyij.ii), aporiari (diropeTo-flai). Especially noteworthy is

the use of two prepositions or an adverb with a preposition, as de
manei = dcmain), de /oris { = dehors), de inlus, and ab intus {dans
"de ab intus), de retro { = dirriiro), de sursum (,

= dcssus), ab ante
( = arant).

10. In inflexion there are many irregtilarities, largely duo to the
reappearance of forma which had long been obsolete in the literary

Unguage, hut partly produced by the love of fuller foriiis, often

resulting iii heteroclite words. To the first class belong K-stcms in-
flected according to the s:cond declension, e.g.,frueti, ticli, strepiti,
kc; masculine for neuters, e.g., /anus, /ocnu.'!,lignus, kc, and, on
tho other hand, nnsum, populum, &(.-. ; numerous pronominal foi-ms,
sucli as.n/i>, ipsud, alio and illo (dat.), kc To the second class
belong ossioii for os (comp. August., Doct. Christ., iii. 3: mallem
quippe cum burharismo did '• non est absconditum a te ossum meum,"
quam ill idco cssel minus apertum, quia magis Lalinum est), princi-
pcns (of prinecps, praesepium for pracsepe, lampnda for lajnpas, relic

for rcle, &c Comparatives and superlatives are largely invented,
often with the aid of magis and plus, sometimes used pleonasticallj-,
as plus lucidiorcs. In verbs analogy has often replaced the classical
forms by others which seemed more regular : odio is inflected through-
out like audio ; verbs are transferred from one conjugation to
another, e.g., forici, fugiit, linies, extcrgunt; compare perfects like
conlerai, porregi, eollexi, prandiderunt, futures like augeam, per-
suadcam, metuelitis, 2'eries, scibo, sepclibo. Many deponents appeal
with active forms, as so commonly in archaic Latin, and less fre
quently rice versa.

11. In the meaning of words there are many changes, especially in
the way of giving a concrete force to abstract and figurative forms.
Some of these preserve their acquired force in the Romanes
languages: e.g., cortina (curtain), focus {fuoco, feu), exhibilio

( = maintenance), papilio (parillon), sella {selle), spatula {ipaitle),

substantia ( = property), vcnatio {rcnaison), gcntcs (gens), exlenni-
nare (exterminate), instaurare (store), involare (emblcr), rememo-
rari (remember), rcnuntiure (renounce), traduccre (traduce),
recuperari (recover), stare (Hre). Ad and apud are treated as
equivalent ; de is constantly used with an instrumental force, and
as equ.al to ex: it replaces the partitive genitive {de colentibiti

multitudo magna
; tantum dc charlis), and sometimes forms with

its case a substantive used as a nominative {ampulla in qua de oleo
[dc Vhuile] conlinchatur),

12. In syntax there is everywhere visible a negligent simplicity
of structure, careless of gi'ammatical rule, but aiming at directness
and ready intelligibility. Hence the tendency to analytic rather
than s}-nthetio construction, observable in earlier stages, is ex-
tended. Prejiositious are constantly used instead of the simple
cases, often with entire neglect of their classical construction : e.g.,

ab, cum, de, ex, in, and sub (of rest), prac, pro, sine, with ace. ; in ami
sub (of motion), intra, post, kc, with abl.). Verbs are construefi

Kari auvea-iv, instead of according to classical usage : e.g., egere c
ace, misercri and impcdire c dat. lllc, hie, and ware used for tho
definite article, nniis for the indefinite. Quod, quia, and quoniani
are constantly used for the accusative with the infinitive ; the in-

dicative follows ut and indirect interrogatives. Sometimes (as at

times in modern German) the subjunctive is used in expressing
astonishment. The infinitive follows a preposition, as quomodo
potest hie nobis dure carncm ad inanducare {A manger); non habuit
unde reddere (comp. de quoi virre). The pluperfect conjunctive fre-

quently replaces the imperfect (comp. quejcpunisse), and the perfect

infinitive the imperfect, especially with^ossum and debeo. The abla-

tive gerund often takes the place oja participle, and the gerundive
of a future infinitive.

Of Grscisras, which are very numerous in the literal versions of

the Bible, the only one requiring notice here is the frequent use of

habeo with the infinitive (not unknown even to Cicero), which has
given vise to the Romance future.

The changes of pronunciation which had been effected by this

time consisted partly in the wider extension given to tendencies

previously existing in the popular speech, partly in that gradual
disintegration and weakening of sounds always observable in the

histoiy of a language. Our knowledge of them has to be derived

almost wholly from inscriptions ; for, although the conclusions de-

rived from these may sometimes be usefully supplemented by tho

evidence of manuscripts, there is usually a doubt possible in the

latter case whether the forms occurring bear witness to the pronun-
ciation of the author or to that of the copyist in a later age.

Interesting evidence is sometimes furnished by the rhymes found in

the poets who discarded the classical forms of verse for rhyming
metres. For instance, tho tendency to drop a final consonant,

shown in inscriptions of every period, comes out plainly in the

verses of Sedulius, who has the following rhymes : pectoris—dti,

impie—titnes, videranl^praemam, personal—pignora, viillia—
victimam, fundcre—originem, lorridi—obslruit. The following

table (mainly from Schuchardt, Vokalismus des Vulgiirlatein, i.

104-5) gives the principal facts of the popular pronunciation, with

an indication of the periods at which the change can be proved to

have taken place. It will be understood that it is always possible

that the more correct pronunciation may have been retained side

by side with tho corruption long after the latter maV"" its first

appearance.

( cctu [ploslrum [or plaiislriim).

I. e — ae (see above).

lCi>-50 \ m obscured before labials (Decebris, C. I. L., i. 930)

n obscured before dentals and gutturals {paretea)

m, 3, 1 dropped when final.
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II.

100-150

. ni.
300-350

A.n.

IV.
500-550

A.D.

r Surds clian{;ecl to soiiauls (biMicac, ^rassus, kc).
Asjiiratiou neglected (often even in the Augustan ago,

and common in Pompeian inscriptions).

i for e.

u for o.

V for h (very commo i »u 3d century).

s for X (rare before 4th century).

.11 OT t for ct (mUoT for aiuUor; later pre/ctlo iov praefcdo).
•
I and r interchanged (only under special circumstances

before the next period).

Assibilation of ii and ci, and oi di and/.

g for y before e and i (comj: Giovc, congiunto).

i prefixed to s followed by a consonant (••'•ala-=cscalicr,

ispiritus = esprit).

U (or pt.

.ss for sc.

r g assibilated before c and i.

! for s^

mm for jm.
L^ inserted between m and n.

re assibilated before e and i.

Y. J. ic for ?.

U(0 for 8.

The assibilation of ci commenced in Africa, not before the time

of Alexander Severus (222-235 A.D.), and was late in extending to

Italy ; in Gaul it was common in the 7th century ; that of ti was

generally adopted even by the educated in the 6th centuiy. In the

6th and 7th century g was dropped after vowels before e or i {viiili

=vigiiiti) in Africa. This phenomenon had been common in Um-
brian and Oscan.

The exact date of some of these changes is open to question ;

but it would be impassible to attempt to determine it without a

fuller discussion of the evidence than is here possible. On the

whole, it may be asserted with confidence that all these changes

had been fully established before the end of the 6th century after

Christ. The question of the relation of the Latin language to the

various Romance tongues which have been derived from it is one

which can be discussed in detail only under the head of the several

languages. The general character of the relation is all that can be

touched upon here. But it is of importance to notice that the

metaphor which is embodied in the phrase " mother and daughter

languages " holds good only for literature. From this point of view

M. Littre writes with justice :
" Latin alters without doubt towards

the end of the empire and after the arrival of the barbarians, and
the style of Gregory of Tours is very far removed from the purity of

Livy ; but after all it is Latin, and not one of the Neo-Latin lan-

guages. Then all at once it disappears, and we see arising, as if

from under the ground, the various idioms to which it has given

birth. It dies suddenly and without transformation, so that these

secondary languages cannot be considered as the metamorphosis or

expansion of it. We have no right to say that Latin is continued

in the new languages ; it died without developing itself, but it died

leaving children and heirs." Such a breach of continuity is wholly
inconceivable as an historical procedure. From the popular Latin

various dialects were gradually formed, assuming forms differing

with the various influences which were brought to bear upon them.

It is true that there is much in the derived languages which cannot
be shown to have existed in the popular Latin ; but if we set aside

what is evidently due to the action of foreign, especially Teutonic
idioms—and this is to be found far more in the vocabulary than in

the syntax—there is nothing which may not fairly be ascribed to

the operation of tendencies already existing in the plebeian speech.

By degrees the custom grew up of confining the name Latina to

the literary language, while the popular speech was kuown as lingua
Romana. As early as 660 a.d. St Mummolinus was elected bishop
of Noyon, "quia praevalebat, nou tantum in Teutonica, sed etiam in

Romana lingua." In the middle of the next century the Acta
Sanctorum, speakingof St Adalhard, abbot of Corbey, brings out the
distinction still more clearly: " qui si vulgari, id est, Romana lingua
loqueretur, omnium aliarura putaretur inscius ; si vero Teutonica,

enitebat perfectius, si LatLna, in nulla omnino absolutius." The
famous " glossfs of Reichenau " of the same date explain some
words of the Latin vulgate in the popular language : e.g., cacmcn-
tarii = manoni {mapna). In the beginning of'the 9th century the
church ordered the priest to preach, not in literary Latin, but
in the popular tongue. The oath of Strasburg (842 a.d.), happily
preserved in a contemporary record, gives us what may be
called with equal justice the latest specimen of the Latin or the
earliest example of the French language.

Pro Deo amur et pro christian poblo et nostro
(Latin) Pro Dei amore et pro christiano pcrpulo et nostro

(French) Pour I'amour de Dicu, et pour le salut du pcuplc chrilien

ct de notre

Commun salvament, d'ist di en avant, in quant Deus
Commvni salvamcnlo de islo die in ab-anle in quantum Deus
Commun salut de cejour en avant, atttnnt que Dien

Savir et podir me dunat, si salvarai oo cist meon fradro
Sapere et posse mihi dunuhil, si salvare /labeo ego ecc'istiim
ineum fralrcm

ile donnc savoir ct pouvoir, je sauvcrai monfrire

Karlo et in adjudha et in cadhuna cosa, si cum om per
Carolum et in adjutu ct in quaque una causa, sic quomodii

?iomo per
Cliarlcs et en aide et en chaque chose, ainsi qu'on doit

Dreit son fradra salvar dist, in o quid il mi nltresl

Directum suumfratrem salvare clcbitus est, in co quod Hit
mihi allcru-in sic

Scion la justice sauvcr sonfrire, A condition qu'il en fosse
aidant

Fazet; et ab Ludher nul plaid numquam prindrai
Faciei, et ab Lothario nullumplacitum nunquamprcliendcre

hjxbeo

Pour moi, ctjc nefcrai aveo Lothairc aucxm accord

Qui meon vol cist meon fradre Karle in damno sit.

Quod mca volunlatc ecc'isto vicofratri Carolo in damno sit.

Qui par 7)ia volont6 parte prejudice, A monfrire Charles id
present.

The details of the changes which the popular Latin experienced Lendirf
in passing into the Romance languages cannot be given in this phonet
connexion

; but a few of the leading features luay be not impro- change!
perly noticed. It is to be remarked at the outset, however, that ia tlie
these concern only those portions of the vocabulary which have Romai*
come by direct descent from the Latin ; in aU the Romance lan-
languages there is a large element which is due to borrowing gua^er
at a later stage by the learned ; for this portion the tendencies to

"^

be mentioned do not come into play. The Italian cagionc, Spanish
velar, French ^rClc, are examples of the first class ; Ital. occasions.
Span, vigilar, French fragile, are instances of the second. We
notice then that (1) the accented vowel, "the soul of the word,"
as it is called by Dicz, is always retained, subject to phonetic
changes: comp. rdbicm = rage, eretam= cmie. (2) An unaccenteJ
vowel in the immediate neighbourhood of an accented one is

usually lost : comp. auricula= orcille= orccchio, or changed fop
another, especially a, almost arbitrarily, e.g., silvaticus = salvaggio
= sauvage. (3) Dip'nthongs are rarely retained ; the tendency
noticed already in Latin to change them into simple vowels con-
tinued to operate ; and the numerous diphthongs in the Romanca ^
languages are usually of later origin, arising either from contraction,
or from the modification of simple vowels. (4) A mute between
two vowels is commonly lost : comp. frigidus=froid='frcddo ; lau-

dare = louer. Hiatus thus caused is usually i-emoved by contrac-
tion. (5) AVlien two mutes are brought into contact, by the loss

of the intermediate vowel, the former is generally sacrificed :

inanducare = mangiare, manger ; hcrbicarius= berger. (6) C before

a, 0, and u, before a consonant, or at the end of a word, commonly
remains, but occasionally is softened ; it is only in French that as

a rule ea becomes cAa or die, as iu caballus = ehcval, cambiare=-
changer, while CO, eu are retained, as in coVum = cou, cnneus = coin..

When medial, it is softened usually in Spanish, and frequently

in Italian ; in French it passes into y or i, as in doyen = decanus,
braic = braca, or is lost, as in mie = mica, prier=prccari. C before

e, i, ae, oe, is almost invariably assibilated, iu accordance with a
linguistic law, examples of which might be adduced from the most
diverse quarters. G has passed through precisely analogous
changes. (7) The liquids I and r freely interchange ; and, while
in Latin itself I rarely if ever becomes r, except under the iDfluenoo

of dissimilation, in the Romance languages this change is appar-
ently quite as common as the reverse: e.g., lusciniola = rosig-

nuolo = rossig}wl. L regularly becomes i after c (cA) / in Italian,

and a.l before a mute becomes aw in French. Both r and I are

especially liable to metathesis, as also in Latin and English : e.g..

Span, blago from baculus, Ital. frugarc from furca. N freq.icntly

becomes r, as in pamjrre for pampinus; but the reverse rarely hap-

pens. (8) Before sp, st, sc, Spanish always, French and Proven9al

usually, but Italian never prefixes e: comp. spirilus; Span, espirilu,

French esprit, Prov. esperit, Ital. spirito.

It is needless to add that assimilation, syncope, and the avoid-

ance of a harsh concurrence of consonants, either by the rejection

of one or more of them, or by the insertion of a vowel, have all

played a great part in the consonantal system of the Romance lan-

guages. A table of the chief changes of consonants in combina-

tion will be found in Diez, Grammaire des Langues Somanes,
vol. i. p. 282.

In nouns the inflexions denoting' cases were generally lost and
tneir functions supplied in the genitive, dative, and ablative by the

use of prepositions, and this in two ways. On the one hand Freuch

and Proven5al, following a tendency common in popular Latin,

took the accusative as the typical oblique case, and used forms

thence derived for the objective case, while forms derived from the

nominative constituted the subjective case: eg., sing. subj. mari

i
— murus), obj. mur ("murum), plur. su'bj. mar ( = nittn), obj.
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' fimrs { = miiros). But liy tlio Hlli century tlu3 tlislinction, no
louger correspomUng to niiy facts ill the pronunciation of the

'FreucU language, fell into disuse, and the oljcctive form alone was
used, the last trace of inflexion tluis disappearing. On the other

hand, Italian and Spanish seem never to have passed through the

former stage, but to have adopted from the first the accusative form

es the basis of their own subjective as well as objective case,

although in the plural {coronc, anni) a desire to avoiil confusion has

led the Italian to ailopt forms pointing rather to the nominative.

Acain, the neuter gender is lost entirely in the Romance languages

;

neuter worOS have beeome masculine as a rule, not, however, with-

out many exceptions, due in some cases to false analogy, in others

to the corruptions of the popular Latin. We may notice also the

levclopment of the article out of the popular use of illc and unus
Xound in all the Komanco languagss.

The comparison of adjectives shows the steady gi-owth of the pro-

r&rcnco for analytic over synthetic forms, which is a characteristic

of Romance grammar generally. The use of mayis aud^)^(s, com-
paratively rare, especially the latter, in Latin, has become quite nor-

mal, the former in Spanish, Portuguese, and Roumanian, the latter

in the other language, while the suffixed forms -ior and -issimns

have left hut few traces, and the definite article has been generally

employed to form the superlative on quite a new principle.

la the case of pronouns some of the most commou («.(/., hie, is,

uier) are lost altogether, and many new ones ore created by com-
position.

In the conjugation of verbs, the principal changes are due to the
Jisintegiation of the old forms, leading to their replacement by
compound forms. In popular Latin there was .already a strong ten-

dency to analytic forms, such as habco conipertum, habco dicere,

which supplied the model for numerous similar expressions. Thus
the passive inflexions have been entirely replaced by the use of

auxiliary verbs ; the perfect is formed with the aid of habere (for

ft'hich Spanish and Portuguese often employ tcncre [tencr, tcr]), the
future is compounded with haico ifaimcr-ai, &c. ); a new mood, the
conditional, is formed by a termination borrowed from the past im-
perfect ; and supines and gerunds are entirely lost. In regard to

the inflexion of particular verbs, it is of especial importance to

notice the distinction between strong and weak forms, the accent in

the former falling on the root {cr(sccrc), and in the latttr on the ter-

minatiou (anidrc); comp. iicns — linco, but tenons = tc)umus.

In adverbs, prepositions, and conjunctions, the chief point to

notice is the extent to which, as in pronouns, simple forms have
been replaced by compound forms, either as a result of the indistin-

guishable shape assumed by the latter in course of time, or with a

view to a more complete expression of meaning. The former cause

lias led, for example, to the loss of adverbs distinguished from ad-

jectives merely by a termination, worn away by the lapse of time
;

the latter to compounds like disormais { = de ex hora magis), beau-

coup ( = beUum eolaphum, "a fine stroke ").

In derivation the Romance languages are especially rich, the loss

of numerous simple Latin words. Which either were too short to bear

the abbreviating effects of time, or would have assumed an incon-

venient form under the influence of the uecessarj' ]ilionetic changes,

being compensated by new creations. Thus in the place of res, rii,

ills, OS, rits, sits, cms, inns, we find derivatives fiom cnusa, fort'.a,

ilirectunt, biicca, canipania, trout, gamba, snrcx ; and diminutives
yery frequently replace their primitives. We may notice finally

how freq\ieutly it was necessary to adojit new forms in order to

avoid homonyms, thus bclluni was driven out by bclhis, acquus by
eqitics, piicr by piirtis, sol by solum. Frequently words of non-

l^tiu origin were employed lor this purpose.

But the formation of the Romance languages, and their occasional

«mployment in popular .songs and stories, at first hardly affected at

iall the use of Latin as the language of literature. Its adoption as

the means of utterance of the Christian church lent to it, in the days
of its most marked decay, a new though a strangely transformed
life. So appropriated, it bioame familiar to all who had even the

elements of education throughout western Europe ; it was univer-

sally retained in the services of the church, if not in the discourses

with which these services were sometimes, but by no means always,

ficcompanicd
; all philosophy and theology to which the new and

»informed popular idioms could give no expression was necessarily

expressed in its terminology ; and it remained, as it is at the pre-

Bent day, the official language of the ecclesiastical authorities. In
France itis not until the 10th century that we find any consider-
able remains of the vernacular in the form of charters and other
muniments, and literary prose does not begin until the 12th cen-
tury, when French versions of the chronicles, originally written in

Latin, are fairly common, In Italy, as was perhaps natural, the use
of Latin for literature was ret.iincd still more tenaciously, and the
Sevelopment of the national language in its new form was extremely
How. It was not before the 13th century that there was any seri-

pus attempt at writing in Italian ; the earliest prose work, the
ConiposiuoHC del Mundo, dating from the middle of th.Tt century,
fluite in ai'cordanoe with the spirit of Itnii in thought nt the time,
ttas as.-iciitiii.; tivati.sc. Numerous nnr.Hc aroprescived to us from

about the same period; but the use of It.ilian as an organ of litcrarj'

expression was .still so little establisheil tljat Dante found it natural
to write, not only his political treatise ]Je Slo^iarehia, but also his
defence of the vulgar tongue Dc Vidgari Kloqnio, in Latin.' Even
in the sixteenth century sermons addressed to a mixed audiencs
in Italy were frequently delivered in Latin. The fact that so
large a proportion of the chronicles of the >Iiddle Ages proceeded
from the monasteries serves, to explain the continued use of a
language familiar to the writers alike in their religious exercL-iCS and
in their theological studies ; and in our own English chronicles wo
have perhaps a unique instance of the history of a nation lecordcd
for centuries in its own vernacular. Furtlicr, as the clergy Kupplicd
the secretaries and often the ministers of state iu every court ill

western Europe, Latin continued to be the language of diploniacy
and public business ; and, as all science and learning was conlinej
to them or to their ^mpils, works appealing to a learned audicnc?
were of necessity clothed in the same garb. . Of the vast mass of
Latin poetry produced in tlie cloisters of the iliddle Ages, jierhap.>i

it is enough to say, with a scholar whose studies made him excep-
tionally familiar with it, " It oH"ers no one exception to the eternal

irrepealable law, that no great poet is inspired but in his native
language." Even the Latin hynms, some of which have taken theii

place among the perennial treasures of the church, owe their chariu

almost wholly to the intensity of their religious emotions, and to the

lofty or plaintive music to which they were wedded, and not to any
power in wielding tlie resources of the language, or happy artistic

skill. It is perhaps in the De hnitationc Chrisli that ecclesiastical

Latin is seen in' its most perfect form.. The stylo is of coursa

wholly unlike that of the classical writers ; but the Hebraic indf.

vidualism, which in the Latin fathers often seems to clash inhar.

moniously with the general tone of the diction-, has here proved strong

enough to absorb tlie whole into its own key. Its terse and preg-

nant vigour, its direct simplicity, its profound thought, and its

intense p.ission of self-devotion give it a place in the history of

literature hardly inferior to that which it has always held among
works of religious edification. It was one of tlie happy ofTects of o

universal language that such a book, embodying, as none other did,

the whole spi'rit of mcditeval Christianity, should at once be access-

ible to the whole of Christendom.
During the long period for which Latin contiuned to bo the

language of learning and science, we find the writei'S who used it

dividing themselves broadly into two great classes, accordiug as they

were accustomed to employ the current language of the cloister and
the court, or aimed at a reproduction of the rhythm and diction of

classical times. Of course the line cannot be drawn sharply, and
all degrees of purity in idiom and syntax are represented, from the

barbarous expressions which teem in many of the chroniclers to tlio

purism of the Ciceronians. But it is not hard, as a rule, to deter-

mine in the case of any particular writer whether his style is merely

derived from the traditional teachings of the schools, or drawn from

a fresh study of the greot models; and, while it is impossible to

trace in detail the fluctuations iu the greater or less badness of the

former group, it may not be improper to sketch in outline tha

origin, the development, and it is to be feSred that we must add the

decline, of the art of using the Latin language with purity ami grace.

The attempt to return to something like the classical standard may
jierhaps have originated in the schools of Charles the Great, but

it was least unsuccessful where, as in England, Latin was never

a living language, and all knowledge of it had to be obtaiued from

regular grammatical iustrnction. In the 9ih and 10th ccnturiis

reference is very rarely made to the classical writers ; it was only iu

the nth century, uinler the influence ot the schools of Lanfranu

and Ansolni, that a purer la.ste and a wider knowledge begin to show
themselves. If the impulse came from Italy, the scholars of Eng-
land anil France soon surp.asscd their masters, and there is prob.ably

no Italian scholar who can bo placed by the side of John of Salis-

bury, or (in the next century) ot' Abelardand Bernard of Clairvaux.

But the influence of the mendicant friars, and the corruption of the

monastic houses, led to a decline at lea.st as marked as the revival ;

and the Latin of the 13th century was not less barbarous, ns a

rule, than that of the 10th. A far more enduring movement for

reform is connected with the name of Petrarch (1301-1374).

According to his own account the sweetness and sonorousness of tha

periods of Cicero charmed his ears, when a boy, and made all other

Latin seem to him harsh and discordant. Of course he was unabla

to escape altogether the influences of his time, and the moro-aceu.

rate scholars of a later age, aided by the vast improvement iu the

siibsidia of learning, such as dictionaries and grammars, find much
to censure in his diction. But at least be set the example of that

. enthusiastic study of the great ancient models which is the only

possible road to a finished and harmonious Latin style ; and the

lesson that lie taught was not destined to be forgotten, untilit had

borne its due fruits. His favourite pupil, John of Ravenna, was him-

self the teacher of the best scholars of the ne.xt generation ;
and to

> The histoiy of WuUir Splnelli is, however. cnoURh to Bhow Ihat llallon waj

olicadyassuniinepioilsf and dvftninj ulinpc, to say nothing of tUt SlcUinn aiMl

early flni-cntlne pofla.
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one of these. Gasparino of Bamza (died 1431), lias comraonly been

assigned the distinction of being the faiher ot the pure and elegant

Latmity of the Kenajssance. His devotion to the study of Cicero is

shown by the plan which he formed to fill up, by conjectural links,

the numerous deficiencies in the MSS. of the Dc Oralm-e then known

to scholars, a design happily superseded by the discovery of the

famous Ckidcx Zaudianus. Additional material was furnished by the

recovery of not a few authors or portions of authors of the best

period by the unwearied diligence of Poggio Bracciolini ; and from

henceforward the study of the Latin classics was pursued with the

happiest results.- Throughout the loth century no literary acquire-

ment was more valued than a good Latin style ; the patronage ex-

tended to scliolarship by tho learned Pope Nicholas Y. and the

grammatical teaching of scholars like Laurentius Valla combined to

encouraf;e its pursuit with energy and success. Towards the latter

part of the century Politian at i'lorcnce, and Hermolaus Barbaras

at Venice, showed i mastery over the Latin language which won for

them the enthusiastic admiration of their contemporaries ; and,

though the learning of these eminent scholars proved not unfre-

fpiently injurious to their style by inducing an affectation of obso-

lete or unfamiliar words, there is no reason to deny that on the

whole this admiration was well deserved. In Germany they had a

worthy rival, by some even ranked before them, in Agricola ; in

France and England there was as yet no one who, in the judgment
afterwards expressed by Erasmus, could be said to write Latin at

alh As far as purity of style went, the highest pitch of excellence

was doubtless reached by the Italians towards the beginning of the

16th century. Sadolet, 'Bembo, Paulus Manutius, and, we must iu

instice add, Longolius in France, wrote Latin with a grace and

liiiish which place their works in respect of style almost on a level

with those of their great model Cicero. But it cannot be denied

that their fastidiousness of language often led them to sacrifice the

fruits to the flowers of learning, and justly drew down upon them
the witty and biting censures of Erasmus in his Ciccronianui. In

the controversy between tho men of learning and the men of taste,

the best tendencies of the age were decidedly on the side of the

former ; and tho Italian scholars whose object, as Hallam well ex-

presses it, was " to write pure Latin, to glean little morsels of

Roman literature, to talk a heathenish philosophy in private, and

to leave the world to its own abuses," liaU httle influence on the

next generation in comparison with the wider culture and loftier

aims of scholars like Erasmus and llelanchtlion. The rapid exten-

sion of a knowledge of Greek literature, especially in England,

France, and Germany, had its effects in the same direction. Jlen

threw themselves into the new world of thought thus revealed with

un eager avidity which left little leisure for that elaborate polishing

of periods which had been the delight of the Ciceronianists. The
16th century saw enormous advances in the knowledge of antiquity

;

but the most learned scholars were by no means always equally

famous for their skill in the use ot the Latin language. Even in

Italy itself the most eminent writers on classical subjects approach

rather to the German than to the Ciceronian type, and are more
distinguished for the width of their erudition and the abundance of

their quotations than for elegance or purity of style. On this side

of the Alps the prevalence of the same type was, as might have been

expected, all but universal. Muretus alone perhaps maintained in

this generation the best traditions of style, and was pronounced,

even by tho judgment of the censorious Scaliger, to have written

better Latin than any one since Cicero ; in Italj', however, he had
a formidable rival in the last of the Ciceronians, Paulus Manutius.

It shows how little Latin was now a living langu.ige that the latter,

like all his school, refused to speak in Latin, for fear that the

necessities of daily conversation should make him familiar with bar-

barous phrases, which would hardly fail to taint his written style.

Others for a similar reason always recited tho breviary in Greek,

just as in later days some have refused to read the New Testament
iu the original language for fear of spoiling the purity of their Attic

nrose. In Germany especially the influence of Lipsius founded a

new school of Latiuists, based on the imitation of the silver Latinity

of Tacitus and Seneca, and conspicuous for some of the merits, and
more than all the faults, which have been noticed above as marking
those authors. In Britain the oidy scholar whose style meiits
especial notice is George Buchanan, whoso prose is hardly less

admirable thiin his famous poetical version of the Psalms. On the

whole it must be said that, while the improvement in works of

reference, and in methods of education generally (especially through
the activity of the Jesuits), raises the average of correctness and
purity, there is less grace and power than may be found among the

best of the writers of an earlier time. As yet the use of Latin as a

means of literary expression and of public business showed no signs

of decline, except perhaps in Germany, where the version of the

Bible by Luther and his popular works in the vernacular had given
a model for literary German, and in England, where some of the

great works of controver.sial theology, notably Hooker's Ecclesiastical

Polity, were already published in English, doing tliereby incalculable

service to the dignity and the enrichment of the native tongue.

But during the 17th century, asaconseqnenceof the steady develop-

ment of the various national literatures, Latin came to be more and
more merely the language of tlie learned. Some of the most
eminent scholars belong to this period f and among them Heiusius,

Grotius, Salmasiui, and his more illustrious antagonist Jliltou ar»
ail famous lor the elegance of their diction ; while Scioppius and
Vossius contributed largely to the scientific knowledge of grammar.
But towards the end of the century complaints as to the general

decay of learning frequently occur. In Germany it was almost
e.\tinct. In France the Jesuit colleges maintained the traditions

of a pure Latinity with some success, and were noted for the polished
though sometimes too rhetorical style in which their exercises were
conducted. In England the decay of Latin was never so complete
as that of Greek ; and tho great name of Bentley shines out con-

s])icuous, set ofl', it must be admitted, by the school-boy darkness
of most of his rivals. Even he did not escape the ferule of the
schoolmaster, Richard Joimson of Nottingham, who claims in his

Anti-Arislarchas\.o\\Oi\c pointed out more than ninety errors in the

great scholar's Latinity. In tlio 18th century we still find Latin
used for works on science and philosophy, whicli appealed to the
learned in all countries ; to say nothing of Newton's Principia

(1689), Burnet's Tkeoria Tellnris Sacra (1694), and Ray's Synopsis
Mcihodica (1693), and subsequent botanical works, we find even
Linnreus in 1760 issuing his Sijalema Naturae in Latin. But as

an organ of general literature it may be said to have expired iu

the course of the 17th century. The last great philosopher who
habitually employed Latin for his works was Leibnitz (1646-1716)

;

perhaps the last important work in English theology written in

Latin was Bull's Dcfcnsio Fidci Kiccnae (168.'i).

The use of Latin iii diplomacy died out towards the end of the

17th century. The Spanish embassy sent to tho court of James I.

in 1605 used sometimes Latin and sometimes French j the Latin
state-papers written by Hilton during the Commonwealth are well
known ; and in the negotiations at JIunster (1641) even the French
representative, M, d'Avaux, prided himself on his skill in writing
Latin. But at Nymegen (1677) the Danish ambassador's claim that
the Latin language should be nsed between the French representa-

tive and himself was rejected as an impertinence; and he was obliged

to agree that, while he might employ Latin himself, the French
should use their own language. At Kyswick, Temple opened the
proceedings in French ; he was answered by the bishop of Gurk in

Latin ; but the French envoys pleaded that they had forgotten their

Latin, and the subsequent proceedings were conducted in French
{cf. Bernard's Lectures on Diplomacy, pp. 153-155). Long after

this date the German empire insisted that all negotiations with it

should be conducted in Latin ; and, although Joseph II. attempted
to make German the official language of Hungary in its place, he
was compelled to give way, and u waa only in 1825 that Latin
was for the first time displaced by Magyar in the debates of the
diet (cf. vol. xii. p. 371). It is now the universal practice thai

written communications from any European )iower should he made
in the language of that power, but oral intercourse is carried on in

French, with rare exceptions.

Authorities.—For the earliest stage of the LafA language the

Corpus Jnscriptionum Latinarum, vol. i., or Garrucci's Sylloge In-

scriptionuni Latinarum, is indispensable. 'Wordsworth's Fi'aginenta

and Specimens of Early Latin is very useful. Hiibner's Grundriss

zu Vorlcsungeu ilhcr die Latcinische Grammalik (Berlin, 1880,

p. 104) contains a very complete list of all works of value upon
the language. Corssen's Anssprachc Volcalismiis und Bctonung
dcr Lateinischen Sprache (2 vols., Leipsic, 1870) contains a valu-

able collection of the evidence as to the history of the pronuncia-

tion. Neue's Formcnlehre (2 vols., Berlin, 1877) is a complete

storehouse of the inflexional forms. Driigei's Historische Syntax

(2 vols., Leipsic, 1880) is extremely valuable, especially for the

classical writers. Eiihner's Ausfiihrlichc Giammatik dcr Latein-

ischen Sprache (2 vols., Hanover, 1877-78) is the most complete

of recent grammars. In English the best grammars are those oi

Madvig, Dr Kennedy, and Mr Eoby. The first is excellent iu tha

syntax, and well represents the most complete knowledge of the

Latin language in its classical form to be gained mthout the aid

of comparative philology ; the second in respect of etymology toa

frequently adopts not only the facts but the less trustworthy

theories of Corssen, while in syntax the full collection of example^

is soruetimes encumbered by an awkward terminology
_;

the last ii

equally admirable for the clearness and fulness of its discussion o(

phonetics, the careful historical treatment of inflexions, and the

freshness and precision of its syntax. For later Latin and its con<

nexion with the Romance languages, Schuchardt's Volcalismus dei

vulgdrlateins, Eonsch's Itala und Vidgata, and Diez's Grammairi

des Langucs Romanes are the chief text-books.. The, diction ol

the most important writers can best be studied in the numerous

German treatises and programmes devoted to them severally, most

of which will be found mentioned in Driiger's Syntax and in Prf

fessor Mayor's edition of Hiibner's Guide to Latin Literaturti

Bernhardy's Grundriss der Romisehen Littcratur and Teufi'el's

History of Moman Literature have many useful hints as to the

growth of the language. (A. S. W.l
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LATIN LITERATURE. See Romk.
LATITUDE. See Astronomy, Geodesy, and Geoura-

PHY (Mathematical).
LATIUM, in ancient geograiiLy, was the name given to

the portion of central Italy which adjoined the Tyrrhenian

Sea on the west, and was situated between Etruria and
Campania. The name was, however, applied in a very

different sense at different times, and the extent of country

comprised under this appellation varied materially.

Latium originally means the land of the Latini, and in this

sense, which is that alono in use historically, it was a tract

of comparatively limited extent ; but after the overthrow

of the Latin confederacy, when the neighbouring tribes of

the Hernicans, Volscians, and Auruncans, as well as the

Latins properly so called, were reduced to the condition of

subjects and citizens of Rome, the name of Latium was
extended so as to comprise them all, and include the whole

country from the Tiber to the Liris. The change thus

introduced was not formally established till the reign of

Augustus ; but it is already recognized by Strabo (v. p.

228), as well as by Pliny, who terms the additional territory

thus incorporated Latium Adjectum, while he designates

the original Latium, extending from the Tiber to Circeii,

as Latium Antiquum. We shall confine ourselves in the

first instance to the description of Latium in this limited

sense, in which it figures in Roman history from the

foundation of the city to the days of Cicero.

I. Latium Antiquum. In this original sense Latium
was a country of but small extent, and consisted principally

of an extensive plain, now known as the Campagna di

Roma, bounded towards the interior by the lofty range of

the Apennines, which lise very abruptly from the plains at

their foot to a height of between 4000 and 5000 feet.

Several of the Latin cities, including Tibur and Praeneste,

were, however, situated on the terrace-like underfalls of

these mountains, while Cora, Norba, and Setia were placed

in like manner on the .slopes of the Volscian mountains or

Monti Lepini, a rugged and lofty range, which branches ofi

from the Apennines near Praeneste, and forms a continuous

mountain barrier from thence to Terracina. In the midst

of the plain thus limited rises a group of volcanic moun-
tains, of about 30 miles in circuit, and attaining to a height

of over 3000 feet, now commonly known as the Alban
hills, though the designation of Albani Montes is not found

in any ancient writer. But the highest summit, now called

Monte Cavo, on which stood the temple of Jupiter Latiaris,

was known as Mons Albanus ; while the north-east summit,

which almost equalled it in height, bore the name of Mount
Algidus, celebrated in all ages for the dark forests of ilex

with which it was covered. . No volcanic eruptions are

known to have taken place in these mountains within the

historic period, but the remains of a crater are distinctly

seen near the summit of the Mons Albanus, forming the

basin now known as the Campo di Annibale, while the

cup-shaped lakes known as the Alban Lake and the Lake
of Nemi unquestionably occupy the basins of similar

ccaters at' a lower level on the southern slope of the moun-
tain, and the adjacent Lacus Aricinus, now drained, was
another vent of a simUar character.

But, besides this distinctly volcanic group, by far the

greater part of the plain now called the Campagna di Roma
was formed by volcanic deposits, consisting for the most
[lart of the rock called tufo, an aggregate of volcanic sand,

pebbles, and cinders or scoriae, varying greatly in hardness
and consistency, from a compact rock well adapted for

building stone to a loose disintegrating sand known by the
local name of pxizzolano. In a few places only beds of lava

are found, the most distinct of which is a continuous
stream extending from the foot of the Alban hills to

within 2 mihs from Rome, along which the line of the

Appian Way was carriecl: These deposits have been
formed upon previously existing beds of Tertiary formation,
which here and there rise to the surface, and in the Jlonte
Mario, a few miles north of Rome, attain to the height of
400 feet. The surface is by no means an uniform plain,
like that of the Terra di Lavoro (the ancient Cf mpania),
hut is a broad unduhting tract, furrowed throughout hj
numerous depressions, with precipitous banks, serving as
water-courses, though rarely traversed by any considerable
stream. As the general level of the plain rises gradually,
though almost imperceptibly, to the foot of the Apennines,
these channels by degrees assume the character of ravines
of a formidable description.

Between the volcanic tract of the Campagna and the sea
there intervenes a broad strip of s^ndy plain, evidently
formed merely by the accumulation of sand from the sea,

and constituting a barren tract, still covered, as- it was in

ancient times, almost entirely with wood. This long belt

of sandy shore extends without a break for a distance of

above 30 miles from the mouth of the Tiber to the

promontory of Antium (Porto d'Anzo), which is formed
by a low but rocky headland, projecting out into the sea,

and giving rise to the only considerable angle in this line

of coast. Thence again a low sandy shore of similar

character extends for about 24 miles to the foot of the

Monte Circello, an isolated mountain mass of limestone of

abont 9 miles in circumference, and rising to a height of

2000 feet. From the almost insulated character of this

remarkable promontory, which is united to the Apennines
at Terracina by a similar strip of sandy coast, between the

Pontine Marshes and the sea, there can be no doubt that it

was once an island, which has been gradually united to the

mainland by alluvial deposits. But it is certain that these

deposits must have commenced long before the historical

period, and the assertion strangely ascribed by Pliny to

Theophrastus, that the Circeian promontory was in the days

of that philosopher still an island, is certainly erroneous.

The region of the Pontine Marshes, which occupies almost

tho whole tract between the sandy belt on the sea-shore and

the Volsciau mountains, extending from the southern foot

of the Alban hills below Velletri to the sea near Terracina,

a distance of about 30 miles, is a perfectly level plain,

rendered pestilential by the stagnation of numerous streams

that descend from the neighbouring mountains, and are

unable to find their way through this extremely low and

level tract, while their outlet to the sea is barred by the

sands of the coast between Monte Circello and Terracina.

At the earliest period of which we have any historical

record the whole of the country that we have thus described,

or Latium in the proper sense of the term, was inhabited

by the people known to the Romans as Latini. Of their

origin or ethnical affinities we have very little information,

except that they belonged to the same branch of the Italian

races with the Umbrians, Oscans, and Sabellians (see

Italy). At the same time they constituted, according to the

general testimony of ancient writers, a distinct people from

their neighbours the Sabines and the Volscians, who held

the mountain districts adjoining their territory, as well as

(in a much higher degree) from the Etruscans on the other

side of the Tiber. There was once, however, a people

called the Rutuli, who occupied a small portion of tho

Latin territory adjoining the sea-coast, and are described

as a separate people under their own king,—a tradition

familiar to all modern readers from its having been adopted

by Virgil. But the name of the Rutuli, as that of an

independent people, disappears from history at a very early

period, and their capital city of Ardea was certainly one

of the thirty cities that in historical times constituted

the Latin league. The list of these cities given us by

Dionvsius of HulicarnasauE, which has every appearance of
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beiug derived finin an ^u^hentic document (see Niebuhr's

Roman Historij, vol. ii. p. 23), enumerates them as follows :

i-Ardei, Aricia, Bovillse, Bubentum, Corniculum, Carveti-

tum* Circeii, Corioli, Corbio, Cora, FortLnei (1), Gabii,

Laurentum, Lavinium, Labicum, Lanuvium, Nomentum,
Norba, PrEeneste, Pedum, Querquetulum, Satricum, Scaptia,

Setia, Tellenae, Tibur, Tusculum, Toleria, Tricrinum (!),

'^elitrse.

The list thus" given by Dionysius is ananged in an oiJer

apjiroximately alphabetical. Omitting tlie two names which are

probably corrupt, auil a few of which the site cannot be determined

with any certainty, the others may be described according to their

gcngraphic.il aiTangeraent. Laurentum and Lavinium, names so

conspicuous in the legendary history of ^Eneas, were situated in the

sandy strip near the sea-coast,—the former only 8 miles east of

Ostia, which was from the first merely the port of Home, and never

figured as an independent city. Farther eastward again lay Ardea,

the ancient capital of the Kutuli, and some distance beyond that

Antium, situated on the sea-coast, which, though not in the list of

Dionysius, was certainly a Latin city. On the southern underfuUs

of the Alban mountains, commanding the plain at the foot, stood

Lanuvium and Velitrte ; Aricia rose on a neighbouring hill, and
Corioli was probably situated in the plain beneath. The more im-

portant city of Tuscnhim occupied one of the northern summits of

thtt same group ; while opposite to it, in a commanding situation

on a lofty olfshoot of the Apennines, rose Prseneste, now Palestrina.

Bola and Pedum were in the same neighbourhood, Labicum on the

slope of the Alban hills below Tusculum, and Corbio on a rocky

summit east of the same city. Tibur (Tivoli) occupied a height

commanding the outlet of the river Anio. Corniculum, farther west,

stood on the summit of one of three conical hills that rise abruptly

out of the plain at the distance of a few miles from Jlonte Gennaro,

the nearest of the Apennines, and which were thence known as the

Monies Comiculani. Nomentum was a few miles farther north,

between the Apennines and the Tiber, and close to the Sabine fron-

lier. The boundary between the two nations was indeed in this

part very fluctuating. Nearly in the centre of the plain of the

Campagna stood Gabii ; BovHIk was also in the plain, but close

to the Appian Way, where it begins to ascend the Alban hills.

Several other cities—Telleme, Scaptia, and Querquetulum—men-
tioned in the list of Dionysius were probably situated in the Cam-
pagna, but their site cannot be determined. Satiicum, on the other

Band was south of the Alban hills, apparently between Yelitrte and
Antium ; while Cora, Norba, and Setia (all of which retain their

ancient names with little modification) crowned the rocky heights

which form advanced posts from the Volscian mountains towards

the Pontine Marshes.
'

/It must be borne in mind that the list given by Dionysius

belonged to a date about 490 B.C., and a considerable

number of tli°, Latin cities Lad before that time either been

utterly destroyed or reduced to subjection by Eome, and

had thus lost their independent existence. Such were

Antemnse and Ccenina, both of them situated within a few

mile.s of Rome, and the conquest of which was ascribed to

Romulus ; Fidense, about 5 miles north of the city, and

close to the Tiber; and Crustumerium, in the hilly tract

farther north towards the Sabine frontier. Pometia also,

on the borders of the Pontine Marshes, to which it was

said to have given name, was a city of importance, the

destruction of which was ascribed to Tarquinius Superbus.

But by far the most important of these extinct cities was

Alba, on the lake to which it gave its name, which was,

according to the tradition universally received, the parent

of Rome, 3S well as of numerous other cities within the

limits of Latium, including Gabii, Fidente, CoUatia,

Nomentum, and other well-known towns. Whether or

not this tradition deserves to rank as historical, it appears

certain that at an early period there existed a confederacy

of thirty towns, of which Alba was the supreme head. A
list of these is given us by Pliny (iii. 6, 96S) under the

pame of " populi Albenses," which includes only six of

thoso found in the list of Dionysius ; and these for the

'most part among the more obscure and least known of the

names there given ; while the more powerful cities of Aricia,

Lanuvium, and Tusculum, though situated immediately on

the Alban hills, are not included, and appear to have

maintained a wholly indenendent nusition. This earlier

league was doubtless broKen up by the fall of Alba ; il

was probably the increasing power of the Volsci and yEqni
that led to the formation of the later league, including all

the more powerful cities of Latium, as well as to the

alliance concluded by them with the Romans in the con-

sulship of Sp. Cassius (493 B.C.).

The cities of the Latin league continued to hold general

meetings or as.semblies from time to time at the Grove of

Ferentina, a sanctuary at the foot of tie Alban hills in a

valley below Marino, while they had also a common place

of worship on the summit of the Alban Mount (the Monte
Cavo), where stood the celebrated temple of Jupiter Latiaris.

The participation in the annual sacrifices at this sanctuary

was regarded as typical of a Latin city ; and they continued

to be celebrated long after the Latins had lost their inde-

pendence and been incorporated in the Roman state. This

change took place in 338 B.C. During the centuries that

followed down to the end of the Roman republic many of

the Latin towns sank into a very decayed condition. Cicero

speaks of Gabii, Labicum, and Boviilae as places that had
Allien into abject poverty, while Horace refers to Gabii and

Fidense as mere "deserted villages." Many of the smaller

places mentioned in the list of Dionysius, or the early wars

of the Romans, had altogether ceased to exist, but the

statement of Pliny that fifty-three communities (populi)

had thus perished within the boundaries of Old Latium is

certainly exaggerated, and his list of the " illustrious cities
"

[dara oppida) that had thus disappeared is very confused

and unintelligible. Still more erroneous is his statement

that there were once tweu'y-four cities on the site occupied

in his time by the Pontine Marshes,—an assertion not con-

firmed by any other authority, and utterly at variance witli

the physical conditions of the tract in question.

II. Laticm No%xm, or ABJEcmr, as it is termed by Pliny, com-
piised the territories occupied in earKer times by the Volscians,

Hcrnicans, and Auruncans. It was for the most part a rugged and
mountainous countrj', extending at the back of Latium proper, from

the frontier of the Sabines to the sea-coast between Terracina and
Sinucssa. But it was not separated from the adjacent territories by
any natural frontier or physical boundaries, and it is only by the

enumeration of the towns in Pliny according to the division ot Italy

by Augustus that we can determine its Imiits. It included the

upper valley of the Anio, with the towns of Snblaqueum and
Treba; the Hernican cities of Anagnia, Ferentinum, Alatrium, and
A'erulre—a group of mountain strongholds on the north side ot the

valley of the Trerus or Sacco ; together with the A'olscian cities on

the south of the same valley, and in that of the Liris, the whole of

which, with the exception of its extreme upper end, was included in

the Volscian territory. Here were situated Signia, Frnsino, Fabra.

teria, FregelK-e, Sora, Arpinum, Atina, Aqninum, Casinum, and

Interamna ; Aiixur, or Tarracina, was the onlyseaport that properly

belonged to the Volscians, the coast from thence to the mouth of

the Liris being included in the territoiy of the Auruncans, or

Ausonians as they were tei-med by Greek writers, who possessed the

maritime towns of Fundi, Formiae, Caieta, and Minturnae, together

with Suessa in the interior, which had replaced their more ancient

capital of Aurunca. Sinuessa, on the sea-coast between the Liris

(Garigliano) and the Vulturnus, was the last town in Latium

according to the ofScial use of the term.

Though the Apennines comprised within the boundaries of

Latium do not rise to a height approaching that of the loftiest sum-

mits of the central range, they attain to a considerable altitude, ami

form steep and rugged mountain masses from 4000 to 6000 feet

high. They are traversed by three principal valleys :— (1) that of

the Anio, now called Teveroiie, which descends from above Subiaco

to Tivoli, where it enters the plain of the Campagna; (2) that of the

Trerus or Sacco, which has its source below Palestrina (Prsneste),

and flows through a comparatively broad valley that separates the

main mass of the Apennines from the Volscian mountains or Monti

Lepini, till it joins the Liris below Ceprano ; (3) that of the Liris

or Garigliano, which enters the confines of New Latium about 20

miles from its source, flows under the walls of Sora, and has a

very tortuous course from thence to the sea at Minturuffi ;
its

lower valley is for the most part of considerable width, and forms

a fertile tract of considerable extent, bordered on both sides by

hills covered with vines, olives, and fruit trees, and thickly studded

with towns and villages.
•

, ^ ,.

It may bo observed that, long after the Latui-s had ceased to exist
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as a separate people, we meet in Roman writers with the phrisc of
" nomen Latioum," used not in an- ethnical but a purely political

sense, to designate the inhabitants of all those cities on which the.

Romans had conferred " Latin rights " {jics Latinum),—an inferior

form of the Roman franchise, which had been granted in the first

instance to certain cities of the Latins, when they became subjects

of Rome, and was afterwards bestowed upon many other cities of

Italy, especially the so-called Latin colonies.' At a later period the

same priTileges were extended to places in other countiies also,—as

for instancs to most of the cities in Sicily and Spain. All persona

enjoying these rights were termed in legal phraseology " Latini " or
" Latinae conditionis."

For the topography of Latium, and the local history of its more
important cities, tne reader may consult Sir W. Cell's Topography

of Rome and ils Vicinity, 2 toIs. 8vo., Lond., 1834, id cd., 1 toI.,

1S46, with a valuable map ; Nibby, Analisi Storico-Topografico-

Aniiquaria della Carta dci Dinlorni di Sonia, 3 vols. 8vo, 1837,

2d ed. 1848 ; Westphal, Die Eomisclie Kampagne, 4to, Berlin,

1S29; Bormann, All-Latinisehe Chorographie und Stadlc-Geschichte,

8to, Halle, 1852 ; Burn's Home and the Campagna, 4to, Lond.,

1871 ; Hare's Walks around Ronu, 2 toIs. 8vo, Lond., 1873. An
elaborate antiquarian map of Old Latium has been long in pre-

paration by the Cavaliere Da Rossi, but has not yet made its

appearance. (E. H. B.

)

LATONA 13 *he Latin name of the Greek Leto, rnotter

of Apollo and Artemis. In Greece she belongs rather to

the sphere of mythology than of religion ; she forms part

of the surroundings of these two great deities, but is not

usually a goddess to whom worship is paid or temples built.

Different forms of the Latona legend are found in the

various seats of Apolline religion. Of these seats the

chief are Delos and Delphi, and the tradition which has

obtained the widest literary currency is a union of the

legends of these two places, formed doubtless under the

unifying influence of the Delphic oracle. Latona, pregnant

by Zeus, long seeks in vain for a place of refuge to be

delivered. She wanders from Crete over Athens, the

coasts of Thrace and Asia Minor, and the islands ; at last

the barren desolate isle of Delos offers itself. Pindar and

later poets tell that Delos was a wandering rock borne

about by the waves, till it was fixed to the bottom of the

sea to serve for the birth of Apollo. Hence arose the belief^

ihat Delos could not be shaken by earthquakes,—a belief

that was disproved by several shocks in historical times

(Herod., vL 98 ; Plin., iv. 66). In the oldest forms of the

legend Hera is not mentioned ; but afterwards the wander-

ings of Leto are ascribed to the jealousy of Hera, enraged

at her amour with Zeus. In the legend the foundation of

Delphi follows immediately on the birth of tLd god ; and

on the sacred way between Tempe and Delphi the giant

Tityus offers violence to Leto, and is immediately slain by

the arrows of Apollo and Artemis. Such arc the main

facts of the Leto legend in its common literary form, which

is due especially to the two Homeric hymns to Apollo.

We must turn from mythology to actual religion in order

to discover the true character of the myth. Then we shall

find that Leto is a real goddess, and not a mere mythological

figure. The honour paid to her in Delphi and Delos might

be explained as part of the cultus of her son Apollo ; but

temples to her existed in Argos, in Mantinea,, and in

Xanthus of Lycia ; her sacred grove was on the coast of

Crete. In Lycia graves are frequently placed under her

protection (see Corpus Inscr. Graic., No. 4259, 4300, 4303,

&c.) ; and she is also known as a goddess of fertility and
as KovpoTpoioi. In these attributes we recognize the

earth-goddess. Now, although in the common legends

Apollo and Artemis are called the twin children of Leto,

yet she appears far more conspicuously in the Apolline

myths than in those which grew round the great centres

of Artemis worship ; moreover, in the older forms of the

Apolline myths Artemis is hardly mentioned except as an
after-thought, and the Homeric hymn makes them bom
in different places (t^v fiiv h/'OprvyCi], tov Bi Kpava-g ifi

aTjAy). F 13 such aa these will be readily explained

if one recognizes that the idea of Apollo and Artemis as

twins is one of later growth on Greek soil, and that the

two religions come from different origins in Asia Minor.

Again Lycia, cne of the chief homes of the Apolline religion,

is precisely the country where most frequent traces are

found of the worship of Leto as the great goddess.

Etymological considerations point in the same direction.

The Greeks always connected the word Leto with the root

seen in \av6dvu), Xi^dr], &c. ; but it is more probable that

the resemblance is delusive, and that the origin is to be

found in words which are not so distinctively Greek.

Leto and Leda are both probably forms of the Lycian

word Lada, which means woman or lady ; and the island

of Lade or Late (Plin., v. 35), the town Lete, the rivers

Ladon and Leth»us, were all named from the goddess.

It is clear then that Latona or Leto was the great

goddess of a religion which found its way into Greece,

where its mythology was harmonized to a certain extent

with that of the other religious systems of the country.

Everything points to Lycia as the earlier home of thi^

religion. Zeus, by whatever name he was called, and Letfl

are heaven and earth ; their offspring is Apollo, the ever

young god of light and of the sun, born afresh every spring.

The myth is tlie same that occurs over and over again with

different names in every district of Greece and Asia Minor.

But in Greece Hera was recognized as the supreme consort

of Zeus, and Latona could only rank with many other

goddesses of antique religions as his concubine ; though even

in Greece the oldest forms of the tradition recognize her aS

the goddess-consort, KvZpri rapoxoiTis, of Zeus. Sapphfl

calls her and Niobe " loving companions." The father ol

Leto, Cceus, must be a god in the almost forgotten religion

to which she belongs.

In Greek art Leto appears usually in company with

her children ; in vase paintings especially she is often

represented with Apollo and Artemis. The statue of Leto

in the Letoon at Argos was the work of Praxiteles.

See inttn. Inst. Ath., i. 163; Hesiod, Theog., 134; Conzej

Eeisen auf den Griech. Inseln, p. 91.

LATREILLE, Pieere-A^tdee (1762-1833), French

naturalist, was born in humble circumstances at Brives-la-

Gaillarde, now in the department of Correze, France, on

November 29, 1762. His abilities attracted the attention

of the Baron d'Espagnac, who in 1778 placed him at tha

College Lemoine at Paris, where the Abb6 Haiiy was a1

that time a teacher. Having chosen the ecclesiastical

career, he was admitted to priestly orders in 1786, and ir.

the saifie year retired to Brives, devoting all the leisure

which the discharge of his professional duties allowed to

the study of entomology. In 1788 he returned to Paria

and found means of making himself known to the leading

naturalists there,—Fabricius, Olivier, Bosc, Lamarck ; his

first important contribution to his special science, a

" Mdmoire sur les Mutilles d^couvertes en France," contri-

buted to the Proceedings of the Society of Natural History

in Paris, procured for him the honour of admission to that

body, and of being made a corresponding member of the

Linnean Society of London. At the Eevolution he was

compelled to quit Paris, and as a priest of conservative

sympathies suffered considerable hardship ; he lay for some

time in prison at Bordeaux, and gained his liberty at last

only through the intervention of the naturalists Bory de

Saint-Vincent and Dargelas. His Pricia des Caracterea

generiques des insecies, disposes dans un, ordre naturel,

appeared at Brives in 1796. In 1798 he became a corre^

sponding member of the Institute, and at the same timd

was entrusted with the task of arranging the entomological

igyection at the recently organized " MusiSum d'Histoire

l^turelle" (Jardin des Plantes) ; in 1814 he succeeded

Olivier as member of the Acad^mie des Sciences, and in

14—14^
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1821 he was made a chevalier of the Legion of Honour.

For some time he acted as professor of zoology in the

veterinary school at Alfort near Paris, and in 1830, when
the chair of zoology of invertebrates at the Museum was
divided after the death of Lamarck, Latreille was appointed

professor of zoology of crustaceans, arachnids, and insects,

that of molluscs, worms, and zoophytes being assigned to

De Blainville. "On me donne du pain quand je n'ai plus

de dents," said Latreille, who was then in his sixty-eighth

year. He died on February 6, 1833.

In addition to the works already mentioned, the numerous works
of Latreille include

—

Histoirc naturclle generale et parliculiire dcs

Cruslacis et Insectcs (14 vols., 1802-5), forming part of Sonnini's

edition of Buffon ; Genera Cruslaceoncm ct Insectorum, secundum
ordbiem naluralem in familias disjmsila, 4 vols., 1806-7 ; Conside-

rations ginirales sur I'ordre nntvrel des animmix composant les classes

dcs Crustaces, des Arachnides, et dcs Inseetes, 1810 ; Families nala-

relies du, rigne animal, exposees suecinetcment et dans un ordrc

anahjtique, 1825 ; Conrs cCEntomologie (of which only the first

volume appeared, 1831) ; the whole of the section " Crustaces,

Arachnides, Inseetes," in Cuvier's Signe Animal; besides many
papers in the Annalcs du Museum, the Encyclopedic Melhodiquc,
the Dictiuniudre Classique d'Histoirc Naturclle, and elsewhere.

LAUBAN, chief town of a circle of the same name in

the government of Liegnitz and province of Prussian Silesia,

is situated in a picturesque valley, at the junction of the

lines of railway from Gorlitz and Sorau, 39 miles west-

south-west from Liegnitz, in 51° 7' N. lat., 15° 17' E. long.

Lauban is the seat of a chamber of commerce, and has a

Roman Catholic and three Lutheran churches, a conventual

Louse of the order of S. JIagdalene, dating from the 14th

century, a municipal library and museum, two hospitals, an

orphanage, a gymnasium, and a collegiate institute for girls.

The industrial establishments comprise tobacco, yarn,

thread, and linen and woollen cloth manufactories, bleach-

ing, calendering, and dyeing works, a bell-foundry, tile-

kilns, breweries, and oil and flour mills. In 1880 the

population was 10,779.
Lauban was founded in the 10th and fortified in the 13th cen-

tury ; in 1427 and 1431 it was devastated by the Hussites, and in

1640 by the Swedes. lu P761 it was the headquarters of Frederick

the Great. In 1815 it was the last Saxou town that made its sub-

mission to Prussia.

LAUD, William (1573-1644), archbishop of Canter-

bury, was born at Reading on October 7, 1573. In 1590
he became a scholar of St John's, Oxford, and a fellow

in 1593. In 1601 he entered the ministry of the church.

In 1605 he married the earl of Devonshire to the divorced

Lady Rich, an act which he never ceased to regret. In

1611 he became president of St John's. His career

at Oxford brought him into collision with the authori-

ties of the university. He was one of those who were

revolted by the Calvinistic Puritanism which prevailed,

and he upheld in a sharp irritating way the doctrines on
the divine right of Episcopacy, and of the permanent
existence of the church during the Middle Ages, which
was regarded as rank heresy by the Puritans. In 1616 he
was appointed to the deanery of Gloucester, and, with the

king's approbation, removed the communion table in the

cathedral to the east end. In 1621 James made him bishop

of St David's, though, if a commonly received story is to

be believed, he entertained gravo doubts whether Laud
would exercise the episcopal authority with wisdom. In
1622 the new bishop took part in a controver.sy with

Fisher the Jesuit, on the claims of the Papal Church.

His argument, which was afterwiirds published, was not

only a serious contribution to controversial literature, but
marks a distinot advance in the direction which was after;

wards taken by Chillingwortb.

The controversy with Fisb'>r had been entered on in

order to save Buckingham's mother from conversion lo the

Church of Rome. It failed in this object, but it gained

for Laud considerable influence over Buckingham himself,

and through Buckingham over Prince Charles, who when
he became king in 1625 was attracted to an ecclesiastical

adviser whose opinions so closely resembled his own, and
whose firmness of character supplied a contrast to the
irresoluteness of which he could scarcely be unconscious.
During the first years of the reign Laud was frequently
consulted in matters relating to the church. He is found
favouring the promotion of anti-Puritan divines, approving
Montague's Appello Csesarem, and generally throwing his

weight into the scale against the assumption of the House
of Commons to lay down the law in politics and religion.

In 1628 Laud was made bishop of London, and when
the ecclesiastical controversy came to a head in the session

of 1629, his biography became identified, till the meeting
of the Long Parliament, with the history of the Church of

England.

Intellectually Laud's position was that of a man opposed
to the dogmatism of the Calvinists. " The wisdom of the

church," he wrote, " hath been in all ages, or the most, to

require consent to articles in general as much as may be,

because that is the way of unity, and the church in high
points requiring assent to particulars hath been rent."

Laud's love of peace unhappily led him to shrink from the

free exuberance of spiritual life. Perhaps it could hardly

be expected, in an age when each ecclesiastical party was
longing to persepute all others, that any man placed in

authority should think it possible to allow the struggling

parties to grijw up side by side, in what must have seemed
the vain hope that liberty would bring a larger harmony.
Laud, at least, had no conception of the kind. He was by
nature a lover of order and discipline, devoid of the higher

spiritual enthusiasm or breadth of judgment which charac-

terizes the highest order of intellect. He spoke of Aristotle,

the philosopher who lays such stress on the formation of

habits, as his great master in humanis. All Laud's work
in life was to attempt to form habits, to make men learn to

be decent by acting decently, and to be religious by acting

religiously. " Since I came to this place," he said of

himself, " I laboured nothing more than that the external

public worship of God—too much slighted in most parts

of this kingdom—might be preserved, and that with as

much decency and uniformity as might be, being still of

opinion that unity cannot long continue in the church

when uniformity is shut o-at at the church doors. And I

evidently saw that the public neglect of God's 'Service in

the outward face of it, and the nasty lying of many places

dedicated to that service, had almost cast a damp upon the

true and inward worship of God,—which, while we live in

the body, needs external helps, and all little enough to keep

it in any vigour."

Upon these principles he acted, more especially after his

promotion in 1633 to the archbishopric of Canterbury.

His metropolitical visitation of the province enforced his

system of uniformity in every parish contained in it. He
had no sympathy with the special doctrines of the Papal

Church, still less with its ceremonial ; but he held that

conformity to the prayer book was to be the universal rule.

He gave great offence to the Puritans by insisting upon

the removal of the communion table to the east end of the

church, while the communicants were to receive the sacra-

ment on their knees. For this and for the enforcement of

other observances he was stigmatized as an innovator, but

he repelled the charge in the speech which he delivered at

the trial in the Star Chamber of Prynne, Bastwick, and

Burton in 1637, declaring that the Puritan usages were

themselves innovations on the practice inculcated at the

Reformation.

Nor did Laud confine himself to imposing ceremonies

upon the clergy. The church courts undertook in those

days to reform the morals of the laity, and Laud excited
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'much ill-feeling by insisting that the powerful and the

wealthy should submit to punishment as well as the poor.

As a privy councillor he took part in affairs of state, and
upon the death of Portland in 1G35 he became a

commissioner of the treasury till he procured for Bishop

Juxon the appointment of lord treasurer in 1637. The
advice which he gave to the king with respect to the

introduction of a new prayer book into Scotland proved
ultimately fatal to him. Of this prayer book, in the

amendment of which he had had a considerable share, he
was not unnaturally regarded as the author ; and, when
in 1640 the Scots triumphantly occupied the northern

counties, and sent commissioners to London to negotiate a
peace, they called for the punishment of the archbishop as

the great incendiary. One of the first acts of the Commons
after the meeting of the Long Parliament was to impeach
him. For some time he remained in prison, apparently

overlooked. But in 16i3 there was fresh need of concili-

ating the Scots, and his impeachment was proceeded with.

He made an able and in many respects a satisfactory

defence, but his condemnation was a foregone conclusion,

and he was executed on January 10, 1644, at the ftge of

seventy-two.

The best source of tlie biography of Laud is to be found in his

own JForks, edited by Dr Bliss, in the Anglo-Catholic Library.
The adverse view of his character will be found iu Prynne's
Canterbury's Doom. (S. R. G.)

LAUDANUM. See Opium.
LAUDER, Sir Thomas Dick, Bart. (1784-1848), was

the only son of Sir Andrew Lauder, the sixth baronet, and
was born at Edinburgh in 1784. He succeeded to the

baronetcy in 1820. In early life he published two romances,

Lochandhu and the Wolf of Badenoch ; and such were the

merits of his style that his first contribution to Blackwood's

Magazine in 1817, entitled "Simon Koy, Gardener at

Dunphail," was by some ascribed to the author of Waverley.

He was afterwards a frequent contributor to Blachvood and
also to Tail's Magazine, and in 1830 he published the book
by which his name is now best known, An Account of (he

Great Floods ofAugust 1829 in the Province of Moray and
adjoining Districts. Subsequent works were Highland
Ramhles, with Long Tales to shorten the Way (2 vols. 8vo,

1837), Legendary Tales of the Highlands (3 vols. 12mo,

1841), Tour Round the Coasts of Scotla7id,° afid Memorial

of the Royal Progress in Scotland (1843). Lauder's paper

on " The Parallel Roads of Glenroy," printed in vol. ix. of

the Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, first

drew attention to the phenomenon in question. Vol. i. of

a Miscellany of Natm-al History, published in 1833, was
also partly prepared by Lauder. Ho died on May 29,

1848. An unfinished series of papers, written for Tail's

Magazine shortly before his death, was published under the

title Scottish Rivers, with a ere face by John Brown, M.D.,

in 1874.

LAUENBURG, formerly a duchy belonging with

Holstein to Denmark, but from 1865 to Prussia, was in

July 1876 incorporated as a circle iu tho Prussian province

of Schleswig-Holstein. It lies on the right bank of the

Elbe, between ."53° 21' and -oo" 48' N. lat, 10° 13' and 11"

3' E. long,, is bounded by the territories of Hamburg,
Liibeck, and Mecklenburg, the province of Hanover, and
the circle of Oldesloe, and comprises an area of 453 square

miles. The surface of the country is a slightly undulating

plain. The soil, chiefly alluvial, though ia some places

arenaceous, is generally fertile and well cultivated, but
a great portion is covered wit?i< forests, and interspersed

with lakes. By means of the Stecknitz Canal, the Elbe,

the principal river, is connected with the Trave. The
chief agricultural products of the circle are timber, fruit,

grain, heme, flax, and vegetables. Cattle breeding affords

employment for many of the inhabitants. The railroad
from Hamburg to Berlin traverses the country. The
judicial administration is divided among five courts of
law, over which is a superior court for the whole circle,
the supreme court of appeal being at Berlin. The capital
is Ratzeburg, and there are two other towns, Molln
and Lauenburg. In 188C the population amounted to
49,185, Low Saxons by descent, and with few exceptions
Lutherans by confession.

The earlier inhabitants of Lauenburg were a Sknc tnbo known
by the name of Polabes (i.e., dwellers on the Elbe; Slavic, Leha).
They were gradually replaced by colonists from Lower Saxony, and
about the middle of Die 12th century the country was conquered
by Henry the Lion, and thus came under the yoke of the dukes of
Saxony. Lauenburg subsequently passed into the lianda of Valde-
mar IL of Denmark, but, having in 1227 reverted to the Saxons, it

remained in their possession for over four hundred years,—.from
1260, however, in the separate line of Saxe-Laue'nburg. After
the death of Duke Julius Francis in 1689, the line of succession
haviiig become extinct, the emperor ordered the sequestration of
the duchy, but Duke George William of Brunswick-Luneburg-Celle
forcibly occupied it, paid a money indemnity to Saxony, and was
recognized by the inhabitants (15th September 1702). Upon his
death in 1705, Lauenburg fell to his nephew, George L, elector of
Hanover, and afterwards king of England, whose claim was
eventually recognized in 1728 by imperiaT decree. In 1806 Lauen-
burg was occupied by the French, and in 1810 it was incorporated
with the department of Bouches de I'Elbe. After the battle of

Leipsic in 1813 it reverted to Hanover, and on the 29th May 1815
was ceded to Prussia, which on the 4th June transferred it to
Denmark. After the death of Frederick VIL of Denmark (1863)
there were various claimants to the duchy, but at the peace
of Vienna (30th October 1864) it was ceded by Christian IX. of
Denmark to Austria and Prussia. By the convention of Gastein
(14th August 1865) Austria surrendered her claims to Prussia
npon the payment of 2,500,000 Danish thalers (about £280,000).
On the Ipth September 'William I. of Prussia took formal pos-
session of the duchy, but it still retained its constitution and
special privileges, and was not consolidated and incorporated with
the kingdom of Prussia until the 1st of July 1876.

LAUNCESTON, a municipal and parliamentary borough

and market-town of England, in the eastern division of the

county of Cornwall, is situated on a branch railway line

from Plymouth, on an eminence near the Kinsey, an

aflluent of the Tamar, 213 miles west-south-west from

London. The streets are narrow and irregular, but of

late years have been considerably improved. The parish

church, dedicated to St Mary Magdalene, and built of

curiously carved blocks of granite, was erected in the

beginning of the 16th century, but possesses a detached

tower of the date 1380. There are important remains of

the old castle, which was thfe ancient seat of the earls of

Cornwall, and was frequently besieged during the wars of

Charles L For the grammar school originally established

in the reign of Edward VI. a new building was erected in

1862. The trade of the town is chiefly in agricultural

produce. The population of the municipal borough (area

1504 acres) increased between 1871 and 1881 from 2935 to

3217, and that of the parliamentary borough (area 14,707

acres) froi;^ 5468 to 5675.

The ancient name of Latmceston was DunneJuved, the swelling

hiU. The name Launceston, originally Lanstephen, is derived

from an old monastery dedicated to St Stephen. From the tims

of the Conqueror the place has belonged to the earls of Cornwall.

It was made a free borough in the reign of Henry III., and received

a charter of incorporation from Queen Mary in 1555. From 1294

it returned two members to parliament until 1832, when it was

deprived of one of its members, and the disfranchised borough of

ISewport, comprising the parish of St Stephens, was included in

its boundaries^ The assises of the county were transferred to

Bodmin in 1838.

LAUNCESTON, the second town of Tasmania, ia

situated in the north of the island, at the point where the

North and South Esk unite to form the river Tamar. It

ia the northern terminus of the rail-..ay from Hobart Town

n 2? miles distant), and has regular communication by

steamer with Melbourne. Among the places of note are
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the Government buildings, tue town-hall, a theatre, two
hospitals, a public library, and a convent of the Presenta-

tion Order. The population was 10,100 in 1847, 10,668
in 1870, and 12,753 in 1881. Launceston began to be an
important settlement not long after the first colonization

of Tasmania. St John's Church (Episcopal) dates from
1824. The town was incorporated in 1858.

LAUREATE. See Royal Household.
LAUREL. There are at least four shrubs or small

trees which are called by this name in Great Britain, viz.,

the common or cherry laurel (Cerasus Laurocerasus, Lois.),

the Portugal laurel (C. lusitanica, Lois.), the bay or sweet

laurel {Laurits nohilis, L.), and the spurge laurel {Daphne
Laureola, L.). The first two belong to the rose family

{Rosacex), and are regarded by Bentham and Hooker as a

subgenus of Pruniis, L. {Genera Flantarum, i. p. 610), to

which genus Linnajus referred them.

The common laurel is a native of the woody and sub-

alpine regions of the Caucasus, of the mountains of

northern Persia, of north-western Asia Minor, and of the

Crimea. It was received into Europe in 1576 (De Can-

dolle. Prod., ii. p. 540), and flowered for the first time in

1583. Ray in 1688 relates that it was first brought from

Trebizonde to Constantinople, thence to Italy, France,

Germany, and England. Parkinson in his Paradisns

records it as growing in a garden at Highgate in 1629

;

and in Johnson's edition of Gerard's Ilerhal, published in

1633, it is recorded that the plant "is now got into many
of our choice English gardens, where it is well respected

for the beauty of the leaues and their lasting or con-

tinuall greennesse" (see Loudon's jlr&orfijrai, ii. p. 717).

The leaves of this plant are rather large, broadly lance-

ehaped, and of a leathery consistence, the margin being

somewhat serrated. They are remarkable for their poison-

ous properties, giving oif the odour of bitter almonds when

bruised ; the vapour thus issuing is sufficient to kill small

insects. Cherry laurel water is a solution of the volatile

oil. The leaves when cut up finely and distilled yield the

oil of bitter almonds and hydrocyanic (prussic) acid.

Sweetmeats, custards, cream, &c., are often flavoured with

laurel-leaf water, as it imparts the same flavour as bitter

almonds ; bat it should be i\sed sparingly, as it is a danger-

ous poison, having several times proved fatal The first

case occurred in 1731, which induced a careful investiga-

tion to be made of its nature, which was discovered by

Schrader in 1802 to be hydrocyanic acid. The effects of

the distilled laurel-leaf water on living vegetables is to

destroy them like ordinary prussic acid ; jvhile a few drops

act on animals as a powerful poison. It was introduced

into the British pharmacopoeia in 1839, but is more gene-

rally superseded by the use of hydrocyanic acid. The

following varieties of the common laurel are in cultiva-

tion :—tne Caucasian {Prumis Laurocerasus caucasica),

which is hardier and bears very rich dark-green glossy

foliage ; the Versailles laurel {P. L. latifolia), ^which has

larger leaves ; the Colchican {P. L. colchica), which is a

dwarf-spreading bush with narrow sharply serrated pale

green leaves. There ia also the variety roitindifolia with

short broad leaves, the Grecian with narrow leaves, and

the Alexandrian with very small leaves. See Eemsley's

Handbook of Hardy Trees, &c., p. 141.

The Portugal laurel is believed to be a native of

Portugal and Madeira. This tree, together with a variety

called Hixa, Ser., which bears larger leaves and has the

flowers more loosely disposed, were found growing together

in 1827 on the Serra de Gerez in Portugal, the former

being 20 feet high while the latter attained to 70 feet. It

was introduced iuto England about the year 1648, when it

was cultivated in the Oxford Botanic Gardens. During

the first half of the 18th century this plant, the common

laurel, and the holly were almost the only hardy evergreen
shrubs procurable in British nurseries. They are all three
tender about Paris, and consequently much less seen in
th3 neighbourhood of that city than in England, where
th'ey stand the ordinary winters but not very severe ones.
There is a variety {myrlifolia) of compact habit with
smaller narrow leaves, a variegated variety, and one of
recent introduction {azorica), probably not so hardy as the
Continental form. See Handbook of Hardy Trees, &c.,

p. 141.

The evergreen glossy foliage of the common and
Portugal laurels render them well adapted for shrubberies^
while the racemes of white flowers are not devoid of

beauty. The former often ripens its insipid dmpes, but
the Portugal rarely does so. It appears to be less able to

accommodate itself to the English climate, as the wood
does not usually " ripen " so satisfactorily. Hence it ia

rather more liable to be cut by the frost. According to

Prof. ^. Gray neither the common nor the Portupl laurel

stands either the summer or the winter climate of the
United States.

The bay or sweet laurel {Laurus nohilis, L.), belongs to'

the family Lauracex, which contains sassafras, benzoin,

camphor, and other trees remarkable for their aromatic
properties. It is a large evergreen shrub, sometimes
reaching the height of 60 feet, but rarely assuming a truly

tree-like character. The leaves are smaller than those of

the preceding laurels, possessing an aromatic and slightly

bitter flavour, and are quite devoid of the poisonous pro-

perties of the cherry laurel. The small yellowish-green

flowers are produced in axillary clusters, and consist of a
calyx only, which encloses nine stamens in the male, the

anthers of which dehisce by valves which lift upwards as ia

the common barberry, and carry glandular processes at the

base of the filament. The fruit consists of a succulent

berry surrounded by the persistent base of the calyx. The
bay laurel is a native of Italy, Greece, and North Africa,

and is abundantly grown in the British Isles as an evergreen

shrub, as it stands most winters. The date of its introduc-

tion is unknown, but must have been previous to 1562,

as it is mentioned in Turner's Herbal published in that

year. A full description also occurs in Gerard's Herbal,

1597, p. 1222. It was used for strewing the floors of

houses of distinguished persons in the reign of Elizabeth.

Several varieties have been cultivated, differing in the

character of their foliage, as the undulaia or wave-leafed,

salicifolia or willow-leafed, the variegated, the broad-

leafed, and the curled ; there is also the double-flowered

variety. The bay laurel was carried to North America by

the early colonists, but, like the others, apparently does not

thrive there.

This lanrel is generally held to be the Daphne of the ancients,

though at least Dr Lindley, following Gerard (Serial, 1796,

p. 761), asserts that the Greek Daphne was Jlnscus racemosus.

Among the Greeks the laurel was sacred to Apollo, especially in

cormexiou with Tempe, In whose laurel groves the god himself

obtained purification from the blood of the Python. "This legend

was dramatically represented at the Pythian festival onoe in eight

years, a boy fleeing from Delphi to Tempe, and after a time being

led back with song, crowned and adorned with lanrel Similar

Ba(|)i/i7<^op(ai were known elsewhere in Greece. ApoUo, himself

purified, was the author of purification and atonement to other

penitents, and the lanrel was the symbol of this power, which came

to be generally associated with his person and sanctuaries. The

relation of Apollo to the laurel was expressed in the legend of

Daphne (q.v.). The victors in the Pythian games were crowned

with the laurels of ApoDo, and thus the laurel became the symbol

of triumph in Rome as weU as in Greece. As Apollo was the god

of poets, Xhe Lauren ApoUinarisnatmaay belonged to poetic merit,

and so we stUl have a poet laureate. The various prerogatives of

the laurel among the ancients are collected by PUny (Hisi. Nat., rv.

30). It was a sign of truce, like the olive branch ; letters announcing

victory and the arms of the victorious soldiery were garnished with

it ; it was thought that lightning could not strike it, and tha
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emperor Tiberius always wore a laurel wreathe during thunder-

storms.^ •• From its association with the divine power of purification

and protection, it was often set before the door of Greek houses,

and among the Romans it was the guardian of the gates of the

Caesars (Oi-id, Met.,i. 562 sq.). Thclaurelworn by Augustus and his

successors had a miraculous history : the laurel grove at the imperial

villa by the ninth mOcstone on the Flaminian way sprang from a

shoot sent from heaven to Livia Drusilla (SUeton., Galba, i). Like
the olive, the laurel was forbidden to profane use. -It was employed
in divination ; the crackling of its leaves in the sacred flame was a

good omen (TibuU., ii. 5, 81), and their silence unlucky (Propert.,

ii. 21) ; and the leaves when chewed excited a prophetic afflatus

{ia(pvriipa-foi, comp. TibuU., iU sjipra. Line 63).- There is a poem
enumerating the ancient virtues of the laurel by J. Passeratius,

1594.

The last of the plants mentioned above under the name
of laurel, is the so-called spurge laurel (Daphne Laiire-

o'a, L.). This and one other species (B. Me:erenm, L.),

the mezereon, are the sole representatives of the family

Thymelacix in Grea.t Britain. The spurge laurel is a small

evergreen shrub, with alternate somewhat lanceolate leaves

with entire margins. The green flowers are produced in

early spring, and form drooping clusters at th§ base of the

leaves. The calyx is four-cleft, and carries eight stamens

in two circles of four each within the tube. The pistil

forms a berry, green at first, but finally black. De Candolle

says they are poisonous to all animals except singing birds.

The mezereon differs from it in blossoming before the leaves

are produced, while the flowers are lilac instead of green.

The bark furnishes the drug Coriex Mezerei, for which that

of the spurge laurel is often substituted. Both are power-

fully acrid, but the latter is less so than the bark of meze-

reon. It is now only used as an ingredient of the compound
decoction of sarsaparilla {Pharmacogi-aphia, p. 487). Of
other species in cultivation there are D. Forlunei from
China, which has lilac flowers ; D. pontica, a native of

Asia Minor ; D. alphia, from the Italian alps ; D. coltina,

South European ; and D. Cneorum, the garland flower or

trailing daphne, the handsomest of the hardy species. See

Hemsley's Handbook of Hardy Trees, ic, p. 394; Loudon's

Arboretum, iii. p. 1307 ij. (g. h.)

LAURENS, Henry (1724-1702), American statesman,

was born at Charleston, South Carolina, in 1724, of

Huguenot ancestry. After receiving a good education, he

entered a counting-Louse in London by way of preparation

for commercial pursuits, in which he engaged, after his

return to Charleston, with such success as to amass rapidly

a large fortune. He accepted ardently the advanced views

of individual rights then prevalent in the colony, and was

several times engaged in stubborn contests with the crown

judges, in which he resisted their alleged arbitrary and
oppressive rulings, not only by all legal meaus at his

command, but in occasional pamphlets, the vigour and

legal acumen of which attracted much attention. He
retired from active business in 1771, and spent the next

three years in Europe in travel, and in sup&rintending the

education of his sons in England; In 1774 he united with

thirty-seven other Americans in a petition to parliament

against the passing of the Boston Port Bill, in the hope of

averting war. Becoming convinced that a peaceful settle-

ment was impracticable, he returned to Charieston at the

close of 1774, to take part with his fellow colonists in. the

impending struggle. He was soon made president of the

South Carolina council of safety, and in 1776 a delegate

from that colony to the general continental congress at

Philadelphia, of which body he was president during

1777-78. Throughout these years he was a steadfast and
influential promoter of the colonial cause, and a trusted

friend of Washington. In 1778 he undertook a mission

as minister plenipotentiary to Holland, in furtherance of

' A similar superstition still exists among the pca*ant3 of tha
Pyrenees.

secret negotiations for a commerciartreaty which had been
some time in progress ; but, while on the way, he was
captured by a Briti.sh frigate, and taken to London. On
the evidence of his papers, which he had vainly attempted
to destroy, war was declared upon Holland by Great
Britain, and Laurens was closely imprisoned in the Tower.
During his imprisonment of nearly fifteen months, his
health became greatly enfeebled, yet he Bteadily refused
opportunities for procuring release by abandoning his
patriotic principles. Having been set free late in 1781, he
was appointed by congress one of the commissioners for
negotiating the peace; and, proceeding to Paris with
Franklin and Jay, he signed with them, on November 30,
1782, the preliminaries of the treaty. Failing health
obliged him to return to Charleston, South Carolina, where
ho passed his remaining years in retirement, much respected
and beloved by his countrymen. He died in December
1792, and, in accordance with the directions of his will, his
body was burned, and the bones and ashes were carefully

collected and buried. The most valuable of his papers
and pamphlets have been published by the South Carolina
Historical Society.

LAURENS, John (1736-1782), an American revolu-
tionary ofilcer of distinguished bravery, son of Henry
Laurens noticed above, was born at Charleston, South
Carolina, in 1756. He was educated in England, and on
his return to America in 1777, in the height of the revolu-

tionary struggle, he joined 'Washington's staff. He soon
gtined his commander's confideuce, which he reciprocated

with the most devoted attachment, and was entrusted with
the delicate duties of a confidential secretary, which ha
performed with much tact and skill He was present in

all Washington's battles, from that of the Brandywine to
York town, and his gallantry on every occasion has gained
him the title of "tLe Bayard of the Revolution." Laurens
displayed bravery even to rashness in the storming of the
Chew mansion at Germantown ; at Jlonmouth, where he
saved Washington's life by rushing between him and
danger, and was himself severely wounded; and ot
Coosahatchie, where, with a handful of men, he defended
a pass against a large English force under General Prevost,

and where he was again wounded. In command of a body
of light infantry at the storming of Savannah, be was
among the first .to penetrate the English lines, and again
distinguished himself at the siege of Charleston in 1780.
After the capture of Charleston by the English, he rejoined

Washington, and was selected by him as a special envoy
to appeal to the 'king of France for supplies for the relief

of the American armies, which had been brought by pro-
longed service and scanty pay to the verge of dissolution.

The more active co-operation of the French fleets with the
land forces in Yiiginia, which was one result of his mission,

brought about the unexpected overwhelming of Cornwallis

at Yorktown. Laurens lost no time in rejoining th| army^
and at Yorktown was at the head of the American storming

party which captured the first redoubt, and received the

sword of Colonel Campbell, its commander. Laurens was
designated with Count de Ni/ailles to arrange the terms of

a surrender, which occurred October 19, 1781, and virtually

ended the war, although desultory skiimishing, especialFy

in the south, attended the months of delay before peace

was formally concluded. In one of these trifling affairs in

July 1782, on the Combahee Ferry, Laurens exposed

himself needlessly and was killed. Washington lamented

deeply the death of Laurens, then in his twenty-seventh

year, saying of him, "He had not a fault that I could dis-

cover, unless it were intrepidity bordering upon rashness."

LAUKIA, or Lori.\, a city of Italy in the province of

Potenza, 13 miles south of Lagonegro, consisting of a wailci^

town on the steep side of a hill and another portion in the
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plaiQ below. Thfc castle iVu3 the birtliplace of Ruggiero

di Loria, the great Italian admiral of the 13th century.

The population was 10,609 in 1871.

LAURVIK, or Lauevig, a seaport town of south-eastern

Norway, in the amt of Jarlsberg, is situated at the head of

a short fjord, near where the Lougen or Laagen Elv falls

into the sea. A considerable trade in timber and fish is

carried on ; and formerly the best Norway iron was produced

in the immediate neighbourhood, at Fritzd ; but the works

are now used as a saw-mill. About a mile to the south is

Frederiksysern, formerly a station of the Norwegian fleet,

and the seat of a naval academy. The population of

Laurvik in 1875 was 7GS1.

LAUSANNE, the chief town of the canton of Vaud in

Switzerland, lies about 27 miles N.E. of Geneva and 1

mile to the N. of the lake, which used not unfrequently to

be called the Lake of Lausanne instead of the Lake of

Geneva. It is the junction of the railways to Geneva from

Bern and the Rhone valley, and has direct communication

with Paris via Pontarlier. A railway worked by a cable

connects the town proper with the village and port of

1. Academy.
2. Com Exchange
3. Arlaua Museum

Ouchy on the lake. Built on the lower slopes of Mont
Jorat, partly on the crests, and declivities of three hills and
partly in the intervening valleys, Lausanne presents a fine

appearance from the water, and in turn enjoys a wide out-

look over the Alps of Savoy on the farther side. Modern
improvements have largely modified the original character-

istics of the site. The Great Bridge, designed by Richard

(1790-1811) and opened to traffic in Oct. 1844 crosses the

Flon, and unites the quarters of St Francis and St

Lawrence ; and a roadway with easy gradients due to the

same engineer tunnels beneath the castle and passes round
the city. The Place de Riponne, the most spacious of the

public squares and the site of the great corn-market and

the Arlaud museum, is an artificial level secured by massive

substructions above the channel of the Louve. Lausanne

is rapidly extending in all directions, and especially towards

the south and west. The principal building is the cathedral

of Notre Dame, which occupies a terrace on the highest hill.

It is a good example of plain and massive Gothic, the

ground plan a Latin cross, and the interior remarkably

simple. The erection is assigned to 1235-1275, and the

dedication was performed by Gregory X. in presence of the

emperor Rudolph of Hapsburg. To the north of the

cathedral on the highest point in the city stands the castle,

a structure of the 15th century. The academy, founded

by the Bernese authorities in 15S9, has numbered among
its teachers Theodore Beza, Conrad Gessner, De Crousaz,

Vinet, and Juste Olivier. The Arlaud museum founded in

1846, the blind asylum established by a wealthy English-

man, Jlr Haldiman, the penitentiary designed by Richard,

the great cantonal hospital, the theatre, and the cantonal

library (80,000 volumes) are among the more noteworthy

of the remaining institutions. Besides the well-known

Society of Naturalists (established 1841) there are in the

town a medical and an historical society (1837). Since the

days of Gibbon, whose praises of the town have been often

repeated, Lausanne has become a favourite place of

residence for foreigner.% and an international centre of

education. The population was 26,520 (22,610 Protest-

ants, 3517 Roman Catholics) in 1870, and 30,179 in 1880.

At the end of the 18th century it was only 9000.

Though Lausanne (Latin, Zansonuwi ; Lausamm in Tni. Pent.)

nndoubtedly existed at an earlier date, it was when Bishop JIarius

of Aventicum (c. 593) chose one of its hills as the ns'.d, scat o!

his bishopric that its history practically began. The little episcopal

city had a rival in an independent German community on the

neighbouring hill, but after long struggles the bishop was recog-

nized as official head of the united community, on condition that

every year in Hay he convoked the three estates to the plaid gineral.

This state of matters lasted till the beginning of the 16th century.

In 1536 the Bernese deprived the bishops of their temporal autho-

rity, transferred most of the goods of the church to the secular

domain, and appointed intendants of their own to guide the action

of the local magistracy. In this state of pupilage to Bern the

city remained till the Revolution, and in 1798 it was made the chief

town of the newly constituted canton of Vaud. In 1875 it was

chosen as the seat of the supreme court of the Swiss confederation.

Among the eminent men born in Lausanne are Benjamin Constant

and the Secretans.

See Ludovious, Chronkon Ime Hpiscoporum Laus., published b)

Gremaud in 1856; Schmitt, Hist, du diocese de Lausanne; Bridel,

Hatiriatiz pour une hist. lilt, de VAcad. de Lausanne; the

Mimoires of the Soc. d'hist. de la Suisse romande ; Rodolphe Key,

GeiUve el les rives du Leman, 1875. The Gazette de Lausanne dates

from 1793, though its present name was adopted only in 1804.

LAVA. See Geology.
LAYAGNA, a market-town of Italy, in the province of

Genoa, situated on the sea-coast about a mile east of

Chiavari, on the railway between Genoa and Pisa. It has

a little shipbuilding, and exports (to France, Portugal,

Constantinople, &c.) large quantities of excellent slate

quarried in the vicinity. Among its buildings are two fine

churches, and palaces belonging to the Rivarola, the Palla-

vicini, and Fransoni families. The population in 1871

was 5055 for the town and 6066 for the commune.
In the 10th century Lavagna was the seat of the independent

counts Fieschi, who, after a severe struggle (1166-1198), were

obliged to recognize the supremacy of Genoa. Among the mem-
bers of the family born at Lavagna are Sinibaldo (Pope Innocent

IT.) and Giovanni Luigi, the famous conspirator against the Doria

party in Genoa. Filippo of Lavagna was the first printer in Milan

(1460).

LAVAL, capital of the department of Mayenne, France,

is situated on the Mayenne, 186 miles by railway west

from Paris. Oa the right bank of the river stands the
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old feudal city, witli its ancient castle, and its irregularly

built houses whose slate roofs and pointed gables peep from

the groves of trees which clothe the hill. On the left bank
the regularly built new town extends far into the plain.

The river, here 80 yards broad, is crossed by the handsome
railway viaduct, a beautiful stone bridge called "Pont
Neuf," and the Mayeune bridge of three pointed arches,

built in the 16th century. There is communication by
steamer as far as to Angers. Laval may justly claim to

be one of the loveliest of French towns. Its most curious

and interesting monument is the sombre-looking old castle

of the counts, now trausformed into a prison. The new
castle, dating from the llenaissance, is now the court

house. Laval possesses several churches of different

periods : in that of the Trinity, which serves as the

cathedral, the transept is of the 12th century while the

choir is of the 16tk; the chapel of the Carmelites ia an
imitation of the Salute Chapelle at Paris ; Xotre Dame des

Cordeliers, which dates from the end of the 14th century

or beginning of the 15th, has some fine marble altars.

Half a mile below the Mayenne bridge is the beautiful l"?th

century church of Aveniires, with au ornauieutal spire of

1534 and a handsome modern puljiit. The finest remaining
relic of the ancient fortifications is the Eeucheresse gate

near the cathedral. There is a scientific museum, and
a library containing 25,000 volumes. The town is em-
bellished by fine promenades, at the entrance of one o?

which, facing the mairie, stands the statue of the celebrated

surgeon Ambrose Pare. On the Place de Cheverus is a
statue to the cardinal of that name, archbishop of

Bordeaux. The principal industry of the town is the

linen manufacture, introduced from Flanders in the 14th

century. A large cloth hall (Halle-aux-toiles), built in last

century is used now for industrial, artistic, and agricultural

exhibitions. At present tickings are chiefly made. This

industry occupies ten thousand workmen, who are not
gathered together in great factories, but scattered all over

the town. Cotton spinning is also carried on, and there

are tanneries, flour-mills, foundries, paper-works, and dye-

works. Here also the marbles of the neighbourhood are

sawn, the greater part being converted into lime. Laval
is the seat of a bishop, and has a lyceum. Population

27,000.

The history of Laval goes tack only to tlic beginuing of the lltli

century, but from au early date in the feudal periotl the barons of

Laval were distinguished by their valour and power, and by their

alliances. One of them followed AVilliam the Conqueror into

England. After having assumed the cross they allied themselves
with the Montmorencys and" Montforts, and their barony passed on
later to the C'olignys aud the La Tremoilles. Laval was taken by
Talbot in 1423. It changed hands several times during the wars of
the League and the war of La Vendee in 1793.

LAVATER, JoH-ixN K.iSPAR (1741-1801), is a remark-

able instance of a man who has obtained celebritv by
following a bypath apart from the proper work of his

life. As a preacher, theological writer, and spiritual

director he occupied during his lifetime a position not very
dissimilar to that held by Keble in our own day, but he
survives for posterity chiefly as the author of a work on
physiognomy. He was born at Zurich, November 15,1741.
Consistent with himself from the first, he manifested little

application to study, but great depth of feeling, especially

on religious themes, and a remarkable fluency of fervent

and persuasive discourse. When barely one and twenty
he greatly distinguished himself by denouncing, in con-

junction with his friend the painter Fuseli, an iniquitous

magistrate, who was compelled to make restitution of his

ill-gotten gains. In 1769 Lavater took orders, and
ofiiciated till his death as deacon or pastor in various

churches in his native city. The advantages of his manner
and address, as well as his oratorical fervour and genuine

depth of conviction, gave Lim great personal influenoe,
especially with women ; he was extensively consulted as a

casuist, and was welcomed with demonstrative enthusiasm
in his numerous journeys through Germany. His mystical
writings were also widely popular. Scarcely a trace"

however, of this influence has remained, and Lavater's
name would be forgotten but for his work on physiognomy,
Phydognomische Fragmenle zur Beforderung der JJcnscheii-

kennlniss nnd Meitscheidkbe, Leipsic, 1775-78, republished
in French with extensive additions by the author. The
fame even of this universally known book rests to a great
extent upon the handsome style of publication and the
accompanying illustrations. It is not to be compared with
the subsequent labours of Caius for scientific value, and
leaves the study of physiognomy as desultory and
unsystematic as it found it. The author's remarks,
nevertheless, frequently display remarkable acuteness and
insight into character, and the illustrations render it very
valuable- fo artists. Next to his physiognomy, Lavater is

perhaps chiefly remembered for his acquaintance with
Goethe, and the lively portrait of him in Wahheit und
Dklduiig. The impression he produced upon one so
dissimilar to himself shows that the man was greater than
his works. At a later period Goethe became estranged

from him, somewhat abruptly accusing him of superstition

and hypocrisy. Of the former charge he cannot be
acquitted, seeing ihat he had manifested a tendency to run
after Cagliostro ; but he seems to have been no more
open to the latter than every man whose ideal of creed

and conduct is too exalted to be maintained with unvarying
consistency. A more cogent reason for Lavater's discredit

with Goethe was his intellectual intolerance. No man was
more bigoted upon paper, while in truth his heart was open
to all. He was continually propounding the alternative of

his own form of Christianity or atheism ; and it is indeed

true that, if passages in his own writings are to be taken

literally, he was himself incapable of conceiving a Deity

apart from the person of the Redeemer. Much that he has

written might be expressed in the language of FeuerbacU
with but slight alteration. He had a mystic's indifference

to historical Christianity, and, although esteemed by himself

and others a champion of orthodoxy, was in fact only an
antagonist of rationalism. During the latter years of

his life his influence waned, and he incurred ridicule by
some exhibitions of vanity, pardonable in the recipient of

so much incense. He redeemed himself by his patriotic

conduct during the troubles occasioned by the French

occupation of Switzerland, which brought about his

tragical death. On the taking of Ziirich by the French in

1799, Lavater, while endeavouring to appease the soldiery,

was shot through the body by an infuriated grenadier, and
died after long sufferings borne with great fortitude, on

January 2, 1801. His life was written in the following

year by his son-in-law Georg Gessner, with natural partiality

and unavoidable reticences, but faithfully in the main.'

There are more recent biographies by Hegner and Bode-

mann, the latter entirely from the religious point of view.

LAVAUR, chief town of an arrondissement in the

department of Tarn, France, 25 miles E.N.E. of Toulouse,

stands at a Tieight of 460 feet on the left bank of the

Agoitt (a tributary of the Tarn), which is here crossed by

a bold isridge of a single arch of 160 feet span. The most

interesting monument of Lavaur is its cathedral, which

aates from the 14th and 15th centuries. In front of it is

an octagonal bell-tower, without a spire, 131 feet high; a

second smaller square tower contains a jaqiumart (a nsctal

statue which strikes the hours with a hammer) of the 16th

century. In the bishop's garden is the statue of Las

Cases. The chief industry of Lavaur is sericulture, but

wool-spinning and tanning occupy somo of the pooplet
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The town has 7560 inhabitants. It was taken by Simon

de Montfort during the war of the Albigenses, and several

times during the religious wars of the 16th century.

LAVENDER, botanically Lavandula, a genus of

Labiatx distinguished by an ovate tubular calyx, a two-

lipped corolla, of which the upper lip has two and the lower

three lobes, and four stamens bent downwards.

The plant to which the name of lavender is commonly

applied, Lavandula vera, D.C., is a native of the moun-

tainous districts of the countries bordering on the western

half of the Mediterranean, extending from the eastern coast

of Spain to Calabria and northern Africa, growing in some

places at a height of 4500 feet, above the sea-level, and

preferring stony declivities in open sunny situations. It is

cultivated in the open air as far north as Norway and

Livonia. Lavender forms an evergreen uudershrub about

2 feet high, with greyish-green hoary linear leaves, rolled

under at the edges when yonng ; the branches are erect,

and give a bushy appearance to the plant. The flowers are

borne on a terminal spike at the summit of a long naked

stalk, the spike being composed of 6-10 vertieillastera or

dense cymes in the axils of small, brownish, rhomboidal,

tapering, opposite bracts, the verticillasters being more

widely separated towards the base of the spike. The

calyx is tubular, contracted towards the mouth, marked

.with 13 ribs and 5- toothed, the posterior tooth being the

largest. The corolla is of a pale violet colour, but darker

on its inner surface, tubular, two-lipped, the upper lip with

two and the lower with three lobes Both corolla and calyx

are covered with stellate hairs, amongst which are imbedded

shining oil glands to which the fragrance of the plant is due.

The leaves and flowers of lavender are snid to have been

used by the ancients to perfume their baths; hence the

name Lavandula is supposed to have been derived from

lavare, to wash. But, although S. Slcechas was well

known to the ancients, no allusion unquestionably refer-

ring to L. vera has been found in the writings of classical

authors, the earliest mention of the latter plant being in

the 12th century by the abbess Hildegard, who lived near

Bingen on the Ehine. Under the name of llafant or

llafantly it was known to the Welsh physicians as a medi-

cine in the 13th century. In England lavender is cultivated

chiefly for the distillation of its essential oil, of which it

yields on an average 1^ per cent, when freed from the

stalks, but in the south oi Europe ths flowers form an object

of trade, being exported to the Barbary states, Turkey, and

America.

In Great Britaia lavender is grown in the parishes of llitchain,

Carshalton, and Beddington in Surrey, where about 300 acres are

under cultivation, and in Hertfordsliire, in the parish of Hitchin,

to the extent of 50 acres. The most suitable soil seems to be a sandy

loam with a calcareous substratum, and the most favourable position

a sunny slope in localities elevated above the level of fogs, where

the plant is not in danger of early frost and is freely exposed to air

and light. At Hitchin lavender is said to have been gio\™ as early

as 1568, but as a commercial speculation its cultivation dates back

only to 1823. The plants at present in cultivation do not produce

seed, and the propagation is always made by slips or by dividing tlie

roots, Tlie latter plan has only been followed since 1860, when a

large number of lavender plants were killed by a severe frost.

Since tliat date the plants have been subject to the attack of a

fungus, in consequence of which the price of the ojl has been con-

siderably enhanced, and the disease is likely, if it continues, to

affect seriously the cultivation of the herb. At Market Deeping in

Lincolnshire, where lavender was formerly gi'own, its cultivation

has been discontinued on this account.

The flowers are collected in the beginnmg of August, and taken

direct to the still. The yield of oil depends in great measure upon

the weather. After a wet and dull June and July the yield is

sometimes only half as much as when the weather has been bright

and sunshiny. From 12 to 30 lb of oil per acre is the average

amount obtained. The oil contained in the stem has a more rank

odour and is less volatile than that of the flowers ; consequently the

portion that distils over after the first hour and ft half is collected

•cparatsiy.

The finest oil is obtained by the distillation of the flowers with"
out tlie stalks, but the labour spent upon this adds about lOs. i)er

lb to the expense of the oil, and the same end is practically attained
by the fractional distillation. The oil mellows by keeping three
years, after which it deteriorates unless mixed with alcohol ; it is

also improved by redistillation. Oil of lavender is distilled from
the wild plants in Piedmont and the South of Franco, especially in

the villages about Mont Ventoux near Avignon, and in those some
leagues west of Montpellier. The best French oil realizes scarcely

one-sixth of the price of the English oil. Cheaper varieties are

made by distilling the entire plant.

Oil of Lavender is a mobile liquid having a specific giavity from
0'78 to 0'96(Zeller). It appears to be a mixture in variable propor-

tion of oxygenated oils and a stearoptene, the latter being identical,

according to Dumas, with common camphor. Its adulteration with
alcohol may be detected by chloride of calcium dissolving in it and
forming a separate layer of liquid at the bottom of the vessel.

Glycerin acts iu the same way. If it contain turpentine it will

not dissolve in three volumes of alcohol, iu which quantity the pure

oil is perfectly soluble.

Lavender flowers were formerly considered good for "all dis-

ordei's of the head and nerves "
; a spirit prepared with them was

known under tlie name of palsy drops. At the present day a com-
pound spirit of lavender, olTicial in the British pharmacopoeia, is

sometimes given in conjunction with other stimulants to nervous

and hysterical persons sulfering from depression of spirits, or is used

to give a colour and flavour to medicine.

Lavender water consists of a solution of the volatile oil in spirit

of wine with the addition of the essences of nuisk, rose, bergamot,
anil ambergris, but is very rarely prepared by distillation of the

floweis with spirit.

In the climate of New York lavender is scarcely hardy, but iu

the vicinity of Philadelphia considerable quantities are grown for

the market, the dried flowers being used for sachels or scent bags

and for perfuming iincn, kc. In American gardens sweet basil

(Odmum basilicum) is frequently called lavender.

Lavandula Spica (D.C.), a species which diflera from L. vera

chiefly in its smaller size, more crowded le.aves, and linear bracts, is

also used for the distillation of an essential oil, which is known in

England as oU of spike and in France under the name of essence

d'aspic. It is used in painting on porcelain and in veterinary

medicine. The oil as met with in commerce is less fragrant than
that of L. vera,—probably because the whole plant is distilled, for

the flowers of the two species are scarcely distinguishable in frag-

rance. L. Spiea does not extend so far north, nor ascend the

mountaius beyond 2000 feet. It cannot be cultivated in Britain

except in sheltered situations. A nearly allied species, L. lanata

(Boiss. ), a native of Spain, with broader leaves, is also very fragrant,

but does not appear to be distilled for oil.

Lavamlida Stmclias (L. ), a species extending from the Canaries to

Asia Minor, is distinguished from the above plants by its blackish

purple flowers, and shortly-stalked spikes crowned by conspicuous

purplish .sterile bracts. The flowers were official in the London
pharmacopceia as late as 1746. They are still used by the Arabs

as an expectorant and antispasmodic. The St -shades (now called

the isles of Hyeres near Toulon) owed their name to the abundance

of the plant growing there.

Several other species of lavender (twenty in all) are known, some
of which extend as far cast as to India. A few which differ from

the above in having divided leaves, as L. dcntata, L. abrotanoides,

L. niuUifolia, L. pinnala, and L, viridis, have been cultivated iu

greenhouses, &u. , in England.
Sea lavender is a name applied in England to several species of

Slatiee, a genus of littoral Plumbaginaceous plants. Lavender

cotton is a species of the genus Santolina, small, yellow-flowered,

evergreen undershrubs of the Composite order.

See Pharmacographia. p. 476; De CandoIle./^O'IromuJ, xij. p. 145; Phanil.

Journal, (1) xl. p. 33; (1) vUi. p. 276; (2) 1. p. 278; (.3) iu. p. 326; (3) Iv., p.

161 • (3) V. p. 182
; (3) viii. p. 301; (3) x. p. 686 ; Giiigins, Histoire 'Jes Lavandes,

1S26. (E. M. H.)

LAVOISIER, Antoine Laurent (1743-1794), one of

the founders of modern chemistry, was born in Paris,

August 26, 1743. His father, a wealthy tradesman, gave

him an excellent education at the Colkge Mazarin, and

encouraged his desire to adopt the career of science. On
quitting college, he devoted himself to study with extra-

ordinary ardour : he followed the astronomical and mathe-

matical course of Lacaille, worked in the laboratory of

Rouelle, and took lessons in botany from Jussieu ; h.e

renounced all frivolous society, and even restricted himself

to a diet of milk in order to repair the damage to his con-

stitution caused by excessive application. His first public

distinction was gained on the occasion of a prize offered by

the Academy of Sciences for an essay on the best mode of
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lighting the streefa of Paris. To increase tlie sensitive-

nesS'Of his eyes, he immersed himself for sis weeks .in a
room hung with black, from which all light was escluded
except that of the lamps experimented upon. His zeal

was a pledge of success, and was rewarded with the gold

medal, April 9, 17G6. A multitude of subjects now en-

gaged his attention. He presented to the Academy a

masterly analysis of gypsum; travelled through France
with Guettard, who was occupied in constructing the first

geological map of the country, and composed a work, of

which a fragment entitled J/cmohr sm- Ics cowhcs dcs

montagnes found a place in the Academy collection for

1789 ; refuted the prevalent error as to the cunv.rsion of

water into silica by repeated distillation, and stndieJ the

phenomena of thunder and aurorae, of crystallization and
congelation. He became an associate of the Academy in

1768, and in 17G9 obtained the lucrative i)ost of farmer-

general of the revenue, with a view to increase the re-

sources at his command for the advancement of science.

It was about the year 1770 that the vast possibilities of

the new field opened to the researches of chemists by the

pneumatic discoveries of Black, Cavendish, and Priestley

were recognized by Lavoisier, and the pei'ceptiou gave to

his genius the definitive impulse hitherto wanting to it.

He repeated and verified experiments which became, in his

hands, the means of invalidating their authors' conclusions,

and prepared to import the clear-cut precision of his own
ideas into a science as yet illogical in form and incoherent

in expression. His wealth and position, as well as his

enthusiasm, eminently qualified him to lead a successful

reform. He lived in the midst of the most stimulating

society of his time. Between him and such men as

Laplace, Monge, Berthollet, and Fourcroy the constant

interchange of ideas established a community of opinion

in physical matters so close that the separate intellectual

property of each v.'as all but completely merged in the

general stock.^ On one day in each week Lavoisier threw

open his laboratory to a select few of his friends, communi-
cated the results of his labours, and invited their criticism

and advice. By this consultative system his work gained

in solidity, and lost nothing in originality. Ou the 1st of

November 1772 Lavoisier, eager to secure the credit of

priority, deposited at the Academy a. sealed packet contain-

ing the record of his earliest conclusions on the crucial

point of metallic oxidation. The discovery by Priestley in

1774 of " dephlogisticated air" materially assisted the

development of the innovating doctrine, which took the

form of a fully fledged theory when Lavoisier in 1778
assigned to the new substance, with the name of " oxygen,"

the important functions of the universal "acidifying prin-

ciple." His analysis of water in 1784, and synthesis of

"fixed air" (called by him "carbonic acid," Academy
Memoirs, 1781), opened the way for an extended view of

the composition of organic as well as inorganic substances,

and the antiphlogistic chemistry was completed by the

publication, in 1787, of the Melhode de nomenclafure

chimique. The reform of language effected by Lavoisier

in conjunction with Guyton de Morveau, Berthollet, and
Fourcroy. was an indispensable prelude to the reform of

thought. With the current alchemistic jargon science,

properly so-called, could have no fellowship. The new
«;erminology prevailed without change for fifty yeai/, and
ias been fitted, by trifling modifications, to meet the

exigencies of recent progress. The acceptance of the
" oxygen theory " was enormously facilitated by the defined

and logical form given to it in Lavoisier's Traite clemen-

taire de chimie (Paris, 1789). Indeed, the history of

science scarcely presents a second instance of a change

* (Euvres dc Lavoisier, torn. i. p. 13,

so fundamental accomplished with such ease. The parti-
sans of phlogiston did not, it is true, abandon the field
without a struggle. In Berlin they met Lavoisier's demon-
strations by burning him in effigy, and in Paris Lam6therie
conducted, in the Jovriml de Physique, a fierce polemic
agaiust the party of innovation. The controversy was>
however, brief, and its issue visibly certain. Before the
end of the century the reformed chemistry was everywhere
ill a position of uncontested triumph.

The enlightened activity of Lavoisier was no less con-
spicuous in his administrative than in his scientific capacity.
A prominent member of the body of farmers-general during
twenty-one years, lie obtained the abolition of certain taxes
equally onerous and unproductive, and earned the gratitude
of the Jews of Metz by relieving them from an oppressive
impost. Appointed director of the powder-works by Turgot
in 1776, he not only suppressed the vexatious searches for

saltpetre in the cellars of private houses, but succeeded iu

quadrupling the produce of the commodity. He, moreover,,
improved lie manufacture of gunpowder so as to add one-
third to its explosive force, thereby reversing the previous
superiority of English over French ordnance. His philan-

thropic zeal was displayed iu the provincial assembly of the
Orl^anais in 1787. In the year following he was attached
to the Caisse d'escompte, and presented a report of its opera-
tions, November 21, 1789, to the Constituent Assembly.
In 1790 he sat on the commission of weights and measuras.
In 1791 he became commissary to the treasury, where he
established a S3'stem of accounts of unexampled punctuality.

Requested by the National Assembly to set forth a new
scheme of taxation, he composed a treatise Be la richesse-

terrUoriale de la France, of which an extract, printed at

the public expense, shows him to have been possessed of

sound and liberal views on political economy. In short,

to quote the words of Lalande, " Livoisier was to be
found everywhere." But tliose were limes when to be
conspicuous was to be in peril. Cn the 2d of May 1794,
Dupin, a member of the Convention, presented a frivolous

accusation against the whole of the ex-farmers-general,

whose wealth constituted in itself an inexpiable crime.

Lavoisier found a hiding-place for a day or two in the

deserted apartments of the Academy, but, hearing that his

absence was likely to prejudice the cause of his colleagues,

he voluntarily gave himself up. He thought it impossible

that his life could be. taken, but expected the confiscation

of his property, when, as he told Lalande, he proposed to

earn his bread as an apothecary. Half measures, however,

were not in favour with the revolutionary tribunal. On
the 6th of May, he, with twenty-seven others of the same
profession, was condemned to the guillotine, and, two days

later, the sentence was carried into execution. " II ne leur

a fallu," Lagrange remarked, "qu'un moment pour faire

tomber cette tete, et cent ann^es peut-etre ne suliiront pas

pour en reproduire une semblable." It .s said that a

petition presented in his favour met with the brutal reply:

" The republic has no need of savants." He was preceded

on the scaflold by M. Paulze, whose gifted daughter he
had married in 1771. He left no posterity.

To the gift of a transcendent iDtelk'ct Lavoisier johicJ the charnii*

of a noble person and winning manners. He was faitiiful to 1 is

friends, charitable to the poor, a model husband, and a patriotic

public servant. His fame as the reformer of clieniistry rests on no
single discoveiy, but is involved in the first principles of the science

(see CuEMisTiiY, p. 463). It was bis great merit to have m.idc tbo

balance the nUima ratio of the laboratory. Quantitative analysis

tlius became for tlie first time possible, and a clien}ical rcactiou'took

in his hands the rigid form of an algcbr.aical equntion.^ His latest

studies were of a physiological character, and M. Dumas' founil

among his pajiers a piece showing that he had arrived at a
remarkable anticipation of modern views concerning the relatione

» (Eumea, torn. i. p. 108. Le^ms de Chimie, 1861^
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of orgnuic to inorganic liatuve. He was piobulily the first to Jovote

systematic attention to agricultural chemistrj', and obtained tlic

practical success of doubling the produce of a large farm owned by
him near Blois. A striking proof of his disinterested humanity is

allorded by a long and painful investigation of putrefying substances

carried out solely with a view to averting accidents in sewers. Not
the least notable of his achievements is that of having first formed
a clear idea as to the nature of gases, and of matter generally in its

relation to heat. He held that boilies exist in the solid, liquid, or

gaseous states according as the attractive force of their particles is

superior, equal, or inferior to the repulsive action of an universally-

ditfused, imponderable fluid which he called "caloric." Dilfereuces

6f specific heat he attributed^to ditferenees of inter-molecular space.

The theory, put forward by him with due reserve, formed a useful

if not indispensable preliminary to further progress, lie was tlie

inventor of the gasometer, .and, jointly with Laplace, his coadjutor

in a series of experiments on specific heat, of the calorimeter.

A comjdcte edition of the writings of Lavoisier was issued in four
vols. 4to by the Government of Napoleon IIL, under the title

OCui-n-i dc Lacvisicr imhUccs par Ics soiii': tic son Excellence le

Ministre dc V In^lruclionpublique, Paris, 1364-68. Tliis publication
comprises, besides the works already mentioned. Opuscules physiques
ct chimiqacs (1774), a large number of memoirs from the Academy
volumes (during the twenty years 1770-90 he contributed no less

than fifty-eight), and numerous letters, notes, and reports relating
to the various atfairs in which he was engaged. At the time of his
death he was preparing an edition of his collected works, and the
jiortions ready for the press were published by his widow in 1805,
in two 8vo vols, entitled Memoiics dc Ckimic. The plates iji the
Train elemcnlaire were di-awn and engraved by JIadame Lavoisier.
Biographical notices of Lavoi.sicr are given in Fourcroy's Notice, and
by Lalande in Scherer's Aarlilriif/c, Jena, 1796. For an account ol

his discoveries see Dnmas, Lemons sur la I'liilosophie Chiniiquc, and
Bechamp, LeUrcS Hisloriques sur la Chimic. (A. M. C.)

LAW
THE present article will be limited to the consideration

of the phenomena presented for study by positive laws.

The objects which laws ought to subserve, the principles of

legislation, the sphere of law, the province of government,

and other topics of a similar nature which are generally to

be found in writings professing to treat of law in the

abstract have been discussed under the heading Govern-
ment and elsewhere. It will be convenient, aiid it will be
following the lines of a vdry remarkable development of

English thought, to take actual laws as jiositive facts,

witliout reference to their goodness or badness, and
examine, so far as it can be done within tlie limits at our

command, the character which they present when looked

at from different points of view. This conception of the

science of law, which is closely related to the scientific

ideas of the time, has been developed by the efforts of the

moderr school of English jurists. In former times the

scienci; of law meant anything but science as we have been
tatight to conceive it by physical philosophers. It meant
if anything a philosophy of legal principles not necessarily

related to any system of actual law. A philosophy of laws

actually existing in fact is what -we in England at least

shoidd uow consider the science of law to be. By universal

consent the somewhat shifting term jurisprudence has been
limited to this meaning. Jurisprudence is the science of

|)ositive laws. The present article will attempt to present

simply the leading principles and conclusions of juris-

prudence.

The human race may be conceived as parcelled out into

a number of distinct groups or societies, differing greatly

in size and circumstances, in physical and moral character-

istics of all kiuds. But they all resemble each other in this

that they reveal on examination certain rules of conduct in

accordance with which the relations of the members inicr

se are governed. Such rules we may for the present, with-

out anticipating a somewhat diflficult discussion, term laws.

Each society has its own system of laws, and all the

systems, so far as they are known, tonstitute the appro-

priate subject matter of jurisprudence. The jurist may
deal with it in the following ways. He may first of all

examine the leading conceptions common to all the systems,

or in other words'define the leading terms common to them
all. Such are the terms laio itself, riffhf, duty, property,

crime, and so forth, which, or their equivalents, may,
notwithstanding delicate differences of connotation, be
regarded as common terms in all systems. That kind of

inquiry is what is known in England as analytical juris-

prudence. It regards the conceptions with which it deals

as fixed or stationary, and aims at expressing them dis-

tinctly and exhibiting their logical relations with each other.

AVhat is reaUy meant by a right and by a duty, and what
V3 ^he trao sonaesion between a right and a duty, are

types of the questions proper, to this inquiry. Shifting

our point of view, but still regarding systems of law in the

mass, we may consider them, not as stationary, but as

.changeable and changing, we may ask what general features

are exhibited by the record of the change. This, some-
what crudely put, may serve to indicate the field of

historical jurisprudence. In its ideal condition it would
require an accurate record of the history of all legal

systems as its material. As yet the record is exceedingly

incomplete, and the results are proportionately limited.

But whether the material be abundant or scanty, the

method is the same. It seeks the explanation of institu-

tions and legal principles in the facts of history. Its aim
is to show how a given rule came to be what it is. The
legislative source—the emanation of the rule from a

sovereign authority—is of no importance here ; what is

importaut is the moral source—the connexion of the rule

with the ideas 'prevalent during contemporary periods.

This method, it is evident, involves, not only a comparison

of successive stages in the history of the same system, but

a comparison of different systems, of the Eoman with the

English, of the Hindu with the Irish, and so on. The
historical method as applied to law may be regarded as a

special example of the method of comparison. The
comparative method is really employed in all generalizations

about law; for, although the analysis of legal terms might
be conducted with exclusive reference to cme system, the

advantage of testing the result by reference to other

systems is obvious. But, besides the use of comparison for

purposes of analysis and in tracing the phenomena of the

growth of laws, it is evident that for the purposes of

practical legislation the comparison of different systems

may yield important results. Laws are contrivances for

bringing about certain definite ends, the larger of which
are identical in all systems. The comparison of these

contrivances not only serves' to bring their real object, often

obscured as it is in details, into clearer view, but enables

legislators to see where the contrivances are deficient, and
how they may be improved.

The " science of law," as the expression is generally used,

means the examination of laws in general in one or other

of the ways just indicated. It means an investigation of

laws which exist -or have existed in some given society

in fact—in other words, positive laws ; and it means an
examination not limited to the exposition of particular

systems. Analytical jurisprudence is in England asso-

ciated chiefly with the name of John Austin {q.v.), whose
Province of Jurisprudence Determined systematized and
completed the work begun in England by Hobbes, and con-

tinued at a later date and from a different point of view by
Benthara. The best view of the subject will be obtained

by taking Austin's principal positions in outline, and con-.
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sidering tlie criticisms which later jurists have bestowed

upon them.

Austin's first position is to distinguish between luws

properly so called and laws improperly so called. In any

of', the older writers on law, we find the various senses in

which the word is used grouped together as variations of

one common meaning. Thus Blackstone advances to his

proper subject, municipal laws, through (1) the laws or

inanimate matter, (2) tbelaws of animal nutrition, digestion,

&c., (3) the laws of nature, which are rules imposed by

God on men and discoverable by reason alone, and (4) the

revealed or Divine law, which is part of the law of nature

directly expounded by God. All of these are connected

by this common element that they are "rules of action

dictated by some superior being." And some such

generalization as this is to be found at the basis of most
treatises on jurisprudence which have not been composed
under the influence of the analytical school. Austin

disposes of it by the distinction that some of those laws are

commands, while others are not commands. The so-called

laws of nature are not commands ; they are uniformities

which resemble commands only in so far as they may be

supposed to have been ordered by some intelligent being.

But they are not commands in the only proper sense of

that word,—they are not addressed to reasonable beings,

iwho may or may not will obedience to them. Laws of

nature are not addressed to anybody, and there is no pos

sible question of obedience or disobedience to them. Austin
accordingly pronounces them laws improperly so called, and
confines his attention to laws properly so called, which are

commands addressed by a human superior to a human
inferior.

This distinction seems so simple and obvious that the

energy and even bitterness with which Austin insists upon
it now seems superfluous. But the indiscriminate identifi-

cation of everything to which common speech gives the

name of a law was, and still is, a fruitful source of con-

fusion. Blackstone's statement that when God "put matter

into motion He established certain laws of motion, to which
all movable matter must conform," and that in those crea-

tures that have neither the power to think nor to will such

laws must be invariably obeyed, so long as the creature

itself subsists, for its existence depends on that obedience,

imputes to the law of gravitation in respect of both its

origin and its execution the qualities of an Act of Parlia-

ment. On the other hand the qualities of the law of

gravitation are imputed to certain legal principles which,

under the name of the law of nature, are asserted to bo

binding all over the globe, so that " no human laws are of

any validity if contrary to this." Nonsense like this so

exasperated Austin that he never fails to stigmatize the

use of " natural laws " in the sense of scientific facts as

improper, or as metaphorical. A later writer has pointed

out that law in the scientific sense has acquired a position

of its own, from which it is impossible to dislodge it, and
which involves none of the ambiguities and confusions

against which Austin protested. It would be as reasonable

for the man of science as for the jurist to set up his own
conception of law as the only legitimate one. There is

perhaps only one field of inquiry where the two opposed

conceptions of law are still to be found entangled. The
" laws of political economy " still hover in the minds of

many between the jural and the- scientific conception.

Certain economical principles appear to have acquired a

double character,^that of scientific generalizations, and
that of rules which may be disobeyed. Pleasures are pro-

nounced tp be a violation of the laws of political ecouomy,
with a vague implication that these being laws of nature

wny violation of them must be particularly heinous.

Having eliminated metaphorical or figurative laws, we

restrict ourselves to fliose laws which are commands.
This word is the key to the analysis of law, and accordingly
a large portion of Austin's work is occupied with the
determination of its meaning. A command is au order
issued by a superior to an inferior. It is a significatiou of
desire distinguished by this peculiarity that "the party to
whom it is directed is liable to evil from the other, in case
he comply not with the desire." "If you are able and
willing to harm me in case I comply not with your wish,
the expression of your wish amounts to a command."
Being liable to evil in case I comply not with the wish
which you signify, I am bound or obliged by it, or I lie

under a dii/i/ to obey it. The evil is called a sanclioii, aud
the command or duty is said to be sanctioned by the chance
of incurring the evil. The three terms command, duty,

and sanction are thus inseparably connected. As Austin
expresses it in the language of formal logic, " each uf the

three terms signifies the same notion, but each denotes a

different part of that notion, and connotes the residue.'"

All commands, however, are not laws. That term is

reserved for those commands which oblige generally tu the

performance of acts of a class. A command to your servant

to rise at such an hour on such a morning is a particular

command, but not a law or rule ; a command to rise always
at that hour is a law or rule. Of this distinction it is

suflicient to say in the meantime that it involves, when wo
come to deal with positive laws, the rejection of particular

enactments to which by inveterate usage the term law

would certainly be applied. On the other hand it is not,

according to Austin, necessary that a true law should bind

persons as a class. Obligations imposed on the gr.antee of

an office specially created by parliament would imply a

law ; a general order to go into mourning addressed to tho

whole nation for a particidar occasion would not be a law.

So far we have arrived at a definition of laws properly

so called.. Austin holds superiority and inferiority to be

necessarily implied in command, and such statements as

that "laws emanate from superiors" to be the merest

tautology and trifling. Elsewhere he sums up the character-

istics of true laws as ascertained by the analysis thus :

—

(1) laws, being commands, emanate from a determinate

source
; (2) every sanction is an evil annexed to a com-

mand ; and (3) every duty implies a command, and chiefly

means obnoxiousness to the evils annexed to commands.
Of true laws, those only are the subject of juris-

prudence which are laws strictly so called, or positive laws.

Austin accordingly proceeds to distinguish positive, from

other true laws, which are either laws set by God to men
or laws set by men to men. not, however, as politicaJ

superiors nor in pursuance of a legal right. The discussion

of the first of these true but not positive laws leads AustiL

to his celebrated discussion of the Utilitarian theory. The
laws set by God are either revealed orunrevealed, i.e., either

expressed in direct command, or made known to men in

one or other of the ways denoted by such phrases as the

"light of nature," " natural reason," " dictates of nature."

and so forth. Austin maintains that the principle 6|

general utility, based ultimately on the assumed bene-

volence of God, is the true index to such of His commands
as He has not chosen to reveal. His exposition of the

meaning of the principle is a most valuable contribution

to moral science, though he rests its claims ultimately on

a basis which many of its supporters would disavow. And
the whole discussion is now generally condemned as lying

outside the proper scope of the treatise, although th'i reason

for so condemning it is not always correctly stated It in

found in such assumptions of fact as that there is Oj God,

that He has issued commands to men in what Austin calls

the " truths of revelation," that He designs the happiness

of all His creatures, that there is a predominance of good iu
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the order of the world— wliioh do not now command uni-
versal assent. It is impossible to place these propositions
on the same scientific footing as the assumptions of fact
with reference to human society on which jurisprudence
rests.

^
If the "Divine laws " were facts like Acts of Parlia-

ment, it is conceived that the discussion of their character-
istics would not be out of place in a scheme of juris-

prudence.

The second set of laws properly so called, which are not
positive laws, consists of three classes :—(1) those which
are set by men living in a state of nature

; (2) those which
are set by sovereigns but not as political superiors, e.c;., when
one sovereign commands another to act according to a prin-

ciple of international law ; and (3) those set by subjects

but not in pursuance of legal rights. This group, to which
Austin gives the name of positive morality, helps to explain

his .conception of positive law. Men are living in a state

of nature, or a state of anarchy, when they are not living

in a state of government or as members of a political society.

"Political society" thus becomes the central fact of the

theory, and some of the objections that have been urged
against it arise from its being applied to conditions of life in

which Austin would not have admitted the existence of a
political society. Again, the third set in the group is

intimately connected with positive laws on the one hand
and rules of positive morality which are not even laws

properly so called on the other. Thus laws set by subjects

in. consequence of a legal right are clothed with legal

sanctions, and aro laws positive. A law set by guardian

to ward, in pursuance of a right which the guardian is

bound to exercise, is a positive law pure and simple ; a
law set by master to slave, in pursuance of a legal right

which he is not bound to exercise, is, in Austin's phrase-

ology, to be regarded both as a positive moral rule and as

a positive- law.i On the other hand the rules set by a club
or society, and enforced upon its membei-s by exclusion

from the society, but not in pursuance of any legal right,

are laws, but not positive laws. They are imperative and
proceed from a determinate source, but they have no legal

or political sanction. Closely connected with this positive

morality, consisting of true but not positive laws, is the

positive morality whose rules are not laws properly so called

at all, though they are generally denominated laws. Such
are the laws of honour, the laws of fashion, and, most
important of all, international law.

Nowliere does Austin's phraseology come more bluntly

into conflict with common usage than in pronouncing the

law of nations (which in substance is a compact body of

well defined rules resembling nothing so much as the

ordinary rules of law) to be not laws at all, even in the

wider sense of the term. That the rules of a private club

should be law properly so called, while the whole mass of

international jurisprudence is mere opinion, shocks our

sense of the proprieties of expression. Yet no man was
more careful than Austin to observe these proprieties. He
recognizes fully the futility of definitions which involve a
painful struggle with the current of ordinary speech. But
in the present instance the apparent paralogism cannot be
avoided if we accept the limitation of laws properly so called

to commands proceeding from a determinate source. And
that limitation is so generally present in our conception of

law that to ignore it would be a worse anomaly than this.

No one finds fault with the statement that the so,-called

code of honour or the dictates of fashion are not, properly
speaking, laws. AVe repel the same statement applied to the
law of nature, because it resembles in so many of its most

' Tliis appears to be an iinnecessary complication. Tlie sovereign
has authorized the master to set the law, although not compelling him
to do so, and enforces the law when set. There seems no aood reason
why the law shouW be called a rule of positive morality at all.

Striking features—in the certainty pf a large portion of it,

in its terminology, in its substantial principles—the must
universal elements of actual systems of law, and because,
moreover, the assumption that brought it into existfiuce
was nothing else than this, that it consisted of those abid-
ing portions of legal systems which prevail everywhere
by their own authority. But, though " positive morality "

may not be the best phrase to describe such a code of rules,

the distinction insisted on by Austin is unimpeachable.
The elimination of those laws properly and improperly so

called which are not positive laws brings us to the defini-

tion of positive law, which is the keystone of the system.
Every positive law is "set by a sovereign person, or sovereign
body of persons, to a member or members of the independ-
ent political society wherein that person or body is sove-

reign or superior." Though possibly sprung directly from
another source, it is a positive law, by the institution of that

present sovereign in the character of a political superior.

The question is not as to the historical origin of the prin-

ciple, but as to its present authority. " The legislator is

he, not by whose authority the law was first made, but by
whose authority it continues to be law." This definition

involves the analysis of the connected expressions sovereignty,

subjection, and independent political society, and of deter-

minate body,—which last analysis Austin performs in con-

nexion with that of commands. These are all excellent

examples of the logical method of which he was so great

a master. The broad results alone need be noticed here.

In order that a given society may form a society political

and independent, the genercdity or bulk of its members
must be in a habit of obedience to a certain and common
superior ; whilst that certain person or body of persons

must not be habitually obedient to a certain person or

body. All the italicized words point to circumstances

under which it might be difficult to say whether a given

society is political and independent or not. Several of

these Austin has discussed,

—

e.g., the state of things in

which a political society yields obedience which may or

may not be called habitual to some external power, and
the state of things in which a political society is divided

between contending claimants for sovereign power, and it

is uncertain which shall prevail, and over how much of the

society. So long as that uncertainty remains we have a

state of anarchy. Further, an independent society to be

political must not fall below a number which can only be

called considerable. Neither then in a state of anarchy, nor

in inconsiderable communities, nor among men living in a
state of nature, have we the proper phenomena of a political

society. The last limitation goes some way to meet the most

serious criticism to which Austin's system has been exposed,

and it ought to be stated in his own words. He supposes

a society which may be styled independent, which is con-

siderable in numbers, and which is in a savage or extremely

barbarous condition. In such a society, " the bulk of its

members is not in the habit of obedience to one and the

same superior. For the purpose of attacking an external

enemy, or for the purpose of repelling an attack, the bulk

of its members who are capable of bearing arms submits

to one leader or one body of leaders. But as soon as that

emergency passes the transient submission ceases, and the

society reverts to the state which may be deemed its

ordinary state. The bulk of each of the families which

compose the given society renders habitual obedience to its

own peculiar chief, but those domestic societies are them-

selves independent societies, or are not united and com-

pacted into one political society by habitual and general

obedience to one common superior, and there is no Jaw

(simply or strictly so styled) which can be called the law

of that society. The so-called laws which are common to

the bulk of the community are purely and properly
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customary laws—tbat is to say, laws which arc set or

imposed by the general opinion of the community, but are

not enforced by legal or political sanctions." Such, he
says, are ths savage societies of hunters and fishers in

North America, and such were the Germans as described

by Tacitus. He takes no account of societies in an
intermediate stage between this and the condition which
constitutes political society.

We need not follow the analysis in detail. Much
ingenuity is displayed in grouping the various kinds of

government, in detecting the sovereign authority under the
disguises which it wears in the complicated State system
of the United States or under the fictions of English law, in

elucidating the precise meaning of abstract political terms.

Incidentally the source of many celebrated fallacies in

political thought is laid bare. That the question who is

sovereign in a given state is a question of fact and not of

law or morals or religion, that the sovereign is incapable

of legal limitation, that law is such by the sovereign's

command, that no real or assumed compact can limit his

action—are positions which Austin has been accused of

enforcing with needless iteration. He has cleared them,
however, from the air of paradox with which they had
been previously encumbered, and his influence was in no
direction more widely felt than in making them the

commonplaces of educated opinion in this generation.

Passing from these, we may now consider what has beeu
said against the theory, which may be summed up in the

following terms. Laws, no ma'^ter in what form they be
expressed, are in the last resort reducible to commands set

by the person or body of persons who are in fact sovereigns

in any independent political society. The sovereign is the

person or persons whose commands are habitually obeyed
by the great bulk of the community; and by an independent

society we mean that such sovereign head is not himself

habitually obedient to any other determinate body of

persons. The society must be sufficiently numerous to be
considerable before we can speak of it as a political society.

From command, with its inseparable incident of sanction,

come the duties and rights in terms of which laws are for

the most part expressed. Duty means that the person of

whom it is predicated is liable to the sanction in case he
fails to obey the command. Eight means that the person

of whom it is predicated may set the sanction in operation

in case the command be disobeyed.

Before noticing the considerable body of hostile criticism with
which in the main we are unable to agree, we may here inter-

polate a doubt whether the condition of iudepeudence on the part

of the head of a community is esseutial to the legal analysis. It

seems to us that we have all the elements of a true law present

when we point to a community habitually obedient to the authority

of a person or determiuate body of persons, no matter what the

relations of that superior may be to any external or superior power.

Provided that in fact the commands of the lawgiver are those be-

yond which the community never looks, it seems immaterial to

inquire whether this lawgiver in turn takes liis orders from some-

body else or is habitually obedient to such orders when given. One
may imagine a community governed by a dependent legislatorial

body or person, while the supreme sovereign whose representative

and nominee such body or person may be never dii'ectly addresses

the community at aU. We do not see that in such a case anything
is gained in clearness by representing the law of the community as

set by the siuerain, rather than the dependent legislator. Nor is

the ascertainment of the ultimate seat of power necessary to define

political societies. That we get when we suppose a community to

be in the habit of obedience to a single person or to a determinate

combination of persons.

The use of the word "command" is not unlikely to lead to a
misconception of Austin's meaning. "When we say that a law is

a command of the sovereign, we are apt to think of the sovereign as

enunciating the rule in question for the first time. Many laws are

not tiaceable to the sovereign at all in this sense. Some are based
upon immemorial practices, some can be traced to the influence of

private citizens, whether practising lawj-ers or writers on law, and
in most countries a vast body of law owes its existence as such to

the fact that it has been obserred as law in some other society. Tiie I

great bu k of mo.lern law owes its existence and its shape ultimately)
to the labours of the Roman lawyers of the empire. Austin's
dehnitiou has nothing to do with this, the historical origin of laws.
Most books dealing with law in the abstract generalize the modesm which laws may be originated under the name of the "sources "
of law, and one of these is legislation, or the direct command of
the sovereign body. The connexion of laws with each other a3
principles is properly the subject matter of historical jurispru-
dence, the ideal perfection of which would be the establishment o£
the general laws governing the evolution of law in the technical
sense.

_
Austin's definition looks, not to the authorship of the law

as a principle, not to its inventor or originator, but to the person
or persons who in the last resort cause it to be obeyed. If a given
rule is enforced by the sovereign it is a law.

It may be convenient to notice here what is usually said abouir
tho sources of law, as the expression sometimes proves a stumbling-
block to the appreciation of Austin's system. In the corpjis juris
of any given country only a portion of the laws is traceable to the
direct expression of his commands by the sovereign. Legislation
is one, but only one, of tho sources of law. Other portions of the
law may be traceable to other sources, which may vary in effect in
dilTerent systems. The list given in the Inslilutes of Justinian of
the ways in which law may be made—?c^, jikbiscitum, imncipis
phicUa,cdicla magislratuum, and eo on—is a list of sources. Among
the sources of law other than legislation which are most commonly
exemplified are the laws made by judges in the course of judicial
decisions, and law originating as custom. The source 'f the law
in the one case is the judicial decision, in the other the custom. In
consequence of the decisions and in consequence of the custom the
rule has pre^'ailed. English law is largely made up of principles
derived in each of those ways, while it is deficient in principles
derived from the writings of independent teachers, such as have in
other systems exercised a powerful influence on the development
of law. The responsa priidenlum, the opinions of learned men,
published as such, did undoubtedly originate an immense portion of
Roman law. No such influence has affected English kw to any
appreciable extent—a result owing to the activity of the courts of
the legislature. This difference has profoundly affected the form
of English law as compared with that of systems which have been
developed by the play of free discussion. These are the most
definite of the influences to which the beginning of laws may be
ti-aced. The law once established, no matter how, is nevertheless'law
in the sense of Austin's definitiou. It is enforced by the sovereign
authority. It was originated by something very tUfferent. But
when we speak of it as a command we think only of the way in
which it is to-day presented to, the subject. The newest order of
an Act of Parliament is not more positively presented to the people
as a command to be obeyed than are the elementary rules of the
eommon law for which no legislative origin can be traced. It is

not even necessary to resorc to tho figure of speech by which alone,

according to Sir Henry Maine (Early Eistory of Institutions,

p. 314), the common law can be regarded as the commands of

the Government. "The common law," he says, "consists of their

commands because they can repeal or alter or restate it at pleasure."

"They command because, being by the assumption possessed of

uncontrollable force, they could innovate without limit at any
moment." On the contrary, it may be said that they command
because they do as a matter of fact enforce the rules laid down in

the common law. It is not because they could innovate if they
pleased in the common law that they are said to command it, but
because it is known that they will enforce it as it stands.

The criticism of Austin's analysis resolved itself into two
different sets of objections. One relates to the theory of

sovereignty which underlies it; the other to its alleged

failure to include rules which in common parlance are

laws, and which it is felt ought to be included in any

satisfactory definition of law. As the latter is to some

extent anticipated and admitted by Austin himself, we may
deal with it first.

A recent writer ^ has been at great pains to collect a

numbsr of laws or rules of law which do not square with

the Austinian definition of law as a command creating rights

and duties. Take the rule that " every will must be in

writing." It is a very circuitous way of looking at

things, according to Mr Harrison, to say that such a rule

creates a specific right in any determinate person of a

definite description. So, again, the rule that "a legacy to

the witness of a will is void." Such a rule is not " designed

to give anyone any rights, but simply to protect the public

against wills made under undue influence." Again, the

' Mr Frederic Harrisoy in the fortnightly Review (vols, ixi., xxxl. ).
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technical rule in Shelley's case that a gift to A for life,

followed by a gift to the heirs of A, is a gift to A in fee

simple, is pronounced to be inconsistent with the definition.

It is an idle waste of ingenuity to force any of these rules

into a form in which they might be said to create rights.

This would be a perfectly correct description of any

attempt to take any of these rules separately and analyse

it into a complete command creating specific rights and

duties. But there is no occasion for doing anything of

the kind. It is not contended that every grammatically

complete sentence in a text-book or a statute is jyer se a

command creating rights and duties. A law, like any

other command, must be expressed in words, and will

require the use of the usual aids to expression. The gist

of it may be expressed in a sentence which, standing by

itself, is not intelligible ; other sentences locally separate

from the principal one may contain the exceptions and the

modifications and the interpretations to which that is

subject. In no one of these taken by itself, but in the

substance of them all taken together, is the true law, in

Austin's sense, to be found. Thus the rule that every will

must be in writing is a mere fragment—only the limb of a

law. It belongs to the rule which fixes the rights of

devisees or legatees under a wUl. That rule in whatever

form it may be expressed is, without any straining of

language, a command of the legislator. That "every

oerson named by a testator in his last wiU and testament

shall bo entitled to the property thereby given him" is

surely a command creating rights and duties. After

testament add "expressed in writing"; it is still a command.
Add further, " provided he be not one of the witnesses to

the will," and the command, with its product of rights and

duties, is still there. Each of the additions limits the

operation of the command stated imperatively in the first

sentence. So with the rule in Shelley's case. It is

resolvable into the rule that every person to whom an

estate is given by a conveyance expressed in such and

such a way shall take such and such rights. To take

another example from recent legislation. A statute passed

in 1881, enacts nothing more than this, that an Act of

a previous session shall be construed as if " that " meant
"this." [t would be futile indeed to force this into

conformity with Austin's definition by treating it as a

command addressed to the judges, and as indirectly creat-

ing rights to have such a construction respected. As it

happens, the section of the previous Act referred to (the

Burials Act, 1880) is an undeniable command, addressed

to the clergy, and imposing upon them a specific duty.

The true command—the law—is to be four\d in the two
sections taken j^ogether.

All this coafusion arises from the fact that laws are not

habitually expressed in imperative terms. Even in a

mature system- like that of England the great bulk of legal

rules is hidden under forms which disguise their imperative

quality. They appear as principles, maxims, propositions

of fact, generalizations, points of pleading and procedure,

and so forth. Even in the statutes the imperative form is

not uniformly observed. It might be said that the more
mature a legal system is the less do its individual rules take

the form of commands. The greater portion of Roman
law is expressed in terms which would not misbecome
scientific or speculative treatises. The institutional works

abound in propositions which have no legal significance

at all, but which are not distinguished from the true law

in which they are embedded by any difference in the forms

of expression. Assertions about matters of history, dubious

speculations in philology, and reflexions on human con-

duct are mixed up in the same narrative with genuine

rules of law. Words of description are used, not words

of command, anji rute of law assimilate themselves in

form to the extraneous matter with which tuey are
mixed up.

It has been said that Austin himself admitted to some
extent the force of these objections. Fie includes among
laws which are not imperative the following:—"declara-
tory laws, or laws explaining the import of existing positive
law, and laws abrogating or repealing existing positive law."
He thus associates them with rules of positive morality and
with laws which are only metaphorically so called. This
collocation is unfortunate and out of keeping with Austin's
method. Declaratory and repealing laws are as completely
unlike positive morality and metaphorical laws as are the
laws which he describes as properly so called. And if we
avoid the error of treating each separate proposition
enunciated by the lawgiver as a law, the cases in question
need give us no trouble. Read the declaratory and the
repealing statutes along with the principal laws which they
affect, and the result is perfectly consistent with the proposi-

tion that all law is to be resolved into a species of command.
In the one case'we have in the principal taken together with
the interpretative statute a law, and whether it diflfers or not
from the law as it existed before the interpretative statute

was passed makes no difference to the true character of

the latter. It contributes along with the former to the

expression of a command which is a true law. In the snme
wav repealing statutes are to be taken together with the

laws which they repeal—the result being that there is no
law, no command, at all. It is wholly unnecessary to class

them as laws which are not truly imperative, or as excep-

tions to the rule that laws are a spcoies of commands. The
combination of the two sentences in which the lawgiver

has expressed himself, yields the result of silence—absence

of law—which is in no way incompatible with the assertion

that a law, when it exists, is a kind of command. Austin's

theory does not logically require us to treat every Act of

Parliament as being a complete law in itself, and therefore

tu set aside a certain number of Acts of Parliament as being

exceptions to the great generalization which is the basis of

the whole system.

Rules of procedure again have been alleged to constitute

another exception. They cannot, it is said, be regarded

as commands involving punishment if they loe disobeyed.

Nor is anything gained by considering them as commands
addressed to the judge and other ministers of the law.

There may be no doubt in the law of procedure a great

deal that is resolvable into law in this sense, but the

great bulk of it is to be regarded like the rules of inter-

pretation as entering into the substantive commands which
are laws. They are descriptions of the sanction and its

mode of working. The bare prohibition of murder with-

out any penalty to enforce it would not bo a law. To
prohibit it under penalty of death implies a reference tp-

the whole machinery of criminal justice by which the

penalty is enforced. Taken by themselves, the rules of

procedure are not, any more than canons of interpretation,

complete laws in Austin's sense of the term. But they

form part of the complete expression of true laws.
' They

imply a command, and they describe the sanction and the

mode in which it operates.

A more fdrmidablo criticism of Austin's position is

that which attacks the definition of sovereignty. Therp

are countries, it is said, where the sovereign authority

cannot by any stretch of language be said to command the

laws, and yet where law manifestly exists. The ablest and
the most moderate statement of this view is given by Sir

Henry Maine in Early History of Institutions, p. 380 :

—

'

" It is from no special love of modern examples that I take onJ

from India, but because it happens to be the most modern precedent

in point. My instance is the Indian province called the Punjaub, the

country of the Five Eivers, in the state in which it was for about
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quarter of n century before its annexation to the Biitisli luiliaii

l^npire. After passing tliibush every conceivable pliasc of anarchy
Smii dormant anarchy, it fell under tlic tokiaHy consoliihiteil

dominion of a half military half religious oligariny known as the

Sikhs. The Siklis themselves were afterwards reduced to subjec-

tion l)y a single chieftain belonging to their order, Kuujeot Singh.

At first sight there could be no more perfect embodiment than
Runject Suigh of sovereignty a3 conceived by Austin. He was
absolutely despotic. Except occasionally on his wild frontier bo
kept the most perfect on.ler. He could have commanded any-
thing ; the smallest disobedience to his commands would have been

followed by death or mutilation ; and this was perfectly well known
to the enormous majority of his subjects. Yet I doubt whether

< once in all his life he issued a command which Austin would call

' a law. He took as his revenue a prodigious share of the produce

of the soil. Ho harried villages which recalcitrated at his exac-

tions, and he executed great numbers of men. He levied great

armies ; he had all material of power, and he exercised it in various

ways. But he never made a law. The rules which regulated the

lives of his subjects were derived from their immemorial usages, and
those rules were administered by domestic tribunals in families or

village communities—that is, in groups no larger or little larger

than those to which the application of Austin's priuciples cannot
be effected on his own admission without absurdity."

So far as the mere size of the community is concerned,

there is no difficulty in applying the Austinian theory. lu

postulating a considerably numerous community Austin was

thinking evidently of small isolated groups which could not

without provoking a sense of the ridiculous be termed

nations. Two or three families, let us suppose, occupying

a small island, totally disconnected with any great power,

would not claim to be and would not be treated as an

independent political community. But it does not follow

that Austin would have regarded the village communities

spoken of by Maine in the same light. Here we have a

great community, consisting of a vast number of small

communities, each independent of the other, and discon-

nected with all the others, so far as the administration of

anything like law is concerned. Suppose in each case that

the headman or council takes Ids orders from Eunjeet

Singh, and enforces them, each in his own sphere, relying

as the last resort on the force at the disposal of the suzerain.

The mere size of the separata communities would make no

sort of difference to Austin's theory. He would probably

regard the empire of Runjeet Singh as divided into small dis-

tricts,—an assumption which inverts no doubt the true his-

torical order, the smaller group being generally more ancient

than the larger. But provided that the other conditions

prevail, the mere fact that the law is administered by

local tribunals for minute areas should make no difference

to the theory. The case described by Sir Henry Maine is

that of the undoubted possession of supreme power by a

sovereign, coupled with the total absence of any attempt on

his part to originate a law. That no doubt is, as we are

told by the same authority, " the type of all Oriental com-

munities in their native state during their rare intervals of

peace and order." The empire was in the main in each

case a tax-gathering empire. The unalterable law of the

Medes and Persians was not a law at all but an occasional

command. So again Maine puts his position clearly in the

following sentences :
—" The Athenian assembly made true

laws for residents on Attic territory, but the dominion of

Athens over her subject cities and islands was clearly a

tax-taking as distinguished from a legislating empire." Sir

Henry Maine, it will be observed, does not say that the

sovereign assembly did not command the laws in the sub-

ject islands—only that it did not legislate.

In the same category may be placed without much sub-

Btantial difference all the societies that have ever existed

on the face of the earth previous to the point at which

legislation becomes active. Sir Henry Maine is undoubt-

edly right in connecting the theories of Bentham and

Austin with the overwhelming activity of legislatures in

moderu times. And formal legislation, as he has elsewhere

Euown, comes late in the history of most legal systems.
Law is generated in other ways, which seem irreconcilable

with anything like legislation. Not only the tax-gathering
emperors of the East, indifferent to the condition of their

subjects, but even actively benevolent Governments have
up to a certain point left the law to grow by other means
than formal enactments. What is ex fade more opposed
to the idea of a sovereign's commands than the conception
of schools of law 1 Does it not " sting us with a vcnse
of the ridiculous " to hear principles which are the out-

com.e of long debates between Proculians and Sabinians
described as commands of the emperor? How is secta-

rianism in 'aw possible if the sovereign's command is

really all that is meant by a law ? No mental attitude is

more common than that which regards law as a natural

product—discoverable by a diligent investigator, much in

the same way as the facts of science or the principles of

mathematics. The introductory portions of Justinian's

Institutes are certainly written from this point of view,

which may also be described without much unfairness as

the point of view of German jurisprudence. And yet the

English jurist who accepts Austin's postulate as true for

the English system of our own day would have no difficulty

in applying it to German or Roman law generated under
the influence of such ideas as these.

Again, referring to the instance of Runjeet Singh, Sir

H. JIaine says no doubt rightly that " he never did or

could have dreamed of changing the civil rvdes under which
his subjects lived. Probably he was as strong a believer in

the independent obligatory force of such rules as the elders

themselves who applied them." That too might be said with

truth of states .to which the application of Austin's system
would be far from difficult. The sovereign body or person

enforcing the rules by all the ordinary methods of justice

might conceivably believe that the rules which he enforced

had an obligatory authority of their own,just as most lawyers

at one time, and possibly some lawyers now, believe in the

natural obligatoriness, independently of courts or parlia-

ments, of portions of the law of England. But nevertheless,

whatever ideas the sovereign or his delegates might enter-

tain as to " the independent obligatory force " of the rules

which they enforce, the fact that they do enforce them dis-

tinguishes them from all other rules. Austin seizes upon

this peculiarity and fixes it as the determining characteristic

of positive law. Whentho rule is enforced by a sovereign

authority as he defines it, it is his command, even if he

should never so regard it himself, or should suppose him-

self to be unable to alter it in a single particular.

It may be instructive to add to theso examples of dubious cases

one taken from what is called ecclesiastical law. In so far as this

has not been adopted and enforced by the state, it would, on
Austin's theory, be, not positive law, but either positive morality

or possibly a portion of the Divine law. Ko jurist would deny that

there is an essential difference between so much of ecclesiastical law

as is adopted by the state and all the rest of it, and that for scien-

tific purposes this distinction ought to bo recognized. How near

this kind of law approaches to the positive or political law may be

seen from the sanctions on which it depended.' "The theory of

penitential discipline was this: that the church w.is an organized

body with an outward and visible form of government ; that all

who were outside ber boundaries were outside the means of divine

grace ; that she had a command laid upon her,' and authority given

to her, to gather men into her fellowship by the ceremony of baptism,

but, as -some of those who were admitted proved unworthy of their

calling, she also had the right by the power of the keys to deprive

them temporarily or absolutely of the privilege of communion with

her, and on their amendment to restore them once more to church

membership. On this power of exclusion and restoration was

founded the system of ecclesiastical discipline. It was a purely

spiritual jurisdiction. It obtained its hold over the minds of men
from the belief, universal in the catholic church of the early ages,

that he who was expelled from her pale was expelled also from the

way of salvation, and that the sentence which was pronounced by

God's church on earth was ratified by Him in heaven " (Snaith's

Dictionary of Christian Anliqidties, art. " Penitence," p. 1587).
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These laws are not the laws of the jurists, though they rpscmlilf

them closely in many points—indeed in all poiiits except that of the

sanction by which ihey are enforced. It is a spiritual not a political

sanoHon. The force which lies behind them is not that of llie

sovereign or the state. When physical force is used to <-unipcl

obedience to the laws of the churcli they become positive laws.

But so long as the belief in future punishments or the fear of the

purely spiritual punishments of the church is sufficient to procure

obedience to them, they are to be regarded as commands, not by

the state, but by the church. That difference Austin makes essen-

tial. In rejecting spiritual laws from the field of positive law, his

example would be followed by jurists who woidd nevertheless in-

clude other laws, not ecclesiastical in purpose, but enforced by very

similar methods.
Compare the following account of " the mode in which justice was

administered in the neighbourhood of Benares towards the end of

ihe last century," extracted from a very valuable work on the

scientific study of Hindu law by Mr J. H. Nelson. " The recog-

nized mode of compelling a debtor to pay up appears to have been

by sending a Brahman to do dharna before his house with a dagger

or a bowl of poison to be used by the Biahmau on his own body if

the debtor proved obstinate. When the tax collector gave too

much trouble, a ryot would sometimes erect a koor or pile of wood
and burn an old woman on it by way of bringing sin on the head of

the tormentor. The ?cj; teZioiHS obtained in the following shape.

Persons who considered themselves aggrieved by acts of theh'

enemies would kill their own wives and children, in order, as we may
suppose, to compel their enemies to do a similar act to their own
]iurt. Thus two Brahmans cut off their mother's head to spite a

foe." The s.ime author states that he is " firmly persuaded that

the normal condition of India has ever been to be without what
Europeans understand by laws and law courts."

So far 33 the question is one of the propriety of language,

the burden in this case is decidedly against those who would

extend the phraseology of law to such rules as these. Can
we with any advantage speak of one person having a right

against another, when his remedy consists in starving

himself in order to bring sin upon the head of his opponent

or compel him to do likewise? If dharna or anything like

it suffices to keep a community to its customary practices,

is it possible to express such customs in terms applicable to

the laws of European societies ? Or is any harm done by
saying that the difference between the two is so great that

the former cannot be regarded as positive laws at all ?

The true criterion in all these cases is, neglecting the

shape and circumstances in which the rules in question

may have appeared, to ask by what means compliance with

them is enforced. Austin's theory in the end comes to this,

that true laws are in all cases obeyed in consequence of the

application of regulated physical force by some portion of

the community. That is a fair paraphrase of the position

that laws are the commands of the sovereign, and is

perhaps less objectionable inasmuch as it does not imply or

suggest anything about the forms in which laws are

enunciated. All rules, customs, practices, and laws— or "jy

whatever name these uniformities of human conduct may
be called—have either this kind of force at their back or

they have not. Is it worth while to make this difference

the basis of a scientific system or not? Apparently it

is. If it were a question of distinguishing between the

law of the law courts and the laws of fashion no one would
hesitate. Why should laws or rules having no support

from any political authority be termed laws positive merely
because there are no other rules in the society having such

support?

The question may perhaps be summed up as follows.

Austin's definitions are in strict accordance with the facts

of government in civilized states; and, as it is put by Sir

H. Maine, certain assumptions or postulates having been

made, tlje great majority of Austin's positions follow as of

course or by ordinary logical process. But at the other

extreme end of the scale of civilization are societies to which
Austin himself refuses to apply his system, and where, it

would be mceded on all sides, there is neither political

community nor sovereign nor law,—none of the facts which

jurisprudence assumes to exist. There is an interme-

diate stage of society in which, while the rules of conduct

might and generally would be spoken of as laws, it

is difficult to trace the connexion between them and the

s.ivereign authority \yh()so existence is necessary to

Austin's system. Are such societies to be thrown out of

account in analytical jurisprudence, or is Austin's system

to be regarded as only a partial explanation of the field of

true law, and his definitions good_ only for the laws of a

portion of the world? The true answer to this question

appears to be that when the rules in any given case arc

habitually enforced by physical penalties, administered by
a determinate person or portion of the community, they

should be regarded as positive laws and the appropriate

subject matter of jurisprudence. Rules which are not so

enforced, but are enforced in any other way, whether by

what is called public opinion, or spiritual apprehensions, or

natural instinct, are rightly excluded from that subject

matter. In all stages of society, savage or civilized, a large

body of rules of conduct, habitually obeyed, are ne^ver-

theless not enforced by any state sanction of any kind.

Austin's method assimilates such rules in i)rimitive society,

where they subserve the same purpose as positive laws in

an advanced society, not to the positive laws which they

resemble in purpose but to the moral or other rules which

they resemble in operation. If we refuse to accept this

position we must abandon the attempt to frame a general

definition of law and its dependent terms, or we must
content ourselves with saying that law is one thing in one

state of society and another thing in another. On the

ground of clearness and convenience Austin's method is,

we believe, substantially right, but none the less should

the student of jurisprudence be on his guard against such

assumptions as that legislation is a universal phenomenon,

or that the relation of sovereign and subject is discernible

in all states of human society. And a careful examination

of Sir Henry Maine's criticism will show that it is devoted

not so much to a rectification of Austin's position as to

correction of the misconceptions into which some of Lis

disciple.s may have fallen. It is a misconception of the

analysis to suppose that it involves a difference in juridical

character between custom not yet recognized by any

judicial decision arid custom after such recognition. There

is no such difference except in the case of what is properly

called "judicial legislation"—wherein an absolutely new
rule is added for the first time to the law. The recognition

of a custom or law is not necessarily the beginning of the

custom or law. Where a custom possesses the marks by

which its legality is determined according to well under-

stood principles, the courts pronounce it to have been law

at the time of the happening of the facts as to which

their jurisdiction is invoked. The fact that no previous

instance of its recognition by a court of justice can be

produced is not material. A lawyer before any su'ch

decision was given would nevertheless pronounce the

custom to be law,—with more or less hesitation according

as the marks of a legal custom were obvious or not. The

character of the custom is not changed when it is for the

first time enforced by a court of justice, and hence the

language used by Sir Henry Maine must be understood in

a very limited sense. " Until customs are enforced by

courts of justice"— so he puts the position of Austin

—

they are merely " positive morality," rules enforced by

opinion ; but as soon as courts of justice enforce them they

become commands of the sovereign, conveyed through titB

judges who are his delegates or deputies. This proposition,

on Austin's theory, would only be true of customs as to

which these marks were absent. It is of course true that

when a rule enforced only by opinion becomes for the

first time enforceable by a court of justice—which is the

same thing as the first time 61 its being actually enforced—

^
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Its juridical character is changed. It was positive morality;

it is now law. So it is when that which was before the

opinion of the judge only becomes by his decision a rule

enforceable by courts of justice. It was not even positive

morality but the opinion of an individual ; it is now law.

The most difficult of the common terms of law to define

is right ; and, as right rather than duty is the basis of classi-

fication, it is a point of some importance. Assuming the

truth of the analysis above discussed, we may go on to say

that in the notion of law is involved an obligation on the

part of some one, or on the part of every one, to do or

forbear from doing. That obligation is duty ; what is

right ? Dropping the negative of forbearance, and taking

duty to mean an obligation to do something, with the

alternative of punishment in default, we find that duties

are oil two kinds. The thing to be done may have "xclu-

Bive reference to a determinate person or class of persons,

ou whose motion or complaint the sovereign power will

execute the punishment or sanction on delinquents; or it

may have no such reference, the thing being commanded,
and the punishment following on disobedience, without

reference to the wish or complaint of individuals. The
last are absolute duties, and the omission to do, or forbear

from doing, the thing specified in the command is in

general what is meant by a crime. The others are relative

duties, each of them implying and relating to a right in

some one else. A person has a right who may in this way
set in operation the sanctiuu provided by the state. In

eommon thought and speech, however, right appears as

something agood deal more positive and definite than this,

—

as a power or faculty residing in individuals, and suggesting

not so much the relative obligation as the advantage or

enjoyment secured thereby to the person having the right.

Mr J. S. LHll, in a valuable criticism of Austin, suggests

that the definition should be so modified as to introduce

the element of " advantage to the person exercising the

right." But it is e.xceedingly difficult to frame a positive

definition of right which shall not introduce some term at

least as ambiguous as the word to be defined. Professor

Holland defines right in general as a man's " capacity of

influencing the acts of another by means, not of his own
strength, but of some authority or power external to him-

self." Direct influence exercised by virtue of one's own
strength, physical or otherwise, over another's acts, is

"might" as distinguished from right, When the indirect

influence is the opinion of society, we have a " moral right."

When it is the force exercised by the sovereign, we have a

legal right. It would be more easy, no doubt, to pick holes

in this definition than to frame a better one.^

The distinction between rights available against deter-

minate persons and rights available against all the world,

pira in personam and jura in rem, is of fundamental import-

ance. The phrases are borrowed from the classical jurists,

who used them originally to distinguish actions according

as they were brought to enforce a personal obligation or to

vindicate rights of propert}'. The owner of property has

a right to the exclusive enjoyment thereof, which avails

against all and sundry, but not against one person more
than another. The parties to a contract have rights avail-

able against each other, and against no other persons. The

^ In English speocli another ambiguity is happily ivanting which in

many languages besets the phrase expressing "aright." 'The Latin

"jus," the German " Recht," the Italian "diritto," and the French
"droit" express, not only a right, but also law in the abstract. To
indicate the distinction between "law" ami "a right" the Germans
are therefore obliged to resort to such phrases as " objectives " and
"subjectives Reclit," meaning by the former law in the abstract, and
by the latter a concrete right. And Blackstone, paraphrasing the

distinction di'awn by Roman law between the "jus quod ad res" and
the "jus quod ad personas attinet," devotes the firft two volumes of

his Commfnlarics to the " Rights of Perjons and the Eights of

Things." See RoWaai's £lemcnis 0/ jKris^iudcnce, x> 57.

Jus in rem is the badge of property ; the jits in personam la

a mere por.'ictnal claim.

That distinction in rights which appcai-s in tho division
of law into the law of persons and the law of things is

thus stated by Austin. 'There are certain rights and duties,

with certain capacities and incapacities, by which persons
are determined to various classes. The rights, duties, ilkc.,

are the condition or status of the person ; and one person
may be invested with many status or conditions. The law
of persons consists of the rights, duties, &c., constituting

conditions or status; the rest of the law is the law of

things. The separation is a mere matter of convenience,

but of convenience so great that the distinction is universal.

Thus any given right may be exercised by persons belonging

CO innumerable classes. The person who has the right may
be under twenty-one years of age, may have been born in a

foreign state, may hnve been convicted of crime, may be a

native of a particular county, or a member of a particular

profession or trade, &c. ; and it might very well happen, with

reference to any given right, that, while persons in general,

under the circumstances of the case, would enjoy it in the

same way, a person belonging to any one of these classes

would not. If belonging to any one of those classes makes
a difference not to 0110 right merely but to many, the class

may conveniently be abstracted, and the variations in riglits

and duties dependent thereon may be separately treated

under the law of persons. The personality recognized in

the law of persons is such as modifies indefinitely the

legal relations into which the individual clothed with the

personality may enter. See Holland's Elements of Juris-

prudence, p. 90.

The author last cited disapproves of the prominence

given by Austin to this distinction, instead of that be-

tween public and private law. This, according to Professor

Holland, is based on the public or private character of the

persons with whom the right is connected, public persons

being the state or its delegates. Austin, holding that the

state cannot be said to have legal rights or duties, recog-

nizes no such distinction. The terra "public law" he con-

fines strictly to that portion of the law which is concerned

with political conditions, and which ought not to be op-

posed to the rest of the law, but " ought to be inserted in

the law of persons as one of the limbs or members of that

supplemental department."

Lastly, following Austin, the main division of the law

of things is into (1) primary rights with primary relative

duties, (2) sanctioning rights with sanctioning duties

(relative or absolute). The former exist, as it hac been

put, for their own sake, the latter for the sake of the

former. Rights and duties arise from facts and events
;

and facts or events which fire violations of rights and

duties are delicts or injuries. Plights and duties which

arise from delicts are remedial or sanctioning, their object

being to prevent the violation of rights which do not arise

from delicts.

We are inclined to agree with tho view expressed by Mr
F. Harrison {Fortnif/htii/ Review, vol. xxxi.), that the

rearrangement of English law on the basis of a scientific

classification, whether Austin's or any other, would not

result in advantages at all compensating for its difficulties.

If anything like a real code were to be attempted, the

scientific classification would be the best ; but in the

absence of thai, and indeed in the absence of any habit on

the part of English lawyers of studying the system as a

whole, the arrangement of facts does not very much matter.'

It is essential, however, to tho abstract study of the

principles of law. Scientific arrangement might also be

observed with advantage in treatises affecting to give a

view of the whole law, especially those which are meant

for educational rather than professional uses. The onl*'

XIV. — Afi
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book wortL naming of that kind is Blackstone's Com-

menlaries, which, in the hands of successive annotators,

retains all its original defects of arrangement. It has

simply been brought down to date, and its last condition is,

from every point of view bnt that, worse than its first.

As an example of the practical application of a scientific

system of classification to a complete body of law, we may
point to Professor W. A. Hunter's elaborate Exposition of

Roman Law (London, 1876).

It is impossible to present the conclusions of historical

jurisprudence in anything like the same shape as those

which sx have been discussing. As yet historical juris-

prudence is little more than a method, and its results are

{generalizations of more or less plausibility or probability.

The inquiry is in that stage which is indicated in one way

by describing it as a philosophy. The philosophy of the

history of law is all that it can yet claim to be. It

resembles, and is indeed only part of, the study which is

described as the philosophy of history. Its chief interest

hitherto has been in the light which it has thrown upon

rules of law and legal institutions which had been and are

generally contemplated as positive facts merely, without

reference to their history, or have been associated histori-

cally with principles and institutions not really connected

with them.

The historical treatment of law displaces some very

remarkable misconceptions. Peculiarities and anomalies

abound in every legal system; and, as soon as laws become

the special study of a professional class, some mode of

explaining or reconciling them will be resortsd to. One of

the prehistorical ways of philosophizing about law was to

account for what wanted explanation by some theory about

the origin of technical words. This implies some previous

study of words and their history, and is an instance of the

deep-seated and persistent tendency of the human mind
to identify names with the things they represent. The
Institutes of Justinian abound in explanations, founded on

a supposed derivation of some leading term. Testamentum,

we are told, ex eo appellatur quod testatio mentis est. A
testament was no doubt, in effect, a declaration of intention

on the part of the testator when this was written. But the

mentum is a mere termination, and has nothing to do with

mens at all. The history of testaments, which, it may be

noticed incidentally, has been developed with conspicuous

success, gives a totally different meaning to the institution

from that which was expressed by this fanciful derivation.

So the perplexing subject of possessio was supposed in

some way to be explained by the derivation from ^w»o and

sedeo,—quasi sedibus positio. Post/uani was supposed to be

a compound of post and kumus. These examples belong to

the class of rationalizing derivations with which students

of philosophy are familiar. Their characteristic is that

they are suggested by some prominent feature of the thing

as it then appeared to observers,—which feature thereupon

becomes identified with the essence of the thing at all times

and places.

Another prehistorical mode of explaining law may be

described as metaphysical. It conceives of a rule or

principle of law as existing by virtue of some more general

rule or principle in the nature of things. Thus, in the

English law of inheritance, until the passing of the recent

Inheritance Act, an estate belonging to a deceased intestate

would pass to his uncle or aunt, to the exclusion of his

father or other lineal ancestor. This anomaly from an early

time excited the curiosity of lawyers, and the explana-

tion accepted in the time of Bracton was that it was an

example of the general law of nature :
—" Descendit itaque

jus quasi ponderosum quid cadens deorsum recta linea vel

transversali, et nunquam.reascendit ea via qua descendit."

The author of an excellent summary of the history of the

law of real property (Jlr Digby) supposes that the "rule

really results from the associations involved in the word
descent." It seems more likely, however, that these associa-

tions explained rather than that they suggested the rule,

— that the omission of the lineal ancestor existed in custom

before it was discovered to be in harmony with the law of

nature. It would imply more influence than the reasoning

cf lawyers is likely to have exercised over the development

of law at that time to believe that a purely artificial

inference of this kind should have established so very

remarkable a rule. However that may be, the explanation

ifl typical of a way of looking at law which was common
enough before the dawn of the historical method. Minds

capable of reasoning in this way were, if possible, farther

removed from the conceptions implied in the reasoning of

the analytical jurists than they were from the hist|prical

method itself. In this connexion it may be noticed that

the great work of Blackstone marks an era in the develop-

ment of legal ideas in England. It was not merely the

first, as it still remains the only, adequate attempt to

expound the leading principles of the whole body of law-

but it was distinctly inspired by a rationalizing method.'

Blackstone tried not merely to express but to illustrate

legal rules, and he had a keen sense of the value of

historical illustrations. He worked of course with the

materials at his command. His manner and his work are

obnoxious alike to the modern jurist and to the modern

historian. He is accused by the one of perverting

history, and by the other of confusing the law. But his

scheme is a great advance on anything that had been

attempted before; and, if his work has been prolific in

popular fallacies, at all events it enriched English literature

by a conspectus of the law, in which the logical connexion

of its principles inter se, and its relation to historical facts,

were distinctly if erroneously recognized.

AVhile the historical method has superseded the vernal

and metaphysical explanation of legal principles, it has

apparently, in some cases, come into conflict with the

conclusions of the analytical school. The difi'erence

between the two systems comes out most conspicuously in

relation to customs. There is an unavoidable break in the

analytical method between societies in which rules are

backed by regulated physical force and those in which no

such force exists. At what point in its development a

given society passes into the condition of "an independent

political society " it may not be easy to determine, for the

evidence is obscure and conflicting. To the historical

jurist there is no such breach. The rule which in one

stage of society is a law, in another merely a rule of

"positive morality," is the same thing to him throughout.

By a recent Act of Parliament the Ulster custom of tenant

right and other analogous customs were legalized. For

the purposes of analyticaljurisprudence there is no need to

go beyond the Act of Parliament. The laws known as the

Ulster custom are laws solely in virtue of the sovereign

government. Between the law as it now is and the custom

as it existed before the Act there is all the difi'erence in

the world. To the historical jurist no such separation is

possible. His account of the law would not only be

incomplete without embracing the precedent custom, tut

the Act which made the custom law is only one of the

facts, and by no means the most significant or important,

in the history of its development. An exactly parallel case

is the legalization in England of that customary tenant

right known as copyhold. It is to the historical jurist

exactly the same thing as the legalization of the Ulster

tenant right. In the one case a practice was made law by

formal legislation, and in the other without formal legisla-

tion. And there can be very little doubt that in an earlier

stage of society, when formal legislation had not becomo
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tlie rule, the cuatom would have been legalized relatively

much sooner than it actually was.

Customs then are the same thing as laws to the historical

jurist, and his business is to trace the influences under
which they have grown up, flourished, and decayed, their

dependence on the intellectual and moral conditions of

society at different times, and their reaction upon them,
The recognized science—and such it may now be con-
sidered to be—with which historical jurisprudence has
most analogy is the science of language. Laws and
customs are to the one what words are to the other, and
each separate municipal system has its analogue in a
language. Legal systems are related together like

languages and dialects, and the investigation in both cases

brings us back at last to the meagre and obscure records

of savage custom and speech. A great master of the
science of language (Max Miiller) has indeed distinguished

it from jurisprudence, as belonging to a totally different

class of sciences. " It is perfectly true," he says, " that if

language be the work of man in the same sense in which a

statue, or a temple, or a poem, or a law are properly

called the works of man, the science of language would
have to be classed as an historical science. ^Ye should
have a history of language as we have a history of art, of

poetry, and of jurisprudence ; but we could not claim for it

a place side by side with the various branches of natural

history." Whatever be the proper position of either

philology or jurisprudence in relation to the'' natural

sciences, it would not be difficult to show that laws and
customs on the whole are equally independent of the efforts

of individual human wills,—which appears to be what is

meant by language not being the work of man. The most
complete acceptance of Austin's theory that law everywhere

and always is the command of the sovereign does not

involve any withdrawal of laws from the domain of natural

science, does not in the least interfere with the scientific

study of their aflinities and relationships. Max Midler

elsewhere illustrates his conception of the different relation

of words and laws to the individual will by the story of the

emperor Tiberius, who was reproved for a grammatical

mistake by Marcellus, whereupon Capito, another gram-

marian, observed that, if what the emperor said was not

good Latin, it would soon be so. " Capito," said Marcellus,

"is a liar; for, Csesar, tbou canst give the Koman citizen-

ship to men, but not to words." The mere impulse of a

single mind, even that of a Roman emperor, however,

probably counts for little more in law than it does in

language. Even in language one powerful intellect or one

influential academy may, by its own decree, give a bent to

modes of speech which they would not otherwise have

taken. But whether law or language be conventional or

natural is really an obsolete question, and the difference

between historical and natural sciences in the last result is

one of names.

The application of the historical method to law has not

resulted in anything like the discoveries which have made
comparative philology a science. There is no Grimm's law

for jurisprudence; but something has been done in that

direction by the discovery of the analogous processes and

principles which underlie legal systems having no external

resemblance to each other. It happens, however, that the

historical study of law has, for the most part, been confined

to a single system—the Roman law. The Roman law

presents itself to the historical student in two different

aspects. It is, regarded as the law of the Roman republic

and empire, a system whose history .can be traced through-

out a great part of its duration with certainty, and in parts

with great detail. It is, moreover, a body of rationalized

legal principles which may be considered apart from the

state system in which they were developed, and which

have, in fact, entered into the jurisprudence of the whole
of modern Europe on the strength of their own abstract
authority,—so much sc that the continued existence of the
civil^ law, after the fall of the empire, is entitled to be
considered one of the first discoveries of the historical
method. Alike, therefore, in its original history, as the
law of the Roman state, and as the source from which the
fundamental principles of modern laws have been taken,
the Roman law presented the most obvious and attractive

subject of historical study. An immense impulse was
given to the history of Roman law by the discovery of

the Institutes of Gains in 1816. A complete view of

Roman law, as it existed three centuries and a half before
Justinian, was then obtained, and as the later Institutes

were, in point of form, a recension of those of Gaius,' the
comparison of the two stages in legal history was at once
easy and fruitful. Moreover, Gains dealt with antiquities

of the law which had become obsolete in the time of

Justinian, and were passed over by him without notice;

Roman law has accordingly been the main subject of

historical study, and the condusions of jurisprudence are

to a great extent generalizations suggested by the history

of Roman law.

Nowhere did Roman law in its modern aspect give a

stronger impulse to the study of legal history than in

Germany. The historical school of German jurists led the

reaction of national sentiment against the proposals for a

general code made by Thibaut. They were accused by
their opponents of setting up the law of past times as

intrinsically entitled to be observed, and they were no
doubt strongly inspired by reverence for customs and
traditions. Through the examination of their own
customary laws, and through the elimination and separate

study of the Roman element therein, they were led to form
general views of the history of legal principles. In the

hands of Savigny, the greatest master of the school, the

historical theory was developed into a universal philosophy

of law, covering the ground which we should assign

separately to jurisprudence, analytical and historical, and
to theories of legislation. There is not in Savigny's system

the faintest approach to the Austinian analysis. The range

of it is not the analysis of law as a command, bat that of a

Recntsverhdltniss or legal relation. Far from regarding law

as the creation of the will of individuals, he maintains it to

be the natural outcome of the consciousness of the people,

like their social habits or their language. And he assimi-

lates changes in law to changes in language. "As in the

life of individual men no moment of complete stillness is

experienced, but a constant organic development, such also

is the case in the life of nations, and in every individual

element in which this collective life consists ; so we find

in language a constant formation and development, and in

the same way in law."^ German jurisprudence is darkened

by metaphysical thought, and' weakened, as we believe, by

defective analysis of positive law. But its conteption of

laws is exceedingly favourable to the growth of an historical

philosophy, the results of which have a value of their own,

apart altogether from the character of the first principles.

Such, for, instance, is Savigny's famous examination of the

law of possession.

There is only one other system of law which is worthy

of being placed by the side of Roman law, and that is the

law of England. No other European system can be

compared with that which is the origin and substratum

of them all; 'but England, as it happens, is isolated

' A very useful edition of the Institutes of Justinian, printed as s

recension of the text of Gaius, has been published by Professor T. K
Holland, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1882, 2d ed.

^ See Introduction to the IlistoTy of Jurisprudence, by D. Caulfield

Heron, LL.D., London, 1880.
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in jurisprudence. She has solved her legal problems for

herself. Whatever element of Roman law may exist in

the English system has come in, whether by conscious

adaptation or otherwise, ab extra ; it is not of the esssnce

of the system, nor does it form a large portion of the

system. And, while English law is thus historically

independent of Roman law, it is in all respects worthy of

being associated with it on its own merits. Its originality,

or, if the phrase be preferred, its peculiarity, is not more

remarkable than the intellectual qualities which have gone

to its formation—the ingenuity, the rigid logic, the reason-

ableness, of the generations of lawyers and judges who have

built it up. This may seem extravagant praise for a legal

system, the faults of which are and always have been matter

of daily complaint, but it would be endorsed by all unpre-

judiced students. What men complain of is the practical

hardship and inconvenience of some rule or process of law.

They know, for example, that the law of real property is

exceedingly complicated, and that, among other things, it

makes the conveyance of land expensive. But the technical

law of real property, which rests to this day on ideas that

have been buried for centuries, has nes'ertheless the quali-

ties we have named. So too with the law of procedure as it

existed under the "science" of special pleading. The

greatest practical law reformer, and the severest critic of

existing systems that has ever appeared in any age or

country, Jeremy Bentham, has admitted this:
—"Confused,

indeterminate, inadequate, ill-adapted, and inconsistent as

to a vast extent the provision or no provision would be

found to be that has been made by it for the various cases

that have happened to present themselves for decision, yet

in the character of a repository of such cases it aflfords, fur

the manufactory of real law, a stock of materials which is

beyond all price. Traverse the whole continent of Europe,

ransack all the libraries belonging to all the jurisprudential

systems of tho several political states, add the con^^nts

together, you would not be able to compose a collection

of cases equal in variety, in amplitude, in clearness of

statement—in a word, all points taken together, in con-

structiveness—to that which may be seen to be aS"orded

by the collection of English reports of adjudged cases

"

(Bentham's Woils, vol. iv. p. 460). On the other hand,

the fortunes of English jurisprudence are not unworthy of

comparison even with the catholic position of Roman law.

In the United States of America, in India, and in the vast

colonial empire, the common- law of England constitutes

most of the legal system in actual use, or is gradually

being superimposed upon it. It would hardly be too much
to say that English law of indigenous growth, and Roman
law, between them govern the legal relations of the whole
civilized world. Nor has the influence of the former on
the intellectual habits and the ideas of men been much if

at all inferior. Those who set any store by the analytical

jurisprudence of the school of Austin will be glad to

acknowledge that it is pure outcome of English law. Sir

Henry Maine has associated its rise with the activity of

modern legislatures, which is of course a characteristic of

the societies in which English laws prevail. And it would
not be difficult to show that the germs of Austin's principles

are to be found in legal writers who never dreamed of

analysing a law. It is certainly remarkable, at all events,

that the acceptance of Austin's system is as yet confined

strictly to the domain of English law. Sir H. Maine has
found no trace of its being even known to the jurists of the
Continent, and it would appear that it has been e-jually

without influence in Scotland, which, like the Continent, is

essentia'dy Roman in the fundamental elements of its

jurisprudence.

WTiile, however, Roman law has had many historians,

and while it has been, in Germany at least, the subject of

a good deal of historical philosophy, English law can hardly

yet be said to have had its historian, much less its philo-

sopher. What is wanted here, in the first place, is the

setting forth of the materials in a condition fit for exami-

nation. This has been rightly described as perhaps tha

most important intellectual want of the present time. But
in the meantime the revival of the study of Roman law in

England has made the comparison of Roman and English

law a matter of course in legal education, and has un-

doubtedly led, in accordance, no doubt, with the bent of

contemporary thought, to the formation in England of what
may not improperly be called a great Bchool of historical

jurists.

By far the most considerable contribution made by Eng-
land to historical jurisprudence is the writings of Sir Henry
Maine. The first of these (Ancient Law), published in 1861,

has probably had a more profound influence on contemporary

thought than any other book of this generation. The Early
History of Institutions and Village Communities in the

East and West have since followed. In Ancient Law
Sir Henry Maine proposes to trace the connexion of the

subject with the early history of society and its relation

to modern ideas. Taking the Roman law as a typical

system, he revealed for the first time to English readers

the connexion between the principles of forgotten lawyers

and, not merely the legal ideas, but the moral common-
places of cnr own time. Tlie book undermined what had
been accepted as first principles by showing that they had
a history. It gratified the intellectual sense by the brilliant

identification of legal ideas, obscured by differences of time

and place and circumstance. It is not surprising that its

influence has been even more extensive among educated
laymen than among professional lawyers, for the latter are

condemned by custom to disregard everything in their

science but its relation to the business of the day. But
Ancient Law set the attitude of regarding a legal rule not

as an isolated fact but as the last link in an historical series.

In the better sort of legal text-books which have recently

appeared this attitude is discernible, and on the whole to

the advantage of the exposition, even for the purposes of

practice.

At the present moment conclusions based on an exami-
nation of the history of legal systems stand subject to

correction by the results of the investigation, which is

being conducted with so much diligence and success, into

the condition of savage races. If it be a right inference

that the phenomena of barbarism, as it exists at the present

day, represent a condition through which civilized societies

have passed, it is obvious that the origin which recorded

history suggests for legal ideas and practices must not be
taken as absolute. It so happens that prehistoric society

has hitherto engaged a much larger share of attention than

the history of laws. Conspicuous among the writers who
have made important contributions to the literature of this

subject are Mr E. B. Tylor, Sir J. Lubbock, Mr Lewis Mor-

gan, and especially Mr J. F. M'Lennan. Many of the con-

clusions to which these inquirers have been led do not affect

any position taken up by historical jurists, but othera tend

to show that social forms which, seen from the side of legal

history, appeared to be the absolute beginning of modern

institutions, may themselves Lave been the result of a long

evolution. The most conspicuous example, not of anta-

gonism, but of what may be called disconnexion, between

juridical and naturalistic theories of the origin of society,

is to be found in the Family {q.v.). Here it need only be

said that the par* played by the family in the development

of legal ideas has been fully elaborated by historical jurists,

sometimes with the'inference, implied rather than expressed,

that it marks the beginning of the history, or at least is to

be found in the earliest period of the race of which we bava
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Inustworthy evidence. Substantially tbe conclusions of

the jurists as to the influence of the conception of the family

on historic law remain unimpaired. It is true that a groat

part of the " legal ideas of civilized races may bo traced to

this conception, and that the history of their development

is the history of its slow unwinding."! g^jj jjjj,j. tijgre is

no anterior condition to that in which the patriarchal

family—" a group of men, women, and slaves, of animate

and inanimate property, all connected together by subjec-

tion to the paternal power of the chief of the household"

—

is the unit of society, is not, so far as we are aware, affirmed

by any historical jurist. The evidence on that question

will be found in the article Family above mentioned.

Another natural group whose place in legal history Las

recently been the subject of careful investigation is the

village community. In one of its forms— the townsbip

—

" it is an organized self-acting group of Teutonic families,

exercising a common proprietorship over a definite tract of

land, its mark, cultivating its domain on a common system,

and sustaining itself by the produce. It is described by
Tacitus in the Gcrmanla as the vicus ; it is well known
to have been the proprietary and even the political unit of

the earliest English society; it is allowed to have existed

among the Scandinavian races, and it survived to so late a

date in the Orkney and Shetland islands a? to have

attracted the attention of Sir Walter Scott " (Jfaine,

Villat/f. Conimnnitie^, p. 10). Founding on the researches

of G. L. von Maurer, of Nasse, and-others on the Teutonic

mark, and comparing them with the observed phenomena
of the village community in India, Sir H. JIaine has shown,

in the work just cited, how this widely diffused institution

illustrates legal history, more particularly with reference to

property in land, and to the conservation of customary law.

The lateness of the intervention of the state or sovereign

as a direct legislator has been adverted to in the previous

discussion. Formal law-making by the state is everywhere

posterior to its intervention as the enforcer of law. Nol
that law-making was consciously separated from judging,

or that the assembly or officer who represented the state

was conceived as exclusively judicial. But tbe stats,

whether represented by a public assembly or by an officer,

undertook to decide disputes between man and man long

before it presurr.ed to say on what principle such disputes

should be decided. The judge everywhere comes before

the legislator, if indeed terms so purely modern can be

applied without danger to early law. That the pronounce-

ments of the judge were themselves a source of law,—that

he created the la* which he professed to declare,—is true

in a sense which, however, rec^uires us to obliterate the

most conspicuous of all the duties of a judge conceived in

relation to mature law. That the law existed before the

judgment, that the judgment should simply declare pre-

existing law, that ex post facto laws are unjust—are the

inveterate beliefs and prejudices of a civilized society, the

strength of which is manifested by the fictions elsewhere

noticed as concealing the manufacture of new law. No
such conception is to be imported into the notions of early

society as to the right and wrong of civil justice. The
office of the judge was to settle disputes, to do right where
wrong had been done ; and whether his decision was
founded on law, or custom, or religion, or on personal wisdom
or inspiration, was a question which we cannot conceive as

being asked, when these things were not distinguished in

thought.

A conclusion suggested by the earliest forms of pro-

cedure in Roman law is that the intervention of the judge
is originally that of a private arbitrator. The legis actio

i^acramenti retained down to a very late period certain

1 Maine's Village Communities, p. 15.

symbolical proceedings, in which the features of a private
quarrel were simulated. It was a petrified legal drama,
like that playnd by the vouchers in the English action of
ejectment. The parties wrangle over the disputed pro-
perty, the magistrate interposes, and they agree to abide
by his decision, each staking a deposit on the justice of his
case. JIaine felicitously compares these formalities with
the trial scene depicted on the shield of Achilles in the
Iliad, in which the sacramentum, is represented by two
talents of gold to go to the judge who shall best decide
the points in dispute in the opinion of the spectators. The
reward given to the private arbitrator has become in legal

symbolism the fee payable to the court on the hearing of

the cause. "In confirmation of this view," says Maine,
"it may be added that many observers of the oldest

judicial usages of modern Europe have remarked that the
fines inflicted by courts on ofl'enders were originally sacra-

mcnta " (Ancient Law, p. 378). The symbolism of another
leyis actio is susceptible of a similar interpretation. The
condictio was a personal action taking its name from the
notification to the defendant to appear before the judge on
a day named, and it simulatea a quarrel settled, not by the
interposition of the arbitrator, but by agreement of the
parties in the form of a wager, to be decided by the arbi-

trator at a future time. It is consistent with this view of

the first manifestations of judicial functions that early as

compared with mature law should assign so large a place

to mere procedure. The adjective law, as it is now called,

was the first portion of the law to take definite shape, and
long maintained its place in the foreground of the system.

\Ylien a special class in society, whether an aristocratic or

priestly caste or a profession, became, as was almost uni-

versally the case, the exclusive custodians of the law, the

formalities of procedure were their most important secrets.

It is represented as a revolution in Roman society when
the clerk of one of the aristocratic lawyers divulged to the

nublic his master's notes for the conduct of legal proceed-

ings. And at aU times, it may be said, the law of pro-

cedure or practice is in a special sense the law of the

professional lawyer, his knowledge of which makes him
a skilled craftsman.

The more definite the judiciary power the more do we
approach the state of things in which the postulates of

analytical jurisprudence are true. Another mark of matur-

ing law is its expression in writing, which, while it destroys

the secret monopoly of a class, tends to develop the separate

profession of free practising lawyers, who in all progressive

societies count as the most powerful instrument for mould-

ing the shape of the law. The influence of lawyers upon
law is one of the topics on which the comparison of English

and Roman law throws a flood of light, but its illustration

would carry us beyond our present limits. Nor can we
do more than allude to the importance tentatively assigned

by Maine to the question whether a written law comes

relatively early or late in the history of a nation. He
appears to hold that the relatively early code of the Romans
saved them from that degeneration of custom which takes

place when it is transmitted by oral tradition from one

generation to another.

We have discussed elsewhere, under the headings Equity
and Fictions, two of the modes by which legal changes

have been brought about indirectly. Direct law-making

by the sovereign power, there is reason to believe, is not

only everywhere later than these agencies, but its activity

is progressive, and constantly tends to displace them. A
glance at the English statute-book will show that the legis-

lature at the present day undertakes the deliberate altera-

tion of the law to a much greater extent than it Las ever

done before. A rough illustration is the fact that the

chronological table of the statutes from 123.5 to 18711
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covers over three hundred pages, of which fully two-thirds

are occupied with the legislation of the last hundred years.

This activity varies of course at different times, and the

variations even in recent times have been remarkable. And,
large as are the contributions of modern parliaments to the

law, it is notorious that but for defects in the legislative

machinery they would be much larger. Nor is this activity

to be accounted for by the theory that the domain of law

is more intrusive than in earlier times. There has undoubt-

edly been within the last generation a steady increase in

the control asserted by the state over the habits of its

citizens, for some account of which reference may be

made to the article Goveeniient. But on the whole the

range of action with which the English law declines to

interfere is probably as great now as it ever has been in

civilized societies. The true explanation is that parlia-

ment has effectually secured for itself exclusive authority

as the source of legal changes. The violent assault of

Bentham on judiciary law was but the echo of the lesson

taught by the English judges as to omnipotence of parlia-

ment, and thoroughly understood and accepted by popular

opinion. To that is due the caution, not to say timidity,

which now characterizes the judicial interpretation of

statutes. The courts adhere to the literal meaning of the

enactment unless compelled to open it by its too frequent

absurdity or self-contradiction. If there is any way out of

a difficulty which will not involve the slightest addition to

the enacted law, that will be the way followed by judicial

decision. This attitude is a complete reversal of that which

once prevailed in the courts, when the law embodied in

decided cases, pure drawn from the fountains of justice,

was deemed superior in dignity to the enactments of an

unlearned parliament. The tribunals, in so far as they

now make law, operate much more freely on the cases than

on the statutes.

The consequence of this relation of the judiciary and the

legislature is that, while great reforms are no doubt accele-

rated, small reforms have to wait. Parliament does in a

single session that which would lave taken ages to accom-

plish under the natural agencies of equity and fiction, and
much which would never have been brought about by these

agencies at all But the capacity of parliament is limited,

and so is its foresight. The work of legislation is left in-

complete, and the judicature carefully avoids completing

it, leaving the legislature to take it up again when it may.

An instance in point is the late history of the law of

evidence. This portion of the law grew to maturity in the

courts, whose creation it was. It has been wholly trans-

formed by direct legislative enactment (under the influence

of Benthamite principles). Act after Act being passed as

occasion pointed out defects in what had already been accom-
plished. One of the latest Acts on "the subject simply
enables parties and their husbands or wives to give evi-

dence in a certain class of indictments. The substi-

tution of an affirmation for an oath has been carried out
in the same piecemeal fashion, the courts refraining from
developing the principle of the amendments, as they would
have done if the movement had originated with themselves

and in an earlier stage of their history. The most por-

tentous example of the intervention of the legislature to

complete the exact details of its enactments is the Act
previously noticed, which orders the word " this " to be
interpreted as " that." The defects of existing legislative

methods in England result in some defects in the form
of the law, which the tribunals are free to criticize but not
to correct. An Act of Parliament bears upon its face the

marki of the tumultuous discussion of a large popular
assemt •, and of the compromise which reconciles the

opposing views of the two Houses. Very few Acts,, no
matter what care may be employed in framing them, are

promulgated in the form best suited for actual exercise,

—

in the form which would be given to them by an intelligent

legislator, charged with the expression of the principle

which parliament is supposed to have sanctioned.

In what has been said regarding the relations of the
legislature and the judicature it is not implied that the
manufacture of case-law by the latter has ceased. On the
contrary, it goes on with yearly increasing volume, and the

immense accumulation of decided cases is one of the evils

of the present state of the law. The hand of precedent
never lay heavier on the conscience of the judge than it

does now. The necessary literature of the law is increased

by a dozen large volumes every year. The law becomes
more voluminous without becoming more elastic or more
systematic. The stereotyped judicial habit is to follow

absolutely the precedents set by every tribunal of higher
rank, and almost absolutely those set by tribunals of co-

ordinate rank. A careful semi-official record has taken the

place of the private reports published by lawyers privileged

by the courts to take notes of their proceedings. Every
case of any importance is recorded and becomes a precedent

which the practising lawyer in future must know, and
which the judge must follow. The minute detail into

which legal literature is thus made to descend is becoming
an intolerable load ; and it is a question whether some
revolution in respect to precedents is not becoming neces-

sary.

Legislation by judges has its counterpart in the use of

legislative forms for judicial purposes. Long after legisla-

tive and judicial functions have been separated, we find

legislative acts serving the purpose of judicial decisions.

The history of English law is full of examples, the best

known of which is tbac of divorce. The practice of passing

private bills of divorce, at a time when the technical law

did not allow of that remedj', hardened into a purely

judicial practice. The Act which established the Divorce

Court did not in effect do more than create a new and

better tribunal So with the General Enclosure Act, which

took over from the legislature the purely judicial work of

sanctioning enclosures in proper cases.

Comparative jurisprudence, in the sense in which it ia

distinguishable from historical jurisprudence, can scarcely

be said as yet to have a separate existence. Since Leibnitz

projected his youthful scheme for tabulating the laws of

all the countries of the world, and exhibiting their corre-

spondence and difi'erences by parallel columns, little or

nothing has been done for the comparison of laws except

in connexion with history. One special line of study does

indeed use what may be called a comparative method. The
" conflict of laws " involves at least a contrast of a vast

number of important points in which the laws of diflFerenI

nations disagree. The object of the study of this conflict,

is of the practical kind which comparative jurisprudence)

as here conceived is meant to subserve. It is to develop

some rationale of decisions where two or more discordant

rules claim exclusive application to the case. There are

circumstances which seem to show that the mere comparison

of laws with no other object but that of discovering in how
many ways the same thing can bo done, and which way ia

the best, will, enter more and more into the higher legal

studies. For one thing, the vast increase which has taken

place in the means of communication between nations ha?

made a knowledge of each other's laws a matter of impera-

tive necessity, and has broken down, at least as between

the most advanced nations, that barrier of insularity which

formerly shut out all suggestions of improvement from

abroad. We have already emphasized the marked extent

to which this exclusiveness has characterized English law,

and we cannot but regard it as typical of a new temper that

in preparing for the solution of important problems of
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legislation, the British Government not unfrequently
j
should know what view is taken of contracts and the rcla-

coUects from its agents abroad information as to the solu-
:
tions arising out of them hy the lawa of difl'erent states

tion of the same problems in other countries. An im- And it is becoming a necessity of the commercial class

portant influence always tending in this direction, and in all countries that, on fundamental points at least, the
greatly strengthened by the changes to which we have principles of law should be everywhere the same. Strenu-
alluded, is that of commerce, and particularly of British ous efl"ort.=, for instance, are now being made for the estab-

commerce. England's business relations are coextensive' lishment of a uniform law of negotiable instrument m all

with the world ; it is a necessity of her business that she countries, and with some prospect of success. (e. e.)

LAW, JoHX (1671-1729), best known as the originator

of what is usually called the Jlississippi scheme, was born

at Edinburgh in April 1671. His father, a goldsmith

and what we should now describe as banker, bought

shortly before his death, which took place in his son's

youth, the lands of Lauriston near Edinburgh. John lived

at houje till he was twenty, and then went to London. He
had already studied mathematics, and the theory of com-

merce and political economy, with much interest ; but he

was known rather as a fop than as a scholar. In London
he gambled, drank, and flirted till in April 1694 a love

intrigue resulted in a duel. He killed his antagonist, and
was arrested, tried, found guilty, and condemned to death.

His life was spared, but he was detained in prison. He
found means to escape, and fled to Holland, then the

greatest commercial country in Europe. Here he observed

with close attention the practical workin'j of banking and
financial business, and conceived the first ideas of his cele-

brated " system." After a few years spent in foreign travel,

he returned to Scotland, then exhausted and enraged by the

failure of the Darien expedition (1695-1701). He pro-

pounded plans for the relief of his country in a work^
entitled Money and Trade Considered, with a Proposal

for Supplying the Nation with Money (1705). This

attracted some notice, but had no practical effect, and Law
again betook himself to wandering over the Continent.

He visited Brussels, Paris, Vienna, Genoa, Rome, making
large sums by gambling and speculation, and spending

them in a lavish and reckless manner. He was in Paris iu

1708, and made some proposals to the Government as to

their financial difficulties, but Louis XIV. declined to treat

with a " Huguenot," and D'Argenson, chief of the police,

had him expelled the city as a suspicious character. He
had, however, become intimately acquainted with the duke
of Orleans, and, when in 1715 the king died, and that

prince became regent. Law at once returned to the French
capital. The extravagant expenditure of the late monarch
had plunged the kingdom into apparently inextricable

financial confusion. The debt was 3 milliard livres, the

estimated annual expenditure, exclusive of interest pay-

ments, 148 million livres, and the income about the same.

The advisability of declaring a national bankruptcy was
seriously discussed, and though this plan was rejected

measures hardly less violent wer.e resorted to. By a visa,

or examination of the state liabilities by a committee with

' A TTork entitled Proposals and Reasons for constituting a Council

of Trade in. Scotland was published anon}inously at Euinburgh in

1701. It was republished at Glasgow iu 1761 with Law's name
attached ; but several references in the state papers of the time men-
tion William Paterson (1658-1719), founder of the Bank of England,
as the author of the plan therein propounded. Even if Law had nothing
to do with the composition of the work, he must have read it and beeu
influenced by it. This may e.xplain how it contains the germs of

many of the developments of the "system." Certainly the sugges-

tion contained in the pamphlet of a central board, to manage great com-
mercial undertakings, to furnish occupation for the poor, to encourage
mining, fishing, and manufactures, and to bring about a reduction in

the rate of interest, is a plan which was to no inconsiderable extent
actually realiied in the Jlississippi scheme. See Bannister's Life of
^VMium Paterson {tii. 1858), and Writinss of William Paterson (2d
ed., 3 vols., 1859).

full powers of quashing claims, the debt was reduced nearly

a half, the coin in circulation was ordered to be called

in and reissued nt the rate of 120 for 100,—a measure by
which foreign coiners profited greatly ; and a chamber of

justice was established to punish speculators, to whom the

difficulties of the state were ascribed. These measures bad
so little success that the billets d'etat which were issued as

part security for the new debt at once sank 75 per cent
below their nominal value. At this crisis Law came for-

ward and unfolded a vast scheme to the perplexed regent.

A royal bank was to be founded. It was to manage the

trade and currency of the kingdom, to collect the taxes, and
free the country from debt. The council of finance then

under the duke of Noailles, opposed the plan, but the regent

allowed Law to go on with part of it ia a tentative way.

By an edict of 2d Jlay 1716, a private institution called

La Banqve Generate, and managed by Law, was founded.

The capital was 6 million livres, divided into 1200 shares

of 5000 livres, payable in four instalments, one-fourth in

cash, three-fourths in hillets d'etat. It was to perform the

ordinary functions of a bank, and had power to issue notes

payable at sight in the weight and value of the money
mentioned at day of issue. The bank was a great and

immediate success. By providing for the absorption of

part of the state paper it raised to some extent the credit

of the Government. The notes were a most desirable

medium of exchange, for they had the element of fixity of

value, which was, owing to the arbitrary mint decrees of

the Government, wanting iu the coin of the realm. They

were also found the most convenient instruments of

remittance between the capital and the provinces, and they

thus developed and increased the industries of the latter.

The rate of interest, previously enormous and uncertain,

fell first to 6 and then to 4 per cent. ; and when another

decree (10th April 1717) ordered collectors of taxes to

receive notes as payment, and to change them for coin at

request, the bank so rose in favour that it had soou a note

issue of 60 million livres. Law now gained the full

confidence of the regent, and was allowed to proceed with

the development of the "system."

The trade of the large and fertile region in North

America about the Mississippi had been granted to a

speculator named Crozart. He found the undertaking too

large, and was glad to give it up. By a decree of August

1717 Law was allowed to establish the Compagnie des

Indes-Gccidentalis, and to endow it with privileges practi-

cally amounting to sovereignty over the most fertile region

of North America. The capital was 100 millions.'divided

into 200,000 shares of 500 livres. The payments were to

be one-fourth in coin and three-fourths in hillets d'etat.
_
On

these last the Government was to pay 3 millions livres

interest yearly to the company. As the state paper was

depreciated the shares fell much below par. The rapid

rise of Law had made him many enemies, and they took

advantage of this to attack the system. D'Argenson, the

former chief of the police, and now, in succession to De
Noailles, head of the council of finance, with the brothers

Paris of Grenoble, famous tax farmers of the day, formed

what was called the " antisyst*m." The farming i>f the
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taxes was let to them, under an assumed name, for 48 ?>

million livres yearly. A company was formed the exact
counterpart of the Mississippi company. The capital was
the same, divided in the same manner, but the payments
were to be entirely in money. The returns from the public

revenue were sure ; those from the Mississippi scheme
were not. Hence the shares of the latter were for some
time out of favour. Law proceeded unmoved with the

development of his plans. On the 4th December 1718
the bank became a Government institution under the name
of La Banque Eoyale. Law was director, and the king

guaranteed the notes. The shareholders were repaid iu

coin, and, to widen the influence of the new institution, ihe

transport of money between towns where it had branches

was forbidden. The paper issue now reached 110 millions.

Law had such confidence in the success of his plans that

he agreed to take over shares in the Mississippi company
at par at a near date. The shares began rapidly'to rise.

The next move was to unite the companies Des hides

Orientales and De Chine, founded in 1664 and 1713
respectively, but now dwindled away to a shadow, to his

company. The united association was called La Compafjnie

des Tildes ; it had practically the monopoly of the foreign

trade of France. These proceedings necessitated the

creation of new capital to the nominal amount of 25
million livres. The payment was spread over 20 months.

It required four of the old shares and a premium of 50
livres to obtain a new one. All these 500 livre shares

rapidly rose to 750, or 50 per cent, above par. Law now
turned his attention to the obtaining of additional powers
within France itself. On the 25th July 1719 an edict

was issued granting the company for nine years the

management of the mint and the coin issue. For this

privilege the company paid 5 million livres, and the

money was raised by a new issue of shares of the nominal
value of 500 livres, but with a premium of other 500.

The list was only open for twenty days, and five of the

former shares were required to obtain a new one. At the

same time two dividends per annum of 6 per cent, each
were promised. Again there was an attempt. to ruin the

bjink by the commonplace expedient of making a run on
it for coin; but the conspirators had to meet absolute

power managed with fearlessness an>J skill. An edict

appeared reducing, at a given date, the value of money,
and those who had withdrawn coin from the bank hastened
again to exchange it for the more stable notes. Public
confidence in Law was increased, and he was enabled
rapidly to proceed with the completion of the system. A
decree of 27th August 1719 deprived the rival company
of the farming of the revenue, and gave it to the Compagaie
dea Tndes for nine years in return for an annual payment
of 52 million livres. Thus at one blow the anti-system
was crushed. One thing yet remained; Law proposed to

take over the national debt, and manage it on terms
advantageous to the state. The mode of transfer was this.

The debt was over 1500 million livres. Notes were to be
issued to that amount, and with these the state creditors

were to be paid in a certain order. Shares were to be
issued at intervals corresponding to the payments, and it

was expected that the notes would be used in buying these.

The Government was to pay 3 per cent, for the loan. It

had formerly been bound to pay 80 millions, it would now
pay under 50, a clear gain of over 30. As the shares of

the company were almost the only medium for investment,

the transfer would be surely effected. The creditors would
now look to the Government payments and the commercial
gains of the company for their annual returns. Indeed the

creditors were often not able to procwe the shares, for each

succeeding issue was immediately seized upon. The third,

on the 2d October, for 600 millions, divided into shares of

(with premium) 5000 livres each, was taken up as eagerly

as its predecessors, and the shares immediately resold at

8000 livres in the Rue Quincampoix, then used as a

bourse. They went on rapidly rising as new privUeges

were still granted to the company. Law had now more
than regal power. The exiled Stuarts paid court to him

;

the proudest aristocracy in Europe humbled themselves

before him ; and his literality made him the idol of the

populace. After, as a necessary preliminary, becoming a
Catholic, he was made controller-general of the finances ia

place of D'Argenson, who was removed to make way for

him. Finally, in February 1720, the bank was in name
as well as in reality united to the company.

The system was now complete ; but it had already begun
to decay. In December 1719 it was at its height. The
shares then had mounted to 20,000 livres, forty times their

nominal price. A sort of madness possessed the nation.

Men sold their all, and hastened to Paris to speculate. The
population of the capital was increased by an enormous
influx of provincials and foreigners. Trade received a vast

though unnatural impulse. Everybody seemed to be getting

richer, no one poorer. Those who could still reflect saw that

this prosperity was not real. The whole issue of shares at

the extreme market price valued 12 milliard livres. It would
require 500 million annual revenue to give a 5 per cent,

dividend on this. Now, the whole income of the company
as yet was hardly sumcent to pay 5 per cent, on the original

capital of 1 milliard 677 million livres. The receipts from

the taxes, ic, could be precisely calculated, and it would be

many years before the commercial undertakings of the com-

pany—with which only some tritling beginning had been

made—would yield any considerable return. Peoiile began

to sell their shares, and to buy coin. Louses, land,—any-

thing that had a stable element of value in it. There was

a rapid fall in the shares, a rapid rise in all kinds of pro-

perty, and consequently a rapid depreciation of the paper

money. Law met these new tendencies by a succession oi

the most violent edicts. The notes were to bear a premium
o\er specie. Coin was only to be used in small payments,

and only a small amount was to be kept in the possession

of private parties. The use of diamonds, the fabrica-

tion of gold and silver plate, was 'forbidden. A dividend

of 40 per cent, on the original capital was promised. By
several ingenious but fallaciously reasoned pamphlets

Law endeavoured to restore public confidence. The shares

still fell. At last, on the 5th March, an edict appeared

fixing the price of these at 9000 livres, and ordering the

bank to buy and sell them at that price. The fall now
was transferred to the notes, of wliich there were soon over

21- milliard livres in circulation. A large proportion of the

coined money was removed frcm the kingdom. Prices

rose enormously. There was everywhere distress and
complete financial confusion. Law became an object of

popular hatred. He lost Lis court influence, and was

obliged to consent to a decree (21st May 1720) by which

the notes and consequently the shares were reduced to half

their nominal value. This created such a commotion that

its promoters were forced to recall it, but the mischief was

,

done. What confidence could there be in the depreciated

paper after such a measure 1 Law was removed from his •

office, and his enemies proceeded to demolish the .system.
,'

A vast number of shares had been deposited in the banL '

These were destroyed. The notes were reconverted .into

Government debt, but there was first a visa which reduced

that debt to the same size as before it was taken over by

the company. The rate of interest was lowered, and the

Government now only pledged itself to pay 37 instead of 80

millions annually. Finally the bank was abolished, and

the company reduced to a mere trading association. , By
November the system had disappearei. With these list
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measures Law, it may well be believed, had nothing to do.
He left France secretly in December 1720, resumed his
wandering life, and died at Venice, iioor and forgotten
2Ist March 1729.

Of Law's writings the most important for the comi)rehension of
the "system" is his Money and Trade Considered. In this work
he says that national power and wealth consist in numbers of
jieople, and magazines of home and foreign goods. Tlicse depend
on trade, and that on money, of wliich a greater quantity eniplovs
more people ; but credit, if the credit have a circulation, jjas all tlie
beneficial effects of money. To create and increase instruments of
credit is the function of a hank. L«t such be created then, and let
its notes be only given in retum for land sold or pledged. Such a
currency would supply the nation with abundance ofmoney ; and
it would have many advantages, which Law points out in detail,
•oversUver. The bank or commission w.as to be a Government institu-
tion, and its profits were to be spent in encouraging the export and
manufacture of the nation. A very evident error lies at the root
of the system. Money is not the result bnt the cause of wealth, he
thought. To increase it then must be beneficial, and the best way is

by a properly secured paper currency. This is the motive force ; but
it is to be applied in a particular way. Law had a profound belief
in the omnipotenca of Government. He saw the evils of minor
monopolies, and of private farming of taxes. He proposed to centre
foreign trade and internal finance in one huge monopoly nianagefl
by the state for the people, and carrying on business through a
jplentifnl sujjply of paper money. He did not see that trade and
commerce are best left to private enterprise, and that such a schenje
,ivonld simply result in the profits of speculators and favourites.

iThe system indeed was never so far developed as to exhibit its in-

herent faults. We have already seen how the madness of specu-
lators ruined the plan when only its foundations were laid. One
part indeed might have been saved. The bank was not necessarily

bound to the company, and had its note issue been retrenched it

'might have become a permanent institution. As JL Thiers points
'out, the edict of 5th March 1720, which made the shares convertible
into notes, ruined the bank without saving the company. The
shares had risen to an unnatural height, and they should have been
allowed to fall to their natural level. Perhaps Law felt this to be
impossible. He had friends at court whose interests were involved
in the shares, and he had enemies eager for his overthrow. It was
necessary to succeed completely or not at all ; so Law risked and
lost everything. Notwithstanding the faults of the system, it

cannot be denied that its author was a financial genius of the

first order. He ha.) the errors of his time ; but his writings show
that he first propounded many truths as to the nature of currency
and banking then unknown to his contemporaries. The marvellous
skill which he displayed in adapting the theory of the system to the
actual condition of thing; in J'riTiop, and in carrying out the vari-

ous financial transactions rendered necessary by its development, is

'absolutely without parallel. His profound self-confidence and belief

lin the truth of his own theories were the reasons alike of his success

'and his ruin. He nev. r hesitated to employ the whole force of a
;<lespotic Government for the definite ends which he saw before him.
'jle was not self-seeking. He left France poorer than he entered it,

nor was he perceptibly changed by his sudden transitions of for-

tune. Montesriuieu visited him at Venice after his fall, and has
left a description of him not without a certain touch of pathos.

Law, he tells us, was still the same in character, perpetually plan-

ning and scheming, and, though in poverty, revolving vast projects

to restore himself to power, and FraU'^e to commercial prosperity.
i Tlift beat accoont of the Mississippi scheme is that of ThiTs. " Law et son
systfemc des Finances," first published in the Ericyclopedie progressive, Paris, 1826

;

tbereisan American translation. New York, 1859. See also Heyroann.iaw und.iein

System, Munich, 1853 ; E. Levasseur, Recherches fiistorigties svr le sysieme de Law,
Paris, 18.54; and Jobez, Cne preface au Sociaftsme. ou le sysleme de Law et la

-chasse ntix eapilalines, Paris, 1848. Full biocraDhical details are given in Wood's
Life of Law, Edinburgh, 1834. All Law's later writings are to be found in Daiie,

Collection des principaux £cotwmisfes, voi. I., Paris, 1843. (F. WA.)

LAW, William (1686-1761). The events of the life of

this remarkable man may be very briefly stated. He was

born in 1686 at King's ClifFe ; in 1705 he entered as a

sizar at Emmanuel College, Cambridge ; in 1711 he was

elected fellow of his college and received holy orders, and in

1712 he took his M.A. degree. He resided at Cambridge,

taking pupils and occasional duty until the accession of

George L, when his conscience forbade him to take the oaths

of allegiance to the new Government and of abjuration of the

Stuarts ; his staunch Jacobitism had already been betrayed

in a tripos speech which brought him into trouble ; and

he was now deprived of his fellowship, and became a non-

juror. For the next few years he is said to have been a

curate in Loudon, but the point is doubtful. In 1727 we

find him domiciled at Putney as tutor to Edward Gibbon.

SGJ)

father of the historian, and " the much honoured friend
and spiritual director of the whole family" (Gibbon, The
Memoirs o/m;/ Life and Wiitiiiffx). In the same year he
accompanied bis pupil to Cambridge, and resided with him
as governor, in term time, for the next four years. His
pupil then went abroad, but Law was left at Putney, where
he remained in Mr Gibbon's house for more than ten years,
acting as a religious guide not only to the family but to a
number of pious men who used to make pilgrimages to
consult tlie Putney sage. The most emiueut of these were
the two brothers John and Charles Wesley, Dr Byrom the
poet, Dr Cheyue the famous physician, and Mr Archibald
Hutcheson, M.P. for Hastings. In 1737 Mr Gibbon the
elder died, and the household was, a short time afterwards,
dispersed. Law therefore was parted from his friends,
leaving behind him, the historiaii tells us, "in our family
the reputation of a worthy and pious man, who believed
all that he professed, and practised all that he enjoined."
In mo Law retired to his native village, where he had
inherited from his father a house and a small property.
There he was presently joined by two ladies, iMrs Hutche-
son, the rich widow of his old friend, who recommended
her on his death-bed to place herself under Law's spiritual

guidance, and Miss Hester Gibbon, sister to his late pupil.

This curious trio lived for twenty-one years a life wholly
given to devotion and charity, until the death of Law
in 1761.

Such was the singularly uneventful life of this good
man ; but during the whole period from the time when he
became a non-juror almost to the day of his death he ws
busily engaged in literary work which places him in the

very first rank of 18th century divines. As a writer, it

will be convenient to consider him under three heads.

1. As a singularly able controversialist. The first of his contro-

versial works was Three Lcllcrs to the Bishop ofBangor (1717), which
were considered both by friend and foe as one of the most powerful
contributions to the Bangorian controversy on the High Church
side. Dean (afterwards Bishop) Sherlock declared that "Mr Law
was a writer so considerable that he knew but one good reason why
his lordship did not answer him." Law's next controversial work
was Remarks on Mamlevillc's Fahle of the Bees (1723), in which he
vindicates morality on the highest grounds ; for pure stylo, caustic

wit, and lucid argument this is a perfect gem ; it was enthusiasti-

cally praised by John Sterling, and has been republished by F. D.

Maurice. Law's Cane of Reason (1732), in answer to "Tindal's

CkTZStianity as old as the Creation is to a great extent an anticipation

of Bishop Butler's famous argument in the .Analogy. In this work
Law shows himself at least the equal of the ablest champion of

Deism. His Letters to a Lady inclined to enl^r the Church of Rome
are excellent specimens of the attitude which a High-Churchman
maintains against Romanism.

2. As a very effective writer on practical divinity. The Serious

Call to a Devout and Holy Life (1729), together with its predecessor,

A Treatise of Christian Perfection (1726), deeply influenced the

chief actors in the great Evangelical revival. The Wesleys, White-

field, Venn, Scott, and Adam all express their deep obligatioruto

the author. The Serious Call affected others quite as deeply. Dr
Johnson, Gibbon, Lord Lyttelton, and Bishop Home all speak

enthusiastically of its merits ; and it has been, until lately, perhaps

the only work by which its author was popularly known. In a

tract entitled The Absolute Vnlaufulncss of Stage Entertainments,

Law, unlike himself, was tempted by the undoubted corruptions

of the stage of the period to use language which transcends tUa

bounds of reason.

3. As one of the few English mystics. Though the least popular,

by far the most interesting, original, and suggestive of all Law's

works are those which he wrote in his later years, after he had

become an enthusiastic admirer (not a disciple) of Jacob Boehme,

the Teutonic theosopher. From his earliest years he liad been

deeply impressed with the piety, beauty, and thoughtfulness of tho

writings of the Christian n.ystics, but it w.a3 not till after his

accidental meeting with the works of Bochrae, about 1734, that

pronounced mysticism appears in his works. It would far transcend

the limits of this article to describe, however briefly, the purnort o£

Law's mystic writings. All are very beautiful ; some are wild and

fanciful ; but not one of them is inconsistent with his position as a

churchman, and even a very high churchman of the spiritual type.

The titles of the works written by Law in his mystic stage are A

14—15
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Dcmonslration of Ihc Gross and Fundamental Eirors of a laic Book

Allied a "Plain Account, i-c, of live Lord's SupjKr," 1737; An
Appeal to all that Doubt aiul Disbelkre the Truths of Revelation,

1739 ; The Grounds and Reason of Christian, Regeneration, 1739 ;

An Earnest and Serious Ansiver to Dr Trapp's Sermon on bcimi

Ri'lhteous OvernnuJi, 1740 ; The Spirit of Prayer, 1749, 1752 ; The

IV'ai) to Divine Kiwwledge, 1752 ; The Spirit of Love, 1752, 1754 ;

A Slwrt but. Sufficient Confutatioyi of Dr Warburton's Projected

Defence {as fie calls it) of Christianittj in his Divine Legation of

Moses, 1757; A Series of Letters, 1760; a Dialogue between a
Mctlwdist and a Churchman, 1760 ; and An Bumble, Earnest, and

AffeclionaU Address to llie Clergy, 1761.

Mr R. Tighc wrote a short accoant of Law's life at the bcRinninc of this

century. Mr C. Walton printed for pri%'ate rirculation Notes and llnteriah f-r

a Compute Biography of W. Law, in IS43; Mr Leslie Stephen in liia English

Thonghl in the Mth. Cehlurf, Mr Lecliy in his JiiHorg of England in the IS(A

Venturii, and Mr Al.bcy in The English Church m the 16(A Cmtury, all give

livetchei of Law's life, character, and woviis: and Mr Overton has devoted a

?ulume to hiin, eniitleil William Laic, Son-Juror and Mystic, l&Sl.

LAWES, Hexry (1595-1662), a pramiuent- member of

:l]e school of early English musicians, which culmiuuted in

Purcell, and was nipped in the bud by his early death, was

corn at Dinton in Wiltshire in December 1595, and received

ais musical education from John Cooper, better known
inder his Italian pseudonym Giovanni Coperario, a famous

jomposer of the day. In 1626 he was received as one of

the gentlemen of the chapel royal, which place he held till

;he Commonwealth put a stop to church music. But even

during that songless time Lawes continued his work as a

somposer, and the famous collection of his vocal pieces,

dyres and Dialogues for One, Tu'O, and Three Voyces, was

published in 1C53, being followed by two other books

under the same title in 1655 and 1658 respectively. When
in 1660 the king returned, Lawes once more entered the

royal chapel, and composed an anthem for the coronation

of Charles II. His death took place October 11, 1662,

Lawes's name has become known beyond musical circles

by his friendship with Milton, whose Comus he supplied

with incidental music for the performance of the pasque in

1634. The poet in return immortalized his friend in the

famous sonnet beginning :

—

Harry, whose tuneful and well-nieasnred song
First taught our English music how to span
Words -with just note and accent, not to scan

"With Mid,is' ears, committing short and long.

In these lines, j\IiIton, with a musical perception not

common amongst poets, exactly indicates the great merit of

Lawes, which distinguishes his compositions from those of

many of his contemporaries and successors. His careful

attention to the words of the poet, the manner in which

his music seems to grow from those words, the perfect

coincidence of the musical with the metrical accent, all

put Lawes's songs on a level with those of Schumann
or Liszt or any modern composer. At the same time he
is by no means wanting in genuine melodic invention, and
his concerted music shows the learned contrapuntist,

LAWN TENNIS. See Texxis.

LAW OF NATIONS. See International Law-.

LAWRENCE, a city of Kansas, U.S., the capital of

Douglas county, is situated on both sides of the Kansas
river, about 40 miles above its junction with the Jlissouri.

Founded in 1854 by the Massachusetts 'Emigrant Aid
Society as a centre of the anti-slavery party, Lawrence
was at first retarded in its development by the disturbed

condition of the State ; but its population has rapidly in-

creased from 1645 in 1860 to 8511 in 1880, and it is now
the fourth city in the State in population and wealth. It

is a considerable railway junction, has a good trade, and
numbers among its manufacturing establishments a pork-

packing factory, planing-mills, foundries, carriage works,

grist-mills, and breweries. A dam has been constructed

across the Kansas. In 1862-63 the State university was
settled at Lawrence, the buildings occupyinga fine site on
Mount Oread, a bluff in the south-west part of the city ; in

1880 it had 14 teachers and 438 students. In 1856 Law-

rence was sacKed and partially burned by a party of soldiers

and Missourians claiming to act with the sanction of the

U.S. Government, and in 1863, during the civil war,

it was captured and burned by a Confederate guerilla

force.

LAWRENCE, a city of Jlassachusetts, U.S., one of the

county seats of Esses county, 26 miles by rail north of

Boston, on the Jlerrimack, about 35 miles from its mouth-

The greater part lies on the north side of the river, to the

west of the Spicket. Lawrence is emphatically a manu-
facturing town, and its rise aud rapid development are

mainly due to the abundant water-power supplied by the

dam across the Merrimack aud distributed by a canal a

mile long and 14 feet deep. This is the property of

the Essex Company, which was incorporated in 184-5, and

spent §250,000 on the coustruction of the dam—a piece of

granite masonry 1629 feet in length. The Bay State

Woollen Mills (capital 82.000,000) aud the Atlantic Cotton

Mills (capital §1,800,000), both chartered in 1846, were

the first great establishments to take advantage of tlio

position. The Lawrence Duck Company aud the Pacific

Mills (capital 8300,000 and 82,500,000) followed in 1853 ;

the Washington Mills ($1,650,000), taking the place of the

Bay State, in 1858; the Everett (6800,000) and the

Pemberton Mills (8450,000) in 1860, the Lawrence Woollen

Company in 1863, the Arlington in 1865. There are now
eight large " corporations," the largest of which, the Pacific

Mills, alone employs 5800 operatives, and produces weekly

1,500,000 yards of cloth, printed or dyed. In 1880 the

total number of looms iu the cotton and woollen mills was

10,460, of spindles 345,988, and of operatives 12,124;

and it is calculated that the average rate of production is

28,800,000 yards per week. The goods are of a varied

description—broad cloth, fine flannels, shawls, pantaloon

stuffs, felts, ticks, ginghams, &c. There are a number of

large paper-mills in the town, as well as establishments

for the manufactiure of steam-engines, carriages, sewing

machines, cordage, earthenware. Among the principal

buildings and institutions may be mentioned the city hall

(erected in 1847), the county court-house, the opera-house,

the Oliver grammar school, and a public library (22,000

volumes). There are three public parks, one (17 J acres) in

the heart of the city. Water works, deriving tlieir supplies

from the Merrimack, were opened in 1876 at a cost of

$1,700,000; the people had previously depended on wt^'ils

and cisterns for drinking water. The population in 1850
was 8232; in 1860, 17,669; in 1870, 28,921; in 1880,

39,178. Lawrence, so-eaUed in honour of the Lawrence
family of Boston, was incorporated as a town in 1S47, and

attained the rauk of a city in 1853
LAWRENCE (LAunEjs-Tirs, Lorenzo), St, according

to Pope Leo the Great, whose account is that given also

in the Roman Breviary, was a deacon, who in a time of

persecution had been called on by the magistrate to give

up the treasures committed to his keeping, and who there-

upon had produced the church's poor, who were his special

charge. Nest, for his firmness in refusing to renounce

Christ, he was subjected to scourging and laceration, and
finally roasted to death on a gridiron. The later accounts

of the martyrologists are much more circumstantial.

According to these, Lawrence was a native of Huesca in

Spain, but at a very early age had gone to Rome, where

for his meekness and blamelessoess he was chosen arch-

deacon by Pope Sixtus II., and intrusted with the treasures

of the church, consisting of vestments, plate, and a little

money. Sixtus, having (in the reign of Valerian) been

denounced as a Christian, was imprisoned and sentenced

to death, whereupon Lawrence addressed to him the words

which now form one of the antiphons in the office for St

Lawrence's day (August 10) : " Whither goest thoi,
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•my lather ! without thy son and servant ? " To this the pope
replied with a prophecy that in three days Lawrence the
Levite should follow Sixtus the priest. At the same time
Lawrence was directed to distribute the church treasures

among the poor, and so prevent theai from falling into the

hands of the persecutor. When under the cruel punishment
to which he was at last condemned for his steadfastness,

he is said to have triumplied over the tyrant by the famous
ironical speech—"Assatus est; jam versa et manduca."
The fact of the martyrdom of St Lawrence seems to be
well established, the most probable date being August 10,

258. The earliest extant mention of the event occurs in

the writings of St Ambrose. Lawrence and his martyr-

dom have been favourite subjects for artistic treatment.

Nuremberg, Genoa, and tUe Escorial are under his patron-

age.

LAWEENCE, John Laird Mate Laaveexce, Baron
(1811-1879), viceroy and governor-general of India, was
born at Richmond, Yorkshire, 2-itli March 1811. His
father, Colonel Alexander Lawrence, volunteered the forlorn

hope at Seringapatam in presence of Eaird and of Welling-

ton, whose friend he became. His mother, Letitia Knox,
was a. collateral descendant of John Knox. To this couple

were born twelve children, of whom three became famous
in India, Sir George St Patrick, Sir Henry (noticed below),

and Lord Lawrence. Irish Protestants, the boys were
trained at Foyle College, Derry, and at Clifton, and received

commissions from their mother's cousin, Mr Huddleston,

who had been the friend of Schwartz in Tanjore. In 1829,

when only seventeen, John Lawrence Janded at Calcutta
;

he mastered the Persian language at the college of Fort

William, and was sent to Delhi, on his own application, as

assistant to the collector. The position was the most
dangerous and difficult to which a Bengal civilian could

be appointed at that time. The titular court of the pen-

sioner who represented the Great Mogul was the centre of

that disaflfection and sensuality which found their oppor-

tunity in 1857. A Mussulman rabble filled the city. Tlie

district around, stretching from the desert of Eajpootana

to the Jumna, was slowly recovering from the anarchy to

which Lord Lake had given the first blow, When not

administering justice in the city courts or under the village

tree, -John Lawrence was scouring the country after the

marauding Meos and Mohammedan freebooters. His keen

insight and sleepless energy at once detected the murderer of

his official superior, WiUiam Fraser, in 1835, in the person

of the nawab of Loharn, whose father had been raised to

the prigcipality by Lake, and the assassin was executed.

The first twenty years, from 1829 to 1819, during which

John Lawrence acted as the magistrate and land revenue

collector of the most turbulent and backward portion of the

Indian empire as it then was, formed the period of the

reforms of Lord William Beatinck. To what is now the

lieutenant-governorship of the Xorth-Western Provinces

Lord WeHesley had promised the same permanent settle-

men^ of the land-tax which Lord Cornwallis had made with

the large landholders or zemindars of Bengal The court

of directors, going to the opposite extreme, had sanctioned

leases for only five years, so that agricultural progress

was arrested. In 1833 Merlins Bird- and Thomason
introduced the system of thirty years' leases based on a

careful survey of every estate by trained civilians, and on
the mapping of every village holding by native

subordinates. These two revenue officers created a school

of enthusiastic economists who rapidlj' registered and
assessed an area as large as that of Great Britain, with a

rural population of twenty-three millions. Of that school

John Lawrence proved the most ardent and the most
renowned. Intermitting his work at Delhi, he bscame land

revetue settlement officer in the district of Etawah, and

37.1

there began, by buymg out or gettiug rid of the talukdars.
to realize the ideal which he did much to create throu"hout
the rest of his career—a country "thicklv cultivated"by a
fat contented yeomanry, each man riding his own horse, sit-
ting under his own fig-tree, and enjoying his rurle family
comforts." This and a quiet persistent hostility to the
oppression of the people by their chiefs formed the two
features of his administrative policy throughout life.

It was fortunate for the British power that, when the
first Sikh war broke out, John Lawrence was still collector
of DelhL The critical engagements at Firozshdh, following
Mudki, and hardly redeemed by Aliw41, left the British
army somewhat exhausted at the gate of the Punjab, in
front of the Sikh entrenchments on the Sutlej. For the
first seven weeks of 1816 there poured into camp, day by
day, the supplies and munitions of war which this one man
raised and pushed forward, with all the influence acquired
during fifteen years of an iron yet sympathetic rule in the
land between the Sutlej and the Jumna. The crowning
victory of Sobraon was the result, and at thirty-five Law-
rence became commissioner of the Jalandhar Doab, the
fertile belt of hill and dale etretching from the Sutlej
north to the Indus. The still youthful civilian did for
the newly annexed territory what he had long before
accomplished in and around Delhi He restored it to
order, without one regular soldier. By the fascination
of his personal influence he organized levies of the Sikhs
who had just been defeated, led them now against a chief
in the upper hills and now to storm the fort of a raja in
the lower, till he so welded the people into a loyal mass
that he was ready to repeat the service of ISJC when, three
years after, the second Sikh war ended in the conversion
of the Punjab up to Peshawar into a British province.

Tiie marquis of Dalhousie had to devise a government
for a warlike population now numbering twenty-three
millions, and covering an area little less than that of the
United Kingdom. The first results were not hopeful (see

next article), and it was not till John Lawisnce became
chief commissioner, and stood alone face to face with
the chiefs and people and ring fence of still untamed
border tribes, that there became possible the most success-

ful experiment in the art of civilizing turbulent millions

which history presents. The province was mapped out

into districts, now numbering thirty-two, in addition to

thirty-six tributary states, small and great. To each the

thirty years' leases of the north-west settlement were
applied, after a patient survey and assessment by skilled

officials ever in the saddle or the tent. The revenue

was raised on principles so fair to the peasantry that

Ranjit Singh's exactions were reduced by a fourth, while

agricultural improvements were encouraged. For the

first time in its history since the earliest Aryan settlers

had been overwhelmed by successive waves of invaders, the

soil of the Punjab came to have a marketable value, which

every year of British ride has increased. A stalwart police

was organized ; roads were cut through every district, and
canals were constructed. Commerce followed on increasing

cultivation and communications, courts brought justice to

every man's door, and crime hid its head. The adven-

turous and warlike spirits, Sikh and Mohammedan, found

a career in the new force of Irregulars directed by the

chief commissioner himself under the governor-general,

while Dost Mohammed kept within his own fastnesses, aud

the long extent of frontier at the foot of the", passes was

patrolled. In the brilliance of his later services to his

country, this, the first, which alone rendered those possible,

has not yet received justice.

Seven years of such work prepared the lately hostile anii

always anarchic Punjab under such a pilot as John

Lawrence not only to weather the^torm of 1857 but to
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lead the olaer provinces into port. On the 12th Jlay the

news of the tragedies at Meerut and Delhi reached him at

Kawal Pindi. The position was critical in the last degree,

fur o£ 50,000 native soldiers 38,000 were Hindustanis of

the very class that had mutinied elsewhere, and the British

troops were few and scattered. For five daj"s the fate of

the Punjab hung upon a thread, for the question was.

Could the 12,000 Punjabis be trusted and the 38,000

Hindustanis be disarmed ? Not an hour was lost in

beginning the disarming at Lahore ; and, as one by one the

Hindustani corps succumbed to the epidemic of mutiny,

the sepoys were deported or disappeared, or swelled the

military rabble in and around the city of Delhi. The
remembrance of the ten years' war which had closed only

in 1849, a bountiful harvest, the old love of battle, the

offer of good pay, but, above all, the personality of

Lawrence and his officers, raised the Punjabi force into a

new army of 59,000 men, and induced the non-combatant

classes to subscribe to a 6 per cent. loan. Delhi was in-

vested, but for three months the rebel city did not fall.

Under John Nicholson Lawrence seat on still more
men to the siege, tiU every available European and
faithful native soldier was there, while a movable column
swept the country, and the border w'as kept by an im-

provised militia. At length, when even in the Punjab con-

fidence became doubt, and doubt distrust, and that was
passing into disaffection, John Lawrence was ready to

consider whether we should not give up the Peshawar
valley as a last resource, and send its garrison to recruit the

force around Delhi. Another week and that must have
been faced. But on the 20th September the city and
palace were again in British hands, and the chief commis-
sioner and iis officers united in ascribing " to the Lord our

God all the praise due for nerring the hearts of our states-

men and the arms of our soldiers." As Sir John Lawrence,
Bart, G.C.B., with the thanks of parliament, the gratitude

of his country, and a life pension of £2000 a year in

addition to his ordinary pension of £1000, the " Saviour

of India!' returned home in 1859. TVhile guarding the

interests of India and its people as a member of the secre-

tary of state's council, he was sent out again in 1864 as

viceroy and governor-general on the resignation and death

of Lord Elgin. At what appeared to be a critical time
on the Punjab frontier Lord Palmerston recommended for

the office the first civilian, not a peer, who has filled the

governor-general's seat since Warren Hastings. If no
great crisis enabled him to increase the lustre of his reputa-

tion, his five years' administration of the whole Indian
empire was worthy of the ruler of the Punjab. -His
foreign policy has become a subject of imperial interest

;

his internal administration was remarkable for financial

prudence, a jealous regard for the good of the masses of

the people and of the British soldiers, and a generous
interest in education, especially in its Christian aspects.

When in 1854 Dost Mohammed Khan, weakened by the

antagonism of his brothers in Kandahar, and by the inter-

ference of Persia, sent his son to Peshawar to make a treaty,

Sir John Lawrence was opposed to any entangling relation

•with the Afghans after the experience of 1838-42, but he
obeyed Lord Dalhousie so far as to sign a treaty of per-

petual peace and friendship. His ruling idea, the fruit of

long and sad experience, was that de facto powers only
should be recognized beyond the frontier. When in 1863
Dost Mohammed's death let loose the factionsof Afghanistan
he acted on this policy to such an extent that he recognized
both the sons, Afzul Khan and Shere Ali, at different times,

and the latter fully only when he had made himself master
of all his father's kingdom. The steady advance of Russia
from the north, notwithstanding the Gortchakofl circular

fii 1864, led to severe criticism of this cautious "buffer"

policy which he justified under the term of " masterly
inactivity." But he was ready to receive Shere Ali iu con-

ference, and to aid him in consolidating his power after it

had been established and maintained for a time, when his

term of office came to an end and it fell to Lord Mayo, his

successor, to hold the Ambala conference in 1869. When,
nine years after, the second Afghan w^ar was precipitated,

the retired viceroy gave the last days of his life to an un-
sparing exposure, in the House of Lords and in the press,

of a policy which he had striven to prevent in its incep-

tion, and which he did not cease ^o denounce in its course
and consequences.

On his final return to England early in 1869, after forty

years' service in and for India, " the great proconsul of

our English Christian empire " was created Baron LawTence
of the Punjab, and of Grately, Hants. He assumed the
same arms and crest as those of his brother Henry, with a
Pathan and a Sikh trooper as supporters, and took as his

motto "Be ready," his brother's being "Never give i.^."

For ten years he gave himself to the work of the London
school board, of which he was the first chairman, and of

the Church Missionary Society. Latterly his eyesight

failed, and on the 27th June 1879 he died at the age of

sixty-eight. He was buried in the nave of Westminster
Abbey, beside Clyde, Outram, and Livingstone. He
married the daughter of the Rev. Richard Hamilton,
Harriette-Katherine, C.I., who survived him ; and he was
succeeded by his eldest son, John Hamilton, born in 1846.

Beyond numerous minutes and reports, written in plain and
trenchant English, and-occ.isional letters. Lord Lawrence published
nothing. These, the printed Summaries of Affairs during his

term of office as viceroy, the Friend of India from 1856 to 1870,
the evidence which he gave before the East Indian Finance Com-
mittee of the House of Commons iu June and July 1873, and the
Causes of the Afghan li^ar, edited by Sir Arthur Hobhouse, are tha
authorities for his life, until the memoir appears which Mr Bos-
worth Smith is preparing. (G. SIM.

)

LAWRENCE, Sie Henry Montgomery (1806-

1857), one of the greatest military statesmen of India,

and provisional governor-general in the mutiny of 1857,
was born at Matura, Ceylon, on 28th June 1806 (see

last article). He inherited his father's stern devotion to

duty and Celtic impulsiveness, tempered by his mother's

gentleness and power of organization. Early in 1823 he
joined the Bengal Artillery at the Calcutta suburb of Dum
Dum where also Havelock was stationed about the same
time. The two officers pursued a very similar career, and
developed the same Puritan character up to the time that

both passed away at Lucknow in 1857. In the first Bur-

mese war Henry Lawrence and his guns formed part of

the Chittagong columri which General Morrison led over

the jungly hills of Arakan, till fever decimated the officers

and men, and the lieutenant found himself at home again,

wasted by a disease which never left.him.-° On his return

to India with his younger brother John in 1829 he was

appointed revenue surveyor by Lord William Bentinck.

At Gorakhpur the wonderful personal influence which

radiated from the young officer formed a school of attached

friends and subordinates who were always eager to serve

under him. After some years spent in camp, during

which he had married his cousin Honoria Marshall, and

had surveyed every village in four districts each larger

than Yorkshire, he was recalled to a brigade by the out-

break of the first Afghan war towards the close of 1838.

As assistant to Sir George Clerk, he now added to his

knowledge of the people political experience in the manage-

ment of the district of Firozpur ; and when disaster came

he was sent to Peshawar in order to push up supports

for the relief of Sale and the garrison of Jalalabad.

The war had been begun under the tripartite treaty

signed at Lahore on 20th June 1838. But the Sikhs,
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Vere slow to play their part wben the calamities in

Afghanistan made it possible that the British might be
driven south of the Jumna. No one but Henry Lawrence
could manage the disorderly contingent which they
reluctantly supplied to Pollock's avenging aimy in 1842.

He helped to force the Khyber Pass on 5th April, playing
his guns from the heights, for eight and twenty miles.

In recognition of his services Lord EUenborough appointed
him to the charge of the charming valley of Dehra Dun
and its hill stations, Mussuri and Landaur, where he first

formed the idea of asylums for the children of European
soldiers. After a month's experience there it was dis-

covered that the coveted appointment was the legal right

of the civil service, and he was transferred, as assistant

to the envoy at Lahore, to Ambala, where he reduced to

order the lapsed territory of Kaithal. Soon he received

the well-paid office of resident at the protected court of

Nepal, amid the rest of which, assisted by his noble

wife, he began a series of contributions to the Calcutta

Review, a selected volume of which forms an Anglo-

Indian classic. There, too, he elaborated his plans which
resnlted in the erection and endowment of the noblest

philanthropic establishments in the East—the Lawrence
military asylums at SanAwar (on the road to Simla), at

Murree in the Punjab, at Jtount Abu in Rajputana, and
on the Madras Nilgiris. From 1844 to his death he de-

voted all his comparatively large income, above a modest
pittance for his children, to this and other forms of catholic

Christian charity.

The Review articles led the new governor-general, Lord
Hardinge, to summon Lawrence to his side during the first

Sikh war ; and not these articles only. He had published

the results of his experience of Sikh rule and soldiering in

a vivid work, the Adventures of an Officer in the Service

of Ranjit Singh (1845), in which he vainly attempted to

disguise his own personality and exploits. For the next

four years he virtually became Ranjit Singh's successor

in the government of the Punjab. After the doubtful

triumphs of Mudki and Firozshah Lawrence was summoned
from Nepal to take the place of the heroic Major George

Broadfoot, who had fallen. Aliwal came ; then the guns of

Sobraon aliased the demoralized Sikhs across the Sutlej.

All through the smoke Lawrence was at the side of the

chivalrous governor-general. He gave his voice, not for

the rescue of the people from anarchy by annexation, but

for the reconstruction of the Sikh government, and was
himself appointed resident at Lahore, with power " over

every department and to any extent" as president of the

council of regency till the maharaja Dhalip Singh should

come of age. Soon disgusted by the "venal and selfish

durbar" who formed his Sikh colleagues, he summoned to

his side assistants like Nicholson, James Abbott, and Ed-

wardes, till they all did too much for the people, as he

regretfully confessed. But " my chief confidence was in

my brother John, . . . who gave me always such help

as only a brother could." Wearied out he went home
with Lord Hardinge, and was made K.C.B., when the

second Sikh war summoned him back at the end of 1848

to see the whole edifice of Sikh "reconstruction "collapse.

It fell to the marquis of Dalhousie to proclaim the Punjab

Bp to the Khyber British territory on 20th Jfarch 1849.

But still another compromise was tried. As the best man
to reconcile the Sikh chiefs to the inevital)le, Henry
Lawrence was made president of the new board of ad-

ministration with charge of the political duties, and his

brother John was entrusted with the finances. John could

not find the revenue necessary for the rapid civilization of

the new province so long as Henry would, for political

reasons, insist on granting life pensions and alienating

large estates to the needy and sensual remnants of Ranjit

Singh's comt. Lord Dalhousie delicately but firmly
removed Sir Henry Lawrence to the charge of the great
nobles of Rajputana, and installed John as chief commis-
sioner. If resentment burned in Henry's heart, it was not
against his younger brother, who would fain have retired.
To him ho said, " If you preserve the peace of the country
and make the people high and low happy, I shall have no
regrets that I vacated the field for yon."

In the comparative rest of Rajputana he once more
took up the pen as an army reformer. In March and
September 1856 he published two articles, called forth by
conversations with Lord Dalhousie at Calcutta, whither he
had gone as the hero of a public banquet. The governor'
general had vainly warned the home authorities against

reducing below 40,000 the British garrison of India even
for the Crimean campaigns, and had sought to improve the

position of the sepoys. Lawrence pointed out the latent

causes of mutiny, and uttered warnings only to be too soon
justified. lu JIarch 1857 he yielded to Lord Canning's
request that he should then take the helm at Lucknow,
but it was too late. In ten days his magic rule pm
down administrative difficulties indeed, as he had done
at Lahore. But what could even ho effect with only

700 European soldiers, when the epidemic spread aftej

the Jfeerut outbreak of mutiny on 10th Jlay? In on«
week he had completed those preparations which madfl

the defence of the Lucknow residency for ever memor-
able. Amid the deepening gloom Lord Canning evei

wrote home of him as "a tower of strength," and he

was appointed provisional governor-general. On the 30th
May mutiny burst forth in Oudh, and he was ready. On
29th June, pressed by fretful colleagues, and wasted by
unceasing toil, he led 336 British soldiers with 11 guns
and 220 natives out to Chinhat to reconnoitre the insur-

gents, when the natives joined the enemy and the resi-

dency was besieged. On 2d July, as he lay exhausted

by the day's work and the terrific heat in an exposed room,

a shot struck him, and in forty-eight hours he was no
more. A baronetcy was conferred on his' son. A marble

statue was placed in St Paul's as the national memorial

of one who has been declared to be the noblest man that

has lived and died for the good of India.

The autlioritics for liis career, besides his own writings above
mentioneil, are his Life by Sir Herbert Edwarde.s (vol. i.) anj
Herinon Jleriviilc (vol. ii.), ami the ihuinij /V'/wi-s (1857-58) imb-
lisheil liy rarliament. His form was tall, spare, ami wasted, as is

best seen in the eiigmTiDg from a Lucknow pholograuh prefixed to

Rees's I'crsonti/ JS'urriUire nf the Sicye. (G. SM.'

LAWRENCE, Sik Thomas (1769-1830), was born

at Bristol on the 4th of Jlay 1769. His father was an

innkeeper first at Bristol and afterwards at Devizes, and

at the age of six Thomas was already shown off to iho

guests of the Black Boar as an infant prodigy who could

sketch their likenesses and declaim speeches from Milton.

In 1779 the elder Lawrence had to leave Devizes, having

failed in business, and the precocious talent of the son,

who had gained a sort of reputation along the Bath road,

became the support of the family. His debut as a crayon

portrait painter was made at Oxford, where he was well

patronized, and in 1782 the family settled in Bath,where
the young artist soon found himself fully employed in

taking crayon likenesses of the fashionables of the place at

a guinea or a guinea and a half ahead. In 1784 he gained

the prize and silver gilt palette of the Society of Arts for a

crayon drawing after Raphael's Transfiguration, and pre-

sently beginning to paint in oil, and throwing aside the

idea of going on the stage which he had for a short time

entertained, he came to London in 1787, was kindly re-

ceived by Reynolds, and entered as a student at the Royal

Academy. He began to exhibit almost immediately, and

j
his reputation increased so rapidly that he became an
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associate of the Academy in 1791. The death of Sir

Joshua in 1792 opened the way to further successes. He
was at once appointed painter to the Dilettanti Society,

and principal painter to the king in room of Eeynolds. In

1794 he was a Koyal Academician, and he became the

fashionable portrait painter of the age, having as his sitters

all the rank, fashion, and talent of England, and ultimately

most of the crowned heaxls of Europe. In 1815 he was

knighted; in 1818 he went to Aix-la-Chapelle to paint the

sovereigns and diplomatists gathered thei'e, and extended

his residence on the Continent by visiting Vienna and

Eome, everywhere receiving flattering marks oi distinction

from princes, due as much to his courtly manners as to his

merits as an artist. After eighteen months he returned to

England, and on the very day of bis arrival was chosen

•president of the Academy in room of West, who had died

a few days before. This office he held from 1820 to his

death on 7th January 1 830. He was never married-

Sir Thomas Lawrence had all the qualities of personal

manner and artistic style necessary to make a fashionable

painter, and at a period when aristocratic opinion had
even more weight than at present his public reputation

was extravagantly high. The judgment of his fellow

artists was less favourable, and in the present day no one

would claim for him a place among great portrait painters,

while his more ambitious works, in the classical style,

such as liis once celebrated Satan, are practically forgotten.

His chief merit lay in a certain dexterity of touch and in

the conventional grace with which he contrived to clothe

his figures.

The best display of Lawrence's work is in the Waterloo Gallery

of Windsor, a collection of much historical interest. "Master
Lambton," painted for Lord Durham at tlie price of 600 guineas,

is regarded as one of his best portraits, and a fine head in the

National Gallery shows his po^ver to advantage. The Lifi and
Correspondence of Sir T. Lawrence, by "Williams, appeared in 1831.

See also Cunningham's British Painters, 1833.

LAYAJION, or Latveman, the author of a chronicle of

Britain entitled Brut, a poetical semi-Saxon paraphra.se of

the Brut cCAngleterre of Waoe, was as he himself informs

us a priest who read the services of the church at Ernleye,

on the banks of the Severn (now Lower Arley or Arley
Kegis, 3J miles south-east from Bewdley, Worcestershire).

Of his personal history nothing further is known. Nor
can the date of the work with which his aame is associated

be very accurately ascertained ; but the jjrobability is that

it was not completed before the beginning of the 13th
century. The original text, with a literal translation,

notes, and a grammatical glossary, was first edited by Sir

Frederic Madden in 1847. See English Language, vol
vii. p. 394 ; and English Literature, ib. p. 408.

LAYBACH. See Laibach.
LAYNEZ, Diego. See JEStriTS.

LAZAEITES, Lazarists, or Lazaeians. The origin

or the " Congregation of Priests of the Missioji " may in

some sense be traced back to 1617, the year of the success-

ful labours of St Vincent de Paul, assisted by five other

priests, for the evangelization of the common people in the

parish of Chatillon-sur-Chalaronne, near Bourg, More im
mediately it dates from 1625, when the little community
acquired a permanent settlement in the College des Bons
Enfans in Paris. Archiepiscopal recognition was obtained
in 1G26; and by papal bull in January 1632 the society

was constituted a congregation, with St Vincent de Paul
at its head. Shortly afterwards the establishment was
confirmed by letters patent from Louis XIII. About the
same time the canons regular of St Victor handed over to

the congregation the priory of St Lazarus in Paris, which
henceforth became its chief house, and gave to the fathers

of the mission the name by which they are best known.
'^Vithin a few years they had acquired another house in

Paris and set up other establishments throughout France;
and in 1G39, 1641, and 1651 they broke ground in Savoy,'

Italy, and Poland respective!}'. A fresh bull of Alexander
Vil. in April 1655 further conBrmed the society; this was
followed by a brief in September of the same year, regulat-

ing its CDUstitution. The rules then adopted, which were
framed on the model of those of the Jesuits, were published
at Paris in 1658 under the title Uegutce seu Constihitioncs

comniuites conrfregationis inissiouis. The special objects

contemplated were the religious instruction of the lower

classes, the training of the clergy, the relief or redemption
of prisoners in Barbary, and foreign missions. In the

pursuit of these objects the Lazarite priests have had a

chequered histoiy in the various quarters of the world
where they have gained a footing. At the French Eevolu-

tion they were dispersed, so far as France was concerned,

but permitted to reappear under the empire, and rehabili-

tated at the Restoration. In Sardinia they had a similar

history. Throughout Italy they have been affected by
recent political changes just as the rest of the religious

orders have been. The Lazarist province of Poland was
singularly prosperous; at the date of suppression in 1796
it possessed thirt)'-five establishments. The order was
permitted to return in 1816, but is now extinct there.

In ^Madagascar it had a mission from 1648 till 1674. In

1783 Lazarists were appointed to take the place of the

Jesuits in the Levantine and' Chinese missions ; they still

have some footing in China, and in 1874 their establish-

ments throughout the Turkish empire numbered sixteen.

In the same 5'ear they had fourteen establishments in the

United States of America. The total number of Lazarists

throughout the world is computed at about 3000.

LAZARUS, St, Order of. This religious and military

order dates its origin from the occupation of Jerusalem by
the first crusaders, its primary object being the succour

of the leprous, of whom Lazarus (Luke svi. 20 sg.) was
regarded as the patron. After the expulsion of the

crusaders the hospitallers of St Lazarus established them-

selves in France, where Louis VII. (1253) gave them the

lands of Boigny near Orleans, and a building at the gates

of Paris which they turned into a lazar house for the use

of the lepers of the city. A papal confirmation was
obtained from Alexander IV. in 1255. The gradual dis-

appearance of leprosy combined with other causes to

change the order into a purely civil corporation. In 1572
it was in Savoy merged by Gregory XIII. in the order of

St Maurice. In 1608 it was in France united with that

of Notre-Dame du Jlont-Carmel ; abolished at the Revolu-

tion, it was reintroduced at the Restoration, but is again

in abeyance, the only order at present conferred or recog-

nized being that of the Legion of Honour. In 1633 the

buildings of the priory in Paris were handed over to St

Vincent de Paul for the use of the fathers of his mission,

who from this circumstance came to be generally known
as Lazarites.

LEAD. This metal was known to the ancients, and is

mentioned in the Old Testament. The Romans used it

largely, as it is still used, for the making of water pipes,

and soldered these with an alloy of lead and tin. Pliny

treats of these two metals as phimlum nigrum and
plumbuni album respectively, which seems to show that at

his time they were looked upon as being only two vaHetiea

of the same species. In regard to the ancients' knowledge

of lead compounds, we may state that the substance de-

scribed by Dioscorides as /xoAv/SSaiVa was undoubtedly

litharge, that Pliny uses the word minium in its present

sense of red lead, and that white lead was well known to

Geber in the 8th century.

Of the various plumbiferons minerals, galena (a con*-

pound of lead and sulphur, formula PbS, demandine 86 "S
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|)er cent, of metal) and white lead ore or cerusite, PbOCO,
(IT'S per cent.), might almost be said to be the only
ones which come into consideration as lead ores. Occa-
sionally, however, the following also are utilized :—lead-

vitriol or anglesite, PbOSO., (G8-.3 per cent.), and the pyro-
morphite group, 3(P„ or As2)05.3PbO -H PbCl_, (76 to 69
per cent.). Bournonite, Cul'bSbS, may alsobe named,
although, containing 13 per cent, of .copper besides 42*3

per cant, of lead, it is rather a copper than a had ore.

Galena, the principal lead or? of the Old World, is a
dark-coloured metallic-looking compact solid of 7'3 to 7'7

.specific gravity and 2°'5 hardness, crystallizing in cubes

or other forms of the reguUir system, but often presenting

itself in non-crystallized granular masses. All galena is

contaminatsd with sulphide of silver,—the proportion of

noble metal varying from about 001 or less to 0'3 per
cent, and in rare cases coming up to -J or 1 per cent.

. ;lena occurs in veins in the Cambrian clay-slate, accora-

mied by copper and iron pyrites, zinc-blende, quartz,

cilc-spar, iron-spar, &.c. ; also in beds or nests within

sandstones and rudimentary limestones, and iu a great many
other geological formations. It is pretty widely diffused

throughout the earth's crust. The principal English lead

mines are in Derbyshire ; but there are also mines at

Allandale and other parts of western Northumberland, at

Alston Moor and other parts of Cumberland, in the

western parts of Durham, in Swaledale and Arkendale
and other parts of Yorkshire, in Salop, in Cornwall, in the

Mendip Hills in Somersetshire, and in the Isle of Man.
TJie Welsh mines are chiefly in Flint, Cardigan, and
Montgomery shires ; the Scotch in Dumfries, Lanark, and
Argyll ; and the Irish iu Wicklow, Waterford, and Down.
Of Continental mines we may mention those in Saxony
and in the Harz, Germany ; those of Carinthia, Austria

;

ind especially those of the southern provinces of Spain,

irom which country large quantities of lead are now im-

ported into Great Britain.

The native carbonate occasionally presents itself in the

form of pure crystals of the compound PbCOj (" cerusite "),

but more frequently in a state of intimate intermixture

with clay (" Bleierde "), limestone, oxide of iron, &,c. (as

in the ores of Nevada and Colorado), and sometLmss also

with coal (" black lead ore "). All native carbonate of lead

seems to be derived from what was originally galena, which,

in fact, i.s always present in it as an admixture. This ore,

metallurgically, was not reckoned of much value, until

immense quantities of it were discovered in Nevada and in

Colorado (U.S.). The Nevada mines are mostly grouped

around the city of Eureka, about 200 leagues from San
Francisco. The ore there occurs in " pockets " dissemin-

ated at random through limestone. The dimensions of

these pockets are very variable ; one is quoted measuring

300 by 60 by ISO feet. The crude ore contains about 30
per cent, of lead and 0'2 to 03 per cent, of silver. The
Colorado lead district is situated pretty high up in the

Rocky Mountains, a few miles from the source of the

Arkansas river. The ore was discovered as late as 1877
by a mining engineer, Stephens. It forms gigantic deposits

of almost constant thickness, embedded between a floor of

limestone and a roof of porphyry. Stephens's discovery

was the making of the city of Leadville, which, in 1878,

within a year of its birth, had over 10,000 inhabitants.

The Leadville ore contains from 24 to 42 percent, of lead

and 0-1 to 2 per cent, of silver. In Nevada and Colorado

the ore is worked chiefly for the sake of the silver ; but

this industry, especially since 1878, has developed at such

a rate as to seriously affect the price of lead even in

Eurppo. Of other American lead districts 'the most im-

portant are those of Utah, of Missouri, and of the Upper
Mississippi, where the ore consists substantially of galenx

The extraction of the metal from pure (or nearly pure)
galena is the simplest of all metallurgical operations The
ore IS roasted (i.e., heated in the presence of atmospheric
oxygen) until all the sulphur is burned away and the lead
left. This simple statement, however, correctly formulates
only the final result. The first effect of the roasting is the
elimination of sulphur as sulphurous acid, with formation
of oxide and sulphate of lead. In practice this oxidation
process is continued until the whole of the oxygen is as
nearly as possible equal in weight to the sulphur present as
sulphide or as sulphate. The heat is then raised in (rela-
tive) absence of air, when the two elements named unite
into sulphurous acid (SO.,), while a reguius of molten "lead
remains. In Wales and the south of England the process
is conducted in reverberatory furnaces of the form shown
in fig. 1. The sole of the furnace is paved with slags from

Fio. 1.—Kcverberatory Furnace. C, cliimuey ; D, opening for
feeding tbe fire.

previous operations, anad has a depression in the middle
where the metal formed collects to be let off by a tap-hole T.

The dressed ore, 12 to 24 cwts., is introduced through
the " hopper " H at the top, and exposed to a moderate
oxidizing flame until a certain proportion of ore is oxidized,

the openings O, O at the side enabling the workmen
to stir up the ore so as to constantly renew tbe surface

exposed to the air. At this stage as a rule some rich slags

of a former operation are added and a quantity of quick-

lime is incorporated, the chief object of which is to

diminish the fluidity of the mass in the nest stage, which

consists in this, that, with closed air-holes, the heat is

raised so as to cause the oxide and sulphate on the one

hand and the sulphide on the other to reduce each other to

metal. The lead produced runs into the hollow and is

tapped off. The roasting process is then resumed, to be

followed by another reduction, and so on.

A similar process is used in Carintliia ; only the furnaces aro

smaller (adapted to a charge of only 420 lt>) and of a «oniewbat

different form. They are long and narrow ; the sole is plane, but

slopes from the fire-bridge towards the flue, so tliat the metal runs

to tho latter end to collect in pots placed oulside the furnace. In

Carinthia the oxidizing process from the first is pushed on so. far that

metallic lead begins to show, and the oxj'gen introduced predomi-

nates over the sulphur left. The mass is then stirred to liberate

the lead, which is removed as " Riihrblei." Charcoal is now added,

and the heat urged on to obtain "Pressblei," an inferior metal

formed partly by the action of tho charcoal on the oxide of lead.

The fuel used is fir-wood.^

In Cumberland, Northumberland, and Durham the reyerheratoiy

furnace is used only for roasting the ore, and the oxidized ore is

then reduced by fusion in a low square blast furnace (a " Scottish

hearth furnace"") as depicted in figs. 2 and 3._ The rectangular

cavity is lined with cast-iron, as is also the inclined sole-platc

which is made to proiect beyond tho furnace, the outside portion

W (the "work -stone'') being provided with grooves j guiding any

molten metal that may be placed on the "stone " into the cast-iroii

pot P ; « istho " tuyere " for the introduction of tho wind.

As a prelinunary to the melting process, the '
' browse " left in the

preceding operation (half-fused and imperfectly reduced ore) is intro-

' In England coal, is employed everywhere, sometimes along with

peat.
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'duced *itli some petit and coal, and lieoled with the help of the hlast.

It is then raked out on the work-stoije and divided into a very

poor "grey" slag which is put aside and a richer portion which
goes back into the furnace. Some of the roasted ore is strewed upon

y^

Fio. 2.—Vertical Section of

Furnace.
Fio. 3.—Horizontal

Section.

it, and, after a quarter of an hour's working, the whole is taken ont
on the work-stone, where the lead produced runs off. The "browse,"
after removal of the "grey" slag, is reintroduced, ore added, and,
after a quarter of an hour's heating, the mass ag^in placed on the
fvork-stone, &c.

_ In any form of the lead-smelting process one of the con-

Sitions of complete success is the absence of silica, because
this when present unites with a certain proportion of the

oxide of lead into a fusible silicate (slag). Practically the

formation of a plumbiferous slag cannot be altogether

avoided in any case, and such slag accordingly must be
worked up. At Alston Moor, Cumberland, this is effected

by means of a hearth (blast) furnace similar to the one just

described. The slags (oxide, sulphate, and silicate of lead)

ire introduced with coal-ashes, furnace bottoms, and other

residues, and melted down, this leading to the formation
of lead and of a poorer slag. The lead is run off as much
as possible; the slag is run into water, which disinte-

grates it so that the particles of metal shut up within it

^re set free and become recoverable by elutriation.

Lead being very appreciably volatile at a red heat, lead-

smelting generally, but more especially the Scotlish-bearth

process, and pre-eminently the slag-recovery process, in-

volve the production of large quantities of "lead-smoke"
(finely divided highly impure oxide and sulphate of lead),

which, for sanitary and economic reasons, must be con-

densed and recovered. At Alston Moor the smoke for

this purpose is led through a very long succession of flues,

ascending the slope of a hill, into a chamber at the top
which communicates with a chimney. The chamber, by
a number of screens going alternately from the floor to near
the top, and vice versa, is divided into compartments
charged with such a quantity of water that the smoke,
which is propelled by means of a fan, is compelled to

bubble repeatedly through the water, where most of what
has failed to come down in the flues is precipitated. The
gmoke deposit is collected, dried, and worked up for lead.

Carbonate and oxide of lead are easily reduced by char-

coal or coaL In Leadville and Eureka (U.S.) the carbon-

ate is smelted with charcoal in small blast furnaces, about
8 feet high, and rectangular section of 31 by 47 inches,

worked with charges of about three tons of ore. There
are five tuyeres, two at each of the longer sides, and one
at the end opposite the outlet-hole. The " crucible " is

quite surrounded by hollow wrought-iron plates, kept cool

by circulating water.

Complex lead ores of course aemand a complex treat-

tnent. , The famous Frankenscharner Hiitte near Klausthal

in the Harz, where a very complex ore is worked \yp.

with a wonderful degree of exhaustiveness and precision;

may serve as an example. The ore in this case consists

of argentiferous galena associated with copper pyrites,

fahl-nre, bournonite, zinc blende, and a gangue consisting

of silica, limestone, and heavy spar. After the copper
pyrites has been, as far as possible, picked out by band,

the remainder is assorted so as to produce an average-

of about 55 per cent, of lead. One hundred parts of

such ore are mixed with 11 of hearth-mass and lith-

arge, 90 parts of a variety of slags from previous opera-

tions, and 11 parts of metallic iron (or the equivalent

of some rich iron ore plus charcoal), and melted down in

blast furnaces similar to those used for iron-smelting, but
only 22 feet high. The furnace is charged with alter-

nate layers of ore mixture and charcoal. The smelting

takes fourteen hours, and yields per charge of 100 parts-

of ore (containing in all about 74 parts of lead) 25 parts

of metallic lead, and 18 '4 parts of a "stein" consisting

of an alloy of sulphides of lead, iron, copper, zinc, silver,

antimony, intimately mixed with particles of metallic

and (? subsulphide of) lead—apart from the slags formed,
which contain 4 to 8 per cent, of lead and a trace of silver.

The "stein" is subjected to a protracted series of roast-

ings, end then melted down with iron and selected slags.

There result a ferruginous sl^, a certain proportion of
metallic lead, and a "stein" of the second order, which of

course is richer in copper than the original one was.

This "stein" is again roasted, melted down with iron, &c.,

until the whole of the lead is extracted, and the copper
concentrated in a mass sufficiently rich and pure to be
wrought as a copper " stein."

Refining.—The lead obtained by any of the above
processes is as a rule contaminated with more or less of
iron, antimony, zinc, arsenic, and silver, which must be
removed,— the base foreign metals because they deteriorate

the lead, the silver on account of its high commercial
value. The base metals are easily eliminated by subject-

ing the crude metal to oxidizing fusion in a shallow cast-

iron dish inserted into a reverberatory furnace ; the

foreign metals, being more oxidizable than lead, go to the
top as an oxide-scum, which is constantly removed until

pure litharge, instead of the foreign oxides, makes its

appearance.

The extraction of the silver is easily effected by means
of the process of cupelhtion, one of the oldest metallurgical

operations, which dates back to a time beyond that of
Pliny. The metal is placed on a shallow kind of dish

made of compressed bone-ash powder and forming the sole

of a reverberatory furnace, and therein kept at a red heat

in the presence of an abundant supply of air. Tia lead

(and with it the foreign base metals) is oxidized into

"litharge" (PbO), which, at the temperature prevailing,

melts into a thin liquid, and is made to run off through a,

slit or hole made in the side of the " cupel" (or " test ") ;

the silver remains unchanged, so that the regulus becomes
richer and richer as the process proceeds. The foreign

base metals, as will readily be understood, go off as oxides

along with the first portion of litharge, and accordingly

can be removed without contaminating the bulk of the

latter product. When the percentage of silver has in-

creased to about 8 per cent., the regulus, as a rule, is-

transferred to a fresh cupel, and thereon treated in the

same way as before, until the last trace of litharge is seea

to go off as a thin film on the regulus, presenting, oa
account of its thinness, in the glow of the fire, the

magnificent appearance of a soap-bubble in sunlight. The
silver then is "fiiie," i.e., almost pure, and ready for the

market. The lead, however, is all obtained in the shape

of oxide, and consequently, if not saleable as such, must
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tB reduced with cliarcoal or coal. Tlie process accordingly I

is expensive, and generally does not pay with a raw lead

containing less than j\y per cent, of the noble metal. '

The process, in its direct application to the lead, is now
felmost extinct, being superseded by the following two
methods of " concentration," which offer the advantage of

•desilverizing at least the bulk of the lead without depriv-

ing it of its metallicity.

1. Paltinsoii's Process (invented about forty years ago)

is founded upon the fact that, when molten argentiferous

lead is allowed to cool slowly, a relatively silver-free lead

crystallizes out while a richer metal remains as a mother-
liquor. It will be readily understood that, by a persistent

systematic application of this method of partial separation

to the'primary products and again to their derivatives, it

is possible to, so to say, split the original material into a

very poor portion containing most of the lead, and a

"rich" one containing almost all the silver. Practical

smelters are generally satisfied when the proportion of

silver in the former is reduced to from the one to the three

millionth of the weight of the lead, and the latter enriched

to the extent of 0'5 to 1-5 per cent, of silver, although it

is possible to bring up the percentage to 2'5. A lead

containing as little as half an ounce of silver per ton can be
" Pattinsonized" with a profit.

2. Karsteii's Process is still more perfect. It has long

been known that lead refuses to alloy itself with more than

traces of zinc. In 1842 the eminent metallurgist Karsten
made the important discovery that, when argentiferous le»d

Is mixed with 1 per cent, or more of zinc (at a temperature

insuring liquidity to even the latter metal), about i per

cent, of zinc remains dissolved in the lead, while the rest

rises to the top as a scum, and, besides a deal of lead, takes

almost the whole of the silver with it. Parkes subse-

quently brought the process into a workable form, for

which he took a patent in Ehgland in 1850. The argen-

tiferous lead is molten in large cast-iron pots, intimately

nrised with about 30 parts of zinc per unit of silver present,

the mixture allowed to rest, and the argentiferous scum
removed by means of perforated ladles. The scum, when
subjected to "liquation" (partial fusion) on an inclined

«ole, lets off a quantity of rich lead, which goes to the cupel.

From the residue the bulk of the zinc can be withdrawn
by distillation, the non-volatile part being fit for cupella-

Sion. The desilverized lead is freed from its zinc and the

other base impurities it may contain by ''refining" (see

above). The Parkes process seems to be on a fair way of

being superseded by a far more perfect form of the Karsten

method which was patented by Cordurii5 for France in

1865 (October 18, No. 73,167), and of which the most
characteristic feature is that the removal of the zinc from
)he scum and the refining of the desilverized lead are both

effected by means of superheated steam. The treatment

with zinc is effected in a deep upright half-egg-shaped cast-

iron pan (standing on an upper floor), which is provided

with a vertical shaft bearing horizontal paddles, and at its

lowest point a perforated cast-iron bos, which serves to

accommodate the zinc; 1 kilogramme per 100 kilos of

crude lead containing Q-l kilo of silver, or up to twice the

proportion for richer leads. The argentiferous lead—10

tons at a time— is melted down in the pan, and the paddle-

shaft with the ziac introduced and made to revolve until all

the zinc has become incorporated with the mass. The shaft

is then withdrawn, the mixture allowed to rest for a time

at a lower temperature, the scum removed, and the zinc

treatment repeated once or twice to eliminate the whole of

the silver. The desilverized lead runs direct from the pan
into another pan standing on the ground floor, which has

no t'a[>hole, but is provided with a wronght-iron hood

communicating hy means of a pipe with a condensation

chamber. In this pan the metal is heated to redness, and
a current of superheated steam is blown through it for two
or three hours. The zinc and the rest of the impurities are
thereby converted into oxides which mostly remain on the
surface of the metal, the rest being carried into the chamber
and deposited there. The silver scums, after extraction
from them of argentiferous lead by liquation, are collected,
and, when a sufficient quantity has accumulated, worked
with superheated steam like the zinciferous lead,—to
produce a richly argentiferous regulus, adapted for cupel-
ling, and an oxide-mixture intimately intermixed with
particles of the former and containing even some silver

oxide. The working of this bye-product seems to have
given the inventor a deal of trouble. Passing over his
method, we will mention the one introduced in Lautenthal
since 1869. There they dispose of the argentiferous oxides
by adding them to the rich lead during its cupellation

;

the silver is sucked in by the regulus, the base oxides
amalgamate with the litharge. The " poor " lead resulting

from this form of the Karsten process contains only 5 or 6
grammes of silver per metric ton {i.e., per million grammes).
The loss of lead v,ith a pure material is only 1 per cent, a.-

against the 4 per cent, involved in the Pattinson process.

It is worth stating that the zinc removes, besides the
silver, all the copper that may be present, and no doubt
also part of the other foreign base metals. At any rate

the purity of commercial lead, since the introduction of

Corduri^'s process, has undergone a marked increase.

Hamp6 analysed a "refined" lead produced in the
" Lautenthaler Hiitte" in 1870, and found it to contain

only 016 per cent, of impurities. This to all intents and
purposes means chemical purity

;
yet even such lead is not

fit for silver assaying, on account of the trace of silver

contained in it. To obtain silver-free lead, we must prepare

silver-free acetate of lead—by digesting its solution in a

lead vessel with lead shavings and filtering—and reduce

the dried salt with black' flux in a crucible lined with

charcoal.

Properties ofLead and ils Oxides.—Pure lead is a feebly

lustrous bluish-white metal, endowed with a characteristi-

cally high degree of softness and plasticity, and almost

entirely devoid of elasticity. Its breaking strain is very

small : a wire -jQth of an inch thick is ruptured by a

charge of about 30 B>. The specific gravity was deter

mined exactly by Eeich, who found for ingot 11 '352, for

sheet metal 11-354 to 11-365 (water of 4° C. = 1). Tht

expansion of unit-length from 0" C. to 100° C. is -002948

(Fizeau). The conductivity for heat (Wiedemann and

Franz) or electricity is 8*5, that of silver being taken as

unity. It melts at 334° C. = 633° Fahr. (Personne) ; at

a bright red heat it emits vapours, at the rate, according to

A. de Riemsdyk, of about Trnro*^ of i'^ weight per hour
;

but he does not specify the surface. At a white heat it

boils. The specific heat is -0314 (Regnault), that of water

near 0° C. being taken as unity. Lead exposed to ordi-

nary air is rapidly tarnished, but the thin dark film (of

suboxide 1) formed is very slow in increasing. When kept

in fusion in the presence of air lead readily takes up

oxygen, with formation first of a dark-coloured scum (of

suboxide ?), then of monoxide PbO, the rate of oxidation

increasing with the temperature. This oxide is produced

industrially in two forms, known as "massicot" and

"litharge." The former is produced at temperatures

below, the latter at temperatures above the fusing-pomt

of the oxide. The liquid litharge when allowed to cool

solidifies into a hard stone-like mass, which, however, when

left to itself, soon crumbles up spontaneously into a heap of

resplendent dark-yellow scales known as " flake litharge.'

Litharge is much 'used in the arts for the preparation of

lead salts, for the manufacture of oil varnishes, of cettain
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ceaeata, and of lead plaster, and lor other purposes.

Massicot is importaut as being the raw material for the

manufacture of " red lead " or " minium." Finely divided

massicot, freed from admixed metal by elutriation, is spread

out on the flat sole of a kind of baker's oven, or (better)

of a " muffle " heated from the outside, and therein exposed

for twenty-four hours or more to air at a temperature of

about 300° C. or 600" Fahr. The massicot, at a gradually

decreasing rate, absorbs oxygen, and as the latter increases

the colour becomes more and more intensely red,—the point

of saturation corresponding very nearly to the formulaPbj05.

A more highly oxygenated kind of minium (" orange lead ")

can be produced by substituting white lead for massicot as

a raw material The composition of orange lead approxi-

mates to PbjO^. It is very singular that this higher oxide

cannot be obtained from massicot, although the first effect

of heat on white lead is its conversion into the oxide PbO.

Besides the two named there is another red oxide, of the

composition PbjOj, but it is not much known. Red lead

is largely used as a pigment and as an ingredient for flint

glass, also for the making of certain cements. Any of

these red oxides when treated with dilute nitric acid is

converted into the binoxide PbO^, protoxide passing into

solution as nitrate : e.g., Pb^O^ + 2H2ON2O5 = 2 PbONoOj
i+PbOj + SHjO. The binoxide is a brown powder, in-

soluble in aqueous oxygenated acids, but converted by hot

hydrochloric acid into chloride PbCL with evolution of

chlorine. To obtain the binoxide in the state of purity,

the best method is to pass chlorine into a solution of

acetate of lead mixed with excess of carbonate of soda.

The hypochlorite formed oxidizes the PbO into PbOo,

with formation of chloride of sodium and free acetic acid

(Wohler).
Action of Aqueous Reagents.—Vater when absolutely pure lias

no action on lead by itself. In the presence of free oxygen (aii'),

however, the lead is quickly attacked, with formation of hydrated

oxide (PbOHjO), which is appreciably soluble in water forming an
alkaline liquid. When carbonic acid is present the dissolved ojdde

is soon precipitated as basic carbouate, so that there is room made,
30 to say, for fresh hydrated oxide, and the corrosion of the lead

progresses. Now, all soluble lead compounds are strong cumula-
tive poisons, hence the danger involved in using lead cisterns or

pipes in the distribution of pure waters. We emphasize the word
"pure" because experience shows that the presence in a water of

even small proportions of bicarbonate or sulphate of lime prevents
its action on lead. All impurities do not act in a similar way.
Nitrate and nitrite of ammonia, for instance, intensify the action of

a water on lead. It is to be remarked, however, that even pure
waters, such as that of Loch Katrine (which forms the GksgDW
supply), act so slowly, at least on such lead pipes as have already
been in use for some time, that there is no danger in using short
lead service pipes eveu for them, if the taps, as in any house-
hold under normal circumstances, are being constantly used.
Lead cisterns of course must be unhesitatingly condemned. G.
8'°;hoir found that a water pipe made ofa " composition " consisting
of 17 per cent, of antimony and 98 3 of lead was rapidly corroded
by a water wliich, in virtue of its composition, had no action on
lead pipes.

Action of Acids.—The presence of carbonic acid in a water does
not affect its action on lead (Pattisou Muir). Aqueous non-
oxidizing acids generally have little or no action on lead in the
absence of air. Dilute sulphuric acid (say an acid of 20 per cent.

of HjSOj or less) has no action on lead even when air Is present,
nor on boiling. Stronger acid (cy., any acid strong enough to fairly

fall within the meaning of " vitriol ") does act, slowly in general,
but appreciably, the more so the greater its concentration and the
higher its temperature. According to Hasenclever, whose experi-
ments were subsequently confirmed by A. Bauer and by James
Mactear, pure lead, cxt. par., is far more readily corroded than a
metal contaminated with 1 per cent, or even less of antimony or
copper. Hasenclever treated an almost pure lead with pure vitriol

of 64° Beaurne (1-55 sp. gr., or 64-65 per cent. HoSOj) in a glass
(task. At 40° C. an evolution of g.aa was observable,"which at 80° C.
aecame very distinct. The same lead, after having been alloyed
with a little antimony, was not visibly attacked bcioT 85° C. A
lecided gas-evolution commenced only at 140" C. EoiU'jg concen-
trated vitriol converts lead into sulphate, with evolution of sul-

uhurous acid. Dilute nitric acid readily dissolves the metal, with
foruiatiou of nitrats FbCNO,),.

Lead Alloijs.—Lead unites readily with almost all other

metals ; hence, and on account of its being used for the

extraction of (for instance) silver, its alchemistic name of

saturnus. Of the alloys the following may be named :—

With Anlimomj.—'Leid contaminated with small proportions of

antimony is more highly proof against vitriol than the pure metal.

An alloy of 83 parts of lead and 17 of antimony is used as typo

metal ; other proportions are used, however, and otlicr metals added
besides antimony (e.g. tin, bismuth) to give the alloy certain pro-

perties.

Arsenic renders lead harder. An alloy made \y addition of about

^th of arsenic is used for making shot.

Bismuth and Antimony.—An alloy consisting of 9 parts of lead,

2 of antimony, and 2 of bismuth is used for stereptype plates.

Bismuth and Tin.—These triple alloys are noted for their low
fusing points. An alloy of 5 of lead, 8 of bismuth, and 3 of tin

fuses at 94°'4 C, i.e., below the boiling-point of water (Rose's

metal). An alloy of 15 parts or bismuth, 8 of lead, 4 of tin, and
3 of cadmium (Wood's alloy) melts below 70° C.

Tin unites with lead in any proportion Sv'ith slight expansion

(Kuppfer), the alloy fusing at a lower temperature than either

component. It is used largely for soldering. The following are the

compositions and melting-points of frequently used compounds
(Totnlinson) :

—
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lead, buried in horse-Jung or spent tannet's bark, and left to them-

selves for a considerable time. The organic bath, through its fer-

mentation, keeps u)i a suitable temperature and a constant supply

of carbonic acid. By the conjoint action of the acetic acid and
atmospheric oxygen, the lead is converted superficially into a basic

acetate, which is at once decomposed by the carbonic acid, with for-

mation of white lead and acetic acid, wliich latter then acts dmwvo.
After a month or so the plates are converted to a more or less con-

siderable depth into crusts of white lead. These arc knocked off,

ground up with water, freed from metal-particles by elutriation,

and the paste of white lead is allowed to set and dry in small coni-

cal forms. The coherent, snow-white cones are sent out into

eommerco. Tlie German method differs from the Dutch in this

that the load is suspended in a large chamber heated by ordinary

means, and there exposed to the simultaneous action of vapour of

aqueous acetic acid and of carbonic acid. In tlie famous works at

Klagenfnrth and in the Lavantthal, Carinthia, the carbonic acid is

produced by the fermentation of apple-must or infusion of raisins

kept in tubs below the chambers. The inferior varieties of com-
mercial " white lead" arc produced by mixing the genuine article

with more or less of finely powdered heavy spar or occasionally zinc-

white (ZnO), which latter, we may state in passing, is the most
important of the relatively non-poisonous substitutes for white lead.

I The chloride, PbCl,, is obtained by adding hydrochloric acid to a

solution of lead salt, as a white precipitate, little soluble in cold

water, less so in dilute hydrochloric acid, more so in the strong acid,

and readily soluble in hot water, from which, on cooling, tlie excess of

dissolved salt separates out in acicular crystals. A basic chloride

PbjOCU was introduced by Pattinson as a substitute for white lead.

Powdered galena is dissolved in hot muriatic acid (PbS-r2HCl=
PbClo -I- HjS), the solution allowed to cool, and the deposit of impnro
chloride of lead washed with cold water to remove iron and copper.

The residue is then dissolved in hot water, the dregs are filtered off,

and the clear solution is mixed with very thin milk of lime so

adjusted that it takes out one-half of the chlorine of the PbClj. The
oxychloride comes down as an amorphous white precipitate.

Another oxychloride, PbCU.TPbO, known as "Cassel yellow," is

produced by fusing pure oxide, PbO, with I'jth of its weight of sal-

ammoniac.
The sulphate, PbSOj, is obtained, by addition of sulphuric acid to

solutions of lead salts, as a white precipitate almost insoluble in

xrater, less soluble still in dilute sulphuric acid, insoluble in alcohol.

Sulphide of ammonium blackens it, and it is soluble in solution of

alkaline acetate of ammonia, wliich distinguishes it from sulphate

of baryta. It is often obtained industrially as a bye-product.

The chromate, PbOCrOj, is prepared industrially as a yellow pig-

ment, by precipitating sugar of lead solution with bichromate of

potash. The beautiful yellow precipitate is little soluble in dilute

nitric acid, but soluble in caustic potash ley. The vermilion-like

pigment which occurs in commerce as "chrome-red" is a basic

chromate, prepared by ti'eating recently precipitated normal
chromate with a properly adjusted proportion of caustic soda, or by
boiling it with normal (yellow) chromate of potasli. The approxi-

mate composition is Cr03.2PbO.
The identification of lead compounds is easy. '\\Tieu mixed with

carbonate of soda and heated on charcoal in the reducing flame
they yield malleable globules of metal and a yellow oxide-ring.

Solutions of lead salts (colourless in the absence of coloured acids)

are characterized.by their behaviour to hydrochloric acid, sulphuric
acid, and chromate of potash. But the most delicate precipitant

for lead is sulphuretted hydrogen, which produces a black precipi-

tate of sulphide of lead, insoluble in cold dilute nitric acid, less

so in cold hydrochloric, easily decomposed by hot hydrochloric acid
with formation of the characteristic chloride.

Slaiisfics.—The lead, pig or sheet, imported into Great Britain
during the year 1880 amounted to 95,202 tons, and during 1881 to

93,400 tons. In 1881 there were 12,824 tons exported to China,
8355 to Russia, 4715 to Australia, 3390 to France, 3349 to British
India, 1041 to Germany, and 8837 toother countries.
The following tablcexhibits the production of lead during 1876:—

Tons,
Spain 101,522
Germany 82,772
Great Britain 59,606
United States 57,210
France 21,339

Italy 9000
Greece 8000
Belgium 7375
Austria 4291

Russia 10S3

The importation and production of lead in the Uuited States were
in tlie years stated respectively as follows :—

1868.
1869.
1878.

Imported.

Tons.

23,225

35,111 (max.)
285

PrcJuccd.

Tons,

14,630

15,650
81,304

LEADVILLE, a flourishing raining town of tho United
States, capital of Lake county, Colorado, is situated at a>

height of 10,200 feet above the sea, on a narrow plateau,

between the Saguache or Continental Divide and the Park
Range of the Rocky Mountains, about 70 miles south-west
of Denver. It is connected with Denver by a branch of

the Union Pacific Railway (172 miles), and by the Denver
and Rio Grande Railway (279 miles). Though a placo of

14,820 inhabitants at the census of 1881, Leadville waa
then the creation of scarcely more than three years. ^
As early as 1860 gold placers were discovered in the neighbour-

hood, and for a little time the settlement of Bough Town, as it was
then called, was a busy spot in this thinly peopled region. But
the gold was soon exhausted ; and, though it was vaguely understood
that the heavy black sand which had olten proved troublesome to

the gold-washers was more or less argentiferous, it was not till 1877
that the tii-st practical attempt to turn it to account waa made.
Ko sooner, however, was the real character of tho ore ascc:t:;ined

than eager adventurers rushed to Leadville by thousands. In
August 1877 there were not more than twenty shanties on the site

of tlie town ; but the population rapidly increased, and in les^

than two years numbered upwards of 12,000. The first smelting
funiace was set to work 'in October 1877. It has been estimated
that up to the close of 1880 the value of the metals extracted from
the soil at Leadville exceeded 835,700,000 :—
18G0-73, gold from placei-s ... S«,400.000 |

IS"7, gold, sllrcr, and lead... S35S,330
1S74, gold and silver 145,000 1873, do. do. ... 3,152,925
1875, do. do 113,000 1879, do. do. ... 10.189,.'i21

187C, gold, silvei, and lead... 85,200 | 1S80, do. do. ...15,095,153

Its site consists for the most part of a porphyiitio rock resting on
a strongly silicified dolomite popularly called "limestone"; and
the browu saud, the source of the wealth of Leadville, is sometimes
found just below the surface of the soil, sometimes at a depth of

several hundred feet. None of the streets maintain the same level

throughout, the contour lines of the declivity on which they aro

built usually running at right angles. Of the dwelling-houses the

vast majority are of wood ; but among the many substantial brick

structures are an opera-house, a Catholic church, and several bank
buildings. AVater, brought from the higher grounds, is distributed

by a regular system of mains ; the principal streets are macadam-
ized with slag ; there is a well-organized fire department and an
efficient police force. The city has 6 chuixhes, 7 schools, 3 daily

and 2 weekly newspapei's, and 6 banks, and is the centre of supply

for a large outlying mining region, the value of its general and min-

ing business averaging for 1880 and ISSl over $40,000,000 yearly.

LEAKE, WiLLi-iM Maetin (1T77-18G0)> antiquarian

topographer, waa born in London, January 14, 1777.

After completing his education at the Royal Military Aca-

demy of Woolwich, and spending four years in the "West

Indies as lieutenant of marine artillery, he was sent by the

Government to Constantinople to instruct the Turks in

this branch of the service. A journey through Asia Minor

in 1800 to join the English fleet at Cyprus inspired him

with an interest in antiquarian topography, which he had

afterwards frequent opportunities of gratifying. In 1801,

after travelling across the desert to Egypt, he was, on the

expulsion of the French, employed in surveying the valley

of the Nile as far as the cataracts ; but having sailed with

the ship engaged to convey the Elgin marbles from Athens

to England, he lost all his maps and observations when tho

vesselfoundered off the island of Cerigo. Shortly after his

arrival in England he was appointed to survey the west

coast of Albania and the Morea, with the view of assisting

the Turks against attacks of the French from Italy, and of

this he took advantage to form a valuable collection of coins

and inscriptions, and to e.Tploro many ancient sites. In 1807

he was made prisoner at Salonica; but, obtaining his release

the same year, he was sent on a diplomatic mission to Ali

Pasha,- whose confidence he completely won, and with whom

he remained for more than a year as the representative of

England. In 1815 he retired from the army, in which

he held the rank of colonel, devoting the remainder of

his life . to topographical and antiquarian studies, the

results of which were given to the World in the following

volumes:

—

TopograiiJiy of Athens, 1821; Journal of a

Tour in Asia Minor, 1824 ; Travels in the Morea, 1830 ;

Trnveh i.i N'orthern Greece, 1835; and Numimata.
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Hellenica, \%b^, followed by a supplement in 1859. A
characteristic of the researches of Leake was their com-

prehensive minuteness, which was greatly aided by his

mastery of technical details. His Topography of Athens,

the first attempt at a scientific treatment of the subject, is

etill authoritative in regard to many important points. He
died January 6, 1860.

A Memoir of Lealce by the Rev. J. H. Marsden was printed for

private circulation in 1864. See also a paper in the Architect for

October 7, 1876; and a notice of him by Professor Ciutius of

Berlin in the Prcussischc Jahrbilchcr for September 1876.

LEAillNGTON, anciently Leamington Peioes, or, by

licence, since 1838, Royai, Leamington Spa, is a munici-

pal borough and watering-place of Warwickshire, England,

situated 2 miles east from Warwick, on the Leam, near its

junction with Shakespeare's Avon. Its rise dates from

about 1786, when baths were first erected in connexion

with saline springs which are held to possess various

carativo properties, and which had been noticed by Camden
in 1586. But the rapid increase and continued prosperity

of the town are due also, among other causes, to its

beautiful and finely sheltered site, to its aristocratic neigh-

bourhood, and to the fine hunting country by which it is

surrounded. To this must be added its advantages of

railway communication by the Great Western and North-
western lines, and the proximity of places of historical and
sentimental interest. Warwick is but 2 miles oft', Kenil-
worth 5, Coventry 9, and Stratford-on-Avon 10; while
Evesham, Naseby and Bosworth, and Oxford are all within
easy reach.

_
Though the houses are handsome, and the

streets^ spacious and well kept, the rates are low, and
living is not expensive. There is a choice of social clubs,
with churches and chapels in large number, hospitals, an
important college, and many fashionable schools. The town
has five newspapers, a free library, and a school board. The
water, supplied from artesian wells, is pure and abundant.
The death rate is but 15 per 1000, which, considering the
large numbers of elderly people who settle there, is very
low. The fact that nearly all the property is freehold

offers great facilities to those desirous of living in their

own houses, and is among the inducements to people to

make this a place of permanent residence. The Jephson
and pump-room gardens are delightful promenades. Leam-
ing*^on was incorporated in 1875. From a population of

543 in 1811 it has, with its suburbs, increased ^o 26,074
in 1881.

LEANDER. See Heeo.
LEASE. See Landloed and Tenant.
LEATHER consists of the hides and skins of certain

animals, prepared by chemical and mechanical means in

such a manner as to resist influences to which in their

natural condition they are subject, and also to give them
certain entirely new properties and qualities. Skins in an
unprepared moist condition are readily disintegrated and
destroyed by putrefaction, and if they are dried raw they

become hard, horny, and intractable. The art of the

leather manufacturer is principally directed to overcoming

the tendency to putrefaction, to securing suppleness in

the material, to rendering it impervious to and unalterable

by water, and to increasing the strength of the skin and
its power to resist tear and wear.«

Leather is made by three processes, or with three classes

of substances. Thus we have— (1) tanned leather, in

which the hides and skins are combined with tannin or

tannic acid ; (2) tawed leather, in which skins are prepared

with mineral salts
; (3) shamoyed leather, consisting of

skins combined with oils or fatty substancea

Tanned Leather.

Hides and Skins.—The skins of all mammalians may be

I

made into leather^ but in practice it is only from a few of

the larger animals, readily obtainable in sufficient numbers,

and reared and slaughtered for other objects, that com-
mercial supplies are obtained. The term hides is by
tanners restricted to the large and heavy skins of full-

grown oxen, horses, and other large animals—all tho

lighter stock being known as skins (calf skins, sheep skins,

goat skins, ifcc). Of all hides and skins used by the tanner,

by far the most important and valuable are those obtained

from oxen. Not only do these yield the most useful and
valuable hides, but they are slaughtered in all civilized coun-

tries in enormous quantities ; and, while in Europe the

skins of cattle are only of secondary importance, the vast

herds which roam practically wiW in the plains of South
America are valuable more on account of their hides and
other products than as sources of animal food. Ox hides

are imported into Europe and the United States of America
in enormous quantities, and come principally from South
America, the Cape, Australia, the East Indies, and North
Africa. The main centres of the import trade in hides are

Antwerp, Liverpool, Havre, and New York. For tanners'

purposes calf skins are distinguished from ox hides, and

the kinds of leather into which they are manufactured are

entirely distinct. Intermediate between the heavy ox

hides and calf skins are East Indian kips, a medium weight

skin which comes both raw and tanned from Calcutta and

Madras in such large quantities as to form a distinct branch

of the leather trade. Horse hides and the skins of the

other Equidx—the ass, zebra, quagga, ic.—have in

modern times become important raw materials of leather.

The various breeds of sheep, on account of the vast

numbers in which their skins come into the market and

the numerous applications of sheep and lamb skins, come

near in value to oxen as sources of leather. As a rule tho

importance of a breed of sheep for the purposes of the

tanner is in inverse proportion to its value as a source of

wool. Goat and kid skins come next in order of importance,

the products ttey yield being beautiful in texture, of hig<

value, and of varied usefulness. Goat skins are obtained
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chiefly from the East Indies, the Cape, North Africa,

South America, Mexico, Asia Minor, and the hilly regions

of Europe. Seal skins, obtained from the arctic regions,

are an important material, while hog sliins are of value for

the purposes of the tanner almost exclusively for making
saddle leather. Among the skins which are only occasion-

ally or locally used may be enumerated walrus, rhinoceros,

hippopotamus, and elephant hide, yielding very thick

leather used for buffing wheels in cutlery manufacture,

ifec, and the skins of the numerous species of deer and
antelope, dogs, kangaroo, and other Australian marsupials,

porpoises, alligators, and occasionally boas.

Structure of Skin.—All hides and skins aro externally

clothed more or less' with wool, hair, bristles, or scales. The
skin itself has a thin superficial horny and cellular layer,

the cuticle or epidermis, into which neither nerves nor
blood-vessels penetrate. This layer is, during the life of.

the animal, continually in progress of peeling off in the
form of small flat scales, and is renewed from the inner
portion of the epidermis known as the rete mitcosiim or
Malpighian net. The skin proper (con«M, dermis, or cutis),

which is the only portion of the hide of use for the tanner,

consists of a dense plexus of fibrous bundles, knit together

and interwoven in every direction, the interspaces being
filled up with an albuminoid substance. The bundles of

fibres terminate on the upper surface of the corium in
separate masses, producing the irregularly papillated

appearance seen in the "grain" of leather, and hence that
surface is distinguished as the grain side in contradistinction

to the flesh or under side. Chemically the connective

tissue or fibrous portion of the corium consists of

gelatigenous tissue or collagen, which, according to Reimer,
is similar in composition to the fibroin of eilk. It is in-

soluble in cold water, weak acids, and alkalies, but with
boiling water it dissolves, forming gelatin, and it is also

soluble in concentrated acids and alkalies. It combines
with tannic acid, forming the essential basis of leather,

and it similarly combines with oils and fats. The inter-

fibrous binding albuminoid material called by the same
authority coriin is soluble in alkaline solutions (being

withdrawn from the skin by treatment with lime water,

&c.) and in strong hydrochloric acids, but insoluble in

water. It is precipitated from solutions by tannin, with

which it combines. Many competent authorities main-

tain that the distinction between the fibrous and non-
fibrous portions of skin is only one of physical condition.

Tanning Materials.—Tannin or tannic acid is a product

of the vegetable kingdom, abundantly formed in a very

large number of plants, and secreted in such diverse organs

and members as the bark, wood, roots, leaves, seed-pods,

fruit, &c. The tannin obtained from various sources is

not precisely the same in its chemical relations and reac-

tions. Dr Stenhouse was the first to insist on the principal

distinction which possesses practical interest to the tanner.

He pointed out that tannin-producing bodies may be
divided into two classes, the first class comprising such
as by their decomposition develop into gallic acid, and
by destructive distillation yield pyrogallic acid. Of these

gallotannic acid, obtainable from galls, is the type. The
other principal tanning materials which yield gallotannic

acid are sumach, valonia, divi-divi, and myrobalans.

The second class embraces tannins which do not resolve

themselves into gallic acid or yield pyrogallic acid, and of

this class oak bark, mimosa bark, and gambler yield

characteristic types. All varieties of tannin, however,
agree in possessing a powerfully astringent but not bitter

taste, and a distinctly acid reaction ; they yield with solu-

tions of salts of peroxide of iron a deep blue-black or green-

black solution, and particularly they combine and form
insoluble compounds with gelatin and with the gelatigenous

tissue which constitutes the principal portion of animal
skins. By the action of ether, containing a little water,
on gall-nuts, pure gallotannic acid may be procured. The
ethereal solution separates by repose into two layers, the
lower one, which is of an amber colour, being a solution of
tannin in water, while the upper layer contains gallic acid,
mixed with other substances. On gently evaporating the
aqueous solution, nearly pure gallotannic acid is procured,
to the extent of from 35 to 40 per cent., from galls.
Obtained in this way, it is a shining, porous, uncrystalliz-
able mass; it is soluble in water, and then exerts the
properties of an acid. By exposure to air it absorbs oxygen
and gives ofif carbonic acid,—two new products, gallic acid
and ellagicacid, being formed at the expense of the tannin;
the latter is insoluble. Gallotannic acid may be precipi-
tated from its solutions by sulphuric and some other acids;
by boiling the precipitate with sulphuric acid for a few
minutes in a dilute solution of the same acid, gallic acid is

formed, and crystallizes in cooling. Gallic acid also exists
ready formed in gall-nuts, sumach, valonia, tea, and other
substances. It does not combine with gelitin, and is

therefore useless in tanning. Some tanners, however,
imagine the gallic acid of the waste liquor to be useful in

swelling or raising the hides, preparatory to removing them
to a stronger liquor.

Tatinio is in no case isolated for use as a tanning agent.'

It is only brought in contact with skins and hides by the
medium of infusions, decoctions, or extracts of the various
tanning materials in which a percentage of tannin is

present mixed with colouring and other extractive material

The substances enumerated below comprise the principal tanning
materials in use throughout Europe and America.

Dale Bark.—In early times the bark of the common oak, Qucrcus
Robur, was almost the only tanning material used by British tanners,
and it still is the substance from which the highest quality of heavy
tanned leather is prepared, although with it the procei,s is necessarily
tedious. Throughout the country there are still a few tanners of
sole leather whose boast is that they use nothing but otk bark.
The entire supplyof British oak bark is estimated at from 200,000 to
300,000 tons annuaUy. This quantity, with the additional import
of 30,000 tons from the Continent, is altogether inadequate to meet
the demands of the tanners, apart from the necessity which is now
felt for forcing the tanning operation ranch more rapidly than was
formerly the rule. The most useful bark is obtained from coppice
wood of about twelve years' growth, although in inner bark of longer
growth a large proportion of tannin is secreted. The amount of
astringent matter in coppice bark may be taken to average from S

to 10 per cent., but the statements of the quantities of tannin iu
different samples vary within wide limits, as much as 18 per cent,

being in some cases found. There is 'no doubt that the peculiar

excellence of the sole leather of England is due in great measure to

the superior oak bark produced there. Oak bark imparts firmness

and solidity to leather, while other sorts give softness ; thus the
peculiarsoftness of French curried leather is referred to the bark of

the evergreen oak, with which the better kinds aro tanned, while
the other tanning materials next to be named give each its peculiar
quality with respect to colour, scent, toughness, or the power of

resisting moisture and decay.

Other species of oak also yield tanning materials of much import-
ance, and are extensively usci'. The cork oak, Quercus Suber, of

south Europe and north Africa, in addition to its well-known external

layer (the cork of commerce), possesses a fibrous inner bark which is

richer in tannin than ordinary oak bark. It is much employed in

France, and is imported also to some extent into the United King-
dom. In the United States several varieties of oak yield staple

tanning materials. Of these the principal are the rock or chestnut
oak, yellow oak or quercitron, both important sources of tan barks;

the red oak and white oak are of less consequence.

Mimosa Bark.—Under this general name a large amount of bark
comes to the English market from Australia, principally from
Melbourne and Adelaide, and from Tasmania. It is obtained from a

large number of trees belonging to the genus Acacia, widely distri-

buted throughout Australasia, and the various barks nre rich in

tannin, which ranges from 1.5 up to 32 per cent. The qualities

imported into- England aro the richer tonds. They amoont to

about 30,000 tons annually, and may be assumed to contain on an
average 28 per cent, of astringent matter. These richer barks aro

the produce oi jl. karpophylla, a Queensland tree, the bl.ick wattle

(A. molisaima), the gold wattle {A. pycnantha), the silver wattle o£
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Tasmania (A. leucophylla), and A. cyanophijlla. The red colour of

mimosa bark produces a dark leather against which there is a pre-

judice, and the material has therefore to be used sparingly in mix-

tures. It is also said that mimosa tanning results in a sotoewhat

hard brittle leather.

Scmlock Bark is the most important tanning material in North
America. It is the produce of the hemlock spruce, Abies canadensis,

which grows in vast forests throughout Canada and the northern

and eastern States of the Union, the princijjal bark-producing States

being Pennsylvania; Michigan, and Wisconsin. Hemlock bark is

obtained by cutting doivn the trees; and, as no pro^-ision is made for

renewing the deuuded forests, the strain on the more accessible por-

tions of the American forests is already beginning to make ilself

apparent. The bark contains 7 or 8 per cent of tannin, and the

leather it makes has a strong reddish-brown colour. A large and

increasing amount of hemlock extract, an iuspissated decoction of

the bark having a specified richness in tannin, is now imported into

Europe, principally to the United Kingdom.
Among barks used to a limited extent and for special pmposes are

larch and Scotch fir barks, used for tanning sheep skins into basils,

&c. inilow bark is used in Russia for tanning russia leather.

Uangrore barks (Rhizophora Mangle), which are exceedingly abund-

ant in India, and rich in tannin, have been tried in the United King-

dom, but their use did not prove satisfactory.

IVood.—Quebracho wood (Aspidospcrmtini Quebracho), a wood
rich in tannin, obtained from the river Plate, has recently grown
rapidly in favour as a tanning substance in the United States and
France, and is now coming into notice in the United Kingdom.

Fruits.—Under this head are comprised valonia, myrobalans, and
divi-divi, three substances which now play an important part in

tanning both in Europe and America. Valonia consists of the

imbricated acorn cups of a species of oak, Qucrcus ^gilops, which
is indigenous in Asia. Minor, Greece, and southern Turkey, and is

mainly shipped from Smyrna. It contains as much as from 40 to 45

per cent of tannin, and the average annual imports into the United
Kingdom are now not less than 30,000 tons. Myrobalans are the

dried immature fruit of species of Terminalia, principally T. BeUerica

and T. Chebula. They vary in size and appearance, but in general

they are oval hard wrinkled nuts rather larger than a filbert. The
amoimt of tannin they yield varies from 20 to 36 or sometimes as

high as 40 per cent. Myrobalans grow abundantly throughout
India and are largely and increasingly exported from the three

presidencies to the United Kingdom. Divi-divi (q.v.) contains as

much as 50 per cent, of tannin. Though it is in considerable use,

tanning with divi-divi is subject to several grave objections. The
abundant mucilage of the pods ferments readily, and thereby some-
times causes a rotting of the hides. Leather tanned by divi-divi

also draws moisture readily in presence of damp, while in a dry
atmosphere it is hard and horny, and further this agent leaves

finished leather very dark in colour.

Leaves. Sainach.—The leaves of various species o{ Bhiis, under
the name of sumach, or sumac, form materials of the first import-
ance for the tanning of light skins in which it is essential to have a

fine white colour, as in the case of bright morocco leather, kc. Of
the species the most important is the Sicilian sumach, 7i. Coriaria,

a shrub or low tree indigenous to Italy, Spain, France, and the

Mediterranean coasts of Africa. It is cultivated with much care in

Sicily, the leaves being gathered from shoots not more than a year

old, which thereafter are cut down close to the parent stem. The
same shrub is largely cultivated in the southern departments of

France, in Spain, and in Portugal. The leaves gathered in June
are dried and ground under edge rollers to a fine dust, in which con-

dition the material comes into the market. It has a bright olive

green colour with something of the odour of tea, and should contain
in the best qualities from 25 to 30 per cent, of gallotannic acid,

the same tannin which is present in gaiis. The leaves of the
Venetian sumach, R. Cotimis, are similarly used in the eastern
countries bordering on the Mediterranean. In America a large
quantity of sumach for tanning is obtained from two species otEhus,
It. copallina and R. glabra, growing principally in Virginia, the
Carolinas, Georgia, and Alabama. These are, however, much inferior

to European sumach, both on account of the colour they communi-
cate to leather, and also from the smaller percentage of tannin they
yield, although it is believed that with careful cultivation and
proper attention the quality might be greatly improved.

Bxlracis.—CiUoh and Gainbir, vegetable extracts obtained from
the East, are frequently confounded, and in commerce they in-
differently pass under the name of terra-japonica and catechu (see
Catechu, vol. V. p. 220). Gambir, which comes almost exclusively
from Singapore, is the inspissated juice of the leaves of Vncaria
Gambir, a tall shrub belonging to the natural order Rubiacess.
The extract comes into the market in the foim of cubes abriiit an
inch in size, of a dull brown earthy appearance. In composition
and properties it agi-ees with Cutch. The exports from Sinftapore
amount to about 80,000 tons annually. KiNo {q.v.) is exceedingly
rich in a variety of tannic acid, but its high price precludes its use
Ml tanning. These extracts are used in tanning only in conjunc-

tion with other materi.-ils ; they not er.ly hasten the operation, but,'

judiciously used, they tend to render the leather soft and mellow.
Galls.—Although galls are among the richest of all bodies in

tannic acid, they do not form an irnpo:-;ant item among the materials

of the tanner, being most valuable for other industrial p-irposes, and
therefore too costly for use a.». taunmg agents. The "knoppem"
g.ills of Hungary, which are farn!<xl on the acorn cups of a specie,

of oak, however, ai'e to some extent used in Continental tanneries.

For full information regarding galls, see Vol. x. p. 43.

It is to be noted that most of the tanning substances above
alluded to may be and are used in dyeing as well as for tanning.

Grinding and Leaching of Tanning Materials.—Bark,

valonia, myrobalans, and other tanning bodies are reduced

to a small and as far as possible uniform size by means ol

grinding or comminuting macbinerj'. The main object in

such machines is to produce uniformity of size with as

little dust as possible, and the apparatus most commonly
used is similar in principle to the ordinary coffee-mill, with
breaking arms for the bark and segmental cutters for

smaller materials. Various forms of disintegrator are also

used, which produce their effect by violent concussion

obtained by the revolution in opposite directions of two
large and strong disks armed with projecting spikes on
the sides of the disks facing each other. These disks are

enclosed within a stout iron drum ; and, as they revolve at

a speed rising to three thousand revolutions per minute,

some conception of the violence with which the tanning

materials are struck and smashed may he formed. The
tanning materials so prepared are next leached, latched, or

infused for preparing the strongest tanning solutions for

use iu the " layers " or lay-away pits noticed below. In
making these leaches or infusions, some tanners use hot
(even boiling) water, others use cold water alone; some
employ only pure water, and by some the weak and
exhausted oozes or woozes from the pits are strengthened

up by renewed leaching. The sole object of the tanner

is to obtain the greatest amount of the tanning principle

contained in the materials operated on, and to take care

that what he gets is not lost or wasted. The method of

leaching commonly adopted in the United Kingdom is to

pass the bark through a series of leachers or spender pits.

New or fresh bark is put into the first of the series, and
over it is pumped cold the well-strengthened ooze from

the next leacher. In this first pit the ooze or infusion is

brought up to the full strength required for the lay-away

tan-pits, and after the infusion is pumped off the tan (now
somewhat reduced in strength) is passed over into No. 2

leacher, where it is treated with liquor in its turn also

somewhat lower in strength. In this manner the bark

passes by stages through a series of pits, diminishing in

richness in tannin at each stage, and in the same gradual

manner being infused in a weaker and weaker liquor, till

in the last of the series it is fully exhausted with pure

warm water. Thus pure water is put in at one end of

the range and fresh tanning material at the other; the

water as it ascends is gradually strengthened till it reach the

maximum richness in tanning principle, while the tanning

material as it descends is in like proportion deprived of

its extractive constituents, till in the end nothing further

soluble remains. From the last pit the bark, &c., are

turned out as " spent tan, " usually to be burned in a

special form of tan-burning furnace for raising steam.

The use of le&ches or infusions was first insisted on by

Seguin about the end of the 18th century, and the adop-

tion of his suggestion led to the shortening of the time

occupied in tanning hea^y leather by about one half.

Testing Tan Liquors.—The methods by which the

tanning value of any substance is determined are numerous,

but few of them are at once capable of simple application

arid minutely accurate. One of the commonest plans for

ascertaining the strength of the tan liquor technically called

ooze, or wooze, is by means of a kind of hydrometer called a
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taikumeler. It is graduated to the standard of pure water;

and, when it is placed in a specimen of ooze, the strength of

the latter is judged of by the position of tlie stem above

or below the water-mark. But, as bark or other tanning

material may contain several soluble substances besides

tannin, the barkometer obviously cannot be relied on.

Some tanners judge of the strength of ooze by its astrin-

gency to the taste. Seguin, who in the end of the 18th

century was the first to insist on the advantage of tanning

with previously prepared infusions, proposed the use of a

colution of gelatin as a test of the presence of the tannin.

In trying the quantity of tannin by Seguin's process, 4S0

grains of the bark in coarse powder should be acted on

by half a pint of boiling water. The mixture should be

frequently stirred, and suffered to stand twenty-four hours

;

the fluid should then be strained through a linen cloth,

and mixed with an equal quantity of solution of gelatin,

made by dissolving glue, jelly, or isinglass, in hot water,

in the proportion of a drachm of glue or isinglass, or six

table-spoonfuls of jelly, to a pint of water. The precipitate

should be collected by passing the mixture of the solution

and infusion through folds of blotting-paper, and the paper

exposed to the air till its contents are quite dry. Every

100 grains of precipitate contains 40 grains of tannin

nearly. As, however, some kinds of tannin produce larger

precipitates of gelatin than other kinds, and as the com-

position of tanno-gelatin varies with the strength both 'of

the .solution of gelatin and of tannin, this method is not

reliable. Sulphate of cinchonin is said to afford a better

test ; a solution of this, acidulated with a few drops of

sulphuric acid, will, it is said, precipitate tannin completely

from the solution. Lowenthal's method, founded on the

fact that solutions of tannin in presence of sulphuric acid

are readily oxidized by permanganate of potash, is very

useful for the comparative determination of the value of

different tanning substances. A given weight of tanning

material is infused, and the solution is brought up to a

definite volume. One half of this measured quantity of

tannin solution is mixed with definite quantities of a

standard indigo-carmine solution and sulphuric acid, and

to this mixture permanganate solution is added from a

graduated tube till the colour of the indigo is completely

discharged, when both tannin and indigo are oxidised. A
parallel experiment is next made with similar measured

amounts of indigo and sulphuric acid solutions, but with-

out any tann:a infusion. The diiference between the

quantity of permanganate required to discharge the colour

in the two experiments gives the standard for calculat-

ing the amount of tannin in the solution to be tested.

Another good method of testing the value of tanning

material is xa digest a piece of dry prepared hide or skin

in a known quantity of the infusion, until the whole of

the tannin ind other matters be separated. The skin

is then tak-n out, slightly washed, dried, and weighed,

when the iu.-rease of weight is supposed to be the weight

of tannin and of the other Tuatters required. An apparatus

devised by MM. Muntz and Eamspacker has recently

been introdi-jed for facilitating this last test. It consists

essentially o' a small vessel sufficient to hold a measured
quantity of n tanning infusion, the specific gravity of

which is ca fully ascertained. That vessel is so arranged

that strong pressure can be brought to bear on it by means
of a screw <\cting on an india-rubber surface, thereby forcing

the liquid through a piece of skin which covers the lower

paVt The skin absorbs the whole of the tannin during

the passage through it of the infusion, and by ascertaining

the specific gravity of the escaped liquor the percentage of

•he tannin material in the infusion can be readily deter-

mined. This apparatus has been extensively introduced

JQ practice in England and 'on the Continent.

Sole Leather or Heavy Leather Tanning.—The hides of

oxen are received in the tan-yard in four different con-

ditions. These are—(1) market or .slaughter hides, which,'

coming direct from local abattoirs, are soft, moist, and

covered with dirt and blood
; (2) wet salted hides ; (3)

dry salted hides ; and (4) sun-dried or "flint" ludes,—the

three last form.=! being the condition in which the imports

of foreign hides are made. The first operation in the

tannery is to clean the hides, to free them from salt, and

to bring the hard dry hides to the uniformly soft flaccid

condition in which all market hides are obtained. The

treatment at this stage requires skill and attention to

prevent the more soluble constituents of the hide from

dissolving out in the washing and soaking processes, and

also to secure the complete softening of the entire substance,

upon which the successful tanning greatly depends. In

the case of market hides cleaning and softening are

principally effected by washing and soaking in spent lime-

water, while for dry hides and dry salted hides brine is

essential. The softening of these materials is helped and

rendered thorough by working them for some time in the

stocks (fig. 1) after they have been well soaked. After

being thus brought ^^^
as nearly as pos- ^^^^^f^'^^^^g^^^^^^^^^^'~^i

sible into a uni-

form condition, all

hides are treated

alike. The first

operation to which

they are subjected

is depilation,which

removes, not only

the hair, but also

the scarf-skin.

This is effected

variously in differ-

ent countries. In

England the most _ , t^ 1 1 , a, „i.oo
, . Fig. 1.—Doulile-acl:ng Stocks.

common plan is

to throw the hide or skin into a strong watery ley of

slaked lime, with lime, in excess. By this, in a few days,

more or less according to the proportion of lime present,

the hair is easily detached, the hair-sheath having been

dissolved. The hair was formerly taken off by making

a sour liquor from fermented vegetable matter, in which

the hides lay for several days; they were also smoked

in a damp state for the same purpose; but both those

methods are now abandoned. They are still sometimes,

especially on the Continent, sweated, that is, they are laid

in heaps and kept wet and warm, a plan which is still

adopted in England for skins. In America the sweating

is performed cold ; the hides are hung up wet in a damp

underground cellar, and are kept moist for ten days or a

fortnight. In either of these sweating processes incipient

putrefaction takes place sooner or later, when the hair

and scarf-skin are easily removed ; but the fatty matter Re-

mains, and in some cases prevents the hide from taking

the tan.

There have been numerous other methods proposed abd

patented for unhairing skins, few of which have been received

with much favour. Among the agents proposed maybe

mentioned caustic soda, sulj^hide of sodium and sulphido

of calcium, borax, sugar, and charcoal—substances which it

is obvious must act in very different manners. Lime and

alkaline solutions not only loosen the hair and scarf-skin,

but also "plump" the co'rium or true skin, that is, they swell

it and render it consequently porous and more permeable

to the tanning solution. Lime further forms with the

fatty matter of the flesh side calcareous soap, th'-"

neutralizing the fat which would otherwise interfere wjih
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tUe tannin. Some banners, especially Americans, who
work the so-called acid process, plump their hides by
the use of sulphuric acid, hanging them six or eight hours

in a solution containing -jj-yth of acid. The plumping
is sometimes done as a preliminary operation, and again

others add the acid to the colour pits, or the first pit into

which the hides

go for the tan-

ning process.

Among non-acid

tanners the

plumping of

sweat stock in

which there is

DO lime is se-

cured in the

weak acid li-

quors of the

colouring and
handling pits.

In the case of

limed stock the

hides, at the

proper stage, are

withdrawn from
Fio. 2.—Tanner's Beam.

the pits and stretched over an unhairing beam (fig. 2), when
with, a working knife (fig. 3, a) a workman partly scrapes

partly shaves off the hair and scarf-skin. Another workman
in a similar way with a fleshing knife ^fig. 3, b) removes

the fatty compounds and
flesh from the flesh side.

For these operations seve-

ral machines have been

adapted, working mostly

with revolving knives or

cutters, under which the

hides or skins pass in a
tally extended state. Such
machines are, however,

only applied to the smaller Fio. 3.—Tanner's Knives and Pu.

skins. The next step in the preparation of the hide is io

remove from.it as thoroughly as possible all traces of lirrie.

This is partly accomplished by going over the hide on tlis

beam with a scudding knife, pressing the combined lisie

and interfibrous {nat-

ter out of the tissue.

For more complete

neutralization of lime

in the larger hides

the influence of the

weak acid of the

colouring pits is

trusted to. Harness
hides are washed by
some means in pure

water, the most con-

venient and generally

adopted method being

to place them in the

dash wheel (fig. 4),
Via. 4.—Dash Wheel.

in which they revolve and tumble about whilst fresh

water is continually being poured on them within the

revolving wheel.

The hides now come to be trimmed and prepared for

tanning in the shape in which they are intended ultimately

to be sent into the market. An entire untrimmed hide

(fig. 5) is termed a crop; a side is half a crop, the dividing

line of the Wfo sides being shown at EF; a butt is the

back portion ABCD, and a bend is half a butt ABFR
0, G are belly pieces, and H, H the chaoks, both together

being the offal. When the shoulder (the upper part of ihs
butt) is removed, what remains is a short butt.

The actual tanning now commences, and the operations
involved may be divided into a series of three—(1)
colouring, (2) handling, aud (3) the laying away. The
colouring consists in exposing

the hides in a scries of pits

containing oozes which are

almost entirely deprived of

tannin, but in which some
amount of gallic and acetic

acids have been developed,

and which, moreover, contain

a large proportion of the

colouring matter extracted

from the tanning substances.

In these pits (also called sus-

penders) the hides are sus-

pended over poles laid across

the pit, and they are moved
daily from one to another of Fic. 5.—Divisions of a Hide.

'

a series of four or six, this stage usually occupying about a

week. As the hides are moved forward in the series they
are exposed to a liquor containing a small and steadily in-

creasing proportion of tannin, and this, it may be said, holds

good till the hido reaches the last lay-away pit, in which
the tanning is completed. The objects attained in the

colouring pits are the superficial colouring or dyeing of the

hide, some amount of plumping from the acids of the ooze,

and a dissolving out of remaining traces of lime, principally

by the acetic acid to which the hide is exposed. After

colouring, the hides pass on to the handlers or handling
pits, a round or series of which may consist of from four to

twelve, according to the mode of working, inlhe handlers

the hides are spread out horizontally; and in the first series

they are "handled" once a day or more frequently if con-

venient. The handling consists of lifting the hides out of

the pit by means of a tanner's hook (fig. 6), piling theni

on the side till they drain, and
returning them into the pit, the

hide on the top in one handling

going to the bottom in the next.

This operation is continued

throughout the series ; only as

the hides advance the necessity and advantage of frequent

handling decreases, while the strength of the tan liquor in

which they are handled increases. The whole handling

stage consumes on an average about six weeks. Finally,

the hides are carried over into the layers or lay-aways. In
these the stock is exposed to the strongest tanning liquors,

and between the hides thin layers of the tanning bark or

mixture are strewn. The object of this interstratification

is to separate the mass of hides so as to secure the, more
ready permeation of the entire mass by the liquor, and
also to feed and strengthen the ooze itself as its tannin is

absorbed by the hides. In these layers the hide5 are

allowed to rest for about six weeks, after which the pits

are cleared out, charged with fresh ooze, and filled with

the hides and tan as before. These processes may be re-

peated three or four times before the tanning is completed.

When the process is deemed complete, each hide, on being

taken out, wiU be found to be converted into leather, and
a portion of its gelatin which has been dissolved from its

interior is, by combination with a portion of tannin from
the strong solution, deposited upon its surfaces, where it is

found in the form of a yellow deposit, technically known
as bloom, ox pitching, which disguises the under colour of

the leather just as if it were covered with yellow paint.

This, prejudice says, must be on its surface, or it is not

saleable, but it is so much quality ar.d weight lost to the

Fio. 6.—Tanner's Hook
(without handle).
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consumer, as he pays for it on the outside of his leather to-

be worked off in the dressing and currying operations. By
some tanning agents—mimosa, for example—there is little

or no bloom deposited.

The theory of the formation of the bloom is this. As
soon as ooze has penetrated into a hide it loses its tanning
material, but by capillary attraction is detained ; this

exhausted ooze acts by maceration on the finer and more
soluble interstitial gelatin, and dissolves it. In handling,

about one-twelfth of this flows out ; the remaining eleven-

twelfths accompany the hide into the next stronger solution,

of which only one-twelfth is absorbed directly, and a small

portion is slowly exchanged by endosmosis and exosmcsis.

The small portion of strong solution which passes into the

pores of the hide contributes to tan the hard fibrous portions

not dissolved, and the small portion of weak solution

passing out of the hide by esosmosis gives up its dissolved

gelatin to the tan of the stronger solution outside to form
tannate of gelatin, which partly adheres to the surface as

bloom, and partly falls to the bottom of the pit as pitching.

From the time when the raw ox hide is taken in hand
till the leather is fuUy dried, not less than a year is

consumed in the case of the best qualities of sole leather.

It was formerly the practice in England, as it still is on
the Continent, to tan by the process of stratijication, for

which purpose a .bed of bark is made upon the bottom of

the pit ; upon this is laid the hide, then bark, then a hide,

and so on until the pit is full ; water is sometimes pumped
in, and the pit left for some months ; it is then emptied,

and the same hides returned with fresh bark and water for

a few months longer ; this is repeated again and again,

until the tanning is completed, the time varying from one

to four years for heavy leather.

The devices and processes which have been proposed and to some
degree put in operation with the view of shortening the time occu-

pied in tanning are beyond all enumeration. In scarcely any case

have time-abridging processes proved successful in practical working,

so far as the production of good leather is involved ; and now the

opinion appears to be completely established that, for the thorough

tanning of heavy leather, a slowly operating influence r.nd conse-

quently long time are essential. Tlie devices for the hastening of

tanning have for the most part turned upon some plan for forcing

the tan liquor into and through the pelt, or tor alternate soaking

and squeezing of the hides. Among the plans which have been
tried on a commercial scale may be enumerated tanning by the

application of hydrostatic pressure to force the liquor throiigli the

hides, a method which failed simply because the pressure was equal

on both sides. The vacuum tanning principle is another which has

been extensively tried, only to issue in disappointment. It consists

in hanging the hides in a pit or cylinder so constructed that the air

Sn be exhausted by an air pump, after which tan liquors are forced

into the vessel, air readmitted, and again withdrawn. Hides, how-

ever, loaded with water swell little under diminished atmospheric

pressure, and the practical diificulty of procuring and maintaining

a vacuum in tan pits is very great. More promising results have

been obtaiaed by setting np in tan pits the physical process o£

endosmosis. and exosmosis. This is done by sewing up hides two

and two as bags which, being fiUed with solution differing in specific

gravity from the tan liquor in which they are immersed, thereby set

up transfusion through the hide. This process failed chiefly through

the hardness of the leather it yielded. A plan of sewing hides into

bags and suspending them fUled with strong tan liquor, which as the

fluid exuded was renewed, was also tried for some time. Again, it

has been attempted to keep the hide suspended stationary m the

pits and move the liquors instead of carrying over hides from one

pit into another. A more recent device, which may not yet be fuUy

tested, consists in keeping up the strength of the liquor by a con-

tinuous circulation through pipes from the stronger into the weaker

infusions. By this system of circulation, instead of the oozes in

which hides are immersed becoming weaker and weaker the longer

they rest in the liquor, the ooze is kept np at least to its original

strength, and it may indeed, if desirable, be increased in proportion

as the tannin combines with the hide.

Heavy hides for sole leather, belting, and similar pur-

poses do not require to undergo any elaborate dressing or

currying. When finally removed from the tan pits they

are piled- grain to grain and flesh to flesh to drain, care

being taken that no tan liquor is allowed to lurk in the pile,

which is covered over from the light. When sufficiently

drained, they are brushed or scoured to free them from
adhering impurities, and removed to the drying loft, where,
after lightly rubbing over with oil, they are hung on poles
to dry. In the loft steam-heated pipes keep a dry
atmosphere during winter, and enable the attendants to
regulate and control the drying of the leather. The leather

when dried in this condition is rough tanned, and for

finishing as sole leather it has to be struck out or " pinned "

and compressed by rolling. For striking or pinning by
hand the hide is dampened with water, thrown over a
beam, and worked all over the grain side with a striking

pin (fig. 3, c). This operation smoothes and levels the

grain, removes smaller wrinkles, and to some extent

compresses and solidifies the leather. Striking machines
(fig. 7) are now very generally used for the operation.

Fio. 7.—Leather Striking Machine.

These consist of a drum or cylinder having a parallel series

of projecting knives, or plates of gun-metal, set angularly

across its surface. Underneath the drum is a brass bed,

fixed on a yielding cushion, which can be pressed up or

eased by means of a foot lever, according as the leather

operated on is thick or thin. The drum is made to revolve

at a very rapid rate, the blunt edges and external angles

of the knives thereby striking the surface of the leather

with great violence, and thus the grain is struck out,

smoothed, and compressed in a very rapid and efficient

manner. Finally, the leather is rolled and' compressed

on a level zinc-lined wooden bed by a heavy hand roller,

such as is shown in fig, 8, or on the platform of one of the

numerous forms of machines designed for that puroose.

Fio. 8.—Hand Roller.

The yield of leather from a given weight of dry hide

varies very much according to the different styles of

tannage and materials used. As a mean outcome, it may

be said that 100 Bb of green hide, tanned with from 300 to

400 of oak bark, will yield 40 to 50 B) of leather; 100 lb

of green hide, however, when deprived of hair, flesh, and

moisture, will weigh only 18 lb, and, taking 100 lb of dry

hide, which, fleshed and unhaired, weighs 8.5 lb, the yield

of leather will be from 180 to 200 % according to tann.age.

XIV. — 49
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The percentage of tannin alone absorbed from different

tanning agents has been found to be for hemlock, 64'2
;

pine, 90'8
; chestnut, 8,5'2; oak, 76'9

; oak, three years in

pit, 70'2. Heavy leathers, being sold by weight, are sub-

ject to adulteration, and have fiulitious weight given them
without any benefit to the material, but rather the opposite,

by impregnation with such salts as sulphate of magnesium
07 chloride of barium, or with glucose, the last being the

feiost frequently used adulterant.

Upper Leather.—Under tbis head are included the thin,

soft, and pliable leathers which find their principal, but by

no means exclusive, application in making the uppers of

boots and shoes, which may be taken as the type of a class

of leathers. Upper leathers are made from such hides and

iskins as East Indian kips, light cow hide, calf skins, horse

hide, and also from split heavy hides. The preparatory

dressing of such skins, and the tanning operations, do not

differ essentially from those already described. In propor-

tion to the thinness of the skin treated, the processes are

more rapidly finished and less complex, while at the same
time the skins absorb a large percentage of tanning extract.

The lime used for unhairing must be removed in the pre-

liminary stage, with greater thoroughness than is essential

in the case of hides for sole leather; and for this purpose

the skins are washed in the dash wheel, and undergo a

process of bating or grabiering. A quantity of pigeon's

dung is dissolved in water, and in this the hides are steeped

for a week or ten days, with occasional removals and
strikings. The theory of this process is obscure, but it

has been explained on the supposition that the uric acid of

the dung removes the excess of lime, and that the ammonia
generated by the putrefaction of the mixture tends to form

an ammoniacal soap with any remaining fat of the hide

;

but as the gelatin of the hide exists in two states,—one

the principal, hard, or fibrous portion, and the other (which

is more soluble) contained between the fibres, and more

affected by agents and putrefaction—this softer portion is

removed by grainering, and the leather, when tanned, is

light and porous, and more readily permeable by water.

Small skins are not fished one by one out of the colouring

and handling pits, but the whole contents of the pits are

tied together, so that when the upper skin is seized it is

thrown over a sparred cylinder erected between each pair

of pits, and, the wheel being set in motion, the entire string

of skins comes up over its surface and is passed into the

neighbouring pit with the utmost rapidity. Such an
apparatus is used for handling all small pieces and
fragments, as for example the cheeks and bellies of heavy
hides.

The time occupied in tanning an upper leather, say an East
Indian kip, with a mixed mimosa,- .iumach, valonia, and
terra tannage, may be about three months. In the fine

tanning of calf and kip skins on the Continent, for which
French and German tanners are famous, the duration of

the operation may be from four to eight months.

Splitting.—In the preparation of most kinds of upper
leather, the hides are split into two, or three, and sometimes

more portions. In the case of a single split the portions

form a grain and flesh side ; when three sections, or slices,

p.re made they result in grain, middle, and tiesh splits.

Some tanners split their hides in the green condition, others

after colouring, and in many instances the splitting is

done, after the leather is fully tanned, by the currier, as a

regular part of his operations, this being particularly the

ease with imported tanned East India kips, and other fully

tanned leather of foreign origin. Splitting machines will

be alluded to in connexion with the operations of currying.

Gwrying.—Leather as it leaves the tannery is a com-
paratively rough, harsh', and intractable substance, and the

dui7 ot the currier is to dress and otherwise fit it for

the use of the shoemaker, coachbuilder, saddler, and the
numerous other tradesmen who work in it. The currier

has to smooth the leather, so to pare it down as to reduce
inequalities of thicknes.=<, to impregnate it with fatty matter
in order to render it soft and pliable, and to give it such
a surface-dressing, colour, and liiiish as will please the eyo
and suit the purposes of its conMimcrs. ' The operations of

currying are complex and varied, each particular class of

goods receiving a treatment in many respects peculiar to

itself. The fact also that machinery is used by some curriers

for nearly every mechanical operation, while others adhere
to the old manual system, renders it almost impossible to

give in brief an outline of operations which will be

consistent with the practice of any considerable number of

.currier."!.

Regarding currying as principally a handicraft, the

following may be taken as an outline of the range of

operations for the preparation of a waxed calf leather, the

commonest form of upper leather in use. The leather ia

first made pliable by soaking in water, after which it ia

shaved on the flesh side,

and a tolerably smooth
surface is produced.

This operation is carried

on at a beam, or strong

frame of wood, support-

ing a stout plank faced

with lignum vitae, and
set vertically, or nearly ^w- 9-—Currying Knile.

so. The knife (fig. 9) is a double-edged rectangular blade,

about 12 inches by 5 inches, with a straight handle at

one end, and a cross handle at the other in the plane of

the blade. The edges of this knife are first made very

keen, and are then turned over so as to form a wire edge
by means of

the thicker

of . the two
straight steel ^

tools shown in

fig. 10. The
wire edge is

preserved by
drawing the

thinner steel

tool along the interior angle of the wire edge from time to

time as required, for which purpose the man holds this

smaller tool between his fingers, together with the beam-
knife. The skin being thrown over the plank, the man
presses his body against it, and leaning over the top holds

the knife by its two handles, almost perpendicularly to the

leather, and proceeds to shave it, shifting it from time to

time so as to bring all the parts under the action of the

knife, and frequently passing a fold between his fingers to

test the progress of his work. The skin is then placed in

hot water, and removed to a mahogany or stone table, to

which the wet flesh side adheres, and is worked with a tool

called a stretching-iron, or slicker S (fig. 10), consisting of

a flat, rectangular piece of iron, copper, or smooth hard

stone, fixed in a handle. With this tool a man scrapes the

surface of the skin, exerting a strong pressure with both

hands, and dashing water upon it from time to time, by
which means lumps and inequalities are made to disappear,

the leather is equalized and extended, and the bloom is

brought to the surface. The superfluous moisture and the

superficial bloom are now slirhed out, and a stuffing, or

dubbing, of cod oil and tallow is rubbed into both sides of

the skin, but chieily the flesh side, by means of a brush, or

with the woolly side of a piece of sheep skin. The skin is

now dried in a loft, and, as the water only evapoiates, the

dubbing sinks into the pores. When dry enough for the

''iQ 10.—Currying Apparatus. C, pommel;
R, raising board ; S, slicker.
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purpose, the skin is hoarded, or worked with a grainin"
board or pommel V- (fig. 10), tlio eS'ect of which is to brin"

up the grain, or give a granular appearance to the leather,

aud also to make it supple. The pommel is a piece of

!iard wood, grooved like a criraping-board, and attached to

the hand by means of a strap,- whence tlie word pommel,
from the French panmelte, or palm of the hand. The
leather passes through various manipulations, each having
iU distinct name ; thus graitiing consists in folding the
skin with the grain sides in contact, aud rubbing strongly

on the flesh .side ; hridshig, or rubbing the extended skin

on the grain side ; u-liUenlixg, or passing a knife with a

very fine edge over the skin at the beam, so as to clean the

flesh side preparatory to xuaxing, which is done just before

the skins are sold ; for at this jioint the cuwier stores his

skins, as they can be kept best iu the state of jitdshed

russet, as it is called, previous to waxing. Waxing consists

of two parts: the first is the laying on the colour, or black-

ing of oil, lampblack, and tallow, which is well rubbed in on
the flesh side with a hard brush ; then, secondly, the skin

13 black-sized with stiff size and tallow, laid on with a
sponge or a soft brush, and thoroughly rubbed with a glass

slicker, a finishing gloss being given with a little thin size.

The curried skin is now said to be blach on the flesh, or

waxed, in which state it is used for the upper leathers of

men's boots and shoes. In the case of any of the numerous
varieties of grained leather which are blackened and
dressed on the grain side, the finishing operatipns are

different. These are hard dried after slicking, and the

operation of stuffing or dubbing is omitted. They are

grained in the dry state, often by machinery, then boarded
to soften them, and next blackened on the grain side with
a solution of copperas. The flesh side is whitened or fluffed

and the grain is treated with sweet oil or some similar oil,

and finally glazed with a thin solution of gelatin or of

shellac.

For almost every operation in- currying efficient machinery has
no-w been adapted, the use of wliich not only modifies the operations
trf-thc currier, but also enables him to split up hides and to finish

his splits as imitations of any kind of leather he may desire to copy.

In machine currying the tanned iiides, duly damped, arc struck out
in a " stoning " machine. It consists of a strong oscillating arm or

bar having a blunt sceel blade fixed on its end, which works back
and forward over a concave bed on which tli^ hide is laid, and which
by its scraping and striking action on the softened leather smooths
*nd equalizes the grain, and produces a compact uniform surface ou

Fia. 11.—Belt Knife Splitting Machine.

it^" From the stoning machine the hide may pass to the splitting

machine, of which there are numerous forms, the American union
splitter with a fixed knife being the eldest and best known. A
much more perfect machine, however, is tho belt or band splitting

machine. In this machine (fig. 11) the knife or cutter a is an end-
less band of steel which revolves at considerable speed with its

cutting edges close to the sides of a pair of rollers through which
the leather is fed and pressed against the knife. The lower of these
rollers is made of short segments or rings, each separately capable
ot yielding to some extent so as to accommodate itself to the incquai

j

thicknesses of various parts of a hide. The thickness of tho slice
of icathcr to be cut is gauged to the utmost minuteness by lueai.s
ot the hand screws b, b, whi^-h raise or lowtr the upper roller Tl-o
knife edge of the cutter is kept keen by rubbing against rcvolviii'.
eniury wheels c as it passes round. So delicately can tliis machine
elleit its work that slices of leather uniform throughout and as tV.u
as paper can be easily prepared by it, aud with''its lulii it is I'o
uncommon practise to divide a cmni^arativcly thin East Indian kin
into three usclul s)ilits. Another machine now Inr.-ely used by
curnui-s is tho scouring machine vlig. 12), a level tabk- or platform
lieely movable in all diieetions, hax-ing mounted over it a recipro-
cating fiamo in which are fixed bru.shes aud piece? of d»to or thin

Fig. 12.—Scouring Jlachiiie.

stone. These, -with a small jet of water, scour and brush the-eiitire

surface of the leather lying on the platform, effectn.illy scouring out

bloom aud all soluble impiuities. Other machines are washing and
stuffing drums and whitening machines. In the latter the leather is

pared and equalized by the cutting action of a small cylin-.ler armed
with oblique cutting edges. The cylinder, moved to and fro witli a

pendulum motion, and revolving at the enormous rate of from
2000 to 3000 revolutions per minute, pares and shaves the leather

on the same principle as the lawu-mower cuts grass. Embossing
or graining cylinders, boardhig cylinders, glassing machines, and
emery wheels for tluffiug the tiesli side of levant leather are also

among the mechanical ad.iptations for cun-ier's use.

Patent or Enamelled Leather.—Leather finished with a

brilliant, smooth, and glossy surface, used for dress boots

and shoes, dress belts, and fine harness, is kno\7ii under a

variety of names, as lacquered, varnished, japanned, and

enamelled leather, kc. Such leather is finished principally

from tanned calf skins, and in more recent times from seal,

goat, and sheep skins, but lighter ox hides and horse leather

are also japanned for special purposes. The finishing of

leather in this style involves two processes—(1) the

grounding or preparation of a smooth surface, and (2) the

varnishing and polishing. The grounding material usec^.

by French and German finishers, who greatly excel in tho

production of such leather, consists of a thick syrupy

mixture of lamp-black with a varnish of boiled linseed oil,

umber, and litharge. This is uniformly spread over tho

surface of the leather, which has been previously stretched

and tacked on a wooden frame. The -first coating is dried

in the air, then exposed in thejapanning stove to a heat of

about 170° Fahr., aud afterwards rubbed smooth with

pumice stone. This process of coating, drying, and

Bmoothing is repeated several times, and the leather is

next varnished with a compound of boiled oil, Berlin bluo,-

litharge, and some dryer, thinned either with oil cf

turpentine or petroleum spirit. Two or three thin coat-

ings of such varnish are given, the surface being carefully

polished after each ; but tho composition of the varnishes,

&c., and the number of coatings applied, vary much in the

hands of different manufacturers. Coloured enamel leathers

receive two preliminary coatings of oil, rosin, and spirit oi

turpentine, which are sun-dried ; they are then brought up
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with several coatings of oil, varnish, and the special colour-

ing substance, and finished with a thin coat of copal varnish.

Seal Leather.—The tanning of seal skins is now an

important department of the leather industry of the United

Kingdom, in which this branch has been specially

developed. The skins form one of the items of the

whaling industry, which principally centres in Dundee,

and at that port, as well as at Hull and Peterhead, they

are received in large quantities from the arctic regions. A
considerable number are also imported at Greenock from

the coast of Newfoundland. The skin of these seals is

light but exceedingly close in texture, and yields a very

strong tough . leather. The skins are prepared, split, and

tanned in the same way as other light leathers, tanning

with mixed oak bark and sumach usually occupying about

six weeks. Seal leather is generally finished on the grain

side as "levant" seal with a large coarse grain, and in that

form it is principally used by bootmakers. A proportion

of seal leather is finished as enamel and japanned leather.

Russia Leather was originally, as the name implies, a

speciality of Eussia, where it was made from the hides of

young cattle, and dressed either a brownish-red or a black

colour, for upper leather or for bookbinding, dressing cases,

purses, and similar objects. Eussia leather is now made
throughout both Europe and America, the best qualities

being obtained from Austria. Horse hides, calf, goat,

and sheep skins, and even splits, are now finished as russia

leather ; but most of these are decidedly inferior in quality,

and, as they are merely treated with birch bark oil to give

them something of the odour by which an ordinary observer

recognizes russia leather, they scarcely deserve the name
under which they pass. Genuine russia leather is tanned
like other light leathers, but properly in willow bark,

although poplar and spruce fir barks also are used. After

tanning, scouring, and setting out, the hides are treated on
the flesh side with an empyreumatic oil obtained by the

dry distillation of birch tree bark and buds, to which the

lieouliar smell of the leather is due. The red colour com-
monly seen in russia leather is given by dyeing wLth a pre-

paration of brazil wood, rubbed over the grain side with
a brush or sponge. Black-coloured russia leather owes its

colour to repeated stainings with acetate of iron. The
leather of genuine quality is very water-tight and strong,

and, owing to its impregnation with empyreumatic oil, it

wards off the attacks of insects.

Morocco and Thin Leathers.—Originally morocco leather

was a product of the Levant, Turkey, and the Mediterra-

nean coast of Africa, where the leather was made from
goat skius. tanned with sumach, and finished either black

or various bright colours. Such leather -was peculiarly

clear in colour, elastic, and soft, yet firm and fine in grain

and texture, and has long been much prized for bindings,

being the material in which most of the artistic work of

the 16th century binders was executed. Now, in addition

to genuine morocco made from goat .skins, we have imita-

tion or French moroccos,- for which split calf and especially

sheep skins are employed, and it may be said that, as the

appearance of morocco is the result of the style of grain-

ing, which can be artificially produced on any leather, and
»f the finish, morocco can be made from all varieties of

thin leather. The Germans distinguish between saffian and
• morocco, including under the former term leather tanned
[with sumach, and dyed bright colours without previous

stuffing with fats, while as morocco proper they reckon
leather which may be prepared with mixed tannage, is

stufl'ed, and afterwards is finished black. Saffians are,

according to this classification, the leathers principally used

for bindings and fancy purposes, morocco being more
especially devoted to shoe work.

The preparation of skins for morocco leathers must be

conducted with much care. The skins, being nsually Hard
and dry when received, are first soaked and softened by
milling in the stocks and working on the tanner's beam.
They are next limed, unhaired, fleshed, and trimmed in

effect as already described in the section on sole leather,

and they are pured or bated in a preparation of dog's dung.

After undergoing the influence of this preparation, the

skins are washed and slated with a knife-edged piece of

slate to remove from their surface fine hairs and adhering

dirt, and then they are put into a drench of bran and water,

heated to<about 185° Fahr., after which they ought to be
perfectly free from deleterious impurities and ready for

tanning. Several processes are adopted in tanning, but
that most approved is based on the original Eastern

practice, which consists in first treating the skins with an
already used sumach infusion. Next they are, in pairs,

sewed up as bags, grain side outwards, and these bags are

filled with concentrated sumach liquor and a proportion of

powdered sumach, and by the exudation of the liquor

through the skins, partly aided by pressure, the tanning
is quickly completed. After ripping out, the skins are

thrown into vats containing sumach liquor, to tan the

edges and shanks, Vhich are not reached by the liquor in

the bags. The fully tanned skins are now struck out on

the beam with the striking pin, and hung in the loft to

dry, when they are ready for the finishing processes. A
large proportion of the goat skins imported into western

Europe from the East Indies, whence they are exported in

enormous quantities, are received in the fully tanned con-

dition, and ready for the morocco finishing operations,

after a short treatment with sumach liquor. For finishing,

the leather is first damped in soap-suds, and shaved on the
flesh side to equalize the thickness of the leather, and next
on a table worked over repeatedly with slickers, which
renders the skin firm, smooth, and uniform. The skins are

nest blacked on the grain side with a solution of acetate

of iron, and from this point the methods of finish diverge
in an endless manner according as it is desired to finish

the leather as "kid," "levant," "peebled," "bright," or
" dull," &c. The bright-coloured moroccos are dyed in two
different methods, the dyeing being done as a preliminary

to the finishing operations. In the case of genuine
moroccos, the skins are dipped and drawn through small

troughs containing the dye liquor ; two skins are taken,

placed flesh side to flesh side, and so worked through the

liquor by hand, the operation being repeated as often as

necessary to bring up the requisite strength of colour.

Imitation morocco, on the other hand, is usually dyed by
stretching the skins on a table and brushing the dye liquor

over the grain side. After the dyeing the skins are shaved
and dressed, the dyed surface is rubbed over with an
emulsion of white of egg, linseed oU, and dye liquor, and
afterwards grained and glassed, or finished smooth and
glossy, according to the purpose for which the leather may
be required. In recent times anihne colours have been
very largely employed in the dyeing of all bright leathers.

In the tanning of sheep and lamb skins the general

operations outlined above in the case of goat skins are

necessary. Previous to tanning, the prepared skins are

submitted to hydraulic pressure, to expel the oleaginous

matter with which sheep skins are richly impregnated.

Sheep skins tanned, generally with beech bark in the

United Kingdom, and uncoloured are known as basils.

Roan Leather is sheep skin tanned in sumach, coloured)

and dressed throughout in the same manner as imitation

morocco, excepting that it is fir^ished smooth and glassed.

Skivers are split grain sides of sheep skins tanned in sumach,
and similarly finished,—the flesh split being ehamoyed for

inferior qualities of shamoy or wash leather. Skivers from
their thinness are quickly tanned through in a sumadi
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Hquor, aud in no case are they sewed into bags, as is most
commonly the case with entite sheep and goat skins. The
splitting machine used forsplit sheep skins has two rollers,

the lower one of gun-metal and solid, and the upper made of

gun-metal rings, while between the two rollers, and nearly in

contact, is the edge of the sharp knife, to which an oscillat-

ing movement is given by a crank. When a skin is intro-

duced between the two rollers, it is dragged through against

the knife edge and divided, the solid lower roller support-

ing the membrane, while the upper one, being capable of

moving through a small space by means of its rings, adjusts

itself to inequalities in the membrane ; where this is thin

the rings become depressed, and where it is thick they rise

up, so that no part escapes the action of the knife. Skivers

are finished white, or in colours in variously lined or diced

patterns, and in imitation grain, and are principally em-

ployed for hat and other linings and various purposes in

which they meet little strain or tear and wear.

Danish Leather is tanned sheep and lamb skiyns princi-

pally, but goat and kid skins also are used. The tanning

medium is willow bark, and the leather, bright in colour

and highly elastic, is used {or strong gloves. The same
name is also applied to tawed Iamb skins, dressed and
finished on the flesh side.

Alligator Leath^i:—For a number of years leather tanned

from the skins of the Mississippi alligator has formed an

item in the trade lists of the United States, and it is now
also being sought after in the European markets. The
industry was started about the year 1860, and centred first

at New Orleans, the raw skins being obtained from the

rivers of Louisiana. Xow, however, the skins are princi-

pally procured in Florida, and the tanning is a considerable

industry in Jacksonville. The parts of the skin useful for

leather making are the belly and flanks, and these portions

alone are steeped in lime to preserve them for the tanner.

Alligator leather, which has a scaly surface, is usefid for

fancy boot and shoe making, and for many small articles

snch as cigar cases, pocket books, &c.

Ka-ngaroo Leather.—The Australian colonists have turned

their attention to the preparation of leather from the skins

of the kangaroo, wallaby, and other marsupials native to

their continent. These skins are both tanned and tawed,

the principal tanning agent being the- mimosa bark, which

abounds in Australia. The leathers they yield are of

excellent quality, strong, and elastic, and rival in texture

and appearance the kid of European tanners. The cir-

cumstance that the animals exist only in the wild state

tenders this a limited and insecuce^ource of leather.

Tawed Leather.

Under the term tawing is embraced the preparation of leather by
the action of mineral substances on hides and skins. In the pro-

cess of tawing the substance principally employed is alum or some
of the simple aluminous salts, although many other inorganic salts

have been proposed, rome of which have given considerable pro-

mise of practical success. The system of tawing is principally ap-

plied to thin and light skins of sheep, lambs, kids, and goats,

.ilthough in former times much heavy leather was taweo. for military

bolts, heavy gloves, machine belts, &c. , for most of which purposes,

however, sumach-tanned or similar leathers are now found more
applicable and durable. The products obtained by tav'ing are of

a pure white colour, whence the name white leather is frequently

applied to goods of this class. The most important departments of

the tawing industry are the calf kid manufactures for boots and
shoes, and glove kid or glace leather tawing, the products of which
are exclusively devoted to glove making. A large number of white
tawed sheep skins are also used by dniggists and perfumei-s as tie-

over leather for bottles, and for linings by bootmakers, &e.

_
Calf Kid.—The various steps of preparation through which the

light skius suitable for this manufacture pass, in respect of softening,

Uminj;, unh.iiring, xmring, and dicnching, are similar to the process

hy which morocco skius are prepared for tanning. The tawing
itself is accomplished in a drum or cylinder the same as the currier's

atufTuif^ wheel, into which is introduced for one hundi cd average skins
o mixture ;ousistiiig of 20 lb of alum, 9 ft salt, 40 lb flour, 250

eggs (or about Ij gallons o egg yolk),
J pint of olive oil, and 12 to

than 100 Fair., the skins are worked for about forty minutes, bywhich action tl.o tawing is coinpleted. After the withdrawal fVom
the dr.iu. the skins are allowed to drain, dried rapidly by artificial
heat damped s aked out by drawing them over a blunt steel tool,and then wetted and shaved down on the beam to the rcnuiid
thickness. Aext they receive if uecess,aiy, a second trcatmeut nitli
the tawing mixture. The dyeing or colouring follows, which in tl,«
c.iseot calf kid is alw.iys black, the colour consisting of a compouii.l
ot bichromate of potash, stale urine, logwood extract, ami conpcns
It IS applied either by brushes on a table, or by dyeing the leather
in small vats as m the parallel case of morocco leather. The dyed
leather is washed with pure water, dried, grounded with a curious
moon knife, stretched iu all directions, ironed, and oiled on the
flesh side with a mixture of oU, wax, &c.

Glove Kid.—In the preparation of kid leather for gloves the tender
skins ot young kids alone are used for the best qualities, but for a
large proportion of such leather young lamb skius ase also tawed.
The genuine kid leather is for the most part produced in France,
specially at Aniioiiay and Paris, while lamb kid is more particularly
a product of Germany, Austria, and Denmark. In all stages of the
preparation of this leather the utmost care aud attention are requisite,
and it is specially of consequence that the operations preparatory
to tawing should receive thorough attention. The unhairiiig is best
effected by steeping the skins in a mixture of lime and orpiment,
and, while the general sequence of unhairiug, fleshing, bating with
dog's dung, scudding, washing, and treating with the bran drench
is the same as in the case of other skins, much more attention is

bestowed on each stage in order to maintain the smoothness of
grain, and to obtain a thoroughly clean elastic pelt, than is

absolutely needful for any other variety of leather. The tawing
mixture consists for each 100 ft of skins of about 28 ft of flour,

3i ft of alum, nearly 1 ft of common salt, and 230 eggs. These
substances are made into the consistency of a cream with waiter, and
placed either in a vat or in a revolving drum. In the former case,

the skins are trodden with the feet, while in the latter they are
tumbled about. The tawed skins are hung over poles, grain side
inwards, and dried rapidly ; when hard dry they are heaped iu a
damp place to soften a little, then damped by passing them through;
water, next trodden out by foot on a ridged or baned floor, staked or
stretched over a blunt knife, partly dried, and again staked and'

dried thoroughly. For dyeing, the skins are first washed out in

warm water to free them from superfluous alum, and then again
" fed " with yolk of eggs and salt. For bright colours such as soft

greys, lavenders, and yellows, the skins are plunged into small

dye vats of the proper dye colours ; but for all the darker coloun
the skins are sti'etched out on a table and the dye stufls applied

with a brush. In the latter case the leather is first grounded with

some alkaline solution, then dyed mostly with logwood, brazil

wood, fustic, Prussian berries, or preparations of indigo,—aniUne
colours being now little used for glove dyeing. The dye is mor-
danted by a wash of the sulphate of either zinc, copper, or iron, which
operation also clears and develops the colour. After dyeing it only

remains to free the leather from superfluous moisture, dry it, and
then with slight damping stake or stretch it out once or twice,

which finishes the preparation of this valuable class of leather.

The "feeding" of kid leathers with yolk and sometimes oU pro-

ducesapartial shamoying, softening the texture andgiving the leathci

that peculiar suppleness to which much of its value is due. The.

flour added, by means of the gluten it contains, is supjyjsed to

faciUtate the absorption of the alumina and thus hasten the tawing.

Hungarian Leather consists of hides and heavy skins partly

tawed and partly shamoyed. In the preparation of this leather it

was formerly the practice to shave off the hair with a sharp knife,

but now the hides are unhaired either by sweating or liming. After

tawing with alum and salt the leather is stuffed by first heating it

over a charcoal fire and impregnating the hot leather with tallow,

or, as is now common, by werking it in a drum with a hot mixture

of cod od and tallow. This leather, being comparatively cheap, is

much used on the Continent for common saddlery purposes, for

which it is blackened, and it is also serviceable for machinery belts.

A leather has been patented by Professor Enapp, in which the

active tanning or tawing principle is a basic salt of the oxide of iron.

It was intended principally for sole leather, but it does not appear

to have met with practical success, and its manufacture is under-

stood to have been abandoned.

Hcinzerlinrj's Chrome-tanned Leather.—Q\nte recently a large

amount of attention has been devoted to a system of tanning or

tawing by me.ans of chromium compounds patented 'by Dr

Heinzerling, a German chemist. The oxidizing power of chromat(,

salts, and the deoxidizing effect which organic matter has npon these

salts, have long been recognized, and the knowledge of this actiOD

and counter-action has led to many unsuccessful attempts, in the

past, to use chromatcs in tannmg. It is claimed, however, that the

difficulties have been overcome by Dr Heinzerling's process, wlucn

consists practically in the use of bichromate of potash, chloride ot
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potassium or chloride of sodium, and sulphate of ntumina. These

are mixed together in one large stock tank, from which is drawn by-

means of a system of piping communicating ivith each pit the

quantity required to make the necessary strength of liquor ; this

at first, as in tanning by bark, is very weak, but is strengthened

systematically every lew days according to- the thickness of the

hides being tanned. The quantity of chromic acid used ordinarily

amounts to from about 24 to 5 per cent, of the weight of leather

produced. The price of bichrome at present is 5|d. per lb, so that

100 lb weight of leather would cost for this agent from Is. to 3s.

Light skins such as sheep skins and calf skins are tanned in less

than a week, ox and buffalo hides in about a fortnight, and walrus

iiides, over 2 inches thick, in si.x weeks. After being tanned, the

hides, which are at this stage of a yellowish tint like sumach-tanned

leather, are dipped in clilorule of barium, which converts the soluble

rhromates on the surface into the insoluble chromate of barium.

1 f any particular shade of colour is desired it is then put on, and

ill general hides are coloured like ordinary leather. After being

1 olourei the leather is allowed to get nearly dry, when it is immersed

ia pure paraffin wax and resin dissolved together in certain pro-

portions. These materials, with chloride of potassium or chloride

of sodium and sulphate of alumina, go to give the necessary sub-

stance, weight, and waterprooliug to the leather. The hides are

afterwards dried and brushed clean by brushing machinery. Thus
finished, the leather differs very little in appearance from ordinary

leather.

Dr Heiuzerling claims as the meritorious and original features of

liis process the combined use of chromate compounds and fa tty

matters. The. stuffing with fat or paraffin of chrome leather, he

maintains, in tlie first place, reduces chromic acid to chrome oxide,

and secondly the oxygen thus liberated in the substance of the hide

oxidizes the fatty into acid bodies, which, uniting mth the chrome
oxide, form a third insoluble compound mordanted in the fibre of

the leather, rendering it at once supple and waterproof.

The leather has been reported on by Mr David Kirkcaldy,

London, as considerably stronger than the best bark-tanned leather

he was able to jirocure. After steeping samples of it in cold water

six days it has been found that the total quantity of tanning
material extracted amounted to from 'Ol-t to '135 per cent., while

first-class birk-tanned leather similarly treated yielded 6"r9 per

cent. By bo.hng chrome leather in water for half an hour, the loss

ranged from 'WiS to •054perce.it.

The process seems to offer the means of utilizing classes of

hides, such as sheep skins, and very heavy hides, as those of the

walrus, hippopotamus, &c., in a way which has not hitherto been

found practicable by other processes. Sheep skins in chrome-

tanning do not require to be pured and freed from their oleaginous

constituents, and when finished by this process are no longer porous,

but become waterproof. .They can be shaved and whitened like

calf skins, and may be used for shoe purposes.

The Heinzerling process is at work in various localities throughout
Germany. For the tJnited Kingdom and British colonies the potent

rights have been acquired by the Egliriton Chemical Company of

Glasgow, who, as manufacturers of bichromate of potash, have an
indirect interest in thd development of the system. Although the

method has yet scarcely passed the critical stage of practical experi-

ment, the products appear to be gaining the favour of men of

experience ; and, should the system meet the expectation of its

originator and promoters, it cannot in the end fail greatly to cheapen
many useful classes of leather.

Shamoy or Oil Leather.

The process of preparing leather by impregnating hides and skins

with oil is probably the oldest system of leather manufacture. It

is that which in earlier times was most largely followed, and among
rude and semi-civilized people it is still commonly practised. Kot-
Iwithstanding this, well-shamoyed leather requires the exercise of

much care and numerous manipulative processes, Hides and skins

of all classes are prepared by shamoying ; but sheep, goat, deer,

antelope, and small calf skin are those usually treated, an enormous
number of flesh splits of sheep being shamoyed for common pur-
poses. The extensive employment of deer skins in shamoying gives
tiie product the name of buck or doo leather, and from the use of

the chamois skin of the Alps is derived the name of the process
chamois or shamoy, while from the fact that it may be easily washed
like cloth it is called wash leather. In former times a large num-
ber of ox hides were shamoyed, but now that is little practised.

Skins for shamoying are in the preliminary stages treated almost
as for ordinary tanning ; but, beyond unhairing, the surface of the
grain is shaved off in all except the small thin skins. They are
afterwards treated with fresh Ume solution, and repeatedly washed
to bring the pelt to somewhat open and porous condition, drenched
with bran to remove all lime, and rinsed in an acid liquor. The
skins are next staked out and taken to the fulling machine or stocks,

where, after being rubbed over individually with fish oil, they are
hammered for about two hours to foive the oil into the substance
of the skin. They are then stretched, hung up for some time, again

oiled, and fulled ; and these operations may be repeated from six to
twelve times according to the thickness of the skins treated. After
thorough impregnation the skins are dried, then heaped up in a

heated room, where a process of oxidation is quickly set up. So soon
as the skins assume a yellow colour and give off a peculiar odour,
not at all like fish oU, the process is complete and the fermentation
is stopped. It is now found that about one-half of the oil is

oxidized within the skin and combined with the tissue to form
leather, while the remainder is present only in the condition of

mechanical impregnation. This uncombined oU is washed out with
a warm potash solution, and the fat so recovered, known as degras,
forms a valuable material for the dressing of common leather by
cunicrs.

Parchment, Vellum, and Shagreen.

These substances, properly speakiug, do not come under the
heading of leather at Jl, seeing they are neither tanned nor tawed,
but simply are dressed skins dried and prepared for their peculiar

uses. Parchment is made from calf, goat, sheep, ass, and swine
skins by the unhairing and dressing processes through which all

skins pass preparatory to tanning. When they are thoroughly
scudded and fleshed, the skins are stretched tightly in every direc-

tion over a frame, and in that condition shaved and equalized on
bi)th sides with the currier's knife. After drying, the skins are
ready for use as drum leather and for the other ordinary applica-

tiojis of parchment. The common kinds of vellum are made from'

sheepskin splits,, of which two may be obtained from a single skin.'

To prqiare these for use, the splits are, after stretching and drying,

repeatedly rubbed over with pov.-Jered chalk and powiiered stone to

raise the fine even velvety surface peculiar to vellum. Common
shagreen consists of the skins of various species of sharks and rays

prepared in a similar manner to parchment ; and Persian shagreen
is a kind of tawed parchment with an artificial grain embossed in

it, by pressing into the substance while in a damp condition the

small round seeds of a species of Chenopodium. Shagreen is fre-

quently dyed in bright colours, and nsed for ornamenting the

surfaces of small articles, and the handles of daggers, swords, &c.

Commerce and Slaiistics.

It is quite impossible to form any adequate estimate of the

extent and value of such a trade as that in leather. The raw
materials are obtained, in almost equal abundance, throughout the

civilized world, and the manufactming operations are, to a greater

or less degree, carried on in every centre of industry. Thus local

wants are largely supplied by local producers, and much of this

trade is never recorded in any statistical returns. There can be

no doubt that leather takes rank among the foremost half dozen of

human industries. Both in Europe and America there is a large

international trade in the raw materials and manufactured products,

while from the East Indies and the British colonies the largest

supplies of various imtanned and tanned hides and skins are now
exported. Taking cattle hides alone, the import trade of the great

manufacturing centres has been thus stated for 1879:

—

tTnitecI Kingdom ^...1,162,405

ilarscillfes 652,967

Havre 853,741

Antwerp 858,412 Total for Europe and America 7,426,881

These came principally from the Eiver Plate, Eio Grande, an4
Brazil, and are exclusive of 250,000 horse hides imported into

Europe, and the whole of the enormous exports of the East Indies.

The total number of hides, raw and tanned, exported from India in

the year 1877-78 was 9,300,955, and the average for the four preced-

ing years exceeded 7,250,000. A great proportion of these are

tanned kips, shipped from Madras almost exclusively to the United

Kingdom,—buffalo and the heavier flint drylides going more largely

to the United States: The imports of East Indian kips into the

United Kingdom during ISSO amounted to 6 135,978, and in 1881

the number fell to 4,580,303. Of tanned j^oat and, sheep skins,

again, the annual export from Madras tilone reaches nearly

10,000,000 skins, the numbers for 1880 having lieen 9,799,900 skins.

The total number of sheep and goat skins, raw and rough tanned,

imported into the United States in 1880 was 11,731,885, of which

6,332,635 were raw soft stock, 3,353,750 were raw hard East Indian

skins, principally from Bengal, and 2,055,500 were tanned East

Indian skins.
,

The following table shows the sources and number of hides

imported into the United Kingdom duilng 1880:

—

River Plate, salted hides 319,745

„ dry 31,057

Eio Grande, salted 178.S37

Capo „ ,
36,538

dry 20D,17C

Australia 190,140

BrazU - 96,240

West Indies 10,584

West Coast of America 15,107

Cape kips and gnus 13,097

North America 6,983

East India kips and buffalo ... 6,7(17,142

Horse liides 96,200

The following are the Board of Trade returns of articles connected

with tanning imported into the United Kingdom, and ^jgrted,

during the five vears ending ISSO :

—
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Imports.

..cwts.

I. Quanlilies.
Bui-k for tanners' use.,cwts.
Tunning stufft--

Cutch and gambicr .jEons
Sumach
Valoui;!

Galls

Hides-
Raw- „
Tanned, tawed, cu

Tied, or dix-sscd ... flj'

Leather manuractui'es—
j

Roots and sliocs,doz.palt?i

Gloves „ I

Unenumerated ...value £
-Skins—

cep and larab...nuTnber

her sorts value £

n. Taint.

Bark for UnneiV use
Cutch aBd giimbicr'

Samach
V.ilonia

Galls
Hides-
Raw „
Tanned, tawed, curried^

or dressed
Leather manufactures

—

Boots and shoes ,

Gloves
Skins-
Sheep and lamb
Goat
Seal

20,564
12,797
34,323

29,S84

109,fi9C

1,407.437

233,204

32,018
I3.4U9

29,969

2(!,42i

99,S9C

l,21uM59
379,005

28,CI3
13,923
28.677

31,478

1,161,994

i0,571-,132

102,690 127,501
1,000,4381 1,062.-47

013,492| 201,011

2.5,634

12.131

84,217
16,512

1.011,991

61,083

1,211,788

S5,185,855'47,CS3,442

95,48'

1,4.M.765

278,753

J,105.S48.12,977,S31 11.321.8)3 9.402.9U 12.331.413
3,051.112 8,I51..593 7,906.964 10,124,169 11..1C7.235
607.270 763.7571 702,772 904.208 653.270
244,396 261,073| 221,147 200,122 93.344

316.278
610.C4S
21.5,2.-.3

623.8

04,704

8,302,288

2,977,923

1,343.042
804,879

219,540

282,9261 263.110
703.905! 664.080
221,802 231,358
608,497 532.855

8,545,391

2,953,722

1,260,135
892.272

246,533

170,692 145.665

3,409,005 2,916,577 3,879,582

2,871,052 2,209.CSOl 3,053,023

1,103.926 034.1031 1,414,837
890.003' 1,145,422, 1,577.742
443,'S4i 555,270 623,278

Export
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and has more large manfactnring establishments than any
other town on the Missouri, including grist mills, foundries,

and manufactories of waggons, carriages, furniture, aud

shoes. About 2 miles above the city is Fort Leavenworth,

the military headquarters of the department of the

Missouri. The Government reservation has a river

frontage of 6 miles, with a depth of 1 mile. The
population was 7429 in 1860, 17,873 in 1870, 16,516

in 1880. At this last date the reservation contained

1115 individuals.

LEBANON. The name of Mount Lebanon (Heb. P33?),

from the Semitic root lahan, "to be white, or whitish,"

probably refers, not to the perpetual snow, but to the bare

white walls of chalk or limestone which form the character-

istic feature of the whole range. Syria is traversed by a

branch thrown off almost at right angles 'from Mount
Taurns in Asia Minor, and Lebanon is the name of the

central mountain mass of Syria, extending for about 100
miles from north-north-east to south-south-west. It is

bounded W. by the sea, N. by the plain Jiin Akkar,
beyond which rise the mountains of the Nusairieh, and E.

by the inland plateau of Syria, mainly steppe-land. To the

south Lebanon ends about the point where the river Litany

bends westward, and at Banias. A valley narrowing

towards its southern end, and now called El-Buka'a,

divides the mountainous mass into two great parts. That
lying to the west is still called Jebel LibnAn ; the greater

part of the eastern mass now bears the name of the Eastern

Mountain (Jebel el-Sharki). In Greek the western range

was called Libanos, the eastern Antilibanos.^ The
southern extension of the latter. Mount Heemon (q.v.),

may in many respects be treated as a separate mountain.

Lebanon and Antilibanus have many features in com-

mon j in both the southern portion is less arid and barren

than the northern, the western valleys better wooded and
more fertile than the eastern. In general the main eleva-

tions of the two ranges form pairs lying opposite one

another ; the forms of both ranges are monotonous, but
the colouring splendid, especially when viewed from a

distance ; when seen close at hand, indeed, only a few

valleys with perennial streams offer pictures of landscape

beauty, their rich green contrasting pleasantly with the

bare brown and yellow mouatain sides.

Geology.—The Lebanon strata are generally inclined,

curved, and twisted, often vertical, seldom quite horizontal.

Throughout the whole of Syria the prevailing line of

cleavage runs from north to south ; subordinate to this is

another at right angles to it. The rocks belong to the

Middle Chalk system, and fall into four subdivisions.

The first consists of an under hippurite zone about 3000
feet thick. Sometimes light grey dolomites boldly rise to

a height of several hundred yards (as in Kesrawrin) ; some-

times masses of marble present equally graud mountain
forms (Jezzln) ; sometimes again friable marl and clay

occur, producing rich pasture lands. The last member
of this lower zone is i brown oolite containing sponges,

corals, and echinoderms, amongst which the best known
fossil is Cidaris glandarius (Salima). Here also belong the

Radiolaria of Hakel, above which occurs the famous bed
of fossil fishes. The second subdivision of the Middle Chalk
consists of a thick sandstone formation, distinguished by
the presence of Trignnia scabra and syriaca, and by a fossil

balsam poplar {Nicolia). To the period of the formation

of this member of the system belong volcanic eruptions of

melaphyre and basaltite, and. also copious eruptions of ashes,

which are now met with as tufa in the neighbourhood of

the igneous rocks. These eruptive rocks, which every-

' Lat., Antilibam^. The popul.ir form Antilebanon is not legiti-

mate.

where have again been overlaid by the thick sandstone,
yield bitumen (mineral oils, asphalt, and rtysodil), and have
also had a great influence upon the superficial asjjct of the
country, the sandstone stratum (1300 to 1600 feet thick)

having become the centre of its life and fertility, inasmuch
as here alone water cau gather. In the third subdivision,

the Turon strictly so-called, oyster beds (Ostrea africana)
aud a stratum of orbitulites have the widest diflusion.

Above the oysters come the ammonites {AmmoniUs
syriacus, Von Buch). The fourth subdivision is formed
by a light grey chalk of the upper hippurite zone, which
begins in the BukA'a, and can be traced as far as to the

Red Sea. The latest member is the Eocene nummulite
(especially in Antilibanus). Generally speaking the pre-

vailiug colours are white in the first district, brown in the

second, yellow in the third, and grey in the fourth. Apart
from the formations already named, there only remain to

be mentioned one or two more recent Tertiaries, which in

some cases may go back to the end of the Miocene period,

but for the most part are Pliocene. They are tnet with

partly on the coast, being due to the action of the sea

(Tripoli), partly in the Buka'a (Zahleh), the result of the

action of fresh water. Finally, throughout the whole of

the Lebanon district, there are unmistakable traces of ice

action in the shape of ground moraines and erratic blocks.

The glacier remains may practically be said to be associated

v> ith the four chief streams (Nahr Kadlsha J6z, Ibrdhfm.

and lielb).

Vegetation.—The western versant has the common
characteristics of the flora of the Mediterranean coast, but
the eastern portion belongs to the poorer region of the

steppes, and the Mediterranean species are met with only

sporadically along the water-courses. Forest and pasture

land in our sense of the word do not exist : the place of

the first is for the most part taken by a low brushwood
j

grass is not plentiful, and the higher ridges maintain a

growth of alpine plants only so long as patches of snow
continue to lie. The rock walls harbour some rock plants,

but many absolutely barren wildernesses of stone occur.

(1) On the we.stern versant, as we ascend, we have first, to

a height of 1600 feet, the coast region, similar to that of

Syria in general and of the south of Asia Minor. X?haracter-

istic trees are the locust tree and the stone pine ; in Mclia

Azedarack and Ficu3 Sycomorus (Beyrout) we have an
admixture of foreign and partially subtropical elements.

The great mass of the vegetation, however, 3s of the low-

growing type (maquis or garrigue of the western Mediter-

ranean), with small and stiff leaves, and frequently thorny

and aromatic, as for example the ilex (Qnerciis cocci/era),

Smilax, Cutus, Lentiscus, Calycotome, &c. (2) Next comes,

from 1600 to 6500 feet, the mountain region, which may
also be caUed the forest region, still exhibiting as it does

sparse woods and isolated trees wherever shelter, moisture,

and the bad husbandry of the inhabitants have permitted

their growth. From 1600 to 3200 feet is a zone of dwarf

hard-leaved oaks, amongst which occur the Oriental forms

Fontanesia phillyneoides, Acer synaanii, and the beautiful

red-stemmed Arbutus Andrackne. Higher up, between

3700 feet and 4200 feet, a tall pine, Pimis Brntia, Ten., is

characteristic. Between 4200 and 6200 feet is the region

of the two most interesting forest trees of Lebanon, the

cypress and the cedar. The former still grows thickly,

especially in the valley of the Kadisha ; the horizental is

the prevailing variety. In the upper Kadisha valley there

is a cedar grove of about three hundred trees, amongst

which five are of gigantic size ; it is alleged that other

specimens occur elsewhere in Lebanon. The Cedrus

Libani is intermediate between the Ccdrvs Bcodam and the

C. atlantica (see Cedar). The cypress and cedar zone

exhibits a variety of other leaf-bearing aud coniferous
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trees ; of the first may be mentioned several oaks

—

Quercns
3[dlul, Q. subalpina (Kotschy), Q. Cerris, and the hop-horn-
beam (Ostryn) ; of the second class the rare Cilician silver

fir (Abies cilicica) may be noticed. Nest come the junipers,

sometimes attaining the size of trees (Juniperns e:ccels(t, J.

nt/fscens, and, with fruit as large as plums, J. (bllpac^^).

But the chief ornament of Lebanon is the Rhododendron
ponticum, with its brilliant purple flower clusters;'

a

peculiar evergreen, Vinca libanotka, also adds beauty to

this zone. (3) Into the alpine region (G200 to 10,400
feet) penetrate a few very stunted oaks (Quercus siibdlpina,

Kotschy), the junipers already mentioned, and a barberry
(Berbei-is cretica), which sometimes spreads into close

thickets. Then follow the low, dense, prone, pillow-like

dwarf bush"es, thorny and grey, common to the Oriental high-

lands

—

Astnigalus and the peciilhr Jcantholivion. They
are found up to within 300 feet of the highest summits.
Upon the esposed mountain slopes rhubarb (Bkemn Bibes)

is noticeable, and also a vetch (Vicia canescais, Lab.)
excellent for sheep. The spring vegetation, which lasts

untU July, appears to be rich, especially as regards corolla-

bearing plants, such as Corydalis, Gagea, Bulbillaria,

Colchicum, PuscI \inia, Geranium, Ovnithoyalura, ifec. The
flora of the highest ridges, along the edges of the snow
patches, exhibits no forms related to our northern alpine

flora, but sirggestions of it are found in a Braba, an Andro-
sace, an Alsine, and a violet, occurring, however, only in

local species. Upon the highest summits are found Sapo-

naria Pumilio (resembling our Silene acaidis) and varieties

of Galium, Euphorbia, Astragalus, Veronica, Jitrinea,

Festuca, Scrophidaria, Geranium, Asphoddine, Allium,

Asperula ; and, on the margins of the snow fields, a

Taraxacum and Ranurculus demissiis. The alpine flora

of Lebanon thus connects itself directly with the Oriental

flora of lower altitudes, and is unrelated to the glacial

flora of Europe and northern Asia,

Zoology.—There is nothingof special interest about the

fauna of Lebanon. Bears are no longer numerous ; the

panther and the ounce are met with ; the wild hog, hyaena,

wolf, and fos are by no means rare
;
jackals and gazelles

are very common. The polecat and hedgehog also occur.

As a rule there are not many birds, Init the eagle and the

vulture may occasionally be seen ; of eatable kinds part-

ridges and wild pigeons are the most abundant. In some
places the bat occasionally multiplies so as actually to

become a plague.

Geography.—The district to the west of Lebanon,
averaging about six hours in breadth, slopes in an intricate

series of plateaus and terraces to the Mediterranean. The
coast is for the most part abrupt and rocky, often leaving

room for only a narrow path along the shore, and when
viewed from the sea it does not lead one to have the least

suspicion of the extent of country lying between its cliflFs

and the lofty summits behind. Most of the mountain
spurs run from east to west, but in northern Lebanon the

prevailing direction of the valleys is north-westerly, and
in the south some ridges also run parallel with the principal

chain. The valleys have for the most part been deeply

excavated by the rapid mountain streams which traverse

them ; the apparently inaccessible heights are crowned by
numerous villages, castles, or cloisters embosomed among
trees. Of the streams which are perennial, the most worthy
of note, beginning from the north, are the Nahr AkkAr,
N. Arka, N. el-Bdrid, N. Kadisha, " the holy river " (the

valley of which begins far up in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the highest summits, and rapidly descends- in a

aeries of great bends till the river reaches the bca at Tri-

poli), Wady el-J6z (falling into the sea at Batnin), Wddy
Fidir, Nahr IbrAhfm (the ancient Adonis, having its source

in a recesj) of the great mountain ar.phitheatre where the

famous sanctuary Apheca, the modern Afka, lay), Nahr el-
Kelb (the ancient Lycus), Nahr Beirut (the ancient Magoras,
entering the sea at Beyrout), Nahr D.Amur (ancient Tani-
yras), Nahr el-'AuwaJy (the ancient Eostrcnus, which in
the upper part of its course is joined by the Nahr el Bariik).
The "Auwaly and the Nahr el-Zaher.'vui, the only othei'
streams that fall to be mentioned before we reach the
LitAny, flow north-east to soutb-wost, in consequence of
the interposition of a ridge subordinate and parallel to
the central chain. On the north, where the mountain
bears the special name of Jebel AkkAr, the main ridge
of Lebanon rises gradually from the plain. A number of
valleys run to the north and north-east, among which must
be mentioned that of the Nahr el-Keblr, the Eleutherus of

the ancients, which takes its rise in the Jebel el-Abyad on
the eastern slope of Lebanon, and afterwards, skirting tiie

district, flows westward to the sea. To the south of Jebel
el-Abjad, beneath the main ridge, which as a rule falls

away suddenly towards the east, occur several small elevated
terraces having a southward slope ; among these the WAdi
en-Nusiir (" vale of eagles"), and the basin of the lake
Yammuna, with its intermittent spring Neb'a el-Arba'fn,

deserve special mention. Of the streams which descend
into the BukA'a, only the BerdAni need be named ; it rises

in Jebel Sunnin, and enters the plain by a deep and
picturesque mountain cleft at Zahleh. With regard to

height, the most elevated summits occur in the north, but
even these are of very gentle gradient, and are ascended
quite easily. The names and the elevations of the several

peaks, which even in summer are covered with snow,
have been very variously given by different explorers;

according to the most accurate accounts the " Cedar
block " consists of a double line of four and three sum-
mits respectively, ranged from north to south, with a

deviation of about 35°. Those to the east are 'Uyiin

Urghush, Makmal, Muskiyya (or Naba' esh-Shemaila), and
EAs Zahr tl-Kazib ; fronting the sea arff Karn SaudA or

TimArun, Fumm el-MizAb, and Zahr el-Kandll. The height

of Zahr el-Kazlb, by barometric measurement, is 10,018
feet ; that of the others is almost the same. South from
them is the pass (8351 feet) which leads from Baalbec to

Tripoli ; the great mountain amphitheatre on the west side

of its summit is remarkable. Further to the south is a
second group of lofty summits—the snow-capped Sunnin,

visible from Beyrout ; its height is 8554 feet, or, according

to other accounts, 8895 feet. Between this group and
the more southerly Jebel Kuneiseh (about 6700 feet) lies

the pass (4700 feet) now traversed by the French post

road between Beyrout and Damascus. Among the other

bare summits stiU further south are the long ridge of Jebel

el-Banik (about 7000 feet), the Jebel Nlha, with the

Tau'amat Niha (about 6100 feet), near which is a pass

to Sidon, and the Jebel ElhAn (about 5400 feet).

The BukA'a, the broad valley which separates Lebanon

from Antilibanus, is watered by two rivers having their

watershed near Baalbec, at an elevation of about 3600

feet, and separated only by a short mile at their sources.

That flowing northwards, El-'Asy, is the ancient Orontes;

the other is the LitAny. In the lower part of its course the

latter has scooped out for itself a deep hnd narrow rocky

bed; at Burghuz it is spanned by a great natural bridge.

Not far from the point where it suddenly trends to the

west lie, immediately above the romantic valley, at an

elevation of 1500 feet, the imposing ruins of the old castle

Kal'at esh-Shakif, near one of the passes to Sidon. In its

lower part the LitAny bears the name of Nahr el-Kasimlyeh.

Neither the Orontes nor the LitAny has any important

aCBuent.

The BukA'a used to be known as Coeiesyria (Strabo, xvL

2, 21), but that word as emnloyed by the ancients had a
XIV. — so
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mncb more extensive ap[)lication. At present its full iiarne !

is BukA'a el-'Aziz (the dear Bukd'a), and its northeni portion

is known as Salilet Ba'albek (tbe plain of Baalbec). The

valley is from 4 to 6 miles broad, with an undulating

surface. It is said to contain one hundred and thirty-seven

hamlets or settlements, the larger of which skirt the hills,

while the smaller, consisting of mud hui els, stand upon

dwarf mounds, the debris of ages. The whole valley could

be much more richly cultivated than it is at present ; but

fever is frequent.

The Antilibanus chain has in many respects been much
less fully explored than that of Lebanon. Apart from its

southern otfshoots it is 67 miles long, while its width

varies from 16 to 13i miles. It rises from the plain of

Hasj'a-Homs, and in its nortliern portion is very arid and

barren. The range has not so many offshoots as occur on

the west side of Lebanon ; under its precipitous slopes

stretch table-lands and broad plateaus, which, especially on

the east side looking towards the steppe, steadily increase

in width. Along the western side of northern Antilibantis

stretches the KhashA'a, a rough red region lined with juniper

trees, a succession of the hardest limestone crests and

ridges, bristling with bare rock and crag that shelter tufts

of vegetation, and are divided by a succession of grassy

ravines. On the eastern side the parallel valley of 'Asal

el-Ward deserves special mention ; the descent towards the

plain eastwards, as seen for example at Ma'lula, is singular,

—

first a spacious amphitheatre and then two deep very narrow

gorges. The perennial streams that take their rise in

Antilibanus are not numerous ; one of the finest and best

watered valleys is that of HelbAn, the ancient Chalybon,

the Helbon of Ezek. xsvii. 18. The highest points of

the range, reckoning from the north, are HaUmat el-Kabu

(8257 feet), which has a splendid view; the .Fatly block,

including Tal'at Milsa (8721 feet) and the adjoining Jebel

Nebi B.^rAh (7900 feet) ; and a third group near Bliiddn,

in which the moat prominent names are Shakif, AkhyAr,

and Abu'1-Hin (8330 feet). Of the valleys descending

westward the first to claim mention is the Wady Yafiifa;

a little further to the south, lying north and south, is the

rich upland valley of ZebedAni, where the Baradd has its

highest sources. Pursuing an easterly course of several

hours, this stream receives the waters of the romantic 'Ain

Fije (which doubles its volume), and bursts out by a rocky

gateway upon the plain of Damascus, in the irrigation of

which it is the chief agent. It is the Amana of 2 Kings
V. 12; the portion of Antilibanus traversed by it was also

called by the same name (Cant. iv. 8). The French post

road after leaving the Bukd'a first enters a little valley

running north and soutli, where a projecting ridge of

Antilibanus bears the ruins of the ancient cities Chalcis

and Gerrha. It next traverses the gorge of Wddy el-Harfr,

the level upland Sahlet Judeideh, the ravine of Wddy

cM\arn, the ridge of "Akabat et-TIn, the descent Daurat
el-BillAn, und finally the unpeopled plain of Dimds, from
which it enters the valley of Barada. This route marks
the southern boundary of Antilibanus proper, where the

Hermon group begins (vol. xi. p. 751). From the point
where this continuation of Antilibanus begins to take a

more westerly direction, a low ridge shoots out towards
the south-west, trending further and further away from
the eastern chain and narrowing the Bukd'a ; upon the

eastern side of this ridge lies the elevated valley or hilly

stretch known as Wddy et-Teim. In the north, beside "Ain

Fdliij, it is connected by a low watershed with the Bukd'a
;

from the gorge of the Litdny it is separated by the ridge

of Jebel ed-Dahr. At its southern end it contracts and
merges into the plain of Banias, thus enclosing Mount
Hermon on its north-west and west sides ; eastward from
the Hasbdny branch of the Jordan lies the meadow-land
Merj 'lyiin, the ancient Ijou (1 Kings xv. 20).

FoJilical Divisions and Population.—The inhabitants of Lplianon
liave at no tinio played a conspicuous part in history. There are

remains of prehistoric occupation, tut we do not even know what
races dwelt there in the historical period of antiquity. Probably
they belonged partly to Canaaiiite, but chiefly to the Aramtean
group of nationalities ; the Bible mentions Hivites (Judg. iii. 3)
and Giblites (Josh. xiii. 6). A portion of the western coast land
was always, it may be assume>l, in the hands of the Phoenician
states, and it is possible that once and again their sovereignty may
have extended even into the Bukd'a. Lebanon was also included
within the ideal boundaries of the land of Israel, and the whole region
was well known to the Hebrews, by whoso poets its many excellences

are often praised. In the P.oman period the district of Phcenice ex-

tended into Lebanon ; in the 2d century it, along with the inland
districts pertaining to it, constituted a subdivision of the province
of Syria, liaving Emesa (Homs) for its capital ; from the time of
Diocletian there was a Phcenice ad Libanum, with Emesa as capital,

ns well as a Phcenice Maritima of which Tyre was the chief city.

Remains of the Roman period occur throughout Lebanon, and more
especially in Hermon, in the shape of small temples in more or less

perfect preservation; for the more splendid ruins of Baalbec see that
article (vol. iii. p. 176). Although Christianity early obtained a foot-

ing in Lebanon, the pagan worship, and even human sacrihce,

nevertheless survived for a long time, especially in remote valleys

such as Afka. The present inhabitants are for tlie most part of

Syrian (Aramffian) descent ; Islam aud the Arabs hav£ at no time
penetrated very deep into the mountain land. At present tlio

eastern range belongs to the vilayet of Damascus (Soria), of which
Damascus itself constitutes the first subdivision-(mutasarriflik) ; the
subordinate divisions (kazas) of the government are Damascus,
Baalbec, Hasbaya, Rashaya, and Bukd'a Gharbi or Western Bukd'a.
Included within the vilayet of Soria, but with an independent
administration, is the government of Lebanon properly so calkd, a

region some 87 miles long, which in virtue of an ordinance

published by the Porte in concert with the protecting powers in

1861 and revised in 1S64 is ruled by a governor, who must be a

Christian, indirect dependence on Constantinople. The seat of the

pasha is at present at IBa'abda, 6 miles south-east from Beyrout, his

summer residence being at Bteddin. The pashalik is subdivided

into the lieutenancies of Jnrd, Batnin, Kasrawan, Metn, Zahle,

Shiif, and Jezzin. - A somewhat different account of the districts is

given in the statistical statement (1875) of the English consul

at Beyrout:-

District
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The Maronitcs, as the preceding statistics show, are the

principal element of the Lebanon population ; for the

Druses, see vol. vii^ p. 483. The Motclwile, who enjoy no

good reputation, are Shi'ite Jlohammedans ; their sheikh

resides at Jeba'a in South Lebanon. Of lato years Pro-

testantism, through the agency of the American mission at

Bevrout, has begun to take some hold of the population,

and is daily gaining ground. The Catholic missions also,

with Beyrout for their centre, are meeting with some

success, and the Western schools arc indisputably affecting

the culture and manners of the country. The present

comparative security of life and property are highly

favourable to its development. Since the violent outbreak

of 18G0, the bloody contests between the JIaronites and

Druses have not been renewed, although the mutual hatred

still continues. To what has been already said on this

•subject (vol viL p. 485), it may here be added that the

primary object df the Lebanon mountaineers is before

everything the maintenance of their national freedom, and

that the responsibility for the massacres of 18G0 rests

chiefly upon the Turkish Government (iUimet Pasha of

Damascus). The property of the Maronites had been

promised to the Druses, and the Maronites on the other

hand had been persuaded to disarm ; as soon as the latter

had done so they wore attacked by Druses and Turks

together. In Deir el-Kamar alone, the chief place of South

Lebanon, eighteen hundred ^laronites perished. Since

the pacification of the country bj' foreign intervention,

particularly on the part of Napoleon IIL, the Druses

have withdrawn more into the inaccessible Hauran.

Although every inhabitant of Lebanon still retains

his warrior habits, and willingly enough joins the high-

land troops (six hundred regular soldiers), the situation

is now much more pacific, a circumstance due in large

measure to the fact that the power of the numerous noble

families has been much curtailed. On the other hand the

clergy, although for the most part an extremely uneducated

body of men, has great influence among the Maronites.

The number of Maronite monks in the mountain district

is said to reach eight thousand. The monasteries possess

a krge portion of the best land, which is cultivated by
the monks themselves, and is qaite exempt from all

public burdens. Other land is liable to be taxed annually

at the rate of 3s. 6d. upon every £55 of assessed

value ; there is, besides, a poll tax exigible from every

boixlthy male from the age of fourteen until he becomes
unfit for work. The village head (sheikh), for every £8 of

tuxes, is entitled to exact from the inhabitants 4s. for his

o.vn remuneration. Every inhabitant must devote to the

public service four days of free labour in the year. The
gross revenue of Lebanon, which amounts to about

.£32,000 per annum, does not cover the expenses of ad-

ministration.

The Lebanon mountaineers are a fine vigorous set of

men. In what relates to dress they show a preference for

gay colours. Tattooing is universal in both sexes. Their
diligence is worthy of all praise. In the upper regions

cattle breeding is the chief occupation ; the numerous flocks

of sheep and goats are the great obstacle to forestry in

these parts. No care is taken to protect the woods. For
practical utility the trees which are planted (besides

various fruit trees, especially figs) are the white poplar
(for building purposes), the walnut, the olive, and above
all the midberry,—silk culture being an important industry
with the mountain population, and still remunerative
notwithstanding the occasional fall of prices. In 1872
lie production amounted to 2,000,000 okcs (about
5,000,000 11.) of fresh cocoons, from which 1,200,000 okes
<rf raw silk and 200,000 okcs of silk fabrics were produced,
the latter exclusivoly for home use. The vine is cultivated,

and with great care, at an elevation of 3900 to 5200
feet. Unfortunately the wine is simply stored in largo
stone jars, there being neither barrels nor cellars; the
consequence is that it cannot be kept—in point of fact it is
seldom more than a year old—and exportation is impossible.
The excellent Lebanon white wine known as vino d'oro
belongs to the class of sweet wines. Amongst the mineral
products coal deserves special mention ; the beds are thick,
but the presence of iron pyrites prevents it from coming
into more general use. Some shafts, from which bitumen
is obtained, occur in the neighbourhood of Hasbaya ; also
petroleum wells. The chief food crops are wheat, Ho'ats
sorrrhiim, and barley, the last being cultivated as high as
6500 feet above the sea. Tobacco culture is universal.

Throughout the whole of Lebanon, but especially on the
slope towards the sea, carefully tended terraces occur.

The houses, little four-cornered boxes, generally shaded by
a walnut or fig tree, stand as a rule upon the slope ; the
roof is formed by pine stems upon which other timber,

brushwood, and finally a coating of mud clay are laid.

Under good government Lebanon, with its able and vigor-

ous population, would rapidly develop.

Lilcralare.—Ritter, Die Enlkmide von Asien: Die Sinai-ffalb-
i-asd, Palaslina, u. Sin-icn, 2d ed., Berlin, 1848-55; Eobinson,
Bibliazl Researches in Palestine and the adjacent Hcgions (London,
1856), and Physical Geography of the Holy iand (London, 1865);
R. F. Burton and C. F. Tyrwhitt Drake, Unexplored Syria, Lon-
don, 1872; Cliurchill, Ten Years' Bcsidcnce in Mount Lebanon,
3 vols., 1853; De Rialle, " L'AntUiban," in the Bull, de la Soc.

dc Geor/r., 5lh ser., xvi. 225 sij., Paris, 1868 ; 0. Fraas, Drei
Monate am Libation (Stuttgart, 1876), and Aiis dem Orient (pt. ii.,

" Geologische Beobachtuiigen am Libanon," Stuttgart, 1878)

;

Kotschy, "Der Libanon u. seine Alpeufiora" in the Verhandl. d.

K.-K. zeolog.-lotan. Gcsellscha/t, \ienna, 1864; Porter, Ilandboot
for Tracellers in Syria and Palestine, London, 1875; Sccin,

Palestine and Syria, a handbook for travellers, Badeker, Leipsic,

1S76. For maps, see Burton and Socin-Badcker, also Van de
Velde's Map of the Holy Land (Gotha, 1858; Germ, ed., 1866), and
the Carle du Liban d'apris Ics reconnaissances de la brigade topo-

grnphiquc dtt cwps cxpiditionnaire de Syrie en 1860-61, prepared at

the FreiicU War Office, Paris, 1862. (A. SO.)

LEBANON, a manufacturing " borough " of the United

States, capital of Lebanon county, Pennsylvania, is situated

on the Union Canal, 24 miles east of Harrisburg by the

Lebanon Valley branch of the Philadelphia and Reading

Railway. It is substantially built in brick and stone, and
is steadily increasing in importance. Its principal in-

dustrial establishments are blast furnaces, rolling mills,

car-works, planing mills, foundries, and manufactories of

organs, paper, cigars, caniages, and agricultural imple-

ments. About 7 miles distant are the Cornwall Ore
Banks, three eminences—Grassy, Middle, and Big Hill

—

consistiijg almost entirely of iron-ore veined with copper.

The town was laid out in 1750, and incorporated as a

borough in 1813; gas was introduced- in 1857, and in

1872 water was brought into the place by gravitation at

an expense of §250,000. The population of Lebanon has

increased from 2184 in 1850 to 6727 in 1870, and 8778

in 1880.

LEBDA. See Leptis.

LE BEAU, Charles (1701-1778), a French historical

writer, was born at Paris on October 15, 1701, and was

educated at the College de Sainte-Barbe and the Collt'ge

du Plessis; at the latter he remained as a teacher after the

termination of his course as a pupil, until he obtained the

chair of rhetoric in the College des Grassius. In 1748 ho

WIS admitted a member of the Academy of Inscriptions,

and in 1752 he was nominated professor of eloquence in

the College de France. From 1755 he held the office of

perpetual secretary to the Academy of Inscriptions, in

which capacity he edited fifteen volumes (from the 25th

to the 39th inclusive) of the Histoire of that institution.

He died at Paris on March 13, 1778.
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The only work with wLicli tlie uame of Lo Beau continues to

be associated is his Histoire du Bus-Empire, cii conuiini(;aut a
Constantin le Grand, in 22 vols. 12mo (Paris, 1756-1779), being a

continuation of EoUin's Histoire Jlomainc and Crevier's Histoire

des Empercurs. Its usefulness arises entirely from the fact of its

being a faithful resume of the Byzantine historians, for Le Bean

had no originality or artistic power of bis own. Five volumes

were added by Aineilhou (17S1-1811), which brought the work
down to the fall of Constantinople. A later edition, under the care

of Saint-llartin and afterwards of Brosset, has had the benefit of

careful revision throughout, and liaa received cousideiuble addi-

tions from Oriental sources.

LEBEDIN, a district town of tlie KharkoflF government

in European Russia, 102 miles north-west of the govern-

ment town, near the Olshana and Buravka, two small

tributaries of the Dnieper. Its population has increased

from 15,137 in 1863 to 17,019 in 1879. There are four

annual fairs, and a good trade in grain and cattle.

Lebedin dates from the middle of the 17th century. In 1709 it

was the headquarters of the operations of Feter the Great against

Mazeppa, and the scene of the execution of nine hundred of th;it

hetman's followers, whose common grave is stiU marked by a mound
70 feet square.

LEBEDYAN, a district town of the Tamboff government

In European Russia, situated 132 miles west of TambofF,

on the bluffs of the right bank of the Don. It possesses a

modern cathedral (Kazanskii) and several churches of

architectural and antiquarian interest ; and in the imme-
diate vicinity is the great Eletskii Troitskii monastery,

which under the name Yablonovoi Pustuin was founded in

1621. The prosperity of the town is closely bound up
with that of its three annual fairs, of which tho first two

continue for a month and the last for sis days,—many of

the inhabitants deriving the better part of their income from

the rents paid by their merchant visitors. The chief fair

is held near the monastery, and is known as the Troitskaya.

The population, returned in 1863 as 5849 (exclusive of

the suburbs, with 3046), was 6010 in 1879.
Lebedyan probably dates from the 15th century. Ittfas reckoned

a town in the beginning of the 17th ; and about 1678 it became the

centre of a district.

LEBRIJA, or Lkbrixa, a town of Spain, in the pro-

vince of Seville, near the left bank of the eastern arm of

the Guadalquivir, and on the eastern edge of the flat fluvial

tract known as " Las Marismas," formed by that river.

It is 44 miles by rail from Seville, which lies north by
east, and about 50 miles from Cadiz. The climate is

somewhat unfavourably affected by the proximity of the

marshes ; but the sierra beneath which it lies protects the

town from the hot easterly winds, and it enjoys during the

heats of summer the pleasant alternation of land and sea

breezes. The parish church, the only building of any
note, is a somewhat imposing structure in a variety of

styles—Moorisli, Gothic, Romanesque—dating from the

14th to the 16th century ; it contains some early specimens
of the carving of Alonso Cano. The manufactures, which
are unimportant, consist chiefly of bricks, tiles, and earthen-

ware, for which a useful clay is found in the neighbour-
hood ; there is some trade in tho grain, wine, and oil of

the surrounding district. The population in December
1877 was 12,864.

Lebrija is the Nabrissa or Ncbrissa, surnamed Veneria, of the
Romans ; by Silius Italicus (iii. 393), who associates it with the
worship of Dionysus, the uame is derived from «/3p/s. Nehrishah
was a strong and populous place during the period of Jloorish
domination; it was taken by St Ferdinand in 1249, but again
lost, and became finally subject to the Castilian crown only
under AJphonso the Wise in 1 264. It was the birthplace of Elio
Antonio de Lebrija or Nebrija (1444-1522), better known as Ne-
brissensis, one of the most important leaders in the revival of learn-
ing in Spain, the tutor of Queen Isabella, and a collaborateur -^^th
Jimenez iu the preparation of the Complutensian Polyglott

LE BRUN, Chaiilf,s (1019-1690), French painter, v as
born at Paris 24th February 1619, and attracted the notice
of Chancellor Sd^uier, who ])laced him at the ago of eleven

in the studio of Vouet. At fifteen he received commissions

from Cardinal Richelieu in the execution of which he dis-

played an ability which obtained the generous commenda-
tions of Poussin himself, in whose company Le Brun started

for Rome in 1642. In Rome he remained four years in the

receipt of a pension due to the liberality of the chancellor.

On his return to Paris Le Brun found numerous patrons,

of whom the celebrated Superintendent Fouquet was the

most important. Employed at Vaux le Vicomte, Le Brun,

who had an immense amount of worldly tact, ingratiated

himself with Mazarin, then secretly pitting Colbert against

Fouquet. Colbert also promptly recognized Le Brun's

jiowers of organization, and attached him to his interests.

Together they founded the Academy of Painting and
Sculpture (1648), and the Academy of France at Rome
(1666), and gave a new development to the industrial arts.

In 1660 they established the Gobelins, which at first was a
great school for the n\anufacture, not of tapestries only, but

of every class of furniture required in the royal palaces.

Commanding the industrial arts throitgh the Gobelins, of

which he was director, and the whole artist world through

tlie Academy—in which he successively held every post

—

Le Brun imprinted his own character on all that vas pro-

duced in Francs during his lifetime, and gave a direction

to the national tendencies which endured even after his

death. The nature of his emphatic and pompons talent

was in harmony with the taste of the king, who, full of

admiration at the decorations designed by Le Brun for his

triumphal entry into Paris (1660), commissioned him to

execute a series of subjects from the history of Alexander.

The first of these, Alexander and the Family of Darius, so

delighted Louis SIV. that he at once ennobled Le Brun
(December 1662), who was also created first painter to his

majesty with a pension of 12,000 livres, the same amouut
as he had yearly received in the service of the magnifi-

cent Fouquet. From this date all that was done in the

royal palaces was directed by Le Brun. The works of the

gallery of Apollo in the Louvre were interrupted in 1677
when he accompanied tho king to Flanders (on his return

from Lille he painted several compositions iu the Ch.Tteau

of St Germains), and finally— for they remained unfinished

at his death—by the vast labours of A'ersailles, where lie

reserved for himself the Halls of War and Peace, the

Ambassadors' Staircase, and the Great Gallery, other

artists being forced to accept the position of his assistants.

At the death of Colbert, Louvois, who succeeded him in the

department of public works, showed no favour to Le Brun,

and in spite of the king's continued support he felt a bitter

change in his position. This contributed to the illness

which on 22d February 1690 ended in his death in the

Gobelins, Besides his gigantic labours at Versailles and

the Louvre, the number of his works for religious corpora-

tions and private patrons is incredible. He modelled and

engraved with much facility, and, in spite of the heaviness

and poverty of drawing and colour, his extraordinary

activity and the vigour of his conceptions justify his claim

to fame. Nearly all his compositions have been reproduced

by celebrated engravers.

LECCE, one of most important cities of Southern Italy,

and the administrative centre of the province of Lecce

(formerly Terra d'Otranto), is situated on the railway

between Brindisi and Otranto, about 8 miles from the

coast of the Adriatic. Down to the middle of the 18fh

century it was defended by regular fortifications constructed

in the 16th century, and it still preserves some of the gate-

ways, as well as a triumphal arch erected in honour of the

entry of Charles V. Among its public buildings are the

cathedral (dedicated to St Orontius, traditional first bishop

of the city, whose statue, on a lofty column, adorns thjB

principal square), the old convent of the Celeslines ^fi'^-
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occupied by the prefecture, the old convsat of the
Capuchins, and the marble church 'of St Nicholas. Bene-
volent institutions are specially numerous, and include a
hospital dating from 1389, and a communal orphanace
from 1608. A public library was founded in 1863. The
name of Lecco has long been familiar throughout Italy in
connexion with the great tobacco factory now located in the
Dominican convent ; and cotton and woollen goods, lace,

artificial flowers, hats, &c., are among the products of the
local industry. The population increased from 17,836 in

1861 to 18,460 in L871.
Lecce is ideutified with Lnpis, a city of the Salentines, and,

though remains of ancient editices are no longer to be seen, there
is evidence of the existence of extensive substructions as I.-ito as the
15th century. The name Lycea, or Lycia, begins to appear in the
6th century. The city was for some time held by counts of Nor-
man blood, among whom the most noteworthy is Bohemond, son'
of Robert Guiscard. It afterwards passed to the Orsitii. The rank
of provincial capit.%1 was bestowed by Ferdinand of Aragon in
ackuowledgrnent of the fidelity of Lecce to his cause. Scipione
Ammirato (Florentine historian), Domenico de Angelis, and G.
B.iglivi the anatomist were natives of the city.

LECCO, a city of Italy, in the province of Conio, situated

near the southern extremity of the eastern branch of the
Lake of Como, which is frequently distinguished as the
Lake of Lecco. It is the meeting place of several important
roads, and the terminus of a railway from Bergamo, which
joins the line from Milan. To the south the Adda is

crossed by a fine bridge originally constructed in 1335, and
rebuilt in 1609 by Fuentes. Lecco, in spite of its real

antiquity, presents quite a modern appearance; and it is

the seat of no small industrial activity. Besides the iron-

works, which are particularly important, there are brass

foundries and oil-works; and silk spinning, cotton spinning,

and wood carving are successfully prosecuted. The annual
cattle fair lasts fifteen days. In the neighbourhood of the

town is Caleotto, the residence of JIanzoni, who in his

Pfomessi Sposi has left a full description of the district.

The population of Lecco was 6815 in 1871.
In the 11th century Lecco, which had previously been the, seat

of a marquisate, was presented to the bishops of Como by Ott« II.

;

but in the 12th century it passed to the archbishops of Milan, and
in 1127 it assisted the Milanese in the destruction of Como. During
the iSth century it was struggling for its existence with the metro-
polit-in citj' ; and its fate seemed to be sealed when the Visconti
drove its inhabitants across the lake to Valmadrera, and forbade

them to raise their town from its ashes. But in a few years the

people returned ; and Azzone Visconti mavie Lecco a strong fortress,

and united it with the Milanese territory by a bridge across the
Adda. During the 15th and 16th centuries the rock of Lecco was
an object of endless contention. In 1647 the town with its terri-

tory was made a countship. The fortifications were finally sold

by Joseph II. to Count Serponti. Merlinis, one of the first Italian

printers, and Moroue, Charles V.'s Italian chancellor, were bom in

Lecco. See Apostolo, Lecco e siio teirilorio, Lecco, 1S55.

LE CLERC, Jean (1657-1736), or Clericus, theo-

logian and man of letters, was born JIarch 19, 1657 (o.s.),

at Geneva, where his father Stephen Ls Clero was pro-

fessor of Greek. The family had originally belonged to the

neighbourhood of Beauvais in France, and several of its

members have acquired some name in literature. On the

completion of his grammar school course (in which he

made himself rema.kable for his omnivorous reading), he

applied himself to tL; study of philosophy under Chouet
the Cartesian, and from his nineteenth to his twenty-first

year he attended the theological lectures of Mestrezat,

Turretin, and Louis Tronchin. In 1678-79 ho spent s.ome

time at Grenoble as tutor in a private family ; on his return

to Geneva he passed his examinations and received ordina-

tion. Soon afterwards he went to Saumur, where in 1679
were published Liberii de Sancto-Amore Epistolx Theologicx

(Irenopoli : Typis Philalethianis), .usually attributed to his

pen ; they deal with such subjects as the doctrine of l;he

Trinity, the hypostatical union of the two natures in Jesus

CShrist, original sin, and the like, in a uiaoner Bufficiently

far removed from that of the conventional orthodoxy of the
period. From Geneva, which ho still continued to regard
as bis home, Le Clerc in 1682 went to London, where he
remained six months, preaching on alternate Sundays In
the Walloon church and in the Savoy chapel. Passing
over to Amsterdam ho was introduced to Locke and
Limborch ; the acquaintance with the latter soon ripened
into a close friendship, which naturally strengthened his
preference for the Remonstrant theology, alread)' favour-
ably known to him by the writings of his granduncle
CurcellDBUs, and by those of Episcopius. A final attempt
to live at Geneva, made at the request of his relatives
there, satisfied him of the unwholesomeness of its stifling

theological atmosphere, and in 1684 he finally settled at
Amsterdam, first as a moderately successful preacher until
ecclesiastical jealousy shut him out from that career, and
afterwards as professor of philosophy, belles-lettres, and
Hebrew in the Remonstrant seminary. This appointment,
which he owed to his friend Limborch, he held from 1684
till 1712, when on the death of the latter he was called to
occupy the chair of church history also. His suspected
Sociniauism was the cause, it is said, of his exclusion from
the chair of dogmatic theclogy. Apart from its varied
and immense literary labours, his life at Amsterdam was
quite uneventful His marriage to the daughter of
Gregorio Leti took place in 1691. In 1728 and following
years repeated strokes of paralysis gradually reduced him
to a state of mental imbecility, from which he was released

by death on January 8, 1 736.

A full catalogue of the publications of Le Clcrc will be found,
along with adequate biographical material, in Haag's France Pro-
tcslantc (where seventy-tliiee works are enumerated), or in Chaufle-
pie's DicHounaire. Only the most important of these can be men-
tioned here. In 1685 he published Sciilimens de qndqtics tlitulogicns

dc HoUandc SUV TUistoirc Critique du Vicux Tcs'.amcnt cvmposie par
Ic P. Richard Simon, in which, while pointing out what he believed
to be the faults of that author, he undertook to make some positive
contributions towards a right understanding of the Bible. Among
these last may be noted bis argument against the Mosaic author-
ship of the Pentateuch, his views as to the manner in which the
five books actua.lly were composed, his opinions (siuf'ularly free for
the time in which he lived) on the subject of inspiration in general,
and parricularly as to the inspiration of Job, Proverbs, Ecclcsiastes,

Canticles. Simon's Eeponsc (1686) elicited from Le Clerc a Difciise

dee SciUimcns in the same year, which was followed by a new
Kfponse (1687). In 1692 appeared his Logicdsive Ars Hc.tiocinandi,

and also Ontologia el Pncumatologia ; these, with the Phvsica
(1695), are incorporated with the Orcra Philosophica which have
passed through several editions. In 1693 his series of Biblical

commentaries began with that on Genesis ; it was not completed
until 1731. The portion relating to the New Testament books in-

cluded the paraphrase and notes of Hammond. Le Clerc's com-
mentary had a great influence in breaking up traditional prejudices
and opening men's eyes to the necessity for a more scientific inquii-y

into the origin and meaning of the Biblical books. It was on all

sides hotly attacked,—often for opinions which now seem innocent
to the most orthodox, Le Clerc's new edition of the Apostolic

Fathers of Cotelerius, published in 1698, marked an advance in

the critical study of these documents. But the greatest literary

influence of Le Clerc was probably that which he exercised over
his contemporaries by means of the serials, or, if one may so call

them, reviews, of which he was editor. These were the Bibliotheque

univcrscllc et historiqxie (Amsterdam, 25 vols. 12mo, 1686-93),

begun along with De la Croze ; the Jlibliothiqite choisit, Amsterdam,
28 vols. 18mo, 1703-13 ; and the Bibliolhique UTru-nne et modeme,
29 vols. 18mo, 1714-26. Seo Le Clerc's Parrhasiana ou Pcnsies

sjtr des matiii-es de critique, d'hisloire, dc morale, el de politique

:

avcc la difensede divers ouvrages de if. L. C. par Thiodore Parrfiase,

Amsterdam, 1699 ; and Vita et opera ad annum MDCGXI
. , amid

ejus opuscidum, philosophicis Clcrici opcribus subjiciendum, also

attiibuted to himself. The supplement to Hammond's notes was
translated into English in 1699, Parrhasiana, or Thoughts on
Several Subjects, in 1700, and the Harmony of the Oospels in 1701.

Twelve Dissertations out of M. Le Clerc's Genesis appeared in 1696.

LECTION, Lectionaey, Lector The Jewish custom

of reading the books of Jloses in the sjmagogues every

Sabbath day was already ancient in the apostolic age, and

we learn from Luke iv. 10, 17, that portions were also
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read from tbo prophets, though the system of prophetic

tessons at least had not yet reached the fixity of the later

ritual. For obvious reasons the reading of Scripture at

public worship was continued by the Christian Church with

certain modifications (1 Thess. v. 27 ; Col. iv. 16). An
authority so early as Justin Martyr (ApoL, i. 67) states that

in the Christian assemblies of his day " the memoirs of the

ppostles, or the writings of the prophets, are read as long

aa time permits." What we are precisely to understand

by these " memoirs of the apostles " is doubtful ; but the

Evidence wo have, fragmentary though it is, may be said

to make it certain that neither in his day, nor for many
years afterwards, was the canon of sacred books to be read

in public worship rigidly fixed, and still less were definite

portions of Scripture appointed to be read on particular

days of the ecclesiastical year. Traces of the ofiice of

reader as distinct from that of deacon begin to appear in

Tertullian (De Preeso:, 41), who makes frequent allusions

to the public reading of both Old and New Testament

Scriptures (ApoL, 39 ; Be Prxso:, 36 ; De An., 9), but says

nothing that can be construed as implying anything like a

fixed table of lessons. Towards the end of the 4th century,

however, indications of a widely spread custom of reading

the Scriptures according to a uniform and rigid scheme
became frequent ; and the practice even tlien was spoken

of as ancient. Thus Chrysostom and Augustine both show,

incidentally that the Acts of the Apostles were publicly

read between Easter and Pentecost and then laid aside,

while Genesis was read iff Lent. In the Apostolical Con-

stitutions (iL 57) a very methodical service is enjoined ; it

prescribes two lessons from the Old Testament by a reader

;

the Psalms of David are then to be sung, next the Acts of

the Apostles and the epistles of Paul, and finally (by a
deacon or presbyter) the gospels, are to be read. The
labours of Scholz and Tiscliendorf have brought to light a

large bodyof MS. Greek leotionaries ranging between the

7th and the 10th century, from which, when fully collated,

it will probably be possible to ascertain with precision the

order of yearly lections contemplated within the circles to

which the documents respectively bSlong. Most of them
contain gospel lessons only ; the rest lessons from the Acts

and the epistles. The Evangelioii arid Apostolos of the

modern Greek Church has a proper gospel and epistle, not

only for every Saturday and Sunday, but for every day of

the week. The order' of (continuous) lessons for the five

ordinary week days cannot be traced with certainty further

back than to the 10th century, but those for the Sundays,

also for- the most part continuous, can, be traced, so far as

the gospels at least are concerned, to the 8th, and large

coincidences with the Armenian' lectionary lead to the in-

ference that much had been already fi.xed before 595. Of
Western lectionaries the earliest is probably the Liher

Comitis aive Lectionarius, which used to be attributed to

Jerome. On the whole it does not observe a lectio con tin ua,

but is characterized rather by free selection of suitable

passages for each Sunday. Next in chronological order is

the Tabula, drawn up by "Victor of Capua (546) ; it was
printed by Gerbert in his Monmn. Vet. Lilun^. Alem. in

1777. It also has no trace of lectio contimia. The same
remark applies to the Lusueil lectionary, edited by Mabillon

in the De Lilurgia Oallicana (Migne, Pair., Ixxii.) ; it is

assigned by Mabillon to the end of the 7th century, and
certainly is not later than the time of Charlemagne ; besides

the usual gospel and epistle, it prescribes a, lesson from the

Old Testament.

The earliest allusion seeming to imply an order of lectors

or readers as one. of the standing orders of the church occurs,

as already mentioned, in a solitary passage in Tertullian.

In Cyprian, allusions' much less ambiguous are frequent.

The Apostolic GonUitutions give a form of prayer to be used

at the ordination of lectors ty the imposition of hands. In
the modern Greek Church the functions of the Anagnostes
are strictly confined to the reading of the epistle, that of

the gospel being reserved for the deacon. In the old

Catholic Church, the ordination of lectors was by publicly

placing the Bible in their hands, with some such formula
of exhortation as is prescribed in can. 8 of the fourth
council of Carthage. By the council of Trent the order
of lector was recognized as one of the minor orders of the
Roman Catholic Church, but it has no actual independent
existence, being regarded merely as a necessary step in

promotion to a higher office.

LEDA. See Castor and Pollux.
LEDKU-EOLLIN, Alexandke Auguste (1807-1874),

was the grandson of a celebrated quack-doctor of the reign

of Louis XV., who took the name of Comus, and made a
large fortune in curing or attempting to cure epilepsy by
magnetism. He himself was born in the house of Scarron

at Fontenay-aux-Eoses, on February 2, 1807, was educated

at Paris, and had just been entered at the Paris bar, when
the revolution of July 1830 broke out. He soon made
himself a great name as an advocate, and was engaged on

the republican side in all the great political trials of the

next ten years. He also wrote many political tracts, and
edited more than one republican newspaper, so that when he
was elected as deputy for Le JIans in 1 841 he was expected

to take up an advanced republican position in the chamber.

From this time to the outbreak of the revolution of February
1848 he was regarded as the chosen leader of the working

men of France, and spoke and wrote in favour of liberty

of labour and universal suffrage. It was in the speeches

of himself and his friends Lamartine and Louis Blanc at

Lille, Dijon, and Chalons at working-men's banquets during

the latter months of 1847 that the revolution of 1848 was

most clearly foreshadowed and prepared, "^'hen it did

actually break out, it was Ledru-Eollin who overthrew the

project of making the duchess of Orleans regent, and
obtained the nomination of a provisional government. In

this provisional government he was clearly pointed out bj

liis influence among the working men for the ministry of

the interior. When he resigned on June 24, 1848, he
found that his four months of office had lost him his old

leadership, as the conscientious performance of such aa

oSce inevitably would, but he had the credit of having foi

the first time established a working system of universsj

sufifrage. He tried to regain his old influence, but in vain,

and at the election of president in December had biit

370,000 votes." The earlier months of 1849 he spent ia

protesting against the policy, especially the Roman pohcy,

of the president Louis Napoleon IBonaparte and his ministry,

which culi-iinated in his moving their impeachment. Hie

motion being defeated on June 12 by 289 to 8, he on Juii«

13 headed what he called a peaceful demonstration, atid

Lis enemies an appeal to arms, which was soon dispersed.

Ledru-RoUia himself escaped to London, where he signed

the manifestoes of the revolutionary committee of Europe
with Kossuth, .Mazzini, Riige, and sometia>es Desatz. He
also employed his leisure in writing a work on the Decadence

d'Angleterre, in which he attempted to deduce the necessary

fall of England from its aristocratii? form of government

and the misery of the lov.-er classes. In 1870 he returned

to Paris, but though elected in three departments he refused

to sit in the national assembly of 1871. In 1874 he con-

sented to sit for the department of Var, and spoke at

length on June 3 on an electoral scheme, upholding the one

great aim and achievement of his life, universal suffrage.

The effort was too much for his health ;° he steadily grew

weaker and weaker, and died on December 31, 1874.

Perhaps the best succinct description of his character and

political position in the eisteeu short months of his real
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'power is to be found in tUe speech of Victor Hugo at the

unveih'ng of his bust in Pere La Chaise: "Louis Blanc was

the apostle of the revolution of February, Lamartiue tlic

orator, and Ledru-RoUin the tribune."

The Discoiirs polUiqucs ct icrils divers of LcJru-EolUn were
published by his widow in 1879 ; his Decadence d'Anylcten-c was
published in 1S50 ; and an account of his political position is to bo
lound in all histoiies of the reTohition of 18i8.

LEDYARD, John (1751-1789), traveller, was born in

Groton, Connecticut, U.S., in 1751. After vainly attempt-

ing to settle down to the study of law and theolog)',

Ledyard adopted the life of a seaman, and, finding his

way to London, was engaged in 1776 as a corporal of

marines by Captain Cook, for his third voyage of discovery.

On his return in 1778 Ledyard had to give up to the

Admiralty the copious notes he had kept, but was never-

theless able to publish a somewhat meagre narrative of

his experiences (Hartford, U.S., 1783). He continued in

the British service till 1782, when, his ship being off

Long Island, he managed to escape. Ledyard returned

to Europe again in 1784, his purpose being to obtain

thfa means of fitting out an expedition to the north-west

coast of America. Having failed in his attempts, he
decided to reach his goal by travelling across Europe and

Asia. On his arrival in Stockholm (178G) he attempted

to cross to Abo in Finland on the ice ; but, meeting with

open water, he turned back, walked all the way round the

head of the gulf, down through Finland, and on to St

Petersburg, where he arrived in March 1787 without

shoes or stockings, and penniless. He made friends,

however (among others Pallas), and got permission from the

Government to accompany Dr Brown, a Scotch physician

in the Russian service, to Siberia. Ledyard left Dr Brown
at Barnaul, went on to Tomsk and Irkutsk, then visited

Lake Baikal, and, reaching the Lena, sailed down to

Yakutsk, where he arrived on September 18. With a

Captain Billings he returned to Irkutsk, whero on February

14, 1788, he was suddenly arrested, hurried across Siberia

and Europe to the frontier of Poland, and ordered not to

return under pain of death. On reaching London, Ledyard
was befriended by Sir Joseph Banks, who engaged him
on behalf of the African Association to carry on their

work of exploration in Africa. His career was, however,

cut short at Cairo, where he died on January 17, 1789.

Ledyard was a born explorer, and, had he fallen into good
hands in good time, and his energies been properly directed,

would probably have done good work. As it was, no
results of permanent value came of his wide and aimless

wanderings. His life, with extracts from his journals, was
written by Jared Sparks for the Library of American Bio-

graphy (1828), and is also published separately.

LEE, Nathaniel (c. 1650-1692), dramatist, was the

son of Dr Lee, incumbent of Hatfield, Hertfordsliire. He
studied at Westminster School and Trinity College,

Cambridge. After essaying the profession of an actor with

very slight success, he wrote several tragedies, the best

known of which are The Rival Queeus, 1677, and Thcodosms,

1680. He also assisted Dryden in producing CEdipus and
The Buke of Guise. From 1684 to 1688 he was an inmate
of Bedlam, and afterwards until his death he was subject

to intermittent attacks of insanity. Though he wrote the

Princess of Clene in lfi89, and the Massacre of Paris in

1690, he was in his later years dependent chiefly on charity.

He died in London in 1692, not in 1690 as is usually

stated, the register of St Clements Danes church giving

the date of his burial as the 6th May. The dramas of Lee
are of course written in the artificial style characteristic

pf the period, and they also display occasionally a tendency

to wild extravagance, but they nevertheless contain many
passages of true poetic tenderness and grace.

LEE, Richard Henry (17.T2- 1794), an American states-

man and orator, born in Westmoreland connly, Virginia,
U.S., January 20, 1732, was one of six di-stinguished sons
of Thomas Lee, a descendant of an old Cavalier family.
After obtaining the foundation of a liberal education in

England, and spending a little time in travel, he returned
to Virginia in 1752, coming into possession of a fine

I property left him by his father, and for several years
applied himself to varied studies. At the age of twenty-
five he was appointed justice of the peace, and soon after
was chosen a delegate to the house of burgesses. He

I
kept a diffident silence during two sessions, his first speech

I being in strong opposition to slavery, which he proposed

j

to discourage, and eventually to abolish, by imposing a
heavy tax on all further importations. In 1764 Lee had
applied for a collectorship under the Stamp Act, which
afterwards roused the determined hostility of the colonies,

j

but on reflexion he regretted doing so, and became an
outspoken promoter of the most extreme democratic ideas.

In February 1766 ho organized an association in West-
moreland, in accordance with Patrick Henry's famous re-

solution against the Act. At the winter session of the
burgesses in 1766, Lee, with the aid of Patrick Henry,
succeeded in carrying the house upon a test question against

the united aristocratic elements of the colony. In 1767

j

he spoke eloquently against the acts levying duties upon
tea and other articles, and in 1768, in a letter to John
Dickinson of Pennsylvania, he made the suggestion of a
private correspondenci; among the friends of liberty in the
different colonies. Lcii is said also to have originated, in

a conversation with fellow burgesses in 1773, the plan of

an inter-colonial or so-called continental congress, which
was carried into effect text year. At this first congress iu

Philadelphia in 1774, Lee is said to have penned the

address to the king, and is known to have prepared that to

the people of British America, together with the second
address to the people of Great Britain, directed by congress

in 1775, both of which are among the most efi"ective papers
of the time. On June 7, 1776, instructed by the Virginia

house of burgesses, he introduced in congress the resolu-

tions declaring "that these united colonies are, and of

right ought to be, free and independent states, that they
are absolved from aU allegiance to the British crov;n, and
that all political connexion between them and the state of

Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved." Lee
was in congress in 1778-80 and 1784-85, and was one of

the first senators chosen from Virginia after the adoption of

the federal constituiiou. Though strongly opposed to the

adoption of that constitution, owing to what ho regarded

as its dangerous infringements upon the independent power
of the States, he accepted the place of senator in hope of

bringing about amendments. He became a warm upholde?

of Washington's administration, and his prejudices against

the constitution were largely removed by its working in

practice. He retired from public life in 1792, and died

at Chantilly in Westmoreland county, June 19, 1794.

See Memoirs, by his gi-andson R. H. Lee, 2 vols., 1825.

LEE, RoBEET Edward (1807-1870), general of the Con-

federate States army, and one of the greatest of modern
commanders, was born at Stratford, in Westmoreland
county, Virginia, on January 19, 1807. His father. General

Harry Lee, better known in the War of Independence as
" Light-Horse Harry Lee," and afterwards governor of

Virginia, was the son of a cousin of the subject of last

article. Robert Lee entered the military academy at West
Point in 1825, and graduated in 1829, when ho received a

commission in the corps of engineers. When tiie Mexican

war broke out Lee, who was then captain, served in the

army under General Scott. He distinguished himself

greatly throughout the campaign, and was brevetted as
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toldnel for Lis coaauct af the siege of Chapultepec, where
be was wounded. In 1852 he was appointed superin-

tendent of the academy at West Point, and in 1855 he
was promoted lieutenant-colonel of the second regiment or

cavalry, with which he served in Tesas. In March 1861
ha WU3 made colonel of the first regiment of cavalry, but
in the following month, learning that his native State had
withdrawn from the Union, he resigned as an officer of the
United" States army, and was forthwith put in command
of the Virginian forces. When Virginia joined the Con-
federacy he was the third of five generals appointeJ by
the Southern Congress, No adequate opportunity of

gaining distinction was aflforded him, however, until the

beginning of June 1862, when he received command of the

army of northern Virginia, and commenced the series of

operations the result of which before the month had
closed was to cornpel M'Clellan to abandon the siege of

Richmond. Following up this advantage and Jackson's

victory at Cedar Kun on August 9, Leo advanced in

t)erson to lead the army that was being formed on the

south bank of the Rapidan ; after crossing that rivet he
Inflicted upon Pope at Manassas the disastrous defeat by
which the Federal army was compelled to retire within the

fortilieil linss of Washington. Lee now decided on the

invasion of Maryland, and advanced to Frederick city, but,

being compelled to divide his forces, he sustained a check

in the passes of South Mountain (September 16, 17) which
compelled him to recross the Potomac. After a few weeks'

breathing time he found himself again face to face with the

Federal army near Fredericksburg early in November ; on

December 13 the enemy, having crossed the Rappahannock

oft the previous day, assailed his position in strength, but

was defeated with great loss. In the following spring the

hostile armies still faced one another on the Rappahannock,

but the brilliant strategy of Lee, as exhibited in the battles

at Chancellorsville (May 2-4), against vastly superior

' forces, resulted in the retreat of the enemy, while Lee was

left free to resume his old policy of throwing the Federal

forces on the defensive by an advance into Pennsylvania.

He encountered the enemy near Gettysburg on July 1,

and decided advantages were gained, but the struggle was

renewed on the two following days with disastrous con-

Bequences to him ; he retreated, however, in good ordor,

and reached Virginia on the 12tb, when the campaign of

the year practically closed. That of 1864 began on May 4,

v/hen Grant crossed the Rapidan ; the passage itself was

anresisted, but his subsequent progress was hotly contested

In a series of well-fought battles which did not prevent

the Federal general from reaching the south side of the

Appomattox. The siege of Petersburg began in June,

and lasted until April 2, 1865. A week afterwards Lee

Burrendered with his whole army, thus virtually terminating

the war. In the same year he was elected president of

Washington and Lee university at Lexington, Virginia,

rhich office he retained until his death on October 12, 1870.

The events of Lee's fDilitary career briefly indicated in

this notice belong to the history of the United States, and

will call for further notice in that connexion. To do

justice to his extraordinary ability as a general, displayed

under circumstances of extreme difficulty, when his move-

ments were continually hampered by political necessities,

as well by the lack of material resources, would require an

elaborate military biography ; it wa3 never more nobly

displayed than in the last hopeless stages of the fatal

struggle. The personal history of Lee is lost in the history

of the great crisis of America's national life
;

political

friends and foes alike acknowledged the disinterestedness

and purity of his motives, his self-denying sense of duty,

and tte unrepining loyalty with whicli he accepted, the

t'Aia of hia part.v.

LEECH. The medicinal leecn (ffirudo medicinalh, L.)
is a species grouped under the family Gnatkobdellidx (wtii
a dental apparatus composed of armed muscular ridges) of
the discophorous A nnelida. The body of a leech is spindle-
shaped, and flattened dorsally and ventraily so as to 1«
elliptical in transverse section. It is somewhat pointed in
front except when the mouth is in action, while posteriorly
it is terminated by a disk or sucker. The surface is marked
by a series of annulations reaching from ninety-five to one
hundred, but such are only cutaneous, as indicated by the
ganglia, the segmental organs, the white spots on each side,

and even by the arrangement of the two outer yellowiab
stripes, for the primary segments
of the body comprise from three

to five of these. The anterior

sucker (fig. 1, a) is composed of

four incomplete annuli and an-
other surrounding the mouth,
while the posterior (a') has seven.

The colour of the dorsum is gene-

rally dull olive or olive-brown,

with six yeUowish, rusty, or

greenish-yellow bands more or

less interrupted with black, the

spots of the latter being some-
what symmetrically arranged in

the tn-o outer rows. The ventral

surface is speckled with black

spots on a greyish ground. Seve- d!....j

ral varieties occur, according as ,

the dorsum is lighter or darker
*'

brownish or olive, aud the vent-

ral surface with or without spots.

Thus Moquin-Tandon, Diesing, i..

and others indicate sis or seven,
[

each of which again has various

sub-arieties, -ranging from two '

to five. Externally the body is
*'

—

invested by a thin translucent

chitinous cuticle, which is per- ' %^
forated, apparently with some «^ ^^
regularity, by the apertures ofpjo. i.-Medictaai Leech (mnM
the fflands. This coat is shed medMnaiis, l.), after Mnqoir

.°

,

, Ti .1 • ii Tandon and Rolleston. a, anterifti

at intervals. Iseneatll is tne sucker; a', posterior sticker; »

hypoderm (epidermis of some), ^iTy'' f,7'i^£tlt^-f"'»
which is much firmer and ganglion; <•, first diverticuinm o,

thinner than in the Nemerteans. infestine(g"t7oiflfiofGrati™t)

It contains the pigment, though f.
eleventh pair of ctm pong aa<

: " \ ., ^- . , • ^ large); d, flrst pair of the nlw
part of the latter intrudes into testes; d-, last pair of testM

the subjacent layer, and is com- Z'^^ ^\!f;fit1^^^^T.r,
posed as usual of columnar the vas deferens ; e, e", seBmeia)
^

, ,, -I.
• A 1 organs ;/. musctUar dnctns ejacto

granular cells, a norizontai sec- latorius of the left side. leaciui

tion presenting a somewhat
J--",<^| ;f-;^| S"-S»^S

regularly areolated aspect. Raw- intromittent organ ; „ ciiih

lins Johnson aUudes to the vas- .tTtpp'tus; ^'p^n'T!"*

Cularity of the surface of the ovary ol the left side;.;, muscnls'

leech, and Ray I,ankester notes ^^^
the extension of the capillaries into fhis layer. Tht

latter has not been verified, even in the hypoderm of th<

snout, though preparations presenting
_
such appear^

ances are not uncommon. The hypoderm is closely united

to the subjacent muscular layer, though it can hardlj

be said with Gegeiibaur that it is continued into J-iit

parenchyma of the body. It is this layer and the CBtick

which are marked by the superficial annulations. Various'

unicellular glands occur underneath the hypoderm, in

particular two chief sets—superficial and deep. Tk^

former are situated amongsc the outer (circular) musco'f/

fibres and pigment, while the latter lie amongst the coii

nective tissue, muscular fibres, and vetisela that CQoatitut*
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^e "parenchyma" between the muscular layers of the

body-wall and the alimentary i anal. It has been suggested

that the former secrete the ordinary mucus, the latter the

cocoons. Both open by ducts on the surface of the cuticle,

and it is stated that those in the neighbourhood of the

genital segments rire enlarged at the time of oviposition.

In the Nemerteans it is the homologue of the leech's

hypoderm which secretes the envelopment of the ova.

The muscular layers consist of external circular fibres in

several si rata, between which the hypodermicglands, pigment-

cells, and vessels intrude. When this coat is examined in thin

superficial (horizontal) sections the fasciculi are observed to

be separated by intervals. Other circular fibres occur within

the longitudinal layer. The latter muscles form the great

mass of the body-wall, and are grouped into various bands

by the connective tissue and radiating muscles. The latter

pass directly from the dorsal .to the ventral surface laterally,

and thus become vertical fibres ; and they are very well

seen in yephe/is, where they form four or five conspicuous

bands between the circular layer dorsally and ventrally, and
thus appear to have a considerable influence in determining

the shape of the body. The extensible snout presents a

muscular structure analogous to that of the tongue in the

higher animals, and it is capable of even more extensive

and varied movements. A complex series of muscles

(circular, radial, and longitudinal) exists in connexion with

the posterior sucker. The muscles of the leech are non-

striated, and are formed of long spindle-cells with nuclei.

The locomotion of the leech is effected by the alternate

attachment of the suckers, or by swimming through the

water like an eel. It is fond of waving its body to and

fro in the water when attached by its posterior sucker, and

this would certainly aid the aeration of the blood in the

superficial vessels.

There is no special body-cavity, the blood-vessels and

connective tissue alone occurring between the muscles and

the digestive chamber. Kolleston speaks of dissepiments

lietween the digestive diverticula, that between the last

two not being prolonged to tie ganglia. In the histology

of the leech an important part is played by the connective

tissue, which envelops all the organs, traverses the

muscles, and is filled in certain places and in its cellular

elements by brown granules. Moreover, certain of these

cells are stated by Eay Lankester to form the walls of the

blood-vessels.

ictoria! The inferior surface of the snout constitutes a spoon-
jpara- shaped cavity leading into the mouth, which thus with its

'^ marginal lip is capable of forming a most efficient sucker.

At the junction of the buccal with the pharj-ngeal region

are a median dorsal and two lateral prominent semicircular

or sometimes slightly hatchet-shaped elevations, which in

contraction fit into pits in the wall. On the free edge of

each of these muscular cushions the chitinous buccal lining

is furnished with a closely arranged and microscopic series

of transverse processes (eighty or ninety in number), each

of which somewhat resembles the middle valve of a Chilcn

or the upper jaw of Physa. They are arranged indeed

after the manner of the ridge-tiles of a roof, the lateral

pieces sloping downward on each side from tha prominent

median point. These angular transverse plates are sepa-

rated by a well-marked interval, and they commence as

small processes. They are distinctly calcified. It is these

organs, mounted on the three muscular cushions, which

cause the somewhat triradiate wounds, and which may pass

through the true skin to the cellular tissue, a feat which

Poupart's notion of suction could hardly accomplish.

Great ambiguity seems to run throughout text-books on

this subject, and yet the figures of Brandt and Moquin-

Tandon represent the condition very fairly, though some

appear to have mistakes the lateral view of the muscular

14—16

cushion for a " horny jaw." These teeth can only act

en masse with the muscular pad on which they rest, and
have not the individual movement seen for instance in

the long hook-rows of certain polych;etoua Annelids. As
Leuckart and others have shown, each of these muscular
cushions has a most complex structure. The superficial

fibres are for the most part oblique, the central vertical

(that is, at right angles-to the teeth) and cut into lamellae

by transverse fibres. The whole forms a very efficient

motor apparatus for both cushion and teeth in all their

varied functions.

The mouth opens into the pharynx, the structure of

which, as in other Gnathohdellidx, differs essentially from

that of the Rhynckobdeltida:. In ordinary contracted

preparations the central canal in front is either triangular

or triradiate. Internally it is covered by the cuticular and

the tough hypodermic layers, from which the radiating

muscles pass to the body-wall, the space between the

hypoderm and the strong circular fibres of the organ being

occupied by regularly arranged longitudinal fibres clasped

by the radial fibres. The mixed muscular layer of the

body-wall occurs outside the foregoing. The entire

arrangement is well adapted for dilating, shortening, and

lengthening the canal, and performing all the complex

actions of a powerful suctorial apparatus. In the Rkyn-

chobdellidse, on the other hand, the protrusible proboscis,

with its intricate structure and its sheath, presents little in

common with the foregoing. Tha pharynx terminates in

the stomach, an elongated chamber having eleven lateral

diverticula (c to c"), which form short pouches directed

backward on each side, with the exception of the posterior

pair (c"), which are so large and long as to be iilmost in

apposition when distended, and nearly to reach the ter-

mination of the body, From the point of bifurcation the

canal proper (c') is continued as a somewhat small tube—to

end in an anus on the dorsum, immediately in front of the

posterior sucker. The inner surface of the alimentary

canal is lined by a minutely granular epithelium. Salivary

glands have been described by various authors as situated

in the parenchyma outside the pharynx, and the number

of large granular glands in this region is certainly great.

Digestion seems to be slow in leeches, and breeders feed

them with blood only once in six months. It is well to

remember that the alimentary canal contains blood in those

brought direct from their native marshes,

The nervous system consists of twenty-three pairs of Nerves

ventral ganglia, the first being connected by commissures ^^^^
(between which the gullet passes) with the supra-cesophageal ^^^^
or cephalic ganglia. An intermediate stomato-gastric

ganglion sends branches to the central muscular cushion

for the teeth, and another on each side gives twigs to the

lateral cushions. The cephalic mass supplies the eyes and

the cup-shaped sense-organs. The former, to the number

of ten, are situated on the three anterior segments and on

the fifth and eighth segments, tha whole forming an ellipse,

and their structure has been carefully investigated by

Leydig and others. Dr E. M. Gunn observes that in

the leech they are formed of cup-shaped or bell-shaped

depressions of the skin, surrounded by numerous pigment-

cells. The fundus is furnished with large clear cells

having peculiar nuclei. They are merely altered epithelial

cells, and are found to be continuous with them. Between

these in the axis of the cup is a space traversed by a

nervous filament which pierces the fundus. According to

Leydig this nerve-filament ends in a freely exposed

papOliform elevation at the mouth of the cup-shaped eye.

No connexion has been found between the nerve and the

cells. Milne-Edwards, again, suggests that these refractmg

cellules are very like the primordial cellules of the refract-

ing cone of the retinal composite eye of insects. Near the
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mouth of the cup Ranko figures retinal cones (Glaskorper-

kugeln), which are arranged like nerve end-organs in a

mosaic, on a flat extension of the optic ganglion. These

cones are very like those of the vertebrate eye, consisting

of a somewhat rounded granular body, connected at the

base with a nerve filament, and having a clear, stifi', rod-like

projection on its outer part. Dr Ounu has been unable to

see these cones or the termination of the optic nerve. The
wall of the clear cell is very thick, and the " nucleus " is

generally seen to be an inward projection of this wall

ending in a knob-like enlargement. Where it appears

free, that is probably due to the plane of section, the side

or end of the knob being severed from its connexion.

Besides the cells having this inward projection of the wall

there are others containing highly refractive spherules like

oil globules. Ranke observes how little these " optic cups
"

differ from the touch or taste organs scattered on the snout

and sides of the animal, and he is of opinion that they

probably serve equally for the three kinds of sensory per-

ception (sight, taste, and touch). If Ranke's account is

correct, and if the cone-mosaic situated at the mouth of

the cup be directly stimulated by the rays of light, it is

difficult to account for the function of the large clear cells,

and more especially the pigment around. From the position

of the pigment it cannot serve for the isolation of Ranke's

elements, and it can hardly be required for the prevention

of the confusion of images. Yet by its presence the eye

of the leech is distinguished from the adjacent and very

similar touch-organs. Dr Gunn is of opinion that the light

acts on the pigment, and develops some form of energy

which afi'ects the contents of the cell, whence a stimulus

is communicated to the nerve. Unfortunately a nervous

connexiou with these cells has not been found.

The three anterior pairs of ventral ganglia (6) coalesce

(nto a single mass, and in the same way the last large

ganglion (6) is composed of seven. The ordinary ventral

ganglia give off two branches on each side, one of which

has a small ganglion developed on it The penultimate

ganglion sends ofi only a single branch on each side, while

the last gives off from seven to nine for the supply of

the posterior sucker. The nerve-cells, as usual in these

ganglia, are chiefly external, and the fibrous region internal,

while the whole is surrounded by a neurilemma. This

system has been the subject of many elaborate researches,

amongst which those of Leydig and Hoffmann are conspicu-

ous. A sympathetic or azygos nerve discovered by Brandt

runs along the ventral surface of the digestive tract. In

development it is found that in many leeches the long

cords are originally separate, but afterwards come close

together so as to resemble a single connecting cord.

,The circulatory system presents a median dorsal, a median
ventral, and two large lateral longitudinal trunks, all

anastomosing with each other, and giving off numerous
branches to the muscular layei;of the mesoderm and various

Internal organs. The median sinus in the head surrounds

the ganglia and oesophageal ring. It has a ventral develop-

ment in the rest of the body, where it encloses the

alimentary canal and the gangliated nerve-cord. The
blood-vessels have a well marked systole and diastole—from

eight to ten times per minute. The fluid is red, and devoid

of corpuscles. Old observers noticed Cue finely reticulated

condition of the integuments when the vessels were injected,

but, as formerly noticed, vessels could not be seen in the

hypoderm proper. The active to and fro waving movements
of leeches in the water when attached by the posterior

sucker are probably connected with cutaneous respiration.

No part of the leech has caused more discussion than

the series of seventeen pairs of segmental organs (f, <•') which

occur in a line external to the testes, and alternating in posi-

tion with them. Some considered them respiratory, others

excretory, while a few connected them with the reproductlvt
system. Tliey consist of a nviscular saccate ciliated orgat
which communicates with the exterior near the posterioi

part of each primary segment, and externally of a loop
shaped gland, labyrinthine in structure, one end of whicl
opens into the former sac, while a caecal process is prolonged
on each of the testes in their region. In minute structure

it has been found that the -cells which constitute the gland
are all penetrated by ductules, which, however, do not
communicate with the large duct in the axis of all the lobe?
(Bourne). The gland is surrounded by an elaborate plexus
of blood-vessels. These organs are in the embryo preceded,
in the posterior region of the body, by three pairs of looped
canals, which disappear before the permanent ones are
developed.

The leech is bemiaphiodite, but congress of different individuals
is necessary for reproduction, and thereafter spermatopliores, which,
have a special covering, are found in the respective vaginae. Th*
male organs consist of an intromittent apparatus (A) with a muscu-
lar and glandular "basal stracture {g), and a duct (/) on each side
from the vesicula scminalis. The latter has a vas deferens connect-
ing it with the nine globular testes (d, d', d", &c.) ranged along
each side of the bodj', one of which is displaced outward at d".
The intromittent organ reaches the exterior at the junction of the
first and second sixth of the body (between the twenty-fourth and
twenty-fifth rings). The female apparatus is placed in the segment
between the seminal vesicles and the first testis, four annuli inter-

vening between the respective sexual apertures. The external
opening of this system (between the twenlj-nlnth and thirtieth
rings) leads into an oval sac (j), the vagina—furnished with thick
muscular walls. A coiled oviduct passes from its apex through
glandular tissue, which probably secretes the albuminous mattei
surrounding the eggs, and divides into branches, one leading tc

each ovary (i). In Hasmopis the ovaries form a coiled filament,
and on this the ovarian germs are budded. The ova are connected
"ith the filament by a thin envelope which is drawn out into a
stalk. There is no cord in Ne2>?ielis, but the ovarian genns form
groups of cells.

Three or four days after congress the leech may be observed tc

be contracted above and below the genital apertures, and an abund-
ant secretion is poured out so as to surround this region of the body,
as in the Nemerteans. Into this investment the contents of th(

female organs and their opaline gelatinous envelopment are forced.

The animal elongates tlie anterior part of its body, withdraws its

head, and the structurejust mentioned slips off as a cocoon con-

taining from five to eighteen ova, and frequently showing slight

elevations at the points through which the body passed. The
cocoons are deposited in cavities in the mud during; the summer
and autumn, and some seem also to deposit them during the winter.'

The ovoid cocoons consist of a network of spongy fibres, and indeec^

have been mistaken for a sponge. The older authors considered the

leech viviparous until Noble and Rawlins Johnson observed the

foregoing phenomena.
There is little difiioulty in rearing leeches in confinement if a Leecl

pro)>er method is followed, and accordingly various leech tanks and breed
ponds have been constructed. One of the largest schemes of the

kind is a leech farm of 13 acres near Newton, Long Island, U.S.

The breeding ponds are iu oblongs, each of 1^ acres in e.\tent, and
3 feet or more in depth. The bottom is composed of clay, and the

margins of peat. The cocoo'.s are deposited in the soft peat from

June onward, the chief enemies being musk-rats, water-rats, and

water-shrews, which dig the cocoons out of the peat. The adult

leeches are fed every six months on freab blood placed in linen bags

suspended in the water. It is also the opinion of some that leeches

which have been filled with blood make good breeders.

In regard to the development of the Gnathobdcllidm, Nephelis,

perhaps, has been more completely worked out than Binido (though

the observations: of Weber, Leuckart, Robin, and others on the

latter are important), and, as the former very much resembles the

latter, except in the presence of cilia in the embryo anteriorly, a
brief notice of it will suffice. Butschli describes the usual divi-

sions of the eggs, which need not be given in d-etail, especialiy

as an excellent summary is to be found in Balfour's Cmiparativc

Embryology. According to these authors the cells which constitute

the epiblast give origin to others which form the hj'poblast and
vitelline spheres. Two patches -of epiblast gradually s])read over

the vitelline spheres. Then the hypoblast cells increase and fill np
a space bounded behind by three vitelline spheres and in front by
the epiblast of the anterior end. At the sides of the hypoblast the

mesoblast has become established, probably as two lateral bands.

The hypoblast cells range themselves round a central cavity, increase,

and become filled with food-yolk. The mouth and thick-walled

cesophagus are then developed, probably by epiblastio invagination.
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TIio niesoblast now forms hvo lateral curccil Laiuls at tlic siilos of

the body. Tho thiee vitelline spheres become covered «ith tho

llatteneil cells of the epiblast. The ceiihalio region becomes ciliated,

aad the cilia enter the oesophagus. The epiblast develops the

cuticle, whicU is raised into transverse rings, witliout, however,

Iiavin" any relation to the true segments of the mesoblast. The
nervous system is probably derived from the epiblast, the ventral

cord breaking up into a series of ganglia, which correspond with

the true somites, except that the first and last, as already mentioned,

are composed of several. The supra-CESophagal ganglia arise inde-

pendently. The mesoblast probably takes its origin fiom the two

niesoblastic bands, and the segments formed by it grow upward and

meet in the dorsal line, and septa are formed between the somites.

The sonla^ic layer of the mesoblast gives rise to the muscles. The
mesoblast also gives origin to the excretory (segmental) and genei-a-

tive organs, and the vascular system. A delicate musculature, how-

ever, would appear to be developed independently of the niesoblastic

bands. The mouth and pharynx are formed by the epiblast, the

rest of the canal by the hypobhist, which from the first has a sac-

like shape. The posterior sacculation of the stomaeli in llirutlo

is originally unpaired. The deutal "pads are formed about tho

same time as the eyes as protuberances of the oral cavity. The anus

is developed very late above the posterior sucker. In the embryo
of Rirudo Leuckart found three pairs of segmental organs at the

posteriorend of the body, consisting of an enlargement from which a

convoluted tube is continued for some distance backward, and then

bends forward to open on the exterior. The anterior part is broken

up into a labjTinthic network. These organs disaiipear in the ad lii.

The recent researches of Whitman on Clcpsinc and of Hjifmann
have greatly extended our information with regard to tin nistology

and morphology of the parts in the emhryos of tlie I '"dies.

The time between the deposition of the ova and their hatcliing is

yariable, and probably depends, as in the ova of the Salmonidai, on

temperature and other causes. It is said to range from twenty-five to

forty days. The young arrive at perfect coloration when two years

old, and become sexually mature at three years, about which age

thej^ become fit for medicinal use; their fcod consists at first of

microscopic organisms, and afterwards, when the mouth has attained

more complete development, of the larvce of insects and other small

animals.

There is no anntlid that has been more prominently brought
,iinder notice than the leech, both on account of its use in medicine

Ifrom very early times, and its fitness for anatomical and other in-

vestigations. The number of treatises, inaugural, historical, and
structural, that have been devoted to it is very considerable ; of

these the voluminous article in Brandt and Eatzeburg's Mcdicin-

ische Zooloijie may be taken as a type.

The leech is the /SSiWa of Herodotus, Theocritus,

Nicander, and other Greek authors, and the Ilirudo and
Sanguisucfa of Plautus, Cicero, Horace, Pliny, and other

Roman writers. Cajlius Aurelianus mentions its use, and
Galen and his successors recommend its application.

Appiaii also alludes to the latter, and describes very

graphically the process by which it fills itself with blood.

It was sufficiently familiar to naturalists both before and
after the time of Linnaeus, though occasionally there has

been considerable ambiguity in regard to species. The use

of the leech is mainly for local blood-letting, but in modern
times the practice has greatly diminished ; indeed, in some
cities the druggists chiefly use them with doubtful efficiency

in cases of incipient gumboil and in facial ecchymosis.

They may be applied to any part of the adult skin, and to

the mouth, fauces, and other available inlets by the aid of

a leech-glass, which consists of a tube with a slightpy con-

tracted aperture, and provided (or not) with a glass piston

^0 push the leech onward. In China a piece of bamboo
serves the same purpose. For such functions the most
active specimens should be chosen (and, as Sir Robert
Christison states, these contract firmly when squeezed in

the hand) and kept for an hour out of water, and theu

applied to a perfectly clean surface of skin. They may
also be made to bite by smearing the skin with cream or

blood, or by.immersing the leech for a minute in porter or

tepid water. Each fills in about fifteen minutes, and
draws from 40 to 85 grains of blood, or, including that

afterwards obtained by fomenting the wound, about half

an ounce. In young children they should never be placed

on parts where firm pressure cannot be applied. It was
formerly the practice to prepare the leeches that had been

used for further action by sprinkling a few grains of .salt

on the snout, and stripping them gently between the fingers

so as to cause them to eject the blood. This plan is not
now adopted, and rightly so, since various diseases might
thus be comiuunicated. Tlicy certainly can be applied
four and five times in succession by placing them in

vinegar and water, and afterwards in a vessel (which the
French call a domestic marsh) with turfy earth ; but they
draw less blood on the fifth occasion. Should the haemor-
rhage front tho wounds (as in certain constitutious) prove
severe, it may be staunched by the application of vinegar,

solid nitrate of silver, a hot wire, or a hot solution of

alum, or by acupuncture. If a leech by accident be
swallowed, a pretty strong solution of common salt, or a
glassful or two of wine may be taken. Instead of the
actual leech an iustrunient called an artificial leech is now
sometimes used. This consists of a small sharp steel

cylinder (worked by a spring) with which a circular inci.sion

can be made through the skin, and a glass cylinder capable

of being exhausted by a piston worked by a screw. Care
must be taken to move the piston at about the same rate as

the blood flows, and the edge of the glass cylinder should
not press too tightly, else the flow is arrested.

Leeches are imported from France and Hungary, and
also through Hamburg from Poland and the Ukraine

;

they likewise come from Turkey, "Wallachia, Russia,

Egypt, and Algeria. Thej- are found in Britain—both in

Scotland and England, but especially in the latter. In
the French trade Bordeaux leeches are preferred ; Polish,

Swedish, and Hungarian are those most commonly met
with in Britain. It is difficult to estimate the number of

leeches now used. In 1S46 Moquin-Tandou calculated

that there were from twenty to thirty millions used in

France; and Leuckart mentions in 18C3 that in London
seven millions, and in the Parisian hospitals five to six

millions, were annually employed At the great American
leech-farm the average sale is one thousand per day. There
cannot be a doubt, however, that the use of leeches at the

present time is greatly restricted—indeed, the younger
generation of British medical men seldom or never prescribe

them—so that scarcely one will now be employed where
one hundred wei'e a quarter of a century ago. This is

very well shown in a note from Jlcssrs Duncan, Flockhart,

ifc Co. of Edinburgh, from which it appears that the

account for leeches supplied during three months in 1844
to the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh, was £45. This

steadily decreased luitil about 1868 it amounted for the

same period only to 5s. Gd. Sir Robert Christison

mentions that tl^o price of the best leeches in 1845 ranged

from £4 to £8 per thousand ; twenty years ago they were

from £10 to £15 per thousand; and at the present time

good leeches cost about 10s. per hundred, or £5 per

thousand.

They inhabit ditches and pouds, with pure running
water, weeds for shelter, and muddy banks and bottom.

They are captured by nets after attracting them by baits,

or by wading into the water, and then stripping them off

the legs on coming to land. Leeches are preserved in

loose turf or moss constantly moistened, or in earthenware

or glass vessels half full of water, covered with glass or

linen-gauze ; and some place a rusty nail, others a clean

sponge in the vessel, which can be exposed to the light.

In transporting them the French "domestic marsh," a

vessel with small perforations inferiorly and filled with

moist turfy earth or peat made into a stiff mud, i?

excellent. Sometimes an exterior vessel with a few inches

of water is placed round the former. The mouth of the

vessel is closed with a coarse linen cloth. Leeches, like

many other annelids, live for several years without food ia

vessels of .pure water.
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The group (BSmdinri or Di.wnphori) may be divided into three

families, viz., RliynchobdcUidx, Gnathobdcllidx, and Brnnckio-

bdcllidx.'

Tlie Ehyuchobdellidffl are tliose leeches fnmished with a pro-

trusible proboscis (wliich is often exsertcd if the animal is removed

from the water and placed on a dry surface). This family includes

the tish-leechcs {khylhyobd'-lUdx), which have an anterior and

posterior sucker, a simple intestine, and mostly two pairs of eyes.

Amongst these are PIscicola gcomdra, L., found on freshwater

fishes, P. hippoc/lossi on the hoUbut, and P. rcspirnns, in which

the body has lateral sacs into which the blood enters. The lirst-

nientioned (P. gcomdra) is a somewhat bcxiutiful species, and full

of activity, waving its body to and fro, and Hoatiug by aid of the

e.xpanded posterior sucker on the surface of tlie water. Another

well-known genus (Ponlobddhi) is characterized by its thick warty

skin, and four rings to each segment. The best-known example is

the skate-leech (P. muricata, L. ), which is olive-coloured and dusted

with whitish grains. The anterior sucker is furnished with papilla

round its edge. It adheres to the skin of the skate, and deposits

,he curious pedicled horny capsules, containing a Single egg, inside

shells. In the same group is the remarkable genus Branchdlion,

which has a narrow nuchal region with the sexual orifice at its

posterior part, and a series of frilled lateral appendages, the function

of which has been supposed to be branchial. Its stomach is saccu-

lated. One species (B. torpedinis, Sav.) is a messmate of the

torpedo or electric ray of the Mediterranean ; this has been the

subject of very interesting papers by Leydig and De Quatrefages.

The next subfamily—the ClcpsinidaF.—haye somewhat broad bodies

capable of being curved downward at the margins fio as to form
a hollow ventral groove for the lodgment of the eggs and the

young, while the snout is pointed. They have from one to four

pairs of eyes, and three rings to each segment. The dorsal blood-

vessel is rhythmically contractile, and the median blood-sinus

envelops the digestive canal and the ventral nerve-cord. The
stomach is branched, and the anus opens above the posterior sucker.

The skin in many is warty, and in the Ckpsine cchimdata of Grube,

from Lake Baikal, the dermal papilla are furnished with soft pointed

processes, so that in outline they are spinulose. The oviducts have

no common tract or vagina, but open at the female pore. The
genital apertures occur between the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth,

and between the twenty-seventh and twenty-eighth rings. The
ova are in some kept under the body till hatched. Several

species abound in the freshwater lakes and ponds «f Britain, and
"their remarkable and beautiful anatomical structure is yet in need
of elucidation. Amongst those most commonly met with is Clepsine

iioculala, Sav. (fig. 2), which is about an inch in length, generally

Fio 2.

—

Clepsine bioculata, Sav.. and young. Doria]
Fig. 3.— Clepsine comptanata. Sav. Dor3.il view. Enlarged.
Fia. i.— Clepsine heteroclita, L. Dorsal \iew. Enlarged.

has a greenish-grey hue, and is much tapered anteriorly. Two
closely approximated eyes occur in front. There is a reddish-brown
body on the eleventh ring, marking an aperture described by 0. F.
MiiUer, and a whitish opacity in front of it. It often fixes itself

by the posterior sucker, and waves its body to and fro in the water,
and it s\vims actively like a Nemertean or horse-leech. The ova and
young are carried in groups on the abdominal sarface. It contracts
itself into a ball on irritation. Its food consists of (iuviatile and
lacustrine moUusks, especially of Physss (bubble-shells). Clepsine

complanala, Sav. (fig. 3), again, is distinguished by its greyish-

green or pah' brown appearance, often with two (sometimes fonr)
interrupted dark brown bands along the middle of the dorsum,
in wliich arc ])ale papilUe, four rows of the latter being generally
present. The eyes arc six in luiuiber, in parallel series. The body
is firm, and the crenaturcs at the sides are never obliteraled. There
are six gastric sacs on each side ; ami in the young the rectum is

ciliated. The proboscis is a cylindrical organ slightly narrowed
aulciiiirly and posti'iiorly, and Uiicly barred with transverse stria;,

a feature in C biucahiUi due to the arrangement of the granular
nucleated glands ou its inner surface. It fc'cds on Plannrbis and
Liiaiisms (coil and mud-sbcUs). Clcjjsiur hdiroclilu, L. (fig. 4), a
somewhat smaller form, is characterized by its translucent yellowi.sh

aspect. The dorsum is rather regularly ilotted with palo browuish,
so as to give it a checkered apiiearaiice The snout is acute, and is

furnished with six eyes, the anterior pair being closely approximated,
while the two succeeding are separated by an interval from the
foregoing, and the eyes in eacli pair are at a greater distance fron)

each other. The digestive cieca are beautiful objects from theif

regularity and complexity. The ova are carried on the under sur-

face of the body. It is less active than C. complanata. Another
form very abundant under flat stones in similar lakes and ponds in

certain places is CUpsiiie tcssulaXa, 0. F. Muller (fig. 5), a larg^

Fio. b.— Clepsine lessulala, O. F. Muller. Dorsal view
FlG. 6.— Clepsine lessutala, O. F. Muller. With a s«a
the ventral sui-face. Slifihtly enlarged, as adhering t
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and conspicuously tinted foiin. It reaches the length of 3

inches, and is of vaiious shades of green, brownish, or olive, with

six rows of yellowish or whitish specks, the marginal in all cases

being the largest, while the four internal occupy papillae. The
eyes are eight in number in two series approximated iu front. The
soft, mobile, and almost gelatinous body is capable of assuming

endless shapes, and is sometimes like a cordate leaf. It is gregarious

in confinement. When a specimen is detached from its own
adherent mass of ova, it occasionally selects another group and Exes

itself to the glass to nurse them. The J'oung are borne on the

ventral surface (fig. 6). The genus Bscmenlaria has two eyes, a

bifid anterior sucker with the mouth in front, a long pointed pro-

boscis, and five rings in each segment. The species {e.g.. If. mcxi-

cana and H. officinnlis) occur in the Mexican lakes and South

America, the latter being used medicinallj-, since it is capable of

penetrating the skin with its pointed proboscis.

The second family, Gnathobdellidae, includes the medicinal letch,

besides Hirudo inlcrrupta (M. Tand.) from Algiers, H. javanica

from Java, IP. sinica (Blainv. ) from China, H. qutnqncstriala (Schm.

)

from Sidney, and others to be subsequently mentioned. II. decora

(Say), the native leechof North America, is used in the same way as ff.

medidnalis. It is bluish, with about twenty-two reddish points on

the dorsum and a lateral series of black touches of the same number.

The ventral .surface is ruddy with black points. It also comprises

the genera Bdclla, ivithout denticles, and Ueeinopis, the best-known

example of which is n. wrux, M. Tand., a kind of horse-leech

which is very troublesome to horses, cattle, and camels, by entering

their nostrils when drinking ; and the same disagreeable accident

occurred to the French soldiers in Egypt. The common hop^-
liiohi^Aulaslomumgulo, Moij. Tand.), with very slightly devcio,)e<l
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lateral csera of the stomach, but nith two long posterior caca,

is abundant in British ponds and lakes, as also is Nephclis vul-

garis, L. (fig. 7), a speoies about 3 inches in lenrth. Its dorsum

is brownish-yellow, often with a conspicuously tesselated appearance,

while the under surface is pale olive. The eyes are eight—four

being placed somewhat in a semicircle, and four a short distance

behind, wider apart, and at a dilferent angle. It is active and rest--

less, keeping up an undulating motion of its body when attached

by the posterior sucker, apparently as in the Phyllodocida, to pro-

mote respiration. It also swims on edge through the water like an

eel. The skin is exceedingly sensitive to the vapour of chloroform,

while the contact of a single drop causes tetanic convulsions, and
the annelid dies, quite rigid. The digestive canal is nearly simple,

and there are no buccal teeth. The dorsal blood-vessel is absent.

The <Jva are deposited in a horny capsule fixed horizontally to sub-

aipiatic structures, and it is curious that Linncens described it as a

liemiptcroHS insect under the name of Coccus aquaiicus. On
Bfigmaiin's paper iu

which the error was cor-

rected the great Swede
wrote "run el obstu-

pui/^ Ncphel is iceis on
earthworms, larvK, mol-

lusks, and other organ-

isms. Trochcla. sub-

viridis, Dutrochet, is

a large European form

(7 inches in length),

which frequents the i

marshes and ditches of
(

France and Algeria (and
aho rarely, apparently

from iutroduction, of

England). It leaves the

water to follow the A.§

earthworms on which it

feeds. There are no
buccal teeth, and tha

alimentary tube is only
slightly camerated. In
Oeylon the Hirudo
tagalla or ceijlanica, a
tand-leech about an inch Fio. l.—h'epheUs

in length, is a great Slightly e,. Urged.

annoyance to travellers, es[iecially in the rainy season, attacking

men and horses when journeying througli the woods and jungles,

and causing considerable irritation from its bites. They come
in troops out of the grass and dead leaves, and one canuot leave

the gravel in the gardens in some places without being attac!:ed.

Leech-gaiters, therefore, are worn by many residents for protection.

A similar form occurs at an elevation of 4000 feet in the Philip-

pines, and others in .Tava and Sumatra ; and Sir Joseph Hooker
found them at a height of 11,000 feet on the Himalayas. Land-
leeches also exist in Australia, Japan, and Chili,—where very few
occur in the water. They frequent plants, trunks of trees, and
shrubs, as well as grass. An eyeless leech, called Typhlobddla, in-

habits the subterranean waters of the Baradla cave in Hungary. An
allied eyeless form, Cyliobddla lumbricoidcs, Grube, which was found
by Fritz Midler in Brazil, lives in damp earth. It has a slender

spindle-shaped outline. The exact position of the gigantic Macro-
bdclla valdimana, of Filippi, a South American leech measuring
about 2i feet, is uncertain. It is eyeless, and has neither lips

nor teetii. It probably lives in damp earth, and feeds on earth-

worms.
In the third family, BranchiobdeUidaB, the irregularly annulated

body is elongated, somewhat cylindrical, with a bilobed eyeless

Bnout, and a sucker at the posterior end. There is no proboscis,

but the pharynx has twp flattened edentate pads (dorsal and ventral).

The body is provided with a coelom or body-cavity, an unusual
feature in the leeches. The alimentary canal is simple. There are

only two longitudinal vascular trunks—a dorsal and a ventral, the
former showing a dilatation behind the cephalic branches, some-
times termed a heart. Two pairs of segmental organs are present,
the posterior pair of which are modified for the conveyance of the
ovarian products to the exterior ; for the ovaries, which are situated
far back, discharge their contents into the body-eavity. The best
known are BranchiobdeUaastad, Odier, and B. parast<a,"Hen le, which
occur as ectoparasites—the former (smaller) on the branchiae, the
latter under the tail and on the antenna; and eyes, of the crayfish.
Myzobdella, Leidy, and Temnoccphala, Gay, are allied forms. The
latter i»-a curious Chilian leech having five digitate processes at-
tached to its anterior end, behind which a pair of eyes and the mouth
are situated. A sucker exists posteriorly. In the same family are
placed the aberrant types Acantkobddla and EiHriobdcUa. The
former U characterized by a somewhat flattened spindle-shaped
body resembling a Gephyrean, bluntly pointed in front, furnished
wita minute ftooes near toe anterior end, and a posterior sncKer.

The A. paUdina, Grube, a Csh-parasite from Sicily, is an example

'

The latter (Histriobdcllidm) are remarkable in the group in bcine
dioecious instead of hermaphrodite, and somewhat resemble in out-
hne grotesque insect-larva:. The peculiar beak-like head fitted for
suction, the jointed body, and the pair of posterior suckers are
characteristic. They are ectoparasites on marine Crustacea ; thus
Histrwbdclla homari. Van Beneden, occurs on the lobster and
SaccobdcHa on otlier decapods.

'

Formerly UdoncUa and EntobdcUa were included under the
leeches, but they seem to be more correctly located amongst the
Trcmaloda. Until lately Malacobdclla was also considered one
of the group, but its ciliated skin, separate nerve-cords, proboscis
and developir-'nt point it out as an intermediate type allied to the
Nemerteans.

The followinc workj amoncst others may lie refened to for more detailed
accounts of the order ;—N'oble, On (he Ualicitial Leech, 1822; Rawlins Johnson
On the Medicinal Leech, 1825 ; Brandt and Ratzeburg, Uediciniiche Zootovie'
1S29

;
Moquin-Tandon. Afonographie de la Fam. det Birtidinees, 2d ed Parts'

1846; R. Leuckart. Parasilen des Mensehen, vo\. i., 1863; SirJ.G. Dalzell. '/>oieeri
o/lhe Ciealor. vol. li., 1853 ; G. Johnston, Calaloaue of Worms, British Museum
1865. Also the various memoirs of Carena. .M. tliomas, Delle Cliiaje. Gratiolet'
H. Rathke, \an BeiieOen. F. Leydig. E. Grabe, Kinberg. Robin, Vaillant. Domer".
Kennel, Schneider, Hoffmann, Hermann, Whitman, Bourne, Ray Lankester and
Ranke. (w. c. il.)

LEECH, John (1817-1864), the most genial of the
humorous draftsmen of our century, was born in Lo.idon
on the 29th of August 1817. His father, a native of
Ireland, was the landlord of the London Coflfee House on
Ludgate Hill, " a man," on the testimony of those who
knew him, " of fine culture, a profound Shakespearian, and
a thorough gentleman." His mother was descended from,

the family of the famous Richard Beiitley. It was from,

his father that Leech inherited his skill with the pencil,

which he began to use at a very early age. When he was
only three, he was discovered by Flaxman, who had called

on his parents, seated on his mother's knee, drawing with
much gravity. The sculptor pronounced his sketch to be
wonderful, adding, " Do not let him be cramped with lessons

in drawing ; let his genius follow its own bent ; he will

astonish the world,"—an advice which was strictly followed.

One of his early productions, a mail-coach, done when he
was six years old, is already full of surprising vigour and
variety in its galloping horses. Leech was educated at

Charterhouse, where Thackeray, his lifelong friend, was
his schoolfellow, and at the age of sixteen he began to

study for the medical profession under Mr Stanley at St
Bartholomew's Hospital, where he won praise for the

accuracy and beauty of his anatomical drawings. He was
then placed under a Mr Whittle, an eccentric practitioner,

the original of " Rawkins " in Albert Smith's Adventuns

of Mr Ledbury, and afterwards under Dr John Cockle ;

but gradually the true bent of the youth's mind asserted

itself, and he drifted into the artistic profession. He was
eighteen when his first designs were published, a quarto of

four pages, entitled Etchings Mid Sketchings by A. Pen,

Esq., comic character studies from the London streets.

Then he drew some political lithographs, did rough
sketches for BelFs Life, produced an exceedingly popular

parody on Mulready's postal envelope, and, on the death

of Seymour, applied unsuccessfully to illustrate the Picktvick

Papers. In 1840 Leech began his contributions to the

magazines with a series of etchings in Beutley's Miscellany,

where Cruikshank had published his splendid plates to

Jack Shepjxird and Oliver Tioi^t, and was illustrating Guy
Fawkeg in sadly fee'oler fashion. In company with the

elder master Leech designed for the Ingoldsby Legends

and Stanley Thorn, and till 1847 produced many inde-

pendent series of etchings. These, however, cannot be

ranked with hia best work ; their technique is exceedingly

imperfect ; they are rudely bitten, with the light and sbadie

out of relation ; and we never feel th^t they express the

artist's individuality, the Richard Savage plates, for in-

stance, being strongly reminiscent of Cruikshank, and "The
Dance at Stamford Hall" of Hablot Browne. In 1845

Leech illustrated St Giles and St James in Douglas Jerrold's

aewly started SkiUing Magazine, with plates more vigorona
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jnd accomplished than those in Berdhy, but it is in

subjects of a somewhat later date, and especially in those

lightly etched and meant to be printed with colour, that

we see the artist's best powers with the needle and the

acid Among such of his designs are four charming plates

to Dickens's Christmas Carol, 1844, the broadly humorous
etchings in the Comic History of England, 1847-48, and
the still finer illustrations to the Comic History of Rome,
1S52,—which last, particularly in its minor woodcuts,

shows some exquisitely graceful touches, as witness the fair

faces that rise from the surging water in " Clcelia and her

Companions Escaping from the Etruscan Camp." Among
the other etchings which deserve very special reference

are those in Young Master Trouhlesome or Master Jacky's

Holidays, and the frontispiece to Hints oh Life, or Hoio to

Rise, in Society, 1845,-—a series of minute subjects linked

gracefully together by coils of smoke, illustrating the

various ranks and conditions of men, one of them—the

doctor by his ])atient's bedside—almost equalliug in

vivacity and precision the best of Cruikshank's similar

scenes. Then in the fifties we h-i'-e the numerous etchings

of sporting scenes, contributed, along with woodcuts, to

the Handley Cross novels.

Turning to Leech's lithographic work, which succeeded

the early political caricatures already mentioned, we have,

iu 1841, the Portraits of the Children of the Mobility, an
important series dealing with the humorous and pathetic

aspects of Loudon street Arabs, which were afterwards so

often and so effectively to employ the artist's pencil. Amid
all the squalor which they depict, they are full of individual

beauties in the delicate or touching expression of a face, in

the graceful turn of a limb. The book is scarce in its

original form, but in IS".') two reproductions of the outline

sketches for the designs were published,—a lithographic

issue of the whole series, and a finer photographic transcript

of six of the subjects, which is more valuable than even

the finished illustrations of 1841, in which the added light

and shade is frequently spotty and ineffective, and the

lining itself has not the freedom which we find in some
of Leech's other lithographs, notably in the Fly Leaves,

published at the Punch office, and in the inimitable subject

of the nuptial couch of the Caudles, which also appeared,

in woodcut form, as a political cartoon, with Mrs Caudle,

personated by Brougham, disturbing by untimely loquacity

the slumbers of the lord chancellor, whose haggard cheek

rests on the woolsack for pillow.

But it was in work for the wood-engravers that Leech

was most prolific and individual. Among the earlier of

such designs are the illustrations to the Comic English

and Latin Grammars, 1840, to Written Caricatures, 1841,
to Hood's Comic Annual, 1842, and to Albert Smith's

Wassail Bowl, 1843, subjects mainly of a small vignette

size, transcribed with the best skill of such woodcutters as

Orrin Smith, and not, like the larger and later Punch
illustrations, cut at speed by several engravers working at

once on the subdivided block. It was in 1841 that Leech's
connexion with Punch began, a connexion which subsisted

tiU his death on the 29th of October 1864, and resulted in

the production of the best known and most admirable of

his designs. His first contribution appeared in the issue

of 7th August, a full-page illustration—^entitled "Foreign
Affairs"—of character studies from the neighbourhood of

Leicester Square. His cartoons deal at first mainly with
social subjectSj and are rough and imperfect in execution,

but gradually their method gains in power and their

subjects become more distinctly political, and by 1849 the

artist is strong enough to produce the splendidly humorous
national personification which appears in " Disraeli !Measur-

ing the British Lion." About 1845 we have the first of

that long series of half-oage and quarter-page pictures of

life and manners, executed with a hand as gentle as it was
skilful, containing, as Mr Ruskin has said, " admittedly
the finest definition and natural history of the classes of

our society, the kindest and subtlest analysis of its foibles,

the tenderest flattery of its pretty and well-bred ways,"
which has yet appeared,— a series far too popular and too
voluminous to require or admit of particular description
here. In addition to his work for the weekly issue of

Punch, Leech contributed largely to the Punch almanacks
and pocket-books, to Once a )v^ck from 1859 till 18C2, to

the Illustrated London A'ei/'s, where some of his largest and
best sporting scenes appeared, and to innumerable novela
and miscellaneous volumes besides, of which it is only
necessary to specify A Little Tour in Ireland, 1859, which
is noticeable as showing the artist's treatment of pure
landscape, though it also contains some of his daintiest

figure-pieces, like that of the wind-blown girl, standing on
the summit of a pedestal, with the swifts darting around
her, and the breadth of sea beyond.

In 1862 Leech appealed to the public with a very suc-

cessful exhibition of some of the most remarkable of his

Punch drawings. These were enlarged by a mechanical
process, and coloured in oils by the artist himself, with the
assistance and under the direction of his friend Mr J. E.
Millais.

After even such a necessarilj incomplete enumeration as we have
made of Leech's main designs, it goes witliout saying that he was
a singularly rapid and indefatigable worker. Canon Hole tells us,

when he was his guest, "I have known him scud off from my
house three finished drawings on the wood, designed, traced,- and
rectified, without much effort as it seemed, between breakfast and
dinner." The best technical qualities of Leech's art, his unerring
juecision, his unfailing vivacity in the use of the line, are seen most
clearly in the first sketches for his woodcuts, and iu the mora
finished drawings made on tracing-paper from these first outlines,
before tlie chiaroscuro was added and the designs were transcribed
by the engraver. Turning to the mental qualities of his art, it

would be a mistaken criticism which ranked him as a comic drafts-

man. Like Hogarth he was a true humorist, a student of huninn
life, though he observed humanity mainly in its whimsical aspects,

" Hitting all he snw with shafts
With gentle satlie, kin to charitj-.

That harmed uot,"

The earnestness and gravity of moral purpose which is so constant
a note in the work of the last century master is indeed far less char-
acteristic of Leech, but there are touches of pathos and of tragedy
in such of the Punch designs as the "Poor Man's Friend," 1845,
and "General Fevrier turned Traitor," 1855, and in "The Queen of

the Arena" in the first volume of Once a IFcck, which are sufficient

to prove that more solemn powers, for which his d,aily work afforded

no scope, lay dormant in their artist. The purity and manliness
of Leecli's own character are impressed on bis art. We find iu it

little of the exaggeration and grotesqueness, and none of the fierc«

political enthusiasm, of which the designs of Giliray are so full.

Compared with that of his great contemporary George Cruikshank,
his work is restricted both iu compass of subject and in artistic

dexterity.

No formal biography of Leech has yet appeared, but interesting

particulars regarding his life and works will be found in the follow-

ing articles:
—"John Leech's Pictures of Life and Character," by

Thackeray, Quarterly Review, December 1854; "John Leech," byDr
John Brown, North British jtericic, JIarch 1865, republished, with
additional chapters by Canon Hole, in new edition of Dr Brown's
essays (1882) ; letter by John Ruskin, Arrows of the Chace, vol. i.

p. 161 ; Cornhill Magazine, December 1864 ; Scribner's Vonlhl.^,

vol. xvii. p. 553; " Un Humoriste Anglais," by Ernest C'hesneau,

Gaxllc dcs Beaux Arts, 1875. (J. M. G.)

LEEDS, a town of England, in the West Riding of

Yorkshire, the metropolis of the woollen manufacture, and

in point of population only exceeded by London, Liverpool,

Manchester, and Birmingham. Leeds is situated nearly

in the centre of the West Riding, in the wapentake of

Skyrack, and in the- pleasant and well cultivated valley

of the river Aire. The surrounding country possesses

much cheerful beauty; and the view from Woodhouse

Sloor, one of the most elevated parts of the borough, is not

excelled in any part of the Riding. For manufacturing

and commercial purposes, the situation of Leeds is highly
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advantageous. It is distant from London by tlie Great

Northern Railway 185 miles, from Edinburgh 225, from

Liverpool 7-1, from Manchester 42J, and from Birmingham

113, and may be said to occupy a central position in the

railway system of England. It has also communication

with Liverpool by the Leeds and Liverpool Caual, and

with Hull by the Aire and Calder navigation, and through

these means of transit has the highest facility for the trans-

mission to the principal seaports of England of its various

manufactures, and for receiving raw material at the lowest

r.ite of charge. It is. moreover, the centre of an extensive

coal and iron district. All the advantages for the success-

ful working of machinery are therefore within its reach,

and hence it has become the seat of several important

industries, especially the woollen and lineu manufactures,

iron working, and machine-making.

Though regarded as the capital of the great manufactnri
ing district of the West Riding, Leeds is not in its centre,'

but on its border. Eastward and northward the country is

wholly agricultural, while to the west and south-west tlio

populous villages resound with the shutlle and the steam-
engine. In this district are carried on a woollen manufac-
ture of great extent and of considerable antiquity and a
worsted manufacture of extraordiuary vigour (a graft ou
the woollen manufacture) ; to these liave latterly been
added the iron manufacture and that of machines and
steam-engines, and the making of boots and ready-mado
clothing, besides a manufacture of flax, which now con-

stitutes one of the staple trades of Leeds.

Cloth is the staple trade of the town, although the

manufacture itself is not the leading one within the borough,
being carried on, to a large extent, in townships out of the

parish and borougli of Leeds. In the town, however, the

trade centres, and there the cloth is finally prepared for

the market by what is technically termed finishing or

dressing— a department quite distinct in Leeds from that

of the manufacturer. In this respect the Yorkshire cloth

trade differs essentially from that of the west of England,

where the manufacturer conducts the two operations of

making and finishing the cloth within the same premises.

Several Leeds firms conduct their business on the west of

England model ; but, as the rule, the order of the trade is

as follows. The great bulk of the cloths sold in Leeds are

produced either in the out-townships of the borough, or in

the villages lying west of Leeds, and principally in Pudsey,

Farsley, Rawden, Yeadon, Horsforth, and Guiseley, which
are all io Dther ijarish^s, within an extreme radius of 10^

Leedg.

miles from Leeds. The cloths so manufactured are sold in

the unfinished or balk state to the merchants of Leeds, by
whom they are put out to the cloth-dressers or finishers,

whose special craft it is to raise the pile or nap on the face

of the cloth, and to complete it for the purposes of the

tailor and the final consumer. In former times a con-

siderable proportion of the business between the manufac-

turer and the merchant was conducted in the cloth halls,

which are two in number. In these the manufacturers

formerly took their stand &nd waited the custom of the

merchants, but within the last twenty or thirty years a

great change has taken place in the mode of transacting

business, and the elotli halls have practically fallen into

disuse. The merchant now orders his goods direct from

thejnanufacturer, specifying the weight, colour, and quality
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of tUe articles he wants, and these are delivered to him

Without passing through the halls. Tlius a picturesque and

tharacteristic feature of life in Leeds seems likely at no

distant date to become extinct. At one period it seemed

probable that the business of the cloth trade would assume

the west of England type. Mr William Hirst, a very skilful

manufacturer, introduced goods of superior texture and

quality, and by his success induced many capitalists to

erect mills on a large scale, in which all the processes of

the manufacture and finishing were conducted. The change

was, however, only temporary. Many of these mills are

now occupied for finishing only, and some have been

devoted to other branches of the local manufactures. The
spinning of flas by machinery was commenced in the

township of Holbeck (in the borough of Leeds) more than

one hundred years since, by Mr John Marshall, who was

one of the first to apply the principle of Sir Richard

Arkwright's water frame, invented for the cotton manu-

facture, to the spinning of linen yarn. The works of Messrs

Marshal & Company are very extensive, and one portion

of them is an object of attraction to all strangers visiting

the town. It is a vast room 400 feet by 220, filled with

machinery, all of which is turned by shafting which requires

two coupled engines of 350 horse-power to impel it. Light

is admitted by glass cupolas. The whole building is held

together by a double series of iron ties, uniting the iron

pillars which sustain the many-arched roof. The external

iorm is Egyptian.

The spinning of worsted yarn and the weaving of worsted

goods were formerly carried on to a considerable extent iu

Leeds, but have now nearly died out, Bradford, Bingley,

and Keighley, with the villages immediately adjoining,

having attracted almost the entire trade. Amongst the

smaller branches of the textile manufactures carried on in

Leeds must be enumerated those of silk and carpeting,

neither of them unimportant, though falling far short of the

flax and woollen trades.

It is probable that the iron trade in Its different brapches,

including the casting of metal, and the manufacture of

steam-engines, of steam-ploughs, of machinery of every kind,

and of mechanical tools, now gives employment to a larger

number of persons within the borough of Leeds than any

other branch of industry. The great works founded by the

late Sir Peter Fairbairn, as well as those of Messrs Kitson

& Co. and of Messrs John Fowler & Co., in the last-named

of which the Fowler steam-plough is the staple article of

manufacture, occupy places in the front rank of such estab-

lishments in the country; while Messrs Greenwood & Batley

and other tool-makers give employment to a large number
of hands, and export the goods thev oroduce to all parts of

the globe.

Leeds was at one time famed for the production of

artistic pottery, and very fine specimens of old Leeds

ware are' still occasionally to be discovered among the

residences of the poor in the town, This branch of manu-
facture, however, became extinct about eighty years ago.

Within the last three years it has been revived, and onco

more attention has been directed to the high artistic merit

which the pottery of the town has attained,

Iu addition to these particular branches of industry, the

manufacture of ready-made clothing has become one of

great importance. In some of the establishments for this

purpose such as that of Messrs John Barrow & Sons, the

number of hands employed is so large that from a thou-

sand to twelve hundred suits of clothing can be produced
daUy. Machinery is now used in all the departments in

these places, and the work is conducted with a rapidity and
at a price which would have seemed incredible thirty years

ago. Leeds has in recent years become famous as the

\^hibf seat of the cap manufacture in the United Kingdom.

The leather trade is also one of great importance in tht
borough, many large tanning establishments being erected
on the outskirts, while the wholesale manufacture of boots
and shoes for army and other purposes is carried on in
workshops which are the largest of their kind in the United
Kingdom,

^ No religious censup lias he^n taken in Leeds since that of 1851.
There are, however, 181 places of worship in the town, these
being divided as follows :—Church of England, 46 ; Wesleyan
Methodist, 40 ; Primitive Methodist, 30 ; United Methodist Free
Church, 12; Congregational, 12; Baptist, 11; Methodist New
Connexion, 10 ; Catholic, 6 ; Unitarian, 3 ; Presbyterian, 2

;

Friends, 2 ; various, 5. The Leeds school board, which was
established immediately after the ]iassing of the Education Act in
1870, has now (1882) 47 schools under its control within the limits
of the borough, and these accommodate 30,000 children. In addi-
tion to these there are 34 national and parochial schools, 8 Eonian
Catholic schools, and 6 Wesleyan schools. The educational insti-
tutions of a higher order in the town are numerous and important.
Of these the principal is the Yorkshire College, established in 1875
for the purpose of supplying instruction iu the arts and sciences
which are applicable to the manufactiues, engineering, mining, and
agriculture of the couuty. It has a staff of 19 professors, instructors,

and assistant lecturers, and upwards of 350 day and 160 evening
students. The college, which has carried on its operations hitherto
in temporary premises, will shortly remove to perraaneut buildings
designed by MrTVaterhouse, A.R. A. These buildings, which when
completed will cost upwards of £100,000, will occupy a site of about
34 acres, and will comprise extensive laboratories and workshops,
large lecture theatres, and a college library and museum. The Leeds
Public Library, established uiKler the Public Libraries' Act, now
takes the first place amongst similar institutions in the borougK
The reference litrary contained 26,000 volumes at the close of 1881,
and the lending libraries 83,000 volumes, the expenditure for the
year being £4150. The issue of volumes during the j'ear reached
the large total of 639,616. The Leeds Old Library, a private institu-

tion, founded in 1768 by Dr Priestley, who was at that time minister

at the Unitarian chapel in the town, contains a very valuable

selection of books, numbering about 75,000 volumes, and is in

possession of commodious premises in Commercial Street. The
Philosophical and Literary Society, established in 1820, possesses a
handsome building in Park Row, containing a laboratory, a lecture

room, and a museum, with many fine specimens in natural history,

geology, and archaeology. The society also possesses a library of up-

wards of 16,000 volumes, chiefly rare scientific works. During the
winter months, lectures on scientific and literary subjects are given
in the lecture hall by men of eminence. The I-eeds Mechanics'
Institute in Cookridge Street is a striking building in the Italiaa

style. It comprises a large circular lecture room, mth gallery,

capable of seating 1500 persons, besides a library, reading, committee,
and class rooms. The foundation stone was laid in 1865, and the

total cost of the building has been nearly £30,000. Day and even-

ing classes and an art school are carried on within the building,

and are largely frequented. The Young Men's Christian Associa-

tion, another educational institute of importance, occupies the build-

ing in South Parade formerly used as a mechanics' institute. The
Grammar School, a handsome building, erected at Woodhouse Moor,
has endo^\Tiients producing over £3000 yearly. There are six

exhibitions of £50 a year, each tenable for four years at Oxford,

Cambridge, and Durham. It provides education for about 280
scholars. There is also a large training college for students purpos-

ing to enter the Wesleyan Methodist ministry at Headingley, one
of the suburbs of Leeds. The principal charitable institution of the

town is the general infirmary in Great George Street, a Gothic

buildino, built of brick, with stone dressings, from designs by Sir

Gilbert Scott. It is arranged upon the pavUion system, each ward
being isolated from the rest of the building, and has a highly orna-

mental exterior, whilst the internal accommodation is suited to the

requirements of the patients and the medical staff. The total cost

of the erection was more than £100,000. The house of recovery for

fever patients, founded in 1802, now occupies a handsome building at

Burmantofts, There are also a large buildin" used as a public dis-

pensary in North Street, an institution for the Wind, deaf, and dumb
in Woodhouse Lane, a School of Medicine and other hospitals and

charitable institutions.

The town and borough of Leeds was incorporated by letters

patent, 2 Charles I., but this charter was cancelled or sur-

rendered. A new charter was granted, 13 Charles II., under

the style of mayor, aldermen, and burgesses of the borough of Leeds.

The corporation consisted of a mayor, 12 aldermen, 24 assistants,

and a staff of 13 officials. The Municipal Act of 1834 gave Leeds a

corporation of 16 aldermen and 48 councillors, which has effected

great improvements in the management of loc.il matters. In addi-

tion to the powers granted to it by the Municipal Eeform Act, the

town council haa acouired, through successive Improvement Acta,
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complete control over tlie paving nnd construction of the streets

within the borough, as well as cousiderahle powers for enforcing the
consumption of smoke. It has also acquired the whole of the water
supply of Leeds, and it controls the public markets, the ligliting

and watching of the streets, the execution of the Public Health
Acts, &c. The supply of water for Leeds is now derived from the

valley of the AVashbuin, one of the tributaries of the Wharfe,
where very extensive reservoirs have been provided, at a cost of

il, 400, 000. The gas supply of the town is also in the hands of

the corporation, which purchased the whole of the gas works from
the two companies then in existence in 1870, at the cost of nearly

£1,000,000. The entire suite of markets, comprising the corn
exchange, the Smithfield cattle market, and the produce markets,

have been acquired at different periods, and the corporation has
expended upon this property £240,000. The rateable value of the

municipal boi'ough is £1,122,000, and the income of the borough
derived from the borough rate £83,106. The debt of the town
amounted in 1881 to £3,884,000. Of the places of recreation in

Leeds, the principal is the Grand Theatre, a handsome building

erected from the designs of Mr Corson, in Upper Briggate, in 1879.

Large assembly-rooms adjoin this theatre. ' There is another theatre

in King Charles Croft, and there are one or two music halls. Some
years ago the corporation acquired, at a large expenditure, Roundhay
Park, an estate of gi'eat beauty in the neighbourhood of the town.
After a portion of the ground had been laid out as building sites,

the central part of the estate, comprising splendid lawns, woods of

great extent, and a lake covering 40 acres, were reserved as a place

of public recreation, and the park is now a favourite resort of the

people of Leeds, and also of the inhabitants of the sunounding
country. It is under the management of a committee of the cor-

poration, and, though situated at an inconvenient distance from the
centre of the town, is largely frequented during the summer months.
Woodhouse Moor, a common occupying an elevated position north-
west of the town, has been planted with trees and provided with
walks within the last ten years ; and in other parts of the town the

corporation have laid out pieces of land, which had long been left

bare and neglected, as recreation grounds.
The external appearance of the town has been greatly improved

within the last twenty years. The event which had the greatest

influence in promoting the erection of more handsome buildings than
those of which Leeds was formerly constituted was the opening of

the town-hall by the Queen in the year 1858. This is a noble
building in the Grecian style. It is 250 feet long and 200 broad,

and is crowned by a towor 225 feet high. The principal apartment
in it is the Victoria Hall, a richly ornamented chamber 161 feet

long, 72 feet wide, and 75 feet high. The building, which cost,

including the site and fittings, more than £130,000, is adorned with
statues and portraits of local celebrities. The municipal offices,

including school board offices and buildings for the public library,

are now in course of erection in the immediate neiglibourhood of the

town-hall, and will cost when completed upwards of £100,000.
The other public buildings of importance in the toivn are the

royal exchange, in Perpendicular Gothic, the foundation of which
was laid in 1872, the com exchange, a fine oval edifice, and the

bank of Messrs Beckett & Co., one of the best works of Sir Gilbert

Scott.

Leeds has long been distinguished for the activity of its political

and public life. It has taken a leading part in many of the great

questions which have agitated the country during the present cen-

tury, and among its successive representatives in parliament have
been Lord Macaulay, Sir William Molesworth, Mr Marshall, three

members of the Baines family, and other men whose names are

familiar in the annals of the Liberal party, to which upon the whole
the borough has given a consistent support since its enfranchisement

in 1832. The newspapers published in the town are the Leeds
Ifercunj, daily, Liberal, established in 1718 ; the Yorkshire Post

and Leeds Intelligencer, daily. Conservative, established in 1754;
the Leeds Exjircss, evening. Radical; the Leeds Daily Neivs, evening.

Conservative ; and the Leeds Times, weekly. Liberal. The Leeds

Mercury for eighty years has been the property of Messrs Edward
Baines & Sons, and has long been considered one of the most
influential of provincial journals.

The area of the municipal and parliamentary borough is 21,572

acres. In addition to the township of Leeds some ten out-townships

are included in this area. The population (207,165 in 1861 and
259,212 in 1S71) in 1881 was 309,126, the number of inhabited

houses being 65,034. Leeds is one of the boroughs which under
the Reform Act of 1867 return three members of parliament.

The name of Leeds has been attributed to a chief named Leod.

Traces of Roman workmanship have at various times been dis-

covered in the tovvn, and In the parish church several very interest-

ing Anglo-Saxon crosses, discovered when the church was rebuilt in

1838, are preserved. Tlie castle of Leeds occupied a site on Mill

Hill, and is supposed to have been built by llbert de Laci at the

i'.T.e of the Conquest, but no traces of it remain.
For the history of Leeds see Ralph Thoresby, Dncatiis Lcodicnsis,

i715,_2ded., 1816, with notes nnd additions by T. D. Whitaker,

14—lt5*

who published the same year a companion volume Loidis and Ehncte. •

Parsons, History of Leeds, Bradford, and Wakefield, 1840 ; M'ardell,'
Tlic Antiquities of tlic Borough of Leeds, 1853. (T. W. E.)

LEEK, the Allium Poirttm of botanists, a plant which
is now considered as a mere variety of Allium Ampeloprasum
produced by cultivation. It was formerly regarded as being
a native of Switzerland, and tlie year 15S2 has been set
down as the date of its introduction to England. Both these
assumptions are, however, erroneous. The plant is pro-'
bably of Eastern origin, since it was commonly cultivated
in Egypt in the time of the Pharaohs, and is so to the pre-
sent day; while as regards its first appearance in England
both Tusser and Gerard—two of our earliest writers on
this class of subjects, the former of whom flourished in

the early part and the latter in the later part of the ICth
century—speak of it as being then commonly cultivated
and used.i The Romans, it would appear, made great use
of the leek for savouring their dishes, as seems proved
by the number of recipes for its use referred to by Celsius.

Hence it is more than probable that it was brought to Eng-
land by the Romans during the period of their occupation.
Italy was celebrated for leeks in the time of Pliny (//. N.,
six. c. 6), according to whom they were brought into great

notice and esteem through the emperor Nero, derisively

surnamed " Porrophagus," who used to eat them for several

days in every month to clear his voice. The leek is very
generally cultivated in Great Britain as an esculent, but
more especially in Scotland and in Wales, being esteemed
as an excellent and wholesome vegetable, with properties

very similar to those of the onion, but of a milder character.

In America it is not much cultivated except by market
gardeners in the neighbourhood of large cities. The whole
plant, with the exception of the fibrous roots, is used in

Boups and stews. The sheathing stalks of the leaves lap

over each other, and form a thickish stem-like base, which

is blanched, and is the part chiefly preferred. These

blanched stems are much employed in French cookery.

They form an important ingredient in Scotch winter broth,

and particularly in the national dish cock-a-leelie, and are

also largely used boiled, and served with toasted bread and

white sauce, as in the case of asparagus. Leeks are sown

in the spring, earlier or later according to the soil and the

season, and are planted out for the summer, being dropped

into holes which are made with a stout dibble and left

unfilled in order to allow the stems space to swell. When
they are thus planted deeply the holes gradually fill up,

and the base of the stem becomes blanched and prepared

for use, a process aided by drawing up the earth round

about the stems as they elongate. The leek is one of the

most useful vegetables the cottager can grow, as it will

supply him with a large amount of produce at a season'

when it will prove very welcome, namely, during the winter

and spring. It is extremely hardy, and presents no difficulty

in its cultivation, the chief point, as with all succulent

esculents, being that it should be grown quickly upon wdl-

enriched soil The plant is of biennial duration, flowering

the second year, and perishing after perfecting its seeds.

The leek is the national symbol or badge of the Welsh,

who wear it in their bats on St David's Day. The origin

of this custom has received various explanations, all of

which are probably more or less speculative.

LEEK, a market-town of Stafl'ordshire, England, is

situated on a fine eminence above the river Churnet, and

on the Churnet Valley branch of the North Staffordshire

Railway, 2i miles east-north-east of Stafford. Its Etreets

' Tusser, in his verse for the month of March, ^^Tites:—

•

"Now Icckes are In BcnBon, for pottace ful pooJ,

And siiareth the mllck cow, and purscth the Ijlood y
Tlicsc liauvlnE with pcusnn. tor poltaRc In Lent, ^

IJiou sparcih both o:tmtl and bread to be spent.
.
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Bre'widc and regular, and its sanitary and water arrange-

ments are very complete. The church, dedicated to Seint

Edward the Confessor, is in the Early English style.

Much of the old building, erected in 1180, remains, but it

has been frequently repaired, and in 1867 and 1875 under-

went extensive restoration. In the vicinity of the town

are the ruins of the Cistercian abbey De la Crois

(known as Dieulacres), erected in 1214 by Ranulf de

BlondevUle, sixth earl of Chester. The grammar school

was built in the beginning of last century by the earl

of Macclesfield. The other principal buildings are the

memorial cottage hospital for the county of Stafford,

erected in 1870 from a private bequest, and the new town

and market haU erected on the site of the old buUding.

There is an important silk manufacture, and aldo agricul-

tural implement works. The population of the urban

sanitary district in 1881 was 12,865.

British and Eoman remains have been found in the vicinity of

Leek at various periods, and the town itself is of very great anti-

quity. For some centuries after the Conquest it was the property

of the earls of Chester, but afterwards it was bestowed on the monks
of the abbey De la Croix. It received a market from King John.

On the 3d of December 1745 it was entered by the troops of the

Pretender, and again on the 7th of the same month.

LEER, a seaport and the chief town of a circle in the

province of Hanover, Prussia, lies on the right bank of the

Leda near its confluence with the Ems, 16^ miles south of

Aurich in 53° 13' N. lat, and V 27' E. long. The aspect

of the town is generally pleasing, the streets being broad,

well-paved, and adorned with many elegant buildings,

among which are Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and Calvinist

churches, and several public schools. The principal manu-
factories are for linen and wooUen fabrics, hosiery, paper,

cigars, soap, vinegar, and earthenware. There are, more-

over, two iron-foundries, several distilleries, tanneries, and
shipbuilding yards, besides many large warehouses. The
transit trade from the regions traversed by the Westphalian

and Oldenburg raOways is considerable. The principal

exports are cattle, horses, cheese, butter, honey, wax, flour,

paper, hardware, and Westphalian coaL Vessels drawing

1 6 feet of water can approach the quays. The population

in 1880 was 10,074.

LEEUWARDEN, or Letjwaeden (in Frisian Liewenl,

and Latinized as Leovardia), a town of Holland, at the

head of the province of Friesland, 17 miles inland from

Harlingen and 32 west of Groningen. It is one of the

most prosperous of the secondary towns in the country,

and, thanks in great measure to the opening of the railway

to Harlingen (1863) and Groningen (1866), full of life and
enterprise. To the name of the Frisian Hague it is en-

titled as weU by similarity of history as by similarity of

appearance. As the Hague grew up round the court of

the counts of Holland, so Leeuwarden rotmd the court of

the Frisian stadtholders ; and, like the Hague, it is an
exceptionally clean, tasteful, and attractive town, with

parks, pleasure grounds, and drives. The old gates have
been somewhat ruthlessly cleared away, and the site of

the town walls on the north and west competes with the

Prince's Garden as a public pleasure ground. Besides

the town-house (dating from 1715, and interesting mainly

for the value of the archives admirably arranged by the

Dutch antiquarian Eekhofi'), the Prince Frederick bar-

racks, capable of containing one thousand men, the corn

exchange, and the beautiful weighhouse (dating from

1546), Leeuwarden contains a royal palace, originally the

residence of the Frisian stadholders ; the provincial courts,

erected in 1850 ; the so-called chancery (Kanselarij), a fine

red brick mansion built in 1502 for the chancellor of Duke
George of Saxony, and now used as a house of detention

;

the penitentiary, rebuilt since 1870, and the largest estab-

lishment of the kind in Holland ; and, somewhat oddly.

the communal buildings of the neighbouring commune of

Leeuwarderadeel. The church of the Jacobins deserves

mention as perhaps the largest monastic church in the

country, and as the burial-place of the Frisian stadtL olders

(Louis of Nassau, Anne of Orange, (fee), whose splendid

tombs, however, were destroyed in the revolution of 1795.

Unlike the Hague, Leeuwarden is by nature and tradi-

tion the centre of an extensive and flourishing trade (in

grain, cattle, flax, chicory, &c.). Its present distance

from the sea is made up for by abundant means of com-

munication by road, railway, and canal. The canal to

Dokkum opens up the rich clay districts of the province

;

the canal to Harlingen (dating from 1507) furnishes a

channel for the trade with England ; and other canals

give access to the province of Groningen and the Zuyder

Zee, and so to Amsterdam and the provinces of Holland.

And, though the industrial development is far from keep-

ing pace with the commercial, Leeuwarden possesses large

timber and boat-building yards, iron-foundries, copper-

works, and lead-works ; manufactures sewing machines,

safes, organs, cardboard, oil, and tobacco ; and enjoys a

wide reputation for its gold and sUver wares. The popula-

tion of the town in 1869 was 24,862 ; that of the com-

mune increased from 15,686 in 1714 to 27.003 in 1875

(5217 Roman Catholics, 1124 Jews).

Leeuwarden, or that part of it which was called Nijehove, appears

as early as 1149, and received the rank of a town in 1190. At
that time it had free command of the sea ; but the estuary of the

Jliddelzee on which it stood had already silted up by about 1300.

In 1398 we find the town bestowed by Duke Albert of HoUaud
on Gerrolt Cammingha, whose family residence is still one of the

notable mansions of the place. During the 15th and 16th centuries

it plays a considerable part in Frisian history. The year 1499 saw

tlie erection of a stronghold in the town, which enabled Albert of

Saxony to bring the country under, and which made Leeuwarden a

place of military importance till it was destroyed in 1580. AVhen

in 1559 Utrecht was raised to the rank of an archbishopric, Leeu-

warden was made a bishopric, but only one occupant of the see was

actually consecrated before the Keformation got mastery of the town

in 1580.

LEEU\VENHOEK, or Leu-wenhoek, Anthony Van
(1632-1723), a microscopist of remarkable scientific

ability, was born at Delft, in Holland, in 1632. He does

not seem to have had the advantage of a liberal education,

but was probably brought up as a glass-grinder, early

acquiring a reputation for the excellent lenses with which

he furnished the microscopists who were then turning their

attention to the minute structure of organized bodies. He
appears soon to have found that single lenses of very short

focus were preferable for this purpose to the compound

microscopes then in use ; and it is clear from the dis-

coveries he made with these that they must have been of

very excellent quality.^ These discoveries were for the

most part originally given to the world in the Pkilosojihical

Transactions of the Royal Society, to the notice of which

learned body he was first introduced by De Graaf in 1673.

He was elected a fellow in 1680, and was chosen in 1697

a corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences in

Paris. He died at his native place in 1723; and Sir

Martin Folkes, then vice-president of the Royal Society,

says in the eulogium he pronounced :
—" We have seen so

many and those of his most surprising discoveries, so per-

fectly confirmed by great numbers of the most curious and

' It is much to be regretted that a cabinet which he bequeathed to

the Royal Society of London,—containing twenty-six of these single

microscopes, each monnted with a suitable object, and accompanied

by a magnified drawing of it, the whole being the work of his own

hands,—is no longer in its possession. Baker, in his Treatise on the

Microscope, afBrros, from personal and careful elimination, that (con-

trary to the statements of some writers who represented Leeuwenhoek

as having worked with globules of glass) "every one of the twenty-six

microscopes is a double-convex lens, and not a sphere or globule '

;

and he states that their magnifying powers range from 40 tc 160

diameters.
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judicious observers, that there can surely be no reason to

distrust his accuracy in those others which have not yet

been so frequently or so carefully examined."

His capital discovery was undoubtedly that of the

capillary circulation of the blood, first announced in 1G90,

which afforded the link still wanting for the completion of

the doctrine of Harvey, by showing that the blood passes

from the arteries into the veins through a network of

extremely minute vessels, the thin walls of which allow the

fluid plasma to transude into the tissues it traverses, so as

to serve for their nutrition. He first sought to discern this

in the comb of a young cock, then in the ear of a white

rabbit, and then in the membrane of a bat's wing; but,

though in the last he was able to follow an artery to its

ultimate subdivision, he found that, as soon as " it became
80 small as only to admit one or two globules to pass

through it at a time, he then lost sight cf it," partly in

consequence of " the membrane of the wing being covered

with a icind of scale " (epidermis). His first success was
obtained with the tail of a newly-hatched tadpole, in

which, he says, " I could distinctly perceive the whole
circuit of the blood, in its passage to the extremities of the

vessels, and in its return towards the heart,"—its move-

ment being made apparent by that of the globules carried

along in its current. These corpuscles, which had been

previously discovered by Malpighi, were correctly described

by Leeuwenhosk as flattened circular disks in man, and
as oval disks in tadpoles. He afterwards observed the

capillary circulation in the tail-fins of small fishes, and
recognized the ellipticity of the corpuscles in that class

also. He even made out the capillary circulation in the

broad thin extremities of the two smallest or hind feet of

small crabs about an inch in diameter, and correctly

remarked that the corpuscles of their blood were colourless

and far fewer than those of fishes or tadpoles, " the

globules in red blood being (I am well assured) twenty-five

times more in number than those, in the same space, in

the blood of a crab." To us it seems not a little surprising

that uis assertions in regard to the capillary circulation

were deemed incredible by some of his scientific contem-

poraries. It is recorded, however, that Peter the Great,

when passing through Delft in 1C98, requested Leeuwen-

hoek to pay him a visit, and to bring his microscope with

him, and that the czar was particularly impressed by the

spectacle of the circulation in the tail of a small eel.

Among Leeuwenhoek's discoveries in the minute

anatomy of man and the higher animals may be specially

mentioned the tubules of teeth, the fibrous structure of the

crystalline lens, the solidity of the human hair (which had

been previously represented as tubular), the structure of

the epidermis, and the parallel tubules of the medullary

substance of the brain,—which last, however, he supposed

to be vessels conveying fluid substance from the highly

vascular cortical layers, for the support and nourishment

of the spinal marrow and nerves. He was also an in-

dependent discoverer of the spermatozoa, although anti-

cipated by a few months by Ludwig Hamm, a student at

Leyden.

As might be expected, he made many observations on

the anatomy of insects ; and among the most interesting

of these are his discovery of the composite structure of

the eyes (which he recognized also in the eyes of the

shrimp), the scales on the wings not only of moths but of

the gnat, and the annular (really spiral) structure in the

walls of the " vessels " (Irachex) of their wings. He also

proved that cochineal, which had been supposed to be " the

fruit of some tree," is really the dried body of an insect,

which he not unnaturally supposed to be allied to the

ladybird. He likewise gave a very good account of the

spinnerets and poison-claws of spiders, and of the comb-like

appendages to their feet. He made a special study, alsOj

of the anatomy of the flea,—besides following out its repro-

duction with great care, as will presently appear,

In examining the stomachs of shrimps, he found in them
some minute shells, of which he figured a specimen so

exactly that it can be at once recognized as a Konionina,

— probably the first recent foraminifer that had been
distinctly noticed. But one of his most interesting

observations is that which he made upon a smaU Balanm
attached to a mussel-shell ; for he not only gives a good
figure of the animal, but describes the way in which it

retreats into its shell, and closes its orifice by two shelly

valves. His figure most distinctly shows its articulaU

character, which has only in modern times caused its re-

moval from the molluscous to the annulose sub-kingdom.

Not less admirable were his observations on the structure

of plants. He made very careful sections of stems of the

oak, elm^ beech, willow, fir, and other trees, in different direc-

tions, of which he gave careful figures and descriptions,

—

specially noting the horizontal arrangement of the cells in

the "medullary rays," and the peculiar "pitting" of the

woody fibre of the fir, as well as the absence of large

vessels in the latter. He also examined the structure of

various germinating seeds, and gave accurate descriptions of

the relation of the embryo to the cotyledons.

Although, when he adventured into physiological speculation,

Leeuwenhoek's ideas (like those of the best physiologists of his

time) were often very crude, his re.nsonings upon the facts actually

observed by hiin are often remarkably cogent and sagacious. Thus,

to estimate the insensible perspiration, ne placed his hand within

a dry glass jar, closed the space between its neck and his wrist by
stuffing his handkerchief into it, and carefully collected and weighed

the moisture which accumulated in its interior during a given time ;

and by a computation based on the ratio of the surface of the hand
to that of the entire body he concluded that about 23 oz. of fluid

are daily lost by transpiration, which is not far from the truth.

So, again, he triumphantly refuted the chemical theories which

then reigned in medicine, and which assumed that the blood under-

goes a fermentation like that of wine or beer, by the statement that

he had never seen in the blood-vessels the bubbles of gas which

must be generated in them if this doctrine were correct. In one

important point, however, he allowed his imagination to supplement

the necessary imperfection of his observations, maintaining that

each blood-disk is made up of six coherent particles, an idea

probably suggested by the crenated appearance which the blood-

disks often present.

It is to Leeuwenhoek that we owe the refutation of the then

current biological doctrine that animals of high organization can

be "produced spontaneously, or bred from corruption." This

doctrine had been previously attacked by Kedi, who showed that

the putrefaction of meat will not engender maggots, if the access

of blow-fiies be prevented. But even Kedi, while upholding the

doctrine "Omnevivum ex vivo," believed that the insects found

within the galls of plants, and the parasitic worms by which the

human body is sometimes infested, are generated by a peculiar

modification of the li\'ing vegetable or animal substance. It was

Leeuwenhoek who first explicitly took up the position that every

living organism reproduces its like, no type originating in any

other way than by the ordinary generative process of its kind :

"Omne vivnm ex mv." This he established by careful and pro-

longed observation, in a great variety of cases in which "spon-

taneous generation' had been reputed to take place ; and he further

continually adduced the great complexity of organization which

his microscopic researches had revealed in what had been pre-

viously regarded as creatures of the lowest grade, as an argument

against the doctrine that they are " bred from corruption." Thin

ha followed out the whole history of oak-galls, and showed that

they are a product of a peculiar vegetable growth, excited by th.e

insertion of an egg by the winged insect, and supplying the

maggot, when hatched, with food. So, again, he showed that t.-.e

weevils of gi-anaries, then commonly supposed to be bred /n,jn

wheat, as well as in it, are nothing else than grubs hatched from

eggs deposited by winged insects ; and he practically applied this

conclusion, by recommending that granaries thus infested should

be repeatedly fumigated with sulphur at the time when these

insects come forth, so as to kill them before they deposit eggs.

His chapter on the flea, in which he not only describes its struc-

ture but traces out the whole history of its metamorphoses from

its Erst emergence from the egg, is full of interest,—not so much

for the exactness of his observations, as for its incidental revela-

tion of the extraordinary ignorance then prc\al«nt in regard to the
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origin and propagation ot "tliis minute and despised creature,"

wliicli some asserted to be produced from sand, others from dust,

others from the dung of pigeons, and others from urine, but whicli

lie showed to be " endowed with as great perfection iu its kind as

any large animal," and proved to breed iu the regular way of

winged insects. Ho even noted the fact that the pupa of the flea 13

sometimes attacked and fed upon by a mite,—au observation which
suggested the well-known lines of Swift.

Although Bonnet is usually credited with the discovery of the

viviparous propagation of the Aphides, this had been really made
by Leeuwenhoek half a century previously. For, his attention

fiaving been drawn to the blighting of the young shoots of fruit-

trees, which was commonly attributed to the ants found upon them,

he was the first to find the Aphides that really do the mischief;

find, upon searching, after his wont, into the history of their gencra-

fion, he observed the young within tho bodies of theii' parents.'

He carefully studied also the history of the ant, and was the first

to show that what had been commonly reputed to be "ants' eggs"
are reaUy their pupre, containing the perfect insect nearly ready for

emersion, whilst the truo eggs are far smaller, and give origin to

"maggots" or larva;.

Of the sea-mussel, again, and other shell-fish, he argued (in rejily

to a then recent defence of Aristotle's doctrine by Bonami, a learned

Jesuit of Italy) that they are not generated out of the mud or sand
which is found on the sea-shore or the beds of rivers at low water,

but from spawn, by the regular course of generation. "For my
part," he says, "I hold it equally impossible for a small shell-fish

to be produced without generation as for a whale to have its origin

in the mud."' And he maintained the same to be true ot the
fresh-water mussel (Uiiio), whose ova he examined so carefully that

he saw in them the rotation of the embryo, a phenomenon supposed
to have been first discovered long afterwards. "This uncommonly
pleasing spectacle," he says, "was enjoyed by myself, my daughter,

and the engraver for three whole hours, and we thought it one of

the most delightful that could be exhibited." Not only was he the
first discoverer of the rotifei-s, but he showed "how "wonderfully

nature has provided for the preservation of their species," by their

tolerance of the drying-up of the water they inhabit, and the resist-

ance afforded to the evaporation of the fluids of their bodies by the
impermeability of the casing in which they then become enclosed.

"We can now easily conceive," he says, "that iu all rain-water

which is collected from gutters in cisterns, and in all waters exposed
to the air, animalcules may be found ; for they may be cnrried

thither by the particles of dust blown about by the winds."
Although Baker is usually credited with the first careful study of

the "wheel-animalcule," yet he really added very little to the
account long previously given of it by Leeuwenhoek. In the same
spirit he investigated the generation of eels, which were at that
time supposed, not only by the ignorant vulgar, but by '

' respectable

and learned men," to be produced from dew (!) without the ordi-

nary process of generation. Ho was rewarded by the discovery of

their viviparous propagation,—his careful and prolonged observa-
tions on which point, though since called in question, have never
been refuted. The spectacle of the minute eels lying together in

a transparent liquid within tho body of the female gave him, he
says, great pleasure,—affording a complete answer to those who
saijl behind his back, " Since Mr Leeuwenhoek is endeavouring to

establish the regular generation of all animals, let him show us in

what manner eels are bred."

Altogether it does not seem too much to affirm that i.,eeuweuhoek
is well entitled to be considered, not only as "the father of scien-

tific microscopy," but as having contributed more than any other
naturalist to the overthrow of the doctrine of "spontaneous genera-
tion," and as having set a most admirable example of scientific

method in the prosecution of biological research.

Leeuwenhoek's contributions to the Philosophical Transactions
amounted to one hundred and twehve. He also published twenty-
six papers in the Memoirs of the Paris Academy of Sciences. Two
collections of his works appeared during his life, one in Dutch,
and the other in Latin,—the most complete edition having been
published at Leyden shortly before his death in 4 vols. (1719-22).
A selection from this, translated into English by S. Hoole, was
published in Loudon (1798-81), 2 vols. 4to. (W. B. C.)

LEEWARD ISLANDS. See West Indies.
LEFEVRE D'fiTAPLES. See Faeee, Jacobus.
LEGATE, one of the special names of a messenger or

ambassador of the pope. The first four centuries presenC
us with no actual recorded instances of recognized delega-
tion of the papal authority ; for that Hosius acted as papal
legate at the council of Nice is nothing more than an

' Leeuwenhoek's argument in this inst.ince was partly based on false
premises. For he imagined the Lepralim with which mussel-sliells
are often encrusted to be the eggs of the mussels, and the contained
Polysoa, whose sixteen tentacles he figures, to be the young mussels.

assertion of Gelasius of Cyzicus, wfio wrote about the end
ofthe 5th century, and no Western prelate took any pari,

either personally or otherwise, in the first council of Con-
stantinople. The fifth (sometimes called the seventh)

canon of the council of Sardica, in 343, however, shows
that the possibility of such delegation had already begun
to be discussed, and suggests that it may actually bavn
been exemplified^ before that date. This canon provides

that, in case of an appeal by a dftposed bishop to Rome, if

the pope is inclined to grant a new trial, it shall be com-
petent for him to write to the bishops of the neighbouring

province, but if the appellant wishes the pope to send
priests from his own side (" ut de latere suo presbyteros

raittat"), it shall be free to the pope to do so, and give

them due rank and dignity in the court thus constituted

(Hefele, Cone, i. 568). Instances of delegation of the

papal authority in various degrees become numerous in the

course of the 5th century, especially during the pontificate

of Leo I. Thus Leo writes in 444 {Ep. 6) to Anastasius

of Thessalonica, appointing him his vicar fur the province

of lUyria ; the same arrangement, he informs us, had been

riKld by Pope Siricius in favour of Anysius, the predecessor

of Anastasius. Similar vicarial or legatine powers had
been conferred in 418 by Zosimus upon Patroclus, bishop

of Aries. In 449 Leo was represented at the "Robber
Synod," from which his legates hardly escaped Nvith life

;

at Chalcedon,in 451, they were treated with singular honour.

Again, in 453 the same pope writes to the empress

Pulcheria, naming Julianus of Cos as his representative in

the defence of the interests of orthodoxy and ecclesiastical

discipline at Constantinople (^;). 112); the instructions to

Julianus are given in Ep. 113 ("hancspecialem curamvice
mea functus assumas "). The designation of Anastasius

as vicar apostolic over Illyria may be said to mark the

beginning of the custom of conferring, ex officio, the title

of legatus upon the holders of important sees, who ultimately

came to be known as legati ««;/, with the rank of primate

;

the appointment of Julianus at Constantinople gradually

developed into the long permanent office of apocrisiarius

or responsalis. Another sort of delegation is exemplified

in Leo's letter to the African bishops {Ep. 12), in which he

sends Potentius, with instructions to inquire in his name,
and to report (vicem curie nostrse fratri et consacerdoti

nostro Potentio delegantes qui de episcopis, quoruni
culpabilisi ferebatur electio, quid Veritas haberet inquireret,

nobisque omnia fideliter indicaret). Passing on to the

time of Gregory the Great, we find Augustine of Canter-

bury sometimes spoken of as legate, but it does not appear

that in his case this title was used in any strictly technical

sense, although the archbishop of Canterbury afterwards

attained the permanent dignity of a legatus natus.

Boniface, the apostle of Germany, was in like manner
constituted, according to Hincmar {Ep. 30), a legate of the

apostolic see by Popes Gregory II. and Gregory III,

According to Hefele {Cone, iv. 239), Rodoald of Porto and
Zecharias of Anagni, who were sent by Pope Nicolas to

Constantinople in 860, were the first who are actually

called legati a latere. The policy of Gregory VII.

naturally led to a great development of the legatine fa

distinguished from the ordinary episcopal function.

According to the Nova CompUatio Dea-etalium of Gregory

IX., under the title "De officio legati " the canon law

recognizes two sorts of legate, the legatus natus and the

legatus datus or missus. The legatus datus {missus) may be

either (1) delegatus, or (2) mincias apostolicus, or (3) legatus

a latere (lateralis, collateralis). The rights of the legatus

natus, which included concurrent jurisdiction with that of

all the bishops within bis province, have been much
curtailed since the 16th century ; they were altogether

suspended in presence of the higher claLwis of a legaius a
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lalere, and the title is now almost quite honorary. It still

attaches to the sees of Seville, Toledo, Aries, Rheims,

Lyons, Gran, Prag'ue, Gnesen-Posen, Cologne, Salzburg,

among others. The commission of the legaius delegatus

(generally a member of the local clergy) is of a limited

nature, and relates only to some definite piece of work.

The nuncius apostolicus (who has the privilege of red

apparel, a white horse, and golden spurs) possesses ordinary

jurisdiction within the province to which hi has been sent,

but his powers otherwise are restricted by the terms of his

mandate. The legaius a latere (almost invariably a cardinal,

though the power can be conferred on other prelates) is in

the fullest sense the plenipotentiary representative of the

pope, and possesses the high prerogative implied in the

words of Gregory VII., " nostra vice quas corrigenda sunt

corrigat, qure statueuda constituat." He has the power

of suspending all the bishops in his province, and no

judicial cases are reserved from his judgment. Without

special mandate, however, he cannot depose bishops or

unite or separate bishoprics. At present legati a latere are

not Bent by the holy see, but diplomatic relations, where

they exist, are maintained by means of nuncios, inter-
|

nuncios, and other agents. According to the congress of

Vienna, the diplomatic rank of a papal nuncio corresponds

to that of an ambassador. The pope at present has nuncios

at the courts of Bavaria, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Chili,

Spiin, France, and Portugal. Inferior in rank and less

numerous are the iuternuncios (Holland, Brazil).

LEGENDRE, Adriex Maeie (1752-1833), French
mathematician, a contemporary of Laplace and Lagrange,

with whom he deserves to be ranked,^ was born at Paris (or,

according to some accounts, at Toulouse) in 1752. He was

brought up at Paris, where he completed his studies at the

College Mazario. His first published writings consist of

some articles forming part of the Traite de Jlecanique (1774)

of the Abb6 Marie, who was his professor ; Legendre's

name, however, is not mentioned. Soon afterwards he was
appointed professor of mathematics in the £co!e Militaire

at Paris, and ho was afterwards professor in the ficole

Normale. In 1782 he received the prize from the Berlin

Academy for his "Dissertation sur la question de balistique;"

a memoir relating to the paths of projectiles in resisting

media. He also, about this time, wrote his " Recherches sur

la figure des planetes," published in the Memoires of the

French Academy, of which he was elected a member in

succession to D'Alembert in 1783. He was also appointed

a commissioner for connecting geodetically Paris and
Greenwich, his colleagues being M^chain and Cassini

;

General Roy conducted the operations on behalf of England.

The French observations were published in 1792 {Expose des

operations faites en France in 1787 portr lajondion des obser-

valoires de Paris et de Greemvich). During the Revolution,

when the decimal system had been decreed, he was one of

the three members of the council established to introduce the

new system, and he was also a member of the commission

appointed to determine the length of the metre, for which

purpose the calculations, «fec., connected with the arc of the

meridian from Barcelona to Dunkirk were revised. He was

also associated with Prony in the formation of the great

French tables of logarithms of numbers, sines, and tangents,

and natural sines, called the Tables du Cadastre, in which the

quadrant was divided centesimally ; these tables have never

been published (see LoaARiTHMs). He also served on othe»

public commissions. He was examiner in the Ecole

Polytechnique, but held few important state offices, and he

' Besides Laplace and Lagrange, with whom it is most natural to

associate Legeadre, the names of Poisson, Cauchy, Fourier, and Monje
should be mentioned as contemporaries. ITie number of French mathe-

maticians of the liighest rank who were living at the same time, at the

beginning of the century, has often beeu tha sv:bj;^t — -a-iirt.

seems never to Lave been much noticed by the different

Governments ; it has indeed been generally remarked that
the offices he held were not such as his reputation entitled

him to. Not many facts with regard to his personal lifo

seem to have been published, but in a letter to Jacobi of

June 30, 1832, he writes—" Je me euis mari^ k la suite

d'une rdvolution sanglante qui avait d(;truit ma petite

fortune ; nous avons eu de grands embarras et des moments
bien difficiles a passer, mais ina femme m'a aid6 puissam-
ment k restaurer progressivement mes affaires et Ji me
donner cette tranquillity d'esprit ndcessaire pour me livrcr

Ji mes travaux accoutum^s et pour composer de nouvcaus
ouvrages qui ont ajout6 de plus en plus k ma reputation,

de maniere ;\ me procurer bientot une existence honorable

et une petite fortune dont les ddbris, aprJs de nouvelles

revolutions qui m'ont causd de grandes pertes, suffisent en-

core pour pourvoir aus besoins de ma vieillesse, et euffiront

pour pourvoir h ceux de ma femme bien-aimde quand je n'y

serai plus."

He died at Paris on January 10, 1633, in his eighty-first

year, and the discourse at his grave was pronounced by
Poisson. He was engaged in mathematical investigations

almost up to the time of his death. The last of the three

supplements to his Traite des Fondions Ellij^tiques was
published in 1832, and Poisson in his funeral oration

remarked—" M. Legendre a eu cela de commun aveo la

plupart des g^omfetres qui Font precede, que ses travaux

n'ont fini qu' avec sa vie. Le dernier volume de nos

memoires renferme encore un mdmoire de lui, sur une
question difficile de la th^orie des nombres ; et peu de

temps avant la maladie qui I'a conduit au tombeau, il

se procura les observations les plus rdcentes des comfetes k

courtes periodes, dont il allait se servir pour appliquer et

perfectionner ses mdthodes."

Legendre was the author of separate works on elliptic functions,

the integral calculus, the theory of numbers, and the elements of

geometry, besides numerous papers which were published chiefly in

the Memoires of the French Academy ; and it will be convenient, in

giving an account of his writings, to consider them under the dif-

ferent subjects which are especially associated with bis name.
Elliptic Functions.—This is the subject with which Legendre's

name will always be most closely connected, and his researches upon
it extend over a period of more than forty years. His first published
writings upon the subject consist of two papers in the ilimoircs of

the French Academy for 1786 upon elliptic arcs. In 1792 he pre-

sented to the Academy a memoir on elliptic transcendents. The
contents of these memoirs are included in the first volume of his

Exerciccs de Calczil Integral (1811). The third volume (1816) con-

tains the very elaborate and now well-known tables of the elliptic

Integrals which were calculated by Legendre himself, with an account

of the mode of their construction. In 1827 appeared the Traiti des

fondions elliptiqucs (2 vols., the first dated 1825, the second 1826);

a great part of the first volume agi-ees very closely with the contents

ot thi Excrdccs \ the tables, &c., are given in the second volume.

Three supplements, relating to the researches of Abel and Jacobi,

were published in 1828-32, and form a third volume. Legendre had
pursued the subject which would now be called elliptic integrals

alone from 1786 to 1827, the results of his labours having been

almost entirely neglected by his contemporaries, but his work had
scarcely appeared in 1827 when the discoveries which were independ-

ently made by the two young and as yet unknown mathematicians

Abel and Jacobi placed the subject on a new basis, and revolution-

ized it completely. The readiness with which Legendre, who was

then seventy-six years of age, welcomed these important researches,

that quite overshadowed his own, and included them in successive

supplements to his work, does the highest honour to him. The

sudden occurrence, near the close of his long life, of these great

discoveries relating to a subject which Leg'ndre had so completely

made his own and apparently exhausted, and their ready acceptance

by him, form one of the most striking episodes in the history of

mathematics. A very full account of the contents of Legendre's

work and of the results obtained by Abel and Jacobi has been given

in the article Infinitesimal Calculus, vol. xiii. pp. 62-72. Sea

also Leslie Ellis's report " On the Recent Progress of Analysis," in

the Report of the British Association for 1846 (pp. 4-J sq.).

Eulerian Integrals and Integral Calcuhis.—The Excreiccs de

Calcul Integral consist of three volumes, a great portion of the first

and the whole oJ the third being devoted to ellintic functions. Th*
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remainder of tlio first volume relates to the Eulerian integrals and

to quadratures. The second volume (1817) relates to the Eulerian

integrals, and to various integrals and series, developments, me-

chanical problems, &.C., connected with the -ntegral calculus ; this

volume contains also a numerical table of the values of the gamma
function. The latter portion of the second volume of the TraiU dcs

Fonctioits MUptigiiei (1826) is also devoted to the Eulerian inte-

grals, the table being reproduced. Legendre'3 researches connected

with the gamma function are of importance, and are well known
;

the subject was also treated by Gauss in his memoir Disjuisitioncs

gcnerales circa sei'ies iiifinitas {1S16}, but in a very diiferent manner.

The results given in the second volume of the Exercices are of too

miscellaneous a character to admit of being briefly described. In

1788 Legendre published a memoir on double integrals, and in 1809

pne on definite integrals.

Theory of Numbers.—Legendre's Thioriedes Komlres and Gauss's

Disquisitioiws Arithmcticx (1801) are still the standard works npon
this subject. The first edition of the former appeared in 1798 under

the title Essai surla Thioric des Nombres ; there was a second edition

In 1808 ; a first supplement was published in 1816, and a second in

1825. The third edition, under the title Thiorii des Nombres,

appeared in 1830 in t^o volumes. To Legendje is due the theorem

kno^vn as the law of quadratic reciprocity, the most important

general result ia the science of numbers which has been discovered

since the time of Fermat, and which was called by Gauss the "gem of

arithmetic." It was first given by Legendre in the Memoires of the

Academy for 1785, but the demonstration that accompanied it was

incomplete. The symbol ( — )
which is known as Legendie's sym-

bol, and denotes the positive or negative unit which is the remainder

when «*(''-'> is divided by a prime n'omberp, does not appear in this

memoir, but was first used in the Essai sur la Thiorie des A'ombrcs.

Legendre's formula x : (log a; - 1 '08366) for the approximate number
of forms inferior to a given number x was fii-st given by him also in

t^iswork (2ded., p. 394).

AUraclions of Ellipsoids.—Legendre was the author of fonr im-

|iortant memoirs on this subject. In the first of these, entitled

"Recherches sur I'attraction des spheroides homogJnes," published in

the Memoires of the Academy for 1785, but communicated to it at an

earlier period, Legendre introduces the celebrated expressions which,

though frequently called Laplace's coefiicients, are more correctly

pamed after Legendre. The definition of the coefficients is that if

(1 - 2h cos p +hT^ be expanded in ascending powers of h, and if

the genera! term be denoted by Pnh", then Fn is of the I,egendrian

coefficient of the nth order. In this memoir also the function which

is now called the potential was, at the suggestion of Laplace, first in-

troduced. Legendre shows that Maclaurin's theorem with respect to

confocal ellipsoids is true for any position of the external point when

the ellipsoids are solids of revolution. Of this memoir Todhiinter

(iTites—
'
' We may affirm that no single memoir in the history of our

subject can rival this in interest and importance. During forty

years the resources of analysis, even in the hands of D'Alembert,

Lagrange, and Laplace, had not carried the theory ot the attraction

of eUipsoids beyond the point which the geometry of Maclaurm had

reached. The introduction of the coefficients now called Laplace s,

and their application, commence a new era in mathematical phy-

sics " Legendre's second memoir was communicated to the Aca-

demy in 1784, and relates to the conditions of equilibrium of a mass

of rotating fluid in the form ot a figure of revolution which does not

deviate much from x sphere. The third memoir rehites to Laplace s

theorem respecting confocal ellipsoids. Of the fourth memoir

Todhunter writes, " It occupies an important position in the history

of our subject. The most striking addition which is here made to

previous researches consists ia the treatmerjt of a planet supposed

entirely fluid ; the general equation forjhe form ot a stratum is

given for the first time and discussed, t: or the first time we have

a correct and convenient expression for Laplace's «th coefficient."

See Todhunter's History of the Mathematical Tlieories of Attraction

and the Figure of the Earth (1873), the twentieth, twenty-second,

twenty-fourth, and twenty-fifth chapters of which contain a full and

complete account of Legendre's four memoirs. For the theory of

the Legendrian coefficients and the analysis connected with them,

the reader is referred to Heine's Eandbuch dtr Kugclfunctionen

(Berlin, 1878), to Todhunter's Treatise en Laplace's Functions,

LamSs Functions, and BcsseVs Functions (1875), or to Ferrers^s

Sph^ical UarvioniesCi.877). It should be mentioned that Legendre's

coefficients have been recently termed zonal harmonics by some

writers. , . ,

Geodesy.—Besiies the work upon the geodetical operations con-

necting Paris and Greenwich leferred to above, and of which

Legendre was one of the authors, he published in the ilimoires of

the Academy for 1787 two papers on trigonometrical operations

depending upon the figure of the earth, containing many theorems

relating to this subject. Ths best known of these, which is called

Legendre's theorem, is usually given in treatises on spherical trigo-

nometry ; by means of it a small spherical triangle may be treated

as a plane triangle, certain corrections being applied to the angles,
Legendre was also theauthor of a meraoir upon triangles drawn upon
a spheroid. Legendre's theorem ia a fundamental one in geodesy,
and his contributions to the subject are of the greatest importance.

Method of Least Squares.—In 1806 appeared Legendre's Kouvcllci
Mcthodespour ladelerminaiiondesorbitesdis fi'ometo,which is memor-
able as containing the first published suggestion of the method
ot least squares. In the preface Legendre remarks. La methode
qui me paroit la plus simple et la plus generale consiste i rendre
minimum la somme des quarres des erreurs, . . . et que j'appelle

methode des moindres quarres " ; and in an appendix in which the
application of the method is explained his words are, "De tons les

pjrincipes qu'on peut proposer pour cot objet, je pense qu'il n'en est

pas de plus general, de plus exact, ni d'une application pins facile

que celui dont nous avons fait usage dans les recherches precedentes,

et qui consiste Prendre minimnm la somme des quarres des erreurs."

The method was proposed by Legendre only as a convenient process

for treating observations, without reference to the theory of probsi
bility. It had, however, been applied by Gauss as early as 1795, and
the method was fully explained, and the law of facility for the fira

time given by him in 1809. Laplace also justified the method by
means of the principles of the theory of probability ; and this led

Legendre to republish the part ot his Nouvclles Mithodes whicB
related to it in the Mimoircs of the Academy for 1810. Thus,
although the method of least squares was first formally proposed ty

Legendre, the theory and algorithm and mathematical foundation

of the process are due to Gauss and Laplace. Legendre published

two supplements to his Kouvellcs Methodes in 1806 and 1820.

The Elements of Geometry.—Legendre's name is most widely

known on account of his Elements de geometric, the most successful

of the nnmerons attompts that have been mado to supersede Euclid

as a text-book on geometry. It first appeared in 1/94, and went

through very many editions, and has been translated into almost

all languages. An English translation, by Sir David Brewster,

from the eleventh French edition, was published in 1823, and is

well known in England. The earlier editions did not contain the

trigonometry. In one of the notes Legendre gives a proof of the

irrationality of ir. This had been first proved by Lambert in the

Berlin Memoirs for 1768. Legendre's proof is similar in principle to

Lambert's, but much simpler. On account of the objections urged

against the treatment of parallels in this work, Legendre was

induced to publish in 1803 his Kourellc Theorie des paralliles.

His Geometry gave rise in England also to a lengthened discussion

on the diificult question of the treatment of the theory of parallels.

It will thus be seen that Legendre's works have placed him in the

very foremost rank in the widely distinct subjects of elliptic func-

tions, theor)' ot numbtrrs, attractions, and geodesy, and have given

him a conspicuous position in connexion with the integral calculus

and other branches of mathematics. He published a memoir on

the integration of partial differential equations and a few others

which have not been noticed above, but they relate to subjects with

which his name is not especially associated. A good account of the

principal works of Legendre is given ia ^& Bibliotheiiue Vnirersellt

de Genive for 1833, pp. 45-82. (J.-^f. L. G.)

LEGERDEMAIN, Pee3tidigitatio>', or Sleight op

Haxd, as it is variously called, is the art of deceiving the

eye of the spectator by adroit movements of the hand of the

operator so as apparently to cause an object either to be

changed, produced, or made to disappear. The term

" legerdemain " is extended in meaning to include all sorts

of "conjuring" by means of mechanical and other con-

trivances, although it properly applies to tricks performed

with the hand alone. Even in ancient times two distinct

branches of magic existed—the impostures of divination

and necromancy, and the amusing exhibition of jugglery

and sleight of hand. Judging from the accounts which

history has handed down to us, the marvels performed

by the thaumaturgists of antiquity were very skilfully

produced, and must have required a con.siderable practical

knowledge of the art The Romans were in the habit of

giving conjuring exhibitions, the most favourite feat being

that of the "cups and balls," the performers of which

were called acetabularii, and the cups themselves acetahula.

The balls used, however, instead of being the convenient

light cork ones employed by modem conjurors, were simply

round white pebbles which must have added greatly to the

difficulty of performing the trick. The art survived the

barbarism and ignorance of the Middle Ages ; and the

earliest professors of the modern school were Italians such

as Jonas, Androletti, and Antonio Carlotti. In England
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legerdemain has always found professors and patrons;

Chaucer, in describing a motley assemblage, says ;

—

" There I saw playenge jongelcurs,

Magiciens, tregeteours,

Phetonysses, charmeresses,

Old witches, sorceresses ;

"

and in another place (House of Fame, bk. iii.) he records a

startling feat of prestidigitation:

—

" There I saw Coil Tregetour

Upon a table of sycamour
Play an uncouthe thynge to tell

;

I saw him cary a wyndemell
Under a v/alnot shale."

But there is no reason for supposing that the ancient

magicians were more proficient in the art than their modern
successors ; and, as Robert-Houdin, the greatest of modern
conjurors, has pithily observed, "if antiquity was the

cradle of magic, it is because the art was yet in its

infancy." Towards the close of the reign of Elizabeth the

profession had fallen very low in England, and the per-

formers were classed with " ruffians, blasphemers, thieves,

vagabonds, Jews, Turks, heretics, pagans, and sorcerers."

In 1840 a German physicist named Dbbler devised an

entertainment which gave an entirely ney development to

the science, and was in effect the same as the conjuring

entertainments which have since become so popular aid

familiar. The most eminent conjurors of the modern
school have been Eobert-Houdin, Wiljalba Frikell, Her-

mann, and Buatier de Kolta.

The secrets of legerdemain were for a long time jealously

guarded by its professors, but in 1793 a work appeared in

Paris entitled Testament de Jerome Sharpe, Profcsseur de

Pa'jsique Amusante, which gives a very fair account of the

methods then in vogue. Its author was II. Decremps. In

1858 a still more important and accurate book was pub-

lished

—

Sorcellerie ancienne et vioderne expliquee, by J. N.

Ponsin ; and ten years later J. E. Eobert-Houdin issued

his Secrets de la Presi.idigitation et de la Magie, which is a

masterly exposition of the entire art and mystery of con-

juring. The last-mentioned book has been translated into

English by "Professor Hoffman," the author of Modern
Magk, the best English treatise on the subject. Modern
magic calls to its aid all the appliances of modern science,

—electricity, magnetism, optics, and mechanics j but the

most successful adepts in the art look down upon all such

succedaneous aids and rely upon address and sleight of

hand alone. Confederacy is never resorted to except by the

merest tyros. The prestidigitator's motto is " The quick-

ness of the hand deceives the eye
;
" but this very phrase,

which is always in a performer's mouth, is in itself one of

the innocent frauds which the conjuror employs as part and
parcel of his osLibition. The truth is that it is not so

much upon the quickness with which a feat is performed as

upon the adroitness with which the time and means of

performing it are concealed that its success depends. "A
prestidigitator,'' says Eobert-Houdin, "is not a juggler

j

he is an actor playing the part of a magician, an artist

whose fingers should be more clever than nimble. I would
even add that, in the practice of legerdemain, the calmer the

movements are the more easy is it to produce an illusion

on the spectators." Professor Hoffman corroborates this

statement, and says, " The effects of magic are produced by
successive adroit substitutions, and the whole magic of the

trick consists in the concealment of the particular moment
at which each substitution is effected." The right oppor-

tunity for executing the required movement is technically

called a temps. This is defined to be any act or movement
which dLstracts the attention of the audienc^ while some-
thing is being "vanished" or "produced." Experiment
will readily convince any one that it is absolutely impos-

sible to move the hand so quickly as to abstract or replace
any object without being perceived, so long as the eyes of

the audience are upon the performer. But it is very easy
to do so unnoticed, provided the audience are looking
another way at the time; and the faculty of thus diverting
their attention is at once the most difficult and the most
necessary accomplishment for a conjuror to acquire. It

does not suffice to point, or ask them to look in another
direction, because they will obviously suspect the truth and
look with all the more persistence. The great requisite is

to "have a good eye"—in French conjuring parlance avoir
de I'oeil ; an earnest, convinced look of the performer in a
particular direction will carry every one's glances with it,

while a furtive glance at the hand which is performing some
function that should be kept secret will ruin all.

Eobert-Houdin may be considered the actual founder of

the modern school of legerdemain. This celebrated con-
juror, who was originally a watchmaker and mechanician,
possessed a remarkably inventive genius, and, having early

turned his attention to legerdemain, he concentrated all his

efforts upon the development and improvement of that art.

Discarding the clumsy tricks of what he calls the " false-

bottomed school," as well as the gaudy paraphernalia with
which his predecessors used to encumber their stage, he
produced in 1845, at a little theatre in the Palais Eoyal, a
number of entirely new illusions, in which all the resources

of mechanical and electrical science were combined with
manual dexterity and personal address. His entertain-

ments, which he called Soirees Fantastiques, made a great

sensation in Paris, and placed him at once at the head of

his profession. His skill and success were so great that

the French Government sent him on a sort of roving com-
mission to Algeria, in order that he might, by his exhibi-

tions of natural magic, destroy the prestige of the mar-
abouts—wonder-workers who had obtained a great and
dangerous influence over the Arabs by their pretended

miracles. The motto prefixed by Eobert-Houdin to his

chapter on the "Art of Conjuring" is
—"to succeed as

a conjuror, three things are essential: first, dexterity;

second, dexterity; and third, dexterity"; and this is not

a mere trick of language, for triple dexterity is required,

not only to train the hand to the needful adroitness, but

to acquire the requisite command of eye and tongue.

Besides the legitimate application of legerdemain to the

purpose of amusement, it serves another and less innocent

purpose, being employed by card sharpers ia their nefarious

profession. The successful card sharper must have qualities

which, if applied in a legitimate direction, would ensure

distinction in almost any profession. He must be obser-

vant, dexterous, cool ; but above all he must have impu-

dence. If it requires a considerable share of this quality

to perform an ordinary feat of legerdemain with all the

advantages of scenic effects and stage arrangements, how
much more must it need to effect a trick under the very

eyes of a vigilant adversary, and when the consequences of

failure are so extremely unpleasant? As by legitimate con-

juring, too, it is not so much that actual dexterity or the

quickness of the hand deceives the eye as that the attention

is diverted by some ingenious but unperceived device at

the moment when the operation is performed.

Legerdemain as applied to cheating at cards may be

divided into the following branches :—(1) marking the

cards
; (2) abstracting certain cards during the game for

clandestine use
; (3) previously concealing cards about the

person; (4) packing the cards; (3) substituting marked

or prepared packs
; (6) confederacy

; (7) false shuffles. All

these methods are thoroughly exposed in 'Hobert-Houdin'a

work Les trickeries des Grecs.

In addition to the works on corjuring already mentioned, refer'

euce may be made to Sleight qfUand, by Edwin Sachs. (E. H. P.)
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LEGHORN (Italian, Livomo), a city of Italy, the chief

tovm of the province of Leghorn (which includes the island

p[ Elba), the see of a bishop, and next to Genoa and Naples

the greatest commercial port in the kingdom, is situated on

the coast of the Ligurian Sea, in 43° 33' N. lat. and 10°

16' E. long., 15 miles soiitli-west of Pisa, with which it is

connected by a branch from the main west coast line. It

is bi;ilt uQ low-lying ground backed by a ridge of hills, of

which the most striking though not the highest is Monte
Nero, with its ancient monastery. In some respects one

of the least Italian of Italian cities, Leghorn owes its

Plau of Legliorn.

1. Daomo <S. Fiariclaco 1 4. Jewish Synogogne.
6. Monument to Ferdinand T.

prosperity as a port not so much to any special advantages
of situation as to wise legislation and labour. Broad
and ivell-kept streets, spacious squares, and large sub-
stantial houses are the general characteristics of the city,

which has room enough within the circuit of its walls
(built 1835-37), though it has scattered its villas on the
neighbouring hills and coast. Of note among the buildings
are the old cathedral (a Latin cross «itu a single nave—the
fagade designed by Inigo Jones), the town-hall, the great
oil warehouses erected by Cosmo IIL in 1705, the reservoir
(a subterranean structure dating from the time of Ferdinand
III.), and the Jewish synagogue, which ranks next to that
of Amsterdam. Near the port stands the statue of
Ferdinand L by Giovanni dell' Opera, with four slaves in
bronze, by Pietro Tacca, chained to the pedestal ; and the
Piazza Carlo Alberto is adorned with statues of the grand
dukes Ferdinand III. and Leopold II. The old English
cemetery (closed 1839), which was up to the present
century the only Protestant burial-place in Italy, contains
the tombs of Smollett and Francis Horner, The Torre del
ilarzocco, or " Tower of the Sculptured Lion," is one of the

leading landmarks of the city from the sea, and almost the
only relic of the republican period. Among the public
institutions are the "Chambers of Public Fayments,"
similar to the London clearing-house, a large naval
academy opened in 1881, a chamber of commerce dating
from 1801, a public library of 40,000 volumes, and a
technical and nautical institute. Great changes have been
etTected in the port of Leghorn since the middle of the cen-
tury. The " new port " is formed by a breakwater finished
in 1863, which extends north and south for 3300 feet, at a
distance of 6 furlongs from the shore. It has a general
depth of from 24 to 32 feet. Vessels moored to the break-
water are sheltered from all winds, but those in the open part
of the basin are exposed to the southerly gales. The inner or
old port, formed by a pier projecting half a mile in a north-
north-west direction from the shore, measures 1800 by 1500
feet, and is perfectly secure on all sides. To the south and
east lie a number of docks, which in turn are connected
with a system of canals complex enough to justify the name
Little Venice applied to part of the city. The Canale dei

Navicelli extends north to the Arno. Dredging operations
for deepening the harbour having been carried on between
1868 and 1878 with little permanent result, a much more
extensive and effective series of improvements (including
the construction of a new breakwater from the shore south
of the town to the old lighthouse, and the lengthening of
the dry dock so as to take in the largest ships now obliged
to dock at Marseilles), received the Government sanction
in 1881. Shipbuilding is the principal local industry,,

and even ironclads have been sent out from the dockyards.
The following table shows the foreign trade of the port to
have declined since 1860, but a counterbalancing increase

to have taken place in the coasting trade :

—
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ultimately to supplant. It was at Leghorn that Urban V. and
Gregory XT. landed on their return from Avignon. AVhen in 1405
the king of France sold Pisa to the Florentines he kept possession

of Leghorn ; but he afterwards (1407) sold it for 26,000 ducats to

he Genoese, and from the Genoese the Florentines purchased it in

1421. In 1496 the city showed its derotion to its new masters by a
successful defence against Maximilian and his allies. With the rise

of the Medici came a rapid increase of prosperity; Cosmo, Francis,

md Ferdinand erected fortifications and harbour works, warehouses
;-,nd churches, with equal liberality, and tho last especially gave a
stimulus to trade by inviting "men of the East and the \\'est,Spauish

and Portuguese, Greeks, Germans, Italians, Hebrews, Turks, Mooi-s,

Armenians, Persians, and others," to settle and traffic in the city.

Declared free and neutral in 1691, Leghorn was permanently
invested with these privileges by the Qu.adruplo Alliance in 1718

;

but in 1796 Napoleon seized all the hostile vessels in its port.

It ceased to be a free city by law of 1S67,

LEGIOX OF HONOUR, Order of tbe. This order

of merit was instituted by Xapoleon in 1802, all previously

existing French, military or religious orders—those of St
Michael, the Holy Ghost, St Louis, and Military Merit, as

well as the united orders of St Lazarus and Our Lady of

Mount Carmel—having been abolished at the Revolution.

All soldiers on whom sabres of honour had been already

conferred were forthwith declared to be members, and all

citizens of sufficient merit were declared to be eligible for

admission, whatever their birth, rank, religion, or social

position might be. At their reception they were required

to swear upon their honour to employ all just, reasonable,

and lawful means for tho service of the republic, the main-

tenance of its territory, the support of the E;overnment, the

law, and the public property, and to withstand every effort

towards the restoration of the feudal system and its various

accompaniments—in short, to co-operate as much as in

them lay for the assertion of the principles of freedom and
equality. The grand master was Napoleon himself ; under

him were 105 grand officers, 300 commanders, 450 officers,

and 3665 -chevaliers. To the members of the various

classes yearly allowances, ranging from 5000 francs in the

case of a grand officer to 200 in that of a chevalier, were

assigned. Some unimportant modificr-tions in details were

mads when the empire was introduced. Betv,'een 1805

and 1814 about 48,000 nominations were made, 1400

only being in favour of civilians. Shortly after the acces-

sion of Louis XVIII. considerable changes took place.

The old military and religious orders were restored, and

that of the Legion of Honour reduced to the last place

;

the king was of course its grand master ; the membership

was divided into five grades,—SO grand crosses, ICO grand

officers, 400 commanders, 2000 officers, and an indetermi-

nate number of chevaliers. These fised numbers were to be

exclusive oi members of the royal family, princes of the blood,

•and foreigners. Admission (the reward of at least twenty-

five years of distinguished service) in ordinary cases was to

be made to the grade of chevalier only ; and only chevaliers

of more than four years* standing, officers of two years'

standing, and commanders of three years were to be

eligible for promotion. The admissions were in every case

to be made on parade in the case of militaiy persons, and

at a public sitting of a court of first instance in the case of

civilians. The terms of the oath required were, of course,

somewhat modified, and the arrangements about yearly

allowances could not. bo continued. After the revolution

of July, the "Ordro royal de la legion d'honneur" again

resumed tho unique place and special character which had

belonged to it under Bonaparte in 1802. But its constitu-

tion was again remodelled in 1852; the numbers of grand

crosses, grand officers, commanders, and officers was fixed

respectively at 80, 200, 1000, and 2000, the number of

chevaliers being still left vague, while the system of annual

allowances was restored. Since 1870 the ^maximum

number of chevaliers has been fixed at 25,000, the

remaining four classes having 70, 200, 1000, and 4000

assigned to them respectively. In each grade tlifee-fifths
must be military persons, the rest civilians. The yearly
psnsion of a military chevalier is 250 francs, of an officer

500, of a commander 1000, of a grand officer 2000, and
of a grand cross 3000. The o.der may be conferred
upon foreigners, but these do not count. It has occa-
sionaUy been conferred upon women {e.g., Rosa Eonheur).
In connexion with the order there is an army medal, which
may be distributed to the number of 40,000, and which
entitles the bearer to a pension of 100 irancs. On January
1, 1874, the military members of the legion, in point
of fact, numbered 39,793, drawing 12,718,050 francs

annually; and there were 51,460 holders of military

medals, drawing 5,146,000 francs, besides not le:;3 than

15,000 civil members drawing no pension. By economy
in making new appointments, these numbers have subse-

quently been reduced. Since 1805 there has existed an
institution for the education of daughters, sisters, and
nieces of members of the legion; in 1809 the numbers
were fised at 600, the place being the " Maison d'oducation

de Saint Denis." The arrangements have subsequently

been considerably extended. The decoration under the

first empire consisted of a white enamelled five-rayed star,

bearing the portrait of Napoleon, and a wreath of oak and
laurel, with the words " Napoleon, empereur des Frangais "

;

on the reverse was the French eagle grasping a thunderbolt,

and the legend " Honneur et patrie." The ribband was of

watered scarlet sUk. At present the obverse of tho star

bears the effigy of the republic and the words " Eepublique-

Frangaise," the reverse two tricolor flags with the original

LEH, or Le. See L.4.D.VK.

LEIAH, a town in Der4 Ismau Khan district, Punjab,

India, is situated near the east bank of the Indus, in 30°

57' 30" N. lat., 70° 58' 20" E. long. Tho population in

1868 was 17,033 (13,151 Mohammedans, 3726 Hindus,

30 Sikhs, and -126 "others"). There is a considerable-

trade in local produce as well as through traffic between

the districts of upper India and the countries to the west.

LEIBNITZ, or Leiuniz, Gottfeied T\'ilhelm (1646-

1716), almost equally distinguished as philosopher, mathe-

matician, and man of aflairs, was born on the 21st June

(o.s.) 1646, at Leipsic, where his father was professor

of moral p!'.ilosoph)\ The name Leibniz, Leibnitz, or

Lubeniecz was originally Slavonic, but his family was

German", and for three- generations his ancestors hud been

in the employment of the Saxon Government. Young
Leibnitz was sent to the Nicolai school at Leipsic, but,

from the time of his fathers death, which took place when

he was only six years old, seems to have been for the most

part his own teacher. From his father he liad acquired a

love of historical study that bore remarkable fruit in after

life. The German books at his command were soon all read

through, and with the help of two Latin books which fell

in his way—the Thesav.rus Chronolorjicvs of Calvisius and

an illustrated edition of Livy—he learned Latin for himself

at the age of eight. By the advice of a neighbouring

gentleman his father's library was now thrown open to him

with the permission " Telle, lege." At this his joy knew

no bounds. " For," he says, " I burned to get sight of the

ancients, most of them known to me only by name, Cicero

and Seneca, Pliny, Herodotus, Xenophon, Plato, and tho

historical writers, and many church fathers, Latin aiid

Greek." Thus before he was twelve he could read Latin

easily and had begun Greek; and his facility in writing

Latin verses made his instructors fear that he would be

seduced by poetry from more serious pursuits. Next he

took with avidity to the study of logic, attempting already

to reform its doctrines, and reading the scholastics and

Bomo of the Protestant theologians with such zeal that liis

XIV. — S3
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friends now began to fear that he •would never leave

scholastic subtleties, " not knowing," as he said, " that my
mind could not be satisfied with one kind of things."

In the autumn of 1661, at the age of fifteen, he entered

the university of Leipsic as a student of law. His first two

years were devoted to philosophy under Scherzer, a follower

of the scholastics, and Jacob Thomasius, a Neo-Aristotelian,

who is looked upon as having founded the scientific study

of the history of philosophy in Germany. It was at this

time probably that he first made acquaintance with the

modern thinkers who had already revolutionized science

and philosophy, Francis Bacon, Cardan, and Campanella,

Kepler, Galileo, and Descartes ; and he began to discuss

with himself the difi'erence between the old and new ways

of regarding nature. " I remember," he says, " walking

alone, at the age of fifteen, in a wood near Leipsic called

the Rosenthal, to deliberate whether I should retain the

doctrineof substantial forms. At last mechanism triumphed

and induced me to apply myself to mathematics." It was

not, however, till the summer of 1663, which he spent at

Jena under Weigel, that he obtained the instructions of a

mathematician of repute ; nor was the deeper study of

mathematics entered upon till his visit to Paris and

acquaintance with Huygeus many years later.

The three years following his return from Jena were

devoted to legal studies, and iu 1666 Leibnitz became a

candidate for the degree of doctor of law. The doctorate

was a pathway to the post of assessor which he coveted,

but through the opposition of older candidates for the

same office his youth was made an excuse, for refusing him

the degree. Upon this he left his native town for ever.

The doctor's degree refused him there was at once

(November 5, 1666) conferred on him at Altdorf,—the

university town of the free city of Nuremberg,—where his

brilliant dissertation procured him the immediate offer of a

professor's chair. This, however, he declined, having, as

he said, " very different things in view."

Leibnitz, not yet twenty-one years of age, was already

the author of several remarkable essays. In his bachelor's

dissertation De principio individui (1663), he defended tlie

nominalistie doctrine that individuality is constituted by

the whole entity or essence of a thing ; his arithmetical

tract De complexionihus, published ig an extended form

under the title De arte cortihinatoria (1666), is an essay

towards his life-long project of a reformed symbolism and

method of thought ; and besides these there are four juridi-

cal essays, including the Nova methodiis docendi discendique

iiiris, written in the intervals of his journey from Leipsic

to Altdorf This last essay is remarkable, not only for the

reconstructioa it attempted of the Corpus Juris, but as

containing the first clear recognition of the importance of

the historical method in law.

Eejecting the professorial career, but without any definite

plan for the future, Leibnitz turned his steps to Nuremberg.

That city was a centre of the Eosicrucians, and Leibnitz,

busying himself with writings of the alchemists, soon

gained such a knowledge of their tenets that he was

supposed to be one of the secret brotherhood, and was even

elected their secretary. A more important result of his

visit to Nuremberg was his acquaintance with Johann

Christian von Boineburg, formerly first minister to the

elector of Mainz, and one of the most distinguished states-

men of the day. By his advice Leibnitz printed his

Nova methodus in 1657, dedicated it to the elector, and,

going to Mainz, presented it to him in person. It was

thus that Leibnitz entered the service of the_ elector of

Mainz, at first as an assistant in the revision of the

statute-book, afterwards on more important work.

The policy of the elector, which the pen of Leibnitz was

now called upon to promote, was to maintain the security

of the German empire, threatened on the west by the

aggressive power of France, on the east by Turkey and
Russia. Thus when in 1669 the crown of. Poland became
vacant, it fell to Leibnitz to support the claims of the
German candidate, which he did in his first political

writing, Spemnen demonstraiionumpoUticarum, attempting,
under the guise of a Catholic Polish nobleman, to show by
mathematical demonstration that it was necessary in the

interest, of Poland that it should have the count palatine

of Neuburg as its king. But neither the diplomatic skill

of Boineburg, who had been sent as plenipotentiary to the

election at Warsaw, nor the arguments of Leibnitz were
successful, and a Polish prince was elected to fill the vacant

throne.

A greater danger threatened Germany in the aggressions

of Louis XIV. and the wars of conquest on which he was
entering. Though Holland was in most immediate danger
from his arms, the seizure of Lorraine in 1670 showed that

Germany too was threatened. It was in this year that

Leibnitz wrote his Thoughts on Public Safety,^ in which he
urged the formation of a new " Rheinbund " for the protec-

tion of Germany, and contended that the states of Europe
should employ their power, not against one another, but in

the conquest of the non-Christian world, in which Egypt,

"one of the best situated lands in the world," would fall

to the share of France. The plan thus proposed of averting

the threatened attack on Germany by a French expedition

to Egypt was discussed with Boineburg, and obtained the

approval of the elector. French relations with Turkey

were at the time so strained as to make a breach imminent,

and at the close of 1671, about the time when the war
with Holland broke out, Louis himself was approached by

a letter from Boineburg and a short memorial from the pen

of Leibniiz, who attempted to show that Holland itself, as a

mercantile power trading with tbe East, might be best

attacked through Egypt, while nothing would be easier

for France or would more largely increase her power than

the conquest of Egypt. On February 12, 1672, a request

came from the French secretary of state, Pomponne, that

the author of the memorial should further explain himself,

and on the 18th of next month Leibnitz started for Paris.

Louis seems still to have kept the matter in view, but never

granted Leibnitz the personal interview he desired, while

Pomponne wrote from the camp before Doesburg, " I have

nothing against the plan of a holy war, but such plans,

you know, since the days of St Louis, have ceased to be

the fashion." Not yet discouraged, Leibnitz wrote a full

account of his project for the king,- and a .<;uramary of the

same ^ evidently intended for Boirreburg. But Boineburg

died in December 1672, before the latter could be sent to

him. Nor did the former ever reach its destination. The
French quarrel with the Porte was made up, and the plan

of a French expedition to Egypt disappeared from practical

politics till Napoleon menaced the power of England by the

same means as those by wliich Louis had been invited to

cripple Holland. The liistory of this scheme, and the

reason of Leibnitz's journey to Paris, long remained hidden^

in the archives of the Hanoverian library. It was on his

taking possession of Hanover in 1803 that Napoleon learned,

through the Consilium ^Egyptiacum, that the idea of a

French conquest of Egypt had been first put forward by
a German philosopher. In the same year there was pub-

lished in London an account of the Justa disserlatio* of

which the British Government had procured a copy in 1799.

^ Bedenhen^ loelcherge&taU securitas piibtica interna ei externa und
status prxsens jetzigen Umstdnden nach auffesten Fuss zu stetten.

^ Dc expeditions jEgyptiaca regi Francix proponenda jvsta dis-

serlatio. ' Consilium yF.gyptiaeum.
* A Summary Account of Leibnitz s Memoir addressed to Levns

the Fourteenth, &c. [edited by Granville Penn], London, 1803.
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But it is only since the appearance of the edition of

Leibnitz's works begun by Onno Klopp in 1864 that the

full history of the scheme has been made known.

Leibnitz had other than political ends in view in his

visit to France. It was as the centre of literature and

science that Paris chiefly attracted him. Political duties

never made him lose sight of his philosophical and scien-

tific interests. At Mainz ho was still busied with the

question of the relation between the old and new methods

in philosophy. In a letter to Jacob Thomasius (1669)

he contends that the mechanical explanation of nature by
magnitude, figure, and motion alone is not inconsistent

with the doctrines of Aristotle's Phi/sics, in which he finds

more truth than in the 2Ieditatio7ts of Descartes. Yet
these qualities of bodies, he argues in 1668 (in an essay

published without his knowledge under the title Confessio

naturx contra athiislas), require an incorporeal principle,

or God, for their ultimate explanation. He also wrote at

this time a defence of the doctrine of the Trinity against

Wissowatius (1669), and an essay on philosophic style,

introductory to an edition of the AiiUbarharus of Nizolius

(1670). Clearness and distinctness alone, he says, are

what makes a philosophic style, and no language is better

suited for this popular exposition than the German. In

1671 he issued a Hypothesis pJii/sica nova, in which,

agreeing with Descartes that corporeal phenomena should

be explained from motion, he carried out the mechanical

explanation of nature by contending that the original of

this motion is a fine sether, similar to light, or rather

constituting it, which, penetrating all bodies in the direc-

tion of the earth's axis, produces the phenomena of gravity,

elasticity, &c. The first part of the essay, on concrete

motion, was dedicated to the Eoyal Society of London, the

jecond, on abstract motion, to the French Academy.
Leibnitz thus came to Paris, net merely as a young

diplomatist on an important if not very hopeful mission,

but also as an author who had already made his d6but in

the world of science and philosophy. At Paris he met
with Arnauld, Malebranche, and, more important still, with

Christian Huygens. This was pre-eminently the period

of his mathematical and physical activity. Before leaving

Mainz he was able to announce ^ an imposing list of dis-

coveries, and plans for discoveries, arrived at by means
of his.new logical art, in natural philosophy, mathematics,

mechanics, optics, hydrostatics, pneumatics, and nautical

science, not to speak of new ideas in law, theology, and
politics. Chief among these discoveries was that of a

calculating machine for performing more complicated

operations than that of Pascal— multiplying, dividing, and

extracting roots, as well as adding and subtracting. This

machine was exhibited to the Academy of Paris and to

the Koyal Society of London, and Leibnitz was elected a

fellow of the latter society in April 1673." In January of

this year he had gone to London as an attachd on a

political mission from the elector of Mainz, returning in

March to Paris, and while in London had become per-

sonally acquainted with Oldenburg, the secretary of the

Royal Society, with whom he had already corresponded,

with Boyle the chemist, and Pell the mathematician. It

is from this period that we must date the impulse that

directed him anew to mathematics. By Pell he had been
referred to Mercator's Logarithmotechiiica as already con-

taining some numerical observations which Leibnitz had
thought original on his own part ; and, on his return to

Paris, he devoted himself to the study of higher geometry
under Huygens, entering almost at once upon the series of

investigations which culminated in his discovery of the

' Iq a letter to the duke of Brunswick-Luneburg (autumn 1671),
Werke, eJ. Klopp, iii. 253 sq.

' He was maae a foreign member of the French Academy in 1700.

diflferential and integral calculus. For the history of this
discovery and of the controversies to which it gave rise,

see voL xiii. p. 8 sq.

Shortly after his return to Paris in 1673, Leibnitz ceased
to be in the Mainz service any more than in name, but
in the same year entered the employment of Duke John
Frederick of Brunswick-Liineburg, with whom he had
corresponded for some time. In 1676 he removed at the
duke's request to Hanover, travelling thither by way of
London and Amsterdam. At the latter place he saw and
conversed with Spinoza, now in the last year of his life.

For the next forty years, and under three successive
princes, Leibnitz was in the service of the Brunswick family,

and his headquarters were at Hanover, where he had
charge of the ducal library. In leaving the electorate of

Mainz for the dukedom of Brunswick, Leibnitz passed
into a political atmosphere formed by the dynastic aims of

the typical German state. The recognition of the rights

of the dukedom amongst the states of Europe, the con-

solidation and permanence of the reigning house, the union
of the two branches of the Brunswick family, and lastly,

—the aim to which all the others led up—the attainment of

the electoral hat, were the ends of its political action.

Leibnitz had thus to support by his pen the claim of

Hanover to appoint an ambassador at the congress of

Nimeguen (1676)2 to defend the establishment of primo-
geniture in the Liineburg branch of the Brunswick family

;

and, when the proposal was made to raise the duke of

Hanover to the electorate, with the charge of the imperial

banner, he had to show that this did not interfere with the

rights of the duke of Wiirtemberg, who was the hereditary

custodian of the imperial colours. It was in 1692 that

the duke of Hanover was made elector. Before, and with

a view to this, Leibnitz had been employed by him to write

the history of the Brunswick-Luneburg family, and, to

collect material for his history, had undertaken a journey

through Germany and Italy in 1687-90, visiting and
examining the records in Marburg, Frankfort-on-the>

JIain, Munich, Vienna (where he remained nine months),

Venice, Modena, and Kome. At Eome he was ofi'ered

the custodianship of the Vatican library on condition of

his joining the Catholic Church.

About this time too his thoughts and energies were
partly taken up with the scheme for the reunion of the

Catholic and Protestant Churches. '\Miile at Mainz he
had joined in an attempt made by the elector and Boine-

burg to bring about a reconciliation, and now, chiefly

through the energy and skill of the Catholic Eoyas de
Spinola, and from the spirit of moderation which prevailed

among the theologians he met with at Hanover in 1683
it almost seemed as if some agreement might be arrived

at. It was in these circumstances that, in 1686, Leibnitz

wrote his Systema theologicmn,* in which he strove to find

common standing-ground for Protestants and Catholics in

the details of their creeds. But the English Eevolution of

1 688, and the establishment of the Protestant succession,

became a political obstacle to the prosecution of the scheme

in Hanover, while it was soon found that the religious

diflSculties were greater than had at one time appeared.

Spinola 's practical and conciliatory tone did not make full

allowance for the ecclesiastical and dogmatical claims of

Eome, and the moderation of the Hanover theologians was

not fairly representative of the spirit of the Protestant

Churches. In the letters to Leibnitz from Bossuet, the

' Cmsarini Furatenerii traclatus de jure supremabis ac legationis

principum Gennanis, Amsterdam, 1677 ; Entretiens de Philarite et

d'Eugeae sur !e droit d'amfjossade, Duieb., 1677.

* Not published till 1819. It is on this work that the assertion

has been founded that Leibnitz was at heart a Catholic—a supposition

clea'ly disproved by his correspondence.
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landgrave of Hessen-Rheinfels, and Jtadame de Briuon,

the aim is obviously to make converts to Catliolicism, not

to arrive at a compromise with Protestantism, and when it

was found that Leibnitz refused to be converted the corre-

spondence ceased. A further scheme of church union in

which Leibnitz was engaged, that between the Reformed

and Lutheran Churches, met with no better success.

Returning from Italy in 1690, Leibnitz was appointed

librarian at Wolfenbuttel by Duke Anton of Brunswick-

Wolfenbiittel. Some years afterwards began his con-

nexion with Berliu through his friendship with the elec-

tress Sophie Charlotte of Brandenburg and her mother the

princess Sophie of Hanover. He was invited to Berlin

in 1700, and on the 11th July of that year the academy

he had planned was founded, with himself as its president

for life. In the same year he was made a privy councillor

of justice by the elector of Brandenburg. Four years

before he had received a like honour from the elector of

Hanover, and twelve years afterwards the same distinction

was conferred upon him by Peter the Great, to whom he

gave a plan for an academy at St Petersburg, carried out

after the czar's death. At Berlin, in the pleasant suburb

of Charlottenburg, Leibnitz read and philosophized with his

rcyal pupil, whose death in 1705 was the greatest loss he

ever suffered. After this event his visits to Bsrlin became

less frequent and less welcome, and in 1711 he was there

for the last time. In the following year he undertook his

fifth and last journey to Vienna, frhere he stayed till 1714.

An attempt to found an academy of st-ience there was

defeated by the opposition of the Jesuits, but he now

attained the honour he had coveted of an imperial privy

councillorship (1712), and either at this time or on a

previous occasion, was made a baron of the empire (Ihichs-

freiherr). Leibnitz return'ed to Hanover in September

1714, but found the elector George Louis had already

gone to assume the crown of England. Leibnitz would

gladly have followed him to London, but was bidden

remain at Hanover and finish his history of Brunswick.

During the last thirty years Leibnitz's pen had been

busy with many matters. Mathematics, natural science,^

philosophy, theology, history, jurisprudence, politics (par-

ticul,arly the French wars with Germany, and the question

of the Spanish succession), economics, and philology, all

gained a share of his attention ; almost all of them lie

enriched with original observations.

His genealogical researches in Italy—through which he

established the common origin of the families of Brunswick

and Este—were not only preceded by an immense collection

of historical sources, but enabled him to publish materials

for a code of international law.^ The history of Brunswick

itself was the last work of his life, and had covered the

period from 768 to 1005 when death ended his labours.

But the Government, in whose service and at whose order

the work had been carried out, left it to lie unheeded in

the archives of the Hanover library, till it was published

by Pertz in 1813.

It was in the years between 1690 and 1716 that Leibnitz's

chief philosophical works were composed, and during the

first ten of these years the accounts of his system were, for

the most part, preliminary sketches. Indeed, he never

gave a full and systematic account of his doctrines. His

views have to be gathered from letters to friends, from

occasional articles in the Acta Eruditorum, the Journal des

Savants, and other journals, and from one or two mora

extensive works It is evident, however, that philosophy

• In his PToiorjxa (1691) he developed the notion of the hiatorical

gonesia of the present condition of the earth's surface. Cf. 0. Pcschel,

Oesch. d. Erdkunde, Munich, 1865, pp. 615 ij.

" Codex juris gentium diploinaiims, 1695 ; Mantissa odieit jwri

gentium dijilomatici, 1700.

had not oeen entirely neglected in th'j years in which LIl'

pen was almost solely occupied with other matters, A
letter to the duke of Brunswick, and another to Arnauld,

in 1671, show that he had already rcachfed his new notion

of substance ; and it seems to have been the want of leisure

and opportunity alone that prevented the systematio

expression of his views. In a letter to Arnauld, of date

March 2-3, 1690, the leading peculiarities of his system are

clearly stated. The appearance of Locke's X<;say in 1690
induced him (1696) to note down his objections to it, and
his own ideas on the same subjects. In 1703-4 these were

worked out in detail and ready for publication, when the

death of the author whom they criticized prevented their

appearance (first published by Easpe, 1765). In 1710
appeared the only complete and systematic philosophical

work of his life-time, £ssais de Theodicee sur la honte de

Dieii, la liberie de Chomme, et Vori'jine du mal, originally

undertaken at the request of the late queen of Prussia, who
had wished a reply to Bayle's opposition of faith and
reason. In 1714 he wrote, for Prince Eugene of Savoy, a

sketch of his system under the title of La Monadologie,

and in the same year appeared his Principes de la nature

et de la grace. The last few years pf his life were perhap?

more occupied with correspondence than any others, and, in

a philosophical regard, were chieQy notable for the letters

which, through the desire of the new queen of England, he
interchanged with Clarke, sur Dieu, I'ame, I'espace, la duree,

Leibnitz died on the 14th November 1716, his closing

years enfeebled by disease, harassed by controversy,

embittered by neglect, darkened by the loss of his dearest

friend ; but to the last he preserved the indomitable energy

and power of work to which is largely due the position ha
holds as, more perhaps than any one in modern times, a
man of almost universal attainments and almost universal

genius. Neither at Berlin, in the academy which he had
founded, nor in London, whither his sovereign had gone tu

rule, was any notice taken of iiis death. At Hanover,

Eckhart, his secretary, was his only mourner ; no courtiers,

no clergyman followed him to the grave ; not till 1787 was
the simple monument that marks the place erected ; "he
was buried," says an eye-witness, " more like a robber than

what he really was, the ornament of his country."^ Only
in the French Academy was the loss that had been sustained

recognized, and a worthy eulogiura devoted to his memorv
(November 13, 1717).

Accustomed from bis boyhood to a studious life, Leibnitz

possessed a wonderful power of rapid and continuous work,

and for days together would hardly leave his chair. Even
in travelling his time was employed in solving mathematical

problems. He is further described as moderate in his

desires and habits, quick of temper but easily appeased,

charitable in his judgments of others, and tolerant of

differences of opinion, though impatient of contradiction

on smaU matters. He is also said to have been fond Of

money to the point of covetousness ; he was certainly

desirous of honour, and felt keenly the neglect in which
his last years were passed.

Leibnitz's Philosophy.—The central point in the philosopiiy ot

Leibnitz was only arrived at after many advances and con'ections in

his opinions. This p6int is his new doctrine of substance (p. 702''),

and it is through it that unity is given to the succession of occasional

writings, scattered over fifty years, in wliioli lie explained his views.

More inclined to agree than to difler with what lie read (p. 425),

and borrowing from almost every philosophical system, his own
standpoint is yet most closely related to that of Descartes, partly

as consequence, partly by way of opposition. Cartesianism, Leibnitz

often assert';d, is the ante-room of truth, but the ante-room only.

Descartes's separation of things into two heterogeneous substance*

orly conn'jcted by tjie omnipotence of God, and the more logical

' Memoirs of John Ker of Kerstand, by himself, 1726, i. 118.
* Wlien not otherwise stated, the refsrences are to Erdmanu'i

edition of ijie Ouera philosophiciu
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-aliaorptlo'i of both by Spinoza mto tlio one divine sul)stince, followed

from au erroneous conception of what the true nature of substance is.

Substance, the ultimate reality, can only be conceived as force.

Hence Leibnitz's metaphysical view of the monads as simple, per-

cipient, self-active beings.'tho constituent elements of all things, his

physical doctrines of the reality and constancy of force at the same

time that space, matter, and motion are merely phenomenal, and

his psychological conception of tho continuity and development of

consciousness. In the closest connexion with the same stand his

logical p.'nciples of consistency and sufficient reason, and the

method he developed from them, liis ethical end of perfection, and

his crowning theological conception of the universe as the best

possible woidd, and of God both as its efficient cause and its final

harmony. . .

The ultimate elements of the universe are, according to Leibnitz,

individual centres of force or monads. AVhy they should be

individual, and not manifestations of one world-force, he never

clearly proves.' His doctrine of individuality seems to have been

arrived at, not by strict deduction from the nature of force, but

rather from the empirical observation that it is by the manifesta-

tion of its activity that the separate existence of the individual

becomes evident ; for his system individuality is as fundamental

as activity. '• The monads,''' he says,
'

' are the very atoms of nature

—iu a word, the elements of things," but, as centres of force,

they have neither parts, extension, nor figure (p. 705). Hence

their distinction from the atoms of Democritus and the mate-

rialists. They are metaphysical points or rather spiritual beings

whose very nature it is to act. As the bent bow springs back

of itself, so the monads naturally pass and ere always passing

into action without any aid but the absence of opposition (p. 122).

Nor do they, like the atoms, act upon one another (p. 680)

;

the action of each excludes that of every other. The activity of

each is the result of its own past state, the determmator of its own

future (pp. 706, 722). "The monads have no windows by wliich

anything may go in or out "
(p. 705),

Further, since all substances are of the nature of force, it follows

that—"iu imitation of the notion which we have of souls "—they

must contain something analogous to feeling and appetite. It is the

nature of the monad to represent the many in one, and this is per-

ception, by which external events are mirrored internally (p. 438).

TlirouMi their own activity the monads mirror the universe (p. 725),

tut each iu its own way and from its own point of view, that is,

•with a more or less perfect perception (p. 127) ; for the Cartesians

were wronc in ignoring the infinite grades of perception, and

Identifyinclt with the reflex cognizance of it which may be called

appereeptiou. Every monad is thus a microcosm, tho universe iu

little,2and according to the degree of its activity is the distinctness

«f its representation of the universe (p. 709). Thus Leibnitz,

borrowing the Aiistoteliau term, calls the monads cntclcchies,

because they have a certain perfection (jh tpreXft) and sufficiency

(aJTopxem) which m.ake them sources of theu- internal actions

and, so to speak, incorporeal automata (p. 706). That the monads

are not pure entolechies is shown by the differences amongst them.

Excluding all external limitation, they are yet limited by their own

Dature. All created monads contain a passive element or materia

prima (pp 440, 687, 725), in virtue of which their perceptions are

more or less confused. As the activity of the monad consists

in perception, this is inhibited by the passive principle, so that

there arises in the monad an appetite or tendency to overcome

tlie inhibition and become more perceptive, whence follows the

change from one perception to another (pp. 706, 714). By the pro-

portion of activity to passivity in it one monad is differentiated from

another. The greater the amount of activity or of distinct percep-

tions the more perfect is the monad ; the stronger the element of

passivity, the more confused its perceptions, the less perfect is

It (p. 709). The soul would be a divinity had it nothing but dis-

tinct perceptions (p. 520). .

The monad is never mthout a perception ; but, wnen it baa a

number of little perceptions mth no means of distinction, a state

similar to that of being stunned ensues, the monade nue being per-

petually in this state (p. 707). Between this and the most distinct

perception there is room for an infinite diversity of nature among

the monads themselves. Thus no one monad is exactly the same

as another ; for, were it possible that there should be two identical,

there would bo no sufficient reason why God, who brings tliem into

actual existence, should put one of them at one definite time and

place, the other at a different time and place. This is Leibnitz a

principle of the identity of indisccrnihlcs (pp. 277, 755) ; by it his

early problem as to the principle of individuation is solved by the

distinction between genus and individual being abolished, and every

individual made sui generis. The principle thus established is

formulated in Leibnitz's law of continuity, founded, ho says, on

the doctrine of the mathematical infinite, essential to geometry, and

of importance in physics (pp. 104, 105), in accordance with which

t dun esprit univeriel, 1702.

there is neither vacuum tor Tiix'ak in natuM, bnt "everything

takes place by degrees" (p. 392), the different species of creatures

rising by insensible stens from the lowest to the most perfect form

(p. 312).

As in every monad each succeeding state is the consequence of the

preceding, and as it is of the nature of every monad to mirror or

represent the universe, it follows (p. 774) that the perceptive con-

tent of each monad is iu " accord" or correspondence with that ot

every other (c/. p. 127), though this content is represented with

infinitely varying degrees of perfection. This is Leibnitz's famous

doctriue of pre-established harmony, in virtue of which the infiuitcly

numerous iudependent substances of which the world is composed

aro related to each other and form one universe, It is essential to

notice that it proceeds from the very nature of the monads as per-

cipient, self-acting beings, and not from an arliliwj determina-

tion of the Deity.

From this harmony of self-determining percipient units Leibnitz

has to explain the world of nature and inind. As everything that

really exists is jf the nature of spiritui.1 or metaphysical points

(p. 126), it follows that sjiace and matter in the ordinary sense can

only have a phenomenal existence (p. 745), being dependent not on

the nature of the monads themselves but on the way in which they

are perceived. Considering that several things exist at the .same

time and in a certain order of coexistence, and mistaking this con-

stant relation for something that exists outside of them, the miud

forma the confused perception of space (p. 763). But space and

time are merelv relative, the former au order of coexistences, the

latter of successions (pp. 682, 752). Hence not only the secondary

qualities of Descartes and Locke, but their so-called primaiy (jualities

as well, are merely phenomenal (p. 445). The monads are really

without jiosition or distance from each other ;
but, as we perceiva

several simple substances, there is for us an aggregate ov extended

mass. Bodyis thus active extension (pp. 110, 111). The unity of

the aggregate depends entirely on our perceiWng the monads com-

posin;'r it together. There is no such thing as an absolutevacuum

or em'pty space, any more than there are indivisible material units

or atoms from which all things are built up (pp. 126, 186, 277).

Body, corporeal mass, or, as Leibnitz calls it, to distinguish it from

the -nuxteriaprima of which every monad partakes (p. 440), materia

secunda, is thus only a "phenomenon bene fundatuni" (p. 436).

It is not a substantia but sulstanliee. or subitantiatum (p. 745).

\Vhil8 this, however, is the only view consistent with Leibnitz's

fundamental p"inciples, and is often clearly stated by himself, ho

also speaks at ot her times of the materia sccunda as itself a composite

substance, and tf a real metaphysical bond between soul and body.

But these expressions occur chiefly in the letters to Des Bosses, in

which Leibnitz is trying to reconcile his views with the doctrines of

the Roman Catholic Church, especially with that of the real

presence in the Eucharist, and are usually referred to by him as

doctrines of faith or as hypothetical (see especially p. 680).

''"he true vinculum substantiale is not the viateria sccunda, which ft

consistent development ot Leibnitz's principles can only regard as

phenomenal, hut the materia prima, through which the monads

are individualized and distinguished and their connexion rendered

possible And Leibuitz seems to recognize that the opposite assump-

tion is inconsistent with his cardinal metaphysical view of the

monads as the only realities. v^ . <• ii

From Leibnitz's doctrine of force as the ultimate reality it follows

that his view of nature must be throughout dynamical. And though

his proiect of a dynamic ov theory of natural philaspphy was never

carried out, the outlines of his own theory and his criticism of the

mechanical physics of Descartes are known to us. The whole dis-

tinction betweeu the two lies in the difl'erence between the mechaiii-

cal and the dynamical views of nature. Descartes started from the

reality of extension as constituting the nature of material substance,

and found in magnitude, figure, and motion the explanation of tho

material universe. Leibnitz too admitted the mechanical view of

nature as giving the laws of corporeal phenomena (p. 438), applying

also to everything that takes place in animal organisms,^ even tlio

human body (p. 777). But, as phenomenal, these laws nuist find

their explanation in metaphysics, and thus in final causes (p 15a).

All thing?, he says (in his Specimen Dynamieum), canbc explaincil

either by efficient or by final causes. But the latter method ,s not

appropriate to individual occurrences," though it must te ^ipphcd

when the laws of mechanism themselves need explanation (p. b/8).

For Descartes'9 doctrine of the constancy of the quanti y of motion

{i.e., momentum) in the world Leibnitz substitutes the T'"^c'!''l

of the conservation of vis viva, and contends that the Cart." .ai

position that motion is measured by velocity should be s"pers dcd

by the law that moving force (f« vwtrix) is measured by the srp aio

of the velocity (pp. 192, 193). The long controversy raised by this

criticism was really caused by.the ambiguity of tho terms cmpioyu.

The principles held by Descartes and Leibnitz were both coricct,

though different, and their conflict only apparent. Descartes

»

3 The difference bet'

in tills, that Ihef

m oreanlc and an inorcanlc body consists, ho aaj-s,

naclilno even In lis smallest parts.

« Opera, cJ. Dutcns, Ul. 321.
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principle i3 now enunciated as the conservation of momeatum, tliat
of Leibnitz as the conservation of energy. Leibnitz further criticizes
the Cartesian view that the mind can alter the direction of motion'
though it ca'hnot imitate it, and contends that the quantity of "vis
direeeiva," estimated betweon the same parts, is constant (p. 108)—
a position developed in his statical theorem for determining geome-
trically the resultant of any number of forces acting at a point.

Like the monad, body, which is its analogue, has a passive and an
aJtive element. The former is the capacity of resistance, and
includes impenetrability and inertia ; the latter is active 'force

(pp. 250, 687). Bodies, too, like the monads, are self-contained
activities, receiving no impulse from without—it is only by an
accommodation t» ordinary language that we speak of them as doinw
so—but moving themselves in harmony with each other (p. 250).

°

The psychology of Leibnitz is chiefly developed in the Xouvmiix
Essais sur VeiUe'ide/tient httmain, written in answer to Locke's
famous Essay, and criticizing it chapter by chapter. In these essays
he worked out a theory of the origin and development of knowledge
in harmony with his metaphysical views, and thus without Locke's
implied assumption of the mutual influence of soul and body.
When one monad in an aggiegate perceives the others so clearly
that they are in comparison with it bare monads (j/jonarfM nues). it

is said to be the ruling monad of the aggregate, not because it actu-
ally does exert an influence over the rest, but because, being iu close
eorrespondenoe,with them, and yet having so much clearer percep-
tion, it seems to do so (p. 683). This monad is called the entelechy
or soul of the aggregate or body, and as snch miiTors the aggiegate
in the first place and the universe through it (p. 710). Each soul
or entelechy is surrounded by an infinite number of monads forming
its body (p. 714); soul and body together make a living being, and,
as their laws are iu perfect harmony—a harmony established
between the whole realm of final causci'and that of efficient causes
(p. 7H)—we have the same result as if one influenced the otlicr.

This is further explained by Leibnitz in his well-known illustration
of the different ways in which two clocks may keep exactly the same
time. The machinery of the one may actually move that of the
other, or whenever one moves the mechanician may make a similar
alteration in the other, or they may have been so perfectly con-
structed at first as to continue to correspond at every instant with-
out any further influence (pp. 135, 134). The first way represents the
common (Locke's) theory of mutu.al influence, the second the
method of the occasionalists, the third that of pre-established l;ar-

mony. Thus the body does not act on the soiU in the production
of cognition, nor the sovd on the body in the production of motion.
The body acts just as if it had no soul, the soul as if it had no body
(p. 711). Instead, therefore, of all knowledge comingtous directly
or indii-ectly through the bodily senses, it is all developed by the
soul's own activity, and sensuous perception is itself but a confused
kind of cognition. Not a certain select class of our ideas only (as
Descartes held), but all our ideas, are innate, though only worked
up into actual cognition in the development of knowledge (p. 212).
To the aphorism made use of by Locke, "Nihil est in intellectn
quod noa prius fuerit in sensu," must be added the clause, " nisi
jnteilectus ipse " (p. 223). The soul at birth is not comparable to
& tabula rasa, but rather to an unworked Vu^k of marble, the
hidden veins of which already determine the form it is to assume
in the hands of the sculptor (p. lyO). Nor, again, can the soul
ever be without perception ; for it has no other n:iture than that of
a percipient active being (p. 246). Apparently dreamless sleep is

to be accounted for by unconscious perception (p. 223); and it is by
such insensible perceptions that Leibnitz explains his doctrine of

pro-established harmony (p. 107).
In the human soul perception is developed into thought, and there

is thus an infinite though gradual differenc? between it and the mere
^onad (p. 484). As aU knowledge is implicit in the soul, it follows
that its perfection depends on the efficiency of the instrmneut by
which it is developed. Hence the importance, in Leibnitz's system,
of the logical principles and method the consideration of which oc-

Bupied him at intervals throughout his whole career.

There are two kinds of truths—(1) truths of reasoning, and (2)
truths of fact (pp. 83, 99, 70"). The former rest on the principle
of identity (or contradiction) or of possibility, in virtue of wliich
that is false which contains a contradiction, and that true which
is contradictory to the fake. The latter rest on the principle of suffi-

cient reason or of reality {compossibiliU), according to which no fnct

is true unless there be a sufficient reason why it should be so and
not otherwise (agreeing thus with the principium melioris or final

cause). God alone, the purely active monad, has an a priori know-
ledge of the latter class of truths ; they have their source in the
human mind only in so far as it mirrors the outer world, i.e., in
its passivity, whereas the truths of reason have their source in our
mind in itself or in its activity. •

Both kinds of truths fall into two classes, primitive and deriva-
^ve. The primitive truths of fact are, as Descartes held, those of
internal experience, and the derivative truths are inferred from them
in accordance with the principle of sufficient reason, by their agree-

mijat with our perefptiou of the world as a whole. They are thus

LEIBNITZ
reached by probable arguments—a department of logic which Leib-
nitz was the first to bring into prominence (pp. 84,164, 168.169, 343).
The primitive truths of reasoning are identical (iu later terminology^
analytical) propositions, the derivative truths being deduced from
them by the principle of contradiction. The part of his logic on
which Leibnitz laid the greatest stress was the separation of these
rational cognitions into their simplest elements—for he held that
the root-notions (cogilationes prims:) would be found to be i'v iu

number (pp. 92, 93)—and the designation of them by univei-sal

characters or symbols,' composite notions being denoted by
the formula! formed by the union of several definite chaiactei's,

and judgments by the relation of sequipoUence among thes»
formuljB, 80 as to reduce the syllogism to a calculus. This is th;
main idea of Leibnitz's "universalcharacteristic," never fully worked
out by him, which he regarded as one of the greatest discoveries o'

the age. An.incidental result of its adoption would be the intro.

duction of a universal symbolism of thought comparable to the
symbolism of mathematics and intelligible in all languages (c/. p.
356). But the great revolution it would eff'ect would chiefly consist
in tills, that truth and falsehood would be no longer matters of
opinion butof correctness or error in calcidation-,)ip. S3, 84, 89, 93).

The old Aristotelian analytic is not to be superseded ; but it is to be
supplemented by this new method, for of itself it is but the ABC of
logic.

But the logic of Leibnitz is an art of discovery (p. 85) as well as
of proof, and, as such, applies both to the sphere of reasoning and to
that of fact. Iu the former it has by attention to render explicit
what is otherwise only imjdicit, and by the intellect to introduce
order into the a priori trutlis of reason, so that one may foUow from
another and they may constitute together a monde inldhdud. To
this art of orderly combination Leibnitz attached the greatest import-
ance, and to it one of his earliest writings was devoted. Similarly,

in the sphere of experience, it is the business of the art of discovery
to find out and classify the primitive facts or data, refening every
other fact to them as its sufficient reason, so that aew truths of ex-
perience may be brought to light.

As the perception of the monad when c1:a-ified becomes thought,
so the appetite of which all monads partake is raised to will, their
spontaneity to freedom, in man (p. 669). The will is an effort or
tendency to that which one finds good (p. 251), and is free only in
the sense of being exempt from external control^ (pp. 262, 513, 521),
for it must always have a sufficient reason for its action determined
by what seems good to it. The €rid determining the will is pleasure

(p. 269), and pleasure is the sense of an increase of perfection (p.

670). A will guided by reason will sacrifice transitory and pursue
constant pleasures or happiness, and in' this weighing of pleasures
consists tiTie wisdom. Leibnitz, like Spinoza, says that freedom con-
sists in following reason, servitude in following the passions (p. 669),
and that the passions proceed from confused perceptions (pp. 188,
269). In love one finds jo/ in the happiness of another ; and from
love follow justice and law. " Our reason," says Leibnitz,* " illu-

mined by the spirit of God, reveals the law of nature," and with it

positive law must not conflict. Natural law rises from the strict

command to avoid offence, through the maxim of equity which gives
to each his dne, to that of probity or piety {honestc vivere),—the
highest ethical perfection,—which presupposes a belief in God, pro-
vidence and a future life.' Moral immortality—not merely the
simple continuity which belongs to every monad—comes from God
having provided that the changes of matter will not make man lose

his individuality (pp. 126, 466).

Leibnitz thus makes the existence of God a postulate of morality
as well as necessary for the realization of the monads. It is in the
Theodicee that his theology is worked out and his \iew of the uni-

verse as the best possible world defended. In it he contends that
faith and reason are eiKentially harmonious (pp. 402, 479), and'tliat

nothing can be received as an article of faith which contradicts an
eternal truth, though the ordinary physical order may be superseded

by a higher.'

The ordinary axgiiments for the being of God are retained by
Leibnitz in'a modified form (p. 375). Descartes's ontological proof

is supplemented by the clause that God as the ens a se must either

exist or be impossible (pp. 80, 177, 708); in the cosmological proof

he passes from the infinite series of finite causes to their sufficient

reason which contains all changes in the series necessarily in itself

(pp. 147, 7C8) ; and he argues teleologically from the existence of

harmony among the monads without any mutual influence to God
as the author of this harmony (p. 430).

> DIf/ei-ent symliolic systems were proposed by Leibaitzat different periods; f/.

Kvet, Leibnitztn i Logik, 18i7, p. 37.
2 The places at -which Leibnitz anticipateJ the modeni theory of logic mainly

doe to Boole are pointed ont in Mr Venn's Svmbolic Logic, 1881.

^ Hence the difference of his detenninism from that' of Spinoza, thonclj

Leibnitz too says in one place that "i: is difficult enongh to distinguish the

actions of God from those of the creatnres "
( Werie, ed. Pertz, 2d ser., 1. 160).

< Opera omnia, ed. Dutcns, IV. lii. 285.

» Ibid., IV. lil. 295, Cf. Bluntachll, Qesch. d. aUg. Staalireehls u. PoHlik, 1864.

pp. 143 so.

• P. 480 ; </. ITerke, ed. Pcrtz. 2d ser., L IM. 159.
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In tl.cse proofs Leibnitz seems to lave in view an
^'^'""^""f-'"*'

and can only be ^xternallj
^"""^^Yhe " universal l.armonv "

; and

universe in its harmonious outer is tnus xiie i>-a

Iw U^», merelv permitted not willed by God (p. 6o5), and, tliaC

ttiat It was raeiei^ jji.iiiiii^v.
n,,!- it ,vas permitted because

*''ThfLat problem of Leibnitz's Tkeodicic tlnis remains unsolved

gress of science.
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LEICESTER, an inland county of England, is bounded Plate VI.

N by Nottinghamshire, E. by Lincolnshire and Rutland

SE. by Northamptonshire, SAV, by Warwickshire, ami

NMV by Derbyshire. It lies between 52 24 and 52

59' N. lat., and between 0" 39' and 1° 37 W. long. It

has the form of an irregular hexagon, its g«=atest length

being about 41 miles, and its greatest breadth about 40

miles. The area comprehends 511,719 acres, or nearly

800 square miles. , ,

The surface of the county is an undulating table-land,

the highest eminences being the rugged Charnwood hills

in the north-west, one of which. Bardon Hill has an

elevation of 902 feet. The county belongs chiefly to the

basin of the Trent, which forms for a shcrt distance its

bu:dary with Derbyshire. Theprincinal tnbutary of the

Trent in Leicestershire is the Soar, from whose old desig-

nation the Lciye the county is said to derive its name, and

which rises near Hinckley and flows beyond Kegworth

Th Wreak, which under the name of the Eje rises on

the borders of Rutland, flows south-westward to

'^

Jo r

and is connected with the canal navigation Besides e

Soar the other tributaries of the Trent are the Anker, he

Devon, and the Mease. The Avon ''f'^^^^'^^/J'^S
J^

Swift passes into Warwickshire to join the Severn, and he

We land forms for some distance the boundary be ween

Leicester and Northcunpton. The principal canaisa«

the Union and Grand Union, which with their ^anou3

branches are connected with the Grand Junction canal in

Northamptonshire, and the AsUby-de-la-Zouch canal which

crosses the western corner of the county to Nuneaton,

where it ioins the Coventry canal.

Geologi-An irregularly shaped d strict of country south

of the valley of the Tren^ and adjoining D.^rbysh.re s

cunied by Carboniferous rocks, forming the Leicestershire

coabficld In the north-west Charnwood forest is formed of

ystalline and slaty rocks, of ^Pfial -terest to geo og.^^^

since as they contain no fossils and occupy an solateU

postion it is' impossible to, determine their age, alUi^iigh

they have been variously classed
'f

Cambrian Silurian

and Laurentian. Further south, the remainder of the

county to the west of the river Soar is o-up.ed chiefly

by red sandstone rocks of Triassic age, while to the cast

a blue clay of the same age, m.scd with "^a^'' F^^"™

nates In several districts, especially in the noith-east,

?he are beds of limestoneof Oolite age, and drift deposits

over ie all the other formations. At ^hitwick there i a

remarkable vein of dolerite lying between the CoaVmeaues

and the New Red Sandstone The Coal-measu es wh .h

underlie the New Bed Sandstone are ^o;|«^>^ ^^"^^'^h^''

western and eastern districts of Motru and Coleorton

\ iis total area of productive coal extending to 15 sguare
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miles. The apailable coal in the Moira district is esti-

mated at over 450,000,000 tons, and in the Coleorton

district at over 380,000,000 tons. In 1870 the amount

of coal produced was 599,450 tons, but for soni° yep.rs

it has exceeded 1,000,000 tons, the number of collieries

being about thirty. At a depth of 593 feet in the

iloira coal field there is a spring of salt-water,, the

brine of which is brouglit to Ashby-de-la-Zoucb for use

in scorbutic and rheumatic affections. Limestone is

worked in various portions of the county, freestone is

lilentiful, gypsum is found, and a kind of granite, which is

extensive!}' used for paving purposes, is obtained at Cham-
wood forest, Mount-Sorrel, Sapcote, and Stoney-Stanton.

A'jricnUure.—The climate is mild, and, on account of the

inland position of the county, and the absence of any very
high elevations, the rainfall is very moderate. The soil is

of a loamy character, the richest district being that to the

east of the Soar, which is occupied by pasture, while the

corn crops are growu chiefly on a lighter soil resting

above the Red Sandstone formation. The following table

gives a classification of holdings according to size, with

the area under each class of holding :

—

1375
1889
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find regular, and the sanitary and water arrangements are

very satisfactory. The most important of tiie churches are

St Martin's, near the site of an old Franciscan convent,

restored in 18S1 at a cost of £20.000 ; St Mary's, Early

English and Norman, originally built in the 12th century,

and restored in 18(31 at a cost of XI 0,000; All Saints,

an ancient structure iu the Early English style, restored

in 1875 ; St Margaret's, a beautiful and spacious building

srected in 1444, Early English and Decorated, recently

restored at a cost of £6000 ; and St Niclmlas's, in the

E irly Norman style. Of the old castle two gateways are

still standing, and also a portion of the Norman HaU. The
other principal buildings are the old town-hall, formerly

the ^uild-hall of Corpus Christi, the new town-hall erected

in 1875, the town museum, the school of art, and the

public baths, erected in 1879 at a cost of £11,000. One

Plau of Leicester.

of the ornaments of the town is the memorial clock-tower

erected iu 1868 in honour of Simon de Jlontfort and three

other less known persons connected with the district. In

the neighbourhood of the town are the remains of the

abbey of Black Canons, founded in 1143. On the site of

St Margaret's church was the old Saxon cathedral, and in

the adjoining abbey Cardinal Wolsey was buried. Besides

Trinity Hospital, founded in 1331 by Heniy Plantagenet,

earl of Leicester, and Wyggeston's Hospital, founded iu

1513, there are a large number of minor charities. There

is a fine promenade from the town to the Victoria park

and racecourse, in addition to which the Alibey park

of 40 acres has lately been opened. The staple trade of

Leicester is hosiery, including stockings and all kinds of

fancy goods. There are also irou-foimdries, and manufac-

tures of boots and shoes, elastic webs, and sewing cotton.

The population of the municipal and parliamentary

borough, 17,005 in 1801, had increased in 1871 to 95,220,

and in 1881 to 122,351.

Leicester was an ancient British town, and under the name of 7?f(^e'E

or Raiiscorinn an im})ortaiit Roman station. It was also one of tlic

five old Danish burghs, and until 874 it was an ecclesiastical see.

Its charter of incorporation was obtained from King John, and from
tlie 23d of Edward L it returned two members to parliament.
Parliaments were held in the to\ni by Henry V. in 1414 and hy
Henry VI. in 1426. Richard lib, who passed anight in it ou
his way to the fatal battle of Bosworth, was buried in the Francis-
can convent. The town was stormed by Charles L, May 31, 1645,
and recovered by Fairfax in the June following. See the Histories

of Throsby (1777), Robinson (1791), and Thompson (1S71).

LEICESTER, Simon de Montfort, Eael of. See
MONTFOET.

LEICESTER, Robert Dudley, Earl of (c i531-
1588). This favourite of Queen Elizabeth came of au
ambitious family. They were not, indeed, such mere
upstarts as their enemies loved to represent them ; for

Leicester's grandfather—the notorious Edmund Dudley
wlio was one of the chief instruments of Henry VII. 's

cxtortious—was descended from a younger branch of the
barons of Dudley. But the love of power was a passion
which seems to have increased iu them with each succeed-

ing generation, and though the grandfather was beheaded
by Henry VIII. for his too devoted services in the preced-

ing reign, the father grew jiowerful enough iu the days of

Edward V[. to trouble the succession to the crown.

This was that John Dudley, duke of Northumberland, who
contrived the marriage of Lady Jane Grey with his own
son Guildford Dudley, and involved both her and her
Iiusband iu a common ruin with himself. Robert Dudley,
the subject of this article, was an elder brother of Guild-

ford, and shared at that time in the misfortunes of the

whole family. Having taken up arms with them against

Queen i\Iary, he was sent to the Tower, and was actually

sentenced to deatli ; but the queen afterwards not only

pardoned and restored him to liberty, but appointed him
master of the ordnance. On the accession of' Elizabeth he
was also made master of the horse. He was then, perhaps,

about seven and twenty, and was evidently rising rapidly in

the queen's favour. At an early age he liad been married to

Amy, daughter of Sir John liobsart. The match had been
arranged by his father, who was very studious to provide in

this way for the future fortunesof his children, and the wed-
ding was graced by the presence of King Edward. But it

was not a happy marriage. The lady lived alone at Cumnor
Hall in Berkshire, the house of one Anthony Forster,

and there in the year 15G0 she died under circumstances

which certainly aroused some suspicions of foul plaj'.

The scandal was the more serious as it was insinuated that

Dudley stood so high in the queen's favour that lie might
reasonably ho|)e to marry her, and that a murder had been

deliberately planned to remove an obstacle to his advance-

ment. The point, it must bo owned, is not fiee from

obscurity, and recent revelations from the arcliivts of

Simancas prove that even before the unhappy lady's death

it was said there was a design to poison her. After the

event, however, the story was that she had broken her

neck by a fall down stairs, and, suspicious as the case may
apiiear, there is much to be said in favour of Dudley's

innocence, which cannot be discussed within bur limits.

Certain it is that he continued to rise in the queen's favour.

She made him a Knight of the Garter, and bestowed on

him the castle of Kenilworth, the lordship of Denbigh, and
other lands of very great value in Warwickshire and in

Wales. In September 1561 she created him baron of

Denbigh, and immediately afterwards earl of Leicester.

In the preceding month, when she visited Cambridge, she

at his request addressed the university in Latin. The
honours shown him naturally excited jealousy, especially

as it was well known that ho entertained still more

ambitious hopes, which the queen apparently did not

altogether discourage. The earl of Sussex, in opposition

to him, strongly favoured a match with the archduke

Charles of Austria. The court was divided, and, while

arguments were set forth . on the one side against the

queen's marrying a subject, the other party insisted strongly

on the disadvantages of a foreign alliance. The queen,

however, was so far from being foolishly in love with him

that in 15Gi she recommended him as a husband for Mary

Queen of Scots. But even this, it was believed, was only a

blind,' and indeed it may be doubted how far the proposal

was serious. After his creation as carl of Leicester great

utiention was paid to him both at home and abroad. Tiie

XIV. — 54
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university of Oxford miicle him" their chancellor, and

Charles IX. of France sent him the order of St Michael.

A few years later he formed an ambiguous connexion with

the baroness dowager of Sheffield, which was maintained

by the lady, with great appe-irance of truth, to have been

a valid marriage, though it was concealed from the queen.

Long afterwards, in the days of James I., thek son, Sir

Robert Dudley, a man of extraordinary talents, sought tu

establish his legitimacy ; but his suit was suddenly brought

to a stop, and the documents connected with it sealed up

by an order of the Star Chamber, without any reasons

being assigned.

In 1575 Queen Elizabeth visited the earl at Kenilworth,

where she was entertained for some days with great

magnificence The picturesque account of the event given

by Sir Walter Scutt has made every one familiar with tl>e

general character of the scene. Next year Walter, earl of

Essex, with wliom Leicester had had some differences,

died in Ireland, not without suspicion of poison, and

Leicester's subsequent marriage with his widow again gave

rise to very serious imputations against him. This

marriage, like the former, was kept secret at first ; but it

was revealed to the queen in 1579 by Simier, an emissary

of the duke of Alen^on, to whose projected match with

Elizabeth the earl seemed to be the principal obstacle.

The queen showed great displeasure at the news, and had

some thought, it is said, of committing Leicester to the

Tower, but was dissuaded from doing so by his rival the

earl of Sussex. In February 1582 Leicester, along with

a number of other noblemen and gentlemen, escorted the

duke of Alen^ou on his return to Antwerp to be invested

with the government of the Low Countries. In 1584 he

inaugurated an association for the protection of Queen
Elizabeth against conspirators. About this timo there

issued from the press the famous pamphlet, believed to

have been the work of Parsons the Jesuit, entitled

Leicester's Commonwealth, which was intended to suggest

to the people that the English constitution was subverted

and the government handed over to one who was at heart

an atheist and a traitor, besides being a man of infamous

life and morals. The book was ordered to be suppressed

by letters from the privy council, in which it was declared

that the charges against the earl were to the queen's certain

knowledge untrue ; nevertheless they produced a very

strong impression, and were believed in by some who had ik

sympathy with Jesuits long after Leicester's death. In 1585
he was appointed commander of an expedition to the Lot
Countries in aid of the revolted provinces, and sailed wit'a

a fleet of fifty ships to Flushing, where he was received with

great enthusiasm. In January following he was invested

with the government of the provinces, but immediate'y

received a strong reprimand from the queen for taking

upon himself a function which she had not authorized.

Both he and the States General were obliged to apologize

;

but the latter protested that they had no intention of

giving him absolute control of their affairs, and that it

would be extremely dangerous to them to revoke the

appointment. Leicester accordingly was allowed to retain

his dignity ; but the incident was inauspicious, nor did
affairs prosper greatly under his management. His nephew
Sir Philip Sidney was slain at the unsuccessful siege of

Zutphen, and complaints were made by the States General
of the conduct of the whole campaign. He returned to

England for a time, and went back in 1587, when he
made an abortive effort to raise the siege of Sluys.

Disagreements increasing between him and the States, he
was recalled by the queen, from whom, contrary to the
expectation of his enemies, he met with a very good
reception ; and he continued in such favour that in the
following summer (tlie year being that of the Armada,

1588) he was appointed lieatenaut-general of the army
mustered at Tilbury to resist Spanish invasion. After tho

crisis was past he was returning liomewards from the couit

to Kenilworth, when he was attacked by a sudden illnes.s

and died at his house at Cornbury in Oxford.shire, on the

4th September.

Such are the bare facts of Leicester's life. Of Lis

character it is more difficult to speak with confidence, but

some features of it are indisputable. Being in person tall

and remarkably handsome, he improvec' these advantages

by a very ingratiating manner. A mar of no small ability

and still more ambition, he was ne-'^'rlheless vain, and

presumed at times upon his influence w ith the queen to a

degree that brought upon him a sharp rebuff. On the

other hand, Elizabeth stood by him, as we have seen,

against efforts to supplant him. That she was ever really

in love with him, as modern writers have supposed, is

extremely questionable ; but she saw in him some valuable

qualities which marked him as the fitting recipient of high

favours. He was a man of princely tastes, especially in

architecture. At court he became latterly the leader of

the Puritan party, and his letters were pervaded by

expressions of religious feeling which it is hard to believe

were insincere. Of the darker suspicions against him it is

enough to say that much was certainly reported beyond the

truth ; but there remain some facts sufficiently mysterious

to make a just estimate of the man a rather perplexing

problem. (J. ga.)

LEICJH, a market and manufacturing town of Lanca-

shire, England, is situated on several branch railway lines;

7^ miles southwest of Bolton. The ancient parish church

was, with the exception of the old tower, rebuilt in 1873

in the Perpendicular style, at a cost of over .£10,000. The
grammar school, the date of whose foundation is unknowj)^

received its principal endowments in 1655, 1G62, r.nd

1681. A union workhouse was erected in 1851 at a co.'t

of £10,000. The staple manufactures of the town are

silk and cotton, but there are also glassworks, foundries,

breweries, and flour-mills, with extensive collieries. The

local government board was formed in 1875 by the

amalgamation of those previously existing for the town-

ships of West Leigh, Bedford, and Pennington. Tlie

population of the district was 17,623 in 1871, and 21,733

in 1881. The town includes also a portion of the town-

ship of Atherton.

LEIGH, Edward (1602-1671), Puritan linguist and

theologian, was born in 1602 at Shawell, Leicestershire,

was educated at Magdalen Hall, Oxford, from 1616, and
subsequently became a member of the Middle Temple. In

1636 he entered parliament as member for Stafford, and

during the civil war he held a colonelcy in the parliamen-

tary army. He has sometimes been confounded with John
Ley, and bo represented as having sat in the Westminster

Assembly. The public career of Leigh terminated witli

his expulsion from parliament along with the rest of the

Presbyterian party in 1648. From an early period in his

life he devoted much of his time to the study of theology

and to the preparation for the press of numerous compila-

tions, the most important of these being the Crilica Sucra,

containing observations on all the Hadices of the Ilehrevi

Wo7(ls of the Old and the Greek of the New Testamerd

(1639-44; new ed., with supplement, 1662), for which the

author received the thanks of the Westminster Assembly,

to whom it was dedicated. It has frequently been reprinted

abroad, and, in the opinion of Leigh's contemporary Fuller,

it, " with many other worthy works, will make his judicious

industry known to posterity." It is now, however, but

little used. Leigh died in Staffordshire in June 1671.

His remaining works include A Treatise of Divinity (1646-51),

A Body of Divinity (1664), Annotations upon the New Tesiument
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^1650), ot which ,i Latin translatiin by Arnolil was publislicd at

Leipsic iu 1732, Aim dalioiis on tli Five Poetical Boohs of the Old
Tcstamait (1657), A Treatise of lieligion and Lenrning (1656),
Select and Choice Observations coneeming the First Twelve Csesars

(1635).

LEIGHTON, Robert (1611-1684), bishop of Duublane,

and afterwards arclibishop of Glasgow, was the eldest son of

Dr Alexander Leighton, the author of Zioii's Plea against

the Frelacie, whose terrible sufferings for having dared to

question the divine right of Episcopacy, under the perse-

cution of Laud, form one of the most disgraceful incidents

of the reign of Charles I. Dr Leighton is said to have

been of the old family of Ulishaven in Forfarshire, and his

illustrious son was born in the year IGll. From his

earliest childhood, according to Burnet, he was distinguished

for his saintly temper and disposition, and in his sixteenth

year (1627) he was sent to complete his education at the

university of Edinburgh, where, after studying with dis-

tinguished success for four years, he took his degree of

M.A. in 1631.1

After leaving college his father sent him to travel abroad,

and he is understood to have spent several years in France,

where he acquired a complete mastery of the French

language. While there he passed a good deal of time

-with some relations at l)ouay who had become Roman
Catholics, and with whom he would seem to liave formed

a strict friendship, as he kept up a correspondence with

ttiem for many years afterwards". Either at this time or

on some subsequent visit to the Continent he had also a

good deal of intercourse with some members of the

Jansenist party. And no doubt what he then saw among
these excellent 'persons of the piety which was possible

sven in a communion which he believed to be corrupt

contributed not a little to the charity towards those who
differed from him in religious opinions, which ever after-

wards formed so remarkable a feature in his character.

The exact period of his return to Scotland has not been

a.scertained ; but in 16-tl he was ordained Presbyterian

minister of Xewbattle in Midlothian, where he continued

for about ten years. At the end nf that period he resigned

hh charge, and went to reside in Edinburgh (1652). What
the precise circumstances were which led him to take this

step does not distinctly appear. But the account given

is that the fiery zeal of his brother clergymen on certain

political questions found little sympathy with him, and

that this led to severe censures on their part, which were

too much for his gentle nature to bear.

Early in the following year (1653) he was appointed

principal of the university of Edinburgh, and primarius

professor of divinity. In this post he continued for seven

or eight years, and, according to Burnet, " he was a great

l)Iessing in it ; for he talked so to all the youth of any

capacity or distinction that it had a great effect on many
of them." A considerable number of his Latin prelections

and other addresses to the students were published after

Jiis death, and are singularly remarkable for the purity and

' One has diCBculty iu thinking of even the youthful Leighton aa

capable of liuoiour or sarcasm. But it so happens that the only

anecdote of his college career which has been preserved to us indicates

the presence of some trace of these in his character. The provost of

Edinburgh at the time was a certain David Ailcenhead, who bad prob-

.\bly made himself offensive in some way to the young collegians, and

Leighton, it appears, was tempted to perpetrate the following little

pigram upon him;—
"Tha» qiiliilk liis name pretends is falsely saiJ,

To wit tliat of ane aike liis head is made.
For if that it Iiad l>een composed soe,

His fyrie nose had flaimed it long agoe.''

To " blaspheme the bailies " (mucli more the provost) was at that time

a somewhat serious ofTence, and we are told that he was "extruded"

from the college for his attack npon the provost's nose. It would

seem, however, that the offence was speedily condoned, as he is found

•oon afterwards to have been restored to his position.

elegance of their Latinity, end their subdued and medi-
tative eloquence. The reader will be disappointed if he
expects to find in th?m any subtle exposition of a meta-
physical system of theology. In this respect they present
a curious contrast to any thing that is known of the
theology taught at that time in the Presbyterian Church
of Scotland. They are rather to be regarded as valuable
instructions in the art of living a holy life than as a body
of scientific divinity. Throughout, however, they bear the
marks of a deeply learned and accomplished mind, fully

saturated with both classical and patristic reading, and
like all his works they breatke the spirit of one who lived

very much above the world. It would be interesting to

ascertain how far he succeeded in instilling something of

Jiis own spirit into the minds of those who listened to his

teaching. We certainly meet with very little indication

of its having taken any deep root in the hearts of either

the Presbyterian or the E[iiscopalian clergy of the twenty
or thirty years which succeeded the period of his principal-

ship. The only writer of the time who has spoken with

true appreciation of his character is Bishop Burnet ; both

in his Hislortj of his Own Times and in his Pastoral Care

he has referred to Leighton in language of unbounded
affection and admiration. This, however, was founded

upon knowledge of him obtained in the course of a friend-

ship formed after he had demitted his office of principal,

and not upon his university teaching.

In 1661, when Charles II. had resolved to force Epis-

copacy once more upon Scotland, he fixed upon Leighton

for one of his bishops. Looking at the matter, as we are

apt to do, in the light of what followed in the history of

Scotland during the next twenty-seven years, it seetns

almost unaccountable how such a man as Leighton could

have submitted as he did to the degradation of being

associated with coadjutors like Sharp and some of his

companion bishops. The only explanations which can be

given perhaps are that Leighton, living very much out of

the world, and being somewhat deficient in what may be

called the political sense, had no idea of the deadly hatred

entertained toward Episcopacy by the great mass of the

religious people of Scotland, and so of its utter unfitness

to become the established church polity of the country, and

that his soft and gentle nature rendered him too open to

the persuasions which were used to induce him to enter a

sphere for which he instinctively felt he was ill qualified.

Everyone will give him credit too for having no conception

that the only object of the Government in establishing

Episcopacy in Scotland was to make it subservient to

despotism and persecution. The Episcopacy which he

contemplated was that modified form which had been

suggested by Archbishop Ussher, and to which Baxter and

many of the best of the English Nonconformists would

liave readily given their adherence. It is significant on

this head that he always refused to be addressed as "my
lord," and it is stated that when dining with his clergymen

on one occasion he was so far from arrogating any right of

superiority or precedence that he wished to seat himself at

the font of the table.^

If Leighton did not know before, he soon began to dis-

cover the sort of men with whom he was to be associated

in the episcopate. He travelled with them in the same

coach from London towards Scotland, but having become,

as he told Burnet, very weary of their company (as he

doubted not they were of liis), and having found that they

intended to make a kind of triumphal entrance into Edin-

burgh, he left them at Morpeth and retired to the earl of

' For an interesting and characteristic indication of the purity of hii

motives in accepting a bishopric, reference may be made to his lettei

to the earl of Lothian, dated December 23, 1661. which is still pro

sened among the Lothian papers.
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Lntliiati's at Newbattle. He very soon, we are told, lost

all hope of being able to build. up the church by the means
which the Government had pet on foot, and his work, as

he confessed to Burnet, "seemed to him a fighting against
God." He did, however, what he could, gnverniug his

diocese (that of Dunblane) with the utmost mildness, as far

as he could preventing the persecuting measures which were
in active operation elsewhere, and endeavouring to persuade
the Presbyterian clergy to sink their differences and come
to an accommodation with their Episcopal brethren. In

this last matter lie seems to have succeeded no better with
the Presbyterians than Baxter in England did in a similar

attempt with the Episcopalian party ; and, after a hopeless

struggle of three or four years to induce the Government
to put a stop to their Serce persecution of the Covenanters,
he at length determined to resign his bishopric, and weut
up to London in 1665 for this purpose. He told the king
that "he could not concur in ihe planting the Christian

religion itself in such a manner, much less a form of

government," and so far worked upon the mind of Charles
that he promised to enforce the adoption of milder
measures. In the hope that this would be carried into

effect, he returned to his diocese, but it does not appear
that any material improvement took place. In 1669
Leighton again went to London and made fresh repre-

sentations on the subject, which were so far attended to,

but, partly perhaps from faults on the Presbyterian as

well as the Episcopalian side, little result followed. The
slight disposition, however, shown by the Government to

accommodate matters appears to have inspired so much
hope into Leighton's mind that in the following year he
agreed, though with a good deal of hesitation, to accept

the archbishopric of Glasgow. In this new and higher
;;pher6 he redoubled his efforts with the Presbyterians to

bring about some degrep of conciliatiou with Episcopacy,

but all was of no avail, and the only result of his attempts
was to embroil himself with the hot-headed Episcopal
party as well as with the Presbyterians. In utter despair,

therefore, of being able to be of any further service to the

cause of religion, he at length in 1674 threw up the arclu-

bishopric and retired, after a short stay, probably with his

successor in the divinity chair, William Colville, within
the precincts of Edinburgh university, to the house of his

vidowed sister, JIrs Lightmaker, a,t Broadhurst in Susses.

Here he spent the remaining ten years, in all likelihood

ihe happiest, of his life, and died somewhat suddenly on
a visit to Londuii in 1684, ja the seventy-fourth year of

his age.

It is difficnlt to form a just or at least a full estimate of Leigliton's
i-haratter. He stands almost alone in his age. In some respects
he was immeasurably superior botli in intellect anJ iu piety to most
nf the Scottisli ecolesiastics of liis time ; and yet lie seems to have
had almost no influence iu moulding the characters or conduct of
his conteinpo.-aries. One is half inclined to think that he wouhl
have shown himself a greater or at least a more complete man if
a few natural weaknesses and imperfections had intermingled with
his nobler qualities. So intense was his absorption in the love of
God that little room seems to have been left in his heart for human
sympathy or affection. Can it be that there was after all something
to repel iu his outward manner ? Burnet tells us tha.t he had ijcver
seen him to laugh, and very seldom even to smile. One .can hardly
forgive him for regarding Episcopacy so purely under the dry light
of human reason after the horrible treatment which his excellent
father had suffered from it. In other respects, too, he gives the im-
pression of standing aloof from human interests and ties. It may go
for little th.at he never married, but it was surely a curious idiosyn-
crasy in the man that he habitually cherished the wish (which was
granted him) that ho might die in an inn, where there could be no
loving hand to support, no loving heart to cheer him. In fact, holy
meditation seems to have been the one absorbing interest of his life.

At Dunblane ti-adition still preserves the memory of "the good
bishop," silent and eompanionless, pacing up and down the sloping
walk by the river's bank under the beautiful west window of his
cathedral. And from a letter of the e.arl of Lothian to his countess
it apiwars that, whatever other reasons Leighton might have had

for resigning his charge at Newbattle, the main object which he
had in view was to be left to his own thoughts. It is therefore
on till' whole not very wonderful ihat he was completely niisjujged
and even disliked both by the Pn .sbyterian and the Episcopal party.
Some of the bitter expressions ol lutud towards him, however, on
the jinrt of the former, sound very strange to us who now know how
holy, humble, and blamele.is the man really was. Thus in Naphtali
it is said, "Mr Leighton, prelate of Dumblain, under ajesuilical-
likc vizard of pretended holiness, humility, and crucifixion to the
world, hath studied to seem to creep upon the ground, but always,
up the hill, toward promotion and places of more ease and honour,
and as there is none of them all hath with a kiss so betrayed the
cause and smitten religion under the hfth rib, and hath been such
an otience to the godly, so there is none who by his way, practice,
and expressions givetli gi'cater suspicion of a popioh atlection, in-
clination, and design." So also in the continuation of Kobert Blair's
life by his son-in-law, William Ross, the most innocent of Leighton's
acts have a malicious interpretation put upon them. AVhen he re-

signed Newbattle, he " (ireteuded iusurticiemy for the ministry";
when he rcturiitd to Edinburgh as bishop and expressed an opinion
ill favour of the English liturgy and ceremonies, "it was suspecteiL
that he was popish and Jesuiled"; when he rcfuoed the title of lord,

and iu other respects carried himself nifldesllyand humbly, he wiia.

simply "a pawky [iielate." When bespoke in parliament in favour
of the outed ministers, and thought that they ought to be "cherished
mid embraced " instead of persecuted, olfeiiding all the other prelates
by the course he took, "it was difficult what to judge of his actings
or sayings, he carried so smootlily among the ministers of his diocese.

"

Some, indeed, we arc told, thought well of him, but others thought
" tliat he spoke from a popish principle." When he behaved
sweetly and gently to the clergy of his diocese, telling them to hold
their iHcsbj teries and sessions as before, and suggesting without
commaiidiiig any thing, it was "thought that ho was but etraking
cream iu thcirmouths at first," When disgusted with the proceed-
ings of the other bishops in "outing so many honest ministers and
filling their places with insufficient and for the most part scandalous
men," and intimating his wish to demit his office in consequence, lie

4vas .only "jjydending to be displeased." When the king wrote to-

the council that some of the most peaceable and moderate outed
ministers might have liberty to preach, and Leighton pleaded thiit

all might have the like liberty, it was "thought that he did this

of purpose to oppose and crush it." Nothing that the good mat
could say or do brought upon him anything but suspicion and
calumyy. Even Wodrow, who generally geta credit for fairness and
candour, tells us that "be was judged void of any doctrinal princi-

ples," and that he was regarded "as very much iuditferent to all

professions which bore the name of Christian."

It is worth while to set overagainst these uncharitable and malig-
nant insinuations the estimate which his intimate friend Bishop
Burnet formed of him. At the conclusion of his Pastoral Care, he
says, " I have now laid together with great simplicity what has been
the chief subject of my thoughts for above thirty years. I was formed
to them by a bishop that had the greatest elevation of soul, the-

largest compass of knowledge, the most mortified and heavenly dis-

position, that I ever yet saw in mortal ; that had the greatest,

parts as well as virtue, with the perfectest humility that 1 ever saw-

in man, and had a sublime strain in preaching, with so grave a,

gesture, and such a majesty of thought, of language, and of pro-

nunciation, that I never once .saw a wandering eye where he iireacned,

and have seen whole assemblies often melt in tears before him ; and
of whom I can say with great truth that, in a free and frequent con-
versation with him for above two and twenty years, I never knew
him say an idle word, or one that hnd not a direct tendency to
edificatioB ; and I pever once saw him in any other temper but that
which I wished to be in, in the last minutes ol my life."

No one can study Leighton's works without feeling that Burnet's,

judgment of the man must have been the true one. We kuow not
if anywhere, except in Holy Scripture, there is to be found bo
much of what seems to breathe the very breath of heaven, or to be
the expression of a life quite apart from the life of this world. It

was characteristic of him that he could never be made to understand
that anything which he wrote possessed the smallest value. None
of his works were published by himself, and it is stated that he
actually left orders that all his MSS. should be destroyed after his

death. But fortunately for the world this charge was disregarded.

Like all the best writing, it seems to flow from his pen without
effort. It is simply the easy unaflected outcome of his saintly

nature, .and hence it always carries the reader along with it without
arresting the current of his thoughts or diverting his attention

by brilliant flashes of imagination or curious turns of expressioa

like what we find in Jeremy Taylor, Dr Uonne, and others of that

time. Throughout, however, it is the language of a scholar and a
man of perfect literary taste ; and with all its sjnrituality of
thought there are no mystical raptures, and none of that luscious

sensuousness which sometimes intermingles itself in the Scottish

practical theology of the 17th century. No writer conveys a clearer

or more elevated idea both of what Chrisliau religion is and what
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it is capable of in the heart of man. It was a coniuion reproach

against Leighton, as we have seen, that he had leanings towards

Koiiian Cathnlicism, and perhaps this is to far true that he had

formed himself in some degree upon the model of some of those

saintly persons of that faith, such as Pascal and Thomas a Kempis,

B-ho had carried the spiritual life to more ethereal heights than

oppear to be as yet attained within the lines of Protestantism.

£dUions.— It is matter of regret that no perfectly satisfactoiy

edition of Leighton's works has as yet appealed. After his death

his Commentary on Peter and several of his other works were pub-

lished under the editorship of his friend Dr Fall, and on the whole

those early editions maybe said to be, with somedrawliacks, by far

the best. All his later editors have unfortunately been possessed

by the tasteless mania of reducing his good arcLaic and nervous

language to the bald feebleness of modern phraseology, dealing with

him like literary martinets correcting a schoolboy's themes. It is

unfortunately impossible to exempt from this criticism even tlie

edition, in otlier respects very valuable and meritorious, lately pub-

lished under the superintendence of the Rev. AV. West (London,

1875). (J. T. BR.)

LEIGHTON-BUZZARD, a market-town of Bedford-

shire, is situated on the river Ouse, which there divides

Bedford from Backs, and on the North-Western Railway,

40 miles north of London. The town, wliich is generally

well built, contains a spacious market-place, and of late

great improvement has taken place in the ajjpearance of

tiie shops. The church of All Saints, in the Early English

style of architecture, possesses a tower and spire 193 feet

in height. lu the market-place are the town-hall, rebuilt

in 1852, and containing portions of a very ancient struc-

ture, the corn exchange erected in 18G3, and the fine old

inarket cross, in the Perpendicular style, erected in 1330.

National school premises were built in 1872. There are

also several charities. The manufacture- of straw plait

gives employment to a considerable number of females, but

the town is chiefly dependent on agriculture. The popula-

ti!>n of the registration sub-district in 1871, was 9942, and

in 1881 it was 10,384-.

Some identify Leigliton-Buzzard with the Z'jgeanburgh men-
tioned in the Saxon Chronicle as having been taken in 571 by
Cuthwulf, brother of Ceawlin, king of Wessex. Tlio addition

Buzzard has been conjectured to be a corruiition of Bcaii-descii,

but others also derive it from Bnzzard or Bosart, the name of an

ancient family, one of whom was knight of the shire in the time of

Edward III.

I-EINSTER. See Ieeland.
LEIPSIC (in German, Leipzig), the second town of the

kingdom of Saxony in size, and the first in commercial

importance, is situated ;n a large and fertile plain, in 51°

20' 6" N. lat. and 12' 23' 37" E. long., about 65 miles north-

west of Dresden and 6 miles from the Prussian frontier.

It stands just above the junction of three small rivers, the

Pleisse, the Parthe, and the Elster, which flow in various

branches through or round the town, and afterwards,

under the name of Elster, discharge themselves into the

Saale. Though of unimposing exterior, Leipsic is one of

the most prosperous and enterprising of German towns.

Besides being the most important commercial city in Ger-

many next to Hamburg, it possesses the second largest

German university, is the headquarters of the supreme

courts of the empire, and forms one of the most prominent

literary and musical centres in Europe. It consists of the

old or inner city, surrounded by a wide and pleasant pro?

menade laid out on the site of the old fortifications, and of

the very touch more extensive inner and outer suburbs.

Beyond the last is a fringe of thriving suburbau villages,

sucli as Reudnitz, Volkmarsdorf, Gohlis, Eutritzsch, Plag-

witz, and Lindenau, which are gradually becoming absorbed

by the growth of the town. On the north-west the town

is bordered by the fine public park and woods of the

EosenthaL

_ Tlie old town, with- its narrow streets and numerous
houses of the 16th and 17th centuries, still preserves

much of its quaint raediseval aspect. The most interest-

ing of its buildings are the Ralhhaus, a Gothic edifice

built by Hieronymus Lotter iu 15.^6 (now doomed to

demolition), and the Furstenhaus, with -ts curious project-

ing balconies. The Pleissenburg, or citadel, now used for

barracks and public offices, also dates from the middle of

the IGth century. Auerbach's Keller, a curious old wine-

vault, is interesting for the use made of it by Goethe iu

his Faust ; it contains a series of mural paintings of the

16th century, representing the legend on which the play is

based. The business of Leipsic is chiefly concentrated in

the inner city ; but the headquarters of the book trade lie

in the east suburb. The streets of the suburbs are mostly

broad and well built. The most noUble modern buildings

are the new theatre, an imposing Renaissance structure

designed by Langhans, and the museum, which stand

facing each other at opposite ends of the spacious

Augustus-Platz. Most of the west side of the same square

'>4, ^- ;^ v.>-.l>f 0'v^.g,\-t<;

Plan of Lt!;-sic.

is occupied by the Augusteum, or main building of the

university, wliich, however, also possesses several special

institutes in another part of the town. The new district

law courts afe contained in a large and substantial though

not specially imposing building, and the municipal hospital

and the hospital of St John are also handsome edifices.

The so-called Roman House, with loggie and frescos in

the Italian style, is the only private dwelling demanding

remark. The churches of Leipsic are comparatively

uninteresting. The oldest, in its present form, is tlie

Paulinerkirche or university church, built in 1229-40, and

the largest is the Thomaskirche, dating from 1496.
_
The

university of Leipsic, founded in 1409 by a secession of

two thousand German students from Prague, has long

ranked among the most important in Germany. A ^ew

years ago it was also the most numerously attended, but it

is now outstripped by Berlin, which has about four

thousand students as compared with thirty five hundred

at Leipsic (1882), Tiie professors and "Privatdocenten,"

or lecturers, number about one hundred and seventy.

The university library contains 350,000 volumes and 4000

manuscripts; it occupies the Paulinum, a characteristic

si>ecimen of old monastic architecture, dating in part from
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1229-1240. Tlie other educational institutions of Leipsic

include three gymnasia, two " Realsohulen," a commercial

academy {Handehschule), a high school for girls, another

for boys, and a large number of admirable Dublic and
private schools of a lower grade.

The number of literary, scientific, and artistic institutions

in Leipsic is unusually large for the size of the town. One
of the most important is the museum, which contains about

four hundred modern paintings, a large number of casts, a

few pieces of original sculpture, and a well-arranged collec-

tion of drawings and engravings. The art-industrial museum,
the collectiouof the historical society, and the ethnographical

museum are also of considerable interest, and will be still

more useful when they are united in the large building to be

erected for them with part of the munificent bequest made
to the town by Herr Grassi in 1881. As a musical centre

Leipsic is known all over the world for its excellent con-

servatorium, founded in 1843 by Mendelssohn-Bartholdy.

The series of concerts given annually in the old Gewand-
liaus, or Drapers' Hall, is also of world-wide reputation, and
the operatic stage of Leipsic is deservedly ranked among
the finest in Germany. A further stimulus to the musical

taste of the inhabitants is afforded by the numerous vocal

and orchestral societies, some of which liave brought their

nrt to a very high pitch of perfection. The prominence of

the publishing interest (more fully noticed below) has

attracted to Leipsic a large number of gifted authors, and

made it a literary centre of considerable importance.

About two hundred and seventy newspapers and periodicals

are published here, including several of the most widely

circulated in Germany.
The outstanding importance of Leiptic as a commercial

town is mainly derived from its three great fairs, which

annually attract a concourse of about forty thousand mer-

chants from all parts of Europe, and from Persia, Armenia,

nud other Asiatic countries. The most important fairs

are held at Easter and Michaelmas, and are said to have been

founded as markets about 1170. The smaller New Year's

fair was established in 1458. In 1268 Margrave Dietrich

granted a safe-conduct to all frequenters of the fairs, and in

1497 and 1507 the emperor Maximilian greatly increased

their importance by prohibiting the holding of -annual

markets at any town within a wide radius of Leipsic,

During the Thirty Years' War, the Seven Years' War, and
the troubles consequent upon the French Revolution, the

trade of the Leipsic fairs considerably decreased, but it

recovered itself after the accession of Saxony to the

German Customs Union (ZoUverein) in 1833, and for the

next twenty years rapidly and. steadily increased. Since

then, owing to the greater facilities of communication and
consequent alterations in the mode of conducting business,

the transactions at the fairs may be said to have diminished

in relitiva though they have ' increased in actual value.

Wares that can -be safely purchased by sample appear at

the fairs in steadily diminishing quantities, while others,

such as liides, furs, and leather, which require to be
actually examined, show as marked an increase. It is

impossible to give accurate statistics of the business done
nt the fair, but the value of the sales considerably exceeds

£10,000,000 sterling per annum. The priacipal com-
modity is furs (chiefiy American and Russian), of which about

one and a quarter mllliou pounds worth are annually

disposed of ; next in order come leather, hides, wool, cloth,

linen, and glass. The Leipsic wool-market, held for two
days in June, is also important.

In the trades of bookselling and publishing Leipsic

occupies a unique position, not only taking the first place

in Germany, but even surpassing London and Paris in the

number and total value of its sales (Hasse, Leipzig zmdihre

Umgehmg, p. 236). There are upwards of tliree hundred

publishers and booksellers in the town, and about flvt

thousand firms in other parts of Europe are represented

here by commissioners. About 2500 bonks, or one-sixth of

the total production of Germany, are published in Leipsic

annually. Several hundred booksellers assemble in Leip.sic

every year at Jubilate, and settle their accounts at their

own exchange {Burlthdadler-B&i-se). Leipsic also contains

seventy printing-works, some of great extent, and a corre-

sponding number of type-foundries, binding-shops, and
other kindred industries. The so-called "polygraphic"
industries give employment to nearly ten thousand hands.

As a manufacturing town Leipsic is important rather

for the variety than for the magnitude of its industries.

The great manufacturing staples, such as iron nnd the

textile fabrics, are scarcely represented at all, but in

certain specialities, such as etheric oils, artificial flowers,

and perfumes, it ranks^ before any other town in Ger-

many. In absolute value the most important articles of

manufacture are pianos and other musical instruments,

tobacco and cigars, spirits, chemicals, scientific instruments,

and waxcloth. Wool-combing has also of late years

been extensively carried on. Upwards of fifty thousand

workpeople are emploved in the factories in and around

Leipsic,

The population of Lcipsio has been quintupled within the present

century, rising from 31,887 in 1801 to 153,988 in 1S81, and lias of

late increased at the rate of between 3 and 4 per cent, per annum.
With the suburban vill.iges the population amounts to 220,000.

WTiile the dwelling-houses in the suburbs have been multiplied six-

fold in the last two hundred years, the number in the inner town has
remained almost stationary for the same period, the business part

of Leipsic thus exhibiting the same phenomenon as in other large

cities. The vast majority of the population (upwards of 90 per

cent.) belongs to the Lutheran Church, whilo the religious bodiis

next in numerical order are the Roman Catholics (4288), the

Reformed (3368), and the Jews (3179). The annual death-rate is

23 to 24 per 1000, in wbich Leipsic, thanks in part to its excellent

system of drainage, compares favoiu'ably with other large German
towns. It is remarkable that the proportion of suicides to popula-

tion is larger in Leipsic than in any other European town. In the

five years 1876-80 no fewer than 332 persons voluntarily .put an
end to their lives, being at the rate of 62 per annum, or 1

suicide to every 30 deaths of adults.

History.—Though recent discoveries point to the conclusion that

the site of Leipsic was inhabited even during the Stone Age, the

history of the present town begins with the foundation of a Serbian

fishing village at the junction of the Pleisse and the Partlie, which
derived its name of Lipzk from the Slavonic lip or lipa., a lime-tree.

This settlement was probably already in existence when the emperor
Henry I. byilt a castle here about 920. The Slavonic language long

conlinued'to be spoken in Leipsic, and was legal in the courts of

law down to 1327. The first historical mention of Leipsic occurs

in a writing of the beginninigof the 11th century, when it is spoken

of as an "urbs," or fortified place. In 1J34 it came into the

possession of Conrad of Wettin, margrave of Meissen, and under

Margrave Otho the Rich (1156-89) it received many important privi-

leges, and became a flourishing town of 5000 to 6000 inhabitants.

Its favourable situation, almost equidistant from the Baltic Sea and
the Alps, the Rhine and the Oder, in the midst of a fertile plain

intersected by the principal highways of central Europe from north

to south and east to west, co-operated with the fostering care of

the margraves in raising it in the 15th century to the position of one

of the most important commercial towns in Germany. The growth of

its fairs, whicn of course were mainly instrumental in producing

this result, has been above described. Tlie famous conference

between Luther and Dr Eok, held in the Leipsic Pleisscnburg in

1519, did much for the spread of the Reformation, but it was not till

twenty years later that Leipsic formally espoused the Protestant

cause. In 1547, in the war of the Smalkaidic league, the town

was besieged and the suburbs reduced to aslies, and during the

Thirty Years' War it sufl'ered six sieges and was four times occupied

by hostile troops. Its commerce was also greatly interrupted by

the Seven Yeai-s' War. The pnblishing trade of Leipsic begin to

grow important towards the end of the 17th century, when the

severity of the censorship at Fr.ankfort-on-the-Main caused many of

its booksellers to emigi-ate to Leipsic. The preliminary years of the

French Revolutionary wars were not unfavourable to the commerce

of Leipsic, but in 1813 and 1814 the town sulTered greatly. Its

accession to the Zollvirein in 1833 and the establishment of th[

German system of railways (of wliich LeTpsic is an important centre

inaugurated a neriod of great prosperity, which has couimucdtQ-tb
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Jircseiit (lay. The revolutionfiry riots c'' 1S4S-49 and the Pnissian

Occupation in 1666-67 were merely passing shadows. In 1879

Leipsic acquired a new imijortance by bccoittiug the seat of the

euprcme courts of the German empire.

The immediate neighbourhood of Leipsic has lieen tne scene of

numerous battles, two of which are of nioiv than ordinaiy import-

ance, viz., the battle of Breitenfeld in 1631 (vol. .\i.
i>. 334), and

the great battle of l.eipsic, known in Germany as the Volkcrschlacht,

foufht in 1813 between Naoolcou and the allied forces of Russia,

Germany, and Austria.

Towards the middle of last century Leipsic was the seat of the

m^t iufliienlial buJy of literary men m Germany, over whom
GoTTsciiED {q.v. ),like hiscoutemporary Samuel Johnson in England,

exercised a kind of literary dictatorship. Then, if ever, Leipsic

deserved the epithet of a "Paris iu miniature" (Klein-Paris),

assigned to it by Goethe iu his Fanst. The young Lessing pro-

duced his first play in the Leipsic theatre, and the university

counts Goetlie, Klopstock, Jean Paul Richter, the Schlegels, Fichte,

Selielling, and numerous other eminent writei-s and thinkers among
its finondam alumni. Schiller also resided for a time in Leipsic,

and Sebastian tSach, Hillcr, and Mendelssohn all filled musical posts

there. Amoug the famous natives of the town are tuo philosopher

Leibnitz and the composer Wagner.

Soc the Urtundenbufh der Sladt letpzio, 1S70 sq. ; Grossc, Gtsrhjrhle (ter SlaJl

Lriplit/. lS:!7-4i; Sparfdd, Chronik der Stadl Leipzig, L'J irt., ISil ; Grelschel,

Dti' t'ltieersiUit Leipzig, 1330; Jloser. Leipzig's Handei urid Messeiu 1809; flus^ie,

Vie Slndt Ifipzig iind litre Umgebuitg geograpllisch und slatisliscit besc/irietfen,

1S7S; the Mitlitei/ungyii o( the Slatiilical Burcaa of Leipsic; aiiU the Sc/in/teit

of ilic Leipsic llislorical Society. (J. F. -M.)

LEITH, a muuicipal and parliameutary burgh of 51icl-

lothiaa, the chief seaport of the east coast of Scotland, If
miles north by east of Edinburgh, with which it is con-

nected by Leith Walk and other lines of street. It is built

on the southern shore of the Firth of Forth, at the mouth
of tlio Wtter of Leith, ^hich, crossed by seven bridges,

ul Leith.

livirles it into North and South Leitk Stretching along

the r-nast for about 3| miles from Seafield on the east to

Granton on the west, the burgh includes the fishing village

of Newhaven, the suburb of Trinity, and part of Wardie,

and extends to an area of 1978 acres. It figures as luver-

leith ("mouth of the Leith") iu the foundation charter of

Hulyrood Abbey (1128); and many of its houses, in

QarrofF wyada and along the eastern water.side, have an

antique and decayed appearance. The earliest date on any
is 1573 ; but one, at the Coalhill, is thought to be the
"handsome and spacious edifice" built for her privy
council by the queen regent, Mary of Guise. Nothing
remains of D' Essex's fortifications (1549) or of Cromwell's
"fair citadel" (1650); but it was Cromwell's troops that
raised the battery mounds upon the Links, a grassy
expanse of 1140 by 400 yards, bought for a public park in
1857. Leith Fort, the headquarters of the ro3'al artillery
in Scotland, dates from 1779; the quaint old Tolbooth,
where Maitland of Lethington poisoned himself (1573),
was demolished in 1819; and the public buildings one
and all are modern, most of them classical structures.
They comprise the town-hall (1828), the custom-house
(1812), Trinity house (1817), with David Scott's Vasco de
Gama and other paintings, the exchange buildings, the corn
exchange (1862), the warkets (1818), the slaughter-house
(1862), the post-oftice (1876), tiie public institute (1867),
the poor-house (1862), the hospital (1872-76), John
Watt's hospital (1862), the high school (1806), and Dr
Bell's school (1839). In December 1881 eight board
schools had 4839 children on the roll, anti an average
attendance of 3932.

Of twenty-seven churches, belonging to nine different

denominations, the only ancient one is that of South
Leith parish, which, founded in 1483, and dedicated ti>

St Mar}', was originally cruciform, but now, as "restored"
in 1852, consists of merely an aisled nave and square
north-western tower ; David Lindsay preached in it before

James VI. a thanksgiving sermon on the Gowrie conspiracy

(1600), and in its graveyard lies the Rev. John Home
(1722-1808), author of Doxtglas, and a native of Leith.

Other places of worship are North Leith parish church
(1814-16), with Grecian spire ..f 158 feet; North Leith
Free church (1859), in Germanized Gothic, with spire of

160 feet; and St James's Episcopal church (1862-69),
a cruciform structure, designed in Early English style by
the late Sir G. G. Scott, with apsidal chancel, a spire of

160 feet, and a peal of bells.

So early as 1313 Leith poss2ssed its ships, they in that

year being burnt by the English. But in a wide flat

foreshore and drifting sands the port has had great dilti-

culties to contend with; and Tucker in 1656 describes it

merely as "a convenient dry harbour into which the firth

ebbs and flows every tide, with a convenient quay on the

one side thereof, of a good length for lading of goods."

The earliest dock was commenced in 1720, and the custom-

house quay constructed in 1777 ; but little of the exist-

ing works is older than the present century. These,

with date, cost, and area, comprise the Old docks

(1801-17; £285,108; lOJ acres), the Victoria dock

(1852; £135,000; 5 acres), the Albert dock (1863-69;

£224,500; lOf acres), and the Edinburgh dock (1874-81 ;

£400,000 ; I63 acres) ; in connexion with the last two 62

and 108 acres were reclaimed from the east sands. The

largest of seven graving docks, the Prince of Wales dock

(1858), measures 370 by 60 feet, and cost £100,000 ; the

east and west piers, extended or formed during 1826-52,

and respectively 3530 and 3123 feet long, leave an entrance

to the harbour 250 feet broad, with a depth at high water

of 20 to 25 feet. The aggregate tonnage registered as

belonging to the port was"l702 in 1692, 6935 in 1752,

25,427 in 1S4-4, 28,303 (3946 steam) in 1854, 33,303 in

1860, 44,892 in 1867, 65,692 in 1873, 74,713 in 1878,

and 86,509 on 31st December 1881, viz., 64 sailing vessel*

of 16,371 tons, and 125 stoam-vessels of 70,138 tons, the

largest of the latter being one of 2144 tons. This shows

marked progress, as likewise does the following table, giving

the aggregate tonnage of British and foreign vessels that

entered and cleared from and to foreign ports nud coast-
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wise, in cargoes and ballast, during tlie years ending 15th

May .—

Tear.
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in those between 5 and 15 acres and between 15 and 30

acres, which numbered respectively 5439 and 5250. The

following table shows the number of acres under the various

crops in 1855 and 1881 :

—
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thownfrom the State of Religion in the Ancient Heathen World.

Discourses on various Subjects, with a Life preBxed, was published

posthumously, 4 vols. 8vo, 1768-89 ; also a Life by Huddesford,

1772.

LELEGES was the name applied to an early race or set

of races around the ^gean Archipelago. The name occurs

in Leucadia, Acarhania, iEtolia, Phocis, Locris, Bwotia,

Megara, Laconia, Elis, the islands of the iEgean, the

Troad, and Caria. It is hardly possible to suppose that a

single race was to \)& found in so many widely separated

localities. Herodotus identifies the Leleges with the

Carians, saying that the ancient name of that race v/as

Leleges, whereas Pausanias declares that the name Leleges

was younger, and Athenseus makes the Leleges serfs of the

Carians. Homer introduces both Leleges and Carians as

distinct peoples in alliance with Troy. The former have a

king Altes and a city Pedasus. Strabo counts the Leleges

and the Carians different races, so intermingled that they

were often identified. Both in Leucadia and in Laconia

the story runs that the autochthonous inhabitants were

the Leleges, whereas in Messenia the Leleges were an

immigrant race who had founded Pylus. They were said

to be the ancestors of the Taphians and Teleboans, two

seafaring and piratic races. The only view as yet advanced

which introduces any unity into these scattered notices is

that of Curtius. According to him the name Leleges

represents rather a,stage in historical development than a

single race. The name occurs always in the coast lands
;

and in the early stage of Greek history, when the simple

barbarous tribes of older stock were stimulated to the first

beginnings of progress and civilization by the appearance

of foreign mariners on their shore, the mixed race of

immigrants and natives was called Leleges. It is the

almost universal opinion that the whole of the iEgean

coast lands were occupied by homogeneous tribes of Aryan

stock ; on this view then the Leleges, i.e., as Strabo already

maintained, the mixed people, represent one of the first

stages of these original tribes in the path of civilization.

Accounts which connect the Leleges with Egypt may be

definitely rejected as fabulous.

See Deimling, Leleger; Curtius, Greelc History, i. ; Thnc, i. 4;

niad, X. 429; Strabo, pp. 321, 672, 680, &o.; Herod.,!. 171;
Pausan., i. 39, 6 ; Athen.,Ti. 2716.

LELEWEL, Joachim (1786-1361), Polish historian,

was born at Warsaw in 1786. His family came from

Prussia in the early, part of the 18th century; his grand-

father was appointed physician to the Polish king then

reigning, and his father caused himself to be naturalized

as a Polish citizen. The original form of the name appears

to have been Loelheffel. From his earliest childhood the

future historian showed his fondness for books. In the

year 1807 we find him teacher in a school at Krzeraieniec

in Volhynia, and in 1814 professor of history at Yilna, a

post which he quitted in 1820 for a four years' discharge of

the same office at the university of Warsaw, but returned

to it in 1824. His lectures enjoyed great popularity, aiid

the enthusiasm felt for him by the students is shown in

the beautiful lines addressed to him by Mickiewicz. But
this very circumstance made him obnoxious to the Russian
Government, and at Vilna Novosiltzev was then all-power-

fiiL Lelewel was removed from his professorship, and
returned to Warsaw, where he was elected a deputy to

the diet in 1829. He joined the revolutionary move-
ment with great enthusiasm, but was throughout deficient

in energy, and, in fact, although the emperor Nicholas
distinguished him as one of the most dangerous rebels,

he did not appear to advantage as a man of action.

On the suppression of the rebellion he made his way in

disguise to Germany, and subsequently reached Paris in

1831. There, however, he was not allowed to stay long,

as the Government of Louis Philippe ordered him" to quit

French territory in 1833 at the request of the Russian

ambassador. The cause of this expulsion is said to have

been his activity in writing revolutionary proclamations.

He now repaired to Brussels, where he for a time lectured

on history at the university, but was from some cause or

other compelled to abandon his occupation. Lelewel spent

several years in Brussels in great poverty, barely earning a

scanty livelihood by his writings. He died in 1861 at

Paris, whither he had removed a short time previously.

Lelewel was an indefatigable man of letters. He was of a simp'e

austere character, and of the strictest probitj-—in short, of an anlinue

type, one of the few men who have loved learning- for its own sake.

His literary activity was enonnous, extending over the period from

the "Edda Skandinawska"'of 1807 to the Geographie dts Arabes,

2 vols., Paris, 1851. Many of his works are concerned with Polish

history, yet he by no meaus confined himself to it. Thus he has

written on the trade of Carthage, on Pytheas the early geographer,

and on numismatics {La Nmmsmalique du Moyen Age, Paris,

1835, 2 vols. ; Etudes Numis^natiqnes, Brussels, 1840). One of

his most impoi-tant publications was La Geographie du Moijcn, Age,

Brussels, 1850-52, with an atlas of fifty pktes entirely engraved by
himself, for ho rightly attached such importance to the accuracy

of his maps that he would not aUow them to be executed by any

one else. His works on Polish history are monumental; they ha^ve

been collectet? into a series under the title Polska, dzieje i rzeczy

jcj rozpainywane (Poland, her History and Affairs Surveyed), pub-

lished at Posen, 1854-1868, in 20 vols. He had intended to have

written a complete history of the country on an extensive scale,

but never accomplished the task. His method is shown in the little

history of Poland, first published at Warsaw in PolLsh in 1823, under

the title Dzieje Polski, and afterwards almost rewritten in the Histoire

de Pologne, published at Paris in 2 vols, in 1844. Two other works

on Polish history which may be especially mentioned are an edition

of the "Chronicle of Matthew of Cholewa" and "Ancient Memorials

of Polish Legislation " (Ksie.gi ustaw polskich imazewieckich). While
employed in tlie university library of Warsaw he studied bibliography,

and tire fruits of his labours may be seen in his Biiliognificziiych

Ksiqg du-oje (A Couple of Books on Bibliography) 2 vols. Svo,

Viliia, 1823-26. The characteristics of Lelewel as an historian ara

great research and power to draw inferences from his facts ; his style

is too often careless, and his narrative is not picturesque, but his

expressions are frequently terse and incisive. He has left valuable

materials for a just comprehension of his career in his autobiography

(Adventures while Prosecuting Researches and Inquiries on Polish

Matters').

LELY, Sm Peter (1617-1680), a celebrated painter,

was bom at Soest, Westphalia, in 1617. His father, a
military captain and a native of Holland, was originally

called Van der Vaes ; the nickname or Le Lys or Lely,

by which he was generally known, was adopted by his son

as a proper surname. After studying for two years under

Peter de Grabber, an artist of some note at Haarlem, Lely,

induced by the-patronage of Charles I. fcr the fine arts,

removed to England in 1641. There he at first painted

historical subjects and landscape; and he soon became so

eminent in his profession as to be employed by Charles to

paint his portrait shortly after the death of Vandyck. He
afterwards portrayed Cromwell. At the Restoration iia

genius and gentlemanly manners won the favour of Charles

II., who made him his state-painter, and afterwards knighted

him. He formed a famous collection, the best of his time,

containing drawings, prints, and paintings by the best

masters; it sold by auction for no less than £26,000. His

great example, however, was Vanuyck, whom, in some of

his most successful pieces, he almost rivals. Lely's paint-

ings are carefully finished, warm and clear in colouring,

and animated in design. The graceful posture of the heads,

the delicate rounding of the hands, and the broad folds of

the draperies are admired in many of his portraits. The
eyes of the ladies are drowsy with languid sentiment, and

allegory of a commonplace sort is too freely introduced.

His most famous work is a collRc'ion of portraits of the

ladies of the court of Charles 11., preserved at Hampton
Court, and known by the title of the Windsor Beauties.

Of his few historical pictures, the best is Susannah and the

Elders, at Burleigh House. His Jupiter and Europa, ia
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the duke of Devonshire's collection, is also worthy of note.

Lely was nearly as famous for crayon work as for oil-

r>aintiug. Towards the close of his life he often retired to

an estate which he had bought at Kew. He died of

apoplexy in London (the Piazza, Covent Garden) in 1680,

and was buried in Covent Garden Church, where a monu-

ment was afterwards erected to his memory. Pepys

characterized Lely in a few graphic words—" a mighty

proud man and full of state." The painter married an

English lady of family, and left a son and daughter, who

died young. His only disciples were Greenhill and Bucks-

horn ; he did not, however, allow them to obtain an insight

into his special modes of work.

LE MANS. See Mass, Le.

LEMBERG(!.«., Leonberg; aX&o Lemhurg or Loweiihurg;

Polish, Lu'otv ; Lat., Leopolis), the capital of the Austrian

crown-land of Galicia, and according to its population the

third city of Austria-Hungary, lies 180 miles east of Cracow

and 60 miles from the Russian frontier. The hollow of

the Sarmatiau plateau, in which the town is situated, is

about 1000 feet above the sea-level, and, as drained by the

Feltew, a tributary of the Bug, belongs to the basin of the

Vistula. The LiJwenburg proper or Castle Hill rises to

1300 feet. In the early part of the present century

Lemberg would have been described as a small fortified

place, with a number of large villages in the immediate

Plan of Lemberg.

vicinity; but the fortifications were transformed into

pleasure grounds about 1811, and the villages have gradu-

ally changed into suburb and town. The old city pro-

per occupies only about 60 acres ; the suburbs extend

over 12 square miles. During the 16tb and 17th centuries

the most striking feature of Lemberg was the immense
number of its ecclesiastical buildings, and it still possesses

among the i-est a Greek Catholic, a Roman Catholic, and
an Armenian cathedral. The church of the Dominicans
(an imitation of the Karlskirche at Vienna) contains a

monument, by Thorwaldsen, to the countess Josepha
Borkowaka. Lemberg is the seat of a university, founded
in 1784 by Joseph IL, and restored by Francis I. in 1817

;

and in the national institution founded by Ossolinski it has

a noble library of books and manuscripts, and valuable

antiquarian and scientific collections. The linguistic

heterogeneousness of the populatiou requires the mainten-

ance of three separate gymnasium.^,— for the Poles, the

Germans, and the Rutheuians respectively ; and there are

besides two normal colleges, a deaf and dumb institutinn,

and a blind asylnm. Indmstrially and commercially

Lemberg is a more importamt eity than Cracow ; it has a

chamber of trade and commerce, ajid among the leading

articles of manufactnre are flour, beer, vinegar, oil of roses,

and matches. The population his increased from 87,109

in 1869 to 110,250 in 1880. At the former date 46,25^'

were Roman Catholics, 26,694 Jews, and 12,40(> Greek

Catholics.

Leopolis wa3 founded about 12S9 liy the Rutheniun prince Danii-1

for his son Leo. From Casiinir tl»e Great, who eaiiitured it in 1340,

it received the Magdeburg rights, and for almost two bundled ycaij

the public records were kept in German. During the whole perinil

of Polish supremacy it was a most important citj', and after thb

faU of Constantinople it greatly developed its trade with the East.

In 1648 and 1655 it was besieged by the Cossacks, and in 1672 by
the Turks. Charles XIL of Sweden captured it in 1704. In 1848

it was bombarded.

LEMMING, a small animal belonging to the order

Rodenlia, family MiLridx, and subfamily Arvicolinx, or

voles, of which the commou water-rat and short-tailed field

mouse of England are members. It is the ilyodes lemimis

(Linn.) of most modern zoological systems, the Lemnius

norvegicus of Desmarest and some other authors. la both

size and colour diflerent specimens vary considerably, but

its usual length is about five in-ches, and its soft fur

yellowish-brown, marked with spots of dark brown and

black It has a short, rounded head, obtuse muzzle, small

bead-like eyes, and short rounded eaxs, nearly concealed by

the fur. The tail is very short. The feet are small, each

with five claws, those of the fore feet strongest, and fitted

for scratching and digging. The usual dwelling place of

the lemmings is in the high lands or fells of the great central

mountain chain of Norway. and Sweden, from the southejii

branches of the Langfjeldene in Christ ian.sand stift to the

North Cape and the Varangerfjord. South of the Arctic

circle they are, under ordinary circumstances, exclusively

confined to the plateaus covered with dwarf birch and

juniper above the conifer region, though in Trouisij amt

and in Finmarkcn they occur in all suitable locaUtica
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down to the level of the sea. The nest ia formed under a

tussock of grass or a stone, and constructed of short dry

straws, and usually lined with hair. The number of young

in each nest "is generally five, sometimes only three,

occasionally seven or eight, and at least two broods are

produced annually. Their food is entirely vegetable,

especially grass roots and stalks, shoots of the dwarf birch,

reindeer lichens, and mosses, in search of which they form,

in winter, long galleries through the turf or under the

snow. They are restless, courageous, and pugnacious little

animals. When suddenly disturbed, instead of trying to

escape they will sit upright, with their back against a stone

or other coign of vantage, hissing and showing fight in a

very determined manner.

The circumstance which has given more popular interest

to the lemming than to a host of other species of the same

order of animals, and has justified its treatment in a

separate article in this work, is that certain districts of the

cultivated lands of Norway and Sweden, where in ordinary

circumstances they are quite unknown, are occasionally and

at very uncertain intervals varying from five to twenty or

more years, literally overrun by an army of these little

creatures, which steadily and slowly advance, always in the

same direction, and regardless of all obstacles, swimming

across streams and even lakes of several miles in breadth,

and committing considerable devastation on their lino of

march by the quantity of food they consume. In their

turn they are pursued and harassed by crowds of beasts

and birds of prey, as bears, wolves, foxes, dogs, wild cats,

stoats, weasels, eagles, hawks, and owls, and never spared

by man ; even the domestic animals not usually predace-

ous, as cattle, goats, and reindeer, are said to join in the

destruction, stamping them to the ground with their feet,

and even eating their bodies. Numbers also die from

diseases produced apparently from overcrowding. None
ever return by the course by which they came, and the

onward march of the survivors never ceases until they

reach the sea, into which they plunge, and swimming
onwards in the same direction as before perish in the

waves. These extraordinary and sudden appearances of

vast bodies of lemmings, and their singular habit of

persistently pursuing the same onward course of migration,

have given rise to various speculations, from the ancient

belief of the Norwegian peasants, shared in by Olaus

Magnus, that they fall down from the clouds, to the almost

equally untenable hypothesis, ingeniously maintained by
tlio late Mr W. D. Crotch, that tliey are acting in these

migrations in obedience to an instinct inherited from vastly

ancient times, and are still seeking the congenial home in

the submerged Atlantis, to which their ancestors of the

Miocene period were w-ont to resort when driven from their

ordinary dwelling places by crowding or scarcity of food.

The principal really ascertained facts regarding these

migrations, as stated by Mr R. Collett {Proceedings of the

Linnean Society, vol. xiii. p. 327, 1878), seem to be as

follows. When any combination of circumstances has
occasioned an increase of the numbers of the lemmings in

their ordinary dwelling places, impelled by the restless or

migratory instinct possessed in a less developed degree by
80 many of tlieir congeners, a movement takes place at the

edge of the elevated plateau, and a migration towards the

lower-lying land begins. The whole body moves forward

slowly, always advancing in the same general direction in

which they originally started, but following more or less the

course of the great valleys. They only travel by night

;

ii.id, staying in congenial places for considerable periods,

with unaccustomed abundance of provender, notwithatand-
ipg all the destructive influences to which, tfley are exposed,

they multiply excessively during their journey, having still

more numerous families and more frequently than in their

usual homes. The progress may last from one to three

years, according to the route taken, and the distance to be
traversed until the sea-coast is reached, which in a country

so surrounded by water as the Scandinavian peninsula

must be the ultimate goal of such a journey. This may bo
either the Atlantic or the Gulf of Bothnia, according ns

the migration has commenced from the west or the east

side of the central elevated plateau. Those that finally

perish in the sea, committing what appears to bo a

voluntary suicide, are only acting under the same blind

impulse which has led them previously to cross smaller

pieces of water with safety. Further information about
the migrations of the lemming will be found in Jfr Collett'.s

paper referred to above, and also in those of Mr Crotch in

the same volume. (w. ir. f.)

LEMNOS was an island in the northern part of tlio

yi']gcan Sea, now called by the inhabitants Limnos. TIio

Italian form of the name, Stalimeno, i.e., c? ti]v Arjuvov, is

not used in the island itself, but is commonly cmiiloyed in

geographical works. The island, which belongs to Turkej',

is of considerable size: Pliny says that the coast-liuo

measured 112 J Roman miles, and the area has been

estimated at 150 square miles. Great part of it is

mountainous, but sonve very fertile valleys exist, to culti-

vate which two thousand yoke of oxen are employed. Tho
hill sides afford pasture for 20,000 sheep. No forests exist

on the island ; all tho wood which is used is brought from

the coast of Roumelia or from Thasos. A few mulberry

and fruit trees grow, but no olives. The inhabitants

number about 22,000, of whom 2000 are Turks and the

rest Greeks. The chief towns are Kastro on the western

coast, with a population of 4000 Greeks and 800 Turks,

and Mudros on the southern coast. Kastro possesses an

excellent harbour, and is the seat of all the trade carried

on with the island. Greek, English, and Dutch consuls or

consular agents were formerly stationed there ; but the

whole trade is now in Greek hands. The archbishop of

Lemnos and Ai Strati, a small neighbouring island with

2000 inhabitants, resides in Kastro. In ancient times

the island was sacred to Hciihrestns, who as the legend

tells fell on Lemnos when his father Zeus hurled him head-

long out of Olympus. This talc, as well as the name
^tlialeia, sometimes applied to it, points to its volcanic

character. It is said that fire occasionally blazed forth

from Mosychlos, one of its mountains ; and Pausanias (viii.

33) relates that a small island called Chrysc off the

Lemnian coast was swallowed up by tho sea. All volcanic

action is now extinct.

The most famous product ofLemuosistlie medicinal cartli, wliioli

is still used by the natives. At one time it was iiojiular over

western Europe inider tlie name tcn-a sirjilUila. This name, like

tlie Greek t^rnivia c<ppayis, is derived Irom the stamp impressed

on each piece of the earth ; in ancient times the stanjji was the heail

of Artemis. Tho Turks now believe that a vase of this earth

destroys the effect of any poison drunk from it,—a belief which tho

ancients attached rather to the earth from Cape Kolias in Atlica.

Galim went to see the digging up of this earth (see Kuhu, Malic.

Gr. Opera, xii. 172 sq.) ; on one day in each year a pri;-stcss per-

formed the due ceremonies, and a waggon-load of earth was dug out

At the present time the day selected is the 6th of August, the feast

of Christ the Saviour. Both the Turkish hodja and tho Greek

priest are present to perfoim the necessary ceremonies ; the whole

process takes place before daybreak. The earth is sold by apothe-

caries in stamped cubical blocks. The liill from which the earth is

dug is a dry ntound, void of vegetation, beside tho village of

Kotschiuos, and about two hours from the site of Heiih.Tstia. The
earth was considered in ancient time.s^acure for old festering wounds,

and for the bite of poisoiious snakes.

Tho name Lemnos is said by Hccataius (rtj). Stcph'. Byz.)_to havo

been a title of Cybele among the Tliracians, and the eailiest Inbabit.

ants are said to have been a Thracian tribe, called by the Greeks

Sinties, i.e., "the robbers." According to a famous legend the,

women were all deserted by tlieir husbands, and in revenge mnrtMfBJ

every man on the island. From this barbarous act the exprctsrou

Lemnian deeds, A-liixt>ta (pya, Iccamo proverb'til. Tho AjyuauW
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anding soon after founJ only ivompn In tlic island, lulcj

jvcr by Hypsipyle, dnuslitcr of the old Idng Thoas. Fiom the

argonauts auil the Leninian women were dcscfiiJeJ the race called

Miuyie, whose Uing Kimens, son of Jasou and Hypsiiiyle, sent wine
ind provisions to the Greeks at Troy. The Miiiya; were expelled

by a Pelasgiau tribe who came from Attica. The historical element
underlying these traditions is probably that the original Thracian

people were gradually brought into communication with the Greeks

OS navigation began to unite the scattered islands of the .ilgcau

(see Jason) ; the Thracian inhabitants were barbarians iu com-
parison with the Greek mariners. The worship of Cybcle was char-

acteristic of Tlirace, whither it spread from Asia Minor at a very

early period, and it deserves notice that Hypsipyle and* Myrina
(the name of one of the chief towns) are Amazon names, which are

always oonnectcd with Asiatic Cybele-worship. Coming down to a

better authenticated period, we tind that Lcuinos was conquered by
Otanes, one of the generals of Darius Hystaspes ; but was soon

reconquered by Miltiadcs, the tyrant of the Tliracian Chei'soneso.

ililtiades afterwards returned to Athens, and Lemnos continued an
Athenian possession till the Macedonian empire al)sorbcd it. On
the vicissitudes of its history in the 3d ceiitnry ]i. c. see Kiihler

in MiUhcil. Inst. Atlun., i. p. 261. The Romans declared it free

in 197 B.C.; but gave it over in 166 n.c. to Athens, which retained

nominal possession of it till the whole of Greece was made a Koman
province. A colony of Attic /cATipoiJx'" was established by Pericles,

and many inscriptions on the island relate to Athenians. After

the division of the empire, Lemnos of course passed under the

Byzantine emperors ; it shaved iu the vicissitudes of the eastern

provinces, being alternately in the power of Greeks, Italians, and
Turks, till finally the Turkish sultans became supreme in the

iEgean. In 1476 the Venetians successfully defended Kokkinos
or Kotchinos against a Turkish siege ; but in 1657 Kastro was
captured by the Turks from the Venetians after a siege of si.>tty-

three days. Kastro was again besieged by tho Russians in

1770.

Homer speaks as if there were one town in the island called

Licmnos, but in historical times there was no such place. There

were two towns, llyrina, now Kastro, and Hepha;stia. The latter

was the chief town ; its coius are found in considerable number, the

types being sometimes the Athenian goddess and her owl, some-

times native religious symbols, the caps of the Dioscuri, Apollo, &c.

Few coins of Myrina are known. They belong to the period of Attic

occupation, and bear Athenian types. A few coins are also known
whicn bear the name, not of either city, but of tho whole island.

Conze was the first to discover the site of Hephoestia, at a deserted

place named Palreokastro on the cast coast. It had once a
splendid harbour, which is now filled up. Its situation on the east

explains why Miltiades attacked it first when he came from the

Chersonese. It surrendered at once, whereas Myrina, with its very

strong citadel built on a perpendicular rock, sustained a siege. It

is said that the shadow of Mount Athos fell at sunset on a bronze

cow in the agora of Myrina. Pliny says that Athos was 87 miles

10 tlio north-west ; but the real distance is about 40 English miles.

One legend localized m Lemnos still requires notice. Philoctetes

was left there by the Greeks on their way to Troy ; and there he

suffered ten yearii' agony from his wounded foot, until Ulj'sscs and
Neoptolemus induced him to accompany them to Troy. He is said

by Sophocles to have lived beside Mount Hermans, which ^Eschylns
' Aon.m., 262) makes one of the beacon points to flash the news of

Troy's downfall home to Argos.

See Ehade, Res Zannicm ; Conze, Ec!sc anf den Acg. Inschi

where the latest account by a skilled eye-witness is to be found
;

the above-mentioned facts about the present state of the island are

aken from him) ; also Hunt in Walpole's Travels ; Belon du Mans,
Observalions de plusieurs singularitcz, &c. ; Finlay, Greece under
the Romans ; Von Hammer, Gcseh, dcs Osman. Rciches ; Gott. Gel.

Anz., 1837. The chief references in ancient writers are Iliad, i.

693 ; V. 138 ; xiv. 229, &o. ; Herod., iv. 145 ; Str., pp. 124, 330

;

Plin., iv. 23; xx.xvi. 13.

LEMON, the fruit of Citrus Linionuni, Risso, which
is regarded by some botanists as a variety of Citrus medica,

L. The wild stock of the lemon tree is a native of the

valleys of Kumaon and Sil<liim in the North-West Provinces

of India, ascending the mountains to a height of 4000 feet,

and occurring under several forms.

The lemon seems to have been unknown to the ancient

Greeks and Romans, and to have been introduced by the

Arabs into Spain between the 12th and 13th centuries.

In 1494 the fruit was cultivated in the Azores, and largely

shipped to England, but since 1838 the exportation has

ceased. As a cultivated plant the lemon is now met with

throughout the Mediterranean region, in Spain and Portu-

gal, i'a California and Florida, and in almost all tropical

and Eubtroi'ical countries. Like the apple anrl ppar, it

varies exceedingly under cultivation. Uisso and Poiteai)

enumerate forty-seven varieties of this fruit, although they
maintain as distinct the sweet lime, Citrus Linutta, Risso,

with eight varieties, and the sweet lemon, Citnts Lnmia,
Risso, which differ only in the fruit possessing an insipid

instead of an acid juice, with twelve varieties.

The lemon is more delicate than the orange, althoug;:,

according to Humboldt, both require an annual met.;,

temperature of 62°Fahr. Unlike the orange, which presents

a fine close head of deep green foliage, it forms a straggling

bush, or small tree, 10 to 12 feet high, with paler, more
scattered leaves, and short angular branches with sharp
spines in the axils. The flowers, which possess a sweet
odour quite distinct from that of the orange, are in part

hermaphrodite and in part unisexual, the outside of tho

corolla having a purplish hue. The fruit, which is usually

crowned with a nipple, consists of an outer riud or peel,

tho surface of which is more or less rough from the convex
oil receptacles imbedded in it, and crf a white inner rind,

which is spongy and nearly tasteless, the whole of the inte-

rior of the fruit being filled with soft parenchymatous tissue,

divided into about ten to twelve compartments, each gene-

rally containing two or three seeds. The white inner

rind varies much in thickness in different kinds, but is

never so thick as in the citron. As lemons are much
more profitable to grow than oranges, on account of their

keeping properties, and from their being less liable to

injury during voyages, the cultivation of the lemon is

preferred in Italy wherever it will succeed. In damp
valleys it is liable to be attacked by a fungus called

"charbon" {Demativm monophylhmi), the stem, leaves,

and fruit becoming covered with a blackish dust. This is

said to be coincident with or subsequent to the attacks of

a small oval brown insect, Chermes hesperiduni, L. Trees

grown in the shade, and not properly exposed to sunlight

and air, suffer most severely from these pesis. Syringing

with milk of lime when the young insects are hatched, and

before they have fixed themselves to the plant, seems to be

the most eS"ectual remedy known. Since the year 1875

this fungoid disease has made great ravages in Sicily among
the lemon and citron trees, especially around Catania and

Messina. M. Heritte attributes the prevalence of the

disease to the fact that the growers have induced an

unnatural degree of fertility in the trees, permitting them

to bear enormous crops year after year. This loss of

vitality is in some measure met by grafting healthy scions

of the lemon on the bitter orange, but trees so grafted do

not bear fruit until they are eight or ten years old.

The lemon tree is said to be exceedingly fruitful, a large

one in Spain or Sicily ripening as many as three thousand

fruits in favourable seasons. In the south of Europe lemons

are collected more or less during every month of the year,

but in Sicily the chief harvest takes place from the end of

October to the end of December, those gathered during

the last two months of the year being considered the best

for keeping purposes. The fruit is gathered while still

green. After collection the finest specimens are picked

out and packed in cases, each containing about four

hundred and twenty fruits, and also in boxes, three of

which are equal to two cases, each lemon being separately

packed in paper. The remainder, consisting of ill-shaped oi

unsound fruits, are reserved for the manufacture of the

essential oil and juice. Tho whole of tho sound lemons

collected are usually packed in boxes, but those which are

not exported immediately are carefully picked over and

the unsound ones removed before shipment. The exporta-

tion is continued as required until April and May. Tho

large lemons with a rougher rind, which appear in the

London market in July and August, are grown n» 6oiTeu*a
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Bear Naples, and in tliis case are -allowod to feiiiaiu on the

treffl rviitil ripe-

Candied lemon .peel is usually made in England from
a larger variety of the l<^mon cultivated iu Sicily on
laigkfiT grcnuid tlian the common kind, from wiiich it is

distimgiu^ed by its thicker rind and larger size. This

kinj, known a» the Spadaforese lemon, is also allowed to

resaain on the trees until riiie, and when gathered the fruit

is cut in half lougitadiually and pickled in brine, before

being exported in caskjs Before candying the lemons are

soaked in fresh wat£r to remove tlie salt. Citrons are also

exportei frouti Sicily in the same way, but these are about
sis tim^ as ejqsensive as lemons, and a comparatively

sr.iaJl quajntity is shipped. Besides those exported from
Messiaa and Palermo, lemons are also imported into

England to a less extent from tlie Riviera of Genoa, and
froffli Malaga in Spain, the latter being the most esteemed.

Of the MMHeroms vaiieties the wax lemon, the imperial

knjon, and ^he Gaeta lemon are considered to be the best

The Greei island of Andros is said to produce ten

millions of lemons annnallv ; these are exported chiefly to

ConstantiEople, the Blapk Sea, and the Danube, realizing

an areiage price of ^£1 to .£1, 3s. per thousand.

Until recently the Utdted States have been large ira-

pr rters of lemons, at good prices, from the Mediterranean.

Lq 1S76 Palermo exported 4:6.3,977 boxes of this fruit, at

6s. 6d. per box. Owing to increased faciKties for transit, and
tbs hazardous character of the trade, the lemons are now
chiefly exported by the proprietors of small plantations,

r.ho, ia their eagerness to dispose of their stock, glut the

market at New York and Philadelphia, and sometimes find

the speculation a ruinous one.

For some years past lemons hare been extensively

cultivated m the south of California, and the new industry

will probably sifTect the Mediterranean trade to a serious

extent. Iu 1874 half a. million Californian lemons were
received in San Francisco. Since it was found that, with

a. little care in the selection of the soil, these trees could

be grown throughout the State, they bave'been planted in

imm-ense Bumbejs, and the produce of each tree has been
found to bring from 30s. to 60s. It has been esti-

mated that in a few years the produce will be equal to

the requirements of the Pacific States and Territories, and
that nltimately the whole of the United States may be
supplied with lemons from California. Iu east Florida

also, where suitable land is obtainable at 15 to 20 dollars

an acre, lemons, limes, citrons, and more especially oranges,

are being raised in abundance. In New South Wales
lemons are also grown, liaving been introduced into Sydney
about the year 1790.
Lemons of orJinai-y size contain ahoirt 2 ounces of juice, of

specific gra-idty 1-033-1 -046, yielding on an average 32 '5 to 42-53
grains ot'citiic aciJ per ounce. The amount of this acid, according
to Slojdart, varies in different seasons, decreasing in lemons kept
from Febrnaiy to July, at -first slowly and aftei-wards rapidly, until
at the end of tliat pei-iod it is ail split up into glucose and carbonic
a--iil,—the specific gra-s-ity of the juice being in Eebrnary 1-046, in
May 1-041, and in July l-0'27, -wliUe the fruit is hai-dly altered in
appearance. Mr Geo. Mee, however, s*atee that lemons may be kept
for some months with scarcely perceptible deterioration by vaniisli-
hig them ivith an alcoholic solution of sltellac—^the coating thus
foi-med being easily removed when the fruit is required for hnuseliold
use by gently kneading it in the bauds. Besides citric acid, lemon
juice contains S to 4 pej ceut. of gum and sugar, albuminoid matters,
and 2-28 per cent, of inorganic salts. Cossa has determined tliat

tlie ash of dried lemon juice contains 54 per cent, of ]iotash, besides
15 fier cent, of phosphoric acid. In the -n-liito portion of the peel
(in common with other fruits of the genus) a bitter principle called
hcspcridbic has i .en found. It is very slightly soluble in boiling
water, but is soluble in dilute alcohol and iu alkaline solutions,
B-liicli it soon turns cvf a yellow or reddish colour. It is also
durkened by tincture of pcrchloridc of iron. Another substance
named Icmonine, crystallizing in lustrous pbites, was discovered in
1879 by ralerno and Aglialoro iu tlie .seeds, in which it is present
in very small quantity, 15,000 giains of the seed yicldmg only 80

f;.;un«(>f it. from~lifS]ieriditie it dilTei-s iu dissolving m-potash
witbciut altrralion. It melts at 275".

V.-iiioMs modi-s of iviescrviiig lemon juice in small quantities' for
medkiiial or domestic use have been biiggested. ' Jlr Judicis states
tlKit if allowed to deposit and then filtered through paper it keei.s
well. DrSymesreconiniends heating the juice to 150 l-'ahr., filling
bottles with it at tliat tempeiaturc, "and immediately closing tlitm
wlieii perfectly full so as to keep out access of air. Another -n-riter
advises the addition of 10 per cent, of alcohol. Perlioiis the most
simple method is to keep it covered with a Layer of olive or almond
oil in a closed vessel furnished with a glass tap, by which the clear
liquid may be drawn off as required.
As a commercial article for use on shipboard as a preventive of

scurvy, lemon juice is largely consumed. JJy the provisions of the
Act ol rarliainent 30 & 31 Vict. e. 124, § 4, every ship going
to other countries where lemon or lime juice cainiot be obtained
is required to take sufhcieiit to give 1 ounce to every member of
the crew daily. Of this juice it requires about 13,000 lemons to
yield 1 pipe (108 gallons). Sicilian juice in November yields about
9 ounces of crude citric acid per gallon, but only 6 ounces if tliefrait
is collected in April. The crude juice was formerly exported to
England, and was ofteu adulterated with sea-water, but is now
almost entirely replaced by lime juice. It is said, however, to be
still an article of considerable export from Turkey, where lemons are
abundantly grown, to Odessa. But a concentrated lemon juice for
the manufacture of citric acid is prepared in considerable quantities,
chiefly at Messina and Palermo, by boiling down the crude juice in
copper vessels over an open fire until its specific gra-vity is about
1 -239, seven to ten pipes of raw making only one of c-oncentrated
lemon juice. Of this concentrated juice Messina exported in 1877
1,631,332 kilogrammes, valued at 2,446,996 lire, and iul878 Naples
exported it to tlie value of £767.
Lemon juice for this purpose is prepared also from the fruits of

limes and Bergamot oranges. It is said to be sometimes adulter-
ated with sulphuric acid on arrival in England.

Essence or Essential Oil of Lemon.—The essential oil contained in
the rind of the lemon also occurs in commerce as a distinct article.
It is manufactured chiefly in Sicily, at Reggio in Calabria, and at
Mentone and Nice in France. The small and irregularly shaped
fruits are employed while still gi-een, in which state the yield of oil

is greater than when they are quite ripe. In Sicily and Calabria
the oil is extracted in November and December, as follows. A
workman cuts three longitudinal slices ofl" each lemon, lea-ving a
tliree-cornered central core having a smallportionof rind at the apex
and base. These pieces are then divided transversely and cast on one
side, and the strips of peel are thrown in another place. Next day
the pieces of peel are deprived of their oil by pressing four or five

times successively the outer surface of the peel (zest or flavedo) bent
into a convex shape, against a flat sponge held in the palm of the
left hand and wrapped round the forefinger. The oil vesicles in
the riiid, which are ruptured more easily in the fresh fruit than iu
the state in which lemons are imported, yield up their oil to the
sponge, which when saturated is squeezed into an earthen vessel

furnished w-ith a spout and capable of holding about three pints.

After a time the oil separates from the watery liquid which accom-
panies it, and is then decanted. By this process four hundred fruits

yield 9 to 14 ounces of essence. The prisms of pulp are aftei-wards

expressed to obtain lemoti juice, and then distilled to obtain the
small quantity of volatile oil they contain. At Mentone and Nice
a different process is adopted. The lemons are placed in an
icurlle a piquer, a shallow basin of pewter about 84 inches in

diameter, having a lip for pouring on one side and a closed tube
at the bottom about 5 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. A
number of stout brass pins stand up about half an inch from
the bottom of the vessel. The workman rubs a lemon over these

pins, which rapture the oil vesicles, and the oil collects in the

tube, which when it becomes full is emptied into another vessel

that it may separate from the aqueous liquid mixed with it. When
filtered it is known as Essence dc Citron au Zeste, or, in the

English miu-ket as perfumers' essence of lemon, inferior qualities

being distinguished as druggists' essence of lemon. An additional

product is obtained by immersing the scarified lemons in wai-m

w-ater and separating the oil which floats otf. Essence de Citron

distillie is obtained by rubbing the surface of fresh lemons (or of those

which have been submitted to the action of the icttelle it piquer) on
a coarse grater of tinned iron, and distilling the grated peel. Th§
oil so obtained is colourless, and of inferior fragrance, and is sold at

a lower price, while that obtained by the cold processes has a yellow

colour and po-werful odour.

Essence of lemon is chiefly brought from Messina and Palermo

packed in copper bottles holding 25 to 50 kilogrammes or more, and

sometimes in tinned bottles of smaller size. It is said to be rarely

found in a state of pcrity in commerce, almost .all that comes into

the market being diluted with the cheaper distilled oil. This fact

may be considered as proved by the price at which the essence of

lemon is sold in England, this being less than it costs tlie manu-
facturer to make it. When long kept the essence denosits a whito
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greasy stcaroptene, ipj.arently iaenticai with tlic hcrgaptenc ob-
tained from the essential oil of the Bergamot orange. The chief
constituent of oil of lemon is the terpene, C,„Hj|;, boiling at S13°-8
Fabr., which, like oil of turpentine, readily yields crj'stals of
terpin,C,oH,530Hj, but differs in yielding the crystalline compound,
^ioHi6 + 2Cl, oil of turpentine forming one haviny the formula
C10H18 + HCL Oil of lemons also contains, according to Tilden,
another hydrocarbon C,„H,5, boiling at 3 20° Fahr., a small amount of
cymcne, and a compound acetic etlier, CHjO.CioH^O. The natural
essence of lemon not being wholly soluble in rectified spirit of wine,
an essence for culinary purposes is sometimes prepared by digesting
6 ounces of lemon peel iu one pint of pure alcohol of 95 per cent. , and,
when the rind has become brittle, which takes place iu about two
and a half hours, powdering it and percolating the alcohol through
it. This article is known as lemon flavour.

The name lemon is also applied to some other fruits. The
Java lemon is the fruit of Citriis javanica, Bl, the pear lemon
of a variety of Citrus Limctta, and the pearl lemon of Citrus
margarita. Tte fruit of a passion-flower, Passiflora laurifolia,
is sometimes known as the water-lemon, and that of a Berberi-
daceous plant, Podophijllum pellatum, as the wild lemon. In
Fiance and Germany the lemon is known as the citron, and hence
much confusion arises concerning the fruits referred to in different
works. The essential oil known as oil of cedrat is usually a
fictitious article instead of being prepared, as its name implies,
from the citron (Fr. cidralier). An essential oil is also prepared
from Citrus Luniia, Risso, at SquiUace in Calabria, and has an odour
like that of Bergamot but less powerful.

The juice of the sweet lime (Citrus Limetta, Eisso), which is now
largely substituted in the British navy for lemon juice for the pre-
vention of scurvy, is imported principally from Montserrat. This
island, although it only contains an area of 47 square miles, possesses
the most extensive and best cultivated plantations of limes, Citrus
LimcUa, in the world. About thirty years ago a small plantation
was commenced in the island by Mr Burke, at considerable outlay
and with no prospect of an immediate return, and hence was not at

first attended with success. But the Montserrat Lime Juice Co. now
owns 600 acres, bearing 120,000 trees. Although the fruit is collected

all the year round, it is never gathered from the trees, but gangs
of women labourers are sent out about 5 o'clock in the morning to

collect all the fallen fruit. These when brought home are immedi-
ately sorted into sound and unsound fruits. The sound fruits are

then bruised by band in an (cudlc, a saucer-like vessel with a num-
ber of projections arising from its bottom ; by this means the oil

cells in the rind are ruptured and the oil collects at the bottom
of the vessel. More oil may be obtained from green fruits, but these

yield less juice and less citric acid, and are therefore not gathered.

The limes are then placed iu a hopper with a sliding bottom through
which they arc supplied to two revolving rollers of gun-metal fur-

bished with projecting spikes of different lengths. By these the
fruit is torn to small pieces, which fall on a coarse copper sieve

placed below. Aftsr passing through this strainer the juice is run
directly into oaken puncheons or casks containing 100 gallons.

These casks are filled quite full so as to exclude air, and bunged
<lown immediately,—the small proportion of essential oil contained
in tiie vegetable matter which passes through the sieve helping to

preserve the juice from decomposition. The slightly musty flavour

of lime juice is produced by keeping, even after a few days, although
the fresh juice is quite free from it. The whole of the limes
collected in tlie morning must be pressed for lime juice the same
day, as the juica rapidly loses citric acid when exposed to the air,

even as much as 3 ounces in one day, or the whole of the aciil

i.T three weeks. Even when run at onco into the casks, although it

may contain 13 or 14 ounces or rarely 15 ounces of citric acid per
gallon, it seldom contains more than 9 or 10 ounces on arrival in

England. The mass of fruit pulp, &c., remaining on the sieves is

put in bags of coir or cocoa-nut fibre, and a number of these

placed one upon another, with strainers between, are then submitted
to strong pressure in a screw press, to obtain more juice, the marc
left after expression being returned to the plantation as manure.
The unsound Umes are treated in like manner and the juice boiled

down in copper pans to a consistence of about 40° (Twaddle), a loss

of citric acid taking place if the liquor be further concentrated. It

then forms a black fluid of a consistence approaching that of treacle,

and is exported iu casks to England for tne manufacture of citric

acid. Turbines of sixteen horsepower are used as the motors for

the machinery. Although the lime begins to bear in three or four

years, .until the trees are seven or eight years old the crops arc very

small. The trees require pruning and attention to keep them free

from a species of mistletoe with red or yellow berries and a kind of

dodder. They are usually manured with cotton seed cake. A
fundus resembling black dust, and apparently the same as that

I'hich attacks the lemon trees in Europe, occasionally injures

the plantations. For these reasons they are continually being

extended. The young plants are grown from seeds picked out

of tlie straining sieves, and are planted abont 15 yards apart. In

the plantations in tha higher parts of the island the limes show a

tendency to assume the form of a lemon and to become thicker
skinned, while nearer the sea they are smaller, more globular, and
thinner skinned. The young leaves of the lime are used for per-
fuming the water in finger-glasses, a few being ]ilaced in the water
and bruised before use. In 1874 coneentrstud lime juice was
exported from Montserrat to the value of £3390; and in 1878
Surinam exported 34,900 litres of lime juice. From Dominica
11,285 gallons, valued at £1825, were shipped iu 1875.

Other trees belonging to the same natural order to -which tho
name of limes have been given sue Citrus acidir,, and AlalaiilU
moiwphi/lla., the wild lime of the Hindus. Kyssa candicatn, the
ogeechee lime of North America, ancl Tilia e-.iropxa, the common
lime or linden tree, belong to other natural orders.

See Pharmamffraphia, 2.1 cd., p. 114; Bcntlcj- nnri Trimcn. MeJititial PItmli
64 ; lUssci and I'oiteau. HUloir; nalurelle da Orangen, 1873 ; AJfonso, Colli-
tazione degli AQiami, 1875. (e. 31. II.'

LEMONNIER, Pierre Charles (1715-1799), a dis-

tinguished astronomer, was born in Paris, November 23,

1715, where his father combined the practice of astronomy
with the profession of philosophy. His first recorded
observation was made before he was sixteen, and the
presentation of an elaborate lunar map procured for him
admission to the Academy, April 21, 1736, at the early

age of twenty. He was chosen in the same year to
accompany Maupertuis and Clairaut on their gcodesical
expedition to Lapland. In 1738, shortly after his return,

he explained, in a memoir read before the Academy, tho
striking advantages of Flamsteed's mode of determining
right ascensions. Indeed his persi.steut recommendation
of English methods and instruments combined with tho
labours of Lacaille to effect a revolution in French
practical astronomy, and constituted the most eminent of

his services to science. He corresponded with Bradley,
was the first to represent the effects of nutation in the
solar tables, and introduced, in 1741, the use of tlie

transit-instrument at the Paris observatory. He visited

England in 1748, and in company with the earl of

Morton and Short the optician continued his journey to

Scotland, where he observed the aunular eclipse of July
25. The liberality of Louis XV., in whose favour he
stood high, furnished him with the means of procuring

the best instruments, many of them by Englisli makers,

and gave him the command of the royal printing estab-

lishment for the publication of his works. Amongst
the fruits of his industry may be mentioned a laborious

investigation of the disturbances of Jupiter by Saturn,

the results of which were employed and confirmed

by Elder in his prize essay of 1748; a series of lunar

observations extending over fifty years ; some interesting

researches in terrestrial magnetism and atmospheric

electricity, in tho latter of which he detected a regular

diurnal period ; and the determination of the places

of a great number of stars, including twelve separate

observations of Uranus, between 1765 and its discovery

as a planet. In his lectures at the College de France

he first publicly expounded the analytical theory of

gravitation, and his timely patronage .secured the services

of Lalande for astronomy. His temper was irritable, and

liis hasty utterances exposed him to retorts which he did

not readily forgive. Against Lalande, his jealousy having

been excited by his preference for Lacaille, he closed his

doors " during an entire revolution of the moon's nodes."

His career was arrested by paralysis late in 1791, and a

repetition of the stroke terminated his life. He died at

H6ril near Bayeux, May 31, 1799. By his marriage with

Mademoiselle de Cussy, he left three daughters, one of

whom became the wife of Lagrange. He was admitted in

1739 to the Royal Society, and was one of the one hundred

and forty-four original members of the Institute.

He wrote Histoirc Celeste, 1741 ; Theoric dcs Comitcs, 1743, a
translation, with additions, of Hallcy's Synopsis ; Instiliitiotis

aslrimomiqiKs, 1746, an improved translation of Keill's text-book;
Noxirmu Zoflinquc, 17.'i5 ; Ohscrrations dr. la Lniic, du Soldi, tt

dcs itffilcs fixes, 1751-75 ' Lois du •nitisjnc, 1776-78, 4c.
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LEMUR, a term applied by Liiinsus to b group of

mammals, and suggested by the nocturnal habits and

strange ghost-like appearance of some of its members. As

they had previously no vernacular appellation in English,

it has been generally adopted, and is now completely

anglicized, making " lemurs " in the plural. The French

call them Makis, the Germans Ualhaffen, in allusion to

their forming, in appearance at least, a transition from

monkeys to ordinary quadrupeds. For the same reason

they are called Prosimis; by some systematic writers.

^Yhen the name was bestowed by Linnseus, only five

species were known, of which one, L. volans, Linn.,

Gakopithecus volan$ of modern writers, is now removed

by common consent from the group. Notwithstanding

the discovery of many new and curious forms, the lemurs

remain a very natural and circumscribed division of the

animal kingdom, though no longer considered a single

genus, but divided up into many genera and even families.

The Lemurs, or Lemuroid animals as they ought more

properly to be called, were formerly associated with the

monkeys in the LinnaBan order Primates, and afterwards in

the Quadrtimana of Cuvier, forming in that order the third

main division, called by Geoflfroy St Hilaire Sti-epsiihina,

on account of the twisted form of the external nostrils, a

division equivalent in value to the Catarhina or Old World

and the PlaUjrkina or New World monkeys. As more

complete knowledge of their organization has been gradudUy

attained, the interval which separates them structurally

from the monkeys has become continually more evident,

and they are now considered either as a distinct suborder of

the Primates, or even as forming an order apart, without

any very near affinities with the animals with which they

have hitherto been so closely associated.^

The existing species aro not numerous, and do not diverge

widely in their organization or habits, being all of small or

moderate size, all adapted to an arboreal life, climbing with

ease, and, as they find their living, which consists of fruits,

leaves, birds' eggs, small birds, reptiles, and insects, among

the branches of the trees, they rarely have occasion to

descend to the ground. None are aquatic, and none burrow

in the earth. Many of the species, but by no means all,

are nocturnal in their habits, spending the day in sleeping

in holes, or rolled up in a ball, perched on a horizontal

branch, or in the fork of a tree, and seeking their

food by night. Their geographical distribution is very

peculiar ; by far the larger proportion of species, including

%\\ those to which the term "lemur" is now especially

restricted, are exclusively inhabitants of Madagascar, where

they are so abundant and widely distributed that it is said

by M. Grandidier, who has contributed more than any

other traveller to enrich our knowledge of the structure

and manners of these animals, that there is not a little

wood in the whole island in which some of them cannot

be found. From Madagascar as a centre a few species less

typical in character extend through the African continent

westward as far as Senegambia, and others are found in

the Oriental region as far east as the Philippine Islands

and Celebes.

The following are the essential anatomical characters

pommon to the whole group :

—

Teeth beterodont, or divided by their form into incisors,

canines, and molars, and diphyodont, or consisting of a

first and second set. Molars multicuspidate. Skull with

' For the argiiraents in favour of the latter view .see Alphonse

Milne-Edwards, "Observations sur quelques points de I'enibryologie

des Leniuriens et sur les affinites zoologiques de ces animanx," in the

Ann. des Sciences Nat., October 1871 ; and P. Gervais, "Encephale

des Lemiires," in Joum. de Zoolo'jie, torn. i. p. 7. For those for

retaining them .ijnong the Primates, see Jlivart, " On Lejiilemur and

Oiirogaleus, and on the Zoological Rank of the Lemuroidea," in Proc.

Zool. Soc, 18 p. 484.

complete bony margin to the orbits, which communicate
freely (except in Tarsius) with the temporal fossae.

Lacrymal foramen outside the margin of the orbit.

Clavicles well developed. Ttadius and ulna distiuct.

Scaphoid, lunar, and central bones of the carpus almost
always separate. Five digits on the manus and pes,

though the index of the manus may be rudimentary.
Pollex (or thumb) and hallux (or great toe) always well

developed— the latter especially large, opposable to the

other digits, and with a flat nail. The index or second
digit of the pes always terminating in along pointed claw.

The fingers and toes generally not tapering towards their

extremities, but (except in Chiromys) dilated, flattened,

and rounded at the tips. Cerebral hemispheres not
completely overlapping the cerebellum, and but little

convoluted. Stomach simple. CKCum always present,

generally large. The middle or transverse portion of the

colon almost always folded or convoluted on itself.

Uterus bicornuate. Placenta non-deciduate, difi'used or

bell-shaped—the whole of the chorion, except the cephalic

pole, being covered with villosities. Allantois of great

size.

In subdividing the group for the purpose of a more
detailed description of the different animals of which it is

composed, it must first bo noted that there are two very

aberrant forms, each represented by a single species—(1)

the little Tarsius of the Indian archipelago, and (2) ,tlie

singular Chiromys or aye-aye, which, though an inhabitant

of the Jieadquarters of the order, Madagascar, and living in

the same forests and under the same external conditions as

the most typical lemurs, exhibits a most remarkable specia-

lization in the structure of its limbs and teeth, the latter

being modified so as to resemble, at least superficially,

those of the rodents, an order in which it was once placed.

The differences between these two forms and the remaining

lemurs is so great that the whole order naturally divides

itself into three families, tlie first of wliich may be again

divided into four subfamilies, which with the genera they

contain may be thus arranged :

—

Family 1. Lcmvridm,
I Indris.

Subfamily 1. Indrisinx i Propilhecus.

(
Avahis.

{ Lcnuir.

2. Lemurinx lUapalcmur.
( Lcpilcmur^

iChirogaUus,
Galarjo.

1 Loris.

i. Lorisinx iKycticeUis.

(
Paodicttcus.

Family 2. Tarsiidx.. Tarsius.

„ S. Chiromyidse Chiromys.

Family Lehvuivm.

Upper incisors two on each side, small and EPpnr.'jted by ail in-

terval in theraiddlcline. Upper canines larf;e, conical, compressed,

and pointed. Premolars two or three, molars three on each side

above and below, -with numerous, more or less poinved, cusps In

the front of the lower jaw are ou cncli side two or three closely

approximated, long, slender teeth lyins almost lionzontally and

priiectin" forwards. These are oeiicrally considered to represent

the incisors and canines, but there is some doubt about their

homologies, and they may be all consi.lered as incsors the canino

being absent. The first lower premolar larger than those bc'himl

it, and shaped like a canine. The orbit and teniporal fossa widely

continuous' beneath the bar of bone (formed by the f^oi'tal and

malar) constituting the posterior boundary "ft^ie former cavity^

The fibula well developed and distinct from the tibix All the

digits of both feet (except the second of the hind foot) wilh fiat nails,

and corresponding foiiii of ungual iibalauges.
. „ ^

I Subfamily ladrisinae.-Thc dentition of the adult consists of

thirty teeth, usnally expressed by the formula r|, ej, Tj. '«»;

but, as indicated above, they may be iS, cj, Pa, «'*• !» '"=
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milk dentition there are twenty-rwo teeth, the true mohrs of course
not being represented, but there are two additional teeth in tlie

fore' part of the lower jaw which hare no successors in the permanent
series. Hind limbs greatly developed, but the tarsus normal.
Hallux of large size, and veiy opposable. The other toes united at

their base by a fold of skin, which extends as far as the eud of the
Srst phalanx. Jlammse two, pectoral. Caecum very large, and colon
extremely long and spirally coiled.

The animals of this group are, as their organization indicates,

essentially arboreal, and feed exclusively on fruit, leaves, buds, and
flowers. 'When they descend to the ground, which is but seldom,
they sit upright on their hind legs, and move from one clump of
trees to another by a series of short jumps, holding their arms above
them in the air. They are restricted geographically to the island
of Madagascar. Among them are the largest members of the order.

A very detailed and beautifully illustrated account of their charac-

ters, external and internal, and distribution and habits, is given in

the Ristoire Naturelle de Madagascar, by A. Grandidier and
Alphonse MUne-Edwards (1875). The species are not numerous
and are distributed into three genera.

1. Indris, Geoff.—Upper incisors subeqnal in size. Upper canine
larger than the first premolar, muzzle moderately long, ears exserted.

Carpus without an os centrale. Tail rudimentary. Vertebrse : C7,
D12, L9, S4, C9.

The only well-established species is the indiis (/. brevicattdatiis,

Geoff, fig. 1), discovered by Sounerat in 1780. It is the largest of

Fio, 1.—Indris (Indris brevicaudatus). From Milne-Edwards and
Grandidier, ilammifcres de Madagascar, pi. 12.

the lemurs, the length of the head and body being about 2 feet, and
the tail 2 inches. It is very variable in colour, for although usually

nearly black, marked with whitish spots principally in the lumbar
Terion and fore arm, individuals have been found quite white. It

inhabits exclusively the forests of a part of the east coast of Mada-
gascar, living in small troops of four or five in number, and
resembling in most of its habits the animals of the next genus.

2. Propz'M-eciis, Bennett.—Second upper incisor much smaller
than the first. Upper canine lai'ger than the first premolar.
Muzzle rather short. Ears short, concealed by the fur. An os

centrale in the carnus Tail long. Vertebne: C7, D12, L8, S3,
C2S.

The species are all subject to great variations in colour, which has
led to much difficulty in discriminating them, and to much con-
fusion of synonymy. Gramlidier and Milne-Edwards recognize three

as certainly distinct:

—

P. diadcma, P. vcrreauxii, and P. coronatus

(fig. 2). Some of these are to be found in almost every part of the
island of Madagascar, living in the woods in small bauds of six or

eight together, and feeding exclusively on buds, flowers, and berries.

Their powerful hind limbs enable them to leap from tree to tree,

often to a distance of ten 'yards, without any apparent effort, seem*

T 4^-1 7*

ing to fly through the air, When obliged to descend to the ground
to pass from one clump of trees to another, they do not rr.n on all
fours, but stand erect, and throwing their arms above their heads,
progress by a series of short jumps, producing an effect which ia
described by travellers who have seen them thus in their nativa
haunts as exceedingly ludicrous. They are not nocturnal, but most

Fio. 2.~P,-uiMi„ui-s rorvncvs. from iliine-i.dwaraa and
Grandidier, Mammifircs de Madagascar, pi. ?.

active in the morning and evening, remaining seated or coiled up
among the branches duringthe heat of the day. They are i;aturally

of a quiet and gentle disposition, and do not show much intelli-

gence. They are also less vociferous than the true lemurs, only
when alarmed or angered making a noise which has been compared
to the clucking of a fowl. Like the rest of the subfamily they never
have more than one young one at a time.

3. Ai-uhis, Jourdan.—Second upper incisor laiger than the first.

Upper canine scarcely larger than the first premolar. Muzzle very
sliort. Ears very small and hidden in the fur. which is very snlt

and woolly. Carpus without os centrale. Tail long. Vertebra;

:

C", Dll, L9, S3, C23.
One species, A. laniger (Gmelin), the woolly leninr, or avahi.^,

considerably smaller than any of the last group. It differs from
them in its habits, being quite noctumt.1, and not a.ssociating iu

small troops, but being always met with either alone or in pairs.

It is very slow in its movements, and rarely descends to the giound,
but when it does it walks upright like the other Indrisinx. It is

found throughout the forests which clothe the mountains ou the east

coast of Madagascar, and also in a limited district ou the north-west
coast, the specimens from which locality are of smallersize and rather

different in colour.

11. Subfamily Lemnrinae.—The dentition in the adult consists of

thirty-six teeth, which as usually enumerated are t|, c\, p^, m^.
In the forepart of the lower jaw are on each side three elongated,

compressed, procumbent teeth, of which the outer, usually consid-

ered the homologue of the canine, is larger than the others. All have
long tails. Hind limbs not of the same disproportionate size as in

the last group ; and the ca;cum much less developed. Tarsus but
slightly elongated, the os calcis being always less than one-fourth

the length of the tibia. Toes of the hind feet free to the base.

Habitat, Madagascar and some of the adjacent Comoro islands.

This group contains the typical lemurs, or those to which the

term is now chiefly restricted. Two rather aberrant members make
it necessary to divide it into three genera.

1. Jicmur, liinn.—I'nner incisors senarated by '\n interval in the
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middle, but not in contact with each other or the canine, in front

of which they are both placed. Muzzle elongated. Ears touspicu-

oas and tufted. Mamma; two, pectoral. Vertebra : C7, D12, L7
(or D13, L6), S3, C27.

Animals much about the si^e of a common cat, with fox-like faces,

soft thick fur, and long tails well clotlied with hair. Kot having the

same disproportionate size of the limbs as the last group, they are

much more quadrupedal in their actions, walking on the ground or

running along the branches of trees on all four feet, but also jump-

Fio. 3.—Skull of Ring-tailed Lemur {Lemur cotta). x |. Mus.

Koy. CoU. Surgeons, uc, upper canine ; I:, lower canine ; pm,

premolars ; m, true molars.

Ing with marvellous agility. They are gregarious, living in small

troops, are diurnal in their habits, but most active towards evening,

when they make the woods resound with their loud cries, and feed,

not only on fruits and buds, but also on eggs, young birds, and

insects. When at rest or sleeping, they generally coil their long,

bushy tails arouad their bodies, apparently for the sake of the

warmth it affords. They have usually either one or two young ones

at a birth, which are at first nearly naked, and are earned about,

hangujg close to and almost concealed by the hair of the mother's

Fio. 4.— Ring-tailed Lemur {Lemur cotta). From life.

Wly. After a while they change their position and mount upon the

mother's back, where they are carried about until they are able to

alimb and leap by themselves. Though no member of the Indrisinm

has as yet lived long enough in captivity to be brought alive to

Europe, the lemurs are commonly seen in menageries, and often breed

in England. They present a great tendency to variation in their

colouring, in consequence of which many nominal species have been

made. The most distinct, and at the same time most beautiful, is

the ring-tailed lemur (L. caita, Linn. , fig. 4), of a deUcate grey colour,

and with a long tail marked with alternating rings of black and

white This is said by Mr G. A. Shaw {Proc. Zool. Soc, 1879, p. 132}

to be an exception to all the other lemurs in not being arboreal,

but living chiefly among rocks and bushes. Pollen, Ijowever, ssys

that it inhabits the forests of the south-west parts o£ Madagascar,

living, like its congeners, in considerable troups, and not differing

from them in its habits. He adds that it is extremely gentle, and
active and graceful in its movements, and utters at intervals a little

plaintive cry like that of a domestic cat. All the others have the

tail of uniform colour. The largest species is L. mriiis, Geoff., tlije

rulfed lemur, sometimes black and white, ami sometimes reddish-

brown, the variation apparently not depending on sex or age, but

on the individuaL In L. macaco the male is black and the female

red. L. mongoz, L. collar is, and L. albi/rona are other well-known

species.

2. HapahmuT, Is. Geoff.—Upper incisors veiy small, subequal,

separated widely in the middle line. Those of each side in contact

with each other and with the canine, the posterior one being placed

on the inside, and not iu front of the latter. Muzzle very short and
truncated. Mammte four. There is apparently but one species,

H. griseus, smaller than any of the true lemurs, of a dark grey

colour, with round face and short ears. It is quite nocturnal, and
lives chiefly among bamboos, subsisting on the young shoots. A
second species has been named if. sivuis, but it is doubtful if it is

not only a variety.

3. LcpUemur, Is. Geoff. ; Lcpidolcmur and Myxoccbjis, Peters.

—Upper incisors absent or only two iu number and very small.

Muzzle more elongated than in the last. Ho distinct os centraleiii

the carpus. L. muslcUnus is the best known species. It has, at

all events when adult, no upper incisors. It is rare, and like

HapaUmur nocturnal in its habits. A second closely allied species,

but with better developed premaxillie, containing a pair of small

styliform incisors, has been described by Peters under the name of

3/iixocebus caniceps {Monalsb. Berlin. Akad., 1874, p. 690).

111. Subfamily Galaginae.—Dentition as in Levi urinx, fi-om which
they are distinguished by the elongation of the tarsus, caused by a

peculiar modification of the os calci.s and the naviculare, the distal

portion of the former and the whole of the latter having the form of

nearly cylindrical rods placed side by side, while the other bones

retain nearly theirJiormal form and proportion.

1. Chirogahus, Geoff.—Third upper premolar vei-ymuch smaller

than the first molar, and with only one external cusp. The ani-

mals included under this name appear tq form a transition between

the true lemurs and the galagos. The genus was originally estab'

lished by Geoffroy St Hikire in 1812 for the reception of three

animals only known at that time by drawings made in Madagascar
by the traveller Commerson. Subsequent discoveries have brought

to light several species that may be referred to it, including one or

two which are sometimes considered as forming a genus apart under

the name of MicrDcebtis. They are all small, some being less than

a rat in size, long-tailed, and nocturnal in their habits. One of the

largest, C, furcifcr, is of a reddish-grey colour, and is distinguished

by a dark median stripe on its back which divides on the top of tlie

head into two branches, one of which passes forwards above each

eye. The most interesting peculiarity of these animals, a knowled);e

of which we owe to M. Grandidier, is that certain species {C.

samati, C. gliroidcs, C. milii, &c.) during the dry season coil

themselves up in holes of trees, and pass into a state of torpidity,

like that of the hibernating animals in the winter of northevu

climates. Before this takes place, an immense deposit of fat accu-

mulates upon certain parts of the body, especially upon the basal

portion of the tail, which has then dimensions corresponding to

that of the well known fat-tailed sheep of the Cape, but which by

the time they emerge from their torpor has acquired its normal pro-

portions. The smallest species, to which many names have been

given {C. piisillus, mfus, smithii, &c. ), lives among the small

branches on the tops of the highest trees, feeding on fruit and
insects, and making nests which resemble those of birds.

'2. Galago, Geoff. = Otolicmis, lUiger.—Third upper premolarwith
two large external cusps, and nearly equalling tne hrst molar in

size. Os calcis about one-third the length of the tibia, and the navi-

culare much longer than the cuboid. Vertebras : C7, D13, L6, S3,

022-26. Tail long, and generally bushy. Ears large, roundeJ,

naked, and capable of being folded at the will of the animal.

Mammae four, two pectoral and two inguinal.

The galagos differ from all the lemuroids previously mentioned,
inasmuch as they are all inhabitants, not of Madagascar, but of the
African continent, being widely distributed in the wooded districts

from Seneganibia in the west to Abyssinia iu the east, and as far

south as Natal. They pass the day in sleep, but are very active at

night, feeding on fruit, insects, and small birds. 'When they
descend to the ground they sit upright, and move about by jump-
ing with their hind legs, like jerboas and kangaroos. They are

f)retty little animals, varying in size from that of a small cat to

ess than a rat, with large eyes and ears, soft woolly fur, and long
tails. There are several species, of which G. crassicaudatus, from
Mozambique, is the largest. ' A similar species, or perhaps variety,

from Angola is G. viontieri. G. garnetli, allcni, maholi, demidoffi,

and saiegalensis are other recognized species. The last-mentionc

J
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was the first known to science, having been brought from Senegal

by Adanson, and desLiibeJ in 17S'i by Geoffrey, who adopted the

name Galago, by which it was said to be called by the natives.

IV. SabJFamily Lorisinae,—Dental formula as in ic?n!(rzn«. In-

dex finger very short, sometimes rudimentary and nailless. Fore

and hind limbs nearly equal in length. Tarsus not specially elon-

gated. Pollex and hallux diverging widely from the other digits,

the hallux especially being habitually directed backwards. Tail

short or quite mdimeitary. Mamnis two, pectoral.

A small group of very peculiar animals, of essentially nocturnal

habits, and remarkable for the slowness of their movements. They
,ire completely arboreal, their limbs being formed only for climbing
and clinging to branches, not for jumping or running. They have
rounded heads, very large eyes, short ears, and thick, short, soft

fur. They feed, not only on vegetable substances, but, like many of

the Lemuridx, also on insects, eggs, and birds, which they steal

upon while roosting at night. None of the species are found in

Madagascar. One of the greatest anatomical peculiarities of these

animals is the breaking np of the large arterial trunks of the limbs
into numerous small parallel branches, constituting a rcte mirabile,

which is found also in the true sloths, with which the loris are

sometimes confounded on account of the slowness of their move-
ments. The animals of this group are usually divided into four

genera, though the characters by which they are separated are very
trivial. There are more properly two natural divisions.

A. Characterized by the index finger being small, but having the
complete number of phalanges, and by their .\siatic habitat.

These form the genus Loris of Geoifroy St Hilaire (1796), Sicnops
of lUiger (1811), bvt they were in 1812 divided by Geof^'oy into

two genera, A'l/cticchiis and Loris, a division which has been
accepted by most modern zoologists.

Genus Nycticebus, (Jeoff.—First upper incisor larger than the
second, which is often early deciduous. Inner margin of the orbits

separated from each other by a narrow flat space. JTasal and pre-

maxillary bones projecting but very slightly in front of the maxillffi.

Body and limbs stout. No tail Vertebrae ; C?, D17, L6, S3,

C12. The species are K. tardigradus, the common, slow lemur or

loris, of the ilalay countries, Sumatra, and Borneo; N. javaniciis,

»f Java ; and iV. cincrcus (fig. 5), of Siam and Cochin China, The

M.\\4;lr

A#;-'

FlQ. 5.—Grey Loris {Nycticebus cinereus). From A. Miine-Edwards,
iV, Archives du Museum, tome iii. pi. 3,

habits of all are much alike. They lead a solitary life in the recesses
of large forests, chiefly in mountainous districts, where they sleep
during the day in holes or fissures of large trees, rolled up into a
ball, with the head between the hind legs. On the approach of
evening they awake ; and during the night they ramble among the
branches of trees, slowly and quietly, in search of their food, which
consists of tender leax'es and fruit, small birds, insects, and mice.
When in quest ofliving prey, they move noiselessly till quite close,

and then suddenly seize it with one of their hands. The female
produces but one young one at a time. L. tardigradus was placed
by Linnaeus at the bead of the list of species of his genus Lemur, and
its habits doubtless SDggested tin' generic name which was trans-
ferred by Geoffroyto the less nocturnal and spectre-like Madagascar
members of the group.

'

Genus LoHs, Geoff.—Upper incisors very small and equal.
Orbits very large, and only separated in the middle line above by a
thin vertical plate of bone. Nasals and premaxillfe produc<Bd for-

wards considerably beyond the anterior limits of the maxillae, and
supporting a pointed nose. Body and limbs slender. No external
tail. Vertebrae : C7, D14, L9, S3, C6.

' For the anatomy of this cenug, see J. L. C. Shroeder van der Kolk and W.
Yrolik. " Rccherches d'Anatomie compar^e sur le genre Stenopi d'llllger," in

BijdraQCn tot de Dierkunde, part i., Amsterdam, 1&4A-M.

One species, L. gracilU, the slender loris of Ceylon, avery strangq-
looking creature, about the size of a squinel, of a yeUowish-browa
colour, with large, prominent eyes, pointed nose, long thin body,
long, angularly bent, slender UmUs, and no tail. Its habits are like
those of the rest of the gronp.
B. Index fiuger reduced to a mere tubercle without ma. Both

the known species are from West Afiica.
Genus Ferodicticus, Bennett—A short tail, about a. third of the

length of the trunk. Two or three of the anterior dorsal vertebra
have very long slender spinous processes wliich in the living animal
project beyond the general level of the skin, forming distinct coni-
cal prominences, covered only by an exceedingly thin and naked
integument. F. pclto {Lemur potto, Gmeliu), the potto, is one of the
oldest known members of the lemuroid group, having been de-
scribed in 1705 by Bosman, who met with it in his voyage to
Guinea. It was, however, lost sight of nntU 1825, when it was re-
discovered in Sierra Leone and fuUy described by Bennett in the
Frocccdings of theZoological 5oai;(?^, part i, 1830-31, under the name
of Ferodicticus Ckoffroyi. Bennett's generic name has been retained,
but the specific name bestowed by Gmelin, adopted from P—jan,
has been restored. It is also found in the Gaboon. It is strictly
nocturnal, and slower ia its movements even than Aycticcbus tardi-
gradits, which otherwise it much resembles in its habits.^
A second species, the awantibo {F. ealabarenais, Smith), rather

smaller and more delicately made, with smaller hands and feet, and
rudimentary tail, constitutes the genus Arctocebics, Gray. It is

found at Old Calabar, and is very rare, only a few individuals
having as yet been met with. Its anatomy has been described by
Professor Huxley in theFroc. loot. Soc., 1864, p. 314. Vertebrae:
C7, D15, L7, S3, C9.

FcmiHy Tabsltd^

Dentition, if, c|, p^, mj=|, total 34. The first upper incisor

large, and in contact with its fellow of the opposite side. Canine
of moderate size. Molars, with mimerous pointed cusps. Lower
canine semi-erect, its apex diverging from that of the single incisor.

First lower premolar smaller tlian those behind it Orbit to

a large extent separated from the tempoi-al fossa by a bony
partition. Fibula slender; with its lower half confluent with the
tibia. Second and third digits of the hind foot with compressed
claws ; all the other digits of both feet with flaU: nails. Calcaneiun
and navicular bone of the foot elongated as in the cbirogales and
galagos, but to a still greater extent, Colon short and not folded.

Vertebra : C7, D13, L6, S3, C27.
This family contains the single genus Tarsitts, Storr, of which but

on» speoies is known, T. spectrum, the tarsier, a verj' singular little

animal, rather smaller than an English squiirel, with very large ej'es

and ears, a long thin tail, tufted at the end, and immensely elon-

gated tarsal portion of the foot, in allusion to which its generic
name was given to it. It inhabits the forests of many of the
islands of the Indo-Malayan archipelago, Sumatra, Borneo, Celebes,

and some of the Philippines, feeds chiefly on insects and lizards,

sleeps during the day, but is tolerably acriveatnight,movingchiefly
by jumpin" from place to place, an action for wliich the structure

of its hind legs, which present a curious resemblance to those of s

frog, seems particularly well adapted. It is rare, not more than
two being generally found together, and only brings forth one

young at a time.^

Fcanih) CHiEOJlTiDiE.

Dentition of adult, i\, c%, pi, »n| = J, total 18. Incisors

very large, compressed, curved, with persistent pulps and enamel
only in front as in rodents. Teeth of molar series with flat,

very indistinctly tuberculated crowns. In the young, the fir^

set of teeth more resemble those of the normal lemurs, being

ii, cf, mi, all very small. Orbit surraunJtd by a ring of bone

posteriorly, beneath which it communicates freely with the

temporal fossa. Fibula well-developed and distinct from the

tibia. All the digits of both feet with pointed rather compressed

claws, except the hal'uz, which has a flattened nail. Middle digit

of the hand excessively attenuated. Vertebra; : 07, D12, L6, S3,

C27.
This, family, like the last, is formed for tlie reception of a single

genus, Chiromys, Cuvier,''containingonespecie3, C.madagascaricnsis

(GmeUn), the aye-aye, an animal about the size of a cat, with a broad

rounded head, short face, and large and naked ears. It has very

large hands and long thin fingers with pointed claws, one of whi 'h

(the middle or thii'd) is remarkable for its extreme slondemrss.

The foot resemlJes that of the other lemurs in its large oppoi able

hallux, \vith a flat nail, but aU the other toes luvve pointed com-

* Van der Hoeven and Van Campen, '*OntleedI;undigonderzoek vjin dor Fatto

van Bosman," in Verh. Kong, Akatt. van Welenschappen, Amsterd.im, 1S59.

3 H. Burmcistcr, Bcitrdge zur nii/ireren Senntniss der GaUung Tarsius, Bei lln,

1846.
* It was first named Dauhentonia by Geoffroy; bat this name was withdv.wn

by Its autlior in favour of Chii-omyi, as it had been previousiy Riven to a grmio
in the vegetable Icingdom. It ought not, therefore, to be revived, aA hr: brca

done by some modem authors.
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pressed claws, like that of the second toe in the Lcmurinm and the

second and third in tlie Tarsiidx. Tail lorg and bushy. General

colour dark brown, the outer fur being long and rather loose, with

a woolly undercoat. Mammffi two, inguinal in position. It is a

native of Madagascar, where it was discovered by Sonnerat in 17S0.

The specimen brought to Paris by that traveller was the only one

known until 1860. Since then many others have been obtained, and
one has lived for several years in the gardens of the Zoological

Society of London. Like so many of the lemurs, it is completely

nocturnal in its habits, living either alone or in pairs, chiefly in

the bamboo forests. Observations upon captive specimens have led

to the conclusion that it feeds principally on succulent juices,

Fig. 6 —SLuU of 4ie aje {Chucmvs madagascariensis). X |.

Mus Roy Coll buigoons.

especially of the sugar cane, which it obtains by tearing open the

hard woody circumference of tlie stalk with its strong incisor

teeth. It is said also to devour certain species of wood-boring cater-

pillars, which it obtains by first cutting down with its teeth upon
their burrows, and tlien picking them out of their retreat with the

claw of its attenuated middle finger. It constructs large ball-like

nests of dried leaves, lodged in a fork of the branches of a large tree,

and with the opening on one side. The resemblance of its teeth

to those so characteristic of the Hodentia caused it to be placed for-

merly in that order, and it was only when its anatomical characters

were fully known that its true affinities with the lemurs became
apparent'

Extinct Lemuroidea.—The disputed zoological position

of the lemurs, and the great importance which has been

attached to them by those naturalists who regard them as the

direct transition between the lower and higher mammals,
and survivcrs of a large group, now almost extinct, through

which the higher Primates, including man, must have
passed in the progress of their development, make the

consideration of their ancient history one of great interest.

Until very recently fossil lemurs were quite unknown ; at

all events the affinities of certain remains provisionally

assigned to tlie group were much questioned ; but within

the last few years the existence of lemuroid animals in

Europe daring the later Eocene and early Miocene periods

has been perfectly established, and remains of a large

number of animals attributed, though with less certainty,

to the group have been found in beds of corresponding age

in North America. In 1862 Riitimeyer described the

fragment of a right maxilla and three molars from a sidero-

litic deposit (Bohnerz) at Egerkingen, near Soleure, under
the name of Cxnopithecus lemttroides, supposing them to

belong to an animal partaking of the characters of the
American monkeys and the lemurs. The remains were,

however, by most other palseontologists referred to the
Uiir/nlala. Mere recently M. Bi5tille discovered in deposits

which were being worked for phosphate of lime at Sainte
Ntirioule de Beduer, department of Lot, France, regarded
as of early Sliocene age, a nearly complete cranium, and
subsequently, at the same place, a portion of a ramus of a
mandible of apparently the same species of animal. These
were described by M. Delfortrie in the Acies de la Societe

Linneenne de Bordeaux for '1872 under the name of

' R. Owen, " On the Aye-aye," in Trans. Zool. Soc, vol. v. p. 33,
1862 ; W. Peters, " Ueber die Saugethier-Gattung Chiromi/s," in

Ab/tand. SSnigl. Akad. dcr WissenschafUn, Berlin, 1865, p. 79.

PalxoJemur hctillei. The cranium is generally w>ll

preserved, but unfortunately the anterior part, containing

the incisor and canine teeth, has been broken oS. Its

affinity to the lemurine animals, especially to the African
forms, the Lorisinse and Galaginse, is chiefly shown by the

general form of the crauium, the large size and anterior

direction of the orbits, the small and narrow muzzle, and
the position of the lacrymal foramen outside the anterior

edge of the orbit. In size the fossil is intermediate between
the potto [Perodidicns potto) and Galago crassicaridatus.

When the specimen came into the hands of M. Gaudry,
that experienced and accurate palaeontologist, with the rich

treasures of the Paris Museum at hand for comparison,
recognized that certain more or less fragmentary remains
which had long been in the collection, and had been
described from the teeth alone, and generally, though
doubtfully referred to the Ungidata, were really nothing
more than animals of the same group, and probably even

the same species as Palecolemur betiliei. These were
A'/'Tpis parisieiisis, Cuvier, from the Paris gypsum,
described and figured in the Ossemens fossiles, Aphelo-

therium duvernoyi, Gervais, from the same beds, and other

specimens from Barthdemy,near Apt. This result was fully

acquiesced in by Gervais, who also added Csenopithecvs

lemuroidfs, Biitimeyer, to the synonyms of the animal,

which henceforth must be called Adapis parisiensis, as that

was the name first assigned to it.

M. Delfortrie's announcement of a fossil lemur from the

south of France was soon followed by that of another

species by M. H. Filhol, named ]\^ecrolemur antiquus

(Comptes Pendiis, 1873, torn. Ixxvii. p. 1111),^which was
afterwards more fully described and figured [Annales des

Sciences Geoloc/iqnes, torn. v. No. i, 1874, and Peckerckes

sur les Phosphorites d2i, Queroj, 1876), and a second species

of Adapis, of considerably larger size, A. magnus, Filhol,

was added to the group ; the latter, of which the skull is

upwards of 4 inches in Length, resembles M. Delfortrie's in

its general characters, but modified much in the way tliat

the skulls of larger animals difi'er from the smaller ones of

the same natural group. The brain-chamber and orbits are

relatively smaller, the face larger, the muscular crests more
developed, and the constriction between the cerebral and

facial portion of the skull more marked. These modifica-

tions remove the skull in its general characters still further

from the existing lemurs—so much so that M. Filhol refers

it and the other speciys of Adapis to a distinct and hitherto

unknown zoological type, intermediate between the lemurs

and the pachyderms, to which he gives the name of

Pachylemur. On the other hand he considers the Kecro-

lemur antiquus found at St Antonin, which is a very small

species, to be a true lemuroid, more nearly resembling-

Galago seiiegalensis than any existing species. Unfortu-

nately in all tliese specimens the anterior part of the skull

is so much injured that the character and numbers of the

incisor teeth cannot be ascertained, a great want in

determining the affinities of these animals. And even if

the whole of the skulls Were found, as long as nothing is

known of the limbs, or of any other bones of the skeleton,

the determination of their actual zoological position can

only be considered as provisional. All the existing lemurs

and pachyderms, or ungulates as they are now generally

termed, are so essentially different in structure and mode

of life that it is difficult to conceive of a transition from

one to the other, and therefore any such forms when found

will be full of interest. In skull and teeth characters, as

far as they are yet known, these ancient lemur-like animals

from France do not deviate sufficiently from the existing

lemuroids to justify their separation, but it remains to be

proved whether they had the opposable hallux and ungui-

culate toes of the forms which now inhabit the world.
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or whether their limbs were of a more generalized type.

The discussions which have taken place on their nature at

all events show how little reliance can be placed upon the

characters of the molar teeth alone in judging of the

affinities of an extinct animal.

Perhaps the most important of all the numerous recent

palaeontological discoveries in the Tertiary beds of the rocky

mountain district of North America has been that of

animals which their describers believe to be low and

generalized forms of the order Pritiiales. Their existence

was not suspected till 1872, in which year Professor Marsh

and Professor Cope almost simultaneously announced the

fact. Since that time numerous genera have been assigned

to the group, including five which were previously described

by Leidy from teeth alone, the nature of which he did not

venture to determine. These are nearly all from the Eocene

or lowest Miocene formations. Until we receive fuller

information regarding the remains of these animals, it is

premature to speculate upon their real character or affinities.

The difficulty of doing so is at present enhanced by their

describers in the provisional accounts already given adopt-

ing the old assumption that lemurs and monkeys are

animals of the same general type, and speaking of them
sometimes as one and sometimes as the other. It is

possible that these animals, or some «f them, may have

been monkeys, in which case they were not lemurs ; or

they may have been lemurs, in which case they were not

monkeys. It is possible also that they may form a connect-

ing link between the two, and so justify their old associa-

tion in one group. The recently described Anaptomorphus

homuiiculus from the Lower Eocene of Wyoming, an ani-

mal smaller than Tarsius spectrum, is considered by Cope

to be " the most simian lemur yet discovered, and prob-

ably representing the family from which the true monkeys
and men were derived " (Palaeontological Bulletin, No. 3-1,

February 20, 1882). In this case the lemurs, which,

judging by their present distribution, appear to have

spread east and west from Madagascar, may have had
quite a different origin.

Litcralurc.—Besides the works and memoirs on particular families

and genera referred to above, see St G. Mivart, " Notes on the

Crania and Dentition of the Lcmuridas," in Proc. Zool. Soc, 1864

(p. 611-648) and 1867 (p. 960-975) ; Mivart and Miirie, " On the
Anatomy of the Lemuroidca," in Trans. Zool. &<:, , vol. vii., 1872,

pp. 1-113 ; W. Turner, " On the Placentation of the Lemurs," in

Phil. Trans., clxvi., pp. 569-587 ; F. Pollen and D. C. Van Dam,
Rechcrchcs sur la Faune de Madagascar, 2™e parte, " Mammiferes,"
1868. (W. H. F.)

Lena. See Sibeeia.

LENCLOS, Ninon de (1615-1705), was the daughter

of a gentleman of good position in Touraine. Her long

and eventful life divides into two periods, during the

former of which she was the typical Frenchwoman of the

gayest and most licentious society of the Nth century,

during the latter the recognized leader of the fashion in

Paris, and the friend of wits and poets. Of her earlier

life the less said the better, and in her defence all that can

be pleaded is that she had been educated by her father

in the epicurean and sensual beliefs made popular by
Montaigne, and that she retained throughout the frank

demeanour, and disregard of money, which won from Saint

Evremond the remark that she was an konncte homme.
Against her, and the numerous specious defences set up for

her by contemporaneous and subsequent French writers,

must be mentioned her absolute want of maternal feeling

and even of natural shame. The well-known visit of Queen
Christina to her attests the extent of her renown, or infamy,

and the inefficacy of the threats of Anne of Austria prove
her power. Of a perfectly ditferent character was her later

life, when, though she had continued her career of

debauchery for a preposterous length of time, she settled

down to the social leadersbip of Paria Then there

were to be found in her salon all that was most witty

and refined in France,—" ladies as well as gentlemen of

the highest birth," remarks a correspondent to Madame
de Sevign^, poets like Molifere, abbes like Chatcauneuf,
Genevese preachers like Turretin, the protege of Saint
Evremond. It became the fashion for young men as well

as old to throng round her, and the best of all introductions

for a young man who wished to make a figure in society

was an introduction to Mdlle. de Lenclos. The cause for

this surpassing social success is to be found perhaps a=

much iu her past notoriety, and past intimacy witii the

great names of the last generation, as in the wit and tact.

to which Saint Evremond, and after him Sainte-Beuve

ascribe it. Her long friendship with Saint Evremond
must be shortly noticed. They were of the same age, and
had beea intimate in their youth, and throughout his long

exile the wit seems to have kept a kind remembrance of

Ninon. The few really authentic letters of Ninon herself

are those addressed to her old friend, and the letters of

both in the last few years of their equally long lives ara

exceptionally touching, and unique in (he polite compli-

ments with which they try to keep off old age. If Ninon
owes part of her posthumous fame to the old wit, she owes
at least as much to the young Arouet, who was presented

to her as a promising boy poet by the abb^ de Chateauneuf,

to whom she left 2000 francs to buy books, and who, as

Voltaire, was to write a letter on her which was to be the

chief authority of many subsequent biographers. Her
personal appearance is, according to Sainte-Beuve, best

described in a novel of Mdlle. de Scudery, and the charac-

teristic of it was neither beauty nor wit, but high spirits,

and perfect evenness of temperament.

The letters of Ninon published after her death were, accordin-^

to Voltaire, all spurious, and the only authentic ones are those lo

Saint Evremond, which can be best studied in Dauxmesnil's edition

of Saint Evremond, and his notice on her. Sainte-Beuve has an

interesting notice of tliese letters in the Causcrics du Lundi, vol.

iv. Most biographies of Ninon are full of unauthentic stories.

LENFANT, Jacques (1661-1728), author of nume-cus
works, chiefly in ecclesiastical history, was born at Bazoche
(Eure-et-Loir) on April 13, 1661. His father, Paul

Lenfant, was Protestaut pastor at Bazoche and afterward:;

at Chatillon-sur-Loing until the revocation of the edict of

Nantes, when he removed to Cassel. After studying at

Saumur and Geneva, Lenfant completed his theological

course at Heidelberg, where in 1684 he was ordained pastor

of the French Protestant church, and appointed chaplain

to the dowager electress palatine. The French invasion in

1688 compelled his withdrawal to Berlin, where in the

following year he was again appointed by Frederick to be

one of the ministers of the French Protestant church ; this

office he continued to hold until his death, ultimately

adding to it that of chaplain to the king, with the dignity

of consistorialrath. He visited Holland and England in

1707, and had the honour of preaching before Queen Anne,

and, it is said, of being invited to become one of her

chaplains. In search of materials for his histories he

visited Helmstadt in 1712, and Leipsic in 1715 and 1725,

but otherwise the course of his life was quite uneventful.

He died at Berlin on August 7, 1728.

An exhaustive catalogue of his publications, thirty-two in all, will

he found in Chauffepie's Diclionnairc, where his personal excellen-

cies are dwelt upon with some fulness and warmth. See alio

Haag's France Protcslantc. He is now best known by his Histoirt

du Candle dc Constance, Uric principalemenl d'Anteurs qui oni

assisle au Concile (Amsterdam, 1714; 2d ed., 1728; English
translation, 1730). It is of qpuree largely dependent upon the

previous laborious work of Van dcr Hardt, but has indisputable

literary merits peculiar to itself, and in particular has been pitiised

on all sides for its fairness. It was followed by ffistoirc du, Concile

dc Pise, tt dc cc qui s'cst passi de plus mimorahle depuis cc Coticila

jueju' au Concile dc Constance (1724), and (posthumously) by
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'Sistoirc ie 7a Guerre dcs Hvssitcs ct dn ConciU de Basle (Amst.,

1731 ; German translation, Vienna, 17S3-84). Lenfaut wns one

of the chief promoters of the Bihliothtqiie Gcrmaniqiic, bcgnn in

1720 ; and he was associated witli Bcausohre in the preparation of

the new French translation of the New Testament -.vith original

ODtP^ published at Amsterdam in 1718.

LEXKOKAN, a town in Trans-Caucasia, on the Caspian,

at the mouth of a small stream of its own name, and close

to a great lagoon. The lighthouse stands in 38° 45' 38"

N. lat., and 48° 50' 18" E. long. Taken by storm on New
Year's day 1813 by General Kotliareski, Lenkoran was in

the same year surrendered by Persia to Russia by the treaty

of Gulistan along with tlie khanate of Talysh, of which it

was the capital In 1867 it had a popidation of 15,933 ;

hut according to the census of 1873 there were only 4779

inhabitants (734 Kussians, 232 Armenians). The fort has

been" dismantled ; and in trade the town is being far

outstripped by Astara, the custom-house station on the

Persian fi-orrtier.

The district of Lenkoran (2078 square miles), correspond-

ing to the khanate of Talysh, is highly interesting from its

physical peculiarities. It is a thickly wooded mountainous

region, shut off from the dry Persian plateau by the Talysh

range (7000-8000 feet high), and with a narrow marshy

strip along the coast. The climate is exceptionally moibfc

and warm (annual rainfall 52'79 inches ; mean temperature

in summer 75°, in winter 40°), and fosters the growth of

even Indian forms of vegetation. The iron tree {Parrotia

persica, C. A. Jleyer), the sLLk acacia, Carpimis Betnhis,

Querais iberlca, the bus tree, and the walnut dourish freely,

as well as the sumach, the pomegranate, and the Ghditchia

caspica. The Bengal tiger is not unfrequoutly met with,

and wild boars are abundant Qf the 95,482 inhabitants

©f Lenkoran, the Talyshians (42,999) form the most

Interesting and aboriginal element, belonging as they do

to the Iranian family, and speaking an independently

developed language closely related to Persian. They are

of middle height and dark complexion, with generally

straight nose, small round skull, small sharp chiu, and largo

full eyes, which are expressive, however, rather of cunning

than inteiligenns. They live exclusively on rice. In the

Borthern half of the district the Tartar element predomi-

nates, and there are a number of villages (Pravolnoye, for

instance, with 2000 kihabitants) occupied by various

Russian sectarians.

LENNEP, a small town of Rhenish Prussia in, the

ilistrict of Diisseldorf, {is situated 18 miles east of

Diisseldorf and 9 miles south of Barmen, at a height of

1050 feet above the level of the sea. It lies in the heart

nf one of the busiest industrial districts in Germany, and

carries on important manufactures of the finer kinds of

eloth, wool, yarn, felt, and other articles. It is the seat of

a small chamber of commerce, and possesses a large and

well-equipped hospitaL Lenr.°p, which was the residence

of the counts of Berg from 1226 to ISOO, owes the founda-

tion of its prosperity to an influx of Cologne weavers during

the 14th century. Population (1880) 8077, about one-

fourth of whom are Roman Catholics.

LENNEP, Jacob van (1802-1868), Dutch poet and

novelist, was born March 24, 1802, at Amsterdam, where

his father, David Jacob van Lennep, who also became

known as a scholar and poet, was professor of eloquence

and the classical languages in the Athenasum. Lennep

received his education partly in his native city and partly

at Leyden, studying jurisprudence at the latter, and ulti-

mately obtaining the degree of doctor of laws ; he then

settled as an advocate in Amsterdam. His first poetical

efforts had been translations from Byron, of whom he

was an ardent admirer, and in 1826 he published a

collection of original Arademif Idylls which had a modi-

fied success. He first attained genuine popularity by

the Nederlandsche Legenden, which reproduced after the

manner of Sir W. Scott, though without much psycho-

logical depth or literal accuracy, some of the more stirring

incidents in the early history of his fatherland. His fame
was further raised to a very high pitch by his comedies

llet Dorp aan die Greiizen and diet Dorp over die Grcnzen,

which had reference to the political events of 1830. In'

1829 he had broken ground in a new and hitherto untried

field with the publication of De Fleegzoon (" The Adopted
Sou," 1829), the first of a series of historical romances in

prose, which have acquired for him in Holland a position

scmiewhat analogous to that which Scott holds throughout

the reading world. The series included De Rods van
De/i-ama (1837), Ome Voorouders (1838), Ferdinand Uiiyck

(1840), Elizabeth IJusck (1850), and De Lotgcvcdlen van
Klaasje Zevenster (1866), several of which have been trans-

lated into German and French, and two (" The Rose of

Dekama " and "The Adopted Son") into English. In a

closely connected department of literature, his Dutch history

for young people (Gesckiedeuis van JS'oord-Nedcrland aan

mijne Kindcrn verhacdd) is attractively written. Apart

from the two comedies already mentioned, Lennep was the

author of numerous dramatic pieces which have found

much acceptance on the Dutch stage. Eor some years

Lennep held a judicial appointment, and from 1853 to

1856 he was a member of the second chamber, in which

he voted with the Conservative party. He died at Ooster-

beek near Arnheim, on August 25, 1868. There is a

collective edition of liis Poetische Werlcn (13 vols., 1859-

1872), and also of his Komautische Werlen (23 vols.,

1855-1872).

LENT (lenten, lente, from A. S. lenclen, spring ; comp.

Du. lente, Germ, lenz), the ecclesiastical season known in

the early Greek Church as Tccrcrapa\oo-Tj; (afterwards as

T) vrjdTeia), and in the Latin Church, from at least the 4th

century, as Quadragesimal Irenfeus, in a passage which,

though not free from difficulties, is yet clear enough in its

general scope {apiid Euseb., IJ. E., v. 24), mentions that

the custom of keeping a fast before Easter Sunday was

quite old even in his day, but that no uniformity of

observance had up to that time been established, some

thinking they ought to fast for one day, others for two days,

and others having further peculiarities. lu Tertullian's

day the Good Friday fast at all events was "communis ct

quasi publica jejunii religio" {De Orat., c. 1 8), and elsewhere

(De Jejnn. 2) he indicates his opinion that Christians ought

to commemorate by a religious fast all the time during

which " the bridegroom was taken away from them." This

period of fasting was gradually extended, but still without

uniformity of praxis. The diversity of usage covered by a

common name is referred toby Socrates (//. E., v. 22) as a

source of perplexity to him. He tells us that in Rome the

custom was to fast three continuous weeks before Easter,

Saturdays and Sundays not being included ; that in Illyria,

Greece, and Alexandria the period of abstinence called

T£o-crapaKooT77 extended over six weeks ; and that in some

other places, which he does not specify, the custom was to

begin the fast seven weeks before Easter, but actually to

observe it at intervals only for three periods of five days

each, and nevertlieless still to call it rcmrapaKoo'rrj. Cassi-

anus (Coll. 21, 5) calls attention to the fact that a fast of

seven weeks, when Saturdays and Sundays, except Holy

Saturday, are excluded as thoy ought to be, means a fast

of thirty-sis days in all, i.e., a tithe of the year,—an idea

which seems to have found wide acceptance. Leo I. (Serm.

44) alludes to the fast of forty days as having apostolic

' LiteraUy, it would .leem, the fortieth day before Easter ffomp.

Sexnr/csima, Sepluny'^sima). Froju Quculrnr/csima comes the Italian

qticresima, Spanish cuaresma, French carime.
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authoiuy, but the number dues not seem to have been

taken quite literally. In one of tlie homilies (In Evang.,

xvL) of Gregory the Great, the precise number is fixed ns

by Cassianus at thirty-sis, but this figure is obtairied by

reckoning from the sixth Sunday before Easter and deduct-

ing Sundays only. In the Curpns Jnris Canonici this

passage is reproduced, but with an important change which

must have been made before the end of the 8th century ;

it is to the effect that, in order to make up tlie sacred

number of forty days dedicated to fasting by our Lord, it

is necessary to take in as fasts the four days preceding

Quadragesima Sunday. As regards the manner of observing

Lent, various degrees of strictness have prevailed in the

church. Perfect abstinence from all food every fasting day

until evening is in theory at least required, and it has also

been considered desirable that public worship with sermon

should be attended daily, with frequent communion,

especially on Saturday and Sunday
;
public amusements,

especially stage plays, are prohibited, and the celebration

of religious festivals, as also of birthdays and marriages, is

held to be unsuitable ; and increased diligence in almsgiving

and deeds of charity is enjoined.

LENTIL, the seed of Lens esculenta, Moncb, a small

aniiual of the vetch tribe. The plant varies from 6 to 18

inches in height, and has many long ascending branches.

The leaves are alternate, with six pairs of oblong-linear,

obtuse, mucronate leaflets. The flowers, two to four in

number, are of a pale blue colour, and are borne in the axils

of the leaves, on a slender footstalk equalling the leaves in

length ; they are produced in June or early in July. The
pods are about J inch long, broadly oblong, slightly inflated,

and contain two seeds, which are of the shape of a doubly

convex lens, and about J inch in diameter. There are several

cultivated varieties of the plant, differing in size, hairiness,

and colour of the leaves, flowers, and seeds. The last may
be more or less compressed in shape, and in colour may
vary from yellow or grey to dark brown ; they are also

rometimes mottled or speckled. In English commerce two

kinds only of lentils are principally met with, viz., the

French and the Egyptian. The former are usually vended

entire, and are of an ash-grey colour externally and of a

yellow tint within; the latter are usually sold like split

peis, without the seed coat, and consist of the reddish-

yellow cotyledons, which are smaller and rounder than

those of the French lentil ; the seed coat when present is of

a dark brown colour. Egyptian lentils are chiefly imported

from Alexandria. In 1880 there were shipped from that

port 25,000 ardebs, or 17,000 quarters, of red lentils,

v.ilued at .£25,000, of which amount 80 per cent, was

taken by Great Britain. Considerable quantities of lentils

are also imported into the United States, but are chiefly

consumed by the Germans, with whom lentil soup is a

favourite disk The native country of the lentil is not

known, although it is supposed to be indigenous to the

Himalayas. It was probably one of the first plants brought

under cultivation by mankind. The name 'adas (Heb. cnjr)

appears to be anoriginal Semitic word, and the red pottage of

lentils for which Esau sold his birthright (Gen. xxv. 31) was
apparently made from the red Egyptian lentil. This lentil

is cultivated in one or other variety in India, Persia, Syria,

Egypt, Nubia, and North Africa, and in Europe, along the

coast of the Mediterranean, and as far north as Germany,
Holland, and France.' According to Shaw, Travds in

Barbary, lentils are dressed in that country in the same
manner as beans ; and in Egypt and Syria the parched
seeds are exposed for s-ile in shops, and esteemed the best

food to carry on long journeys. Lentils form a chief

ingredient in the Spanish />!(c/;crc), and are used in a similar

way in France and other countries. For this purpose they
are usually sold in the shelled state.

The reddish variety of the lentil ("Icntillon d'liiver")i3fhekind
most esteemed in Paris on account of t!ie supeiior flavour of iU
smaller scds. It is sown in autumn eitlier with a cereal crop or
alone, and is cultivated chiclly in the north and cast of France.
The largo or common variety, "lentille largo blonde," cultivated
in Lorraine and at Gallardon (Eure-ct-Loir), and largely in Ger-
many, is the most productive, but is less ebteemed. This kind
has very small whitish lloweis, tno or r.irely three on a footstalk,

and the pods ai-e generally one-seeded, the seeds being of a whitish
or cream colour, about % of an inch broad and J inch thick. A single
plant produces from 100 to 150 pods, which are flattened, about

^ inch long and \ inch broad. Another variety, with seeds similar
in form and colour to the last, but of much smaller si?e, is known
as the "lentiUon de Mars." It is sown in spring. This variety

and the "lentille large" are both sometimes called the "lentille a
la reine." A small variety, "lentille verte du Pny," cultivated

chiefly in the departments of Haute Loire and Cantal, is also grown
as a vegetable and for forage. The Egyptian lentil was introduceil

into Britain in IS'JO. It has blue flowers. Another species of

lentil, E. vicmanlhos, L., is grown in France about Orleans and
elsewhere under the name of "j.arosse" and "jaiande." It is,

according to M. Vilmorin, one of the best kinds of green food

to grow on a poor dry sandy soil ; on calcareous soil it does not

succeed so well. It is usually sown in autumn with a little rye or

winter oats, at the rate of a hectolitre to a hectare.

The lentil also prefers a light warm sandy soil ; on rich land it

runs to leaf and produces but few pods. The seeds are sown in March
or April or early in May, accordiu" to the climate of the country, as

they cannot endure night frosts. If for fodder they are sown broad-

cast, but in drills if the ripe seeds are required. The pods are

gathered in August or September, as soon as they begin to turn

brown,—the plants being pulled up like flax while the foliage is still

green, and on a dry day lest the pods split in drying and loss of

seed takes place. Lentils keep best in the husl; so far as flavour is

concerned, and will keep good in this way for two years either for

sowing or for food. An acre of ground yields on an average about

11 cwt. of seed and 30 cwt. of straw. The amount and character

of the mineral matter requisite in the soil may be judged from the

analysis of the ash, which in the seeds has as its chief ingiedients

—

potasli 34-6 per cent., soda 95, lime 6-3, phosphoric acid 36-2,

chloride of sodium 7 6, while in the straw the percentages are

—

potash 10-8, lime 523, silica 17'6, phosphoric acid 12-3, chloride

of sodium 2'1.

Lentils have recently attracted some notice among vegetarians

as a food material. A Hindoo proverb says, "Kice is good, but

lentils are my life." But in England they have been reputed

difficult of digestion and apt to disorder the bowels and injure the

sight. The husk of the seed is certainly indigestible, and to cook

lentils properly requires at least two and a half hours, but

undoubtedly they arc richer in nutritious matter than almost any

other kind of pulse, containing, according to Payen's analysis, 25-2

per cent, of nitrogenous matter (leguniin), 56 per cent, of starch,

and 2'6 per cent, of fatty matter. Frcsenius's analysis differs in

giving only 35 per cent, of starch; EinhofTgives 32'81 of starch and
37-82 per cent, of nitrogenous matter. Lentils are more properly

the food of the poor in all countries where they are grown, and have

often been spurned when better food could be obtained, hence the

proverb "Dives factus jam desiit gauderc lentc." The seeds aro

said to be good for pigeons, or mixed in a ground state with potatoes

or barley for fattening pigs. The herbage is highly esteemed as

green food for suckling ewes and all kinds of cattle (l)eing said to

increase the yield of miik), also for calves and lambs. Haller

says that lentils are so flatulent as to kill horses. They were also

believed to be the cause of severe scrofulous disorders common
in Egypt. This bad reputation may possibly be due to the sub-

stitution of tlie seeds of the bitter vetch or tare lentil, Eii'iim

Ervilia, L., a plant which closely resembles the true lentil in

height, habit, flower, and pod, but whose seeds are without doubt

possessed of deleterious properties—producing weakness, or, accord-

ing to Lindley, even paralysis of the extremities in horses which

have partaken of them.

A few years ago some cases of poisoning of pigs were traced by

Mr W. Southall of Birmingham to the use of the seed of this jilant

in their food ; it had been imported from Turkey under the name
of rovi, and was sold in England under the iiarao of Egyptian pease.

The chiefsymptom produced was severe vomiting, followed by speedy

death. The poisonous principle seems to reside chiefly in the bitter

seed coat, aiici can apparently be removed by steeping in water, since

Gerard, speaking of the " bitter vetch " {Ervmn EniHa), says

" kine in Asia and iu most other countries do eat thereof, being

made sweet by steeping in' water." The seed of Ervmn Ervilia is

about the same size and .almost exactly of the same reddish-brown,

colour as that of the Egyptian lentil, and when the seed coat is re-

moved they are both of the same orange red hue, but the former is

not so bright as the latter. The shape is the best means of dis-

tinguishing the two seeds, that of E. Ervilia being obtusely tri-

angular.
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Sca-leiitil is a name sometimes applied to the guUweeJ Sar-

Vassitm vulyare.

Sec Ccntloy and Triincn, Medicinal Plants, Ko, 76 ; Pharmacevlirnt Joiimal
(!). vol. X. p. 431; Walts, Dicltomii'f of Chemislry, vol. lii. pp. blM-'li Yvon,
L'mtrs Vomplet d'Agvicufttire, xiv. p. (>7ii.

LENTINI. See Leontinl
LEO I., who aloue of Roman pontiffs shares with

Gregory I. the suraame of the Great, pope from 440 to

461, was a native of Rome, or, according to a less probable

account, of Volterra in Tuscany. Of his family or of his

early education nothing is known ; that he was highly

cultivated according to the standards of his time is obvious,

but it does not appear that he could write Greek, or even

that he understood that language. No certain traces of

his early ecclesiastical career have been discovered. In

one of the letters {Ep. 104) of Augustine, an acolyte

named Leo is mentioned as having been in 418 the bearer

of a communication from Sixtusof Rome (afterwards pope

of that name) to Aurelius of Carthage against the Pelagians

;

but it is possible that tiiis Leo is rather to be identified

with the Leo a priest who is recorded to have been sent

by Pope Celestine to Africa with reference to the matter

of Apiarius about the year 425. In 429, when the first

unmistakable reference to Pope Leo occurs, he was still

only a deacon, but already a man of commanding influence;

it was at his suggestion that the De Incarnatione of the

nged Cassianus, having reference to the Nestorian heresy,

was composed in that year, and some two years later (about

431) we find Cyril of Alexandria writing to him that he

might prevent the Roman Church from lending its support

iu any way to the ambitious schemes of Juvenal of Jeru-

salem. In 440, while Leo was in Gaul, whitiier he had

been sent to compose some differences between Aetius and

another general named Albinus, Pope Sixtus III. died, and

the absent deacon, or rather archdeacon, was forthwith

unanimously chosen to succeed him, and received consecra-

tion on his return six weeks afterwards (September 29).

In 443 he began to take measures against the Manichreans

(who since the capture of Carthage by Genseric in 439

had become very numerous at Rome), and in the following

year he was able to report to the Italian bishops that some
of the heretics had returned to Catholicism, while a large

number had been sentenced to perpetual banishment " iu

accordance with the constitutions of the Christian

emperors," and others had fled ; in seeking these out the

help of the provincial clergy was sought. It was during

the earlier years of Leo's pontificate that the events in

Gaul occurred which resulted in his triumph over Hilarius

of Arjes, signalized by the edict of Valentinian III. (445),

denouncing the contumacy of the Gallic bishop, and

enacting " that nothing should be done in Gaul, con-

trary to ancient usage, without the authority of the bishop

of Rome, and that the decree of tlie apostolic see should

henceforth be law." In 447 he held the correspondence

with Turribius of Astorga which led to the condemnation

of the Priscillianists by the Spanish national church, and

to the putting to death of Priscillian—an act which met
with Leo's approval. In 448 he received with commenda-
tion a letter from Eutyches, the Constantinopolitan monk,
complaining of the revival of the Nestorian heresy there

;

and in the following year Eutyches wrote his circular,

appealing against the sentence which at the instance of

Eusebius of Dorylceum had been passed against hira at a

synod held in Constantinople under the presidency of the

patriarch Flavian, and asking papal support at the

cecumenical council at that time under summons to meet
at Ephesus. The result of a correspondence was that Leo
by his legates sent to Flavian that famous epistle in which

he sets forth with great fulness of detail the doctrine ever

since recognized as orthodox regarding the union of the

two natures in th? one person of Jesus Christ. The

narrative of the events at the "robber" synod at Ephesus
belongs to general church hi.story rather than to the
biography of Leo; suffice it to say that his letter, though
submitted, was not read by the assembled fathers, and
that the papal legates had some difficulty in escaping with
their lives from the violence of the theologians who, not
content with deposing Flavian and Eusebius, shouted for

the dividing of those who divided Christ. When the
news of the result of this cecumenical council (cecumenical
in every circumstance except that it was not presided over
by the pope) reached Rome, Leo wrote to Theodosius " with
groanings and tears," requesting the emperor to sanction

another council, to be held this time, however, in Italy.

In this petition he was supported by Valentinian III., by
the empress-mother Galla Placidia, and by the empress
Eudoxia, but the appeal was made in vain. A change in

the position of affairs, however, was brought about by the

accession in the following year of Marcian, who three days
after coming to the throne published an edict bringing

within the scope of the penal laws against heretics the

supporters of the dogmas of Apollinaris and Eutyches. To
convoke a synod in which greater orthodoxy might reason-

ably be expected was in these circumstances no longer

difficult, but all Leo's efforts to secure that the meeting

should take place on Italian soil were unavailing. When
the synod of Chalcedon assembled in 451, the papal legates

were treated with great respect, being provided with seats

on the immediate right of the president, and Leo's former

letter to Flavian was adopted by acclamation as formulat-

ing the creed of the universal church on the subject of the

person of Christ. Among the reasons urged by Leo for

holding this council in Italy had been the threatening

attitude of the Huns; the dreaded irruption took place in

the following year (452). After Aquileia had succumbed
to Attila's long siege, the conqueror set out for Rome.
Near the confluence of the Mincio and the Po he was met
by Leo, whose eloquence persuaded him to turn back.

Legend has sought to enhance the impressiveness of thi

occurrente by an unnecessarily imagined miracle. The!

pope was less successful with Genseric when the Vandal

chief arrived under the walls of Rome in 455, but he

secured a promise that there should be no incendiarism or

murder, and that three of the oldest basilicas should be

exempt from plunder,—a promise which seems to have

been faithfully observed. The death of Leo occurred in

461, according to the Roman breviary on April 11, on

which day the festival of " Pope Leo, confessor and doctor

of the church" is celebrated (duplex). The title of

" doctor ecclesiee " was given by Benedict XIV. The
successor of Leo was Hilarius or Hilarus, who had been

one of the papal legates at the " robber " synod in 449.

As bishop of the diocese of Rome, Leo distinguished himself above

all his prudecessors by his preaching, to which he devoted himself

with great zeal and success. From his short and pithy Scrmones

many of the lessons now to be found in the Roman breviary have

been taken. Viewed in conjunction with his voluminous corre-

spondence, the sermons sufficiently explain the secret of his great-

ness, which chiefly lay in the extraordinary strength and purity of his

convictions as to the primacy of the successors of St Peter at a time

when the civil and ecclesiastical troubles of the civilized world made

men willing enough to submit themselves to any authority whatso-

ever that could establish its right to exist by courage, honesty, and

knowledge of affairs. The works of Leo I. were first collectively

edited by Quesnel (Lyons, 1700), and again, on the basis of this, in

what is now the standard edition by Ballerini (Venice, 1753-56).

Ninety-three Scrmones and one hundred and seventy-three Epistolie

occupy the firstvolume; the sccood contains theii6«r&!<;ra7?i<;ii<OT-7(m,

usually attributed to Leo, and the De Vocatione Omnium Gentium,

also ascribed, by Quesnel and others, to hira, but more probaM.v

the production of a certain Prosjier, of whom nothing furthn is

known. The works of Hilary of Aries are appended.

LEO n., pope from August 682 to July 683, was a

Sicilian by birth, and succeeded Agatho I. Agatho had
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been represented at tlie sixth cccumenical council (that of

Constantinople in 680), where Pope Honorius I. was anathe-
matized for his views in the Monothelite controTer«iy as a
favourer of heresy, and the only fact of permanent historical

interest with regard to Leo is that he wrote once and again

in approbation of tho decision of the council and in con-

demnation of Honorius, whom he regarded as ono who
" profana proditione immaculatam fidem subvertere conatus

est." In their bearing upon the question of papal infalli-

bility these words have excited considerable attention and
controversy, and prominence is given to the circumstance

that in the Greek text of the letter to the emperor in

which the phrase occurs the milder expression vap^xuipija-af

("subverti permisit ") is used for "subvertere conatus est."

This Hefele in his ConciliengescJdchie (iii. 294) regards as

alone expressing the true meaning of Leo. It was during
Leo's pontificate that the dependence of the see of Eavenna
upon that of Kome was finally settled by imperial edict.

Benedict II. succeeded him.

LEO III., whose pontificate (795-816) covered the last

eightepn years of the reign of Charlemagne, was a native

of Rome, and having been unanimously chosen successor

of Adrian I. on December 26, 795, was consecrated to the

oflace on the following day. His first act was to send to

Charles as patrician the standard of Kome along with the

keys of the sepulchre of St Peter and of the city ; a
gracious and condescending letter in reply made it still

more clear where all real power at that moment lay.

For more than three years his term of office was quite

uneventful ; buf at the end of that period the feelings of

disappointment which had secretly been rankling in the

breasts of Paschalis and Campulus, nephews of Adrian I.,

who had received from him the offices of prlmkerius and
sacellariiis respectively, suddenly manifested themselves

in an organized attack upon Leo as ho was riding in pro-

cession through tho city on St George's day (April 23,

799) ; the object of his assailants was, by depriving him
of his eyes and tongue, to disqualify him for the papal

office, and, although they were unsuccessful in this attempt,

he found it necessary to accept the protection of Winegis,

the Prankish duke of Spoleto, who came to the rescue.

Having vainly requested the presence of Charles in Kome,
Leo went beyond the Alps to meet the king at Paderborn

;

he was received with much ceremony and respect, but his

enemies having sent in certain written charges, of which

the character is not now known except that they were of

a serious nature, Charles decided to appoint both the pope

and his accusers to appear as parties before him when he

should have arrived in Kome. Leo returned in great state

to his diocese, and was received with honour ; Charles,

who did not arrive until November in tie following year,

lost no time in assuming the office of a judge, and the final

result of his investigation was the acquittal of the pope,

wh9 at the same time, however, was permitted or rather

required to clear himself by the oath of compurgation. The
coronation of the emperor—an act the precise meaning of

which does not fall to be discussed here—followed two

days afterwards ; the efi'ect of it was to bring out with

increased clearness the personally subordinate position of

Loo. The decision of the emperor, however, secured for

Leo's pontificate an external peace which was only broken

after the accession of Louis the Pious. His enemies began

to renew their atta-'ks; the violent repression of a con-

spiracy led to an open rebellion at Kome ', seriou? charges

were once more brought against him, when he was over-

taken by death in 816. It was under this pontificate that

Felix of Urgel, the adoptianist, was anathematized (79S)

by a Roman synod. Leo at another synod held in Kome
in 810 admitted the dogmatic correctness of the " filioque,"

but deprecated its introduction into the creed. On this

point, however, the Frankish Church persevered in the
course it had already initiated. Leo'a successor was
Stephen IV.

LEO IV., pope from 847 to 855, was a Roman by birth,
and was unanimously chosen to succeed Sergius IL His
pontificate was chiefly distinguished by his efforts to repair
the damage done by the Saracens during the reign of his
predecessor to various churches of the city, especially those
of St Peter and St Paul. It was he who built and fortified
the suburb on the right bank of the Tiber still known as
the Civitas Leonina. A frightful conflagration, which ho
is said to have extinguished by his prayers, is the subject
of Raphael's great work in the Sala dell' Incendio of the
Vatican. He held three synods, one of them (in 850) dis-

tinguished by the presence of Louis IL, but none of them
otherwise of importance. The history of the papal struggle
with Hincmar of Kheims, which began during Leo'a ponti-
ficate, belongs rather to that of Nicolas L Benedict III.

was Leo's immediate successor.

LEO v., a native of Ardea, was pope for some thirty
days in 903 after the death of Benedict IV. He was
succeeded by Sergius III.

LEO VI. succeeded John X. in 928, and reigned seven
months and a few days. He was succeeded by Stephen
VIIL
LEO VIL, pope from 936 to 939, was preceded by

John XL, and followed by Stephen IX.

LEO VIIL, pope from 963 to 965, a Roman by birth,

held tho lay ofiice of " protoscrinius " when he was elected

to the papal chair at the instance of Otho the Great by the
Roman synod which deposed John XII. in December 963.
Having been hurried with unseemly haste through all the
intermediate orders, he received consecration two days
after his election, which was unacceptable to the people.

In February 964, the emperor having withdrawn from the

city, Leo found it necessary to seek safety in flight, where-
upon he was deposed by a synod held under the presidency

of John XII. On the sudden death of the latter, the

populace chose Benedict V. as his successor; but Otho,
returning and laying siege to the city, compelled their

acceptance of Leo. It is usually said that, at the synod
which deposed Benedict, Leo conceded to the emperor and
his successors as sovereign of Italy full rights of investiture,

but the genuineness of the document on which this allega-

tion rests is more than doubtful Leo VIIL was succeeded

by John XHL
LEO IX., pope from 1049 to 1054, was a native of

Upper Alsace, where he was born June 21, 1002. His

proper name was Bruno ; the family to which he belonged

was of noble rank, and through his father he was related

to the emperor Conrad 11. He was educated at Toul,

where he successively became canon and (1026) bishop

;

in the latter capacity he rendered important political

services to his relative Conrad IL, and afterwards to

Henry III., and at the same time he became widely known
as an earnest and reforming ecclesiastic by the zeal he

showed in spreading the rule of the order of Cluny. On
the death of Damasus II., Bruno was in December 1048,

with the concurrence both of the emperor and of the Roman
delegates, selected his successor by an assembly at Worms

;

he stipulated, however, as a condition of his acceptance that

ho should first proceed to Rome and be canonically elected

by the voice of clergy and people. Setting out shortly

after Christmas, he had a meeting with abbot Hugo of

Cluny at Besangon, where he was joined by the young

monk Hildebrand, who afterwards became Pope Gregory

VII. ; arriving in pilgrim garb at Rome in the following

February, he was receired with much cordiality, and at

his consecration assumed the name of Lee IX. One of his

first public acts was to hold the well-known Easter synoij

XIV. — 5,'
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of lOiO, at which celibacy of the clergy (down to the rank

of Bubdeacon) was anew enjoined, and where he at least

succeeded in making clear how strongly his own convictions

went against every kind of simony. The greater part of

the year that followed was occupied in one of those pro-

gresses through Italy, Germany, and France which form

80 marked a feature in Leo's pontificate. After presiding

over a synod at Pavia, he joined the emperor Henry III.

in Saxony, and accompanied him to Cologne and Aix-la-

Chapelle ; to Eheims he also summoned a meeting of the

higher clergy, which although there were many abstentions

was largely attended, and by which several important

reforming decrees were passed. At JIainz also he held a
council, at which the Italian and French as well as the

German clergy were represented, and ambassadors of the

Greek emperor were present ; here too simony and the

marriage of the clergy were the principal matters dealt

with. After his return to Rome he held (April 29, 1050)
another Easter synod, which was occupied largely with the

controversy about the teachings of Berengarius of Tours

;

in the same year he presided over provincial synods at

Salerno, Siponto, and Vercelli, and in September revisited

Germany, returning to Eome in time for a third Easter

eynod, at which the question of the reordination of those

who had been ordained by simonists was considered. He
next joined the emperor at Pressburg, and vainly sought

to secure the submission of the Hungarians ; at Ratisbon,

Bamberg, and Worms tlie papal presence was marked by
various ecclesiastical solemnities; but at Mainz, in a

dispute about the ordination of a deacon between the arch-

bishop and the pope, the latter had to give way. After a

fourth Easter synod in 1053 Leo set out against the Nor-

mans in the south with an army of Italians and German
volunteers, but the forces sustained a total defeat at Astag-

num near Civitella (Jime 18, 1053) ; on going out, how-
ever, from the city to meet the enemy he was received with

every token of submission, relief from the pressure of his

ban was implored, and fidelity and homage were sworn.

From June 1053 to Jlarch lOSi he was nevertheless

detained at Beuevento in honourable captivity ; he did

"pot long survive hia return to Rome, where he died on

April 19, 1054. He was succeeded by Victor II.

LEO X. (Giovanni de' Medici, 1475-1523), the only

pope who has bestowed his own name upon his age, and
one of the few whose original extraction has corre-

sponded in some measure with the splendour of the

pontifical dignity, was the second son of Lorenzo de'

Medici, called the Magnificent, and was born at Florence,

December 11, 1475. Like his contemporary Henry
VITI., he \fas from the first destined for the ecclesiastical

condition ; he received the tonsure at seven, held benefices

at eight, and ere he was thirteen negotiations were in

active progress for his elevation to the cardinalate.

Innocent VIIL, the reigning pope, was bound to Lorenzo
by domestic ties and a common policy and interest ; in

October 1488 Giovanni was created a cardinal Under the

condition that he should not be publicly recognized as such
for three years. The interval was devoted to the study of

theology and canon law, pursuits less congenial to the

young prince of the church than the elegant literature for

which he inherited his father's taste, and in which he had
already made great progress under the tuition of Politian

and Bibbiena. In March 1 492 he was formally admitted
into the sacred college, and took up his residence in Rome,
teceiving a letter of advice from his parent which ranks
among the wisest and weightiest compositions of its class.

Within a few months his prospects were clouded by the
nearly simultaneous decease of his father and the pope, a
double bereavement closing the era of peace which Lorenzo's
prudent 'policy had given to Italy, and inauguratinj. a

period of foreign invasion and domestic strife. One of

the first consequences of the French irruption into Italy,

which shortly ensued, was the expulsion of the Medici
family from Florence (Novembej 1494). After having
resisted to the best of his ability, the Cardinal de' Medici

found a refuge at Bologna, and, seeing himself deprived

for the time of political importance, and obnoxious to

Innocent's successor, Alexander VI., undertook a.journey

in foreign countries with a party of friends. Upon his

return he settled at Rome, withdrawing himself from

notice as much as possible, and disarming the jealousy of

Alexander by his unaffected devotion to literary pursuits.

The accession of Julius II., and the death of his elder

brother Piero in the battle of the Garigliano (Decembei

1503), restored him to consequence ; but little is recorded

of him until 1511, when Julius appointed him legate at

Bologna, an office which gave him the nominal direction of

the combined Spanish and papal army then besieging that

city. The siege failed, and two months afterwards the

allies were totally defeated by the French under Gaston de

Foix in the famous battle of Ravenna (April 11, 1512),

and the Cardinal de' Medici himself was taken prisoner.

The French victory produced uoue of the anticipated

rssults ; within a short time the conquerors were eyerj

obliged to evacuate Milan, carrying their captive with

them. In the confusion of the retreat the cardinal effected

his escape, and fled to Mantua, where he derived encourage-

ment from the prediction of a chiromancer, who promised

him the papacy (Gauricus, Tradat. AsfroL, fol. 20, a passage

overlooked by Leo's biographers). Being reappointed to

his legation, he took quiet possession of Bologna ; within

a few months his family were restored to Florence by the

Spanish and papal troops, and the death of Julius II., ou
February 21, 151.3, raised him most unexpectedly to the

papacy on March 11 following, at the age of only thirtj'-

seven years. It seems difficult to assign any adequate

reason for an election bo contrary to traditional observance

and the private interests of all the more conspicuous

members of the conclave ; but it hos never been attributed

to simony. The new pope assumed the name of Leo X.

Before his coronation, as first pointed out by Lord Acton,

he was required to enter into certain engagements, from

most of which he speedily absolved himself. Among these

was a promise to issuo no brief for collectifag money for

the repair of St Peter's. Had this pledge been observed,

the Reformation might have been deferred for some time,

and its course might h.ive been materially different.

At Leo's accession the probability of a religious revolu-

tion was contemplated by none. The attention of his

immediate predecessors had long been engrossed by the

temporal concerns of the papacy. These were apparently

in a flourishing, but actually in a precarious condition.

The guiding principle of Leo's policy was to preserve the

conquests which he had inherited from Alexander VI. and

Julius II. The establishment of his family in Florence

diminished, although it did not remove, the temptation to

create a principality in their interest, as Alexander had

done, and his temper rather inclined him to aggrandize

the papacy by diplomacy than to emulate the martial

exploits of Julius. The preservation, however, of the

acquisitions of these pontiffs required and taxed the

abilities of a consummate statesman. These were not

wanting to Leo, and it is to his credit that he seldom

suffered the love of art and letters, which was his ruling

passion, and which became his especial distinction among

the princes of his age, to divert his attention from public

affairs at a time of extraordinary anxiety and vicissitude.

Scarcely had he ascended the pontifical throne •when, t^e

storm burst in the shape of a' determined effort- of ,the

French king to repossess himself of the ducliy of Mi'iifn..
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An anny of Swiss, called into tte field by Leo's diplomacy,

repelled the invasion, and Italy enjoyed peace until the

death of Louis XIL, tn-o years subsequently, brought to

the throne a young prince who only lived for military

glory, and whose entire reign was dominated by the

ambition of recovering Milan and Naples. On September

13, 1515, Francis L totally defeated the Swiss at

Marignano. One of the first consequences of the battle,

which reduced Leo to submission by placing the Medici iu

Florence at the mercy of the victor, was the loss of Parma
and Piacenza. These duchies, but recently acquired by
Julius IL, were reunited to Milan, and Leo, teniporizing

in the true spirit of Italian statecraft, consented to a

public interview with Francis, and became apparently his

ally. Little as the pope's professions were to be depended

upon, Francis thus gained the substantial advantage of a

concordat seriously restricting the liberties of the Church
of Franca Leo meanwhile endeavoured to indemnify

himself for the loss of Parma and Piacenza by seizing upon
the duchy of Urbino for the benefit of his nephew Lorenzo,

an enterprise fully as unscrupulous as any of the similar

exploits of Caesar Borgia, and by no means executed with

equal abiUty. After a severe struggle, however, Leo's

arms triumphed for the time, but the undertaking proved

OS injurious to his credit as to his exchequer, and the

financial exhaustion which it occasioned helped to prepare

tha great disaster of his reign. Another unfortunate

occurrence of this period was a plot of several cardinals to

poison the pope, which led to the execution of one and the

imprisonment of several others. Leo has been accused of

excessive severity, but apparently without reason, although

he may be censured for having held out expectations of

pardon which he did not intend to fulfil. This conspiracy

orobably made him distrustful of the sacred college as then

constituted, and led to one of the most remarkable acts of

his pontificate, the creation of thirty-one cardinals in a

single day. This dangerous stretch of authority made him
absolute master in his own court for the remainder of

his reign, and it must be admitted that most of the

new cardinals were men of distinguished merit. A much
more momentous event was now at hand, which, however,

belongs more properly to the biography of Luther

than that of Leo. On All Saints' eve, 1517, the daring

protest of Luther against the intolerable impostures

and rapacity of the papal vendors of indulgences, com-

missioned by Leo to raise money for the rebuilding of

St Peter's, gave the signal for the Reformation. Leo was
at first amused. " The axe," he said, alluding to the

danger he had lately escaped from, the conspiracy of the

cardinals, "is taken from the root, and laid to the

branches." When at length his eyes were opened he

followed the policy of mingled menace and cajolery which

was alone possible where the secular arm was unavailable,

and which might probably have succeeded with a man of

difi'erent mould from Luther. By 1520 the breach had
become irreparable, and an invincible fatality had linked

the name of the most ostentatious of the popes with the

profoundest humiliation of the church.

Leo died before the full extent of the calamity was
apparent, and amid a full tide of political prosperity which

would have easily consoled him for the diminution of his

spiritual prerogatives. He had profited by the general

tranquillity to expel the petty tyrants of the ecclesiastical

states. Perugia, Sinigaglia, Fermo had been added to

the domains of the church, and Ferrara had narrowly

escaped. The death of his nephew Lorenzo about the

same time made him the virtual ruler of Florence also.

Abroad, his policy had apparently received a check by the

election of Charles V. as emperor, but the continued

rivalrv between Charles and his competitor Francis soon

placed th-^ dearest wish of his heart within his reach.
" Could 1 recover Parma and Piacenza for the church," he
had said to the Cardinal de' ^Medici, " I would willingly lay
down my^ life." His wish was granted him. Allying
himself with Charles, he contributed efficaciously to the
expulsion of the French from Milan iu November 1521.
Parma and Piacenza returned to theHoly'See, and there
was talk of the Lledici replacing the Sforzas on the ducal
throne of Jlilan. The news reached Leo at his villa of
Malliana on a November night. Oveijoyed, his mind
engrossed by ambitious projects, he long paced a chamber
through whose open window streamed the chill and
malarious air of the adjoining woods. He returned to

Home in apparent health, but on the 24th of No"embcr
withdrew indisposed to his apartments, and on December 1

expired with such suddenness that the last sacraments
could not be administered. Poison was generally suspected,

but the circumstances alleged in support of this belief wear
the aspect of inventions, and seem inconsistent with the

universal dismay excited by his decease. There was more
ground for this consternation than men fully knew. The
most fortunate and magnificent of the popes had bequeathed
his successors a religious schism and a bankrupt exchequer.

If, however, his profusion had impoverished the church and
indirectly occasioned the destruction of her visible unity,

he had raised her to the highest rank as the apparent
patron of whatever contributed to extend knowledge or to

refine and embellish life. If he had not kindled the genius

of Raphael, employed equally by his predecessor, he had
recognized and fostered it, and in so doing had apparently

reconciled antique art with Christianity, and effaced the re-

proach of indifference or hostility to culture which for fifteen

centuries had more or less weighed upon the latter. As a

patron of literature Leo's merits had been even moi'e con-

spicuous : every Italian man of letters, in an age of singular

intellectual brilliancy, had tasted or might have loped to

taste of his bounty; had Italy been Europe, the scholars

and authors elsewhere forwai-d in revolt would have been

indissolubly attached to the Church of Rome. The essential

paganism of the Renaissance art and literature was not then

perceived ; and even now that it is fully understood the

prestige which Leo gave the church remains but little

impaired. The hostility of the Renaissance to Catholicism

has been unanswerably shown by Catholic writers them-

selves, but the popular imagination only notes that Raphael

and Michelangelo wrought in the name of religion, and
at the bidding of a pope. However severely then Leo
may be judged from the strictly sacerdotal point of view,

sacerdotalism itself cannot deny its obligations to him

;

while, from the point of view of liberal culture, he appears

as near perfection in his ecclesiastical character as that

character admits.

His personal disposition has been the subject of much controversy.

"Among all tha individuals who have attracted the attention of

mankind, there is perhaps no one whose chai'acter luis stood in so

doubtful a light .-.s that of Leo X." This exaggerated dictum of

Eoscoe's at all events expresses the fact th.it men's views of Leo's

character have been coloured in a more than ordinary degree by
party spirit. To one class he represents the ideal of the pajiacy as

a civilizing and beneficent institution ; to another—comprising

Catholics as well as Protestants—he is the personification of its

worldliness and apostacy. The merit or demerit of his actions will

be variously estimated to the end of time. The leading traits of

his character, however, are matters of fact, which prepossessions

should not be allowed to distort, and it may be confidently aCTirmed

that they were mostly amiable and laudable. He was constitution-

ally kind, compassionate, and bountiful,—endowed with Florentino

prudence and circumspection, but cast altogether in a more liberal

mould than the mereautile race from which he sprung. The best

of the Medici except his father Lorenzo, he is in many points more
humanly interesting than the latter, and the disadvantage at which
he occasionally appears is mainly attiibutablo to his being less

perfectly equipped by nature for the part assigned to liim by
fortune. His geuialuy sometimes depeneratcJ into indecorum, and
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in a certaiu degree injured the credit of the cliuich. His rcstlictio

pantheism, though inspiied by a real religious sentiment, iixed the

reproach of paganism upon her at the precise moment when an

evangelical reaction was springing up. The best possible pope for

the ago that was going out, he was the worst possible forthe age

that was coming in : hence the splendours of his administration

^-irc pphemeral, and its disasters lasting. If his reputation as a

pope and a statesman is thus ambiguous, no such deduction need

be made from his sereuer fame as a patron of letters and art. In

this respect he stands almost alone, except for such rare examples

IS his father and the modern kings of Bavaria, as a prince who did

not merely strike a tacit bargain with men of genius, setting his

pati-onage against their flattery, but one who entered into their

pursuits from a genuine congeniality of taste and temperament, and

aided them efficaciously not only as their patron but as their cora-

nion. Unlike most exalted patrons of literature, he was a scholar

; and a sovereign afterwards ; hence his contact witli the best

intellect of his age was far more direct and personal than that

of an Augustus or a Louis XIV. Great as were the obligations con-

ferred upon individuals by his tact and discernment, it is no doubt

true that the intellectual movement of his age arose and could well

have subsisted without him. It is none the less true that, if not

the source of that light, his court was the. focus to which it con-

verged, and which gave it back with a lustre which still renders

the era that bears his name, in its literaiy and artistic aspects, oiio

of the brightest periods in the history of mankind.

The li/e of Leo was wi-itten ehortly after Iils death by Paolo Giovio, tjIsTiop of

Nocera, who had known him iotlmately. Roscoe'a celebrated biograpliy. tliouKh

eometiines diffuse and sometimes trite, is In the main a woik of gieat merit, ami

very agreeable from the entire sympathy between the author and the age he
depicts and the subject of his biography. It has received ranch Ulnstratlou from

the notes of the Geiman and Italian tranalatoi-a, Ilenke and Bossi, but requires

to be re-edited with the aid of the numerous publications frcn ai'chlves which have
tak£n place since Roscoe'a time, Audin's,Fiench life is a poor performance-
partial, mainly borrowed frpm Roscoe. and disfigured by unsuccessful efforts after

the picturesque. iU. G,)

LEO XI. (Alessandro de' Medici) was cliosen, under

French influence, to succeed Clement VIII. as pope on

AprQ 1, 1605, and died on April 27 of the same year.

His successor was Paul V,

LEO XIL (Annibale della Genga), pope from 1823

to 1829, a nr.tivo of Romagna, was born on August

22, 1760. In 1790 he first gained public recogni-

tion of his talents by the success with which he accom-

plished the delicate task laid upon him by Pius VI. of

pronouncing a funeral discourse over the emperor Joseph

II. ; in 1793 ha was sent as nuncio to Lucerne with the

title of archbishop of Tjre ; in the following year he went,

also as nuncio, to Cologne; in 1805 he attended the diet

of Katisbon as papal plenipotentiary; and in 1808 he

shared with Caprara a difficult mission to France. Some
years of retirement at the abbey of ^fonticelli now followed;

but in 1814 ho was made the bearer of the pope's con-

gratulations to Louis XVIII. ; in 1816 he became cardinal

priest of Sta. Maria Maggiore, receiving also the bishopric

of Sinigaglia, while in 1820 he became cardinal vicarius.

On September 28, 1823, he was chosen to fill the vacancy

caused by the death of Pius VII. ; at the time it was
believed that he had not long to live, and, in point of fact,

on the 23d day of the following December his condition

became so serious that the last sacraments were administered

to him ; suddenly, however, he recovered. One of his

first cares was for the due observance of the approaching

jubilee year, and on May 27, 1824, the bull was sent forth

which invited all Christendom to Rome in the following

December ; but foreign Governments responded coldly to

tho appeals made for their co-operation in forwarding
pilgrim.s, and even Leo's own subjects viewed the prepara-

tions made in their neighbourhood with indifference or

aversion, and the most determined efforts of the papal
government did not succeed in averting a somewhat
ridiculous failure. Throughout his pontificate Leo showed
himself a man of simple tastes and laborious habits ; his

diplomatic relations with the European powers were on the
whole characterized by firmness, tact, and mbderation, and
perhaps the most unfavourable criticism to be made upon
his domestic policy is that it was unpractical in its

meddlesomeness and unstatesmaulike ia its severity. He

died on February 10, 1829, and wa.s succeeded by Pius

VIIL
LEO I., Flavius, Burnamed Magnus and Tiira.x,

emperor of the East, was born about 400 a,d., in tho

country of the Bessi, Thrace, and succeeded Marcian in

February 457. kt the time of his elevation ho was an
obscure military tribune, but had become steward to Aspar,

patrician and commander of the guards, who might himself

have aspired to the purple had he not been tainted with

the Arian heresy. In recommending his servant to the

soldiers, who proclaimed him emperor, Aspar hoped through

him to be able to exercise the reality of power. Tho
election of Leo was ratiBed by the senate ; his coronation

by Anatolius, the patriarch of Constantinople, is said to

have been the earliest instance of such an ecclesiastical

ceremony. The precise nature of the military success

against the barbarians which, according to the chronicles,

the new emperor acbieved in the first year of his reign is

not accurately kuowa Of the more conspicuous incidenis

of his subsequent life, the first in chronological order is his

intervention in the politico-religious troubles in Egypt,

where the Eutychians had gained the upper hand, and,

encouraged by the Arianizing Aspar, had made their own
nominee, Timotheus Ailurus, patriarch of Alexandria. Leo
made peace by deposing and banishing the new patriarch,

and, when reminded by Aspar that it ill became a wearer

of the purple to be guilty (as in this case he had been) of

promise-breaking, retorted that it was equally unbecoming
that a prince should be compelled to resign his own
judgment and the public interest to the will of a.

subject. In 466 the Huns, invading Dacia, were defeated

by Leo's generals Anthemius and Anagastus, and again

by the latter in 468. In. 468 Leo, iu concert witl;

Anthemius, whom in tho intervening year he had caused

to be made emperor of the West, equipped a naval

armament against the Vandals of Africa, who, undeif

Genseric, had long been the scourge of Italy and tho

Mediterranean. The large fleet of more than one thousand

ves,sels was intrusted to the command of Leo's brothor-in-

law Basiliscus, who, after a prosperous passage, disembarked
his troops safely at Cape Bona within 40 miles of Carthage,

but weakly granted a truce of five days to the enemy
;

during the interval, favoured by the wind and the darkno:>3

of the night, the fleet of Genseric, with several fireshijis

in tow, attacked the Roman vessels, burning and sinking

one half of them, and thus causing the entire failure of tlie

expedition. A widespread belief that the Arian Aspar
had somehow helped to bring about this disastrous defeat

furnished Leo with a pretext for getting rid of this

dangerous kingmaker, who accordingly was treacherously

put to death, along with one of his sons, in 471. To
avenge (as they alleged) the murder, the Goths invaded

Thrace, and ravaged the country almost to the walls of

the capital. In October 473 Leo associated with hims-jlf

his child grandson Leo II., and in the following year he died

(February 3, 474) ; his successor survived him for a liw

months only. The somewhat misleading surname of Gi ^at

borne by Leo I. is due solely to the obsequious gratit\idQ

of the orthodox party; by the Arians he was, not without

some show of justice, nicknamed Macellarius ("butcher").

LEO III., Flavius, surnamed The Isaueian, a native

of Isauria, born about 680, was originally called Conon, a

name which he dropped after he had risen to military dis-

tinction. In 713 he received from Anastasius II. the

command of the eastern army ; and, when that emperor

was deposed by Theodosius III. in 716, Leo, marching,

to Constantinople, compelled the usurper to resign, and

was himself made emperor amid much popular enthusiasm,

in March 718. The internal troubles of the empire harl

meanwhile permitted the advance of the Arabs, who ia
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large numbers invested the capital by land and sea in the

follov.-ing August ; the siege was not raised until 720.

Relieved from this pressing danger, and also in 721 from a

conspiracy originating with the deposed emperor Anastasius

II., Leo speedily inaugurated the aggressive religious policy

with which his name is associated, by promulgating, in 722,

the edicts commanding the baptism of Jews and Montanists

throughout the empire, and in 726 that against the

"idolatry of image worship," which was destined ultimately

to produce so important effects on the relations of Italy and

the West with Byzantium. Instigated by Pope Gregory II.,

the Italians refused to obey the command to remove the

pictures from their churches ; and when Paulus, the newly-

appointed exarch of Ravenna, sought to employ force, he

was defeated and slain. A revolt which had broken out

in the Cyclades and the Peloponnesus was with difficulty

quelled, and an insurrection in Constantinople was only

repressed after much bloodshed (730). In November
730 a council was held by Gregory II. at Rome, in which
anathemas were pronounced against the destroyers of

images, and therefore, by implication at least, against Leo.

He retaliated by severing the Trans-Adriatic provinces from
the Roman patriarchate, and by confiscating large posses-

sions of the Roman see in Calabria and Sicdy. Another
council under Gregory III., in 732, joined in a solemn

excommunication of all iconoclasts, and image worship

was set up in Rome on a more splendid scale than had
previously been known. The emperor made a last effort

to relieve his exarch Eutychius, shut up in Ravenna, and
to bring the pope and Italy to obedience ; but the great

fleet which he sent was wrecked in the Adriatic, and with

it the exarchate became practically lost to the empire. The
closing years of Leo's reign were disturbed by troubles

with the Arabs ; and 740 was made memorable by a great

earthquake which devastated Constantinople, Thrace, and
Bithynia. He died in 741.

LEO v., Flavixjs, surnanied The Armenian, served as

general under Nicephorus I., but was banished for

treachery in 811. Shortly afterwards he was recalled

and appointed commander of the eastern army by Michael

I. Aiter gaining some distinction in war with the Arabs

in 812, he accompanied his sovereign, in 813, on an expe-

dition against Crum, king of the Bulgarians. Taking

advantage of the disaffection of the army during a battle

with the enemy near Adrianople, he withdrew with the

forces under his command, leaving Michael to total defeat.

Shortly afterwards he was crowned at Constantinople

without opposition (813). In 814, and again in the

following year, he inflicted decisive defeats upon the

Bulgarians. He then began to show great zeal against

the image worshippers, but such was his severity that even

his closest friend, Michael the Stammerer, who had done

much to help him to the throne, ultimately turned against

him. Michael was convicted of conspiracy and condemned
to death, but by the iulerv«ntion of his friends, who
assassinated Leo in the palace chapel on Christmas Eve
820, was raised from prison to the throne.

LEO VI., Flavius, surnamed Sapiens and Philo-
sornus, succeeded his father, Basil I, in 8SP, and died in

9n. One of his first acts was to depose tho well-known
Photius, patriarch of Constantinople, who had been his

tutor. The rest of his biography, so far as recorded, tells

of unimportant wars with barbarians and struggles with
churchmen. In explanation of his somewhat absurd sur-

name, all that can be said, as Gibbon has remarked, is

"that the son of Basil was less ignorant than the greater

part of his contemporaries in church and state, that his

education had been directed by the learrHid Photius, and
that several books of profane and ecclesiastical science

were co.mposcd by the pen, or in tho name, of the imperial

philosopher." His works include a lreatis<> on military
tactics {De Apparaiti Bellico, translated by Sir John Cheke
in 1554, and frequently since), seventeen Oracula, in iambic
ver.se, on the destinies of future emperors and patriarchs
of Constantinople, thirty-three Orations, chiefly on theo-
logical subjects, and some epigrams in the Greek Anilio-
logy.

LEO, Johannes, usually called Leo Afeicanus, some-
times Elibekitanus {i.e., of Granada), is best known as tho
author of a valuable Africx Descriptio, which long ranked
as almost the only authority in regard more especially to
the Sudan. Born probably at Granada, of a noble Moorish
stock, Albasan ibn Jlohammed Abwazzan Alfasi (for this
was his real designation) received an excellent education
at Fez, where his family settled after the expulsion from
Spain. He was still in his sixteenth year when he began
a course of travel which extended, not only through the
northern and central parts of Africa (where he had advanced
to the south-east of Lake Chad), but also into Arabia, Syria,
Persia, Armenia, Tartary, and portions of Europe. As he
was returning from Egypt about 1517, he was captured
by pirates near the island of Gerba, and he was ultimately
presented as a slave to Leo X. The pope no sooner
discovered what manner of man he was than he assigned
him a pension ; and having persuaded him to profess the
Christian faith, he stood sponsor at liis baptism, and
bestowed on him his own names, Johannes and Leo. The
new convert, having made himself acquainted with Latin
and Italian, not only taught Arabic to .(Egidius Antoninus,
bishop of Viterbo, and others, but wrote books in both
tongues. He appears to have returned to Africa, and to

have put off his Christianity, before his death ; but the later

part of his career is involved in obscurity. He was still

alive in 1526.

The Jfricx Descriptio was originally written in Ai-abic, but the
MS. (at one time in the library of Vinccnzo Pinelli, 1535-1601) is

not known to be extant. The author's own translation into passable
Italian was first published by Ramusio, Kavicjationi e Viarjgi. Ver-
sions of this or of the widely used Latin translation by F. Florianua
have appeared in English, French, Dutch, &c. For notices of Leo'a
other works see Lorsbach's edition (Herborn, 1801).

LEOBSCHUTZ (Bohemian, Elulczyce), a town in the

Prussian province of Silesia, circle of Oppeln, is situated

on the Zinna. about 20 miles to the north-west of Ratibor.

It carries on a considerable trade in wool, flax, and grain,

its markets for these commodities being very numerously
attended. The principal industries are carriage-building,

wool-spinning, and glass-making. The town contains

three Roman Catholic churches, a Protestant church, a

synagogue, a new tovni-hall, and a gymnasium. Leobschiit*

is known to have existed in the 10th century, and from
1524 to 1623 was capital of the principality of Jagerndorf,

which was divided between Prussia and Austria in 1742.

Population in 1880, 12,015.

LEOCHARES, one of the sculptors of the younger
Attic school in the fine period of Greek art. He is called

a young man in a pseudo-Platonic epistle which must be
later than 366 B.C. He worked on the Mausoleum along

with Scopas, Bryaxis, Timotheos, and Pythis about 356
B.C.; the west side of the frieze, of which all the extant

fragments are in the British Sluseum, was entrusted to him.

He made the statue of Isocrates which was erected at

Athens about 354 B.C. Many other portrait statues are

known to have been his work Along with Lysippus ho

represented Alexander the Great engaged in a lion hunt.

This group was in bronze, whereas another in the Philip-

peion at Olympia, representing the family of Philip and

Alexander, was in ivory and gold. Finally, an inscription

records that he made the statues of an Athenian family.

Though nothing is recorded of the character of these works,

it mav be ga*,hered from the list thai, i.hev were idealized
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portraits ; chryselcpUantiiiij statues were always ideal.

Leocliares was also tbe sculptor of many purely ideal

works. These comprise three statues of Zeus, of which one

was oil the Acropolis, one at the Pira2eus, and the third was
carried away to Kome, where Pliny saw it on the Capitol

;

he is also recorded to have carved three statues of Apollo,

one of which .xas bought by Dionysius of Syracuse.

Absolutely nothing is known of the character of these

works ; but we are more'fortunate in regard to his master-

piece, the Piape of Ganymede, of which many imitations

have been preserved to us sufficient to give some idea of its

real character. Ganymede, characterized as a shepherd by
crook and syrinx, has been resting under a tree, when the

eagle swoops down and bears him off direct heavenwards;

the looks of both are directed upwards. Ganymede, a

youth of perfect beautj', does not struggle, but yields

himself completely to his captor, so that his body haugs

down in easy, gr-aceful lines. The eagle, with magnificent

outstretched wings, conscious, as Pliny says, " what his

burden is and to whom he bears it," grasps the boy gently

with his talons, and seems to swoop straight upwards,

unencumbered by the weight. The problem of supporting

the figures in the air, clumsily solved in tbe imitation

preserved at St Mark's in Venice by hanging the group

up with a rope, was skilfully overcome by means of the

tree from beneath which the boy has been seized ; while

the dog beneath, looking up after his,master, both gives an

appearance of' naturalness to the whole scene, and suggests

more vividly the idea that the boy is far above the ground.

The great skill of the group lay in tbe manner in which
the idea of swift e,isy motion upwards was es pressed

;

while the widespread wings of the eagle and the drooping
form of the boy gave a beautiful outline to the whole.

Overbeck (Gesch. der Griecli. Plast., ii. 51) has well ex-

pressed the distinction between the fine character ol this

work and the sensualism of a later class of similar groups,

where the eagle is obviously Zeus himself and not a mere
messenger. The colossal acrolithic statue of Ares at

Halicarnassus is sometimes attributed to Leochares, some-
times to Timotheus.

On the share of Leocliares in the Mausoleum and on the style of

the sculptures, see Kewton, Halicarnassus, Ciiidiis, and £rauchidm.
On the inscriptions mentiouing works of Leochares, see Overlieck,

SfhriflqueUcn, See also Jahn, Archs:ol. Bcitr., p. 20.

LEOMINSTER, a municipal and parliamentary borougli

and market-town of England in the county of Hereford,

is situated in a rich agricultural country on the Lug, 150
miles west-north-west of London and 12 north of Hereford.

The town has regular and spacious streets, and some fine

old timber houses lend picturesqueness to its appearance.

The parish church, which is of mixed architecture, includ-

ing the fine Norman nave of the old priory church, and
contains some of the most beautiful examples of window
tracery in England, was restored in 1866, and enlarged by
the addition of a south nave in 1879. The other public

buildings are the corn exchange, erected in 1859 at a cost

of £4000, and the town-hall, to make room for which,

in 1855, the Butter Cross, a beautiful example of old

timber work of the date 1663, was removed to form a

private dwelling house. The principal industries of the
town are leather and woollen manufactures, iron and brass

founding, glove and hat making, and the manufacture of

agricultural implements. Leominster originated in a
monastery founded by Merwald king of Mercia, who had
a castle near tte town, where a fortress stood till 1055,
when it was demolished by the Welsh. The town re-

ceived a charter of incorporation from Queen Mary, and
has sent members to Parliament since the 23d of Edward I.

;

in 1S68 its representation was reduced from two members
to one. The limits of the municipal and the parliamentary

boroughs are identical, the population in 1871 beinf 5863,
which in 1881 had increased to 6042.

See the Hisln,kx by Price (179.i) and Tnwnseua (1863), and a
jpapcr l>y E. A. Freeman in Arrlis:olurjin Cnmlrensis, ]8o3.

LEON, one of the forty-nine provinces of Spain, is

bounded on the N. by Oviedo, on the E. by Paleneia, on
tbe S. by Yalladnlid and Zamora, and on the W. by
Orcnse and Lugo, nnd has an area of 6106 square miles,

with a population (in 1877) of 350,210. Its" boundaries
on the north and west, formed respectively by tlw central

ridge and southerly offshootr, of the great Cantabrian chain,

are strongly marked ; towards the south-east it merges
imperceptibly into the Castilian plateau, tbe lino ""cf

demarcation being for the most part merely conventional
It belongs partly to the ^tiiio and partly to tbe Dnero river

system, these being separated by the montailas de Leon,
which extend in a continuous wall (with passes at Manzanal
and Poncebadon) from north to south-west. To the Miijo

tiow the Sil, Boeza, Enrbia, Cua, Yalcarce ; the principal

tributaries of the Duero are the Esia (with its affluents the

Tuerto, Orbigo, Bernesga, Torio, Cuereno, and Ceo) and
the Valderaduey. To the north-west of the montanas de
Leon is the district known as the Vierzo, a richly wooded
pastoral and highland district, which in its lower valleys

produces grain, fruit, and wine in abundance. Tbe Tierra

del Campo in the west of the province is fairly productive,

but in need of irrigation. The hills of Leon were wrought
for gold in the time of tbe TJomans ; iron is still obtained

to some extent; and coal and antimony also occur. The
commerce and industries of tbe province are unimportant.

Besides .Leon, the capita), the only towns of any note are

Astoi'ga and Pouferrada, respectively the Asturica Augusta
and the Interamnium FJavium of the Bomans. There is

railway communication with JIadrid; but the line from

Leon to Gijon at present terminates, on the south side </{

the pass, at Busdongo, while that to CoruBa does not

extend further than BraHuelas.

The province was anciently inhabited by- the Vettones and
Callaici ; after the Rom.nn conquest it formed part of Hispanii
Tarraconensis. Among the C'liristian kingdoms which arose in

rSpain as the Saracenic irruption of the 8tU century receded, Leon
TN'as one of the oldest, after tliat of Asturias, the title of king of

Leon having been first assumed by Ordouo in 913. Ferdinand L
(the Great) of Castile united the crowns of Castile and Leon in the

11th century; the two were again separated in tlie 12th, until a

final union took place (1230) in the person of St Ferdinand. The
limits of the kiugdoia varied with the alternations of success and
defeat in war, but roughly .speaking it may be said to have embraced

what are now the provinces of Leon, Paleneia, Valladolid, Zamora,
and Salamanca. The province of Leon prior to 1833 included Leon,

Zamora, and Salamanca.

Leon, the capital of the above province, is pleasantly

situated upon a rising ground in the angle formed by the

Torio and Bernesga, which here unite to form the Leon,

a tributary of the Esla ; its distance north-west ironi

Madrid is 238 mUes. Tbe town, which is surrounded by

old and dilapidated walls, everywhere presents an aspect of

ruin and decay. Many of the buildings are fine. Of these

the most important is the cathedral, foimded about 1195 :

it is built in the pointed Gothic style, of a warm cream-

coloured stone, and is remarkable for its simplicity,

lightness, and strength. The collegiate church of San

Isidro was founded in 1063, and consecrated in 1149; it

is Byzantine in character. The church belonging to the

convent of San Marcos, ordered by Ferdinand V. ia 1514,

was begun by Charles V. in 1537, and consecrated in 1541.

Other buildings of less architectural importance are the

town bouse, the episcopal palace, and that of the Guzman
family. .As might be expected from the ecclesiastical

character of Leon, there are a variety of religious and
charitable institutions ; the industries of the place are linen

weaving, glove making, and the knitting of caps and
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jtockiugs, but the trade is insignificant. The population

ia 1877 was 11,515.

Leon (Arab., Liyun) owes its name to tho Legio SeptinmGomina
of Galba, which, nader the later emperors at least. Lad its head-
quarters there. The place is mentioned under this name in the Ilin.

Ant. About 540 it fell into the hands of the Gothic king LeovigilJo,

and in 717 it capitulated to the Saracens. Retaken about 7-l'2, it

nltiraately, in the beginning of the lOfli century, became the cap'ital

»f the kingdom of Leon. About 996 it was taken by Almansui-, but
en his death, which occurred soon afterwards, it reverted to the

Spaniards. It was the seat ofseveral ecclesiastical councils, one of

which was held under Alphonso V., a second in 1090, and others in

HOP, IIU, 113i, 1228, and 12S8.

LEON", a city of Mexico, in tlie state of Guanajuato,

the chief town of a department, and in population second

only to the capital of the republic, from which it is distant

about 100 miles. It is situated on the right bank of the

Rio Torbio, in the midst of a fertile and flourishing region,

and is altogether ore of the best built and most prosperous

places in the country, with a large trade in grain and other

agricultural produce, and a number of considerable

industries—cotton and woollen weaving, tanning, and
saddlerj'. For some time Leon has aspired to become the

chief town of a new state, and even to take the place of

Mexico as the national capital. The opening of the

railways south-east to Mexico and north-east to the Rio
Grande wii! further stimulate its development. The
foundation of Leon dates from 1576, and it has ranked as

a city since 1836, but the beginning of its present pro-

sperity belongs only to the middle of the century.

LEOX, the chief city of a department of the same name
in the republic of Nicaragua, situated in an extensive plain

about midway between the great inland lake of Nicaragua
and the Pacific Ocean. It is connected by rail (1881) with

Corinto on the coast (which has taken the place of Realejo,

it3 formar port) ; and the line is being extended to Leon
Viejo on Lake Managua and thence to Granada. The city

is spread over so wide an area that Squier, after a three

months' residence, found himself discovering new and
secluded portions. Its public buildings are among the

finest of Central America. The cathedral (1746-1774)
13 a strong piece of masonry, with a roof of massive arches,

iiriiich has several tiaie? been used as a fortress during

the civil wars. The old episcopal palace (1678), the new
episcopal palace (1873), and the college of St Ramon (1678)
nlso deserve to be mentioned. The population is esti-

mated at from 20,000 to 30,000. Contiguous to ^eon,
and practically one with it, is the Indian pueblo of Subtiaba,

which has its own public buildings, and among the rest a

church which almost rivals the cathedral.

At the time of the Spanish conquest Subtiaba was the residence of
the gi'eat cacique of Nagrando, and the seat of au important temple.

The city of Leon, founded by Hernandez de Cordova in 1.V23, was
oririnally situated at the head of the western bay of Lake M magna,
and was not removed to its present position till 1610. Thomas
Gage, who visited it in 1665, describes it as a splendid city; and ia

1685 it yielded rich booty to Danipier and his company. See
Squier, Central America, vol. i. ; and Scherzer, Free States of Central
America.

LEON, Luis Ponce de (1528-1591), usually known as

Fray Luis de Leon, Spanish religious writer, was born
about 1528, most probably at Granada, entered the

university of Salamanca, where Melchior Cano was a few
years his senior, at tho age of fourteen, and in 1544 became
a member of the Augustinian community there. His
academical promotion was comparatively rapid; in 1561
he obtained by public competition a theological chair at

Salamanca, to which in 1571 was added that .of sacred

literature. His views in exegesis and Biblical criticism

were so far in advance of those of the majority of his

imnediate contemporaries that he was denounced to the

In.iuisition for having written a too secular translation of

the book of Canticles, and for maintaining the possibility

of correcting the text of the Vulgate. lu March 1572
ho was consequently thrown into prison at Valiadolid,
where his confinement lasted until December 1576; the
charges against him were then abandoned, and he' was
released with an exhortation to circumspection, moderation,
and prudence. He at once resumed his former posts at
Salamanca, and tho remainder of his days were passed in
compai-ative peace. In 1580 a Latin commentary on
Canticles was published, and in 1583-85 he gave to tho
worid three books of a treatise on the names of Christ,
which he had written in prison. In 1583 also appeared
the most popular of his prose works, a treatise entitled
La Perfida CasaJa (" The Perfect Wife ") for the use of
a lady newly married. Shortly before his death, which
occurred at Madrigal on August 23, 1591, his appointment
to be vicar-general of the Augustinian order was sanctioned
by the pope.

It is chicHy as a poet that Fray Luis de Leon is now remembered
and admitted to a high place among the classic authors of Spain,
llis poetical works include historical translations of all the Eclogues
and two of the Geo'-gics of Virgil, tome thirty odes of Horace, forty
psalms, and passagos from the Greek and Italian, all characterized
by much spirit and grace of stj-le. The original pieces, which are
chieHy religious, not merely possess the technical merits of idiom
and versification which perhaps only Castilian ears can appreciate,
but in many cases give beautiful expression to feelings which are
shared by the whole of the Christian world. Of one in particular, the
ode "De la Vida del Cielo," Hallam has justly remarked that it

is "an exquisite piece of lyric poetry, which in its peculiar line of
devout aspiration has perhaps never been excelled." TJ'o works of
Luis de Leon include a Spanish commentary on Canticles, which was
not pnblished until 1798 ; a translation, in Spanish octaves, of the
same book, first priuted in 1806 ; and an exposition of Job, which
first appeared in 1779.

The fii-st collective edition of Ohras proprias y traducciones waii
published by Quevedo at Madrid in 1631 ; another, fuller and more
carefully edited, appeared at Valencia in 1761 ; the latest and best
is that of Merino (Obrcis reconocidas y cotcjadas con varies manii-
scritos, 6 vols., Madrid, 1804-16). His original poems, with a
German translation, by Scliliiter and Storck, appeared at Miinster
in 1S53. There are two recent German monographs on Luis de Leon
(Wilkens, Fray Luis de Leon, Halle, 1866; and Keiisch, Luis de
Leon u. die Spanische Inqvisilion, 1873), and one in Spanish (Josp
Gonzales de Tejada, Vida de Fray Luis de Leon, JIadrid, 1863).

LEONARDO (or LIONARDO) DA VINCI was borrv

in 1452 and died in 1519, having during his life excelled

in almost every honourable human attainment and pursuit,

the commercial and political excepted. Considering the

range 'of his speculative as well as that of his practical

powers, he seems certainly the man whose genius has the

best right to be called universal of any that have ever lived.

In the fine arts, to was the most accomplished painter u:

his generation and one of the most accomplished of the

world, a distinguished sculptor, architect, and musician,

and a luminous and pregnant critic In inventions and
experimental philosophy, he was a great mechaniciau and
engineer, an anatomist, a botanist, a physiologist, an
astronomer, a chemist, a geologist and geographer,—an
insatiable and successful explorer, in a word, along the

whole range of the physical and mathematical sciences

when most of those sciences were new. Unfortunately he
paid the penalty of his universality. The multifariousness

and the equal balance of his faculties caused him to labour

promiscuously in all fields of eSbrt. . He set himself to

perform tasks and to solve problems too arduous and too

manifold for the strength of any single life. Thu ccn-

sequence was that in art he was able to carry few undertak-

ings to completion, and in science to bring no fully maturjd
researches to the light. But the works of art wMch he

did produce were of an excellence unapproached by Lis

contemporaries, arrd only rivalled by men who came a

generation after him, and profited by Lis example; while,

In science both theoretical and applied, his unpublished

writings and tho records of his inventions prove him to

have anticipated at a hundred poin!.s the great masters of
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reasonea discovery in the ensuing age. No wonder,

therefore, if there has always been a mysterious attraction

about his name. He stands out to after times in the

character of a great if only half-effectual magician, one

pre-eminent less by performance than by power. He has

been called the Faust of the Italian Renaissance. The
description would be just if the legend of Faust had con-

ferred upon its hero the artist's gift of creation, as well

as the ingenuity of the mechanical inventor, and the

philosopher's passion for truth. As it is, these three

powers, the shaping or artistic, the contriring or

mechanical, and the reasoning or philosophical, had never

even been imagined as e.>cisting, still less have they ever

been known actually to exist, in combination, in the same

measure in which they were all combined in Leonardo.

The man thus extraordinarily gifted was the son of a

Florentine lawyer, born out of wedlock by a peasant

mother. The place of his birth was Vinci, a " castle " or

fortified village in the Florentine territory near Empoli,

from which his father's family derived its name. The

Christian name of his father was PierO (the son of Antonio

the son of Piero the son of Guido, all of whom had been

men of law like their descendant). Leonardo's mother

ivas called Caterina. Her relations with Ser Piero da

Vinci seem to have come to an end almost immediately

upon the birth of their son. She was soon afterwards

married in her own rank of life. Ser Piero on his part

was four times married, and had by his last two wives

nine sons and two daughters ; but the boy Leonardo had

from the first been acknowledged by his father, who
brought him up in his own house, principally, no doubt,

at Florence. In that city Ser Piero followed his profession,

and was after a while appointed notary to the signory, or

governing council of the state, a post which several of his

forefathers had filled before him. The son bora to him
before marriage grew up into a youth of manifest and

shining promise. To signal beauty and activity of person

he joined a winning charm of temper and manners, a tact

for aU societies, and an aptitude for all accomplishments.

An inexhaustible energy lay beneath this amiable surface.

Among the multifarious pursuits to which he set his hand,

the favourite were modelling and drawing. His father,

perceiving this, sought the advice of an acquaintance,

Andrea del Verrocchio, who at once recognized the boy's

vocation, and was selected by Ser Piero to be his master.

Veirrocchio, as is well known, although not one of the

great creative or inventive forces in the art of this age at

Florence, was a thoroughly capable and spirited craftsman

alike as goldsmith, sculptor, and painter, while in teach-

ing he was particularly distinguished. In his studio

Leonardo worked for several years in the company of

Lorenzo di Credi and other less celebrated pupils. He
had soon learnt all that his master had to teach—more
than all, if we are to believe the oft-told tale of the figure,

or figures, executed by the pupil in the picture of Christ's

Baptism designed by the master for the monks of

Vallombrosa. The work in question is now in the

Academy at Florence. According to Vasari the angel

kneeling on the left, with a drapery over its right arm,

was put in by Leonardo, and when Verrocchio saw it his

sense of its superiority to his own work caused him to

forswear painting for ever after. The latter part of the

story is certainly false. Moreover, a closer examination
seems to detect the hand of Leonardo, not only in the figure

of the angel, but also in that of Christ and in the land-

scape background, which are designed with extreme refine-

ment, and painted in the new medium of oil, while the

remainder of the picture has been executed by Verrocchio

ia his accustomed vehicle of tempera. The work was

probably produced b'jtween liSO and 1482, when Leonardo

was from c:guteen to twenty years of age. By the latter

date we find him enrolled in the lists of the painters' guild

at Florence. Here he continued to live and work probably

for eight or nine years longer. Up till 1477 he is still

spoken of as a pupil or apprentice of Verrocchio ; but in

1478 he receives an independent commission from the

signory, and in 1180 another from the monks of San
Donate in Scopeto. He had in the meanwhile been taken

into special favour by Lorenzo the Jlagnificent. The only

memorials now existing of Leonardo's industrj' during this

period consist of a number ot scattered drawings and
studies, most of them physiognomical, in chalk, pen, and
silver point, besides two painted panels. One of these ia

a large and richly composed picture, or rather a finished

preparation in monoclirome for such a picture, of the

Adoration of the Kings ; this may have been done for the

monks of San Donate, and is now in the Uffizi ; the other

is a similar preparation for a St Jerome, now in the Vatican

gallery at Kome. We possess, however, the record of an
abundance of other work which has perished. Leonardo
was not one of those artists who sought in the imitation of

antique models the means of restoring art to its perfection.

He hardly regarded the antique at all, and was an exclusive

student of nature. From his earliest days he had flung

himself upon that study with an unprecedented passion of

delight and curiosity. In drawing from life he had found
the way to unite precision with freedom, the subtlest

accuracy of definition with vital movement and flow of

line, as no draughtsman had been able to unite them
before. He was the first painter to recognize light and
shade as among the most significant and attractive of the

world's appearances, and as elements of the utmost

importance in his art, the earlier schools having with one

consent neglected the elements of light and shade in

favour of the elements of colour and line. But Leonardo
was not a student of the broad, regular, patent appear-

ances only of the world ; its fugitive, fantastic, un-

accustomed appearances attracted him most of all.

. Strange shapes of hiUs and rocks, rare plants and
animals, unusual faces and figures of men, questionable

smiles and expressions, whether beautiful or grotesque,

far-fetched objects and curiosities, these were the things

which he most loved to pore upon and keep in memory.

Neither did he stop at mere appearances of any kind, but,

having stamped the image of things upon his brain, weat

on iudefatigably to probe their hidden laws and causes. The
laws of light and shade, the laws of " perspective," includ-

ing optics and the physiology of the eye, the laws of human
and animal anatomy and muscular movement, and of the

growth and structure of plants, all these and much more
furnished food almost from the beginning to his insatiable

spirit of inquiry. The evidence of his preferences and

preoccupations is contained in the list of the lost works

which he produced during this period. One of these was

a painting of Adam and Eve in opaque water-colours;

and in this, besides the beauty of the figures, the infinite

truth and elaboration of the foliage and animals in the

background are celebrated in terms which bring to mind
the treatment of the subject by Albert Diirer, in his famous

engraving done thirty years later. Again, a peasant of

Vinci having in his simplicity asked Ser Piero to get a

picture painted for him on a wooden shield, the father is

said to have laughingly handed on the commission to his

son, who thereupon shut himself up with all the noxious

insects and grotesque reptiles he could find, observed and

drew and dissected them assiduously, and produced at last

a picture of a dragon compounded of their various shapes

and aspects, which was so fierce and so life-like as to

terrify all who saw it. With equal research and no less

efi'ect he painted on another occasion the head of a snaky
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haired ^[edusri.^ Lastly, JLeouaitlo is related to have
modelled in clay and cast in plaster, about this time,

several heads of smiling women and children. In ndditioa

to these labours and researches, he was full of new ideas

concerning both the laws and the applications of mechanical
forces. His architectural and engineering projects were of

a daring which amazed even the fellow-citLzens of Alberti

and Brunelleschi. History presents few figures more
attractive to the mind's eye than that of Leouardo during

this period of his all-capable and dazzling youth. There
was nothing about bini, as there was afterwards about
Michelangelo, dark-tempered, secret, or morose ; ho was
open and genial with all men. From time to time,

indeed, he might shut himself up for a season in com-
plete intellectual absorption, as when he toiled among his

bats and wasps and lizards, forgetful of rest and food,

and insensible to the noisomeness of their corruption ; but

anon we have to picture him as coming out and gathering

about him a tatterdemalion company, and jesting with them
until they were in fits of laughter, for the sake of observ-

ing their burlesque physiognomies ; or anon as standing

radiant in his rose-coloured cloak and his rich gold hair

among the throng of youug and old on the piazza, and
holding them spell-bound while he expatiated on his plan

for lifting the venerable baptistery of St John, the hel San
Giovanni of Dante, up bodily from its foundations, and
planting it anew on a stately basement of marble.

Unluckily it is to the written biographies and to imagina-

tion that we have to trust exclusively for our picture.

No portrait of Leonardo as he appeared during this period

of his life has come down to us.

The interval between 1480 and 1-187 is one during

which the movements of our master are obscure, and can

only be told conjecturally. Up to the former date we
know with certainty that he was working at Florence,

under the patronr.go of Lotenzo de' Medici. By the latter

date he had definitively passed into the service of Duke
Ludovico Sforza, called il Moro, at Milan. The main
determining cause of his removal would seem to have been

his selection by Ludovico for the task of erecting a great

memorial statue in bronze to the honour of his victorious

father, the condottiere Francesco Sforza. The project of

such a monument had been already entertained by the lest

duke, Ludovico's elder brother. After Ludovico had pos-

sessed himself of the regency in 1480, he appears to have

revived the scheme, and to have invited various artists to

compete for its execution. One who complied with the

invitation was the Florentine Antonio del Pollaiuolo, by
whom a sketch for the monument is still preserved at

Municji. It would seem as if the competition had been

won by Leonardo, but a considerable time had been

allowed to elapse before the work was actually put in

hand. The question then arises, Was it during this period

of postponement that Leonardo went on his mysterious

travels to the East ! The earlier biographers know nothing

of these travels ; recent investigation of Leonardo's MSS.
has brought them to light. It has been not inaptly con-

jectured that the speculations of transcendental Platon-

ism, which absorbed at this time the thoughts and the

conversation of the Medicean circle, were uncongenial to

' ' A picture of this subject at tlie UiEzi still does duly for the

original of Leonardo, but is in all Uke'iihood merely the production of

eome later artist to whom the descriptions of his work have given the

cue. In like manner, the Madonna in the Borghese gallery at Rome,
in which occurs the motive of a hottle beaded with drops of dew,
though it may well be the same painting which Vasari admire<l in the
possession of Clement VII., is unquestionably the work, not of
Leonardo, to whom Vasari ascribes it, but of his fellow-pupil Lorenzo
di Credi, Altogether spurious, it may here be said, is the small
Madonna which is made to pass for an early work of Leonardo in the
gallery at Dresdec "*

the essentially experimental cast of Leonardo's mind, and
that he was not sorry to escape from tlio atmosphere of
Florence. At any rate his devouring curiosity would have
made welcome the opportunity of enlarging his knowledge
of men and countries by Eastern travel, even at the cost,

which to one of his frecthinking habits would iwt have
been great, of a temporary compliance with Islamite
observances. Certain it is that he took service a.<! engineer
with the sultan of " Babylon," which in the geographical
nomenclature of those days meant Cairo, and in the course

of his mission visited Egypt, Cyprus, Constantinople, the
coasts of Asia Minor, especially the Cilician region about
Mount Taurus, and Armenia. This biographical di-'icovery

adds to the career of Leonardo a charaeteristic touch of

adventurous and far-sought experience. Perhaps it was
his acquaintance with the Levant which made him ado|>t

the Oriental mode of writing from right to left, a habit

which some of his biographers have put down to his love

of mystification, and others explain more simply by tlio

fact (to which his friend Luca Pacioli bears explicit testi-

mony) that he was left-handed. The probable date of

Leonardo's Eastern travels falls between 1480 and
1483-84. By the last-named year, if not sooner, he was
certainly back in Florence, whence he wrote to Ludovico
il Jloro at Milan a letter making him the formal offer of

his services. The draught of this letter is still extant. It

does not altogether tally with the statements of the earliest

biographers, that Leonardo was recommended by Lorenzo
de Medici to the duke regent particularly for his accom-
plishments in music. Vasari indeed aays expressly that

Leonardo was the bearer to Ludovico of a lyre of his

invention, ingeniously fashioned of silver in the form of a

horse's head. In the autograph draft of the letter, to

which we have referred, Leonardo rests his own title to

patronage chiefly on his capabilities in military engineer-

ing. After explaining these under nine different heads,

he spea'iis under a tenth of his proficiency as a civil

engineer and architect, and adds a brief paragraph with

reference to what he can do in painting and sculpture,

undertaking in particular to carry out in a fitting manner
the monument to Francesco Sforza. We shall probably be

safe in fixing between the years 1484 and 1465 as the

date of his definitive removal to Milan.

From this time for the next fourteen or fifteen years

(until the summer of 1499) Leouardo continued, with very

brief intervals of absence, to reside in high favour and con-

tinual employment at the court of Ludovico il Moro. His
occupations were as manifold as his capacities. He super-

intended the construction of military engines, and seems to

have been occasionally present at sieges and on campaigns.

He devised and carried out works of irrigation and other

engineering schemes in the territory of the duchy. Ho
designed a cupola for the cathedral of Milan, and w.is

consulted on the works of Certosa of Paria. He managed
with ingenuity and splendour the masques, pageants, and

ceremonial shows and festivals of the court. Withal

he continued incessantly to accumulate observations and

.-peculations in natural philosophy, working especially at

anatomy with Jlarcantonio della Torre, and at geometry

and optics with Fra Luca Pacioli, for whose book De
Bivina Proportione he designed the figures. He made
excursions into the Alps, and studied and drew with

minute fidelity the distribution and formation of the

mountain masses. Ho was placed at the head of a schoid

or "Academy" of arts and sciences, where he gathered

about him a number of distinguished colleagues and eager

disciples. His pupils in painting included the sons of

several noble families of the city and territory.

Among the more immcdi.nte scholars of Leonardo may bo men-

tioned Antonio BoltraHio, Marco d'Oggionno. Gian P'-trino, mid
XIV. — 58
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the master's special fiieud and favourite, Salui or Salaiuo. But by

f;'r the most iniportaut painter formed under Leonardo's uillueucc

at Milan was the admirable Bernardino Liiini. Other disciples

or adherents of his school were Bazzi of Siena, callc<l II Sodonin,

Gaudenzio Ferrari, Andi-ea Solario, Bernardino d<i Conti, and

Ambrogio Preda or de Predis. Several of the pupils or adherents

hero mentioned belong, however, to a later period of the master's

life than that with which we are now concerned.

Leonardo's own cliief undertakings in art during Lis

residence at tlie court of Ludovico il Moro were two in

number, namely, tlie equestrian monument of Francesco

Sforza and the mural painting of tlie Last Supper.

For the former he had probably made some preparatory

sketches and models before he left Florence. After his

arrival at Milan the work seems to have proceeded with

many interruptions, and according to a MS. note of his

own to have been finally and actively resumed in 1490.

In the Royal Library at Windsor are preserved a wliole

series of small experimental studies for the monument.

Leonardo was a great lover and student of horses, and

would never be without some of the noble race in his

stable. It is difficult to retrace the stages of development

marked by the several sketches in question, or their

relations to the final design. But it seems as if Leonardo

had first proposed to represent his hero as mounted on a

charger violently prancing or rearing above a fallen enemy,

and had in the end decided to adopt a quieter action, more

nearly resembling that of the work upon which Verrocchio

was simultaneously engaged at Venice. Some difficulties

must have been encountered in the casting, or there would

have been no meaning in the words of Michelangelo when

twelve years afterwards he is said to have taunted Leonardo

with incapacity on that account But contemporary

writings are explicit to the effect that the group of horse

and ridy, 26 feet in height, wa;! actually cast in bronze,

and set up to the admiration and delight of the people,

under" a triumphal arch constructed for the purpose, during

the festivities held at Milan in 1493 on the occasion of

the marriage of the emperor Maximilian to a bride of the

house of Sforza. Within ten years the glory of that

house had departed. Ludovico, twice overthrown by the

invaders whom he had himself called into Italy, lay

languishing in a French prison, and his father's statue had

served as a butt to the Gascon archers of the army of Louis

XII. In 1501 the duke Ercole d'Este sought leave from

the French governor of Milan to have the statue removed

to his own city ; but nothing seems to have come of the

project ; and withi'n a few years Leonardo's master-work in

sculpture had between mischief and neglect been irretriev-

ably destroyed.

Only a little less disastrous is the fate which has

overtaken the second great enterprise of Leonardo's life at

Milan, Iiis painting of the Last Supper. This, with the

Madonna di San Sisto and Michelangelo's Last Judgment,

is the third most celebrated picture of the world. It was

painted, twenty years the earliest of the three, on the

refectory wall of the convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie

at Milan, where its defaced remains are still an object of

pilgrimage and wonder. The commission for the work came
partly from the duke and partly from the monks of the con-

vent. Leonardo is said to have consumed upwards of ten

years upon his task, a circumstance which is not surprising

when we coasider his fastidious spirit and the multiplicity

of other calls upon his time. But the monks were impatient,

and could not make allowance for the intervals of apparent

idleness, intervals really of brooding and searching and

meditation, which were incidental to Leonardo's way of

work. On one occasion it became necessary for the duke

himself, whoso dealings with his gifted servant seem to

have been consistently intelligent and kind, to take the

painter's part against the prior of the convent. But in

working out his coiiccidiun of the scene, and in devising

the pictorial means for its presentment, Leonardo allowed

his craving for quintessential excellence to overmaster

him. He could not rest satis6ed without those richnesses

and refinements of effect which are unattainable in the

ordinary method of mural painting, that is, in fresco, but
mnst needs contrive by his chemistry a method for painting

on the wall in oil. Neither coiiUl any of the traditional

ideals of art content hihiiu the representation of the scene.

He must toll and ponder until he had re;ilized a more
absolute set of types, and groiqied them in more masterly
and speaking actions, than had ever been attempted before.

The master type of al), that of Christ, it is said that he
could never even realize to the height of Ills conception

at all, but left it to the last uncompleted. Unhappily
Leonardo's chemistry was unequal to his purpose, and Ills

work had begun to peel and stain within a few yeafs of its

execution. The operation of time and danip has since

been accelerated at intervals by the vandalism of men.
After almost disappearing, the picture has been revived

once and again, latterly either from copies or from
engravings taken during the earlier periods of its deteriora-

tion, until now there is probably not a vestige of the

original workmanship remaining. Nevertheless, through

all these veils of injury and disguise, it is still possible in

some measure to appreciate the power of that creation

which became from the first, and has ever since remained,

the typical representation for all Christendom of the sacra-

ment of Christ's Supper.

Goethe in his famous criticism has said all that needs to ho
said of the essential character of tlic work. The painter lias de-

parted from precedent in grouping the company of disciples, with
their Master in themidat, along the far side and the two ends of .1

long, narrow table, and in lca^ing the near or service side of the
table towards the spectator free. The chamber is seen in a per-

fectly symmetrical persiiective, its rear wall pierced by three plain
openings which admit the sense of <iuiet distance and mystery fi'Oin

j
the open landscape beyond ; by the central of these openings,
which is the widest of tlic three, the head and shoulders of tho

I

Saviour are framed in. On his right and left are ranged the dis-

(
ciples in equal numbeis. Tlie serenity of the holy company has

. within a moment been broken by the words of their Master, " One
' of you shall betray Me." In the agitation of their consciences and
affections, the disciples have started into groups or clusters along

J the table, some standing, some still remaining seated. Tliere are

four of these groups, of three disciples each, and each group is har-

moniously interlinked by some natural connecting action with tJie

next Leonardo, though no student of the Greeks, has perfectly

carried out tho Greek principle of expressive variety in particulars

subordinated to general symmetry. The relations of his groups to

one another, and of each figure within the several groups to ila

neighbour and to the central figure of Christ, are not only triumphs
of technical design, they arc evidences of a complete science of

human character, emotion, and physiognomy held at the service of

a nobly inspired and nobly directed art. The furniture and acces-

sories of the chamber, very simply conceived, have been rendered

with scrupulous exactness and distinctness
;

j'et they leave to tlie

human and dramatic elements the absolute mastery of the scene.

Neither do the academical draperies of the personages impair tho

sense of imaginative truth with which the representation impresses

us. Our first glance at the ruins of this famous picture makes ns

feel, and study does but strengthen the conviction, that the painter

rose to the height of his argument, and realized worthily and for

good this momentous scene in the spiritual history of mankind.

Of authentic preparatory studies for this work there remain

but few. There is a sheet at the Louvre containing some nude
sketches for the arrangement of tlie disciples about the table, and
another of great interest at South Kensington, on which tho painter

has noted in writing the several dramatic motives which he pro-

poses to embody in the disciples. At Windsor and Milan are a few

finished studies in red chalk for the heads. A highly-reputed series

of black crayon drawings of the same heads, of which the greater

portion is at 'Weimar, has no just claim to originality. Of the other

pictures and sculptures which Leonardo is known to have produced

while in the service of the duke, such as the painting of the

Nati'vity, sent as a present to the emperor Jlaximilian, and the

portraits of Lncrezia Crivelli and Cecilia Gallerani, one of the

duke's mistresses, no trace remains, nor is there sufficient reason

for accepting the recently suggested attribution to Leonardo of an
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ai'.iniiably wroagut Cust now pi'csciTcd in the Louvii', of wliicU

tlio featiu'es arc those of LuJovico's wife, tlie lUiclicss Beatrice.

These services, especially the maintenance of his cele-

brated Academy, required on the part of Leonardo uo in-

coQsiderable outlay. Oa the other hand, the payments

received by him seem to have been neither adequate nur

re'Tular, at all events during the latter part of his resi-

dence at the ducal court, when the exigencies of war and

policy were already pressing hard upon Ludovico. Leon-

ardo had finished his Last Supper between 1497 and 1499.

In the spring of the latter year we find that he received,

in consideration of payments due, the gift of a vineyard

outside the city. Within a month or two his patron

haii fallen. Milan was taken and held in hostile occupa-

tion by the French. A contemporary historian has related

with what admiration the invading monarch, Louis XIL,
when he entered the refectory of Sta Maria delle Grazie,

Qjed his gazo on the work of Leonardo, and how he

desired, were it possible, that it should be transported

across the Alps to France. But by this time or soon

afterwards tlie painter himself had left Jlilan. In the

si-ring of 1500 we hear of him working at Venice, where,

a(nong other things, he painted (not, it appears, from life)

a portrait of Isal)ella Gonzaga, marchioness of Mantua. The
well-known head in the manner of Leonardo at the Louvre,

commonly known as the Belle Ferronniere, has sometimes

l«8n identified as the portrait in question ; but not on
sufficient grounds. Early in the next year, 1501, Leonardo

was once more in Florence; and thither the same
marchioness, Isabella Gonzaga, sent a:i envoy to endeavour

to attach him to her service. His ansnor was not

unfavourable, but the envoy reported that, though recently

engaged upon one or two small pictures, ho was for the

moment indifferent to the brush, and wholly absorbed in

oiathematics. In the end he attached himself, not to the

nourt of Mantua, but to the service of Cresar Borgia, then

in the plenitude of his criminal power, and almost within

reach of the realization of his huge ambitions. Leonardo's

new patron had been one of the worst enemies of the fallen

Ijudovico, and had entered Milan as a conqueror in the

suite of the French king. Buf artists and men of letters

formed, in those days, a caste apart, and changed service

not less readily than did the condottieri or hired military

commanders. Between the beginning of 1502 and the

cntastrophe which overtook the house of Borgia in the

summer of 1503, Leonardo travelled as engineer in the

employ of Duke Caesar over a great part of Central Italy.

In Umbfia and the Marches, he visited Urbino, Pesaro,

Ejmini, Cesena, Cesenatico, Buonconvento, Perugia, and

F(!ligno ; in Tuscany, he was at Chiusi, at Siena, at

Piombino on the coast over against Elba, and southward

ut least as tar as Orvieto and Lake Bolsena, or even, it

ivould appwr, as far as Rome. He has left notes and
drawings taken at each of the stations we have named,

besides a set of six large-scale maps drawn minutely with

bis own hand, and including nearly the whole territory of

Tu-icany and theMaremma between the Apennines and

cliB Tyrrhene Sea. His excursions seem to have come to

an end early in 1503, as by March of that year we find him
once more in Florence.

To the period of three years' wandering which followed

Leonardo's departure from Milan there ensued another

period of three years, during, which he lived a settled life

at Florence, He was now fifty-one years of age, and the

most famous artist of Italy, though within a year or two
th(? young ^lichelangelo was destined to challenge his

supremacy, and the still younger Raphael to apprehend and
assimilate the secrets of his skill, as' he did those of the

Bkill of every great predecessor and every distinguished

rival in succession. Tho first important comraisaion put

into Leonard()'.s hands at Florence was that for an altar-

piece for tho church of the Scn-itc monks (Santa Mnri.-i

deir Annunziata). The work had been already entrusted to

Filippino Lippi, who had even made some beginning with

it, but willingly gave up his claim in favour of his illustrious

fellow-citizen. The monks undertook to lodge and nourish

Leonardo in their convent while he carried on the work.

After long premeditation he began, and prepared that

admirable cartoon in black chalk which is now the treasured

possession of the Royal Academy in London. Tho Virgin,

partly seated on the left knee of St Anno, holds by the

body the infant Christ, who leans across the figure of

the elder woman, and lifts his hand in benediction of the

little St John leaning against her knee. In the lines

and management of the composition there is not less charm

than there is research. The elder mother smiles upon het

daughter, and the daughter smiles upon her child, each

with a look of loving prescience and lapt self-congratulation

which is the sweetest of all those mysterious expressions

that Leonardo loved to seize and to perpetuate. When
the cartoon was finished and exhibited, all Florence cams

flocking in delight to see and praise it. Between fastidi'

ousness and preoccupation Leonardo, however, carried the

undertaking no farther, and the work was put once more into

the hands of Filippino Lippi, and on his death into those

of Perugino. Leonardo's next great enterprise at Florenca

was a historical'painting for the Palace of the Signcry. Ha
had been on the commission of artists appointed to

determine where Michelangelo's statue of David should be

placed, and now he was chosen, along with his young rival

to finish a mural picture for the new Hall of Council. Eacll

painter chose a battle subject : Jilichelangelo, aa is well

known, the surprise of ihe Florentine forces in the act of

bathing near Pisa ; Leonardo, aii episode in the victory oi

the generals of the republic over Niccolo Picciuino at

Anghiari, in the upper valley of the Tiber. In one of the

sections of the Treatise on Paintinf/, Leonardo has detailed

at length, and obviously from his own observation, the

pictorial aspects of a battle. His choice of such a subject

was certainly not made from any love of warfare or

indiffefence to its horrors. In the writings of Leonardo

there occur almost as many trenchant sayings on life and

human affairs as on art and natural law ; and of war lie

has disposed in two words as a " bestial frenzy " (jiazzici

besticdissima). In his design for the Hall of Council,

Leonardo set himself to depict this frenzy at its fiercest.

He chose the momant of a terrific struggle for the colours

between the opposmg sides ; hence tho work became

known in the history of art as the Battle of the Standard.

Judging by the accounts of those who saw it, the tumultu-

ous entanglement of men and horses, ajid the expressions

of martial fury and <lespair, must in this case have been

combined and rendered with a mastery not less command-

ing than had been the looks and gestures of soul's

perplexity and dismay among tho peaceful company ou

the convent wall at Milan. Leonardo had finished his

cartoon in less than two years (1504-1505), and when it

was exhibited along with that of Michelangelo, the two

rival works seemed to all men a new revelation of the

powers of art, and served as a model and example to the

students of that generation, as the frescos of Masaccio in

the Carmine had served to those of two generations earlier.

The young Raphael is well known to have been one of

those who profited by what they saw. Other Florentine

artists who were especially influenced at this time by

Leonardo were Fra Baiiolommeo, Jacopo da Pontarmo,

Ridolfo del Ghirlandajo; and in sculpture Baccio Bali-

dinelli and Rustici. He also speaks of having among hia

pupils G. F. Penni called "II Fattore," a certain Lorenzo,

and a German Jacopo, who cannot be further identified.
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His favourite assistant Salai had, we know, accompanied
him from Milan, and remained with him.

Leonardo lost no time in proceeding to the execution of his

design upon the mural surface ; this time he had devised

a technical method of which he regarded the success as

certain ; the colours were to be laid on a specially prepared

ground, and then fixed by heat, in some way analogous to

the processes of encaustic or enamel. When portions of

the work were done the heat was applied, by means of fires

lighted on platforms, but it was found to take effect

unequally, and the result was a failure more or less

complete. Leonardo abandoned the work in chagrin, and
presently betook, himself to MUan. Payments for his great

battle-picture had been made to him in advance, and the

goofaliere Piero Soderiui complained on behalf of the

signory that Leonardo had treated them ill. When,
however, he soon afterwards honourably offered to refund

the amount, the offer was not less honourably declined.

The unfinished painting before long disappeared from the

wall. The cartoon also, no less than the competing cartoon

of Michelangelo, has perished. Our only memorials of the

work are a few preliminary sketches, an engraving executed

by Lucensi in 1558, not from the original but from a copy,

and the far more celebrated engraving of Edelinck after a
study made by Rubens, in his own essentially personal,

obstreperous, un-Italiaa manner, of a portion only of the

composition. During the years between 1500 and 1505
Leonardo was also engaged at intervals upon the portraits

of two ladies of the city—Ginevra Benci, and Lisa di

Antonio Maria di Noldo Gherardina, the wife of Zanobi
del Giocondo, commonly called Moiia (i.e., Madonna) Lisa

or la Gioconda. The first of these portraits is lost ; the

second was bought by Francis L for four thousand gold

florins, and is now one of the glories of the Louvre. In
Madonna Lisa Leonardo seems to have found a sitter

whose features possessed in a singular degree the in-

tellectual charm in which he delighted, and in whose
smile was realized that inward, haunting, mysterious

expression which had always been his ideal. He worked,

it is said, at her portrait during some portion of four

successive years, causing mftsic to be played during the

sittings that the rapt expression might not fade from off

her countenance, and labouring by aU the means of which
he was master to bring his work to perfection. It remains

perhaps the most striking example of his powers. The
richness of colouring on which Vasari expatiates has indeed

flown, partly from injury, partly because in his preference

for effects of light and shade the painter was accustomed

to model his figures on a dark ground, and that in this

picture the ground has to a large extent come througk
Nevertheless, in its brown and faded state, the portrait is

pre-eminent alike for fascination of expression, for refine-

ment and precision of drawing, and for the romantic in-

vention of its background, wherein a far-seen champaign
with bridged rivers and winding roads is bounded by a

fantastic coast of islands and rock-bound estuaries.

During these years of work at Florence, Leonardo's father

died at a good old age in that city. Some stray notes, in

which the painter mentions a visit to "Caterina" in the

hospital, and inscribes the amount of expenses paid " for

the funeral of Caterina," though they are of uncertain date,

prove too that when Leonardo's peasant mother drew near

her end her illustrious son was there to tend her. From
his half brothers, the legitimate children of Ser Piero,

Leonardo after their father's death experienced unkindness.

They were all much younger than himself. One of them,

who followed his father's profession, made himself the

champion of the others in disputing Leonardo's claim to

his share, first in the paternal inheritance, and then in

that which had been left to lv> divided betwecu the

brothers and sisters by an uncle. The litigation thus K"t

on foot lasted for several years, and the annoyances
attending it, with his disappointment at the faUure of his

great wall-painting, may hn.f& been among the causes
which determined Leonardo to go back to Milan. Return
thither he at all events did, with leave obtained from
the signory, and attended by his faithful Salai, in the

summer of 1506. For nearly nine years after that he
seems to have made the Lombard city his principal home,
residing sometimes in his own vineyard and sometimes in

the villa of a wealthy young friend and disciple, Francesco
Melzi. The French remained in occupation at Jlilan until

1513, and Leonardo held the title of court painter and
engineer to the French king, -Louis XII., the transfer of

his services having been formally requested by that

monarch from the Florentine signory. The record of

his occupations and performances during this period is

meagre. He was several times, and for considerable

periods at a time, in Florence, on business connected with

the litigation above mentioned. From thence he writes

at the beginning of 1511 to the French governor of Milan,

asking about the payment of his salary, and saying that

he means to bring with him on his return two pictures of

the Madonna, of different sizes. But there can be no
doubt that his thoughts became with his advancing years

ever more and more engrossed in the problems of natural

science. To this time belong a large proportion of the

vast collections in which are accupiulated the results of

his observation and research.

There are only three extant pictures which we can with pro-

hability assign to this, the second Milanese period of Leonardo's
career, and to what points within the period it is hard to say. Two
of these are replicas or rather variations of the same theme, the
Virgin and Child wifh St John the Baptist and an angel, in a
landscape of fantastic rocks and flowery grottoes by the sea-shore.

The composition is knoira as the Vierge aux Rodurs. The most
celebrated version of it is that fonnerly in the collection of Francis 1.

,

and now in the Louvre. The other version was painted, according
to Lomazzo, for the Cappella della Concezione at Milan, wliere it

was purchased in 1796 by Gavin Hamilton, and by him sold to the
earl of SuffoU:, from the hands of whose descendant it has lately

passed into the National Gallei^. , Both of these paintings sccui

to betray signs of the handiwork of the master himself, assisted

probably in each case by pupils. Both have suiTered, the French
example most from repainting, the English most from blackening.

On the whole, of these two admirable and fascinating pictures, the
English example may be pronounced to be both of the higher
authenticity and the greater beauty, having the advantage of

the French especially in the difference of position in the right hand
of the kneeling angel. The third picture conjectui'ally referred to

about this date is also at the Louvre, and again represents a holy

family. Leonardo has recurred to the motive on which ho had
founded his design for the Church of the Servites at Florence,

in so far as he has seated the Virgin in the lap of St Anne, whom
he depicts smiling at the happy intercourse of her mystic grand-

child and his mother. But this time the Virgin stoops across as she

sits, to lift the child from the ground on which he stands fondling

a lamb. John the Baptist is absent, and the background
. is a

pastoral landscape bounded towards the horizon by lagoons and
mountains. The picture is unequally finished—minutely in some
parts, and in others carelessly enough.

A great change took place in the affairs of Milan at the

close of the year 1512. The French supremacy came to

an end, and Maximilian Sforza, the son of Ludovico,

returned for a few years to rule over the reduced dominions

of his father. All affairs were thrown into confusion, and
Milan ceased to be a desirable place of abode for Leonardo

and his scholars. In the meantime Giovanni de' Medici,

the son of the painter's ancient patron Lorenzo, was
elected pope under the title of Leo X., and continued

with still greater magnificence the encouragement of art

and artists of which his warlike predecessor Julius had

set the example. On the 24th September 1514 Leonardo

too set out for Rome from Milan with a company of his

pupils. The youngest brother of the popt,, Giyliano do'

Medici, was his friend, but it is not true that Leonardo, as
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Vasari says, had accompanied Giuliano to Rome on the

occasion of his brother's elevation to the papal chair. Ill

success attended the now ageing master during his stay in

the shadow of St Peter's. He is said, indeed, to have

delighted the pope, who was himself something of ad

alchemist, by his experiments and ingenuities in science,

and especially by a kind of zoological toys, which he

had invented by way of pastime, as well as mechanical

tricks played upon living animals. But when, having

received a commission for a picture, he was found distilling

for himself a new medium of oils and herbs before he had

begun the design, the pope was convinced, not quite

unreasonably, that nothing serious would come of it. The
hostility of Michelangelo, with whom Leonardo was in

competition for the'fai;ade of San Lorenzo at Florence, may
also have done something towards hindering the employ-

ment of the elder master on any important works. At
all events no such employment came to him, and he

seems, while he was at Rome, to have painted nothing but

two small panels, one of a child, the other of a Madonna,

for an official of the papal court.

By the end of the year 1515 Leonardo had left Rome
and returned once more to Milan. In the meantime the

brief rule of Maximilian Sforza had been terminated. by
the victory at Marignano of Francis I., who prevailed on

Leonardo, by this time in his sixty-fourth year, to enter

his service and return with him to France. It was in the

beginning of 1516 that the painter crossed the 4-lps, taking

with him his friend, the youthful Francesco Melzi. The
Chateau Cloux in Touraine, near Amboise, was appointed

for his place of residence. But his race was nearly run.

In France he projected some canal works, and painted

two pictures of classical mythology, which have been lost,

a Leda and a Pomona ; and that was all. He desired to

put in order some of his vast accumulations of MS. notes

and researches, but soon discovered that he who had been

endeavouring so insatiably for all these years, in his own
words, to learn to live had only been learning to die.

That form of strength and beauty, and that exquisitely

shaping and all-searching mind, were dissolved before decay

or infirmity impaired them. Leonardo died at Clous, in

the sixty-seventh year of his age, on the 2d of Jlay 1519.

King Francis, then at his court of St Germain en Laye,

is said to have wept for the loss of such a servant ; that

L.e was present beside the death-bed and held the dying

painter in his arms is a familiar but an untrue tale.

The contents of our narrative will have justified the

definition of Leonardo with which we set out, as a genius

all but universal and a man pre-eminently great, yet great

rather by power than by performance. 'Thus, in painting,

there have come down to us no more than ten undisputed

works from his hand ; and among those ten are included

the picture by his master Verrocchio in which Leonardo

had only a share, as well as the cartoon at the Royal
Academy, and the unfinished panels at the Uffizi and the

Borghese gallery. Of the remaining well certified works

of Leonardo, one is at the National Gallery (the Suffolk

Vierge aux Rochers), the others are the second Vierge anx
Jiockers, the Virgin and Child with St Anne, the portrait

of Mona Lisa, and the young John the Baptist, all at the

Louvre. The remains of the fresco said to have been

painted by Leonardo and Melzi together, in the villa which

belonged to the latter ,at Vaprio near Milan, are too frag-

mentary and disputable to be counted. Of works, in

addition to these, ordinarily claimed for Leonardo's hand,

the best and nearest to his manner, if not actually his, is

tho portrait commonly known as La Belle Ferronniere, 3\%o

at the Louvre, which students conjecture to be in reality

that of the marchioness of Mantua, others that of Lucrezia

CriveUi Another highly reputed picture in the manner

of Leonardo is the Vierge an Bas-relief at Gatton Park

;

another version, however, of the same theme, said to be ia

no way inferior to that at Gatton, exists at Milan, and ia

there rightly attributed to Cesare da Sesto. The multitude

of smiling daughters of Herodias, allegorical Floras, and
the like, "besides some admirable religious pictures (includ-

ing the Christ Preaching to the Doctors, at the National
Gallery), which are currently attributed in public and
private gallerier to Leonardo, belong really to the various

pupils or imitators of his school—the greatest number to

Bernardino Luiui, who added to a peculiar grace and suavity

of his own much of the great master's intellectual power
and exquisiteness of choice and finish. Such as they are,

the meagre original remains of Leonardo's craft in painting

are enough to establish his place in history as the earliest

complete painter of the Renaissance. In his work there

are no longer to bejierceived, as there are in that of all his

contemporaries, any of the engaging imperfections of child-

hood ; there is no longer any disproportion between the

conception and its embodiment. He had wrestled with

nature from the cradle, and for the purposes of pictorial

representation had mastered her. He could draw with that

ineffable left hand of his (the words are those of his friend

Luca Pacioli) a line firmer, finer, and truer than has been
drawn by the hand of any other man, excepting perhaps

Albert Durer. Further, Leonardo carried the refinement of

solid modelling in light and shade to the same high point

to which he carried the refinements of linear definition.

Colour he left where he found it, or rather perhaps, by his

predilection for effects of light and shade, did something

towards bringing about the degradation of colour. Of
character and action he was an unrivalled master—prefer-

ring for his own pleasure the more fa'-fetched and enigma-

tical, sometimes even the grotesque among human typea

and expressions, but capable on occasion, as in his master-

work of the Last Supper, of laying aside curiosity and

strangeness, and treating a great theme in a great and

classical spirit. If these qualities can be suflSciently dis-

cerned in the few extant paintings of this master, it is^ only

by the study of his drawings and sketches that his industry

and fertility in the graphic art can be appreciated. These

are very numerous as well as very various in kind, and

are widelj' scattered among different possessors, occurring

sometimes apart from and sometimes in connexion with

the sheets of his MS. notes and writings (see note below).

Passing from Leonardo's achievements in art to his

attainments and inventions in science, a subject on which

the present writer has no authority for speaking at first

hand, it appears that, in this sphere also, the spirit ol

fanciful curiosity and ingenuity coexisted in Leonardo with

an incomparably just and powerful grasp of natural fact

and natural law. Gossiping biographers like best to speak

of his mechanical birds, of his mechanical walking lion

stufi'ed with lUies, of the lizard which he fitted with horns

and artificial eyes and oscillating wings filled with quick-

silver, and the like ; but serious students assure us that he

was one of the very greatest and most clear-sighted as well

as one of the earliest of natural philosophers. They declare

him to have been the founder of the study of the anatomy
and structural classification of plants ; the founder, or at

least the chief reviver, of the science of hydraulics ; to

have anticipated many of the geometrical discoveries of

Commandin, Autolycus, and Tartaglia ; to have divined or

gone far tovrards divining the- laws of gravitation, the

earth's rotation, and the molecular composition of water,

tho motion of waves, and even the undulatory theory of

light and heat. He discovered the construction of the eye

and the optical laws of vision, and invented the camera

obscura. Among useful appliances ho invented the saw

which is still in use in the marble quarries of Carrara,
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find a rope-making machine said to be better tlian any

even yet in use. He investigated tlie composition of

explosives and the application of steam power ; he per-

ceived that boats could bo made to go by steam, and
designed both steam-cannon and cannon to be loaded at

the breech. He made innumerable designs for engines of

war, and plans of tunnels and canals for traffic. A few of

his practical inventions were carried out in his time, but

both of these and of his speculative researches the vast

majority, lying buried iu unpublished MSS., remained

after his death unknown or forgotten. The discoveries

which he had made wholesale were left to be rediscovered

piecemeal by the men of narrower genius who came after

him.

So much for the intellectaal side of Leonardo's character

and career. As a moral being we are less able to discern

what ho was like. The man who carried in his brain so

many images of subtle beauty, as well as half the hidden

science of the future, mast have lived spiritually, in the

main, alone. Of things communicable he was at the same
time, as we have said, communicative—a genial com-

panion, a generous and loyal friend, ready and eloquent of

discourse, and impressing all with whom he was brought

in contact by the power and the charm of genius. We see

him living on terms of constant affection with his father,

tending the last hours of his mother, and in disputes with

his brothers not the aggressor but the sufferer from aggres-

sion. We see him open-handed in giving, not grasping in

getting—"poor," he says, " is the man of many wants "; not

prone to resentment—" the best shield against injustice is

to double the cloak of long suffering ' ; zealous in labour

above all mea-=-" as a day well spent gives joyful sleep,

so does a life well spent give joyful death." With these

instincts and maxims, his moral experience is not likely to

have beeir deeply troubled. In matters of religion he
seems to have had some share of the philosophical

scepticism of a later age. In matters of the heart, if any
consoling or any disturbing pasbion played a part in his

life, we do not know it ; we know only of affectionate

relations with friends and pupils, of public and private

regard mised in the days of his youth with dazzled admir-

ation, and in those of his age witl^ sofliething of reverential

awe.

Of the presence and aspect of this illustrious man we
have, as has been said, no record belonging to the earlier

period of his life except that of the written descriptions

which celebrate his beauty. The portraits which we
possess represent him in after years, as he may have
appeared during his second residence at MUan, when the

character of sage and archimage had fully imprinted itself

on his countenance. The features are grand, clear, and
deeply lined, the month fLrmly set and almost stern, the

eyes strong and intent beneath their bushy eyebrows, the

hair long and white, desceadipg and commingling with a
majestic beard. The most authentic sheet which thu^

represents him is a drawing nearly in full face, unquestion-

ably by his own hand, at Turin. Other studies, but none
of such high quality as this, represent the same features in

profile. On both the full-face and the profile drawings
many painted portraits have been founded, some of them
done by nearly contemporary hands ; but none can with
safety .be attributed to the master himself.

The materials for a definitive life of Leonardo are at present wantini?. They
may be expected to be la pieat part supplied by the promised publication of Dr
J. P. Rlchter, The Literary Works of Leonardo da rind. In the meantime the
results of recent investigation may be best gathered from the same writer's bio
graphy of the painter (London. 1S80), supplemented by his " Lconardo-Studien "

In LUtzow's Zetlschrift/iirbildende KumI, 1880, 18SI; and by Ivan Lermolieff (Sig.
Gifiv Morelli) in his Wer-ke Ilalicniscfien Meisler in Miinchen, Dresden, v, Berlin,
ISSO, p. 107 sq. See also Karl Wocrmann in Woltmann and Woermann, Geschichte
der Maicrei, vol. ii. p. 541 sq. On several matters of fact the authorities above
named must be i-egardcd as supersedint- all earlier biographies. The princip;U of
these, taking them in the chronological order of their composition, are as follows:
r. .lovius, "Vita Leonard! Ylncii," printed in Tiraboscb., Slorta detla Lett.

i/aliam, t. vii., 171S-I9; '
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is that some of tbem nave au equal number of letters in

every verse.

LEONTINI, a town in the sontb-east of Sicily, was

founded by the Chalcidians from Naxos (730 B.C.). Its

history is so interwoven with that of its more powerful

neighbour Syracuse that it can hardly be treated separate!}'.

The people of Leontini were more than once transferred

to Syracuse, but the town was always refounded.i It was

situated in a very fertile district, and was a wealthy place,

as is proved by its numerous coins, on which ears of corn

are a frequent type. The locus dassinis for the topography

of the ancient city is Polybias, vii. 6. The most dis-

tinguished name in literature belonging to Leontini is that

of the sophist Gorgias. It continued to exist throughout

the Roman and mediaeval periods, and still preserves the

old name slightly altered as Lentini.

LEOPARD, a name now commonly given to a well-

known animal, called pard (TrapSos and TrapSaAt?) or panther

(tov^i/p) by the ancients. Leopard [leo-pardus) was a

later term, originally applied, it is believed, to the animal

now known as the cheetah or hunting leopard, upon the

supposition that it was a creature intermediate between

the lion and the true pard. If so it has been completely

transferred to the more common species, and though in

this sense a perfectly unnecessary and unmeaning term,

has gradually superseded those by which this was originally

known. Pard, so commonly used by Eliza'jethan authors,

is now nearly obsolete in the English language, and panther

has either become synonymous with leonard, or is used

Leopard.

vaguely for any similar large feline animai, even the puma
of America,

Owing to tlieir extensive geographical range, and the

great variations, both in size, form, and coloration to which
leopards are subject, zoologists have scarcely decided

whether all the forms popularly referred to this animal
should be regarded as specifically alike, or whether they
should constitute several distinct species, but the prevailing

opinion at present Is in favour of the former view. The
attempts to separate a larger and more robust variety,

under the name of panther, from a smaller and more

' The restoration of the Leontine exiles was one of the alleged

reaoona for the Athenian expedition against Sjrracuse, 417 B.C.

graceful form, to which the term leopard might properly

be restricted, have failed owing to the existence of inter-

mediate conditions which cannot bo assigned definitely to

either one or the other form. The most marked anatomical
difference yet noted in different varieties of leopard is in

the length of the tail as compared with that of the body,
even the number of the caudal vertebrre showing variation,

though within what limits, and whether correlated with
other characters, has not yet been clearly ascertained. The
fur of those specimens which inhabit the most northern
confines of its range of distribution, as North China, is

longer and softer, and the markiiigs are consequently less

distinct than on those from more congenial climates, and
the well-marked variation thus produced has given rise to

the idea of specific distinction.

Treating the species as one, it is the Felis pardus, Linn.,

of most systematic authors, belonging to the family Felidx
(for the characters of which see Mammalia), and is one
of the most typical members of the genus Felis, both iu

its structure and habits. It belongs to that section of the

genus (which includes most of its larger members, as the

lion and the tiger) in which the hyoid bone is loosely con-

nected with the skull, owing to imj^erfcct ossification of its

anterior arch, and in which the pupil of the eye when con-

tracted nnder the influence of light is circular, not lir.ear

as in the smaller cats. The teeth consist on each side of

throe small incisors, and a formidable large, conical, shatp-

pointed canine above and below, and three premolars and
one molar above, and two premolars and one molar below,

all except the very smaU upper true molar with sharp

compressed trenchant crowns. The skuU can scarcely be

distinguished, except by its inferior size, from that of the

lion. There are seven cervical, thirteen dorsal, seven

lumbar, three sacral, and usually twenty-three caudal

vertebrae. The toes, five on the forefoot (of which the

first or pollex is much shorter than the others) and four

on the hind foot, are all armed with powerful, sharp-pointed,

much-curved, compressed, retractile claws. The size of

different individuals, as before said, varies greatly, the head
and body usually measuring from 3 A to 4i feet in length,

and the tail from 2i- to 3 feet, but specimens have been

met with which fall short of or exceed these limits. The
ground colour of the fur varies from a pale fawn to a rufous

buff, graduating into a pure white on the under parts and

inside of the limbs. This is spotted over with dark brown

or black ; the spots ou the back and sides being arranged

in rosettes or broken rings, which vary greatly in size and

distinctness in different iiidividuals, but are without the

central spot seen in those of the jaguar. The spots on the

under parts and limbs are simple and blacker than those

on the other parts of the body. The bases of the ears

behind are black, the tips buff. The upper side of the

tail is buff, spotted with broken rings like the back, its

under surface white with simple spots. The hair of the

cubs is longer than that of the adults, its ground colour

less bright, and its spots less distinct. Perfectly black

leopards, which, however, in certain lights show the charac-

teristic markings on the fur, are not uncommon. These

appear to be examples of melanism, occurring as individual

variations, sometimes in one cub oat of a litter of which

the rest are normally coloured, and therefore not indicating

a distinct race, much less a species. These are met with

chiefly in southern Asia. We are not aware of any recorded

case from Africa, but the wild animals of that continent

are not so well known.
la habits the leopard resembles the other large cat-like

animals, yielding to none in the ferocity and bloodthirsti-

ness of its disposition. It is exceedingly quick and active

in its movements, but seizes its prey by waiting in ambush

or stealthily approachin.'r to within springing distance, when
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it suddenly rushes upon it and tears it to ground with its

powerful claws and teeth. It preys upon almost any animal

it can overcome, such as antelopes, deer, sheep, goats,

monkeys, peafowl, and is said to have a special liking for

dogs. It not unfrequently attacks human beings in India,

chfefly children and old women, but instances have been

known of a leopard becoming a regular "man-eater." When
favourable opportunities occur, it often kills many more

victims than it can devour at once, apparently to gratify

its propensity for killing, or only for the sake of their fresh

blood. It generally inhabits woody districts, and can

climb high trees with facility when necessary for its safety

when hunted, but usually lives on or near the ground,

among rocks, bushes, and roots and low branches of large

trees.

The present geographical range of the leopard is very

extensive, as it is met with in various suitable localities,

where not too much interfered with by human cultivation,

throughout the greater part of Africa from Algeria to the

Cape Colony, and through the whole of the south of Asia

from Palestine to China, including all India south of the

Himalayas, and the islands of Ceylon, Java, Sumatra, and

Borneo. Fossil bones and teeth, indistinguishable from

those of existing leopards, have been found in cave de

posits of Pleistocene age in Spain, France, Germany, and

England. The evidence of the former existence of the

leopard in England is described at length by Boyd Daw-

kins and Sanford in their British Pleistocene Mammalia
(PalEeontographical Society, 1872). (w. H. F.)(^

LEOPARDI, GiACOMO (1798-1837), the one Italian

poet of the 19th century who has taken an uncontested

place among the classics of the language, was born at

Recanati in the March of Ancona, June 29, 1798. K\\

the circumstances of his parentage and education conspired

to foster his precocious and sensitive genius at the expense

of his physical and mental health. His family was ancient

and patrician, but bo deeply embarrassed as ta be only

rescued from ruin by the energy of his mother, who had

taken the control of business matters entirely into her own

hands, and whose engrossing devotion to her undertaking

seems to have almost dried up the springs of maternal

tenderness. Count Monaldo Leopardi, the father,^ a mere

nullity in his own household, secluded himself in his exten-

sive library, to which his nervous, sickly, and deformed son

had free access, and which absorljed him exclusively ia the

absence of any intelligent sympathy from his parents, any

companionship except that of his brothers and sister, or any

recreation in the dullest of Italian towns. Thelad spent

his days over grammars and dictionaries, learning Latin

with little assistance, and Greek and the principal modern

languages with none at all. Any ordinarily clever boy

would have emerged from this discipline a mere pedant

and bookworm. Leopardi came forth a Hellene, not

merely a consummate Greek scholar, but penetrated with

the classical conception of life, and a master of antique

form and style. At sixteen he composed a Latin treatise on

the Roman rhetoricians of the 2d century, a commentary

on Porphyry's life of Plotiuus, and a history of astronomy
;

at seventeen he wrote on the popular errors of the ancients,

citing more than four hundred authors. A little later he

imposed upon the first scholars of Italy by two odes in the

manner of Anacreon. At eighteen he produced a poem of

considerable length, the "Appressamento alia Morte," which,

after being lost for many years, has recently been discovered

and published by Signer Zanino Volta. It is a vision of

the omnipotence of death, modelled upon Petrarch, but more

truly inspired by Dante, and in its conception, machinery,

and general tone offering a remarkable resemblance to

Shelley's "Triumph of Life," written six years subsequently,

rad of which Leopardi probably never heard. This juvenile

work was succeeded (1819) by two lyrical compositions

which at once placed the author upon the height which he
maintained ever afterwards. The ode to Italy, and that

on the monument to Dante erected at Florence, gave voice

to the dismay and affliction with which Italy, aroused by

the French Revolution from the torpor of the 17th and
18tli centuries, contemplated her forlorn and degraded

condition, her political impotence, her degeneracy in arts

and arms, and the frivolity or stagnation of hei intejlectual

life. They were the outcry of a student who had found

an ideal of national existence in his books, and to whose
disappointment everything in his own circumstances lent

additional poignancy. But there is nothing unmanly or

morbid in the expression of these sentiments, and the odes

are surprisingly exempt from the failings characteristic of

young poets. They are remarkably chaste in diction, close

and nervous in style, sparing in fancy, and almost destitute

of simile and metaphor, antique in spirit, yet pervaded by
modern ideas, combining Landor's dignity with a consider-

able infusion of the passion of Byron. These qualities

continued to characterize Leopardi's poetical writings

throughout his life. A third ode. on Cardinal Mai's

discoveries of ancient MSS., lamented in the same spirit of

indignant Borrow the decadence of Italian literature. The
publication of these pieces widened the breach betweeni

Leopardi and his father, a well-meaning but apparently

dull and apathetic man, who had lived into the 19th century

without imbibing any of its spirit, and who provoked his

son's contempt by a superstition unpardonable in a scholar

of real learning. Very probably from a mistaken idea of

duty to his son, very probably, too, from his own entire

dependence in pecuniary matters upon his wife, he for a

long time obstinately refused Leopardi funds, recreation,

change of scene, everything that could have contributed to

combat the gro.ang pessimism which eventually became

nothing less than monomaniacal. The afl'ection of his

brothers and sister afforded him some consolation, and ha

found intellectual sympathy in the eminent scholar and

patriot Pietro Giordani, with whom he assiduously

corresponded at this period, partly on the ways and means
of escaping from " this hermitage, or rather seraglio, where

the delights of civil society and the advantages of solitary

life are alike wanting." . This forms the keynote of numer-

ous letters of complaint and lamentation, as touching but

as effeminate in their pathos as those of the banished Ovid.

It must be remembered in fairness that the weakness of

Leopardi's eyesight frequently deprived him for months

together of the resource of study. At length (1822) his

father allowed him to repair to Rome, where, though

cheered by the encouragement of Bunsen and Niebuhr, he

found little satisfaction in the trifling pedantry that passed

for philology and archc-eology, while his sceptical opinions

prevented his taking orders, the indispensable condition oi

public employment in the papal states. Dispirited, and

with exhausted means, he returned to Eecanati, where he

spent three miserable years, brightened only by the

production of several more lyrical masterpieces, which

appeared in 1824. The most remarkable is perhaps the

Bruto Minore, the condensation of his philosophy of

despair. In 1825 he accepted an engagement to edit

Cicero and Petrarch for the publisher Stella at Milan,

and took up his residence at Bologna, where his life was

for a time made almost cheerful by the friendship of

the countess ]\lalvezzi. In 1827 appeared the Operette

Morali, consisting principally of dialogues and his

imaginary biography of Filippo Ottonieri, which have

given him a fame as a prose writer hardly inferior to his

celebrity as a poet. Modern literature has few productions

so eminently classical in form and spirit, so symmetrical in

construction and faultless in style. Lucian is evidently
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the model ; but the wit and irony wliich were playthings

to Lucian are terribly earnest with Leopardi. Leopardi's

invention is fully equal to Lucian's, and his only drawback

in comparison with his exemplar is that, while the latter's

sampaign against pretence and imposture commands hearty

sympathy, Leopardi's philosophical creed is a repulsive

hedonism in the disguise of austere stoicism. His Ice-

lander rebuking Nature for his cruelty and iuhospitality,

his Soul protesting against the original wrong of creation,

liis Familiar Spirit explaining the impossibility of making
his master happy for a single instant—all, in fact, of the

chief interlocutors in these dialogues profess the same
unmitigated pessimism, claim emancipation from every

illusion that renders life tolerable to the vulgar, and assert

or imply a vast moral and intellectual superiority over

unenlightened mankind. When, however, we come to

inquire what it is the privation of which renders them
miserable, we find it is nothing but pleasurable sensation,

fame, fortune, or some other external thing which a lofty

code of ethics would deny to be either iudefeasibly due

to man or essential to his felicity. A page of Sartor

liesarias scatters Leopardi's sophistry to the winds, and

leaves nothing of his dialogues but the consummate literary

skill that would render the least fragment precious. As
works of art they are a possession for ever, as contributions

to moral philosophy they are worthless, and apart from

their literary qualities can only escape condemnation if

regarded as lyrical expressions of emotion, the wail extorted

from a diseased mind by a diseased body. " Filippo Otto-

nieri " is a portrait of an imaginary philosopher, imitated

from the biography of a real sage in Lucian's Lenionax.

Lucian has shown us the philosopher he wished to copy,

Leopardi has truly depicted the philosopher he was. No-
thing can be more striking or more tragical than the picture

of the man superior to his fellows in every quality of head

and heart, and yet condemned to sterility and impotence

because he has, as he imagines, gone a step too far on the

road to truth, and illusions exist for him no more. The

little tract is full of remarks on life and character of sur-

prising depth and justice, manifesting what powers of

observation- as well as reflexion were possessed by the

sickly youth who had seen bo little of the world.

Want of means soon drove Leopardi back to Recanati,

where, deaf, half-blind, sleepless, tortured by incessant

pain, at war with himself and every one around him except

his sister, he spent the two most unhappy years of his

unhappy life. In May 1831 he escaped to Florence, where

he formed the acquaintance of a young Swiss philologist,

M. de Sinner. To him he confided his unpublished philo-

logical writings, with a view to their appearance in

Germany. Sinner showed himself culpably remiss in the

execution of his trust, and it is no adequate extenuation of

his negligence that these treatises were of less value than

Leopardi may have thought. Though continually reclaimed

by the latter's friends after his death, they were never

published by Sinner, but were purchased after his decease

by the Italian Government, and, together with Leopardi's

correspondence with the SwUs phnaogist, haver been

partially edited by M. Aulard. In 1831 appeared a new
edition of Leopardi's poems, comprising several new pieces

of the highest merit. These are in general less austerely

classical than his earlier compositions, and evince a greater

tendency to description, and a keener interest in the works

and ways of ordinary mankind. "The Resurrection,"

composed on occasion of his unexpected recovery, is a

model of concentrated energy of diction, and " The Song
of the Wandering Shepherd in Asia " is one of the highest

flights of modern lyric poetry. The range of the author's

ideas is ttill restricted, but his style and melody are unsur-

pasaible. Shortly after the publication of these pieces

14- f 8

(October 1831) Leopardi was driven from Florence to
Rome by an unhappy attachment, the history and object
of which have remained unknown. Bis feelings are
powerfully expressed in two poems, "To Himself" and
" Aspasia," which seem, however, to breathe woundixi pride
at least as much as wounded love. In 1S32 Leopardi
returned to Florence, and there formed acquaintance with
a young Neapolitan, Antonio Eanieri, himself an author of
merit, and destined to enact towards him the part
performed by Severn towards Keats, an enviable title to

renown if Eanieri had not in his old age tarnished it by
assuming the relation of Trelawny to the deceased Byron.
Leopardi accompanied Eanieri and his sister to Naples,

and under their care enjoyed four years of comparative
tranquillity. He made the acquaintance of the German
poet Platen, his sole modem rival in the classical perfection

of form, and composed " La Ginestra," the most consum-
mate of all his lyrical masterpieces, strongly resembling

Shelley's " Mom Blanc," but more perfect in expression.

He also wrote at Naples " The Sequel to the Battle of the

Frogs and Mice," his most sustained efi"ort, a satire in

ottava rima on the abortive Neapolitan revolution of 1820,
clever and humorous, but obscure from the local character

of the allusions. The more painful and distasteful details

of his Neapolitan residence may be found by those who
care to seek for them in the deplorable publication of

Ranieri's peevish old age [Sette Anni di Sodalizio). The
decay of his constitution continued ; he became dropsical

;

and a sudden crisis of his malady, unanticipated by himself

alone, put an end to his life-long sufferings on June 15,

1837.

Leopardi's sole but sufficient apology for tlie effeminacy of enJlesa

complaints, and an extremely low view of the conditions of human
happiness, is to have been a poor invalid tortured by incessant pain,

who in demanding pleasurable sensations for mankind was but
craving what was indeed an absolute necessity for himself. With
all his dramatic skill in dialogue, the cast of his mind was essen-

tially subjective ; he was wholly incapable of placing himself at any
other point of view than his own. His philosophical opinions

accordingly possess merely a personal interest, and are valueless

except as illustrations of human nature in abnormal circumstances.

The patriotic spirit of his earliest poems, the brief gleam of happi-

ness he enjoyed in female society at Bologna, reveal how different

might have been his history and the spirit of his writings had -his

physical organization rjualified him for either love or action.

Bereft of every possibility of healthy energy, it is no wonder that

he should have sunk into a despairing quietism, a solace probably to

himself, and only hurtful to others if represented a-s a powerful in-

tellect's deliberate and unbiassed solution of the problem of the

universe. Leopardi's perfect literary expression owes nothing to the

nature of the ideas it is employed in embellishing, and is, indeed,

most conspicuous when he stands upon common ground with other

poets. Thus the magnificent description of the setting of the moon
in "II Tramonto della Luna" is finer than the reflexions it ushers in,

and his crowning work, "La Ginestra," owes most of its impressive-

ness to the assemblage of noble and picturesque objects which the

poet summons as witnesses to the frailty of man. In the presence

of Vesuvius .and Pomj^pii such meditations seem natural, and, after

all, the association of the destiuies of mankind with the revolutions

of nature produces rather a sentiment of grave and chastened exal-

tation than the self-abasement enforced by the poet. This natural

and moral sublimity raises it above Leopardi's other lyrics, which in

point of poetical feeling and literary workmanship are for the most

part nearly on a par. They are truly classic—not, as with Platen,

by a laborious imitation of antique metres, but, as with Shelley and

Landor and the English neo-classic poets, by a perfect appropriation

of the classical spirit. As with the ancients, their range of senti-

ment is narrow but their form perfect ; there is probably no other

modem writer in whom it would be so impossible to alter a lino

without detriment. The same perfection characterizes Leopardi's

prose writings, and his letters would be hardly less admirable but

for the hollow professions and inflated compliments exacted by the

conventional proprieties of Italian correspondence. The insincerity

of his letters to his father is especially painful ; and his professed

yearning for death is strangely associated with a frantic dread of

cholera. Censure, however, is silent in the contemplation of his

moral and physical sufferings; and his intimates unanimously attest

the attractiveness of his peiional character save for some in6imities

that ihoyld never kave been dragged to light. As a jirecocious
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STid at the same time enduring genius he can only be compared to

Pascal, whom he greatly resembles in many respects.
' The poems which constitute Leopardi's principal title to iramor-

.nlity are only forty-one in number, and some of these are merely

fragmentary. They may for the most part be described as odes,

meditative solilocjuies, or impassioned addresses, generally couched

in a lyrical form, although a few are in magnificent blank verse.

Some idea of the style and spirit of the former might be obtained

by imagining the thoughts of the last book of Spenser's Faerie

Qiumc in the metre of his Ejiithalamium. They were first edited

complete liy Ranieri at Florence in 1845, forming, along with the

OpcrcUc Morali, the first volume of a proposed edition of Leopardi's

works, which does not, however, include the "Sequel to the Battle of

the Frogs and Mice," first printed at Paiis in 1842, nor the recently

discovered writings. Vols, ii.-iv. contain the philological essays and
translations, with some letters, and vols. v. and vi. the remainder of

the correspondence. The juvenile essays preserved in his father's

library at Recanati were edited by Cugnoni in 1879, with the con-

sent of the family. LeoparJi's biogra])hy is mainly in his letters,

which his recent historians (Brandes, Bouche-Leclercq, Rosa) have

merely wrought up with the addition of criticisms, excellent in their

way, more particularly Brandcs's, but generally ranch overrating

his significance in the history of human thought. Mr Glad-

stone's essay {Quart. Rev., 1850), since reprinted in vol. ii. of the

author's Gleanings, is, on the other hand, too much pervaded by
the theological spirit, but is in the main a pattern of generous and
discriminating eulogy. Ranieri's infelicitous contribution to his

friend's biography has been mentioned ; a recent publication by the

countess Teresa Leopardi, widow of Leopardi's brother Carlo, has

done much to correct misconceptions respecting the circumstances

and feelings of his family. There are excellent German translations

ot his poems by Heyso and Brandes ; it is reiy improbable that

there will ever be an adequate one in English. A translation of

his essays and dialogues by Mr C. Edwards has, however, just

appeared (1882), and most of the dialogues have been rendered into

our language with extraordinary felicity by Mr James Thomson,
author of The City of Dreadful Night. It is much to be hoped that

these versions may ere lou" be disinterred from the files of the

National Reformer, and made generally accessible. (R. G.)

LEOPOLD L (1010-1705), Holy Roman emperor, the

second son of the emperor Ferdinand III. and Maria

Anna of Spain, was born June 9, 16-40. He became king of

Hungary in 1655, and king of Bohemia in 1658, ia which

year he also received the imperial crown, the electors having

chosen him in preference to Louis XIV. of France. Leopold

had been educated for the church, and throughotit life he

had the tastes and sympathies of a churchman rather than

those of a secular ruler. He secluded himself as much as

possible from the world, and would have preferred to live

in peace, yet his long reign was destined to be one of the

most agitated periods in German history. It happened

that he had in Louis XIV. a rival of extraordinary power,

and Leopold was in no respect a match for his eraft, ambi-

tion, and audacity. -The serious difficulties of Leopold's

career began in 1662, when the mismanagement of his

ministers in regard to Transylvania made war with Turkey
inevitable. The Turks invaded Hungary, and, having

seized Grosswardein and Neuhiiusel, broke into Jloravia

and Silesia. The princes of the empire, who had been

made virtually independent by the results of the Thirty

Years' War, watched the progress of the struggle with

indifference ; but in 1063, Leopold having made a personal

appeal to them in tlie diet at Eatisbon, they were induced

to grant him aid. On the 1st of August 1664 Montecuculi

defeated the Turks at St Gotthard on the Eaab, and had
the war been prosecuted with energy much future disaster

would probably have been prevented. The emperor, how-
ever, made no further use of his victory than to induce

the Turks to accept an armistice for twenty years. He
allowed them to retain Grosswardein and Neuhausel, and
their candidate for the principality of Transylvania was
formally recognized. In 1672 Leopold came for the first

time into direct CDllision with Louis XIV. As it seemed
liighly probable that the French king would not be content

with the conquest of Holland, Leopold, as head of his

hereditary territories and as emperor, associated himself

with Brandenburg ond Spain for the support of tlie Dutch.

For some time, in consequence of the intrigues of Prince
Lobkowitz, the emperor's minister, the war was conducted
indolently by the Germans; and early in 1675 Turenne
gained a series of brilliant victories in Alsace. Later in

the same year Turenne was slain, and his army defeated
at Sassbach ; and Montecuculi forced his way across the
French frontier. The treaty of Nimeguen having been
signed by the Dutch in 1678, the emperor concluded peace
in 1679. The French retained Freiburg in Breisgau; and
soon afterwards Louis XIV., instead of giving up towns
which he had undertaken to resign, seized many new cities

and districts. To these acts of robbery he gave an appear-

ance of legality by instituting so-called " Chambers of

Reunion." The German people bitterly resented his

aggression, but the princes declined to interfere, and the

energies of the emperor were fully occupied elsewhere.

His system of government in Hungary was arbitrary and
tyrannical, and in 1682 the Hungarians, headed by
Emeric Tokblyi, broke into open revolt. They were
encouraged by Louis XFV., who stirred up the Turks to

join them in attacking Austria. In 1683 a Turkish army
of 200,000 men, led by the grand vizier Kara Mustapha,

entered Hungary, and pushed on to Vienna, which they

besieged from the 14th of July till the 12th of September.

The German princes were unwilling to act even in such on

emergency as this, but at last an imperial army under the

electors of Bavaria and Saxony marched towards Vienna,

and they were joined by John Sobieski of Polan4 with a

corps of 20,000 men. These troops, in association with

the emperor's army under Duke Charles of Lorraine,

attacked the Turks on the 12th of September 1683, at the

Kalenberg, near Vienna. The Turks were so effectually

defeated that they were soon driven from Hungary.

Another great victory was gained over them at Mohacz in

1087; and in 1697 they were defeated by Prince Eugene
atZenta,- In 1699 the treaty of Carlowitz was signed,

whereby the emperor became complete master of the

districts which the Turks had conquered in Hungary.
Twelve years before (1687), the Huiigarians, worn out by
the struggle, had submitted to the emperor at the diet of

Pressburg, the monarchy being made hereditary in the

house of Hapsburg instead of elective. This settlement

had scarcely been concluded when the emperor was involved

in new troubles by the French invasion of the Palatinate

in 1688. On this occasion Louis XIV. had to account

with an antagonbt of a very different character from the

emperor Leopold. William of Orange, when raised to the

throne of England, made it the object of his life to break
the supremacy of France ; and through his efforts was
formed the Grand Alliance., -vhich for more than eight years

carried on war by sea and land. The emperor did not

approve of the treaty of Ryswick (1697), but after the

withdrawal of his allies he had no alternative but to con-

sent to the establishment of peace. Louis was compelled

to cede most of the acquisitions he had made after the

treaty of Nimeguen, but retained Strasburg. In 1701
began the war of the Spanish succession, waged by Leopold

in defence of the claims of his second son Charles against

those of Philip of Anjou, grandson of Louis XIV. In this

war Leopold was supported by the empire, and by England,

Holland, and Prussia. It opened with several victories

gained by Prince l^lugene ; but afterwards King Joseph and

the margrave of Baden were repeatedly defeated, and the

emperor was weakened by a renewal of the movement for

national independence in Hungary. His confidence was

revived by the battle of Blenheim, but he did not live to

see the full results of that great victory. On the 5th of

May 1705 he died of dropsy in the chest. He was a man
of ungainly appearance, the most prominent feature of his

face being his large hanging under-lip. The life of his court
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-eras regulated in accordance with the strictest rules of

Spanish etiquette, but in his relations to his family a

naturally kind disposition often broke through the crust of

rigid conventions. Although one of the most intolerant

sovereigns of his age, he gave considerable attsntion to

science, and took a prominent part in the establishment of

the universities of Innsbruck, Olmiitz, Halle, and Breslau.

Early in his reign he allowed his judgment to be controlled

by his cabinet, but he never placed implicit trust in any
minister after the discovery that Lobkowitz had been in

communication with the French. He was married three

times, and two of his sons became emperors—Joseph I.

and Charles VI. (j. si.)

LEOPOLD II., Holy Eoman emperor, was born on the

5th of May 1747. After the death of his father, the

emperor Francis I., in 1765, he became grand-duke of

Tuscany, a country which he ruled for. twenty-five years in

a thoroughly enlightened spirit. Earlier than his brother,

Joseph II., he saw the necessity of ecclesiastical reform,

but he eflfected with moderation and good sense the changes

which he considered advisable. Agriculture, industry, and
commerce he encouraged in accordance with the ideas of

his age, and Tuscany owed to him a well-conceived criminal

code. He had even prepared a scheme for instituting

representative government in Tuscany when, in 1790, he
succeeded Joseph II. in the hereditary lands of the house

of Hapsburg and in the empire. Joseph, with all his good
intentions, had left his hereditary states in much confusion

;

and vigour and prudence were essential for the re-establish-

ment of order. The chief difficulty was in the Netherlands,

which were disinclined to respond to Leopold's advances.

He despatched an army against them, and it entered

Brussels on the 3d of December 1791. The country was
then at his mercy ; bat he acted with great discretion,

riistoring certain ancient rights which Joseph, in his zeal

for improvement, had withdrawn. In Hungary, too, the

emperor succeeded in calming popular excitement; and
on the 4th of August 1791 the treaty of Sistova was signed,

bringing to an end the unlucky war which Joseph had waged
with the Turks. The violence of the French Eevolution-

Lits produced a bad effect on the internal policy of Leopold,

who supposed that it was necessary, cot only to introduce

a secret police, but to limit the freedom of the press. The
s.ime influences led him to conciliate Prussia, which had
been always on its guard against Austria since the estab-

lishment of the Confederation of Princes by Frederick the

Great. On the 27th of August 1791 the emperor and the

king of Prussia met at Pillnitz ; and it was agreed that

they should act together for the deliverance of Louis XVI.
of France. In pursuance of this understanding a defensive

and offensive treaty of alliance between Austria and Prussia

was concluded on the 7th of February 1792 ; but the

emperor's schemes were suddenly broken by death. He
died on the 1st of March 1792, and was succeeded by his

son, the emperor Francis II.

LEOPOLD L (1790-1865), king of the Belgians, was
the fourth son of Francis, duke of Saxe-Coburg-Saalfeld,

and thus the uncle of Queen Victoria of England. His
youth was chiefly spent in the Russian military service ; he
commanded a battalion at Liitzen, Bautzen, and Leipsic,

(entered Paris with the allied sovereigns, and accompanied
them to England. In May 1816 he married the Princess

Charlotte, only child of the Prince Regent (who died in

the following year), having previously been created duke
of Kendal in the English peerage. In 1830 he declined

the crown of Greece, but was elected to the throne of

Belgium in June 1831. For the subsequent events of his

life see Belgium, voL ilL p. 528 sq.

LEOPOLD I. (1676-1747), duke of Anlialt-Dessau,

der alte Dessauer, a famous Prussian general, was born ^t

Dessau, July 3, 1676. Possessing great physical energy
and an absorbing interest in military afi"airs, he at an early

age displayed capacity for commands of high responsibility.

On the death of his father in 1693 he succeeded him as
colonel of a regiment in the service of Brandenburg, and,
having rendered invaluable assistance at the capture of
Namur by William III of Orange in 1696, he obtaiucil

the rank of major-general. PLetnming shortly afterwards
to his principality, he conceived a passionate attachment
for the daughter of an apothecary, whom he raised to the
rank of nobility and made Iiis wife on reaching his

majority. During the years that he now spent in his

principality, he won the ardent afTection cf the mass of the

people, both by his considerate regard for their welfare

and by the influence cf his strong personality. In com-
mand of a division of twelve thousand men at Blenheim
in 1704, Leopold so acted in a critical contingency as

practically to turn the scales of victory ; and in Eugene's
Italian campaigns he was conspicuous at the battle of

Cassano in 1705, the storming of Turin in 1706, and ia

other affairs of minor importance. After serving as a
volunteer at Malplaquet in 1709, he received an inde-

pendent command from Prussia, and rendered important
assistance to Marlborough against VUlars. Created field-

marshal in 1715, he gained the special confidence of

Frederick TVilliam I., and it was in no small degree to his

instructions in military tactics, and the splendid perfection

to which he had brought the small army of Prussia, that

the great military triumphs of Frederick IL were due.

His more important military inventions are the iron ram-
rod and the equal step. As a general ho specially excelled

in stratagems and surprises, in which he was greatly aided

by his daring and impetuous energy. These qualities were

specially displayed in the surprise and bloodless capture

of Mors castle in 1 7 1 2, the seizure du ring n igh t of the island

of Eiigen in 1715, the formation in 1741 of the famous
entrenched camp at Gottin near -Magdeburg, where with

an army of thirty-sis thousand men he was prepared for

events either in Sa'sony or Hanover, the defeat of tho

Austrians at Neustadt in 1744, and the expulsion of the

Saxons, though superior both ia numbers and artillery,

from a strongly entrenched position at Kesselsdorf in 1745.

He died 7th AprU 1747. Leopold is graphically portrayed

in Carlyle'a Frederkh, where he is spoken of as " a man of

vast dumb faculty, dumb but fertile, deep—no end of

imagination, no end of ingenuities—with as much mother
wit as in whole talking parliaments."

See also the Lh-es by Varnhagen Tou Ense, 3(1 edition 1872, Ilositiis

1876, and Siebigk 1876 ; and Crousatz, Militarische Scnkwiirdij-
kcitcn des Fiii-sten Leopold voa.AnhnU-Dcssau, 1875.

LEPANTO (the Italian form of the modern Greek
Epakto), known in ancient times as Naupactus, a name
which has recently been revived in official documents, is a
town in the nomarchy of Acarnania and iEtolia, Greece,

situated on a bay on the north side of the straits of Lepanto,

by which the gulf of the same name is connected with that

of Patras. It stands on the south-eastern and southern

slopes of one of the spurs of Mount Eigani ; the surround-

ing plain is well watered and fertile, but the harbour, onca

the best on the northern coast of the Corinthian Gulf, is now
almost entirely choked up, and is accessible only to the

smallest craft. Lepanto is an episcopal see ; the population

of the deme of Naupactus in 1879 was 5295.

.According to traditional etymology, Nanpactus derived its nania

from the circumstance that hero the Hcraelida: built the fleet with
which they invaded the Peloponnesus. The place is fiist men-
tioned in actual history as having been taken from the Locri Ozolse

by the Athenians, who settled it with Uesscnian helots at the close

ot the third llessenian war (455 I'.f;.), and who made it their chief

military and naval station in western Greece during tho war of tlio

Peloponnesus. After jSgnspotanii it was siiccoss!\cIy held by tho
Locrians, Ach.-vans, and .litolians, and Ciially, after a niege of tw*
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months, it fell into tlie liaiuls ol tlio Komnns, 191 b.c. It \va< still
]

a flourishing place in the time ot Paasanios, but arcoidiug to

PAcopius it was destroyed by an carthqualio in the reign of

Justinian. In the Middle Ages it fell into the liands of tlic
j

Venetians, vho fortified it so strongly that in 1177 it siu^eessfiiUy
j

resisted a four months' siege by a Turkish army thirty thousaiul ,

strong ; in 1-199, however, it was taken by Baja^cct IT. The nioulli

«>t the Gulf of J^epanto was the scene of the great sea Pglit in whieh

ttie naval power of Turkey was for the time being dfslroyid liy the

aiuitcd papal, Spanish, and Venetian forces (Oetober 7, ir)71). See

Jonx OF ArSTKlA. In 1678 it was recaplured by the Venetians,

l)Ut was again restored in 1699 by the treaty of Carlowitz lo tin-

Turks ; in the war of iu-Iepeudeuce it finally became Creek oneo

imore (Itarch 1S29).

LEPIDOSIREN is tbe name of one of the most

remarkable genera of fishes, of wLich one species

^Lejndosinn paradox.'t) Las been found in tributaries of

the river Amazon, and the other {Lejndosiren annedeiis)

occurs in the systems of all the large rivers of tropical

Africa. Tbe latter species differs in some points, notably

in having sis instead of five branchial arches, from X.

jpnj-adoxci, and therefore has been geuerically separated by

Owen under the name of rrotopterus,—which name
likewise is in common use. Together with the Australian

j

<Ceraiodus, the lepidosirens are the only living representa-

ftives of a very old type of fishes, the Dipnoi, which reaches
1

tack to the Devonian age, thus giving ns an insight into

the organization of fishes of which nothing but some
obscure and fragmentary impressions of the hard parts are

preserved. The body of Lepidosiren is eel-shaped, and
covered with small thin scales. A single vertical fin sur-

xounds the posterior part of the body and the tail; the

paired fins are reduced to two pairs of long threads,

internally supported by a series of small cartilages. The
dentition is very characteristic, and consists of a pair of

conical pointed vomerine teeth, and a pair of large cuspidate

and ribbed molar teeth on the palate and in the lower jaw.

The skeleton is notochordal; and lungs are present in

addition to gills. From this latter fact it may be inferred

that the lepidosirens can breathe air as well as water;

and, although they have never been observed to leave the

water voluntarily, either in a state of nature or in captivity,

«hey rise from tiine to time to the surface to fill their lungs

with a fresh supply of air; further, when, during the hot

season, the water of the tanks in which they live changes
into mud, branchial respiration is entirely superseded by
pulmonal. Of the habits of Lepidosireiipamdoxa scarcely

anything is known ; only a few specimens have been found
by naturalists, and neither Bates nor Wallace succeeded in

obtaining one. This species, therefore, is one of the

greatest desiderata in zoological museums. The African

species, on the other hand, is common in the upper Nile,

in the central lake-region, on the Zambesi, and in all the

rivers of the west coast. Baker states that in some
districts of central Africa the lepidosiren is so abundant
as to form an article of food, fresh and dried. Specimens
living in pools which dry up during the hot season bury
themselves in the mud, and form an oval cavity, the inside

of which is lined witli a protecting coat of hardened mucus,
and in which they wait, coiled up and in a torpid condition,

for the return of the rainy season. These retreats are
discovered by the natives by a circular opening at the upper
surface, which is closed by the mucous film. If the
capsules are not broken, the fishes, imbedded in the clay-

balls, can be transported to Europe, and emerge from their

prison on being placed in tepid water. Both species attain

to a length of 6 feet, and feed on frogs, fishes, and other
of aquatic animals. For the details of the organization
the Lepidosiren see the article Ichthyology.

LEPIDUS, II. jEmilius, a member of the second
Eoman triumvirate, was a son of SI. ,/Erailius Lepidus, who
iiad been consid in 137 B.C. He joined the party of Caesar

in the civil wars, and was by the dictator thrice nominated

inar/isler er/iiilinnsmd raised to the consulship 46 B.C. He
was a man of great wealth and infiinnce, and it was pro-

bably more on this ground than on account of his ability

that Ciosar raised hiiu to .'^uch honours. In the beginning

of 44 n.i-. he was .sent to Gallia Naiboniusis, but before ho

had left the city wilh his army C'lcsar was murdered.

Lepidus, as commander of the only army near IJome,

became a man of great importance in the troubles which

followed. Taking part with Antony, he joined in the recon-

ciliation which tiie latter effected with the senatorial party,

and afterwards sided with him when open war broke out.

Antony, after his defeat at JIutina, joined Lepidus in

Gaul, and in August 43 B.C. Octavian, who had forced the

senate to make him consul, effected an arrangement with

Antony and Lepidus, and the triumvirate was organized

at Bononia. Antony and Octavian soon reduced Lepidus

lo an inferior position. His province of Gaul and Spain

was taken from him; and, though he was included in the

triumvirate when it was renewed in 37 n.c, his power

was only nominal. He mnJc an effort in the following

year to regain some reality of power, concjuered part of

Sicily, and claimed the whole inland as his province, but

Octavian found means to sap the fidelity of his soldiers,

and he was obliged to supplicate for his life. He was

allowed to retain his fortune and the office of poulifex

vw.rimiis, to which he had been appointed in 44 B.C., but

had to retire into private life. He died 13 B.c.

Lepidus was tlie cognomen of a 'nomnn finiily in the patrician gena

JEiiiilin. The fii-st of lliis name of whom anything is recorded is

M. .Sniilius Lepidus, consul 235 B.C. yroQi this time onwards tho

family continued in an almost unbroken series of distinguished

men till in the 1st century after Christ it disappears. Another
M. .Smilius Lepidus was one of the three ambassadors sent to

Egypt as tulm-cs of the infant king Ptolemy V. He was consul iu

187 and 175, censor 179, pontifex maxinius from 180 onwards,

and was six times chosen by tho censors princeps soiatuS. He died

iu 152. It is uncertain whether ho is the Lepidus who is com-
memorated on a coin of the yens ^Einilin as having slain an enemy
and saved a citizen's life at the age of fifteen, while still dressed in

the boj's toga prsekxia. Another of the same name was consul

137 B.C. Being sent to Spain to conduct tlio Numantine war. Lb

began against the will of the senate to attack the Yaccrei. This

enterprise was so unsuccessful that he was dei>iired of his com.
mand in 136 and condemned to pay a fine. He was among the

greatest of the earlici Roman orators, and Cicero praises him for

having introduced the well-constructed sentence and even flow of

language from Greek into Roman oratory. He contributed much
to forming tho style of Tiberius Gracchus.

Another of the same name was infamous for his oppressive

pr.-etorship in Sicily (81 B.C.). In the civil wars he sided with
Sulla and bought much of the confiscated property of the Marian
partisans. Afterwards he became leader of tbe populsr party,

and was with the help of Pompey elected consul for 78 B.C.,

against the will of Sulla. When tho dictator died, Lepidus
tried iu vain to prevent the burial of his body in the Campus
JIartius, and to alter the constitution established by him. HLi
colleague Lutatius Catulus found a tribune to jilace his veto
on Lepidns's proposals ; and the (parrel between the two parties

in the state became so iuflamed that the senate made the consuls

swear not to take up arms. Lepidns was then ordered by the
senate to go to his province, Transalpine Gaul; but he stopped
in Etruria on his way from the city and began to levy an army.
He was declared a public enemy early iu 77 B.C., and forthwith
marched against Eome. A battle took place in the Oampua
M.irtius, Pompey and Catulus commanding tho senatorial army,
and Lepidus was defeated. He sailed to Sardinia, where he was
also repulsed ; and soon after he died. One of h'is two sous waa'

L. .Slmilius Paullus, consul 50, who buQt during his eedileship in

65 tlie Basilica iEmilia in the forum.

LEPROSY (Lepra Arabum, Elephantiasis Grxconim,
Aussaiz, SpedalsMed), the greatest disease of mediaeval

Christendom, is identified, on the one hand, with a disease

endemic from the earliest historical times (1500 b.c.) in

the delta and valley of the Nile, and on the other hand
with a disease now common in Asia, Africa, South
America, the West Indies, and certain isolated localities oi

Europe. An authentic representation of the leprosy of the
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Middle Ages exists in a picture at Munich by Holbein,

painted at Augsburg in 1516; St Elizabeth gives bread

and wine to a prostrate group of lepers, including a

bearded mnn whose face is covered with large round

Reddish knobs, an old woman whose arm is covered with

brown blotches, the leg swathed in bandages through which

matter oozes, the bare knee also marked with discoloured

Bppts, and on the head a white rag or plaster, and, thirdly, a

young man whose neck and face (especially round the

somewhat hairless eyebrows) are spotted with brown
patches of various size. It is conjectured by Virchow

that the painter had made studies of lepers from the

leper-houses then existing at Augsburg. These external

cl^racters of mediaeval leprosy agree with the descriptions

of it by the ancients, and with the pictures of modern
leprosy given by Danielssen and Boeck for Norway, by
various authors for sporadic European cases, by Anderson
for Malacca, by Carter for India, by Wolff for Madeira,

and by Hillis for British Ouiana. There has been some
confusion ia the technical naming of the disease ; it is

called Elephantiasis {LeorUiasis, Satyriasis) by the Greek
writers, and Lepra by the Arabians. The latter term has

been generally adopted in modern books, but in England
the name of Lepra is applied Cafter Willan) to an entirely

different disease of the skin.

History.—Egypt was regarded by the ancients (positively

by Lucretius) as the country whence leprosy came. It was
probably endemic among the Hebrews when they migrated

from Egypt. The minute diagnostic indications given in

Lev. xiii. appear to relate to true leprosy and to other

diseases that might be mistaken for it, and the frequently

recurring word Sara'ath (translated "leprosy") is best

taken in a generic sense ; those cases in which progress

wotdd show itselt at so short intervals as seven days, and
those cases for which the ceremonial of cleansing was pro-

vided, could hardly have been cases of leprosy, a disease

always incurable, and with stages reckoned rather by

months or years than by weeks. Herodotus knew of

leprosy as existing in Persia. The earlier Greek and Latin

writers speak of it as a foreign disease, but it became estab-

lished in Greece and Italy in the 1st century B.C. ; Pliny

implies that it was introduced by the army of Pompey
returning from Syria. The disease soon appeared in the

Koman colonies of Spain, Gaul, and Britain. The Lom-
bard king Rothar (7th century) made laws regulating the

marriage of lepers, and similar laws were made by Pippin

and Charlemagne. Leper-houses existed at Verdun, Metz,

and Maestricht in the 7th century, at St Gall in the 8th,

and at Canterbury in the 11th. It was amidst the stir

and movement of the crusades that leprosy grew to be

epidemic in western Europe ; it attacked the people in

great numbers and in all ranks (including members of royal

families). Leper-houses (mostly religious and dedicated

to St Lazarus, but in northern Europe more secular and

dedicated to St George) were founded in evferj considerable

town ; the total number of these in Europe was loosely

estimated by Matthew Paris at 19,000, the number in

France is independently estimated at 2000, and (according

to Sir J. Y. Simpson) there were 95 houses of the first

class in England (of these 7 at Norwich and 5 at Lynn),

and several in Ireland and Scotland. The isolation of

lepers was strictly enforced by law and popular senti-

ment. They wore a special costume, usually a long grey

gown with hood drawn over the face, and carried a wooden
clapper to give warning of their approach. They were

forbidden to enter inns, churches, mills, or bakehouses, to

touch healthy persons or eat with them, to wash in the

streams, or to walk in narrow footpaths. Their outcast

state was signified by the German name {Aussatz) ; the

Chronicle of Liroburg (under the year 1374) npeaks of a

famous monkish poei, whose songs all Germany was sing--
ing, as one " der ward von den Leuten aussatzig, iind war
nicht rein." The disease began to decline (first in Italy)
in the 15th century, and had mostly disappeared in the?
17th.

_
A leper-house was founded in Edinburgh (at

Greenside) as late as 1591, and it was not till 1741 (others
give 1798) that the last known leper died in Shetland.

Present Geographical Diitribution.—Survivals of the
great mediaeval outbreak are found on the west coast of
Norway (about two thousand lepers ; leper hospital at
Bergen founded 1 277, now added to), in the Baltic pro-
vinces of Russia (leper hospitals founded at Riga in 1220
and Revel 1237, not now in use), on the Riviera (a small
and diminishing number), on the Sicilian coasts, and in
certain coast provinces of Spain and Portugal (leper
hospital at Lisbon since the 13th century). Sporadio
cases of home origin have also been described for Hungary
and Roumania ; the cases occurring in England and Franca
are in persons who have been born or have lived in the East
or West Indies. The disease is met with also in Iceland,
along the Caspian and delta of the Volga, along the Black
Sea, and in islands of the Levant (especially Scio and
Crete). It is common all over the East from Syria to
Japan and Kamchatka, in Egypt and North African
states, in West Africa from the Senegal to the Congo, in
Cape Colony, Madagascar, Mauritius, Isle de Bourbon, St
Helena, Madeira, Canaries and Azores, Brazil, Central
America, the West Indies, Mexico, New Brunswick (small
isolated French colony), and especially in the Hawaiian
Islands. Leprosy has been found among Chinese immi-
grants in the United States as far east as Chicago, and its

Queensland, Leper hospitals (with itmiates numbering
from two hundred downwards) are kept up in several of

the West Indian colonies, at Tracadie (New Brunswick),
at Cape Town, in Mauritius, at Malacca and Singapore,
at Colombo, at Madras, Cochin, and Bangalore, at Bombay
and Rajkot, and at Calcutta, Benares, and Agra. There are
also leper hospitals at Bergen (3), Molde, and Trondhjem,
at San Remo, at Oporto, Coimbra, and Lisbon, at Terceira
(Azores), Las Palmas (Grand Canary) since 15th century,
and Funchal (Madeira) since about 1500, at Pernambuco.
Bahia, and Rio, at Honolulu, at Macao (for two hundred
years) and Canton, in Java (several) and in Amboyna.
at Scio (since 1445), Scutari, Damascus, and Jerusalem.

A ruined convent at Ramleh accommodates thirty lepers or
more, and a mosque at Nablus is occupied by about seventy.

In several of the above instances the leper hospital is built
upon an outlying isiartid. Leper villages occur in China
and Japan, and in Persia. Leper communities exist in
Crete, but the largest of them is now mostly occupied by
a non-leprous population. Throughout the East, including

British India, the hospital accommodation for lepers is only
casual, and isolation is not carried out to the same extent

as during the prevalence of the disease in Europe.

Definition, Characters, Pathology, and Causation.—
Leprosy is an incurable constitutional disease, marked
externally by discoloured patches and nodules on the skin,

and deeply implicating the structure and function of the

peripheral nervous system. Like the infections, it has a
prodromal stage, which is uncertain in its character, and
is measured rather by months or years than by days or

weeks; the chief premonitory symptoms are unaccount-

able lassitude and mental depression, pains in the limbs

and joints, febrile periods (cold and hot fits), loss of

appetite, and nausea. That stage is followed by the

" periodically eruptive stage," during which blotches on

the skin come and go ; sooner or later these erythematous-

congestions and exudations leave either permanent spots,

brown or blanched, which are often without feeling, or

they leave nodules. The disease diverges into two maia
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varieties, the epotted (Lqira maculosa) and the nodular

'[Lepra tuberculosa). The two kinds are found side by side

in the same population, and sometimes in the same person.

The maculas arise in the place of former recurrent spots,

and are often raised indurations ; when the pigmentation

deepens, the disease is Z. maculosa nigra ; when the spots

become blanched, it is L. maculosa alba or white leprosy.

Anaesthesia, which very generally goes with the leprous

process, is especially marked in the blanched spots, hence

the name L. anxsthetica. Ansesthetic spots are apt to

have bulls forming on them (pemphigus leprosus), their

periodical eruption being attended with fever. The nodules

(characteristic of the other form) generally arise also in the

situation of old blotches ; they are at first small scattered

points, but they grow and coalesce to the size of lentils,

hazel nuts, or walnuts. While the maculse of leprosy may
occur in any part, the nodules are most apt to form on the

face (brows, eyelids, ears, wings of the nose, lips, cheeks),

causing thickening of all the features {Leontiasis, Satyriasis);

but they often occur on the hands and feet, and sometimes

over the whole body. The nodules, from being exposed to

the weather and to injuries, often ulcerate, and the ulcers,

like those of syphilis and lupus, tend to spread. Macute,

especially on the limbs, are liable to slighter ulcerations

followed by incrustation. Deep ulceration and necrosis

occur at the joints of the fingers and toes, which may drop

off joint by joint, leaving a well-healed stump (Z. mutilans).

Certain mucous membranes thicken, become nodulated, and

ulcerate, viz., the conjunctiva cornese (causing pannus

leprdsus), and the lining of the mouth, nose, throat, and

larynx (causing hoarseness). The external groups of

lymphatic glands enlarge ; leprous affections of the viscera

also are described. The peripheral nerves are the subject

of thickenings and degenerations like those in the skin.

The new-formed tissue in all situations is granulation-like,

as in syphilis and lupus ; and leprosy, with those two

diseases, is treated of by Virchow under the head of

granuloma. By some the nervous lesions (including an

alleged affection of the spinal cord) are taken to be

primary, while the changes in the skin and other parts

(with anaesthesia) are held to be secondary and due to

disordered innervation. Leprosy has been claimed as one

of the diseases caused by parasites, on several occasions

by old writers in the gross sense, and recently by observers

who have found innumerable minute bacillus-rods within the

cells of the leprous new growth. The essential cause of

leprosy is unknown. It probably arose in the Delta and
valley of the Nile in prehistoric times, and under similar

climatic and telluric conditions in other (chiefly inter-

tropical) countries; and the most memorable fact in its

history is its rise and subsidence as an epidemic disease in

Europe. It is now endemic (chiefly but not exclusively)

among peoples who inhabit the sea-coast or the estuaries of

rivers, who live much on fish (often putrid), and who inter-

marry closely. The old opinion that leprosy is contagious

is now generally discredited.

Literalitrc.—For history and geograpliical distribution, see

Hirscb, Handtiuch der historisch-geographiscTun Pathologic, 1st ed.,

Erlangen, 1860(with exhaustiveliterature). For pathology, Vircbow,
Die krankha/ten OeschwUlste, Berlin, 1863-67, vol. ii. For clinieiil

histories, R. Liveing, Ehpjianliasis Grsecoi'um or True Leprosy,

London, 1873, chap. iv. For mediaeval leprosy—in Germany,
Virchow.in Virchoto's Arehiv, five articles, vols, xviii.-xx., 1860-61

;

in the Netherlands, Israels, in Ncdcrl. Tijdschr. mor Gcnceskunde,
vol. i., 1857; in Britain, 3. S. Simpson, Edin. Med. and Surg.

Joum., three articles, vols. IxvL and Ixvii., 1846-47. Treatises

on modern leprosy in particular localities : Danielsscn and Boeck
(Norway), TraiUdcla SpklalsJchcd, with atlasof twenty-four coloured

plates, Paris, 1848 ; A. F. Anderson, Leprosy as met with in the

Straits Settlements, colourud photogra|ihs with explanatory notes,

London, 1872 ; H. Vandyke Carter (Bombay), On Leprosy and Ele-

phantiasis, with coloured plates, London, 1874; Hillis, Leprosy in

British Quiana, an acooimt j)f West Indian leprosy, with twcuty-

two coloured plates, i^oudon, 18S2. Sec ilso' tht doruiaiToIogical
works of Hebra, Erasmus Wilson, Ba2in, and Hutchinson. An im.
portant early work is that of 1'. G. Hensler, Vom abcndlaiidischen
Aitisatze im Mittclaltcr, Hamburg, 1790, (c. C.)

LEPTIS, now Lebda, the leading city of the ancient
Tripolis, Northern Africa, extensive ruins of which exist

on the coast, about 50 miles east of Tripoli. Leptis Magna,
as it is usually called to distinguish it from Leptis Purva
(now Lemta) in Byzacium, was a Phoeaiciau colony, pro-

bably superimposed on an old Libj'an settlement. The
old town, of which the massive quays and docks are still

extant, is similar to Carthage in position and plan, occupying
a tongue of land to the west of the harbour. The new town,
whose simple appellation Neapolis almost threatened the

disuse of the name Leptis, is much more extensive; but the

ruins belong to the later period of the Roman empire.

Septimius Severus was a native of the place ; and he not
only bestowed upon it the jus Jtalicum, but enriched it

with many costly buildings, the most remarkable being

the palatium dedicated fortimx snx (Procopius). Ammi-
anus mentions that Leptis was laid waste by the Austuriana

(a Libyan tribe) in 370 ; and, though Justinian enclosed a

part of the city with new walls and made it the military

seat of the province of Tripolis, it never recovered its pro-

sperity, and from the time of the Arab conquest it disap-

pears from history. The local inscriptions are Greek, Latin,

and Punic. See Travels of Ali Bey (by Badia y Lablich)

;

Earth, Wanderungen, &c. ; and Cotpus Iiiscr. Lat., viii.

LERIDA, one of the forty-nine provinces of Spain, is

bounded on the N. by France (and the " republic " of

Andorra), on the E. by Gerona and Barcelona, on the S. by

Tarragona, and on the W. by Saragossa and Huesca, and

has an area of 4772 square miles, with a population (in

1877) of 285,297. It is almost entirely mountainous, and

partakes of the features common to the whole southern

slope of the Pyrenees. The principal river is the Segre, a

tributary of the Ebro. The province has five cities, L^rida,

Balaguer (Bergusia), Cervera, Sep de Urgel, and Solsona,

but only the first-mentioned of these has a population

exceeding 5000 ; the next largest (iialaguer) in 1877 had

only 4742. The inhabitants are chiefly employed in

pastoral occupations.

LiSeida, the capital of the above province, and in point

of numbers and prosperity the second city in Catalonia, is

situated on the right bank of the Segre, crossed there by

a handsome stone bridge. The distances by rail from

Saragossa and Barcelona respectively are 114 and 113

miles. The old cathedral, on the top of an eminenco

overlooking the town, was begun in 1203 and consecrated

in 1278; it is a Gothic building of merit in some respects,

but is rapidly going to decay, having never been used for

religious purposes since 1707. The actual cathedral is a

Graeco-Eoman structure dating only from 1749. The town

has no other feature of interest. There are manufactures

of glass, leather, paper, and of woollen and cotton goods,'

and a considerable trade in the timber brought down from

the Pyrenees by the Segre. Population in 1877, 20,369.

'

Lerida is the Ilerda of the Romans, and was the capital of the

people whom they called Ilerdenses (PlJuy) or llergetes (Ptolemy).

By situation the key of Catalonia and Aragoii, it was from a very

early period an important military station. In the Punic wars it

sided with the Carthaginians aiid suffered much from the Rom.an

arms. In its immediate neighbourhood Hanno was defeated b}

Scipio in 216 B.C., and it afterwards became famous as the scene ol

C;esar's arduous struggle with Pompey's generals Afranius and

Petreius in the first year of the civil war (49 B.C.). It was already

a municipivun in the time of Augustus, and enjoyed great prosperity

under later emperors. Under the Goths it became an episcopal see,

and at least one eccksiastical councU is recorded to have met there

(in 546). Under th°e Saracens Lareda became one of the principal

cities of the province of Saragossa ; it became tiibutary to thq

Franks in 793, but was reconquered in 797. In 1149 it fell into

the hands of Don Ramon Bcreiiguer IV., last count of Barcelona.'

In modern times it Jras come through numerous sieges, having been
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tiVcn by tliB Frcncli iu November 170" during tlic war of succes-

sion, and a<;nin in 1810. In 1300 Jaime II. of Av.igon founded a

university at Lerida, which acliieved some repute in its day, but is

now extinct. Tope Cali.xtus II 1. at one time taught witliiii its ivalls,

and Vicente' Ferrer was one of its alumni.

LERMONTOFF, Mikh.ul Yurevitch (1814-1841),

often styled the poet of the Caucasus, was born in Moscow,

but belongedjto a respectable family of the Tula govern-

ment, and was brought up in the villageof Tarkhauui (in

the Penzensk gorernment), which now preserves his dust.

By his grandmother—on whom the whole care of hia

childhood was devolved by his mother's early death and

his father's military service—no cost nor pains was spared

to give him the best education she could think of. The

intellectual atmosphere which he breathed in his youth

differed little from that in which Pushkin had grown up,

though the domination of French had begun to give way

before the fancy for English, and Lamartine shared his

popularity with Byron. From the academic gymnasium in

Moscow LermontofI passed in 1830 to the university, but

there his career came to an untimely close through the part

he took in some acts of insubordination to an obnoxious

teacher. From 1830 to 1834 he attended the school of

cadets at St Petersburg, and in due course he ,became an

officer in the guards. "To his own and the nation's anger

at the loss of Pushkin (1837) the young soldier gave vent

in a passionate poem addressed to the czar, and the very

voice which proclaimed that, if Eussia took no vengeance on

the assassin of her poet, no second poet would be given

her was itself an intimation that a poet had come already.

The czar, however, seems to have found more impertinence

than inspiration in the address, for Lermontoff was forth-

with sent off to the Caucasus as an officer of dragoons.

He had been in the Caucasus with his grandmother as

a boy of ten, and he found himself at home by yet

deeper sympathies than those of childish recollection.

The stern and rocky virtues of the mountaineers against

whom he had to fight, no less than the scenery of the rocks

and mountains themselves, proved akin to Lis heart ; the

emperor had exiled him to his native land. He was in St

Petersburg in 1838 and 1839, and in the latter year wrote

the novel A Hero of Our Time, which is said to have been

the occasion of the duel in which he lost his life in July

1841. In this contest he had purposely selected the edge

of a precipice, so that if either combatant was wounded so

as to fall his fate should be sealed.

Lermontoff published only one small collection of poems in 1S40.

Three volumes, much mutilated by the censorship, were issued in

1842 by Glasunolf ; and there have been full editions of his works

in 1860 and 1863. To Bodenstedt's German translation of his

poems {Michail Lcrmontojff's poclischcr Nochlass, Berlin, 1842,

2 vols. ), which indeed was the first satisfactory collection, he is

indebted for a wide reputation outside of Russia. His novel has

found several translators (August Boltz, Berlin, 1852, &c. ). Among
liis best-known pieces are "Ismail-Bey," "Hadji Abrek,"

"Walerik," "The Novice," and, remarkable as an imitation of the

old Russian ballad, "The song of the Czar Ivan Vasilivitch, his

young bodyguard, and the bold merchant Kalasluiikoff."

Sec Taillandier, "Le Pocte du Caucase." in Unue des. Dfur Jifondes (Febniaiy

1855), reprintccl in Alleimane et Riissw. Palis, lSo6 ; and Duiluiilikin's " MatcriaU

for the Biograpliy o( Ler r.ontoft," prefixed to llic lfC3 edilion o( liis woilis.

LEROUX, Pierre (1708-1871), a French writer on

philosophy and politics, commonly recognized as the chief

of the (so-called) Humanitarian school, was born at Paris

in 1798. He was the son of an artisan. He received his

early education at the Lycde Charlemagne, and continued

his studies at Eennos. Having obtained an admission to

the Polytechnic school, he renounced it in order to support

by the labour of his hands his mother and family, who had

been left destitute by the death of his father. He first

worked as a mason, but soon became a compositor in the

printing establishment of his cousin, and afterwards over-

i-jer in that of M. Pan;k-jucke. In 1824 P. Dubois, a

former schoolfellow, associated him with himself li ti*
foundation of the Globe newspaper, in which he became
co-worker with De Broglie, Guizot, Duvergierde Hauranne
Jouffroy, and other distinguished persons. For some tira

he occupied the position of an advanced Liberal of thi

ordinary type ; but in January 1831 he gave his adhesiot

to the Saint-Simonian community, of which he became a

prominent member; and under his influence the Glohi

became the organ of its doctrines. In November of the

same year, when Enfantin preached the enfranchisemeni

of women and the functions of the coupfe-prclre, Leroux
took the part of Bazard, and, protesting in the name of

morality, separated himself from the sect. In 1838, iu

conjunction with .J. Reynaud, who had seceded with him,

he founded the Eiicyclopcdie Nonvelte, in which he ex-

pounded his philosophical and social views. Amongst
the articles which he inserted in it were one entitled De
l'£galite, and a Refutation de I'i'clectisme, which afterwards

appeared as separate works. In 1840 he published his

treatise Be I'Ifumanite, which contains the fullest exposi-

tion of his system, and was regarded as the philosophical

manifesto of the Humanitarians. In 1841, disgusted

with the Kevue des Deux Mondes on account of its desertion

of the democratic cause, he established, with the aid of M.
Viardot and Mme. George Sand, the Uevue Jndependanle.

By his philosophic association with the latter eminent

writer he obtained thfe advantage of an eloquent interpreter,

capable of charming and impressing the masses. Mme.
Sand's Spiridion, which was dedicated to him, her Sept

Gardes de la Lyre, her Consuelo, and its continuation La
Comlesse de Eudolstadl, were written uuder the Humani-
tarian inspiration. From the year 1843 M. Leroujc

devoted himself tothe practical applications of his doctrines.

He established at Boussac (Creuse) a printing association

organized according to his systematic ideas, and founded

the JRevue Sociale, in which, as well as in separate publica-

tions, he continued to explain and develop his theoretic

views and his Buggestions for the renovation of societyi

professing, amongst other things, to supply "a pacific

solution of the problem of the proletariat." After the

outbreak of the revolution of 1848 he was elected to the

constituent assembly as representative of the department

of the Seine, obtaining 90,000 votes, and afterwards, in

1849, to the legislative assembly. He spoke there on the

organization of labour, on the colonization of Algeria, and

other questions. His discourses from the tribune were

sometimes of so abstract and mystical a character, and

contained proposals so eccentric and impracticable that

they rather created ridicule than influenced opinion. The

coup d'etat of 1851 made him an exile ; he settled with his

family in Jersey, where he pursued agricultural experi-

ments. The general amnesty of 18C0 permitted his

return to France, but he lived at Lausanne till after the

definitive amnesty of 18G9, when he again fixed his

residence at Paris, lie died there in April 1871, during

the reigiTof the Commune. That body deputed two of its

members to attend hia funeral, as a homage, " not to the

partisan of the mystical idea, of which we now feel the

evil, but to the politician who, after the days of June,

cour.igeously undertook the defence of the vanquished."

The writings of Lerou.t, though they won a transitory eclat and

gave him a position as head of a school, appear to have no permanent

significance in the history of thought. His social theories do not

rest on any scientific basis ; he was rather the propagandist of

sentiments and aspirations than the expounder of well-defined and

distinctly appreciable ideas. He seems to have had a natural bent

towards the mystic and the nebulous. He has, indeed, a system, but

it is a singular medley of doctrines borrowed, not only from Samt-

Simoniau, but from Pythagorean and Buddhistic sources. In

philosophy his fundamental principle is that of what he calls the

"triad,"—a triplicity which he finds to pervade all things, whicli

iu Clod is "power, iutelligeuce, and love" iu nuiu " sensatiou
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sentiment, ond knowledge." His religious doctrine is ranthcisfic;

'and, rejecting the belief in a future life as commonly conceived, he

substitutes for it a theory of metempsychosis. In social economy
liis views are very vague ; he preserves the family, country, and
property, but finds in all three, as they now arc, a despotism which
must be eliminated. He imagines certain combinations by which
this, triple tyranny can be abolished, so that the human being may
be developed under the influence of those several institutions with-

out being oppressed by them. But his solution seems to require the

creation of families without heads, countries without governments,

and property without rights of possession. In politics he advocates

absolute equality—a democracy pushed to anarchy. A full criticism

o£ his system will be found in L. Reybaud's £ludcs sur Us Reforma-
tciirs ct Socialistcs Modcrnes.
The full title of Leroux's principal work is Dc tBumaniti, do son

principe ct de son avcnir, oil se Irouvc exj>os(e la vmie definition dc

la religion, ct oil Von cxpliqtio U sens, la utile, et Vencha'incmcnt

dit, Mosaisme et da Chrislianisme. A second edition of this work
appeared in 1845. Amongst his other publications, in addition to

some already mentioned, are

—

Discours stir la situation actucUc dc

la Societe et de I'cspril httmain, 1841, new ed., 2 vols., 1847 ; D'line

Religion nationalc, ott, dti Ctille, 1846 ; Discours sur la fixation dcs

heures cle travail, 1848 ; Projet d'unc Constitution dimocratiquc ct

socialc, 1848 ; Dii, Christianisme et dc ses origincs democratiqucs,

1848 ; Le Carrossc dc M. Agtiado, ou si ce sontlcs riches qiti jiaycnt

Icspauvres, 1848 ; Be la Ploulocratie; ou du gouverncmcnt dcs riches,

1848 ; Mallhts et Us £conomistcs, on, Y aura-t-il tovjours dcs

pauvres! 1848; Quclques pages de Verites, 1859; portions of a
philosophical poem, entitled La Grhc dc Samara, 1863-64 ; Job,

drame en cinq OKtes, par Icprophete Isale, trcAitit de V hebrcit, 1865.

M. Lerouxalso produced, with the aid of an anoiiymous collaborator,

a translation of Goethe's If^crtkcr, which was published in 1843^
with a preface by George Sand.

LERWICK. See Shetland Islands.

LE SAGE, Alain Eene (1668-1747), novelist and
dramatist, was born at Sarzeau in the peninsula of Ehuys,
between the Morbihan and the sea, on the 8 th of Jlay

1668, and died on the 17th of November 1747, at

Boulogne-sur-!Mer. Ehuys was a legal district, and Claude
Le Sage, the father of the novelist, held the united positions

of advocate, notary, and registrar of its royal court. His
wife's name was Jeanne Brenugat. Both father and mother
died when Le Sage was very young, and his property was
wasted or embezzled by his guardians. Little is known of

liis youth except that he went to school with the Jesuits at

Vannes until he was eighteen. Conjecture has it that he
continued his studies at Paris, and it is certain that he was
called to the bar at the capital in 1692. In August 1694
lie married the daughter of a joiner, Marie Elizabeth

Huyard. She was beautiful but had no fortune, and Le
Sage had little practice. About this time he met his old

schoolfellow the dramatist Danchet, and is said to have
been advised by him to betake himself to literature. He
began modestly as a translator, and published in 1695 a
French version of the Epistles of Aristsenetus, which was
not successful Shortly afterwards he found a valuable

patron and adviser in the Abb6 de Lyonne, who bestowed
on him an annuity of 600 livres, and recommended him to

exchange the classics for Spanish literature, of which he
was himself a student and collector. Le Sage began by
translating plays chiefly from Eojas and Lope de Vega. Ze
Traitre Puni and Le Point d'Honneiir from the former,

'pon Felix de Meiidoce from the latter, were acted or

published in the first two or three years of the 18th
century. In 1704 he translated the continuation of Don
Quixote by Avellaneda, and soon afterwards adapted a play
From Calderon, Don Cesar Ursiii, which had a divided fate,

being successful at court and damned in the city. He was,

however, nearly forty before he obtained anything like

decided success. But in 1707 his admirable farce of

Crispin Rival de son Ma'dre was act3d with great applause,

md Le Diahle Boiteux was published. This latter went
through several editions in the same year, and was
frequently reprinted till 1725, when Le Sage altered and
Improved it considerably, giving it its present form.
Notwithstanding the success of Cri-ipin, ths actf^rs did. not

like Le Sage, and refused a small piece of his called Les
Etrennes. He thereupon altered it into Turcaret, his

theatrical masterpiece, and one of the best comedies in

French literature. This, appeared in 1709. Some years

passed before he again attempted romance writing, and
then the first two parts of Gil Bias appeared in 1715.

Strange to say, it was not so popular as the Diable Boiteux.

Le Sage worked at it for a long time, and did not bring

out the third part till r724, nor the fourth till 1735. For
this last he had been part paid to the extent of a hundred
pistoles some years before its appearance. This is the only

positive statement we have about his gains. During these

twenty years he was, however, continually busy. Not-
withstanding the great merit and success of Turcaret and
Crispin, the Theatre Frangais did not welcome him, and in

the year of the publication of Gil Bias he began to write

for the Theatre de la Foire—the comic opera held in booths

at festival time. This, though not a very dignified

occupation, was followed by many writers of distinction at

this time, and by none more assiduously than by Le Sage.

According to one computation he produced! either alone or

with others about a hundred pieces, varying from strings

of songs with no regular dialogues, to comediettas only
distinguished from regular plays by the introduction of

music. He was also industrious in prose fiction. Besides

finishing Gil Bias he translated tho Orlando Inamorato,
rearranged Guzman d'Al/arache, published two .more or
less original novels, Ze Bachclier de Salamanque and
Estevanille Gonzales, and in 1733 produced the Vie et

Aventures de If. de Beauchene, which is curiously like

certain works of Defoe. Besides all this, Le Sage was
also the author of La Valise Trouvee, a collection of

imaginary letters, and of some minor pieces, of which Une
Journee des Barques is the ff.cst remarkable. This laborious

life he continued until 1740, when he was more than

seventy years of age. His eldest son had become an actor,

and Le Sage had disowned him, but the second was a
canon at Boulogne in comfortable circumstances. In the

year just mentioned his father and mother went to live

with him. At Boulogne Le Sage spent the last seven

years of his life, dying, as has been said, on the I7th of

November 1747, at the age cf nearly eighty.

Not much is known of Le Sage's life and personality, and
the foregoing paragraph contains not only the most
important but almost the only facts available for it. The
few anecdotes which we have of him represent him as a

man of very independent temper, declining to accept th«

condescending patronage which in the earlier part of the

century was still the portion of men of letters. Thus it is

said that, on being remonstrated with, as he thought

impolitely, for an uuavoidablr delay in appearing at the

duchess of Bouillon's house to read 2\trcaret, he at once

put the.play in his pocket and retired, refusing absolutely

to return. In his old age, when he was very deaf, he is

also said to have been decidedly arbitrary in his choice of

the persons whom he permitted to have access to his

trumpet, but this is not unusual in such cases. It may,

however, be said that as in time so in position he occupies

a place apart from most of the great writers of the 17th and

18th centuries respectively. He was not the object of

royal patronage like the first, nor the pet of salons and

coteries like the second. Indeed he seems all his life to

have been purely domestic in his habits, and purely literary

in his interests.

The importance of Le Sage in French and in European
literature is not entirely the same, and ha has the rare dis-

tinction of being more important in the latter than in the

former. His literary work may be divided into three

parts. The first contains his Theatre de la Foire and his

few miscellaneous writings, the second his two remarkable
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filays Crispin and Tiircaret, the third his prose fictions,

[n the first two he swims within the general literary current

in France ; he can be and must be compared with others

of his own nation. But in the third he emerges altogether

from merely national comparison. It is not with French-

men that he is to be measured. He formed no school in

France ; he followed no French models. His work, admir-

able as it is from the mere point of view of style and form,

is a parenthesis in the general development of the French
novel. That product works its way from Madame de la

Fayette through Marivaux and Prfivost, not through Le
Sage. His literary ancestors are Spaniards, his literary

contemporaries and successors are Englishmen. The
position is almost unique ; it is certainly interesting and
remarkable in the highest degree.

Of Le Sage's miscellaneous work, including his numerous
farce-operettas, there is not much to be said except that

they are the very best kind of literary hack work. The
pure and original style of the author, his abundant wit, his

cool humoristic attitude towards human life, which wanted

only greater earnestness and a wider conception of that life

to turn it into true humour, are discernible throughout.

But this portion of his work is practically forgotten, and

no sensible critic who has taken the trouble to examine it

will say that for the world at large there is any reason why
it should be resuscitated. Of such work every generation

produces its own quota, which is sufficient for the day.

Crispin, and Turcaret show a stronger and more deeply

marked genius, which but for the Ul-will of the actors

might have gone far in this direction. But Le Sage's

peculiar unwillingness to attempt anything absolutely new
discovered itself here. Even when he had devoted himself

to the Foire theatre, it seems that he was unwilling to

attempt when occasion called for it the absolute innovation

of a piece with only one actor, a crux which Piron, a lesser

but a bolder genius, accepted and carried through. Crispin

and Turcaret are unquestionably !Molieresque, though they

are perhaps more original in their following of Moliere than

any other plays that can be named. For this also was part

of Le Sage's idiosyncrasy that, while he was apparently

unable or unwilling to strike out an entirely novel line for

himself, he had no sooner entered upon the beaten path

than he left it to foUow his own devices. Crispin liival

de son Maitre is a farce in one act and many scenes, after

the earlier manner of motion. Its plot is somewhat extra-

vagant, inasmuch as it lies in the effort of a knavish valet,

not as usual to further his master's interests, but to supplant

that master. But the charm of the piece consists first in

the lively bustling action of the short scenes which take

each other up so promptly and smartly that the spectator

has not time to cavil at the improbability of the action, and

secondly in the abundant wit of the dialogue. Turcaret

is a far more important piece of work. The only thing

which prevents it from holding the very highest place is a

certauj want of unity in the plot. This unity, however,

which was too often attained by Moli6re through the

exaggeration of the ruling-passion theory, as in Tartuffe

and the Misanthrope, is compensated in Turcaret by the

most masterly profusion of character-drawing in the sepa-

rate parts. Turcaret, the luthless, dishonest, and dissolute

financier, his vulgar wife as dissolute as himself, the hare-

brained marquis, the knavish chevalier, the baroness (a

coquette with the finer edge taken off her fine-ladyhood,

yet by no means unlovable), are each and all finished

portraits of the best com.ic type, while almost as much
may be said of the minor characters. The style and

dialogue are also worthy of the highest praise ; the wit

ne^er degenerates into mere " wit-combats."

It is, however, as a novelist that the world has agreed

to remember Le Sage, and the world as usual is right. A

great deal of unnecessary labour has been spent on the
discussion of his claims to originality. What has been
already said will give a sufficient clue through this thorny
ground. In mere form Le Sage is not original. He does
little more than adopt that of the Spanish picaroon romance
of the 16th and 17th century. Often, too, he prefers
merely to rearrange and adapt existing work, and still

oftener to give himself a kind of start by adopting the
work of a preceding writer as a basis. But it may be laid
down as a positive truth that he never in any work that
pretends to originality at all is guilty of anything that can
fairly be called plagiarism. Indeed we may go further,

and say that he is very fond of asserting or suggesting his

indebtedness when he is really dealing with his own funds,

Thus the i>iaWei?ote;^ borrows the title, and for a chapter
too the plan and almost the words, of the Diablo Cojuelo of

Luis Velez de Guevara. But after a few pages Le Sage
leaves his predecessor alone. Even the plan of the Spanish
original is entirely discarded, and the incidents, the episodes,

the style, are as independent as if such a book as the Diablo
Cojuelo had never existed. The case of Gil Bias is still

more remarkable. It was at first alleged that Le Sage had
borrowed it from the Marcos de Ohregon of Vincent Espinel,

a curiously rash assertion, inasmuch as that work exists

and is easily accessible, and as the slightest consultation of

it proves that, though it furnished Le Sage with separate

incidents and hints for more than one of his books, Gil

Bias as a whole is not in the least indebted to it. Aiter-

wards Father Isla asserted that Gil Bias was a mere trans-

lation from an actual Spanish book—an assertion at once

incapable of proof and disproof, inasmuch as there is no trace

whatever of any such book. A third hypothesis is that

there was some manuscript original which Le Sage may have

worked up in his usual way, in the same way, for instance,

as he professes himself to have worked up the Bachelor of

Salamanca. This also is in the nature of it incapable of

refutation, though the argument from the Bachelor is

strong against it, for there could be no reason why Le

Sage should be more reticent of his obligations in the one

case than in the other. Except, however, for historical

reasons, the controversy is one which may be safely

neglected. There is as little doubt (with the limitations

already laid down) of the originality of Le Sage as of that

of any great writer in the world. Gil Bias then remains

his property, and it is admittedly the capital example of

its own style. Fielding has been called the prose Homer

of human nature, but in the sense in which the expression

was used it is doubtful whether his master (as Le Sage

certainly was) is not better entitled to the term. For Le

Sage has not only the characteristic which Homer and

Shakespeare have of absolute truth to human nature as

distinguished from truth to this or that national character,

but he has what has been called the quality of detachment,

which they also have. He never takes sides with his

characters as Fielding -does. Asmodeus and Don Cleofas,

Gil Bias and the Archbishop and Doctor Sangrado, are

produced by him with exactly the same impartiality of

attitude. Except that he brought into novel writing this

highest quality of artistic truth, it perhaps cannot be said

that he did much to advance prose fiction in itself. He

invented, as had been said, no new genre ; he did not, as

Marivaux and Provost did, help on the novel as distin-

guished from the romance. In form his books are undts-

tinguiahable, not merely from the Spanish romances which

are° as have been said, their direct originals, but from the

medieval romans (Taventnres and the Greek prose romances.

But in individual excellence they have few rivals. Nor

should it be forgotten, as it sometimes is, that Lo Sago

Wc.- a great master of French style, the greatest unques-

tionai:-' between the classics of the 17th century and the

U-19*
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classics of the IStli. He is pevliaps the last great writer

before the decadence (for since the time of Paul Louis

Courier it has not been denied that the 2^^'ilosop/te period

is in point of style a period of decadence). liis style is

perfectly easy at the same time that it is often admirably

epigrammatic. It has plenty of colour, plenty of flexibility,

and may be said to be exceptionally well fitted for general

literary work.

The 'J.ites of the original editions of Le Sage's most important
works have already been given. He published during his life a

collection of his regular dramatic works, and also ono of his pieces

for' the Foire, but the latter is far from exhaustive ; nor is there

any edition which can be called so, though the (Buvrcs Choisics of

1782 and 1818 are useful. The Viable Boitcux and Gil Bias have
been reprinted and translated numberless times. Both will be

found conveniently printed, together with Eslevanillc Gonzales and
Giaman <V Alfarache, the best of the minor novels, in four volumes
of Garnier's Bibliotheque Amusante (Paris, 1865). Turearet and
Crisjiin are to be found in all collected editions of tho French
drama. There is a useful edition of them, witli ample specimens of

Lo Sage's work for the Foire, in two volumes ( Paris, 1821). (G. SA.

)

LESBOS was the name applied by the Greeks to the

island now called Metilin—the ancient name of the chief

city on the island, Mytilene, Laving been in the Middle

Ages applied to the whole island. It lies along the coast

of Mysia, north of the entrance to the Gulf of Smyrna.

Strabo estimates its circumference as 1100 stadia, about

138 miles, and Scylax reckons it seventh in size of the

islands in the Mediterranean Sea. The narrowest part of

the channel which divides it from the Mysian coast, between

the promontory of Argennum and the town of Assos, is

about 8 miles wide. The island is of irregular shape ; it

has three prominent points, Argennum on the north-east,

Sigrium (now Sigri) un the west, and Malea (now Maria)

on the south-east, and a deep gulf, the Euripus Pyrrhsas,

now the port of Calloni, runs far into its western side

between Sigrium and Malea. The surface is mountainous,

but the soil i3 in spite of this exceedingly fertile ; the wine,

oil, and grain of Lesbos were well known in ancient times.

The climate is perhaps more delightful than that of any

other part of the ^Egean ; the breezes and the sea temper

the heat of summer, and tho winter is not severe. Earth-

quakes were often experienced in the island ; the latest,

that of 1861, is still remembered as cue of the severest

known in a country of earthquakes.

The oldest inhabitants are said to have been Pelasgians

;

and two generations before the Trojan war came lonians

under Macareus. These two races maybe said to represent

respectively the first period of primitive barbarism, and the

second period, when navigation brought to the island the

commerce and intercourse of more advanced races ; it

deserves notice that the name Macareus, the Phoenician

Melkarth, is taken by Curtius as a sign of the presence of

Phcenician traders. But the island begins to be important

in history from the time of tho ^olian immigration, which

is said to have commenced ono hundred and thirty years

after the Trojan war; from this time it continued long to

be one of the chief homes of Hellenic civilization. Homer
refers to its wealth and its populous cities ; its chief fame

lies in its connexion with the earliest development of Greek

poetry and literature. Lesches the cyclic poet, Terpander,

Arion, Hellanicus, Pittacus, AIckus, and Sappho were all

natives of Lesbos. Probably no district of Greece can

boast of so many names, most of them associated with some
marked advance in literature, as Lesbos can enumerate

between 700 and 500 B.C.

The chief city of Lesbos was Jlytilene or Mitylene, the

latter spelling being general in literature while the former
is the official spelling used on coins. It was originally

built on an island close to the western coast of Lesbos

;

afterwards when the limits of the island were too narrow
it was joined to Lesbos by a causeway, and the city spread

out along the co.ast. On each side of this isthmus was a
harbour ; not far from the city was a place called Maloeis,

but it does not appear that this name was, as some have
said, given to the northern harbour. The city has always
been known for its delightful and healthy climate. AVith

the advantage of its strong situation and good harbour it

soon became one of the most powerful Greek cities of Asia

Minor. It was the only jEolian city that possessed a strong

navy. Its colonies were spread along Asia Minor and
Thrace, and in the 6th century it maintained a long though
finally unsuccessful contest with Athens for the possession

of Sigeum. About its internal government little is known.
After the kingly period there was a time when oligarchical

and democratical factions contended with one another.

The noble family of the Penthelida?, descended from

Penthilus, son of Orestes, played a great part in these con-

tentions. Its Pelopid descent may be compared with

various legends that connect Pelops with the island of

Lesbos. The city fell under the Persian power after tho

defeat of Croesus. A tyrant Coes ruled it soon after, but

was expelled when the island joined the Ionic revolt in

500 B.C. It was freed from the Persian yoke after tho

battles of Platasa and Mycale, and was a member of the

Delian confederacy. It revolted from Athens 429 B.C.,

and was reduced after a long siege. The story of the cruel

revenge which the Athenian assembly at first resolved on,

of the second meeting and the more merciful resolution,

and of the arrival of the second despatch vessel barely in

time to prevent the massacre of the whole male popula-

tion, has been told by Thucydides. The territory of Myti-

lene was, however, divided among Athenian KX-qpovxoi.

The harbour was the scene of a great battle between

Callicratidas and Conon in the latter part of the Pelopon-

nesian war; but it is impossible here to trace all the

vicissitudes of its history, which are coincident with the

history of Greece in the East. It continued to be a rich

and prosperous city throughout ancient history, and its

name came during the Byzantine period to be applied to

the whole island. It was long a stronghold of the

Venetians during the Middle Ages, but has belonged to

the Turkish empire since 1460.

The other chief towns besides Mytilene were Methymna,

Antissa, Eresus, and Pyrrha ; hence the island is some-

times called a Pentapolis. There was also a town called

Arisba, which was destroyed by an earthquake before the

time of Herodotus ; Conze finds its site inland at Palaio-

kastro, north-east of the port of Calloni. Pyrrha lay on

the south-east coast of this port, at a place also called

Palaiokastro. Antissa, near Sigrium, was destroyed by

the Romans in 168 b.c, as having sided with Perseus ia

the Iilacedonian war. Eresus, now Eresl, was also near

Sigrium. Of these five cities, Mitylene was the chief;

Pyrrha, Eresus, and Antissa were under its influence,

and seem almost always to have followed its lead. But

Methymna on the north coast, though it had not such a

fine situation as Mytilene, was a very strong place ; it waa

therefore able to maintain a constant quarrel with the more

powerful city, and was always ready to side with its

enemies. Miilivo, still the second city of the island,

occupies the site of the old Methymna. The name

Methymna or Mathymna is derived from the wine for

which it was famous (Virg., Georg., ii. 90).

See Conze, Keise auf dcr Insel Lesbos ; Plehn, Lesbiaca ; Boutan,

Archives d. Missions Scienl. et Liter., v. (according to Conze not

very trustworthy) ; Zanders, Beitr. z. Kunde d. Insel Lesbos ; New-

ton, Travels ; and for the geography Cramer, Descr. of Asia Minor,

and Forbiger, Alt. Gcogr. Tho best maps are the English admiralty

charts, and those in Conze's work.

LESGHIANS, or Lesghis (from the Persian LeJcsi,

called Leki by thi Grusinians or Georgians, Armenians,

and Ossetians), a number of tribes in the Caucasus forming
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along with the Tclietclieuians (about 105,000) the East

Caucasus group, and spreading southward over the borders

of Daghestan, the country which they have occupied from

time immemorial, into the Transcaucasian circles Kuba,
Shemakha, Nukha, and Sakataly. They are mentioned as

A^X"' '^y Strabo and Plutarch along with, the TrjXai

(perhaps the modern Galgai, a Tchetchenian tribe), and their

name occurs with great frequency in the old chronicles of

the Georgians, whose territory was exposed to their raids

for centuries, until through the fall of Shamyl they were
brought under subjection to Russia. Moses of Chorene
mentions a battle in the reign of the Armenian King Baba
(370-377 A.D.), in which Shagir, king of the Lekians, was
slain. Among the Lesghians the chief place, both on

account of numbers and importance, is due to the Avars

(155,194) and the closely related Andians (35,511), to

whom may be attached the Dido (9074) and a number of

small tribes, confined to a few villages or even to one, and
speaking different though intimately connected languages.

The Avars, extending from the Sulak and the Kumyk
steppe right through Daghestan to the Alasan in the

Sakataly circle, were once the dominant people as their

language is still the dominant language of all this district.

Their neighbours the Kasimukhians (35,139), who call

themselves Lakians, have a language of their o'wu, and are

well known as traders not only through all Transcaucasia

but also in European Russia ; beside them a small fragment

of another race occupies the viUage Artchi (592 inhabitants)

in a separate mountain valley. Towards the Caspian Sea

the Lakians are bordered by the Darginians (88,045) and

the Tabassaranians (16,350), who in the matter of dialect

are strongly marked off from each other. To the north

and south of the basin of the Samur (which consequently

bears the native name Knlan-uaz or "middle river") lives

another of the leading tribes of Daghestan, the Kurinians

or Lesghians jmr excellence, who by themselves alone occupy

the circles of Kuri and Samur, as well as the greatest part

of Kuba, and parts of Shemakha, Nukha, &e. Their

language (investigated like other Caucasian tongues by

Baron Uslar) is there spoken by 130,873 individuals ; and

closely related to it apparently are the languages of

the neighbouring Agulians (5357), Rutulians (11,803),

Zakhurians (4501). According to the specimens collected

by Von Seidlitz in 1880 during a visit to their country, which

lies round the snowy peak of the Shakh Dagh in the Kuba
circle, the Djekians, Haputlians, and Krysians speak what

seem to be dialects of Kurinian ; but he cannot connect

with any other tongue the language spoken by the

peculiar-looking inhabftants of the neighbouring village of

Khinalugh (2196). The Udinians (9668) are another

Lesghian tribe, which, though at present it only occupies

a few villages in the Nukha circle, was formerly widely

distributed over the plain of the Kura, and may possibly

be the wretched remnant of the Albanians, mentioned by

Strabo and others as a people of similar importance with

the Grusinians and Armenians.

All these Lesghians are more or less tall, good-looking

and powerful, sometimes fair sometimes dark, bold,

enduring, and intelligent—in one word, excellent material

for the work of civilization as soon as their country is

opened up by roads and the railway just projected from

Vladikavkas by Petrovsk to Baku. Smith-work and

outlery are skilfully wrought among the Lesghians in

general ; the women weave excellent shawls (which vary in

style according to locality) ; and the felt cloaks of Andi are

known throughout the Caucasus.

See'Ton Seidlitz, " Etlmographie des Kauka§us," in Petermanu's

MiUKeilitngcn, 1880.

LESLEY, Joira (1527-1596), bishop of Ross, Scottish

historian aud statesman, wis born in 15.''7. _ His father

was Gavin Lesley, parson of Kingussie. He was educated «

at the university of Aberdeen, where ho took- the degree of
M.A. In 1538 he obtained a dispensation permitting him
to hold a benefice, notwithstanding his being a natural son,

and in June 1546 he was made an acolyte in the cathedral

church of Aberdeen, of which he was aftcrward|S appointed

a canon and prebendary. Ho also studied at Poitiers, at

To:jlouse, and at Paris, where he was made doctor of laws.

In 1558 he was appbinted official of Aberdeen, and in 155?
he was inducted into the parsonage and prebend of Oyne.
At the Reformation Lesley became a champion of the

Romish faith, and appeared on that side at the disputation

held in Edinburgh in 1561, when Knox was one of his

antagonists. ' He was one of the commissioners sent the

same year to bring over the young Queen JIary to take the

government of Scotland. He returned in her train, and
was appointed a privy councillor, and in 1564 one of the

senators of the, college of justice. Shortly afterwards he
was made abbot of Lindores, and in 1565 bishop of Ross.

He was one of the sixteen conynissioners appointed to

revise the laws of Scotland, and the volume of the Acts of

Parliament known as the Black Acts was, chiefly owing to

his care, printed in 1566.

The bishop was one of the most steadfast friends of

Queen Mary.i After the failure of the royal cause, and
whilst Mary was a captive in England, Lesley continued

to exert himself on her behalf. He was one of the com-

missioners at the conference at York in 1568. He
appeared as her ambassador at the court of Elizabeth to

complain of the injustice done to her, and when he found

he was not listened to he laid plans ifor the escape of the

queen. He also projected a marriage for her with the

duke of Norfolk, which ended in the execution of that

nobleman. For this he was put under the charge of the

bishop of Ely, and afterwards imprisoned in the Tower of

London. During his confinement he collected materials

for his history of Scotland, with which his name is now
chiefly known. In 1571 he presented the latter portion

of this work, written in his own vernacular tongue, to

Queen Mary to amuse her in her captivity. He also

wrote for her use his Pirn Consolaliones, and the queen

devoted some of the hours of her captivity to translating a

portion of it into French verse.

In 1 573 he was liberated from prison, but was banished

from England. For two years he attempted unsuccess-

fully to obtain the assistance of Continental firinces in

favour of Queen Mary. While at Rome in 1578 he pub-

lished Lis history I)e Origine, Morihis, et Rehus Gestis

Scotorum, the Latinity of which is held only second

to that of Buchanan. In 1579 he went to France,

and was made suffragan and vicar-gencral of the

archbishopric of Rouen by the Cardinal de Bourbon.

Whilst visiting his diocese, however, he was thrown into

prison, and had-to pay 3000 pistoles to prevent his being

given up to Elizabeth. During the remainder of the reign

of Henry III. he lived unmolested, but on the accession of

the Protestant Heury IV. he again fell into trouble. In

1590 he was thrown into prison, and had to purchase his

freedom at the same expense as before. In 1593 he was

made bishop of Cdutances in Normandy, and had licence

to hold the bishopric of Ross till he should obtain

peaceable possession of the former see.
' Being tired of life,

he retired at last to a monastery at Gurtenburg peaj

Brussels, where he died in 1596.

The works of Lesley are as follows -.—A defence of the Honour of

Marie Queue of Scotland, by EunMus DicxophUc, 8vo, London,

1569; A treatise concerning the defence of tlie honour of Mane
Qiieene of Scotland, made by Morgan Philippcs, bachelar ofdivinitie,

• An interesting account of his care of her during her illness at

Jedburgh is given in Proc. Roy. Soc. Ant. Scot., vol. xv- V- 210.
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8vo, Liege, 1570-71; Pte afiidi animi consolationes, ad Uariam

Scot. Reg., 8vo, Paris, 1574; Pro liberlate impetraiida Oralio, ad

Elizfibetham, 8vo, Paris, 1574; Dc erigine, moribus, et rebus gestis

Scotorum, libri decern, 4to, Kome, 1578 and 1675; Dejllustrmm

fceminarum in rcpublica administranda aidhoritatc libellus, 4to,

Rheims, 1580; Dc tituloeljv.re ilarix Scot. Reg., quo regni Anglis!

successiomm sibi juste vindicat, 4to, Rheims, 1580;'^ treatise

touching the right of Marie Queciie of ScUland, and of King James

her graces Sonne to IM sitccession of tlie croune of England, 8vo,

1584; Congratulaiio Alberto Archiduci Austria dc ejus advcntu ad

regimen provinciarum inferioris Germanix, 8vo, Brussels, 1596

;

The Bistory of Scotland from 1436 lo 1561, edited for the Banna-

tyne Club by Thomas Tiiomson from a MS. in the possession of

-the earl of Leven and Melville, 4to, Edinburgh, 1830. Several of

Lesley's works, of which the originals are very rare, will be found

reprinted in Anderson's Collections relating to the History cf Queen

Mary ; and in Jebb, De vita Marix Reg. Scotorum.

LESLIE, AxEXANDEE. See Leven, Eabl op.

LESLIE, or Lesley, Charles (1650-1722), a pro-

inin«nt nonjuror, famous as the author of A Short and

Easy Method loiih the Deists, was born in 1650 in Ireland,

-where his father, Dr John Leslie, was bishop of Raphoe

and subsequently of Clogher. His early education was

received at Inniskilling, Fermanagh, and in 1664 he was

admitted a fellow commoner in Trinity College, Dublin,

where he continued until he commenced master of arts.

On his father's death in 1671, removing to England, he

entered himself as a student of law at the Temple, but

soon afterwards turned his attention to theology, and took

orders in 1680. Seven years later he became chancellor

of the cathedral of Connor and a justice of the peace, and

tegan a long career of public controversy by responding in

public disputation at Monaghan to the challenge of the

Koman Catholic bishop of Clogher. Although an eager

and. uncompromisiug opponent of Roman Catholicism,

[Leslie was a firm supporter of the Stuart dynasty, and,

paving declined at the Revolution to take the oath to

jVVLlliam and Mary, he was on this account deprived of his

benefice. In 1689 the growing troubles in Ireland induced

him to withdraw to England, where he employed himself

for the next twenty years in writing various controversial

pamphlets in favour of the nonjuring cause, and in

numerous polemics against the Quakers, Jews, Sociuians,

and Papists, and especially in that against the Deists with

Which his name is now mast commonly associated. A
warrant having been issued against him in 1710 for his

pamphlet T/i£ Good Old Cause, or Lying in Truth, he in

that year resolved to quit England and to accept an offer

made by the Pretender (with whom he had previously been

in frequent correspondence) that he should reside with him

at Bar-le-duc. After the failure of the Stuart cause in

1715, Leslie accompanied his patron into Italy, where he

remained until 1721, in which year, having found his

sojourn amongst Roman Catholics extremely Unpleasant,

he sought and obtained permission to return to his native

country. He died at Glaslougb, Monaghan, on April 13,

1722.
The Theological Works of Leslie were collected and published by

himself in 2 vols, folio in 1721 ; a later edition, slightly enlarged,

appeared at Oxford in 1832 (7 vols. 8vo). They handle the con-

troverted points of which they treat with considerable force of

argument and vigour of style ; he had the somewhat rare distinction

of making several converts by his reasonings, and probably persons

might still be found who are prepared to concur in Dr Johnson's

dictum that " Leslie was a reasoner, and a reasoner who was not

to bo reasoned against." But the questions in dispute are no longer

discussed on the basis which seems to have been pretty unanimously

accepted by the orthodox theologians of that age. This is suffi-

ciently seen when the promise given in the title of his best-known

work is contrasted with the actual performance. The book pro-

fesses to be A Short and Easy Method with the Deists, wherein the

certainty of the Christian Religion is Demonstrated by Infallible

Proofffvm Four Rules, which arc iticompatible- to any imposture

that tver yet has been, or that can possibly be (1697). The four rules

which, according to Leslie, have only to be rigorously applied in

order to establish not the probability merely.but the absolute cer-

taiutT of the truth of Chiistiauity are simply these:—(.1) that the

matter of fact be such a& that men's outward .senses, their eyes and
ears, may be judges of it

; (2) that it be done publicly, in Uie face

of the world
; (3) that not only public monuments bo kept up in

memory of it, but some outward actions be performed; (4) that
such monuments and such actions or observances be instituted and
do commence from the time that the matter of fact was done.
Other publications of Leslie are The Snake in the Grass (1696),
against the Quakers ; A Short Method with the Jews (1689) ; The
Soci7iian Controversy Discussed (1697); The True Notion of the

Catholic Church (1703); and The Case Stated bctwcm the Church oj

Rome and (lie Church of England (1713).

LESLIE, Chaeles Robert (1794-1859), one of the

most popular of English genre-painters, was born in

London on the 19th of October 1794. His parents were
American, and when he was five years of age he returned

with them to their native country. They settled '5u

Philadelphia, where their son was educated and afterwards

apprenticed to a bookseller. He was, however, mainly
interested in painting and the drama, and when George
Frederick Cooke visited the city he executed a portrait of

the actor, from recollection of him on the stage, which was
considered a work of such promise that a fund was raised

to enable the young artist to study in Europe. " He left

for London in 1811, bearing introductions which procured

for him the friendship of,West, Beechey, Allston, Coleridge,

and Washington Irving, and was admitted as a student of

the Royal Academy, where he carried off two silver medals.

At first, influenced by West and Fuseli, he essayed " high

art," and his earliest important subject depicted Saul and

the Witch of Endor ; but he soon discovered his true

aptitude and became a painter of cabinet-pictures, deaUng,

not like those of Wilkie, with the contemporary life that

surrounded him, but with scenes from the great masters of

fiction, from Shakespeare and Cervantes, Addison and

Molifere, Swift, Sterne, Fielding, and Smollett. Of

individual paintings we may specify Sir Roger de Coverley

going to Church, 1819 ; May-day in the Time of Queen

Elizabeth, 1821; Sancho Panza and the Duche.ss, 1824;

Uncle Toby and the Widow Wadman, 1831 ; La Malade

Imarjinaire, act iii. sc. 6, 1843; and the Duke's Chaplaiti

Enraged leaving the Table, from Don Quixote, 1819.

Many of his more important subjects exist in varying

replicas. He possessed a sympathetic imagination, whieli

enabled Him to enter freely into the spirit of the author

whom he illustrated, a delicate perception for female

beauty, an unfailing eye for character and its outward

manifestation in face and figure, and a genial and sunny

sense of humour, guided by an instinctive refinement which

prevented it from overstepping the bounds of good taste.

In 1821 Leslie was elected A.R.A., and five years later full

academician. In 1833 he left for America to become

teacher of drawing in the military academy at West Point,

but the post proved an irksome one, and in some six

months he returned to England, where he practised his

profession with unfailing assiduity till his death on the

5th of May 1859.

In addition to his skill as an artist, Leslie was a ready and

pleasant writer. His Life of hia friend Constable, the landscape

painter, appeared in 1845, and his Handbook for Young Painters, a

volume embodying the substance of his lectures as professor of

painting to the Royal Academy, in 1845. In 1860 Tom Taylor

edited his Autobiography and Letters, which contain interesting

reminiscences of his distinguished friends and contemporaries.

LESLIE, Sir John (1766-1832), geometrician and

physicist, was born of humble parentage at Largo, Fifeshire,

on April 16, 1766, received his early education there and

at Leven, and in Ws thirteenth year, encouraged by

friends who had even then remarked his aptitude for

mathematical and physical science, entered the university

of St Andrews. Oi the completion of his arts course, he

nominally studied divinity at Edinburgh until 1787; in

1788-89 he spent rather more than a year as private tutor

in a Virginian famil/, and from 1790 till the close of
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1792 he held a similar appointment in Staffordshire,

employing his spare time in experimental research and in

preparing a translation of Buffoa's Natural^ Hislori/ of
Birds, which was published in nine 8vo vols, in 1793, and
brought him some money. For the next twelve years

(passed chiefly in London or at Largo, with an occasional

visit to the Continent) he continued his physical studies,

which resulted in numerous papers contributed by him to

Nicholson's Philosophical Journal, and in the publication

(1804) of the Experimental Inquiry into the Nature and
Propagation of Heat, a work which gained for its author

the Rumford Medal of the Royal Society of London. In

1805 he was elected to succeed Playfair in the chair of

mathematics at Edinburgh, not, however, without violent

though unsuccessful opposition on the part of a narrow-

minded clerical party who accused him of heresy in some-

thing he had said as to the " unsophisticated notions of

mankind" about the relation of cause and effect. During
tis tenure of this chair he published two volume? of a
Course of Mathematics—the first, entitled Elements of
Geometry, Geometrical Analysis, and Plane Trigonometry,

in 1809, and the second, Geotnetrical Analysis, and Geo-

metry of Curve Lines, in 1821 ; the third volume, on
" Descriptive Geometry " and the " Theory of Solids " was
never completed. With reference to his invention (in

1810) of a process of artificial congelation, he published

in 1813 A Short Account of Experiments and Instruments

depending on the relations of Air to Heat and 3Ioisture

;

and in close connexion with the subject of this treatise he
also wrote a paper on the asthrioscope, which appeared in

1818 in the Tra/isactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.

In 1819, on the death of Playfair, he was promoted to the

more congenial chair of natural philosophy, which he con-

tinued to hold until his death, and in 1823 he published,

chiefly for the use of his class, the first volume of his

neVer-completed Elements of Natural Philosophy. Leslie's

main contributions to physics were made by the hJp of

the "differential thermometer," an instrument whose inven-

tion was contested with him by Count Rumford. By
adapting to this instrument various ingenious devices he
was enabled to employ it in a great variety of investiga-

tions, connected especially with photometry, hygroscopy,

and the temperature of space. In 1820 he had been

elected a corresponding member of the Royal Institute of

France, the only distinction of the kind which he valued,

and early in 1832 he was, on the recommendation of Lord
Chancellor Brougham, created a knight of the Guelphic

order. He died at Coates, a small property whicii he had
acquired near Largo, on November 3 of the same year.

LESLIE, Thomas Edwaed Cliffe (1827-1882), one of

the ablest and most original English economists of the

present century, was born in the county of Wexford in (as

is believed) th? year 1827. He was the second son of the

Rev. Edward Leslie, prebendary of Dromore, aid rector of

Annahilt, in the county of Down. His family was of

Scotch descent, but had been connected with Ireland since

the reign .of Charles I. Amongst his ancestors were that

accomplished and energetic prelate, John Leslie, bishop

first, of Eaphoe and afterwards of Clogher, who, when
holding the former see, offered so stubborn a resistance to

the Cromwellian forces, and the bishop's son Charles, the

well-known nonjuror. Cliffe Leslie received his elementary

education from hjs father, who resided in England, though
holding church preferment as well as possessing some
landed property in Ireland ; by him he was taught Latin,

Greek, and Hebrew, at an unusually early age; he was
afterwards for a short time under the care of a clergyman
at Clapham, and was then sent to King William's College,

in the Isle of Man, where he remained untO, in 1842, being

then onlv fifteen years of age, he entered 'Trinity College,

Dublin. He was a distinguished student there, obtaiuingv

besides other honours, a classical scholarship in 1845, and
a senior moderatorship (gold medal) in mental and moral
philosophy at his degree examination in 1846. He became
a law student at Lincoln's Inn, was for two years a pupil in
a conveyancer's chambers in London, and was called to
the English bar. But his attention was soon turned from
the pursuit of legal practice, for which he seems never to
have had much inclination, by his appointment, in 1853,
to the professorship of jurisprudence and political economy
in Queen's College, Belfast. The duties of this chair

requiring only short visits to Ireland in certain terms
of each year, he continued to reside and prosecute his

studies in London, and became a frequent writer oa
economic and social questions in the principal reviews and
other periodicals. In 1870 he collected a number of his

essays, adding several new ones, into a volume entitled

Land Systems and Industrial Economy of Ireland, England^
and Continental Countries. J. S. Mill gave a full account
of the contents of this work in a. paper iu the Fortnightly

Peview, in which he pronounced Leslie to be " one of the
best living writers on applied political economy." Mill
had sought his acquaintance on reading his first article ia
llacmillan's Magazine ; he admired his talents and took
pleasure in his society, and treated him with a respect and
kindness which Leslie always gratefully acknowledged.

In the frequent visits which Leslie made to the Con-
tinent, especially to Belgium and some of the less-knowta

districts of France and Germany, ho occupied himself muck
iu economic and social observation, studying the effects of
the institutions and system of life which prevailed in each
region, on the material and moral condition of its inhabi-

tants. In this vay he gained an extensive and accurate

acquaintance with Continental rural economy, of which he
made excellent use in studying parallel phenomena at
home. The accounts he gave of the results of his observa-

tions were among his happiest efforts; "no one," said Mill,
" was able to write narratives of foreign visits at once bo
instructive and so interesting." In these excursions he
made the acquaintance of several distinguished persons,

amongst others of M. L^once de Lavergne and M. Emile
de Laveleye. To the memory of the former of these he
afterwards paid a graceful tribute in a biographical sketch
{Fortnightly Review, February 1881) ; and to the close of
his life there existed between him and M. de Laveleye rela-

tions of mutual esteem and cordial intimacy.

Two essays of Leslie's appeared in volumes publishecS

under the auspices of the Cobden Club, one on the " Land
System of Franco" (2d ed,, 1870), containing an earnest

defence of la petite culture and still more of la petite

propriHe; the other on "Financial Reform" (1871), in

which he exhibited in detail the impediments to production

and commerce arising from indirect taxation. Many other

articles were contributed by him to reviews between 1875
and 1879, including several discussions of the history of

prices and the movements o' wages in Europe, and a sketch

of life in Auvergne in his best manner ; the most important

of them, however, related to the pjiilosophical method of

political economy, notably a memorable one which appeared

in the Dublin University periodical, Hermathena. In 1879
the provost and senior fellows of Trinity College published

for him a volume in which a number of these articles were
collected under the title of Essays in Political and Moral
Philosophy. These and some later essays, which ought one

day to be united with them, together with the earlier

volume on Land Systems, form the essential contributioH

of Leslie to our economic literatnra He had long con-

templated, and had in part written, a work on English

economic and legal history, which would have been his

Tna^um ojms—a more substantial fruit of his genius and
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Lis labours than aLything ho Las left to us. But tLe ilS.

of this treatise, after much pains had already been spent

on it, was unaccountably lost at Nancy in 1872 ; and,

though he hoped to be able speedily to I'eproduce the

anissing portion and finish the work, it is feared that but a

email part of it, if any, has been left in a state fit for

publication. What the nature of it would have been may
be gathered from an essay on the " History and Future of

Profit'' in the Fortnightly Eeview for November 1881,

which is believed to have been iu substance an extract

from it.

That he was able to do so much may well be a subject of

VTonder when it is known that his labours had long been

impeded bj a painful and depressing malady, from which

he suffered severely at intervals, whilst he never felt secure

from its recurring attacka To this disease he in the end

succumbed at Belfast, whither ho had gone to discharge

Ids professorial duties, on the 27th of January 1882, in

the fifty-fifth year of his age.

Leslie's work may be distributed under two heads, that of applied

political economy, and that of discussion on the philosophical

method of the science. The Land Systems belonged principally to

the former division. Tho author perceired the great and growing
importance for the social welfare of both Ireland and England of

what is called "the land question," and treated it in this volume
at once with breadth of view and with a rich variety of illustrative

detail. His general purpose was to show that the territorial

systems of both countries were so encumbered with elements of feudal

origin as to be altogether unfitted to serve the purposes of a modern
industrial society. The policy he recommended is summed up in

the following list of requirements, "a simple jurisprudence relating

to land, a law of equal intestate succession, a prolubitioa of entail,

a legal security for tenants' improvements, an open registration of

title and transfer, and a considerable number of peasant properties.

"

The volume is full of practical good sense, and exhibits a thorough

iuowledge of home and foreign agricultural economy ; and in the

iandling of the sulyegt is everywhere shown tho special power
Avhich its author possessed of making what he wrote interesting as

xvell as instructive. The way in which sagacious observation and
slirewd comment are constantly Intermingled in the discussion not

seldom reminds us of Adam Smith, whose manner was more con-

genial to Leslie than the abstract and arid style of Ricardo.

But what, more than anything else, marks him as an original

thinker, and gives him a place apart among contemporary econo-

mists, is his exposition and defence of the historical method in

jpolitical economy. Both, at home and abroad there has for some
time existed a profound and growing dissatisfaction with the method
and many of the doctrines of tho hitherto dominant school, which,

it is alleged, under a '' fictitious completeness, symmetry, and exact-

ness " disguises a real hoUowness and discordance with fact. It is

nrged that the attempt to deduce the economic phenomena of a

society from the so-called imivorsal principle of 'Hhe desire of

wealth." is illusory, and that they cannot be fruitfully studied apart

from the general social conditions and historic development ofwhich
they are the outcome. Of this movement of thought Leslie was
the principal representative, if not the originator, in England.

There is no doubt, for he has himself placed it on record, that the

first influence which impelled him in the direction of the historical

method was that of Sir Henry Maine, by whose personal teaching

of jurisprudence, as well as by the example of his writings, he was
led " to look at the present economio structure and state of society

as the result of a long evolution." The study of those German
economists who represent similar tendencies doubtless confirmed

liim in the new line of thought on which he had entered, though he

does not seem to have been further indebted to any of them except,

perhaps, in some small deg««'i trj Hoscher. And tho writings of

C'omte, whose " prodigious genius," as exhibited in the Philosophic

JPositive, he admired and proc!'»imed, though he did not accept his

system as a whole, must have powerf«lly co-operated to form in him
the habit of regarding economic science as only a single brapch of

sociology, which should always be kept in close relation to the others.

The earliest writing in which Leslie's revolt against the so-called
" orthodox school " distinctly appears is his Essay on Wages, which
was first published in 1868, and was reproduced as an appendix to

the volume on Zand Tenures. In this, after exposing the inanity

of the theory of the wage-fund, and showing the utter want of agree-

ment between its results and the observed phenomena, he concludes

by declaring that "political economy must be content to take rank

as an inductive, instead of a purely deductive science," and that, by
this change of character, " it will gain in utility, interest, and real

trcth far more than a full compensation for thB forfeiture of a

fictitious title to mathematical exactness and certainty." But it is

in tho essays collected in the volume of 1879 that his attitude in
relation to the question of method is most decisively marked. Iu
one of these, on "the political economy of Adam Smith," "le

exhibits in a very^jteresting way the co-existence in the IVealth oj

Nations of historical-inductivo investigation in the manner sf
Montesquieu with a priori speculation founded on theologico-

metaphysical bases, and points out the error of ignoring the former
element, which is the really characteristic feature of Smith's social

philosophy, and places him in strong contrast with his soi-disant

followers of the school of Ricardo. The essay, however, which con-
tains the most brilliant polemic against the "orthodox" school, as

well as the most luminous account and tho most powerful vindica-
tion jf the new direction, was that of which we have above spoken
as having first appeared in Hermaihena. It may he recommended
as supplying the best extant presentation of one of the two con-
tending views of economio method. On this essay mainly rests the
claim of Leslie to be regarded as tho founder and first head of the
English historical school of political economy. How far his opinions
on the philosophical constitution of the science are destined to pre-

vail must for the present remain doubtful. Those who share his

views on that subject regard the work he did, notwithstanding its

unsystematic character, as in reality the most important done by
any recent English economist. But even the wannest partisans of

the older school are ready to acknowledge that he has done excel-

lent service by insisting on a kind of inquiry, heretofore too much
neglected, which is of the highest interest and value, in whatever
relation it may be supposed to stand to the establishment of eco-

nomic truth. The members of both groups alike recognize his great

learning, his patient and conscientious habits of investigation,

and the large social spuit in which he treated the problems of his

science. (J. K. I.)

LESSING, GoTTHOUD Epheaim (1729-1781), was born

at Kamenz, in Upper Lusatia, Saxony, on the 22d of

January 1729. He was descended from Clemens Lessing,

a Saxon clergyman, whose name is found attached to an
ecclesiastical document of 1580. .Lessing's father, Johann
Gottfried, born in 1693, was the son of Theophilus Lessing,

the burgomaster of Kamenz, who died at the age of eighty-

nine, when Lessing was between six and seven years old.

At the time of Lessing's birth his father was one of the

clergymen of Kamenz, where, a few years afterwards, he

became pastor primarius, or head pastor. He was a man
of high character, rather irascible, bat earnest in tho

fulfilment of his pastoral duties, and universally beloved

for his kindness to the poor. Throughout life he continued

tho studies in theology and church history which he. had

successfully begun at tbe university of Wittenberg, and

he made some reputation a£ an original writer and as a

translator of Tillotson. Of the Frau Fastorin we do not

know much except that she was a faithful and affectionate

wife and mother. They had twelve children, of whom
Lessing was the second who survived infancy, He seems

to have been an exceedingly happy child, healthy and

plajrful, and already rejnarkable for his fondness for read-

ing. After attending the Latin school of Kamenz, he was
sent in 1711 to the great school of St Afra at Meissen,

where he was maintained free of charge. Here Lp made

such rapid progress in classical and mathematical study

that, towards the end of his career as a pupil, he was

described by the rector as <' a steed (hat needed double

fodder." Work which was oppressive to others, added the

rector, was to Lessing "as light as a feather." He had

the reputation of being one of the most sarcastic, bat at

the same time one of the most loyal and generous, boys in

the school. In 1746 he left St Afra's and went to the

university of Leipsic, nominally for the purpose of studying

theology. To theology, however, he did not giVe the

slightest attention. Under Professors Christ and Ernesti

he continued his classical studies, and he also attended the

philosophical disputations presided over by his friend

Kiistner, a young professor of mathematics. For some

time Lessing was shy and retired amid his new surround-

ings, but being of an eminently social disposition he soon

became tired of this kind of life, and began to form friends

among his feUow:students, and strove to acqnire the

manners of a free and polished man of the world- Hia
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principal friend was Weisse, who afterwards attained a
respectable position as a man of letters. He also became
intimate with Mylius, who was considerably older than
himself, and had made a certain mark as a literary and
scientific writer. There was at this time in Leipsic an
excellent actress, Frau Neuber, who had gathered around
her a number of respectable players, and Lessing, in

company with Weisse, was one of the most regular

attenders at her theatre. At St Afra's he had begun a
comedy, D^ Junge Gelefirte, and this he now completed.

Frau Neuber immediately accepted it, and it was received

with much favour by the public of Leipsic.

Alarmed by reports of what was supposed to be his

dissolute life, the elder Lessing summoned him to Kamenz,
where he remained for some months. He soon succeeded

in overcoming the fears of his parents, who allowed him to

return to Leipsic on condition that he would devote himself

to the study of medicine. Some medical lectures he did

attend ; but his ambition was to become a great dramatist,

and as long as Frau Neuber's company kept together he
occupied himself almost exclusively witli the theatre, being

frequently present at rehearsal during the day as well as

at the performance in the evening.

In 1748 the company broke up, and Lessing, finding

nothing to interest him in Leipsic, went to Wittenberg,

and afterwards, towards the end of the year, to Berlin,

where his friend Mylius had established himself as a
jonrnalist and man of science. In Berlin Lessing now
spent three years, maintaining himself chieSy by literary

work. He translated two volumes of EoUin's history,

wrote some of the best of his early plays, and, in association

with Mylius, started a periodical (which soon came to an

end) for the discussion of matters connected with the

drama. Early in 1751 he accepted the office of literary

critic to the Voss Gazette, and in tliis position he reviewed

some of the most important German and French books of

the day, manifesting already to some extent the learning,

judgment, and wit which were to make him the greatest

critic of modern times. His father had been bitterly

opposed to his scheme of life, and in 1751 urged him to

complete his studies at the university of Wittenberg.

Feeling the need of further thought and research, Lessing

at last consented, and at the close of the year left Berlin.

It is worthy of note that be had been brought into slight

contact with Voltaire, for whom he had translated some
documents relating to the Hirsch trial. Voltaire's secretary

having lent him a volume of the Siecle de Lonis XIV.,
which had not yet been published, he took it with him to

Wittenberg. This came to the ears of Voltaire, who
assumed that Lessing intended to print either a pirated

edition or an unauthorized translation. The affair led to

an angry correspondence, and was a subject of much talk

in Berlin.

Lessing remained about a year in Wittenberg, where he
passed most of his time in the university library, every

volume in which, he afterwards declared, had passed

through his hands. Having taken the degree of master of

arts, he returned to Berlin, determined to make literature

his profession ; and the next three years were among the

busiest of liis life. Besides translating for the booksellers,

he issued several numbers of the Theatralisc/t£ Bibliottuk,

a periodical essentially the same as that which he had begun
with Mylius. He also resumed his labours as critic to the

Yoss Gazette. For many years the most influential writer

in Germany had been Gottsched, the Leipsic professor,

who continually proclaimed the necessity of rigid adherence,

in the drama and in poetry, to French rules. In his

articles for the Voss Gazette, Lessing made it his principal

object to ridicule the pretensions of Gottsched and his

school, and in a short time there was no writer of whom

they were so much afraid. In 1754 he produced a deep
impression by ^tre Vade Meciim fiir den Eerrn Sam. Gottlu
Langt, in which he exposed with bitter satire Lange's
errors in his popular translation of Horace. During these
three years Lessing took a definite- position in contemporary
literature by issuing, in six small volumes, those of his
writings which he considered worthy of preservation.
They included his lyrics and epigrams, some of the latter
being in German, others in Latin. Most of his lyrica were
written in Leipsic, and had already appeared, during his
first residence in Berlin, in a volume of Kleiuigkeiten,
published without his name. Although they do not, like

Goethe's lyrics, touch deep sources of natural feeling, they
have the merit of being bright, gay, and musical, and some
of them are still sung by German students. The epigrams,
many of which were produced in Wittenberg, are in the
style of Martial, and give evidence, like Lessing's critical

writings, of a keen and biting humour. Among his

collected writings there was also a remarkable series of

Letters, in which, for the first time in German literature,

some of the results of extensive learning were presented
in a free and vivid style. Even more important, perhaps,
were the papers entitled Rettungen, in which he undertook
to vindicate the character of various writers who had been
misunderstood by preceding generations. One of the best
of these Rettungen is on Horace, whom he defends against
the critics who charge him with sensuality and cowardice.

In another, almost equally good, he shows that Cardan,
instead of being an atheist, did full justice to the evidences

for Christianity, as they were understood in his time,

while he did rather less than justice to other religions.

This essay contains a powerful argument in favour of

Mohammedanism, developed from the point of view of an
intelligent believer in the Prophet. In addition to these

varied contents, Lessing published in the six volumes of

his Schrift'M his early plays and Miss Sara Sampson.
Of the former the chief are Ber Junge Gelekrte, already

mentioned, Der Freidenher, Die Juden, and Der Misogyn.

Although superior to any other German comedies produced

at the same time, they cannot be said to reveal a high

dramatic faculty. In the arrangement of his plots and the

balancing of his characters, Lessing follows closely the

methods of contemporary French comedy, and in the

dialogue there is often a too obvious straining after effect.

Miss Sara Sampson, written in 1755, marks a wholly

different stage of his development. It has many faults

both in conception and in execution, but it exercised a

powerful influence by indicating to the dramatists of

Germany that materials for tragedy are to be found in the

experiences of ordinary men and women as well as in those

of " the great." Lessing attributed much importance to

this principle, which had been suggested to him chiefly by

the study of Richardson, whose Clarissa is almost exactly

reproduced in the heroine of Miss Sara Sampson.

This tragedy, when represented in Frankfort-on-the-Oder,

was received with so much applause that he resolved to

devote himself to the drama; and in fulfilment of his

design he suddenly quitted Berlin in October 1755, and

went to Leipsic, where a good theatre had been lately

established. During his second residence in Berlin he had

made bia name widely known, and he had secured several

friends, whose affection he retained during the rest of

his life. The chief of these was Moses Mendelssohn, in

association with whom, in 1765, he wrote an admirable

treatise, Pope ein Metaphysiker, tracing sharply the lines

which separate the poet from the philosopher. The Berlin

Academy of Sciences had offered a prize for the best essay

on Pope's doctrine that " Whatever is, is right," as com-

pared with the optimism of Leibnitz. The treatise of thg

two friends was written to show that there cannot be a
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true comparison between a poetic and a philosophic con-

ception and they threw much light on the aims both of

Leibnitz and of Pope. Other Berlin friends of Lessing

were Nicolai, the bookseller, and Eamler, the author of

many well-known odes. He had also made the acquaint-

ance of Gleim, the Halberstadt poet, and Ewald Christian

von Kleist, a Prussian officer, whose fine poem, Der
Fruhling, had won for him Lessing's warm esteem.

In Leipsic, Lessing was asked by Winkler, a wealthy

young merchant, to accompany him in a foreign tour,

which was to last three years. As he offered liberal terms,

Lessing consented; and early in the summer of 1756 they

started for England. They did not, however, get beyond
Amsterdam, for after the outbreak of the Seven Years' War
they heard that Winkler's house was occupied by the

Prussian commandant ; and he deemed it necessary to

hasten back. After some time Winkler was offended

by Lessing'g, intimacy with certain Prussian officers, and
suddenly announced to him that he must consider their

engagement at an end. Lessing demanded compensation,

and in the end the courts decided in his favour, but not

until the case had dragged on for about six years. In the

meantime it detained him in Leipsic, and, as there was
little opportunity for earning money by literature in a city

occupied by foreign troops, he went through a period of

extreme hardship. During these anxious months he began

the study of mediaeval poetry, in which some interest had
been awakened by the Swiss school of critics ; he also

translated several English writings, and worked occasion-

ally for the BibliotheJt, a periodical edited by Nicolai.

Fortunately he had an opportunity of developing his

friendship with Kleist, who happened to be stationed

in Leipsic, Kleist, a man of truly heroic temper, with

the simplicity of a child, was powerfully attracted by
Lessing's fiank and noble nature, and Lessing loved him
with an ardour which was excited by no other friend, not

even by Mendelssohn. Kleist's regiment being ordered

to new quarters early in 1758, Lessing decided not to

remain behind him, and, saying farewell to his friend

(who was mortally wounded in the following year at the

battle of Kunersdorf), he returned once more to Berlin.

His third residence in Berlin was made memorable by
the Literaturhriefe, a series, of critical essays (written in

the form of letters to a wounded officer) on the principal

works that had appeared since the beginning of the Seven
Years' War. The scheme was suggested by Nicolai, by
whom the Letters were published. Those written by
Lessing manifested far higher intellectual power than
anything he had yet accomplished. The critical principles

set forth in the Literaturlriefe are now universally

recognized, but they were then new, and even at the

present day they seem to derive fresh vitality from the

force, precision, and animation with which he expresses

them. He insisted especially on the necessity of truth to

nature in the imaginative presentation of the facts of life,

and in one letter he boldly proclaimed the superiority of

Shakespeare to Corneille, Racine, and Voltaire. At the

same time he marked the immutable conditions to which
even genius must submit in order to move enduring
sympathies. While in Berlin at this time, he edited with
Kamler a selection from the writings of Logau, a vigorous

epigrammatist of the 17th century, and introduced to the

German public The War Songs of a Grenadier, by Gleim.

He admired the vigour of these songs, but in several

private letters protested against the vehemence of the

author's patriotism—patriotism being a virtue which, he
thought, he "could do very well without" In 1759 he
published Philotas, a prose tragedy ; and in the same year

appeared a complete collection of his fables, with an essay

on the essential idea of the fable. The htter is one of his

best essays in criticism, defining with perfect lucidity what
is meant by " the action " in works of imagination, and
distinguishing the action of the fable on the one hand from
that of the epic and the drama on the other. His theory
prevented him from lending poetic interest to his own
fables, but they surpass the works of aU other German
fabulists in the depth and variety of the moral truths which
they are intended to enforce.

In 1760, weary of incessant writing, and feeling that

change of scene and work was necessary for his health,

Lessing went to Breslau to apply for the post of secretary

to General Tauentzien, to whom Kleist had introduced him
in Leipsic. Tauentzien was not only a general in the

Prussian army, but governor of Breslau, and director of the

mint. He willingly granted the vacant office to Lessing,

who retained it for more than four years. He thus found
himself in circumstances wholly different from those to

which he had been hitherto accustomed. He associated

chiefly with Prussian officers, went much into society, and
became passionately fond of the gaming table, where he
played for such high stakes that even General Tauentzien

expostulated with him. While, however, he seemed to be
wasting his energies, he never lost sight of his true goal.

He gradually collected a library of about 6000 volumes
(which he was ultimately obliged to sell) ; and after the

conclusion of the Seven Years' War in 1763 he resumed
more enthusiastically than ever the studies which had been

partly interrupted. In investigating the early history- of

Christianity, he obtained a profound knowledge of the

fathers; and a remarkable letter to Mendelssohn shows
that he had penetrated more deeply than any con-

temporary thinker into the significance of the philosophy

of Spinoza, In 176i he was prostrated by a severe illness,

during which he reviewed, in a rather sorrowful spirit,

his past life, and formed many serious resolutions for

the future. Before this time he had worked hard at

Laocoon, and in fresh spring mornings he had sketched in

a garden the plan of Minna von Barnhelm. His parents

were DOW in exceedingly straitened circumstances, and often

afjpealed to him for aid. He responded generously to their

demands, but they greatly overrated his power to help

them, as they assumed that he intended to remain

permanently in General Tauentzien's service. In reality,

he had always regarded the engagement as a temporary

one, and in 1765 he resigned his office, and left Breslau.

It seemed not improbable that he might find a suitable

appointment in Dresden, but he was again compelled, much
against his will, to become a resident of Berlin, whither

he went' after a brief visit to Kamenz and Leipsic. His

friends exerted themselves to obtain for him the office of

keeper of the royal library, but Frederick had not forgotten

Lessing's quarrel with Voltaire, and declined to consider

his claims, although, about the time when Lessing went to

Breslau, he had confirmed his election as a foreign member
of the Berlin Academy of Sciences. During the two years

which Lessing now spent in the Prussian capital he was
restless and unhappy, yet it was during this period that he

published two of his greatest works

—

Laocoon in 1766, and

Minna von Barnhelm in 1767. Laocoon ranks as a classic

not only in German but in European literature, and its

style alone, which is as near perfection as anything Lessing

ever wrote, would almost entitle Tt to this position. His
central aim is to define by analysis the limitations of poetry

and the plastic arts. Many of his conclusions have been

corrected and extended by later criticism ; but he indicated

more decisively than any of his predecessors the fruitful

principle that each art is subject to definite conditions, and
that it can accomplish great results only by limiting itself

to its special function. The most valuable parts of the

work are those which relate to poetry, of which he had a
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much more intimate knowledge than of sculpture and
painting. His exposition of the methods of Homer and
Sophocles is especially suggestive, and he may bo said to

have marked an epoch in the appreciation of these writers,

and of Greek literature generally. Ho invariably starts

from the consideration of doctrines set forth by other

scholars (chiefly Winkelmann, Caylus, and Spence) ; but

he is never satisfied until he arrives at positive principles,

and he leads us towards them gradually by the paths ho
himself has trodden, glancing at many side issues by the

way. He was unable in later years to complete his scheme,

but even in its fragmentiry form, as Goethe testifies in

Wahrheit viid Dkhtung, Laocoon was welcomed with

gratitude by the most active minds of the age. The power

of Minna von Barnkelm was also immediately recognized.

This is, on the whole, the best of liessing's purely dramatic

writings. The hero, Telllieim, is an admirable study of a

manly and sensitive soldier, with somewhat exaggerated

ideas of conventional honour ; and Jlinna, the heroine, is

one of the brightest and most attractive figures in the

dramatic literature of Germany. The subordinate characters

are conceived with the same force and vividness ; and the

plot, which reflects precisely the struggles and aspirations

of the period that immediately followed the Seven Years'

War, is simply and naturally unfolded. This beautiful play

is valued by the Germans, not only as a work of art, but as

one of the earliest and most striking manifestations of the

growing spirit of German nationality.

In 1767 Lessing settled in Hamburg, where he had been

invited to take part in the institution of a national theatre.

The scheme promised well, and, as he associated himself

with Bode, a literary man whom he respected, in starting

a printing establishment, he hoped that he might at last

look forward to a peaceful and prosperous career. The
theatre, however, being mismanaged, was soon closed,

while the printing establishment failed, and left behind it

a heavy burden of debt. Many of Lessing's letters from

Hamburg breathe almost a spirit of despair, and towards the

end of his residence there he determined to quit Germany,

believing that in Italy ho might find congenial labour that

would suffice for his wants. Even in Hamburg he made
splendid contributions to enduring literature, the chief

being his Jlambiirgische Dramaturgie. It consists of

criticisms of some of the plays represented in the Hamburg
theatre ; but in these criticisms he offers a complete theory

of the laws of dramatic art. In the main his theory is that

of Aristotle, but it is maintained on independent grounds

ond applied in new ways. By this powerful work he

delivered German dramatists for ever from the yoke of the

classic tragedy of France, and directed them to the Greek

dramatists and to Shakespeare as the poets who have

opened most truly the fountains of tragic feeling. Another

result of his labours in Hamburg was the Aniiquarische

Briefe, a series of masterly letters in answer to Klotz, a

pedantic writer who, after flattering Lessing, had attacked

him, and sought to establish a kind of intellectual despotism

by means of critical journals which he directly or indirectly

controlled. ,In connexion with this controversy, Lessing

wrote his brilliant little treatise, Wie die Alten den Tod
gebikkt, contrasting the mediaeval representation of death

as a skeleton with the Greek conception of death as the

twin-brother of sleep.

Instead of going to Italy as he intended, Lessing

accepted, in 1770, the oflace of librarian at 'Wolfenbiittcl,

a post which was offered to him by the hereditary prince

of Brunswick. In this position he passed his remaining

years. For a time he was not unhappy, but by and by he

was rendered miserable by his inability to pay the debts

which he had contracted in Hamburg. He missed, too,

the society of bis friends, and his health, which had

hltnerto been excellent, gradually gave way. In 1775 he
travelled for nine months in Italy with Prince Leopold of

Brunswick ; and in the following year he married Eva
Konig, the widow of a Hamburg merchant, with whom he
had been on terras of intimate friendship. She was in

every way worthy of Lessing, and their correspondence
during his lonely years in "Wolfenbiittcl forms one of the
most attractive elements of his biography. Their happiness
in each other was perfect, but it lasted only for a brief

period; in 1778 she died in childbed. After her death

Lessing found one of his chief sources of consolation in the

love of his four step-children, to whom he was tenderly

attached.

Meanwhile he had extended his fame by several import-

ant writings. Soon after settling in Wolfenbiittel he

found in the library an ancient manuscript, which proved

to be a treatise of Berengarius of Tours on transubstantia-

tion in reply to Lanfranc. Lessing was thus induced to

write an essay on Berengarius, vindicating his character as

a serious and consistent thinker. The essay was much
admired by the leading theologians of Germany, and it

is, on the whole, the ablest and most interesting of his

Eeitimgen. In 1771 he published his Zcrslreute Anmerk-

nngen iiber das Epigramm, tind einige der vornchmsieu

Epigrammatisten—a work which Herder described as

"itself an epigram." Lessing's theory of the origin of the

epigram is somewhat fanciful, but no other critic has

offered so many pregnant hints as to the laws of epigram-

matic verse, or defended with so much force and ingenuity

the character of Martial. In 1772 lovers of the drama

were delighted by the appearance of Emilia GalolH, a

tragedy which he had begun many years before in Leipsic.

The subject was suggested by the Roman legend of

Virginia, but the scene is laid in an Italian court, and the

whole play is conceived in accordance with the modern

spirit. Its defect is that its tragic conclusion does not

seem to be absolutely inevitable, but there is high

imaginative power in the character of the prince of

Guastalla and in that of Marlnelli, liis chamberlain, who

weaves the intrigue from which Emilia escapes by death.

The diction of Emilia GaloUi is at once refined and

vigorous, and there are scenes in which some of the deepest

passions of human nature are sounded with perfect art.

Having completed Emilia Galotti, Lessing occupied him-

self for some years almost exclusively with the treasures

of the Wolfenbuttel library. The results of his researches

(some of them of high value) he embodied in a series of

volumes, Zur Geschichte wid LilefaUir, the first being issued

in 1773, the last in the year of his death.

The concluding period of Lessing's life was devoted

chiefly to theological controversy. Keimarus, professor of

Oriental languages in Hamburg, who commanded general

respect as a scholar and thinker, wrote a book entitled

Apologie oder SchuUsehrifi fiir die vernunftigen Yeiehrer

Gotles. The standpoint of Reimarus was that of the

English deists, and he investigated, without hesitation, the

evidence for the miracles recorded in the Bible. The

manuscript of this work, after the author's death in 1767,

was entrusted by his daughter, Elise Reimarus, to Lessing,

who published extracts from it in his Zw GeschiclUe mid

Literatur, in 1774-78. These extracts, the authorship of

which was not publicly avowed, were known as the

" Wolfenbiittel Fragments." They created profound excite-

ment among orthodox theologians, and evoked many replies,

in which Lessing was bitterly condemned for having issued

writings of so dangerous a tendency. Lessing delighted at

all tim^es in the stir of combat, and prepared to offer a full

and vigorous defence. His most formidable assailant was

Pastor Goeze, of Hamburg, a sincere and earnest theologian,

but utterly unscrupulous in his choice of weapons against

XIV. — 6r
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<ni opponent; To him, therefore,' Lessing addressed his

most elaborate answers,

—

Eine Parabe', Axiomata, eleven
letters- syith the^ title Anii-Goeze, and two pamphlets in

r^piy to an inquiry by Goeze as to what Lessing meant by
Christianity. These papers are not only full of thought
and learning; they are written with a grace, vivacity, and
energy that make them hardly less interesting to-day than
they were to Lessing's contemporaries. He does not
undertake to defend the conclusions of Eeimarus ; his

immediate object is to claim the right of free criticism in

regard even to the highest subjects of human thought.

The argument on which he chiefly relies is that the Bible

cannot be considered necessary to a belief in Christianity,

since Christianity was a living and conquering power before

the New Testament in its present form was recognized by
the church.- The true evidence for what is essential in

Christianity, he contends,'is its adaptation to the wants of

human nature ; hence the religious spirit is undisturbed by
the speculations and researches of the boldest thinkers.

The effect of this controversy w.is to secure wider freedom
for writers on theology, and to suggest new problems
regardiug the growth of Christianity, the formation of the

canon, and the essence of religion. On one subject, the

origin of the gospels, Lessing poured a flood of fresh light

in a treatise, published after his death, presenting "A New
Hypothesis concerning the Evangelists, regarded as merely
human writers." The Brunswick Government having, in

deference to the consistory, confiscated the " Fragments

"

and ordered Lessing to discontinue the controversy, he
resolved, as he wrote to Elise Eeimaras, to "try whether
they would let him preach undisturbed from his old pulpit,

the stage." In Nathan, der Weise, written in the winter of

1778-79, he gave poetic form to the ideas which he had
already developed in prose. Its governing conception is

that noble character may be associated with the most
diverse creeds, and that there can, therefore, be no good
reason why the holders of one set of religious principles

should not tolerate those who maintain wholly different

doctrines. This element of Nathan der Weise receives so

much attention from its critics that many of them overlook

the high artistic qualities of the work. As a play it has

serious imperfections, but as a dramatic poem it is one of

the finest creations of the 18th century. The characters

possess true vitality, and several passages (including, of

course, the famous passage setting forth the parable of the

three rings) have both the depth and the .spontaneity which
are the unmistakable notes of genius. In 1780 appeared
Die Erziehung des Menschenyeschkchts, the first half of

which he had published in 1777 with one of the "Frag-
ments." This work, composed of a hundred brief

paragraphs, was the last, and is, perhaps, the most
suggestive, of Lessing's writings. The doctrine on which its

argument is based is that no dogmatic creed can be
regarded as final, but that every historical religion has

played a great part in the development of the spiritual life

of mankind. Lessing also maintains that history reveals

a definite law of progress, and that occasional retrogression

may be necessary for the advance of the world towards its

ultimate goal. These ideas afterwards became familiar,

but they ofiered a striking contrast to the principles both
of orthodox and of sceptical writers in Lessing's day, and
gave a wholly new direction to religious philosophy.

Another work of Lessing's last years, Ernst und Falk
(a series of five dialogues, of which the first three were
published in 1777, the last two in 1780), also indicated in

a fascinating style many new points of view. Its nominal
subject is freemasonry, but its real aim'^is to plead for a
humane, and charitable spirit in opposition to a narrow
patriotism, an extravagant respect for rank, and exclusive

devotion to any particular church.

Lessing's theological opinions exposed him to much
petty persecution, and he was in almost constant straits
for money. Nothing, however, broke his manly and
generous spirit. To the end he was always ready to help
those who appealed to him for aid, and he devoted him-
seK with growing ardour to the search for truth. He
formed many new plans of work, but in the course of

1780 it became evident to his friends that he would
not be able much longer to continue his labours. His
health had been undermined by excessive work and
anxiety, and after a short illness he died at Brunswick on
the 22d of January 1781.
He was rather above the middle height, and during the

greater part of his life maintained an appearance of vigour
and elasticity, Luther himself was not of a more fearless

and independent character. In an age when men of letters

were fond of grouping themselves in sects and coteries,

Lessing pursued his own way, unmoved by clamour, and
indifferent to popular favour. Yet no man was ever more
warmly loved by friends, and he had the satisfaction of

knowing that the younger generation of writers looked up
to him with confidence and reverence. Jacobi v.'ished

for many years to make his acquaintance, but was
deterred from addressing him, as he explained to

Lessing, by a profound consciousness of the difference

between himself and one whom he regarded as " a king
among minds." " We lose much, much in him," wrote
Goethe after Lessing's death, "more than we think." It

may be questioned whether there is any other writer to

whom the Germans owe a deeper debt of gratitude. He
was succeeded by poets and philosophers who for a time
gave Germany the first place in the intellectual life of the

world, and it was Lessing, as they themselves acknowledged,
who prepared the way for their achievements. TP'ithout

attaching himself to any particular system of philosophical

doctrine, he fought incessantly against error, and in regard

to art, poetry, the drama, and religion, suggested idep.3

which kindled the enthusiasm of aspiring minds, and

stimulated their highest energies. While his work was

thus effective in its own day, it has lost little of its value

for later ages. His great dramas have imaginative

qualities which appeal to every generation, and an un-

fading charm is conferred on his critical and theological

writings by the power and classical purity of his style.

The tirst edition of his collected works appeared, iu 30 vols., iu

1771-94. A critical edition by Lachmann, ic 13 vols., was issued

in 1838-40, and this edition was revised, with additions, by Jlalt-

zahu in 1853-57. In 1868-77 Lessing's works, edited by several

competent scholars, were published in 20 vols, by Hempel, and

there is an illustrated edition in 8 vols. (Grote, 1875-76). See

Lessing's Lchen, 1793, by Karl G. Lessing (his brother) ; Danzel,

G. E. Lessing, sein Lebeii und seine Werke, 1850 (completed by

Guhrauer, 1853-64) ; Stahr, G. E. Lessing, sr.in Lcben und seine

Werkc, 1859 ; H. Duntzer, Lessing's Lebcn, 1882 ; and in English,

J. Sime, Lessing, 1877, and H. Zimmern, Golthold Ephraim Lessing,

1878. (J. sr.)

L'ESTRANGE, Sir Roger (161 6-1704), an indefatigable

pamphleteer on the royalist and court side during the

Restoration epoch, but principally remarkable as the first

English man of letters of any distinction who made journalisn

a profession, was born at Hunstanton in Norfolk, December

17, 1616. In 1644, during the civil war, he headed a

conspiracy to seize the town of Lynn for the king, unde r

circumstances which led to his being condemned to deatb

as a spy. The sentence, however, was not executed, and

after four years' imprisonment in Newgate he escaped to

the Continent. He was excluded from the Act oi

Indemnity, but in 1653 was pardoned by Cromwell npos

his personal solicitation, and lived quietly until thi

Restoration, when after some delay his services and suffer

ings were acknowledged by his appointment as licenser ci

the press. This office wis administered by him in th
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spirit which might be expected from a zealous cavalier,

lie made himself notorious, not merely by the severity of

his literary censorship, but by his vigilance in the suppres-

sion of clandestine printing. The inconsistency of this

course with his actions and professions when himself opposed

to the party in power naturally aggravated the unpopularity

inevitably attaching to his office. Few men have been

more heartily abused than L'Estrange, and it is undoubtedly
true that the rights of free speaking and printing, the

indispensable conditions of civil and religious liberty, have
seldom had a more determined or more dangerous opponent.

At the same time there is no ground for questioning his

integrity, and he was probably no more intolerant than

any similar official of any Government in that day, inspired

by an equal strength of conviction, would have been in his

place. The representation of him in Grant's History of
the Xeiospaper F/'ess as a mere political hireling is entirely

contrary to truth. He was a militant loyalist, who used

the pen as he had been wont to use the sword, and proved
his zeal for his party by the production of a mass of

pamphlet literature, above the ordinary standard of the

time in ability, and quite on a par with it in virulence and
coarseness. These productions still possess an historical

value, but their titles are not worth enumerating here.

Hi.s memory is more honourably preserved by his con-

nexion as an author with the journalism which as a licenser

he laboured to cripple and emasculate. In 1C63 he com-
menced the publication of The Public Iiitelligenceif and the

News, succeeded in February 1665 by The London Gazette,

not to be confounded with the official journal still existing,

which appeared for the first time at the close of that year,

and was at first printed at Oxford. In 1679 he established

The Ohservator, a journal specially designed to vindicate

the court from the charge of a secret inclination to popery.

This line of political controversy, and it may be hoped
some natural humanity and good sense as well, obliged

him to discredit the Popish Plot, and he manfully resisted

the delusion by which many wiser and better men were

carried away. The suspicion he thus incurred was increased

by the conversion of his daughter to Romanism, but there

seems no reason to question the sincerity of his own
attachment to the Church of England. In 1687 he gave

a further proof of independence by discontinuing The
Observalor from his unwillingness to advocate James II. 's

Edict of Toleration, although he had previously gone all

lengths in support of the measures of the court. The
Revolution cost him his office as licenser, and the remainder

of his life was spent in obscurity. He died in 1704.

L'Estrange's place is rather in history than in literature.

The importance of the part he played as licenser would be

more exactly known if it could be more accurately

ascertained how much literature he may have been the

means of suppressing. The post be held so long was in

itself an unmitigated mischief, but at the same time an

evil which men of all parties, with the rare exception of

men so far in advance of their time as Milton, then deemed
necessary ; and no obloquy should attach to L'Estrange for

having discharged its functions with zeal and efficiency.

As a pamphleteer he is but slightly above mediocrity, and
he labours under a special imputation of having contributed

to corrupt his native language. The same charge is

brought against journalists in aU ages, and there are

obvious reasons why if should be true to a certain extent.

The practice of daily writing for the press is undoubtedly
one of the numerous forces which tend to wear down ana
degrade a language, but it also keeps the diction of the

cultivated classes in contact with the speech of the people,

and prevents the absolute divorce between them which
seems to have existed in ancient times. It is to

L'Estrange's credit that among the agitations of a busy

political life he should have found time for much purely
literary work as a translator of Josephus, Cicero, Seneca,
Quevedo, and other standard authors. (k. g.)
LESUEUR, Jean Fr.^xcois (1763-1837), was born near

Abbeville in 1763, and studied music under Roze at the
college of Amiens. Appointed choirmaster of a church in
Paris in 1784, he completed his musical education under
Sacchini. In 178G Lesueur obtained by open competition
the musical directorship of Notre-Dame, where he gave
successful performances of sacred music with a full

orchestra. This place he resigned in 1788; and, after a
retirement of five years in a friend's country house, he
produced La Caverne and two other operas at the theatre
Feydeaii in Paris. At the foundation of the Paris Con-
servatoire (1795) Lesueur was appointed one of its

inspectors of studies, but was dismissed in 1802, owing
to his disagreements with Mehul. On the recommendation
of Paisiello, Lesueur succeeded this celebrated composer as

Maestro di cappella to Napoleon, and produced (1804) his

Ossian at the Opera. He also composed for the emperor's
coronation a mass and a Te Deum. Louis XVIII., who
had retained Lesueur in his court, appointed him (1818)
professor of composition at the Conservatoire ; and at this

institution he had, among many other pupils, Hector
Berlioz, Ambroise Thomas, Besozzi, and Gounod. He
died October 6, 1837. Lesueur composed eight operas
and several masses, and other sacred music. All his works
are written in a style of rigorous simplicity ; and to this

may be ascribed their want of popularity at the present
time.

LETHE {\^6t], oblivion; is sometimes used as the

name of a river in the infernal regions. It seems to liave

been an idea current in the religion of the mysteries that

there were in the lower world two streams, one of memory
and one of oblivion. The initiated were taught to distin-

guish between them, and directions for this purpose written

on a gold plate have been found in a tomb at Petilia, buried

doubtless with some initiated person. So beside Lebadea,

at the oracle of Trophonius, which was counted an entranca

to the lower world, the two springs Mnemosyne and Lethe
were shown. This thought begins to appear in literature

in the end of the 5th century B.C., when Aristophanes

{Froffs, 18C) speaks of the plain of Lethe. Plato (Rep., x.)

embodies the idea in one of his finest myths of the future

life. It is difficult to find any passage in the earlier writers

showing acquaintance with this idea. Hesiod makes Lethe

one of the children of Eris, along with Toil, Hunger, Pains,

lie. ; but his meaning probably is that ingratitude and
forgetfulness spring from strife. In the epitaph on
Anacreon attributed to Simonides, but reckoned by Bergk
spurious, the expression Arjdiji Sd/ioi occurs ; but even if

the epigram be an early one it is not certain that the words

have any mythological sense.

LETRONNE, Jean Antoine (1787-1848), French

archffiologist, was born at Paris on January 2, 1787. His
father, a poor engraver, having chosen the profession of an
artist for him, sent him to the studio of David, but his own
tastes drew him towards literature, and he became a student

in the Collt5ge de France, where it is said he used to

exercise his already strongly developed faculty of critical

divination by correcting for his own amusement old and

bad texts of Greek authors, afterwards comparing the

results he had thus obtained with the latest and most

approved editions. From 1810 to 1812 he travelled in

France, Switzerland, and Italy, and on his return to Paris

published an Fssai critique siir la topographie de Syracuse

(1812), designed to elucidate Thucydides; two years later

appeared his Eecherches geograpldques et. critiques on the

De Mens^ira 'Orbis Tcrrx of Dicuil, along with a. restored

text. In 1815 he was appointed by Government to com-
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plete tlie translation of Strabo (1805-1819) wliich Lad

been begun by Laporte-Dutlieil, and in March 1816 lie

w^s one of those who were admitted to the Academy
of Inscriptions by royal ordinance, having previously con-

tributed a 2Icmouv, " On the Jlotrical System of the

Egyptians,"' which had been crowned. Further promotion

came rapidly; in 1817 he was appointed director of the

Ecole des Chartes, in 1819 inspector-general of the univer-

sity, and in 1831 professor of history in the Colliige de

France. This chair he exchanged in 1838 for that of

archjeology, and in 1810 he succeeded Daunou as keeper

of the national archives. Meanwhile he had
,

published,

among other works, ConsuUnilious gcneraks snr Vecahialion

des monnaies ffrecqnes el romaities ei siir la valeur de for ct

de I'argent avnnt la dacouverte de I'Amcritme (1817),

Recherches j)Oitr servir cl Vhistoire d^£(j!/ple pendant Id

domination des Grecs el des Eonains (l823), and Snr

Foriyiiie Grecqiie des zodiaqnes pretendtis egyptiens

(1837) ; by the last-named he finally exploded a fallacy

which had up to that time vitiated the chronology of con-

temporary Egyptologists. His Biplomes el chartres de

I'epoque jferovinffienne snr jxipyrus et sio- veliii were pub-

lished in 1844. The most important work of Letronne is

the Reciieil. des insniptioiis grecqnes et latines de l']<!gypl,e,

of which the first volume appeared in 1842, and the

second in 1848. He died at Paris on December 14, 1848.

LETTRES DE CACHET are really teltyes closes, that

is, letters seiled in such a way that they cannot be opened

without breaking the seal, and which were originally

always addressed to individuals, in contradistinction to

letlres palentes, or letters pitent, beginning "know all men
by these presents." Lcttres closes interfering with the

administration of justice or the liberty of the subject were

forbidden by numerous edicts in the 14th, 15tb, and 16th

oenturies, and the term lettres de c.\chet, as synonymous
with lettres closes, is first found in the ordinance of

Orleans in 1560. The convenience of such a means to

consign one's enemies to prison was seen by Eichelieu ami

Mazarin, who followed the Guise Government in using them
frequently, despite numerous protestations on tbe part of

the parlements, of which the most notable was when in

1648 an ordinance was registered that no man should be

kept in prison three days without interrogation. When
once Louis XIV. had begun to rule, he nuulo frequent use

of lettres de cachet both for state purposes and to control

and disorgmize his nobility, and he boldly justified tlieir

use in an edict of 1705. But the most marked justifica-

tion is to be found in the circular letter addressed to the

parleraents of France in reply to protests against arbitrary

imprisonment in 1759, in which tho king says that "he
reserves arbitrary orders—in other words, lettres de cachet

:—for occasions wherein they may be necessary for the

public good and the interests of familieis." In this remark

he distinguishes between the two purposes for which such

letters were granted, lie first alleges state reasons why
he should have power to arrest arbitrarily—a power lio one

would deny to the executive on occasions of cmergenc}-, if

used under proper restrictions. Secondly, he says that

they are issued in tho interest of families, and hero he

touches the great source of their injustice and unpopularity.

It was the custom for the king to sign a number of blank

lettres de cachet which his ministers gave away to

whoever they pleased. . Thus they often fell into hands
of people who used them to gratify private hate ; fathers

obtained them and inserted the names of their sons, wives

inserted the names of their husbands, opera dancers those

of lovers who had spurned them. The evil grew to such

a height that Turgot and Lamoignon de Malesherbes

refused to enter the ministry of Louis XVI. unless they

might see the contents of the orders they countersigned,

and SCO the causes for which men were to be imprisoned.

It is needless to say that when the caliiers of the primary

assemblies were preparetl, to instruct the deputies to the

states-general in the wi.shes of their constituents, abolition

of lettres de cachet was demanded in almost all the cahicrs

of the noblesse and tiers (itat. The subject was men-
tioned in the early debates of the Constituent Assembly, but

lettres do cachet were not formally abolished till Jaiuiary

15, 1790, and on March 13 of tho f.anie year all imprisoned

under them were ordered to be set at liberty. The great

authority for tho history and injustice of lettres de cachet

is Mirabeau's Enquiries coiicerniiiy Lettres dr. Cae/ul and
Sl<(te Prisoris, written in tho dungeon at A'inccnncs into

which his father had thrown him b}' a lettre do cachet.

It is one of the ablest and most eloquent of his works, had
an immense circulation, and was translated into English

with a dedication to the duke of Norfolk in 1788. See

also Mercicr's TaliUaax di rajis{c<L 1783), vol. vii. chap.

588, and numerous st'^ries in Linguet's Bastille, and
especially in the Bastille deeuilce (1790).

LETTS. See Litiiitaxi.vxs.

LEUCADIA. Sec Santa Mauka.
LELTCIPPUS, the founder of Atomism in Greek

philosophy, flourished about the middle or latter half of Uie

5th century B.C. Almost nothing is known of his life.

His birthplace i.s variously given as Elco, Abdora, oi

Jliletus. It is disputed whether he left any writings.

Empedocles of Agrigentum and Anaxagoras of Clazoniemc

were his contemporaries, while Zeno the Eleatic is said to

have been his teacher. As pupil and associate ho hud

Dcmocritus of Abdera, beside whose greater fume his own
work has been thrown into tho bacliground. Thus
Epicurus would not look upon him as a philosopher at all

;

Lucretius ignored liim; and he is barely mentioned by

Lange, the modern historian of materialism. But the

references of Aristotle, as well as of later authorities, leave

no doubt that the leading princiiilcs of the Atomic theory

are duo to him. Ho eluded tho Eleatic criticism of

plurality and motion by postulating the reality of that

which is not, the empty or space. Em[ity space and atoms

are,' he held, the 'ultimate constituents of all things. Tho
former is infinite in magnitude; the latter arc infinite in

number, indivisible, and with only quantitative diflferenceH

amongst ono another. Nor is there any such thing as

qualitative change ; but all growth and decay are merely

the compotnding and separation of atoms. The atoms are

always in activity or motion, and all things happen of

necessity. Worlds, infinite in number, are produced by

the atoms, variously shaped and of different weight, falling

in empty .space and giving rise to an eddying motion by

their mutual impact. In this way worlds arc being for

ever produced and again destroyed. In the notices of

Leucippus handed down to u.s there are additional traces

of a cosmology, differing slightly from that of Democritus,

and of a psychology which identified the soul with spherical

atoms, and explained sensation and thought by a change

brought about in it mechanically through the entrance of

external images. The further develo))ment of the Atomic

philosophy was the work of Dcmocritus.

See Ding. Lacrt, Pc Vilis, lil). ix. c. 0; Tiittcr .-iiul Prullor, Hist,

run., pp."] 11 sj. ; Zclk-r, J'hil. d. Gi-kchcn, 4tli cit., i. 760 sq.

LEUK, or LoiocHE lA Ville, a village of Switzerland,

at the head of a district in the canton of Valais, 15 miles

by rail east of Sion, on the right bank of the Ehone. The

population has increased from 1220 in 1870 to 1411 in

1880. About 5 miles to the north, in the valley of the

Dala, at a height of 4642 feet above the sea, and over-

shadowed by the immense clilfs of the Gemmi, lie the Baths

of Leuk, Leukenbad, or Loccheles-Bains, a place of only

G50 permanent inhabitants, but largely frequented during
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Its brief summev season by French, Swiss, and Italian

visitors, attracted by the hot mineral springs. These
springs are twenty-two in number, end vary considerably

in chemical composition and temperature. The hottest

and strongest is the Lorenz spring, the water of which,
registering 124:°Fahr., has to be allowed to cool over night

before it is used. The patients remain for hours up to

their necks in the bath, talking, reading, and otherwise

amusing themselves in the most sociable style. Most ot

the hotels are open only from June to September. The
little village has several times been destroyed by avalanches

(1518, 1719, 1758), and a strong embankment has been
erected on the eastern side to protect it from similar

catastrophes.

LEUTSCHAU (Hungarian, Locse; Latin, Leutsovia;

Slovakian, Levocza), capital of the Cis-Tisian county of

Szepes, Hungary, and until 1876 a royal free town, lies in

an elevated position surrounded by mountains, and near
the railway from Kassa (Kaschau) to Oderberg, about 120
miles north-east from Budapest, in 49° 1' N. lat, 20° 35'

E. long. Leutschau is the seat of the county administra-

tion, and of a royal court of law, and has many fine old

buildings, of which the most interesting is the church of

Sfc James, a Gothic structure of the 13th century, with
richly carved altar, several monuments, and a celebrated

organ erected in 1623, and long reputed the largest in

Hungary. The educational establishments comprise a
royal upper gymnasium (founded 1520), a state upper
real school (1868), a collegiate institute for girls, and a
Minorite convent. The soil of the surrounding country is

generally stony and sandy, and the climate from October
to April severe, but the inhabitants nevertheless succeed

in raising barley, wheat, oats, flax, and a large quantity

of garden produce, especially beans and pease, which are

considered the best in Hungary. Other sources of occu-

pation are mining, foresting, horse, sheep, and cattle

breeding, bee-keeping, and the preparation of wax, honey,

and mead, for which last the town has long been noted.

Tie number of beehives in 1881 was seven hundred. In

December 1881 the population was 6900, mostly Germans
Br.i Slovaks by nationality, and Roman Catholics and
Lutherans by creed.

Founded by Saxon colonists in 1245, Leutschau had by the early

part of the 16tU century attained a position of great relative import-

ance. In 1599 a conflagration laid the greater part of the town
in ashes, and during the 17th century it, suffered repeatedly at the

hands of the Transylvanian princes and leaders. In 1849, at the

time of the revolutionary War, nearly half the houses were destroyed
by five.

LEVEN", Alexander Leslie, Earl of, one of the most

distinguished soldiers of his time, was born about the close

of the 16th century. He was descended from a younger

son of the ancient Scottish family of Balquhain. His father

was George Leslie of Balgonie, commander of the castle

of Blair, and his mother was Anne, daughter of Stewart of

Ballechin. At his first outset in life he acted as a volunteer

in Lord Vere's regiment in Holland, fighting with the

Dutch against the encroachments of Spain, where he rose

to the rank of captain. He then entered the service of

Qustavus Adolphus of Sweden, and became field-marshal.

In 1628, when the town of Stralsund was besieged by
Wallenstein, and reduced almost to the last extremity, the

king of Sweden sent Leslie to take the command of the

garrison, and he acted with such resolution that he obliged

the count to raise the siege. For this service medals were

struck in his honour. In 1630 he drove the imperialists

out of the island of Riigen, and continued to serve with

great distinction in the Swedish armies tiU the troubles in

Scotland brought him home. In 1639 he was invited by
the Covenanters to take the command of their army. One
of his first exploits was to take the castle of Edinburgh by

surprise, without the loss of a man. He commanded the
Scottish army at Dunse Law in May of that year, and in
1640 he invaded England, .and defeated a party of the
king's troops at Newburn, which gave him possession of
Newcastle and other towns. At the treaty with the king
at Ripon, Leslie was one~of the commissioners of the parlia"
ment, and Charles was so well pleased with his behaviour
that he created him Lord Balgonie and Earl of Leven by
patent dated 1641.

After suppressing an insurrection in Ireiand in 1642,
he was in 1643 appointed to the command of the Scottish
army sent to assist the parliamentary party against King
Charles, but after the execution of that prince he warmly
espoused the cause of his son, and served as a volunteer
against Cromwell at the unfortunate battle of Dunbar
in 1650. Next year,' however, a gathering at Alyth of
Angus royalists, of whom Leslie was one, was surprised
and captured by the troops of General Monk, who was
then besieging 'Dundee. The earl with some others was
sent to London and confined in the Tower, where he
remained incarcerated for some time, till by the intercession

of the queen of Sweden he obtained his liberty. After
visiting the queen, and thanking her in person for this

service, he retired to his seat at Balgonie in Fifeshire and
died there at an advanced age in 1661. He is said to

have been of a diminutive size, and deformed in person,

but prudent, vigilant, and expert in war. He acquired
considerable landed property, particularly luchmartin in

the Carse of Gowrie, which he called Inchleslie. His
granddaughter married George, earl of Melville ; their

descendant, the present representative of the title (1882),
is twelfth earl of Leven and ninth earl of Melville.

LEVER, Charles, novelist, was born at Dublin on the

31st of August 1806 (not 1809 as usually stated), and
died at Trieste on the 1st of June 1872. The accounts of

the earlier part of his life are, copsideriug the time at

vf liich he lived, singularly meagre, confused, and conflicting.

Eis father was an architect, and he entered Trinity College,

Dablin, ia 1822, taking his degree in 1827. Many of the

adventures of college life recorded in Charles O'Malley are

believed to have actually happened. Later, Lever studied

at Gottingen, and obtained a degree there. At some time

or other before 1832 (for in this unsatisfactory way most

of the facts of this part of his life are recorded) he is said

to have visited America, and to have sojourned with the

Indians, adopting their dress and mode of life, and going

through adventures afterwards utilized in Con Cretan and

Arthtir CLeary. But it is impossible to be certain as to

this period ; it is only towards the cholera outbreak of

1832 that something like a firm ground ofi"er3 itself to the

biographer. Lever had taken up the profession of medicine,

and he was appointed, first to a district of which the head-

quarters was Kilrush in Galway, where Harry Lorrequer

was begun, local stories beiiig largely embodied in it, and

then to a district in Ufeter, around Coleraine and Newtown
Limavady, where material was gathered for Charles

O'Malley and the Knight of Givynne. He married Miss

Kate Baker, but even here the mist of uncertainty which

envelops him exists, and it is not clear what the real date

of the marriage was. After bis cholera work was done

he proceeded to Brussels. It has been usual to represent

him as physician to the embassy, and even Thackeray (who

knew him well) has given currency to the description by a

quotation in the Book of Snobs. But it is certain tliat

Lever was never formally appointed physician to the

embassy, though he had letters of introduction to the

secretary of the English legation there, and unquestionably

practised. Hairy Lorrequer was completed at Brussels,

and it began to be published in 1837. It was followed by

Charles O'Malley and Jack Hinton. All these stories, but
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especially the first two, were made up to a great extent of

experiences through which Lever had gone, or stories which
he had heard in Ireland, and of the reminiscences and
oddities of English residents at Brussels, where there were

then many retired English officers who had gone through

the Peninsular and other campaigns of the great war. It

is said in particular that Major Monsoon was almost a

photograph of a well-known living character at the time,

and much the same thing has been asserted of other

personages. This piecing together of scraps accounts for

the incoherency and absence of plot in the earlier books

—

defects which were increased by the author's habit of com-

posing them in fragments, and revising them for the press

with the utmost carelessness. The abundance and variety

of his materials, however, his skill as a raconteiir, and the

fresh and almost boisterous good humour which blew
through all his work, made him very popular, and he
found a congenial illustrator in H. K. Browne. After a

time proposals were made to him to undertake the editor-

ship of the Dublin Universitt/ Magazine, which he accepted,

and held thS post from 18i2 to 1845. During this time

his income was considerable, amounting, according to his

biographer, to fully three thousand a year. He lived not

in Dublin but a little way out of it, and exercised boundless

hospitality to visitors. Besides this, he was an inveterate

card player, and not on the whole a lucky one, and he was
very fond of horses, which he kept in large numbers for

himself and all his family. He.,was indefatigable in novel

writing, Tom Burke, The <JDonoglnie, The Knight ofGivynne,

&c , following those already named. But the work of

editing was irksome to him, and for the reasons just named
residence in Ireland made it comparatively unprofitable.

He therefore resigned his editorship in the year 1845, and
went abroad, where he was always more at home than in

England or even in Ireland, At first he lived at Carhruhe,
where G. P. R. James was also residing ; then he pitched

his tent in a castle of Tyrol, which is said to be pretty

accurately described in A Bay's Ride. Afterwards he
wandered about, finally settling at Florence. This neigh-

bourhood became specially agreeable to him, uniting as it

did abundant society with the possibility of enjoying it

without great expense. In November 1858 he received

from Lord Derby one of the rare pieces of patronage which
have fallen in modern days to the share of Englishmen of

letters, by being appointed consul at Spezzia. During this

period of wandering or settled life on the Continent, he
changed his style of novel writing. His method was, as

has been hinted already, always one rather of observation

and reproduction than of deliberate creation, and as he
had formerly drawn on the humours of Irish life, or the

oddities of Wellington's veterans, so now he dealt with those

of travelling Britons abroad, and with similar subjects.

The Daltons, The Dodd Family Abroad, Davenport Dunn,
&c., belong to this time and family for the most part,

though some of them rather fall under the earlier class in

style and date of composition. One of Them, Barrington,

The Fortunes of Glencore, (fee, led up to the most singular

of all Lever's books, A Day's Ride, a Life's Romance. This

book, -which was published in All the Year Bovnd, was
said at the time—with what truth it is not easy to say—to

have positively lowered the sale of that publication, yet it

contains some of Lever's best work, and displays an
originality not common with him. The mixture of

burlesque and sentiment was, it may be supposed, either

uncongenial or incompreho.nsible to the ordinary reader.

As he grew older. Lever, whose politics had been a rather

indefinite Toryism, became more of a party man, and showed
this in the papers published in Blackwood's Magazine,
under the name of " Cornelius O'Dowd," papers of a mis-

cellaneous kind, but often political. He is said to have

thought of engaging, or to have been invited to engage, Jo

regular journalism, but wisely declined. In 1867 he was
transferred from Spezzia to Trieste, a change pecuniarily

advantageous, but involving the loss of the society which
he passionately loved. The last years of Lever's life were
somewhat clouded. His health had never been good, and
he had not lived carefully. His wife, to whom he was
much attached, died before him. But he was still active

with his pen, and the novels of his last period, if lesa lively

than his earlier ones, are far better written as well as far

more regular and careful in construction. Such are Sir
Brooke Fosbrooke, That Boy of Norcott's, Sir Jasper Carew,
The Bramleighs of Bishop's Folly, and his last book. Lord
Kilgobhin. He died, as has been said, in the summer of

1872. Novels not yet mentioned are Roland Cashet,

Luttrell of Arran, Tony Butler, Maurice Tiernay^ the

Marlins of Cro' Martin, St Patrick's Eve, dx.
Lever deserves an honourable place among the secondary novelists

of the 19th centmy, but it is not very probable that any single novel
of his will have a long lease of popularity. He is one of the authors
who do not take the trouble to learn the mechanism of their art

tuitil the heyday of tlicir imaginative force is past. The defects of

his earlier works have been already indicated. Tliey are written
with almost inconceivable carelessness, the same incidents occiu'ring

over and over again, and the chronology being altogether bewilder-
ing. This is especially the case with Charles O'Mallcy, which, how-
ever, owing to the liveliness of its adventures and the personage of

Mickey Free the Irish servant, is stUl perhaps the most popular of

all. With young and uncritical readers this popularity is likely to

be maintained uniil some supplanter in the same kind arises, or
until the state of manners and society becomes too obsolete for any-
thing more than historical interest. Then Lever, like all writers

whose formal excellence is not sufficient to save thsm, will be for-

gotten; for his later work, though almost always amusing and some-
times more, has little abiding interest. The sole authority for

Lever's biography is the Life by Dr "W. J. Fitzgerald (London,
1879). (G. SA.)

LEVERREER, Urbain Jean Joseph (1811-1877),
one of the greatest astronomers of modem times, was born

at St L6 in Normandy, March 11, 1811. His -father,

who held a small post under Government, made great

efiforts to send him to Paris, where a brilliant examination

gained him, in 1831, admittance to the l^lcole Polytechnique.

The distinction of his career there was rewarded with a
free choice amongst the departments of the public service

open to pupils of the schooL He selected the administra-

tion of tobaccos, addressing himself especially to chemical

researches under the guidance of Gay-Lussac, and gave
striking proof of ability in two papers on the combinations

of phosphorus with hydrogen and oxygen, published in

Annales de Chimie et de Physique (1835 and 1837). His
astronomical vocation, like that of Kepler, came from
without. The place of teacher of that science at the i,co\6

Polytechnique falling vacant in 1837, it was offered to

and accepted by Leverrler, who, " docile to circumstance,"

instantly abandoned chemistry, and directed the whole of

his powers to celestial mechanics. The first fruits of his

arduous labours were contained in two memoirs presented

to the Academy, September 16 and October 14, 1839.

Pursuing the investigations of Laplace, he demonstrated
with greater rigour the stability of the solar system, and
calculated the limits within which the eccentricities and
inclinations of the planetary orbits vary. This remarkable
d^but excited much attention, and, on the recommendation
of Arago, he took in hand the theory of Mercury, produc-

ing, in 1843, tables of that planet far superior in accuracy

to those hitherto available. The perturbations of the

comets discovered, the one by Faye in November 1843,
the other by De Vico a year later, were minutely investi-

f^ated by Leverrler, with the result of disproving the

supposed identity of the first with Lexell's lost comet of

1770, and of the other with Tycho's of 1585. On the

other hand, he made it appear all but certain that Vico's

comet was the same with one seen by Lahire in 1678.
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He was once more, by the summons of Arago, recallsd to

planetary studies, and this time it was to Uranus that his

attention was directed. Step by step, with sagacious and
patient accuracy, he advanced to the great discovery which

has immortalized his name. Carefully sifting all the

known causes of disturbance, he showed that one hitherto

unknown must be added to their number, and on the 23d

of September 1816 the planet Neptune was discerned by
Gallfe at Berlin, within one degree of the spot indicated by
Leverrier. See Astronomy, p. 813.

This memorable achievement was greeted with an out-

burst of public enthusiasm, and requited with a shower of

public distinctions. Academies vied with each other in

eorolling Leverrier among their members ; the Koyal

Society awarded him the Copley medal; the king of

Denmark sent him the order of the Dannebrog ; he was
named officer in the Legion of Honour, and preceptor to

the Comte de Paris ; a chair of astronomy was created for

his benefit at the Faculty of Sciences ; he was appointed

adjunct astronomer to the Bureau of Longitudes. Returned
to tho Legislative Assembly in 1849 by his native de-

partment of Manche, he voted with the anti-republican

party, but devoted his principal attention to subjects con-

nected with science and education. After the c\jup d'etat

lie became a senator and inspector-general of superior

instruction, sat upon the commission for the reform of the

lilcole Polytechnique (1854), and, on January 30, 1854,

succeeded Arago as director of the Paris observatory.

Sis official work in the latter capacity would alone have

strained the energies of an ordinary man. The institu-

tion had fallen into a state of lamentable inefficiency.

Leverrier placed it on a totally new footing, freed it from

the control of the Bureau of Longitudes, and raised it to its

due rank among the observatories of Europe. He did not,

however, escape the common lot of reformers. His

uncompromising measures and unconciliatory manner of

enforcing them raised a storm only appeased by his

removal, February 5, 1870. Three years later, on the

death of his successor Delaunay, he was reinstated by M.
Thiers, but with authority restricted by the supervision of

a council. In the midst of these disquietudes, he executed

with unflinching resolution a task the gigantic. proportions

of which cannot be contemplated without amazement.

This was nothing less than the complete revision of the

planetary theories, together with a laborious comparison of

results with the most authentic observations, and the

construction of tables representing the movements thus

corrected. It required all his indomitable perseverance to

carry through to the end a purpose which failing health

continually menaced with frustration. He had, however,

the happiness of living long enough to perfect his wort.

Three weeks after he had affixed his signature to the

printed sheets of the theory of Neptune he died at Paris,

in his sixty-seventh year, September 23,. 1877. By his

marriage with Mademoiselle Choquet, who survived him
little more than a month, he left a son and daughter.

The discovery with which the memory of this great man is popu>
larly identified was only an incident in his career. The elaboration

of the scheme of the heavens traced out by Laplace in the Micaniqiie

Jileste was its larger aim, for the accomplishment of which forty

years of unremitting industry barely sufficed. The work once done,

Iiowever, may almost be said to have been done for all time, from
the extraordinary care with which errors were guarded against, and
imperfections in the data allowed for. The orMnization of the

meteorological service in France is entirely due to Leverrier, and the

present system of international weather-warnings is tlie realization

of a design which he warmly promoted. He founded the Associa-

tion Scientifique, and was active in introducing a practical scientific

element into public education. His inference of the existence,

between Mercury and llie sun, of an appreciable quantity of circu*

lating matter {Comptcs Reiulus, 18.^9, ii. p. 379), though unques-
tionably sound, has not yet been satisfactorily verified by observa-

tion. He was twice, in 1863 and 1876, the reeinicnt of tho gold medal

of the Royal Astronomical Society, London, and the university of
Cambridge conferred upon him, in 1875, the honorary degree of
LL.D. All ids planetary tables have been adopted by the
Nautical Almanac, as well as by the Connaissancc dcs Temps.
The Annates dc V Obserratoire dc Paris, the publication of wliich

was set on loot by Leverrier, contain, in vols, i.-vi. (Mimoircs),
1855-61, and x.-xiv., 1874-77, his tlieorios and tables of the sever.il

])lanets. ]n vol. i. will be found, besides his masterly report on the
observatory, a general theory cf secular inequalities, in which tlie

development of the disturtJjig fonction is carried to a point hitherto
unattemptcd. The memoirs and papers comniujiicated by him to
the Academy have been summarized in Coinptcs Jlcnilus, 1839-76,
and the more important published in full either separately, or in

the Cmin. dcs Tcin})s and the Journal dcs Mathemaliques. That
entitled Dh'chppcmens sur diffa-ents jmints dc la Theoric dcs per-
turbaliom, 1841, has been translated in part xviii. of Taylor's

Scienlific Memoirs. For bis scientific work see Professor Adams's
address. Monthly Notices, vol. xxxvi. p. 232, and M. Tisserand's

review in Ann. de I'Obs., torn, xv., 1880 ; for a notice of his life,

M. Bertrand's " ]6loge Historique," Mim. de I'Ac. dcs Sciences,

torn, xli., £110 serie. (A. M. C.)

LEVIS, formerly Pointe Levi or Point Levis, the chief

town of a county of the same name in Canada, on the other

side of the St Lawrence from Quebec, with which it com-
municates by a ferry. In the beginning of the present

century Pointe Levi was a duster of white houses, with a

church and a number of large mills ; it has now become an
important station on the Grand Trunk Railway, and in the

extent of its river trade is surpassed by only a few places

in the Dominion. In 1881 the population was 7597.

LEVITES (0".)7), or sons of Levi ('1^ ';?), are defined

according to ^he usual methods of Hebrew genealogical

history as the descendants of Levi, the third son of Jacob
by Leah (Gen. xxix. 34). ^ But in Hebrew genealogies

we are not necessarily entitled to look upon the eponymus
of a tribe as more than an ideal personality, and, without

entering into the large question how far the patriarchal

history may be held to furnish exceptions to this rule, it

may 'be observed that the only narrative in which, on a

literal interpretation, Levi appears as a person (Gen.

xxxiv.) bears internal evidence of the intention of the

author to delineate under the form of personification events

in the history of the tribes of Levi and Simoon which

must have taken place after the sojourn of Israel in Egypt.*

The same events are alluded to in Gen. xlix. 6-7, where

Simeon and Levi are plainly spoken of as communities

with a communal assembly (^np). They were allied tribes

or brothers; their onslaught on the Shechemites was

condemned by the rest of Israel ; it took place before the

Hebrews had passed from pastoral to settled life (yer. 5,

" instruments of violence are their shepherds' staves ")

;

and its results were disastrous to the actors, when their

cause vras disavowed by their brethren. The Bne Hamor
regained possession of Shechem, as we know from Judges

ix., and both the assailing tribes were scattered through

Israel, and failed to secure an independent territorial

position. The details of this curious portion of the earliest

Hebrew history must remain obscure ; the narrative in

Gen. xxxiv. does not really place them in so clear a light as

the briefer reference in Gen. xlix, ; for the former chapter

has been recast and largely added to by a late writer, who
looks upon the action of tha brethren in the light of the

priestly legislation, and judges it much more favourably

than is done in Gen. xlix. In post-canonlcul Judaism the

favourable view of the zeal of Levi and Simeon becomes still

more dominant (Judith ix. 2 sq. ; B. JuhiL, chap. xxx.

;

1 In Gen. xxix. 34 the name of Levi is connected with H^^^,

" attach oneself to." Tlie'form, however, is that of a gentile noun,

and it is most probably a nisbeh from Leah, as suggested by '^cll-

hauseh. See also Stade in Z. f. Atliche Wisscnsehaft, i. 115.

' Jacob in verse 30 is not a personal but a collective idea, fof ho

saj's, "I am a few men," and the capture and tot.il destruction of a

considerable city is in the nature of things the work of t^.•o tribes

rather than of two individuals.
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and especially Tlieodotus, ap. Polyliistor, in Miiller's Frag-
menta, iii. 217 sq.), and the curso'of Jacob on the ferocity

of his sons is quite forgotten.^ In the oldest history,

however, the treachery of Levi and Simeon towards a com-
raunity which had received the right of connuhiitm with

Israel is represented as a crime, which imperilled the. posi-

tion of the Hebrews and was fatal to the future of the

tribes directly involved.

But while the Levites were scattered throughout Israel

their name does not disappear from the roll of tlie tribes.

In the Blessing of Moses (Deut. xxsiii.), where Simpon is

passed over, Levi still appears, not as a territorial tribe but
as the collective name for the priesthood. The priesthood

meant is that of the northern kingdom under the dynasty
of Jehu, to which tlie chapter in question belongs ; and in

fact we know that the priests of the important northern

sanctuary of Dan traced their origin to a Levite (Jud. xvii.

9), Jonathan the son of Gershom, the son of Moses (Jud.

xviii. 30).^ That the Judiean priesthood were also known
as Levites in the later times of the kingdom appears from
the book of Deuteromony, especially from x. 8 sq., xviii. 1

sy. ; and we learn from Ezek. xliv. 10 sq. that the Judasau
Levites were not confined to the service of the temple, but
included the priests of the local high places abolished by
Josiah. Alike in- Judah and in the north the priestly

prerogative of Levi was traced back to the days of Closes

(Deut. X. 8, xxxiii. 8) ; but in later times at least the

Juda;aa priesthood did not acknowledge the Levitical status

of their northern colleagues (1 Kings xii. 31). It must,
however, be observed that the prophets Amos and Hosea
never speak of the northern priesthood as illegitimate, and
Hosea iv. certainly implies the opposite. Presumably it

was only after the fall of Samaria, and the introduction of

large foreign elements into the population of the north, that

the-southern priests began to disavow the ministers of the

sanctuaries of Samaria, most of whom can no longer have
bsen representatives of the old priesthood as it existed

before the northern captivity (2 Kings xvii. 28, comp.
Amos vii. 17, Jud. xviiL 30, 2 Kings xxiii. 20, in contrast

with verses 8 sq.).

In the most developed form of the hierarchical system
the ministers of the sanctuary are divided into two grade.'*.

All are regarded as Levites by descent, but the mass of

the Levites are mere subordinate ministers not entitled to

approach the altar or perform any strictly priestly function,

and the true priesthood is confined to the descendants of

Aaron. In the documents which reveal to us the actual
state of the priesthood in the northern and southern
kingdoms before the exile, there is no trace of this

distinction. Every Levite is a priest, or at least is qualified

to become such (Deut. x. 8. xviii. 7). The subordinate
and menial ofBces of the tabernacle are not assigned to

members of a holy guild ; in Jerusalem at least they were
mainly discharged by members of the royal body-guard
(the Carians and footmen, 2 Kings xi. 4, Heh.), or by bond
slaves, the ancestors of the later Nethinim,—in either case
by men who might even be uncircumcised foreigners (Ezek.
xliv. 7 sq.). A Levitical priest was a legitimate priest

;

when the author of 1 Kings xii. 31 wishes to represent
Jeroboam's priests as illegal he contents himself with saying
that they were not taken from the sons of Levi, The first

' AccorJing to Wellhausen's analj'sis {Jakrb. f. D. Tluol, xxi.
435 sq.\ the old narrative consisted of Gen. xxxiv. 3, 7*, 11, 12, 19,
25*, 26*, 30, 31, the asterisk denoting that only parts of the verses
marked by it are ancient. The latest and most satisfactory discussion
is that of Kuenen (Theol. Tijdsch., xiv. 257 sj.), in -which the opposite
view of Dillmann {Genesis, ad I.) is fully refuted.

' It is generally agreed that Moses (nCD) Is the trao reading. The
later Jews corrected the name to Manasseh by inserting the letter 3,
but did not venture to Jo so except above the line (Ht^^D), bo that
ths reading of the archetype can still bo restored,

historical trace of a modification of this state of things is

found in connexion with the suppression of the local high
places by Josiah, when their priests were brought to
Jerusalem and received their .support from the temple
offerings, but were not permitted to minister at the altar

(2 Kings xxiii. 9). The priests of the temple, the sons of

Zadok, were not prepared to concede to their provincial
brethren all the privileges which Deut. xviii. ht.d proposed
in compensatiou for the loss of their local ministry,

Ezokiel, after the fall of the temple, in planning a scheme
of ritual for the new temple, raises this practical exclusion

from the altar to the rank of a principle. In the new
temple the Levites who had ministered before the local

altars shall be punished by exclusion from proper priestly

work, and shall fill the subordinate offices of the sanctuary
in place of the foreigners who had hitherto occupied them,
but shall not be permitted to pollute Jehovah's house in

future by their presence (Ezek, xliv. 7 sq.). After the exile

this principle was actually carried out
;
priests and Levites

are distinguished in the list of the Jews who returned
under the decree of Cyrus (Ezra ii. ; Neh. vii.) ; but the

former, that is, the descendants of the pre-exilic priests of

the royal temple, greatly outnumber the Levites or descend-

ants of the priests of the higli places. At this time other

classes of temple servants, the singers, the porters, the
Nethinim or slaves of the sanctuary, and the children of

Sobmon's slaves, whose hereditary service would, on Eastern
principles, give them a pre-eminence over other slaves of

the sanctuary, are also still distinguished from the Levites:

but these distinctions lost their significance when the word
Levite itself came to mean a subordinate minister. In the

time of Nehemiab, Levites and singers, Levites and porters,

are very much run into one (Neh. xi., xii., xiii.), and
ultimately the absorption of the other classes of subordinate

ministers into the hereditary guild of Levites is formally

expressed in the shape of genealogies, deriving the singers,

and even families whose heathenish and foreign names
show them to have originally belonged to the Nethinim,
from the ancient stock of Levi.^

The new hierarchical system found its legal basis in the

Pentateuch, or rather in the so-called priestly legislation,

first publicly accepted as an integral part of the Torah
under Ezra and Nehemiah. Here the exclusion of the

Levites from all share in the proper priesthood of the sons

of Aaron is precisely formulated (Num. iii. sq.) ; their

service is regulated from the point of view that they are

essentially the servants and hereditary serfs of the

priests (iii. 9), while, on the other hand, they are recognized

as possessing a higher grade of holiness than the mass of

the people, and are endowed with the tithes, of which in

turn they pay a tithe to the priests (Num. xviii. 21 sq.).

These regulations as to tithes were enforced by
Nehemiah ; but the subordinate position of the Levites

was hardly consistent with their permanent enjoyment of

revenues of such importance, and we learn from the Talmud
that they were finally transferred to the priests.* Another

provision of the law, viz., the assignation to the Levites of

certain cities with a definite measure of inalienable pasture

ground (Num. xxxv. ; Lev. xxv. 34), was apparently never

put in force after the exile.

As the priestly legislation carried its ordinances back

into the time of Moses (see Pentateuch), so the later

developments of the Levitical service as they existed in the

time of the Chronicler about the close of the 4th century

' See the details, and the proof that the later Levites included men
whose actual ancestry belonged to other tribes, in Ewald's Geschiehte,

iii. 380; Wellhausen, Ocsckichte, i. 152, 229; Graf in Merx's .^rcftiV,

1. 231.
* See Mishna, Miaser SJieni, cliap. v. end, and the Jervsalem Gcmara

(iii. 259 of Schwab's translation); Yebmnoih, f. 86a ; Carpzov, A2>IK.

ad Godii}., p. 62 J; and Hottiuger, DeDcc.~ vi. 8. ix. 17.
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B.C. are referred by that author to David (1 Chron. xv.,

xvl, xxiii.) or to Hezekiah (2 Chron. xsix.) and Josiah (2

Chron. xxxv.). The chief poini, is the development of tlie

musical service of the temple, which has no place in the

Pentateuch, but afterwards camp to bo of the first import-

ance, as we see from the Psalter, and attracted the special

attention of Greek observers CTheophrastus, ap. Porph., Be
Abstin., iL 26).

While it is uot diffi..ult to traco the liistory of tho Levites from
the time of the Blessing of Moses and Deuteronomy downwards, the

lioks connecting the priestly tribe with tho earlier fortunes of the

tribe of Levi are hardly to be determined with any certainty.

According to tlie traditional view tho scheme of the Levitical

legislation, with iti double hierarchy of pritsts and Levites, is of

Mosaic ordinance. But there are many proofs that in the Pen-
tateuch, as we i-o-isess it, divergent ordinances, dating from very

different ages, jre all carried back by means of a legal convention

to the time of the wilderness journey And, if the complete hier-

archical theory as it existed after the exile was really the work of

Moses, it is inexplicable that all trace of it was so completely lost

iu the time of the monarchy, that Ezekiel speaks of the degradation

of the non-Zadokite Levites as a new thing and as a punishment for

their share in the sin of the high places, and that no clear evidence

of the existence of a distinction between priests and Levites has

been found iu any Hebrew writing demonstrably earlier than the

exile.' It is indeed argued that tbe narrative of the rebellion of

Korah, and the list of Levitical cities in Josh. xxi. , imply that the

precepts of the post-exile law were practically recognized by Moses
and Joshua ; but it is certain that the distribution spoken of iu

Josh. xxi. did not take place at the time of the conquest, because

many of the cities named were either not occupied by the Hebrews
till long afterwards, or, if conquered, were not held by L^evites.

The Levitical cities of Joshua are indeed largely identical with
ancient holy cities (Hebron, Shechem, Mahanaim, &c.); but in

ancient Israel a holy city was one which possessed a noted sanctuary

(often of Canaanite origin), uot one the inhabitants of which belonged

to the holy tribe. These sanctuaries had of course their local priest-

hoods, which in, the time of the monarchy were all called Levitical

;

and it is only in this seuse, not in that of the priestly legislation,

that a town like Shechem can ever have been Levitical. So again

the narrative of Korah proves on critical examination to be of com-
posite origin ; the parts of it which represent Korah as a common
Levite in rebellion against the priesthood of Aaron belong to a late

date, and the original form of the history knows nothing of the

later hierarchical system.'

Ve are thus compelled to give up the idea of carrying hack,the

distinction of Levites and Aaronites in the later sense to the time

of Moses, and are excluded from using tho priestly parts of the

Pentateuch and Joshua as a source for the earliest history of the

tribe. It stUl, however, remains certain that under the monarchy
the priestly consecration of Levi was referred to the time of Moses,

who was himself a member of the tribe, and in Deut. x. 8 the

functions of Levi are specially connected with the Mosaic

sanctuary of the ark. Now we know from 1 Sam. ii. 27 sq. that

the priests of the ark in the period of the Judges claimed descent

from the family of Moses ; and the case of Micah's Levite shows
that a descendant of Moses was regarded as a peculiarly fit priest.

The whole evidence conspires to show that from the time of Moses
downward his kin had a certain hereditary prerogative in connexion

with the worship of Jehovah. In the earliest times the ritual of

Jehovah's sanctuary had not attained such a development as

to occupy a whole tribe ; but if, as appears probable, the mass of tho

tribe of Levi was almost annihilated in the first age after Moses,

the name of Levite might very well continue to be known only in

connexion with those of the tribe who traced kin with Moses or

remained by the sanctuary. The multiplication of Hebrew holy

places was effected partly by syncretism with the Canaanites, partly

m other ways that had nothing to do with the Mosaic sanctuary,

and BO a variety of priestly guilds arose which certainly cannot have
been all of Levitical descent. But, as the nation was consolidated

and a uniform system of sacred law, referred to Moses as its

originator, came to he administered all over the land, in the hasds
of the ministers of the greater sanctuaries, the various guilds must

' The recent defence of the traditional view by S. I. Curtiss (The

Levitical Priests, 1877) still seeks such evidence in 1 Kings viii, 4.

But there are many evidences that the text of this part of Kings has

undergone considerable editing at a pretty Irte date. The LXX.
translators did not read the clause which speaks of "priests and

Levites," and the Chronicler read " the Levite priesta,"—tho phrase

characteristic of the Denteronomic identification of priestly and
Levitical ministry.

° See the latest researches of Kueuen, Theol. Tijdsch., xii.

139 sq., where other recent discussions of the chapter are cited and
examined.

have been drawn together and have aimed at forming such a united
body as we find described in Deut. xx.xiii. ; and this unity would
find a natural expression in the extension of the name of Levites to
all priesthoods recognized by the state. If this was the course cf
things wo can hardly suppose that tho term came into largo use till

the Israelites were consolidated under the monarchy, and in fact

the integrity of the text in 1 Sam. vi. 15, 2 Sam. xv. 24, as wcU as

1 Kings viii. 4, is open to question. Up to the time of David and
Jeroboam, as appears from tho cases of Samuel, ZaJok, Eleazar

(1 Sam. vii. 1), and the sons of David (2 Sam. viii. 18), as well
as from 1 Kings xii. 31, the priesthood was not essentially

hereditary; but, Uko all occupations that required traditional know-
ledge, it must have tended to become more and more so, so that all

priests would appear as Levites by adoption if not by descent.

Wellhausen (Gcsch., i. 139) has argued from Deut. xxxiii. 9 that
the northern priesthood was notan hereditarj'miild, but involved the
surrender of all family connexion ; the words, however, are more
naturally understood as praise of the judicial impartiality which
refused to be influenced by family ties. Our data are too scanty to

clear up the details of this interesting piece of history ; but it can
hardly be doubted that the development of a consolidated and
hereditary priestly corporation in all the sanctuaries was closely

bound up with the unification of the state and the absorption of

tribal organization in the monarchy. The reaction of tribal feeling

against the central government, of which there are many traces in

the history of Ephraim, has perhaps its counterpart in the ojpposi-

tion to the unified priesthood which is alluded to in Deut. xxxiii. 11.

There have been many attempts on the part of recent writers from
the time of Vatke downwards to deny that Levi was one of the

original tribes of Israel, but they all break down before the testi-

mony of Gen. xlix. See especially Kuenen's refutation of the

theory of Land, Thcol. Tijdsch.,
18J2, p. 628 sq. ; and for the

latest aspects of the whole subject Graf in Merx's Archiv, vol. i

(1869), "Zur Geschichte des Stammes Le^•i "
; Wellhausen, Gcsch.,

i. p. 123 sq. ; Stade, Gcsch. d. V. Israels, p. 152 sq. (W. R. S.)

LEVITICUS. See Pentateuch.
LEW-CHEW ISLANDS. The Lew-chew, Loochoo,

Liu Kiu, or Riu Kiu Islands' include, in the wider applica-

tion of the name, the whole series extending in a north-

east and south-west direction from the southern end of

Kiushiu in Japan proper to the north-east of Formosa.

Within the northern group lies the intersection of 130°

E. long, and 30" N. lat. ; and in the southern group that

of 125° E. long, and 25° N. lat. The islands, however,

to the north of 29° are not unfrequently considered,

by Europeans as well as Japanese, to belong in part to

Japan proper, and in part to constitute the separate group

of the Linschotens, Shichi-to, or Cecille Archipelago.

The following, according to'Doederlein, are the recognized sub-

divisions and areas of the whole archipelago:— (1) The Northern

Islands (attached to Satsuma or Kiushiu Osumi, 398 square miles):

Tancga (189 square miles), Make, Yakuno (172 square miles), Take,

Yuo or Iwoga, Kuro, Kose or Kowose, and Kuchino-Erabu or

Nagarobe ; (2) Shichi-to (43 square miles): Kuchino, Gaza or Yebi,

Naka-no (the largest, 13 square miles), Hira or Fira, Suwase,

Akuseki, Takara, and Yoko ; (3) Hokubu-Shoto (515 square miles):

Oshima (302 square miles), Kageruma or Katona (40 square miles),

Yoro, Uke or Uru, Kitai, Tokono or Kakirounia (92 square miles),

Naka Erabu, and Yoron or Y'ori
; (4) Chubu-Shoto (592 square

miles): Tori or Iwo, Eheya or Tebeya, Isona, lye, Awakuni_or

A^unyeh, Tonashi, Kume, Kerama or Amakirima, and Okinawa (520

square miles) ; (5) Kambu-Skoto or the Meiakoshima Group (315

square miles); Miyako orTv-pin-san (57 square miles), Misuna and

Tarama, Ishigaki or Pat-chuug-sau (104 square miles), Taketoma

or Robertson Island, Ohama or Kubah, Kmo or Baugh, Iriomoto

Nishiomoto or Koo-Kien-San, Arogusuku or Chung-chi, Hateruma

or Hasyokan, Yonakuni or Kumi.

The area of the Lew-chews proper is thus 1423 square

miles, that of the whole chain 1864 square miles. The

largest islands are Okinawa (often called Great Lew-chew)

and Oshima, the former being also the political centre

of the whole archipelago. The Lew-chews consist in the

main of crystalline rocks—gneiss, hornblende, and granite

—upheaved at a very remote date, and only partially

covered by severely weathered sedimentary strata seldom

left in their original horizontal position. Coralline lime-

stone is found in great abundar.ce even on the tjps of the

hills, and the coasts are often fringed by coral reefs. In

• See a curious history of the name in Li TlnR Yuen's Journal.

XIV. — 62
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Okinawa a^ott argillaceous rock occupies a large part of

the surface. Though the existence of Sulphur Island with
its smoking crater towards the north-west shows that

volcanic activity is still going on at no great distance, the
main islands at leait seem to bear no trace of recent

subterranean disturbance. Their surface is very irregular:

Okinawa consists for the most part of a succession of

rounded swelling hills, 300 to 500 feet in. height, broken
towards the centre by more precipitous crag.?, and Oshima
may be best described as a cluster of steep mountains
reaching in Yowangatake a height of about 2100 feet. Of
the many streams a few attain considerable dimensions,

and serve to carry the timber from the highlands ; and all

round the coasts are excellent harbours. The mildness
and humidity of climate, which is the natural consequence
of the geographical position of the archipelago, is further

enhanced by the neighbourhood of the Kuro-Siwo or

Pacific guH-stream. Snow never falls on the tops even of

the highest hills ; but at the same time even in summer
the heat is seldom extreme. Three days seldom pass
without rain ; sudden downpours are not unfrequent, and
wet weather often lasts for several days on end. The
boundary between the Palssoarctic and Oriental regions
passes to the north of Oshima, which is the northern limit

of many southern forms at once of vegetable and animal
life both on land and sea. Sago trees and other Cycadacex,
banyans, and pine trees (resembling the cedar of Lebanon)
are abundant, and the natives, who succeed well both as

farmers and as gardeners, grow wheat, rice, bananas, tarro

{Culocasia), sweet potatoes, maize, millet, sugar-cane, egg-
plants, (tc. There is a small but excellent breed of cattle

(usually black) ; and ponies, pigs, goats, and poultry are kept.
Part of thQ population of the northern Lew-chews is evidently

Japanese, hut the aboriginal and preponderating element is of quite
another type, in some points similar to the Ainos. The striking
features, according to Doedsrlcin, are a comparatively uarrow face
ending-in a pointed chin, large European-looking eyes, thin lips,
thin and rather convex nose, strongly developed beard, and a
luxuriant growth of hair over breast, arms, and legs. The women
are (or were, for the practice is forbidden by the Japanese) accus-
tomed to tattoo the back of the hands with a special pattern in a
dark blue colour. Though closely allied to Japanese, the aiative
language is a genuinely in dependent form, containing obsolete words
only found in the ancient monuments of Japanese literature, and
showing the gi-eatest resemblance to the Satsuma dialect. The use
of Japanese and Chinese by the learned has prevented it being used
for literary purposes ; and the version of the Bible prepai-ed by the
missionary Dr Bettelheim (sent out in 18i5) is really in Japanese.
There was neither printing press nor bookshop in the islands as late
as 1876 (see G. AV. Aston in Church Miss. Iiilel!., 1879). The
lowest class of the population have neither civil rights nor personal
freedom

; next in order come the peasants, who rent the land from
the Government ; and above all are the literati or governing class.
Rank is indicated by various symbols, particularly by the kind of
metal of which the hair-pins are made, and by the colour of the robes
and head-dress. Confucianism and Buddhism seem to have had
considerable influence on the upper classes at least in Okinawa ; in
Oshima there is neither temple nor priest, and the people say they
pray to no goj. The sole objects of worship (if worship "it be)
are the manes of one's immediate ancestors. To the dead gieat
respect is shown in both islands,—the wealthier people building on
the hillsides large and handsome tombs, which from a distance Took
like dwelling-houses. The body is buried in a coffin in a sitting
posture, and after seven years the bones are collected and placed in
an urn.

The population of Osmawa was estimated by the American
expedition at from 150,000 to 200,000. Doederlein was informed
by the oftieials that Amami Oshima contained 60,000 souls, but
tliinks 30,000 a more probable conjecture. Besides Napa or Kapa-
Kiang the capital, and Shui the roval residence, there arc some
thirty-six towns in Okinawa, with about 6000 inhabitants each ; in
the other island Kase the chief town (comprising Itsubemura and
Is-anekumura) has not more than 2000, and only five or six of the
ither villages exceed 500.
Though Captain Broughton visited Napa in 1797s it was not till

me Alceste and Lyra expedition in 1816-17 that detailed infor-
r^ation about the Lew chews was obtained. The people at that
'.ime showed a curious mixture of courtesy and shyness Her
9ritish Majesty's ship "Sphinx" visited Okinawa in 1862 ; and

the American expedition under Commodore Perry (1852-54) added
very largely to our knowledge of the island, and concluded a treaty
of friendship with its Government, securing for the United States
the right of using Tamui near Napa as a coaling depot.

Theen-sun, "Grandson of Heaven," is the mythical founder of
the Lew-chew monarchy. Towards the close of the 12th century,
his descendants were driven from the throne by a usurper Le-ynng;
but the old national party soon found a victorious leader in Suu-
thien-ong son of Tametomo, a member of the famous Yoritomo
family,who, having been expelled from Japan, had come to Lew-chew
and married the youngest sister of Ansoo, governor of Oho-prto.
The introduction of the arts of reading and \rating are assigned to
Sun-thien-ong's reign. Chinese invasions of Lew-chew may be
traced back to the 6th century, but they did not result in annex-
ation ; and it was Hung-woo, the founder of the Jling dynasty, who
lirst in 1395 obtained from the Lew-chew ruler recognition of
Chinese supremacy. The earliest notice of intercourse with Japan
belongs to the year 1441, when a voluntary gift of copper money (at

that time extremely scarce in Japan) was made by the Lew-chewans
to the tenno Go-Hanazono ; but for a long time afterwards the
relations of the two powers continued to be of the friendliest de-
scription. In the beginning of the 17th century the Lew-chew
minister Yaua, anxious to gain favour with the Chinese Govern-
ment, persuaded his king to break off all connexion with Japan,
and when the prince of Satsuma sent to remonstrate against this

course of conduct his envoys were maltreated. For this insult

the prince exacted signal vengeance. With the permission of his

liege lord he invaded the islands with 8000 men, took the capital by
storm, and captured the king and carried him off to Kagoshima. A
few years later the unfortunate Seang-leng was restored to Lis

throne, but only on condition that he and his successors should re-

ceive reinvestiture on the accession of each new shogun, and that

each new king of Lew-chew should send an embassy to Yedo.
The Lew-chewans nevertheless continued to pay tribute to China,

and Chinese commissionersweredespatched to attend the installation

of their kings. Particular interest in the islands was displayed by
the emperor Kang-hi, whose memory is still cherished by the
natircs as that of a great benefactor ; he built them a temple in

honour of Confucius, founded a Chinese school, and, when thev were

in great distress through hurricanes, plague, and famine, contnbuted
liberally for their relief. Su-pao-Koang, from whose report vaa
derived the first information about the islands which found its way
to Europe, was Kang-hi's commissioner in the year 1719. AVhen in

1859 the house of Seang became extinct in the direct line, Sho-tai,

a descendant of Satto, governor of Urasoye, was called to the throne.

On the establishment of the imperial anthority of the mikado he
received the title of sovereign prince of Lew-chew ; but at the same
time his territory was declared first a han or feudal dependency and
afterwards a Ixii or province of the Japanese monarchy. In 1873,

according to a custom with which the lords of Satsuma had not in-

terfered, the people of Lew-chew sent to pay their biennial tribute

to China. This was forbidden by the mikado ; and it was in vain

that they urged—"For five hundred years China has protected us :

we regard China as our father, and Japan as our mother." The
Japanese Government insisted on its exclusive rights, and undertook

to settle the dilEcuIty with China. Its claims were formally

recognized by the treaty of Peking in 1874, and the islands are

treated as an integral part of the empire.

See Gaubil's extracts from Su-pao-Eoanir in Leitres ^difiantes, vol. xxlil.

;

Elaproth la i/e'moires ret. a I'Asie, vol. ii.; Heney de Saint Denys's titinsralion

of Ma-tivan-liB's Enryclopxdia; Basil Hall, You. of Dis. to the UVjf Cocut oj

Corea and the Great Loochoo Jsland. London, 1818 ; John M'Leod. Vdi/. o/li.U.S.

"Alceste" London, 1819 ; George Smith (bishop of Victoria), Lev-c/tew andlhe Lev-

c/tetrans, London. 1833 ; Halloran. IVae I'ang Jin~£igril Months' Journal, Ac,
London, 1856 ; Commodore Perry's yarralite. New York, 1856 (a most import-

ant work) ; E. W. Satow, " Notes on Loo-choo," in The Ph<enix (a monthly maga-
zine for India. &c.), vol. iii, London, 1872-73 ; J. J. Hoffmann In Bijdragen lot de

T. L. en V. Kur.ie van Sed. Ind. ; L. Semiricr, " De Lioe-Kioe Archipel," in

Tijdschr. r.hel Aardri/lrsi. Gen. te Amsterdam, 1880 (containing eirracts from
the Japanese sketch of the geography of Japan, published In 1873 by the minister

of war) ; Wells Williams's epitome of " Shi Liu-Kju-Ki,—Journal of an Envoy to

Lew-chew by Li Tin)? Vnen, 1803," in Proc. of Roy. As. Soe., North Cliina Branch,

1871 ; Henry Bnmton, "Visit to Okinawa," in Japan Hail, January 22, 1876;

Toumafond, "Les isles Txiutschou," in VErploralion, 1880; A. v. Kliidcn in

Petennann's ifitlheil.,lSSO; Doederlein. "Die Liu-Kiu-Insel Amami OsMina."

in Miltheil. d. deut. Ols. /. Katur- und VoUerk. Ostasiens, Yokohama, 18SI

LEWES, a market-town and parliamentary borougn,

and the county town of Sussex, England, is situated on

the river Ouse, at the junction of a number of railway

lines, 50 miles south of London, and 7 north of Newhaven,

wbich is its port. It occupies the slope of one of the chalk

hills, and consists principally of one main street with

smaller and narrower ones at right angles. St' ilichael's

church, restored in 1878, is without architectural merit,

but possesses some old brasses and monuments ; St Anne's

church i^ a very ancient structure In the Early English

style; St Thomas at-Cli£fe, in the Perpendicular style, was
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"erected ia the 15tU ceatury ; St John's, Southover, is of
mixed architecture, but preserves some specimens of Early
Norman. There are only slight remains of the old castle,

occupying a picturesque situation on the height, and
supposed to have been founded by Alfred and rebuilt

by William de Warren. In the grounds of the old
Cluniac priory of St Pancras, founded in 1078, the leaden
coffins of William de Warren and Guudiada were dug up
during an excavation in 18i5. There is a free grammar
school dating from 1512, and among the other public
buildings are the county-hall, the prison, and the
Fitzroy memorial library. The industries include the
manufacture of agricultural implements, brewing, tanniu",
and iron and brass founding. The population of'the urban
sanitary district in 1871 was 6010, and in 1881 it was
6017, the population of the parliamentary borough (area

1087 acres) in the same yeare being 10,753 and 11,199.
Lewes was incorporated by royal charter in 1881.
From various discoveries that have been maile of Roman coins,

and the traces that still remain of old mounds and tumuli, the
town is lielieved to be of very ancient origin. ]t was a royal
demesne of the South Saxon kings. Mints were established at it

by Athelstan, which were in operation till the reign of Harold.
At the battle of Lewes, May 13, 1264, Simon de Montfort defeated
Henry III. From the time of Edward I. until 1868 the town
returned two members to parliament, but now it returns only one.

See, besides the histories of Sussex, Horsfield, History of Lcxocs, 2
vols., 1824-27, and several interesting paners in the Sussex Arckteo-
logical Collection.

LEWES, George Henry (1817-1378), a prolific and
versatile writer, born in London in 1817, was a grand-
eon of Charles Lee Lewes, a comedian who had a con-

siderable reputation in his day. He was educated in

London, Jersey, and Brittany, and began active life-by

attempting business and afterwards medicine. Later he
appears to have had serious thoughts of making tlis stage

his profession. He finally fixed his choice on a literary

career. His early writings belong mainly to the lighter

departments of letters. He contributed a large number of

critical studies to the leading quarterly and other reviews.

These discuss a wide variety of subject, and, though often

characterized by hasty impulse and imperfect study, betray

singularly acute critical judgment, which has been

to have always manifested a distinctly scientific bent in his
writings, and Lis closer devotion to science was bnt the
following out of early impulses. Considering the author's
want of the usual course of technical training, these studies
are a remarkable testimony to the penetration of his intel-

lect. The most important of these essays are collected in
the volumes Seaside Studies (1858), Physiology of Com-
mon Life (1859), Studies in Animal Life (1862), and
Aristotle, a Chapter from the History of Science (1864).
They are much more than popular expositions of accepted
scientific truths. They contain able criticisms of authorized
ideas, aud embody the results of individual research and
individual reflexion. He struck out a number of impressive
suggestions, some of which have since been accepted by
physiologists at home and abroad. - Of these the most
valuable is that now known as the doctrine of the functional
indifiference of the nerves—that what are known as the
specific energies of the optic, auditory, and other nerves
are timply differences in their mode of action due to the
differences of the peripheral structures or sense-organs with
which they are connected. This idea has since been inde-
pendently arrived at by Wundt {Physiologische Psychologie,
2ded.,p321). Inl865,onthestartingofthe Fortnightly
Eeview, Lewes became its editor, but he retained the post
for less than two years. This date marks the transition
from more strictly scientific to' philosophic work. He had
from early youth cherished a strong liking for philosophic
studies ; one of his earliest essays was an appreciative
account of Hegel's ^Esthetics. Coming under the influenco
of positivism as unfolded both in Comte's own works and
in J. S. Mill's System of Logic, he abandoned aU faith in
the possibility of metaphysic, and recorded this abandon-
ment in the above-mentioned History of Philosophy. Yet
he did not at any time give an unqualified adhesion to

Comte's teaching, and with wider reading and reflexion

his mind moved a'vay further from the positivist's stand-
point. In the preface to the third edition of his History

of Philosophy he avowed a change in this direction, aud
this movement is still more plainly discernible in subse-

quent editions of the work. The final outcome of this

intellectual progress is given to us in The Problems of Life
enlightened by philosophic study. Of these critical writ- and Mind, which may be regarded as the crowning work

of his life. His sudden deathin 1878 cut short the work,
yet it is complete enough to allow us to judge of tha

author's matured conceptions on biological, psychological,

and metaphysical problems.

ings the most valuable are those on the drama, which were
afterwards republished under the title Actors and Acting

(1875). "With this may be taken the volume on The
Spanish Drama (1846). The combination of wide scholar-

ship, philosophic culture, and practical acquaintance with

the theatre gives these essays a high place among the best

efforts in English dramatic criticism. In 1843-1846 he
published The Biographical History of Philosophy, an
attempt to depict the life of philosophers as an ever-

renewed fruitless labour to attain the unattainable. In
1847-1848 he made two attempts in the field of fiction

—

Ranthrope, and Rose, Blanche, and Violet—which, though
displaying considerable skill both in plot, construction,

and in characterization, have taken no permanent place in

literature. The same is to be said of an ingenious attempt

to rehabilitate Robespierre (1849). The culmination of

the author's work in prose literature is the Life of Goethe

_(1855), probably the best known of his writings. Lewes's

many-sidedness of mind, and his combination of scientific

with literary tastes, eminently fitted him to appreciate the

large nature and the wide-ranging activity of the German
poet. The high position this work has taken in Germany
itself, notwithstanding the boldness of its criticism and the

unpopularity of some of its views {e.g., on the relation of

the second to the first part of Faust), is a sufficient testi-

mony to its general excellence. From about 1853 Lewes's

writings show that he was occupying himself with scientific

and more particularly biological work. He may be said

The first two volumes on The Foundations of a Creed lay down
what he regarded as the true principles of philosophizing. He hero
seeks to effect a rapproclument between metaphysic and science.

He is still so far a positivist as to pronounce all inquiry into the
ultimate nature of' things fruitless. What matter, form, spirit are

in themselves is a futile question that belongs to the sterile region

of "metempirics." But philosophical questions maybe so stated

as to be susceptible of a precise solution by scientific method. Thus,
since the relation of subject to object falls within our e.i;perience, it

is a proper matter for philosophic investigation. It may be ques-

tioned whether Lewes is right in thus identifying the methods of

science and philosophy. Philosophy is not a mere extension of

scientific knowledge ; it is an investigation of the nature and
validity of the knowing process itself. In any case Lewes cannot

be said to have done much to aid in the settlement of properly

philosophical questions. His whole treatment of the question of

the relation of subject to object is vitiated by a confusion between

the scientific truth that mind and body coexist in the living organ-

ism and the philosophic tnith that all knowledge of objects implies

a knowing subject. In other words, to use Mr Shadworth Hodg^
son's phi as?, he mixes up the question of the genesis of menial

forms with the question of their nature (see Philosophy of Reflex-

ion, vol. ii. pp. 40-58). Thus he reaches the "monistic" doctrine

that mind and matter are two aspects of the same existence by
attending simply to the parallelism between psychical and physical

processes given as a fact (or a probable fact) of our experience, and

by leaving out of account their relation as subject and object in the

cognitive act. His identification of the two as phases of one ex-

istence is open to criticism, not only fiom the point of view of.
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pbiloaopliy, but from that of science. In his treatment of tuch

ideas as
'
' sensibility," " sentience, " and the like, he does not always

show whether he is speaking of physical or of psychical phenomena.

Among the other properly philosophic questions discussed in these

two volumes the nature of the causal relation is perhaps the one

which is handled with most freshness and suggestiveness. The

third volume. The Physical Basis of Mind, further develops the

writer's views on organic activities as a whole. He insists strongly

on the radical distinction between organic and inorganic processes,

and on the impossibility of ever explaining the former by purely

mechanical principles. With respect to the nervous system, he

holds that all its parts have one and the same elementary property,

narnely, sensibility. Thus sensibility belongs as much to the

lower centres of the spinal cord as to the brain, contributing in this

more elementary form elements to the "subconscious" region of

mental life. The higher functions of the nervous system, which

make up our conscious mental life, are merely more complex

modifications of this fundamental property of nerve substance.

Closely related to this doctrine is the view that the nervous organ-

ism acts as a whole, that particular mental operations cannot be

referred to definitely circumscribed regions of the brain, and that

the hypothesis of nervous activity passing iu the centre by an iso-

lated pathway from one nerve-cell to another is altogether illusory.

By insisting on the complete coincidence between the regions of

nerve-actioQ and sentience, and by holding that these are but differ-

ent aspects of one thing, he is able to attack the doctrine of ani-

mal and hum.an automatism, which affirms that feeling or con-

sciousness is merely an incidental concomitant of nerve-action, and

in no way essential to the chain of physical events. Lewes's views

in psychology, partly opened up in the earlier volumes of the

Problems, are more fully worked out in the last two volumes (3d

series). He discusses the method of psychology with much insight.

He claims against Comte and his followers a place for introspection

in psychological research. In addition to this subjective method
there must be an objective, which consists partly in a reference to

nervous conditions, and partly in the employment of sociological

and historical data. Biological knowledge, or a consideration of

the organic conditions, would only help us to explain mental
fanctio)is, as feeling and thinking; it would not assist us to under-

stand differences of mental /ac!(?^i/ as manifested in different races

and stages of human development. The organic conditions of these

differences will probably for ever escape detection. Hence they can

be explained only as the products of the social environment. This

idea of dealing with mental phenomena in their relation to social

and historical conditions is probably Lewes's most important con-

tribution to psychology. Among other points which he emphasizes

is the complexity of mental phenomena. Every mental state is

regarded as compounded of three factors in different proportions

—

namely, a process of sensible affection, of logical groupiug, and of

motor impulse. But Lewes's work in psychology consists less in

any definite discoveries than in the inculcation of a sound and just

method. Hts biological training prepared him to view mind as a

complex unity, in which the various functions interact one on the

other, and of which the highest processes are identical with and
evolved out of the lower. Thus the operations of thought, ov " the

logic of signs," are merely a more complicated form of the elemen-
tary operations of sensation and instinct, or "the logic of feeling.

"

The whole of the last volume of the Problems may be said to be an
illustration of this position. It is a valuable repository of psycho-
logical facts, many of them drawn from the more obscure regions of

mental life and from abnormal experience, and is throughout sug-

gestive and stimulating. To suggest, and to stimulate the mind,
rather than to supply it with any complete system of knowledge,
may be said to be Lewes's service in philosophy. The exceptional

rapidity and versatility of his intelligence seems to account at onco
for the freshness in his way of envisaging the subject-matter of

philosophy and psychology, and for the want of satisfactory elabo-

ration and of systematic co-ordination. (J. S.)

LEWIS AND HARRIS form together an island of the

Outer Hebrides, nearly separated into two parts by the

inlets of Loch Reasort and Seaforth,—the northern part,

Lewis or the Lews, being in Ross-shire, and the southern

part, Harris, in Inverness. The island is situated about

30 miles from the mainland, between 57° 40' and 58° 32'

N. lat., and 6° and 7° W. long. Its length is 60 miles, the

average breadth 15, and the extreme breadth 30. The
area is 770 square miles, of which 675 are comprised in

Lewis. The greater part of the surface is composed of

gjaeiss rocks, which in Ben More attain a height of 1750
feet, but there is also a large breadth of peat and swamp,
with remains of an ancient forest. The coast is much
indented by bays. The climate is very moist and un-

suitable for tillage. Agriculture is in a backward condi-

tion, but much has been done in draining, reclamation, and
planting of trees by the late proprietor of Lewis, Sir James
Matheson, Barley and potatoes are the principal crops,

and a large number of black cattle are reared. Kelp
making is also carried on, but one of the chief supports

of the inhabitants is fishing, Stornoway being the largest

station for the herring fishing in Scotland, and employing
over 1000 boats with nearly 4000 meri,iand boys. The
town was made a burgh of barony by James VI. It has

a commodious harbour with a patent slip suitable for

vessels of 1000 tons. On a height overlooking the bay is

the beautiful residence of the proprietor of the island.

The most remarkable archseological remains in Lewis are

the druidical stones of the temple of Callernish. There

are also a large number of old obelisks, and at Mealista

in Uig the remains of an old monastery. Six miles from
Stornoway there is a huge cave covered with stalactites.

See Hebrides.

LEWIS, SiE Geokge Cornewall, Bart. (1806-1863),
statesman and man of letters, was born in London on 21st

April 1806. His father, Thomas F. Lewis of Harpton
Court, Radnorshire, after holding subordinate oflice in

various administrations became a poor-law commissioner.

He was made a baronet in 1846. Lewis was educated at

Eton, and at Christ Church, Oxford, where in 1828 he

took a first-class in classics and a second-class in mathe-

matics. He then entered the Middle Temple, end was
called to the bar in 1831. In the year before he had,

with John Romilly and John Stuart Mill, attended the

celebrated lectures on jurisprudence delivered by John
Austin at London University. In 1832 he undertook

his first public work as one of the commissioners to

inquire into the condition of the poor Irish residents in

the United Kingdom. ^ Again, in 1834, Lord Althorp

included him in the commission to inquire into the state

of church property and church affairs generally in Ireland,

To this fact we owe his work on Local Disturbances in

Ireland, and the Irish Church Qutstioii (London, 1836), in

which he condemned the existing connexion between

church and state, proposed a state provision for the

Catholic clergy, and maintained the necessity of an efficient

workhouse organization. During this period of appren-

ticeship to politics Lewis's mind was much occupied with

the phenomena of language. Before leaving college he

had published some observations on Whately's doctrine of

the predicables, and soon afterwards he assisted Thirlwall

and Hare in starting the Philological Ifuseum. Its suc-

cessor, the Classical Museum, he also supported by occasional

contributions. In 1835 he published an Ussat/ on the

Origin and Formatioti of the Eomance Languages (re-edited

in 1862), which, though anticipated by Schlegel, may
be taken as the first eflfective criticism ic England of

Raynouard's theory of a uniform romance tongue,

represented by the poetry of the troubadours. He -also

set an excellent example to county gentlemen by compiling

a glossary of provincial words used in Herefordshire and

the adjoining counties. But the most important work of

this earlier period was one to which his bgical and philo-

logical tastes both contributed. The Remarks on the Use

and Abuse of some Political Terms (London, 1832) may
have been suggested by Bentham's Booh of Parliamentary

Fallacies, but it shows all that power of clear sober original

thinking which marks his larger and later political worka

And yet this original mind did more than most scholars in

the humbler walk of useful translation. He translated

Boeckh's Public Economi/ of Athens and Muller's History

of Greek Literature, and he assisted Tufnell in the trans-

' See the Abstract of Final Report <tf Commissioners of Irish Poor

Emixdry, &c., by G. C. Lewis and N. Senior, 1837.
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Taflon of iruiler's Dorians. Some time afterwards lio edited

a text of the Fables of Babrius. 'While his friend Hayward
conducted the Law Magazine, he wrote in it frequently

on such subjects as secondary punishments and the

penitentiary system. In 1836, at the request of Lord
Glenelg, he accompanied John Austin to Malta, where they
spent nearly two years reporting on the condition of the

island and framing a new code of laws. One leading

object of both commissioners was to associate the Maltese

in the responsible government of the dependency. On his

return to England Lewis succeeded his father as one of

the principal poor-law commissioners. But his literary

activity did not cease. In 1841 appeared the Essay on the

Government of Dependencies, a systematic statement and
discussion of the various relations in which colonies may
stand towards the mother country. In 1844 Lewis married

Lady Maria Theresa Lister, sister of Lord Clarendon, and
a lady of literary tastes. Much of their married life was
spent in Kent House, Knightsbridge. They had no children.

In IS 47 Lewis resigned his office. He was then returned

for the county of Hereford, and Lord John Russell appointed

him secretary to the Board of Control, but a few months
ftfterwards he became under secretary to the Home Office.

In this capacity he introduced two important bills, one for

the abolition of turnpike trusts and the management of

highways by a mixed county board, the other for the

purpose of defining and regulating the law of parochial

assessment. On the latter subject his evidence before the

select committee (Lords) of 1850 is the clearest statement

of general results which we have. In that year he succeeded

Hayter as financial secretary to the Treasury. About this

time, also, appeared his Essay on the Influence of Authority

in Matters of Opinion. Lewis seems to have thought that

authority was too much divided to be of much use in

theological matters, while in the world of science he found

sufficient authority for declaring that homceopathy,

mesmerism, and phrenology were all impostures. On the

dissolution of parliament which followed the resignation of

Lord John Russell's ministry in 1852, Lewis was defeated

for Herefordshire and then for Peterborough. Excluded

from parliament he accepted the editorship of the Edinburgh

Review, which the death of Empson had left vacant. Lord

Halifax offered him, in 1853, the governorship of Bombay,
but he remained editor until 1855. During this period he

did some public work on the Oxford commission, and on

the commission to inquire into the government of London.

But its chief fruits were the Treatise on the Methods of
Observation and Reasoning in Politics, and the Enquiry
into the Credibility of the Early Roman History,'^ in which

ha vigorously attacks the theory of epic lays and other

theories on which Niebubr's reconstruction of that history

had proceeded. In 1855 Lewis succeeded his father in

the baronetcy. He was at once elected member for the

Radnor boroughs, and Lord Palmerston made him
chancellor of the exchequer. The position was difficult,

for he had a war loan to contract and heavy additional

taxation to impose. But his industry, method, and clear

vision carried him safely through. His financial statement

of 13th February 1857, and his speech on 12th February

1858 on the bill for the better government of India were

most successful efforts. After the change of ministry in

1859 Sir George became home secretary under Lord

Palmerston, and in 1861, much against his wish, he

succeeded Sidney Herbert (Lord Herbert of Lea) at the

War Office. The closing years of his life were marked by
increasing intellectual vigour. In 1859 he published an

able Essay on Foreign Jurisdiction and the Extradition of
Criminals, a subject to which the attempt on Napoleon's

'Translated into German l)y Licbrccht, Hanover, 1858.

life, the discussions on the Conspiracy Bill, and the trial

of Bernard, had drawn general attention. He advocated
the extension of extradition treaties, and condemned tlio

principal idea of Weltrechtsordnung which Mohl of Heidel-
berg had proposed. His two latest works wore the Survey
of ike Astronomy of the Ancients, in which, without pro-
fessing any knowledge of Oriental languages, he applies a
sceptical analysis to the ambitious Egyptology of Bunscn

;

and the Dialogue on the Best Form of Government, in which,
under the namo of Crito, the author points out to tho
supporters of tho various systems that there is no one
abstract government which is the best possible for all times
and places. An essay on the Characteristics of Federal,

National, Frovincial, and Municipal Government does not

seem to have been published. Sir George died in April
18G3. A marble bust by Weekes stands in Westminster
Abbey. He has two other monuments—the reprint from
the Edinburgh Eecieiu of his long series of papers on the

Administrations of Great Britain (1864), and his Letters

to various Friends (1870), edited by his brother, who
succeeded hun in the baronetcy.

Lewis was a man of mild and affectionate disposition,

much beloved 'oy a large circle of friends, omong whom
were Sir E. Head, the Grotes, the Austins, Lord Stanhope,
J. S. Jlill, Dean Milman, the Duff Gordons. In public life

he was distinguished, says Lord Aberdeen, "for candour,

moderation, love of truth." Ho had a passion for tho

systematic acquirement of knowledge, and a keen and
sound critical faculty. Nothing is more remarkable than
the practical good .sense of his speculative writings.

Sometimes he betrayed a slight intellectual impatience :

but this was merely the passing irritation of a healthy and
modest judgment.

LEWIS, Matthew Geegoky (1775-1818), often referred

to as "Monk" Lewis, was born in London on July 9,

1775. He was educated for a diplomatic career at West-

minster School and at Christ Church, Oxford, spending

most of his vacations abroad in the study of modern lan-

guages ; and in 1794 he proceeded to tho Hague as attachd

to the Britisti embassy. His stay there lasted only a few

months, but was marked by the composition, in ten weeks,

of Ambrosio, or the Moul; which was published in the

summer of the following year. It immediately achieved

extensive celebrity ; but some passages it contained were

of such a nature that about a year after its appearance an

injunction to restrain its sale was moved for and a rule

nisi obtained. Lewis published a second edition from

which he had expunged, as he thouglit, all the objection-

able passages, but the work still remains of such a character

as almost to justify the severe language in which the author

of English Bards and Scotch Revieicers addresses

—

" 'Wonder-working Lewis, Monk or Bard,

Who fain wonlJ'st make Paiiiassiis a cliuicliyard
;

Even Satan's self witli thee might dread to dwell,

And ia thy skull discern a deeper liell."

Whatever its demerits, ethical or sesthetic, may have

been. The Monk did not interfere with the reception of

Lewis into the best English society ; he was favourably

noticed at court, and almost as soon as he came of age he

obtained a seat in the House of Commons as member for

Hindon, Wilts. After some years, however, during which

he never ventured to address the House, he finally with-

drew from a parliamentary career. His tastes lay wholly

in the direction of literature, and The Castle Spectre

(1796, a musical drama of no great literary merit, but

which enjoyed a long popularity on the stage). The Minister

(a translation from Schiller's A' (i<//e it. Liebe), Rolla (1797,

a translation from Kotiebue), with numerous other operatic

and tragic pieces^ appeared in rapid succession. The Bravo

of Venice, a romance translated from the German, was
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published in 1804, and has since been reprinted; next to

Tin Monk it is the work connected with the name of Lewis

which has been most extensively read. By the death of

his father he succeeded to a large fortune, and in 1815

embarked for the West Indies to visit his estates; in the

course of this tour, which lasted four months, the Journal

of a West Indian Proprietor, published posthumously in

1833, was written. A second visit to Jamaica was under-

taken in 1817, in order that he might become further

acquainted with, and able to ameliorate, the condition of the

slave population ; but the fatigues to *hich he exposed

himself in the tropical climate brought on a fever which

terminated fatally on the homeward voyage. May 14, 1818.

The Life and Correspondence of M. O. Lewis, in two

volumes, was published anonymously in 1839 ; compiled

by friendly hands, it makes it sufficiently plain that, what-

ever may have been the errors of judgment and taste dis-

played in the writings of his precocious youth, he was

nevertheless a man of more than ordinary discretion, good

feeling, and generosity.

LEWIS, Meriwether (1774-1809;, American ex-

plorer, was born near Charlottesville, Virginia, August 18,

1774. In 1794 he volunteered with the troops called

out to suppress the " whisky insurrection," was commis-

sioned a." ensign in the regular army in 1795, and as

captain in 1800, and was President Jefferson's private

secretary from 1801 to 1803. On Jefferson's recom-

mendation he was appointed by Congress to conduct, in

connexion with Captain William Clarke, an expedition to

the headwaters of the Missouri river, and thence across

the mountains to the Pacific Ocean—the first extended

exploration of the north-western portion of the United

States. The States had as yet acquired no claim to

this region, and the exploration was designed by Jefferson

in the interests not only of geographical science but of

territorial acquisition. Lewis and Clarke, setting out late

in 1803 with twenty-eight men, spent the winter at the

mouth of the Missouri. Early in the spring the party

embarked in several boats, and during the summer made
the difficult ascent of the Missouri as far as 47* 21' N. lat.,

where the second jWinter was passed among the Mandan
Indians. In 1805 the ascent of the Missouri was continued

as far as the tributary which they named Jefferson river,

which was followed to its source in the south-western part

of what is now Montana territory. Procuring a guide and

horses from the Shoshone Indians, they pushed westward

through the mountains, and on October 7 embarked in

cmoes on a tributary of the Columbia river, the mouth of

which, they reached on November 15. They had travelled

upwards of 4000 miles from their starting point, had en-

countered various Indian tribes never before seen by whites,

had made scientific collections and observations, and were

the first explorers to reach the Pacific by crossing the conti-

nent north of Mexico. After spending the winter upon the

Columbia, they made the return journey across the moun-
tains and down the Missouri, reaching the Mississippi in

September 1806. The reports of the Lewis and Clarke

expedition attracted great attention at the time, and it has

scarcely been exceeded in romantic interest by later explora-

tions in any quarter of the globe. The leaders and men of

the exploring party were rewarded with liberal grants of

land, and Lewis was made governor of the territory of Jlis-

souri. In the unwonted quiet of his new duties his mind,

always subject to melancholy, became unbalanced, and,

while on his way to Washington, he committed suicide

near Nashville, Tennessee, October 11, 1809.

Jefferson wrote a tnemolr of Lewis, publisliod in 1814 in con-
nexion with Biddle and Allen's Narralhe of the LciHs and Clarke
Expedition. A new edition by M'Vickar was published at New
York in 1843.

LEWISTON, a city of the United States, in Androscog-

gin county, JIaine, is situated 36 miles north of Portlantl,

on the left bank of the Androscoggin, ai.d is connected by
several bridges with Auburn, a city of 9556 inhabitants,

and the capital of the county. As the river at this point

breaks over a kdge of mica schist and gneiss, and the

natural fall of 40 feet has been raised to 50 feet by a

strong granite dam, Lewiston commands an abundant
supply of water-power. Cotton and woollen goods (shirt-

ings, sheetings, cassimeres, beavers, tweeds, cloakings),

twiue, boots and shoes, machinery, <fec., are produced to

the annual value of $11,000,000—there being nine con-

siderable manufacturing corporations in the city besides

the Franklin Company, which owns the entire water-power.

The city hall (1872) is a very fine bnildnig; and a public

library (over 1000 volumes in 1880) was founded by the

corporation in 1861. Bates Co/Iege, founded by the Free

Baptists in 1863-64, and named in honour of Benjamin F.

Bates of Boston, possessed in 1880 11 professors, 161

students, and a library of 5537 volumes.

Lewiston dates from 1770. In 1795 it was incorporated as a to\™,

and in 1861 as a city. Tlie population was 35S4 in 1850, 7424 in

18G0, 13,600 in 1870, and 19,083 in 1880.

LEXINGTON, capital of Fayette county, Kentucky, is

situated near the centre of the State, in tjie midst of a

tableland 1100 feet above the sea, known as the Blue

Grass region. It stands on a small subtributary of the

Kentucky river, 79 miles south of Cincinnati, and 94

miles east by south of Louisville. The population (3584

in 1850, 7424 in 1860, and 13,600 in 1874) in 1880 was

16,656, including about 8000 negroes. Lexington is an

important railway junction, has an extensive trade, and

manufactures whisky, flour, bagging, ropes, carriages, and

machinery. Two railroads, completed in 1882, give access

to the mountainous eastern region of the State, from which

iron, coal, and timber are obtained in abundance. Tho
surrounding district is characterized at once by beauty and

fertility, and the town has been laid out in a spacious and

attractive style. It is the seat of the State university

(chartered in 1858, originally opened at Harrodsburg in

in 1859, and removed to Lexington and incorporated with

the Transylvania university in 1865), the State agricul-

tural college, and one of the State lunatic asylums (625

patients). Besides the university library, there is a public

library of 15,000 volumes.

Lexington was founded by Colonel Kobert Patterson in 1775, and
recL'ived its name in honour of the first contest in tlie war of Ameri-

can independence, fought in April of that yeavat Lexington, Middle-

sex county, Massachusetts.

Lexington in Kentucky must not be confounded with (1) Lexing-

ton, the capital of Lafayette county, Slissouri, with a population in

1880 of 3996 ; or (2) Lexington, capital ot KockbriJge county, Vir-

ginia, a place of 2771 inhabitants, and the seat of the Washington

and Lee university (founded in 1749
;

professors in 1880, 9 ;

students, 300 ; library, 15,000 volumes), and of the Virginia mili-

tary institute, founded in 1839, under the p.itronage of the State,

with 12 professors and 300 students.

LEYDEN, or Leiden, a city of the Netherlands, in the

province of South Holland, about 20 miles south-west of

Amsterdam, and 6 miles inland from the German Ocean.

Tho Old Rhine, ou which it is situated, enters at the

eastern side by two arms which unite near the middle of

the town so as to divide the western half into two nearly

equal portions. Though the boundaries, which now include

about 467 acres, have been six times extended, thcgener.il

shape is wonderfully regular, nor is regularity wanting in

the interior arrangement of the quiet respectable town with

its canals and moats, its broad streets, and lifeless square?.

The pensive and even melancholy impression which it

seems sometimes to produce on the etranger is easily

explained. Leyden is ;Mrcrff?('fHcp an academic city ; the

bustle of its great markets for cattle and dairy produce is
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confined to certain spots, and lasts only for so many nours

oa so miiuy days, and its industrial activity, considerable

though it be, is not sufficient to give that appearance of

life and movement which their flourishing local and transit

trade makes so generally characteristic of the towns of

Holland. The woollen goods (coverlets and broadcloths),

the cotton stuffs, the worsted and yarns, the iron and
copper wares, and the books and lithographic work which
it still produces, are far from maintaining for it the position

which it enjoyed when, at the close of the 15th century,

its weaving establishments (mainly broadcloth) numbered
from three to four hundred, or when, after the expulsion

of the Spaniards, Leyden cloth, Leyden baize, and Leyden
camlet became familiar terms at home and abroad. Owing
to changes of fashion, unwise preservation of old customs

and institntions, party spirit, the development of manu-
factures HI other places, these industries had so far declined

in the beginning of the 19th century—the total produc-

tion of all tho f.ictories in 1802, for example, did not

exceed lOSG pieces of cloth—that the baize manufacture

was altogether given up, and the beautiful Say (Worsted)
Hall was closed. Although after the revolution of

1813 comparative prosperity was tiie result of the re-

moval of tho French yoke, and more especially of the

Pl.iu of Leyden.

introduction of steam, the times of a Maurice or a Fre-

derick Henry have never returned, and still less the

wonderful days of the 15th century. The university is

still a flourishing institution, with fifty professors ; but

other universities have grown up in tho Netherlands, and
even professors of European reputation can no longer

attract from foreign lands the numbers that visited Leyden
in the days of Lipsius, Vossius, Heinsius, Gronovius, Hem-
sterhuis, Ruhuken, Valckenaer, Scaliger, and Boerhaave.

As a class the students are remarkably quiet and orderly.

Many are destined to a diplomatic career. The university

{Akademk) was opened in February 1575, and originally

located in tho convent of St Barbara. In 15S1 it was
transferred to the convent of the White Nuns, the site of

whicli it still occupies, though the building was destroyed

in 1016. Of the institutions connected with the univer-

sity it is sufficient to mention the library (upwards of

160,000 volumes and •4650 MSS. and 2400 pamphlet

portfolios), rich in Oriental and Greek manuscripts and
old Dutch travels; the botanic gardens, with splendid collec-

tions of East Indian plants; the observatory (1860) ; the

museum of natural history, one of the principal establish-

ments of its kind in Europe ; the museum of antiquities,

with a specially valuable Egyptian department; the

ethnographical museum, of which the nucleus was Von
Siebold's Jananesa collections ; and the national insti-

tution for East Indian languages, ethnography, and geo-
graphy. The Thysian library and the library of the*

Society of Dutch literature (1766) are both large col-

lections, the former especially rich in legal works and
native chronicles ; the great school of navigation, and
the Remonstrant seminary, transferred from Amsterdam
in 1873, deserve special mention, and in general it may
be said that there is no city in tho Netherlands better
supplied than Leyden is with educational and intellectual

institutions.

Objects 01 artistic and antiquarian interest are fewer
than might be expected from the position which Leyden
holds in the history of painting (Rembrandt, Jan Steen,
and Gerard Douw were natives of the town) ; but .such as

they are—pieces by Van Finck, Fr. van Mieris, Cornelis
Eugelbrechtszoon, Lucas of Leyden, and other masters
—they have for the most part been collected in the newly
founded muuicipal museum located in the old cloth hall.

More interesting is the great collection of portraits of

famous professors in the aula of the university. All the

gate-houses of the city were still standing about the clo.so

of the 17th century; two only, the Zijlpoort and the

Morschpoort have been spared. The old town-hall is a
quaint 16tb century building, and St Pancratius church
lias some striking features. Near the site of tho
Rijnsburg'gate is the statue of Boerhaave by Strackd. Tho
" Burg," on an artificial mound (perhaps of Roman origin)

in the centre of the town, is an old circular wall resting

on twenty arches ; it forms a favourite promenade, and
affords a fine point of view. Towards the south side of

the town lies an open space, suggestively called the Ruin,
which in 1 807 was tho scene of a terrible disaster, a powder-
ship blowing up and destroying eight hundred houses and
killing hundreds of men. In 1623 the population of

Leyden was much more than 50,000, and in 1640, it is

estimated, reached 100,000. Between 1796 and 1811 it

sunk to 30,000. In 1850 it was 35,864; in 1870, 38,943
(9632 Roman Catholics,. 396 Jews); and in 1882 about
41,000.

Though Lugihmam Batavorum is used by the icanicJ as the
Latin name for Leyden, there is no possibility of identifying the
town itself with tlie Liigdunum of the Komaus. It first o]ipcars in

11th and 12th century documents as Leythen, Leithen, Lcitbon,
and Leithan. The history of Leyden follows the same general linos

as the history of the Netlierlands. During the period of the counts
the city suffered from the quarrels of one count with another (.is

when Countess Ada was besieged in the castle by Lewis of Loon in

r203), or of tlie nobles with the citizens ; between 1419 and l^S.^i

it was besieged and captured no less than six times by the " Hooks "

or the " Cods." From Floris V. it received the confirmation of its

privileges (12G6) and of its freedom from toll throughout Holland
(1290). During the struggle with Spain Leyden covered itself with
glory by the persistence with which it held out against the double
siege from 31st October 1573 to 21st March 1574, and from 25tU
Jtay to 2d October (see Motley, Itise of the Dulch Iicjmblk,

voL ii.). With the internal troubles of the 17tli. century it was
closely connected. Coolhas, one of the first ptoS.'Mora of its uni-

versity, gave rise about 1578 to a question of heresy which formed
in some sort the prelude to the great contest in which his successors

Arminius and Gomarus were protagonists. In 15S7 Leicester vainly

attempted to bring the city over to his side ; iii 1618 Maurice was
there constrained to alter the government ; ana in 1C72 there were

violent disturbances in conne.Nion with the elevationof William III.

to the stadtholdership. The revolution, excited by the French, took

jilace in 1798 ; and in 1813 the Khcnish pea.=iauts, in revolt against

the conscription, marched into the city. In 1836 there was a great

inundation caused by tho Haarlem Lake. The bicentenary of the

university was celebrated with great ceremony in 1874.

See Mieris, Hcschrijvinrj dcr Slad Leyden, 1772-84.

LEYDEN, Jomf (1775-1811), was born on the 8th of

September 1775, at Denholm on the Teviot, not far from

Hawick. Like most Scottish villages, Denholm is com-

monplace and uninteresting, but Leyden's. upbringing was

in a wilder part of the country, at tlie foot of Ruberslaw,

whither his father liad gone as shepherd to a relation of
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the family. ' ThougU he did not attend school till ne was
•nine years old, long before tiiat he had learnt at home to

read, and had devoured all the books he could lay his
hands on in the border farm houses and cottages.

Naturally his parents thought that a boy so fond of

letters was meant for something- else than shepherding

;

and, as the only scholarly office clearly within their horizon
was that of a parish minister, they concluded that his gifts

pointed in that direction, and with much stinting of their

own little comforts sent him to Edinburgh university in

1790. There the uncouth lad, dressed in rough home-
spun, with a voice that smicked strongly of the Jed and
the Teviot, played his part manfully enough in the class-

work, but still better in the " societies " where Brougham,
JefiFrey,. Sydney Smith, Horner, and other clever young
fellows were then chopping logic and cracking jokes.

Leyden was a diligent but somewhat miscellaneous student,

reading everything apparently, except theology, for which
he seems to have had no taste. Accordingly, though he
completed hia divinity course, and took licence from the

presbytery of St Andrews, and preached occasionally, it

soon became clear that the pulpit was not his vocation,

(ind that the border shepherds were not to find a second
Thomas Boston in John Leyden.

lu 1794: Leyden had formed the acquaintance of Dr
Robert Anderson, editor of The British Poets, and of The
Literary Marjazine, a cultivated but not otherwise re-

markable individual, who, however, filled a rather im-

portant niche in the Edinburgh of that time. Contri-

butions to his magazine were probably what brought them
first together, but more important results followed from
their intimacy than either the verses on "Ruberslaw," or
" The Descent of Odin," translated from the Norse. For
it was Anderson who introduced him to Dr Alexander
Murray, and Murray, probably, who led him to the study of

Eastern languages, to which that great scholar was so pas-

sionately devoted. Soon they became warm friends and
generous rival?, though Leyden excelled, perhaps, in ihe

rapid acquisition of new tongues, and acquaintance with their

literature, while Murray was the more scientific philologist.

Through Anderson also he came to know Richard Heber,

by whom he was brought under the notice of Walter Scott,

when he was collecting materials for his Minstrelsy of the

Scottish Border. Leyden was admirably fitted for helping

in this kind of work. A borderer himself, an enthusiastic

lover of old ballads and folk-lore, he spared no pains to

enrich the work that promised to bring fame to his beloved

hilb and glens. • Scott tells us how, on one occasion,

Leyden walked 40^miles to get the last two verses of a

ballad, and returned at midnight, singing it all the way
with his loud, harsh voice, to the wonder and consternation

of the poet and his household. Neither Scott nor Leyden,
however, studied this folk-lore for proper scientific pur-

poses. They cared only for the picturesque and the poetic

in it, and were not very successful in their efforts to

restore it to life. Of course, the rough old ballads them-
selves were a welcome addition to our literature, but

Leyden's attempt to make Lord Soulis interesting in a
modern ballad was something of a failure, and, though he

might have made a Scotch Lorelei out of the mermaid of

Corrievreckan, his poem wants the delicate touch of the

German, and he does not know where to stop. Scott,

however, got valuable assistance from him in his task, and.

learned to estesm highly the blunt integrity of the man,
his literary enthusiasm, and his large attamments.

Leyden was evidently drifting away from the church
into the life of a scholar, but as yet he had not found his

liue there, was indeed only wasting himself on miscellaneous

learning. He had compiled a work of four hundred pages

on the Discoveries and Settlements of Europeans in Northern

ana it esiern Africa, suggested by JIungo Park's travels.

He had edited for Constable The Complaint of Scotland,

giving a glossary, and a long preliminary dissertation. He
had printed various poems, and nearly finished his Scenes

of Infancy, a poem in four books, based, no doubt, on
border scenes and traditions, but meandering " at its own
sweet will " over all the world, and a good way beyond it.

There are, here and there, some effective enough lines in

this poem, but, in the main, it is of the thin, artificial, big-

sounding order, and has no unity of design, so that there

is no particular reason why it should not go on for ever.

He had also made some translations from Eastern poetry,

Persian and Arabic, but they have not somehow the aroma
of the East. Clearly, here was a man of great and varied

powers which, however, were like to run to waste unless

he found a definite field to work in. So, at last, friends

got him an appointment in India, at first on tl« medical

staff, for which he qualified by a year of intense hard
work ; but it was hoped something more fitting would turn

up by and by. In 1S03, therefore, he sailed for Madras,
and took his place in the general hospital there. From
that he was soon promoted to be naturalist to the commis-
sioners going to survey Mysore. Ere long, however, his

knowledge of the languages and dialects of India procured

him an appointment as professor of Hindustani, which he
soon after resigned for a judgeship, and that again to be a

commissioner in the court of requests, which required a

familiarity with several Eastern tongues. Friends who
had come from the same border country—Lord Minto, Sir

John Malcolm, and others—had done what they could to

make his path smooth for him, and his linguistic attain-

ments had been recognized by Colebrooke, the greatest

Oriental scholar of the day. But in 1811, having joined

Lord Minto in the expedition to Java, on landing there he

mads his way into a library which was said to contain

many Eastern MSS., without having the place aired, and

was seized with shivering and sickness, first symptoms of

the Batavian fever. The climate of India had never agreed

with him, and his constitution had already been shaken by
several serious illnesses. He was iU fitted, therefore, to

endure the assault of this deadly complaint, and after three

days of struggle he died on the 28th of August, in the

thirty-sixth year of his aga Cut off thus prematurely, he

has left comparatively little fruit of all the bright promise

of his youth. As a poet he cannot take high rank, but in

his knowledge of Eastern languages he would probably have

been no mean rival of Henry Colebrooke, had he been spared

a little longer to methodize and perfect his attainments.

A genuine and generous nature, with a Cue enthusiasm

for learning, there were few of Britain's sons in India from

whom friends at home looked for better work, and few

therefore who were more deeply regretted. (w. c. s.*)

LEYDEN, Lucas van. See Lucas.

LHASA, often written Lassa, for many centuries the

chief city of Tibet. Though the place is of great celebrity,

the accounts of it are scanty, and information has to be

sifted from authorities differing considerably in age. Till

recently the latitude even of Lhasa has been stated with

variations extending over H- degrees, whilst the longitude

has naturally been still more uncertain. The Jesuit

Grueber, who was at Lhasa in 16G1-62, made the latitude

29° C. In the maps of Tibet sent from China by the

Jesuits, and engraved on five separate sheets in DuHalde,

it is about 29° 40'. D'Anville, in his Carte Generale du

Thibet, chiefly based on these last, but modified to suit

other data, reverted nearly to Grueber's figure ; Oiorgi in

his Alphahetxim Tlbetamtm states it at about 30° 30'.

Klaproth, stretching every datum to cracking point, to suit

his fantasies about the course of the great river of Tibet,

made it 30° 45' lat, (and 91° 50' long.); our Lst and
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highest authority, Pundit Nain Singh, gives (from a mean
of twenty observations) 29° 39' 17", a result which closely

confirms the Jesuit record. The longitude according to

t'le protraction of the same explorer's route is 90° 57' 13".*

The height above the sea, by repeated observation of the

boiling point, is stated at 11,700 feet (but the report of

Naiu Singh, on his second visit, gives 11,910). The city

stands near the middle of a tolerably level plain, which is

surrounded on all sides by hills, and extends about 13

miles from east to west and about 7 mUes from north to

south. It lies half a mile to the north of a considerable

river called the Kichu Tsanpu, or Tsang-chu, flowing here

from east-north-east (called by the Mongols, according to

Klaproth, Galjao-Miiren, or " Turbulent Kiver"), and join-

ing the great Tsanpu (or upper course of the Brahma-
[lutra) some 35 miles to the south-west.

The hills round the city are absolutely barren, and
without growth of any kind except an occasional bush of

so-called "Tartar furze." There are, however, gardens

scattered over the plain round the city, and these are

planted with trees of some size (it would seem cedar,

willow, and cypress). Four defiles in the encompassing

hills, by which the approaches to the city pass, are

defended by as many forts. We may quote the description

of Hue, which, though a little vague, is vivid, and is the

only passage affording anything like a picture of this city,

60 difficult of access :

—

'

' The sun was about to set <»' we completed our descent of the

innumerable zigzags of the mouiK'"'u path. Issuing into a wide
valley, we beheld on our right Lhasu, the famous metrop'.;]i3 of the

Buddhist world. The multitude of aged trees which encircle the

citv as with a girdle of foliage, the lofty white houses, terminating

in Hat roofs surrounded by turrets, the numerous temples with their

gilt canopies, the Buddhala [Potala], crowned by the palace of the

Dalai Lama,—all unite to give Lhasa a majestic and imposing

appearance."

The meaning of the name Lhd-Sa is " God's ground."

Formerly it used to be known to the Mongols as Baron-

tala, the "right side" or western region; now, according

to Hue they call it Monhe Bhot or Deliot, "Eternal

Sanctuary." ^ In eastern Turkestan it seems to be best

known as Jo, a name which properly refers to the great

central temple of which we shall speak.

The city is nearly circular in form, and according to

Nain Singh less than a mile in diameter. It was walled

in the latter part of the 17th century, but the walls were

destroyed during the Chinese occupation in 1722. The

population has been estimated at 40,000 to 80,000; the

last estimate perhaps including the great population of

monks and students in the convents near the city.^

The chief streets of the city are wide and straight, and

in dry weather tolerably clean, but the inferior quarters are

unspeakably filthy, and are rife with evil smells and large

mangy dogs.* Part (much the greater part, according to

Nain Singh) of the houses are of ciay and sun-dried brick,

but those of the richer people of stone and brick. All,

however, are frequently white-washed, the doors and

windows being framed in bands of red and yellow. In

the suburbs there are houses entirely built of the horns of

sheep and oxen set in clay mortar. This construction,

according to Hue, is very solid and higUy picturesque.

' This is corrected to the latest value of Madras longitude, viz.,

80° 14' 51".

' The first word of this phrase is certainly the Mongol mungke,
" eternal." The second is probably a clerical error for ilchot, which

may represent the Jo of the next sentence, which is literally (Tib.)

" master, lord," and is applied to very sacred images.

^ Nain Singh sr.ys that a census in 1854 gave "9000 women and

GOOO mea, exclusive of the military and the priests." But these

xvonls are subject to too many doubts for precise interpretation.

* The Chinese have a proverb as to the three products of Lhasa

being dogs, drabs, and lamas.

14-19

The houses generally arc largo, and of three stories at

least. The owner of the house, with his family, occupies
the upper story, whilst the two lower floors swarm with
tenants. Externally the lower part of Tibetan houses
generally presents lofty dead walls pierced by a few air-

holes only ; above these rise tiers of windows with project-

ing balconies, and over all flat broad-eavcd roofs at vary-

ing levels. According to Desideri, in the better houses
there are often spacious and well-finished apartments, the

principal halls, the verandas, and terraces being often

paved with a composition of coloured fragments of stone
set in a cement of resin, ic, which with much beating and
rubbing becomes like a surface of polished porphyry. In
every house there is a kind of chapel or shrine, carved and
gilt, on which are set images and sacred books, and before

them lamps and incense, with the usual offerings of barley,

fruits, &c.

Lhasa is not only the nucleus of a cluster of vast

monastic establishments, which attract students and aspi-

rants to the (so-called) religious life from all parts of Tibet

and Mongolia, and the seat of a quasi papacy, but is also a

great place of pilgrimage, so that the streets and public

spaces swarm with visitors from every part of the Hima-
layan plateau, and from all the steppes of Asia between

^lanchuria and the Balkash Lake, who come to adore the

living Buddha, to seek the purgation of their sins and the

promise of a happy transmigration, and to carry away with

them holy relics, blessed rosaries; and all the miscellaneous

trumpery which is set forth to catch the money of idle

people in Asia and Europe, whether they are pilgrims or

frequenters of mineral waters,^ whilst as usual a great traffic

arises quite apart from the pilgrimage. The city thus

swarms with crowds attracted by devotion and the love of

gain, and presents an astonishing diversity of language,_^

costume, and physiognomy ; though, in regard to the last

point, varieties of the broad face and narrow eye greatly

predominate. Much of the retail trade of the place is iu

the hands of the women. Hue's account of the curious

practice of the Lhasa women in plastering their faces with

a dark-coloured unguent is well known, but it does not rest

on his authority alone.

During the month of December especially traders arrive

from western China by way of Tatsienlu ("Tachindo of the

Tibetans), bringing every variety of silk-stuffs, carpets,

china-ware, and tea ; from Siningfu (commonly in Tibet

and Turkestan called Silinc/, Ziling, or Zling, a circumstance

that has caused sundry misapprehensions) come silk, gold

lace, Russian goods, carpets of a superior kind, semi-

precious stones, horse furniture, horses, and a very large

breed of fat-tailed sheep ; from eastern Tibet musk in large

quantities, which eventually finds its way to Europe through

Nepal ; from Bhutan and Sikkim, rice ; from the latter

also tobacco; besides a variety of Indian and European

goods from Nepal and Darjiling, and charas (resinous

exudation of hemp) and saffron from Ladak and Kashmir.

The merchants, who arrive in December, leave Lhasa in

March, before the setting in of the rains renders the rivers

impassable.

The tea importation from China is a large matter, on

which an interesting paper has been written by Mr K
Baber. The tea is of the coarsest quality, derived from

straggling and uncared-for trees, allowed to grow to a

height of 10 feet or more, and the coarsest produce of

these. This is pressed into bricks or cakes, and carried

by porters. The quantity that pays duty at Tatsienlu is

about 10,000,000 lb, besides some amount smuggled. No

doubt a large part of this comes to Lhasa. Tea is an

' Among articles sold In the Lhasa bazaars are numerous fossil

bones, called by the people " lightnijig bones," and believed to hav*

healing virtues^
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absolute necessary to Uie Tibetan ; he is miserable wltli-

out it.

The chief industries of Lhasa aie tbe weaving of a great

variety of stuffs from the fine Tibetan wool ; the making

of earthenware (said to be of very good quality), and of

the wooden porringers (varying immensely in elaboration

and price) of which every Tibetan carries one about with

him ; also the making of certain fragrant sticks of pastille

much valued in China and elsewhere.

It is curious that Tibet, though using coined money, seems

never, strictly speaking, to have had a coinage of its own.

Till nearly the end of last century the coinage had for a long

time been derived from Xepal. That valley prior to the

Gorkha domination (1768) was under three native dynasties

(at Bhatgaon, Patan, and Khatmandii), and these struck

silver mohurs, as they were called, of the nominal value of

half a rupee. The coins were at first not struck specially

for Tibetan use, but were so afterwards. These latter bore

(obverse) a Nepalese emblem surrounded by eight fleurons

containing the eight sacred Buddhist jewels, and (reverse)

an eight-petalled flower surrounded by eight fleurons con-

taining the names of the eight jewels iu Tibetan characters.

Ingots of Chinese silver were sent from Lhasa with a small

proportion of gold dust, and an equal weight in mohurs

was returned, leaving to the Nepal rajahs, between gold-

dust and alloy, a good profit. The quality of these coins

(weighing about 81 grains Troy) was low, and at last

deteriorated so much that the Tibetans deserted the Nepal

mints. The Gorkhas, after becoming masters of Nepal,

were anxious to renew the profitable traffic in coin, and in

this view sent a deputation to Lhasa, with a quantity of

coin to be put in circulation. But the Gorkhas were mis-

trusted, and their coin refused. A coinage was then

issued (it would appear once only) in Tibet for domestic

use, modelled on an old Khatmandu pattern, and struck

by Nepalese artists (see fig. 1). The Gorkhas, however,

FlQ. 1.—Coin struck m Tibet, from specimen in India Library
;

inscribed " 27tt year (of cycle= 1772 a,d.) /roM Ihe princely
residence of Galdan."

in 1788 and following years continued to strike coins of

progressively debased quality, which were rude imitations

of the old Nepalese mintage (see fig. 2), and to endeavour
to force this currency on the Tibetans, eventually making
the departure of the latter from old usage a pretext for

war and invasion. This brought the intervention of the

no. 2.—Gorkha deoasea coinage ; Tabbing from coin in British

Museum.

Chinese, who drove the Gorkhas out Df Tibet (1792;, and
then began to strike silver coins for Lhasa use, bearing

Chinese and Tibetan characters (see fig. 3). For prac-

tical use these Tibeto-Chinese coins (of which 2 J = 1

rupee, and which are known as nal-tang, i.e., nagshyang,
" cash "), are cat into aliquot parts by the guidance of ths

figures on them. Large lumps of Chinese silver, stamped

ic. 3.—Tibetj-Chinese coinage (" Kiem.^ng, 58th year," i.e.

1793 A.D.). From specimen in India Libr.iry.

with the imperial seal, are also used. But of late ^ear«

there has been an enormous influx of Anglo-Indian rupees,

so that these have become practically the currency of the

country, even to the frontier of China, and are now
counted, instead of being valued as bullion. They are

called Peiling ch'ranJca, or chanka (probably Hind, tanha),

" English (Firinghi ?) coins." Those that bear a crowned

head of the q-ueen are called Lama heads, the crown being

taken for a wandering lama's head-gear. This great

influx of rupees indicates a very considerable amount of

trade with India. And, in spite of the extraordinary

difficulties of the road eastward from Lhasa, quantities

of trifling European articles find their way even to

Tatsienlu on the Chinese frontier. Mr Baber found

quarter-rupees very popular as buttons, British army
buttons very common, corkscrews offered for sale (thougli

no one knew their use), and tin-plates very common,

stamped with the heads of Napoleon III, Mr Gladstone^

and other celebrities.

The permanent population embraces, besides Tibetans of

the country, settled families of Chinese and Kashmiris in

considerable numbers, as well as people from Bhotan and

Nepal, from Ladak and even from Patna. The Kashmiris

and many of the other foreigners are Mohammedans, and

much of the trade is in their hands. Desideri, a century

and a half ago, speaks also of Armenians and even
" Muscovites." The Chinese have a crowded burial-ground

at Lhasa, tended carefully after their manner. The
Kashmiris, who are called Khach'he, are an important body,

and have their mosque, and a provost, at once civil and

religious, who is recognized by the Government. With

their turbans, their fine Caucasian features, and their

beards, they strikingly contrast with the mass of other

nationalities. The JNepalese (called at Lhasa, according to

Hue, Pebun) suiiply all the mechanics and metal-workers.

There are among them excellent gold and silversmiths;

and they make the elaborate gilded canopies crowning the

temples, which form so notable a feature of Lhasa Hue
describes a striking custom among the native population.

Every evening, as light begins to fail, they leave off

business, and form groups in the streets ; all sit down and

begin to chant prayer in a low voice. " Tlie combination

of religious music arising from these numerous companies

produces an aggregate of vast and solemn harmony, which

is exceedingly moving."

In the middle of the city is an open space or place, in

which markets are held'; this is densely thronged in the

afternoon and evening. On the north side, overlooking

this place, is a great building which is the residence of the

Gyalbo, or so-called king of Tibet. It was built at great

cost by the dissolute Lama who was set up by the crafty

regent Sangje Gyampo, and put to death by the Calmuck

prince Latsan or Jenghiz Khan in 1706-7 (see infra) ;

and, as the Lama used to divert himself there with the

dances of the ladies of Lhasa, the palace is known as the
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Tranhhanri or "dancing Louse" {so Desideri ; tlie word
trasi cannot be identified).

Immediately west of the place stands the great temple
and convent of Labrang {bLa-brang, " Lama-house "), re-

garded as the umbilicus and centre of all Tibet, and from
which all the main roads are considered to radiate. This
i.H not merely the great metropolitan convent, sanctuary,

and church-cenvre of Tibet, the St Peter's or Lateran of

Lamiism, but contains the palace of the government and
seat of civil administration. It is believed to have been
founded by the Tibetan Constantiue, Srong-dsan-gampo, in

the 7th century, as the Bhrine of one of those two very
sacred Buddha images which were associated with his

conversion, and with the foundation of the civilized mon-
archy in Tibet. From this image, called Jo, or Jd, it is

known to the Mongols as the Jo Erdeui (" the precious

L>rd ") or Jo Shal-yamuni (to the Chinese as Ta-sluio-sz,

"house of the great JA"), and hence as /« or Jo sim[ily,

a name used in eastern Turkestan (as already noticed) and
probably in Mongolia, as a synonym of Lhasa. Tiie temple
ippears to be known also as Lhasai Chhoil-l-hanr/, " oS'er-

ing-hous3 of Lhasa," and among Indian aud Nepalese
visitors as Jfdckendra Ndth,^ The Potala as a sacred

centre is modern, whilst the Labrang attaches itself to the

whole thread of Tibetan history and religion. Ou one of the

walls of this temple is a picture of the famous " Master of

the Law," Hwen T'sang, the travelling doctor of Buddhism
(see vol. xii. p. 418), whose journeys have in the revolution

of the ages become so familiar to European students, as a

mine of information on the geography and history of India

during a period so clouded as the 7th century. He is

represented with three of his disciples. And before the

gate of the Labrang stand several monuments of antiquity,

especially that famous obelisk spoken of below, which

bears the inscribed record of the treaty of peace concluded

in 822 between Thi-de-srong-tsan, king of Tibet, and
the emperor Mo-tsung of China. Before this obelisk the

apostate from Lamaism, Langdliarma, brother and successor

of the last-named king, was standing in proud contempla-

tion, when a fanatic recluse, who had been stirred by a

vision to avenge his persecuted faith, shot him with an

arrow in the forehead.

The main building of the Labrang is three stories liigh. The
entrance, facing eastward, forms a portico supported ou six great

timber columns, richly carved and gilt, whilst the walls are painted

with the history of Sakya. Great folding-doors, covered with reliefs

in bronze and iron, lead to the ante-hall, and from this a second

gate to the cella (so to call it) of the temple. On each side of the

gate, two and two, stand colossi of the spirit-kings of the four

points of heaven. Within is a great basilica, divided into naves

and aisles by many pillars, whUst along each wall, north and south,

are chapels or sanctuaries, fourteen to a side.

At the west end steps ascend to a quadrangular choir or chancel,

on each side of which also are three chapels, and at the extremity

a rectangular apse (if it may be called so), and in it is the altar or

graded throne, on which stands the great image of Sakya, seen

through a lattice of silver gilt,—the higher shelves or offsets of the

altar being beset with small figures in precious metals of dcotns and
saints, and the lower ones with lamps- burning iosticks, platters

holding offerings of butter and meal, flowers modelled from outter,

&C. In the choir to the right {i.e., looking from the altar) is the
elevated and stepped throne of the Grand Lama, laid with splendid
cnahions, succeeded by the nearly equal throne of the Teshu Lama
of Shigatzc, and then by the seats of other ecclesiastical potentates,

reborn and elected, in order ; on the left of the Buddha throne,
opposite the Grand Lama's, and of equal height, there is said now to

be a throne for the emperor of China, then, at a lower level, that

of the so-called king of Tibet, whilst the ministers of state follow

opposite the inferior lamas.
In a space shut in with silver lattice, on the south side ot the

' So in Nain Singh's narrative. But tie word is properly Mai3-
pendrandth, which is the name of a saint adored by the Nepalese
Buddhists, and identified with Padmapani, the fourth Dhyani Bod-
hisatva of their system (see Ilodgsoa in Joum. Roy, As. Soc.,

snii 394).

chancel-steps, are seen fourteen or fifteen great disks of silver, set
with precious stones, on which are embossed fundamental Buddhist
symbols, such as their system of cosmogony, the circle of transmi-
gration, the births of Sakya, &c.
The great nave or central aisle of the basilica is truly hypoethral,

but on the second and third apparent floors it is encompassed with
colonnades or verandas, from which the women and the laity look
down upon the lamas engaged in chanting the sei-vices or in other
functions. The sanctuary or chancel itself towers above the rest of
the buUding, and is crowned with a rectangular canopy or pavilion
of gilt metal, which rises to a vidge serrated with fantastic figures.
This canopy rests on columns which are also gilt, and from its eaves
aud angles hang bells that tinkle with every breeze, whilst the
pillars beneath the eaves are crowned with a great frieze of bas-
reliefs embossed in gilt metal.

This ancient temple contains a vast accumulation from the ages
of gold and silver vessels, lamps, reliquaries, and precious bric-a-
brac of every kind, which is annually exposed to view in the spring
festivities. The daily offices in the Labrang are attended by crowds
of worshippers, and a sacred way which leads round it is constantly
travei-sed by devotees who perform the circuit as a work of merit,
always in a particular direction.

_
Besides the convent-cells, halls of study, aud magazines of pre-

cious lumber, buildings gixjuped about the Labrang are occupied,
as we have said, by the civil administration, e.g., as treasuries,

customs oflice, courts of justice, &c. ; and there are also private
apartments for the Grand Lama and other high functionaries. - No
woman is permitted to pass the night within the preciuct.

Another great and famous temple is the Bamo-cTihe
(" large pen or fold "), at the north end of the city. This
is also regarded as a foundation of Srong-dsan-gampo, and
is said to contain the body of his Chinese wife, and the
second of the primeval palladia, the image that she brought
with her to the Snow-land ; whence the Mongols and
Chinese call it the temple of the little Jit. The lamas of

this convent, as well as of that next to be mentioned, are

noted for their pretensions to and practice of magical arts,

one of the degrading characteristics of the lama forms of

Buddhism. The orthodox " yellow " sect indeed profess to

distinguish between lawful and unlawful magical formulae,

and to give degrees only in the former. The lamas of

Ramo-chh6 have also the ill repute of cultivating that

species of doctrine which is connected, like their magic,

with Tantric mysticism, aud which professes to destroy

sensual passion by the contemplation of its representations.

The walls of the convent are defiled with a series of sculp-

tures of gross obscenity.-

Another convent within the city Is that of Moru, also

near the north end, remarkable for its external order and
cleanliness, and, though famous like the last as a school of

orthodox magic, noted also for the printing-house in the

convent garden. Lastly we notice the Garma^hia, the
inmates of which are sorcerers of the ruder kind, who seeto

really to represent the rude medicine-men of the supersti-

tions which preceded Buddhism in Tibet. As the vulgar

will not dispense with their marvels (knife-swallowing, fire-

breathing, cutting ofi' their own heads, and the like), every

great orthodox monastery in Tibet keeps one of these

conjurors, who does not belong to the fraternity of the

house, but lives in a particular part of it, bearing the name
of Choi-chong {Ch'hos-sl-yong) or "protector of religion,-"

and is allowed to marry. These practitioners of the black

art possess no literature, but hand down their mysteries

from father to son. Their fantastic equipment, their

frantic bearing; and their cries and howls seem to identify

them with the grossest Shamanist devil-dancers,—strongly

remote in externals from the gently and cultivated persons

in the higher ranks of the Lama CHurch,of whom we read in

Turner or Hue. Other monasteries in or near the city are

the Chumuling at the north-west comer ; the TanJcyaling

' It was in this convent that P. Desideri studied the religion of tht

lamas. " From March to July," he says, " I set myself, I will not

say to read, but rather to devour the chief books of the Kaa-n-ghiur,

and to take in a complete knowledge of all that pertains to that fak'

religion.

"
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at the west of the city; the Kontyaling, about a mile west of

the city, at the foot of a low isolated hill called Chapochi.

Three miles south, beyond the river, is the Chochuling.

These four convents are known as " The Four Ling."

Leaving' the city by the side of the Ramoch'h6, we see

«n our left the famous Potala with its many edifices

crowning and seeming to grow out of a rocky hill, which

rises like an island from the plain. It forms altogether a

majestic mountain of building. At the south base of the

rock is a large space inclosed iby walls and gates, with

great porticoes on the inner side. This swarms with

lamas, its nooks with beggars basking in the sun. A
series of tolerably easy staircases, broken by intervals of

gentle ascent, leads to the summit of the rock. The whole

width of this is occupied by the palace. The central part

of this group of buildings rises in a vast Quadrangular

mass, in four stories, to a great height, terminating in a

gilt canopy similar, it would seem, to that on the Labrang.

Here on the lofty terrace is the Grand Lama's hall of

audience, and from this great height he looks down upon
the crowds of his votaries far below, thronging the plain,

and streaming to kneel before the sacred hill. The
monastic buildings attached to the palace temple are saia

to contain cells for ten thousand monks. Other palatial

buildings, towers, chapels, chodtens (chaityas), pavilions,

gleaming yith gold and silver, Buddhas and other idols,

cluster round and crown the three peaks of Potala. The
palace itself is said to be painted externally with red and
white stripes. The walls and ceilings of all the chief

apartments and temples are covered with rich silks. We
give an engraving of it (fig. 4), extracted from a Chinese

view of Lhasa, published by Klaproth in the work quoted

Fia. 4.—Potala, the Palace-Temple of the Grand Lama.

it the end. The Potala has every appearance of having

been drawn from the reality. Two avenues bordered with

trees of considerable size lead from the city to the foot of

Potala. "You see there constantly," says Hue, "a great

number of foreign pilgrims, passing between their fingers the

beads of their long Buddhist rosaries, with lamas of the

court splendidly attired, and mounted on richly caparisoned

horses. There reigns in the neighbourhood of the Potala

great and incessant movement ; but for the most part

everybody is grave and silent ; religious thoughts appear

to occupy the minds of all." It would seem that between

the palace and the city runs a stream which is crossed by
a bridge called " The Bridge of Glazed Tiles."

On the north side of the rock a wide and easy road

descends winding. By this, which has a parapet along the

edge, it is lawful to ride. Not far from tie base is a

garden-palace in the middle of a lake which is surrounded

by trees and shrubberies. This palace, called Lti-khang, is

lescribed by Desideri as of attractive style, and circular in

form, with a loggia or portico running all round, and
adorned with paintings. Here the dissolute Lama who built

it, at the end of the 17th century, used to give himself up
to dissipation with the women of Lhasa, Several other

villas or gardens of the Tibetan pope are mentioned ; in

one of them the Panch'hen-Rinpoch'he (or Teshu Lama) is

received when he visits Lhasa, and the two living Buddhas
drink tea together there. It is in the numerous gardens

tound the town that those large trees grow of which Hue

speaks as giving Lhasa such a green girdle of foFiage.

There is no natural wood.

No country in the world—not even Spain or Italy in

the last century—has so abounded in convents and monks
as Tibet The district of Lhasa alone is said to contain

thirty great convents, besides many smaller establishments,

and a notice of Lhasa would be incomplete without some
mention at least of the great monastic establishments which
stand within a few miles of the city, and constitute an

essential element in its existence. These are not single

masses of building like the great convents of Europe.

The temple {Lha-khang) is the focus tf the whole.

Round this are gathered numerous houses detached from

one another, though not far apart, and generally three

stories in height. In each of these are various apartments,

each assigned to a monk of some authority find dignity,

with several younger members or novices under his

immediate direction. Each house has a little garden,

and a quantity of vases in which plants are grown.

Library, storehouse, hostel, occupy other buildings, and"

a

varying multitude of the peculiar Buddhist objects^'^oi

adoration which we know as dagohus or chailyas, as well

as of masts with sacred flags and Streamers. The whole ia

usually enclosed in a lofty and solid wall. These establish,

ments have undoubtedly a vast population, though we cat

hardly accept specific figures, in which indeed authorities

do not agree. Hue says the inmates of each of the three

great convents which we are about to name amounted to
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15,000 ; Nain Singh states them at 7700, 5500, and 3300

respectively ; the former numbers seem excessive, the latter

arti6cial ; but no doubt the real numbers are large. In

the Labrang they show a copper kettle holding more than

one hundred buckets, which was used to make tea for the

lamas who took part in the daily temple service.

The three great convents in the vicinity, all chiiming to be

foundations of Tsongkhapa, the mediajval reformer and organizer

of the modem orthodox Lama Church, are the foUomng :

—

1. Brc-bung (written Bras-sPungs, "the Rice-Heap," so called

from the shape of the hill on which it stands), 'called by Nain

Singh Dcbang, is 5 or 6 miles from Lhasa, west of the city, at the

entrance to the plain from the side of Shigatze and Nepal. In the

middle of the convent buildings rises a kind of pavilion, brilliant

with colour and gilding, which is reserved for the Dalai Lama, when

lie visits Brebung once a year, and expounds to the inmates. The
^lace is greatly frequented by the Mongol students who come to Lhasa

to graduate, and is known in the country as the Mongol convent.

2. Sera (" The Golden ") is 2 or 3 miles from the city on the

acclivity of the hills which border the valley on the north, and

close to the road by which pilgrims enter from Mongolia. The hill

is planted with holly and cypress, and from a distance the crowd

of buildings and temples, rising in amphitheatre against a back-

ground of trees, forms a pleasing picture. In the recesses of the

hill, high above the convent, are scattered cells of lamas adopting

the solitary life. There aro three great temples rising in many
stories, the walls of which are entirely covered with gilding, whence

the convent's name. In tho chief of these temples is preserved

the famous Dorj^ of Buddha, i.e., the Vajra or Thunderbolt (of

Indra properly), or Adamant, the symbol of the strong and inde-

structible, which the priest grasps and manipulates in various ways
during prayer. From this dorjc, according to o:ib etymology at

.

least, comes the name of the Himalayan sanatarium Dorjiling or

Darjeeling. The emblem is a bronze instrument, shaped much like

a diunb-bell with pointed ends, and it is said by Koeppcn to have

been one of the later lama borrowings from Sivaism. The original

is carried solemnly in procession to Labrang during the New Yoar's

festival. In Sera P. Desiderl found shelter during tho capture of

the city by the Dzungar Khan in 1717, spoken of below.

The hill adjoining Sera is believed to be rich in silver ore, but it

is not allowed to be worked. On the summit is a spring, and a holy

place of the Lhasa Mohammedans, who resort thither. Near the

convent there is said to be gold, which is worked by the monks.
" Should they . . . discover a nugget of large size, it is imme-
diately replaced in the earth, under the impression that the large

nuggets . . . germinate in time, producing the small lumps whicU

they are privileged to search for " (Nain Singh).

3. Galdan.—This great c'bnvcnt is 10 or 12 miles e.ost of Lhasa,

on the other side of the Kichu Ts.ingpo river. It is the oldest monas-

tery of the "Yellow" sect, having been founded by Tsongkhapa,

and having had him for its first superior. Here his body is said to

be preserved with miraculous circumstances, and here are other relics

of him, such as the impression of his hands and feet in hard butter.

Samayi (bSam-yas) is another famous convent intimately con-

nected with Lhasa, but it lies some 36 miles south-east on the left

bank of the great Tsangpo. It was founded by Padma Sambhava
{Ur-ghien of the Tibetans), the apostle who came from Ddayana in

the 8th century as the great reviver of Buddhism, and was at the

head of the old Red sect It is visited by the Dalai Lama once a

year. It is surrounded by a very high circular stone wall, li miles

in circumference, with gates facing the four points of the compass.

On this wall Nain Singh, who was here on his last journey (1S74),

counted 1030 chailyas of brick. One very large temple (Lha-khang)

occupies the centre, and round it are four smaller but stUl very

large temples. Many of the idols are of pure gold, and the wealth

is very great. The interiors of the temples are covered with beauti-

ful writing in enormous Nagari characters, which the vulgar believe

to be the writing of Sakya.himself.

Lhasa Festivities.—The greatest of these is at the new
year. This lasts fifteen days, and is a kind of lama

carnival, in which masks and mummings, wherein the

Tibetans take especial delight, play a great part. Tho
celebration commences at midnight, with shouts and

clangour of bells, gongs, chank-shells, drums, and all the

noisy repertory of Tibetan music ; whilst friends exchange

eirly visits and administer coarse sweetmeats and buttered

tM, On the 2d day the Dalai Lama gives a grand banquet,

at which the Chinese and native authorities are present,

whilst in the public spaces, and in front 'of the great

onvents, all sorts of shows and jugglers' performances go
•^-1, Next day a regular Tibetan exhibition takes place.

A long cable, twisted of leather thongs, is stretched from

a high point in the battlements of Potala slatitiiig down to

the plain, where it is strongly moored. Two men slide

from top to bottom of this huge hypothcnuse, sometimes

lying ou the chest (which is protected by a breastplate of

strong leather), spreading their arms as if to swim, and
descending with the rapidity of an arrow-flight. Occasionally

fatal accidents occur in this performance, which is called

" the dance of the gods " ; but the survivors are rewarded

by tho court, and the Grand Lama himself is always a

witness of it. This practice occurs more or less over tho

Himalayan plateau, and is known in the neighbourhood of

the Ganges as Barat. It is employed as a kind of expia-

tory rite in cases of pestilence and tho like. And exactly

the same performance is described as having been exhibited

in St Paul's Churchyard before King Edward VL, and again

before Fhilip of Spain, as well as, about 1750, at Hertford

and other places in England (see Strutt's Sports. &c., 2d

ed., p. 198).

The most remarkable celebration of tne new year's

festivities is the great jubilee of the Moiilam (sMon-lam,

"prayer"), instituted by Tsongkhapa himself in 1409.

Lamas from all parts of Tibet, but chiefly from the great

convents in the neighbourhood, flock to Lhasa, and every

road leading thither is thronged with troops of monks on

foot or horseback, on yaks or donkeys, and carrying with

them their breviaries and their cooking-pots. They

descend like swarms of bees upon the city, and those who
cannot find lodging bivouac in the streets and squares, or

pitch their little black tents in the plain. The festival lasts

six days, during which there reigns a kind of saturnalia,

and the town is abandoned to these crowds o.v monks.

Unspeakable confusion and disorder reign, whilst gangs of

lamas parade the streets, shouting, singing, and coming to

blows. The object of this great disorderly gathering is,,

however, supposed to be devotional. Vast processions take

place, with mystic ofi'erings and lama-ruusic, to the Labrang

ind Moru convents; the Grand Lama himself assists at the

festival, and from an elevated throne beside the Labrang

receives the ofi'erings of the moltitude. and bestows his

benediction.

On the 15th of the first month multitudes of torches are

kept ablaze, which lighten up the city to a great distance,

whilst the interior of the Labrang is illuminated throughout

the night by innumerable lanterns shedding light on coloured

figures in bas-relief, framed in arabesques of animals, birds,

and flowers, and representing the history of Buddha, and

other subjects, all modelled in butter. Tho figures are

executed on a large scale, and, as described by Hue, who
witnessed the festival at Kunbum on the frontier of China,

with extraordinary truth and skill These singular works

of art occupy some months in preparation, and on the

morrow are thrown away. On other days horse-races take

place from Sera to Potala, and foot-races from Potala to the

city. On the 27th of the month the holy Dorje is carried

in solemn procession from Sera to the Labrang, and to the

presence of the Lama at Potala.

Of other great annual feasts, one, in the fourth month,

is assigned to the conception of Sakya, but appears to con-

nect itself with the old nature-feast of the entering of spring,

and to be more or less identical with the HMi of fndia. A
second, the consecration of the waters, in September-Oc-

tober, appears, on the confines of India, to be associated

with the Dasehra.

On the 30th day of the second month there comes off a

strange ceremony, akin to that <rf the scapegoat (which is

not unknown in India). It is called the driving out of the

demon. A man is hired to perform the part of demon (or

victim rather), a part which sometimes ends fatally. Hei

is fantastically dressed, his face mottled with white and

black, and is thgn btousht forth from the Labrang to en,
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guge in quasi-theological controversy with one who repre-

sents the Grand Lama. This ends in their throwing dice
against each other (as it were for the weal or woe of Lhasa).
If the demon were to win the omen would be appalling

;

80 this is effectually barred by false dice. The victim is

then marched outside the city, followed by the troops, and
by the whole populace, hooting, shouting, and firing volleys-

after him. Once he is driven off, the people return, and
he is carried off to the Samay6 convent. Should he die

shortly after, this is auspicious ; if not, he is kept in ward
at Samay^ for a twelvemonth.

Nain Singh, whose habitual accuracy is attested by many
facts, mentions a strange practice of comparatively recent

origin, according to which the civil power in the city is put
up to auction for the first twenty-three days of the new
year. The purchaser, who must be a member of the Bre-

bung monastery, and is termed the Jalno, is a kind of lord

of misrule, who exercises arbitrary authority during that

time for his own benefit, levying taxes and capricious fines

upon the citizens.

Climate, <fcc.—Pundit Nain Singh, who lived at Lhasa
continuously from 26th January to 2lBt April (1866),
made indoor observations of the thermometer from 9th to

23d February hourly, with the exception ijf eight hours of

sleep (11 P.M. to 7 A.M.); and the extrehie variation in

the record is from 26° (February 2d, 11 a.m.) to 4o°-75

(February 22d, 2 p.m.). He also mentions that the river

(Kichu Tsangpo) which flows by Lhasa was frozen in

December,— tlie great river (Brahmaputra) being open and
passed by boats. Water kept in the warmest part of a
house frozey and burst the vessels holding it. It is not
easy to draw very precise conclusions from these facts, but
they perhaps indicate a somewhat less severe winter than
that of Ladak, where the true air temperature is reckoned
by Captain H. Strachey to range between zero and 30° Fahr.

In other respects the Pundit's account of the climate does
>iot differ materially from those we possess of western Tibet.

He says, besides, that strong and high winds are very pre-

valent, especially during March and April ; but snow fell

only twice in the three months of his stay, and flot deeper
than 3 inches. The fall on the surrounding hills was some-
what heavier, but apparently it did not lie, for in general

liardly any snow was to be seen from the city. Should the

snowfall in Lhasa ever exceed a foot, it is regarded as ah
evil omen. What little Dosideri says is to like effect. The
cold, he says, was never hurtful to health, and he had often

spent the uighb (in winter apparently) under the open sky,

without suffering. Lightning, which occurs only in con-

nexion with the summer rains, is never known to strike

Hiouses or to kill.

It begins to be warm in May, and the sun's power
rapidly grows most oppressive. There is a distinct rainy

season at Shigatze (July to September), and this appears
to extend to Lhasa, though tlie information is not very
precise. Nain Singh was told that earthquakes are

unknown in the Lhasa province. Cholera is said to be
unknown ; but dysentery is often violent, and rapidly fatal.

Cough and chest diseases are not prevalent, nor are skin
diseases common, in spite of the filthy habits of the people.

The moat dreaded of all diseases is smallpox. Inoculation is

liabitually used. Ophthalmia is very prevalent and severe.

Hietory.^The seat of the princes whose family raised Tibet to a
position among the powers of Asia was originally on the Yailung
«irer, in the extreme east of the region now occupied by Tibetan
tribes. It was transplanted to Lhasa in the /th century by the
king Srong-dsan-ifampo, conqueror, civilizer, and proselytizer, the
founder of Buddhism in Tibet, the introducer of the Indian
alphabet. On the three-peaked crag now eScupied by the palace-

raonastery of the Great Lama this king is said to have established
his fortress, whilst he founded in the plain below temples to receive
th« sacred images, bronght respectively from Nepal and from China,
by the brides to whom his own conversion is attributed.

Tibet endured as a conquering power some two centuries, and the
more famous among the descendants of the founder added to the
city. This-rong-de-tsan (who reigned 740-786) is said to have
erected a great temple-palace of which the basement followed the
Tibetan style, the middle story the Chinese, and the upper story the
Indian—a combination which would aptly symbolize the elements
that have moulded the culture of Lhasa, such as it is. His son,
the last of the great orthodox kings, in the next century, is said to
have summoned artists from Nepal and India, and among many
splendid foundations to have erected a sanctuary (at Samaye) of
vast height, which had nine stories, the three lower of stonfc, the
three middle of brick, the three uppermost of timber. With this king
the glory of Tibet and of ancient Lhasa reached its zenith, and in
822 an obelisk recording his treaty on equal terms with the Great
T'ang emperor of China was erected in the city. There followed
dark days for Lhasa and the Buddhist Church in the accession of
this king's brother Langdharma, who has been called the Julian of
the Lamas. This king rejected the doctrine, persecuted and scat-
tered its ministers, and threw down its temples, convents, and'
images. It was more than a century before Buddhism recovered its

hold, and its conventswere rehabilitated over Tibet. The country was
then split into an infinity of petty states, many of them ruled from
the convents by warlike ecclesiastics ; but, though the oM monarchy
never recovered, Lhasa seems to have maintained some supremacy,
and probably never lost its claim to be the chief city of that con-
geries of principalities, with a common faith and a common language,
which was called Tibet.

The Arab geographers of the 10th century speak of Tibet, but it

is without real knowledge, and none speak of any city that we can
identify with Lhasa. The first passage in any Western author in which
such identification can be probably traced occurs in the narrative of
Friar Odorico of Pordenone (c. 1330). This remarkable traveller's,

route from Europe to India, and thence by sea to China, can be traced
satisfactorily, but of his journey homeward through Asia the indi-

cations are very fragmentary. He speaks, however, on this return
journey of the realm of Tibet, which lay on the confines of India
proper :

—" The folk of that country dwell in tents made of black
felt. But the chief and royal city is all built with walls of black
and white, and all its streets are very well paved. In this city no
one shall dare to shed the blood of any, whether man or beast, for

the reverence they bear a certain idol that is there worshipped. In
that city dwelleth the Abassi, i.e., in their tongue the pope, whoia
the head of all the idolaters, and who has the dispo.sal of, all their

benefices such as they are after their manner."
We know that Kubkii Khan had constituted- a young prince of

the Lama Church, Mati Dhwaja, as head of that body, and tributary
ruler of Tibet, but besides this all is obscure for a century. This
passage of Odoric shows that such authority continued under
Kublai's descendants, and that some foreshadow of the position

since occupied by the Dalai Lama already existed. But it was not
till a century after Odorio that the strange heredity of the dynasty
of the Dalai Lamas of Lhasa actually began. And in the first two
centuries of its existence the residence of these pontiffs was rather

at Brebung or Sera than at Lhasa itself, though the latter was the
cetlfre of devout resort. , A great event for Lhasa was the conver-

sion, or reconversion, of the Mongols to Lamaism (c. 1577), which
made the city the focus of sanctity and pilgrimage to so vast a tract

of Asia. It was in the middle of the 17th century that- Lhasa
became the residence of the D.ilai Lama. A native prince, known
as the"Tsanpo, with his seat at Shigatz^, had made himself master
of southern Tibet, and threatened to absorb the whole. The fifth

Dalai Lama, Navang Lobsang, called in the aid of a Calmuck
prince, Gushi Khan, from the neighbourhood of the Koko-nur,
who defeated and slew the Tsanpo and made over full dominion in

Tibet to the Lama (1643). The latter now first established his

court, and built his palace, on the rock-site of the fortress of the

ancient monarchy, which apparently had fallen into ruin, and to

this he gave the name of Potala.^

In the time of this Dalai Lama, Lhasa was vifeited for tho first

time by European travellers. In 1624 Antonio d'Andrada, a Portu-

guese Jesuit, had penetrated to Tibet through the Gangetic Hima-
laya, and returned the following year with a coadjutor. But the

place which he reached was Caparangue in the kingdom of Cogue,

as he calls it, i.e., Chaprang in the province of Guge on the Tibetan

Sutlej, and he never got nearer Lhasa. In June 1661 the Jesuit

' This name is absurdly' explained by Abbe Hue as Biuldha-la •»

'hill of Buddha. " This is not even a possible etymology, for, whilst

the actual term Bxtddha seems never to be used untranslated in Tibet,

one may discern from Hue's own book that la means, not "a hill,"

but **a pass" over mountains. The name seems- to be really taken

from the classical traditions of the Buddhists. Potala, "the harbour"

(the Pailala of the Greeks, the modern Hyderabad on the Indus), viat

in legend the royal seat, for more than a hundred generations, of the

Sakya progenitors of Gautama Buddha (see Csoma de Koros in Joum.
As. Soc. Bengal, ii. 390.
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fathers, Albert D'Orvillo anil John Grueber, started from Peking,
and, by the way of Siningfu and the Koko-nur, reached Lhasa, where
they stayed a month, and then went on through Nepal to India.
The extracts from Grueber's narrative, given by Athanasius Kircher
in his China IHastrata (Amst., 1667), are accompanied by a drawin"
of Potala which, though meagre, appears to be genuiue, and is the
only European representation in existence of that Tibetan Vatican.
The founder of Potala died in 16S2, and his death was followed

by events which brought on a time of trouble. He had appointed
as " regent " or civil administrator {Tisri, or Deba), one -supposed
to be his own n'atural son. This remarkable personage, Sangje
Gyamtso, of great ambition and accomplisliment, still renowned in
Tibet as the author of some of the most valued works of the native
literature, concealed the death of his master, asserting that the
latter had retired, in mj-stic meditation or trance, to the upper
chambers of the palace. The government continued to be carried

on in the Lama's n.-'me by the regent, who leagued with Galdan
Khan of Dzimgaria agamst the Chinese (Manchu) power. It was
not till the great emperor Kang-hi was marching on Tibet that the
death of the Lama, sixteen years before, was admitted. " A solemn
funeral was then performed, at which 108,000 lamas assisted, end a
new incarnation was set up in the person of a youth of fifteen. This
young man was the scandal of the Lamaite Church in every kind of
evil living and debauchery. But it was under him and the recent
Sangje Gyamtso that the Potala palace attained its present scale of
grandeur, and that most of the other great buildings of Lhasa were
extended and embellished. In 1705-6 a Calmuck prince, Latsan
Khan, great grandson of Gushi Khan, taking the renowned name
of Jenghiz Khan, made himself master of Tibet, and put to death
both the crafty regent and the dissolute lama whom he had set up.

The Dzungarians crossed the northern desert in 1717, and stormed
Lhasa, but were in tura driven out by the army of Kang-hi in 1720,
and from that time the Chinese power, though, as elsewhere, it has
been at times severely shaken, has never quite lost its hold of Tibet.

It was in the midst of these troubled times (170S) that a
Capuchin missien entered Lhasa. It was unfortunate in the death
of its successive heads, and from about 1712 it was abandoned for

several years, but after an interval the Capuchins reappeared, twelve
in number, reaching Lhasa by Nepal in 1720. Nothing almost was
heard of them till the head of the mission, P. Orazio della Penna,
appeared at Rome in 1735 to report that nine ^were dead, and to

ask reinforcement. He rehirued %vith nine more, carrying presents

to the Grand Lama and the so-called "king of Tibet." In 1742
he reported his safe arrival, and that the presents were well received.

Called to Nepal, where there was a branch of the mission, he died

there in 1747. We possess some of the results collected by this

mission in an excellent short treatise on Tibet by P. Orazio

himself, as well as in the extraordinary hedge-podge of crude philo-

logy, rubbish, and valuable facts (like fossils imbedded in a bank
of mud), the Alphahcium Tibetanum of the Augustine monk Ant.

Giorgi {Rome, 1762). The mission seems to have been expelled

fromiTibet in 1754, and found refuge for a time in Nepal. Some
fifty volumes, the relics of the mission library, were in 1847
recovered from Lhasa by Mr Bryan Hodgson, through the courtesy

of the Grand Lama himself, and were transmitted as an offering to

Pope Pius IX., then in the first bloom of reputation.

In 1716, moreover, two Jesuits, P. Ipolito Desideri of Pistoia, and
P. Freyre, a Portuguese,, reached Lhasa by way of Kashmir,
Ladak, and the enormous journey from Ladak by the holy lakes and
the valley of the Tsanpu. Desideri remained at Lhasa till April 1721,

witnessing the capture of Lhasa successively by Dzungar and Chinese.

Of the moderation of the latter, and their abstinence from all out-

rage or plunder, he speaks highly. His departure was due to con-

troversies between the Jesuits and Capuchins at Rome, which caused

an order to be issued for his retirement from Tibet. An interesting

letter from him, dated April 10, 1716, is printed in the Lettrcs £di-

fiantes, Rcc. xv., but'a brge MS. volume of his observations dur-

ing his residence in Tibet is stiU unpublished. The next European
visitor was Samuel Van de Pucte of Flushing, an LL.D. of Leyden,
whose thirst for travel carried him through India to Lhasa, where
he is said to have resided a long time, to have acquired the language,

and to have become intimate with some of the lamas. After

travelling from Lhasa to Peking with a lama mission he returned,

again by Lhasa, to India, and was an eye-witness of the sack of

Delhi by Nadir Shah in 1737. Unhappily he ordered his papers to

be burnt after his death, and the knowledge that such a traveller

must have accumulated died with him. We pass on to 1811-12
when the first (and last) English visit to Lhasa occurred. The
traveller was Thomas Manning, a Cambridge man of Caius College,

who had been long devoted to Chinese studies, the " friend M." of

Charles Lamb, from whom " Elia " professes to have got that trans-

lation of a Chinese MS. which furnished the immortal dissertation

<» roast pig. After residing some years at Canton, Manning went
to Calcutta, beat on reaching the interior of China through Tibet,

since from the seaboard it was sealed. He actually did reach Lhasa,
stayed there about five months, and had several interviews with
the Dalai Lama, but was compelled to return to India. He never

published anything regarding his journey, and the very fact of iti
occurrence Wiis known to few, when his narrative was printed,
through the praiseworthy zeal of Mr C. Markhapi, in 1S76. Theman
had given the reins to his own eccentricities till he seemed to have
lost aU power of seriousness, and the account, though containijig
some passages of great interest, is most disappointing.
The next travellers to reach Lhasa were Hue and Gabet, FrencU

Lazai-ist priests, who travelled from China the route followed by
Grueber and by Van de Putte, via Siningfu, and reached Lhasa
29th January 1846. On the 15th of March they were sent off under
escort by the rugged road to Sz'-chuen. Hue's book, Soitvcnira d'un
Voyage, &c., is probably still well known, and deserves to be so, for
it is one of the most delightful among books of travel. Hue was
indeed, not ouly without science, perhaps without accurate know-
ledge of any kind, but also without that geographical sense whicU
sometimes enables a traveller to bring back valuable contributions
to geogiaphical knowledge though unable to make instrumontal
observations. He was, however, amazingly clever as a narrator and
sketcher of character

; and, in this his first work, his ambition to
shine had not gained the upper hand as it did fatally in later works.
It was Ke-shen, a well-known Chinese statesman, disgraced for
making peace with the English at Canton in 1841, and who was
then on a special deputation to Lhasa, who ostensibly expelled
them. The Tibetan regent, with his enlightened and kindly
spirit, is painted by Hue in most attractive colours, and Jlr Mark-
ham expresses strongly the opinion that the native authorities were
most willing to receive strangers, whilst the jealousy that excluded
them was Chinese only. Recent experiences of attempts to enter
Tibet contradict this view. The lamas, whose rule seems to have
become more and more grasping and oppressive, appear to be sen-
sible that their system would easily fall to pieces, and are violently
opposed to the passage of Europeans across the Tibetan frontier.

Our latest narrative of a visit to Lhasa is that of the late Pundit
Nain Singh, trained as an explorer in the Indian survey department.
He reached the city in the course of two most remarkable journeys.
In the first, after an ineffectual attempt by Nepal, he travelled by
the Manasarowar Lake, and the road thence eastward, parallel to
the course of the Tsanpu, reaching Lhasa 10th January 1866, and
leaving it 21st April 1867. On the second journey (1874) he started
from Ladak, crossing the vast and elevated plateau by the Tengri-nor
and other great lakes, and again reaching Lhasa 18th November.
Between these two journeys Lhasa had also been visited by another
n,ati'.'e explorer in 1872.' Nain Singh, by his extraordinaiy surveys,
and by repeated observations of latitude on his first visit, has fixed

for us the position of Lhasa. But he also has given an account oi

his journeys, and of his residence there, which, though brief, is full

of inteUigeuce and interest, and appears to be thoroughly trust-
worthy. This enterprising and deserving man was, on the comple-
tion of his journey in 1875, rewarded by the Indian Government
with a pension and grant of land, and afterwards received the
gold m»,da! of the Poy. Geog. Soc. and the Companionship of the
Star of India. He died early in 1882.

See Koeppen, IHe Lamaische Sierarchie und Kirche (BerGn,
1859), being the 2d vol. of Die Religion des Buddha ; Giorgi, Alpha-
betum Tibetanum, Rome, 1762 ; Mnc,' Souvenirs d'un Voyage, kt.,

Paris, 1850, voh ii. ; Desc. du Tubei (Wei-tsang-thou-chy), edited by
Klaproth, Paris, 1831; Pundit Nain Singh (Colonel Montgomerie'a
Report) in Joum. Roy. Geog. Soc., vol. xxxviii. 129 sq.; Tibet

(Bogle and Manning), by C. Markhara, C.B. C2d ed. 1879); MS.
narrative of P. Ipolito Desideri (copy in possession of Hakluyt Soc.).

Also articles, by Dr A. Campbell in Joum. As. Soc. Bengal, toU
xxiv. p. 215 ; by the late Wilfrid Heeley, B.C.S., in Calc. Reciem,

vol. lix. p. 1 ; by Col. H. Yule, in Blackicood's Mag., March 1852,
and in the Times, May 15, 1876 ;

paper on " Chinese Tea Trade
with Tibet, " by E. C. Baber, printed in Suppt. to Gazette of Indict,

November 8, 1879; "The Silver Coinage of Tibet," by M. Terrien

de la Couperie, in Numism. Chron., 3d ser., vol. i (H. Y.)

L'H6PITAL, or L'HospiTAL, Michel de (c. 1505-1573X
chancellor of France from 1560 to 1568, was born near

Aigueperse in Aiivergne (now Puy-de-D6me) about the year

1505. His father, who was physician and comptroller of

accounts to the constable Charles de Bourbon, sent him to

study at Toulouse, whence at the age of eighteen he was

driven by the evil fortunes of the family patron, after

suffering arrest and imprisonment, to Padua, in which

university he studied law and letters for about six years.

On the completion of his studies he joined his father at

Bologna, and afterwards, the constable having died, went

to Rome in the suite of Charles V. For some time ha

held the position of auditor of the rota at Rome, bat in

1534. encouraged by the fair promises of Cardinal da

' See Walker's Report for 1873-74,
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Grammont, he returned to France. The death of his patron
soon afterwards seriously impaired his prospects ; but after

ho had entered himself of the Parisian bar, his marriage,

in 1537, to a daughter of the lieutenant-criminel procured
for him the post of counsellor to the parliament of Paris.

This office he held until 1547, when he was sent by Henry
IL on a mission to Bologna, where the council of Trent
was at that time sitting ; after sixteen months of wearisome
inactivity there, he was by his own desire recalled at the

close of 1548. L'Hopital now for some time held the

position of " chancellor " in the household of the princess

Margaret, duchess of Berri, and in 1554 he was made
superintendent of the royal finances. In 1559 he accom-
panied his mistress, now duchess of Savoy, to Nice, where,

on the following year, tidings reached him that he had been
chosen to succeed Olivier in tho chancellorship of France.

One of his first acts after entering on the duties of his office

(in July 15G0) was to cause the parliament of Paris to

register the edict of Komorantin, of which he is sometimes,

but erroneously it would seem, said to have been the

author. Designed as it was to protect so-called heretics

from the secret and summary methods of the Inquisition,

it certainly had his sympathy and approval. In accordance
with the consistent policy of inclusion and toleration by
which the whole of his official life was characterized, he
induced the council to call the Assembly of Notables, which
met at Fontainebleau in August 1G60 and agreed that the

States General should be summoned, all proceedings against

heretics being meanwhile suppressed, pending the reforma-

tion of the church by a general or national council. The
States General met in December ; the edict of Orleans (July

1561) followed, and finally, after the colloquy of-Poissy,

that of January 1562, the most liberal (except that of

Nantes) ever obtained by the Protestants of France. Its

terms, however, were not carried out, and during the war
frhich was the inevitable result of the massacre of Vassy
in May, L'Hopital, whose dismissal had been for some time
urged by the papal legate Hippolytus of Este, found it

necessary to retire to his estate at Vignay near Etampes,

whence he did not return until after the paciiication of

Ataboise (March 19, 1563). It was by his advice that

Charles IX. was declared of age (August 17, 1563) at

Rouen, a measure which really increased the' power of

Catherine de' Medici ; and it was under his influence alco

that the parliament of Paris in 1564 refused to sanction

the publication of the acts of the council of Trent; on
account of their inconsistency with the Galilean liberties.

In 1564-66 he accompanied tjie young king on an extended

tour through France ; and in 1566 he was instrumental in

the promulgation of an important edict for reform of abuses

in" the administration of justice. The renewal of the

religious war in September 1667, however, was at once a
symptom and a cause of diminished influence to L'Hopital,

and in February 1568 he obtained his letters of discharge,

which were registered by the parliament on May 11, his

titles, honours, and emoluments being reserved to him
during the remainder of his life. Henceforward he lived

a life of unbroken literary seclusion at Vignay, his only

subsequent public appearance being by means of a

"memoire " which he addressed to the king in 1570 under

the title Le but de la gueiTe et de la paix, ou Discours du
dumcelier L'Hospital pour exhortcr Charles IX. d, donnerla

paix d, sea subjects. Though not exempt from considerable

danger, he passed in safety through the troubles of the St

Bartholomew, but did not long survive them. His death

took place either at Vignay or at B^lesbat (Courdimanche,

iltampes) on March 13, 1573.

After his deatli Pibrac, assisted by De Thon and Sc^vole de
tkinte-Marthe, collected a volume of the Poemata of L'Hopital,

<^ ia 1S8S ^{s grandsou gMiahoi Byistolarum seii Sermonum

Hbri tex. The complete (Euvres de THdjntal were published for the
first time by Dufey (5 vols. 8vo, Paris, ,1824-25). They include
his " Harangues " and " iiemoustrauces," the Epistles, the Mancire
to Charles IX., a Trait6 de la Reformation de la Justice, and tho
will of L'Hopital. Haag I^Franee Prot., vii. p. 83) g^i^es the titles
of several MSS. still unpublished. Villemaia wrote a Vie de
L'BSpital, which has recently been reprinted (1874), and there
are monographs also by Taillaudier (1861) and by Dupre-Lasal
(1875).

*^

LIAU-YANG, or Leaou-Yaitg, a city of China, formerly
the chief town of the province of Liau-tung or Shing-king
(southern Manchuria), and still a place of considerable
mark, 35 miles south of Moukden. It is situated in a rich
cotton district, and (-arries on no small trade. The walls
include an area about 2J- miles long by 2 miles broad, and
there are pretty extenfsive suburbs ; but a good deal even
of the enclosed area is under cultivation. _ The DODulation
is estimated at 80,000.

LIBANIUS, a Sophist, was the most distinguished
Greek writer of the 4th century a.d. He was born at
Antioch beween 314 and 316. He studied at Athens, and
spent most of his earlier, manhood in Constantinople and
Nicomedia. His private classes at Constantinople were
much more popular than those of the public professors

;

and their jealousy found means of having him expelled
from Constantinople in 346 on the charge of studying
magic. He was recalled from Nicomedia after five years.

Ill health obliged him to retire to Antioch, where he spent
the later part of his life. Though a pagan by religion, ho
enjoyed the favour of the Christian emperors. When
Julian restored paganism as the state religion, Libanius
showed no intolerance. Among his pupils he numbered
St John Chrysostom and St Basil. His works, consisting

chiefly of orations, declamations on set topics, and letters,

are very voluminous, and have not yet been published in

one single edition. He devoted much time to the study
of the classical Greek writers, on whom his style is modelled
with considerable success.

The best edition of the orations and declamations is Eeiske's, of

the letters Wolf's. See Westermann, Gcsch. d. Griech. £eredtsam-
Iccit ; Bernhardy's and other histories of Greek literature; Forstep,

Zur Schriflslcllerci des Libanios, and articles in Mermes, vols. ix.

andz.

LIBAU {Leepaja of the Letts), a port of Russia, on the

Baltic Sea, in the government of Courland and district of

Grobin, 143 miles by rail south-west of Riga. It is situated

at the northern extremity of a narrow sandy peninsula

which separates Lake Libau (12 miles long and 2 miles

wide) from the Baltic Sea. The town is well built of

stone, with good gardens, and has a gymnasium and more
than twenty different schools, cigar manufactories, machine
works, and a small wharf. The sea throwing up a good
deal of amber, many iahabitants are engaged in the fabrica-

tion of small articles of that substance. The harbour of

Libau was 2 miles south of the town until a canal was dug
through the peninsula in 1697 ; but this canal is liablettf

be silted up, and the depth at the bar is only 9 feet, or

even fi feet during south-west winds, so that larger ships

must lie in the open roadstead. Libau being the most

southern Baltic port in Russia has the advantage of freezing

only for a few weeks during the winter. Since being

brought, in 1872, into railway connexion with Moscow,

Orel, and Kharkoff, it has become an important Russian

port, and competes with the northern ports of Prussia, the

exports already exceeding by 100,000 tons those from

Konigsberg. In 1879 the port of Libau was visited by

1976 ships, and the export of corn, flax, hempseed, and

linseeihas reached 28,212,600 roubles (about £2,822,000),

against 1,980,000 roubles and 367 ships in 1872. The

merchants carry on an active trade in grain and flax, mak-

ing their purchases directly in southern Russia ; their

warehouses are numerous, spacious, acd well built. ^ The
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yearly fair has some importance for the neighbouring dis-

tricts. The town is also a watering-place, yearly visited

by several hundreds of persons. Population in 1881,
27,900 ; with military and railway servants, 30,000.
The iiort of Libau, Lyra partus, is mentioned as early as 1263 ; it

then belonged to the Livoninn order. In 1-118 it was burnt by
Lithuanians, and in 1560 it was mortgaged by the grandmaster of

the order to the Prussian duke Albert. It was annexed to Russia
in 1795.

LIBEL AMD SLANDER are the terms employed in Eng-
lish law to denote injurious attacks upon a man's reputation

or character by words written or spoken, or by equivalent

signs. In most early systems of law we find verbal injuries

treated as a criminal or quasi-criminal offence, the essence

of the injury lying not in pecuniary loss, which may be
compensated by damages, but in the personal insult which
must be atoned for,—a vindictive penalty coming in the

place of personal revenge. By the law of the XII. Tables,

the composition of scurrilous songs and gross noisy public

atfronts were punished by deatL Minor offences of the

same class seem to have found their place under the general

conception of injuria, which included ultimately every

form of direct personal aggression which involved contumely
or insult. In the later Koman jurisprudence, which Las,

on this point, exercised considerable influence over modern
systems of law, we find verbal injuries dealt with in the

edict under two heads. The first comprehended defamatory

and injurious statements which were made in a public

manner {convicium contra honos mores). In this case the

tssence of the offence lay in the unwarrantable public

proclamation, in the contumely which was offered to a
nan before his fellow-citizens. In such a case the truth

of the statements was no justification for the unnecessarily

public and insulting manner in which they had been made.

Ite second head included defamatory statements which
were made in private, and in this case the offence lay in

the imputation itself, not in the manner of its publication.

The truth was therefore a sufficient defence, for no man
had a right to demand legal protection for a false reputa-

tion. Even belief in the truth was enough, because it took
away the intention which was essential to the notion of

injuria. The law thus aimed at giving sufficient scope for

the discussion of a man's character, while at the atme time

it protected him from needless insult and pain. The
remedy for verbal injuries was long confined to a civil

action for a money penalty, which was estimated according

to the gravity of the case, and which, although vindictive

in its character, doubtless included practically the element

of compensation. But a new remedy was introduced with

the extension of the criminal law, under which many kinds

of defamation were punished with great severity. We find

at the same time increased importance attached to the

publication of defamatory books and w ritings, the lilri or

libellifamosi, from which we derive our modern use of the

word libel ; and under the later emperors the latter term

came to be specially applied to anonymous accusations or

pasquils, the dissemination of which was regarded as

peculiarly dangerous, and visited with very severe punish-

ment, whether the matter contained in them were true or

false.

The earlier history or the English law of defamation is

somewhat obscure. Civil actions for damages seem to have
been tolerably frequent so far back as the reign of Edward
L There was no distinction drawn between words written

ar.d spoken. When no pecuniary penalty was involved such

cases fell within the old jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical

courts, which was only finally abolished during the present,

reign. It seems, to say the least, uncertain whether any
generally applicable criminal process was in use. The
crime of scandalum majnatum^ spreading false reports

i bout the maznatea of tho re-ltr «-.-a -^t-.V.'shj'l by statutes,

.^ — I".)*

but the first fully reported case in which libel is affirmed

generally to bo punishable at common law is one tried in

the Star Chamber in the reign of James I. In that case

no English authorities are cited except a previous case of

the same nature before the same tribunal ; the law and
terminology appear to be taken directly from Eoman sources,

w'.th the insertion that libels tended to a breach of the peace
;

and it seems probable that that not very scrupulous tribu-

nal had simply found it convenient to adopt the very
stringent Eoman provisions regarding the libelli famosi
without paying any regard to the Roman limitations. From
that time we find both the criminal and civil remedies in

full operation, and will now consider how the law stands

with regard to each at the present time.

Civil Lmi:—The first important distinction we encounter

is that between slander and libel, between the oral and
written promulgation of defamatory statetients. In the

former case the remedy is limited. The law will not tako

notice of every kind of abusive or defamatory language.

It must be shown either that the plaintiff has suffered

actual damage as a direct consequence of the slander, or

that the imputation is of such a nature that we are entitled

to infer damage as a necessary consequence. The special

damage on which an action is founded for slanderous words
must be of the nature of pecuniary loss. Loss of reputa-

tion or of position in society, or even illness, however
clearly it may be traoed to the slander, is insufficient.

When we cannot prove special damage, the action for slander

is only allowed upon certain strictly defined grounds. These
are the imputation of a crime or misdemeanour which is

punishable corporeally, e.ff., by imprisonment ; the imputa-

tion of a contagious or infectious disease ; statements which
tend to the disherison of an apparent heir (other cases of

slander of title when the party is in possession requiring

the allegation of special damage) ; and lastly, slanders

directed against a man's professional or business character,

which tend directly to prejudice him in his trade, profes-

sion, or means of livelihood. In the latter case the words
must either be directly aimed at a man in his business or

official character, or they must be such as necessarily to

imply unfitness for his particular office or occupation.

Thus words which merely reflect generally upon the moral

character of a tradesman or professional man are not

actionable, but they are actionable if directed against his

dealings in the course of his trade or profession. But, in

the case of a merchant or trader, an allegation which affects

his credit generally is enough, and in the same way it has

been held that statements are actionable which affect the

ability or moral characters of persons who hold offices, or

exercise occupation which require a high degree of ability,

or infer peculiar confidence. In every case the plaintiff

must have been at the time of the slander in the actual

exercise of the occupation or enjoyment of the office with

reference to which the slander is supposed to have affected

him.

The action for libel is not restricted in the same way as

that for slander. Originally, as we have seen, there appears

to have been no essential distinction between them, but the

establishment of libel as a criminal offence had probably

considerable influence, and it soon became settled that

written defamatory statements, or pictures and other signs

which bore a defamatory meaning, implied greater malice

and deliberation, and were generally fraught with greater

injury than those which were merely made by word of

mouth. The result has been that the action for libel is not

limited to special grounds, or by the necessity of proving

special damage. It may bo founded on any statement

which disparages a man's private or professional character,

or which tends to hold him up to hatred, contempt, or

tidi5i\l5. lu ose sf 11-9 leadina cases, for example, ths
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plaiotiff obtained damages because it was said of him that

he was a hypocrite, and had used the cloak of religion for

aoworthy purposes. In another case a charge of ingratitude

was held sufficient. In civil cases the libel must be

published by being brought by the defendant under the

notice of a third party, and it has even been held that it is

sufficient if this has been done by gross carelessness,

without deliberate intention to publish. Every person is

liable to an action who is concerned in the publication of a

libel, wliether he be the author, printer, or publisher ; and

the extent and manner of the publication, although not

affecting the ground of the action, is a material element in

estimating the damages.

It is not necessary that the defamatory character of the

words or writing complained of should be apparent on their

face. They may be couched in the form of an insinuation,

or may derive their sting from a reference to circumstances

understood by the persons to whom they are addressed.

In such a case the plaintiff must make the injurious sense

clear by an averment called an innuendo, and it is for the

jury to say whether the words bore the meaning thus

ascribed to them.

In all civil actions for slander and libel the falsity of the

injurious statements is an essential element, so that the

defendant is always entitled to justify his statements by
their truth ; but when the statements are in themselves

defamatory, their falsity is presumed, and the burden of

proving their truth is laid upon the defendant. There are

however, a large class of false defamatory statements,

commonly called privileged, which are not actionable on

account of the particular circumstances la which they are

made. The general theory of law with regard to these

cases is this. It is assumed that in every case of defama-

tion intention is a necessary element ; but in the ordinary

case, when a statement is false and defamatory, the law

presumes that it has been made or published with an evil

intent, and will not allow this presumption to be rebutted

by evidence or submitted as matter of fact to a jury. But
there are certain circumstances in which the natural

presumption is quite the other way. There are certain

natural and proper occasions on which statements may be

made which are in themselves defamatory, and which may
be false, but which naturally suggest that the statements

may have been made from a perfectly proper motive and
with entire belief in their trutL In the cases of this kind

which are recognized by law, the presumption is reversed.

It lies with the plaintiff to show that the defendant was

actuated by what is called express malice, by an intention

to do harm, and in this case the question is not one of legal

inference for the court, but a matter of fact to be decided

by the jury. Although, however, the theory of the law

seems to rest entirely upon natural presumption of inten-

tion, it is pretty clear that in determining the limits of

privilege the courts have been almost wholly guided by
considerations of public or general expediency.

In some cases the privilege is absolute, so that we cannot

have an action for . defamation even although we prove

express malice. Thus no action of this kind can be

maintained for statements made in the course of judicial

proceedings if they are in any sense relevant to the matter

in hand. In the same way no statements or publications

are actionable which are made in the ordinary course of

parliamentary proceedings. Papers published under the

authority of parliament are protected by a special Act,

3 & 4 Vict c. 9, which was passed after a decree of the

law courts adverse to the privilege claimed. The reports

of judicial and parliamentary proceedings stand in a some-

what different position, which has only been attained after

a long and interesting conflict. The general rule now is

that all reports of parliamentary or judicial proceedings

are privileged in so far as they are honest and impartial

Even ex parte proceedings, in so far as they take place in

public, now fall within the same rule. But if the report is

garbled, or if part of it only is published, the party who
is injured in consequence is entitled to maintain an action,

and to have the question of malice submitted to a jury.

Comments on subjects of public interest, on the proceedings

of courts or public bodies, on publications, exhibitions,

and on persons who have in any way chosen to invite the

public attention, fall within a similar rule. The public

interest demands that on all these subjects a fair latitude

for discussion should be permitted ; the critic is entitled

to the utmost liberty so long as he expresses nothing more
than his honest opinion of the subject before him, but if

it can be proved that he has used false and defamatory
language out of malice, and especially if he has travelled

beyond the facts which are properly before the public, he
is no longer protected by his privilege. In private life a
large number of statements are privileged so long as they

remain matters of strictly private communication. It is

difficult to define the limits of privata privilege without

extensive reference to concrete cases ; but generally it may
be said that it includes all communications which are made
in performance of a duty not merely legal but moral or

social, answers to bona fide inquiries, communications made
by persons in confidential relations regarding matters in

which one or both are interested, and even statements

made within proper limits by persons in the bona fide

prosecution of their own interest. Common examples of

this kind of privilege are to be found in answer to inquiries

as to the character of servants or the solvency of a trader,

warnings to a friend, communications between persons

who are jointly interested in some matters of business.

But in every case we must be careful not to exceed the

limits of publication required by the occasion, or otherwise

the privilege is lost. Thus defamatory statements may be

privileged when made to a meeting of shareholders, but

not when published to others who have no immediate con-

cem in the business.

In a few instances in which an action cannot be

maintained even by the averment of malice, the plaintiff

may maintain an action by averring not only malice but

also want of reasonable and probable cause. The most

common instances of this kind are malicious charges

made in the ordinary course of justice and malicious

prosecutions. In such cases it would be contrary to

public policy to punish or prevent every charge which was

made from a purely malicious motive, but there is no

reason for protecting accusations which are not only mali-

cious, but destitute of all reasonable probability.

Criminal Lato.—Publications which are blasphemous,

immoral, or seditious are frequently termed libels, and are

punishable both at common law and by various statutes.

The matter, however, which constitutes the offence in these

publications lies beyond our present . scope. Libels upon

individuals may be prosecuted by criminal information or

indictment, but there can be no criminal prosecution for

slander. So far as concerns the definition of libel, and its

limitation by the necessity of proving in certain cases

express malice, there is no substantial difference between

the rules which apply to criminal prosecutions and to civil

actions, with the one important exception (now considerably

modified) that the falsity of a libel is not in criminal law

an essential element of the offence. If the matter alleged

were in itself defaiiiatory, the court would not permit

inquiry into its truth. The sweeping application of this

rule seems chiefly due to the indiscriminate use, in earlier

cases, of a rule in Roman law which was only applicable tc

certain modes of publication, but has been supported by

various reasons of general policy, and esnecially by the
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view that one main reason for panishmg a libel was its

tendency to provoke a breach of the peace. The same view

has occasioned a difference in the publication required in

civil and criminal actions. It is enough in criminal law that

the libel has been published to the party against whom it

is directed, if it is averred that it is intended or calculated

to produce a breach of the peace. Important alterations,

however, have been introduced into this branch of the law

by 6 & 7 Vict. c. 96. By that Act any person who
maliciously publishes a defamatory libel may bo punished

by fine or imprisonment or both, the imprisonment not to

exceed one year. Any person maliciously publishing a

defamatory libel, knowing the same to be false, is liable to

fine and imprisonment for two yeara In every case the

truth of the matters charged may be inquired into if it be
pleaded, but the truth does not amount to a defence unless

it is also proved that the publication was for the public

benefit ; and if, after such plea, the defendant is convicted,

it is competent to the court to consider whether the guilt

)f the defendant is mitigated or aggravated by the plea,

ind the evidence given in relation to it By the same
Act a defendant is protected from publication of libels

without his knowledge, authority, or consent", if the

publication did not arise from the want of due care and
caution on his part. The court are further authorized to

award costs to the defendant in any information or indict-

ment at the instance of a private prosecutor.

An important dispute about the powers of the jury in-

cases of libel arose during last century in connexion with

some well known trials for seditious libels. The point is

familiar to readers of Macaulay in connexion with the trial

of the seven bishops, but the cases in which it was brought

most prominently forward, and which led to its final

settlement, were those against Woodfall (the printer of

Junius), Wilkes, and others, and especially the case against

Shipley, the dean of St Asaph (21 St. Tr. 92-5), in which
the question was fought by Mr Erskine with extraordinary

energy and ability. The cotjtroversy turned upon the

question whether the jury wore to be strictly confined to

matters of fact which required to be proved by evidence,

or whether in every case they were entitled to form their

own opinion upon the libellous character of the publication

and the intention of the author. There could be no douljt

of course that the jury, if they pleased, had it in their

power to return a general verdict of guilty or not guilty,

but both in theory and practice they were subject in law

to the directions of the court, and had to be informed by

it as to what they were to take into consideration in

determining upon their verdict (see Juey). There is no

difficulty about the general application of this principle in

criminal trials. In a case of murder, for example, the

judge directs the jury that if they are satisfied the accused

did so and so they ought to find him guilty. He directs

Uiem, not merely as to the definition of the crime, but as

to the particular facts which fall within that definition.

If the crime is one which is inferred by law from certain

facts, they are only concerned with these facts, and

must accept the construction which is put upon them by

law. Applying these principles to the case of libel, juries

were directed that it was for the court to determine

whether the publication fell within the definition of libel,

and whether the case was one in which malice was to be

inferred by construction of law. If the case were one in

which malice was inferred by law, the only facts left to tne

jury were the fact of publication and the meaning averred

by innuendoes ; they could not go into the question of

intention, unless the case were one of privilege, in which

express malice had to be' pioveo. In general principle,

therefore, the decisions of the com t wbre in accoi-dance with

Ihe ordinary principles of criminal law, But there were

undoubtedly some peculiarities in the ase of libeL Tha
sense of words, the inferences to be drawn from them, and
the effect which they produce are not so easily defined as
gross matters of fact. They seem to belong to" those cases
in. which the impression made upon a jury is more to ba
trusted than the decision of a judge. And further, owing
to the mode of procedure, the defendant was often punished
before the question of law was determined. But neverthe-
less the question would scarcely have been raised had the
libels related merely to private matters. The real ground
of dispute was the liberty to be accorded to political

discussion. Had the judges taken as wide a view of

privilege in discussing matters of public interest as they

do now, the question could scarcely have arisen ; for

Erskine's whole contention really amounted to this, that

the jury were entitled to take into consideration the good

or bad intent of the authors, which is precisely the question

which would now be put before them in any matter which
concerned the publia But at that time the notion of a
special privilege attaching to political discussion had
scarcely arisen, or was at least confined within very narrow
limits, and the cause of free political discussion seemed to be

more safely entrusted to juries than to courts. The question

was finally settled by Mr Fox's Libel Act (32 Geo. III.

c. 60), by which the jury were entitled to give a general

verdict on the whole matter put in issue.

Scotch Law.—In Scotch law there were originally three remedies

for defamation. It mi^ht be prosecuted by or with the concurrenco

of the lord advocate belore the Court of Justiciary ; 6r, secondly, !v

crimmal remedy might be obtained in the commissary (ecclesiastical)-

couvts, which originally dealt with the defender by public retractation

or penance, but subsequently made use of fines payable to their own'

procurator or to the party injured, these latter being regarded as.

solatium to his feelings ; or, lastly, an action of damages was com-
petent before the Court of Session, which was strictly civil in its

character, and aimed at the reparation of patrimonial loss. The first

remedy has fallen into disuse ; the second and third (the commissary
courts being now abolished) became mixed up together, and are

represented by the present action for damages or solatium.

Originally the action before the Court of Session was strictly for

damages—founded, not upon the auimiis injuriandi, but upon
culpa, and could be defended by proving the tnith of the statements.

But in time the Court of Session began to assume the original

jurisdiction of the commissary courts, and entertained actions for

solatium in which the animus injuriandi was a necessary element,

and to which, as in Roman law, the truth was not necessarily a
defence. Ultimately the two actions got very much confused. Vi^

find continual disputes as to the necessity for the animus injuriaiuU

and the applicability of the plea of Veritas convicii, which aroso

from the fact that the courts were not always conscious that they
were dealing with two actions, to one of which these notions were:

applicable, and to the other not. On the introduction of the jury
court, presided over by an English lawyer, it was quite natural that

he, finding no very clear distinction maintained between damaga
and solatium, applied the English plea of truth as a justification

to every case, and retained the animus injuriandi both in ordinary

cases and cases of privilege in the same shape as the English con-

ception of malice. The leading and almost only differences between
the English and Scotch law now are that the latter makes no
essential distinction between oral and written defamation, that it;

practically gives an action for every case of defamation oral or,

written upon which in England a civil action might be maintained)

for libel, and that it possesses no criminal remedy. In consequence;

of the latter defect and the indiscriminate application of the plea o6

Veritas to every case both of damages and solatium, there appeal's

to be at present no remedy in Scotland even for the widest and
most neemess publication of offensive statements if only they aia

true. _
American Law.—la Urn as in so many other departments the

American law scarcely if at all diffei-s from that of Euglaud. In so

far indeed as the common law is concerned, they may be said to ha

substantially identical. The principal statutes which have altered

the English criminal law, such as Mr Fo.x's Act, and 6 & 7 Vict. c..

96 are also represented by equivalent legislation in most Americar.

States.
'

(A. GI.)

'LIBER .Urt) LIBERAV-among the Romans, were a pai*

of deities, male and female, in whose worship two very

different phases exLst side by aide. In thfl' .country feas^

of the vintage.^and th.e citj festival ot Marfiif L7th calleti
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Liberalia, we find purely Italian ceremonial unaffected by

Greek religion. The country festival was a. great merry-

making, where the first-fruits of the new must were offered

to the gods. It was full of unbridled rejoicing, and

characterized by the grossest symbolism, in honour of the

fertility of nature. It is usual to refer the name Liber to

the free unrestrained character of his worship. In the city

festival, growing civilization had impressed a new character

on the primitive religion, and connected it with the frame-

work of society. At this time the youths laid aside the

boy's toga prsetexta and assumed the man's tor/a libera or

vi)-ilis. Cakes olfai; honey, and oil (liba) were offered to

the two gods at this festival. Liber is often invoked as

Liber Pater, and we find even the expression Jvpiter

Liber, taking us' back to the primitive stage of religion

when no divine hierarchy of gods had been elaborated, and

when Liber and Libera were in the sphere of their cultus

the sole god and goddess. Originally Liber is probably

only an epithet of Jupiter.

At an early period the Hellenic religion of Demeter,

common to all the Greek colonies of Italy and Sicily,

spread to Rome ; then Liber and Libera were identified

with Dionysus and Persephone, and associated with another

Italian goddess Ceres, who was identified with Demeter.

At the order of the Sibylline books, a temple was built to

these three deities near the Circus Flaminius ; the whole

cultus was borrowed from the Greeks, down even to the ter-

minology, and prieste^es were brought from the Greek cities.

The temple, jEt/es Cei'eris, was founded by Aulus Postumius,

496 B.C., and dedicated by Spurius Cassiua, 493 B.C. The
chief festival of this cultus lasted eight days, from the 1 2th

to the 19th of April ; it was accompanied by games, called

Z^tdi Cereales or Liberahs. The plebeian aediles, appointed

about the time when the temple was founded, were closely

attached to it, and from that time plebeian liberty con-.

tinned in intimate relation to the u€des Cereris and the

gods there worshipped.

LIBERIA, a Negro republic on the Grain Coast of

West Africa. Founded in 1822 by American philanthro-

pists for the settlement of freedmen who wished to return

to their native land, or to enjoy political and social privi-

leges then denied them in the United States, it remained

for twenty-five years under the tutelage of the mother

country, but on the 26th July 1847 it was declared inde-

pendent. In 1848 it was recognized as a sovereign state

by Great Britain, which aided it in various ways, and by
other Continental powers, and finally in 1861 by the

United States. Its nominal boundaries are from the river

Jong, a tributary of the Sherbar, in 7° 35' N. lat., 12°

20' W. long., and the river San Pedro, in 4° 45' N. lat.,

6" 40' W. long., a distance of 380 miles, the limits of the

state in the interior being usually stated at from 80 to 100
miles eastward, though this is unsettled, and the entire

area of the country at 24,000 .square miles, or 1000 miles

less than Holland and Belgium combined. Like that of

northern Guinea generally, the laberian shore is low, but

the country rises towards the interior, and is well-wooded

and watered by numerous streams. The climate is,

however, hot and unhealthy for Europeans, though of late

years it has been improved by drainage, and is considered

superior to that of any part of the neighbouring coast.

The soil is fertile and well- suited for the growth of tropical

crops, such as cotton, rice, sugar, indigo, yams, ground-

nuts, bananas, ginger, cassava, pine-apples, cocoa-nuts, limes,

oranges, tamarinds, and the Liberian variety of coO'ee^

held in such high esteem. These products, in addition to

palm oil, form the main support of the inhabitants, who in

return import arms, ammunition, tobacco, salt provisions,

implements of huslsandry, cutlery, British cottons, and
other manufactured goods. Coffee, palm oil, palm-kernels,

rubber, ivory, dye woods, hides, ivory, arrowroot, sugar,

cocoa, ginger, and rice form the principal articles of its

commerce, which is carried on chiefly with Great Britain,

Holland, Hamburg, and America. Copper, gold, iron, and
deposits of gum-copal exist, but they are not worked

;

and all the large wild animals have long since been killed

or driven out of the woods. Stock can be kept in the

higher lands. The government is modelled on that of the

United States, and consists of a president, and a congress

composed of a senate of eight members elected for four

years, and of a house of representatives of thirteen members
elected for three years, in addition to a supreme court, and

a cabinet of the American type. One additional represen-

tative is given for each additional 10,000 inhabitants by
which the population may increase. Military service in the

militia is obligatory on every male citizen between the ages

of sixteen and fifty, but there is no standing army. There

is no established church, and all faiths are equally tolerated.

The state is divided into iour counties (Mezurada, Grand
Bassa, Since, and JIaryland-), and these again into town-

ships, each 04 square miles in area. There are a number
of little villages, but the only place of any consequence is

Monrovia, the capital, containing 13,000 inhabitants, and in

appearance very like a town in the southern United States,

but in no way remarkable except for the large number of

churches within its bounds. Besides 'Monrovia the chief

ports are Robertsport, Marshall, • Edina or Buchanan,

Greenville, Sesters River, Sasstown, and Harper, and in

1881 foreigners were further permitted to trade at any

point to the north of Robertsport. The present population

of the republic (18S2) comprises 18,000 civilized negroes,

chiefly of American origin, and 1,050,000 half-wild natives,

some of whom are adopting a settled life, and conforming

to the habits of their tamed countrymen. Among the

more interesting tribes are the Veis, tlie Bassas, the Krus,

and the lilandingoes. ,The American Methodist Episcopal

mission dates from 1833, the American Episcopal from

1834, and that of the American Baptists from 1835. The

revenue of the state was returned at September 30, 1875, as

111,457 dollars, chiefly derived from customs, the national

debt being 500,000 dollars, contracted in England in

1871. Of this neither principal nor interest has been paid.

Socially and politically the state cannot be pronounced a

marked success. The negroes in America display little

desire to throw in their fortunes with it, now that they are

free to go whither they list, nor do the barbarous tribes on

the border of the republic seem to admire the black parody

on a white man's government, which for sixty years has

been presented to them. There is now and again a small

immigration from the United States, but the Liberian

civilization, cut off from the benefit of intercourse with a

higher and broader culture, is apt to deteriorate, while

neither the climate nor the laws and social surroundings

are ever likely to attract many white men to its shores.

It is, however, only fair to add that, though internal dis-

order is too often the rule, the state shows an appreciation

of education and religion, and a keen desire to stand well

in the good opinion of the powers with which it has

relations by accredited representatives. It has formed

treaties with most of the European countries, and with

Hayti and the United States ; and, thouj^h it has not paid

its debts, successive Gevernments are in the habit of

registering vows to meet this first obligation of a nation

towards its neighbours. British coin and an irredeemable

Libcriau coffee (see Coffee, vol. vi. p. 110) has been iutroiluced

into Brazil, Ceylon, the Dutch Indies, &c. The quantity actually

exported flora Liberia is comparatively small.

2 Maryland -n-as originally a separate colony, founded in 1831; it

became an independent republic in 1854, and about 1860 was incor-

porated with its older ueighboiu-.
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paper currency ore the money chiefly in circulation, but all

accounts are kept in United States dollars and cents.

The weights employed are also British, except that gold
from the interior is bought and sold by the usano = 16 akis

= 16,000 cowries = 3I4'76 grains troy. The gondar-ardeb
(7"74 imperial pints), the massuah-ardeb (2-32 imp. gals.),

and the kuba (1'788 imp. pints) are also in common use.

See Gm-loy's Life of Jchiali AiJ.vuin, 1835 ; Stockwell, The
HcjJiiblic of LiOeria, 1868: Wilson, West Africa, 1856; Hutcliinson,
Jiiipressions of IVcsl Africa, 1858: Hitter, iii Zcitschrift. fiir allje-

mcinc Erdkundc, vol. L, 1853 ; liiown. Countries of ' the lyorld,
vol. vi. pp. 123-127, 1881; Howcii, Central Africa, IS57; Thomas,
jresl Coast ofAfrica, 1860; " Die Negenepublik Liberia," in I'jiscif

Zcit, Vol. iil., 1858 ; U.S. Consular Kepoits, 1881.

LTBERIUS, pope from 352 to 366, the successor of

Julius L, was consecrated according to the CataJogus
Liberianus on May 22. His first recorded act was, after a
eynod had been held at Rome, to write to Constantius, then
in quarters at Aries (353-54), asking that a council might
be called at Aquileia with reference to the affairs of
Athanasius ; but his messenger Vincentius of Capua, so

far from being successful in his mission, was himself
compelled by the emperor at a conciliabulum held in Aries

to subscribe against his will a condemnation of the orthodox
patriarch of Alexandria. In 355 Liberius was one of the
few who. along with Eusebius of Vercelli, Dionysius of

Milan, and Lucifer of Cagliari, refused to sign the condem-
nation of Athanasius, which had anew been imposed at

Milan by imperial command upon all the Western bishops

;

the consequence was his relegation to Beroea in Thrace,

Felix II. (ant'pope)at the same time being consecrated his

Enccessor by three "catascopi baud episcopi," as Athanasius

called them. At the end of an exile of more than two
years he yielded so far as to subscribe the third Sirmiau

formula giving up the " homoousion,"—an act which pro-

cured his immediate and triumphant return to Rome, but

has erer since caused considerable embarrassment to

maintainers of the indefectibility of Roman orthodoxy.

The remainder of his pontificate was uneventful. He died

on September 24, 366, and was succeeded by Damasus L
With the rest of the first sixty popes he shares the title of

"Saint." His biographers used to be perplexed by a

letter purporting to be from Liberius, in the works of

Hilary, in which he seems to write, in 352, that he had
excommunicated Athanasius at the instance of the Oriental

bishops; but the document is now held to be spurioua
See Hefele, Conciliengesch., i. p. 648 sq.,

LIBOURNE, the chief town of an arrondissement, and
in point of population the second town ofsthe department o£
Gironde, France, is situated at the confluence of the Isle
with the Dordogne, 337 miles by rail south-west from Paris,
and 22 miles east from Bordeaux. The sea is 56 miles off,'

but the tide aff'ects the river so as to admit of vessels of
300 tons burden reaching the town.. The Dordogne is here
crossfed by a stone bridge 492 feet long, and a suspension'
bridge across the Isle connects Libourne with the adjoining
Fronsac, the citadel of which, 235 feet above the sea, was
at one time occupied by a palace of Charlemagne, and
subsequently became an iipportant fortress. Libourne isj

regularly built, but has no monuments of much archi4
tectural or historical interest ; the (restored) Gothic church
has a stone spire 232 feet high. On the quay there is

a machicolated clock-tower which is a remnant of the
ramparts of the 14th century ; and the town-house, contain-j

ing a small museum, is a quaint relic of the IGth centuryi
There is a statue of the Due Decazes, who was born in thet

neighbourhood. The principal articles of commerce are
the wines and brandies of the district, the growths of chief
repute being those of St I^lmilion, a short distance above
Libourne, on the right bank of the Dordogne, and ofi

Canon, a little below Fronsac. There is also some trade
in yarn, grain, and wood for cooperage. Woollen stuff^

and some articles of army outfit are manufactured ; and
nailmaking, tanning, shoemakiug, and shipbuilding are also
carried on. The harbour is used exclusively by small
vessels for the export of wines ; the shipping owned in the'

place does not exceed 2500 tons. The population of
Libourne ia 1876 was 15,231.

Like otljor sites at the confluence of important rivers, that o|
Libourne was appropriated at an early period. Under the Romansi
Condate stood ratlier more than a mile to the south of tie presenii
Libourne, where the old Gothic chapelle de Coudat now is ; it was
destroyed during the troubles of the 5th century. Kesuscitated by
Charlemagne, it was rebuilt, under its present name, and on the sits

and plan it still retains, by Edwaid, prince of Wales, in 1270. It
suffered considerably in the struggles of the French and English fori

the possession of Guienne in the 14th century, and again during tha
religious wars, and finally in the war of. the Fronde in- the minority
of Louis XIV. Nevertheless it ultiriately outgrew both its powei'-
iul neighbours Fronsac and Saint ^milion, the latter of which ia

arclia!ologically one of the most curious spots in France.

LIBRAEIES
HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION.

Ancient Period.

LIBRARIES, in our modern sense of collections of

printed or written literature, imply an advanced and
elaborate civilization. If the term be extended to any
considerable collection of written documents, they must be

nearly as old as civilization itself. The earliest use to

which the invention of inscribed or written signs was put

was probably to record important religious and political

transactions. These records would naturally be preserved

in sacred places, and accordingly the earliest libraries of

the world were probably temples, and the earliest librarians

priests. And indeed before the extension of the arts of

writing and reading the priests were the only persons who
could perform such work as, e.g., the compilation of the

Annales Maxiral, which was the duty of the pontifices in

ancient Rome. The beginnings of literature proper in the

shape of ballads and songs may have continued to be

conveyed orally only from one generation to another, long

after the record of important religious or civil events was
regularly committed to writing. The earliest collections of

vhich we know anything therefore were collections of

archives. Of this character appear to have been such
famous collections as that of the Medians at Ecbatana or

the Persians at Susa. It is not until the development of

arts and sciences, and the growth of a considerable written

literature, and even of a distinct literary class, that we find

collections of books which can be called libraries in our
modem sense. It is of libraries in the modern sense, and
not, except incidentally, of archives that wo are to speak.

Tho researches which have followed the discoveries of

Botta and Layard have thrown unexpected light not onl>

upon the history but upon the arts, the sciences, and the

literatures of the ancient civilizations of Babylonia and
Assyria. In all these wondrous revelations no facts a;c

more interesting than those which show the existence oj)

extensive libraries so many ages ago, and none arc mora
eloquent of the elaborateness of these forgotten civilizations.

In the course of his excavations at Nineveh in I850,\

Layard came upon some chambers in the south-west palacOj

the floor of which, as well as of the adjouiing rooms,

was cohered to the depth of a foot with tablets of clay,

covered with cuneiform characters, in many cases so small

as to require a magnifying glass. These varied in 'iize
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fri'in an inch to a foot square. A great number of them
were broken, as Layard supposed by the falling in of the
roof, but as the late Mr George Smith thought by having
fallen from the upper story, upon which he believed the
collection to have been placed. These tablets formed the

library of the great monarch Assur-bani-pal—the Sarda-

napalus of the Greeks—the greatest patron of literature

amongst the Assyrians. It is estimated that this library

consisted of some ten thousand distinct works and docu-

ments, some of the works extending over several tablets.

The tablets appear to have been methodically arranged

and catalogued, and the library seems to have been thrown
open for the general use of the king's subjects.^ A great

portion of this library has already been brought to Eng-
land and deposited in the British Museum, but it is

calculated that there still remain some 20,000 fragments
to bo gathered up. For further details as to Assyrian
libraries, and the still earlier Babylonian libraries from
which the Assyrians drew their science and literature, see

Babvlonia, vol iii. p. 191.

Of the libraries of ancient Egypt our knowledge is much
less full and precise. It seems to be ascertained that th'B

oldest hieroglyphic writings now extant run some centuries

farther back than 2000 B.C. We possess a papyrus manu-
script which is assigned to the age of Amenophis L of the

18th dynasty, perhaps about 1600 B.C., and the fabric is so

perfect as to point to a much earlier invention.- With the
invention of papyrus came the age of books. The temples
were the centres of literary activity, and to each of them
were attached professional scribes who occupied a very
respectable positioa Their function was regarded as a
religious one, for the distinction between religion and
science had not yet been made. The sacred books of

Thoth—forty-two in number—constituted as it were a com-
plete encyclopredia of religion and science. But they did not
forbid speculation, or a wider development of the principles

contained in them. So there arose a great mass of litera-

ture in the shape of exposition and commentary. To such
an extent did this increase that at the time of the Greek
conquest of Egypt the Thoth literature is said to have
amounted to 36,525 books.^ Books were collected not
only in the temples but also at the tombs of kings. The
most famous of these libraries dates from the 14th century
B.C., and was the so-called library of King Osymandyas,
described by Diodorus Siculus, who relates that it bore an
inscription which he renders by the Greek words *YXHS
lATPEION, " the dispensary of the souL" Osymandyas
has been identified with the great king Kamses I., and the

seat of the library is supposed by Wilkinson to have been
the Ramesseum, the magnificent palace temple near Thebes.*

Lepsius thinks he has found the tombs of two of the

librarians of Osymandyas.* According to Eustathius there

was also a great collection in a temple at Memphis. A heavy
blow was dealt to the old Egyptian literature by the Persian
Invasion, and many of their books were carried away by
the conquerors. They were only delivered from the yoke
of Persia to succumb to that of Greece, and henceforward
their civilization was dominated by foreign influences. Of
the libraries of Greece under the Ptolemies we shall there-

fore sneak a little further on.

Of the libraries of ancient Greece we have very little

knowledge, and such knowledge as we possess comes to

us for the most part from late compilers. Amongst those

who are known to have collected books are Pisistratus,

Polycrates of Samos, Euclid the Athenian, Nicocrates of

' See Menant, BihliotMqne dn Palais de Ninive, Paris, 1880.
* Wuttke, Untsteknng der Schri/t, p. 531, Lsipsic, 1872.
* Lepsius, Chnnologie dcr Aegypter, p. 42, Berlin, 1849.
* Wilkiuson, Ancient Egypt, i. Ill sq.

* Lepsius, Chronologic der Aegypter, p. 39.

Cyprus, Euripides and Aristotle (Athenreus, i. 4). At
Cnidus there is said to have been a special collection of
works upon medicine. Pisistratus is said to have been
the first of the Greeks who collected books on a large
scale. Aulus Gellius, indeed, tells us in language perhaps
"not well suited to the 6th century b.c.,"<' that he was
the first to establish a public library. The authority of
Aulus Gellius is hardly sufficient to secure credit for the
story that this library was carried away into Persia
by Xorxes and subsequently restored to the Athenians
by Seleucus Nicator. Plato is known to have been
a collector; and Xenophon tells us of the library of
Euthydemus. The library of Aristotle was bequeathed by
him to his disciple Theophrastus, and by Theophrastus to
Neleus, who carried it to Scepsis, where it is said to have
been concealed underground to avoid the literary cupidity
of the kings of Pergamus. Its subsequent fate has given
rise to much controversy, but, according to Strabo (xiii

pp. 608, 609), it was sold to Apellicon of Teos, who carried
it to Athens, where after Apellicon's death it fell a prey
to the conqueror Sulla, and was transported by him to
Rome. The story told by Athenseus (i. 4) is that the
library of Neleus was purchased by Ptolemy Philadelphus.
The names of a few other libraries in Greece are barely
known to us from inscriptions; of their character and
contents we know nothing. If indeed we are to trust

Strabo entirely, we must believe that Aristotle was the
first person who collected a library, and that he communi-
cated the taste for collecting to the sovereigns of Egypt
It is at all events certain that the libraries of Alexandria Ale*
were the most important as they were the most celebrated ^^
of .the ancient world. Under the enlightened rule of the
Ptolemies a society of scholars and men of science was at-

tracted to their capital. It seems prettycertain that Ptolemy
Soter had already begun to collect books, but it was in the
reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus that the libraries were
properly organized and established in separate buildings.'

Ptolemy Philadelphus sent into every part of Greece and
Asia to secure the most valuable works, and no exertions

or expense were spared in enriching the collections.

Ptolemy Euergetes, his successor, is said to have caused
all books brought into Egypt by foreigners to be seized

for the benefit of the library, while the owners had to be
content with receiving copies of them in exchange. Nor
did the Alexandrian scholars exhibit the usual Hellenic

exclusiveness, and many of the treasures of Egyptian and
even of Hebrew literature were by their means translated

into Greek. There were two libraries at Alexandria ; the
larger, in the Bruchium quarter, was in connexion with the

Museum, a sort of academy, while the smaller was placed

in the Serapeum. The number of volumes in these libraries

was very large, although it is difficult to attain any certainty

as to the real numbers amongst the widely varying accounts.

According to a scholium of Tzetzes, who appears to draw
his information from the authority of Callimachus ahd
Eratosthenes, who had been librarians at Alexandria, there

were 42,800 volumes or rolls in the Serapeum and 490,000
in the Bruchium.^ TLis enumeration seems to refer to

the librarianship of Callimachus himself under Ptolemy
Euergetes. In any case the figures agree tolerably well

with those given by Aulus Gellius ^ (700,000) and Seneca^

(400,000). It should be observed tliat, as the ancient roll

or volume usually contained a much smaller quantity of

matter than a modern book—so that, e.c/., the history of

Herodotus might form nine "books" or volumes, and the

Iliad of Homer twenty-four—these numbers must be dis-

' Grote, History of Orccce, iv. 37, following Becker.
' RitscliI, Die Alexandrinischrn Bihlioiheken, p. 22 y- Ojnisc. Phil^
•§123.
8 i\r. A., vL 17.; » De Tranq. An., 9.
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aouuted for the purposes of comparison with modern collec-

tions.^ The series of the first five librarians at Alexandria

appears to be pretty well established as follows :—Zenodotus,

Callimachus, Eratosthenes, ApoUonius. and Aristophanes
;

and their activity covers a period of about a century.- The
first experiments in bibliography appear to have been made
in producing catalogues of the Alexandrian libraries.

Amongst other lists, two catalogues were prepared by
order of Ptolemy Philadelphus, one of the tragedies, the

other of the comedies contained in the collections. The
ntVaKfs of Callimachus formed a catalogue of all the

principal books arranged in 120 classes. When Ca;sar

3et fire to the fleet iu the harbour of Alexandria, the

flames accidentally extended to the larger library of the

Bruchium, and it was destroyed. ^ Antony endeavoured

k) repair the loss by presenting to Cleopatra the library

from Pergamus. This was very probobly placed in the

Bruchium, as this continued to be the literary quarter of

Alexandria until the time of Aurelian. Thenceforward

the Serapeuni became the principal library. The usual

statement that from the date of the restoration of the

Bruchium under Cleopatra the libraries continued in a
flourishing condition until they were destroyed after the con-

quest of Alexandria by the Saracens in 640 a.d. can hardly

be supported. It is very possible that one of the libraries

icrished when the Bruchium quarter was destroj-ed by
iurelian, 273 a.d. In 389 or 391 an edict of Theodosius

jrdered the destruction of the Serapeum, and its books

were pillaged by the Christians. "When we take into ac-

count the disordered condition of the times, and the neglect

into which literature and science had fallen, there can be

little difficulty in believing that there were but few books

left to be destroyed by the soldiers of 'Amr. The familiar

anecdote of the caliph's message to his general (vol. i. p.

494) rests mainly upon the evidence of Abulfaragius, so

that we may be tempted to agree with Gibbon that the

report of a stranger who wrote at the end of six hundred

years is overbalanced by the silence of earlier and native

annalists. It is, however, so far from easy to settle the

question that a cloud of names could easily be cited upon
either side, while some of the most careful inquirers confess

the difficulty of a decision.*

The magnificence and renown of the libraries of the

Ptolemies excited the rivalry of the kings of Pergamus,

who vied with the Egyptian rulers in their encouragement

of literature, Despite the obstacles presented by the

embargo placed by the Ptolemies upon the export of

papyrus, the library of the Attali attained considerable

importance, and, as we have seen, when it was transported

to Egypt numbered 200,000 volumes. We learn from a

notice in Suidas that in 221 B.C. Antiochus the Great

summoned the poet and grammarian Euphorion of Chalcis

to be his librarian.

The early Romans were far too wadike and practical a

people to devote much attention to literature, and it is not

until the last century of the republic that we hear of

libraries in Rome. The collections of Carthage, which fell

into their hands when Scipio sacked that city (146 B.C.),

had no attractions for them ; and with the exception of

the writings of ilago upon agriculture, which the senate

•reserved for translation into Iiatin, they bestowed all the

' This view as to the Bniallncss of tbe nncient book before Calli-

macbns bas been pushed perhaps a little too far. See Tlieoilor Birt'

s

kigenioos suggestions in Dds anlike Bnchrceseii, Berlin, 1882, p. 4S9

ei-, kc. Birt, indeed, agrees that these large numbers must be dis-

counted, but only on the ground of the very considerable number of

dnplicates in the Alexandrian libraries.
'' Ritscbl, loc. cit., 19.
' Parthey (Alexandrinisches J/vseHm) assigns topoginpliical reasons

lor doubting this story.

* Some of the authorities have been collected by Parthey, oji. cit.

books upon the kinglets of Africa,^ It is in accordance
with the military character of the Romans that the first

considerable collections of which we hear in Rome were
brought there as the spoils of war. Tlie first of these was
that brought by .(Emilius Paulus from Macedonia after

the conquest of Perseus (167 B.C.). The library of the
conquered monarch was all that he reserved from the

prizes of victory for himself and his sons, who were fond
of letters. Next came the library of Apellicon the Teianj

brought from Athens by SuUa (86 B.C.). This passed at

his death into the hands of his son, but of its later history

nothing is known. The rich stores of literature brought!

home by Lucuilus from his eastern conquest8>^about 67 B.C.)

were freely thrown open to his friends and to men o{

letters. Accordingly his library and the neighbouring
walks were much resorted to, especially by Greeks. It was
now becoming fashionable for rich men to furnLsh their

libraries well, and the fashion prevailed until it became the

subject of Seneca's scorn and Lucian's wit. The zeal of

Cicero and Atticus in adding to their collections is well

known to every reader of the classics. Tyrannion is said

to have had 30,000 volumes of his own; and that M.
Terentius Varro had large collections we may infer from
Cicero's writing to him : " Si hortum in bibliotheca habes,

niMl deerit." Not to prolong the list of private collectors,

Serenus Sammonicus is said to have left to his pupil the

younger Gordian no less than 62,000 volumes. Amongst
the numerous projects entertained by Cresar was that of

presenting Rome with public libraries, though it is

doubtful whether any steps were actually taken towards

its execution. The task of collecting and arranging the

books was entrusted to Varro. This commission, as well

as his own fondness for books, may have led Varro to write

the book upon libraries of which a few words only have
come down to us, preserved by a grammarian. Varco also

appears to have been the first to ornament a library with

the statues and busts of learned men, though the idea is

sometimes attributed to Asinius Pollio. The greater

honour of being the first actually to dedicate a library to

the public is said by Pliny and Ovid to have fallen to

Pollio, who erected a library in the Atrium Libertatis on
Jlount Aventine, defraying the cost from the spoils of his

Illyrian campaign. The library of Pollio was followed

by the public libraries established by Augustus. That
emperor, who did so much for the embellishment of the

city, erected two libraries, the Octavian and the Palatine.

The former was founded (33 B.C.) in honour of his sister,

and was placed in the Porticus Octavise, the lower part of

which served as a promenade, while the upper ' part

contained the library. The charge of the books was
committed to C. Melissus. The other library formed by
Augustus was attached to the temple of Apollo on the

Palatine hill, and appears froiji inscriptions to have
consisted of two departments, a Greek and a Latin one,

which seem to have been separately administered. The
charge of the Palatine collections was given to Pompeius
Macer, who was succeeded by Julius Hyginus, the gram-
marian and friend of Ovid. "The Octavian library perished

in the fire which raged at Rome for three days in the reign

of Titus. The Palatine was, at all events in great part,

destroyed by fire in the reign of Commodus. The story

that its collections were destroyed by order of Pope Gregory

the Great in the 6th century is now generally rejected.

The successors of Augustus, though they did not equal him
in their patronage of learning, maintained the tradition ot

forming libiariea Tiberius, his immediate successor,

established one in his splendid house on the Palatine, to

which Gellius refers as the "Tiberian library," and

» PUuy, II. X., xviii, 5.
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Suetonius relates that he caused the writings and images
of his favourite Greek poets to be placed in the public

libraries. Vespasian established a library in the Temple
of Peace erected after the burning of the city under Nero.
'Domitian restored the libraries which had been destroyed
in the same conflagration, procuring books from every
quarter, and even sending to Alexandria to have copies

made. He is also said to have founded the Capitoline
library, though others give the credit to Hadrian. The
most famous and important of the imperial libraries,

however, was that created by Ulpius Trajanus, known
as the Ulpian library, which was first established in the
Forum of Trajan, but was afterwards removed to the baths
of Diocletian. In this library were deposited by Trajan
the " libri lintei " and " libri elephantini," upon which the
senatus consulta and other transactions relating to the
emperors were written. The library of Domitian, which
had been destroyed by fire in the reign of Commodus, was
restored by Gordian, who added to it the books bequeathed
to him by Serenus Sammonicus. Altogether in the 4th
century there are said to have been twenty-eight public

libraries in Kome.
Nor were public libraries confined to Rome. Besides

a library at Tibur, which is twice mentionei by Gellius,

and was probably founded by Hadrian, the younger Pliny
mentions that ho had himself dedicated a library to his

fel'ow-townsmen at Comum; and an inscription discovered

at Milan proves that he also contributed a large sum to

the support of a library there. Hadrian established a

library at Athens ; and Strabo mentions the library of

Smyrna. Gellius also mentions a library at Patrs. From
one of his references (six. 5) to the Tiburtine library we
may infer, that it was not unusual for books to be lent out
from' 'these libraries. Considerable care was bestowed by
the Romans upon the placing of their libraries. The room
or building generally had an eastern aspect. The books
or rolls were arranged upon the shelves of presses running
round the walls, with additional presses placed in the middle
of the room. Thils the library discovered at Herculaneum
contained 1756 MSS. placed on shelves running round the

joom to a Leight of some 6 feet, with a detached central

press. These presses in large libraries were numbered.
They were often made of precious woods and richly orna-

mented, while the room was adorned with portraits and
statues.

As the number of libraries in Rome increased, the

librarian, who was generally a slave or freedman, became
a recognized public functionary. The names of several

librarians are preserved to us in inscriptions, including that

of C. Hymens3us, who appears to have fulfilled the double
function of physician and librarian to Augustus. The
general superintendence of the public libraries was com-
mitted to a special official Thus from Nero to Trajan

Diouysius, an Alexandrian rhetorician, discharged this func-

tion. - Unaer Hadrian it was entrusted to his former tutor

C. Julias Vestinus, who afterwards became administrator

of the Museum at Alexandria.

-When tue seat of empire was reoioved by Constantino to

his new ca^jlial upon the Bosporus, the emperor established

a collection there, in which Christian literature was pro-

bably aduillted for the first time into an imperial library.

Diligent bcjrch was made after the Christian books which
tad been doomed to destruction by Diocletian. Even at

the death of Constantine, however, the number of books

which had been brought together amounted only to 6900.

The smallness of the number, it has been suggested, seems

to show that Constantine's library was mainly intended as

a repository of Christian literature. However this may be,

the collection was greatly enlarged by some of Constantine's

successors, especially by Julian and Theodosius, at whose

death it is said to have increased to 100,000 volumes.
Julian, himself a close student and voluminous writer,

though he did his best to discourage learning among the
Christians, and to destroy their libraries, not only aug-
mented the library at Constantinople, but founded others,

including one at Nisibis, which was soon afterwards de-

stroyed by fire. From the Theodosian code we learn that

in the time of that emperor a staff of seven copyists was
attached to the library at Constantinople under the direction

of the librarian. The library was burnt under the emperor
Zeno in 477, but was again restored.

Meanwhile, as Christianity made its way and a distinc-

tively Christian literature grew up, the institution of

libraries became part of the organization of the church.

When the church of Jerusalem was founded in the 3d
century a library was added to it, and it became the rule

to attach to every church a collection of the books neces-

sary for the inculcation of Christian doctrine. The largest

of these libraries, that founded by Pamphilus at Caesarea,

and said to have been increased by Eusebiu.s, the his-

torian of the church, to 30,000 volumes, is frequently

mentioned by St Jerome. St Augustine bequeathed his

collection to the library of the church at Hippo, which
was fortunate enough to escape destruction at the hands of

the Vandals.

The remeval of the capital to Byzantium was in its result

a serious blow to literature. Henceforward the science and
learning of the East and West were divorced. The libraries

of Rome ceased to collect the writings of the Greeks, while

the Greek libraries had never cared much to collect Latin

literature. The influence of the church became iaoreas-

ingly hostile to the study of pagan letters. The repeated

irruptions of the barbarians soon swept the old learning

and libraries alike from the soil of Italy. With the close

of the Western empire in 476 the ancient history of libraries

may be said to cease.

Medij:val Pebiod.

During the first few centuries after the fall of the Western

empire, literary activity at Constantinople had fallen to its

lowest ebb. In the West, amidst the general neglect of

learning and literature, the collecting of books, though not

wholly forgotten, was cared for by few. Sidonius Apolli-

naris tells us of the libraries of several private collectors in

Gaul. Publius Consentius possessed a library at his villa

near Narbonne which was due to the labour of three

generations. The most notable of these appears to have

been the prefect Tonantius Ferreolus, who had formed in

his villa of Prusiana, near Nimes, a collection which his

friend playfully compares to that of Alexandria. The
Gotha, who had been introduced to the Scriptures in their

own language by Ulfilas in the 4th century, began to

pay some attention to Latin literature. Cassiodorus, the

favourite minister of Theodoric, was a collector as well as

an author, and on giving up the cares of government retired

to a monastery which he founded in Calabria, where he

employed his monks in the transcription of books.

Henceforward the charge of books as well as of education

fell more and more exclusively into the hands of the church.

While the old schools of the rhetoricians died out new
monasteries arose everywhere. Knowledge was no longer'

pursued for its own sake, but became subsidiary to religious

and theological teaching. The proscription of the old

classical literature, which is symbolized in the fable of the

destruction of the Palatine library by Gregory the Great,

was only too effectual. The Gregorian tradition of

oppositiun to pagan learning long continued to dominate

the literary pursuits of the monastic orders and the labours

of the scriptorium.
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During the Gtti and 7th centuries the learning which
had been driven from the Continent took refuge in the

British Islands, where it was removed from the political

disturbances of the mainland. In the Irish monasteries

during this period there appear to have boon many books,

and the Venerable Bede was superior to any scholar of his

age. Theodore of Tarsus brought a considerable number
of books to Canterbury from Rome in the 7th century,

including several Greek authors. The library of York,

which was founded by Archbishop Egbert, was almost more

famous than that of Canterbury. The verses are well

known in which Alcuiii describes the extensive library

under his charge, and the long list of authors whom he

enumerates is superior to that of any other library possessed

by e.ither England or France in the 12th century, when it

was unhappily burnt. The inroads of the Northmen in

the 9th and 10th centuries had been fatal to the monastic

libraries on both sides of the channel It was from York
that Alcuin came to Charlemagne to superintend the

school attached to his palace ; and it was doubtless inspired

by Alcuin that Charles issued the memorable document
which enjoined that in the bishoprics and monasteries

within his realm care should be taken that there shall be

not only a regular manner of life, but also the study of

letters. When Alcuin finally retired from the court to the

abbacy of Tours, there to carry out his own theory of

monastic discipline and instruction, he wrote to Charles for

leave to send to York for copies of the books of which they

bad so much need at Tours. While Alcuin thus increased

Charle- the library at Tours, Charlemagne enlarged that at Fulda,
magne. vfhich had been founded in 774, and which aU through the

Middle Ages stood in great respect. Lupus Servatus, a

pupil of Hrabanus Maurus at Fulda, and afterwards abbot

of Ferriferes, was a devoted student of the classics and a

great collector of books. His correspondence illustrates

the difficulties which then attended the study cjf literature

through the paucity and dearness of books, the declining

cars for learning, and the increasing troubles of the time.

Nor were private collections of books altogether wanting

during the period in which Charlemagne and his successors

laboured to restore the lost traditions of liberal education

and'literature. Pepin le Bref had indeed met with scanty

response to the riiquest for books which he addrassed to

the pontiff Paul I. Charlemagne, however, collected a

considerable number of choice books for his private use in

two places. Although these collections were dispersed at

his death, his son Louis formed a library which continued

to exist under Charles the Bald. About the same time

Everard, count of Friuli, formed a considerable collection

which he bequeathed to a monastery. But the greatest

private collector of the Middle Age* was doubtless Gerbsrt,

Pope Sylvester If., who showed the utmost zeal and spent

large sums in collecting books, not only in Rome and Italy,

but from Germany, Belgium, and even from Spain.

The hopes of a revival of secular literature fell with the

decline of the schools established by Charles and his

successors. The knowledge of letters remained the

prerogative of the church, and for the nest four or five

centuries the collecting and multiplication of books were

almost entirely confined to the monasteries, Several of the

greater orders made these an express duty ; this was

especially the case with the Benedictines. It was the first

Vt Bene- care of St Benedict, we are told, that in each newly founded
^^ monastery there should be a library, "et velut curia

quaedam illustrium auctorum." Monte Cassino became
the starting point of a long line of institutions which Were

destined to be the centres of religion and of literature. It

must indeed be remembered that literature in the sense of

St Benedict meant Biblical and theological works, tho lives

of the saints and martyrs, and the lives aiid writings of

the fathers. Of the reformed Benedictine 'orders tho
Carthusians and the Cistercians were those most devoted
to literary pursuits. The abbeys of Floury, of Melk, and
of St Gall wero remarkable for the splendour of their

libraries. In a later age the labours of the congregation
of St Maur form one of the most striking chapters in the
history of learning. The Augustinians and the Dominicans
rank next to tho Benedictines- in their care for literature.

The libraries of St Genevifeve and St Victor, belonging to

the former, were amongst the largest of the monastic
collections. Although their poverty might seem to put
them at a disadvantage as collectors, tho mendicant orders

cultivated literature with much assiduity, and were closely

connected with the intellectual movement to which the

universities owed their rise. In England Richard of

Bury praises them for their extraordinary diligence in

collecting books. Sir Richard Whittington built a la.'-go

library for the Grey Friars in Loudon, and they possessed

considerable libraries at Oxford.

It would be impossible to attempt here an account of all Monastic

the libraries established by the monastic orders. We must libraries,

be content to enumerate a few of the most eminent.

In Italy Monte Cassino is a striking example of the

dangers and vicissitudes to which monastic collections were
exposed. Ruined by the Lombards in the 6th century,

the monastery was rebuilt and a library established to

fall a prey to Saracens and to fire in the 9th. Tho
collection then reformed surviv6d many other chances and
changes, and still exists. It affords a conspicuous example

of monastic industry in the transcription not only of

theological but also of classical works. The library of

Bobbio was famous for its palimpsests. The collection, of

which a catalogue of the 10th century is given by
Muratori,^ was finally transferred to the Ambrosian library

at MOan. Of the library of Pomposia, near Ravenna,

Montfaucon has printed a catalogue dating from the 11th

century.-

Of the monastic libraries of France the principal

Wiere those of Floury, of Cluny, of St Riquier, and of

Corbie. At Fleury Abbot Macharius in 1146 imposed a

contribution for library purposes upon the officers of the

community and its dependencies, an example which was
followed elsewhere. After many vicissitudes, its MSS.,
numbering 238, were deposited in 1793 in the town
library of Orleans. The library of St Riquier in the time

of Louis the Pious contained 256 MSS., with over 500

works.^ Of the collection at Corbie in Picardy we have

also catalogues dating from the 12th and from the 17th

centuries. Corbie was famous for the industry of its

transcribers, and appears to have stood in active literary

intercourse with other monasteries. In 1638, 400 of its

choicest manuscripts were removed to St Germain-des-

Prds. The remainder wero removed after 1794, partly

to the national library at Paris, partly to the town library

of Amiens.

The chief monastic libraries of Germany were at Fulda,

Corvey, Reichenau, and Sponheim. The library at Fulda

owed much to Charlemagne and .to its abbot Hrabanus

Maurus. Under Abbot Sturmius four hundred monks were

hired as copyists. In 1561 the collection numbered 774

volumes. The library of Corvey on the Weser, after being

despoiled of some of its treasures in the Reformation age,

was presented to the university of Marburg in 1811. It

then contained 109 volumes, with 400 or 500 titles.

The library of Reichenau, of which several catalogues

are extant, fell a prey to fire and neglect, and its ruin

was consummated by the Thirty Years' War. The library

• Antiq. Ital. Med. JEv., iii. 817-24.
' Diarium Ilalicum, chap. xxil.

' Catalogue prmted in Edwards, Memoirs 0/ Libraries, i. 297-301.
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of Sponheim owes its great renown to John Tritheim,

<vho was abbot at the close of the 15th century. He found

it reduced to 10 volumes, and left it with upwards of 2000
at his retirement. The library at St Gall, formed as

early as 816 by Gozbert, its second abbot, still exists.

In England the principal collections were those of Canter-

bury, York, Wearmouth, Whitby, Glastonbury, Croyland,

Peterborough, and Durham. Of the library of the monas-

tery of Christ Church, Canterbury, originally founded by
Augustine and Theodore, and restored by Lanfranc and
Anselih, a catalogue has been preserved dating from

the 13th or 14th century, and containing 698 volumes,

with about 3000 works. Bennet Biscop, the first abbot

of Wearmouth, made five journeys to Rome, and on each

occasion returned with a store of books for the library. It

was destroyed by the Danes about 867. Of the library

at Whitby there is a catalogue dating from the 12th

century. The catalogue of Glastonbury has also been
printed.^ When the library of Croyland perished by fire

in 1091 it contained about 700 volumes. The library at

Peterboroiigh was also rich ; from a catalogue of about the

end of the 14th century it had 344 volumes, with nearly

1700 titles. The catalogues of the library at the monastery
of Durham have been printed by the Surtees Society, and
form an interesting series.

These catalogues with many others* afford abundant
evidence of the limited character of the monkish collections,

whether we look at the number of their volumes or at the

nature of their contents. We must remember that the

beliefs and discipline imposed upon the monk hardly allowed
of his caring for literature for its own sake; we must
also remember that the transcription of manuscripts so
industriously pursued in the monasteries was a mechanical
employment. The scriptoria irere manufactories of books
and not centres of learning. Indeed the very pains
bestowed upon carefulness and neatness of transcription,

and especially upon the illustrating and ornamenting of

the more beautiful manuscripts, were little calculated to
divert the attention of the monks from the vehicle to the
thought which it expressed. The pride taken by so many
communities in the richness and splendour of their libraries

was often doubtless the pride of the collector and not of
the scholar. That in spite of the labours of so many
transcribers the costliness, and scarcity of books remained
BO great may have been partly, but cannot have besu
wholly, due to the scarcity of writing materials. It may
be suspected that indolence and carelessness were the rule
in most monasteries, and that but few of the monks keenly
realized the whole force of the sentiment expressed by one
of their number in the 12 th century—" Claustrum sine
armario quasi castrum sine armamentario." Nevertheless
it must be admitted that to the labours of the monkish
transcribers we are indebted for the preservation of Latin
literature.

The first conquests of the Arabians, as we have already
seen, threatened hostility to literature. But, as soon as
their conquests were secured, the caliphs became the
patrons of learning and science. Greek manuscripts were
eagerly sought for and translated into Arabic, and colleges

and libraries everywhere arose. Baghdad in the East and
Cordova in the West became the seats of a rich development
of letters and science during the age when the civilization

' By Heame in his edition of John of Glastonbury.
' Many such catalogues may be found in the collections ot D'Achery,

Martene and Dnrand, and Fez, and in the bibliographical periodicals
of Naumann and Petzholdt. Tho Kev. Joseph Hunter has collected
some particulars as to the contents of the Erglish monastic libraries,

and Mr Edwards has printed a list of the catalogues knoivn to exist
(Libraries and Founders of Libraries, 1865, pp. 448-54). There are
said to be over six himdred such catalogues in the Eoyal Library at

Municli.

of. Europe was most obscured. Cairo and Tripoli were
also distinguished for their libraries. The royal library of
the Fatimites in Africa is said to have numbered 100,000
manuscripts, while that collected by the Omayyads of
Spain is reported to have contained six times as many.
It is said that there were no less than seventy libraries

opened in the cities of Andalusia. Whether these figures

be exaggerated or not—and they are much below those

given by some Arabian writers, which are undoubtedly so
—it is certain that the libraries of the Arabians and the
Moors of Spain offer a very remarkable contrast to those of

the Christian nations during the same period.^

Tlie literary atd scientific activity of the Arabians
appears to have been the cause of a revival of letters

amongst the Greeks of the Byzantine empire in the ^tb
century, ' Under Leo the Philosopher and Constantino
Porphyrogenitus the libraries of Constantinople awoke into

renewed life. The compilations of .«;uch writers as Stobsus,
Photius, and Suidas, as well as the labours of innumerable
critics and commentators, bear witness to the activity, if

not to the lofty character of the pursuits, of the Byzantine
scholars. The labours of transcription were industriously

pursued in the libraries and in the monasteries of Mount
Athos and the .^Egean, and it was from these quarters that

the restorers of learning brought into Italy so many Greek
manuscripts. In this way many of the treasures of ancient

literature had been already conveyed to the West before the

fate which overtook the libraries of Constantinople on the

fall of the city in 1453.

Meanwhile in the West, with the reviving interest in

literature which already marks the I4th century, we find

arising outside the monasteries a taste for collecting books.

St Louis of France and his successors had formed small

collections, none of which survived its possessor. It was
reserved for Charles V, to form a considerable library

which he intended to be permanent. In 1373 lie had
amassed 910 volumes, and had a catalogue of them prepared,

from which we see that it included a good deal of the new
literature. In our owu country Guy, earl of Warwick,
formed a curious collection of French romances, which he

bequeathed to Bordesley Abbey on his death in 1315.

Richard d'Aungervyle of 3ury, the author of the PJdlohiUon,

amassed a noble collection of books, and had special

opportunities of doing so as Edward III.'s chancellor and

ambassador. He founded Durham College at Oxford, and
equipped it with a library a hundred years before Humphrey,
duke of Gloucester, made his benefaction of books to the

university. The taste for secular literature, and the

enthusiasm for the ancient classics, gave a fresh direction

to the researches of collectors. A disposition to encourage

literature began to show itself amongst the great. This

was most notable amongst the Italian princes. Cosimo
de' Medici formed a library at Venice while living there

in exile in 1433, and on his return to Florence laid the

foundation of the great Medicean library. The honour of

establishing the first modern public library in Italy had
been already secured by Niccolo Niccoli, who left his

library of over 800 volumes for the use of the public on
his death in 1436. Frederick, duke of Urbino, collected

all the writings in Greek and Latin which he could pro-

cure, and we have an interesting account of his collection

written by his first librarian, Vespasiano. The ardour for

classical studies led to those active researches for the Latin

writers who were buried in the monastic libraries which
are especially identified with the name of Poggio. For
some time before the fall of that capital, the perilous state

' Among the Arabs, however, as among the Cliristians, theological

bigotry did not always approve of non-theological literature, and the
great library of Cordova was sacrificed by Almaozor to bis refUtatiOL
for orthodoxy, 878 a.d.
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of the Eastern empire liad drivea many Greek scholars

from Constantinople into western Europg, where they had
directed the studies and formed the taste of the zealous

students of the Greek language and literature. The
eaft.usiasm of the Italian princes extended itself beyond
the Alps. Matthias Corvinus, king of Hungary, amassed

a collection of splendidly executed and magnificently bound
manuscripts, which at his death are said to have reached

the almost incredible number of 50,000 volumes. The
library was not destined long to survive its founder.

There is reason to believe that it had been very seriously

despoiled even before it perished at the hands of the

Turks on the fall of Buda in 1527. A few of its treasures

are stiU' preserved in some of the libraries of Europo.
While these munificent patrons of learning were thus

taking pains to recover and multiply the treasures of

ancient literature by the patient labour of transcribers and
calligraphers, an art was being elaborated which was
destined to revolutionize the whole condition of literature

and libraries. With the invention of printing, so happily

coinciding with the revival of true learning and sound
science, the modern history of libraries may be said to

begin.

MODEEN LiBKAEIES.

These are most conveniently described in geographical

order, and a general survey on this method will be found
in the tables at the end of this article. The following

sketch supplies additional details.

The Uniled Kingdom.

The British Museum ranks in importance before all the

gfeat libraries of the world, with the single exception of

the Bibliotheque Nationals at Paris, and far excels the

latter institution in the systematic arrangement and
accessibility of its contents. Eecent changes have some-

what limited its former universality of character, but it

still remains the grand national repository of literature

and archaeology. The library consists of over 1,550,000

printed volumeg and 50,000 manuscripts. This extra-

ordinary opulence is principally due to the enlightened

Mergy of the late Sir Antonio PanLzzL The number of

volumes in the printed book department, when he took

the keepership in 1837, was only 240,000; and during

the nineteen years he held that office about 400,000 were

added, mostly by purchase, under his advice and direction.

It was Panizzi likewise who first seriously set to work to

see that the national library reaped all the benefits be-

stov?ed upon it by the Copyright Act.

The foundation of the British Museum dates from 1753,

When effect was given to the bequest (in exchange for

^20,000 to be paid to his executors) by Sir Hans Sloane,

of his books, manuscripts, curiosities, &c., to be held

by trustees for the use of the natioa A bill was passed

through pariiament for the purchase of the Sloane collec-

tions and of the Harleian MSS., costing £10,000. To
these, with the Cottonian MSS., acquired by the country in

1700, was added by George II., in 1757, the royal library

of the former kings of England, coupled with the privilege,

which that library had for many years enjoyed, of obtain-

ing a copy of every publication entered at Stationers' Hall.

This addition was of the highest importance, as it enriched

the museum with the old collections of Archbishop

Craamer, Henry prince of Wales, and other patrons of

literature, while the transfer of the privilege \^h regard

to the acquisition of new books, a right which has been

(oaintainEKi by successive Copyright Acts, secured a large

and continuous augmentation, the yearly average of which
has now readied 8000 or 9000 volumes. A lottery having

been authorized to defray the expenses of purchases, as
well as for providing suitable accommodation, the museum
and library were established in Montague House, and
opened to the public 15th January 1769. In 1763 George
UL presented the well-known Thomason collection (in
2220 volumes) of books and pamphlets issued in England
between 1640 and 1662, embracing all the controversial
literature which appeared during that period. The Rev.
C. M. Cracherode, one of the trustees, bequeathed his
collection of choice books in 1799 ; and in 1820 Sir
Joseph Banks left to the nation his important library of
16,000 volumes. Many other libraries have since then
been incorporated in the museum, the most valuable being
George lEL's royal collection (15,000.volumes of tracts, and
65,259 volumes of printed books!, including many of the
utmost rarity, which had cost the king about £130,000),
which was presented (for a pecuniary consideration, it has
been said) by George TV. in 1823, and that of the Eight
Honourable Thomas Grenville (20,240 volumes of rare

books, aU in fine condition and binding), which was acquired
under bequest in 1S46. The Cracherode, Banksian, King's,

and Grenville libraries are still preserved as separate

collections. Other libraries of minor note have also been
absorbed in a similar way, while, at least since the time of

Panizzi, no opportunity has been neglected of making useful

purchases at all the British and Continental book auctions.

The collection of English books is far from approaching
completeness, but, apart from the enormous number of

volumes, the library contains an extraordinary quantity of

rarities. Few libraries in the United States equal either

in number or value the American books in the museum.
The collection of Slavonic literature, due to the initiative

of the late Mr Watts, is a remarkable feature ; after that of

the St Petersburg Imperial Library it is believed to be the

largest in existence. Indeed, in cosmopolitan interest the

museum is without a rival in the world, possessing as it

does the best Hungarian collection out of that country, the

best Dutch library out of Holland, and in short the best

library in any European language out of the territory in

which the language is vernacular. The Hebrew books
number over 12,000, the Chinese nearly 27,000, and the

printed books in other Oriental languages about 13,000
volumes. Periodical literature has not been forgotten, and
the series of newspapers is of great extent and interest

Great pains are taken by the authorities to obtain the

copies of the newspapers published in the United King-

dom to which they are entitled by the provisions of the

Copyright Act, and upwards of 1900 are annually collected,

filed, and bound. Under the English Copyright Act there

were received, in 1881, not counting single pieces, such
as broadsides, songs, &c., 8857 volumes and pamphlets, and
21,792 parts of volumes, and through the international

copyright treaties 941 volumes and 453 parts.

The department of MSS. is at least equal in importance

to that of the printed books. The collection of MSS. in

European languages ranges from tho 3d century before

Christ down to our own times, and includes the Auix-
ANDRIAN MS. {q-v.). The old historical chronicles of

England, the charters of the Anglo-Saxon kings, and the

celebrated series of Arthurian romances are well represented;

and care has been taken to acquire on every available oppor-

tunity the unprinted works of English writers. The famous
collections of MSS. made by Sir Robert Cotton, and Harley

earl of Oxford, have already been mentioned, and from these

and other sources the museum has become rich in early

AngloSaxot and Latin codices, some of them exhibiting

marvels of skill in calligraphyand ornamentation, such as the

charters of King Edgar and Henry f. to Hyde Abbey, which

are written in gold lettej- 'thers interesting for different

reasons, such as the book ot 'orham, in Latin and Anglo-
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Saxon, reputed to have been Bede'B own copy. Tlie Buruey

collection of classical MSS. furnished impo-ant additions,

so that from this source and from the cclieotion of Arnndel

MSS, (transferred from the Eoyal Society in 1831), the

puseum can boast^of an early copy of the Iliad, and one of

the earliest known codices of the Odyssey. There is likewise

an extensive series of ancient Irish texts, with many modern

transcripts, the Bridgewater MSS. on French history, and

Lord Guilford's similar collection to illustrate the history of

Italy. Special reference may be made to the celebrated

Bedford Missal, illuminated for the duke of Bedford, regent

of Franee, and to Henry VI. 's copy of Hardyng'a chronicle.

The Oriental collection is also extremely rich and ample,

including the library formed by Mr Rich (consul at Baghdad

in the early part of this century), and a vast quantity of

Arabic, Persian, and Turkish MSS. ; the Chambers collec-

tion of Sanskrit MSS. ; several other collections of Indian

MSS. ; and a copious library of Hebrew MSS. (including

that of the great scholar Micbaelis, and codices of great

age, recently brought from Yemen). The collection cf

Syriac MSS., embracing the relics of the famous library

of the convent of St Mary Deipara in the Nitrian desert,

formed by the abbot Moses of Nisibis, in the 10th century,

is the most important in existence ; of the large store of

Abyssinian volumes many were amassed after the campaign

against King Theodore. The number of genealogical rolls

and documents relating to the local and family history of

Qreat Britain is very large. Altogether there are now over

50,000 MSS. (of which 8500 are Oriental), besides 45,000

charters and roUs.

The musical works compnse upwards of 11,000 volumes

of vocal and nearly 6000 volumes of instrumental music, the

number of separate pieces amounting to more than 70,000.

The catalogue is in manuscript. The collection of maps,

charts, plans, and topographical drawings is also a remark-

able ona The maps are nearly 116,000 in number.

Letter A of a printed catalogue of the maps is already in

type.

The name of Panizzi is inseparably connected with his circular

reading-room, opened in 1857. This is encompassed by the new
library, with shelf-space for a million and a half volumes. The
presses inside the reading-room, arranged in three tiers, contain

upwards of 80,000 volumes, those on the ground floor (20,000) being

books cf reference to which readers have unlimited access. The
comfortable accommodation for readers is briefly described below.

Perhaps not the least convenient arrangement here is the presence

of the s-jperintendent, whose duty it is to help readers in their difB-

culties ; the varied qualifications of the present holder of the office

are well known. The electric light has been successfully used until

8 o'clock P. M. through the darker months from the earlier part of

October. In order to enjoy the privilege of reading at the British

Mosenm, the applicant (who must be over twenty-one years of age)

mnst obtain a renewable ticket of admission through a recommenda-

tion from a householder addressed to the principal librarian.

Formerly no person was admitted until the ticket had been pre-

sented at the entrance, but latterly this rule has been considerably

relaxed. During 1881 the number of readers was 133,842. In spite

of the hostile criticism to which it has sometimes been subjected, it

cannot be denied that the general catalogue of the printed books

(which now runs to upwards of 2000 volumes in manuscript) is a

marvellous work executed in a praiseworthy manner. Some slight

notion of the extent of the catalogue may bo derived from the fact

that it contains the works of over 2400 authors of the name of

Smith. But the rapidly increasing size of the catalogue has

irapcaed the trustees to resort to print in order to diminish the

bulk. Since 1880 the titles of all accessions have been printed, and
as it becomes necessary to break the manuscript volumes, the titles

contained in them are also printed ; in course of time, therefore, the

whole of the titles will have been put into type. The sheets are

published at regular intervals, and can be purchased. It is proposed

to issue separately headings of special interest, whether of subjects

or of authors, e.g., Shakespeare, Bible, Liturgies, &o. Considerable

progress has been made in the preparation for the press of a cata-

logue of English books printed before the year 1640.

The printed catalogues of books commence with one published in

2 vols, folio, 1787, followed by that of 1813-19 in 7 vols. 8vo ; the

next is that of the library of George III., 1820-29, 5 vols, folio, with

r. vol3. 8vc-, 18C*, deSoTihing the geographical and topographictl
collections ; »r 1 then the Bibliothcca GrenvilUana, 1842-72, 4 vok

.

8vo."'_ The first vol. (letter A) of a general catalogue appeared ij
1841 in a folio volume which has never been added to. The octavy
catalogue of the Hebrew books came out in 1867 ; that of the
Sanskrit and Pali literature is in 4to, 1876 ; and the Chinese cata,
logue is also in 4to, 1877. There are also printed lists of the books
of reference (1871) and bibliographies (1881) in the reading-room,
Private enterprise has done a great deal towards cataloguing the

'

American books (by Mr H. Stevens, 4 vols. 8vo), and the British
topographical literature has recently been the subject of a similar
publication by Mr J. P. Anderson, 8vo, 1881.
The printed catalogues of the MSS. .are—that of the old Eoyal

Library, 1734, 4to ; the Sloane and others hitherto nndescribed,
1782, 2 vols. 4to ; the Cottonian, 1802, folio ; the Harleian, 1808,
4 vols, folio ; the Hargrave, 1818, 4to ; the Lansdowne, 1819, folio

;

the Arundel, 1840, folio ; the Barney, 1840, folio ; the Oriental
(Arabic and Ethiopic), 5 pts., folio, 1838-71; the Syriac, 1870-73,
3 pts., 4to ; the Ethiopic, 1877, 4to ; the Persian, 1879-80, 2 vols.

4to ; and the Spanish, 1875-80, 3 vols. 8vo. There are also cata-

logues of the Greek and Egyptian papyri, 1839-46, 5 pts., folio.

The additional MSS. from 1831-75 are described in 10 vols. 8vo,

183.5-77, with indexes (1783-1835) in folio and (1854-75) in Svo.

A catalogue of the MS. music was produced in 1842, Svo ; and one
of the MS. maps in 1844, 2 vols. Svo.

The binding is done upon the premises, and the sum expended
each year is £9000. The average sum annually spent upon the
purchase of hooks is about ,£10,000, and upon MSS. £2500. Since

the catalogues ceased to be transcribed £3000 is annually spent nn

printing.

London is very badly ofT as regards public libraries, and Othe

the largest general collection which is available without any
J:'°°^

tedious preliminary forms is that of the corporation of the
'^

city of London at the Guildhall A library was estab-

lished here by Sir Richard Wliittington between 1421-26,

and several notices in the civic records show how well in

those times the citizens cared for their books. But it did

not remain without accident; in 1522 the Lord Protector

Some»set carried off three cart-loads of books, and during

the great fire of 1663 the remainder was destroyed together

with the library buildings. Nothing was done to repair

the Ios3 until 1824, when a committee was appointed, and

rooms set apart for library purpos2s. In 1840 a catalogue

of 10,000 volumes was printed, and in 1859 a second was

prepared of 40,000 volumes. In consequence of the large

and increasing number of the readers, the present fine

building was commenced about ten years later, and, after

having cost £90,000, was opened in 1873 as a free public

library. There are now upwards of 80,000 printed volumes

and 300 MSS. The contents are of a general character,

and include a special collection of books about London,

the Solomons Hebrew and rabbinical library, and the

libraries cf the Clockma'.:ers' Company and the old Dutch

church in Austin Friars. The only rate-supported library

in the metropolis is that of the united parishes of St

Margaret and St John at Westminster (13,527 volumes),

founded in 1857, principally by the influence of the late

Lord Hatherley, with a small branch at Knightsbridge

The Notting Hill Free Public Library (5000 volumes) is

supported by Mr James Heywood, and the Bethnal Green

Free Library and South London Free Library by voluntary

subscriptions.

Of libraries of a more special character, those principally

devoted to theology have perhaps the first claim to notice.

The archiepiscopal library at Lambeth was founded ir

1610 by Archbishop Bancroft, and has" been enriched bj

the gifts of Laud, Tenison, Manners Sutton, and others

of his successors ; it is now lodged in the noble hall built

by Juxon. The treasures consist of the iUurainated MSS..

and a rich store of early printed books ; of the latter

two catalogues have been issued by S. R. Maitland. The

MSS. are described in H. J. Todd's catalogue, 1812. Sion

College is a guild of the parochial clergy of the city and

suburbs of London, and the library was founded in 1629

for their use ; laymen may also read (but not borrow) the
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books when recommended by some beneficed motroiiulltan

clergyman. The library is especially rich in liturgies, Port-

Royal authors, pamphlets, ifcc. The copyright privilege was
commuted in 1835 for an annual sum of £363, 15s. 2d. The
present building was erected immediately after the great fire.

The chamber in the old cloisters, in which the library of the

dean and chapte;' of Westminster is preserved, is well known
from the charming description by Washington Irving in his

Sketch Book. There are about 11,000 volumes, mostly of

old theology and history, including many rare Bibles and
other ' valuable books. The library of the dean and
chapter of St Paul's was founded iii very early times, and
now numbers some 8700 volumes, mainly theological,

besides over 10,300 pamphlets, with a good collection of

early Bibles and Testaments, Paul's Cross Sermons, and
ivorks connected with the cathedral. Dr Williams's library

was founded by the wUl of an eminent Presbyterian divine

of that name ; it was opened in 1729. The book? (30,000

piinted volumes and 1000 MSS.) are housed in a new
building, completed in 1873. Theology of all schools of

opinion is represented, and there are special collections of

theosophical books and MSS., the works of Boehme, Law,

and other mystical writers. The MSS. include the original

minutes of the Westminster Assembly, letters and treatises

of Richard Baxter, &c The British and Foreign Bible

Society has a remarkable collection of Bibles and Biblical

literature, of which a printed catalogue was published in

1855. Perhaps the best library of Catholic theology in

London is that of the Oratory at South Kensington,

established in 1819.

Of the law libraries, that at Lincoln's Inn is the oldest

and the largest. It dates from 1497, when John
Nethersale, a member of the society, made a bequest of

forty marks, part of which was to be devoted to the build-

ing of a library for the benefit of the students of the laws

of England. A catalogue of the printed books was pub-

lished in 1859, and the MSS. were catalogued by the Rev.

Joseph Hunter in 1 837. The library of the Inner Temple is

known to have existed in 1540. In the middle of the 17th

century it received a considerable benefaction from William

Petyt, the well-known keeper of the Tower records. There

are now about 36,000 volumes, including the pamphlets

collected by John Adolphus for his History of England,

books on crime and prisons brought together by Mr Craw-

ford, and a selection of works on jurisprudence made by

John Austin. A library in connexion with the Middle

Temple wa'^ in existence during the reign of Henry VIII.,

but the date usually assigned to its foundation is 1641,

when Robert Ashley left his books to the inn of which he

had been a member. Gray's Inn Library was perhaps

established before 1555. In 1669 was made the first

catalogue of the books, and the next, still extant, in 1639.

The Incorporated Law Society (1831) has a good law and

general library (30,000 volumes), including the best collec-

tion of private Acts of Parliament in England, and a large

number of pamphlets relating to Anglo-Catholic contro-

versies brought together by the late Rev. Joseph Mendham.
The catalogue was printed in 1869.

The collegiate library at Dulwich dates from 1619, and

a list of its earliest accessions, in the handwriting of the

founder, may still be seen. There are now about 7000

volumes of miscellaneous works of the 17th and 18th

centuries, with a few rare books. A catalogue of them

was printed in 1880; and one describing the MSS, (567)

and the muniments (606) was issued during the succeeding

year. The last two classes are very important, and include

the well-known "AUeyn Papers" and the theatrical diary

of Philip Henslow. Soon after the foundation of the

University of Inndon in 1537, an endeavour was made
'« provide a library, but it has had to look to gifts rather

than to purchases for its accessions. In 1871 the univer-

sity obtained, in this manner, the library of the historian

Grote, and in the same year Lord Overstone purchased and
presented the mathematical collection of De Morgan. A
catalogue was printed in 1875. The books at University

College (1828) are much more numerous, and here also a

considerable proportion are donations, including the

Morrison Chinese library of 10,000 volumes, the Daulby-

Roscoe Icelandic books, the Graves mathematical and

physical library, and the Barlow Dante bequest. A
printed catalogue of the greater portion was brought out

in 1879. The library at King's College includes a collection

of works on Eastern subjects bequeathed by Dr Marsden,

as well as the scientific books formerly belonging to Sit

Charles Wheatstoue. The medical library is distinct. The

educational library at the South Kensington Museum
numbers about 42,200 volumes, and may be consulted by

teachers and students of the departmental schools, and by

other persons on the same terms as the art library men-

tioned below. The ninth edition of the catalogue appeared

in 1876.

The library of the Patent Oflace is the largest scientific

and technical collection, indeed the only one which is

readily open to the public. There are at present 80,000

volumes, including a very extensive series of the trans-

actions and journals of learned bodies. A catalogue is now
in the press. Transactions and proceedings of societies,

with scientific periodicals, compose almost the whole

library of the Royal Society, which extends to about

40,000 volumes. The diariEt Evelyn induced the seventh

duke of Norfolk to present to the Society the Arundel

library, part of which had formerly belonged to Matthias

Corvinus. The MSS., however, were sold to the British

Museum in 1831 for £3559, and a quantity of rare

printed books lave also been disposed of. Scientific

inquirers are freely admitted to the Museum of Practical

Geology in Jermyn 'Street, v,-here there are over '30,000

volumes on geology, mineralogy, mining, and metallurgy,

including the former collections of De la Beche and Mur-

chison. A printed catalogue was issued in 1878. For

the libraries of other scientific institutions sc6 the tables.

Jledical and surgical libraries are attached to all the

chief hospitals and medical societies (see the tables).

For the fine arts there is the National Art Library

(1852) at the South Kensington Museum, which is now an

excellent collection of 66,000 volumes, 56,000 photographs,

25,000 drawings, and 80,000 prints. Art students are ad-

mitted free, as are ordinary visitors on Museum pay days

;

otherwise a charge of 6d. per week is made to the latter.

The library of the Royal Academy of Arts, after its journey

from Somerset House to Trafalgar Square, has been lodged

in the old ball-room of Burlington House since 1875.

At the National Gallery is preserved for official use the

library (3500 volumes) formerly belonging to Sir C. L.

Eastlake, P.R.A., which is particularly rich in catalogues

and descriptions of picture galleries. Tho Royal Insti-

tution of British Architects (1834) possesses over C500

volumes on architectural and allied subjects, including

an almost complete collection of editions of Vitruvius.

The library of the Royal Academy of Music (1822) is

almost exclusively musical, and, although numbering less

than 1000 volumes, contains many rare and interesting

works. The library of the Sacred Harmonic Society is

said to be one of the best arranged and most valuable

musical collections in England. A third edition of the

printed catalogue appeared in 1872, when the library

contained 4851 volumes.*

' For a very complete account of the chief public and privato

musical collections both at home and abroad, see the article " Musical

Libraries," in Dr Grove's Diclit/tuiry of Music, ii. 417.
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The best library of archseology and kindred subjects is

that of the Society of Antiquaries, consisting of nearly

20,000 printed volumes and 500 MSS. It is rich in early

printed books, topography, heraldry, and numismatics, and

includes a curious collection of books on pageants presented

by Mr Fairholt, and the remarkable assemblage of lexicogra-

phical works formerly belonging to the late Albert Way,
ffivea by his widow. There is a good muster of heraldic

works at the Herald's CoUege, and the library of Sir John

•Soane (15,000 volumes) is still preserved in the museum at

his house in Lincoln's Inn Fields. The printed catalogue

(1878) shows that it is a fairly good collection of books

on architecture and antiquities.

Among subscription libraries, the London Library stands

first in order of importance. It was founded in 1841 as a

lending library for the use of scholars, and Dean Milman,

Sir G. C. Lewis, Mr Gladstone, Thomas Carlyle, Henry
Hallam, and other eminent men took part in its formation.

By means of a moderate subscription, funds were raised

for the purchase of books on general subjects, which now
amount to about 90,000 volumes. The latest catalogue

was printed in 1875, with a supplement in 1881. The
London Institution (1805) is a proprietary library to

which proprietor's nominees and yearly subscribers also

have admission. For reference purposes reader's tickets

are very liberally granted to other persons. The books

now number about 70,000 volumes in general literature

;

the departments of history and topography are especially

rich, and the number is rapidly growing. A complete

catalogue was published in 1837-43; almost the whole

collection, including reference and circulating libraries very

minutely classified, is contained in one room. Porsou filled

the position of librarian here at the close of his life, but he
proved no better a librarian than did Casaubon before him
at Paris. The library of the Royal Institution of Great
Britain was founded in 1803 by the subscriptions of the

members, amounting, in 1806, to £6000. There are now
40,000 volumes in scientific and general literature; they are

not lent out. There is an interesting series of 56 volumes
of MS. correspondence relating to the American war.

The libraries of the two branches of the legislature may
be named with those of the great public offices. The
Foreign Office library contains about 70,000 volumes,

including the old library of the Board of Trade (20,000
volumes) ; history, geography, and law are well represented,

and the department of treaties and diplomacy is of course
very complete. The India Office library was formed by a
vote of the court of directors of the East India Company in

1801. The services in India were also invited to aid in

the creation of an institution which should become a per-

manent repository of Oriental lore, and many munificent
donations were received in consequence of the appeal
The printed books now number nearly 40,000, chiefly on
Indiaaand Oriental subjects, with about 10,000 Sanskrit,
Arabic, Persian, Pali, and other Oriental manuscripts. Loth's
excellent catalogue of the Arabic codices was published in

1877, and other catalogues are now ready for the press.

At the Colonial Office there is a collection of about 12,000
works relating to colonial history and administration, and
the Home Office possesses about 5000 volumes of parlia-

mentary, historical, and legal works. The Admiralty
library extends to about 25,000 volumes, chiefly voyages
and travels ; a printed catalogue was issued in 1875. At
the War Office there are also 25,000 volumes, mainly
topographical and military. The MS. records are estimated
to extend to 100,000 volumes, but only those of the last

twenty years are kept in Pall Mall, the remainder being at
the Record Office. These records extend from the time of
Queen Elizabeth, and there are some of earlier date. The
Older volumes belonged to the late Board of Ordnance,

and the series also includes the despatches from generals

commanding armies on foreign service. All these librariea

are for official use only, but at the India Office strangers

are admitted upon proper introduction.

Many of the principal clubs possess libraries ; that of
the Athenajum is by far the most important. It now
numbers about 48,000 volumes of books in all departments
of literature, and is especially rich in well-bound and fine

copies of works on the fine arts, archaeology, topography,
and history. The pamphlets, of which there is a complete
printed catalogue, as well as of the books, form a remark-
able series, including those collected by Gibbon and
Mackintosh. Next comes the Reform Club, with about
30,000 volumes, chiefly in belles-lettres, with a fair pro-

portion of parliamentary and historical works. . The Oxford
and Cambridge Club has 20,000 volumes in general and
classical literature. At the Garrick there is a small
dramatic collection ; and the United Service Club, besides

a number of books on professional subjects, possesses the
fine library which formerly belonged to Dugald Stewart.

A few libraries which could not be brought into any of
the foregoing classes may now be spoken of. First comes
the library of the Royal Geographical Society (1832), a
valuable collection of 20,000 volumes of voyages and
travels, and works on the sciences connected with geography,
with many costly Government publications and geographical
serials. The catalogue has been printed with supplements
down to 1880. The maps and charts number 35,000,
with 500 atlases and 240 large diagrams. Since 1854, in

consideration of an annual grant of £500 from the treasury,

the map room has been open for public reference. At
the Royal United Service Institution there are also about
20,000 volumes, chiefly naval and military, with a printed

catalogue, 1865. Besides the members, officers of both
services are admitted. The Royal Asiatic Society has a.

library of nearly 8000 printed books, with 750 MSS. in
Sanskrit, Persian, Turkish, &c., 6000 Chinese books, and
220 Japanese. Besides the art and educational libraries

at South Kensington, there are also deposited at the

museum, and open under the same regulations, the library

of the Rev. Alexander Dyce, bequeathed in 1869, and the

books of John Forster, left in 1876. The Dyce collection

(15,000 volumes) is strong in the English drama and
poetry, Italian literature, and classical authors. The
Forster library (19,000 volumes) abounds in history,

biography, travels, plays, and fiction, tracts, Americana,
proclamations, ballads, &c. ; the manuscripts include three

note-books of Leonardo da Vinci, and the Garrick corre-

spondence in 39 volumes.

Notices of a considerable number of other metropolitan

libraries, not mentioned in the preceding pages, may be
found in the tables at the end of this article.

With one or two exceptions, libraries are attached to tiie oathe
cathedrals of England and Wales. Though they are of ''»»'

course intended for the -use of the cathedral or diocesan

clergy, they are in most cases open to any respectable

person who may be properly introduced. They seldom
contain very much modern literature, chiefly consisting of

older theology, with more or less addition of classical and
historical literature. They vary in extent from a few
volumes, as at LlandaflT or St David's, to 15,000 volumes, aa-

at Durham. Together they possess nearly 150,000 printed

and manuscript volumes. As a rule, very little is spent

upon them, and they are very little used.

The library of Christ Church, Oxford, belongs alike to the college
and the cathedral, but will be more properly described a3 a college
library. The cathedral library of Durham dates from monastic
times, and possesses many of the books which belonged to the
monastery. These were added to by Dean Sudbury, the second
founder of the library, and Bishop Cosin. The collection has been
considerably increased in more modern times, and now contains
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15,000 volumes. It is especially rich in MSS., some of which are

of great beauty and value ; a catalogue of them was printed in 1825.

The library has good topographical and entomological collections.

The chapter spend £370 per annum in salaries and in books. The
library at York numbers about 11,000 volumes, and has been very

Kberally thro\vn open to the public. It is kept in the former

chapel of the archbishop's palace, and has many valuable SISS. and
early printed books. The foundation of tho library at Canterbury

dates probably from tho Koman mission to England, 596 a.d.,

although the library does not retain any of the books then brought

over, or even of the books said to have been sent by Popo Gregory

to the first archbishop in 601. It is recorded that among Lanfranc's

buildings was a new library, and Becket is said to have collected

books abroad to present to the library. The collection now num-
bers about 9900 printed books, with about 110 MS. volumes, and
between 6000 and 7000 documents. A catalogue was printed ia

1802. The present building was erected in 1S67 on part of tho

site of the monastic dormitory. The library at Lincoln contains

7400 volumes, of which a catalogue was printed in 1859. It pos-

sesses a fine collection of political tracts of the age of Elizabeth,

James, and Charles L The present collection at Chichester dates

from the Restoration only ; that at Ely is rich in books and tracts

relating to the non-jurors. The library at Exeter possesses many
Sa.TOn NISS. of extreme interest, one of them being tho gift of

Leofric, the first bish6p. The treasures of Lichfield were destroyed

by the Puritans during the civil war, and the existing librarj' is

of later formation. Frances, duchess of Somerset, bequeathed to it

nearly 1000 volumes, including the famous Evangeliary of St Chad.

The collection at Norwich is chiefly modem, and was presented by
Dr Sayers. The earlier library at Peterborough having almost

trhoUy perished in the civil war, Bishop White Kcnuett became the

virtual founder of the present collection. Salisbury is rich in

incunabula, and a catilogue has recently been printed. Winchester
Cathedral Librarv is mainly tho bequest of Bishop Morley in the

17th century. The library at Bristol, then numbering 6000 or 7000
volumes, was burnt and pulaged by the rc&b in the riots of 1831.

Only about 1000 volumes were saved, many of which were recovered,

but few additions have been made to them. At Chester in 1691 Dean
Ardeme bequeathed his books and part of his estate " as the

beginning of a public library for tho clergy and city." The
library of Hereford is a good specimen of an old monastic library ;

the books are placed in the Lady Chapel, and about 230 choice

MSS. are chained to oaken desks. The books are ranged with the

edges outwards upon open shelves, to which they are attached by
chains and bars. The four Welsh cathedrals were supplied with

libraries by a deed of settlement in 1709. The largest of them,

that of St Asaph, has about 1750 volumes.

The Bodleian Library, though it had been preceded by
various efforts towards a university library, owed its origin

to Sir Thomas Bodley. After a long and honourable career

as a diplomatist he determined, as he says, to take his

farewell of state employments, and concluded to set up his

staff at the library door in Oxon. Contributing largely

himself, and procuring contributions from others, he opened

the library with upwards of 2000 volumes in 1602. In

1610 he obtained a grant from the Stationers' Company of

a copy of every work printed in the country. The additions

made to the library scon surpassed the capacity of the

room, and ths founder proceeded to enlarge it. By his

will he left considerable property to the university for the

maintenance and increase of the library. The example

set by Bodley found many noble imitators. Amongst the

chief benefactors have been Sir Henry Savile, Archbishop

Laud, John Selden, Sir Kenelm Pigby, Lord Fairfax,

Richard Qough, Francis Douce, Richard Rawlinson, Rev.

Robert Mason, and F. W. Hope. The library now con-

tains almost 400,000 printed volumes, and about 30.000

manuacripts. The number of separate works exceeds a

million. But the number of volumes conveys a very

inadequate idea of the valuable character of the collection.

lu the department of Oriental manuscripts it is perhaps

isaperior to any other European library ; and it is exceed-

ingly rich in other manuscript treasures. It possesses a

splendid series of Greek and Latin editiones f/rincipes,

and of the earliest productions of English presses. Its

historical manuscripts contain most valuable materials for

the general and literary history of the country.

The ]a.st general catalogue of the printed books was printed in

4 vols, folio. 1843-61. In 1869 it was decided to prepare a new

manuscript catalogue on the plan of the great catalogne at the
British Museum, and this has recently been completed in dupli-

cate. It extends to over 700 folio volumes, in which the books ari

entered on manifolded slips. It is an alphabetical author-catalogue

;

and the Bodleian, like the British Museum, has no accessible sub-
ject index. A catalogue on subjects is now, however, in course of

preparation. There are also printed catalogues of the books belong-
ing to several of the separate collections. The MSS. are in general
catalogued according to the collections to which they belong, and
they are aU indexed, although they are not all catalogued as yet.

Five volumes have been published under the late Mr Coxe's
editorship of the " Catalogi Codicum MSS. Bibliothcca; Eodlciana;,"

1853-63, in quarto, and there is a folio catalogue of Oriental MSS.
In 1860 the beautiful building known as the " Radcliffe Library,"

now called the " Camera Bodleiana," was offered to tho curators of

the Bodleian by the Kadcliffe trustees. It is used as a storehouse

for the more modem books, including the new periodicals, which lie

upon its tables j and it also serves as a reading-room. It is the

only room open after tho hour when the older building is closed

owing to the mle as to the exclusion of artificial light. The separa-

tion of the books is a source of some inconvenience in practice, and
it has been proposed of late years to remove the entire collections

to a new building which should be erected for the purpose of

accommodating them.
The library is open by right to all graduate members of the

university, and to others (over eighteen years of age) upon producing
a satisfactory recommendation. No books are allowed to be sent

out of the library except by special leave of the curators, in which
respect there is a marked contrast with the practice at the Univer-

sity Library at Cambridge, and EtUl more so with the conspicuous

liberality in this respect of the university libraries of Geimany.
The liours are from 9 to 4 and 9 to 3, according to the

time of year, the Camera being open from 10 to 10 all the year

round. The library is only closed altogether some twenty-nine

working days in the year. The general control of the libraiy is

committed to a board of thirteen curators. The permanent endow-
ment is comparatively small ; the ordinary expenditure, chiefly

defrayed from the university chest, is about £4500.

The other important collections not connected with particular

colleges are tho EadcUS'e Library and the library of the Taylor

Institution. The former was founded by the famous physician Dr
John RadcUSe, who died in 1714, and bequeathed, besides a per-

manent endowment of £350 a year, the sum of £40,000 for a biuld-

ing. The library was opened in 1749. Many years ago the trustees

resolved to confine their purchases of books to works ch medicine

and natural science. When the university museum and labora-

tories were built in 1S60, the tiustees allowed the books to be trans-

ferred to the museum. The completeness and convenience of the

arrangements make the Radcliffe the model of a working scientific

library. The Taylor Institution is due to the benefaction of Sir

Robert Taylor, an architect, who died in 1788, leaving his property

to found-an establishment for the teaching of modern languages.

The library was established in 1848, and is devoted to the literature

of the modem European languages. It contains a fair collection of

works on European j)hilo!ogj', with a special Dante collection, about

1000 Mazarinades and 400 Luther pamphlets. It contains altogether

30,000 volumEs, with a few JISS. The Finch collection, left to

the university in 1830, is also kept with the Taylor Library.

Books are lent out to members of the university and to others on

a proper introduction. The endowment affords an income of £800

to £1000 for library purposes, and about 2000 volumes arc added

yearly.

The libraries of the several colleges vary considerably in extent

and character. That of All Souls was established in 1443 by Arch-

bishop Chichele, and enlarged in 1710 by the munificent bequest

of Christopher Codrington. It devotes special attention to juris-

prudence, of which it has a large collection. It possesses 40,000

printed volumes and 300 MSS., and fills a splendid hall 200 feet

long. The library of Brasenose College has a special endowment
fund, so that it has, for a college library, the unusually large income

of £200. The library of Christ Church is rich in divinity and topo-

graphy. It embraces the valuable library bequeathed by Charles

Boyle, third earl of Orrerv, amounting to 10,000 volumes, the books

and MSS. of Archbishop"Wake, and the Morris collection of Oriental

books. The building was finished in 1761, and closely resembles

the basUica of Antoninus at Rome, now the Dogana. Corpus

possesses a fine collection of Aldines, many of them presented by

its founder Bishop Fox, and a collection of 17th century tracts

catalogued by Mr Edwards, with about 40O MSS. Exeter College

Library has 25,000 volumes, with special collections of classical dis-

sertations and English theological and political tracts. The library

of Jesus College has few books of later date than the early part of

the last century. Many of them are from the bequest of Sir Lcoline

Jenkins, who built the existing librar>-. There arc also some

valuable Welsh MSS. The library of Keble College consists largely

of theology, including the MSS. of many of Keblc's works. The

library of Magdalen College has about 22,500 volumes (including
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many volumes of pamphlets) and 250 MSS. It has scientific antl

,topographical collections. The library of Merton College has of

'late devoted itself to foreign modern history. New College Library

has about 17,000 printed volumes and about 350 MSS., several of

which were presented by its founder, William of Wykeham. Oriel

College Library, besides its other possessions, has a special collec-

tion of books on comparative philology and mythology, with a

printed catalogue. The fine library of Queen's College is strong in

'vlieology, in English and modern European history, and in English

County histories. St John's College Library is largely composed
of the literature of theology and jurisprudence before 1750, and
possesses a collection of medical books of the 16th and 17th cen-

turies. The newer half of the library building was erected by Inigo

Jones at the expense of Laud, who also gave many printed and manu-
script books. The room used as a library at Trinity College formed
part of Durham College, the library of which was established by
Richard of Bury. Wadham College Library includes a collection

of botanical books bequeathed by Richard Warner in 1775 and a
collection of books, relating chiefly to the Spanish Reformers, pre-

sented by the executors of Benjamin Wiffen. Worcester College

Library has of late specially devoted itself to classical archeology.

It is also rich in old plaj's.

It must be admitted that the college libraries as a rule have not
been used to any great extent. Of late, however, there have been
si"ns of awakening interest. About 1871 there was a meeting of

college librarians ; and it was agreed that the colleges, instead of

making merely sporadic purchases from the whole field of literature,

should rather husband their limited resources and restrict them-
selves each to some special department. But the idea has not been
carried out very thoroughly, and a good deal must be dona befgre

the college libraries can be said to bo as useful and efficient as they
might be.

Cam- The history of the University Library at Cambridge dates
bridge, from the earlier part of the 15th century. Two early lists

of its contents are preserved, the first embracing 52 volumes
Hating from about 1425, tlie second a shelf-list, apparently

of 330 volumes, drawn up by the outgoing proctors in

1473. Its first great benefactor was Thomas Scott of

Rotherham, archbishop of York, who erected in 1475 the

building in which the library continued until 1755. Ho
also gave more than 200 books and manuscripts to tlie

library, some of which still remain. The library received

other benefactions, but nevertheless appeared " but mean "

to John Evelyn when he visited Cambridge in 1654. In
1666 Tobias Rustat presented a sum of money to be
invested to buy the choicest and most useful books. In
1715 George I. presented the library of Bishop Moore,
which was very rich in early English printed books, form-
ing over 30,000 volumes of printed books and manuscripts.

The funds bequeathed by William Worts and John Manistre,

together with that of Rustat, produce at present about
£1500 a year. The share of university dues appropriated

to library purposes amounts to £3000 a year. In addition

the library is entitled to new books under the Copyright
Acts. The number of printed volumes in the library cannot
be exactly stated, as no recent calculation on the subject

exists. It has been variously estimated at a quarter or lialf

a million. The calendar states it as 200,000. It includes a
line series of ediliones priiicipes of the classics and of the

early productions of the English press. The MSS. number
5723, in which are included a considerable number of

adversaria or printed books with MS. notes, which form
a leading feature in the collection. The most famous of

the MSS. is the celebrated copy of the four gospels and
t lie Acts of the Apostles, which is known as Codex Bezse,

and which was presented to the university by that Reformer.
A catalogue of the MSS. has .been published in 4
vols., 1856-61. There is no printed catalogue of the

books, although the catalogue is in print, the accessions

being printed and cut up and arranged in volumes. The
regulations of the library with regard to the lending of

books are very liberal, as many as ten volumes being
allowed out to one borrower at the same time.

There is a library attached to the Fitzwilliini Museum bequeathed
to the university in 1816. It consists of the entire library of Lord
fitzwilUam, with the additiou of an archecological library bought

from the executors of Colonel Leake, and a small number of works,
chiefly on the history of art, since added by purchase or bequest.

It contains a collection of engravings of old masters, a collection

of music, printed and MS., and a collection of illuminated MSS.,
chiefly French pnd Flemish, of the Hth to 16th centuries. The
books are not allowed to be taken out.

Tlie library of Trinity College, which is contained in a magnifi-

cent hall built by Sir Christopher Wren, has about 90,000 printed

and 1918 MS. volumes, aud is especially strong in theology,
classics, and bibliography. It owes to numerous gifts aud be-

quests the possession of a great number of rare books and manu-
scripts. Amongst these special collections are the Capell collection

of early dramatic and especially Shakespearian literature, the collec-

tion of German theology and philosophy bequeathed by Archdeacon
Hare, and the Grylls bequest in 1863 of 9600 volumes, including

many early printed books. There are printed catalogues of the

Sanskrit and other Oriental MSS. by Dr Aui' 'cht and Profes,sor

Palmer, and of the incunabula by the present lib. virian, Mr Sinker.

The library is open to all members of the college, and the privi-

lege of using it is liberally extended to pcoperly accredited

students.

None of the other college libraries rivals Trinity in the number of

books. The library of Christ's College received its first books from
the foundress. Clare College Library includes a number of Italian

and Spanish plays of the end of the 16th century left by George

Ruggle. The library of Corpus Christi College first becamo not-

able through the bequest of books and MSS. made by Archbishop
Parker in 1575. The printed books are less than 5000 in

number, and the additions now made are chiefly in such branches as

throw light on the extremely valuable collection of ancient MSS.,
which attracts scholars from all parts of Europe. There is a printed

catalogue of these MSS. Gonvillo and Caius CoUege Library is of

early foundation. A catalogue of the MSS. was printed im 1849,

with pictorial illustrations, and a list of the incunabula in 1850.

The printed books of King's College includes the fine collection

bequeathed by Jacob Bryant in 1804. The MSS. are almost wholly

Oriental, chiefly Persian and Arabic, and a catalogue of them has
been printed. Magdalene College possesses the curious library

formed by Pepys and bequeathed by him to the college, together

with his collections of prints and drawings and of rare British

portraits. It is remarkable for its treasures of popular literature

and English ballads, as well as for the Scottish manuscript poetnr

collected by Sir Richard Maitland. The books are kept in Pepys a

own cases, and remain just as he arranged them himself. 'The

library of Pcterhouse is the oldest library in C'amliridge, and
possesses a catalogue of some 600 or 700 books dating from
1418, in which year it was completed. It is chiefly theological,

though it possesses a valuable collection of modern works on
geoloCT and natural science, and a unique collection of MS. music.

Queen s College Library contains about 30,000 volumes, mainly in

theology, classics, and Semitic literature, and has a printed class-

catalogue. The library of St John's College is rich in early

printed books, and possesses a large collection of English his-

torical tracts. Of the MSS. and rare books there is a printed cata-

logue. For the other college libraries see the tables.

Free Public Libraries.—In the year 1850 Mr EwartPrca^
introduced the first Public Libraries Act into the House pibOo

of Commons, and it has since been supplemented and
"™'*"'

amended by the Acts of 1855, 1866, 1871, and 1877.

Mr Evfart had previously carried through parliament

the Museums Ast of 1845 ; and small libraries had been

established in cotjuexion with museums under that Act
at Salford and Warrington. The number of towns which
have established rate-supported libraries, or in which the

Acts have been adopted, now amounts to at least ninety-

six, ten of these towns being in Scotland, aud one only

in Ireland. It is noticeable that the Acts have not been

adopted in any of the great capital towns of the three

kingdoms, except in one single parish of Westminster.

Many of our largest towns are also in default. Glasgow
may be considered to be sufficiently provided for by the

munificent Mitchell bequest. Of the libraries which havo
actually been opened sixteen are in places of over 100,000
inhabitants, twenty in towns of between 50,000 and
100,000 inhabitants, sixteen in towns of between 30,000
and 50,000, eleven in towns of between 20,000 and 30,000
inhabitants, seventeen in towns of between 10,000 and
20,000 inhabitants, and finally six in towns of less than"

10,000 inhabitants.

Taking the latest returns we have been able to obtain
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which are with a few exceptions those of the year 1880-81,

tlie number of volumes in stock and of the total issues is

OS follows. In eigUty-oiie libraries returning their number
of volumes, there is a total of ],448,192 volumes in stock;

while the total issues for the year iu seventy-six libraries

amounted to the enormous number of 9,023,742 volumes.

Even these figures afford a very inadequate idea of the

service rendered by these institutions in supplying popular

reading. They take no account of the visits made to the

newsrooms which are almost invariably connected with

the libraries, or of the use made of the magazines and
periodicals which lie upon the tables. The free public

libraries generally consist of a lending department, with a

reference library wherever the institution can provide one.

A very large proportion of the issues from the lending

departments consists of fiction, the percentage varying

in different libraries from about 50 to as much as ' 75 per

cent, of the whole. It is only in the case of the wealthier

institutions, such as those in the great towns of Liverpool,

Manchester, and Birmingham, that the reference depart-

ments are so important as to claim consideration heiij in

respect of tlie intrinsic character of their collections. Even
. some of the smaller libraries, however, present features

of interest in their collections of local books, or of books

illustrating the trade or industry of the district, or the life

and writings of _some great man connected v/ith or_born

in the locality.

The Salford Free Public Library was one of the libraries which
fWere established under the Museums Act of 1845, and was opened in

1850 in connexion with the museum and picture gallery at Peel

Park. The buildings are pleasantly sitiiated in grounds of 46 acres

in extent. The reference library now contains 33,500 volumes, and
besides the central lending departments there are three branches in

different parts of the borough. The income from the penny rate is

about £3300 ; but this is found to be inadequate.

,
The Manchester Free Library was the lirst to be established under

the Act of 1850. A public subscription of nearly £13,000 was raised

to defray the expenses of its establishment, and the library was
opened in September 1852. The working of this library was
a success from the outset. The issues iu the first year were in

the reference departments 61,080 volumes, and in the lending
departments 77,232. The progress made since then may be
measured by the number of volumes issued last year (1881), which
amounted to 966,463, and by the fact that six branch libraries have
been established. The rate produces an income of £11,000. The
reference library now possesses a valuable collection of 65,000
volumes, chiefly of standard works. It contains several special

collections, chiefly connected with the industiies and historj' of the

district. The library of the English Dialect Society, of which a

catalogue has been printed, is deposited here. In addition, the
library possesses a very extensive series of periodicals, and a larger

collection of political and commercial tracts than can be found any-
where in the country except at the British Museum. A good
catalogue was printed iu 1864, and a new and extensive index
lias just appeared.

The library at Liverpool, which was established imder a special

Act passed in 1852, is the most successful of all the free public

libraries, and is connected with a splendid museum and art gallery,

the former formed around the nucleus of the ornithological speci-

mens bequeathed to the town by the thirteenth earl of Derby. The
rapid extension of museum and library soon rendered larger

premises a necessity. The late Sir William Brown took upon him-
self the entire cost of the present extensive buildings, which were
opened in 1S60. In 1880 was opened the Picton Keading-Koom.
It is a circular room 100 feet in diameter, surmounted by a dome,
the entire height being 56 feet. It contains 50,000 volumes, and
will accommodate over 300 readers. Since April 1881 the
electric light has been employed. Under the reading-room is a
large circular lecture-room accommodating 1500 persons, in which
lectures are regularly delivered. There is a numerous collection
of local books and pamphlets. The Biuns collection, consisting
of maps, plans, drawings; portraits, &c., all having reference
to the county of Lancaster, is very interesting ai d valuable. The
issues from the reference library in 1880 were 870,716, and with
the issues from the two lending departments make the enormou.i
.-iggregate of 1,307,131. The rate produces au income of £13,000
fier annum, of which more than £5000 is expended upon the
ibraries. An elaborate catalogue of the reference Ubrary was
published in 1872, and a supplement is now being printed.
In 1853 Bolton established a library which now has a circulatioD

of over 240,000 volumes. In 1855 libraries were established at
Bukeuhead and Sheffield. At IJukenhoad the rate produces
£1500, and 130,000 volumes were lent out last year. At Sheffield,

where the rote produces £4750, there ,iie three branches, and tho
total issues last year were 384,266. The reference library has only
9000 volumes.
The Acts, after having becu rejected at liirniingham in 1852, were

adopted iu ISOO. By 1868 four branches had been opened in
addition to tlie central reference and lending libraries. The issues
from the lending dei)artments last year were 400,000 volumes. The
reference library consisted of over 60,000 volumes. The Shake-
speare Memorial Library consisted of about 7000 volumes. There
were also tho Staunton Warwickshire collections of books and
MSS. and the Cervantes books. All these collections were unfortu-
nately destroyed by a fire on January 11, 1879. The inhabitants
of Birmingham have shown much public spirit in repairing the
losses then sustained so far as is iiossible, and the new central

reference and lending libraries are expected to be open early

in 1882, when it is anticipated that there will be as many
volumes ready to be placed in the reference library as there were
when the former library was destroyed. No town in. England is

60 surrounded with free libraries as Binningham. The rate at

Birmingham produces over £6000.
Tlie free lil)rary at Nottingham (1867) has recently had neW

quarters foun4 for it in the new uuivei'sity buildings. It has two
branches, and its issues ore about 160,000. The rate produces
£2200. The local collections include a Byron libraiy. The library

at Leeds (1868) has no less than twenty-one branches, and together
they count over 109,000 volumes. The issues last year, in addition)

to the use made of tlie central reference library, were 639,613. The
rate produces nearly £5000. At Leicester there is only a halfpenny
rate, which produces about £800. The issues last year were 192,317.
At Bradford (Acts adopted 1871) tho rate produces £"200, ana there

are five branches witli a circulation of 291,276 volumes, besides

the use made of the reference library. At Plymouth (Acts adopted
1871, library opened 1876)tlie circulation was 171,851 last year; at

Kochdale (Acts adopted 1872)168,614. At each place there is a good
collection of local literature, and at Rochdale a collection of woiks
on the woollen mannfacture. The libraiy at Newcastle, opened in

1880, has issued from its lending departments, in its first year, no
less than 301,925 volumes to about 14,000 readers. A splendid

buildingisin course of erection to accommodate the reference library.

This department is intended to contain a complete collection of all

standard works, and also a collection of books and manuscripts

relating to Newcastle and the northern counties generally. The
rate produces £2800. At Bristol a town library h:id been estab-

lished in 1614 by Pobert Redwood and Arch.bishop Matthew, and
this h.ns formed the nucleus of the collegtions formed under the

Acts when they were adopted in 1875. The total number of volumes
is about 46,000. The issues were 432,646 at the central library and
its three branches. At Southport (1875) Mr Atkinson gave the

building called after him lor a library and art gallery. The issues

last year were 110,778. The.rate produced £775, and an additional

voluntary rate produced a little over £100 besides.

It will be seen from this .summary statement that, the libraries

established under the Acts have in the cases mentioned been abund-
antly used. The merit of these results is very largely due to tliA

enlightened energy of those who are entrusted with their adminis'
tration.

Amongst the English libraries that have not yet been described

there are few that call for special mention. Some of these have

been founded by individuals, and still bear their names. The most
notable of these is the fine old library established- by Humphrey
Chetham at Manchester in 1653, which is still housed in the old.

collegiate buildings where Raleigh was once entertained by Dr Dee.

The collection consists largely of older literature, and numbers
40,000 volumes, with 300 MSS. It is freely open to the public, and

may be said to have been the first free library in England. Dr
Shepherd's library at Preston was bequeathed by tho founder, a

physician of the town, to the corporation of Preston iu trust for the

inhabitants in the year 1759. It is a library of reference, accessible

on a recommendation from an alderman. The William Salt

Library, a special StafTordshire library with numerous MSS. and

other collections, formed to bring together materials for a history

of Staffordsliire, was opened'to the public in 1874.

Some mention should be made also of the more important

subscription or proprietary libraries, which were formed for the

most part in the latter half of the 18th century. It is diffi-

cult for us to realize how few collections of books weref

accessible to the public of the last century even in London.

The earliest circulating library in the metropolis w.as established

about the middle of the century. The first in Birmingham wa<^

opened by Hufton in 1757. the idea of a proprietary lilirarvi

appears to have been first carried out at Liverpool in 1758. Th^

library then formed still flourishes at the Lyceum, and -possesses

a collection of 72,000 volumes and an income of £1200 a year. In

1760 a lihrarj- was formed at Warrington which baa been merged
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yn the \VarrLngtou Museum. Tlie Leeds library was establisliej in

1708, and now has 85,000 volumes, and an income of £1430. In

1772 the Bristol museum and library was formed, and numbered
Coleridge, Southey, and Landor among its earlier members. It

now reckons 50,000 volumes, and an income of £1400 a year.

The Birmingham (old) library was formed in 1779, and its rules

were dra^^l up by Dr Priestley, who had already taken an active

share in the management of the libraries at Warrington and
Leeds. The library has now 40,000 to 50,000 volumes, and an

income of £1600. Many similar institutions are noticed in the

tables, -while others have given place to the trade circulating

libraries and to ;he libraries established under the Free Libraries

Acts.

A few modern collegiate libituies, finally, claim a summary
notice. The library of the university of Durham dates only from

1833, and was begun by a gift of hooks from Bishop Van Mildert,

to which many other donations have since succeeded. The Routh
collection includes a large collection of early tracts. The Wiuter-

hottom collection is chiefly classical, and the Maltby collection

classical and theological. The library of the Owens College, Man-
chester, was formed on the establishment of the college in 1851 by a

gift of books from Mr James Heywood, F.K.S. It has since been

largely increased by donations and bequests, including the libraries

of Bishop Lee, Mr Grace Calvert, and others. It has an endowment
fund of £2500. The library at Stonyhurst College has gradually

grown since the establishment of the college in 1794. There is a
printed catalogue of books printed before 1551. The Walshian
Library at St Mary's College, Oscott, was established by Bishop
Walsh in 1839, having been purchased by him from the Marchese
Marini. It has 70 MSS. and many early printed books.

The principal library in Scotland is that of the Faculty

of Advocates, who in 1680 appointed a committee of

their number, which reported that " it was fitt that, seeing

if the recusants could be made pay their entire money,
there wold be betwixt three thousand and four thousand

pounds in cash ; that the same be imployed on the best

and fynest lawers and other law bookes, conforme to a
catalogue to be condescended upon by the Facultie, that

the samen may be a fonde for ane Bibliothecque whereto
many lawers and others may leave their books." In 1GS2
the active carrying out of the scheme was committed to

the Dean of Faculty, Sir George Mackenzie of Eosehaugh,
who may be regarded as the founder of the library. In
1684 the first librarian was appointed, and the library

appears to have made rapid progress, since it appears from
the treasurer's accounts that in 1686 the books and furni-

ture were valued at upwards of £11,000 Scots, exclusive

of donations. In the year 1 700, the rooms in the Exchange
Stairs, Parliament Close, in which the library s-as kept,

being nearly destroyed by fire, the collection was removed
to the ground floor of the Parliament House, where it has
ever since remained. The library retains the copyright
privilege conferred upon it in 1709. The number of
volumes in the library is computed to amount to 205,000;
of the special collections the most important are the
Astorga collection of old Spanish books, purchased by the
faculty in 1824 for £4000 ; the Thorkelin collection,

consisting of about 1200 volumes relating chiefly to the
history and antiquities of the northern nations, and
including some rare books on old Scottish poetry; the
Dietrich collection of over 100,000 German pamphlets
and dissertations, including many of the writings of
Luther and Jlelanchthon, purchased for the small sum
of £80 ; and the Combe collection.

The faculty appear early to have turned their attention
to the collection of MSS., and this department of the library
now numbers about 3000 volumes. Many of them are of
great interest and value, especially for the civil and
ecclesiastical history of Scotland before and after the
Eeformation. There are thirteen monastic chartularies
which escaped the destruction of the religious houses to
which they belonged. The MSS. relating to Scottish church
history include the collections of Spottiswoode, Woodrow,
and Calderwood. The Woodrow collection consists of 154
Volumes, and includes his corrcsponaence, extending from

1694 to 1726. Sir James Balfour's collection and the

Balcarres papers consist largely of original state papers,

and ineludo many interesting royal letters of the times of

James V., Queen Mary, and James VI. The Sibbald
papers, numbering over 30 volumes, are largely topogra-

phical. The Eiddel notebooks, numbering 156 voliunes,

contain collections to illustrate the genealogy of Scottish

families. There are about one hundred volumes of Icelandic

MSS., purchased in 1825 from Professor Finn Magnusson,
and some Persian and Sanskrit, with a few classical,

manuscripts. The department has some interesting

treasures of old poetry, extending to 73 volumes. The
most important are the Bannatyne MS., in 2 vols, folio,

written by George Bannatyne in 1568, and the Auchin-
leek MS., a collection of ancient English poetry, named
after Alexander BosweU of Auchinleck, who presented it

in 1774.

The first catalogue of the printed books was compiled ia

1692, and contains a preface by Sir George Mackenzie.

Another was prepared under the care of Euddiman in

1742. In 1853 the late Mr Halkett commenced a

catalogue, which has been printed in 6 vols. 4to, witk

a supplement, and includes all the printed books in the

library at the end of 1871, containing about 260,000
entries. It is an illustration of the public spirit witk

which they conduct their library, that the whole cost of

printing this extensive catalogue, over £5000, has bee»
borne by the members of the faculty. The library,

managed by a keeper and staff, under a board of six

curators, is easily accessible to all persons engaged ia

literary work, and is for all practical purposes the public

consulting library of Scotland.

The origin of the University Library of Edinburgh is to

be found in a bequest of his books of theology and law

made to the town in 1580 by Clement Little, advocate.

This was two years before the foundation of the university,

and in 1584 the town council caused the collection to be

removed to the college, of which they were the patrons.

As it was the only library in the town, it continued to grow

and received many benefactions, so that in 1615 it became

necessary to erect a library building. Stimulated perhaps

by the example of Bodley at Oxford, Drummond of

Hawthomden made a large donation of books, of which he

printed a catalogue in 1G27, and circulated an appeal foe

assistance from others. In 1678 the library received a

bequest of 2000 volumes from the Eev. James Nairne. Ia

1709 the library became entitled to the copy privilege,

which has since been commuted for a payment of £575 per

annum. In 1831 the books were removed to the present

library buildings, for which a parliamentary grant had

been obtained. The main library hall (190 feet in length)

is one of the most splendid apartments in Scotland. One
of the rooms is set apart as a memorial to General Reid,

by whose benefaction the library has greatly benefited.

Amongst the more recent accessionshave beenthe HalUweB-

Phillips Shakespeare collection, the Laing collection of

Scottish MSS., the EaUlie collection of Oriental JISS.

(some of which are of great value), and the Hodgson
collection of works on political economy. The library now
consists of about 140,000 volumes of printed books with

2000 MSS.
The library of the "Writers to Her Majesty's Signet was

established by the society in 1755. At first it consisted

of law books exclusively, but in 1788 they began to collect

the best editions of works in other departments of literature.

Durmg the librarianship of Macvey Napier (1805-37)

the number of volumes was more than sextupled, and in

. 1812 the library was removed to the new hall adjoining

the Parliament House. In 1834 the upper hall was
devoted to the collection. This is a magnificent apartment
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1 42 feet long, with a beautiful cupola painted by Stothard.

The library now contains nearly 70,000 volumes, exclusive

of pamphlets, and includes some fine specimens of early

printing, as well as many other rare and costly works. It

is especially rich in county histories and British topography
and antiquities. A catalogue of the law books was printed

in 1856. The late David Laing, who became librarian in

1837, published the first volume of a new catalogue in

1871. The second volume is nearly completed. The
books are lent out to the Writers and even to strangers

lecommended by them. This library, like that of the

Advocates, is most liberally opened to literary inquirers,

and has thus acquired a quasi-publis or national character.

There are various other important libraries iu Edinburgh, but
no considerable lending library open freely to the poorest of the
people, and two attempts which have been made to introduce the
Libraries' Acts have been unsuccessful.

The first mention of a library at St Andrews is as early as

1456; The three colleges were provided with libraries of their

own about the time of their foundation—St Salvator's 1455,
St Leonard's 1512, St Mary's 1537. The University Library was
established about 1612 by King James VL, and in the course of

the 18th century the coUege libraries were merged in it The copy-
right privilege was commuted in 1837. The collection nnnibera
90,000 volumes exclusive of pamphlets, with about 200 MSS.,
chiefly of local interest. About 1200 volumes are added yearly.

A library is supposed to have existed at Aberdeen since the founda-
tion of King's College by Bishop Elphinstone in 1 494. The present
collection combines the libraries of King's College and Marischal
College, now incorporated in the university. The latter had its

origin in a collection of books formed by the town authorities at

the time of the Reformation, and for some time kept in one of the
churches. The Ubrary has benefited by the lleh-in bequest,

chiefly of classical books, and those of Henderson and AVilson, and
contains some very valuable books. The genei-al library is located

in Old Aberdeen, while the medical and law books are in the New
Town. The library has a grant, in lieu of the copy privilege, of
£320. The library of the university of Glasgow dates from the
15th century, and numbers George Buchanan and many other

distinguished men amongst its early benefactors, A classified

subject-catalogue is in progress. The annual accessions are about
1500, and the commutation-grant £707. Connected with the
Tmiversity, which is trustee for the public, is the library of the
Hunterian Museum, formed by the eminent anatomist Dr 'WUliam
Hunter. It is a collection of great bibliographical interest, as it

is rich in MSS. and in fine specimens of the early printing, especi-

ally in Greek and Latin classics.. The printed books number about
13,000 volumes, and the MSS. some 600 volumes. All the Scottish

imiversity libraries lend books to students, on deposit of £1, to

graduates, for an annual subscription of half a guinea, and to

persons engaged in literary research, by permission of the senatus.

The Mitchell Library at Glasgow bids fair to be the most im-
portant public library outside Edinburgh. It was founded by a

munificent bequest of £70,000 from the late Mr Stephen Mitchell.

The library was opened in 1877, in temporary premises, and
already contains over 36,000 volumes. It includes a special collec-

tion tif Scottish poetry called " The Poets' Corner," and a collection

of Glasgow literature, including early specimens of Glasgow printing.

The library is open to all persons over fourteen years of age, and the

number of readers during the first three years in which the library

lias been opened is believed to be without precedent. The number
of volumes issued in 1880 was 390,732.

The English Libraries Act of 1850 was extended to Scotland in

1854, and the first town to put it into operation was Airdrie, in

1856. The largest of the libraries which have been opened under
the Acts is at Dundee, which possesses 35,500 volumes, with a
circulation of 252,314. The rate produces £2390. Although the

resources of the other towns in which the Acts have so far been
adopted do not enable them to rival the larger English towns,

the results are proportionately quite as satisfactory. The turn-

over of their stock of books is generally large, and the reading done
appears to be more solid and serious than in England. The per-

•entage of fiction issued is at least 10 or 15 per cent below the

average rate in the English free libraries.

The establishment of the library of Trinity College,

Dublin, is contemporaneous with that of the Bodleian at

Oxford, and it is an interesting circumstance that, when
Challoner and Usshcr (afterwards the archbishop) were in

London purchasing books to form the library, they met
Bodley there, and entered into friendly intercouree and
co-operation with him to procure tL-c choicest and best

books. The commission was given to Ussher and
Challoner as trustees of the singular donation which laid

the foundation of the library. In the. year 1601 the
English army determined to commemorate their victory
over the Spanish troops at Kinsale by some permanent
monument. Accordingly they subscribed the sum of
£1800 to establish a library in the university of Dublin.
For Ussher's own collection, consisting of 10,000 volumes
and many valuable MSS., the college was also indebted to

military generosity. On his death in 1655 the ofiBcers and
soldiers of the English army then in Ireland purchased the

whole collection for £22,000 with the design of present
ing it to the college. ' Cromwell, however, interfered,

alleging that he proposed to found a new college, where
the books might more conveniently b,e preserved. Thej
were deposited therefore in Dublin Castle, and the college

only obtained them after the Restoration. In 1674 Sii

Jerome Alexander left his law books with some valuable
MSS. to the college. In 1726 Dr Palliser, archbishop of

Cashel, bequeathed over 4000 volumes to the library ; and
ten years later Dr Gilbert gave the library nearly 13,000
volumes which he had himself collected and arranged. In
1741 the library received a valuable collection of MSS. as

a bequest from Dr Stearne. In 1802 the collection formed
by the pensionary Fagel, which had been removed to

England on the French invasion of ffolland, was acquired
for £10,000. It coiisisted of over 20,000 volumes. In
1805 Mr Quin bequeathed a choice collection of classical

and Itah'an books. There have been many other smaller

donations, in addition to which the library is continually

increased by the books received under the Copyright Act.

The library now contains 192,000 volumes and 1880 MBS.,
and about SOOO volumes are added every year. There is

no permanent endowment, and purchases are made by
grants from the board. The whole collections are contained

in one building, erected in 1732, consisting of eight rooms.

The great library hall is a magnificent apartment over 200
feet long. A new reading-room was opened in 1848. A
catalogue of the books acquired before 1872 is now in

course of printing. There is no printed catalogue of the

MSS. Graduates of Dublin, Oxford, and Cambridge are

admitted to read permanently, and temporary admission is

granted by the board to any fit person who makes applica-

tion. Books and MSS. are lent out only under special

regulations. A lending library has been established to

make provision for the needs of the students.

The public library, St Patrick's, Dublin, sometimes called Marsh's
Library after its founder, was established about 1694 by Archbishop
Marsh, was incorporated by Act of Parliament in 1707, and endowed
by its founder at his death in 1713. The building was erected

by the founder, and the original oak fittings still remain. There
is no room for additions, and a large collection of modern hooka
was refused a few years ago on that account. The endowment ia

too small to allow of purchases from the funds of the library, sq

that it still retains the character of a 17th century library. 'The

books are chiefly theological, and in the learned languages ; they
include the libraries of Bishop Stillingfleet and of Elias Bouhereau,
a French refugee, who was the fiirst librarian.

The library of the Royal Dublin Society was commenced shortly

after tht formation of the society in 1731. With the exception ol

about 10,000 volumes of the publications of learned societies and
scientific periodicals, with a few early editions, its books were trans-

ferred to the state, in 1877, to assist in forming the national library

of Ireland. The manuscript collections of Walter Harris on Irish

history were purchased and placed in the library for public use

by the Irish parliament. The library of the Royal Irish Academy
was established on the formation of the Academy in 1785, for th^
purpose of promoting the study of science, literature, and antiq uities

in Ireland. The library possesses about 40,000 printed volumes
and about 1400 MSS. There is a large collection of MSS. and
books relating to the history, ancient language, and antiquities

of Ireland. They include the Betham collection, acquired partly

by public subscription in 1851. The library is furtly supported

by a Government grant of £200 per annum, and is freely open on

a proper introduction. Under the direction of tlie presont honoraiy
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libraflan, the publication of Irish MSS. in tlie library was begun

in 1870, and has since continued. The library of King's Inns was

founded, pursuant to a bequest of books and legal MSS. under ^he

will of Mr Justice Robin.son in 1787, to for.ni the nucleus of a

library for law students. It is partly supported from the fiinds

of the benchers, but partly also by a treasury grant of £433, 6s. 8d.

in lieu of the copy privilege. No books are lent out, and the

use of the library is con&ned to students and barristers ; so that

the public has no advantage in return for the annual contribution

of public money.
There is no library in Dublin corresponding in extent and public

accessibility to the British Museum in London, or the Advocates'

Library in Edinburgh. About 1850 it was proposed to supply the

deficiency by combining the libraries of the Dublin Society and the

Irish Academy, both of which had long received grants of public

money, together with the collection of Archbishop Marsh. Accord-

ingly in 1854 an Act of Parliament was passed "for the establish-

ment of a national gallery and for the care of a public library in

Dublin." The scheme thus authorized has never been carried out.

In 1877, however, the National Library of Ireland was established

in the apartments of Leinster House. The library is under the

Science and Art Department of South Kensington, and is super-

intended by a body of twelve trustees in Dublin. Fot the last two
years it has received an annual vote of £1000 from parliament for

the purchase of books. As aheady mentioned, the books of the

Royal Dublin Society have been transferred to it. It is freely open

to the public on a respectable introduction, and is mucli used
The public library of Armagh was founded by Lord Primate

Kobinson in 1770, who gave a considerable number of books and an
endowment. The books are freely available, either on the spot,

or by loan on deposit of double' the value of the work appaed
for. At Belfast the Queen's College Library has about Sti.OOO

volumes, with a special collection ot books on the languages and
literatures of the East. The library of the Queen's College, Cork,
contains about 25,000 volumes, 1600 of the most valnable of which
have been presented by Jlr Crawford. The library is easily ac-

cessible to literary inquirers, and is much used by strangers. The
library of Maynooth College is chiefly theological, and contains

the collections bequeathed by the late president, Monsigpor EusscU.
There are about 40,000 volumes and a few MSS.
Dundalk is at present the only town that has a library under the

Public Libraries Acts, which were adopted there in 1856. Tlic

i-ate produces only about £80.

France.

French libraries (oilier than those in private nands)

belong either to the state, to the departments, to the

communes, or to learned societies, eduo-Ational establish-

ments, and other public institutions ; the libraries of

judicial or administrative bodies are not considered to be

owned by them, but to be state property. Besides the

unrivalled library accommodation of the capital, France

possesses a remarkable assemblage of provincial libraries.

The communal fnd. school libraries also form striking

features of the I rench free library system.

Five and twenty years ago (see Tablemi siatistique des

bihliotheques publiques, 1857) there were in the depart-

ments,—exclusive of .those not literally free, and of all

Parisianlibraries,—340public librariescontaining 3,734,260
Tolumes and 44,436 MSS. In 1857 there were only 32
provincial libraries which owned more than 30,000 volumes
each ; there are now 54 which are of that extent and
upwards.^ In Paris there are now 16 containing over

30,000 volumes each.

Libraries of Paris.—The Bibliothfeque Nationale (still

the most extensive library in the world) has had an advan-

tage over all others in the length of time during which its

contents have been accumulating, and in the great zeal

shown for it by several kings and other eminent men.
Enthusiastic writers find the original of this library in

the MS. collections of Charlemagne and Charles the

Bald, but these were dispersed in course of time, and the

few precious relics of them which the national library

now possesses have been acquired at a much later date.

Of the library which St Louis formed in the 13th century

' In 1877 a questionnaire was issued in order to obtain materials
for a more complete report, but the results have not yet been made
pubUc.

(in imitation of what he had seen in the East) nothing has
fallen into the possession of the Bibliothfeque Nationale,

but mucli has remained of the royal collections made by
kings of the later dynasties. The real foundation of the
institution (formerly known as the Bibliothfcque du Eoi)

may be said to date from the reign of King John, the
Black Prince's captive, who had a considerable taste for

books, and bequeathed liis "royal library" of MSS. to his

successor Charles V. Charles V. organized his library in

a very effective manner, removing it from the Palais de la

Cit6 to the Louvre, where it was arranged on desks in a

large hall of three stories, and placed under the manage-
ment of the first librarian and cataloguer, Claude Mallet,

the king's valet-de-chambre. His catalogue was a mere
shelf-list, entitled Inventaire des Livres du Roy noslre

Seigneur estans ati chastel du Louvre ; it is still extant, as

well aa the further inventories made by Jean Blanchet in

1380, and by Jean le Bcgue in 1 ^11 and 1424. Charles

V. was very liberal in his patronage of literature, and many
of the early monuments of the French language are due to

his having employed Nicholas Oresme, Eaoul de Presle,

and other scholars to make translations from ancient

texts. Charles VI. added some hundreds of MSS. to the

roya! library, which, however, was sold to the regent, duke
of Bedford, after a valuation had been established by the

inventory of 1424. The regent transferred it to England,

and it was finally dispersed at his death in 1435. Charles

VII. and Louis XL did little to repair the loss of the

precious Louvre library, but the news of the invention

of printing served as a stimulus to the creation of another

one, of which the first librarian was Laurent Paulmier.

The famous miniaturist Jean Foucquet of Tours was named
the king's enlumineur, and although Louis XI. neglected

to avail himself of many precious opportunities that

occurred in his reign, still the new library developed

gradually with the help of confiscation. Charles VIII.

enriched it with many fine MSS. executed by his order,

and also with most of the books that had formed the library

of the kings of Aragon, seized by him at Naples. Louis

XII., oncoming to the throne, incorporated the Bibliothfeqne

du Roi with the fine Orleans library at Blois, which he had

inherited. The Blois library, thus augmented, and further

enriched by plunder from the palaces of Pavia, and by the

purchase of the famous Gruthuyse collection, was described

at the time as one of the four marvels of France. Francis

I. removed it to Fontaincbleau in 1534, enlarged by the

addition of his private library. He was the first to set the

fashion of fine artistic bindings, which was still more

cultivated by Henry II., and which has never died out in

France. During the librarianship of Amyot (the translator

of Plutarch) the library was transferred from Fontainebleau

to Paris, not without the loss of several books coveted by
powerful thieves. Heiuy IV. removed it to the College dc

Clermont, but in 1604 another change was made, and in

1622 it was installed in the Rue de la Harpe. Under the

librarianship of J. A. de Thou it acquired the library of

Catherine de' Medici, and the glorious Bible of Charles the

Bald. In 1617 a decree wns passed that two copies of

every new publication should be deposited in the library,

but this was not rigidly enforced till Louis XIV. 's time.

The first catalogue worthy of the came was finished in

1622, and contains a description of some 6000 volumes,

chiefly MSS. Many additions were made during Louis

XIII. 's reign, notably that of the Dupuy collection, but a

new era dawned for the Bibliotheque du Roi under the

patronage of Louis XIV. The enlightened activity of

Colbert, one of the greatest of collectors, so enriched the

library that it became necessary for want of space to make
another removal. It was therefore in 1666 installed in the

Rue Vivien (now Vivienne) not far from its present habitat.
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The departments of engravings and medals were now
created, and before long rose to nearly equal importance

with that of books. MaroUes's prints, Foucquet's books,

and many from the Mazarin library were added to the

collection, and, in short, the Bibliotheque du Eoi had its

future pre-emiuence undoubtedly secured. Xic. Clement

made a catalogue iu 168-t according to an arrangement

which has been followed ever since (that is, in twenty-three

classes, each one designated by a letter of the alphabet),

with an alphabetical index to it. After Colbert's death

Louvois emulated his predecessor's labours, and employed

Mabillon, Thevenot, and others to procure fresh accessions

from aU parts of the world. A new catalogue was com-

piled in 1688 in eight volumes by several distinguished

scholars. The Abb6 LouvoL<?, the minister's son, became

head of the library in 1601, and opened it to all students

—a privilege which although soon withdrawn was after-

wards restored. Towards the end of Louis XIV. 's reign

it contained over 70,000 volumes. Under the manage-

ment of the Abb^ Bignon numerous additions were made
in all departments, and the library was removed to its

present home in the Rue Richelieu. Among the more
important acquisitions were COOO iLSS. from the private

library of the Colbert family, Eishop Huet's forfeited

collection, and a large number of Oriental books imported

by missionaries from the further East, and by special

agents from the Levant, Between 1730 and 1753 a cata-

logue in eleven volumes was printed, which enabled the

administration to discover and to sell its duplicates. In

Louis XVI.'s reign the sale of the La Yalliere library

furnished a valuable increase both in MSS. and printed

books. A few years before the Revolution broke out the

latter department contained over 300,000 volumes and

opuscules. The Revolution was serviceable to the library,

now called the Bibliotheque Nationale, by increasing it

with the forfeited collections of the emigres, as well as

of the suppressed religious communities. In the midst

of the difficulties of 'placing and cataloguing these

numerous acquisitions, the name of Van Praet appears as

an administrator of the first order. Napoleon increased

the amount of the Government grant ; and by the strict

enforcement of the law concerning new publications, as

well as by the acquisition of several special collections,

the Bibliotheque made considerable progress during his

reign towards realizing his idea that it should be universal

in character. At the beginning of this ' century the

recorded numbers were 250,000 printed volumes, 83,000

MSS., and 1,500,000 engravings. After Napoleon's

downfall tte MSS. which he had transferred from Berlin,

Hanover, Florence, Venice, Rome, the Hague, and other

places had to be returned to their proper owners. The
MacCarthy sale in 1817 brought a rich store of MSS. and
incunabula. From that time onwards to the present,

under the enlightened administration of ]\IM. Taschereau
and Delisle, the accessions have been very extensive.

The official estimate of the number of volumes in tlie Dipartement
lies Imprimis now reaches the extraordinarj' total of about 2, 290, 000,
but the contents have not been actually counted since 1791, and as

the above enumerates pieces of which many are included in one
volume, perhaps something like 1,827,000 is nearer the proper
number. The .mn lal additions are about 45,000. The riserve (con-

sisting of articles jf the highest importance) extends to more than
50,000 volumes. The collection of booirs on French history is in itself

an enormous libr.ry, amounting to -i-lO.OOO volumes. The maps and
charts, said to r.umber 300,000, are included in this department.
The Diparlemc-tt des MSS. comprehended, iu 1876, 91,700 volumes.
The Biparteirent des Midaillcs possessed, in 1873, 143,030 coins,

medals, engnved stones, &c., and since that date has acquired
many important accessions. More than 2,200,000 engravings are

in the Dipartement des Estampes, where 20,000 pieces are annually
received under the copyright laiv. The annual vote for purchase^
and binding is 200,000 francs.

Admittance to the Salle de Travail is obtained by a bulletin

personnel, which is procurabte without difficulty. This, the read-

ing-room for students, was built in 1863, and affords accommodation
for 344 readers. There are but few books of reference, and readers

are only allowed tive books a day. Tho Salle puhlique contains

40,000 books, which are freely available to the public. Plans are

now under consideration for an enlargement of the Bibliotheque,

and a sum of 3,700,000 francs is to be devoted to that purpose.

The Bibliotheque Nationale does not possess a general catalogue

at the disposal of readers ; the JIS. catalogues of the various

cl.isses of the printed books are for official use only. Besides tho
old catalogue of 1739-53, there is the very elaborate Catalogue dc

TBistoire dc Franee (1855-79, 11 vols. 4to), with a lithographed
sujiplcment ; the indexes will appear shortly. The third volume
of the Catalogue des Seienees MedicaUs is now in the press, and that

devoted to English history is nearly finished in manuscript The
vellum books have been described by Van Praet (1822-23, 6 vols.

8vo, and supplement, 1877). The IISS. are much better provided

for. The printed catalogues of these commence witli that of Anicet

Melot,- 1739-44, 4 vols, folio, continued in a way by the Notices el

Exlrails des 3ISS. du Bibl. du Roi, 1787-1875. The work of M.
Paulin Paris, Lcs MSS. Fraiii;ois; leur histoire et cclle des tcxtcs

allemands, anglois, italieiis, ct espaffnols (1836-48, 7 vols. 8vo), is

well known. Catalogues of the Italian, Spanisli, Belgian, Pali,

Sanskrit, Ethiopian, and.Chinese MSS. have also appeared between

1807 and 1844. The first and second volumes in 4to of a new Cata-

logue des MSS. Frani;ais have been printed, and two volumes of the

Inventaire of M. Delisle, besides live parts of his Invenlaire des

MSS. Latins (1863-71). The authorities have also brought out a

Catalogue des Manuscrits Hcbrcux et Sarnaritains (1866, 4to),

besides those of MSS. Syriaques et Sabiens (1874, 4to), MSS.
Ethiopiens (1877), and MSS. Espagnols (1879).

Paris is much better provided than London or any other city in

the world with great public libraries. Besides the Biblioth^ue
! Nationale there are four libraries, each over 120,000 volumes (with

others leis extensive), to which the public have free access, the

Bibliotheque de 1'Arsenal being the largest of them. The collection

of the Marquis de Paulmy d'Argenson was Ihe basis of this library,

which also acquired a portion of the books of the Due de la Valliera

in 1781. It is pecuUarly rich in romances, the drama, and French
poetry, and possesses 80,000 volumes on French history alone.

It is freely open, but there are not many readers.—The Biblio-

theque Mazarine was founded by the great cardinal, who in

1643 placed about 12,000 volumes at the disposal of the public.

The books were chiefly brought together through the exertions of

Gabriel Naude, who tells us that in 164S they amounted to 40,000

volumes. After the death of Mazarin, his magnificent librai-y was
bequeathed to the college bearing his name ; it remained under the

direction of the Sorbonne from 16S8 to 1791, since which time it

has been subject to the control of the state. . It is rich iu

incunabula and theology, including the works of Protestant

divines, and is annually visited by over 12,000 readers.—The
BibUotlieqne Sainte Genevieve was founded in 1624, at the abbey

of that name, by Cardinal rran9ois de la Rochefoucauld. Other

persons also gave books, and in 1687 the hbrary is said to have co-
tained 20,000 pruited volumes and 400 MSS. In 1710 C. M. 1-

Tellier bequeathed his collection, and in the Almanack Boyal of

the same year an announcement appeared that the library would

be open to students during certain hours every day. Louis, Duo
d'Orleans, the son of the Regent, took up his abode here, and m
1730 the libraiT was considerably enlarged by him. It was opened

to the public in 1790, and at the time of the Revolution there weie

80,000 printed volumes and 2000, MSS.; there are now 120,000

volumes and 2392 MSS. The reading-room is open in the evening,

and is much frequented, especially by students. The library con-

tains a good collection of incunabula, many of which have bco
described by Dibdin, a number of rare Italian and Spanish

cTironicles, and a very complete series of periodicals from the 17th

fSntury to the empire.—The Bibliotheque de I'Universite (or the

Sorbonne) was formerly restricted to the use of the members of the

five faculties of Paris, but the public has been freely admitted

during the last thirty yea/- —The Bibliotheque de I'lnstitut having

been plundered during tac Revolution, the old town library was

transferred to it. Persons not members are admitted upon the recom-

mendation (which lasts twelve months) of any academician.—The
Bibliotheque de la Ville.founded in the 18th century,and reorganized

at the time of the Revolution, was destroyed in 1871. It has since

been entirely re-established in the Hotel Carnavalet, which contains

the historical museum of the city, and comprehends 60,000 volumes

of books and 40,000 engravings, entirely relating to the history and

description of Paris. The other public libraries are under-tha

authority of the minister of public instruction, but the Bibliothiquo

de la Ville is under the control of the prefect of the Seine, Tne
municipal libraries in Paris are 20 in number, witi 70,000 volumes

;

there are besides 440 school libraries, with 44,120 books.

Of other libraries in Paris, not included in our tables, we may
name th& Bibliotheque de la Prefecture de Police (10,000 volumes,

with curior.3 MSS. relating to tbo Revolution). Bibliotheque du
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Tribunal de premiere instance (28,000 volumes), Bibliothique de
rfejole Polytechnique (30,000 Tolumes), Bibliolheque de VEcole
Normale (26,000 volumes, which acquired the library of Georges
Cuvier in 1833), Bibliothique des luvabdes (28,000 volumes, a
pMd_ collection on history ami military affairs), Bibliotheque de
Piicole Nationale des Beaux Arts (15,000 volumes, 12,000 drawings,
100,000 prints and photographs), Bibliotheque du Conservatoire
de ^usique (30,000 volumes, one of the finest collections of musical
literature in the world), Bibliotb^que des Archives Nationales
(founded by Danon in 1808, containing 25,000 volumes on paleo-
graphy, history, and jurisprudence,—as this is the record office of

France, the archives are very extensive), Bibliotheque du Luxem-
bourg (25,000 volumes), Bibliotheque du Lycee Louis le Grand
(30,000 volumes), Bibliotheque du Ministere de I'lnterieur (17,000
yolumes, including Parisian and provincial history and documents).

Besides the various collections belonging to learned and scientific

focieties, educational institutions, and other bodies, outside Paris,

jver 215 French provincial towns possess public libraries, which
range in number of volumes from 2000 or 3000 to 190,000, as at

Bordeaux. Most of them were founded at the end of the last or the

beginning of the present century, but some are earlier. The library

at Lyons was established by Francis I. in 1530, that at Nantes dates

from 1588, LaPiochelle from 1604, Abbeville, Besancon, andTroyes
from the latter part of the same century, and Orleans from the

beginning of the 17th century. The large majority were formed
by confiscation at the time of the Revolution. In February 1790
the Assemblee Nationale abolished the different religious communi-
ties, and in September of the same year the provincial tribunals and
parliaments met with the same fate. The books (said to number
10 or 12 millions) of these corporations wero declared national pro-

perty, a committee was appointed to consider what should be done
mth them, and a general catalogue of all the sequestered effects

ordered to be drawn up. In consequence of the recommendations
of the committee, the Convention Nationale (January 27, 1794)
decreed the establishment and augmentation of public libraries.

The orders of the Convention were not carefully executed, and
pitiable stories are told of valuable works sold by the yard as they

lay upon the ground, of precious manuscripts and printed rarities

left to rot in the open air or burnt for fuel. As the government
became more settled, the libraries (when not destroyed) of condemned
persons were restored to their representatives. A very large number
of books still remained, however, and it is to them that the town
libraries of France chiefly owe their riches. Theology, law, history,

and the severer literature of the 17th and 18th centuries conse-

quently predominate, although for many years more modern re-

quirements have been mainly considered in the acquisition of books.

IVfany collections of local and provincial literature have been formed,

as at Angers, Auxerre, Chauraont, Grenoble, La Eochelle, Lille,

JIarseilles, Orleans, Toulouse, Tours, and Versailles. Some of the

libraries are very extensive Douai and Troyes have 100,000

volumes each ; Lyons and Rouen over 120, 000 ; Besanjon, 130,000

;

Aix and Nantes, 150,000 ; Grenoble, 170,000 ; and Bordeaux,

190,000 volumes. All have catalogues, mostly alphabetical ; a

few of them are in print. The Catalogue gineral des ilSS. des

biblioihiques 2}ubliques des departcmtnls is a noble undertaking on

the part of the French Government. The first volume came out

in 1849, and the latest, the sixth", in 1879 ; the treasures of eighteen

libraries have now been catalogued (about 9650 MSS. ), and there

remain over 4.5,000 MSS. to be described. Besides this. Angers,

Amiens, Auxerre, Caen, Carpentras, Chartres, Orleans, and Tours

possess separate printed catalogues of their MSS. The chambers

annually vote large sums for books, which are distributed to the

town libraries by the minister of public instruction. The sums
granted by the different municipalities for their libraries vary in

amount ; for instance, Grenoble (170,000 volumes and eight persons

employed) gives 26,314 francs, Bordeaux (190,000 volumes and
eight persons) 21,350 francs, and Nantes (150,000 volumes and
four persons) 13,600 francs.

. Popular libraries of every description, including military and
workmen's libraries, owe much to the "Societe Franklin pour la

propagation des bibliothiques populaires," which, founded in 1862,

ias since been of immense serrice in originating and helping those

institutions. Between 1868 and 1878 the .Societe had spent 550,000

francs on these purposes. It issues a Catalogue Popiilairc of a good

selection of recommended books, and publishes a journal of its pro-

ceedings.

School libraries had an organized existence in Prance as far

back as 1831, and by 1848 the books which had been distributed

by the state amounted in value to 2 millions of francs ; two
years later, however, no trace of books or libraries could be

found.' In 1860 the question was again taken up, and in 1862 the

minister of public instruction ordered that in every primary school

a library should be established under the care of the schoolmaster.

For some years the Government annually granted 120,000 francs,

a sum which was raised to 200,000 francs in 1878; for their share

See De Watteville, Rapport sur les Biblioihiques scolaires, 1879

of the expenses the departments contributed in 1875 as much
as 170,000 francs. As an instance of the rapidity with which
the school libraries have increased, it may be stated that Hauta-
Marne, which only possessed 44 of them 'in 1866, ten years later
had 548 ; in 1877 there were about 17,764 blbliulhiques seolaires
possessing 1,716,904 works, and there are now over 20,C00 of them
in France. The libraries, which are intended not only for the use
of school children but also for their parents and other adults, are re
gulated by a commission sitting at the ministry of public insti-uction

Germany {with Avstria and Switzerland).

Germany is emphatically the home of large libranes;
her want of political unity and consequent multiplicity of

capitals have had the effect of giving her a considerable

number of large state libraries, and the number of her
universities has tended to multiply considerable collections.

Berlin is well supplied with libraries, seve&ty-two being
registered by Petzholdt in 1875, with about 1,293,030
printed volumes. The largest of them is the Koyal
Library, which was foutded by the "Great Elector"

Frederick William, and opened as a public library in a
wing of the electoral palace in 1661. From 1699 the

library became entitled to a copy of every book published

within the royal territories, and it has received many
valuable accessions by purchase and otherwise. It is now
estimated to contain upwards of 700,000 printed volumes
and over 15,000 MSS. The amount yearly expended
upon binding and the acquisition of books, il-c, is £4800.
The catalogues are in manuscript, and include a general

alphabetical author-catalogue, and a systematic sulject-

catalogue in a handy form. The building, erected about

1780 by Frederick the Great, has long been too small, and

a new one is in contemplation. The conditions as to the

use of the collections are, as in most German libraries,

very liberal. Any adult person is allowed to have books

in the reading-room. Books are lent out to all higher

ofSciab, including those holding educational oflSces in the

nnirersity, «S:c., and by guarJntee to almost anyone recom-

mended by persons of standing; admission to the journal-

room is more strictly limited. By special leave of the

librarian, books and MSS. may be sent to a scholar at a

distance, or, if especially valuable, may be deposited in

some public library where he can conveniently use them.

There appears to be no limit to the number of books which

may be borrowed, although it is prescribed that not more

than " three works " must be asked for on one day.

Professor Lepsius reports the issues for last year as 71,400

works, to above 5000 readers. The University Library

(1831) numbers 200,000 voluiies with 353 MSS. The
number of volumes lent out in 1880 was 40,101. The

library possesses the right to receive a copy of every work

Dublished in the province of Brandenburg. Some of the

governmental libraries are important, especially those of

the Military Academy and the General Staff, which was

increased in 1872 by acquiring the library of the " Ecole

d'Application
'
at Metz. In 1850 some popular libraries

were established by a society for giving scientific lectures.

There are no.v thirteen such libraries with over 54,000

volumes, but the yearly number of readers is only about

12,000.

The libraries of Munich, though not so numerous as those

of Beriin, include two of great importance. The Royal

Library, the largest collection of books in Germany, wa^

founded by Duke Albrecht V. of Bavaria (1550-79), who

made numerous purchases from Italy, and incorporated

the libraries of the Nuremberg physician and historian

Schedel, of Widmannstadt, and of J. J. Fugger. The

number of printed volumes is estimated at about one

million, although it is long since any exact enumeration

has been made. The library is especially rich in incunabula,

many of them being derived from the libraries of the

monasteries closed in leOS. Tho Oriciital MSS. ere
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numerous and valuable, and include the library of Jlartin

Hang. The amount annually spent upon the library is

£5400, of "nbich X2050 is expended upon books and

binding. The catalogues of the printed books are in

manuscript, and include (1) a general alphabetical cata-

logue, (2) an alphabetical repertorium of each of the 195

subdivisions of the library, (3) biographical and other

subject catalogues. A printed catalogue of the MSS. in

8 volumes is nearly complete ; the first was published in

185S. The library is "open only twenty-nine hours during

the week, while the Royal Library at Berlin is, except in

the three winter months, open for thirty-nine. The library

of the British Museum is now open for sixty-six hours

per week, but it lends no books out. The regulations for

the use of the library are very similar to those of the

Royal Library at Berlin. The building erected for this

collection under King Louis L ia 1832-43 is regarded as

a model library structure. The archives are bestowed on

the ground floor, and the two upper floors are devoted to

the library, which occupies seventy-seven apartments.

—

The University Library was originally founded at Ingol-

stadt in 1472, and removed with the university to Munich
in 1826. It participated in 1803 in the division of the

literary treasures of the disestablished monasteries. At
present the number of volumes in the general library

amounts to 290,000, besides which several special

collections are also deposited in the library to the number
of 32,800 volumes. The MSS. number 1744. The
various libraries of Munich have upwards of 1,400,000

volumes.

Dr Petzholdt nas registered no less than 49 libraries in

'Dresden, where indeed Lis inquiries were likely to be particularly

exhanstive. The Royal Public Library in the Japanese Palace was
founded in the 16th century. Among its numerous acquisitions

have been the library of Count Biinau in 1764, an' the manuscripts

ef Ebert. Special attention is devoted to history and literature.

The library does not claim to possess more than 350,000 volumes,

although Petzholdt in 1875 reckoned them as at least 500,000
printed books, as well as 400,000 dissertations. The MSS. number
6500 volumes. Admission to the reading-room is granted to any
»espcctable adult on giving his name, and books are lent out to

persons qualified by their position or by a suitable guarantee. Here,

«s at other large libraries in Germany, works of belles-lettres are only

supplied for a literary purpose. The number of persons using the

reauing-roora in a j'ear is about 3900, and about 10,000 works (not

volumes) are lent to about 500 readers.—The " Prinzliche Secundo-
Genitur " Library, now in the possession of Prince George of Saxony,
and of which IJr Petzholdt, the Nestor of bibliographers, is

Hbrarian, is a private library to which access is permitted.

Tlie Hoyal Public Library of Stuttgart, although only established

Sn 1765, has giown so rapidly that it now possesses about 425,000
"numbers" of printed works and 3S00 MSS. There is a famous
collection of Bibles, containing 7200 volumes. The annual expendi-

ture is about £2640, of which £1250 is devoted to books and bind-

ing. The library also enjoys the copy-privilege in Wurtemberg.
"The borrowing of books for home use is open to all members of

the German empire resident in Stuttgart, whose personal and
economic circumstances oiTer the necessary guarantees for the safety

of the national property. The library may, moreover, be nsed from
any part of 'Wiirtemberg on payment of the cost of carnage."

The annual number of borrowers is over ISOO, who use nearly

17,000 volumes. The number issued in the reading-room is at least

twice as great. The number of parcels despatched from Stuttgart

is nearly 900.—Admission is also gladly granted to the Royal
Private Library, founded in 1810, which contains about 50,000
volumes and 600 IISS. The other libraries of Stuttgart, of which
'Petzholdt reckons 11, are not of importance.—The Grand-ducal
Library of Darmstadt was established by the grand-duke Louis
I. in 1817, on the basis of the sHll older library formed in the 17th
century. Th^number of volumes used in the course of the year is

about 30,000, of which 9000 are lent out to about 5000 readers.

—

The Ducal Library of Ootha was established by Duke Ernest the
Pious in the 17th century, and contains many valuable books and
MSS. from monastic collections. It numbers about 240,000 works,
with upwards of 6000 JISS. The catalogue, now in course of pub-
lication, of the Oriental MSS., chiefly collected by Seetzen, and
forming one-half of the collccrion, is one of the best in existence.
Other great Ducal Libraries arp aoviced in the tables.

Libraries of varj-ing extent jnu importance are attached to all

the twenty-one universities of Germany, most of them being coeval
with the universities themselves. Thus the oldest library is that of

Heidelberg, which in its earlier form dates from 1386. lu 1608 it

had become so important that Joseph Scaliger wrote of it " Locu-
pletior est et meliorum librorum quam Vaticana," In 1623 the
library was carried to Rome as a present to the pope, but some of

the treasures were ultimately restored. The later coUectton was
first formed in 1703. The collection of ilSS. is extremely valuable.

—The library of Leipsic university dates from 1409, although it was
not until the middle of the 16th century that it was properly organ-

ized.—The library of Gbttingen owes much to the labours of the
illustrious HejTie. It ranks as one of the most complete and best

arranged of the German libraries. New buildings for its accom-
modation are in course of erection.—The library at Strasburg,

although founded only in 1871 to replace that which had been
destroyed in the siege, already ranks amongst the largest libraries

of the empire. Its books and MSS. together amount to 513,000.

The remaining university libraries are noticed in the tables.

Some of the town libraries of Germany mentioned iu the tables

were amongst the earliest established after the revival of learning.

The oldest of them is perhaps that of Ratisbon, which was founded
at least as early as 1430. Since Ratisbon has ceased to be an
imperial city it has had to part with many of its treasures to the

library at Munich.
The whole number of libraries in the German empire eniunerated

by Dr Petzholdt is 1547, distributed amongst 5S4 towns.

A report issued in 1873-74 by the Austrian Statistical

Commission, furnishes an account of the condition of the

Kbraries in those portions of Austria which are represented

in the Eeichsrath, as they were at the end of the year

1870. The number of libraries registered was 577, of

which 23, however, were private libraries. Of the rest

159 belonged to religious corporations and seminaries, 105

were military libraries, 56 belonged to literary and scien-

tific societies, 189 were of an educational and scholastic, and
the remaining 45 of a public character.

The largest library in Austria, and one of the most im-

portant collections in Europe, is the Imperial Public Library

at Vienna, apparently founded by the emperor Frederick

III. in 1440, although its Ulustrious librarian Lambecius,

in the well-known inscription over the entrance to the

library which summarizes its history, attributes this honour

to Frederick's son Maximilian. However this may be, the

munificence of succeeding emperors greatly added to the

wealth of the collection, including a not inconsiderable

portion of the dispersed library of Corvinus. Since 1808
the library has also been entitled to the copy privilege ia

respect of all books published in the empire. The £um
devoted to the purchase of books is 26,250 florins annually.

The main library apartment is one of the most splendid

halls in Europe. Admission to the reading-room is free

to everybody, and books are also lent out under stricter

limitations.—The University Library of Vienna was estab-

lished by Maria Theresa. The reading-room is open to

all comers, and the library is open much longer than is

the rule with university libraries generally. In winter,

for instance, it is open from 5 to 8 in the evening, and it is

even open from 9 to 12 on Sundays. In 1879, 159,768

volumes were used in the library, 16,300 volumes lent

out in Vienna, and 4418 volumes sent carriage free to

borrowers outside Vienna. The total number of libraries

in V^ienna enumerated by Dr Petzholdt is 101, and m&ny
of them are of considerable extent.

Tlie number of monastic libraries in Austria is very considerable.

Particulars are furnished, in the report already quoted, of 107 of

them, varying from a few hundreds of volumes to as many as 80,000.

Many other such libraries are known to exist in the 463 monas-
teries. The oldest of them, and the oldest library in Austria, is that

of the monastery of St Peter at Salzburg, which was established

by St Rupert in the 6th century. It possesses 60,000 volumes, with

nearly 20,000 incunabula. The four next in point of antiquity are

Kremsmunster (50,000), Lambach (22,000), Admont (80,000), and
Melk (60,000), all of them dating from the 11th century. Of the

107 libraries enumerated in the report, 66 possessed 5000 volumes

or upw.ards at the end of 1870. For further particulars as to the

larger Austrian libraries the reader is referred to the tables.

The libraries in the Hungarian kingdom arc not includtd in the
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teport, and, as will he seeu from the tables, are not very iiuiiieroiis.

The most important of them are at Buda-Pest.

The public libraries of Switzerland have been very carefully

registered by Dr Ernest Heitz, as they existed in 1868. Alto-

f
ether no less than 2096 libraries are recorded, four-fifths of these

elong to the class of " bibliotheques populaires et celles pour la

jeunesse," and few are of literary importance. Only eighteen have

as many as 30,000 volumes, ifhe largest collection of books in

Switzerland is the University Library of Basel, founded with the

university in 1-160. The monastic libraries of St Gall and Ein-

siedeln date respectively from the years 830 and 946, and are of

great historical and literaiy interest.

It.\ly.

As the former centre of civilization, Italy is of course

the country in which the oldest existing libraries must be

looked for, and in which the rarest and most valuable MSS.

are preserved. The Vatican at Rome and the Laurentiau

Library at Florence are sufficient in themselves to entitle

Italy to rank before most other states in that respect, and

the venerable relics at Vercelli, j\Iilan, and La Cava bear

witness to the enlightenment of the peninsula in times

when other nations were slowly taking their places in the

circle of Christian polity. The local rights and interests

which so long helped to impede the unification of Italy

were useful in creating and preserving at numerous minor

centres many libraries which otherwise would probably

have been lost during the progress of absorption that

results from such centralization as exists in England. In

spite of long centuries of suffering and of the aggression

of foreign swords and foreign gold, Italy is still rich in

books and MSS. ; there are probably more books in united

Italy than in any other country except France. When the

Italian Government published its valuable report on
" Biblioteche " in the Statislica del Regno d'Italia in 18(55,

a table of relative statistics was given, which professed to

show that, wh"!e the number of books in Austria (2,408,000)

was greater than the total contents of the public libraries

in any one of the countries of Great Britain, Prussia,

Bavaria, or Russia, it was surpassed in France (4,389,000)

and in Italy (4,149.281), the latter country thus exhibiting

a greater proportion of books to inhabitants than any other

state in Europe, except only Bavaria. The opulent libraries

of Rome and Venice had not yet become Italian, and were

not included in the report.^

Pntiit The public libraries {biblioteche governative) are under
libraries, the authority of the minister of public instruction, and are

subject to certain regulations finally agreed upon during

the ministry of Signor Ruggiero Bonghi in 1876.- They
are classed under the headings of (1) national libraries of

Florence, Naples, Turin, Palermo, Vittorio Emanuele of

Eome, the Brera of Milan, and the Marciana of Venice

;

(2) the libraries of the universities of the first class—

•

I?ologna, Naples, Padua, Pavia, Pisa, and Rome
; (3) those

t)f the universities of the second class—Cagliari, Catania,

Genoa, Messina, Modena, Parma, and Sassari
; (4) those of

academies and institutions of fine arts ; the last, although

under Government control, are ruled by special regulations

of their own. Small collections are sometimes handed over

to the local authoritiesj should this be considered desirable,

and the state will take into its own hands the adminis-

tration of provincial or communal libraries if necessary.

The librarians and subordinates are divided into (1) pre-

fects, librarians, and sublibrarians; (2) assistant librarians;

(3) attendants, or book distributors ; (4) ushers, &c. Those

• The Slatistica describes. 210 libraries, of which 164 were open to

the public and 46 not accessible; 17.1 -were general and 39 special

libraries, the latter including 25 devoted to ascetic theology, 11 to

science and literature, and 3 to the fine arts. Tuscany, Sicily, and
Emilia were the richest in books, the latter province alone containing

one quarter of the whole number.
' See the " Regulations of Italian Public Libraries," by Couat Ugo

BaUani, Library Journal, iv. pp. 183-87.

of class 1 constitute the " board of direction," which i&

[resided over by the prefect or librarian, and meets from

time to time to consider important measures connected

with the administration of the library. The candidates foi

posts in classes 1 and 2 must possess certain scholastic

qualificatious and serve for a specified time as ahiani on

probation. An important feature of the regulations consists;

of the scheme (unfortunately not yet in working order)

which is eventually to supply Italy with a body of young
librarians properly trained in all the theoretical and technical

branches of their profession. Each library is to possess,

alike for books and MSS., a general inventory or accessions-

catalogue, an alphabetical author-catalogue, and a subject-

catalogue. When they are ready, catalogues of the special

collections are to be compiled, and these the Government
intends to print, together with the subject-catalegues of

the MSS. Various other small registers are provided for.

The sums granted by the state for library purposes must
b3 applied to (1) salaries and maintenance

; |
(2) binding

and repairs
; (3) purchase of books, MSS., &c.i Books are

chosen by a committee nominated by the minister, which,

in the national libraries, includes the members of tha

council of direction. In other libraries two members only

of the council form part of the committee. In the

university libraries two-fifths of the expenditure is decided

by the committee, and the remainder by a council formed

by the professors of the diflerent faculties. The rules for

lending books and MSS. allow them to be sent to other

countries under very special circumstances.

The biblioteche governative are now 32 in number, and

annually spend about 150,000 lire in books. From the

three sources of gifts, copyright, and purchases, tbeit

accessions in 1879 were 35,541, being 5187 more than the

previous year. The number of readers is now gradually

increasing. In 1879 there were 895,749, who made use

of 1,154,853 volumes, showing an increase of 10,392

readers and 130,051 books as contrasted with the statistics

of the previous year.'

The minister of public instruction has kept a watchful

eye upon the literary treasures of the suppressed monastic

bodies. In 1875 there were 1700 of these confiscated

libraries, containing two millions and a half of volumes.

About 650 of the collections were added to the contents of

the Dublic libraries already in existence ; the remaining

1050 were handed over to the different local authorities,

and served to form 371 new communal libraries, and in

1876 the number of new libraries so composed was 415.

The Biblioteca Vaticana stands in the very first raul

among European libraries as regards antiquity, since from the

middle of the 5th century we have evidence of the existence

of a pontifical library at Rome ; and Pope Zachary (d. 752),

himself a Greek, is known to have added considerably tc

the store of Greek codices. The Lateran Library shared rr.

the removal of the papal court to Avignon, and if was on

the return of the popes to Rome that the collection was

permanently fixed at the Vaticaa Nicholas V. (d. 1455)

may, however, be considered the true founder of the library,

and is said to have added 5000 MSS. to the original store,

Calixtus III. also enriched the library with many volumes

saved from the- hands of the Turks after the siege ol

Constantinople. So large a proportion of the printed

books of the 15th century having been produced by the

Italian presses, it is natural to expect that a great numbei

of specimens may be found in the papal library, and, but

for. the wholesale destruction of books and MSS. during

the sack of Rome by the duke of Bourbon in 1527, the

^ Lists of foreign accessions to the biblioteche governative are pul»

listed by the minister of- public instruction from time to -time. Ig

1877 E. Narducci made proposals for a general catalogue of \*ieir<W'

tents, and issued a specimen of Boccaccio. ,
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Vatican Library would have been as rich in early printed

literature as it is now rich in manuscripts. Sixtus V.
erected the present building in 1588, and considerably

augmented the collection. Gregory XV. received as a gift

from Maximilian, duke of Bavaria, the library of the elector

Palatine seized by Tilly at the capture of Heidelberg in

1622. The greater part of the library at Urbino, founded
by Duke Federigo, was acquired in 1655 by Alexander VIL
for the sum of 10,000 scudi, and some of the famous
palimpsests from the Benedictine monastery of Bobbio were
also added to the treasures of the Vatican. After the

death of Christina, queen of Sweden, her collection of books
and manuscripts, formed from the plunder seized at Prague,

Wiirtzburg, and Bremen by her father Gustavus Adolphus,
became by succession the property of the Ottoboni family,

the head of which, Alexander VIII., in 1689 placed 1900
of the MSS. in one of the galleries. Clement VII. and Pius
II. also enriched the Vatican with valuable manuscripts,

including many Oriental. In 1740 Benedict XIV. united
with it the Ottoboniana, and in the same pontificate the

Marchese Aless. Capponi bequeathed his precious collec-

tions. Clement XIII. in 1758, Clement XIV. in 1769,
and Pius VI. in 1775 were also important benefactors.

For over two hundred years the history of the Vatican was
one of unbroken prosperity, but it suffered a serious blow
at the close of the 18th century, when MSS. dating before

the 9th century., and the most choice artistic specimens,

altogether to the number of 500, were carried off by the

French to Paris in 1798. The greater part were, however,

restored in 1815, and most of the Palatine MSS., which
formed part of the plunder, ultimately found their way to

the university of Heidelberg in 1816. Pius VII. acquired

for the Vatican the library of Cardinal Zelada in 1800

;

Leo XII. was able to add the noble collection of fine art

literature of Count Cicognara in 1823 ; and Gregory XVI.
also largely augmented the library. Pius IX. in 1856
added 40,000 volumes belonging to Cardinal Mai.

Few libraries are so magnificently housed as the Biblio-

teca Vaticana. The famous Codici Vaiicani are placed in the

salone or great double hall, which is decorated with frescos

' depicting ancient libraries and councils of the church. At
the end of the great hall an immense gallery, also richly

decorated, and extending to 1200 feet, opens out from
right to left. Here are preserved in different rooms the

codici Palatini, Regin., Ottoboniani, Capponiani, &c.

Most of the printed books are contained in a series of six

chambers known as the Apparlamento Borgia. The
printed books only are on open shelves, the MSS. being

preserved in closed cases.

The present oflBcial estimate of the number of printed

volumes is about 220,000, including 2500 15th century

editions, of which many are vellum copies, 500 Aldines,

and a great number of bibliographical rarities.' There are

25,600 MSS., of which 19,641 are Latin, 3613 Greek,

609 Hebrew, 900 Arabic, 460 Syriac, 78 Coptic, &c.

Among the Greek and Latin MSS. are some of the most

valuable in the world, alike for antiquity and intrinsic

importance. It is sufficient to mention the famous Biblical

Codex Vaticanus of the 4th century, the Virgil of the 4th

or 5th century, the Terence equally ancient, the palimpsest

De Repuhlica of Cicero, conjectured to be of the 3d century,

discovered by Cardinal Mai, and an immense number of

richly ornamented codices of extraordinary beauty and

costliness. The archives are apart from the library, and

are quite inaccessible to the public ; no catalogue is known
to exist. Leo XII. has appointed a committee to con-

sider what documents of general interest may expediently

' The tooks have never been actually counted, and this estimate

Ua3 been reduced by some persons to half the number.

be published, and a greater liberality in the use of them is
said to be contemplated.

The Biblioteca Vaticana is now open from 8 to 12 every,
morning between November and June, with the exception
of Sundays, Thursdays, and the principal feast days. Per-
mission to study is obtained from the cardinal secretary of
state. The want of proper catalogues for the use of readers
is a great drawback. There are imperfect written lists (for
the use of the librarians alone) of the printed books, and
various catalogues of special classes of the MSS. have been
published. New catalogues, however, are in course of
preparation. The Oriental MSS. have been described by J.

S. Assemanni, Bihliotheca orientalis Clementino-Vaticana,
Rome, 1719-28, 4 vols, folio, and Bibl. Vat. codd. MSS.
caialogm ah S. E. et J.S. Assemanno redactus, ib., 1756-59,
3 vols, folio, and by Cardinal Mai in Script. Vet. nova
collectio. The Coptic MSS. have been specially treated by
G. Zoega, Rome, 1810, folio ; and by F. G. Bonjour, Rome,
1699, 4to. There are printed catalogues of the Capponi
(1747) and the Cicognara (1820) libraries.

Next in importance to the Vatican library is the Casanatense, Other
so called from the name of its founder, Cardinal Casanata (1700). Roman
It contains about 130,000 volumes of printed books, including a'''^"''"''*'-

large number of 15th century impressions and early editions with
woodcuts, as well as about 2500 MSS., amongst which are one of
the 7th century and several of the 8th, 9th, and 10th centuries.
They are carefully arranged in eleven rooms, the large central hall
being one of the finest in Rome. Books are not allowed to be taken
out of the reading-rooms, but admission is freely granted, and the
annual number of readers is about 18,000. The subvention is a
small one, but additions continue to be made, and the library is well
administered. All the officials, in accordance with the founder's
wiU, belong to tlie Dominican order. The incomplete catalogue of
the printed books, prepared by A. Audiffredi (Rome, 1761-88, 4
vols, folio), still remains a model of cataloguing.—The Biblioteca
Vittorio Emanuele forms part of the CoUegio Romano, and was
made up from tlie old Jesuit library, enriched by accessions from
a number of other suppressed institutions.' It now consists of
360,000 volumes, with 5000 MSS., and is united to the Casana-
tense by a brilge. The entire edifice is spacious enough to contain
a million of volumes, besides the Kircherian and other museiuns
which are already located in it.

'—The Biblioteca Angelica possesses
all the authent'c acts of the Congregatio de Auxiliis, and the
precious coUectioi's of Cardinal Passionei and Lucas Holstenius.

—

The Biblioteca Altssandrina della R. University di Roma, founded
by Alexander VII., is considerably used by students: there were
in 1879 67,000 readers. The greater part of the printed books
formerly in the collection of the dukes of Urbino is now in this
library.'—The Biblioteca del Senato is very rich in collections of
municipal history and statutes of Italian cities. Tlie printed
catalogue (1878) describes no less than 1067 statutes or volumes
containing them^ relating to 443 localities.- -The Biblioteca

Vallicelliana was founded by S. Filippo Neri, and contains some
valuable manuscripts, including a Latin Bible of the 8th century
attributed to Alcuin, and some inedited writings of Baronius.—In
1877 Professor A. Sarti presented to the city of Rome his collection

of fine-art books, 10,000 volumes, which was placed in charge, of

the Accademia di San Luca, which already possessed a good artistic

library.—Of private libraries accessible by permission, we note the
Biblioteca Barberina, including many rare editions with valuable
autographs, but especially remarkable for its MSS.; these were
cliiefly collected by Cardinal Fr. Barberini, the nephew of Urban
Vlll., and comprehend the letters and papers of Galileo, Bembo,
and Bellarmine, the reports on the state of Catholicism in England
In the time of Charles I., and a quantity of inedited materials for

the history of the Stuarts. A catilogue was published at Rome in

1681, 3 vols, folio.—The Corsiniana, founded by Clement XII.

(Lorenzo Corsini), is also a private library ; it is rich in incunabula,

and includes one of the most remarkable collections of prints in

Italy, the series of Marc-Antonios being e.specially complete.—The
library of the Collegium de Propaganda Fide was established by
Urban VIII. in 1626, and in 1687 the rector Andrea Bonvicini

obtained permission to preserve in it prohibited books. It was

' See Collegio Romano, Discorso di Ruggieru Bonghi, Rome, 1876.
® Signer E. Narducci produced a catalogue of the MSS. other thar

Oriental in 1877. The Casanatense, Vitt. Emanuele, Angelica, and
Alessandrina are Govermnental, and in 1878 the minister of publio

instruction published a catalogue of the Oriental MSS. in the three

last. The Oriental MSS. of the other biolioteche ry^tmative will be

treated in subsequent volumes.

U-:2()
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destroyed by the Frencli army in 1798, and owes its present riili-

ness almost entirely to testaaientaiy jiifts, among which may bo
mentioned those of Caidinals Borgia, Calcppi, and Tietro. It is a

private collection for the use of the congregation and of those who
beloDg to it, but permission may be obtained from the supeiiors.

There are at least thirty libraries in Rome which are more or less

accessible to the public. One is now in course of formation which
will include everything relating to the emancipation of Italy.

At Subiaco, a few miles from Rome, the library of the Benedic-
tine monastery of Santa Scolastica is uot a very large one, compris-
ing only 6000 printed volumes and 400 JISS., but the place is re-

markable as having been the first seat of typography in Italy. It

was in this monastery that Schweynhoim and Fannartz, fresh from
the dispersion of Fust and Schoefl'er's workmen in 1462, established

their press and produced a series of very rare and important works
which are highly prized throughout Europe. The Subiaco Library,

although open daily to readers, is only visited by students who are

curious to behold the cradle of the press in Italy, and to inspeot the

series of original editions preserved in their first home
The great national libraries are as follows :

—

The Biblioteca Nazionale of Florence, foi-med from the union
of Magliabechi's library with the Palatiua, is the largest in

Italy. The Magliabechi collection became public property at

his death in 1714, and, with the accessions made from time to

time, held an independent place until 1862, when the Biblioteca
Palatina (formed in 1815 from the old Pitti Library and the
collections of Poggiali and Rzewuzky) was incorpoi-ated with it.

An old statute by which a copy of every work ]irinted in

Tuscany was to be presented to the llagliabe'chi Library was for-

merly much neglected, but lias been maintained rigorously in force

since 1860. There are many valuable autograph originals of famous
vorks in this library, and the JISS. include the most important ex-
tant codici of Dante and later poets, as well as of the historians from
"Villani to Machiavelli and GuicciardinL Amongst the printed books
is a very large assemblage of rare early impressions, a great number of

the Happresentazioni of the 16th cet;tury, at least 200 books printed
on vellum, and a copious collection of municipal histories and
statutes, of tesli di lingua, and of geographical and topographical

maps. The JIS. portolani, 25 in number, are for the most part of

great importance ; the oldest is dated 1417, and several seem to be

the original charts executed for Sir Robert Dudley (duke of

Northumberland) in the preparation of his Arcano del Mare.
The annual increment of books in this library is about 12,000.

It is open freely to the public, and about 50,000 readers annually
make use of it. About 60,000 printed vslumes and 2500 IISS. aie

consulted annually, not including some 1500 books and 60 MSS.,
which are lent out yearly to certain students.—The Biblioteca

Maples.
_ Nazionale at Naples, though only opened to the public in

1804, is the largest library of that city. The nucleus from
which it developed was the collection of Cardinal Seripaudo,
which comprised many MSS. and printed books of great value.

Acquisitions came in from other sources, especially when in tlie

year 1848 many private and conventual libraries were thro»vnou the
NeapoUtan market,' The Biblical section is rich in rarities, com-
mencing with the Mainz Bible of 1462, printed on vellum. Other
special features are the collection of UUi di lingua, that of books
on volcanoes and that of works pi'inted at famous presses, jiarti-

cularly those executed by the typographer's of Naples. The MSS.
include a palimpsest containing writings of the 3d, 5th, and 6th
centuries uuder a grammatical treatise o£ the Sth, 2 Latin papyri
of the 6th century, over 50 Latin Bibles, and a great nunioer of

illuminated books with miniatiues- There are more than 40 bocks
printed on vellum in the 15th and 16th centuries, including a fine

tirst Homer. There are several JIS. maps and portolani, one of

ithem dating from the end of the 14th century. About 10,000
feadersuse this library, considting some 140,000 booksyearly.—The
Bibliotheca Nazionale of Jlilan, better known as the Brera, founded
Ih 1770 by a decree of the empress Slaria Theresa, consists

of 163,123 printed volumes and 3646 MSS., with a yearly incremeut
if about 6000 volumes, and the annual number of readers is said to

anount to 45,000. It comprises nearly 2300 books printed in the
15th century (including the rare Monte Santo di Dio of Bettini,

J477),-913 Aldine impressions, and a xylographic Biblin Paupa am.
Amongst the MSS. are an early Dante and airtograph letters of

Galileo, some poems in Tasso's autograph, and a fine series of illus-

trated service-books, with miniatures representing the advance of
Italian art from the 12th to the 16th century. These were formerly
in the Certosa at Pavia.—The Bibliotheca Nazionale of Palermo,
founded from the CoUegio Massimo of the Jesuits, with additions
from other libraries of that suppressed order, is rich m 15th
century books, which have been elaborately described in a
catalogue printed in 1875, and in Aldines and bibliographical
^curiosities of the 16th and following centuries.—The Biblioteca
Nazionale of Turin is extensively used by readers, whose annual

' A pamphlet by the present chief librarian, Vito Fomarl, Kaples. 1874, Kivea
niHiy useftU details, although he there overstates the number of MSS. as 1U,UU0
(there may be »ome coafuwon between Tolumes and vrorks).

number amounts to 120,000. The majority of Iho books arc
worlcs for seientific study, but amongst them are several rarities,
comprising a Sedulius MS. of the 5"th centuiy, the celnbrafcd
MS. of the Dc ImilalioMe (on which the assignment of its
aathoi-ship to Gerscn is founded,—see Kempis), and 8evera^
productions of the earliest German and Italian printers.—The
Biblioteca Marciana, or library of St Mark at Venice, was founded
in 1362 by a donation of JISS. from the famous Petrarch (most of
them now lost), and instituted as a library by Cardinal Bessarion in
the 15th century. It is open daily, anii is used by about 40,000
readers annually. The precious contents include Greek .MSS. of
great value, of which more than 1000 were given by Cardinal Bes-
s.nrion, important MS. collections of works onVenetian history, rare
incunabula, and a great nnmbrr of volumes, unique or exceedingly
rare, on the subjeet of early geographical research. Amongst the
JISS. is a Latin Homer in the autograph of Boccaccio, an in-

valuable codex of the laws of the Lombards, and the autograph
MS. of Sarpi's History of Ihc Council of Trent. Since the fall

of the republic and the suppression of the monasteries afterwards,
a great many private and conventual libraries have been incor-
porated with the JIarciana.

Of the university libraries under Government control it is ITnive

sufficient to notice the Biblioteca della Uiiiversiti at Bologna, sity

founded in 1712 by Count Luigi F. Mareigli or Marsili. The Ubrar;
JISS. comprise a rich Oriental collection of 547 JISS. in Arabic,
173 in Turkish, and several in Persian, Armenian, and Hebrew.
Amongst the Latin codices is a Lactantins of the 6th or 7th
century. The other noteworthy articles include a copy of the
Armenian gospels (12th century), the Avicenna, with miniatures
dated 1194, desciibed in Jlontfaucon's Diarium Jtalicum, and
some unpubUshcd Greek texts. Amongst the Italian JISS. 'is a
rich assemblage of municipal histories. Jtezzofanti was for a long
time the custodian here, and his own collection of books has been
incorporated in the library, wliich is remarkable likewise for the
number of early editions and Aldines which it contains. It

possesses tLe JIainz Latin Bible dated 1462 ; the Lactantius and
Augustine De Civitatc Dei printed by Schweyuheim and Pannartz,
the Foligno Dante of 1472, and a copy of Henry VIII. 's Assertio

SncramentoTU7n with the royal author's autograph. A collection

of drawings by Agostino Camcci is another special feature of worth.

The Manfredi palace, in which the library is arranged, is a fine

budding begun in 1714 and finished in 1744. The grand hall with
its fine furniture in walnut wood merits particular attention. The
library is open to the public ; the yearly number of readers is about

25,000, and of books consulted 40,000. '^

Of the remaining Government libraries the following may
be named.—The Biblioteca del Monastero della S. Triniti, at La Cs

La Cava dei Tirreni in the province of Salerno, is after the
Biblioteca dell' Archivio Capitolare at A'^ercclli the most ancient

library in the Italian kingdom, its foundation being said to

be contemporaneous ^vith that of the Benedictine abbey itself

(beginning of the 11th century). It only contains some 10,000

volumes, but these include a number of JISS. of very great

rarity and value, ranging from the Sth to the 14th century.

Amongst these is the celebrated Codex Legum Longobardorum,
d.ated 1004, besides a well-known geographical chart of Ihe 12th

century, over 100 Greek JISS., and about 1000 charters bcgin-

j ning wifh the year 840, more than 200 of which belong to

the Lombard and Norman periods.—At Florence the Marucelli

Library, founded in 1752, is remarkable for its artistic wealth of

early woodcuts and metal engravings. The number of these and of

original drawings by the old mastei-s amounts to 80,000 pieces.

—

At Jlodena is the famous Biblioteca Palatina, sometimes called Model

the Biblioteca Estense from having been founded by the Estc

family at Ferrara in 1393 ; it w-as transferred to Jlodena by
Ccsai-e D'Este in 1598. Muratori, Zaccaria, and Tiraboschi were

librai-ians here, and made good use of the treasures of the library.

It is particularly rich in early printed literature and valuable

codices.—The oldest library at Naples is the , Biblioteca Bran-

cacciana, with many valuable JISS. relating to the history ot

Najdes. Two planispheres by CoroncUi are preserved here. It

was founded in 1673 by Cardinal F. JI. Brancaccio.—The Regia

Biblioteca di Parma, founded definitively in 1779, owes its origin

to the grand-duke Philip, who employed the famous scholar

Paciaudi to organize it. It is now a public library containing

213,995 volumes, including 4000 JISS., with an annual increment

of nearly 1000 volumes. Amongst its treasures is De Rossi's

magnificent collection of Biblical and rabbinical JISS.

Chief among the great libraries uot under Government con- Jlcdic

trol comes the world-famed Biblioteca Jlediceo-Laurenziana at Laure:

Florence, formed from the collections of Cosimo'tbe Elder, Pietro zia-iii.

de' Medici, and Lorenzo the JIagnificent (which, however, passed

away from the family after the expulsion of the Jledici from

Florence, and were repurchased by Cardinal Giovanni, afterwards

Leo X.). It was first constituted as a public library in Florence by

» Xnticca of other libraries of this class vill be found in the tables.
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neraent VII., wlio charged Miclichn^elo to construct a suitable

Se for its KcepHon. It ^as openeS to the public by Cosimo I.

?n 1571 and lias ever since gone on increasing in vnliio, the aoccs-

5dons in the ISth centuiy alone being enongli to doub c its former

im^rtance The prmted books it contains are probably no more

tXsOOO in number, but are almost all of the lushest rarity and

interest It is, ho.vever, the precious collection ofMbb ,
nn.ountin^

to about 7000 articles, >vhich gives its ch.e importance to this

'ibAry They comprise some of the most valuable codices in the

i7' tbP famous Vivil of the 4th or 6tb century, Justinian s

'Z&^of twl akomerof the 10th, and several other very

S^rh Greek and Latiix classical and Biblical texts as well as copies

Cihfhandwriting of ^^-ai... a^^^^^^^

S^':^rCeZieMro^^=^::^liy. Banduij.^a..logno

tastruction of the poorer classes, is notewor hy as being the fin.t

mstruction 01 lu
^ j

,

^ (^^ ^^^ u„e of readers.—

, Tnrou^Bbli tlcrAnfbrosiaul at Milan -as founded in

Vfim bv Cardial Fed. Borromeo. It contains 164,000 printed

io?umes and 8100 ilSS. Amongst the IISS. are a Greek

P nMeucrof the 5Ui c,ntary, the famoi. Tjsbto and Syro^

Hpvanlar from the Nitrian convent of bt JUaua JJcipaia,

several paUmr.esttertsuclu4in.J^^ .^^^
^. ^^^^^^.^^_

fau" cTnlmpo^ry glo-s in Irish, Gothic fragments of Ulfihs.

A Viro^l with notas in Petrarch's handwnting.i >ote-
and a- Yirgil

^"'f,
"<"^^ '^ , oots is Taldarfer's Boccaccio of

7^-1^^ wTftl^Vi^^U of lire Venice), and the editio prin-

c.4^?Me ^oth° printed ou\eilum^^ Cardinal Mai w.-is

ceps ot Ibocrates, aoiu p
Professor C. Jlensinger presented

ir- BLi^t cSpea " c'onib uj of 2500 volumes, 300 |aps, and

Im P^c s aU reUtTg to the Uteralure and lingoistics of European

^vT.rc s^Ul toTeter The ibrlT; o^printed'books now extends

but including some rare ech^on.
J^^^f^l°l,,,,,, ,bout t£e

ing to the monks is m course ot W"nai , ^^.^^

patristic and
ff^ru'^^^^L.ri^^iug'' published BiUiotluca

catalogues, and a
';='l»,°'i"^^„"°j^'^,,g'™'^eared. These libraries

Casiiicnsis, of which 4 ^o'"™{^
'l^'J^. ,'\PP^' „sions entirely to

^.°?^^r"^r^e!:i;^cSfJf:n'or^^
>

the rnv'aluable state paper records of the Venetian rcpubbc

Kot a few of the communal and municipal Jibrarios. as avUI

^^ from the tables, are of great extent and interest.

Belgium and Holland.

. Ceri^ ha, puMshed n,ai,y of the miqne treasure, of this cTil^ton in his

durin" three centuries.' After suffering many losses from ihieves

and tire in 1772 the Biblioth^ue de Bourgogno received consider-

able au<nnentation9 from the libraries of tlie suppre.s.sed order of

Jesuits, and was thrown open to the public. On the occupation of

Bnissels by the French in 1794 a number of books and Mba. were

confiscated and transferred to Paris (whence the majority were

returned in 1815) ; in 1795 the remainder were formed into a public

library under the care of La Sema Santander who ^^ also to^i.

librarian, and who was followed by "V an Hulthem. At the end of

the administration of Van Hulthem a large part of tl^e
rff

'»"«

collections of the BoUandists was acquired. In IS'JO y'»

Bibliothemie de Bourgogne was added to the state archives, and Uie

whole made available for students. A an Hulthem died in 1833,

leaving one of the most important private libraries in Europe

described by Voisin in Hcblwlhcca Hv.lllummnn, Brus 1836 5

vols and extending to 60,000 printed volumes and 1016 Hbb^

mosi y relating to Belgian history. The collection was purchased,

by the Government In 1837, and, having been added to the

Bibliothfenue de Bourgo?ne (open since 1772) and the BiUiothequ*

de la Vnie (open sincfn94 , formed what has since been known «
the Bibliotheque lioyale de Bel-iqne. The pnnted volumes now

n miber 350,000, with 30,000 SlSS., 100,000 prints and 50,000

c^sand medaU. The yearly additions to the books amount to

between 1500 and 3000 ; the other departments receive fe" acc^

dons The special collecrions, each with a printed eatalogue

consist of the Fonds van Hulthem, for national history he Fonda

F^ s for music; the Fonds Goethals, for genealogy- and the Fonds

jfiilkr, for physiologv. The catalogue of the MSb. has been partly

'"^'V^^T^TZU known successively as the Ghe.1.

Bibliotheque dekcole Centrale and Bibliotheque Publiqae de la

Vme was^founded upon the old libraries of the Conse.l de 1 landres.

of the Colle^-e des Echcvins, and of many suppressed
^f

'g'o"/^™^

"

^n\^ties It was declared public in 1797, anU formally opened in

ms On the foundation of the university in 1817 the town placed

he Collection at its disposal, and the library has since remained

under state control. The printed volumes now amoiint.o 2o0,000

with 1600 iISS ; the annual increment is about -oUU v<"nmes.

The^re^e important special -U-tioi. on archeology ^etheriands

r^^S^i^A -T^e^BiH^^^q^er^ZSiS4I U,uvain

lt^L^fbtiuponthc„u,^^^^

i5j^-i=;}^ ^^lO^^w^tt^z
library

^"'TJ'^^f^, "4^?^^ de I'UnW^r^te of Liige dates from ^i^.t.

Isl^^l^'^^S^theu^verdty

folumeT'"birpalphlet:, 1544E aTd 142 incunabula. The

ror;,J?fa^;dS;lMs. ^. printed catalo^^^^^^^^

was publishefin 1814, ^^ one "^
^^3%^ Konink^jke BibUotheek

The national library ot Holl.and is ?i«
J^°"' .,

-J

.. decided
at the Hague, which was -tabli^=hed in '^ ;

b « it w^^

to join the libraiT of the pnnces ot "r^'?S« vnrn i

General,
Government bodies in order to lorm ^l^brary for the SUt^e^Oeu

to be called the Kational B'b>.o heek. In 1805 the^prese

was adopted ; and since 1815 it b;" '^^, ^^ ^^ Tiellandt

of200,0(Wvoliimcsof pnnted books, w^th an
^^^^^^^^ ^^^

4000 volumes. The MSb.
f'^^" tnh miniatures. Books are

including many fine hooks °f

'^^"f
^^'^ Xe ye^ ago it wa.

lent all over the
.'^"^"^'^•/"^.^tXt Repurchases^ political,

decided for
^^°-^r'?\rrk° but Sly in consequence of an

historical, and legal works but recently,^ j ^^ ^^^
increase in the yearly subsidy, I'^^^^^X richest collection in the

three classes. The bbrary boaste of the
"J^^^?

'^'^'^j g ozana.

world of books on chess^utchm^naMaEbe^^^ ^^^_
There is one general ^"^"/^^d eatalolne was issued, with

alphabetical indexes. 1° f.0°=" P™'^
,-^ee 1866 a yeariy list ol

four supplements do^ to 1811 a^
i^ntion shoul'd bemade ol

? fereLt%'SoSS inc^^^^^^^^

The next library in
"""^"-^tl^t^I^d^terfrom the foundation

thecaAcademiaeLugauno-Batavte wh^h dates irom
^^

of the -nive-Uyof Uy^en byJiU^^^^^^ ^ditionffrom

aSU^M^s/^f^e^^
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Scaliger. Isaac Voss, Ruhnken, and Hemsterhuis. The MSS. codi-

prehend many of great intrinsic importance ; the Oriental codices

number 2400. The library of the Society of Netherland Literature

has been placed here since 1877 ; this is rich in the national history

and literature. The Arabic and Oriental MSS. known as the

Lec^tum Wamerianum are of great Talue and interest ; and the

collection of maps bequeathed in 1870 by J. J. Bodel Nyenhuis is

also noteworthy. The library is contained in a building which was

formerly a church of the Beguines, adapted in 1860 somewhat after

the style of the British Museum. The catalogues (one alphabetical

and one classified) are on slips, the titles being printed. A cata-

logue of books and MSS. was printed in 1716, one of books added

between 1814 and 1847 in 1848, and a supplementary part of MSS.

only in 1850. A catalogue of the Oriental MSS. was published in

.6 vols., 1851-77.
The University Library at Utrecht dates from 1582, when certain

conventual collections were brought together in order to form a

public library, which was shortly afterwards enriehed by the books

bequeathed by Hub. BucheUus and Ev. PoUio. Upon the founda-

tion of the university in 1636, the town library passed into its

charge. Among the MSS. are some interesting cloister MSS. and

the famous "Utrecht Psalter," which contains the oldest text of

the Athanasian creed. The last edition of the catalogue was in 2

vols. foUo, 1834, with supplement in 1845, index from 1845-55

in 8vo, and additions 1856-70, 2 vols. 8vo. The titles of accessions

are now printed in sheets and pasted down for insertion.

Amster The basis of the University Library at Amsterdam consists of a

dam. collection of books brought together in the 16th century and

preserved in the Nieuwe Kerk. At the time of the Reformation in

1578 they became the property of the city, but remained in the

Nieuwe Kerk for the use of the public till 1632, when they were

transferred to the Athenaeum. Since 1877 the collection has been

known as the University Library, and in 1881 it was removed to a

building designed upon the plan of the new library and reading-

room of the British Museum. The library includes the best

collection of medical works in Holland, and the Bibliotheca

Rosenthaliana of Hebrew and Talmudic literature is of great fame

and value ; a catalogue of the last was printed in 1875. The
libraries of the Dutch Geographical and other societies are preserved

here.. A general printed catalogue was issued in 6 vols. Svo,

Amsterdam, 1856-77 ; one describing the bequests of J. de Bosch

Kemper, E. J. Potgieter, and F. W. Rive, in 3 vols. 8vo, 1878-79
;

a catalogue of the MSS. of Professor Moll was published in 1880,

and one of those of P. Camper in 1881.

Denmark, Norway, and Sweden.

Copen- The commencement of the admirably managed national library

hagen. of Denmark, the great Royal Library at Copenhagen, may be said

to have taken place during the reign of Christian III. (1533-59),

who took pride in importing foreign books and choice MSS.

;

but the true founder was Frederick III. (1648-70) ; to him is

mainly due the famous collection of Icelandic literature and the

acquisition of Tycho Brahe's MSS. The present building (in the

Christiansborg Castle) was commenced in 1667, Among notable

accessions may bo mentioned the collections of C. Reitzer, the

count of Danneskjbld (8000 volumes and 500 MSS.), and Count de
Thott ; the last bequeathed 6039 volumes printed before 1531, and
the remainder of his books, over 100,000 volumes, were eventually

purchased. In 1793 the library was opened to the public, and it has
since remained under state control. Two copies of every book
published \vithin- the kingdom must be deposited here. The
incunabula and block books form an important series. There is a

general classified catalogue in writing in 295 folio volumes for the
use of readers ; and an alphabetical one on slips arranged in boxes
for the officials. A good catalogue of the De Thott collection was
printed in 12 vols. 8vo, 1789-95 ; a catalogue of the French MSS.
appeared in 1844 ; of Oriental MSS., 1846 ; of the Danish collec-

tion, 1875, Svo. Annual reports and accounts of notable MSS.
have been published since 1864. There were 7000 additions in
1880.

The University Library, founded in 1482, was destroyed by fire

in 1728, and re-established shortly afterwards. A copy of every
Danish publication must be deposited here. The MSS. include
the famous Ame-Magnean collection (see vol. xii. p. 626).
The chief library in Norway is the University Library at

Christiania, established at the same time aa the university, Septem-
ber 2, 1811, by Frederick II., with a donation from the king of
many thousands of duplicates from the Royal Library at Copen-
hagen, and since augmented by important bequests.
The Royal Library at Stockholm was first established, in 1585.

The original collection was given to the university of Upsala by
GuBtavus II., that formed by Christina is at the Vatican, and the
library brought together by Charles X. was destroyed by fire in
1897. The present library was organized shortly afterwards. The
Benzeli^ema-Engestrom Library (14,500 printed volumes and 1200
MSS., rich in materials for Swedish history) is now annexed to
it. Natural history, medicine, and mathematics are left to other

libraries. Among thb MSS. toe Codex Aureus of the 6th or 7th

century, with its interesting Anglo-Saxon inscription, is particularly

noteworthy. The catalogues are in writing, and are both alpha-

betical and classified
;

printed catalogues have been issued of

portions of the MSS. The present building was opened in 1882.

The University Library at Upsala was founded by Gusta%'us Upe;

Adolphus in 1620, from the remains of several convent libraries; he

also provided an endowment. The MSS. chiefly relate to the his-

tory of the country, but include the Codex Argenleus, containing

the Gothic gospels of Ulfilas. The general catalogue is in writing.

A catalogue was printed in 1814 ; special lists of the foreign acces-

sions have been published each year from 1850; the Arabic, Persian ,f

and Turkish MSS. are described by C. J. Tomberg, 1846. Thaj

library at Lund dates from the foundation of the university inf

1668, and was based upon the old cathedral library. The MSSi
include the De la Gardie archives, acquired in 1848.

Spain and Portugal.

The chief library in Spain is the Biblioteca Nacional (formerly

the Biblioteca Real) at Madrid. The printed volumes number
400,000 volumes, with 200,000 pamphlets ; the accessions in 1880

amounted to 25,840 articles. Spanish literature is of course well

represented, and, in consequence of the numerous accessions from
the libraries of the suppressed convents, the classes of theolpgy,

canon law, history, &c., are particularly complete. • The number
of bibliographical rarities was largely increased by the incorporation

of the valuable collection formed by the well-known bibliographei

Don Luis de Usoz. There are 30,000 MSS., contained in 10,000
volumes and bundles ; they include some finely illuminated codices,

historical documents, and many valuable autographs. The col-

lection of prints extends to 120,000 pieces, and was principally
^

formed from the important serieS bought from Don Valentin'

Carderera in 1865. In 1880 54,875 books were issued to 61,966
readers. The annual revenue is only £1600. The printed books
have one catalogue arranged under authors' names, and one under
titles ; the departments of music, maps and charts, and prints have
subject-catalogues as well. There is a general index of the MSS.,
with special catalogues of the Greek and Latin codices and genea-

logical documents. The first (and only) volume of a printed

catalogue of the Greek MSS. appeared in 1769. The cabinetoi

medals is most valuabls and well arranged. Of the other Madrid
libraries (see the tables) it is enough to mention the Biblioteca

de laAcademia de la Historia (20,000 volumes and 1600 MSS.),
which contains' some printed and MS. Spanish books of great

value, including the well-known Salazar collection.—The history

of the library of the Escorial has been given at vol. viii. p. 641. Esco

In 1808, before the invasion, the Escorial is estimated to have con-

tained 30,000 printed volumes and 3400 MSS. ; Joseph removed
the collection to Madrid, but when it was returned by Ferdinand
10,000 volumes were missing. There are now 32,142 printed

volumes, with 683 Greek, 1905 Arabic, 73 Hebrew, and 2050
Latin MSS. The Arabic MSS. have been described by M. Casiri,

1760-70 ; and a catalogue of the Greek codices by Midler was issued

at the expense of the French Government in 1848. There is an
imperfect written catalogue of the printed books, and the present

librarian is now engaged upon a catalogue of the Latin MSS.
Permission to study at the Escorial, which is one of the royal

private libraries, must be obtained by special application.'

Among the libraries of Portugal the Bibliotheca Nacional at

Lisbon naturally takes the first place. In 1841 it was largely

increased from the monastic collections, which, however, seem to

have been little cared for according to a report prepared by the

principal librarian three years later. There are now said to ba
200,000 volumes of printed books, among which theology, canon
law, history, and Portuguese and Spanish literature largely pre-

dominate. The MSS. number 9415, including many of great value.

There is also a cabinet of 40,000 coins and medals.—The Biblio-

theca da Academia, founded in 1780, is preserved in the suppressed

convent of the Ordem Terceira da Penitencia. In 1836 the Academy
acquired the library of that convent, numbering 30,000 volumes,

which have since been kept apart. ITie Archivo Nacional, in the

same building, contains the archives of the kingdom, brought here

after the destruf jon of the Torre do Castello during the great

earthquake. ' '»',

The Bibliotheca Publica Municipal at Oporto is the second largest

in Portugal, although only dating from July 9, 1833, the anniver-

sary of the debarkation of D. Pedro, and when the memorable siege

was still in progress ; from that date to 1874 it was styled the Real

Bibliotheca do Porto. The regent (ex-emperor of Brazil) gave to

the town the libraries of the suppressed convents in the northern

provinces, the municipality undertaking to defray the expense of

keeping up the collection, but only £180 is yearly spent on books

and bindings, and £380 on salaries. Recent accessions consist

' Gachard, Les hiblhth^ques de Madrid et de TEseorial; notirex et ertraiU */-'-

MSS. qui cnncernent Vhistoire de Belgique, Brussels, 1875, 4to; Ch. Gmux, Eaax
titr Hs oritjinet du/ond3 grec de I'Escurial.
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mainly of Portuguese and Frencn books. The imponant C'amoens

collection is described in a printed catalogue, Oporto, 1880. A
notice of the MSS. may be found in Catalogo dos MSS. da B. Pub-

lien Ebomise, by H. da Cunha Eivara, Lisbon, 1850-70, 3 vols, folio,

and the first part of an Induce preparalorio do Calahijo dos Manu-
scriptos was produced in 1880.

Russia,

en- The Imperial Public Library at St Petersburg is the third

largest library in the world, and now claims to possess 1,000,000

printed volumes. The commencement of this magnificent collection

ntay be said to have been the books seized by the Czar Peter during

his invasion of Courland in 1714 ; the library did not receive any
notable augmentation, however, till the year 1795, when, by the

acquisition of the famous Zaluski collection, the Imperial Library

suddenly attained a place in the first rank among great European
libraries. The Zaluski Library was formed by the Polish count

Joseph Zaluski, who collected at his own expense during forty-three

years no less than 200,000 volumes, which were added to by his

irother Andrew, bishop of Cracow, by whom in 1747 the library

was thrown open to the public. At his death it was left under the

control of the Jesuit College at Warsaw ; on the suppression of the

order it was taken care of by the Commission of Education ; and
finally in 1795 it was transferred by Suwaroff to St Petersburg as a

trophy of war. It then extended to 260,000 printed volumes and
10,000 MSS., but in consequence of the withdrawal of many medical

and illustrated works to enrich other institutions, hardly 238,000

volumes remained in 1810. Literature, history, and theology formed

the main features of the Zaluski Library ; the last cla-ss alone

amounted to one-fourth of the whole number. Since the com-
mencement of this century, through the liberality of the sovereigns,

the gifts of individuals, careful purchases, and the application of

the law of 1810, whereby two copies of every Russian publication

must be deposited here, the Imperial Library has attained its present

extensive dimensions. Ne.irly one hundred different collections,

some of them very valuable and extensive," have been added from time

to time. They include, for example, the Tolstoi Sclavonic collec-

tion (1830), Tischendorf's MSS. (1858), the Dolgorousky Oriental

MSS. (1859), and the Firkowitsch Hebrew (Karaite) collection

(1862-63), the libraries of Adelung (1858) and Tobler (1877), that

of the Slavonic scholar J ungmaun (1856), and the national MSS.
of Karamzin (1867). This system of acquiring books, while it

has made some departments exceedingly rich, has left others com-
paratively meagre. The library was not regularly opened to the

public until 1814 ; it is under the control of the minister of

public instruction. In the printed book department the yearly

average of readers is now 107,000, and of books consulted 285,300.

The annual grant from the treasury is 79,174 silver roubles ; an
income of 3438 roubles is derived from other sources. The official

estimate of the number of printed books is 1,000,000 volumes,

with 19,059 maps and 75,000 prints and photographs. The yearly

accessions amount to about 28,000. The Russian books number
100,000 and the Russica 30,000 volumes ; the Aldines and Elzevirs

form a nearly perfect collection ; and the incunabula are numerous
and very instructively arranged.

The manuscripts include 26,000 codices, 41,340 autographs,

4689 charters, and 576 maps. The glory of this department is the

celebrated Codex Sinaiticus of the Greek Bible, brought from the con-

vent of St Catherine on Mount Sinai by Tischendorf in 1859. Other
important Biblical and patristic codices are to be found among
the Greek and Latin MSS. ; the Hebrew MSS. include some of the

most ancient that exist, and the Samaritan collection is one of the

largest in Europe ; the Oriental MSS. comprehend many valuable

texts, and among the French are some of great historical value.

The general catalogues are in writing, but the following special

catalogues of the printed books have been published;—the Tolstoi

collection of early printed Russian books, 1829; the Aldines, 1854;
the Elzevirs, 1862, and another in 1864, by C. F. Walthcr; editions

printed during the reign of Peter the Great, by Bytschkoff, 1867
;

the foreign books relating to Peter the Great by P. Minzloff, 1872
;

a»d the Russica, 2 vols., 1873. Lists of the foreign books have
been issued since 1863, and the Comptes Rcndus published since

1850 contain notices of the most important acquisitions.

The following catalogues of the MSS. are in print :—the Tolstoi
Slavonic collection, 1825 ; Dom's catalogue of the Oriental MSS.,
1852; old German, 1853; the Greek, by Muralt, 1864; the Khani-
koff Oriental codices, by Dorn, 1865; Russian MSS. on the history of

Peter the Great, by Bytschkoff, 1872 ; the French, 1874 ; Samari-
tan, 1875 ; Hebrew Biblical, 1875 ; Slavonic and Russian mis-
cellaneous, parts 1 and 2, 1878-80.
The nucleus of the library at the Hermitage Palace was formed by

the empress Catherine II., who purchased the books and MSS. of
Voltaire and Diderot. In the year 1861 the collection amounted to

150,000 volumes, of which nearly all not relating to the history of
art were then transferred to the Imperial Library.
The second largest library in Russia is contained in the public

museum at Moscow. The class of history is particularly rich, and

Russian early printed books are well represented. The JISS.
number 5000, including many ancient Sclavonic codices and his-

torical documents of value. One room is devoted to a collection

of Masonic MSS., which comprehend the archives of the lodges

in Russia between 1816 and 1821. There is a general alphabetical

catalogue in writing ; the catalogue of the M-Sii. has been printed,

as well as those of some of the special collection:*

For other Russian libraries see the tables.

Itidia, CJiina, and Japan.

Of Indian libraries it is sufficient to notice those that have
importance for Oriental letters. At Calcutta the Sanskrit college

has 1662 printed Sanskrit volumes and 2769 Sanskrit MSS., some
as old as the 14th century ; there is also a large collection of Jain

MSS. A catalogue is now being prepared for publication.—The
Arabic library attached to the Arabic department of the Madrasa
was founded about 1781, and now includes 731 printed volumes,

143 original MfS. and 151 copies; the English library of the

Anglo-Persian department dates from 1854, and extends to 3251
volumes.—The library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal was founded

in 1784, and nowcontain3l5,000printed volumes, chiefly on Eastern

and philological subjects, with a valuable collection of 9500 Arabic

and Persian MSS. A catalogue is now passing through the press.

At Bombay the library of the Bombay branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society, established in 1804 as the Literary Society of Bengal, is

now an excellent general and Oriental collection of 40,000 printed

volumes and 200 MS3., described in a printed catalogue of 1875.

The Jloolla Feroze Library was bequeathed for public use by
MooUa Feroze, head priest of the Parsis of the Kudmi sect in

1831,. and consisted cliiefly of MSS. in Arabic and Persian on
history, philosophy, and astronomy ; some additions of English

and Gujarat! works have been made, as well as of European books

on Zoroastrianism. A catalogue has been printed.

The library of Tippoo Sahib, consisting. of 2000 MSS., fell into

the bands of the British, and a descriptive catalogue of them by
Charles Stewart was published at Cambridge in 1809, 4to. A few

were presented to public libraries in England, but the majoritv

were iilaced in the college of Fort William, then recently established.

The first volume, containing Persian and Hindustani poetiy, of the

Catalogue of the Libraries of the King of Oiidh, by A. Sprenger, was-

published at Calcutta in 1864.. The compiler shortly alterwards left

the Indian service, and no measures were taken to complete the

work. On the annexation of the kingdom in 1856 the ex-king is

believed to have taken some of the most valuable MSS. to Calcutta,

but the largest portion were left behind at Lucknow. During the

siege the 'books were used to block up windows, &c. , and those

which were not destroyed were abandoned, and plundered by the

soldiers. Many were burnt for fuel; a few, however, were rescued

and sold by auction, and of these some were purchased for the

Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Perhaps the most remarkable library in India is that of the rija

of Tanjore, which dates fiom the end of the 16th or beginning of

the 17th century, when Tanjore was under the rule of the Telugu

Kaiks, who collected Sanskrit MSS. written in the Telugu character.

In the 18th century the Marhattas conquered the country, aod since

that date thelibrary increased but slowly. By far the greater portion

of the store was acquired by Sharabhoji Raja dunng a visit to

Benares in 1820-30 ; nis successor Sivaji added a few, but of inferior

value. There are now about 18,000 MSS. -written in Devanagan,

Nandinagari, Telugu, Kannada, Granthi, Malayalam, Bengali,

Panjabi or Kashmiri, and Uriya ; 8000 are on palm leaves. Dr
Burnell's printed catalogue describes 12,375 articles.

Thanks to the enlightened policy of the Government of India, we
are beginning to know much more respecting native libraries than

was possible a few years ago, and'since 1868 a yearly sum of 24,000

rupees has been granted to carry on the work Of searching for

Sanskrit MSS. The first part of a list of those in private hands in

southern India has been published by Dr G. Oppert ; it contains a

description of 8376 1>1SS., and another volume is in course of pre-

paration. Dr B-.nler, iii his investigation of Santinath's library

at Cambay, f'.und 300 MSS. of gi'eat antiquity, six dating from

the beginniug of the 12th century. A pandit has examined the

Samghavina Pada Library in Pathan, and a catalogue has been pre-

pare? for printing. A copy of the oldest Sanskrit dictionary, the

Sasvata Kosha, of which only one other copy (at the Bodleian) is

known, was found here. Dr Biihler also purchased 429 volumes

for the Government. Inquiries made in Behar have not met with

much result. Notices of Sanskrit MSS. in the presidency of Bengal

have been prepared under the direction of Dr Rajendralala Mitra ;

seven fasciculi (1000 pp. ) have been printed, describing 842 articles

The same scholar has also printed a catalogue (765 pp.) of the

library of the maharaja of Bikanir, describing 2000 Sanskrit MSS. ;

and his analysis of the Sanskrit IJuddhist literature of Nepal will

shortly be publishsd. The total number of Sanskrit MSS. acquired

in this presidency is now 1612, some of which are new to Eurojwans.

Two catalogues of IgO Sanskrit MSS. discovered in the ^orth-

Westeru Provinces and Oudh during 1878-80 have been prHjared.
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and tii& following libraries (containing many important texts) of the
Punjab have been examined :—that of Pandit Rikhilcesha, of 500
books ; Pandit Jwala Datta Prasad,!, 2500 MSS., the largest

collection in the province ; and Pandit Dilaram, 430 MSS. The
efforts of Dr Forchliaininer vriW probably bring to light many
Valuable Sanskrit MSS., both in Upper and Lower Burmah.
The KafHes Library at Singapore was established as a proprietary

institution in 1844, taken over by the Government in 1S74, anil

given legal status by an ordinance passed iu 1878. It now contains

11,000 volumes iu general literature, but books relating to the

Malayan peninsula aud archipelago have been made a special

feature, and since the acquisition of the collection of J. R. Logan iu

ISro the library has become remarkably rich in this departmeut.
The library of the Genootscliap van Kunsten en "Wetenschap-

pen at Batavia contains books printed iu Netherlandish India,

works relating to the Indian Archipelago and adjacent countries,

and the history of the Dutch in the East. There are now 20,000
printed volumes and 1630 MSS., of which 243 are Arabic, 445
Malay, 303 Javanese, 60 Batak, and 517 on Iontar leaves in the
ancient Kawi, Javanese, and B.ali languages, &c. The last edition

of the catalogue appeared in 1S77
;
printed catalogues of the Arabic,

Malay, Javauese, and Kawi MSS. have also been issued.

China.—The Great Imperial Library was founded by K'in Lung,
18th ceutury, and from a catalogue which has been issued ai>
pears to hare contained about 12,000 works, extending to 168,000
volumes. There are many provincial libraries in China, and the
chief Buddhist monasteries also possess collections of books.
Japan.—The library of the Tokio Fu (municipality of Tokio) at

Leido, in the old Chinese university, contains 63,000 Chinese and
lapanese Toluiues, and 5000- European, principally EngUsh and
Dutch. The reading-room is supplied with native daily papers, and
tlie chief foreign peiioJicals. The library is open for purposes of

reference, and books may be borrowed by special permission. The
Asakusa Library, now occupying the former fireproof rice store-

houses of the shogun, is one of the oldest in the country, and is

reported to contain 143,000 volumes, including many ancient books
and MSS. ; an entrance fee of about ^d. is charged here. The
Imperial University has a good collection of European and Japanese
science and general literature. The libraries of the large temples
often contain rare books of value to the philologist, and many
of the leading to-ivns throughout the country are provided with free
libraries. Lending libraries of native and Chinfise literature have
existed iu Ja]<an from very early times.

British Colonics.

Of such libraries as may be found in the British colonies there
are very few that call for particular mention here.

The largest collection of books iu Canada is the library of parlia-
ment at Ottawa. Tliough founded in 1815, it contaiued very few
books until 1841, when the two libraries of Upper and Lower
Canada were joined. After being destroyed by Are, the library
was re-established in 1855, chiefly for parliamentary use. It now
contains 100,000 volumes, and is open to the public except when
jiarliament is sitting. Books are lent out. The main library is a
handsome octagonal apartment with beautiful carved work in
Canadian white wood.

In the South African Public Library at Capetown, which was
established iu ISIS, there are 39,000 volumes, including the collec-
tion bequoathed by Sir Geoige Grey, comprising, besides MSS. and
early printed books, an uurivalled collection of works in the native
languages of Africa, Australia, &o. The library is open to any re-
spectable person.

The largest library in the Australian colonies is the Public Lib-
vary of Victoria at Melbourne, which was established in 1853. In
1881 it numbtrej 89,387 volumes mth 22,267 pamphlets ; it pos-
sesses a collection of works on Australasia. The library has a
printed catalogue (1880). It is supported by an annual parliament-
ary vote, which amounted last year to £5495. Headers are admitted
without any formality, and have free access to the shelves.
Although boolcs are not lent out of the library individually, there
is a system by which parcels of from 100 to 400 books are lent to
libraries, mechanics' institutes, ic. , in the inland towns of Victoria.
There are several other not inconsiderable libraries iu Melbourne.
Kext in importance to the Ji^elbourne Library is the Sydney Fi-ee
Public Library, which is said to contain the largest collection
of works on Australasia anywhere to be found. It has a lending as
well as a reference department, and is much used.

Particulars of other colonial libraries will be found in the tables.

United States.

' The libraries of the United States, as we should expect-
to find in a country where intelligence and education
are so widely diffused, are exceedingly numerous. A
great mass of information with regard to them has been
published by the Bureau of Education, particularly in

the comprehensive Special Itepori on Ptiblic Lihrariei

issued in 187G. From this report, and the annual

reports of the commissioners of education which have'

since appeared, we learu that the number of public

libraries already registered is 3842, with upwards of

12,569,450 volumes. It is of course true tliat the great!

majority of these libraries are not numerically important.

On the other hand, many of them are very rapidly growing,,

and their very youth implies that their shelves are not

burdened with much obsolete literature. The recent

development of American ". .braries is indeed very striking.

Of the libraries reported in 1875, about 64 appear to have

been established before 1800, and 30 of tliese between

1775 and 1800. Between 1800 and 1825 there were

established 179 libraries, between 1825 and 1850 as

many as 551, and finally between 1850 and 1875 no less

than 2240, which in the latter year contained as many as

5,481,068 volumes. It will be convenient to deal with

these libraries iu groups according to the historical order

of their development. The earliest libraries formed were

in connexion with educational institutions, and the oldest

is that of Harvard (1638). It was destroyed by fire iq

1764, but active steps were at once taken for its restora-

tion. From that time to the present, private donation^

have been the great resource of the library. In 1840 the

collection was removed to Gore Hall, which was erected

for the purpose with a noble bequest from Christopher

Gore, formerly governor of Massachusetts. There are also

nine special libraries connected v.-ith the difi'erent depart-

ments of the university. The total number of volumes in

all those collections is 259,000, exclusive of over 200,000
pamphlets. TJie annual increase is about 7000 volumes,

and the library has an endowment fund of over 8200,000.

There is a MS. card-catalogue in two parts, by authors and
subjects, which is accessible to the readers. The only con-

dition of admission to use the books in Gore Hall ia

respectability ; but only members of the university and
privileged persons may borrow books. The library of

Yale College, New Haven, was founded in 1700, but grew
so slowly that, even with the 1000 volumes received fronr

Bishop Berkeley in 1733, it had only increased to 4000

j
volumes in 1766, and some of these were lost in the revolu-

' tionary war. During the present century the collection has
i grown more speedily, and now the main library numbers

I

102,u00 volumes, while the special libraries in the control

I
of the college bring up the total to 143,000 volumes. The
yearly increase is about 4500 volumes, and the library has

I a book fund of $100,000. Amongst the other important
I university libraries are those of the college of New Jersey,

i (Princeton), Dartmouth College (Hanover), Amherst

I

College, Cornell University, and Brown University (Pro-

vidence, R. I.y. In 1875 the number of college libraries

(not reckoning academy and school libraries) was 312,
besides 299 libraries belonging to college students' societies.

The establishment of proprietary or subscription libraries

runs back into the first half of the 18th century, and is

connected with the name of Benjamin Franklin. It was
at Philadelphia, in the year 1731, that he set on foot what
he calls "his first project of a public nature, that for a
subscription library. .... The institution soon manifested

its ability, was imitated by other towns and in other pro-

vinces." The Library Company of Philadelphia was soon

regularly incorporated, and gradually drew to itself other
collections of books, including the Loganian Library, which
was vested in the company by the State legislature in 1793
in trust for public use. Hence the collection combines ihe
charactbr of a public aad of a proprietary library, being
freely open for reference purposes, while the books circulate

only among the subscribing members. It numbers at
present 123,000 volumes, of which 11,000 belong to the
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Loganian Library, and may be fi-eely leiu
_
The printed

classed cataloj^-ue of tlie library Las bcou praiied by Bruiiet

and Alliboue. Lu 18G9 Dr James Rush left a bequest of

over one million dollars for the purpose of erecting a

building to be called the Tadgeway branch of the library.

The buSding is very handsome, and has been very highly

spoken of as a library structure. Philadelphia has another

large proprietary library—that of the Mercantile Ijibrnry

Company, which was established in 1S21. It possesses

143,135 volumes, and its members have always enjoyed

direct access to the shelves. The library of the Boston

AthencBum was established iu 1807, and numbers 122,000

volumes. It has recently published an admirable dictionary-

catalogue. The collection is especially rich in art and in

history, and possesses a p^rt of the library of Washington.

The Mercantile Library Association of New York, which

was founded in 1810, has the largest of all the subscrip-

tion libraries counting over 193,000 volumes. New York

possesses two other large proprietary libraries, one of

which claims to have been formed as early as 1700 as the

" public " library of New York. It was organized as the

New York Society Library in 1754, and has been especially

the library of the old Knickerbocker families and their

descendants, its contents bearing witness to its history.

It contains about 80,000 volumes. The Apprentices'

Library has about 63,000 volumes, and makes a special

feature of works on trades and useful arts. It is main-

tedned by the General Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen.

Finally, the Brooklyn Library deserves mention, if only for

ts very useful and admirable catalogue, the printing of

»fhich was completed in December 1880, and which

k;mbraces 60,000 volumes.

Although the State libraries of Pennsylvania and New
Hampshire are known to have been established as early as

1777, it was not until some time after the revolution that

any general tendency was shown to form official libraries

in connexion with the State system. It is especially within

the last thirty years that the number of these libraries has

60 increased that now every State and Territory possesses a

collection of books and documents for ofiicial and public

purposes. These collections depend for their increase

upon annual appropriations by the several States, and upon

a systematic exchange of the official publications of the

general Government and of the several States andTerritories.

The largest is that of the- State of New York at Albany,

which contains 116,000 volumes, and is composed of a

feneral and a law library, of which a printed catalogue

as been published witli full subject-indexes. The State

libraries are libraries of reference, and only members of

the official classes are allowed to borrow books, although any

well-behaved person is admitted to read in the libraries.

In addition to the libraries maintained by the several

States, there are the collections belonging to the general

Government, most of which are at Washington. The most
important of them is of course the Library of Congress, but

there are also considerable libraries attached to the house

of representatives, the senate, the department of state, the

patent office, and the office of the surgeon-general.

The Library of Congress was first established in 1800 at

Washington, and was burned together with the Capitol by
the British army in 1814. President Jefferson's books
were purchased to form tho foundation of a new library,

Vhich continued to increase slowly until 1851, when all

lut 20,000 volumes were destroyed by fire. From this

time the collection has grown rapidly, and now consists of

396,000 volumes with 130,000 pamphlets. In 1866 the
library of the Smithsonian Institution, consisting of 40,000
volumes, chiefly in natural 8cience> was transferred to

the library of congress. The library is specially well pro-

vided in history, jurisprudence, the political sciences, and

Americaim. Since 1832 tho law collections have been
constituted into a special department. This is tlio national

library. Iu 1870 the registry of copyrights was transferred

to it uuder the charge of tho librarian of congress As
two copies of every publication which claims copyriglit are

required to be deposited in" the library, tho receipts tuidei'

this head are nearly 25,00(7 articles per annum. The sum
annually appropriated by congress for tho management
and inf-vease of the library is $52,840. The present

accommodation is inadequate, and a separate building is

to be erected of size to contain two million volumes.

There is an alphabetical card-catalogne kept constantly iii*

to date, and a printed catalogue of fjubject-matters. The
library is open every day \r\ the year, except on four legat

holidays, from 9 a.m. to 4 r.ir., and admission is granted

to all persons over sixteen years of ago without formalitj

or introduction, but books are only lent to members of the

official classes.

Sinco the organization of tho Goveniment in 1789, no les3 than
ono hundred and sixty historical societies have been formed in

the United States, most of whicli still coutinne to exist. JIanyof
tliem have formed considerable libraries, and possess extensivo

and valuable manuscript collections. Tho oldest of them is tho
llassachusetts Historical Society, which dates from 1791.

The earliest of the scientilic societies owes its origin to Fmiiklin,

and dates from 17-13. The most extensive collection is that of tho

Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, which consists of

35,000 volumes and 40,000 pamphlets. For information as to tho
numerous professional libraries of tho United States—theological,

legal, and medical—the reader may be referred to the i-eport already

mentioned.
Of all the libraries of the '.'nitea States none have achieved a

gi-eater fame, and none are more zealously and admirably conducted,

than those which are supported from the public funds of some of

the great cities. Legislation on the subject of free public hbrarics

was almost .synclironous in England and America. Of the. freo

town libraries of AmericjO, much the largest and most successful is

the Boston Public Library, which was established in 1S52. Besides

the liberal appropriations made by the city for its support, it has.

been the object of a long series of splendid gifts in money aud books.

Among the more conspicuous of its benelactoi-s have been Joshui

Bates, Theodore Parker, and George Tickuor. Siuce the library

has been opened to the public there has thus Ijeen gathered "tho
largest collection of books, under one administration, upon this

coutiuent " Tho number of volumes in the library on July 1,

1881, was 395,478, and the annual accessions are over 17,0uQ

volumes. In addition to the income available from trust funds, tho

annual ap])ropriation by the city is §115,000. Besides the central

library, with the Bates Hail and Lower Hall, there are eight

branches, and the total circulation is considerably -over 1,000,000

volumes per annum. Any inhabitant of Boston over fourteen

years of age is admitted to read in tlie library and to borrow books.

,

The principal catalogue of the library is npon cards, in addition to

which there are printed catalogues of special collections, and a per-

fect multitude of useful class catalogues and bibliographical helps

of various kinds. The number of persons engaged in the service of

tlie library is one hundred and forty-three. The library is open to

readers from 9 A.M. to 6 P.M. from October to March, and until

7 P.M. during the rest of the year. Books are delivered for home use

until 9 in the evening. The periodical room is open from 9 A.M.

to 9 P.M. on week days, and on Sundays fiom 2 to 9. A ncAV

building is in contemplation.

Of the remaining free town libraries, the most important-are those

of Cincinuati and Chicago. The public library of Cincinnati, wliich

was established on its present footing in 1867, has 122,930 volumes

besides pamphlets. Its expenditure last year was 851,465, and its

total issues, including those from the two branches, were 768, 5fi.').

The readiij"-rooms are open every day in the year from 8 .\.M. to

10 P.M. The libr.try buildings were completed iu 1873 at a cost of

About S400,000, and are ''among the hantlsomest in the world."

The Chicago Public Libraiy was established in 1872, and owed its

origin to the sympatliy felt for Chicago in England after the great

fire of 1871. The number of volumes now in the library is 76,120.

There is a very full and minute card-catalogue, in one alphabet, of

authors and subjects ; the contents of collections, volumes of essays,

ic, are analysed under their subjects. The reading-room is open

three hundred and sixty-live days in the year from 9 a.m. to

9 P.M., and is not even closed for the purpose of taking stock or

cleaning. Tlie library has not yet an appropriate buildiug. 01

smaller free town libraries there is a considerable number, especi-

ally in Massachusetts. Of the entire number ten only posse^

over 30.000 volumes each. It is the ciiinion of tho energetic and
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iulightened managers of these libraries tliat a free public library
is the proper corollary of a free system of public education, and it

is their aim as far as possible to direct the taste and to methodize
the reading of those who use the collections under their charge.
We cannot conclude this brief sl<etch witliout mentioning some

notable illustrations of tliat public-spirited munificence whicli is

nowhere perhaps so freciuently found as in the United States. The
Astor Library in New York was founded by a beijuest of John
Jacob Astor, whose example was followed successively by his son
and grandson. The library was opened to the public in 1854, and
at the end of 1880 the collection due to their joint benefaction con-
tained 192,547 volumes. It consists of a careful selection of the
most valuable books upon all subjects. It is a library of reference,
for which purpose it is freely open, and books are not lent out. It
is "a working library for studious persons," and such persons on a
proper introduction are allowed to pursue their studies in the
alcoves. In 1880 the uuniber of general readers was 45,670, and
the number of visits to the alcoves was 7961. The total eudow-
-ment is over $1,100,000. There is a printed catalogue for about
half the library, with a printed index of subjects, and a simihir
catalogue for the rest is in preparation. The Leno.x Library was
established by Mr James Lenox in 1870, when a body of trustees
was incorporated by an Act of the legislature. In addition to the
funds intended for the library building and endowment, amounting
to $1,247,000, the private collection of books which Mr Lenox has
long been accumulating is extremely valuable. Though it does not
rank high in point of mere numbers, it is exceedingly rich in early
books on America, in Bibles, in Shakesperiana, and in Elizabethan
noetry. The Peabody Institute at Baltimore was established by
Mr George Peabody in 1857, and contains a reference library open
to all comers, numbering about 72,000 volumes. The institute has
an endowment of $1,000,000, which, however, has to support,
besides the library, a conservatoire of music, an art gallery, and
courses of popular lectures. The largest legacy yet made for a
public library has recently fallen to the citizens of Chicago in the
Newberry bequest of over $2,000,000 for the founding of a free
public library in the north division of Chicago.

South America and Mexico.

Ajgen- The importance of public libraries has been fully recognized by
tine the Argentines, and at present more than two hundred of them are
Republic, in the country. They are due to benefactions, but the Government

~ in evPiy case adds an equal sum to any endowment. A central
commission exists for the purpose of facilitating the acquisition of
books and-to promote a uniform excellence of administration. Tlie
most considerable is the Biblioteca Nacional at Buenos-AjTes, which
contains at present 40,000 volumes, and has been almost doubled
since 1872. It is passably rich in MSS., some of great interest,
concerning the early history of the Spanish colonies.
The chief library of Brazil is the Bibliotheca Publica Nacional

at Rio de Janeiro, founded in 1807, and now comprising 120,000
printed volumes with 1000 MSS. National literature and works
connected with South America are special features of this collection.
The Royal Library of Ajuda (including 4000 MSS.) was taken to
Brazil by King Joao VI. , but was sent to Portugal on the declaration
of independence. Since 1873 the annual Government grant has
been largely increased. Among other libraries of the capital may
be mentioned those of the Faculty of Medicine (18,000 volumes).
Marine Library (19,500 volumes), National Museum (9000 vol-
umes), Portuguese Literary Club (53,000 volumes), Bibliotheca
Fluminense (43,000 volumes), Benedictine Monastery (9000 vol-
umes), and the Bibliotheca Municipal (15,500 volumes). In the
oflBcial report on Brazil, submitted at the Philadelphia Exhibition in
1876, it was stated that the aggregate number of volumes in all the
libraries of the empire accessible to the public was tlien 460,272
volumes. la 1875 the libraries were visited by 85,044 persons.
The Biblioteca Nacional at Santiago is the chief library in Chili.

The catalogue is printed, and is kept up by annual supplements.
Only sixteen out of the twenty-nine states and territories of the

Mexican republic have public libraries, and only a small propor-
tion of the contents consists of modern literature. Many, however,
j-ossess rare and valuable books, of interest to the bibliographer and
historian, which have come from the libraries of the suppressed
religious bodies. It is calculated that books in all the public lib-
raries amount to about 250,000 volumes. There are about seventy-
'three scientific and literary associations in the republic, each possess-
ing books. The Societyof Geography and Statistics, founded in 1851,
is the most important of them, and owns a fine museum and excellent
library. After the triumph of the Liberal party the cathedral, uni-
versity, and conventual libraries of the city of Mexico came into t'le

pssession of the Government, and steps were taken to form them
into one national collection. No definite system was organized,
however, until 1867, when the church of San Augustin was taken
and fitted up for the purpose. Two copies of every book printed
in Mexico must be presented to this library. The only other public
library in the city is the Biblioteca Cinco de Mayo, which is under
tho management of the Lancastrian Society.

The Biblioteca Nacional at Lima was founded by a decree of the
liberator San Martin on August 28, 1821, and placed in the house
of the old convent of San Pedro. The nucleus of the library con-
sisted of those of the university of San Marcos and of several
monasteries, and a large ptesent of books was also made by San
Martin. The library is chieHy interesting from containing so many
MSS. and rare books relating to the history of Peru in vice-regal
times. The volumes marked " Papeles varios " contain reports on
the superstitions of the Indians, abstracts of the ecclesiastical
councils of Lima, and memoirs on provincial administration and
petitions. It is reported (1881) that the whole library has l:)een
seized by the Chilians and transferred to Santiago.

LIBRARY lUNAGEMENT.
Lilrary Buildings.^—The conditions of no two libraries being

precisely alike, it is impossible to lay down rules to suit all, but
certain j>rinciples of general applicaHon may be stated. In the first
place the internal arrangements ought to be devised by a person
thoroughly acquainted with the practical working of such a library
as the building is intended to accommodate. The reading-rooms,
book-rooms, work-rooms, and offices should be made to faU into
the most convenieut relations one to the other. And as libraries
grow with wonderful rapidity the plan ought to admit of easy
development. The site should be dry and airy, and permit isolation
of the fabric, which should be constructed of fire proof materials, iron
being preferable to stone, and brick to either. Every floor should be
laid upon rolled iroQ beams, supported by lattice girders, the space
between the beams being fitted in with porous terra cotta, and the
beams covered with concrete. To protect them against fire, girders
and pillars must be covered with terra cotta. Iron doors (or, better
still, stout wooden doors plated with thin iron) should separate the
different rooms.' The safety and convenient disposal of the books
must never be sacrificed to outside show. The old form of library,
the museum-like room with alcoves and a large block of vacant space
in the centre, or the series of apartments with books on the walls
only, is no longer in faVour. The reading-room, commodious, well
lighted, and supplied with works of reference, should be away from
the main collection, sn(} the lending department should be kept
apart from the reference library. It is convenient to have separate
rooms for ladies and for readei-s to whom special facilities may be
granted; and let ample provision be made for work-rooms, librarians'

oflices, cataloguing rooms, and a bindery if necessary. The chief
portion of the books (at any rate those in most demand) should be
on the ground floor, and more than two stories are to be avoided.
Plenty of light and good ventilation are two conditions of great
importance. The basement should be vaulted. As the store-room,
or that in which the main collection is deposited, is one to which
readers have seldom the right of access, the greatest economy as to
shelvage and passage way may be efl"ected. Bookcases may be
placed against the walls, but not too close to them, and double
presses, about 3 feet apart, arranged across the floor. To prevent
the objectionable use of high ladders, no shelf should stand more
than 8 feet above the ground. If the room be sufficiently lofty it

may contain one or more perforated iron floors, sustained by the
upright portion of the presses, also of iron. Spiral staircases are

to be avoided. Lifts may be introduced with advantage. In many
college libraries in America (e.g. at Princeton) the circular form,

with cases radiating from the centre, has been adopted success-

fully. The spacious rotundas of the British Museum and that of

the Liverpool Free Public Library are good examnles of the circular

reading-room.

Mr Justin Winsot has devised an excellent plan for a library of

one million volumes capacity (see " Library Buildings," in Report

on Public Libraries of U.S., p. 465), and the same system might
be applied to one much less extensive. Another distinguished

American librarian, Mr W. F. Poole of Chicago, has made some novel

suggestions on library architecture which have met with consider-

able approval. He dbjects to the waste of space in the central

portion of most large library rooms, to the difficulty of ventilating

and heating them, to shelving books in galleries on the walls, to

the destruction of bindings from gas and heat (" books cannot live

where man cannot live "), to the excessive labour of procuring books

from long distances, the insecurity from fire, the inconvenience of

keeping many volumes (other than those of reference) in the

public reading-room, and the unnecessary cost of the present

system. To remedy these defects a plot of land is required 200

feet square, and surrounded with open spaces. At the middle of

the principal side may be placed the main building, 60 feet front

and 75 feet deep, devoted to administrative and working purposes.

The books will be stored, not in one central repository, but in a

series of rooms thrown out in wings from the central edifice, and

' Plans of most of the chief libraries of Europe may be Been in the Memoirs of
Libraries of Mr Edwards (2 vols., 1859), and in Die Katerhismus der BiUiolheken-

lehre of Dr Petzholdt (1871) ; the volumes of the Library Journal contain repre-

sentations of many new American libraries.

2 A recipe to make wood incombustible, and other BUKgeations, ar2 given b}

C. Walford in Jfanchester Trans. Libr. Assoc, 1880, p. 65.
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extending round the four sides of tlic quadrangle with a vacant space
in the middle. Each room is 50 feet wide, 15 feet high, and as

long as convenient. Ten of these rooms will occupy tlio ground
floor, so that, carrying the same construction fom' stories high, there
will be forty different rooms in the whole structure. Each will be
devoted to one large, or two or more small, classes of books. Alcoves
and galleries are art to be permitted, but the books will be shelved
on the walls or on double presses within reach. Every room will

receive light on two sides, will be furnished with tables and chairs

for readers, and provided with an attendant ; no general reading-

room will therefore be wanted. As a protection against fire, each
room will be cut off by means of brick fire-walls extending to the
roof, and access from one room to the other wUl be by a light iron

corridor on the inside of the quadrangle. At the rear of the central

bailding will be a lift for readers, and there will be staircases as

well. In this way, on one story there will be abont 25,250 square
feet in the different wings, which, after deducting sufficient space
for readers' tables, &c., will give about 20,200 square feet for books.
As each square foot will shelve 25 volumes, each story will hold
605,000 volumes, or on the four stories 2,020,000 volumes.
One of the front rooms (to hold 67,500 volumes) might serve as a
drctilating library. Mr Poole estimates the cost of such a building
in America at .5530,000, or complete with shelving and furniture

§640,000. (See Lilfrary Journal, vi. G9 sq.) In the same volume,
p. 77 sq., is a description of the proposed plan for a new national
library building at Washington. In this scheme the architect has
in view the centralization towards a circular reading-room, good
light, the possible expansion of the library for one hundred years,
accessibility to all parts, economical administration, and division
Into different fire-proof compartments.
Of the various systems for heating libraries open fire-places have

the best appearance, are v#ry safe, and best convey heat ; close stoves

are the cheapest at first hand Perhaps steam heating is the safest

and most economical for largu buildings. Unprotected gas jets are

very injurious to the books. If gas be used at all, the sun-light

system or the Benhara light is the best means of conveying away
the fumes and heated air. The electric light is used with great
success at Liverpool and in the British Museum,

ilveg. Bookcases and Shelves, Furniture and Appliances.^—For presses

and shelves, should wood be preferred, English oak or the cheaper
deal (well seasoned) is the best material ; or the presses may be
made of iron and the shelves of slate or galvanized iron. At the
British Museum the presses are all on one scale and all of the same
model,—the standards being ofgalvanized iron, with holes for brass

pins, which- are so shaped that the space is altered by merely
turning them half-way round. The shelves are also of galvanized
iron, covered with leather, on wooden frames ; movable pads
covered with leather protect the books at either end from being
rubbed, and there are leather falls to keep the Just out. In the.,

Eadcliffe iron bookcase, invented by Dr Acland, the framework is

of iron, and the shelves of wood, faced with leather. It is 7 feet

high, and stands on any floor-space 48 inches by 18 inches ; books
are placed on both sides to the number of 500 octavos. Banner's
revolving bookcase is useful for reference books ; it is square, stands

about 5 feet high, occupies no more space than a chair, and holds
about 250 volumes. Economy of space is also a feature in Mr
Virgo's bookcase, 'ji'the front of which is a door, itself shelved, which,
on being swuns, "V ind, discloses another row of shelves behind. The
Eastlake portarU oookcasecau betaken to pieces, and is made to stand
gainst a wall, .fn providing for shelf room it is usual to allow

about 110 square feet of shelving to 1000 volumes ; and in giving

directiohs for presses and shelves it is well to have them planned
npon a tmiform scale. Perhaps the best supports for the shelves are

Tonks's movable shelf.fittings, consisting of two rows of metal
strips, with oblong perforations at intervals of | inch, in which are

inserted small metal plates. The tops of reading tables, trays and
barrows for carrying books, and such shelves as may be intended
fo • heavy or choice books, should bo padded. Very large volumes
had better be kept flat in sliding trays. There is much diversity of

opinion as to whether the fronts of the presses should be glazed or

not, or whether they should be protected by wooden doors, curtains,

or wire screens ; many librarians object to glass doors as harbouring
dry rot, and to any opaque screen as concealing the books.
The arrangement of the reading-room of the British Museum

fumlAes a good example of perfect supervision combined with
erery consideration for the comfort of readers. The tables are

here arranged as the spokes of a wheel, with smaDer square tables

between them for large volumes. Each reader at the radiating

tables has a separate place 4 feet 3 inches long, and is screened from
his opposite neighbour by a division running along from one end
to the other ; in front. is a hinged desk, with racks, inkstand, and
a folding shelf for books. The framework of each table is of iron,

forming channels by which air is conveyed through screens at the
top of the longitudinal divisions. A tubular foot-rail affords facility

for wanning the feet in cold weather. The catalogue-stands (with

' Details in the wcrks of Edwards and Pctzholdt the Library Journal, the
pabbcat:<iiis of the Llhrar; Association, and of ttie Libnrj Bureau (BostoQ, U.S.).

14 20*

presses of special bibliographicB near them) are placed in two con-'
centric circles around the euclostire of the superintendent, who oajl'

thus observe every reader iu the room.
A speedy supjly of books is ensured by the use of the automatic

book-delivery contrived for the Harvard bookstore (of six stories)
by Mr Justin 'U'insor. At the delivery-desk a keyboard shows the
digits which combine the various shelf-marks ; andthe number of the
book wanted, being struck upon it, is repeated at the floor on which
the work is located, where it is sought for by an attendant and
placed in a box attached to an endless belt, which carefully deposits
it on a cushioned receptacle close by the delivery-desk.
Many English lending libraries find that a great saving of time

and trouble both to officials and readers is made by the use of the
indicator for public reference. There me many varieties of this
invention, but the main principle is a frame containing a series of
small pigeon-holes, each numbered and referring by that number
to a book ; when a volume is lent out, the borrower's card,ic., are
placed in the pigeon-hole and signify that it is absent. This
roughly describes the Birmingham indicator (Mr Morgan's) ; in that
of Mr Elliot, the title of the book is pasted against each pigeon-
hole ; Mr W. H. K. Wright uses at Plymouth a system which
serves as a catalogue and register of books lent as well ; and Mr A.
Cotgreave has improved the original idea by his indicator-book, a

sort of ledger of the persons to whom each volume is lent, which
is placed in the small pigeon-hole previously spoken of. The .card-

ledger of Mr G. Parr, used at the Loudon Institution, is for the use
of the librarians alone and not for the readers ; it is applied to a
borrowing system which permits several volumes to be taken away
by the same person, and also acts as a register of borrowers.'

For the purpose of stamping the name of the librarj' on the books,

&c., some persons prefer the embossing stamp, and some the ink
stamp now very conveniently made in india-rubber. Props, either

to screw upon the shelves, or made of thick blocks of wood, or of

tin folded at right angles, are useful for preventing books falling

about in a slovenly manner. Reading cases are necessary for perio-

dicals and choice bindings
;
periodical cases are made conveniently

of wood with strong leather backs. In orcter to keep the consecutive

numbers of current periodicals and newspapers clean and in perfect

crder„ some kind of temporary binder is required. The contents

of the different shelves or recesses may be printed on labels made
of leather or cloth. The "Van Everen " printed numbers and
letters for the marks on the shelves and the backs of the books are

to be purchased at a small cost.

Classification and Shelf-A rrangement.—The defect of most clasd-

ficatory systems, especially of those which profess to be particularly

philosophical and logical, is that they are better adapted for a
systematic review of human knowledge than forthe arrangement of a
miscellaneous collection of books. A small library will not require

so extensive a scheme as a larger one, and a poptllar library needs

less minute classification than one for reference or for the use of more
learned readers. Again, the classes which are best represented in

the library, and its special or local collections, deserve more elaborate

treatment than the classes in which it possesses but few volumes.

The same system cannot invariably be used in all respects both forthe

shelves and for the catalogue, ij a book can have but one position in

the presses, but the title may appear under any number of headings

in different parts of the catalogue. For these reasons, the natural

order should be followed as far as possible. That is to say, the books

should suggest their own classification, which should be made to

harmonize with the requirements of the library, and the various

classes should not be strained to fit some arbitrary method, how-

ever logical in theory. As the title of a book is often an unsafe

guide to its contents, no one should attempt classification by the

help of the title alone. In vol. ii. of Edwards's Memoirs of

Libraries, he gives a number of schemes both on philosophical and

on natural or practical principles ; and Petzholdt, in his BibUotheca,

Bibliographica (Lcipsic, 1866), has drawn up an account of no less

than one hundred and seventeen different methods of classification,

a number which could now be largely increased, as the practical

ingenuity of American librarians alone has added many to the rolL

Some of these schemes have been elaborated with great care, but,

however interesting on account of the useful hints they may now

and then supply, most of them are useless either for the catalogue

or the shelveE. All these are systems to classify the whole range

of literature, but there are many classified bibliographies and other

guides useful for the scientific arrangement of special departments.

Books are usually arranged upon the shelves either in order of

(1) their sizes, (2) authors' names, (3) subjects, or sometimes (4)

of accession, or by a modification of two or more of these

systems. The arrangement by subjects is that which displays

» See Oxford Trans. Lib. Astoc, 1879, p. 76; Manchttler Tram., 1880,

• For instance In the class of fine arU may bo consulted the Bibliof;rai>hie dtt

Beaux-Arts (Paris, 1874-8), which the late M. Err'jst Vinel left Incomplete :
and

botanv may be classified with the help of Mr B. D. Jacftsons Ouidt to the i'"™-

turc of Botany (London, 1381). In the Memoir, of Libraries (1. 922) may be

found a nseful classification for MSS, and further on an account of perhaps tue

beat eyetems for prinu and maps, beinj! those of the Bibliothfeque NaUonale
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moat conveniently the rioliness or poverty of the collection.

Although a library may possess the most complete of subject cata-

logues, it cannot be considered in perfect order without classification

on the shelves. In carrying out slielf-arrangement ample space

should be left for additions, and in iixing upon the places of the

bookcases those containing the works in most demand should be

nearest the point of delivery. In some libraries the books arc

located without any classiiication, and the shelf marks are all in

all. At Munich and many other Continental libraries there are

thirty or forty classes, designated by single or double letters, and

the books are arranged iu sets of octavo, quarto, and folio in tlie

different classes under the names of their anth'-rs, so that

Macaulay's History of England would be found ra the octavo

alphabet under M of the class " history." Mr Richard Gamett sup-

plies an interesting description of the system of classifying books

on the shelves followed at the British JIuseum in the Trans, of

Conf. of Libs. (London, 1878, pp. 108, 188). There are ten classes:—

(1) theology, (2) jurisprudeuce, (3) natural history and medicine,

(4) archaeology and arts, (5) philosophy, <6) history, (7) geography,

(8) biography, (9) belles lettres, (10) philology ; and the classes have

five hundred and fifteen divisions. Periodicals, academical pub-

lications, state papers, the Oriental departments, the Grenville

Library, and the reference library are all distinct, but the principle

of classification is practically ideuticah By allowing intervals in the

numbering of the presses space is allowed for new ones to contain

additions, and as the different presses are alike in size, they may be

shifted at will and no alteration of press-marks is wanted. Mr
Edwards (Mem. of Ldbs., i\. 814) proposes a system for a public free

library of upwardsof thirty thousand volumes to be arranged under

(1) theology, (2) philosophy, (3) history, (4) politics and commerce,

(5)3cience3 and arts (6) literature and polygraphy. A novel scheme,

marked with many practical advantages, is the Amherst or Dewey
system,' according to which the library is divided into ten classes,

the first being a zero or general clasa, including bibliography, poly-

graphy, general periodicals, &c., while the others are yliilosophy,

which is numbered 100 ; theology, 200 ; sociology, 300; philology,

400; natural science, 500; useful arts, 600; fine arts, 700; literature,

800; and history, 900. These classes are then separated again into

nine special divisions of the main subject, preceded by a zero or

general division. Each of these divisions again has nine sections

(preceded by a zero). Thus 513 is the third section (geometry) of

the first division (mathematics) of the fifth class (natural science).

This is the classification or class number, and is afilxed to every book

and pamphlet belonging to tha library. The zero in a class num-
ber nas its normal power, and signifies a general treatise, so that

600 is a book on natural science in general. The system was devised

in the first instance for classifying and indexing, but it can also be

used for numbering and arranging books and pamphlets on the

shelves. For this purpose the absolute location oy shelf and book-

marks is wholly abandoned, and the relative location by class and
book-number used instead. Accompanying the cZas5-numbcr is

the Sooit-number, which prevents confusion of different books on

the same subject. Thus tho first geometry catalogued is marked
513 '1, the second 513 '2, and soon. The books of each section are

all together, arranged by book-numberSj and these sections are also

arranged in simple numerical order throughout the library. Tho
number 613'11 will therefore nj^'an tho eleventh book in subject

513, or tho eleventh geometry belonging to the library.—A repre-

sentative specimen of the philosophical method is that devised

by Dr W. J. Harris for the catalogue of tho Public School Library

of St Louis, which is classed in a modified form of the Baconian

plan. The main classes are (1) science, including philosophy,

theology, social and political sciences, and natural science and the

useful arts, (2) art, (3) history, (4) appendix, including polygraphy,

cyclopsedias, and periodicals. Tlieso main classes are again divided

into one hundred subclasses, many of which are divided still

further. Thus, under natural history, class 60 is zoology ; 50a,

vertebrates ; 50a i., mammals, &c.—The divisions iKdccine and
Eisloire de France in the great printed catalogue of the Biblioth^qne

Kationale are excellent examples of classification.'

Every volume upon the shelves should have a mark to indicate

its position. One system is to designate each press by a number,
each shelf by a letter, and if neoessarj', each volume on the shelf

by another consecutive number, so that 13 D 16 is the sixteenth

volume on the fourth shelf of the thirteenth press. The principles

nnderlying numbering systems as weH as shelf-arrangement are

discussed by Mr Melvil Dewey (see Library Journal, iv 7, 75, 117,

191), and the combined system of numbering and arranging of

Mr J. Schwartz, as well as his mnemonic system of classification

(iJ., iii 6 ; iv. 3), are also well worth attention. The new scheme
of classification deviled for the use of the Boston Athenfeum by

* See A Ctassiflcaiion and Subjcct-In'iez for Cataloguing and Ati-anging the

Boots and Pamphlets of a Libraru, ly Melvil Dewey, Amherst (Mass.), 1S76.
* A proposal for a new co-ordinatiro catalogue and tnbjgct-ir.des Is made by

Mr Hy, Wilson In bis eontribntion, "Classification la Public Libraries." to tbe
I'ransac'.iont, Ac, of Library Association at Manrhetter (London, 18S0, pp. 71>.

155); and in the same work (p. 65) ciay be read some remarks on the vaiious

d<issiflcatioii3 osed in reporting statlsJcs of Issues in the clilef public free libraries.

Mr Cutter is also described in the Library Journal, iv. 234. A
catalogue for the Winchester Librnry (1879) was prepared by Mr
Cutter on the principles there detailed.

Many authorities strongly recommend that, instead of a fixed

mark for the shelves, the location of books should be indicated by a
ranuing number or combination of letters and numbers ; so that,

although the books should not always remain in the same place,

their relative position would be unaltered, and, while they could be
found just as readily by means of the number, any quantity ot

additions could be introduced without affecting the whole scheme.
In a circulating library it may be found convenient to designate

each press by letter, and to omit to number t>.e shelves from top to

bottom, but number each volume consecutively. The shelf-notation

may be placed inside each volume or on a label upon the back.
Binding.^—T\\a best binding is the cheapest in the end, since it

lasts longer under all circumstances, and is always better treated by
readers. Morocc9 resists wear and tear and the action of gas and
heated air better than any other leather. Vellum is the most
durable material, but it is not suitable for all purposes. Then
follow in order of merit <;alf, russia, basil, roan, buckram, and
cloth. Morocco should be used as much and russia as little as pos-

sible. Buckram, linoleum, cretonne, leatherette, &c., have met with
favour from time to time, but are not recommended. Olive, light

brown, and red are said to be the most lasting colours ; then come
dark blue and green, light blue and green. Black is a lasting

colour. Some persons assign a particular colour to each class of

literature, but, as there are more classes tlian colours to suit them,

such an arrangement consistently carried out can only lead to

confusion ; besides, a want of variety on the shelves destroys

at once the individual appearance which it is always desirable

to give to each set of books in order to make them easily dis-

tinguishable. The council of the Library Association have sug-

gested as a pattern for ordinary library binding that the volumes
should be sewn aU along, with the first and last sheets overcast,

on strong cords, the slips to be drawn in all along, and the backs

made close (flexible); half-bound, with comers of same material;

smooth cloth sides j edges cut, sprinkled, and burnished, or, if so

directed, top edge only cut, &c., the others trimmed and left with

proof ; end-papers of stout Ciobb's paper, with cloth joints in quartos

and folios ; lettered with author's name, short title, and date
;
gilt

fillets, but no other tooling ; two-page plates to be guarded so as

to open out flat ; all materials of the best quality, and the work
to be done carefully.' In making contracts some such specifica-

tion as that suggested by tbe Library Association should be decided

upon. Full instructions should always accompany work sent out,

and a copy must be'kept in a binding-register. Rare and valuable

books demand special treatment and a special binder. The British

Museum authorities have adopted a style of binding in half-morocco,

with the leather coming only just over the hack to act as a hinge,

the sides whole cloth, the corners tipped with vellum.

How to deal with pamphlets is a troublesome question. At the Paraphs
British Museum each was formerly done up separately in slight lets,

binding. This is certainly the best system, but oat of the reach of

most libraries fi'om its cost. Failing this, the pamphlets caa be
arranged in solander cases as they come in, and afterwards bound
up in volumes according to size and subject, with the contents

marked on the fly leaf of each. The rebindicg of a MS. is to be
avoided ; it is better to preserve the old cover and place the boob
in a case. Drawings and prints are best preserved in sunk mounts,
and maps, charts, &c. , should be backed mth thin linen.

Practical Hints.—Collate every volume when it comes in, so as to Hints.

prevent binder's imperfections; remove plate-paper when the book
is quite dry ; strings and silk registers are to be avoided, as they

tear the leaves
;
preserve old bindings as far as possible, and do not

permit book-plates, the names of former owners, and MS. notes of

any kind to be destroyed ; be careful with metal clasps and corners
;

let gilding be used sparingly ; do not hurry the binder overmuch,

as he may retaliate by returning his work insufliciently dried and
pressed ; be careful with letterings ; index dictionaries and works
of reference on the fore edges ; bind up paper wrappers ; never let a

binder exercise his fatal proclivity to cut away full margins.

For the removal of grease and ink-spots, and the restoration of

old bindings, prints, &c., consult Vart de restaurer Us eslampes et

Us tores (Pans, 1858) and ia reparation dcs vieillcs reliures (ib.

,

1858), both by A. Bonnardot, and Eouveyre, Connaissances nices-

saircs a un Bibliophile (Paris, 1880). To restore calf-bindings

which have become impoverished, it has been recomraen^ded * that

they should be lightly washed with a soft sponge dipped in a pre-

paration consisting of 4 oz. of the best glue, dissolved in a pint of

warm water, to which add a teaspoonfiH of glycerin and a little

flour paste. Should the state of the leather be veiy bad, a second

' For an account of tbe history and practice of binding consult the articte

BoosBWDiNS (vol. It. p. 41 sij.); also JIarius-Mlchel. La Reliun FVan^aiK
artistiqiLe (Paris, 16S0), and La Reliure Franfaite dfpnis Tinvention de Fimpri-

merie jtisqxi'li nosjotirs (Paris. l.S91:i; La Reliure, anctenneet maderne, Parig, 1873;

J W, Zachnsdorf, The An of Bookbinding, London, 18S0.

< Uonthlii Kotts of Lib. Astoc., vol. U. p. 62.

• By Ml C. P. Rassell, Oxford Meeting of Liirary Auocialion, p. WO.
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drrssing may be found necessary. Tte volnincs <»a«,<-, bo rubbed
with chamois leathf r when dry. Neat's-foot or olive oil has been
suggested for the same purpose, but it ought to be used with a
sparing hand. Much has been written about the eil'ect of gas and
heat upon binding.' The question is still undecided, but it seems
likely that the deterioration of the leather is caused more directly

by the over-heated air, so that thorough ventilation, especially as
regards the upper shelves, is most important for the well-being of a
library. Morocco, vellum, and buckram resist this action best,

and calf, nissia, and roan worst Professor H. A. Hagcu has
studied the various kinds of bookworms and other insect pests of
librarians.' Most libraries of the first class bind on the premises,
and M. Hipp. Gariel of the Bibliotheque de Grenoble is persuaded,
after a very careful inquiry, that any library which binds as many
as nine hundred volumes a year will save largely by keeping up a
binding establishment of its own.^

CcUalogues and Cataloguing.—A library is useless without a
proper equipment ofgood catalogues, which to be thoroughly efficient

should be compiled upon a well-considered plan, carefully kept up
to date, and made accessible to every reader. The variety of different
catalogues is very great, and no one form can be adopted alike by
libraries for study and those for popular reading, nor yet by those
which combine the two functions in whatever proportioTis. As
regards the amount of information necessary to be given, the titles

of the books may be either sbort, or not more than a single line to

each, as in the London Library Catalogue (1875) ; medium, or

several lines to each, as in the Moyal Academy Library Catalogue

(1877) ; or full, as in the Catalogue of the Huih Library, 5 vols,

large 8vo (1S80), where the title is copied in extenso and a
quantity of bibliographical details are added.

The chief questions to be answered by a catalogue are :—1. Has
the library a certain work by a certain author ? 2. Wliat has it

by any given author ? 3. Has it a certain book of which the title

only is known to the inquirer ? i. Has it a certain book of which
the subject only is known to the inquirer ? 5. What lias it on a
given subject ? 6. "WTiat works in certain classes or languages has

it ? To supply tbis information, catalogues are arranged sometimes
under the names of the autliojs in alphabetical order (1 and 2) ; or

tinder the iirst words of the titles (3) ; or classified under subjects,

whether in alphabetical or systematic order (4 and 5) ; or by a

combination of two or more of these methods. A dictionary-cata-

logue answers all sis questions under the names of authors, the

titles of books, the subjects and forms of literature (i.e., essays, or

Trench, German, &c. ), which are arranged in one alphabet and
connected one with the other by a complete sj-stem of cross-

references. A modified form of short-title dictionarj'-catalogue,

•Tvith the names of authors, titles of books, and subjects in one

^alphabet, is a useful type for a popular library to adopt. Ko author-

^atiloguc can be considered complete without an index of subjects,*

and every classified catalogue requires an index of authors, if

alpliabetical, and of both authors and classes if systematic. An
ideal catalogue wo^old furnish references under each name and
subject to every work, part of work, or even magazine article con-

tained in the library whicb illustrated it. This can rarely be

attempted, but a near approach to perfection is shown by the new
catalogues of the Boston Athenoeum and the Brooklyn Mercantile

Library ; the last is a model of thoroughness. It is becoming a

laudable practice to give the contents of collected works and perio-

dicals in catalogues ; and good examples of the value of annotations

are the catalogues of the classes of hi&torj', biography, travel, and

historical fiction in the Boston Public Library.

In making choice of a form of catalogue the way is sufficiently

plain should the alphabetical system under authors be adopted,

neither can there be much cause for discussion in fixing upon an

alphabetical subject-catalogue ; but, should it be decided to compile

a systematic subject-catalogue, the question becomes a much more

serious one. A subject-index of some sort is an indispensable sup-

plement to any catalogue merely arranged under authors. The refer-

ences had better be strictly alphabetical in form ; for instance, a work
on ants should be indexed under that word and not under the general

lieading of insects or entomology ; but there is no reason why there

should not be cross references under the larger to the smaller head-

ings. In an appendix to Mr Cutter's article on "Library Cata-

logues " ' there is a descriptive list of more than a thousand printed

catalogues of American libraries, among which many useful types

might be selected. All the printed catalogues of European libraries

which were published before 1840 are mentioned in "VogtVs Literalur

curop. off. u. Corporations-Bibliotheken (Leipsic, IS^fO).

Librarians should take a share in the compilation of their cata-

logues at any sacrifice of time and trouble, for by no other means

can they obtain so exact an acquaintance with their collections. No

> See Cm/, of Lib., 1878, p. 232; also Litn-ary Journal, i. 12i ; ill. M,229;
jtv. 253, 435 ; ». 50.213.

* n.. iv. 251. see also p. 370, 44S.

» la Bibl. de Grenoble, Paris, 1S73. Svo. pp. 19, 20.

(< Of such an index a very complete specimen may 1>e seen In the Catalogs of
me Kmal ifedical and Chirurgical Socieiy'l Library. 1S79, 3 vols. 8vo.

» See PS. Btfori, p. 677

catalcguer should be allowed to prepare a title except from the veir
copy of the book which he is cataloguing.

In order to secure precision and unilbnnity in the descriptions
of the books and in thehe.idin^s under which they are placed, some
well-considered code of rales is absolutely necessary as a guide to
the cataloguer. All such rules are found»dmore or less upon those
of the British Museum, printed in 1841,' which have been followed
with modifications by Professor Jewett (in the Smithsonian Report
on the Construction of Catalogues, 1852), by Mr E. Edwards (ifemoirt
of Libs., 1859, vol. a.), by Mr F. B. Perkins (in the ^JttmcanPuJ.
lislicr, 1869), with many additions by Mr C. A. Cutter (in his RuUa
for a printed Dictionary-Catalogue, 1876),' by the condensed rules
of the American Library Association {Library Journal, iii. 12), and
by the Library Association of the United Kingdom (as finally agreed
upon and printed in their Monthly Notes, ii. 81), The authorities
of the Cambridge University Libiary have also printed their rules.
In drawing np a set of rales the special wants o'f the library and the
readers should be first considered, and then the most suitable rules
chosen from one or other of tho schemes mentioned above. But
when rules are decided upon, no alteration should be permitted
during the compilation of the catalogue, as bad rules uniformly
followed are better than good rules without uniformity.
Among disputed questions, that of how best to describe the sizes

of books is perhaps the most difficult. What is wanted is a system
that can be understood by every one, and which is capable of being
applied to old as well as to new books.' For books printed before
the introduction of machine-made paper about the beginning of the
century, the correct bibliographical size may be derived from the
fold of the sheet, that is, roughly speaking, a quarto is a sheet
folded four times, an octavo eight times, ic. The great variety of
modern papers (a different scale.of sizes being used in each country)
renders this method no longer available, and it seems generally
admitted that some system of fixed measurements of heights to
denote certain sizes is wanted for library purposes. A report oa
the subject, giving details of three rival schemes, including that of

the American Library Association, an ingenious adajitation of

the "demy" scale paper, and one following the ordinary binder's

scale, may be found in Trans., <tc., of Manchester Meeting, 1880
(p. 11), of the Library Association. A committee of the same body
subsequently devised a plan which endeavoured to embrace the
difl'erent merits of all three schemes, but it has not yet been gene-

rally adopted.'

Printed catalogues are doubtless costly, and they soon become out Pi'inted

of date, but they are much easier to consult than manuscript cata-

volumes, and possess the great advantage that they admit of being loguea.

used away from the library. On the whole the balance of convenience

is strongly in their favour, and few libraries of any importanca

fail to print as soon as they can. For free public libraries printed

catalogues are absolutely necessary, and they are extremely useful

in those of a more learned or special character.

As regards the form of catalogue most suitable for library reference,

card-catalogues are used comparatively little in England, but are

found to act satisfactorily in many American libraries. They possess

many peculiar advantages, among others being the facility with

which titles may be added, withdrawn, or rearranged. Eeaders do
not object to turning over the cards, as the labour is shortened by
indexes standing above the rows ; and there are many contrivances

to prevent the unauthorized removal of the titles."

It is obvious that, if a universal catalogue of printed literature

existed, it would be only necessary for each libiary to mark in a

copy the particular wor'^ it chanced to possess. Such a plan on a

small scale has been adopted in many cathedral and college Ubraries,

where a copy of the Bodleian printed catalogue is used for the

purpose. A satisfactory step in the direction of co-operative

cataloguing has been made by Mr Henry Stevens in his proposals

for a bibliographical clearing-house," which shall supply exact

copies of the title pages of rare (and eventually of more common)
books by means of photography. Mr Stevens has now many
thousands of these " photograms " of titles, which are all reduced

to a uniform scale, with the full titles .ind collations added in

ordinary type. They are very convenient for card-catalogues.

Thus far the wants of readers have been principally considered;

but librarians ought to possess two other kinds of very important

catalogues, which they must keep np in their own interests. The

first is the accessions-catalogue, or record of every book, part of

book, pamphlet, or periodical' as it comes in ; and the second the

shelf-catalogue, or stock-book of the library, a register of the con-

« Prefi,ted to the printed catalo?ae o( letter A. The rules, which were com-

piled by Sir A. Panizzt Th. Watts. J. Winter Jones, J. H. Pany. and E. Edwards,

have been convemently an-anged by Mr Nichols in Bandboot for Rtadtrsatth*

Brilah Museum. 186C, and have been reprinted with additional rules by Mr Hy.

Stevens in his Calalooue of the Amtrieart Books in the British ifusnm.
' Second part of Report o» Public Librariei of U.S.. 'Washington. 1876.

' See C. Evans, io Library Journal, L 68 ; and W. Blaaes, in ilonlhly four,

L2,9.
' See MonlhtyKole.'.f.SI.e^. ^ _,,. j , -
" The Bonnange and other systems ot card-catalOKoea are described m JUfcrt

on Public Libraries of U..^., pp. 555. Ac.
" Transactions of Conftrence of lAbrarians, London, 1878, p. 70.
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^nts of eTeiy press and evciy shelf. These tell the soarce and date'

of every addition, and enable all tl-e books to be cLeokedat any time.

A novel form of accessions-catalogne is that of the Liverpool Free

Public Library, which is a sort of large photographic album to show
printed titles of accessions in alphabetical order ; loose sheets are

laced into the body of the catalogue to provide for any number of

additions as quickly as possible. In the same library the titles of

new books are also pasted upon blocks arranged in a frame for the

information rf readers.

Administration.—In any library which manages its own financial

\natters, however small, all accounts should be as carefully kept as

those of a trading establishment. In the same way a periodical

stock-taking should be made by means of the shelf-catalogue. It

is a great convenience to display recent accessions for a short time

in some place put apart for the purpose. A recommendation and
complaint-book are both usefuL The rapid and efficient supply of

books is greatly promoted by requiring that all demands should be

made in writing and not verbally. The books should be carefully

dusted from time to time by experienced persons ; and the leaves

of all new books', &c., should be cut by the library staff.

In issuing and taking note of books lent, either the ledger or tne
Blip-system may be used, or a combination of the two, something
like a shelf-catalogue. Accounts are kept eit!:er against the

borrower, against the book, or against time ; the first, with the

ledger system, may be well for small libraries, but in larger institu-

tions the slip-system must be resorted to, and it is better to keep
the accounts against the books, with perhaps a ledger-index of

borrowers. Where more than one volume is lent at a time a small
card is sometimes placed in a pocket in each book ; the card,

whether marked with borrower's name, &c., or not, being retained

is a voucher, as in the "card-ledger " spoken of on p. 637, which
is on the slip-system with the account against the borrower. The
special feature of the " card-ledger " is that no writing whatever is

required. It is necessary to introduce some device for overdrawn
or reserved bookj.

Besides furnishing the materials for reading, it is now recognized
that a popular library has also the function ofindicating the method
of reading and study. A collection of well-chosen books suitable for

girls and boys is now a good feature in many English free libraries.

At the Providence Public Library, Rhode Island, Mr W. E. Foster
issues daily notes on current topics and events, with detailed references

ty which the subject maybe illustrated by the resources of the library

;

more complete special lists, e.g., on Herbert Spencer, Irish landlord
and tenant, &c. , are also issued from time to time. Library lectures

«re now given at several free libraries in Engand, but, to make
these efforts distinctly useful in adding to the good work of the
institution, they should be restricted to lectures on books and
courses of reading, so that, by illustrating certain works or depart-
ments of the library, these lectures may gradually lead readers to a
more careful consideration of literature. Aimless and purposeless
reading is the bane of a free public library, and it should be the desire

of its authorities to do what can be done to induce people to use
with due circumspection books of a higher class and of a more use-

ful and informing character. The admirable catalogue of history,

biography, and travel of the Boston Public Library, with its sugges-
tive notes and illustrations, had the effect of lowering the reading
of fiction from 74 per cent, to 69 per cent In the same library

even the reading of novels has been elevated by the catalogue of
English prose fiction arranged on the same plan.

Experience shows that in all that relates to such questions as
preliminary forms, age of readers, days and hours of admission,
Sunday-opening, access to catalogues, shelves, and librarians, fines,

loans of books, guarantees, number of volumes allowed, time of
reading, &c., a liberal tendency is always beneficial both to the
library and the public

In view of an outbreak of fire, some weu considered plan should
be fixed upon. Extincteurs and hand-pumps should be kept ready
for use in central positions. The means for extinguishing fire should
be familiar io the members of the staff, who should all be practised
in fire-drill, in order that each may know his proper place and
duty in case of emergency. Full directiona should be suspended in
conspicuous places. In the case of fire breaking out after library
hours, it should be thoroughly understood where the keys are to be
found, what officials should be sent for, and what apparatus is ready
for use within the building.

Librarians.—Without insisting upon quite so wide a range of
subjects as did F. A. Ebert in his Bilditng des Bihliothekars (Leipsic,

1820), one may expect the librarian of a great library to be a man
of liberal education, and specially endowed with sympathy with
books and reading ; a practical acquaintance with bibliography,
including palaeography, and biblioloCT, is also necessary, as well
as with the theory and practice of library management. To be
thoroughly qualified, a librarian should have had the practical
experience of library-work which it is impossible to obtain from
any amount of book reading. Besides this, he on ght to be a man
of business habits and a good administrator.

These acijuiremeHts imply qualifications of a somewhat higher

character than may perhaps be necess»ry in all public libraries ; but
some knowledge of languages and literatures, bibliography, biblio-

logy, and generallibrary management should be possessed by any
person holding the chief position in the administration of any
library, however small. As regards the qualifications of the librarian

of a popular institution or of library-assistants, it may be useful to

give the outline of a plan recently proposed by a committee of tha
Library Association for their examination (see Monthly Notes,

vol. ii. ). There should be a preliminary examination, chiefly in the

subjects of a sound English education, special attention being paid

to English literature
;
proficiency in the elements of one or mora

classical or modem languages weald be specially indorsed upon tha
certificate, one language to be uecessary. The suggested subjects

for the preliminary examination are—arithmetic, English grammar
and composition, English history, geography, and English literature.

After having been engaged in libraiy work for not less than one
year, a second-class certificate might be awarded to any librarian or

assistantwho should pass a satisfactory examination in English litera-

ture, especially of the last hundred years, some one other European
literature, principles of the classification of the sciences, elements
of bibliography, including cataloguing and library management,

—

a cataloguing knowledge of at least two languages besides English
to be necessary. A first-class certificate would be given, after a
satisfactory examination, to a librarian or assistant of at least two
years' experience, for an advanced kcowledge of the subjects last

mentioned, with the addition of general literary history. A cata-

loguing knowledge of at least three languages would be necessary
for the higher certificate,—an acquaintance with any others, as well

as proficiency in any subjects (not more than two in number) offered

bv the candidate, being specially indorsed.

Women are gradually making their way in libraries. At JJlan-

chester and elsewhere they are successftilly employed as assistants ;

and in several other places in England the chief charge of the library

is maintained in a very efficient manner by a lady. In the United
States the majority of the librarians are ladies (at the Boston Public
Library no less than two-thirds of the staff), and many of the most
accomplished cataloguers are of the same sex.

The first general meeting of librarians took place at New York,
September 15 to 17, 1853, upon an invitation signed by Professor C.

C, Jewett, Mr W. F. Poole, and others " for the purpose of conferring

together upon the means of advancing the prosperity and usefulness

of public libraries, and for the suggestion and discussion of topics of

importance to book collectors and readers." About eighty persons

attended, many questions were debated, and the suggestion to form
a permanent association met with considerable favour. Nothing
came of it, however, and twenty-three years had elapsed when,
having in view the Centennial Exhibition of 1876, a second meeting
was convened on October 4 to 6, at Philadelphia, which was attended

by one hundred and two Americans and one English representa-

tive. At the Philadelphia conference of 1876, the American Library
Association, which has since done so much good work in practical

librarianship, was founded. In October 1877 a conference of

librarians was held in London, under the presidency of the late

Mr J. Winter Jones, and attended by two hundred and sLxteen

librarians and others, including representatives of the French,
German, and Greek Governments, all the chief libraries of tha
United Kingdom, as well as certain of those of the United States,

Belgium, Denmark, France, Italy, and Australia. Altogether one

hundred and forty different libraries sent representatives, and
nearly the whole field of library-science was reviewed at the dif-

ferent sittings. T?it Transactions and Proceedings of the Conference

of Librarians {London, 1878) is the title of the official report of

the meeting. The chief result of the conference was perhaps the
foundation of the Library Association of the United Kingdom, of

which the " main object shall be to unite aU persons engaged or

interested in library work, for the purpose of promoting the best

possible administration of libraries ; it shall also aim at the

encouragement of bibliographical research." Monthly meetings of

the association take place at the London Institution, and the

members hold an annual conference in some one or other locality,

where the different libraries are inspected, various questions of

library economy are discussed, and new library appliances are

exhibited. Full reports of these meetings have been published;

Monthly Notes are also issued. Every important British library

is now represented in the association, wluch numbers over 360
members.
Guides to Selection ofBoolcs.—As it is not oniy necessary to fina out

the best treatises on given subjects, but also to decide upon the

respective merits of different editionp and even of different states

or copies of the same edition, an acquaintance with bibliography,

or the science dealing with the technical features of books and
MSS. , and with bibliology, or that which deals more especially with

their literary aspect, is to be expected in those forming a library.'

• The article BiBLiOGRAPHT (voL iii. p. 651 sq.) will afford a (general idea ol

the immenae extent of this literature; in addition to the special worlca there men^
tioned, reference may be made to £at>in'8 Bibliography of Bibliogruph^, Msvi
Tork, 1877.
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So necessary is bibliograpTiy in library selection that Dr Cogswell,

as a preliminary step to collectiui; becks fcr the Astor Lib-.ary,

rormed a bibliogr.ipliical apparatus of five thous^iiid volumes to

help liim in his arduous task. To assist librarians ond collectors in

their choice, among earlier works may be mentioned that of G.

Peignot, Manuel du Bibliophile, ou traiU du choix des livrcs, Dijon,

1823, still interesting on account of the descriptions of the favourite

reading of eminent men. Catalogue of my £nglisk Library (Lon-

don, 1853) is the title of a little volume prepared by Mr Henry
Stevens to assist in getting together the best editions of the standard

English authors. The idea was followed on a larger scale by JI.

Hector Bossange in Ma Bibliolhiquc Fran(;aise (Paris, 1S55). The
best guide for ordinaiy purposes, but far from perfect, is The best

Heading: hints on the selection of books, on the formation of
libraries, public ami private, by F. B. Perkins (4th ed.. New
V'ork, 1877). The list is restricted to books now in the market

;

prices are appended. The titles are very brief, and are arranged

in an alphabet of subjects ; and a selection is appended of the chief

Fienoh, German, Italian, and Spanish authors. A new edition of

Porter's Books and Beading appeared in ISSl. Current German
;itirature is well looked after in G. Schwab and K. Kliipfel's

Ji'cjiceiser durch die Lilcratur dcr Dcutsehen (4th ed. , Leipsic,

1S70), with several supplements. The leading literary reviews, as

ivell as the publishers' trade journals, will guide in the acquisition

of the books of the d.ay. The careful cataloguing and e.xcellent

descriptive notes in the Xew York Publishers' Vy'cekhj are good
examples of what book committees are glad to have before them.

An examination of the authorities quoted by authors of repute

will frequently help in deciding upon the merits of rival treatises,

ind the printed catalogues of well-chosen libraries are also useful.

To his practical little treatise, Free Libraries and Kcicsrooms, Mr
J. D. MuUins appends a list of books he considers desirable for

free public libraries, and to form the basis of a collection of high-

class liction, Mr F. B. PerHns has drawn up a list of the best

hundred novels procurable in English (Library Journal, i. 166).

The Coining Catalogue, about which we hear now and then from
America, will contain selected lists of books, with short notes.

cquisi- Acquisition of Books.—Public libraries must look to purchases
on. as their chief means of getting the books they want. The best

system is to draw up lists of the desired works and editions, and
circulate the lists among the leading booksellers, who will notify

the prices and conditions of the copies they may be able to supply ;

announcements of books wanted can also be inserted in the book-

sellers' trade organs. Second-hand booksellers will willing'/

furnish their catJilogues, which, if they are not required to purchase

from, are always useful for reference. It is usually more convenient

to give commissions for books at sales than for the librarian to

attend in person ; but an occasional visit to the auction rooms will

give much information as to current prices of books, a matter which,
coupled with frequent visits to the shops of second-hand booksellers

and the diligent study of their catalogues, will be carefully attended

to by the capable ii'orarian. The works of Brunet, Lowndes, and
Graesse may also be consulted for the prices of old books. It is

perhaps needless to add that the state of condition and binding
makes a great difference in th3 market value of copies of the same
book. Libraries will frequently dispose of their duplicates or

surplus copies to other institutions at a low price. For new books,

periodicals, newspapers, &o., special terms may always be arranged

with local tradesmen.
From time to time the Govemmentsof Great Britain, France, and

the United States have had nnder consideration various schemes
for the international exchange of books upon a systematic basis, but
the proposals were never carried into etiect, and it was left to the

public spirit of a French gentleman, M. Alexandre Vattemare, to

devise and carry out for some years a large scheme for the inter-

change of books among the chief public institutions of Europe and
America. In 1853 M. Vattemare was able to state that one
hundred and thirty such establishments had participated in the

benefits of the system, but unfortunately it gradually fell off.

Earlier than 1851, however, a similar agency was in full working
order at the Smithsonian Institution, and it has been kept up with
efficiency to the present time. The institution acts as a medium
for the exchange of their publications among the chief learned

bodies and other public institutions of Europe and America, and
undertakes the cost of receiving and sorting the parcels, and the

renumeration of the agents in the chief centres of the Old World to

whom they are sent, and by whom they are distributed free of charge.

The corresponding societies are only required to deliver their parcels

without expense at Washington.
On several occasions the United States Congress has passed special

Actt; directing the exchange of Government publications with those

of other countries, and in 1848 the joint committee on the library

was authorized to appoint agents for the exchange of books and
public documents. As the scheme did not appear to work satis-

lactorily, the Act was repealed four years later. But since 1867 it

has been ordered tnat fifty copies of all documents printed by eitlier

House of Congress or by any Government department be placed

with tlie loint eoinniittee on the library, to be exchanged for foreign
works, it is most unfortunate tliat this enlightened policy is not
followed by the English authorities.

. Many learned bodies which issue their proceedings willingly pre-
sent them to libraries, and authors find this a useful means of
spreading a knowledge of their works, when they are not of sufficient

public interest to ensure a large or rapid sale. Library committees
may often secure valuable additions by a discreet application

;

indeed, privately printed works and local publications (unles* giTen
spontaneously) are almost only to be had in this manner.
Many valuable works are issued at the expense of Governments.

It might be naturally expected that these should be E3nt, free of

charge, to all public libraries of any importance. In England,
however, this is not done. In countries where the public libraries

are subject to the minister of public instruction, as in France and
Italy, more is done in this direction, especially as regards expensive
volumes. In 1853 a select committee of the House of Commons
recommended that parliamentary papers should be sent free of

charge to free public libraries, but the recommendation has never

been carried out.

In America official publications can De obtained without charge

by public institutions from the secretary of the interior upon the

order of a senator or representative, but the system is said not

to be in a satisfactory conditi'jn.

Many valuable English Government publications, notably the

state papers and chronicles, and the fine art handbooks of the

Sout'n Kensington Museum, are easily to be had at less than the

cost of production, and parliamentary papers are neither inaccessible

nor highly priced. Although there is no iixed rule as to distribu-

tion, some of the departments may now and then be induced to

present copies of their publications on being applied to in a proper

manner.
The privilege of demanding copies of all books, periodicals, news- Copy

papers, musical publications, maps, and prints, when published, right

under the provisions of the various Copyright Acts, is enjoyed by Actsi

only a very few, generally only by one, of the chief national

libraries in each country. This system has grown up under the

different enactments of the censorship of the press. 'The first Act
of Parliament passed in England to enjoin printers to present

their publications was that of 14 Charles II. c. 33, which directed

that three copies should be sent, one to his Majesty's librar)', and
one to each of the universities of Oxford and Cambridge. By
8 Queen Anne c. 20 the number was increased to nine, and by
the 41 George III. c. 107 to eleven, viz., to (1) the Royal Library

;

(2) University Libraty of Cambridge
; (3) 13odleiau Library

; (4)

Edinburgh University Library ; (5) Glasgow University Library
;

(6) King's College Library, Aberdeen ; (7) University Library, St

Andrews
; (8) Sion College Library, London

; (9) Advocates'

Library, Edinburgh
; (10) 'i'rinity College Library, Dublin

; (11)

King's Inns Library, Dublin. This was in force till 1835, wlien bj

the 6 & 7 William IV. c. 110 the privilege was abolished as regards

six of the eleven libraries mentioned, and a yearly grant, estimated

at £3028, allowed in compensation. The Act under which five

libraries, viz., the British Museum, the Bodleian, the Cambridge
University, the Advocates', Edinburgh, and Trinity College, Dublin,

now receive the copyright books is 5 & 6 Vict. c. 45. (See Copt-

KIGHT, vol. vi. p. 358.)'

As instances of the variety in practice in different countries, it

may be mentioned that in France the Bibliotheque Nationale is

entitled to a copy of every book, &c., printed within the dominion

of the republic ; in Belgium and the Netherlands one copy must he

sent to the respective national libraries in order to secure the

advantages of copj-right ; in Spain the Biblioteca Nacional of

Madrid enjoys the privilege of one copy ; in Portugal two copies are

claimed, one by the Bibliotheca Nacional at Lisbon, and one by the

Bibliotheca Publica of Oporto ; in the United States a copy of every

work must be sent to the library of Congiess ; the Imperial Library

at St Petersburg receives two copies of every book printed in Russia ;

by the Brazilian law the Biblioteca Nacional of Rio de Janeiro

is entitled to a copy of everything published within the munici pali ty

;

and in Mexico two conies have to bo delivered to the National

Library.

Atiiliarilie!.—Then have tiecn many boolcs wrillen about Ilbrary-maiia«ment;

a comrlete list of those published down to about 1865, with critical notes. Is

given in Pettholdfs Bibliotluca Bihliographica (Leipsic, IBCG). AmonE recent

treatises the valuable works of Mi- Edward Edwardi- Memoirs o/Liirarte.' (18l»,

2 vols, avo), free Tmm Libraries (1869), Libraries anj Founders o/ Libraries

(1865), ii>« o/Ihe Fouml.r, of the British Uusexim (1870, 2 vols. 8vo)--«hould

be In the hands of all librarians. Pelrholdfs Kaleehismus der BiblwthckenUhrt

(Leipsic, 1871) Is a practical Utile volume. The repo.t of the Bureau of Education

on l-ubtie Libraries of the U.S. (Washinf-ton, I87C, S pails 8vo). besides glvlnif in
.
great variety of

Libraries of the I7.S. (Wasbingto .

v.Jianstlve account of all the American librailes also include:
,^,„^

vQluablo iDfomailoD on library economy. The sU volumes of the i^^ry
Journal contain much that Is useful for practical llbranansbip -^ itjls_» weU

edited pcilodical. Fetzhoidt-'s Ameigerlsol s

different publlcatic "
* '" ' '"'

matter.

; bibliograplilcai characttr. The

s of liTo LliJraiVAsaoclaUon Include a great deal of interelUiie

1 In the recent Repert of the Iloyal Commission on CopjTii?". 1878. a recom-

mendation Is maSe ttat the ptlvUege should In future be grtnlei to tlxi BrlUf

Muaeutn alone.
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TABLES OF THE PRINCIPAL LIBRARIES THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD.

In compiling the following tables ofiicials of each of the libraries

have been personally applied to, and in most instances the jnfor

mation has been supplied by thera. An attempt has been made to

give particulars of all libraries of general or spscial interest in the

United Kingdom. As regards those of other countries the list has

been usually limited to those of 30,000 vols, and upwards, with a

few exceptions. In India and the British Colonies there are few
collections of that extent.

The abbreviation L. A. in the United Kingdom signifies that

the library is under the Public Libraries' Act ; o. b. 1. means open
by leave.

I. GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

Name.
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Name.
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Vienna—con(d.
K. K. Oberfsym- 1726
nasium der The-
rcsianischen Akfld.

K. K. Oeffentl. B. 1495 Copy priv.' 64611ncim. "i

K. K. Technlsche 18161

Hochschule. 1

K.K.UniTersitals-B.1777|Much used; copy-privilege.

K. K. Zoologisches 1780Sci., espec. Zoology.
Cabinet

Mechitarlsten-B. 1773 Armenian congrcg. D*.
'

Weisskikchzn :

Militar-Schalen-B. ll869!Military Sci.

8M43

40,000

Open to

strangers ;

books lent.

Op.;bks. 1.

Open.

V. S^nrZERLAKD.

Aabac:
AargatilscTie "Kan-

tons-BibliothelL

Basel :

Allg. Leaegesellscb.

Oetrcntl. B. (Univ.).

Bern :

Lesegesellschaft,

Stadt-B.

1701
1528 Also the univer. lib.; Prof,

and Stud. free.

Frafenfkld :

Tbujgauiacbe EaB-

Freiburo :

Cantonal© B.
Geneva :

B. PubUque.

Lausanne:
B. Cantonale

Lucerne :

Cantons-B.
Kedchatel :

B. de la Ville.

St Gall :

Stadt-B.
Stilt3-B.

SOHAPFHADSEN :

Stadt-B.

SOLOTHDRN :

Stadt-B.

Zurich:
Kantonale Lebran

&taIt«D.

Stadt-B.

Nucleus Bonnivard's bks.;! 110,000

pr. cat.
I

1536:LargelyTlieol. C2,000

1832'Based on lib. of Jesuit col! 83,000

1793|Gen., NeuchStel. 60,000

15.'J6,Many incunabula. 1 60,400

r. cat. of MSS. andl 41,700

the 1700 incunabula.
J

Managed by a Society.

30,000

37,500

55,000

97,000

Open.

Coen.

Op.; bksl.

Op.; bks.l

Op. by gu.

Small aub.

Open.

Open.

Small sub.

Bologna :

Biblioteca della \

Univerait^

B. Comtmale.

Caoliari :

B. Universitaria.

CATANIA:
B. dell' UniversiUl.

B. Ventimiliana.
Cava dei Tikkeni :

B. deUa SS. Tiinitil.

Cremona :

B. Govemativa.
FERRAKA :

B. Comuoale.

B. Nazlonale.

B. dolla It. Acoad,
delle Arte.

B. Uiccardiana.

Libreria Medi..

Laurenziana
GENOA:

B. della Cong, dellaj

Missionc Ui'bana.

B. FranzoDiana.

B. della IJnivelsitJl.]

Lucca :

B. PubWlca.
Macerata :

B. Comunale Mozzi
Borgetll.

Sd. , lately ; MSS. of Aldro-
Tandi and MarsigU ; MS.
chroD.

Gen., Theol. tc. ; now
under min. of public Instr.

Gen. .Fine Arts; bequest of

JIgr. F. ilaruceUi; 80,000
printa and di'awings.

Union of B. Magliabe.
chiana and B. Palatina,

Fine Ai'ts.

Gen., Fine Arts

Theology ; first lib. open
at night.

Lit., Sci. ; Archaeol, mus.
attached.

40,000

100,000

400,000

15,000

28,000
3,000

50,000

16,000

116,492

50,000

50,000

Open.

Open.

15,000 Open
(over 16)

Open tc

Stud
3,500 Open.
7,000 Open.

1,268 Open.

680 Open.

'5IESSINA :

I B. deir University
degli Studii,

Nazlonale d
Brera,

MODENA

:

B. Estense.

B. Uuiversitaria.

Monte Cassino :

B. del Monast.

Naples :

B. Brancacciana.
B. dei GirolaminL
B. Nazlonale.

B. di S. Giacomo,

B. dell' Oratorio.

B. delr Universitk.

Notara:
B. Civica.

Padua :

B, Universitaria
Palermo ;

B. Comunale.

B. Nazlonale.
Parma:
Regia B

Peruou ;

B. Civica.

Pisa:
B. della R.

versiik.

Ravenna :

B. Classense.

ROME:
B. deilt R. Acca-
demia dei Lincei.

B.Alessa^drinadcir
Univel-sit^ (or B.
della Sapienza).

B. Angelica.

B. Barbeiina.
iJ. della Camera dei

Deputati.
6. Casanatense

University Course ; Gr«ek
MSS. from Mon. '

SS. Salvadore.

inianincunab. ; found, by
I F. Borromeo.

1770 Collection of Classics

B. Chigiani

B. Corsini.

D. Vlt. Enunncle.
Sassari:

B. Universitaria.

Siena:
B. Comunale

SUBUCO

:

Monastero di S.

Scolastica.

Turin:
B. deir Unlversiti.

B, Nazionalo. '

Orbino :

B.deU' Unlverslti.

Venice :

B. Marciana.

Museo Civico.

Vercelu :

B. Agnesiana.
Vekona :

B. ed Archiri
Comunali.

B. Capitolare.

ViCENZA:
, ' Bertoliana
Comunale.

Gen. ; Vesuvius and vol-

canoes.
Chiefly modern; br, of

B. Nazlonale.
Theology.

Gen., Nat. Sci. ; Dante lit

Gen., Sicily ; Arabico-SlcD-
ian coins

; portiuits, Ac,
of Sicilians.

De Rossi's Orient. MSS.

Founded by P. PodianL

Univ. course.

Gen., Hist., and Ascetic
Tbeol. ; founded at ex.

pense of P. Canneti.

164,000

162,123

CTo.OOO

35,000

26,420

150,000

M,««e

158,240

140,941

110,000

213,995

30,000

120,000

1.000: I

30,000

chns.

3S46 Open

Open.
Open.
Open
(over IS).

Open
(over 18).

Open.

Open.

2,4i8

2,640

12,000

Incl.

Op'i..

Op.{ov.l8).

Open.

Open.

i Open.

Open

1,200;

7,000

iity pr.

books of lib. of dnkes of
Urbino.

Theology; founder Mgr.
Ang. Jlocca.

Private lib.

Laws and acts of pari, of

all countries.

Joined to B. Vit. Em.

Private lib. founded by
Alex. VII.

Engravings ; priv. lib

founder Clement XIL
TheoIoCT, Client. MSS.
Gen., Law ; Statutes of

Ita'.. cities; Jlnnic. Hist.

MSS. and rarities ; priv.

lib. of pope.

187C Gc,

155CIUn

1767

1350

Theol.; national lib.

Found, G. B. Morosinl.

12,500

80,000

130,000

30,000

60,000

47,000
25,000

220,000

360,000

25,000

55,750

6,000

10,000

260,000

35,009

124,303

ao.ooo

105.000

Open.

Mem.

2,453

7.000

Open
erlS).

Leavo o
Pr. Chigi
Dy leave.

Open.

Open.

Open.

Open.

Open.
Open
(over 19).

Open

Open
(over 18).

Open.

Open
(orerW).!

Open.
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he got interpreters to translate for him (Sail, Jug., 17)

;

snd fortunately one record of an exploring voyage along
the west coast, preserved in a temple in Carthage, was
translated by some Greek traveller and is still available

(see Hanno). For all that is known of the Carthaginian
rule in Libya see Caethage.

Greek mariners must have visited Libya at a very early

period, for the edible lotus of the northera coast is men-
tioned in the Odyssey.

In the latter part of the 7tb century b.o. the Greeks
began to colonize the north coast. Between the Cartha-
ginian territoiy and the borders of Egypt they planted a
number of cities, and the Pentapolis of which Cyrene was
the chief was among the richest and most flourishing of all

the Greek states (see Cyeene). When the Persians invaded
Egypt they made some attempt to extend theii- empire over
Libya; but the expedition of Cambyses (about 525 b.c.) was
too unfortunate to encourage them to further eflforts. The
camel was introduced into Egypt under the Persian rule, and
from this time it became easier to make long journeys over
the Libyan deserts. Herodotus shows much knowledge of

the Sahara, and it is clear that his account must be founded
on the reports of traders and caravan guides well acquainted
with the desert route. Under the Macedonian kings know-
ledge of Libya was much extended ; they sent exploring
expeditions for scientific purposes into Abyssinia, while
growing wealth and luxury caused a continually increas-

ing demand for the ivory, spioes, and other produce of

Libya. In the period 500-200 b.c. it seems certain

that commerce was maintained with the countries beyond
the Sahara in at least two ways—by the Carthaginian
ships trading along the Atlantic coast, and by the over-

land route across the desert to the Nile. The Roman
conquest of Carthage closed the former route. Polybius
indeed was commissioned by Scipio to explore the country,
and sailed a long way down the west coast ; but the Romans
themselves had not the maritime enterprise required for

such voyages. The record which Polybius wrote for his

friend Scipio is quoted by Pliny and Stephanus. Sallust

also collected information about the country, and under the
emperor Nero an exploring expedition was sent into

Abyssinia. The Romans added more to the knowledge of

Libya in other ways,—by a better organization of the
province and increased facilities of travel and trade, by the

frontier wars against surrounding tribes, and finally by the
expeditions sent directly into the heart of the country to

procure wild animals for the amphitheatre. The passion
of the Roman populace for seeing strange animals
slaughtered in the public games was gratified by the
emperors and magistrates. Enormous numbers of Libyan
wild beasts were exhibited in the amphitheatre ; even
hippopotami and alligators are mentioned. One Roman
officer, Maternus, penetrated at least as far as Lake Chad.
The Periplus of Arrian preserves a record of the trade along
the east coast of Libya in the 1st century. In these
ways a fairly accurate knowledge of northern Libya was
obtained, and Ptolemy could, in the 2d century, construct
a good map of Africa as far south as 11° N., though his
idea of the shape of tho continent further to the south is

less accurate than that of Herodotus.
See Ritter, Erdkimde, i. ; Heeren, Historical Researches, or in the

German Ideen, vol. ii. ; and the geographical works of Forbiger,
Kiepert, Bunbury, &c.

LICATA. See Alicata, vol. i. p. 574.
LICHENS (Lichenes) may briefly be defined as

cellular perennial plants, furnished with a vegetative
system containing gonidia, and with a reproductive system
consisting of female thecasporous fruits and male spermo-
gonous organs. They constitute a distinct class of cellular

cryptogams, intermediate between algm and fungi, to

both of which in some respects they present certain'

aflinities. By the earlier authors they were regarded as

being Aerophycx or terrestrial algae, while of recent years
they have been viewed by some writers as being
Ascomycetmis fungi. From both of these, however, they
are sufficiently distinguished and separated by the special

structure of their thallus, by the presence of certain

immediate principles proper to their tissues, and by their

mode of life and nutrition. Their relations to these

neighbouring classes, and their true systematic place, will

be best elucidated on considering their structure and its

bearings upon some recent speculations.

Strticture of Lichens.

A complete lichen consists of a nutritive and vegetative

system termed the thallus, and of reproductive bodies
borne upon it in the form of ajiothecia and spermogones.

Occasionally, however, there is no thallus present {e.g.,

Sjyhinctrina, various Lecidese, Endococcus), in which case

the fructification is parasitical on the thalli of other Uchens.

L Vegetative System.—The thallus b very variable in

external form and colour, as also in internal structure.

1. In external form it presents the following modifica-

tions, [a) The foliaceoiis thallus, which may be either

peltate, i.e., rounded and entire, as in Umbilicaria, &c., or

variously lobed and laciniated, as in Sticta, Farnielia, &c.

This is the highest type of its development, and is some-

times very considerably expanded. (6) The fruticulose

thallus, which sometimes is filamentose, as in Epliebe, and
may be either erect, becoming pendulous, as in Usnea,

Ranialina, &c., or prostrate, as in Alectoria juhata, var.

chalybeiformis. It is usually divided into branches and
branchlets, bearing some resemblance to a miniature shrub

amongst the Phanerogamia. An erect cylindrical thallus

terminated by the fruit is termed a podetium, as in

dadonia. (c) The cnistaceotis thallus, which is the most

common of all, forms a mere crust on the substratum,

varying in thickness, and may be squamose (in Squamaria),

radiate (in Placodimii), areolate, granulose, or pulverulent

(in various Lecauorx and Lecidex). In its pulverulent

state it is either the rudimentary or the abortive condition

of many species, (rf) The liypojMceodal thallus is often

concealed beneath the bark of trees (as in some Verrucarix

and Arthonia:), or enters into the fibres of wood (as in

Xylographa and Agyrimn), being indicated externally

only by a very thin film or macula. To this may also be

referred the evanescent thallus which is denoted solely by

gonidia sparingly scattered on the stone or wood (as in

some Ccdia'ei and Lecides:). This is the simplest form

under which lictenose vegetation occurs. These two

latter forms of thalli may be either determinate, i.e., of a

definite shape with a distinct margin or boundary, or

effuse, i.e., spreading extensively over the substratum

with no visible limits. The difi'erences in these forms

are no doubt connected with difi'erences in the chemical

composition of the thallus. In colour also the thaUus

externally is very variable. In the dry and more

typical state it is most frequently white or whitish, and

almost as often greyish or greyish glaucous. Less com-

monly it is of difl'erent shades of brown, red, yellow, and

black. These various colours do not originate from any

colouring matters contained in the cells themselves, but,

according to investigations made by Nylander (see Flora,

1879, p. 55S) they depend upon such as are deposited in the

granulations and cellular walls, whence they appear on the

epithallus. In the moist state of the thallus these colours are

much less apparent, as the textures then become more or less

translucent, and the epithallus usually presents the greenish

colour of the gonidia {e.g., Parmelia Borreri, Peltidea

aphthosa, Umbilicaria pustnlata, and pulverulent Lecidex),
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H. Ttie iuternal structure of the tLallus presents two
principal modifications, viz., tlie stratified thallus, Laving

its different elements

(hyphre and gonidia) ar-

ranged in layers, and
the unstratified thallus,

in which these different

tlements are confused in

a homogeneous tissue.

A. The stralifii-d Ihallits.

—On innking a %-ertical sec-

tion this is seen in a folia-

ceoiis lichen to consist of

three layers constituting a
cortical^ a gonidial, and a

medullary system, to which
in the case of many crusta-

ceous lichens is to be added
a fourth, viz. , a hypolhailine

stratum.

{a) The cortical stratum
occupies the whole of theex-

ternal surface of hlamen-
tosc and fniticulose lichens,

both tlie upper and under
surfaces of some foliaceous

and squamuloso species,

while it is found only on the

upper surface of crustaceous

Fto. 1.—Section of Stratified Thallus

of Rlcasolia herbacea. «, cortical

stratum ; b, gonidial stratum ; c,

medullarj" stratum.

liciiens. It usually consists of a colourless cellular tissue, in which
the cellules are closely compacted and forin a pseudo-parenchyma.
Its most superficial portion, termed by Nylander tlie epUlialhis, a sort

of cuticle, is amorphous, often more indurated and coloured. In some
lichens {e.g., CoUcma) it is tlie only portion of the cortex present,

while in pulverulent crustaceous thalli it is entirely wanting. (6)

The gonidial stratum is situated immediately beneath the cortical

stratum, and consists usually of greenish spherical cellules, or of

granules destitute of a cellular membrane. It is not always con-

tinuous, but is often interrupted, the gonidia occurring in dissociated

masses. Sometimes it is situated on tlie upper p.irt of the medullary
stratum, ia which case the gonidia are arranged either between or

amongst its exterior elements. lu general its limits may readily

be distinguished from the others by its peculiar colour. Various
important matters relating to the gonidia will more appropriately

be afterwards discussed at length. (cA The medullary stratum is

more variable in its constituent elements, but, being always colour-

less, is easily recognized. It presents the three following princi-

pal modifications, (a) The woolly medulla consists of simple or

branched filaments, which in foliaceous species are loosely intersected

and entangled, and in fruticulose species are more or less congluti-

iiated, assuming a longitudinal d'tection, and constituting, as in

Usnea, a kind of solid axis for the support of the thallus. (;3) Tlio

cretaceous medulla occurs only in crustaceous lichens, and is

generally characterized by its tartareous appearance It is more
compact than the preceding, and consists for tho most part of

molecular granulations often intermixed with octahedral crystals of

lime, and presenting but few traces of filamenlose elements. (7)

The cellulose medulla consists of a tissue of angular, rounded, or

oblong cellules containing gonidia in their interior or ia their

interstices {e.g., Pannaria, Endocarpon). In sonic species (e.g.,

Verrucwria fuseula) the cellules have a tendency to reunite into

fil.-iments and then to separate again into rows of cellules, (rf)

The hypothallinc stratum is the inferior one of the thallus and that

upon which the other strata are developed, though it is not always

visible, and is sometimes entirely wanting. It usually presents

itself under a twofold aspect, viz., the hypoiliallus and rhizius;. (a)

The hypolhallus proper, which is immediately developed upon the

prothallus {i.e., the filaments of the germinating spore), is a hori-

zontal stratum consisting of interlacing filaments or of elongated,

short, or rounded cellules, and is sometimes of a white or whitish

colour, but usually dark or blackish. In many crustaceous lichens

it is represented only by a black or dark-coloured border limiting

the thallus {e.g. Lccidea gcographica, &c.). (/3) The rkizivm consist

of vertical rhizoid fibrillfe, usually branching and tufted at their

extremities, blackish or grtyish in colour, rarely white, which occur

on the lower surface of foliaceous lichen"^. They consist of several

filament05e elements wh'.ch are most frequently articulated and

agglutinated {e.g., Parmelia, Phy^cia), or sometimes simple and
then always articulated (.;.?.,, Sticta). It is to be observed that the

hypothallus and the rhizinie serve merely as bases of attachment

for the lichens to the substratum, and do not in any way aid in its

nutrition.

B. The nnslratijied tliallus.—This occurs amongst the Lichenacei

(which, however, are most frequently stntificJ as above), and in

. m

various ? iccics belonging to the inferior i^nera, which have a pul-
verulciit nr hypoplilojodal thallus. In these the constituent
clenu-nts are more or less mixed together, though the gonidial
stratum generally remains distinct, and is often visible when the
others are absent. It is, however, the families of the Byssacci and
Collemacei that are more especially characterized by an unstratified
thallus. Here the cortical stratum is chiefly re]irescnted by a greenish
(iu Collema), rarely brown (in Synalissa, kc). non-cellular enithallus,
or ill others {I.cptogium) hy a thin stratum ofangulose cellules dis-

tinct from the other elements of the thallus. The gonidi.al granules
aro also disposed in a dilferent manner to those of the Lichenacei.
In the majority of the
Collcmncci they aro

strung together inonili-

formly, and distributed

without order in a gela-

tinous pellucid sub-

stance ; W"liile sometimes
they are agglomerated
into small groups, and
situated for the most
part next to the cpith.al-

lus. In Ephcbacci they

are not moiiiliformly

arranged, but are tuni-

cated or involved in a
gelatinous cellulose stra-

tum. The rest of the

thallus c6nsi:,ts of the

medullary system (ex-

cept in Ephcbacci, in

which there is no me-
dulla), and is composed
of tubular or hollow
filaments, with roundish
cavities containing the
gonidial gr.anules, and
imbedded in the gela-

tinous substance, which
very readily imbibes

lichens in' which there ^'O- 2. -Section of Unstratified Th.allns of

is no trace whatever of Co/teimcoiiyOTHern^(w, with Monilifonu

stratification, as the Gonimia scattere-l amongst tlie Ujplul

genus Ccenogonium, in Filaments.

which the entire thallus is composed of filamentose membranous
elements, and the peculiar family of the ilyriavgiacci (doubtfully,

however, referable to lichens), in which it is equally cellulose

throughout.

In addition to the hyphal and gonidi.al anatomical elements

which thus enter into the structure of the thallus, there is another

to be noticed, which, however, is to bo regarded rather as an

immediate principle. This is the molecula'- grauulaliojis, which

are extremely small and (in form) irregular corpuscles, 0'001-0-002

millim. in diameter, and visible only when very highly magnified

(300-400 diameters). They occur in all parts of the thallus,

especially in the younger cellules, from the epithallus to the

hypothallus, being especially abundant in t^c medulla of crustaceous

species. In the epithallus they are variously coloured according to

the colours which it presents, but in all other parts they are

colourless. They occur also in the apotheca, iu the cpithecium,

the thecte, and the spores, and constitute the famous "micro-

gonidia" of Dr Minks. Bv the application of sulphuric acid many
of them are transformed i'lito small acicular crystals, and in tho

spores they are frequently agitated by a Brownian movement.

We may here also, in connexion with the vegetative system

of lichens, refer to certain- peculiar cxcrcsrcHccs which aro some-

times presented by the upper or under surface of the thallus.

Of these the principal arc the following. (1) Sorcdia are pulveru-

lent eruptions on the cortical stratum, varying in form, being

rounded or diffuse, and either are scattered npon the upper suifacc

of the th-allus or border its margins. They are of a lighter colour

than the thallus, and consist of a mass of gonidia and of molecular

granulations intermingled with filamentose elements. They occur

in many fruticulose, foliaceous, and crustaceous lichens, and their

protrusion through the cortical stratum is owing most probably to

an excessive development of the gonidial element. Occasionally

also they appear on the disk of apothecia(in Pcrtusaria), which they-

render abortive, and in this case constitute the pseudo-genus

Variolaria M' elder authors. 'When detached from the thallus they

aro capable under certain favonrablc circumst<ince8 of giving rise to

new plant), and thus act the part of bulbils in the Phancrogamia.

It is no doubt by their means th.at many species which are nevei

foui.d in a fertile state {e.g., Thamnolia vermicularii) are propagated.

(2) Cyplxllx aro small, urceolate, palo excavations which occui

abundantly on the under surface of many ."ipecics of Stictci. Thej

are generally naked, but arc often also pulveruh-nt or sorediiferous
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in vihidi latter case tliey are called psmC.o-cyphcUm. Their plvysio-

logical function is not Jetinitely known, but they aie most likely

counecteJ with the nutrition of the plants. (3) Isidia constitute

an exuberant condition of some foliaceoas and crustaceous tlialli.

They consist of elevated, coralloid, stipitate excrescences, -which

are sometimes branched, and which are always of the same colour

and texture as the thallus itself. . This isidioid condition in

crustaceous thalli is the basis of the old pseudo-genus Isidlinn,

which is merely an anomalous state of some species of Pertusaria.

Isidia have the same functions as the saredia, and serve as pro-

pagula. (4) Cephalodia are orbicular and flattened or globular

tubercles of a peculiar texture which occur on the thallua of many
species belonging to different genera. They are usually epigenous,

as in Stcrcocmdon, Usnca, Lecanora gelida, Lecidea panscola, &c.

In a few species, however, ihey are hypogeuous, asin Pellidca venosa

and Psoroma euphyllan,, while in various Stidei, Nephroma ciTimlli-

dum, &c., they are endogenous, forming pyrenoid protuberances on

the lower surface. Recently Nylander has detected both epigenous

and hypogenous ceplialodia on Psoroma arjtiiariuin, and Lecanora

allorhiza. They are of a paler colour than the rest of the thallus,

from which they differ also in structure, being confusedly cellulose,

and. containing gouidial granules. According to Th. if. Fries (lu

Flora, 1866, p. 19) they are only morbid exciescencea caused by

algals intruding themselves under the cortex ; but this is at once

refuted by the fact of their forming constant characters of so many
different species occurring in various situations. lu these they

evidently constitute normal organs, the use of which, however, is

unknown.

II. Reproductive System.—This consists of apethecia or

the female organs, of spennogoiies or the presumed male

organs, and probably also of pycnides or a secondary kind

of fructification.

1. The apothecia, like the thallus, are very variable in

external form and colour, as also in their iuternal structure.

In external form they present three principal modifications,

viz., (1) disciform (or gymnocarpous), in which the shape is

that of a disc (aa in all the higher genera)
; (2) nucleiform

(or angiocarpous), in which the shape is that of a rounded

tubercle with an apical ostiole (as in Endocarpon, Verru-

caria) ; and (3) peridiiform, similar in shape to the preced-

ing, but closed, with no ostiole (as in Thelocarpon,

Endococcus). Tbe last two are but little variable in

figure, and consequently do not in this respect admit of

different designations. The disciform apothecia, however,

present various shapes, of which the following are the

priucipal :

—

{a) peltate, which are large, rounded, without

any distinct thalline margin {e.g., Usnea, Pdtigera)
; (6)

lecMiorine, or scutelliform, which are orbicular and sur-

rounded by a distinct, more or less prominent thalline

margin {e.g., Parmelia, Lecanora), having sometimes also

in addition a proper one (e.g., Thelotrema, Urceolaria)
;

(c)

tecideine, or patelliform, which are typically orbicular, with

only a proper margin {e.g., Lecidea), sometimes obsolete,

and which are occasionally irregular in shape, angular or

fle.xuose {e.g., Lecideajurana, L. myrmedna), or complicated

and gyrose {e.g., Gyrophora), and even stipitate {e.g.,

Bxomyces)
;

{d) lireiliform, which are of very irregular

figure, elongated, branched or flexuose, with only a proper

margin {e.g., Xylographa, Graphis, &c.) or none {e.g.,

some Arthonix), and are often very variable even in the

same species. It may be here observed that young disci-

form apothecia ara more or less nucleiform. In colour the

apothecia are extremely variable, and it is but rarely that

they are concolorous or subconcolorous with the thallus

{e.g., Usnea, Ramalina). Usually they are discolocous,

and may be black, brown, yellowish, or also less frequently

rose-coloured, rusty-red, orange-reddish, saffron, or of

various intermediate ehadesi. Occasionally in the same
species their colour is very variable (e.g., Lecanora

metaboloides, Lecidea decolorans), while sometimes they are

white or glaucou.s, rarely greenish, pruinose. Lecideine

apothecia, which are not black, but otherwise variously

coloured, are termed hiatorine.

The two principal parts of which an apothecium consists

are the hypothecium and the thecimn.

(1) The hyputhecium, which coiTcsponds to the hypofhallus, is

the conccptaclo of the apothecia. Jt is composed of cellular tissue,

generally very dense, and often piescntiug an indistinct stratilica-

tion. This tissue may in general be distinguished from that of the
neighbouring parts of the thallus by its cellules being smaller, moio
compact, and differently coloured, though in some instances (as in
certain Paiinariee) the limits are not determinable. In the apothecia
of such genera as Caliciain, Bieomyces, &c., the hypothecium is

composed of hollow cemented filaments arranged longitudinally and
constricted into a stipe for the support of the fruit, 'i'he hypo-
thecium iu disciform apothecia is usually termed the excipuluin
proper, while iu nucleiform apotliecia it is termed the pyrenium,
and in peridiiform apothecia the peridium. When tlte pyrenium
(juite covers the nucleus it is said to ba entire, dimidiate when it

covers only the upper portion. The hypothecium is either colourless

or dark, or reddish or yellowish, according as its cellules are tinged.

(2) The theciura, or as it is more Irequently termed the hyvicniuni,
is that part of the apothecium which contains the organs of the fruit,

viz. , the ihalamiiim and the iltecse, which are placed perpendicularly
to the hypothecium. It is penetrated by an amjloid substance,
colourless and very greedy ot water, termed the hymenial gelatine,

formed of the licheuine, which becomes bluish or wine-reddish when
tinged with iodine. The thecium itself corresponds to the gonidiai-
medullary stratum, while its superficial portion, termed the cpithc-

ciiim, corresponds to the epithallus. (a) The thalamium generally
consists of paraphyses which are erect colourless filaments arising

from the hypothecium, and whose function is to aid in the expulsiou
of the spores by tlie pressure which they exercise upon the thecse.

They are of nearly equal height, closely placed together, usually very
slender, though slightly variable in thickness, frequently articulated,

and rarely branched or anastomosing. Internally they are hollow
and filled with protoplasm, which sometimes is separated into little

globules. Their apices are generally coloiued, lu most instances

dilated, soraetimcs clavate, and are cemented together by gelatin.

They are frequently confused together ; occasionally they are but
little evolute ; while in many of the Pyrenocarpei they are entirely

wajitiug, though in these the ostiolar tilamcnts of the hypotheciiuu

have sometimes been mistaken for thenj. (6) The thecK are large,

oblong, cylindrical or ovoid cellules or vesicles containing the spoi^es,

and are usually more or less attenuated towards the base. In sizB

and shape they vary considerably iu the different genera and species

according to the size,

number, form, and ar-

rangement of their i

spores. They differ

also iu the same
species, within certain

limits, according to

age, the young theca

being more slender

than those which are

old-r. In some genera

which have very large

spores {e.g., Varied-
iiria, Perlusaria) the

thecae are distendedju
proportion, and gene-

rally present a saccate

or oblongo-veutricoso

form. The theca itself

is a thin membranous
cellule, the walls of Fio. 3.—Vertical Section of Apothecium of

which are at first of Physciu parielina. ' a, paraphyses ; ft,'

an equal thickness thecae with .bilocular spores; f, hypoj,

throughout, hut in pro- tliccium.

cess of development

they become gradually thinner, except at the sUmniit, wbcre tlieyre*

taiu their original thickness. In some species the wall is remarkably

thick at the apex (e.g., Arthonia), and in others it is invested through'^

out with a kind of external cuticle (e.g., Pertusaria). The thecse are

resorbed after the expulsion of the spores ; though where their walla'

are extremely thin (as in Calicium) they are rujitured and disappear

at a very early stage. The sjymes are the special reproductive

organs ot lichens, and are produced in the theero by free cell-formii*

tion, i.e., by the separation and subsequent condensation of the

protoplasm of the fully developed theca around certain points in its

interior, corresponding in number to that of the spores to be formed.;

After the formation of the external spore-wall has taken place, the

spores have a definite outline, and may consist of only one cellule

or loculus (simple spores), or may be divided by one or more trans-

verse partitional membranes (seplate spores). Sometimes the loculi

are restricted to the two ends or poles of the spore (one in each) and
are said to be polari-lilocular, the two loculi being occasionally

united by a longitudinal tube. At other times the transverse parti-

tions are further divided by several longitudinal partitions, in which
case the spore is said to be murali-dividcd, from the resemblance it

then bears to the stones in a wall. The contents of tbe spores a.xt

••K^.
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1 fromo^encous pTotuplasm.moTccnrargrauiJations (often abundant),

and n pale-yidlow oily substance, whiob in the fully developed sjwre

often becomes eondcnsatcd' into one or more globules, visible

cenerally near its ends or in tlie middles The number of tlie spores

in each tlicca varies very much in dill'ereut species, being in most
lichens 8, occasionally 6, 4 or 2, or rarely only 1. In some species,

however, they are 20-lOf, when the tbeoae »r^ <aid to bo poljfipored.

In form they are also very variable, the principal shapes assumed
by tlicm ia order of frequency being dlipsoiil, J'lisifnrm, oblon^o-

cylindrical, sjilneroid, and nctcutai; with several intermediate forms.

They are still more variable x<; to size, being smallest in polyspored
{c.ij., Lccanora fascatd, &c. ), and largest in moiiospored species

(e.g., PciCitsaria communis, &c.). The largest spores of all are

f.iHiid in I'ariccllaria amicrosticUi, where they are 0225-0'030 mil-

limetre long, and 0'09o-0'115 millim. thick. As to colour, they
are either colourless (wliite, nearly liyaline or pale yellow under the

microscope), or coloured (brownish, or brown, or blackish), wliilt in

Sphwroji/ioi Oil there is also a bluish-black superficial pigment. The
Dpore-wall varies in thickiirs.s and is typically comi)Oscd of two
strata, the outer of which is termed the cpispore and is coloured,

while the inner is termed tlie cmlosi>orc and is colourless, gelatinous,

and generally less distinct. Notwithstanding that in these respects

the spores are so variable in different species, they are when mature
remarkably constant in the same species, so that their characters

afford valuable specific diagnoses. Apparently it is only those

'ichens wliich germinate from snores that occM in a fertile

condition.

2. The spermogones, which are the presumed male

orgaas of reproduction, at once diflfer iu appearance from

the apothecia in being very minute corpuscles. In many
cases their outline is invisible to the naked eye, unless the

ihalliis has been previously moistened, when they appear

as minute points or papillae. ^Yhen magnified they ex-

ternally bear a resemblance to the apothecia of the Pyreno-

carpei, but internally, on microscopical examination, they

are seen to differ essentially from these. In form they are

uucleiform, round, or oblong, and are either sessile on the

surface of the thallus, or more or less immersed in its sub-

stance, or sometimes enclosed in prominent thalline verrucse.

Usuallj' they are simple, though occasionally two or several

become confluent or aggregated into little groups. They
almost always occur on the same thallus as the apothecia,

or rarely on different thalli (p.r/., Ephehe jivhescens), so that

lichens are consequently monoecious and dicecious. In

colour the spermogones are black or brown, or concolorous

with the thallus itself. They are composed of two parts,

viz., a shell or conceptacle and a nuchiis.

(1) The concnptacle, which is analogous to the hypothecium of

the apotheciur.-!, is composed of a tissue formed of very small

cellules, which are cemented together and have thick walls. The
ostiolc at its summit is generally similar to that of nucleiform

apothecia, and in the case of entirely immersed spermogones is the

only portion risible.

(2) The nucleus consists of the sierigmala and spcrmalia, and of

» iDucUaginous substance (the spermatic gelatin) in the cai-it}'

between them, which very greedily imbibes water and aids in the

expulsion of tlie spermatia. Sometimes also there are present in

the nucleus a few elongated, articulated, and occasionally branching

filaments intermixed with the sterigniata which are comparable with

the paraphyses of the apothecia (e.g., Bamalina). («) The sterig-

mata are elongated cellules filled with a colourless fluid, and are

•ttached to the interior face of the conceptacle growing from it con-

vergently towards the centre, and often nearly filling its entire

cavity. They present two important modiDcations, viz., simple

sterigmata and articulated sterigmata or arthrosterigmata, both of

which may become somewhat branched. When arrived at m.aturity

they possess the faculty of producing from their apices or also from

thearticuli the spermatia, one at a time, though many in succession,

as may be inferred from the immense number of them lying in the

cavity of the nucleus. (6) The spermatia are very small, slender,

colourless corpuscles, which at first appear as niiuuto protrusions

on the apices of the sterigmatic cells. They subsequently become
gradually elongated, and, on reaching maturity, detach tliemselves

from the sterigmata and lie free in the cavity of the nucleus, till in

wet weather they are expelled through the ostiole of the spermo-

gones. In form they present two principal modifications, viz.,

aeicular and ellipsoid, of which the former, the more frequent, is

rather variable. They may be slightly fusiformi-incrassate at one

«pex {e.g., Usitca), or at both apices (e.g., Farmclia), or they may
be cylindrical and straight, the most common shape, or cylindrical

and arcuate (rf</. , RocccUa). The spermatia of arthrosterigmata are

cylindrical apd straight, but sligbtly thickened and obtuse at the

apices. In size they also raiy, though moi-o iu l"ngth than in ihicV

noKs, the arcuate spermatia being sometimes very long (0 040 milli-

metre). These diflcrences in form and size are often very useful in the

discrimination of species, just a.? the two types of the sterigmata ars

sometimes of great service in the distinction of genera. The sper<'

Flo. 4.—Vertical Section of a Sperraogone of Parmelia physodes
showing the Sterigmata and Spermatia

matia frequently exhibit a Brownian movement, but they possess no
faculty of germination, their functions, as genei-ally acknowledged,

being the fertilization or fecundation of the spores. That the

spermogones are rightly presumed to be the male organs of repro-

duction may legitimately be inferred alike from their relation to

and their antagonism with the apothecia. In the former respect

their position on the thallus relatively to the apothecia is similar to

that of the sexual organs in other classes of plants ; whUe in the

latter respect spermogones are plentiful on thalli destitute of

apothecia, and ou those with apothecia are much more sparingly

present. The manner, however, in which the spermatia impregnate

the spores has not yet been definitely ascertained, ilost probably,

as suggested by Kylander (in Syn., p. 40, note 1), the spermatia do

not exercise any direct influence on the female organ in the

hymeninm, but their fecundating influence is rather exercised on

the prothalline elements of the growing thallus. M. Stabl indeed

has recorded and illustrated (Beitr. zxir Entwick. der Flechtcn, 1877)

the result of certaiu researches on Collema micrcphyllum, in which

he supposed that he had detected sexual organs in the shape of an

ascogonium and a triehogtjne, regarded by him as a kind of carpo-

gonium. These observations, however, have not been confirmed by
subsequent researches on the Same or any other species of Collema,

while his attributing to the hypba: a faculty of "contortion" or

spirally coiling themselves, which from their nature they do not

and cannot possess, is calculated to invalidate all that he otherwise

observed and depicted.

3. The pycnides are minute, dark-coloured pyrenodeaii

cjnceptacles which occur on the thalli of various lichens,

especially such as are crustaceous. In external appearance

they resemble to some extent the spermogones, from which,

however, they at once differ in their internal organization.

They consist of simple filaments composed of narrow (often

short) cellules, termed basidia, bearing on their apices bodies

called stylospores, which are colourless, usually oblong, but

variable in form and size, and filled with organic matter

(in part at least oily) similar to the spores. Each basidium

produces only a single stylosporc, which, unlike the sper-

matia, has a germinative property. Their occurrence in

lichens was first pointed out by Tulasne, who showed their

affinity to certain analogous fruits (Diplodia, Phoma,

Septoria, &c.) in various thecaspored fungi, and regarded

them as supplementary or secondary sporiferous reproduc-

tive organs. Considering the number of parasitic /«n^t//t.
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which frequently occur on lichens, it might be supposed

that the pycnides in reality belonged to the same category.

From their constant occurrence, however, on the same
species, and the evident

correlation between

them and the accom-

panying fructifications,

as also from the resem-

blance of their stylo-

spores to the spores

of the apothecia, there

are good grounds for

adopting the conclusion

come to by Tulasne.

They are very common
on the margin of the ^'°- ^--Py^ni'l^sof Pe^erarw/esCCTS.

thallus of isiduferous > > j i

states of Peltigera caiiina and P. mfescens, where they have

often been mistaken for sperm gones, which in this genus

have not yet been detected. Pycnides occur also in Zecidea

vermi/era, and abundantly in L. tantilla, in Hahrothallus, in

several species of Singula, in Spilonema revertens, and will

Drobabli be yet observed in other lichens.

The Gonidia of Lichens.

In view of the important place occupied by the gonidia

iu-^the structure of lichens, and of the discussions that

have recently taken place concerning them, tliey require

to be considered somewhat in detail in order that their

real nature and relation to the fiyphaj, or tlie thalline

filaments, may become apparent. The gonidia are sphe-

rical, ellipsoid, or variously rounded cellules, with thin,

colourless walls composed of cellulose, containing chloro-

phyll (or a subsimilar colouring matter), homogeneous or

granulose, vi-ith generally a solid nucleus in the centre.

As to the origin of the chlorophyll, it may be observed in

passing that this is the same in lichens as in other crypto-

gamic plants, e.^., mosses and Hepalicx, in which it occurs,

the only visible difference being that gonidia often occur

as discrete cellules. The gonidia increase by binary (very

rarely by ternary or quarternary) division, the nucleus also

dividing into two portions, each of which forms the centre

of a secondary gonidial cellule. In the gonidial stratum,

where they are arranged between the radicles of tbe hyphae,

their division necessarily proceeds only slowly, but in

ecorticated thalli, leprose and others, in which they are free,

they are readily multiplied by repeated division. In
gonidia isolated from the thallus of some species belonging

to Cladonia, Everiiia, and Physcia, zoospores have been
detected by M. Famintzin and M. Boranetzky (see Ann.
Sc. Nat, 186S, p. 137), and, although Nylander failed to

perceive such in subsequent experiments {Flora, 1877, No.
23), he adds that it is possible they may be generated in

free gonidia (i.e., in unstratified thalli), which could not be
the case in gonidia closely surrounded by thalline filaments.

The subject will well repay further investigation. Other
matters relating to the character and relations of the goni-

dia will be best elucidated by considering the forms which
they present, and their origin in the thallus.

I. Th4 Forms of the Gonidia.—These have beeu folly treated by
Nylaadftr in the FLora, loc. cit., where also the first scientific expo-
iition and classification ot them have been given. According to the
views there propi^naded, gonidia in their wider acceptation include
three very distinct types ;— ( 1 ) Eugonidia (or gonidia proper), whicli
are involved in a distinct cellular membrane, and are usually bright
green : (2) Oonimia (or the gonidial granules already mentioned),
which are naked, pale greenish, glaucous greenish or bluish ; and (3)
Omidimia (or Leptogonidia), which are intermediate between the
^wo preceding, smaller, and of an oblong form. Of these the dis-
tinction between eugonidia and gonimia is fundamental, and of "so
peat weight that lichens seem to present a twofold parallel series"
accordiBg to the presence ot the one or the other in their texture.

These two different anatomical elements, as observed by Nylander,
have a certain biological analogy with the blood globules in animals,
and similarly afford absolute cliaracters. The principal forms pre-
sented by these tliree kinds of gonidia are the following. 1.

Eugonidia consist of—(n) Haplogonidia, the most frequent, simple,
of a protococcoid form, or sometimes glomerulose (as in granuloso-
leprose thalli) ; (J) PlaUjgonidia, being depressed and variously
membrauosely connated gonidia {Syngonidia), as in some foliicolous
species (e.g., Platygramma phyllosema)

; («) Chroolcpogonidia (or
Chrysogonidia), containing chloroiihyll and orange grains (endo-
chrome) in the same cellule, more or less similar to Chroolepa (as in
Gyalecta ehlorobxa, Arlhonia pruiosa, Platygrapha peridea, Vcr-
rucaria iiisiliens, and the genus Thclopsis)

; (d) Confervogonidia,
somewhat resembling Coiijervm, and forming the chief element of
the thallus of Comogoiiimn. 2. Gonidimia are smaller than gonidia
proper, with the wall of the cellules less distinct. They occur in
Peltidea, Solorina, and Nephroma cxpallidum. To these belong
also hymcnial gonidia, whicli are often very minute, and are present
in the thalamium (destitute of paraphyses) of various Pyrenocarpei
(e.g., Verrucaria pallida, V. umlrina, and V. hymcnogonia), rarely
of Arthonix as in A. chroolcpid-i. 3. Gonimia (including the
gonimia of Cephalodia) consist of

—

(a) Haplogonimia, Avhicb are
somewhat large (very large in Phylliscum), and either simple, or two
or several aggregated

; (6) Sirogonimia, which are scytonemoid oi

sirosiphoid gonimia, distinguished by the goniuiia being tunicated,
and are characteristic of the family Ephebacei

;
(c) Ilormogonimia,

the most common form, smaller, moniliformly arranged, and con-
tained in syngouimia, especially characteristic of the family Collan-
acci, whence CoUcnia (or Aostoc) itself, according to Nylander, is

to be considered but as a single syngonimiura
;
{d) Spcirogonimia,

which are similar to the preceding, but are rot mouiliform, with the
syngouimia subglobose, smaller and more scattered, as iu Ompha-
laria and Synalissa. It will be perceived from the above that many
of these forms are more or less similar to "gonidioid" algae, though,
as we shall presently see, they are not identical with these.

II. The Origin of the Gonidia.—By pre-microscopic authora this

was a subject necessarily ignored, and indeed it is only within the
last thirty years that it lias been investigated by lichenists. The
earliest theory as to their origin was that propounded by Bayrhofl'er

(Einigcs iib. d. Liehenen und dcren Be/ruchtung, 1851), confirmed
by observations of Speerschneider {Bot. ZeiL, 1853, &c.), and sup-
ported by Schwendener {Untersuch. Hb. d. Fleehtcnthalhts, 1868).
This was to the effect that the gonidia derived their origin from the

hypbffi {i.e., the thalline filaments), iu the vay succinctly detailed

by M. Fries (in Scand., 1871, p. 7, where it is fully endorsed).
" The hyphee," he says, " are not only elongated into filaments, but
also put forth short bianchlets, the terminal cell of which is gradu-

ally dilated, becomes subglobose, and is at length tilled with
chlorophyll (or a subsimilar matter) ; in a few that (terminal cell)

is changed into a gonidium, and then by varied division germinates
other gonidia." For several' years this theory was accepted at

second-hand by most authors who referred to the subject, though a

different origin of the gonidia, presently to be noticed, was indi-

cated by the celebrated Tulasne so early as 1852, in his " Jlemoire

sur les lichens" (Ann. <S'c. Kat.). The erroneous nature of this

theory was well pointed out by Schwendener, who (Die AlgctUyfcn
d. Flechtcngonidicn, 1869) very correctly affirmed that the actual

development of a gonidium from the terminal cell of a hypha had
not been observed, though, strange to say, he had previously him-
self observed this phenomenon. Not being able otherwise to

account for the origin of the gonidia, and following up one of two
alternatives put forward by De Bary (Morpholog. und Physiolog.

dcr Pilze, Fleehten, &c., 1865, p. 291), he promulgated the hypo-
thesis now familiarly known as Schwendenerism. The conclusion to

which De Bary came on noticing the resemblance between the

gonidia of Collemaccm and certain algne was as follows :
—" Either

the lichens in question," he says, "are the perfectly developed

states of plants, whose imperfect forms have hitherto stood amongst
the alg.'C, as Nostocaccx and Chroococcacem, or these latter are typical

algje which assume the forms of Collcma, Ephcbe, &c., through cer-

tain r&rasMiC Ascomyeetcs penetrating. into them, spreading their

mycelium into the continuously growing thallus, and frequently

attached to their phycochrome-ijearing cells." Taking this latter

suggestion as bis stajting point, and assuming the identity of cer-

tain algal types with the gonidia of lichens, and the identity of the

mycelium of fungi with their hyph», Schwendener extends the said

alternative to various other groups of lichens than the Collemacem,

and comes to the conclusion that a lichen is composed of a parasitic

fungus (the hyphie) and a number of low algae (Chlorophyllacew and
Phycochromacese), the former of which produces the reproductive

bodies and is nourished by the latter. This theory was sub-

sequently expanded and illustrated at length by Bornet (Becha-ckes

sur les Sonidies des Lichens, 1873), who affirms, as the result of

numerous investigations, "that the connexion of the hyphse with

the gonidia is of such a nature as to exclude all possibility of the

one organ being produced by the other," and that the theory of

]>arasitism can alone exjilaiu it satisfactorUy. _ To giv* any detailed
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ncwrantof tlie investigationa of these authoi3, and the arguments by
which they endeavour to support the bj-potlicsis, would exceed the
limits of tlie present article, even were all other matters relating to

lichens to be excluded. Suffice it to state briefly that, according to

Schwendenerisra, a lichen is not an individual ])lant, but rather a

community made up of two ditrerent kinds of individuals belonging
to two distinct classes of cryptogams, viz., a master-fungus and
colonies of algal slaves, which it has sought out, caught hold of, and
retains in perpetual captivity in order to provide it with nourisli-

inent. To such a singular theory, which from its plausibility has
met with considerable support in certain quarters, various a priori

objections of great validity may be taken. Amongst othere which
have been adduced two may especially be noticed, having reference

to the nature of this alleged parasitism, and the situations in which
lichens are found. (1) The parasitism described is of a kind un-
known in the vegetable kingdom, inasmuch .is the host llheAlgx),
instead of sutfering any injury, only flourishes the more vigorously.

Moreover, the algal slaves being entirely enclosed in the master-

fungus, can evidently supply no nourisliment to it whatever, while

Jirect obs;"vatiou shows that it is through the surface of the thallus

of the lichen that nourishment is conveyed to the gonidial stratum,

where the active life chiefly has its seat. (2) As is well known,
lichens shun such habitats as are most frequented by alg.'e and fungi,

and occur in situatious where neither of these are seen. Where
then are the algal colonies which, according to the hypothesis, the

fungus goes forth in quest of, and "presses into its service"?

Either of these arguments is suBicient to throw ujoie than doubt

upon Schwendenerism. At the same time, as will be perceived, the

origin of the gonidia in the thallus remains to be accounted for, in

order that the hypothesis may be utterly subverted. It might at

first sight be supposed that this was a matter of no very great diffi-

culty, since by cultivating lichens from the spores it would readily

become apparent. All attempts, however, in this direction (and

many such have recently been made) have, owing to the peculiar

character and conditions of lichen-growth, confessedly proved futile,

and the experiments instituted have been productive of no definite

results. This is not altogether to be regretted, since iu nature

itself, when lichens occur on certain substrata, we have in various

instances the whole process of the evolution of their vegetative

system placed beforf our eyes, from the first geiniinations of the

spores to the for-

mation of the per-

fect thallus. It is

toNylander, whose
services here as

elsewhere in liche-

uological science

—

structural, physio-

logical, and syste-

matie —are so valu-

able, 'that we owe
the first clear erf-

uuciation as to

the origin of the
gonidia iu the

lichen - thallus.
This, though pre-

viously indicated

by him„a3 we shall

(iresently see, was
at greater length
and still more de-

finitely stated in

several important
papersm ths Flora,
viz., "De gonidiis

ct eornm formis
a n im adversiones "

(1877, No. 23),
" Circa lichenes
vitricolas notula

"

(1879, No. 19).and Fiq. 6.—Hypotballine condition of Lecanora
"

,
„
"yP°tnallo cinerea, showing the origin of the first Corti-

notula (1879, ^o. cal Gonidiogenous Cellules. (.Ifter Tulasne.

)

36). In these he ^

incontrovertibly demonstrates that the goniaia originate, not from
the filaments themselves, but in the cellules of th« first cortical

glomerules which are produced upon the young hypothallus. This
may very easily be studied in the earlier stages of development
of crustaceous lichens growing on pure quartz rocks [e.g., Lecidca
geographica), on the smooth bark of young trees (e.g., Lecanora
subfusca), and more especially on the surface of old glass (e.g.,

Lecanora galadina and Leciilea alboatra). In the case of the
young thalli of Lecanora cinerea this was sufficiently well de-
lineated by the celebrated Tulasne in 1852, the year subsequent to
the promulgation of the BayrhofTeriau theory, in his elaborate
" Slemoire sur les Lichens." pi. iil f. 3. Afterwards, as the ovoln-

tion of the cortical stratum advances--, its lower portion is rcsorhed,
and the gonidia there become free, giving rise to the gonidial
stratum, to tlie hyjiha' in which they are not adnatc, as haa been
represented, but only adherent by means of the gelatiu which pene-
trates all the elements of the lichen. Often also growing gonidia,
young and adult, may be observed in the ijseudo-parcnchymatous
cortical cellules in lichens which in this respect are best adapted for
examination, such as Umbilicaria (vide Nylander in Flora, 1875,
p. 303), Pliyscia puUerulcnta, I'soroma hypiiorum, &c. Similarly,
with respect to the ongin of tlie gonimia, Nylander observes (Flora,
1868, p. 353) that the isidia in the Collemacei (more especially in
Collema) " show veiy clearly under the microscope the entire his-
tory of the evolution of the thallus from its first origin from u
cellule containing a single gonimium to a minute true nostoc, and
ultimately to the perfect texture of a Collema." With these facts
before us, to which various others might be added, such as the
entire absence of any algals on pure substrat;i, where lichen growth
jiresents itself in all its stages, we are compelled to come to the con-
clusion that the gonidia constitute a true organic system in lichens,
and in nature are nowhere seen outside the thallus. Consequently
tliose free algal forms, such as Protococcus, &c. , regarded as the
free gonidia of lichens, are t[ue algae, there being indeed a parallel-

ism between them but no identity. On the other hand, as to the
alleged identity of the lichen-hypha with a fungus-mycelium, it is

to be- observed that the two are totally difl"erent iu their nature.
The hyphie of lichens (myelohi/phm of Nylander) are rigid, elastic,

containing lichenine, not becoming putrid by maceration, with no
faculty of penetrating or involving, while the hyph.-e of fungi arc
caducous, soft, flexile, with thin walls, &c. Hence, .is there is no
algal iu the lichen, so neither is there any fungus, "Jiough there is

a parallelism between the fructification of lichens and the ascifcr-

0U3 section of fungi (Crombie in Poj). Sc. Pcv., 1874).

Nutrition (tnd Life of Lichens.

As already intimated, licliens derive their iiourislimelit

directly from tlie atmosphere, in the shape of rain (or dew)
with tlie materials contained in it. Here, as elsewhere,'

water is the conditiou of life, and through its medium is

conveyed to them the nutrient substances requisite for

their existence and growth, from the clouds, from rivers,

and, in the case of maritime species, even from the sea.

Where, however, the atmosphere is impregnated witli

smoke, soot, or other deleterious ingredients, lichens will

not grow nor flourish. Hence in our larger cities, or even

in smaller manufacturing towns, scarcely any lichen vegeta-

tion, or none whatsver, is seen. Even in their more immediate

suburban districts they occur only in a gonidial or rudi-

mentary state, constituting the pseudo-genus Lepraria of

the older botanists, and increasing through long-periods by
bisection, but never developing into perfect plants. Indeed

it is now a well-known fact that their fully developed

condition is a sure indication of the purity of the air and

the salubrity of the districts in which they occur. It has

sometimes been stated that they draw some portion at ieast

of their nutriment from the substratum to which they are

affixed. For this, however, their structure is by no means
well adapted, and such inorganic substances as iron and
lime, which enter into their composition, are only as if

mechanically derived in solution from the substratum.

This in very many instances, e.g., bare quartzose rocks,

dead sapless wood, and pure naked glass, can evidently

supply no nutriment whatever. Moreover, in the case of

crustaceous species, such as Lecanora iariarea, itc.and also

of terricole fruticulose species, such as Cetraria idandica,

ic, the portion of the thallus next to the substratum is

dead, so that no nutrient substances can be conveyed

through it to the upper layers of the thallu.s. A very

simple, 'but at the same time convincing, illustration of this

is adduced by Nylander. "By immersing," he says, "any
fruticulose thallus, such as Usnea, by the base in water, it

remains entirely dry (with the exception of the part

submersed), but if water be poured ovt.- the other portions,

it quickly absorbs it, softens, and revives." The same
thing may be seen iu nature itself, in the case of such

species as Cladina rangiferina, Alectoria ochroleuca,

Platysma nivale, ic, growing on temporarily wet substrata.
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when the base of their thalli .is soft aud moist, and all the

rest dry and rigid. It cannot therefore be doubted that

the nutritive elements contained in the rain or other water

are conveyed to the lichen through the surface of the

thallas. It is in the superficial parts also, as Nylander has

well observed (in Flora, 1874, No. 4), that " the active life

has its seat, chiefly around the gonidia, manifesting itself in

the putting forth of young parts (lobes, laciniae, branches,

isidia), and in the functions of the apothecia and the

spermogones, so that the nourishing humours necessary for

all the actions of life are especially and directly poured

upon these." The vital activities, however, in lichens thus

nourished are, as might be expected from the nature of the

source whence their nutriment is derived, very intermittent,

and in dry weather cease to operate, and become entirely

dormant. Hence their life, unlike that of all other plants,

is twofold, viz., one active, in which when moistened all

the vegetative and reproductive functions are at work, and

the other passive, in which when dry these functions are

completely in abeyance. For such a peculiar duplex exist-

ence, at one time vegetating, at another lethargic, their organ-

ization in ftU its parts, gonidial and otherwise, is admirably

adapted. More especially is this the case with respect to the

licheniae found in their textures, which, being readily dried

and as readily moistened, enables them to resist with im-

punity the greatest extremes of temperature, alternate periods

of drought and wet, the scorching heat of the sun, the

vehemence of stormy winds, and the nipping frosts of winter.

In this fitful and abnormal life of lichens we have the

explanation in a great measure of their almost indefinite

duration of existence. It is well known that they are

perennial plants in the widest sense of the term, and that,

though in the earlier stages of their existence their growth

is comparatively rapid, yet this becomes extremely slow

when they arrive at a certain age. The time required for

the development of even the most rapidly growing species

may be calculated by the appearance of such of these as

are met with on gravestones, mortar of houses, stone walls,

wooden palings, and such like, the date of whose erection is

known. Amongst other instances which have come under

the present writer's own observation may be adduced

thfl case of Physcia parietina, growing in fair quantity

on the stones of a granite wall built in 1836 in a mari-

time district where the plant is extremely abundant,

and where atmospherical and other conditions are well

suited for its growth. In a recent visit to the spot

It was found that, although the thallus is now well

developed, no fructification whatever is visible, though

traces of spermogones are beginning to appear, so that

in the space of forty-five years this plant has not yet

attained full maturity. But slow as is the growth of

lichens after a certain stage of their development, their

tenacity of life is very remarkable, as might a jyriori be

inferred from their capacity of enduring without injury the

greatest extremes of temperature and of hygrometrical

conditions. It is on record that, after the lapse of nearly

half a century, the same specimen on the same spot of the

same tree has been observed without any change in its

condition. On this point also E. Fries (in L. E., p. xlv.)

notices that certain species such as Physcia ciliaris, kept

in houses for upwards of a year, revive when again exposed

to the influences of the atmosphere,—an observation

which in the case of Cladina rangiferina similarly kept

for a still longer period the present writer can fully

corroborate. Endowed then with this singular iuter-

mittept vitality, we can easily understand how many in-

dividuals which occur on hard mountainous rocks or on

the trunks of aged trees in ancient forests are in all

probability many hundreds of years old. Nor does age

seem in any way to weaken their fecundity, even when the

thallus has apparently ceased to grow. Tiiis, as observed
by Nylander (in Syn., p. 5), is shown from the circumstance
that were it otherwise "the already old fryits would be
destitute of spores, which is never the case," unless in

plants of some lower tribes, e.g., Graphidei and Verrucarise,

iu which the thallus is but sparingly gonidiose, and the
life .consequently is shorter. In other instances the central

portion of the thallus sometimes normally perishes in old

plants, as in Pterygium centrifugum, Collenia melxnuni,
Parmelia centrifuga, and P. saxatilis, leaving only peri-

pherical circles, in which, however, the life of the indivi-

dual still continues for ages. In fact, "the life of lichens

bears in itself no cause of death, and is only to be ended by
external injuries "(R Fries, L. E., loc. cii.), or by the altera-

tion of climatic and atmospherical conditions. Hence the
assumption is not unwarrantable that individuals of such
confessedly long-lived species as Lecidea geographica,

growing on rocks upon the summits of lofty mountains,

date from more than "fabulous epochs," and probably
outrival in longevity the ages assigned to the oldest trees

on the surface of the globe.

Cltemislry of Lichens, and Chemical Peactions.

Chemistry of Lichens.—This is still but little understood,

notwithstanding that the subject has been more or less in-

vestigated by authors. Their examinations, however, have
been, too limited and desultory to enable us to give any
detailed account of the different principles which enter into

the composition of the lichen tissues. Moreover, with

respect to those species which have been more particularly

analysed, they have sometimes employed not only the same
terms in different senses, but also different terms to denote

the same substance. There can, however, be no doubt

that the chemical composition of lichens not only produces

great modifications in their form, but also considerable

diversities in their properties.

The principal substance which occurs in lichens, especially ir.

such as are foliaceous and fniticulose, is lichcninc—a special kind of

gelatin peculiar to them. It is intermediate in character between

de.xtrin and starch, and v5ry eagerly imbibes water, though if boiled

in water it is dissolved and lost. Starch also very rarely occurs

iu large lenticular grains scattered in the tissues. In crustaceous

lichens oxalate of lime predominates, and forms a large proportion

of the thallus, e.g., 65 per cent, in Lecanora esculenta according to

Gcebel. Chlorophyll and its modification phycochrmnc are found

in lichens only in relatively small quantities, as is also the case

with most of the other principles they present. These- are enume-
rated by Nylander (in Syn., p. 51) according to the affinities they

bear, as follows:—(1) phosphate of lime, sea-salt, manganese, iron ;

(2) picrolichenine, variolarine, orceine, cetrarine, inuline, ery-

thrine, roccelline, picroerythrine ; (3) gyrophoric acid, pareUic

acid, usneic acid, orceic acid, erythrinic acid ; (4) sugar not crys-

tallizable, oil, waxy matter, resinous matter. Several others, especi-

ally phosphates and acids, hare been enumerated by authors, which

in some instances have not been corroborated, and in others are

doubtfully distinct. Iu illustration of the manner in which several

of these principles enter into the composition of lichens, we may
adduce the analyses gi"en in one or two species which have been,

more fully subjected to experiment. In Cctraria islandica there

have been detected starch, including lichenine and inuline, to the

extent of 80 per cent.; gummy and waxy matters ; a bitter prin-

ciple, cclraric acid ; a fatty principle, lichcstcaric acid • fumaric
acid, which exists also in Fumaria officinalis ;

gallic acid, the

astringent principle of galls ; uncrystallizable sugar ; various salts,

such as iitartrate of potash, and tartrate and phosphate of lime.

Again, in Physcia parietina there have been found several alimen-

tary principles, as gliadine, starch, sugar, gmn ;
several medicinal

substances, as resin, bitter matter, gallic acid, and a peculiar ether-

eal oil ; a yellow colouring matter called chrysophanic acid ; also

wax, stcarine, and some salts, as carbonate of lime. The ash of

lichens is said to constitute from 8 to 10 per cent, of their bulk,

and consists of various earthy bases, such as potash, soda, lime,

magnesia, alumina, silica, manganese, and peroxide of iron, in com-

bination with various acids, such as carbonic, phosphoric, sulphuric,

and hydrochloric. The whole subject, however, of the chemistry of

lichens requires to be investigated in a more extensive and methodi-

cal manner than has hitherto been done either by chemists or

lichenists.
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Chemical Seaclions in Lichens.—These have rcfercr.cs to the
thallus and the apothecia, and in both respects airord valuable assist-

ance ia the systematic study of lichens. («) ThalUnc reactions

depend npon the presence in the thallus of certain colourable

materials iu the form of acids, and are manifested on the application

of hydrate of potash and the hypochlorite of lime either on the

cortical stratum or the medulla. Of these reagents, hydrate of potash

(li), composed of equal weights of caustic potash and water, and
hypochlorite of lime (CaCl), composed of chloride of lime and
water of any strength, may pive certain reactions or none, according

to the presence or absence of particular acids in the thallus. If no
reaction takes place, this is denoted by IC - , CaCl - , and similarly

if there is reaction by K + , CaCl + . Avery convenient mode of

symbolizing the positive and negative reactions of the cortical layer

and the medulla of the same species is to place the reaction of thj

former above the latter, e.g., K±, CaClT, denoting that with K
the cortical stratum shows reaction and the medulla none, while

with CaCl the cortical stratum gives none, but the medulla a dis-

tinct reaction. Again, there is often no reaction produced by K
alone, but if CaCl bo added to it while still moist, a decided
reaction appears, for which K(CaCl)+ is the symbol; or, on
the other hand, the reaction given by K may be neutralized by the
immediate application of CaCl, iu wliich case it is expressed by
K + (CaCl) - . The positive reactions are due to the presence of par-

ticular acids in the thallus, such as ei-ythrin': acid giving a crimson
reaction with CaCl, chrysophanic acid givinjj a purple reaction

with K, glaucinic acid giving a yellow reaction with CaCl, and
lecanoric acid giving a citrine reaction with K. In most cases

where the natural colour of the thallus (often also of the medulla)
is yellow or orange, chrysophanic acid is present, and with K gives

a pirrple reaction [e.g., Physcia lychnca), but in others externally
similar in colour and general appearance, where only Iccithophanic

acid is present {e.g., Lccanora laciniosa), K gives no reaction what,
ever.- Sometimes K jiroduces at first a yellow colour which immetli-
ately changes into a red or purple, as in Lccanora cincica, which at

once enables us to distinguish it from the closely allied species L.
gibbosa and L. caharea. A soUition o^ iodine (1) is also in certain

cases useful as a test on the mfeduUa, and in the discrimination of

some species of Collcma. The value of these chemical tests in lichens

was first pointed out by Nylander in Flora, 186G, pp. 223, 224,
was subsequently illustrated by him in Flora, 1869, passim, in the

case of species belonging to various genera, and has since been
generally acknowledged by licheiusts and employed by them in all

specific diagnoses. They are unquestionably most important, not
only in the discrimination of many ditEcult and closely allied

species, but also in enabling us to refer with certainty varieties to

the 'species to which they properly belong. Nay, even a small frag-

ment of the thallus, whether sterile or fertile, may by their aid be
readily determined, whUo othermse it would be either quite indeter-

minable or doubtful. Generally they may be obtained on any por-

tion of the thallus, but they are frequently more vivid, as might
be expected, in the growing or circumferential portions. It is,

however, only immediate reactions which depend on the colouring
matter contained in the cortical stratum and the medulla that are

to be attended to, and not secondary or tardy reactions which may
otherwise originate, e.g., from the dissolution of the chlorophyll of

the gonidia. At the same tim.e it is to be observed, in oriler to

prevent a miscouceptiou which has occasionally been entertained,

that they do not per se constitute a special spiccific character, but
only an additional and confirmatory specific character. As such
their value is clearly apparent in cases where the external characters

are similar or approximate, and doubt necessarily exists as to their

specific value, (i) Apolhccic.l reactions for the most part take

Elace either externally on the epithecium or internally on the
ymenial gelatin. The reactions of the epitheciimi are generally

produced by K on species which have yellow or orange apothecia
(e.g., Lecanora aurantiaca, Leeidea Uucoxaniha) , while others with
concolorous apothecia {e.g., Lecanora epanora, Leeidea lueida) give
no reacHon whatever, owing to the presence or absence of chryso-
phanic acid. In certain cases also the reaction with CaCl is very
useful in enabling us to separate closely allied species with similar
apothecia, e.g., Lccanora subcamea (epithecium CaCl-) from L,
glaucoma (epithecium CaCl -t- yellow). Again, with respect to the
reaction of the hymenial gelatin, this, as already observed, depends
on the application of a solution of iodine. The formula by which
the solution is to be prepared is— iodine, gr. j. ; iodide of potash,
gf. iij ; distilled water, J ounce. In most lichens, where the spores
are mature, this solution will tinge the hjTnenial gelatin in some
cases only blue, in others at first blue and then wine-red, and in

others wine-red or tawny wine-coloured only, without any preceding
blue tinge. In such instances the reaction obtained is often very
useful as a confirmatory specific character. Sometimes, however,
the blue reaction takes place only on the thecse (c.y. , Pcrtusaria,
Cladmia, &c.), and at other times only on the epispore {e.g., Gra-
phis, Thelotrema, &c. ). In the case of some species belonging to the
inferior genera the reaction with I is especially valuable for the

Msistance it lepds in distinguishing them from certain pyrenomy-

cetous fuugi, to which otherwise they might be supposed to bcloi/g.
True, in some fungi {e.g., I'cziza) we obtain a reaction with I, and
in some lichens we havo no vcaeliou Visible ; but otherwise in such
exceptional instances their respective anatomical characters readily
show to which class they belong.

Economic Uses of Laliens.

Tliese are intimately connected with tlicir chemical coiP

stituents, and are iu same respects very important. , In
the arts, as food and as medicine, many of them have beoff

highly esteemed, though others are not now employed for

the same purposes as formerly.

1. Lichens Used in the Arts.—Of these the most
important are such as yield, by maceration in ammonia,
the valuable dyes known in commerce as archil, cudbear,

and litmus. These, however, may Tvith propriety be
reg.irded aa but different names for the same pigmentary
substance, the variations in the character of which are

attributable to the difTerent modes in which the pigments
are manufactured. Archil proper is derived from several

species of Roccella (f^.ff., R. Montae/nei, R. tinctoria), which
yield a rich purple dye and fetch a high price in the

market. Of considerable value is the " perelle " prepared

from Lccanora parella, and much used in the preparation

of a red or crimson dye. Inferior to this is " cudbear,"

derived from Lecanora tartarea, which was formerly very

extensiv ly employed by the peasantry of north Europe for

giving a scarlet or purple colour to woollcir cloths. By
adding certain alkalies to the other ingredients used in the

preparation of these pigments, the colour becomes indigo-

blue, in which case it is the litmus of the Dutch manu-
facturers. Amongst other lichens affording red, purple,

or brown dyes may be mentioned Ramalina scopulorvm,

Parmelia saxatilis and P. omphalodes, Umhilicaria

pustulata and several species of Gyrophora, Urceolaria

scruposa, all of which are more or less employed as domestic

dyes. Yellow dyes, again, are derived from Chlorea

vnlpina, Plaiysma jvniperimim, Parmelia caperata and
P. conspersa, Physcia Jlavicans, Ph. jyarietina, and Ph.

lychnea, though like the preceding they do not form articles

of commerce, being merely used locally by the natives of

the regions in which they occur most plentifully. In

addition to these, many exotic lichens, belonging especially

to Parmelia and Slicla {e.g., Parmelia iinctorum, Sticta

argyracea), are rich in colorific matter, and, if obtained iu

sufficient quantity, would yield a dye in every way equal

to archil. These pigments primarily depend upon special

acids contained in the thalli of lichens, and their presence

may readily be detected by means of the reagents already

noticed. In the process of manufacture, however, they

undergo various changes, of which the chemistry is still

but little understood. At one time also some species were

used in the arts for supplying a gum as a substitute for

gum-arabic. These 'were chiefly Ramalina fraxinea,

Evernia prunastri, and Parmelia physodes, all of which
contain a considerable proportion of gummy matter (of a

much inferior quality, however, to gum-arabic), and were
employed in the process of calico-printing and in the mak-
ing of parchment and cardboard. In the 17th century

some filamentose and fruticulose lichens, viz., species of

Usnea and Ramalina, also Evernia furfuracea and Cladina

rangiferina, were used in the art of perfumery. From
their supposed aptitude to imbibe and retain odours, their

powder was the basis of various perfumes, such as the

celebrated " Poudre de Cypre " of the hairdressers, but

their employment iu this respect has long since been

abandoned.

2. Nutritive Lichens.—Of still greater importance is th(>

capacity of many species for supplying food for man and
boast. This results from their containing amylaceous

substances, and in some cases a small quantity of saccharine
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matter of the nature of mannite. One of the mosf useful

nutritious species is Cetraria islc.ndica, '' Iceland moss,"

which, after being deprived of its bitterness by boiling in

water, is reduced to a powder and made into cakes, or is

boiled and eaten with milk by tlie poor Icelander, whose

sole food it often constitutes. Similarly C'ladina rangi-

feriiia and CI. sylvatica, the familiar "reindeer moss," are

frequently eaten by man in times of scarcity, after being

powdered and mixed with flour. Their chief importance,

liowever, is that in Lapland and other northern countries

they supply the winter food of the reindeer and otlier

animals, who scrape away the snow and eagerly feed upon

them. Another nutritious lichen is the "Tripe de Roche "

of the Arctic regions, consisting of several species of the

Gyrophorei, which when boiled is often eaten by the

Canadian hunters and Ked Indians when pressed by hunger.

But the most singular esculent lichen of all is the " manna
lichen," which in times of drought and famiue his served

as food for large numbers of men and cattle in the arid

steppes of various countries stretching from Algiers to

Tartary. This is derived chiefly from Lecanora escitlenia,

which grows unattached on the ground in layers from 3

to 6 inches thick over large tracts of country in the form

of small irregular lumps of a greyish or white colour.

Speaking of the distribution of these nutritive lichens, whose

qualities depend on the presence of amylaceous matter, Dt

Lindsay (in Pop. Hist. Brit. Lick., p. 82) very appropriately

remarks that, " by a beautiful provision of nature, they

occur precisely under the circumstances where they are

most wanted—in northern or arctic countries, or on arid

steppes, where grain stuff's are unknown, and food of a

better kind is often scarce or deficient." In connexion

with their use as food we may observe that of recent years

in Scandinavia and Russia an alcoholic spirit has been

distilled from C'ladina rangiferina and extensively con-

sumed, especially in seasons when potatoes were scarce

and dear. Formerly also Slicta pulmonaria was much
employed in brewing instead of hops, and it is said that a

Siberian monastery was much celebrated for its beer which

was flavoured with the bitter principle of this species.

3. Jfedicinal Lichens.—During the Middle Ages, and

even in some quarters to a much later period, lichens wore

extensively used in medicine in various European countries.

i.Iany species had a great repute as demulcents, febrifuges,

astringents, tonics, purgatives, and anthelmintics. The
chief of those employed for one or other, and in some cases

for several, of these purposes were Cladonia pyxidata',

Usnea larhata, Uamalina, farinacea, Evcrnia pranastri,

Cetraria islandlca, Sticta pulmonaria, Parmelia saxatilis,

Physcia parietina, and Pcrlusaria amara. Others again

were believed to ba <?ndowed with specific virtues, e.g.,

Peltigera canina, which formed the basis of the celebrated
" pulvis antilyssus" of Dr Jlead, long regarded as a sovereign

cure for hydrophobia; Platysma juniperinum, landed as

a specific in jaundice, no doubt on the similia similihus

principle from a resemblance between its yellow colour and
that of the jaundiced skin ; Pellidea aphthosa, which on
the same principle was regarded by the Swedes, when
boiled in milk, as an efiectual remedy for the aphthx or
rash on their children. Almost all of these virtues, general

or specific, were imaginary ; and at the present da)', except

perhaps in some remoter districts of northern Europe, only

one of them is employed as a remedial agent. This i«

the " Iceland moss " of the druggists' shops, which is

undoubtedly an excellent demulcent in various dyspeptic

and chest complaints. Probably also Pertnsaria amara,
from the intensely bitter principle which it contains, might
still with propriety be employed as a febrifuge. No licljon

is known to be possessed of any poisonous properties,

ulthnugh Chlorca vutoina is believed by the Swedes to be

destructive to wolves when [lowdcred and " nii.xed w ith

pounded glass." Nor are lichens, as has sometimes been
alleged, injurious to the trees upon which they grow,
except to a very limited extent. Not being parasites

properly so called, the only injury they can inflict upon
them is by slightly interfering with the functions of

respiration, or. when growing very crowdedly upon the
branches of orchard trees, by checking the development of

buds

Classiriaitiun of Lichens.

From the time of Acharius, the father of Hchenological

science, different authors have proposed different classifica-

tions of lichens, according to the degree of importance
attached by them to one or other of their vegetative and
reproductive organs. '• Most of these classifications, however,

whether proposed by microscopical or pre-microsoopical

lichenists, have been too artificial and arbitrary, and indeed

less natural in various ways than that originally propounded
by Acharius. Of recent years they have been entirely super-

seded by other two systems, viz., that of the Ma.ssalongo-

Koerberian and that of the Nylanderian school. With
respect to the former of these, its characteristic feature is

the prominence which it assigns to the form and structi'.re

of the spores not only in the differentiation of species but

also in the foundation of genera. Though it has been

adopted, with various modifications, by many Continental

lichenists, j-et essentially it also proceeds on an artificial

principle, and necessitates the adoption of far too many,

genera, distinguished from each other merely by slight

differences in the spores. The other system—that of

Nylander, which was first proposed by him in his Essai

d'une Xouvelle Classincatioii des Lichens (1851-55),—has

since then commended itself more and more to the accept-

ation of lichenists, so that even the disciples of the opposite

school (the sporologists) have in many respects gradually

approximated towards it in their most recent writings. Not
only is it the only con>plete system of classification yet

wrought out; it is also the most natural and philosopliical

of any hitherto propounded. In its main outline it

proceeds upon the principle of showing the near relation

of certain lichens to some genera of _algre on the one

hand, and of certain other lichens to some genera of

fungi on the other hand, and connects these three groat

classes of cryptogams together by a sort of twofold

chain, commencing with those genera of lichens nearest

allied to the alg;e, working up to those genera best de-

veloped (Stictei), and thence retrograding and terminating

with those nearest allied to the fungi. His genera

also are principally founded, not upon a single special

character, but upon the combined anatomical characters

presented by the thallns, the apothecia, and the spermo-

gones. It may here be further observtd that we are

indebted to the same accomplished lichenist for the

succinct but comprehensive diagnoses, generic and specific,

of the different parts of a lichen, which have tended so much

to facilitate their systematic study. The following is a

conspectus of the Nylanderian classitication of lichens, with

the leading characters of the different families and tribes,

and an enumeration of all the principal genera of which

these are composed.

F.nmily 1.- -Eplitlarci, Nyl.

Thallus 'out little tiirgiJ when moist, gnnidial str.iluni consisting

of soniniia wliicli are tmiicatcil ; mmliillary filaments none.

Tribe 1. Sirosiphci, Kyi.—Tliallus filamentosr-fruticnlose,

goniniia variously connate. Aiiothecia biatoriiie or Iccideine. Sjiur-

mogones with sttrijjmata or artlirobtevigmati.

Genera : Sirosiphon, Ktz. ; Gmtioiiema, Nyl. ; Spiloncmn, Horn.

Tribe 2. Pyreimpm, Xyl.—Thallus thinly grauulose, rubricose

within, goniniia sinijik or connate. Apothecia lecanorine oi

pvrenocarpous. Spermogones with simplish sterigmata.
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Genera : ^uopsis, Nyl. ; Pyrenopsis, Nyl.

Tribe 3. Homcpsidci, Nyl.—Thallus either fruticoloso with the
{onimia seriated, or squamuliform or gianuloso with the gonimia
subsoUtary. Apothecia pyrenocarpous with or without paraphyses.
Sperraogones with simple sterigniata.

; Genera : Ephcbe, Fr. ; Ephebcia, Nyl. ; Phylliscum, Nyl. ;

Phylliscodium, Nyl. ; CoUemopsidium, Nyl.
Tribe 4. Magmopsei, Nyl.—Thallus pyrenopsidian, containing

syngonimia, the gonimia arranged without order. Apothecia
peridieine.

Genus : Magmopsis, Nyl.

Family II.

—

Collemacei, Nyl.

Thallus turgid when moist, gonidial stratum consisting of gonimia
moniliformly arranged ; medulla not discrete.

Tribe 1. Lichinei, Nyl.—Thallus fruticulose or radiately lacini-
ated, gonimia elongato-seriately monilifoim, subconnate.. Apothecia
lecanorine or lecideine. Spermogonea with sterigmata or arthro-
sterigmata.

Genera : Lichina, Ag. ; Pterygium, NyL ; Leptogidium, Nyl. ;

Lichinodium, Nyl.
Tribe 2. Collemci, Nyl.—Thallus membranaceous, lohate, rarely

fruticulose, granulose or subsquarpulose, gonimia moniliformly
arranged, cortical stratum none or distinct. Apothecia lecanorine
or rarely pjTenocarpous. Spermogones with simplish sterigmata or
artlirosterigmata.

Genera : Lcdophysma, Fr. fil. ; Synalissa, DK. ; Omphalaria,
DR. ; Anema, Nyl. ; Paulia, Fee ; Schizoma, Nyl. ; Collema, Ach.

;

Leptogium, Ach. ; Eamalodium, Nyl. ; Lichinella, Nyl. ; Am-
phidium, Nyl. ; Collemopsis, Nyl. ; Uydrolhyria, Kuss.

Tribe 3. Pyrenidiei, Nyl.—Thallus fibriUose, gonimia monili-
formly coherent, cortical stratum distinct Apothecia pyrenoid.
Genus : Pyrenidium, NyL

Family III.

—

Lichenacei, Nyl.

Thallus not gelatinous, with a gonidial, rarely gonimic stratum ;

medullary stratum more or less distinct.

Series I.

—

Epiconiodei, Nyl.

Apothecia with the spores usually naked and pulverulent on the
surface of the fructification.

Tribe 1^ Caliciei, Nyl.—Thallus horizontally expanded, some-
times none. Apothecia stipitate, capituliform or sessile. Spermo-
gones with simple sterigmata.

Genera : Sphindrina, Fr. ; Calicium, Pei-s ; Stmocyhe, Nyl. ;

Coniocybe, Ach. ; Pyrgidium, Nyl ; Trachylia, Fr. ; Pyrgilbts, Nyl.
Tribe 2. TylopJioreiyinyl.—Thallus thinly crustaceous. Apothecia

at first pyrenodean and then lecanorine with sporal mass. Spermo-
gones with somewhat branched sterigmata.

Genus : Tylophoron, Nyl.
Tribe 3. Sphs:rophorci, Nyl.—Thallus fruticulose, branched.

Apothecia at first nucleiform, becoming variously dehiscent, with
sporal mass. Spermogones with simplish sterigmata or arthro-

sterigmata.

Genera : SphxropTiaron, Pen ; Acrosq/phus, Lev. ; Tholurna,
Norm.

Series II.

—

Cladodei, Nyl.

Apothecia terminal on podetia, rarely sessile, biatorine or rarely

lecanorine.

Tribe 4. Baiomycetei, NyL—Thallus horizontally expanded.
Apothecia substipitate. Spermogones with sterigmata or arthro-
sterigmata.

Genera : Gomphillus, Nyl. ; Bsecmyces, Pers. ; Gkssodium,
Nyl. ; Thysanothccium, Berk. ; Slercocauliscum, Nyl.

Tribe 5. Pilopkorci, Nyl.—Thallus granulose, cephalodiiferons,

with rigid podetia. Apothecia cephalodine, on the pudetia, with
the paraphyses prolongated into the hypothecium. Spermogones
with simplish sterigmata.

Genus : Pilophoron, Tuck.
Tribe 6. Stcreocaulei, Nyl.—Thallus cffispitose, podetiiform, solid,

ipothecia terminal or lateral, lecideine or rarely lecanorine. Sper-
mogones with simple sterigmata.

Genera : SUreocaulem, Schreb. ; Stereocladium, Nyl. ; Argopsis,
Fr. fiL ; Oxodadium, JInt.

Tribe 7. Cladonici, Nyl.—Thallus foliaceous or fruticulose, with
fistulose podetia. Apothecia biatorine on the podetia, rarely sessile

on the leaflets. Spermooones with simplish sterigmata.

Genera : Heterodea, Nyl. ; Pycnothdia, Ach. ; Cladonia, HQm. ;

Cladina, NyL ; Cladia, Nyl. ; Ramxika, Nyl.

Series III.

—

Ramalodei, NyL
Thallus efoliolose, fruticulose, orfilamentose. Apothecia generally

lecanorine.

Tribe 8. SocceUci, Nyl.—Thallus simplish or branched, inter-

nally with filamentose medulla. ATOthecia irregular (normally
lecanorine), adnate, terminal, orlateraL Spermogones with simplish
sterigmata.

Genera : Combea, DN. ; Roadla, DC.

Tribe 9. Siphuhi, Nyl.—Thallus podetiiform, simple or fruti-

culose, internally with filamentose or fistulose medulla. Apothecia
unknown. Spermogones (where seen) with arthrosterigmata.

Genera : Siphnla, Fr. ; Endocma, Cromb. ; Thamnolia, Ach.
Tribe 10. Jiamaliuei, Nyl.—Thallus fruticuloso-foliaceooSi

rounded or compressed, with woolly medulla. Apothecia lecanorine'
scutellate. Spermogones with arthrosterigmata.

Genus : Pamalina, Ach.
Tribe 11. Vsncei, Nyl.—Thallus much branched, rounded, or com-

pressed, with firm medullary axis. Apothecia parmclioid, peltate

Spermogones with simplish sterigmata.
Genera : Usnca, Hffm. ; Neuropogon, N. and Fl. ; Chlorea, NyL
Tribe 12. Aledoriei, Nyl.—Thallus branched, rounded, or cora>

pressed, with woolly medulla. Apothecia parmelioid, scutelliforra.

Spermogones with simplish sterigmata or arthrosterigmata.

Genera : Alecloria, Ach. ; Dachjlina, Nyl. ; Du/ourea, Ach.
Tribe 13. Cetrarici, Nyl.—Thallus fruticulose or foliaceous, with

woolly medulla. Apothecia parmelioid, marginal, obliquely affixed.

Spermogones with simple sterigmata or arthrosterigmata.

Genera : Cctraria, Ach. ; Plalysma, Hffm.

Series IV.—Phyllodei, Nyl.

Thalfus foliaceous , usually depressed, lobate. Apothecia generallj

peltiform or lecanorine.

Tribe 14. Parmcliei, NyL—Thallus frondosely dilated, or lobate,

or laciniatcd, with woolly, rarely solid, medulla. Apothecia par-

melioid, scutelliform. Spermogones with simple sterigmata or

arthrosterigmata.

Genera : Evemia, Ach. ; Evcmiopsis, Nyl. ; ParTndia, Ach. ;

Parmdiopsis, NyL
Tribe 15. Stidei, NyL—Thallus large, lobate, cyphellate, or

ecyphellate beneath
;
gonidial stratum composed either of nodulose

gonimia or of true gonidia. Apothecia lecanorine, rarely parmeleine.

Spermogones with arthrosterigmata.

Genera : Stidina, Nyl. ; Lobarina, Nyl. ; Stida, Ach. ; Lobaria,
Nyl. ; Fdcasolia, DN.

Tribe 16. Pdtigerci, NyL—Thallus frondosely dilated, the cortical

stratum often wanting beneath
; gonidial stratum consisting either

of gonidia or (usually) of gonimia, rarely of gonidimia. Apothecia
peltiform, adnate, or innate. Spermogones (where seen) with arthro-

sterigmata.

Genera : Kephroma, Ach. ; Nephromium, Nyl. ; Pdiidea, Ach. ;

Pdtigcra, Hffm. ; Solorina, Ach.
Tribe 17 .. Physciei, Nyl. Thallus stellato-orbicular, rarely fruti-

culose, internally with woolly medulla
;
gonidial stratum consisting

of true gonidia. Apothecia lecanorine. Spermogones with arthro-

sterigmata.

Genus : Physda, NyL
Tribe 18. Pyxind,'Syl.—Thalltis stellato-laciniated, with woolly

medulla and true gonidial stratum. Apothecia lecideine. Spermo-
gones with artlirosterigmata.

Genus ; Pyxine, Fr.

Tribe 19. Gyrophorei, NyL—Thallus umbilicately affixed, with
woolly Died nlla and tnie gonidial stratum. Apothecia lecanoroid,

or lecideine and g)Tose. Spermogones with arthrosterigmata.

Genera : Vmbilicaria, Hffm. ; Gyrojihora, Ach.

Series V.

—

Plaxodd, NyL
Thallus variously crustaceous, sometimes evanescent, rarely

hypophlceodal, without any filainentose medullary stratum, Apo-
thecia lecanorine, or lecideine, or lirellaeform.

Tribe 20. Lcmnm-d, Nyl.—Thallus crustaceous, rarely evanescent

or obsolete ; gonidial stratum consisting of gonidia, rarely ofgonimia.
Apothecia lecanorine, rarely subbiatorine or typically biatorine.

Spermogones with simple sterigmata or arthrosterigmata.

Genera: Pannaria, Del.; Gymnoderma, NyL; Erioderma, Fee;
ffcppia, N»g. ; Amphilmna, Fr. ; Psoroma, Fr. ; Zecanora,

Ach.; Glyphclcda, NyL; Pdtula, NyL; Dennaliscum, NyL;
Dirina, Fr.

Tribe 21. Pcriusarici, NyL—Thallus crustaceous, continuous;

gonidial system consisting of true gonidia. Apothecia endocarpoid

or lecanoroid. Spermogones with simple sterigmata.

Genera : Pertusaria, DC. ; Varicellaria, Nyl.

Tribe 22. Tlidotrcmd, NyL—Thallus crustaceous, or pulverulent,

or areolate, with true gonidial stratum. Apothecia urceolato-

irapressed with double margin. Spermogones with simple or

somewliat branehed sterigmata.

Genera : Phlyctis, 'Wallr. ; Tremolylium, Nyl. ; Thdolrema,
Ach. ; t/rccolaria, Ach. ; Bdonia, Krb. ; Gyrostomum, NyL ;

Ascidinm, Fee ; Gymnotrcma, Nyl.

Tribe 23. Leaded, Nyl.—Thallus variously crustaceous, pulveru-

lent, ^evanescent or none proper, with the gonidial stratum consist-

ing of gonidia (rarely chrysogouidia), rarely gonimia. Apothecia

lecideine (or biatorine). Spermogones with simple or simplish

sterigmata.

Genera : Ccenogoninm, Ehrh. ; Byssccaulon, Mnt ; Pannularia,

NyL; Coccocarpi, Pers.; Lecidea, Ach.; Gyrcthecium, NyL;
Epiphora, NyL

14
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"Tribe 24. Grnphidei, Nyl.—Thallus thinly crustaceous, or hyi>o- I

phloeodal, or rarely none proper
;

goniJial stratum consisting of
I

fanidia (rarely cljrysogonidia). Apothecia lircUine or rotuuJatc.
|

permogones with simple stcrigmata.

Genera ; Xylographa, Fr. ; Agyrinvi, Fr. ; LithograpJut, Nyl.
;

Graphis, Ach. ; Thelographis, Nyl. ; Hdminthocarpon, Fc3 ; Levco-

grapha, Nyl. ; Opcgrapha, Ach. ; Plalygrapha, NyL ; Sligmali-

diw, Mey. ; Arthonia, Ach. ; Mclaspilca, Nyl. ; Lecanaclis,

Eschw. ; Schizog-yaphaj Nyl. ; Glyphis^ Ach. ; Chiodectoii^ Ach.

Series VI.

—

Pyrcnodci, Nyl.

Thallus peltate, or crustaceous, or hypophlccodal, or evanescent.

Ajiothecia nueleiform, with an apical osliole.

-Tribe 25. Pyrcnocarpci, Nyl.—Tliallus various, often macular or

obsolete; gonidial system consistingofgonidia(rarelychrysogonidia),

sometimes of gonimia. Apothecia pyrenodeine, often without para-

physes. Spermogones with simple sterigmata or arthrosterigmata.

Genera : Cora, Fr. ; Dichoncma, N. ab Es. ; Norinandina,

Nyl.
J

Endocar-pon, Hedw. ; 1'cn-iicariiui, Nyl. ; V'crrucaria,

Pers. ; ThchncUa, Nyl. ; Thdjpsis, Nyl. ; Obryzum, Wallr.
;

Slfigula, Fr. ; Paralhcliuiit, Nyl. ; Mclaiwtheca, Fee ; Trypc-

thtlium, Ach. ; Astro/helium, Eschw.

Series VII.

—

Pcridiodci, Nyl.

Thallus thin, often wanting. Apothecia peridieine, wltlrout any
ostiole.

Tribe 26. Peridci, Nyl.—Thallus thin, macular, or none pro]ier.

Apothecia consisting of a peridium. Spermogones (where seen) with
simple sterigmata.

Genera : Thclocnrpon, Nyl. ; Tlulococcus, Nyl. ; Endococcus,

Nyl. ; Myco2>oniiii, Flot.

Family IV.

—

ilyriangiacei, NyL
' Thallus unstratified, entirely and equally cellulose. Fructifica-

tion not discrete.

Tribe 1. Myiangici, Nyl.—Thallus nodiiloso-pulvinata. Apo-

Jhecia sublecanorine. Spermogones unknown.
Genus : Myriangium, lint, and Berk.

In the Nyliindcrlan arrangement, most of these tilbes and genera are at^dtn

divided Into subttibes and subgenera, tlie latter betnc further subdivided into

jrding to the affinities of llie different species.

Habitats and Distribution of Lichens.

These two subjects are intimately related and present

many interesting features which here we can only very

generally notice without entering into details.

1. Habitats of Lichens.—These are extremely varied, and
comprehend a great number of very different substi-ata.

Chiefly, however, they are the bark of trees, rocks, tlie

ground, mosses, and, rarely, perennial leavea. (a) With
respect to corticole lichens, some prefer the rugged bark of

old trees {e.g., Ramalina, Parmelia, Stictei) and others the

smooth bark of young trees and shrubs {e.g., Graphidei
and some Lecidese). Jfany are found principally in large

forests (c.^f., Usnea, Alectoi-ia Jubata) ; while a few occur

more especially on trees by roadsides {e.g., Pht/scia

parietina and Ph. pidverulenta). In connexion with corti-

cole lichens may be mentioned those lignicole species which
grow on decayed or decaying wood of trees and on old

pales {e.g., Caliciei, various Lecidese, Xylographa). (6) As
to sajiricole lichens, which occur on rocks and stones, they
tnay be divided into two sections, viz., calcicole and calci-

fugous. To the former belong such as are found on
calcareous and cretaceous rocks, and the mortar of walls

{e.g., LecaiLora calcarea, Lecidea calcivwa, and several

Vei-rucariee), while all other saxicole lichens may be
regarded as belonging to the latter, whatever may be the
mineralogical character of the substratum. It is here
worthy of notice that the apothecia of several calcicole

lichens {e.g., Lecanora Prevostii, Lecidea calcivora) have
the power (through the carbonic acid received from the
atmosphere) of forming minute faveoli in the rock, in

which they are partially buried, (c) With respect to

terricoli species, some p-efer peaty soil {e.g., Cladonia,

Lecidea decolorans), others calcareous soil (e.g., Lecano7-a

a'ossa, Lecidea decipiens), others argillaceous soil or

hardened mud {e.g., Coltema hmosum, Peltidea venosa)

;

while many may be found growing on all kinds of soil,

from the sands of the sea-shore to the granitic detritus of

lofty mountains, with the exception of coui'se of cultivated

ground, there being no agrarian lichens, {d) Muscicole

lichens again are such as are most frequently met with on
decayed mosses and jungermannias, whether on the ground,

trees, or rocks {e.g., Leptogium muscicola, Gomphillus

calicioides). {e) The epijAyllous species are very peculiar

as occurring upon perennial leaves of certain trees and
shrubs, whose vitality is not at all afl'ected by their

presence as it is by that of fungi. In so f^r, however, as

is known, they are very limited in number {e.g., Lecidea

Bouteillei, Strigula). With the exceptions of these last, it

is to be observed that all the rest may, under different

conditions- of locality and climate, be found growing for

the most part indiscriminately on the substrata mentioned,

a normally saxicole species becoming corticole, a terricole

one becoming muscicole, and vice versa. Amongst other

instances of this that might be adduced, the case of Lecidea

geographica, a peculiarly saxicole species, growing on the

stems of RItododendron in the Tyrolese Alps, and that of

Lecidea rividosa, a like peculiarly saxicole species, growing
on the bark of trees in Germany, are especially striking.

Sometimes also various lichens occur abnormally in such
unexpected habitats as dried dung of sheep, bleached

bones of reindeer and whales, old leather, iron, and glass,

in districts where the species are abundant. Consequently

it is apparent that in many cases lichens are quite in-

different to the substrata on which they occur, whe'i.ce we
infer that the preference of several for certain substrata

depends upon the temperature of the locality or that of

the special habitat. Thus in the case of saxicole lichens

the mineralogical character of the rock has of itself little

or no influence upon lichen gi-owth, which is influenced

more especially and directly by their physical properties,

such as their aptitude for imbibing and retaining heat and

moisture. As a rule lichens have a piopensity for opea
exposed habitats, though some are found only or chiefly in

shady situations ; while, as already observed, scarcely any
occur where the atmosphere is impregnated with smoke.

!Many species also prefer growing in moist places by
streams, lakes, and the sea, though very few are normally,

and probably none entirely, aquatic, being always at

certain seasons exposed for a longer or shorter period to the

atmosphere {e.g., Lichina, Leptogium rividare, Endocarpo,*

fluviatile, Vei-rucaria maura). Some species are entirely

parasitical on other lichens {e.g., various Lecidex and
Pyrenocarpei), and may be peculiar to one {e.g., Lecidea

vitellinaria) or common to several species {e.g., Habro-

tkallus parmeliarxini). A few, generally known as ei-ratic

species, have been met with growing unattached to any
substratum {e.g., Parmelia revoluta, var. concentrica, Leca-

nora esculenta) ; but it seems somewhat doubtful if these

are really free ab initio {vide Crombie in Journ. Bot.,

1872, p. 306). It is to the different characters of the

stations they occupy with respect to exposure, moisture,

(fee, that the variability observed in many types of lichens

is to be attributed. The fact also that in numerous

instances they are so indifferent to the nature of their

habitats clearly shows that they do not at all depend upon

the substratum for their nourishment.

2. Distribution of L^ichens.—Trom what has now been

said it will readily be inferred that the distribution of

lichens over the surface of the globe is regulated, not only

by the presence of suitable substrata, but also and more

especially by atmospherical and climatal conditions At
the s.ame time it may safely be afiiimed that their geo-

graphical range is more extended than that of any other

class of plants, occurring as they do in the coldest and

warmest regions—on the dreary shores of the jiala-ocrystic

sea and in the torrid valleys of tropical climes, as well as on.
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tlie greatest mountain elevations yet attained by man, on
projecting rocks even far above tlie snow-line {e.g., Lecidea

geographica), where, as in many other situatioris, fungua-

inycelium and gonidioid algal are unknown. Our know-
ledge of the distribution of lichens in various countries,

like that of other plants, is derived from general and local

floras, from special works on lichenology, from the observa-

tions of scientific travellers and the collections made by
them in distant parts of the world. Most of these,

however, of an earlier date, are to be used with great

caution, as the species recorded were, in the absence of

microscopical examination, not sufficiently discriminated,

and in many cases are prima facie entirely erroneous.

Amongst botanical travellers whose contributions are most
trustworthy may be mentioned pre-eminently Sir Joseph

D. Hooker, whose remarks on this subject in his Flora
Antarctica and in various papers in Trans, Linn. Soc, vol.

xiv., &c., are most valuable and suggestive. Again, in

purely lichenological works, the general principles regulating

lichen distribution (with statistical tables) are admirably
expounded by Nylander in the introduction to his Synopsis

Methodica Lichenuni, while the only complete record of the

distribution of species is that given by the same author iu

his Enumeration generate des Lichens. Since the date of

this latter work (1858) our knowledge of the range of

lichens, both European and exotic, has been greatly

extended, apart from the discovery of numerous species

previously unknown. No special treatise, however, on the

subject has been published, though there is now ample
material, very much scattered no doubt, available for the

purpose. It may, however, be observed that of the four

thousand species (exclusive of numerous varieties and
forms) which have been described, the geographical dis-

tribution is known almost as well as that of phanerogams
and Alices, as well, if not more so than that of mosses and
hepatics, and far better than that of algje and fungL In

arctic regions lichens form by far the largest portion of the

vegetation, occurring everywhere on the ground and on
rocks, and fruiting freely ; while terricole species of

Ciadonia and Stereocaulon are seen in the greatest luxuri-

ance and abundance spreading over extensive tracts almost

to the entire exclusion of other vegetation. The lichen

flora of temperate regions again is essentially distinguished

Irom the preceding by the frequency of corticole species

belonging to Lecanora, Lecidea, and Graphidei. In inter-

tropical regions lichens attain their maximum development

(and beauty) in the foliaceous Stictei and Parmeliei, whUe
they are especially characterized by epiphyllous species, as

Strigula, and by many peculiar corticole Thelotremei, Gra-

phidei, and Pyrenocarpei. Some lichens, especially saxicole

ones, seem to be cosmopolitan {e.g., Lecanora suhfusca,

Ciadonia pyxidata); and others, not strictly cosmopolitan,

have been observed in regions widely apart. A consider-

able number of species, European and exotic, seem to be

endemic, but further research will no doubt show that most
of them occur in other climatal regions similar to those in

which they have hitherto alone been detected. To give

any detailed account, however, of the distribution of the

different genera (not to speak of that of individual species)

of lichens would necessarily far exceed the limits at our

disposal Suffice it to say that both in horizontal and
vertical range, they sufficiently correspond with the distri-

bution of phanerogams in the several regions of vegetation

into which the surface of the globe has been divided. The
proportion of lichens to phanerogams in different regions

increases in a regular ratio from the equator to the poles,

and from the base to the summit of lofty mountains, till

ot length in more arctic and alt-alpine tracts lichens

constitute almost and sometimes entirely the sole vegeta-

tion, (j. M. c.)

LTCHFIELD, a city and municipal and parliamentary
borough of Staffordshire, England, is situated in a pleasant
and fertile valley, on a small tributary of the Trent, and ott

the South Staffordshire Railway, IG miles north from-

Birmingham. The town is well built, and contains many
handsome houses. Of the old Norman cathedral there are

now no remains. The present building is supposed tc

belong to the end of the 12th or beginning of the 13tb
century. Its style is Early English approaching to Deco-
rated, and it possesses an imposing central tower 285 feet

in height, with two western spires 183 feet. The tran-

septs, which contain some portions of Norman architecture,

are richly ornamented, and adorned with windows of

beautiful tracery. The total length of the building from
east to west is 403 feet. The damage which it suffered

during the civil wars was repaired by Bishop Hackett in

1671, and at present (1882) it is undergoing extensive

restorations. A new building for the King Edward's
grammar school was erected in 1850. In the market-place

is a statue of Dr Johnson, facing the house where he was
born. A guild-hall, a market-hall, a corn exchange, and a
public library and museum are the principal buildings of

a secular character. There are several charitable institu-

tions. The industries of the town include brewing and
coach-building ; and in the neighbourhood there are large

nurseries and market gardens. The municipal and parlia-

mentary boroughs have the same area (3416 acres); the

population in 1871 was 7347, and in 1881 8360.

Lichfield is spelt by Bede Licidfjld, the word being supposed to

mean "Field oV the Dead," from a massacre which took place

near it of a large number of Christians. It was made an episcopal

see in 669, St Chad being its first bishop. In the reign of Offa it

was promoted to^be an archbishopric, but in 803 the primacy was
restored to Canterbury. In 1075 the see of Lichfield was trans-

ferred to Chester, and thence, a few years afterwards, to Coventry,

but it was restored in 1148. The town has returned members to

parliament since 1305, at which time it also received a charter of

incorporation. Since 1867 it has returned only one member. It

was made a city by Edward VI. in 1549.

See the histories of Lichfield by Jackson (1 805) and Harwood (1806),

and histories of the cathedral by Britton (1820) and Stone (1870).

LICHTENBERG, formerly a small German principality

on the west bank of the Rhine, enclosed by the Nahe, the

Blies, and the Glan, now forms the circle of St Wendel in

the government district of Treves, Rhenish Prussia. The
principality was constructed of parts of the old electorate

of Treves, Pfalz-Zweibriicken, and Salm, and lay between

Rhenish Bavaria and the old Prussian province of the

Rhine. Originally called the lordship of Baumholder, it

owed the name of Lichtenberg and its elevation to a

principality to Ernest, duke of Saxe-Coburg, to whom it

was presented by Prussia in 1815 in accordance with

terms agreed upon at the congress of Vienna. The duke,

however, restored it to Prussia in 1834, in return for an

annual pension of £26,000 sterling. The area is 210

square miles, and the population 45,000.

LICHTENBERG, Geobg Chkistoph (1744-1799), phy-

sicist and satirical writer, was born at Oberramstadt, near

Darmstadt, July 1, 1744. In 1763 he entered Gottingen

university, where in 1770, after spending several years in

England, he became extraordinary professor of physics,

and five years later ordinary professor. This post he

continued to hold till his death, February 24, 1799. A&
a physicist he is best known for his investigations in

electricity, more especially as to the so-called Lichten-

berg figures (see vol viiL p. 66), which are fully

described in two memoirs De nova meihodo naturam ac

motum fluidi electrici iiwestigandi (Gottingen, 1778-79).

He sent many excellent contributions to the Gottingen

Taschenhalender from 1778 onwards, and to the Gottingisclifi

Magadn der Literalur und Wissenschafi, which he edited

for three years (1780-82) along with J. O. A. Forstei
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His various scientific writings occupy tlio latter part of lii''

Vennisckle Sch-iften, edited by Kriess (9 vols., (jiillingcn,

1800-5; new edition, 6 vols., Gotlia, 1811 IG). The

earlier volumes^ of these collected writings contain his

satirical and humorous productions. His keen satire in-

volved him in many a literary controversy with well-known

contemporaries, such as I-avater, whose science of physfo-

gnomy he wittily ridiculed, and Voss, whose views on Creek

pronunciation called forth a powerful satire Uehcr die

Pronunciation der ScJwpse des alien Griecheiditndes (1782).

Notes of his lectures on natural philosophy, astronomy,

and physical geography were published by .Ganiauf

(Vienna, 1808-12, 1813, 1819); and more recently some

of his brilliant sayings have been collected by Grisebach in

one volume, Lichtenherg's Gedanken und Maximen : Licht-

Strahlen aiis seinen Werl-en (Leipsic, 1871).

LICINIUS. Publius Flavins Galeriiis Valerius Lici-

nianus Licinius, Koman emperor, of Dacian peasant origin,

was born probably about 250 a.d., and was elevated

after the death of Severus to the rank of Augustus by

Galerius, his former friend and companion in arms, on

November 11, 307, receiving as his immediate command
the provinces of Illyricum. On the death of Galerius in

May 311, he shared the entire empire with Maximiu, the

Hellespont and the Thracian Bosphorus being their mutual

boundary. In !March 313 he entered into alliance with

Constantlne at Milan, and in the following month inflicted

a decisive defeat on Maxlmin at Heraclea, with the result

of establishing himself as master of the East, while Con-

stantine (now his brother-in-law) was supreme in theAYest.

In the following year his jealousy led him to encourage a

treasonable enterprise on the part of Bassianus against

Constantine. When his perfidy became known a civil war

ensued, in which ha was twice severely defeated—first

near Cibalis in Pannonia (October 8, 314), and next in the

plain of Mardia in Thrace ; the outward reconciliation,

which was effected in the following December, left Licinius

in possession of Tlirace, Asia IMinor, Syria, and Egypt,

but added numerous provinces to the Western empire.

In 323 Constantine, tempted by the " advanced age and

unpopular vices " of his colleague, anew declared war

against him, and, having defeated his army at Adrianople

(July 3, 323), succeeded in shutting him up within ihe

walls of Byzantium. The defeat of the superior fleet of

Licinius by' Crispus, Constantine's eldest son, compelled

his withdrawal to Bithynia, where a last stand was made

;

the battle of Chrysopolis (September 18) finally issued in

Lis submission and death.

LIEBER, Fkancis (1800-1872), a distinguished

publicist and writer on political science, was by birth a

German, by adoption a citizen of the United States. He
was the son of Frederick William Lieber, and was born at

Berlin, March 18, 1800. Upon the return of Napoleon

Bonaparte from Elba, young Lieber, then only fifteen

years of age, volunteered as a soldier, and served with his

two brothers under Marshal Blilcher in the campaign of

1815. He fought at Ligny, AVaterloo, and Namur. In

the last-named battle he was twice severely and dangerously'

wounded. At the close of the war he returned to his

studies, and joined the Berlin gymnasium under Dr Jahn.

Shortly afterwards he was arrested and thrown iuto prison

for his political sentiments, the chief evidence against him
being several songs of liberty which he had written.

After several months' confinement lie was discharged without

a trial, but informed that ho would not be permitted to

pursue his studies at the Prussian universities. He
accordingly went to Jena, wLere he took his degrees in

1820, subsequently continuing his studies at Halle and
Dresden. When the Greek revolution broke out, young
Lieber instantly resolved to take part in the stniggle for|

Grecian independence. He made his way with great
difliculty to JIarscilles, travelll\ig much of the way on foot,

and thcnco embarked for GrcL-ce. His experiences there
arc recorded iu his Jounial in Greece, published at Leipsic
in 1823, and at Amsterdam in the same year under the
title ot The German Anacharsis. Pieturning from Greece
after the failure of the struggle, he landed at Ancona,
and proceeded to Eome. There he made the acquaintance
of Niebuhr, then Prussian ambassador to Rome, who took
great interest in him and employed him as tutor to Lis
son. He lived a year in the family of the historian, a
period of his history which he afterwards embalmed in his
Reminiscences of Niehuhr, first published in America, and
afterwards in England. Returning from Eome to Berlin
in 1823, he was soon again arrested by the Prussian
authorities on the old charges of • enmity to the Govern-
ment and advocating republican opinions, and was
imprisoned in the bastile of Koepnik, but was released

after some months' confinement through the influence of

Niebuhr. In 1825 he abandoned his country, and after

spending a year in London went to the United States

(1827), and as soon as possible was naturalized as a citizen

of that country. Lieber took up his residence at Boston,

and v/as occupied for five years in his laborious work The
Enci/clopoedia Americana {IZ vols.). In 1832 he removed
to New York, where he published a translation of De
Beaumont and De Tocqueville's work oa the penitentiary

system, with many notes. In 1833 he went to Philadelphia

to prepare a plan of education for Girard College, then

newly founded. While there he published Leilers to a
Gentleman in Gerviany and a supplement to his Encyclo-

paedia, In 1835 he was appointed professor of history and
political economy in South Carolina College at Columbia,

S.C, where he remained more than twenty years, and
during this period wrote and published the three great

works upon which his fame as a writer chiefly rests—the

Manual of Political Ethics (1838), Legal and Political

Jlenneneiitics (1839), and Civil Liberty and Self Govern-

ment (I853y
In 1856 Lieber resigned tlie professorship in South

Carolina College, and was immediately elected to a similar

professorship iu Columbia College, New York, and to the

chair of political science in the law school of the same
institution. lie continued in the discharge of the duties

of these positions until his death, which occurred October

2, 1872. During the great war for the preservation of

the Union from 18G1 to 18G5, Lieber rendered services

of great value to the Government of his adopted country,

and was frequently consulted by the secretary of war.

He was one of the first to point out by his pen the madness

of secession, and was ever active in supporting the Govern-

ment and upholding the Union. He prepared, upon the

requisition of the president, the Code of War for ihe

Government of ihe Armies of the United States in the Field,

which was adopted and promulgated by the Government

in General Orders No. 100 of the war department. This

code has becu characterized by many European publicists

as a masterpiece, and it suggested to Bluntschli his

codification of the. law of nations, as may be seen in the

preface to his Droit International Codifie. During this

period also Lieber wrote his Guerilla Parties with Peference

to the Lawr and Usages of War, a valuable contribution to

the law of war. At the time of his death he was by

appointment of the Government of the United States the

umpire of the commission for the adjudication of Mexican

claims. The political writings of Francis Lieber are held

in great estimation by all publicists. Sir Edward S.

New editions of tbesc works and of his miscellaneous writings

have been published recently at Philadelphia.
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Creasy, in his First Flal/oi-m of International Law, allud-

iug to his death, has justly said of him, " America and the

civilized world in general have lately had to deplore in

his death the loss of one whom the French jurist M.
Laboulayehas truly styled 'une des figures les plusoriginules

parmi les jurisconsultes de notre temps.'

"

Besides the works alreaJy mentioned, Licber published at various

times many smaller works and pamphlets on different subjects, all

of which attracted public attention, such as The Origin and De-
velopment of the First CoTistiluenls of Civilizalion, Great Events
Describrxl by Great Historians, £ssai/s on Property and Labour, The
Laics of Property, Penal Laws and the Penitentiary System, Prison
Discipline, The delation hetwtcn Education and Crime, The Pardon-
ing Power, The Character of the Gentleman, International Copyright,

Laura Bridgman's Vocal Sounds, On Anglican and Gallicvi Liberty,

The Post OJHcc and Postal Reforms, Indejjcndence of the Tudiciary,

Nationalism, Bisc of the Constitution (an unfinished work), ami
njany minor tiiicts and publications. These works are all written

with as much ease and parity of idiom as if English had been his

native tongue, a fact not more remarkable than that he, a German,
should have become the great American teacher of the philosophy
of Anglican political science. (JL R, T.)

LIEBIG, Justus (1803-1837), was borh at Darmstadt
in 1803. His father carried on business as a drysalter and
dealer in dye-stuffs, and made various experiments with a view

to improved methods of preparing and purifying his wares.

These led the son to take an interest in chemistry, and to

seek for knowledge in the chemical books and periodicals in

the grand-ducal library, which is rich in scientific works.

At home he employed his time in repeating, as far as the

means at his command admitted, the experiments he found
described in books, and thus while still a boy attained a

theoretical and practical knowledge of chemistry compar-
able with that of many full-grown professors of the science.

He determined to be a chemist, to devote his life to the

pursuit of science. The only kind of chemist available for

teaching purposes was the chemist and druggist, and accord-

ingly Liebig, at the age of fifteen, entered the shop of

an apothecary at Heppenheim near Darmstadt to study

chemistry. He soon found out how great is the difference

between practical pharmacy and scientific chemistry, and
returned to Darmstadt, after ten mouths, to look for another

and more likely way of attaining his object. After some
months spent in study at home he entered the university of

Bonn, which he soon left for Erlangen. There he attended

the lectures of Kastneron chemistry, and, besides the study

of allied sciences, devoted some time to make up for the

almost total neglect of school work caused by his early love

of chemistry. He was much influenced by the metaphysical

speculations of Schelling, and in after life referred to this

influence as injurious to him as a scientific investigator.

In those days there were no laboratories accessible to

ordinary students, and Liebig had to content himself with

what the university could give him in the lecture-room and
in the library. Both at Bonn and at Erlangen he formed

a students' chemical aud physical society for the discussion

of new discoveries and speculations as these appeared in

scientific books or periodicals. I'n 1822 he left Erlangen

with the degree of Ph.D. By means of the liberality of

Louis L, grand-duke of Hesse-Darmstadt, Liebig was

enabled to continue his chemical studies in Paris. There

he made the acquaintance of Runge, Jlitscherlich, and
Gustav Rose. He attended the lectures of Ga)'-Lus3ac,

Thenard, and Dulong, and, while carrying on the investiga-

tion into the composition and properties of the fulminates

which he had already partly published, he attempted, as

at Erlangen, to work up his neglected school studies. The
results of his work on the fulminates were communicated
to the Academy of Sciences, and attracted the favourable

attention of Humboldt, who was at that time in Paris.

Humboldt introduced Liebig to Gay-Lussac, who admitted
liim into his private laboratory as a pupil. Here he had
opportunities of learning all the mysteries of the art from

one of the most skilful.and ingenious of experimenters. It
was on the advice of Humboldt that Liebig determined to
become a teacher of chemistry, but difficulties stood in his
wey. As a native of Hesse-Darmstadt, he ought, according
to the academical rules of the time, to have studied and
graduated at the university of Giessen, and Humboldt had
to use his influence to induce the authorities to forgive his
having attended the foreign university of Erlangen. After
examination his Erlangen degree was recognized, and in

1824, in his twenty-first year, he was appointed extra-
ordinary professor of chemistry in the university of Giessen.
Two years later he was promoted to the post of ordinary
professor, which he heW for twenty-five years, notwith-
standing the most tempting offers from other universities.

It was here, in the small town and small university of

Giessen, that by far the most of Liebig's work was done.

He began by remedying the evil which as a student he had
himself felt. He induced the Darmstadt Government to

build a chemical laboratory in which any student of the

university might obtain a thorough practical training. It

is difficult for us, who live in a time when nearly every

university and many schools possess well-arranged and
often well-endowed laboratories, to understand how great

a revolution was made in the practical teaching of physical

science by the foundation of the Giessen laboratory. We
can form some idea of it by reading Liebig's articles on the

condition of chemistry in Austria and Prussia, in which he

goes over in detail the means of teaching afforded in the

various universities of those great countiies. He tells us

that in 1838two young Prussians came to Giessen to study

chemistry, unable to obtain entrance to a laboratory in their

own country, but were ordered back again by the Prussian

Government. Fortunately other Governments were less

strict, or other students were less obedient, and crowds of

young men anxious to study chemistry came to Giessen,

and carried home the light there acquired. Partly by
Liebig's urgent appeals to the interests and to the shame
of the great German stite^, partly by the influence of his

pupils, a great reform %s as effected, and German universities

now vie with one another in offering opportunities of practi-

cal instruction in chemistry and the other physical sciences.

The amount and tie importance of the laboratory work
done by Liebig in Giessen were very great Without con-

sidering here the work done by his students under his

direction, of which no doubt a very large part was conceived

by him, and in the execution of which he coastantly contri-

buted his assistance and advice, we shall look only at what
appears under his own name. During the twenty-six years

he spent at Giessen as ordinary professor, he contributed

to scientific journals more than two hundred papers, about

twenty of which were records of joint work, chiefly with

Wohler. During the same time he published his works on
organic analysis, organic chemistry, chemistry applied to

physiology and agriculture, his Chemical Letters, and many
smaller treatises. From 1832 he was joint editor of the

Annalen der Pharmacie, from 1837 of the Hand- orter-

buch derreiueii und angeioandtcn Chcmie, and from 1847
to 1856 of the Jahresbencht der Chemie. These statement^

give some idea of the amount of his work ; of its import-

ance and of its effect on the history of science wo shall

speak later.

In 1845 he was raised to the hereditary rank of baron

under the title of Freiherr von Liebig. In 1852 he

accepted the invitation of the Bavarian Goveinment to the

ordinary professorship of chemistry in the university of

Munick This office he held till his death in 1873.

In private life Liebig was hospitable, courteous, and
kindly. Honoured by all the great s Jentific societies of

the world, and regarded by almost every one as the great

authority in chemistry, he assumed no airs of superiorityj
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nnd lived the simple and quiet life of a German professor.

Liebig's influence on the history of chemistry may be con-

sidered under five heads:— (1) the effect of the opening

of the Giessen laboratory, and of Liebig's constant efforts to

induce other universities to follow this example
; (2) the

improvements introduced by him in methods of investigation

and in apparatus
; (3) the discovery of new facts ; (4) the

development of theory ; and (5) the application of chemistry

to physiology, agriculture, and the arts.

We have already spoken of the first. Under the second head by

far the most important change introduced by Liebig was his method

of organic analysis. Organic substances were analysed, and analysed

with accuracy, before 1830, but such analyses could then be carried

out only by h ighly skilled chemists, and involved great labour and the

use of cumbrous apparatus. Liebig's method of organic analysis,

which was published in all its details in 1831, and which (with

important but secondary improvements) is that still used, made it

easy for any advanced student to make a fairly accurate and very

useful analysis of an organic substance. Analysis is to the

chemist what astronomical methods for determining longitudes and

latitudes are to the geographical explorer. Without it many in-

teresting and useful discoveries may be made, but it is only when

complete and accurate analyses are made of all the new substances

produced in the course of a research that the research becomes

luUy available to other explorers. If Liebig had contributed

nothing to organic chemistry but his method of analysis, he would

still have been in a perfectly true sense the founder of modern

organic chemistry. Many other improvements of apparatus are

due to him ; we need only mention the simple form of condenser

called by his name, and constantly used by every chemist, and

the easy and accurate method for determining the quantity of urea

in a solution, which was the first step towards, introducing precise

chemical methods into practical medicine. This is also the proper

place to refer to his analyses of the natural alkaloids, and his

discovery of the method of determining their equivalents by the

analysis of their chloroplatinates. In the third place we have to

consider the new facts discovered by Liebig. The very great

addition to our knowledge of organic chemistry made by Liebig

naturally throws into the shade his contributions to inorganic

chemistry, but we ought to remember his numerous analyses of

mineral waters and his contributions to the difficult question of the I

accurate separation of cobalt and nickel. It is, however, in organic

chemistry that Liebig's gi'cat discoveries were made. These dis-

coveries are so intimately connected with his chemical theories that

we may most conveniently consider them along with the fourth

head, his contributions to the development of chemical theory.

The notion of compound radicals is to be found in chemistry as

far back at least as the time of Lavoisier. Lavoisier says, " Some

experiments of my own and some made by M. Hassenfratz have

convinced me that in general nearly all the vegetable acids, such as

tartaric, oxalic, citric, malic, acetic, pyrotartaric, pyromucic acids,

have for their radical liydrogen and carbon, but united so as to form

a single base, that all these acids differ from one another by the

difference in proportion of these two substances and the degrees of

oxidation." Berzelius adopted this view and expressed it thus,

—

"We find the difference between organic and inorganic bodies to be

that, while in inorganic' nature all the oxidized substances have a

simple radical, all the organic substances have compound radicals.

Just as ammonia is an alkali with a compound radical, but possess-

ing nevertheless the greatest analogies with the mineral alkalies

which have simple radicals, so we find the greatest analogy betv.een

the mineral and the organic acids, so that the relations of potash and

soda to acetic, oxalic, citric acids are the same as their relations to

sulphuric, nitric, phosphoric acids." These views were published

by Berzelius in 1817. In 181 5 Gay-Lussac had discovered cyanogen,

and shown that this compound of carbon and nitrogen is the

radical of prussio acid and its salts, in the same sense as chlorine

is the radical of hydrochloric acid and the chlorides. Ampere had

indicated a theory of the constitution of the ammonia salts, which

Berzelius worked out in detail, according to which those salts

contain a compound radical, ammonium, playing in them the

part of potassium in the potash salts. Finally, Davy suggested

iu 1815 that the hydrated acids which correspond m function to

hydrochloric acid should be regarded as the true acids, and proposed

to represent them as compounds of hydrogen with a radical.
_

Such were the knowledge and the theoretical position of chemists

on this question when Liebig became professor ; the dates to which

we have referred correspond to the time when as a schoolboy he

was devouring the contents of chemical journals at Darmstadt, and

no doubt he then became acquainted at first hand with the discovercs

and speculations of Ampere, Davy, Gay-Lussac, and Berzelius.
_

We have seen that his first investigation referred to the liilmi-

nates. He continued his researches upon the compounds of

cvanogen and the substances connected with them formed frequent

subjects of his researches during his whole life. In this region ot
organic chemistry he made many important discoveries, of which
the limits of this article do not allow a detailed account ; we can
only mention melone, mellam, ammeline, ammelide, and melanine,
as substances discovered and investigated by him. In the course
of these investigations he discovered the precise nature of the
chemical changes which occur in the m.nnufacture of bromide of
potash. In 1831 he examined the action of chlorine upon alcohol,

among other substances discovered cliloral, and commenced the
series of investigations into the derivatives of alcohol and ether to

which we shall refer immediately. In 1832 Wohler and Liebig
published the results of their joint research on the oil of bitter

almonds and its derivatives. This research may be said to stand at

the bead of modem organic chemistry, for elegance of method and
for clearness of insight it is unrivalled, and wUl always remain a

model of what such an investigation should be. They showed in

the clearest manner that the compound C7H5O (here and elsewhere

in this article we use the symbols now in common use, instead of

those employed by the authors), to which they gave the name of

benzoyl, is the constant part, or radical, of a great series of com-
]>ounds. The importance of this investigation was generally recog-

nized. Berzelius hailed it as the advent of real daylight on the

subject of organic chemistry, and even suggested the names proin

or orthrin (from -rpul and upOpos) for the newly discovered radical.

We now come to the long controversy as to the constitution of

alcohol and ether, which engaged so much of Liebig's time and
energy. Gay-Lussac had shown iu 1815 that alcohol and ether

might, as far as their composition is concerned, be represented as

compounds of defiant gas and water, and fuither that, if we repre-

sent the quantities by volume of gas or vapour, ether contains one

volume of defiant gas and half a volume of water vapour, while

alcohol contains equal volumes of the two. In 1828 Dumas and
BouUay published an elaborate memoir on the preparations and
properties of the ethers, in wHch they further developed the ideas

suggested by Gay-Lussac. They regarded defiant gas as the radical

of all the etherial compounds, as ammonia is of the ammoniacal salts,

and formulated them thus :

—
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first indicated by Dumas and Boullay, and the view of the constitu-

tion of the ammonia salts which is generally held ia France was
the reason why ether was considered the first hydrate of defiant

gas, alcohol as the second hydrate, &c. ; in Germany and other

countries the water necessary for the constitution of the salts of

ammonia with oxygen acids was considered as an integral part of

the base ; it was assumed that this water forms with the ammonia
oxide of ammonium (NHjj^O, and this view in a certain sense

smoothed the way for another, according to which the existence of

organic oxides, capable of neutralizing acids, appeared very probable,

as a necessary complement to the organic acids which chemists had
long been inclined to regard as oxides of organic radicals. Ether
was in these countries regarded as an organic oxide, and this

difference of view excited a ten years' strife, as an immediate result

of which- we may regard the discovery of a great number of com-
pounds which enriched science with innumerable important obser-

vations. No region of organic chemistry has been so thoroughly
and so completely studied as the compounds connected with ether

;

and now, when the existence of organic oxides is no longer denied,

the support of the opposite opinion has come to an end, although it

cannot be said that thequestion itself hasbeen experimentally decided.
If we compare in the light of our present knowledge the ammonia
compounds with the ether compounds, we ai once sen that the

opposing views were fundamentally the same in the two cases. The
disputes took place because we were not at one as to the interpreta-

tion of the phenomena. The ether and ammonia compounds assume
in fact the same form if amidogen is regarded as the unchange-
able radical of the ammonia compounds, and acetyl [Reguault's

aldehydene] as the starting point of the ether compounds. The
two sets of compounds differ only in so far as we must ascribe to

acetyl the power of forming acids, a power which amidogen does
not possess."

He then gives a table containing in two columns the ammonia
and the ether compounds, in which C.^H^ corresponds to NHj,
CjHj to NH3, and C2H5 to NH4, and" adds, " These formula;

require no explanation ; they have been developed in order to

show the extraordinary resemblance of the ammonia and the ether

compounds, and to show why it was tliat many chemists regarded
defiant gas as the first member of the series ot etlier compounds.
Both of the formerly antagonistic theories have, as may be easily

seen, from this point of view the same foundation, and all further

questions as to the truth of the one or other view is thus of course

set at rest."

It was during the coui'se of ttie controversy which then closea

that Liebig had discovered aldehyde, chloral, and, simultaneously
with Soubeiran, chloroform, besides numerous other substances of

less general interest, and developed the theory now generally received

of the formation of ether by the action of sulphuric acid ou alcohol.

In the very short sketch given above of the discussion as to the

constitution of ether, we mentioned that Liebig's ethyl theory was
to some extent borrowed from Berzelius. Berzelius had suggested
that ether was the oxide of a radical (Liebig's ethyl), but he was at

first inclined to regard alcohol, not as the hydrate oxide of the same
radical, but rather as the oxide of another one, which with our
symbols would be written C„Hr,. But there was a deeper difference

than this between the radical theories of Berzelius and Liebig.

This essential difference first clearly showed itself in the notes which
Liebig added to two letters from Berzelius to Wohler, published in

the Annakn in 1839. In these letters Berzelius gives his views of

the constitution of oxychlorides, with which he classes such bodies

as trichloracetic acid. All those bodies he represents as compounds
of oxides and chlorides, in harmony with the dualistic system.

Thus, instead of SOoCU, CoHClsO;, &c., he writes SCI5 + 2.S03,

CoClg + CoOj, &c. (taking" the anhydrous acid). In his second
letter on Malaguti's chlorinated ethers he naturally arrives at

"ormuh-e of extreme complexity. In his notes Liebig states that he
•'.oes not agree with Berzelius, and that the analogy first pointed

cut by Berzelius between inorganic and organic compounds and
his theory of organic radicals had been a guiding star in a labyrinth

in which previously no one could find the way. " But, while there

are points of resemblance, there are very many points of difference

;

we should follow a theory as long as it gives us light and explains

facts ; up to a certain point the principles of inorgani'; chemistry
help us in organic chemistry, beyond it tliey leave us, and produce
instead of remo.ving complications; beyond this point we require

new principles."

These new principles were supplied by Liebig's radical theoiy.

As Liebig showed, abstract discussions as tO'the truth of a theory
are out of place in an experimental science ; the question is not as

to their essential truth but as to their practical fruitfulness. Do
they help us to miderstand old and to discover new facts ! If they

do, the morrow may take thought for its own theories. These are

not Liebig's words, but they seem to express his ideas.

Liebig early expressed his approval of Davy'.^ views as to the con-

stitution of acids, but he rarely used the language or the notation

corresponding to that view. "This divergence between his theory

Slid his habitual language is interesting as showing that he held

that the same truth may be expressed in more than one way, ixn6
that where no immediate point is to be gained it is well to emploj
the language best understood by those whom we address. In this,
as in liis preference for what was called the equivalent system ol
notation over that of Berzelius, he showed his sound practical judg
ment and common sense. We now see that the notation 0,

Berzelius was nearer the truth, but its advantages could not be fell

until chemistry had advanced further, and its retention would hav«
led to complii,ation3 of formuliE and obscuring of relations. The
resemblance indeed of our present notation to that of Berzelius is

to a great extent accidental, and the advance was hastened rathej
than hindered by what now looks like a retrograde step.

There is one other point which we have to mention under the
present head. Liebig at once saw the importance of Graham's re.

searches on the phosphates. He applied Graham's idea of poly,
basicity to organic acids, and satisfactorily proved, notwithstanding
the opposition of Berzelius, that tartaric acid is dibasic and citrio

acid tribasic.

We have hitherto said nothing as to the relation of Liebig's
theories 'e those at present held by chemists. On this subject a

word may suffice. The great revolt against the radical theory led

by Laurent and Gerhardt produced a long and acrimonious contro-
versy. In that controversy Liebig took his part, and many hard and
some unfair things were said by him. The controversy itself was
of course the means ofproducing a vast amount of thorough research,

and was thus, like all such contests, of direct use; it also led to the
revision of all theoretical opinions from a totally new point of view.

From this ordeal the radical theory has emerged, not very different

in appearance. But it has undergone a profound change. Its

foundations have been immensely strengthened, it has been to a
great extent explained. Some chemists seem to think that this

makes it an entirely new theory. We cannot share this view. Our
reasons for believing in ethyl and benzoyl differ from the reasons
adduced by Wohler and Liebig only in this that we have arguments
which they had not ; their arguments remain. We now know some
thing of the reason why such radicals exist ; we can, to a certain

extent, deduce their properties from those ot the elements which
they contain, but explanation is something different from refu-

tation ; the theory has grown, but still remains the same theory.

Liebig all his life showed a special predilection for the study
of the immediate products of animal life. He investigated with
untiring zeal the substances contained in urine and in the juice of

flesh. In these researches he discovered many new substances, and
cleared up doubts and difficulties as to their relations to one anothei

and to other bodies. Late in life he expressed the most lively

interest in Volhardt's synthesis of sarcosin and creatine, substances

with the preparation of which he had long before been engaged.

In this connexion it is right that we should mention his elaboratf

investigation on uric acid and its derivatives. This line of stud}
led him to interest himself in the chemistry of food, and the imi
portance of his work in this direction can scarcely be overestimated.

We do not refer alone to his methods of preparing the extract ot

meat and the food for infants, which have perhaps spread his fama
more widely than his strictly scientific work cojild have done ; we
refer rather to the influence which his analyses and calculations have
had on medical opinion and practice. And this leads us to our fifth

head, Liebig's influence on the application of chemistry to physio-

logy, agriculture, and the arts.

Before Liebig undertook his investigations into the chemistry ot

vegetation, the views (they can scarcely be called theories) held as

to the manner in which plants are nourished were vague in the

extreme. The only point satisfactorily made out was that under the

influence of light the green parts of plants are capable of decom-
posing carbonic acid, giving off oxygen and retaining the carbon.

Saussure, to whose careful experiments the establishment of this

fact, first noticed by Priestley, is mainly due, believed that tho

nitrogen of the plant came from soluble organic substances absorbed

by the roots, and expressly says that the main use of ammonia ia

manure is as a solvent of humus, which he supposed ffl be ona
source of the carbon in plants ; and, although the ashes of the vari-;

ous plants had been analysed, the importance of the mineral con-,

stituents of vegetabl.'s was not at all recognized. Liebig undertook

the investigation of this question in 1840. He showed that tha

plant derives its nourishment partly from the air, partly from the

soil ; the carbonic acid and water, the ammonia and nitric acid,

which he showed to be the sources of the plant's nitrogen, come from
the atmosphere ; while the potash, soda, lime, iron, magnesia, sul-

phuric acid, phosphoric acid, and silica come from the soil. No
exhaustion can take place of the former, but the soil contains only

a limited amount of the latter in a soluble state, and when this ia

used up the soil becomes barren. Not only so, but the absence 01

any one of the necessary substances makes the soil barren. He
showed how manure acts by restoring these deficient ingredients, and

how, when the land is left fallow, atmospheric influences decom-

pose the i,isolubIe minerals and supply the soil with what has

been removed. He further showed that jjlnnts use and therefort

remove from the soil the articles of plant food ia various proportiont
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and thus explained the advantage of a rotation of crops. The aili-

licial manures which he introduced contained the essential niiiierat

substances, and a small quantity of ammoniacal salts, because he

held that while the air supplies ammonia it does not always supply

it fast enough, particularly to the less leafy plants. He bought a

field near Giessen for his experimeuts, and treated it witli the

artificial manure, but the result was disappuiuting. The manure
was not inactive, but not nearly so active as it should have been.

It was many years before he detected the cause. • To prevent tlie

rain washing away the alkalies in the manure, he had taken great

pains to render them insoluble. Way's experiments on the absorp-

tion of manure by soils (1850) occurred to him as suggesting an

explanation, and in 1857 he made a number of experiments on the

retention of various substances by earth. In these he confirmed

and extended AVay's observations, and thus saw that his etlort to

make his manure better had made it worse. As he says, " I had
sinned against the wisdom of the Creator, and received my righteous

punishment. I wished to improve His work, and in my blindness

believed that, in the marvellous chain of laws binding life on the

earth's surface and keeping it always new, a link had been foi'gotten

which I, weak powerless worm, must supply."

Now, just as he showed that plants require certain—often small

—

quantities of particular substances, else they will not grow at all,

however great may be the quantities of other kinds of food supplied,

so lie showed that animals also require, not only a proper quantity

of food, but also the right proportion of the dificrent kinds of food,

mineral as well as organic. In the classification of the kinds of

organic food into heat-producing and blood-forming, it was necessary

to examine whether tlie carbohydrates, starch, sugar, &c., should

be placed alongside of fat. He was thus led to inquire into tlie

power of the animal body to produce fat from starch or sugar, and

came to the conclusion, contrary to the opinion of Dumas and
Boussingault, that this transformation does take place.

Liebig's investigations into the relations of organic chemistry to

Ehj'siology led him to the conviction that the only source of animal

eat is the heat produced by the oxidation of the tissues, and,

strange as it may appear, he had to defend this view against what

lie truly enough, though perhaps somewhat impolitely, called the

absurd nonsense of his medical opponents. He also succeeded in

demolishing, it is to be hoped final'y, the ridiculous belief in the

possibility of the spontaneous combustion of the human body.

Liebig's theory of Fekmentation (q.v.) aimed at explaining the

phenomena on purely chemical principles. He ridiculed the

physiological theories, and looked upon the growth of fungi rather

as intldent of the fermentation, adducing the fermentative changes

of amygdaline and similar substances as cases of fermentation

without life.

We have still to notice one of Liebig's chemical discoveries, of

secondary interest chemically, but of great practical importance.

This is his discovery of a method for depositing a uniform film of

metallic Mlver on smooth clean surfaces. This method may render

it possible to use reflectors for astronomical telescopes of a sizo

unattainable with the old specuhim metal.

The most importanti of Liebig's works separately publlsiied are as follows:

—

Anleitung zur Ana!t/se organischen Kiirpfr, 1837, 2rt ed., 1853 ; Die C/iemte in

ihrer Anwendang auf AgricuUur und Pnysio/ogie^ 1840, 9th ed., 1875-76; Die
ThUf'Chemie Oder die organische Cheniie in ihrer Anwetlduno auf PhysioJogie und
Pathologie, 1842, 3d ed, 1S47; Handbueh der Chimie mil Hiielsidil auf Phar-
macie, 1843; vol. i. of Geiger's Handbueh der P/iarmacie, new ed.; Chenitsefte

Bri^e. 1844, 6th ed.. 1878 ; Cftemisc/ie Untersuchungen vber das Fleisch und seine

Zubereitung ati Nahrungsmillef^ 1847 ; Orundsdtze der Agriculfur-C/tentie, 1855;

Zur Theorie und Praxis in der Landwirthscha/t, 1856; Natwwissenscha/tlicbe

Briefe uber die moderne Landuoirthscfiaftt 1859; Reden und Abhandlungen, 1874,

a posthamous oollection of some of his addresses and shorter publications.

Zilebig's scientific papers were chiefly publisliod in Pogcendorff's AnnaJen till

1839, and in Lieliiff*s AnnaJen fi-om 1832 onwards. His criticism of Bacon appeared
in the Augsburget 'attgemeine Zeilung in 1SG3 and 18C4, and also as a separate

publication.; (A. C. B.)

LIECHTENSTEIN, a sovereign and independent prin-

cipalitv, the smallest in Germany, is bounded on the N.E
and Er by the Austrian Vorarlberg, on the S. by the

Swiss canton of Orisons, and on the W. by the Khine,

while on the north it tapers almost to a jDoint. The state,

consisting of the lordships of Vaduz and Schellenberg, is

only 15 miles in length, hardly over 5 miles in its average

breadth, and comprises an area of 38 square miles.

Excepting in the immediate neighbourhood of the Rhine,

the surface of the country is mountainous, being traversed

from south to north by spurs of the RhEetian Alps, which
at some points attain an altitude of about 7000 feet. The
climate is mild, and the soil generally fertile and well

watered. The chief products are corn, wine, flax, fruit,

ind timber. Agriculture and the tending of cattle form
the chief employment of the inhabitants. A branch of the

Vorarlberg ral'way from Feldkirch to Buchs passes through

the state. In 1876 the population" amounted to 8664,
of old German extraction, and Roman Catholics by con-

fession. The capital is Vaduz or Liechtenstein, with 960
inhabitants.

Until 1866 Liechtenstein formed part of thS German confedera-
tion, but from that date it has been constitutionally independent,
although for the s,ake of convenience the postal system, customs, and
currency ai'e under the general Austrian administration, from which
the principality receives annually some £1600 as its share in the
customs dues. According to tlie charter of the 26th Sejitember
1862, Liechtenstein is a constitutlcnal monarchy, the sovereign
jirince sharing the legislative povicr with a diet of fifteen members
(elected sexennially), of whom three are nominated by the prince,

and twelve elected by popular suffrage. The chief control of the
principality is canied on atA'ienna by a court chancellory, which
also serves as the judicial court of appeal of first instance, the ulti-

mate court of appeal being at Innsbruck. The immediate direction

of the principality in adnjinislrative and judicial matters is at Vaduz.
The inhabitants are free from military service and direct taxation.

The annual revenue amounts to about £6000. Although the
sovereignty of the pjince it so small, his estates in Austria and
elsewhere render him one of the wealthiest landed propiietors in

Geiinany, liis income from them amounting to nearly £140,000
sterling. The house of Liechtenstein, one of the oldest in Central

Europe, was elevated to the princely dignity in the early part of

the 17th century. Anthony Florian in 1713 obtained a vote and
seat in the imperial diet, and after the union, iu 1719, of the lord-

ships of Vaduz and Schi"llenberg into one principality under the

name of Liechtenstein, his privileges were, in 1723, confirmed to

his successors. See Jacob von Falke, Gcschichte des fUrstlichen

Manses Liechtenstein, 2 vols. (Vienna, 186? -77).

lAt.GY.{0^vm., Lilttich; Dutch, Z!«> ; Walloon, ZJ^re;

usually Latinized as Leodium), a city of Belgium, the chief

town of the province of LiiJge, is situated in 50° 39' N. lat.

and 5° 31' E. long., 56 miles east of Brussels (62J by

Plan of Liege

rail), and 16 miles south-southwest of Maestricht. It

occupies a remarkably fine position on the banks of the

Meuse, which at this point is joined by the Ourthe. On
the left-hand side stands the older city with the citadel and

the more important historical buildings ; on the right hand

lies the lower and more modern portion, commanded by the

fort of the Chartreuse. The river, there 460 feet across,

is spanned by several bridges, of which the Pont (^°.a
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Arches, rebuilt in 1860-63, dates originally from the 8th

century, and plays a prominent part in Ihe local annals.

Place St Lambert is the historical centre of Lidgo. Hero

still stands the noble building—erected (1508-iO) by

Cardinal de la Marck in a late Gothic style—which down
to the revolution was the palace of the prince-bishops, and

is now with its modern extensions occupied by the public

courts and other administrative ofnces. And here, till it

was ruined by the revolutionists in 1794, and completely

removed in 1808, stood the old cathedral of St Lambert,

origiually founded in 712, aud rebuilt after a great fire

at the close of the 12th centurj-. The rank cf cathedral

was in 1802 transferred to the abbey-church of St Paul,

tlie foundation of which is assigned to 908, though tlie

nave is no older than thelGth century, aud the choir

belongs to 1280. The stained glass and the wood carving

of the pulpit by Geefs deserve particular mention. Other

churches of note are St Jacques, a fine Gothic building

founded in 1016, with a Romanesque west tower and a

polygonal choir ; St Barthdlcray, a completely modernized

basilica of the 12th century ; St JIartin, founded in 962 and

rebuilt in the middle of the 16lh century; and the Holy

Cross, founded by Nolker in 979, with a west choir dating

from the 12th'century, and the east choir and nave from

the 11th. The university of Li^ge, established in 1817, is

a flourishing institution with about 40 professors and 800

students, a library of 100,000 volumes, a botanic garden

(1819, formerly the Jesuits' garden), a school of mines

(1825), 11 school of arts and manufactures, a normal

grammar school, and several other auxiliary foundations.

There is no theological facultj-,—the theological seminary,

with a large library of its own, being an independent insti-

tution. The city further possesses a blind asylum, a deaf

and dumb institute, schools of design, painting, and music,

a zoological garden, a municipal museum, &c. The Place

d'Avroi is adorned by an equestrian statue of Charlemagne

by Jehotte ; and in front of the theatre stands a bronze

statue of Gretry, the composer, who was born at Lidge.

Liege is the centre of a fjie.it mining distiict rich in coal, lent],

ziuc, and iron ; the rnnl-mines extend under the city and tlio

river. In 1879 358,100 tons of coal were raised in the jirorince,

22,156 persons being employed in the pits. The iion, le.id, and zinc

foundries in the towTi and neighboiu-hocd work up large quantities

of ore in addition to the local supply. Steel, copper, and tin wares,

steam-engines and general inachineiy, woollen goods, excellent

saws and files, nails, needles, iniiTors, clocks, leather, paper, and

oil are among the products of the versatile industry of the place.

Liege firearms have long enjoyed a wide reputation. They give

employment to about 30,000 workmen, who for the most part work

in their own houses, though in 1878 a large factory was erected in

the American style for making all parts of the weapon by machinery.

In 1878 183,806 single-barrelled gims, 113,121 double-barrelled

guns, 403,649 revolvers, 19,395 saddle pistols, ani about 85,000

army weapons, &c., were passed by Liege through the Government

testing office. The trade of Liege is favoured by the fact that the

town is an important junction on the Rhenish Belgian Kailway,

commands more than one navigable river, aud has long been one of

the leading cattle-markets in the country. The population was

115,956 in 1S74.

About 720 the bishops of Tongres, after oscillating between Tongres

and Jlaestrieht, settled at Liege, though they did not take the title

bishop of Liege for move than two centuries. Their church of St

Lambert received large territorial endowments, and in the Hth cen-

tury they became princes of the empire. For centuries the struggle

was maintained between episcopal tj-ranny and civic independence ;

• and ducal and imperial armies were called in to crush the insurrec-

tions. In this way Charles the Bold of Burgiuidy made himself

master of the city in 1467, and again with nmch bloodshed and

barbarity in 1468. Bishop Ferdinand in 1650 and Bishop Jilaxi-

miKan in 1684 were each imposed on the citizens by force of arms,

and kept them down by means of a strong citadel and foreign sol-

diers. In 1691 Liilge was bombarded for five drys by Marshal de

Bouftlers ; in 1702 Marlborough took the citadel by storm from a

French garrison ; and in 1792 the town was the scene of a gt<;at

defeat of the Austrians bv the French.
Sec Hcnaux. 1/iil. du ;>o.w' de Liiije; Polnln. UiU. de Tanncn pans de liege,

and Li^^ pit'oiaqiie: I'olnin iind nnlkcm, Coutiniies du pnijs de Litge; Baion

ds Geiloclic, Uitt. de Lieae (id cil., 1B50) ; Cctdcllfenc, Diograpltie Liegeoise.

u—-Ji*

LIEGNITZ, the capital of a district of tho same name
ill the Prussian province of Silesia, is pictiu^squely

situated on the Katzbach, just above its junction with the

Schwarzw.isser, and 40 miles west-northwest of Breslau.

It consists of an old town, surrounded by pleasant, shady
promcinades, and several well-built suburbs. The most
prominent building is the palace of tho former dukes of

Liegnitz, rebuilt after a fire in 1835, and now occupied by
the administrative offices of the district The Eitter

Academie, founded by tho emperor Joseph in 1708, for tho

education cf the young Silesian nobles, was reconstructed

as a gy-nimsium in 1810. The Roman Catholic church,

with two fine towers, contains the burial vault of the

dukes. The principal Lutheran church dates from the

1 4th century. There are also several other churches and

schools, and a number of benevolent institutions. The
theatre, the barracks, the military hospital, and the town-

house are the most noteworthy of the remaining buildings.

The manufactures of Liegnitz are considerable, the chief

articles being cloth, wool, leather, tobacco, and pianos. It8

trade in ^rain and its cattle-markets are likewise important.

The large market gardens in the suburbs grow vegetables

to the value of £20,000 per annum. Population in 1880

37,168, about one-sixth being Roman Catholics.

Liegnitz is first mentioned in an historical document ia the year

1004. In 1164 it became the sent of the dukes of Liegnitz, who
gre.ntly improved and enlarged it, especially in 1170 and 1175.

The dukes were membei-s of tlie illustrious Piast-family, which gavo

so many kings to Poland. At AVahlstatt, near LiOguitz, the tide

of Mongolian invasion was stemmed, in 1241, in a hard-fought

battle between the Tartars and the Christian chivalry under the

duke of Silesia. The victory, indeed, remained with the invaders,

but the obstinate resistance deterred them from any further attack

on Gennany. During the Thiity Years' War Liegnitz was taken

by the Swedes, but was soon recaptured by the Imperialists. The
Saiton army also defeated the imperial troops near Liegnitz in 1634.

On the death of the l.ist duke of Liegnitz m 1675, the duchy came

into tho possession of Austii.i, which retained it until the Prussian

conquest of Silesia in 1740-45. In 1760 Frederick the Great gained

a decisive victory near Liegnitz over the Austrians under Laudoii,

and in 1813 the'list of import.ant battles in this neighbourhood was

con.pleted by Blucher's defeat of the French at the battle of th«

Katzbach. During the present century Liegnitz has been uniformly

prosperous, and its population has increased fivefold since 1800.

See Schuchard, Die Stadl Licrjnilz (Berlin, 1868); Sammter and

KrafTert, Chronik ion Licrjnilz (Liegnitz, 1861-73).

LIEN, in English and American law, properly means

a right of detaining goods of another in your possession

until a debt due to you from the owner of the goods is

paid. To the original or common law conception of a lien

it would appear to be necessary that the goods over which

lien is claimed should be actually in tho possession of the

creditor, and further that the debt should have been incurred

with reference to the goods which are detained.
_
Such is

the lien of the workman to whom articles are delivered for

the purpose of being operated upon by him in the way of

his trade. He is entitled to keep the article he has worked

at until remuneration for his labour has been made to him.

Of precisely the same character is the lien of the carrier

over the goods conveyed by him, for the fare ; of the

farrier over the horse which he has cured, for his fee ; of

blacksmiths, shipwrights, and other artificers for the wages

they have earned by working at or on the thing detained.

This, the true lien of the English law, is denominated a

particular lien in contradistinction to a right of detainer

exercisable over the property of another for a debt not

incurred in relation to the thing detained. The latter is

a general lien. The former is said to be favourably, the

latter strictly, construed by the law. The former arises fcy

implicai;ion of law from the relation of the parties ; tho

latter requires a special contract either expressed in terms

or to be inferred from the usage of trade. Again, as pos-

session is the foundation of lieu in common law, a parting

with the possession would in general operate as a waived
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or forfeiture of tte lien. The same e£Fect would follow of

course from any agreement by the lien holder to give up

his right while retaining possession of the property.

'Again as a general rule lien means only a right of deten-

tion, not a power of sale,—a fact which distinguishes it

from a pledge of property in security for a loan. But in

special cases powers of sale have by statute or judicial

decision been added to liens. Thus innkeepers now have,

in addition to their ordinary right of lien, power to sell

igoods and chattels left with them after six weeks (41 <t

42 Vict. c. 38). In the United States the principle of the

particulir lien has been developed in a notable manner in

protecting the rights of workmen employed in building.

At common law, the building belongs absolutely to the

owner of the soil ; and accordingly, when a house is erected

by contract, the contraftnr may receive payment from his

employer and may fail to pay the labourers he has

employed, who are consequently left without redress.

The " mechanics' liens," created by statute in several of

the American States, give labourers a lien over the build-

ing which they have erected for their unpaid wages.

Notice having been filed in the prescribed manner, they

acquire a right to have their wages paid out of the property,

which may if necessary be sold for that purpose. ' A similar

preferential charge, not depending on possession, is

recognized by the law in various cases, and goes by the

name of lien. Thus in equity an unpaid vendor has a

charge for the amount of the purchase money, or the

balance thereof, over the estate, although it may no longer

be in his possession. Charges of this kind are sometimes

denominated equitable liens. Of the same nature is the

charge acquired over a ship by a person who has supplied

her with necessaries for the voyage under a lawful contract

with the master (maritime lien).

LIERRE, or Liek, a town of Belgium, in the province

of Antwerp, 9i miles south-east of Antwerp (on the railway

to Malines), at the junction of the Great and Little Neethe.

It is a busy place of 15,659 inhabitants (1874), and
manufactures silk, lace, and shoes, beetroot sugar, and a

peculiar kind of white beer known as cavesse. The church

of St Gommarius (in plan a Latin cross with a lofty tower

in front) is one of the most notable buildings of its class

in Belgium. It was commenced in 1425, but not completed

for more than a century. Of the fine stained glass windows
three were presented by the emperor ^laximilian.

Lierre, wliich dates from tlie 9tli century, owed much to the favour

of the dukes of Brabant, to whose territory it belonged. The more
important facts in its annals are the celebration of the marriage of

Philip the Fair with Joanna of Castile (1496) ; the residence in the

town of Christian 11. of Denmark during his exile ; and the con-

tests between the Dutch and Belgian forces in 1830. Joseph II.

ordered the fortifications to be razed in 178-t.

LIFE ASSURANCE. See Insurance.
LIFEBOAT. It will be convenient to consider here,

not the lifeboat simply, but also other means of saving life

at sea. When it is borne in mind that the vast commerce
of such a country as Great Britain extends to every part

of the world, that the arrivals and departures from the

ports of the country in one yei,r average six hundred
thousand vessels, that these are manned by more than

two hundred thousand men and boys, and carry goods to

the estimated value of six hundred mi.' lions sterling, with

unknown thousands of passengers, tl-at its seaboard is

nearly 5000 miles in extent, many part? of it being exceed-

ingly dangerous to shipping, that about two thousand

wrecks occur every year on its shores, and above seven

hundred lives are lost, the necessity thpt exists for a well-

organized system of life-saving apparatus becomes very

apparent. It is satisfactory to be able to add that tliis

well-organized system is most efficiently provided by the

Royal National Lifeboat Institution, with its splendid fleet

of two hundred and seventy-one lifeboats, and by the Rocket
Service. The number of lives saved annually, either by
the lifeboats or by special exertions for which the insti-

tution has granted rewards, averages in rourd numbers
nine hundred, and by far the greater proportion of these

(four-fifths) are saved by lifeboats. These lifeboats, too,

are the means of saving every year from twenty to thirty

vessels which, owing to stress of weather, exhausted men,

Ac, would almost certainly have been lost but for the aid

afforded by the fresh and experienced lifeboat crews.

The qualities of the lifeboat first deserve our attention.

These are such that this boat is able to live in seas, and go

into positions of danger, that would overwhelm ordinary

boats or insure their destruction. Eight important quali-

ties are possessed by it in a very high degree :— (1)

buoyancy
; (2) great lateral stability, or resistance to up-

setting; (3) the power to right itself if upset; (4) the

power of immediate self-discharge when (illed with water

;

(5) strength
; (6) stowage room for a large number of

passengers
; (7) speed against a heavy sea

; (8) facility

in launching and taking the shore.

The huoyancy of the institution's lifeboat, or its inability

to sink, be it ever so deeply laden, is secured chiefly by

means of a watertight deck or floor, air-cases round the

sides inboard, and two large air-chambers, one in the bow,

the other in the stern. The "extra buoyancy" thus

obtained cannot be too great so long as it does not inter-

fere with the space necessary for working the boat and

stowing shipwrecked persons. The air-cases round the

sides serve also to conSne anj' water shipped to the centre

of the boat, a point of great importance. There is an air-

tight space between the boat's floor and its bottom, fiUed

partly with air partly with cork-ballast, which gives it

additional buoyancy, but the air-chambers above the floor

would float the boat even if she were stove in and this

space filled with water. In a 33-feet boat the buoyancy

obtained by all its chambers is equal to 11^ tons.

Stability is obtained chiefly by means of ballast, im-

mense difllculty was experienced in arriving at the present

form of the institution's splendid boat, because qualities of

di3"ering value had to be sacrificed to each other in due

proportion. Thus, while breadth of beam secured stability,

it seriously interfered with the self-righting quality. Bal-

last, therefore, in the form of a heavy iron keel, instead oi

breadth, became necessary to give the requisite stability.

Fig. 1 represents, let us say, the 33-feet, double-banked, ten-

oared, self-righting, and self-cnqitying lifeboat of the institution

on its transporting carriage, ready for launching ; figs. 2 and 3,

respectively, a section and a b''-d's-eve view of the same. The

Fig. 3.—Teu-Oared Lifeboat.

breadtlfis 8 feet, with stowage room for forty-three pei-sons—thirty

passengers and thirteen of a crew. The festooned lines (fig.^ 1)

enable people in the water to clamber inboard even without assist-

ance. The shaded parts of figs. 2 and 3 show the position of the

air-cases. The white oblong space in fig. 3 shows the free space

available for crew and passengers. In fig. 2 arc seen the depth to

which the air-cascs descend, and the height to which the bow and

stein air-chambers ascend above the gunwale, also the ballast space

between the floor and the keel.

The self-ri'jhtinr/ power is due to the large elevated air-

chambers in bow and stern, coupled with great sheer, or

rise fore and aft, of gunwale, to the iron keel, which weighs
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about 9 cwt3. in a 33-feet boat, and to the air-cases and
ballast, which latter weighs from 7 to 8 cwtg. When the
boat is upset it cannot rest on its two elevated air-chambers;
it necessarily rolls ou one side, then the heavy iron keel and
ballast come into play and drag it baok to its right position

Fig. 3. —Lifeboat (Deck Plan).

in a few seconds. This principle of self-righting was dis-

covered—at all events first exhibited— at the end of last

century, by the Eev. James Bremner of Orkney, but was
not finally adopted till the middle of the present century.

The self-emptying quality depends chiefly on the well-

known physical fact that water must find its level. The
floor of the lifeboat (fig. 2, the dotted double line ex-

tending from stem to stern), on which the men's feet rest

when seated on the thwarts, is placed so as to be very

slightly—2 or 3 inches—above the level of the sea when
the boat is fully manned and loaded. In this floor there

are six holes of 6 inches diameter, into which are fitted

six metal tubes. These pass through the boat's bottom
into the ssa. The water of course enters them, but cannot

rise above them into the boat, because it cannot rise above
its own level. Valves at the upper ends of the tubes,

opening downwards, prevent the annoyance of water spurt-

ing in, but allow it freely to run out. When, then, a
billow overwhelms the boat, and fills it, the water rushes

violently down the discharging tubes until it reaches the

sea-level; by that time-it has descended below the level

of the floor and left the boat empty. So complete and
swift is the process that a filled boat frees herself in

about half a minute. This principle was first applied by
the iustitution in 1851. Lifeboats devoid of the self-

discharging quality become temporarily useless when filled

by a sea, as they can be emptied only by the slow and
laborious process of baling.

Strenr/lh, X\\nX will enable the lifeboat to suS'er treatment

which no ordinary boat could stand, is dependent on
peculiarity of construc'lon and material. The best Hon-
duras mahogany is used, and the diagonal plan of construc-

tion adopted,—that is, the boat has two distinct "skins"
of planking, both sets of planks being laid on in a position

diagonal to the boat's keel and contrary to each other,

besides passing round from gunwale to gunwale under the

boat instead of from stem to stern as in ordinary boats.

The skins have a layer of prepared canvas between them,

and thus great strength and elasticity are combined.

The carriage of the lifeboat is an essential adjunct for

the purpose of conveying it over any kind of road or beach

to the place where it may be required. It can be run

deep into a raging surf, and the boat, with its crew seated

and oars ready out, can be launched at once, by blocks and

tackle, so as to enable the men to dash forward and meet

the incoming rollers with sufficient force to propel it through

or over the seas, and thus avoid the risk of being hurled

back on the beach. Each lifeboat is furnished with a set

of spare oars, as these are frequently broken.

The institution's lifeboats are of various sizes—six, eight,

ten, and twelve oared,—and they are placed at various

Fig. i.

points of the coast according to the necessities of each
station. Some are called out at long intervals; others,

such as those near the Goodwin Sands, are constantly on
duty in rough weather—that of Kamsgate having a steamer
to attend on it, which lies in harbour, with its fires banked
up, ready for instant action night and day. The average
cost of a lifeboat station is £1000,— the boat and equip-
ments, including belts and carriage, costing £550, and the
boat-house £350. The average annual expense of main-
taining a station is £70, which is expended in paying the
crew for going off and saving or attempting to save life

from shipwreck, for exercising the lifeboat once a quarter,

paying coxswain's salary, replacing gear, and repairs.

The li/cbell of tlie institution is a part of the equipment of the
lifeboat which merits special attention,
because it is a very efficient contrivance,
and has been the means of saving many
hves in time past. Fig. 4 shows its

appearance and the manner in which it

is worn. It was designed in 1854 by
Admiral J. R. Ward, the institution's

chief inspector of lifeboats. It is made of

cork fastened on canvas, and combines
great buoyancy with strength and flexi-

bility. It not only floats a heavily-clothed

man head and shoulders above water, but
enables him to support a comrade easily

—the extra buoyancy being 25 lb. One
of its distinctive features is its division

at the waist, by which means great
freedom of action is allowed. It serves

also as a species of armour to protect
the wearer's most vital parts from blows
against rock or wreck, while it aS'ords

some degree of warmth. Ko man may
serve in the lifeboats of the institution

without it, and it would be well if every British ship were obliged
to carry lifebelts of this kind.

History.—The first lifeboat was conceived and designed by
Lionel Lukin, a London coachbuilder, in 1785. Encouraged in
his philanthropic plans by the prince of Wales (George IV.), Lukin
fitted up a Norway yawl as a lifeboat, took out a patent for it, and
wrote a pamphlet descriptive of his " Insubmergible Boat." Buoy-
ancy he obtained by means of a projecting gunwale of cork and air-

chambers inside—one of these being at the bow, another at the
stern. Stability he secured by a false iron keel. The self-righting

and self-emptying principles he seems not to have thought of ; at

all events he did not compass them. Despite the patronage of the
prince, Lukin went to bis grave a neglected and disappointed man.
But he was not altogether unsuccessful, for, at the request of the
Rev. Dr Shairp, Lukin fitted up a cobie as an " unimmergible

"

lifeboat, which was launched at Bamborough, saved several lives the
first year, and afterwards saved many lives and much property.

Public apathy in regard to shipwreck was at length swept away by
the wreck of the "Adventure" of Newcastle in 1789. This vessel

was stranded only 300 yards from the shore, and her crew dropped,
one by one, into the raging breakers in presence of thousands of

spectators, none of whom dared to put off in an ordinary boat to

the rescue. An excited meeting among the people of South Shields
followed ; a committee was formed, and premiums were offered for

the best models of a lifeboat. This called forth many plann, of

which those of William.Wouldhave, a painter, and Henry Greathead,

a boatbuilder, of South Shields, were selected. The committee
awarded the prize to the latter, r,nd, adopting the good points ot

both models, gave the order for the construction of their boat to

Greathead. This boat was rendered buoyant by nearly 7 cwts.

of cork, and had very raking stem and stem-posts, with great

curvature of keel. It did good service in after years, and Greathead
was well rewarded; nevertheless no other lifeboat was launched till

1798, when the duke of Northumberland ordered Greathead to build

him a lifeboat which he endowed. This boat also did good service,

and its noble o\vner ordered another in 1800 for Oporto. In the

same year Mr Cathcart Dempster ordered one for St Andrews,
where, two years later, it saved twelve lives. Thus the value of life-

boats began to be recognized, and before the end of 1803 Greathead

had built no fewer th.in thirty-one boats—eighteen for England, five

for Scotland, and eight for foreign lands. That these boats were

lamentably insufficient to meet the necessities of England was shown
year after year by the ever enlarging record of wreck and loss ot

life on her'shores ; nevertheless, public interest in lifeboats waa not
thoroughly aroused till 1823.

In that year Sir William Hillary, Bart., stood forth to champion
the lifeboat cause. Sir William dwelt in the Isle of Man. nad
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sssisted with liis own hand in the saving of three hundred and

five lives, and felt the horrors of shipwreck so keenly that he

resolved to stir up public men and the nation generally to a sense

of their duty in regard to this matter. Eventually, in con-

junction with two members of parliament—Mr Thomas Wilson

and Mr George Hibbert—he founded tlio "Eoyal National Institu-

tion for the Preservation of Life from Shipwreck." This, perhaps

the grandest of England's charitable societies, and now named

the "Eoyal National Lifeboat Institution," was founded on the

4th of March 1824. The king and many of the nobility and

gentry patronized it. The archbishop of Canterbury presided

at its birth ; the most eloquent men in the land—among them

Wilberfoi-ce—pleaded the cause ; the institution was launched

under the most favourable ousiiices, ami began its noble career

with a sum of only £9826.- In the first year twelve new lifeboats

were built and placed at different stations, besides which thirty-nine

lifebo.ats had been stationed on the British shores by benevolent

individuals and by independent associations over which the institu-

tion exercised no control though it often assisted them. In its

early years the institution placed the mortar apparatus of Captain

Manby at many stations, and provided for the wants of sailore and

others saved from shipwreck. The latter duty is now cfSciently

discharged by the "Snipwrecked Fishermen and Mariners' Eoyal

Benevolent Society." At the date of the institution's second report

it had contributed to the saving of three hundred aiul forty-two lives,

either by its own life-saring app.iratus or by other means for which

it had granted rewards. With fluctuating success, both as regards

means and results, the institution continued its good work from year

to year—saving loany lives, and occasionally losing a few brave men
in its tremendous battles with the sea. District or branch societies

were established in most of the coast towns. Ultimatclv it began to be

recognized that inland towns owed something to the lifeboat causC,

as well as towns on the coast, and now such cities as Manchester,

Liverpool, Glasgow, Edinburgh, &c. , have presented lifeboats to

the institution and become annual contributors. Since the

adoption of the self-righting boats, loss of life in the service has

been comparatively small and infrequent.

Towards the middle of tliis century the lifeboat cause appeared

to lose interest with the public, though the life-saving work was

prosecuted with unremitting zeal, but the increasing loss of life by

shipwreck, and a few unusually severe disasters to lifeboats, brought

about the reorganization of the society in 1850. The late Prince

Albert becarat, vice-patron of the institution in conjunction with

the late king of the Belgians, and afterwards Her JIajesty the

Queen, who had been its patron since her accession, became an

annual contributor to its funds. About the same time its present

secretary, Jlr Richard Lewis, barrister-at-law, was appointed. The
following year (1851) the duke of Northumberland became its

president, and from that time forward a tide of prosperity set in

which is literally unprecedented in the history of benevolent insti-

tutions, both in regard to the great work accomplished and the

pecuniary aid received. Its flow of prosperity has never since

been checked. In 1S50 its committee undertook the immediate

superintendence of all the lifeboat work on the coasts, with t!.e

aid of local committees. Periodical inspections, quarterly exercise

of crews, fi.xed rates of payments to coxswains and men, and

quarterly reports were instituted, at the time when the self-

righting self-emptying boat came Into being. This boat was the

result of a hundred-guinea prize, offered by the president, for the

best model of it lifeboat, with another hundred to defray the cost

of a boat built on the model chosen. In reply to the offer no fewer

than two hundred and eighty models were sent in, not only from all

parts of the United Kingdom, but from France, Germany, Holland,

and the United States of America. The prize was gained by Mr
James Beeching of Great Yarmouth, whose model, slightly modified

by Mr Peake, one of the committee of inspection, became the

foundation of the present boat, which, having been still further

improved as time and experience have suggested, is now probablv

as near to perfection as can be attained.

The shortest way, perhaps, to exhibit the progressive work of the

instit4ition is to contrast the report of 1850 with that of ISSO. In

the former year the receipts had dwindled down to £84 of subscrip-

tions and donations, which, with £270 of dividends (on a capital of

£9000) and a balance of £476 on hand, gave an available income

of £830. The expenditure was £590, and the lives saved were

about one hundred. In 1880 donations and annual subscriptions

amounted to £29,240; dividends and interest (on a capital of

£231,000) amounted to £9266. The total income was_ £38,606,

besides legacies in the same year to the amount of £40,782. The
expenditure, including liabilities, was £40,586, and the number of

lives saved was about seven hundred. In the past unusually

disastrous year (1881), the iistitution has saved 966 lives by its

boats, and granted rewards for the saving of 155 more, besides

rescuing 33 vessels from destruction. The total number of lives

saved either by the lifeboats, or by special exertions for which the

institution has granted rewards, since its formation, is 28,724,

Vic which services 95 gold medals, 939 silver medals, and £69.000

in cash have been granted as rewards. So highly are the services

of the institution appreciated that donations of boats, gifts of money,
acknowledgments, and legacies come in from nearly all quarters of

the globe, in sums varying from a shilling to £10,000.

Rocket Apparatus.—This, next to the lifeboat, is the most
important and successful means by which shipwrecked per-

sons are rsscued on the British shores. Many vessels are

cast every year on the rocky parts of the coasts, under cliffs,

where no lifeboat could be of service. In such places the

rocket alone is available. It is worked by the men of the

coastguard, with the aid, in a few places, of volunteer

rocket brigades. The courage and skill displayed in its

use are evinced by the saving of many lives every year,

and by the fact that a large proportion of the medals given

by the lifeboat institution for heroic conduct are awarded

to the men of the coastguard, who, besides managing the

rockets, frequently man the lifeboats and also effect rescues

in their owu boats. The number of lives saved by means

of the rocket apparatus in the year ending 30th June 1881

was G57. This, however, is the greatest number saved in

any one year since 1856, at which date the life-saving

rocket apparatus was placed under the entire control and

management of the Board of Trade. The rocket stations

on tl'.e coast at the oOth June ISSl numbered 288. The
Board of Trade now gives a sum of money for each life

sived, besides awarding silver and bronze racdah for acts

of special gallantry.

The apparatus consists of five principal parts, viz., the rocket,

the rocket-line, the whip, the liawser, and the sling lifebuoy. The
rjiode of working it is as follows. A rocket, having a light lino

attached to it, is fired over tlie wreck. By means of this Una tht

wrecked crew haul out the whip, which is a double or endless line,

rove through a block with a tail attached to it. The tail-block,

having been detached from the rocket-line, is fastened to a mast, or

other portion of the wreck, high above the water. By means of the

whip the rescuers haiU ofl" the hawser, to which is hung the travel-

ling or sling lifebuoy. When one end of the hawser has been made
fast to the mast, about 18 inches above the whip, and its other end

to tackle fixed to an anchor ou shore, the lifebuoy is run out by tho

rescuers, and the sliipwTecked persons, getting into it one at a time,

are hauled a.shore. Sometimes, in cases of urgency, the lifebuoy is

worked by means of the whip alone, without the hawser. A tally-

board with instructions to wrecked crews, printed in English and
Fiench, is se-,r, off with the whip, as ignorance in regard to the

mode of working the apparatus has been the cause of much loss of

life. Such ignorance is culpable, because the Board of Trade issues

enamelled plates with instructions, which are supplied gratuitously

to shipowners and masters to be placed on conspicuous parts of their

vessels, and are fixed in public places along the British coast, while

every certificated officer in the mercantile marine is required to

understand the working of the rocket apparatus.

The late Captain G. W. Manby, F.R.S., in 1807 invented, or at

least introduced, the mortar ajiparatus, on which the system of the

rocket apparatus is founded. Previously, however, in 1791, the

idea of throwing a rope from a wreck to the shore by means of a

shell from a mortar had occurred to Serjeant Bell of the Royal

Artillery, and about the same time, to a Frenchman named La
Fere, both of whom made successful experiments with their

apparatus. In the same year (1807) a rocket was proposed by Mr
Trengrouse of Helston in Cornwall, also a hand and lead line as

means of communicating with vessels in distress. The heaving-

cane, a fruit ot the latter suggestion, is now used at every station in

the kingdom. In 1814 forty-five mortar stations were established,

and Manby received £2000, in add^ton to previous grants, in

acknowledgment of the good service rendered by his invention.

Mr John Dennett of Newport, Isle of Wight, introduced the rocket,

which was afterwards extensively used. In 1826 four places iu the

isle of 'Wight were supplied with Demiett's rockets, but it was not

till after Government had taken the apparatus under its own control,

in 1855, that the rocket now in use was adopted. It was invented

by Colonel Boxer, and its peculiar characteristic lies in the com-

bination of two rockets ui one case, one being a continuation of the

other, BO that, after the first compartment has carried the machine

to its fuU elevation, the second gives it an additional impetus,

whereby a great increase of range is obtained. The rocket has now

entirely superseded the mortar in England.

The United Slates Life-Saving Service is chief among the lifeboat

societies of other nations, both as regards the extent of coast

embraced and the amount of work done. There are several points

of difference between this service and that of England which are

noteworthy. In the first place the whole or nearly the whole of its
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Bnpport 13 provided for by animal grants of money from Congress.

Secondly, besidea protecting its vast extent of seaboard it has to

providofor the shores of its ffreat lakes, or fresh-rater seas Then,

the coasts of America, unlike those of England, are destitute cf

human habitations in many places, which renders necessary the

constant employment of surfmen for the express purpose of looking

out for vessels' in distress and manning the surf-liQats. It also

necessitates the erection of houses of refuge, provisioned so as to

aflbrd shelter and food to ship\vrecked crews for a considerable time,

at places where, without such provision, those who escape the sen

would probably perish from hunger and exposure.

The shores of the United States—lakes and sea—are over 10,000

miles in extent, embracing almost ever)' variety of climat« and
formation of land. This vast extent of coast-line is divided into

12 districts, with a total of 179 stations. Of these 139 are on tho

Atlantic, 34 on the lakes, and 6 on the Pacific. Those on the

desolate coast of Florida are houses of refuge only, without boats

or apparatus. Many of the stations are closed dm'ing the fine

months of the year, their crews being disbanded till the winter

gales again summon them to the heroic and dangerous work of

saving the shipwrecked. That they render ^obla service in this

way may be "ithered from the annual reports. The report for 18S0

shows that the disasters to shipping in tnat year amounted to 300,

that on board of the vessels thus endangered there were 19S9

persons, of whom 1980 were saved and only 9 lost. The property

imperilledoat the same time was estimated at, in round numljers,

£790,000, of which over £540,000 worth was saved, besides which,

in one hundred and twenty-e'ght instances, stranded vessels were

hove off, and piloted out of danger by the surfmen The total

number of lives saved by this service, since the introduction of the

present system ia lS71,'to the close of the fiscal year :q June 1881,

was 11,864; the total number of persons sheltered 2610, and the

number of davs' shelter afforded 7350 ; the total value of propei-ty

saved, $14,958,875.
Owing to the flat shores of tho Atlantic coast, and the spaisene-ss

of the population, heavy boats are found unsuitable. Only a few

boats on the English model exist in the service. The boats chiefly

in use are surf-boats, incapable of self-righting, and liable to be
swamped, but which nevertlieless seem well suited for the work,and
are aninirably managed. They are very light, and can, on their

transporting carriages, be easily dragged along the shore by their

crews. The cork life-belts worn by the men are of tlie plan fii-st

designed in 1S54 by Pear-Admiral Ward. For projecting a line

over a stranded vessel, the Americans prefer the mortar, or other

Eiece of ordnance, to the rocket. In addition to tho travelling life-

uoy, they use a metallic car, or small covered boat, whi.h can

hold three or four persons, who, entering it by a small manhole,

are shut in and drawn ashore, safely protected from injury, even

though overturned by the surf. Tliis clever contrivance has been

of great service in rescuing invalids, children, and aged persons.

The total cost of the service is somewhere about £90,000 a year.

The history of tho United States Life-Saving Service may be said to

have begun in 1843, though half a century before that the Humane
Society of JIassachusetts had erected some huts of shelter and
stationed some boats on the coast. In that year the United States

Government was led to consider the subject of loss on their shores,

chiefly through the energy of the Hon. W. A. Newell of New Jersey,

a member of the House of Representatives. Captain Douglass

Ottinger (the inventor of tho life-car) was charged with the manage-

ment and reconstruction of the service. The impetus given to it

at this time was never quite lost. Again, in 1854, renewed efforts

were made to improve the serWce, but no great progress was made
tin the year 1871, when the present effective system was organized

;

new stations were built ; the patrol system between the stations was
introduced ; the regular keeping ofjournals and sending in of reports

was ordered ; libraries for the use of the men were sent to stations

;

uniformity in signals was arranged, and a thorough reform in all

departments accomplished.
The French Societyfor Saving Lifefrom Shipu-recl; modelled on

the basis of the English system, is a vigorous and healthy offshoot.

It continues steadily to extend its operations along the coasts of

France, besides introducing its life-saWng apparatus into Algeria

and other colonies. It was founded in tne year 1865, and from
that year onward has continued to do good and ever-increasing

service in the saving of life and property. At the date of its report

ending 30th June 1881, its lifeboat stations numbered 62, and its

mortar or other projectile stations 391. During the year its life-

boats and gun apparatus had saved 209 lives and 16 ships, to which
may be added 31 lives, for tho saving of which the society had
granted rewards. From the time of its commencement in 1865 to

the above date it has rendered the following noble service :

—

Lives saved by its own boats and appai-atua 1,820

Lives saved by other means, for wmch the society )

granted rewards in gold, silver, and bronze medals,
i
> 303

and cash )

Total of lives saved from the beginning 2, 129

Besides this it has saved 149 vessels end sQCConrcd 348, and has
a-varded 2S gold, 129 silver, and 319 bronze medals 513 diplimet

d'tnnnciir, and about £20,400 in recompenses to those who have
assisted in saving life in circumstances of unusual danger. It has

also spent nbf ut £53,000 in tho purchase and repair of its materiel.

The rcre:rts of the society show that its work is appreciated. At
31st December ISSO the subscriptions and donations together

amounted to nearly £2600, and the legacies bequeathed to it the

same ye.ar were about £1000. The boats chiefly used ore built on
the model of those of the English institution. The guii is preferred

to the rocket in connexion with tho life-saving apparatus. In
addition to its direct work of saving life, the French society has
accomplished ranch good indirectly by its influence. It has been

instrumental in bringing about this result that, among the qualifica-

tions for a captain's certificate in the French mercantile marine,

a thorough knowledge in detail of the means of saving life from
thipwreck is required. It has also laboured to extend the usefulness

8'id reduce the cost of the gun and rocket apparatus, besides securing

that this apparatus, on Mr Delvigne's system, shall be supplied to

every ship of the French navy.

The German Associationfur tlte Hcscue of Lifefrom Shipiorcck,

under the patronage of the emperor William, was founded at Kiel in

Hay 1865, and is prosperous both in regard to its work and'finances.

It is maintained by voluntary contributions, aud has 21 local

branches on the coast and 27 in the iitterior, besides 149 agencies

over the country. Previous to 1865 several private societies for

saving life from shipwreck existed in the chief seaports of the

North Sea and Baltic. These have been absorbed iu the present

association, the proceedings of which are reported in a paper entitled

From Shore and Sea, published at Bremen once a quarter, and
largely modelled on the Lifeboat Journal of the English institution.

The association provides the whole extent of the German coast with

life-saving apparatus. It has 74 lifeboat stations, 20 of w! 'ch are

provided witli the mortar or rocket apparatus. With these m^ans
it has, in the year 1830-81, saved 12'2 lives and 2 shijis. The
total number of human lives saved by the association since its

commencement is 1184. From May 1880 to May 1881 the amount
subscribed by its members was £57,000. As in America, the heavy

self-righting and self-emptying loats of England have been found

unsuitable to the thinly peopled and flat sandy beaches of Germany.
Lighter and shallower boats have therefore been adopted. These

are iron-plated and not self-righting, but almost impossible to cap-

size. The stations are visited at least once a year by an inspector,

and the whole system seems to bo well regulated aud thoronghly

efficient.

In addition to the above, lifeboat societies or other lifeboat

organizations—formed more or less on the basis of the National

Lifeboat Institution of Great Britain—are to be found in Russia,

Italy, and Spain.

Life-saving Hamvioelcs, kc.—Various forms of buoyant mattresses,

pillows, and india-rubber cloth life jackets and belts have been con-

trived. Among these may be specially mentioned the air lifebelt

of Admiral Ward, which has four compartments, separately inflated,

BO that the puncture of one docs not quite destroy the belt. Admiral

Ryder's hammock also deserves notice. Its virtue lies simply in a

cork mattress, which, when rolled up iu its hammock, forms an

efficient lifebuoy capable of supporting a man with his head and

shoulders well above water, and it enables three men to float in an

upright position. Cork mattresses are said to be cheaper and more

comfortable than those stufied with hair. Two such hammocks
lashed together, about 20 inches apart, will enable two or three

men to propel themselves easily through the water. The advantage

of having such mattresses in a .ship is obvious, for every one on
board would ha thus provided with a life-preserver.

It has also been suggested that tho cushions of deck and cabin

seats should, in a similar way, bo made life-preservers, and that

cabin furniture should be constructed so as to form rafts in cases of

emergency. It is well to know, on the authority of the Philosophical

Magazine (vol. xx. p. 362), that even a hat tied in a pocket handker-

chief and held with the crown downwards may help to sustain a

drowning man. It need scarcely bo added that empty water-casks,

tightly bunged, with ropes arranged for clinging to, form pretty

good life-preservers (K. M. B.)

LIFTS may properly be held to include all sorts of ai>

paratus whose object is the lifting of weights. 'When tho

apparatus consists of comparatively Bmall, separate, and

portable pieces, it is called lifting tackle. ^Vhun tho

lifting apparatus reaches that degree of size and compli-

cation that entitles it to be called machinerj/, there seems

to be no general technical term that will include all kinds,

but for the different classes of lifting machines there are

such special names as cranes, hoists, elevators, lifts, tcind-

ing engines, and lift pumps.

There is very little distinction made between hoists.
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^levators, and lifts. The word hoist refers more particu-

larly to machines used in warehouses and factoriea for

raising goods from one story to another. They are worked

by hand or by power, and are for comparatively light loads.

Elevator is used in two difTerenfc senses. - It refers to

apparatus for lifting passengers to the upper stories of

buildings. It also refers to the very different sort of

apparatus used in grain-mills and storehouses for trans-

ferring the grain from one floor to another. The grain

is drawn along channels or pipes, which are sometimes

vertical and more often inclined, by means of a rotating

archimedean screw, or of a strap continuously travelling

upwards through the interior of the channel and carrying,

fastened to it, a series of small buckets. Occasionally, if

the inclination to the horizontal be small, a broad strap of

the same width as the bottom of the channel runs along

that bottom, and carries the grain with it simply lying on

its upper surface. This latter method of transportation is

more efficient, however, as a horizontal carrier or distributor

than as a means of lifting. Grain might also easily be

blown uj} a pipe by an air-blast, but the writer does not

know any instance of this method having been used. Lifts

are constructed either for raising passengers in buildings

or for heavier loads, such as freighted trucks and waggons,

or the superstructure of bridges and large roofs during

their erection.

In lifts or elevators, the working force is either hand,

steam, or hydraulic power. Gas-engines are unsuitable

as direct sources of power for lifts, but they may be

advantageously used to store hydraulic power in an ac-

cumulator from which water is supplied to work an

hydraulic lift. Electricity has quite recently been used,

but has not yet been tried sufficiently to allow of any

valuable opinion being formed of its ultimate practical

success.

The lift consists of (1) a bos or " cage" to contain the

persons or material to be raised
; (2) a vertical square

well or shaft, to the walls of which are attached guides to

prevent the cag« swinging to and fro
; (3) a rope or chain

by which to haul the cage upwards from above, or else a

long rod or pillar by which to push it up from below
; (4)

a " barrel " or " sheave " over which to wind the chain or

rope, and which is mounted on a shaft lying in bearings

firmly supported by the building, or else a cylinder to

contain water or steam to actuate the lifting rod
; (5)

mechanism through which the working power is transmitted

to the barrel, or else water or steam piping connecting

the cylinder above mentioned with the source of power;

and (6) the driving engine or other source of power.

Most accidents happen to lifts through the hauling

chain or rope breaking. For the sake of safety, therefore,

particular care should be exercised in the choice of

material for this part, and an appliance should always

be attached to the cage whereby, if the rope breaks, the

cage is caught immediately in whatever position it may be

at the time of the breakage.

For light loads hempen ropes are sufficient and more
convenient than chains, because they are noiseless in their

action. If of the best quality (Manila) they are quite as

reliable as ordinary chains, and an advantage claimed for

them is that their gradual destruction by wear becomes

easily apparent, and gives timely warning before they

become dangerous, whereas the failure of a chain may
take place without any easily visible previous sign having

been given. For very heavy loads, however, chains or

wire ropes should be used in preference to hempen ropes.

Wire ropes may be made stronger for a given weight

par foot of length than chains are, but unfortunately as

commonly manufactured their quality cannot be certainly

relied on Like hempea ropes, they are almost noiseless.

To insure smoothness and noiselessness in passenger lifts,

the sheavG over which the rope passes is lined in thi

groove with leather.

For the sake of safety, the rope by which the cage

hangs is often duplicated. Sometimes even three or four

are used. In order that these should give additional

safety, each rope must be capable of supporting the load

by itself. Generally the load is lifted by one or other

kind of power, and descends by the weight of the cage

itself. This weight is always much more than sufficient

for the purpose, and therefore counterpoises are intro-

duced to balance the greater part of it, thus lessening the

work to be done during ascent by an amount equal to the

product of the balance weight and the height of the lift.

In the commonest arrangement, the balance weights are

hung on the same rope as that by which the cage is sus-

pended. This passes over a pulley whose diameter is half

the width of the well, so that the cage end of the rope

rises vertically from the centre of the roof of the cage.

This pulley is keyed on a horizontal shaft, which is driven

by power from below, either directly by means of. a rope

or chain passing over another pulley, or else through inter-

mediate spur gearing. The actual working rope is in this

case not attached to the cage. Less frequently the rope

from the engine forms one of the suspenders of the cage,

the balance weights being attached by separate ropes.

The rope or chain by which the load hangs has to be so

strong that its own weight is very considerable. A large

excess of strength being more in demand in this kind of

machinery than in other kinds, a greater stress than about

1 ton per square inch cannot be put upon the chain or

rope (supposed to be of iron). This would make the rope

weigh 3 '4 lb per foot of length for every ton of load

carried. If the height of lift were, for example, GO feet,

then, comparing the top and bottom positions of the cage,

there would be in the former 60 feet less of rope on the

cage side of the pulley, and GO feet more on the counter-

poise side, than in the latter position, so that if the

counter-weight just balanced the load when the cage was

at the bottom, it, along with the rope, would outweigh

the cage in its highest position by the weight of 120 feet

of rope, that is 408 ft for every ton of load, or nearly -ith

of the whole load. Since the whole load—that is, that of

cage, ropes, and passengers or goods— is three or four and

sometimes five or six times as great as the net load, this is

a very serious increase on the unavoidalle loss of balance

resulting from the fact that the cage is alternately loaded

and unloaded. The difficulty can be got over by extend-

ing the rope downwards from the balance weight to pass

underneath a grooved pulley at the bottom of the well, and

up from this to the under side of the cage, where it is

attached. There will then be an equal length of rope

always hanging on each side of the top bearing pulley;

but an extra amount of friction occurs at the bearing jour-

nals due to the weight of the extra rope. The lower half

of the rope may be of cheap inferior material, since there

is very little stress upon it.

A precisely similar difRculty occurs if the cage be lifted from be-

low by an hydraulic ram or piston-rod. Occasionally the weight
of the cage and ram is left unbalanced. In this cose the water
pressure on the ram or piston has to support the whole load. Sup-
pose the pressure in the reservoir from which the water is drawn
to remain steady during the ascent, then evidently at the top of its

stroke the water pressure on the ram is less than at tlje bottom of

its stroke, by the weight of a column of water, of section equal to

that of the ram, and height equal to the lift. Suppose, for

example, th^t the water pressure at the level of the face of the ram
in its highest position is 200 lb per square inch. Then for every
ton of total load there must be provided about Jl square inches ot

piston area. A column of water of this horizontal section and 1 foot

high weighs about 4'75 lb. This would give a difference of support-
ing pressure of 2S5 lb for every ton of total load in a lift of 60 feet,

—that 13, about Jth of the total load. More commonly the weight
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ftlie cage and the ram Is baknccJ by oountei-poiscs on cUains

astoncd to the top of the cage and passing over a pulley overhead,

»hile the water pressure is used to overcome only the friction, and
.he additional load of passengci-s or goods. In this case apain,

swing to the passage of the chains over the pulleys, the balance

I3 disturbed in a rise of 60 feet, by about i-th the weight of the

;age and tlie ram, while the upward water pressure on the rara is in

ihesame rise diminished by Jth. The former disturbance of balance

IS a decrease of the load resting on the base of the ram, while the latter

13 a decrease of the supporting pressure on the same base. If these

were made equal, the cage and load would be perfectly balanced in

;very position. To make them equal, it would be necessary simply

:o adjust the ratio of the part of the load borne by the counter-

poise to the part borne by the water. Let the former lart be Wi
and the latter W„, the total load being W, + W'j. Then for a water

pressure of 200 lb per square inch, it would be necessary to have

iW,= ) W5, or W,=|\V„= A(W. + W,).

For B pressure of 400 lb per square inch, the eqmition would be

For 100 ft) per square inch it would be

Wi = |\V2 = |(W, + W.,).

This adjustment would necessitate a large unnecessary consump-
tion of water, because the weight of cage and ram always bears a

much greater ratio to the extra weight of passengers or goods than

any of the above fractions t^j, |, or even f . The adjustment being

attainable by other means, this waste can in no case be desirable.

If a second cylinder stand beside the lift-well and be connected

by a pipe to the cylinder directly underneath the cage, so that there

is a continually open passage between the two cylinders, then the

supporting rod underneath the cage, together with the column of

water leading from its base through the pipes to the second cylinder,

is the exact counterpart in compression of the overhead ropes in

tension in the other class of machine ; and, as counterweights are

hung upon these ropes, a balancing weight may be laid on the surface

of the water in the second cylin-

der. The balance weight, equal-

ling that of cage and ram, rests

ona plunger or piston fitting this

cylinder, and the rod is extended

upwards into a third smaller

cylinder, on the plunger of

which is admitted, by means of

the valve worked from the cage

or landing-platforms, an extra

amount of water pressure suf-

lU

c=!'p.

r U

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

r.oieiit to elevate the extra load of passengers or goods. This
is the arrangement in Tomassi's hydraulic balanced lift. The
column of water which takes the place of the rope in the over-
head arrangement passes from one cylinder to the other, and vice

versa, in the same way as the roite [lasses from the cage side to

the counterweight side of the overhead pulley. Thus the balance,

which may be made correct for one position of the lift, becomes dis-

turbed lor other positions by a similar amount to that already

investigated. A perfect balance of the constant part of the total

load, namely, that of the cage and ram, is, however, obtiined for

all positions of the cage by the arrangement shown in figs. 1 and
2. This is the design of Mr Edward EUinrton, described by hira

in a paper read before the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in

January 1SS2. The whole load is borne by the rod a underneath

the cage, which enters as a rara into the vertical cylinder A. This

rod is made solid in order to reduce the size of the cylinder as much
as possible, aud, therefore, also the size of the well that has to be

bored in tire ground to contain this cylinder. This class of lifts is

especially expensive on account of this boring, and the objection tc

them on the score of expense is lessened by making the well small.

The rod is made only just strong enough to safely bear the load on
it. Its section should be designed with reference to the height o(

lift, because the longer the free length of the supporting pillar the

greater is its tendency to buckle under a given load. If h be the

stress per square inch calculated to be admissible on its section, and if

W be the weight of cage and ram together andW that of passengers

or goods to be raised, the section is made eijual to —5^ . Since

this same load has to be supported by the water pressure on the

lower end of this rod, that water pressure is made also equal to k.

This cylinder A is ke]>t always in open comnmnication with the

lower end of the cylinder B. In this moves a piston b fastened to

the top of the thick piston rod d. This passes downwards into the

third cylinder C, and to its lower extremity is fastened the large

piston c. These pistons have a common stroke, which is much
shorter than the lift of the cage. The cylinders are correspondingly

shorter than A, and they stand above ground. The ratio of the

strokes may range from 5 to 8, and is the same as the ratio of the

annular area of the under side of the piston b to that of the rod a.

If b and d be the areas of the piston and piston rod, and a that

of the rod supporting the cage, the ratio of the strokes is b-d:a.
Suppose the piston b to be at the top of its stroke and the cage to

be consequently at the bottom of the lift-well, then, if in this

position tlie piston 5 be at a height above the lower end of a equal

to h inches, aud if w be the weight of a cubic inch of water, then,

the pressure per square inch on o being k, that on the lotccr side of

piston b in k -hw. The whole upward pressure on this piston is

therefore {k - hiv)(b - d) ; and a downward pressure equal to or

rather more than this must be exerted on this piston in order to

lift the cage. This is supplied by admitting the water from the

main, or from the hydraulic accumulator if force-pumps are em])loycd

to provide water-pressure, into the upper ends of the cylinders B
and C. The lower end of C is always kept in open communication
with the atmosphere. The water is continually admitted to B, and
the water pressure on the top surface of piston b is designed to

balance the constant load of cage and ram when this piston is at

the top of its stroke. During the ascent of the cage, the water is

admitted into C by a valve moved from the cage or platforms by
means of the rope t, and the water pressure on the annular top

surface of piston c, when that piston 13 at its highest position, is

designed to balance the extra load of passengers or goods. During
the descent, the cage being empty, the connexion between C and
the accumulator is shut by the valve actuated from the cage, and
the water is allowed to escape freely to the drains, so that the

pressure on c becomes equal to atmospheric pressure. If 7) be tho

pressure per square inch of the working water at the level of tho

piston b at its highest position, and c be the area of the cross-section

of cylinder C, and if h' be the length of plunger d, then in this

{Position the whole downward force that is borne by the water
nnderneaih tne piston b, ind distributed over its area (b - d), is

pb + {p + h'u){c-d), when the pressure is on piston c, and simply
pb wlien this pressure is cut off from C. (To this should bo added
the weight of b, d, and c, but for our present purpose of explanation

only this may be left out of account.) The former f^uautity has to

equal {k - hv;){b - d), and the latter should equal

(^•wTw'-'->-'^-
These tv.-o equations serve to determine two of the quantities in»

volved in terms of the others.

V/heu the water pressure is admitted to tho upper side of b alone,

(he intensity of pressure on the under side of 6 is eridently as many
times greater than the intensity on its upper siilc as the area of its

upper side is greater than that of its lower surface. Thus any
increase of intensity on tho upper surface will cause a correspond-

ingly greater increase of intensity on the lower. Now if the pres-

sure on the under side of b were to remain the sanje while the rage
ascended, the pressure on the lower end of a would decrease by an
amount proportional to the change in their difleience of level. If,

for example, the ratii of the strokes b-d:u is C; 1, then, as tho
cage rises 6 inches, i will fall 1 inch, and ft, the di/Tercnco of level
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between b and a, will be decreased 7 inclics. The pressure pnr

square inch on a would decrease 7w if that on the under side of b

kept constant. But, as the upper side of 6 also sinks 1 inch, the

pressure per square inch on it will increase by >o. If now the ratio

of this upper area of b to its lower area be made 7, this increase of

w on the top face will cause an increase of 7io on the lower face,

and thus just neutralize tlie diminution of pressure on a due to the

combined rise of the cage and fall of the lower side of b. Thus

the unloaded cage will be in perfect balance, at whatever height it

stands, if the areas b and b-d are given tlio ratio

b-d a

The ratio b-d:ao! the two strokes having been already chosen, this

equation gives J directly. From the other two equations c and the

necessary pressure ;) are found. This pressure 7) may be obtained

by hydraulic pumps and an accumulator loaded to the right amount.

If, however, the water from the mains is to be used, the ratio of

the strokes or the size of a may be modiPed so as to suit the avail-

able working pressure ;). If c be proportioned fur the extra load at

a given height, it will not be correct for all other heights, but this

is of little consequence, because the e.\tra load itself is variable from

upwards, so that no adjustment of c except to its maximum desired

amount is possible. An excess of pressure on c abov that needed

for any given load has the effect simply of acceleratinj, -e speed of

ascent, and this is modified roughly by partially closing A -• valve

admitting water to C.

"We have chosen this lift for description as the latest improve-

ment in the design of hydianlic lifts. In it no water is wasted in

raising or lowering the constant lead.

When the hydraulic power is applied to the cage through a

chain or rope passing over an overhead pulley, the hydraulic

cylinder is usually laid horizontally for facility of setting and

examination. Of course this arrangement involves much greater

frictional resistance to the motion of th.e apparatus, but in it all the

severely stressed parts m.iy be in tension. There is greater security

when they are so than when they are in compression. Tangye

Brothers' hydraulic lift is arranged in this way.

Accidents to lifts occur in two ways. First, the suspending

ehain or rope may break, or, in those supported from below, the

ram may break, or the cylinder or pipes enclosing the water may
burst. To lessen the risk of such breakages the only method is to

'nsist on good design in the details, good materials (which ."should

je subjected to test before being used), and good workmanship.

The connexion at both ends of the rope or chain to the load sus-

pended from it, or the jointing of the different sections of the ram

to each other and to the cage, is a point especially important. If

such a breakage does actually occur, however, the cage is usually

kept from falling by an automatic catch
which grips it in whatever position it hap-

pens to occupy when the accident occurs.

Tangye Brothers have for this purpose at

lach corner of the cage a toothed cam.
The suspending rope sustains the cage

through levers as shown in fig. 3. So
long as there is a considerable pull on
the rope, the levers keep the cams in the

position shown. If the strain on the rope

13 relieved by accident to it, powerful
spiral springs immediately force the cams

'' '"'

outwards and the teeth become buried in the wooden guide-posts.

A toothed rack is sometimes bolted to the vertical posts and tooth-

shaped prongs are forced forward by springs to engage with the

rack when tho rope breaks. Similar arrangements are not placed

between the top of the ram and the cage of direct-acting hydraulic

lifts, but it is a mistaken idea that they are not as necessary in

this case as in the other. Such appliances should be examined
ind tested at regular frequent intervals. They are apt to get out

jf working order through disuse. A double ropa is a greater eafe-

^ard against accident.

In chain or rope lifts the gearing or other machinery may break,

}nd in consequence the cage might run down with dangerous rapidity

without the rope either breaking, or being wholly relieved of tension,

60 that the above catches may not come into action. This may be
prevented by a self-acting clutch on the shaft, which prevents the
barrel rotating unless the clutch is specially released. The most
perfect and mechanically beautiful of the many devices that have
been invented for this purpose is Weston's frictional automatic
coupling. Fig. i shows it as applied to a hand sack-hoist. To the

shaft a is keyed a ratchet wheel b. A pawl gearingin this prevents

the shaft from ever rotating except in one direction. The plate c is

also keyed to the shaft, 'fhe hauling rope sheave d and the wind-
ing barrel c both run loose on the shaft. Their opposing end sur-

faces are cut helically, so that, according to the relative angular
positions of d and e, they are either jammed against each oth<;r and
between c and 6, or are loose and free to rotate round the shaft. On
pulling the sheave d in one direction all the parts are frictionally

f

coupled together, and the barrel hauls up tho load. The axial

pressure producin" friction between c and e and between d and b is

greater than the load being hauled up in the ratio of the circum-

ference of the barrel

to tho pitch of tho

helix. As there are

two frictional sur-

faces, the whole fric-

tion is double this

axi:il thrust multi-

plied by the coefficient

of friction, and this

friction .must act at

such a mean radius

from the shaft as to

have amoment greater

than that of the load. "I

If this is so for one

load, it is so also for

all others, as the fric-

tion is proportional to

the load. To get suf-

ficient friction for

heavy loads with a

dimiuished axial

thrust, the very in-

genious design shown
n fig. 5 is adopted.

Here the shaft a is

driven by power, and
is keyed to tho bos.'s d wi^h a helix cut on one end. This helix

abuts against a similar helix on the pinion c, which drives tho

hoisting barrel on a second shaft. The ratchet wheel b abuts against

the collar/ on the shaft a ; b runs loose on the shaft and is cast on
the end of a hollow f ^ >

drum containing 1—

^

tk' ' '

sl^jzni
three disks of hard ' '

fl'ws .>a,5-—

!

wood, P,P,P. These

disks can slide axial- ct

ly along the interior

of the drum, but aro

prevented from turn-

ing except along

with the drum. In-

tervening between
^'°'

these wood disks are two iron disks, 0,0, which nay slide axially

along the boss of the pinion e, but are prevented from rotatinj;

except along with this pinion. The axial pressure is transmitted

from d to/, through the surfaces of the disks P and 0, and, there

being six paii-s of surfaces between which this pressure is exerted, a

very slight axial thrust produces sufficient friction at these surfaces

to couple the ratchet wlieel b to the pinion e. So long as this is

exerted all the parts are jammed together, and the pawl engaging
in b prevents the load lowering. When, however, the sliaft a ia

rotated backwards, the helices disengage and the friction no longer

binds e with by so that c along with d and a can be rotated back-

wards and the load thus lowered. The weight of the load keeps «

following d closely in its backward motion, and as soon as the'

operator or machine ceases to turn the shaft backwards the whole

apparatus becomes once more frictionally bound together, and the

ratchet wheel preveirls further lowering. Fig. 6 shows another

arrangement where- _____
by the pinion c is ^-^ ^ 11 j: ; * 1

—

fi

uncoupled and al-

lowed to lower the

load by only » slight a
backward motion of

the shaft a, it being

unnecessary to ro-

tate the shaft back-

ward continuously.

This last is obvious-

ly the most handy arrangement, and when worked carefully is as

absolutely safe as tho other. This device in a modified form is used

in Tangye's lifts.

Thomas k Sons, of CardifT, have a similar patent safety shaft coup-

ling, which, although it has a very difl'erent form, is constructed on

exactly the same principle as that of fig. 4.

Steam has been used as a motive power in long cylinders similar

to those in hydraulic lifts. It has the great advantage of having

very little weight, so that the difference of head occasioned by the

rise of the piston is practically nil. The disadvantage is that tho

steam rapidly condenses, and thus the load could not be held up at

any desired height for a length of time, without a continual fi.sh

supply of steam to the cylinders. It is not likely to corao ii to

general use for passenger lifts, but may be used advantageoarly f^-r

goods lifts and iicavy cranes. (U. B 3.*1

Fig. 6.
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LIGHT
SOUND may be defined as any efifect on the sense of

hearing, and in the same way Light may be defined

03 any effect on the sense of sight. This is the purely

subjective use of the terms. But both terms are quite as

frequently used in the objective as in the subjective sense.

Thus, as Sound may be defined in terms of the motion of

the air in the cavity of the external ear, mechanically

aflFecting the tympanum, so Light may be defined by the

mechanical effect produced upon the extension of the optic

nerve which forms the sensitive surface of the retina.

In treating of Light it will be convenient to use the

term in a sort of mixed sense, at least until we come to

discuss the different theories which have been devised to

account for the propagation of the agent which causes

vision. Then we shall have to use the term entirely in the

objective sense. On the other hand, in Physiological

Optics we are concerned chiefly with the subjective sense

of the term.

The present article is intended to give a general sketch

of the subject of Optics, so far as it can be treated by tho

help of elementary mathematics, but with sufficient detail

to show the connexion of its various branches, and to

enable the reader who desires further information on any

point to judge for himself under what heading he will find

it in this work. The subject is arranged in the following

order :

—

Early History of Optics.

Preliminary Statementa with regard to VisicD, Distinct Vision,

the Colour-Sense, and the Duration of Visual Impressions.

Sources of Light.

General Keflexions on the Mechanism of Propagation of Light.

Division of the Subject into Geometrical and Physical Optics.

Geometrical Optics.

RectilinearPropagation of Light in Homogeneous Media, Shadows.

Camera Obscura, &c.

Intensity of Illumination as depending on the Distance of the

Source and the Obliquity of the Kays. Brightness and Intrinsic

Brightness.

Photometry.
Velocity of Light.

Behaviour of Light at the Common Surface of Two Homogeneous
Media.

Reflexion. Plane, Spherical, and Cylindrical Mirrors. Real
and Virtual Images.

Single Refraction. Composite Nature of 'White Light. Refrac-

rive Index. Dispersion. Prisms; Fraunhofer's Lines. Irrationality

of Dispersion. Achromatism. Lenses. Telescope, Microscope.

Pure Spectrum. Refraction by Cylinder. Rainbow.
Refraction in a Non-homogeneous Medium. Hamilton's Charac-

teristic Function. Mirage.

Absorption, Abnormal Dispersion, Fluorescence, Phosphorescence.

Physical Optics. Undulatory Theory.

Nature and Propagation of Waves. Huygens's Principle.

Explanation of Reflexion and Single Refraction. Disproof of

the Corpuscular Theory.
Sketch of the History of the Undulatory Theory. Young's

Discovery oMnterference.
Interference Bands. Spectrum formed by Grating. Measure of

Wave-Length. Loss of Semiundulation. Newton's Rings. Colours

of Thin Plates and of Grooved Surfaces.

Relation between Wave-Length and Refractive Index.

Double Refraction. Wave-Surface in Iceland Spar.

Polarization. Transverse Vibrations. Nature of Unpolarized
Light.

Plane, Circularly, and Elliptically Polarized Light. Nicol's

Prism. Depolarization by Doubly-Refracting Plate. Fresnel's

Khomb.
Doppler's Principle. Measurement of the Relative Velocity of

Luminous Source aud Spectator.

Under Optics (Geometricai,, Physical, and Physio-

'ooiCAl) further developments will be given; and the

connexion between light and radiant heat will be discussed

under Radiation.
Early History of the Subject.—It is to sight that

we are mainly indebted for our knowledge of external

things. All our other senses together, except under very

special conditions, do not furnish us with a tithe of the

information we gain by a single glance. And sight is also

that one of our senses which we are able most effectively

and extensively to aid by the help of proper apparatus

—

not merely (as by spectacles, invented circa 1300) for tho

cure of natural defects, but (as by the telescope and
microscope) for the examination of bodies either too distant

or too minute to be studied by the unassisted eye.

It is very remarkable, under these circumstances, to find

how slowly men have reached some even of the simplest

facts of optics. We can easily understand how constant

experience must have forced on them the conviction that

light usually moves in straight lines,

—

i.e., that we see an

object in the direction in which it really lies. But how
they could have believed for ages that objects are rendered

visible by something projected from the eye itself—so that

the organ of sight was supposed to be analogous to the

tentaculaof insects, and sight itself a mere species of touch

—is most puzzling. They seem not till about 350 B.C. to

have even raised the question—If this is how we see, why
cannot we see in the dark 1 or, more simply,—What is

darkness t The former of these questions seems to have

been first put by Aristotle.

The nature and laws of reflexion were, of course, forced -e-

on the ancients by the images seen in still water ; and the "exion.

geometers of the I'latonic school were well acquainted with

these laws. To Hero of Alexandria we owe the important

deduction from them that the course of a reflected ray is

the shortest possible.

The general nature of refraction also was known, with Re

some of its special applications, such as, for instance, to fraction,

burning-glasses and to magnifiers. These were probably

either spherical glass shells filled with water (Pliny, ZT.A'".,

xxxvi. 67 [25]; Lact., De Ira Dei, c. 10) or balls of rock

crystal (Pliny, xxxvii. 10).

In the first century of our era Cleomedes pointed out

how a coin at the bottom of an empty cup, where the eye

cannot see it, can be made visible by fiUing the cup with

water ; and he showed that, in a similar way, the air may
render the sun visible to us while it is still under the

horizon. Shortly after this date Ptolemy (the celebrated

astronomer) published his great work on Optics. He treats

of vision, reflexion, the theory of plane and concave

mirrors, and refraction. He measured, with considerable

accuracy, the angles of incidence and refraction, for rays

passing from air into water and into glass, and from water

into glass; it was not, however, till more than fifteen

hundred years had passed that the true relation between

these angles was discovered. In addition to what has jusi

been mentioned, the ancients' knowledge of optics was

limited to a very superficial acquaintance with some of the

properties of rainbows, halos, mirage, &c. But it was

fragmentary in the extremfe—though it far surpassed in

amount as well as in accuracy their knowledge of the other

branches of physical science.

It is not easy to understand the ideas of the ancients

abont colour. That it is a property of a body—^just as

its density, its hardness, or its smell is a property—was

probably held by them. But they also imagined that a

body could communicate its colour to light ; thus, for

instance, the clouds were, by some of them, supposed
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to communicate their colours to tlio sunbeams which form

a rainbow.

Our next glimpse of real progress dates from the 11th

or 12th century, when Alha2EN (5.!'.)^ wrote a treatise

on optics in Arabic, which for five hundred years or

more was a recognized authority on the subject. It was,

in many parts, founded on the work of Ptolemy, but with

considerable additions and improvements. Alhazen gives

an anatomical description of the eye, and points out, fairly

enough, how with two eyes we see only one image. But

he also points out that we see each object, however small,

by a pencil of diverging rays,—not (as the ancients imagined)

by a single ray. Alhazen accounts for twilight, and shows

how by it to measure the height of the atmosphere. He
also gives the now generally received explanation of the

curious' fact that the sun and moon appear larger when

rising or setting than when they are high in the heavens.

The farther progress of the subject we need not now
trace. From the end of 16th century that progress has

been extremely rapid. The dates of the more important

steps, and the names of their authors, will be given when
we treat of these, in their turn, in the course of the article

;

and we will give them the additional interest of being

presented, when this can readily be done, in the author's

own words.

Vision. PEELiMiNARy STATEMENTS.—Before we Commence a

more rigorous treatment of the subject, it may be well to

make a few preliminary statements as to the nature of

vision and the conditions for distinct vision. Properly

speaking, these belong to Optics (Physiological) (?.«.),

but it is impossible to treat intelligibly any part of our

subject without presupposing some, generally very slight,

knowledge of other parts. And the few preliminary state-

ments we have now to make are in no respect theoretical,

while they are so simple that any one may at once test

their truth for himself.

Distance Escept in the case of a very abnormal eye (extremely

•distinct short-sightod or long-sighted as the case may be) there is

''ision. 5 distance from it—usually somewhere about 10 inches

—

it which if an object 'be placed it is seen more distinctly

than if placed at any other distance. Almost every one,

perhaps without knowing it, habitually places at or about

that distance from his eye an object which he wishes

to examine carefully. When he places it at a smaller

distance he becomes conscious of the effort required to see

it distinctly. He has, iii fact, to alter the form of the

optical machinery* of the eye, by a muscular effort, so that

it may become capable of bringing to a focus on the retina

rays more divergent than those for which the parts were in

their unstrained state adapted. A corresponding effort,

but usually much more slight, is commonly felt to be
required if the object be at a distance greater than 10
inches.

' Hence we arrive at the conclusion that, for the minimum
of strain on the eye, rays should fall on it diverging as if

they came from a point about 10 inches distant. But for

all ordinary eyes any divergence from double of this (i.e.,

1 The proper name of this geometer is El-Hasan (or by other
Bccoimts Mohammed) ibn el-Hasan ibn cl-Haitham, and it is as
Ihn el-Haitham tliat he is commonly referred to. See Woepeke,
L'Algihrs d'Omar Alkkayyami (Paris, 1851), p. 73 sq., and Bar
Hebrffius, Chron., p. 221 sq. Several of his mathematical treatises
exist in English libraries (see the Catalogues of the Br. Mus., Bodl.,
and India Office MS3.) ; but the only copy of his great optical -work
fha KMb el ilanizir—known to be in Europe i). No. 1011 of the
Leydeu collection, with the commentary TanHh el Man^zii- of
Kemal ed-Din Abu'l Hasan (Cat Cod. Or. Lvgd. Bat., iii. 6i). A
smaller work (Woepcke, vt supra) was based on the optical treatises
ascribed to Euclid and Ptolemy, and Ibn el-Haitham claims to have
restored the lost first book of the latter. The Arabs had Euclid's
Oplks {Kitdb cl Maii&zir) in the version of Ndsir ed-Din Tu";y
\U. Khal., No. 10,532 ; Loth, MSS. of India Office', No. 743).

divergence as if from a distance of 5 inches) to zero (i.e.,

parallel rays) is consistent with the possibility of distinct

vision. Kays either more divergent than the former limit,

or convergent, are unfit to produce distinct vision. Hence
every optical instrument, whatever be the reflexions or

refractions to which light has been subjected in passing

through it, must finally allow the light to escape either in

parallel rays or with a divergence within the above specified

limits, if it is to be employed by an ordinary eye. The
comparatively slight differences which exist among ordinary

eyes are easily compensated by the rack-work, or screw

adjustment, which is invariably attached to the eye-piece

of a good telescope and to the body of a good microscope.

Every motion of this rack-work alters the divergence of

the rays as they finally escape from the instrument. Any
eye, however abnormal, if it be capable of producing dis«

tinct vision at all, has only to be furnished with suitable

spectacles in order that it may behave exactly as does

a normal eye. This statement, however, refers only to

sharpness of definition, not in any degree to colour. The
deficiency which causes colour-hlindness cannot be supplied

by any conceivable process. A definite part of the ordinary

organ of vision is wanting (or inactive) in such cases

—

while the merely optical parts of the eye are usually in

perfect order.

Another fact which must be stated here is that, to pro- lnverte<

duce vision of a body in its natural position, the image on '"•"'^^ "

the retina, as seen from the back, must be inverted—not ?

merely as regards up and down, but also as regards right

and left. Thus, in the ordinary astronomical telescope,

the image on the retina is not inverted, and we therefore

see an inverted image.

A third is that our judgment of the relative distances of Judg-

objects is formed mainly by the use of the two eyes simul- ™«"t »'

taneously. One eye, kept still, can inform us only of*^'^'^""^'

relative distance in virtue of the greater or less effort to

see distinctly (already spoken of). With both eyes, or

with one eye moved from side to side, parallax comes in,

and gives us the stereoscopic effect, as it is called. ThLi

power of judging distance is, of course, greater as the eyes

are set more widely apart There is, practically, no limi6

to the effective distance between the eyes when the proper

instrumental methods (as with the telestereoscope) are

employed.

It is also necessary to premise a few words about colour.

The various homogeneous rays of the solar spectrum have

each a colour of its own which no refraction can modify.

But what about the many colours which do not occur in

the spectrum ? To such a question as " What is yellow " %

the answer is, " Each particular kind of yellow may he any
one of an infinite mimber of different combinations of homo-

ffeneovs rays." And the same is true, in general, of all

other colours. Clerk Maxwell found that a yellow equiva- i

lent to that of the spectrum can be obtained by mixing in I

proper proportions certain homogeneous red and green raya '

This single example is sufficient to show that the colour-

sense is of a very singular nature. This question will be

fully treatAl in Optics (Physiological) ; but for our present

purpose it is only necessary to say that we now know (after

\Yiin3ch and Young) that the normal eye has oiJy three

colour-sensations—a red, a green, and a violet,—and that

the apparent colour of any light which falls on it depends

merely on the relative intensities of the excitcmetit produced

by the light on the three organs of sense corresponding to

these sensations. This is true, however, only within certain

limits of intensity ; for extremely bright light, whatever

be its real colour, seems to excite all the three sensations

simultaneously, much as white light does ; and with very

feeble light (as, for instance, that of an ordinary aurora or

of a lunar rainbow^ we are sometimes scarcely conscious of
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colours. lu colour-hHndness one or mor° of these organs of

sense is wanting, or imperfect. The most common form,

Daltonism, depends on the absence of the red sense. Great

additions to our knowledge of this subject, if only in con-

firmation of results already deduced from theory, have

been obtained in the last few years by Holmgren ^ ; who

has experimented on two persons, each of whom was found

to have one colour-blind eye, the ofher being nearly normal.

In this way was obtained, what could otherwise have been

matter of conjecture only, a description of colour-blind

nsion in terms of (at least approximately) normal vision.

Finally, the sensation of sight is not limited to the

Juration of the mechanical action on the eye. It is

known that we do not see a sudden ilash (an electric

spark for instance) until a measurable, tliough very short,

period has elapsed. This depends on the rate at which

an excitation is propagated along the optic nerve. But
the familiar experiment of whirling a red-hot stick in a

dark room shows that the sensation of sight lasts for a

short period after the mechanical action which produced it

has ceased. This period is probably different for different

eyes, and for different amounts of excitement even in the

same eye. (If the light be very intense the effect lasts

much longer, but completely changes its character.) For
our present purpose it may be assumed that the dura-

tion is somewhere about ^h of a second. Thus, if the

end of the red-hot stick describes a circle once in ^th of a

second, we see the complete circle ; it in a longer period,

we only see at once such a part of it as was described in

fth of a second. Connected with this is the remarkable

result obtained experimentally by Swan," that the amount
of sensation is, for flashes of short duration, directly pro-

portional, not only to the brightness of the flash, but also

to its duration. A flash which lasts for •j'jyth of a second
produces the full effect on the eye ; but an electric spark,

as a flash of lightning, which certainly does not endure
for more than loolooa ^^ "^ ^ second, produces at most
OD'y

i s o'oflu *'^ °f *^2 effect it would produce if it lasted

^Vtli of a second. On this short duration of visual im-
pressions depends the action of the tliaumatrope, the wheel

of life, &c. By various kinds of machinery a succession
of views of an object in different positions or forms is

presented to the eye, each for a brief interval The result

is that we fancy we see one and the same object going
through a species of continuous motion, or of change of

form, which would present it to the eye in these succes-

sive positions or forms. Thus, a tadpole may })e repre-

sented as wriggling about, or as developing continuously
into a frog, &c.

SomtCEs OP Light.—This subject will be fully treated
in other parts of this work under various heads : from the
purely scientific point of view under Kadiation ; from the
more practical side under Lighting (Electric), &c.
For our present purpose a very brief summary of the
question will suffice; and we do not reriuire to investigate

the process by which, in any case, the light is produced.
I. The main source of light is incaiidescence. (It is

usually understood that to be incandescent a body must
be at a high temperature.) This may be due to any of a
number of causes, such as the following :

—

(a) The Potential Energy of Gravitation of Scattered

Fragments of Matter.—When these fall together, as in the
formation of the sun and stars, heat enough is generated
by impact to render the whole vividly incandescent. It is

probable that the light of nebul», and the proper lijjht

of comets, is due to this cause. The proximate cause, in

all these ca^e;, is i[l^ kinetic energy of the fragments

' Proc. Roy. Soc, Jan. 1881.
' Trans. Roy. SiC. Edin., 1819, 1861.

before impact. To this class, therefore, can be reduced
the light given out when a target is struck by a cannon
shot.

(i) The Kinetic Energy of Current Electricity or of av.

Electric Discharge.—Here we have lightning, the electriq

light, and probably also the light of the aurora.

(c) Tho Potential Energy of Chemical Affinity.—The
lime-light, gas-light, candle and lamp-light, fire-light, th°
magnesium light, &c,; also phosphorus, dead fish (1), (tc.,

glowing in the dark.

{d) Friction, as in the trains of sparks from & grindstone
orbralie; though here, in general, chemical aflanity also

has a share.

(e) Sudden great Compression of a Gas, as of air by
meteoric stones and falling stars.

2. Anothervery curious source, not (so far as is known)'
reducible to incandescence, is the giving out (vsually in

an alteredforr.i) of light previously absorbed:—fluorescence,

phosphorescence, &c.

3. A third source is physiological:—fire-flies, glow-
worms, Medusce, dead fish (?), &c., the eye of a cat.

Any not black and not transparent body, exposed to any
of these sources of light, becomes in its turn what may for

our purpose also be treated as a source.

As wOl be shown in Eadiation, the only bodies which,
when incandescent, give ever-j constituent of white light

are bodies which are black in the sense of absorbing each
and every ray which falls upon them.' Such bodies are
not necessarily solids—though the best examples we have
of them are lamp-black, and (somewhat less perfect) char-
coal ...ad gas-coke,

Newton's speculations on these subjects, taken from the Newtoi-
" Queries " at the end of his Optica, give an exceedingly o"

interesting sketch of the State of this subject in his time. ^°^^
We quote a few of the more curious. There is a strange ° ^

admixture of errors, but a stiU more strange anticipation

of some of the most important of modern discoveries.

"Query 6. Do not Black bodies conceive heat more easily from
liglit than tbose of other colours do, by reason that the L'ght faliiag
ou iLem is not reflected outwards ; hut enters the bodies, and is

often reflected and refracted within them, until it be stifled and
list?

" Query 8. Do not all Fixed bodies, when heated beyond a certain
degree, emit light and shine ; and is not this emission performed
by the vibrating motions of their Parts. And do not all bodies,
which abound with Terrestrial parts, and especially with Sulphureous
ones, emit light, as often as those Parts are sufficiently agitated

;

whether that agitation be made by heat, or by friction, or percussion,

or putrefaction, or by any vital motion, or any other cause ? . . . .

"Query 9. Is not fire a body heated so hot, as to emit light
copiously ? For what else is a rod hot iron than fire ? And what
else is a burning coal than red hot wood ?

"Query 10. Is not Flame a vapour, fume or exhalation heated
red hot, that is, so hot as to shine ? For bodies do not flame
without emitting a copious fume, and this fume burns in the
flame. The Ignis Fatuus is a vapour shining without heat; and
is there not the same difference between this vapour and flame, as

between rotted wood shining without heat and burning coals of

fire ? In distilling hot spirits, if the head of the still be taken off,

the vapour, which ascends out of the still, will take fire at the
flame of a candle, and turn into flame, and tlie flame will run along
the vapour from the candle to the stilL Some bodies heated by
motion or fermentation, if the heat grow intense, fume copiously ;

and if the heat be great enough, the fumes will shine, and become
flame. Metals in fusion do not flame for want of a copious fume,
except spelter, which fumes copiously, and thereby flames. All
flaming bodies, as oil, tallow, wax, wood, fossil coals, pitch, sul-

phur, by fiaming waste and vanish into burning smoke ; which,

bmoke, if the Came be put out, is very thick and visible, and some-
times smells strungly, but in the flam? io>i«s its smell by \iurmng

;

and, according to the nature of the smoke, tl»B flaijift >•- <if 3ever.iii

colours ; as that of suli.hur, blue ; that of copper opened witu
sublimate, green ; that of tallow, yellow ; that of camphire, white.

Smoke passing through flame cannot but grow red hot ; and ted

hot smoke can have no other appearance than that of flame. ....
" Query 11. Do not Great bodies conserve their heat the longest,

*tcir parts heating one another j and may not Great dense and
Fixed bodies, when heated beyond a certain degree, emit light so
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copiously, 33 ty the emission and re-action of its light, and the

reflexions and refractions of its rays within its pores, to grow still

hotter, till it comes to a certain period of heat, such as is that of

the sun ? And are not the sun and fixed stars great earths vehe-

mently hot ; whose heat is conserved by the greatness of the bodies,

and the mutual action and re-action between them, and the light

which they emit ; and whose parts are kept from fuming away, not

only by their Fixity, but also by the vast weight and density of the

atmospheres incumbent upon them, and very strongly compressing

them, and condensing the vapours and exhalations which arise from

them ? . . . . And the same great weight may condense those

vapours and exhalations, as soon as they shall at any time begin to

ascend from the SUU: and make them presently fall back again into

him ; and by that action increase his heat, much after the manner

that 'in our earth the air increases the heat of a culinary fire. And
the same weight may hinder the globe of the sun from being

diminished, unless by the emission of light, and a very small

quantity of vapours and exhalations."

Theories op Pkopagation of Light.—We may begin

by assuming that the sensation of light is due to a

mechanical action on the retina (see Eye). Now such

a mechanical action must have a mechanical cause,

and, as far as we can judge with our present knowledge,

the latter must consist of impacts on the retina, due

to moving matter. Thi3 matter may have travelled aU

the way from the source of light, or it may have been

set in motion in the eye by a disturbance (analogous to a

wave) which has travelled from the source. What is trans-

ferred, or what moves, is a quite independent question.

Light must, as far as we can conceive, consist in the

motion of particles of some kind from external objects to

the eye, or in the propagation of some disturbance or^'ave-

motion in an as yet unknown medium. Though it has

been proved, as we will presently show, that some ot the

consequences of the first supposition are entirely incon-

sistent with observed facts, the nature of the propagation

of the supposed luminous particles is still a very interest-

ing study, and indeed many of the fundamental propositions

in optics follow more easily from this hypothesis than from
the othe/. We will therefore not at present dismiss this

hypothesis, but will refer freely to it now and then, until

its truth is shown to be inconsistent with experiment.

This view, associated with the names of Newton, Laplace,

and Biot, is known as the corpuscular theory of light. A
formidable objection to it, in limhie, will be easily seen

to be furnished by the velocity of light. Since every point

of every visible body must (on this theory) send such

corpuscles to the eye, moving as we shall find at a rate of

nearly 200,000 miles per second, their masses must be
iuconceivably minute inxirderthat their united momentum
may not amount to something comparable with that of a
cannon shot, a supposition of course utterly destructive of

all belief in the hypothesis. But, as we shall see, there are

still higher grounds of objection, and such as no mere
smaUness of mass, or size of each corpuscle can explain

away.

The rival theory labours under considerable disadvan-
tages, inasmuch as the theory of wave-propagation is very
much more obscure and difficult than that of the motion of

free particles ; but the student, who has mastered the
fundamental difficulties of sound (see Acoustics), which
presents a fair although not an exact analogy, will fiud it

comparatively easy to cbtain a clear conception of the
fundamental principles of the explanation offered by the
vndulatory theory of light.

The difference between these two theories of light may
ie illustrated by contrasting wind moving at the rate of
1100 feet per second (an inconceivably violent hurricane)
and sound, gentle or violent, moving at precisely the same
rate—yet how different in its effects !

Division of the Subject.— Optics, or the science of
Light, is usually divided into two parts. A simple illus-

tration of the nature of this division will be found in

the different conditions of fluid equilibrium according a

we do not or do introduce the idea of action betweet

the fluid and the containing vessel (Capillary Action,

q.v.). In the first or hypothetical case it is known
that the free surface must he horizontal, and that all

its separate parts must lie in the same plane ; in the

second, i.e., the actual, case we find molecular action modi-

fying these results, sometimes indeed to a very large

extent, so that no part of the free surface is plane, and no

two portions of it are at the same level. So in what is

called Geometrical Optics it is assumed from experiment

that light moves in straight lines in air, while Physical
Optics, or the undulatory theory, agrees with experiment

in showing that under certain circumstances a ray of light

bends round an obstacle. But as, in obtaining the main
facts of fluid equilibrium, capillary forces may be neglected,

so, for the explanation of the ordinary phenomena of light,

even with accuracy sufficient for the construction of the

very finest telescopes and microscopes, it suffices that

Geometrical Optics, based on laws nearly verified by ex-

periment, be followed out to its concequences. The
residual phenomena then came in to be treated by the

undulatory theory. Pouillet divides the subject, in con-

sequence of this distinction, into two parts, viz., (1) that

in which wa deal with the direction only of the rays, and

(2) that in which we deal with the physical properties of

the rays themselves.

In this order we will consider the subject, giving the

explanations of the approximate experime)ital laws of

Geometrical Optics, as we reach them, in the language

of either theory. But before we come to the residual

phenomena we sh^ll have found that the corpuscular theory

must be rejected, and we will therefore give, without detail,

the principles of the undulatory explanation, which will be
fully discussed in a special article.

Geometrical Optics,

Rectilinear Propagation of Light,

It is approximately true that, in any homogeneous
medium, light moves in st7-aight lines.

If an opaque body be placed anywhere in the straight

line between the eye and an object, the object is concealed.

Through a long straight tube no objects can be seen but
those situated in the direction of its axis produced. This
is so fundamental a fact, or it is so evident a result of

experience, that it is the foundation of every process which
involves the direction in space of one object as regards

another,—whether it be for the aiming with a rifle, the

pointing of a telescope, or for the delicate observations of

a geodetic survey. But we must carefully observe the re-

strictions under which the statement is made. Not merely
is it said to be only approximately true, but it is so only in

a homogeneous medium. To both of these restrictions we
will revert later.

(a) On this is founded the geometrical theory of shadows,

—a subject of some importance, especially as regards

eclipses. In this application the results may be considered

as absolutely true, though, as we shall see in a subsequent

page, the statement is liable in certain delicate cases to

somewhat startling exceptions. When an opaque body is

placed between a screen and a luminous point, it casts a

shadow on the screen. (The sun's image formed by a

lens or burning glass of short focus is our best mode of

attempting to realize the conception of a lumirous point;

but a fair approximation may be made by piercing a very

small needle-hole in a large plate of thin metal, and placing

it close to any bright flame or incandescent body.) The
outline of the shadow is, of course, to be found by drawing
straight lines from the luminous point so as to touch the
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opaque body all round. These lines form a cone. The

points of contact form a line on the opaque body separating

the illuminated from the non-illuminated portion of its

surface. Similarly, when these lines are produced to meet

the screen, their points of intersection with it form a line

which separates the illuminated from the non-illuminated

parts of the screen.

This line is called the boundary of the geomeirical

shadow. A commop but beautiful instance of it is seen

wheL a very small gas-jet is burning in a ground-glass

shade, near the wall of a room. In this case the cone,

above mentioned, is usually a right cone with its axis

vertical. Thus the boundary of the geometric shadow is a

portion of a circle on the roof, but a portion of an hyperbola

on the vertical wall. If the roof be not horizontal, we may
obtain in this way any form of conic section. Interesting

and useful hints in projection may be obtained by observ-

ing tho shadows of bodies of various forms cast in this

way by rays which virtually diverge from one point : e.g.,

how to place a plane quadrilateral of given form so that

its geometric shadow may be a square ; how to pb.oe au

elliptic disk, with a small hols in it, so that the shado-' -'--ay

be circular with a bright spot at its centre, &c.

\Yhen there are more luminous points than one, we have

only to draw separately the geometrical shadows due to

each of the sources, and then superpose them. A new con-

sideration now comes in. There will be, in general, portions

of all the separate geometrical shadows which overlap one

another in some particular regions of the screen. In such

regions we still have full shado'\' ; but around them there

will be other regions, some illuminated by one of the sources

alone, some by two, ifcc, until finally we come to the parts

of the screen which are illuminated directly by all the

sources. There will evidently be still a definite boundary

of the parts wholly unilluminated, i.e., the true shadow or

vmbra, and also a definite boundary of the parts wholly

iliuminated The region between these boundaries

—

i.e.,

the partially illumined portion—is called the penumbra.

Fig. 1 shoTf* these things very well It represents the

shadow of a circular disk cast by four equal luminous

5^<STfrt"""?^'^^-^ - .,

-points arranged as the corners of a square,—the disk

being large enough to admit of a free overlapping of the

separate shadows. The amount of want of illumination

in each portion of the penumbra is roughly indicated by
the shading. The separate shadows are circular, if the

disk is parallel to the screen. If we suppose the number
of sources to increase indefinitely, so as finally to give the

Df'pearance of a luminous surface as the source of light, it

Fig. 2.

is obvious that the degrees of darkness at different portions

of the penumbra will also increase indefinitely; i.e., there

will be a gradual increase of bright-

ness in the penumbra from total

darkness at the edge nest the geo-

metrical shadow to full illumination

at the outer edge. It is most in-

structive to contrast with the above

figure that now given (fig. 2), in /

which the size of the disk is jon- \

siderably diminished — everything

else being unchanged. Here there

is no true shadow—only four equally

Irighi portions of the penumbra, each iUuminated by three

of tho sources.

Thus we see at once why the shadows cast by the sun

or moon are in general so much less sharp than those cast

by the electric light (when it is not surrounded by a semi-

opaque screen). For, practically, at moderate distances

from the electric arc. it appears as a mere luminous point.

But, if we place a body at a distance of a foot or two only

from the arc, the shadow cast will have as much of

penumbra as if the sun had been the source. The breadth

of the penumbra when the source and screen are nearly

equidistant from the opaque body is equal to the diameter

of the luminous source. Simple as is the question from

the point of view we have adopted, it may to some persona

appear simpler to imagine themselves placed (as spectators)

on the Screen in different parts of the shadow or penumbra,

and to consider what portions of the luminous source they

would then be in a position to see.

This is what happens to us when we observe an eclipse

of the sun. A\'hen the eclipse is total, there is a real

geometrical shadow,—very small compared with the

penumbra (for the apparent diameters of the sun and moon

are nearly equal, but theit distances are as 370 : 1) ; when

the eclipse is annular, the shadow is all penumbra. In a

lunar eclipse, on the other hand, the earth is the shadow-

casting body, and the moon is the screen, and we observe

things according to our first point of view.

Suppose, next, that the body which casts the shadow is

a large one, such as a wall, with a hole in it. If we were

to plug the hole, the whole screen would be in geometrical

Eclipse >

Light
imssius
tbroueb
an aper

Fig. 3.

shadow. Hence the illumination of the screen oy the

light passing through the hole is precisely what would be

cut off bv a disk which fits the hole. Fig. 3, which is the
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complement of fig. 1, gives therefore the effect of four equal

sources of light shining on a wall through a circular hole.

And it is evident that, with the change of a word here

and there, the previous reasoning may be applied to this

case also. The umbra in the

former case becomes the fully

illuminated portion, and vice

versa. The penumbra remains

the penu'mbTa, but it is now
darkest where before it was

brightest, and vice versa. For

further information we subjoin

the complement (fig. 4) of the

second case above,—the same

four sources, but the smaller

hole. Here we have four

equally bright, separate images

—one belonging to each of the sources. Thus wo see how,

Hiages w'hcn a small hole is cut in the window-shutter of a dark
»j small room, a picture of the sun, and bright clouds about it, is

formed on the opposite wall. This picture is obviously

inverted, and also perverted, for not only are objects de-

picted lower the higher they are, but also objects seen to

the right are depicted to the left, <tc. But it will be seen

unperverted (though stiU inverted) if it be received on a

sheet of ground glass and looked at from behind. The

smaller the hole (so far at least as Geometrical Optics is

concerned) the less confused will the picture bo. As the

hole is made larger the illuminated portions from different

sources gradually overlap ; and when the hole becomes a

window we have no indications of such a picture except

from a body (like the sun) much brighter than the other

external objects. Here the picture has ceased to be one

of the sun, it is now a picture of the window. But if the

wall could be placed 100 miles off, the picture would be

one of the sun. To prevent this overlapping of images,

and yet to admit a good deal of light, is one main

object of the lens which usually forms part of the camera

obscura.

The formation of pictures of the sun in this way is well

seen on a calm sunny day under trees, where the sunlight

penetrating through small chinks forms elliptic spots on

the ground. During a partial eclipco these pictures have,

of course, a crescent form. When detached clouds are

drifting rapidly across the sun, we often seethe shadows of

the bars of the window on the walls or floor suddenly

shifted by an inch or two, and for a moment very much
more sharply defined. They are, in fact, shadows cast by

a small portion of the sun's limb, from opposite sides

it.adow alternately. Another beautiful illustration is easily ob-
mage. tained by cutting with a sharp knife a very small T aperture

in a piece of note paper. Place this close to the eye, and
an inch or so behind it place another piece of paper with a

fine needle-hole in it. The light of the sky passing through

the needle-hole forms a bright picture of the T on the retina.

The eye perceives this picture, which gives the impression

of the T much magnified, but itirned upside doivn.

Another curious phenomenon may fitly be referred to

in this connexion, viz., the phantoms which are seen when
we look at two parallel sets of palisades or railings, one
behind the other, or look through two parallel sides of a

meat-safe formed of perforated zinc. The appearance pre-

sented is that of a magnified set of bars or apertures which
appear to move rapidly as we slowly walk past. Their

origin is the fact that where the bars appear nearly to

coincide the apparent gaps bear the greatest ratio to the

dark spaces ; i.e., these parts of the field are the

most highly illuminated. The exact determination of

the appearances in any given case is a mere problem of

convergents to a continued fraction. But the fact that the

apparent rapidity of motion of this phantom may exceed

iu any ratio that of the spectator is of importance,

—

enabling us to see how velocities, apparently of impossible

magnitude, may be accounted for by the mere running

along of (he condition of vlsitjility among a group of objects

no one of which is moving at au extravagant rate.

(6) Another important consequence of this law is that

;/ the medium he transparent the intensity of illuminalion

xvhich a luinin02is 'point can produce on. a -while surface

directly crposed to it is inversely as the sr^uare of the distance.

The word transparent implies that no light is absorbed

or stopped. Whatever, therefore, lea'-'is the source of light

must in succession pass through each of a series of spherical

surfaces described round the source as centre. The same
amount of light falls perpendicularly on all these surface,-

in sRKession. The amount received in a given time by a

unit of surface on each is therefore inversely as the number
of such units in each. But the surfaces of spheres are as

the squares of their radii,—whence the proposition. (We
assume here that the velocity of light is constant in the

medium, .and that the source gives out its light uniformly

and not by fits and starts.) When the rays fall otherwise

than perpendicularly on the surface, the illumination pro-

duced is proportional to the cosine of the obliquity ; for

the area seen under a given spherical angle increases as

the secant of the obliquity, the distance remaining the.

same.

As a corollary to this we Lave the further proposition

that the apparent Irightness of a luminous surface {seen

through a transparent homogeneous medium) is the same at

all distances.

The word brightness is here taken as a measure of the

amount of light falling on the pupil per unit of spherical

angle subtended by the luminous surface. The spherical

angle subtended by any small surface whose plane is at

right angles W the line of sight is inversely as the square

of the distance. So also is the light received from it.

Hence the brightness is the same at all distances.

The word brightness is often used (even scientifically)

in another sense from that just defined. Thus we speak

of a bright star, of the question
—

'When is Venus at its

brightest 1 ic. Strictly, such expressions are not defen-

sible except for sources of light which (like a star) Lave

no apparent surface, so that we cannot tell from -what

amount of spherical angle their light appears to come. In

that case the spherical angle is, for want of knowledge,

assumed to be the same for all, and therefore the bright-

ness of each is now estimated in terms of the lohole

quantity of light we receive from it. It is in this sense Muxi-

only that we use the word when we speak of Venus at its n-""*-

brightest ; for if we take the former definition of bright-

ness the solution of this once celebrated problem would be

very different from that usually given. As the question,

however, is an interesting one both iu itself and histori-

cally, we give an approximate solution of it. The approxi-

mation assumes what is certainly not true, that the

illuminated portion of Venus always appears louformly

bright, and of the same degree of brightnesf' - all

aspects.

Let a bo the radius of tlic cartli's orliit, b that of tlio oihit of

Venus, S the distance between the planets when Venus is brightest.

Theu if S be the api>areiit angular distance of the cartli f'om the

sun as seen from Venus, the illnminatcd part of tlic disk of Venus

as seen from the earth is

1-fcos tf

2

of the whole disk. Hence
1 -f cos 9

is a maximum,—with the obvious trigonometrical rclatioii

o'=5'-l-4--2Mco3e.
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SubslitatiDg for cos e, and puttiug the differential coefficient =0,
we have a quadratic equation of which tho only admissible root is

the positiTO one-

S= V3a- + 6'-2t..

From tb is the other quantities can be calculated.

But another matter haa to bo taken into consideration

when we apply the above definition of brightness in practice.

For the aperture of the pupil is usually very much con-

tracted when we look at a brightly illuminated sky or

cloud. Thus there is a rough compensation which, to a

Icertain extent, modifies the effect on the retina.

I

Founded on the above is Cheseaux's celebrated argument
about the finite dimensions of the stellar universe. For it

Is easy to see, as below, that if stars be scattered through

infinite space, with average closeness and brightness such

as is presented by those nearest us, and if stellar space be

absolutely transparent, tho whole sky should appear of a

brightness like that of the sun. Cheseaux and Olbers en-

deavoured to show that, because the sky is not all over as

bright as the sun, there is absorption of light in stellar

space. This idea was ingeniously developed by Struve.

Consider a small spherical angle u. The number of stars in-

cluded in it whose distances are between r and » + Sr from the earth
is proportional to

uT-5r.

The whole amount of light received from such a portion of the sky
must be therefor: as

/: dr.

provided that no star intercepts the light coming from another.

This condition ii unattainable, so that the conclusion is that the
brightness is as gi'eat as it can be with the materials employed.
Every portion o' the background shines as if it were a star.

(c) A third very important fact, connected with our
present subjc t, but not immediately deducible from our
principle, is

—

The brightness of a self-luminous surface does

not depend upon its inclination to the line of sight.

Thus a red-hot ball of iron, free from scales of oxide,

kc, appear? flat in the dark; so, also, the sun, seen through
mist, appe^irs as a flat disk. This fact, however, depends
ultimately upon the second law of thermodynamics, and
its explanation will be fuUy given under Ealiaticx.

It may be stated, however, in another form, in which
its connexion with what precedes is more obvious

—

The
amount of radiation, in any direction, from a luminous
iurface is proportional to the cosine of the olliqnitr

The flow of light (if we may so call it) in straight lines from the
luminous point, with constant velocity, leads as we have seen to

the expression -^ (where r is the distance from the luminous point)

for the quantity of light which passes through unit of surface

perpendicular to the ray in unit of time, fi being a quantity indi-

cating the rate at which light is emitted by tho source. This
represents the illumination of the surface on which it falls. The
flow through unit of surface whose normal is inclined at an angle
6 to the ray is of course

— cos e,
7*

again representing the iUomination. These are precbely the
expressions for the gravitation force exerted by a particle of mass
^_on a unit of matter at distance r, and for its resolved part in a
given direction. Hence we may employ an expression

r

which is exactly analagons to the gravitation or electric potential,

for the purpose of calculating the effect due to any number of
eeparatc sources of light
And the fundamental proposition in potentials, viz., that, if n

be the external normal at any point of a closed surface, the integral

taken over the whole surface, has the value

//-

where ii^ is the sum of the values of /i for each source lying within
the surface, follows almost intuitively from tho mere consideration
of what it means as regards light For every source anlcrnal to the
closed surface sends in light which goes out aga'in. But the light
from an internal source goes wholly out ; and the amount per
second from each unit source is 4ir, the total area of the unit sphere
surrounding the source.

It is well te observe, howevej-, that the analogy is not quit- com-
plete. To make it so, all the sources must lie on the same side of
the surface whose illumination we are dealing with. This is due
to the fact that, in order that a surface may be illuminated at all,

it must be capable of scattering light, i.e., it must be to some
extent opaque. Hence the illumination depends mainly upon those
sources which are on the same side as thac from which it ia

regarded.'

Though this process bears some resemblance to the heat analogy
employed by Sir W. Thomson for investigations in statical elec-

tricity (Cambridge Mathematical Journal, 1S42) and to Clerk
Jlaxwell's device of an incompressible fluid without mass {Cam,
Phil. Trans., 1856), it is by no means identical with them. Each
method deals with a substance, real or imaginary, which flows in
conical streams from a source so that the same amount of it passes
per second through every sectiou of the cone. Bet in the present
process the velocity is constant and the density variable, while in
the others tho density is virtually constant and tho velocity

variable. There is a curious reciprocity in formulae such as we have
just given. For instance, it is easily seen that the light received

from a uniformly illuminated surface is represented by

'IS cos 9

r'

As we have seen that this integral vanishes for a closed surface

which has no source inside, its value is the same for all shells of
equal uniform brightness whose edges lie on the same cone.

We have said that light moves in straight lines in a
homogeneous medium. This rectilinear path follows at

once from the corpuscular theory, as well as from the

uudulatory theory of light : in the first case there is no

deflecting cause, so each corpuscle moves in a straight line
;

in the second, the direction of propagation of a plane wave

in an uniform isotropic mediuci ia always perpendicular

to its front. Looking aloDg a hot poker or the boiler

of a steamboat, we see objects beyond distorted; ie., we
no longer see each point in its true direction. Here wo
have a non-homogeneous medium, the air being irregu-

larly expanded m the neighbourhood of the hot body. To
this simple cause are due the phenomena of mirage, the

fata morgana, the reduplication of images of a distant

object seen through an irregularly heated atmosphere, the

scintillation or twinkling of stars, and the nselessness of

even the best telescopes at certain timss, &c. It is interest-

ing to note here that Newton ^ says •
—" Long telescopes

may cause objects to appear brighter and larger than short

ones can do ; but they cannot be so formed as to take away
that confusion of the rays which arises from the tremors

of the atmosphere. The only remedy is a most serene and

quiet air, such as may perhaps be found on the tops of the

highest mountains, above the grosser clouds."

Photojletey.—The principle above explained suggests

many simple methods of comparing the amounts of light

given by difl'erent sources. If, for instance, a porcelain

plate, or even a sheet of paper, of uniforpi thickness, have

one half illuminated directly by one source of light, tho

other by a different source, and if one or other of these

sources be moved to or from the plate till the halves appear

equally illuminated, it is obvious that the amounts of light

given out by the two sources are directly as the squares

of their distances from the screen. This is the principle

of Eitchie's photometer. Rumford suggested the com-

parison of the intensity of the shadows of the same object

thrown side by side on a screen by tho two lights to be

compared. In this case the shadow due to one source is

' From the formula of which the proof has been indicated Green'o

theorem and its consequences follow immediately. But we need not

give these here.

' Optics, end of part L
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lit up by tte other alone; and here agam the amounts

of light given out by the sources are as the squares of

their distances from the screen when the shadows are

equally intense. The shadow-casting object should be

near the screen, so as to avoid penumbra as much as

possible
;
yet not too near, so that the shadows may not

overlap.

Bunsen has recently suggested the very simple expedient

of making a grease-spot on white paper for photometric

purposes. "When the paper is equally illuD-iinated from

both sides, the grease-spot cannot be seen except by very

dose inspection. In using this photometer, the sources are

placed in one Ene with the grease-spot, which lies between

them and can be moved towards one or other. To make

the most accurate determinations with this arrangement

thB adjustment should first be made from the side on

which one source lies, then the screen turned round and

the adjustment made from the side of the other source,—in

both cases, therefore, from the same side of the paper

screen. Take the mean of these positions (which are

usually very close together), and the amounts of light are

as the squares of the distances of the sources from this

Wheat- point. Wheatstone suggested a hollow glass bead, silvered

8tone'3. internaliy, and made to describe very rapidly a closed path,

for use as a photometer. When it is placed between two

sources, we see two parallel curves of reflected ligTit, one

due to each source. Make these, by trial, equally bright

;

and the amounts of light from the sources are, again, as

the squares of the distances. These simple forms of

apparatus give results which are fairly accurate, so long

at least as the qualities of the light furnished by the

two sources are nearly the same. But, when we endeavour

to compare diflFerently coloured lights, the result is by
no means so satisfactory. In fact, we cannot well define

equality of illumination when the lights are of difi'erent

qualities. In the undulatory theory, no doubt, we can

distinctly define the intensity of any form of radiation..

Difflcul- But'the definition is a purely dynamical one, and has not
ties of nec_egsarily any connexion with what we usually mean

mM^' ^y intensity, viz., the amount of effect produced upon
the nerves of the retina. Thus the theoretical intensities

of a given violet and a given red source may be equal,

while one may appear to the eye very much brighter than

the other. Think, for instance, of a colour-blind person,

who might, under conceivable circumstances, be unable to

see the red at all. We are all as it were colour-bl::H as

far as regards radiations whose wave-lengths are longer or

shorter than those included in the range of the ordinary

solar spectrum.

Other modes of measuring the intensity of light usually

depend upon more recondite physical principles,—such as,

for instance, the amounts of chemical action of certain

kinds which can be produced by an exposure of a given
duration to the light from a particular source. But all

have the same grand defect as the simpler processes,

—

they are not adapted to the comparison of sources giving
dififerent qualities of light. And those last mentioned
are liable to another source of error, viz., the action of

radiations which are not called light, only because they are

not visible to the eye ; for in all other respects they closely

resemble light, and are often more active than it is in pro-
ducing chemical changes.

Velocity of Light.—Light moves with a velocity of
nearly 186,000 miles per second. Of this we have four
distinct kinds of proof, on each of which depends a method
which is capable of giving pretty accurate results.

I. Homer's Method.—By this the finite velocity of light

was discovered in 1676. Suppose, to illustrate this, that

at a certain place a cannon is fired precisely at intervals of

an hour while the weather is perfectly calm. A person

cnetry.

provided with an accurate watch travels about in the su
rounding district. When he first hears the cannon let hin.

note the time by his watch, then on account of the non-
instantaneous propagation of sound, if at the next discharge

he be nearer the gun than before, the report will arrive at

his ear before the hour's interval has elapsed ; if he be
farther from the gun, the interval between the discharges

will appear longer than an hour; and the number of

seconds of defect or excess will evidently represent the
time employed by souncf in travelling over a space equal
to the difference of his distances from the gun at the suc-

cessive observations.

Now the satellites of Jupiter are subject—like our moon,
only much more frequently—to eclipse, and the interval

between two successive eclipses <;an easily be observed.

The almost sudden extinction of the light is a phenomenon
similar to the discharge of the gun ; and, if light take time

to move from one place to another, we should find the

interval between successive eclipses too short when we are

approaching Jupiter, too long when we are receding from
him. Such was found to be the case by Eomer ; and he
also found that the shortening or lengthening of the

interval depended upon the rate at which the earth was
approaching to or receding from Jupiter. The inevitable

conclusion from the.=6 facts is that light is propagated with

finite velocity. Romer calculated from them that light

takes about 16™6 to cross the earth's orbit. The exact

velocity deduced by this method is, after making all

corrections, and assuming the most probable value of the

solar parallax, about 186,500 miles per second.

2. B:radley's Method.—This depends on the aberration of

light, discovered by Bradley in 1728. When in- a calm

rainy day one stands stiU he holds his umbrella vertical in

order to protect himself. If he walk he requires to hold

it forwards, and more inclined the faster he walks. In

other words, to a person walking the rain does not appear

to come in the same direction as to a person standing still.

'

Now the earth's velocity in its orbit is a very large quan-

tity, some 18i miles per second, or about
i o o o ti

th of that

of light. Hence the light from a star does not appear to

come in the proper direction unless the earth be moving
exactly to or from the star, and, as the direction of the

earth's motion is continually changing, so the directions in

which different stars are seen are always changing, and

thus this phenomenon, called the "aberration of light,"

proves at once the finite velocity of light and the earth's

motion round the sun.

As an additional illustration of the phenomenon, suppose,

a bullet fired through a railway carriage, in a direction

perpendicular to the sides of the carriage. If the carriage

be standing still, the bullet will make holes in the sides,

the line joining which is perpendicular to the length of the

carriage ; if it be in motion, then the second side of the

carriage will have moved through a certain space during

the interval occupied by the bullet in passing from side to

side, and thus the line joining the holes in the sides {i.e.,

the line pursued by the buUet relatively to the carriage);

will be inclined at an angle greater than a right angle to

the direction of the train's motion.

It is evident that the path apparently described by each

star during a year, in consequence of aberration, will be

found by laying off from the star lines which bear the

same ratio to the star's distance as the velocity of the earth

does to that of light,—their directions being always the

same as that of the earth's motion at every instant. This

is precisely the definition of the Hodooraph {q.v.) of the

earth's orbit. Hence, on account of the finite velocity of

In fact, to estimate the relative direction and velocity of two

moving bodies we must subtract the vector velocity of the first fi-oir',

th,\t of the second.
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light, each star appears to describe in space a circle (uot

an ellipse) of fixed magnitude in a plane parallel to that of

the ecliptic. As seen from the earth, therefore, stars will

appear to describe paths which are the projections of these

circles on the celestial sphere. These are in general ellipses,

but circles for stars at the poles of the ecliptic and straight

lines for stars in the ecliptic. This is found to be quite

consistent with observation; and the major axes of these

ellipses, the diameters of the circles, or the lengths of the

lines subtend equally angles of about 41" at the earth.

Hence the velocity of light is to the velocity of the earth

as 1 : tan Ml" ; that is, about 10,000 : 1.

Both these methods depend, for their final result, upon

a true knowledge of the earth's distance from the sun.

But the most accurate measurements of this quantity are

probably to be obtained from the velocity of light itself,

this being independently determined by the physical pro-

cesses next to be described. Thus the earth's distance

from the sun will in future be measured rather by the

constant of aberration, or by the acceleration or retarda-

tion of the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites, than by a transit

of Venus, by the moon's motion, or by the parallax of Ifars.

Thus Riimer's and Bradley's processes are now applied to

the determination of solar parallax.

3. Flzeai'.'s Direct Measurement of the Velocity of Light.

—To illustrate the next and by far the most convincing

popular proof of the finite.velocity of light, suppose a person

looking at himself in a mirror, before which is moving a

screen with a number of apertures, the breadth of each

aperture being equal to the distance between any two of

them. If the screen be at rest with an aperture before the

mirror, the light from the observer's face passes through

the aperture and is reflected back, so that he sees himself

as if the screen were not present. Suppose the screen to

be moving in such a way that, when the light which passed

through the aperture returns, to the screen after reflexion,

the unpierced part of the screen is in its way, it is evid«t

that the observer cannot see himself in the mirror. If the

screen pass twice as fast, the light that escaped by one

aperture will, after reflexion, return by the next, so that

he will see his image as at first. If three times as fast,

the second unperforated part of the screen wUl stop the

returning light; so he cannot see his image. To apply

this practically a thin metallic disk had a set of teeth cut

on its circumference so that the breadth of a tooth was

equal to that of the space between two teeth. This disk

could be set in very rapid rotation by a train of wheelwork,

and the rate of turning could easily be determined by
Savart's method (see Acoustics, vol. i. p. 108). Light

passed between two teeth to a mirror situated at 10 miles'

distance, which sent it back by the same course, so that

when the wheel was at rest the reflected light could be

seen. On turning the disk with accelerated velocity the

light was observed to become more and more feeble up to

a certain velocity, at which it was extinguished ; turning

faster it reappeared, growing brighter and brighter till the

velocity was doubled ; then it fell off, till it vanished when
the velocity was trebled, and so on. It is evident from
the first illustration above that the velocity of light in air

is to that of the tooth, at the first disappearance of the

reflected light, as the distance of the mirror from the disk

is to the half breadth of the tootli. It is not to be sup-

posed that the description we have just given embodies all

the details of this remarkable experiment. On the con-

trary, telescopes were used at each station to prevent loss

of light as much as possible, and many other precautions

were adopted which would be unintelligible without refer-

ences to later parts of this article. This method and its

first results were published in 1849 in the Complcs Rendus.
The experiments gave, on their very careful repetition by

Corou in 1874, the value 186,700 miles for the.velocity

in vacuo {Nature, xi. p. 274).

4. FoucauU's Method.—This was described in 1850 to

the Academy of Sciences. It depends upon the principle

of the rapidly revolving plane mirror introduced by
Wheatstone to demonstrate the non-instantaneous propa-

gation of an electric discharge. The mirror was made to

revolve from 600 to 800 times per second, by means of a

siren (see Acoustics) driven by steam. A ray of sunlight

fell upon it from a small aperture crossed by a grating of

platinum wires. Between the wires and tlio mirror was

placed an achromatic lens—the wires being farther from it

than its principal focus, but not twice as far—so that the

rays falling on the mirror were slowly convergent. They

formed an image of the wires at a distance of about

4 metres from the mirror. In certain positions of the

revolving mirror, the rays fell upon a concave mirror of

4 metres radius whose centre of curvature was at the

centre of the revolving mirror. They were, therefore,

reflected back directly to the revolving mirror, and, passing

again through the lens, formed an image of the wire grating

which, when the adjustment was perfect, coincided with

the grating itself. This coincidence was observed by

reflexion from a piece of unsilvered glass, placed obliquely

in the track of the rays, the image in which was magnified

by an eye-piece. It is obvious that, when the mirror is

made to turn, the light which comes back to it after

passing to the fixed mirror, finds it in a position islightly

different from that in which it left it. That difference is

due to the amount of rotation during the time of passage

of the light to and fro along an air-space of 4 metres.

Accordingly, as soon as the mirror begun to rotate with

considerable velocity, the coincidence between the wires

and their images 'was destroyed; and the two were

separated more and more widely as the velocity of rotation

was increaspd. It was easy to calculate, from the measured

dimensions of the apparatus, the amount of deflexion, and

the rate of rotation of the mirror, the velocity of light.

The rate of rotation was, of course, given by the pitch of

the note produced by the siren:

Foucault's early results with this apparatus showed that

the velocity of light which had been deduced from the old

methods was too large ; and he concludes his first paper

by the statement that the determination of the distance of

the earth from the sun must now be made by physical

instead of astronomical methods. Foucault's process has

recently been very considerably improved by Mitchelson,

who, in 1879, found for the velocity of light in vacuo

186,380 miles per second (Xature, vol. xxi. p. 226).

By interposing a tube filled with water, and having flat

glass ends, between the fixed and revolving mirrors,

Foucault found that (for the same rate of rotation) the

displacement of the image was greater than before in the

proportion of the refractive index of water to unity. Thus

it was at once evident, by a mode of experimenting exposed

to no possible doubt, that light moves faster in air than

in water, and, therefore, as will be seen later, that the

corpuscular theory of light must be abandoned.

Other methods of determining the velocity of light in

air, and for comparing the velocities of light in air and

water (on which depends the most definite proof of the

erroneousness of the corpuscular theory), and in still and

moving water, will be afterwards explained. They give

results of very great value, but we cannot introduce them

here, as they depend upon somewhat more recondite

principles of physical optics.

It is interesting to observe that, as the nearest fixed star

is probably about 200,000 times farther from us thai, the

sun is, we now see such a star by light which left it more

than three years. ago. If, as is now supposed, variabU stars
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(such as Mira Ceti) owe their rapid periodical changes of

brightness to eclipses, and if different homogeneous rays

travel with difiEerent velocities in free space, it is evident

that such stars would show a gradual change of colour as

they wax, and an opposite change as they wane. Nothing

of the kind has as yet been observed, though it has been

carefully sought for. Hence we have every reason to con-

clude that, in free space, all kinds of light have the same

velocity. It will be seen later that dispersion has been

accounted for by the different velocities of light of different

wave-lengths in the same refracting medium,—this being

a consequence of the ultimate grained structure of ordinary

matter, which is on a scale not incomparably smaller

thin the average wave-length.

Behaviour of Light at the Common Surface of Two
Homofjeneoiis Media.

When a ray of light,'moving in one homogeneous medium,

falls on the bounding surface of another homogeneous

medium, it is in general divided into several parts, which

jursue different courses. These parts are respectively

—

(a) reflected
; (/?) refracted (singly or doubly)

; (7) scat-

tered
; (8) absorbed.

In the first two categories the result is two or three rays

of light pursuing definite paths according to laws presently

to be given. The fraction of the incident light which is

reflected is in general greater as the angle of incidence is

greater. In one important class of cases the reflexion is

total. But at direct incidence the reflected portion is much
greater for some bodies, such as mercury, than for others,

such as water or glass. In bodies which give no scattering,

the refracted portion of a ray consists of all the non-re-

Bected portion, and therefore usually diminishes as the

angle of incidence increases.

In the third category the common surface of the two
•media becoines illuminated, and behaves as if it were itself

a source of light, sending rays in all directions. It may be

objected to this, that in many cases the rays are scattered

while penetrating the second medium. But in such cases

the second medium cannot be called hoinof/eueous. This

will come up for discussion when we treat of absorption

and colours.

In the fourth category tne iignt ceases for an instant to

exist as light ; but its energy may either become heat in

the absorbing body, or it may again be given out by the

absorbing body in the form of light, but of a degraded
character. This is called fluorescence, or phosphorescence,

according as the phenomenon is practically instantaneous
or lasts for a measurable time.

In category (a) the light is sent back into the first

medium ; in (/8) it penetrates into the second ; in (y) it

goes, in general, mainlv to the first ; in (8) it is shared
by both.

It is by scattered light that non-luminous objects are,

in general, made visible. Contrast, for instance, the effects

when a ray of sunlight in a dark room falls upon a piece
of polished silver, and when it falls on a piece of chalk.
Unless there be dust or scratches on the silver you cannot
see it, because no light is given from it to surroundino-
bodies except in one definite direction, into which (practi^
tally) the whole ray of sunlight is diverted. But the chalk
sends light to all surrounding bodies from which any part
of its illuminated side can bo seen ; and there is uo special
direction in which it sends a much more powerful ray than
in others. It is probable that if we could, with suflScient
closeness, examine the surface of the chalk, we should find
its behaviour to be of the nature of reflexion, but reflexion
due to little mirrors inclined in all conceivable aspects,
and atall conceivable angles, to the incident light. Thus
scattering may be looked upon as ultimately due to

reflexion. AVlicn the sea is per'^ctly calm, we see in it one
intolerably bright imago of the sun only. But when it is

continuously covered with slight ripples, the definite image
is broken up, and we have a large surface of the water shin-

ing by what is virtually scattered light,—though it is really

made up of parts each of which is as trulv reflected as it

was when the surface was flat.

We have spoken above of the behaviour of light at the

common surface of two media. Now we do not by this

' phrase necessarily mean two media different in their

I

chemical composition. AVe mean merely media optically

diflerent. Thus water with steam above it, and in very

I

epecial cases layers of water or air of different temperatures,,

give surfaces of separation at which reflexion and refraction'

I may and do take place. But, except in such special cases,

I'

we rarely have an abrupt change, such as is necessary for

reflexion, between two portions of the same substance in

the same molecular state. In general the transition is

gradual ; and special mathematitfal methods must be

I

applied for the purpose of tracing the behaviour of the

! ray, which is now really travelling in a non-homogeneoiis

medium.
Keflexion of ijIGHT.—If light be reflected from a

plane surface bounding two dissimilar isotropic media, the

incident and reflected rays are in one plane with, and are

equalti/ inclined {on opposite sides) to, the perjxndictilar

to the reflecting surface at the point of incidence. This

is sometimes stated in the form

—

The amjlcs of incidence

and of reflexion are equal to one another, and in one

plane. The best experimental proof of the truth of this

statement is deduced from the use of a reflecting surface

of mercury in observations with the mural circle. The
graduation of such an instrument is the most perfect

that human skill can accomplish, and no one has ever

been able to find by it the slightest exception to the pre-

ceding statement.

The principle of Hadley's "quadrant, and of the sextant

as nov/ used (an invention of Newton's), is founded on this

fact. If a plane mirror on which a ray falls be turned

through any angle about an axis perpendicular to the

plane of reflexion, the reflected ray is turned through twice

that angle. This is an immediate consequence of the above

law. For, if the plane be turned through any angle 6, the

perpendicular to it is turned through the same angle.

Hence the angle between the incident ray and the perpen-

dicular is increased or diminished by 6, and therefore that

betvreen the incident and reflected rays (which is double

of this) is altered by 26. A plane mircjor is now exten-

sively used for the purpose of indicating, by the change

of direction of a reflected ray, the motion of a portion of

an instrument to which the mirror is attached. Thus
the magnetometers of Gauss, the tuning-forks of Lissajoux,

and the electrometers and galvanometers of Sir W. Thom-
son are all furnished with mirrors. The law of reflexion

is also the basis of the goniometer, for the measurement
of the angles of crystals and prisms.

It follows from this law that, if a ray pass from one

point to another, after any number of reflexions at fixed

surfaces, the length of its whole path from one point to

the other is the least possible—subject to the condition

that it shall meet each of the reflecting surfaces. For

the point in a given plane the sum of whose distances

from two given points (on the same side of the plane)

is the least possible is that to which, if lines be drawn
from the points, they are in one plane with the normal

(or perpendicular) to the given plane and make equal

angles with it. And, as the same is true of each separate

reflexion, it is true for the whole course of the ray, since

for any one of the reflecting surfaces may be substitlitec?

its tantreut ulane at the iioiut of incidence.
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(t i3 to be remarlced that there are exceptions to tins form of the

aiitemcut. The true form is that the actual path of a ray, under
the given conditions, is less in length than any other path (satis-

fying the conditions) which is nowhere finitely divergent from it,

'This may be best seen by another method. Suppose a series ot

ellipses to bo described whose foci are the source of light and an
assigned point which is to be reached by tho reflected ray. Let

this system turn about the line joining tho foci; it generates a series

of prolate spheroids such that tho time of light'" passing from one

focus to a point in any one of the surfaces, ar ' thence to the other

focus, is the same whatever point be chosen on tha*- particular sur-

face. If we take any point witliout that su"tace, for it the corre-

sponding time is obviously greater. Hence to find tlie path of that

one of a system of rays diverging from a given point which, after

reflexion at a given surface, shall pass through a given point, we
Lave only to imagine spheroids constructed as before. Of these one

at least will touch the given surface. All points on the surface in

the neighbourhootl of the point of contact (mark this limitation) will

in general be outside the spheroid Hence this point gives the

shortest path. But tho spheroid and the reflecting surface have

the same tangent plane, and therefore the parts of the ray are

equally inclined to the suiface.

Formation of Images hy Reflexion at a Plane Surface.—
We may assume here—what is indeed evident from the

rectilinear 'propagation of light—that objects are rendered

viyibie to the eye by rays diverging from them. Henoe, it

wo have a set of reflected or refracted rays diverging from

any point, or diverging as if they came from any point,

thuy will convey to the eye the impression of the existence

of a luminous source at that point. The eye, in fact, can

on'y tell us what effect is produced upon it, i.e., what sort

of mechanical action it is subjected to. Its indications

must therefore depend only upon what reaches it, and in no

other sense whatever upon the source or the path of light.

This point from which rays diverge, or appear to diverge,

is cilled an image.

The image of any point in a plane miiror is found by
draning from the point a perpendicular on the mirror and
producing it till its length is doubled.

Tho extremity of the line so drawn is the image of the

point ; or, in other words, rays proceeding from the point

diverge after reflexion as if they came from the imagj so

found. The image in this ease is called virtual, to dis-

tinguish it from cases, subsequently to be mentioned,

where it is real—the distinction being that the rays

have actually passed through a real image, while they

only appear to come from a virtual one.

To prove this it is only necessary to observe that, if A
iDg. 5) be a luminous point or a point from which rays

diverge, and CB any section of tha mirror by a plane
-through AB,' the perpendicular to it, and if we make
Ba = AB, and take any point P, then, joining AP, aP,
and producing the latter, the angles APB, aPB, and
therefore CPQ are equal; also the plane of the paper
contains the perpendicular to the mirror |tt P. Hence PQ
is the reflected ray ; or the ray, aftcv i;cflexion, appears

I
to 'como from a. Hence a is the image—a virtual one,
as before noticed. Also, if R be any point whatever
(not P) in the plane of the mirror, wa have obviously
aR = RA. Hence the path AR, RQ is equal to nR,
R9, two sides of the triangle aRQ, of which aQ, which
is'equal to the actual path (AF, PQ), is the third side.

Fig. 6 represfcr'*-3 the pencils of diverging rays by which
two points of the una^e are rendered visible to an eye
placed in front 1

of the mirror.
[

From the re-

quisite modifi-

cation of this
I

figure it follows
I

that one can see|

his whole per-

son in a mirror
I

of only half
I

his height and|
breadth.

Dircks's gliost, I

whichhas played!
a prominent part

I

in popular enter-

j

tainments for I

some years back,

is the image,

in a large sheet
|

of unsilvered Fig. e.

plate glass hung at the front of the stage, of an actor 01

figure strongly illuminated, and concealed from the audience

in a sort of enlarged prompter's box. Any one can see the

phenomenon completely by looking into a plate-glass win-

dow on a sunny day, when he sees the passers-by ap-.

parently walking inside the house.

The principles already stated sufiice fully for the ex-

plaiiation of the curious vistas of images formed by two
parallel plane mirrors facing one another at opposite sides

0^ a room. The only additional observation necessary on

this subject is that, if tho mirrors are silvered on the back,

the light at each reflexion has to pass twice through the

glass. Thus, if the glass be pinkish or greenish, the

various images are more and more coloured as they are

due to more numerous reflexions.

These principles also easily explain the KALErDOSCOPE Kaieia-

{q.v.) of Sir D. Brewster, where images are formed by two sco^-*

mirrors inclined to one another. It is easy to sec that the

series of images of a luminous point produced by Each an

arrangement after one, two, &c., reflexions must all lie on

a circle ; also that, if the angle between the mirrors be

an aliquot part of four right angles, these images will form

a finite number of groups, each consisting of an infinite

number of images which have exactly the same position.

The explanation of the law of reflexion which is fur-

nished by the corpuscular theory is excessively simple.

We have only to suppose that at the instant of its impact

on the reflecting^^ surface the velocity of a corpuscle per-,

pendicular to the surface is reversed, while that parallel

to the surface is unchanged. It bounds off, in fact, like

a billiard-ball from the cushion. The undulatory theory

gives an explanation, which is, in reality, quite as simple,

but requires a little more detail for those who are not

familiar with the common facta of wave-motion. Wo
therefore reserve it for a time.

Reflexion at a Spherical Surface.—Let APB (fig. 7) be

a section of a concave spherical mirror by a plane passing

through its centre of curvature 0, and throcgh the lumi-

nous point U. Then, if any ray from U, as UP, meet the

surface, it will be reflected in a direction PV, such that

UP, PO, and PV are in one plane, and so that FO bisects
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the angle UPV. (This follows because OP, a radius of

the sphere, is normal to the surface at P.) HeDce it is

Fig. 7.

rigorously true that, if V be the intersection of PV with

UOA,
voou
VP~UP

The full consequences of tliis exact statement will be

developed under Optics (Geometkical). For our pre-

sent purpose, an approximation will amply suffice. Let

us suppose P to be so near to A that no sensible error is

introduced by writing A for P in the above formula. This

amounts to supposing the mirror's breadth to be very

small in comparison with its radius of curvature. The

formula now becomes
VO qu

.

AV°AU '

or, what is the same,

AO - AV AD - AO
.

AV AU

and V is, to the degree of approximation above stated,

independent of the position of the point P. If we call r

the radius AO of the mirror, u = AU the distance of the

source, and v = AV, the distance of the point Y from the

mirror, this becomes

1CJ'='i^, or1+1 = 1. . . . (a).

The formula, or the cut, shows at once that this relation

between U and V is reciprocal ; i.e., all rays from V, falling

Gonja- on the mirror, will be made to converge at U. These
?»*Bfoc). points are therefore called conjxigate foci.

The simplicity of (a) is remarkable ; so, also, is that of

its interpretation. For the rays passing from a source to a

given object, like the mirror,are less and less divergent as the

source is farther off. Hence (a) signifies that the (alge-

braic) sum of the divergences of the incident and reflected

rays is equal to that divergence which the mirror can con-

vert into parallelism.

In fact the rigorous geometrical relation may be written

in the obvious form AVP-fAUP = 2A0P,—which, when
all three angles are small, is simply, (a). A similar state-

ment may easily be made in the case of refraction.

Ct,2srali- Before we proceed to develop the consequences of .this
lation of simple formula, we may point out that it is applicable to

onnnla.
^^ cases,—to convergent rays falling on a concave mirror,

to divergent rays falling on a convex mirror, ttc, &c. The
reader may easily verify this by trial for himself. But it,

follows at once from the necessary interpretation of the
negative sign in geometry. Thus, if the mirror were
convex, O wtuH ba. to tbe left of A, as the figure is drawn;
and AO, if formerly positive, would now be negative.
Thus, for a convex mirror, the formula is

If the incident rays be convergent, U is to the left of A,
and therefore AU, or u, is negative ; and so on.

"We must now study the relative positions of U and V,
in order to find the size and position of the image for
difl'erent positions of the object.

Returning to the formula (o) above, we see that the
following pairs of values cf a and v satisfy it :

—

u
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o{ tiie centre of curvature with the object ; inverted, if

on the opposite. In other words, the image is inverted

if the rays cross one another's path, erect if they do not.

When the breadth of the mirror is large compared with

its radius, the approximation upon which aU these results

depend can no longer be made. There is then no definite

image even of a luminous point. It becomes spread over

what is called a caustic, a section of which is the bright

curve familiar to every one who has looked at a cup of

milk in sunshine.

Even when the approxiiuation is close enough for

ordinary purposes, it is not so for astronomical purposes,

and the effect of its inexactness upon the image is knowr
as spherical aberration. For the fine mirrors of reflecting

Telescopes (q.v.) the spherical form cannot be employed;

'.'le surface of the mirror must be of parabolic section.

Cylindrical Mirrors.—As a simple example of the ap-

plication of the law of reflexion at curved surfaces, when
the rigorous solution is demanded, let us take the cane of

a vertical right cylinder, the object being a drawing on a

horizontal plane. Such mirrors, with the frightfully dis-

torted drawings necessary to give an image of natural

proportions, were very common fifty years ago, but are

DOW rarely seen. They are still, however, valuable as

illustrations of our subject.

Let the plane of the object cut the axis OB of the cyliuJer at

right angles in (fig.

10), acJ let A be the

position of the eye,

and ROA a r.iy from
a, point 1' of the ob-

ject, reflected at Q.

Draw QP perpendicu-

lar to the axis. Then
AQ and QR are in

the same plane with

QP (the normal to

the surface) and make
equal angles with it.

Hence, when this

figure is projected by
vertical lines on the

plane of the object, it

takes the form iu fig.

11; and AQ, QR now
makeequalangleswith
OQ. Also, if AB be

drawn (in lig. 10) per-

pendicular to OP, the Fig. 10.

ratio of AQ to QR in fig. ] 1 is equal to that of BP to PC in fig

Tako QS : QO : : QR ; QA,
and draw ST parallel to OA. Then it is obvious that

QS,
°Q'"A

SR = ST = lOA:

and also that the angles QSR and QST arc cqu.al. Hence the
following theorems, which enable us at once to draw a figure on
the object plane such that its image shall appear of any assigned
form.

1. Any line, such as QR, on the object plane, drawn from a point
Q in the section of the cylinder so that the angles OQR and OQA
are equal , is seen after reflexion as a generating line of the cylinder.

2. If an epicycloid be described by lines of fixed length OS, SR,
turning about with angular velocities 1 and 2, and both coin-

ciiling with O.V at starting, its image will be a circular section of

the cylinder.

Thus, if we imagine as drawn on the cylinder any number
of vertical and horizontal sections, forming a network, the

object corresponding to them can be traced as a number
"f intersecting straight lines and epicycloids. Thus we
have a well-known means of drawing the required object.

A similar process may be applied to other modes of using

such mirrors.

When the cylinder has a small diameter, it may be

usefully employed to intercept and reflect part of a beam of

sunlight entering a dark room. It is easy to see, by a

geometrical construction, that the reflected rays will, in

this case, form a right cone, whose axis is that of the

cylinder ; and one of its generating lines will be parallel to

the incident ray. Thus the angle of the cone becomes

smaller as the inclination of the reflecting cylinder to the

ray becomes less. If the raj', at the point of interruption,

was at the centre of a spherical dome, after reflexion it

will form on the dome a circle, small or great, which

)>asses through its original point of incidence..

In the language of Qu.\rERNiONS (q.v.), let a bo the incident

ray, $ the axis of the cylinder, t any normal to the cylinder, p tb«

reflected ray. Then the law of reflexion gives

V.TaTp-0.

The property of the normal gives

S/3t = 0.

Eliminating t, we have at once

£_fsepy
a^' \Sa8j

'

the equation of a right cone.

Imitations, more or I'-i.i perfect, of primary ana second-

ary rainbows can easily be made by this process,—the sun-

beam being led through a prism just before it falls on the

cylindrical rod. This experiment is a very striking one

;

but, though capable of giving much information, it is of

that dangerous kind which is liable to misleod instead of

instructing an audience.

If we look at a great number of thin cylindrical rods,

parallel to one another, and illuminated by sunlight, the

rays which reach the eye must, by what we have already

said, each form a side of some right cone (of definite angle)

whose axis is parallel to each of the cylinders. The

appearance presented will therefore be that of a luminous

circle, passing through the sun. Its angular diameter

becomes less as the axes of the cylinders are less inclined

to the incident r.ays.

This phenomenon is beautifully shown by some specimens

of crystals, especially of Iceland spar, which are full of

minute tubes parallel to one another. In a plate of such

a doubly-refracting crystal, however, there are necessarily

four images. That which is thruuyhout due to the

ordinary ray (this term will be explained later) shows

perfectly the phenomenon above described. The light of

the luminous circle is white. The other three curves are

not circles, and in them the colours are separated. One'

of them, which is elliptical, is usually very much brighter

than either of the remaining two.

Refraction.—If homogeneous light be refracted at a

plane surface separating two homogeneous isotropic media,

the incident and refracted rays are in one plane with the

normal to the surface, and the sines of their inclinatiomi

to it are in a constant ratio.
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TLe law of single refraction ^Tas put in a form equi-

valent to this (all but one word) for the first time by Snell

in Leyden, some time before 1G26. It was first published

in 1637 by Descartes, who undoubtedly obtained it from
Snell ; but he gave it without any mention of its author.

The one word referred to is homogeneous as applied to

the incident light. For the fact that white light consists

of innumerable different homogeneous constituents, which

are separated from one another by refraction, was first

established by Newton. We quote his own account of this

important discovery from his letter to Oldenburg, dated

Feb. , 167J:—
" To perform my late promise to you, I shall without further

ceremony acquaiut you, that in the year 1666 (at which time I

applied myself to the grinding of optick-glasscs of other figures

than spherical) I procured me a triangular glass-prism, to tiy there-

witli the celebrated phrenomena of colours. And in order thereto,

having darkened my chamber, and made a small hole in my
window-shuts, to let in a convenient quantity of the siui's light, I

placed my prism at its entrance, that it might be thereby refracted

to the opposite wall. It was at first a very pleasing divertisement,

to view the vivid and intense colours produced thereby ; but afttr

a while applying myself to consider them more circumspectly, I

became surprised to see them in hn oblorg form ; which, according

to the received laws of refractions, I expected should have been cir-

cular. They were terminated at the sides with streight lines, but
at the ends the decay of light was so gradual, that it was difficult to

determine justly what was their figure, yet they seemed semi-

circular.
" Comparing the length of this coloured spectrum with its breadth,

I found it about five times greater ; a disproportion so extravagant,
that it excited me to a, more than ordinary curiosity of examining
from whence it might proceed. I could scarce think, that the
various thickness of the glass, or the termination with shadow or

darkness, could have any influence on light to produce such an
effect : yet I thought it not amiss, first to examine those circum-
stances, and so tried what would happen by transmitting light

through parts of the glass of divers thicknesses, or through holes in

the window of divers bignesses, or by setting the prism without, so

that the light might pass through it, and be refracted, before it was
terminated by the hole: bnfl fouud none of these circumstances
material. The fashion of the colours was in all these cases tlie

same.

"Then Isuspected, whetherby any uuei'enuess in the glass, or other
contingent irregularity, these colours might be thus dilated. And
to try this, I took another prism like the former, aud so placed it,

that the light passing through them both, might be refracted con-
trary ways, aud so by the latter returned into that course from
which the former had diverted it : for by .this means I thought the
regular effects of the first prism would be destroyed by the second
prism, but the irregular ones more augmented, by the multi-
plicity of refractions. The event was, that the light, which by the
tirst prism was diffused into an oblong form, was by the second re-

dnced into an orbicular one, with as much regularity as when it

did not at all pass through them. So that whate\ er was the cause
of that length, it was not any coutingent irregularity.
" I then proceeded to examine more critically, what might be

effected by the difference of the incidence of rays coming. from
divers parts of the sun ; and to that end, measured the several lines

and angles belongiug to the imago. Its distance from the luds or

prism was 22 foot ; its utmost length 13J inches ; its breadth 2| ;

the diameter of the hole J of an inch. The ande which the rays,

tending towards the middle of the image, made with those lines,

in which they would have proceeded without refraction, was 4i deg.
56 mill, and the vertical angle of the prism 33 deg. 12 min. Also
the refractions on both sides the prism, that is, of the incident and
emergent rays, were, as near as I could make them, equal ; and
consequently about 54 deg. 4 min. And the rays fell perpendicu-
larly upon the wall. Now subducting the diameter of the hole from
the length and breadth of the image, there remains 13 inches in the
length, aud 'li the breadth, comprehended by those rays which
passed througli the center of the said hole ; and coiisequently the
angle of the hole, which that breadth subtended, was about 31 min.
answerable to the sun's diameter

; but the angle which its length
subtended, was more than 5 such diameters, namely, 2 deg. 49
nin.

" Having made these observations, I first computed from them the
refractive power of that glass, and found it measured by the ratio
of the sines 20 to 31 ; and then by that ratio I computed the
refractions of two rays flowing from opposite parts of the sun's
discus, so as to differ 31 min. in their obliquity of incidence, and
found that the emergent rays should have comprehended an angle
of about 31 min. as they did before they wore incident.

" But because this computation was founded on the hypothesis of

the proportionality of the sines of incidence and refraction, which
thougli by my own experience I could not imagine to be so errone-
ous, as to make that angle but 31 min. which in reality was 2 deg.
49 min. yet my curiosity caused me again to take my prism : and
having placed it at my window, as before, I observed, that by turn-
ing it a little abou'i, its axis to and fro, so as to vary its obliquity to
the light, more tlian an angle of 4 or 5 degrees, the colours were
not thereby sensibly translated from their place on the wall; and
consequently by that variation of incidence, the quantity of refrac-

tion was not sensibly varied. By this experiment, therefore, as
well as by the former computation, it was evideut, that the differ-

ence of the incidence of rays, flowing from divers parts of the sun,
could not make them after decussation diverge at a sensiljly greater
angle, than that at which 'they before converged; which being at
most but about 31 or 32 min. there still remained some other
cause to be found out, from whence it could be 2 deg. 49 miu.
"Then I began to suspect, whether the rays, after their trajection

through the prism, did not move in curve lines, and according to
their more or less curvity, tend to divers parts of the wall. Audit
increased my suspicion, when I remembered that I had often seen
a tennis-ball, struck with an oblique racket, describe such a curve
line. For, a circular as well as a progressive motion beir.g com-
municated to it by that stroke, its parts, on that side where the
motions conspire, must press aud beat the contiguous air more vio-
lently than on the other, and there excite a reluctancy and re-action

of the air proportionably greater. And for the same reason, if the
rays of light should possibly be globular bodies, and by their oblique
passage out of one medium into another acquii'c a ciiculatiiig motionj
they ought to feel the greater resistance from the ambient fether,

on that side where the motions conspire, and thence be continually
bowed to the other. But notwithstanding this plausible ground of
suspicion, when I came to examine it, I could observe no such
curvity in them. And besides (which was enough for my purpose)
I observed, that the difference betwixt the length of the image aud
the diameter of the hole, through which the light was transmitted,
^vas proportionable to their distance.

" The gradual removal of these suspicions at length led me to the
crpcrimcntum crucis, which was this. I took two boards, aud
placed one of them close hchind the jjrism at the uiirdotc, so that
the light might pass through a small hole, made iu it for the pur-
pose, and fall on the other board, which I placed at about 12 feet

distance, having first made a small hole in it also for some of that
incident light to pass through. Then I placed another prism
behind this second board, so that the light trajected through both
the boards might pass through that also, and be again refracted
before it arrived at the wall. This done, I took the first prism in my
hand, and turned it to and fro slowly about its axis, so much as tc

make the several parts of the image, cast on the second board, suc-

cessively pass through the hole in it, that I might observe to what
places on the wall the second prism would refract them. And 1

s.aw, by the variation of those places, that the light, tending to

that end of the image towards which the refraction of the first prism
was made, did in the second prism suffer a refraction considerably

greater than the light tending to the other end. And so the true

cause of the length of that image was detected to be no other, than
that li/jht is not similar orhomogeneal, but consists of difform rays,

some of which arc more rc/iangiblc than others ; so that without any
difference in their incidence on the same medium, some shall be
more refracted than others ; and therefore that, according to their

particular degrees of refrangibilily, they were transmitted through
th.i prism to divers parts of the opposite wall."

The constant ratio mentioned ia the above statement of Refrap

the law of refraction is called the refractive index. Its ''^^

numerical value depends upon the nature of the two media,

and also upon the quality of the homogeneous light. It is

usually greater for orange light than for red, for yellow

than for orange, and so on,— so that the violet rays are

often called the "more refrangible" rays.^

The following experimental facts are additions to the law.

When refraction takes place from a rarer into a denser

medium, the angle of refraction is usually less than that

of incidence.

If the refractive index for a particular kind of light from

a medium A into another B be u, that from B to A is —.,

M
In other words, a refracted ray may be sent back by the

path by which it came.

If /ij be the refractive index for a particular ray from A

' This statement is, however, liable to some very singular except

tions, which will be mentioned later, wheu we ar» dealing with

anomalous dispersion.
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luto B, and /t^ that for the same ray from A into C, that

irom B into C is -7^

.

These being premised, let us consider a source of

homogeneous light in air shining on a surface of water.'

Here we may take fi as about equal to
-J.

Let MX (fig. 12) be the perpendicular to the water

surface at the point where the incident ray AP meets it.

In the plane APJI make the angle QPN such that

sia APM = isinQPX,

.lien PQ is the refracted ra}-. If QP be produced back-

ivards to meet the

'ertical line BA in

f,
we may present

this statement in

the form

PB .rv

PA " ^P?
'

or

If the rays fall

nearly perpendicu-

larly on the surface,

we may put (ap-

proximately) B for

P, and we have

Hence, an eye

placed under water
"'

and nearly in the vertical through A, sees a viiiual imaye

of A at q, one-third farther from the surface of the water.

As P is taken farther and farther from A, the angle of

incidence becomes more nearly a right angle, and tlie sine

of the angle of refraction becomes more nearly equal to \.

A ray cannot go from air into toaier so as to make, with the

oerpeiidicidar to the surface, an angle whose sine is greater

than |. The true nature of this curious statement is,

however, best seen when we suppose the source to be

under water, and the light to be refracted into air. If

AFQ (fig. 13) be the course of a ray, we have as before

AP-JPy.

Hence, if Pj be taken so that

AP,-^P,B.

it is clear tliat q coincides with B, or the ray AP„ refracted

at Pj, runs along the surface of the water. If APo be less

than ^ PjB, no point q can be found ; so that the ray AP„
cannot get out of the. water. It is found to be completely

reflected in the water. This reflexion unaccompanied by
refraction is called total reflexion. The limiting angle of

incidence (at Pj) which separates the totally reflected rays

from those which (at least partially) escape into air is

called the critical angle. When an equilateral triangular

prism of glass is placed in a ray of sunlight, and made to

rotate, we see (besides the spectra formed by refraction)

beams of white light reflected alternately from tho outside

and the inside of each face. The totally reflected ray from

the inside is seen to be very much brighter than that

reflected from the outside.

To an eye placed nearly in the vortical of A, A appears

at Aq, where
AoB=JAB.

Thus a clear stream, when we' look vertically into it,

appears to be of only |ths of its real depth. But when we
look more and more obliquely, seeing A for instance by the

ray QP, the image appears nearer and nearer to the surface
;

or, if A be at the bottom, the water will appear more and

more shallow ; and all objects in it will appear to be

crowded towards the surface. Thus the part of a stick

immersed in water appears bent up towards the surface of

the water.

Again, to an eye at A, all objects above the water will bo

seen within a right cone of which AB is the axis and AP,
a side. The rest of the water surface, outside the cone just

mentioned, shows us objects at the bottom by reflexion in

a perfect mirror.

All this io on the supposition that the light is homo-

geneous. But when white light is emitted by A, the point

Aq will be nearer the surface for each constituent the

greater is the refractive index. Thus a white point at A
will appear drawn out into a coloured line whose lower end

is red and upper end violet.

It is easily se^n from the law of refraction that light, on

passing through a plate of homogeneous material with

parallel faces, finally emerges in a direction parallel to

that at incidence, and therefore white light comes out from

it still white. If the plate be water in a glass vessel with

parallel sides, a body placed close to one side, while the

eye is close to the other, appears to be at |ths of its real

distance from the eye.

The explanation of the law of refraction, on the corpus- Corjius

cular theory, was given by Newton. It is still of import- "^u'^

ance, as the earliest instance of the solution of a problem
"^^^

p°**

involving molecular forces. Newton shows that, as the
j],^ ]j„

molecular forces on a corpuscle balance one another at of re-

every point inside cither of the media, its velocity must be fractiopu

constant in each, but that in passing through the surface

of separation of the two media the square of the velocity

perpendicular to the surface undergoes a finite change.

Thus, if V be the velocity in air, o tlie angle of inciilcnce, then

in glass the velocity paraHcl to the swifaceisstill v sin o, but that

perpendicular to the surface is Vf-cos-a + o-. Thus the whole

velocity is Vr- + a- ; and, if a' be the angle of refraction,

\'i~-h«- sin o'— » iin a.

Prisms.—When the surfaces are plane, but not parallel,

we have what is called a jrrism.

The general nature of the action of a prism will be easily

understood by the help of the previous illustrations, if wc
restrict ourselves to the case of a prism of very small angle

and to rays passing nearly perpendicular to each of itr.

faces. Thus, the rays falling nearly at right angles to its

surfav-e from a point A (fig. 14) will, after the first refrac-

tion, appear to diverge from aluminous line FiV, red at the

end next to A, violet at the other. This lino is in the

perpendicular AB from A to the first surface of the prism.

Draw from R and V perpendiculars RS, YT to the second

surface of the prism. Join BS, BT, and draw Ar, kv
parallel to them so as to cut RS in r and VT in v. To
an eye behind the prism, the bright point A will appear to

be drawn out into a coloured line i-v, red at the end nearest

to A.
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If A be a narrow '.yright line of liglit, parallel to the edge

o( the prism, it will appear to be drawn out into a rectangle

consisting of images of the line ranged parallel to one

another, and due to the various homogeneous constituents

of white light in order of their refrangibility. If the light

do not contain raj"s of every degree of refrangibility, some

of these images will be wanting, and there will be corre-

Flg. 14.

spending dark lines or bands crossing this speclrum (as it is

called). The amount by which any part of this spectrum
is shifted from the true position of the bright slit depends
(cscteris paiihns) upon the amount of the refraction. It

also depends on the angle of the prism. And, for a given

angle, the length of the spectrum depends upon the differ-

ence between the refractive indices for the red and the

violet rays. This is called the dispersion.

If a second prism, of the same glass, and of the same
angle, as the first, be placed in a reversed position behind

it (as indicated by the dotted lines in the figure), the effect

of the two would be simply that of a plate of glass with

parallel faces ; the emergent rays would each be parallel

to its original direction, and there would be no separation

of colours. The reversed prism would therefore undo
the work of the direct prism. Then we should have no
dispersion, but we should also have no refraction. We
liave, however, as has already been shown, an increase of

divergence, i.e., the image is nearer to the eye than the

ibjsct. Blair, Brewster, and Amici devised combinations

of two pairs of prisms of the same glass, those of each

pair having theii tdges parallel, such that the combination

acted as a sort of achromatic telescope of low power.

Newton, from some rough experiments, hastily concluded
that the amount of di' persion is in all substances propor-

tional to that of the refraction. If such were the case it

is easy to see that prisms of two differently refracting

materials and of correspondingl}' different angles, coMibined

(as above described) so as to annul the dispersion, would
likewise annul the ri fraction. Thus Newton was led to

uppose that refraction without dispersion is impossible.

It was found by Hall in 1733, and afterwards (inde-

pendently) by Dollond, that this idea is incorrect— that, in

fact, wo have in cortiin merila large refractiop with cnm-

piratively small dispersion, and" vice versa, and thus that

the dispersion may be got rid of while apart of the refrac-

tion remains. James Gregory had previously conjectured

that this might be done by using, as is done in the eye,

more media than one. Thus we have for certain specimens

of flint and crown glass, whose optical constants were
carefully measured by Fraunhof ^r, the following values of

the refractive index for three definite kinds of homo-
geneous light :

—
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markable results were obtained by Blair,' with two glass

lenses enclosing a lenticular [lortion of a liiiuid.

By looking tlirough a prism at a very narrow slit, formed

by the window shutters of ii darkened room, WoUaston

(in 1802) found tliat tlie light of the sky {i.e., sunlight)

gives a spectrum which is 7wt continuous. It is crossed

by dark bands, as already hinted. These bands are due

to the deficiency of intensity of certain definite kinds of

homogeneous light. They were, independently, redis-

covered, and their positions measured, by Fraunliofer^ in

1817 with far more perfect optical apparatus. He also

found similar, but not the same, deficiencies in the light

from various fixed stars. The origin of these bands will

be explained in Radiation, along with the theory of their

application in spectrum analysis. In optics they are useful

to an extreme degree in enabling us to measure refractive

indices with very great precision. Wollaston's own
account of his discovery is as follottaj—

" If a beam of day-light be atlniilted Into a dark room by a

crevice ij'jth of an inch broad, and received by the eye at the distaiicu

of 10 or 12 feet, through a prism of Rint-glass, free from veins,

"held near the eye, the beam is seen to be separated into the four

following colours only, red, yellowish-green, blue, and violet, in

the proportions represented in tig. ....

l'

" The line A that bounds the red side of the spectrum is some-
what confused, which seems in part owing to want of power in the

eye to converge red light. The line B, between red and green, in a

certain position of the prism is perfectly distinct; so also are D
and E, the two limits of violet. But C, the liiuit of greeu and
blue, is not so clearly marked as the rest ; and there are also on
each side of this limit other distinct dark lines/and g, either of

which in an imperfect experiment might be mistaken for the

boundary of these colours.

I

" The positiou of the prism in which the colours aie most clearly

divided is when the incident light makes about ei|ual angles with
two of its sides. I then found that the spaces A 15, BC, CD, DE
icccupied by them were nearly as the numbers 16, 23, 36, 25."-'

The mode of formation of a spectrum which was
employed by Newton, and which is still used when the

spectrum is to be seen by many spectators at a time, differs

from that just explained in this, that the light from a

source A is allowed io pass- through the prism, and to fall

on a white screen at a considerable distance from it. In

this case the paths of the various rays as they ultimately

escape from the prism are found by joining the points

,r,..,.v, with the prism and producing these lines to

lure ,' meet the screen. Unless one surface of the pjrism be
;train. covered by an opaque plate, with a narrow slit in it

parallel to the edge of the prism, the spectrum produced

in this way is very impure, i.e., the spaces occupied by
the various homogeneous rays overlap one another. To
make it really pure an achromatic lens is absolutely re-

quisite. This leads us, naturally, to the consideration of

, the refraction of light at spherical surfaces,

lerical Refraction at a Spherical Surface.—Following alm6st
*''" '- exactly the same course as that taken with reflexion above,

J

,

'
, let O (fig. 15) be the centre of curvature of the spherical

refracting surface AB. Let U be the point-source of

homogeneous light, and let PV be the prolongation (back-

i wards) of the path pursued, after refraction, by th^ ray UP.

' Trans. JR.S.E., vol. iil. (1791).
" Gilbert i Ajinalen, Ivi.

' " The correspondence of these lines with those of Fraunhofer I

have, with some difficulty, ascertained to be as follows :

—

A, B, /, C, 9, D, E, . . . Wollaston's lines.

B, D, b, J", G, H, . . . Fraunhofer's lines.

There is no single line in Fraunhofer's drawing of the epectrum, nor
is there any in the real spectrum, coincident with the line C of Wol-
lastoa's, and indeed lie himself describes it as not being ' so clearly

marked as the rest.' I have found, however, tliat tliis line C corre-

sponds to a number of lines half-way between b and F, which, owing
to the absorption of the atmo.sphere, are particularly visible In the

light of the sky near the horizon,'^r
.Attocialion, 1832.

14—22

Then, rigoroudy, we have

sin UPO = Msin OPV,

where fi is the index of refraction between the two media
employed. This may be written (by omitting a common
factor) as

OU OV
PU "''rv'

If, as before, the breadth of the surface be small com-
pared with its rajdius of curvature, we may approximate

Fig. 15.

(sufficiently for many important practical purposes) by
writing A for P. Thus we hare

OU.- oy
AU " ''aV

Pietaining the same notation as in the case of reflexion,

we get
u-r v-r

or

1 ju-1
(1).

Notice that, if we put/t= - 1, this becomes the formula

for reflexion at a concave mirror.

Lenses.—Suppose now that; after passing a very sAorY Thin

distance into the refracting medium, the ray escapes again 'ens**

into air through another spherical surface whose centre of

curvature also lies in the line OA. Let s be the new
radius of curvature, lo the value of the quantity corre-

sponding to V for the escaping ray. Then, remembering

that the refractive index is now J-,we have (by the previous

formula)

1 1

l-M
(2).

.'^^BreWster, Seport on Optics, Brit.

Adding (1) and (2) we get rid of v, which indicates the

behaviour of the rays in the substance of the lens, and
have

w u ^'^ \ r s J

This cofilaius the whole (approximate) theory of tha

behaviour of a very thin lens.

When the source is at an infinite distance, or m= c»

we have

w ^'^ '\ r a ]

c— suppose.

This quantity/, defined entirely in terms of the refrac-

tive index and of the curvatures of the two faces of the

lens, is called the principal focal distance. If /* be greater

than 1, i.e., as in the case of a glass lens in air, /is pod-
live if

i- 1.
r «

be so ; and it obviously retains the same value, and si^, Bewnl-

if the lens be turned round. For, in the formula, r and « J^^
"'

change places, and they also change signs ; ie,, we must
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for s. This leaves the result un-put - s for 7' and

changed.

All lenses, therefore, whose sections are of any of the

forms in fig. 16, whichever way they are turned, render

Fig. IS sliows how a lens produces a real inverted image

of a body placed farther from it than its principal focus.

This is the case ii the camera obscura, in the solar

parallel rays which pass through them divergent. Their

characteristic is that they are thinnest at the middle. But

L_i.
)• •

lis negative for lenses whose sections are of any of the forms

shown in fig. 17. Such lenses, whichever way they are
|

turned, render parallel rays convergent. Their characteristic
j

microscope, and in the object glass of a telescopa

Fig. 19 shows how a virtual image is formed of a body

placed nearer to a lens than its principal focus. This is the

case of a single lens used as a microscope. In the former

case the divergence of the incident rays is so small that the

lens renders them convergent. In the latter the divergence

is so great that the lens can only diminish, not destroy it.

i'ig. 17.

Is that they are thickest at the middle. But these char-

acters are interchanged when /x is less than 1 ; as, for

instance, when the lens is an air-space surrounded by

water. The similarity on reversal is not in general true

in a second approximation.

The formula for a thin lens now takes the form,

w u f
and differs from that for a curved reflecting surface only in

the sign of the second term. With the proper allowance

for this, then, all that we ha"7e said of reflexion at spherical

mirrors liolds true of refraction through thin lenses with

spherical surfaces.

• We may now put the whole matter ia the excessively

simple form which follows :

—

A thin lens increases or diminisltes hy a definite quan-

tity the convergence or divergence of all rays which pass

through it.

This quantity is the divergence or convergence of rays

falling on the lens from or passing from it to its principal

focus. Or it is the convergence or divergence which the lens

produces in parallel rays. Thus, if the distance of an object

from a convex lens is twice the focal length of the lens,

the image is formed at the same distance from the lens,

Eld is equal in size to the object.

.Figs. 18 and 19 show the production of a real image
and of a virtual image by lei. ses which produce converg-

ence of parallel rays—along with the rays by which these

are seen by an eye placed behind the lens. In either case

It js obvious that the sizes of pbject and image are,

respectively, as their distinces from the centre of the lens.

In using a hand-magnifier in this way, we so adjust it, by

practice, that the enlarged image appears to be formed at

the distance from the eye at which vision is most distinct.

It is obvious that the amount of magnification must, then,

be greater as the focal length of the lens is less.

We can now understand the working of the ordinary

zstronomicdl telescope (fig. 20). The object glass furnishes

an inverted but real image of a distant body, within our

reach. We can, therefore, place the eye-glass (like the

single microscope above spoken of) so as to form a virtual^

magnified image of this real image treated as an object.'

It is still, of course, inverted. It is easy to see that the

angle subtended at the eye by the virtual image seert

through the eye-piece is to that subtended by the object

at the unaided eye approximately as the focal length of

the object -lens is to that of the eye lens. These angles

are, in fact, those subtended at the centres of the two

lenses by the real image. This ratio is, therefore, called

the magnifying power of the telescope.

The compound microscope, in its simplest form, is pre-

cisely the same arrangement as the astronomical telescope.

The only difference is that the object, being at hand, can

be placed near to the object-glass (still, however, beyond

its principal focus), so that the real image formed is already

considerably larger than the object, and is then still further

magnified by the oye-glass.
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The magnifying power of e single lens, when used aa a

hand microscope, is to be measured by tlie ratio of tiie

angle under whicli tlie virtual image of an object is seen

(at the distance of most distinct vision) to that at which

the object itself would be seen (at that same distance) ; i.e.,

it is the ratio of 10 inches to the focal length of the lens.

,
Combinations of Lenses in Contact.—From the formula

f-^-.(M)/
t»e see that the focal length of a simple lens is loss as /x is

greater. Thus all that we have just said is true for homo-

geneous light alone. But if we combine two thin lenses,

placing them close together, we may arrive at an approxi-

mately acbromatic arrangement. For we have, for the first

lens

10 If / '

For 5 second, tlose to it, we have

X w f '

for the 5wo, considered as one, we have

Now
X u J f

^...,_„(i4).o...„(i4),

and there is an infinite number of ways in which r' and s'

can be chosen, when r and s are given, such that the

values of the right hand side shall be equal for tito values

of /i and the corresponding values of y!. Any one of these

gives an achromatic combination, of the necessarily imper-

fect kind described above in considering prisms. But, as

we have now the curvatures of four suffaces to deal with,

we can adjust the^e so as not only to make the best

attainable approximation to achromatism, but also to reduce

the unavoidable spherical aberration to a minimum.

These questions, ho.vever, are beyond the scope of this

article. We can remark only that the adjustment for two

rays, for which the refractive indices are /i and /i -(- S;x in the

first medium,'^nd /x' and /,.' 4- 8/i' in the second, requires the

one relation

r=0,

•which involves only the ratio of the focal lengths of the two

lenses—leaving their forms absolutely undetermined. But,

if both jx and /j.' be greater than unity, the signs of /and/'
mnst bo different ;

—

i.e., in an uchroraatic combination of

two lenses one must be convex and the other concave.

The reader must, however, be reminded that we are

dealing with a first approximation only, and that spherical

aberration does not come in till we reach a second. The
details for a proper achromatic combination will be given

in Optics (Geometrical).

Before leaving this subject, we must find the behaviour

of two thin lenses which are placed at a finite distance

from one another. For the first lens we have, as before,

1

If the second lens be placed at a distrtnce a behind t-he

first, the rays which fall oii it appear to come from a

distance lo + a. Hence, for the light emerging from the

second lens, we have

J L_=J_
X w + a, f

When u is infinite, we have from the last two equations

i- = -i- + i-.
X J + a /

It is obvious that a combination of this nature offers the

same kind of facilities for the partial cure of dispersion and
of spherical aberration as when the lenses are in contact,

with one additional disposable constant. Thus we have
compound achromatic ei/e-piecen, which can be corrected

for spherical aberration also.

Formation of a Pure Spectrum.—We may now go back
to the formation of an image by a prism, and inquire''

how, by the use of an "achromatic lens, we can project
a pure spectrum on a screen. We have seen tnat a thin
prism, for rays falling nearly perpendicular tu it forma
a virtual and approximately rectilineal image of a lumi-
nous point, in which the colours are ranged in order of
refrangibility. Suppose the light which passes through
the prism to fall on an achromatic kns, placed at a distance
greater than its focal length from the virtual image above
mentioned. These rays after passing through the lens will

proceed to form, at the proper distance, a real linear
coloured image of the luminous point, in which (as in the
virtual image) the colours do not overlap. Instead of a
luminous point, rays diverging from a very narrow slit

parallel to the edge of the prism are employed. It is

usual to place the lens at double its focal distance from the
virtual image, and thus the real image is formed at an
equal distance on the other side of it, and is of the same
size. It may now, if required, be magnified by means of
an achromatic eyepiece. Or, in other words, it may be
examined by means of a telescope. In fact a telescope,

whose object glass is covered by a thin prism, has been
usefully employed during a total eclipse in examining the
light of the solar corona. A similar arrangement, made to
have an except icnally large field of view, is employed to

find the nature of the spectra of meteorites or falling stars.

Refraction at a Cylindrical Surface.—A very liimple,

but interesting, case of refraction at a cylindrical surface

is furnished by a thermometer tube. It is easily seen that
the diameter of the bore appears, to an eye at a distance

large as compared with the diameter of the tube, to be
greater than it really is, in the proportion of the refractive

index of the glass to unity. Thus in flint glass it appears
magnified in about the ratio 5 : 3. Hence the mercury
appears completely to fill the external surface of such a
tube, if the bore be only fths of the external diameter.

But a far more interesting case is that of parallel rays

falling on a solid cylinder of glass or water. Its interest

consists in the fact that by its aid we can explain the

phenomena of the rainboiu. We, accordingly, devote
special attention to it. The problem, without losing any
of its applicability to the rainbow, is much simplified by
supposing the rays to be incident in a direction perpendi-

cular to the axis of the cylinder ; for in this case the whole
course of each ray is in a plane perpendicular to the axis

We need not treat i

here of rays which I

pass close to the axis I

of the cylinder. For

such the cylinder!

acts as a lens, and
its focal length (to

|

the usual first ap-

proximation) can
I

easily be obtained I

by methods such as '

those given above. ^'S- -^

What we are mainly concerned with is the behaviour of

the rays which escape into the air, after one or two re-

flexions at the inner surface of the cylinder.

Suppose first that we consider a ray once reflected in the

interior of the cylinder.. Let SP (fig. 21) be one of the set

of incident parallel rays, and let its path be SFQP'S'. This

involves refraction at P, reflexion at Q, and again refrac-
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tibn at P' . But it is obvious from the symmetry of the

circular section, and from the laws of refraction and

Reflexion, that this path is symmetrical about the line OQ
Which joins the axis of the cylinder to the point at which

the ray .is reflected. Hence SP, S'P' meet OQ in the

j»mmon point s; and the amount by which the direction

lof tie ray has been turned round by the refractions and

the refie^^ion is twice the supplement of half the angle at s.

But the angle POR is double OPQ the angle of refraction,

while OPs is eqi^al to the angle of incidence. Hence the

half angle at s is tho excess of twice the angle of refraction

over the angle of incidijnce.

Turn now to fig. 22, in which we have two concentric

circles whose radii are to one another as the refractive

index of the cylinder is to' unity. If A be any point on

a diameter, and tangents Ap and Aq be drawn from it,

we see at once that

the sines of the angles

at A are to one another

as the radii of the

circles. Hence, if OAp
be the angle of inci-

dence, OAq is the cor-

responding angle of re-

fraction ; and it is easy ^'6- 22.

to see that the half angle tt « (in fig. 21) will in fig. 22

be represented by the excess of OAq over qAp. Now
when OA is large, both of these angles are small, and

thus their difference is likewise small As OA becomes

less the difierence of the angles becomes greater, but only up

to a certain point, for when A is near the outer circle the

angle OAp begins to increase much faster than does OAq.
Hence there is a single definite position of A for which the

difference is a maximum. In the first figure these changes

in the angles of incidence and refraction, for the members of

a group of parallel rays, correspond to the varying position

^wdiog of P in the circular section of the cylinder. Hence there
•f rays J3 one position of P for which the angle at « is a maximum.

M '^on
^°^ *"'° ^^ *^® conditions of a maximum or minimum of

Smaxi- any quantity is that, near it, the value of the quantity

mam or' changes very slowly. Thus a number of issuing rays are
jttimmum crowded together near the direction corresponding to this
ieviation. maximum, the others being more widely scattered,—while

for all of them the angle ats is smaller. Newton gives us

as an illustration of this, the very slow change of length of

the day when the sun is near one of the tropics.

To find this Maximum Angle.— If 6 be the angle of incidence,

^ that of refraction, and ti the refractive index, we have to find the
maximum value of

ls = 2^-i (1),

with the condition

These give at once

wd

Hence

2dif, = di,

ficosip d(j> = cost dB.

fi cos = 2 cos 8 .

(2).

(3).

From (2) and (3) wo have

3cos'« = M--l:
which determines the rcquisHe angle of incidsnce. The values of
the other quantities are easily calculated from this; and we finally

have, for the maximum value of the sine of the half angle at .1, the
expression

, ^(^l' "•

This is obviously smaller as /i is greater, at least up to the limit

With the value i for n (which is ueatly that for yellow rays
refracted into water) we have

Lsin ^s~ 9 '55462,

shicfa corresponda very ueajly to

Now suppose the diameter of the cylinder to be small
compared with the distance of the eye from it. In this

case the point s may be considered as being in the axis of
the cylinder.

Let SsEj (fig. 23) be made equal to the maximum value of

s ; then an eye placed a'hywhorc in the line sEj will receive

the rays which are congregated towards the maximunr.
An eye wilhin the angle SsE^ (as at E^) will receive some
of the straggling rays, 1

while an eye outside!

that angle (as at £3)!
will see nothing. Let)
there now be imagined!

a great number of paral-

lel cylinders; let EjO-l

bo drawn parallel to I

the incident rays, and I

make the angle trE^s' i"'g- 23.

equal to crE,s. Then the eye at Ej will see the concen-
trated rays (already spoken of) in the directions EjS and
Ejs', From points within sEjS' some straggling rays will

reach it, from points outside that angle none.

Now suppose cylinders to be placed in great numbers Pri

171 a// rfiVscij'on,?- perpendicular to the incident rays. The rai

eye at Ej will see a bright circle of light whose centre is Ho
in E,(r. Inside that circle there will be feeble illumination ;

Ret

outside it, darkness. This is obviously the case of the "s'

rainbow, where we have spherical drops of water instead

of the cylinders above spoken of. For each spherical drop
is effective only in virtue of a section through its centre,

containing the incident ray and the eye ; and such sectioua

are the same as those of the cylinders.

Thus far wo have been dealing with parcdlel rays of

homogeneous light ; and the appearance (to the degree of

approximation we have adopted) is that of a bright circle

whose centre is diametrically opposite to the source of light,

whose radius is (for raindrops) about 42° 2', and whoso
area is slightly illuminated.

Introduce the idea of the different kinds of homogeneous wi
light which make up sunlight, and we find a circular (almost ligl

pure) spectrum—the less refrangible rays being on the

outside. Next we introduce the consideration of the finitf Fii

disk of the sun, and we have an infinite series of sucli dis

arrangements superposed on one another, the centre of each '"'

individual of the series being at the point diametrically

opposite to the point of the sun's disk which produced it.

This leaves the general aspect of the phenomenon un-

changed, but altogether destroys the purity of the spectrum.

If we next consider light which has been twice reflected

within the cylinder, we have a figure like the diagram

fig. 21; where the lettering is as nearly as possible the.

Fig. 24.
)

same as that in fig. 23. Everything is still symmetric^
about the lino Os, which obviously cuts at right angles the

ray QQ'.

Reasoning precisely similar to that above given shows

that the complement of half the angle at « is now equal to

.

the excess of thrice the angle of refraction (OPQ) over

that of incidence (the supplement of OPs), and that this

also has a maximum value, t'.f., that < itself has A,

minimum value.
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TTo find it, we have

With

-^-Js = 3^-9.

sin fl = /isin <p.

Differentiating, &c., as before, we find

8C03 -fl = /l--l,

[whence, finally,

M* + 18m'-27
sin Js=

8m'

This quantity increases with /<, for its Jiffticntial ccofficient is

which is necessarily positive. (It vanishes, no doubt, for ii^S,

but then so does 9.)

For n = i the value of sin U is

0-4303 nearly,

so that
s=50°58'.

Carrying out the same steps of reasoning as before, and

applying the result to raindrops, we find a second rainbow

concentric with the first, but with a greater radius, viz.,

about 51° (for yellow light). All the above remarks

about the impurity of the spectrum, &c., apply to this

bow also. In this bow the less refrangible rays are on

the inner side, and the straggling rays illuminate feebly

the space outside it. Hence the space between the red

boundaries of the two bows has no illumination from rays

reflected either once or twice within the water drops.

What we have now given is nearly all that geometrical

'optics can tell ns about the rainbow. It seems that the

first really important steps in the explanation, viz., (1)

that the primary bow is due to rays falling on the outer

portions of the drops, which suffer two refractions and one

reflexion before reaching the eye, and (2) that the secondary

bow is due to rays falling on the inner side, and suffering

two refractions and two reflexions, are due to Theodorich,

about 1311. His work was not published, and its contents

were first announced by Venturi ' in the present century.

These results were, independently, discovered by De Do-

minis ^ in 1611. Neither of these writers, however, pointed

out the concentration of the rays in particular directions.

This was done by Descartes in 1637, by the help of Snell's

law. He calculated with great labour the paths of each of

10,000 parallel rays falling on different parts of one side of

the drop, and showed that from the 8500th to the 8600th
the angle between the extreme issuing rays is measured in

minutes of arc,—thus discovering by sheer arithmetic the

maximum which, as we have seen above, is so easily found
by less laborious methods. Newton's addition to this

theory consisted, mainly in applying his discovery of the

different refrangibilities of the different homogeneous rays.

The explanation was then thought to be complete. For a
long time this was held to be one of Newton's most brilliant

discoveries. It is well to notice that he himself speaks of

it in its true relation to the work of his predecessors. He
merely says :

—" Bat whilst they understood not the true

origin of colours, it is necessary to pursue it here a little

further." And he said well ; for a full investigation con-
ducted on the principles of the undulatory theory intro-

duces, as was first pointed out by Youngjiertain important
modifications in the above statements. Of these we need
mention only one, viz., that in each bow there is more than
one maximum of brightness for each homogeneous ray.

Sportoas The spwious bows, as they are called, which often appear
towa. like ripples, inside the primary and outside the secondary

bow, and which depend upon the fact just mentioned, have

' Commenlari sopra la storia e le iearie ddV Ottka, Bologna, 1814.
* Newton, in his Optics^ says the work of De Oominis was written

twenty years before it was published.

no place in even Newton's theory. About them, in fact,"

geometrical optics has nothing to say. Young, in 1804,
took the first step for their explanation. They were fully

investigated, from the undulatory point of view, by Airy,

'D 1830-38; and his results were completely verified by
the measurements of Hallows Miller in 1841.3 Miller used
a fine cylinder of water escaping vertically from a can.

This is one of the reasons which induced us to treat the

subject as a case of refraction and reflexion in a right

cylinder.

The overlapping of the colours in the rainbow, due to the

apparent site of the sun's disk, is occasionally so greatly

exaggerated that only faint traces of colour appear. This

may happen, for instance, when the sun shines on raindrops

in the lower strata of the atmosphere through clouds of ice-

crystals in the higher strata. By reflexion from the faces

of these crystals, the source of light is spread over a muck
larger spherical angle, and there is no sharp edge to it as

in the case of the unclouded disk. The rainbow is then

much broader and fainter than usual, and nearly white.

The size of the drops also produces modifications which
are not indicated by the geometrical theory.

When the moon is the source of light, the rainbow is so

faint that it is often difficult to distinguish the colours

;

but with full moon, and other favourable circumstances, it

is easy to assure one's self that the colours are really present.

The refraction of sunlight, or moonlight, through ice- Halo«)

crystals forming cirrhus clouds, gives rise to coloured halos,

parhelia, paraselenee, &c. Their approximate explanation

depends upon the behaviour of prisms with angles of 60°

or 90°, and therefore does not come within the scope of the

present article. They must not, however, be confounded .

with coroHse, those rings which encircle the sun or moon'CoroM
when seen through a mist or cloud. Halos have definite

radii depending on the definite angles of ice-crystals ; the

size of a corona depends on the size of the drops of water

in a mist or cloud, being smaller as the drops are larger.

Thus their diminution in radius shows that the drops are

becoming larger, and implies approaching rain. They are

due to difraction, and can only be explained by the help

of the undulatory theory.

Refraction in a Non-Homogeneous Medium.—The prin- Non-

j
ciples already explained are sufficient for the purpose of homo.

' treating this question also. But they require, for their 8^"^'

application, the artifice of supposing the medium to be

made up of layers, in each of which the refractive power is

the same throughout the layer, but finitely differs from one

layer to another, and then supposing these layers to become
infinitely thin and infinitely numerous. In this case there

will of course be only an infinitely small difference in

properties between contiguous layers ; and the abrupt

change of direction which accompanies ordinary refraction

is now replaced by a continuous curvaiure of the path of

the ray.

Glimpses of a more general method had been obtained even ii|

the 17th century ; and in the 18th these had become a consistent

process so far as application to the corpuscular theory is concerned.

But it was reserved for Sir W. R. Hamilton {q.v.) to discover the

existence of what he called the characteristic function, by the help

of which all optical problems, whether on the corpuscular or on tlio

undulatory theory, are solved by one common process. Hamilton

was in possession of the germs of this grand theory some years be-

fore 1824, but it was first communicated to the Koyal Irish Academy
in that year, and published in imperfect instalments some ycai-s

later. The following is his own description of it. It is extremely

L-nportant as showing his views on a very singular part of the more-

modern history of science.
" Those who have meditated on the beauty and utility, in theo-

retical mechanics, of the general method of Lagrange, who have felt

the power and dignity of that central dynamical theorem which h»

deduced, in the Mecanigtic Anatytiqiu: .-. , , must feel that niatho*

• Airy's paper is in vol', vi. of the Camlmdge Phil, Trans., MillOLi

in ToL vii.
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6i8tiM\ optics can only t?u:n attain a coordinate rank with mathe-

matical mechanics . . . , when it shaU possess an appropnaU

method, and become the unfolding of a central idea. ... It ap-

pears that if a general method in deductive optics can be attained

at aU, it must flow from some law or principle, itself of the highest

generality, and among the highest results of induction. . . . [This]

must be the principle, or law, called usually the Law of Least

Action ;
suggested by questionable views, but established on the

widest induction, and embracing eveiy known combination of media,

and every straight, or bent, or curved line, ordinary or extraor- '

dinary, along which light \(whatever light may be) extends its

influence successively in space and time : namely, that this linear

path of light, from one point to another, is always found to be

such that, if it be compared with the other infinitely various lines

by which in thought and in geometry the same two points might

be connected, a certain integral or sum, called often AcUon. and

depending by fixed rules on the length, and shape, and position of

the path, and on the media which are traversed by it, is less than

all the similar integrals for the other neighbouring lines, or, at

least, possesses, with respect to them, a certain statioimnj property.

From this Law, then, which may, perhaps, be named the Law of

SfATiON.uiT Action, it seems that we may most fitly and with best

hope set out, in the synthetic or deductive process and in the search

of a mathematical method.

"Accordingly, from this known law of least or stationary action

I deduced (long since) another connected and coextensive principle,

which may be called by analogy the L.AW of Vaeyikg Action,

end which seems to otTer naturally a method such as we are seeking ;

the one law being as it were the last step in the ascending scale of

induction, respecting linear paths of light, while the other law may
usefully be made the first in the descending and deductive way.

I
"The former of these two laws was discovered in the following

manner. The elementary principle of straight rays showed that

ii"ht, under the most simple and usual circumstances, employs the

direct, and therefore the shortest, course to pass from one point

to another. Again, it was a very early discovery (attributed by

Laplace to Ptolemy), that, in the case of a plane mirror, the bent

line formed by the incident and reflected rays is shorter than any

other bent line having the same extremities, and having its point

of bending on the mirror. Tliese facts were thought by some to be

instances and results of the simplicity and economy of natures-and

Fermat, whose researches on maxima and miuima are claimed by
the ContineEtal mathematicians as the germ of the differential

calculus, sought anxiously to trace some similar economy in the

more complex case of refraction. He believed that by a metaphy-
sical or cosmological necessity, arising from the simplicity of the

universe, light always takes the course which it can traverse in the

shortest time. To reconcile this metaphysical opinion with the law

of refraction, discovered experimentally by Snellius, Fermat was
led to suppose that the two lengths, or indices, which Snellius had
measured on the incident ray prolonged and on the refracted ray,

and had observed to have one common projeiition on a refracting

plane, are inversely proportional to the two successive velocities of

the light before and after refraction, and therefore that the velocity

of light is diminished on entering those denser media in which it is

observed to approach the perpendicular ; for Fermat believed that
the time of propagation of lignt along a line bent by refraction wf.s

represented by the sum of the two products, of the incident portion
multiplied by the index of the first medium, and of the refracted

portion multiplied by the index of the second medium ; because he
found, by his mathematical method, that this sum was less, in the
case of a plane refractor, than if light went by any other than its

actual path from one given point to another, and because he per-
ceived that the supposition of a velocity inversely as tlie index
reconciled his mathematical discovery of the minimum of the fore-

going sum with his cosmological principle of least time. Lies-

cartes attacked Fermat's opinions respecting light, but Leibnitz
zealously defended them ; and Huygens was leil, by reasonings of a
very different kind, to adopt Fermat's conclusions of a velocity
inversely as the index, and of a minimum lime of propagation of
light, in passing from one given point to another througli an ordinary
refracting plane. Newton, however, by his theory of emission and
attraction, was led to conclude that the velocity of light was
directly, not inversely, as the index, and that it was increased
instead of being diminished on entering a denser medium ; a result
incompatible with the theorem of the shortest time in refraction.
This theorem of shortest time was accordingly abandoned by many,
and among the rest by Maupertuis, who, however, proposed in its
stead, as a new cosmological principle, that celebrated law of least
action which iiLS since acquired so high a rank in mathematical
physics, by the improvements of Euler and Lagrange.

"Maupertuis gave the name of action to the product of s])ace and
velocity, or rather to the sum of all such products for the various
elements of any motion,—conceiving that the more space has been
traversed and the less time it has been traversed in, the more action
may be considered to have been expended ; and by combining thisi

idea of (ictioa with Newton's estimate of the velocity of light as

increased by a denser medium, and as proportional to the refracting)

index, and with Fermat's mathematical theorem of the niinimum|

sum of the products of paths and indices in ordinary refraction at

a plane, he concluded that the course clioscu by light corresponded

always to the least possible action, though not always to the least

possible time. He proposed this view as reconciling physical and
metaphysical principles which the results of Newton had seemed
to put in opposition to each other ; and he soon proceeded to extend

his law of least action to the phenomena of the shock of bodies.

Euler, attached to Maupertuis, and pleased with these novel results,

employed his own great mathematical powei-s to prove that the law

of least action extends to all the curves described by points under
the influence of central forces ; or, to speak more precisely, that i(

any such curve be compared with any other curve between the sanio

extremities, which differs from it indefinitely little in shape and in

position, and may be imagined to be described by a neighbouring
point with the same law of velocity, and if we give the name of action

to the integral of the product of the velocity and element of a curve,

the difference of the two neighbouring values of this action will be
indefinitely less than the greatest linear distance (itself indefinitely

small) between the two near curves ; a theorem which I think may
be advantageously expressed by saying that the action is slationarij.

Lagrange extended this theorem of Euler to the motion of a system
of points or bodies which act in any manner on each other ; the

action being in this case the sum of the masses by the foregoing

integrals.

"IjapUce has also extended the use of the principle in optics, by
applying it to the refraction of crystals, and has pointed out an
analogous principle in mechanics, for all imaginable connexions
bstween force and velocity."

We give, first, a very brief indication of the nature of Hamilton's Vr

method, as applicable directly to the corpuscular theory. Here the a'

action of a corpuscle is the quantity which possesses the stationary C-

property. Let v be the velocity at any point x, y, z of the medium, cv

ds an element of the path, o, /3, 7 the direction cosines ofds, which th

are supposed to enter linearly and homogeneously iuto the cxpres-

.

sion for v. Then the action V is given by

\~/cds.

Hence, for a path nowhere finitely diataut from tho first,

8V-/(5irfs + f<iSs).

But
rfo. dv. do.

I I'.us :

ar

ory.,

dx d<J dz

dr^dy"
the first three terms depending on the translation of the element
ds, the others on its change 0/ direction, and all the differential

cotfiicients being partial. The homogeneity of v gives

Also
•'da^^dfi-'^dy-

dix = idx = i.ads = Sa. ds + adSs,

with two similar equations in y and :.

By the help of these, and a partial integration of the factors dSa^

iic, we have

dfi"" ' dy-

where tho integrated part is to be taken between proper limits.

If the initial and final points of the path be fixed, Ix, kc, vanisli

in the integrated part, and the stationary condition shows that W9
must have

dv
, ,dv „
ds - d -. ^

,

dx da

with other two similar conditions, only two of tho three being iijj

dependent because of the necessary relation

a- + $" + y'^^-l.

These may be regarded as tho differential equations of tho ray. Of

path of the corpuscle.

But the essence of Hamilton's method of varying action depend;

upon a change of the terminal point of the ray, and leads at once

to the three equations

tVdy SVrff 8V_rf»

ix "da' iy
"
dff' Sz

~ dy
'

which follow directly from the general value of !V above, by taking

.account of the vanishing of the unintegrated part in consequence oi

the stationary condition. We may now write d for S everywheit

ia these expressions.
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In any isolroi>ic body, homogeneous or not, it is clear that

dy = iiailx + ^U + yd:);

ond then we have, to determine V, the partial differential

equation

The treatment of tins equation is precisely the same as that of

the corresponding one which will presently be derived from the

imdulatory view of the question.

We will now illustrate the application of Hamilton's method to

the undulatory theory, in which the litne of passage from one point

of the path to another is the characteristic which fulfils the station-

ary condition. For the sake of limitation, we will confine ourselves

to its application to single refraction in a non-homogeneous medium.

In such a medium the velocity of light, at any point, is the same

•whatever he the direction of the ray. Hence it depends only upon

the coordinates of the point, and upon some characteristic (say the

wave-length) of the light considered.

If T be this time of passage, ds an element of tho path, and v tho

velocity of light in that element, we mu.st have

-A'
a quantity fulfilling the stationary condition. This gives

_ /"^ _ /"^^

Now, by what has just been said, if A. bo the wave-length, we

have an equation expressing the data of the problem,

where the form of/ depends on the arrangement of the parts of the

medium. Hence

/dxdlx-^dijdlu + dzdiz rds fdv.^ ,
dv \— vds y T^U'^+rfx''^

)

The unwritten part consists of an integral which, by the station-

ary condition, vanishes if the ray be of a definite wave-length and the

terminal points through which it passes be given, i.e., if Sx, 5y, S;,

be each equal to 0.

The rest of the expression depends on the terminal points of tho

ray, and on the wave-length, only. It gives the equations

iT_l dx irl ay Sr 1 dz

SjfC i) rfa ' !y V ds ' 5; v da
'

and

ir_ _/± 'hds.
5a. y v' nK

Squaring and adding the first three, we have

©•*(gr*(:-:)'-^'
It is <iasily shown, by a process similar to that used for varying action

(see Mkciuxics), that, if wo can find a complete integral of this

equation, containing therefore two arbitrary constants, in the form

i-VU,y,z,\,a,0),
then

'''=11,'^" B
rfo ' rf3

are the equations of two series of surfaces whose intersections give

the piths of the rays. 'S and B here are also arbitrary constants.

^The.^e four constants are necessary, and sufficient, for the purpose
of making the two intersecting surfaces pass each through any two
given points.)

As an illustration, let us suppose the light to be homogeneous,
Jnd the medium to be arranged in concentric spherical shells such
that the velocity at a distance r from their centre is expressed by

Where h and c are absolute constants. It is easy to see Uiat, on
account of the symmetry, the path of every ray is in a piano
through the centre of the spheres. \Ve may tlierefore restrict our
ivork to tic plane of x, y passing through that centre.
The equation is then

\dx)^\dyj {4Hr';-'
oti by change to polar coordinates,

I'rfrY } (dry c2__

AVhat we require is a sufficiently general tolntinn. Assume,
therefore,

rfr

and we have

From these

lie

(It /HZ- ^

The equation of the path is therefore

cIt

da'
a-'-'-O-

?i:il'=
. /5--46»cos(9-'a),

This is the equation of a series of circles, whose one common
characteristic is that the rectangle under the segments of any
chord which passes through the origin is b'-.

Hence every ray in any diametral plane describes a circle ; and
pairs of conjugate foci are situated on a line through the centre,

tho rectangle under their distances from the centre being i'. The
property holds therefore for all rays in the medium. This very

singular ideal arrant;ement was suggested to Clerk Slaxwell by the

eye of a fish. He li.as given an investigation of it, by a totally

different analysis, in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical

Journal, vol. ii. As an illustration of those effects of want of

homogeneity to which (as already stated) all the complex pheno-

mena of mirage, ic, are due, it may be well to consider this

simple case more closely. We will therefore consider how images

are seen in such a medium. To get rid of the difficulty which

would arise from finite change of density if an eye were supposed to

be plunged in the medium, we will suppose it to be cut across by a

crevasse whose surface is everywhere nearly at right angles to the

rays by which the image is to be seen,—the eye being then placed

(in air) close to such a cutting surface.

Let AB (fig. 25) be a small object, the centre of the spherical

layers of equal refractive index. Then every ray from A describes a

tircle which passes

through A', where I

AOA' is a straight!

line, and

AO.OA'-J'.

A similar construction |

gives B' from B.

To an eye placed!
at E, (in a little cre-

va.sse as before ex-

plained), and looking

towards the object, it

will be seen erect,—

I

A being seen in the|

direction of a tnng

to the circle thrmigh I

AE|A', and similarlyj

forB. Hero the rays I

have not passed I

through their con-

jugate focus. But if I

the eye be r

turned away from

'

the object, it (or
_

rather its image) will be seen. A' in the direction opposite to that

in which A was seen, B' in the opposite direction to B. The
image will now be an inverted one, but it will easily be seen

to possess a strange peculiarity. For what is now seen will

be the hack of the object, the side farthest from the eye. The
reader may easily trace for himself the course of the rays which

would fall on the eye in any other assigned position. Vision in

such cases would usually be of a peculiar character from another

point of view, viz., the amount of divergence in the plane of the

figure will in general differ from that perpendicular to its plane,

and therefore the rays would have different divergence for the height

and for the breadth of the image. These would therefore appeal

nt different distances from the spectator. This, however, could be

cured by a proper cylindrical lens. It is clear from this example
(which has locn chosen for its special simplicity) that wantji/

Fig. 25.
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lioraogcneity in a retracting medium is capable of producing plie-

iionieiia of tiie most extraordinary character.

It is difficult to ascertain exactly what is tlie condition of the

atmosphere when multiple images, mirage, &c, are seen ; and it is

obvious from the remarks and illustrations already given that many
very different arrangements will produce sensibly the same result

to a spectator in a given position. Comparison of the appearances

Been simultaneously by a great number of scattered observers is the

only way in which we can expect to obtain detinite information on

such a point. But the following investigation suggests the general

nature of tlu^ explanation.

If we suppose the refractive index of the air to acpcna ouiy upon

the vertical height above the earth's surface, rays will all travel in

vertical plaues, and Hamilton's etiuation (neglecting the curva-

ture of the earth's surface) takes the very simple form

\dx) + [dy) -f(y) >

x being measured horizontally, and the refractive index beinj pro-

liortional to s/fiy).

\ This equation gives, as before,

+fdy\/f{,y)-

' uid the equation of the path of a ray is

rfa
'

'js/f(y)-a''

Here, on the corpuscular theory, a is the horizontal velocity of the

light, and V7(y)^-«' t''^ vertical velocity. If the form of / and

the value of a be such that we can have /(»i)-a- = 0, it is clear

that at y = 7) the ray is for a moment horizontal. The form of the

equation of the ray shows that it has a vertex at this point, and

that it is symmetrical about a vertical axis passing through the

vertex. If {, tj be the coordinates of the vertex for a ray passing

through the point 0, h, we have the relation

This is the equation of the locus of the vertices of all rays which,

starting from a given point, return again to the same level. To
find, then, the various rays by which a distant object near the

horizon can be seen, all that we have to do is to draw the curve of

vertices which passes through the eye of the spectator, and to find

the points in which it is intersected by a vertical line situated mid-
way between the object and the eye. Each of these points is the

vertex of a ray by which the object oan be seen. When the curve

of vertices leans forward towards the eye at one of these points,

two contiguous rays cross one another, and an inverted image is

«een ; when it leans from the eye, they do not cross, and the

image is erect.

Now, when the curve of vertices is traced, from the above for-

mula, for an arrangement of the air such that the refractive index
falls off through a horizontal stratum of air from a gieater value

below the stratum to a smaller value above it, it is found that the

curve of vertices in the stratum can in general be cut by a vertical

line in one point only. But if the refractive index have a nearly
stationary value at the upper boundary of the stratum the curve
of vertices can be cut twice, or not at all, by a vertical line. When
there is no intersection we have only the direct image ; but when
there are two intersections a distant ship will be seen as usual
through the lower uniform air, while there will be seen above it

an inverted image, and then a direct image, both due to the
stratum. This is a form of mirage very commonly seen at sea.'

When there is no stationary value of the index at the upper
boundary, the upper erect image is not given by the stratum.
iThis arrangement, however, turned upside down, explains the
ordinary mirage of the desert—where we see objects directly through
the nearly uniform air at some distance above the sand, but also
an inverted image (suggesting reflexion from a pool or lake) formed
'by the refraction in the hot layer of air near the sand.

Absorption, Fluorescence.—We must now take up
the third and fourth of the categories under which light

incident on the bounding surface of two media may fall—scattering and absorption. We take them together,

because in the great majority of bodies, as we have already
seen, scattering takes place not merely at the surface but
within some distance below the surface, which in general

is small, but in some cases considerable. > And when the

scattering takes place, even in part only, below the surface,

the scattered light is usually modified by absorption.

^* See especially Vinre, in the Bakerian Lecture, Phil. Trans.. 1799.

An excellei / instance of this scattering from below the

surface is afforded by a mass of thin films or small particles

of transparent bodies, such as glass, water, or ice. Thus
pounded glass, froth or foam, snow, clouds, ifcc, appear
brilliantly white in sunlight, and are, in consequence,

opaque when in layers of sufficient thickness. Here the

light is obviously scattered by reflexion. What passes

through one film, crystal, or particle is, in part, reflected

from the next, and so on.

Even when the froth consists of bubbles of a highly

coloured liquid, such as porter for instance, it usually

shows but slight traces of colour, for the great majority of

the scattered rays have passed through very small thick-

nesses only of the liquid. In the same way, very finely

pounded blue or red glass (unless it be exceedingly deeply

coloured when in mass) appears nearly white. But when
a mass of water is full of air bubbles, as, for instance, is

the case in the neighbourhood of a breaker, the light

reflected from the surfaces of these bubbles suffers a double

absorption by the water before it reaches the eye. This is

one of the causes of the exquisite colours of the sea. Near
shore, or in shoal water, another cause sometimes comes
into play, viz., fine solid particles suspended in the water.

When such particles, whether in air or in water, are ex-

ceedingly small, they may produce colours due to their

minuteness alone, and not to their own colour nor to the

absorptive properties of the medium. This, however, is a
question of physical optics.

In general, even the most highly coloured opaque or

translucent solids, such as painted wood or stained paper,

are visible by scattered light whatever portion of the

spectrum falls on them. This is very well seen with highly

coloured paper-hangings, when illuminated by homogeneous

light, such as that of a sodium flame (a Bunseh l^ame, into

which is thrust a platinum wire dipped in strong brine)^

The red, orange, and yellow parts usually appear very

bright under such treatment, the blue parts appearing bu^

slightly illuminated. The colour of all is, of course, that

of the incident light. It appears, therefore, that some ot

the light is scattered from the surface. It is by this, for

instance, that the blue parts are feebly visible. But that

which is scattered from the portions coloured red, orange,

jScc, must come mainly from under the surface.

An excellent proof of this is furnished by mixing, in

proper proportions, a yellow and a blue powder, or yellow

and blue paints. It is commonly imagined that the green

colour which is thus produced is a mirture of blue and

yellow. Far from it ! When a disk divided into alternate

sectors, coloured with the same blue and yellow pigments,

is made to rotate rapidly in its own plane, it of course

produces on the eye the true result of a mixture ot these

blue and yellow colours. This' depends for its exact tint

on the pigments employed, and on the angles of the sectors,

but is usually a faint pink or a muddy purple,—utterly

different from the green produced by mixing the powders

or the paints. Helmholtz was the first to point out the

true source of the green. It is the one colour which is not

freely absorbed either by the yellow or by the blue pig-

ment. For the scattered light by which the mixture is seen

comes chiefly from below the surface, and has thus suffered

absorption by each of the component powders. The yellow

powder removes the greater part of the blue, indigo, and

violet rays ; the blue, the greater part of the reds, oranges,

and yellows. Thus the light which finally escapes is mainly

green.

For the accurate study of the absorptive power of a solid

or liquid medium, it is necessary to compare the spectrum

of white light which has passed through a plate or layer of

it with a normal spectrum. This is easily effected by

placing the absorbing medium (if a fluid, it must be in a
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^tass trough with parallel sides) in fi-ont of tho narrow slit

through which the light passes, and in such a position that

one half of the slit only is thus covered. We have then

side by side, under precisely similar circumstances, two
spectra to be compared (one altered by absorption, the

other not) ; and very minute diSerences between them can

thus bo detected. Wjien the medium produces a general

weakening of tho whole spectrum, as well as particular local

absorpMous, the white light passing through the other half

of the slit may be weakened to any desired extent by re-

flexion at the proper incidence from a plate of glass, before

it falls on the slit.

To give a satisfactory representation of the phenomena
of absorption spectra by the help of a woodcut is not easy.

The highest artistic skill could not adequately represent the
' ordinary solar spectrum by the use of the finest pigments.

All optical colour phenomena must be seen, they cannot be

reproduced by painting. In such circumstances the simplest

method of indicating the locality and amount of the absorp-

tion is the best. As we have already seen that we cannot

by the eye judge of the relative intensities of lights which

differ much in colour, we shall represent the normal spectrum

(for our present purpose) as equally bright throughout, and
indicate the absorption at different parts by shading of

various degrees of depth. A few of the Fraunhofer lines

are introduced to indicate (in the absence of colour) the

parts of the spectrum which are attacked by the various

absorbents. These lines are, of course, in the same abso-

lute positions in all the various spectra ; for the spectra

are all supposed to be given by the same prism. The line

B is in the red, D in the orange, E and 7 in the green, and

G in the indigo. They correspond, as we have already

said, to perfectly definite kinds of homogeneous light, and

therefore adequately represent the distribution of colours

in the spectrum, however much irrationality of dispersion

ay be shown by the material of the prism.

.iMorp- In fig. 2G a repre-sents the spectrum of light which
on j'y nas passed through diluted blood

; /3 shows the spectrum
'""'' when the blood

has been acted

on by a reducing

agent ; and y the

spectrum when the

blood has been

altered by acidu-

lation with acetic

or tartaric acid.

These figures are '''°' -''•

taken from an important paper by Stokes {Procecdlnrjs of

the Royal Society, 1864).
ibsorp- Pig. 27 shows in a rude way the absorption by cobalt
ion by
obalt

;Us3.

-
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Talbot ; and he discovered its real nature. But the first

published notice of such phenomena is due to Le Koux.

Christiansen and others have since greatly extended our

knowledge of the subject, and Helmholtz and Ketteler have

given theoretical explanations of it. Fox Talbot's experi-

ment, though the earliest on record, is one of the easiest to

perform, and we therefore quote his own account. The
experiment was made about 1840, and the following

\ccount is from the Proc. Eoy. Soc. Edin., 1870-71.

"I prepared some square pieces of window glass, about an inch

square. Taking one of these, I placed upon it a drop of a strong

solution of some salt of chromium, whicli, if I remember rightly,

<vas the double oxalate of chromium and potash, but it may have

{jjeen that substance more or less modified. By placiug a second

.equare of glass on the first, the drop was spread out in a thin film,

jbut it was prevented from becoming too thin by four pellets of wax
iplaced at the corners of the square, which likewise served to hold

the two pieces of glass together. The glasses were then laid aside for

some hours until crystals formed vu the liquid. These were neccs-

.sarily thin, since their thickness was limited by the interval between

«he glasses. Of c.ourse the central part of each crystal, except the

Ismallest ones, was bounded by parallel planes, but the extremities

[Were bevilled at various angles, forming so many little prisms, the

smallest oi them floating in the liquid. When a distant candle was
viewed through these glasses, having the little prisms interposed, a

great number of spectra became visible, caused by the inclined

edges. Most of these were no doubt very imperfect, but by trying

the glass at various points, some very distinct spectra were met
with, and these could with some trouble be isolated by coveiingthe
glass with a card pierced with a pin-hole. It was then seen that

3ach prism (or oblique edge of crystal) produced two spectra oppo-
sitely polarized and widely separated. One of these spectra was
normal ; there was nothing particular about it. The colours of the

»ther were very anomalous, and, after many experiments, I came to

(the conclusion that they could only be explained by the supposition

that the spectrum, after proceeding for a certain distance, stopped
jhort and returned upon itself."

Le Eoux in 1860 ^ discovered tliat vapour of iodine,

which allows only red and blue rays to pass, refracts the

red more than the blue. He, like Talbot, did not at first

venture to publish his result, and it appeared only in 1862.

(Among the many convincing proofs of its accuracy he shows
,that the dispersion by an iodine-vapour prism can be nearly

,achromatized by a glass prism which gives refraction in

'the same direction. He also states that the dispersion in

iodine-vapour is less as the temperature is higher.

, Christiansen's "^ earliest determinations were made in

1870 upon an alcoholic solution of fuchsine (one of the

powerful aniline colours). This solution gives a dark
jabsorption band in the green ; and it was found that the

'refractive index rises (as in normal bodies) for rays from
,the red to the yellow. But all the rest of the transmitted

light, consisting of the so-called " more refrangible " rays,

|is less refracted than the red. Kundt and others shortly

'afterwards greatly extended these observations.

The explanation of this phenomenon, which has been
advanced by Helmholtz,^ depends upon an assumption as

to the nature of the mutual action between the lumini-
ferous ether and the particles of the absorbing medium,
coupled with a further assumption connecting the absorp-
tion itself with a species of friction among the parts of

each absorbing particle.

In 1879 De Klerker* made a very curious observation,
which shows that the whole subject is still obscure. He
employed two hollow prisms of equal angle, turned opposite
ways, and filled with alcohol. Through such a combination
light passes (as we have seen) without refraction or disper-

Bion. When a few drops of the fuchsine solution were
added to the contents of one of the prisms, the yellow,
orange, and red rays (in the order named) began to

separate themselves from the others. This process could
be carried on until the solution was so strong that it trans-

mitted no visible light. All this time the blue and violet

' Compter liendus, Iv,, 1862.
^ Poaa. Atm^ civ.. 1874.

° Pogg. Ann., cxli.

* Compies Rendus, 1879.

rays remained apparently unrefracted—the yellow, orange,
and red showing continually increasing refraction. Tho
conclusion from this, on either theory of light, is that the
addition of fuchsine to alcohol alters the velocity of propa-
gation of the (so-called) less refrangible rays, but not per-
ceptibly that of the more refrangible.

Fluorescence.—The singular surface appearances presented
by " canary " glass, by some specimens of fluor spar, and
by certain liquids, such as a solution of sulphate of quinine
acidulated with sulphuric acid, had been the source of much
speculation long before their true nature was traced by
Stokes in 1852.* By a series of well-contrived experi-

ments, one or two of which will presently be described, he
put it beyond doubt that the cause of these phenomena
lies in a change of refrangiljility of the light which has
been absorbed by the upper layers of the medium, and
then given off again. In every case the fluorescent light

appears to belong to a less refrangible part of the spectrum
than does the incident light which gave rise to it, thus
affording an instance of dissipation, or degradation of
energy.

The yellowish-green surface- colour of canary glass

(coloured with oxide of uranium) is well known, as tha
substance is, mainly on account of this property, very
commonly used for ornaments. If we admit a ray of

sunlight (or light from the electric lamp) into a dark room,
through a cobalt glass so dark that the feeble violet-

coloured light it transmits is scarcely visible, we find that

the canary glass shows its yellow-green colour vividly when
placed in'the track of the ray. Striking as this experiment
is, it is not quite conclusive as to the true cause of the

appearance. But if we take another piece of glass, slightly

tinged of a brownish-yellow (by oxide of gold), we find

that it is quite transparent to the brilliant light from the

canary glass ; if, however, we place it in the track of the

violet rays before they fall on the uranium glass, it prevents

the production of the phenomenon altogether. That is, rays

which cannot pass through the glass coloured with gold are

rendered capable of freely passing,through it after incidence

on the canary glass. That the phenomenon is due to rays

w^hich are stopped by the uranium glass itself is proved by
the fact that a second piece of the glass, placed in the track

of the rays which have passed through the first, does not

show the phenomenon. Unless, indeed, the source of light

be very bright, the appearance is confined to a mere surface-

layer of the first piece of canary glass. The phenomenon
.is very well shown by an aqueous infusion of horse-chestnut

bark. Some specimens of paraffin oil exhibit it most
brilliantly.

To find the rays which are most effective in producing

the fluorescence of any substance, we have only to place

it in a pure spectrum of sunlight (or, preferably, of the

electric light),-—prisms and lenses of quartz being used for

producing the spectrum, because that material is found to

be far less opaque than glass is to the violet and ultra-

violet rays. When this is done with uranium glass we find

scarcely a trace of effect until the substance reaches the

blue rays, and the effect persists through all the higher

colours, and even very considerably beyond the bounds of

the visible spectrum. Stokes in fact used it as a means of

studying the otherwise invisible, but far extending, spectrum

of the ultra-violet rays of the electric spark.

The mechanism of the process by which these extra-

ordinary results are produced is still somewhat obscure,

and we cannot attempt to explain it here.

The duration of fluorescence' is so very short that it is Phc'«

only by specially devised methods that we can make certain V^"'

that it persists for any measurable time after the exciting
^'^"^

' Phil. Trans., " On the Change of Refranpibibty of Light."
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Gghl ia eat off from 'the fluorescent body. Becquerel's

hjgenious ^^hosphoroscope was invented for the purpose of

fcrquiries ol: this kind. It consists essentially of a shallow

Stum, ;a whose ends two escentric holes, exactly opposite to

Hire another, are cut. Inside it are fixed two equal metal

nisKs, attached perpendicularly to an axis, and divided into

the same number of sectors, the alternate sectors of each

bein" cut out One of these tlisks is close to one end of

the drum, the other tc the opposite end, and the sectors are

BO arranged that, when the disks are made to rotate, the

hole in one end is open while that in the other ia closed,

and vice versa. If the eye be placed near one hole, and a ray

of sunlight be admitted by the other, it is obvious that

while the sun shines on an object inside the drum the

aperture next the eye is closed, and vice versa. If the disks

Ibe made to revolve with great velocity by means of a train

of toothed wheels, the object will be presented to the eye

almost instantly after it has been exposed to sunlight ; and

these presentations succeed one another so rapidly as to

produce a sense of continued vision. By means of this

apparatus wa can test with considerable accuracy the

duration of the phenomenon after the light has been cut

off, For such a purpose we require merely to know the

number of sectors in the disks and the rate at which they

are turned. To guard against deception by the jiersistence

iof impressions on the retina, the eye should not be directed

fixedly on the object, but should be kept travelling slowly

(round the position in which it is seen to lie.

Uranium glass shows, with rapid turning, nearly as vivid

6n effect as when exposed to continuous light, but fades

rapidly when the speed of the rotation falls off. A pinkish

kind of ruby, exposed to concentrated sunlight in the

phosphoroscope, is seen to glow with a bright red like a

piece of live coaL With very rapid turning, feeble

fluorescence can be detected in a great many a ibstances in

which the ordinary methods will not show it. This is due
in great measure to the fact that the phosphoposoope

entirely does away with the scattered light, which in the

ordinary mode of examining these substances overpowers

their feeble fluorescence.

What is correctly termed phosphorescence has nothing

to do with phosphorus (whose luminosity in the dark is

due to slow oxidation), but it is merely a species of

fluorescence which lasts for a much longer time after the

excitation has ceased than does that just described. Pliny

speaks of various gems which shine with a light of their

own, and Albertus Magnus knew that the diamond becomes

phosphorescent when moderately heated. But the first

discovery of phosphorescent substances, such as are now bo

common, belongs to the early part of the 17th century.

Daring that century the Bologna stone (sulphide of barium)

and Homberg's phosphorus (chloride of calcium) were dis-

covered. Cankm's phosphorus (sulphide of calcium) dates

from 1768. To the substances mentioned may now be

added sulphide of strontium. Any of these sulphides,

which must be carefully preserved from the air in sealed

glass tubes, appears brilliantly luminous when carried from
sunlight into a dark room, and for a long time after

presents the general aspect of a hot body cooling. The rays

which excite their luminosity are (as with the generality of

fluorescent bodies) those of higher refrangibilities ; but the

colours of the phosphorescent light are of the most varied

kind, even in specimens of almost precisely the same
chemical composition, but prepared at different times. The
causes of this strange diversity are as yet quite unguessed
at ; but the property has been taken advantage of for

the production of what are caUed luminous paints. The
behaviour of these substances is one of the most singular

phenomena in optics. How they manage to store up so

large a suoply of energy during a shcrt exposure to bright

light, and to dole it out continuously for so long a time and
mainlj' in the form of light, is exceedingly puzzling,—*

especially as no other physical or chemical change hau yet

been found to accompany the process. Another cnriouS

fact connected with their behaviour was discovered by
Becquerel. He found that the less refrangible rays have

in some cases the power of arresting the emission of light

from these bodies when they have been previously excited

by higher rays.

The chemical effects of light will be treated under

Phoiogeaphy, so far as they are connected with decom-

position. Its effects in causing combination, as of hydrogen

and chlorine, have already been treated under Chemistry,

Unditlatoey Theory of Light.

The explanation of the fundamental laws of Geometrical

Optics by the wave-theory requires some preliminary

remarks. As the subject will be more fully discussed in a

special article, we confine ourselves to what is strictly

necessary for the immediate purposes of the present article.

(a) The essenti'^.l characteristic of wave-motion is that a

disturbance of some kind is handed on from one portion of

a solid or fluid mass to another. In certain cases only,

this disturbance is unaltered in amount and in kind as it

proceeds.

(b) So far as light is concerned, the velocity with which v io.'!i

each particular species of disturbance passes in any direction
^'J^j'/^^''

through a homogeneous isotropic medium is constant and is

the same for all directions. When the medium is not homo-

geneous, the velocity may vary from point to point. If the

medium be not isotropic, the velocity may depend upon the

direction of propagation. Examples of each of these peco-

liarities will be met with presently.

(c) When two or more separate disturbances simnltane- Inten

onsly affect the same portion of a medium, the effect may fereDca

be very complex. But, in the case of light, it has been

found that a geometrical (or rather hinematical) superposi-

tion or composition agrees, at least to the degree of accuracy

of the experiments, with all the observed facts. This

would be the case, as a dynamical result, if the distortions

due to wave-motion were always, even for the most power-

ful light, exceedingly small. On this is based the whole

doctrine of interference, Young's grandest contribution to

the wave-theory (1801).

((i) The disturbance at any point of a medium, at any

instant, is that due to the superposition cf all the disturb-

ances which reached it at that instant from the various

surrounding parts of the medium. This is (in a somewhat
generalized form) what is commonly known as Huygens's

principle, first enunciated in 1'678,

(e) The front of a wave is defined at any instant as the

continuous locus of all portions of the medium which, at

that instant, are equally and similarly distorted. The
word continuous is inserted because, in oscillatory wave-,

motion, such as that of light, a large number of successive^

waves are exactly equal and similar to one another. Thus
we have a series of wave-fronts following one another,

which are not to be considered as parts of one wave-front;

The distance between two successive fronts in which the

distortions are similar, measured in the direction in which

the light is travelling, is called the xvave-lengih.

(/) The colour of homogeneous light depends entirely onl

the period of a wave, i.e., on the time of passage from one

wave-front to the nest. This is obviously the same thing as

the time of a complete vibration of any one particle of the

medium—whatever be the velocity of light in the medium^

]

or the consequent wave-length.

These being premised, let us take the propagation o6

. homogeneous light from a luminous point in a homa»
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^y*»©. geneous isotropic medium. Here we have simply a suc-

motton' cessioa of concentric spherical wave-fronts, their radii

inbamo- differing by one or more whole wave-lengths. The dis-

?"i!n turbance in any portion of one of these fronts is propagated

mVmi radially. But we may consider it from a different point

of view, as hinted in (d) above. Simple as this particular

caae is, the reader will probably find that it will greatly

assist him in understanding the more complex ones which

follow.

JEvery disturbed portion of the medium may be looked

upon as a centre of disturbance from which a new set of

spherical waves is constantly spreading. Take then, as

common radius, the space described by a disturbance in

any very short interval ; and, with centres at every point

of any one wave-front, describe a series of spheres. The

ultimate intersections of these spheres will lie on a surface

which is the envelop of them all. In the case considered,

it is obviously a sphere whose radius exceeds that of the

wave-front from which we started by the common radius

'of the set of spheres. This is shown in a central section

in fig. 28 below, which suffices to prove that we arrive

h^ this mode of eonstnidion at the result which we know in

this simple case to be the correct one. It will be seen that

the centres of the construction-spheres lie on a certain part

of one wave-front, while their ultimate intersections lie on

the corresponding part of the future wave-front. This

liolds for spheres of all radii, and for continually increas-

ing radii shows that a plane wave moves perpendicularly

to its front. This is so important a part of Huygens's

work that we give it in his own words {Traiie de la

Lumiere, 1690, pp. 18-20):—
" Pour venir aux proprietez de la lumiere ; reraarquons premiere-

inent que chaque partie d'onde doit s'etendro en sorte, que Ics

(extremitez soient tousjours comprises entre les mesmes ligncs dioites

tirees du point lumineux. Ainsi la partie de I'onde BG, ayant le

point lumineux A pour centre, s'etendra en I'arc CE, termine par

jies droites ABC, AGE. Car bien que les ondes particulieres, pro-

duites par les particules que comprend I'espace CAE, se rcpanclent

jBUssi hors de cet espace, toutesfois elles ne concourent point en

mesme instant, k composer ensemble une onde qui termine le mouve-
ment, que precisement dans la circonference CE, qui est leur

tangente commune.
" Et d'icy i'on voit la raison pourquoy la lumiere, h, moins que ses

iTayons ne soient reflechis ou rompus, ne se repand que jxir dcs

lignes droites, en sorte qu'elle

n'eclaire aucun objet que
^uand le chcmin depuis sa

source jusqu 'a cet objet est

-ouvert suivant de telles

Jignes. Car si, parexemple,
ii y avoit une ouverture
'BG, bornee par des corps

.opaques BH, GI ; I'onde de
,lumlere qui sort du pointi

A sera tousjours terminee
'par les dioites AC, AE,
comme U vient d'estre de-

monstrfi : les parties des
ondes particulieres, qui s'etendent hors de I'espace ACE, estant trop
foibles pour y produire de la lumiere.

\ "Or quelque petite que nous fassions I'ouverture BG, la raison est

tousjours la mesme pour y faire passer la lumiere entre des lignes

droites
;
parce que cette ouverture est tousjours assez grande pour

conteiiir un grand nombre de particules de la matiere etherce, qui
jsont d'une petitesse inconcevable ; de sorte qu'il paroit que chaque
ipetite partie d'onde s'avance necessairemcnt suivant la ligne droito

j<iui vient du point luisant. Et c'est ainsi que Ton pent prendre des
rayons de lumiere comme si c'estoient des lignes droites.

"II paroit BU reste, par ce qui i, este remarque touchant la foiblesso

des ondes particulicres, qu'il n'est pas necessaire que toutes les

particules Je I'Ether soient egnles entre elles, quoique I'egalite soit

J)lus propre a la propagation du mouvement. Car il est rray que
'in^galite fera qu'une particule, en poussant une autre plus grande,

fasse effort pour recuJer avec une partie de son mouvement, mais il

ne s'engendiera de ccla quo quelqucs ondes particulieres en arriere
.vers le point lumineux, incapables de faire de la lumiere : & nou
ipas d'onde composee de jilusienrs, comme estoit CE.

"Une autre, et des plus nierveilleuscs proprietez de la lumiere
test que, quand il en vicut de divers costez, ou mesme d'opposez, elles

font leur effet I'une \ travers I'autre sans aucnn empechcrRent. I) ^ii

vient aussi que par une mesme ouverture plusieius spectateurs peii'

vent voir tout a la fois des objets dillerens, et quo deux persoune4

se voyent en mesme instant les yeux I'un de I'autre. Or suivant

ce qui a este explique de faction de la lumiere, et comment se»

ondes ne se dctruisent point, ny ne s'interrompent les lines lea

autres quand elles se cioiscnt, ces effcts que je viens de dire sont

aisez Ji coiicevoir. Qui ne le sont iiullcmeiit i nion avis scion

I'opinion de Des-Cartes, qui fait consister la lumiere dans uno
picssion continucllc, qui ue fait que tendre au mouvement. C.ir

cette pression ne pouvant agir tout u la fois des deux cobtez opposez,'

contrc des corps qui u'ont aucune inclination i s'approcher ; il est

impossible de comprcndre ce que je viens de dire de deux personnet

qui se voyent les yeux niutuellement, ni comment deux ilambcaus

se puissent eelairer I'un I'autre."

We will now, for the purposes of this elementary article,^,

assume that something similar holds in all cases, and will

not trouble ourselves with the fact that our construc-

tion, if fully carried out, would indicate a retrograding;

wave as well as a progressive one. The obvious fact that

a solitary wave can be propagated in water, or along a;

stretched string, may assist the reader in taking the bold

step which we have proposed to him. And we will also

assume that this mode of representation leads to correct'

results even when we do not choose a wave-front as tha

locus of the centres of disturbance,— that in fact we may)

choose for our purpose anij surface through which the rays

pass, provided always that the radii of the spheres are so

cliosen that the length of each ray from some definite'

wave-front to the centre of the sphere, together with the

radius of that sphere, always corresponds to a path described'

in a given time.

We are now prepared to explain the reflexion of light, Und
and we need do so for a plane reflecting surface alone, tory

because the length of a wave, as we shall soon see, is an P.'*"

almost vanishing quantity in comparison with the radius of j^jj

curvature of any artificial mirror, be it even the smallest

visible drop of mercury.

Let a plane wave-front be approaching a plane mirror.i

and at any instant let fig. 29 represent a section by a
plane perpendicular to each, cutting the wave-front in AB,
and the mirror in AC. From what has been already said,'

the motion of every part of AB is perpendicular to that

line, and in the plane of the figure. During the time thati

the disturbance at B<
takes to reach C, the!

disturbance which had
[

reached A will have!

(in part, for there is I

usually a refracted!

part also) spread back
[

into the medium in I

the form of a spheri-l

cal wave whose radius,
[

AD, is equal to BC.
Its section is of course Fig. 29.

a circle. That from any other point P will have reached Q,
and then (in part) diverged into a spherical wave whose

centre is Q and radius QT( = QT') = BC - PQ. Obviously'

all the circles which can be thus drawn ultimately intersect

in the straight line CD. This is a section of the rettcctedl

wave-front. A plane wave, therefore, remains a plane wave

after reflexion, each part of it obviously moves in the plane

of incidence, and the similarity of the triangles ABC and

CDA proves the equality of the angles of incidence and

reflexion, for the ray is everywhere perpendicular to the

wave-front. It is to be particularly noted that this is in-

dependent of the velocity of the light, so that all rays are

reflected alike. In this, as in the preceding and the im-

mediately following instances, the diagram has been taken

(with but slight change) from Huygens.

This being true of any plane wave-front, large or small

in area, is necessarily also true of any wave-front of finite
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Curvature. Thus, if a set of rays be drawn perpendicular

to any wave-front, they will after reflexion be perpendicular

to a new wave-front ; and the lengths of all the rays, from

wave-front to wave-front, will be equal.

This is merely another way of stating that if a set of rays

can be cut at right angles by a surface (of finite curvature)

they will always be capable of being cut at right angles by

such a surface, even after any number of reflexions at

surfaces of finite curvature, provided they move in a

homogeneous isotropic medium.

This proposition will be seen to be capable of extension

to refraction, provided always that both media are homo-

'geneous and isotropic. For a plane wave, falling on a plane

refracting surface, our construction (fig. 30) is as follows :

—

Let AB be, as before, a plane wave-front in the first

medium, and AC
the plane surface of

the second medium.

As before, let BC
be perpendicular to

AB. Also let CD'

be drawn parallel

toBA With centre

A and radius AD
equal to the space

described in the ^'S- ^O-

Becond medium while BC is described in the first, let a

sphere be described. The disturbance at A will have

diverged in this sphere, while that at B has just reached

C. The disturbance at any other point, as P, will have

passed to Q, and then have diverged into a sphere of

radius QT such that
QT : QT' : : AD : BC.

Obviously all spheres so drawn ultimately intersect along

CD, which is therefore the front of the refracted wave.

The angles of incidence and refraction, being the in-

clinations of the incident and refracted rays to the normal,

are the inclinations BAG and DCA of the incident and
refracted wave-fronts to the refracting surface. Their sines

are evidently in the ratio of BC to AD, i.e., they are

directly as the velocities of propagation in the two media.

Hence the law of refraction also follows from this

hypothesis. But there will now be separation of the

various homogeneous rays, because the ratio of their

velocities in the two media is not generally constant

Besides, it is clear from the investigation above that, in

the refracting medium, the rays are still perpendicular to

the wave-front. Thus the proposition lately given may
now be extended in the following form :

—

If a series of rays travelling in homogeneous isotropic

media be at any place normal to a wave-front, they will

possess the same property after any number of reflexions

and refractions. And it is clear from the investigations

already given that the time employed by light in passing

from one of these wave-fronts to another is the same for

every ray of the series.

We now see how crucial a test of theory is furnished by
ithe simple .refraction of light. On the corpuscular theory

the velocity of light in water is to its velocity in air as

4 : 3 nearly ; on the undulatory theory these velocities are

as 3 : 4, since, as we have seen, the refractive index of

water is about ^. But Foucault's experimental method
showed at once that the velocity is less in water than in

air. This finally disposed of the corpuscular theory.

Thoagh it had been conclusively disproved long before, by
certain interference experiments whose nature will presently

be described, the argument from these was somewhat
indirect and not well suited to convince the large non-

mathematical class among optical students and experi-

menters. The true author of the undulatory theory is

undoubtedly Huygens, Grimaldi, Hooke, and others had

expressed more or less obscure notions on the subject, but

Huygens in 1678 first gave it in a definite form, baaed to

a great extent upon measurements of his own. It was

read to the French Academy, but not published till 1690,

when it appeared with the title Traite de la Lumiere,

Huygens gives the explanation of the double refractioB

of Iceland spar, which had been described by Bartholinus

in 1670. Unfortunately the remarkable step taken by

Newton in explaining the law of refraction on the corpus-

cular theory—the earliest solution of a problem connected

with molecular forces—had for some time been before the

scientiiic world. The authority of Newton was paramouul,

in such matters, and the work of Huygens produced n*

effect at the time. Even the genius of Young, who at the

commencement of the present century recalled attention to

this all-but-forgotten theory, and enriched it by the addition

of the principle of interference, as well as by many
.

important applications, failed to secure its recognitioa

It was not till 1815 and subsequent years that, in the opposv

hands of Fresnel, the undulatory theory finally triumphed,
Ijjy^j*

and, even then, the battle was won against determined duutorj

resistance on the part of the upholders of the corpuscular "^«<"'y

theory. Witness what Laplace ^ said, in 1817, in the

following excerpt from a letter to Young :

—

" J'ai regu la lettre que vous m'avez fait I'honneur de m'ecrire,

et dans laquelle vous cherchez k etablirque, suivant le systenie des

ondulations de la lumiere, les sinus d'incidence et de refraction sont

en rapport constant, lorsqu'elle passe d'un milieu dans un autre.

Quelque ingenieux que soit ce raisonnemeut, je ne puis le regarder

que comme un apersu, et non comme niie demonstration geomct-

rique. Je psrsiste k croire que le probleme de la propagation des

ondes, lorsqu'elles trsfversent differens milieux, n'a jamais ete resolu,

et qu'il surpasse peut-etre les forces actuelles do I'analyse. Des-

cartes expliquoit ce rapport constant, an moyen de deux suppositions

;

I'une, que la vltesse des rayons lumineux parallelement a la surface

du milieu refiingent ne changeoit point par la refraction ; I'autre,

que sa Vitesse entiere dans ce milieu etoit la meme, sous tou^es les

incidences ; niais comme il nerattachoit aucune de ces suppositions

aux lois de la mecanique, son explication a ete viveraent com-

batlue et rejettee par les plus grand nombre des pliysiciens jusqu' k

ce que Kewton ait fait voir que ces suppositions resultoient ds

Taction du milieu refringent sur la lumiere ; alors on a en line ex-

plication mathematique du phenomene dans le systeme de remis-

sion de la lumiere : systeme qui donne encore I'explicntion la plus

simple du plienomene de I'aberration, que n'explique point lo

systeme des ondes lumineuses. Ainsi les suppositions de Descartes,

comme plusieurs aper9us de Kepler sur le systeme du monde, ont

ete verifiees par I'analyse : mais le merite do la de'couvcrte d'uno

verite appartient tout entier ii celui qui la demontre. Je I'.onviciis

one denouveauxphenomenesde la lumiere sont jusqu' ii present ties

diflnciles i expliquer; mais en les etudiant avec un grand aoin, ponr

decouvrir les lois dont ils dependent, on parviendra peut-«tre ua
jour a reconnaitre dans les molecules lumineuses des proprietis noa-

velles qui donneront une explication mathematique de cea plienoo

menes. Eemonter des phenomenes nux lois et des lois aux forces^

est, comme vous le savez, la vraie marclie des sciences naturellcs."

Poggendorff remarks that there is no other instance, in

the whole history of modern physics, in which the truth

was so long kept down by authority. Poggendorff further

remarks that of the six chief phenomena of light known

in Huygens's time he fully explained three—reflexion,

refraction, and the double refraction of Iceland spar—at

least so far as concerns the direction of the reflected or

refracted rays. Phenomena such as diffraction, and the

colours of thin plates, required the principle of interference

for their explanation, which was first given by Y'oung;

and dispersion (not yet quite satisfactorily disposed of)

was first accounted for in comparatively recent times by

Cauchy. Huygens himself was the discoverer of polariza-

tion, but he could not account for it Even Y'oung also,

because like Huygens he supposed the undulations to be

in the direction of the ray, failed to account for it ; and

it was not explained till Fresnel reintroduced with the

' Young'.s Wm-ks, ed. by Peacock, vol. i. p. 374. It is matter for

curious remark that Laplace refers toDcscartesonly, and not lo Huygens.
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most brilliant success a guess of Hooke's (of date 1672),

bliat the vibrations of light in an isotropic medium are

perpendicular to the direction of the ray.

Taking the undulatory theory as the only one left

possible by the experiments of Foucault, we will now con-

sider the explanation it offers of various phenomena. It

fvill be remembered that toe have as yet made no assjwiption

U'haiever as io the precise nalitre of a wave ; and it will be

tound that a large class of important phenomena can be

6xplained by it without our making any such assumption,

^ut that other classes of phenomena compel us to adopt

feertain limitations of the very general hypothesis with

Which we started. As long as we deal with the first class

T)f phenomena, we may take for granted those properties

which are common to all ordinary forms of wave-motion,

such as those in water or air. In ordinary water-waves

the motion of a particle is partly to and fro in the direction

in which a wave is travelling, partly up and down and
therefore perpendicular to that direction. This is obvious

to every one who watches a floating cork. In sound-waves,

whether in air or in water, the displacement of each particle

of the medium is wholly in the direction in which the wave

is travelling. Directly connected with this there is another

distinction between these classes of waves. In ordinary

water-waves the water-elements change only their form as

the wave passes ; in sound-waves there is change of volume

also. A third distinction, also directly connected with the

first, is that sound-waves in water travel at a much greater

rate than the swiftest, i.e., the longest, of surface waves.

But, in either case, wli_n two similar and equal series of

' waves arrive at a common point they interfere, as it is

called, with one another, so that the actual disturbance of

the medium at any instant is the resultant of the disturb-

ances which it would have suffered at that instant from

the two series separately. Thus if crests, and therefore

troughs, arrive simultaneously from the two series, the

result is a doubled amount of disturbance. If, on the

contrary, a crest of the first series arrive along with a

trough of the second, the next trough of the first series

will arrive along with the next crest of the second, and so

on. One series is then said to be half a wave-length

behind the other. In this case, the portion of the medium
considered will remain undisturbed. Thus, at the port of

tides of Batsha in Tong-king, the ocean tide-wave arrives by two
Satsha. different channels, ona part being nearly six hours, or half

a wave-length, behind the other. As a result, there is

scarcely any noticeable tide at Batsha itself, though at

places not very far from it the rise and fall are consider-

able. This was known to Newton, and is noticed by him
!in the Principia, ill. '2L See also Phil. Trans., vol. xiv.

p. 677, for the observed facts and Halley's comments.
Thus also (see Acoustics) two sounds of the same wave-

length and of equal intensity produce silence if they reach

the external ear with an interval of half a wave-length, or

any odd multiple of half a wave-length.

, It is not remarkable that Young's Bakerian Lecture

(1801), in which the principle of interference is for the
first time described and applied, should consist in great

part of extracts from the Principia. For there are many
passages in Newton's works which might have been written

by an upholder of the wave-theory. Unaccountably, how-
ever, Newton in the context almost always brings in a
reference to the "rays of light" as something different

from the vibrations of the ether, yet capable of being acted

on by them so as to be put into " fits of easy reflexion or

of easy transmission." These aHusions are the most
obscure parts of all Newton's scientific writings ; and it is

very difficult to form a precise conception of what he
jneant to express in them.

The following passage, extracted from Young's temperate

reply {Worh, vol. i. p. 202) to the violent but ignoranl
assault on him by Lord Brougham in the EdviJmrgU
Review, is chosen as showing his own estimate of his ow:^
work and of its Velation to what was already known :

—

"It was in May 1801 that I discovereil, by reflecting on the'
beautiful experimeuts of Newton, a law which appears to me to
account for a greater variety of interesting phenomena than any
other optical principle that has yet been made known. I thall
endeavour to explain this law by a comparison.

" Suppose a number of equal waves of water to move upon the'
surface of a stagnant lake, with a certain constant velocity, and to
enter a narrow channel leading out of the lake. Suppose then
another similar cause to have excited another equal series of waves,
which arrive at the same channel, with the same velocity, and at
the same time with the first. Neither series of waves will destroy
the other, but their effects will be combined : if they enter the
channel in such a manner that the elevations of one series coincido
witli those of the other, they must together produce a series of
greater joint elevations ; but if the elevations of one series are so
situated as to correspond to the depressions of the other, they must
exactly fill up those depressions, and the surface of the water must
remain smooth ; at least I can discover no alternative, either from
theory or from experiment.

" Now I maintain that similar effects take place whenever two por-
tions of light are thus mixed ; and this I call tlie general law of the
interference of light. I have shown that this law agrees, most
accurately, with the measures recorded in Newton's Optics, relative

to the colours of transparent substances, observed under circum-
stances which had never before been sulijectcd to calculation, and
with a great diversity of other experiments never before explained.

This, I assert, is a most powerful argument in favour of the theory
which I had before revived : there was nothing that could liave led

to it in any author with whom I am acquainted, except some
imperfect hints in those inexhaustible but neglected mines of

nascent inventions, the works of the great Dr Eobert Hooke, which
had never occurred to me at the time that I discovered the law

;

and except the Newtonian explanation of the combinations of tides

in the port of Batsh.i."

Young's first application of the principle of interference inter-

was made to the colours of striated surfaces, the next to ferenw

the colours of thin plates. These, however, are not so '^^V'^'y

easily intelligible as the application to an experiment

devised by Fresnel several years later. We therefore

commence with Fresnel's experiment, which gives the most

simple arrangement yet contrived, but it must be under-

stood that the explanation is really due to Young. BCD'
(fig. 31) is an isosceles prism of glass, with the angle at C
very little less than two right angles. A luminous point is

Fis. 31.

placed at O, in the plane through the obtuse edge of the

prism and perpendicular to its base. If homogeneous light

be used, the light which passes through the prism will

consist of two parts, diverging as if from points Oj and

O, symmetrically situated on opposite sides of the lino

CO. Suppose a sheet of paper to be placed at A with

its plane perpendicular to the line OCA, and let us consider

what illumination will be produced at different parts of

this paper. As Oj and are images of O, crests of waves

must be supposed to start from them simultaneously.

Hence they will arrive simultaneously at A, which is

equidistant from them, and there they will reinforce one

another. Thus there will be a bright band on the paper,

parallel to the edges of the prism. If Pj be chosen so

that the difference between PjO, and PjO] is half a wave-|

length (i.e., half the distance between two successive

crests), the two streams of light will constantly meet in'

such relative conditions as to destroy one another. Hence

there will be a line of darkness on the paper, through P„
parallel to the edges of the prism. .\t P,, where OjPj

exceeds O^Pj by a whole wave-length, >*e have anothei;
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bright band ; and at P3, where OoPj exceeds 0^1?^ by a

wave-length and a half, another dark band ; and so on.

Hence, as everything is symmetrical about the bright band

through A, the screen will be illuminated by a series of

bright and dark bands, gradually shading into one another.

If the paper screen be moved parallel to itself to or from the

prism, the locus of all the successive positions of any one band
will (by the nature of the curve) obviously be an hyperbola

whose foci are Oj and O^. Thus the interval between any
two bands will increase in a more rapid ratio than does the

distance of the screen from the source of light. But the

intensity of the bright bands diminishes rapidly as the

screen moves farther oflf ; so that, in order to measure their

distance from A, it is better to substitute the eye (furnished

with a convex lens) for the screen. If we thus measure

the distance APj between A and the nearest bright band,

measure also AO, and calculate (from the known material

and form of the prism, and the distance CO) the distance

Ofi.2, it is obvious that we can deduce from them the

lengths of OjPj and O^Pj. Their difference is the length

of a U'ave of the homogeneous light experimented with.

Though this is not the method actually employed for the

purpose (as it admits of little precision), it has been thus

fully explained here because it shows in a very simple way
the possibility of measuring a wave-length.

The difference between OjPj and O^Pj becomes greater as

APj is greater. Thus it is clear that the bands are more
toidely separated the longer the wave-length of the homogeneous

light employed. Hence when we use white light, and thus

have systems of bands of every visible wave-length euper-

posed, the band A will be red at its edges, the next bright

bands will be blue at their inner edges and red at their

outer edges. But, after a few bands are passed, the bright

bands due to one kind of light will gradually fill up the

dark bands due to another ; so that, while we may count

hundreds of successive bright and dark bars when homo-
geneous light is used, with white light the bars become
gradually less and less defined as they are farther from A,

and finally merge into an almost uniform Tvhite illumina-

tion of the screen.

In this example, and in all others of a similar character

.which will be introduced into this elementary article, the

solution is only approximate. The utmost resources of

mathematics are in most cases required for the purpose of

complete solution.

Jdi- \Ve are now in a position to prove that light moves
"'^' slower in glass than in air, by the process which was

3t
merely indicated while we were discussing the velocity of

;ht light. For, if we could slightly lengthen the paths of the
jves rays which come from Oj, leaving those from O., unaltered,
'^" the system of bands would obviously be shifted in the

an ia
direction from A to P in the figure. This happens if a

.. very thin film of glass be interposed in the path of the

rays which appear to come from Oj. The best mode of

making the experiment is to put a piece of very uniform
plate glass, cut into two parts, between the prism and the

screen, so that rays from Oj pass through one part and
those from O, through the other. So long as these pieces

are parallel, no shifting takes place. But if one be slightly

turned, so as to give the rays a longer path through it, the

system of bands is at once displaced to the side at which
it is situated.

, Also, we can now see how it is possible to discover

whether light has its velocity affected by that of the

medium in which it is travelling. Vfe know that sound
travels faster with the wind, and slower against it, than it

does in still air. We may, therefore, suppose a disposi-

tion of the interference apparatus such that the two rays

which interfere have each passed through a long tube full

o(_ water.'* A rapid current may be established, in either

direction," in one or other of the" tubes, or' invopposite

directions in the two, and the shifting of the interference-

bands will at once indicate the nature of the effect We
cannot describe the details of the process. The result,

however, is analogous to that of wind on sound, but of

course very much smaller ; and it seems that the actual

change of the velocity of light is less than the velocity of

the current. See Ether.
Let us next consider the effect of a grating, a series of

fine parallel wires placed at small equal intervals, or a

piece of glass or of speculum metal on which a series of

equidistant parallel lines have been luled by a diamond
point. We take ouly the case in which plane waves of

homogeneous light are incident in a direction perpendicular

to the plane of the grating, and when the bars and open-

ings of the grating are all equal in breadth.

Consider the effect on an eye or screen at a considerable

distance, in the direction BE (fig. 32). If there were no
grating, practically no light would reach the eye from the

aperture AD unless ABE were very nearly a right angles

Fig. 32.

This is, of course, the statement of Huygens already quoted. •

But Young's principle enables us to say ivhy this is the

case. Let us divide AD into a series of equal parts by linea

perpendicular to BE, and distant from one another by half

a wave-length of the homogeneous light employed. The
portions coming to the eye from any two adjacent parts

AB, BC will be practically of the same intensity, and will

exactly neutralize one another's effects on the eye. For if

we take points a and b similarly situated with regard to A
and B respectivelj', the distances of a and 6 from the eye
differ by half a wave-length, and rays from a neutralize

those from b. This is true wherever a be taken between
A and B. Hence, under the conditions assumed, no light

reaches the eye.

Now suppose the alternate parts AB, CD, Ac, to be
opaque. Similar reasoning will show that the remaining

rays conspire to strengthen one another. Thus, when
homogeneous light from a distant point falls perpendicu-

larly on a grating in which the breadth of the bars is equal

to that of the interstices, it will be seen brightly in a
direction inclined at an angle 6 (ABE) to the plane of the

grating,—the angle 6 being such that

AC 003 e = wave-length.

Similar reasoning shows that the light is reinforced when-
ever 6 is such that

AC cos 6

is an integral multiple of the wave-length. The appearance

presented when a long narrow slit is the luminous object,

and the bars of the grating are placed parallel to it, ia

therefore (with homogeneous light) a central image with

others equidistant from it on each side—their angular

distances from it being the values of the angle correspond

ing to the sines

Here k is the wave-length, and a is the snm of the

breadths of a bar and an interstice. It ia found in

practice, and it is also deducible from the complete
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jEheory, that the ratio of the breadths of the bar and
interstice has but little effect on the result, unless it be
'either very large or very small. Hence if \ be expressed

as a fraction of an inch, and n be the number of lines per

inch in the grating, the angular deviations of the bright

bands have the sines

n\, 2»A, 3»\, kc.

The mean wave-length of visible rays in air is about

fe oodo ^h °f ^1 inch. Thus a grating with 5000 equi-

distant lines per inch will give with such light an angular

deviation of about 6° for the first bright diffraction line.

If we notice that the sine of the deviatign is proportional

xo the wave-length, it will be obvious that when white

light is used the result will be a series of spectra on each

side of the central white image, their more refrangible ends

ibeing turned towards that image. When the grating is a

very regular one, and the appearances are examined by
'Tiieans of a telescope adjusted for parallel rays, the spectra

formed in this way show the Fraunhofer lines with as

great perfection as do the best prisms. And they have one
special advantage, which prisms do not possess. The

' relative angular separation of the various colours depends
solely on their wave-lengths, and thus the spectra formed
^by different gratings are practically similar to one another.

jThere is, in fact, almost no irrationality in this kind of

dispersion. la glass prisms and especially in those of flint

(glass, the more refrangible part of the spectrum is much
dilated, while the less refrangible part is compressed.

The counting of the number of lines per inch in a grating
'is not difficult, nor is the accurate measurement of the

angle of deviation of any particular Fraunhofer line.

Hence, by the help of the very simple formula given
[above, the wave-lengths of light corresponding to the various

Fraunhofer lines have been determined with very great
'accuracy from the diffraction spectra of gratings. The
following are, according to Angstrom,^ a few of the chief
values. X,rs expressed in ten-millionths of a millimetre. ^

A
B
C

D (double)

E
F
G

Atmospheric
Atmospheric
Hydrogen

Sodium

Cdcium and Iron
Hydrogen
Iron

H (double) Calcium and Iron

7604
6867
6562

I 5895
j

j 5889 i

5269
4861
4307

I
3968 )

I 3933

1-3309

1-3317

1-3336

1-3358

1 -3378

1-3413

Comple-

For the sake of a discussion to be entered on later, we
have appended the refractive index from air into water for
each of these rays, as given by Fraunhofer himself.^

If now we suppose AB, CD, itc, to be transparent, while

"'T'"7 ^9' *"' ^^'^°™^ opaque, it is obvious that the new grating
|f» "Ss-

•^ili be the complement of the old one, and will give precisely
the same appearances at points outside the course of the
direct beam. For when there is no grating there is practi-
cally no illumination at such points. This statement of
course is equally true of any grating, whatever be the ratio
of the breadths of the bars to those of the interstices.

\ Another very curious result of the theory of interference,
fully verified by experiment, is furnished by the fact that
the central spot of the shadow of a small circular disk,
cast by rays diverging from a distant point in its axis, is

as brightly illuminated as if the disk had not been inter-
posed.

The final example of interference which we can give
here is noteworthy on account of a peculiarity which it

'. ' Spectre Solaire,' 1&63.
' As there are nearly 25 millimetres in an incb, these numbers each

mixltiplied by 4 give the wave-lengths approximately in thousand-mil-
lionths of an inch.

' Gilbert's Amiakn, Ivi., 1817.

presents. Let us consider the case of homogeneour light R(

reflected by a thin plate or film of a transparent material, f"

Let AB (fig. 33) be the direction of the incident ray, '^

BdE the direction in which part of it is reflected to an
^

'

eye E at a considerable

distance ; and let DE
be the direction in

which another part

escapes after refraction

into the plate at B and
partial reflexion at the

secopd surface of the

plate at C. Then if

T>d be drawn perpen-

dicular to BE, the re-
^'^- ^^

tardation of the wave in DE as compared with that in BE
will be (2/iBC - Brf)/X wave-lengths, where /j. is the refrae

tive index into the plate.

If a' be the angle of rcfrcictiou, and t the thickness of the plate,

it is easily seen that

ECcosa'=;,

and BD = 2BCsino' = 2Mana'.

Hence 2/iBC - BcZ= 2^< cos a'.

Hence whenever, for a given thickness of plate, a' is

such that

2ixt cos a

is an integral multiple of X, the two rays should reinforce

one another at E. The same will happen for a given angla.

of incidence when the thickness of the plate is such that

2jni cos a

is an integral multiple of X. When, on either account

2jxt cos a is an odd integral multiple of X/2 ; the rays at E
will weaken (perhaps destroy) one another.

Hence, in homogeneous light, a thin plate, turned about, Coli

alternately reflects and does not reflect to an, eye in a given "^
position. And a fixed plate of non-uniform thickness

plal

reflects light from some parts and not from others. When
white light is used there will in general be colours seen

which vary with the angle of incidence, and also with the

thickness. If the plate is infinitely thin it would appear
that there should be infinitely slight retardation only, and
the plate should thus be bright in homogeneous light (and
of course white in white light) at all incidences.

In general this is not the case. Thus when a soap Bia

bubble, or a vertical soap-film, is screened from currents of
"^^'

air, and allowed to drain, the uppermost (i.e., the thinnest)

part becomes perfectly blael: It can, in fact, be seen only

by the feeble light scattered by little drops of oil oi

particles of soap or dust on its surface. Here, again,

Young's sagacity supplied the germ at least of the-

explanation. It is given in the following extract from hi^
Theory of Light and Colours, the Bakerian Lecture for

1801 already referred to :

—

" Peoposition IV.— Wlien an undtdaiion arrives at a Surface
u-Jiich is the Limit of Mediums of different Densities, a parrlial

Reflexion takes place, proportionate in Force to the Difference of the
Densities.

(

"This may be illustrated, if not demonstrated, by the analogy of.

elastic bodies of different sizes. ' If a smaller elastic body strikes'

against a larger one, it is well known that the smaller is reflected
more or less powerfully, according to the difference of their magni-
tudes : thus, there is always a reflexion when the rays of light pass
from a rarer to a denser stratum of ether, and frequently an echo
when a sound strikes against a cloud. A greater body striking a
smaller one propels it, without losing all its motion ; thus, the
particles of a denser stratum of ether do not impart the whole of
their motion to a rarer, but, in their effort to proceed, they are
recalled by the attractipn of the refracting substance with equal
force ; and thus a rellexibn is always secondarily produced, when
the rays of light pass from'^ denser to a rarer stratum.' But it is

not absolutely necessary to suppose an attraction in the latter case,

since the effort to proceed would be propagated backwards nithoui
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It, 4nd tte undulation would te reversed, ft rarefaction returning in

place of a condensation ; and this will perhaps be found most con-

ebtent with the phenomena."

This idea, of a rarefaction returning by reflexion when a

condensation is incident, is equivalent to a loss or gain of

half a wave-length when light in a denser body is reflected

at the surface of a rarer body. Whether, then, the plate

be denser or rarer than the medium surrounding it, one or

bther of the two interfering rays loses half an undulation

Jmore than the other, in the mere act of reflexion. This

'completely removes the difficulty. But Young went
farther, and pointed out that if a thin plate be interposed

ibetween two media, one rarer, the other denser than the

jplate, this half wavelength eflfect should disappear. He
verified this conjecture by direct experiment, founded on a

modification of a process due to Newton.

irton's Newton had, long before, devised and carefully employed
ss- an excessively ingenious (because extremely simple and

effective) method of studying the colours of thin plates.

It consisted merely in laying a lens of long focus on a flat

iplate of glass. The film of air or other fluid between the

spherical surface and its tangent plane has a thickness

[which is directly proportional to the square of the distance

from the point of contact. AVhcn such an arrangement is

'looked at in homogeneous light, the lens having been

pressed into contact with the flat plate, there is seen a

central black spot, surrounded by successive bright and dark

rings, whose number appears to be practically unlimited.

The radii of the successive bright rings were found by
Newton to be as the square roots of the odd numbers 1, 3,

5, <fcc. Hence the thicknesses of the film of air are directly

'as these numbers. When rays of higher refrangibility are

used the rings diminish in diameter. Hence when white

light is employed we have a superposition of coloured rings

of all sizes, but it is no longer possible to trace more than

lour or five alternations of bright and dark rings—the

colours being then more and more compound. This series

of coloured rings is named after Newton, and the

leuccessive colours, gradually more and more composite,

Iform Newton's scale of colours. Thus we read, in books

•more than thirty years old, of a red or blue of the third

order, meaning those colours as seen in the third bright

ring round the central dark spot.

Many of the most vivid colours of natural and artificial

bodies are due to one or other of the forms of interference

we have roughly explained. Thus Barton's buttons (once

employed for ornament as they produce an effect very

similar to that of diamonds) were simply polished metal

plates stamped by a die of hardened steel, on whose surface

a pattern had been engraved consisting of small areas ruled

in different directions with close equidistant parallel

grooves. That the colours of a pearl and of mother-of-

pearl are due to a similar surface corrugation was proved

by Brewster, who took impressions from such substances

in black wax, and found that it was thus rendered capable

of giving the same play of colours. The scales from the

wings of butterflies owe their bright colours to a delicate

ribbed structure. On the other hand, the thin transparent

wings of the house-fly, earwig, &c., owe their colours to

their thinness. The same is true of the temper colour of

steel, Nobili's rings, ifcc. Very beautiful examples of thin

plates scaled off from decayed glass (found in Roman exca-

vations) have been figured, with their play of colours, by
Brewster.i

rfrac- Here we can only say a word or two about the probable
vein- relation between the wave-length of homogeneous light

irmTof
^'^'^ ''^ refractive index for any isotropic medium. The

i,j. existence of dispersion was attributed by Cauchy to the

iugth. fact that even the most homogeneous media, such as wuter,

' Trant. Ray. Soc. Edin., 1861.

have grained or heterogeneous structure of dimensions not'

incomparably smaller than the average length of a wava
of light. This grained structure has been recently proved
to exist, by several perfectly independent processes arising

from totally unconnected branches of physics j and its

dimensions have been assigned, at least in a roughly
approximate manner. See Atom, and Constitution of.

Bodies.

It appears from the theory of disturbances in such S
medium that the velocity of a ray depends upon its wave-
length in a manner which is expressed by a series of even
inverse powers of that wave-lengtL Hence we have a
relation such as

/3 y
"-'' + ^' +1+ __

in which, from our present ignorance of the precise con'-'

nexion between matter and ether, we must be content to

find the multipliers of the various terms by direct measure-
ment. If we neglect all but the first two terms, we may
determine a and /3 from the known wave-lengths of two
of Fraunhofer's lines, and their refractive indices for a
particular medium. We can then test the accuracy of the

formula by its agreement with the corresponding numbers
in the same medium for others of the fixed lines. Thus,

taking the data for water given above, we have, from the

numbers for the two hydrogen lines C and F, the values

o = l-3243,

fi-0'00000000319.

Calculating from these, and the wavelength of H, we have'

for its refractive index 13447, instead of 1'3442 as deter'

mined by Fraunhofer. So far as we may trust this theory,

which certainly accords fairly with the experimental data

for substances of moderate dispersive powers, though by
no means well with those for substances of high dis-

persive power such as oil of cassia, the value of the

quantity a is the refractive index for the longest possible

waves; i.e., it is that of the inferior limit of the spectrum.

Double Refraction.—We now come to phenomena Double

which cannot be even roughly explained by processes refrac-'

based on the vague analogies of sound and water waves '""'•

which have hitherto sufiiced for our elementary treatment

of the subject.

These phenomena were first observed in Iceland spar. Icelani^'

They were described in a general way by Bartholinus, who *?*•

showed that one of the two rays into which a single

incident ray is divided by this substance follows the

ordinary law of refraction. Huygens, who studied the

subject only eight years later, verified the greater part of

the results of Bartholinus, and added many new ones.

From his point of view it was of course obvious that the

ordinary ray is propagated by spherical waves, i.e., its

velocity is the same in all directions inside the crystal.

To explain the extraordinary ray, he assumed that it was

propagated in waves of the form of an ellipsoid of revolu-

tion, the simplest assumption he could make. To test its

accuracy he first noticed that a rhombohedral crystal of

Iceland spar behaves in precisely the same way whichever

pair of parallel faces light passes through. Hence he

acutely concluded- that the axes of the ellipsoids of revolu-

tion (if such were the form of the waves for the extra-

ordinary ray) must be symmetrically situated with regard

to each of these planes. The only such lines in a rhombo-

hedron are parallel to that which joins those corners which

are formed by the meeting of three equal plane angles. la

the case of Iceland spar these equal angles are obtuse.

Huygens then verified, by experiments well contrived,

though carried out by a very rough mode of measurement,

the general agreement of his hypothesis with the fact ; and

he further tested it by comparing its indications as to the

position of the two images for any position of the crystal

XIV. - 77
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with the results of direct observation. There can be no
question that the whole investigation was, for the age in

which it was made, of an exceedingly high order. But it

must not be left unsaid that far more accurate measure-
ments than those of Huygens were necessary before it

could be asserted that the form of the extraordinary wave
M an ellipsoid of revolution, and not merely a surface
closely resembling such an ellipsoid. These improved
measurements were made 1802 by Wollaston, and they
Lave recently been repeated with far more perfect optical

means by Stokes, Mascart, and Glazebrook. The result

has been the complete verification of Huygens's conjecture.

The generating ellipse of the extraordinary waves is found
to have its minor axis, which is that of revolution, equal
to the diameter of the corresponding sphere for the ordinary
ray. Its major axis is to the minor nearly in the ratio

1-654: 1-483.

We are now ia a position to trace the paths of the two
rays into which a ray falling in any direction on a surface
of the crystal is divided by refraction.

Let fig. 34 represent a plane wave front AB (in air)

falling on the surface AC of a piece of Iceland spar cut in

any way. The figure is a section perpendicular to the
surface, and parallel to the incident ray. The wave-front
AB cuts the surface of the spar in a line (not shown) at

right angles to the plane of the paper. Draw from A the
axis Aa (not necesiariiy in the plane of the paper) and the

sphere and ellipsoid of revolution which have Aa for a
common axis. Then, if C be taken such that BC is to Aa as

|he velocity of light in air is to that of the ordinary ray in

Fig. 34.

the crystal, the wave-front of the ordinary ray is found by
drawing a tangent plane to the sphere, passing through C
and perpendicular to the plane of the paper. This touches
the sphere in a point o (in the plane of the paper) and AoO
is the ordinary ray.^ To find the direction of the extraor-

dinary ray, a plane perpendicular to the paper, and passing
through C, must be drawn so as to touch the ellipsoid. Let
e be the point of contact, which will in general not be in

the plane of the paper unless Aa is in or perpendicular
to that plane ; then AeE is the extraordinary ray.

Thus, in general, the extraordinary ray is not in the
pJane of incidence. Also the ratio of the sines of the
angles of incidence and refraction is generally difi'erent for

different directions of incidence, in the case of the
extraordinary ray.

Images In an elementary article we cannot attempt more fully
"™ to study these phenomena ; so we merely state that all the

Icelajfa
"tiserved appearances, so far as the directions of the

' This is Biercly a repetition of the construction we have already
given for singly refracting bodies.

refracted rays are concerned, are explained by supposing
the wave-surface in the crystal to be made up of the sphere
and the ellipsoid of revolution above described. Thus,
when both eyes are used, the two images of a plane object
seen through a crystal of Iceland spar appear in general
to be situated at different distances above the plane. One
of them maintains its apparent position as the crystal is
made to rotate about a perpendicular to the two faces
employed

; the other's position varies as the crystal is
turned.

But we have now to inquire why the incident ray is
divided into two, and why one of them follows the ordinary
law of refraction. Here another experimental result o'

Huygens comes to our assistance. We paraphrase th.
author's description :

—

' I will, before concluding, mention another remarkable plieno
menon which I discovered after the above was written, for,
although I h^ve not yet been able to find the cause of it, I do not
wish on that account to refrain from pointing it out, in order that
others may have an opportunity of seeking to explain it It
appears that it will be necessary to make hypotheses additional to
those already given,—though these will lose none of their proba-
bility, confirmed as they have been by so many tests. The pheno-
menon is that, taking two fragments of the crystal (Iceland spar)
and laying them on one another, or even holding them apart, if all
the faces of the one be parallel to those of the other, a ray of light
divided into two hy the first fragment will not be farther subdivided
by the second. The ordinary ray from the fii-st will be refracted
ordinarily by the second, the extraordinary ray extraordinarily.
And the same thing happens not only in this arrangement bnt m
all others in which the principal sections' of the two fragments aro
in ihe same plane, whether the surfaces turned towards one another-
be parallel or not. It is, in fact, marvellous that these rays, fall-

ing on the second fi-ngment, do not divide like the ray incident on
the first. One would say that the ordinary ray from the first frag-
ment had lost what is necessary for the production of extraordinary
refraction, and the extraordinary ray that which is necessary for
ordinary refraction ; but there is something else which upsets this
view. For when one places the fragments so that their principal
sections are at right angles, whether the opposed surfaces be parallel
or not, the ordinary ray from the first suffers only extraordinary
refraction by the second, and vice versa.

" But in all the infinite number of positions other than those
named, both rays from the first fiagment are divided into two by
the second. Thus the single incident ray is divided into four,

sometimes equally sometimes unequally bright, according to the
varying relative position of the crystals. But all together do not
seem to have more light than has the single incident ray.

" When we consider that, the two rays given by the first crystal

remaining the same, it depends upon the position of the second
crystal whether they shall be divided into two or not, while the in-

cident ray is always divided, it appears that we must conclude that
the waves of light which liave traversed the fiist crystal have
acquired a form or disposition which in some positions enables them
to excite the two kinds of matter which give rise to tha two kinds
of refraction, in other positions to excite only one of them. But
I have not yet been able to find any satisfactory explanation of

this."

So far Huygens. His statements are perfectly in accord-

ance with fact; and they were reproduced by Newton'
in very nearly the same form. Newton adds :

— " The un-

usual refraction is, therefore, performed by an original

property of the rays. And it remains to be enquired,

whether the rays have not more original properties than

are yet discovered. Have not the rays of light several

sides, endued with several original properties'!"

It is very curious to notice how near each of these great

men came to the true explanation, and yet how long time

elapsed before that explanation was found. The date of

Huygens's work is 1690, that of Newton's 1704. It was

not till 1810 that farther information on the subject was

obtained. Then one brilliant cAservation opened the way
for a host of discoveries in ainew and immense field of

optics.

' Defined as passing through the shorter diagonal of one of tho

rhombic faces of the crystal, and tlirough the edge formed liy the two

adjacent f.aces. ' Ojdics, Queries 25, 26.
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lariza- In the last-meiitioned year Malus, while engaged on the

° ty theory of double refraction, casually esamined through a
iiexion. doubly refracting prism of quartz the sunlight reflected

from the windows of the Luxembourg palace. He was

surprised to find -that the two rays alternately disappeared

as the prism was rotated through successive right angles,

—in other words, that the reflected light had acquired

properties exactly corresponding to those of the rays

transmitted through Iceland spar. Even Malus was so

imbued with the corpuscular theory of light that he named
this phenomenon polarization, holding it as inexplicable

on the wave theory, and as requiring a species of polarity

(akin to the magnetic) in the light-corpuscles—a close

-reproduction of one of Newton's guesses.

But after a short time Hooke's old guess was independ-

ently reproduced, and in the hands of Young and others,

but most especially of Fresnel, the consequences of the

assumption, that the vibrations of the luminiferous medium
take place perpendicularly to the direction of the ray, were

the almost complete explanation of the cause of double

refraction, and the discovery (often the prediction) of a

long series of the most gorgeous phenomena known to

science.

The real difficulty in the way of this conception probably

lay in the fact thit most of the familiar forms of wave-

motion—such as sound-waves in air or in water, and
ordinary water waves—are not of this character. In

sound-waves the vibrations are wholly in the direction of

the ray, while in surface-waves in water they are partly

parallel to and partly perpendicular to the direction in

which the wave is travelling. That a body may transmit

waves in which the vibration is perpendicular to the

direction of a ray, it must have the properties of an elastic

»olid rather than of a fluid of any kind. And our

experience of the almost entire absence of resistance to the

planetary motion seems, at first sight at least, altogether

incompatible with the idea that the planets move in a

jelly-like solid, filling all space through which light can

be propagated,
laiogies. Without going into difficult dynamical details, we may

obtain a notion of the nature of the motion now to be

considered, by observing the propagation of a wave when
a long stretchfid wire or string is struck or plucked near

one end. Here the line of motion of each part of the

wire is almost exactly perpendicular to the direction of the

wire, i.e. to the line along which the wave travels. (When
the string is extensible there may be another wave, due to

extension ; but this, which is analogous to sound, has its

vibrations along the string, and it usually travels at a very

different rate from the other, so that the two are not in

any way associated),

iter- Now it is clear that waves of this wholly transverse

rence character can have, in Newton's language, sides. And it is

:
polar- ^jgg clear that they cannot interfere so as mutually to

"^^' destroy one another unless their corresponding sides are

parallel to one another ; nor can they interfere at all if

their sides are perpendicular to one another. Hence a very

severe test of the theory will be furnished by examining

various cases of interference of polarized light, which ought

to present in general marked differences from those of

ordinary light. It was by experiments of this kind that

Fresnel and Arago first firmly established the bases of the

theory of polarization. The important fact discovered

by Malus was soon generalized into the following state-

ment :

—

Light reflected from the surface of substances so different

'as water, glass, polished wood, &c., at a certain definite

angle, which depends on the nature of the substance, is

found to possess all the properties of one of the rays

transmitted through Iceland spar. If the plane of re-

flexion is parallel to the axis of the spar, the properties
of the reflected light are those of the ordinary ray ; if

perpendicular to it, those of the extraordinary ray.

It was reserved for Brewster to discover, as the resul
of an extraordinary series of experimental measurements
the very simple law which follows :

—

The tangent of the polarizing angle is equal to the
refractive index of the reflecting substance.

This may be put in another form, in which its connexion
with theory is a little more evident :

—

When the reflected ray is completely polarized, it is

perpendicular to the refracted ray.

Bearing in mind Huygens's observations on light which
has passed through two crystals of Iceland spar, we can
now see that a ray of light polarized by reflexion is in
general divided into two by a crystal of Iceland spar. But
there is only one ray when the principal plane of the
crystal is parallel to the plane of reflexion, and none when
these planes are perpendicular to one another.

We may now much simplify matters by suppressing the Polarize)

Iceland spar, and using two reflecting plates of glass, so »"d

placed that a ray meets each of them in succession at the ^'"''ly'*'

polarizing angle, It is then found that when the planes
of reflexion are parallel the ray is reflected (almost
without loss) from the second plate, but when they are

perpendicular to one another there is complete extinction.

In intermediate positions the intensity was found by Arago
to be as the square of the cosine of the inclination of

these planes.

This very simple experiment, which any one may easily

make for himself, by putting two pieces of glass at the

proper angle in the ends of two wooden tubes which fit

into one another, enables us to form a general notion of

the modification which is called polarization. The " sides
''

of the reflected ray are obviously in, and perpendicular to,

the plane of incidence ; for a ray can be reflected over and
over again if the successive planes of incidence are parallel,

but is stopped at once if one of them be perpendicular to

the others.

Here, however, two new diflSculties come in at once :— ciifi.

°(1) Are the vibrations of the reflected ray in, or perpen- culties]

dicular to, the plane of reflexion 1 (2) As ordinary sun or'" ""^l

lamp light, reflected at the proper angle from a polarizing
'""^

surface, shows no variation of intensity when the azimuth

of the plane of reflexion is changed, what can be then the

direction of its vibrations 1 These questions have not

yet been answered in a thoroughly satisfactory manner
Many important phenomena are explained in terms quite Plane bi

independent of the proper answer to (1); and, in others "bra- ,

which do depend on the answer, the theoretical differences ''°" "">

between the results of the two hypotheses are so small
j!o^ariz»/

as to have hitherto remained undetected. In an important tion.,

test, suggested by Stokes, the experimental results have

been at variance in a way not yet explained. It is quite

possible that, as is required by Clerk Slaxwell's electro-

magnetic theory of light (see Ether), there may be simul-

taneous displacements, but of different characters, in each

of these planes, and then the question would be reduced'

to—Which of these displacements is the luminous one
"J'

But on this theory, both are probably essential to vision.

As to the second question, it may be said

—

first, that,'

so far as the test of double refraction can inform us, a

polarized ray rvhose plane of polarization is made to rotate

rapidly produces precisely the same effects as a ray of

ordinary light ; and, secondly, that, so great is the number

of vibrations even of red light in one second, it would bo

impossible to make the plane of polarization rotate fast

enough to affect the circumstances of any of the phenomena

of interference, even when they take place between two

portions of the same ray, one of which is retarded
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'thousands of wave-lengtbs more than the other. But,

thirdly, the fact that, when homogeneous light is used,

Newton's rings have been coMJiiecf up to the 7000th shows

that, whatever be the actual nature of the vibrations of

unpolarized light, they must for at least 7000 waves in

succession be almost precisely similar to one another.

Then, for other 7000 waves or so, we may have a totally

different type of vibration. But, fourthly, in the course

•of |th of a second, at the very utmost, the vibrations

must have been almost uniformly distributed over all

directions perpendicular to the ray. Again, however,

fiftldy, another quite different view may be suggested.

All common light has its origin from a practically infinite

'number of sources, consisting of the vibrating particles of

the luminous body. The contributions from each of these

sources (so far as one definite wave-length is concerned)

may be and probably are at any one point as different in

direction of vibration as they certainly must be in phase.'

From this point of view, which we cannot develop here,

the uniformity of optical phenomena becomes quite

analogous to the statistical species of uniformity which is

now found to account for the behaviour of the practically

infinite group of particles forming a cubic inch of gas.

The reader need only think of the fact that, so numerous
are those particles, it is practically (though not theoreti-

cally) impossible that even a cubic millimetre of air should,

even for loooo*^ "^ * second, contain oxygen particles

alone.

"When light is reflected at an incidence either less or

greater than the polarizing angle, it behaves as if part of

it only were polarized and the rest ordinary light ; and it

is said to be partially polarized. Tested by a crystal of

Iceland spar, it gives two images In all positions of the

drystal ; but their brightness is unequal except in the special

positions where they would be of equal brightness'were the

ray wholly polarized.

From the fourth of the remarks made above regarding

common light, and the facts of double refraction, it

follows at once that, when light is to any extent polarized

by reflexion, there must be an exactly equal amount of

polarized light in the refracted ray, and its plane of

polarization must be perpendicular to that of refraction.

This was established by experiment soon after Malus's
discovery. But as the reflected ray from glass, water, he,
is in general much weaker than the refracted ray, the
percentage of polarized light is generally much greater in

the former. It was found, however, by experiment that
refraction at a second glass plate parallel to the first

increases the proportion of polarized to common light in

the transmitted ray, and thus that light may be almost
completely polarized by transmission, at the proper angle,

through a number of parallel plates. The experimental
data of this subject were very carefully obtained by
Brewster. He has found, for instance, how the angle of
incidence for the most complete polarization varies with
the number of plates. The plane of polarization of such
a bundle is perpendicjdar to the plane of refraction.

This, however useful on many occasions, is at best a
rough arrangement for producing polarized light. By far
the most perfect polarizer for a broad beam of light is a
crystal of Iceland spar, sufficiently thick to allow of the
complete separation of the two raya • But such specimens
are rare and costly, so that the polarizer in practical use
is now what is called Nicol's prism, invented in 1828
{Jameson's Journal, p. 83). By cutting a rhomb of Iceland
spar in two, and cementing the pieces together with
Canada balsam (after carefully polishing the cut faces),

' A curious exception occurs in the case of light radiated from a
Dody which polarizes by absorption. See RADliiiON.

Nicol produced an arrangement in which one only of the
two rays is transmitted, the other being totally reflected at

the surface of the balsam. The reason is simply that the
refractive index of Canada balsam is intermediate to those
of the ordinary and extraordinary rays in the spar. The
ordinary ray, falling very obliquely on a medium of a
smaller refractive index, is totally reflected ; the extra-

ordinary ray, falling on a medium of greater, but very
little greater, refractive power, is almost wholly transmitted.

The only defect of the Nicol's prism is that, to secure
the total reflexion, its length must be considerably greater

than its breadth ; and thus it necessarily limits the diver-

gency of the beam it allows to pass. a

Certain doubly refracting crystals exert considerable

absorption on one of the two rays they produce, and can
therefore, when in plates of suSicient thickness, be
employed as polarizers. This is the case with some
specimens of tourmaline when cut into plates parallel to tho

axis of the crystal. It is also found in the flat crystulo of

several artificial salts, such as, for instance, iodo-sulphate

of quinine.

Let us now suppose that by one or other of these pieces Two
of apparatus, say a Nicol's prism, light has been polarized. Nico

If we examine this ray by means of a second Nicol, placed

in a similar position to the first, it passes practically

unaltered. As the second Nicol is made to rotate, more
and more of the light is stopped, till the rotation amounts
to a right angle. Two well-constructed Nicols, placed

in this position, are practically opaque to the strongest

sunlight. During the next quadrant of rotation the
transmitted ray gradually increases in brightness, until at
180° of rotation it passes practically unaltered. Precisely

the same phenomena occur in the same order during the

next half of a complete rotation. The reader will observe
that this is merely Huygens's original statement, limited to

one of the four rays which are produced by passing common
light successively through two crystals of Iceland spar.

Whatever be the true mechanism of polarized light, sym
there can be no doubt that its vibrations are symmetrical '^''^^

with respect to the ray, and also with respect to the plane rayf

of polarization. Hence we may, for many important
purposes, symbolize them by simple harmonic vibrations

taking place either in or perpendicular to the plane of

polarization. But, if they be supposed to take place
simultaneously in these two planes, their quality or nature
must be essentially different in the two, else the symmetry
above referred to would be violated. Hence it will be
sufficient for the present to assume that they take place

perpendicular to the plane of polarization. The nature of

the resulting effects, so far as the eye is concerned, will

not be different for the difierent hypotheses. Also, as no
instance has yet been observed, even with the most intense

beams of light, in which the joint efl'ects observed are not
those due to simple superposition, we may assume that

the elastic force of the luminiferous medium, called into

play by a displacement, is directly proportional to the

displacement, and therefore that the vibrations for each
wave-length follow the simple harmonic law, that of the
cycloidal pendulum.

The subject of the composition of simple harmonic
motions of equal period falls to be discussed as an im-

portant branch of kinematics (see Mechanics). We will

therefore here, assume the following results,—referring to

the above-quoted article for their proof :

—

1. Two simple harmonic motions of the same period, in Pi'op'

lines perpendicular to one another, give, in general, elliptic *i^^
"

motion, which may be in the positive or negative direction ^™^'

of rotation. motic
2. The ellipse becomes a straight line, and the resultant

motion therefore simple harmonic, when the phases of the
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Fig. 35.

components are the same, or differ by an integral multiple

of n.

3. It becomes a circle when the amjilitudes of the

components are equal, and their phases differ by an odd

inultiple of J tt. The motion takes place in one direction

(say right-handedly) in the circle when this multiplier is 1,

5, 9, 13, (kc, and in the opposite (left-handed) when it is

3, 7, 11, 15, &e. . .

I
Now, suppose a plane polarized ray to fall on a plate of

'a doubly-refracting crystal (a thin plate of mica or selenite,

for instance). Within the plate it will in general be

divided into two, which are polarized in planes at right

angles to one another. The directions of vibration in

these rays are determined by the physical properties of

the material. Let them be represented by the lines Ox,

Oy in fig. 35. Then, if O'A represents the aemiampli-

tude of vibration in the incident

ray, it may be looked on by (2)

above as the resultant of two

simple harmonic motions of the

same period, whose seraiamplitudes

are OM and ON, and which are in

the same phase. Each of these

will pass through the plate of

crystal unchanged. But one will,

in general, travel faster than the

other ; for the essential cause of

double refraction is the difference

of velocities of the two rays. The
portions of the two rays which

simultaneously escape from the

crystal, and which travel together

outside it, will therefore differ in phase. Hence, to find

the nature of the transmitted light, we must recombine

the vibrations in OM, ON, taking account of this dif-

ference of phase. By (1) above the result will be in

general elliptic motion. The ellipse will necessarily be

one of the infinite number which can be inscribed in the

rectangle AA'BB', whose construction is obvious. We
have then, in general, what is called elUptically polarized

fpti- lic/ht. This degenerates (by (2) above) into plane polarized

ly and light, whose vibrations are along OA or OA' according as
':^' the difference of phase is 0, 2-n; i-rr, &c., or tt, Stt, Stt, &c.

[„.; And it will become cimdavli/ polarised light if OM = ON
d

'

(i.e., if hOx = \TT) and the difference of phase be an odd
ht, multiple of i-ir. By (3) above this will be right or left

handed, according to the value of the odd multiplier.

,
This conclusion from the assumption above made is fully

borne out by experiment. When a plate of mica, of such

a thickness as to retard one of the two rays a quarter of a

wave-length more than the other, is interposed between two
Nicols, we observe the following phenomena :

—

If the Nicols were originally placed so as to extinguish

ihe light, the introduction of the mica plate in general

partially restores it. Now, let the mica plate be made to

rotate in its own plane. The light vanishes for successive

positions, differing by a quadrant of rotation, i.e. whenever
the directions of vibration in the crystal coincide with the

principal planes of the Nicols. In each of these positions

the light from the first Nicol passes unchanged through
the mica, and is therefore entirely stopped by the second
Nicol. Half-way between these positions the light trans-

mitted through the system is at its brightest ; and in these

cases it is not altered in brightness by rotating the second
Nicol. It is then circularly polarized, and in whatever
^direction the second Nicol is placed the component of the

circular motion which is ready to pass through it is of the

same amplitude. Here, then, is a case in which a Nicol
(the second) cannot enable us to distinguish between com-
.mon light and light very seriously modified.

In what precedes, we have assumed that homogeneous
light way used. In general, a doubly-refracting plate
produces a difference of phase in its two rays which will

depend on their wave-length ; and thus when white light
is used we have a display of colour, sometimes extremely
gorgeous, and we may distinguish light thus circularly

polarized from common light by slight changes of colour
and intensity as the second Nicol is turned.

Hitherto we have spoken of the polarizing angle for light

reflected in air from bodies such as glass, water, kc, which
have a higher refractive index than air, and we have seen
that an equal amount of light is polarized in the refrjicted

beam. But what if there be no refracted beam? This is

the case of total reflexion inside the denser body. Fresnel
discovered that in this case the two kinds of polarized light

(in planes at right angles to one another) co-exist in the
totally reflected ray, but that they differ in phase, and
therefore in general recombine into elliptically polarized

light. Guided by peculiar theoretical considerations, he
was led to construct a piece of glass {Fresnel's rhomh), FresiielV

inside which light is twice totally reflected at a certain il'O'"''-

angle with the result that, if it be originally polarized in

a plane inclined at 45° to the plane of reflexion, the

emergent light is circularly polarized.

Reflexion from the surface of metals, and of very highly Mttallij

refractive substances such as diamond, generally gives aty^Wtx-^

all incidences elliptically polarized light. Attempts have '""

been made to determine from such effects the refractive-

indices of metals and other opaque substances. These are

all based upon theory, and cannot as yet command much
confidence. With certain doubly-refracting substances the

light reflected at a definite angle is differently polarized, and
sometimes even differently coloured, for different azimutlis

of the plane of incidence.

When a thin plate of doubly-refracting crystal, which Rings

gives a bright colour when placed between, two Nicols, is and

slightly inclined to the ray, the colour changes as the "°^^ '"

difference of phase of the two refracted rays is increased, un^j^j
If, now, we take a plate of Iceland spar cut perpendicularly crystal,

to the axis, no colour will be produced by parallel rays

passing through it perpendicular!}', because both rays have

a common velocity parallel to the axis ; but, if divergent

light be used, there is a gorgeous display of circulari

coloured rings surrounding the axis, which depends upon'

the increasing retardation of the ordinary ray behind thci

extraordinary as their inclination to the axis increases.

When the principal planes of the Nicols are at right^

angles, Ihis^ystem of rings is intersected by two black

diameters, in these planes respectively. When the second

Nicol is turned through a right angle, we have exactly

the complement of the former appearance, i.e., a figure such

that, if superposed on the former, it would give an uniform

field of white light.

It is to be noticed that none of these phenomena can bd

observed without the use of the second Nicol. This arises

from the fact that, where the vibrations in any direction

interfere so as todestroy one another, those in the direction

perpendicular to the former interfere so as to strengthen

one another. The second Nicol enables us, to select one

of these portions, and examine it independently of the

other.

The only double refraction we have considered particu-

larly is that of Iceland spar, where everything is symme-

trical about the axis of the crystal. Such crystals, and

they include as a rule all those of the second and third

systems in CRYbTALLOCRAPHY {q.v.), are called uniaxal.

Crystals of the first system are not doubly refractive. But

it was one of the most valuable of Brewster's discoveries

that the great majority of non-isotropic substances are

doubly refracting, and in general are liaxal, i.e., hava two
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fVesnel's equally important axes inclined to each otLer at angles of

lirave. all values from 0'' to 90°. The form of the wave-surface

in such bodies was, at least very approximately, assigned

by Fresnel. This forms one of the most brilliant of his

jiany grand discoveries ; and it led to Hamilton's prediction

of the existence of the two species of conical refraction,

which was experimentally verified by Lloyd.

Fresnel also made the striking discovery that glass and

other simply refracting bodies are rendered doubly refract-

ing when in a state of strain. To this Brewster added the

observation that the requisite strain might be produced by

unequal heating instead of by mechanical stress, and also

that unannealed glass is usually doubly refractive. Clerk

Maxwell in 1873 {Proc. Eoy.- Soc.) showed that shearing

stress in viscous liquids, such as Canada balsam, renders

them temporarily doubly-refractive. This subject baa been

elaborately investigated by Kundt {Pogg. Ann., 1879).

The details of these subjects, with those of the polariza-

tion of light reflected from small particles, the rotatory

polarization produced by quartz, sugar, transparent bodies

under the influence of magnetism, ic, must be deferred

to Optics (Physical).

There is, however, one elementary point which must not

be omitted here, as it is intimately connected with the

wave-theory,—that is, the alteration which light undergoes

in consequence of the relative motion of the source and

spectator in the line of vision.

Sbopiiler's When a steamer is moving in a direction perpendicular
principle, to the crests of the waves, she will encounter more of them

in a given time if her course is towards them than if she

were at rest, while, if she be moving in the same direction

as the waves, fewer of them will overtake her in a given time

than if she were at rest. The same thing is true of sound-

waves. When an express train passes a level crossing at

full speed, the pitch of the steam whistle is higher during

the approach to and lower during tlie recess from the

listener at the gate than it would be if the engine were at

rest. The successive sound-pulses are emitted at the same
intervals as before, but from points successively nearer to

or farther from the listener. Hence more or fewer reach

his ear in a given time. The principle is precisely the

same as that of Eomer's observation of the frequency of

eclipse of Jupiter's satellites, which we have already given :

the number of light-waves which reach the eye per second

is increased if the source is approaching, and diminished if

it be receding. We are now dealing with a phenomenon
which occurs some 600,000,000,000,000 times per second

instead of once every forty-two hours. Now, increased

wave-frequency, with unaltered velocity of light, certainly

implies shorter wave-length and most probably greater

refrangibility, and vice versa. There is, undoubtedly, a

weak link in this reasoning, due to our ignorance of the

true nature of the luminiferous medium and of the species

of vibration on which light depends. If we knew some-

thing definite about the nature of the ether, and the

mechanism of its vibrations, this weakness would be at

least in part got rid of. Observation has not yet settled

the question of the relative motion of bodies, the ether they

contain, and the ether in free space.

This principle has been applied with success by Huggins
and others to find the rate at which we are approaching to

or receding from difiereut fixed stars, and the rate of motion

in solar cyclones ; and it may even be applied, as was

ingeniously suggested by Fox Talbot {B. A. Report, 1871),

to determine (from the relative velocities of the components

of a double star in ths line of sight, measured by its aid)

the distance of the star itself from our system.

The reader is advised to consult, in connexion with tho

whole of the second part of this article, the previous article

Ether. (p. «. T.)

LIGHTFOOT, John (1602-1G75), an eminent rab-

binical scholar, was the son of Thomas Lightfoot, vicar of

Uttoxeter, Stafl'ordshire, and was born at Stoke-upon-Trent

in that county, on March 29, 1602. His school education;

was received at Morton Green near Congletoa, Cheshire,

and in June 1617 he entered Christ's College, Cambridge,

where ho made great progress in Latin and Greek, and

was reckoned the best orator among the undergraduates.

After taking his bachelor's degree, he became for some
time assistant master at Repton in Derbyshire ; at the

canonical age he received ordination, and shortly afterwards

was appointed curate of Norton-under-Hales in Shropshire.

There he attracted the notice of Sir Kowland Cotton, an

amateur Hebraist of some attainments it would seem, who
made him his domestic chaplain at Bellaport, and was the

first to awaken his taste for rabbinical learning. Shortly

after the removal of Sir Ptowland with his family to London,
Lightfoot followed him thither, but for some unexplained
reason soon left the capital again, and, visiting his parents

at Uttoxeter, took a solemn leave of them, having resolved
" to travel beyond the seas." An unexpected and pressing

iuvitation induced him to change his determination, and
to accept a rharge at Stone in Stafl'ordshire, where he con-

tinued for aoout two years, and where, on May 21, 1628,
Jie married Joyce, daughter of William Crompton of Stone
Park, and widow of George Copwood of Delverne, StafTord-

phire. From Stone he removed to Hornsey near London,
for the sake of the library of Sion College, which he often

had occasion to consult ; his first published work, entitled

-Ertihhin, or Miscellanies, Christian, and Judaical, penned
fyr recreation at vacant hours, and dedicated to Sir Pi.

Cotton, appeared at London in 1629. During the summer

and autumn of 1C30 ho lived at Uttoxeter, and in

September of that year he was presented by Sir R. Cotton

to the rectory of Ashley in Staffordshire, where he continued

to discharge his pastoral duties, and to prosecute his rab-

binical studies, fur the next twelve years. For the more
uninterrupted pursuit of the latter he ia said to have

bought a small piece of land near his parsonage, and to

have built upon it a small house " containing a study and

withdrawing room belovr, and a lodging chamber above."

"Here he closely followed his said studies n'ith great

delight and unwearied diligence, and did choose to lodge

here very often, though it were so near to his family and

parsonage house." In June 1642 he left ishley for

London ; the precise occasion of the removal istiot known,

but probably it arose out of the necessity for personal

superintendence of the publication of his next work, A few
and new Observations ujion the Book of Genesis : the most of

them certain ; the rest, prohciUe ; all, harmless, strange, and
rarely heard of before, which appeared at London in that

year with a dedication to " my dear and loving countrymen

of the county of StaflTord, and other my friends residing

in the city of London." Soon after his arrival in the

capital he became minister of St Bartholomew's church,

near the Exchange ; and in 1643 he was appointed to preach

the sermon before the House of Commons on occasion of

the public fast of March 29. It was afterwards published

under the title of Elias Pedivivus, tho text being Luke i. 1 7 ;

in it a parallel is drawn between the Ba|)tiBt's ministry

and the work of reformation which in the preacher's judg-

ment was incumbent on the parliament of his own day.

Lightfoot was also one of the original members of the

Westminster Assembly, which held its first formal meet-.
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ing on Saturday, July 1, 1G43: V\s "Journal of the

Prciceodings of the Assembly of Divines from January 1,

1G43 to December 31, 1G44," now printed in the thirteenth

Tolum« of the 8vo edition of his IFoj-Zj, is a valuable

historical source for the too brief period to which it relates.

He was assiduous in his attendance from the first, and,

though frequently standing almost or even quite alone,

especially in the Erastian controversy, exercised a material

influence on the result of the discussions of the Assembly.

In 1643 Lightfoot published A Haiulj'ul of Gleaiiinr;^ out

of the Book of Exodus, dedicated to the inhabitants of

Bartholomew Exchange, and in the same year he was made

master of Catherine Hall by the parliamentary visitors of

Cambridge, and also, on the recommendation of the

Assembly, was promoted to the rectory of Much Munden
in Hertfordshire ; both appointments he retained until his

death. In 1644 was published in London the first instal-

ment of the laborious but never completed work of

which the full title runs The Harmony of the Four

Evangelists among themselves, and u'ith the Old Testament,

with an explanation of the chiefest dijfieulties both in Lan-

guage and Sense: Part I. From, the beginning of the Gospels

to the Baptism of our Saviour. The second part From the

Baptism of our Saviour to the first Passover after followed

in 1647, and the third From the first Passover after our

Saviour's Baptism to the second in 1650. On August 26,

1645, he again had the honour of preaching before the

House of Commons on the day of their monthly fast ; in

the discourse, which was afterwards published {A Fast

Sermon, on Eev. xx. 1, 2), after controverting as erroneous

and false the doctrine of the Millenaries, he goes on to

urge upon the parliament various practical suggestions for

the repression with a strong hand of current blasphemies

(" I do hold it a truer point in divinity that ' errans con-

scientia liganda' than 'ligat' "), for a thorough revision of

the authorized version of the Scriptures, for the encourage-

ment of a learned ministry, and for a speedy settlement of

the church. " I rejoice to see what you have done in

platforming classes and presbyteries, and I verily and
cordially believe it is according to the pattern in the

mount." In the same year appeared A Commentary vpon

the Arts of the Apostles, cltronicol and critical; the

Difficulties of the text explained, and the times of the Story

cast into annals. From the beginning of the Book to the

end of the Twelfth Chapter. With a brief survey of ilui

contemporary Story of the Jeivs and Pomans (down to the

third year of Claudius); and in 1647 he published The
Harmony, Chronicle, and Order of the Old Testament,

which was followed in 1655 by The Harmony, Chronicle,

and Order of the Neio Testament, inscribed to Cromwell,

with au epistle dedicatory to his highness's honourable

council In the last-named year Lightfoot, who in 1052
had commenced doctor of divinity, was chosen vice-

chancellor of the university of Cambridge, but continued

to reside by preference at Munden, in the rectory of which,

as well as in the mastership of Catherine Hall, he was con-

firmed, through the influence of friends, at the Restoration.

The remainder of his life was principally devoted to the

production of the work by which his name now chiefly

lives, the Horse Hehraicx et Talmvdicie, in which the

volume relating to Matthew appeared in 1658, that relat-

ing to Mark in 1663, and those relating to 1 Corinthians,

John, and Luke, in 1664, 1671, and 1674 respectively.

Towards the close of 1675, while travelling from Cambridge

to Ely (where he had been collated by Sir Orlando

Bridgman to a'prebendal stall), he caught a severe cold,

upon which, by an indiscretion in diet it is said, fever

supervened ; falling afterwards into a lethargy which con-

tinued for about a fortnight, he died at Ely on December

6, 1675. The Horx Hehraiaz et Talmudicx imptnsx in.

Acta Apostolorum et in Ep. S. Pauli ad Romanos were

published posthumously.

Tlie Works of Liglitfijot were first edited, in 2 vols, fol., I>y

Briglit and Stiype in 1684 ; the Opera Omnia, cura Tcxclii,

appeared at Rotterdam in 1686 (2 vols, fol.), and again, edited by

Leusden, at Franeker in 1699 (-3 vols. fol.). A volume of licmains

was published at London in 1700. The Uor. Hcbr. el Tahn.vicp
also edited in Latin by Carpzov (Lcin^io, 1675-79), and a'jain, iu

English, by Gandell (Oxford, 1859). The most complete edition is

that of the irhole Works, in 13 vols. 8vo, edited by Pitman

(Loudon, 1822-25). It includes, besides the works already noticed,

numerous sermons, letters, and miscellaneous writings; and also

The Temple, especially as it stood in the Days of our Saviour (Lon-

don, 1650).

LTGETHOUSE
I. LIGHTHOUSE CONSTEUCTION.

THE primary and most important consideration relating

to the design and construction of a lighthouse tower

which is to be built within the tide mark is the force

of the waves which may be expected to assail it, and the

directions and heights at which that force will act on the

building. The great waves which are found in the open

ocean cannot be generated in smaller seas, and, with a due
regard to economy in construction, ought not therefore to

be provided against What is wanted is to ascertain in

such shorter seas the height of waves in relation to the

length of "fetch" in which they are generated, and next
to determine their energy when on reaching the shore or a
sunken rock, and so ceasing to be waves of oscillation,

they enormously increase their destructive force by be-

coming waves of translation. Full information as to these

points and as to the marine dynamometer—an instru-

ment used for ascertaining the force of the waves on an
exposed surface—will be found in tte article Hakeours,
to which the reader is referred. It is enough here to state

that the law of increase in the height 'of waves was found
by Mr T. Stevenson to be proportional. to the square root
of the distance from the windward shore, and that the
greatest force recorded on rocks exposed to the ocean was
dh tons per square foot. The relative forces of summer

and winter gales were found to be as 1 to 3, and the

vertical force, after acting on a curved sea wall, was eighty-

four times greater than the horizontal force at a height of

23 feet above high water.

The history of the ancient lighthou.ses is of so scanty a

nature that we may pass at once to more modern works,

commencing with AVinstanley's Eddystone light.

Winstanley's Eddystone Light.—The Eddystone Rocks,

which lie about 14 miles off Plymouth, are fully exposed

to the south-western seas. The lighthouse was completed

by Winstanleyin four seasons. In 1098 it was finished at

a height of 80 feet and the light exhibited ; but in 1099,

in consequence of damage by storms, the tower was

increased by an outer ring of masonry 4 feet thick, and

made solid from the foundation to nearly 20 feet above the

rock. The height was increased to nearly 120 feet, and

completed in 1700. During the well-known hurricane of

20th November 1703 the tower was destroyed. Iu general

design as well as in details this work must be placed

among the velanda of maritime engineering. For example,

in plan it was polygonal instead of circular. In his blind

devotion to ornamentation Winstanley violated throughout

the principles of uniformity of outer profile so as to present

great obstructions to the action of the waves.

Rudyerd^sEddysi'ine roue/-.—This work was commenced
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in 1706 and completed iu 1709, iu the form of a frustum

of a cone 92 feet high. The work consisted principally of

timber, the lower part being ouk carefully bolted together,

and also to the rock. Above the lower structure of oak

courses of stone, cramped together and fixed to the timber

work and to the rock, were added in order to give weight

to the structure. This lighthouse stood for forty-six years,

and was destroyed by fire in 1755. lo every respect the

simplicity of the structure and the judicious character of

the details of the design may be regarded as models of

engineering. First, it rested upon a stepped level base,

was circular in plan, did not wholly depend upon fixtures

but upon weight, preserved a uniform external surface

devoid of outside projections and ornamentation ; and,

above all, the engineer did not by splaying out the base

needlessly throw away the small diameter which the rock

afforded, but with much judgment adopted the conical

form.

Smeaton's Eitclystone Town:—This justly celebrated

work, which consisted entirely of stone, was commenced in

1756, and the masonry was finished in 1759. Smsaton

was the first engineer who adoj^ted a structure of masonry

for a sea tower and dovetailed joints for the stones, which

averaged a ton in weight. This work cannot be regarded

as a safe model for general imitation in exposed situations,

and KudyeVd's earlier tower was certainly as successful in

resisting the forces to which it was exposed. Kudyerd
unquestionably selected for so small a rock as the Eddystone

a preferable form to that adopted by Smeaton. The
sharply curved profile in Smeaton's design greatly reduced

thediameter of the

luilding at a small

height above the

rock, and so re-

duced its strength.

Smeaton's reasoning about the similarity of a tower exposed

to the surf and an oak tree resisting the wind was very

conclusively shown to be fallacious by the late Mr Alan
Stevenson. The arching of the floors, as shown in fig. 1,

was also a source of weakness which the introduction of the

iron chains, shown black in the diagram, was intended to

counteract. Mr Douglass in 1878 stated that "for several

years the safety of the Eddystone had been a matter of

anxiety and watchful care to the corporation of the Trinity

House, owing to the great tremor of the building with each

wave stroke." He also stated that the projecting cornice

at the top had been lifted, and that the rock itself had
been considerably undermined. A new tower has now
(1882) been erected in place of Smeaton's by Mr Douglass.

Bell liock Liffhihonse Toiver.—The Bell Eock, which lies

12 miles off the coast of Forfarshire, is fully exposed to the

assaults of the German Ocean. The rock is of considerable

extent but of a low level, the tower being covered about 16
feet at high water of spring tides. Mr R. Stevenson, of

Edinburgh, when he first landed on the rock, decided to

adopt a stone tower as Smeaton had done at the Eddy-
stone, but he deviated largely from that design in the

thickness of the walls,

in raising the tower to

100 feet instead of

feet, and the level of

the solid to 21 feet Fig. 2.

above high water instead of 11 feet Instead of employ-
ing arched floors as at the Eddystone, he adopted lintel

stones for the floors which formed part of the outward
walls, and were feathered and grooved as in carpentry,
besides having dovetailed joggles across the joints where
they formed part of the walls. It will be seen on fig. 2
that the floors instead of being sources of weakness, as in

Smeaton's tower, were converted into effective bonds tyin^'

I
the walls together. He also used a temporary beacon 6f

I
barrack on the rock for the engineer and his workmen
to live in while the tower was in progress. * The bill intro-

du8ed into parliament for this work in 1802 was not

passed in consequence of financial difiiculties. As the Bell

Bock was scarcely dry at low water, while the Eddystone
was scarcely covered at high water, the commissioners, in

order to fortify Mr Stevenson's views, consulted Mr Telford,

and before going to parliament for the second time they

also, on Mr Stevenson's suggestion, obtained for the scheme
the support of Mr Eennie, with whom he could afterwards

advise in case of emergency during the progress of the

work. The second bill was passed in 1806, and the works,

which were begun in 1807, were finished in 1810, and the

light was exhibited m 1811. The total weight of the towei

is 2076 tons.

Skemjvore Lightlwuse.—The Skerryvore Rocks, 12 miles'

off the island of Tyree in Argyllshire, which is the nearest

land, are wholly open to the Atlantic. The works, designed

and carried out by the late Mr Alan Stevenson, were com-
menced in 1838 and finished in 1843. The first tem-

porary barrack was destroyed in 1838, and another erected

on a more sheltered part of the rock. The tower, which is

of a hyperbolic curve, is 138 feet high, 42 diameter at the

base, and 16 at the top. Its weight is 4308 tons.

Bishop Rod:—The Bishop Rock, lying off the Scilly

Islands, is fully exposed to the Atlantic. It was designed

by the late Mr James Walker, and carried out by Mr J. N.
Douglass. It is 100 feet above high water, 34 feet in

diameter at the base, and 17 at top. The lowest part of

the foundation of tower is covered about 19 feet at high

water springs ; the solid is 20 feet above high water, where

the walls are 9 feet thick, and decrease to 2 feet at the top.

Owing to the great tremor in this building, it has lately

been found necessary to strengthen it by an internal

structure of ironwork.'

Wolf Rock.—This much exposed rock is about midway
between Scilly and the Lizard Point, and is submerged to

the depth of about 2 feet at high water. The first design

for a lighthouse was in 1823, by Mr R. Stevenson, but it

was not till 1862 that a lighthouse was commenced under

the superintendence of Jlr Douglass, from a design by the

late Mr Walker. It is 116i feet high, 41 feet 8 inches

diameter at the base, decreasing to 17 at the top, and the

walls are 7 feet 9i inches thick, decreasing to 2 feet 3

inches. The shaft is a concave elliptic frustum, and

contains 3296 tons. The lower part of the tower has

projecting scarcements in order to break up the sea but, as

has been already stated in the case of the Eddystone,'

such projections are not in accordance with the principle

of uniformity of external surface, and are, therefore, more
likely to produce disturbance of the masonry than to add

to its stability.

Dhu Hearlach Rock Lighthouse.—The Dhu Heartach

Rock, which is 35 feet above high water, is 14 miles from

the island of Mull, which is the nearest shore. The
maximum diameter of the tower, which is of parabolic

outline, is 36 feet, decreasing to 16 feet; the shaft is solid

for 32 feet above the rock; the masonry weighs 3115

tons, of which 1810 are contained in the solid part. The

temporary barrack for the workmen was made of malleable

iron bars with an iron drum on the top in which the

workmen lived. This tower was designed by Messrs D. iSs

T. Stevenson, and occupied six years in erection, the

length of the working season being only about two and a,

half months in each year.

Chickens Rock Lir/hlhovse.—The Chickens Rock lies )

mile off the Calf of Man. The curve of the tower, which is

123 feet 4 inches high, is hyperbolic, the diameter varying

from 42 feet to 16 feet. _ The tower is submerged 5 feet at
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high-water springs. The solid is 32} feet in height,

weighing 2050 tons, the whole weight of the tower being

3557 tons. The walls decrease from 9 feet 3 inches to 2

feet 3 inches in thickness. The work was designed by

Messrs D. & T. Stevenson, and was begun in 1869. and

completed in 1874.

Great Basses Lighthouse near Ceylon.—Great Basses

lighthouse lies 6 miles from the nearest land, and was

designed by Mr Douglass. Tlie tower has a cylindrical

base 32 feet in diameter, above which is a tower 67 feel

6 inches high and 23 feet ia diameter. The walls vary

in thickness from 5 feet to 2 feet. The tower, including

the base, contains about 2768 tons, and the work was
finished in three years.

There are several other lighthouses in Ireland, India,

and America which merit more attention than our space

admits of, and we shall therefore conclude with directing

the attention of the engineer to the important influence of

the configuration of rocks in modifying the breaking of

waves. It cannot but excite surprise that soma of the

Btructures which were erected on the Eddystone should

have withstood the waves so long as they did." This fact

seems to lead to the conclusion that the Eddystone Eock,

at one time at least, acted to some extent as a shelter to

the structures which were built on it. During a summer
gale when Dhu Heartach lighthouse was being erected

fourteen stones each of 2 tons weight, which had been fixed

on the tower by joggles and Portland cement at the level

of 37 feet above high water, were torn out and swept off

into deep water, as shown on Plate VII. At the Bell

Rock stones of 2 tons weight were several times swept

away during the construction of the tower, while it is a

remarkable fact that no stones were ever moved at the

Eddystone. But what is more striking, the thin glass

panes of Winstanley's first tower stood successfully through

a whole winter's storms at the same level above the water

as that at which the fourteen heavy blocks were swept

away at Dhu Heartach, where it was found necessary

from the experience acquired when constructing the light-

house to raise the solid base of the tower to nearly the

same height above the water as the glass panes in

Smeaton's tower, which have hardly ever been broken

during the storms of more than a hundred years.

The conclusion then which seems fairly deducible from

these facts is that the level of the plane of dangerous impact

of the waves above high water depends upon the relation

subsisting between their height and the configuration of the

rocks above and below high water, as-well as perhaps on the

configuration of the bottom of the sea near the lighthouse.'

Thus, while the rock at Dhu Heartach, from its height

above high water, forms a great protection against the

smaller class of waves, it operates as a dangerous conductor

to the largest waves, enabling them to exert a powerful

horizontal force at a much higher level than they would

had the rock been lower. The lighthouse engineer must

therefore beware of taking it for granted that Smeaton's

Eddystone tower is a model for general imitation, and must

carefully consider as best he can in what way the configur-

ation of the rock may affect the stability of the tower which

he has to design. Unfortunately in the present state of

onr information no specific directions can be laid down for

hia guidance in this matter, but the following general rules

of construction may be given :

—

(1) The tower should have a low centre of gravity, and sufficient

mass to prevent its being upset by the waves. (2) It should be

throughout circular in the horizontal plane, and cither straig'at

or continuously curved in the vertical plane, BO as to present no
abrnpt change of outline which would check the free ascent of the

rising wayes, or the free descent of the falling waves, or the free

Tent of those passing round the tower. All external scarcements

in the vertical plane, or polygonal outline ia the horizontal plane,

are therefore objectionable. (3) Its height, cslcris paribus, shoulil

be determined by the distance at whidi the light requires to bo
seen by the sailor. The rule for determining this height will be
afterwards given. (4) 'Wbere the rock is soft, or consists of ledges
which are easily torn up, the tower should spring from the foun-
dation-course at a low angle with the surface of the rock, so as to
prevent its being broken up by reaction of the waves from the
building ; or, in other words, the tower must have a curved proBle.

But special care should be taken to sink the foundation-courses
below the surface of the rock, as the superincumbent weight
decreases with the sine of the angle of inclination of the wall. If
the rock overhangs, owing to the wearing action of the waves, the
tower should, if possible, be built at a distance from the place where
this dangerous action is in progress. (5) Where the rock is hard
and of ample area, the tower may be of such a curved form as will
best suit the economic arrangement of the materials, so as to avoid
an unnecessary thickness of the upper walls. (6) When the rock is

hard, but of small dimensions, the diameter above the base should
not be suddenly reduced by adopting a curved profile, but a conical
outline should be adopted ; and if the rock be hard, but of yet
smaller dimensions, a cylindric form of greater height should be
adopted so as to thicken the walls, and to increase the weight and
therefore increase the friction, which is directly proportional to
the weight of the blocks of masonry. In all cases where the rock,

is small the thickness of the walls should be d'ecreased by steps or
scarcements inlcrnaUy, but never cxlcrnallij. (7) The leva) of the
top of the solid part of the tower, and the thickness of the walls
above it, should, in different towers having the same exposure, be
detennined_iii each case by the level and configuration of the rock
and of the "bottom of the sea. (8) The best position for the tower
is not necessarily the highest part of the rock. It should, in each
case, be selected so as to secure the greatest protection in the direc-

tion of the maximum fetch and deepest water near the reef. (9>
The tower should not, if possible, be erected across any chasm which
divides the rock, or in the direction of any gully which projects into
it, especially if it be of converging form, which would concentrate
wave action. (10) No permanent fixture of the tower to the rock
is required for increasing the.stability of the structure. The foun-
dation-course (unless where a curved profile is adopted) becomes,
indeed, iu the end the most stable of all, because it has the greatest
weight above it, to keep it in its place. (11) The stones should;
however, be sufficiently connected together, and fixed to the rock,
in order to prevent theii- bein" washed away during the construc-
tion of the work, when they have no superincumbent weight to
keep them in their beds. (12) The tower should rest on a truly
level base, or on level steps cut in the rock. (13) The pressure oi
all the materials within the tower should act vertically, so aj
not to produce a resolved force acting laterally as an outwarij
thrust. (14) The tower should be of such height and diameter,
with walls of such thickness, as to prevent the masonry being
disturbed by the impact of the waves. (15) The entrance dooi
should be placed on that side of the tower where the length of fetch
is shortest, or where from the

configuration of the reef and
the depth of water, the force

of the waves is least. This
was determined at the Bell

Rock by the distribution of

the fucus which grew on the

lower parts of the tower dur-

ing the first winter, the vege-

tation being least where the

waves were heaviest.- (16)

The materials should be of

the highest specific giavity

that can be readily obtained,

and, in some special cases,

lead, or dove-tailed blocks of

cast iron set in cement, might
perhaps be employed.

Plate VII. shows sec-

tions on the same scale

of a number of the "pj^
more remarkable, light- ~'^-

house towers.
'^

s.

Fig. 3 shows an iron —
pile light erected *, at -
Haneda, in the Bay of -:;r:!!!!^

Yedo, Japan. ^'8- 3.
..

Modes of Uiullng the Stones and Courses of Masonry.—
Fig. 4 (p. 618) shows the mode of combining the stones

during construction at different lighthouses in the United
Kingdom and in Americsv

XIV. — 28
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Minofs Ledge, U.S. SpectS^^Tu-S.

C'liickeus, Ctk Course.

SCALC OF THE COUfiSrS.

'if^<A-y^\^+ 1

Fw. 4.— Courses of various Li£htlioiisc Tcwcrs.

II. LIGHTHOOSE ILLUMINATION.

What is required of every lighthouse apparatus is either

the equal distribution of the rays constantly or periodically

over the whole horizon, or else their unequal distribution

over certain azimuths only.

. ,_The first of these two cases, viz., the equal distribution

of the light, will be best understood Ly explaining the

different manner in which the rays are operated on by the

apparatus for a fixed light and by that for a revolving

light. The characteristic of a. fixed light, which is that of

being seen constantly and always of the same power round
the whole horizon, might no doubt bo perfectly produced

by a naked flame without any apparatu.^, but then all the

rays which did not fall on the navigable track of shipping

would be lost to the sailor. In order then to intercept and
utilize those rays which, instead of falling on this navigable

track, would either go upwards to the sky or downwards
ou the shore close to the lighthouse tower, and on that part

of the sea which is very near the shore, we must have

recourse to optical agents both for bending down the rays

which naturally point 'too high, and for bending up those

which point too low. It thus appears that the apparatus

for a fixed light should bend the rays in the vertical plane

only, but should not interfere with their natural horizontal

divergence in azimuth.

The demands which are made on a light that has to

revolve are not nearly so gre^t as on one that is fixed,'

for the revolving light does not, like the fixed, require

to illuminate the whole horizon simultaneously, but only

each point of it at successive intervals of time. When
the dark intervals occur, the rays from the flame which
arc then pointing in the direction of the dark spaces

should therefore have their directions so altered laterally,

as to pass into the adjoining light spaces and thus to

increase the power of the luminous flishes. A' revolving

light, though supplied by a flame o^ the same power as a
fixed, will thus necessarily be far more intense, as it does

not lose its power by diffusing the rays constantly over the

whole horizon, but gathers them up into a number of

separate bundles or beams of great intensity. The
apparatus of a revolving light has consequently more
optical work to do than that of a fixed, for the rays must
be bent not only in the vertical plane but laterally in the

horizontal and in all intermediate planes as well.

In the construction of lighthouse apparatus either

metallic or glass agents may be employed, but it has been
found by experiments that a great saving of light (about'

25 per cent.) is effected when glass only is used. All

kinds of apparatus may conveniently be ranged either under
the catoptric system, where metallic reflexion only is used,

the dipplric where the material employed is wholly glass

producing refraction and total reflexion, or the catadiopiric,

in which both glass and metal are employed.

CATorrmo System of Hhiminating every Azimuth with Light'

of equal Pou-cr cither Constanlly or Periodically.

Passing over the early and rude expedients of such night markJ,
as open coal fires or naked candles placed in glazed lanterns, W9
shall confine our attention to the gradual development of those
o]Stical designs
which ars now or
werelately adopted
for lighthouse ap-

paratu.?.

Parabolic R'fl:'-

tors.—In 1763. f r

at latest befor;'

1777, parabolic re-

flectors were first

used for liglithouso

ilhinduationbyMr^
Hutchinson, dockmaster of Livei-pool. ' In his work on Pradica.

Seamanship, pnblished in 1 777, he states that the Mersey lights were

fitted mth reflectors (figs. 5 and 6> formed of small facets oi ailrarsd
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glass, and ma.de, as lie says " as nearly !18 tliey can lie to the ravaTyjlic

curve." This is unquestionably tlie earliest published notice of the

nse of parabolic i-efiectoi's for lighthouse illuii,''nation. Up to 1782

the vicks of the lamps were of a flat form, but in that j-ear Ar^and
introduced wicks and burners of a hollow cyliudrio form ^^•hich

admitted a central current of air through the burner so as to ignite

the cone of gas issuing from the wick both within and without.

Eumford afterwards split up the cone of gas into several concentric

Ehells.

"It is remarhablc," says Mr J. T. Chance in his OTtceUent

memoir (.I/iil Ins. Ciril Eng., vol. xxri. ), "how many inventore

have contributed their respective parts to the multiple burner:—
Argand, the double current ; Lange, the indispensable contraction

of the glass chimney ; Carcel, the mechanism for an abundant supply
of oil ; and Count Rumford, the multiple burner, an idea made
feasible by these contrivances, and finally realized by Arago and
Augustin Fresnel."

Optical Properties of the Parabolic P^eUcdor.—In the parabolic

rcdector all rays diverging strictly from the focus and falling on the

paraboloid emerge in one beam of parallel rays. But as an oil light

is not a mathematical point, but an object of considerable magni-
tude, the rays from the outside of the flame being exfocal will,

after reflexion, emerge as a cone whose divergence is directly pro-

portional to the radius of the flame and inversely to the focal dis-

tance of the reflector. Its intensity must consequently vary as the

squares of tlie distances from the lighthouse. Optical apparatus

Joes not then prevent that divergence which is due to the flame

being of sensible magnitude.
Defects of the Paraboloid.—It will be seen from fig. 7 that the

parabolic mirror a is at best but a very imperfect instrument, for

even if the radiant were strictly a mathematical point, the cone of

rays (shown undotted) escaping past the lips of the mirror must be

lost

Fig. 8.—Plan.

-y. Uode of Employing Reflectors for Fixed and Pevolving Lights.—In

of order to produce, on the catoptric system, a fi-"i.ed light showing all

8) are fixed

many of the rays (^hown in hard lines in tne elevation, fig. 11) ars

allowed to escape past the lips of the reflector, and this loss taka
place au round the circle.

round the circle, a number of reflectors (o,

round the outside of a stationary chande-

lier n. As the ordinary paraboloid has

about 14° of divergence, twenty-five re-

flectors were needed to light up continu-

ously (though not equally) the whole
horizon. If again the light was to revolve,

then a revolving chandelier (figs. 9 and 10)

was employed having a certain number of

flat faces, on each of which was fixed a

number of separate lamps and reflectors

with their axes parallel to each other.

"When the chandelier revolved, and one of

the fiat sides was turned towards the sailor,

he would, when at some distance from the

shore, receive a flash at once from each of

the mirrore which were on that face, but
when the face was turned away from him
a dark period would intervene until the
Bext face came round again.

Bordicr ilarcet'sFanal Sideral,'l%\^.— In
order strictly to equalize a fixed light over
the whole horizon, which could not possibly

be done with separate reflectors, Marcet
proposed this ingenious instrument, which
is generated by the revolution of the para-

bolic profile ;);/ (fig. 11) round its para-

meter as a vertical axis, instead of round a

horizontal axis, as in all former reflectors.

The vertices of the parabola are cut off, so

as to permit of a coanmou focus for the
flame. The rays will therefore be reflected Fio. 10.— Plan,

parallel to the horizontal axis in tlia vertical plane, while the

natural divergence of the light in azimuth will not be interfered

with. By this excellent contrivance the light was for the first time
spread eqiially round the horizon in one continuous zone. But even

1 tlic radiants were reduced to a mathematical point, very

Fig. 11.

Dioptric System.

Beginning in 1S22, Augustin Fresnel, the eminent physicist and
mathematician, entirely revolutionized tlie previously existing light-

house system by means of his annular lenses, cylindrio refractoi-s,

and totally reflecting prisms. Before describing these and their

combinations it is necessary to state that the size of the flame pro-

duces divergence with lenses as well as with reflectors. The measure

of this divergence for any point of the lens is the angle whose sine

is
Radius of flame

Pittance of point from ceatre of flame

FrcsncVs Optical Agents.

Annular Lens, 174S-1822.—Buff'on in 1748 suggested a new form Fresnell

of lens for burning purposes in order to save the loss of heat by annular''

absorption of the sun's rays in passing through a thick lens of large lena,

size whose outer profile is continuously spherical. He proposed to

grind out of a solid piece of glass a lens in steps or concentric zones

in order to reduce the thickness to a minimum (figs. 12 and 13).

Condorcet, in his Floge do Piijfon, in

1773 (Paris edition, 1804, p. 35) pro-

Eosed the capital improvement of

uilding up BuB'on's stepped lens in

separate rings, and pointed out that
;

the cutting of the surface into steps

had the effect of correcting to a large

extent the spherical aberration, or

divergence from the parallel, of the

rays emitted by any continuously "• ''^-

spherical lens. Sir D. Brewster, in

1811, also described the same plan. But both these writers designed

their lenses for burning purposes only, and not for operating on
light, while all the surfaces of their lenses were spherical. In 1822

Fresnel constructed a built-up lens for lighthouse purposes, in

which the centres of curvature of the diSerent rings receded from

the axis according to their distance from the centre, so as prac-

tically to eliminate spherical aberration, the only spherical surface

left being the small central part a (fig. 13). These lenses are used

for revolving lights only.

Cylindric Refractor.—This instrument was introduced by Fresnel

for efi"ecting dioptrically by refraction in front of the flame what
had been done before catop-

trically by Marcet's reflector

by reflexion from behind the

flame. It consisted of a

zone or lioop of glass (figs.

14 and 15) gsnerat«d by the

revolution round a vertical

axis of the middle section of

the annular lens just de-

scribed, which lens, on the

other hand, being generated

by the same profile round a

horizontal axis, parallelized

the rays in every plane,

whereas the cylindrio re-

fractor does so in the vertical

plane only. —
Totally Reflecting Prisms.

—Fresnel next conceived

the admirable improvement
of emplo}-ing the principle —
of "total" or internal re- —
flexion by glass prisms. The
ray Fi (fig. IG) falling on a

w/y///Mi\\\\\\\^
Fia. 14.—Plan.

Fio. 15.—Vertical Section.

tliougii

prismoidat ring, ABC, is refracted and bent in the direction tR,

and falling on^the side AC, at an angle of incidence greater than

the critical, is totally reflected in the direction He, and, impinging

on the side BC at e, it undergoes a second refraction, and emerg^

horizontally. The highe^ ray FA after refraction by AB and

reflexion by AC must (in order to avoid superfluous glass) pass
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nlong AB, and after fi second refraction at B emerge horizontally.

Tbe lowest ray FB after refraction by AB must, for lilce reason,

p,\s3 along BC, and after reflexion by AC and a second refraction

by BC also emerge horizontally.

Every other ray incident on the

^irisms between A and B is.

Section Mievaticn

iSL 'j:;.

after one reflexion and two re-

fractions, emitted horizontally.
«•''

Straight Refracting Prism.— f d^ 'w'
Fresnel's straight refracting '' Pi

jirisni which refracts the rays p. ,»
that fall on it, but in one plane =• •

only, refiuires no further explanation, as it is simply a straight

prism of the same hoiizontal cross section as one of the prisms of

his cylindric refractor, so as when placed in front of his fixed ap-

•paratus to produce a beam of parallel rays like a lens.

Great Central Lamp.—We will now go on to describe the manner

in which Fresnel utilized the four new optical agents which he

originated, by first refeiTing to his central burner system. In all

lighthouses prior to 1822 the mode of getting up the reijuired power

Wiis by employing a sufficient number of separate reflectors, each of

which (unless we except Bordier llarccfs mirror) required its own
separate lamp. Instead of numerous independent lamps and

reflectors, Fresnel used a single lamp which had four concentric

wicks, and was fed with oil by a pump worked by clock work.

Surrounding this burner waa a stationary cylindric refractor for a

fixed light, and annular lenses -evolring outside of it for a 'evolv-

ing light

Frcsners Combinations of his Optical Agents.

tWte< - Catadioptric Fixed light.—This apparatus (figs. 17 and 18), in

dioptric which a central burner is used, consists o£ a dioptric cylindric

fixed

light

refractor with zones of silvered mirror above and below similar in

profile to Bordier ifarcet'a reflector. By the adoption of the_

Fia. 17.—Section. Fia. 18.—Plan.

refractor the whole of the wasteful divergence which occurs in

Marcet's reflector is prevented. We have here a geometrically

perfect combination, but it is not so physically, because metallic

reflexion is used. This phvsical defect Fresnel obviated in his next
design.

Dioptric Fixed Light.—J^irst Application of Total Reflexion to

fimed Lights.—In this apparatus Fresnel substituted his totally

Fig. 19.—Elevation Fig. 20.—Vertical Section.

reflecting prism p and lens R for Marcet's reflector, and thus
distributed the whole light equally over the horizon by means of
dioptric agents alone. Tliis was the first application of total

reflexion to lightliouse apparatus, and this beautiful instrument
continues till now in universal use. Figs 19 and 20 represent aii

elevation and section of this apparatus.
Fresnel's Revolving Light.— In this form of revolving light (fig.

21) the central burner is surrounded by annular lenses Lj and
a compound arrangement
of inclined trapezoidal

lenses L' and plane silvered

minors M. The inclined

lenses fit closely to each
other and form a pyra-

midal dome, and the light,

intercepted by them, is

sent upwards in inclined

beams until, falling upon
the plane mirrors M, it is _ „, ,, , „ .

sent outwards in horizontal ^10. 21.—Vertical Section,

parallelized beams. All these optical agents are made to revolve

round the central lamp, and the sailor receives a full flash when
the axis of one of the
emerging beams passes

.his eye, and as soon as it

passes him he is in dark- ' ^

ness until the next beam j
"^

comes round. This de- ;

sign, unlike that of his

fixed light, is imperfect
on account of the employ-
ment of metallic reflexion,

and because two agents
are employed for all except
the central portion of the
rays.

Fixed Light varied by
Flashes.—This distinction

(figs. 22 and 23) Fresnel

produced by placing his

straight refracting prisms
r* on a revolving frame
outside of his fixed light

apparatus rr, so that
when the upright prisms
come in line with the
observer the light is in-

creased to the power of the _„ n, TT _.• 1 r, 1.

revolving ligl^it, a broad _F:o. 23. -Vertical Section,

flash as in tlie annular lens being produced in place of a narrow
strip of rays as in the unassisted fixed light.

Alan Stevenson's Improvements.

Mr Stevenson was the first to introduce the dioptric system into Alai

Britain, and in doing so he made the following improvements. Stev

1. Refractor of a Truly Cylindrical Form.—Owing to difficulties son'i

in construction, Fresnel adopted a polygonal instead of a cylindric prov

form for his refractor, but Mr Stevenson succeeded in getting Messrs men
Cookson of Newcastle to construct a first order refractor of a tniiy

cylindric form.

2. Helical Glass Jointsfor Fixed Lights.—Mr Stevenson further
improved the apparatus by constructing the refractor in rhombcidal
instead of rectangular pieces (figs. 24 and 25), thus producing helical

joints and preventing z

serious obscuration of the "^

light in any azimuth.

3. Selical Mclallic

Framings.—The internal

metallic frame Work for

supporting the upper
cupola of prisms was
also, for the same reason,

made by him of a helical

form. ^^ ^
f£ V

4. Diagonal Framed „„..„, ,,0..
Xa,i(«ni.-The astragals Fio. 24.-Ele- Fl<>. 25.-

or sash bars of the lantern ^at'O"- Vertical

were likewise made dia- Section,

gonal and constructed of bronze instead of iron in order to reduCtt

their sectional area. A,small harbour light with inclined astragals

was made in 1836 by Mr E. Sang. Mr Stevenson also prepared a

design in 1846 for Start Point, Orkney, in which he extended the

helical arrangement to the astragals, but it was never carried out.

Mr Douglass independently designed and afterwards carried into

practice this form of lantern.

Alan Stevenson's Improved Revolving Light for Skerryvore.—
In 1835 Mr Stevenson, in a report to the Northern Lighthouse
Board, proposed to add fixed reflecting prisms p (fig. 26) below the

lenses of Fresnel's revolving light, and ho communicated this

proposal to M. L. Fresnel, who approved of his suggestion, and
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assisted in carrying out tho design in 1843. This combination

added, however, but little to the power of the flash, and produced

•both a periodically flashing and

constantly fixed light ; but it

must be remembered that the

prism for fixed lights was the

only kind of reflecting prisra

then known. The combination

of trapezoidal lenses and mirrors

iwas also, for the same reason,

istill usei The prisms for Sker-

ayvore were the first that were

made of the large size (first

order), and were constructed

by 11. Soleil at Paris under

the superintendence of Leonor

Fresnel, the successor of his

brother Augustin, then deceased.

Besides the designs which

have been described for improv-

ing Fresnel's revolving light,

there were many others, among
which may be mentioned those

of Leonor Fresnel, Sir David

Brewster,W. H. Barlow, F.R.S.,

A. Gordon, Lepaute, Letour-

IT^^'ir&t IT::U .f^o. 2,.-^.Uc^ section,

those which have been described, the rays were either not parallel-

ized in every plane or else unnecessary agents were resorted to for

that purpose.

T. Stevenson's Holophotal System.

lo- It was not till 1849-50 that the problem was first solved of

>Ul condensing the whole sphere' of rays diverging from a flame into

tern, a single beam of parallel rays without any unnecessary reflexions or

refractions.

Caladioptric EolopJwte.—lii figs. 27 and 28 part of the anterior

hemisphere of rays is intercepted and at once naraljelized by the

Fio. 27.—Vertical Section. FlQ, 23.—Front Elevation.

ta- lens L, whose principal focus (i.e., for parallel rays) is in the centre

)ptric of the flame, whib the remainder is intercepted and made parallel

'O" by the paraboloid a, and thus the double agents in Fresnel's design
°^^' are dispensed with. The rays of the posterior hemisphere are re-

flected by the spherical mirror b back again through the focus,

whence passing onwards one portion of them falls on the lens and

the rest on the paraboloid, so as finally to emerge in union with

and parallel to the front rays. This was the first iiisti-ument which

intercepted and pdrallelized all the

rays proceeding from a focal point

"by the minimum number of agents.

It is therefore geometrically per-

fect, and was called by Mr Steven^

eon a holophote, but it is not physi- ^^^^S^IZI ''"'^J^J^
cally so, for it employs metallic R C^^^J'"^ -f ^'^^ ^

Teflexion, and with an ordinary oil L fSv-^^**>f-.!. - - ^ " "**fi L.

Hame and burner some of the rays

Teflected by the spherical mirror
would fall upon the burner and be
lost. This instrument was first

employed at the North Harbour of

Peterhead in 1849.

Holophotal Catadioptric Jp-pa-
ratus Revolving round a Central
Flame.—If in place of Fresnel's

compound arrangement of trape-

zoidal lenses and plane mirrors
there are substituted mirrors R, R (fig. 29) generated by the revolu-

tion of a parabolic profile round a horixonlal axis, all the light

will be at once sent out in parallel beams by them and the lenses

L, and the apparatus is therefore geometrically perfect, but metallic

instead of glass agents are still employed.

T. Stevenson's Holophotal Dioptric Agents.

The agents for rendering the holophote purely dioptric fall next
to be described.

Fia. 29.—Vertical Section.

Holophotal Prisms, 1850.—If prisms are generated by the revolu-' Holo-
tion of sections of Fresnel s prisms roand a horizontal instead of a pbo'^

vertical axis, as shown in fig. 30, rays incident upon them will P''"™*-

be made parallel in every plane

instead of in the vertical plane

only as in Fresnel's prisms.'

In 1852 it was stated that A.
Fresnel, in 1826, tried prisms of

this kind on lamp-posts for the

quays of a canal in Paris, but
their use was discontinued. They
were not so arranged as to

Section, on a A

Fig. 30.

applicable to lighthouses, and no account of them was published.
Double Reflecting Prisms giving Two Internal Reflexions instead

of One, 1850.—The object of these prisms is to reflect the rays back
through the focus. The rays from/ (fig. 31) pass normally through

Fio. 31.—Vertical Section.

the surface ic and fall upon the surfaces ab, ac, by which they 8W
totally reflected and sent back to the flame. ^

Optical Comhinations of Dioptric Holophotal Agents.

Dioptric Holophote with Dioptric Spherical Mirror.—If rings of Dioptrto

holophotal prisms p, p (fig. 32), combined with a central refracting bolophot»

lens L subtending together 180°, be placed before a flame, the whole with

of the front half of the diverging sphere of rays will be at once mirror.

condensed by refraction and total reflexion into one beam of parallel

rays. Next, if there be placed behind the

flame a dome of glass a formed of zones

generated by the revolution of the cross

section of the double reflecting prisms round

a horizontal axis, the back hemisphere of

rays will, after the double reflexion, be re-

turned by it through the flame so as to

diverge along with the front rays ; for this

dome is a perfect mirror, not only for the

faint light that is superficially reflected by

the first concave surface, but also for the

main portion of the rays which enter the

substance of the glass and are there totally

reflected. Thus the whole light is paral-

lelized entirely by glass agents. This com-

bination should therefore produce the light

of maximum intehsitij, being both geometrically and physically

perfect when the radius is a luminous point. Still, some of the

rays reflected by the upper and lower parts of the mirror will not

clear the burner of an oil light, but falling on it will be lost.

Dioptric Holophotal Revolving Light.—Application of Total Revolving

Reflexion to Revolving Lights, 1850.—If sections of the front half of lights

the dioptric holophote be arranged

as a polygonal cage round a large

central flame and made to circulate

rouud that flame, a revolving light

with its periodic flashes will be pro-

duced (fig. 33), which is therefore

geometrically and physically perfect,

and the double agents used iu "
^

Fresnel's revolving light are thus

wholly dispensed with. Mr J. T.

Chance says, "on the whole the

modern plan (holophotal) must give

light five or six times more intense

than that of the former (Fresnel's)

arrangement." The greater sim-

plicity and compactness of this light pi

may be seen in comparing figs. 21 or

26 with fig. 33.

The holophotal revolving light is

now the only one that is employed

for all new lights. It was first intro-

duced in 1850 on the small scale by

Messrs Stevenson at llorsburgh Rock,

Singapore, and on the larger scale at

North Ronaldshay in Orkney, the „ , , x

prisms of which were most successfully made in 1861 by Letouraeaw

of Paris.

FiQ. 32.—Vertical
Section.

Fio. 33.—Elevation.

J 7^0115. Boy. Scot, See. o/Arli, 18W.

,
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Holophotal Fixed Light varied hj Flashes.—Frcsnel's double

lagents (figs. 22, 23) are here also dispensed with by the single

agency ot panels of fixed light apparatus p', p' (tig. 34) and
cylindrical refractors L', L', alternating with panels of holophotal

apparatus p, p, L, L, both of which
revolve together round the central

burner.

Hack PrisTiis.— It will be noticed

ithat, while perfection was attained

by single ageucy in Fresnel's Jixcd

apparatus and also in the holophotal

revolving apparatus, a physical de-

fect still attached to every form of

holophote which compressed the light

into a single beam where the rays

require to be sent back through the

flame. The defect is not a geometric

cue, and would be non-existent were

the luniinant a mathematical point.

In order to remedy this objection,

Mr T. Stevenson and Mr Brebner

designed what they termed "back"
prisms capable of deviating the rays

through an angle of 130% so that

the engineer becomes virtually in-
fig. 81 -Vertical Section,

dependent of the critical angle.

iProfessor Swan of St Andrews also independently proposed the

same kind of prism, accompanied by general formuliB for its

construction. The ray ab (fig. 35) is refracted at b, totally re-

Circular form Siraight forTn.

SecUoTi. Flany'^Z^I^^'''^^ ^X^EUvation

u
Fig. 35.

fleeted at c, and again refracted at rf, so as to pass out parallel to

the horizontal axis. These prisms may be formed by the revolution

of the generating section round either a vertical or horizontal axis,

or they may be made straight as shown g
in elevation and section in the diagram.
The " back prisms " which were first

used in Islay, Argyleshire, were made
by Messrs Chance in accordance with
Professor Swan's formula.

Perlect Terfect Form of Dioptric Holophote
form of for an Oil Flame.—By combining
holo- the back prisms ga, he (fig. 36) just /
phote. described with a semi-holophote ahc

subtending 1S0° and a portion of the
dioptric spherical mirror ijlc, no light
is lost on the burner, and aU the rays
are parallelized, so that this apparatus,
being all of glass, is both geometrically

, and physically perfect.

Chance's J. T. Chance's Improvement of lSa2 "°- 36.—Vertical Section,

improve- OK Stevenson's Dioptric Splierical Mirror.—Mr Chance says, " The
^ent. plan of generating zones round the vertical axis (instead of the

horizontal) was introduced by the author, who adopted it in the first

Seclicncnline' AB EUiVliOTi

%

Fig. 37.

eotnplete catadioptrio mirror wlxich was made and was shown in the
ezhibition of 1862 by the Commissioners of Northern Lighthouses.

for whom it was constructed, in order to further the realizing of wha4
Mr T. Stevenson had ingeniously suggested about twelve years pre-'

viously. During the progress of this instrument the idea occurred

to the author of separating the zones (tig. 37) and also dividing

them into segments like the ordinary reflecting zones of a dioptric

light ; by this means it became practicable to increase considerablyj

the radius of the mirror and thereby to render it applicable to tho
largest sea light without overstepping the limits of the angular
breadths of the zones, and yet without being compelled to resort

to glass of high refractive power."
Mr Stevenson states {Uin. Civ. Fng., vol. x.xvi.) that Le origin-,

ally intended to generate the prisms round a vertical axis, but
adopted the horizontal as more practicable where flint glass which
was taken out of the melting pot on the end of a rod had to be
employed for the most important and smaller central parts of the
apparatus, which at that date were the only ones that could be
constructed.

Professor Swan's Designs.—Among several ingenious arrange-,

ments and new forms of agents proposed by Professor Swan' isj.

the mode of sending rays

from prisms through inter-

stices left between other

prisms placed in front, and
also a form of agent which .

he termed the triesoptrie

prism, in which the rays

would undergo two refrac-

tions and three reflexions.

In fig. 38 a are the front

and b the triesoptrie prisms. I

The two upper and lower
'

prisms a are constructed of

flint glass of high refractive

power. It will be observed

from the drawing that this

ingenious arrangement is

nevertheless open to objec-

tion, for cones of light of

30° in front and of 65° at the

back are lost through the
interstices.

i/i-i

\>:: ;;-\^ -

Fig. 33.—Vertical Section.

T. Stevenson's Asimv.ihal Condensing System for Distributing
the Light Unequally in Different Directions cither Constanthj
or Periodically.

Previous to 1850 all apparatus was designed to emit light of

equal power in every azimuth either constantly or periodically, so

that when applied to illuminate seas extending farther in some
directions than in others, such, for example, as long narrow sounds,
the power was either needlessly great in some azimuths or not
nearly strong enough in others. The only exception was where »
tower was placed on a long straight coast, when a spherical mirror
was fixed behind the flame to prevent the light passing landward.
The light that would have been lost on the land was, in this way,
sent seawards, but no attempt was ever made to condense the light

over a given arc or to allocate this auxiliary light in proportion to
the varying lengths of the different ranges and the amplitudes of
the arcs over which it had to be seen, nor, where a light had to

show all round the horizon, to weaken its intensity in one arc and
with the rays so abstracted to strengthen some other arc which
from its range being longer ought to be of greater power. As tho
optical agents which we have
described were insufficient for

this purpose, it became neces-

sary to devise new agents pos-

sessing special optical properties

for distributing the rays not

equally but equitably. Some
of the more important of these

agents and their combinations

will be described, but before

doing so it is necessary to make
some preliminary explanations.

The form of thj emergent

light from condensing ap-

paratus is neither a solid beam
of parallel rays like that from
an annular lens nor yet a zone

of rays diverging naturally in azimuth all round like that from an
ordinary fixed apparatus, but is intermediate between these, being

a solid angle or wedge of light strengthened by those rays which'

would naturally diverge in other directions, but which are divcrted-

apd spread over tho given sector as shown perspectivcly in plan in.

Cg. S&, in which L represents the position of the lighthouse, LD

' " Professor Swan's Designs," Trans. Ro'j- Scot. Soc- of Arts, 18C7-08.
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the rd4ge, )t dintanee at sea from which the light can he seen,

and Jj'ddLT) the solid horizontal angle that is to be illuminated

and into which all the light DAD' which would naturally diverge

over the rest of the circle must be compressed, and over which it

must be uniformly spread.

Hcquircmcnis/(^ Fixed Condensing Lights.—1. Where a light has

to be seen constantly over only one arc of the horizon, the apparatus

must compress all the rays within that one arc whatever its ampli-

tude miy be, end spread them uniformly over it.

2. Where the whole horizon has to be constantly illuminated,

but the light has to be seen at greater distances over some parts of

the sea than over others, as much light must bo abstracted as can
jDe spared from the shorter ranges and diverted to the longer so as

to allocate the rays in the compound ratio of the number of degrees

end the squares of the distances from which the light has to be seen

in each arc ; and the light thus diverted from one arc to strengthen
another must be spread uniformly over the one that has to be
strengthened. By this mode of abstraction and addition there is

produced a constant equitable distribution over the whole horizon

of all the rays from any single flame. AVhere the whole horizon

has not to be lighted, and where more than one arc has to be

strengthened, the rays which would be lost on the land or can
be spared in some other direction must be diverted to and spread
uniformly over these arcs in proportion to their amplitudes and
ranges.

Requirements for Kevolvikg Condensing Lights.—1. AMiere a
light has to give its flashes periodically over only one arc of the

horizon, all the rays must be collected and sent out periodically in

Bolid beams of equal power over that arc.

2. Where the whole horizon has to be periodically illuminated,

but where its flashes have to be seen at greater distances over some
parts of the sea than over others, the apparatus must be made (as

in number 2 of the fixed condensing light) to vary proportionally

jhe power of the flashes whenever they begin to pass over those

^arta of the sea where the ranges tre of different lengths so as to

produce an equitable periodic distribution of all the rays,

3. Where the whole horizon has not to be lighted, and where
more than one arc has to be strengthened, the rays which would
ie lost on the land or can be spared in some other direction must
•je oiverted to and spread uniformly over these arcs so as to

strengthen tha flashes in proportion to their amplitudes and
ranges.

If re be the number of degrees in an arc to be illuminated, and d
the distance in miles to be traversed by the light, then, neglecting

atmospheric absorption, the quantity of light to be allocated to that

arc will be proportional to 7id- ; but if we take account of atmo-
spheric absorption, supposing q to be the quantity out of a unit of

transmitted light which escapes absorption after passing through a

mile of air, thenthe whole light needed by the arc to be illuminated

will be proportional to 7n = nd-q''. Supposing now that Lis tha

whole 360° of available light from the apparatus, the quantity to

be apportioned to the given arc will be mhf'S.m, where 2»i denotes

the sum of the several numbers m computed for the respective arcs

of the horizon.

The Princiiml Ojilical Condensing Agents.

Condensing Straight Prisms.—These, eitherby reflexion or rcfrac-

on or both, cause a ray fr (flg. 40) proceeding in any compass

e? ; ja : : ; ;
;

i ! i
i i i i ; Stotion

n

i>earing from a fixed light apparatus AA to
emerge in the direction, e.g., paralhl \a Plan
the corresponding ray fh, which proceeds
in the same compass bearing from another
part of the apparatus and so of any other
jay/c which is bent parallel to the ray/n.

Right-Angled Expanding Prisms.—These
(fig. 41) are right-angled vertically, while
i» piano two of them CjCj are semi-rings,
and the third C'3 a M:mi-cone. A semi-
cylindric beam of parallel rays passing vertically upwards and falling
nonaally oc the bases a of the prisms cuter the glass, arc reflected

Fw. ii.-^
Section.

Fig. 43. Fis. 44.

Fig. 45.—Horizontal Section.

by the sides h, and pass out horizontally and normally to the other
sides ; but, as the prisms are bent through a circular segment d'ad
in piano, the emergent rays will be spread over the same angle ii;

aziinuth, and this will be true of any angle in azimuth subtended
by the prisms. As those in the diagram subtend
180°, the light will in this case be spread over half .••':::'::•.

the horizon d'ad. f^ •.•:;•;

Twin Prisms.—These are for carrying out Pro- ^&'
fessor Swan's mode of causing light coming from ^^
prisms behind to pass through spaces left for the ^Vv;. \
purpose between others in front. The twin prisms
(fig. 42) are formed by cutting out the apex (shown
black on diagram) of a straight prism so as to leave

a sufiicient space between it and the next prism
for the passage of rays coming from behind. The length of glass

traversed by the rays is lessened by this arrangement, and the size

of the apparatus and lantern can at the same time be very greatly
reduced.

Differential Lens.—Horizontal divergence may be obtained to any
required amount by varying the radius of curvature of the inner
face of an annular
lens. The outer face

(fig. 43) 13 the same as

that of au ordinary
annular lens, while
the other fate (fig.

44), though straight

in the vertical, is

ground to the re-

quired curve in the
horizontal plane. The
rays f'fc (fig. 45) fall-

ing upon the lens x
converge to the verti-

cal focal plane //' and
afterwards diverge

through the smaller

horizontal angle.t/V,
and so for any other

ca.se.

DifferentialPffrac-

tor.—This is the ap-

plication to the cylin-

dric refractor of the same principle which has been described above

for the ordinary annular lens.

Condensing Catoptric Spherical Mirror.—If a large are of a Spherical

spherical minor be cut opposite to a short range of sea, and a mirror

smaller are be cut in the mirror opposite to the longer range

which has to be strengthened, then the light passing through the

larger cut is received on an elliptic reflector placed behind, so as.

with the help of an additional reflector and lens, to cause the larger

cone of rays to be compressed into the smaller arc which has to hf

strengthened.

Spherical Mirror of Unequal Area.—This mirror is cut down in

height in such away that its different heights represent inversely the

different distances of the neighbouring land from the lighthouse,

so as to reflect less light in the shorter nud more in thelongci

ranges.

Ap2)lication to Fixed Condensing Apparatus.

Fixed Condensing Light for a Single Sector, 1S50.—Theholophote Light loa

pLp (fig. 46) throws its whole light on straight condensing prisms single

c, each of which distributes the

rays over the required sector.

Condensing Apparatus for
Steamers' Side Lights.—Bymeans
of this application of the con-

densing princi|>le (figs. 47 and
48) all the light can be di:

tributed with strict equality a^

over 112° 30', which is the arc

prescribed for steamers by the

Board of Trade. Several of the

Transatlantic and otiier .steamers

have adopted this kind of ap-

paratus, which is hung on gim-
bals and placed in iron towers,

having an entry from below the deck, which can be made use of ir

bad weather.

Condensing Quadrant.—The fixed apparatus lib, with spherical Condens-

mirror behind, throws its rays directly through the angle of 90° iiig quad-

afa', while the supplementary rays falling on the straight condens- rant,

ing prisms p, p, p', p' (fig. 49) are sent out parallel to the corre-

sponding rays in the unobstructed central quadrant of the main
apparatus. The whole light will therefore be condensed equally

over 90°.

Fio. 45.—Vertical Section.
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iJondens- - Condensing Octa7it.—T]\e central fixed aiiparatus bb (figs. 50, 51)

ing with spherical mirror dd throws its rays directly over the angle of

^^tant.' i5° P9P, while the supplemental rays fall upon the straight conJcns-

Fio. 47.—Sitte Elevation.

ing prisms^, each of wliicli spreads the incident rays parallel to

the corresponding rays in the central angle pgp. In this way the

Wliole of tlie front hemisphere of rajs is parallelized in the vertical

-Hrie»>-

vertically upwards, when, falling on tlio expanding prisms a/e, ft
also is finally spread over the required arc. Thus the whole light
is condensed and distri-

huted with strict equality

over the 45° by meanj
of six diflerent optical

agents. Two apparatus

of this kind form the
leading liglits to the

Kiver Tay.
Condensing TwinPrism

Light.—Fig. 52 shows
part of the Lamlash
iiglit in the Firth of

Clyde. Its action will

he easily understood by
tlie numbers shown on
the diagram.
FixcdCondcnsingLights

for more than one Sector

of Unequal Itanqc.—Fig. „ ,, ... , , c ,.

53 is a chart of the Sound Fio. 51. -Horizontal Section,

of Glonclg, in wliich the Isle Oronsay light has to be seen generally

at a distance of 3 or 4 miles across the Sound, but in tlio direction

AB down the sound an angle of 10° has to be seen about 15 miles and

Fio. 52.—Horizontal Section,

another up the sound between C and D an angle of 10° has to t?
seen about 7 miles. Fig. 54 shows in plan the apparatus, which!

was for certain local reasons not constructed according to thd

Fio. 48.—Horizontal Section.

plane and spread equally over the 45° in azimuth. The hemisphere

of back rays is condensed into the same arc seawards by the dioptric

spherical mirror, which returns the rays incident upon it through

9

/Fio. 49.—Horizontal Section. Fio. 50.—Vertical 0evation.

£he flame, where mingling with the front rays they are finally dis-

tributed over the arc of 45°. The light passing above the spherical

inirror ia parallelised by a half holophoto ih (fig. 60), and sent

Fig. 53.

formula, hut 193° of the spare light which would otherwise i»T8
fallen upon the land were allocated down Sleat Sound and 139,

down the Sound of Glenelg. That for Sleat Sound was gives

Fio. 54.—Horizontal Section. Fio. 55.—Vertical Section,

directly by the main apparatus through the arc S, and that to

Glenelg through the arc p, but these arcs were respectively

strengthened by, portions of the holophotes B and C, the light

from which was condensed respectively over the arc J by each of

the straight prisms a and over the arc fl by each of the prisms

I. The condensed light at Isle Oronsay, which is of the f»Hrth

order, appears to be equal to that of a first order, so that wifi K
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lamp consuming annually only 170 gallons of oil a light is obtained

in tne only diiectiou in which gi'eat power is reciuired equal in

effect to a lamp consuming 800 gallons per annum.
Fixed Condensing LigJds of Unequal J!nngc ichich constantly

Jlluminalc the icholc Horizon.—For this purpose the condensin"

spherical mirror or spherical mirror of unequal area will be found

applicable.

Revolving or Intermittent Lights for Condensing the Rays into one

Sector.—Tho holophote in fig. 55 throws its rays on straight con-

densing prisms P, each of which spreads the light over the prescribed

sectors, while masks JI tuniing horizontally on pivots cut off the

light either slowly or suddenly so as to produce a revolving or

an intermittent light, both of which condense all the rays uni-

formly over the one sector.

Afplieaiion of Condeming Priw:iplc to Revolving Lights of Unequal
Range, which do jwt Illuminate the whole Horizon.

Repeating Light.—Plane mirrors II (fig 56) revolve on an endless

diaiu placed outside of the apparatus and alter the direction of the

flashes after they pass

into tho d.irk arc on \ _...0'"''''"""""'^-'<^-..._

the landward side so
'-f:'

as to cause tho lenses \

L, L to repe.it their

flashes over the sea-

ward arc which requires

strengthening. Tho
condensing spherical

miiTor and miiTor of

unequal areas will also

be found applicable in j

cases where the flashes :::

do not require to sweep '•}•

over the whole horizon. :

olv- Condensing Revolv-

ing Lights which Peri-

its, odieally Illuminate the

whole Horizon, lut

which Vary the Strength

of the Flashes in Pass-

ing over Certain Sec-

tors —The spherical

mirror of unequal areas

and the condensing
mirror are equally well suited for those that revolve,

er- Condensing Intermittent LiglUs.—Figs. 57 and 58 show straight

tent refracting or reflecting prisms, which revolve and intercept as they

its. pass round certain of the

rays from a central fixed

light apparatus so as to

produce perfect darkness

over the sectors which
they subtend at the time,

whUe they spread the

rays which they intercept

uniformly over and thus

strengthen ths interme-

diate sectors which are

illuminated directly by
the central apparatus.

Fig. 56.—Horizontal Section.

ID

"
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Pi IseU s Gas III

These buoys are g

LIGHTHOUSE
T ol c g a Fixed Light —

I lie tlniged to a pressure

01 ten atmospheres. The buoy is fiUeil wilh g,is sufficient to burn

night and day for three or four months ; the burning pressure is

kept constant by Pintsch's regulator. These buoys promise to be

fltgreat service, and have now been in use for more thau a year at

sereral places both in England and Scotland.

Atdomatk Meterfor Producing Intermittent Lights bijthc Flowof

the Oas.—In order to distinguish one buoy or beacon from another,

Mr T. Stevenson has proposed to make the flow of the gas itself

produce automatic intermittent action without using clockwork.

The full flame continues to burn until the action of the meter

reduces the supply, but leaves a small jet still burnin" in tlie

sockets of the burner till the full flame is again produced. This

meter has been tried successfully on shore for twenty-'ight hours

consecutively.

Dniform Uniform System of Bcfcoiis and Buoys.—The first proposal for

ystemot dealing systematically with the colours of beacons and buoys was in

seaeons. 1828 when Mr R. Stevenson proposed for the navigation of the

sounls the whistle It is siid tl at an undulation of even 12 inches

IS sufficient to sound the whistle

Tolh ig of Bells hj the llyclrostalic Tolliwg

r re of tlic Tide.—lu 1810 Mr R. bells Ij

iu designed apparatus for tolling tide.

1 the Carr Rock beacon, which
have been efl^ected by a float

ascending with the pressuro of

tl e flo \ing tide, when descending with

tlie fill of the ebb tide and by means
" of a peculiar arrangement of weights

for keeping the bell iu action during tho
~ time of slack water.

Illiiminants.

After Argand'sordinarysingle-wick oil

burner Fresncl still aUlicringtoArgand'a

principle of the double air current intro-

duced two, three, andfonr Concentric wick burners, Mr Alan Stevenson
the five, and Mr Douglass the six wick burner. These burners arc

suitable for the consumption of animal and vegetable oils, which
were in use in the various

lighthouse services of

the world till within tho

last few years. Tlieso

oils are, however, super-

seded by hydrocarbons,

which at one half the

cost give an increased

luminous intensity for

an equal consumption,

but they require a larger

supply of air for their

combustion, and con-

sequently an improved
form of burner. M.
Jlaris in 1856 devised a

single-wick burner for

this purpose which gave

good results, but many
and all attempts to con-

struct a multiple-wick

mineral oil burner failed

till 1868, when Capt,iin

Doty's form was deviseil.

By a happy choice of proportions in the

various parts of his burner (fig. 64), and

by the addition of an exterior cylinder sur-

rounding the cuter wick, and a central

disk, both placed in such a manner as to

throw a current of air into tho flame at tho

right place, Captain Doty succeeded in

producing single and multiple-wick hydro-

carbon burners, which carry a flame of ^'S- ^^

great luminous intensity and regularity. The following table gives

the details of these burners, and also the candle power and con-

sumption, as determined by Dr Stevenson Macadam :—

fia. 63.—Courtney's Automatic Buoy. A, cylinder, 27 ft. 6 in. long
;

B, mooring shackle ; C, rudder ; D, buoy ; E, diaphragm ; F, ball

valves ; G, air inlet tubes ; H, air (compressed) outlet tube to

whistle ; I, compressed air inlet to buoy ; K, manhole ; L, steps

;

N, whistle.

river Forth that red buoys should be taken on the starboard and
black on the port side in going up the river. This system has
since been adopted generally in the United Kingdom. In 1857
Admiral E. J. Bedford suggested a uniform system for .all the coasts

of tho country, which was carried out in Scotland by Mr A. Cuning-
ham. A dilferent uniform system has been adopted in England by
the Trinity House. In 1859 Mr J. F. Campbell suggested what
is undoubtedly the best system, that a buoy shall indicate by its

ihapo and colour the compass direction in which a vessel should
sail after seeing the buoy.

Courtcnay's Aulematic Buoy.—This useful form of buoy (fig. 63)
first used, in America, has a cylindric tube A projecting below the
level of the water, on the upper part of which cylinder there is a
whistle N and also two inlet valves F, F, so that tho rising and
felling of the buoy draws in and expels tho air alternately which

meter of

Outer Wick
in Indies.

UtiRlit or i Candli- Power
| y^^^^^ ^j

"^r'name"! Cil'ildfe''s°™ch i

'•''='" """" 'Consumption

.. 1 .!«- I «»»,.. Js-».. iConsumpIionl per Hour la
' of 1 Gallon Gollons.

Inclit
"''j/;;o,;';™ii"«>spcrn,.per II

:
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Action of gravity, regulated by a contrivance which maintains a

;onstant head. If, however, the cisteru be placed below this level,

cither a mechanical lamp is employed, in which the oil is forced

into the burner by pumps worked by clockwork, or a moderator

lamp, in which this is effected by the pressure exerted by a weighted

piston descending in a cylinder forming the cistern.

Coal-Gas.—Coal-gas was first used as a lighthouse illuminant at

Salvore, near Trieste, in 1817. For many years it has been used

in the harbour lights of Great Britain when in the neighbourhood

of gas-works. Mr J. K. Wigham has designed a compound or

crocus burner consisting of a group of twenty-eight vertical tubes,

iach carrying an ordinary double fish-tail burner, and the ignited

gases issuing from all these jets unite into one large flame. Addi-

tional groups of twenty jets each can readily be arranged around the

prat, which forms a central nucleus, and in this way, depending on

the state of the atmosphere, the power of the burner can be made

at will 28, 48, 63, 88> or 108 jets. Fig. 65 shows the arrangement

Fig. 63. Fig. 66. Fig. 67.

tor 2S jets, and fig. 68 one for 108 jets. In his triform or quadri-

form systems llr Wigham places two, three, or four of the burners

already described vertically one above the other (fig. 67), with

lenses opposite to each. The following table gives the candle

powers, &c. , of Mr Wigham's burners.

Numter of Jets.
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UistriLi

tion of
Uebts.

called an occulting liglit (6) Tlic inkrmilknl light of iuugual

periods, first proposed by Mr R. L: Stevenson in 1871, showing

from the same apparatus different durations of the dark periods

with equal periods of light, such as fixed for 2" eclipsed 5', fixed

2" eclipsed for 2", and then, as at first, fixed for 2". (7) Group

fashiiig light. This distinction consists in giving a series of

groups of two or more flashes separated by short eclipses, the

groups being separated from one another by a larger ecliiise.

Mr Wigham of Dublin first jiroposed this distinction, and applied

it to a dioptric revolving apparatus illuminated by gas, the elfcct

being produced by raising and lowering the gas as Mr Wilson of

Troon had done in 1827. Dr Hopkinson produced the same effect

optically and for any illuminant by altering the arrangement of

the ordinary revolving apparatus. (8) Fixed lights illuminating

the u-holc horizon, bat showing rcvolvbig or intermittent characteristics

over small arcs. These can be produced by masks arranged like

Tenetian house blinds placed opposite the arc where the character-

istic is to be different from the main light. This arrangement and

No. 9 were lately proposed by Mr T. Stevenson. (9) Intcrmiltcnt

Hashing light. This is produced by condensing prisms revolving

round a fixed light apparatus. Tlie flashing light continues giving

its rapidly recurring flaslies for a certain period, which is succeeded

by a dark period. The light which is not required during the dark

periods is condensed by the pri.sms so as to strengthen the light

periods.

Uniform System of Characteristics.—Various modes of distinguish-

ing lights have been at different times proposed, such as Babbage's,

which represented the stations by numoers, and Sir "W. Thomson's

by the Morse alphabet, or dots and dashes ; but the following

results seem to show that the present system is satisfactory, wliile

it is free from many objections to which the other modes are liable.

The Board ofTrade records of shipwrecks show that during the sjiace

of twenty years (1857 to 1876)2716 vessels were wrecked by stranding

on the coasts and islands of Scotland and the Isle of Man, and that

of all these there were only twenty-six, and the greatmajority of them
were small vessels, in which it was even alleged that the cause was a

^ulure in identifying the distinctive characteristic of some one of

the Northern lighthouses, and in one-third of these cases tlie sailors

were foreigners, and made such glaring mistakes as taking a fixed

for a revolving light. It is surely more probabl? that in many of

these cases they did not confound the characteristics at all, but

really did not know what they were. But, waiving aU these con-

siderations, there were after all only about 1 per cent, of all the

wrecks which were alleged to have been caused by mistaking one

light for another.

Power of Coloured Lights.—Experiments, and particularly those

of^L Reynaud, have shown that red of the same initial power as

white penetrates a fog to a greater distance than the white, owing

to the red rays not being so much dispersed by refraction. Experi-

ments made at Edinburgh in 1868 show that a light should, before

pa.ssing through red. glass, have four and a half times the initial

power of a white light. The same results have since been obtained

by M. Allard of Paris. '

An objection to all coloured lights is the fact that some persons

are unable to detect any difference between certain colours. Accord-

ing to the experiments of Professor Holmgren on from sixty to

seventy thousand pereons in Europe and America, about 4 '2 per

cent, are congenitally colour-blind, and the commonest form of this

defect is inability to distinguish between red and green, which are

the only tints employed for lighthouse distinctions. Tliis objection,

however, must gradually lose its weight, as the Board of Trade has

now adapted the " colours test " as part of their examinations for

certificates in navigation.

Distribution of Lights on a Coast.—Mr Alan Stevenson gives the

following as a few of the chief considerations which should guide

ns in the selection of sites and characteristic appearance of the
lighthouses to be placed on a line of coast.

" 1. The most prominent points of a line of coast, or those first

made on over-sea voyages, should be first lighted ; and the most
powerful lights should be adapted to them, so that they may be dis-

covered by the mariner as long as possible before his reaching land.

"2. So far as is consistent with a due attention to distinction,

revolving lights of some description, which are necessarily more
powerful than fixed lights, should be employed at the outposts on a

line of coast.
" 3. Lights of precisely identical character and appearance should

not, if possible, occur within a less distance than 100 miles of each

other on the same line of coast which is made by over-sea vessels.

"4. In all cases the distinction of colour should never be adopted
except from absolute necessity.

" 5. Fixed lights and others of less power may he more readily

adopted in narrow seas, because the range of the lights iu such
mtnations is generally less than that of open sea-lights.
" 6. In narrow seas also the distance between lights of the same

appearance may often be safely reduced within much lower limits

than is desirable for the greater sca-Iights. Thus there are many
instances in which the distance separating lights of the same

character need not exceed 50 miles ; and peculiar cases occur m
which even a much less separation between similar lights may bs

snflicient.
" 7. Lights intended to guard vessels Irom reefs, shoals, or othet

dangers should, in every case where it is practicable, be placed sea-

ward of the danger itself, as it is desirable that seamen be enabled

to make the lights with confidence.

"8. Views of economy in the first cost of a lighthouse should

never bo permitted to interfere with placing it in the best possible

position ; and, when funds are deficient, it will generally be found

that the wise course is to delay the work until a sum shall havo

been obtained sufficient for tho erection of the lighthouse on the

best site.

"9. The elevation of the lantern above the sea should not, if

possible, for sea-lights, exceed 200 feet ; and about 150 feet is suffi-

cient, under almost any circumstances, to give the range which is

rer^uired. Lights placed on high headlands are subject to be fre-

quently wrapped in fog, and are often thereby rendered useless, at

times when lights on a lower level might be perfectly efficient.

But this rule must not, and indeed cannot, be strictly followed,

especially on the British coast, where there are so many projecting

cliffs, which, while they subject the lights placed on them to occa-

sional obscuration by fog, would also entirely and permanently hide

from view lights placed on the lower laud adjoining them.

"10. The best position for a sea-!ight ought rarely to be neglected

for the sake of the more immediate benefit of some neighbouring

port, however important or influential ; and the interests of naviga-

tion, as well as the true welfare of the port itself, will generally bo

much better served by placing the sea-light w/ure it ought to be, and

adding, on a smaller scale, such subsidiary lights as the channel

leading to the entrance of the port may require.

"11. It maybe held as a general maxim that the fewer lights'

that can be employed in the illumination of a coast the better, not

only on the score of economy, but also of real efficiency. Every

light needlessly erected may, in certain ciicumstances, become a

source of confusion to the mariner ; and in the event of another

light being required in the neighbourhood, it becomes a deduction

from the means of distinguishing it from the lights which existed

previous to its establishment.
" 12. Distinctions of lights, founded upon the minute estimation

of intervals of time between flashes, and especially on the measure-

ment of the duration of light and dark periods, are less satisfactory

to the great majority of coasting seamen, and are more liable tc

derangement by atmospheric changes, than those distinctions which

are founded on what may more properly be called the characteristic

appearance of the lights, in which the times for the recurrence of

certain appearances differ so widely from each other as not to require

for their detection any very minute observation in a stormy night.

Thus, for example, flashing lights of five seconds' interval, and

revolving lights of half a minute, one minute, and two minutes, are

much more characteristic than those which are distinguished from

each other by intervals varying according to a slower series of 5"

10", 20", 40", &o.
" 13. Harbour and local lights, which have a circumecribea

I'ange, should generally be fixed instead of revolving ; and may
often, for the same reason, bo safely distinguished oy coloured

media. In many cases also, where they are to serve as guides into

a narrow channel, the leading lights which are used should, at the

same time, be so arranged as to serve for a distinction from any
neighbouring lights,

"

Table of Distances at which Objects can he seen at Sea, according

to their respective elevations, and the elevation of the eye of the

observer.
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Flonthij Lights.

Prior to ISO" tlic only kind of flontiiig liglit was a sliip Tvith
small lantcins suspcmlej fioiu the yaid-arnis'oi- frames. TTlie late

Mr Rulcrt Stevenson iutroJaceil in that year a lantern which snr-
jounded the mast of

tlievessel, andwas cap-

able of Vicing lowered
domi to tlio dock to

be trimmed. By his

plan a lantern of much
greater sizo could bo

used, and witli this

increase of size a larger

and more perfect ap-

paratus could be em-
ployed ivhich admitted

jf gearing for working
i revolving light, as

Adopted by the Trinity

Housa In fig. 63,

aa is the mast, b tackle

hook, c, c brass flanges

for fi.x'ing parts of lan-

tern togetlier, e and
g weatlier guards, h
plate glass front of

lantern, i shutter by
which lamps are trim-

med, Jc lamps, I silver

lellector. JRcvolving

catoptric apparatus

was applied to float-

ing liglits in England,
ami M. Letonnieau, in

18.51, proposed to em-
ploy a number of set's

of dioptric apparatus
in one lantern ; figs.

69 and 70 show eleva-

tion nnd plan of one o{

the Hooglily floating

lights on the dioptric ^ 'S- "'•

principle, designed for the Indian Government by Jfessi-s Stevenson.
It will be observed that not fewer than four of the separate lights

<irB always in view from every part of the compass at once.

The "SevenStone3"light-
j^g^
—v,^^

ship, which has all the f >

recent Trinity House Im-
provements, is moored
olf the Lands End in

42 fathoms. Her moor-
ings consist of a 40 cwt.

mushroom anchor, and
815 f.itlioms of H inch
studded chain cable. The
vessel is timber-built,

copper-fastened through-

out, sheathed with Muntz
metal. Her length is 103
feet between perpendi-

culars ; extreme breadth,

21 Icet 3 inches ; depth of

hold from the strake next
the timbers to the upper
Bide of the upper deck
beams, 10 feet 3 inches.

In the event of the vessel

breaking adrift, she is

provided with sails, the
mizzcn being freq^uently

iiscd for steadying the
vessel at her moorings.
The cost of the vessel,

fully equipped for sea,

with illuminating and fog

signal apparatus complete,
was about £9500.

Lanterns are generally

constructed of diagonally
framed astragals ^fig. 71)

to avoid the obscura- 'i' ''>•:
I
'".••

'

tiou of light in any one
'

'
' ". ,• 1

1

azimuth as would be tl.e "-'O- «0.—Dioptric Floating Light,

case with dioptric fixed Horizontal Section,

light apparatus wore vertical astragals used. The astragals are

nude of gun-metal, having a tensile strain of 33,000 Iti to

the square inch; tlie dome js uiAilc of copper plates rivelted

F:o. 69.. -Dioptric Floating Light.

Elevation.

.sdu.

together ; find tlie glass is the best plate } inch tliick. Storm panes
are kept at hand which can be ai.jilied in a f^v minutes in the
event of a pane being bioken, which sometimes occui'S from large
birds driving against the lantern and by stones thrown up from the
face of clitrs by sea and wind during storma Mx Douglass's cylin-
dric or helical lanterns
(tig. 72) have steel astra-

gals, and the panes, which
are also cylindrical, are J
inch tliiek.

Lifjtitiiinrj Conductors.—
Each lighthouse tower is

furnished with a copper
lightning conductor con-

sisting of a J inch copper
rod or wire rope. These
conductors terminate

about 18 inches above the

top of dome of lantern in

a forked shape with two
platinum points ; the
lower end bifurcated and
furnished with large cop.

Fig. 71.—
Diagonal Lantein.

Fig. 72.—
Helical Lantern.

per earth-plates is sunk into moist earth or into the sea. The con-

ductor is put into metallic connexion with all large masses of metal

outside or inside the lightroom. See LlOHTN'iNG Conductoks.
ilachinery.—Revolving lights are projielled by clock-work Machib

machinery actuated by a falling weight. The machines are pro- cry.

vided with a maintaining power which keeps the apparatus mov-
ing while the machine is being wound up, and a bell is attached

which rings to warn the keepers when the machine requires

winding up. A clock face is also attached which keeps time with

the lightroom clock when the apparatus is revolving at the proper

speed.

Masking Screens.—For the purposeofc!(«i)i!/f!/f sharply the light Masklm
proceeding from any fixed li"ht apparatus, the late Mr J. il. Balfour ^creeiuk

devised what he called radi.al masKing screens. These screeiA, which

are in use at several lighthouses where tho fairway for ships U
narrow, consist of a series of thin plates placed with their edges

towards the apparatus, and with such a distance between them,

and of such a length as will secure that only rays having tho

desired divergence can pass through between them.

With revolving lights it is not possible to cfi'ect a "cut oSf" as in

the case of fixed lights, on any particular bearing ; for the direction

of the axis of the luminous beam projected by the lens or reflector

is being continually chang'jd in the horizontal plane by the revolu-

tion of the frame on which it is fixed. Jlr Stevenson's mode o£

overcoming this difticulty is by fixing a light metallic screen or

coloured glass shade outside of the revolving apparatus and on

the safety side of the danger arc. These screens are fitted with

rollers for running on a sliglitly inclined plane or circular path-

Small projecting rods or snugs fixed to the sides of each lens are,

in revolving, brought against the edge of the screen, and gradually

press the screen before it up the inclined plane. By the time tho

lens reaches tho edge of the danger arc the screen has been pushed

to the top of the inclined plane, and the full beam of light, coming

froni the now entirely uncovered lens, points in the required line

of cut off, which is the border of the danger arc. But whenever

the further revolution of the apparatus causes the snugs to pass

clear of the edges of the screen so as to free it from their jircssure

it Immediately runs back again to its original position in front of

the lens, so as to prevent aiiy of the light being now sent seawards.

IBy this continued reciprocative movement of the screen, as lens

after lens comes round, the same elfoct will be successively produced

and the light will always be cut off on the lines of obscuration,,

so that the flashes can never be seen within the danger arc.

Malhaiintlcal inicsti(jations and forvmlx for constructing the

optical instruments for lighthouses will be found in the books

undernotcd by Alan Stevenson, Swan, Chance, 'NTpIiIs, Keyuaud,

AUard, ic, to which the reader is referred.

iiVcradire.—Smcafon, Karralire of the Edilystone LiglilUuse, london, 1793;

Stevenson, Account of llie Belt Rort ligliltiouse, EdinbiUKh. 182-1; Ficsnel,

Mimoire tur un noui-eau iusleme didairage des f,licires,tam. 1S22; Brcwslcn

Treatise on Burning Instruments. 1812 ; Fanale di Saltore, nelf Islria, Itlummalo

a Gal, Vienna. 1321 ; Aceaunl of a Ifetn Si/stem of lltuminalion for Ligtithouses,

1827; Alan Stevenson. Arcount of Slerri/vore LiglMouse, icilh Holes on Liglit-

home Iltuminalion. I.s47; Stevenson, Treatise on the History. Construction, and

Itlumination of LiglUliomes, London, \i'M\ Report of tlie liglillwusc Hoard of

America Wnsliineion lS.'j2; J. T. Ch.ince, " On Optical Apparatus used in LiRht-

hoiises."'in Proc. hist. C. S., vol, xxvl.; " Dioptric Apparatus in Liglitiiouses tor

tlie Elecliic Liclit." Proc Jmt. C. E., vol. lii.; DouKloss, " Tlie Wolf-R"ck Light-

Iiouse" Proc Just C E.. vol. XXX : "Electric Light applied to Li«lttlious8

lIlumi'nMion." Proc Inst. C. E.,yo\. Ivii.; Tlios.Stevinsoii, Lvjhlhouse HJumtna-

tion. 2a ed., Edinl)im;Ii. 1S71 iGeiman translation vvitli appendix t<6frd«
Birechming ron Leuclitthurnilialien und L'-rlidhurm-arfaralus. liy Clir \ehls,

Hanover 1878)- L Kcynaud, U^mr' fectairage et le balisaije des cClet

de France, Piliis. 1SC4; Thos. S'- vii^ui., LiglMouse Construction and Illumina-

tion. Lom\on.\SS\; v.- Sv-a,. -Kcw Forms ot LiBlitliouso Apparatus, Trant.

P,o„. Scot. Soc. of An. vol. viii. : M. E. AllMd. J/.'mo.re sur fintensxU etla

po'rtee lies p/iares. Paris, 1S70 ; Id., ilemoire sur Ics phares ^lectnques. Paris. 1^1;
Proc. Inst. C. E., passim. <T- ST.)
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LIGHTING, Electric. Artificial ligbt is generally

produced by raising some body to a high temperature. If

the temperature of a solid body be greater than that of

surrounding bodies it parts with some of its energy in the

form of radiation. Whilst the temperature is low these

radiations are not of o^ind to which the eye is sensitive;

they are exclusively radiations less refrangible and of

greater wave-length than red light, and may be called

infra-red. As the temperature is increased the infra-red

radiations increase, but presently there are added radiations

which the eye perceives as red light. As the temperature

is further increased, the red light increases, and yellow,

green, and blue rays are successively thrown off. On
pushing the temperature to a still higher point, radiations

of a wave-length shorter even than violet light are pro-

duced, to which the eye is insensitive, but which act

strongly on certain chemical substances; these may be

called ultra-violet rays. It is thus seen that a very

hot body in general throws out rays of various wave-

length, our eyes, it so happens, being only sensitive to

certain of these, viz., those not very long and not very

short, and that the hotter the body the more of every

kind cf radiation will it throw out, but the proportion

of short waves to long waves becomes vastly greater

as the temperature is increased. The problem of the

artificial production of light with economy of energy is the

same as that of raising some body to such a temperature

that it shall give as large a proportion as possible of those

rays lyhich the eye happens to be capable of feeling. For

practical purposes this temperature is the highest tempera-

ture we can produce. As an illustration of the luminous

effect of the high temperature produced by converting

other forms of energy into heat within a small space, con-

sider the following statements. 120 cubic feet of 15

candle gas will, if burned in ordinary gas burners, give a

light of 360 standard candles for one hour. The heat pro-

duced by the combustion is equivalent to about CO million

foot-pounds. If this gas be burned in a gas-engine, about

8 million foot-pounds of useful work will be done outside

the engine, or four horse-power for one hour. This is

sufficient to drive an "A" Gramme machine for one hour;

the energy of the current will be about 6,400,000 foot-

pounds per hour, about half of which, or only 3,200,000

foot-pounds, is converted into radiant energy in the electric

arc, but this electric arc will radiate a light of 2000 candles

when viewed horizontally, and two or three times as much
when viewed from below. Hence 3 million foot-pounds

changed to heat in the electric arc may be said roughly to

affect our eyes sis times as much as 60 million foot-pounds

changed to heat iti an ordinary gas burner.^ Owing to the

high temperature at which it remains solid, and to its

great emissive power, the radiant body used for artificial

illumination is nearly always some form of carbon.

The consideration of electric lighting naturally divides

into two parts—the production of suitable electric currents,

and the conversion of the energy of such currents into

radiations. Although electric lights were first produced
from currents generated by batteries, they have only

attained commercial importance by the use of machines for

converting mechanical energy into electric current.

Diinamo-Electric Machines.—In the widest sense a
dynamo-electric machine may be defined as an apparatus
for converting mechanical energy into the energy of

electrostatic charge, or mechanical power into its equivalent
electric current through a conductor. Under this definition

would be included the electrophorus and all frictional

machines ; but the term is used in a more restricted sense

^ Proc. Inst, a .B.,lii. 69; Report from the Select CommMce on
Electric LiQhting, 1879.

for those machines which produce electric currents by the

motion of conductors in a magnetic field, or by the motion
of a magnetic field in the neighbourhood of a conductor.
The general laws of electromagnetic induction need not be
set forth hero ; as they are fully explained in the article

Electricity, they will be assumed in all that follows.

Since, if tte current in a closed circuit be in one direction

when the number of lines of force is increasing, it will be
in the opposite direction when they are diminishing, it is

clear that the current in each part of the circuit which
passes through the magnetic field must be alternate in

direction. Hence also the current in the wire outside the
machine must also be alternate, unless something of the
nature of a commutator be employed to reverse the coi>.

nexions of the internal wires, in which the current ii

induced, and the external circuit. We have then broadly
two classes of dynamo-electric machines:—the simplest,

the alternate current machine,- where no commutator is

used ; and the continuous current, in which a commutator
is used to change the connexions to the external circuit

just at the moment when the direction of the current would
change.

The mathematical theory of alternate current machines is com-
paratively simple.^ Let t be the period of the machine, that is, the
time taken to move the armature from one position to the next
exactly similar position, e.j., in a Siemens alternate current

machine of sixteen magnets on each side, one-eighth of the
time of revolution; let 7 be the coefficient of eelf-induction of

the whole circuit, and R the resistance of the whole circuit; and
let t denote the time at any instant counting from any epoch as

initial, aud ii the magnetic induction at time t multiplied by the

number of convolutions. The electromotive force in the circuit at

time i will be

dt
'

and the ecjuation cf the current will be

where x is the current. Kow I may bo expressed in the form

2* A, sin 27rs-^'
,

where A, and /, are constants for the macnine wit!i given excitatioi

of the fixed magnets. Hence

•yj + Rl = 2f-=rA, cos 2irs ,

.t-t.-r.

c^Ce'y -hSf^^V-
' V(^7-

^^ 2WT. 2«v
T KT

The term Ce "* \a unimportant except just after closing the

circuit. In the Siemens machine M. Joubert states that the only

° For descriptions of various alternate current machines, consult the

following authorities:

—

Alliance: H. Fontaine, Alairage d I'Elec-

Iricile, Paris, 1879, p. 114 ; Dr H. Schellen, Die magnet- und dynanw-

ekctrischen Maschinen, Cologne, 1879, p. 35. De Meritens: Enginet

ing, xxviii. 372, xxxii. 35G, 380, 392; Tel. Jour., vi. 393; Shoolbred.

Electric LigMing,Lon(ion,lS79,p.'H; Electrician, i\. 27. Gramme:

Engineering, xviii. 413, xxvL 63, xxix. 134, xxxii. 615 ; Tel. Jour.,

viii. 26, ix. 206 ; Electrician, iv. 176 ; Shoolbred, 25 ;
Fontaine, 161

;

Sch'ellen 176 ; Report from the Select Committee on Electric Lighting,

231. Holmes: Fontaine, 119; Schellen, 35. Holmes-Alllance:

Shoolbred, 13. LACHAtissfe: Engineering, xxxii. 465; Tel. Jour.,

ix 381. Losmi: Engineering, XXV. iS,xxvin.ni:Shoonm(i, -2;

Fontaine, 171 ; Report from the Select Comviittee on Electric Lighting,

229; Schellen, 167. Eapieff: r«;. ^owr., viii. 150. Siemens: Tei.

/t,Kr., vii. 284; Schellen, 315.

5 Journal de Physique, x. 141 ; Joubert, " Th&rie des machinia ft

courants alternatifs," in Phil. Mag., x. 298, 384.
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important lefiii is that of longest period. Hence, properly chooaino
the epoch, we write

°

where

.an?ir=2,T,
T KT

Hence we see the currett is diminished either Ly increasing y or
increasing R, also that the moment of reversal of cuiftnt is not
coincident with that of no electromotive force, but occurs after that
time by an amount depending on the relative magnitudes of y and
E. This explains in a general way what is known as the lead of

the brushes in. a continuous current machine. If we wished to

api'ly a commutator to the Siemens alternate current machine for

the purpose of producing an external current constant in direction,

the change effected by the commutator should occur at an epoch
after that of greatest electromotive force, an epoch which, with
varying external resistance or varying speed, wiU depend on tho
resistance and speed.

The power of the current is llx', and the energy in any consider-
able time, 0, is

which shows that most power will be required to drive the machine
when

T
R=-

In what precedes it has been assumed that the copper wires are
the only conducting "bodies moving in the magnetic field. In most
cases the moving wire coils of these machines have iron cores, the
iron being in some cases solid, in others more or less divided. It

is found that if such machines are run on open circuit the iron
becomes hot, very much hotter than when the circuit of the copper
wire is closed; in some cases the phenomenon is so marked that the
machine actually takes more to drive it when the circuit is quite
ojien than when the machine is short-circuited. The explanation is

that on open circuit currents are induced in the iron cores, but
that when the copper coils are closed the cun'ent in the latter by
its induction diminishes the current in the iron. The effect of
currents in the iron cores is not alone to waste energy and heat the
machine ; the current produced is also actually less for a given-

intensity of field and speed of revolution. The cure of the evQ
is to subdivide the moving iron as much as possible in directions

perpendicular to those in which the current tends to circulate.

Continuous or Direct Current Machines.—It has been,

shown that to produce a continuous current a commutator
is needed. If there is but a single wire in the armature,

or if there are more than one, but all are under maximum
electromotive force at the same time, the current outside

the machine, though always in the same direction, will be
far from uniform. This irregularity may be reduced to

any extent by multiplying the wires of the armature, giving

each its own connexion to the outer circuit, and so placing

them that the electromotive force attains a maximum
successively in the several circuits. A practically uniform
electric current was first commercially produced with the

ring armature of Pacinotti as perfected by Gramme.
Suppose a straight bar electromagnet surrounded by a coil

of copper wire from end to end. Let the electromagnet

be bent with the copper wire upon it until its ends meet
and it forms an aniiulus or anchor ring. Let the two ends

of the copper wire be connected, so that the iron core is

surrounded by an endless copper wire, and you have the

Pacinotti or Gramme ring. This ring rotates about its

axis of figure between two diametrically opposed magnetic

poles of opposite name. The ring may at any instant be
supposed divided in halves by a diameter perpendicular to

the diameter joining the centre of the poles. Equal and
opposite electromotive forces act on the copper wire of the

two halves, giving two opposite electric poles half way
between the magnetic poles. If electric connexions could

be maintained with these two points as the ring revolves,

a. foatJBun.uiJ current would be drawn off. In practice this

is only approximated to. The copper wire ia divided into
a series of equal sections, and at the point of junction of
each section with its Neighbour a connexion is made with
a plate of a commutator, having as many divisions as there
are divisions of the copper coiL Collecting brushes bear
upon the commutator plates, which are connected to the
coil nearest to the point of maximum potential. Owing to

the self-induction and mutual induction of the several coils

of the armature, this point is displaced in the direction of
rotation when a current is being drawn off, to an extent
greater as the current is greater in relation to the strength
of the magnetic field The magnetic field in the Gramme
and other continuous, dynamo-electric machines may be
produced in several ways.^ Permanent magnets of steel may
he used, as in the smaller machines now made, and in all

'ae earlier machines ; these are frequently called magneto-
machines. ^ Electromagnets, excited by, a current from a
smaller dynamo-electric machine, were introduced by "Wilde

j

these may be described shortly as dynamos with separate

exciters. The plan of using the whoje current from the

armature of the machine itself for exciting the magnets was
proposed almost simultaneously by Siemens, TVheatstone,

and S. A. Varley.' For some purposes it is advantageous to

divide the current from the armature, sending the greater

part through the external circuit, and a smaller portion

through the electromagnet, which is then of very much
higher resistance, as the electromagnet is a shunt to the

external circuit Machines so arranged are sometimes
called shunt dynamos.* The last two arrangements depend
on residual magnetism to initiate the current, and below a
certain speed of rotation give no practically useful electro-

motive force.

In discussing the comparative eflSciency of dynamo^
machines there are two points to be examined—(1) how
much of the power applied is converted into energy of
current in the whole circuit, whether external or in tho

wires of the armature or of the electromagnets, and (2) how
much of the pov?er is available outside of the machine. The

^ See for descriptions of various continuous current machines :—
Ball: Engineer,\i[. 307; Tel. Jour., ix. 415; Ekctrician, ^ni. 395;
Engineering, xxxiii. 62^ Brush : Engineering, xxxi. 65, 85, 123 ;

Engineer, xlv. 447, li. 15 ; Tel. Jour., vii. 21 ; Electrician, iii. 87 ;

Shoolbred, 21 ; Fontaine, 181. BiJRara : Engineering, xxxii. 205

;

Electrician, vii. 229. Cance : Tel. Jour., viii. 346. Db MEBIIE^-3:
Engineering, xxxii. 356, 380, 392. Edison : Engineering, xxxii,

409, 418, xxxiii. 226, 252, 305, 407 ; Tel. Jour., x. 440 ; Engineer,
Iii. 325, liii. 42; Electrician, viii. 28, 202. FErs : Electrician, vii.

117; Engineering, xxxiii. 115. Fitzgerald: Engineer, 1. 234;
Electriaian, v. 224. Graihtk : Engineering, xxviii. 64, xxxiii. 58 ;

Engineer; xlv. 4.47; Tel. Jour., vi. 491; Electrician, i. 15; Shool-
bred, 18 ; Fontaine, 151 ; Report from the Select Committee on Electric

Lighting, 226 ; Schellen, 113. Gclcher: Engineer, Iii. 343; Electri-

cian, yii. 373. HEDOticH: Engineering, Tuxii. 120 ; Tel. Jour., jrfiii.

359. Heot-ey: Ts?. /cur., ix. 288. JUroexsen: ^n^ineenii^, xxxiii,

130 ; Engineer, Iii. 237; Electrician, vii. 331. Ladd; Fontaine, 124.
Lontin: Fontaine, 169. JIaxui: Engineering, xxxi. 618; Electric

cian,-nn. 228; Tel. Jour., viii. 413. Pacinotti: Engineerirg, xxxi:.-

501 ; Engineer, Iii. 293 ; Td. Jour., vii. 217, ix. 478 ; Schellen, 79;
Nuoto Cimento, xix. (1864); Journal de Physique, x. 461. Schuckekt:
Schelien, 139; Engineering, zxxi'L 244; Tel. Jour., vii. 119.
Siemens: Engineering, xrviil. 101; Electrician, ii. %9, vii. 68

!

Shoolbred, 17; Fon. Jie, 178; Schellen, 42, 144. Wallace-Farmer:
Engineer, xlv. 447; Shoolbred, 20; Reportfrom the Select Committer
on Electric Lighting, 246. Weston: Engineering, xxxii. 42 ; Electric

cian, i. 267; viii. 230. Wn.DE: Shoolbred, 19; Fontaine, 121;
Schellen, 49.

' Mascart, Journal de Physique, vi. vii,

^ See for experiments on machines so arranged :

—

Auerbach and
Meter: Wiedemann's Jnnalen, November 1879. Crompton: En-
gineering, xxxii. 205. Hopkinson: Proc. Inst. Mcch. £., 1879,
238, 1880, 266; Engineering, x.rrii. 403, xxix. 424; Engineer,
xlvii. 349; Tel. Jour., vii. 167, 185, viii. 167; Electrician, ii. 279,
iv. 295. Schwendleb: Tel. Jour., vii. 47, 82, 395; Electrician, ii.

107, 117.
* For experiments on " shunt dynamos " see Siemens, Trass- J">il-

Soc, 1880.
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practical sources of loss are friction of bearings, and of tlie

brushes on the commutator, electric curfents induced in the

iron of the machine, production of heat in the copper wire

of the armature due to its resistance, and production of

heat in the wire of the electromagnet due to its resistance.

There is also a certain loss in sparks upon the commutator.

The currents in the iron are reduced by dividing the iron

by insulating surfaces perpendicular to the electromotive

force tending to produce such currents. The loss by

resistance of wire in armature and magnets greatly depends

on the dimensions of the machine. For imagine^ two

exactly similar dynamo-electric machines, the one being n

times the dimensions of the other, we have the following

relations between them, assuming the same magnetic field

per square centimetre, and the same speed of rotation :

—

The electric resistances of the several parts are as 1 : k ;

The electromotive force of the armature as 91^
;

Current round magnets recjuired to produce the iield as n.

Thus the work wasted in heating the wire of the electro-

magnets varies as the linear dimensions of the machine.

The current which the armature can carry with safety to

the insulation will increase more rapidly than the linear

dimensions of the machines, but less rapidly than the

square of the linear dimensions. If the current vary as the

linear dimensions n, the whole electric work done by the

machine will vary as its weight ?i', and the work wasted in

the coils both of the electromagnets and of the armature

will only vary as n,—showing a great theoretic advantage

in favour of the larger machines.

Electric Lamps. Incandescent Lamp.'^—The simplest way
of obtaining light from an electric current is by passing it

through a considerable resistance in such small compass

that the conductor becomes intensely hot. It is of course

necessary that the conductor shall be able to endure a very

high temperature without injury. Iridium and platinum-

iridium wire have been employed, but are too expensive

for commercial use. Hitherto the only available sub-

stance is carbon, in the form of a thread or filament.

This carbon must be protected from the air by en-

closing it in a glass globe from which every trace of air

has been removed. An electric current passing through a

carbon filament obeys Ohm's law, as through a metallic

wire. But in metals the resistance increases as the tem-

perature rises, in carbon it diminishes.^ The filament or

thread of carbon being enclosed in a vacuous space, the

energy of current converted into heat in the filament only

leaves it in the shape of radiations. To light economically,

it is necessary to heat the filament to such a temperature

that the greatest possible proportion of these radiations

shall belong to that part of the spectrum to which the eye

is sensitive, i.e., to the highest temperature the filament

will stand. The fundamental problem of incandescent

electric lighting is to produce a carbon thread the substance

of which shall permanently stand the highest possible

temperature, to make good electrical connexion between
the ends of the filament and the conducting wires, and
above all to secure that the thread shall be uniform
throughout its length, for the current which can be safely

used is limited by the weakest point of the filament.

Several inventors have recently succeeded in meeting these

* See for descriptions of various incandescent lamps :—BaotiCHAM
and AWDnE : Engineer, xlix. 190; Electrician, iv. 213. EctsoN

:

Engineering, xxxiii. 305, 407; Td. Jour., viii. 28, x. 440; Ehxtri-
jiare, vii. 362. Fox (St G. Lane): Engineer, \\. 197; Tel. Jour.,
ix. 97; Electrician, ym. 5. Jablochkoff: Engineering, xxxn.2,^\.
KONN : Electrician, vii, 301 ; Fontaine, 292. JIaxim : Engineering,
xxxL 618. Nafoli: £fec(rician, vi. 138. Skymu-^wx : Enqiwer,
xlvii. 5; Tel. Jour., vii. 7; Electrician, ii. 100. Stakr : Electri-
cian, vii. 361. SWAS : Tel. Jour., viii. 378; Electrician, vii. 218,
377.

'.Thomson, Td. Jour., ix. 378.

conditions, but their relative merit and priority cannot bo

discussed here.'

Semi-incandescent Lamp.—The lamps of AV'erdermann,

Reynier, and Joel are intermediate between arc lamps and
incandescent lamps, and present the distinctive advantages

of neither.*

Arc LirjlUs.— Sir Humphry Davy discovered that if two
pieces of carbon were placed in contact with each other,

and the current from a battery of a sufficient number of

elements were passed from one piece to the other, the

current did not cease when the carbons were slightly parted,

but that the current passed across the intervening space,

causing an intensely high temperature and consequently

brilliant light. The pieces of carbon gradually burned
away, the positive carbon being consumed more rapidly

than the negative. When an electric current passes

through a conducting solid body maintained at a con-

stant temperature, the difi'erence of potential on the two
sides of the body has a constant ratio to the current pass-

ing through; this constant ratio is known as the electric

resistance of the body at its then temperature. No such

.-constant ratio exists in the case of the electric arc. If

you increase the current passing between two carbons at

a small distance apart, you do not materially change the

difference of potential at the two ends of the electric

arc. It is, therefore, not strictly appropriate to speak

of the resistance of the electric arc ; the appropriate con-

stant, or approximate constant, for an electric arc is the

difference of potential between the two sides of the arc.'

However near the carbons approach without touching, this

does not fall below a certain minimum value, and as the

carbons are separated its value increases. In ordinary

practice with continuous currents the potential of the

electric arc may be taken as ranging from 35 to 45 volts.

If the current in amperes be multiplied by the difference

of potential in volts, and the product be divided by 746,

we have the power used in the arc itself in horse-power,

that is, the power effectively used in lighting. The

mechanism of an electric lamp has two functions to perform,

it has first to bring the carbons into contact and then

part them, or simply part them if they are initially in

contact when the light is started, or when it is accidentally

extinguished (this is called striking the arc) ; it has also

to bring the carbons together as they are consumed. The

former function is always accomplished by an electro-

magnet or solenoid. In the electric candles, e.g., those of

Jablochkoff; RapieS", Wilde, or Siemens, the carbons are

approximately parallel, and- they burn down as does a

candle,—the arc being forced to the ends of the carbons by

the repulsion of the current in the carbons on the electric

arc." In the ordinary arc lamps the carbons have their

axes in the same line, and their approach or recession

must be controlled by the current passing through, by

the difference of potential, .or by both combined. When
the same current passes tlirough a succession of lamps in

series, it is clear that the regulation cannot be by the

' The application of incandescent lighting on a large scale lias been

thorouglily worked out in all its details. by Edison. For a description

of the whole system see Engineering, xxxiii. 226, 250, 305, 407.

* See for description of various semi-iilcandesccnt lamps:—JoEL :

Tel. Jo'tr., viii. 364 ; Electrician,:-!. 293./ Reynier : Electrician, ii.

88 ; Td. Jour., vii. 335 ; Fontaine, 297 ; Shoolbred, 38. Werher-

MANN : Engineer, xlvi. 312 ; Fontaine, 301 ; Shoolbred, 39.

» Edlund, Pogg. Annal, 1867, 1868.
^ See for descriptions of various electric candles :

—

De Meritens :

Shoolbred, 43. GATEHonsE : Tel. Jour, viii. 352. Heinrich :

Engineer, xlviii. 413. Hicklev : Tel. Jour., vii. 229. Jabloch-

koff: Engineering, xxxii. 251, 300, 320 ; Td. Jour, vii. 10 ; Shool-

bred, 41 ; Fontaine, 76 ; Report from the Select Committee on Electric

Lighting, 233 ; Schellen, 243. Jamfn : Td. Jour., viii. 224 ; Electri-

cian, v. 68; Fontaine, 81. Hafieff: Tel. Jour ,yn. 43; Shoolbred, 44.

Wilde : Tel. Jour., vii. 46 ; Shoolljred, 44; Engineering, xlvii. 385.
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current alone, as this is the same for all the lamps, and

might be maintained constant by the adjustment of any

one only of the lamps. When lamps are burned in series,

it is essential that the difference of potential shall be an

element in the control. This is done by using an electro-

magnet bound by fine wire so as to have a resistance of

some hundreds of ohms, and connecting it to the two sides

of the arc. In the Siemens differential lamp, and in some

others, a potential or shunt coil and a current coil oppose

each other ; as the arc lengthens the current becomes less,

and the potential greater, each acting to cause the carbons

to approach. It will be seen that the possible combinations

of mechanisms and electromagnets for adjusting an electric

arc are endless; and so also are the patents for such com-

binations. ^ When an alternate current is used for an elec-

tric arc, the phenomena are much more complicated, owing

to the difference of potential being a discontinuous function

of the time. The difference of potential will be (say) 40

volts in one direction for a certain fraoiion less than half

of the periodic time of the current; the current then entirely

ceases, generally for a finite time, and is then reversed

with a sudden reversal of difference of potential. ^ The
work done in the arc is measured by the time integral of

the product of difference of potential and current passing.

A knowledge of neither the mean strength of" the current,

nor of the difference of potential, nor of both, gives the

means of ascertaining the work done in an arc with alternate

current. The only satisfactory electrical method is the

quadrant electrometer suitably connected, and this is open

to the objection that a considerable resistance must be

introduced into the circuit.

Electric Light Measurements.-—Under this head wc con-

tent ourselves with a warning. A bare statement that an

electric arc" light is of so many candle power really conveys

no accurate information at all The light from an electric

arc differs greatly in colour from that of a candle;' a given

arc light may have three thousand times as much red of a

certain wave-length as a standard candle has of the same
wave-length, but ten thousand times as much green light.

Any one will "admit that green light is not measurable in

terms of red light; a mixture of red and green is not

^ See for descriptions of various arc lamps :

—

Brockie : Engineering,

xxxi. '93
; Engineer, xlix. 268 ; Tel. Jour. , viii. 114; Electrician,

\v. 232. Brcsh : Engineering, xxxi. 55, 85, 123 ; Engineer, li. 15
;

Tel. Jour., vii. 21 ; Electrician, iii. 87 ; Fontaine, 45. Cance :

Engineering, xxxiii. 30. Crompton : Engineering, xxxii. 205

;

Engineer, xlix. 323 ; Tel. Jour., viii. 131; Electrician, it. 273, vii.

229. DeMebsa^tje: Engineering, xi::!:^ 647, 650; Shoolbred, 34.

Fontaine : Fontaine, 70. Foocault and Duboscq : Fontaine, 48
;

Schellen, 211. Gaiffe : Fontaine, 36. Gordon: Tel. Jour., \ni.

397. GRA.MME : Tel. Jour., ix 250; Engineering, xxxiii. 172.

GtiLCHER : Engineer, Iii. 343; Tel. Jour., ix. 464; Electrician, vii.

373. Hedge : Engineering, x-xxiii. 393 ; Electrician, iv. 40, vii.

404 ; Tel. Jour., ix. 413. Heinrich : Engineering, xxxii. 154 ; Tel.

Jour., vii. 301, ix. 73; Electrician, iii. 201. HiCKLET : Tel. Jour.,

vii. 371. Jaspar : Engineering, xxxii. 645 ; Fontaine, 40. Krcpp :

Engineer, xlvii. 167; Tel. Jour., vii. 198; Electrician, ii. 255.

Lacassaone and TmERS : Fontaine, 28. Lontin : Shoolbred, 33
;

Fontaine, 59. Mackenzie : Engineering, xxxi. 38. Maxim : Tel.

Jour., viii. 417, ix. 144 ; Fontaine, 69. MoLERA and Ceerian : Tel.

Jour., vii. 231. Oeme : Tel. Jour., vii. 184. PiLSEN : Engineer-
ing, xxxi. 514, xxxiii. 152; Tel. Jour., riii. 419. Rapieff :

Engineering, xxvii. 55; Tel. Jour., vii. 60; Fontaine, 22; Shool-

bred, 34 ; Report from the Select Committee on Electric Lighting,

239. ScRiBNER : Tel. Jour., viii. 379. Serrin : Shoolbred, 31
;

Fontaine, 53 ; ScheUen, 218. Siemens : Engineering, xxxi. 276 ;

Tel. Jour., vii. 318, 412, viii. 98; Electrician, it 52; ScheUen,
227 ; Fontaine, 63 ; STioolbred, 33. Soleh, : Engineering, xxxii.

453. Stewart : Tel. Jour., viii. 80, 115. Thomson and HonsTAij

:

Engineer, xlvi. 295 ; Electrician, i. 282 ; Fontaine, 67. TcHIKO-
LEFP : Electrician, v. 80. Wallace-Farmer : Engineer, xlvi. 295 ;

Shoolbred, 36 ; Fontaipe, 33 ; Report from the Select •Committee on
Electric Lighting, 246. Weston: Engineering, xxxii, 42; Elec-

trician, viii. 246.
" ' Joubert, Journal de Physique, ix. 297.
' Abney, Proo. Roy. Soc. 1878.

measurable m terms o. another mixture in which the pro-

portions of the colours are wholly different. Again, the

intensity of the light obtained from an arc light depends
greatly on the direction in which it is viewed.^ Neither
of these considerations applies ij) the same degree to in-

candescent lamps. (j. HO.)

LIGHTXING. See Meteorology and Thunder-
storms.

LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR, or Lightning Rod
{Paraionnerre, Bliiz-aUeiter), is the nsme usually given to

apparatus designed to protect buildings or ships from the
destrustive effects of lightning. The title, alike in English,

French, and German, is misleading ; for, when properly

constructed, lightning rods serve rather to prevent the

occurrence than to ward off the effects of a flash of light-

ning. Damping the enemy's powder would be a most
efficient precaution against cannon-shot, but it would be
very inappropriately termed fortification. When a con-

ductor charged with electricity is brought near to another

conductor connected with the earth, it induces on it a
charge of the opposite kind of electricity. The result is an
attractive force which tends to bring the conductors nearer

to one another, and to augment the electric density oa
their opposed surfaces. When the density is sufficiently

great, there is rupture of the dielectric (air) between the

conductors, and the disruptive discharge takes place as an
electric spark. If one of the conductors have projecting

points or angles, the electric density is usually much greater

at such places than over the rest of the surface. But,

though the density is great at such places, the charge on
them is usually small, and the discharge takes place in aa
almost continuous manner by a brush or glow. When, for

instance, a large conductor, connected with an electric

machine, is giving a rapid succession of bright sparks to a

ball connected with the ground, the sparks cease as soon

as a pointed wire, connected with the ground, is held ia

the vicinity of the conductor. No discharge is heard, but

in the dark a faint glow is seen at the end of the wire,

which continues as long as the machine is turned. Re-
move the wire and the sparks instantly recommence. This

glow is known to sailors as St Elmo's (San Telmo's) fire,

in old days Castor and Pollux (Plin., H. N., ii. 37). Sup-

pose now one of the conductors to be a thundercloud, the

other the surface of the earth, the discharge will usually

take place between the places of greatest surface density

;

and it will in general be the more gradual as these are

more pointed, and of less capacity. Hence Franklin's idea

of furnishing buildings or other prominent objects with a

projecting metal spike well connected with the ground, for

the purpose of preventing a lightning discharge by substi-i

tuting for it what is practically a continuous electric

current.

To effect this object thoroughly, only three things are

necessary:—(1) the points should so project from the

building or ship to be protected as to prevent any great

development of electric density elsewhere than on them-

selves; (2) they should be effectually connected with the

earth
; (3) the connecting rod ought to be so good a con-

ductor as not to be injured even by a powerful eiectric

discharge.

The first of these conditions is realized by making the

rod branch out to all the salient portions of the building or

ship, and furnishing it with points projecting beyond each

of them. No general rule can be laid down as to the

extent of the region protected by a single point, though it

may usually be assumed with safety that the region extends

throughout a vertical cone whose vertex is at the point,

' *^lard, Memoire sur Us phares llectriques. p. 13, Paris, 1881)

Jrjir i",!. c. 5., Ivii 130 ; Shoolbred, 59-
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and whose semivertical angle is about 45°. This is pro-

bably not true if the point be very high,—on the top of

a tall chimney or tower, for instance. Objects not far

from the base of such a protected tower, and within the

cone just described, have occasionally been damaged by

lightning.

The second condition is easily fulfilled in towns by
connecting tbe lower end of the rod with the iron gas and

water-maius, which form an excellent " earth," as it is

technically called. Water-pipes, being usually jointed with

metallic-lead-washers, are preferable to gas-pipes, which

are usually put together with white lead. This condition

is also easy to secure in ships and in lighthouses, where

large metal plates (in the case of a ship, the copper

sheathiug is precisely what is required) can easily be

permanently immersed in sea-water. In country houses it

is usually more difficult to obtain a proper earth. Plates

and tubes of metal, o^ large surface, buried in ground

which is permanently damp, form usually the best arrange-

ment. A well makes a good earth; a carefully constructed

water tank (of stone or cement) is not an earth at all.

The third condition, so far as experience can guide us,

sftems to be efTectually realized by making the conductor

throughout of iron rod of an inch in diameter, or of copper

rod not less in diameter than fths of an inch Such rods

ot equal length have nearly the same conducting power,

and therefore would have equal amounts of heat developed

in them by a given discharge. But if such a discharge

took place, the co'pper would be heated much more than the

iron, in consequence of its smaller mass per foot (the

specific heat being approximately the same in the two
materials). Hence iron is, in this respect, preferable to

copper, if the conducting powers of the rods are equal.

Another advantage possessed by the iron rod is that it is

much less likely to be wilfully damaged or stolen. Against

this may be set the objections that it is easily injured by
rust, and is not nearly so flexible as the equivalent copper

rod. Conductors are now usually made of wdre-rope, so

that the question of flexibility is no longer of serious

importance ; but when iron is used it should always be
protected by zinc, i.e., be what is absurdly called

"galvanized." Many fantastic forms of lightning rods

were devised in consequence of the old erroneous notion

that their efficiency depended on their surface and not on
their cross section. In reality all conductors of equal

length, and of the same material, are equally efficient if

their cross sections be equal. ^ Thus, instead of stating the

diameter of a rod, we may speak of its weight per foot,

and say that a copper conductor should weigh at least about
half a pound, and an iron one at least two pounds and a
half per foot,—provided the materials be of good conducting
quality.

The points need not be very sharp, but they ought to be
protected by a coating of platinum or other nou-oxidizable

metal. And they should be iu a group of two or three at

the end of each branch of the rod, lest one of them should
be fused and impaired in efficiency by an accumulation of

electricity so rapid as to make the silent continuous dis-

charge impossible. Joints should be avoided as far as

possible j where they are unavoidable they should be made,
not by screws or brazing, but by means of a large mass of

solder completely enveloping the eniis to be connected.

Another point to be carefully attended to is that all large

metallic bodies, such as lead or zinc roofing, metal tanks,

&C., should be in good conducting connexion with the rod,

so as to prevent discharges of electricity inside the ship or
building. In many buildings we see the -lightning rods

' Some curious tnodifications of tbis statement are introduced when
5/6 deal with magnetizable metals, but they are umniportant in

practice.

attached by means of glass or porcelain insulators, such as

are employed for telegraph wires. This is a perfectly

needless, expensive, and possibly dangerous practice.

The literature of this subject is very extensive, as may lie seen

from Ronalds's Catalogue of IVorks on Electricity. The reader may
also consult Anderson on Lightning Conductors {IS80), and the Report

of the Lightning-Mod Conference (1882). Iu the latter work will be

found abstracts of many valuable papers, especially the reports on
lightning-rods made to the French Academy by some of its most
distinguished members, including Coulomb, Laplace, Poisson,

Gay Lussac, Fresnel, Pouillet, Cagniard de la Tour, Kegnault, &c.

There will also be found hints about some of the most ludicrous

devices employed by men ignorant of the laws of electrical pheno-
mena. Oneof the most singular of these was theso-called "Kepeller.

"

A lightning-rod, in all respects sufficient, was wont to be capped by
a piece of glass like a thick soda-water bottle, inverted upon its

point. The effect of this could only have been ti- prevent the

possibility of the silent discharge, to produce whicli is the proper

function of the rod, and to make probable a lightning flash, just as

if the rod had been terminated by a ball instead of a point. One
of these dangerous monuments of ignorance was removed from a

British lighthouse within the last ten years. In an Irish light-

house, which was recently examined after suffering serious damage,

it was found that the lower end of the lightning-rod was jumped
into the solid rock—a truly original form of "earth"!

In 1876 Clerk Maxwell suggested to the British Association the

idea (based on Faraday's experiments) of protecting a building from
the effects of lightning by surrounding it with a sort of cage of rods

or stout wire. Here an "earth " woiild not be absolutely required.

The present writer had some mouths previously suggested the same
idea in a Report to the Board of Northern Lights. It is possible,

though not certain, that this form of defence might bo useful

against globe-lightning, which undoubtedly occurs, and against

winch ordinary lightning-rods would probably be of little use.

These brief remarks contain all that is yet known to be necessary

to the complete solution of an important practical problem about
which many treatises have been written. (P. G. T.)

LIGNITE. See Coal.
LIGNUM VIT^. See Guaiacum.
LIGUOEI, LIGUORIANISM. The name Liguorian-

ism has been popularly given in the present century to

a particular school of moral and clevotional theology in

the Roman Catholic Church by the controversial oppo-

nents of that school, whether themselves Roman Catholics

or not.. It is derived from the name of one of its principal

and most influential exponents, Alfonso Maria de' Liguori,

a theologian, saint, and doctor of the Roman Church.

In strictness, the term is not accurate, for Liguori was in

no sense the founder of the school, nor did he innovate

upon, develop, or exaggerate its principles and maxims.

He was simply a fair representative of the national type of

piety of, Italian devotees in his day ; and, as a casuist, he

was a diligent compiler, whose avowed design was to take

a middle course between the two principal varieties of

teaching in moral theology current in his own time, avoid-

ing their extremes of severity or laxity. His own words,

in the preface to his Homo Aposloliats, a work intended

for the guidance of priests in hearing confession, explain

clearly the intention of his bulkier treatise, the Theologia

Moralis. He says :
—" When compiling that work, I

spent the labour of fifteen years in perusing and weighing

the teaching of very many writers whom I examined, some
of whom I found more lenient than is just ; . . . while I

found others who, strongly disliking such indulgence, fell

into the other extreme of excessive rigour. And this was
my principal task, to select from such a mass of opinions

those decisions which, on the one hand, should uphold the

obedience due to the precepts of God and of the church,

and on the other should not add burdens which God has

not imposed, by binding every one to that perfection

which, through human weakness, is morally impossible to

the general body of believers." A brief glance at the

names of those casuists whom he cites most frequently, as

Covarruvias, Soto, Lessius, Vasquez, Bonacina, the doctors

of Salamanca, Sanchez, Diana, ifcc, shows them to belong

mainly to the hundred years between 1580 and 1680, and
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therefore to the period of Jesuit predominance in moral

theology, and of the prevalence of those maxims which
Pascal lashed in the Froviiiciales, many of which were soon

after condemtied by Pope Innocent XI. in 1679. But, as

Liguori embodies also in his materials the casuistical

authors of the succeeding century, who were taught some
caution by those mishaps of their predecessors, bis works
represent the tinal stage of casuistry in what is accounted

a purified and moderate form, and have a yet greater

importance, in that they Lave been accorded an official

approval and authorization from the highest authorities of

the Roman Catholic Church, 'such as those of no previous

casuist of the post-Reformation era can allege. They are

fully sanctioned, encouraged, and recommended for general

use amongst the Roman Catholic clergy, and iu fact only

just fall short of being actually enjoined. Consequently

they themselves, and the works based on them by Scavini

and Gaume, as also the kindred manual of Gury, are all

but universally found in use, and it is thus easy to learn

from them what is now the accredited moral theology pre-

valent throughout the Latin obedience. So much being

premised, we may now turn to the life of Liguori himself,

and thence to the analysis of the system which he
expounds.

Alfonso Maria de' Liguori, son of Giuseppe de' Liguori, a

Neapolitan noble, and of Anna Cavalieri de Brindes, his wife,

was born at Marianella, near Naples, on September 27, 1696.

He was educated chiefly at home, though he attended an

Oratorian school at Naples for a time ; and, as his father

desired that he should rise to office in the magistracy, he

was especially directed to the study of jurisprudence, both

civil and canonical. He took the degree of doctor in this

faculty in January 1713, being then little more than six-

teen years old. He was called to the bar in due course,

•nd obtained considerable practice, while his biographers

dwell much on the high moral tone of the rules he laid

down for his guidance in the conduct of professional

business. The lose of an important suit in which he was
engaged as counsel for a Neapolitan noble against the

grand-duke of Tuscany, and in which he had entirely

mistaken the force of a leading document, so mortified

him that, acting on a temper already disposed towards the

monastic life, it induced his withdrawal from the legal

profession, which he never resumed after this defeat. He
Boon adopted the ecclesiastical dress as a candidate for

orders, which he received in December 1724, when he

entered as a novice into the Congregation of Missions,

being ordained priest in December 1726.

He soon became popular as a preacher and as a confessor,

obtaining much influence in NapTes and its vicinity. In

1732 he founded the "Congregation of the Most Holy
Redeemer," usually known as Redemptorists, or, as they

are often named, Liguorians, whose special object is the

religious instruction of the rural poor and other uneducated

classes, establishing the first house of the society, in the

force of much opposition, at the little town of Scala,

about 8 miles from Salerno. The headquarters were

transferred somewhat later to Ciorani, and in 1743 to

Nocera dei Pagani, which is still the chief house. The
eonfirmation of the rule and institute was obtained from

Benedict XIV. iu February 1749, and in the following

year Liguori, who had previously made some minor

Lterary ventures, published one of his most famous and
popular books, Ze Glorie di Maria, a book intended to

promote the cultus of the Blessed Virgin ; and in 1753 he

issued his yet more celebrated Moral Theology, dedicating

it to Pope Benedict XIV., expressly as a "via media"
treatise. An Italian version of this book, somewhat
abridged, recast, and adapted for the use of the clergy,

was his next task ; and, on this shorter treatise becoming

popular, and a demand for it arising outside of Italy, he
translated it into Latin, and issued it in 1755 as the Homo
Apostoliciis.

In 1762, being then sixty-six years of age, he accepted

the bishopric of Sant' Agata dei Goti, a' small town in the

province of Benevento, at the express desire of the pope
(though he had several years before refused the arch-

bishopric of Palermo, offered him by the king of Naples),

and by a very unusual concession was permitted to retain

his superiorship of the Redemptoiists, governing them by
means of a vicar-general. He worked diligently in this

sphere of labour for thirteen years, busying himself with

practical reform^s of various kinds in his diocese, notably

in trying to raise the standard of clerical life and work,

while not intermitting either his literary pursuits or his

eff'orts to promote the growth of his Redemptorist institute.

In 1775, being then seventy-nine years of age, he obtained

permission from Pius VI. to resign his bishopric, on the

plea of enfeebled health, and retired to the Redemptorist

house at Nocera dei Pagani, where he died August 1,

1787, aged nearly ninety-one. He was decreed the rank

of " Venerable " very speedily, being so named by Pius VI.

in 1796, was beatified by Pius VII. in 1816, canonized

by Gregory XVI. in 1839, and finally declared a "Doctor
of the Church" by Pius IX., March 11, 1871. He is one of

the most copious of the later Roman theologians, and his

productiveness extended over a period of thirty years, from

the issue of his Visits to the Blessed Sacrament in

1747 till the appearance of no fewer than eleven treatises

in 1777; but his only writings necessary to be added

here to those already named are his treatises De Hsu

Moderato Opinionis Prohahilis, 1754, recast and reissued

in 1 756 ; Praxis Confessarii, 1756 • six apologies in defence

of his views on probabilism and of his Moral Theology,

in the same year, followed by three more in 1768 ; Veritit

della Fide, against Helvetius and the deists, 1767,; Sloria

delle Eresie, directed chiefly against the Jansenists and

Molinists, 1772; Dissertazioni teologiche morale, XTll; and

Vindicix pro siiprema Pontificia potestate, adversvs

Justilium Pebrouium, in the same year.

He was a man of naturally amiable and gentle disposition,

ascetic and self-denying in his personal habits, indefatig-

ably diligent in many forms of activity, and of more than

respectable abilities, though with the emotional side of his

character in greater relief than its intellectual side. He was

learned, as learning was understood amongst the Italian

clergy of the 18th century, though altogether lacking in

critical faculty, whence he is quite untrustworthy as a

controversialist, not only as habitually quoting spurious, or

interpolated authorities, but by adding matter of his own

to amplify genuine quotations which fall short of proving

his case. In estimating the nature- of hh moral teaching,

not only have these personal characteristics to be steadily

kept iu mmd, but also the fact that his life exactly

synchronizes with that epoch of European history which

was the seed-time of the Revolution, and when, owing

to reaction from the fervid theological co„troversies of

the 16th and 17th centuries, a general languor, coldness,

and indifference towards religious questions reigned in

all parts of Western Christendom. It was Liguori's firm

belief that only the most lenient and gentle treatment)

oould win back the alienated laity; and consequently,

though he professed to steer a middle course between

errors of laxity and severity in moral teaching, and fully

believed himself to have done so, yet in fact such a treat-

ment was impossible to one who viewed the question as he

did. For, while he regarded errors on the side of laxity as

pardonable mistakes committed through excess of zeal in

winning over penitents, contrariwise ho looked on the

stricter method of the rigorists, who Upheld a loftier
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morality, as not merely inexpedieut, but as positively and

intentionally evil, as designed to make religion odious by

making it impossible, and so to prepare the way for the

triumph of unbelief. He identified all teaching of the sort

with Jansenism, and Jansenism, from its resistance to

various pontifical decrees, seemed to him all but equivalent

to atheism.

Hence the opinions of rigorist theologians find almost

no place in his writings, save for the purpose of censure,

since he did not regard them as authorities to be relied on

;

and accordingly the line he draws is not, what he probably

thought it, an intermediate one between rigorism and laxity,

but between a greater and a lesser degree of laxity,

depending on the working of the principle known as

" Probabilism." The meaning of this principle (due to the

scholastic form of the Aristotelian dialectic, and thus

visible in germ as early as St Thomas Aquinas, though not

taking final shape till the writings of Medina, Valencia,

Vasquez, and others, mainly, but not exclusively, Jesuits,

at the close of the 16 th century) is simply this :— when a

doubt arises as to the binding force of some divine or human
precept in any given case, it is permissible to abandon the

opinion in favour of obedience to the law—technically

known as the " safe " (iuta) opinion—for that which favours

non-compliance, provided this laxer opinion be " probable."

And by " probable " is meant any judgment or opinion

based on some reasonable grounds, though with some
doubt that the opposite view is perhaps the true one

(Gury, Theol. Mor., vol. i. n. 51). It may be probable

in two chief ways,—intrinsically, because of reasons drawn
from the nature of tho thing itself, or extrinsically, because

supported by one or more theologians of repute ; and its

degree of probability may vary according to a variety of

conditions. Casuists are divided into six classes according

to their mode of regarding probability :—(1) Eigorists,

who lay down that the safer way, that of obedience to tho

law, is always to- be followed ; (2) Mitigated Rigorists, or

" Tutiorists," who, holding that the law is always the safer

and better way, yet allow that an opinion of the highest

intrinsic probability in favour of liberty may soinetimes be

followed ; (3) Probabiliorists, who hold that the law is

ilways to be obeyed unless an opinion clearly very probable

[prohahilior) is opposed to it
; (4) Equiprobabilists, who

teach that in a balance of opinions the less safe opinion

may be lawfully followed, provided it be as probable, or

nearly as probable, as its opposite
; (5) Moderate Proba-

bilists, according to whom it is lawful to follow the less

safe and somesvhat less probable opinion, provided it have
some degree of real probability, even if the opposite

opinion be clearly more probable
; (6) Laxists, who hold

that even slightly probable opinions may be followed ; but,

OS they were condemned by Innocent XL, they no longer

exist as an avowed school, but are still latent under classes

4 and 5.

On further examination, it appears that the right of

judging of the inirinsic probability of an opinion is

restricted to persons of considerable learning, and specially

versed in moral theology, since they alone can know that

there is not any certain argument in opposition. All other

inquirers must fall back on extrinsic probability, that is, on
what may be called " counsel's opinions." And, in forming

a judgment on this basis, the following rules are laid down'

by F. Gury :—a moderately educated person may accept as

probable any opinion which he finds asserted by distin-

guished theologians of the present day, and may follow

even a single author of repute, though teaching contrary to

the commonly received view, provided he brings forward

some fresh argument, and can urge reasonable pleas against

former solutions ; while an ignorant man may take the

word of any person whom he thinks trustworthy, able, and

learned, that a particular opinion is probable {Theol. Mor.

vol. i. n. 54). Some classes of things are, however, ex

eluded by Roman casuists from the operation of this prin-

ciple ; as, for example, all questions relating to matters of

faith, in which the very highest degree of probability is

not sufficient to excuse from following the safe opinion,

which is that of the Roman Church. Liguori's own posi-

tion is that of an equiprobabilist, and he therefore, as a

rule, leans to the laser sida

Before proceeding to illustrate the exact nature of his

teaching by extracts from his works, it is desirable to

ascertain what degree of authority attaches to those works

in virtue of the position now accorded to him. In the first

place, one of the earliest steps in the process of canoniiation

is a strict review of every writing of the candidate proposed,

whether published or unpublished. Every single proposi-

tion therein must be separately considered, and be judged

on its own merits, without taking the author's probable

intention into account, and if even one passage be found

which fails to stand this test, as containing any moral or

theological error, the process is stopped at once, unless

proof be adduced that the author had in his lifetime

formally and fully retracted the erroneous opinion. But a

decree of the Congregation of Rites, confirmed by Pius VII.

in 1803, declared that in none of the writings of Alfonso

de' Liguori was anything found meriting censure, and the

testimony of Artico, bishop of 'Asti, and prince-prelate of

the papal household, is that the examination had been

unusually severe, that Liguori's system of morality had

been discussed more than twenty times, and that the

approval of the congregation was perfectly unanimous.

Next, in the year 1831, Cardinal Rohan-Chabot, archbishop

of Besan^on, submitted a case to the cardinal grand

penitentiary, desiring to know, whereas the teaching of

Liguori's Moral Theology was resisted by some persons in

his diocese, as too lax, dangerous to salvation, and contrary

to the moral law, whether a professor of theology might

safely follow and teach the opinions in that work, and
further, whether a confessor should be molested for follow-

ing those opinions in the confessional, solely on the ground

that they had been pronounced free from censure by the

apostolic see, and without having examined them inde-

pendently himself. To the former of these questions an

affirmative reply wat given, to the latter a negative one.

Thirdly, in the bull of canonization, issued by Gregory

XVL in 1839, the entire absence of error in Liguori's

writings is once more asserted.

So far, no more is implied than the entire orthodoxy and
moral soundness of Liguori's writings, vouched for to th^

ordinary Roman Cutholic by the fact of his canonization.

And, though the liberty is thereby taken away of directly

censuring any proposition in the writings of a saint as

doctrinally or morally untenable, yet there is no precise

obligation to follow all things contained therein. It is

still lawful to challenge the opinions of a saint, if it be

done modestly and with the production of strong reasons

(Bened. XLV., De Canonic., ii 32, 12); but this liberty

is very seriously abridged if the saint be also a " Doctor of

the Church." For the meaning of that title is that the

person wto bears it is one who has not merely transmitted

the teaching of the church to others, but has taught the

church itself (Bened. XIV., Be Canonic., iv. ii. xL 11), and
whose doctrine has consequently been generally followed

and authorized by the church. The number of these

doctors of the church is very small ; and, in the special case

of Liguori, he is not only the latest so named, but the

only post-mediaeval casuist who has yet been canonized.

Accordingly, it is not merely permissible, as heretofore, to

follow his teaching, but it is now clothed with so high a
degree of authority that it becomes matter of grave doubt
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whether even such a modified expression of dissent from his

teaching as occurs in the Apologia of Cardinal Newman in

1864 be now feasible without risk of censure. For the

letters apostolic of Pius IX. declare that the works of

Liguori may be used publicly in the same manner as the

writings of other doctors of the church, such as Augustine,

Gret'ory the Great, and Thomas Aquinas; with, however,

this notable difference that, whereas the teaching of those

earlier doctors is necessarily qualified and conditioned by

the subsequent development of theology, and by the suc-

tessive glosses which they have received, on the other

hand, Liguori's recent date makes him the sole authoritative

interpreter of all moral theologians earlier than himself,

while no writer has yet appeared to modify authoritatively,

much loss to supersede, his own moral teaching.

It may seem, at first sight, that a great advantage is

gained by having thus a standard text-book ou morals,

even if some exceptions may be taken to its rulings in

certain cases, because it may be expected to check serious

divergency of opinion, and to put, indirectly at least, a

high ethical ideal before the body of religious teachers.

This, however, can be the case only when such a text-book

expressly repudiates the principle of probabilism, and so

comes to be ranked amongst rigorist works. For once

probabilism is conceded as part of the system, as is the

case with Liguori, then every opinion not otEcially con-

demned by authority, which is set down in the text-book

itself, and is fortified with the names of any casuists of

repute, becomes thereby probable and sanctioned, even

though it be not the one professed by Liguori himselL

Thus it may freely be followed by any priest in the confes-

sional ; and, what is yet more startling, it is the common
and preferable doctrine that a penitent in confesbion can

require absolution to be given him as a right, if he claim

to have followed a probable opinion as to the act involved,

even though not only the opposite opinion may be the

more probable in the confessor's judgment, but that of the

penitent seem absolutely false, and the confessor is there-

fore bound sub gravi to absolve in such a case (Lig., Theol.

Mor., vi. 605) ; nor is it necessary that the opinion which

the penitent advances should really convince or satisfy his

own conscience. It is enough that it stands in the books,

and is citable. Accordingly, the only practical effect of

such a text-book as Liguori's is to undermine all rigorist

propositions, and to make tenable every lax proposition,

except the very few which have been specifically condemned.

As regards Liguori himself, his usual method is to begin

with taking very high ground, and to state in unexception-

able terms the moral obligation of the precept with which

he is concerned, but then to evacuate it of all real force

by exceptions and qualificationa That such was felt to be

the case, even in the relaxed society of his own day, appears

from the frequency with which, even before his death, his

moral teaching was impugned in Italy and France as of

dangerous consequejices, and from the number of apologies

he was obliged to put forward in its defence.

He lays down broad general propositions, such, for

example, as that all voluntary departure from the divine

rule, whether of human and natural law or of revealed law,

is sin {Theol. Mor.,'i\. 1, 1); that nearly all sins against the

decalogue are mortal sins (Ibid., iL 52, 2); that all sins,

whether mortal or venial, deserve punishment {Ibid., iL 51,

1, 2); and, specifically, that all lying and falsehood is a
breach of one precept of the decalogue {Ibid., vL \,jjroosm.),

and all theft and dishonesty a breach of another {Ibid.,

iv. 518) ; but the favourable impression which such un-

impeachable rulings produce is not maintained on further

inquiry.

In the first place, he lays down that, tu make any act

linfnl. tli.rce conditions must bs fulfilled :—(1) it must be

done with consent of the will
; (2) it must be free, that

is, it must be in the power of the will to do it or leave

it undone
; (3) thero must bo intellectual consciousness

{advtrieutia) of its evil nature. These look specious enough,

and against the first no objection can be raised. But

Liguori then alleges that violent gusts of passion or desire,

which disturb the reason, and take away liberty of action,

sometimes excuse from sin {Ibid., ii. 1, 2). He is not speak-

ing of actual insanity, which is not under consideration

;

and he adds that evil acts done by a drunken person are

either not sinful at all, or are at most venial sins {Ibid., ii.

1, 4), because the effect cannot be more sinful than the

cause. And as to the degree of advertence necessary as a

condition of sin, he first mentions the stricter view, that

actual and immediate attention to the nature of the act is

not required, but that a virtual knowledge of its character

suffices, by which a man might reasonably be expected to

recognize it, since otherwise all evil-doei-s who are blinded

by their passions, or by a long course of malpractices, may
go on taking no notice, and continue to commit sins

with moral impunity. He then states the laxer and com-

moner view, that some direct advertence of the sinful

nature of the act is necessary to constitute sin in doing it,

and proceeds to reconcile these two opinions by ruling that

voluntary ignorance, whether due to conscious neglect, to

deliberate following of passion, to a course of evil habit,

or to omission of the degree of consideration which the act

demands, does not excuse from sin ; but that all other

forms of it do acquit the offender. The obscurity insepar-

able from some of these qualifications complicates a

sufficiently simple matter, and in any case the doubter is

at liberty to fall back on the laxer opinion. But there is

one exception ;—unbelievers and heretics cannot plead

ignorance as their excuse. All their errors, of whatever

kind, are imputed to them as sin {Ibid., ii. 1, 4). A further

difficulty is created by the distinction made between mortal

and venial sins, and by the inferences drawn from this

distinction. " A mortal sin is that which, by reason of its

gravity, dissolves grace and friendship with God, and

merits eternal punishment. It is called mortal, because

it takes away the principle of spiritual life, that is, habitual

grace, and brings death ou the souL A venial sin is that

which, by reason of its slightness, does not take away grace

and friendship, though it abates the warmth of charity, and

deserves temporal punishment. It is called venial, because,

without damage to the principle of spiritual life, that is,

grace, it brings on the soul an easily curable weakness,

and easily obtains pardon" {Ibid., ii. 51). This seems at

first merely a recognition of the broad practical distinction

between serious and trifling offences acknowledged by

every sound ethical thinker and by every civilized penal

code. But its consequences go much further, for in the

Koman system of casuistry the aim is as a rule to iittenuate

mortal sins into venial ones ; while these latter are regarded

as of such little moment as scarcely to deserve the very

name of sin. This appears from the fact that, whereas the

canon (xxi.) Omnis ntriusque sexus Jidelis of the council of

Lateran (1215), which first made private confession compul-

sory, enjoins the confession of all one's sins at least yearly,

on the other hand, the council of Trent (Sess. siv. c. 5) lays

down that only mortal sins need be so disclosed, while

venial sins,-i though they may be named in confession,

according to the practice of devout persons, can be passed

over in silence without any fault. And Liguori gives his

own sanction to the proposition that a Christian does not

sin gravely who proposes to commit eceny one of the venial

sins {Theol. Mor., v. 1, 12). Such being the light estimate

of these sins, it might be fairly supposed thi:t great care

would be taken to mark them off so clearly from mortal

1 sins that even the least instructed conscience could not
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confuse them with each other. But every sin which,

considered iu itself, is mortal, becomes venial if any one of

these three conditions be absent: — full advertence and

deliberation ; entire consent ; for the most part, gravity of

the subject matter. Insufficient deliberation may be

known in three ways:— in\perfect consciousness of the

sinfulness of the act, as if oue were half asleep ; subsequent

regret, and a conviction that you would not have done

the act had you fully apprehended it ; such disturbance,

through passion, alarm, or distraction, as to confuse the

sense of what you were doing. Imperfect consent is

established by the presence of a doubt in auy one's mind
whether he did really consent ; by the habitual disposition

being that of regarding mortal sin as a worse evil than

death ; by consciousness of having proceeded very timidly

and hesitatingly in the action ; by being half asleep, so as

to be only doubtfully conscious, and being of opinion that

the act would not have been done in case of full possession

of the senses. And gravity of the subject matter is to be

decided, not merely on the merits of the thing in itseh',

but in its relation to the end proposed by the agent. If it

make but little for this end, it is trifling ; if much, then it

becomes serious (Tbeol. Mor., ii. 5-i, 55, 56).

It is obvious tiiat eacli of these subdivided qualifications

admits of indefinite hair-splitting, and so that the security

apparently provided by the general distinction between

mortal and venial sins is elusive. It is true that there are

also causes which will raise a venial sin to the rank of

mortal ; but the ascending prticess is more uncertain and
difficult than the descending one. A venial sin, committed

deliberately as a stepping-stone to a mortal sin, is to be

judged in respect of this its object, and so becomes mortal

A venial sin, so passionately clung to as to make its votary

ready to commit a mortal sin rather than forego its indul-

gence, also becomes mortaL But in neither of these oases

is it necessary to confess the venial sin, only the mortal sin

to which it has led up. The third mode of a venial sin

becoming mortal is when it is committed with the formal

and express purpose of disobedience to a superior, or to a
precept, just because it is a precept And in this case

alone, because of the supreme place given to obedience in

the Eoman system, wherein it is not only the first and
highest of virtues, but practically almost the only one
insisted on for all, there is no manner of withdrawal from
the category of mortal sins [Theol. Mor., iL 59, GO, 61).

So far, only the general principles on which Liguori's system is

based have been explained. It next remains to exhibit their prac-
tical application, both as regards his own statements and also as
regards those opinions of other casuists-whieh, though not accepting
them for himself, he yet embodies without censure in his work,*
thereby giving tliem tlie character and sanction of probabihty. It
will simplify the inquiry to limit it mainly, though not exclusively,

to the teaching on falsehood and theft.

Both of these are declared by Liguori to be sins of grave charac-
ter, and in regard to the former he cites, amongst other authori-
tative condemnations, these words of Pope Innocent III. : "Not
even to defend our life is it lawful to speak falsely." He adds that
persons who are being lawfully questioned by such as have a right
to interrogate as judges in court, or a priest in the confessional, are
bound to disclose truly all that they know of the matter inquired
into. Those who are questioned by such as have no right to

interrogate them, or are questioned irregularly by lawful authoritj-,

are not bound to communicate their knowledge, and may set aside

and avoid such questioning by any lawful means,— such means,
however, not including falsehood, nor answers made with mental
reservation, making the words actually spoken false, this latter

mode of evasion having been formally condemned by Innocent XI.
in 1679, though it was permitted by the casuists of the immediately
preceding period. This is all tenable enough, but its apparent force
is easily reduced by a little ingenuity.

In the first place, he distinguislies amphibology or equivocation
from mental reservation, and names three varieties of equivocation :

(1) that of a word having two quite ditfereiit senses, as rolo in Latin
means to "wish" and to " fly,"—to which may be added the fre-

quent English ambiguity oftwo distinct words having the samesound,
as air and ?icir; (2) a sentence having two main nieal.ings. as '

' This

book is Peter's," which may signify his ownership or his author-

ship ; (3) that of words having two senses, one more common than

the other, or one literal and the other metaphorical. The example
he gives of this last form is the phrase " I say No," uttered by a

person who wishes to conceal something as to which he is ques-

tioned. The words seem to his hearer to denote express denial of

the fact ; the meaning in which he nses them is merely " I utter the

word ' No,' " this sentence being complete in itself. " It is

certain," adds Liguori, "and the common opinion of all, that it ia

lawful for a just cause to use equivocation in the manners descri'D<' j,

and to confirm it with an oath. . . . And the reason is because we
do not then deceive our neighbour, but for a just cause permit hiin

to deceive himself ; and besides, we are not bound, if there be a

just cause, to speak so that others may understand. And any
honest object for retaining any good things that are useful to our

body or spirit may be a just cause" (Theol. Mor., iv. 151).

But suppose that it is impossible to allege a just cause, is it thea

mortal sin to swear with such equivocation ? Some of the stricter

casuists say so, but LiOTiori sides with the laxists, and declares it

merely venial, except in a court of law or in formal contracts,

—

alleging that, save in these two cases, any reasonable cause, such

as desire to be quit of troublesome and irregular questioning, is

sufficient to mitigate the sin. He adds, however, two cautions

—

that a more serious cause is required to justify equivocation with an

oath than without one, and that, in proportion as the equivocal

words employed give greater occasion for mistake, a graver cause ia

required for their proper use, a qualification instantly modified by
.the next clause, which lays down that, when words which are in

themselves equivocal, having two equally valid meanings, are used,

then they give little or no cause for error, and may be used on the

very lightest grounds.
Next, as to mental reservation, or "restriction," which is the

technical name, this was expressly condemned in three propositions

by Innocent XI., forbidding it iu all cases. According to the
analogy of all prohibitory laws, this general prohibition of the

genus should include prohibition of all the species also. But the

casuists, unable to oppose direct resistance to the papal dearee,

have turned its flank by inventing a new distinction which wag
unknown in 1679. They have now divided mental restriction into

two main heads, the first of which, absolute or "pure" mental
restriction (by which is meant such reseivation as cannot possibly

be observed by the hearers, or conjectored from the attendant
circum'stances), is always illicirt, whether with or without an oath.

But "non-pure" mental restriction (that is, such as may conceivably

be observed and inferred from attending circumstunces, such as an in-

audilile whisper, or a qualifying gesture) does not, they allege, fall

under the ban of Innocent XI., and is always lawful for a just cause.
" The reason of this opinion is that, if it were not permissible to use
non-pure mental restriction, there would be no lawfol means of con-

cealing a secret, which one could not disclose without loss or incon-

venience, which would be as hurtful as lying to human intercourse.

And therefore the condemnation passed bj the pope on mental
restriction is rightly to be understood of a restriction taken absolutely

and strictly, for that alone can be called true mental restriction

which takes place in the mind alone, and so remains hidden, and
can in no wise be recognized from external circumstances "

( Theol.

Mor., iv. 162). And the following illustrations are supplied. (1)

A confessor may affirm with an oath that he is ignorant of a crime
which he has heard in confession, secretly- meaning thereby that he
is ignorant of it as a mere man, though not as a minister of religion.

(2) An accused or a witness, if irretfularly questioned by the judge
in court, may swear that he knows nothing of a crime which he
does iu fact know of, understanding thereby that he does not know
it so as to be legally bound to answer or depose concerning it. This
alarming proposition is apparently corrected by the warning that,

when the mteirogation of the judge is in due form, then the person
questioned is bound to obedience, and barred from all eqtiivocation.

But this safeguard is at once fatally weakened by the further pro-
visions that, if the act be not a crime in the witness's opinion, he
need not disclose it, and that if tho crime be altogether hidden
[i.e., where only the criminal himself and the witness know the
facts), the witness is not merely permitted, but is actually bound, ta
say thart the accused did not commit it. And the accused is equally
free to do so, unless there be already '• half-full " proof against him,
because, in the absence of such a degree of presumption, the judge
has no legitimate right to question him as to his guilt. Those who
have deceived the court by such sworn equrvocation are, Liguori
rules, entitled to absolution without the declaration of the truth
being imposed as a condition.' (3) A needy man, who has made

' Akin to this teaching is the maxim laid down in anouter place, thai

it is lawful to procure the giving of perjured evidence,
'

' if yon have a
great interest in employing perjury to expose the fraud of anothei
person in order to obtain your o\vn rights" (Theol. Mor., iii. 3, 77),
with which may be coupled the permission for suitors to oiier and for
judges to take bribes for expediting causes, so long as the bribing i3
not expressly fof delivering false judgment (Ibi,l.\ v. 196. 212)u
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away, for his maintenance, with propertv due to Ha creditors, may
affirm to the judge that he has nothing." (4) A witness asked by
the judge whether he has had any conversation with the accused
may deny it, meaning that he has not talked with him so as to co-
operate in the crime. (5) An adulteress, questioned by her husband
as to her guilt, may deny it in any of these four ways : (a) that she
lias not broken the marriage-tie, because it is not voided by
adultery

;
(J) if she have gone to confession, she may say that she is

mnocent of the crime, because it has been remitted in confession ;

(c) that she has not committed adultery, using the word in its fre-
quent Biblical sense of "idolatry "

; (d) that she has not committed
It so as to be bound to tell him of it {Theol. Mar., iv. 153-162).
Promises are no safer than assertions under this code. As usual

with Liguori, a broad statement of their binding character is pre-
fixed to the qualifications which leave nothing but the outer shell
remaining. For we are told (a) that " the whole obligation is com-
monly understood as depending on the intentions of the promisers,
and not binding unless that be confirmed with an oath or a formal
document, in the absence of which it may be considered a mistake
or a jest"; and (J) that "it is certain that every promise, even an
accepted one, does not bind, if after the date of the promise it be-
comes impossible, or very hurtful, or unlawful, or useless, and
generaUy speaking, when there has been a serious change of circum-
stances, which, if foreseen, would have prevented the promise

;

such a promise is always presumed to have been made under some
such tacit condition" (Theol. Mot., iv. 720).

Theft is treated in a very similar fashion. 'A broad general rule
IS laid down as to its sinfulness, and this is at once traversed by the
following doctrine : "It is certain that a man who is in e.Tctieme
necessity may purloin other people's goods, enough to relieve him-
self from 'such necessity. So the doctors in common say, agree-
in» with St Thomas." Extreme necessity is defined as meaning
risk of loss of lite, or of some limb or other important bodily
member, peril of perpetual captivity, or of any serious disease
or discredit. And Liguori, contradicting the stricter casuists, in-
cludes under the same heading the case of a man of rank ashamed
to work or to beg, who may then lawfully steal to maintain himself.
Then the case is put whether a poor man in extreme need is free to
steal before asking. • One rigorist lays down that it is a mortal sin
to do so, because no man can be held to be in extreme necessity who
can get what he wants by asking. But the laxer casuists rule that,
though he is bound to ask first, he sins only venially by omitting
to do so

;
and Liguori solves the difficulty by saying that the robber

sms mortally if what he takes is not absolutely necessary to relieve
his want, but that, if he does so need it that the owner, if aware of
the fact, would be bound by the laws of charity to give it him, then
he does not sin even veniaUy by stealing it, because he has in
that case an absolute right to take it {Theol. Mar., iv. 520).
Some of these rulings are contrived so as to evade the condemna-

tion passed by Innocent XI. on the proposition that "it is aUowable
to steal, not only in extreme necessity, but also in grave necessity

"

But a more direct conflict with the papal ruling appears in respect
of another censured proposition, that "men and women servants
may secretly pilfer from their employers to compensate themselves
for their work, which they account as of more value than the wages
they receive. " This is explicit enough, but it is at once set aside by
the casuists, who allege that the rule holds good only in the case of a
servant who has of his free will contracted to accept a low splary, as
he thereby bars himself from compensation ; but if he has made the
bargain under any sort of constraint, as, for instance, being in great
poverty, and thus glad to take any situation, he is at liberty to steal
to the amount of what he considers his just addirional wages.
Some casuists do, indeed, question the servant's right to be judcre
and assessor m his own cause, but the point is ruled practically ?n
his favour {p^eol. Uor., iv. 522, 523, 524). Again, servants may
purloin such eatables and drinkables as are not locked up, provided
they do so for their own consumption, and not to sell out of doors,
and so long as each such theft is singly trifling (Ibid., iv. 64).
Even when restitution is enjoined, there is a notable provision in
favour of the thief. If he is uncertain who it is he has robbed, he
IS to make restitution in one or other of certain ways, cue of which
IS that if he be poor he may apply the proceeds of the theft to him-
self or to his family (Prax. Confess., ii. 44).

r
j° *ulr*i°°

t°.*<^5e glosses on the decalogue, there is one element
ot doubtlulness introauced into nearly aU questions of theft, which
IS, as to the "' gravity of matter, " constituting the offence mortal or
vernal according to the degree of this factor, and a comparison of
the various places where Liguori employs the term "grantas
materia shows that in all cases where numerical expression can
apply he means quantity. Accordingly, he, in common with many
other cacuists, constructs a sliding tariff of guilt, depending, as a
rule, on the amount stolen { Theol. Mor. , iv. 526-528).A few brief citations from other decisions will show tnat the
same pnnciples applied to questions of lying and theft extend to the
remainmg forms of sin. (1) A man of high position may lawfuUy
iiiJ any one who attempts to slap his face, if there be no other way
of warding off the insult (Theol. Mor.. iv. 38). (2) He who kills

A, meaning to kill B, is not bound to make compensation, because
the homicide is casual and inadvertent as regards A ; and similarly
if a man bums down the house of his friend, meaning to burn that
of an enemy {Hid., iv. 623, 629). (3) Though we are bound
to love our enemies, we are not bound to salute them, to speak to
them, to visit them if sick, to comfort them in any trouble, to
receive them into our house, or to hold any kind of familiar inttr-
course with them (Ibid'., v. 3, 28). (4) A servant may help his
master, by lifting him on his shoulders, or by providing him with
a ladder, to enter a house, eveu forcibly, for immoral purposes

;

for the act is innocent and colourless in itself, nay, even an act
of charity or good-will, and the servant is not responsible for the
subsequent conduct of his employer (Ibid., iii. 3, 66)."

For all pracrical purposes, the probabilism which is at the base
of all this casuistical method, and which is simply the substitution
of an external authority for the dictates of conscience, is now in
absolute- possession throughout the Latin obedience, having finally
conquered the resistance it has encountered at intervals since its
first formulation as a working theory. Although it owes its chief
development to the Jesuits, yet some of its ablest opponents were
members of that company, such as Comitolus, Eebcllus, Gisbert,
and even two of the generals, Mutio Vitelleschi and Tii-so Gonzales;
while the Sovbonne and the Dominicans were also engaged in fre-
quent controversy against its upholders, and in censuring the
teaching of several of Liguori's favourite authorities, such as Lessins,
Escobar, Tamburini, Bauny, Viva, Busembaum, and Diana.

^i:?ftoi-!(ies.—GlattinI, Vila dl Liguori, R«iia, 1815 ; l.i/e 0/ 5/ .ilphotiso
Haria de' Liguori, edited by F. W. laber, 4 vols., London, 18J8-49; TImlogia
Moralis S. Alphomi de Ligorio, 10 vols., Jleclilin. 1845; Homo Apotlo/im. r.

vols., Mechlin, 1849; Scarini, Theotogia Jforalis Cnicersa, 4 vols, I'liris.'lS-'-'i:

Gmy, Compendium Theologix Moralis, 3 vols., Parma, 185?. ima {•mnn Coii-
scimtix, 2 vols. Lyons, 1864; The Provincial Letlers of Parrot, I'Jlteil '.ly .Ii.lin

de Soyres, Camliridge, 1880; Article " Piobnbilisme," in niihwd and iilrauil.
Bibliothiqui Sacre!, vol. xix., 29 vols., Talis, 1S2J-27; BesumbL-s, 3/oriiliit
Christiana, 2 vols., Toulouse, 1745 (the best of the aiitiprobai.inst tieniiscs);
Meyiick, Moral and Devotional Theology of the Chureh of Home, arco.-diug lo thf
Teaching of S. Alfonso de Liguori, Loudon, 1857; Charge of Archtlraron Siuc/ntr,
^ 18«7. CL K. L.)

LIGUEIA, in ancient geography, was the nariie given
to a portion of the north-west of Italy, including tho
districts, on both sides of the llaritime Alps and tho
Apennines, which border on the Tyrrhenian Sea from the
frontiers of Gaul to those of Etruria. Along the sea-coast

it extended from the river Varus or Var, which separated
it from Gaul, to the llacra (Magra), which formed its limit

on the side of Etruria, thus comprising the whole district

between the mountains and the sea, now known as the
Eiviera of Genoa. But besides this it comprehended a
broad tract to the north of the same range, formed by the
underfalls of the Apennines and the hilly tract adjoining
them, extending to the plains of the Padus or Po,—that
river itself constituting its northern limits under the
Eoman administration. But at an earlier period the term
had a much wider signification,—all the tribes on the south
slopes of the Alps, in the north-west of Italy, being
apparently of Ligurian origin. This we are expressly told
by ancient authors in the case of the Taurini, who dwelt
around Turin, and of the Lsevi and Libici, who extended
from thence to the Ticinus ; and there can be little doubt
that it was trae also of the Salassi, who occupied the
modern Val d'Aosta. But to the west of the Maritime
Alps also the Ligurians were undoubtedly widely spread
in ancient times, and occupied a considerable extent of
what was afterwards included in GauL Thus the Salyes,
who held all the southern part of Provence from the Var
to the Rhone, are distinctly termed a Ligurian tribe, as

well as the minor tribes of the Oxybii and Deciates, near
Frejns and Nice. All the early Greek writers speak of the
important colony of Massilia as founded in Liguria.

Of the origin or affinities of the Ligurians (or Ligyans,
as they are- termed by Greek writers) we know absolutely
nothing. All ancient writers concur in representing them
as a distinct people from the Gauls on the one hand, and
from the Iberians on the other; and the attempts of some
modern writers to assign them to a Celtic stock rest upon
no adequate foundation. In the absence of all remains
of their language, all such speculations must be matters
of mere conjecture. They appear in the historical period
as a rough and hardy race of mountaineers, cultivating a
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rugged territory with much industry, and opposing a

stubborn resistance to the eflforts of the Romans to reduce

them to subjection. They first came in contact with the

Roman arms in 235 B.C., but it was not till after the

Second Punic War—in which the Ligurians had openly

espoused the cause of Hannibal—that a serious struggle

began, which, commencing in 200 B.C., was continued with

little intermission for more than eighty years. While the

Roman generals in the East were overthrowing, with com-

parative ease, the powerful monarchies of Macedonia and

Syria, one of the consuls was generally engaged in inglori-

ous hostilities with the hardy mountaineers of the Ligurian

Apennines. Even after these were reduced to subjection,

the tribes which held the still more rugged fastnesses of

the Maritime Alps long maintained their independence,

and it was not till the reign of Augustus that they were

finally subdued. The construction by that monarch of a

Roman highway along the coast, which followed almost

exactly the same line as the modern road of the Corniche,

marked the period of their complete subjection.

The physical geography of Liguria has been already

described in the article of Italy. All the rivers which

take their rise on the northern slope of the mountains

ultimately discharge their waters into the Po ; of these by

much the most considerable is the Tanaro, which receives

the tributary streams of the Stura and the Bormida, while

to the east of it flow the Scrivia and the Trebia, celebrated

by the victory of Haunibal over the Romans. This last

stream, according to the division of Augustus, formed the

boundary between Liguria and Gaul south of the Po. The
streams which flow from the Apennines southward to the

sea are for the most part inconsiderable, and mere moun-

tain torrents. But the Magra, which forms the limits of

the province on the east, is an important stream, and brings

with it the waters of its tributary, the Boactes or Vara,

On the west also the Var is a river of considerable magni-

tude, which forms a natural boundary on this side between

Liguria and Gaul, as it long constituted their political

limit The Rutuba or Roya, a little farther east, is also a

considerable river, descending through a deep mountain
valley from the Col di Tenda.

The principal Ligurian tribes were (1) the Apuani,

inhabiting the valley of the Magra, including the district

known in modern times as the Lunigiana
; (2) the Friniates,

on the northern slope of the Apennines towards Modena

;

(3) the Briniates, in the valley of the Vara
; (4) the

Genuates, around Genoa
; (5) the Veturii, immediately

west of the preceding ; (6) the Ingauni, whose capital was
Albium Ingaunum, still called Albenga; (7) the Intemelii,

whose chief city still retains the name of Vintimiglia ; and

(8) the Vediantii, extending thence to the Var. North
of the Apennines the most important tribes were the

Vagienni, who held the whole mountain tract from the
Monte Viso and the sources of the Po to the Tanaro ; and
the Statielli, east of them, whose chief town was Aquse
Statiellae or Acqui.

The chief city on the Ligurian sea-coast was, in ancient
as in modern times, that of Genoa, which combined an
excellent natural port with a central position, and easy
communications with the interior. West of it, along the
coast, were Vada Sabbata (Vado, near Savona), Albium
Ingaunum (Albenga), Albium Intemelium (Vintimiglia),
the Portus Herculis Monoeci (Monaco), and Nicsa (Nice),
which was founded by a colony from Massilia. In its

immediate vicinity was the Roman town of Cemenelium
(Cimiez). On the northern slope of the Apennines -were
several considerable towns, almost all of them of Roman
origin. The thief of these were Augusta Vagiennorum
(Bene), Alba Pompeia, Asta, Aquae Statiell*, Dertona
(Tortona), and Iria (Voghera), but none o* them attained

to anything like the same prosperity and importance as the

great cities of Cisalpine Gaul. The towns on the eastern

Riviera, between Genoa and the Gulf of Spezia, were incon-

siderable places ; and even on the shores of that gulf, forming

the magnificent port called the Portus Lunae, there was never

any town of importance, Luna itself being some distance

inland, and within the confines of Etruria. (e. h. b.)

LILAC, Syringa vulgaris, L., belongs to the olive family,

Oleacex. The common lilac is said to have come from

Persia in the 16th century, but according to Heuffel it is

indigenous in Hungary, the borders of Moldavia, ifcc. (De
CandoUe, Fiocl, viii. p. 282). Two kinds of Syringa, viz.,

alba and cxridea, are figured and described in Gerard's

Herball (1597), which he calls the white and the blue

pipe privets. The former is the common privet, Ligusirum
vulgare, L., which, and the ash tre?, Fraxinus excelsior,

L., are the only members of the family native in Great

Britain. The latter is the lilac, as both figure and descrip-

tion agree accurately with it. It was carried by the

European colonists to North-East America, and is still

grown in gardens of the Northern and Middle States.

There are several varieties of lilac, e.g., "Dr Lindley,"

which bears large clusters of reddish lilac flowers, alba,

violacea, rubra insignis, and rosea grandiflora. S. dubia,

Pers., or chinensis, Willd., the Siberian lilac, is a closely

allied species, if it be really distinct. The variety

Rfjthomogensis, Mirb., or Lilas Yariii of the French,

probably belongs to this species. Of other species, there

is S. Josikxa, Jack., from Transylvania, with scentless

bluish-purple flowers, S. Emodi, Wall., a native of the

mountains of India, and S. persica, L., the Persian lilac,

rarely exceeding 4 or 5 feet, the flowers of which vary

from rosy carmine to white.

LILBURNE, John (1618-1657), an English sectary

and prolific pamphleteer, was the younger son of a

gentleman of good family in the county of Durham, and
was born in 1618. At the age of twelve he was apprenticed

to a clothier in London, but he appears to have paid only

slight attention to business, and to have early addicted

himself to the " contention, novelties, opposition of govern-

ment, and violent and bitter expressions" for which he
afterwards became so conspicuous as to provoke the saying

of Marten that, "if the world was emptied of all but John
Lilburn, Lilburn would quarrel with John, and John with

Lilburn." He appears at one time to have been law-clerk

to Prynne. In February 1638, for the part he had taken

in importing and circulating the Merry Litany and other

publications of Bastwick and Prynne, offensive to the

bishops, he was sentenced to be publicly whipped from the

Fleet prison to Palace Yard, Westminster, there to stand

for two hours in the pillory, and afterwards to be kept in

jail until a fine of £500 had been paid. Though gagged
at the pillory, and confined in prison, he was not the man
to give up his opinions or forego the pleasure of expressing

them, and in the following year he did not improve his

prospects of a speedy release by the kind of literary activity

to which he devoted his enforced leisure.^ In point of

fact he did not regain his liberty until November 7, 1640,
when one of the earliest recorded speeches of Oliver

^ Come out of Her, My People: or An Answer to the Questions oj
a Gentlewotnan, a professor in the Anti-Christian Church of England,
about Hearing the public Ministers; where it is largely discussed, and
proved to be unlawful. Also a Just Apology for the way of Total
S^'.paration, cominonly but falsely called

'
' Broumism "; fhat it is the

truth of God iliough lightly esteemed in the eyes of the world. With
a cJiallenge to dispute them publicly before King and Council, to prove
whatsoever I have said at the pillory against them : r«., that the call-

ing of th.4m is jure Diaboli, even from the Devil Imnself By me John
Lilbume, close prisoner in the Fleet for the cause of Christ. Printed
in the year of hope of England's Purgation and the Prelates' Dissolve
tion, 1639.
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Criinnvell \va5 made in support of Iiis petition to tlie House

of Commons. In 1641 bo received an indemnity of .£3000.

He now entered the army, and in 1642 was taken prisoner

at Brentford and tried for his life ; sentence would no

doubt have been executed had not the jxirliament by

threatening reprisals forced his exchange. He soon rose to

the rank of lieutenant-colonel, but in A^iril 1645, having

become dissatisfied with the general conduct of affairs, and

especially with the predominance of Presbyterianisin, he

resigned his commission, presenting at the same time to

the Commons a petition for considerable arrears of pay.

His violent language in Westminster Hall about the

speaker and other public men led in the following July

to his arrest and committal to Newgate, whence he was

discharged, however, without trial, by order of the House,

in October. In January 164" he was again committed to

the Tower for accusations which he had brought against

Cromwell, but was again set at liberty in time to become

a disappointed spectator of the failure of the levelling or

ultrademocratic party in the army at the Ware rendezvous

in the following December. The scene produced a deep

impression on his mind, and in February 1649 he along

with other petitioners presented to the House of Commons
a paper entitled The Serious Aj'pre/ieiisions of a part of

the People on behalfof the Coiamonwealth, which he followed

up with a pamphlet, England's JYeio Chains Discovered

(JIarch 1, 1649), criticizing Ireton, and another exposing

the conduct of Cromwell, Ireton, and other leaders of the

army since June 1647 (The Ilimtiiif/ of the Foxes from
Kewmarlcet and Triploe Heath to Whitehall lij Five Small

Beagles, the " beagles " being Lilburne, Overton, Walwyn,

Prince, and another). Finally, the Second Part of

England's New Chains Discovered, a violent outburst

against "the dominion of a council of state, and a con-

stitution of a new and unexperienced nature," became the

subject of discussion in the House, and led anew to the

imprisonment of its author in the Tower on April 11. His

trial in the following October, on a charge of seditious and

scandalous practices against the state, resulted in his

unanimous acquittal, followed by his release in November.

In January 1052, for printing and publishing a petition

against Sir Arthur Hasilrig and the Haberdasher's Hall for

what he conceived to have been an injury done to his uncle

George Lilburne in 1649, he was sentenced to pay fines

amounting to X7000, and moreover to be banished the

Commonwealth, with prohibition of return under the paiu

of death. In June 1653 he nevertheless came back from

the Low Countries, where he had busied himself during

the interval in pamphleteering and such other agitation

as was possible, and was immediately arrested ; the trial,

which was protracted from July 13 to August 20, indeed

issued in his acquittal, to the great joy of London, but it

was nevertheless thought proper to keep him in captivity

for "the peace of the nation." He was detained succes-

sively in the Tower, in a castle at Jersey, and in Dover

Castle. At Dover he came under Quaker influence, and

signified his readiness at last to be done with "carnal

sword fightings and fleshly bustlings and contests "
; and

in 1656, on giving security for his good behaviour, he

was set free. He now settled at Eltham in Kent, fre-

quently preaching at Quaker meetings in thR place and

neighbourhood during the brief remainder of his troubled

life. He died on August 29, 1657.

See Jlasson, Life of Milton, who refers (iv. 120) also to Walker

(Jlisloni of Indcpcndcnaj, ii. 247), Godwin {Commonwealth, iii.

163-177)> and Bisset (OmilUd Chapters of the Histor>j of England,

191-251), and adds, "Jlr Bisset relates Lilburne's trial (in 1649)

at length, with copious extracts, and makes John more of a hero

than Godwin does, though Godwin is not unfavourable. On the

whole, I like him mysell', and am glad that he is in the history of

En.sland, but think he was au ass."

LILLE, capital ot the department of Nord, France, and

the ancient capital of Flanders, is situated about 155 miles

by rail north of Paris, and at an elevation of 75 feet, in a

low plain on the Deule, which flows to the Scheldt by the

Lys. It is the chief fortres.^i of the north of France, and

headquarters of the first army corps, and is defended by a

ramptirt and by a pentagonal citadel situated to the west

of the town beside the Deule. The water of the river fills

the moat, and the environs of the citadel can be laid under

water. Prior to 1858 the town occupied an elliptical area

of about 2500 yards by 1300, with the church of Notre

Dame de la Treille in the centre, bi'.t the ramparts on the

1. Barracks of St Andr^.
2. Cattle Market and

Slaughter House.
3. Palais de Justice.

4. Bank of France.

5. Notre Dame de la

Treille.

C. Lyc^e and Museum

Plan of Lilla

7. Grand Theatre.
8. Exchnnge.
!l. Hotel de VlUe.
10. .Militai7 Hospital.

11. Ch. ot StSauvenr.
12. St Sauveur Hospital.

I
IF. Church of St Michel.

lU. Chaix;hofStPeterand
St Paul.

I

IT, Nouvcllo Aventure
1 Market.

1 18, Arsenal.

19. St Eugenie Hospital.

I 20. Ch. of St Martin.

south side have since been demolished and the ditches

filled up, their place being now occupied by the great

Boulevard de la Libert^, which extends in a straight line

from the goods station of the railway to the citadel The

new enceinte is much more extensive, and encloses the old

communes of Esquermes, Wazemmes, and ^loulins-uUe,

the area of the town being thus more than doubled ;
in

the new quarters fine boulevards and handsome squares,

such as that De la Rdpublique, have been laid out in

pleasant contrast with the 'sombre and dirty aspect of the

old town. The district of St Andr6 to the north, the only

elegant part o" the old town, is the residence of the Lille

aristocracy.

At the demolition of the old fortificafions, the Paris

gate, a triumphal arch erected in 1682 in honour of Louis

XIV., after the conquest of Flanders, was preserved, as

also the Ghent and Eoubaix gates, which date from the

tim.i of the Spanish domination, and are built in the

Renaissance style, with bricks of different colours. The

present rampart is pierced by eleven gates, besides a special

gate for the railway, and two water gates for the canal of

the Deule. The goods station has also its special outlet,

and a line from it, after making the round of the new

quarters, passes within the enceinte to the quays of the

nver. Crossing the bridges which span the different arms

of the Deule. we reacli the citadel, the glacis of which.
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planted with trees, form a public walk. ^YitlliIl tlie citadel

are extensive barracks and a considerable arsenal. The

cliurcli of Notre Dame de la Treille, in tbe style of the

13th century, which has been in process of building since

1S55, occupies the site of the old Chateau du Buc, the

original nucleus of the city. The town-house, on the site

of the old palace of the duke of Burgundy, Philip the

Good, was built in 18i6. The exchange, which dates from

the period of the Spanish domination, is in an original style.

It is surmounted by a graceful campanile, and contains a

statue of Napoleon I., made from cannon taken at

Austerlitz. In the middle of the great square stands a

column, erected in 1846 cjcnmemorating the defence of

the town in 1792 There are several large hospitals,

faculties of medicine and of science, a Catholic institute,

comprising the ive faculties of theology, letters, law,

science, and medicine, an academy of music affiliated to

the Conservatoire at Paris, several learned societies, and a

large number of various kinds of schools. The picture

gallery, with upwards of eight hundred works, is one of

the richest in the provinces, and the Wicar museum con-

tains a unique collection of original designs of the great

Italian masters. Lille possesses also an ethnographical

museum (Mus^e Moillet), as well as museums of archseo-

logy, numismatics, the industrial arts, and natural history.

The communal library is also worthy of mention ; it

incl des numerous MSS., and particularly a valuable

Eoanjeliarium of the 12th or 13th century. On the front

of the building where the departmental archives are kept

are to be seen medallions of all the sovereigns who have

successively possessed Lille from Baldwin of the Iron Arm
to Louis XIV. LUle, which is pre-eminently a manufactur-

ing and commercial town, enjoys exceptional advantages as

regards means of transit. The lower Deule is canalized to

its junction with the Lys, and there is continuous water

communication with the Scheldt in Belgium, and with Paris

by way of Douai and St Quentia The town is at the

same time an important railway junction, and is also pro-

vided with tramways.

The principal industry is flax-spinning, in- which thirty-

five mills, with 190,000 spindles, give employment to

14,000 persons (of whom 9000 are females), tlie annual

turnover being XI,800,000. Forty thread mills employ
2000 persons, and produce thread to the annual value

of £240,000. Fifteen factories, with 1000 operatives,

produce woollen goods worth from .£120,000 to X160,000
per annum ; 5000 persons are engaged in cotton-spinning

(115,000 spindles), to the amount of £800,000. There
are besides eighty factories in wliich damasks, tickings, and
the usual staples of the linen trade are manufactured

;

quilts and packsheets occupy from 6000 to 7000 persons,

jind 4000 are employed in producing the fabric out of

which the smock frocks of the peasantry are made.
Connected with these industries are dye-works, bleach-

fields, and establishments for the production of engines,

loom^!, and combing and carding machines ; and there are

dlso chemical works, sugar-works, breweries, and oil-works.^

The state manufacture of tobacco in Lille gives employment
to 1200 persons. The total population of Lille in 1876
was 162,775.

Lille is said to date its origin from tlie time of Count Baldwin IV
,

who in 1030 surrounded witli walls a little town whicli had arisen

around the castle of Buc. At the end of the 12th century Lille,

which had developed rapidly, obtained communal privileges.

Destroyed by Philip Augustus in 1212, it was rebuilt by Johanna
of Constantinople, but besieged and retaken by Philip the Fair in

1297. After having taken part with the Flemings against the king
of France, it was ceded to the latter in 1312. In 1369 Charles V.
ga- 'e it to Louis de Hale, who transmitted his rights to his daughter

^ Tlie old commune of Moulius, now annexed to the town, derived
its name froto the windmills in which the oil was pressed.

-L I L
Margaret, wife of Philip the Bold, duke of Burgundy. Under the
Burgundian rule Lille enjoyed great prosperity ; its merchants were
at the head of the London Hansa. I'iiilip the Good made it liis

residence, and within its walls held the first chapters of the order

of the Golden Fleece. Witli the rest of Flanders it passed from the
dukes of Burgundy to Austria, and then to Spain. After the death
of the Philip IV. of Spain, Louis aIV. reclaimed the territory, and
besieged Lille in 1667. He forced it to capitulate, but preserved all

its laws, customs, privileges, freedoms, and liberties. In 1708, after

an heroic resistance, it surrendered to Prince Eugene .and the duke
of Marlborough. The treaty of Utrecht restored it to France. In
1792 the Austrians bombarded it for nine days and nights without
intermission, but had ultimately to raise the siege. (G. ME.)

LILLEBONNE, capital of a canton in the department

of Seine-Inf^rieure, France, 131 miles west-north-west by
rail from Paris, and 20 miles due east from Havre, is a

pretty little town, picturesquely built at the foot of wooded
hills, in the valley of the Bolbec, which falls into the Seine

3 miles lower, at Port Jerome. The principal industries

are cotton-spinning and the manufacture of calico. The
population in 1876 was 5400.

Lillebonne was the ca])ital of the Caletes, or inhabitants of tub
Pays de Caux, in the time of Cassar, by wliom it was destroyed.

It was afterwards rebuilt by Augustus, who called it Julioboua after

his daughter ; and before it was again ruined by the barbarian
invasions it had become a very im]iortant centre, whence Roman
roads branched out in all directions. Some forty years ago the
remains of ancient baths and of a tiieatre capable of containing 3000
persons were brought to light. Statues, tombstones, all sorts of

articles in iron, bronze, ivory, marble, stone, glass, kc, have been
found in the couree of excavation, and deposited, for the most part,

in the museum at Kouen. The most beautiful object yet discovered

is a large mosaic found in 1S70 (some 28 feet by 21). In the
Middle Ages the fortifications of the towTi were constructed out of

tlie materials supplied by the theatre. AVilliam of Normandy built

at Lillebonne a castle whence he dates several charters. It is now
a ruin within a charming park. The 13th century donjon, with
walls over 12 feet in thickness, is in admirable preservation. The
church of Notre Dame, of the 16th century, nad a fine porch,
formerly adorned with rich sculptures, which have mostly dis-

appeared. The graceful tower is aoout 180 feet high.

LLLLY, William (1602-1681), an astrologer somewhat
famous in his day, was born in 1602, at Diseworth in

Leicestershire, his family having been settled as yeomen in

the place for "many ages." He received a tolerably good
classical education at the school of Ashbj-de-la-Zouche, but

he naively tells us what may perhaps have some significance

in reference to his after career, that his master "never
taught logic." In his eighteenth year, in consequence of

his father having fallen into great poverty, he went to

London, and was employed in a sort of menial situation

in attendance on an old citizen and his wife, with whom
he so managed to ingratiate himself that his master, at

his death in 1627, left him an annuity of £20 ; and, Lilly

having soon afterwards married the widow, she, dying in

1633, left him property to the value of about £1000.
Having now a good deal of leisure on his hands, he began
to dabble in astrology, reading all the books on the subject

he could fall in with, and occasionally trying his hand st

unravelling mysteries by means of his art. The years

16'i.2 and 1643 were devoted to a careful revision of all

his previous reading, and in particular having lighted on
Valentine Naibod's Commentary on Alchahitius, he
"seriously studied him and found him to be the pro-

foundest airthor he ever met with." - Him he ',' traversed

over day and night," and so " advanced his judgment
and knowledge " to the utmost height he ever arrived at.

He characterizes him as " a most rational author and the

sharpest expositor of Ptolemy that hath yet appeared."

About the same time he teUs us that he "did carefully

take notice of every grand action betwixt king and parlia-

ment, and did first then incline to -believe that as all sub-

lunary aJairs depend on superior causes, so there was a
possibihty of discovering thtm by the configurations of the

superirr bodies." And, having thereupon "made some
essays," I.e " found encouragement to proceed further, and
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ultimately framed to himself that method which he ever

afterwards followed." He then began to issue his pro-

phetical almanacs and other works, and it is a curious

illustration of the state of intelligence even among educated

people at the time that trash of this kind really seems to

have met with serious attention from some of the most
j)romineDt members of the Long Parliament. If we may
believe himself, Lilly lived on friendly and almost intimate

terms with Bulstrode Whitlock, Lenthall the speaker, Sir

Philip Stapleton, Elias Ashmole, and others. Even Selden

seems to have given him some countenance, and probably

the chief difference between him and the mass of the com-
munity at the time was that, while others believed in the

general truth of astrology, he ventured to specify the future

events to which its calculations pointed. Even from his

own account of himself, however, it is evident that he did

not trust implicitly to the indications given by the aspects

of the heavens, but like more vulgar fortune-tellers kept

his eyes and ears open for any information which might
make his predictions safe. It appears that he had corre-

spondents both at home and in foreign parts to keep him
conversant with the probable current of affairs. He was
evidei-tly a proficient in all the unscrupulous cunning,

adroitness, and plausibility which go to make up the

successful quack and impostor, and not a few of his exploits

indicate rather the quality of a clever police detective

than of a profound astrologer. After the Restoration he
very quickly fell into disrepute. His sympathy with the

parliament, which his predictions had generally shown,

was not calculated to bring him into royal favour, and the

frivolous and sceptical character of the age could scarcely

be expected to fall in with transcendentalism either in tbe

shape of sense or nonsense. He came under the lash of

Butler, who, making allowance for some satiric exaggeration,

has given in ths character of Sidrophel a probably not

very incorrect picture of the man ; and, having by this time

amassed a tolerable fortune, he bought a small estate at

Hersham in Surrey, to which he retired, and where he

diverted the exercise of his peculiar talents to the practice

of medicine. He died in 1681, in the eightieth year of

his age.

Lilly's life of himself, published after his death, is still worth
looking into as a remarkable record of credulity and successful

imposture. Superstition dies hara ; and it is a curious evidence of

the inveteracy of popular dei sions that so lately as 1852 a prominent
London publisher put forth a new edition of Lilly's IiUrodiiclion to

Astrologtj, "with numerous fcmcndations adapted to the improved
state of the science."

LILY, Lilium, the typical genua of Liliacex, embraces

nearly fifty species, all confined to the northern hemisphere,

about fifteen being natives of Japan and China, six of the

mountains of India, eight of south Europe, five of the

east and nine of the west coasts of North Americx The
earliest in cultivation were described in 1507 by Gerard

(Herball, p. 146), who figures eight kinds of European

(true) lilies, viz., L. album (L. candidum, L.), and a variety,

L. hizantinum, two umbellate forms of the type L.

hulbiferum, Park., named L. unrevm and L. cnien/vm

lati/olium, and three with pendulous flowers, apparently

forms of the martagon lily. Parkinson, in his Paradlsua

(1629), described five varieties of martagon, six of umbellate

kinds—two white ones, and L. pmnponiiim, L. chnlredoin-

cum, L. carnioliciim, and L. pyrenuiciim—together with

one American, L. canadense, which had been introduced

in 1G29. For the ancient and mediaeval history of the

lily, see M. de Cannaft d'Hamale's Monograplde historirpie

et UUeraire des Lis (Jfalines, 1870). Since that period

many new species have been added. The latest authorities

for description and classification of the genus are J. G.
Baker ("Revision of the Genera and Species of Tulipe?c,"

Journ. of Linn. Soc, siv. p. 211, 1874) and J. H. Elwes
|

(^Monograph of the Genus Liliura, 1877-78), who first tested

all the species under cultivation, and has published every

one beautifully figured by W. H. Fitch; and some hybrids.

With respect to the production of these latter, the genus
is remarkable for its power of resisting the influence of

foreign pollen, for the seedlings of any species, when
crossed, generally resemble that which bears them. For
the hardier kinds in cultivation, reference may be had to

Hemsle/s Uandbooh of Hardy Trees, (fee, p. 501. The
structure of a lily is of simple type, consisting of two
whorls, of three free parts each, six free stamens, and a

consolidated pisti_l of three carpels, ripening into a three

valved capsule containing many winged seeds. In form,

the flower assumes three types :—trumpet-shaped, with s

more or less elongated tube, e.g., L. longijloriira and L.

candidum ; an open form with spreading perianth leaves.

e.g., L. anratiim; or assuming a pendulous habit, with

the lips strongly reflexed, e.ij., the martagon type. All

have scaly bulbs, which in three west American species, as

L. llamboldti, are remarkable for being somewhat interme-

diate between a bulb and a creeping rhizome. L. hulbiferum

and its allies produce aerial reproductive bulbils in the

axils of the leaves. The bulbs of several species are eaten,

such as of L. avenaceum in Kamchatka, of L. Martagon
by the Cossacks, and of L. iigrinum, the "tiger lily," in

China and Japan. Medicinal uses were ascribed to the

species, but none appear to have any marked properties in

this respect. See Hoeticultuee, vol. xii. p. 257.
The vhitc lily, L. randidum, the Xdpwv of the Greeks, was one

of the commonest garden flowers of antiquity, appearing in the poets
from Homer downwards side by side with the rose and the "violet.

Arcoriliug to Heliu, roses and lilies entered Greece from the east by
way of Piivygia, Thrace, .and Macedonia (K dturpflan:cn und Eaiis-

tliicre, 3d ed., p. 217). The word Acf/iioi' itself, from which lilium is

derived by assimilation of consonants, appe.'rs to be Eranian {Ibid.,

p. 527), and accordiuf; to ancient ctjTnologists (Lagarde, Ges. Abh.,

p. 227) tlie town of Susa was connected with the Persian name of

the lily sisan (Gr. aovaov, Heb. shCshan). Jly thologically the white
lily, Rosa Junonis, was fabled to have sprung from tlie mill: uf Hern.
As the plant of purity it was contrasted with the rose of Aphrodite,
The word Kpivov, on the other hand, included -^ed and pxirple lilies,

Plin., B. N., x.\i. 5 (11, 12), the red lily beiu; best known in Syria
and judsea (Phaselis). This perhaps is the " red lily of Constan-
tinople" of Gerarde, L. chalcedmiicuvi, L. The lily of the Old
Testament (shoshan) may be conjectured to be a red lily from the
simile in Cant. v. 13, unless the allusion is to the fragrance rather
than the colour of the lips, in whiih rase the white lily must bo
thought of. The "lilies of the field," Jlatt. vi-. 28, are npiva, and
tlie comparison of their beauty with royal robes suggests their

identification with the red Syrian lUy of Pliny. Lilies, however, are

not a conspicuous feature in the flora of Palestine, and the red
anemone {Annvone coronaria), with which all the hill-sides of

Galilee are dotted in the spring, is perhaps more likely to have sug-
gested the figure. For the lily in the pharmacopoeia of the ancients
see Adams's Paul, yEginda, iii. 196. It was used in unguents and
against the bites of snakes, &c. In the Middle Ages the flower

continued to be common, and was taken as the symbol of heavenly
]iurity. The tliree golden lilies of France are said to have been
originally three lance-heads.

LILYE, William {c 1466-1523), one of the introducers

of a knowledge of the Greek language into England, was
born at Odiham, in or about the year 1466. He entered

the university of Oxford in 14&4, became a demy of

Magdalen in 1486, and after taking his first degree in arts

went on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem. On his return he put

in at Rhodes, which was still occupied by the Knights,

under whose protection many Greeks had taken refuge after

the taking of Constantinople by the Turks. Here he laid

the foundation of a knowledge of the Greek language. AVe

next hear of him in Italy, following the lectures of John
Sulpitius and Pomponius LkIus at Rome. From this he

passed on to Venice, from which place ho writes to his

friend and patron Thomas Starkey, that "he is assiduously

attending the lectures of Egnatius in Latin, but that he

finds no one in Venice who can assist him in the study of

Greek. He reads, however, Greek by himself, and lias
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read seven plays of SopLocles, five of Euripides, three of

Aristophanes, besides extracts from Xenophon and Plutarch,

by himself without a teacher." After his return he settled

in London, as a private teacher of grammar, and is believed

to have been the first who taught Greek in that city. In

1510 Colet, dean of St Paul's, who was then founding the

school which afterwards became famous, appointed Lilye

the first highmaster. He held this office only twelve years,

djiag of the plague in February 1523.

Liiye's t>imo deserves commemoration, not only as one

of the pioneers of Greek learning, but as one of the

joint authors of a book, familiar to many generations of

students, down to the present century, the old Eton Latin

grammar. The Brevissima Institutio, a sketch by Colet,

corrected by Erasmus, and worked upon by Lilye, contains

two portions, the authorship of which is indisputably

Lilys's. These are the lines on the genders of nouns,

beginning " Propria qu» maribus," and those on the con-

jugation of verbs, beginning "As in prsesenti." The
" Carmen de moribus " bears Lilye's name in the early

editions ; but Hearne asserfs that it was written by Leland,

who was one of his scholars, and that Lilye only adopted

it. Besides the Brevissima Institutio, Lilye wrote a variety

of Latin pieces both in prose and verse. Some of the latter

are printed along with the Latin verses of Sir Thomas
More in Progymnasmata Thomx Mori et Gulielmi Lylil

Sodalium, Basel, 1518. Another volume of Latin verse

directed against a rival schoolmaster and grammarian,

Whittington, whose grammar that of Lilye superseded, is

entitled AiUibosdcon ad Gulielmum Hormanniim, 1521.

The only authority for the few facts which make up the above

life of Lilye is a short sketch furnished by his son George to

Paulus Jovius, who -was collecting for his history the lives of the

learned men of Great Britain. All the other names, such as Bale,

Pits, Fuller, Wood, which figure in the dictionaries as authorities,

are only transcripts of George Lilye. To these scanty memoranda
the present article adds an extract from three letters of Lilye's pre-

served in the British Museum, Cotton. Nero, B. vi. fol. 157, now
printed for the first time.

LIMA, capital of the republic of Peru, as also of the

department and province of Lima, is situated on an exten-

sive plain, 500 feet above the sea-level, and 7 miles east

from its port Callao on the Pacific coast, in 12° 2' 34"

S. lat, 77° 7' 36" W. long. The general configuration of the

main portion of the city, previous to 1870 surrounded by

walls, is that of an irregular triangle, whose base rests on

Fia. 1.—Neighbourhood of Lima and Callao.

the river Eimac, which separates the city from its offshoot

or suburb of San Lazaro. Sheltered on the north and east

by the spurs of the Andes, the city is exposed to the winds
prevailing from the south-east, as also to those from the
south and west. Although the atmosphere is moist, and
the transitions of the seasons are rapid, the climate is not
unhealthy, the rainfall being elight, and the variations of

ti^nnicr.Tlure not excessive. The summer commences in

iH'cember, and the winter in .June, and the mean temper-

ature for the year is about 73° Fahr. The city is divided

into five quarters or parishes, and is well laid out with
broad and regular thoroughfares, the streets intersecting

one another at right angles. The houses are spacious, but
generally of only two stories, and are approached by portals

leading into, an open court or yard. In the principal

square, which covers an area of 9 English acres in the

centre of the city, stands a fine fountain of bronze. Here
also are the cathedral, a stone structure with two lofty

towers and a broad facade, the archiepiscopal palace, the

Government house, and the Portal de los Escribanos, con-

taining the municipal offices and archives. Besides the

cathedral there are five chief parochial and sixty-two other

churches and chapels, and numerous monasteries and con-

vents. Of the churches, the largest is that of San Pedro

(1598), which has seventeen altars ; of the religious houses

that of the Dominicans is the finest, and that of the Fran-

ciscans the most extensive. The university, built in 1576,

is the oldest in America ; it contains the hall and offices

4. Principal Theatre.
5. Infantry EalTacks.
6. Artillery BaiTack8.

7. Cavalry Banacls.
8. Penitentiary.
9. Military Hospital.

10.)
11. > Railway Stations.

13. Slunicipal ITall.

14. Governor's Palace.
15. Telegraph 0£Bce.
16. Jluseum, ic
17. Library.

13. Botanical Garden.

used by the chamber of deputies. Lima has more than

seventy schools, a public library containing upwards of

forty thousand volumes, and many charitable institutions,

several of them connected with the religious orders. The
principal place of amusement is the amphitheatre for bull-

fights in the Plaza del Acho, accommodating nine thousand

spectators. In the Plaza de la Exposicion is a marble statue

of Columbus unveiling a figure of America. Of the many
other monuments in Lima the most famous is the bronze

equestrian statue of Simon Bolivar in the Plaza de la

Independencia (or de Bolivar), 1 1 tons in weight, com-

memorating the battle of Ayacucho, which secured the

independence of Peru. Among the public promenades

are reckoned the cemetery outside the JIaravillas gate,

and the Paseo de la Alameda de los Descalzos, in the

centre of which is a gorgeous garden. As the capital of

Peru, Lima is one of the most important trading centres

in South America. It has, however, but few home
industries, its manufactured goods being chiefly imported

from Europe via Callao, the medium of nearly all its

foreign commerce. Several attempts have from time

to time been made to establish factories, but the tigl,
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prico of labour has hitherto prevented any ellbrts on

a large scale being- permanently successful. There are,

liowever, manufactories for tallow, soap, sperm candles,

slue, gold lace, gilt leather, and silver tiligice woik, and

the capital supplies the towns of the republic with coarse

woollen fabrics. The market is attended daily by about

a thousand dealers. Fish is supplied from Callao, and
vegetables partly from gardens in the city and environs,

and partly from the native villages. Since 1857 the

water for drinking purposes has been obtained filtered from

the Rimac, and supplied by pipes to the houses. The
imports are various; the exports include guano, cinchona,

Indian wool,- raw cotton, hides, sugar, saltpetre, gold,

silver, and other minerals. Under ordinary conditions

the imports and exports together exceed .£5,000,000

annually. There are railways from Lima leading to

Callao, Chancay, Chorrillos, and Oroya ; the construction

of several other lines has been stopped by the war with

Chili. In 1780 the population of Lima was 50,000; in

ISGO it had reached 100,341, and in 18GS 121,362, of

whom 38,761 were foreigners. A recent estimate (1877)

gives the n amber at about 200,000, but, considering the

vicissitudes the city has since then endured, these figures

must be considered at the present time (1882) as far too

high. The Spanish natives have the reputation of being

courteous, affable, and generous, but at the same time fond

of pleasure, improvident, and sup;rstitious. By confession

they are mostly Roman Catholics.

Lima w.ns fouiiJcJ ISth January 1535, by r raucisco ri?,ii-M, wlio

named it Ciiidad de los Reyes in lionour of the emporor Cliark-s V.

.and Dona Juana his inothor, or, according to some nutliors, from its

.site having been selected on the 6th January, the Feast of tlie

Kpiphany. The name afterwards gave place to that of Lima, a

Spanish corruption of tlie Qnichua word Rimac. In 1548 Lima
received its first archbishop, and iu 15S2 the earliest provincial

touncil for the state was held there. Eemaining uiuler Spanish rule

during the 17th, ISth, and early part of the 19th centuries, the city

continued to increase in prosperity, though often visited by terrible

earthquakes, of which the most disastrous was that of the 28tli

October 17-16, when 5000 of the inhabitants perished and the port

of Callao was destroyed (see Callao, vol. iv. p. 107). On the

l'2th July 1821, after a siege of some months, Lima was entered by
a Chilian force under General San Martin, who on the 28th was
proclaimed protector of Peru as a free state, but its independence
was not finally secured until after the victory of Ayacucho (9th

December 1824). In JIarch 1828 the city again sullered from an

earthquake, and in 1854-55 the yellow fever carried off a great

number of the inhabitants. On the 11th of August 1857, Mr
Sullivan, British minister to Peru, was assassinated. In November
1864 a congress of plenipotentiaries from Chili and other South
American states was held here to concert measures ofmutual defence.

Of the various revolts which have during the last few years taken

]ilace at Lima may be mentioned that of November 1865, when
President Pezet was displaced for Canseco ; the riots against religious

toleration, 15th April 1867 ; and the military insurrection, 22d July

1872, when Gutierrez, minister of war, arbitrarily assumed power, had
President Balta imprisoned and shot, but himself soon fell a victim

to the pojmlar fury; order being afterwards with difficulty restored

by Vice-President Zavallos. In consequence of the ill-success of

the war with Chili, Lima towards the close of 1879 was again in an
unsettled condition ; President Prado fled, and on the 22d Decem-
ber, altera sanguinary coup d'etat, Pierolawas proclaimed dictator.

In April 1880 Callao was blockaded by Chilian war ships, and
Lima had to be placed in a state of defence. On the 20th of Nov-
ember the Chilian army effected a landing at Pisco, a fortified place

about 100 miles south of Lima, and, having afterwards advanced
upon the capital, forcibly occunied it upon the 17th of January
1881.

See Mariano F. Paz Soldan, Dkcionario geografico e^tadUtko del Peru, Lima,
1877, pp. 513-27; Mateo Paz Solilan and M. F. Paz Soldan. Geografa drf Peni,
Ptihs. 1802, vol. i. pp. 290-320 ; M. A. Fnentcs, Lima, cr Slelc/ies of the Capital
ffPeiu, Historical, Statistical, Administrative, &c., London, ISCC ; C. R. .Mark-
Iiam, Cuzco , . . and Lima, London. 1856. For further infoi-mation as to the
<-aily histoi-y of Lima, see Lopez <le Gtiraara. IJist. gtn. de las Jnd. ; A. de
Mt.-n-eni, //is/, gen. de las Indi Occid.: W. H. Prcscott. J/ist. of the t'onqucH
uf Peru ; F. de Xercs, Conqu %<a del Peru ; A. de Zaratc. Ui'l. de la Corn/, del
J'erti; and J. dc Fcrreras, Hist d'Espagne (French tianslation by llennilly^,
I'a.-is, 1751. (E. D. B.)

LIMA, capital of Allen county, Oliio, U.S., on the

Ottawa river, and at the intersection of four railway lines,

130 miles north of Cincinnati It is pleasantly situated

111 a Gne furming country, and has tivo large railway repairs

shops, exteii-->'eoar works, and other smaller manufactories.
The population in 1850 wa-o 757; in 18G0, 1989: ia 1870,
446-1; and in 1880, 75G7.

LI.MRORCH, Philip vai, (1633-1712), a prominent
Remonstrant theologian, was born June 19, 1633, at
Amsterdam, where his father held a good position in the
legal profession. He received his education at Utrecht,

at Leyden, in his native city, and finally at Utrecht
university, which he entered in 1652. In 1657 he became
a Kemoiistrant pastor at Gouda, and in 1667 he was
transferred to Amsterdam, where, in tlie following year,

the office of professor of theology in the Remonstrant
seminary was added to his pastoral charge. He died there

on April 30, 1712.

His most important work, Inslitutioncs thcologiie chriitiunx, ad
jiraxiii pictalis el promolioncm jmcis cliridianee wme direetsi

(Amsterdam, 1 686, 5th ed. 1 7.'15), remains unrivalled as a full and clear

exposition of the system of Episcopius and Curcell.-eus. The fourth
edition (1715) included a posthumous " liclatio historica de origiuo

et progressu controversiarum in fa-derato Bi-lgio da jir.-edestina-

tione." Limbon-h also wrote De reritulc rcligionis Christiauai

arnica coUatio cum crudilo Jttasco, Gouda, 1687 ; Ilistoria Inquisi'

tionis (1692), in four books prefi.ved to the " Liber Seiitcntiarum
Inquisitionis Tolo.^au.-e " (1307-1323), and Commcntaritis ia Acta
Apostolorum ct in Epistolas ad lionianus el ad Hehrsios^ liotteidaiu,

1711. His editorial labours included the publication of vari-
ous works of his predecessors, and of Ejustolie cccUsiasUoB prsn::

slanlium ac eruditoriim virorum (Amsterdam, 1684), chieHy by
Arminius, Uytenbogaidus, Vorstius, A'ossius, Grotius, Episcopiu^
(his gianJ-uncle), and ISai-l.-eus ; they are of great value for tli«

history of Arminianism. An English translation of the I'licologia,

"with improvements, from Wilkinson, Tillotsou, Scott, and others,"

was published in the beginning of last century by W. Jones (X
Complete System or Body of Diviiiihj, both Speculative and Z^'ac~

licttl, foiivdcd on Scripture and Reason, London, 1702); and a

translation of the History of the Inquisition, by S. Chandler, with
"a large introduction concerning the rise and progress of perse-

cutiou and the real and pretended causes of it" preii.xed, appeared
in 1731.

LIMBURG, or Li.meoukg, one of the nine provinces of

Belgium, is bounded on the N. and E. by Holland, on the

S. by the province of Lit^ge, and on the W. by those of

Brabant and Antwerp ; the area is 932 square miles, with

a population, in 1880, of 211,69-1. The surface is for the

most part flat, but rising somewhat towards the south-east.

Most of the province is included in the barren and marshy
district of siiidy heatli known as La Campiiie (Flem.,

Kempen). The Meuse, with a tolerably fertile valley, is its

chief river. The soil is metalliferous ; the chief vegetable

IJroducts are cereals, leguminous plants, flax, hemp, and

beetroot; and stock-breeding is largely carried on. Iiv

dustries are less developed in Limburg than in the rest of

Belgium ; but the distilleries of the province are very con-

siderable and noted. Limburg is divided for administra-

tive purposes into three arrondissements, of which the

capitals are Hasselt (population 11,500), Tongres (7600),

and Maeseyck (4400). The last-named is the birthplace

of Hubert and John van Eyck, the Flemish painters. One
of the most interesting towns of the province is St Trond
{q.v.), thought to be the ancient Atuaticnm Oppidum, the

oldest town in Belgium. Near Tongres is a mineral well,

described by Pliny.

The territory of Limburg was that of the Eburoncs, whom the
Romans exterminated, and was afterwards inhabited by the Ttingri

and Taxandri. It was one of the first conquests of the invading

Franks, who established themselves and proclaimed their first kings
there. In the Middle Ages it constituted the county of Looz,

holding of the bishop of Liege ; afterwards it became the duchy of

Limburg, which was taken possession of in the 13th century by the

duke of Brabant. From the 12th to the end of the 18th century the

duchy included only a small portion of the present jnovince ; it

extended eastward from the Meusc as far as to Aix-la-Chapelle, and
southward to the V-sdre. In the 16th century Limburg remained
in the possession of Spain, and it passed to Austria in 1713. After
the treaty of Campo Formio(1797) it became a Freni-h department,
Meuse-Infcrieure, with JIaestricht a.s capital, liy the treaty of
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Vienna (1815) jtiormeJ one of tue ninelcen provincts of the king-

dom of the Netherlands, and by that of London (1831) the eastein

portion was ceded to Holland, becoming a Dutch province, the

remainder constituting the present province of Belgium.

LIMBURG, or Limbourg, one of the eleven provinces

of Holland, is bounded on the W. by Belgium (Liraburg)

and North Brabant, on the N. by North Brabaut and

Guelderland, on the E. by Rhenish Prussia, and on the S.

by Belgium (LiiJge), and has an area of 851 square miles,

with a population in 1^70 of 235,135 (97 per cent, being

Roman Catholics). The surface, which is flat, is partly

covered with heaths and fens ; of the latter the most

considerable is the " peel " or marsh in the north, which

extends into North Brabant. The province is traversed

by the Maas, of which the chief affluents here are the

Geule, the Geleen, and the Roer, all on the right ; means

of water communication are also supplied by the Zuid

Willem's canal and its branches. The agricultural products

are similar to those of Belgian Limburg ; bee-keeping is

also engaged in. Coal occurs within the province, and

there is a mine at Kerkrade. The arrondissements are two

in number,—Maestricht and Roermonde,—Maestricht

being the capital. For the history of the province see the

preceding article.

LIMBURG, a town in the circle of Unterlahn aud

iistrict of Wiesbaden, Prussia, is situated 3G0 feet above

the sea-level, on the Lahn, here crossed by a bridge dating

from 1315, and on the Nassau Railway midway between

Coblentz and Wetzlar. A local branch line connects it with

Hadamar. It is the seat of a Catholic bishop, and lias

one evangelical and four Catholic churches. The only

prominent architectural feature is the small seven-towered

semi-Byzantine cathedral, picturesquely situated on a rocky

site overhanging the river ; it was founded by Conrad

Kurzbold, count of Niederlahngau, in 905, and finally

consecrated in 1235 (restored 1872-78). Limburg has a

seminary for the education of priests, and a variety of

schools; the industries, which, are unimportant, include

manufactures of cloth, tobacco, machinery, pottery, and

leather. The population in 1875 was 5161.

Limburg, which was a flourishing town during the Middle Ages,

passed in 1404 into the possession of the archbishops of Treves after

the extinction of its own line of counts, and in 1803 fell to the duke
of Nassau. It was the scene of a victory of the archduke Charles

of Austria over the French under Jourdain on September 16, 1796.

It possesses an interesting MS. fragment of its chronicles, the Fasli

Limpurgcnses. The original writer is supposed to have been the

recorder Tillmann (ob. 1400), additions being made by subsequent
copyists; the document, which has been more than once printed, is

valuable especially for the ancient rhymes it embodies, and for its

notices of old German poets.

LIMBUS. The Limhus Infantum, or Puerorum in

mediaeval theology is the "margin" or "border " (limbus)

of hell to which human beings dying without actual sin,

but with their original sin unwashed away by baptism,

were held to be consigned ; the category included, not

unbaptized infants merely, but also idiots, cretins, and the

like. The word "limbus," in the theological application,

oocars first in the Sumnu^ of Thomas Aquinas ; for its

extensive . currency it is perhaps most indebted to the

C'ommedia of Dante (Inf., c. 4). The question as to the

destiny of infants dying unbaptized presented itself to

theologians at a comparatively early period, and received

very various answers. Generally speaking it may be said

that the Greek fathers inclined to a cheerful and the Latin

to a gloomy view. Tlius Gregory of Nazianzus (Orat. 40)
says " that such children as die unbaptized without their

own fault shall neither be glorified nor punished by the

righteous Judge, as having done no wickedness, though
they die unbaptizod, and as rather suffering loss than being
the authors of it." Similar opinions have been expressed

by Gregory of Nyssa, Severas of Antioch, and others,

—

opinions which it is almost impossible to distinguish from

the Pelagian view that children dying unbaptized might

be admitted to eternal life, though not to the kingdom of

God. In his recoil from Pelagian heresy, Augustine was
compelled to sharpen the antithesis between the state of

the saved and that of the lost, and taught that there are

only two alternatives,—to be with Christ or with the devil,

to bo with Him or against Him. Following up, as he

thought, his master's teaching, Fulgentius declared that it

is to be believed as an indubitable truth that, " not only

men who have come to the use of reason, but infants djdng,

whether in their mother's womb or after birth, without

baptism in the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

are punished with everlasting punishment in eterna\ fire."

Later theologians and schoolmen followed Augustine in

rejecting the notion of any final position intermediate

between heaven and hell, but otherwise inclined with

practical unanimity to take the mildest possible view of

the destiny of the irresponsible and unbaptized. Thus the

proposition of Innocent III. that "the punishment of

original sin is deprivation of the vision of God " is

practically homologated by Thomas, Scotus, and all the

other great theologians of the scholastic period, the only

outstanding exception being that of Gregory of Rimini,

who on this account was afterwards called " tortor in-

fantum." The first authoritative declaration of the Latin

Church upon this subject was that made by the second

council of Lyons (1274), and confirmed by the council of

Florence (1439), with the concurrence of the representa-

tives of the Greek Church, to the effect that "the souls of

those who die in mortal sin or in original sin only forthwith

descend into hell, but to be punished with unequal punish-

ments." Perrone remarks (Pra:l. TheoL, pt. iii. chap. 6,

art. 4) that the damnation of infants and also the compara-

tive lightness of the punishment involved in this are thus

de fide ; but nothing is determined as to the place which

they occupy in hell, as to what constitutes the disparity of

their punishment, or as to their conditioh after the day of

judgment. In the council of Trent there v.'as considerable

difference of opinion as to what was implied in deprivation

of the vision of God, and no definition was attempted, the

Dominicans maintaining the severer view that the "limbus

infantum " was a dark subterranean fireless chamber, while

tlie Franciscans placed it in a lightsome locality above

the earth. Some theologians continue to maintain with

Bellarmine that the infants "in limbo" are affected with

some degree of sadness on account of a felt privation
;

others, following Sfrondati, hold that they enjoy every kind

of natural felicity, as regards their souls now, and as regards

their bodies after the resurrection, just as if Adam had not

sinned. In the condemnation (1794) of the synod of

Pistoia (1786), the twentj'-sisth article declares it to be

false, rash, and injurious to treat as Pelagian the doctrine

that those dying in original sin are not punished with fire,

as if that meant that there is an intermediate '{jlace, frae

from fault and punishment, between the kingdom of God
and everlasting damnation.

The Limhiis Pairum, Limbvs Inferni, or Sinus Ahralix

is defined in Roman Catholic theology as the place in the

underworld where the saints of the Old Testament were

confined until liberated by Christ on his "descent into

hell." Kegarding the locality, and its pleasantness or

painfulness, nothing has been taught as defide, and opinions

have been various. It is sometimes regarded ss having

been closed and empty since Christ's' descent, but other

authors do not think of It as separate in place from the

limbns infantum. The whole idea, in the Latin Church,

has been justly described as the mere caput mortuum of the

old catholic doctrine of hades, which was gradually super-

seded in the West by that of purgatory.
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LEME is tbo uamc of the strongly basic monoxide CaO

of the metal calcium. This base is widely difTused

throughout the three kingdoms of nature in the form of

salts, of which the carbonate CaCOj and the hydrated

sulphate CaS04.2H20 are by far the most abundant. Both
are found in the mineral kingdom in a variety of forms.

Of native carbonates of lime, calc-spar (Iceland spar),

though comparatively rare, may bo mentioned first as

representing the purest native form of the compound. It

generally presents itself in the form of well-developed

transparent . colourless rhombohedra, which possess to

a remarkable degree the property of producing double

refraction ofi light, whereupon is founded its applica-

tion in the construction of certain optical instruments.

Of the varieties of' massive or crystalline carbonate of

lime, those which, through the fineness of their grain

and other qualities, lend themselves for the purposes of

the sculptor go by the name of marble, while the remainder

are embraced under the generic term of limestone. This

name, however, is understood to exclude chalk, a soft,

amorphous variety which, according to Ehrenberg, consists

mainly of Foraminifera shells. All limestones contain at

least traces of magnesia. When this foreign base is

present in considerable proportion the rock is termed
"dolomite" (see Magnesium). Among the native forms

of (hydrated) sulphate of lime the mineral "selenite"

(glacies Marise) corresponds to Iceland spar among the

carbonates. It forms colourless transparent clino-rhombic

prisms, generally united into "twins," and flattened down
into plates readily cleavable along planes parallel to the

surface. Hardness ranges from r5 to 2; the specific

gravity is 2 '3. Far more common than selenite are the

massive varieties known as Alabaster (see vol, i. p. 439)
and ordinary Gypsuii (vol. xi. p. 337).

Both sulphate and carbonate of lime, apart from their

occurrence as independent minerals, are almost universally

diffused throughout the earth's crust, and in the waters of

the ocean. Now the sulphate is appreciably soluble in

even pure water, while the carbonate, though practically

insoluble in pure, is quite decidedly soluble in carbonic

acid water. As all atmospheric water must necessarily

hold carbonic; acid gas in absorption, most natural waters,

and certainly all deep-well waters, are contaminated with

more or less of bicarbonate or sulphate of lime, or with both.

When such a water is being boiled, there is an escape of

the free and the loosely combined carbonic acid, and the

carbonate of lime comes down as a loose precipitate or as

a "crust"; and, when the water is sufficiently concentrated

by evaporation, the sulphate likewise is partly deposited.

The decomposition of the "bicarbonate" in fact takes place,

though slowly, even at ordinary temperatures, when the

water in which it is held in solution is exposed to the

atmosphere. It is in this manner that stalagmites and
stalactites frequently seen within rock-caverns are produced,

and there is no difliculty in accounting for the grotesque

and fantastic forms which the latter often exhibit.

QuicHime.—The native carbonate always serves as the

starting-point in the preparation of calcium compounds.
From it the oxidf CaO, known as Cjuicklime or caustic lime,

is produced induijtrially by heating limestone or marble in

kilns, between layers of fuel, which in the United Kingdom
is generally coal. The carbonic acid goes away with the
gaseous products of combustion, and the oxide remains in

unfused lumps of the form of the original stones. Lime,
when pure, is an amorphous white solid, which is absolutely

infusible and non-volatile : and on this account, when
raised to high temperatures, it emits a brilliant white light

("lime-light"). The commercial article is generally grey
or otherwise discoloured by the presence of foreign metallic

oxides

The decomposition that goes on in a limekiln is not brought
about by the effect of heat alone. Gay-Lussac found long ago
that carbonate of lime, when heated to intense redness in a closely
covered crucible, loses its carbonic acid only very slowly, while the
acid goes off readily even at somewhat lower temperatiiios when a
current of steam is passed over the heated limestone, This may
be accounted for by assuming that the steam, in the first instance,
produces hydrate—from the caibonate—of lime, which latter then at
once breaks up into its two components. More probably, liowever,
tlie steam acts only by producing a quasi vacuum, that is, by clear-
ing out the carbonic acid which, if allowed to stagnate even at high
temperatures, would react on the quicklime producejl, thus pre*
venting the decomposition of a portion of the carbonate.

Quicklime acts readily and energetically on water, with
evolution of much heat (269 units per unit weight of lime^

Berthelot) and formation of a bulky white powder of the
hydrate CaOHjO or Ca(0H)2. This powder readily mixes
with water into a smooth paste, which may bo diluted to a
milky liquid—milk of lime. This, when filtered through
paper, yields "lime-water," a strongly alkaline liquid con-
taining about -j-Juth of its weight of lime (calculated as
CaO). When boiled it deposits a part of its dissolved
lime as such, and when exposed to ordinary air it quickly
draws a skin of carbonate of lime. Hence its application

as a reagent for carbonic acid, and the extensive use of milk
of lime (whitewash) as a cheap white pigment in wall-

painting. Lime paste, as every one knows, is most
extensively used as a mortar or cement for bricks and
stones in building. For this purpose it is always mixed
with a certain proportion of sand. This admixture in all

probability was originally intended only to save lime and
prevent shrinking. But it is now generally assumed to

have a chemical functiop, causing the formation of a hard
silicate of lime pervading and thus strengthening the

mortar. Some chemists deny the practical importance
though not the occurrence of this silication ; what admits
of no doubt is that the hardening of mortar involves the
very gradual conversion of the original hydrate into car-

bonate of lime. Under the name of plaster, a fine smooth
paste of lime and sand, with short hair to increase the

tenacity of the mixture, is a most important material for

coating the internal walls and roofs of ordinary buildings.

Hydraulic Cements.—Ordinary mortar, on account of

the solubility of lime in water, is unfit for aquatic masonry
for this purpose hydraulic cements must be used. Of these

there are a great variety, which, however, mostly agree ir,

this that they consist of calcined mixtures of limestone and
clay (preferably alkaliferous clay) and other silicates. By
calcining such mixtures at temperatures short of that al

which a glass would bo produced, the lime becomes caustic,

and part of the caustic lime, by uniting with the clay (and

silicate generally), forms a silicate sufficiently basic to be

disintegrable by acids and even by water. When such

cement, as a powder, is mixed with water, the lime acts

upon the silicate of alkali and the gelatinous silica-hydrate

transitorily produced, and with the silica and alumina anc

oxide of iron unites into a hard, waterproof, very coniple.Vi

silicate mixture.

H. Ste Claire Devillo having found that magnesia ha!

hydraulic properties, hydraulic cements have been madf
by calcining dolomites of the proper composition so far as

to decompose only the carbonate of magnesia (into MgO
and COo). See Cement, vol", v. p. 328.

Lime, being the cheapest of powerful bases, is largely

used in chemical manufacturing. It serves for the caustic-

izing of soda, for the preparation of ammonia from ammonia
salts, and for the manufacture of bleaching powder. It

also enters into the composition of certain kinds of glass,

and is used (as lime or as carbonate), in the making of

soda ash.

Lime Salts.—These can in general be prepared by the saturation

of the respective acids mth lime liydrate. Thus the (pure) car-
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boruUc CaCOj may be prepared by passing carbonic acid into lime-

water. But a more convenient method is to decompose a solution

of pure chloride of calcium with excess of carbonate of ammonia,
preferably at 70-80° C, when the carbonate assumes the form of a

crystalliue precipitate which settles readily and is easily washed

with hot water. The sulphate (artificial gypsum) appears as a volu-

minous white precipitate, consisting of minute colourless needles,

when sulphuric acid is atlded to a not too dilute solution of chloride

of calcium or other lime salt. The precipitate CaSOj.2H20 is

appreciably soluble in water, 1000 parts of which at 0°, 35°, and
100° C. dissolve 2'05, 2-54, and a little over 2 parts respectively

of gypsum. The hydrated sulphate at temperatures exceeding

110' C. loses its water. The anhydrous sulphate. If formed below

about 200° C, readily recombines with water into compact gypsum
(plaster of Paris). By exposure to high temperatures (500° C. ami

upwards) sulphate of lime loses its power of recombining with

water ; at very high temperatures it fuses. A naturally anhydrous

sulphate of lime (anhydrite) occurs in association with rock salt, and
otherwise, as a not very common mineral.

The well-known favourable action of gypsum as a manure, more
especially for clover (see Aguioulture), has lately been explained

by Deherain on the strength of analyses and vegetation experiments

of his own, by assuming that it converts the carbonate of potash of

the soil into sulphate, which, being less obstinately retained by
the soil, more readily finds its way into the roots of the plants.

Chloride of Calcium (muriate of lime), CaCU, is prepared by dis-

solving marble or limestone in aijuoous muriatic acid. The iron

and manganese generally present as impurities can be eliminated,

after peroxidation by chlorine water, by digestion with hydrate of

lime, which also, if allowed sufficient time, removes the magnesia.

The filtrate is acidified with hydrochloric acid and concentrated by
evaporation, so far that, on cooling, it deposits part of the dissolved

salt as crystals. These have the composition CaCl.^. 6H3O. They are

very easily soluble in water and alcohol, and highly hygroscopic.

Hence the salt is used occasionally to keep textile fibres moist and

in a fit state for being woven. The crystals when kept in a b.isin

at about 200° lose about two-thirds of their water, and leave that

porous kind of chloride of calcium which analytical chemists prefer

for the drying of gases. This substance, when heated to redness

—

which must be done in jjlatinum to prevent contamination—loses

the rest of the water and (at 723° C, Carnelley) fuses into the

anhydrous salt CaClj, which on cooling hardens into a stone-like

mass. In this final process of dehydration, however, part of the

chlorine goes off as hydrochloric acid, so that the product obtained

is contaminated with some oxychloride. This can be prevented

by igniting the salt with sal-ammoniac or—more surely—by
effecting the dehydration in a current of anhydrous hydro-

chloric acid gas. Anhydrous chloride of calcium is much used in

laboratories as a powerful dehydrating agent. It combines witli

ammonia gas into a solid compound. It dissolves in methyl
alcohol and in ethyl alcohol, forming crystallizable " alcoholates

"

(Gr.aham), compounds of CaClj with " crystal alcohol."

Nitrate of Calcium, Ca(N03)2, crystallizing with 4H„0, is a very

hygroscopic salt, soluble in even absolute alcohoL It is mcjitioned

here as a material for the convenient preparation of pure lime—by
simple ignition of the salt in a platinum cracible. Rerarding
bleaching powder, a double salt of hypochlorite and chloride of

calcium Cl-Ca-(CIO), see Chlorink, vol. v. p. 678.

Fbwri/l.e of Calcium, CaFo, obtainable by precipitation of chloride
of calcium with an alkaline fluoride, occurs in nature as Fuiokspau
(q.v.). Fluoride of calcium is widely disseminated throughout the
mineral kingdom as an admixture with other minerals. All
native forms of phosphate of lime contain it ; some in considerable

(|uantity. Traces of it are found in bones and in the ashes of most
plants.

Metallic Calcium cannot be prepared by the reduction of the
oxide with charcoal. It may be produced, however, by the electro-

lysis of the fused chloride or—more conveniently—by heatiu" the
iodide Cal„ (se%'en parts) with sodium (one part) in an iron cnucible.

The metal has a yellow colour; it is somewhat harder tlian lead, and
very malleable and ductile (Lies-Bodart and Jcjbin). The specific

gravity is 1'578 (Bunsen and Matthicson). It vices not tarnish in
dry air, but readily decomposes water, with evolution of hydrogen
and formation of hydrate of. lime. It is practically non-volatile.

When heated in air or oxygen it burns with a most brilliant light
into oxide, CaO.

Tests.—Solutions of ordinary calcium salts are not affected visibly
by sulphuretted hydrogen, sulphide of ammonium, or pure ammonia.
Carbon.ate of ammonia, even in the presence of sal-ammoniac, pre-
cipitates the carbonate. So far calcium behaves like barium and
strontium. From the former it is distinguished by its not being
precipitated by either hydrofluosilicic acid or bichromate of potash,
and from both by its spectrum and the relatively large solubility of
its sulphate in water. The latter is obtained from any c-ilcium
solution by addition of suljiliuiic acid and alcohol. The sulphate
is washed with alcohol on a filter. When then boiled with water it

yields a solution which, dilute as it is, gives a very distinct pre-

cipitate with oxalate of ammonia (barium and strontium sulphates

in these circumstances give negative results). Oxalate of ammonia

is the most delicate precipitant for calcium ; the precipitate is in-

soluble in water, in ammonia and ammonia salts, and in acetic acid.

From solutions (in acids) of phosphate or oxalate of calcium

ammonia and likewise sulphide of ammonium precipitate the metal

as phosphate or oxalate. To detect it in such a precipitate, dis'

solve in hydrochloric acid and add sulphuric acid and alcohol.

The calcium is precipitated as sulphate, which can be identified as

just explained.

For the phasphates of lime, see Phosphates. (W. D.)

LIME, or Linden. The lime trees, species of Tilia, are

familiar timber trees with mellifluous flowers, rarely if ever

maturing their fruit in England, which are borne on a

common peduncle proceeding from the middle of a long

bract T. europsea, L., is indigenous to Europe, except-

ing the extreme north, and extends eastwards across

Kussian Asia to the Altai. The lime is much planted in

Britain, and is probably wild in south and west England,

and perhaps in Ireland. The truly indigenous form in

north Europe is always a small-leaved one. The large

leaved" variety {T. grandifolia, Ehrh.) is of South-European

origin (Bentham, Handbooh of the British Flora, i. 157)

;

T. parvifolia, L., is perhaps tlie English wild form of tlie

Continental T. europxa, L. ; while T. intermedia, D. C,
probably a sub-species of T. eicroptea, L., is the so-called

common lime (Hooker, Student's Flora of the British Isles,

p. 76). For a full description of the European and Amert
can forms, see Loudon, Arboretum, i. p. 364, and De Can-

doUe, Prod., i. 513. The lime sometimes acquires a great

size : one is recorded in Norfolk as being 16 yards in cir-

cumference, and Kay mentions one of the same girth. The
famous linden tree which gave the town of Neustadt in

Wiirtemburg the name of "Neustadt an der grossen

Linden" was 9 feet in diameter.

Tlie economic value of the tree chiefly lies in the inner

bark or liber, called bast, and the wood. The former was
used for paper and mats and for tying garlands by the

ancients (Od., L 38; I'liny, xvi. 14, 25; xxiv. 8, 33). T.

grandifolia and T. parvifolia have been found in the

debris of lake dwellings in Switzerland. Bast mats are

now made chiefly in Russia, the bark being cut in long

strips, when the liber is easily separable from the corky

superficial layer. It is then plaited into mats about 2

yards square ; 14,000,000 come to Britain annually, chiefly

from Archangel. The wood is used by carvers, being solt

and light, and by architects in framing the models of build-

ing.s. Turners use it for light bowls, &c. The flowers,

alone, ftre used for an infusion in Austria and elsewhere,

with much success in vertigo and spasms, producing

jierspiration, and alleviating coughs ;. but the bracts and
fruit are astringent.

Tlie common lime was well known to the ancients. Tlieophras-

tus says the leaves are sweet and used for fodder for most kinds of

cattle. Pliny alludes to the use of the liber and wood, and describes

the tree as growing in the mountain valleys of Italy (xvi. 30). See
also Virg., <?ra.,i. 173, &c.; Ov., jl/ci., viii. 621, x. 92. ThcfiAiipa
(Hdt. , 4. 67) was the lime of the Greeks, perhaps T. argcntea (see

Pickering's Chron. Hist, of Plants, pp. 214, 227, 418). Allusion to

the liglitness of the wood is made in Aristoph., Birds, 1378.

Fcr the sweet lime (Citrus Limelta) and lime juice, see Lemon.

LIMERICK, a maritime county of Ireland, in the

province of Munster, is bounded on the N. by the estuary

of the Shannon and the counties of Clare and Tipperary,

on the E. by Tipperary, on the S. by Cork, and on the W.
by Kerry. Its greatest length from north to south is 35
iniles,and its greatest breadth east and west 54 miles. The
total area comprises 662,973 acres, or 1036 square miles,

The greater jiart of the county is comparatively level, and
rests on limestone, but in the south-east the picturesque
Galtees, which extend into Tipperary, and are composed of

Silurian strata overlaid by Old Red Sandstone, attain in

Galtymore a height of 3016 feet, and on the west stretching
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into Kerry there is a circular amphitheatre of less elevated

luountains composed of volcanic rocks. The Shannon is

navigable to Limerick, above which are the rapids of Doonas
and Castleroy. The Maio;, which rises in the Galtees, and
(lows into the Shannon, is navigable as far as the town of

Adara Limerick includes the greater part of the Golden

Vale, the most fertile district of Ireland, which stretches

across the centre of the county from Cashel in Tipperary to

near the town of Limerick. Along the banks of the Shannon
there are large tracts of flat meadow land formed of deposits

of cale.ireous and peaty matter, and possessing extraordi-

nary fertility. The soil in the mountainous districts is, for

the most part, thin and poor, and incapable of improvement.

]u 18S0 there '^vere 176,774 acres under tillage, 415,107

pasture, 8407 plantations, and 62,465 waste. The total

uumbsr of holdings in 1880 was 16,286, of which 1937
were less than one acre, and 11,273 between 15 and 100

acres in extent, 1019 between 100 and 200 acres, 259
between 200 and 500 acres, and 29 above 1000 acres.

The large farms occupy the low grounds, and are almost

wholly devoted to grazing. The following table shows the

area under the principal crops in 1855 and 1881 :

—
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£373,533. Tor the same dates the value of the exports

was £26,569, £9552, and £12,510. The principal in-

dustries are iias .spinning and weaving, and the manufacture

of lace and gloves. There are also breweries, distilleries,

tanneries, and flour-mills. The population in 1851 was

48,961, which in 1871 had increased to 49,980, but in

1881 had diminished to 48,246.

Limerick is said to h.ive 136611 the ancient Hegia of Ptolemy and

tte Rosse-de-Nailleagh of the Annals of Multifernan. There is a

tradition that it was visited by St Patrick in the 5th centuiy, but

it is first aiithenti'^ally known as a settlement of the Danes, who in

the middle of the 9th century made it one of their principal towns,

but were expelled from it in the 11th century by Brian Boroimhe.

From 1106 till its conquest by the English in 1174 it was the seat

of the kings of Thomond or North Munster, and, although in 1179

the kingdom of Limerick was given by Henry II. to Herbert Fitz-

herbert, tlie city was frequently in the possession of the Irish cnief-

tains till 1195. By King John it was committed to the care of

William de Burgo, who founded English Town, -and for its defence

erected a strong castle. The city was frequently besieged in the

13th and 14th centuries. In the 15th century its fortifications were

extended to include Irish Town, and until their demolition in 1760

it was one of the strongest fortresses of the kingdom. In 1651 it

was taken by General Ireton, and after an unsuccessful siege by
William III. in 1690 its resistance was terminated in October of

the following year by the treaty of Limerick. The town first

obtained municipal privileges in 1199, and these were confirmed

and extended by Edward I. and other sovereigns. In 1609 it re-

ceived a charter constituting it a county of a city, and also incorpo-

rating a society of merchants of the staple, with the same privileges

as the merchants of the staple of Dublin and Waterford. The
powers of the corporation were remodelled by the Limerick Kegu-

lation Act of 1823. The prosperity of the city dates chiefly from

the foundation of Newtown Pery by Mr Sexton Pery in 1769. It

returns two members to parliament. See the Sistory by Linahan,

1866.

LIMITATION, Statutes of, are Acts of Parliament by

which rights of action are limited to a. fixed period after

the occurrence of the events giving rise to the cause of

action. This is one of the devices by which lapse of time is

employed to settle disputed claims. There are mainly two

modes by which this may be effected. We may say that

the active enjoyment of a right—or possession—for a deter-

mined period shall be a good title against all the world.

That is the method known generally as Peesceiption

(?!».). It looks to the length of time during which the

defendant in a disputed claim Las been in possession or.

enjoyment of the matter in dispute. On the other hand,

the principle of the statutes of limitation is to look to the

length of time during which the plaintiff has been out of

possession. The point of time at which he might first

have brought his action having been ascertained, the lapse

of the limited period after that time bars him for ever from

bringing his action. In both cases the policy of the l,aw

is expressed by the maxim Interest reipublicx ut sit finis

litium.

The principle of limitation was first adopted in English

law in connexion with real actions, i.e., actions for the

recovery of real property. At first a fixed date was taken,

and no action could be brought of which the cause had
arisen before that date. By the Statute of AVestminster

the First (3 Edward I. c. 39), the beginning of the reign

of Richard I. was fixed as the date of limitation for such

actions. This is the well known " period of legal

memory " recognized by the judges in a different class of

cases to which a rule of prescription was applied. Posses-

sion of rights in alieno solo from time immemorial was
held to be an indefeasible title, and the courts following

the statutes above mentioned held time immemorial to

begin with the first year of Richard I.

A period absolutely fixed became in course of time

useless for the purposes of limitation, and at last the

method of counting back a certain cumber of years from
the date of the writs was adopted in the Statute 32 Henry
VIII. c. 2, which fixed periods of thirty, fifty, and sixty

years for various classes of actions named therein. A large

number of statutes since that time have established periods

of limitation for different kinds of actions. Of those now in

force the most importantare 21 James I. e. 16 for personal

actions in general, and 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 27 relating to

actions for the recovery of land, The latter statute Las

been repealed and virtually re-enacted by the Real Property

Limitation Act, 1 874, which reduced the period of limitation

from twenty years to twelve, for all actions brought after

the 1st January 1879. The principal section of the Act of

Will. IV. will show the modus operandi

:

—"After the 31st

December 1833, no person shall make ah entry or distress,

or bring an action to recover any land or rent hvt nitldu

twenty years next after the time at which the right to make
such entry or distress or to bring such action shall have
first accrued to some person through whom he claims, or

shall have first accrued to the person making or bringing

the same." Another section defines the times at which the

right of action or entry shall be deemed to have accrued

in particular cases; f.^.,.when the estate claimed shall have

been an estate or interest in reversion, such right shall be
deemed to have first accrued at the time at which such

estate or interest became an estate or interest in possession.

Thus suppose lands to be let by A to B from 1830 for u
period of fifty years, and that a portion of such lands is

occupied by C from 1831 v^ithout any colour of title from

B or A—C's long possession would be of no avail agaia>(

an action brought by A for the recovery of the land aitt i

the determination of B's lease. A would have twelve

years after the determination of the lease within which to

bring his action, and might thus, by an action brought m
1891,- disestablish a person who had been in quiet possts-

sion since 1831. What the law looks to is not the length

of time during which C has enjoyed the property, but tae

length of time which A has suffered to elaose since he mijitit.

first have brought his action.

It is to be observed, however, that the Real Propetty

Limitation Act does more than bar the remedy. It 6.11111

guishes the right, differing in this respect from the oth'^r

Limitation Acts, which, while barring the remedy, preserve

the right, so that it may possibly become available in some
other way than by action.

By section 14 of the Act of Will. IV., "when any
.acknowledgment of the title of the person entitled shall

have been given to hira or his agent in writing signed by
the person in possession, or in receipt of the profits or

rent, then the right of the person (to whom such acknow-

ledgment shall have been given) to make an entry or

distress or bring an action shall be deemed to have first

accrued at the time at which such acknowledgment, or the

last cf such acknowledgments, was given. By section 15,,

persons under the disability of infancy, lunacy, or coverture;

or beyond seas, and their representatives, are to be allowed

ten years trom the termination of this disability, or death

(which shall have first happened), notwithstanding that the

"ordinary period of limitation shall have expired.

By 21 James I. c. 16, actions of trespass, detinue, trover,

replevin, or account, actions on the case (except for slander),

actions of debt arising out of a simple contract, and actions

for arreavs of rent not due upon specialty, shall be limited

to six yaars from the date of the cause of action. Actions

for assault, menace, battery, wounds, and imprisonment

are limited to four years, and actions for slander to two

years. Persons labouring under disabilities are allowed

the same time after the removal of the disability. When
the defendant is "beyond seas" {i.e., outside the United

Kingdom and the adjacent islands) a similar extension

of time is allowed.

An acknowledgment, whether by payment on account

or by mere spoken words, was farnierly sufficient to take
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the case out of the statute. The Act 9 Geo. IV. c. 14

Lord Tenterden's Act) requires any promise or admission

af liability to be ia writing and sigued by the party to be

jharged, otherwise it will not bar the statute.

Contracts under seal are governed as to limitation by
3 ifc 4 William IV. c. 42, which provides that actions for

rent upon anj' indenture of demise, or of covenant, or debt,

or any bond or other specialt}-, and on recognizances, must
be brought within twenty years after cause of action.

Actions of debt on an award (the submission being not

under seal), or for a copyhold' fine, or for money levied on

a writ oi fieri facias, must be brought within six years.

Of the miscellaneous limitations fixed by various Acts,

the following may be noticed. Suits and indictments under

penal statutes are limited to two years if the forfeiture is

to the crown, to one year if the forfeiture is to the commou
informer. Panal actions by persons aggrieved are limited

to two years (3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 42). Actions brought

against a justice of the peace for acts done in the esecation

of his ofBce are limited to six calendar months (11 & 12

Vict. c. 44). Acts done under any local or personal Act
of Parliament can only be sued upon within two years

(5 & 6 Vict. c. 97).

A defence under the statutes of limitations must in

general be specially pleaded. Limitation is regarded

strictly as a law of procedure. The English courts will

therefore apply their own rules to all actions, although the

cause of action may have arisen in a country in which
different rules of limitation exist. This is also a recognized

principle of private international law.

United States.—The principle of the statute of limitations

has passed with some modification into the statute-books

of every State in the Union except Louisiana, whose laws

of limitation are essentially the prescriptions of the civil

law drawn from the Partidas, or "Spanish Code." As
to personal actions, it is generally provided that they shall

be brought vathin a certain specified time—usually six

years or less—from the time when the cause of action

accrues, and not after, while for land the "general if

not universal limitation of the right to bring action or to

make entry is to twenty years after the right to enter or to

bring the action accrues" (Bouvier's Z,aiy Dictionary, art.

" Limitations "). The constitutional provision prohibiting

States from passing laws impairing the obligation of con-

tracts is not infringed by a law of limitations, unless it bars

a right of action already accrued without giving a reason-

able term within which to bring the action. (e. e.)

LIMOGES, capital of the department of Haute Vienne,

France, and the ancient capital of Limousin, lies in the form

of an amphitheatre on the right bank of the Vienne, 248
miles by rail south-south-west from Paris, on the Paris and

Toulouse Railway, at its junction with the Charente line.

It has also direct railway communication by Bellac with

Poitiers. The population in 1876 was 59,011. In sgite

of many modern improvements and clearances, commenc-
ing with the administration of Turgot in 1762, the city still

contains old quarters, which are dark, wretched, and un-

healthy.

The cathedral, the most remarkable building, not only

in the town but in the entire province, is in the Parisian

Ogival style, and occupies the site of an old heathen basilica,

which, according to tradition, was transformed into a Chris-

tian church by St Martial The present edifice was built

between 1273 and 1327, and has 'been quite recently re-

stored, the north front of the transept, distinguished by the

richness and perfection of its details, having been finally

completed in 1851. The campanile is an elegant slightly

leaning tower, 204 feet higL The interior of the church
is remarkable for the boldness and elegance of its construc-

tion. It has a magnificent rood-loft, attributed to Bishop

Jean de Langeac (1533) ; close by the choir screen is the

mausoleum of the same prelate. The glass was repaired
in the IGth century, but is still undergoing restoration.

Under the choir is the crypt of the old Koman chuieh,
containing frescos of the 11th century. Some of the
houses still standing in Limoges date from the Middle

Plan of Limoges.

Ages ; and commemorative tablets mark the birthplace ot

the chancellor D'Aguesseau and of Marshals Jourdan and

Bugeaud. There is a museum of painting and sculpture,

and, in connexion witb the local industry, a very valuable

ceramic museum. Limoges is the headquarters of the

12th army corps, and is also the seat of several learned

societies, and of a court of appeal.

The principal industry is the manufacture of porcelain

The kaolin of St Yrieix is of such superior quality that

it is exported even to America ;' the pegmatite used foi

enamel is obtained at Chanteloube, about 25 miles from

Limoges, on the Paris railway. Thirty-five factories with

eighty furnaces and fifty-four painting rooms (SCO artists)

employ 5800 workers of both sexes, and produce goods to

the annual value of 12 millions of francs. There are many
others in the immediate neighbourhood of the town.

Limoges has also wool and cotton spinnirg-mills, and

cloth factories, paper-works, foundries, <tc. Shoemaking

gives employment to 600 persons, and the manufacture oi

clogs to 250. There is an extensive trade in wine and

spirits, cattle, cereals, and wood. The Vienne is navigable

for rafts above Limoges, and the logs brought down by the

current are stopped at the entrance of the town by the

inhabitants of the Naveix quarter, who form, a special

guild for this industry.

Limoges was a place of importance even at the time of the Romas
conquest, and sent ten thousand soldiers to the defence of Alesia.

In 11 B.C. it took the name of Augustus [Av.'jttstoritum) ; but in

the 4th century it was anew called by the name of the Lcmovices,

whose capital it was. It then contained palaces and baths, had

its own senate and the right of coinage. (Till 1837 it had a mint)

Christianity was introduced by St JIartial. In the 5th century

Limoges was devastated by the Vandals and the Visigoths.

Viscounts were set over it by Clovis. It suffered again in the ware

between the Franks and the people of Aquitaine, from Nonoau
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invasion, and from a struggle \v'liicli arose between two parties into

which ths city was divided, led by the abbot of St Martial and by

the bishop respectively. Dnring the Hundred Years' War it was

taken again and again by the French and English. Confiscated

under John Lackland, it was again ceded by Louis IX. In 1370 the

Black Prince took it by assault, and gave it up to fire and sword,

—

a disaster from which it was slow to recover. The religious wars,

pestilence, and famine desolated it in turn, but the ravages of all

these were surpassed by the plague of 1630-31, which carried oil'

more than twenty thousand persons. The wise administrations of

Henri d'Aguesseau, father of the chancellor, and of Turgot

enabled Limoges to recover its former prosperity. There have

been several noteworthy conflagrations, destroying whole quarters

of the city, built, as it then was, of wood. That of 1790 lasted

for two months, and destroyed one hundred and uinety-nine

houses; that of 1864 laid under ashes an area of 10,000 square

metres. Limoges celebrates every seven years a curious religious

festival (Fete d'Ostension), during which the relics of St Martial are

exposed for seven weeks, attracting large numbers of visitors. It

dates from the 10th century, and commemorates a pcstUence (mal

des ardents) which, after destroying forty thousand persons, is

believed to have been stayed by the intercession of the saint.

LINACRE, or Lynaker, Thomas (1460-1524), a

distinguished humanist and physician, was born at

Canterbury about the year 1460. Of his parentage or

descent nothiug certain is knovfn. He received his early

education at the cathedral school of Canterbury, then

under the direction of William of Selling, afterwards prior

of Canterbury. Selling was an ardent scholar, and one

of the earliest in England who cultivated Greek learning.

From him Linacre must have received his first incentive

tD this study, in which he afterwards became eminent.

Linacre entered the university of Oxford about the year

1480, and in 1484 was elected a fellow of All Souls'

College. Shortly afterwards he visited Italy in the train

of William of Selling, who was sent by Henry VIII. as an

envoy to the papal court, and accompanied his patron, as

far as Bologna. There he became the pupil of Angelo
Poliziano. and afterwards sharid the instruction which that

great scholar imparted at Florence to the youthful sons of

Lorenzo de' MedicL The younger of these princes became
Pope Leo X., and was in after years mindful of his old

companionship with Linacre.

Among his other teachers and friends in Italy should be
mentioned Demetrius Chalcondylas, Hermolaus Barbarus,

Aldus Romanus the printer of Venice, and Nicolaus
Leonicenus of Vicenza. Linacre took the degree of doctor
of medicine with great distinction at Padua. On his

return to Oxford, full of the learning and imbued with the
spirit of the Italian Renaissance, he formed one of the

brilliant circle of Oxford scholars, including Colet, Grocyn,
and William Latimer, who are mentioned with so much
warm eulogy in the letters of Erasmus.

Linacre does not appear to have practised or taught
medicine in Oxford. About the year 1501 he was called

to court as tutor of the young prince Arthur; and con-
tinued to act in this capacity till the prince's death in 1503.
On the accession of Henry VIII. he was appointed the
king's physician, an office at that time of considerable in-

fluence and importance, and practised medicine in London,
having among his patients most of the great statesmen
and prelates of the time, as Wolsey, Warham, and Fox.

After some years of professioiial activity, and when in
advanced life, Linacre received priest's orders. But, as he
had for some years previously held several clerical benefices,

it would seem that he must have been already a deacon,
and thus nominally at least a cleric, but this status would
not in those days have interfered with his practising as a
physician. There is no doubt, however, that his ordination
as priest was connected with his retirement from active
life. Literary labours, and the cares of the foundation
which owed its existence chiefly to him, the Royal College
of Physicians, occupied Linacre's remaining years till his
death in 15.4,

Linacre was more of a scholar than a iiiau of letters,

and rather a man of learning than a scientific investigator.

It is difficult now to judge of hi? practical skill in his

profession, but it was evidently highly esteemed in his

own day ; and several instances are recorded of his wise

prognosis and judicious treatment. He took no part in

political or theological questions, and died too soon to

have to declare himself on either side iu the formidable

controversies which were even in his lifetime beginning to

arise.

But his career as ••»• schol ir was one eminently character-

istic of the critical period in the history of learning through

which he lived. Ho was one of the first Englishmen who
studied Greek in Italy, whence he brought back to his

native country and his own university the lessons of the
" New Learning." His teachers, who have already been

named, were some of the greatest scholars of the day.

Among his pupils was one—Erasmus—whose name alone

would suflice to preserve the memory of his instructor in

Greek, and others of note in letters and politics, such as

Sir Thomas More, the lamented Prince Arthur, and Queen

Mary. Colet, Grocyn, William Lilye, and other eminent

scholars were his intimate friends, and he was esteemed

by a still wider circle of literary correspondents in all parts

of Europa
Linacre's literary activity was displayed in two directions, iu

pure scholarship and in translation from '.'ae Greek. In the domain
of scholarship he was known by the rudimeijts of (Latin) grammar
composed in English for the use of the Princess Mary, and after-

wards translated into Latin by George Buchanan, and by a work on
Latin composition, De cniendata struciura Latini sermonis, which
enjoyed a wide popularity. It was originally composed for the use

of St Paul's school, wheu founded by Dean Colet, but was set asidu

as unsuited for the purpose. It was, however, printed in London,
in 1524, and many times reprinted on the Continent.

Linacre's only medical works were his translations. It was the

cherished project of his life to make the works of Galen (and indeed

those of Aristotle also) accessible to all readers of Latin. What he

effected in the case of the first, though not trifling in itself, is in-

considerable as compared with the whole iiass of Galen's writings;

and of his translations from Aristotle, some of which are known to

have been completed, nothing has survived. The following are the

works of Galen translated by Linacre:—(1) De Sanitate Tiicnda,

printed at Paris in 1517 ; (2) Mcthodus Medendi, Paris, 1519
; (3)

De Temperamentls et de hiwquali Intemperie, Cambridge, 1621; (4)

De Naturalibus FaeuUatibus, London, 1523; (5) De Symptomatum
Differentiis et Causis, London, 1624; (6) De Puhuum i/su, London,

without date. He also translated for the use of his pupil Prince

Arthur an astronomical treatise of Proclus, De Spheera, which was
printed at Venice by Aldus in 1499. The accuracy of these trans-

lations and their elegance of style were universally admitted. They
have been generally accepted as the standard versjonsof those parts

of Galen's writings, and frequently reprinted, either as a jiart of

the collected works or separately.

But the most important service which Linacre conferred upon his

own profession and science was not by his writings. To him was
chiefly owing the foundation by royal charter of the College of

Physicians in London, which first gave the medical profession in

this country a recognized legal status, and which has been the

model of all the similar colleges of physicians and surgeons in the

three kingdoms. He was the first president of the new college,

which he further aided by conveying to it his own house, and by
the gift of his library. Shortly before his death Linacre obtained

from the king letters patent for the establishment of readerships

in medicine at Oxford and Cambridge, and placed some valuable

estates in the hands of trustees for their endowment. Two reader-

ships were founded in Merton College, Oxford, and one iu St

John's College, Cambridge, but owing to neglect and bad manage-
ment of the funds, they fell into uselessness and obscurity. The
Oxford foundation was revived by the university commissioners in

1856 in the form of the Liuacr» professorship of anatomy. Pos-

terity has done justice to the generosity and public spirit which
prompted these foundations ; and it is impossible not to recognize

a strong constructive genius in the scheme of the College of

Physicians, by which Linacre not only first organized the medical

profession in England, but impressed uiion it for some centuries

the stamp of his own individuality. The intellectual fastidiousness

of Linacre, and his habits of minute accuracy were, as Erasmus
suggests, the chief cause why he accomplished so little and left

behind no more permanent literary memorials. It will be found,

)
Jevhaps, difhcult to justify by any extant work the extremelv hiyh
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re|iiitntioii wliich lie enjoyed among tlie solir.fiirs of tis time. His
Latin style was so much admired tliat, accot.ling to the flattering

?nli)gium of Erasmus, Galen spoke better La'in in the version of

Li'iacic than he had before spoken Greek ; and even j\ristotle dis-

played a grace wliich he hardly attained to in his native tongue.
Ei'asmus praises also Liuacre's critical judgment (vir iion exacti

tautuni sed sevcii judicii). According to others it was hard to say
whether he were more distinguished as a grammarian or a rheto-

rician. Of Greek he was regarded as a consummate master ; and he
was equally eminent as a " philosopher," tliat is, as learned in the
works of the ancient philosophers and naturalists. In this there

may have been, as the custom of the day was, some exaggeration ;

but ail have acknowledged the elevation of Liuacre's character, and
the hue moral qualities summed up in the epitaph written by John
Caius :— " Fraudes dolosque mire perosus; lidua amicis ; omnibu.s
ordinibus juxta earns."

The natei-lals for Linacre's blop-aphy are rt> a Irtvtre extent contained in

the older IWographical cllections uf Georffe Lil!;* (in I'aiitus Juviiis, Desrriptio
Britatinix). B^Ie, Leland. and Pits, in Wood's AI/ieTt.e OxoTnemes, and In the
Biographia Brilartnica; but alt are completeiy collected in the Li/e 0/ Thomas
Linacre, by Dr Xoble Johnson, London, 1835. 'Reference mav also be made to

Vr JIunk's Roll </ l/ie Royal College of Physiciats. 24 ed., London, 1878 ; and the
Introduction, by Dr Payne, to a facsimile rep.-jdurtion of Linacre's veision of
Ga'en. de Temperaments, published by Mef'-rs MacmlUan, CambridRe, 1881.
fVith the exception "'f this treatise, none of Linacre's works or translations have
been reprinted in modern times. (J F. P.)

LINARES, au important mining towrn in the province of

Jaen, Sp-iin, is situated in an arid plain, near the foot of

the Sierra Moreni, 24 miles north-north-east from the town
of Jaen, 12 north-east from that of Baeza, and half an hour

by rail from the VadoIIano station of the Madrid and
Cordova line. The streets are ill paved, irregular, and
ugly, and, apart from a fine fountain of .Roman origin, the

town presents no architectural features of interest. There

is some trade in the oil and wine of the neighbourhood,

which are excellent and plentiful ; wool is exported to

Catalonia and Valencia; and cattle-breeding, especially of

animals for the bull-ring, is also carried on. But the

population, which in 1877 numbered 36,*630, and includes

some 120 English, with a consul and a clia[ilain, is chiefly

engaged in the working of the extensive lead-mines to

the north-west of tiie town, and in various concomitant

industries, such as the manufacture of gunpowder, dynamite,

match for blasting purposes, rope, and the like. The
mining plant is entirely imported, principally from England.

In respect of the quantity and uniform excellence of their

productions the lead-mines of the province of Jaen are un-

surpassed. For the year 1876-77 the joint output of those

of Linares, Vilches. Bailen, Carboneros, Santa Helena, and
(in part) La Carolina was stated at 1,620,000 cwts. of ore,

worth upwards of .£800,000,—the proportion of silver to

lead varying from 20 to 60 grammes of the former to every

50 kilogrammes of the latter. The best class of ore is

exported, chiefly to France and Belgium ; the inferior

classes are smelted for the most part in Spain. About
2 miles to the south of Linares is the village of Cazlona,

which still shows some remains of the ancient Castulo; and
the ancient mines some 5 miles to the north, which are now
inown as " Los Pozos de Anibal," may with some proba-

bility be assigned to the Carthaginian period.

LINCOLN, one of the four eastern maritime counties

of England, lies between 52° 39' and 53° 4.3' N. lat,, and
0° 22i E. and 0° 56' W. long. It is bounded on the N.
by the Humber, E. by the German Ocean and the Wash,
S.E. for 3 miles by Norfolk, S. by Cambridge and North-

ampton, S.W. by Rutland, W. by Leicestershire and Notts,

and N.W. by Yorkshire. Its greatest length north and
south, from Barton-on-Humber to Market Deeping, is 75

mUes, its greatest breadth, fromWrooton the west to Salt-

fleet on the east, is 50 miles, its circui'; about 260 miles.

It.s area is 1,767,962 acres, or about £762 square miles,

making it the second largest county in England.

Coast-Line.—The coast-line, about 110 miles in length,

is low and marshy, and artificial banks for guarding against

the inroads of the sea are to be found, iu places, all along

th9_ coast. From Grimsby to Skegness traces of a sub-

niariue forest are visible , but while the sea is encroaching

upon si^ine parts of the coast it is receding from others, as

shown by Holbeach, which is now 6 miles from the sea.

Several thousand acres have been reclaimed from this part

of the Wash, and ruunJ the mouth of the Nene on the soutli-

east. The deep bay between the coasts of Lincolnshire and
Norfolk, called the Wash, is full of dangerous sandbanks
and silt ; the navigable portion, off the Lincolnshire coast,

IS known as the Boston deeps. The rapidity of the tides

in this inlet, a'ld the lowness of its shores, which sre

generally indistinct on account of mist from a moderate
otfing, render this the most difficult portion of the naviga-

tion cl the east coast of England.

Surface and Geology.—'I'he surface of Lincolnshire is

generally a large plain, some portions of which are below

the level of the sea. The south-east parts are perfectly

flat ; and about one-third of the county consists of fens

and marshes, intersected in all directions by artificial drains,

called locally dykes, delphs, drains, becks, leams, and eaux.

This flat surface is, however, broken by two ranges of cal-

careous hills running north and south through the county,

and known as the Cliff and the Wolds. The former range,

on the west, runs nearly due north fromGrantham to Lincoln,

and thence to the Humber, traversing the Heaths of Lin-

colnshire, which were formerly open moors, rabbit warrens,

and sheep walks, but are now enclosed and brought into

high cultivation. Parallel with this range on the east side of

it runs the old Roman Ermine Street, sometimes called the

Cliff Row Road. The Wolds form a ridge of bold hills

extending from Spilsby to P.arton-on-Humber for about 40
miles, with an average breadth of about 8 miles. Between
the Wolds and the sea lie the Marshes, a level tract of rich

alluvial soil extending from Barton-on-Humber to Wain-
fleet, varying in breadth from 5 to 10 miles. Between
the Welland and the Nene in the south-east of the county
are Gedney Marsh, Holbeach Marsh, Moulton Marsh, and
Sutton Marsh.

The Fens, the soil of which has been formed partly by
tidal action and partly by the decay of forests, occupy the

Isle of Axholme on the north-west, the vale of Ancholine ou
the north, and most of the country south-east of Lincoln.

The chief of these are the Holland, Wildmore, West, and
East Fens draining into the Witham; and the Deeping,

Bourn, Great Porsand, and Whaplode Fens draining into

the Welland. Owing to the dead level of these districts

there is perhaps more artificial drainage in Lincolnshire

than in any other English county ; and this part of the

country resembles in many respects, especially in embank-
ments and dykes, the continental Holland.

The drainage of the Fens appears to have early occupied attention.

Shortly after the Normau Cont^uest Eichard de Rulos, lord of

Brunn, and chamberlain to William I., enclosed and drained a

large part of Deeping Fen in so complete a manner that the work
would not be disgraced by a comparison with the more scientific

efforts of modern times. E.i:cluding the Welland by a bank, he
changed "deep lakes and impassable fens into most fruitful fields

and pastures, and the most humid and moorish parts thereof into

a garden of pleasure."

The drainage of the remaining levels of Lincolnshire was chiefly

commenced in the reigns of James I. and Charles I. The East,

West, and Wildmore Fens were contracted for in the "til Charles
I. The earl of Lindsey undertook all the fens in Holland and
Kesteven, north of the river Glen up to Lincoln, on the completion
of which 24,000 acres were awarded to him. In the 13th of the same
reign, the king declared himself the " Undertaker" of the Holland
Fen, containing 22,000 acres, out of which he was to have 8000 foi

liis share. - Sir John Jlonson wit!i other freeholders drained the

Ancholme level in the north, and had 5827 acres assigned to them.
In the same reign the Isle of Axholme was undertaken by Cornelia

Vermuijden and his Dutch and Flemish followers. These operations

were interrupted during the civil wars, and many of the works
destroyed by the "stilt-\.alkers," so curiously described by Camden.
Little was done towards restoring the works thus destroyed till the
middle of the 18th century, when several townships, having a right

of common over particular fens, hfgan to join in procuring Acts of
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railiamcnt lor rne.i- drainage, enclosure, and di\'ision. The Holland

Fen was tbe fast to l^o dealt with, about 176S ; in spite of renewed

and riotons opposition from tlie "stilt-walkers," all the fen lands

were successfully drained and enclosed, and on the completion of the

East, West, and ^Yildmor6 Fens (about 60,000 acres) the race of

" stilt-walkers " became extinct. The low kinds adjoining the tidal

n-aches of the Trent and Humber, and part of those around the

\Vash, have becii raised above the natural level, and enriched by

the process of warpiii?;, which consists in letting the tide run over

the land, and retaining it there a sufficient time to permit of the

deposit of the sand and mud held in solution by the waters.

The general appearance of the county is very pleasing.

The level tracts are richly cultivated ; the hills and dales are

interspersed with wood and lawn ; and many spots on the

Cliflf or Wolds command extensive and charming views.

The charms of the Fen districts are described a? " a beauty

as of the sea, of boundless expanse and freedom" (Kingsley).

Not a few passages in the writings of Tennyson (a native

of the county) bear the impress of the scouery and colour-

injs of the Fens.

The geological formations, for the most part, extend in

parallel belts, nearly in the line of the length of the county,

from north to south, and succeed one another, in ascending

order, from west to east.

1. The lowest is the Triassic or Kcio Red Sandstone found in tho

Isle of A.xholme and the valley of the Trent in the form of marls,

sandstone, and gypsum. The presence of the peroxide of iron which

tinges the beds red seems to have been prejudicial to animal life;

the'rcfoie few fossils are found. Fish scales and teeth, with bones

and footprints of the Labyrinthodon, are to be met with in the sand-

stone. The red clay is frequently dug for brick-making. The beds

•lip gently towards the east. At the junction between the Trias and

Lias are series of beds termed Ehaetics, which seem to mark a trans-

ition from one to the other. These beds are in part exposed m
pits near-Newark, and extend north by Gainsborough to where the

Trent flows into the Humber, passing thence into Yorkshire. The
characteristic shells are found at Lea, 2 miles south of Gains-

borough, with a thin stratum of bone bed full of fish teeth and

scales.

2. The Lower Lifts comes next in order, with a valuable bed cf

ironstone now largely worked. This bed is about 27 feet in thick-

ness, and crops out at Scunthorpe, where the workings are open and
shalkiw. The Middle Lias, which enters the county near Wools-

thorpe, is about 20 or 30 feet thick, and is very variable both in

thickness and mineralogical character. The Upper Lias enters the

county at Stainby, passing by Grantham and Lincoln. It forms the

west slope of the Cliff range, and is thickest upon the highest hills.

The Lias thus occupies a band about 8 or 10 miles in width in the

south, narrowing until on the Humber it is about a mile wide.

3. To this succeed the three Oolite formations. The Lower Oolite,

somewhat narrower than the Lias, extends from the boundary with
Rutland due north past Lincoln to the vicinity of the Humber.
The Middle Oolite, very narrow in the south near Wilsthorpe, widen-
ing gradually about Sleaford, and then suddenly contracting again
south of Lincoln, sends out a narrow band south-east towards
Spilsby. It then proceeds north from Lincoln with decreasing

width to the vicinity of the Humber. The Upper Oolite and Kim-
nicridge clay start from the vicinity of Stamford, and after attaining
their greatest width near Horncastle, run north-north-west to tho
Humber.

4. In the Cretaceous system of the Wolds, the Lower Greensand
runs nearly parallel with the Upper Oolite past South WilLingham
to the Huinber. The Upper Greensand and Gault run north-west
from Irby, widening out as far as Kelstern on the east, and cross the
Humber. The Chalk formation, about equal in breadth to the
three preceding, extends from Burgh across the Humber.

5. All thg rest of the county, comprising aU its south-east portions
between the Middle Oolite belt and the sea, all its north-east por-
tion between the Chalk belt and the sea, and a narrow tract up the
course of the Ancholme river, consists of alluvial deposits or of
reclaimed marsh.

Minerals.—Gypsum is dug in the Isle of Axholme,
whiting is made from the chalk near the shores of the

Humber, and lime is made on the Wolds. Freestone is

quarried around Ancaster, and good oolite building stone

is quarried near Lincoln and other places. Ironstone is

found and worked at Claxby near Caistor, and carried into

Yorkshire to be smelted ; it is also worked at Frodingham,
miles north -north-west of Brigg.

Rivers.—The Humber separates Lincolnshire from York-
shire. Its ports on the Lincolnshire side are Barton, New

Holland, and Grimsby. The Trent divides the Isle of

Axholme from Lindsey, and falls into the Humber about
30 miles below Gainsborough. Like the Severn, it is

noted for a tidal phenomenon called the "eager" or bore,

which, at spring tides, rises to the height of from 6 to S

feet. The Witham rises on the south-west border of the

county, flows north past Grantham to Lincoln, and thence

east and south-east to Boston, after a course of about 80
miles. This river was once noted for its pike. The.

Welland rises in north-west Northamptonshire, enters the

county at Stamford, and, after receiving the Glen, flows

through an artificial channel into the Fossdyke Wash.
The Nene on the south-east has but a small portion of its

course in Lincolnshire ; it flows due north through an
artificial outfall called the Wisbech Cut.

Canals.—The principal canals are—the Stainforth and
Keadby, connecting the Trent with the Yorkshire coal-field

;

the Louth Navigation, from Louth to Tetney Haven

;

the Sleaford .Navigation, connecting Sleaford with the

Witham ; and the Grantham Canal, from that town to the

Trent at Nottingham. The jemainder are chiefly small

rivers artificially deepened and embanked.
Climate.—The climate of the higher grounds is now

noted for its salubrity, and meteorological observation does

not justify the reputation for cold and damp often given

to the county as a whole. The mean annual temperature

of the Fens as given by ten years' observation ( 1 804-73) is

47°'9, 1°'6 below that of Greenwich. The rainfall of the

Fen district is very small as compared with other parts

of England. While the average of the whole country was
little over 30 inches, at Boston the average fall from 1830
to 1849 was 23-58 inches, and from 1850 to 1869 22'08.

At Wisbech south-west winds prevail on an average six

months in the year, and north-east winds barely two

months.

Soil and Agriculture.—The soils vary considerably, accord-

ing to the geological formations ; ten or twelve diff'erent

kinds may be found in going across the country from east

to west. A good sandy loam is common in the Heath divi-

sion ; a sandy loam with chalk, or a flinty loam .on chalk

marl, abounds on portions of the Wolds ; an argillacetus

sand, merging into rich loam, lies on other portions of

the Wolds ; a black loam and a rich vegetable mould cover

most of the Isle of Axholme on the north-west ; a well-

reclaimed marine marsh, a rich brown loam, and a stiff cold

clay variously occupy the low tracts along the Humber, and

between the north Wolds and the sea '; a peat earth, a de»p

sandy loam, and a rich soapy blue clay occupy most of the

east and south Fens ; and an artificial soil, obtained by
" warping," occupies considerable low strips of land along

the tidal reaches of the rivers. The wide grazing lands of

Lincolnshire have long been famous, and the arable lands

are specially adapted for the growth of wheat and bear.s.

There is no generally recognized rotation of crops. The
cattle raised are the Shorthorns and improved Lincolnshire

breeds. The dairy, except in the, vicinity of large towns,

receives little attention. The sheep are chiefly of the

Lincolnshire and largo Leicestershire breeds, and go to the

markets of Yorkshire and the metropolis. Lincolnshire

has long been famous for a fine breed of horses both for

the saddle and draught. Horse fairs are held every year

at Horncastle and Lincoln. Large flocks of geese were

formerly kept in the Fens, but their number has been

diminished since the drainage of these parts. AVhere a

large number of them were bred, nests were constructed

for them one above another ; they were daily taken down
by the gooseherd, driven to the water, and then reinstated

in their nests, without a single bird being misplaced.

Decoys were once numerous in the undrained state of the

Fens.
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According to tLo agricultural returns for ISSl, the total nrea

nnder crops conipreheuded 1,498,676 acres, aixTcentage of 8-17 in-

stead of 81 7 in 1S70 ; corn crops had an area of 611,977 acres, n per-

centage of 34-6 instead of 34-9 in 1870
;
green crops, 238,719 acres,

a percentage of 13'5 instead of 13'2 in 1870; rotation gi-asses,

I67,25"2 acres, a percentage of 9'5 instead of 9'4
; permanent pasture,

440,422 acres, a percentage of 24 '9 instead of 23 '0. The area under
ciops is thus more than three times the amount under pasturage.

The area under woods in 18SI was 39,431 acres, and under orchards

1788, under market gardens 660, under nursery grounds 137. Of
the corn crops the most largely grown is wheat, which in 1881 occu-

])ied 245,645 acres,—barley or here, grown mostly on the "Welds and
the Heath districts, coming next with 199,900 acres ; then oats,

113,564 acres ; lastly rye, 1300 acres. Beans occupied 41,073 acres,

pease 10,495 acres. Of the green crops the most largely grown in

1881 were turnips and swedes, 142,300 acres, mostly on the Wolds
and Lincoln He.itJi. Potatoes occupied 39,794 acres; mangold,

21,438; vetches and other green crops, except clover or grass, 18,615
Rcres ; cabbage, kohl-rabi, and rape, 15,057 acres ; carrots, 1515 acres.

Onions are raised to a great extent in the Isle of Axholme, and
nnder good management have been known to return ^50 per acre.

Flax occupied 353 acres, and hops 3. The bare fallow or uncropped
arable land in'lSSl was 39,950 acres. In 1870, 817 per cent, of

!lic entire area of Lincolnshire was returned as cultivated, in 1S70,
841 per cent., and in 1880, 84-5. The number of horses used
solely for agriculture in 1881 was 49,656 ; mares and unbroken
horses, 15,171—total, 64,827. The number of cows and heifers in

milk or in calf in 1881 was 53,499, and of other cattlo 156,706.
The number of sheep was 1,336.147, or 90-2 for every 100 acres,

tlie av«rar:e for Great Britain being 76 •3, for England 62 '4. Pi''s

in ISSl numbered 82,497.
The agriculture of Lincolnshire is only second to that of East

Lothian, by which alone it is excelled in the use of fixed steam-
engines upon its farmsteads. In the south part of the county small
proprietors abound. According to the landowner's returns for

1872-73, the land in the county of Lincoln was divided among
30,497 owners, and its gross estimated rental was £3,173,825. Of
the owners, 13,768, or more than 45 percent., possessed less than 1

acre ; the average value per acre was £1, 19s. 64d. There were
four proprietors possessing over 20,000 acres each :—Earl of
Yarborough, 55,272 acres ; Lady Willoughby de Eresby, 24,696
acres; Henry Chaplin, M.P., 23,370 acres; and Christopher
Turnor, 20,664 acres.

The following table gives a classification of holdings accord-
ing to size as returned ,cn the 25th June 1875 and the 4tQ June
1880 :—
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YorK, anil Bede tells us that Blaeccii, the governor of L'"coln, was,

with his household, among the first converts (628).

Early in 870 the Danes or Northmen landed at Humberstone

near Grimsby, and mvaged Lindsey and the famous monastery of

Kardney on the Witham. Lincolnshire passed permanently into

the hands of the Danes about 877, and was included within the

bounilary of the "Danelage" of Danish jurisdiction as settled by

the treaty of 878. Probably the greatest changes consequent upon

the Danish invasion are, first, the supplanting of the Anglo-Saxou

names of places by those of the Danish termination ending in by,

which are numerous, and the substitution of tlie wapentake for the

earlier division of the hundred ; the ancient British laws and those

of the Danes were otherwise not dissimilar. In time the two

popuhitions became amalgamated and came under the dominion of

the .Anglo-Saxon crown. The subsequent history of the county

under flie Normans is associated more or less with the city of

Lincoln. In the civil war between Stephen and the empress

Matihla a battle was fought near Lincoln in 1141. In 1174 the Isle

of Axliolme was the scene of the struggle between Roger de

Mowbray, one of the adherents of Prince Henry, and the forces sent

against him by his fither Henry II. The issue was decided by the

Lincolnshire men in favour of the king. In 1216 occurred King

John's march across the county, when he lost all his baggage and

jewels in the Fossdyke Wash on his way to Swinesliead Abbey.

In the reign of Edward IV. Sir Robert Wells, at the head of

30,000 Lincolnshire min, was defeated at Losecoat Field near

Stamford, March 1470. At the suppression of the monasteries a

rebellion broke out at Louth headed by Makerel, the last prior of

the abbey of Barlings Oxney, October 1536. The prior was hanged,

and the shire for the trouble it gave to King Henry VIII. was
designated in a state paper us " one of the most brute and beestalie

of the whole realm." During the civil wars the county was a

scene of numerous contests, the most famous of which was the battle

at Grantham in 1643, won by Cromwell over the royalists. The
advantage that was taken by the Fenmen to destroy the efforts

made to drain and enclose the remaining levels of Lincolnshire

during this stormy period has been already noticed. Riots broke

out at intervals, and were continued down to the middle of the

18th century.

Remains of British camps are found at Barrow, Folkingham,
Ingoldsby, Revesb)-, and Well. Traces of Roman camps are

found at Alkborough, Caistor, Gainsborough, Gedney Hill near

Holbeach, Honington near Grantham, South Ormsby, and Yar-

borough. The Roman roads are nearly perfect,—Ermine Street,

on the east side of the Cliff hills, and the Fossway running south-

west from Lincoln. The crown of these remains is without doubt
the famous Roman arch called the Newport Gate at Lincoln.

Tesselated pavements have b^en found at Denton, Horkstow,
Lincoln, Scanipton, and Winterton. Coins of the emperors Nero,
Vespasian, and Julian have been found at Lincoln and Ancaster,

and two Roman altars to the west of Stow.

There are remains of feudal castles at Boston, Lincoln, Sleaford,

Somerton, Tattershall, and Torksey. The seats worthy of note

(chiefly modern) are Appleby Hall, Aswarby Hall, Belton House,
Blankney Hall, Brocklesby, Bulby House, Burgliley House (near

Stamford), Burton Hall, Casewick House, Denton Hall, Enston
Hall, Hackthorn Hall, Haverholra Priory, Lea Hall, Leadenham
House, Manby Hall, Newton House, Nocton Hall, Normanhy
Hall, Norton Place, Panton Hall, Riby Grove, Somerby Park,
Stourton, Syston Park, Thonock House, Thurlby Hall, UiiBngtoii,

and Willinghara by Stow
At the time of the suppression of the monasteries in the reign of

Henry Vlll. there were upwards of one hundred religious houses
;

and among the Fens rose some of the finest abbeys held by the
Benedictines. The Gilbertines were a purely English order which
took its rise in Lincolnshire, the canons following the Austin rule,

the nuns and lay brothers that of the Cistercians. They generally
lived in separate houses, but formed a community having a common
church in which the sexes were divided by a longitudinal wall.
These houses were at Alvingham, Catley, Holland Brigg, Lincoln,
before the gate of which was erected the first Eleanor Cross, New-
stead in Lindsey, Semperingham, the chief house of the order,
founded by St Gilbert of Gaunt in 1139, Stamford (a college for
students), and Welles. There were nunneries of the order at
Haverholm, Nun Ormsby, and Tunstal.
The following are a few of the most famous abbeys. (1) Bariin"3

Oxney (Premonstratensian), founded 1154, for fourteen canon's.
The tower. Decorated, With arcading pierced with windows, and
the east wall of the south wing remain. (2) The Benedictine
Mitred Abbey of Crowland, founded 716 refounded in 948. The
foundations of the new church in 1114 w<)re laid on massive piles
of oak. Part of the west front was repaired in 1255-81, with
beautiful Early English sculpture of the legend of St Guthlac and
saints ; this, with the Perpendicular north-west tower, 1460-70,
remain. (3) Swineshead Abbey (Carthusian), colonized from Fur-
nessin 1134 by eleven monks. (4) Thornton-upon-Humber Abbey
(Black Canons), founded in 1109. There remain a fragment of the

south wing of the transept, two sides of the decagonal chapter-

house (1282), and the beautiful west gate-house. Early Perpen-
dicular (1332-88), with an oriel window on the east.

The general beauty of the parish churches of Lincolnshire is

proverbial, but it is Incorrect to suppose that they are equally

good i II every part of the county. In the Parts of Lindsey, though
there are some of considerable beauty and interest, the churches

can scarcely be considered above the average ; several though
small and mean present curious early features, particularly the

well-known tower of St Peter, Barton-on-H umber, supposed to be

of the Saxon period, and those of Crflwle, Heapham, and Stow.

Those of Grimsby and Wainftcet are cruciform.

In the Parts of Kesteven the churches are not only elegant but
well finished, built of excellent stone which abounds at Ancaster
and near Sleaford. The church of St Andrew Heckington is the

best example of Middle Pointed arcliitesture in the county ; it is

famed for its Easter sepulchre and fine sedilia. The largest and
finest church in this division is doubtless that of St Wolfran at

Grantham, 200 by 87 feet, with three collateral naves, and steeple,

271 feet high, of the 14th century.

It is principally in the Parts of Holland that we are to look for

the finest churches in the county ; they are not to be equalled by

those of any other district in the kingdom, which is the more
remarkable as the district is comprised wholly of marsh land, and
is without stone of any kind. It is highly probable that the

churches of the south part of this district owe tneir origin to the

munificence of the abbeys of Crowland and Spalding. The earliest

specimen of Norman architecture is that of Long Sutton, which has

been called the counterpart of Christ Church, Oxford. St Mary and
Nicholas at Spalding, 157 feet by 95, has the uncommon feature of

a double aisle on each side of the nave, as well as a transept. The
glory of the division of Holland is beyond question the church of St
Botolph, Boston.

Lincoln, the capital of the county of that name, is a

city and county in itself, and is also a municipal and
parliamentary borough. It is picturesquely situated on

the summit and south slope of the limestone ridge of the

Cliff range of hills which rises from the north bank of the

river Witham, at its confluence with the Foss Dyke, to an

altitude of 200 feet above the banks of the river. It is

132 miles north-west from London by road, and 138 miles

by rail; 53° 15' N. lat., 32' W. long.

Plan of Lincoln.

Lincoln is one of the most ancient and interesting cities

in England. The ancient British town occupied tho crown
of the hiU beyond the Newport or North Gate of tlie

subsequent Roman town, the ancient earthworks and
ditches of which are nearly conterminous with the present

boundaries of the parish of St John. The Roman town
consisted of two parallelograms of unequal length, the first

of which extended west from the Newport gatt io a point
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a little west of the castle keep. The second parallelogram

extended due south from this point down the hill towards

the Witham as far as Newland, and thence in a direction due

east as far as Broad Street. Returning thence due north,

it joined the south-east corner of the first and oldest paral-

leloin-am in what was afterwards known as the Minster

yard, and terminated its east side upon its junction with

the north wall in a line with the Newport gate. This is

the oldest part of the town, and is named " above hill."

After the departure of the Romans, the city walls were

extended still further in a south direction across the

Witham as far as the great bar gate, the south entrance

to the High Street of the city ; the junction of these walls

with the later Roman one was effected immediately be-

hind Broad Street. These three divisions comprise the

boundaries of the municipal and parliamentary boroughs,

which are conterminous. The " above hill " portion of the

city is not well built, but consists of narrow irregular

streets, some of which are too steep to admit of being

ascended by carriages. The south portion, which is named
" below hill," is much more commodious, and contains the

principal shops and inns, with many elegant buildings and

private residences. Here also are the Great Northern and

Midland Railway stations.

The glory of Lincoln is its noble minster. As a study

to the architect and antiquary this stands unrivalled,

not only as the earliest purely Gothic building in Europe,

but as containing within its compass every variety of style

from the simple massive Norman of the west front, to the

Late Decorated of the east portion. The building material

is the oolite and calcareous stone of Lincoln Heath and
Haydor, which has the peculiarity of becoming hardened

on the surface when tooled. In former days the cathe-

dral had three spires, all of wood or leaded timber.

The spire on the central tower was blown down in 1547.

Those on the two western towers, 101 feet high, were

removed in 1808
;
good representations of them will be

found in the well-known views by Hollar and Buck. The
ground plan of the first church, adopted from that of Kouen,

was laid by Bishop Remigius in 1086, and the church was
consecrated four days after his death, May 6, 1092 ; the

central west front and the font are of this period. The
approximate dates of the remaining portions of the fabric

may be assigned as follows :—the three west portals and
the Norman portion of the west towers above the screen to

the top of the third story, about 1148 ; the nave, its aisles,

and the north and south chapels of the west end, completed

1220 ; the Early English portion of the west front, and the

upper parts of the north and south wings, with pinnacle

turrets, 1225; the west porch of the main transept,

1220 ; the crossing, and lower part of the central tower,

1235 ; the upper part, 1307 ; the west door of the choir

aisles, 1240. The south porch of the presbytery dates

1256. The east window, the finest of its style in England,

57 by 34 feet, dates 1258-88. The choir screens date

1280, the Easter sepulchre 1290. The gables and upper

parts of the main transept, the parapets of the south side

of the nave, south wing, and west front, and the screen in

the south aisle, all date from 1225. The upper parts of

the west towers date from 1365 ; their upper stories, the

west windows and parapet of the galilee porch, and the

chapel screens in the transept, 1450. The vaulted lantern

of the central tower is 127 feet above the floor. The main
transept has two fine rose windows ; the one on the north

called the Dean's Eye is 30 feet in diameter. The Bishop's

Eye to the south is very fine Decorated (c. 1350). The
rood screen is mainly c. 1340.^ The other buildings in

' The dimensions of the cathedral iutemally are—nave, 252 x
79 '6x80 feet; choir, 158x82x72 feet; angels' choir, which in-

cludes presbytery and lady chapel, 166x44x72 feet; raaia tran-

14-24

the close that call for notice are the chapter-house of ten

sides, 60 feet diameter, 42 feet high, with a fine vestibule

of the same height built in 1225, and the library, 104

by 17 feet, which contains a little museum. Among the

most famous bishops were St Hugh, who died 1200;
Grosseteste, died 1253; Flemming, died 1431, founder of

Lincoln College, Oxford; Smith, died 1521, founder of

Brasenose, Oxford ; Wake ; and Gibson. Every stall has

produced a prelate or cardinal ; among those who have

been capitular members may be named Walter Mapes,

Henry of Huntingdon, Polydore Vergil, W. Grocyn, W.
Outram, George Herbert, S. Pegge, W. Paley, Cartwright,

inventor of the power-loom, and O. Manning the topo-

grapher. Lincoln, the enormous diocese of which in early

times extended from the Thames to the Humber, was one

of the thirteen cathedrals of the old foundation served by

secular canons.

History.—The name of Lincoln is a hybrid of Celtic and Latin.

It appears in the Ravenna geographer in the form of Linduni
Colonia, and in BeJe as Lindocolina. Lindum is purely Celtic, and
exactly describes the early British settlement as the "hill foit by
the pool." Lindum Colonia was founded on the site of what is

now the castle and cathedral, a tiout lOO A.B. It was besieged by
Saxons in 518, and became one of the chief cities of Mercia. After

being frequently ravaged by the Danes, Lincoln was recovered by
Edmund II. in 1016. Lincoln Castle was built by William I. in

1086, which occasioned the removal of one hundred and sixty-six

houses. Great and destructive fires occurred in 1110, 1123, and
1141. King Stephen besieged the empress Matilda in the castle in

1140. Henry II. was crowned there in the foUowingyear, as was King
Stephen at Christmas 1147 ; David, king of Scots, did homage to

King John, 1201. Lincoln was captured by King John in 1216,

and invested by the barons in 1217. The battle of Lincoln Fair

took place in 1218. The city was sacked in 1266. John of Gaunt,
earl of Lincoln, married there in 1396 Lady Swinford, Chaucer's

sister-in-law ; in virtue of his title he held the castle, . but built

himself a winter house in the lower part of the city. A parliament

of Henry VI. met at Lincoln in 1466. The town was Stormed by
Earl Manchester on behalf of the Parliament in 1644.

Antiquities.—One of the most perfect specimens of genuine

Roman architecture in England is the IJewport or North Gate of

Lincoln. It is sunk fully 11 feet below the present level of the

street, and has two smaller arches on each side, the one to

the west being concealed by an adjoining house. The Roman
Ermine Street passes through this gate, and runs north from it for

11 or 12 miles as straight as an arrow. Many Roman coins, &c.,

have been found in the immediPte vicinity of the gate. The other

gates within the city. worthy of notice are the Exchequer Gate, a

fine specimen of 13'liCCTiiury work, one of 'he bosses of the north

arch having upon it a carved representation of the crucifixion,

Pottergate and Stonebow at the top of High Street, over which
is the guildhall. The castle shows traces of Norman work, the

foundations of which consisted of massive beams of wood and grout-

ing. The hall of the old episcopal palace is 90 feet by 60 wide, and
had two rows of grey marble pillars. The modern palace is at Rise-

holme, 3 miles north of Lincoln. In the cloister garden are pre-

served a tesselated pavement and the sepulchral slab of a Roman
soldier ; the splendidly carved stone coffin lid of Bishop Remigius
foimd there has recently been removed into the cathedral. The
ancient conduits of St Mary le Wigford, picturesque Gothic, and
"the Greyfriar's goodly conduit" in the High Street, may also be
noticed. The St Mary's Guild near St Peters at Gowts is a fine

specimen of Norman architecture ; another fine relic of the domestic

architecture of this period is the Jews' House, the mouldings of

which are identical with those of the west portals of the cathedral

(c. 1148). Near this is Dunestall, where the little Lincoln boy
afterwards .known as Little St Hugh was crucified by Jews in

August 1255. There were formerly three small priories, five friaries,

and four hospitals in or near Lincoln. The preponderance of

friaries over priories of monks is explained by the fact that the

cathedral was served by secular canons. 'The famous Bishop
Grosseteste was the devoted patron of the friars, particularly the

Franciscans, who were always in their day the town missionaries.

There were fifty-two churches in the city before the Reforma-

tion, all the names of which are preserved. Fourteen remain or

have been rebuilt. There are fifteen benefices in the city, consist-

ing of three rectories and twelve vicarages. There are fourteen

Nonconformist places of worship. _' ^--.^
~ ^'

sept, 220 X 63 X 74 feet ; choir transept, 166 x 44 x 72 feet. Externally

the west front is 173 feet broad by 130 feet ; the west towers are

206 feet high ; the central tower, from which booms the new Great

Tom of Lincolii (5 tons 8 cwts.), is 262 feet high
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The charities comprise the new county hospital, general dis-

pensary, lunatic asylum, penitent females' home, and institute

for nuises. The educational institutions comprise a theological

college (formerly old county hospital), grammar school (form-

erly Greyfriars), blue coat school, training college for mis-

tresses (Xe\vport), St. Martin's parochial schools, British schools

(in Newlandl, Wesleyan school, and a school of art. Of other

institutions may be named the Lincolnshire agricultural society,

permanent library, mechanics' institute, county newsroom
(above hill), city newsroom, and choral society. The remain-

ing public buildings are the new com exchange and masonic

hall, county assembly-room and theater in High Street. The
public park is near the cattle market, and the race course beyond

Newland. Population in 1811, 7,000 ; in 1871, 26,766 ; in 1881,

37,312.

For the county and city of Lincoln see Wm. White, History of
Lincolnshire, 1872; Sir C. H. J. Anderson, ii'jirain Pocket Guide, 1880;

J. P. Faunthorpe, Geographi/ of Lincolnshire, 1872; Prof. W. Bright,
Early Enijlish Church Hislorv, 1878; Sir Wm. Dugdale, Monasticon
Anglican'iim, 167.S-82; J. Geikie, Prehistoric Europe. 1881; S. H. Mill-

er and S. B. J. Skertchly, The Fenland, Past and Present, 1878; Rev.
M. C. Walcott, Memorials of Lincoln, 1866, and English Ministers,

1879, 2 vols. (C. H. C.)

LINCOLN, a city of the United States, capital of Logan
county, Illinois, is situated near Salt Creek, at the junction of

three railways, 145 miles southwest of Chicago. It has fifteen

churches, three banks, a high school, a telephone exchange, a

coal-mine, two foundries, three Hour-mills, five newspapers, and
several grain elevators. It is the seat of Lincoln University

(Cumberland Presbyterian) and of the State asylum for feeble-

minded youth. A portion of the town dates from 183-5, but the

newer part was named in honor of Abraham Lincoln, and was
incorporated in 1853. Population in 1880, 5,639.

LINCOLN, a city of the United States, county seat of Lan-
caster coimty, Nebraska, and capital of the State. It is pleas-

antly situated about 50 miles west of the Missouri river, at the

jimction of several railroads, in the midst of a highly fertile

and healthful region of undulating prairie, and near rich salt

springs. Lincoln is the seat of the foUoiving State institutions:

univei-sity. State prison, insane asylum, and home for the friend-

less. The prison and the asylum grounds, occupying several

hundred acres, are three miles from the center of the city, and
two miles from each other. The Lnited States Government has
lately completed, at a cost of $200,000, a massive building for

collection of revenue, United States courts, and postoffice.

With its broad streets, its public park, and the >State House and
other grounds, the healthful ventilation of Lincoln is amply
f)rOTided for. It has three daily papers, four banks, one of the

argest printing and publishing houses west of the Mississippi,

and several prosperous wholesale stores. Although but thirteen

years old, it has a population (1890) of 55,154.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

ABKAIIAM LINCOLN, the sixteenth President of the

United States of America, was born February 12, 1809, in

Hardin county, Kentucky. His grandfather, Abraham Lin-
iSoln, and his father Thomas, were bom in Eockingham county,

Virginia. His mother, Nancy Hanks, was also a Virginian by
birth. His ancestors on his father's side were from Berks
Munty, Pennsylvania.

About 1781, while his father was still a lad, the family of

•Abraham Lincoln's grandfather moved to Kentucky. When
Thomas Lincoln, the father of the future President, was six

years old, his father, Abraham Lincoln, was shot and
instantly killed by an Indian, while working in a cornfield near
his log cabin home. When his son, Abraham was eight vears
ofage,Thomas Lincoln moved with his family to Indiana, inwhat
is now known as Spencer county. Here they made their home
in a rude log cabin, and young Lincoln was engaged daily in the
hard work incident to a pioneer life. A very limited "oppor-
tunity was afforded him amid these primitive surroundings of
obtaining an education. Our public schools, the pride and glory
and safety of our republican institutions, had not then reached
so far west. A private school was opened occasionally in these
'he far west. A private school was opened occasionallv in these
emote settlements by wandering teachers, who were able to in-

struct in the merest rudiments of learning. Lincoln attended
such a school at different times—in all not more than ten or
tHrelve months. His mother, who was a woman of fine physical

organization, and of great force of character, and possessec}

withal of shrewd, practical common sense, combined with deep

religious feeling and great gentleness of manner, taught him to

read and write.

Although but nine years of age when Lis mother died (1818),

Lincoln had received the lasting impress of her power for good

in his deepest life. Three favorite maxims she had thoroughly

instilled into his mind—never to swear, never to touch liquor,

and never to lie. These three things he never did. He said

when President, "All that I am, or hope to be, I owe to my
sainted mother."

A year after his mother's death,' Lincoln's father married

again. At nineteen, Lincohi made a trip to New Orleans as a

hired hand on a flat boat, and on his return his father moved
to Macon county, Illinois (1830). Lincoln split the timber for

a log cabin, and built it, and inclosed ten acres of land with a

raU fence of his own making. On account of the unhealthiness

of this region at that time the place was abandoned by the

family. Soon after, being twenty-one years of age, he hired

himself to a Mr. Offut, living in .'^angamon county, to build a

flat boat and float it down tlie Sangamon, the Illinois and the

Mississippi rivers to New Orleans. He then became clerk in

Ofiiit's store at New Salem. He diligently employed his spare

time in reading and study. jEsop's Fables, Eunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress, a Life of Washington, the poems of Bums and the

Bible, had been the books he was able to get hold of in

his earlier years. Now he devoted himself especially to the

study of English grammar, and other books, among them the

Life of Franklin and the Life of Henry Clay, receiving assist-

ance occasionally from the village schoolmaster. Next year

(1832), the Elack Hawk War broke out, and the hardy boat-

man volunteered to fight for his country. He was at once elect-

ed captain b_y a company in Sangamon county, and served with

honor for a season in military life, although engaged in no
battle. He was very popular with the soldiers on account of

his great physical strength, and because he could tell more and
better stories than any other man in the army. At this time he
was also a candidate for the Illinois legislature and made a
printed address to " The People of Sangamon Coimty," bearing
the date of March 9, 1832.

This address indicates marked ability, and justifies the reputa-

tion he had already acquired in the region romidabout as a man
of resources and shrewdness. He was defeated for the legisla-

ture, but soon afterwards was appointed postmaster at New
Salem. The surveyor of Sangamon county, being driven with
work, asked Lincoln to take the survey of a tract from off

his hands. As Lincoln was somewhat burdened with debt
through the failure of his small country store, he eagerly ac-

cepted the job. He had never studied surveying, but procuring
a treatise on the subject and a chain, he did the work and did it

well.

He now borrowed all the law books he was able to obtain, as

he was too poor to buy them, and began studying them by the
light of Ills evening fire. He also pored over a volume of
Shakspeare which fell in his way. It is mentioned as a curious

fact in his life that neitlier then nor afterwards did he ever read
a novel. "The interest he felt in hiunan beings was infinitely

stronger with him than the interest in any artistic representa-

tion."

In the autumn of 1836 Lincoln obtained a license to practice

law, and rose rapidly in his profession. Two years before this,

in 1834, he had been elected to the Illinois legislature, and
was successively re-elected in 1836, 1838, and 1840. He could
have been returned again in succeeding years, but declined to

be renominated.

Stephen A. Douglas also became a member of the same legis-

lature in 1836. These two men quickly became party leaders

on their respective sides of the house, and thus their political

coui-ses and their political rivalries began almost together. Mr.
Lincoln was the Whig candidate for speaker, and once lacked
one vote only of being elected. The dislike of Mr. Lincoln for

slavery was evinced when some strong pro-slavery resolutions

were passed by the legislature of Illinois. He, with Mr. Dan
Stone, took the most decided stand possible on the subject by
putting on the journal of the house a formal protest against the
resolutions.

On April 15, Mr. Lincoln removed from New Salem to Spring-
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rield, the capital of Illinp'A whicli was afterward Iiis permanent
abode. In the preside' aal campaign of 1.S44 he made strong

and eflective speechc for Henry Clay. In tliis and in other

campaigns his reputa jon as an eloquent and inlluential public

speaker was greatly increased. In 184(i he was elected to Con-

gress as a Whig by a large majority. After his term of service

he devoted himself assiduously to the study and practice of

law, while still doing duty in the field of politics.

In 1S4G-50 he was unsuccessful as a candidate for United
States senator in the Illinois legislature, but about this time

declined several important political positions which were ten-

dered him. With the repeal of the Missoiu-i Compromise of

1820 came on anew and with added force the slavery agitation.

The Kansas-Nebraska bill, " with the violence and iniquities

connected with it," stirred to its very depths the soul of Mr.
'Lincoln. Regarding all this action as a most unjustifiable

breach of political faith, he sprang to the front to denounce its

injustice and wrong. He was at once the acknowledged anti-

Bla\ery leader of Illinois. His debates with Stephen A. Dou-
glas, "the little Giant," on the slavery question were of a most
masterly character. His fame began to widen far beyond the

boundaries of his own State. Mr. Lincoln was justly entitled to

an election as United States senator, as his party was in the

ascendancy in the legislatui'e of Illinois, but although it was a
source of great disappointment and chagrin to him not to be
elected, he magnanimously withdrew his candidacy in favor of

the Hon. Lyman Trumbull, and by strong personal influence

secured his election.

The Republican party of Illinois was formally organized in

1856. Various heterogeneous political elements were foimd in

its composition.

After a long and vain discussion by the committee on plat-

form, Mr. Lincoln was sent for to give advice. It was a critical

time, as there was great danger of ultimate discord and disrup-

tion. Mr. Lincoln said: "Take the Declai-ation of Independ-
ence and Hostility to Slavery Extension. Let us build our new
party on the rock of the Declaration of Independence, and the

gates of hell shall not prevail against us." What he advised
was done. In 18.58, the senatorial term of !Mr. Douglas was
expiring, and a re-election was sought by him. Mr. Lincoln,

as the opposing candidate, challenged Mr. Douglas, on the

earnest entreaty of political friends, to a joint public discussion

at several important places in the State. The speech that Lin-
coln made June 17, 18.58, at the close of the Republican State

Convention at Springfield, which nominated him as L^nited States

senator, struck the keynote of his subsequent speeches in this

great debate. After stating that the policy which had been
adopted, with the avowed object of putting an end to the slavery

agitation, had failed, he said

:

"A house divided against itself cannot stand. I believe this

government cannot endure permanently half slave and half free.

I do not expect the L'nion to be dissolved—I do not expect the
house to fall—but I do expect it will cease to be divided. It

will become all one tiling or the other. Either the opponents
of slavery will arrest the further spread of it, and place it where
the public mind shall rest in the belief that it is in the coui-se of
ultimate extinction, or its advocates will push it forward till it

shall become alike lawful in all the States, old as well as new,
North as well as South."
At a private dinner at Bloomington, at which some friend.s,

after he was beaten, were criticising these utterances as fatal to

his campaign, he replied: " Well, gentlemen, you may think
that a mistake, but 1 have never believed it was, and you will

see the day in which you will consider that the wisest thing I

ever said."

Besides the seven debates which were held with Mr. Douglas,
Lincoln made about fifty other speeches in different parts of
Illinois. These debates and speeches won for Lincoln almost a
national fame. But his great speech atCooper Institute in New
York city, February 27, 1860, made him a lasting reputation
throughout the country and the world. He closed that speech
iWith the ringing words, " Let us have faith that right makes
might, and in that faith let us to the end dare to do our duty as
we understand it."

Thus he went at once to the heart of the whole question,
holding that slavery must be tried not by the standard of politi-

cal expediency, but by the law of eternal right.

On May 16, 1S60, the Republican National Convention met
at Chicago. " No Extension of Slavery " was the cardinal fea-

ture of its platform. William H. Seward was the principal
competitor of Mr. Lincoln for the Presidency, but on the third
ballot Lincoln was nominated. Pending the nomination, some

of Mr. Lincoln's friends telegraphed him at Springfield that in

order to be nominated he uuist proniise cabinet positions to two
leaders of prominent delegations. lie telegraphed back imme-
diately, " I authorize no bargains, and 1 will be bound by none."
The Democratic convention was divided, thenortliern section

nominating Stephen A. Douglas, of Illinois; tlie southern,

John C. Breckinridge, of Kentucky. The constitutional Union
party nominated John Bell, of Tennessee.

Signs of party lukewarmness and lethargy existed in the East,
and friends proposed sending delegations there to induce union
and partisan activity, but he alone opposed it. It was not until

late in the siunmer that he consented that Judge Davis should
go purely on his own behalf on a tour of inspection, and it is

the candid opinion of all who know, that he consented to this

reluctantly, and would prefer, in his heart of hearts, that he
should not have gone.

He believed the necessities of the party and the great coercive
force of a campaign were the real causes of union, and if they
failed nothing else could act as a substitute for them. No indi-

vidual effort could aid or hasten them, and none could defeat

them. And so he sat in his Mecca at Springfield, received every
one who came, heard what every one said, told a story and said
nothing himself, but watched the operation of the great forces

as they gradually but slowly brought order out of chaos, and
led him on to final triumph. After his election he consented,

after persuasion, to hare Thurlow Weed invited to Springfield,

but this had to be urged upon him.
On November 6, 1860, Lincoln was elected President, and was

inaugurated at Washington, March 4, 1861. But as soon as his

election had been assured, the extreme partisans of slavery con-
simimated their preparations for an insurrection, and a move-
ment for separation was already begun in South Carolina. The
slave States of Gieorgia, Alabama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisi-
ana and Texas, went with her into secession. A provisional

government termed " The Confederate States of America," was
immediately organized, with Jefferson Davis as President.

Nearly all the arsenal posts and public property of the
United States within their limits were seized by strategy

or force. Meanwhile the loyal members of both Senate and
House were closely organized to concert measures to meet the
appalling emergencies that confronted them, and a "Committee
of Public Safety" was appointed, consisting of Senator Grimes,
of Iowa, and Hon. E. B. Washhurne, of Illinois, clothed witk
full powers to act, who faithfully performed their duty.

President Lincoln, in his inaugural address, declared the acts

of secession nidi and void. He maintained that the Union was
perpetual and inviolate. He announced with great firmness,

yet with marked moderation, the determination of the govern-
ment to assert its authority and hold all the forts and places yet
under its jurisdiction. He showed very clearly that secession

was impossible, but disclaimed any purpose of oppressing, sub-
jugating or invading the seceding States. " In your hands, my
dissatisfied fellow-countrymen," he said, "and not in mine, is

ttie momentous issue of civil war. The government will not
assail you. You can have no conflict without being yourselves
the aggressor."

On April 13, 1861, after a long bombardment by the Confeder-
ates of South Carolina, by order of General P. G. T. Beauregard,
Fort Sumter surrendered. On April 1.5, 1861, by proclama-
tion, the President called for an armed force of 70,000 militia-

men, and on May 4 following ordered the still further enlist-

ment of over 64,000 soldiers and 18,000 seamen for a service of
three yeai-s. He declared the Southern ports in a state of

blockade, and called a special session of Congress to meet on
July 4. All the remaining slave States, except Maryland, Ken-
tucky, Missouri and part of Virginia, joined the secession move-
ment.
On July 21, 1861, at Bull Run, near Manassas Station, Vir-

ginia, the first important battle of the war was fought, which
resulted in the defeat and panic of the National troops. From
the Congress which had convened. President Lincoln asked for

and obtained 400,000 men and .'?4,000,000 for the war. Con-
gress passed an act in August, 1861, confiscating the rights of

the slave owners to slaves employed in acts hostile to the Union.
General Fremont, on August 31, made the pa.ssage of this act the

occasion to issue an order to confiscate and emancipate the

slaves of Confederates in the State of Missouri. President Lin-
coln promptly revoked tlie order, not deeming it a wise action

in existing conditions. On General Scott's resignation, October
31, 1861, he placed Genend George B. Met lelhni at the head
of the Union army. On January 14, 1862, he appointed Ed-
win M. Stanton Secretary of War. In March, 1862, he sent a-
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special message to Congress, inclosing a resolution offering

pecuniarv aid from the general government to such States as

should gradually abolish slavery, and recommending its pas-

sage. The Congress at once passed the resolution. None of the

slave States, however, complied with the ofler. In April, 1862,

Congress passed an act emancipating the slaves in the District of

Columbia, with compensation to owners. President Lincoln

signed the bill, which embodied the very measure he had
fruitlessly proposed when in Congress in 1849. Meanwhile,

fugitive slaves were continually streaming into the National

camps. General Hunter, an intimate friend of the President,

issued a military order on May 9, 1862, without consulting Mr.

Lincoln, declaring all persons in Georgia, Florida and South

Carolina, heretofore held as slaves, to be forever free. Presi-

dent Lincoln countermanded the order without delay, reserving

to himself, as commander in chief, the decision in such impor-

tant questions. But in his proclamation declaring the order

void, he said to the inhabitants of the belligerent .slave holding

States, regarding State emancipation iviih compensation: "I
do not argue, I beseech you to make the argument for your-

selves. You cannot, if you would, be blind to the signs of the

times. * * * So much good has not been done, by one
effort, in all past time, as in the providence of God it is now
your high privilege to do. May ihe vast future not have cause

to lament that you have neglected it.' He urged this policy of

emancipation with compensation several times upon the mem-
bers of CoLgress from the loyal slave holding States, but without
success. Meanwhile the anti-slavery sentiment of the North
was gro\ringj and the President was subject to severe attacks

upon his conservat' 7e policy by the anti-slavery supporters of

the government. W ith gieat moderation and good temper he
met them all.

On August 22 he said to Horace Greeley :
" My paramount

cbject is to save the L nion, and not either to save or destroy
riavery. Lf I could save the Union ^vithout freeing any slave,

i would do it ; if I could save it by freeing all the slaves I

would do it, and if I could do it by freeing some and leaving
others alone I would also do that. ^Vhat I do about slavery
and the colored race, I do because I believe it helps to save the
CJnion, and what I forbear, I forbear because I do not believe it

helps to save the Union." In reply to one religious delegation,

who presented a memorial requesting him to issue a proclama-
tion of universal emancipation, he said: "The subject is diffi-

cult, and good men do not agree. * * * I can assure you
that the subject is on my mind by day and night more than any
other, \\liatever shall appear to be God's will, I ^vill do."
In reply to another delegation, consisting of clergymen headed
by Dr. Cheever, who had been making a similar appeal to him,
fae answered slowly :

" Well, gentlemen, it is not very often that
one is favored with a delegation direct from (he Almighty."

After a succession of defeats and victories jf the National
army. President Lincoln believed the time to be ripe for the
proclamation of emancipation which he had been long matur-
ing, if the seceding slaveholding States should refuse the offer

of compensation with emancipation. On September 22, 1862,
he issued a proclamation, declaring the freedom of all slaves in
the States and parts of States then in rebellion, from and after
January 1, 1863. He designated the States of Arkansas, Texas,
a part of Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
South Carolina, North Carolina and Virginia, excepting certain
counties. Tlie measure was taken too soon to please some par-
ities and too late to please others. In England it was received
dby the aristocratic element, in the face of much military ill-

succes.s, with the scoffing epigram that "the President liad pro-
claimed liberty in the States where he had no power, and retained
slavery in those where he had." The dissatisfaction, especially
manifested at first in the border iStates, soon disappeared, and
the displeasure which the enlistment of negro troops had called
out in the same and other quarters soon died away. Mr. Lin-
coln did not ^vish to act hurriedly in following up the emanci-
pation proclamation by legislative action, although he saw that
It must be secured ere long.

He was urged by some friends to foUow it up in his next
message to the Congress of 1863, which preceded his second
Domination by only about five months, by a recommendation of
in amendment to the Constitution abol&hing slavery. It was
urged upon him that this was an outside position of radicalism,
ind if he did not take it his rivals would. Turning to the
gentlemen present, he said :

" Is not the question of emancipa-
don doing well enough now?" "Yes," was the reply. "Well,"
Budlre, " I have never yet done an official act because of its

bearing upon my renomination, and I don't like to begin now.

I can see emancipation coming ; whoever can wait for it will

also see it ; whoever gets in the way of it will be run over by it"

In tlie winter session of the Congress of 1863-64, he urged
that body to propose a constitutional amendment abol-
ishing slavery. It failed, however, to receive the necessary
two-thirds vote. In his annual message of December 6, 1864,
he pleaded again for the adoption of such an amendment, and
this time with success, for by joint resolution, January 31, 1865,
the Thirteenth amendment was proposed to the various States
that neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a pim
ishment for crime, whereof tlie party shall have been dulj
convicted, shall exist within the L'nited States, or any placf

subject to their jurisdiction. Before the year ended, twenty-
seven out of the thirty-six States (the three-fourths required)
had ratified the amendment, the President's o>vn State of lllinoif

leading the van.

With consummate skill and wisdom. President Lincoln car-

ried on the affairs of the government during all its perilous

period. Some of the most important State papers framed by
Mr. Seward, the Secretary of State, were revised by his hand.
The changes made in tliem indicate the superb diplomatic
genius of Mr. Lincoln. His prudence and moderation were
.signally seen in the surrender of Mason and Slidell, the Con-
federate envoys, to the British government, after their cajiture

on board a British mercliaut vessel. The same characteristics

of wisdom were evinced in his non-interference witli Jlexican
affairs during the period of the military power of JIaximilian.
L'nbroken friendship was maintained with the republican gov-
ernment of Juarez, and Mr. Lincoln put it on record "that
the safety of the people of the L'nited States and the cheerful
destiny to which they aspire are intimately dependent upon the
maintenance of republican institutions throughout Mexico."
Mr. Lincoln's superior statesmanship was again displayed i&

averting war with England, which was threatened through the
building and fitting out of Confederate cruisers in English ports,

and their subsequent escape to prey upon American shipping.
.\s the war continued and created a demand for soldiers greater
than volunteer enlistments could meet, a draft of the arms-bear-
ing population of the loyal States was ordered by Congress. This
was the occasion of a great riot in New York city, on July 13,
1863. Various orators of the opposition made virulent speeches
against the conscription as they termed it. Prominent among
them was Clement L. Vallandigham, who was arrested by Gen-
eral Bumside in Ohio, and, by a change of sentence made by
President Lincoln, was sent within the lines of the States in

secession.

Mr. Vallandigham was nominated that same year by the
Democrats of Ohio for governor, to show their determined op-
position to the policy of the government. President Lincoln
had offered to remit the sentence of Vallandigham, if the com-
mittee of prominent Democrats who petitioned for his release

would sign a statement that rebellion existed, and that constitu-

tional measures were taken, when the army and navy were used,

to suppress it, and that eacli of the committee would pledge
himself to use his personal influence and power to carry on the
war. This, however, was not done, and in November, at the
Ohio election, Vallandigham was defeated by more than a hun-
dred thousand majoritv.

On October 16, 1863, President Lincoln called for 300,000
volunteers to replace those whose term of enlistment had ex-

pired. On November 19, 1863, he made his celebrated address
at the dedication of the battlefield of Gettysburg as a soldiers'

cemetery, where at the beguining of the July previous General
Lee had suffered such a disastrous defeat. Mr. Lincoln said

:

" Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth

upon this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty and dedi-

cated to the proposition that all men are created equal Now
we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that nation,

or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure.

We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have come
to dedicate a portion of that field as a final i-esting place foi

those who here gave their lives that tlie nation might live. It

is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this. But, in

a larger sense, we cannot dedicate—we cannot consecrate—we
cannot hallow—this ground. Tlie brave men, living and dead,

who struggled here, have consecrated it far above our power to

add or detract. The world will little note, nor long remember,
what we say here, but it can never forget what they did here.

It is for us, the living, rather, to be dedicated here to the unfin-

ished work that they have thus far so nobly advanced. It is

rather for us to be here dedicated to the great task remaining
before us—that from these honored dead we take increased de
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votion to the cause for which they liere gave the last full meas-
ure cf devotion—that we here higlily resolve that these dead
shall not have died in vain—that this nation, under God, shall

have a new birth of freedom—and tliat government of the
people, by the people, and for the people, shall not perish from
the eartli."

On March 9, 1864, President Lincoln commissioned Ulysses

S. Grant as lieutenant-general and general-in-chief of the armies
of the i\ orthern States. From this time Mr. Lincoln ceased to

exercise any active influence in the movements of the army.
He wrote on April 30, 18C4, to General CJrant: "The particu-

lars of your plans I neither know, nor seek to know. You are
vigilant and self-reliant. * * * If there is anything want-
ing which is in my power to give, do not fail to let me know it.

And now, with a brave army and a just cause, may God sus-

tain you."

On June S, 1SG4, ^Ir. Lincoln was unanimously renominated
for the presidency by the Kational Repuliliean Convention at

Baltimore, ild. On August 27, 1864, the Democratic National
Convention at Chicago nominated C^eneral McCIellan for the
presidency The extreme peace party, in this convention, led by
Mr. \allandighaTn, who had returned without leave from his

banisliment, and whom Mr. Lincoln did not deem it wise to

rearrest, succeeded in securing a platform, whicli declared the
war a failure and demanded tliat hostilities sliould cease.

On the very day the convention adjourned, Atlanta was
taken by the Union troops. At the election in November fol-

lowing, Mr. Lincoln received 2,216,000 votes and General Mc-
CIellan 1,800,000. Mr. Lincoln received 212 electoral votes

and General McCIellan 21.

On his second inauguration, March 4, 1865, President Lincoln
delivered an address which will stand forever as a model of

lofty eloquence and august morality.

On April 2, GJeneral Lee evacuated Richmond, and the day
after its surrender, President Lincoln, being on a visit to the
army, entered the former capital of the Confederacy.
On the evening of April 11, 186.5, he delivered to the people

who had gatliered in front of the executive mansion his last

public address, in which he discussed tersely but with wonder-
Bul dignity and power the burning questions of reconstruction,

which were u[)permost in the public mind.
On tlie evening of April 14, 186.5, accompanied by Mrs. Lin-

coln and two friends, he attended a performance of " Our Amer-
ican Cousin," at Ford's theater, on Tenth street, AVashington.
In the midst of the play, John AVilkes Booth, an actor, the
leader of a band of a.ssassins, who had plotted to murder the
President and the heads of the governmental departments,

stealthily entered the box where Mr. Lincoln was sitting and
discharged a pistol at tlie President's head. Then leaping from
the box to the stage, with a knife dripping with the blood of

Major Rathbone, whom he had stabbed, he shouted, "Sic semper
iyranniK, the South is avenged." After escaping from the rear

of tl.3 building, he fled and hid himself in a barn, where twelve
days afterwards he was found by a squadron of troops and shot

by Sergeant Corbett. On the 15th of April, 1865, the President
died from his wound in the house to which he had been borne.

The character of Mr. Lincoln was that of great directness and
extreme simplicity. Clothing to him was made for covering and
warmth to the body, and not for ornament. A most intimate

friend of his never knew him but once to borrow money or give
his note. He never tasted liquor, never chewed tobacco or

smoked, but labored diligently in his profession, cliarging small

fees, and was contented with small accumulations. lie was,

however, very generous in expenditure for his family. In this

manner he accumulated less than $10,000 before his election to

the presidency, and when he left Springfield had to borrow;
and then, so far as is known, gave his note for the first time, for

enougli to bear his expenses, and tide him over until he could
draw from tlie government the first quarter of his salary. He,
in his life, had lived in all circles, moved in every grade of so-

ciety, and enjoyed it all equally well. To liis companions
present with him in every station, he was equally entertaining

and equally happy.
He never recognized a duty in himself to appoint any man

to office simply because he had been a political friend, and
would remove no man simply because he had been his political

enemy.

A heroic and often valuable characteristic of the man was
his self-reliance. An intimate friend has stated that while
Lincoln was at the bar of Illinois, he was never known
t» ask the advice of a friend about anything. During the'

• nr years of his administration no one heard of his doing

this. He was never known in the prejiaration of a trial or the
perplexity of it in court to turn to liis as.sociate and ask his
advice. Tlie nearest to his doing this was once in Bloomington
in 1858, and about ten days before his joint debate with Douglas
at Charleston. He sent for a half-dozen lawyers to meet him al
Judge Davis' house, before he was to speak in Bloomington the
same dav, and when they were assembled he said: "Gentlemen,
I am going to put to Douglas the following questions, and the
object of the meeting is to have each of you assume you are
Douglas and answer from his standpoint."
And yet he was the best listener one could ever have. He

would hear any one on any subject, and generally would say
nothing in reply. He kept his own counsels or his bottom
thought to himself. He 'weighed thoroughly his own positions
and the positions of his adversary. He put himself in his
adversary's position or on the opposite side of the question, and
argued the question from that Btandpoint. For instance, when
a committee of Chicago clergy went to Washington to urge upoD
him to is.sue an emancipation proclamation, he said: "If you
call a sheep's tail a leg, how many fegs will the sheep have?"
The general answer was " Five." " No," said he, " because call-

ing the tail a leg -will not make it a leg."

He was taking in that argument the opposite side of the
question. A friend was in AVashingtou the next week aftei
these clergymen had held their interview. He met Mr. Lincohj
early in the morning, and arising to go, the President said

:

" What have you got to do ? How long have you been in the
city?" and being told that he had come there the day before^

Mr. Lincoln said, "Sit down, I want to consult you. If you
had been here a week I would not give a cent for your opinion/*
and then the President himself occupied all the morning until

12 o'clock, when the cabinet came in, in talking about the
emancipation proclamation, considering every objection to it,

asking in the whole interview his friend's opinion of nothingi
going over the whole question—simply making of him a friendly
audience. And yet at the very time he was there, and at the
time the Chicago clergy were there, the proclamation in its

rough draft, as was since learned, was then written out and
lying in his table drawer in tlie room where they were talking;

And this was indeed his general way of arriving at a conclu-
sion ; but with him, when a conclusion was reached, he was at
rest.

Another very remarkable and useful trait of Mr. Lincoln's
character was that mental equipoise which was disturbed at
nothing, and was rarely diverted from the pathway it had
marked out. .41tliough prosecuting the war simply from a senso
of duty and not from a belief in its success, yet he kept right
on, and was neither depressed by disasters nor elated by success.

He seemed to measure the m.agnitude of the contest in wliich he
was engaged more thoroughly than any other man. The war,
like all otliers, was prosecuted by alternate success and defeat.

The first two years it was generally defeat ; and yet Mr. Lincoln,

in moments of disaster was not disheartened, but was cool, col-

lected and determined. He was a monument of strength upon
which even the great men of the nation, and members of his
own cabinet could lean. In moments of victory, when every-
body else was carried away by the joyousness of tlie occasion,

Mr. Lincoln was as self-restrained and determined as before.

In short, he was the strong man in the great contest, and the
great men at Washington all learned to gain renewed courage
from his calmness and to rely upon his own great arm for sup-

port.

The first two years of the war were years of doubt with Mr.
Lincoln. He did not see any way to efTect the conquest of a

people so numerov; , so brave, and who occupied more than hall

of the territor'-'. extent of the whole country. It is not be-

lieved that -iiring this time any man ever heard him say
that he .lew the country would be successful in the war.

About Kie second year, after he had issued the emancipation
proclamation and began to see that it worked according to his

expectations, it is not believed that any man ever heard him
express a doubt of success.

The religious views of Mt. Lincoln were simply a reflex ol

his own character. He believed in God, as the Supreme Rulei
of the world, the guider of men, and the controller of the great

events and destinies of mankind. He believed himself to be an
instrument and leader of the forces of freedom. He knew the
toils of the slave and of the poor whites in the South. Theil
sufferings and privations were his personal experiences, and he
felt their burdens to be his own. He believed that the Declarar

tion of Independence, " that all men are created equal," was
not, as said by Eufus Choate, " a glittering generality," bill
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was a standard political truth. Our Savior said in the closing

sentences of his Sermon on the Mount: " Be ye perfect, as your

Father in heaven is perfect;" not that He expected perfection

in the persons to whom He addressed these words ; not that He
expected perfection of us in our day and generation, but He
laid do\ra a religious standard which no one can surpass, and

to whicli all nations might aspire. Mr. Lincoln, thanking the

negi-oes of Baltimore, who in 1864 presented him with S Bible,

laid :
" This great book is the best gift God has given to man.

All the good from the Savior of the world is commimicated

trough this Ixiok." Mr. Lincoln married Mary Todd; of

Kentucky, in 1S42, by whom he had four children. One son

only survives, namely, Robert Todd Lincoln, who was United

States minister to England from 1.SS9 to 1893.

Mr. Lincoln was about six feet four inches high, and was

thin, wiry, sinewy and raw-boned. He was narrow across the

shoulders and thin through the breast to the back. AVhen
standing he leaned forward, and thus became somewhat stoop-

shouldered. He was a man of great physical strength, lifting,

in his prime, with ease, four hundred, or even six hundred
pounds. His head was long and tall from the base of the brain

and the eyebrows. His head ran backward, but his forehead

was high. He had luxuriant hair, which, in his last years,

became tinged with gray. He had high, sharp and prom-
inent cheek bones, a large, long and blunt nose, a long, sharp,

md upturned chin, deep set gray eyes, dark eye-brows, and a
neat and trim neck. Although homely in his countc-

lance, he was yet prepossessing in his features. He was a man
»f the working classe.s, a child of the West, a true t_vpical

American, self-reliant, self-made, and honest to the core. He
was a charming conversationalist, ever full of enlightening and
inspiriting humor.
He was the liberator of the slave and the successful rider of a

mighty people. Dignified, magnanimous, patient, considerate,

manly, true, " witli malice toward none, with charity for all,"

his fame, in the language of the immortal (irant, " will ever

grow brighter as time passes and his great work is better mider-
stood." (S. F.) (L. S.)

LINCOLN, Benjasiin, an American general, bom at Hing-
ham, Mass., in 1733, died there in ISIO. At the outbreak of

the Eevolution he was very active in organizing tlie Massa-
chusetts troops. In 1776 he was appointed major general of

the State militia. He commanded the expedition that in 1776
cleared Boston harbor of British vessels. Having reinforced

Washington after the defeat on Long Island, and in 1777
brought a new levy of militia to Morristown, he was recom-
mended by Washington for an appointment as major general in

the Continental army. Lincoln served as such witli Schuyler
against Burgoyne during the next summer, and afterwards was
wovmded at Bemis Heights, while reconnoitering. In August,
1778, Lincoln was placed in command of the army in tlie South.
He protected the city of Charleston from Gen. Prevost. In
1780 he was besieged at Charleston by Sir Henry Clinton.

After a brave defense against a superior force he had to capitu-

late, and soon returned to Hingham on parole. But after being
exchanged in 1781 he joined Washington again on the Hudson,
was witli him at the siege of Yorktown, and was deputed by
Washington to receive the sword of Lord Comwallis on his
surrender of the British forces. From 1781 to 1784 Lincoln
was Secretary of War. After quelling Shay's rebellion in
Massachusetts in 1787 he was elected lieutenant governor, and
in 1789 Washington appointed him collector of the port of
Boston, which office he held till 1808, when he retired from
public life.

LINCOLN, Levi, an American statesman, bom at Hingham,
Mass., in 1749, died at Worcester, Mass., in 1820. He studied
law at Harvard College, and became judge of probate in 1776.
He was a member of the State constitutional convention in 1780,
of the State Legislature in 1796, and of the State Senate in 1797,
and was elected to Congress in 1799. From 1801 to 1805 he
was attorney general of the United States. In 1807-8 he was
lieutenant governor of Massachusetts, and became acting gover-
nor in 1809. Lincoln was an original member of the American
Academy of Sciences, and was long at the head of the Massa-
chusetts bar.

LINCOLN, Levi, an American statesman, bom at Worces-
ter, in 1782, died there in 1868. After graduating at Harvard,
he was admitted to the bar at Worcester in 1805. Between
1812 and 1822 he was elected several times to the Legislature,
was Speaker of the Hoase in 1822, lieutenant governor in 1823,
and judge of the Supreme Court in 1824. In 1825 Lincoln was
elected goveraor of Massachusetts, for which office he had been

nominated by both political" parties. He held this office till

1834. In 1835 he was elected to Congress and in 1841 lie was
made collector of the port of Boston. Upon the reorganization

of his native town he was made its first mayor. Lincoln was a

member of many historical and scientific societies.

LINCOLN, Robert Todd, son of Abraham Lincoln, was
bom at Springfield, 111., August 1, 1843, and was educated at

Phillips Exeter College and at Harvard. During the latter

years of the Civil war he served as a captain on the staff' of

General Grant. After the war he practiced law in Chicago
imtil 1881, when he became secretary of war in Garfield's cabi-

net. This office he retained until the close of Prc^^ilent Arthur's

administration, when he returned to his law practice in Chicago.

In 1889 President Harrison appointed him minister to England,
which position (1893) he still holds.

LINCRISTA WALTON, embossed oil-cloth, a materiaJ

similar to linoleum (see Vol. XIV, p. 676), and invented by the

same man, Mr. Frederick AValton. This new material is de-

scribed as a " compressed mass of cellulose, paper, cork, etc.,

thoroughly impregnated with oxidized linseed oil and resin."

It has ground cork and oxidized linseed oil for its basis, the

same as linoleum ; but is distinguished from the latter by deeper,

sharper and more lasting impressions, that means by higher and
more lasting relief patterns used as tapestry, with decorations in

imitations of ivory, gold, silver, bronze, etc., it is claimed that

it can be furnished much cheaper than any other material used
for embossed wall decoration. It produces the same general

effect as carved work, and can be colored to any desired shade,

so as to imitate costly woods, and to give any desired eflTect to

the pattern.

Lincrusta Walton is known iu the trade as "gervita," and
has very beautiful and attractive patterns in reliem. It is ap-

plied to walls mth glue and paste, similar to wall paper. The
valuable properties claimed for it are: It may be roughly
scrubbed without injury ; it can even be struck with a hammer,
as the elastic material will swell out again ; it lias no glaze to

annoy the eye
;
yet it does not absorb moisture ; it is so flexible

that it can be carried around corners without injury ; it can be
removed from a wall and used again in otlier places. Lincrusta

Walton has even been applied to exterior walls with very satis-

factory effect. It was found to resist the weather well. But it

is mainly used for Ulterior decoration ; and for this purpose it

has no equal among the cheap materials.

LIND, Jenny, Madame GokUchmidI, a celebrated Swedish
singer, was bom of humble parentage at Stockholm, October 6,

1820. Her musical gifts were apparent from her third year,

and at nine she was admitted to the school of singing attached

to the court theater, where slie received lessons of Berg and
otliers. She sang before the couil with success, and at eighteen

appeared in the role of Agatha in Der Freiachutz, Alice in

liobert le Diable, etc., and soon became the principal support of

the royal theater. In June, 1841, she went to Paris to receive

lessons from Garcia. ^Meyerbeer, who heard her at this time,

prophesied a brilliant future for Jenny Lind. Her voice was
now thought wanting in volume, and when she appeared at the

Grand Opera two yeai-s later her failui-e was so mortifj-ing that

she is said to have resolved never again to sing in France. In
1844 slie went to Berlin, and for a time studied German

;

returning to Stockholm, she was heard ^vith enthusiasm in

Eoberl le Diable, and at the instance of Meyerbeer was engaged
at Berlin in October, appearing in Norma and Meyerbeer's

operas. In 1846 she visited \'ienna, in 1847 London. Prices

at Her Majesty's rose to a fabulous heiglit, and ' the town,' says

Chorley, 'sacred and profane, went mad about the Swedish
Nightingale.' Her voice at this time has been described as a

soprano of bright, thrilling and remarkable svmpathetic quality,

with wonderfully developed length of breath, and perfection of

execution. She could sing up to high D in rich, full tones, and
even touch higher notes ; she literally warbled like a bird ; and
especially striking was her rendering of the weired Swedish

melodies. Her rettim visit to London in 1848 was an immense
triumph ; and in London, on May 18, 1849, she sang on the

stage for the last time in Roberto; henceforth her appearances

were confined to the concert room. Her share of the profits of

a brilliant concert tour in America under Bamum's manage-
ment (1849-52), amoimtuig* to £3.5,000, was more than spent

afterwards in foimding and endowing musical scholarships and
charities in her native country. In 1851 she was married at

Boston to Otto Goldschmidt, a native of Hamburg, her pianist

Returning to Europe, she continued to suig at concerts and in

oratorios, as in London (1856), and for the last time at Diissel-

dorf (1870). Her English charities included the gift of a hos-
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pital to Livft pool aiid of the wing of another to London. She
founded the Mendelssohn scholarship, and her interest in the

Bach Choir, of wliich her husband was conductor, was shown
by her carefiU training of the female chorus. Her voice re-

tained its sweetness to the last, altliough she did not care to

sin? much even in the semi-privacy of a crowded drawing-room.
Kut from 1883 till 1886 she was professor of singing at tlie

Knval College of Music. She died near Malvern, November 2,

ls~>7. Her moral character was elevated and deeply religious;

and "her smile,' said Bishop Stanley of Xorwicli, 'i.s with the

exception of Dr. Pusey's, the most heavenly I ever beheld.'

LIXDAU, a town in the government district of Swabia

and Neuburg, Bavaria, and the central point of the transit

trade between that country and Switzerland, is situated on

two islands off the north-eastern shore of Lake Constance,

in 47° 34' N. lat., 9' 43' E. long. The town is a terminus

of the Yorarlberg Railway, and of the JIunich-Lindau line

of the Bavarian State Eailway, and is connected with the

mainland both by a wooden bridge and by a railway

embankment of stone erected in 1853. There are Eoman
Catholic and Lutheran churches, a royal chateau, an old

town-hall, classical, commercial, and industrial schools, and

also manufactories for surgical and musical instruments, a

fishery, and a fine harbour provided with a lighthouse and

much visited by steamers from Constance and other places

on the lake. Opposite the custom-house is a bronze .statue

of king Maximilian II., erected in I85G. The trade is

chiefly in grain, fruit, wine, cherry-brandy, fish, cheese,

and lard. In January 1882 the population was about

5350.

Oa the site wliich the town now occupies there is beheved to

have been formerly an ancient Roman camp, Castrum Tiberii.

Authentic records of Lindau date back to the end of the 9th cen-

tury. In 1531 it joined the Smalkald league, and in 1647 was ia-

effectually besieged by the Swedes. From 1275 to 1803 it was a

freejimperial toivn. In 1804 it passed to Austria, and in 1805 to

Bavaria.

LIXDLEY, John (1799-1865), botanist, was born on

February 5, 1799, at Catton near Norwich, where his

father, George Lindley, author of A Guide to the Orcliard

and Kitchen Garden, owned a nursery garden. He was

educated at Norwich grammar school, and early manifested

!\ taste for the studies in which he afterwards gained dis-

tinction. His first publication, in 1819, a translation of

the Analyse da Fruit of Richard, was followed in 1820 by

an original Monographia Rosarum, with descriptions of new
species, and drawings executed by himself, and ^in 1821

by Monographia Digitalium, and by " Observations on

Pomacese " contributed to the Transactions of the Linnean

Society. Shortly afterwards he went to London, where he

was engaged by Loudon to write the descriptive portion of

the Encyclopedia of Plants. In the course of his labours

on this undertaking, which was completed in 1829, and of

which the " botanical merits " are in the preface assigned

by the editor to Lindley, he became thoroughly convinced

of the superiority of the "natural" system of Jussieu, as

distinguished from the " artificial " system of Linnaeus

followed in the Encyclopsidia ; the conviction found expres-

sion in A Synopsis of British Flora, oTranged according to

the Natural Order (1829), and in An Introduction ?o the

Natural System of Botany (1830). In 1829 Lindley, who
since 1822 had been assistant secretary to the Horticultural

Society, was appointed to the chair of botany in

University College, London ; he lectured also on botany

from 1831 at the Eoyal Institution, and from 1835 at the

Botanic Gardens, Chelsea. During his professoriate of

more than thirty years he wrote many scientific and
popular works, besides contributing largely to the Botanical

Register, of which he was editor for many years, and to

the Gardener's Chronicle, in which he had charge of the

horticultural department from 1841. He became a fellow

of the Royal, Linnean, and Geological Societies, and had

the honour of being admitted to a large number of foreign

scientific bodies. He resigned his chair in 1860, and died

of apoplexy at Turnham Green on. November 1, 1865.

Besides those already mentioned, the works of Lindley include

An Outline of the First Principles of Hortictilture (1832), An Out-
line of the Structure and Physiology of Plants (1S32), A Natural
System of Botany (1836), Tlu: Fossil Flora of Gnat Britain (the

joint work of Lindley and Hutton, 1831-37), Flora Mcdica (1838),

The Vegetable Kingdom (1846), Theory of Horticulture (2d ed.,

1855), Folia Orchidacea (1852), Dcscrijitivc Botany {ISaS), a Ladies'

Botany, o School Botany, the volume Botany in the Library of

Useful Knowledge, and most of the botanical ftrticles in the Penny
Cyelopxdia. See Botaxt, vol. iv. p. 81.

LINDSEY, Theophilcs (1723-1808), an English theo-

logical writer, was born in Middlewich, Cheshire, on Junt

20, 1723, was educated at the Leeds Free School, and in

1741 entered St John's College, Cambridge, of which, after

graduating with distinction, he became a fellow in 1747.

For sometime he held a curacy in Spitalfi-ilds, London, and

from 1754 to 1756 he travelled on th3 Continent in the

capacity of tutor to the young duke i),T Northumberland

On his return he was presented to the living of Kirkby-

Wiske in Yorkshire, and after exchanging it for that of

Piddletown in Dorsetshire he in 1763 removed to

Catterick in Yorkshire. Meanwhile he had begun to

entertain anti-Trinitarian views, and to be troubled in

conscience about their iiiconsistency with the creed he h?d

repeatedly subscribed; since 1769 the intimate friendship

of Priestley had served to foster his scruples, and in 1771

he united with Archdeacon Blackburne (his father-in-la\y),

Jebb, Wyvell, and Law in preparing a petition to parlia-

ment with the prayer that clergymen of the church, and

graduates of the universities, might bo relieved from the

burden of subscribing to the thirty-nine articles, and

"restored to their undoubted rights as Protestants of

interpreting Scripture for themselves." After two hundred

and fifty signatures to the document had, with six months

of vast efibrt on Lindsey's part, been obtained, it was, in

February 1772, rejected in the House of Commons by a

majority of two hundred and seventeen to seventy-one ;
the

adverse vote was repeated in the following yerlr, and in

the end of 1773, seeing no prospect of obtaining within

the church the relief which his conscience demanded,

Lindsey resigned his vicarage and took leave of a warmly

attached congregation. In April 1774 he began to conduct

a Unitarian seWice in a room in Essex Street, Strand,

London ; four years later he removed to a chapel built for

him in the same street • Here he continued to labour till

1793, when he resigned his charge in favour of Disney,

who like himself had left the established church, and had

become his colleague. His active interest in the Unitarian

movement continued, however, until his death, which took

place on November 3, 1808.

Lindsey's chief work is An Historical View of the State of the

Unitarian Doctrine and Worshipfrom the Beformation to our oxen

Times, 1783 ; in it be claims, amongst others, Burnet, Tillcftson,

S. Clarke, Hoadly, and Sir I. Newton for the Unitarian view. His

other publications, mostly occasional, include Apology on Resigning

the Vicarage of Catterick (1774), and Sequel to the Apology (1776);

Tlic Booh of Common Prayer reformed according to the plan of the

late Dr Samuel Clarke, 1774; Dissertations on the Pteface to St John i

Gospel and on praying to Jestis Christ, 1779; Vindicis Pncsllnanm,

1788 • Conmrsaiions upon Christian. Idolatry, 1792 ; and Conver-

sations on the Divine Government, showing that everything M from

God, and for good to all, 1802. Two volumes of Sermons, mth

appropriate p-rayers a,nn£xed, were published posthumously m 1810;

ajid a volume of Memoirs, by Thomas Belsham, appeared in 1812.

LINEN MANUFACTURES. Under. this term are

comprehended all yarns spun and fabrics woven from flax

fibre. The cultivation and preparation of the fibre, aud

its treatment till it reaches the market as a commercial

product, are dealt with under Fl.\x, vol. ix. p. 293.

From the earliest periods of human history till almost

the close of the 18th century the linen manufacture was
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one of the most extensive and widely disseminated of the

domestic industries of European countries. The prepara-

tion and spinning of yarn gave occupation to women of all

classes ; and the operations of weaving employed large

numbers of both sexes^. The industry was most largely

developed in Russia, Austria, Germany, Holland, Belgium,

the northern provinces of France, and certain parts of

England, in the north of Ireland, and throughout Scotland
;

and in these countries its importance was generally

recognized by the enactment of special laws, having for

their object the protection and extension of the trade. The
inventions of Arkwright, Hargreaves, and Crompton in

the later part of the 18th century, benefiting as they did,

almost exclusively, the art of cotton spinning, and the

unparalleled development of that branch of textile manu-
factures, largely due to the ingenuity of these inventors,

gave the linen trade as it then existed a fatal blow.

Domestic spinning, and with it hand-loom weaving,

immediately began to shrink ; a large and most respectable

section of the operative classes in western Europe found

their employment dwindling away, and the wages they

earned from their diminished labour insufficient to ward
off starvation. The trade which had supported whole

villages and provinces entirely disappeared, and the linen

manufacture, in attenuated dimensions and changed con-

ditions, took refuge in special localities, where it resisted,

not unsuccessfully, the further assaults of cotton, and,

with varying fortunes, rearranged its relations in the com-
munity of textile industries. The linen industries of

the United Kingdom were the first to suffer from the

aggression of cotton ; more slowly the influence of the rival

textile travelled across Continental countries ; and even to

the present day, in Russia, and in other regions remote

from great commercial highways, the domestic manufacture
of linens holds its place almost as it has done from the

earliest period. In 1810 Napoleon I., with a view partly

to promote Continental linen industries, and partly to

strike a blow at the great British manufacture of cotton,

issued a proclamation offering a reward of one million

francs to any inventor who should devise the best

machinery for the spinning of flax yarn. Within a few
weeks thereafter Philippe de Girard patented in France
important inventions for flax spinning by both dry and
wet methods. His inventions, however, did not receive

the promised reward, and were indeed neglected in his

native country. In 1815 he was invited by the Austrian

Government to establish a spinning mill at Hirtenberg hear

Vienna, which was run with his machinery for a number of

years, but ultimately it failed to prove a commercial success.

In the meantime, however, English inventors, stimulated

rather than daunted by the success of cotton machinery,
had applied themselves to the task of adapting machines to

the preparation and spinning of flax. The foundation of

machine spinning of flax was laid by John Kendrow and
Thomas Porthouse of Darlington, who, in 1787, secured a
patent for "a mill or machine upon new principles for

spinning yarn from hemp, tow, flax, or wool." These
machines, imperfect as tliey were, attracted^ much notice,

and were introduced in various localities both in England
and Scotland into mills fitted specially for flax spinning.

By innumerable successive improvements and modifications,

llie invention of Kendrew and Porthouse developed into

the perfect system of machinery with which, at the present

day, spinning-mills are furnished ; but progress in adapting
flax fibres for mechanical spinning, and linen yarn for

weaving cloth by power-loom, was much slower than in the
corresponding case of cotton.

The implements used^in the preparation of linen yarn
in ancient and modern times, down to the end of the
18th century, were of the most primitive and inexpensive

description. Till comparatively recent times, the sole

spinning implements were the spindle and distaff. The
spindle, which is the fundamental apparatus in all spinning
machinery, was nothing more nor less than a round stick

or rod of wood about 12 inches in length, tapering towards
each extremity, and having at its upper end a notch or slit

into which the yarn might be caught or fixed. In general,

a ring or " whorl " of stone or clay was passed round the
upper part of the spindle to give it momentum and steadi-

ness when in rotation. The distaff, or rock, was a rather

longer and stronger bar or stick, around one end of which,
in a loose coil or ball, the fibrous material to be spun was
wound. The other extremity of the distaff was carried

under the left arm, or fixed in the girdle at the left side,

so as to have the coll of flax in a convenient position for

drawing out to yarn. A prepared end of yarn being fixed

into the notch, the spinster, by a smart rolling motion of

the spindle with the right hand against the right leg, threw
it out from her, spinning in the air, while, with the left

hand, she drew frcm the rock an additional supply of fibre

which was formed into a uniform and equal strand with the

right. The yarn being sufficiently twisted was released

from the notch, woand around the lower part of the spindle,

and again fixed in the notch at the point insufficiently

twisted; and so the rotating, twisting, and drawing out

operations went on till the spindle was full. So persistent

is an ancient and primitive art of this description that to

the present day, in remote districts of Scotland,—the

country where machine spinning has attained its highest

development,—spinning with rock and spindle is yet

practised ;
' and, rude as these implements are, yarn of

extraordinary delicacy, beauty, and tenacity has been spun
by their agency. The first improvement on the primitive

spindle was found in the construction of the hand-wheel,

in which the spindle, mounted in a frame, was fixed

horizontally, and rotated by a band passing round it and
a large wheel, set in the same framework. Such a wheel

became known in Europe about the middle of the 16th

century, but it appears to have been in use for cotton

spinning in the East from time immemorial. At a later

date, which cannot be fixed, the treadle motion was
attached to the spinning wheel, enabling the spinster to sit

at work with both hands free ; and the introduction of the

two-handed or double-spindle wheel, with flyers or twisting

arms on the spindles, completed the series of mechanical

improvements effected on flax spinning till the end of the

18th century. The common use of the two-handed wheel

throughout the rural districts of Ireland and Scotland is a

matter still within the recollection of middle-aged people;

but spinning wheels are now seldom seen.

The modern manufacture of linen divides itself into two

branches, spinning and weaving, to which, may be added

the bleaching and various finishinfr processes, which, in the

case of many hnen textures, are laborious undertakings

and important branches of industry.

Flax, when received into the mills, has to undergo a

train of preparatory operations before it arrives at the stage

of being tiwisted into yarn. The whole operations in yarn

manufacture comprise (1) heckling, (2) preparing, and (3)

spinning.

Heckling.—This first preparatory process consists not

only in combing out, disentangling, and laying smooth and

parallel the separate fibres, but also serves to split up and

separate into their ultimate filaments the strands of fibre

which, up to this point, have been agglutinated together.

The heckling process was, until receut times, done by the

hand ; and it was one of fundamental importance, requir-

ing the exercise of much dexterity and judgment. The

' See Dr Arthui Mitchell's The Past in the Present, Edinburgh, 188C
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broken, ravelled, and short fibres, whicli separate out in

the heckling process, form tow, an aiticle of much inferior

value to the spinner ; and the proportion of tow made in

the process of hand-heckling varies according to the skill

and knowledge of the heckler. A good deal of hand-heck-

ling is still practised, especially in Irish and Continental

factoi'ies ; and it has not been found practicable, in any

c»e, to entirely dispense with a rough preparation of the

fibre by hand labour. In heckling by hand, the heckler

stakes a handful or "strick" of rough flax, winds the top

end around his hands, and then, spreading out the root end

as broad and flat as possible, by a swinging motion dashes

the fibre into the teeth or needles of the rougher or

"rufTer" heckle. The rougher is a board plated with tin,

and studded with spikes or teeth of steel about 7 inches in

length, which taper to a fine sharp point. The heckler

draws his strick several times through this tool, working
gradually up from the roots to near his hand, till in hrs

judgment the fibres at the root end are sufliciently combed
out and smoothed. He then seizes the root end and
similarly treats the top end of the strick. The stricks, as

finished, are carefully piled up in a regular manner, keep-

ing each hinlful separate for convenience of future treat-

ment. The same process is again repeated on a similar

tool, the teeth of which are 5 inches long, and much more
closely studded together; and for the finer counts of yam
a third and a fourth heckle may be used, of still increasing

fineness and closeness of teeth. In dealing with certain

varieties of the fibre, for fine spinning especially, the fla:-

u, after roughing, broken or cut into three lengths—the

top, middle, and root ends. Of these the middle cut is

most valuable, being uniform in length, strength, and
quality. The root end is more woody and harsh, while
the top, though fine in quality, is uneven and variable in

strength. From some flax of e.xtra length it is possible to

take two short middle cuts ; and, again, the fibre is

occasionally only broken into two cuts according to the

judgment and requirement of the manufacturer. Flax so

prepared is known as "cut line" in contradistinction to
" long line " flax, which is the fibre unbroken. The sub-

sequent treatment of line, whether long or cut, does not

present suflicient variation to require further reference to

these distinctions.

In the case of heckling by machinery, the flax is first

roughed and arranged in stricks, as above described under
hand heckling. Considerable variations are presented in

the construction of heckling machines, but the general

principles of those now most commonly adopted, such as

the machines of Combe, of Horner, or of Cotton, &c., are

identical. These are known as vertical sheet heckling

machines (fig. 1), their essential features being a set of end-

less leather bands or sheets /, jr revolving over a pair of

rollers c, /* in a vertical direction. These sheets are crossed

by iron bars, to which heckle stocks, furnished with teeth,

are screwed. The heckle stocks on each separate sheet are

of one size and gauge, but each successive sheet in the

length of the machine is furnished with stocks of increasing

fineness, so that the heckling tool at the end where the flax

is entered is thj coarsest, while that to which the fibre

is last submitted has the smallest and most closely set

teeth. Thus the whole of the endless vertical revolving

sheet presents a continuous series of heckle teeth, and the

machines are furnished with a double set of such sheets

revolving face to face, so close together that the pins of

one set of sheets intersect those on the opposite stocks.

Overhead, and exactly centred between these revolving

sheets, is the head or holder channel a, from which the flax

hangs down while it is undergoing the heckling process on I

both sides. The flax is fastened in a holder b, consisting of
|

two heavy flat plates of iron, between which it is spread
|

14-24*

and tightly screwed up. The holder is II inches in

length, and the holder channel is fitted to contain a line

of six, eight, or twelve such holders, according to the
number of separate bands of heckling stocks in the
machine. The head or holder channel has a falling and
rising motion, by which it first presents the ends and
gradually more and more of the length of the fibre to the
heckle teeth, and, after dipping down the full length of the
fibre exposed, it slowly rises and lifts the flax clear of the

heckle stocks. By a reciprocal motion the whole of the

holders are then moved forward one length ; that at the

last and finest set of stocks is thrown out, and place is

made for filling in an additional holder at the beginning

of the series. Thus with a six-tool heckle, or set of stock.^,

each holder full of flax from beginning to end dpscenda

Fio. 1.—Section of LuniLe't, Heckling Ma. lime.

into and rises from the heckle teeth six times in travelling

from end to end of the machine. The root ends being
thus first heckled, the holders are shot back along an
inclined plane, the iron plates undamped, the flax reversed,

and the top ends are then submitted to the same heckling
operation. The tow made in the heckling process is cleared

from the heckle teeth, as they revolve, by dofl^ers /, I, which
in travelling upwards are, by passing over special guide
rollers e, e, projected out from the line of the heckle teethi

The doffers themselves are cleared by fixed combs d Ji
and the tow falling down is collected in troughs ;!•, ?/%^
each side of the machine. Tow, which is a much' jesa

valuable substance than dressed line, undergoes a sojie-

what different preparing process, and is used only for tlie

lower numbers of yarn.

freparing.—The various operations in this stage have
for their object the proper assortment of dressed line into

qualities fit for spinning the difl'erent counts or sizes of

yarn for which it may be suitable, and the drawing out of

the fibres to a perfectly level and uniform continuous

ribbon or sliver, containing throughout an equal quantity

of fibre in any given length. From the heckling the now
smooth, glossy, and clean stricks are taken to the sorting

room, where they are assorted into different qualities by
the "line sorter," who judges by both eye and touch the

quality and capabilities of the fibre. So sorted, the

material is passed to the spreading and drawing frames, a

series or system of machines all similar in construction and

eflFect. The essential features of the spreading frame are

—

(1) the feeding cloth or creeping sheet, which delivers the

flax to (2) a pair of " feed and jockey " rollers, which pass

it on (3) to the gill frame or faller.s. The. gill frame con-
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sists of a series of narrow heckle bars, with short closely

studded teetli, which travel between the feed rollers and the

drawing or "boss and pressing" rollers to bo immediatelj'

attended to. They are, by au endless screw arrange-

ment, carried forward at the rate at which the flax is

delivered to them, and when they reach the end of their

course they fall under, and by a similar screw arrangement
are brought back to the starting point ; and thus they form
an endless moving level toothed platform for carrying

away the flax from the feed rollers. The drawing rollers

grip the fibre as it leaves the gill, and, as they revolve

much more rapidly than the feeding rollers, the fibre is

drawn out through the gill teeth say to twenty or thirty

times the length it had on the feeding board, and is con-

sequently reduced to a sliver or loose ribbon of correspond-

ingly greater tenuity. The sliver from the drawing frame
is delivered into a tin can which holds 1000 yards,- and the

machine automatically rings a bell when that length is

delivered. From the spreading frame the cans of sliver

pass to the drawing frames, wliere from four to twelve

slivers combined are passed through feed rollers over gills,

and- drawn out by drawing rollers to the thickness of one.

A third and fourth similar doubling and drawing may be
embraced in a preparing system, so that the number of

doublings the flax undergoes, before it arrives at the roving

frame, may amount to from one thousand to one hundred
thousand, according to the quality of yarn in progress.

Thus, for e.^cample, the doublings on one preparing system
maybe Gx 12 X 12x12x8 = 82,941. The slivers delivered

by the last drawing frame are taken to the roving frame,

where they are singly passed through feed rollers and over

gills, and, after drawing to sufficient tenuity, slightly

twisted by flyers and wound on bobbins, in which condition

the material—termed "rove" or "rovings"—is ready for

the spinning frame.

The preparation of tow fo-i' spinning differs in essential features
from the processes above described. Tow from different sources,

such as scutching tow, heckle tow, &c., differs considerably in
quality and value, some being very impure, filled with woody shives,

&c., while other kinds are comparatively open and clean. A pre-
liminary opening and cleaning is necessary for the dirty much-
matted tows, and in general thereafter they are passed through two
carding engines called respectively tho breaker and the finisher
cards till the slivers from their processes are ready for the drawing
and .roving frames. In the case of fine clean tows, on the other
hand, passing through a single carding engine may be sufficient.

The processes which follow the carding do not differ materially from
those followed in the preparation of rove from line flax.

Spinning.—The spinning operation, which follows the
roving, is done in two principal ways, called respectively

dry spinning and wet spinning, the first being used for the
lower counts or heavier yarns, while the second is exclu-

sively adopted in the preparation of fine yarns up to the
highest counts manufactured. The spinning frame does
not differ in principle from the throstle spinning machine
used in the cotton manufacture (see Cotton, vol. vi. p.

495). The bobbins of flax rove are arranged in rows on
each side of the frame (the spinning frames being all double)
on pins in ari inclined plane A (fig. 2). The rove passes
downwards through an eyelet or guide Mo a pair of

nipping rollers p, p, between which and the final drawing
rollers c, c, placed in the case of dry spinning from 18 to

22 inches lower down, the fibre receives its final draft

while passing over and under cylinders d and guide-plate

g, and attains that degree of tenuity which the finished

yarn must possess. From the last rollers the now attenu-
ated material; in passing to the flyers /, receives the
degree of twist which compacts the fibres into the
round hard, cord which constitutes spun yarn ; and from
th3 flyers it is wound on the more slowly rotating spool
e within tho flyer arms, centred on the spindle S. In
wet _ soinning the general sequence of operations is the

same, but the rove, as unwound from its bobbin, first

passes through a trough of water heated to about 120'
Fair. ; and, moreover, the interval between the two pairs
of rollers in which the draw-
ing out of the rove is accom-
plished is very much shorter.

The influence of the hot
water on the flax fibre ap-

pears to be that it softens

the gummy principle which
binds the separate cells to-

gether, and thereby allows

the elementary cells to a
certain, extent to be drawn
out without breaking the

continuity of the fibre ; and
further it makes a finer,

smoother, and more uniform
strand than can be obtained

by dry spinning. The ex-

tent to v.-hich the original

strick of flax as laid on the

feeding roller for (say) the

production of a 50 lea yarn
is, by .doublings and draw-
ings, extended, when it

reaches the spinning spindle,

may be stated thus :—35
times on spreading frame,

15 times on first drawing
frame, 15 times on second

drawing frame, 14 times on
third drawing frame, 15
times on roving frame, and
10 times on spinning frame,

in all 16,537,500 times

its original length, with ^'«- 2. -Section of Dry Spinning

8xl2xl6 = 1536doubling3
^''''"''•

on the three drawing frames. That is to say, I yard of

heckled line fed into the spreading frame is spread out,

mixed with other fibres, to a length of about 9400 milos

of yarn. In the case of fine yarns, by the additional

drawings given, the doublings and elongations are very

much greater.

The next operation is reeling irom the bobbins into

hanks. By Act of Parliament, throughout the United
Kingdom the standard measure of flax yarn is the "lea,"

called also in Scotland tlie " cut " of 300 yards. The flax is

wound or reeled on a reel having a circumference of 90
inches (2 J yards) making "a thread, " and one hundred
and twenty such threads form a lea. The grist or qualify

of all fine yarns is estimated by the number of leas in a

pound ; thus " 50 lea " indicates that there are 50 leas or

cuts of 300 yards each in a pound of the yarn so denomi-

nated. With the heavier yarns in Scotland the quality is

indicated by their weight per "spindle" of 48 cuts or

leas ; thus " 3 lb tow yarn " is such as weighs 3 lb per

spindle, equivalent to "16 lea."

The hanks of yarn from wet spinning are either dried

in a loft with artificial heat, or, in rural localities, exposed

over ropes in the open air. When dry they are twisted

back and forward to take the wiry feeling out of the yarn,

and made up in bundles for the market as " grey yarn."

English and Irish spinners make up their yarns into

"bundles" of 20 hanks, each hank containing 10 leas;

Scotch manufacturer.'^, on the other hand, adhere_ to the

spindle containing 4 hanks of 12 cuts or leas.

Commercial qualities of yarn range from about 6 lb tow yarns

(8 lea) up to 160 lea line yarn. Very much finer yarn up even to

400 lea may be spun from the system of machines found in many
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factories ; but these higher counts are only used fa- fine tlireaa for

sewing and for the maliing of lace. The highest co ants of cut lino

flax are spun in Irish factories for the manufacture cf tine cambrics

and lawns w.'iich are characteristic features of the Ulster trade.

Exceedin'dy high counts have sometimes beeu spnn by hand, and

for the preparation of the finest lace threads it is said the Belgian

hand spinners must work in damp cellars, where the spinuer is

"uided by the sense of toncli alouc, the filament being too line to be

seen by the eye. Such lace yarn is said to have been sold for as

much as £240 per lb. lu the Great Exhibition of 1851 yarn of 760

lea, equal to about 130 miles per lb, was shown which had been spun

by an Irish woman eighty-four years of age. In the same exhibition

there was shown by a Cambray manufacturing firm hand-spun yarn
• equal to 1'200 warp and 1600 weft or to more than 208 and 278

mUes per lb respectively

A large proportion of tbe linen yarn of commerce under-

goes a more or less thorough bleaching before it is handed

over to tho weaver. Linen yarns in the green condition

contain such a large proportion of gummy and resinous

matter, removable by bleaching, that cloths which might

present a firm close texUire in their natural unbleached

state would become thin and impoverished in a perfectly

bleached condition. Manufacturers allow about 20 per

cent, of loss in weight of yarn in bleaching from the green

to the fully bleached stage ; and the intermediate stages of

"creamed," "half-creamed," "milled," and "improved,"

all indicating a certain degree of bleaching, have corre-

sponding degrees of loss in weight. The differences in

colour resulting from different degrees of bleaching are

taken advantage of for producing patterns in certain classes

of linen fabrics.

Linen thread is prepared from the various counts of fine

bleached line yarn by winding the hanks on large spools,

and twisting the various strands, two, three, four, or six

cord as the case may be, on a doubling spindle similar in

principle to the yarn spinning frame, excepting, of course,

the drawing rollers. A large trade in linen thread has been

created by its use in the machine manufacture of boots and
shoes, saddlery, and other leather goods, and in heavy

sewing-machine work generally. The thread industry is

largely developed at Lisburn near Belfast, at Johnstone

near Glasgow, and at Paterson, New Jersey, United States.

Fine cords, net. twine, and ropes are also twisted from flax.

Weaving.—The application of the power-loom to tho

weaving of linen was hindered by many obstacles which

were not met with in dealing with the weaving of cotton

and woollen fabrics. The principal difficulty arose through

the hardness and inelasticity of the linen wefts, owing to

which the yarn frequently broke under the sharp sudden

jerk with which the picker throws the shuttle in power-

loom weaving. The difficulties in the way of power-loom

linen weaving, combined with the obstinate competition of

distressed hand-loom weavers, delayed the introduction of

factory weaving of linen fabrics for many years after the

system was fully applied to other textiles. Competition

with the hand-loom against the power-loom is conceivable,

although it is absolutely impossible for the work of the

spinning wheel to stand against the rivalry of drawing,

roving, and spinning frames. To the present day, in

Irelandespecially, a great deal of fine weaving is done by
hand-loom ; and the persons who first applied machinery

to the weaving of linen damasks in Scotland are yet (1882)

alive. -• Power was applied on a small scale to the weaving

of canvas in London about 1812; in 1821 power-looms

were started for weaving linen at Kirkcaldy, Scotland; and
in 1824 Maberly & Co. of Aberdeen had two hundred

power-looms erected for linen manufacture. The power-

loom has been in uninterrupted use in the Broadford

factory, Aberdeen, which then belonged to Maberly <fc Co.,

down to the present day, and to that firm may be

nwaided the credit of being the effective introducers cf

tmwer-loora weaving in the linen trade.

The various operations connected with linen weaving,
such as winding, warping, dressing, beaming, and drawing-
in, do not differ in essential features from the like processes

in the case of cotton weaving, &c., neither is there any
significant modification in the looms employed. Dressing
is a matter of importance in the prepai-ation of linen warps
for beaming. It consists in treating the spread yarn with
flour paste, applied to it by cylinders, the lowermost of

which revolves in a trough of paste. The paste is equalized

on the yarn by brushes, and dried by passing the web ovee
steam-heated cans before it is finally wound on the beam
for weaving. See We-vvinc,.

For the bleaching and calenaering of such linen fabrics

as undergo these processes see Bleaching vol. iii. p. 821

;

Calendee, vol. iv. p. 682.

Linen fabrics arc numerous in variety and widely different in
their qualities, appearance, and applications, ranging fiom heavy
sailcloth and rough sacking to tho most delicate cambrics anJ
lawns. The heavier manufactures include as a principal item sail-

cloth, with canvas, tarpaulin, sacking, and carpeting. The prin-
cipal scats of the manufacture of these linens arc Dundee, Arbroath,
and Forfar. The medium weight linens, which are used for a great

variety of pui-poscs, such as tent-making, towelling, covei's, outer
garments for men, liuings, upholstery work, &c., include duck,
huckaback, crash, tick, ilowlas, osnaburg, low sheetings, and low
brown linens. I'lain bleached linens form a class by ihemselvcs,

and include juincipally the materials for shirts and collars and for

bed sheets. Under the head of twilled linens are included drills,'

diapers, and dimity for household use ; and damasks for table linen,

of which two kinds are distinguished—siugleor five-leaf damask, ami
double or eight-leaf damask, the jiattern being formed by the inter-

section of warp and weft yams at intervals of live and eight strands

of yam respectively. The fine linens are cambri' s J^wn^, ami
handkerchiefs ; and lastly, printed and dyed linen fabrics may bo
assigned to a special though not important class. Numerous local,

fancy, and temporary names are frequently attached to linen

fabrics ; but in the above list are oidy included such articles a*

occupy a standing position in the great markets. In a genei-al way
it may be said regarding the British industry that the heavy lineiii

trade centres in Dundee ; medium goods are made in most linen

manufacturing districts ; damasks are chielly produced in Di>n-

fermline and Peith ; and the fine linen manufactures have their

seat in Belfast and the north of Ireland. Leeds is the centre of tho

linen trade of England.
Linen fabrics have scver.al auvantages over cotton, resultinj;

principally from the microscopic structure and length of the flax

fibre. The cloth is much smoother and more lustrous than cotton

cloth ; and, presenting a less " woolly " surface, it does not soil so

readily, nor absorb and retain moisture so freely, as the more siiongy

cotton ; and it is at once a cool, clean, and healthful niateriid Ibi}

bed-sheeting and clothing. Bleached linen, starched and dressed,"

possesses that unequalled purity, gloss, and smoothness Ashicli

make -it alone the material suitable for shirt-fronts, collars, and
wristbands ; and the gossamer delicacy, yet strength, of the thread

it may be spun into fits it for the fine lace-making to which it is

devoted. Flax is a heavier material than cotton, but weight for

weight it is much stronger, single yarn having proportionate

strength in the ratio of 3 to I'SS, doubled yam 3 to 2-26, and clotfc

3 to 2-13. Of course cotton, on the other hand, has many advan-

tages peculiarly its own.
Trade and Commerce.—The application of machine power to the

entire range of linen manufactures has greatly improved the position

and developed the resources of the industry, so that linen now
occupies a well-defined and important position among the principal

textiles. Had it not been for the sudden and unprecedented growth

of the jute trade, no doubt the coarser and heavier branches of the

trade would have attained much greater dimensions ; and tho

development of the jute industry of Scotland fully accounts for

the comparatively inelastic condition of the Scottish linen trade.

The foUowiDK table indicates tho extent of the linen iudustricj

in the United Kingdom at the various dates specified :

—
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J It is only in Ireland that the linen industries during the above

te'riod have exhibited a healthy expansion. To that country alone

;he following figures apply :

—

568,000
(1859)
3,633

593.000

4,933

I 1880.

867,000

0871)
14,509

911,000

21,153

The number of flax spindles and power-looms in the European

lactones in 1881 is given in the Anniial Report of the Irish Flax

iiipply Associaiion as follows :

—

Ireland...
Scotland

.

England .

Au3trla-Hurg.iry ..

Germany
Belgium

sp'"«-- 'CZ
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fcy Horberg, the Swedish peasant artist. Other buildings

of note are the massive old episcopal palace (1470-1500),

afterwards a royal palace, and the old gymnasium founded

by Gustavus Adolphus in 1627, which contains a valuable

library (30,000 volumes) of old books and manuscripts,

formerly kept in the cathedral The population, 3285 in

1810, was 8706 in 1878.

Xinkoping early became a place of mark, and was already a

bishop's see in 1082. It was at a council heM in the town in 1153

that the payment of Peter's pence was agreed to at the instigation

of Nicholas Breakspeare, afterwards Adrian IV. The coronation

of Birder Jarlsson Walderaar took place in the cathedral in 1251;

and in the reign of Gustavus Vasa several important diets were

held in the town. A large portion of it vas burned down in

1700.

LINLITHGOW, or West Lothian, a county of Scot-

land, stretching for 17 miles along the south coast of

the Firth of Forth, and bounded E. and S E. by Edin-

burghshire or Midlothian, S.W. by Lanarkshire, and W.

by Stirlingshire. It lies between 55° 49' and 56° 1' N.

lat., and 3° 18' and 3° 51' W. long. According to the

ordnance survey the area is 127 square miles, or 81,114

acres, a considerable increase on previous estimates. The

longest straight line that can be drawn within the county

is one of about 22 miles from north-east to south-west, but

ihe average length does not exceed 16 miles, and the

average breadth is about 7. To the east and west the

boundaries are in the main natural, following in the one

ease the Almond and the Breich Water (except in the

neighbourhood of Jlid Calder, where Edinburgh encroaches

on Linlithgow), and in the other the Avon and Drumtassie

Burn. To the south they are more conventional, the line

of the watershed between the Clyde and the Forth being

disregarded, and a good deal assigned to Lanarkshire which

physically belongs to the Lothians. The whole county lies

in the basin of the Forth, and there is a general slope

upwards from the shore of the firth to the hilly district in

the south-west. The surface is diversified by hill and dale,

and, with the exception of the upland moors on the borders

of Lanarkshire, there is no extensive tract of level ground.

A. kind of irregular valley stretches across the county from

east to west, affording the most convenient route for road,

canal, and railway. Between this valley and the firth

runs a line of crags and hills often beginning to rise

immediately behind the shore ; the more prominent are

Dalmeny, Dundas, the Binns, and Glowerow'rem or Bonny-

tounhill, the last a rounded eminence 559 feet above the sea,

crowned by a conspicuous monument to General A. Hope,

who fell in the Indian mutiny of 1858. To the south of

the valley the ground rises pretty rapidly towards the west,

more gradually towards the east. Between Bathgate and
Linlithgow a general height is obtained of from 600 to

700 feet,—the principal eminences being Knock (1017
feet), Cairnpaple or Cairnnaple (upwards of 1000), the

Torphichen Hills, Bowden(749), and Cockleroy (942).

Farther east come the Eiccarton Hills ; and the range

may be said to terminate with Binny Craig, a striking

crag-and-tail similar to those of Stirling and Edinburgh.

To the south-east stands-the isolated Dechmont Law (686
feet).

There is no stream of any considerable size belonging

exclusively to the county. The Almond rises in Lanark-
shire, enters Linlithgowshire near Polkemmet, receives the

White Burn and the Black Burn, and joining the Breich
Water (also from Lanarkshire) passes Livingston, Mid
Calder (Midlothian), and Kirkliston, and reaches the firth

across the Drum Sands at Cramond. The Avon, which is

already nearly as large as it ever becomes when it reaches
the borders of the county below Muiravonside, passes
Linlithgow bridge and Kinneil, and falls into the firth

Bome distance below Inveravon. With the exception of

Lochcot, the only lake in the county is Linlithgow Loch,

a sheet of water covering 102 acres to the north of the

town, well-known as a meeting place for curling and

skating clubs. The eastern end is not more than 10 feet

deep, but in the western portion there is one place about

50 feet deep. Eels are still caught in great numbers

;

and the perch and the worthless roach, locally called the

braise, are abundant. See L.\ke, p. 220.

"The eastern portion of the county," says Mr H. JL Cadell,

" consists of Lower Carboniferous Sandstones, thin estua-

rine limestones, and shales. The Carboniferous Limestone

series, to which the strata in the western portion belong,

is separated from the underlying Calciferous Sandstone

series by the Carboniferous or Mountain Limestone, which

dips westward and is well exposed along the outcrop in the

disused lime-quarries of Hillhouse, Silvermine, and Bath-

gate. The overlying rocks consist of sandstones, shales,

and coal-seams, which are worked at Bathgate and Bo'ness,

above which come the three upper marine bands named
respectively the Index, the Calmy or Janet Peat, and the

Castlecary or Levenseat Limestone, the last of which is taken

as the top of the Carboniferous Limestone series and the base

of the Millstone Grit. The strata containing most of the

workable coals at Bo'ness have a thickness of about 150

fathoms, measuring from the Index Limestone to the lowest

seam. The extensive sheets of contemporaneous volcanic

rocks (basalts, dolerites, and tuffs) form a remarkable feature

in the geology of the county. The high ground between

Linlithgow and Bathgate is formed of an almost uninter-

rupted pile of these rocks about 2000 feet in thickness.

They thin out towards the north and south, and on the

shore of the firth they occur regularly interbedded with

the seams of the Bo'ness coal-field, which are usually in no

degree injured by their presence. The tuffs or ash beds are

well seen at Preston Burn, Carriden House, and St Magda-

len's near Linlithgow, while Binns Hill near Blackness is

the remnant of an old volcano of Lower Carboniferous age.

Trap dykes rise through the strata and run in an east and

west direction, one of which can be traced for 4 miles

between Parkly Craigs and the Avon." A few mineral

springs, sulphurous and chalybeate, are known to exist in

the county, but none of them are now of medical repute,

lu 1875 a salt spring was discovered in the volcanic rocks

to the west of the town of Linlithgow, boring having been

prosecuted to the depth of 451 feet in search of drinking

water. (See Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., 1875. ) Coal-mining has

been prosecuted in the county probably from the time of the

Romans; and the earliest document extant in regard to coal-

pits in Scotland is a charter granted about the end of the

12th century to William Oldbridge of Carriden. In 1871

it was estimated by the Government commissioners that the

Linlithgow coal-fields still contained 127,621,800 tons of

coal accessible at depths not exceeding 4000 feet. About

1440 miners were employed in the twenty coal-mines in

1881, and the output for the year was 504,338 tons. At the

same date there were six iron-mines in operation, with 926

miners and an output of 180,194 tons. The Kinneil

Company, which is tne largest in this department, employs

about 700 persons. Fire-clay is worked in connexion with

the coal ; at Kinneil 60,000 bricks can be turned out per

week. Since their value was made apparent by Mr
Young about 1850, the shales have been the object of an

extensive industry at Broxburn, Uphall, Dalmeny, and

Hopetoun. The six mines in 1881 employed 691 miners,

and the output was 353,826 tons. Limestone, freestone,

and whinstono are all quarried within the county, and the

Binny freestone has been used for the Royal Institution,

the National Gallery, and many of the principal buildings

of both Edinburgh and Glasgow. As a manufacturing

district Linlithgow does not stand high,—the chief estab;
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lishments, apart from those mentioned in connexion with

the town, being grist-mills, distilleries, chemical works,

glass works, spade and shovel works, and a pottery.

The climate of the county hardly differs from that of

the western portion of Jlidlothian. The annual rainfall,

however, is somewhat greater, and is a fifth more than that

of East Lothian : for the twenty-one years ending 1880 the

mean at Linlithgow was 31-76 inches, while at East Linton

(east of Haddington) it was 26-52.1

/ Liulitbgow is classed as a mixed agi-iciUtural and pastoral county

;

the agricultural element, however, preponderates largely, though

the area of permanent pasture has been increasing. It is calculated

that of the total area of 81,114 acres about 20,000 acres consist of

the best sorts of clay (carse, &c.), 22,700 of clay on a cold bottom,

9500 of loam, as much of light gravel and sand, 14,000 of moorland

and high rocky ground, and 1500 of peat. Only a very smaU part

of the arable land remains unreclaimed ; the parish of Livingston,

which in the beginning of last century was nearly covered with

lieath and juniper, is now all under rotation. Bathgate and

Torphichen contain patches of peat moss and swamp. In Carriden

and Dalmeny, and generally along the coast, the soil is light and

early, though in some parts it varies so often that no single term

is applicable to any considerable area. According to the agri-

cultural returns for 1881, the corn crops occupied 17,347 acres,

green crops 7264, clover and grass under rotation 12,980, permanent

pasture (exclusive of heath or mountain land) 21,289. Oats are

the most important of the cereals, 10,348 acres ; and barley comes

next with 4874 acres, an increase on the 3787 acres of 1856. Wheat
has been steadily losing ground ; while 1856 showed 4643 acres,

1881 gives only 1450. Beans, vhich used to occupy about 1000

acres, are now reduced to 655. An increasing area is devoted to

clover and grasses for hay ; but on the other hand the turnip area

has been considerably reduced -5142 acres in 1856, 3861 in 1881.

The extent of land under potatoes has slightly increased,—3052

acres' for 1881, 2355 being the average for 1 866-75. Cattle breeding

is not much attended to, but a considerable number of animals are

bought and fattened, and dairy farming is largely prosecuted, the

fresh butter and churn milk being sent mainly to Edinburgh, but
also to Newcastle, &c. Very little cheese is made. As a sheep-

farming county Linlithgow stands very low—the returns giving

17,605 head in 1881, 23,070 in 1866. But few horses are bred, and
the number of those in the county has remained wonderfully steady
for the last fifteen years. Pigs have grown greatly fewer—3166 in

1866, and only 1442 in 1881.

The average extent of the- farms is 108 acres, rather less than in

Ididlothian ; of the total 542 more than 200 do not exceed 50
acres, and only 35 rise above 300. Very little of the land is rented
at more than £3 per acre ; an average of £2 to £2, 10s. for the best
districts, of 30s. to 35s. for medium soils, and 153. to 25s. for the
worst land, will not be wide of the mark. "The leases of the
arable lands are almost invariably for nineteen years, and grass
lands are usuaUy let', annually by pubUc auction, though in some
instances they are taken for a period of three or five years." *

Though it is only in the neighbourhood of the principal mansions
that large stretches of wood exist, the county as a tree-growing
district rises considerably above the average for Scotland,—the
woodland area being returned as 4899 acres in 1881, or one-sixteenth
of the whole (Edinburgh shows one-twentieth). The finest woods
are those of Hopetoun (where the beech avenues are especially note-
worthy), Newliston, Kinneil, and Dalmeny. Much of the old
timber has been recently cut down, but replanting has been
vigorously prosecuted.

The valued rent of tne covmty in 1649 was £75,027 Scots, or
about £6252 sterling. In 1806 the real rent was £64,518 sterling,
and in 1811, £88,745. Exclusive of railways, the valuation was
.£189,198 in 1876-77, and £216,011 in 1881-82. In the be-
ginning of the century the county was practically in the hands
of between thirty and forty landowners (Trotter). According to
the Government return for 1872-73, the total number of owners
•was 1535, of which 287 possessed upwards of 1 acre. The pro-
prietors holding estates above 2000 acres were as follows :—Earl of
Hopetoun, 11,870 acres ; Eari of Rosebery, 5680 ; Sir William
Bailhe of Polkaramet, 4320 ; Duke of Hamilton's Trustees, 3694

;

Lord Cardross, 2995 ; 'VViUiam Cowan of Linbum, 2231 ; Robert
H. J. Stewart of Champfleurie, 2036 ; Dundas's Trustee, 2082.
Hopetoun House, the seat of the earl of Hopetoun, and the

grandest mansion in the county, occupies a fine position between
Queensferry and Blackness. Begun about 1696 by Sir -William
Bruce of Kinross, and completed long afterwards by Mr Adam, it
practically occupies the site of the old castle of Abercom, which

' For eariier notices of rainfall, &c., see Trotter's Acfriculture of
JFesJ Lothian.

» See Thomas Farrall, in Trans, of Highland and Aaric. Soc. of
Scotland, 1877.

was taken from the Douglas family by James II. in 1455.> Dalmeny
Park (earl of Rosebery) lies about IJ mOe w-est of Cramond; the
neighbouring ruins of Bambougle Castle, an ancient scat of the
Jlowbrays, nave been incorporated with a modern building.

Almondell House (earl of Buchan) is situated on the Almond, not
far from Jlid Calder. Kinneil, a now deserted residence of the

dukes of Hamilton, associated with memories of Colonel LUbuni
and Dugald Stewart, is a short distance to the south-west of

Bo'ness. On a trap rock jutting out into the fiith stands Black-
ness Castle, now used as a powder magazine, but once one of the

"keys of the kingdom," ynXh a busy little port under its protec-

tion. Niddry Castle (often called West or Seton Kiddry), one of

the resting places of Queen Mary, is now a mere ruin. Newliston
(now owned by.T. A. Hog) was for many years the residence of

Lord Stair, who first introduced the field cultivation of cabbage,

and is said to have laid out the woods according to the plan of the

battle of Dettingen. Dundas Castle was the original seat of the

Dundas family. Pardovan recalls the memory of Walter St-euart,

&\\XhoT: oi iiie Collections concerning the Worship, <kc., of the Church

of Scotland, and Philipstoun that of John Dundas, another Scottish

ecclesiastical lawyer. Kincavel was the birthplace and family

mansion of Patrick Hamilton.
There are two royal burghs in the county—Linlithgbw and

QueensfeiTy, and, besides the towns Bathgate, Borrowstouimess or

Bo'ness, Armadale, a number of thriving -nllages.

The Union Canal connecting the Forth and Clyde Canal with
Edinburgh passes along the central valley, and crosses the Almond
and Avon by bridges designed by Thomas Telford. The North
British Railway has two lines between Eilinburgh and Glasgow,

which pass through the county rift Linlithgow and Bathgate
respectivel}-. Queensferry and Bo'ness are both connected with
the system by branch-lines, and Bathgate is a junction of some
importance.

'The population of West Lothian has increased from 17,844 in 1801
to 43,198 (22,436 males and 20,762 females) in 1881. The greatest

increase (8601) took place in the decennial period 1851-1S61, the

least (606) in 1811-21. The females were in excess of the males in

every census down to 1841 ; since then the preponderance has been
on the other side. The total population was 23,291 in 1831,

26,872 in 1841, 30,044 in 1851, 38,645 in 1861, and 40,965 in

1871.

Traces of the prehistoric occupation of the cotmty are fairly

numerous. On Bowden Hill is an earthwork connected by Mr
Glennie and others with the Arthurian contest. On Caimpaple
may be seen a circular building of unknown but early origin, and at

Kipps is a cromlech once surrounded by circles of stones. Stone
cists have been discovered at Carlowrie, Dalmeny, Newliston, &c.

Near Inveravon is a vast accumidation of shells considered by
several geologists to be a natiual bed, but claimed by anti-

quaries as an artificial mound, either a kitchen midden or a

heap for the manufacture of lime (see David Grieve, Proc. Sc.

Soc. of Ant., 1870-71). The Wall of Antoninus lies for a con-

siderable distance -within the couutj', and is believed to give origin

to the names Carriden and Walton (see.au account of a detailed

exploration of the wall in Builder, 1877, pp. 1023-25). A fine

legionary tablet was discovered at Bridgeness in 1868 (Proc. Sc.

Soc. of Ant., vol. viii). Roman camps can be distinguished in

several places.

At Torphichen' are the remains of a preccptory of the Knights of

St John of Jerusalem, partly used as a parish church. The churches
of Dalmeny, Abercom, Kirkliston, Uphall, and South Queensferry
are of early origin,—Romanesque and Norman Gothic.

Linlithgow, the county town of the above county, and

a royal and parliamentary burgh, situated in the central

valley, 18 miles by rail from Edinburgh, consists almost

exclusively of a single street running east and west along

both sides of the highway
;
gardens behind the houses

stretch down to the lake or climb the lower slopes

of the rising grounds, on which a considerable number
of suburban residences have been erected. In the

early part of the century the general aspect of the street

was antique and picturesque, but the greater proportion

of the frontage has been rebuilt or modernized. Apart
from the palace and the contiguous church of St Michael,

the only edifices of any note are an ancient towerlike build

ing near the railway station, which tradition regards as a

mansion of the Knights Templars, the town-house (1688;,
and the county courts (1865). " Linlithgow for wells " is

a proverbial expression ; and the cross well in the public

in the Chartul<try_qf Torphichen' See Abstract of the Charters .

(ed. 1830).
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square in frout of the town-house fs a sti-ikiiig piece of

grotesque carved work in stone, originally erected, it is

believed, in the reign of James V., but rebuilt in 1807.

The burgh school goes back to the pre-Reformation times.

Sboemaking and tanning are the leading industries ; but a

large distillery and (in the neighbourhood) two paper mills,

flue vrorks, and a soap factory add considerably to the

business of the place. Linen bleaching is altogether a

thing of the past. A grain market is held every Friday.

The "riding of the marches of the burgh is still performed

annually by the magistrates and trades. The population

of the burah was 2282 in 1792-93, 3843 in ISCl, 3690

in 1871, and 3913 in 1881.

Linlithgow Palace is by general consent the fiiifst ruiu of its kind

in Scotland. Heavy but directive, the sombre walls lise above the

green knoDs of the promontory which diviJcs the lake into two

nearly equal poitious. In plan it is almost square (16S by 174

feet), enclosing a court (91 by 88 feet), in the centre of which stands

the ruined fountain used as a model for that erected in front of

HohTood Palace. At each corner there is a tower with an internal

spiral staircase,—that of the north-west angle being crowned by a

little octagonal turret known as " Queen Margaret's Bower," from
the tradition that it was there that the consort of James IV. sat

!\nd watched for his return from I'loJden. Tlie oldest portion of

the building is probably the west side, whose massive masonry,

liardly broken by a single window, is supposed to date in part from

the time of James III.; but the larger part of the south and east

sides belong to James V., about 1535 ; and tlie north side was
rebuilt in 1619-20. Of James V.'s portion, wliich is architectur-

ally the richest, the maiu apartments are the Lyon chamber or

parliament hall, and tlie chapel royal. The grand entrance ap-

proached by a drawbridge, was on the east side ; above tlie gate

way are still some weather-worn remains of rich allegorical designs,

OBce resplendent with colour. A few yards to the south of the

palace is the church of St Michael, a Gothic (Scottish Decorated)

buildmg (180 feet long internally e.i:cluding the apse and the

steeple, by 62 in breadth excluding the transepts) probably founded
in 1242, but mainly built iu thj 15th century. The central west
front steeple was till 1S21 topped by a crown like that of St
Giles, Edinburgh.'

Linlithgow (wrongly identified with a Roman Lindum), was a

royal burgh with a royal castle and an endowed church as far back
as the reign of David I. Edward I., who had encamped there the
night before the battle of Falkirk (1298), wintered at Linlithgow

in 1301, and next year built " a pole (castle) mekill and strong,"

which in 1313 was captured by the Scots through the assistajce of

William Bunnock or Binning and his famous hay-cart. Later in

the century (1309) the customs of Linlithgow yielded more than
those of any other chief town except Edinburgh; and the burgh
was taken along with Lanark to supply the place of Berwick and
Roxburgh in the court of the Four Burghs (1368). Robert II.

granted it a charter of immunities, the oldest still preserved, iu

1384. The palace becoming a favourite residence of the kings of

Scotland, and often forming part of the marriage settlement of their

consorts (Mary of Guelders,. 1449 ; Margaret of Denmark, 1468
;

Margaret of England, 1503), is frequently mentioned iu Scotch
history. James V. was born wilhm its walls in 1512, and his
<laughter Mary, December 7, 1542. In 1570 the Regent Murray
was assassinated in the High Street by Hamilton of BothwcU-
haugh. In 1600 the title earl of Linlithgow was bestowed on
Alexander, Lord Livingston, by James VI., who after his accession

to the English throne retained an affection for the palace, and
visited it again iu 1617. The university of Edinburgh took
refuge at Linlithgow from the plague in 1645-46 ; and in the same
year the national parliament, which had often sat in the palace,

was held there for the last time. The public burning of the Cove-
nant (1661), the passing of Prince Charles through the town in 1745,
and the burning of the palace by Hawley's dragoons in 1746 are the
chief remaining facts in the local annals. Most of the privileges

which Linlithgow enjoyed have dropped away. The rise of Bo'ness
gave the last blow to the prosperity of its port at Blackness ; its

burgh lands have all been sold ; and, after gaining its case three
times in the Court of Session, it was deprived (1859) by the House of

Lords of any claim to levy bridge toll and custom from the Edin-
burgh and Glasgow Railway.
Besides Ihe Slalist. Account of Scolland. see Sir Robert Sibbald's Hhl. of the

Sheriffdoms of Linlithgow and Stirlingshire, Edlnburgli, 1710: Penney, /list.

Account of Linlilhgoushire, Edinburgli, 1832, extracted from Clialniei-s's Cafe-
donia; J. Trotter. General View ofAgricultnrr of W. Lothian, Edinburgh. 1794,
new and enlarged edition, 1810; J. P. Wood, The Ancient and Modern State of
the Parish of Cramond, Edinburgh. 1794; James Collie, The Royal Palace of Lm-
Jithgom, with architectural plates, Edinburgh, 1840; George Waldie, Mist, of the

Toicn and Palace ofLinlithgoic, Linlithgow, 3d ed , 1879.

* See Bilhngs Antiquities; Collie's monograph ; axii Characterisiii:s

«f Old atnrck Architecture of SootlanJ. Xfi61.

LINN/EUS (1707-1778). Carl von Lirin6, better

known under his earlier name of Carolus Linnaaus, was
born 13th May 1707 o.s., at Eishult, in the parish of

Stenbrohult, in the province of Smaland, Sweden.'- His

parents were Nils Linnieus, the comniinister, afterwards

pastor, of the parish, and Christina, the daughter of

Brodersonius, the previous incumbent ; Carl, the subject

of our notice, being their eldest child. When only Jour

years old he was much impressed with his father's con-

versation with some of his people concerning the properties

and names of certain of the local plants of economic value
;

from that time he constantly asked his father abcait the

quality and nature of every plant he met with, often

asking more than his father could answer; at other. times,

having forgotten the information previously given him,

he was threatened with a refusal to answer Lis queries

unless he promised to remember what he was told. To

this early discipline Linnneus afterwards ascribed his

tenacious memory, which, added to his extreme sharpness

of sight, laid the foundations of his eminence as a reform-

ing naturalist.

His formal education began in 1714, when he was put

under the private tuition of Telander, and three years later

he entered the primary school at Wexio. In 1719 he was

committed to the care of Gabriel Hcik, who afterwards

married his pupil's sister Anna JEaria ; this preceptor had

greater skill as a teacher than his predecessors, and was

less severe ; still he was unable to overcome the distaste

the youth had acquired for ordinary scholastic studies.

During his last years at school Linnaeus took advantage of

the greater liberty then allowed him to ramble in search of

plants.

Tn 1724 he passed from the school to the gymnasium,

carrying with him the same dislike for all those studies

which were considered necessary for admission to holy

orders, his father's intention being to bring up his son in

his own profession. Botany, a science at that time entiiely

neglected, almost wholly engrossed his attention; he formed

a small library of the few Swedish writers who had treated

of plants, which he was constantly poring over, although

unable to comprehend all he found in their volumes.

In 1726 his father came to Wexio, hoping to hear a

good report of the two years' study of his son ; but, whilst

there was no complaint as regards his moral deportment,

his progress in the prescribed studies had been so unsatis-

factory that his father was recommended to apprentice him

to a tailor or shoemaker, in preference to giving him a

learned education, for which he was evidently unfitted.

The old clergyman, deeply grieved at this poor return for

his struggles to keep his son at school during the previous

twelve years, went to visit Dr Rothman, a medical practi-

tioner and lecturer on physics in the town, to consult him

regarding a bodily ailment from which he was suffering.

In the course of conversation he mentioned his mortifica-

tion at his son's dulness, when Eothman expressed his con.

fident belief that He could end the troubles of both father

and son, and that Carl, though extremely backward in theo.

logical studies, would yet distinguish himself in medicine

and natural history. Kothman further offered to board

and lodge Carl during the twelvemonth more which must

be passed in the gymnasium. A short time after this,

Eothman gave his pupil a course of private instruction in

physiology with great success, the young man acquitting

himself excellently on examination. His tutor also gave

' The new style being then in process of gradual adoption in

Sweden, the year 1 704 was regarded as a common year iu that country,

consequently the true date of Linnseus's birth, according to our present

reckoning, was 23d May 1707, the commonly received date, 24th May,

being an enor due to supposing the calendar in Sweden and Rtiwia 8t

that time to be identical.
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liim hints as to the proper manner of studying plants, and

directed his attention to Tournefort's system of arrange-

ment, which was founded on the differences in the flowers.

He proceeded to the university of Lund in 1727, bearing

a dubiously worded testimonium from Nils Krok, the rector

of the gymnasium, to the effect that shrubs in a garden

may disappoint the cares of the gardener, but if transplanted

into different soil may prosper, therefore the bearer was

sent to the university, where, perchance, he might find a

more propitious climate. His former preceptor Hok kept

back this doubtful recommendation, and presented Linnaeus

to the rector and dean as his own private pupil, thu.s pro-

curing his matriculation.

Whilst studying here, Linnaeus lodged at the house of

Dr Kilian Stobaeus, afterwards professor of medicine, and

physician to the king, who possessed an excellent museum
of minerals, shells, birds, and dried plants ; the methods

of preservation here adopted were as a revelation to the

young student, and taught him how to prepare his own
acquisitions, Stobaeus suffered greatly from ill-health, he

was also lame, and one-eyed ; but he was an amiable and

extremely able man, having a large practice among the

wealthier classes in the province of SkSne. Linnaeus was

sometimes called upon to assist the physician by writing

the prescriptions, but as he wrote a bad hand, he was

frequently sent away again. In those days physicians

wrote legibly.

A German student named Koulas also lodged with

Stobaeus, and amongst the indulgences he enjoyed was
that of access to the library of his landlord ; with his

fellow-stadent Linnaeus formed a close friendship, and in

return for instruction in the physiology which Linnaeus had

learned of Dr Rothman, Koulas supplied him with volumes

from the book-shelves of Stobaeus, which were read by him
stealthily at night. The mother of Stobaeus, who was old

and wakeful, noticed that there was constantly a light in

Linnaeus's room, and, being afraid of fire, desired her son to

reprimand the young man for his carelessness. Two nights

afterwards, Stobaeus went into Linnaeus's chamber at

eleven o'clock, expecting to find him asleep, but was
astonished to find him poring over books. He was forced

to confess whence these were obtained, and was at once
ordered to bed ; but the next morning, being further
questioned, he was granted full liberty to use the library,

and perfect familiarity Was accorded by the doctor, who,
having no children, held out hopes of making the young
student his hei.

Whilst botanizing in the spring of 1728, Linnaeus was
attacked by what he considered to be a venomous animal,
afterwards named by him FuHa infernalis, in allusion to

the torment and danger he suffered from it ; after his
recovery, he passed the summer at his father's house in
Smaland. Here he again met Eothman-, who strongly
advised him to quit Lund and to go to Upsala, where he
would find greater facilities for the prosecution of his
medical studies, and possibly obtain some scholarship to
eke out his scanty means. Linnsus adopted his patron's
advice, and started for Upsala with a sum of .£8 sterling,

that being all he was to expect' from his parents. At this
seat of learning his slender funds were soon exhausted

;

being young and unknown, he found no means of earning
money by lecturing or teaching ; he became dependent on
chance generosity for a meal, and had to repair his shoes
with folded paper. He could not well return to Lund, for
Stobaeus had taken offence at his departing without con-
sulting him ; and, besides, the journey required money
which he did not possess.

In the autumn of this year, 1729, Linnaus was engaged
intently examining some plants growing in the. academfcal
garden, when a venerable clergyman asked him what he

was studying, whether he understood botany, whence he

came, and how long he had been busied in the study.

After being questioned at length, he was requested to follow

his companion home ; there he discovered him to be Dr
Olaf Celsius, professor of theology, at that time working at

his Jlierohotanicon, which saw the light nearly twenty years

later. When the professor saw Linnaeus's collections he

was still more impressed, and, finding him necessitous, he

offered him board and lodging; he afterwards admitted

hint to close intimacy, and allowed him the free use of his

rich library. The temporary adjunctus of the faculty of

medicine being incompetent, LinnEeus, by the recommenda-

tion of Celsius, was able to get some private pupil.s, and

thereby to assume a more creditable appearance.

At this time there was only one medical student who
distidguished himself by diligence in study, and that was

Peter Arctedius, who afterwards styled himself ArtedL A
close friendship sprang up between the two young men

;

they studied in concert, and vied with each other in their

attainments, with perfect good temper, though of very

diverse dispositions. Linnieus was sovereign in ornithology,

entomology, and botany, Artedi reserving to himself the

umbelliferous plants, fishes, and amphibia. A silence,

almost total, prevailed in the university at this time on

topics of natural history ; during his whole curriculum

Linnteus did not hear a single public lecture delivered on

anatomy, botany, or chemistry.

During this period of intense receptivity, he came upon
a critique which ultimately led to the establishment of his

artificial system of plant classification. This was a review

of Vaillant's Sermo de Siructura Florum, Leyden, 1718,'

a thin quarto in French and Latin ; it set him upon
examining the stamens and pistils of flowers, and, becoming
convinced of the paramount importance of these organs, he

formed the idea of basing a system of arrangement upon
them. Another work by Wallin, ra'/xo9 cf>vTiov, sive Kuptiie

Arhorum Dissertatio, Upsala, 1729, having fallen into his

hands, he drew up a short treatise on the sexes of plants,

and showed it to Dr Celsius, who put it into the hands of

the younger Glaf Rudbeck, at that time professor of botany

in the university. In the following year Rudbeck, whose

advanced age compelled him to lecture by deputy, appointed

Linnaeus his adjunctus ; in the spring of 1730, therefore,

the latter began his lectures, and' was accompanied by many
pupils on his botanical excursions. The academic garden

was entirely remodelled under his auspices, and furnished

with many rare species, he being now in a position to direct

the gardener, whereas in the year before he had actually

solicited appointment to the vacant post of gardener, which
was refused him on the ground of his capacity for better

things.

His evenings were now devoted to the preparation of Lis

epoch-making books, which were issued several years

.afterwards in the Netherlands. Hi.s position at the

university having become unpleasant, he readily undertook
to explore the little known country of Lapland, at the cost

of the Academy of Sciences of Upsala. He started thence
on May 12, 1732 o.s., carrying all his luggage on his back,
journeying at first on horseback along the road skirting

the coast to UmeS, thence by boat up the river to Lyksele
within the Arctic Circle, penetrating to what he terms
Olycksmyran {i.e., the unlucky marsh) in spite of the
melting of the ice, which made travelling in that part
almost impossible. Unable to penetrate farther into the
interior, he returned to Umea, still skirting the sea-shore
by PiteS, to Lulea. From this latter place he made a long
excursion to the north-west by Jockmock and Qvickjock

;

This work has a serious mistake on botk title pages ; it is corrected
in the errata, but the correction seems to have escaped the nrttce of
every bibliographer. .V

' &
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then, crossing the mcuntain range, he came out upon the

coast of Finmark. He retraced his steps to Lulea, and at

Calix he learned the art of assaying " in two days and a

night," continuing his journey through TorneS, and the

eastern coast of the gulf of Bothnia to Abo ; there he

rested eight days, and finally reached Upsala by sea. The
distance traversed in this tour was upwards of 4600 EnglLsh

statute miles ; the cost of his jo'irney is given at 112 silver

dollars, or less than £25 sterling. His own account of the

journey was published in EngUsh by Sir J. E. Smith, under

the title Zachesis Lapponica, in 1811; the scientific results

were published in his Flora Lapponica, Amsterdam, 1737.

In 1733 Linnceus was engaged in teaching the method of

assaying ores, and hoped to be allowed to lecture on botany

;

but a quarrel broke out between a rival, Rosen, and himself,

the former having, by private influence, contrived to get a

prohibition put on all private lectures on medicine in the

university. LinnEeus, enraged at finding his livelihood

thus cut off, went so far as to draw his sword upon Eosen,

but was prevented from harming his antagonist At
this juncture the governor of Dalecarlia invited Linnaeus

to travel through his province, as he had done through

Lapland. Whilst on this journey he lectured at Fahlun

to large audiences; BrowalUus, the chaplain there, after-

wards bishop of Abo, now strongly urged Linnaeus to

go abroad and take his degree of M.D. at a foreign

university, by which means he could afterwards settle

where he pleased. Linnaeus, having become attached to

the eldest daughter of Dr Mor6 or Morbus, left Sweden in

1735 to seek his fortune in the manner stated, and to

return to claim her hand.

He travelled by Liibeck and Hamburg ; detecting a

Beven-headed hydra to be a fabrication at the latter, he

was obliged to quit the town in haste to avoid the wrath of

its possessor. From Altona he went by sea to Amsterdam,
staying there a week ; he then proceeded to Harderwijk,

where he went through the requisite examination, and de-

fended his thesis on the cause of intermittent fever. His

scanty funds were now nearly spent, but he passed on
through Haarlem to Leyden ; there he called on Grono-

vius, who, returning the visit, was shown the Sysiema

Naturx in MS., and was so greatly astonished at it that

he sent it-^o press at his own expense. The first edition

was in eight folio sheets ; the subsequent editions were

in 8vo ; and the twelfth immensely enlarged edition

appeared during the author's lifetime. This famous system,

which, artificial as it was, substituted order for confusion,

largely made its way on account of the lucid and admirable

laws, and comments on them, which were issued almost

at the same time. See Botany, vol. iv. p. 80. Boer-

haave, whom Linnaeus saw after waiting eight days for

admission, recommended him to Burman at Amsterdam,
where he stayed a twelvemonth, living at the house of

the professor. While there he issued his Fundamenta
Botanica, an unassuming small octavo, which has exercised

immense influence. The wealthy banker Clifibrt having

invited Linnaeus to visit his magnificent garden at Harte-

camp, ho remained there, living like a prince, but work-

ing most assiduously in the garden and library, both

of which were kept up without regard to cost. His Flora

Lapponica v/as now printed, containing a isscription of the

genua Linnxa, by Ids friend Gronovius ; he selected this

plant to bear his name, from a similarity, as he thought,

between it and himself. Whilst living with Clifi'ort,

Linnaeus met with his old fellow-student Artedi, who was
quite destitute, having spent all his money in London

;

Linnaeus introduced him to Seba, then working at fishes,

Artedi's chief object of study ; he worked hard at describ-

ing them, until only six remained undescribed, when he
unfortunately fell into a canal at night, and was drowned.

Linuc-Eus persuaded Cliffort to redeem the manuscript, and
he published it as a memorial of his deceased friend.

In 1736 Linnaeus visited England. He was warmly
recommended by Boerhaave to Sir Hans Sloane, but the
old collector seems to have received him coldly. A better

reception awaited him at Oxford, where Dr Shaw welcomed
him cordially; Dillenius, the professor of botany there,

was icy at first, but afterwards thawed completely, kept
him a month, and even offered to share the emoluments of

the chair with him. At Chelsea he saw Philip Miller, and
took some plants thence to Cliffort ; but certain other stories

which are current about Linuoeus's visit to England are of

very doubtful authenticity.

On his return to the Netherlands he completed the
printing of his Genera Piantaram, a volume which must be
considered the starting point of modern systematic botany;
Tournefort formed many genera, but Linnreus was the

first to circumscribe them. During the same year, 1737,
Linnaeus finished, arranging Cliffort's collection of plants,

living and dried ; these were described in the Hortus
CliJ'ortianus, a folio illustrated with engravings by Ehret

;

this book was entirely written in nine months. During
the compilation he used to " amu^e " himself with drawing

up the Criiica Botanica, also printed in the Ketherlands.

But this strenuous and unremitting labour told upon him ;

the atmosphere of the Low Countries seemed to oppress him
beyond endurance ; he resisted all Cliflfort's entreaties to

remain with him, and started homewards.

Van Royen managed to detain him a year at Leyden, to

help in rearranging the garden, thereby ofi'ending Clifibrt,

whom he had quitted on the plea of hastening back to

Sweden. Linnseus now published his Classes Plantarum,

and almost at the same time appeared Van Royen's Hortus

Leydensis and Gronovius's Flora Virgiriica, both of these

being drawn up on the Linnaean system. In 1738
Boerhaave pressed Linnaeus to accept a post at Surinam;

he declined this for himself, but passed it on to Johan

Bartsch of Konigsberg, a member with himself of a select

club of naturalists at Leyden. Bartsch ultimately fell a

victim to the climate of that colony.

While residing at Leyden Linnreus was warned that one

of his acquaintance wus endeavouring to supplant him in

the afifections of Sara Mor^ ; he intended to set out at once,

but was attacked by ague before he could start. Cliffort,

hearing of this, took Linnaeus to his own house again, and

would not sufier him to depart until he was sufficiently

well. His complete recovery, however, did not take place

until he had gained the higher country of Brabant, where

in one day he felt himself entirely renovated. He con-

tinued his journey to Paris, where he visited Antoine and

Bernard de Jussieu, botanizing with the latter. Abandon-

ing all notion of returning through Germany, he went to

Kouen, sailed for Sweden, and landed at Helsingborg.

Linnaeus established himself in September 1738 as

physician in Stockholm, but, being unknown as a medical

man, no one at first cared to consult him, a great change

from the attention paid to him abroad ; he himaelf declared

" that, had he not been in love, he would certainly have left

his native country." By degrees he found patients, was

then appointed naval physician at Stockholm, with minor

appointments, and was married on the 26th June 1739.

Early in 1740 Rudbeck died, and Roberg resigned; the

chairs of botany and medicine at Upsala being thus vacant,

Rosen and Linnrous were chosen respectively to fill them.

The former rivals afterwards agreed to exchange professor-

ships to their mutual benefit; in 1741, previous to this

exchange, Linnaeus travelled through Oland and Gothland,

by command of the state, publishing his results in Oldndsla

och Goihlandska JResa, 1745. The index to this volume

shows the first employment of trivial names in nomenclature.

XIV - 85
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Henceforward his life was a continuous course of pro-

eperity, his time being taken up by teaching and the prepara-

tion of other works. In the year 1745 he issued his Flora

Suedca and Fauna Suecica, the latter having occupied his

attention during fifteen years ; afterwards, two volumes of

observations made during journeys in Sweden, Wastgota

Resa, Stockholm, 1747, and SkansTca Resa, Stockholm,

1751. He examined the collections made many years

before in Ceylon by Hermann, the full publication taking

place in his Flora Zeylanica, Stockholm, 1747. In 1743

he brought out his Hortus Upsaliends, showing that he had

added eleven hundred species to those formerly in cultiva-

tion in that garden. In 1760 his Philosophia Botanica was'

given to the world; it consists of a commentary on the

various axioms he had published in 1735 in his Funda-

menta Botanica, and was dictated to his pupil Lofling,

while the professor was confined to his bed by an attack

of gout so violent as to threaten his lifo ; he attributed his

recovery to eating plentifully of wood-strawberries, a

regimen he afterwards carefully observed. A much slighter

attack in the following year was mainly cured by the

pleasure caused by Kalm bringing home many new plants

irom Canada.

He catalogued the Queen's Museum at Drotningholm, and
the King's at Ulrichsdal, but the most important work of

this period of his life is unquestionably his Species Planta-

rum, Stockholm, 1753,—a .second edition being issued in

1762. In this volume the trivial names are fully set

forth ; although they had been previously shadowed forth

by Linna3U3 and others, yet to him belongs the merit of

establishing the use of a single epithet in addition to the

generic name. In the same year Linnseus was created

knight of the Polar Star, the first time a scientific man
had been raised to that honour in Sweden.

In 1755 he was invited by the king of Spain to settle

in that country, with a liberal salary, and full liberty of

conscience, but he declined on the ground that whatever
merits he possessed should be devoted to his country's

service; Lofling was sent instead, but died within two
years. He was enabled now to purchase the estates of

Sofja and Hammarby ; at the latter he built his museum
of stone, to guard against loss by fire. His lectures at the

university drew men from all parts of the world ; the normal
number of students at Upsala was five hundred, whilst he
occupied the chair of botany there it rose to fifteen

hundred. In 1761 a patent of nobility was granted,

antedated to 1757, from which time Linnaeus was styled

Carl von Linnd ; his arms were those now borne by the

Linnean Society of London, lo his great delight the tea

plant was introduced alive into Europe in 1763 ; this year

also his son Carl was allowed to assist his father in his

professorial duties, and to be trained as his successor.^

At the age of sixty LinnS's memory began to fail ; an
apoplectic attack in 1774 greatly weakened him; two
years after ha lost the use of his right side ; and he died

* Carl von Linni tlie younger, the elder eon of tte distinguished
naturalist, was born st Fahlun, 20th January 1741. Delicate in con-
Etitution, he seemed to bo oppressed with his father's reputation and
his having to support it. He published two decades of new plants,
and three dissertations, contributing also some descriptions to the first

edition of Alton's ffortus Kewensis, at the time of his visit to England.
He died unmarried at Upsala, 1st November 1783 ; and, his only
brother Johan having died in infancy, the succession became extinct
in the male line. His mother sold the collections and books of father
and son to Dr. J. E. Smith, the first president of the Linnean Society
of London. When Smith died in 1828, a subscription was raised to
purchase the herbarium and library for the Society, whose property
they now remain. Smith sold the collection of minerals in 1796, and
added many insects to the Linnean types, but the herbarium is practi-
cally in the same state as when the elder Li.nni himself last used it.

The manuscripts of most of his publications, und the letters he recived
/rom hie contemporaries, are likewise iu the possession of the ^Society.

10th January 1778, of an ulceration of the bladder. H«
was buried in the cathedral of Upsala, with every token ol

universal regret.

In person Linnteus was described as ofmediuta height, with larga

limbs, broVn piercing eyes, and acute vision, and quick-tempered.

He was accustomed to sleep five hours in summer and ten in winter.

He lived simply, acted promptly, and noted down his observations

at the moment His handwriting was peculiar, and not very easy

to read ; copies o£ his own books were interleaved and copiously

annotated, every new discovery being posted into its proper place

at once, so that new editions were readily prepared when wanted.
With him arrangement seems to have been a passion ; he delighted

in devising classifications; not only did he syAematise the three

kingdoms of nature, but even drew up a treatise on the Genera
Morborum. He found biology a chaos ; he left it a cosmos. When
he appeared upon the scene, new plants and animals were in course

of daily discovery in increasing numbers, due to the increase of

'trading facilities; he devised schemes of arrangement by which theso

acquisitions might be sorted provisionally, until their natural

affinities should have become clearer. He made many mistakes ;

but the honour due to him for having first enunciated the truo

principles for defining genera and species, and I'.is uniform use o{

trivial names, will last so long as biology itself endures. His style

is terse and laconic ; he methodically treated of each organ in its

proper tui'n ; he had a special term for each, the meaning of which
did not vary, so that the term did not suggest two ideas at once.

The reader cannot doubt the^ author's intention ; his sentences are

business-like, and to the point. The omission of the verb in his

descriptions was an innovation, and gave an abruptness to his

langu.ige which was foreign to the writing of his time ; but it

probably by its succinctness added to the popularity of his works.

By iiis force of character he shifted the scientific centre of gravity

during his life to a small town in Sweden; lie was constantly
receivmg presents and praise from crowds of conespondents in every
civilized country and in every station of life ; hence it is not
surprising that this universal homage should have bred the vanity
which disfigures the latter part of his diary.

Ko modern naturalist has impressed his own character with greater

force upon bis pupils than did Linn^us. He imbued them with
liis own intense acquisitiveness, reared them in an atmosphere of
enthusiasm, trained them to close and accurate observation, and
then dispatched them to various parts of the globe. His students
being drawn from many quarters, he had an extensive choice ; some
fell victims to fati^ie and unkindly climates, but there was no lack

of successors. With these young enthusiasts their master's lore

was like a gospel ; they were eager to extend the knowledge of it,

and to contribute to its richness.

The published works of Linnfcus amount to more than one
hundrecl and eighty, including the Amanitalcs Academicse, for

which he provided the material, revising them also for press;
corrections in his handwriting may be seen in the Banksian and
Linnean Society's libraries. His correspondence was wide and
copious. Some of his letters have been published, but the bulk
of them remains inedited. Many works remain in MS.; soma
have lately been published, such as the FloTa_ Dalecarlica, and the
Svenska Arbden, both edited by Dr Ewald Ahrlina ; those which
were issued during the author's life are enumerated by Dr Pulteney
in his General View o/llte Writings of Linnxus. (B. D. J.)

LINNELL, John (1792-1882), a richly gifted English

painter, was born in London on the 16th of June 1792.

His father being a carver and gilder, Linnell was early

brought into contact with artists, and when he was

ten years old he was already drawing and selling hia

portraits in chalk and pencil His first- artistic instruction

was received from Benjamin West, and he spent a year in

the house of John Varley the water-colour painter, where

he had William Hunt and Mulready as fellow pupils, and

made the acquaintance of Shelley, Godwin, and other men
of mark and individuality. In 1805 he was admitted a

student of the Eoyal Academy, where he obtained medals

for drawing, modelling, and sculpture. He was also

trained as an engraver, and executed a transcript of the

Burial of Saul, one of Varley's most impressive pictures.

In after life he frequently occupied himself with the burin,

publishing, in 1834, a series of outlines from Michelangelo's

frescos in the Sistine chapel, and, in 1840, superintending

the issue of a selection of plates from the pictures in

Buckingham Palace, one of them, a Titian landscape, being

mezzotinted by himself. At first he supported himself

mainly by miniature painting, and by the execution of
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larger portraits, such as the likenesses of Wulready,

Whately, Peel, and Carlyle. Several of his portraits he

engraved with his own hand in line and mezzotint. He
also painted many subjects like the S.t John Preaching, the

Covenant of Abraham, and the Journey to Emmaus, iu

which, while the landscape background is usually pro-

minently insisted upon, the figures are yet of sufficient size

and importance to supply the title of the work. But it is

mainly in connexion with his long series of paintings of

pure landscape that his name is known to the public.

When he was only seventeen, his Removing Timber carried

off the fifty-guinea prize offered by the British Institution

for the best landscape, and for many years Linnell was a

regular contributor to the exhibitions of that bod}', and to

those of the Eoyal Academy and the Society of Painters

in Oil and Water Colours. His works commonly deal

with some scene of typical uneventful English landscape,

which is made impressive by a gorgeous effect of sunrise or

sunset They are full of true poetic feeling, and are rich

4Snd glowing in colour. His art proved exceptionally

remunerative ; he was able to command very large prices

for his pictures, and about 1850 he purchased a property

at Redhill, Surrey, where he resided till his death, on the

20th of January 1882, surrounded by his children—two

of them artists like himself—and his children's children,

and painting with unabated power till within the last few

years of his life. His leisure was greatly occupied with a

study of the Scriptures in the original, and he published

several pamphlets and larger treatises of Biblical criticism.

Among his literary productions are a work on The Misnam-
ing of the Scripture the Oldand Neio Testajnent, 1856 ; The
Lord's Day the Day of the Lord, 1859 ; a pamphlet on The
Ascension Sacrifice of the Old Testament, 1864 ; and one on
The Royal Academy a National iTistiiution, 1869. A Word
should be said regarding Linnell's connexion with William
Blake. He was one of the best friends and kindest patrons

of the great visionary artist. He gave him the two largest

commissions he ever received for single series of designs

—

.£150 for drawings and engravings of The Inventioiis to

the Book of Job, and a like sum for those illustrative of

Dante.

LINNET, Anglo-Saxon LinHe and Linei-wige, whence
seems to have been corrupted the old Scottish *' Lintquhit,"

and the modern northern English " Lintwhite,"—originally

a somewhat generalized bird's name, but latterly specialized

for the Fringilla catmabina of Linnjeus, the Linota canna-
bina of recent ornithologists. This is a common and well-

known song-bird, frequenting almost the whole of Europe
south of lat. 64^ and in Asia extending to Turkestan. In
Africa it is known as a winter visitant to Egypt and
Abyssinia, and is abundant at all seasons in Barbary, as

well as in the Canaries and Madeira, Though the fondness

of this species for the seeds of flax (Linum) and hemp
(Cannabis) has given it its common name in so many
European languages,' it feeds largely, if not chiefly, in

Britain on the seeds of plants of the order Composite,
especially those growing on heaths and commons. As these

waste places have been gradually brought under the plough,

and improved methods of cultivation have been applied to

all arable land, in England and Scotland particularly, the
haunts and means of subsistence of the Linnet have been
slowly but surely curtailed, and hence of late years its

numbers have undergone a very visible diminution through-
out Great Britain, and its diminution has also been aided
by the detestable practice of netting it in spring—for it is

a popular cage-bird—so popular indeed as to require no
special description. According to its sex, or the season of

the year, it is known as the Red, Grey, or Brown Linnet,

* £.g:, French, Linoitc ; German, IlUnfiing ; Swedish, Hampli-ng.

and by the earlier English writers on birds, as well as in

many localities at the present time, these names have been

held to distinguish at least twg species ; but there is now
no question among ornithologists on this point, though the

conditions under which the bright crimson-red colouring of

the breast and crown of the cock's spring and summer
plumage is donned and doffed may still be open to discus-

sion. Its intensity seems due, however, in some degree at

least, to the weathering of the brown fringes of the feathers

which hide the more brilliant hue, and it is to be remarked
that in the Atlantic islands examples are said to retain

their gay tints all the year round, while throughout Europe
there is scarcely a trace of them visible in autumn and
winter; but, beginning to appear in spring, they reach

their greatest brilliancy towards midsummer ; and it is also

to be remarked that they are never assumed by examples

in confinement. The Linnet begins to breed in April, the

nest being generally placed in a bush at no great distance

from the ground. It is nearly always a neat structure

composed of fine twigs, roots, or bents, and lined with

wool or hair. The eggs, often six in number, are of a very

pale blue marked with reddish or purplish brown. Two
broods seem to be commonly brought off in the course of

the season, and towards the end of summer the birds—the

young of course greatly preponderating in number—collect

in large flocks and move to the sBa-^oast, whence a large

proportion depart for more southern latitudes. Of these

emigrants some return the following spring, and are

invariably recognizable by the more advanced - state of

their plumage, the effect presumably of having wintered in

countries enjoying a brighter and hotter sun.

Nearly allied to the foregoing species is the Twite, so

named from its ordinary call-note, or Mountain-Linnet, the

Liiiota Jlavirostris, or L. montium of ornithologists, which

can be at once distinguished by its yellow biU, longer tail,

and reddish-tawny throat. This bird never assumes any
crimson on the crown or breast, but the male has the

rump at all times tinged more or less with that colour. In

the breeding-season it seems to affect exclusively hilly and
moorland districts from Herefordshire northward', in which

it partly or wholly replaces the common Linnet, but is

very much more local in its distribution, and, except in

the British Islands and some parts of Scandinavia, it only

appears as an irregular visitant in winter. At that season

it may, however, be found in large flocks in the low-lying

countries, and as regards England even on the sea-shore.

In Asia it seems to be represented by a kindred form, L.

Irevirostris.

The Redpolls (q.v.) form a little group placed by many
authorities in the genus Linota, to which they are un-

questionably closely allied, but in this work they may be

considered later ; and, as before stated (Finch, vol. xL

p. 192), the Linnets seem on the other hand to be related

to the birds of the genus Lcucosticte, the species of which,

in number uncertain, inhabit the northern parts of North-
West America and of Asia. The most recent list of the

birds of the former country by Mr Ridgway (B%dl. U. S.

Nat. Museum, No. 21, 1881) includes four species and
one local race, of which there is need here to mention
only L. tejyhrocotis. It is generally of a chocolate colour,

tinged on some parts with pale crimson or pink, and has
the crown of the head silvery-grey. Another species, L.

arctoa, was formerly said to have occurred in North
America, but its proper home is in the Kurile Islands or

Kamchatka. This has no red in its plumage. The birds

of the genus Leucosticie seem to be more terrestrial in their

habit than those of Linota, perhaps from their having been
chiefly observed where trees are scarce ; but it is possible

that the mutual relationship of the two groups is more
apparent than reaL Allied to Leuccsticte is MontifrinQiLla,
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to which belongs the Snow-Finch of t' 8 Alps, M. nivalis,

BO often mbtaken by travellers for the Snow-Bunting,

Pledrophanes nivalis.
_

(a. n.)

LINOLEUM is a kind oi iloor-ciotQ, invented and

introduced by Mr F. Walton, who in 1860 Tjbtained a

patent for its manufacture. It consists of a preparation of

linseed oil and ground cork intimately mixed and spread

in a uniform layer over a sheet of rough jute canvas.

Under the name of kamptulicon, a material similar in

appearance and properties, but in which prepared india-

rnbber took the place of oxidized linseed oU, was in use to

a limited extent previous^to the introduction of linoleum ;

the latter material, however, was found to possess several

advantages ; among others it had the merit of comparative

cheapness as against kamptulicon, which it entirely

supplanted. Linoleum also became a formidable competitor

with the old form of oil floor-cloth, and on the expiry of

Mr Walton's patent the manufacture of the new material

was very generally takpn up in Kirkcaldy, the principal

seat of th^ floor-cloth trade. In the hands of Messrs

Michael Nairn & Co., who were the first to introduce the

floor-cloth industry into Scotland, the machinery used for

making linoleum has been improved in important respects,

and the ingenuity and resource of Mr Walton, the original

patentee, have discovered several new adaptations and
modifications of his original invention.

The making of linoleum involves three distinct prelim-

inary operations—(1) the oxidation of the linseed oil, (2)

the grinding of the cork, and (3) the weaving of the jute

canvas backing. Of these operations the oxidation of the

oil is the most peculiar and distinctive. The linseed oil

is first boiled with litharge in the way practised for pre-

paring ordinary boiled oil (see Linseed), and it is next

oxidized by exposure, in exceedingly thin films, to the

influence of air. To secure the exposure of sufficient

surfaces of oil to the atmosphere, a large lofty apartment is

hung with sheets or continuous webs of calico cloth, which
are allowed to depend from near the roof into troughs or

tanks on the floor. These webs of calico are kept suf-

ficiently far apart to allow free circulation of air between
them. They are daily drenched with boiled oil by allowing

it to trickle down from the fop over their entire surface,

the distribution being efi'ected by a special arrangement of

movable tanks and tubs. It will be seen that an enormous
surface of oil can thus be exposed within a comparatively

limited space. The influence of oxygen on the oil films is

facilitated by the blowing of heated air into the chamber
60 as to keep up a continual circulation ; and the activity

of the process is unpleasantly manifested by the extremely
acrid odour which is evolved by the oiL Day by day the

thickness of the coating of oxidized oil increases, and when
deposit of about half an inch has been accumulated, the

drenching is stopped. The product, now ready for being
withdrawn, forms firm translucent sheets of a caoutchouc-
like substance having a straw yellow colour, possessed of a
certain amount of elasticity, and communicating no oily
stain to paper. These sheets are now torn into small
pieces and reduced to a uniform plastic mass by means of
powerful crushing rollers, after which the material is placed
in a close boiler with the addition of certain proportions of
kawrie gum, rosin, and ochre, umber, or other pigment,
according to the ground-colour desired. The boiler is

heated by steam, and the entire mass, being thoroughly
incorporated by means of stirrers, is run into a shallow
trough, from which, after cooling and solidifying, it is taken
in large slabs. These are piled up awaiting future use,
and

^

when required for manufacturing purposes they are
cut into blocks about the size of an ordinary brick.
Ground cork, which is the second essential constituent

of linoleum, may be made from cork cuttings ana scraps

;

but, tne supply of such material being unequal to tho

demand, bale cork, of secondary quality as imported, is very

largely used. It is first broken to pieces about the size of

a nut ; the fragments are fed into the hopper of a mill

;

and the cork passes thence between a pair of ordinary

millstones in which it is reduced to a meal-like condition,

in exactly the same way as wheat is ground to flour. The
product is sifted, and the insufficiently ground portions are

returned to be passed again through the mill In the

grinding of the cork great care is necessary to prevent

iron, stone, or other hard foreign material from getting

into the mill, as such substances, causing sparks between
the stones, readily give rise to explosions in air so laden
with fine dust as that of the mill necessarily is.

In the making of the jute backing the only notable

feature is the great width of the loom, in which webs 12
feet, broad are woven by Messrs Nairn. The maximum
width of that produced by other makers, however, has
hitherto been 6 feet.

The actual preparation of linoleum floor-cloth in the

factory of Messrs Nairn is conducfed in a continuous series

of operations by machinery which has been patented by
that firm. The briclis of oxidised oil and the requisite

proportion of cork are thrown into a hopper, where they
are thoroughly mixed in a kind of pug mill, whence the

mixture is shot forward in a tube, at the open end of which
it is sliced off in thin crumbling masses by a revolving knifa

Spread out in thin sheets, it passes from this between a
series of steam-heated rollers, from the last of which it is

scratched off by a circular drum covered with sharp steel

points, and falls in a fine shower into a feeding box tho

whole width of the linoleum to be made. From thisj

feeding box the mixture is uniformly delivered on the

surface of the canvas, which here meets it, and passing

immediately between powerful smooth rollers, the semi-

plastic mixture is firmly squeezed on the surface of, and
rendered adherent to, the rough open canvas which forms
its back. The distance between the upper and lower

compressing roller determines the thickness of the linoleum,

three standard thicknesses b^ing recognized, viz., ^, ^,
and -^-^ parts of an inch Linoleum of the thickness of \
of an inch is also maa lor public libraries and reading-

rooms on account of its perfect noiselessness. It only

remains to coat or waterproof the raw canvas back with oil

paint, and the floor-cloth is finished as plain linoleum. The
printing of patterns in various colours on its surface is done
as described under Flooe-Cloth, vol. ix. p. 329. Corticine

is a form of linoleum, in which the oil is oxidized by
chemical agents.

Recently a method of ornamenting hnoleum with patterns in tht

form of tiles or tessarse, the colour of each tile going right through
to the canvas or suf33ciently deep for constant wear, has been
devised and patented by Mr C. F. Leake. The patentee prefers to

use canvas hrst covered with a thin linoleum coating. This he
brings on a table on which are a series of moulds corresponding with
the coloured tile pattern required. Into each mould is put the

required quantity ofproperly-coloured granulated linoleum material,

which is compressed into solid tUes by the descent of plungere.

The part covered by the pattern is carried forward and powerfully

squeezed between hydraulic rams, the tiles being thus made smooth,
homogeneous, and firmly adherent, while in the meantime the

moulds are being filled and a new set of tiles prepared in the first

stage of the operation. Mr TValton, the original patentee of

linoleum, has adapted a preparation of oxidized oil and cork or other

thickening material embossed with patterns for wall decorations

under the name of " Lincrusta Walton." (J. PA.)

LINSEED is the seed of the common flax or lint,

Linum nsitatissimum, from T^hich also the well-known fibre

flax is obtained. The plant itself is figured and described

under Flax, vol. ix. p. 293. The fruit of the flax plant

consists of a globose capsule which splits into five cocci,

each containing two seeds. These seeds, the linseed pf

commerce, are of a lustrous brown colour externallv, and a
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compressed and elongated oval, form, with a slight beak or

projection at one extremity. The brown testa contains, in

the outer of the four coats into which it is microscopically

distinguishable, an abundant secretion of mucilaginous

matter ; and it has within it a thin layer of albumen,

enclosing a pair of large oily cotyledons. The seeds when
placed in water for some time become coated with glutinous

matter from the exudation of the mucilage in the external

layer of the epidermis ; and by boiling in sixteen parts of

water they exude sufficient mucilage to form with the water a

thick pasty decoction. The cotyledons contain the valuable

linseed oil referred to below. Linseed grown in tropical

countries is much larger and more plump than that

obtained in temperate climes, but the seed from the colder

countries, on the other hand, yields a finer quality of oiL

Fliickiger and Hanbury found that six seeds of Sicilian

linseed, thirteen of Black Sea, and seventeen of Archangel

linseed weighed respectively one grain. The average com-
position of linseed may be fairly represented by the fol-

lowing analysis by Dr Thomas Anderson:— albuminous

substances, 2i*'44 ; oil, 34'00
;
gum sugar and cellulose,

30-73 ; ash, 3'33 ; water, 7'50. Linseed is cultivated and
secured as a crop in all, European flax-growing countries,

where the seed is probably not less valuable than the fibre.

It is also obtained from Egypt and India, being cultivated

in the latter country solely on account of the seed.

Apart from its value as a source of oil, and for sowing,

linseed is not a product of much economic importance. It

formed an article of food among the Greeks and Romans,
and it is said that the Abyssinians at the present day eat it

roasted. The oil is to some extent used as food in Russia,

and in parts of Poland and Hungary. Linseed meal, partly

on account of its bland oily constitution, is a valuable

material for poultices, At one time the crushed seeds

were the oificinally recognized cataplasmic material, but
the readiness with which that preparation became rancid

through the oxidation of its abundant oil frequently ren-

dered it a dangerous application for open sores. The lini

farina of the pharmacopoeia is now the powdered meal
of the cake left after expression of the oil, with a proporr

tion of olive oil added when about to be used. An infusion

of linseed under the name of "linseed tea" is a popular
diluent in bronchial and other inflammatory aflections.

The abundant mucilage in linseed meal m^kes it a most
useful material for luting stoppers in chemical jars, and
other such joints in glass-work Linseed cake, the marc
left after the expression of the oil, is a most valuable feed-

ing substance for cattle. According to a recent analysis

by Dr Voelcker {Journ. Roy. Agric. Soc, 2d ser., vol. xvii.

p. 659) it contains in 100 parts—oil, 10-90 ; albuminous
compounds, 24-56 ; mucilage, sugar, and digestible fibre,

31-97
; woody fibre, 11-47; ash, 6-20; moisture, 14-90.

Linseed is subject to extensive and detrimental adulterations,
resulting not only from careless harvesting and cleaning, whereby
seeds of the flax dodder and other weeds and gra.sses are mixed with
it, but also from the direct admixture of cheaper and inferior oil

seeds, such as wild rape, mustard, sesame, poppy, &c. , the latter
adulterations being known in trade under the generic name of
"bufifum." In 1864, owin" to the serious aspect of the prevalent
adulteration, a union of traders was formed under the name of the
''Linseed Association," the members of which bind themselves to
(five compensation for all adulterations in excess of 4 per cent, of
ioreign matter. Highly adulterated hnseed is, however, still very
common outside the field of operations of the Linseed Association.
The quantity of linseed imported into the United Kingdom during

the year 1881 was 1,829,838 quarters, of a value of £4,395,061.
Abowt one-half of this amount, 937,059 quarters, valued at
£2,299,877, came from the East Indies, and the imports from
Russia, amounting to 728,358 quarters, valued at £1,694,720,
account for the greater part of the remainder.

Linseed Oil, the most valuable and characteristic of the
series of drying oils, is obtained by expression from the
seeds, with or without the aid of heat. Preliminary to

the operation of pressing, the seeds are crushed between a

pair of revolving rollers, and ground to a fine meal under
heavy edge stones on a stone bed. For the extraction of

the fine quality of oil known as cold-drawn the meal is,

without further preparation, filled into woollen or canvas
bags and enclosed in horse-hair envelopes for pressure,

either in a Dutch mill worked by means of wedges and
falling stampers or in a screw press, or, what is now more
prevalent, in a special form of hydraulic press. The oil so

obtained is of a clear yellow colour, and is comparatively
devoid of odour and taste. The cake left by cold pressure

is again ground up, heated in a steam kettle to about 212°

Fahr., and while hot submitted to further pressure, which
results in the exudation of a less pure oil of a brownish-

yellow colour. In general practice, cold-drawn oil is little

prepared ; the linseed after grinding is submitted to a hign

heat, whereby the mucilage in the epidermis is destroyed,

and the oil flows more freely; and in many crushing

establishments the oil is obtained by a single operation

under the press. The yield of oil from different classes of

seed varies, but from 23 to 28 per cent, of the weight oi

the seed operated on should be obtained. A good average

quality of seed weighing about 392 ft per quarter has been
found in practice to give out 109 lb of oil

Commercial linseed oil has a peculiar rather disagreeable

sharp taste and smell ; its specific gravity is given as vary-

ing from 0-928 to 0-953, and it does not solidify under

the influence of very low temperature. It is soluble in 32
parts of alcohol, sp. gr. 0-82, in 6 parts of boiling alcohol,

and in 1 -6 of ether. By saponification it yields about 95
per cent, of fatty acids, principally linoleic acid (CigRjeOj),
a body peculiar to the drying oils, and by treatment with

oxide of lead about nine-tenths of the resulting lead salt

is found to be linoleate of lead. The oil may be perfectly

bleached by treatment with a solution of green sulphate of

iron, with repeated shaking and exposure to the light for a
period of four to six weeks. Exposed to the air in thin

films, linseed oil absorbs oxygen and forms a resinous semi-

elastic caoutchouc-like maas, oxylinoleic acid, CjgHogOj.

The oil, when boiled with small proportions of litharge

and minium, undergoes the process of resinification in the

air with greatly increased rapidity. Sacc found by boiling

2500 grains of raw oil for ten minutes with 30 grains each

of litharge and minium, and weighing after twenty-four

hours exposure to the atmosphere^ *hat the oil had lost

only 60 grains. A second sample he boiled till there was
a loss of 5 per cent, in weight, when the product assumed
the consistency of molasses ; and a third portion boiled to

a loss of 12 per cent, became a caoutchouc-like mass. The
first of these products he found dried, on exposure, to a

fine transparent varnish ; the second did not resinify after

fifteen days' exposure ; and the atmosphere had no effect on
the third portion. The weight of the film of the first after

complete resinification was increased 50 per cent, throvigii'

absorption of oxygen, and the rate at which absorption

took place was much influenced by heat.

To these physical properties the varied industrial applications of

linseed oil are principally due. Its most important use is certainly

found iu the preparation of oil paints and varnishes. By painters

both raw and boiled oil are used, the latter not only forming the

principal medium in oil jiainting, but also serving separately as the

basis of all oil varnishes. Boiled oil is jjrerared in a variety of

ways—that most common being by heating the raw od in an iron

or copjjer boiler, wliich, to allow for frothing, must only be about

three-fourths filled. The boiler is heated by a furnace, and the oil

is brought gradually to the point of ebullition, at which it is main-
tained for two hours, durin" which time moisture is driven off,

and the scum and froth which accumulate on the surface are

ladled out. Then by slow degrees a .proportion of "dryers" if

added—usually equal weights oflitharge and minium being used to

the extent of 3 per cent, of the charge of oil ; and with these a
small proportion of umber is generally thrown in. After th»

addition of the dryers the boiling is continued two or three bourn
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the fire is then suddenly withdrawn, and the oil is left covered up

in the boiler for ten hours or more. Before sending out, it is

usually stored in settling tanks for a few weeks, during which time

the uncombi'ued dryers settle at the bottom as "foots." Besides

the dryers already mentioned, acetate of lead, borate of manganese,

binoxide of manganese, sulphate of zinc, and other bodies are used.

The theory of the influence of boiling and of the addition of thase

bodies on linseed oil is not well understood. By liebig it was

suggested that they simply removed the mucilaginous and other

foreign constituents of the oil which by their presence intercepted

tl>e action of oxygen ; but by Chevreul and others the opinion was

lield that the chemicals used, by giving up oxygen to the oil,

tliereby induce a more rapid and energetic absorption from the air.

However this may be, it does not appear at least that boiling is

essential for the production of that active condition of the oil, as it

may also be induced by treatment of cold raw oil with lead acetate

and other agencies. Boiled oil is now very largely used in the

manufacture of linoleum floor-cloth. See Lin'Oleum.

Linseed oil is also the pnncipal ingredient in printing and litho-

graphic inks. The oil for ink-makmg is prepared by heating it in

an iron pot up to the point where it either takes fire spontaneously

or can bo ignited with any flaming substance. After the oil has

been allowed to bum for some time according to the consistence of

the varnish desired, the pot is covered over, and the product when
cooled forms a viscid tenacious substance which in its most concen-

trated form may be drawn into threads. By boiling this varnish

with dilute mtric acid vapours of acrolein are given oR", and the

substance gradually becomes a solid non-adhesive mass the same as

the ultimate oxidabou product of both raw and boiled oil.

Linseed oil is subject to various falsifications, chiefly through the

addition of cotton-seed, niger-seed, and hemp-seed oils ; and rosin

oil and mineral oils also are not infrequently added. Except by
smell, by change of specific gravity, and by deterioration of drying
properties, these adulterations are difficult to detect. (J. PA.)

LINUS is cne of a numerous class of heroic figures in

Greek legend, of which other examples may be found under

Hyacinthus, Adonis. The connected legend is always of

the same character : a beautiful youth, fond of hunting

and rural life, the favourite of soma god or goddess,

suddenly perishes by a terrible death in spite of the

heavenly love that would fain protect him. In some cases

nothing IS known to us with certainty beyond the

mythological figure, but in many oases the religious back-

ground from which the legend stands out in relief has been
preserved to us ; in such cases we see that an annual
ceremonial, everywhere of the same enthusiastic character,

commemorated the legend. At Argos this religious charac-

ter of the Linus myth was best preserved : the secret child

of Psamathe by the god Apollo, Linus is exposed, nursed by
sheep, and torn in pieces by the sheep-dogs. Every year
in the festival Arnis or Cynophontis, the women of Argos
mourned forLinus and propitiated Apollo, who in revenge for

his child's death had sent a plague on the Argive children.

The grave of Linus, like that of Hyacinthus at Amyclse,

was shown at Argos, at Thebes, at Chalcis, and probably
at other places. The enthusiasm and abandon which
characterized the similar festivals over Greece, Asia Minor,
and Syria prove that it was part of the nature worship
which spread in various forms by different roads and at

different periods from the East into Greece. The songs of

lamentation which accompanied the festival strongly im-
pressed the Greeks, and it is most probable that the Phoe-
nician words ai lenu, ai lenu, which formed the burden of the
Adonis songs, originated the Greek words Linus and AJAivo?.

The Linus song is frequently mentioned in Greek literature,

Homer, //., xviii. 569; Pind., Fr. 139 (Bergk), ic. ; the
tragic poets often use the word AlXiras as the refrain in

mournful songs, and Euripides calls the custom Phrygian
{Or. 1380). In Phrygia the mythic correspondent of Linus
is called Lityerses. There can be no doubt that Linus,
Adonis, Manerus, Narcissus, <tc., are personifications of the
^ife and bloom of nature suddenly slain by the hot sun of
summer, while with ihe religious mourning over the
catastrophe of nature were intertwined the ideas of life in
relation to death, of good and evil, and so on. The
religious side of the Linus myth seems hardly to have

existed in Greece outside of Argos ; in Tliebes, which also

was a chief home of the legend, Linus was a hero of song
and music. In this fona he has passed into literature,

e.g., Virgil, Ed., vi. 67. He is conceived as the inventor

of musical methods, especially of the Qpr)vQ%, a kind of

lament; this idea was expanded in various ways, parti-

cularly by the Alexandrine poets, and finally he was, after

the analogy of Musaeus, transformed into a composer of

prophecies and legends.

See Brugsch, Die Adonis Klage und das Linos Lied, &c.

LINUS, one of the saints of the Gregorian canon, was,

according to the Breviarium Romanum, the immediate

successor of Pet* in the see of Rome. He was a native of

Volterra, who had attained a high degree of sanctity, and

by his prevailing faith was able, not only to cast out devils,

but to raise the dead. He wrote an account of the rci

geUx of Peter, especially of his controversy with Simon
Magus. He. was beheaded by the orders of the ungrateful

consul Saturninus, whose daughter he tiad freed from
demoniac possession, after a pontificate of eleven years

two months and twenty-three days. The aathorities for

the statement that Linus was, leaving Peter OL!i of account,

the earliest president of ttie Roman Church, are very early

(Irenoeus, Adv. Hxr., iii. 3, 'i , Euseb., H. E., iiL 2, 13);
and that there actually was a presbyter of that name may
be gathered from 2 Tim. .iv. 21. According to Tertullian,

however {De Prxscr., 32), Peter appointed Clement to be

his successor. The genuineness of the alleged epitaph of

Linus found in Rome is now no longer maintained ; and
the two books on the martyrdom of Peter and Paul, which
pass under his name, must also be regarded as apocryphal

and late.

LINZ, capital of Upper .A.ustria, and see of a bishop, in

48° 19' N. lat., 14° 16' K long., lies upon the right bank
of the Danube, 98 miles west of Vienna, at the junction

of the Kaiserin-Elizabeth Western Railway with 'a line

from Prague and Budweis. The market-town of Urfahr,

on the opposite side of the river, is connected with the citji

1. N«w Caltiedral. 1 4. Telegraph Offlte

2. Academy. 5. Public Library.
3. Post OfBce.

I

'

I

by an iron bridge 700 feet in length, constructed in L872.

Linz possesses two cathedrals, one dating from 1670, and
another, dedicated to the Immaculate Concejrfion, com'

menced in 1862, and still unfinished, a Lutheran (1845)
and several Roman Catholic churches, the new synagogue

opened in 1877, cpid many religious houses. The old
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Laiideshaus, or House of the Estates (15Ci), tbe Biblio^lieca

Publica (1788), now (1882) containing 34,000 volumes,

the Museum Francisco-Carolinum (1834), and a state

theatre (1803) may also be noticed, with the episcopal and
archducal palaces, and the castle now used as barracks.

There are many educational establishments, including the

theological diocesan lyceum, a new gymnasium and normal

schools, and several hospitals and asylums. The principal

manufactories are of tobacco (in 1880 employing 787 hands,

and producing 25,286,050 cigars and 1850 tons of to-

bacco), and boot-varnish and blacking (2500 cwts.), the

last chiefly exported to Hungary and Italy. Two breweries

in 1881 produced 1,781,828 gallons of beer, and the other

industries include iron-boat-building, and the manufacture

of locomotives and agricultural implements. Trade and
commerce are facilitated by the river. About forty-six

thousand passengers embark or disembark at the steamboat

landing stage, and the imports and exports there amount
together to about 500,000 cwts. annually. There is a con-

siderable traffic in woollen goods, carpets, linen fabrics,

thread, prepared leather, iron wares, and salt. Cattle and
meat markets are held twice a week. The Volksfest, a

popular fair held generally every second September, is

much resorted to by strangers. The surrounding country

is highly picturesque. On the 31st December 1880 the

population (exclusive of the garrison, 2799) was 36,116, or

with the suburbs of Waldegg(1204) and Lustenau (1568)

38,888, chiefly Eoman Catholics.

Linz is believed to stand on the site of the Eoman station Lentium
or Lcnlia. The authentic history of Linz cannot be traced farther

back than 799. In 1140 it was purchased from Gottschalk, count

of Kyrnberg, by Leopold IV., margrave of Austria; in 1321 it first

received municipal rights, and in 1490 became the capital of the

province above the Enns. Of various attacks whicli Linz from time

to time successfully resisted the most notable was that by the

insurgent peasants under Stephen Fadinger, 21st and 22d July

1626, when the suburbs were laid in ashes. At Linz (16th Decem-
ber 1645) peace was concluded between tlie emperor Ferdinand l\\.

and the Transylvanian prince Kakdczy (see Huxgary, vol. xii.

p. 370). During the siege of Vienna in 1683 the castle at Linz

was the residence of Leopold L The triple deliverance of Linz from
war, fire, and pestilence was- commemorated by Cliarles VL, in

1723, by the erection of a marble monument known as Trinity

Column. In 1741, during the war of the Austrian succession, Linz

was taken by the troops of the elector of Bavaria, but on the 23d
January 1742 it was recovered by the- Austria]is. The bishopric

was established by Pope PiusTI. in 1784. On the 15th of August
1800 many of the principal buildings were destroyed by fire. On
tlie 17th May 1809 an Austrian force was defeated near the city in

an engagement with Saxon and AVurtemberg troops. The chain of

outlying forts, thirty-two in number, now abandoned, and to a great

extent demolished, was constructed between 1823 and 1S36 under

the direction of Archduke Maximilian d'Estc. A general assembly

of the Catholic Union for Germany was held herj 24th to 26th

September 1850. Tramways were introduced in 1880, and a new
lino of railway through the Kremsthal was completed as far as

Kremsmiinster in 1881.

See the anonymous F'dhrer auf der Kremslhalbahn, mit Beschyfibung von Lim,
Linz, 1881: the Slalitlkher Bericht Obevosteneichs 187G-1880, Linz, 1861,

vol. U. pp. 243-283 ; the official Ergebnisse iiber die Volkszdhlung in Linz, linz,

1881; F. Kr&ckovfizer, Die Landesfiauptsladt Linst LinZfiSldi and G. H. llcinse,

Linz undseine t'mgebungen, 2d ed., Linz, 1838.

LION. From the earliest historic times few animals

bave been better known to man than the lion. Its geogra-

phical habitat made it familiar to all the races among
whom human civilization took its origin, and its strongly

marked physical and moral characteristics have rendered

it proverbial, perhaps to an exaggerated degree, and have

in all ages afforded favourite types for poetry, art, and

heraldry.

The literature of the ancient Hebrews abounds in

allusions to the lion ; and the almost incredible numbers

that are stated to have been provided for exhibition and

destruction in the Roman amphitheatres (as many as six

hundred on a single occasion by Pompey, for example) show

how abundant these animals must have been within acces-

sible distance of the capital of the world.

The geographical range of tlie lion wm once far moio
extensive than at present, even within the historic period
covering the whole of Africa, the south of Asia, including
Syria, Arabia, Asia Minor, Persia, and the greater part of
northern and central Hindustan, and also the south-eastern
portion of Europe, as shown by the well-known story told
by Herodotus of the attacks by lions on the camels which
carried the baggage of the army of Xerxes on its march
through the country of the Pajonians in Macedonia. The
very circumstantial account of Herodotus shows that the
animal at that time ranged through the country south of
the Balkans, through Rournania to the west of the river
Carasu, and through Thessaly as far south as the Gulf of
Lepanto and the Isthmus of Corinth, having as its western
boundary the river Potamo and the Pindus mountains.
The whole of the evidence relating to the existence of lions

in Europe, and to their retreat from that continent shortly

before the commencement of the Christian era, has been
collected in the article on "Felis speloea" in Boyd Dawkins
and Sanford's British Pleistocene Mammalia, 1868. Fossil

remains attest a still wider range, as it is shown in the

same work that there is absolutely no ostcological or dental

character by which the well-known cave lion {Felis sjielsea

of Goldfuss), so abundantly found in cave deposits of the

Pleistocene age, can be distinguished from the existing

Felis leo. There are also remains found in North America
of an animal named Felis atrox by Leidy, which the pale-

ontologists just quoted attribute to the common lion; but,

as they are very fragmentary, and as the specific characters

by which most of the Felidce are distinguished are more
dependent on external than on anatomical conformation,

this determination cannot be so absolutely relied upon.

At the present day the lion is found in localities suitable

to its habits, and where not exterminated (as it probably

was in Europe) by the encroachments of man, throughout

Africa from Algeria to the Cape Colony, and in Mesopo-

tamia, Persia, and some parts of the north-west of India.

According to Blanford,^ lions are still very numerous in the

reedy swamps bordering the Tigris and Euphrates, and

also occur on the west flanks of the Zagrus mountains and

the oak-clad ranges near Sliiraz, to which they are attracted

by the immense herds of swine which feed on the acorns.

The lion nowhere exists in the table-land of Persia, nor is

it found in BaliichistAn. In India it appears now to be

confined to the province of Kathiawar in Gujerat, though

within the present century its range extended through the

north-west parts of Hindustan, from Bahdwalpur and Sind

to at least the Jumna (about Delhi), southward as far as

Kh.'lndesh, and in Central India through the Sagur and Ncr-

budda territories, Bundelkund, and as far east as Palamau.

It was extirpated in Haridna about 1824. One was killed

at llhyli, in the Dumaoh district, Sagur and Nerbudda

territories, so late as in the cold season of 1847-48; and

about the same time a few still remained in the valley of

the Sind river in Kotah, Central India (Blyth).

The great variations in external characters which different

lions present, especially in the colour and the amount of

mane, has given ri>e to the idea that there are several

species, or at all events distinct varieties peculiar to

different localities. It was at one time supposed, on the

authority of Captain Walter Smee,- that the lion of Gujerat

differed essentially from that of Africa in the absence of

mane, but subsequent evidence has not supported this

view, which was probably founded upon young specimens

having been mistaken for adults. Lions from that district

as well as from Babylonia, which have lived in the

gardens of the London Zoological Society, have liad as

1 Zoolngtj and Gcchgy of Eastern Persia, 1870.

2 Transactions of the Zuolo(jical Socicti/, vol. i. p. 165, 1835.
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fully developed manes as any other of the species. Mr F.

C. Selous 1 has shoWn that in South Africa the so-called

black-maned lion and others with yellow scanty manes are

found, not only in the same locality, but even among
individuals of the same parentage.

The lion belongs to the very natural and distinctly

defined group constituting the genus Felis of Linnseus (for

the characters and position of which see article Mammalia),

a genus held by Pallas and other philosophical naturalists

as a model of what a genus ought to be, although recent

writers have divided and subdivided it into as many as

thirteen sections, on each of which a new generic term has

been imposed. Among these sections is one containing the

largest members of the group, and differing from the others

in the well-marked anatomical character that the anterior

cornu of the hyoid arch is but little ossified, and by the less

important one that the pupil of the eye when contracted is

a circular hole, instead of a vertical slit as in the cat. The
lion agrees with the tiger and the leopard in these respects,

but differs from them in its uniform style of colouring, and

from all the other Felidx in the arrangement of its hairy

covering, the hair of the top of the head, chin, and neck, as

far back as the shoulder, being not only very much longer,

but also differently disposf d from the hair elsewhere, being

erect or directed forwards and so constituting the character-

istic ornament called the mane. There is also a tuft of

elongated hairs at the end of the tail, one upon each

elbow, and in most lions a copious fringe along the

FlO. 1.—Lion and Lioness, after ,i Drawing by Wolf in Elliot's

Monograpli of the Felidx.

middle line of the under surface of the oody, wanting,
however, in some examples.^ It must, however, be
observed that these characters are peculiar to the adults of

the male sex only, and that, even as regards their coloration,

young lions show indications of the darker stripes and
mottlings so characteristic of the greater number of the
members of the genus; just as the young of nearly all the

' A Hunter's Wanderings in Africa, 18S1, p. 258.
' Mr Selous, whose opportunities for obtaining evidence upon this

subject were very large, says that in the region of South Africa,^ between
the Zambesi and the Limpopo rivers, he never saw a lion mth any
long hair under the body, and that the manes of the wild lions of that
district are far inferior in development to tlioae commonly seen in

menageries in Europe.

plain-coloured species of deer show for a time the light-

coloured spots which are met with iu the adults of only

some of the species. The usual colour of the adult lion is

yellowish-brown, but it may vary from a deep red or chest-

nut brown to an almost silvery grey. The mane, as well

as the long hair of the other parts of the body, sometimes
scarcely differs from the general colour, but it is usually

darker and not unfrequently nearly black. The mane
begins to grow when the animal is about three years old,

and is fully developed at five or sis.

In size the lion is only equalled or exceeded by
the tiger among the existing Felidx ; though both

species present great variations, the largest specimens

of . the latter appear to surpass the largest lions. A
full-sized South African lion, according to Selous,

measures slightly less than 10 feet .from nose to tip

of tail, following the curves of the body. Harris gives

10 feet 6 inches, of which the tail occupies 3 feet. The
lioness is about a foot less.

The internal structure of the lion, except in slight details,

resembles that of the other Felidx, the whole organization

ijeing that of an animal modified to fulfil, in the most
perfect degree yet attained, an active, predaceous mode of

existence. The teeth esoecialiy exemplify the carnivorous

Via. 2.—Front View of Skull of Lion,

typo in its highest condition of development. The most

important function they have to perform, that of seizing

and holding firmly animals of considerable size and strength,

violently struggling for life, is provided for by the great,

sharp-pointed, and sharp-edged canines, placed wide apart

at the angles of the mouth, the incisors between them
being greatly reduced in size and kept back nearly to the

same level, so as not to interfere with their action. The
jaws are short and strong, and the width of the zygomatic
arches, and great development of the bony ridges on the

skull, give ample space for the attachment of the powerful
muscles by which they are closed. In the molar series of

teeth the sectorial or scissor-like cutting function is

developed at the expense of the tubercular or grinding,

there being only one rudimentary tooth of the latter form
in the upper jaw, and none in the lower. They are,

however, sufficiently strong to break bones of large size.

The dental formula is expressed as follows :—incisors §,
canines ^, premolars f , molars y = f ; total, 30. The tongue
is long and flat, and remarkable for the development of the
papillce of the anterior part of the dorsal surface, which
(except near the edge) are modified so as to resemble long,

compressed, recurved, horny spines or claws, which, near
the middle line, attain the length of one-fifth of an inch.

They give the part of the tongue on which they occur the
appearance and feel of a coarse rasp, and serve the purpose
of such an instrument in cleaning the flesh from the bone.9

of the animals on which the lion feeds. The vertebral
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column 13 composed of seven cervical, tliirtccn dorsal,

Beven lumbar, three sacral, and about twenty-six caudal

vertebrae. The clavicles are about 3 inches in length,

embedded loosely in the muscles, and not directly connected

either with the sternum cr the scapula. The limbs are

digitigrade, the animal resting upon round soft pads or

cushions covered with thick, naked skin, one on the under

Burface of each of the principal toes, and one larger one of

trilobed form, behind these, under the lower ends of the

metacarpal and metatarsal bones, which are placed nearly

vertically in ordinary progression. The fore feet have five

toes, of which the third and fourth are nearly equal and
longest, the second being slightly and the fifth considerably

shorter. The first or poUex (corresponding to the human
thumb) is much shorter than the others, and does not reach

to the ground in walking. The hind feet have only four

toes, the third and fourth being the longest, the second and
fifth somewhat shorter and nearly equal The first or

hallux (or great toe) is represented only by a rudimentary

metatarsal bona The claws are all very large, strongly

compressed, very sharp, and exhibit the retractile condition

in the highest degree, being drawn backwards and upwards
into a cutaneous sheath by the action of an elastic ligament

fo long as the foot is in a state of repose, but exserted by
muscular action when the animal strikes its prey. By this

Vemarkable piece of animal mechanism their edges and
points are always kept sharp and unworn.

The habits of the Lion in a state of nature are fairly well

known from the united observations of numerous travellers

and sportsmen who have explored those districts of the

African continent in which it is still common. It lives

chiefly in sandy plains and rocky places interspersed with

dense thorn-thickets, or frequents the low bushes and tall

tank grass and reeds that grow along the sides of streams

and near the springs where it lies in wait for the larger

herbivorous animals on which it feeds. Although it is occa-

sionally seen abroad during the day, especially in wild and
desolate regions, where it is subject to but little molestation,

the night is, as in the case of so many other predaceous

'animals, the period of its greatest activity. It is then that

its characteristic roar is chiefly heard, as thus graphically

described by Gordon Gumming :

—

_" One of the most striking things connected with the lion is his
voice, which is extremely grand and peculiarly striking. It con-
sists at tinae* of a low deep moaning, repeated five or six times,

ending in fuintly audible sighs ; at other times he startles the
forest with loud, deep-toned, solemn ronrs, repeated in quick suc-

cession, each increasing in loudness to the third or fourth, when his

voice dies away in five or six low muffled sounds very much resemb-
lingdistant thunder. At times, and not unfrequently, atroop may
be heard, roaring in concert, one assuming the lead, and two, three,

or four more regularly taking up their parts, like persons singing a
catch. Like our Scottish sta^s at the rutting season, they roar

loudest in cold frosty nights ; out on no occasions are their voices

to be heard in such perfection, or so intensely powerful, as when
two or three troops of strange lions approach a fountain to drink
at the same time. When this occurs, every member of each troop
sounds a bold roar of defiance at the opposite parties ; and when
one roars, all roar together, aud each seems to vie with his com-
rades in the intensity and power of his voice The jiower and
grandeur of these nocturnal concerts is inconceivably striking ami
pleasing to tlie hunter's ear."

"The usual pace of a lion," C. J. Andersson^ says, "is
a walk, and, though apparently rather slow, yet, from the
great length of his body, he is able to get over a good deal
of ground in a short time. Occasionally he. trots, when
his speed is not inconsiderable. His gallop—or rather
succession of bounds—is, for a short distance, very fast,

—

nearly or quite equal to that of a horse. Indeed, unless
the steed has somewhat the start when the beast charges,
it will be puzzled to escape. Many instances are on record
«f horsemen who have incautiously approached too near to

' The Lien and the Elephant, 1873, p. 19.

the lion, prior to firing, who have been pulled down by
him before they could get out of harm's way. Happily,

however, the beast soon tires of the exertion of galloping,

and unless his first rush succeeds he, for the most part,

soon halts and beats a retreat." "The lion, as with other

members of the feline family," the same writer tells us,

"seldom attacks his prey openly, unless compelled by
extreme hunger. For the most part he steals upon it in

tho manner of a cat, or ambushes himself near to the w-ater,

or a pathway frequented by game. At such times he lies

crouched upon his belly in a thicket until the animal

approaches sufficiently near, when, with one prodigious

bound, he pounces upon it. In most cases he is successful,

but should his intended victim escape, as at times happens,

from his having miscalculated ,the distance, he may make
a second or even a third bound, which, however, usually

prove fruitless, or he returns disconcerted to his hiding-

place, there to wait for another opportunity." His food

consists of all the larger herbivorous animals of the country

in which he resides,—buffaloes, various kinds of antelopes,

zebras, giraffes, or even young elephants or rhinoceroses,

though the adults of these latter he dare not attack. In

cultivated districts the cattle, sheep, and even human
inhabitants are never safe from his nocturnal ravages. Ho
appears, however, as a general rule, only to kill when
hungry or attacked, and not for the mere pleasure of

killing, as with some other carnivorous animals. He,

moreover, by no means limits himself to animals of his own
killing, but, according to Selous, often prefers eating game
that has been killed by man, even when not very fresh, to

taking the trouble to catch an animal himself. All books of

African travel and sport abound with stories, many of which

are apparently well authenticated, of the lion's prirligious

strength, as exemplified by his being able to drag off a

whole ox in his mouth, to a long distance, even leaping

fences and dykes with it.

The lion appears to be monogamons, a single male and
female continuing attached to each other irrespectively of

the pairing season. Atall'events the lion rem-"'ns with the

lioness while the cubs are young and helpless, and assists

in providing her and them with food, and in educating

them in the art of providing for themselves. The number
of cubs at a birth is from two to four, usually three. They
are said to remain with their parents till they are about

three years old. The following account by an eyewitness

gives a good idea of lion family life^:—
" I once had the pleasure of, unobserred myself, watching a lion

family feeding. I was encamped on the Black Umfolosi in Zulu-
land, and towards evening, walking out, about half a mile from
camp, I saw a herd of zebra galloping across me, and when they

were nearly 200 yards off, I saw a yellow body flash to-

wards tho leader, and saw Iiim fall beneath the lion's weight.

There was a tall tree about 60 yards from the place, and anxious
to see what went on, I stalked up to it, while tlie lion was still too

much occupied to look about him, and climbed up. He had by
this time quite killed the beautifolly striped animal, but instead of

proceeding to eat it, he got up and roared vigorously, until there

was an answer, and in a few minutes a lioness, accompanied by
fourwhelps, came trotting up from the same direction as the zebra,

which no doubt she had been to drive towards her husband. Tliey

formed a fine picture, as they all stood round the carcase, the

whelps tearing it and biting it, but unable to get through the

tough skin. 'Then the lion lay down, and the lioness driving her

oifspring before her did the same 4 or 5 yards off, upon which ho
got up, and commencing to eat, had soon finished a hind-leg, re-

tiring a few yards on one side as soon as he had done so. Tho
lioness came up next and tore the carcase to shreds, bolting huge
mouthfals, but not objecting to the whelps eating as nmch as

they conld find. There was a good deal of snarling and quarrelling

among these young lions, and occasionally a stand-up iight for k
minute, but their mother did not take any notice of them, except

to give them a smart '_lcw with lier paw if they got in her way. . . .

There was now little left of the zebra but a few bones, which hun«

' Hon. W. H. Drummond, The Larrje Game and Natural UistnrJ

of South and South- Hast Africa, 1875, p. 278.
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dreas of vultures were circling round waiting to pick, while almost

an equal viumber lioppol awkwardly about on the ground within

50 or 60 yards of it, and the whole lion family walked quietly away,

the lioness leading, and the Uon, often turning his head to see that

they were not followed, bringing up the rear.'

Though not strictly gregarious, lions appear to . be

sociable towards their own species, and often are found in

Bjnall troops, sometimes consisting of a pair of old lions,

with their nearly full-grown cubs, but occasionally of adults

of the same sex ; and there seems to be good evidence that

several lions will associate together for the purpose of

hunting upon a preconcerted plan. As might be supposed,

their natural ferocity and. powerful armature are sometimes

turned upon one another; combats, often mortal, occur

among male lions under the influence of jealousy ; and

Andersson relates an instance of a quarrel between a

hungry lion and lioness over the carcase of an antelope

which they had just killed, and which did not seem

sufficient for the appetite of both, ending in the lion not

only killing, but even devouring jhis mate. Old lions,

whose teeth have become injured with constant wear, often

become "man-eaters," finding their easiest means of

obtaining a subsistence in lurking in the neighbourhood of

villages, and dashing into the tents at night and carrying

off one of the sleeping inmates. Lions differ from most of

the smaller Felidx in never climbing trees ; indeed, as

mentioned before, they are rarely found in forests.

^Vith regard to the character of the lion, those who
have had opportunities of observing it in its native haunts

differ greatly. The exaggerated accounts of early writers

as to its courage, nobility, and magnanimity have led to a

reaction, which causes some modern authors to speak of it

in language quite .the reverse, and to aocur>e it of positive

cowardice and all kinds of meanness. Livingstone goes so

far as to say, " nothing that I ever learned of the lion could

lead me to attribute to it either the ferocious or noble

character ascribed to it elsewhere," and he adds that its

roar is not distinguishable from that of the ostrich. Of
course these different estimates depend to a great extent

upon the particular standard of the writer, and also upon
the circumstance that lions, like other animals, undoubtedly
show considerable individual differences in character, and
behave differently under varying circumstances. They are

certainly not so reckless as to be entirely devoid of the
instinct of self-preservation, and if one, perhaps satiated

with a good meal the night before, unexpectedly disturbed
in the day time, will occasionally retreat when confronted,
even by an unarmed man, that is scarcely a reason for
assigning cowardice as one of the characteristics of the
ppecies. The latest authority, Selous, while never denying
the daring courage of the lion when hungry or provoked,
and vindicating the awe-inspiring character of the roar of
severfil lions in unison, when heard at close quarters, as the
grandest sound in nature, says with regard to its outward
aspect :

—

"It has always appeared to mo that the word 'majestic' is
singularly inapplicable to the lion in its wild state, as when seen
by daylight he always has a stealthy furtive look that entirely does
away with the idea of majesty. To look majestic a lion should hold
his head high. This he seldom does. When walking he holds it
low, lower than the hne flf his back, and it is only when he first
becomes aware of the presence of man that he sometimes raises his
head and takes a look at the intruder, usually lowering it imme-
Jiately, and trotting away with a growl. AVhen at bay, standing
with open mouth and glaring eyes, holding his head low between
Ins shoulders, and keepmg up a continuous low growling, twitching
his tail tho whUe from .side to side, no animal can look more
unnleasant than a lion; but there is then nothing majestic or noblem his appearance.

Notwithstanding this evidently truthful description of
the animal when seen under what maybe called unfavour-
able circumstances, no one with an eye for beauty can
contemplate tho fo.m of a fine specimen of a lioa, at all

events in a state of repose, even though in the confinement

of a menagerie, without being impressed with the feelingthat

it is a grand and uoble-looking animal. (\v. h. f.)

LIPARI ISLANDS. These islands, which take theii

name from the largest and most populous member of the

group, are situated to the north of the eastern half of Sicily,

between 38° 20' and 38° 55' N. lat., and 14° 15' and 15° 15'

E. long. The seven principal islands are Lipari, Salina,

Vulcano, Stromboli, Panaria, Filicudi, and Alicudi ; besides

which there are ten islets, some of them mere rocks,

the remains of a great central volcano now submerged.
The total "population of the islands in 1871 was 18,400,
and the area is less than 60 square miles. They,were
known to tbe ancients as the Hephsstiades or Vulcanis.

insulx, from their supposed connexion with Vulcan ; the

Liparenies, from their mythical king Lipara; andthe
JEdiiR insiilas, from :/Eolus, who was said to have married
the daughter of Lipara, and to have succeeded to the

kingdom. Lipara, the chief island, was colonized in the

6th century b.c. by Cnidians and Rhodians, who rapidly

spread to the adjacent islands of Hiera and Didyme. The
new settlers maintained their independence in spite of tlie

attacks of the Tyrrhenian pirates, but they later became
subject successively to the Athenians, Carthaginians, and
Romans. In the Middle Ages the Saracens took possession

of the islands, but they were expelled by the Normans in

the 1 1th century. Finally Ferdinand the Catholic annexed
them to Sicily.

Lipari has an area of about 11 square miles, with a
population of 12,000. It is mountainous in character, and
consists of tufife' and lavas, and of highly siliceous volcanic

products such as quartz-trachyte, pumice, and obsidian.

The great central cone, Monte Sant' Angelo (1952 feet), is

the ruin of an extinct volcano, as is also Monte Chirica

(19.78 feet); while Campo Bianco or Monte Pelato (1500
feet) Is a mountain of wbite pumice, breached by an out-

flow of vitreous lava. Hot springs exist in various parts

of the island, the most important being those of San
Calogero, mentioned by Diodorus Siculus, and situated

about 6 miles from the town. The water, which possesses

a temperature of 198° Fahr., contains free carbonic acid

and sulphuretted hydrogen, together with carbonates of

calcium and magnesium, and chlorides of calcium and
sodium. The chief town, which stands on the eastern

point of the island, is quite modern, and contains no objects

of interest. The cathedral and several other churches are

within the precincts of the castle, and they are presided

over by a bishop and thirty-two canons. The castle is

used as a prison for some four hundred malefactors, sent

from various parts of Italy. The island is governed by a

delegate, subject to the prefect of Messina. The soil is

fertile ; and a considerable trade is carried on by a number
of merchants who export currants, figs, pumice stone, and
malmsey wine. Water is scarce owing to the great porosity

of the soil

Sis miles to the south of Lipari is the island of Vulcano,

anciently known as Hiera, Vtd<:ania, and Therusia. In

early times it was a very active volcano ; and it is described

by 'Thucydides, Aristotle, and Callias as being frequently

in a state of violent eruption. In the 2d century B.C. the

smaller island of Vulcanello was upheaved from the sea.

The present crater was probably formed during the eruption

of 1786, from which time the volcano remained in a

quiescent state till the autumn of 1873, when it commenced
to discharge clouds of vapour, showers of sand, and large

stones. Blue and green flames were also seen to issue from

rifts in the floor of the crater. When visited by the writer

in 1879, the volcano had again relapsed into the solfatara

stage, and it had recently been purchased by a Scotch firm

for £8000, for the purpose of extracting alum, boraciv
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acid, and sulptur from the numerous products which line

the sides and covci- the floor c-f the crater. A number of

volcanic minerals liave be§n obtained from Vulcano ; the

most remarkable perhaps was that lately analysed by

Professor Cossa of Turin, which was found to contain seven

non-metallic elements and eight metals, among them the

rare bodies thallium, CKsium, and rubidium. The highest

point of Vulcano—a portion of the old crater ring—has an

altitude of IGOl feet.

A little more than 20 miles to the north-north-east of

liipari, the cone of Stromboli rises from the sea to a height

of 3022 feet. It is of special interest to the vulcanologist

from the fact that it is the only example in Europe of a

volcano in a state of constant activity, and also because,

from an elevated point above the crater (which is at the

side of the cone below the summit), it is possible, when the

wind blows away from the observer, to sit for hours and

watch the operations going on within the crater. Such
observations, carried out in 1788 by Spallanzani, made him
the father of modern vulcanology, and furnished some of

the most important data upon which the science is founded.

The mountain is mentioned as early as the 4th century B.C.

' Between Stromboli and Lipnri there is a group of islets represent-

ing portions of the crater ring of a great volcano, the largest of

which, Panaria {Hkcsia), is 7 miles in circuit, and contains about

200 inhabitants. It produces wheat, oil, and wine. Salina

(Didyme), 3 miles to the north-west of Lipari, has an area of 10
square miles, and consists of two volcanic cones rising respectively

to the lieight of 3156 and 2821 feet. The island contains nearly

5000 inhabitants, who are mainly employed in cultivating the vines,

which produce a fine malmsey wine. The cone of Filicudi rises

to a height of 2598 feet, some 10 miles to the west of Salina, while

at an equal distance further west is Alicudi, the most westerly mem-
ber of the Lipari group. It is partly cultivated, and is inhabited

by about 500 fishermen and shepherds.

Good maps of the Lipari Islands have been published by the

Italian Government. The best general account of the islands is

still that of Admiral Smyth {Sicily and its Islands, 1824), while

Professor J. W. Judd has exhaustively discussed their geology in

the pages of the Geological Magazine for 1875. (G. F. R.)

LIPETSK, a district town of Russia, in the government

of Tamboff, 95 miles west of the chief town of the govern-

ment, and 23 miles north-west of Gryazi railway junction,

at the confluence of Lyesnoy Voronesh and Lipovka rivers.

The town is built of wood, and the streets are unpaved, but

it is a commercial centre of some importance. There are

several beetroot-sugar and leather works, tallow-melting

houses, and distilleries. There is a brisk business at the

weekly fairs, and the merchants carry on active trade in

horses, cattle, tallow, skins, and honey, sent by rail to the

northern provinces, and in timber, shipped down to the

province of the Don Cossacks. The Lipetsk mineral springs

came into repute in the time of Peter L, who caused

them to be surrounded by galleries, and laid down three

gardens ; they continue to attract visitors during the

summer. Lipetsk received municipal institutions in 1779.

Population 14,500.

LIPPE is the name of a territory in north-western

Germany, now divided into two small sovereign principali-

ties, but formerly united under the same ruler. The came
is derived from the river Lippe, which rises in the Teuto-

burgian Forest, and flows into the Rhine at WeseL
L Lippe proper, also called Lippe-Detmold, is bounded

on three sides by the Prussian province of Westphalia,

and on the E. and N.E. by Hanover, Pyrmont, and
HesseCassel. It also possesses three small enclaves in

Westph&iia. Its area is about 450 square miles. The
greater part of the surface is mountainous, especially

towards the south, where it is intersected by the Teuto-

burgian Forest. The chief rivers are the Weser, which

crosses the north extremity of the principality, and its

affluents the Werre, Extcr, Kalle, and Emmer. The
forests of Lippe are among the finest in Germany, and

produce abundance of excellent timber. The valleys con-
tain a considerable amount of good arable land, the tillage

of which occupies the greater part of the inhabitants. The
principal crops are corn, ilax, and rape. Cattle, sheep,
and swine are also reared, and the " Sonner " breed of
horses is celebrated. The industries of Lippe are almost
confined to a little yarn-spinning and linen-weaving. Its
trade is- also inconsiderable; but, besides agricultural
products, timber, meerschaum pipes, and starch are ex-
ported. The brine springs of Salzuflen produce about
1500 tons of salt annually. In 1880 the population
amounted to 120,216 souls, upwards of 95 per cent, of
whom were Calvinists (Reformed Church), the remainder
being Lutherans, Roman Catholics, and Jews. Education is

provided for by two gymnasia and numerous other efficient

schools. The principality contains seven small towns, the
chief of which are Detmold, the seat of government, and
Lemgo. The present constitution was granted in 1836,
and is modified by a new election law of 1876. It pro-

vides for a representative chamber of twenty-one members,
whose functions are mainly consultative. For electoral

purposes the population is divided into three classes, rated

according to taxation, each of which returns seven members.
The estimated revenue in 1881 was .£49,200, and the

expenditure £50,850. The public debt amounts to nearly

£60,000. Lippe has one vote in the German Reich-

stag, and also one vote in the Federal Council. Its

military forces form a battalion of the 6th AVestphalian

infantry.

II. SCHAUMBURG-LlPPE, Or LlPPE-Bi5CKEBTJEG, tO the

north of Lippe-Detmold, consists of the western half of the

old countship of Schaumburg, and is surrounded by West-

phalia, Hanover, and the Prussian part of Schaumburg.
The northern extremity of the principality, which is 173

square miles in extent, is occupied by a lake named the

Steinhuder Meer. The southern part is mountainous, but

the remainder consists of a fertile plain, producing abundant

crops of cereals and flax. Besides husbandry, the inhabit-

ants practise yarn-spinning and linen-weaving, and the

coal-mines of the Biickeburg, on the south-eastern border,

are very productive. The great bulk of the population,

which in 1880 amounted to 35,374, are Lutherans. The
capital is Biickeburg, and Stadthagen is the only other

town. Under the constitution of 1868 there is a legisla-

tive diet of fifteen members, ten of whom are elected by

the towns and rural districts and three by the nobility,

clergy, and educated classes, while the remaining two are

nominated by the prince. Schaumburg-Lippe sends one

deputy to the Federal Council, and has one vote in

the Reichstag. It contributes a battalion of riflemen to

the imperial array. The budget of 1881-82 showed an

estimated revenue of £25,750, which was balanced by

the expenditure. The public debt is about £18,000.
History.—The district now named Lippe was inhabited in the

earliest times of which we have any record by the Cherusci, whose

leader Arminius annihilated the legions of Varus in the Tcuto-

burgian Forest (9 a.b.). It was afterwards occupied by the Saxons,

and was subdued by Charlemagne. The founder of the present

reigning family, one of the most ancient in Germany, was Bernard

I. (1128-53), who received a grant of the territory, till theu

called the countship of Haholt, from the emperor Lothair, and

assumed the title of lord of Lippe. Bernard VIII., who with

his people embraced the tenets of the Reformation in 1556, was the

first to style himself count of Lippe. In 1613 Lippe was divided

among the three sons of Simon VI., the lines founded by two of

whom' still exist, while the third (Brake) became extinct in 1709.

Lippe-Detmold was the patrimony of the eldest son, -.vhosB

descendants became princes of the empire in 1789. In 1809 it

joined the Confederation of the Rhine, and in 1813 the German
Confederation. Under the prudent government of the Princess

Pauline (1807-20) the little country enjoyed great prosperity.

Her son, Paul Alex.ander Leopold, ruled in the same spirit, and

in 1836 granted the charter of rights on which the government is

now based. In 1842 Lippe entered the German Customs Uuiou
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(ZoUvercin), and in 1866 it tlirew in its lot with Prussia and joined
the North German Confederation.

Philip, the youngest son of Simon VI. (see above), received but
a scanty share of his father's possessions, but in 1640 he inherited

a large part of the countship of Schaumburg, including Buckeburg,
and adopted the title of count of Sohaumburg-Lippe. The ruler of

this territory became a sovereign prince in 1807. In 1S66 the

prince at first sided with Austria., but afterwards entered tli! Ger-

man Confederation.

For further Information consalt Falkmann, Bfilrdye znr Gtschichte des F&rtt'
cnthums Lippe, 1869 ; Schikedanz, Das Ftirsleitt/tttin Lippe-Detmotd in geo-

fp-aphiicher, s/atistiseher, uud gfschuhtlkher Be^icfiunPf 1830 ; " Erinneriingen
au3 dem Leben der Fiirstin Pauline," in Sybel's Hisloi-iscJie 2eitschr\fl, ISfa'l,

LIPPI, the name of three celebrated Italian painters.

I. Fra. Filippo Lippi (1412-1469), commonly called

Lippo Lippi, one of the most celebrated painters of the

Italian quatrocento, was born in Florence,—his father,

Tommaso, being a butcher. His mother died in his earliest

infancy, and his father two years later. His aunt, a poor

woman named Monna Lapaccia, then took charge of him

;

and in 1420, when only eight years of age, he was
registered in the community of the Carmelite friars of the

Carmine in Florence. Here he remained tUl 1432, and his

early faculty for fine art was probably developed by studying

from the works of Masaccio in the neighbouring chapel of the

Brancacci. Between 1430 and 1432 he executed some
works in the monastery, which were destroyed by a fire in

1771 ; they are specified by Vasari, and one of them was
particularly marked by its resemblance to Masaccio's style.

Eventually Fra Filippo quitted his convent, but it appears

that he was not relieved from some sort of religious vow

;

there is a letter of his, dated in 1439, in which be speaks of

himself as the poorest friar of Florence, and says he is charged

with the maintenance of sis marriageable nieces. In 145"

he was appointed chaplain to the convent of S. Giovannino ia

Florence, and in 1457 rector (Rettore Goinmendatario) of S,

Quirico at Legnaia, and his gains were considerable, and evea
uncommonly large from time to time; but his poverty seems
to have been chronic none the less, the money being speni,

according to one account, in frequently recurring amours.
Vasari relates some curious and romantic adventures of

Fra Filippo, which modern biographers are not inclined

to believe. Except through Vasari, nothing whatever is

known of his visits to Ancona and Naples, and his inter-

mediate capture by Barbary pirates and enslavement in

Barbary, whence his skill in portrait-sketching availed to

release him. The doubts thrown upon his semi-marital

relatijns with a Florentine lady appear, however, to be
somewhat arbitrary ; Vasari's account is circumstantial,

and in itself not greatly improbable, and to say that he is

the sole authority for the facts goes but a small way
towards invalidating them. Towards June 1456 Fra
Filippo v^as settled in Prato (near Florence) for the

purpose of fulfilling an important commission which had
been given him to paint frescos in the choir of the
cathedral Before actually undertaking this work he set

about painting, in 1458, a picture for the convent chapel
of St Margaret of 'Prato, and there saw Lucrezia Buti, the
beautiful daughter of a Florentine, Francesco Buti; she
was either a novice or a young lady placed under the nuns'
guardianship. Lippi asked that she might be permitted
to sit to him for the figure of the Madonna; he made
passionate love to her, abducted her to his own house, and
kept her there spite of the utmost efforts the nuns could
make to reclaim her. The fruit of their loves was a boy,
who became the painter, not less celebrated than his father,

Filippino Lippi (noticed below). Such is substantially

Vasari's narrative, published less than a century after the
alleged events ; it is not refuted by saying, more than three
centuries later, that perhaps Lippo had nothing to do with
any such Lucrezia, and perhaps Lippino was his adopted
son,' or only an ordinary relative and scholar. The
argument that two reputed portraits of Lucrezia in

paintings ly Lippo, one as a Madonna in a very fine

picture in the Pitti gallery, and the other in the same
character in a Nativity in the Louvre, are not alike comes
to very little; and it is reduced to nothing when the
disputant adds that the Louvre painting is probably not
done by Lippi at all This painting comes, however, from
St Margaret's at Prato, and is generally considered to be
the very one on which Vasari's story hinges.

The frescos in the choir of Prato cathedral, being the
stories of the Baptist and of St Stephen, represented on
the two opposite wall spaces, are the most important and
monumental works which Fra Filippo has left, more especi-

ally the last of the series, showing the ceremonial mourning
over Stephen's corpse. This contains a portrait of the
painter, but which is the proper figure is a question that

has raised some diversity of opinion. Some of the subjects

are legendary, as, for instance, the attempt of the devil to

substitute a changeling for the infant protomartyr. At the
end wall of the choir are S. Giovanni Gualberto and S.

Albert, and on the ceiling the four evangelists.

The close of Lippi's life was spent at Spoleto, where he
had been commissioned to paint, for the apse of the
cathedral, some scenes from the life of the Virgin. In the
semidome of the apse is Christ crowning the Madonna,
with angels, sibyls, and prophets. This series, which is

not wholly equal to the one at Prato, was completed by
Fra Diamante after Lippi's death.

That Lippi died in Spoleto, on or about 8th October
1469, is an undoubted fact ; the mode of his death is again
a matter of dispute. It has been said that the pope
granted Lippi a dispensation for marrying Lucrezia, but
that, before the permission arrived, he had been poisoned
by the indignant relatives either of Lucrezia herself, or of

some lady who had replaced her in the inconstant painter's

affections. This is now generally regarded as a fable ; and
it may very well be such, although the incident does not
present any intrinsic improbability in relation to the Italy

of the 15th century. Fra Filippo lies buried in Spoleto,

with a monument erected to him by Lorenzo the Magnifi-

cent; he had always been zealously patronized by the
Medici family, beginning with Cosmo Pater Patrije.

Francesco di Pesello (called Pesellino) and Sandro Botticelli

were among his most distinguished pupils.

Some leading pictures by Lippi not already mentioned aro the
following. In 1441 he painted an altarpiece for the nuns of S.

Ambrogio which is now a prominent attraction in the Accademia of
Florence, and has been celebrated in Browning's well-knowa poem.
It represents the Coronation of the Virgin among angels and saints,

of whom many are Bemardine monks. One of these, placed to the
right, is a half-len"th portrait of Lippo, pointed out by an inscrip-

tion upon an angel s scroll " Is perfecit opus." The price paid for

this work in 1447 was 1 200 Florentine lire, which seems surprisingly
or even unaccountably large. For Geminiano Inghirami of Prato
he painted the death of St Bernard, a fine sjiecimen still extant
His principal altarpiece in this city is a Nativity in the refectory of

S. Domenico,—the Infant on the ground adored by the Virgin and
Joseph, between Sts George and Dominic, in a rocky landscape,
with the shepherds playing and six angels in the sky. In the
UlEzi is a fine Virgin adoring the infant Christ, who is held by two
angels ; in the London National Galler)-, a Vision of St Bernard.
The picture of the Virgin and Infant with an Angel, in this same
gallery, alio ascribed to Lippi, is disputable.

Few pictures are so thoroughly enjoyable as those of Lippo Lippi

;

they show the naivete of a strong ricli nature, redundant in lively and
somewhat whimsical observation. He approaches religious art from
its human side, and is not pictistic though true to a phase of Catholic
devotion. He was perhaps the greatest colourist and technical adept
of his time, with good draughtsmanship,—a naturalist, with less

vulgar realism than somo of his contemporaries, and with much
genuine episodical animation, including semi-humorous incidents
and low characters. He made little effort after perspective and none
for foreshortenings, was fond of ornamenting pilasters and other
architectural features. Vasari says that Lippi was wont to hide the
extremities in drapery, to evade difficulties. His career was ono of
continual development, without fundamental variation in style or in
colouring. In his great works the proportions are larger than life.
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II. FiLippiMo or LippiNO LiPPi (1460-1505) was the

natural son of Fva Lippo Lippi and Lucrezia Buti, born in

Florence and educated at Prato. Losing his father before

he had completed his tenth year, the boy took up his

avocation as a painter, studying under Sandro Botticelli,

and probably under I'ra Diamante. The style which he

formed was to a great extent o::iginal, but it bears clear

traces of the manner both of Lippo and of Botticelli,—more

ornamental than the first, more realistic and less poetical

than the second. His powers doveloped early ; for we find

him an accomplished artist by 1480, when he painted an

altarpiece, the Vision of St Bernard, now in the Badia of

Florence ; it is in tempera, with almost the same force as

oil painting. Soon afterwards, probably from 1482 to

1490, he began to work upon the frescos which completed

the decoration of the famous Brancacci chapel in the

Carmine, commenced by Masolino and Masaccio many
years before. He finished Llasaccio's subject of the

Resurrection of the King's Son, and was the sole author

of Paul's Interview with Peter in Prison, the Liberation of

Peter, the Two Saints before the Proconsul, and the Cruci-

fixion of Peter. These works, were none others extant

from his hand, are sufficient to prove that Lippino stood

in the front rank of the artists of his time. The dignified

and expressive figure of St Paul in the second-named

subject has always been particularly admired, and appears

to have furnished a suggestion to Raphael for his Paul at

Athens, Portraits of Luigi Pulci, Antonio Pollaiuolo,

Lippino himself, and various others are to be found in this

series. In 1485 he executed the great altarpiece of the

Virgin and Saints, with several other figures, now in the

UflSzi Gallery. Another of his leading works is the altar-

piece for the Nerli Chapel in S. Spirito— the Virgin En-

throned, with splendidly living portraits of Nerli and his

wife, and a thronged distance. In 1489 Lippia ivas ir

Rome, painting in the church of the Minerva, having first

passed through Spoleto to design the monument for his

father in the cathedral of that city. Some of his principal

frescos in the Minerva are still extant the subjects being in

celebration of St Thomas Aquinas. In one picture the

saint is miraculously commended by a crucifix; in »nother,

triumphing over heretics. In 1496 Lippino painted the

Adoration of the Magi now in the Uffizi, a very striking

picture, w jjh Ldmerous figures. This was succeeded by
his last important undertaking, the frescos in the Strozzi

Chapel, in 'he church of S. Maria Novella in Florence

—

Drusiana Restored to Life by St John the Evangelist, St

John in the Cauldron of Boiling Oil, and. two subjects

from the legend of St Philip. These are conspicuous and
attractive works, yet somewhat grotesqueand exaggerated,

—

full of ornate architecture, showy colour, and the distinctive

peculiarities of the master. Filippino, who had married

in 1497, died in 1505 of an attack of throat disease and
fever, aged only forty-five. His character for amiability

and courtesy is described in very laudatory terms by Vasari.

Thd best-reputed of his scholars was Raffaellino del Garbo.

Like his father, Filippino had a most marked original genius for

painting, and he was hardly less a chief among the artists of his
time than Fra Filippo hid been in his ; it may be said th;;!, in all

the annals of the .'irt a, rival instance is not to be found of a father
and son each of whoni had sunh pre-eminent natural gifts and
leadership. The father displayed more of sentiment, and candid
sweetness of motive ; the son moft of richness, variety, and lively

pictorial combination. He was admirable in all matters of decora-
tive adjunct and presentment, such as draperies, landscape back-
grounds, and accessories ; and he was the fii-st Florentine to intro-
duce a taste for antique details of costume, &c. He formed a large
collection of objects of this kind, and left his di>signs of them to
his son. In hi." liter works there is a tendency to a mannered
developraoct of the extremities, and generally to facile overdoing.
The London National Gallery jossesses a good and characteristic
though not exactly a first-rate specimen of Lippino, the Virgin and
Child between Sts Jerome and Dominic

III. Lorenzo Lippi (1606-1C64), a painter and poet,

was born in Florence. He studied painting under Matteo
Rosselli, the influence of whose style, and more especiallj

of that of Santi di Tito, is to be traced in Lippi's works,

which are marked by taste, delicacy, and a strong turn for

portrait-like naturalism. His maxim was " to poetize as

he spoke, and to paint as he saw." After exercising his

art for some time in Florence, and having married at the

age of forty the daughter of a rich sculptor named Susini,

Lippi went as court painter to Innsbruck, where lie has
left many excellent portraits. There he wrote his

humorous poem named Malmantile Eacquutato, which was
published under the anagrammatic pseudonym of " Pcrlone

Zipoli." Lippi was a friend of Salvator Eosa, and was a

man of pleasant and generous temper, and very polite.

He was, however, somewhat self-sufiicient, and, when
visiting Parma, would not look at the famous Correggios

there, saying that they could teach him nothing. He died

of pleurisy in 1664.

The most esteemed works of Lippi as a painter are a Crucifixion

in the gallery at Florence, and a Triumph of David which he
executed for the saloon of Angiolo GaUi, introducing into it

portraits of the seventeen children of the owner. His pofm the
ilalmantiU Racquistato isaburlesque romance, mostly compounded
out of a variety of popular talcs ; its principal subject-matter is an
e.xpedition ibr the recovery of a fortress and tenitory whose queen
had been expelled by a female usurper. It is full of graceful or
racy Florentine idioms, and is counted by Italians as a " testo di
lingua." Lippi is more generally or'more advantageously remem-
bered by this poem than by anything which he has left in the art of
painting. It was not published until 1688, several years after his
death. (W. M. R.)

LIPSIUS, Justus (1547-1606), the Latinized form of

Joest Lips, an eminent humanist of the 16th century,

born 18th October 1547, at Overyssche, a small village in

Brabant, about half way between Brussels and Ottignies.

Sent early to the Jesuit college in Cologne, he was removed
at seventeen to the university of Louvain by his parents,

who had some reason for fearing that he might be induced

to become a professed member of the Society of Jesua

But he had received at Cologne two mental tendencies from

which he never emancipated himself. One of these, which

was suppressed or suspended in middle life, asserted itself

later in his return to the bosom of the Catholic Church
before his death. The other, derived from his Jesuit train-

ing, showed itself in his merely rhetorical or verbal \'iew

of classical literature, of which the one interest lay in its

style.

Lipsius rushed into print at twenty with one of those

volumes of miscellaneous remarks then in vogue ( Varianm
Lectionum Libri Tres, 1567), the dedication of which to

Cardinal Granvella procured him an appointment as Latin

secretary, and a visit to Rome in the retinue of the cardinal

Here Lipsius remained two years, using his spare time in

study of the Latin classics, in viewing the monuments,

collecting inscriptions, and handling MSS. in the Vatican.

A comparison of a second volume of miscellaneous criticism

(Aiiii'quarum Lectionum Libri Quinque, 1575), published

after his return from Rome, with the Varix Lectiones of

eight years earlier shows that he had advanced from the

notion of purely conjectural emendation to that of emending

by collation, and that he had learnt to distinguish between

a "good" and a "bad" MS. In Rome he also made the

acquaintance of Muretus, Paullus JIanutius, and the other

humanists of the catholic reaction who were then in credit

t^ere. He was also noticed by Cardinal Sirleto and Fulvio

Orbini ; but he can hardly have even seen in the street

Sigonii and Vettorio, and the introduction of these cele-

brated names is perhaps only a stylistic flourish of the

biographer Le Mire, to whom we owe the only original

account of Lipsius's life. In 1570 he wandered over

Burgundy, Germany, Austria, Bohemia, in searcti of learn-
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ing aiirl learned acquaintance, and was engaged for more

than a year as teacher in the university of Jena, a position

•which implied an outward conformity to the Lutheran

phurcL On his way back to Louvain, he stopped some

time at Cologne, where he must again have comported

himself as a Catholic, Here he married, but the union

was without issue, and in other respects did not conduce

to happiness, as we gather from various allusions scattered

through Lipsius's letters. He returned to Louvain, but

was soon driven by the civil war to take refuge in Antwerp,

where he received, in 1579, a call to the newly founded

university of Leyden, as professor of history.

At Leyden, where he must have outwardly conformed to

the Calvinistic creed and worship, Lipsius remained eleven

years,—years about which his Catholic biographer Le Mire

has nothing to tell, but speaks of the period as an enforced

temporary sojourn among the infidels,—till the restoration

of peace allowed him to return to his home in Brabant.

In truth, this period of Lipsius's life was the period of his

greatest productivity. It was now that he prepared his

Seneca, and that he perfected, in successive editions, his

Tacitus. To edit and comment on two authors of the first

class, such as Tacitus and Seneca, in addition to the daily

drudgery of teaching, might seem work enough for eleven

years. But Lipsius's industry enabled him, over and above,

to bring out, from the press of Plantin at Antwerp, a series

of works of varied character and contents, some of pure

scholarship, others collections from classical authors, and

others again of more general interest. Of this latter class

was a treatise on politics {Polilicorum Libri Sex, 1589), in

which he let it be seen that, though a public teacher in

a country which professed toleration, he had not departed

from the state maxims of Alva and Philip IL He lays it

down that a Government should only suffer one religion to

exist in its territory, and that dissent shou'd be extirpated

by firo and sword. This frank avowal of T?hat were known
to be his real sentiments might have easily had disagreeable

consequences for the author, if he had not been sheltered

from the attacks tc vv'hich it exposed him by the prudence
of the authorities of Leyden. Lipsius was prevailed upon to

publish a declaration that his expression " Ure,seca," was not

intended of material fire and sword, but was only a metaphor
for "vigorous treatment."

The time at last arrived when Lipsius, who had always
been somewhat ill at ease in his Calvinistic disguise, was
to throw it off and return into the bosom of the church.

In the spring of 1591 he left Leyden under pretext of

taking the waters at Spa for the relief of a liver complaint.

He went to Mainz, where he was reconciled to the church
by the instrumentality of the Jesuit fathers. The event
•was one which deeply interested the Catholic world, and
invitations poured in on Lipsius from the courts and
universities of Italy, Austria, and Spain. But he preferred

to remain, in his own country, and after two years of

unsettled residence at Li^ge, Spa, &c., settled at Louvain,
as professor of Latin in the Collegium Buslidianum. He
was not expected to teach, and his trifling stipend was
eked out by the appointments of privy councillor and
historiographer to the king of Spain.

From this time till his death Lipsius continued to

publish antiquarian collections and dissertations as before.

But he was, in fact, lost to learning. His name and fame,
and his sententious and amusing style, were placed at tlie

disposal of the Jesuits, and used by them to restore the

credit of two local images of the Virgin, whose authentic
miracles were retailed by Lipsius in two tracts. Diva Virgo
Hallejisis, and Diva Virgo Sichemensis. Joseph Hall,

afterwards bishop of Norwich, was at Spa in the suite of

Sir E. Bacon at the time of the appearance of Lipsius's

brochures, and waa like to Uw got into trouble by disput-

ing against them (Hall's Epistles, cent i. epTS). LipSitra

died at Louvain on the 23d of March 1606, at the age Of

fifty-eight. His Greek books and MSS. he left to the

Jesuit college at Louvain ; the rest of his library, choice

rather than extensive, to a nephew. His furred doctor's

robe he ordered to be ofi'ered at°the shrine of the Virgin

at Hall.

If, according to the fancy of some tiographerg, Scaliger, Casaulion,

and Lipsius be erected into a literary ti^iumvirate,' Lipsius repre-

sents Lepidus. His knowledge of classical antiquity was extremely
limited. He had but slight acquaintance with Greek ; "pour sa

provision " only, said Scaliger. He is fond of adorning his letters

with Greek phrases, his quotations betraying that he is a stranger

in that country. In Latin literature the poets arid Cicero lay out-

side his range ; he had no ear for metro, and no taste for poetical

expression, Where he was strong ivas in the Latin historians and
in Roman antiquities. His greatest work was his edition of Tacitus.

This author he had so completely made his own that he could
repeat the whole, and offered to be tested in any part of the text,

with a poniard held to his breast, to be used against him if he should
fail. His Tacilus fii-st appeared in 1575, and was five times revised

and corrected by the editor—the last time in 1606, shortly before

his death. His ^Swieca is dated Antwerp, 1605. His Opera Omnia
were collected in 4 vols., Antwerp, 1637, of which the Wesel edition,

1675, is a verbal reprint in the same number of volumes, but in

a smaller form. The first volume contains also Le Mire's Life of
Lijmiis, which had appeared separately in 1607. Both editions

contain ten centuries of his epistles, to which additions have beeu
made in Epistolarnm jii» in Centuriis non ex ant Decades XII.,
&c., Harderwijk, 1621 ; Burmann'a 5i/7?o^e, torn. 1. ; Lcttrcs inediles,

ed. Dclprat, Amst., 1858. On Lipsius's relations with Scaliger see

Bemay s /. J. Scaliger, note 40. A bibliographical list of his
separate publications, forty-eight in number, may be found in
Niceron, Mimoircs, xxiv. p. 118. (M. P.)

LIQUEURS are perfumed and sweetened spirits pre-

pared for drinking, and for use as a flavouring material in

confectionery and cookery. The term liqueur is also

applied to certain wines and spirits remarkable for their

amount of bouquet, such as tokay and liqueur brandy, 4'c

Ordinary liqueurs consist of certain mixtures of pure spirit

with essential oils and vegetable extracts, and with syrup

of refined sitgar. A certain number of such prepara

tions have an established reputation ; but the methods by

which these are compounded, and the precise proportions

of the various ingredients they contain, are valuable trade

secrets, scrupulously kept from public knowledge. •

The raw materials employed in the preparation~of
liqueurs are— (1) a pure flavourless spirit, which must be
free from fusel oil ; (2) various essential oils, on the purity

and constant quality of which much of the success of the

manufacture depends, or, in place of the oils, the aromatic

substances from which they may be distilled
; (3) bittes

aromatic vegetable substances, fruits, rinds, &c., or theis

alcoholic extracts called tinctures ; (4) fresh juicy fruits

possessed of specia^^ flavour
; (5) refined sugar prepared ia

the form of a perfectly smooth colourless syrup
; (6) soft

or distilled water ; and (7) tinctorial substances for thcsa

liqueurs in which a particular colour is demanded by
fashion. ' The French, who excel in the preparation of

liqueurs, grade their products according to thefr sweetness

and alcoholic strength into crimes, /antes, or baumes, which
have a thick oily consistency, and eaux, extraits, or elixirs,

which, being less sweetened, are perfectly limpid. Liqueurs

of British fabrication, generally of inferior quality, are

frequently dealt in under the name of cordials. Bitters

form a class of liqueurs by themselves, claiming to possess

certain tonic properties and a medicinal value. Certaia

liqueurs, containing only a single flavouring ingredient, or

having a prevailing flavour of a particular substance, are

named after that body, as for example—crerao de rose,

vanille, the, cacao, anisette, and kiimmel, (tc. On the

other hand, the liqueurs which in general are most highly

prized are compounded of very numerous aromatic prin-

ciples, and they are not considered fit for use till they havQ

matured and mellowed for several years.
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ITie simplest method of preparing liqueurs is by adding

the requisite proportion of essential oil to spirit of known

strength, and then mixing this with the necessary amount

of clear syrup. In this way, indeed, the greater number of

the commoner and cheaper kinds are manufactured. Thus

for making (say) 20 gallons inferior quality of kiimmel,

there are added to 7 gallons of spirit of wine ^ & of

essential oil of caraway seed, 7i drachms of fennel-seed oil,

and 15 drops of bitter almond oil. With this preparation

is mixed a syrup containing 40 ib of refined sugar dissolved

in about 12 gallons of water, and when fined with gelatine

or with alum and soda solution the liqueur is ready for use.

To prepare, on the other hand, 20 gallons of fine kiimmel

liqueur, there would be placed in a simple still, with 10

gallons of spirit and 8 of water, 4 ft of caraway seeds, ^
ft of fennel, and 2 oz. of Florentine iris root. This mixture

after maceration is distilled, the first portion of the distillate

being put aside on account of its rough aroma, after which

about 8 gallons of fine kiimmel spirit is obtainable. There

still may be procured, by forcing the heat, from 3 to 4

gallons of inferior spirit. To the 8 gallons of fine spirit is

added a syrup consisting of 60 ft of refined sugar dissolved

in 10 gallons of water, the two compounds being thoroughly

incorporated with heat in an open vessel. On cooling, the

amount of water necessary to make up 20 gallons is added;

the liqueur is fined with isinglass, and stored to mature

and mellow. All varieties of liqueurs may be made or

imitated by both these methods ; but as a rule it is only

the simple-flavoured and commoner varieties which are

compounded by the addition of essential oils and alcoholic

tinctures. Fine liqueurs are made by macerating aromatic

bodies and - subsequent distillation ; bitters by maceration

and straining.

Of trade liqueurs the most highly esteemed in the United King-
uom are Chartreuse, Cura9oa, ilaraschiuo, and Doppel-Kummel or

AUasch. Of all kinds the most famous isChartrcuse, so called from
being made at the famous Carthusian monastery near Grenoble.
Three qualities are made—green, yellow, and white, the gi-een being
the richest and most delicate in flavour. Chartreuse is said to be a
mosfccomplex product, resulting from the maceration and distillation

of balm leaves and tops as a principal ingredient, with orange peel,

dried hyssop tops, peppermint, wormwood, angelica seed and root,

cinnamon, mace, cloves, Tonquin beans, Calamtis aromalkus, and
cardamoms. Cura<;oa, which is a simple liqueur, is chiefly mad« in

Amsterdam from the dried peel of the Curajoa orange. Tlie peel is

first softened by maceration in water ; then thrSe-fourths of the
quantity in preparation is distilled with mixed spirit and water,

and the remaining fourth is macerated in a proportion of this dis-

tillate for two or three days; the tincture is strained off and expressed '

and added to the original distilled Curagoa spirit. The flavour of
[

Curajoa is improved by the addition of about one per cent, of 1

Jamaica rum. The centre of the Maraschino trade is at Zara in
|

Dalmatia. Genuine Maraschino is prepared from a variety of ,

cherry—the Marasca—peculiar to the Dalmatian mountain regions.

The juice of the clierry fermented and distilled yields the spirit,

which is flavoured with the broken clierry kernels themselves.
|

Imitations of Maraschino are easily prepared,—a praiseworthy
|

liqueur resulting from raspberry juice, bitter almonds, and orange-
flower water. lu the preparation of Allasch—Khith. is a rich
Kummcl—bitter almonds, star-anise, angelica root, Florentine iris

root, and orange peel are used in addition to caraway seeds. Gold-
I

water and silver-water are liqueurs to which small quantities of
powdered gold-leaf and silver-leaf have been added, on account of
their lustre. They are now little used.
Gentian root is the fundamental "bitter" in most of the pre-

parations known as Bitters. These compounds, prepared by macer-
ation, are very vailous in their constitution, but the following is a
fair typical sample of the composition of a kind largely used. To
prepare 20 gallons of bitters there are taken 6 lt> of gentian, 5 tb each
of cinnamon and caraway seeds, 1 tb of juniper berries, and i It) of
cloves. These are macerated in 7 gallons of spirit, 60' over proof,
strained and filtered, and to the product is added 101b of sugar
dissolved in 13 gallons of water, and the resulting liquor is coloured
with cochineal.

_
The following list includes the names of the principal commercial

liqueurs not already named :—Noyeau (white and pink), trajipistine

(yellow and green) (from the Abbey de la Grace Dieu), bencdictiiio
(from Fecamp), peppermint liqueur, French cherry biandy or
kirsebaer (from Copenhagen), mandarine, parfait amour, creme do

vanille, creme de rose, i\\6, cafe, menthc, cacao, vanille, pomeran-
zen, ratafia (from Dantzic), anisette (from Amsterdam and Bor-
deaux), kirsehenwasser (from Sft-itzorlaud and the Black Forest),

absinthe, and vermouth. '

(J. PA.)

LIQUIDAMBAE, Liquid Amber, or Sweet Gum, is

product oi Liquidamhar styracifluriy L., order Ilamanielidese,

a deciduous tree of from 30 to 50 feet high and attaining 15
feet in circumference in Jlexico, of which country it is a

native, as well as of the greater portion of tke United
States. It bears palmately-lobed leaves, somewhat resem-

bling those of the maple, but larger. The male and female

inflorescences are on different branches of the same tree,

the globular heads of fruit resembling those of the plane.

This species is nearly allied to L. orientalis, Miller, a

native of a very restricted portion of the south-west coast

of Asia Minor, where it forms forests. It is from the bark

of this latter tree that the storax of the ancients (Herod.,

iiL 107
J
Diosc, i. 79), the medicinal styrax of to-day,

is prepared (Bentley and Trimen, Med. Plants, No. 107).

The earliest record of the tree appears to be in a Spanish

work by F. Hernandez, published in 1651, in which he

describes it as a large tree producing a fragrant gum
resembling liquid amber, whence the name {Xov. Plant,

&c., p. 56). In Ray's Historia Plantarum (1686) it is

called Styrax liquida. It was introduced into Europe in

1681 by Banister, the missionary collector sent out by
Bishop Compton, who planted it in the palace gardens at

Fulham.
The wood is very compact and fine-grained,—the heart-

wood being reddish, and, when cut into planks, marked
transversely with blackish belts. It is employed for

veneering in New York. Being readily dyed black, it is

sometimes used instead of ebony for picture frames,

balusters, <tc. ; but it is too liable to decay for out-door

worL The principal product of the tree, however, is the

resinous gum whicb issues from between the bark and

wood. It is sometimes called white balsam of Peru, or

liquid storax, though it is said by Michaux (Les VegUaiix

resinetix, ii. p. 337) to differ materially from the latter. It

is considered to be styptic and to possess healing and

balsamic properties, being stimulant and aromatic. It

possesses nearly the same properties as the balsam of Peru

and of Tolu, for which it is often substituted, as well as

for storax. Mixed with tobacco, the gum was used for

smoking at the court of the Mexican emperors (Humb., iv.

10). It has been long used in France as a perfume for

gloves, <tc. It is mainly produced in Mexico, little being

obtained from trees growing in higher latitudes of North

America, or in England For localities where it has been

observed, see Pickering's diron. Hist, of Plants, p. 741.

LIQUORICE. The hard and semi-vitreous sticks of

paste, black in colour and possessed of a sweet somewhat

astringent taste, known as liquorice paste or black sugar,

are the inspissated juice of the roots of a leguminous plant,

Glycyrrhiza glabra, the radix glycyrrhi:ie of the pharma-

copoeia. The plant is cultivated throughout the warmer

parts of Europe, especially on the Mediterranean shores, and

its geographical limits travel eastward throughout Central

Asia to China, where its cultivation is also prosecuted. In

the United Kingdom it is grown in Surrey and in York-

shire. The roots for use are obtained in lengths of 3 or 4

feet, and varying in diameter from
:J

to 1 inch, soft, flexible,

and fibrous, and internally of a bright yellow colour with a

characteristic sweet pleasant taste. To this sweet taste of

its root the plant owes its generic name Glycyrrhiza (the

sweet root), of which liquorice is a corruption. According

to the analysis of Sestini (Ga:. Chim. Ital., vol. viii. p. 131),

the root dried at 110' C. has the following composition :

—

resin, fat, and colouring matters, 3-220; glycyrrliizin, o-378;

starch, 57-720 ; cellulose, 19790; albuminoid substances.
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C-373; ammonia (combined), 0'043; asparagine, 2-416;

ash, 4 060. It is to the sugar-like body glycyrrhizin in

combination with ammonia that the peculiar taste and

properties of liquorice root are due. Glycyrrhizin in itself

is a tasteless nearly insoluble substance having the com-

position of C15H.24O5 ; but in combination with ammonia,

potash, or soda it develops its sweet taste. It is easily

precipitated from its combination by the influence of

mineral acids. Liquorice has been known and its virtues

appreciated from the most remote periods, and the root is

an article of some commercial importance on the Continent.

Stick liquorice is made by crushing and grinding the roots to a

Jiulp, wliich is boiled ia water over an open fire, and the decoction

separated from the solid residue of the root is evaporated in copper

|ianstill a sufficient degree of concentration is attained, after which,

on cooling, it is rolled into the form of sticks or other shapes for

the market. The preparation of the juice is a widely extended

industry along the Mediterranean coasts ; but the quality best

appreciated in the United Kingdom is made in Calabria, and sold

under the names of Solazzi and Corigliano juice. The liquorice

grown in Yorkshire is made into a confection called Pontefract

cakes. Liquorice in various forms is a popular remedy for coughs
;

aad it is largely used by children as a sweetmeat. Jt enters into

the composition of many cough lozenges and other demulcent pre-

parations ; and in the form of aromatic syrups and elixirs it

has a remarkable effect in masking the taste of nauseous medicines,

a property peculiar to glycyrrhizin. A considerable quantity of

liquorice is used in the preparation of tobacco for clie\ving. Com-
mercial liquorice paste is frequently much adulterated, and often

contains distinct traces of copper, apparently derived from the

vessels in which the juice is inspissated.

LIQUOR LAWS may be divided into the three great

Systems of free trade, restriction, and prohibition. The

system of free trade may mean either that no special

licence is required by law for carrying on a traffic in

intoxicating liquors, or that such a licence is required,

but that the licensing authority is bound to grant it in

every case in which certain conditions are complied with.

Wherever the determination of these conditions involves

an appeal to the discretion of the licensing authority, the

teystem of free trade tends to pass into the system of

restriction. For practical purposes it does not matter

much whether the law says, " every man of good character

is entitled to a licence for a properly constructed house in

a suitable locality," or " the magistrate must consider the

character of the applicant and of.' the premises, but is not

bound to give reasons for his decision." But wherever the

applicant can submit to a court capable of dealing with

tvidence the question of fact whether he has fulfilled

certain conditions defined by law, the system of free trade

may be said in theory to exist. Wherever, on the other

hand, the law distinctly affirms an absolute discretion in

the magistrate, or lays .down a positive principle, such as

the " normal number " or the fixed proportion between

public-houses and population, the system is properly de-

Kcribed as restriction, or monopoly. This system, again,

in its extreme form, tends to pass into one of prohibition.

Under one of the alternative plans permitted by the

Swedish licensing law of 1855, generally known as the

Gothenburg plan, the municipality begins by the partial,

and advances to the total, prohibition of liquor traffic,

except by servants of the municipality ; and this plan is

sometimes advocated merely as a step towards the suppres-

sion of all trad'j in liquor. In nearly all countries the

jiature of the trade carried on in public-houses has sub-

jected them to a much more rigorous police supervision

than ordinary trades. All trades, however, must be carried

on under the conditions required by the public comfort
and safety ; and to give unlimited licence in such matters
to publicans would be to violate social rights not inferior

to frcidom of industry and trade.

Of ecent years there has been a considerable increase

in the amount of drunkenness in Europe genera'ly. TLert,

are no means of determining the law of the increase oy

reliable statistics, but it seems probable that the increase

is confined to the large towns and to the lov.cst classes.

There has also been of late, both in the United Kingdom
and on the Continent, a very earnest and animated discus-

sion on the policy and results of the various systems of

liquor law. It cannot be said that so far any decisive

experience has been adduced on the subject. In fact the

legislation of Europe is in a very uneasy and changeful

state. Thus, prior to the federal constitution of 1874, the

cantons of Switzerland were in the habit of directing the

municipal authorities to observe a certain proportion

between the number of licences and the population. The
new constitution, however, laid down the general principle

of free trade, and the federal council intimated to the

various cantons that it was no longer lawful to refuse a
licence on the ground that there was no public need of it.

In the previous year precisely the opposite change took

place in Denmark. The licence system rested on the law

of 29th December 1857, but this was modified by the law
of 23d May 1873, which increased the conditions to be
fulfilled by those applying for a licence, and conferred

upon the communal authorities the power of fixing the

maximum number of licences to be granted. Similarly,

in France, the liquor law rests upon the decree of 1851,

but public opinion is turning against the absolute discretion

reposed in the administrative authority, and the law pro-

posed by M. de Gaste and approved of by the chamber of

deputies on 22d March 1878 will probably lead to a system

of greater freedom. In the German empire the various

states are still permitted by a law of the confederation,

dated 21st June 1869, to restrict the issue of licences to

what the public seem to require, but except in Wiirtem-

berg this permission seems not to have been used. In

Austria the rapid growth of drunkenness in Galicia made
necessary the severe police law of 19th July 1877, but in

other parts of the empire the exceptionally lenient law of

20th December 1859 seems to be considered sufficient.

In the midst of so many fluctuations of opinion, the

practical questions of legislation must be decided on

general principles and not by experimental evidence.

Those who speak and write on the reform of the liquor

laws are divided into two great classes—(1) the nephalists,

who consider alcohol, in every iorm, whether in distilled

or in fermented liquors, to be poison, and therefore wish

the sale of it to be entirely suppressed
; (2) those who see

no objection to moderate drinking, especially of the k«s

alcoholic beverages, or at least regard the idea of suppres-

sion as an impracticable chimasra. In the United Kingdom
the nephalists are at present agitating for Sir Wilfrid

Lawson's Permissive Bill, which has latterly taken the

form of a local option resolution. This means that in

each burgh or parish two-thirds of the ratepayers may
decide that no licences shall be given, a vote to be taken

on the subject every three years. On 17th March 1879

the select committee of the House of Lords on intemperance

reported emphatically against the scheme of the Permissive

Bill The committee did not examine witnesses from the

United States with respect to the experiments in prohibi-

tion which have been made tliere on a large scale; but

it is generally admitted that the Maine Liquor Law has

succeeded only in villages and rural districts ; in towns it

has failed. So also the Michigan Law, prohibiting the

sale of liquor except for medicinal or mechanica' purposes,

was condenmed after twenty years' experiet..;e ; and in

1875 a licence tax was imposed on dealers in liquor.

The result is the same under those celebrated " local option lavro

which are in force in some of the United States. These laws pro-

ceed fiom tlie legislatures of the various States. They sometimes

Me the fo.-m p( n /reneral prohibition of the sale of intoxicantSi
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subject to a rote of tho inhabitants in each township or comity,
but more frcriuently they merely provide in general terms for the

issue of licences in the usual way, unless tlie local constituency
shall otherwise determine. Such laws are in force in JIassachusetts,

New Jersey (which had the Chatham Local Option Law of 1871),

New Hampshire, Connecticut, and Vermont. But whether they
r.r3 constitutional or not is a matter of serious controversy iu the
courts of the United States. On the one hand, it is said that such
a law ftwiounts to a delegation by the State of its legislative power,
—that it leaves the hands of the senate and general assembly in

an unfinished state, commanding nothing, prohibiting nothing.
On the other hand, it is said this is a police regulation, which is

properly entrusted to county commissioners, or boards of select

men for the protection of the health and morals of the localities

over which they preside ; and it is quite competent for a State

'to make a law delegating the power to determine some fact or

state of things, upon which the law makes, or intends to make,
its own at.ion depend. In the case of the States already mentioned
the constitutional character of the local option law lias been upheld
by decision, but in the cases of Delaware, Texas, Indiana, Cali-

fornia (Wall's Case), Iowa, and Pennsylvania, it has been denied.

The question has also been raised iu the American courts whether
in the case of intoxicants being imported from one State to another
a local option law, which prohibits the sale of the imported goods,
does not violate the freedom of commerce which is guaranteed to

all the Svates by the American Constitution.'

Among tliose who are not neplialists a variety of schemes
has been suggested. A small minority are in favour of

free trade subject to certain conditions. An experiment

of this kind was tried by the Liverpool magistrates in

1S53. "The premises were to be of high rateable value;

the excise duty was to be greatly increased ; the licencee

was invariably to reside on the premises ; and a special

police for the inspection of licensing houses was to be pro-

vided." These conditions being complied with, no licence

was refused. This experiment was made the subject of

inquiry by Mr Villier's select committee of 1854. That
committee, which included Sir George Grey and Lord
Sherbrooke (Mr Lowe), reported unanimously ia its

favour. A similar experiment', was made in Liverpool

during the years 1862-66 without evil results, and also

since 1862 iu the Prescot division of the county of Lanca-
shire. On the Continent the only countries where free

trade prevails are Belgium, Holland, Greece, Spain, and
Roumania. In certain parts of Bavaria communes possess

breweries, the produce of which they are by custom entitled

to sell without any licence ; and ths Rhenish Palatinate

has never been subject to the restrictions mentioned below
which apply to the rest of the empire. In Belgium licences

are unknown. The only tax which the publican pays is

the " patent " which is paid by every trade. So strong is

the general law in Belgium that in 1866, when the muni-
cipal authorities of Antwerp issued a regulation prohibiting

the sale of alcoholic drinks in the streets, this was held to

be illegal by the court of cassation. The Dutch law is the

same as in Belgium. It must not be supposed, however,

that the Dutch are satisfied with the present law. The
Dutch " society for total abstinence from strong drink " is

very active; and in 1880 the Government presented to the

lower chamber a bill, introducing a licence and also the

principle of the normal number, the proportion of licences

to population varying according fo the total population of

towns. In Belgium the Association contre I'abus des boissons

alcooliques is endeavouring to secure amendments of the law,

chiefly of a fiscal and police character, but the introduction

of the licence is not suggested. In Germany, with the es-

' See Cooley, On Constiiutional Limitations, and On Taxation,

p. 403 ; nilon. On Manicipal Corporations, i. p. 392 ; and the
recent case of Boyd v. Bryant, 37 Anier. Rep. 6. In some States
It has been attempted to proliibit indirectly by raising enormously
the licence fee. The subject is frequently before the courts, and it

is decided that where the licensing power is given for revenue
purposes there is no limit to the discretion of the licensing authority,
but where it is given for purposes of regulation the fee should not
exceed the expense of issuing the licence and inspecting and regulating
the licensed trade.

14-25

ception of Wiirtembergand those places where the licence ia

unknown, the liquor trade is practically free. The law of

1869 declares that a licence can be refused for two reasons
only—if the police condemn the structure or situation of

tho premises, or if the applicant is likely to encourage
drunkenness, gaming, reset of theft, or improper meetings.
This system may be contrasted with those of Italy and
Russia. In Italy, under the law of 20th March 1865, a
licence is obtained from the sub-prefect or antorita politica

del circondario on the demand of the syndic {sindaco) of
the commune and after consulting with the municipal

ffiunta. In Russia, under the decree of 1861 and the com?
munal law of 28th June 1870, the licence is got from the

municipal or communal council, or, in certain cases, from the

owners of land, especially church land. In both countries

the licensing authorities have unlimited discretion, which
they have exercised so as to multiply pubIic-house3,,enor-

mously. Assuming that sufficient guarantees can be got

for the respectability of the applicant and the good sanitary

condition of his premises, the system of free trade, or of uur

restricted licensing on defined conditions, is the only one
which can be defended on principle. It is impossible for

the magistrates to exercise a just discretion in deciding

what public-houses are required for a locality. The fact

that an applicant has invested capital in tho business and
is ready to begin is the best evidence that there is a demand
to be supplied. There is, however, no prospect of free trade

being established in the United Kingdom. The select

committee of 1879 reported against it.

A larger number of licensing reformers support the scheme
for introducing the " normal number " to the United King-

dom. This was embodied in the bills of Sir Robert
Anstruther and Sir Harcourt Johnstone (1876). No new
licences were to be granted till the number had been re-

duced to 1 in 500 of the population in towns, and 1 in 300
in country districts. At present the proportion is 1 to

173 of the population in towns in England and Wales. It

seems impossible to determine any such proportion ab ante.

Even were it possible, the rough classification of towns by
population, and the failure to discriminate between various

rural districts, would result in great injustice. In Mr
Cowen's bill of 1877 and Lord Colin Campbell's bill of

1882 it was proposed to have in each locality a separata

licensing board elected annually by the ratepayers. Tiis

proposal sins against the recognized principle in the

reform of local government that authorities must be con-

solidated, not multiplied. The select committee of 1879
suggested that the function of licensing might be entrusted

to the proposed representative county boards.

Another scheme, which has the advantage of appealing

to modern experience in Europe, was contained in Sir

Robert Anstruther's bills of 1872 and 1874 and Mr
Chamberlain's bill of 1877. These were all modifications

of the Gothenburg system, which Mr Carnegie, a Scotch

brewer in Gothenburg, has done much to make known in

the United Kingdom. In Sweden, prior to 1855, there

was absolute free trade in liquor. The General Licensing

Act, passed in that year, gave power to local authorities,

subject to confirmation by the provincial governor, to fix

annually the number of licences, and to sell them for three

years on certain conditions. If a company, or " bolag," were

formed for the purpose of taking all the licences, the local

authority might contract with the company for three years.

The Act did not apply to beer. The result of this Act has

been twofold. In rural districts almost no licences have

been issued. In towns, on the other hand, drinking has in«

creased of late, and has led to the severe police laws of 18th

September 1874 and 15th October 1S75. In 1866 Gothen-

burg set the example of transferring tho whole public-house

traffic to a bolag, which undertakes to appropriate no profit
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from the business, but to conduct its establishments in

the interest of temperance and morality, and to pay over to

the municipality the profits made beyond a fair interest

on capital This experiment has been a great financial

success, and if developed will relieve the town from the

greater part of its local taxation. The example has been

followed by every town in Sweden having a population

above 5000 ; and in 1877, after long discussion, it was

adopted in Stockholm, the capital, where the number of life

licences presented unusual difficulties. Mr Chamberlain

proposed that the work done by the Swedish bolag should

be attempted by town councils in the United Kingdom.

For this purpose he asked power to acquire the freehold of

ill licensed premises and the interests of the licence holders.

The business would then be carried on by the town council,

the profits being carried to the credit of the education and

poor rates. The powers of the licensing justices would

cease on the adoption of the scheme by the town council.

The select committee of 1879 recommended that legislative

facilities should be given for the adoption of this scheme.

It is doubtful, however, if the burden would be generally

submitted to, except on the understanding that the local

rates would be^jro tanlo diminished ; and, were this realized,

the tendency would be to support the municipality on the

liquor trade by extending its operations.

The great mass of opinion in the United Kingdom, however, seeks

some modification of the present licensing system. That system is

extremely complicated. The wholesale licences are granted by the

excise without a magistrate's certificate, but for nearly all retail

licences such a certificate is required. Generally, the magistrates

have absolute discretion as regards licences to sell on the premises,

but in England a licence to sell off the premises can beTefused only

for one or more of the following reasons—no satisfactory evidence

of good character, disorderly house, previous forfeiture of licence

by misconduct, want of legal qualification. The English law is

contained in the Wine and IJeerhouse Act 1869, and the Licensing

Act 1872 and 1874. ' The great features of the legislation of 1872
were (1) the introduction of a confirming authority (viz., the licens-

ing committee in counties and the whole magistrates in burghs)
for the purpose of restricting the issue of new licences

; (2) the quali-

fication of annual value in public-house premises for the purpose of

raising the character of those engaged in the trade
; (3) the new

regulations for closing
; (4) the new regulations of police penalties,

especially with reference to the endorsement of convictions on the
licence and the forfeiture of the licence. The Act of 1874 abolished
the necessity of confirmation in the case of " off" licences, gave the
magistrates absolute discretion as regards the endorsement of convic-
tions, and removed from magistrates all discretion as regards closing
hours. There are not many peculiarities in the licensing law of
Ireland. Public-house licences are generally held by shopkeepers,
and no qualification of value is required except in the case of
beerhouses. Mr Meldon's Act of 1877 (37 k 38 Vict. c. 69) closed
public-houses on Sunday. In Scotland prior to 1853 licences were
regulated by the Home-Drummond Act (9 Geo. IV. c. 58), which
authorized only one form of certificate for "common inns."^ Inl846
a select committee reported that the combination of the grocer trade
with the sale of spirits to be consumed on the premises was productive
of evil to the working classes. This led to the Forbes Mackenzie Act
of 1853, which was amended in 1862, upon the report of a royal com-
mission in 1860 (16 & 17 Vict, c. 67; 25 & 26 Vict, e. 35). It created
three licences—(1) for hotels, (2) for public-houses, (3) grocers'
licences. Fnder the hotel licence intoxicating liquors may be sold to
lodgers and travellers. On Sundays the public-houses are closed, and
an week days the sale is practically limited to the period between
8 A.M. and 11 p.m. Cameron's Act of 1876 (39 & 40 Vict. c. 26)
makes the refusal of a certificate by the magistrate final, and in the
case of a new licence requires the confirmation of a county licensing
committee or in burghs of a joint committee of magistrates and
justices.

Information on this subject is to be found cliicfly in the Seporit of royal com-
missions and select committees;, li has been much discussed at the meetings of
the Social Science Association, and there is a Inrge literature of pamphlets and
magazine articles, to which, among mnny othem, Lord Sherbrooke, Mr Cham-
berlain, and Mr Arthur Arnold hare contributed. The reports of the various
International coneresses ' poor retude des questions relatives k ralcoolism» "
may be studied with advantaEe. See also Metman's ECudet sur la Legislalioris
Eurcpemnet retalicu auz (Ubilt de boistms alcoolijues, Paris, 1879. (W. C S )

> 32 & 33 Vict. c. 27 : 35 & 36 Vict. c. 94 ; 37 & 38 Vict. c. 49.
' So also the fir.<;t English Act, 5 & 6 Edw. VI., provided one form

of licence for " alehouses."

LISBON (Portuguese, Ltshoa), the capital of the king-

dom of Portugal, is situated in 38° 42' N. lat. and 9° 5'

W. long,, on the northern bank of the Tagus (Tejo), at the

spot where the river broadens to a width of 9 miles,

some 8 or 9 miles from the point where it enters the

Atlantic. Standing on a range of low hills, backed by
the lofty granite range of Cintra, and extending along the

margin of the wide Tagus, Lisbon wears a very noble

aspect to those who approacli it from the sea. In regard

to beauty of position it may rightly claim to be the third

of European cities, Constantinople and Naples alone rank-

ing before it. The river affords secure anchorage for a very

large number of vessels, and the bar at the mouth is easily

crossed even in rough weather. Like London, Paris, and
Vienna, Lisbon stands in a geological basin of Tertiary

formation. The upper portion consists of loose sand and
gravel destitute of organic remains, below which is a series

of beds termed by Mr Daniel Sharpe the Almada beds,

composed of yellow sand, calcareous sandstone, and blue

clay, rich in marine remains. The greater part of Lisbon
stands on those beds which belong to the older Miocene
epoch, and are nearly of the.?ame age as those of Bordeaux.

Next comes a conglomerate without fossils. These Tertiary

deposits, which cover altogether an area of more than 2000
square miles, are separated, near Lisbon, from rocks of the

secondary epoch by a great sheet of basalt which covered

the Secondary rocks before any of the Tertiary strata were
in existence. The uppermost of the Secondary deposits

is the Hippurite Limestone, which corresponds to a part of

the Upper Chalk of northern Europe. The narrow valley

of Alcantara, in the immediate neighbourhood of Lisbon,

has been excavated in this deposit ; and here there are

extensive quarries, where abundance of its peculiar shells

may be collected.'

Lisbon stretches along the margin of the river for 4 or

5 miles, and extends northward over the hills for nearly

3 miles, but much of it is scattered amongst gardens and
fields. In the older parts the streets are very irregular,

but that portion which was rebuilt after the great earth-

quake of 1755 consists of lofty houses arranged in long
straight streets. Here are the four principal squares, the

handsomest of which, the Praga do Commercio, is open on
one side to the river, and on the other three is surrounded

by the custom-house and Government ofiices, with a spacious

arcade beneath. In the middle is a bronze equestrian

statue of Joseph T., in whose reign the earthquake and
restoration of the city took place. At the middle of the

north side is a grand triumphal arch, under which is a
street leading to another handsome square, the Rocio or

Praga do Dom Pedro (built on the site of the Inquisition

palace and prisons), where stands the theatre of D. Maria
II. The houses are for the most part well built, and are

divided into flats for the accommodation of several families.

The streets had formerly a bad reputation in regard to

cleanliness, but of late years great improvement has taken

place in this respect, although no general system of drainage

has yet been adopted. They are lighted with gas made
from British coal. The public gardens, five in number,
are small, but are much frequented in the evenings. The
city contains seven theatres and a bull ring. The
hotels of Lisbon offer but indifferent accommodation to

' After careful investigation, Mr Sharpe discovered that the greatest

force of the earthquake of 1755 was expended upon the ai;ea of the

above-mentioned Almada bine clay, and that not one of the buildings

standing upon it escaped destruction. Those upon the slopes of the
hills immediately above the clay suffered very severely, and all on
the Tertiary strata were more or less injured, whilst none of the
buildings on the hippurite limestone or the basalt suffered any
damage whatever,—the line at which the earthquake ceased to be
destructive corresponding exactly, with the boundary of tho Tertiary
beds-
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strangers; the shops present little display, and are ill

famished with wares. The markets are tolerably well

supplied with meat, fish, and country produce. A large

quantity of excellent fruit is brought in for sale during

the season.

The king usually resides at the palace of Ajuda, situate

on a hill above the suburb of Belem. It is in the Italian

style, and was intended to be one of the largest palaces in

Europe, but it has been left incomplete. It contains a large

library, a collection of pictures, and a numismatic cabinet.

There is another royal palace at Lisbon (that of the Neces-

fiidades), where former monarchs were wont to reside ; and

in the neighbourhood of the city are numerous others.

Several of the nobility have good and spacious houses in

the city, which are dignified with the name of palaces.

The houses of the British residents are mcstlj to be found
in the elevated district called Buenos Ayres.

Two or three small forts, one on a rock at ths mouth of
the Tagus, afford a very inadequate defence against the
attacks of a hostile fleet. In ascending the river the
picturesque Tower of Belem, built about the end of the

'15th century, is seen on the north bank close to the water's

edge. On a rocky hill stands the citadel of St George,
surrounded by the most ancient part of Lisbon, composed
of narrow tortuous streets, still retaining its old Sloorish

name, Alfama. The chief naval and military arsenals

of the kingdom are at Lisbon. Attached to the formef

are a naval school and a hydrographical office. Here
also is a museum of colonial products. In various partd

of the city are barracks for the accommodation of the

R R.

Fia. 1.—Plan of Lisbon.

troops and fjr the municipal guard. The churches are

numerous, but are nearly all in the same tasteless Italian

style ; the interiors, overlaid by heavy ornament, contain

pictures utterly devoid of merit. The cathedral is gloomy

without being grand, but the oldest part behind the

high altar may deserve inspection. The largest church

in the city is St Vincent's, 222 feet by 82. The large

adjacent convent is now the residence of the cardinal

patriarch. In a modern chapel attached to the church

the coffined corpses of the monarchs of the house of

Braganza are deposited, and the public are admitted to

see them on certain days in the year. Perhaps the most

striking church in Lisbon itself is that of the Estrella, with

a dome commanding an extensive view, and two towers,

the whole design reminding the visitor of St Paul's,

London. At St Roque is the famous chapel of St John

the Baptist, designed by Vanvitelli, and made at Rome for

King John V., who had been enriched by the discovery of

the gold and diamond mines in Brazil. Before being sent

to Portugal it was set up in St Peter's, and Benedict XFV.

celebrated the first mass in it. It is composed of precious

rnarbles with mosaics and ornaments in silver and bronze,

and is said to have cost upwards of £120,000. By far

the most interesting architectural object at Lisbon is,

however, the unfinished Hieronymite church and monastery

at Belem. The church was begun in 1500 near the spot

where Vasco da Gama had embarked three years before on

his famous voyage to India. The style is a curious mixtare

of Moorish Gothic and Renaissance, with beautiful detaila

The English college was founded in 1628 for the education

of British Roman Catholics ; and the Irish Dominicans have

a church and convent originally established for the cdnca-
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(ion of youths intended for the priesthood. Ecclesiastically

tiisbon is a patriarchate, the holder of the dignity being at

chg head of the clergy of the kingdom, and president of

die chamber of peers. He is usually made a cardinal.

The two chambers of parliament hold their sittings in a

iuge building, formerly the monastery of St Bento, to which

a handsome fa9ade has been added. New and ornamental

buildings have been erected for the courts of justice and

the municipal chamber. The mint is fitted up with steam

inachinery on a small scale for coining gold, silver, and

copper. Postage stamps and inland revenue stamps are

printed at this establishment. The national astronomical

bbservatory is near the Ajuda palace, and the meteorological

observatory is at the Polytechnic school, which also contains

the national museum of natural history. Here is a good

collection of the birds of Portugal, with collections in other

branches of the zoology of Portugal and the Portuguese

possessions iu Africa—minerals, fossils, &c. The fossils

collected by the Geological Commission to illustrate the

geology of the kingdom are preserved in the sequestrated

Convento do Jesus.

Lisbon is singularly destitute of works of high art.

The gallery of the Academy of Fine Arts contains only

a few pictures worth notice. In the custody of the academy
is an interesting assemblage of gold and silver plate taken

from suppressed monasteries. There is also a collection of

pictures at the Ajuda palace. At the Carmo church is an

archiBological museum. The great national library consists

for the most part of old theological works and ecclesiastical

histories swept out of various suppressed monasteries, and
has a collection of 24,000 coins with some Roman bronzes.

The Portuguese take little interest in literature, art, or

science, and almost everything connected with them is

in- a neglected state. Literary and scientific societies are

few in number and badly supported, the principal one

being the Royal Academy of Sciences, founded in 1779.

The national printing office, a Government establishment,

turns out creditable work, but the booksellers' shops are

. few and ill-stocked. Eight or ten daily journals are

published in Lisbon, and there are a few weekly news-
pajiers, besides periodicals appearing at longer intervals,

and chiefly devoted'to special interests.

Several cemeteries have been constructed of late years

near Lisbon, the practice of interring in churches having
ieeh abandoned. In the English cemetery lies the English
novelist Fielding, who died here iu 1754; a marble
sarcophagus with a long Latin inscription covers his re-

mains. The British residents maintain a chaplain who
performs service regularly in an adjacent chapel, and the
Scottish Presbyterians have also a place of meeting. The
great hospital of S. Jose contains beds for nine hundred
patients, and the large lunatic asylum has accommodation
for four hundred parients. The Foundling Hospital takes
in more than two thousand children annually. At Belem
is an excellent establishment where a large number of

malff orphans- and foundlings are fed, clothed, educated,
mi taught various trades. The Lazaretto is a vast build-

ing on the south side of the Tagus, where ono thousand
inmates can be received at one time.

Lisbon is connected by railway with Madrid, and there is

also a line northward to Coiuibra and Oporto, as well as
lines southward to Setubal, Evora, and Beja. Submarine
cables connect it with England and with Brazil. There
is communication by regular lines of steamers with the
Portuguese islands in the Atlantic and the cnlonies in
Africa, and with a great number of ports in Britain, con-
tinental Europe, and other parts of the worid. Lisbon is

the largest port in the kingdom, and its custom-house is a
spacious and very substantial fire-proof building worthy of
nny capital in Europe, in which merchants are allowed to

deposit their goods free of duly for a year, or for two years

in the case of Brazilian produce. The duties annually

collected here exceed £1,150,000, tobacco alone producing

.£400,000. • Upwards of 1400 foreign vessels, and about

1100 Portuguese ships, including coasters^ enter the pori

annually. The aunual importsamount to about ,£5,000,000,

and the exports to £4,500,000. A considerable number of

foreign merchants reside in Lisbon, and there are aboiit

fifty British firms. The most active commerce is carried

on with Brazil and* Great Britain, tropical produce being

Fig. 2.—Port of Lisljon.

imported from the one, and manufactured goods from the

other, while wine and oil are sent to both in return. The

wine for exportation is all made and stored outside the city

bounds, so as not to be subject to the octroi duty. Thero

are several joint-stock banks, one of them being British

(the New London and Brazilian Bank), as well as private

bankers. Manufactures are carried on only to a limited

extent. The largest establishment by far is the tobacco

manufactory, where 1600 persons are employed, and three

millions of pounds are annually manufactured.

The chief supply of water, for the use of the city is

brought by an aqueduct 9 miles in length, from springs

situated on the north-west. This work, one of the boasts of

Lisbon, was completed iu 1738, and was so well executed

that the great earthquake did it no injury, It crosses the

Alcantara valley on thirty-five arches, the principal one

being 263 feet above its base, with a span of 110 feet. Ou
reaching the city the water is conducted into a covered

massive stone reservoir, which an inscription styles "urbis

ornamentum orbis miraculuni," and thence it flows to the

fountains, th>rty-onein number, distributed throughout the

city. From these fountains it is removed in barrels to the

houses by "Gallegos," men from Galicia, who do the prin-

cipal part of the hard work in Lisbon. Although there

are two other reservoirs near the city, the supply of water

is insuflScient for the requirements of the place during the

warm season.

For municipal purposes the city is divided into four

districts (barros), the whole under one municipal chamber,
and two suburban districts under separate chambers. The
city chamber consists of twelve members elected by the

burgesses every two years. Its revenue is about £75,000.
The . octroi duties, levied on provisions and fuel entering

the city, are 'collected on account of the Government,
and exceed £270,000 a year. The police force is paid by
the Government, and consists of the municipal guard, a

military force of cavalry and infantry under the orders of

tlie home secretary, and a body of ordinary policemen at

the orders of the civil governor, an official appointed by

Government. According to the census of 187S the popu-

lation in the thirty-nine parishes of the city and suburbs

was 253,000.
Climate.—Notwitlistanding the mildness of tlie climate, Lisbon

is not considered a healtliy place of residence, owing chieliy to the
defective sanitary arrangements. The annual death-rate is 36
per tliousand. The deaths are 'said to exceed the births, and the
population would therefore decrease were the city not continually

recruited from the country. To chest invalids it is not by
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any means to be recommenJod as a winter resort, on account

of tlie frequent and r.ipiJ clianges of temperature to wliicli it

is subject. These changes, and the great diircrence between the

temperature of sun and shade during tlie winter ant* spring, arc

dangerous to the delicate. In summer the heat is great, and all

who have the means betake themselves during that season to Ciutra

or to the seaside. The following data, deduced from twenty years'

observations (1856 to 1875) taken at the Meteorological Observatory,

a well-managed institutio which stands 335 feet above the level of

the sea, will afford the means ofjudging the climate in its principal

features. Mean annual tempei'ature of shade, 60°'37 Fahr. ; mean
annual range, 61°'2

; mean daily range, 12°-6
; highest and lowest

registered during the whole period. 98*8 and 30°'3. Mean annual
quantity of rain, 28 '84 inches ; greatest and least annual quantity

during the period, 38-8 inches (1865) and 17-22 inches (1874). The
rainfall of 1876, however, amounted to 45 inches, more than one-

third of which fell in the mouth of December. The mean annual

number of days on which rain fell was one hundred and twelve,

whilst snow fell only three times during the twenty years. The
mean atmospheric moisture (100 = saturatiou) was 70'89. The
mean annual height of the barometer was 29 '8 inches, and its mean
annual range 1'3 inches. The prevailing winds of tlie winter and
autumn are from the north, of the spring and summer from the

north-north-west.

Histoi-y.—The name Lisbon (Portuguese, LUloa) is a modification

ot the ancient name Olisipo, also written Ulyssippo under the in-

fluence of a mythical story of a city founded by Llysses in Iberia,

which, however, according toStrabo, was placed by ancient tradition

rather in the mountains of Turdetania. Under the Romans Olisipo

became a municipium with the epithet of Felicitas Julia, but was
inferior in importance to the less ancient Emerita Augusta (Merida).

After the Romans the Goths and the Moslems successively became
masters of the towu and district. Under the latter the town bore

in Arabic the name of Lashbiina or Oshbuna. It was the first

point of Moslem Spain attacked by the Normans in the invasion of

844. When Alphonso I. of Portugal took advantage of the decline

and fall of the Almoravid dynasty to incorporate tho provinces of

Estremadiua and Alemtejo in his new kingdom, Lisbon was the last

city of Portugal to fall into his hands, and yielded only after a

siege of several months (21st October 1147), with the aid of

English and Flemish crusaders who were on their way to Syria. In

1184 the city was again attacked by the Moslems under the power-

ful caliph Abu Ya'kub, but the enterprise failed. In the reign of

Ferdinand I., the greater part of the town was burned by the Cas-

tiliau army under Henry II. (1373), and iu 1384 the Castilians

again beseiged Lisbon, but without success. Lisbon became the

seat of an archbishop in 1390, the seat of government in 1422. It

gained much in wealth and splendour from the maritime enter-

prises that began with the voyage of Vasco da Gama (1497). The
patriarchate dates from 1716. From 1586 to 1640 Lisbon was a

provincial town under Spain, and it was from this port that the
Spanish Armada sailed in 1588. In 1640 the town was captured by
the duke of Braganza, and the independence of the kingdom restored.

For many centuries the city had suffered from earthquakes, of

more or less violence, but these had been almost forgotten when, on
the 1st of November 1755, it was reduced almost in an instant to a

heap of ruins. A fire broke out to complete the work of destruction,

and between 30,000 and 40,000 persons lost their lives. Pombal,
an unscrupulous minister, but a man of great talent, apydied

himself with unremitting energy both to the protection of the

rights of property (for the place was infested by bands of robbers)

and to the reconstruction of the buildings. The handsomest part

of the present city was erected under his direction, but even to this

day there are edifices which speak forcibly of the great earthquake.

In 1807 Napoleon proclaimed that the house of Braganza had
ceased to reign in Europe, whereupon the regent Don John (his

mother the reigning queen Maria I. having become insane) thought
it prudent to quit the country for Brazil, and next day a French
army under Junot entered the city, possession of which he retained

for ten months. He then quietly embarked his army under tho
protection of the inexplicable convention of Cintra so disgraceful to

the English generals. In 1859 Lisbon was stricken by yellow
fever, and many thousands were carried off before the plague was
stayed. Lisbon boasts of h.aving been the birthplace of St
Anthony, sumamed of Padua, of Camocus, the national epic poet
(to whose honour a bronze statue has been placed in one of the
squares), and of Pope John XXI. (J. Y. J.)

LISBUKX, a market-town, cathedral city, and municipal

and parliamentary borough of Ulster, Ireland, partly in

Antrim and partly in Down, is situated in a beautiful and
fertile district on the Lagan, and on the Ulster Railway,

8 miles south-south-west of Belfast. It is substantially

built, and consists principally of one long and irregular

street, in the centre of which there is a large open space
(or the marliet. The parish Jmrch, which possesses a fine

octagonal tower, is the cathedral church of the united

dioceses of Down, Connor, and Dromore, and contains a

monument to Jeremy Taylor, who was bishop of the see.

Among other buildings are the court-house, the market-

house, the linen-hall, and the county infirmary. There

are a number of charitable foundation.s. The staple manu-

facture of the town is linen, specially damasks and muslina

There are also bleaching and dyeing works. The popula-

tion in 1871 was 932C, and in 1881 it was 10,834.

In the reign of James I. Lisburn, which was then known as

Lisnegarvy, was only an inconsiderable village, but in 1627 it was

granted by Charles 1. to Viscount Conway, who erected the castlt

lor his residence, and laid the foundation of the prosperity of tho

town by the introduction of Euglish and Welsh settlers. In

November 1641 the town was taken by the insurgents, who on tho

approach of superior numbers set fire to it. The troops of Cromwell
gained a victory near the town in 1648, and the castle surrendered

to them in 1650. The church was constituted a cathedral by

Charles II., from whom the town received the privilege of returning

two members to oarliament, but since the Union it has returned

only one.

LISIEUX, capital of an arrondissement in the depart-

ment of Calvados, France, 113 miles by rail west-north-

west from Paris, and 2-i miles as the crow flies east fro.Ti

Caen, is prettily situated on the Touques, at the point

where it is joined by the Orbiquet, 24 miles above

Trouville. The Paris and Caen Railway has a branch from

Lisieux to Honfleur and Trouville, and another to Orbec,

The cathedral church, dedicated to St Peter, founded

about 1045, and finished in 1233, which has recently been

restored, is the most interesting specimen to be found in

Normandy of the transition from the Roman to the Ogival

style. It is SCO feet in length, 90 in breadth, and Co in

height; the south tower rises to 230 feet. The nave is

remarkable for harmony of proportion, purity of design,

and unity of style. The church of St Jacques, built at the

end of the 15th century, contains some beautiful glass of

the Renaissance, some remarkable woodwork and old

frescos, and a curious picture on wood, restored in ICSl.

The old episcopal palace (Lisieux ceased to be a bishopric

in 1801) near the cathedral is now used as a courthouse

and prison. In the court-house is a beautiful hall called

the Salle Dorde. The town still retains quaint csamples of

the wooden houses of the 14th, 15th, and IGth centuries;

and there are some elegant modern villas. It also possesses

a charming public garden and a small museum. The

confluence of the t'.'o rivers renders it subject to disastrous

inundations ; but its commerce and industry cause it,

notwithstanding, to rank among the richest towns of

Normandy. There is a large cattle trade, and the arron-

dissement has nearly three hundred factories, employing

about ten thousand workmen in the manufacture of cloth

and cretonnes. Connected with this industry are numerous

spinning-mills, bleach-fields, and dye-works ; and there are

besides wool-mills, chemical works, tanneries, saw-mills,

and the like, which bring up the trade of Lisieux to an

annual aggregate of upwards of 50 million francs. The

population in 187G was 18,400.

In the time of Ca:sar, Lisieux, by the name of Noviomagus,

was the capital of the Lexovii. Though destroyed by the bar-

barians, by the 6th century it had become one of the most import-

ant towns of Neustria. Its bishopric is said to date from the 3d or

4th century. In 877 it was pillaged "ffj the Normans ; and in 911

we find it included in the duchy by the treaty of St Clair-sur-Eptc.

Civil authority was exercised by the bishop as count of the town.

In 1136 Geoffrey Plantagenet laid siege to Lisieux, which had t.akeii

the side of Stephen of Blois. The war lasted five years, and reduced

Lisieux and its neighbourhood to the direst extremities cf famine.

In 1152thcmarriageof Henry II. of England to Eleanor of Guienne,]

which added so largely to his dominions, was celebrated in the

cathedral. Thomas h Becket took refuge here, and some vestments

used by him are still shown in the hos))ital chapel. Taken by

Philip Augustus and reunited to France in 1203, the town was a

frequent subject of dispute between the contending parties during

the Hundred Years' War, the religious wars, and those of tlic League,
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Among the bishops of Lisieui may \ie mentioned Nicholas Oresrae,

who died in 1382, and Pierre Cauchon, the judge of Joan of Arc,

who occupied thii sea after he had been driven from that of

Beauvais.

LISKEAED, anciently Liscarret, a market-town and

miinicif/al and. parliamentary borough in the county of

Cornwall, England, is picturesquely situated, partly in a

hollow and partly on. a rocky eminence, 12 miles east of

Bodmin, and 265 *rest-south-west of London by rail. The
church of St MMtia, in the Perpendicular style, with a tower

of earlier dat§ which possesses a Norman arch, is the largest

eeclesiastica! binlding in the county, except the church of

Bodmin. A town-hall in the Italian style was erected in

1859. Agrammar school was founded at a very early period,

and there are several other schools and charities. There are

manufactures of leather, but the prosperity of the town is

dependent chiefly on agriculture, and the neighbouring

tin, lead, and copper mines. Liskeard returns one member
to parliament. It received its first charter in 1240, from

Richard, earl of Cornwall, brother of Henry III., but its

principal charter in 1586, from Queen Elizabeth. The
population of the municipal borough (area 810 acres)

in 1S71 was 4700, and in 1881 it was 4479, that of the

parliamentary borough (area 8387 acres) hi the same years

being 6576 and 5591.

LISLE, Joseph Nicolas de (1683-1768), astronomer,

was born at Paris on April 4, 1688, and was educated at

the College Mazarin. His devotion to astronomy dates

from 1706, in which year he carefully observed an eclipse

of the sun. In 1714 he was admitted to the Academy of

Sciences, and in 1720 he made the proposals for determin-

ing the figure of the earth, which were carried out under

the auspices of that body some years afterwards. In 1724
De Lisle visited England, where, through Newton and
Halley, he was received into the Royal Society, and in 1726
he accepted an invitation from Catherine L to the chair of

astronomy in the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St

Petersburg. In 1747 he returned to Paris, and was
allowed a very imperfect observatory in the H6tel Cluny,
where Messier and Lalande were among his pupils. In
1753, previous, to the transit of Mertjury, he published a
map of the world representing the effect ©f .that planet's

parallaxes in different countries, and in 1754 he was made
geographical astronomer to the naval department. In
1762 he resigned in favour of Lalande, and withdrew to

the abbey of Sainte'.Genevifeve, where he died of apoplexy
on September 11, 1758.

Besides numerous papers contributed to the Transactions of the
Academies of Paris, Berlin, and St Petersburg, he wrote Memoires
pour servir a Vhisloire et aim progris de VAstronoviie, dc la Gio-
graphie, et de la Physiqtie (St Petersburg, 1733), Eclipses circnm-
jovialium, ad arnioB 172i, 1733, et vienscs priorcs 1739 (Berlin,

1734), and Memoire sur Us nouvellcs dicouverles att nord de la mer
duSud (Paris, 1752-53). See Astkokomt, vol ii. p. 757.

LISMORE, an island of 9600 acres, about 10 miles long
and averaging 1^ miles broad, with a population in 1881
of 630, lying south-west and north-east at the entrance of

the Linnlie Loch in Argyllshire, Scotland. The name
means tli6 great enclosure (whether " garden," as the
Scotch, or " fort," as the Irish authorities suppose, is

uncertain), and occurs in Ireland in the Waterford Lismore
and ten other places. " Lis " is one of the most frequent
words in compound Irish names, there being one thousand
four hundred townlands or villages which begin with it.

A Columban monastery was founded there by St Moluag
about 592 (Reeves, Adamnan, p. 34), whose bell is
perhaps that found in 1814 at Kilmichael Glassary,i and
whose crozier or stafif is in the possession of the duke of

' Anderson, Scotland in Early Christian Times, 1st ser., p. 206,
where it is figured.

Argyll.2 About 1 200 the see of Argyll was separated from
Dunkeld by Bishop John " the Englishman," and Lismore

soon after became the scat of the bishop of Argyll, some-

times called "Episcopus Lismoriensis" (Skene, Celtic

Scotland, ii. p. 408 sq.), quite distinct from the bishop of

the Isles (Sudreys and Isle of Man), called " Episcopus

Sodoriensis" or "Insularum," whose see was divided into

the English bishopric of Sodor and Man and the Scottish

bishopric of the Isles in the 14th century (Keith's

Catalogue, p. 173). The monastic establishment of

Lismore, at one time consisting of Culdees (Reeves, Cul-

dees, p. 49), was converted into a chapter of canons

regular and a dean, whose right to elect the bishop was
recognized as early as 1219 (Baluze, Miscel., viL p. 442;
Orig. Paroch. Scot., ii. pt. 1, p. 161).

Lismore has an accidental celebrity from the Boole of the Dean of
Lismore, a US. collection of poems, Gaelic and English, made by
James M'Gregor, vicar of Fortiugall and dean of Lismore (1514-51).

A selection of the Gaelic poems, with translations by Rev. T.

M'Lauchlan, and introduction by Jlr W.F.Skene, published 1862, is

of value both for the language and the contents. The language is the

Gaelic of the West Highlands, spelt phonetically, as spoken in the
beginningof the 16th century, and its variations from ancient Irish

on the one hand and modern Gaelic on the other are of much interest

to Celtic scholars. Its conteuts are Ossianic fragments, some of

Irish, others of Scotch origin, and a few more recent Gaelic verses.

The publication of this work, and J. F. Campbell of Islay's collection

from oral sources of the existing traditional Gaelic poetry, have for

the first time given a genuine historical solution of the Ossianic

problem (see Ossian). There are remains of three castles on
Lismore :—at Tireforr a fort of two concentric circles cf dry stones,

supposed to be.Norse or Danish ; at Achindown a square keep with

wuls 40 feet high, believed to be the palace of the bishop ; and on
the west side of the island Castle Cormn, mentioned in a grant to

Campbell of Glenurqhay in 1470 (Orig. Far. Sc, ii. p. 109).

LISMORE, a market-town and seat of a diocese, partly

in Cork but chiefly in Waterford, Ireland, is beautifully

situated on a steep eminence rising abruptly from the

Elackwater, 40 miles westsouth-west of Waterford. At
the verge of the rock on the western side is the old baronial

.castle, erected by King John in 1185, which was the

residence of the bishops till the 16th century. It was

besieged in 1641 and 1643, and in 1645 it was partly

destroyed by fire. To the east, on the summit of the

height, is the cathedral of St Carthagh, erected in 1663 by
the earl of Cork, in the Later English style, with a square

tower surmounted by a tapering spire. There are a

grammar school, a free school, and a number of charities.

Some trade is carried on by means of the river, and there

is a salmon fishery. The population of the town in 1871

was 1946.

The original name of Lismore was JlaghsGiath. Its present name
was derived from a monastery, founded by St Carthagh in 633,

which became so celebrated as a seat of learning that it is aid
no less than twenty churches were erected in its vicinity. In

the 9th and beginning of the 10th centuries the town was repeat-

edly plundered by the Danes, and in 978 the town and abbey were

burned by the Ossorians. Henry IL, after landing at Waterford,

received in Lismore castle the allegiance of the archbishops and
bishops of Ireland. In 151S the manor was gi'aiited to Sir Walter
Raleigh, from whom it passed to Sir Richard Boyle, afterwards earl

of Cork. Frgm the earls of Cork it descended by marriage to the

dukes of Devonshire. It was incorporated as a municipal borough
in the time of Charles I., when it also received the privilege of re-

turning members to parliament, but at the Union it was disfranch-

ised, and also ceased to exercise its municipal functions. Lismore is

the birthplace of Robert Boyle, but its claim to be the birthplace

of Congreve does not rest on a sufficient foundation.

LISSA (in Polish, Leszna), a manufacturing town in

the circle of Fraustadt, district of Posen, Prussia, is

situated on the Breslau and Posen Railway, near the

frontier of Silesia. The most prominent buildings are the

handsome chateau, the mediseval town-house, the three

churches, and the synagogue. Its manufactures consist

chiefly of cloth, liqueurs, tobacco, and wax ; it also

- Sec Oriij. Paroch. Scot., where it is figured
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possesses several tanneries and a large steam flour-mill,

and carries on a brisk trade in grain, cattle, spirits, wine,

and furs. The population in 1880 was 11,758, including

3S10 Roman Catholics and 1833 Jews.

Lissa owes its oii^jin to a number of Mor.ivian Brothers from

Bohemia, who wereTjanislicJ by the emperor FcrJiuand I. in tho

16th century, aiul found a refuge on the estate of the Polish family

of L>>czynsla. Tlieir settlement received municipal rights in 1548.

During tho Thirty Years' War the population \va3 reinforced by

other refujccs, and Lissa became an important commercial town,

and the chief scat of the Moravian Brothers in Poland. Comenius

(7.1-.) was long rector of the celebrated Moravian school there. Lissa

was twice burned down (in 1656 and 1707) during the Swedish and

Polish wars.

LISSA (Lat., Issa ; Slav., Vis), an Austrian island in the

Adriatic, 9 miles long, with a greatest breadth of 4 miles, is

situated 41 miles from the coast of southern Dalmatia,

almost due west of the mouth of the Narenta, in 43° 1' N.

lat. and 1
6° C E. long. " The shape is a long parallelogram

with two breaks, the Porto di S. Giorgio (one of the tinest

harbours of refuge in the Adriatic) on the eastern short

side, and the Vallone di Comisa contained between two

long prongs stretching due west and south-west. The

outer walls are stony ridges rising from 470 to GIO feet

above sea-level, and declining quaquaversally to the fertile

plateaii which, averaging 400 feet high, forms the body of

the island. The apex is Slonte Hum, a bald and flattened

cone (1868 feet) on the south-west" (Burton). Wine-

growing (for which Issa was famous of old) still forms the

principal means of subsistence, an average season yielding

from 70,000 to 80,000 barrels ; but the sardine fishery

(15,000 to 25,000 barrels per annum) is of growing

importance, and the peasants distil about 24,000 E) of

rosemary oil annually. The island is divided into two

communes, Lissa and Comisa. In the former is the chief

town, Lissa, with the palace of the old Venetian counts

Gariboldi, the former residence of the English governor,

the monastery of the Minorites, and at a little distance to

the west the ruins of the ancient city of Issa. The

population, 6485 in I8G9, was 7871 in 1880.

Issa is said to have been settled by people from Lesbos, the Issa

of the jEgean. Tho Parians, assisted by Dionysius the Eldec of

Syracuse, introduced a colony in tho 4th century u c. During the

First Panic War tlio Issoeans with their beaked ships helped the

lloman Dnilius; and tlie great republic, having defended their island

a,:;ainst the attacks of Agron of lllyria and his queen Teuta, again

found them faithful and serviceable allies in the war with Philip of

Maccdon. As early as 996 we find the Venetians in possession of

the island, and, though they retired for a time before the Piagu-

sans, their power was elTectually established in 1278. Velo Selo,

which by that time had become the chief settlement, was
destroyed by Ferdinand of Naples in 1483, and by the Turks in

1571. Tho present city arose shortly afterwards. During the

Napoleonic wars Lissa was occupied by the French, but the Eng-
lish defeated their squadron in 1810, and kept possession of the

island till July 1815, erecting fortifications (dismantled in 1870)

and making it a centre of operations. In 1866 the Italians under

Pcrsano made .an attack on Lissa, but were defeated by the Austrians

under TcgettholT—the battle being fought about 10 miles north of

Uff harbour.
Sco Wiltcinson (1S4S); Nealo (1R61); Brac1ieni)ury, in the nmcs, Aucu.it 14,

18CG ; Itciiu maril. el col., 1807 ; and burton in Jouin. Roy. Gtog. Soc, 1875.

LISTON, John (177G-184G), comedian, was the son of

a watchmaker in Soho, London, where he was born in

177G. While the teacher of a day school near Leicester

Square, he began to take part in private theatricals, and

soon conceived a passion for the stage. He made his diibut

at a small theatre in the Strand, and shortly afterwards

obtained an engagement at Dublin theatre, where, although

he adopted tragedy as his role, his natural talent for acting

attracted the attention of Stephen Keinble, who engaged

him fur his theatre at NewcastleOn-Tyno. Discovering

accidentally that his forte was not tragedy but comedy,

Liston displayed in his personation of old men and country

boys a fund of drollery and humour which proved irre-

SJatiblo. An introduction to Charles Kemble led to his

appearance at the Haymarket in 1805 as Zekiel Homespun,

and from this time lie occupied an unrivalled position id

his own line of performance, his broad humour being

tempered by true artistic finish, "ivhile he possessed- an

original power of creation which, with his boundless faculty

in the elaboration of absurdities, filled up meagre and

commonplace outlines wif'i the characteristics of vivid

individuality. P""l Pry, first represented in 1825, and

always his most popular part, soon became to many a real

personage. Liston played successively at Covent Garden,

Drury Lane, and the Olympic, and remained on the stage

till almost the close of his life. He died March 22, 1846.

LISTON, Robert (1794-1847), an eminent Scottish

surgeon, was born on the 28lh of October 1794, at Eccle-

fechan, where his father was parish minister. He com

menced the study of anatomy under Dr Barclay in Edin

burgh University in 1810, and soon became a skilfu

anatomist. After eight years' stud}', he began his careei

as a lecturer on anatomy and surgery in the Edinburgh

School of Medicine; and in 1827 he was elected one of

the surgeons to the Eoyal Infirmary. In 1835 Le was

invited to fill the chair of clinical surgery in University

College, London. He held the appointment until his

death, on the 7th of December 1847. Liston was a

teacher more by what he did than by what he said. He
taught simplicity in all operative procedures; fertile in

expedients, of great nerve, and of powerful frame, his name

is remembered at the present day as a bold and rapid

operator. He inspired all around with confidence, and

every one present at his operations felt tliat the knife in

his hands, however rapidly he worked, was gu'ded with

skill founded upon knowledge. He was the author of The

Elements of Surgertj and Practical Siirgerij, and made

several improvements in methods of amputation, and in

the dressing of wounds.

LITANY. This word (Xiraveia), like Xitj; (both from

Xitoixai), is used by Eusebius and Chrysostom, most

commonly in the plural, in a quite general sense, to denote

a prayer, or prayers, of any sort whatever, whether public

or private ; it is similarly employed in the law of Arcadius

{Cod. Theod., xvi. tit. 5, leg. 30), which forbids heretics to

hold assemblies in the city "ad litaniam faciendam." But

some trace of a more technical meaning is found in the

epistle {E]x 63) of Basil to the church of Neocsesarea, in

which he argues, against those who were objecting to certain

innovations, that neither were "litanies" used in the time

of Gregory Thaumaturgus. The nature of the recently

introduced litanies, which must be assumed to have been

practised at Neocresarea in Basil's day, can only be vaguely

conjectured ;
probably they had many points in common

with the " rogationes," which, according to Sidonius

Apollinaris, had been gradually coming into occasional use

in France about the beginning of the 5th century, especially

when rain or fine weather was desired, and which, so far

as the three fast days before Ascension were concerned,

were first definitely fixed, for one particular district al

least, by Mamertus or Mamercus of Vienne (c. 450 a.d.)

We gather that they were penitential and intercessory

prayers offered by the community while going about in

procession, fasting, and clothed in sackloth. Sidonius

alludes to the incongruity of men going " castorinati ad

litanias." In the following century the manner of making

litanies (litanias facere) was to some extent regulatedfoi

the entire Eastern empire by one of the Novels of Justinian,

which forbade their celebration without the presence of

the bishops and clergy, and ordered that the crosses (which

were carried about in procession) should not be deposited

elsewhere than in churches, nor be carried by any but such

persons as were duly appointed to do so. The first synod

of Orleans (511 a.d.) in its twcutv-seventh canon enjoins
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for all Gaul that tlie "litanies" before Ascension be

celebrated for three dajs ; on these days all menials are to

be exempt from work, so that every one may be free to

attend divine service. The diet is to be the same as in

Quadragesima ; clerks not observing these rogations are to

be punished by the bishop. In 517 a.d. the synod of

Gerunda provided for two sets of "litanies"; the first were

to be observed for three days (from Thursday to Saturday)

in the week after Pentecost with fasting, the second ^or

three days from November 1. A synod of Paris (573)

in its tenth canon ordered litanies to be held for three

days at the beginning of Lent, and the fifth syfiod of Toledo

(636) appointed litanies to be observed throughout

the kingdom for three whole days from December 14.

The first mention of the word litany in connexion with the

Roman Church goes back to the pontificate of Pelagius I.

(555), but implies that the thing was at that time already

old. In 590 Gregory I, moved by the pestilence which

had followed an inundation, ordered a " litania septiformis,"

that is to say, a sevenfold procession of clergy, laity, monks,

virgins, matrons, widows, poor, and children. He is said

also to have appointed the processions or litanies of April 25

(St Mark's day), which seem to have come in the place of

the ceremonies of the old Kobigalia. In 747 the synod of

Cloveshoe (can. 16 and 17) ordered the litanies or rogations

to be gone about by all the clergy and people with great

reverence,—on April 25 "after the manner of the Roman
Church," and on the three days before Ascension " after

the manner of our ancestors." The latter are still known
in the English Church as Rogation Days. Games, horse

racing, junkettings were forbidden ; and in the litanies the

name of Augustine was to be inserted after that of Gregory.

The reforming synod of Mainz in 813 ordered the major

litany to be observed by all for three days, not with

horses or in magnificent attire, but in sackcloth and ashes,

and barefoot. The sick only were exempted from this

command.
As regards the form of words prescribed for use in these

"litanies" or "supplications," documentary evidence is

somewhat defective. Sometimes it would appear that the

"procession" or "litany" did nothing else but chant
" Kyrie eleison " without variation. There is no reason to

doubt that from an early period the special written litanies

of the various churches all showed the common features

which are now regarded as essential to a litany, in as far

as they consisted of (1) invocations, (2) deprecations, (3)
intercessions, (4) s'lpplications. But in details they must
have varied immensely. The ofiices of the Roman Catholic

Church at present recognize two litanies, the " Litania
majores " and the "Litaniaj breves," which differ from one
another chietiy in respect of the fulness with which details

are entered upon under each of the four heads mentioned
abov3. lo is said that in the time of Charlemagne the
angeh Ouhel, Raguhel, Tobihel were invoked, but the
names were removed by Pope Zacharias as really belonging
to demons. In some medieval litanies there were special-

invocations of S. Sapientia, S. Fides, S. Spes, S. Charitas.
The major litanies, as given in the Breviary, are at present
appointed to be recited on bended knee, along with the
penitential psalms, in all the six week days of Lent when
ordinary service is held. Without the psalms they are said
on the feast of Saint Mark aod on the three rogation days.
They are also chanted in procession before mass on Holy
Saturday. The " litany " or " general supplication " of the
Church of England, which is appointed " to be sung or said
after morning prayer upon Sundays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, and at other times when it shall be commanded
by the ordinary," closely follows the " Litanice majores " of
the Breviary, the invocations of saints being of course
omitted. A very similar German litany will be found in

the works of Luther. In the Roman Church there are a

number of special litanies peculiar to particular localities or

orders, such as the " Litanies of Mary " or the " Litanies

of the Sacred Kame of Jesus."

LITHGOW, William (c. 1583-<;. 1560), a noted Scot-

tish traveller, was born in Lanark, where his father was

a burgess, possessed of considerable heritable property.

The date generally assigned to his birth is 1583 ; and he

was educated at the grammar school of his native town,

then celebrated as a seminary of learning. His natural

disposition was probably active and restless, as even in his

boyhood he tells us that he made voyages to both the

Orkneys and the Shetlands, aod somewhat later travelled

through the Low Countries, Germany, Bohemia, and Switzer-

land. The final impelling cause of his leaving Scotland,

however, appears to have been some savage outrage com-

mitted either upon himself or on one nearly connected with

hinr, arising, it is thought, from Some love affair, which

gave him an intolerable disgust to home. He left his

native country about 1608 or 1609, and proceeded to

Paris, where he remained ten months, and then crossed the

Alps to Rome and Naples; after which he wandered through

Istria, Dalmatia, Albania, Greece, Asia Minor, Syria, Meso-

potamia, Palestine, and Egypt, most of his journey having

been performed on foot. In the course of his travels he

escaped innumerable dangers from robbers, and hardships

from exposure to inclement weather. He returned to

England by Sicily and Paris. Another tour which he

made lay through Morocco, Algiers, Tunis, Tripoli, Hun-
gary, Germany, and Poland. On his arrival in London
he became an object of interest to King James, who, on

the spirit of travel again returning upon him, furnished

him with commendatory letters to all kings, princes,

dukes, &c., whose territories he might desire to visit

In 1619, accordingly, he went over to France, and thence

passed through Portugal and Spain as far as Iifalaga,

There he was apprehended as a spy, and after suffering

the most excruciating tortures, first in prison and after-

wards in the Inquisition, he was at length released on
the interference of the English consul, and allowed to

return to England in 1621. The minute description which

he gives of the terrible torture to which he was subjected

is almost unequalled for horror, and, when he arrived in

London, he had the appearance of a man more dead,than

alive. He was carried on a feather bed to Theobald's in

order that King James might be an eyewitness of what
he called his "martyred anatomy." The whole court

crowded to see him. The king commanded that the

greatest cars . should be taken of him, and he was twice

sent to Bath at his Majesty's expense. On recovering his

health, he was desired by James to apply to Gondomar,
the Spanish, ambassador, for recovery of the money and
other valuables of which he had been plundered by the

governor of Malaga, and for a thousand pounds in repara-

tion of his injuries. Gondomar gave fair promises that 'all

his demands should be granted, but nothing was' done.

Whereupon, having met the ambassador at the royal levee,

and reproached him with his perfidy, after high words on
both sides, Lithgow furiously assailed him with his fists, in

the presence of the king, the imperial ambassador, and the

knights and gentlemen of the court. This, of course, was
an offence which could not be passed over, and, though his

boldness was generally commended, he had to sufi'er an
imprisonment of nine weeks in the Slarshalsea. His latter

years are understood to have been spent in his native town,
and he is said to have died somewhere about 1660.
A portion of his travels appeared in a small volume in London

in 1614, but the complete work was not published till 1632. It

has been repeatedly reprinted. It was also translated into Dutch
and published at Amsterdam in his lifetime. His other works are—Ar. Account of ike Siege of £reda (1637) at which he had been
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present; A Suneij of London and England's Slate, 1643 ; delation

of the Siege of Neiceastle, 1645. Hi3 poetical remains, collected by
Janies Maidmeat, were published at Edinburgh in 1863.

LITHIUM, one of the rarer metallic elements,

intermediate in its character between sodium and barium.

It was discoTered in 1817 by Arfvedson in the course of

an analysis of petalite in Bercelius's laboratory. He
recognized the presence in this mineral of a new kind of

alkali, which his master subsequently named "lithia,"to

denote its mineral origin. Lithia, though widely dis-

seminated throughout the mineral world—traces of it

being found in almost all alkaliferous silicates, in the soils

derived from these, and in many mineral waters—nowhere

occurs in any abundance, except in the immense masses of

lithia-mica (lepidolite) known to exist in Bohemia. Of

other lithia-minerals (all rare) we may name petalite and

spodumene (both silicates of alumina and alkalies) and

triphylline, a mixed phosphate of feiTOus, manganous, and

lithium oxides. Only lepidolite comes into consideration

as a raw material for the preparation of lithia and its

Baits. But the extraction from it of pure lithia in any

form is difficult. The first step is the disintegration of

the finely powdered mineral, which may be effected by
means of vitriol and hydrofluoric acid (or vitriol and fluor-

spar) ; the silicon goes off as gaseous fluoride, the bases

remain as sulphates. Or else we may mix the mineral

intimately with quicklime, and by very intense heating of

the mixture produce a more highly basic silieate, which is

readily disintegrable by acids. In either case it is easy

to unite all the bases (AljOj, FboOj, CaO, MgO, LijO,

KjO, NajO) into a solution of chlorides or sulphates.

From it we precipitate successively and remove by filtra-

tion (1) the bases not alkalies or LijO by means of excess

of milk of lime, and (2) the lime introduced by operation (1)

by means of carbonate of ammonia. There results a mixed

solution of potash, soda, lithia, and ammonia salt, from which

the last-named component is easily removed by evaporation

to dryness and ignition. For these very tedious operations

Troost has substituted an elegant process which, though

admittedly imperfect in the analytic sense, lends itself

admirably to manufacturing purposea He mixes ten parts

of the finely powdered mineral with ten parts of carbonate

of baryta, five parts of sulphate of baryta, and three parts of

sulphate of potash, and melts down the mixture in a power-

ful wind-furnace. There results a mass which separates

spontaneously into a lower layer forming a transparent

glass, and an upper one consisting of the sulphates of

barium, potassium (sodium), and lithium, the latter

representing about three-fourths of the lithia contained in

the mineral. By treatment with, water the sulphate of

baryta is easily removed as an insoluble residue ; the

mixed alkaline sulphates are converted into chlorides by

decomposition with chloride of barium, and from the dry

mixed chlorides approximately pure chloride of lithium is

obtained by lixiviation with ether-alcohol, which solvent

dissolves only very small proportions of the other chlorides.

To purify the crude chloride it is dissolved in water and,

by double decomposition with carbonate of soda, converted

into a precipitate of carbonate of lithia, Li^COj, which

must be washed with small instalments of water, as it is

very appreciably soluble in water. This carbonate of

lithia is still contaminated with soda. To purify it fully

dissolve it in water with the help of carbonic acid, filter,

end evaporate slowly on a water-bath ; the added carbonic

acid goes off, and pure carbonate of lithia separates out

in crystalline crusts (Troost). One litre of pure water

dissolves 12 grammes; 1 litre of water kept saturated with

carbonic acid dissolves 5 2 "5 grammes of the carbonate. The
dry salt fuses at a red heat, but before doing so loses part

of its carbonic acid, which, after cooling, it shows no

tendency to take up again from the atmosphere. Perfectly

acid-free lithia, LijO, can be obtained by heating a mixture

of the carbonate and pure charcoal in a platinum crucible, or

by heating the nitrate for a long time in a silver one. If the

preparation, ultimately, of the hydrate Li^OHjO = 2LiOH
is contemplated, the latter operation may be very materially

shortened by addition of metallic copper, which reduces

the nitric acid. The anhydrous oxide, when treated with

water, dissolves without much evolution of heat as hydrate,

LiOH, which, by evaporatiSn (in silver) is easily obtained

in the solid form. It melts' at a dull red heat, but at even

higher temperatures loses no water. It dissolves in water

(far less abundantly than soda), with formation of a strongly

alkaline solution, which neutralizes all acids, with formation

of salts. Like baryta, it refuses to form acid sulphates or

carbonates (the bodies HLiS04 and ^LiCOj exist only in

solution), and forms insoluble or almost insoluble salts with

carbonic and phosphoric acids (formula LioCOj and

Li3P04); and, last not least, it is not reducible to metal by

charcoal at any temperature. Add to this that the highly

deliquescent chloride LiCl, when dehydrated by heating,

always loses part of its chlorine as HCl, and we feel

tempted to conclude that in the case of lithium, as in that

of barium or magnesium, two equivalents are united into

one atom ti = Lio = 1 4. But the specific heat of the metal

demands the lesser number, i

Metallic Lithium, although long before known to exist, was suc-

cessfully prepared for the first time in 1S55, by Bunseu. He
obtained it by fusing the pure chloride in a porcelain crucible,

and decomposing the fused salt by a battery of four or six

"Bunsens, using a rod of retort charcoal as a positive and a

knitting wire as a negative pole. The metal separates out in abo\it

pea-sized globules, which stick to the wire, and, thanks to the

protecting action of the fused chloride, can be lifted out and .col-

lected without reoxidation, under rock-oil. Lithium is a silver-

white metal, of only '58 specific gravity (it floats on rock-oil),

somewhat softer than lead, and like it susceptible of being pressed

into wire. It tarnishes in air, though far less readily than sodium.

When thrown upon water it gradually dissolves as hydrate, with

evolution of hydrogen, but without fusing. The metal melts at

180° C, and at a somewhat higher temperature takes fire and burns

into oxide with a brilliant white flame. Hence the characteristic

intensely red colour which a colourless gas flame assumes when a

lithium salt is volatilized in it must be a property of something

else than the metal itself; perhaps it is the hydroxide LiOH that

emits it. The red lithium flame forms a spectrunr consisting chiefly

of oue brilliant red and a somewhat faint orange Une.

Lithia-sall solutions behave to general reagents pretty much like

those of potash or soda, from which, however, they differ in the

following points :—(1) concentrated solutions are precipitated by

carbonate of potash or soda
; (2) even dilute solutions when mixed

with phosphate of soda and caustic soda, in the heat more readily,

give precipitates of the pliosphate PO^Lij, soluble in 2530 parts

of plain, and in 3900 parts of ammonia water, more largely in

solutions of ammonia salts
; (3) unlike potassium salts, they give

no precipitate with chloride of platinum. (W. D.)

LITHOGRAPHY. The principle upon which the art

of lithography is based is very simple—the antagonistic

qualities of grease and water. An unctuous composition

is made to adhere to a peculiar kind of limestone; the

parts thus covered acquire the power of receiving printing

ink; the other parts are prevented from receiving it by the

interposition of a film of water ; and then by pressing

paper strongly upon the stone impressions are obtained.

There are two distinct branches in lithography—drawing

and printing. Those practising the first are known as

lithographic dra-ughlsmen or m-Uers, the second as litho-

graphic printers.

The art of lithography was discovered by Aloi^

Senefelder, a native of Prague, born 6th November 177 b

His father, Peter Senefelder, was one of the performers of

.' Lithia oxide and carbonate were loiif; supposed to exert a charac-

teristically powerful corrosive action on platinum vessels used for their

fusion. This, according to Troost, holds only for such preparations

as are contaminated with rubidia- or cssia. The pure lithia com-

pounds, even the oxide (and hydrate ?), do not attack platinum
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the Theatre Royal at Munich. The son Alois wished to

follow the same profession, but, his father being opposed

to this, he went to the university of Ingolstadt, and

devoted himself to the study of jurisprudence. Owing to

the death of his father shortly afterwards, he was unable

to continue his studies at the university, and, yielding to

his old inclination, he tried to support himself as a

performer and author, but without success. In order to

accelerate the publication of one of hb works, he frequently

spent whole days in the printing office, and thus became

acquainted with all the particulars of the process of print-

ing. It appeared so simple that he conceived the idea of

purchasing a small printing press, thus enabling himself

to print and publish his own compositions ; but his means

were inadequate, and to this circumstance we probably

ewe the invention of lithography. Unable to pay for the

engraving of his compositions, he attempted to engrave

them himself. He tried numerous experiments with little

success ; tools and skill were alike wanting. Copper-plates

were expensive, and the want of a sufficient number

entailed the tedious process of grinding and polishing

afresh those he had used. About this period his attention

was accidentally directed to a fine piece of Kellheim stone

which he had purchased for the purpose of grinding his

ink. His first idea was to use it merely for practice in

his exercises in writing backwards, the ease with which

the stone could be ground and polished afresh being the

chief inducement. The idea of being able to take impres-

sions from the stone had not yet occurred to him. While

he was engaged one day in polishing a stone slab on

which to continue his exercises, his mother entered the

room and desired him to write her a bill for the washer-

woman, who was waiting for the linen. Neither paper

nor ink being at hand, the bill was written on the stone

he had just polished. The ink used was composed of

was, soap, and lamp-black. Some time afterwards, when
about to wipe the writing from the stone, the idea all at

once struck him to try the effect of biting the stone with

aqua fortis. If the parts written on resisted its action,

impressions might then be taken in the same way as from

wood engravings. Surrounding the stone with a border

of wax, he covered its surface with a mixture of one part

of aqua fortis and ten parts of water. The result of the

experiment was that at the end of five minutes he found

the writing elevated about the tenth part of a line (yi^
inch). He then proceeded to apply the printing ink to

the stone, using at first a common printer's ball, but soon

found that a thin piece of board covered with fine cloth

answered better, communicating the ink more equally.

He was able to take satisfactory impressions, and, the

method of printing being new, he hoped to obtain a patent

for it, or even some assistance from the Government. For
years Senefelder continued his experiments, until the art

not only became simplified, but reached a high degree of

excellence in his hands. In later years the king of Bavaria

settled a handsome pension on Senefelder. He died at

Munich in 1834, having lived to see his invention brought

to comparative perfection.

Materials Employed by the Litliograxihic Artist. —Litho-

graphic stones are very compact homogeneous limestones,

imported chiefly from Germany. The traffic has its centre

in the village of Solenhofen, in the district of Monheim.
The Solenhofen stone, in its chemical decomposition, con-

sists of lime and carbonic acid. It is generally cut in

slabs from 2 to 3 inches in thickness, and is sold by
weight. Stones yielding imprassions in the lithographic

press have been found in England, France, Italy, Canada,
and the West Indies; but all are much inferior to the best

German stones. Lithographic stones vary in colour from
a dull grey or yellow to a ligtt. creamy shade, the dark

grey stones being the hardest. They are sometimes uneven

in colour, having light and dark patches. These are

suitable for ordinary transfer work; but, in cases where
the artist requires to see the effect he is producing during

progress (as in chalk drawing), stones of an even grey or

drab colour should be selected.

Lithographic ink is composed of tallow (4 oz.),wax (5 oz.),

soap (4 oz.), shellac (3 oz.), and ^uant. siiff. of fine Paris

black. The inks of Lemercier and Vanhymbeeck are

generally considered as among the best. Lithographic

chalk is made in the same manner as the ink, but requires

to be burnt sufficiently hard for use in drawing. Excellent

lithographic crayons are manufactured by Lemercier of

Paris. They are made of several degrees of hardness,

copal chalk, used for outlining, being the hardest.

Transfer paper for writing and drawing is prepared by
coating the surface of the paper with a composition of size,

made from parchment cuttings and flake white. Some-
times the coating is composed of starch and glue. Colouring

matter, generally gamboge, is added, the object being to

show more readily which is the coated side of the paper.

The coating is applied with a full brush. For writing,

the paper used is thin, for drawing it is thicker; for large

subjects ordinary drawing paper is used. It is afterwards

glazed by being pulled through the lithographic press, face

down, on a smooth stone, or hot pressed. There are

several other varieties of transfer papers—a transparent or

tracing paper, and a transfer paper for chalk drawing, hav-

ing a finely granulated surface. Mr Nelson of Edinburgh
patented a method of graining transfer paper by means of

stippled plates. The older method was to press the coated

surface of the paper on an ordinary sand-grained stone or

plate.

Instrumtnts and Appliances used in Lithograpldc Draw-
mg and Writing.—For the finer purposes of lithography

ordinary steel pens arc useless ;
" Perry's lithographic

pen " may be found serviceable when the work is not very

delicate. Transfer ^jriters prefer pens of their own mak-

ing. These are either made from quills scraped down,

before cutting, with a piece of broken glass, until the

barrel yields to pressure of the nail, or cut with a pair of

sharp scissors from thin sheets of steel prepared for the

purpose. This operation is difficult, and requires much
skill and practice. Pens are also made of watch springs,

reduced to the necessary tenuity by nitric acid and water.

Lithographic brushes ar« made from red sable crowquill

pencils ; a portion of the hair is cut away all round, and

only the central part of the brush is used.

Scrapers are employed in correcting the worlc upon stone,

but a penknife or ordinary erasing knife answers the pur-

pose equally weU.

Crayon holders of the ordinary kind may be used for

lithographic chalk. When cut in two and fitted with a

wooden handle, they will be found lighter and pleasanter

to work with.

The hand-board is a piece of wood about 6 inches wide,

three-eighths of an inch thick, and somewhat longer than

the stone on which the draughtsman works. It rests upon

thick striiis of millboard fixed round the edges of the

stone, to keep it from touching the part to be drawn on.

Ruling and circle pens, parallel rulers, tracing paper, a

tracing point, and red tracing paper, for transferring

tracings to paper or stone, are also requisites.

Drau'ing on Stone.—The Chalk Method.^ToT artistic

purposes this is perhaps the most important and interesting

department of lithography. In preparing the stone for

chalk drawing, the surface, instead of being polished, is

broken up into minute points or " grained." The coarseness

or fineness of the grain is varied according to the work to

bo done. A hard stone, free from veins, marks, and chalk
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spots, and of a clear grey colour, is selected. It is first

ground and pumiced to free it from scratches. A small

quantity of the finest gravel sand, or "grahiing-sand," is

sprinkled over the surface, and'a few drops of water added;

a smaller stone of the same size and hardness is placed

above, face downwards, and moved about with a circular

motion ; water is added from time to time, and fresh

sand when needed. Care must be taken that no scratches

are caused by grains of coarser sand finding their way
to the stone ; the stone is afterwards washed in clean

water and dried, and the grain tested with a crayon. If

it prove too coarse or too fine, or if scratches are dis-

covered, the graining is done over again.

The drawing is then traced upon the stone. As it has

to be reversed, the tracing is fastened face downwards ; red

tracing paper is introduced between, and the outline care-

fully gone over with a steel tracing point or a hard pencil.

The tracing papers are then removed, and the surface of

the stone protected with a sheet of plain paper. The
hand-board is placed across to keep the warmth of the

hand from causing the condensation of moisture resulting

from its coming in contact with the paper covering the

stone. The paper covering the part of the drawing to be

first commenced is then removed. The crayons are pointed

witi the knife, cutting from the point upwards.

Great care and cleanliness are necessary to prevent

injury to the work. If the artist wishes to talk he ought

first to cover up the surface of the stone, as a drop of saliva

falling upon it prevents the penetration of the chemical

chalk, and a white spot will be the result when the drawing

is " brought up " by the printer. If the stone is touched

by greasy hands, tlie form of the fingers and of the skin

will appear in black.

The drawing is commenced by outlining. For this pur-

pose the hardest chalk (copal) may be used, but No. 1,

when it will answer the purpose, is better. The " tinting
"

or shading follows ; lights may be picked out with the

scraper or penknife, and ink used when sharp, dark

touches are desirable. It is difficult to rectify mistakes ;

—

prevention is better than cure. In reversing the drawing

a small hand looking-glass will be found useful.

When completed the drawing is "etched." There are

two difi'erent ways of applying the acid—one by flooding

the stone with nitric acid diluted with water, the other

with acid diluted with gum-water, applied with a flat, soft

brush about 4 or 5 inches in width. Although this opera-

tion appears simple, it is not without risks ; much of the

success of the impressions depends upon it. If the stone

is too strongly etched, the delicate tints and lines dis-

appear; if not etched strong enough, the drawing is apt to

lose clearness, and run smutty in printing. tVlien the

etching is completed, the water is drained off and the stone

gummed and allowed to dry. It may then be put into the

hands of the printer for proving.

Pen and Brush Method.—The surface of the stone ici

ground and afterwards polished with Water-of-Ayr stone or

snake-stone. The drawing or writing is traced upon the

purface in the manner already described. The principal

drawback in this method is the necessity of reversing writ-

ing and lettering, which cannot be done without consider-

ible practice. Its advantages over the transfer method

scarcely compensate for the additional difficulties. The
stone is etched as in chalk drawing before passing into the

printer's hands.

Engraving on stone is chiefly useful in the reproduction

of drawings by architects, civil engineers, &c. Its advant--

ages are accuracy and sharpness in drawing and printing.

A thin film of gum is spread on the surface of the stone,

and when dry washed off; a dark ground is then laid on
by rubbing in Paris black. Eed grounds also are sometimes

used. The tracing, if on a black - grour^d, is made with

paper prepared with chrome yellow, if on a red ground

with Paris black. -The method of engraving is simple. The
tools are strong needles, firmly fixed in cane handles, arid

good spring dividers ; the incised lines show white upon
the black or red ground. When the work ia finished they

are filled up with fatty ink, and the stone cleared with

water and a piece of coarse flannel.

In printing, the stone is damped in the /asual way, but

the ink is applied with a dabber instead of a roUer.

Lithography on Paper, <rr JPransfer Xithography.—-"Bij

this method the work is done on paper, and afterwards

transferred to the stone. The paper has been already

described, as also the instruments nsed m writing and
drawing. The ink is prepared by rubbing a small quantity

into a saucer of white delft or china, the saucer being^ first

heated to make the ink adhere ; water is then added, and
the ink rubbed with the finger till it dissolves, Carehas
to be taken to make it of the proper consistency. H^pale
and thin, it will not transfer properly; if too thiek,. it will

not flow freely from the pen or -brush, and wUl : spread in

transferring.

The paper should not be handled or touched, except at

the edges. Fingermarks from amoist or greasyJiand^will

roll-up black. A piece of clean white paper is kept.Tinder

the hand when working. The same line must not be-gone

over twice while wet, as the composition on the surface of

the paper is apt to get mixed with the ink and destroy its

qualities. In drawing on chalk transfer paper the. crayon

is used instead of the brush or pen. .Dark toucheaimayibe

put in with ink, and the lights picked out with the knife.

The stone for the reception of transfers is polished free

from perceptible scratches, and is generally warmed to

make it more susceptible of receiving the ink. The transfer

is placed face downwards on the stone, pulled repeatedly

through the press, and afterwards removed to the trough,

where hot water is poured over it. yit is then peeled off,

leaving the ink and the composition onthestone ; the latter

is washed off, and the stone gummed and allowed to dry.

Tiie work is afterwards " proved" by rollingrup, cleaning,

etching, and taking the first impressions.

The transfer method is also applied successfully to the

reproduction by lithography of engraved plates, wood en-

gravings, and type.

Photo-Lithography.—By this method copies of prints or

drawings executed in clear lines or dots can be produced.

They may be either of the same or of altered dimensions.

The copying is done by photography upon, glass; but, as: it

is necessary that the negatives should Lave straight marginal
lines, ordinary photographic lenses are.not adapted for the
purpose—" rectilinear," •' aplanatic," " symmetrical," and
other varieties being used instead The negative is put
into a photographic printing frame, and a piece of sensitive

transfer paper placed faco dpwnwards upon it, the .glass

side being exposed to the light. JQie time of exposure
varies according to the intensity of the light .and the
quality of the negative. Wlen sufficiently exposed it is

carried into a dark room, the photographic print taken out
of the frame, laid face downwards on a -stone coated over
with transfer ink, and pulled through the press. It is

then soaked for a few minutes in water warmed to the
temperature of 100^ and the inked side of the paper
carefully sponged with gum-water to remove the transfer-

ring ink from the parts upon which the light could notact.
After being washed in warm water it is allowed to Jltj,

and is then transferred to the stone and printed from in
the usual manner.

Zincography so nearly resembles lithography in its

principles that a very few words cf explanation will be
sufficient. Zinc plates possess the advantage of costing less
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ind being much more portable than lithographic stones,

and are easily cut into convenient sizes. They are grained

in the same manner as lithographic stones, a muller of zinc

being used instead of one of stone. Drawings on zinc,

whether in chalk or ink, are executed on a grained surface.

Zinc plates are subject to osidation, and care must be

taken to dry them off quickly after graining. The drawing

is done precisely in the same way as on stone ; the etching

solution is applied with a flat cam^l-hair brush. It con-

sists of a decoction of nut-galls ; a solution of gum and
phosphoric acid is sometimes added. During printing the

plate is screwed for support to a block of beech or other

hard wood. As neither crayon nor ink penetrates the zinc

as they do the stone, the adhesion of the ink forming

the drawing is less thorough than in lithography, and
greater precautions have to be taken to prevent accidents

in printing.

Chromo-Lithography.—Great advances have been made
in recent years in this branch of the art, notably in the

reproduction of works of an artistic character. Its simplest

form is the tint, in several gradations of one colour, printed

over drawings in chalk or line ; in its more elaborate forms

it includes imitations of water-colour drawings, decorative

and ornamental designs, &c. The term " chromo-litho-

graphy " is usually applied only to the more elaborate kinds

of colour printing.

All lithographs in two or more colours are printed' from

two or more stones. It is therefore necessary to employ

some method to get a correct repetition of the subject on

the first st0D9 made upon the others, and to be able in

printing to place the dheet so correctly in position that the

second and each succeeding printing shall fall exactly into

its place upon the first. Much of the success of the work
depends upon this, and various modes of " registering," by
" lay," by needles, by fixed points, &c., are employed.

The first drawing is generally in outline. It is called the

keystone, and provision is made in it for "registering,"

according to the particular method adopted by the artist.

It is used only to take as many impressions on other stones

as are required for the several colours, and as a means of

getting each colour in its exact place. In work of an
artistic character it is omitted in printing.

For ordinary colour printing the stone is polished ; when
gradation of colour is required the stone is grained, but in a

somewhat coarser way than for chalk drawing. It will be
sufiicient here to describe the production of drawings with

two tints. The principal drawing is done upon a grained

stone in chalk, and should be very bold, more like a sketch

on tinted paper, the middle and finer tints being left out.

The stone is then etched, and two impressions are taken,

60 that when each of these is put upon a roughly-grained

stone, and passed through the press, counter impressions

will be found upon the stones, revealing the drawing quite

distinctly. After having cut in the outlines with a sharp-

pointed graver, or steel needle, the artist covers those parts

on the two stones which are not to appear in the one or the

other colour, as well as the margin of the two stones, with
a brush containing acid and gum. The stones are then
warmed, and a composition containing the same ingredients,

as soft chalk, with double the quantity of soap, and three

times the quantity of tallow, is rubbed over it with a bit

of coarse flannel, until it is of a dark greyish-brown colour.

From having been previously cut in, the outline comes out

very distinctly. The artist can now produce an effect

similar to crayon sketches which have been washed in with

two separate colours. Those portions which have been
rubbed in, and which appear dark greyish-brown, form the

middle tint, and the scraper may be used to reduce the

colour of the tint where the gradation of colour is desired,

—

the darkest portions bsing laid in with lithographic ink,

and the blending together done with chalk, bruih, pen,

and scraper, so as to produce in many places the effect of

shadings of one colour over another. When the work is of

a very elaborate or complicated nature, the order in which
the colours should succeed each other in printing is of much
importance, and requires to be very carefully considered.

In highly finished chromo-lithographs, fifteen or more
printings are frequently necessary. Difficulties sometimes
arise from the paper stretching, either from the moisture od
the surface of the stone or from the action of the press.

Oleography differs from chromo-lithography only in name,
and is a mere vulgar attempt to imitate oil painting. The
finished print is mounted on canvas, sized, and varnished.

The loaded colours and rough textures, if there happen to

be such in the original, are suggested by embossing, with
what result it is hardly needful to say.

Inslrumenls, Tools, and Apparaiiis used in Printing.—Litho-
graphic presses are of a great variety of construction, and we can
only glance at the chief points in their mechaDism. The scraper is

a wedge-formed plate of boxwood, fixed to the bottom of the platten ;

its edge is covered with a pieoe of leather, and properly adjusted.

The table on which the stone with the paper for receiving the im-
pression is placed, and on which the tympan is brought down, is,

by means of a handle or wheel, brought upon the metallic moving
roller and under the scraper ; the pressure is applied with a lever,

and continued from one end of the stone to the other ; when it has
passed through the press, the lever is lifted, the moving table
brought to its original plaee, and the printed sheet removed. Tha
lithographic steam-press began to be generally used about 1867, and
has quite revolutionized the lithographic trade.

The rollers for printing may be made of different lengths, from
6 to 24 inches long, and SJ to 5 inches in diameter. They are made
of wood of the alder and lime tree, with wooden handles to project
and hold oy ; the roller is then covered with several complete turns
of flannel, well stretched and fastened by sewing ai the extremities

near the handles ; the whole is then covered with calf-skin, sewed
with great care, so as to fit tightly, and laced near the handles.

For printing chalk, tints, and colours, skins of tjifferent prepara-

tions are required. Hollow metallic rollers, covered with flannel

and calf-skin, are in use on some parts of the Continent, where they
are preferred to rollers made of wood.
The best varnishes for making the printing-ink are boiled from

old linseed oil, of different dcgiees of strength—thin, middle,

strong, and very strong varnish ; for printing; with gold-leaf,

bronze, and dusting colours, the very strong varnish is required.

For writings, maps, and music, common calcined lamp-black is

ground mth the varnish ; some hard blue is added to improve the

colour, and to make the ink dry in a short time ; for chalk ink,

Paris black is used instead of the common lamp-black. For

tinting and colour-printing, colourless or bleached varnish must be

used, as otherwise the purity of the colours will ssfier.

Printing.—After the stones containing the writings or drawings

in chalk and those used for tinting or colour-printing are etched,

and the prepararion has become dry, .the stones may be put into the

press and properly fixed. To prevent a stone containing drawings

of any value from breaking, it should, if thin, be backed to another

stone, or, what is better, to a slab of Aberdeen granite. This is done

by a mixture of plaster of Paris and cold water, of the consistency of

syrup, a pretty thick coating of which should be spread evenly and
quickly on the slab ; the stone containing the drawing is placed

into this layer, and moved in all directions until the plaster of Paris

becomes qnite hard, which will take place in a very short time.

After the printing is accomplished, the stone can be quite easily

removed from the flab, by using a chisel, and by giving some side

strokes with a wooden hammer. The old dry plaster of Paris is

now removed, and ihe slab is again fit for use.

Everything being ready, tlie gum is entirely washed away with a

soft Turkey sponge and wati;r ; the writing or drawing is then ob-

literated by taking a clean sponge and oil of turpentine, to which
maybe added, at pleasure, a few dri>ps of sweet oil, after which the

stone must be cleaned with water. An entirely clean sponge (or for

writings, a bit of soft canvas manufactured for the purjiose) is now
required for the printing. The stone is slightly wetted with this

sponge ; the printing roller, charged already with the proper ink,

is passed repeatedly over the whole stone, and the writing or draw-

ing will begin to reappear ; the roller is again worked on the ink-

slab, the stone wetted anew with the sponge, and again rolled over,

until the writing or drawing appears in full strength. A sheet ol

damped paper (dry paper may be used for writings and dramngs in

line) is put on the stone, the tympan is let down, the scrapot

brought to its proper place, the pressure efiected, and, by means ol

the handle, cross, or wheel, according to the style of press, the

table with the stone is slowly and equally drawn through to nearlj
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the end of the stone, for which purpose the press requires to be set

properly beforehand. The printer now relaxes the pressure, the

table with the stone runs to its original place, the tynipaa is put
back, and the impression is carefully taken up from the stone.

The stone is then again wetted as before, inked in anew, the paper

placed upon the stone, and further impressions are effected. When
the stone is to be kept after the rei^uired number of impressions has

been struck off, it should always be inked up with preserving ink,

which is made by melting lard, tallow, and wax, in equal propor-

tions, with a quantity of printing-ink. When about to be used,

this preserving-ink may be thinned with some oil of turpentine,

thinly spread on a roller kept for this purpose ; it must then be

properly turned on the slab ; the writing or drawing is washed out

with oil of turpentine, the whole removed with a clean sponge, and
the stone wetted and inked in with this preserving-ink. A few
minutes afterwards, when the tujpentine has evaporated, a thin

solution of gum-arabic is spread over the stone, containing a little

sugar-candy to prevent the cracking of the gum by change of

atmosphere. The stone will keep any length of time; but the pre-

serving-ink should be renewed at least every twelve months.
The printing of tint and colour stones is treated in the same way,

only the rollers, varnishes, and colours are different from those used

for ordinary black and chalk printing. The printing of this class

of work requires great skill and taste. Many of the lithographic

printers of London, Paris, Brussels, Munich, Berlin, Vienna, and
Dresden are justly famed for their beautiful productions.

An engraved stone is printed by using a small wooden tapper or

tampon, either round at the sides, flat below, with handle at top,

or square, \vith the corners rounded off. This tampon is covered
several times with a very coarse blanket, or coarse thick firm cloth,

fastened at the sides ; the ink is then spread very thinly on the

slab, the tapper is properly tapped into it, the gum is removed from
the stone, and the drawing is removed with oil of turpentine ; the
stone is wetted, the tampon is tapped over the whole drawing, the
stone cleaned with a bit of wet canvas, and finally a printing roller

is passed once or twice over the stone, which removes all impurities;

a damped sheet of paper is then placed on the stone, an<J the impres-
sion made as formerly explained.

Some printers print euOTaved outlines or drawings Qone with thin
lines entirely with the roller, which is a great saving of time ; other
printers again ink an engraving with a large shoe brush with long,

stiff bristles—which is rubbed on the ink-slab to give it the ink
required—by brushing over the drawing in all directions.

Paper.—The proper selection of paper for lithographic printing
when beauty of impression is a chief consideration, is of gi'eat im-
portance. Hand-made and hand-sized papers are objectionable, the
materials used in sizing being frequently inimical to perfect litho-

graphic printing. Absorbent papers, such as India paper, plate-

paper, half-sized plate-paper, and fine printing paper yield the best

impressions ; common writing paper, hand-made writing, loan, or

other hand-made English-sized papers should be used only when the

work is for business or similar purposes.

Since the invention of photography, and its wide appli-

cation to processes connected with art, artistic lithography,

except in the way of colour printing, has been perhaps

rather less in demdnd than formerly. Many of the finest

British examples of lithographic art date from more than

twenty to thirty years back, when artists such as J. D.

Harding, Samuel Prout, Louis Haghe, Ghemar, William

Simpson, and others were largely—some of them almost

exclusively—engaged in its practice. Harding, although

practising as a water-colour painter, devoted much of his

time to lithography. The dexterity and brilliancy of his

execution give to his works in this style a peculiar charm,

altogether wanting in the more laboured productions of the

professional lithographic artist. Of this quality in Hard-

ing's drawings on stone, Mr Ruskin writes—" His execu-

tion, in its way, no one can at all equal The best chalk

drawing of Calame and other foreign masters is quite

childish and feeble in comparison." Samuel Prout, also a

water colour painter, produced many admirable works in

lithography. Mr Ruskin's testimony may again be

quoted:—"All his published lithographic sketches are of

the greatest value, wholly unrivalled in power of composi-

tion, and in love and feeling of architectural subject."

" His lithographic work (Sketches in Flanders and Ger-

many), which was, I believe, the first of the kind, still

remains the most valuable of all, numerous and elaborate

as its various successors have been. Their value is much
increased by the circumstance of their being drawn by the

artist's own hand upon tHe stone." Louis Haghe's work
on the Architecture of the Middle Ages in Germany and the

Netherlands, Roberts's Holy Land and Egypt (drawn on
stone by Haghe), and Simpson's drawings of the Crimean
war may also be cited as excellent examples of artistic

lithography. Lithographic studies of heads and figures

by Julien of Paris, and other foreign artists, were at one
time largely employed as copies by drawing masters; the

new system of teaching introduced of late years has almost
put an end to their use for this purpose, and they are now
less frequently met witL Although lithography is increas-

ingly employed for commercial and other purposes, artists

of first-rate ability now seem, on the whole, to prefer other

processes for the reproduction of their works. (o. re.)

LITHUANIANS, a people (about 3,000,000 in number)
of Indo-European origin, which inhabits several western

provinces of Russia and the north-eastern parts of Poland
and Prussia, on the shores of the Baltic Sea, and in the

basins of the Niemen and of the Duna. Very little is

known about their origin, and nothing about the time of

their appearance in the country they now inhabit. Ptolemy

mentions (lib. iii. chap. 6) two clans, the Galindae and
Sudeni, most probably Lithuanians of the western branch

of this nationality, the Borussians. In the 10th century

they were already known under the name of Litva, and,

together with two other branches of the same stem,—the

Borussians and the Letts,—they occupied the south-eastern

coast of the Baltic Sea from the Vistula to the Duna,
extending north-east towards the Lakes Wierzi-yarvi and

Peipus, southeast to the watershed between the affluents

of the Baltic and those of the Black Sea, and south to the

middle course of the Vistula (Brest Litovsky),—a tract

bounded by Finnish tribes in the north, and by Slavonians

elsewhere.

The country which since that time they have continued

to inhabit is flat, undulating, and covered by numberless

small lakes, ponds, and wide marshes, which, though to a

great extent drained during the last ten centuries, never-

theless stiU cover immense tracts of land. The costly

work of artificial draining has been actively carried on dur-

ing late years, but in the south the marshes are disappear-

ing slowly. The soil, being sandy in the north, and a hard

boulder-clay elsewhere, is unproductive. Thick forests

cover it, and—though considerable tracts have been

destroyed by fires and by the hatchets of the budniki who
during many centuries have cleared the most remote

.thickets, founding there their vUIages, while, later, wide

forest regions, given by Catherine II. as gifts to her

officials, have quite disappeared—there still remain im-

mense tracts of land covered with nearly virgin forests

;

thus, the Byelovyesh Pushcha covers no less than 550,000

acres of land on the level plateau 650 feet high, where

tributaries of the Nareff and Bug have a common origin in

marshes. These forests have played an important part in

the history of the Lithuanians, giving manyoriginal features

to their history, as well as to their mythology, poetry, and

musia They protected them from foreign invasions, and

have contributed to the maintenance of their national

character, notwithstanding the vicissitudes of their history,

and of their .primitive religion until the 14th century.

Their chief priest, the Krive-Kriveyto (the judge of the

judges), under whom were no less than seventeen different

classes of priests and elders, worshipped in the forests ; tho

Waidelots brought their offerings to the divinities at the

foot of mighty oaks, and even during the 1 4th century an

unextinguishable fire, the "zincz," was maintained in the

midst of the "pushta,"or"pushcha"; even now, the worship

cf great oaks is a widely spread custom in the villages of

the Lithuanians, and even of the Letts. In the absence of

greit forests they worship isolated trees.
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E.ven at that time tlie Littuaman stem was divided into

tliree niaiji branclies:

—

ths Borussians or Prussians; the

teits (wlio call themselves Latvis, whilst the name under

which, they are known in. Russian chronicles, LdygoJa, is

as abbreviation, of Latvin-galas, " the confines^ of

Lithuania") ; and the Lithuanians, or rather Lituavians,

Litva, ot JLetuvininkcii,—these last being subdivided into

Lithuanians proper, and Jmud' [Zmudz, Samoghiiians, or

^emai/ey), the "Lowlanders." To these three main

branches, which iave maintained their national distinctions

uninterrupted until the present time, must be added also

tlie Yalvyags, or Yadzmngs, a.warlike, black-haired people

who inhabited the thick forests at the upper tributaries of

the Niemen and Bug, and the survivors of whom are easily

distinguishable now as a mixture with 'White-Kussians

hnd Mazurs in some parts of the governments Grodno and

tlotsk, and in several north-eastern parts of those of

Lomza and Warsaw. Nestor's chronicle distinguishes also

the Jemgala, who later became known, under the name of

Semigaliia, andinhabited in the 10th. century the left bank

of the Duna.. Several authors consider also as Lithuanians

the Kori of Russian chronicles, or Courons of Western

authors, who inhabited the peninsula of Courland, and the

Golad', a clan settled on the banks of the Porotva, tributary

of the Moskva river, which seems to have been thrown far

from the. main stem during its migration to the north.^

1h& Krivitchi, who inhabited what is now the government

of Smolensk, whose nams recalls the Krive-Kriveyto, and

whose ethnological features recall the Lithuanians, seem to

belong to the same stem; but now these are rather a

mixture of Lithuanians and Slavonians.

Ail these peoples are only ethnographical subdivisions,

and each of them was subdivided in its turn into numerous
independent clans and villages, separated from one another

by forests and marshes; they had no towns or fortified

places, a feature which has struck many earlier Occidental

writers. The Lithuanian territory thus lay open to foreign

invasions, and the warlike Russian Knia£es, as well as the

German crusaders, availed themselves of the opportunity.

The Eorussians soon fell under the dominion of Germans,
and ceased to constitute a separate nationality, leaving only

their name to the state which later became Prussia. The
Letts were.driven farther to the north, mixing.there with

Livs and Ehsts, and fell under the dominion of the Livoniaa
order. Only the Lithuanians proper, together with
Samoghitians, succeeded iu forming an independent state.

The early history of this state is but imperfectly known,
all the more that tlie old Lithuanian chronicles have suffered

from Eubsequjent alterations (Antonovitch, loc. cit). During
the continuona petty war carried on against Slavonic

invasions, the military chief of one of the clans, Ryngold,
acquired, in the first half of the. 13th century, a certain

preponderance over other clans of Lithuania and Black
Russia (Yatvyags), as well as over the republics of Red
Russia. At this time, the invasions of the Livonian order
becoming.more frequent, and always extending southward,
there was a general feeling of the necessity of some
organization to resist them, and Ryngold's son, Mendowg,
availed himself of this opportunity to pursue the policy

of his father. lie made different concessions to the
Older, ceded to it several parts of Lithuania, and even
agreed to be baptized, in 1250, at Novograd Litovsky,

receiving in exchange a crown from Innocent IV., with
which he was crowned king of Lithuanians. He ceded
also the whole of Lithuania to the order in case he should
die without leaving offspring. But he had accepted Christi-

anity only to increase his influence among other clans ; and,

' W: B, Antonovitch, /I SKflch of llistonjof the Great Principalitu
»f Lithvaniii, and Pufeisor Barsotf, Jiussian Jiislorical Oeograjih^j,

both iu Kussian.

as soon as he had consolidated a union between Lithu-

anians, Samoghitians, and Cours, he relapsed, proclaiming,

in 12G0, a general uprising of the Lithuanian people

against the Livonian order. The yoke was shaken off,

but internal wars followed, and three years later Mendowg
was killed. About the end of the 13th century a new
dynasty of rulers of Lithuania was founded by Lutouver,

whose second son, Gedymin (1316-1341), with the aid of

fresh forces he organized from his relations with Red
Russia, established something like regular government ; he

extended at the same time his dominions over Russian

countries—over Bkck Russia (Novogrodok, Zditoff, Grodno,

Slonim, and Volkovysk) and the principalities of Polotsk,

Tourovsk, Pinsk, Vitebsk, and Volhj^ia. He named him-

self Bex Lethowinorum et muUorum P'Uhenorum. In 1325

he concluded a treaty with Poland against the Livonian

order, which treaty was the first step towards the union of

both countries realized two centuries later. The seven sons

of Gedymin considered themselves as quite independent;

but two of them, Olgerd and Keistnt, soon became the more
powerfuL They represented two different tendencies which

existed at that time in Lithuania. Olgerd, whose family

relations attracted him towards the south, was the advocate

of union with Russia ; rather politician than warrior, he in-

creased his influence by diplomacy and by organization.

His wife and sons being Christians, he also soon agreed to

be baptized in the Greek Church. Keistut represented tha

revival of the Lithuanian nationality. Continually engaged

in wars with Livonia, and remaining true to the national

religion, he became the national legendary hero. In 1346
both brothers agreed to re establish the great principality

of Lithuania, and, after having taken Vilna, the old

sanctuary of the country, all the brothers recognized tha

supremacy of Olgerd. His son Yagello, who married the

queen of Poland, Yadviga, after having been baptized in

the Latin Church, was crowned, on February 14^ 1386,
king of Poland. At the beginning of the 15th century

Lithuania was a mighty state, extending her dominions
as f^r east as Vyazma on the banks of the Moskva river,

the present government of Kaluga, and Poutivl, and south-

east as far as Poltava, the shores of the Sea of Azoff, and
Hadji-bey (Odessa), thus including Kieff and Loutss. The
union with Poland remained, however, but nominal until

1569, when Sigismund Augustus was king of Poland. In
the 16th century Lithuania dii not extend its power so far

east and south-east as two centuries before, but it con-

stituted a compact state, including Polotsk, Moghileff,

Minsk, Grodno, Kovno, Vilna, Brest, and reaching as far

south-east as Tchernigoffi From the union with Poland,

the history of Lithuania becomes a part of Poland's history,

Lithuanians and White-Russians partaking of the fate of

the Polish kingdom. After its three partitions, they fell

under the dominion of the Russian empire. In 1792
Russia took the provinces of Moghileff and Polotsk, and
in 1793 those of Vilna, Troki, Novgorod-Syeversk, IBrest,

and Vitebsk, In 1797 all these provinces were united

together, constituting the "Lithuanian government"
(Litovskaya Gubernia). But the name of Lithuanian
provinces was usually given only to the governments of

Vilna and Kovno, and, though Nicholas I. prohibited the

use of this name, it is stiU used, even in official documents.
In Russia, all the White-Russian population of the former
Polish Lithuania are mostly considered as Lithuanians, the

name of Jmud being restricted to Lithuanians proper.

The ethnographical limits of the Lithuanians are quite undefined,
and their number is estimated very differently by different authors.
The Letts occupy a part of the Courland peninsula {according to
M. Rittich, they numbered there 305,300 iu 1S70, to which several
authors .idd 185,800 Cours), of Livonia (-116,400 .at same date), and
of Vitebsk (185,600), a few other settlements being spread also in

tho governments of Kovno (18,500), St Petersburg (2700), and
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Mofhileff (1000). "The I.itlnianians proper inhabit the governments

of Korno (435,810), Vilna (350,700), Suvalki (54,300), and Grodno

(2500) ; whilst tlie Samoghitians, or Jniud, inhabit the governments

of Kovno (498,900) and Suvalki (165,200). To tliese must be added

pbout 200,000 Borussians, the whole number of Lithuanians being

2,687,000 in 1870 (2,873,000 with the Cours), or, taking into

account the rate of increase of population for different governments,

about 3,014,700 in 1882 (3,231,000 with Cours). Other authors

estimate the number of Lithuanians in the Polish provinces at

277, 050 in 1869, probably including Yatvyags, mixed to some extent

•with Mazurs. In this case the number of Lithuanians would be in

1882 about 3,082,000 (3,298,000 with Cours). They are now slowly

extending towards the south, especially the Letts, who leave their

country in conseq^uence of want of laud and of the difficulty they

experienced in getting means of subsistence ; numerous emigrants

have already penetrated into Slavonic lands as far as the govern-

ment of Voronesh.

The Lithuanians are well built ; the face is mostly elongated, the

features fine ;» the very fair hair, blue eyes, and delicate skin dis-

tininiish them from Poles and Russians. Their dress is usually

plain in comparison with that of Poles, and the predominance

in it of greyish colours has been frequently noticed. Their

language has groat similarities to the Sanskrit. It is affirmed

that whole Sanskrit phrases are well understood by the peasants

of the banks of the Niemen. But it contains alr,o a considerable

amount of Slavonic words. The vocabulary is Tery copious,

especially in words refening to natural phenomena, and which
express certain pathological states of the mind. Diminutives are

exceedingly numerous, and various diminutive forms are applied

even to adjectives and verbs. But, as a whole, the Lithuanian

language is at a very low stage of development, and the written

literature is verj' poor ; only religious books, a few translations, and
a single newspaper are published in it. On the other hand, tho

unwTitten popular literature is very rich, and contains true treasures

of poetry. It was long doubted if Lithuanians have any epic

poetry ; it now appears, however, that there are, scattered in songs,

fragments of a great Lithuanian epic poem. But the popular poetry

is especially rich in idyllic and lyric songs, imbued ivith tenderest

love and melancholy, and a most poetical feeling of nature, and
remarkable by their absolute chastity ; the irony which sometimes
appears in them is usually refined and gentle. The elegies {laudas)

are very melancholy, and of a rare beauty. The national character

is fully expressed in these songs,—not warlike at all, melancholy,

very lovely, and not very sociable.

The language of the Letts is, according to Schleicher, as similar

to the Lithuanian as the It.aUan to the Latin, but contains a greater

mixture of German and Slavonic words. Tho literary language is

more develojx^d. A scientific Lettish grammar was published by
Stender at the end of the last century, and the Letts possess

translations of Shakespeare, Schiller, and other great poets. Five
political papers were published in Lettish in 1876. A revival of

national feeling having begun in this century, rich collections of

Lettish songs were published by Germans, Russians, and Letts, M.
Briwsemniaks's collection, published by tho Moscow Anthropologi-
cal Society, being the most recent. The Lettish songs have the
same characters as those of tho Lithuanians, to which a special

feature, the hatred of the people to the Gcnnau landholders, must
be added.

The Letts of Courland, with tho exception of about 50,000 who
belong to the Greek Church, are Lutherans. Nearly all can read.

Tliose of the government of Vitebsk, who were under Polish

dominion, are Catholics, as well as the Lithuanians proper, a part

of whom, however, have returned to the Greek Church, in which
they were before the union with Poland. The Samoghitians are

Catholics ; they more than other Lithuanians have conserved their

national features. But all Lithuanians have maintained much of
their heathen practices and creed ; the names of pagan divinities,

very numerous in the former mrthology, are continually mentioned
in songs, and also in common speech.

The chief occupation of Lithuanians is agriculture. The trades
in towns are generally carried on by men of other races—mostly by
Germans, Jews, or Poles. The only exception is afforded to some
extent by the Letts. The Samoghitians are good hunters, and all

Lithuanians are given to apiculture and cattle breeding. But tho
Lithuanians, as well in the Baltic provinces as in the central ones,
were not until the most recent time proprietors of the soil they tilled.

They have given a few families to the Russian nobility, but 'the
great mass of the people became serfs of foreign landowners, German
and Polish, who reduced them to the greatest misery. Since tho
Polish insurrection of 1863, the Russian Government has given to
the Lithuanians the land of the Polish proprietors on much easier

terras than in central Russia ; but the allotments of soil and the
redemption taxes are very unequally distributed ; and a not insig-

nificant number of peasants (the tdiinsheviki) were even deprived
of the land they had for centuries considered their own. The Letts
remain in the same state as before, and are restrained from
emigrating en masse only by coercive measures. (P. A. K.)

LITMUS (German, Lachnvs; Frencb, Tonniesol), a

colouring matter whicU occurs in commerce in the form of

small blue tablets, which, however, consist mostly, not of

the pigment proper, but of carbonate and sulphate of lime

and ether matter devoid of tinctorial value. Litmus is

never u.?ed as a dye, but is extensively employed by chemists

as a reagent for the detection of free acids and free alkalies.

An aqueous infusion of litmus, when e.xactly neutralized by
an acid, exhibits a violet colour, which by the least trace

of free acid is changed to red, while free alkali turns it to

blue. The reagent is generally used in the form of test

paper,—bibulous paper dyed red, purple, or blue by the

respective kind of infusion. Litmus is manufactured in

Holland from the same kinds of lichens (species of Roccella

and Lecanora) as are used for the preparation of Archil
(q.v.).

What orcein is to archil, a substance " azolitmin," which Kane
extracted from it, seems to be to litmus. At any rate, Kane's

analysis supports the idea of its being formed from orein, thus:

—

C^HsOo H- NHj -)- O3= H3O +CVHgNOj.
Orcin. AzolitmiD.

A solution of this substance when treated with nascent lij-drogen

loses its colour. So does litmus solution when left to itself in

closely stoppered bottles. When preserved in contact with air it

retains its colour.

LITTLE FALLS, a village and township in Herkimer
county, New York, on the Erie canal, 73J miles west-

north-west of Albany by the New York Central and Hud-
son River Railroad, at a point where the Mohawk river

passes by a series of rapids through a picturesque defile.

The water-power is ttirned to account in the manufacture,

of paper, woollen and cotton goods, starch, &c. The vil-

lage, which lies partly in the township of Manheim, had a

population of 6910 in 1880. Little Falls has the largest

cheese market in the United States.

LITTLE ROCK, capital of the State of Arkansas, United

States, as well as of Pulaski county, is situated on the

south bank of the Arkansas river, about 250 miles from

its mouth, and near the pentre of the State. It derives it

name from occupying the top of a rocky cliif about 50 feet

in height, which is much less conspicuous than the

precipitous cliffs that line the river just above the city.

The river, which is navigable by large steamers to this

point during two-thirds of the year, is crossed here by an

iron drawbridge on the St Louis, Iron ^Mountain, and

Southern Railway. Little Rock, founded in 1820, con-

tains the State house, the State asylums for the blind

and for deaf mutes, the State prison, the State library,

St John's Military College, and other schools. It is also

the seat of the United States court of the eastern dis-

trict of Arkansas, and a United States arsenal and land

office. Flour-mills, carriage-works, and foundries are among
the chief industrial establishments. Population in 1880,

13,138.

LITTLETON, Thomas de, ot Frankley in 'Worcester-

shire, judge of the court of common pleas in the reign of

Edward IV., and author of the weU-known work on Tenitres.

Littleton's surname was that of his mother, who was the

sole daughter and heiress of Thomas de Littleton, lord of

Frankley. She married one Thomas Westcote. Thomas
was the eldest of four sons of the marriage, and took the

name of Littleton, or, as it seems to have been more

commonly spelt, Luttelton. The date of his birth appears

to be uncertain. He is said by Sir E. Coke to have been

a member of the Inner Temple, and to have lectured there

on the Statute of Westminster II., De Bonis Conditionali-

bvs. His name occurs in the Fasten letters about 1445 as

that of a well-known counsel. He appears to have been

recorder of Coventry in 1450, to have been made king's

sergeant in 1455, and afterwards to have been a justice of

assize on the northern circuit In 14CG he was made a
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judge 01 the common pleas, and in 1475 a knight of the

Bath. He died, according to the inscription on his tomb

in Worcester cathedral, on August 23, 1481. He married

Joan, widow of Sir Philip Chetwind of Ingestre in Stafford-

shire, and by her had three 8ons, through whom he became

ancestor of the families in which are the existing peerages

of.Lyttelton and Hatherton.

The work oh tenures was probably written late in his

life. It is addressed to his second son Richard, who went

to the bar, and whose name occurs in the year books of the

reign of Henry VEI. The book, both historically and from

its intrinsic merit, may be characterized as the first text-

book upon the Englbh law of property. The law of pro-

perty in Littleton's time was mainly concerned with rights

over land, and it was the law relating to this class of rights

which Littleton set himself to digest and classify. The

time was ripe for the tasL Ever since the Conquest regu-

lar courts of justice had been at work administering a law

which had grown out of an admixture of Teutonic custom

and of Norman feudalism. Under Henry XL the courts

had been organized, and the practice of keeping regular

records of the proceedings had been carefully observed.

The centralizing influence of the royal courts and of the

justices of assize, working steadily through three centuries,

had made the rules governing the law of property uniform

throughout the land ; local customs were con&ned within

certain prescribed limits, and were only recognized as

giving rise to certain well-defined classes of rights, such,

for instance, as the security of tenure acquired by villeins

by virtue of the custom of the manor, and the rights of

freeholders, in some towns, to dispose of their land by will.

Thus, by the time of Littleton (Henry VL and Edward

IV.), an immense mass of material had been acquired and

preserved in the rolls of the various courts. Reports of

important cases were published in the "yearbooks." A
glance at Statham's Abridgment, the earliest digest of de-

cided cases, published nearly at the same time as Littleton's

Tenures, is sufficient to show the enormous bulk which

reported cases had already attained as materials for the

knowledge of English law.

Littleton's treati* e was written in French, or rather in

that peculiar dialect compounded of Norman-French and
English phrases called law French. Although it had been

provided by a statute of 36 Edward IIL that viva voce

proceedings in court should no longer be conducted in the

French tongue, " which was much unknown in the realm,"

the practice of reporting proceedings in that language, and
of using it in legal treatises, lingered till a much later

period, and was at length prohibited by a statute passed

in the time of the Commonwealth in 1650. Unlike the

preceding writers on English law, Glanville, Bracton,

an4 the authors of the treatises knowu by the names of

Britton and Fleta, Littleton borrows nothing from the

Bources of Roman law or the commentators. He deals

purely and exclusively with English law.

The book is written on a definite system, and is the first

attempt at something like a scientific classification of rights

over land. Littleton's method is to begin with a definition,

usually clearly and briefly expressed, of the ckss of rights

with which he is dealing. He then proceeds to illustrate

the various characteristics and incidents of the cbss by
Btating particular instances, some of which refer to decisions

which had actually occurred, but more commonly they are

hypothetical cases put by way of illustration of his prin-

ciples. He occasionally but rarely refers to reported cases.

His book is thus much more than a mere digest of judicial

decisions ; to some extent he pursues the method which
gave to Roman law its breadth and consistency of principle.

In Roman law this result was attained through the practice

of putting to jurisconsults hypothetical cases to be solved

by theuL Littleton, in like manner, is constantly stating

and solvingbyreferencetoprinciplesof law cases which may
or may not have occurred in actual practice.

In dealing with freehold estates Littleton adopts a classification
j

which has been followed by all writers who have attempted to
|

systematize the English law of land, especially Sir M. Hale and Sir

William Blackstone. It is indeed the only possible approach to a
scientific arrangement of the intricate " estates in land " known to

English law. He classifies estates in land by reference to their

duration, or in other words by reference to the differences between
the persons who are entitled to succeed upon the death of the person

in possession or " tenant." First of all, lie describes the character-

istics of tenancy in fee simple,—an interest in lands which devolv»,a

on the death of the tenant to his heir, whether such heir be of the

same line or collateral. This is still as it was in Littleton's time

the largest interest in land known to the law. Next in order comes
tenancy in fee tail, the outcome, as Littleton informs us, of the

Statute of Westminster II., 13 Edw. I. c. 1, " De Donis Condition-

alibus," which enacted in the interest of the great lords that a gift

to a man and " the heirs of his body " should no longer bear tho
construction which the courts had put upon the words, holding the

donee to be thereby invested with full power over the land so soon

as he had issue bom, but should descend according to the formiof

the gift to lineal descendants so long as lineal deacendanfc) should
exist. The various classes of estates tail are sketched by Littleton

with brevity and accuracy, but he is silent as to the important
practice, which first received judicial recognition shortly before his

death, of "suffering a recovery," whereby through a series of judi-

cial fictions a tenant in tail was enabled to couvert his estate tail

into a fee simple, thus acquiring full power of alienation. After

discussing in their logical order other freehold interests in land, he
passes to interests in laud called by later writers interests less than
freehold, namely, tenancies for terms of years and tenancies at will.

With tho exception of tenancy from year to year, now so familiar

to us, but which was a judicial creation of a date later than the

time of Littleton, the first book is a complete statement of the

principles of the common law, as they for the most part still exist,

governing and regulating interests in lands. The first book con-

cludes with a very interesting chapter on copyhold tenures, which
marks the exact point at which the tenant by copy of court roll,

the successor of the villein, who in his turn represented the freeman
reduced to villenage by the growth of the manorial system, acquired

security of tenure by the judicial recognition of the fact that the
" will of the lord " was controlled by and could only be exercised

in accordance with the " custom of the manor."
The second book relates to the reciprocal rights and duties of

lord and tenant, and is mainly of historical interest to the modem
lawyer. It contains a complete statement of the law as it stood in

Littleton's time relating to homage, fealty, and escuage, the money
compensation to be paid to the lord in lieu of military service to be

rendered to the king, a peculiar characteristic of English as distin-

guished from Continental feudalism.

Littleton then proceeds to notice the important features of

tenure by knight's service with its distinguishmg incidents of the

right of wardsliip of the lands and person of the infant heir or

heiress, and the right of disposing of the ward in marriage. The
non-military freehold tenures are next dealt with ; we have an
account of " socage tenure," into which all military tenures were

subsequently commuted by a now unrecognized Act of the Loiig

Parliament in 1650, afterwards re-enacted by the well-known statute

of 12 Charles II. c. 24, and of "frankalmoign," or the spiritual

tenureby which churchmen held, their duty being " to make ortsons,

prayers, mosses, and other divine services for the souls of their

grantor or feoffor, and being bound to no fealty to the lord because

that this divine service is better for them before God than any doing

of fealty." In the description of burgage tenure and tenure in

villenage, the life of which consists in the validity of ancient cus-

toms recognized by law, we recognize stu-vivals of a time before the

iron rule of feudalism had moulded the law of land in the interests

of tho king and the great lords. Finally he deals with the law of

rents, discussing the various kinds of rents which may be reserved

to the grantor upon a grant of lands and the remedies for recovery of

rent, especially the remedy by distress.'

The third and concluding book of Littleton's treatise deals

mainly with the various ways in which rights over land can be

acquired and terminated in the case of a single possessor or several

possessors. This leads him to discuss the various modes in which

several persons may simultaneously have rights over the same land,

as parceners :—daughters who are co-heiresses, or sons in gavelkind;

' These two books are stated, in a note to the table at the conclusion

of the work, to have been made for the better understanding of certain

chapters of the Antient Book of Tenures. This refers to a tract called

The Old Tenures, said to have been written in the reign of Edward III.

By way of distinguishing it from this work, Littleton's book is called

in all the early editions " Tenores NoveUi."
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Joinl tenants, wliere tlie interest does nbt'p-'is'! to tlie lioir of tlio

deceased joint tenant, bnt devolves npontlie surviving joint tenant;

and tenants in common, where the interest is separat •ami descends

to the heir of each of the co-tenants, tliough the land over which the
Hght exists is undivided and held in common with one or more
other persons^' ' Next follows an elaborate discnssinn upon what are

called estates upon condition,—a class of interests which occu|iied

B large space in the early common law, giviiifr rise on one side to

estates tail, on another to mortgages. In Littleton's time a mort-

gjige, wliich he carefally describes, was merely a conveyance of land

by the tenant to the mortgagee, witli a condition that, if the tenant

paid to the mortgagee a certain sum on a certain day, he might re-

Inter and have the land again. If the condition was not fulfilled,

|he interest of the niortg.agee became .absolute, and Littleton gives

^'indication of any modification of this strict rule, such as was
Introduced by coui'ts of equity, permitting the debtor to redeem
bis land by payment of all that was due to the mortgagee although

the day of payment had passed, and his interest had become at law

indefeasible. The remainder of the work is occupied with an

exposition of a miscellaneous class of modes of acquiring rights of

property, the analysis of which would occupy too large a space.

The work is thus a complete summary of the common law as it

stood at the time. It is nearly silent as to the remarkable clasa of

rights which had already assumed vast practical importance

—

equitable interests in lands. These arc only noticed incidentally in

the chapter on " Keleasos." But it was already clear in Littleton's

time that this class of rights would become the most important of

all. Littleton's own will, which has been preserved, may be adduced
in proof of this assertion. Although nothing was more opposed to

the spirit of Norman feudalism than that a tenant of lands should
dispose of them by will, we find Littleton directing by his will the
feoffees of certain manors to make estates to the persons named in

Ids will. In other words, in order to acquire over lands powers
unknown to the common law, the lands had been conreyed to

"feoffees" who had full right over them according to the common
law, but who were under a conscientious obligation to exercise those

rights at the direction and for the exclusive benefit of the person to

whose " use " the lands were held. This conscientious obligation

was recognized and enforced by the chancellor, and thus arose the

class of equitable interests in lands. Littleton is the first writer on
English law after these rights had risen into a prominent position,

and it is curious to find to what extent they are ignored by him.
Unlike their treatment of copyhold interests, the common lawyers
wholly refused to recognize the right of the real or beneficial owner,
when the legal interest was vested in another, though the latter

had then but the semblance without the reality of ownership. Hence
it was that the most important class of rights developed outside the
common law. After an unhappy attempt to reunite the classes of

legal and equitable interests by the Statute of Uses (27 Henry VIII.
c. 10), the effect of which was to introduce still greater technicality

and complication into the law of real property, the two classes have
continued to exist side by side, until in our own time the Judicature
Act of 1873, by uniting in one court the tribunals the difference

between which originally gave rise to the distinction between legal

and equitable interests, has perhaps paved the way for a simpler
and more rational classification of rights over land.

The work of Littleton occupies a place in the history of typography as well as
of law. The earliest printed edition seems to be tliat Ijy John Lettou and William
de Machlinia, two piinters wlio probably came from the Continent, and canicd
on their liusincss in partnevsliip. as their note to the edition of Littleton states,
"in civitate Londoniaram. juxta ecclesiam omnium sanctorum." The date of
this edition is uncertain, but the most probable conjecture, based on typographical
grounds, places it about the latter pan of 1481. The next edition is one
by Machlinia alone, probably about two or three years later than the former.
Maehlinia was then in business alone "juxta pontein qnre vulgo dicitur Fleta
brigge." Next came the Itohan or Rouen edition, erroneously stated by Sir E.
Coke to be the earliest, and to have been printed about 1.J33. It was, however,
of a much earlier date. Tomlins, the latest editor of Littleton. t:ives leHsons for
thinking that it cannot have been later tlian H90. It is stated in a note to
have been printed at lioucn by William le Tailleur "ail instantiam Eichaidi
Pynson." " Cupics of ml these editions aie in the British Museum. In all these
editions the work is styled Tatores A'ovelli, probably to distinguish it from the
" Old Tenui cs."

1 here are three early MSS. of Littleton in the University Librarv at Camhridge.
One of tlicse formerly conu-tined a note on its first page to the effect that it was
bought in St Paul's Cliurchyard on July 20, 1480. It was therefore in circulatinn
in Littleton's lifetime. Tlie other two MSS. are of a somewhat later date ; but
one of them contains what seems to be the earliest English translation of the
Teiures, and is probably not later than 1500.
In the 16th century editions of Littleton followed in rapid succession from tlie

presses of Pynson, Itedmnyne. Berthclet, Tottyl. and others. The practice of
niinotating the text caused several additions to bi introduced, which, however, are
easily detected by comparison of tlic c.irlier copies. In liSl West divided the
text into seven hundred and forty-six sections, which have erer since been pre.
»cn-ed. Many of these editions were printed with large maigitis for purposes of
annotation, specimens of wliich may be seen in Lincoln's Inn Library.

I'he practice of anitiitating Littleton was ver^* general, and was adopted by many
eminent lawj-ers besides Sir E. Coke, amongst others by Sir M. Hale. One com-
mentary of this kind, by an unknown hand of eai-iier date than Sir E. Coke's, was
clited by Cary in 1829. Kollowing tlic ceneral omaic" of d-.,llng with Littleton
lis the great autliority on tho law of England.^lhe most peilect and ab-olutc
w .rk that ever wiis written in any human hmeuTCe." Sir E. Coke makes it the
leit of tlini rnitin.i 01 jiis work which lie calls the first part of the institutes of
the I ,w n( K;i.-;.-.nr,. In other words, the law of property.

'i'hc first printed i'.nglish Irunstatiun of LitllctoD w-ia by Kastell, wiio seems to
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hiivc romliinccl the piofessions of author, iirinler. and sergennt-nt-Iaw, bclwern
l.'.Umidl.•,:;! Many tDKll.h pinions by vaii.nis editors followed, the best of
winch IS Tnltyl • In 1.J.-6. sir t. Coke adopted some lliinslalion earlier than lids
which has since gone by the name of Sir IC. Coke's tiansl..lli.n. He however"
Ihioiitliout comments not on the translation but on the French text; and the

of the commentary has to some extent overlaid and obscured Iho

,
(K. E. D.)

Tit Of llU riginal.

LITTRE, P.\LL Maxbiiliex jljiile (1801-1881), the
compiler of the best dictionary of any living language,
and tlie Freiichuian of most encyclopedic knowledge
since Diderot, was born at Taris on February V, 1801.
His father liad been a gunner, and afterwards sergeant-
major of marine artillery, in the French navy, and was
deeply imbued with tlie revolutionarj' ideas of the day.
Settling down as a collector of taxes, he married Sophie
Johaunot, a free-thinker like himself, and devoted himself
to the education of his son fimile. The boy was sent to
the Lyc^e Louis-le-Grand, where he had for friends
Hacliette and Eugene Burnouf, and he distinguished him-
self alike in his work and in r.ll athletic exercises. After
he had completed his course at school, lie hesitated for a
time as to what proressi(;u he should adopt, and meanwhile
made himself master, .-lot only of the English and German
languages, but t>f tlie classical and Sanskrit literature and
philology. At last he determined to study medicine, and
in 1822 entered his name as a student of medicine. He
passed all his examinations in due course, and had only
his thesis to prepare in order to obtain his degree as doctor
when in 1827 his father died, leaving his mother absolutely
without resources. He at once renounced his degree, and,
while attending the lectures of Eayer and taking a keen
interest in medicine, began teaching Latin and Greek for
a livelihood. He carried a musket on the popular side in
the revolution of February 1830, and was one of the
national guards who followed Charles X. to liambouillet.
At last, in 1831, when quite thirty years of age, he obtained
an introduction to Armand Carrel, the editor of the
Auiional, who gave him the task of reading the English
and German papers for excerpts. Carrel by,the merest
chance, in 1835, discovered the ability of his reader, who
from that time became a constant contributor, and eventu-
ally director of the paper. In 1836 he began to contribute
articles on all sorts of subjects to the Eevue ihs Deux
Mondes; in 1837 he married; and in 1839 appeared the
first volume of his edition of the works of Hippocrates.
This volume at once placed Littrd in the forefront of
the literary and scientific world; its ability was recog-
nized by his election the same year into the Acad^mfe
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres. At the age of thirty-
eight then he had won for himself a high reputation
as a learned man of letters and of science, but was still

tormented by the unsettled ideas and thoughts which
generally beset younger men, and were only increased by
the study of his favourite authors Byron and Obermann.
At this epoch he came across the works of Auguste Comte,
the reading of which formed, as he himself said, "the
cardinal point of his life," and from this time onward
appears the influence of positivism on his own life, and,
what is of even more importance, his influence on positivism,
for he gave at least as much to positivism as he received
from it. He brought to it a wide knowledge of science
and litRrature, a great and growing reputation, and a clear
head. He soon became an intimate friend of Comte's, and
set to work to popularize his ideas in numerous works on
the positivist philosophy, while at. the same time continu-
ing his edition of Hippocrates, which was riot completed
till 1862, publishing a similar edition of Pliny's Natund
Ilhtory, assisting after 1844 in the place of Fauriel at tho
committee engaged on the Histoire lil/eraire cle la France,
where his knowledge of the early French language anti

literature was invaluable, and contributing largely to tho
A'alional and Ikvue des Deux Mondes. In the revolution

XIV. — 8o
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of July ISIS he took a keen interest, anrl himself took

part in tlie repression of the extreme republican party in

June IS49, under the banner of order. His essays, con-

tributed during this period to the Xotional, were collected

together and published under the title of Conservation,

Jlei'ohdlon, et Fosi/icisme in 1852, and show, not only a

lively faith iu a good time coming, but a thorough accept-

ance of all the doctrines propounded by Comte. However,
during the later years of his master's life, he began to

perceive that lie could not wholly accept all the dogmas
or the more mystic ideas of his friend and master, but he
studiously concealed his differences of opinion almost from
himself, and Comte failed to perceive that his pupil had
outgrown him, as he himself had outgrown his master

Saint-Simon. Comte's death in 1858 freed Littr6 from
any fear of embittering his master's later- years, and he
published his own ideas in his Paroles de la Philosophie

Positive in 1859, and at still greater length in his work in

Aitguste Comte et la Philosophie positive in 1SQ3. In this

book he traces the origin of Comte's ideas through Turgot,

Kant, and Saint-Simon, then eulogizes Comte's own life, his

method of philosophy, his great services to the cause, and
the effect of his works, and finally proceeds to show where
he himself differs from him. He approved wholly of

Comte's philosophy, his great laws of society, and his

philosophical method, which indeed he defended warmly
against J. S. Jlill, but declared that, while he believed in

a positivist philosophy, he did not believe in a religion of

humanity. In the year 1863, after completing his Hippo-
crates and his Plinj% he set to work on his great French
dictionary, bringing to the task an unexampled know-
ledge of old French, of modern and classical languages, and
of modern philology, which were to make his dictionary

unique in its interest and accurac}'. In the same year he
was proposed for the Academie Franoaise, but rejected,

owing to the opposition of the fiery bishop of Orleans, who
denounced him as the chief of the French materialists.

He also at this time started with M. Wyrouboff the
Philosophie Positive, a review which was to embody the

views of modern positivists, and to which he largely con-

tributed. His life was thus absorbed in literaiy work, and
flowed quietly on, till the overthrow of the empire called

on him to take a part in politics. He felt himself too old
to undergo the privations of the siege of Paris, and retired

with his family to Britanny, whence he was summoned by
M. Gambetta to -Bordeaux, to lecture on history, and
thence to Versailles to take his seat in the senate to which
he had been chosen by the department of the Seine. In
December 1871 he was elected a member of the Academie
Frac^aise in spite of the renewed opposition of the Mgr.
Dupanloup, bishop of Orleans, who resigned his seat rather
than receive him. His dictionary was completed in 1873,
and he lived on full of years and honours, for in 1874 he
was elected a life senator. The most notable of his pro-
ductions in these latter years were his political papers
attacking and unveiling the confederacy of the Orleanists
and legitimists, and in favour of the republic, his

republication of many of his old articles and books, among
others the Conservation, Revolution, et Positivisme of 1852
(which he reprinted word for word, appending a formal,
categorical renunciation of many of the Comtist doctrines
therein contained), and a little tract Ponr la derniere fois,
in which he maintained his unalterable belief in materialism.
When it became obvious that the old man could not live

much longer, his wife and daughter, who had always been
fervent Catholics, strove to convert him to their religion.

He had long interviews with Pere MilI«5riot, a celebrated
controversialist, and was much grieved at his death; but it

Is hardly probable he would have ever been really converted.
Nevertheless, when on the point of death, his wife had him

I

baptized, and his funeral was conaucted with tlic rites of

I

the Catholic Church. He died Juno 2, 1881.
It is almost impossible to characterize the varied learning

and immense intellectu-al activity of Littrd. As a philo°-

I

sopher he had popularized and sifted the ideas of Comte,

j

and had succeeded Comte as Comte succeeded Turgot,
,
Kant, and Saint-Simon ; as a lexicographer he has been
compared to Johnson, though his work is as far ahead of

!
Johnson's as the philological knowledge of the 19th century

I

is in advance of that of the 18th ; and as a man of almost
universal knowledge, and a writer on every sort of subject,

I

from barbarian learning and modern science to epic poetry
and the military genius of Xapoleon, he remains unrivalled,

I

even in a country which can boast of Diderot and Comte.
It woiilil take too imu'li space to give a. coniiilete litt of all Littn-s

voliiminous woiks, but the foUowincr are those of greatest iiiiiioit-

I

ance :—his editions of Hippocrates, 1839-61, ami of Pliny's .V«(HfaZ
History, 1848-50; his translation of Strauss's Vic dc j'istis, 1889-

I

40, and Jliiller's Manuel de Physiologic, 1851 ; his edition of tlie

works of Armaiul Carrel, with notes, 1854-58; ihe Bistoire de la

laiifiue /mHfrtwc, a collection of magazine articles, 18G2 ; and hia
Didioiinaire de la Innr/tic fyant;ais'', 1SC3-72. In the domain of
science must be noted his edition, witli Charles Robin, of Nystcn's
Dlctioniiairc dc midecine, de chirurgie, kc, 1855 ; in that of philo-
sopliy; his Analyse raisonnie du coxtrs dc philosophie positive dc ^f.

A. Comte, 1845 ; Application de la Philosophie positive au Gotiverne-
ment, 1849; Conservation, Rivolution, ct Positivisme, 1852 (2d edition
mth supplement, 1879) ; Paroles de la Philosophie positive, 1859 ;

Augustc Comte et la Philosophie positive, 1863 ; La Science ok 2>oiut

de viie i}hilosophique, 1873 ; Fragments de philosophic et de sociulogic

contemporaine, 1876 ; and his most interesting miscellaneous workK,
his £liides et Glanurcs, 1880 ; La Verite sur la mart d'Alexandre Ic

Grand, 1865 ; £tudes sur ks barbarcs et Ic moyen dge, 1867 ; Mede-
cine et Midccins, 1871 ; LitUrature et Histoire, 1875 ; and Discoun
de Reception d VAeadimiefranfaise, 1873.

For his life consult Sainte-Beuvo's notice, 1S62, and the nume-
rous articles published after his death in the newspapers and
reviews, of wliich the best are the notices of JI. Durand-Greville in

Wie, Kouvelle Revue o( August 18S1, of M. Caso in the Revue dcs

Deux ilondcs, and of M. Frederic Godefroy in the Lcltres ehri-

ticnnes. (H. U. S.)

LITUPvGY. The n-ord " Liturgy " technically denotes

the " Order for the Celebration and Administration of tlis

Eucharist." It has come to be used in a more popular

sense to denote any or all of the various services of tho

Christian church, whether contained in separate volumes

or bound up together in the form of a Book of Common
Prayer. We propose to treat of " the liturgy " chiefly,

but not exclusively, in the former and stricter sense, and,

without further discussion of the use of the word in

Biblical or patristic literature, and without entering into

various questions vfith reference to their origin, growth,

first committal to writing, A-c, to give our readers some
account of the principal liturgies which exist, or have

existed, in the Christian church.

There are five main families or groups of liturgies, three

of them Eastern in origin and use, one Eastern in origin

but Western in use, one Western both in origin and use.

They are known either by the names of the apostles with

whom they are traditionally connected, or by the names of

the countries or cities in which they are known or believed

to have been once or always in use.

Group I. Si James, West Syrian, Jerusalem.—The prin-

cipal liturgies to be enumerated under this group are

the Clementine, so called from being found in the eighth

book of the Apostolic Constitutions, which have been

erroneously referred to St Clement, first bishop of Rome
(lib. viii. 10-15); the Greek and Syriac liturgies of St

James ; the Greek liturgies of St Basil and St Chrysostom
;

the Armenian liturgy of St Gregory the Illuminator, first

patriarch of Armenia ; a large number of later Syriac

liturgies springing from the Syriac liturgy of St James.

Of these liturgies, that of St Chrysostom is used now by

the Orthodox Eastern Church, except on the first five

Sundays in Lent, Thursday and Saturday in Holy Week,
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tiie vigils of Christmas and Epipliany, and St Basil's Day,

wlien the liturgy of St Basil is used ; and in Lent (except

Sundays and Suturdays and Lady Day), when the liturgy

of the pre sanctified is used.

This group, like all the purely Eastern liturgies, is

marked by an absence of flexibility as to number and shape

<if prefaces, collects, itc. Its s[iocial feature, if we may
adopt a recently employed canon of differentiation, is the

((osition of the great intercession for quick and dead, fur

rulers in church and state, for the sick, for travellers, for

the fruits of the earth, ttc, after the consecration of the

elements has been completed by the invocation of the

Holy Spirit (C. E. Hammond, Lit. Eastern and Western,

pp. 26-29).

Group IL St Marie, Egyptian, Alexandria.—This group

includes the Greek liturgies of St Mark, St Basil, and St

Gregory ; the Coptic liturgies of St Cyril, St Basil, and St

Gregory; the Ethiopic liturgy known as the "Canon
Universalis " or " Liturgy of all the Apostles," together

with sixteen other subordinate Ethiopic liturgies. They
are distinguished by the position of ths great intercession

in the middle of the preface, as well as by the prominent

part assigned throughout to the deacon.

Group III. St Adxus, East Syrian, Edessa.—There are

three extant liturgies belonging to this group, now
exclusively used by Nestorian Christians,—those of SS.

Adreus and Claris, Theodore of Mopsuestia, and Nesto-

fius ; the titles of three lost liturgies have been preserved,

—those of Narses, Barsumas, and Diodorus of Tarsus.

The liturgy of the Christians of St Thomas, on the Malabar
coast of India, formerly belonged to this group, but it was
nlniost completely assimilated to the Roman liturgy by
Portuguese Jesuits at the synod of Diamper in 1599.-

The characteristic of this group is the position of the

great intercession ia the middle of the consecration,

bttween the words of institution (or, to speak more
accurately, the place where the words of institution must
have occurred) and the invocation.

Group IV. S'-Joki, llispano-GalHcan, Ephesus.—This

group of Latin liturgies, which once prevailed very widely

in western Europe, has been almost universally superseded

by the liturgy of the Church of Rome. Where it survives

it has been either partially or almost completely assimilated

to the Roman pattern. It prevailed once throughout

Spain, France, part of northern Italy, and Great Britain

and Ireland, in forms of which a detailed account is

appended. The term " Ephesine " has been applied to this

family of liturgies, chiefly by modern English liturgiologists,

to denote a theory as to their origin which, although

upheld by other than English writers, must be regarded

rather as a possible hypothesis than a proved fact (Leslie,

Pref. to Mozar. A/issfil, sect. 25 ; Bickell, Messe nnd Pascha,

p. 10). The many traces of Eastern influence in their

composition, and the close connexion which is known to

have existed at a very early period between the churches

of Lyons and of western Asia Minor, have suggested the

theory that the latter country must have been the birth-

place of this class of liturgies. The names of the apostle

St John and of Ephesus his place of residence have been
pressed into service as further particularizations of the same
theory. The special feature of these liturgies is the position

of the great intercession after the offertory, before the com-
mencement of the preface and canon.

The chief traces of Oriental affinity lie in the follow-

ing points:—(1) the various proclamations made by the
deacon, including that of " Silentium fa.cite " before the
epistle (Migne, tom. Ix.txv. p. 534); '(2) the presence of

a third lesson, preceding the epistle, taken from the Old
Testament

; (3) the occasional presence of " preces," a .scries

of short intercessions resembling the Greek " Ektcne,'' or

deacon's litany ; (4) the position of the kiss of peace at an
early point in the service, before the canon, instead of the
Rouiau position after consecration

; (5) tlie exclamation

"saacta Sanctis" occurring in the Mozarabic rite, the
counterpart of the Eastern to. ayia roh ayt'ois

; (G) traces

of the presence of the " Epiklosis," that is to say, the
invocation of the Holy Spirit, in its Eastern position, after

the words of institution, as in the collect styled the Post-

pridie in the Mozarabic service for the second Sunday after

Epii'hany:—"We beseech thee that thou wouldest sanctify

this oblation with the permixtnre of Thy Spirit, and con-

form it with full transformation into the Body and Blood
of our Lord Jesus Christ." On the other hand, the great

variableness of its part.";, and its immense number of proper

prefaces, ally it to the AVestern family of liturgies.

We now proceed to give a more detailed account of tlir

chief liturgies of the Hispano-Gallican group.

I. The Mozarahic Liturrpj.—This was the national liturgy

of the Spanish Church till the close of the 11th centurj',

when the Roman liturgy was forced upon it. Its use,

however, lingered on, till in the IGth century Cardinal

Ximenes, anxious to prevent its becoming quite obsolete,

had its books restored and printed, and founded a college

of priests at Toledo to perpetuate its use. It survives

now only in that and one other church in Spain, and even
there not without certain Roman modifications of its

original text and ritual

Its date and origin, like the date ami origin of all exist-

ing liturgies, are uncertain, and enveloped in the mists of

antiquity. It is evidently not derived from the Roman
liturgy. Its whole structure, and every separate detail,

disprove such a parentage, and therefore it is strange to

find St Isidore of Seville {Lib. de Eccles. Offic, i. 15)
attributing it to St Peter. No proof is adduced, and the

only value which can be placed upon such an unsupported

assertion is that it shows that a very high and even apos-

tolic antiquity was claimed for it. A theory, originating

with Pinius, that it may liave been brought by the Goths
from Constantinople when they invaded Spain, is as im-

probable as it is uiiproven. It may have been derived

from Gaul. The Galilean liturgy stood to it in the relation

of twin-sister. If it could not claim that of mother. The
resemblance was so great that, when Charles the Bald

(843-877) wished to gain some idea of the character of

the already obsolete Galilean rite, he sent to Toledo for

some Spanish priests to perform mass according to the

Mozarabic rite in his presence. But there is no record of

the conversion of Spain by Galilean missionaries. Christi-

anity existed in Sjjain from the earliest times. Probably

St Paul travelled there (Rom. xv. 24-28) It may be at

least conjectured that its liturgy was Pauline rather than

Petrine or Johannine.
'2. Gallican Liturgy.—This was the ancient and national

liturgy of France till the commencement of the 0th century,

whou it was suppressed by order of Charlemagne, who
directed the Roman missal to be everywhere substituted

in its place. All traces of it seemed for some time to have

been lost, until three Gallican sacramentaries wore dis-

covered and published by Thomasius in IGSO, under the

titles of Missale Gotldacin, Jllissale Gallicum, and 3/issale

Francorum, and a fourth was discovered and published

by Mabillon in 1G87, under the title of Sacramenlariu7n

Pxjhlicnsc. Fragmentary discoveries have been made since

then. Mone discovered fragments of eleven Gallican

masses, and published them at Cnrlsruhe in 1800. Other

fragments from the library of St G.iU have been published

by Bunsen (Anal. Anie-Kic, iii. 263-66), and from the

Ambrosian library at Milan by Cardin.al Mai (Scrip. Vet.

Vat. Coll., iii. 2, 24 7). Jfnre nf this I\1S. is" being pre-

pared for publication by Dr Ceriani. A .single page was
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discovered iu the library of Gonville and Cains College,

Cambridge, in 1867, which has not yet been published.

These documents, illustrated by early Galilean canons, and

by allusions in the writings of Sulpicius Severus, Ca;sarius

of Aries, Gregory of Tours, Germanus of Paris, and other

authors, enable scholars to reconstruct the greater part of

this liturgy. The previously enumerated signs of Eastern

origin and influence are found here as well as in the

Mozarabic liturgy, together with certain other more or less

minute peculiarities, which would be of interest to professed

liturgiologists, but which we must not pause to specify

here. They puiut to the possibilitj' of the theory that the.

Galilean liturgy was introduced into use by Irenseus,

bishop of Lyons (c. 130-200), who had learned it in the

East from St Polycarp, the disciple of the apostle St John.

3. 'Ambjvsian Liturgy.—Considerable variety of opinion

has existed among liturgical writers as to the proper classifi-

cation of the " Ambrosian" or " Milanese" liturgy. If we
are to accept it in its present form, and to make the present

position of the great intercession the test of its genus, then

we must place it under Group V., the "Petrine," and con-

sider it as a branch of the Pioman family. If, on the other

liand, we consider the important variations from the Roman
liturgy which yet exist, and the still more marked and
numerous traces of variation which confront us in the older

printed and MS. copies of the Ambrosian rite, we shall

detect in it an original member of the Ephesine group of

liturgies, which for centuries past has been undergoing a

gradual but ever increasing assimilation to Rome. Wo
know this as a matter of history, as well as a matter of

inference from changes in the text itself. Charlemagne
adopted the same policy towards the Milanese as towards

the Gallican Church. He carried off all the Milanese

Church books which he could obtain, with the view of

substituting Roman books in their place, but the complete-

ness of his intentions failed, partly through the attachment

of the Lombards to their own rites, partly through the

intercession of a Gallican bishop named Eugenius (Mabillon,

Mus. Ital., i., ii. p. 106). It has been asserted by Joseph
Vicecomes that this is an originally independent liturgy

drawn up by St Barnabas, who first preached the gospel at

Milan {De Missx Rit., i. chap, xi., xiL), and this tradition

is preserved in the title and proper preface for St Barnabas

Day in tha Ambrosian missal (PameUus, L 385, 386).

We can trace the following points in wliich the Milanese differs

from the Roman liturgy, many of them exhibiting distinct lines

of Ephesine or Eastern influence. Some of them are no longer found
in recent Ambrosian missals, and only survive in the earlier IISS.
published by PameUus {Liturgicon, tom. i. p. 293), Sluratori {Lit.

Rom. Vet., i. 132), and Ceriani (in his edition, 1881, of an ancient
MS. at Milan).

(a) The collect entitled "oratio super sindonem," correspond-
ing to the (vxh liCTo. rh oirAtoS^mi rb ei\riT6v ; (b) the procla-

mation of silence by the deaeon before the epistle ; (c) the
litanies said after the Ingressa (introit) on Sundays in Lent, closely

resembling the Greek Ektene ; (d) varying forms of introduction
to the Lord's Prayer, in Catua, Domini (Ceriani, p. 116), in Pascha
(ib., p. 129); (e) the presence of passages in the Prayer of Consecra-
tion which are not part of the Roman canon, and one of which at
least corresponds in import and position though not in words to the
Greek 'Eir((c\T)cris : Tuum vcro est, omnipotens Pater, miilere, &c.
(ib., p. 116) ; (/) the survival of a distinctly Gallican form of con-
secration in the Post-Sauctus "in Sabbato Sancto": Vere Sattctus,
vcre bencdictus Dominus noster, ka. {ib., p. 125); {g) the varying
nomenclature of the Sundays after Pentecost; (A) the position of
the fraction before the Lord's Prayer; (i) the omission of the second
oblation after the words of institution (Muratori, Lit. Itmn. Vet., i.

133); {k) a third lection or ProphHia from the Old Testament pre-
ceding the epistle and gospel ; {I) the lay offering of the oblations
"nd the formulie accompanying their reception (Pam., i. 297) ; (m)
the position of the ablution of the hands in the middle of the
canon just before the words of institution; (a) the position of the
"oratio super populnm " which corresponds in matter but not in
name to the collect for the day before the Gloria in Excelsis.

4. Celtic Liturgy.—We postpone the consideration of

this subject to a position under the heading of llie liturgies

of Great Britain and Ireland.

GEOlfp V. St Peter, Italian, name.—Tucre is only one
liturgy to be enumerated under this group, viz., the present

liturgy of the Church of Rome, which, though originally

local in character and circumscribed in use, has come to be
nearly coextensive with the Roman Church, sometimes
cuckoo-like ejecting earlier national liturgies, as in France
and Spain, sometimes incorporating more or less of the
ancient ritual of a country into itself, and producing from
such incorporation a subclass of distinct uses, as in England,
France, and North Italy. Even these subordinate uses

have for the most part become, or are rapidly becoming,
obsolete. The genius and policy of Rome are in favour of

uniformity ; and it requires no keen powers of vision to

foretell that, liturgically speaking, she will be, before long,

within all her dominions supreme.

The date, origin, and early history of the Roman liturgy

are obscure. The first Christians at Rome were a Greek-
speaking community, and their liturgy must have been
Greek, and is possibly represented in the so-called Clemen-
tine liturgy. But the date when such a state of things

ceased, when and by whom the present Latin liturgy was
composed, whether it is an original composition, or, as its

structure seems to imply, a survival of some intermediate

form of liturgy,—all these are questions which are waiting

for their solution, and to which no certain answer can be
given, unless and until some further discovery shall be
given of earlier liturgical remains.

One MS. exists which claims to represent the Roman
liturgy as it existed in the time of Leo I., 440-61. It was
discovered at Verona by Elanchini iu 1735, assigned by
him to the 8th century, and published under the title of

Sacramentarium Leonianum; but this title was from the

first purely conjectural, and is in the teeth of the internal

evidence which the MS. itself affords, and is now being

gradually abandoned. It is impossible here to enter into

the minutiae of the evidence for this and other conclusions.

The question is discussed at some length by Muratori, Lit.

Bom. Vet., 1. chap. 3.

A MS. of the 9th or 10th century was found at Rome
by Thomasins, and published by him in 1680 under the

title of Sacramentarium Gelasiaiium. But it was written

in France, and is certainly not a pure Gelasian codex ; and,

although there is historical evidence of that pope (492-96)
having made some changes in the Roman liturgy, and
although other MSS. have been published by Gerbertus

and others, claiming the title of Gelasian, we neither have

nor are likely to havo genuine and contemporary MS.
evidence of the real state of the liturgy in that pope's time.

The larger number of MSS. of this group are copies of the

Gregorian sacramentary, that is to say, MSS. representing,

or purporting to represent, the state of the Roman liturgy

in the days of Gregory the Great (590-604). But they

cannot be accepted as certain evidence, for the following

reasons :—not one of them was written earlier than the 9th

century; not one of them was written in Italy, but every

one north of the Alps ; every one contains internal evidence

of a post-Gregorian date in the shape of masses for the

repose or for the intercession of St Gregory, and in various

other ways.

The Roman liturgy was introduced into England in tlve

7th, into France in the 9th, and into Spain in the 11th

century. In France certain features of the service and

certain points in the ritual of the ancient national liturgy

became interwoven with its text, and 'formed those many
varying mediaeval Gallican uses, which are associated with

the names of the different French sees.

The distinguishing characteristics of the Petrine liturgy are

these :—(a) the position of the great intercession within the canon.
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tlio commemoration of the living being placed just before, aud tlio

commeiiioratioD of the dep^irted jnst alter, the wonls of iiis-titution;

(i) the abscuce of the Epiklesis or Invocation of the Holy Spirit

;

(c) the position of tlie Pax or " Kiss oi Peace" after the consecration

and just before the commiiniou, whereas in other liturgies it occurs

at a much earlier point in the service.

Liturgies of the British Islaiulx.

Period I. The Celtic Church.—Until recently almost

riirtliing was knowu of the clnrncterof the liturgical service

of the vast Celtic Church which existed in these islands

before the Anglo-Saxon conquest, and which continued to

exist in Ireland, Scotland, Wales, aud Cornwall for very-

considerable though varying periods of time after that

event. But recently a good deal of light has been thrown

on the subject, partly by the publication of the few genuine

works of SB. Patrick, Coluniba, Columbanus, and other

Celtic saints
;
partly by the discovery of liturgical remains

in the Scottish Book of Deer, and in the Irish Books of

Bimma and Mulling and the Stoive Missal
;
partly by the

publication of mediaeval Irish compilations such as the

Leabhar Breac, Liber Ht/mnorinn, itc, which contain ecclesi-

astical calendars, legends, treatises, kc, of considerable but

very varying antiquity. The evidence collected from these

sources is sutficieut to prove that the liturgy of the Celtic

Church was of the Ephesine type. In central England the

churches, together with their books and everything else

belonging to them, were destroyed by heathen invaders

from Jutland, Schleswig, and Holstein at the close of the

6th century; but the Celtic Church in the remoter parts of

England, as well as in the neighbouring kingdoms of Scot-

land and Ireland, retained its liturgical independence, for

many centuries afterward.

An examination of its few extant service books and fragments of

service books yields the following evidence of the Ephesine origin

and character of the Celtic liturgy ;—(n) Tlie presence of whole

collects and anthems which occur in ihe Galilean and_ Mozarabic

but not in the Koman liturgy ;
{b] Vavious formulse' of thanks-

giving after communion
;

(c) freq-uent addresses to the people in

the form of Gallican Pracfationes ;"(d) the Giillican form of conse-

cration prayer, being a variable Post-Sanctus leading up to the words

of institution
;

(e) the complicated rite of fraction as described in

an Irish tract at the end of the Stowe missal linus its only counter-

part in the elaborate ceremonial of the Mozarabic Church ; (/) the

presence of the Gallican ceremonial of Pedilavium or "Washing of

Keet " in the earliest Irish baptismal office. For a further descrip-

tion of these and of other features which seem to be peculiar to the

Celtic liturgy the reader is referred to Warren's Liturgy and Uiiual

of the CcUic'Church, 1881.

Period II. I'he Anglo-Saxon, Church.—We find ourselves

here on firmer ground, and can speak with certainty as to

the nature of the liturgy of the English Cliurch after the

beginning of the 7th century. Information is drawn from

the liturgical allusions in the extant canons of numerous

councils, from the voluminous writings of Bede, Alcuin,

and many other ecclesiastical authors of the Anglo-Saxon

period, and above all from a very considerable number of

service books written in England before the Norman
Conquest. Three of these books are manuscript missals of

more or less completeness, and, as none of them have yet

been published, their names are appended:— (1) the

Leofric missal, a composite lOtli to 11th century MS.,

presented to the cathedral of Exeter by Leofric, the first

bishop of that see (104G-1072), now in the Bodleian Library

at Oxford; {'2) the missal of Robert of Jumieges, arch-

bishop of Canterbury (1051-52), executed probably at

Winchester, and presented by Archbishop Robert to his

old monastery of Jumiiges in the neighbourhood of Rouen,

in the public library of which town it now lies
; (3) the

Red Book of Derby, an incomplete missal of the second

half of the 11th century, now in the library of Corpus

Christi College, Cambridge.
A perusal of these volumes proves, what we should have

expected a jmori, that the Roman liturgy was in use in

the Anglo-Saxon Church. This was, no doubt, the casu

from the very first. That church owed its foundation to the

foretliouglit of a Roman pontiff, and the energy of a band
of missionaries, headed by St Augustine, who came directly

from Rome, and who brought, as we are expressly assured

by Bede, tjieir liturgical codidfes with them from their

native country (^llist. L'c, ii. 28). Accordingly, when wo
speak of an Anglo-Saxon missal, we mean a Roman missal

only exhibiting one or more of the following features which

ditTerentiatc it from an Italian missal of the same century.

(a) Rubrics, end other entries of a miscellaneous character, written

in the veniacislar language of the country
; (6) the commemora-

tion of national or local saints in the calendar, ja the canon of the

mass, and in the litanies which occur on Easter eve, and in the
baptismal oltici:;;

; (c) the presence of a few special masses in honour
of these national saints, together with a certain number of collects

of a necessarily local character, for the rulers of the country,

for its natural produce, &c.
;

(rf) the addition of certain peculi-

arities of liturgical structure and arrangement interpolated into the

purely Roman service from an extraneous source. There are two
noteworthy examples of this in Anglo-Saion service books. Every
Sunday and festival, aud almost every votive mass, h.as its pr,oper

preface, althouj;h the number of such prefaces in the Greporian

sacramentary of the same jieriod had been reduced to eight. There
were a large bu; not quite an equal number of triple episcopal bene-

dictions to be pronounced by the bishop after the Lord's Prayer

and before the communion. This custom must either have been

perpetuated from the old Celtic liturgj', or directly derived from a

Gallican .^jurce.

Period IIL Anglo-Norman Church.—The influx of

numerouii foreigners, especially from Normandy and

Lorraine, which preceded, accompanied, and followed the

Conqirest, and the occupation by them of the highest

jiosts in church as well as state, had a distinct effect on the

liturgy of the English Church. These foreign ecclesiastics

brought over with them a preference for aud a habit of

using certain features of tiie Gallican liturgy and ritual,

which they succeeded in incorporating into the service

books of the Church of England. One of these prelates

named Osmund, a Norman count, earl of Dorset, chancellor

of England, and bishop of Salisbury, 1078-99, undertook

the revision of the English service books, and the missal

which he produced in 1085, whidi we know as the Sarum

Missal, or the Missal according to the Use of Sarum, practi-

cally became the liturgy of the English Church. It was

not only received in the province of Canterbury, but was

largely adopted beyond those limits—in Ireland in the

12th, and in various Scottish dioceses in the 12th and 13th

centuries.

It would be outside the scope of a general article like the present

to tabulate the numerous and frequently minute ditferences between

a mediseval Sarum and the earlier Anglo-Saxon or contemporaneous

Roman liturgy. They lie mainly in differences of collects and

lections, variations of ritnal on Candlemas, Ash Wednesday, and

throughout Holy Week, the introduction into the canon of the

mass of certaiu clauses and usages of Ephesine character or origin,

the wording of rubrics in the subjunctive or imperative tense, the

peculiar " Preces in Prostratione," the procession of Corpus Christi

on Palm Sunday, the forms of ejection and reconciliation of

)icnitents, &c. The varying episcopal benedictions as used in the

Anglo-Saxon Church were retained, but the numerous proper pre-

faces were discarded, the number being reduced to ten.

Besides the famous and far-spreading use of Sarum, other uses,

more local and less known, grew up in various English dioceses. In

virtue of a recognized diocesan independence, bishops were able to

regulate or alter their ritual, and to add special masses or com-

memorations for use within the limits of their jurisdiction. The

better known and the more distinctive of these uses were those of

York and Hereford, but we also find traces of, or allusions to, the

uses of Bangor, Lichfield, Lincoln, Eipon, St Asaph, St Paul'-s

AVells, and Winchester. '

.

Other Service Books.—The Eucharislic service was contained n\

the volume called the JIissal (?.r.), as the ordinary choir offices

were contained in the volume known as the Beeviaey (q.v.). But

besides these two volumes there were a large number of other ser-

vice books. Mr Maskell has enumerated and described ninety-one

such volumes in the use of the Western Church only. It must bo

understood, however, that manv of these ninety-one names are

synonyms {Mon. Pit. Eccles. Anglic., 181C, vol. i. p. cxciv.). The
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Ast raiglit be increased, but it will be possible liere only to name
and describe a few of the more important of them. (1) Agenda=
KUuale. (2) The Anliphonary contained the antiphons sung at the

canonical hours, and certain other minor portions of the service.

(3) The Benedictional contained those triple episcopal benedictions

previously described as used on Sundays and the chief festivals

throughout the year. (4) The Collatarium contained the collects

for the season, togetlier with a few other parts of the day
offices. It was an inchoate Breviary. (5) The Epistolarium con-

tained the epistles, and (6) the Evanr/dislarmm the gospels for the

year. (7) The Gradual contained the introit, gradual, sequence?,
and the other portions of the communion service which at high
mass were sung by the choir. (8) Tlie Zcgenda contained the
lections read at matins and at other times, and may be taken as a
generic term to include the Homiliarium, Marlyrology, Passional,
and other volumes. (9) The Mamuil was the term usually
employed in England to denote tlie Mituale. (10) Tlie Pontifical
contained the order of ordination, consecration, and such other rites

03 could, ordinarily, only be performed by the bishop. (11) The
Rituilc or Jlitual comprised the occasional offices for baptism,
inairiage, burial, and those other offices which it ordinarily fell to
the lot of the parish priest to execute. To these we must add a
book which was not strictly a church office book, but a handy book
for the use of the laity, and which was in very popular use, and
often very highly embellished in the 14th to 16th century, the
Book of the Hours, ox Horie. Bmis, Marise, Virginis. It contained
portions of the canonical hours, litanies, the penitential psalms,
and other devotions of a miscellaneous and private character.
The Eastern Church, too, possessed and still possesses numerous

and voluminous office books, of which the chief are the following:
The Euchologio!\, containing the liturgy itself with the remaining
sacramental off ces bound up in the same volume ; the Horologioii,
containing the unvarying portion of the Breviary, the Mcnxa being
equivalent to a complete Breviary; the Menologion, or martyrology

;

the Odoechus and Paracleticc, containing Troparia, andanswerin^to
the Western Antiphonary

; the Penlecostarioii, containing the ser-
vices from Easter Day to All Saints' Sunday, as the Triodion con-
tained those from Septuagesima Sunday to Easter eve. The Typi-
'Mm was a general book of rubrics corresponding to the Ordinale or
the Pie of Western Christendom.

Period IV. The Reformed CImrch.—T\iQ liturgy of the
English Church passed through a more marked phase of
change in the 16th century than during any of those periods
which we liave briefly described. The desire for some
reform, and the sense of its necessity, whicli had been
manifesting itself in various ways for more than a century
and a half, culminated in the reign of Edward YL, and
caused the appearance, with the full sanction of church
ajd state, of the First Prayer Book of Edward VI. which
was published on March 7, 1549, and came into general'
use on the feast of Whitsunday, June 9, 1549. Without
attempting to enumerate particular points, we will sum-
marize the general features which marked this change,
and will exhibit the gains of such a reform, which, from an
Anglican point of view, constitute its complete justification.

(rt) Simplification in the number and character of books required
for divine service. The Prayer Book is a compendium of most of
the volumes which Lave been recently named and described. Its
matins and evensong are a compilation from the Breviary ; the
office of Holy Communion, with the collects, epistles, and gospels,
is a translation and adaptation of the missal ; the occasional offices
represent the ritual or manual, and the offices of confirmation and
of ordination are taken, with modifications, from the pontifical.

(b) The removal from the service of a vast quantity of legendaiy
matter whicli was read in the foitn of lections, and wliich was objec-
tionable partly because it was uuhistorical, partly because it was
ludicrous and almost profane. As an instance of nnliistorical
matter, we quote a passage from the fouitli lection for the festival
of St Silvester, December 31, bishop of Rome, 314-335:—
'In which office of the piicstliood he (Silvester) distingulslieil himself nhnve the

rest of the clergy, nnd aftenvards succeedetj Melcliiailes on the papal throne in
the rejBn of Constantine. That emperor suffered frnm leprosy, ai.d, in order to
cure himself, t)y the advice ol hi, pliysiciai.s he ordered a bath to he prepared of
Infants b ood. But tlie holy apostles Peter and Paul appeared to him in pi1v«teynu told liini that, if he wished to be free from his leprosy, he should abandon
the mad plan of an impious balh, and send for Silvester dwelline i i seclusion atMount Soi acte that by lilm the emperor should be refreshed in tlie hath of salva-
lion,, and slionid order temples to be b.iilt in every province of the Roman empire
after the fashion of the Christians, and that ho should do away witli the Imaces
of vain deities, and institute the uorship of tlie true God. Conslantine, therefore

'

in oM;tIicnce to the divine warnings, made dillecnt search for and summoned
siivMter, by-whom, recognizing the description of tlie apostles, he was baptiied;
and tuclied to defend and extend tlie Chiiailan religion."

i""<;",

This lection retains its position in the present Koinan Breviary,
although its uuhistorical character can Ije abaudantly proved and

IS generally acknowledged. The Breviary in fact is still, and was
even more oo then, full of legends which once passed for bnt havo
long since been abandoned as history.
As examples of the .ludicrous we quote the first lection for tl^B

festival of St Fcelanus from the Aberdeen Breviarv of IflCn, fol
xxvi., and the eighth lection for the festival of St Serf froni the
same Breviary (July 2, fol. xvi.):

—

" He (Fcela.ius) was bora, as It was forctolj of him, willi a stone in Ills inoutli
on account of whicli ho was so despised by his fatlier that he was ordered
inmediatuly after his birth to be thrown into a neighbourinj! pond and drowneA
In tins pond he was miraculously noiiiidied by ancels for a whole year, lint
after the lapse of a year he was fiand bj llishop Ibarus, to whom a divine r«vela.
tion of (he fact had been given, playing among the anKtIs. He was taken out o(
the pond safe and ^oiind, was baptized, and altcrwards becauie distiucuishcd iu
sacred literature."

"

••A certain robber canied off one day a sheep which used to live and feed in
the house of St Serf, and killed it and ate it. Uiligeiit inquiry was made for the
tliief but without success. At length suspicion fell on the robber, and he hnstenea
into St Serfs presence, prepared to deny ihe accusation with an oath. He swore
a big oath that he was innocent of the charge laid against him, when, wondciTuli
to relate (a fact which would not be believed on iiiciely human testimony), the
sheep whicli had lately been eaten began to baa in tlie sloinnch of the robber
W liereupon in confusion the mun fell prostrate to the ground, and humbly oskej
lot paidon, and tlio saint prayed for hiiu."

There was also a quantity of objectionable matter fntrodnccd bj
a process of adaptation, or sometimes, as it was tecliiiically termed,
by a process of farsing, into the older prayers. The Gloria in
Excelsis in the Sarum Missal is printed thus (Burntisland edit,
1881, ]\ 586)—the farscd words are represented by italics :

—

"Qui tollis peccata mundi, stiscipe deprecatiouem uostrain, ad
Mafix gloriaiii. Qui sedes ad dexteram Patris, miserere nobis.
Quoniam tu solus sauctus, ilariam sandifican.i. Tu solus Dominus,
Mariam gubenians. Tu solus altissimus, Mariam coronans, Jcsu
Christe, cum Saucto Spiiitu in gloria Dei Patris. Amen."

(c) For the first time, so far as can be ascei-taineJ, ui the historv
of the Englisli Church, the vernacular tongue was ei.ijjloyed.

(rf) The numerous litanies to and invocations of. tie saints,
especially of the Virgin JIary, were expunged.

(e) There >i-as a very great extension of tlie portion of Holy Scrii)-
ture read iu divine service, partly by the excision of nou-Scriptura)
matter, partly by the lengthening of lessons which sometimes con-
sisted only of one or two verses, so "that many times there was
more business to find out what should be read than to read it
when it was found out."

if) There was a general simplification of the sei-vices, by the re-
duction of the number of saints' days, by the cutting away of
anthems, iuvitatoiies, and responds, by the compression of tha
seven canonical hours into the two daily services of matins and
evensong, &c.

{g) The various offices for the dead were abolislied, and numerous
prayers which involved a belief in the media;val idea of the penal
llames of purgatory made way for the present burial office and
the commemoration of the derarted in the Eucharistic service.

The first reformed PrayerTBook of 1549 remained in use
till 1552, when by Act of Uniformity passed on April 6 it

was ordered that a further reformed Prayer Book should
come into general use on the feast of All Saints (Novembei
1) following. This second Prayer Book, commonly spokeu
of as the Second Pr.iyer Book of King Edward the VI.,
marks the furthest point in the Puritan direction which
was ever reached by the liturgy of the Church of England.
An idea of its character may be gained by mentioning some
of the features retained in the first and discarded in the
Second Prayer Book, and some of the features added in the
Second but absent from the First Prayer Book.

In the former class are—(«) the sign of the cross used in conse
cwtion, confirmation, marti.ige, and visitation of the sick

; (b) the
use of exorcism, chrisom, and chrism in baptism

; (c) anctioD of
the sick ; (d) certain prayers for the dead, ond • special Kncharist
for funerals

; (c) the mention of vestmenls with albs and tunica
for Eucharistic use, and of the pastoral stalf and cope for bishojMl
(/) the ceremonies of crossing and knocking on the breast it9
optional ; {g) the invocation of the Holy Ghost before consecration f
(A) the mixed chalice

;
(i) diiection'j to communicants to reeeiv*

the consecrated bread in their mouths, and for reservation for tin.
sick. In tlie latter class are—(a) the addition of the Scriptural
sentences, exhortation, confession, and absolution before morning
and evening prayer ; (6) the addition of the Jubil.ite, Cantate, and
Dcus Jlisereatur as alternative canticles; (c) the words "con«-
nioiily called the mass" omitted from the title of Holy Conimunion

;

(d) the words " militant here on earth " addsd to the title of the
jirayer for the whole state of Christ's Church

; (e) the decaIogn<
introduced at the commencement of the communion service ; (f
the second clause in the formula of sacramental distribution was
substituted for the fii'st, the two being .subsequently combined in

1559. These are merely taniples out of uiauj more pouts whicb'
mi^ht be named.
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It has not been ascertained that this Prayer Book ever

received the sanctioQ of Convocation, and it probably never

came into complete use. Such use was in any case short-lived,

for Edward VI. died on July 6, 1553, and the English

Prayer Book was abolished and the Latin missal restored to

use by one of the first Acts of Queen Mary, in October

1553. Queen Mary died on November 17, 155S, and

another complete change of policy took place. The

reformed Prayer Book was brought into use again on June

24, 1559, not in the exact shape which it bore in 1552,

but with various modifications, which we forbear to

enumerate in detail. It may be said of them, as of the

various alterations introduced subsequently into the Prayer

Book, that their general tendency was conservative rather

than destructive, and in a Catholic rather than in a

Protestant direction. The next important revisions of the

Prayer Book took place in 1604, under James I., after the

Hampton Court- Conference, and in 1661-62, after the

restoration of Charles II. The Book of Common Prayer

iiad been abolished under the Commonwealth, and it could

only be used under the risk of heavy penalties from 1645

to 1661. It was now restored with a considerable number

of additions and alterations, after having been discussed

without any satisfactory result between churchmen and

Puritans at the Savoy conference in 1661. "When these had

received the sanction of the Convocations of Canterbury

and York, it was attached to an Act of Uniformity which

received the royal assent on May 19, 1662, by the pro-

visions of which Act it came into general use on St

Bartholomew's Day, August 24, 1662. Since that date,

although various slight changes have been made in recent

years, nothing has been done amounting to a revision or

new edition of the Prayer Book, or demanding notice in

these columns.

A few Tvords are added about other national versions of

the reformed liturgy.

The Liturgy of the Scottish Episcopal Church.—This

liturgy in nearly its present form was compiled by Scottish

bishops in 1636, and imposed, or, to speak more accurately,

attempted to be imposed upon the Scottish people by the

royal authority of Charles I. in 1637. The prelates chiefly

concerned in it were Spottiswood, bishop of Glasgow

;

Maxwell, bishop of Boss ; Wedderburn, bishop of Dunblane

;

nnd Forbes, bishop of Edinburgh. Their work was

approved and revised by certain members of the English

episcopate, especially Laud, archbishop of Canterbury;

Juxon, bishop of London ; and AVren, bishop of Norwich.

This liturgy has met with varied fortune, and passed

through several editions. It is now used as an alternative

form with the Engli;h communion office in the Scottish

Episcopal Church.

Among its more notewortiiy features are—(a) the retention in

its integrity and in its primitive position after the words of institu-

tion, of the invocation of the Holy Spirit ;' (b) the re.scrvation of

the sacrament is permitted for the purpose of communicating the

absent or the sick ; (c) the mixed clialice is explicitly ordered ; (rf)

the minimum number of communicants is fixed at one or two, in-

stead of three or four. The general arrangement of the parts ap-

proximates more closely to the First Prayer Book of Edward VI.
than to the present Anglican Book of Common Praj'er.

The American Liturgy.—The Ptayer Book of the "Pro-
testant Episcopal Church " in America was adopted by the

General Convention of the American Church held in 1789.

It is substantially the same as the English Book of Common
J'rayer, but among the more important variations we may

' The present clause runs thus:—" And we most humbly beseech
thee merciful Father to hear us, and of Thj almighty goodness
vouchsafe to bless and sanctify with Thy word and Holy Spirit these
and Thy gifts and creatures of Bread and Wine, that they may become
the Body and Blood of Thy most dearly-beloved Son." This petition

i; fonni' in the Eastern bat not in the Roman or Anglican liturgies.

name the following :

—

{a) the arrangement and wording of

the communion ottice rather resembles that of the Scottish

than of the Anglican liturgy, especially in the position of

the oblation and invocation immediately after the words

of institution
;

{h) the Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis, and

Athanasian creed are disused
;

(c) ten selections of psalms

are appointed to be used as alternatives for the psalms of

the day. In addition to these there are various verbal

and other unimportant alterations.

The Irish Prayer Book—The Prayer Book in use in the

Irish portion of the United Church of England and Ireland

was the Anglican Book of Common Prayer, but after the

disestablishment of the Irish Church several changes were

introduced into it by a synod held in Dublin in 1870.

These changes included (a) the excision of all lessons from

the Apocrypha, (6) of the rubric ordering the recitation of

the Athanasian creed, (c) of the rubric ordering the vestments

of the second year of Edward VI., (rf) of the form of

absolution in the oflice for the visitation of the sick, (A

the addition of one question and answer in the Churc)'

Catechism, bringing out more clearly the spiritual characte

of the real presence.

The Presbyterian Church.—The Presbyterian churches

of Scotland at present possess no liturgy properly so called.

Certain general rules for the conduct of divine service are

contained in the "Directory for the Public Worship of

God," agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines at AYest

minster, with the assistance of commissioners from the

Church of Scotland, approved and established by an Act of

the General Assembly, and by an Act of Parliament, both

in 1645. In 1554 John Knos had drawn up an order of

liturgy, closely modelled on the Genevan pattern, for the

use of the English congregation to which he was then

ministering at Frankfort. On his return to Scotland this

form of liturgy was adopted by an Act of the General

Assembly in 1560, and became the established form of

worship in the Presbyterian Church, until the year 1645,

when the Directory of Public Worship took its place.

Herein regulations are laid down for the conduct of public

worship, for the reading of Scripture, and for extempore

prayer before and after the sermon and in the adminis-

tration of the sacraments of baptism and the Lord's supper,

for the solemnization of marriage, visitation of the sick,

and burial of the dead, for the observance of days of public

fasting and public thanksgiving, together with a form of

ordination, and a directory for family worship. In all

these cases, although the general tenor of the prayer is

frequently indicated, the wording of it is left to the dis

cretion of the minister, with these exceptions :—at the act

of baptism this formula must be used—"I baptize thee in

the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy

Ghost;" and for the Lord's Supper these forms are sug-

gested, but with liberty to the minister to use "other the

like, used by Christ or his apostle upon this occasion :
"—

"According to the holy institution, command, and example of

our blessed Saviour Jesus Christ, I take this bread, and, having

given thanks, break it, and give it unto you. Take ye, eat ye ;

this is the body of Christ which is broken for you ; do this in re-

membrance of him." And again ; "According to the institution,

command, and example of our Lord Jesus Christ, I take this cun

and give it unto you ; this cup is the New Testament in the blood

of Christ, which "is shed for the remission of the sins of many
;

drink ye all of it.

"

There is also an unvarying form of words directed to be

nsed before the minister by the man to the woman and by

the woman to the man in the case of the solemnization of

matrimony. The form of words on all other occasions,

including ordination, is left to the discretion of the officiat-

ing minister, or of the presbytery.

Continental Protestant Churches. The Calvinistic Churches.^

Bather more of the liturgical element, in the shape of a set form -if
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worJs, enters into tlie seivice of the Frencli and German Calvinistic

Protestants. The Sunday morning service, as drawn up by Calvin,

was to open with a portion of Holy Scripture and the recitation of

the Ten Commandments. Afterwards the minister, inviting the

people to accompany him, proceeded to a confession of sins and sup-

iilication for grace. Then one of the Psnlms of David was sung.

Then came the sermon, prefaced by an extempore prayer and con-

cluding with the Lord's Prayer, creed, and benediction. The
communion service began with an exhortation leading up to the

apostles' creed ; then Ibllowed a long exhortation, after which the

bread and cup were distributed to tlie people, who advanced in

reverence and order, while a Psalm was being sung or a suitable

passage of Scripture was being read. After all had communicated

n sot form of thanksgiving was said by the minister. Then the hymn
of Simeon was svmg by the congregation, who were then dismissed

with the blessing. This form of service has been modified in vari-

ous ways from time to time, but it remains substantially the tyi'e'

of service in use among the Reformed Churches of Germany,
Switzerland, and France.

The Lutheran Church.—Lutlier was far more conservative than

the rest of the Protestant Reformers, and his conservatism appeared

howhere more than in the service books which he drew up for the

use of the church which bears his name. In 1523 he published a

treatise Of the Order nf llie Service in the Congregation, and in 1526

he published the German Mass. Except that the vernacular was
substituted for the Latin language, the old framework and order of

the Roman missal were closely followed, beginning with the Con-
fiteor, Introit, Kyrie Eleison, Gloria in Excelsis, &c. The text of

this and other Lutheran services is given in Agcnde fur ehrisiliclie

Getneinden des hUhcrischcn Bekenntnisscs, Ndrdlingen, 1853. At the

same time Luther was tolerant, and expressed a hope that different

portions of the Lutheran Church would from time to time make
such changes or adaptations in the order of service as might bo

found convenient. The Lutheran Churches of northern Euroi)C

have not been slow to avail themselves of this advice and permission.

Most of them have drawn up liturgies for themselves, sometimes
following very closely, sometime.s differing considerably from the

original service composed by Luther himself. In 1822, on the union
of the Lutheran and Reformed (Calvinistic) Churches of Prussia, a

new liturgy was published at Berlin. It is used in its entirety

in the chapel royal, but great liberty as to its use was allowed to

tjie parochial clergy, and considerable variations of text appear in

the more recent editions of this service book.
The Swedenborgians, Irvingites, and other Protestant bodies

have drawn up liturgies for themselves, but they are hardly of

sufficient historical importance to be described at length here.

The Old Catholics, lastly, published a Rituale in 1875 containing
the occasional offices for baptism, matrimony, burial, &c., and a

form for reception of holy communion, in tiie German language.
The latter is for temporary use in anticipation of a revised and not
yet published missal, corresponding to the order of communion in
English published March 8, 1548, in anticipation of the complete
office in the Prayer Book of 1549. (F. E. \V.)

LIUTPRAND (c. 922-972), Italian chronicler, was born
towards the beginning of the 10th century, of a good
Lombard family. Tlie name is sometimes spelled

Liudprand and even Luitprand. In 931 he entered the

service of King Hugo of Italy as page ; he afterwards rose

to a high position at the court of Hugo's successor

Berengarius, having become chancellor, and having been
sent (949) on an embassy to the Byzantine court. Falling
into disgrace with Berengarius, he attached himself to tlic

emperor Otto I, whom in 9C1 he accompanied into Italy,

and by whom in 9G2 he was made bishop of Cremona. Ho
was frequently employed iu missions to the pope, and on
two occasions (968, 971) to Byzantium, to negotiate on
behalf of the younger Otto (afterwards Otto II.) for the
hand of Theophano. Liutprand died in 972.

He wrote (1) Antapodoscos, sen rerum per Eurojxtm gcstanim,
Libn VI. , an historical narrative, relating to the events from 887 to
949, compiled, as its name almost implies, with the object of aveng-
ing himself upon Berengarius and 'VVilla his (jueen ; (2) Historia
Ottonis, unfortunately covering only the years from 9G0 to 964;
i»nd (3) Rclalio dc Zegatione Constantinopolitana (968-969). All
are to bo found in the Monum. Germ. Hist, of Pertz, and in the
Jicr. Ital. Script, of JIuratori ; there is a recent edition by Diimmler
(1877) ; and a partial tran.slation into German, with an introduction
by Wattenbach, is given in the second volume of the Gcschicht-
uhrciber der Deutschcn Vorzcit (1853). Compare Wattenbach,
Deutsehlands Geschichtsqucllcn im ililtelaUer (3d cd. , 1873). Three
other works, entitled Adversaria, Chronieon (606-960), and Opus-
culuni de vilis Eomanorum pmUificttm, are usually, but wrongly,
assigned to Liutprand.

|

LIVERPOOL, a city and seaport of England, in the

hundred of West Derby, in the county palatine of

Lancaster, situated on the right bank of the estuary of

the Mersey, about three miles from the open sea. The form
of the city is tliat of an irregular semicircle, liaving the

base line formed by the docks and quays extending about
six miles along the east bank of the estuary, which here runs

nearly north and south, and is about a mile in breadth.

On the north the city is bounded by the borough of Bootle,

along which the line of docks i« continued. The arei of

the city is 5210 acres.

General Aspect and Features.—The subsoil of Liverpool

is the Bunter stratification of the New Red Sandstone,

overlying the Coal-measures, which rise up some distance to

the eastward. In the lower districts there is a deposit of

boulder clay, which has been extensively used for the

manufacture of bricks. The sandstone rises in long ridges

to the eastward, in the highest points about 250 feet above

the sea-leveL The city therefore lies on a continuous

......
."^-

Port of Liverpool

slope varying in gradient, but in some districts very steep.

Exposed to the western sea breezes, with a dry subsoil and
excellent natural drainage, the site is naturally salubrious,

but neglect and perverseness have in past times done much
to neutralize these advantages. The old borough, lying
between the pool and the river, was a conglomeration of

narrow alleys and mean houses packed together without
any regard to sanitary provisions; and during the 16th
and 17th centuries it was several times visited by the

plague, which carried off many of the inhabitants. When
the town burst its original limits, and expanded up the
slopes beyond, a better state of things began to exist.

The older parts of the town have at successive periods
been entirely taken down and renovated. The streets of

shops—Church Street, Bold Street, ic.— are equal iu

display to similar establishments in London. The comj
mercial part of the city is remarkable for the number of

palatial-looking piles of offices, built of hewn stone,

principally in the Italian Renaissance style, amongst which
the banks and insurance offices stand pre eminent. Tlie
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demand for cottages about the beginning of the pressnt

century led to the construction of what are called " courts,"

bein"- narrow cu!s de sac, close packed, with no thorough

ventUation. This, combined with the degraded habits of

a population brought together indiscriminately, resulted iu

a very high rate of mortality, to contend with which e&or-

mous sums have been expended in sanitary reforms of

various kinds. The more modern cottages, erected on the

higher ground?, are all that can be desired for that class of

habitation.

Parks.—The public parks of Liverpool now form a

prominent feature in the aspect of the town. The earliest,

the Prince's Park, was laid out in 1843 by private enter-

prise. Sefton Park, the most extensive, containing about
400 acres, was commenced in 1S65, and completed at.a cost

of £410,000. A large portion of the land round the

margin lias been leased for the erection of villas. Waver-
tree, Newsham, Sheil, and Stanley Parks have also been
constructed at the public expense. Connected with Waver-
tree Park are the botanic gardens, with the usual plant

houses, and a large and lofty palm liouse. The suburbs are

rapidly extending, and those oa the south contain many

Plan of Liverpool.

good private residences. A boulevard, about a mile in

leugth, planted with trees in the centre, leads to the

entrance to Prince's Park.

Public Buildings.—The old town has been so completely
renovated during the present century that scarcely any of

the public buildings date from an earlier period.

The earliest, and in many sespects the .most interesting,

is the town-hall in Castle Street. This was erected from
the designs of John VVood, the architect of the squares and
crescents of Bath, and was opened in 1754. The building
has since undergone considerable alterations and extensions,
but the main features remain unchanged. It is a classical

rectangular stone building in the Corinthian style, with an
advanced portico in front, and crowned with a lofty dome

surmounted by a. seated statue of Minerva. The interior

was destroyed by fire in 1795, and was entirely remodelled

in the restoration. It now contains a splendid suite ot

apartments, including a ball-room about 100 feet by 60,

approached by a noble staircase. The building is occupied

by the mayor as the municipal mansion house. A range ol

municipal offices was erected in Dale Street in 1860. The

building is in the Palladian style, ob considerable extent

and imposing design, with a dominating tower and square

pyramidal spire.

The crowning architectural feature of Liverpool is St

George's Hall, completed in 1854. The original intention

was to erect a music hall suited for the triennial festivals

which had been periodically held in the town. About the

.3IV. —^2o,
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same time the corporation proposed to erect law courts for

the assizes, which had been trausferred to Liverpool and
Manchester. In the competitive designs, the first prize

was gained in both cases by Harvey Lonsdale Elmes. He
was employed to combine the two objects in a new design,

of which the present building is the outcome.

The structure is one of which tlie city may well feel proud, and
notwithstanding some defects it will always hold a high and
honourable place amongst the erections of modern times. It is

fortunate iu its situation, occupying the most central position in

the town, and surrounded by an area sufficiently extensive to

exhibit its proportions to the best advantage. Another advantage
it possesses is that of size ; there are few buildings in the country,
forming a solid mass under one roof, which surpass it in dimension.
The plan is simple in arrangement, and easily described. The
centre is occupied by the great hall, 169 feet in length, and, with the
galleries, 87 feet wide and 74 feet high, covered with a solid vault
in masonry. Attached to each end, and opening therefrom, are the
law courts. A corridor runs round the hall and the courts, com-
municating with the various accessory rooms. Externally the east

front is faced mth a fine portico of sixteen Corinthian columns about
60 feet in height. An advanced portico of similar columns fronts

the south end crowned with a pediment filled with sculpture, with
the inscription

—

" Artibus, Legibn^, Consiliis

Locum Municipia Constituerunt
Anno Domini iincccxLi."

The Style is Eoman, but the refinement of the details i? suggestive
of the noblest period of Grecian art.

The great hall is finished with considerable richness in poKshcd
granite columns, marble balustrades and pavements, polished brass
doors with rich foliated tracery, &c. The organ, built by Messrs
Willis of London, from the specification of Dr Samuel Wesley, is

equal to any in the country for extent, power, and beauty of tone.
Mr EIraes, a young architect of great promise, having died during
the progress of the work, the building was completed by the late

U.I C. K. CockereU, R.A.

Next to the public buildings belonging to the city, the
most important is the exchange, forming three sides of a
quadrangle, adjoining the town-hall on the north side.

The town-hall was originally built to combine a mercantile

exchange with municipal offices, but the merchants per-

versely preferred to mset in the open street adjoining.

This, with other circumstances, led to the erection of the
new exchange, a buildiug of considerable merit, which was
commenced in 1803 and opened in 1808. It had scarcely

been in use for more than fifty years when it was found
that the wants of commerce had outstripped the accommo-
dation, and the structure was taken down to make room
for the present buUding, in which greater convenience has
been attained, with considerable sacrifice of esthetic efiect.

The revenue buildings, commenced in 1828, on the site

of the original Liverpool Dock, combine the customs, inland
revenue, post-office, and dock board departments. It is a
huge heavy structure, with three advanced porticoes in the
Ilyssus Ionic style. Near by stands the sailors' home, a
large building in the Semi-Gothic or Elizabethan style.

The Philharmonic Hall in Hope Street, with not much
pretension externally, is one of the finest music rooms in
the kingdom; it accommodates an audience of about 2500.

The group of buildings forming the free public library,
museum, and gallery of art are finely situated on the brow
of the slope opposite St George's Hall. The library and
gallery of art are separate buildings connected by the
circular reading-room in the middle. The latter possesses
some novelties in construction, having a circular floor 100
feet in diameter without columns or any intermediate
support, and a lecture-room underneath, amphitheatrical
in form, with grades or benches hewn out of the solid rock.

Railways.—There are three passenger stations in Liver-
pool, the London and North-Western, the Lancashire and
Yorkshire, and the combined station of the Midland,
Great Northern, and Manchester and Sheffield. The rapid
increase of traffic has led to large extensions of the North-
\yestern, and a very large addition to the Lancashire and
Yorkshire is in nrogress (1882). The tunnel under the

Mersey now in course of construction will give access for

the Great Western and Cumbrian systems into LiverpooL
Water and Gas Supply.—The original supply of water

was from wells in the sandstone rock, but in 1846. an Act
was passed, under which extensive works were constructed
at Rivington, about 25 miles distant, by which a much
larger supply was obtained. The vast increase of popula-
tion led to further requirements, and in 1880 another Act
gave power to impound the waters of the Vymwy, one of

the affluents of the Severn. This scheme which, it is

expected, will give a copious supply for many years .to

come, is now being carried out. The gas-works are the
property of a company. Efforts have been made to effect

a purchase by the city, but hitherto without success.

Administration of Justice.—The city has quarter sessions

for criminal cases, presided over by the recorder, but the
sessions are really held eight times in the year. The court
of passage for civil cases is a very ancient institution,

dating from the foundation of the borough by King John,
oiiginaUy intended for cases arising out of the imports and
exports passing through. Its jurisdiction has been con-
firmed and settled by parliament, and it is now competent,
by consent, to try causes to any amount. The mayor is

nominally the president, but tbe actual judge is an assessor

appointed by the crown. There are two police courts
which sit daily, one presided over by the lay magistracy,
the other by the stipendiary magistrate.

Ecclesiastical.—The parish^ which was separated from
Walton-on-the-Hill in 1699, contained two churches, St
Nicholas, the ancient chapel, and St Peter's, then built.

There were two rectors, the living being held in medieties.'

Of recent years changes have been sanctioned by parlia-

ment. The living is now held by a single incumbent, and
a large number of the churches which have since been
built have been forlned into parishes by the ecclesiastical

commissioners. St Peter's has been constituted the pro
cathedral, pending the erection of a more suitable building.

Besides the two original parish churches, there ate sixty-

seven others belonging to the establishment.

The Eoman Catholics form a very numerous and powerful
body in the city, and it is estimated that from a third to

a fourth of the entire population are Catholics. A large

part of these are Irish settlers or their descendapts, but
this district of Lancashire has always been a stronghold

of Catholicism, many of the lauded gentry belonging to old

Catholic families.

Charities.—These are numerous, and are maintained
with no niggardly hand. The earliest foundation is the

Blue Coat hospital, established in 1708, for orphans and
fatherless children born within the borough. The building,

erected in 1717, is a quaint and characteristic specimen of

the architecture of the period. It now maintains two
hundred and fifty boys and one hundred girls. There is

an orphan asylum, established in 1840, for boys, girls, and
infants, and a seamen's orphan asylum, commenced in

1858, for boys and girls. The Roman Catholics have

similar establishments. The medical charities are large

and flourishing. The royal infirmary has had a school of

medicine attached, which has been very successful, and is

now merged in the new University College. The medical

charities are aided by simultaneous collections in the

churches and chapels on "Hospital Sunday," the first

Sunday in the year, the amount averaging about £10,000.

Literature, Art, and Science.—The free library, museum,'

and gallery of arts, esta'olished and managed by the city

council, was originated in 1850.' The library building

was erected by Sir William Brown at a cost of £40,000.

The Derby museum, containing the collections of Edward,
the thirteenth earl, were presented by his son. The
Mayer museum of historical antiquities and art was coo-
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tributed by Mr Joseph Jfayer, F.S. A. Sir Andrew Walker

erected the art gallery which bears his name at an expense

of £35,000. The Picton circular reading-room, and the

Kotunda lecture-room were built by the corporation at the

cost of £25,000. The library contains nearly 100,000

•volumes. An annual exhibition of paintings has been

established, the sales from which average about £12,000
per annum. A permanent gallery has also been formed,

which is now being enlarged at a cost of about £12,000.

The literary and philosophical society was estaljlished

in 1812, and still flourishes. There are also philomathic,

geological, chemical, historic, and various other societies

for the cultivation of almost every branch of knowledge

and inquiry. An art club has been established with great

success, and possesses an excellent club-house and gallery.

The royal institution, established by Roscoe in 1817, pos-

sesses a fine gallery of early art, and is the centre of the

various literary institutions of the town.

Education.—Elementary education has always met
with cordial support in Liverpool, and is now carried on

with vigour by the school board, supplemented by voluntary

schools. For middle class and higher education there have

existed for many years three institutions, which have been

very successful, viz., the school attached to the royal

institution, the collegiate institution in Shaw Street, and
the Liverpool institute high school A further eflFort has

been successfully made resulting in the foundation of

University College, the inaugural meeting of which was
held on January 14, 1882. This college is affiliated to the

Victoria university of the north-west of England. The
sum of £135,000 has been raised by voluntary subscrip-

tion, to which £30,000 have been contributed by the

corporation. Seven chairs have been endowed, and pro-

lessors appointed, an.d a suitable building has been pro-

vided,

Recreation and Social Life.—There are eight theatres,

besides many minor music halls and places of amusement.
The most fashionable and exclusive is the Philharmonic

Hall, which is a large handsome building open only to

proprietors, where concerts take place every fortnight dur-

ing the season. The Philharmonic concerts, and the balls

at the Wellington Rooms (the Almacks of Liverpool),

afford the principal opportunities for the gatherings of

the fashionable world. The Alexandra theatre, the new
Court theatre, the Prince of Wales theatre, and Hengler's

cirque are all that could be desired in point of decoration

and the mise en scene. The minor houses are conducted on
the whole with great propriety and success.

Population.—Accordingto the censusof 1881 (preliminary

report) the number of inhabitants within the parliamen-

tary and the municipal borough—the limits of which are

conterminous—amounted to 552^425 persons, 271,640
being males and 280,785 females. At the end of the

17th century the population of Liverpool was 5145, but
•since then it has steadily increased as follows :

—

ISll 94,376
1821 135,000
1831 205,572

1710 S,16S
1720 10,446
1753 22,000
1769 34,000
1785 41,000
1801 77,653

1871 488,845
1S81 552,425

If the boroughs of Bootle and Birkenhead, which are

component parts of the port, are included, Liverpool has
DOW a population of about three quarters of a million.

Trade and Commerce.—The progress of the commerce of Liver-
pool during the present century is almost without a parallel In
1800 the tonnage of ships entering the port was 450,060 ; in 1880
it reached 7,933,620 tons. In 1800 4746 vessels entered, averaging
94 tons ; in 1880 there were 20,249, averaging 440 tons. The only
British port which can at all come into competition with Liverpool
i< London, the total trade of which, comprising exports and
imports, amounted in 1880 to i6,479,108 tons, against 14,496,364

in Liverpool. A large proportion of this, however, is a coasting
trade, indicated by the smaller size of the ships, .averaging 240 tons
each in London as compared with 440 tons in Liverpool. The
coasting trade in Liverpool has rather fallen oK owing to the
superior advantages of railway traflic. The proportion of"steamers
to sailing ships has very largely increased of late years. Tho
return for 1881 gives 5,534,462 tons of steam navigation to
2,379,4661ons in sailingships. If we take the value of th'cimports
as a criterion, London is far in advance of Liverpool, the values iii

1880 being £141,442,907 and £107,460,187, but the London
imports consist, to a great extent, of very valuable commodities,
such as tea, silk, indigo, wiues, &c., whilst the Liverpool imports
principally consist of grain, food, and raw produce, the materials
for manufacture. If we look at the exports the balance is reversed,
Liverpool, in 1880, having exported the value of £84,029,651,
against £52,600,929 from London. In the number of ships regis-
tered as belonging to the port, Liverpool stands first in the world,
the tonnage belonging to Liverpool being 1,554,871, against
1,120,359 in London, and 1,005,894 in the whole of the ports on
the Clyde.

'

The commerce of Liverpool extends to every part of the world,
hut probably the intercourse with America stands pre-eminent, there
being five lines of steamers to New York alone, besides lines to
Philadelphia, Boston, Halifax, Canada, New Orleans, &c. The
size of the ships has greatly increased, having reached 8000 tons
burden, with 10,000 horse-power.
The imports into Liverpool comprise produce of every description

from every region under the sun. Cotton, however, is the great
staple, almost the whole trade of the commodity centring here.
Grain comes next, American and Australian corn occupying a large
proportion of the market. Within the last few years an enormo\is
trade in American provisions, including live cattle, has sprung up.
Tobacco has always been a leading article of import into Liverpool,
along with the sugar and rum from the West Indies. Timber,
principally from Canada, forms an important part of the imports,
the stacking yards extending tor miles along the northern docks.
At one time tea from China, and wool from Australia, promised to
be imported with advantage, but the financial arrangements with
London h.ave drawn these trades almost entirely away. In reganl
to exports, Liverpool possesses decided advantages ; lying so neai
the great manufacturing districts of Lancashire and the West
Riding of Yorkshire, this port is the natural channel of transmis-
sion for their goods, and, if everything else fails, there are always
coal and salt from Wales and Cheshire ready to make up a cargo.

The consequence is that many ships, after discharging their home-
ward cargoes at London and the eastern ports, come round in

ballast to Liverpool for an outward cargo.

Manufactures.—The manufactures of Liverpool are not extensive.

Attempts have been repeatedly made to establish cotton-mills in

and near the city, but have resulted in uniform failure. Engineer-
ing works, especially as connected with marine navigation, have
naturally grown up, and have been, carried on successfully on a
large scale. Shipbuilding, in the days of the old wooden walls, in

the early part of the present century, was active and prosperous,

several frigates and sloops-of-war for Government having been built

here, but the keen competition of the Clyde and the north of

Englaad drew away a large portion of the trade. There are now
fo\ir shipbuilding establishments on the Mersey. In the year
1880-81 there were launched from these yards thirty-three iron

ships, with a tonnage of 53,971 tons. At one period the soaj

manufacture filled a large space in the industiy of Liverpool, hul

it has aluiost entirely departed. During the latter half of last cen-

tury and the beginning of the present, the pottery and china manu-
facture flourished in LiverpooL John Sadler, a Liverpool manu-
facturer, was the inventor of printing on potter)-, and during ths

early period of Josiah Wedgwood's career, all his goods which

required printing had to be sent to Liverpool. A large establish'

ment, called the Herculaneum Potteiy, was founded in a suburb on

the bank of the Mersey, and -rras cim;icd on with success for many
years, but the whole trade has long disappeared. One manufacture,

established at an early period, still continues to flourish—the watch

and chronometer trade. Litherland, the inventor of the level

watch, was a Liverpool manufacturer, and Liverpool-made watches

have always been held in high estimation. There are several

extensive sugar refineries, and two lar"e tobacco manufactoiies.

Docks.—The docks of Liverpool orLioth sides of the Mersey ar«

under the same trust and management, and equally form part of

the port of Liverpool. On the Liverpool side they extend along

the margin of the estuary 6^ miles, of which IJ miles is in the

borough of Bootle. The Birkenhead docks have not such a front-

age, but they extend a long way backward. The water area of the

Liverpool docks and basins is 333J acres, with a lineal quayage of

22 miles. The Birkenhead docks, including the great float of 120

acres, contain a water area of 160 acres, with a lineal quayage of 9

miles. The system of floating docks was commenced by the corpor-

ation in 1709. With the advancing dem.inds of commerce the

docks were extended north and south. _ They constituted from the
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first a public trust, the corporation never having derived any levenue

from them, though the common council of the borough were tlie

trustees, and in the first instance formed the committee of manage-
ment. Gradually the dock ratepayers acquired intluenee, and were

introduced into the governing body, and ultimately, by'the Act of

1856, the corporation was entirely superseded. Under the present

constitution, the management is vested in the Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board, consisting of twenty-eight members, two of whom
are nominated by the Board of Trade and the rest elected by the

dock ratepayers, of whom a register is kept and annually revised.

The affaire of the board are of considerable magnitude. The revenue

is derived from tonnage rates on ships, dock rates on goods, town
lines on goods, with various minor sources of income. These

amounted in the year ending July 1, 1881, to £1,226,497. The
amount of debt outstanding is £16,284,881, for which a rate of

interest averaging 4J per cent is ]>aid.

Down to 1843 the docks were confined to the Liverpool side of

the Mersey. Several attempts made to estahlish docks in Cheshire

had been frustrated by the Liverpool corporation, who bought up
tlie land and kept it in their own hands. In 1843 a scheme was
privately concocted for the construction of docks at Birkenhead.

Plans were prepared by Mr Rendel, C.E., the money subscribed,

and arrangements made with the Admiralty,—the corporation being

kept in ignorance of the proceedings. Application was then made
bv private individuals to purchase 200,000 square yards of land on

the margin of an inlet called Wallasey Pool. The common council,

which had been reformed in 1836, innocently fell into the snare,

and in the ensuing session of parliament a rival scheme of docks

for Birkenhead was brought out and passed. The great expectations

which were entertained of their successful competition with Liver-

pool have been signally falsified. After a twelve years' struggle and
litigation, the Birkenhead dock affairs had fallen into a hopeless

state of insolvency, without any prospect of recovery, and in 1855

the docks were transfeired to the coriwration of Liverpool on pay-

ment to the bondholders of 13s. in the pound on their claims.

Under the Act of 1856, settling the future constitution of the dock
board, the Birkenhead docks were transferred to the Mersey Docks
and Harbour Board. The result on the whole has been disastrous.

The amount expended on the Birkenhead docks down to 1881 has

been nearly 6 millions. The returns for this immense outlay do
little more than defray the working expenses, the difference having

to be made up from the revenue on the Liverpool side,—so that, in

consequence of this unfortunate rivalry, the shipping frequenting

the port is ta.xed to the amount of £270,000 per annum, which
othei wise might have been remitted. The Birkenhead great float,

of 120 acres, though it contributes little to the revenue, is valuable

as a dep6t for ships lying np, so as not to interfere with the working
docks. In addition to the floating docks, there are in Liverpool

eighteen graving docks and three in Birkenhead, and two gridirons

on the Liverpool side.

The great landing stage of Liverpool is unique in its dimensions
and utility. It was originally constructed in 1857, from the plans

of Mr J. Cubitt, and greatly enlarged and extended in 1874, mak-
ing the entire cost £373,000. Tlie grand fabric had just been com-
pleted, and was waiting to be inaugurated by the duke of Edin-
burgh, when on the 28th July 1874 it accidentally caught fire,

and, the timber being impregnated with kreosote, the flames spread
with unexampled rapidity, and in a few hours the whole was
destroyed. It was again constructed with improvements. Its

length is 2063 feet, or about fths of a mile, and its breadth 80 feet.

It is supported on floating pontoons rising and falling with the tide,

connected with the quay by seven bridges, besides a floating bridge
for heavy traffic 550 feet in length. The southern half is devoted
to the traffic of the Mersey ferries, of which there are eight—New
Brighton, Egremont, Seacombe, Birkenhead, Tranmere, Rock Ferry,
New Ferry, and Eastham. The northern half is used for sea-going
steamers, and for the tenders of the great "liners." The ware-
houses for storing produce form a very prominent feature in the
commercial part of the city. Down to 1841 these were entirely in
private hands, distributed as chance might direct, but in that year
a determined effort was made to construct docks with warehouses
around on the margin of the quays. This met with considerable
opposition from those interested, and led to a municipal revolution,
but the project was ultimately carried out in the construction of
the Albert dock and warehouses, which were opened by Prince
Albert in 1845. Other docks since constructed have been similarly
surrounded. The Albert warehouses form an immense pile stand-
ing between the dock and the river, imposing from their huge
dimensions, but otherwise the very incarnation of bald ugliness.

Grain warehouses on a large scale have been constructed by the
dock board both at Liverpool and Birkenhead. The machinery for
elevating, distributing, drying, and discharging is of the most com-
plete and thorough construction. The rental received from the
warehouses in the year 1880-81 was £240,394.

History.—There are no archscological difficulties attending the
origin of the town, which is clearly defined by documentary evidence.
The part of the country in which Liverpool is situated was not very

distinguished in the earlier iicriods of English history. No Roman
remains have been discovered within a considerable distance. Undt-

r

the Saxons the sire formed part of the kingdom or provuice of

Deira, the liver Mersey (Mcere-sea) forming the boundai/ between
that kingdom and Mercia. Dnriiig tlie Danish iiTuptions of tl»e

8tli century colonies of Norsemen made settlements on botli sides Of

the Mersey, as is indicated by the names of the tillages and town-
ships in the districts. After tlie Conquest, the site of Liverpool
formed part of the fief (inter Ripam et Mersham) granted by the
Conqueror to Roger de Poitou, one of the great family of Mont-
gomery. After various forfeitures and regrants from the crown,
it was ultimately handed over by Henry II. to Warine, the keeper
of the castle and prison of Lancaster. In a deed executed by King
John, then earl of Mortaigne, about 1190, confirming the grant of

this with other manora to Henry Fitzwarine, son of the former
grantee, the name of Livcrjml first occurs.

The name is spelt in a variety of ways, and much ingenuity has
been exercised in the endeavour to explain its etymology. Prob-
ably the most plausible is the derivation from Cymric Lhjrr-
pwl, "the expanse of the pool," or "the pool at the cimflnence,"
which exactly expresses the peculiarity of the original site. It is,

however, open to the objection that the Welsh language had died
out in the locality long before Liverpool was founded.
The immediate origin of Liverpool was owing to the following

circumstances. After the partial conquest of Ireland by Strongbow,
earl of Pembroke, under Henry II., the jirincipal ports of com-
munication were Bristol for the south and Chester tor the north.
The gradual silting up of the river Dee soon so obstnicted the
navigation as to render Chester a very unsuitable place of embarka-
tion. A quay was then constructed at Shotwick, about 8 miles
below Chester, with a castle to protect it from the incursions of the
neighbouring Welsh; but a better site was sought and soon found.
Into t}ie tidal waters of the Mersey, a small stream, fed by a peat
moss on the elevated land to the eastward, ran in an oblique
direction from north-east to south-west, fonning at its mouth an
open pool or sea lake, of which many existed on both sides of the
river. The triangular piece of land thus separated formed a pro-
montory of red sandstone rock, rising in the centre about 50 feet

above the sea-level, sloping on three sides to the water. The pool
was admirably adapted as a harbour for the vessels of that period,

being'well protected, and the tide rising from 15 to 21 feet. King
John repurchased the manor from Henry Fitzwarine, giving him
another in exchange, and here he erected a castle on the usual
Plantagenet plan of round bastions connected by curtain walls, with
an inner ballium and buildings. He also founded a town by tlie

erection of burgage tenements, one hundred and sixty-eight in num-
ber, and in 1207 he issued the following letter patent or charter:

—

Carta Regis Johannin.
" Rex omnibus qui burgagia apud vilLim de Liverpul liabere voluerint, Ac.

Sciatis quod concessimua omnibus qui bui-gagia apud Liverpul ^epint ouod
habeant omnes libelTates et liberas consuctudines in villa de Liverpul quas aliquis
liber burgemotus super mare habet in terra nosti-a. Et no3 vobi3 mandamus quod
secure et in pace nostra illuc veniatis ad hurgagia nostra recipienda et hospi-
tanda. Et in liujus rei testimonium has lltteras nostras patentes vobis trans-
mittimus. Testo Simon de Fateshill apud Winton xxviij d^e Aug. anno regnt
nostri nono."

Charter of King John,
" The king to all who may be willing to have burgages at the town of Liverpul.

&c. Know ye that we have gi'aiited to all who shall take burgages at Liverpul
that they shall have all liberties and free customs in the town of LiverptU which
any fiee borough on the sea hath in our land. And ve command you that
securely and in our peace you may come there to receive and inhabit our bur-
gages. And in testimony hereof we transmit to you these our letters patent.
Witness. Siraoh de Fateshill, at Winchester, the 28th day of August, in the nlnlh
year of our reign."

From the Patent Rolls and the sheriff's accounts we learn that
considerable use was made of Liverpool in the reign of John for

shipping stores and reinforcements to Ireland and Wales. In 1215
the town was garrisoned for the king during the rising which took
place after the granting of the Great Charter.

In 1229 a charter of incorporation was granted by Henry III.,

authorizing the formation of a merchants' guild, with a hanse and
other liberties and free customs, with sac and soc, toll and thean,

kc, and freedom from toll in all the other seaports. Charters were
subsequently granted by successive monarchs down to the reign of

William and Mary, which last was the governing charter to the date

of the Municipal Reform Act (1835). In 1880 when the new diocese

of Liverpool was created, the borongh was transformed into a city

by royal charter.

The crown revenues from the burgage rents and the royal

customs were leased in fee-farm from time to time, sometimes to

the corporation, at others times to private persons. The first

lease was from Henry III., in 1229, at £10 per annum. In the

same year the borough with all its appurtenances was bestowed,

with other lands, on Ranulf, earl of Chester. During the sub-

sequent two centuries the fief was repeatedly forfeited and regranted,

until it finally passed into the hands of John of Gaunt, duke of
Lancaster, and from the accession of his son Henry I V. it merged in

the crown. In 1628 Charles L, in great straits for means which
were refused by parliament, offered for sale about a thousand
manors, among which Liverpool was included. The oortion cop-
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laining Livei[)Ool was purcliaseJ by certain racrcliants of London,
who, in 1632, reconveyed tlie crown rights, including tlie fee-farm

rent of £14, 6s. Sd., 'to Sir lid. Molyneux, recently created Lord
Maryborougli, for the snm of £450. In 1672 all these rights and
interests were puriljased by the corpoi-ation.

Apart from the national objects for which Liverpool was fdnnded,

its tr.ade developed very slowly. From £10 per annum, in the
beginning of the 13th century, the crown revenues had increased

to^vards the end of the 14th centurj", to £38—in modern currency

about £570 ; but then they underwent a decline. The Black
Death, the fatal scourge of the I4th century, passed over Liverpool

about 1360, and carried off a large part of the population. The
Wars of the Roses, in the 15th century, unsettled the north-

western districts, and repv?ssed all progress for at least a century.

The crown revenues diminished from £38 to less than half that sum,
and were finally leased at £14, Cs. 8d., .it which they continued
until the sale by Charles L

Liverpool sent no representatives to Simon de Montfort's parlia-

ment in 1264, but to the first royal parliiment, called in 1296,
the borongh sent two members, and again in 1306. The writs of

summons were then suspended for two centuries and a half. Dur-
ing the 14th and loth centuries nearly the wliole of the returns of

the sheriffs of Lancaster were to the following effect :
—" There is

not any city or borough from which any citizens or burgesses are

able or accustomed to come, according to the tenor of the writ, by
reason of tlieir debility and poverty." In 1547 Liverpool, with
the rest of the Lancashire boroughs, resum.ed the privilege of

returning members. In 15S3 the borough was represented by Sir

Francis Bacon, the immortal philosopher and statesman. During
the civil war the town was fortified and garrisoned by the parlia-

ment. It sustained three sieges, and in 1644 was escaladed and
taken by Prince Knpert with considerable slaughter.

The true rise of the commerce of Liverpool dates from the
restoration. Down to that period its population had been either

stationary or retrogressive, never exceeding about 1000 souls. Its

trade was chiefly with Ireland, France, and Spain, exporting fish

and wool to the Continent, and importing wines, iron, and other

commodities. The rise of the manufacturing industry of South
Lmcashire, and the opening of the American and ^S'est Indian trade,

g.ive the first impulse to the progress which has ever since continued.

The importation of sugar led to^he establishment of sugar refineries,

which after the lapse of two centuries continue to form an import-
ant branch of loral industry. By the end of the century the

population had increased to 5000. The town burst the narrow
limits within which it had hitherto been confined, and extended
itself across the pool stream. In 1699 the borough was constituted

a parish district from Walton, to which it had previously apper-

tained- In 1709, the small existing harbour being found insufficient

to accommodate the shipping, several schemes were propounded for

its enlargement, which resulted in the construction of a wet dock
closed with flood-gates impounding the water, so as to keep the

vessels floating during the recess of the tide. This dock in Liverpool

was the first of the kind, and was the parent of all the magnificent

structures which have attracted the admiration of the world. The
name of the engineer, Thomas Steers, deserves recording, as the

author of the practical application of a principle already known
leading to a world-wide utility, of a similar class to the adaptation

of the railway by George Stephenson at a subsequent period..

About this date the merchants of Liverpool entered upon H traffic

which, however questionable in point of morality, became very

profitable during the remainder of the century—the slave trade,

into which they were led by their connexion with the West Indies.

In 1709 a single barque of 30 tons burden made a venture from
Liverpool and carried 15 slaves across the Atlantic. Little was
done during the next twenty' years, but in 1730, encouraged by
parliament, Liverpool went heartily into the new trade. In 1751

53 ships eaUcd from Liverpool for Africa, of 5334 tons in the

aggregate. From this time the trade set in with such a steady

current that it soon became one of the most lucrative branches of

the commerce of the port. The voyage was threefold. The ships

sailed from Liverpool to the west coast of Africa, where they shipped

the slaves, and thence to the West India Islands, where the slaves

were sold and the proceeds brought home in cargoae of sugar and rum.

In 1765 the number of Liverpool slavers had increased to 86, carry-

ing 24,200 slaves. By the end of the century five-sixths ol the

African trade centred in Liverpool. Just before the abolition in

1807 the number of Liverpool ships engaged in the traffic was 185,

carrying 43,755 slaves in the year.

Anotiier branch of maritime enterprise which attracted the atten-

tion of the merchants of Liverpool was privateering, which during

the latter half of the 18th century was a favourite investment.

After the outbreak of the Seven Years' War with France and Spain,

in 1756, the commerce of Liverpool suffered severely, the French
having overrun the narrow seas with swift well-armed privateers,

and the premiums for insurance against sea risks having risen to

an amount almo.st prohibitory. The Liverpool merchants took a

lesson from the enemy, and ai-med and sent out their ships as

I
privateers. Some of the early expedition'! having proved very'

successful, almost the whole community rushed into privateering,

with results of a very chequered chaiacter. When the War of

Independence broke out in 1776 American privateers swarmed about

the West India Islands, and crossing the Atlantic intercepted British

commerce in tlie narrow seas. The Liverpool merchants again

turned their attention to retaliation. Between August 1778 aind

April 1779 120 privateers were fitted out in Liverpool, carrying

1986 guns and 8754 men. The results, though in some cases very

profitable, were exceedingly demoralizing.

During the wliole of the ISth century the commerce of Liverpool

kept steadily increasing in spite of external war and internal com-
petition, and has so continued to the present time. The increase

of tlie population sup[)lies a fair index to the growth of its com-
merce.

The Municipality.—Vni^v the Jlunicipal Eeform Act of 1835,

the boundaries of the original borough were extended by the annexa-

tion of portions of the surrounding distiict. The city is divided

into sixteen wards, returning three members each to the common
council, with sixteen aldermen, making sixty-four in all. The
wards were originally divided according to pojiulation, but the

lapse ot nearly half a century has so completely disturbed the pro-

portions that, whilst some of the wards in the commercial localities

have diminished in population, the Everton and Kirkdale ward,

originally a rural suburb, now contains a population of 150,000,

with a constituency of more than 20,000 electors. The electoral

franchise, before the Keforra Act restricted to the freemen, is still

enjoyed by their successors, but their number is exceedingly small.

The arms of the city as set forth in the confirmation by the

Heralds' College, in 1797, are described as follows ;
—"Argent, a

Cormorant, in the beak a branch of seaweed called Laver, all proper,

and for the crest, on a wreath of the colours, a Cormorant, the wings

elevated : in the beak a branch of Laver proper." The supporter.^,

granted at the same time are—" The dexter Keptnne with his sea-

green mantle flowing, the waist wreathed with Laver, on his head an

eastern crown or, in the right hand a trident sable, the left sup-

porting a banner of the arms of Liverpool ; on the sinister a Triton

wreathed as the dexter and blowing his shell ; all proper." The
motto is "Deus nobis haec otia fecit."

The corporation of Liverpool has possessed from a very early

period considerable landed property, the first grant having been

made by Thomas, earl of Lancaster, in 1309. This land was

originally of value only as a turbary, but in modern times its

capacity "as building land has been a fruitful source of profit to the

town, a large proportion of the southern district being held in free-

hold by the corporation leased for terms of seventy-five years, re-

newable from time to time on a fixed scale of fines. The income
from this source amounted in 1879 to £83,746. There was

formerly another .source of income now cut olf. The fee farm

rents and town dues originally belonging to the crown were

purchased from the Jlolyneux family in 1672 on a long lease,

and subsequently in 1777 converted into a perpetuity. With the

growth of the commerce of the port these dues enormously increased,

and became a cause of great complaint by the shipping interest.

In 1856 a bill was introduced into parliament and passed, by which

the town dues were transfeiTcd to the Mersey Docks and Harbour
Board on payment of £1,500,000, which was applied in part to the

liquidation of the bonded debt of the corporation, amounting to

£1,150,000. The town dues at that time produced £132,592 per

annum, which has increased in 1S81 to £260,698. The markets

produce an income of about £12,000 clear of expenses.

The council form the sanitary authority of the city, in which
capacity they expended in the year 1880-81 the sum of £255,738,

derived from rates.. In the same year there was expended for

lighting and watching, £75,263 ; for parks and places of recreation,

£49,178 ; for town improvements, £33,192. These amounts are

partly de^'-ayed out of the corporate funds ; the part for the con-

stabulary is'paid by Government, and the rest out of rates.

The mayor has an annual allowance of £2700, to sustain the

dignity of his othce and maintain the hospitality of the town-hall.

The city returns three members to parliament.

The .see of Liverpool was created in 1880 under the Aut of 1879,

by the authority of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, an endowment
fund of about £100,000 having been subscribed for the purpose.

See Ieland'9 Hinerarv; Camden's Brilamtia; R lilome, Brilavnia; Danl(<

Defoe, four through Or'eal Britain; \V. Enfield, Hist, c/ Leverpool (sic), 1774;

J. Aikin, M.D.. Forty Miles round Manchester, 1795 ; T. Trougliton. //I'.K. of
Livei-pool, 1810; M. Greeson, Fragments relating to Hist, of Lancashire, 1817-24

;

H. Smithers. Liverpool, its Commerce, Ac, 1825 ; R. Syei-s, Hist. ofErerton, 1S30
;

Ed. Biiines, Hist, of County Palatine of Lancashire, vol. iv.. 1836 ; Tho». Dn s.

Hist, of Commerce and Toum of Liverpool, 1852; Rd. Brooke, Liverpool during
the last quarter of ISIh Century, 1853 ; J. A. Picton, Memorials of Liverpool,

2 vols., 2d ed., 1875. (J. A. 1'.)

LIVERPOOL, Charles Jenkinson, first Eaul of

(1727-1808), was the eldest son of Colonel Jenkinson, Wal-

cot, Oxfordshire, where he was born 16th Maj' 1727. He
was educated at Charterhouse school and at University Coir
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lege, Oxford, where after a career of special distinction he

graduated M.A. in 1752. Almost immediately on entering

parliament as member for Cockermouth in 1761, he was

appointed under-secretary of state under Lord Bute, and, as

he soon shared equally with that nobleman the favour of

the king, his political advancement was rapid and uninter-

rupted while the friends of the king remained in office.

By Grenville he was in 1763 appointed secretary of state
;

in the Grafton administration he, in 1766, obtained a seat

at the Admiralty Board; and from 1778 till the close of

Lord North's ministry he was secretary at war. On the

accession of Pitt to power in 178i, he became president of

the Board of Trade, retaining office till Pitt's resignation

in 1801. Besides direct political power he also enjoyed a

large share both of substantial and honorary political

rewards. In 1773 he became member of the privy council,

and obtained the vice-treasurership of Ireland, which he

afterwards exchanged for the clerkship of the pells ; and

from 1786 to 1802 he was chancellor of. the duchy of

Lancaster. In 1786 he was created Baron Hawkesbury,

and ten years afterwards earl of Liverpool. He died 17th

December 1808. Lord Liverpool was generally believed

to be the chief political adviser of George III. His

prudence, practical talents, and knowledge of the details

both of home and foreign politics rendered him a specially

safe and useful member of a cabinet.

He was the author of several political works, which display

industry aud discrimination, but, with the exception of his well-

known Treatise on the Coins of the Reahn, 1805, are without
striking merits. His other writings are

—

Nalionnl and Constitu-

tional Force in Englo.nd, 1756 ; Treaties between Great Britain and
other Powers, 1648-1783, 3 vols., 1785 ; Tlie Conduct of Great
Britain in respect to Neutral Nations, 1785, 3 vols., 1801.

LIVERPOOL, Robert Banks Jenkinson, secoxd
Eael of (1-770-1828), son of the above by his first wife

Amelia, daughter of Mr Watts, governor of Bengal, was
barn June 7, 1770.' He was educated at Charterhouse and
at Christ Church, Oxford, where he had Canning, afterwards

his close political associate, for a contemporary. In 1791
he entered parliament as member for -Eye, but he first held
office in 1801 as foreign secretary in Addington's adminis-
tration, when he conducted the negotiations for the abortive
treaty of Amiens. On the accession of Pitt to power in

1804, he obtained the home office, and till his elevation to

the House of Peers he acted as leader of the party in the
House of Commons. He declined the premiership on the
death of Pitt in 1806, and remained out of office till the
accession of Perceval in 1809, when he again became home
secretary. After the assassination of Perceval in 1812 he-

became prime minister, and retained office till compelled
in February 1827 to resign by the illness (paralysis) which
terminated his life, 4th December 1828. The political
career of Lord Liverpool was entirely of a negative character
so far as legislation was concerned; the only principle
which regulated his statesmanship was persistent opposition
to every kind of change, especially in the direction of
increased religious or political liberty. From the begin-
ning he strongly resisted Catholic emancipation, and he was
also prominent in delaying the emancipation of the slaves.
The energy of Castlereagh and Canning secured the out-
ward success of the foreign policy of the cabinet, but in
his home policy he was always unfortunate and retrograde.
The Pains and Penalties Bill against Queen Caroline greatly
increased his unpopularity, first originated by the severe
measures of repression employed to quell the general
distress, which had been created by undue taxation and
was aggravated by blind adherence to protection. Though,
therefore, actuated throughout by an honesty beyond all
question, and though always commanding the sincere
respect of his opponents by his dignified and considerate
bearing, Lord Liverpool was destitute of wide and genial

sympathies, and of true politicnl insight, and his resigna-

tion of office was followed almost immediately by the
complete and permanent reversal of his domestic policy.

LIVERWORTS. The Liverworts or Hepaticx constitute

a group of the higher Cryptogamia, allied to the mosses.

Their shoots are either thalloid, in some genera {Marchaniia)
highly diflferentiated in structure, in others {Anthoceros) ot

simple homogeneous texture, with an upper and lower sur-

face, the latter fixed to the ground by capillary rootlets, and
generally margined with minute scales ; or they are /o^t'osf,

the- central stem bearing on each side a row of leaves, con-

sisting of one series of cells invested with a structureless

epidermis, and destitute of nerves, such as prevail in the

leaves of mosses. Frequently on the inferior aspect a third

row of leaf-like scales is found, diff'ering from the former,

and known as stipules, bracteoles, or amphigastria. Hence
the shoots, although typically trilateral, often appear bi-

lateral. The reproductive organs of the Hepaticx are of

two kinds—sexual and asexual.

1.- The sexual germs of the mosses and Hepaticx were
first described by Hedwig just one hundred years ago

(1782). They consist, as in the higher plants, of germ-ceUs
and sperm-cells. As the fronds approach maturity the

terminal leaves become modified so as to form an
involucrum, within which a special covering appears, the

colesule or perianth, surrounding the pistillidia ; this is

tubular, conical, or compressed in form, with the mouth
plicate and generally dentate.

On section of the colesule a number of minute flask-shaped

bodies are found, attached to the apex of the stem, whicb
have been named archigonia or pistillidia. After fertiliza-

tion one of these enlarges, active cell formation proceeding

from the central cell at the base, within which appears the

germ-cell, ^vhich in time becomes the capsule, the ultimate

contents producing spores arranged in fours, and elongated

cells bearing within spiral filaments (elaters). Until the

maturity of the spores, the sporangium remains at the base

of the colesule, but at length the outer coat (calyptra)

ruptures near the summit, and by the rapid evolution of

the cells of the fruit-stalk (seta) the capsule is borne up-
wards. At this stage, which is of brief duration, the fronds

look as if dotted with black-headed pins on white stalks.

Released from pressure, the hygrometric action of the elater

soon ruptures the wall of the capsule, which divides, in the

majority of species, into four valves, and the snores ara

scattered around.

The antheridia are sometimes found imbedded m crypts

within the substance of the thallus {Riccia), or in special

receptacles either sessUe or raised above the surface of the

same {Marchantia). In the foliose Hepaticx they are

usually seated in the axils of modified leaves (perigonial),

sometimes appearing beneath the fertile involucra (monoe-

cious), or on special branches of the same plant (paroecious),

or they occur on separate plants (dioecious). The antheridia

are much smaller than the capsules, spherical or ovoid in

form, and seated on a short footstalk. They are invested

with a single coat of tabular cells. Before maturity they

are greenish, but when ripe their colour turns" to yellow.

On pressure thay rupture irregularly, and aUow the escape

of crowds of lenticular cells, which revolve actively under

the microscope untU the ciliated phytozoa within them are

released.

The phytozoa of mosses were first figured by Unger
(1834), who described them as consisting of a thick body,

and a thin thread-like prolongation, which goes in advance

when the body is in motion, and is spiral in form. Thuret

has since shown that the so-called " tail " bears two long

oscillating cilia. Hofmeister first observed the formation

of the free germinal vesicle within the basal cell of the

pistillidium as the direct result of fertilization.
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II. Asexual Germs.—Bej-ond the true fructification, iu

the majority of Hepadcx, certain bodies are met with,

which are known as gemmce, but which differ from each

other in complexity and significance.

(1) In some J/archautix basket-like or crescentic re-

ceptacles are found, containing lenticular bodies, which,

under favourable conditions, will produce new fronds.

(2) On the borders of the leaves, e.>pecial!y near the

apex of the shoots, prolification from the ordinary cellular

tissue is met with in most Hepadcx, in the form of detached

cells or tufts of such cells. These are generally described

ns' gemmje, but resemble more closely the gonidia of

lichens, and probably aid in the diffusion of dioecious

species, which from the absence of 5 or 2 plants would

otherwise become extinct.

(3) Another process has been ascribed to gemmation,

but has been more happily named by Dr A. Braun

rejuvenescence {Vtrjungung). In decayed or apparently

withered fronds, certain cells, after a period of rest, assume

new activity and multiply so as to give rise to new
individuals \AntItoceros, Riccia, &.C.).

Distinction bctirccii Ecpaticm and Musci.—There is scarcely a

cljaracter in the definition of Hcpalicx wliich might not refer to

some genus of mosses, although he definition as a whole may be

sufficiently distinctive, and practically there is no difficulty in dis-

tinguishing one from the other.

In Mitsci the urn-case or capsule generally opeus by means of a

lid, and the mcuth is surrounded by a peristome divided into four,

eight, or more teeth. A columella is nearly alwaj-s present, and the

spores ripen in a sac between the former and the walls of the

capsule. From the early elongation of the fruit rudiment, the

calyptra is ruptured at an earlier stage, the upper part investing the

urn-case like a cap, during the development of the spores; the lower

remnant remains at the base of the seta (which, as well as the cap-

sule, is composed of more ligneous texture than in Ilcpaticae) as the

vaginula. The spore gives rise to a confervoid prothallus often ex-

tensively branched, and from this the leaf-buds arise. The leaves are

imbricated on all sides of the stem, and the phyUotaxis is usually

ii I, or |. The leaves are frequently strengthened by a midrib, and
the rootlets are divided by numerous septa.

nabitnt.—The Hepaticso are cosmopolitan iu range, and form a

relatively important average of the alpine vegetation, bein;; abund-
ant in moist equable and insular places, e.g., Ireland, Scotland,

New Zealand. They are also met with in more tropical zones, such

as South America, India, Java, and the West Indies.

Classification.

I. Marchantiaceae.—Fronds thalloid, prostrate, furcate ; epider-

mis pierced with curious stomata ; inner section areolate, occupied

by green gonidial cells, lower surface simply cellular, emitting long
rootlets, papillose Avithin.

(a) ilarcluxnlicse.—Capsules aggregate on a ttalW.d receptacle:

e.g., ilarcluinlia, Astcrclla, Fcgalella, Dumortiera, Luuu-
laria, &c.

(i) Targionicse.—Antheridia immersed ; involucre like a split

pea ; capsule nearly sessile, below the apex.

(c) liiccicw.—Antheridia and pistillidia immersed, the latter

emitting the spores by the decay of the walls ; spores with-

out elaters: e.g., Iticcia, Pdcciella, &c.

II. Jungermanniacese.—Capsule solitary terminal on the primary
shoots or on short lateral ones, splitting into four valves.

* Foliosx.

(a) Leaves succuhous: e.g., Jiingeitnannia, Scapatiia, Loplio-

colca; &c.

(6) Leaves incubous: e.g., Lijennia, Frullania, Schisma, Lejii-

tlozia, &c.
* * Frondosae: e.g., Pcllia, Blasia, PetalopUyllum, &c.
III. Anthoccrotcee.—Capsule horn or pod-like, opening by one or

two valves, columella central, spores intermingled with deformed
elaters: e.g., Antlioceros, Monocleea,

Vscs.—A.\, the present time the Sepalicx are of little practical
use to man. In the dark ages of medicine, when the doctrine of
" signatures " was in fashion, the strongly-marked epidermic cells

were supposed to resemble the structure of the liver, and the species
were esteemed "a sovran veniedy" in liver complaints. The i/c-

palica/ontana {Marckaniia polyuiorpha) of Casper Bauhine, "which
grows near springs, wells, and watery places, very lowe, almost like a
moss, and puts out flowere about June, not unlike stars," is wonder-
fully commended by Schroder, in those disorders of the liver which
arise from too much heat {English Dispe^isary, 1733). A few species
possess a pungent, bitter taste (Porclla) resembling that of Scdum
acre. Many also evolve a musky odour, observable in the woods

and fields after raiu, and incorrectly rcfcncd to the smell of moist
earth.

Beyond the beauty of tint and outline, which light up many a

dreary ravine, they supply abundant material for the microscope,

enabling us by the traiislucency of tissue, and tlieir easy preserva-

tion, so long as moisture is supplied, to study cell and leaf-struc-

ture, and the wondera of reproduction, as no other class will do.

La-stly, mauy fern-g.-owere have of late included the Hepalicx and
iliisci in their lists of favourites, the variety adding immeasurably
to the interest of their collections. Slost of the species are readily

cultivated in a cold frame or fernery, the atmosphere of which must
be kept moist and equable. In the renowned ferneries of Mr
Backhouse of York, A. Stausfield ot Todmorden, and the Glasneviu

Gardens, Dublin, species have long been cultivated, mauy foreign to

the cUmate, and introduced with foreign plants. (B. C. 1

LIVINGSTON", Edwaed (176-1-1836), American jurist

and statesman, was born in Clermont, Columbia county,

Xew York, May 26, 1764. He was a great-grandson of

Robert Livingston, the first possessor under royal pi^tent

of " Livingston Manor," a tract of land on the Hudson,

comprising the greater part of the present counties of

Dutchess and Columbia. Having graduated at Princeton

in 1781, he began to practise law in New York city, and
rapidly rose to distinction as an advocate. He was a

member of congress during 1794-98, and in 1801 was
appointed United States district attorney for the State of

New York, and while retaining that position was also

elected mayor of New York city, then an oflSce of high

dignity and emolument. In the summer of 1803 New
York was visited with a violent epidemic of yellow fever,

during which .Livingston displayed great courage and
energy in his endeavours to prevent the spread of the

disease, and to relieve the widespread distress. He suffered

an attack of the fever in its most violent form, during

which the people of the city gave many proofs of their

attachment and anxiety. He recovered to find his private

affairs, which he had neglected, in some confusion, and he

was at the same time deeply indebted to the Governmeni

for public funds which had been lost through tht

mismanagement of a confidential clerk. Livingston at

once surrendered all his property, and, having resigned

his offices, removed to Louisiana, which had then just

been ceded by France to the United States. He soon

acquired a large law practice in New Orleans, and repaid

the Government in full. Almost immediately upon his

arrival in Louisiana he was appointed by the legislature

to prepare a provisional code of judicial procedure, which

was continued in force from 1805 to 1825. During the

short war with England in 1814-15, Livingston was acUve

in rousing the mixed population of New Orleans to

resistance, and acted as adviser and aide-de-camp to

Jackson. In 1821, by appointment of the legislature,

Livingston began the preparation of a new code of criminal

law and procedure, since widely known in Europe and

America as the " Livingston Code." It was prepared in

both French and English, as required by the necessities of

practice in Louisiana, and, though substantially completed

iu 1824, and in greater part then adopted by the State, it

was not printed entire until 1833. It was at once reprinted

in England, France, and Germany, attracting wide interest

and praise from the most distinguished sources by its

remarkable simplicity and vigour, and more especially by

reason of its philanthropic provisions, which have noticeably

influenced, the penal legislation of several countries.

Livingston was a member of congress during 1823-29, was

afterwards senator, and for two years secretary of state

under President Jackson. From 1833 to 1835 he was

minister plenipotentiary to France, and conducted with suc-

cess negotiations of considerable difficulty and importance.

He died May 23, 1836.

See Livingston's Life by C. H. Hunt (New York, 1864), and his

complete Works f2 vols.. 1873).
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LIVrXGSTON', noBEET E. (174G-1S13), American

statesman, brother of Edward Livingston noticed above,

was born at New York, November 27, 1746. He gradu-

ated at King's College, New York, at the age of nineteen,

became a practitioner of law, and, in 1773, recorder of the

city, but was soon displaced by loyalist inflneuco because

of his sympathies with the revolution. In 1776 he was a

member of the committee of congress which drew up the

Declaration of Independence, and in 1777 was a prominent

member of tlie convention at Kingston, which framed the

firtt constitution of New York. Upon the adoption of that

instrument in the same year he became the first chancellor

of the Stite, which office he held until 1801, whence he is

best 1 nowii as " Chancellor " Livingston. He administered

the oaLli of office to Washington at his first inauguration to

the presidency in New York, April 30, 1789. In 1801 he

-was appointed by President Jackson as minister to France,

and in 1803 effected in behalf of his Government the

purchase from France of the vast territory then known
us Louisiana, comprising the entire territory between the

Mississippi and the Eocky Mountains, from the Spanisli to

the Britisli possessions. This was, perhaps, the most im-

portant transfer of territory by purchase ever made, but

none of those who participated in it realized its importance.

Napoleon's agent obtained ten million francs more tlian he

had been instructed to accept for the cession, and Jefterson

and Livingston were at the time bitterly censured for rashly

concluding so useless a purchase. In 1804 Livingston

withdrew from public life, and after spending a year ia

travel in Europe, returned to New York, where he occupied

his remaining years in promoting various improvements in

agriculture. He also assisted Fulton in his invention of

the steamboat. He died in February 1813.

LIVINGSTONE, David (1813-1873), missionary and

explorer, was born on March 19, 1813, at the village of

Blantyre Works, in Lanarkshire, Scotland. David was

the second child of his parents Neil Livingston (for so he
spelled jiis name, as did his son for many years) and Agnes
Hunter.* His parents were poor and self-respecting, typical

examples of all that is best among the humbler families

of Scotland. At the age of ten years David left the village

school for tlie neighbouring cotton-mill, and by strenuous

efforts he qualified himself at the age of twenty-three to

undertake a college curriculum. He attended for two
sessions the medical and the Greek classes in Anderson's

College, and also a tlieological class. In September 1838
he went up to London, and was accepted by the London
Missionary Society as a candidate. During the next two
years he resided mostly in London, diligently attending

medical and science classes, and spending part of his time
with the Rev. Mr Cecil at Ongar in Essex, studying theo-

Ijgy and learning to preach. He took his medical degree
in the Faculty of Pliysicians and Surgeons in Glasgow in

November 18-10. Livingstone had fromjhe first set his

heart on China, and it was a great disappointment to him
that the Society finally decided to send liim to Africa.

To an exterior in these early years somewhat heavy and
uncouth, he united a manner which, by universal testimony,

was irresistibly winning, with a fund of genuine but simple
liumourand fun that would break out on the most unlikely

occasions, and in after years enabled him to overcome
difficulties and mellow refractory chiefs when all otlier

methods failed.

Livingstone sailed from Englind on December 8, 1840.
From Algoa Bay he made direct for Kuruman, the
mission station, 700 miles north, established by Hamilton
and Mollat thirty years before, and there he arrived on July
31, 1841. The next two years Livingstone spent in
travelling about the country to the northwards, in search
of a suitable outpost for settlement. During these two

yeirs he had already become convinced that the success

of the white missionary in a field like Africa is not to be
reckoned by the tale of doubtful conversions he can send

home each year,—that the proper work for such men was
that of pioneering, opening uii and starting new ground,

leaving native agents to work it out in detail. The wludo
of his subsequent career was a development of this idea.

He selected the valley of Mabut'ja, on one of the sources

of the Limpopo river, 200 miles north-east of Kuruman,
as his first station. It was shortly after his settlement hero

that he was attacked by a lion which crushed his left arm,
and nearly put an end to his career. The arm was im-
perfectly set, and it was a source of trouble to him at

times throughout his life, and was the means of identi-

fying his body after his death. To a house, mainly built

by himself at Mabotsa, Livingstone in 1844 brought home
his wife, Mary Moffat, the daughter of JIofTat of Kuru-
man. Here he laboured till 1846, when he removed to

Chonuane, 40 miles further north, the chief place of the

Bakwain tribe under Sechele. In 1847 he again removed
to Kolubeng, about 40 miles westwards, the whole tribe

following.tlieir missionary. With the help of and in the
company of two English sportsmen, Mr Oswell and Mr
JIurray, he was able to undeitake a journey of great im-
portance to Lake Ngami, which had never yet been seen
by a wliite man. Crossing the Kalahari Desert, of which
Livingstone gave the first detailed account, they reached
the lake on August I, 1849. In Aiiril next year he made
an attempt to reach Sebituane, who lived 200 miles beyond
the lake, this time in company with, his wife aird children,

but again got no further than the lake, as the children

uere seized with fever. A year later, April 1851, Living-

stone, again accompanied by his family and Sir Oswell, set

out, this time with the intention of settling among the

Makololo for a period. At last he succeeded, and reached

the Chobe, a southern tributary of the Zambesi, and in thc_

end of June discovered the Zambesi itself at the town of

Sesheke. Leaving the Chobe on August 13, the party

reached Capetown in April 1852. Livingstone may now
bo said to have completed the first period of his career in

Africa, the period in which the work of the missionary Lad
the greatest prominence. Henceforth he appears more in

the character of an explorer, but it must be remembered
that he regarded himself to the last as a pioneer missionary,

whose work was to open up the country to others.

Having, with a sad heart, seen his family off to England,
Livingstone left the Cape on June 8, 1852, and reached

Linyanti, the capital of the Makololo, on the Chobe, on
May 23, 1853, received in royal style by Sekeletu, and
welcomed by all the people. His first object in this

journey was to seek for some liealthy high land in whicli

to plant a station. Ascending the Zambesi, he, however,

found no place free from the destructive tsetse insect, and
therefore resolved to discover a route to the interior from
either the west or east coast. To accompany Livingstone

in his hazardous undertaking twenty-seven men were
selected from the various tribes under Sekeletu, partly

with a view to open up a trade route between their own
country and the coast. The start was made from Linyanti

on November 11, 1853, and, by ascending the Leeba, Lake
Dilolo was reached on February 20, 1854. On April 4

the Coango was crossed, and on May 31 the town of Loanda
was entered, much to the joy of the men,—their leader,

however, beir.g all but dead from fever, semi-starvation,

and dysentery. Livingstone speaks in the warmest terms

of the generosity of the Portuguese merchants and officials.

From Loanda Livingstone sent his astronomical observa-

tions to Maclear at the Cape, and an account of his

journey to the Royal Geographical Society, which in May
1855 awarded him its highest honour, its gold medal
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Luanda was left on September 20, 1854, but Livingstone

lingered long about the Portuguese settlements. Making

a slight detour to the north to Cabango, the party reached

Lake Dilolo on June 13. Here Livingstone made a careful

study of the watershed of the country in what is perhaps

the most complicated river system in the world. He
"now for the first time apprehended the true form of

the river systems and the continent," and the conclusions

he came to have been essentially confirmed by subsequent

observations. The return journey from Lake Dilolo was

by the same route as that by which the party came. Their

reception all along the Barotse valley was an ovation, and
Linyanti was reached in the beginning of September.

For Livingstone's purposes the route to the west was
unavailable, and lie decided to follow the Zambesi to its

mouth. With a numerous following, he left Linyanti on

November 8, 1855. A fortnight afterwards he' made the

great discovery with which, in popular imagination, his

name is more intimately associated than with anything

else he did,—the famous "Victoria" falls of the Zambesi,

which, after a second examination in his subsequent jour-

ney, he concluded to be due to an immense fissure or fault

right across the bed of the river, which was one means of

draining off the wat-ers of the great lake that £e supposed

must have at one time occupied the centre of the contiuent.

He had already formed a true idea of the configuratioc of

the continent as a great hollow or basin-shaped plateau,

surrounded by a ring of mountains. Livingstone reached

the Portuguese settlement of Tette on !March 2, 185G, in a

very emaciated condition, and after sis weelcs, left his men
well cared for, and proceeded to Kilimane, where he ar-

lived on May 20, thus having completed in two years and
sis months one of the most remarkable and fruitful journeys

on record. The results in geography and in natural science

in all its departments were abundant and accurate ; his

observations necessitated a reconstruction of the map of

central Africa, Men of the highest eminence in all de-

partments of science testified to the high value of Living-

stone's work. In later years, it is true, the Portuguese,

embittered by his unsparing denunciations of their traffic in

slaves, attempted to depreciate his work, and to maintain

that much of it had already been done by Portuguese

explorers. When Livingstone began his work in Africa it

was virtually a blank from Kuruman to Timbuctoo, and
nothing but envy or ignorance can throw any doubt on the

originality of his discoveries.

On December 12 he arrived in England, after an absence

of sixteen years, and met everywhere with the welcome of

a hero. He told his story in his Missionary Travels and
Researclies in South Africa (1857) with straightforward

simplicity, and with no effort after literary style, and no
apparent consciousness that he had done anything extra-

ordinary. Its publication brought what he would have
considered a competency had he felt himself at liberty to

settle down for life. In 1857 he severed his connexion
with the London Missionary Society, with whom, however,
he always remained on the best of terms, and in February
1858 he accepted the appointment of "Her Majesty's

consul at Kilimane for the eastern coast and the independ-
ent districts In the interior, and commander of an expedition

for exploring eastern and central Africa."

The Zambesi expedition, of which Livingstone thus
became commander, sailed from Liverpool in H.M.R.
"Pearl" on March 10, 1858, and reached the mouth of the

Zambesi on May 14, and the party ascended the river from
the KoDgone mouth in a steam launch, the " Ma-Eobert,"
reaching Tette on September 8. The remainder of the

year was spent in examining the river above Tette, and
especially the Kebrabasa rapids. Most of the year 1859
was spent in the exploration of the river Shire and Lake

Nyassa, which was discovered in September ; and much of
the year 1860 was spent by Livingstone in fulfilling his

promise to take such of the Makalolo home as cared to go.

In January of next year arrived Lishop Mackenzie and s.

party of missionaries sent out by the Universities Mission
to establish a station on the upper Shire.

After exploring the river Rovuma for 30 miles in his

new vessel the " Pioneer," Livingstone and the mission-

aries proceeded up the Shire to Chibisa's ; there they
found the slave trade rampant, desolating the country

and paralysing all effort On July 15 Livingstone, accom-
panied by several native carriers, started to show the bishop

the country. Several bands of slaves whom they met were
liberated, and after seeing the missionary party settled in

the highlands of Magomero to the south of Lake Shirwa,

Livingstone spent from August to November in exploring

Lake Nyassa, While the boat sailed up the west side of

the lake to near the north end, the explorer marched along

the shore. He returned more resolved than ever to do his

utmost to rouse the civilized world to put down the deso-

lating slave-trade. On January 30, 1862, at the Zambesi
mouth, Livingstone welcomed his wife and the ladies of the

mission, with whom were the sections of the "Lady Ns'assa,"

a river steamer which Livingstone had had built at his own
expense, absorbing most of the profits of his book, and for

which he never got any allowance. When the mission

ladies reached the mouth of the Piuo tributary of the Shire,

they were stunned to hear of the death of the bishop and
of Mr Burrup. This was a sad blow to Livingstone, seem-

ing to have rendered all his efforts to establish a mission

futile. A still greater loss to him was that of his wife at

Shupanga, on April 27, 1862.

The " Lady Nyassa " was taken to the Eovuma. Up
this river Livingstone managed to steam 156 miles, bat

further progress was arrested by rocks. Returning to the

Zambesi in the beginning of 1863, he found that the deso-

lation caused by the slave trade was more horrible and
widespread than ever. It was clear that the Portuguese

officials were themselves at the bottom of the traffic. Kirk
and Charles Livingstone being compelled to return to

England on account of their health, the doctor resolved

once more to visit the lake, and proceeded some distance

up the west side and then north-west as far as the water-

shed that separates the Loangwa from the rivers that run

into the lake. Meanwhile a letter was received from Earl

Russell recalling the expedition by the end of the year.

In the end of April 1864 Livingstone reached Zanzibar in

the " Lady Nyassa," and on the 30th he set out with nine

natives and four Europeans for Bombay, which was reached

after an adventurous voyage of a month, and on July 23

Livingstone arrived in England. He was naturally dis-

appointed with the results of this expedition, all its lead-

ing objects being thwarted through no blame of his. For

the unfortunate disagreements which occurred, and for

which he was blamed in some quarters, he must be held

acquitted, as he was by the authorities at home ; though

it is not necessary to maintain that Livingstone was exempt

from the trying effects on the temper of African fever, or

from the intolerance of lukewarmness which belongs to all

exceptionally strong natures. Still the results at the time,

and especially those of the future, were great. The geo-

graphical results, though not in extent to bo compared to

those of his first and his final expeditions, were of high

importance, as were those in various departments of science.

Details will be found in his Narrative of an Expedition to

the Zambesi and its Tributaries, puolished in 1865.

By Murchison and his other staunch friends Livingstone

was as warmly welcomed as ever. When Murchison

proposed to him that he should go out again, although he

geems to have had a desire to spend the remainder of hi*
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flayia), home, tte prospect was t6o tempting to be rejected.

He was appointed H.JI. consul to central Africa witbout

a salary, and Government contributed only £300 to the

expedition. The chief help came from private friends.

During, the latter part of the expedition Government

granted him £1000, but that, when he learned of it, was

devoted to his great undertaking. The Geographical Society

contributed £500. The two main objects of the expedition

were the suppression of slavery by means of civilizing

influences, and the ascertainment of the watershed in the

region between Nyassa and Tanganyika. At first Living-

stone thought the Nile problem had been all but solved

by Speke, Baker, and Burton, but the idea grew upon him

that the Nile sources must be sought farther south, and his

last journey became in the end a forlorn hope in search of

the " fountains " of Herodotus. Leaving England in tlie

middle of August 1865, via Bombay, Living-stone arrived

at Zanzibar on January 28, 1866. He was landed at the

mouth of the Rovuma on March 22, and started for the

interior on April 4. His company consisted of thirteen

sepoys, ten Johanna men, nine African boys from Nassick

school, Bombay, and four boys from the Shire region, besides

camels, buffaloes, mules, and donkeys. This imposing outfit

soon melted away to four or five boys. Rounding the south

end of Lake Nyassa, Livingstone struck in a north-north-

west direction for the south end of Lake Tanganyilca, over

country much of which had not previously been explored-

The Loangwa was crossed on December 15, and on Christ-

mag day Livingstone lost his four goats, a loss which he

felt very keenly, and the medicine chest was stolen in

January 1868. Fever came upon him, and for a time was
his almost constant companion ; this, with the fearful

dysentery and dreadful ulcers and other ailments which

subsequently attacked him, and which he had no medicine

to counteract, no doubt told fatally on even his iron frame.

The Chambeze was crossed on January 28, and the south

end of Tanganyika reached Jlarch 31. Here, much to his

vexatioil, he got into the company of Arab slave dealers,

by whom his movements were hampered ; but he succeeded

in reaching Lake Jloero. After visiting Lake Mofwa and
the Lualaba, which he believed was the upper part of the

NUe, he, on July 18, discovered Lake Bangweolo. Pro-

ceeding up the west coast of Tanganyika, he reached Ujiji

on March 14, 1869, "a ruckle of bones." Supplies had
been forwarded to him at Ujiji, but had been knavishly

made away with by those to whose care they had been
entrusted. Livingstone recrossed Tanganyika in July, and
through the country of the Manyuema he tried in vain,

for a whole year, to reach and cross the Lualaba, baffled

partly by the natives, partly by the slave hunters, and partly
by his long illnesses. It was, indeed, not till March 29,
1871, that he succeeded in reaching the Lualaba, at the
town of Nyangwe, where he stayed four months, vainly
trying to get a canoe to take him across. It was here that
a party of Arab slavers, without warning or provocation,
assembled one day wl^en the market was busiest and
commenced shooting down the poor women, hundreds being
killed or drowned in trying to escape. Livingstone had
"the impression that he was in hell," but was helpless,
though his "first impulse was to pistol the murderers."
The account of this scene which he sent home roused
indignation in England to such a degree as to lead to
determined' and to a considerable extenjt successful efforts
to get the sultan of Zanzibar to suppress the trade. In
sickened disgust the weary traveller made his way back to
Ujiji, which he reached on October 13. Five days after
his arrival in Ujiji he was cheered and inspired with new life,
«ad compIeteJyset upagaiD,as he said.by the timelyarrival of
Mr H. M. Stanley, the- richly laden almoner of Jlr Gordon
Bennett, of the A^ew Yori: Herald. Jlr Stanley's residence

with Livingstone was almost the only bright episode of these

last sad year.'?. With Stanley Livingstone explored the north

end of Tanganyika, and proved conclusively that the Lusize

runs into and not out of it. In the end of the year the

two started eastward for Unyanyembe, where Stanley

provided Livingstone with an ample supply of goods, and
bade him farewell. Stanley left «n March 15, 1872, and
after Livingstone had waited wearily at Unyanyembe for

five months, a troop of fifty-seven men and boys arrived,

good and faithful fellows on the whole, selected by Stanley

himself. Thus attended, he started on August 15 for Lake
Baugweolo, proceeding along the east side of Tanganyika.
His old enemy dysentery soon found him out. In January
1S73 the party got among the endless spongy jungle on
the east of Lake Bangweolo, Livingstone's object being to

go round by the south and away west to find the." foun-

tains." Vexatious delays took place, and the journey became
one constant wade below, under an almost endless pour of

rain from above. The doctor got worse and worse, but no
idea of danger seems to have occurred to him. At last, ia

the middle of April, he had unwillingly to submit to be
carried in a rude litter. On April 29 Chitambo's village

on the Luliraala, in Ilala, on the south shore of the lake,

was reached. The last entry in the journal is April 27 :

—

" Knocked up quite, and remain—recover—sent to buy
milch goats. We are on the banlcs of the Jlolilamo.'' On
April 30 he with difficulty wound up his watch, and early

on the morning of May 1 the boys found "the great master,"

as they called him, kneeling by the side of his bed, dead.

His faithful men preserved the body in the sun as well as

they could, and wrapping it carefully up, carried it and all

his papers, instruments, and other things across Africa to

Zanzibar. It was borne to England with all honour, and on
April 18, 1874, was deposited in Westminster Abbey, amid
tokens of mourning and admiration such as England accord*

only to her greatest sons. Government bore all the funeral

expenses. His faithfully kept journals during these seven

years' wanderings were published under the title of the

LfiM Journals of David Lioinysione in Cmiral Africa, in

1874, edited by his old friend the Rev. Horace Waller.

In spite of his sufferings and the many compulsory

delays, Livingstone's discoveries during these last years

were both extensive and of prime importance as leading to a
solution of African hydrography. No single African explorer

has ever done so much for African geography as Livingstonei

during his thirty years' work. His travels covered one-

tliird of the continent, extending from the Cape to near the

equator, and from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean.

Livingstone was no hurried traveller ; he did his journeying

leisurely, carefully observing and recording all that was
worthy of note, with rare geographical instinct and the eye

of a trained scientific observer, studying the ways of the

people, eating their food, living in their huts, and sympa-

thizing with their joys and sorrows. It will be long till the

tradition of his sojourn dies out among the native tribes,

who almost, without exception, treated Livingstone as a

superior being ; his treatment of them was always tender,

gentle, and gentlemanly. But the direct gains to geography

and science are perhaps not the greatest results of Living-

stone's journeys. He conceived, developed, and carried out

to success a noble and many-sided purpose, with an unflinch-

ing a'nd self-sacrificing energy and courage that entitle him
to take rank among the great an(^ strong who single-

handed have been able materially tc;' influence human pro-

gress, and the advancement of knowledge. His -example

and his death have acted like an inspiration, filling Africa

with an army of explorers and missionaries, and raising in

Europe so powerful a feeling against the slave* trade that

it may be considered as having received its deathblow.

Personally Livingstone was a pure and tender-hearted man.
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full of humanity and synipatL}-, simple-minded as a tliilJ.

The motto of his life was the advice he gave to some

Bchool children in Scotland,
—"Fear God, and work hard."

See, besides his own narratives and Dr Blaikie's Life, the publi-

rntions of the London Missionary Society from 1S40, the Proceedings

of tJii Royal Geographical Society, the despatches to the. Foreign

Office sent home by Livingstone during his last two expeditions,

and Jlr H. M. Stanley's How I Found Lifinyslone. (J. S. K.)

LIVIUS ANDRONICUS occupies the position of the

oldest among the recognized poets of Rome. He deter-

mined the course which Roman literature followed for

more than a century after his time. The imitation of

Greek comedy, tragedy, and epic poetry, which produced

great results in the hands of Nasvius, Plautus, Ennius, and
their successors, received its first impulse from him. To
judge, however, by the very insignificant remains of his writ-

ings, and by the testimonies of Cicero and Horace to his

merits, he can have had no pretension either to original

genius or to artistic accomplishment His real claim

to distinction was that he was the first great schoolmaster

of the Roman people, and the first acknowledged medium
through which the genius of Greece acted on the Roman
mind, and found for itself a rude expression in the Latin

language. His name, in which the Greek Andronkus is

combined with the gentile name of one of the great Roman
houses, while indicative of his own position Ss a manumitted
slave, is also significant of the influences bj' which Roman
literature was fostered,—viz., the culture of men who were

either Greeks or " semi-Graeci " by birth and education, and
the protection and favour afforded to them by the more
enlightened members of the Roman aristocracy. He is

supposed to have been a native of Tarentum, and to have

been brought while still a boy, after the capture of that

town iu 272 B.C., as a slave to Rome. He lived in the

household of a member of the gens Livia, probably of that

branch of it to which M. Livius Salinator, the colleague

of C. Claudius Nero in the year of the battle of the

Metaurus, belonged. We learn from Suetonius that, like

Ennius after him, he obtained his living by teaching Greek

and Latin ; and it was probably as a schoolbook, rather

than as a work of literary pretension, that his fa'anslation

of the Odyssey into Latin Saturnian verse was executed.

This work was still used in schools' when Horace was
taught at Rome by the famous grammarian and disciplin-

arian Orbilius. From the few fragments of the translation

that have been preserved it may be inferred that it was
owing to the conservatism of educational methods, rather

than to its fitness to impart to boys in the Ciceronian age

instruction either in Greek literature or in the Latin lan-

guage, that it enjoyed this distinction. But at the time

when it appeared it must have satisfied a real want. In
the wars with Pyrrhus and Tarentum the Romans had for

the first time come into close contact with the Greeks ; and
during the First Punic War (from 261 to 241 B.C.), in which

Sicily was the chief battleground of the combatants, this

contact was much closer. The knowledge of Greek became
essential to men in a high position, as a means of inter-

course with Greeks ; and at the same time the new ideas

and new interests of Greek literature began to exercise some-

thing of that stimulating and refining power over the minds

of the leading men which it exercised in a later generation

over Scipio Africanus, T. Quintius Flamininus, M. Fulvius

Nobilior, and others like them. But the presence of the

Roman armies in southern Italy and Sicily must have

accustomed many who had no means of obtaining a literary

education to the representations of the Greek tragic and
comic poets. Although the great creative ago of the

Athenian drama was passed, the passion for the representa-

tion of the old plays still continued, and was not confined

to Athens. The number of theatres of which the remains

are still seen in Sicily—as at Segesta, Syracuse, Catania,

Taoiuiiiia—indicate thut, in tUe island in which Epich3rmu.s

had produced his old Dorian comedies, the representation

of tragedy and comedy continued to be a most important
element in the life of the people. But the Romans and
Italians had an indigenous drama of their own, known by
the name of Satura, which prepared them for the reception

of the more regular Greek drama. The distinction between
this Satvra and the plays of Euripides or Slenander was
that it had no regular plot. ' This the Latin drama first

received from Livius Andronicus ; but it did so at the cost

of its originality. In the year 240, the year after the end
of the First Punic AVar, he produced at Rome a translation

of a Greek play (it is uncertain whether a comedy or

tragedy), and this representation marks the beginning of

Roman literature. In this translation he discarded the

native Saturnian metre, and adopted the iambic, trochaic,

and cretic metres, to which Latin more easily adapted itself

than either to the hexameter or to the lyrical measures of

a later time. He continued to produce plays for mere
than thirty years after this time. The titles of some of

his tragedies are Achilles, ^cjisthns, Equns Trojanus,

Hermione, Tereus,—all suggestive of subjects which were

treated by the later tragic poets of Rome. The titles of

some of his comedies are Gladiolus, Ludius, itc. In the

year 207, when, if he was a captive after the taking of

Tarentum, he must have been of a great age, he was
appointed to compose the hymn of thanksgiving for the

victory of the Metiurus. Another tribute of national

recognition paid him was that, as a compliment to him,

the "college" or "guild" of poets obtained a place of

meeting in the temple of Minerva on the Aventine.

A good account of his remains is to be found in Wordsworth's
Fragments aiid Specimens of Early Latin. The fragments of his

dramas are to be found in Kibbeck's Tragicorum Zalinorum Reli-

quis, and Comicorum Latinorum Hcliquix. (W. Y. S.)

LIVNY, a district town of Russia, in the government

of Orel, 87 miles east-south-east of the chief town of the

government, at the confluence of the rivers Livenka and

Sosna. It has railway connexion with the line between

Orel and GryazL The town is an important centre for

trade in grain, hemp, taUow, skins, and cattle. A large

amount of grain is purchased in the neighbouring govern-

ments, and the flour is sent to Moscow and the neighbour-

ing towns, as well as to the Baltic ports. Hemp is sent to

St I^etersburg, and cattle to Moscow, or they are killed for

the preparation of tallow. The 13,000 inhabitants of

Livny find employment in trade and in the flour-mills, and

hemp, tallow-candle, and oil works. The district of Livny

is one of the most fertile and populous of central Russia,

and is remarkable for its numerous large villages.

Livny was founded in 15S6, at the junction of the three highwavs

to Astrakhan, to Little Russia, and to the Crimea, along which the

Tartars usually made their inroads on Russian prov-inces. It was

several times "destroyed by Tartars during the 16th and 17th cen-

turies. In the great internal wars of the first half of the 16th

century, Livny was a centre where aU kinds of discontented persons

and marauders met. Its fort, or treml, with thick earthen and

wooden walls, existed until 1784.

LIVONLl, or Livland {Lijlandia of the Russians),

one of the three Baltic provinces of Russia, is bounded by

the Gulf of Riga on the W., Esthonia on the N., the

governments of St Petersburg, Pskov, and Vitebsk on the

E., and Courland on the S. A group of islands, situated

at the entrance of the Gulf of Riga, of which Osel, Mohn,

Euno, and Paternoster are the largest, belong to this

government. It covers, with the islands, a surface of

18,160 square miles, but of this the part of Lake Peipus,

or Tchudskoye, which belongs to it occupies 1090. Its

surface is diversified by several plateaus, those of Haanhoff

and of the Livonian Aa having an average height of 700

feet, whilst several summits reach from 800 to 1000 feet

or more (such as the Munna-Maggi, 1063 feet; Haising-
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kaln^ 1028 teet ; Vella-MUggi, 91G feet ; Teufelsberg, 847

feet). The edges of the plateaus are intersected by deep

vaUeys, which give a hilly character to the country ; the

hilly tract between the Duna and its tributary the Livonian

Aa has received from its picturesque narrow valleys,

covered with deep forests and numerous lakes, the name of

" Wendish Switzerland." The plateau of Odenpa, watered

by the tributaries of the Embach river, which flows for

93 miles from lake AVierz-yarvi into Lake Peipus, occupies

an area of 2830 square miles, and has an average height

of 500 feet. More than a thousand lak.es are scattered

over Livonia, of which that of Wierz-yarvi, having a surface

of 105 square miles (114 feet above sea-level), is the largest;

marshes and peat-bogs occupy as much as one-tenth of

the province. Of the very numerous rivers which water

Livonia, only the Duna, which flows for 90 miles along its

frontier, and the Embach are navigable.

The geological structure of Livonia has been elaborately

examined. The Silurian formation which covers Esthonia,

and much resembles the Norwegian Silurian, appears in

the northern part of Livonia, the remainder of the province

consisting of Devonian strata. The whole is covered with

a mighty sheet of glacial deposits, sometimes 400 feet

thick. The typical bottom moraine, with boulders of all

sizes up to 20 feet in diameter, brought from Finland,

extends all over the country, reaching even to the summit
of Munna-Miiggi. Glacial furrows, striM; and elongated

troughs are met with everywhere, ruumng mostly from

north-west to south-east, as well as c'lsar, which have the

same direction and consist of morainic nucleus covered

with* stratified sands and clays ; sand-downs cover large

tracts on the shores of the I5altic. As in Esthonia, no
traces of marine deposits are found higher than 100 or 150
feet above the present sea-leveL The soil is not very

fertile. Forests cover about two-fifths of the surface of

this government, several of them having a diameter of 150
to 250 mUes. The climate is rather severe. The mean
temperatures are 43° Fahr. at Riga (winter, 23° ; summer,
63°), and 42i° at Dorpat. The intensity and direction of

winds are very variable ; the average number of rainy and
snowy days is one hundred and forty-six at Kiga 'rainfall

24'1 inches) ; fogs are not uncommon.

The population of Livonia, which was hut 621,600 in 1816,
reached 1,000,876 in 1870, and Is now ahout 1,121,000 in 1882.
Though it is often described as a German province, only ahout 7
per cent of the population (64,120 in 1863) are Germans, the great
bulk being Ehsts or Esthonians (47 per cent.) and Letts (41-6 per
cent.). The Russians number about 35,000, Poles 5000, and Jews
7000. The Livonians, who have given their name to the country,
and who formerly extended far east to Sebej in the government of
Vitebsk, have yearly all passed away ; only a few thousands (2050
in 1863) inhabit the forests at the utmost extremity of the penin-
sula of Courland. Their native language, of Finnish origin, is

rapidly disappearing, their present language being rather a Lettish
patois. Sjogren, in 1846, had much difficulty in making a gram-
mar and dictionary of it from the mouths of old people. The
Ehsts, who greatly resemble the Finns of Tavastland, have main-
tained their ethnic features, their customs, national traditions,
national songs and poetry, and their harmonious language. There
is now a marked revival of national feeling, favoured by " Young
Esthonia," together with a tendency towards a luiion with Finland.
No less than eight political papers are published in the Esthonian
language. The prevailing religion is the Lutheran (746,654 in
1863) ; about 80,000 Ehsts in Livonia and Esthonia, and 50,000
Letts (see LrrHlTANiANs), as well as the Russians, belong to the
Greek Church (166,874 in 1863) ; of the Russians, however, a. con-
siderable proportioji are ras>:olni!cs (nonconformists), who have
emigrated to the Baltic provinces in consequence of prosecutions

;

these last number about 14,500, of whom 8000 are found in the
neighbourhood of Riga. About 6000 are Catholics. The Germans
belopg to the nobUIty, or to the burgher class in the towns.
The efforts of the German conquerors to Germanize the country

have completely failed. The Elists and Letts openly display their
traditional hatred against the invaders. The teaching in primary
schools is carried on in Esthonian and Lettish ; German prevails
in colleges and higher schools. The Russian Government has for

some time litteu labouring for " RussiHcatiou "; the Russian civil

code was introduced iu the Baltic inovinces iii 1835, and the use of
Russian, instead of Gcrniau, in pliieial correspondence .and in law
courts was ordered iu 1867, but not gcncnilly brought into piactiec;
the fact that the privileges given by the military law to those who
have received primary education extend only to those who -know
Russian contributes to the extension of that language.

Nearly all the soil belongs to the nobility, the extent of peasants
estates being only 15 per cent. SerfJomwas abolished iu 1819,
when the peasants received persoual liberty, remaining, however,
under the jurisdiction of their landlords, who maintained also the
right to have a predominant inlluence in the nomination of

ministers. Since 1849 the contribution in forced labour which the
peasants were compelled to pay to landlords has been gradually,
though imperfectly, commuted to a money payment, and the
peasants have received the right to purcluise their allotments. But,
owing to later limitations of this law, as well as to the high price

of allotments and to the establishment of a minimum size of 80
acres, the redemption of the land is going on very slowly. The
class of peasant pioprietors being restricted to a small number 61

wealthy peasants, the great bulk liav'e remained Knechts, that is,

tenants at will ; they are very miserable, and about one-fourth ol

them are continually wandering in search of work. They readily

emigrate, even to such unfertile provinces as Novgorod and Vitebsk,

and from time to time the emigration takes the shajie of a mass
movement, which the Government stops by forcible measures.

The average size of lauded estates is from 9500 to 11,000 acres, far

above the general average for K ussia. The estates of the nobility

are generally as well cultivated as in western Europe, while the

peasants' farms are mostly in a deplorable state. In 1877 21 '4

per cent, of the surface of Livonia was under crop, yielding

1,942,600 quarters of grain, and 1,843,200 quarters of potatoes.

There were at the sametiine 146,000 hoises, 372,000 cattle, 312,000
sheep, and 150,000, pigs. The shores of the Baltic yield valuable
fisheries. Manufactures are steadily increasing. The distilleries

yield about 1,400,000 gallons of spirits, part of which is ex-

ported ; the beer breweries (two hundred) produce beer worth about
650,000 roubles. • There are woollen, cotton, and silk mills, saw-
mills, and paper, glass, candle, tobacco, and machinery works,—the
chief manufacturing districts being Pernau and Riga. Livonia
carries on a large export trade, especially through Riga and Pernau,
in flax, linseed, hemp, grain, timljer, and wooden wares; the Duna
is of course the chief channel for this trade. During the last ten

years, however, Libau has entered into brisk competition with
the more northern ports of Livonia. The iraportSj especially

through Riga, are also most important, the custom-houses of

Livonia having had in 1881 an income of 6,000,000 silver roubles.

The government is divided- in eleven districts—Riga (101,200),
WoUmar (2050), .Dorpat (22,600), Pernau (12.500), AVenden
(65,000), Arensburg in the island Osel (3150), Walk (2950), Fellin

(2900), Werro (2050), Larasall (1450), and Schlock (800). The
capit,al of the government is Riga.

The first historical notices of Livonia are by Tacitus and Jordanes,

but coins of the time of Alexander the Great, found on the island

of Osel, show that the coasts of tlie Baltic were at an early time
in commercial relations with the civilized world. The chronicle of

Nestor mentions as iuhabitants of the Baltic coast the Tchud, the
Lives, the Narova, Letgola, Semigalians, and Kor^. It is probably
about the 9th century that the Tchud became tributary to the

Varyago-Russian states. As they reacquired their independence,
Yaroslaff I. undertook in 1030 a campaign against them, and
founded Yourieff (Dorpat). The first Germans penetrated into

Livonia in the 11th century, and in 1158 several Bremen merchants
landed at the mouth of the Duna. In 1186 the emissaries of the
archbishop of Bremen began to preach the Christian religion among
the Ehsts and Letts, and in 1200 the archbishop of Livonia estab-

lished his residence at the mouth of the Duna, at Riga. In 1202
or 1204 Innocent III. recognized the Order of Brothers of Ihe

Sword (SchtveH-briider), the residence of its grandmaster being at

Wenden ; and the order, spreading the Christian religion by sword
and fire among the natives, carried on from that time a series of

uninterrupted wars against the Russian republics and Lithuania, as

well as a straggle against the influence of the archbishop of Riga,

which last was supported by the importance acquired by Riga as a;

centre for trade, intermediate between the Hanseatic towns and,
those of Novgorod, Pskov, and Polotsk. The first active interfer-

ence of Lithuania in the affairs of Livonia dates from the times
which immediately followed the great outbreak of peasants on
Osel ; Olgerd devastated then all southern Livonia. The order

happening to purchase the Danish part of Esthonia, in 1347,

began with fresh forces the war against the bishop of Riga, as

well as against Lithuania, Poland, and Russia. The wars against

those powers were terminated respectively in 1435, 1466, and 1483.

About the end of the 15th century the master of the order, Pletten-

berg, acquired a position of great importance, and iu 1527 he was
recognized as a prince of the empire by Charles V. On the other

hand, the authority of the bislions of Riga was soon completely
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ttestroved (1566). Tlie war of tlie oiJer witli Jonn IV. in 1550 lei

to a division of Livonia,—its northern part. Dovpat iucludeJ, being

»akeu by Russia, and tlie sontliciii part falling under the dominion

of Poland. From that time Livonia formed a subject of dispute

lietween Poland and Russia, the latter only formally abdicating

its rights to the country in 1582. In 1621 it was the theatre of

a war between Poland and Sweden, and was coniiuered by the

latter power, enjoying thus for twenty-five years a milder rule.

In 1654, and again at the beginning of the 17th century, it

became the theatre of war between Poland, Russia, and Sweden,

and at last was finally conquered by Russia. The official concession

was confirmed by tlic treaty of Nystad in 1721, Russia guaranteeing

the privileges of the nobiUty and citizens, and the freedom of the

evangelical confession, (P. A. K.)

LIVY, the Roman historian, belonged by birth to those

regions of northern Italy ivhich had already given to Eoman
literature Catullus, Corr. ;liu3 Nepos, and Virgil. He was

born in 59 B.C., the yeai of Caesar's first consulship, nnd

was thus eleven years yonnger than Virgil and six years

younger than Horace. Mis native city Padua (Patavium)

could challenge comparisjn, in the days of Augustus, even

with such great centres of industry as Alexandria or

Gades ; and, while its active muuicipal life, and long

traditions of hard won independence, may have quickened

Livy's sympathies with republican freedom, its ancient

connexion with Rome naturally helped to turn his

attention to the study which became the work of his

life. For Padua claimed, like Rome, a Trojan origin,

nnd Livy is careful to place Antenor, the founder of Padua,

side by side with /Eneas. A more real bond of union was

fonnd in the dangers to which both had been exposed from

the assaults cf the Celts (Livy, x. 2), and Padua must

have been drawn to Rome, as the conqueror of her hereditary

foes; by much the same motives as those which led the

Greeks in southern Italy to seek Roman aid against the

Oscan invader. Moreover, at the time of Livy's birth,

Padua had long been in possession of the full Roman
franchise, and it is possible that the historian's family

name had been taken by one of his ancestors out of compli-

ment to the great Livian gens at Rome, whose connexion

with Cisalpine Gaul is a well-established fact (Livy, xxvii.

35 ; Suet., Tib., 3), and by one of whom his family may
have been enfranchised.

Livy's easy, independent life at Rome, and his aristo-

cratic leanings in politics, have been taken as proof that

lie' was the son of wellborn and opulent parents ; and it is

certain that he was able lo aflford the luxury of a good

education, for he was widely read in Greek literature, and

a student both cf rhetoric and philosophy. We have also

evidence in his writings that he had prepared himself /or

his great work by researches into the history of his native

town. His youth and early inauhood, spent perhaps

chiefly at Padua, were cast in stormy times, and the

impression which they left upon his mind was ineffaceable.

He was ten years old when Csesar crossed the Rubicon and
civil war began. In his fifteenth year came the murder of

the great dictator, of whom lie afterwards declared that he

knew not " whether it were better for hira to have been

born or not," and one year later the murder of Cicero, to

whose memory he paid an eloquent tribute. Of the part

taken by Padua in the troubles which distracted the em-
pire from 49 B.C. till the decisive victory at Actium we
know nothing beyond the fact that in 43 B.C. it closed

its gates against Antony, and was afterwards punished for

doing so by Asinius Pollio. Livy's personal sympathies

were with Pompey and the republican party (Tac, Ann.,

iv. 34) ; but far more lasting in its effects was his experi-

ence of the licence, anarchy, and confusion of these dark

days. The rule of Augustus he seems to have accepted

as a necessity, but he cannot, like Horace and Virgil,

welcome it as inaugurating a new and glorious era. While
he endeavours to stifle hi« recollections of the horroi^
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he had witnessed, by fixing his whole mind on older uud
better times, he writes of the present with despondency
as a degenerate and declining -age ; and, instead of

triumphant prophecies of world-wide rule, such as we find

in Horace, Livy contents himself with pointing out the
dangers wliict already threatened Rome, and exhorting

his contemporaries to learn, in good time, the lessons whicit

the past histoiy of the state hud to teach.

It was probably about the time of the battle of Actium
that Livy established himself in Rome, and there he seems
chiefly to have resided until his retirement to Padua
shortly before his death. We have no evidence that he
travelled much, though he must have paid at least one vifiii

to Campania (xxxviii. 56), and he never, so far as we know,
took any part in political life. Nor, though he enjoyed

the personal friendship and patronage of Augustus (Tac.,

Ann., iv. 34), and stimulated the historical zeal of the

future emperor Claudius (Suet., Claud. ,xl\.), can we detect

in him anything of the courtier. There is not in his

history a trace of that rather gross adulation in which

even Virgil does not disdain to indulge. His republican

sympathies were freely expressed, and, it should be added,

as freely pardoned by Augustus. We must imagine him
devoted to the great task which he had set himself to

perform, with a mind, as he tells us himself in his preface,

free from all disturbing cares, and in the enjoyment of all

the facilities for study afforded by the Rome of Augustus,

with its liberal encouragement of letters, its uowly-founded

libraries, and its brilliant literary circles. As his work

went on, the fame which he had never coveted came to

him in ample measure. He is said to have declared ic

one volume of his history that he had already won glory

enough, and the younger Pliny {Epist, iL 3) relates that a

Spaniard came all the way from Gades merely to see him,

and, this accomplished, at once returned liome satisfied.

The accession of Tiberius (14 A.D.) materially altered foi

the worse the prospects of literature in Rome, and Livy

may have feared for himself the fate which afterwards

befell Cremutius Cordus, who was tried before the senate,

for having in his annals spoken of Brutus and Cassius as

the last of the Romans (Tac, Ann., iv. 34). However
this may have been, Livy retired to Padua, and died

there in the third year of the reign of Tiberius (17 A.D.),

at the ripe age of seventy-six. When we have added that

he had at least one son (Quintil., x. 1), who Avas possibly

also an author (Pliny, Nat. Hist., i. 5, 6), and a daughter

married to a certain L. Magius, a rhetorician of no groat

merit (Seneca, Controv., x. 29, 2), we have reached the

end of all that is known with certainty of Livy's personal

history ; and the apocryphal nature of the details which

have been added by later admirers has been too often

exposed to make it necessary to deal with them here.^

But for us, as for Livy himself, the interest of hia life

centres in the work to which the greater part of it was

) devoted. For we must decline to believe with Niebnhr

that his history was all written in his later years. On
the contrary, various indications point to the period from

27 to 20 B.C., as that during which the first decade was writ-

ten. In the first book (L 19) the emperor is called Augustus,

a title which he assumed early in 27 B.C., and in ix. 18

the omission of all reference to the restoration, in 20 B a,

of the standards taken at Carrhae seems to justify the in-

ference that the passage was written before that date. In

the third decade, the allusion in xxviii. 12 to victories in

Spain may, as Weissenborn thinks, refer to Agrippa's cam-

paigns in 19 B.C., but the words " rfwrfa auspicioque Au-

gusti Cffisaris " point more naturally to those of Augnstus

' For Livy's lif" sea the introduction to Weissenbom's edition,

Berlin, 1S71, and the article in Smith'* Diclumar-u <>/ Singraph'i/.
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himself, 27-25 B.C. In the epitome of book lix. there is

a reference to a law of Augustus which was passed in 18

ac. The books dealing with the civil wars must have

been written during Augustus's lifetime, as they were read

by him (Tac, Ann., it. 34), while there is some evidence

that the last part of the work, from book cxxl. onwards,

was published after his death (14 a.d.).

Liv/s history begins with the landing of jEneas in Italy,

and closes with the death of Drusus, 9 B.C., though it is

possible that he intended to continue it as far as the death

of Augustus. The original title of the work is unknown,

but of its general plan it is possible to speak with more

certainty. The division into decades is certainly not due

to the author himself, and is first heard of at the end of

the 5th century J
on the other hand, the division into

" libri " or " volumina " seems to be original. It is referred

to by Livy himself (x. 31, "per quartum jam volumen"

;

xxxL 1, "multa volumina"), as well as by Pliny {N. H.,

prxf.) and by later writers. That the books were grouped

and possibly published in sets is rendered probable both

by the prefaces which introdute new divisions of the

work (vL 1, xxi. 1, xxxL 1) and by the description in one

MS. of books cix-cxvL as "bellorum civilium libri octo."

Such arrangement and publication in parts were moreover

common with ancient authors, and in the case of a lengthy

work almost a necessity.

Of the 142 "libri" composing the history, the first 15

carry us down to the eve of the great struggle with Carth-

age, a period, as Livy reckons it, of 488 years (xxxi. 1)

;

15 more (xvL-xxx.) cover the 63 years of the two great

Punic wars. With the close of book xlv. we reach the

conquest of Macedonia in 167 B.O. Book Iviii. described

the tribunate of Tiberius Gracchus, 133 b.c. In book

Ixxxix. we have the dictatorship of Sulla (81 B.C.), in ciiL

Caesar's first consulship (59 B.C.), in cix.-cxvi. the civil

wars to the death of Caesar (44 B.C.), in cxxiv. the defeat

of Brutus and Cassius at Philippi, in cxxxiii. and cxxxiv.

the battle of Actium and the accession of Augustus. The
remaining eight books give the history of the first twenty

years of Augustus's reign.

Such in outline was the vast work of which Martial (xiv.

190) complains that his w'lole library could not contain it.

But a small portion of it, however, has come down to

modem times ; only thirty-five books are now extant (i.-x.,

IX. -xlv.), and of these xli. and sliiL are incomplete. The
lost books seem to have disappeared between the 7th cen-

tury and the revival of letters in the 15th,—a fact suffi-

ciently accounted for by the difficulty of transmitting so

voluminous a work in times when printing was unknown,
for the story that Pope Gregory L burnt aU the copies of

Livy he could lay his hands on rests on no good evidence.

Only one important fragment has since been recovered,

—

the portion of book xc. discovered in the Vatican in 1772,
and edited by Niebuhr in 1820. Very much no doubt
of the substance of the lost books has been preserved
both by such writers as Plutarch and Dion Cassius, and
by epitomizers like Florus and Eutropius. But our know-
ledge of their contents is chiefly derived from the so-called
" periochas " or epitomes, of which we have fortunately a
nearly complete series, the epitomes of books cxxxvi. and
cxzxvii. being the only ones missing. These epitomes have
been ascribed without sufficient reason to Florus (2d cen-
tury); but, though they are probably of even later date, and
are disappointingly meagre, they may be taken as giving, so
far as they go, a fairly authentic description of the original.

They have been expanded with great ingenuity and learn-
ing by Freinsheim in Drakenborch's edition of Livy.i

.
' The various rumours OBce current of complete copies of Livy in

Constantinople, Chios, and elsewhere are noticed by Niebuhr, Introd.
Lect., p. 67, Eng. trinsl. See also Panly, lieai-Eticychpadie, s. v.

The received text of the extant tliirty-fivc books of Livy is taken

from dilTerent sources, and no one of our MSS. contaius them alL

The MSS. of the first decade, some thirty in number, are with one

exception derived, more or less directly, from a single archetyve,

viz., the recension made in the 4th century by the two Nicomacni,

Flavianus and Dexter (not by one only, as Niebuhr thought),

and by Victorianus. This is proved in the case of the older MSS.
by written subscriptions to that effect, and in the case of the rest

by internal evidence. Of all these descendants of the Nicomachean
recension, the oldest is the Codes Parisinus of the 10th century,

and the best the Codex Mediceus or Florentinus of the 11th. An
independent value.attaches to the ancient palimpsest of Verona, of

which the first complete account was given by Mommsen as recently

as 1S08 (Berliner Monalsber., January). It contains the third,

fourth, iifth, and fragments of the sixth book, and, according to

Jlommsen, Whose conclusions are accepted by Madvig {Enund.
Litianm, 2d ed., 1877, p. 37), it is derived, not from the Nico-

machean recension, but from an older archetype common to both.

For the third decade our chief authority is the Codex Puteanus,

an uncial MS. of the 8th century, now at Paris. For the fourth we
have two leading MSS.,—Codex Bambergensis, 11th century, and
the slightly older Codex Moguntinus, which is only known through
the Mainz edition of 1518-19. What remains of the fifth decade de-

pends on the Laurishamensis or Vindobonensis from the monastery
of Lbrsch, edited at Basel in 1631. It belongs to the 6th century.

If we are to form a correct judgment on the merits of

Livy's history, we must, above all things, bear in mind
what his aim was in writing it, and this he has told us
himself in the celebrated preface which Niebuhr rather

unaccountably denounces as " the worst part of his work "

(Introd. Led., p. 60). He set himself the task of record-

ing the history of the Roman people, "the first in the

world," from the beginning. The task was a great one,

and tlie fame to be won by it uncertain, yet it would be
something to have made the attempt, and the labour itself

would bring a welcome relief from the contemplation of

present evils ; for his readers too this record will, he says,

be full of instruction : they are invited to note especially

the moral lessons taught by the story -of Rome, to ob-

serve how Rome rose to greatness by the simple virtues

and unselfish devotion of her citizens, and how on the decay
of these qualities followed degeneracy and decline.

He does not therefore write, as Polybius wrote, for

students of history. With Polybius the greatness of Rome
is a phenomenon to be critically studied and scientifically

explained; the rise of Rome forms an important chapter in

universal history, and must be dealt with, not as an isolated

fact, but in connexion with the general march of events

in the civilized world. Still less has Livy anything in

common with the naive anxiety of Dionysius to make it

clear to his fellow Greeks that the irresistible people who
had mastered them was in origin, in race, and in language
Hellenic like themselves.

Livy writes as a Roman, to raise a monument worthy of

the greatness of Rome, atfd to keep alive, for the guidance
and the warning of Romans, the recollection alike of the

virtues which had made Rome great and of the vices which
had threatened her with destruction. In so writing he was
in close agreement with the traditions of Roman literature,

as well as with the conception of the nature and objects of

history current in his time. To a large extent Roman
literature grew out of pride in Rome, for, though her earliest

authors took the form and often the language of their

writings from Greece, it was the greatness of Rome that

inspired the best of them, and it was from the annals of

Rome that their themes were taken. And this is naturally

true in an especial sense of the Roman historians ; the

long list of annalists begins at the moment when the great

struggle with Carthage had - for the first time brought
Rome into direct connexion with the historic peoples of

the ancient world, and when Romans themselves awoke to

the importance of the part reserved for Rome to play in

universal history. To write the annals of Rome became at

once a task worthy of the best of her citizens. Though
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other forms of literature migbt be thought unbecoming to

the dignity of a free-born citizen, this was never so with

history. On the contrary, men of high rank and tried

statesmanship were on that very account thought all the

titter to write the chronicles of the state they had served.

And history in Rome never lost either its social prestige or

its intimate and exclusive cnnnexioii with the fortunes of

the Fioman people. It was well enough for Greeks to busy

themselves with the manners, institutions, and deeds of the

"peoples outside." The Roman historians, from Fabius

Pictor to Tacitus, cared for none of these things. This

exclusive interest in Rome was doubtless encouraged by

the peculiar characteristics of the history of the state. The
Roman annalist had not, like the Greek, to deal with the

varying fortunes and separate doings of a number of petty

communities, but with the continuous life of a single city.

Nor was his attention drawn from the main lines of

political history by the claims of art, literature, and philo-

sophy, for just as the tie which bound Romans together was

that of citizenship, not of race or culture, so the history of

Rome is that of the state, of its political constitution, 'its

wars and conquests, its military and administrative system.

Livy's own circumstances were all such as to render these

views natural to him. He began fo write at a time when, after

a century of disturbance, the mass of men had been contented

to purchase peace at the price of liberty. The present was

at least inglorious, the future doubtful, and many turned

gladly to the past for consolation. This retrospective tend-

ency was favourably regarded by the Government. It was

the policy of Augustus to obliterate all traces of recent

resolution, and to connect the new imperial regime as

closely as possible with the ancient traditions and institu-

tions of Rome and Italy. The ^Eneid of Virgil, the Fusti

of Ovid, suited well with his own restoration of the ancient

temples, his revival of such ancient ceremonies as the Ludi

Saiculares, his efforts to check the un-Roman luxury of the

day, and his jealous regard for the purity of the Roman
stock. And, though we are nowhere told that Livy under-

took his history at the emperor's suggestion, it is certain

that Augustus read parts of it with pleasure, and even

honoured the writer with his assistance and friendship.

Livy was deeply penetrated with a sense of the greatness

of Rome. From first to last its majesty and high destiny

are present to his mind, .^neas is led to Italy by the

fates that he may be the founder of Rome (L 1 ; comp.

i. 4, " debebatur fatis tantse origo urbis "). Romulus
after his ascension declares it to be the will of heaven that

Rome should be mistress of the world ; and Hannibal

marches into Italy, that he may "set free the world" from
Roman rule. But, if this ever-present consciousness often

gives dignity and elevation to his narrative, it is also re-

sponsible for some of its defects. It leads him occasionally

into exaggerated language {e.g., xxiL 33, " nullius usquam
terrarum rei cura Romanes effugiebat"), or into such mis-

statements as that in xxL 99, where he explains the course

taken by the Romans in renewing war with Carthage by
saying that " it seemed more suitable to the dignity of the

Roman people." Often his jealousy for the honour of

Rome makes him unfair and one-sided. In all her wars
not only success but justice is with Rome {e.g., the war
with Perseus of Macedon; see Cobet in Mnemosyne for

1881). When Hieronymus of Syracuse deserts Rome for

Hannibal, Livy says nothing of the complaints against

Rome, by which, according to Polybius, he justified his

change of policy. To the same general attitude is also

due the omission by Li\'y of all that has no direct bearing
on the fortunes of the Roman people. " I have resolved,"

he says (xxxix. 48), "only to touch on foreign affairs so

far as they are bound up with those of Rome." The opera-

tions of the Rhodians in Asia Minor (197 ac, xxxiii. 20)

he curtly dismisses in a sentence, that he may pass "ad ea
qua? propria Romani belli sunt ;" and so again (xli. 25) "it
is not worth my while to recount in detail the wars of
foreigners with each other ; it is as much and moro than I

can do to record the doings of the Roman people." As
the result, we get from Livy very defective accounts even
of the Italic peoples 'most closely connected with Rome.
Of the past history and the internal condition of the more
distant nations she encountered he tells us little or nothing,
even when he found such details carefully given by Polybius.

Scarcely less strong than his interest in Rome is his

interest in the moral lessons which her history seemed to

him so well cjualified to teach. This didactic view of

history was a prevalent one in antiquity, and it was con-

firmed no doubt by those rhetorical studies which in Rome
as in Greece formed the chief part of education, and which
taught men to look on history as little more than a store-

house of illustrations and themes for declamation. But it

suited also the practical bent of the Roman mind, with its

comparative indifference to abstract speculation or purely

scientific research. It is in the highest degree natural

that Livy should have sought for the secret of the rise of

Rome, not in any large historical causes, but in the moral
qualities of the people themselves, and that he should have
looked upon the contemplation of these as the best remedy
fer the vices of his own degenerate days. It is possible

too that the simplicity and even austerity of manners for

which Padua was afterwards celebrated may have charac-

terized its citizens in Livy's time, and that he was thus

especially fitted to appreciate the purity, reverence, and
loyalty of early Rome. But, whatever the cause, there

is no doubt of the fact. He is never tired of insisting on
the virtues of past days, or of contrasting them with the

vices of the present. He dwells with delight on the un-

selfish patriotism of the old heroes of the republic. In

those times children obeyed their parents, the gods were

still sincerely worshipped, poverty was no disgrace, sceptical

philosophies and foreign fashions in religion and in daily

life were unknown. But this ethical interest is closely

bound up with his Roman sympathies. His moral ideal is

no abstract one, and the virtues he praises are those which

in his view made up the truly Roman type of character.

" Minime Romani ingenii homo " is the sentence of con-

demnation he passes (xxii. 58) on a Roman soldier who
broke faith with Hannibal. Camillus is praised as " vir

ac vere Romanus " (xxii. 14); " to do and to suffer bravely"

is Roman (ii. 12). The prominence thus given to the

moral aspects of the history tends to obscure in some de-

gree the true relations and real importance of the events

narrated, but it does so in Livy to a far less extent than

in some other writers. He is much too skilful an artist

either to resolve his history into a mere bundle of examples,

or to overload it, as Tacitus is sometimes inclined to do,

with reflexions and axioms. The moral he wishes to enforce

is usually either convej'ed by the story itself, with the aid

perhaps of a single sentence of comment, or put as a speech

into the mouth of one of his characters {e.g., xxiii. 49; the

devotion of Decius, viii. 10, comp. vii. 40 ; and the speech

of Camillus, v. 54) ; and what little his narrative thus loses

in accuracy it gains in dignity and warmth of feeling. In'

his portraits of the typical Romans of the old style, such

as Q. Fabius JIaximus, in his descriptions of the unshaken

firmness and calm courage shown by the fathers of the state

in the hour of trial, Livy is at his best ; and he is so largely

in virtue of his genuine appreciation of character as a

powerful force in the affairs of men.

This enthusiasm for Rome and for Roman virtues is,

moreover, saved from degenerating into gross partiality by,

the genuine candour of Livy's mind and by his wide

sympathies with every thing great and good. Seneca has
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described him as " candiditsimus omnium magnorum

ingeniorum ffistimator " (Suasor., vL 21). Quintilian (x.

1, 101) places him on a level with Herodotus as a writer

"'clarissimi candoris," and this candid admiration is not

reserved exclusively for Romans. Hnsdrubal's devotion

and valour at tlie battle on the Metaurus are described in

terms of eloquent praise (xsvii. 49, "there, as became the

son of Hamilcar and the brother of Hannibal, he fell

fighting ") ; and even in Hannibal, the lifelong enemy of

Rome, he frankly recognizes the great qualities that balanced

his faults. Nor though his sympathies are unmistakably

with the aristocratic party, does he scruple to censure the

pride, cruelty, and selfishness which too often marked their

conduct (ii. 54 ; the speech of Canuleius, iv. 3 ; of Sextius

and Licinius, vi. 36) ; and, though he feels acutely that the

times are out of joint, and has apparently little hope of the

future, he still believes in justice and goodness. He is

often righteously indignant, but never satirical, and such a

ipessimlsm as that of Tacitus and Juvenal is wholly foreign

to his nature.

Though he studied and even wrote on philosophy (Senec,

i:p. 100), Livy is by no means a philosophic historian.

We learn indeed from incidental notices that he inclided

to Stoicism and disliked the Epicurean system. With the

scepticism that despised the gods (x. 40) and denied that

they meddled with the affairs of men (xliii. 13) he has no

sympathy. Tiie immortal gods are everywhere the same

;(xiii. 3) ; they govern the world (xxxvii. 45) and reveal the

future to men by signs and wonders (xliii. 13), but only a

debased superstition will look for their hand in every petty

incident (xxvii. 23, "minimis etiam rebus prava religio

inserit deos "), or abandon itself to an indiscriminate belief

in the portents and miracles in which popular credulity

delights (xxviii. 11, xxi. 62, "multa ea hieme prodigia

. . . aut quod evenire solet, motis semel in religionem

animis, multa nunciata et temere credita "). The ancient

state religion of Rome, with its temples, priests, and

auguries, he not only reverences as an integral part of the

Roman constitution, with a sympathy which grows as he

studies it (sliii. 13, "et mihi vetustas res scribenti, nescio

quo pacto antiquus fit animus "), but, like Varro, and in

true Stoic fashion, he regards it as a valuable instrument

of government (i. 19, 21), indispensable in a well-ordered

community. As distinctly Stoical is the doctrine of a fate

to which even the gods must yield (ix. 4), which disposes

the plans of men (i. 42) and blinds their minds (v. 37), yet

leaves their wills free (xxxvii. 45).

But we find no trace in Livy of any systematic appli-

cation of philosophy to the facts of history. He is as

innocent of the leading ideas which shaped the work of

Polybius as he is of the cheap theorizing which wearies us

in the pages of Dicnysius. The events are graphically, if

not always accurately, described; but of the larger causes

at work in producing them, of their subtle action and
reaction upon each other, and of the general conditions

amid which the history worked itself out, he takes no
thought at alL Nor has Livy much acquaintance with
either the theory or the [iractice of politics. He exhibits,

it is true, political sympathies and antipathies. He is on
the whole for the nobles and against the commons ; and,

though the unfavourable colours in which he paints the

leaders of the latter are possibly reflected from the

authorities he followed, it is evident that he despised and
disliked the multitude (xxiv. 25, "aut servit humiliter

aut superbe domlnatur"). Of monarchy he speaks with

a genuine Roman hatred, and we know that in the last

days of the republic his sympathies were wholly with
those who strove in vain to save it. He betrays too an
insight into the evils which were destined finally to

undermine the imposing fabric of Roman empir& The

decline of the free population, the spread of sfavery (vi.

12, viL 25), the universal craving for wealth (iii. 26), the

employment of foreign mercenaries (xxv. 33), the corrup-

tion of Roman race and Roman manners by mixture with

aliens (xxxix. 3), are all noticed in tones of solemn warn-
\

ing. But his retired life had given him no wide experience

of men and things. It is not surprising, therefore, to find

that he fails altogether to present a clear and coherent pic-

ture of the history and working of the Roman constitution,

or that his handling of intricate questions of policy is weak

and inadequate.

If from the general aim and spirit of Livy's history we

pass to consider his method of workmanship, we are struck

at once by the very different measure of success attained

by him in the two great departments of an historian's labour.

He is a consummate artist, but an unskilled and often

careless investigator and critic The materials which

lay ready to his hand may be roughly classed under two

heads:

—

(l)the original evidence of monuments, inscrip-

tions, &c., (2) the written tradition as found in the works of

previous authors. It is on the second of these two kinds

of evidence that Livy almost exclusively relies. Yet that

even for the very early times a certain amount of original

evidence still existed is proved by the use which was made
of it by Dionysius, who mentions at least three important

inscriptions, two dating from the regal period and one from

the first years of the republic (iv. 26, iv. 58, x. 32). We
know from Livy himself that the breastplate dedicated by

Cossus (428 B.C.) was to be seen iu his own day in the

temple of Jupiter Feretrius, nor is there any reason to sup-

pose that the "libri lintei," quoted by Licinius Macer, were

not extant when Livy wrote. For more recent times the

materials were plentiful, and a rich field of research lay

open to the student in the long series of laws, decrees of

the senate, and ofiiclal registers, reaching back, as it

probably did, at least to the commencement of the 3d

century B.C. Nevertheless it seems certain that Livy

never realized the duty of consulting these relics of the

past, even in order to verify the statements of his authori-

ties. Many of them he never mentions; the others (e.^., the

libri lintei) he evidently describes at second hand. Anti-

quarian studies v/ere popular in his day, but the instances

are very few in which hehasturned their results to account.

There is no sign that he had ever read Varro; and he never

alludes to Verrius Flaccus. The haziness and inaccuracy

of his topography make it clear that he did not attempt to

familiarize himself with the actual scenes of events even

that took place in Italy. Not only does he confuse Ther-

mon, the capital of iEtolia, with Thermopylie (xxxiii. 35),

but his accounts of the Roman campaigns against Volsci,

./Equi, and Samnites swarm with confusions and difficulties;

nor are even his descriptions of Hannibal's movements free

from an occasional vagueness which betrays the absence of

an exact knowledge of localities.

The consequence of this indifference to original research and

patient veiiticalion might have been less serious had tlie written

tradition on wliich Livy preferred to rely been more trustworthy.

But neither the materials out of which it was composed, nor the

manner in which it had been put together, were such as to make it

a safe guide. It was indeed represented by a lonj; line of respect-

able names. The majority of the Romau annalists were men of

high birth and education, with a long experience of affairs, and their

delects did not arise from seclusion of life or ignorance of letters.

It is rather in the conditions under which they wrote and ia the

rules and traditions of their craft that the causes of their short-

comings must be sought.

It was not until the 6th century from the foundation of the city

that historical writing began in Rome. The father of Roman his-

tory, Q. Fabius Pictor, a patrician and a senator, can scarcely have

published his annals before the close of the Second Punic War, but

these annals covered the whole period from the arrival of Evander

in Italy down at least to the battle by Lake Trasimenc (217 B.C.).

Out of what materials, then, did he ^\\t together his account of
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the earlier history t decent criticism has succeeded in answering

this question with some depree of certainty. A careful examination

of the fragments of Fabius (see H. Peter, Hisloricorum Romanorum
Rdliquiee, Leipsic, 1870 ; and Nitzsch, Riim. Annalislik, Berlin,

1873) reveals in the first place a marked ditTerence between the

kingly period and that which followed the establishment of the

republic. The history of the former stretches back into the regions

of pure mythology. It is little more than a collection of fables

told with scarcely any attempt at criticism, and with no more

regard to chronological sequence than was necessary to make the

tale run smoothly or to till up such gaps as that between the flight

of iEneas from Troy and the supposed year of the foundation of

Rome. But from its very commencement the history of the

republic wears a different aspect. Tlie mass of floating tradition,

which had come down from early days, with its tales of border

raids and forays, of valiant chiefs, and deeds of patriotism, is now
rudely fitted into a framework of a wholly diiTerent kind. This

framework consists of short notices of important events, wars, pro-

digies, consecration of temples, &c., all recorded with extreme

brevity, precisely dated, and couched in a somewhat archaic style.

They were taken probably from one or more of the state registers,

such as the annals of the pontiffs, or those kept by the tediles in

the temple of Ceres. This bare official outline of "the past history

of his city was by Fabius filled in from the rich store of tradition

that lay ready to his hand. The manner and spirit in which he
effected this combination were no doubt wholly uncritical. Usually

he seems to have transferred both annalistic notices and popular

traditions to his pages much in the shape in which he found them.

But he unquestionably gave undue prominence to the tales of the

prowess and glory of the Fabii, and probably also allowed his own
strong aristocratic sympathies to colour his version of the early

political controversies. This fault of partiality was, according to

Polybius, a conspicuous blot in Fabius's account of his own times,

which was, we are told, full and in the main accurate, and, like the

earlier portions, consisted of official annalistic notices, supple-

mented, however, not from tradition, but from his own experience

and from contemporary sources. But even here Polybius charges

him with favouring Home at the expense of Carthage, and with

the undue exaltation of the great head of his house, Q. Fabius

Cunctator.

Nevertheless the comparative fidelity with which Fabius seems

to have reproduced his materials might have made his annals the

starting point of a critical history. But unfortunately intelligent

criticism was exactly what they never received. It is true that in

some respects a decided advance upon Fabius was made by subse-

quent annalists. M. Porcius Cato (234-149 B.C.) widened the scope

of Roman history so as to include that of the cliief Italian cities, and
made the first serious attempt to settle the chronology. In his his-

tory of the Punic wars Cselius Antipater {circa\iO B.C.) added fresh

material, drawn probably from tlie works of the Sicilian Greek
Silenus, while Licinius Macer (70 B.C.) distinguished himself by
the use he made of the ancient "linen books." No doubt, too,

the later annalists, at any rate from Cselius Antipater onwards,

improved upon Fabius in treatment and style. But in more essen-

tial points we cm discern no progress. One annalist after another

quietly adopted the established tradition, as it had been left by his

predecessors, without any serious alterations of its main outlines. Of
independent research and critical analysis we find no trace, and the

general agreement upon main facts is to be attributed simply to the

regularity with which each writer copied the one before him. But,

had the later annalists contented themselves with simply reproduc-

ing the earlier ones, we should at least have had the old tradition

before us in a simple anA, tolerably genuine form. As it was, while

they slavishly clung to its substance, they succeeded as a rule in

destroying all traces of its original form and colouring. L. Cal-

pumius Piso, tribune in 149 B.C. and consul in 133 B.C., prided

himself on reducing the old legends to the level of common sense,

and importing into them valuable moral lessons for his own gener-

ation. By Caelius Antipater the methods of rhetoric were first

applied to history, a disastrous precedent enough. He inserted

speeches, enliveued his pages with chance tales, and aimed, as

Cicero tells us, at not merely narrating facts but also at beautifying

them. His successors carried still farther the practice of dressing

up the rather bald chronicles of earlier writers with all the orna-

ments of rhetoric. The old traditions were altered, almost beyond
the possibility of recognition, by exaggerations, interpolations, and
additions. Fresh incidents were inserted, new motives suggested,

and speeches composed in order to infuse the required life and fresh-

ness into these dry bones of history. At the same time the politi-

cal bias of the writers, and the political ideas of their day were
allowed, in some cases perhaps half unconsciously, to affect their

representations of past events. Annalists of the Gracchan age im-

-ported into the early struggles of patricians and plebeians the

economic controversies of their own day, and painted the first

tribunes in the colours of the two Gracchi or of Satuniinus. In the

wtiX generation they dexterously forced the venerable records of

the early republic to pronounce in favour of the iscendency of the
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senate, as established by Sulla. To political bias was added
family pride, for the gratification of which the archives of the great
houses, the funeral panegyrios, or the imagination of the writer
himself supplied an ample store of doubtful material. Pedigrees
were invented, imaginary consulships and fictitious triumphs
inserted, and family traditions and family honours were formally,
incorporated with the history of the state.

Things were not much better even where the annalists wer«
dealing with recent or contemporary events. Here indeed their
materials were naturally fuller and more trustworthy, and less room
was left for fanciful decoration and capricious alteration of the
facts. But their methods are in the main unchanged. What they
found written they copied ; the gaps they supplied, where personal
experience failed, by imagination. No better proof of this can
be given than a comparison of the annalist's version of history with
that of Polybius. In the fourth and fifth decides of Livy the
two appear side by side, and the contrast between tliem is striking.
Polybius, for instance, gives the number of the slain at Cynos-
cephal.'B as 8000 ; the annalists raise it as high as 40,000 (Livy,
xxxiii. 10). In another case (xxxii. 6) Valerius Antias, the chief
of sinners in this respect, inserts a decisive Roman victory over the
Macedonians, in which 12,000 of the latter were slain and 2200
taken prisoners, an achievement recorded by no other authority.
In some parts of these two decades, however, Livy gives us only
the annalists' story. Of the campaigns in Cisalpine Gaul, Liguri.T,

and Spain, as described by him on their authority, Nissen well
remarks (Untcrsuch., p. 94), "One would think that the Gauls,
Ligurians, and Spt.niards were there for the sole purpose of being
slaughtered in thousands by the Romans. Year after year they
rise in revolt against Rome, lose some 40,000 men in the struggle,
and finally submit, only to begin the same game afresh the next
year."

Such was the written tradition on which Livy mainly relied. We
have next to examine the manner in which he used it, and here we
are met at the outset by the difficulty of determining with exactness
what authorities he is following at any one time ; for of the import-
ance of full and accurate references he has no idea, and often for

chapters together he gives us no clue at .all. More often still ho
contents himself with such vague phrases as "they say," "the
story goes," " some think," or speaks in general terms of " ancient

!
writers" or " my authorities." Even where he mentions a writer
by name, it is frequently clear that the writer named is not the one
whose lead he is following at the moment, but that he is noticed
incidentally as differing from Livy's guide for the time being on
some point of detail (compare the references to Piso in the first de-

cade, i. 55, ii. 32, &c.). It is very rarely that Livy explicitly tells

us whom he has selected as his chief source {e.g., Fabius, xxii. 7 ;

Polybius, xxxiii. 10). By a careful analysis, however, of those por-

tions of his work which admit of a comparison with the text of his

acknowledged authorities {e.g., fourth and fifth decades, see Nissen,

Untersuchungcn, Berlin, 1863), and elsewhere by comparing his

version with the known fragments of the various annalists, and
with what we are told of their style and method of treatment, we
are able to form a general idea of his plan of procedure. As to the

first decade, it is generally agreed that in the first and second books
at any rate he follows such older and simpler writers as Fabius

Pictor and Calpurnius Piso (the only ones whom he there refers to

by name), to whom, so far as the first book is concerned, Niebuhr
{Inirod. Led., p. 33) would add the poet Ennius. With the close

of the second book or the opening of the third we come upon tlio

first traces of the use of later authors. Valerius Antias is first

quoted in iii. 5, and signs of his handiwork are visible here and
Uiere throughout the rest of the decade (vii. 36, ix. 27, x. 3-5).

In the fourth book the principal authority is apparently Licinius

Macer, and for the period following the sack of Rome by the GauW
Q. Claudius Quadrigarius, whose annals began at this point in the

history. We have besides a single reference (vii. 3) to the anti-

quarian Cincius, and two (iv. 23, x. 9) to Q. jElius Tubero, one of

the last in the list of annalists. Passing to the third decade, wo
find ouiselves at once confronted by a question which has been
long and fully discussed—the relation between Livy and PSlybius.

Did Livy use Polybius at all, and," if so, to what extent ? (Seo for

details Hiibner, Grundriss zu Vorlesungen iib. d. Riim. ZMcrafur-
geschichte, p. 195).

It is conceded on all hands that Livy in this decade makes con-

siderable use of other authorities than Polybius {e.g., Fabius, xxii.

7 ; Cslius Antipater, xxi. 38, 46, 47, xxii. 31, kc), that he only

once mentions Polybius (xxx. 45, " Polybius haudquaquam sjier.

nendus auctor"), and that, if he used him, he did so to a much less

extent than in the fourth and fifth decades, and in a very different

manner. It is also agreed that we can detect in Livy's account of

the Hannibalic war two distinct elements, derived originally, tlio

one from a Roman, the other from a non-Roman source. But fiom

these gener.dly accepted premisses two opposite conclusions IjiU'a

been drawn. On the one hand, it is maintained {'..g., by Lachmauwj
C. Peter, H. Peter, Hist. Rom. Rclliq.) that those parts of Li\y*8

narrative which point to a non-Roman authority {e.g., Hannil ;iKS
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inovemcnts prior to his invasion of Italy) arc taken by Ujy du-ectly

from I'olybius, with occasional reference of course to other writers,

and with the omission (as in the later decades) of all matters un-

interesting to Liry or his Komau readers, and the addition of

rhetorical touches and occasional comments. It is urged that Livy,

who in the fourth and fifth decades shows himself so sensible of

the great merits of Polybius, is not likely to have ignored him in

the third, and that his more limited use of him in the latter case

is fully accounted for by the closer connexion of the history with

Rome and Roman affairs, and the comrarative excellence of the

available Roman authorities, and, lastly, that the points of agree-

ment with Polybius, not only in matter but in exiiressiou, can only

be explained on the theory that Livy is directly following the great

Greek historian. On the other baud, it is maintained (especially

by Schwegler, Nitzsch, and K. Bbttcher) that the extent and nature

of Livy'a agi-cement with Polybius in this part of his work jioint

rather to the use by both of a common original authority. It is

argued that Liv^s mode of using his authorities is tolerably

uniform, and that his mode of using Polybius in particular is

known with certainty from the later decades. Consequently the

theoiy that he used Polybius in the third decade requires us to

assume that in this one instance ha departed widely, and without

sufficient reason, from his usual course of procedure. Moreover,

even in the passages where the agreement with Polybius is most

apparent, there are so many discrepancies and divergencies in

detail, and so many unaccountable omissions and additions, as to

render it inconceivable that he had the text of Polybius before him.

But all these are made intelligible if we suppose Livy to have been

here following directly or indirectly the same original sources that

were used by Polybius. The earliest of these original sources was
probably Silenus, with whom may possibly be placed, for books

xxi., xxii., Fabius Pictor. The latter Livy certainly used directly

for some parts of the decade. The former he almost as certainly

knew only at second hand, the intermediate authority being prob-

ably CiElius Antipater. This writer, who confined himself to a

history of the Second Punic War, in seven books, is expressly

referred to by Livy eleven times in the third decade ; and in other

passages where his name is not mentioned Livy can be shown to

have followed him {e.g., xxii. 5, 49, 50, 51 ; xxiv. 9). In the
latter books of the decade his chief authority is possibly Valerius
Antias.

In the fourth and fifth decades the question of Livy's authorities

presents no great difficulties, and the conclusions arrived at by
Nissen in his masterly UnUrsuchungen have met with general

acceptance. These may be shortly stated as follows. In the
portions of the history which deal' with Greece and the East, Livy
follows Polybius, and tliese portions are easily distinguishable from
the rest by their superior clearness, accuracy, and fulness. On the
other hand, for the history of Italy and western Europe he falls

back on Roman annalists, especially, it seems, on Claudius
Quadrigarius and Valerius Antias, —a most unfortunate choice,

—

and from them too he takes the annaUstic mould into which his
matter is cast.

Livy's general method of using these authorities was certainly

not such as would be deemed satisfactory in a modern historian.

He is indeed free from the grosser faults of deliberate injustice and
falsification, and he resists that temptation to invent to which " the
minds of authors are only too much inclined " (xxii. 7). Nor is he
unconscious of the necessity for some kind of criticism. He distin-
guishes between rumour and the precise statements of recognized
authorities (cf. xxi. 46, v. 21, vii. 6). The latter he reproduced in
the main faithfully, but. with a certain exercise of discretion.
Where they disagreed, he calls attention to the fact, occasionally
pronouncing in favour of one version rather than another (ii. 41,
xxi. 46), though often on no adequate grounds, or attempting to
reconcile and explain discrepancies (vi. 12, 38). Where ha detects
or suspects the insertion of fabulous matter he has no scruple in
saying so (e.g., ii. 7, v. 21, "inseritur huic loco fabula"). Gross
exaggerations, snch as those in which Valerius Antias indulged, he
roundly denounces (xxxvi. 38, "in augendo numero non alius
intemperantior "), and with equal plainness of speech he condemns
the family vanity which had so constantly corrupted and distorted
the truth. " I suppose," he says (viii. 40), "that the record and
raemorial of these matters hath been depraved and corrupted by
these funeral orations of praises, .... while every house and
family draweth to it the honour and renown of noble exploits,
martial feats, and dignities by any untruth and lie, so it be
colourable." The legendary character of the earliest traditions he
frankly admits. "Such things as are reported either before or at
the foundation of the city, more beautified and set out with poets"
fables than grounded upon pure and faithful records, I mean neither
to aver nor disprove" (Pra/.) ; and of the whole history previous
to the sack of Rome by the Gauls (390 B.C.) he writes that it was
obscure "both in regard of exceeding antiquity, and also for that
in those days there were very few writings and monuments, the
only faithful safeguard and tnie remembrancers of deeds past ; and,
l>esides, whatsoever was lemstered in the commentaries of the

priests and in other public or private records, the same for tlie most
part, when the city was burned, perished withal." Further than

this, however, Livy's criticism does not go. A^^lere his written

authorities are not palpably inconsistent with each other or with

probability lie accepts and transcribes their record without any

further inquiry, nor does he ever attempt to get behind this re.

cord in order to discover the original evidence on which it rested.

His acceptance in any particular case of the version gi\ en by an
annalist by no means implies that he has by careful inquiry satis-

fied himself of its truth. At the most it only presupposes a com-
parison with other versions, equally second hand, but either less

generally accepted or less in harmony with his own views of the

situation ; and in many cases the reasons he gives for his prefer-

ence of one account over another are eminently unscientific (e.g.,

xxvi. 49, "media simillima veris"). Livy's history, then, rests on
no foundation of original research or even of careful verification.

It is a compilation, and even as such it leaves much to be desired.

For we cannot credit Livy with having made such a prelitninary

survey of his authorities as would enable him to determine their

relations to each other, and fuse their various narratives into a con-

sistent whole. It is clear, on the contrary, that his circle of

authorities for any one decade was a comparatively small one, that

of these he selected one, and transcribed him with the necessary

embellishments and other slight modifications until impelled

by various reasons to drop him. He then, without warning, takes

up another, whom he follows in the same way. The result is a

curious mosaic, in which pieces of all colours and dates are found side

by side, and in which even the great artistic skill displayed through-
out fails to conceal the lack of internal unity. Thus many of Livy's

inconsistencies are due to his haring pieced together two versions,

each of which gave a differently coloured account of the same event.

Jlommsen has clearly shown that this is what has happened in his

relation of the legal proceedings against the elder Africanus in book
xxxviii. (Rom. Forsehungen, ii.); and in the story of the first

secession, as he tells it, the older version which represented it as

due to political and the later which explained it by economical
grievances are found side by side. Similarly a change from one
authority to, another leads him not nnfrequently to copy from the
latter statements inconsistent with those he took from the former,

to forget what he has previously said, or to treat as known a fact

wliich has not been mentioned before (cf. ii 1, xxxiv. 6, and
Weissenborn's Introduction, p. 37). In other cases where the same
event has been placed by different annalists in different years, or

where their versions of it varied, it reappears in Livy as two events.

Thus the four campaigns against the Volsci (ii. 17 sq.) are, as

Schwegler (ii. G.,i. 13) rightly says, simply variations of one single

expedition. Other instances of such "doublettes" are the two
single combats described in xxiii. 46 and xxv. 18, and the two
battles at Bscula in Spain (xxvii. 17 and xxviii. 12). Without
doubt too much of the chronological confusion observable throughout
Livy is due to the fact that he follows now one now another
authority, heedless of their differences on this head. Thus he
vacillates between the Catonian and Varronian reckoning of the
years of the city, and between the chronologies of Polybius and the

Roman annalists.

To these defects in his method must be added the fact 4rhat he
does not always succeed even in accurately reproducing the

authority ho is for the time following. In the case of I'olybius, for

instance, he allows himself great freedom in omitting what strikes

him as irrelevant, or tedious, or uninteresting to his Roman readers,

a process in which much valuable matter disappears. In other

cases his desire to give a vividness and point to what he doubtless

considered the rather bald and dry style of Polybius leads him into

absurdities and inaccuracies. Thus by the treaty with Antiochus

(188 B.C.) it was provided that the Greek communities of Asia Minor
"shall settle their mutual differences by arbitration," and so far

Livy correctly transcribes Polybius, but he adds with a rhetorical

flourish, "or, if both parties prefer it, by war" (xxxviii. 38).

Elsewhere his blunders are apparently due to haste, or ignoi'ance, or

sheer carelessness ; thus, fo- instance, when Polybius speaks of the

.ffitolians assembling at their capital Thermon, Livy (xxxiii. 35)

not only substitutes Thermopylae, but giatuitously informs his

readers that here the Pylsan assemblies were held. Tlianks partly

to carelessness, partly to mistranslation, he makes sad havoc (xxxv.

5 sq.) of Polybius's account of the battle of Cynoscephalse, while in

xxxviii 7 he mistakes Ovpeovs ("shields") for $ipas ("doors"), and
makes nonsense of the passage accordingly. Finally, Livy cannot

be altogether acquitted on the charge of having here and there

modified Polybius in the interests of Rome, as when he gives an

air of magnanimous moderation to the spoliation of Ambracia (189

B.C.), by adding, after describing the carrying away of all statues,

bronzes, and pictures, "nihil prasterea tactum violatumve"
(xxxviii. 9, comp. xlv. 19 ; and Nissen, Uiilcrs., p. 31).

Serious as these defects in Livy's method appear if

viewed in the light of modern criticism, it is probable that

thev were easily pardoned, if indeed they were ever
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discovered, by his coatemporaries. For it was on the

artistic rather than on the critical side of history that stress

was almost universally laid in antiquity, and the thing that

above all others was expected from the historian was not

so much a scientific investigation and accurate exposition

of the trutli, as its skilful presentation in such a form as

would charm and interest the reader. In this sense Cicero,

De Legg., i. 2, speaks of history as an " opus oratoriuni,"

and Quintilian, x. 1, as " a prose poem " (carmen solutum)

;

and so we find that in the judgment of ancient critics it is

by their artistic merits that historians stand or fall. Tried

by this standard, Livy deservedly won and held a place in

the very first rank. Asinius Pollio sneered at his Patavinity,

and the emperor Caligula denounced Lira as verbose,

but with these exceptions the opinion of antiquity was
unanimous in pronouncing him a consummate literary

workman. The classical purity of his style, the eloquence

of his speeches, the skill with which he depicted the

play of emotion, and his masterly portraiture of great nieu,

are all in turn warmly commended, and in our own day
we question if any ancient historian is either more readable

or more widely read. It is true that for us his artistic

treatment of history is not without its drawbacks. The
more trained historical sense of modern times is continually

shocked by the obvious untruth of his colouring, especially

in the earlier parts of his history, by the palpable unreality

of many of the speeches, and by the naivete with which he

omits everything, however important, which he thinks will

weary his readers. But in spite of all this we are forced

to acknowledge that, as a master of what we may perhaps

call " narrative history," he has no superior in antiquity

;

fur, inferior as he is to Thucydides, to Polybius, and even

to Tacitus in philosophic power and breadth of view, he is

at least their equal in the skill with which he tells his story.

He is indeed the prince of chroniclers, and in this respect

not unworthy to be classed even with Herodotus (Quint,

X. 1). Nor is anything more remarkable than the way in

which Livy's fine taste and sense of proportion, his true

poetic feeling and genuine enthusiasm, saved him from
the besetting faults of the mode of treatment which he

adopted. The most superficial comparison of his account

of the earliest days of Rome with that given by Dionysius

shows from what depths of tediousness he was preserved

by these qualities. Instead of the wearisome prolixity and
the misplaced pedantry which make the latter almost

unreadable, we find the old tales briefly and simply told.

Their primitive beauty is not marred by any attempt to

force them into an historical mould, or disguised beneath

an accumulation of the insipid inventions of later times.

At the same time they are not treated as mere tales for

children, for Livy never forgets the dignity that belongs

to them as the prelude to the great epic of Pome, and
as consecrated by the faith of generations, Perhaps an

even stronger proof of the skill which enabled Livy to

avoid dangers which were fatal to weaker men is to be

found in his speeches. We cannot indeed regard them,

with the ancients, as the best part of his history, for the

majority of them are obviously unhistorical, and nearly all

savour somewhat too much of the rhetorical schools to be

perfectly agreeable to modern taste. To appreciate them
we must take them for what they are, pieces of declama-

tion, intended either to enliven the course of the narrative,

to place vividly before the reader the feelings and aims of

the chief actors, or more frequently still to enforce some

lesson which the author himself has at heart. The
substance no doubt of many of them Livy took from his

authorities, but their form is his own, and, in throwing

into them all his own eloquence and enthusiasm, ho not

only acted in conformity with the established traditions of

his art, but found a welcome outlet for feelings and ideas

which the fall of the republic had deprived of all other
means of expression. To us, therefore, they are valuable
not only for their eloquence, but still more as giving us
our clearest insight into Livy's own sentiments, his lofty
sense of the greatness of Rome, his appreciation of Roman
courage and firmness, and his reverence for the simple
virtues of older times. But, freely as Livy uses this privilege
of speechmaking, his correct taste keeps his rhetoric within
reasonable limits. With a very few exceptions the
speeches are dignified in tone, full of life, and have at
least a dramatic propriety, while of such incongruous and
laboured absurdities as the speech which Dionysius puts
into the mouth of Romulus, after the rape of the Sabine
women, there are no instances in Livy.

But, if our estimate of the merits of his speeches is

moderated by doubts as to his right to introduce tJ-^a at

all, no such scruples inte-fere with our admiration for the
skill with which he has drawn the portraits of the great

men who figure in his pages. We may indeed doubt
whether in all cases they are drawn with perfect accuracy
and impartiality, but of their life-like vigour and clearness

there can be no question. With Livy this portrait-paint-

ing was a labour of love. "To all great men," says Seneca,
" he gave their duo ungrudgingly,'' but he is at his best in

dealing with those who, like Q. Fabius Maximus, " the

Delayer, " were in his eyes the most perfect types of the

true Roman. Over their pictures he lingers with loving

care. Each act of their lives, and every speech that is put
into their mouths, adds something to the completeness of

the sketch, or brings into stronger relief its characteristic

features, and thus the desired impression is produced more
indelibly than by pages of critical analysis or panegyria

The general effect of Livy's narrative is no doubt a

little spoilt by the awkward arrangement, adopted from

his authorities, which obliges him to group the events by
years, aud thus to disturb their natural relations and con-

tinuity. As the result his history has the appearance of

being rather a series of brilliant pictures loosely strung

together than a coherent narrative. But it is impossible

not to admire the copious variety of thought and language,

and the evenly flowing style which carried him safely

through the dreariest periods of his history; and still more

remarkable is the dramatic power he displays when some

great crisis or thrilling episode stirs his blood. The sen-

tences with which he begins his account of the sack of

Rome by the Gauls are impressive in their solemn sim-

plicity :
—" In the same year one M. Ca;dicius, a plebeian,

gave notice to the tribunes that in the new road where now

there standeth a chapel, above the temple of Vesta, there

was in the still time of the night a voice heard, louder

than any man's, commanding that the magistrates should

be told that the Gauls were coming" (vi. 32). With

genuine tragic irony he describes how, as the hour of their

fate drew nigh, the minds of the Romans were blinded (vi.

37), and how they forgot their ancient cunning in counsel

and their courage in the fight, till "full unhappily and in

an ill hour" they were scattered to the winds by their

foes. Equally vivid is his picture of the self-devotion of

the senators who refused to save themselves by flight—

"then the elders that had triumphed aforetime, and been

consuls, openly gave out and said that they would live and

die together with them." ... But we have not space to

foUow^the story to its triumphant close, when the banished

Camillus arrived to save the country which had driven him

into exile. Nor can we do more than refer to the descrip-

tion of the forced march of the consul Claudius in the

Second Punic War, of the battle by the river Metaurus, and

the death of Hasdrubal.

Livy. however, is not always at his best. For the full

exercise of his powers he seems to require either the
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stimulus supplied by the absorbing interest of the par-

ticular events he is describing, or the absence of any

authority so full and so little to be disregarded as to fetter

his freedom. Certain it is that in his accounts of the

kindly period, and of the Hannibalic war, he is seen to

much better advantage than in the fourth and fifth decades.

We may naturally suppose too that his energies flagged

as the work progressed ; and in the extant fragments of

the ninety-first book other critics besides Niebuhr have

detected the signs of failing strength.

In style and language Livy represents the best period of

Latin prose writing. He has passed far beyond the bald

and meagre diction of the early chroniclers. In his hands

Latin acquired a flexibility and a richness of vocabulary

unknown to it before. If he writes with less finish and

a less perfect rhythm than his favourite model Cicero, he

excels him in the varied structure of his periods, and their

adaptation to the subject-matter. It is true that here and

there the "creamy richness" of his style becomes ver-

bosity, and that he occasionally draws too freely on his

inexhaustible store of epithets, metaphors, and turns of

speech ; but thesg faults, which did not escape the censure

even of friendly critics like Quintilian, are comparatively

rare in the extant parts of his work. From the tendency

to use a poetic diction in prose, which was so conspicuous

Q fault in the writers of the silver age, Livy is not wholly

free. In his earlier books especially there are numerous
phrases and sentences which have an unmistakably poetic

ring, recalling sometimes Ennius and more often his con-

temporary Virgil (see for instance Teuffel, p. 482, n. 14).

But in Livy this poetic element is kept within bounds,
ond serves only to give warmth and vividness to the

narrative. Similarly, though the influence of rhetoric upon
his language, as well as upon his general treatment, is

clearly perceptible, he has not the perverted love of

antithesis, paradox, and laboured word-painting which
ofifends us in Tacitus; and, in spite of the Venetian richness

of his colouring, and the copious flow of his words, he is on
the whole wonderfully natural and simple.

These merits, not less than the high tone and easy grace
of his narrative and the eloquence of his speeches, gave
Livy a hold on Roman readers such as only Cicero and
Virgil besides him ever obtained. His history formed
the groundwork of nearly all that was afterwards written
on the subject. Plutarch, writers on rhetoric like the elder
Seneca, moralists like Valerius Maximus, went to Livy for
their stock examples. Florus and Eutropius abridged him;
Orosius extracted from him his proofs of the sinful blind-
ness of the pagan world ; and in every school Livy was
firmly established as a text-book for the Roman youth.
By far the most complete account of the various editions of Livy,

nnd of all that has been written upon him, will be found in Emil
Hiibncr's Gnindriss zu Vorlcsungen iibcr die FMiniscJie Litcratur-
gcschichte, 4th ed., Berlin, 1878. The most successful translation
of his history is that by Philemon Holland, Lonckin, 1600. (H. F. P.)
LIZARD. The name Lizard (Lat, lacerta) originally

referred only to the smal' European species of four-legged
reptiles, but is now applied to a whole order {Lacertilia)
which is represented by extremely numerous species in all
temperate and tropical parts of the globe. Lizards may be
described as reptiles with a more or less elongate body
terminating in a tail, and with the skin either folded into
scales (as in snakes) or granular or tubercular ; legs are
generally present—usually four, rarely two in number-
but sometimes they are reduced to rudiments or entirely
hidden below the skin ; the jaws arc toothed, and the two
mandibles firmly united in front by an osseous suture.
Eyelids are generally present. The vent is a transverse
slit, ann not longitudinal as in Crocodilians. Other struc-
tural characteristics, especially of the skeleton, separate
lizards from the other orders of reptiles ; but will be better

understood if described in relation to the other members

of that class. See Reptiles.

At a low estimate the number of describett species of

lizards may be given as about one thousand seven hundred.*

They are extremely scarce north of 60° N. lat. ; and in

the southern hemisphere the southern point of Patagonia

forms the furthest limit of their range. As we approach

the tropics, the variety of forms and the number of

individuals increase steadily, the most specialized and the

most developed forms (the monitors and leguans) being

restricted to the tropical regions ^here lizards abound.

They have adapted themselves to almost every physical

condition, except the extreme cold of high latitudes or

altitudes. Those inhabiting temperate latitudes hibernate. I

The majority live on broken ground, rocks with or without

vegetation ; others are arboreal ; to a few (certain monitors)

the neighbourhood of water is a necessity; whilst others are

true desert animals, in colour scarcely distinguishable from

their surroundings. Some, like many geckos, live near or

in houses, being enabled by a peculiar apparatus of their

toes to run along perpendicular and even overhanging

surfaces. No lizard enters the sea, with the exception of

one species, the leguan of the Galapagos {Amblyrhynchus),

which feeds on sea-weed. Some, like the majority of the

geckos, are nocturnal

The motions of most lizards are executed with great but

not enduring rapidity. With the exception of the chamee-

leon, all drag their body over the ground, the limbs being

wide apart, turned outwards, and relatively to the bulk of

the body generally weak. But the limbs show with regard

to development great variation, and an uninterrupted

transition from the most perfect condition of two pairs with

five separate clawed toes to their total disappearance;

yet even limbless lizards retain rudiments of the osseous

framework below the skin. The motions of these limb-

less lizards are very similar to those of snakes, which

they resemble in their elongate body passing into a long

cylindrical and tapering tail

In a great many lizards (Lacertida, skinks, geckos) the

muscles of the several vertebral segments of the tail are so

looselyconneoted, and the asisof thevertebrae is soweak,that

thetail breaks off with the greatest facility. The part severed

retains its muscular irritability for a short time, wriggling

as if it were a living creature." A lizard thus mutilated

does not seem to be much affected by its loss, and in a

short time the part is reproduced ; but, whilst the muscles

and also the integuments may be perfectly regenerated, the

osseous part always remains replaced ty a cartilaginous

rod, without vertebral segmentation. This faculty is of

great advantage to the lizards endowed with it ; they are

either species in which the tail has no special function,

such as to assist in a particular kind of locomotion or to

serve as a weapon of defence, or they are small species

which lack other means of escape from their numerous
enemies. The geckos are even able to throw off their tail

spontaneously, and are said to do this frequently when
pursued by some other animal, which is satisfied with

capturing the wriggling member, whilst the owner saves it?

life by a rapid flight.

The majority of lizards are carnivorous, the larger feed-

ing on small mammals, birds, fishes, and eggs, the smaller

on insects, worms, and other invertebrates. Not a few,

however, are herbivorous, as tho larger leguans, and many
agamas. This difference in diet is quite independent of

modifications of dentition. Generally the teeth are simi^ly

' The two latest general works on lizards ara those by Dumeril and
Bibron (jErpUologie generale, with atlas, tom. i.-ijc., Paris, 1834-54,
8vo), and by J. E. Gray [Catalogtie of Lizards in the Collection of the

British Museum, London, 1845, 8vo). Both are now antiqnated, and
a new edition of either is much required.
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ponical, poiDted, more rarely blunt, or notched at the top

•r sldee. Always anchylosed with the bone, they are

inserted either on the inner side of the margin of the jaws

(pleurodontes), or on the edge of the bones {arrodontes).

The form of the tongue exhibits many modifications which

have been used for the division of the order into families,

as will be seen from the systematic list given below.

All lizards are oviparous, the eggs being of an oval shape,

and covered with a hard or leathery calcareous shelL

Tho number of eggs laid is, in comparison with other

reptiles small, perhaps never exceeding forty, and some,

like the anolis and geckos, deposit only one or two at a

time, but probably the act of oviposition is repeated in

these lizards at frequent intervals. The parents do not

take care of their progeny, and leave the eggs to hatch

where they were deposited. In a few lizards, however,

the eggs are retained in the oviduct until the embryo^ is

fully developed; these species, then, bring forth living

young, and are called ovoviviparous.

No lizard is venomous, with, perhaps, a single exception

(Heloderma) to be mentioned hereafter.

The order of lizards may be divided into the following

anborders and families :—

First Suborder.—Cionoa-ania.

VertebrsB procalian ; an oriiial ring with a temporal bar more or

less complete; columella present ; parietal bone single.

Family 1. Honitoridx.—Sciiles of the belly oblong, quadrangular,

in cross-bands, on the back and tail rliombic, very small or granular.

Tongue very long, exsertile, ending in two long filaments, sheathed

at the base. Head with small polygonal shields. The largest

lizards, inhabiting the African, Indian, and Australian regions.

Genera: Fsammotaurus. OdatriOj Varanus {Monitor). Eydrosaurus.

Family2. Tejidm.—Scales small, granular, sometimes with larger

tnbercles; those of the belly oblong, (quadrangular, in cross bands.

Head with large symmetrical scutes. Tongue long, scaly, bifid at

the end. Dentition acrodont. No fold of the skin along the sides.

Tropical and subtropical America.

Genera: Tejui. Callopisfes, Ameiva^ Cnemidophorus, Dia-odorif Aeranlul,

Centropyz, Crocodilurus, Ada. Cttsta.

FamUy 3. Lacertidx.—Scutellation as in the preceding family.

Tongue long, exsertile, bifid at the end, without sheath at the base.

Dentition pleurodont. Old World, especially from the Europo-

Asiatic, African, and Indian regions.

Genera: Lacerta. Tropidosaura. Tachydromus. Ichnotropis, Acanthodactylus.

FMmmodromus, Scrapteira. trejnias. Mesalina, Cabnta, Ophiops, Cfiondropftiops,

TfMMIopCychtu.

Family 4. Xanthtisiidm.—Distinguished from tho preceding

family by a broader non-exsertile tongue. California, Central

America, and Cuba.

G«nera: J[anthusia, Lfpidophtfma, Cricosaura,

Family 5. Trachydermi.—Scales arranged in transverse rows,

firequently swollen or tubercular. Ton^e ending in two short

points. Dentition pleurodont. No femoral pores. Central

America, extending into the subtropical parts of North America.

' Genera : Heloderma. Gerrhonotus.

, Family 6. Zonurid^s.—Scales arranged in transverse rows, qnad-

rengalar, those of the back generally keeled ; a fold of the skin

runs along the side of the body, separating ihe upper from the

lower parts. Head with large symmetrical shields. Tympanum
distinct. African region ; Pseudopus from the Europo-Asiatic, and

Ophisaurus from the North American region.

Genera : Cordylus. Zonunis. Plalwattrus, Gerrltosaums. Pleurostrichus. Satrr-

ophts, Caitia. Pieudopui, Ophisaums. Bi^atosauruj.

Family 7. Chalcidids:.—Scales arranged in transverse bands,

quadrangular; scarcely a trace of a lateral fold in front. Head
with large symmetrical shields. Tongue scaly, bifid in front.

.Typanuni hidden. Body long, with rudimentary limbs. Tropical

America.
Genera : Brachypui, MlcrodactyJui. Chalets. Ophiognomon. Bachia. Propva.

JTeterodaclylus,

Family 8. Cercosauntfa;.—Scales rhombic or quadrangular, gene-

rally arranged in transverse series. No lateral fold, or only a trace

of it. Head with large symmetrical shields. Tongue scaly, bifid

in front. Tympanum distinct. Body moderately elongate, with

four developed limbs. Males with femoral pores. Tropical America.

Genera : Cfrcosaura, Pantodactylus. Chaleidolepis, Iphisa, Perodactylus, Ptaco-
mnia. Bolaspis, Lepidusoma. Ecpleopus, Euspotidylvs. Cricosaura. Pioctoporus.
Vroiaura, Emphraaotis. Lepidophyma. Loxopholis, Trtiioscinms.

Family 9. Chamxsauridx.—Body slender, with rudimentary

T66

limbs. Scales arranged in transverse series, equal all round the

body, provided with a sharp keel, the keels forming longitudinal

ridges ; no lateral fold. Typanum distinct. Tongue with a very

shallow notch in front. South Africa.

Genus: Chamxsaura.

Family 10. Gymnophllialmidm.—The entire body is covered with

rounded imbricate quincuncial scales; head with symmetrical shields.

No eyelids. Nostrils lateral, in a single shield. Body long, with

the limbs small of rudimentary. Irregularly distributed over tho

tropical regions.

Genera; Gymnophthalmut. Epaphelus. Ablepharus. Btrpharosteres. Cryptolit-

pharu!. ilorethia, Uenetia. Utcuiia. Lerisla, BlepharacHits.

Family 11. Pygopodidm.—Scutellation as in the preceding family,

but the nostrils are situated above the upper edge of the first labial

shield. No eyelids. Body long, with a pair of rudimentary hind

limbs only. Australia.

Genera : P-jgopus. Delma,

Family 12. ^projt'iaffl.—Scutellation as in the preceding famiUes,

the nostrils in a suture between the nasal and first labial shields.

No eyelids. Limbs none. Australia.

Genua : Aprasia.

Family 13. iiah'ias.—Scales imbricate, quincuncially aiTanged ;

head' with; imbricate sc.-ile-like shields. No eyelids.
_
Body long,

with a pair of rudimentary hind limbs only. Australia.

Genus: LiaUs.

Family 14. Scincidm.—The entire body is covered with rounded

imbricate scales, quincuncially arranged ; head with symmetrical

shields. Eyelids developed. Nostrils behind the rostral, iu a

separate shield, or between two or three small shields. Tongue

short, with a notch in front. Ground-lizards.—This family has so

wide a distribution that its range almost coincides with that of the

order generally.

The following genera are composed of numerous species, and extend over

several geographical regions : KinuHa (Indion and Australian regions), Eumecei.

Including Mocoa and Riopa. Lvgosoma and Chelometes (Indian and Australian

regions), Plestiodon (Europo-Aslatic, North American, and Indian reeions),

ilabouia and Tiliqua (Buprepes). generally distributed m the tropical and snt--

tropical regions, Heteropxu (Indian and Australian regions), Sphenopi and Gon-

gylus (EurODO-Asiatlc and African regioci).
, ,.,.•. T,;„.n^

Indian genera: Lipinia, Amphixe^lu^ Lygomurm. Copho>nnnis R^lOta.

Pcdophts. Chiamela, Smira, Brachymeles, Sagri^ T.-opidopl„irus, Aorbta. Dasia,

Sphenocephalus. Sepophis. „ . -j «. i j „. „
Australian genera: Hemitrgis, Telradactylui. Omoleptda. Staphot. Amwa-

lopus. Hlwdona. OpIUosci^cu!. SoHdia. Lioscincu,. Tr.bolonolus. Tn,cl,ydo,aun,--.

Corticia, Cyclodm, Silubasaurus. Egemia, Tropidolepuma. Troptdoictncut, Aai.-

"°TYo"pka'l AmcriSn genera : OpModes, Celeiliu. Camilia, Diploglouus, Sawaia.

"African'genera : Liolepisma. Dumerilia. Pygomelts. Eumecia, Saloles. T/iym,

Amphiglossm. Sepsina. Sepomorp/ias, JItrpetosaura, Sfparmttas.
„.....„,

'

Europo-Asiatic genera : Scincus. AnguU, Ophiomorus, Zygnopsis. Utm,podiS7>,

Seps, Htleronieles.

North American genus ; Anniella.

Family 15. ^coji^iids.—Scutellation similar to that of the skiuks,

but the rostral shield is enlarged, cup-shaped, the nostnl being iii

the rostral, with a long slit between it and the hinder margin of

the rostral. Eyes distinct, with a lower eyelid. Limbs rudi-

mentary or absent, Africa, Madagascar, and Ceylon.-

Genera : Nessia, Ecesia. Aconlias. Aparaltaclui.

Family 16. Typhlinidm.—ViSenng from the preceding family by

having the eyes' hidden under the skin. Africa, East Indian Archi-

pelago, New Guinea.

Genera : Typhlosaurus. Feylinia. Dibamus.

Family 17. Tguanidw.—Scales of the back and sides imbricate,

generally in transverse, oblique rows, those of the belly similar ;

head with numerous, irregular small scutes. Tongue short, scarcely

notched in front, not exsertile. Dentition pleurodont; teeth fre-

quently compressed towards the point. Toes 5-5. The whole of

this large family are found in the New Worid, with the exceptio.t

of two genera, one (Brachylophus) inhabiting the Fiji Islands,

tjie other (ffoplunis) Madagascar.

The genera may he divided into two groups,-one comprising arboreal foms

with compressed slender body, slender legs, and long tall, the "'I'er (orms

which live on the ground, with a broader, more depressed body, stouter legs, and

shorter tail. Both groups pass bito each other.
r _„,.,„,„„ r^,„„„

Alboieal genera : Polycllru,. Urolrophus. Ecp'^ymolia. Lxmancus. Iguava.

Atoponotm. Brachylophus, Mttopocero!. Trach,,cephalus, Or,oc^na!,j,. Cycl,.ra.

CltMiawa. Enyalioiaunii. BamHtu,. Cor,jlhxolus.Coryhop/,anes.CI,anm^

leopsis. OphryoJia. OphrvotuoiJ^. Enyalius. Chammlah,, JT.jA.SKrw, Daclyloa

Xiphocercus, Atantholts. Kcrops. Anolii. t'rantscgdon. Plica.
^,„„j...^.

Terrestrial genera: Tropidotepis {ScelopormX Lwdcra.
'''"'"'"j.^Z"^'-

Proctolrctui. Lwcephalu.'. Hclocfphalm. Scarliscus. Stmocercu! T,achycyclyK

Holbrookia. Via, Ancupo'tis. Taraguira. Tropidu,-us.
^'".'•'"'.l'"'

-"".'

phracM. Uoplurus. Hoplocercvs. SIrobilurvs. Lwsaurus Dfolxmus. Sau^-

malus, Cachryx, Cranoccjilnn. CrotaphytUi.Phymaturus, Ctntrura, Calluauni.

Uma. Tropidogaster. Phrynosoma.
__ _

Family 18. .^gam^ffi.—Differing from the preceding family by

their acrodont dentition. Tropical regions of the Old World and

Central Asia.
, , , ._„„ /-^™»,_

Arboreal In.lian genera: Draco. Sitana. i!"*"?''"'"?-
'J''.'?™,"''o,.„,'^"V.

phora. CoplwtU. Olocniplis. Gonvocephalus, Japalura, miophyrus. 0>otta<t!.

Tiaris. Acanlhosavra. 'Caloltt. Bronchocoila, Saica, Lophocalolli, Uytielurut.

Gonyoujihatus, Lophvra, Pkyiignathiu,
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1^TT«t>1il Aostitillan 'genera : Oidosmia, Olndalia, CNamyiotaurut, Lopho-

aiathui, Diporophora, Qrammatophora, TilirpanocrpptU, ifoloch,

TeiTestrial African, Indian, and Asiatic genera: Slellio. Agama, Charaaia,

Trapeh^, Brachusaura, Phrynocephalus, UegalockUus, CeulrolracMus, Uroma-

ttyx, Liolepitf CAalarodOH,

Second Suborder.—Chamaslconoidca.

Varteirx proccelian ; a bar crossing from the parietal to the

mastoid; temporal bar eomplct:. No columella. Parietal bone

tingle. _ .

Family 1. Chamwleonlidse.—'Boiy gmnular. Toes 5-5, formed

into two grasping opposable groups. Tongue very long, worm-

shaped, very extensile. Exclusively arboreal. Africa and Mada-

gascar, one species extending into Europe smd India.

Genera ; Chamxleon^ Rhampholeo.t.

Third Suborder.—Nyetisaura.

fertebrx amphicwlian ; orbital ring and temporal bars not de-

veloped. A columella. Parietal bone faired.

Family 1. Gechotidas.—V^ftT parts granular, rarely with scales

;

lower parts covered with imbricate scales. Tongue thick, short,

slightly notched in front. Eyes large, without (very rarely with)

eyelids. Body depressed. Tots frequently with a more or less

developed adhesive apparatus. Tropical and subtropical regions.

Genera with a wide range : Bemidactytiis (Peripia). Phytlodaclylus (not ex.

tending Into the Indian region). Diplodactylus (Tropical America, Australia, and
Afilca), Thecadaclylus (Tropical America and Australia), Pla/ydactplus (Africa

and Australia), HeteroTiola (Indian and Australian regions), PheUuma (Indian

and African regions).

Tropical American genera : Caudieerhera, Aristelliger, Sphxrodacfy/us, Homo-
nota, Goniodactylus. Some of these- genera go beyond the limits of the tropics

southwards or northwards.
New Zealand genus: NauUinna.
Australian genera: (Edura, Rhmchtedura. Slrophura, SlenodactylopsU, Cor-

retophus, Ceratolophus, Qehyra. Nephrurus, Phylturus.

Indian genera : Spathodactylus, Catlodaclylus, Ptyo ^actylus, Nyeteridium,
Pentadactylus, Gecko, Lupero&aifus. Ptychozootit £ubltpharis^ Geckoetla, Cyrtth

daetylui, Gymnodactylut, Teratolepit,

African genera: Paraedury

Tarentota. Pacnydactyliis. Psilodactylus, Pri
tylys, Qeckolepis, SpataJura.

Eurcpo-Asiatic geneia: Bunopus, Cevamodactylue, Teratoscineus. Agamura.
These inhabit only the southern paila of the region in Asia ; representarives of
some African or Indian genera (viz., P/yodactylus, Tareiifota^ Qi/mnodactylus,
and Sienodactylus) likewise extend into this region.

This list, from which many subgenera have been excluded,

will give an idea of the wide distribution of the order of

lizards, and of the great variety of forma which it com-
prises. Indeed, in both respects, it far surpasses the other

orders of reptiles. The scope of the present article does

not permit us to enter into further taxonomic details, but

a few notes may be added on some lizards, to which special

interest is attached, or of which most freijuent mention is

made in general literature.

The first family, that of Monitoridx, comprises very

large lizards, the largest exceeding a length of 6 feet. Some
are terrestrial, others semi-aquatic, the former having a

rounded the latter a compressed tail with a sharp, saw-like

upper edge, which assists them greatly in swimming, and
at the same time forms a formidable weapon with whicli

these powerful animals can inflict deep wonnds on the

incautious captor. They range all over Africa, the Indian

region, and Australia; their prey consists of other

vertebrate animals, small mammals, birds, frogs, fishes,

and eggs. The young are prettily spotted with white and

black ocelli, the old ones having a plainer coloration.

The Jlonitor of the Nile (Monitor nitotieus, fig. 1) is iiD

Fia. 1.—Monitor of the

aquatic species, found in the neighbourhood of all large

rivers of tropical Africa. The Arabs know Jt well under
the name Waran (whence the geijerio name Varanus is

derived), aad it frequently appears also among the engrav^

iflgs and hieroglyphs of ancient Egypt, Some respect was
and still is paid to it, as it is said to prey largely on the
eggs of crocodiles. Another Monitor, the Waran el ard
of the Arabs {Psammosaurus scincus), also inhabits Norti;
Africa, but is strictly terrestrial, and has a rounded tail

Most of the European lizards with four well-developed
limbs belong to the genus Lacerla, They are of small
size, and insectivorous. Their tongue is deeply cleft at

the end, and is frequently exserted when the animal is in

a state of excitement from fear or anger. As in all the
lizards of the family Lacertidx, their tajl is easily broken,
and as readily reproduced, the reproduced portion often
assuming a monstrous or double shape, so that the animal
appears to be provided with two tails, Only three species
occur in Great Britain (see fig, 2). The Common Lizard
{Lacerta vivipara) frequents heaths and banks iu England
and Scotland, and is locally met with also in Ireland ; it

is ovoviviparous. Much scarcer is the second species, the
Sand-Lizard (Lacerta agUis), which is confined to some
kcalities in the south of England, the New Forest and its
vicinity; it does not appear to attain on English soil
to the same size as on the Continent, where it abounds,
growing sometimes to a length of 9 inches- SinjnJarly, i

Nile {Monitor niloticus).

snake {Coronella Isevis), also common on the Continent,

and feeding principally on this lizard, has followed it

across the British Channel, apparently existing in those

localities only in which the sand-lizard has settled. This

lizard is oviparous. The males differ by their brighter

green grounci colotir from the females, which are brown.

Pw. 2.—Heads of British Lizards, d, Lacerta vivipara ;

b, L. agilis ; e, L. viridis.

spotted with black. The third British species, the Green

Lizard [Lacerta viridis), does not occur in England proper

;

it has found a congenial home in the island of Guernsey,

but is there much less developed as regards size and

beauty than in the countries south of the Alps and Pyre-

neea. This species is larger than the two preceding;
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it is green, with minute blockish spots. In Germany and

France one other species only {Laceria muralis) appears ;

but in the south of Europe the species of Laceria

ire much more numerous, the largest and finest being

L. ocellata, which grows to a length of 18 or 20 inches,

ind is brilliantly green, ornamented with blue eye-like

spots on the sides. Even the smaU island-rocks of the

Mediterranean, sometimes only a few hundred yards in

diameter, are occupied by peculiar races of lizards, which

of late years ha'e attracted much attention from the

fact that /they, like other reptiles, have assumed under

such isolated conditions a more or less dark, almost black,

colorition.

Helodemui horridiim is a Mexican lizard, which in its

native country has the reputation of being a most

poisonous reptile. Its anterior teeth are, indeed, provided

with a deep groove, as in many poisonous snakes, and the

submaxillary gland is enormously developed. Sumichrast

has recently proved by actual experiment on mammals
the fatal effects of the bite of this lizard ; and J. Stein, a

traveller in Jlexico, who was bitten in the finger, suffered

from symptoms similar to those resulting from the bite of

a poisonous snake. It thus appears that the fear in

which it is held by the natives is not due merely to its

hideous appearance, as was formerly believed. Tubercles

of a dirty brown and yellow colour, with which-its body is

covered, give it the appearance of a leprous skin. It is

about 20 inches long, and is known by the name of

"Escorpiotu"

The Glass-Snake I^Pseudopus pallasii) or SlidtopiisiJc

(Russ.) is common in Dalmatia, Hungary, southern

Russia, and the western parts of Central Asia. Externally

it resembles a snake, the fore limbs being entirely absent,

and the hind limbs reduced to small rudiments. It attains

to a length tif 2 or 3 feet, and feeds on insects, worms,

mice, and small birds. In captivity it becomes perfectly

tame. North America is inhabited by a very similar glass-

snake (Ophisaurus), and North Africa by a third

(Uyalosaurus). Limbless lizards are especially common
in Australia, but their scuteUation is so different from

that of the glass-snakes of the northern hemisphere

that they are placed in distinct families, which have been

noticed in the systematic list (Pygopodidie, Aprasiidx,

Lialidx).

The family of skinks also includes many genera with

rudimentary limbs or without any, the Slow-Worm or

Blind-Worm {Anguisfragilis) being the one most generally

known. It is distributed over the greater pari of Europe,

and rarely exceeds a length of 15 inches. Its eyes,

although small, are perfectly developed and provided with

eyelids. It is ovoviviparous ; the young, in the first year

of their life, differ considerably from the old in their

coloration, the back being of a milk-white colour, with a

black line down the middle. In the south of Europe
it gradually disappears, and its place is taken by the

similarly shaped Seps, a genus distinguished from Anguis

by the presence of four very small rudiments of limbs,

which have no function.

The Skink, which has given the name to the whole
family, is a small lizard {Scincns officinalis) of 6 or 8

inches in length, common in arid districts of North Africa

and Syria. A peculiarly wedge-shaped snout, and toes

provided with strong fringes, enable this animal to burrow
rapidly in and under the sand of the desert. In former

times large quantities of it were imported in a dry state

into Europe for officinal purposes, the drug having the re-

putation of being efficacious in diseases of the skin and
lungs; and even now it may be found in apothecaries' shops

in the south of Europe, country people regarding it as a

powerful aphrodisiac for cattle.

Of the family Iguaiiida: we refer to ihree genera only :

—Iguana, Anolis, and Phrynosoma. Herpetologists dis-

tinguish several species of Iguana or Leguans, which, how-

ever, do not appear to differ in .their habits. They are

found in the forest regions of tropical America only, in

the neighbourhood of water, into which when frightened

they jump from the overhanging branches of trees, to

escape capture by swimming and diving. Feeding ex-

Fio. 3.—Head of Leguan {Iguana riiinolophus).

clusively on leaves or fruits, they are themselves highly

esteemed as food, and their eggs also are eagerly searched

for by the natives. Iguanas grow to a length of from

2 to 5 feet, and are readily recognized by a row of long

compressed and pointed scales which form a mora or less

high crest along the middle of the back and tail, and by
a compressed and pendant dewlap at the throat. These

large lizards are strictly arboreal, and of a brilliant colora-

tion, in which green prevails.

The smallest lizards of this family belong to the genns

Anolii, extremely numerous as regards species and in-

dividuals on bushes and trees of tropical America,' and

especially of the West Indies. They offer many points of

analogy to the humming birds in their distribution, colours,

and even disposition. Gosse {A Naturalist's Sojourn in

Jamaica, pp. 75 sq.) has given- a vivid and faithful de-

scription of their manners. Hundreds may be seen on a

bright day, disporting themselves on the trees and fences,

leaping from branch to branch, fearlessly entering houses,

chasing each other, or engaging in combat with some

rival. Like the iguanas, they (at least the males) are pro-

vided with a large, expansible dewlap at the throat, which

is brilliantly coloured, and which they display on the

slightest provocation. This appendage is merely a fold of

the skin, ornamental and sexual, like the wattles of the

throat of a gallinaceous bird ; it has no cavity in its

interior, and has no communication with the mouth or with

the respiratory organs ; it is supported by the posterior

horns of the hyoid bone, and can be erected and spread at

the will of the animal The presence of such dewlaps in

lizards is always a sign of an excitable temper. The
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naolis possess the power of changing their colours in a

most extraordinary degree, the brilliant iridescent hues of

their body passing almost in an instant into a dull sooty

brown in an irritated or alarmed animal They are much
fed upon by birds and snakes, and have, like all small

rauch-persecutod lizards, a fra^e tail, easily reproduced.

They bring forth only one large egg at a time, but probably

breed several times during the season.

The third iguanoid, Phrynosoma, is a terrestrial form.

Several species are known, inhabiting the plains of south-

western America and Mexico. Since the opening of the

Pacific Railway, living specimens are frequently sent to

Europe, and sold under the name of " Califprnian toads."

Although they belong to the same family, a greater con-

trast than that between the nimble, slender, and long-

tailed AtioUs and the toad -like Phrynosoma can hardly be

imagined. The body is short, broad, and depressed, end-

ing in a short taO, covered with rough tubercles or spines;

the short head is armed behind with long bony spikes;

the colours are a motley of brown, black, and yellow.

Their defence against birds lies chiefly in their outward

appearance, as, whilst they rest quiet, they are difficult to

distinguish from a stone overgrown with lichen ; nor have

we ever found their remains in the stomach of snakes,

their spines proving a sufficient protection ag^nst these

equally formidable enemies. They are said to move with

rapidity in a wild state, but in confinement, especially

when the animal believes itself observed, their movements

are extremely sluggish and their manners uninteresting.

It seems to be a common belief in California that they

have the power of squirting a blood-red fluid from the

corner of. the eye to some distance ; but nothing has been

found, on anatomical examination, to establish the correct-

ness of this assertion. They attain a length of from 6 to

8 inches.

Of the Agamidx, which represent the iguanas in the

Old World, and which have been differentiated into a still

greater number of distinct generic forms, several genera

deserve more than a merely nominal notice. The perhaps

most highly specialized form are the Dragons {Draco), a
genus of small lizards from the East Indies, more common
in the archipelago than on the continent, but absent in

Ceylon. The character by which they are at once recog-

nized is the peculiar additional apparatus for locomotion,

formed by the much-prolonged five or six hind ribs, which
are connected by a broad expansible fold of the skin, the

whole forming a subsemicircular wing on each side of

the body. The snakes are the only order of vertebrates

in which the ribs serve as organs of locomotion, but,

whilst in that order all the ribs are charged with a
function for which no other special organ exists, in the
dragons only a part of the ribs are modified for the purpose
of assisting four well-developed limbs. The dragons are

tree-lizards; they take long flying leaps from branch to

branch, supported in the air by their expanded parachutes,

which are laid backwards at the sides of the animal while
it is sitting or merely running. If the hind or fore limbs
of a dragon were cut off, it would be helpless, and deprived
of locomotion, but it could continue to move with
velocity after the loss of its wings. Like the anolis,

whose analogues they are in the Old World, they are

provided with long highly ornamented dewlaps. These
appendages are found in both sexes, one in the middle
and one on each side of the throat, but they are much
more developed in the mature male. The tail is very
long and slender, not fragile ; we have never seen a
dragon in which this member was mutilated ;. it seems to
be necessary for their peculiar locomotion, and probably its

loss soon proves fatal to the animal. Cantor says that the
•JTinscendcnt beauty of their colours baffles description.

As the lizard lies in the shade along the trunk of a tree,

its colours at a distance appear as a mixture of brown and
grey, and render it scarcely distinguishable from the bark.

Thus it remains with no signs of life except the restless

Via. i.—Drtagon (Draco iceniopterus).

eyes watching passing insects, which, suddenly expanding

its wings, it seizes with a sometimes considerable unerring

leap. All the species attain a length of 7 or 8 inches, of

which the tail takes at least one half. They deposit three

or four eggs at a time.

Caloies is another genus of agamoias peculiar to the

East Indies ; it comprises numerous species well known
in India by the name of " blood-suckers," a designation

the origin of which cannot satisfactorily be traced. They
are tree-lizards, extremely variable in their colours, which

change, not only with the season, but' also at the will of

the animal The males, and in some species also the

females, possess a crest of compressed scales along the

back.

Of the Australian agamas no other genus is so

numerously represented and widely distributed as Gram-
maiophora, the species of which grow to a length of from

8 to 18 inches. Their scales are generally rough and

spinous ; but otherwise they possess no strikingly distin-

guishing peculiarity, unless the loose skin of their throat,

which is transversely folded and capable of inflation, be

regarded as such. On the other hand, two other Australian

agamoids have attained some celebrity by their grotesque

appearance, due to the extraordinary development of their

integuments. One (fig. 5) is the Frilled Lizard {Chlamy-

dosauras), which is restricted to Queensland and the

north coast, and grows to a length of 2 feet, including the

long tapering tail It is provided with a frill-like fold of

the skin round the neck, which, when erected, resembles a

broad collar, not unlike the gigantic lace-coUai-s of Queen
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Elizabeth's time. The late Mr Krefft Las made the obser-

vation that this lizard when startled, rises with the fore-

legs oflP the ground, and squats and jumps in kangaroo-

fashion, thus reminding us of the peculiar locomotion

ascribed to certain gigantic extinct reptiles. The other

lizard is one which most appropriately has been called

i

Fig. 5.—Frilled Lizard {CMamydosaurua).

Moloch liorridus. It is covered with large and smaU.£pine-

bearing tubercles ; the head is small, and the tail short.

It is sluggish in its movements, and so harmless that its

armature and (to a casual observer) repulsive appearance

are its sole means of defence. It grows only to a length

of 10 inches, and is not uncommon in the flats of South

and West Australia.

The majority of the ground-agamas, and the most

common species of the plains, deserts, or rocky districts of

Africa and Asia, belong to the genera Stdlio and Agama.
Theyresemble much the Granxmatopliora of the Australian

region, their scales being mixed with larger prominent

spines, which in some species are particularly developed on

the tail, and disposed in whorls. Nearly all travellers in

the north of Africa mention the IJardhon of the Arabs

[^Stellio cordylbius), which is extremely common, and has

drawn upon itself the hatred of the Mohammedans by its

habit of nodding its head, which they interpret as a

mockery of their own movements whilst engaged in prayer.

Uromastyx is one of the largest and most developed

genera of ground-agamas, and likewise found in Africa

and Asia. The body is uniformly covered witii granular

scales, whilst the short, strong tail is armed with powerful

spines disposed in whorls. The Indian species {U.

karJerickii) feeds on herbs only; the African species

probably take mixed food.

The Chamseleons are almost peculiar to the African

region, and most numerous in Madagascar, where out of

the thirty-sis species known not less than seventeen occur.

Only one species (C vulgaris) extends into India and

Ceylon. No other member of the order of lizards shows

such a degree of specialization as the chameleons. The
tongue, eyes, limbs, tail, skin, lungs are modified in a most

extraordinary manner to serve special functions in the pecu-

liar economy of these animals. They lead an exclusively

arboreal life ; each of their feet ia converted into a grasplog

hand, by means of which, assisted Ijy a long prehensile tail,

they hold so fast to a branch on which they are sitting that

they can only with difficulty be dislodged. Their move-
ments are slow on the ground, and still more so in the

water, where they are nearly helpless, As in ant-eaters,

woodpeckers, or frogs, their tongue is the organ with which
they catch their prey ;

it is exceedingly long,

worm-like, with a club

shaped viscous end
,

they shoot it out oi

the mouth with in

credible rapidity to-

wards insects, which
remain attached to it,

and are thus caught. Fia. 6.—Forefoot of CA«ma^eon

The globular eyes are oShaughenesii.

covered with a circular lid pierced by a small central

hole, and are so prominent that more than oce-halt of

the ball stands out of the head. Not only can they be

moved in any direction, but each has an action independent

of the other ; one eye may be looking forwards, whilst an

object behind the animal is examined with the other. The
lungs of the chamseleons are very capacious, and are in-

flated when the animal is angry or frightened. The faculty

of changing colour, which they have in common with

many other lizards, is partly dependent on the degree in

which the lungs are filled with air, and different layers of

chromatophores are pressed towards the outer surface of

the skin. Some species are only a few inches long, whilst

others attain to a length of 18 and 20 inches. The

majority are oviparous, a few ovoviviparous.

Almost all the lizards belonging to the family of Geclios

may be recognized at first sight ; the head is broad and

depressed, the eyes large, the body depressed ; the tail is

thick at the base, tapering, generally somewhat deformed,

as a specimen is rarely met with in which this member is

not reproduced. The limbs are stout, rather short, with

at least four of the toes

well developed. Geckos

are found in almost every

part of the globe between

and near the tropics, fre-

quenting houses, rocks, and

trees ; and some of the

species are so numerous

around and within human
dwellings as to be most

familiar objects to the in-

habitants. JIany are able Fig. 7.—Lower Surface of the Toe of

to run up and along the («) G^'ko, (fi)
Hemidaclylm-^n-

surface of a wall or of '^''*-

any other perpendicular object ; for this purpose the lower

surface of their toes is provided with a series of mov-

able plates or disks,i by the aid of which they adhere

to the surface over which they pass. In forest-species

this apparatus is generally less developed, or entirely absent,

claws being of greater use for walking up the rough bark

of a tree. Geckos, with few exceptions, are nocturnal

and, consequently, large-eyed animals, the pupil being

generally contracted in a vertical direction, shaped like

two rhombs placed with the angles towards each other.

They are of small size, the largest species not exceeding

10 or U inches in length. They are carnivorous, destroy-

ing moths and all kinds of insects, and even the younger

and weaker members of their own species. They have

been seen devouring the skin which they cast o£^ and

1 The mechanism resembles in some the adhesive organ of Echendi

or suckiBg-fiab, in others that of the legs of a fly.

XIV. — 93
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their own wriggling tail, i'hey are of a fierce aisposition,

i'requently fighting among themselves; but house-geckos

readily become habituated to the presence of man
; _

ac-

customed to be fed at a certain time with rice, these little

lizards will punctually make their appearance, and fearlessly

take the proffered food. Another peculiarity of geckos is

that they, or at least some genera, are endowed with a

voice. The large Gecko gidtatus and G. monarchus of the

East Indies utter a shrill cry, sounding like " tokee " or

" tok." The common species found in houses in the south

of Europe are a species of Uemidactylus (H. ven-uculatus)

and Tarentola, the terrentola of the Italians. All geckos

seem to be oviparous. (a. c. g.)

LLAMA, sometimes spelt Lama, a word by which the

Peruvians designated one of a small group of closely allied

animals, which, before the Spanish conquest of America,

were the only domesticated hoofed mammals of the country,

being kept, not only for their value as beasts of burden,

but also for their flesh, hides, and wool,—in fact, supplying

in the domestic economy of the people the place of the

horse, the or, the goat, and the sheep of the Old World.

The word is now sometimes restricted to one particular

species or variety of the group, and sometimes used in

a generic sense to cover the whole. Although they were

often compared by early writers to sheep, and spoken of

as such, their afiinity to the camel was very soon perceived,

and they were included in the genus Camelzi? in the Systeyna

Naiurx of Linnaeus. They were, however, separated by

Cuvier in 1800 under the name of Lama, changed by lUiger

in 1811 to Auckenia (in allusion to the great length of

neck, aixqv), a term afterwards adopted by Cuvier, and

almost universally accepted by systematic zoologists,

although there has been of late a disposition to revive .the

'earlier name.

The animals of the genus AucTienia or Lama are, with

the two species of true camels (to which the generic term

Camdus is now restricted), the sole existing representatives

)f a very distinct section of the " artiodactyle " or .even-

fio. 1.—Llama (from an animal living in the Gardens of tbe
Zoological Society of London).

toed ungulates, called Tylcpoda, or " boss-footed," from the
peculiar bosses or cushions placed on the under surface of

their feet, and on which they tread. This section thus
consists of a single family, the Camelidse, the other sec-

tions of the same great division being tlie Suiiia or pigs,

the Tragidina or chevrotains, and the Pecora or true

ruminants, to each of which the Tylo2X)da have more or

less afiinity, standing in some respects in a central position

between them, borrowing as it were soqie characters from
each, but in others showing great special modifications not

found in any of the other sections.

Until within the last few years the existence of two
genera having so very much in common as the camels and
the llamas, and yet so completely isolated geographically,

had not received any satisfactory explanation, for the old

idea that they in some way " represented " each other in

the two hemispheres of the world was a mere fancy

without philosophical basis. The discoveries made mostly

within the past ten years of a vast and previously un-

suspected extinct fauna of the American continent of the

Tertiary period, as interpreted by the able palaeontologists

Leidy, Cope, and Marsh, has thrown a flood of light upon
the earlv Listory of this family, and upon its relations to

other maaimals. It is now knowu that llamas at one time

were not confined to the part of the continent south of

the Isthmus of Panama, as at the present day, for their

remiins have been abundantly found in the Pleistocene

deposits of the region of the Rocky Mountains, and in

Central America, some attaining a much larger size than

those now existing; There have also been found in the

same regions many camel-like animals exhibiting difi'erent

generic modifications, and, what is more interesting, a
gradual series of changes, coinciding with the antiquity of

the deposits in which they are found, have been traced

from the thoroughly differentiated species of the modern
epoch down through the Pliocene to the early Miocene beds,

where, their characters having become by degrees more
generalized, they have lost all that especially distinguishes

them as Camelidx, and are merged into forms common to

the anecstral type of all the other sections of the Artio-

dactyles. Hitherto none of these annectant forms havt

been found in any of the fossiliferous strata of the Old

World ; it may therefore be fairly surmised (according to

the evidence at present before us) that America was the

original home of the Tylopoda, and that the true camels

have passed over into the Old World, probably by way of

the north of Asia, where we have every reason to believe

there was formerly a free communication between the con-

tinents, and then, gradually driven southward, perhaps by

r-hanges of climate, having become isolated, have undergone

some further special modifications ; while those members

of the family that remained in their original birthplace

have become, through causes not clearly understood,

restricted solely to the southern or most distant part of

the continent. There are few groups of mammals of which

the paleeontological history has been so satisfactorily

demonstrated as the one of which we are treating.^

The special characters which the llamas and camels lia"e in

common, and the combination of which distinguishes them from the

rest of the Artiodactyles, are as follows. The premaxillffi have the

full number of inciaor teeth in the yoimg state, and the outennost

is persistent through life, an isolated laniariform tooth. The
canines are present lu both jaws, and those of the mandible are dif-

ferentiated from the long, procumbent, and spatulate incisors, being

suberect and pointed. The crowns of the true molars belong to the

erescentic or ''selcnodont" type, and are very longer "hypsodont";

but one or more of the anterior premolars is usually detached from

the series, and of simple pointed form. The hinder part of the

body is much contracted, and the femur long and vertically placed,

BO that the knee-joint is lower in position, and the thigh alto-

gether more deta<;hed from the abdomen than in most quadrupedal

mammals. The limbs are long, but with only two digits (the thircj

and fourth) developed on each, no traces of any of the others being

present. The trapezoid and majpium of the carpus, and the cuboid

and navicular of the tarsus are distinct. The tuo metapodal bone^

of each limb are confluent for the greater part of their length, thougK

' See especially E. D. Cope, inVPaeeXer's Report of the Suney WcU
qfthe lOOtA Meridian, iv. pt. 2. pp. 325-46. 1877.
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loparated for a considerable distance at the lower end. Theii distal

articular surfaces, instead of being p'.iUey-like, with deep ridges and

(grooves, as in other Artiodactyles, are simjile, rounded, and smooth.

The proximal phalanges aro expanded at their distal ends, and the

wide, depressed middle phalanges are embedded in a broad

cutaneous pad, forming the sole of the foot, on which the animal

rests in walking ihstead of on the hoofs. The ungual phalanges are

ver)' small and nodular, not flatlened on their inner or opposed

surfaces, and not completely encased in hoofs, but bearing nails

on their upper surface only. The cervical region is long and

flexuoiis, and the vertebrae of which it is composed are remarkable

for the position of the canal for the transmission of the vertebral

arter)', which does not perforate the transverse process, but passes

obliq^uely through the anterior part of the pedicle of the arch (a con-

dition only found in two other genera of mammals, Macrauchcnia

and Myrmecophaga). There are no horns or antlers. Though these

animals ruminate, the stomach differs considerably in the details of

its constrnction from that of the Pccora. The interior of the rumen
or paunch has no villi on its surface, and there is no distinct

psafterium or maniplics. Both first and second compartments are

remarkable for the presence of a number of pouches or cells in their

walls, with muscular septa, andasphiucter-like arrangement of their,

orifices, by which they can be shut off from the rest of the cavity,

and into wMch the fluid portion only of the contents of the stomach is

allowed to enter.' The placenta is diffuse as in the Suina and
TraguUna, not cotyledonary as in the iVcora. Finally, they differ

not only from other ungulates, but from all other mammals, in

the fact that the red corpuscles of the blood, instead of being

circular in ontline, are oval as in the inferior vertebrated classes.

The following characters apply especially to the llamas. Dentition

of adults;—incisors J, canines \, premolars ^, molars § ; total 32.

In the upper jaw there is a compressed, sharp, pointed laniariform

incisor near the hinder edge of the premaxilla, followed in the male at

least by a moderate-sized, pointed, curved true canine in the anterior

part of the maxilla. The isolated canine-like premolar which follows

in the camels is not present. The teeth of the molcr series which
are in contact with each other consist of two verj' small premolars

(the first almost nidimentar)') and three broad molars, constructed

generally like those of Camclus. In the lower jaw, the three

incisors are long, spatulate, and procumbent ; the outer ones are the

smallest. Next to these is a curved, suberect canine, followed

after an interval by an isolated minute and often deciduous simple

conical premolar ; then a contiguous series of one premolar and
three molars, which differ from those of Camclus in having a small

accessory column at the anterior outer edge. The skull generally

resembles that of Camclus, the relatively larger brain-cavity and
orbits and less developed cranial ridges being due to its smaller

size. The nasal bones are shorter and broader, and are joined by
the premaxiUs?, Yertebrs:—cervical 7, dorsal 12, lumbar?, sacral 4,

caudal 15 to 20. Ears rather long and pointed. No dorsal hump.
Feet narrow, the toes being more separated than in the camels, each

having a distinct plantar pad. Tail short Hairy covxring iocg and
woolly. Size smaller and general form lighter than in the camels.

At present and within historic times they are entirely confined to

the western side and southermost parts of South America, though
fossil remains have been found in the caves of Brazil, in the pampas
of the Argentine republic, and, as before mentioned, in Central and
North America.

In essential structural characters, as well as in general

appearance and habits, all the animals of this genus very

closely resemble each other, so that the question as to

whether they should be considered as belonging to one,

two, or more species has been one which has led to a large

amount of controversy among naturalists. The question has

been much complicated by the circumstance of the great

majority of individuals which have come under observa-

tion being either in a completely or partially domesticated

state, and descended from ancestors which from time

immemorial have been in like condition, one which always

tends to produce a certain amount of variation from the

original type. It has, however, lost much of its import-

The stomach of the camel inhabiting the Arabian desert is com-
monly looked upon as a striking example of specialized structure,

adapted or modified In direct accordance with a highly specialized

mode of life ; it is therefore very remarkable to find an organ exactly

similar, except in some uuessenrial details, in the llamas of the
Peruvian Andes and the guanacos of the Pampas, No hypothesis
except that of a common origin will satisfactorily account for this, and,
granting that this view is correct, it becomes extremely interesting to

find for how long a time two genera may be isolated and yet retain

each close similadties in parts whi<-h in other groups appear readily

Subject to adaptive modificatioua.

ance since tde doctrine ot the distinct origlu of speciea

has been generally abandoned. The four forms commonly
distinguished by the inhabitants of South America are re-

cognized by some naturalists as distinct species, and have
had specific designations attached to them, though usually

with expressions of doubt, and with great difficulties iu

defining thei r distinctive characteristics. These are

—

{ 1 ) tl le

llama, A urhenia glama (Linn.), or Lama peruana (Tiede-

mann)
; (2) the alpaca, A. paces (Linn.)

; (3) the guanaco
or huanaco, A. huanaciis (Molina) ; and (4) the vicugna,

A. vicugna (Molina), or A. vi<;ui>^ia, (Cuv.). The first and
second are only

known in the do-

mestic state, and
are variable in

.size and colour,

being often white,

black, or piebald.

The third and
fourth are wild,

and of a nearly

uniform , light-

brown colour, ^-^ f^

passing into white C>
^

below. They cer- ^'^'' "

tainly differ from ^-
\

'

'

each other, the "
, \

vicugna being Fiq. 2 —Head of Vicugna (from an animal liv-

smaller,moreslen- ing in the Gardens of the Zoological Society

der in its proper- °f London).

tions, and having a shorter head than the guanaco. It

may, therefore, according to the usual view of species, be
considered distinct. It lives in herds on the bleak and
elevated parts of the Mountain range bordering the region

of perpetual snow, amidst rocks and precipices, occurring

in various suitable localities throughout Peru, in the

southern part of Ecuador, and as far south as the middle

of Bolivia. Its manners very much resemble those of the

chamois of the European Alps ; and it is as vigilant, wild,

and timid. The wool is extremely delicate and soft, and
highly valued for the purposes of weaving, but the quantity

which each animal produces is not great.

The guanaco has an extensive geographical range, from
the tiigh lands of the Andean region of Ecuador and Peru

to the open

plains of Pata-

gonia, and even

the wooded
islands of Tierra

del Fuego. It

constitutes the

principal food of

the Patagonian

Indians, and its
(

skin is invalu-

able to them, as

furnishing the

material out of

which their long

robes are con-

structed. It is

about the size of —
a European red Flo. 3.—Head of Guanaco (from an animal living

deer and is an '" *''* Gardens of the Zoological Society of

1 ' . • 1 London),
elegant animal, '

being possessed of a long, slender, gracefully curved neck

and fine legs. Dr Cunninghara,^ speaking from observa-

tion on wild animals, says :

—

» Animal Uulory o/the Slrall u/ ilagdlan, 1871j
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" It is not easy to describe its general appearance, ivliicli combine?

Bome of the characters of a camel, a deer, and a goat. The body,

deep at tlv> breast but very small at the loins, is covered with lonf;,

soft, very Kne hair, which on the upper parts is of a kind of fawn-

colour and beneath varies from a very pale yellow to the most

beautiful snow-white. Tbe head is provided with large ears, in

general carried well back, and is covered with short giej-ish hair,

which is darkest on the forehead. Occasionally the face is nearly

black. As a rule, it lives in flocks of from half a dozen to several

hundreds, but solitary individuals are now and then to be met with.

They are very difficult to approach sufficiently near to admit of an

easy shot, as they are extremely wary, but, on being disturbed,

canter off at a pace which soon puts a safe distance between them

and the sportsman, even though he should be mounted. Despite

their timidity, however, they are possessed of great curiosity, and

will sometimes advance \rithin a comparatively short distance of an

unknown object, at which they will gaze fixedly till they take

alarm, when they effect a speedy retreat. Their cry is very peculiar,

being something between the belling of a deer and the neigh of a

horse. It would be difficult to overestimate their numbers upon

the Patagonian plains ; for in whatever direction we walked we

always came upon numbers of portions of their skeletons and

detached bones."

Darwin, who has given a most interesting account of the

habits of the guanaco in his Naturalist's Voyage, says that

they readily take to the water, and were seen several times

at Port Valdes swimming from island to island.

The llatna is only known as a domestic animal, and is

chiefly met with in the southern part of Peru. Burmeister,

the latest and a very competent writer on the subject,^ says

that he is perfectly satisfied that it is the descendant of

the wild guanaco, an opinion opposed to that of Tschudi.

It generally attains a larger size than the guanaco, and is

usually white or spotted with brown or black, and some-

times altogether black. The earliest and often quoted

account of this animal by Augustin de Zarate, treasurer-

general of Peru in 1544, will boar repeating as an excellent

summary of the general character and uses to which it was

put by the Peruvians at the time of the Spanish conquest.

He speaks of the llama as a sheep, observing, however, that

it is camel-like in shape, though destitute of a hump:

—

"In places where there is no snow, the natives want water, and
to supply this they fill the skins of sheep with water and make
other living sheep carry them, for, it must be remarked, these

sheep of Peru are large enough to serve as beasts of burden. They
can carry about one hundred pounds or more, and the Spaniards

used to ride them, and they would go four or five leagues a day.

When they are weary they lie down upon the ground, and as there

are no means of making them get up, cither by beating or assisting

them, the load must of necessity be taken off. When there is a
man on one of them, if the beast is tired and urged to go on, he
turns his head round, and discharges his saliva, which has an un-
pleasant odour, into the rider's face. These animals are of grcnt

use and profit to their masters, for their wool is very good and tine,

particularly that of the species called pacas, which have veiy long
fleeces ; and the expense of their food is trifling, as a handful of

maize suffices them, and they can go four or five days without
water. Their flesh is as good as that of tlie fat sheep of Castile.

There are now public shambles for the sale of their flesh in all parts

of Peru, which was not the case when the Spaniards came first ; for

when one Indian had killed a sheep his neighbours came and took
what they wanted, and then another Indian killed a sheep iu his

turn."

The disagreeable habit here noticed of spitting in the

face of persons whose presence is obnoxious is common to

all the group, as may be daily witnessed in specimens in

confinement in the menageries of Europe. One of the

principal labours to which the llamas were subjected at the

time of the Spanish conquest was that of bringing down
ore from the mines in the mountains. Gregory de Bolivar

estimated that in his day as many as three hundred thousand
were employed in the transport of the produce of the mines
of Potosi alone, but since the introduction of horses, mules,

and donkeys the importance of the llama as a beast of

burden has greatly diminished.

' Dfieriplion PhytigM dt la JilpiMiniie Arnentine, vol. iu. p, 45'^

1S79.

The alpaca is believed by most naturalists to be a variety

of the vicugna ; others have, Iiowever, identified it with the

guanaco, and some consider it as a distinct species. It is

usually found in a domc^'icat^d or semi-domesticated state,

being kept in large flocks which graze on the level heights

of tbe Andes of southern Peru and northern Bolivia at an
elevation of from 14,000 to 16,000 feet above the sea-level,

throughout the year. It is not used as a beast of burden
like the llnnia, but is valued only for its wool, of which
the Indian blankets and ponchas are made. Its colour is

usually dark brown or black. The characteristics of its

wool, and the history of its introduction into British

manufacturing industry, are described in the article

Alpaca. (w. h. f.)

LLANDAFF, a city of Glamorgan, South Wales. See
Cardiff, within which parliamentary borough it is almost

entirely included.

LLANDUDNO, a watering-place in Carnarvonshire,

North Wales, situated on the Irish Sea, and at the mouth
of the Conway, in a finely sheltered bay, 50 miles west of

Chester by rail. It lies between Great Orme's Head and
Little Orme's Head, two lofty promontories which rise pre-

cipitously from the sea to the height of several hundred

feet. Round Great Orme's Head a public drive has been

made, from which very picturesque views are obtained.

The rock is greatly frequented by many varieties of sea

birds, and is also the habitat of many rare plants. The
old parish church of St Tudno, situated on a cliff over-

looking the sea, has been replaced by a later structure

(St George's), and the Church of Holy Trinity in the

First Pointed style was erected in 1865. The chief attrac-

tions of the town are its picturesque and sheltered situa-

tion, and the fine facilities it affords for sea bathing. In

the neighbouring copper-mines various mineralogical speci-

mens of interest have been found. On the summit of the

head there are the remains of old circular buildings, some
portions of an old fortress, and a rocking stone. The
population of the urban sanitary district in 1871 was 2762,

and in 1881 it was 4838, but these figures do not repre-

sent its summer population, which is nearly twice as great.

LLANELLY, a market-town, parliamentary borough,

and seaport town of Carmarthenshire, South Wales, is

situated on a creek of Carmarthen Bay, on the river

Louglier, and on several railway lines, 11 mOes west of

Swansea, and 225 westnorth-west of London. It is a

prosperous manufacturing town. The church of St Etli

or Llanelly is in the Early English style, with a square

embattled tower. The other principal buildings are the

town-hall and the athen«um. Tlie town possesses ex-

tensive docks. It imports large quantities of copper ore,

and carries on an export trade in its special manufactures.

For the last five years the exports have averaged above

£150,000 annually, and the imports .£50,000. There are

copper, silver, lead, and tin works, iron foundries, manu-
factures of pottery, chemical works, brick and tile works,

flour-mills, and breweries ; and in the vicinity there are

extensive collieries. Llanelly is included in the Carmarthen

district of parliamentary boroughs. The population of tbe

urban sanitary district in 1871 was 14,973, which in 1881

had increased to 19,655.

LLANGOLLEN, a picturesque market-town of Denbigh-

shire, North Wales, and a favourite summer resort, is

beautifully situated in a fine vale surrounded by lofty

mountains, on the right bank of the Dee, and on a branch

line of the Great Western Railway, 9 miles south-west of

Wrexham, and 22 south-west of Chester. The river is

crossed by a peculiarly constructed bridge of five arches

built in 1345. The church, dedicated to St Collen, is a

plain but ancient structure, partly in the Early English

style. Opposite the town, on the summit of a conical hill,
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are the remains oi a very ancient fortress, the Castell

Dinas Bran. The beautiful abbey of Valle Crucis, in a
neighbouring dell, is one of the finest ecclesiastical ruins

in Wales. Near it there is an ancient British monument,
the " Pillar of Eliseg." The principal secular buildings of

the town are the town-hall and the court-house. The
industries include the manufacture of linen and wool, and
in the vicinity there are collieries, lime-works, and iron-

works. The population of the urban sanitary district in

1871 was 2798, and in 1881 it was 3121.

LLORENTE, Jua>' Anto.vio (1756-1823), the historian

of the Spanish Inquisition, was born March 30, 1756, at

Rincon de Soto, near Calahorra, Aragon, studied at

Tarragona and Saragossa, received (by dispensation) priest's

orders in 1779, and became vicar-general to the bishop of

Calahorra in 1782. In 1785 he became commissary of the

Holy Office at Logrono, and in 1789 its general secretary

at Madrid. In 1805 he obtained a canonry at Toledo, and
in 180G-8 his 2ioticias Historicas sobre las Ires Provincias

Vascon;iadas appeared. In the crisis of 1808 Llorente

identified himself with the Bonap.irtists, and from 1809
onwards he was engaged in superintending the execution

of the decree of suppression of the monastic orders, and in

examining the archives of the Inquisition for his History,

a work which appeared in 1817-18 at Paris, where its

author had been residing since the return of Ferdinand

VIL to Madrid in 1814, under the title Histoire critique

de I'Inquisition d'Espagne, depuis Vejwque de son etablisse-

ment par Ferdinand V. jasqu' au regne de Ferdinand VIL,
iiree d(S pieces originales du Conseil de la Supreme el de

celles des tribunaux subalternes da Saint Office. Translated

within a few years into German, English, Dutch, Italian,

and Spanish, it attracted much attention throughout

Europe, and involved its author in considerable persecution

and hardship, which, on the publication of his Portraits

politiqnes des Papes in 1822, culminated in a peremptory

o'.-der (December 1822) to quit France. His death, caused,

oi: at least hastened, by the fatigues of the hasty journey

to Spain, took place at Madrid on February 5, 1 823. Both

the personal character and the literary trustworthiness of

Llorente have been very bitterly assailed ; but, although

he was very imperfectly equipped as an exact historian,

there is no reason to doubt that he made an honest use of

documents (now no longer extant) relating to the Inquisi-

tion, to which he had access at Madrid. An English

(abridged) translation of the History appeared in 1826. A
full list of the numerous writings of Llorente b given in

the Biographic Generate.

LLOYD'S, an association of merchants, shipowners,

underwriters, and ship and insurance brokers, having its

headquarters in a suite of rooms in the north-east corner

of the Roj'al Exchange, London. Originally a mere
• athering of merchants for business or gossip in a coffee-

house kept by one Edward Lloyd in Tower Street, London,

the earliest notice of which occurs in the London Gazette

of 18th February 1688, this institution has gradually

become one of the greatest and most perfect organizations

in the world in connexion with commerce. The establish-

ment existed in Tower Street up to 1692, in which year it

was removed by the enterprising proprietor to Lombard
Street, in the very centre of that portion of the old city of

London most frequented by merchants of the highest class.

Shortly after this event Mr Lloyd gave another proof of

his enterprise and intelligence by the establishment of a

weekly newspaper furnishing commercial and shipping

news, in those days an undertaking of no small difficulty.

This paper took the name of Hoyd!s News, and, though its

life was not a prolonged one, it was destined to be the

precursor of the now ubiquitous Lloyd's List, the oldest

existing paper, the London Gazette excepted, of llie present

day. In Lombard Street the business transacted at Lloyd's
coffee-house steadily grew in extent and importance, but
it does not appear that throughout the greater part of the
18th century the merchants and underwriters frequenting
the rooms were bound together by any rules, or acted
under any organization. By and by, however, the rapid
increase of marine insurance business made a change of

system and improved accommodation absolutely necessary,

and accordingly, after finding a temporary resting-place in

Pope's Head Alley, the underwriters and brokers finally

settled down in the Royal Exchange in March 177-k
One of the first improvements in the mode of efTecting

marine insurance springing out of this new state of things

was the introduction of a printed form of policy. Hitherto
various forms had been in use; and, to avoid the numerous
disputes consequent on a practice so loose and unsatis-

factory, the committee of Lloyd's proposed a general form,

which was finally adopted by the members on the 12th of

January 1779, and which remains in use, with only a few
slight alterations, to this day. The two most important

events in the history of Lloyd's during the present century

are the reorganization of the association in 1811, and the

passage of an Act in 1871 granting to Lloyd's all the rights

and privileges of a corporation sanctioned by parliament.

According to this Act of Incorporation, the three main
objects for which the society exists are—first, the carrying

out of the business of marine insurance ; secondly, the pro-

tection of the interests of the members of the association;

and thirdly, the collection, publication, and diffusion of

intelligence and information with respect to shipping. In

the promotion of the last-named object, obviously the

foundation upon which the entire superstructure rests, an

intelligence department has been gradually developed

which for wideness of range and efficient working has no

parallel among private enterprises in any country.

The rooms at Lloyd's are available only to subscribers and

member's. The former pay an annual subscription of five

guineas without entrance fee, but have no voice in the

management of the institution. The latter consist of non-

underwriting members, who pay an entrance fee of twelve

guineas, and of underwriting members, who pay a fee of

one hundred pounds. Underwriting members are also

required to deposit securities to the value of .£5000 to

£10,000, according to circumstances, as a guarantee for

their engagements. The management of tbe establishment

is delegated by the members to certain of their number
selected as a "committee for managing the affairs of Lloyd's."

With this body lies the appointment of all the officials and

agents of the institution, the daily routine of duty being

entrusted to a secretary and a large staff of clerks and other

assistants. The mode employed in efi'ecting an insurance

at Lloyd's is very simple. The business is done entirely by

brokers, who write upon a slip of paper the name of the

ship and shipmaster, the nature of the voyage, the subject

to be insured, and the amount at which it is valued.

If the risk is accepted, each underwriter subscribes his

name and the amount he agrees to take or underwrite, the

insurance being effected as soon as the total valuo

is made up. The sum paid by the insured to the under-

writers is denominated the premium, a tax upon the profits

of the merchant which the progress of science, of the art

of shipbuilding, and of navigation has in these days

reduced to a very moderate figure. (w. p. h.)

LOACH. The loaches (Cobitidina) are small Wishes of

the Carp family {Cyprinidx), with a generally cylindrical

body, with very small or without' any scales, with six or

more barbels round the mouth, with a short dorsal and

anal fin, and with the pharyngeal teeth in a single series.

The air-bladder is double, as in other carjis, the two

divisions lying side by side, or one behind the other; but
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it is always entirely or partially enclosed in a bony capsule

formed^ by the anterior vertebrre. Tlie largest of the

ninety species i^novvn grow to a length of 10 or 12 inches,

but the majority are of much smaller dimensions. They

are found in Europe and Asia only. The typical species

are partial to fast-running streams with stony bottoms
;

they abound in the waters draining the central Alps of

Asia, and extend far towards the north of the Enropo-

Asiatic region. The tropical forms from south of the

Himalayas are not less common, and some of them have

assumed a more compressed form of the body with a

bright coloration. In Great Britain two species occur,

viz., the common loach (Neynachilus harbattthis), and the

more local Cobitis ixnia, which is distinguished by a small

spine below the eye. The former is esteemed as food in

parts of the Continent where it occurs in sufficient abund-

ance. See Ichthyology.

LOANDA, or in full Sao Paulo de Lcanda, the capital

of the Portuguese settlements in western Africa, and the

principal municipality of the Loanda district, one of the

three into which Angola is divided, is situated on the

mainland in 8' 48' S. lat. and 13° 7' E. long. The
beautiful bay, protected from the surf by the long narrow

island of pure sand from which the town takes its name, is

backed by a line of low sandy cliflf which at its southern

end sweeps out with a sharp curve and terminates in the

bold point crowned by Fort San Miguel. A good part of

the town lies on the shore, but the more important build-

ings—the Government offices, the governor's residence, the

palace of the bishop of Angola, and the admirable hospital

—are situuied o." tbe higher grounds. Most of the

European houses are Jarge stone buildings of one story

with red tile roofs. The streets, formerly full of loose fine

sand, have in many cases been paved. The great defect of

the situation is the want of water, which had to be brought

for the most part in little boats from the Bengo and the

Dande; but the Portuguese Government signed a contract

in November 1877, by which a canal 43 miles long was to

be constructed, at a cost of 6,000,000 francs, from Tanda-
bondo (a point 37 miles from the mouth of the Bengo) to

the city. Loanda is a busy place ; the shops are well

supplied with European goods, and large native markets
are held in various parts of the town. While the slave

trade to Brazil was still in full prosperity, the traffic of the

port was of no small account ; and after a period of great

deprussion it is now developing in more legitimate direc-

tions. There is a regular service of steamers from Lisbon
and Liverpool, and in 1877 746 vessels entered and 693
clearfd. The population is from 10,000 to 12,000 (Lux
gives 18,000 to 20,000), about a third being whites. From
1641 to 1648 Loanda was occupied by the Dutch.

See J. J. Monteiro, Angola and the River Congo, London, 1875 ;

and Lux, Von Loanda iiach Kimbundu, Vienna, 1580. f

LOANGO, in the wider signification of the name, is a
region on the west coast of southern Africa, which extends
from the mouth of the Congo (Zaire) river in 6° S. lat.

northwards through about two degrees, with no very
definite limit in this direction, unless we adopt the
Numbi river which falls into Chilunga Bay in 4° 9' S. lat.,

and was formerly (kjnsidered the northern boundary of the
Loango kingdom. In a narrower sense it is the country
bounded on the S. by the Luemma, and on the N. by the
Kuilu,—the district between the Luemma andtheChiloango
being known as Chiloaiigo or Little Loango, that between
the Chiloango and the Congo as Kakongo and Angoy, and
that to the north of the Kuilu as Chilunga. The whole
country between 6° and 4° may 6e described as the lowland
portion of the seaward versant of the Serra do Crystal or
Serra Complida, a range runi.ing almost parallel with the
coast, from which its spurs and under/alls are distant only

30 or 40 miles. It has an irregularly undulating or hilly

surface, slowly rising in somewhat indefinite terraces, and
is traversed from north-east to south-west by a number of

considerable streams flowing in well-marked valleys. The
coast-line in some stretches is low and swampy, while in

others, as along Loango and Kabinda Bays, it presents a

series of cliffs 40 to 50 feet high. Behind the region of

alluvial deposits which prevails for some distance inland

there is a broken belt of Tertiary rocks ; but these soon
give place to laterite, and beyond the laterite lie the mica-

schists, talcs, and gneiss of which the mountains are com-
posed. Of the Loango rivers the best explored is the

Kuilu or Quillu. At its mouth, in 4° 29' S. lat., it is a
noble stream 1100 feet wide, but the bar has hitherto

proved an insuperable obstacle to the entrance of seagoing
ships ; near the Mayombe factory, which may be reached

in fifteen hours from the coast, it begins to take the char-

acter of a mountain stream. Its principal affluent is the

Nanga. Farther south are the Songolo and the Luemm'i.

Of greater importance as a navigable route towards the

interior is the Chiloango or Loango Luse (sometimes errone-

ously called the Kakongo), which disembogues in 5° 12'

S. lat. and 12° 5' E. long., and is formed about 15 miles

inland by the junction of the Loango and the Lukula, of

which the one separates Loango proper from the Osobo
country and the other the Osobo country from Kakongo.

Though a large proportion of the Loango coast region is occupied
Ijy primeval forest, with trees rising to a height of 150 and 200 feet,

there is considerable variety of sceneiy—open lagoons, mangrove
swamps, scattered clusters of trees, park-like reaches, dense walls of
tangled underwood along the rivers, prairies of tall grass through
which no pathway can be driven, and patches of cultivation.

Among the more characteristic forms of vegetation are baobabs, silk-

cotton trees, screw-pines, and palms—especially ffyphasne guinccn-
sis (a fan-palm), liaphia (the wine-palm), and Elxis guincensis
(the oil-palm). Anonaceous plants (notably Anona scnegalcnsis) and
the paUabanda, an olive-myrtlc-like tree, are common in the prairies

;

the papyrus shoots up to a height of 20 feet along the rivers (par-

ticularly the Luemma) ; the banks are fringed by the cottony Hibis-

cus liliaccus, ipomteas, and fragrant jasmines ; and the thickets are

bound together in one inextricable mass by lianas of many kinds.

Among the fruit trees are the mango and the papaw ; tho orange
has been successfully introduced at Vista and Kabinda ; and the
lemon continues to flourish well up the country. Kegro-pepper (a

variety of capsicum) and ginger grow wild ; the natives, in addition

to manioc (their staple sustenance) and bananas, cultivate ground-
nuts and tobacco ; and tlie planters have Europeaa vegetables ic

their gardens.

The crocodile, thehippopotamu-s, andseveralkindsof ftpes—includ-

ing the chimpanzee and the rare gorillar—are the most noteworthy
larger animals ; the birds are various and beautiful—grey parrots,

shrikes, fly-catchers, rhinoceros birds, weaver birds (often in large

colonies on the palm-trees), ice-birds, from the Cccyle Sharpii to

the dwarfish Alccdo cristata, butterfly-finches, and helmet-birds

(Turacus gigantcus), not to mention doves, snipes, and other more
familiar tyjics. Snakes are extremelycommon^C<iHf!(sr/iow!ica(».9,

Atractas2ns irregularis, Dcndraspis Jamcsonii, Dasijpcltis palma-
riim, &c. ; but they give comparatively little trouble. The curious

climbing-fish, which frequents the mangroves, the Ptrroptervs or

lung-fish, which lies in the mud in a state of lethargy during tho
dry season, the strange and poisonous Tcirodon guUifcr, and the
herring-like Pcllona africana, often caught in great shoals—are the

more remarkable of the fishes. Oysteis are got in abundance from
the lagoons, and the Portuguese fatten the huge Cardisoma artna-

iuvi or heart-crab for table. Fireflies and unfortunately also mos-"

quitoes and sandflies are among the most familiar forms of insect

life ; the bird spider among the rarer. A kind of ant builds very
striking pent-house or umbrella-shaped nests rising on the trco

trunks one above the other like the roofs of a Chinese pagoda.

Well-built and tall (average height of the men 5-5 feet, of tliO'

women 5 '2), strongly dolichocephalous and very thick of skull, never

black but of various shades of warm brown with the faintest sug-

gestion of purple, the Bafiote (as the natives of the Loango coast

call themselves) are on tlie whole very favourable specimens of tho

Negro stock to which they belong. Their black curly hair nevci

becomes white with age, and grey only in the case of very old people.

Baldness is quite unknown, and many of tho men wear beards.

Physical deformity is extremely rare. Like the west-coast negroes

in general the Bahote have a ghastly and grotesque belief in futicheat

and witchcraft; and their gangns or priests employ the cassa (nkasso^
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ordeal wifh sucli reAlossncss that for every grown-up pei-son who
drcs a natural death three or four, it is estimated, perish hy this

iuJgment of the invisible powers. A custom which readily catches

the eye of the foreigner is that of setting their marriageable maidens

forth to view in a little bower specially erected in front of the

parents' dwelling—their stins stained red with a peculiar powder.

iJ^ear Chinchoxo there is a curious tribe, the Mavumbu or Urawambu,
known to Europeans as Black Jews on account of their strikingly

Semitic features. The coast people proper or Bavilli look down on
their more inland neighbours as less civilized ; and these in their

turn pay the same compliment to those beyond,—the Bayombe and
Bayaka, who occupy the mountainous woodland on the borders of

Loango, being reckoned as genuine savages.

The people are scattered throughout the country in small villages;

Ifkondo, probably the largest, contains only 350 to 400 huts, though
it is the seat of onf jf the most influential "princes." There is no
town or village of Loango,—the place of that name on Loango Bay
being a mere group of factories. Buri, Boari, or Boali, was the

name of the former capital ; Ijoangiri or Loangele (visited in 1873

by Bastian) was the burial-place of the ancient kings; and Lnbu,
which is still neutral in war, is that of the " princes. " At one time

included in the great Congo kingdom, Loango became independent

about the close of the 16th century, and was still of considerable

importance in the days of Abbe Proyart (1750), though Kakongo and
other districts were practically independent. At present there is

no central authority in the.country; the petty local chiefs are local

chiefs and nothing more ; but the members of the blood poyal are

still honoured with special privileges, a large number of nominal
tiUes remain in use, and a common tradition of greatness gives a

Sffrt of cohesion to the political conglomerate.

The slave trade was longer maintained in Loango than anywhere
else on the West African seaboard ; and since its extirpation palm
O'l and india-rubber have been the main objects of commerce. Per-

f-^ct freedom of trade prevails; and there are Dutch, Portuguese,

German, French, and English factories on the coast and up the

livers. The Portuguese have made considerable efforts to secure

tiTritorial supremacy ; but they have hitherto failed, partly owing
to direct French opposition, partly to the state of the country.

The following are the principal stations of European trade :

—

Banana at the mouth of the Congo; the central post of the Rotter-

dam African Trading Company, whose comptoirs are scattered along
a vast extent of the west coast; Muanda, with one of the best of the
native villages ; Vista ; Kabinda, the natives of which are known
as far south as Mossamedes for their enterprise and skill as car-

penters, tailors, &c. ; Landana, the seat of Dutch, French, and
Fortuguese factories, and of a French mission from the Gaboon; and
Chincho or Tchinchotcho (5° 9' 14" S. lat., 12° 3' 45" E. long.) the
post occupied by the German Exploring Expedition in 1873-76.

See, besides Merolla and Battel (Pinkerton, vol. ii.), Proyart, Risloire de Loanijo,

Paris, 1766 (also in Pinkerton); Degrandpv^, Beise nacft dei- iresttichcn Kvsle von
Afrika. Weimar, 1801 ; Bastian, Die deulsche Expedition an d,-r Loango-Kusle,
Jena. 1874-75 ; and Die Loango-Ezpedition. by Dr Paul Gussfeldt (1879), Juliu3
Talkenstcin (1879), and Pechuel-Loesche (18S2).

LOBELIA, L., the typical genus of the tribe Loheliex,

of the order Campanulacex, named after ^Matthias de Lobel,

a native of Lille, botanist and physician to James L It

numbers about two hundred species, natives of nearly all

the temperate and warmer regions of the world, excepting

central and eastern Europe as well as western Asia. For
tlie sections into which the genus is divided, see Genera
Plantamm, by Bentham and Hooker, vol iL p. 551 ; and
for species, De C, Prod., vii. p. 357. Two species are

British, L. Dorlmanna, L., named after Dortmann, a

Dutch druggist, which occurs in gravelly mountain lakes

;

and L. urens, L., which is only found on heaths, &c., near

Axminster (see Baxter's Brit. Gen., No. 79). The genus
is distinguished from Campanula by the irregular corolla

and completely united anthers, ai;d by the excessive acridity

of the milky juice. The species earliest described and
figured appears to be L. cardinalis, L., under the name
Trackelium americanurn sive cardinalis planta, " the rich

crimson cardinal's flower"; Parkinson (Paradisvs, 1629,

p. 356) says, " it groweth neere the riuer of Canada, where
the French plantation in America is seated"; De Candolle

records it from New England to Carolina (Prod., viL 382).

This species, as well as several others, are in cultivation as

ornamental garden plants, e.f;., the dwarf blue £. Erinus,

L., from the Cape, which, with its varieties, forms a familiar

bedding plant. L. splendens, Willd., and L. fulgens, Willd.,

growing from 2 to 4 feet high, from Mexico, have scarlet

flowers; while L. anioena, Mich., frnm North America, as

-well as L. syphilitica, L., and its hybrids, from Virginia,

have blue flowers. The last-named was introduced in

1665, according to Paxton (Bot. Diet., p. 340), but is not
mentioned by Parkinson. Certain species of lobelia are
used medicinally, the chief being L. injlata, L., a native

of north-eastern America, called " Indian tobacco," as its

efi"ects are very similar to those of tobacco; for its localities,

ifec, see Pickering, Chron. Hist, ofPL, p. 1015. It is expec •

torant and diaphoretic in small doses, but in full medicinaJ
doses is nauseating and emetic. It is used for spasmui.ic

asthma, and as an adjunct to diuretics. See Bentley and
Trimen's Med. PL, No. 162; Pharmacographia, p. 357;
and Pereira's Mat. Med., vol. iL pt. ii. p. 8. For active

principles, see Pharm. Jouiii., voL x. pp. 270, 456.

Another medicinal species is L. syphilitica, L., the blue
cardinal, of which the root is used by the North American
Indians for the purpose implied in the specific name. The
value, however, is said to have no foundation in fact

(Pearson, Obs. on var. Art. of Mat. Med., p. 70), but see

Amer. Dispens., p. 494. A third species is L. decurrens,

Cav., from near Arequipa in Peru, where the Indians use
it as an emetic {Pharm. Joum. [1], vol siiL p. 14).

.LOBO, Ieronimo (1593-1678), a Jesuit missionary, was
born in Lisbon in 1593, and entered the Order of Jesus
at the age of sixteen. In 1621 he was ordered to repair

as a missionary to India, and in 1622 he arrived at Goa.
With the intention of proceeding to Abyssinia as a mission-

ary, he left India in 1624, but after disembarking on the
coast of Mombas, and attempting to reach his destination

by land, through the Galla country, was forced to return.

Repeating the attempt in the ensuing year, in concert with
Mendez, the newly-appointed patriarch of Ethiopia, and
eight missionaries, Lobo landed on the coast of the Red
Sea, and settled down in Abyssinia as superintendent of

the missions in the state of Tigre, travelling about a good
deal over the country, and thus obtaining much valuable

information on its geography and people. He remained
at his post for some years, until death deprived the

Catholics of their protector, the emperor Segued. Forced
by persecution to leave the kingdom, in 1634 Lobo fell,

along with his companions, into the hands of the Turks at

Massowah, and was sent by them to India to procure a
ransom for his imprisoned fellow-missionaries. This object

he gained, and at the same time he endeavoured, though
without avail, to persuade the Portuguese viceroy to send
an armament against Abyssinia. Intent upon accomplish-

ing this cherished project, he embarked for Portugal, and
after he had been shipwrecked on the coast of Natal, and
captured by pirates, arrived at Lisbon. Neither at this

city, however, nor at Madrid and Rome, was any counten-

ance given to Lobo's plan for Christianizing Abyssinia by
the aid of arms. He accordingly returned to India in

1640, and was elected rector, and afterwards provincial, of

the Jesuits at Goa. After some years he returned to his

native city, and died there January 29, 1678.
Lobo wrote an account of his travels in Portuguese, which appears

never to have been printed, but is deposited in the monastery of St
Roque, Lisbon. Balthezar Telles made large use of the information
therein in his Historia Gcral da Etiopia Alia (Coimbra, 1660), which
is often erroneously attributed to Lobo (see Maehado's Biblioiheca

Zusita7ui). Lobo's own narrative was translated from a MS. copy
into French, under the title of Voyage Historique de Abissinie, by
the Abbe Legrand, Paris, 1728. lu 1669 a translation by Sir

Peter AVjche of several passages from a MS. account of Lobo's

travels was published by the Koyal Society, and this was translated

into Thenevot's Rdation dcs Voyages in 1673. An English abridg-

ment of Legrand's edition by Dr Johnson was published in 1735,1

and reprinted in 1789. In a M&inoire jitsticalif en rehabilitation,

dcs Pierre Paez et Jerome Lobo, Dr C. T. Beke maintains the

accuracy of Lobo's statements as to the source of the Abai brancb

of the Nile against Bruce.

LOBSTER. See Crustacea, and Fisheries, vol ix>

p. 265.
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aza:

LOCK—not being a canal lock—means the fastening of

a door, or box, or drawer, which requires a key, or else

some secret contrivance or manipulation, to open it It is

generally fixed to the door, but it may also be loose, aud

then it is called a padlock, which is internally like other

locks, but externally has a half link or boio turning on a

hinge at one end, while the other, after being put through

a chain or staple on the door, enters the lock and is fastened

by the bolt therein. The bolt may be moved by the key, or

may close by a opring, but require a key to open it, as in

the case of handcuffs, which are a pair of padlocks of this

kind united by a short chain. A common door lock also

comprises a spring latch which opens by a handle, and

sometimes a small bolt held by friction either shut or open,

which is moved by a smaller handle inside the room only
;

but neither of these is the lock proper, any more than a

liook or a button, or a common lifting latch. Therefore,

omitting them, a lock is as defined above.

The earliest lock of whioh the construction is known is

the Egyptian, which was used four thousand years ago.

In fig. 1, aa is the body of the lock, bb the bolt, and cc the

key. The three pins p, p, p drop into three holes in the

bolt when it is

pushed in, and
so held it fast

;

and they are

raised again by
putting in the

key through the

large hole in the

bolt and raising

it a little, so

that the pins in

the key push the locking pins up out of the way of the
bolt. The security of thip is very small, as it is easy
enough to find the places of the pins by pushing in a bit of

wood covered with clay or tallow, on which the holes will

mark themselves ; and the depth can easily be got by trial.

Mr Chubb, the well-known lock-maker, used to show a
wooden Chinese lock very superior to the Egyptian, and,
in fact, founded on exactly the jame principle as the
Bramah lock, which long enjoyed the reputation of being
the most secure lock ever invented; for it has sliders or
tumblers of different lengths, and cannot be opened unless
they are all raised to the pro-

per heights, and no higher.

Until about a century ago no
lock so good as this was known
in England. The locks then
in use (fig. 2) were nothing
better than a mere bolt, held
in its place, either shut or
open, by a spring b, which
pressed it down, and so held it at either one end or the
other of the convex notch aa ; and the only impediment
to opening it was the wards which the key had to pass
before it could turn in the keyhole. But it was always

Fig. 1.

r,s. 3.

possible to find the shape of the wards by merely puttin-rm a blank key covered with wax, and pressing it against
them

;
and when this had been done, it was by no means

uecessary to cut out the key into the complicated form of

E

L_|j';.m-£a M. s

tlie wards (such as fig. 3), because no part of that key
does any work except the edge be farthest from the pipe a

;

and so a key of the form tig. 4 will do just as well ; and
a small collection of skeleton keys, as they are called, ot

a few different patterns, were all the stock in trade that a

lock-picker required.

The common single-tumbler lock (fig. 5) was rather

better than this, as it requires two operations instead of

one to open it. The tumbler at turns on a pivot at t, and
has a square pin at a, which
drops into a notch in the bolt

bb, when it is either quite open
or quite shut, and the tumbler

must be lifted by the key be-

fore the bolt can be moved
again. But this also is very

easy, unless the lock is so

made that the tumbler will go
into another notch in the bolt

if it is lifted too high, as in

the lock we shall now describe,

which was the foundation of

all the modem imorovements
in lock-making.

Barron''s Lock.—This was
the first lock with several ^'S- ^
tumblers. It was patented in 1778. Fig. 6 is a fronf
view, and fig. 7 a horizontal section. First consider ir

with reference to

one tumbler at

only. Unless the

square pin a is

lifted by the key
to the proper

height, and no ^'°' ^'

higher, the bolt cannot move, and that alone adds very
considerably to the difficulty of picking, except by a method
not discovered for many years after.

But Barron added another tumbler,
and unless both were raised at once
to the proper height, and no higher,

the lock could not be opened. The
face, or working edge, of the key of
a many-turableied lock assumes this

form (fig. 8), the steps corresponding
to the different heights to which the
tumblers have to be raised, and one of them acting on the
bolt, and they may have a much wider range of difference
tli;in in this figure.

The key here drawn
is also one with the

wards of such a J

shape that no skele-

ton except itself can
pass them. The
form, however, can
be got in the usual

way by a wax im-
pression ; and as it

weakens the key
very much, and is

expensive to cut, it

is not often used.

Bramah'sLock:—
The nest lock of

any importance was the celebrated one patented ten years
after Barron's, by Joseph Bramah (see Bkamah). In figs.

9 and 10 aaaa is the outer barrel of the lock, which is

screwed to, or cast with, the plate ; cccc is a cylinder, or
inner barrel, turning within the other. _ It is shown aepa-

Fig. 8.
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E»te1y. at fig. 11; and fig. 12 is a cross section of it, the

black ring being the keyhole, and the light spot ia the

middle the drill-pin, which goes into the key. The short

pin b in figs. 9, 10, 11 is set in the end of the cylinder,

b

Fig. n. Fig. 12.

near its edge ; and, when the cylinder turns round, that

\m shoots or draws tlie bolt, by acting in a slit of the

form shown in fig. 13. The security of the lock depends

upon a number of sliders, s, s, of

which the shape is shown in

fig. 14, and the cross section

In fig. 12. They are made of

plates of steel doubled, and
sprung open a little, so as to

make them move with a little

friction in the slits of the cy-

linder or revolving barrel in

which they lie, and are pressed up against the cap of

the lock by a spiral spring. They are shown so pressed

up in fig. 9, and pressed down by the key in fig. 10.

Tiiere is a deep groove cut round tha barrel, and in each

of the sliders there is a deep notch which can be pushed
down to that place in the barrel by a key slit to the proper

depth ; and it is evident that when all the sliders are

pushed down to that position the barrel will present the

appearance of having no sliders on it. A steel plate (fig.

15), made in two pieces in order to get it on, embraces
the barrel at the place where the groove is, having notches

in it corresponding to the sliders, and is fixed to the body
of the lock by two screws marked d, d in figs. 9, 10, and
15. When the sliders are pushed up by the spring they
fill the notches in the plate, and prevent the barrel from
turning ; but when they are pushed down by the key the
notches in the sliders all lie in the plane of the plate, and
so the barrel can turn with the key, and the pin b in the

end of it drives the bolt as before described The key
has a bit, k, sticking out from the pipe, the use of which
is to fix the depth to which it is to be pushed in, and then,

as the bit slips under the cap of the lock, it keeps the key
at the same depth while it is being turned.

This was the construction of the lock for a good many
years, and Bramah pronounced it in that state "not to

lie within the range of art to produce a key, or other

instrument, by which a lock on this principle can be
opened." It was found, however, long before the defeat

of the improved cuallengo Bromah luck by Mr Hobbs in

1S51, that the inventor had made the common mistake of
pronouncing that to be impossible which he only did not
see how to do himself. As it has been generally supposed
that what is called the tentative method of lock-picking

was unknown in England before it came over from America
in the year of the Exhibition of 1851, we must remind our
readers that it was described in the 7th edition of this

work fifty years ago, though the lock-picking fraternity

were not of sufficiently literary habits to make themselves
acquainted with it. Mr Hobbs, it is true, carried the
process further than had been supposed possible before;
but all the Barron and Chubb and other many-tumblered
locks, which were supposed impregnable, might long ago
have been opened by anybody who had paid attention to

the method by which the Bramah locks were known to

have been picked some seventy years ago, before the intro-

duction of the false notches designed in 1817 by MrKussell,
then one of Sir Bramah's workmen. If you apply back-
ward pressure to the bolt of a tumbler lock when locked,

or twisting pressure to the barrel of a Bramah lock, first

pressing down the spiral spring, there will be a greater

pressure felt against some of the tumblers or sliders than
against others, in consequence of inevitable inequalities of

workmanship ; and if you keep the pressure up, and gentlj-

move any of the tumblers or sliders on which the pressure
is felt, you will at last get it to some point where it feels

loose. That may or may not be the exact place to which
the key ought to lift it ; but as soon as you feel it loose

leave it alone, it will not fall again, as the friction is

sufficient to prevent it ; and, if necessary, you may fis it

there by a proper instrument, or measure the depth and
keep the measure till you begin again. Then try another
tumbler which feels tight, and raise it till it also feelu

louse. And if you go on in that way, always leaving the
loose tumblers alone, and raising the one which feels tight,

they will at last all be got into the position of complete
freedom, i.e., to the place where the stump of the bolt can

pass them. The operation is just the same in principle in the

Bramah lock and in tumbler locks ; only, as all the slider?

are acted on by one spring in the Bramah as now made,
you need only just push down that spring, and hold it

there, and then the sliders maybe moved freely either way
by means of a hook or a small pair of self-acting forceps

to pull them up if they accidentally get pushed too far.

At first each slider had a separate spring.

But if the sliders have some false notches in them not
so deep as the true ones (see fig. 14), and the corners of

"^^3^
CS533=^

Fig. 14.

the notches in the plate dd are cut out a little (as in fig.'

15), then you might by trial get all the sliders into such a
position that the barrel could tura a very little, but no
more ; and when it is turned that kittle, you cannot push
the sliders in any further, and so (as was long supposed)
the tentative process is defeated; and undoubtedly it is

made much more troublesome, but it only requires more
time and patience. You can still feel tliat the pressure
is greater against some one or more of the tumblers or
sliders than against others, and, wherever that is the case,

XIV. — p4
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you know that it must be at a fab^e notch, and not tiie true

one. for a true one gives no pressure at all. Proceeding

in this way, Mr Hobbs- opened the challenge lock with

eighteen sliders, or guards, which had hung in Messrs

Bramah's window for many years, in nineteen hours, and

would have done it sooner, but that one of his instruments

broke in the lock. He afterwards repeated the operation

three times within the hour, in the presence of the

arbitrators; and a more recent one with eight sliders he

opened in four minutes, by means of an instrument which

is equivalent to a Bramali key with adjustable slits, which

are set to the sliders as the operation of feeling them and

getting their depths goes on. It is, moreover, to be re-

membered that thieves do not always confine themselves

to the conditions of a challenge, in which force and injury

to the hick are of course prohibited ; and, if a lock can be

easily opened by tearing out its entrails, it is of very little

use to say that it would have defied all the arts of polite

lock-picking. In this respect the Bramah lock is singularly

<leficient ; for if the exposed cap or nozzle of the keyhole

is cut off, as it easily may be, or if the hole is widened' out

by a centre-bit, the sliders can all be pulled out, and there

is an end of the lock.

Jjiside and Outside Locks.—Locks for drawers, closets,

iron chests, and the like are only required to lock on one

side, and their keys are therefore generally made with a

pipe, which slips on to a pin in the lock called the

drill-pin, and turns on it. Doors which have to be locked

sometimes on one side and sometimes on the other cannot

have their keys made in this way ; the key is solid, and its

plug or stem, being thicker than the flat part or web, acts

as an axis fitting into the upper part of the keyhole, though

that hole does not completely enclose it. All keys for these

inside and outside locks must be symmetrical, or alike on

each side of a line through their middle, in order to fit the

lock either way, which limits the variety of the tumblers

in the case of many-tumblered locks. A Bramah lock, to

open on both sides, must be made double, with one set of

sliders to push in from one side of the djor, and the other

set from the other side; and, consequently, they are very

seldom used for this purpose. It may be convenient to

observe that when we use the term Bramah lock we mean
a lock of that construction ; for, the patent having long ago

expired, such locks may be made by anybody, only Bramah's
name must not be used. Messrs Mordan's locks are the

same as Bramah's, except that they make the number of

sliders odd, while Iklessrs Bramah make it even.

Letter Locks.—ki one time it used to be supposed that

locks which could only be opened by setting a number
of rings or disks to a particular combination of letters

could not possibly be opened by anybody who was not in

possession of the secret ; and hence they were also called

puzzle-locks. At first they were made with a fixed com-
bination, which could not be changed. Afterwards the
rings were made double, the inner one having the notch in

it which the bolt had to pass, and the outer one capable of

being fitted on to the inner in any position, by unscrewing
some part of the lock, so that you might set them to any
combination desired. This was the first instance of a
changeable lock, of which we shall have more to say further

on. But it was afterwards found that these puzzle-locks

have just the same vulnerable point as all our locks had
until lately, viz., that the pressure of the bolt can be felt

on some of the rings more than on the others ; and Mr
Hobbs says emphatically, in the Rudimentary Treatise on
Locks, " wherever that is the case, that lock can be picked."
Apart from this defect, these locks have very much gone out
of use on account of their being troublesome to handle, and
ps'-aiMja also from the risk of forgetting the combination
io which the Inck was set last, i( it has been left for some

time; and therefore we do nut think it necessary to grt

farther into the details of their construction.

Chubb's Locks.—Of the multitude of locks which have
been made on the many-tumbler principle invented by
Barron, none enjoyed so much celebrity before Hobbs's
as Chubb's. This was partly due to superior workman-
ship and use of more tumblers than usual, and perhaps
still more to the inventor having had the good fortune

to hit upon the name " detector " for a certain part of the

machinery, which, besides adding to the security against

any mode of picking then known, also captivated the public

with the idea of discovering if anybody had beeu tampering
with the lock, though the operator might depart in

ignorance that he had left any trace of his attempt behind
him. It is remarkable that the detector was not even then

a new invention ; for a lock exactly the same in principle,

but slightly different in arrangement, had been previously

made by a Mr Buxton, and is described in Price's treatise

on Locks and Kei/s, &c., 1856. In the same way false

notches were used in Strutt's tumbler lock above thirty

years before they were reinvented, by Chubb and others,

with the idea of defeating the tentative method of picking

by them. In all lever or tumbler locks there is a square pin

B, called the stump, rivetted to the bolt, which has to

clear the passage in the tumblers called the gating. The
original form of Chubb's detector is shown in fig. IG by

the lever DT, which turns on a pin in the middle, and is

acted upon at its end T by a spring S, which will evidently

allow some play to the lever on either side of the corner

X, but the moment it is pushed past that point the spring

will carry it further in the same direction, like what is

called in clock-work a jumper. In its proper position that

end always remains above the turning-point ; but, if any
one of the tumblers is raised too high, the other end D of

the detector, which reaches over all the tumblers, is lifted

so far that the end T is sent down below the corner, aiHl

the tooth T then falls into a notch in the bolt, and so

prevents it from being drawn back, even though all the

tumblers are raised properly by the right key, which at

once reveals that somebody has been trying to pick the

lock. The way to open it then is to turn the key the

other way, as if to overlock the bolt
;
yon observe a short

piece of gating near the end of the tumblers, to allow the

bolt to advance just far enough to i)ush the tooth of the

detector up again by means of its inclination there, and

then the lock can be opened as usual. In some more

recent locks the tumbler is made in another form. The

back tumbler, or the one which has to be raised highest,

has a pin d reaching overall the others, and if any of them

are overlifted that back tumbler is also, and then a square

corner k in it gets past the end of the detector spring ks,

and is held up. It is set right by overiocking the bolt as

before, the bolt itself raising the end k of the spring, and
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letting the tumbler fall This form of detector is, however,

inferior to the other, as it informs the picker what he has

done, by the back tumbler itself being held up, which he

can feel directly.

But since Mr Hobbs's mode of picking locks became

known all these detectors h^ve become useless. Some
persons have even gone so far as to say that the detector

may be made a guide to picking. Whether tliis be so or not,

the detector does not act unless some of the tuLT.blers are

raised too high, which they never are by a skilful operator

on this plan, nor does it act (even it thrown by accident)

against picking backwards, or feeling the way to shoot the

bolt a little further, as if to free the detector; and in this

way the measure of the key can bo taken without any

hindrance from the dete:tor. Before 1851 tumbler locks

were seldom made with false notches, except Strutt's, in

which the tumblers were in the form of quadrants, with a

very large angular motion, and a number of short or false

notches and one deep one. But after that year Chubb
and other makers of tumbler locks adopted false notches,

together with revolving curtains, which cover the straight

part of the keyhole as soon as the key is turned, and

barrels going down from the back of the curtain to prevent

a false key or pick from turning without turning the

curtain ; olhor obstacles were added, of which the object

is in all cases to prevent the maintaining of pressure of

the stutop upon the tumblers at the same time that the

tumblers themselves are moved, or, as Mr Hobbs called

it, tickled, by some other instrument. These provisions

undoubtedly make the locks more difficult to pick, but it

is by no means safe to assume that a lock will never be

pi^cked, merely because it would take a first-rate hand a

long time to do it or gradually make his key.

Hobbs's Loci:.—The invention which most directly meets

the defect of all previous locks is Mr Hobbs's " movable

stump," which is not rivetted into the bolt as usual, but is

set on the end 5 of a bent lever abc (fig. 17) which lies

in a hollow of the bolt A behind

it, turning on a pivot in the bolt

itself, and kept steady by a small j^^
friction-spring e. The stump
comes through a hole in the bolt Fj

large enough to let it have a little 1=^1 A=

play; and the long end a of the

lever stands just above the edge ^'S-
!"•

of a square pin <?, which is fixed in the back plate of the

lock. When the lock is locked, if you push the bolt back,

you produce no sensible pressu'-e on the tumblers, but only

just enough to turn this protector lever, as Mr Hobbs calls

it, on its pivot c, and so bring down its end a in front of

the square pin, and then the bolt can no more be pushed

back than when held by Chubb's detector. The protector

i3 set free again by merely pushing the bolt forward with

the key, without reference to the tumblers. It was found,

however, that in this state the protector could be prevented

from acting by a method used by the inventor himself for

another purpose, viz., pushing a piece of watch-spring

through the keyhole, and up behind the bolt, so as to

reach the protector at a, and keep it up while you push the

bolt back, or, again, by pushing up the watch-spring be-

tween any two of the tumblers, and holding the end b of

the protector with it, so as to press the stump against the

tumblers. Both these devices, however, are prevented now
by letting in a feather FF in a groove between the bolt and
the back of the lock, which no watch-spring can pass, and
also bringing a piece of the feather forward through the

front gating of the tumblers just under the stump. In this

form the lock is safe against any mode of picking at present

known, unless the keyhole happens to be large enough to

admit the inspecting method, which is this. A person in-

tending to pick the lock goes beforehand and smokes the
bellies, or lower edges of the tumblers, through the keyhole.
When the key comes, it wipes off the black on each tumbler,
according to the length of the bit which raises it ; and
thee, when the picker returns, he throws a strong light

into the keyhole, and, by means of a narrow reflector put
into it, reads off, as it were, the length of bit required to

raise each tumbler to the proper height. This operation
may sound impossible ; but it is an established method of

lock-picking in America. It requires a largish keyhole
however, and it may be prevented by any kind of revolving

cylinder which will conceal the view of the tumblers while
the keyhole is open. The inspecting method might also

be frustrated by making the acting part of the bellies of all

the tumblers no longer than would be reached by the

shortest bit in the key. In that case, the long bits would
not begin to act at their points, but on their sides, and
would leave no measure of their length upon the tumblers.

A multitude of other many-tumbler locks acted on by
springs, and with various kinds of detectors and revolving

curtains, all more or less upon the same principles, may be
seen described in Price's book above-mentioned, but we are

not aware that any of them have ever come into general use,

or are superior to Chubb's or equal to Hobbs's protector

locks. There is another group of locks which involve

fanciful and thick ugly keys, and for that or other reasons

have not got much beyond patents and exhibitions.

" Revolving curtains " have been proved to be less serious

impediments to picking than they would seem, inasmuch
as they must leave room for an instrument no thicker than

the key itself to turn. The only kind of curtain that ia

not open to this objection must be one that absolutely

prevents any touching of the bolt while any instrument at

all is within the lock, and projects at all outside. Mr
Hobbs accomplished that by the odd-looking contrivance

of a key consisting only of its web, or flat or acting part,

which is pushed into the lock, and then carried round by
a fixed handle in another place, which closes the keyhole
until it has come round again and delivered the key-web
ready to be taken out by a proper hook. But this was too

troublesome for common use. The same object is effected

in another way by Sir K Beckett's lock, which we shall

presently describe.

Tucker's Locks.—There have been several locks on the

disk principle invented in succession by Mr Tucker of Fleet

Street, London, the first two of which had revolving disks;

and in the last

and more simple

one, patented in

185D, though the

disks no longer

revolve, they

slide between fix-

ed plates without

springs, and do

not turn on a

pin like common
tumblers, and
will stend in

differently any
where. It will

be sufficient to

describe the last

of these iuven-
'°'

tions, as Mr Tucker himself states it to possess all the ele-

ments of security of the former ones, with the advantages

of being much cheaper, because more simple in construction.

In fig. 18 TT is one of the sliders, which are separated by

thiu iixod plates, and slide upon the guide-pins at TT, and

have also friction-rprings X pressing on Ihem to keep
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them steady. S is the bolt stump, which can only enter I,

the gating of the tumblers, when they are pushed the

proper distance towards the left, which the key will do as

soon as it turns towards the left, in the usual way of

unlocking. But something else still prevents the bolt from

falling, and that is the flat curtain C, which turns with

the key, and has also a barrel B, as in several of the other

locks we have spoken of. This curtain prevents the stump

from being pressed against the tumblers, being just big

enough to keep it from touching them until it has turned

nearly three quarters round, when the pin S, which stands

up on the stump, can enter the opening D in the curtain

(shown by a dotted line in the drawing, to prevent con-

fusion). But by the time the curtain has got so far round,

any instrument in the keyhole would be prevented by the

barrel from reaching the tumblers so as to push them back

and feel the pressure of the stump ; at least so the inventor

asserts, and we do not venture to contradict him ; but it

must be remembered that no revolving curtain and barrel

have yet been able to prevent the instruments of the

American lock-pickers from reaching and moving the

tumblers at the same time that the barrel is being pressed

the other way in order to keep up pressure on the bolt.

We have not yet explained how the bolt in this lock is

drawn back when the curtain has got into the proper

position for it. It is not done by the last bit in the key

acting directly on the bolt as usual, but by a bit P fi-^ced on

the curtain itself, which acts upon the notch B in the bolt,

as the key usually does. And this same bit P performs

another function in locking, viz., shooting all the tumblers

into the position here shown by striking against a pin

which is set iii the bottom one, and comes up to the

curtain, and so carries all the others with it by means of

the square notch which is cut in all of them, except the

one which has the pin in it. It must be observed that the

curtain does not lie close upon the tumblers, but there is

the thickness of the bolt, or of the bit P, between them.

A spring locks into the curtain and prevents it from being

turned, except when this spring is pressed down by putting

a key into the keyhole. One object of making the curtain,

and not the key, to lock and unlock the bolt is that you

guard against the risk of what is called short-locking, i.e.,

sending the bolt in any common tumber-lock not quite far

enough for the tumblers to drop. There are means by

which a person intending afterwards to pick a lock might

cause it to lock short, if he had previous access to it, or

possession of the key, at least as locks are generally made,

and then, of course, he has only to pull the bolt back, the

tumblers having never fallen. Moreover, this arrangement

in Tucker's lock allows it to be locked by any key that

will turn in the keyhole, though it cannot be unlocked by
any but the true key, or one which will move all the

tumblers to the right place for the stump to enter them.

Mr Tucker has also applied the curtain in his padlocks in

Euch a way that the shackle has a tail reaching inwards

and resting against the curtain at all times, except when it

is in the proper position for opening, i.e., when this tail is

opposite to a segment cut out of the curtain corresponding

to the opening D in the lock just now described, but much
larger. The object of this is to obtain greater strength

than usual to resist all attempts to force the shackle open.

The cheapness of these locks is due to the circumstance

that all the principal parts can be stamped out of sheet

brass, the curtain alone being cast with the barrel and bit

P on it, and its face turned, which is a cheaper operation

than filing. In this respect it approaches to Mr Hobbs's
style of lock-making ; only he has carried the stamping and
machine-finishing system much further ; indeed, it is hardly
exaggerating to say that he has abolished the use of the
file, and left nothing to hand labour except the mere fittiug

of tne pieces together, and putting the tumblers in the right

position to have the gating cut according to the key.

Nelllefuld's Bolt.—We have already alluded to padlocks,

and we shall do so no farther, because they are generally

of exactly the same internal construction as other locks of

the same maker. And, for the same reason, it is unneces-

sary to describe the various modifications of the fastening

part of locks to adapt them to peculiar uses or positions
;

but there is one which does seem to be worth a short notice,

viz., an invention of Mr Nettlefold, patented in 1839, for

making the bolt hook into the striking plate, against

which it locks. Fig. 19 will 'explain the nature of the

contrivance at once. We
have inserted no tumblers,

because it may be used with

one kind of lock as well as

another. It is convenient for

writing-desks, sliding cup-

boards, and even for drawers,

which can often be prized

open by merely putting in a

screwdriver above the lock,

and forcing up the piece over ' '=' ^^

it just enough to let the bolt, which is generally short, pass.

There are other ways of doing the same thing, such a3

making the bolt itself hooked, and giving it two motions,

first vertical, to shoot it out, and then horizontal, to hook

it into the striking plate ; and some Bramah locks are made
with a kind of annular bolt, which forms a rim to the

cylinder, with a segment cut off in one place to let the

striking plate come down, which is then taken hold of by

the other part of the ring as it revolves. Bramah locks

of portfolios, and articles of that kind, are usually made in

this way, which is very cheap and simple.

Ilaster-Kejjs.—It is often convenient to have a set of

locks so arranged that the key of one will open none of

the others, and yet the owner of the whole may have one

master-key that will open them all. In the old locks with

fixed wards this was done by making the wards of a

slightly different form, and yet such that one skeleton will

pass them all, just as the skeleton-key in fig. 4 will serve

for the warded key of fig. 3, and a multitude of others.

In locks vath sliders or tumblers, the way is to make one

tumbler in each lock with a wider gating, so as not to

require lifting so high as it does in the other locks of the

set ; then the key of that lock will raise that tumbler in

that lock high enough to clear the stump, and yet the

master-key, which has a longer bit in that place, will not

raise it too high, because the gating is wide enough fcr

both ; but the special key of that lock will not open any

other of the set which has not the same tumbler widened

in the gating. Mr Chubb, many years ago, made a set of

locks for the Westminster Bridewell, with keys for the

different grades of officers. The owner of the head key

can stop out any of the under keys ; and if any attempt is

made to pick any lock, and the detector is thrown, it cannot

be released by any of the subordinate keys, though they

can open the lock in its normal state, and consequently

the governor must be acquainted with it. There are n

variety of other forms of many-tumblered locks, but none

of them involve any novelty in principle, and they are all

capable of being dealt with in the same way ; and there-

fore we shall at once pass on to another class of locks,

viz., those which shut of themselves, and are called

—

Spring or Latch Lochs.—These locks we chiefly notice

because they require a particular provision to make them

in the smallest degree secure, and are, nevertheless, often

left without it, by way of saving a shilling or two in their

price, and multitudes of street-door robberies are committed

in consequence. The former of these two names _i8
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generally used for a lock which shuts of itself on a bos or

drawer, or articles of tliat kind ; and the latter for street

or vdom-door locks which shut of tiiemselves, and open
with a handle on the inside, but only with a key on the

outside. In the simplest and cheapest form of these locks

there is no pretence of any security except a few fixed

wards, which the key has to pass ; and, as before explained,

that is no security at all against anjbody with the

saiallest dexterity, and with a serious intention of opening

the lock. Next to them, or rather below them, pretending

to be what they are not, come the locks which lock a
certain distance themselves by means of a spring, but can
be locked further by the key, and have tumblers, but no
fixed wards (which a good tumbler-lock does not require).

But though this kind o£ lock cannot be opened when it is

thus double locked, except by the key, or some efficient

mode of picking, yet when they are only self-locked the

tumblers are of no more use than if they did not exist,

and the lock can be opened by any bit of bent wire that

will go into the keyhole. It should be remarked, however,

that the Bramah lock is just as secure as usual when used

for a, spring or latch lock, because th^key cannot turn at

.all without pushing in the sliders properly. But in this,

as in all latch-locks, it is very unsafe to "have a handle

which pulls back, as it can easily be reached by a wire put

through a hole in the door; the handle should always be

made to turn, like a common room-door handle.

There are two ways iu which spring-locks with tumblers

are made as safe as the same lock with an ordinary bolt

One is to make a click or catch fall into the bolt when it

is drawn back, ani not to make the tumblers to fall when
the bolt is drawn back; in the shutting of the door this

catch is pushed back by some knob projecting for the

purpose, and then the tumblers fall aud hold it fast.

Prison locks are made in that way. But this will not do
for a latch-lock which is intended to open by a handle on
one side of the door. For that purpose the proper plan is

that which is now adopted in all good latch and spring

locks, not to let the ^ey act directly o;i the bolt, which

lias no stump, but on the false bolt which lies on the top

of the real one, and has the stump fixed in it. When the

real bolt is shut by the spring it carries the false one with

it, and that is then locked by the tumblers. But the real

bolt can be pushed back by the door shutting, or pulled

back by the handle, without moving the false bolt, though

it cannot be reached through the keyhole. In buying a

lock, the test of this is- to see whether the stump moves

as you push or pall the boll back. If it does the lock is

good for nothing, unless it is on some other peculiar

construction.

Latches and Latch Loch.—The latter of these, so called

by Mr Chubb, is substantially on the principle just now
described, and so is Hobbs's aud Hart's latch lock, which also

has the protector stump, and therefore is as uupickable as

their other locks, provided neither the handle nor the bolt

can be got at. Chubb's latch (not his latch-lock) consists

only of four tumblers, which come out aud form the bolt,

'"ad fit between a sort of mouth in the striking-plate on
.'- door post, and have all to be lifted to the same height

by the key ; but that can easily be picked by the tentative

method, though it might delay a common street thief for

an inconvenient time.

Spring Curtain.—All latch locks for street doors are

liable to stick fast through dirt getting between the

tumblers, especially in a smoky town. They will keep

chan much longer if the keyhole is protected by Sir E.

Beckett's self-acting spring curtain, which can be added to

piiy lock which is worth it. It consists only of a small

thin steel plate, sliding on the key-pin, and another'pin

just below tlio Ke^hohr t- ^ida it. v.llh a slisht spring

behind, for which there is room in any latch lock with a

sliding locking plate over the bolt They are not patented,

and the cost is quite insiguilicant, and it is odd the/ are

not mere commonly insisted on by purchasers.

Sa/e Locks tfith Small Ket/s. —In all the locks we have
yet mentioned the bolt is acted on by the key, even though
the key may not touch it; the key must therefore be
strong enough to move the bolt besides lifting the tumblers,

or whatever is substituted for them, and this makes the

key for a large lock too large and heavy to be conveniently

carried in the pocket, and a bunch of such keys impossible.

To get over this difficulty, most of the makers of iron safes

have adopted the plan (we do not know by whom invented)

of shooting a large bolt, or a number of bolts, by means of

a handle, and then a small lock with a small key locks into

one of them, and thus fastens them all. The security then

depends upon the impregnability of the small lock against

fraudulent picking or forcible evisceration. There are

certain thieves' instrumeuts by which a force sufficient to

tear open the inside of a lock can be inserted through a

keyhole of the common, size. This, however, is now
defeated by cutting out a piece of the back plate, and then

screwing it on again with only a few small screws ; and so

that alone gives way under any bursting pressure, whether

from the instrument called the jack-in-the-box, or from

gunpowder, which is another of the thieves' methods for

cutting the knot which they cannot untie. If the small

lock, therefore, cannot be picked, or forced, this mode of

locking the bolts of a large door is quite safe, and you have

the advantage of a very powerful lock with nothing to

carry in your pocket larger than a small desk key.

Sir E. Beckett's Lock.—A lock was invented by Sir

Edmund Beckett (formerly Denison) in 1852, but not

patented, which combines the advantages of large and

strong works with a keyhole so narrow that no instrument

strong enough to injure the lock could be got in, nor a

reflector to observe the bellies of the tumblers ; and the

bolt is not only shot by turning the handle, but locked

besides, without using any key at all. This lock enjoys

the distinction of being the only one of English invention

which was pronounced secure against any known method

of picking, by Messrs Hobbs and Tomlinson, in the treatise

before referred to.

In fig. 20 are shown the tumblers T, turning on a piii

at or near the middle of their length, so as to be scarly

g. 20.

balanced, though in small locks this is unnecessary.

Between every two adjacent tumblers, and between the

bolt and the tumbler next to it, there is a thin steel plate,

which occupies the position shown by the dotted lines PP.

These plates have one edge lying against the upper side of

the lock, so that they cannot turi. at all on the tumbler-

pin, which goes through them quite loosely. One or two

of the plates should be bent a little to make them act m
friction springs on the tumblers when the cap of the lock
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13 on, 60 that they will stand indifferently in any position.

In the figure they are drawn all pressed down, so as to

prevent the stump S from entering the gating, and this has

been done by the long tail Y of the handle, which, it is

easy to see, will raise the left end of the tumblers, and

depress the right, after the fan-tailed piece X of the handle

has shut the bolt After the tumblers have been raised to

the proper height by turning the key half round (where it

may be stopped by the plates P, P), the stump can enter

the gatings, and the bolt can be drawn back by the handle,

the tail Y then doing nothing. So far as we have yet

gone, the lock would possess no greater security than any

other many-tumblered lock ; but there is a steel curtain

CC, which does not revolve as usual, but slides on two

pins set in tlie back of the lock, and is pressed up against

the front plate by two spiral springs, so as to close the

keyhole completely, except when it is pressed in. From
the back of the curtain there goes a kind of .square plug

(shown in section at fig. 21), which can be pushed through

a hole in the back plate, and has a notch

in it just in the plane of the bolt, and
the bolt itself has a corner there ; in

this way, when the curtain is up, the

bolt can bo drawn back through the

notch in the curtain plug; but when the

plug is pushed in ever so little the bolt

cannot be drawn back, because its corner

cannot pass the curtain plug, and in

this position the stump cannot be made
to touch the tumblers, except one of

them, which is made a little longer than the rest (as shown
at T in fig. 20), in order to keep the bolt steady. It is

evident then that as soon as the curtain is pushed in, to

admit any instrument whatever, the bolt is held fast, and
it becomes impossible to put any pressure of the etump
upon the tumblers ; in other words, the tentative mode of

picking is impossible. In small locks the curtain has no
ping, but merely works against the edge of a second stump
of the bolt, which can only pass when the curtain is up,

and it slides on the drill-pin and another pin below it.

The security of the lock is farther increased by the

addition (DEG) of what may be called a detector, as it does
detect if the bolt has not been shot far enough by the

person who locked it, and, what is of more consequence,
prevents it from being opened in that state. It turns on
a hinge or pin at G, and is held up or down by a jumper-
spring at E, as in Chubb's first detector. In fig. 20 it is

shown as held down, or out of the way of the bolt ; but, as

the handle turns back again and draws back the bolt, the
pin below X raises the detector a little, and then the spring
is ready to throw its tooth into the' notch iu the bolt as
soon as it is sliot only about half-way. In that state
the bolt cannot be drawn back without turning the handle
far enough for the fan-tail X to send the detector down
again beluw the comer of the spring, and by doing that
you will also have locked all the tumblers, and so made
the lock fast until the key comes to open it. And it is to
be observed that the curtain cannot be pushed in until the
bolt is fully shot, so (hat no exploration of the lock can
take place while it is open, or even partially open. By
adding a spring catch under the curtain, to be freed by one
of the tumblers when it is fully locked, it may be arranged,
if required, that the curtain could not be pushed in, not
only until the bolt is shot, but until the tumblers are
locked also.

The following, therefore, are the advantages of this lock. 1. Avery large lock, with all its parts strong, only requires a very small
key, iiot weighing above a quarter of an ounca. 2. No key is re-
quu-ed to lock it>, and you cannot leave the key in the lock (a fruit-
lul source of mischief), and yet it is free from the inconvenience of
Bl>nng-Iocks, which sometimes bhxit themselves when not intended

and moreover, whefi large, require large and strong keys to '(pen

them. 3. It cannot get out of order from the usual causes ol ths

tumblers sticking together, or tumbler-springs breaking, because

there are none, and the tumblers do not touch each oth-i, tut the

friction-iilates between them. 4. The keyhole beinp^ Klways quite

closed by the curtain, except while the key is in, the lock is pro-

tected from dirt and from the effects of a d«Mip or smoky atmo-

sphere, which injures other locks. 6. Ttf srtallness of the keyhole

prevents the insertion of any iteamment strong enough to force the

lock, and also prevents ir vpection. 6. It is pronounced by the

highest authority to be so-.dre against any known mode of picking.

7. It requires no delicacy of coustiuctionor high finish in any of the

parts, and the movipg parts are few—in fact, the whole of thejn

together are fewer 'han the number of springs alone in the gi-eat

American lock of Day & Newell. 8. It is free from the incum-

brance of a patent, the inventor being one of those who agree

with the opinion of the jury on philosophical instruments in the

exhibition of 1851, and with many of the first engineers and most

scientific men, that " patents are a great obstniction to the progress

of science," and waste, on the whole, more money than thev gain

for real inveutors.

Changeable Ke'j Lo'Jcs.

Any lock with many tumblers may be changed by takiug it offana

transposing any two or more of the tumblers; but it will then want

a different key, and the process is too troublesome to bo resorted to

except when there is reason to

apprehend that the original

key has fallen into bad hands,

or had a copy taken of it. A
lock which can be locked by a 'f

great number of keys, but can
only be opened by the one
which locked it last, is evi- Tig. 22.

dently an immense addition to security. Those keys may either

be all distinct, or there may be a great number of different webs, or

stepped parts, fitting to a common handle ; or each bit or step may
be separate, and all screwed together into the key frame as showu
in fig 22.

In a lock mth n tumblers, each raisable to m distinct heights,

if you have only n loose bits of the m different heights you may
compose 1 x 2 x 3 . . . . n keys, which for nine tumblers= ^62, 880.

But if you also have m bits for each j'lace in the web, the possible

number of different keys is very much greater, viz., s/i" ; for every
possible length of bit in each place may be used with every possible

length in every other place. If 7h is 7 and m 9, as they arc

in the locks we are going to describe next, each lock may have very
nearly sixty million different keys, or key-webs capable of fitting

into one shank or handle ; and the chances are so many against n

lock-picker hitting on the right ore.

The first changeable key lock known in England was Day &
Newell's " Parautoptic " (inspection-defying) lock, which was brought
from America by Mr Hobbs at the time of the 1851 Exhibition, and
has been largely used since for banks and other safes. It was fully

described in the last edition of this work, and in the books abovt
referred to ; but in this place we will describe instead a much
simjiliT form of it, since imroduLcd by Jlr Hart of the finu oi

Hobbs, Hart, & Co, The principle of all changeable key locks

is that instead of a single stump fixed to the bolt, there are as

many stumps as tumblers, and each one is the projecting part S of

a slider PPS which can ride up and down on two pins PP in the

bo;t, and will stay at any height where it is left when the bolt 15

is shot Fig. 23 shows the lock open and the slider stumps
lying in the jaws or gating of the tumblers ready to be raised to
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any heiglit. In fij;. 24 the bolt has been sliot, auJ the sliders

carried forward with it Just before they leave the tumblers they

are received by the two small teeth C, C on the frame of the lock,

holding each slider at whatever height it may then be ; those

teeth go right down to the thin part of the bolt or as deep as the

sum of all tlie tumblei-s and sliders. In this figure the topmost

slider is received at its third notch, and each of those below it at

some othei notch The tumblers having fallen behind a'l the

stumps, the sliders cannot move until the tumbKrs ire ill raised

again to tlio variou h i lit at \\lii h th \ Itft thtm -nhiLh is

l^ssibk onl\ 1} til k \ th t 1 k 1 th 1 I 11. li kshn

Fig. 24.

Hobbs's protector behind the bolt ; ana the bit which moves the

bolt is behind a revolving curtain (the darkest circle) which is

kept steady by one of the tumblers resting on its flattened top.

The bellies of the tumblers are shortened, to obviate a certain trick

by which one of Newell's locks was picked, hut which it is not

necessary now to ctplain. So far as we can judge, this lock has

more than all the advantages of that, as it is much less complicated

and liable to get out of order from any cause except that to which

all locks with spring tumblers are liable, viz., from two tumblers

getting stuck together by dirt, so that one of them rises too high

with its neighbour. Oiling tumblers is accordingly fatal to them,

though it is necessary in other parte of a lock.

The keys of these locks are practically made not of distinct bits

screwed into a key frame as in fig. 22, which is the plan used in the

Day & Newell lock, and makes a heavy thing to carry, but separate

webs are made, each complete in itself, and fitting into a thickish

key pipe which need not be carried about. You may leave it near

the safe, and lock up therein, or keep somewhere else, all the bits

except the one you use for the day, and carry that in your waistcoat

pocket. For such a lock as that described you may have as many of

the sixty million bits as you like, and may get new ones from time

to time. Or you may have separate bits, as in the parautoptic lock,

but in that case you must take good care of the key whenever the

lock is shut.

The risk of tumblers sticking together in a changeable lock, or

any other, may be bbviated by not using springs but putting thin
plates between the tumblers, as in Sir E. Beckett's lock, giving the
tumblers tails coming down on the right of the keyhole in figs. 23,

24, and making the revolving curtain act on all the tails just before

the key comes out, by means of an intermediate lever, or else by a

small handle which might at the same time bring an escntoheon or
external curtain over the keyhole.

Vale Lock.

This American lock is remarkable for the smallness of its key,
which is shown from k to a in fig. 25, full size, and is a thin flat

piece of steel weighing only 1 of an ounce. The narrowness of the
keyhole would be an
impediment to intro-

ducing a picking in-

strument together

with any other in-

tended at the same
time to give a twist- j V
ing pressure to the

small barrel abc,

which has to turn, as

in the Bramah lock,

in order to move the
bolt, which is not
shown in these figures.

That may be done „. „-
either as in Bramah ^^"

locks or by a tnngue or bit attached to the end ah of the barrel as

in several other locks. The haxiai U prevented from beii.g turned.

except by the jnoper key, thus. Tlie (apparently) fivo plugs witli

spiral spiiiigs over them in fig. 25 are really all divided at the cross

line be. Doing all now lifted to the proper height by the key. Conse-
quently the barrel ahc can turn round, as there is no iiliig either

projecting from it or projecting into it. But when the Key is out,

all the plugs are pushed down by the sfirings, and so the upper
ones descend into the bariel and hold it fast. And again, if any of

the steps of a false key are too high, some of the lower plugs wilt

be pushed up beyond the bariel into the holes abov^them, and so

the barrel cannot turn. The bevelled end of the key near a enables
.

it to be )iushed in under the plugs, though with some friction and
resistance. Tt does not appear, however, to be any more secure than
the Bramah lock, except by virtue of the smallness of its keyhole.

Nor is the flatness .and thinness of the key of any particular value

on a bunch of keys, though very convenient for a single latch key
to be carried in the waistcoat pocket, as extreme security is not

requisite for latch locks.

Yale Time Lock.

The same company have an entirely different kind of lock froiii

all the preceding ones ; it consists of a watch in a case enclosed

within the safe jcor. and has a dial with pins marked for every

hour, something like a "tell-tale clock." Any number of these

pins can be jiulled out a little, and the watch will let a weighted

lever fall against the bolts of the sale during all those hours, and
lioid it up during all the other hours, or vice versa. For security

the case contains two such watches, so that one may do the work if

the other happens to fail. Thus no key is used (except the watch

key for winding), but the safe can be opened by a handle moving
its bolts at such hours as the watch is set fur, and at no other.

It sliould be adilcd that Mr Hobbs introduced into lingland in

1851 the American system of manufacturing every part of a lock by
machinery, so that all similar locks of a given size are exactly alike,

except the keys, and the gating in the tumblers, which is cut when
they are lifted by the key ; and even those are done by machinery

adjustable to secure what may be called an infinite number of varia-

tions. The same system has been adopted in the Goverament rifle

manufnctories, and for clocks and watcnes ; and no hand-work can

compete with it. (E- B.)

LOCKE, John (1632-1704). Some idea of the man

and his surroundings is more needed for the interpretation

of what Locice has written than in the case of most

philosophers. His youth was spent amidst the war of

principles of which England was the scene in the middle

of the 17th century. In later life he mixed much with

the chief actors in the political drama that followed tht

Restoration. In his advanced years he was the intel-

lectual representative of tendencies which at the Revolution

settlement inaugurated the tranquil material progress and

tolerant but more prosaic spirit of the 18th century in

England. It is instructive to see how the foundations of

belief and the constitution of knowledge are investigated

by an English gentleman, who was no recluse mediaeval

monk or pedantic modern professor, but a man of the

world, practically conversant with affairs, in tone calm and

rational, and now justly regarded as the typical English

philosopher.

Locke was born in the county of Somerset, on the 29tli

of August 1632, six years after the death of Bacon, and

three months before the birth of Spinoza- His father was

a small landowner and attorney at Pensford, near the

northern boundary of the county, to which neighbourhood

the family had migrated from Dorsetshire early in the

century. The elder Locke, a strict but genial Puritan, by

whom the son v/as carefully educated at home, was engaged

in the military service of the popular party when the son

was a boy, Bristol being one of the centres of the war.

" From the time that I knew anything," Locke wrote in

1660, "I found myself in a storm which has continued

to this time." For fourteen years his education was going

on at home, in the Puritan family. The house at

Beluton, on his father's little estate, in which these years

were spent, may still be seen on the side of one of the

orchard-clad vales of Somerset, half a mile from the market-

town of Pensford, and 6 miles from Bristol. The actual

place of Locke's birth was atWrington, 10 miles westward,

in a house which still exists, where hia mother chanced to

be on a visit.
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In 1G46 he entered Westminster School, then of course

under Puritan control, and at the headquarters of the

parliamentary movement. The sis following years were

mostly spent there. He does not seem to have lilced

Westminster, and its memories perhaps produced the bias

against public schools which afterwards almost disturbed

his philosophic impartiality in his Thouglds on Education.

In 1652 Lpcke passed from Westminster to Oxford. He
there found himself at Christ Church, in charge of John

Owen, the newly appointed Puritan dean, and vice-

chancellor of the university. Christ Church was more or

less Locke's home for thirty years. For eight years after

he entered Oxford was ruled by the Independents, who,

through Owen and Goodwin, unlike the Presbyterians,

were among the first in England to promulgate the prin-

ciples of genuine religious liberty. Locke's hereditary

sympathy with the Puritans was gradually lessened by

what he saw of the intolerance of the Presbyterians and

the fanaticism of the Independents. He found, he says

characteristically, that " what was called general freedom

was general bondage, and that the popular assertors of

liberty were the greatest engrossers of it too, and not

unfitly called its keepers." The influence of the liberal

divines of the Church of England became apparent after-

wards in the progress of his mental history.

Oxford had sufi'ered as a seat of learning during the

civil war. Under Owen the scholastic studies and dis-

putations-were maintained with a formality unsuited to

Locke's free inquisitive temper. The reaction against

them which he expressed showed thus early a strong

disposition to rebel against empty verbal reasonings. He
was not, according to his own account of himself to Lady
Masham, a very hard student at first. He sought the

company of pleasant and witty men, with whom he like-

wise took great delight in corresponding by letter; and
in conversation and in these correspondences he spent

much of his time. He took his bachelor's degree iu 1G56,

and that of master in 1658, the latter on the same day
with Joseph Glauvill, the author of Scepsis Scieniificct. In

December 1660 he was made tutor of- Christ Church, and
lectured in Greek, rhetoric, and philosophy in the following

year.

At Oxford Locke was within reach of distinctive

intellectual influences, then of great strength, and parti-

cularly fitted to promote self-education iu a strong character.

The metaphysical works of Descartes had appeared a few
years before he entered Christ Church, and the Human
Nature and Leviathan of Hobbes during his undergraduate

years. It does not seem that Locke read extensively, but
he was soon drawn to Descartes. The first books, he told

Lady Masham, which gave him a relish for philosophical

things were those of Descartes. He was delighted in read-

ing them, though he very often difl'ered in opinion from
the writer, for he found that what he said was very
intellij^ible. After the Kestoration he lived amidst the

Influences which were then drawing Oxford and England
into experimental research. Experiments in physics be-

came the fashion after 1 660. The Eoyal Society was that

year founded at Oxford. Wallls and Wilkins, and after-

wards Boyle and Wren, at Oxford, and Barrow and
Newton at Cambridge, helped to make chemistry, meteor-
ology, and mechanics take the place of verbal disputes.

Wp fin/3 him, accordingly, at work in chemistry about
1663, and also in the meteorological observations which
always interested him.

The restraints of professional life were not well suited
to, Locke. Tliere is a surmise that he once contemplated
taking orders in the Church of England. His religious

disposition attracted him to theological studies. His
revulsion from the severe dogmatism of Presbyterians and

the unreasoning fanaticism of Independents favoured that

connexion with liberal Anglican churchmen which he

maintained in later life. Whichcote was his favourite

preacher, and latterly his closest intimacy was with the

Cudworth family. But, though he has a place among the

lay theologians of England, his dislike to ecclesiastical

impediments to free research, as well as his taste for

experimental investigations, led him in the end to turn

to medicine when he hud to think about a profession.

This was soon after the Restoration, and before 1666 he

seems to have been practising medicine iu Oxford. But,

though afterwards known among his friends as " Doctor

Locke," he never graduated as a physician. His health

was uncertain, for he sufTercd all his life from chronic

consumption and asthma, and besides that an event soon

occurred which withdrew him from medical practice. To
the end, however, he was fond of the science, and also

ready on occasion to give friendly advice.

Locke had early shown an inclination to politics as well

as to theology and to medicine. In 1665 he diverged

from medical study at Oxford to diplomacy, and was

engaged for a few mouths in this sort of business, as

secretary to Sir Walter Vane on his embassy to Cleves. It

was soon after his return from Germany in the following

year that the incident occurred whicli determined his

career in the direction of politics. Lord Ashley, after-

wards first earl of Shaftesbury, the nlo^t truly historical

figure among the statesmen of Charles II.'s reign, had
come to Oxford for health. There Lucke was accidentally

introduced to him. This meeting was the beginning of

a lasting friendship, sustained by a common sympathy
with liberty— civil, religious, and philosophical. In 1667
Locke removed from Christ Church to Exeter House, Lord
Ashley's London residence, to become his private secretarj',

and in 1673 secretary of the Board of Trade. Although
he retained his studentship at Christ Church, and occasion-

ally visited Oxford, and also his patrimony at Beluton,

lately inherited from his father, he found a home and
shared fortune with the great statesman during the fifteen

years which followed his removal to Exeter House.
The manuscripts of Locke which belong to this Oxford

period throw welcome light on the growth of his mind
in early life. Among them is an essay on the "Roman
Commonwealth," which expresses convictions as to religious

liberty and the relations of religion to the state which
were only strengthened and deepened in the progress of

his life. Objections to the sacerdotal conception of Chris-

tianity are strongly stated in another paper; short work
is made of human claims to infallibility in the interpre-

tation of Scripture in a third ; a scheme of utilitarian

ethics, wider in its conception than that of Hobbes, ia

offered in a fourth. But the most significant of those

early revelations is an "Essay concerning Toleration,"

dated in 1666, which anticipates many of the positions

maintained nearlj- thirty years later in his famous Letters

on that subject.

The Shaftesbury connexion helped to save Locke from
those idols of the den to which professional life in every
form is exposed. It brought him much in contact with
public men, with the springs of political action, and with
the details of oflSce. The jilace he held as confidential

adviser of the greatest statesman of his age is indeed the
most remarkable feature in his middle life. Exeter House
aff"orded every opportunity for society, and of this Locke,
according to his disposition, availed Irmself. He became
one of the intimates among others of the illustrious

Sydenham. But though ho joined the Royal Society he
seldom went to its meetings, for his custom all his life was
to encourage small reunions of intimate friends. One of

these at Exeter House was the occasion of the enterprise,
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which has made his name memorable in history ; for it was

there that " five or six friends " met one evening in his

rooms, about 1671, and discussed " principles of morality

r.nd religion" which seemed remote from questions about
" human understanding." They "found themselves quickly

at a stand by the difficulties that arose on every side."

Locke suggested a careful examination of the exact limits

of man's power to know the universe as the proper way
out of their difficulties. The results of the reflexion to

which these difficulties thus gave rise, he thought, when
he set to work, might be contained on "one sheet of paper."

But what was thus "begun by chance was continued by
entreaty, written by incoherent parcels, and after long

intervals of neglect resumed again as humour and occa-

sions permitted," till at last, at the end of nearly twenty

years, it was given to the world as the Essay on Uuman
Understanding. This work gave intellectual unity and a

purpose to his life as a man of letters and philosophy.

The fall of Shaftesbury in 1675 enabled Locke to escape

for four years from the centre of English politics to a

retreat in France, where he could unite the study of

" human understanding " with attention to health. He
spent three years partly at Montpellier and partly in Paris.

His journals and commonplace books of this period show
the Essay in process of construction. The visits to Paris

were times of meeting with men of letters and science,

among others Guenellon, the well-known Amsterdam
physician ; Romer, the Danish astronomer ; Thoynard, the

critic; Thevenot, the traveller; Justel, the jurist; and

Bernier, the expositor of Gassendi. There is no mention

of Malebranche, whose Recherche de la Verite had appeared

three years before, and who was then at the Oratoire, nor

of Arnauld, his illustrious rival at the Sorbonne.

Locke returned to London in 1679. A reaction against

the court party had for a time restored Shaftesbury to

power. Locke resumed his old confidential relations. A
period of much-interrupted leisure followed. It was a

time of plots and counterplots, when England seemed on

the brink of another civil war. In the end Shaftesbury

was committed to the Tower, tried, and acquitted. More
insurrectionary plots followed in the summer of 1682,

after which, isolated at home, he escaped to Holland, and
died at Amsterdam in January 1683. In these two years

Locke was much at Oxford or at Beluton. The last

movements of Shaftesbury did not recommend themselves

to the sage caution of his secretary. Yet" the officials of

Government kept their eyes on him. " John Locke lives

a very cunning unintelligible life here," Prideaux reported

from Oxford in 1682. "I may confidently affirm," the

dean of Christ Church afterwards wrote to Lord Sunder-

land, " there is not any one in the college who has heard

him speak a word against, or so much as censuring, the

Government ; and, although very frequently, both in public

and private, discourses have been purposely introduced to

the disparagement of his master, the earl of Shaftesbury, he

could never be provoked to take any notice, or discover

in word or look the least concern ; so that I believe there

is not in the world such a master of taciturnity and
passion." Some unpublished correspondence with hia

Somerset friend, Edward Clarke of Chipley, describes

his daily life in these troubled years, and refers to inter-

course with the Cudworth family, who were intimate with

the Clarkes. The commonplace books and letters about

the same time allude to toleration in the state and compre-

hension in the church, and show an indifi"erence to ques-

tions on which theological disputers lay stress, hardly

consistent with a strict connexion with any organiaed

body of Christians, notwithstanding his gravitation towards
the Church of England as the most liberal community.

In his fifty-second year, in the gloomy autumn of 1683,

14-27

Locke retired to Holland in voluntary exile. It was then

the asylum of eminent persons who were elsewhere denied

civil and religious liberty. Descartes and Spinoza had

meditated there ; it had been the home of Erasmus and

Grotiua; it was now the refuge of Bayle. Holland wa.'!

LockeV sanctuary for more than five -years ; but it was
hardly a voluntary retreat. His (unpublished) letters from

thence represent a man of tender feelings, on whom exile

sat heavily. Amsterdam was his first Dutch home. For

a time he was in danger of arrest at the instance of the

JEnglish Government. After anxious months of conceal-

ment in the houses of friends, he escaped ; he was,

however, deprived of his studentship at Christ Church, and

Oxford was finally closed against him by order of the king.

But Holland introduced him to new friends. One of these,

ever after an intimate correspondent, was Philip van Lim-

borch, the successor of Episcopius as Remonstrant professor

of theology, lucid, learned, and tolerant, the friend of

Cudworth, Whichcote, and More. Liniborch attached

him to Le Clerc, then the youthful representative of letters

and philosophy in Limborch's college, who had escaped

from Geneva and Calvinism to the milder atmosphere of

Holland. The Bibliothique Universelle of Le Clerc, com-

menced in 1686, soon became the chief organ in Europe

of men of letters. Locke was at once united with him in

the work, and contributed several articles. It was his

first appearance as an author, although he was now more

than fifty-four years of age, and afterwards produced so

many volumes. This tardiness in authorship is a signifi-

cant fact in Locke's mental history, in harmony with the

tempered wisdom and massive common sense which reign

throughout his works. The next fourteen years were those

in which the world received the thoughts which observa-

tion of affairs and reflexion had so long been forming in

his mind. They were taking shape for publication while

he was in Holland. The Essay was finished there, and a

French epitome of it appeared in 1688, in Le Clerc's journal.

Locke was then at Rotterdam, where he lived for more

than a year in the house of a Quaker friend, Benjamin

Furley, a wealthy merchant and collector of books. The

course of affairs in England at last opened a way for

his return to his native country. At Rotterdam he was

the confidant of the political exiles, including Burnet and

Mordaunt, afterwards the famous earl of Peterborough,

as well as of the prince of Orange. "William landed in

England in November ] 688 ; Locke followed in February

1689, in the same ship with the princess of Orange and

Lady Mordaunt.

It was after his return to England that through author-

ship Locke emerged into European fame. Within a month

he had declined the embassy to Brandenburg, and taken

instead the modest office of commissioner of appeals with

its almost nominal duties. The two years, 1689 and 1690,

during which he lived at Dorset Court, in London, were

memorable for the publication of his two chief works in

social polity, and also of the most popular and widely influ-

ential book in modern philosophy, which expresses in a

generalized form the principles that lie at the root of all

his political and other writings. The first of the three to

appear was the defence of religious liberty in the state, in

the Epistola de Tolerantia, addressed to Limborch. It was

published at Gouda in the spring of 1689, and translated

into English in autumn by William Popple, a Unitarian

merchant in London. The Txoo Treatises on Government,

iu defence of the sovereignty of the people, followed a

month or two after. The 'Essay concerning Human
Understanding saw the light in the spring of 1690. He
received £30 for the copyright, which was nearly the same

as Kant afterwards got for the first edition of his Kritili

der reinen Vernunft, Ha had carried the manuscript
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from Holland, ready fur the press except a few last touches.

It was the first book in which his name appeared, for the

other two were published anonymously.

Locke's asthma and other ailments had increased in the

latter part of 1690. The air of London always aggravated

them. The course of public affairs also disappointed him,

for the settlement at the Revolution in many ways fell

short of his ideal. It was then that the home of his

old age, the brightest of all his homes, opened to receive

Lim.
°
This was the manor house of Gates in Essex,

pleasantly situated midway between Ongar and Harlow,

the country seat of Sir Francis Masham. Lady Masham

was the accomplished daughter of Cudworth, and Locke

had known her before he went to Holland. In the course

of the two years after his return, she told Le Clerc, " by

some considerably long visits Mr Locke made trial of the

air of this place, which is some 20 miles from London,

and he thought that none would be so suitable for

him. His company could not but be very desirable for

us, and he had all the assurances we could give him of

being always welcome; but, to make him easy in living

with us, it was necessary he should do so on his own
terms, which Sir Francis at last assenting to, he then

believed himself at home with us, and resolved, if it pleased

God, here to end his days—as he did." It was in the

spring of 1691 that this idyllic life at Gates began. There,

among the green lanes of rural England, he enjoyed for

fourteen years as much domestic peace and literary leisure

as was consistent with broken health and sometimes anxious

visits to London on public aflfairs. Gates was in every

way his home. In his letters and otherwise we have

charming pictures of its inmates and its internal economy,

as well as of occasional visits of friends who went there to

see him, among others Lord Peterborough and the Lord
Shaftesbury who wrote the Characleristics, Isaac Newton,
William Molyneux, and Anthony Collins.

At Gates he was always busy with his pen. The Letter

on, Toleration had already involved him in controversy.

The Answer of a certain Jonas Proast of Queen's College,

Oxford, had drawn forth in 1690 his Second Letter on
Toleration. A rejoinder in 1691 was followed by Locke's

Third Letter in the summer of the following year. And
other questions divided his interest with this one. In
1G91 those of currency and finance were much in his

thoughts ; in the year after he addressed a letter to Sir

John Somers on the Conseqiiences of the Lowering of Lnterest

and liaising the Value of Money. It happened too that
when he was in Holland he had written letters to his friend

Clarke of Chipley about the education of his children.

These letters formed the substance of the little volume that

appeared in 1693, entitled Thoughts on Education, which
still holds its place among the classics in that department.
Xor were the "principles of revealed religion" forgotten,

which a quarter of a century before were partly the occa-
sion of the Essay. The circumstances of the time now
made him desire to show how few and simple all the
essential points held in common by the religious com-
munity of England were, and to bring men if possible to

agree to differ as individuals regarding all beyond. The
issue was an anonymous essay on the Beasonahleness

of Christianity as delivered in the Sci-iptures, which
appeared in 1695, in which Locke tried to separate the
divine essence of Christianity from accidental accretions of
dogma, and verbal reasoning of professional theologians,

ignorant of the limits within which the conclusions of
human beings on such subjects must be confined. This
irenicon involved him in controversies that lasted for years.

A host of angry polerpics assailed the book. A now
forgotten John Edwards was conspicuous among them.
Locke produced a Vindication which added fuel to the fire,

ana was followed by a Second Vindication, in 1697. Notc^

of opposition to the Essay too had been heard almost as

soon as it appeared. John Noi.ris, the metaphysical rector

of Bemerton, an English disciple of Jfalebranche, criticized

it in certain Cursory Refleriom in 1690. Locke took no

notice of this at the time, but his second winter at Gates was
partly employed in writing what appeared after his death

as an Examination of Malebranche's Ojnnion of Seeing all

Things in God, and as Remarlcs vjjon some of Mr Norris's

Books,—tracts which throw important light upon his own
theory, or rather want of theory, as to perception through

the senses. When he was examining Malebranche he was

also preparing the Essay for a second edition, and corre-

sponding with his friend William Molyneux at Ehiblin about

amendments in it. This edition, with a chapter added on
" Personal Identity," and numerous alterations in the

chapter on " Power," appeared in 1695. It was followed

by a third, which was only a reprint, later in the same
year. Wynne's well-known abridgment in that year helped

to make the book known in Gxford, and Molyneux had
years before introduced it in Dublin. In 1695 a return

to questions about the currency diverted Locke's attention

for a little from metaphysics and theology. Circumstances

in that yiar gave occasion to his tract entitled Observations

on Silver Money and also to his Further Considerations on

Raisin f the Value of Money.

In 1696 Locke was induced to accept a commissionership

on the Board of Trade, which made frequent visits to

Loudon needful in the four following years, and involved

him considerably in the cares of office. Meantime the

Essay on Human Understanding and the Reasonableness

of Christianity were both becoming more involved in the

wordy warfare between dogmatists and latitudinarians,

triuitarians and unitarians, of which England was the

scene in the last decade of the 17th century. Tlie

controversy with Edwards was followed by another with

Stillingfleet, bishop of Worcester, which takes its place

among the memorable philosophical controversies of the

modern world. . It arose in this way. John Toland, ait

Irishman, in his Christianity not Mysterious, had exagger-

ated some passages in the Essay, and then adopted the

opinions as his own. In the autumn of 1696, Stillingfleet,

who was a learned and argumentative ecclesiastic more than

a religious philosopher, in a Vindication of the Doctrine of
the Trijiity wrote some pages on Locke, condemning him
especially for eliminating mystery from human knowledge
in his account of what is meant by "substance." „ Locke
replied in a Letter dated January 1697. Stillingfleet's

rejoinder appeared in Jlay, followed by a Second Letter

from Locke iu August, to which the bishop replied in tlte

following year. Locke's elaborate Third Letter, in whicli

the ramifications of the controversy are pursued with a
tedious expenditure of acute reasoning and polished irony,

was delayed till 1699. The death of Stillingfleet in that

year brought I'his fillnous trial of strength to an end. (The
interesting episode of Molyneus's visit to Gates, followed,

by his death a few days after his return to Dublin, occurred,

in 1698, when the Stillingfleet controversy was at its

height.) Gther critics were now entering the lists against

the Essay. One of the ablest was John Sergeant, a
Catholic priest, iu his Solid Philosophy Asserted Against
the Fancies of the Ldeists, in 1697. He was followed by
Thomas Burnet and Dean Sherlock. Henry Lee, rector of

Tichmarch, produced in 1702 a folio volume of notes on
each chapter in the Essay, under the title of Anti-Scepti-

cism ; John Broughton dealt another blow in his Psycho-
logia in the following year. About the same time too
John Xorris returned to the attack, ill various passages
in his Theory of the Lieal or Intelligible World. Locke
was defended with vigour by Samuel Eolde, a Dorsetshire
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clergyman. The Essay was all the while spreadin* over

Europe, impelled by the great name of its author as the

chief friend and philosophical defender of civil and re-

ligious liberty. The fourth edition (the last while Locke

was alive) appeared in 1700. It contained two important

new chapters on " Association of Ideas " and " Enthu-

siasm." What was originally meant for a third chapter

was prepared but withheld. It appeared among Locke's

posthumous writings, under the now well-known title of

Conduct of the Uiiderstanding, in some respects the most

characteristic of his works. The French translation of the

Essay by Pierre Coste, Locke's amanuensis at Gates, was

almost simultaneous with the fourth edition. The Latin

version by Borridge of Dublin appeared the year after,

reprinted in due time at Amsterdam and at Leipsic.

After 1700 Locke was gathering himself up for the end,

in the rural repose of family life at Gates. The commission

at the Board of Trade was resigned, and the visits to

London ceased. Scriptural studies and religious medita-

tion engaged most of his available strength in the four

years that remained. The Gospels had been much searched

by him when he worked in theology years before. Ke now
turned to the Epistles of St Paul, and applied the spirit of

the Essay, and the rules of critical interpretation which

apply to other books, to interpret a literature which he

still venerated with the submissiveness of the pious Puritans

who surrounded his youth. The results of these studies

were ready for the printer when he died, and were published

about two years afterwards. A few pages on Miracles,

written in 1702, in connexion with Fleetwood's essay, also

appeared posthumously. More adverse criticism was now
reported to him, and the Essay was formally condemned
by the authorities at Oxford. "I take what has been

done rather as a reeommendation of the book," he wrote

to his young friend Anthony Collins, a neighbouring

Essex squire, then a frequent visitor at Gates, and
afterwards a leader of free thought, "and when you and

I next meet we shall be merry on the subject" Gne
attack only moved him. In 1704 his adversary Jonas

Proast unexpectedly revived their old controveisy. Locke

in consequence began a Fourth Letter on Toleration. The
few pages in the posthumous volume, ending in an un-

finished sentence, seem to have exhausted his remaining

strength in the weeks before he died. Thus the theme

which had employed him at Oxford more than forty years

before, and "had been his ruling idea throughout the long

interval, was still dominant in the last days of his life.

All that summer of 1704 he continued to decline, tenderly

nursed by Lady Masham and her step-daughter. On
the 2Sth of October he passed away, as he declared, " in

perfect charity with all men, and in sincere communion
with the whole church of Christ, by whatever names

Clirist's followers call themselves." Tie tomb of Locke

may be seen on the south side of the parish church of

High Laver, in which he often, worshipped, near the

tombs of the Mashams, and of Damaris, the widow of

Cudworth, bearing a Latin inscription prepared by his

own hand. At the distance of a mile are the garden and

park where the manor house of Gates once stood, sur-

rounded by a green undulating country, in the lanes

of which the slender delicate figure, with the refined

reflective countenance made familiar to us by Kneller,

was so often seen.in the last years of the 17th century.

Locke's history, combined with his writings, has made
his intellectual and moral features not less familiar. The
reasonableness of taking probability for our ultimate guide

iu all the really important concerns of life was the essence

of his philosophy. The desire to see for himself what is

really true in the light only of its reasonable evidence, i.i<l

that others should do the like, was his ruling passion, if

the term can bo applied to one so calm and judicial "I
can no more know anything by another man's understand-

ing," he would say, " than I can see by another man's

eyes." The knowledge which one man possesses is "a
treasure which cannot be lent or made over to another."

This repugnance to believe blindly what rested on autho-

rity, as distinguished from what was seen to be sustained

by self-evident reason or by demonstration or by good
probable evidence, runs through his life. He is typically

English in his reverence for facts, whether facts of sense

or of rational consciousness, in his tendency to turn away
from purely abstract speculation and merely verbal reason-

ings, in his suspicion of mysticism, in his calm reason-

ableness, and in his ready submission to truth, even when
the truth was incapable of being reduced to system, pro-

vided only that it served a human purpose. 'The delight

he took in making use of his reason in everything he did,

and a wise use of it too, was what his friend Pierre Cos-te

found most prominent in Locke's daily life at Gates.

" He went about the most trifling thing always with some

good reason. Above all things he loved order, and he had

got the way of observing it in everything with wonderful

exactness. As he always kept the useful in his eye in all

his disquisitions, he esteemed the employments of men
only in proportion to the good they were capable of pro-

ducing; for which cause he had no great value for the

critics who waste their lives in composing words and

phrases, and in coming to the choice of a various reading

in a passage that has after all nothing important in it,

He cared yet less for those professed disputants who, being

taken up with the desire of coming off with victorf,

justify themselves behind the ambiguity of a word, to givt

their adversaries the more trouble. And whenever he had

to deal with this sort of folks, if he did not beforehard

take a strong resolution of keeping his temper, he quickly

fell into a passioi, for he was naturally choleric, but his

anger never lasted long. If he retained any resentment it

was against himself, for having given way to so ridiculous

a passion, which, as he used to say, may do a great deal of

harm, but never yet did any one the least good." Large,

" round-about," even prosaic common sense, with intellectual

strength solidly directed by a virtuous purpose, much more

than subtle or daring speculation sustained by an idealizing

faculty, ia which he was deficient, is what we find con-

spicuous in Locke's conduct, correspondence, and books.

A defect in speculative imagination undoubtedly appears

when he encounters the.vast and complex problem of human
knowledge in its organic unity, and when he is obliged to

recognize the need for philosophy as an additional inquiry

to that within the scope of any one, or all, of tbe special

sciences.

In the inscription on his tomb Locke refers to hia priutsd works as

the true representation of what he really waa. They are concerned

with SociAi. Polity, CaaisTiANiTT, Edccation, and Philosophy.

It may be convenient to arnuige them nnder these four heads, in

the order in which they were published, and then to give some

account of his opinions under each head.

I. Social Polity.—(1) Epistola de Toleraniia, 1689 (translated

into English in the same year). (2) Ty-o Treatises on Government,

1690 fthe Fairiarcha of Filmer, to which the First Treatise was

a reply, appeared in 1680). (3) A Second Letter concerning Tolera-

tion, 1690. (4) Some ComideraUons on the Conscqwmu of Lowering

the Fuiteof Interest and Raising the Value of ilmuy, 1691. (5) A
Third Letter for Tulcration, 1692. (6) Short Observations on a

printed paper entitled, "For Encouraging the Coining of Silver

Money in England, and after for Kuping it here," 1695. (7)

Further Considerations concerning liaising the Value of ifoncy,

1695 (this was occasioned by a Report containing an "Essay
for the Amendment of Silver Coins," published that year by

I

William Lowndes, a secretary for the 'Treasury ; Locke anticipates

some later views in political economy). (8) A Fourth Letlnr for

Toleration, 1706 (posthumous).
i H. Christianity.—1. The Rcasonahlcness of Christianity as

I
delivered m the Scriptures, 1695. (2) A Vindication of the Ileason-
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iblcness of ClirUiamlxj from Mf EdicardsS Mcxiom, 1G95. (3)

A Second Vindication of the Jicasonablencss of Chrislianily, 1697.

(4) A .Paraphrase and Notes on tlic Epistles of St Paul to the

Galaiians, First and Second Corinthians, Romans, and Ephcsians.

To which is prefixed an Essay for t!u> tinderslandinj of St Paul's

Epistles bu co>isulling St Paul himself, 1705-7 (postliumous).

III. Ebi'CATJON.—(1) Som-c TliouglUs concerning Education,

1693. (2) The Conduct of tlu: Understanding, 1706 (postliumous).

(3) Some Thoughts concerning Eeading and Studyfor a Gentleman,

1706 (posthumous). (4) Instruciioiis for ilic Conduct of a Young

Gentleman, 1706 (posthumous). (5) Of Study (written in France in

Locke's jourual, and published in L. King's Life of Loche in 1830).

IV. Philosophy.—(l)^n Essay comerni7igUnman Understand-

ing, in four books, 1690. (2) A letter to the Bishop of Worcester

concerning some passages relating to Mr Locke's Essay ofHuman
Understanding in a laic Discourse of his Loidship's in Vindication

of ilte Trinity, 1697. (3) Mr Locke's Beply to the Bishop of Worces-

ter's Atmoer to his Letter, 1697. (4) Mr Locke's Beply to the Bishop

of Worcester's Answer to his Second Letter, 1699. (5) A Discourse

o( Miracles, 1708 (posthumous). (6) An Examinalion of Father

Malcbranchc's opinion of Seeing all Things in God, 1706 (posthu-

mous). (7) Bemarks upvn Some of Mr Korris's Books, wherein he

asserts Father Malcbranchc's opinion of Seeing all Things in God,

1720 (posthumous).

The following are Jliscellaneous Tracts:—'l) A Nexo Method

of a Common Place Book, 1686 (this was Locke's first article

in the Billiothique of I-e C'lerc ; his other contributions to

it are uncertain, except the Epitome of tlte Essay, in 1688).

<2) The Fundamental Constitutions of Carolina (prepared when
Locke was Lord Shaftesbury's secretary at Exeter House about

1673 ; remarkable for its recognition of the principle of toleration,

and published in 1706, in the posthumous collection). (3) Memoirs
relating to tlie Life of Anthony, First Earl of Shnflesbury, 1706.

(4) Elements of A'atural Philosophy, 1706. (5) Observations upon
the Growth and Culture of Viiies and Olives, 1706. (6) Pules of
a Society which met once a Week, for their improvemoit in Useful

Knowledge, and for the promotion of Truth and Christian Charily,

1706. (7) A Letter from a Person of Quality to his Friend in the

Country, published in 1875 (included by Des Slaizeaux in his

Collection of Several Pieces of Mr John Locke's, 1720), and soon
afterwards burned by the common hangman by orders from the

House of Lords, was disavowed by Locke himself. It may have
been dictated by Shaftesbury.

There are also various writings of Locke first published in the
Ijiographies of Lord Haig and of Jlr Fox Bourne.

Locke's numerous Letters to Thoynard, Limborch, Le CHerc,

Guenellon, Molyneux, Collins, Sir Isaac Newton, the first and
the third Lord Shaftesbury, Lords Peterborough and Pembroke.
Clarke of Chipley, and others, many of them unpublished, are

models iu their kind. They exi)res3 the courtesy and humour which
were natural to him, and his varied interests in human life. Those
to Molyneux and Limborch in particular throw light on the Essay,

and his works on Toleration and Christianity.

I. It has been tnily said that all Locke's writings, even the Essay
oil Human Understanding itself, were "occasional, and intended
directly to counteract the enemies of reason and freedom in his own
age." This is obviously true of his works on Social Polity, written
in an age when the principles of democracy and toleration were
^tnlggling with passive obedience and divine right of kings, and
when even "the popular assertors of public liberty were the
greatest engrossers of it too." The state with Locke was the
issue of free contract, and was not a natural organism. That the
[icople, in the exercise of their sovereignty, have the right to govern
themselves in the way thoy judge expedient for the common good,
and that the civil government, whatever form it assumes, has no
right to interfere with religious beliefs not expressed in actions
inconsistent with civil society, is the essence of his political philo-
sophy. He based the ultimate sovereignty of the people on a
virtual consent or contract on the part of the people themselves to
be so governed. The precise terras of contract, lie allowed, might
and should be modified by the sovereign people from time to time,
in accommodation to ever changing circumstances. He saw that
things in this world were in so constant a flux that no society long
remained in the same state, and that "the grossest absurdities"
must be the issue of " following custom when reason has left the
custom." With an English love of compromise in the working of
political affairs, he was always disposed towards liberal ecclesiastical
concessions for the sake of religious unity and peace, and recom-
mended obedience to the civil magistrate in all indifferent things
in worship and government, not otherwise expressly determined by
supernatural revelation.

His attack on Sir Robert Filmer in the First Treatise on Govern-
ment was an anachronism, even when it was published ; in the
ilrmocratic principle argued for in the Second Treatise, while in
advance of the practice of his age, he was anticipated by Aquinas
and Bodin, as well as by Grotiiis and Hooker. His philosojihical
difeuce of the social ri^jlits of religious beliefs was the most original

and important of his contributions to polity, and the most far-reach-

ing in its ultimate assumptions. Locke had a more modest esti-

mate of human resources, natural and supernatural, lor forming true
judgments in religion, and a less pronounced judgment of th3 im-
morality of religious error, than either the Catholic or the Puritan.

The toleration which he spent his life in arguing for meant a

revolution from the absolute to a relative point of view in the
theory of knowledge. It was a protest against those who in theology
"peremptorily require demonstration, and demand certainty where
probability only is to be had." The practice of universal tolera-

tion amidst increasing religious dilforences was the most important
application to the circumstances of his own age of the theory about
human knowledge which pervaded h\s Essay. This paradox is now
a commonplace, and the superabun<lant argument and i-ony in the
Letters on Toleration fatigue the modern reader. The change of

opinion is more due to Locke himself than to any one else. The
rights of free thought and liberty of conscience bad indeed been
pleaded for, on various grounds, throughout the century in which he
lived. Chillingworth, Jeremy Taylor, Cudworth, Glanvill, and other
philosophical thinkers in the Cliurch of England urged toleration iu

the state, in conjunction with a wide comprehension in the church,

on grounds which implied intellectual limitation and even un-
certainty in religious matters. Puritan Ind3pendentsand Baptists,

like Owen, Goodwin, and Richardson, whose idea of ecclesiastical

comprehension was dogmatic and narrow, were ready to accept
sectarian variety within the state, on the ground that it was possible

to have many religions in the land, but only tlieir own form within

their sect. The existence of separate Christian nationalities, on the

other hand, was the only justihcation of separate religious societies

to the latitudinarian churchmen with whom Locke associated ; in

each nationality they would have a comprehensive church co-

extensive with the nation. Locke went far to unite in a highei

principle what was best iu the broad Anglican and in th«

Puritan theories, while he recognized the individual liberty which
has ever distinguished the national church of England, (a)

In his reasonings for toleration he insists on the fact that all

human theologies must consist more of beliefs determined on pre-

sumptions of probability than of knowledge founded on what i»

either self-evident or demonstrable in the light of reason. A pro.

found sense of the limits of human reason was at the bottom of his

arguments for a tolerant comprehension by the state and also by
the church. He had no objections to a national establishment o(

some form of religion, provided it was comprehensive enough, and
was really the nation organized to promote goodness, and not to

protect the metaphysical subtleties by which professional theologians
spoil the original simplicity of Christianity. The recall of the

national religion to this primitive simplicity, he hoped, would make
toleration of nonconformists unnecessary, as few would then remain
to ask for it. (6) The speculative, and therefore individually and
socially harmless, nature of most persecuted beliefs and forms of

worship is another point on which he insists. "No man is hurt
because his neighbour is of a different religion from his own, and
no civil society is hurt because its members are of different religions

from one another." The more various our beliefs are, the more
probable it becomes that a complete view of truth may by degrees
be reached at last by the human race. In the meantime beliefs in

religion concern the individual only and not society. To the atheist

alone Locke absolutely refuses toleration, on the giound that the
social bonds can have no hold over him, for " the taking away of

God dissolves alL" If atheism means the denial that reason is the
ultimate regulative principle iu the universe, then the consistent
atheist without doubt "dissolves all," and must reject physical
science even, as well as morality, in an absolute nescience, so that
he is incapable of citizenship as one who is insane. In Locke's own
philosophy, as we shall see, the existence of God is represented as

demonstrable, but the distinctive articles of Christianity arc founded
only on presumptions of probability. He argued too ag.iinst full

toleration to the Church of Rome, at least in the circumstances of
the age in which the Toleration Act was passed, on the ground of
its allegiance to a foreign sovereign, (c) The unfitness of force as a
means of sending the light of truth into a human mind is a third
argument urged by Locke, founded on the psychology of human
understanding. PersecuHon can only transform a man into a
hypocrite ; belief must be formed by individual discernment of
evidence. Apart from evidence, a man cannot command his own
understanding

; he cannot determine arbitrarily what opinions he
is to hold._ Thus all Locke's pleas for a universal toleration
resolve at last into a philosophical view of the limits and origin
of knowledge.

II. The principleswhich detennined Locke's social polity largely
determined his way of looking at Christianity. His "latitudin-
arianism " was really the result of an extraordinary reverence for
truth, and of his perception that in matters of religion knowledge
may be sufficient for practice while it falls far short of perfection
and demoustration. He insists on refemcg questions in religion to
the reasoning individual, and never loses sight of the essential
reasonableness of Cliristianity as the only ground on which it
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and falsehooU belong only to the nssertions or denials of tlio

mind. The idea of a centaur has no more falsehood in it, when it

appears in our minds, than the name centaur has falsehood in it

w-hen it is pronouuced by our months, or written on paper. Truth

and falsehood lie always in afiinnationa or negations, and the mere

thoughts of which as individuals we happen to be conscious are

not ;j€r so either true or false. They do not become either real

knowledge or error " tiU the mind affirms or denies something of

them."
That none of our knowledge is "innate" is the conclusion

argued for in the First Book. But the drift of this famous argu-

ment has been overlooked by Locke's critics. It has been criticized

as if it was a metaphysical discussion about the existence of trans-

eendentol elements in human knowledge, like that at issue in the

present day between empiricism and intellectualism. If it were so

it would be an example of the fallacy of ii-relevant conclusion. For

this Locke himself is no doubt partly responsible. It is not ea-sy to

determine who or what he had in view in this polemic. Lord Her-

bert alone is made prominent as the defender of innateness, and

Locke was perhaps too little read in the literature of ancient and

modem philosophy to do full justice to those who, from Plato

downwards, have recognized the intuitions of reason as well as the

phenomena of sense in the constitution of knowledge. The
positions which he assails would have been disclaimed by the

most eminent defenders of the transcendental elements. " Innate,"

as Lord Shaftesbury says, "is a word Mr Locke poorly plays

on,"—at least if he is to be understood as engaged in an intel-

lectual struggle against Plato or Descartes. "The right word,

though lesa used, is coniiatural. For what has birth, or the

progress of the fcetus, to do in this case ?" The real question, as

Shaftesbury adds, is not about the time when the supposed innate

knowledge entered, but " whether the constitution of man be such

that, being adult and grown up, the ideas of (rational) order and ad-

ministration of a God will not infallibly and necessarily spring up in

him." ButthisLockehimscIf does not deny. "That there are cer-

tain propositions," we find him saying, "which, though the soul

from the beginning, or when a man is bom, does not know, yet, by
a.ssistance from the outward senses, and the help of some previous

cultivation, it may afterwards come ceitainly to know the truth of,

is no more than what I have affirmed in my first book " (see

"Epistle to Reader," in second edition). This further appears

from the fact that, although the Essay opens with an attack on
innateness in human knowledge, yet the self-evidence, in the light

of educated reason, of much that we know is asserted elsewhere

not less strenuously. Much of our knowledge he reports in the
fourth book to be reached by purely rational insight and demon-
stration. What he really argues against in the first book is that

any of it should be supposed to have a claim to protection against

a free criticism of its reasonableness. He argues there against

the innateness of our knowledge of God and of morality
; yet in

the fourth book he reports, as a result of his search into our
rational consciousness, in the " plain historical method," that the
existence of God is a demonstrable rational conclusion, involved in

that causal necessity without which there could be no knowledge at

all ; and he maintains in various places that morality may be found
to be as demonstrably necessary as mathematics. The two posi-
tions are quite consisteait. The demonstrable rational necessity of
these and other sorts of knowledge often remains latent, he might
say, in the share of reason that is potentially present in indi-
viduals, and therefore cannot be called "innate" knowledge; but,
for all that, such truths " carry their own evidence along with
them " in every mind that is rationally awake. Even in the first

book he appeals to what might be called common reason, which he
calls " common sense. " "He would be thought void of common
sense who asked, on the one side, or, en the other, went to give a
reason, why ' it is impossible for the same thing to be and not to
be.' It carries its own light and evidence with it, and needs no
other proof ; he that understands the terms assents to it for its own
sake, or else nothing else will ever be able to prevail with him to
do it" (bk. i. chap. "S, § 4). The truth is neither Locke nor the
intellectualists of the 17th century expressed their meaning nith
enough of precision; if they had, Locke s first book would probably
have taken a form more consistent with its true intention. It is

really to be read as an energetic argumentative protest against
anything in human knowledge being supposed to be independent
of rational criticism. Locke believed that in attacking innate
princiiiles he was really substituting conscious self-evidence and
rational demonstration instead of blind repose on authority, and
was thus, as he says himself, not " pulling up the foundations of
knowledge," but "laying those foundations surer." Truth is to
be found in "the contemplation of things themselves," that is,

by actual rational insight on tlie part of each individual. But
when men heard of "some general propositions that could not be
doubted as soon as understood," it was a short and easy way to con-
clude tliat such propositions are "innate," and that a personal
Esrception of their rational self-evidence is unnecessary. This
eiDg once received, "it eased the lazy from the pains of search,

and stopped tha inquii'V of the doubtful concerning all that was
once styled innate.' Dogmas became protected against rational

criticism. "It was no small advantage to those who aflected to be
masters and teachers to make this the principle of principles—that
princijiles must not be questioned. " The mere assumption that they
are " innate" was enough "to take men off the use of their own
reason and judgment, and to put them upon believing and taking
upon trust without further examination. . . . Nor is it a small
power it gives a man over another to have the authority to make a

man swallow that for an innate principle which may serve his pur-
pose who teacheth them " (bk. i. chap. 4, § 24). Locke's examina-
tion of the way in which the rational consciousness of self-evident

truths is actually reached rcfera them to "the being of things
themselves duly considered, and to the application of those faculties

that are fitted to receive and judge of them when duly employed,"
Thus the reasoning which runs through the first book is a return,

in a more general and therefore more philosophical way, to that

defence of individual rational insight against blind dependence on
authoiity which was olfered in the Letters on Toleration.

The Second Book opens with the suggestion of a general proposi-

tion regarding the genesis and constitution of ideas or thoughts:
it closes after a laboured endeavour to verify it. This hypothetical

proposition is that all human thoughts, even the most complex
and abstract, are due to "experience." If so, the significance of all

abstract words, and the objective truth of all individual thoughts,
must be tested by the elements of which " experience" consists, auu
cannot in any instance claim protection against this test.

The important point is what " experience " consists of. Locke
says that it all comes either from external sources or from the

mind itself ; and he promises to show that even our most abstract

thoughts, which seem to reach to infinity, may be traced to one or

other or both of these constituents. In his own words, our mcjit

"complex ideas" are all made up of "simple ideas," either from
without or from the mind ; tliey are due to phenomena of which
we are percipient in the five senses, or else due to reflexion

upon "the operations of mind." The "verification" of this

position, in the central chapters of the second book, is to the

eHect that even those thoughts which are " most abstrase, how
remote soever they may seem from sense, or fiom any operations

of our minds, are yet only such as the understanding frames

to itself by repeating and joining together ideas that it had either

from objects of sense, or from its own operations about objects of

sense,"—so that even large and abstract ideas are derived from
one or other of the two sources (bk. ii. chap. l2, § 8). For this

purpose oirr thoughts of space, time, infinity, power, substance,

personal identity, causality, and several others which "seem most
remote from the supposed original," are examined one after another,

iu the " historical plain method," and their complex constitution

is resolved into (a) perceptions of things external, through the fivi

senses, or into (b) perceptions of operations of our own minds.

The source of experience which depends upon the five senses

Locke calls sensation ; the other, through which mind is reflectivtly

aware of its own operations, he calls tejlcxion. This last, " though
it be not sense, as having nothing to do with external objects," is

yet, he says, "very like it, and might properly enough be called

internal sense." The suggestion that "sense" might designate

both the springs of experience is misleading, when we find in the

sequel how much Locke tacitly credits "reflexion " with,—in the

way of rational tendencies and intellectual obligations ; it may be ob-

jected to on grounds like those on which the somewhat analogous

employment by Keid and others of " common sense " for common
reason has been condemned. They both mean to say that we may
caU that "sense" in which reason at once carries the light o(

its own evidence, and does not even admit of external proof.

Heason in its own evidence is thus analogous to what sense is

popularly assumed to bo. The elasticity of Locke's language in

explaining his thesis makes the most opposite interpretations of

the Essay possible, and all we can do is to compare qjie part with
another, and in doubtful cases to give him the benefit of the doubt
His vacillation in the use of words is unfortunate. It was partly

caused by a determination to avoid rigid technicality and pedantry.

"Sensation" for instance is, in one definition, confined to "im-
pressions or motions made in some part of the body which produce

perceptions in the understanding" (bk. ii. 1, § 23) ;
yet, when

treated as one of the two springs of experience, it is made equivalent

to what philosophers now call scnse-pcrwption, while " reflexion
"

turns out to be another name for self-consciousness. Accordingly,

although the second book is professedly limited to the examination

of our ideas or thoughts only, it by implication makes the (pro-

visional) assumption that the " ideas " of which we are conscious in

" sensation " are at the same time to be regarded as " qualities " of

sensible things which in some sort of way exist " without us," and
also that the successive " operations " presented in "reflexion " are

those of an individual mind, presumed to exist somehow independ-

ently of them. Locke thus starts as & common sense percciMonist,

and likewise relieves himself of the difficulty of having at the outset

to show how the data abstracted by each sense arc united in real
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tcm-^ and pcrsoTiK In order to mate lis tliecrv worTc, he T)cg 1,3

W a^uraing a h„polkdical diialihj beneath phenomena,_some

Xn?mena%eferablo to ei^ternal thin^, others referable to the
]

conscious self,-ai.d in fact confesses tT.at this dual experience is

CvJtimate fact, the denial of .vhich would n.ake it impossible to

sneak about the growth and constitution of our thoughts.

Tn*he early ch°<.pters of the second book, the " simple thoughts

into which he promises to resolve all possible " complex ones are

"rr^n^ed in classes. Some of them, he rer-orts, are conditioned

•'HTone sense only," as colours by sight, or (.eat, cold, and solidity

by touch; others " by more senses than one," as space or extension

and motion, which are perceivable both by the eyes and by touch ;

iThM class are got from reflexion only, when " the niind turns its

tiew inwaid upon itself," and by this means we get our ideas of

perception or tliinking itself, and also of willing, as well as the

" modes of these two," such ns remembrance, discerning, reason-

ing, knowledge, faith, &c.; lastly, there are simple ideas which

we have both from sensation and reflexion, for instance, our

thoughts of bodily and mental pleasures and pains, as well as

thoughts of existence, unit)', power, and succession, buch,

according to Locke, are the elements of the sublimest human

thou.'hts. ^Yhile the mind is becoming gradually stored with

simpTe ideas like these (which are. hon ever, somehow complex for

us when we " are conscious of them "), we fmd a growing power to

elaborate them for ourselves at pleasure in an almost inhnite

variety ; we are in fact obliged to do this in our tcuta ive

endeavours inductively to bring the thou'-hts of our mdindual

minds into harmony with the actual complexity of taonglit that

is presented to us in the order of nature. -'But it is not in the

power of the most exalted wit or enlarged understanding to invent

or frame any new simple idea not taken in in one or other of these

twowavs,"—in proof of which Locke would have any one try to

fancy any taste which had never affected his palate, or to frame the

thought of a scent he had never smelt; and when he can do tnis he

isTC&y to concede that a born blind man has ideas of coloun<, and

a born deaf man notions of sounds.
. r • j-

The contrast and correlation of these two fountains ot mm-

vidnal experience is suggested in the eighth chapter of this book,

en the "qualities" of niatter, in which we are mtiwluccd to a

noteworthy vein of speculation running through the Essay. A
chapter on " qualities of things" looks like an interpolation in an

examination of our individual thoughts; its relevancy appears when

we remember Locke's provision.al hypothesis, according to which

simple ideas of sense may also bo viewed as qualities of things

Now our original sense-thoughts are, we find, partly revelations ol

exUrnal things Ihcmsdccs in their essential exteniality or extension,

and v^TtU sensations, boundless in their variety, which are some-

how raised in us through contact with the things Locke calls the

former primary, original, or essential qualities of matter, and the

others its secondary or derived qualities. The pnmary, which in-

volve mathematical relations, and might be called quantities rather

than qualities, are inseparable from matter as matter, and somehow

exactly correspond, he reporU, to the thoughts we have of them.

en the other hand, there is nothing in the mathematical relations

of space-occupying body which in the least resembles our ideas or

thoughts of the secondnry qualities ; they are qualities of bodies

at all rather than sensations in us, only in so far as our diHerent

secondary sensations somehow correlate with (unknown) sizes,

shapes, and motions of the primary particles, with which they

are thus in an established hannony. Therefore, if there were no

• something yet more remote from our comprehension." For.J"*'

knowing wLt size, figure, and texture of parts they ^r"^j'''«°
depend*^and from which result those qualities wJiich >Bfk« »»'

complex idea, for example, of gold, "it is ^po^'^e ^ stould

know what other qualities result from^, or are incompatible with,

the same constitution of the msensib e parts oj KOW..,and so

consequently must always coexist with^tliat complex lde« we

have of it, or else are inconsistent with it.

Some of the most remarkable chapters in the second book an

those which relate to the verification of its initial proposition.

They carry «s towards the metaphysical mysteries which so attraf

meditative minds. The hypothesis that our most complex i^o^S\^

are all resolvable into '.'experience" is tested in these chapters by

the modes or :rMliJicalions, and substanluUums and rclalions which

in various degrees of complexity, we find ourselves somehow obliged

to make the simple phenomenal thoughts of ^-^nr* and reflexion

undergo. Such, for instance, are the thoughts of fin e qmmt ty

in smce and time and number, inwliich Lode reports that we find

ourselves mentally impelled towards immensity. ^t<!™'tyi^° '
,

innumerable, that is to say, towards Infinity, which tran cends

auantily the complex thought of Substance, towards which he

reports that we fini ourselves impeUed in another of the opera-

tiins of our minds," when the simple j.henomena of the s ns^

have to be regarded as powers or qualities of
1
fo^P^^hing ,

the

thought of the Identity of individuals, involved m the apparently

inconsistent idea of their constant phenomenal changes ;
and, above

all, the mental tendency we find we somehow have to suppose what

we call a " Cause " whenever we observe a change. Let ns see how

Locke deals with these crucial instances.
_ •Kr„^v.,

He dwells much on our ideas of Space, Succession, and Number.

Tlie first ho says begins to appear wlien we use our senses of sight

and touch ; the second he finds " suggested " by all the phenornena

sense, but still more by "what passes in our minds ;
the third is

" su"-<-ested by every object of our senses, and every thought of our

mine!? by everything that either doth exist or can be imagined.

The modifications of which these three sorts of simple ideas are

.... , . L_ i. i.„ (t i««..-i...iiot,Wp nnfl tnilv mnnite.

j»nt"ient and intelligent beings in existence, the secondary qualities

would cease to exist,-except perhaps as unknown modes of the pri-

mary or, if not, as " something stiU more obscure. On the other

hand " solidity, extension, figure, motion, and rest would be really

in the world as they are, whether there were any sensible being to

perceive them or not" (bk. iL chap. 21, § 2). The outcome of

what Locke teaches about the niutu.nl relations of matter (a) known

as occupied space, and (h) known in and through the sensations

caused by secdudaiy or relative qualities, is that it is something

capable of being expressed at once in terras of mathematical quan-

tity or extension, and also in terms of sense-consciousness. A further

step would have led to the conception of the correlative dependence

of all the 80K;all9d qualities of bodies upon "the bulk, figures,

number, situation, and motions of the solid parts of which they

consist," and which "exist as we think of them whether or not

they are perceived." The true conception of an individual body

would then be a conception of the actual mathematical reUtions of

the atoms of which it consists, regarded as the established

"occasions" of the sensations of colour, resistance, Bound, taste,

or smell which we refer to it as qualities ; and also of the changes

that it occasions in the atoms of which other individual bodies

consist, which are followed by their operating en sentient beings

dilfercntly from what they did before, as when the sun melts wax.

But Locke only suggests in a hesitating way that the powers ot

bodies which are manifested in sensible changes maij be conditioned

by unknoATO changes in the mathematical relations of t,heir msen-

6iblo atoms, or, if not thus dei>endeiit upon thcao. conditioned by

ine moaiucaiioiia ui «iii>.ii n.^ov> ........ .,; , ..* 1 „c„;t„
susceptible he reports to be " inexhaustible and truly infinite

extension alone affording a boundless field to the mathematicians.

In his own patient judicial -"^V. K^".^%T''V"''u ^ftlT.'\
between space and time. Neither is hm^l^i ^V th^ ^^rU of mdm-

dual things. ^Vo can imagine space without bodies, but ^ecannot

perceive or imagine bodies without space Places and periodo are

all relative to objects and events, but both space and time are

absolutely indivisible. A trinal space extends m all directions,

whUe time has only one dimension. All things exist in the same

present time, while no t.vo things occupy the same space. The i«rts

of time cannot be thought to coexist ; the parts of space cannot be

?ho^ht to succeed one\nother. Whether the thought nnoccn-

Pied space is the thought of a substance or of an attribute Locke

Srs that he canno°t tell, at least till they that ask show h.ra

I'a clear distinct idea of substance. "-But the real
-J'y
fO; w^icl.

he has to report of these thoughts of space and time istliat soinc-

thing in the mind" hinders us from imagining any limit to ei ber

Ve find oui-selves, when we try, obliged to lose our positive thought

orspace in the negative thought of I-™-f>'
"^f"\?e h^e

thought of -time in the negative thought of Ktcrnity.
,

^^e h"«

nevef seen, and we cannot mentally imagine, an object whose

extent h boundless. Yet we find when we reflect that there is an

"operation of the mind" which somehow forces us to thiok that

space and time hav6 no limits. "I would fam meet with that
space and time nave no itiniis. t .luu.^ .„„

_„„.
tEtnkinsr man that can in his thoughts set any bounds to space

mo?e th!n he can to duration "
(§ 21% Thus Locke by ipP j^^hon

rcknowledges something added by the mind to the otigmaUj pre-

sented "sFraple ideas" of extension and f^^cession. though he

explains that what is added is not pos.lively
'""."f

°='1'1«- ,Xm
we reflect on our thoughts of immensity and eternity, we find them

to be thoughts, yet negations of aU imaginable tbo"gtt; and that

whether we proceed by addition or by division He jbara^^"^^:

caUy accepts the fact ; be does not inquire «%Bimd .^hou^d find

iteelf thus obliged to add without limit, and to divide without

limit. He simply reports that immensity and eternity '^remejiM^

negative ideas,\nd that every endeavour to transform them mto

positive or imaginable ones only issues m the contradic ory attempt

to represent as'a bounded quantity what is really infimte or be) on

nnantity. The idea of the infinite, or unquantihable m extent and

?n snccLion, has so far, he finds, "something that ,s resolvable

into the simple positive ideas of, space and time. ^or, when we

trv to think of tTie infinite in space or duration, jve at first usually

Se some very large idea (imaginable in itself, though by men

unimaMnable), asperJaps of milUons of miles or ages, which possibly

we mvuirply miUions o/^miUions of times. All. that we thus ama^

in our thoughts is positive (i.c., imaginable m its "fuji^;
although

not imaginable by a human mind). But at he end of this we are

as far frSm the infinite reality as we were at the beginning, so that

what lies beyond the imaginable idea tmcards the infinite lies in

obscurity, and has the indeterminate confusion of a negative ideaT

—irresistible and incomprehensible.
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Locke, with all his aversion to what is unrepresentable in forms

of coexistence and succession, is too faithful to rational facts to

overlook these mysterious elements of our rational experience.

His integrity is also illustrated in his acknowledgment of the un-

imaginable, and in this sense incognizable, in our thought of Sub-

stance. He tries to phenomenalize it ; but he finds that it cannot be

I'lhenomenalized, and yet that we cannot dispense with it. An
unsubstantiated succession of phenomena, without a centre of unity

to which they are referable, is unintelligible ; we could not have a

language consisting only of adjectives. Locke had an obscure

apprehension of this intellectual obligation as a fact of rational

consciousness. According to his report, "the operations of the

mind" oblige us to suppose something beyond piienomena, to

which as qualities phenomena must belong ; but he was honestly

perplexed by the "confused negative" thought of this "some-

thing," which was all that he could reach, and of which he snys we
"neither have nor can have any positive idea either by-sensation

or reflexion." The word substance thus means "only an uncertain

supposition of we know not what" (i. 4, § 18). All attempt to

realize it is like the attempt to realize immensity or eternity,

and we are involved in an endless—inevitable yet incomprehensible

—regress. If one were to ask u-hat the substance is in which this

colour and that taste and smelling "inhere," and was told that

they belong to the solid and extended parts, or primary qualities,

of the thing, he must again ask what their substancs is, and so on
for ever. "He would be in a difficulty like the Indian, who, after

saying that the world rested on an elephant, and the elephant on a

broad-backed tortoise, could only suppose the toitoise to rest ou
'something, I know not what' " AVe must fail, in short, when we
try either to phenomenalize our thought of substance or to dispense

with it. He finds that our only positive complex ideas of sub-

stances are these in which we imagine an aggregate of attributes ;

it is only thus that we can rise to any positive thought even of

God, in "the power we have of enlarging indefinitely some of the

ideas we receive from sensation and reflexion " (il 23, § 33). IFhy
we must be in this strange mental predicament with regard to our
thought of substance, Locke characteristically did not inquire. He
reported the fact in his own "plain historical way."
He struggled bravely to be faithful to facts in his report of the

net unlike mental predicament in which we find oui'selves when
reflexion awakens in us the conviction of our own Individuality

and continued personal sameness. The paradoxes of expression

in which he gets involved in the chapter on "personal identity"

are evidence of this. He mixes the thought of our actual indi-

vidual personality, given in our consciousness of something external
to self, and above all in our moral experience of resiwnsible agency,
with the negative thought of the transcendental relation of sub-
stance, which, when we try to phenomenalize it, becomes " an
uncertain supposition of we know not what"
But we must pass on to his report about our thoughts of Causality

and Power, especially as his theory of real knowledge in the fourth
book is very ranch an application of the principle of causality. The
intellectual demand for the cause of an event is what we find we can-
not help having, and yet it is a demand for what in the end we cannot
grasp in a phenomenal representation. The causal thought in the
form of power very much perplexed Locke, in his famed chapter
on that idea (21) ; the perplexity is not so obvious in the sections
on "cause and effect," in another chapter (26), where he considers
only the circumstances in which this relational thought arises.

Locke traces the thought of " cause and effect" back to our
"constant observation " that "qualities and finite substances begin
to exist, and receive their existence " from other beings v liich

prcduce them. Seeing, for instance, that, " in the substance
which we call wax, fluuliiy is constantly produced by the a]iiilica-

tion of a certain degree of heat, we somehow como to think of
heat as the cause and fluidity as the effect." This is to report
what happens in our minds when we observe a particular example
of that causal connexion which gives intelligibility to successive
phenomena, converting them into the concatenated system which
we call the universe. Through calculated observations we, in this
way, learn that this is the cause of that, and tliat such as this is the
cause of snch as that. But Locke's words in the 26th chapter
do not explain the rational need for this causal expectation. Any-
thing, as far as "constant observation " tells us, might have been
the cause of anything

; no finite number of instances of an
" observed" sequence—in the strict meaning of the term "observa-
tion"—can guarantee its nnivei-sality. Elsewhere, indeed, he adds
to this meagre account the important statement that " cm dea-jst
idea of power is got through our consciousness of our own voluntary
agency, and therefore through reflexion" (chap. 21). Bodily pheno-
mena he there reports to be incapable of presenting originative
agency, this being an idea which cannot be phenomenalized in
external sense. In changes among bodies we observe no origina-
tion, but only phenomenal order—signiftcani and therefore intcr-
pretable phenomena. The thoujlit of the "production " of motions
IS connected with what we are conscious of when we exert volition.
Locke here approaches the view of power afterwards tsken by

Berkeley, which was the constructive pnncipie or Beikcleyan philo-

sophy. IJut neither Locke nor Berkeley explains the transformation

of our moral consciousness of ourselves, as free or originative, and
therefore, to this extent, responsible agents, into the universal

rational principle, on which both proceed in explaining our know-
ledge of the real existence of God and of the sensible world.

Locke's language sometimes suggests that the transformation is

made through an induction that is either instinctive or produced

by custom. Now, not to say that every inductive generalization

presupposes causal connexion, the particular fact that this, that,

or the other person, through his moral experience, finds himsc!/ a

free cause, does not, consistently with inductive rules, warrant the
universal conclusion that the phenomenal changes of the universe

must all be referred to power like our own personal power. That
we are somehow obliged to think a caused or phenomenal cause,

and ultimately an uncaused or free agent, of every change—that

we are obliged to view changes as events or issties from adequate

productive causes into which they may bo refunded—is vaguely

accepted in the Essay as a fact of rational consciousness ; but no
explanation is given of its origin, only of the ciixumstances in

which it arises in the . individual mind. The inquisitive reader

still asks why the individual mind is obliged to think back all

changes into sufficient causes of which they are the issues, and
why each set of antecedent phenomena, into which we thus refund

new phenomena, themselves occasion a fresh intellectual demand
for a preceding cause, while, after all, the mind is still left dis-

satisfied until it rests in a truly originative or unconditioned cause.

And yet if the intellectual need for a phenomenal cause were willi-

drawn there could be no rationality in, and therefore no reasoning

possible about. Nature ; for all the jihysical government of the

universe depends upon it ; and again, if uncaused or unconditioned

power were withdrawn there could be no moral responsibility or

moral government. This sort of rcductio ad ahsurdmii of every

merely empirical analysis of the causal thought into what is strictly

observable was foreign to Locke. His avei-sion from mysticism

may have made him pass slightly over the mystery of an experi-

ence that like oura is conditioned by relations of place, which lead

to the unimaginable thought of Immensity, of succession, which
lead to the unimaginable thought of Eternity, and of change, T^hich

lead to the unimaginable thoughts of Substance and Power.

Locke's book about our individual ideas or thoughts leads natu-

rally to his Third Book, which is especially about those of them
that are general and abstract, and their connexion with language

It is here that he describes "abstract ideas"; here also he illus-

trates the confusion apt to be produced in our thoughts by the

imperfections of language.

But we must pass ou to the Fourth Book, about knowledge,
which closes the Essay. Knowledge, he says, is perception or

discernment of relations among our thoughts ; real knowledge is

discernment of their relations to what is objectively real. In his

books about our "ideas" ho had dealt with "simple apprehensions";

here ho is concerned with "judgments" and "reasonings," and
largely with judgments and reasonings about matters of fact. At
the end of the long and patient research among our mere thought*

or simple apprehensions, he supposes his reader apt to complain

that he has been " all this while only building a castle in the air,"

and to ask what the purpose is of all this stir about our thoughts,

or our knowledge either, if we are not thereby carried beyond our

own individual thoughts, and must accordingly regard our own
fancies as the universe. "If it be true that knowledge lies only

in the agreement or disagieement of our own ideas, the visions ot

an enthusiast and the reasonings of a sober man will bo equally

certain. It is no matter how things themselves are" (iv. 4, § 1).

This is the keynote of the fourth book. It docs not, however,

carry him into an analysis of the rational constitution of know-
ledge as knowledge, as it would carry a transccndentalist of the

19lh century, or even an associative philosopher. Transcendental

analysis is too remote from human affairs to interest Locke.

Hume, moreover, had not yet shown the difficulties which sceptical

ingenuity could suggest against those facts of rational consciousness

which tocke accepted witliout analysis. The sceptic who doubteii

the vOTy constitution of reason and experience, because it coulJ

not be supported by external proof, was less in his view than

minds blindly resting on authority or on irrational instincts.

Universal scepticism like Hume's he would at any rate probably

have regarded as a frivolous amusement, into which no human
mind could permanently subside, and therefore unworthy of the

serious attention of a wise man. What he wanted was to awaken
a conscious conviction of principles apt to be dormant in the

individual, but to which he believed a response must be given

when, reflexion was called forth. He was careless as to how far

these principles might be developed into a reasoned system ot

speculative philosophy. "AVheie we perceive the ngreement or

disagreement of any of our ideas there is certain knowledge ;_an(]

wherever we are sure these ideas agree with the reality of things,

there is certain real knowledge " (chap. 4, § 18). He is anxiou-.

throughout to show that a great deal of commonly sujiposcd real
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.no.led,e is not entitled to ^J^^i'^rttk'f^^
^^^irZ"^^^ ZS^^c. alone }f'^^^^^-^

ablepres«mpt,oosobabe oen. l,u^-

turns, as he and Butler ar«
J"^"
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"^
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^°'i!'„ T>,»^iffi™ltvthata"sense-perception

be called sense-perception. Jhe di^c""y t^^ a i i.^^^

way either of ^^'-}}^''.''\^'^?'lf;^^;JtTu^^^^^^^^

percention-is possible m
^^f"^ ^°.f̂ '^i°; '^,',t be contained all

tioned) sorts of kiiowable relation in wnicn imisi
,^ ^

knowledge we -n be suppos«i
-Pfj^.fj„,?,"LteH-evid!nt that

of course be confined Nvithin o^J^'J^j. ' ^sciousness is dormant,
we cannot have knowledge "[ ^ ^f^^^^^S

ji
^^^'"o^able relation in

thinks, as well as q"^°t,ty, is capab e of being t^^^^^ ^

than in dealing ^ith those of maft matins Mankind
^^„^^^^^

consequence, in questions
^^^^"^""VJX ofthe Lord set up

expect Egyptian bondage :'"'?''°t the candle oi
^^

14- -2'*

coexistence and succession among phenomena,-Locke's third

"t of knowable relation,-he finds the Ught of pure '^ason disap-

oe-ir although the relations in question are those m which tUe

createst ail most important part of what we desire to know

fon' t. Of reladons of this third kind, with «-^>ch ^1 the

Tvsical and natural sciences are concerned, he reports that our

kno vlcdce is very short, if indeed we have any at all,' and are not

wholy tlirown on presumptions of greater or 1^^= Probability^or

Tven left in i<Tiorance. According to the philosophy of tne £ssay

'Hhere canTe no science of bodies." All I'hp'^al and natural

science d^euds on a knowl<?dge of the reVtions between the

secondary qualities and other powers of bodies on the one hand,

and the rdmary or mathematical qualities of their atoms on the

o?her oriels" "on something yet more remote from o"^^o^Pr«-

hension." Now, as a rational insight of these relations, either rn-

turtivelv or through demonstration, is beyond our reach, we must

l^Sed with inductive presumptions, which the completest

^ve?ifi7ation' leaves, after a\l, only presumptions that more facts

in which, as the ongin of all must b^ <=;—
^ ^„„ ^J^ „„,,

^^ti?hL^i^l-5^?"'t,^^ate.i.^^^

' "^^
^^tn'^f i[ln

aL^h^nVa^Llnit^^nfincomprehensib^^S w\":ii. for w^a^tof right and distinct conceptions, is called

knowledge but only presumptive tjf • , V ^ ^j^er than our own
knowledge of. the real existence of an> thin o her

^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^_

individual existence, that
f 'J^'^f^V.

.^.-^iie they are present

ticular objects «. l^.rri's e Ln e^te^nllobject at a distance, a

to our senses. " ^\ hen I see an extern J
^^.^^^^^^ ^,j^.,^ j

man for instance, I
^^'^o^le mi^wtavetided that when one thus

am looking at hini (^ocke m.
^^^^ ^^ perceived;

" sees a man it is onl) nis ««<»''_ 1
sensations as

for his other qualities are as little *'t"="^ P
.t^er. ) But when

if he was out of tlie ™g<'
"/, *^' 'v," eerUiri that he stiU exists,

the man leaves me ^^onc I cannot «cert^n
^ ^.^^^^

There is no necessary connexion between nis
existence

since (when he was present to r"ys"^e of sight and 1

_^^^^

now (when he is absent from all ^^y -f^^ '^^^ certainty of

ways he may have ceased to be i Ba
,^ ^^^ways he may have ceased to ue.

^^"^ j.^ge ; though the

his continued existence ^•l''<='^,;^*^^f^^"tt l5ut this is but

great likelihood of it puts it .P'^'
^°"''Ji § 9). Either a

probability and not knowledge Jchap^l^^^^^ ^^^^^^
ktionally intuitive or a rat.onaU) demonstr^

conception of the co-

is thus, according to Locke, impossiDie^ a
1

^^^ ^^i^.^^i

existences and ^^ecessions of phenomena wh en
^^^ ^^.^^^^

world being essent.aUy t^''.

,f'^"'A "f/easoned about by our

Mind, and thercforo
^^f"* f.^^^^^g/^'^ ,^ towards agree-
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of nature can be only presnraed protiabilities—not purely rational

certainties. For him tlie vast region of reality—beyond our im-

mediate sense-perceptions, memory, and the demonstrably neces-

sary causal connexion with Universal Mind—is either presumed

probability, grounded on faith, or else it is within that veO which

separates what is behind it from reasonable belief ijs well as from

knowledge. And he even fails to explain how anything at all

above the world of sense can be "known" in a sense-perception

that is restricted to the transitory " actual present sensation" of

each moment. No past events and no future events can be knowti

in the strict meaning of "knowledge." It is unreasonable to

demand a knowledge of more than abstract propositions and present

momentary experiences. For the rest, we can only gradually con-

vert beliefs into certainties that are absolute lor all practical

purposes. Such is the outcome of the Essay.

We might expect to learn from Locke something as to the rationale

of the probable presumptions by which, as supplementary to our

limited knowledge of real existence, we pass beyond the narrow

sphere within which that knowledge is confined, according to his

report of it, and possess ourselves so far of the unperceived past,

distant, and future, in our experimental reasonings. He does little

to satisfy us here. The concluding chapters of the fourth book

contain judicious advice for human beings, whose lives are passed

in a world of probabilities and presumptions, for avoiding the conse-

quent risks of error or misinterpretation in their reasonings about

what they see,—with or without the help of syllogism, the function

of which, as an organ of discovery, he criticizes in the seventeenth

chapter. Nothing is done to connect "probable" interpretations

of the contingent phenomena of existence with the rational relations

involved in tne knowable part of its constitution, with which the

preceding chapters were occupied.

This subject was resumed by Hume, very much at the point

where Locke left it. With a still humbler view of the possible

extent of human knowledge than Locke's, Hume proposed as a

subject " worthy of curiosity," to inquire what is "the nature of

that evidence which assures us of any real existence and matter of

fact, beyond the present testimony of our senses and the records of

our memory, " remarking that "this part of philosophy has been

little cultivated either by the ancients or the modems." The
result of the inquiry was his announcement that Custom and the

associative tendencies are a sufficient practical explanation of the

formation of our experience. AU beyond each present transitory

"impression" is connected with it, through "ideas," by means of

Custom and Association. Hume's solvent, in the form either of

individual or of inherited associative tendency, has since been
made the philosophical explanation of all human experience in

the Empirical Philosophy to which his Jiiguiry conducted. As
for Locke, the "association of ideas"—either in the individual or

as inherited—was not alluded to in the first edition of the Essay.

The short chapter on the subject—now found at the end of the

second book—was introduced in the second edition, not as in any
way philosophically explanatory either of the thoughts or of the
knowledge and probable beliefs of men, but as the chief source of

human prejudices—as a cause of human errors against which men,
dependent largely on probable presumptions, need in an especial

manner to be warned. This useful chapter was an afterthought
caveat^ regarding a tendency which Locke saw was apt to spoil

the "quality" of our individual thoughts,—apt, if one may put it

60, to make them inconsistent with the Universal Thought Latent

in nature, by which our personal thoughts about what the laws in
Datur* are must be tested.

On the other hand, an analysis like Kant's of what is abstractly
implied in knowledge is even more foreign to the design of Locke,
and to the tone of his philosophy, than the attempts of 18th and
19th century associatiomsts and evolutionists to account for know-
ledge as if it were a fact of physical science. To show, in the case
of any self-evident conception or judgment, that without it know-
ledge could not exist at all, would be to show what Locke took for
granted, far all the purposes he had in view. His aim was to
determine to what extent experience, presumed to be rationally
constituted, could come within the individual consciousness of
man. On the one hand, to analyse in the abstract the rational
constitution of knowledge, into which he found that man is able
only very partially to subdue the universe, or, on the other h.and,
to seek for the physical causes of its (partial) realization in the
human individual, were neither of them inquiries properly included
in his enterprise.

Locke's function was to present to the philosophical mind of the
modern world, in his own "historical plain method," the largest
assortment ever made by any individual of the actual facts of sense
consciousness and rational consciousness in man. The further
investigation of these facts, in Germany on the Transcendental
Method, in England and France on the Empirical Method, as well
lis, by Butler and Reid, in Locke's own Common Sense Method-
ell under the stimulus of Hume's sceptical analysis—has employed
philosophers since the Essay on Human Understandiag collected
materials for speculatuu.

Literature.—'i\\& Essatf concfrr.in^ Human Understanding^ ^vhich was tWi*
the philosophy of Locke's own life, and also of the century wliicb followed, hLi
passed through more editions than any siniilar bO'>k of .incient or modem times.

Before the middle of the ISth century it had i-cached a thirteenth, and it has now
passed through some forty editions, besides being translated into Latin, French.
Dutch. Gei-man, and modein Greek, in vaiious vej-sions. Tliere are also several

ahiidijmenls, in which the attempt is made to remove son>e of 113 innumerable
repeti:ions, A considerable philosophical libral-y might be formed out of the

criticisms, and comments to which it has given rise in tli& last hundred and
ninety years. In addition to those which appeared whea Locke was alive,

some of which are mentioned above, among the most important are Leibnitz's
Nouveaux Fisais sur l^Entendament Humain—written about 1700 and published
in 17C5, in which each chapter of the Essau of Locke is examined in a corre-

sponding chapter; Cousin's **Ecolc Sensualiste: System© de Locke," in his
Hisloire de Ja Philosophie au XVIII. Slide, 1829; and the recent crtlicisms
in Professor Gieen's Introduction to the Philcsophtcat Works of Hume, 1874.

The Letters on Toleration, Thoughts on Educatioji, and Reasonableness of dirii-
lianity have also gone through many editions, and been translated into di^erent
languages. The flist collected edition of Locke's H'ofts was Ui 1714. in. three
folio volumes. The best edition is that by Bishop Law, in four quartos, 1777
The one most commonly known is in ten volumes, 1S12. The Essay, as well a^
tlie other ti-eatises, needs textual revision and critical annotation.
The tloge of Le C)erQl,Biiliolhique Choiste, 1705) has been the basis of the

memoiis of Locke prefixed to the successive editions of his Works, and contained
In the biographical dictionaries. In 1S30 a Life of Locke, in two volnwes, vaa
published by his descendant Lord Kin?. This adds a good deal to whal was
previously kno^vii, as Lord King was able to- diaw irom. the mass of cene-
spondence, journals, and commonplace books of Locke in his possession- In
the same year Dr Thomas Foster published some interesting letters from Locke
to Benjamin Furley. The roost copious account cf the details of Locke's life is

contained to the two volumes by Mr Fox Bourne a876), which are the resuHs
of laborious and faithful research in the Shaftesbury Papers, Locke MSS. in the
British Museum, the Public Record Office, the Lambeth, Christ Church, and
Bodleian Ubraries, and in the Remonstrant* libi-ary at Amsterdam. (.\. C. F.)

LOCKHART, John Gibson (1794-1854), was born

in the manse of Cambusnethan in Lanarkshire, where
his father, Dr Lockhart, was minister. His mother was
daughter of the Kev. John Gibson, minister of St Cuth-

bert's, Edinburgh. In 1796 his father was transferred

to Glasgow, where John Lockhart was reared and educated.

He derived his rare abilities from his mother, and his first

regular teaching from the High School of Glasgow, He
appears to have been from the first distinguished as a

clever, but by no means industrious boy. Like most

clever boys he read everything that came in his way ; and
what he had once devoured he never forgot ; for his memory
was so retentive that, in after life, like Macaulay and Sir

George Lewis, he seldom found it necessary to verify a

passage for quotation. No livelier boy than John Lockhart

ever lived ; in or out of school his sense of fun and humour,
expressed in joke, sarcasm, and pencil caricatures, was
irrepressible. At the same time, however merry and

mischievous, he was a proud and reserved boy ; and this

was the side he mostly turned to the outer world as a

man. The struggle between a very affectionate nature and

a determination not to show his feelings, or perhaps an

incapacity to give way to them, cost him dear. A younger

brother and sister were carried off within a f»w days of

each other. John appeared to bear the loss like a stoic,

but lie fell seriously ill, and had to be removed finally

from the High School On his recovery, though still

under twelve years of age, he was entered at college, where

he sketched the professor for the amusement of his com-

panions, as he had sketched the masters before. When
examination time came-, he astonished all by a display of

erudition, especially in Greek authors, of the acquisition of

which he had given no signs ; a Snell exhibition, just vacant

at Oxford, was accordingly offered to him and accepted.

Lockhart was not turned fourteen when he was entered

at Balliol College, but he soon asserted his character

and his powers. His fun and satire made him at once

popular and formidable, while beyond the regular studies

of the place he acquired a great store of extra knowledge.

He read French, Italian, German, aud Spanish, was curious

in classical and British antiquities, and well versed in

heraldic and genealogical lore. Lockhart went up to the

schools in the Easter term of 1813—not nineteen years

of age—and, notwithstanding the most audacious employ-

ment of part of his time in caricaturing the examiners, he

came out first in classics. The name of Henry Hart

Milman, a subsequent friend through life, stood nest his.

For mathematics he never had the least inclinatioa
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He now quitted Oxford, and before settling to the study

of Scottisli law, foi- which his father had designed him, he

indulged a long cherished wish to visit Germany. His

knowledge of German had introduced him to the great

band of poets and scholars who had suddenly exalted the

fame of German literature. Lockhart had no means to

undertake the journey ; but here his reputation came to

his aid. A proposal to translate Frederick Schlegel's

Lectures on the Study of History was accepted by Mr
Blackwood, and the price of the labour paid before a line

was written. Lockhart always spoke of this as a most

generous act on " Ebony's " part, and his friendship with

the liberal publisher lasted through life. He meanwhile

paid his visit to Germany, was introduced to Goethe at

Weimar, traversed France and the Netherlands, made
careful observations on pictures and architecture, and

returned to Edinburgh to study law by the time he was

twenty-one. In 1816 he was called to the bar. But he

had no friends among writers and attorneys, his brilliant

powers of conversation did not comprise that of public

speaking, and few, if any, briefs came in. His habits of

observation, however, turned the time to a use afterwards

exemplified in Peter's Letters.

Edinburgh was then the stronghold of the Whig" party.

The Edinburgh Ewiew was their organ, and it was not

till 1817 that the Scotch Tories found a national channel

of assertion and defence—namely, in Blackwood's Magaziiie.

This periodical held its way dully enough with its first

numbers, when suddenly an outburst of wit and ridicule

directed against the hitherto unchallenged writers of the

Whig party, surpassing them in cleverness and equalling

them in personalities, electrified the Edinburgh world.

Wilson (Christopher North), Hogg (the Ettrick Shepherd),

and Lockhart had joined the staff, and retaliation for

long pent-up wrongs began. Lockhart's pen contributed

scholarly papers on various subjects, including hearty

criticism and eulogium on Coleridge, Wordsworth, and
other victims of a Review which could find only scant

praise even fur Walter Scott. His translations also of the

Spanish ballads appeared for the greater part in Blackwood.

But his pen was more often dipped in caustic, dealing out

attacks and recriminations which led to regrettable con-

sequences. Meanwhile the gifted and handsome young
man, for Lockhart's head was cast in the highest type of

brilliant manly beaut)', had attracted the notice of Walter

Scott. They met first in 1818. The acquaintance soon

ripened into friendship, and that friendship led to the

union between Lockhart and Scott's eldest daughter,

Sophia, in April 1820. For more than five years after his

marriage Lockhart tasted the best form of domestic

happiness. Winters spent in Edinburgh and summers at

a cottage fitted up for them at pretty Chiefswood, near

Abbotsford, gave the young couple the constant enjoyment

of friendship, society, and even worldly distinction, added
to the blessing of a perfect home. At Chiefswood Lock-

hart's two eldest children, John Hugh and Charlotte, were

born ; Walter, later, at Brighton,

Between 1818, when he joined the Blackwood staff, and
1825 Lockhart's pen was indefatigably at work. As early

as 1819 Peter's Letters to his £in?fulk appeared. Like

Goldsmith's Citizen of the World, these profess to give the

impressions of a stranger in a new country. Dr Peter

Morris, a Welsh physician, passes some time in Scotland,

especially in Edinburgh, and describes the men and
manners very freely to his relations at home. His
descriptions of the chief notabilities of the day have a
certain historical, almost antiquarian interest, though now
the least interesting part of the work. What we enjoy

most is the reflexion of a young and ardent mind dealing

out opinions and estimates far beyond its years, the cor-

rectness of whfch time has singularly verified. The

amount of reading too which crops out in every page is

amazing ; a perpetual play of all;isions, quotations, and

happy nicknames—for which Lockhart to his last days was
famous—is given with a raciness of tone of which the

reader might tire, but for the simple, vigorous English in

which it is clad. A chapter on dandies is a clief d'ceuvre

in its way. That a work describing the appearance and

idiosyncrasies of many living individuals should give

ofi'ence was a matter of course. His description of the

northern universities was not likely to please ; while for

the unsparing ridicule and ruthless quizzing heaped on

the General Assembly—"men," he is supposed to have

said, " of like passions with ourselves, but worse manners "

—it would be strange indeed if the author had escaped

with impunity.

Valerius, a Roman Story, followed next (1821). As
Valerius was intended to illustrate the maimers and

customs of Rome in the time of Trajan, so Reginald

Dalton, published in 1823, aimed at exhibiting the life of

an undergraduate at Oxford as he had known it. Lockhart's

strength did not lie in novel writing, and, to those who
read Reginald Dalton now, the digressions of the author

are far more interesting than the adventures of the hero.

But a plot of simpler construction and intenser passion

showed Lockhart's strength to greater advantage. Adam.

Blair (1822) is a tale of temptation, fall, and repentance,

each fearful in its way, told with tremendous power, and

as far removed from all that is morbid and false in senti-

ment as the author was himself. It gave great oflfence to

the Scottish Church, for the erring man is a minister,

and the scene is laid in a Scottish manse.

In 1826, on the death of Mr GLilord, the editorship of

the Quarterly Review was offered to Lockhart, and

accepted. He was singularly free in position, however far

from idle. He was next heir to j\lilton Lockhart, the

property of his unmarried half-brother, who eventually

survived him ; the legal profession to which he had been

destined was virtually abandoned ; end time had shown
him that the party strife which prevailed in Edinburgh

was demoralizing to both sides. "This last conviction did

the most to reconcile him to the separation from all Scottish

surroundings. His friends gave iim a farewell dinner,

when, labouring with strong feeling, and with his habitual

dislike or incapacity to express them, he said, on returning

thanks, " You all know that I am no speaker ; had I been,

there would have been no occasion for this parting."

The conduct of a great periodical like the Quarterly

Review is the touchstone of a man's capacity, knowledge,

and temper. Looking back to an editorship which lasted

twenty-eight years, it must be admitted that Lockhart

maintained a high position in all these respects. He con-

tributed largely to the Review himself, his biographical

articles being especially admirable. He also found time,

being a very glutton in work, for many a paper in

Blackwood ; he wrote what remains the most charming

of the biographies of Burns ; and he undertook the

superintendence of the series called Murray's Family

Library, which he opened in 1829 with a Life of Napoleon.

But his chief work was the Life of Waller Scott, a task at

once of love and duty. Lockhart knew the great and good

man as no one else did, and felt that, whatever the

aistakes in judgment, no life from first to last could

better afford complete revelation. There have not been

wanting those in Scotland who have taxed him with

ungenerous exposure of his subject, but to most healtliy

minds the impression conveyed by the biography was,

and is, one of the most opposite kind—namely, that

Lockhart has almost deified Scott The labour incurred

was in so far one of love, inasmuch as the writer reaped
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no part of its considerable proaeeds, but resigned tliem

absolutely for the benefit of Scott's creditors.

Lockhart's life in London was a long succession of con-

stant work, of dignified social success, and of heavy bereave-

ments. His eldest boy, the sufi'ering " Hugh Littlejohn
"

of the Tales of a Grandfather, died in lS3i. Sir Walter

died in 1833 ; Anne Scott, the second daughter, W'hfl had

come to live with the Lockharts in London, in 1833

;

Mrs Lockhart in 1837. The love for his children was for

long the one bright element in his life. But the death in

1852, and, sadder still, the previous life, of his surviving

son Walter, a fine youth, who had entered the army under

unfortunate auspices, broke down all that remained of

health and spirit in the father.

Failing health compelled Lockhart to resign the editor-

tliip of the Quarterly Review in 1853. He spent the

rert winter in Rome, but returned to England with

no restoration of vital power. He was conveyed to

Abbotsford, where, under the tender care of his daughter

Mrs Hope Scott, and cheered by the prattle of Lis grand-

daughter, now the possessor of Abbotsford, he lin^;ered till

his death, November 25, 1854. He was buried in Dry-

burgh Abbey, at the feet of Walter Scott. (v.. k.)

LOCKPORT, capital of Niagara county, New York,

about 21 miles east of Niagara Falls, at the point where

the New York Central Railroad crosses the Elrie canal.

It takes its name from the locks (ten in number) by which

the canal is lowered 66 feet from the level of Lake Erie

to that of the Genesee river ; and its prosperity as a manu-

facturing centre is due to the water-power. The sur-

rounding country is a rich agricultural district, and in the

vicinity are extensive limestone and sandstone quarries.

Flour-mills are prominent among the industrial establish-

ments ; there are also numerous saw-miils, cotton and

woollen factories, foundries, &c Lockport was made a

city in 1865. The population in 1870 was 12,426; in

1880, 13,522. The buildings i-n the business part of the

city are generally heated by steam on the Holly dis-

tributing system, which originated in Lockport, as did the

celebrated Holly water-works system.

LOCLE, Le, a large town-like village of Switzerland, in

the canton of Neuchatel, 10 miles W.N.W. from Neuchatel.

Along with La Chaux de Fonds, 5 miles north-<?a3t, it is

the seat of the most extensive watch-making industry in

the world ; and it also carries on the domestic manufac-

ture of lace. The valley in which Le Locle is situated

used to be subject to inundation, but in 1802-6 a tunnel

was constructed by which the surplus waters of the Bled

discharge into the Doubs. About a mile to the west of

the town the stream plunges into a deep clmsm, and on
the almost vertical face of the rock are what are usually

called the subterranean mills of Cul des Roches, situated

one above the other, to turn the water-power to account.

The population of the commune was 10,464 in 1S80.

LOCRI, a people of Greece who are found in two
different districts, on the jEgean coast opposite Eubcea and
on the Corinthian Gulf between Phoci* and ^tolia. The
former are divided into the northern Locri Epicnemidii, so

called from Mount Cnemis, and the southern Locri Opuntii,

whose chief town was Opus ; but the name Opuntii is

applied to tlie whole district by Thucydides. Herodotus,
ic. Homer knows no distinction of tribes among the

Locri. They were considered by Aristotle to be a Lelegian
tribe ; but they became Hellenized at an early time, and
rank in Homer along with the other Greek- tribes before

Troy. Their national hero is Ajax Oileus, who often

appears on coins. The Locri Ozo1<b on the Corinthian
Gulf were a vude and barbarous race who make no appear-

ance in Greek liistory ti'l the Peloponnesian War. It is

M'J that they separated from the eastern Locri four genera-

tions before the Trojan war, but Homer does not mention

them. The most probable view is that the Locri were once

a single race spread from sea to sea, that subsequent im-

migrations forced them int> two separate districts, and

that the eastern Locri advanced wilh the growth of civi

lization, while the remote Ozolse remained ignorant and

barbarous.

A colony of Locrians, probably Opuntians, though

Strabo expressly calls them Ozolse, settled at the south-

west extremity of Italy about the end of the 8th century

B.C. They are often called Locri Epizephyrii from the,

promontory Zephyrion 15 miles south of the c'ty. Tlift|

earliest and most famous event recorded in the iiistory of"

the Italian Locri is the legislation of Zaleucus about the

middle of the 8th century b.c. The Locri boasted that

Zaleucus was the first of tl^s Greeks to promulgate a

written code of laws. A body of laws under his name
existed in the city throughout the historical period, but

the name of Zaleucus is almost as much surrounded with

legend as that of Lycurgus. The Locrians are said to

have defeated the people of Crotona in a great battle at

the Sagras, perhaps some time in the 6th century B.C., and
in this flourishing period they founded colonies along the

south coast of the peninsula. Their nearest neighbour was
Rhcgium, and the continual wars that raged between the

two cities often drew other states into their quarrels. They
sent ships to aid Sparta in the Lacedaemonian war. They
were allied with the elder Dionysius of Syracuse, who
gave them great accessions of territory (389-88 B.C.); the

younger Dionysius ruled them as tyrant (356 B.C.). They
admitted a Roman garrison before the expedition of Pyrrhus,

but sided against the Romans with him and with Hannibal

(216 B.C.). The town was finally captured by Scipio (205

B.C.). From this time we hear little of Locri. 'It seems
still to have existed in the 6th century a.d., but in the

Middle Ages it liad disappeared entirely. The site and
remains have been described by the Due de Luynes
{Ann. Inst. Arch., ii.). It possessed a famous temple of

Proserpine. The town is celebrated by Pindar, 01. x.

and xi.

LOCUS, in Greek toVos, a geometrical term, the inven-

tion of the notion of which is attributed to Plato. It occurs

in such statements as these :—the locus of the points which

are at the same distance from a fixed point, or of a point

which moves so as to be always at the same distance from a

fixed point, is a circle ; conversely a circle is the locus of

the points at the same distance from a fixed point, or of

a point moving so as to be always at the same distance

from a fixed point ; and so in general a curve of any given

kind is the locus of the points which satisfy, or of a point

moving so as always to satisfy, a given condition. The
theory of loci is thus identical with "that of curves; and

it is in fact in this very point of view that a curve is con-

sidered in the article Curve ; see that article, and also

Geometry (Analytical). It is only necessary to add that

the notion of a locus is useful as regards determinate

problems or theorems : thus, to find the centre of the

circle circumscribed about a given triangle ABC, we see

that the circumscribed circle must pass through the two

vertices A, B, and the locus of the centres of the circles

which pass through these two points is the straight

line at right angles to the side AB at its mid-point

;

similarly the circumscri^bed circle must pass through A, C,

and the locus of the centres of the circles through these

two points is the line at right angles to the side AC at its

mid-point ; thus to get the ordinary construction, and also

the theorem that the linos at right angles to the sides, at

their mid-points respectively, meet in a point. The notion

of a locus applies, of course, not only to plane but also to

solid geometry. Here the locus of the points satisfying a
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single (or onefold) condition is a surface ; the locus of the

points satisfying two conditions (or a twofold condition)

is a curve in space, which is in general a twisted curve or

curve of double curvature.

LOCUST. In its general acceptation this term is

strictly applicable only to certain insects of the order

Orlhoptera, family Acrydiidx (see Insects) ; and it is

advisable to reiterate that according to modern classifica-

tion the family Locustidse is now viewed in a sense that

does not admit of what are popularly termed "locusts"

being included therein. We universally associate with the

tsrm the idea of a very destructive insect ; therefore many
orthopterons species that cannot be considered true locusts

have had the term applied to them ; in North America

it has even embraced certain Hemiptera-Homoptei-a,

belonging to the Cicadidse, and in some parts of England

cockchafers are so designated. In a more narrow definition

of the term we are wont to associate with the destructive

propensities the attribute of migration, and it therefore

becomes necessary that a true locust should be a migratory

species of the family Acrydiidss. Moreover, the term has

yet a slightly different signification as viewed from the Old

or New World. In Europe by a locust is meant an insect

of large size, the smaller allied species being ordinarily

known as "grasshoppers," hence the notorious "Eocky
Mountain locust " of North America is to Eastern ideas

rather a grasshopper than a locust.

In Europe, and a greater part of the Old World, the best

known migratory locust is that which is scientifically

termed Pachylyliis rnigratorius, to which is attached an

allied (but apparently distinct) species known as P.

cinerascens. Another locust found in Europe and neigh-

bouring districts is Caloptenus italiciis, and still another,

Acrydhim peregrinum, has once or twice occurred in

Europe (even in England in 1869), though it can only be

considered a straggler, its home (even in a migratory sense)

being more properly Africa and Asia. These practically

include all the locusts of the Old World, though a migra-

torj- species of South Africa known as Pachytylus pardalinus

(presumed to be distinct from P. inigratori}is) should be

mentioned. The Rocky Mountain locust of North America

is Caloptenus spretiis, and in that continent there occurs an

Acrydium (A. americanum) so closelyallied to A. peregrinum

as to be scarcely distinct therefrom, though there it does

not manifest migratory tendencies. In the West Indies

and Central America the absolutely true A. peregrinum is

also reported to occur.

As to general biology, a few words will suffice. The
females excavate holes in the earth in which the eggs are

deposited regularly arranged in a long cylindrical mass en-

veloped in a glutinous secretion. The young larvs hatch,

and immediately commence their destructive career. As
thtaB insects are " hemimetabolic " (see Insects), there is

no quiescent stage ; they go on increasing rapidly in size,

and as they approach the perfect state the rudiments of the

wings begin to appear. Naturally in this stage they are

incapable of flight, but their locomotive powers are never-

theless otherwise extensive, and their capacity for mischi3f
very considerable, for their voracity is great. Once winged
and perfect these powers become infinitely more disastrous,

redoubled by the development of the migratory instinct.

The laws regulating this instinct are not yet perfectly

understood. Food and temperature have a great deal to do
with it, and there is a tendency for the flights to take a
particular direction, varied by the physical circumstances

of the breeding districts. So likewise it is certain that

each species has its area of constant location in which it

always exists, and its area of extraordinary migration to
the extremes of which it only occasionally extends. Per-
haps the most feasible of the suL'cestions as to the causes

of the migratory impulse is that locusts naturally breed

in dry sandy districts in which food is scarce, and are thus

impelled to wander in order to procure the necessaries of

life ; but against this it has been argued that swarms bred

in a highly productive district in which they have tem-

porarily settled will seek the barren homo of their ancestors.

Another ingenious suggestion is that migration is intimately

connected with a dry condition of the atmosphere, urging

them to move on until compelled to stop for food or

procreative purposes. The distance particular swarms may
travel depends upon a variety of circumstances, such as the

strength of impulse, the quantity of food, and many other

causes. Certain it is that 1000 miles may, in particular

cases, be taken as a moderate estimate; probably it is often

very much less, certainly sometimes very much more. As
a rule the progress is only gradual, and this adds vastly to

the devastating effects, which may be likened to those

caused by a foreign army levying black-mail upon the

inhabitants of an invaded country through which it is

marching. Where an extensive swarm temporarily settles

in a district, all vegetation rapidly disappears, aud then

hunger urges them on another stage. Such is their voracity

that it has been tolerably well ascertained that the largt

Old World species, although undoubtedly phytophagous,

are often compelled by hunger to attack at least dry ani-

mal substances, and even cannibalism has been asserted as

an outcome of the failure of all other kinds of food. The
length of a single flight must depend upon circumstances.

From certain individual peculiarities in the examples of

Acrydium peregrinum that were taken in England in 1869,

it has been asserted that they must of necessity have come
direct by sea from the west coast of Africa ; and what is

probably the same species has been seen in the Atlantic at

least 1200 miles from land, in swarms completely covering

the ship, and obscuring the air; thus, although it is no

doubt usual for the swarms to rest during the night, it

undoubtedly happens in certain cases that flight must be

sustained for several days and nights together. The height

at which swarms fly, when their horizontal course is not

liable to be altered by mountains, has been very variously

estimated at from 40 to 200 feet, or even in a particular

case to 500 feet. A "dropping from the clouds" is q

common expression used by observers when describing

the apparition of a swarm. The extent of swarms, and
the number of individuals in a swarm, are matters that

must of necessity be purely speculative. That the sun
may sometimes be utterly obscured, and the noise made hy
the rustling of the wings be deafening, is confirmed by a

multitude of observers. We prefer to decline the attempt
to grapple with so vast a subject,—not unnaturally so when
one observer says of a particular swarm that, when driven

out to sea and drowned, the dead bodies washed up formed
a bank 50 miles long and 3 or 4 feet high.

No special periodicity appears to have governed these

flights (which, it is necessary to state, happily do not occur

to an alarming extent every year), still an American
writer (Mr Thomas) makes the interesting remark that

the interim between the years of superlatively extra-

ordinary appearance is both in Europe and America
"very nearly a multiple of 11."

In Europe the best kuown and orJinarily most destructive species

is Pachytyhts migratorins (fig. 1), and it is to it that tlie numerous
records of devastations in Europe mainly refer, but it is probably not
less destructive in many parts of Africa and Asia. Eastern Europe,
and especially the plains of southern Russia, appear to be more especi-

ally liable to its attacks. That the arid steppes of Central Asia are

the lume of this insect appears probable; still much on this point i."

enveloped in uncertainty. In any case the area of permanent ois-

tribution, according to Kbppen (whopublishcd_an elaborate memoir
on the subject in 1871), is enoiTOOUS, and that of occasional distii-

bution is still greater. The forniir area extends from the parallel

of 10' N. in rorlugal, rising to 48° iu Fraute and Switzerland, aud
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Dassin" into Knssia at 5S°, llicnrr continuing across the middle

of Siirciia, north <.f Cliina to .Inpan ; thence south to the Fiji

Mands to New Zrnknd, and Koitli Australia; thence again to

Bl-iurithi<; and over all Africa to Jladeira. But Korpen remarks

that the southern distribution is uncertain and obscure. Taking

exceptional distribution, it is well known that it occasionally

appears in the British Isles, and has in them apparently been noticed

as far north as Edinburgh; so also does it occas.onally appear m
Scandinavia, and it has jjobably been seen up to 63 H. in fin-

land. Looking .It this vast area, it is easy to conceive that an

element of uncertainty must always exist with regard to the exact

deteimination of tlie "species, and in Europe especially is this the

case, because (as before stated) there exists an apparently distinct

species, known as P. cinerasccw, which Koppen does not take into

Fig. 1.

—

Pachytylus migratorms. This and the other figures are

all natural size.

account This latter species is certainly the most common of the

"locusts" occasionally found in the British Isles, and De Selys-

Longchamps is of opinion that it breeds rq^larly in Belgium, where-

as the true P. migratorius is only accidental in that country. In
the case of this, as of all other locusts, it is impossible within the

limits of this article to chronicle even the years of greatest abund-
ance. That they are probably as destructive now as formerly

appears withia the bounds of belief. At any rate we read that only

a year or two ago a detachment of Russian soldiers in Turcomauia
was so beset that a stampede at last took place, and eventually the

men were held prisoners by the insects forty-eight hours until the

villagers killed them and carried them away for manure, locomotion
being as difBcult as if the men had been on ice.

Acrydiiwi pcrcgrinum (fig. 2) can scarcely be considered even an
accidental visitor to Europe

;
yet it has been seen in the sonth of

S|>ain, and, most extraordinarily, in many examples spread over a

large part of England in the year 1869. It is a larger insect than
P. migralorius. No serious attempt to define the range of this
species has yet been made, but there is every reason to believe that
it is the most destructive locust throughout Africa and India and
other parts of tropical Asia, and its ravages are not one whit less

important than are those of P. migrntorius. Presumably it is the
species that, on more tlian one occasion, has been noticed in a vast
Ewarm in the Atlantic, very far from land, and presumably also it

occurs in the West Indies and some parts of Central America. But
it has been already remarked that A. umcricanum of North
America, although so closely allied as to be scarcely distinguish-
able, is Slid not to he migratory, and is therefore scarcely a true

"locust." In the Argentine Eepublic a (possibly) distinct species

(A. paranensc) is the migratory locust.

Caloptcnus italicus {{\g. 3) is a smaller insect, with aless extended

area of migration ; and, though from this cause its ravages are not

so notable, still the destraction occasioned in the districts to which

Fia. 2.

—

Acrydium peregrinunt

it is limited b often scarce less than that of its more tenible allteai

It is essentially a species of the Mediterranean district, uni e.p<;ciill\

of the European side of that sea, yet it is also found in Noitb

Africa, and appears to extend far into southern Riusia,

Fig. 3.

—

CalojUemis italiem.

Caloptenus spretus (fig. 4) is the "Eorky Mountain locnst" or
" hateful grasshopper " of the North American continent. Though
a comparatively small insect, not so lorgt n* some of the grass-

hoppers of English fields, its destructiver.esc has procured for it

within the last twenty years a notoriety scarcely excelled by that of

any other. It is only recently that the persistent migration of

American settlers westward extended into the home of this creature.

Travellers and prospectors in these regions had previously spoken

of enormous swarms of a destructive gras',hopper as existing there,

and no doubt these occasionally extended into regions already

civilized, but the species was not recognized as distinct from some
of its non-migratory congeners to which it is so closely allied as to

require a practised entomological eye to separate it therefrom. As
time drew on, the various "State entomologists" made it their

special duty to report on the insect, and at length, in 1877, the

matter had Vjecomu so serious that Congress appointed a United
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States Entomolosical Commission to investigator tlie subject, nnd

report upon tlie bost (if any) meaus of counteracting the evil effects

of the pest. The result', so far as published, consists of two

enormous volumes, teeming with information, and taking up the

whole subject of locusts both in America and the Old World.

C. ^irelus has its home or permanent area in the arid plains of the

central region east of the Rooky fountains, extending slightly

iuto the southern portion of British North America ; outside this

Flu. i.—l.o.,ky Mo.nta.n Locust {CalopUnus sprrtiis) o, a, a,

female in different positions, ovipositing ; 6, egg-pod extracted from

ground, with the end brAen open ; c, a few eggs lying loose on tho

ground ; d, e show the earth partially removed, to illustrate an

egg-mass already in place, and one being placed
; / shows where

such a mass has been covered up. (After Kiley.

)

13 a wide fringe to which the term snb-pennaneat is applied, and

this is again bounded by the limits of only occasional distribution,

the whole occupying a large portion of the Korth American

continent ; but it is not known to have crossed the Rocky
Mountains westward, or to have extended iuto the eastern States.

As to remedial or preventive measures tending _to check the

larages of locusts, little unfortunately can be said,'bnt anything

thatwLU apply to one species may be used with practically all.

One point is certain ; direct remedies must always be of small avail.

Something can be done (as is now done in Cyprus) by offering a

price for all the egg-tubes collected, which is certainly the most
direct manner of attacking them. Some little can be done by
destroying the young larva while yet in an unwinged condition,

and by digging trenches in the line of march into which they can

fall and be drowned or otherwise put an end to. Intinitesimally

little can be done with the winged hordes having the migratory

instinct upon them ; starvation, the outcome of their own work,

probably here does much. It has been shown that with all migra-

tory locusts the breeding places, or true homes, are comparatively

barren districts (mostly elevated plateaus) ; hence the progress of

civilisation and colonization, with its concomitant necessity for con-

verting those heretofore barren plains into areas of fertility, may
(and probably will) gradually lessen the evil.

Locusts, like all other animals, have their natural enemies. Many
birds greedily devour them, and it has many times been remarked
that migratory swarms of the insects were closely followed by
myriads of birds. Predatory insects of other orders also attack

them, especially when they are in the nnwinged condition. More-
over, like all other insects, they have still more deadly insect foes

as parasites. Some attack the fully developed winged insect. But
the greater part adopt the more insidious method of attacking the

eggs. To such belong certain beetles, chiefly of the family Can-
tharidx, and especially certain two-winged flies of the family
Bombyliidas. These latter, both in the Old and New World, must
prevent vast quantities of eggs from producing larvffi. Popular
Ignorance on this subject is yet great, and within a few months
before this article was written it was exemplified in a remarkable
manner by a suggestion from the Government officials of Cyprus
that a certain parasite known to be destructive to the eggs in Asia
Minor might be introduced into the island, a suggestion immedi-
ately followed by the discovery that what is probably the same
parasite already existed there.

A flight of locusts would appear not to be always an unmixed
evil, even to maiL The larger Old World species form articles of
food with certain semi-civilized and savage races, by whom they are

considered as delicacies, or as part of ordinary diet, according to

the race and the method of preparation.
Literature.—Kirby and Spence, Introduction to EntomoloQy, 7th ed., London,

18.5« ; Kiippcn, '• Die geogTAphische Verbreltong der Wanderheiischrecke," In
Geograph. Miltheilun^en, vol. xvil., lS7t; Gerstacker, Die Wanderhmschrecke,
Berlin, 1876; Deports of the United States Entomological Commission on the
Rocky ihuntala I/Kxisl, bf Biley, Fackavd, Thomaa, and ethers, 1 vols., Washing-
ton, 1878-80. Gi. M'L.1

LOCUST-TREE, Ceratonia Siliqua, L., the carob-tree,

of the tribe Cassiese of the order Leffuminosx, is the sole

species, widely diffused spontaneously and by cultivation

from Spain to the eastern Mediterranean regions, and

from Egypt to Bornou in Central Africa (Hogg, Hooker's

Jmirn. of Bot, i. 113), and imported to Hindustan (Graham,

p. 254). It differs from all leguminous plants by the

dilated disk to the calyx. It has no petals, and the flowers

are polygamous or dicecious. The legume is compressed,

often curved, indebiscent, and coriaceous, but with sweet

pulpy divisions between the seeds, which, as in other genera

of the Cassiese, are albuminous. The pods are eaten by

men and animals, and in Sicily a spirit and a syrup are

made from them. These husks being often used for swine

are called swine's bread, and are probably referred to in

the parable of the Prodigal Son. It is also called St

John's bread, from a misunderstanding of - Matt. iii. 4.

The carob-tree was regarded by Sprengel as the tree with

which Moses sweetened the bitter waters of Marah (Exod.

XV. 25), as the kharrub, according to Avicenna (p. 205),

has the property of sweetening salt and bitter -n-aters,

(Jerard {Herball, p. 1241) cultivated it in 1597, it having

been introduced in 1570 (Loudon's AtK, ii. 660). For

various names, extent of distribution, historical references,

&c.,see Pickering's Chron. Hist, of PL, p. 141.

LODEVE, capital of an arrondissement of the depart-

ment of Herault, France, lies at an elevation of 674 feet,

under a range of hills rising to 2790 feet, in a small valley

where the Soulondre joins the Lergue, a tributary of the

H6rault, 34 miles east-north-east from Montpellier. A
[
bridge over the Lergue connects the town with the fau-

bourg of Carmes on the left bank of the river, and two

bridges over the SoulondrS lead to the extensive ruins of

the Chateau de Montbrun. There is railway communica-

tion with Agde by a line following the Herault valley.

The old cathedral of St Fulcran, founded by him in 950,

was rebuilt in the 14th century and restored in the 16th;

the cloister, dating from the loth century, is ornate in

style. In the picturesque environs of the town stands thd

well-preserved monastery of St Michel de Grammonfc^

dating from the 12th century; it is now used as farni

buildings. In the neighbourhood are three fine dolmens.'

Lodeve is one of the most important industrial centres oi

the south of France, upwards of 7000 workmen being

employed in the manufacture of woollens for army clothing

;

the aggregate horse-power of the factories is 1500. Wool

is imported in large quantities from the neighbouring

provinces, and from Morocco ; the exports are cloth to

Italy and the Levant, wine, brandy, chemicals, and wood.

The population in 1876 was 10,528.

Luteva existed prior to the invasion of the Romans, who for

some time called it Forum Nermiis. The inhabitants were converted

to Christianity by St Flour, first bishop of the city, about 323.

After passing successively into the hands of the Visigoths, the

Franks, the Ostrogoths, the Arabs, and the Carlovingians, it became

in the 9th century a separate countship, and afterwards the domain

of the bishops of Lodeve. During the religious wars it suffered

much, especially in 1573, when it was sacked. It ceased to be an
episcopal see in 17S9.

LODGE, Thomas (c 1556-1625), dramatist, novelist,

pamphleteer, poet,—but not player,—was born about the

year 1556 at West Ham, and was possibly the son of a

namesake, shortly afterwards lord mayor of London. He
was educated at Trinity College, Oxford, and then entered

as a student at Lincoln's Inn, where, as in the other Inns

of Court, a love of letters, and a crop of debts and diffi-

culties, alike grew as matters of course. Thus already as

a young man he preferred the looser ways of life and the

lighter aspects of literature. When the penitent Stephen

Gosson had (in 1579) published his Schoole of Abuse, Lodge

took up the glove in his Defence of Podry, Music, and Stage'
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p'.ays (1579 or 15S0), which shows some of the moderation

as well as of the learning befitting a scbular and a gentleman.

The iniblicatic-n was, however, prohibited, besides being

answered by Gosson in his Flatjes Confided in Five

Actions, as by a man sure of his ground if not of his cause.

Having fleshed his pen, Lodge displayed a strong inclination

for continuing its use. In 1584 he published his Alarum

Against Usurers, a pamphlet to which he no doubt gave

the benefit of his personal experience, and in which he

mentions the fate of his previous literary venture. Soon

after this his years of wandering seem to have begun, It

is clear that tlieir primary cause lay in the straits to which

he had been reduced, or had reduced himself ; that he ever

took so bold a leap into disreputableness as to become an

actor is improbable in itself, and the assertion which has

been made to that effect has been shown to rest on some-

thing less satisfactory than conjecture. Lodge joined

Captain Clarke in his raid upon Terceira and the Canaries,

and seems, in 1591, to have made another similar voyage

with Cavendish. During the former expedition, he, to

beguile the tedium of his voyage, composed his prose tale

of Eosalynde, Etiphues' Golden Legacie, which, published

in 1590, afterwards suggested the story of As You Like It.

The novel, which in its turn owes some, though no very

considerable, debt to tho Tale of Gamelyn, is a pleasing

example of the Euphuistic manner, but proves how slight

an advance an individual author of secondary rank is able

to effect in a branch of composition of which the genius of

his age has not taken hold. In the year before (1589)

Lodge had already given to the world a volume of poems,

including the delectable Scillaes Metamorphosis. One would

gladly resign this and much else of Lodge's sugared verse,

together with some of his perfumed prose, for the lost

Sailor's Kalender, in which he must after some fashion

have told of his sea adventures. During the last decade

of the century ha produced a farrago of literary products

—a Juvenal, if not a very " Young Juvenal," at least in

the readiness of his wit and in the robustness of his moral

indignation. In conjunction with Greene he produced, in

a popular vein, the odd but far from feeble play of A
Looking Glasse for London and England. Probably about
the same time he wrote his Tragedy of the Wounds of

Civil War lively set forth in the True Tragedies of Marias
and Sylla (published 1594), a good second-rate piece in

the fashion of its age, and deficient neither in rhetorical

nor in comic vigour. His Life and Death of William
Longheard (1593), and his History of Robin the Divell,

are among his contemporary non-dramatic works ; to which
should be added Phillis (1593), a collection of lyrical

pieces, and a Fig for Momus (on the strength of which he
has been rather loosely termed the earliest English satirist).

In his later years,—possibly about 1596, when he published
bis Wits Miserie, which is dated from Low Leyton, and
the proso Prosopopeia (if, as seems probable, it was his), in

which he repents him of his " lewd lines " of other days,—he
was engaged in the practice of medicine, for which ho is said
to have qualified himself by a degree at Avignon. His
v/orks henceforth have a sober cast, comprising a translation

of Josephus (1G02) and another of Seneca (1614), besides
a Treatise of the Plague (loos'* and a popular manual, still

in manuscript, on Domestic Mcd'cine. He was abroad
on urgent private aflairs of one kind or another in 1C16,
from which time to his death from the plague, in 1625,
nothing further concerning him remains tp be noted.
His life is one of those which attract the curiobity of
the literary student, who knows that it is precisely in
the mental and moral phases and experiences of able
and active men devoid of original genius, sucli as he,
that much of the history of an age of literature is to be
read.

Lodge's works h.ivo not yet been completely reprinted, tl'on^h
the satisfaetion of this want may no loiif;er be far ilistnnt. His
Bosahindc is accessible in H.nzlitt's Shnkcspcnrc's Library (vol. ii.)

and elsewhere. Its relation to Shakespeare's comedy is exhaust-
ively discussed in an essay liy Del ius in the /n/iii«o/( of the German
Shakespc.ire Society (1S71). Otlior works of his are scattered
through the publications of the old Shakespeare, the Hunterian,
and possibly other Societies; lists of them will be found in the
edition of Glaucns and Hilla, &c., printed at the Chiswick Press

in 1839, iu Hazlitt, and elsewhere. The question, Was Thomas
Lodge an Actor? has been set at rest by Dr C. Jl. Ingleby in his
pamphlet bearing that title (1868), of which the main conclusion

is embodied iu this notice. (A. W. W.)

LODI, a city of Italy, in the province of Milan, lies

on the right bank of the Adda, in 45° 18' N. lat. and 9° 30'

E. long. The site of the city is an eminence rising very

gradually from the Lombard plain, and the surrounding

country is one of the richest dairy districts in Italy. A
rather plain and ungainly cathedral (1158) with a huge
lateral tower, the church dell' Incoronata erected by
Bramante in 1476, the Palazzo Modegnani with a fine

gateway in the style of Bramante, the episcopal palace

dating from 1202, and the great hospital with its cloistered

quadrangle, are the most noteworthy buildings. Besides

an extensive trade in cheese (Lodi making more Parmesan
than Parma itself) and other dairy produce, there are

manufactures of linen, silk, majolica, and chemicals. The
population of the city in 1871 was 18,537.
The ancient Laus Pompeia lay about 5 miles west of the present

city, and the site is still occupied by a considerable village, Lodi
Vecchio. In the llth century, according to Laudulphus Junior,

Lodi was second to llilan among the cities of northern Italy. A
dispute with the archbishop of Milan about the investiture of the
bisliopof Lodi (1024) proved the beginning of a bitter and protracted

feud between the t«'o cities. In 1111 the Jlilanesc hiid the whole
place in ruins and forbade their rivals to restore what they had
destroyed, and in 1158, when in spite of this prohibition a fairly

flourishing settlement had ogniu been formed, they repeated their

work in a more thorough manner. A number of the LoJigiaus

had settled on Colle Eghezzone ; and their village, the Borgo d'Isella,

soon grew up under the patroiuage of Frederick Barbarossa into a

new city of Lodi. At first subservient to the emperor, Lodi was
before long compelled to enter tlie Lombard League, and in 1198 it

formed alliance offensive and defensive with Milan. The strife

between the Sommariva or aristocratic party and the Overguaghi

or democratic party was so sevetc that tlie city broke into two
distinct communes. The Overgnagbi, expelled in 122G, v.ere restored

by Frederick II. who took tlie city after three montlis'sieg,\ During
the rest of tlie Guelf and Gliilielline struggle, and down tb the be-

ginning of the 16th century, the annals of Lodi are crowded with
stirring events, connected for the most part with the general

troubles of the country. In the main it was dependent on Milan.

The duke of Brunswiek captured it in 1625 in the interests of Spain;

and it was occupied by tlie French (1701), by the Austrians (1706),

by the king of Sardinia (173-3), by tlie Austrians (1736), by the

Spaniards (1745), and again by the Austrians (1746). On 10th

May 1796 was fought the battle of Lodi between the Austrians

and Napoleon, which made the latter master of Lombardy.

LODZ {Lodzi), a town of Russian Poland, in the

province of Piotrokow, lies 40 miles by rail to the north

of the chief town of the province, on a branch railway of

the line between Warsaw and Vienna. Only a small

hamlet with 800 inhabitants in 1S21, when its woollen

manufactures were first introduced by Germans, it is now
the second town of Poland, both by population and by the

importance of its cotton-mills, the annual production of

which amounts to a value of about ^150,000, that is, five-

sixths of the whole production of cottons in Poland. Thi«,

as well as the other less important industries of the place

(woollen cloth manufacture, dyeing, and so on), is chiefly

in the hands of Germans, and thus the German language

predominates in the town. Although its population in

1872 amounted to 50,500, Lodz still maintains its village

character, consisting of one broad street 7 miles long, on

which are situated alike the factories, .the houses of the

merchants, and the dwollinss of the working men.

LOFOTEN AND VESTeIiAALEN, a " fogderi " or baili-

wick in the " anit " of Nordland, Norway, consists of a large
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and picturesque group of islands lying north-east and south-

west off the north-west coast of Norway, between 67°30' and
69° 20' N. lat, and between 12° and 16° 35

' E. long. The
extreme length of the group from Andenies, at the north of

Ando, to Host, is about 130 English miles; the aggregate

area amounts to about 1560 square miles, supporting a per-

manent population of about 20,000. It is separated from

the mainland by the Vestfjord, Tjisldsund, and Vaagsfjord,

and is itself divided into two sections by the Raftsund

between Hindo and Ost-Vaago : to the west and south of the

Uaftsund lie the Lofoten Islands proper, of which the most

important are Ost-Vaago, Gimso, VestVaago, Flakstadii,

Moskeuaeso, Mosken, Varo, and Host ; east and north of

the Raftsund are the islands of Vesteraalen, the chief being

Hindo, Ulvo, Lango, Skogso, and Ando. The islands,

which are all of granite or metamorphic gneiss, are

precipitous and lofty ; the highest peaks are in the Lofoten

group, Vaagekallan on Ost-Vaago rising directly from the

sea to a height of 3090 feet The channels which separate

them are narrow and tortuous, and generally of great

depth ; they are remarkable for the strength of their tidal

currents, particularly the Raftsund mentioned above, and
the once famous Malstrom or Moskenstrom between

Moskenaes and Mosken. Though situated wholly within

the Arctic Circle, the Lofoten and Vesteraalen group enjoys

a climate that cannot be called rigorous when compared
with that of the rest of Norway. The isothermal line

which marks a mean January temperature of 32° F. runs

gvinth from the Lofotens, passing a little to the east of I

Bergen onwards to Gothenburg and Copenhagen. The
prevailing winds are those from the south and west ; the

|

mean temperature for the year is 38°'5 F., and the annual
|

rainfall is 43 '34 inches. In summer the hills have only '

patches of snow, the snow limit being about 3000 feet.
;

The natural pasture produced in favourable localities,

permits the rearing of cattle to some extent ; but the

growth of cereals (chiefly barley, which here matures in

ninety days) is insignificant. A few potatoes are planted.

The islands yield no wood. The great and characteristic

industry of the district, and an important source of the

national wealth, is the cod fishery which is carried on along

the east coast of the Lofotens in the Vestfjord from
January to April It employs about 18,000 men from all

parts of Norway ; the annual take of cod amounts to an
average of twenty millions, worth on the spot about

£250,000. The fish, which is dried during early summer,
is exported principally to Spain (where it is known as

bacalao), but abo to Holland, Sweden, and Belgium.

Other industries arising out of the fishery are the manu-
facture of cod-liver oil and of artificial manure. The
summer cod fisheries and the lobster fishery are also

valuable. Tlie herring is frequently taken in large

quantities off the west coasts of Vesteraalen, but is a

somewhat capricious visitant. The bailiwick contains no

towns properly so called, but Kabelvaag on Ost-Vaago and
Svolvaer on a f"; y rocky islets off that island are considerable

centres of trade and (in the fishing season) of population
;

Lbdingen also, at the head of the Vestfjord on Hindo, is

much frequented as a port of call Regular means of

communication are afforded by the steamers which trade

between Hamburg or Christiania and Hammerfest, and

also by local vessels ; less accessible spots can be visited

by means of boats, in the management of which the natives

are adepts. There are some roads on Hindo, Lango, and
Ando. The largest island iu the group, and indeed in

Norway, is Hindo, with an area of 864 square miles. The
south-eastern portion of it belongs to the amt of Tromso.

In the Island of Ando there is a bed of coal at the mouth
of Ramsaa which is likely to prove ultimately of some prac-

tical value.

LOG. The ordinary log for ascertaining tbe speed cf

a ship consists of four parts, viz., the log-glass, log-line,

log-reel, and log-ship. The word log may have been derived

from the fact that a piece of wood was thrown overboard,

to lie as a log in a fixed position, motionless ; now the

same name is applied to many contrivances and ingenious

inventions for indicating directly, or for registering, the

ship's progress through the water.

Though such information now appears to be so

essential, nay, imperatively necessary to the safe conduct

of a ship, it is a fact that no such simple means as

the log and line was devised before the 17 th century,

or the subject even thought of theoretically before 1570.

At least nothing can be found in ancient writings, or even

in the works professedly treating upon navigation, till after

1620, while, on the contrary, various passages occur from
which we may fairly infer that there was nothing better at

the command of the mariner than a rough unassisted

estimate. The work of Martin Cortes (Seville, 1556),

after giving much valuable information for that day,

including a description and use of the cross-staff, astrolabe,

(tc, a table of the sun's declination, with much else, makes
no other reference to the ship's motion through the water

than this,—the pilot must estimate the distance, making
allowance for the effects of winds and currents, every day,

and as the estimation "is imperfect, especially in a long

voyage and long time, it is convenient that he should

rectify his position by the corresponding position of the

heavens." Mr J. Tapp, who published a translation and
improved edition of Martin Cortes fifty-three years after

(1609), made no alteration in that part of the worL
In 1578 William Bourne published Inventions and

Devices. There are one hundred and thirteen subjects

treated of, many of them highly interesting, as they contain

the crude germ of useful inventions. The twenty-first

device is a close approach to Massey's self-registering log,

which was found so useful two hundred and sixty years

later. The credit of the device is ascribed to Humfray
Pole ; the probable date is 1570. The proposal was to have

a " little small close boat " with a wheel, or wheels, and an
a?letree, to turn clock-work in the little boat, with dials

and pointers to indicate respectively fathoms, leagues,

scores of leagues, and hundreds of leagues. If a small

screw rotator had been used instead of a wheel, this might
have been a great success. It was only a sjiggestion,

perhaps untried ; and in common with seamen and writers

about that time the author allows only 5000 feet to a mile.

Edvard Wright's Certain Errors in Kavigation detected and
corrected (1610) gives much new and useful information,

but the nearest allusion to the ship's speed is in the part

trans'ated from the Spanish of Roderigo Samorano, under
the hf>ad of finding the ship's place on the chart, called the

"poin*. of imagination." "This point doth presuppose the

knowledge of two things : to wit, the rhumb by which we
have sailed, and that is known by the compass, and the

leagues which we have run ; and this hath no certainty,

but is a little more or less than a good mariner according

to his imagination supposeth that he hath sailed ; whereof
the said point took its name." In 1624 an edition of

Gunter by Edward Weaver, after much valuable geometric

information, proposes at chap, vi., in a long rambling
manner, that an account should be kept of the ship's way.
" The way that a ship maketh may be known .to an old

seaman by experience, by others it may be found," as he
recommends, with the log-line or by known marks on the

ship's side, bearing the proportion to a league or mile,

that a certain number of seconds do to an hour. So far

good; but he reckons a mile as 5866 feet (214 too little),

and states that seamen count in paces of 5 feet each, and
1000 to a mile, i.e., only 5000 feet He also proposes to

XIV. -9J
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divide tlie degrees into one hundred parts, each to be called

" centesmes." The whole subject is treated as a new thing.

ft is stated by Purehas (1625) that Christopher Columbus
(1492) deceived his crew with respect to the distance sailed

from home, and that "even the pilots did not know how
far they had gone" as they glided so smoothly with a

continuous fair wind. Had any kind of log been hove, the

ship's speed would have been publicly known. Mr Buraaby
{Ancient Geography, p. 551) states that "no ancient writer

has preserved any account of the mode in' which ancient

navigators computed distance." S'oIIowing such an
authority and the quotations above, we may safely agree

with the statement of Purehas that it was first used iu

1607. Also we know that it did not become general till

Inany years after. In one of our best works on navigation,

printed in ISU, the log is inaccurately described.

If we are surprised that so many centuries passed,

and that long voyages were made, after the discovery

of the compass, without any means of measuring the

distance sailed, we may be almost as much so at the

diversity of opinion which prevailed among seamen with

regard to the length of the log-line and the length of

a mile. At the present day the principle upon which
this log is arranged is easily understood. The mean
degree of the meridian (see vol. x. p. 198) is assumed
to be 69 '09 statute mUes, which gives 6080 feet to

the mean nautical mile,—an estimate sufficiently accurate

for navigating upon any part of the sphere. The dis-

tances upon the log line being marked by pieces of line

placed between the strands and carrying the requisite

number of knots, this has given the name of knot to the

nautical mile. The line is marked to knots and half knots

{& single knot) only ; the intermediate fractions are estimated.

Two measurements are now in common use ; that in the

British navy is 47 leet 3 inches of line for each knot made
per hour, which corresponds with a twenty-eight second
glass,—thus (28 X 6080) -f- 3600 = 47,288 feet ; in the mer-
chant service a knot is 50 feet 7 inches, which is the correct

proportion to a mile with the half minute glass. When a

ship is going more than five or si.ii; knots, a short glass is

used, fourteen or fifteen seconds, then the indications by
the line are doubled. The shorter measure was probably
chosen in consequence- of the custom in vogue till about
1833 of marking the run on the log-board, or book, iu

knots and fathoms (or sea furlongs) ; the fractions are ncv
invariably entered as tenths. The whole length of line is

60 to 80 fathoms, according to the speed anticipated

;

10 to 20 fathoms of which is allowed as stray line, that

the log-ship may be in a fair position, before the rag of

bunting called the turn mark passes the hand. The line

ahould be stretched and well wet before it is measured,
and should be remoasured every day at sea. The inner

end of the line is made fast to a light reel upon which
it is wound.

The "log-ship" (fig. 1) is a piece of wood about ^ inch

thick and the fourth part of a circle, having a radius of 5

or 6 inches, weighted with lead

round the curve in order to keep it

upright in the water, but not to

sink it. Two holes are bored,

about IJ inches from the lower
angles ; through one a short piece

of line is passed and knotted

;

the other end of the line has a
bone or hard peg spliced to it,

which is inserted in the other hole, thus forming a span
by which it is attached to the log-line, and hangs square.
When the log is used, a man holds the reel over his

head, the officer places the peg in the log-ship, and throws
it well clear of the wake, then allows it to run the " stray

Fig. 1.

line" off without assistance, steadying it just before the

turn mark comes to hand ; as the mark passes he calls to

his assistant with the glass to " turn." As the sand runs

pay out freely till the word " stop " is expected, then bring

the line into a state of tension similar to what it was in when
the turn mark passed. At the word "stop" nip the line

instantly, count the nearest knots, and estimate the tenths.

When the line is stopped the strain should cause the peg

to draw from the log-ship, and it can easily be hauled

in. In ships of war it is hove every hour. The value

of the operation depends, of course, entirely upon the care

bestowed.

Ground-Log.—In large rivers, such as Rio de la Plata,

where a strong current runs, and shoals are found out of

the sight of land, a lead of four or five pounds weight is

used instead of the log-ship ; the lead rests on the bottoc,

the line and sand-glass being used in a manner similar to

that above described. This is called the ground-log, and
indicates the speed at which the ship is passing over the

ground, irrespective of currents or tides ; it will show also

the lateral effect of current as it is hauled in; this is the

only log which can do so.

The sand-glasses are very primitive contrivances for

measuring the requisite number of seconds ; they are much
ofiected by damp and . change of temperature, and no
reliance can be placed on their accuracy. In 1868 a
timepiece sounding a gong at the required intervals was
devised by the late Admiral Sir Walter Tarleton, and was
tried on board some of Her Majesty's ships, but failed

after a short time from damp or other causes. The writer

of this article was then attempting to produce a log-gong,

but abandoned it on being told that they could be

obtained below his estimated cost.

Screw Logs.—In 1725 Henry de Sau'.narez Jesciibed a machine
which was to supereede the oidiiiaiy log. This was on the prin-

ciple of the screw, having vaues which caused it to revolve and
communicate a rotary motion to a piece of rope; this most probably
went inboard to clockwork; hence the failure. Jlr Smeatonmade
many experiments about 1751 ; he found the results very irregular,

especially at high velocities, Just as the writer of this article did
with one of Massey's flies and a line or wire attaclied to a spindle,

supported by large fiictioii rollers inboard ; both experiments were
dead failures on account of tlie friction. In 1773 two screw logs

were tried on board H.M. ship "Racehorse" during a short
voyage to the Polar Sea ; each was made to communicate motion
to a couutcr inboard. In 1792 Mr Go««r took out a patent for a
screw log. None of these experiments were sufficiently successful

to gain tlie confidence of seamen.
AVe see that the principle was not new in 1834 when Mr Massey

patented a screw log, which has been so generally adopted that it de-

serves special notice and description. Though Massey took out other
patents, and others have followed witli modifications, the principle

of all is the same, and likely to remain in use with the "common
log" for many years to come. Massey fitted his log to the sterc-

post of a few vessels, a vertical spindle conveying the rotations of

the Hy to a register in the cabin above, but it did not answer.
The log of 1836 which came into general use is represented in

fig. 2. It con-
sists of two parts

united by 2. or 3 ^
feet of rope. The
"fly " consists of

a liollow cop]ier ^'S- 2.

cylinder about 9 or 10 inches long with four fins or blades placed
at a given angle, causing it to rotate once iu a certain distance.
The rope is attached to the fly and to a spindle which freely
revolves in a brass box ; an endless screw acting upon a systeiti
of wheel-work records the fractions of a mile ou one dial, units
upon a second, and tens up to one hundred on the third) on
the same iirinciple with the index of a g.is meter.

Tlie last patent was for the
"frictionless log "shown in fig. 3,

which is similar to the former ex-
cept that, by dispensing with the
pi'roe of rope and part of the heavy
box, it is much more compact
and less liable to fou!,—an accideirc to which all logs when towed
after a ship are very liable. Walker's harpoon log is veiy similar
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to the last of Masscy's, but has a plate at the back in the shai>e'of

a harpoon to prevent the upper part from revolving. Tliis log is

no\y, supplied to Her Majesty's ships. The fins or blades which

cause the rotation in each of the logs above described are flat

pieces of brass (not portions of a screw) soldered to a cylinder, which

is hollow in order to diminish the tendency to sink wlien going

slowly ; but if the log be left overboavA when the ship stops,

the tow-line will allow it to sink about 100 feet, the pressure of

water will then fill it, and tlicro is no means provided for getting

the water out. Screw logs will also at low speeds hang obliquely

and be useless. Mr Friend tried a log with paddles protruding

from a brass box instead of using a screw ; but tlie plan was not

adopted. However accurate the registering logs may be, an hoiuly

lo<» cannot be dispensed with, unless the ship

be on one course during the whole twenty-four

hours, or her speed be uniform ; even then

the old log and line should not be neglected.

Both Massey and Walker are now trying logs

the rotators of which are towed, whUe the dials

for registering are on the ship's stern.

Pressure Log.—la 1849 the Kev. E. L.

Berthon patented a log (fig. 4), indicating

the speed of the ship by rae.ins of the pressure

of water due to the velocity acting upon a

tube about i of an inch diameter in the clear,

closed at the end, protruding some 8 inches

below the ship's bottom, with an aperture of

about an J of an inch in diameter in the front

side, near the closed end. A vane was used to

turn the aperture in the direction of the ship's

progress (course and leeway combined). At the

upper end of the the same pipe a pointer indi-

cated the amount of leeway. To take into

.account the effect which change of draught

would produce, another pipe was used having

the aperture in a neutral direction (ll'SO) with

regard to the ship's progress, so that the water

was neither forced in nor drawn out. The two
pipes communicated with air-vessels, which
were allowed to be about half full of water

;

thence two flexible tubes conveyed the pressure

to the ends of an inverted siphon partly filled

with mercury, one leg of which forms a glass

index tirbe, a graduated scale being placed behind it, calculated

upon the principle that the pressure will increase according to the

square of the velocity. As the

specific gravity of mercury is so

great, the scale even up to 16 knots

is broughtwithin a convenient com-
pass; and it can be hung in gimbals

(as a barometer) in any part of the

ship. The leeway indicator in more
recent fittings has been abandoned.

The writer of this article first saw
it in one of the Jersey packetsj

when she was steaming about 13

knots ; it appeared to be very

sensitive, and he was strongly

impressed in its favour. For
details respecting this log see

paper by Vaughan Pendred, before

the Society of Engineers, December
6, 1869.

The motions or disturbances im-

parted to the water by the body
of the ship passing through it at

high velocity must vitiate in a

great degree all attempts to mea-

sure the speed by instruments

placed near the hull of the ship,

and under varying circumstances

of draught, speed, and foulness of

bottom. For the results of ex-

periments and opinions on this

point, by the late William Fronde,

F.R.S.,andMrE. Edmund Fronde,

see Brit. Assoc. Sep., 1874, p. 225,

and 1879, p. 210.

Electric Log.—In the chrono-

logical order in which we have
ttken various descriptions of log,

the last deserving notice is

Kelway's "electric log," the only

uch log known to the public,

its chief feature is the making and breaking of an electric circuit-

by means of a screw revolving in the water and an electric battery

connected with the -'fep motioD indicator One of the difficultiej

Fig. 5.

to be overcome was that of securing a chamber wherein to form
the electric contacts, which should remain watertight under tho

pressure due to itsdepth below the surface of the sea, particularly

in the event of the ship stopping and suffering it to sink when
being towed with 60 fathoms of line. Mr ICelway now believes that

he has overcome that difliculty, and his log has been tried on board

.several of Her Majesty's ships at Portsinoutli, with satisfactory

reslilts, a screw similar to Masscy's being towed, while in electric

connexion with a dial on board.

What is considered by Mr Kelway to be an improved application

of the principle is now (1882) on view in the International Exhibi-

tion at the Crystal Palace. It is intended that a hole should bo

cut in the ship's bottom, by preference in the engine-room, large

enough to allow a short cylinder (fig. 5) containing the screw 1{

to pass down below the ship's bottom. The cylinder is open in a
fore-and-aft line and attached to a cage H, which is drawn up
or lowered by means of a large screw G working through a
stufting box F. The iron box D containing the cage is 4 feet in

height, made in three parts ; tlie lower part (high enough to receive

a sluice valve C) is to be bolted to the ship's bottom, ami must,
with the rest of the box, be nearly as strong ; the central part is

secured to the valve box and covered by a lid E, there being space

enough above the sluice valve for the cage and screw.

To place the log, let the sluice valve C be lightly closed ; open
two small taps to let the water out of the box and to prove that the

valve is acting. Open the lid, nan the lowering screw through the
cage, place it, secure the lid, open the sluice valve, and lower tho
rotator to the desired distance. The blades of the rotator are por-

tions of a true screw. An endless screw on the spindle of the

rotator communicates the revolutions to a vertical spindle M,
which moves a train of wheels in a watertight box N ; the last of

these wheels revolves once in a mile, and on the s.ame spindle is a

wheel having eight ratchet teeth, wliich by moving a lever completa
an electric current, which passes by tlie wire O to a dial placed
in any part of the ship, .sounding a bell and causing one hand of the

dial to m,ake a step and mark an eighth ; one revolution indicatcs^a

mile, and other dials carry the register up to 100 jniles. This form
of electric log hern, however, the disadvantage pointed out as afTcct-

ing the Berthon or any log placed under the hull of a ship.

'The electric towing log (by Kelway) promises to show continuously

on board the ship what she is doing, while keeping a record of

what has been done; A rating t.able would be at the di.al, m any
part of the ship ; or several dials could be worked by_ the same
electric current. It will be exposed to the danger of fouling sea-

weed, &c., as other towing logs are.

The logs now generally used are Massey's, AValter's, and a few
of Berthon's, generally in conjunction with tho old log-ship and
line. (H. A. M.)

LOGAN, John (1748-88), a Scottish poet of eome
reputation, was born, in 1748, and was son of George
Logan, a farmer at Soutra, in East Lotliian. Being destined

for the church, he was in 1762 sent to study at the university

of Edinburgh. After finishing his course, Logan was in

17G8-69 tutor at Ulbster to the well-known Sir John
Sinclair, and in 1770 he edited some of the poems of hia

college friend JIichael Bruce (q.v.). This publication

was for the benefit of Bruce's parents, who were in

humble circumstances. In order to make up a volume he

inserted some poems of his own, with some from othet

sources, and in his preface he stated that these could be

easily distinguished without any names being attached.

Of the seventeen pieces in the volume five were by Bruce,

two by Bruce and Logan, eight by Logan, one by Sir James

Foulis, and of one the authorship is unknown. One of the

poems by Logan was " The Ode to the Cuckoo."

In 1770 Logan was licensed as a preacher by the pres-

bytery of Edinburgh, and in 1771 was presented to the

charge of South Leith, but was not inducted till 1773.

In 1779 he delivered a course of lectures on the philosophy

of history in St Mary's Chapel, Edinburgh. An analysis

of these lectures was published in 1781 under the title of

Elements of the Philosophy of History, and was followed

by one of the lectures On the Matners and Govei-n-

ment of Asia, 1781.

Logan was an active member of the committee of the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland appointed

in 1775 to revise the "Translations and Paraphrases"

dranv-n up in 1745 for use in private families, and to adapt

thsiD for public woi'ship. The committee finished its
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labours in 17S1, and their collection of paraphrases is still

in use. Eleven of them are the composition of Logan, and

others were revised or altered by him. In the same year

he published his poems in a volume which attracted

so much attention that a second edition was issued in

1782. It also included the " Ode to the Cuckoo," with

which Edmund Burke was so pleased that when m Edin-

burgh he sought out Logan and complimented him as tue

author of the finest ode in the English language.

In 1783 he published a tragedy caUed Eunnamede,

which met with little success. In 1786 he resigned his

charge at South Leith, retaining part of his stipend. He

then went to London, where he devoted himself to litera-

ture. He was engaged on the management of the Enylish

Review, and in 1768 published a pami>hlet on the charges

against Warren Hastings. He died in December 1788.

A work on ancient history, imblislied that year under the name

of Dr Kiitlierforu, rector of an iicadciiiy at Oxbridge, is believed to

have been the lectures written by Logan. His sermons were

published in 1790-91, in two volumes, and have been several times

reprinted. His poems were collected and published iii 1812, with

a memoir understood to be by the Rev. R. Douglas of Galashiels.

About forty years after Logan's death what may be called the

Brace-Logan controversy arose by the publication in 1836 of a life

of Michael Bruce, prefixed to an edition of his poems by the Rev.

Dr MacKelvie. In this work there is claimed for Bruce the author-

ship of sixteen of the pieces in the volume issued by Logan in 1770.

Lo<»an was at the same time charged with having retained some of

Bruce's MSS. entrusted to him, which he used in the revision of the

paraphrases. These statements have been reiterated with much
abuse of Logan in a memoir of Brace prefixed to an edition of

liis works published in 1865, by Hie Rev. Dr Grosait. In this

edition the parapluases written by Logan are inserted as having

been written by Bruce. The evidence, however, brought against

Locan in these biographies of Bruce, being nearly altogether of a

heai-say character, is not of much value, and it may be urged that

Logan was not blamed during his life for any such literary delin-

quencies. If anything can be brought against him with justice, it

is his publishing as his own, with very few alterations, the second

Paraphrase, which is the composition of Dr Doddridge.

Within the last few years the various pieces in the volume of

Bruce's poems issued by Logan in 1770 have been subjected to

careful criticism, and the statements made from personal knowledge

by the Rev. Dr Robertson of Dalmeny, the college friend of Bruce

and LiOgan, who was often referred to on the subject, must be held

to be substantially correct. These will be found in a brochure by
Dr David Laing, Ode to the Cuckoo (Edinburgh 1770), with remarks
on its authorship, in a letter to J. C. Shairp, LL.D., 1873. See also

a paper by J. Small in the ISrit. and Fo>: Evan. Rev., 1877, and
especially two papers by the Rev. R. Small, ibid., 1878.

LOGANSPORT, capital of Cass county, Indiana, U.S., is

situated at the confluence of the Wabash and the Eel rivers,

and on the Wabash and Erie canal, 75 miles north-west of

Indianapolis. It is an important railway junction, and the

trading-centre of an extensive agricultufal district—deal-

ing in grain, pork, and timber (poplar and black walnut).

The Pittsburg, Cincinnati, and St Louis railroad maintains

at this point large carriage-works, occupying 25 acres, and
employing 600 men. The population was 11,198 in 1880.

LOGARITHMS. The definition of a logarithm is as

follows :—if a, x, m are any three quantities satisfying

the equation a' = m, then a is called the base, and x is

said to be the logarithm of m to the base a. This relation

between x, a, m, may be expressed also by the equation
X = loga m.

Properties.—The principal properties of logarithms are
given by the equations

log, ()«») = log,. Ill + log, n . loga—= log,m- log, n

,

logo III'-r logo wi, loga V'"=~log,TO,

which may be teadily deduced from the definition of a
logarithm. It follows from these equations that the
logarithm of the product of any number of quantities is

equal to the sum of the logarithms of the quantities, that
the logarithm of the quotient of two quantiti«s is eaual

to the logarithm of the numerator diminished by the

logarithm of the denominator, that the logarithm of the

rth power of a quantity is equal to r times the logarithm

of the quantity, and that.the logarithm of the 7'th root of

a quantity is equal to 1th of the logarithm of the quantity.

Logarithms were originally invented for the sake of

abbreviating arithmetical calculations, as by their means

the operations of multiplication and division may be .'c-

placed by those of addition and subtraction, and the

operations of raising to powers and extraction of roots by

those of multiplication and division. For the purpose of

thus simplifying the operations of arithmetic, the base is

taken equal to 10, and use is made of tables of logarithms

in which the values of x, the logarithm, corresponding to

values of m, the number, are tabulated. The logarithm is

also a function of frequent occurrence in analysis, being

regarded as a known and recognized function like sin x c
tan X ; but in mathematical investigations the base gene-

rally employed is not 10, but a certain quantity usuallj

denoted by the letter e, of value 2-71828 18284 ....
Thus in arithmetical calculations if the base is not

expressed it is understood to be 10, so that log m de-

notes logiQ m; but in analytical formulas it is understood

to be e.

The logarithms to base 10 of the first twelve numbers

to 7 places of decimals are

log 1-00000000 log5 = 06989700 log 9-0-9542425
log 2 = 0-3010300 log 6 = 0-7781513 log 10= 1-0000000

log 3= 0-4771213 log 7 = 0-8450980 log 11-10413927
log 4 = 0-6020600 log 8 = 0-9030900 log 12-1-0791812

The meauing of these results is that

1 = 10** 2 = 10'*^**^^^'"' 3 — lO"-*^'*^^
*•"

10 = 10' I 11 = 10'-'""'='', 12= lO'-""""'!

The integral part of a logarithm is called the index o/

characteristic, and the fractional part the mantissa. When
the base is 10, the logarithms of all numbers in which the

digits are the same, no matter where the decimal point

may be, have the same mantissa ; thus, for example,

log 2-5613 = 0-4084604, log 25-613 = 1-4034604,

log 2561300 = 6-4084604, &c.

In the case of fractional numbers (i.e., numbers in whicl.

the integral part is 0) the mantissa is still kept positive,

so that, for example,

log -25613=1-4084604, leg •0025613-3-4084604, ic,

the minus sign being usually written over the characteristic,

and not before it, to indicate that the characteristic only

and not the whole expression is negative ; thus

1-4084604 stands for -1-1- -4084604.

Tlie fact that wlien the base is 10 the mantissa of the

logarithm is independent of the position of the decimal

point in the number affords the chief reason for the choice

of 10 as base. The explanation of this property of the

base 10 is evident, for a change in the position of the

decimal points amounts to multiplication or division by

some power of 10, and this corresponds to the addition

or subtraction of some integer in the case of the logarithm,

the mantissd therefore remaining intact. It should be

mentioned that in most tables of trigonometrical functions,

the number 10 is added to all the logarithms in the table

in order to avoid the use of negative characteristics, so

that the characteristic 9 denotes in reality 1, 8 denotes 2,

10 denotes 0, &c. Logarithms thus increased are frequently

referred to for the sake of distinction as tabular logarithms,

so that the tabular logarithm = the true logarithm -f 10.

In tables of logarithms of numbers to base 10 the

mantissa only is in general tabulated, as the characteristic

of the logarithm of a number can always be written down
at sight, the rule being that, if the number is greater than
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unity, tiie characteristic is less by unity than the number

of digits in the integral portion of it, and that if the

number is less than unity the characteristic is negative,

Dud is greater by unity than the rumber of ciphers be-

tweei the decimal point and the first significant figure.

It follows very simply from the definition of a logarithm

that
1

log, b X logt a - 1 , logs 7)1 - loga m x
logaft

Tlie second of these relations is an important one, as it

bUows that from a table of logarithms to base a, the corre-

8j)onding table of logarithms to base 6 may be deduced by

multiplying all the logarithms in the former by the

constant multiplier —— , which is called the vioJulws of
loga 6

_

the system whose base is h with respect to the system

whose base is a.

The two systems of logarithms for which extensive tables

have been calculated are the Napierian, or hyperbolic, or

natural system, of which the base is e, and the Briggian, or

decimal, or common system, of which the base is 10; and

we see that the logarithms in the latter system may be

deduced from those in the former by multiplication by the

constant multiplier , which is called the modulos of
log, 10

the common system of logarithms. The numerical value

of this modulus is 0-43i29 44819 03251 82765 H289 . .
.

,

and the value of its reciprocal, log, 10 (by multiplica-

tion by which Briggian logarithms may be converted

into Napierian logarithms) is 230258 50929 94045 68401

79914. . .

The quantity denoted by e is the series,

^"*'T"'Ta'*"r2T3"'"l.2.3.4''' ' .

the numerical value of which is,

2-7182S 18284^9045 23536 02874 . . .

The mathematical function log x, or log, x, is one of the small

group of transcendental functions, consisting only of the circular

functions (direct and inverse) sin x, cosy, &c. , arc sin x, arc coss,

tc. , «', and log x, which are universally treated in analysis as

known functions. It is the inverse of the exponential function r.',

the theory of which may bo regarded as including that of the cir-

cular functions, since

Bin X =. -^{c'' - C-"), cos a; = i{c'» + « -
•*).

There is no series for log x proceeding either by ascending or

descending powers of 2, but there is an expansion for log (1 + x),

viz. :

—

log{l-{-x)--x-ix'+ix''-ix*+ ic;

tlie series, however, is convergent for real values of x only when x
lies between + 1 and - 1. Other formulce which are deducible from
this equation are given in the portion of this article relating to the
calculation of logarithms.

We liave also the fundamental formulse

—

(l) Limit of

'

(li.)

, when h is indefinitely diminished, = log x
;

I — = log s + const.

Either of these results might be regarded as the definition of log x
;

t'aey may bo readily connected with one another, for we have in

general

y^"'''
=-,^:i:^+ const.

;

b'jt if n— -1, this fonnula no longer gives a result. Putting,

however, m™ -l-(-A, where A is indefiniteiy small, we have

/dx a* x^ — \— — -r-F const. = —jT— + const. = logs + const. by(L).

The result (ii.) establishes a relation, which is of historical

interest, between the logarithmic function and the quadrature of

the hyperbola, for, by considering the equation of the hyperbola in

the form xy— const., we see at once that the area included between
the arc of a hyperbola, its nearest asymptote, and two ordinates

ilrawn carallel to the other asymptote from points on the first

asymptote distant a and J from their point cf intcrstclion is pro-

portional to log — .

The function log x is not a vnifonn function, that is to say, if a:

denotes a complex Tiriable of the fcrin a + ib, and if complez
quantities are represented in the usual manner by points in a plane,

then it does not follow that if x describes a closed currc log x also

describes a closed curve ; in fact we have

log (a + ib) = log v'(a' -H '') + '(< + 2»nr),

where a is a determinate angle, and n denotes any integer. Thtjs,

even when the argument is real, log x has an infinite number of

values; for, putting 6 = and taking n.positive, in which case a = 0,

we obtain for log a the infinite system of values log a + 2nirt. It

follows from this property of the function that we cannot liave'for

log X a series whicli shall be convergent for all values of x, as is the

case with sin x, cos x, and C ; as such a series could only represent

a uniform function, and in fact the equation

log (l+x) = a;-i«'+ix'-i«*-l- &c.,

is true only when the analytical modulus of x is less than unity.

The notation log x is generally employed in English works, but

Continental writer usually denote tlie function by Ix or Igx.

History.—The invention of logarithms has been accorded

to John Napier, baron of Mcrchiston, in Scotland, with a

unanimity which is rare with regard to important scientific

discoveries. The first announcement was made in Napier's

Mirifici logarithmorum canonic 'descriplio (Edinburgh,

1614), which contains an account of the nature of loga-

rithms, and a table giving natural sines and their logarithms

for every minute of the quadrant to seven or eight figures.

These logarithms are not what would now be called

Napierian or hyperbolic logarithms (i.e., logarithms to the

base e), though closely connected with them, the relation

between the two being

L
e'-10"e~io', orL-10Mog,10'-10'?,

where I denotes the logarithm to base e and L denote?

Napier's logarithm. The relation between N (a sine) and

L its Napierian logarithm is therefore

_ L^

N-lO'e 10',

and the logarithms decrease as the sines increase. Napier

died in 1617, and his posthumous work Mirif,ci logarith-

morum canonis constriictio, explaining the mode of construc-

tion of the table, appeared in 1619, edited by his son.'

Henry Briggs, then professor of geometry at Greshani

College, London, and afterwards Saviliau professor of

geometry at Oxford, admired the Cation mirificus so much
that he resolved to visit Napier. In a letter to Ussher he

writes, ""Naper, lord of Markinston, liath set my head and
hands at work with his new and admirable logarithms. I

hope to see him this summer, if it please God ; for I never

saw a book which pleased me better, and made me more
-wonder." Briggs accordingly visited Napier in 1615, and

stayed with him a whole month. He brought with him
some calculations he had made, and suggested to Napier

the advantages that would result from the choice of 10 as

a base, having explained them previously in his lectures at

Gresham College, and written to Napier on the subject.

Napier said that lie had already thought of the change, and
pointed out a slight improvement, viz., that the character-

istics of numbers greater than unity should be positive and

not negative, as suggested by Briggs. In 1616 Briggs

again visited Napier and showed him the work he had

accomplished, and, he says, he would gladly have paid liiiu

a third visit in 1617 had Napier's life been spared.

Briggs's Logarithmorum chitias prima was published,

probably privately, in 1617, after Napier's death, as in

the short preface he states that why his loganthms are dif-

ferent from those introduced by Napier " sperandum, ejus

librum posthnmum abunde nobis propediem satisfacturum."

The liber posthumvs was the Canonis constructio already

mentioned. This work of Briggs's, which contains the
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first publisUed table of decimal or common logaritlims, 13

only a small octavo tract of sixteen pages, and gives the

logarithms of numbers from unity to 1000 to 14 places of

decimals. There is no author's name, place, or date. The
date of publication is, however, fixed as 1617 by a letter

from Sir Henry Bourchier to Ussher, dated December 6,

1617, containing the passage—"Our kind friend, Mr Briggs,

hath lately published a supplement to the most excellent

tables of logarithms, which I presume he has sent to you."

Briggs's tract of 1617 is extremely rare, and has generally

beeu ignored or incorrectly described. Hutton erroneously

states that it contains the logarithms to 8 places, and

iiis account has been followed by most writers. There is a

copy in the British Museum.
Briggs continued to labour assiduously at the calculation

pf logarithms, and in 1624 published his Arithmetica

logarithmica, a folio work containing the logarithms of the

numbers from 1 to 20,000, and from 90,000 to 100,000

(and in some copies to 101,000) to 14 places of decimals.

The table occupies 300 pages, and there is an introduction

of 88 pages relating to the mode of calculation of the tables,

and the applications of logarithms.

There was thus left a gap between 20,000 and 90,000,
which was filled up by Adrian Vlacq, who published at

Gouda, in Holland, in 1G28, a table containing the loga-

rithms of the numbers from unity to 100,000 to 10 places

of decimals. Having calculated 70,000 logarithms and
copied only 30,000, Vlacq would have been quite entitled

to have called his a new work. He designates it, however,
only a second edition of Briggs's Arithmelica logarithmica,

the title running Arithmetica logarithmica sine logarith-

morum chiliades centum, . . . Editio secnnda aiicta per
Adrianum Vlacq, Goudanum. This table of Vlacq's was
published, with an English explanation prefixed, at London
in 1631 under the title Logariihmicall ArithmetiJ:e . . .

London, printed by George Miller, 1631. There are also

copies with a French title page and introduction (Gouda,
162S).

Briggs had himself been engaged in filling up the gap,

and in a letter to Pell, written after the publication of

Vlacq's work, and dated October 25, 1628, he says :

—

"J[y desire w.i3 to have those chiliades that are wantinge
betwixt 20 and 90 calculated and printed, and I had done them all

almost by my selfe, and by some frendes whom my rules had suffi-

ciently informed, and by agreement tfce busines was conveniently
parted amongst us ; but I am eased of that charge and care by one
Adrian Vlacque, an Hollander, who hathe done all the wliole
hundred chiliades and printed them in Latin, Dutche, and
Frenclie, 1000 bookes in these 3 languages, and hathe sould them
almost all. But he hathe cutt off i of my figures throughout

;

and hathe left out my dedication, and to the reader, and two
chapters the 12 and 13, in the rest he hath not varied from me at
all."

The original calculation of the logarithms of numbers
from unity to 101,000 was thus performed by Brings and
Vlacq between 1615 and 1628. Vlacq's table is that from
which all the hundreds of tables of logarithms that have
subsequently appeared have been derived. It contains of
course many errors, which have gradually been discovered
and corrected in the course of the two hundred and fifty

years that have elapsed, i ut no fresh calculation has been
published. The only exception is Mr Sang's table (1871),
part of which was the result of an original calculation.
The first calculation or publication of Briggian or common

logarithms of trigonometrical functions was made in 1620
by Gunter, who was Briggs's colleague as professor of
astronomy in Gresham College. The title of Gunter's
book,_ which is very scarce, is Canon iriangwlonm, and it

contains logarithmic sines and tangents for every minute of
the quadrant to 7 places of decimals.

_
The next publication was due to Vlacq, who appended to

Ilia logarithms of numbers in the Arithmetica logarithmica

of 1628 a table giving log sines, tangents, and secants for

every minute of the quadrant to 10 places; these were
obtained by calculating the logarithms of the natural sines,

itc, given in the Thcsanrns Mathematicus of Pitii=cus (1 61 3).

During the last years of his life Briggs devoted himself
to the calculation of logarithmic sines, &.c., and at the time
of his death in 1631 he had all but completed a logarithmic

canon to every hundredth of a degree. This work was
published by Vlacq at his own expense at Gouda in 1633,
under the title Trigonomctria Britannica. It contains log

sines (to 14 places) and tangents (to 10 places), besides

natural sines, tangents, and secants, at intervals of a

hundredth of a degree. In the same year Vlacq publisherl

at Gouda his Trigonomctria artijicialis, giving log sines and
tangents to every 10 seconds of the quadrant to 10 places.

This work also contains the logarithms of the numbers from
unity to 20,000 taken from the Arithmelica logarithmica

of 162S. Briggs appreciated clearly the advantages of a
centesimal division of the quadrant, and by dividing the
degree into hundredth parts instead of into minutes, made
a step towards a reformation in this respect, and but fur

the appearance of Vlacq's work the decimal division of the

degree might have become recognized, as is now the case

with the corresponding division of the second. The calcu-

lation of the logarithms Bot only of numbers but also of

the trigonometrical functions is therefore due to Briggs and
Vlacq ; and the results contained in their four fundamental
works"

—

Arithmetica logarithmica (Briggs), 1624 ; Arith-

metica logarithmica (Vlacq), 1628; Trigonomctria Britan-

nica (Briggs), 1633 ; Trigonometria artijicialis (Vlacq),

1633—have never been superseded by any subsequent

calculations.

A translation of Napier's Descriptio was made by Edward
Wright, whose name is well known in connexion with the

history of.navigation, and after his death published by his

son at London in 1616 under the title A JDesciipiion of the

admirable Table of Logarithmes (12mo); the edition was
revised by Napier himself. Both the Descriptio (1G14)

and the Construciio (1619) were reprinted at Lyons in

1620 by Bartholomew Vincent, who thus was the first to

publish logarithms]on the Continent.

Napier calculated no logarithms of numbers, and, as

already stated, the logarithms invented by him were not

to base e. The first logarithms to the base e were published

by John Speidell in his Xcio Lngarithmes (London, 1619),

which contains hyperbolic log sines, tangents, and secants

for every minute of the quadrant to 5 places of decimals.

In 1624 Benjamin Ursinus published at Cologne a canon

of logarithms exactly similar to Napier's in the Descriptio of

1614, only much enlarged. The interval of the arguments

is 10", and the results are given to 8 places; in Napier's

canon the interval is 1', and the number of places is 7.

The logarithms are strictly Napierian, and the arrangement

is identical with that in the canon of 1614. This is tho

largest Napierian canon that has ever been published.

Kepler took the greatest interest in the invention of

logarithms, and in 1624 he published at Slarburg a table

of Napierian logarithms of sines, with certain additional

columns to facilitate special calculations.

The first publication of Briggian logarithms on the

Continent is duo to Wingate, who published at Paris in

1625 his Arithmetique logarithmetiqiie, containing seven-

figure logarithms of numbers up to 1000, and log sines and

tangents from Gunter's Canon (1620). In the following

year, 1626, Denis Henrion published at Paris a Traidi dis

Logarithmes, containing Briggs's logarithms of numbers up
to 20,001 to 10 places, and Gunter's log sines and tangents

to 7 places for every minute. In the same year De Decker

also published at Gouda a work, entitled JVievwe Telkcnisl,

inJioudcnde de Logarithmi voor de Ghctathn heginnnide von
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1 lot 10,000, wliich contained logarithms of numbers up to

10,000 to 10 places, taken from Briggs's Arithmetka of

1624, and Gunter's log sines and tangents to 7 places for

every minute. . Vlacq rendered assistance in the publication

of this work, and the privilege is made out to him.

Thepreceding paragraphs contain abriefaccount of the main

facts relating to the invention of logarithms. In describing

the contents of the works referred to the language and
notation of the present day have been adopted, so that for

example a table to radius 10,000,000 is described as a

table to 7 places, and so on. Also, although logarithms

have been spoken of as to the base e, &c., it is to be

noticed that neither Napier nor Briggs, nor any of their

successors till long afterwards, had any idea of connecting

logarithms with exponents.

The invention of logarithms and the calculation of the

earlier tables form a very striking episode in the history of

exact science, and, with the exception of the Piincipia of

Newton, there is no mathematical work published in the

country which has produced such imijortant consequences,

or to which so much interest attaches as to Napier's

Descriplio. The calculation of tables of the natural

trigonometrical functions may be said to have formed the

work of the last half of the 16th century, and the great

canon of natural sines for every 10 seconds to 15 places

which had been calculated by Kheticus was published by

Pitiscus only in 1613, the year before that in which the

Descriplio appeared. In the construction of the natural

trigonometrical tables England had taken no part, and it

is remarkable that the discovery of the principles and the-

formation of the tables that were to revolutionize or super-

sede all the methods of calculation then in use should have

been so rapidly effected and developed in a country in

which so little attention had been previously devoted to

such questions.

The only possible rival to Napier in the invention of

logarithms is Justus Byrgius, who about the same time

constructed a rude kind of logarithmic or rather anti-

logarithmic table ; but there is every reason to believe

that Napier's system was conceived and perfected before

that of Byrgius ; and in date of publication Napier has the

advantage by six years. The title of the work of Byrgius

is Ariihnietische und gcometrisclie Progress-Tahulen ; in his

table he has log 1 = and log 10 = 230270022. The only

contemporary reference to Byrgius is contained in the

sentence of Kepler, " Apices logistici Justo Byrgio multis

annis ante editionem Neperiauam viam prKiverunt ad hos

ipsissimos logarithmos," which occurs in the " Prcecepta
"

prefixed to the Tahnhe Rudolphiux (1627) ; the apices are

the signs °, ', ", used to denote the orders of sexagesimal

fractions. The system of Byrgius is greatly inferior to that

of Napier, and it is to the latter alone that the world is

indebted for the knowledge of logarithms. The claims of

Byrgius are discussed in Kiistner's Gescliiclde der Mathe-

matik, vol. ii. p. 375, and vol. iii. p. 14 ; JMontucla's Ilis-

toire des Malhematiques,\o\. \\ p. 10; Delambre's //z's^we

de VAslvonomie modenie, vol. i. p. 5G0 ; De Morgan's article

on " Tables " in the English Cyclopedia ; and Jlr !Mark

Napier's Memoirs of John Napier of }feirhiston (1834).

An account of the facts connected with the early

history of logarithms is given by Button in his History

of Log'uithms, prefixed to all tlie early editions of his

logarithmic tables, and also printed in vol. i. pp. 306-340 of

Jiis ?'(orfs (1812) ; but unfortunately Hutton has inter-

preted all Briggs's statements with regard to the invention of

decimal logarithms in a manner clearly contrary to their true

meaning, and unfair to Napier. This has naturally produced

retaliation, and Mr Mark Napier has not only successfully

refuted Uutton, but has fallen into the oiiposite extreme

of attempting to reduce Briggs to the level of a mere com-

puter. It seems strange that the relations of Napier and
Briggs with regard to the invention of decimal logarithms
should have formed matter for controversy. The state-

ments of both agree in all particulars, and the warmest
friendship subsisted between them. Napier at his death
left his manuscripts to Briggs, and all the writings of the
latter show the greatest reverence for him. The words
that occur on the title page of the Logarithmicall arith

metike of 1631 are "These numbers were first invented bj-

the moit excellent lohn Neper, Baron of Merchiston ; and
the same were transformed, and the foundation and use of

them illustrated with his approbation by Henry Briggs.'*

No doubt the invention of decimal logaritliras occurred

bath to Napier and to Briggs independently ; but the latter

not only first announced the advantage of the change, but
actually undertook and completed tables of the new
logarithms. For more detailed information relating to-

Napier, Briggs, and Vlacq, and the invention of logarithms,

the reader is referred to the life of Briggs in Ward's Zjws of
the Professors of Gresham College, London, 1740; Thomas
Smith's Vitx quorundam enidifissimorum et illustrium

viroriim (Vita Henrici Briggii), London, 1707 ; Mr
Mark Napier's Memoirs of John Najner already referred to,

and the .same author's JS'apen libri qui snpersunt (1839) ;

Hutton's History ; De Morgan's article already referred

to ; Delamljre's Hisloire de I'Astroiiomie Moderne ; the

report on mathematical tables in the lieport of the British

Association for 1873; and the Philosophical Magazine for

October and December 1872 and May 1873. It may be
remarked that the date usually assigned to Briggs's first

visit to Napier is 1616 and not 1615 as stated above, the
reason being that Napier was generally supposed to hav&
died in 1618 ; but it was shown by Mr Mark Napier that

the true date is 1617.

For a description of existing logarithmic tables, and
the purposes for which they were constructed, the reader

is referred to the article Tables (Mathem.a.tical). In what
follows only the most important events in the history of

logarithms, subsequent to the facts connected with their

invention and the original calculations, will be noticed.

Kathauiel Roe's Tabutai logarithmicm (1633) was the first coiii-

pTete seveu-fifjuie table that was published. It contains seveu-
tigure logarithms of numbers from 1 to 100,000, with characteristics

uuscpaiatecl from the niantissie, and was formed from Vlacq's t.ible

(1628) by leaving out the last tlu-ee figures. All the figures of the
number are given at the heads of the columns, except the last two,
wliich run dowu the extreme columns,—1 to 50 on the left liandside,
and 50 to 100 on the right hand side. The first Jour figures of the
logarithms are printed at the tops of the columns. There is thus
an advance half way towards the anangement now universal in seven-
figure tables. Tlie final step was made by John Newton in his
Trigononometria Brilannica (1658), a work wliich is also noticeal.'le

as being the only extensive eight-figure table that has ever been
published; it contains logarithms of sines, &c., as well as loga-

rithms of numbers.
In 1705 appeared the oiiginal edition of .Sherwin's tables, the

first of the series of ordinary seven-figure tables of logarithms of

numbers and trigonometrical functions such as are in general use
now. The work went through several editions during the last

century, and was at length superseded in 17S5 by Hutton's tables,

wliich liave continued in successive cditioua to maintain their

position up to the present time.

!n 1717 Abraham Sharp published in his Geometry Improv'd th«i.

Briggian logarithms of numbers from 1 to 100, and of primes fro;:»-

100 to 1100, to 61 places ; these were copied into the later editions

of .Sherwin and other works.

In 1742 a seven-fiRure table was published in quarto fonu by
Gardiner, which is celebrated on account of its accuracy and of the

elegance of the printing. A French edition, which closely re»

senibles the original, was published at Avignon in 1770.

In 1783 appeared at P.aris the first edition of Callet's tables,

which correspond to those of Hutton in England. These tables,

which form perhaps the most complete and piactically useful col-

lection of logarithms for the gener.al computer that has been pub-

lished, have jiasscd through many editions, and are still in use.

In 1794 Vega published his Thcsmtrus togarithmorum complctus,

a folio vohuue containing a reprint of the logarithms of nninbert
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from Vlacq's AHlhmctica Joyanlhmica ot 162S, and Trigonometria

arlijicialis of 1633. The logiiritlims of numbers ^ic arranged as in

an ordinnry seven-figure table. In addition to the logarithms

reprinted from the Trigonometria, there are given logaritlniis for

every second of the first two degrees, which were the result of an

original calculation. Vega devoted "reat atten tion to the detectiou

and correction of the errors in Vlacq 8 work of 1628. He also pub-

lished in 1797, in 2 vols. 8vo, a collection of logarithmic and

trigonometrical tables which has passed through many editions, a

very useful one volume stereotype edition having been published in

1840 by Hiilsse. Tlie tables in this work may be regarded as to

some extent supplementary to those in Callet.

If we consider only the logarithms of numbers, the main line of

descent from the original calculation of Briggs and Vlacq is Koe,

John Newton, Sherwin, Gardiner; there are then two branches,

viz., Hutton founded on Sherwin and Callet on Gardiner, and the

editions of Vega form a separate offshoot from the original tables.

Among the most useful and accessible ot modern ordinary seven-

figure tables of lojfarithms of numbers and trigonometrical functions

may be mentioned those of Kreniiker, Schron, and Bruhns. For

logarithms of numbers only perhaps Cabbage's table is the most

convenient.

In 1871 Mr Sang published a seven-figure table of logarithms of

numbers extending from 20,000 to 200,000 ; and the logarithms of

the numbers between 100,000 and 200,000 were calculated de noro

by Mr Sang as if logaritlims had never been computed before. In

tables extending from 10,000 to 100,000 tlie ditferencea near the

beginning of the table are large, and they are so numerous that the

proportional parts must cither be very crowded, or some of them have

to be omitted ; and to diminish this inconvenience many tables

extend to 108,000. By beginning tlie table at 20,000 instead of at

10,000, the ditfcrences are halved in magnitude, while the number

of 'them in a page is quartered. In this table nniltiples of the

differences, instead of proportional parts, are given.

As regards tlie logarithms of trigonometrical functions, the next

great advance on the TriJvjnometria artificialis took place more than

a century and a half afterwards, when Slichael Taylor published in

1792 his seven-decimal table of lo^ sines and tangents to every

second ot the quadrant ; it was calculated by interpolation from

the Trigonometria to 10 places and then contracted to 7. On

account ot the great size of this table, and for other reasons, it

never came into very general use, Bagay's Nouvdks tables

astronomigu.es (1829), which also contains log sines and tangents to

every second, being preferred, but this work is now difficult to pro-

cure. The only otiier logarithmic canon to every second that h.ns

been published forms the second volume of Shortiede's Logarithmic

Tables (1843). It contains also proportional parts, and is the most

complete and accessible table of logarithms for every second.

Shortrede'a tables originally appeared in 1844 in one volume, during

the author's absence in India; but, not being satisfied with them in

some respects, he made various alterations, and published a second

edition in two volumes in 1849. There have been subsequent

editions ot the volume containing the trigonometrical canon. The

work is an important one, and the pages are clear, although the

number of figures on each is very great.

On the proposition of Csrnot, Prieiir, and Brunet, the Fitnch

Government decided in 1784 that new tables of sines, tangents, kc,

and their logarithms, should be calculated in relation to the cen-

tesimal division of the quadrant. Prony w.is charged with the

direction of the work, ai.d was expressly required "Non seulement

k composer des tables qui ne laissas.seut lien \ desirer quant i

I'exactitude, mais h en fai.e le monument de calcul le plus vaste et

le plus imposant qui eiit jamais etc execute ou meme coniju."

Those engaged upon the -vork were divided intothree sections : the

first consisted of five or six mathematicians, including Legendre,

who were engaged in the purely analytical work, or the calculation

of the fundamental numbers ; the second section consisted of seven

or eight calculators possejsitig some mathematical knowledge ; and
the third comprised seventy or eighty ordinary computers. The
work, which was performed wholly in duplicate, and independ-

ently by two divisions of computers, occupied two years. As a

consequence of the double calculation, there are two manuscripts

in existence, one of which is deposited at the Observatory, and the

other in the library of the Institute, at Paris. Each of tin; two
manuscripts consists essentially of seventeen large folio volumes,

the contents being as follows :

—

^logarithms of numbers up to 200,000 8 vols.

'Kacural sines 1 „

Logarlttims of the ratios of arc" to sines from 0' 00000 to 0' 05000,

f and l.ig sines throughout the (liuUrant 4 „

logaritlims of the rnllos of arcs to tangents fiom 0' -00000 to

O*' 02000, and log tangents lltroughout tlie quadrant 4 „

The trigonometrical results are given for every hundred-

thousandth of the quadrant (10" centesimal or 3"'24 sexagesimal).

The tables were all calculated to 14 places, with the intention

that only 12 should be published, but tlie twelfth figure is not to

be relied upon. The tables hav« never been published, and ore
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generally known as the Tables chi Cadastre, oi', in England, as the

great French manuscript tables.

A very full account of the Tables dii Cadastre, with an explana-

tion of the methods of calculation, formula employed, &c., has

been published by M. Leforb in Vol. iv. of the Annalesdc I'Observa-

toire dc faris. 'I'he printing of the table of natural sines was once

begun, and M. Lefort states that he has seen six copies, all incom-
plete, although including the last page. B.ibbage compared his

table with the Tables da Cadastre, and JI. Lefort lias given in his

paper just referred to most important lists ot errors in Vlacq's and
Briggs's logarithms of numbers which were obtained by comparing
the manuscript tables with those contained in the Arithmetica
logariihraiea of 1624 and of 1623. T^iese are almost the only uses

that have been made of the French tables, tiit calculation of which
involved so great an expenditure of time and money.

It may be mentioned here that the late Mr John Thomson of

Greenock made an independent calculation of the logarithms of

numbers up to 120,000 to 12 [daces, and that tlie manuscript of

the table was presented in 1874 to the lioyal Astronomical Society

by his sister, 'ihe table has been used to verify the errata which
M. Lefort found in Vlacq and Biiggs by means of the Tables da
Cadastre. An account of Mr Thomson's table, and of this and other
comparisons between it and the printed tables, is to be found in the
Monthly Notices ot the Society, vol. xxxiv. pp. 447-75 (1874).
Although the Tables dii Cadastre have never been published,

other tables have appeared in which the quadrant is divided cen-
tesinially, the most important ot these being Hobert and Ideler's

Nouvelles tables trigonomitriqnes (1799), and Borda and Delambre's
Tables trigonomitriques decimalcs (1800-1). The former work
contains natural and log sines, cosines, tangents, and cotangents
to 7 places, up to 3° (centesimal) at intervals ot 10" (centesimal),
and thence to 50° at intervals of 1'. The latter gives log sines,
cosines, tangents, and cosines for centesimal arguments, viz., from 0'

to 10' at intervals of 10", and from 0° to 50" at intervals of 10',

to 11 places, and also, in another table, log sines, cosines, tangents,
cotangents, secants, and cosecants from 0" to 3° at intervals of 10",

and thence to 50° at intervals of 1' to 7 places. After the woik was
printed it was read by Delambre with the Tables du Cadastre, and
a number of hist-figure errors which are given iu the piefaco were
thus detected. Callet's tables already referred to contain in a

convenient form logarithms of trigonometrical functions for cen-

tesimal arguments.

Two tables of logarithms of numbers which have been recently

published may be noticed, as they involve points of novelty. The
first of these is Pineto's Tables de logarilhmcs (St Petersburg,

1871). The tables are intended to give in a small space (66 pages)

all the results that can be obtained from a complete ten-figure table

by means ot the following principle :—only the logarithms ot the

-numbers from 1,000,000 to 1,011,000 are given directly, all other

numbers being brought within the range of this table by multipli-

cation by a factor, the logarithm of which factor is to be subtracted

from the logarithm in the table. A list of the most convenient

factors and their logarithms is given in a separate table. The
principle of multiplying by a factor which is subsequently cancelled

by subtracting its logarithm is one that is frequently employed
in the calculation of logarithms, but the peculiarity of the present

work iS'that it forma part of the jirocess of using the table. The
other tables, which occupy only ten pages, were published in a

tract entitled Tables dc logarithmes a 12 decimalcs jusqu d, 434
milliards by MM. Namur and Mansion at Brussels in 1677. The
fact that the differences of the log,%rithms of numbers near to

43429 J (these being the first figures of the modulus of the Briggion

logaritlims) commenced with the figures 100..., so that the interpo-

lations in this part of the table are very easily and accurately per-

formed, is ingeniously made use of. A table is given of logarithms

of numbers near to 434294, and other numbers are brought within

the range of the table by multiplication by one or two factors which
are indicated.

In the ordinary tables of logarithms the natural numbers arc all

integers, while the logarithms tabulated are incommensurable. In

an antilogarithmic table, the logarithms are exact quantities such as

•OOOOI, '00002, &e., and the numbers are incommensurable. The
earliest and largest table of this kind that has been constructed i.s

Dodson's Antilogarithmic canon (1742), which gives the nurobirs

to 11 places, corresponding to the logarithms from "00001 to

99999 at interv.als of '00001. The only other extensive tables of

the same kind that have been published occur in Shortrede's Logar-

ithmic tables already referred to, and in Filipowski's Table of

antilogarithms (1849). Both are similar to Dodson's tables, from
which they were derived, but they only give numbers to 7 places.

The most elaborate table of hyperbolic logarithms that exists

is due to Wolfiain, a Dutch lieutenant of artillery. His table gives

the logarithms of all numbers nji to 2200, and of primes (and

also ot a great iiioiiy composite numbers) from 2200 to 10,009, to

48 decimal places. The table appeared in Schulze's Neiie and
craeitcrte ikimmlunj lor/arithmischer I'a/eln (1778), and Wits

reprinted in Vega's Thesaurus (1794), already referred to. Six.
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Ijgirituma on.Itted iu Schulze's work, and which AVolfram had been

prevented from camputing by a serious illuess, were publislied

subsequently, and the table as given by Vega is complete. The
lirgest hyperbolic table as regards range was published by Zacharias

Dase at Vienna in 1850 under the title Tafcl dcr naturlichen

Logarilkiiun dcr Zahlcn. It gives hyperbolic logarithms of

numbers from 10000 to 105000 at intervals of -1 to 7 places, with

differences and proimrtional parts, arranged like an ordinary

seven-figure table of Briggiau logarithms. The table appeared iji

the thirty-fourth part (new series, vol. xiv.) of the Annnls of the

I'Unna Observatory (1851); lait separate copies were issued.

Hyperbolic antilogarithms are simple exponentials, i.e., the

hyperbolic antilogarithm of a; is e*. A seven-tigure table of e' and

its Briggian logarithm from x=-Cl to ^ = 10 at intervals of -01

is given in HiUssc's edition of Vega's Sai/nnlioig, and in other

collections of tables ; but by far the most complete table that has

been published occurs in Gudermann's Theoric dtr potenzial- oder

r'lklUck-ktjpcrbolischen Fiinctionen, Berlin, 1833. This work consists

of reprinted jiapers from Crelle's Journal, and one of the tables

contains the Briggiau logarithms of the hyperbolic sine, cosine, and
tangent of x from z= 2 to x-5 at intervals of '001 to 9 places, and
from X — 5 to z— 12 at intervals of O'Ol to 10 places. Since the

hyperbolic sine and cosine of x are respectively ^(e'-e'') and

\e'-\-e-'), the values of e* and «"' may be deduced from the

results given in the table by simple addition and subtraction.

Logistic numbers is the old name for what would now be called

ratios or fractions. Thus a table of log — , where x is the argu-
X

ment and a a constant, is called a table of logistic or proportional

logarithms ; and since log — = log o - logx it is clear that the tabular
X

results differ from those given in an ordinary table of logarithms

only by the subtraction of a constant and a change of sign. Tiie

first table of this kind appeared in Kepler's Chilias logarithmoruvi

(1624) already referred to. The object of a table of log — is to

facilitate the working out of proportions in which the third term is

a constant (quantity a. In most collections of tables of logarithms,

and especially those intended for use in connexion with navigation,

tliero occurs a small tabic of logistic logarithms in which a — 3600"

( = 1" or 1'), the table giving log 3600- log x, and z being expressed
ill minutes and seconds. It is also common to find tables iu which
(1 — 10800"( =3° or 3'), and X is expressed in degrees (or hours),

minutes, and seconds. Such tables are generally given to 4 or 5

places. The usual practice in books seems to be to call logarithms

logistic when a is 3500", and proportional when a has any other
V.llUK.

Gaussian logarithms are intended tg facilitate the finding of the

lo^^rithms of the sum and difference of two numbers whose'
logarithms are known, the numbers themselves being unknown

;

and ou this account they are frequently called addition and sub-

traction logarithms. The object of the table is in fact to give

I'lg (a±'') by only one entry when log a and log b are given, 'fhe

utility of such logarithms was first pointed out by Leonelli in a

book entitled Supplement logarithmigue, printed at Bordeaux in

the year XI. (1802-3) ; this work being very scarce, a reprint of

It was published by M. J. Houel in 1876. Leonelli calculated a

table to 14 places, but only a specimen of it which appeared in

the Suppliment was printed. The first table that was actually pub-
ILshed is due to Gauss, and was printed in Zach's Monailiche Carre-

rpondenz, vol. xxvi. p. 498 (1812). Corresponding to the argument
A it gives, to 5 places, B and C, where

A=logx, B-log^l+-l-V C=Iog(l-l-x).

80 that C-A-fB.
We have identically

log {o-H6)=]oga + log
( 1 -t-

— ]="log o + B(for argument Icg-r-);

and, tn using the table, the role is to take log a to be the larger of

the two logarithms, and to enter the table with log a - log b as

largument ; we then have log (a -^ 6)= log a + B, or, if we please,

— log i -f C. The formula for the difference is log (a-i) = log6-^A
(»rgument sought in column C) if log a - log h is greater than 30103
and —log 6- A (argument sought in column B) if log o-log b is

less than -30103.

Tlie principal tables of Gaussian logarithms are (1) Mathiessen,

Tafel zur bequemern Berechnung (Altona, 1818), giving B and C for

argument A to 7 places,—this table is not a convenient one
; (2)

Peter Gray, Tables and Farmulm (London, 1849), and Addendum
(1870), giving full tables of and log (1 -r) for argument A to 6

places
; (3) Zech, Tafcln dcr Additions- mid Suhtraciions-logarithmtn

(Leipsic, 1849), giving 7-pIac6 values of B for argument A, and
7-place values of C for argument B. These tables appeared

originally in Hiilase's edition of Vega'a Sammlung (1849) ; (4)
[

Wittstein, Logaritmnes de Gauss (Hanover, 1866), giving v.ilncs ui

B for argument A to 7 places. This is a large table, and tho

arrangement is similar to that of an ordinary seven-figure table of

logarithms.

In 1829 Widenbach published at Copenhagen a small table of

modified Gaussian logarithms giving log 5—^ ( = D) corresponding

to A as argument ; A and D are thus reciprocal, the relation bctweer-.

them being in fact 10*+" = 10*
-I- 10° + 1, so that either A or D may

be regarded as the argument.
Gaussian logarithms are chiefly useful iu the calculations con.

nected with the solution of triangles iu such a foimuloe as cot 4C —
a + ft ,

a-b
tan (A - B), and in the calculation of life contingencies.

Calculation of Logarithms.—The name logariHjm i;-

derived from the words Xoymv apiBpLo^, the number of the

ratios, and the way ef regarding a logarithm whicli

justifies the name may be^ explained as follows. Suppotf;

that the ratio of 10, or any other particular number, to 1

is compounded of a very great number of equal ratios, ns

for examplo 1,000,000, theu it can be shown that the

ratio of 2 to 1 is very nearly equal to a ratio compounded
of 301,030 of these small ratios, or ratiitncnlse, that tlic

ratio of 3 to 1 is very nearly equal to a ratio compoundeii

of 477,121 of them, and so on. The small ratio, or

raiinncula, is in fact that of the millionth root of 10 to

unity, and if we denote it by the ratio of a to 1, then the

ratio of 2 to 1 will be nearly the same as that of a ^oi.oao

to 1, and soon; or, in other words, if a denotes the milliontli

root of 10, then 2 will be uearly equal to a soi'Oso^ 3 will

be nearly equal to a ^^""'^i^ and so on.

Napier's original work, the Descriptio canonis of 1614,

contained, not logarithms of numbers, but logarithms of

sines, and the relations between the sines and the logarithms

v,-ere explained by the motions of points in lines, in a manner

not unlike that afterwards employed by Newton in tho

method of flujdons. An account of the processes by whicli

Napier constructed his table is given in the Cunstntctin

canonis of IG19. These methods uiiply, however, specially

to Napier's own kind of logaritlims, and are different from

those actually used by Briggs in the construction of the

tables in the Arilhmetica lu<jarithinica, although some of

the latter are the same iu principle as the processes described

iu an appendix to the Construclio. It may be observed

that in the Comtrvclio logarithms are called artificials, and

this seems to have been the name first employed by Napier,

but which he subsequently replaced by logarithms. It is

to be presumed that he would liave made the change of

name also in the Constructio, had he lived tc [.ublisli it

himself.

The processes used by Briggs are explained by Lim in

the preface to the Arilhmetica logarithmica (1624). His

method of finding the logarithms of theaniall primes, whicli

consists in taking a great number of continued geometric

means between unity and the given primes, may be

described as follows. He first formed the table of numbers

aud their logarithms:

Number.
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then by seventeen or a less number of significant figures)

the logarithms were proportional to these significant figures.

He then by means of a simple proportion deduced that

log (1-00000 00000 00000 1) = 000000 00000 00000

0r342 94481 90325 1804, so that, a quantity 1-00000

00000 OOOOO X (where x consists of not more than sp.ven-

teen figures) having been obtained by repeated extraction

of the square root of a given number, the logarithm of

1 -OOOOO OOOOO OOOOO X could then be found by multiply-

ing X by -OOOOO OOOOO OOOOO 04342

To find the logarithm of 2, Briggs raised it to the tenth

power, viz., 1024, and extracted the square, root of 1-024

forty-seven times, the result being, 1 OOOOO OOOOO OOOOO

16851 60570 53949 77. JIultiplying the .significant

fitnires by 4342 ... he obtained the logarithm of this

quantity, viz., 000000 OOOOO OOOOO 07318 55930 90C23

9336, which multiplied by 2« gave 0010-29 99566 39811

95265 277444, the logarithm of 1-024, true to 17 or 18

places. Adding the characteristic 3, and dividing by 10,

he found (since 2 is the tenth root of 1024) log 2 = -30102

99956 63981 195. Briggs calculated in a similar manner

log 6, and thence deduced log 3.

It will be observed that in the first process tlie value of

the modulus is in fact calculated from tlie formula

h 1_

10» - 1 log, 10
'

the value of h being -i-, and in the second process logi(|2

is in efi'ect calculated from the formula

\ / log, 10 10

Briggs also gave methods of forming the mean propor-

tionals or square roots by differences ; and the general

method of constructing logarithmic tables by means of

differences is due to him.

The following calculation of log 5 is given as an example
of the application of a method of mean proportionals. The
process consists in taking the geometric mean of numbers
above and below 5, the object being to at length arrive at

5 000000. To every geometric mean in the column of

numbers there corresponds the arithmetical mean in the

column of logarithms. The numbers are denoted hj A, B,
C, <tc., in order to indicate their mode of formation.

J = 1-000000
£ - lO-OOOODO
C = -^(AB) = 3 162277
D ^ Vf-ffC-) = 5-6i3413
£ = -^{CD) - 4-216D6i
F - ^/(DE) - 4-869674
G - V(Zlf) - 5-232991
If = \/{FG) = 5 048065
/ = -ViFIT) = -4 -958069
A' = \f(lfl) = 5002365
L - Vf/Zn - 4-980416
M =-- \f(JCL) = 4-991627
^ - \/(KM) - 4-997242

= ^{R-y) = 5-000052
P - \/(A'0) = 4-998647

Q - y/{OP) = 4-999350
fi = \/{0Q) = 4-999701
S - V(0/^) - 4-999876
T - ^(OS) = 4-999963
r - \/{0T) = 5-000008

»'=V(7'n- 4-999984
X -. ^{Wr,^ 4-999997
r = v(f'^= 5-000003
2 = \/{XY)= 5 000000

Logarlthma.

0-0000000
1-0000000
0-5000000
0-7500000
0-6250000
0-6875000
0-7187500
0-7031250
0-6953125
0-699-2187

0-6972656
0-6982421
0-6987304
0-6989745
0-6988525
0-6989135
0-6989440
0-6989592
0-6989668
0-6989707
0-6«89687
0-6989697
0-6989702
0-6989700

Great attention was devoted to the methods of calculating
logarithms during the 17th and 18th centuries. The earlie°
methods proposed were, like those of Briggs, purely arith-
metical, and for a long time logarithms were regarded from
tho point of view indicated by their name, that is to say.

as depending on the theory of compounded ratios. The
introduction of infinite series into mathematics effected a

great change in the modes of calculation and the treatment

of the subject. Besides Napier and Briggs, special refer-

ence should be made to Kepler (CAi/ws, 1624) and Mercatnr

{Logarithmotec/iiiia, 1668), whose inethoda were arith

metical, and to Newton, Gregory, Halley, and Cotes, who
employed series. A full and valuable account of these

methods is given in Hutton's "Construction of Logarithms,"

which occurs in the introduction to the early editions of

his Mathematical Tables, and aho forms tract 21 of liis

Mathematical Tracts (vol. i., 1812). Many of the early

works on logarithms were reprviited in the- Scriptoret

logarithmici of Baron Maseres (li vols. 4to, 1791-1807).

In the following account only those formulae and methods
will be referred to which would now be used in the calcnla-

tion of logarithms.

Since
log, (1 > x) - a: - ix- + ix--" -. }x* + &c. , -

we have, by changing the sign of x,

leg, (1 - i:) = - .c - li- - l3? - J«* - Jtc.

;

whence

and, therefore, replacing x by —-
,

P + 3

P-1
3 ^P + 3

ill which the series is always convergent, so that the formula aflbl-Us

a method of deducing the logarithm of one number from that of

another.

As particular cases we have, by putting j — 1,

and by putting j=,p + l,

log.(p + l)-los.;..2|„-^ + J(2^.+ ^(2FTT?*'"- i

'

the fomier of these equations gives a convergent scries for log,j».

and the latter a very convergent series by means of which ;tfto

logarithm of any number may be deduced from the logarithm of

the preceding number.

From the formula for log, -^ we may deduce the following Tery.

convergent series for log, 2, log, 3, and log, 5, viz. :

—

log, 2 = 2;7P -1-5Q -(-3E),

log, 3-2(llP + 8Q -fSR),

log, 5=2(16P-(-12Q-(-7E),

log

log,i) = 2 tf^r^K^y-^-i-

^-31 +^ (31)'
"•" ^

'

1
,

(49)5
<- 5

•

1

(161)'
-I- i

(31)»

1

' (49)»

1

{161)»

^&c

-Hcc

The following still more convenient formulae for the calcnlation

of log, 2, log, 3, &c. are given by Professor J. C. Adams in the
Proceedings of the Royal Societij, vol. xxvii. (1878), p. 91. If

,iogi°=-,ogri-iv j-iog^^^wri

= lo<
81 .

80
"

126

125
'

log(l-i). ^ =log| = -log(l-ji3)

>g(l.l). .=log| = -log(l°-A)

i'-iL)'

i + Se, log 5 = 16a-464-7'-

'19a-ib + Sc-i-e,

then

log 2= 7a-26 + 3c, log 3 = lla-

and
log 7~i{Z9a-10i + 17c-d) or

and we have the equation of condition,

a-2b + c = d + 2c.

By means of these formulre Profes.'^or Adams has calculated tl'

values of log, 2, log, 3, log, 5, and log, 7 to 260 nlaces of decimals.
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LOGIC
1. T OGIC, in the most general acceptation of the term,

I i may be regarded as the systematic study of thought.

So wide a definition is certainly sufficient to comprehend all

that may have been at various times included within the

scope of logical doctrine, but in other respects it is o{ small

value. It does not serve to mark off logic from philosophy

as a whole, which is unquestionably the systematic exposi-

tion of thought, nor from psychology, which includes within

its wider range what may well be described as the^ study

of thought. Without some more accurate discrimination

of the province and method of logic, neither the extent

of matter to be included within the study nor the pecu-

liarity of the methiid by which such matter is treated can

be determined.

Preliminary queries of a similar kind are naturally

encountered in the case of all other branches of human
knowledge, and are generally ansv.-ered by two methods.

We may refer either to the distinct characteristics of the

matter to be treated, or to the essential features of the

method of treatment. We may determine the province of

a science either by external division, by classification of

objects according to their prevailing resemblances and

differences, or by internal definition, by exposition of the

fundamental characters of the method employed. By neither

process, unfortunately, can an unambiguous answer be sup-

plied, at least without much art, in the case of logic.

2. The reasons for the manifold difliculties encountered

in the attempt to determine accurately the province of

logic, whether by reference to a division of the sciences or

by precise definition of the essential features of logical

analysis, are not far to seek. Tlie systematic classification

of the sciences involves not only consideration of the con-

tents of the sciences as empirically presented, but also

certain leading principles or fundamental views, which are

in essence of a philosophical character. According to the

general conception of knowledge which in various kinds

is manifested in the special sciences, there will be radically

divergent methods of classification, and the province

assigned to each member of the ensemble will, for tlie

most part, have its limits determined according to the

character of the general view adopted. Moreover, if any

of the more prominent specimens of classification of tlie

sciences be critically inspected, they will be found to

presuppose a certain body of principles, of scope wider

than any of the special disciplines, and to which no plice

in the ensemble can be assigned. In short, a systematic

distribution of human knowledge into its distinctly marked
varieties rests upon and presupposes a general (jhilosopliy,

the character of which affects the place and function of

each part of the distribution. Logic, as may readily be
imagined, has therefore experienced a variety of treatment

at the hands of systematizers of scientific knowledge. It

has appeared as one of the abstract sciences, in opposition

to those disciplines in which the character of the concrete

material is the essential fact ; as a subordinate branch of

a particular concrete science, the investigation of mental
)ihenomena ; as a nondescript receptacle for the formulation

ill generalized fashion of tlie method and logical precepts

exemplified in the spucial sciences. By such processes

no more has been effected than to bring into light, more
or less clearly, some of the characteristics of the supposed
science, without in any way supplying an exhaustive and
comprehensive survey of its boundaries and relations to

otiier branches of knowledge. Thus, when logic is marked
off from the concrete sciences and associated with
mathematics in the most general sense, as the treatment

of formal relations,* and further differentiated from

mathematics as implying no reference to the quantitative

character of the most general relations under which facts

of experience present themselves,* there is certainly

brought to the front what one would willingly allow to

be a commonplace respecting all logical analysis, namely,

that its principles are coextensive with human knowledge,

and that all objects as matters of conscious experience liavo

an aspect in which they are susceptible of logical treatment.

But no more is effected. It is still left to a wider consider-

ation to determine what the specific aspect of things may
be which shall be called the formal and be recognized

as tlie peculiarly logical element in them. There may be

selected for this purpose either the general relations of

coincidence and Ruccesston in space and time, or the

fundamental properties of identity and difference, or the

existences of classes, but in any case such selection depends
upon and refers to a theory of the nature of knowledge

and of the constitution of things as known. In truth, the

notions of form and formal relations are by no means bo

simple and free from ambiguity that by their aid one can

at once solve a complicated problem of philosophic arrange-

ment. To lay stress upon form as the special object of

logical treatment stiU leaves undecided the nature and

ground of the principles which are to be employed in

evolving a science of form, and therefore leaves the Ingical

problem untouched.

Still less satisfactory are the results when logic is

regarded as in some way a subordinate branch of the

[isychulogical analysis of mental phenomena.' Neither tlic

grounds on which such a classification rests, nor the con-

clusions deduced from it, seem beyond criticism. The
simple facts that certain mental processes are analysed in

logic, and that psychology is generally the treatment of all

mental processes, by no means necessitate the view that

logic is therefore the outgrowth from and a subordinate

part of psychology. For it is clear, on the one hand, that

logic has a scope wider than psychology, since in any sense

of tlie term it has to denl with all the processes (or with

some aspect of all the processes) by whicli on any subject

knowledge is formed out of disjointed or disconnected

experiences. And, on the other hand, since the subordina-

tion of one science to another, as species to genus, is

fallacious, unless the two agree in fundamental charac-

teristics, the position so assigned to logic would imply that

in aim and method it shall be essentially one witli jisycho-

logy, a position equivalent to the negation of logic as a

separate and independent discipline. It is not surprising

therefore to find that so soon as logic has been distin-

guished as arising from psychology, and so dependent ou

it, the peculiarity of its position and functions compels the

recognition of its more general scope and the reduction of

its connexion with psychology to an amount small enough

to be compatible with absolute independenca Strong

' As, e.ff., by H. Spencer, Classification of the Sciences, pp. 6, 12
;

H. Grassmann, Sic Ausddmungslehre von 1844 (t878^ Kinleituiig,

xxii.-xxiii.

" Logic and mathematics, under this view, may bo regarded either

as penerically distinct—whicli is apparently the opinion of Spencer,

H. Grassmann, and Jevons-^or as species of a more coraprehensivo

genus, the theory ©f formal (symbolic) operations—wliich is apparently

the opinion of R. Grassmann (see his Formeniehre, 1872) and Boolo

(see his Mathematical Analysis of Logic, 1847, p. 4, and Differential

Equations, 1859, chap, xvi., specially pp. 388, 389). An admirablo

treatment of that which is implied in Boole's method Is given in Mr
Venn's Sy}}\holic Logic, 1881.

* For this extremely common arrangement, see Hamilton, x^ect^fre*

on Metaphysici, i. p, 121-3; Ueberweg, System, der Lcgik, § 8.
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reisous, indeed, may be advanced for holding that logic is

entirely to be separated from psychology, as differing from
it in aim, method, and principle, that logical analysis is

generically distinct from psychological, and that the two
disciplines, while connected as parts of the general body of

philosophical reflexion, hold to one another a relation the

reverse of that commonly accepted.^

As to the endeavour to collect from consideration of the

sciences in detail a body of precepts, the rules of scientific

method, and to assign the systematic arrangement of such

rules to one special discipline, called logic, it seems to

stand on the same footing and to be open to the same
criticism as the allied attempt to treit general philosophy

as the receptacle for the most abstract propositions reached

in scientific kncwledge. There is a peculiar assumption
underlying the supposed possibility of distinguishing

between scientific method and its concrete exemplifications

in tlie special sciences, and only on the ground of this

assumption could there be rested the independence of logic

as the systematic treatment of method. It is taken for

granted, without examination, that the characteristic

features of correct and well-founded thinking are palpable

and general, and that we thus possess a criterion fcii

marking off what is common to all scientific procedure from
that which is special and peculiar to the individual sciences.

An elaborate philosophic doctrine lies at the root of this

assumption, and the position assigned to logic may easily

be seen to depend, not onvrhatis apparent in the argument,

namely, comparison of the sciences with one another, but on
what lies implicit in the background, the philosophic concep-

tion of the nature of scientific knowledge in general. Without
reference to the ultimate philosophic view, no definite con-

tent could be assigned to logic, and itwould remain impossible

to distinguish logic from the sciences in detail.^

3. Thus the various attempts to define the province and
functions of logic from general claseification of the sciences,

to define, in short, by the method of division, yield no
Bitisfactory answer, and refer ultimately to the philosophic

view on which classification and division must be based.

A similar result becomes apparent when we consider the

various descriptions of logic that have been presented as

following from more precise and accurate determination of

the essential features of logical analysis and method.

"The philosophical deduction or construction of the

notion of logic presupposes a comprehensive and well-

grounded view, whether of the nature and mode of opera-

tion of the human mind, a definite part of which falls

under logical treatment, or of the problems and objects of

philosophy in general, from among which in due order may
he distinguished the particular problem of logic. ''^ The
most elementary distinctions, by means of which, in the

ordinary exposition of logic, progress is effected towards

an accurate determination vi the province of the science,

not only refer to some such ultimate philosophic view, btit

lead to the most diverse results, according to the peculiarity

of the views on which they are based. Of these elementary

distinctions the following are at once the more usual and

the more important:—the distinction between the province

of logic and the province of the special sciences, as thatr

between general and special ; the distinction between

It is to be acknowledged lli.it most of the writers on logic who
emphasize the connexion of psychohDgy with logic introduce distinctions

equivalent to the remarks above made, but the grounds for such dis-

tinctions and the conclusions to be deduced from them are not generally

brouglit into clear light.

' See, for a clear statement of this impossibility, Conite, Philos.

Positivey i. 34, 35. Detinitions of logic as theory of method, which

are based on general philosophic views {e.g., the definition by Sigwart,

Lo'jik, i. § 1) stand on a different footing, and are to be examined on

different princples.
* Twesten, i-.'a Lir/ik, insbaondere die Analytik (1825), p. 2.

natural growth of kuowledgo, with its natur d laws, and the
normal procedure whereby grounded knoAvledge is obtained,

with its normal or regulative principles; tiie distinction

between knowledge as a whole and its several parts,

immediate and mediate, with restriction of logic to the

treatment of all or portion of mediate knowledge ; the dis-

tinction between the constituents of knowlei ^ge as on the one
hand given from without (in experience), and on the other

hand due'to the elaborative action of intellect itself. Td
one or other of these niay be traced the common definitions

of logic, and a brief consideration of their contents will be
sufficient to show that they severally rest upon more or less

developed general philosophic doctrines, and that their

significance for accurate determination of the field of logic

depends not so much on what is explicitly stated in them
as on what is implied in the general doctrines from which
they have taken their rise.

The distinction of logic from the sciences, as dealing in

the abstract with that which is concretely exemplified in

each of them, is certainly a first step in the process of deter-

mination about which there can bo little or no doubt.

But if the distinction remain vague, it is not sufficient to

differentiate logic from many other disciplines, philosophical

or philological, and if it be made more precise, the new
characteristics will be found to involve some special view
as to what constitutes the common feature in the eciences,

and to vary with the possible varieties of view. As a rule,

too, the added characteristics do not serve by themselves

to mark off logical treatment as an independent kind of

investigation. They are most frequently obtained by a
general survey of scientific procedure. Thus it may be
said that in all sciences there are implied clearly defined

notions, general statements or judgments, and methodical
proofs ; logic therefore, as the theory of the general element
in science, will appear as the treatment of notions, judg-
ments, and proofs generally, or in the abstract If so,

then, unless some implied principle further determine the
course of procedure, logic would be regarded as a merely
descriptive account of the parts making up scientific know-
ledge, and it would be not only impossible to assign to

it an independent position, but hard to discriminate it

from psychology, which likewise deals with the parts of

knowledge. If it be uuderstood, however, or explicitly

stated, that in all scientific knowledge there is community
of method, resting on common principles or laws of know-
ledge as such, then clearly not only the province of logic,

as now made identical with the treatment of the essence

of knowledge, but the special nature of the theorems

making up t!ie bodj- of logic, must depend u])on the general

conception of knowledge with which the thinker starts. In
the view of logic taken, e.g., by Mill, the fundamental ilea

is that of evidence, imder which must be included all the

grounds for any judgment not resting on immediate
perception. So far as verbal statement is concerned, the

adoption of this as the root idea woulc' not distinguish in

any special way the treatment of logical problems resting

on It, but in fact each problem is dealt with in accordance

with the particular theory of what, from the nature of

human knowledge, constitutes evidence. Logic thus in-

volves, or in truth becomes, a theory of knowledge, and in

the end, for general spirit and details of doctrine, refers to

an ultimate philosophic view. There seems no escape from

this conclusion. Start as we may, with popular, current

distinctions, no sooner do logical problems present them-

selves than it becomes apparent that, for adequate treatniei\t

of them, reference to the principles of ultimate philosophy

is requisite, and logic, as the systematic handling of such

problems, ceases to be an independent discipline, and becomes

a subordinate special branch of general philosophy.

The attempt to avoid this conclusion must of necessity
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take form in some discrimination of logic from other

varieties which may with it be classed under philosophy in

general, and such discrimination is usually effected by

laying stress on one or other of the following characteristics.

(1) In the whole process of knowledge, it may be said,

we are able to distinguish and to regard in isolation the

methods according to which, from a combination of various

elements, cognition of things grov.-s up, and the laws

according to which these elements must be ordered, if our

subjective consciousness is to represent accurately and

faithfully the relations of things. The laws of knowledge,

there being understood by knowledge the whole sum of

mental determinations in and through which the world of

external and internal experience is realized for us, are of

two distinct kinds, natural and normal. For the treatment

of the natural laws the most appropriate title is psychology

;

for that of the normal or regulative laws the title logic is

peculiarly appropriate. By the one science knowledge is

regarded in its relation to the subjective consciousness, as

so much of what enters iuto and constitutes the world of

inner experience ; by the other knowledge is regarded in

its relation to truth, to the objective system, as the means

whereby, for theoretical or practical purposes, an orderly

and verifiable conception of this system is realized. A
definite place seems thus secured for logic, but, if one may
judge merely from the various attempts to expound the

body of logical doctrines from this point of view, the

characteristic feature is not yet suflicient to determine the

boundaries of the science or the specific nature of its

problems. In fact, the feature selected might be accepted

as the distinguishing mark of logical science by writers

who would include under that common title the most
diverse matters, and who would differ fundamentally in

respect to the treatment of isolated problems. The
metaphysical logic of Hegel, the empirical logic of Mill, the

formal logic of Kant, might all claim to be developments

of this one view of the essence of logic. So wid* a

divergence is clear evidence that the criterion selected,

though possibly accurate, is not sufficiently specific, and
that the interpretation of it, which in truth determines for

each the nature and boundaries of the science, depends
upon the view taken respecting knowledge as a whole in

its relation to the objective order of experience, respecting

the import of the so-called normal laws, and respecting the

subjective elements supposed to constitute knowledge.
On all sides this particular definition of logic is beset

with difficulties, w'hich it cannot afford to dismiss by means
of the simple demand' that knowledge shall be accepted as

somehow given. For, apart altogether from the danger
that under so wide a term as knowledge many differences

may be accommodated, it then becomes impossible to do
more than treat in a quasi-empirical fashion mental facts,

the nature and peculiarities of which are to be learned from
some external source. In the later, more detailed examina-
tion of the view of logic here briefly descrited, it will be
pointed out that the usual formula by which the several
logical notions are introduced, viz., that their nature as
mental facts is dealt with in psychology, from which logic

borrows, is in fact much more than a formula. The logical

peculiarities will be found to rest mainly upon the psycho-
logical characteristics as borrowed, while it is evident that
no substantive, independent existence can be vindicated
for a doctrine, the succession of whose parts, and their
essential nature, are given externally

(2) Some of tho perplexities that arise wlien logic is

treated as the theory of the normal laws of knowledge may
be obviated by the current distinction between immediate
and mediate knowledge. The normal kws of knowledge
might be said to apply solely to the process of mediate
cognition, and their final aim would be defined as harmony

between mediate knowledge and immediate experience. But
it is difficult to distinguish with perfect accuracj' between

the two kinds of knowledge in question; it :.; impossible

that tho treatment of the logical problem should not de-

pend entirely on tho view taken as to the nature of that

which differentiates mediate from immediate knowledge.

Whether wo express this as thought or as belief, its

nature then becomes the all-important factor in determin-

ing the course of logical trentment, aud further progress

will manifest divergencies according as stress is laid

on the subjective characteristics of thought, the laws

to which, from its essential nature, all its products must
conform, or on the limitations imposed by principles which

have reference to the most general relations of the things

thought about. In the one case a formal logic, of the type

commonly known as the Kantian, would be developed, in

the other either an empirical logic, like that of Jlill, wherein

the nature of notions, propositions, and reasonings is con-

sidered from the point of view of t!ie empirical conception

of experience, or a transcendental logic, like that involved

in the C'riliiue oj Pure Iieasou, or a metaphysical logic,

like that of Hegel, or a mixed doctrine, like that of

Trendelenburg, Lotzc, and Ueberweg. In short, tho

general philosophic view of thought is tliat upon which

the character of logic as a science rests.

(3) There has above appeared, incidentally, one of the

most current methods of solving the logical problem, by

procedure from the distinction between that which is given

to the mind in knowledge, and that which is supplied by

the mind itself. No distinction seems more simple ; none

is in reality more complex. Tho opposition on which, in

its popular acceptation, it rests is that between the indi-

vidual concrete thinking subject and the world of objective

facts, existing, as it were, to be cognized. The full signi-

ficance of such an opposition, the forms in which it presents

itself in conscious experience, the qualifications which must

be introduced into the statement of it that it may have even

a semblance of reality,—these are problems not solved by

a simple reference to the distinction as existing. It may
well be held that knowledge is, for the individual, the mode
(or one of the modes) in which his relation to the universe

of fact is subjectively seized, but it is not therefore rendered

possible to effect an accurate and mechanical separation of

knowledge into its matter and form. Even on lower

grounds it may be held that by the employment of this

criterion little or no light is thrown upon the logical

question. For no determination is supplied by it of tlie

universal characteristic of form as opposed to matter in

knowledge, and a comparison of various expositions will

show the most startling diversity of view respecting the

nature and boundaries of the formal element in knowledge.

It is of course true that in one sense any aoientific treatment

of knowledge is formal. Our analysis extends only to the

general or abstract aspect of cognition, not to its actual

details. But we are not, on that account, dealing with the

form of knowledge. So soon as it is attempted to define

more accurately what shall be understood by form then it is

found that various views of logic arise, corresponding to tho

variety of principles supposed to be applied in the treat-

ment of form. Thus the stricter followers of the Kantian

logical idea, e.g., Mansel and Spalding, recognize, as sole

principles w'hich can be said to be involved universally in

the action of thought, the laws of identity, non-contradiction,

and excluded middle, and in their hands logic becomes

merely the systematic statement of .these laws, and the

exposition of the conditions which they impose upon notions,

judgments, and reasonings. Analytical consistency, i.e.,

I

absence of contradiction, is on this view the one aspect of

knowledge which is susceptible of logical treatment. On
' the other hand, the idea of a contribution furnished by the
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mind itsclt to knowledge may lead to a more concrete and

yet not less exact system of the forms of knowledge, if

there be taken into account the real chiracter of the opera-

tion by which such contribution is made. Thus in the

logic of Ulrici, from the view of thought as essentially the

distinguishing faculty, by which definiteness is given to the

elements entering into knowledge, there follows not simply

an iteration of the principle that thought must not contra-

dict itself, but a systematic evolution of the fundamental

relations involved in the action of thought, in which the

more specifically logical products, the notion, judgment,

and reasoning, have a determinate place assigned to them.

Not only, then, may quite distinct provinces be assigned

to logic by thinkers who start with the same idea of thought

as contributing to knowledge, butj as may well be imagined,

the treatment of special logital problems presents a most

bewildering variety. The nature of judgment, the principle

cf reasoning, the characteristics of thought which is in

accordance with logical rule, will be viewed differently

according to the special interpretation put upon the func-

tions of the subjective factor in knowledge. Here again

we find that the really influential fact in the determination

of the province and method of logical science is a general

[ihilosopUic conception of knowledge or thought.'

4. Tliere remains yet one method by which a clear and

sufficient definition of the province and function of logic

may be attainable. It may be that the S'sp:. ration of logic

from other philosophic disciplines has cume about his-

torically, and that the assignment to logic of a special

body of problems and a special kind of treatment is due

to the accidents of its development. We might therefore

hope to gain from a comparative survey of the field of logic,

as that has been historically marked out, some definite view

not only respecting the specific problems of logical theory,

but also regarding the grounds for the isolated treatment

of them. That in the history of logic there should be

found a certain continuity of doctrine and development

may, however, be compatible with entire absence of a

common body of received logical matter, and the result of

an historical research may be liltle more than a statement of

distinct conceptions regarding the nature and province of

the science, leading to the inclusion of very distinct

materials within its scope. It requires but a superficial

investigation of that which at various intervals Las' pre-

sented itself as logical theory to arrive at the conclusion

that the differences in general spirit and in the mass of

details far outbalance any agreement as to a few detached

doctrines and technical symbols. If the survey were limited

oven to the period preceding the attempts at radical refor-

mation of philosophy in general, and of logic as included

therein, to the period in which ths Aristotelian doctrines,

as they may be called, formed the common basis of logical

treatment, we should be able to detect differences of such

a kind as to indicate radically distinct fundamental views.

The scholastic logic, which, even by itself, cannot be

regarded as one theory with unimportant modifications,

is most falsely described as Aristotelian. The technical

terminology, the general idea and plan, and some of the

formal details are ceitainly due to the Aristotelian analysis

of reasoned knowledge, but in spirit, in ruling principles,

and in the mass of details the method of the scholastic

logic is alien to that of Aristotle. It will be shov^ii later

that the Aristotelian analysis ia saturated with the notions

and aims of the Aristotelian metaphysics and general theory

of knowledge, and that on this account alone, apart from

* In Rosenkranz, Die Modifxalioneri, der Logik ah'jdeilel aus dem
Begriff dcs Dcnkins (1846), a similar conclusion is illustrated by an

elaborate cl.assificatinn of possible modifications of the view of logic.

Compare also Braniss, Die Lofjik in ihreni Verlialtniss zur PhiJosuiihit,

: chichilich beirachlcl (1823).

the introduction oi many foreign ingredients, irom Stoic.

Arab, and Byzantine sources, into the leholastic system,
an important difference must subsist between the original
doctrine and tljat which presents itself as but its liistorical'

development. Even more radical is the divergence ol

modern logic from the Ariatoteliau ideal and method.
The thinker who claimed for logic a special pre-eminence
among sciences because "since Aristutle it has nut had
to retrace a single step, and to the present day
has not been able to make one step in advance," - has him-
self, in his general modification of all philosophy, placed
logic on so new a basis that the only point of conuesion
retained by it in his system with the An'stotelian may be not
unfairly described as the community of subject. Both deal
in some way with the principles, and methods of human
thinking, but as their general views of the constitution of

thought are diverse, little agreement is to be found in the
special treatment of its logical aspect. So when a later

writer prefaces his examination of logical principles with
the declaration that " logic is common ground on which the
partisans of Hartley and of Eeid, of Locke and of Kant,
may meet and join hands," 3 we are not unprepared for the
result that, with a few unimportant exceptions, his views
of logical principle coincide with those of no recognized pre-

decessor in the same field, diverge widely from either the

currently received or tiie genuine Aristotelian doctrines, and
lead to a totally new distribution, in mass and detail, of the

body of logical theorems and discussions. Such divergencf

is, indeed, most intelligible. If one reflects on the signi

ficancc wliich would be attached in any one of these logical

systems, of Ai.stotle, of Kant, of Mill, to the %iniversal or

universalizing element of thought, and on the fact that such

universal must manifest itself as the characteristic feature

in all the important ^ '-oducts of thinking, the notion, the

judgment, the syllogism, the conclusion is inevitable that

difference' of view in respect to tlie essence must make
itself felt in difference of treatment of details. The ulti-

mate aim of proof, and the general nature of the methods-

of proof, must appear differently according as the accepted

ground is the Aristotelian conception of nature and thought,

the Kantian theory of cognition, or subjective empiricism.

If, adopting a simpler method, one were to inspect a fair

proportion of the more extensive recent works ofi logic, tiie

conclusion drawn would be probably the saa)e,-^that, while

! the mattery treated show a slight similarity, no more tlian

I would naturally result from the fact that thought is the

' subject analysed, the diversity in mode of treatment is so

I
great that it would be impossible to select by comparison

and criticism a certain body of theorems and methods, and

assign to them the title of logic. That such works as those

of Trendelenburg, Ueberweg, Ulrici, Lotze, Sigwart,

Wundt, Bergmann, Schuppe, De Morgan, Boole, Jevons,

and these are but a selection from the most recent, treat of

notions, judgments, andmethods of reasoning, gives to them

indeed a certain common character; but what other feature

do they possess in common? In tone, in metliod, in aim,

in fundamental principles, in extent of field, they diverge

so widely as to ajipear, nut so many dilferent expositions of

the same science, but so many different sciences. In short,

looking to the chaotic state of logical text-books at the

present time, one would be inclined to say that there does

not exist anywhere a recognized, currently received body of

speculations to which the title logic can be unambiguously

assigned, and that we must therefore resign the hope of

attaining by any empirical consideration of the received

doctrine a precise determination of the nature and limits of.

logical theory.

» Kant, Krilik, Vorrede, p. 13.

' M '1, System of Lo'jie, i. ij. 13
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5. In order tu make clear the reasons for this astonishing

diversity of opinion regarding the province and method of

logic, and so make some advance towards a solution of what

may well be called the logical problem, it seems necessary

to consider some of the leading conceptions of logic, with

such reference to details as will suffice to show how

difference of fundamental view determines the treatment

o: special logical problems. In this consideration the order

must be historical ratlier than systematic Not, indeed,

that it is needful, nor is it proposed, to present an historical

account of philosophy at large, or even of logic in particular;

our purpose is merely to disentangle and bring clearly

forward the nature of the principles respecting logical

tlieory which have served as basis for the most character-

istic logical systems. Such an inquiry will not only assist

in explaining the divergencies of logical systems, but throw

light upon the essence of logic itself.'

In this historico-critical survey, the first section must

naturally be devoted to a consideration of the Aristotelian

logic. The records of Oriental attempts at analysis of the

I'locedure of thought may, for our present purpose, be dis-

regarded.^

The Arislolclian Logic.

6. lu a remarkable passage at the close of the tract calleJ by us

li.o Sophistical Refutations, Aristotle claims fur himself distmct
originality in the conception of subjecting to analysis the forms or

types of argument. " The system I have expounded hail not
been partially, though imperfectly, elaborated by others ; its very
foundations, had to be laid The teachers of rhetoric in-

herited many principles that had long been ascertained ; dialectic

had absolutely no traditional doctrines. Our researches were long,

tentative, and troublesome. If, then, starting from nothing, it

bears a comparison with others that have been developed by divi-

sion of labour in successive generations, candid criticism uill bo

readier to commend it for the degree of completeness to which it

has attained than to find fault with it for falling short of perfec-

tion."'' Although the specitie reference in this pass.nge is to the

analysis of dialectical argument contained in the Topica, the same
claim might with justice have been made in regard to the more ex-

tensive analysis of the forms of reasoning in general which makes
up the substance of the other books of the Organon. There hnd
boen, prior to Aristotle, much dispu.ssion of problems that would
under any view be included under the head of logic, but no syste-

matic attempt had been made to analyse knowledge as a whole iu
its formal aspect, to throw under general heads or classes the types
of reasoning, whetiier dialectical or scientific, and to exhibit tlie

general relations in which the elements of all reasoning stand to

one another. After Aristotle, it became possible to refer all such
discussions to a common head, and to view them as component parts
of one systematic doctrine. In a peculiar sense, then, Aristotle
iD«v bo described as the founder of logical science.

Tho precise nature of the inquiries falling within the scope of
the Aristotelian logic may receive some preliminary explanation
supplementary to that which can only be given by a careful study
of the chief theorems of the system, if there be taken into account
(a) the advances towards a theory of logical method contained in
the specubations of e.arlier Greek thinkers, (6) the classification of
philosophic discipline which underlies the body of Aristotle's
writings, and (c) the general conception of tho matter of logical
analysis which may be deduced from any special or incidental
treatment of the question in Aristotle. Of these in order.

7. (a) Logical discussions prior to Aristotle.
Tlie inquiries which find a place in the Aristotelian logic are all,

in a large sense, problems of the theory of knowledge. They arise,
therefore, only in connexion with critical reflexion on the nature,
grounds, and method of knowledge. The earliest forms of Greek
speculation, turning rather upon ^yplanation of natural fact, being
in essence attempts to reduce tho multiplicity of known fact to
unity of ]irinciple, contain, as a consequence, problems ofameta-
jihysical character, which might involve problems of strictly logical
charaeter,^ but were logical only in potentiality. Of all these
metaphysical questions tho most important centre round the
fundamental opposition between unity of principle and multi-
plicity of fact, between the one and the many, an opposition
which under varied forms j-resents itself at every stage in tho

]|

For a notice of works on the hiotory of logic, see note A p. 802.
- For a notice of some of tho more developed systems of Oriental

logic, see note B p. 802.
'> Tho above translation, wliicli i.s souje-vli.it free, is taken from Mr

Po«te i edition of tho Snphistiri Elenchi, p. 95.

history of philosophic speculation. In tho first period of Greek
speculation, the problem presented itself in its simplest, most
direct as]icct, and, alter a few rough attempts at a quasi-physical i

explanation of the genesis of many out of one, there come forward,
as reasoned, ultimate solutions, the Eleatic doctrine that only unity
has real being, tho Heraclitic couuter-doctrine that only in changi',

iu the many, is truth to bo found, and the Pytlipgorean notion of

number, harmony, as containing in abstracto the union of tho o\f
posites, one and many. No one of these philosophic treatments
can be s^iid to contain specifically logical elements, but they raist I

questions of a logical kind, and, especially in the records of the
Eleatic views, one can trace a close approximation to the critical

reflexion which marks the transition to a new order of ideas.

Results which in these systems are stated with metapliysical refer-

ence only, reappear with new aspect among the sophists and tiic

Socratic schools. The transition stage, indeed, partly aided by the
atomic separation of objective fact from subjective sense exiierience,

is mainly the tifcct of the sophistic and Socratic teaching. Socrate^

and the sophists have this in common that both treat the funda-
mental problem of philosophy as it had been handed down with
special reference to tho subjective experience of the individual.

In the teaching of the sopliiat-s generally is to bo discerned the
opposition between subjective reflexion and objective fact; in that
of Protagoras and Goreias in particular tliere appear ns problems
of the theory of knowledge difficulties for the older nietaphysic
of Her.aclitus and the Eleatics respectively. The Heraclitic prin-

ciple of change is the general foundation for the doctrine that
the momentary perception is tho only fact of cognition, and
upon it may be based the conclusions that all truth is relative

to tho individual state of the individual subject, and that
judgment, as a mode of expressing truth, is a contradiction in

itself. Thus the extreme Heiaclitoans, as Cratylus, rejected tho
juoposition, or combination of words, as expressing a unity and
permanence not to be found in things, and reduced speech to the
symbolism of pointing with the finger. Less developed but not
less clear is the counexion between the brief sceptical theses of

Gorgias and the Kleatic doctrine of unity. As knowledge was im-
possible on the Heraclitean view, since it imidied a synthesis net
discoveiable amidst incessant change, so for Gorgias knowledge was
impossible, since in tho synthesis was involved an element ofdif-
feience, multiplicity, not reconcilable with the all-embracing unity
of things. It is evident from the treatment of such views in Plato
and in Aiistotle, how many of the illustrations used in support if

the general thesis depended for their apparent strength on neglcit
of some of the elementary conditions of thought, and how ineviiably
reflexion upon these difficulties led to the construction of a theory
of thought. The first outlines of such a theory are to be found in

the Socratic principle of the notion (or concept, as we may call it,

for the notion as viewed by Socrates is certainly the concrete class

notion, the simple result of generalization and abstraction), and to

Socrates is assigned by Anstotlc the first statement of two im.
portant logical proccssi-s— induLtion, or the collection of particuhirs
from which by critical comparison a generalized nsult might bo
drawn, and definition, or the explicit statement of the general
elements disclosed by critical comparison of instances.* In the
Socratic teaching, so far as records go, no explicit reference was
made to the problems in connexion ^\ith which those processes are
of greatest significance, but in the lesser Socratic schools on the one
hand, and in Plato on the other, we find the new principle either

brought to bear upon he old diflSculties. or developed into a com-
prehensive method.
The Socratic concept contains m itself the union of one and

many, but it is in nature subjective; it is a mode of knowledge. If,

then, it be regarded as only subjective, the old difficulties reappear.
How is it possible to reconcile, even in thought, an opposition so
fundamental as that between unity and plur.Tlily ? JIust there not
be a like irreconcilable opposition between the subjective counter-
parts of these objective relations, between the individual notion,
the atom of knowledge, and the proposition or definition? How,
indeed, can there be a combination in thought of that which is iu

essence uncombinable ? Whether we take Anstippus, who draws
mainly for theory of knowledge on tho Heraclitic-Protagorean
sources, or Antisthenes, who leans towards the Eleatic, or the
Megarics, who also, in accordance with tho Eleatic thoughts,
devoted chief attention to the polemical aspect of the theory, \\a

find a set of problems appearing, the solution of which imperatively
called for a theory of knowledge as the combination of one and
many. Perhaps the most interesting of these early thinkers, so

far as tho history of logic is concerned, is Antisthenes, whose
extreme nominalism presents the most curious analogies to somo
recent logical work.^ According to Antisthenes, the world of cog-

* Mctrph., 1078b, 27-29.
^ On .\ntisthenes, sec the third part of the Tkeactetiis, which ap-

pears, beyond doubt, to refer to him (comp. Peipers, Untersuckungcn
uhrr dus System I'latu s, 1874, pp. 124-48), and Aristotle, Mctcplnj-
sics 102n., 32; lO-iSb, 21; To^nca, 104b, 21
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Disable fact consists of combinations of elementary ji;.rts (irpura).

These TrpHra appear in cognition as irreducible elements denoteJ by

the simplest elements of speech, names. The name is the mark for

the sense-impression by which each irpCiTov is communicated to us,

for they are only known by sense, and are .strictly individual. A
.composite thiug is known through the combination of names of

its parts, and such a combination (irviJiTrXurf)) is s proposition or

definition (\6yoi). Each thing has its specific \6-(os (oIkuos

\6yos), and a judgment is merely the expression of this. There is

therefore no distinction of subject and predicate possible ; even

identical propositions, the only possible forms under this theory,

are mece repetitions of the complex name. Predication is either

impossible or reduces itself to naming in the predicate what is

named in the subject. It is the simple result of so consistent a
nomiDAli3m that all truth is arbitrary or relative ; th«re is no pos-

sibility of contradiction, not even of one's self.

The theory of Antisthenes, strange as it may at first sight appear,

rested on certain metaphysical diffieulties, which lie at the root of

all the perple.xity regarding the import of propositions, and it is

not too much to say that these difficulties were kept continually in

mind by Plato and Aristotle in their several attempts to explain the

nature of knowledge. Both thinkers find themselves confronted

with the ultimate question. What is the ground of unity in things

known, and in what way does thought unite the detached attri-

butes of things into a subjective whole ? What is the nature of

the unity which binds things, themselves in a sense units, into

classes or wholes, and how comes it that in the judgment subject

and predicate are, in a sense, set at one ?

In Plato, for whom the solution was found in the participation

in or imitation of ideas by things, we find more distinctly conceived

the series of logical processes involved obscurely in the Socratic

method. So far as positive statements regarding the ideas can

carry one, it may be said that in essence these processes concern

only the formation of or. deduction from the concrete universal con-

cept or general notion. The ideas, in the Platonic system, at least

;a reference to-the thought which apprehends them, resemble most
closely class notions. A deeper significance often appears to attach

to the relative processes of induction, whereby the resemblances of

things, the idea in them, is disclosed, definition, whereby the content

of the idea is made explicit, and division, whereby the external con-

nexion of ideas with one another, their system, is deduced, but such
sigaificance attaches to the more purely metaphysical aspects of the

theory, and had no. particular bearing on the Aristotelian treatment
of the same problems. Not much is given in Plato towards a theory

of the proposition, though sometimes an analysis of its elements is

sketched ; and the method of division could yield only a few of the

types of deductive reasoning. But, over and above these more de-

finite coiitributions towards the construction of a theory of know-
ledge, there are general aspects of the Platonic" work of not secondary

importance for the Aristotelian logic. In Plato the fundamental
dilierences of earlier philosophic views appear in a new phase, and
are elevated to a higher stage. Sophistic method is analysed, not
as in forms actually existing, but in its essential features, and the

.opposition between S"phist and philosopher is viewed as the

opposition between opinion and knowledge. Heraclitic principle

of change and Eleatic doctrine of unity are resolved into the more
ccmprehensive opposition of the universal and the particular, while

hints of an ultimate solution, of a universal which is at once and
psr se particular, are not wanting. The Socratic method of thought
appears as that by which alone a solution of philosophic difficulties

is to be obtained, and the consideration of thought in its relation to

facts is marked out for special investigation. A deeper view of

thought was thus made at once possible and necessary.

S. (6) Much, then, had been effected by Aristotle's •predecessors

in the way of preparing a definite body of problems and a method
of dealing with them, problems and method which might fairly

be said to belong to a theory of knowledge as such, and from the
occasional references in the Organon to opinions of contemporaries

it is evident that many isolated attempts at solution of such
questions were being carried on. In Aristotle we find a systematic

(ixamination of many of these problems, but it is left by him
cloubtful what place in the general scheme of philosophic sciences

should be assigned to it. The distribution into physics, mathe-
matics, and first philosophy, or the wider classification of doctrines

as" poetic, practical, or theoretical, in no way enables us to class

logic or the body of speculations making up the Organon. That
the forms of proof analysed in these writings are of universal

scope is unambiguously declared ; that the first principles assumed
in all proof are dealt with in first philjsophy is also made clear

;

but the relations betweeli the two doctrines so reciprocally related

cannot be determined from any statement made by Aristotle him-
self. That he should have regarded-the inquiries of the analytics

'as propsedentir in character, and should have held that those who
assume to discuss problems of first philosophy ought to have made
themselves acquainted with the general theory of proof, is intelligible,

and more than this significance cannot, we think, be assigned to

the passage in the Metapkyrica, on theground of which the logical

14-28

inquiries have been classed as the general, common introduction to
the whole system.' For the close connexion between the analytical
researches of the Orgajwn and the inquiry into essence or being as
such forbids us to accept, in any strict sense, a separation of these
as forming distinct and independent sciences. To metaphysics is

assigned the consideration of the principles of proof, and the kind
of inquiry making up first philosophy is described by Aristotle in a
fashion which assimilates it most closely to the researches of the
analytics. That which is left undecided by the Aristotelian
classification is the relation of the logical inquiries to the organic
whole of which first philosophy is the main or sole part' To
obtain any fresh light we must turn to the consideration of indica-
tions supplied by Aristotle as to the nature of the inquiries grouped
under the head Analytics,

9. (c) Such indications are unfortunately most scanty. As we
probably have not the Metaphysics in its full extent, actual or
contemplated, the want of a clear separation between the inquiries
belonging specially to first philosophy and those appropriate to the
analytical researches maybe due in part to the deficiency of our
materials. There are, however, two lines of separation discernible,
from which some useful inferences may be drawn. What we call

the logic of Aristotle, i.e., the treatises making up the Organon, ia

roughly divisible into tliree parts :— (1) the formal analysis of
syllogism and its allied types of reasoning, with the more particular
discussion of the elementary parts of reasoning = the proposition;
(2) the theory of scientific proof and definition (apodictic)

; (3)
the theory of probable arguments, or of reasoning based on currently
received opinions and leading to conclusions more or less probable
(dialectic). Certainly for Aristotle there was no such disrinction
between the first and the remaining two parts as would in any way
correspond to the modern sepaiatiou of general or formal logic from
the tjfieory of knowledge, or material logic ; the -three parts in
conjunction make up one body of doctrine. Now dialectic is very
specially indicated as being of a formal character, i.e., as dealing
with no special matter, but with xowi, opinions, or types of
opinions common to all sciences.^ Apodictic, we may assume, is in
like manner the formal study of what constitutes knowledge strictly

so-called, the nature of the principles on which knowledge rests,

the speci.al- marks distinguishing it, and the method by which
knowledge is framed. But in every body of doctrine we may
distinguish, according to Aristotle, three things,—the genus or
class of objects with which the demonstration's concerned, the
essential or fundamental attributes, qualities of these objects, which
are to be demonstrated of them, and, thirdly, certain common axioms
or principles of demonstration, not themselves demonstrable, and
not entering as integral parts into the demonstration, but lying in

the background as security for the reasoning carried out by thought
employing them. Can anything corresponding to these three facts

be discovered, if we assume for the moment, what certainly is not
explicitly stated by Aristotle, that analytic constitutes a special

body of doctrine ? The genus or class about which the doctrine is

concerned can only be reasoning itself, either as apodictic or

dialectic, and. the latter for a special reason may be left out of

account ; a!r(i5ti|is, then, is the matter concerning which the doc-

trine is put forward. But diroSeiJis is a form of knowledge, that is

to say, is subjective. The properties, therefore, of apodictic science

can only be made clear if we consider on the one hand the objective

counterparts of necessity and universality in thought, and on the

other hand the nature of universality and necessity of thought
itself . The common principles or axioms, finally, can only be such
presuppositions as are made in apodictic or reasoning generally

respecting thought in its relation to fact, as grasping or apprehend-

ing reality. The consideration of such axioms, it has been already

seen, pertains to first philosophy. Analytics then would appear as

au independent doctrine, holding of first philosophy on the one
hand, both in regard of the common axioms and in regard of the

attributes of being, by which it is a possible object of science, and
on the other hand referring to the subjective treatment of thought,

whether in relation to principles or to fact generally.

A very similar result may be attained if we follow out a line of

distinction indicated in more than one portion of the Metaphysics.*

Separating the modes in which being is spoken of into four—(1) ri

%v Ka-rh. av^Q€0r}K6s ', (2) zh Sr us a\7]dfs Kal rh ^7; tiv uis rh i^-ei/Sos ;

(3) t5 hv Kara To axvt^<tTa t7)s KaTjjyopias
; (4) rb iv Swdfiei Kal

ivfpyda—Aristotle excludes the second from the special researches

peculiar to first philosophy, the study of being as being, but neither'

excludes it from general consideration in metaphysics as a whole,

• Metaph. . It. 1005b. 2. See Zelier, Ph. d. Or..u.'! (3d ed.). p. IS*, n. ; Rassow,

De Definil. Not.. 46. 47 ; Sctiwegler, Comment tur Metaph., *. 161: and, contra,

Prantl, Oe^ch. dei- Logik, !. 137. Zelier roaintaind the view that Aristolle intends

to indicate the place occupied by the analytics in his general scheme of philosophy.

2 On Arirttotle's use of the term Ao-ytxos and its allies, see (in addition to.Waitz,

Com. in Oi'gan., U. p. 353-65) Schwegler, Commentar :u Ar. Metaph., vol. iv. p,

48-el.
• See Aaat. Pott., 1. 11 ; nhet., 1. 1, and in many passages. C/. Heyder, Method,

d. Arist., p. 348.
< Metaph.. vl. 4, v. 29, h. Iti. Cf. Sch-weRler, Com , Ul. 241, iv. 29 »}., 18C ; and

^e;itaiio, Bedffulung (Ul Seienden nach Aritt., 21 rg.
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treatment A comparatively clear account, however, of what la

understood by him under the head of being as truth and non-bemg

as falsity may be extracted from the various passages referred to,

and little doubt can remain that being so regarded is m a peculiar

sense the matter of analytical {i.e., logical) researches.

Beinc as truth and non-being as falsity refer to and rest upon

combination and division of the elementary parts of thought. For

truth and falsHy have no significance when app !8d to things, bnt

only to the connexion of thought which is dominated by the one

principle of non-contradiction. Nay, thinking has not even

immediate and direct reference to being as such, but only to being

as the existent, as qualified, or quantified, or modified in some

other way (i.e., according to the categories), and it is m its very

essence the conjunctiou or unifying of elements. What cannot be

conjoined as e.g., the notions of elementary facts themselves, are

aiot either true or false, and are not matters of thought. Thought

'thus moves in a definite sphere, that of the combinable or separable,

the correspondence of conceptions with>real relations, and has its

limits on the one hand in the elementary data apprehended by

intellect (xow—reason), and on the other hand in the infinite sea of

particular, accidental qualifications of things {a-viJ.$e$riK6Ta). The

possibility of contradictory assertions (for true and false judgments

together make up the contradiction, -rh Si aivoAov Trepl iifpKrixhf

imipaa-ea)!) is the distinguishing mark of thought. Now it is this

very possibility that lies at the root of all the analytical researches.

Not, indeed, that one can assume for Aristotle a view which has

appeared in later logical works, that all firms of logical reasoning

are to be deduced from the principle of contradiction. Quite the

reverse. The common axioms underlie all processes of proof, direct

or indirect, but they do not enter into or form part of proof.

Nothing can be deduced from them ; but their authority can be

appealed to against any one who refuses to allow a conclusion

reached by a correct syllogism from true premisses.' (The nerve of

logical proof would thus lie in the disjunctive proposition ; either

this conclusion is to be gi'anted or the principle of contradiction is

denied. ) Now the analytical researches are in especial the treatment

-of combination and separation in thought. For even the syllogism

m^y be regarded as only a complex judgment or synthesis, and in

the exposition of the forms of combination and separation we shall

find a complete system extending from the unproved principles and
exhibiting the methods according to which thought proceeds

towards the determination of the essential properties of things or

the discrimination of variousheads under which the transitory and
accidental attributes may be advantageously classed.

So far then as one can judge, the matter of Aristotle's analytical

researches may be expressed as the concrete nature of thought,
characterized by its fundamental attribute, the possibility of
contradiction, correlated with the real system of things, and having
as its end the realization of systematic knowledge, i.e., the adequate
subjective interpretation of being.

10. The indication that the analytics have to do with being as
conceived by thought, conducted under the general axiom of non-
contradiction and expressed in language, requires to be filled up
by a more detailed treatment of the Aristotelian theory of thought
in relation to being. Upon the characteristics assigned to thought
or knowledge in this special relation, must depend the general
nature of the Aristotelian logic, the determination of the scope of
logical treatment, and the essence of logical method. For from a
quite similar statement regarding the province within which Iqgic
moves totally diverse conclusions might be drawn respecting the
precise function of logical method. . One might have either a
formal doctrine or tcchnic, or a real methodology, either an attempt
to evolve logical principles from the axiom of contradiction, or a
development of the laws according to which thought, necessarily
acting under the said axiom, proceeds towards the construction of
knowledge. The history of logic clearly shows how differently the
matter of the analytics may be viewed. For one of the possible
conclusions, that logic is a technic or quasi-mathematical exposition
of formal relations, has been accepted as the undoubted result of
Aristotle's teaching, and has so prevailed as to make itself the
current conception.^ The other, the view of logic as theory-of the
method of scientific thought, has been cast entirely into the back-
ground, so far as logical doctrines are concerned, and, if allowed at
all, has been regarded as foundation for a species of applied locic
an appendix to the other; -

11. Not much aid is afforded directly by any classification or
division of the books now collected together as the Organon. As
above noted, tho Prior and Posterior Analytics with the Topics form
one connected whole, while the Cafqories and the De Enunciatione
stand apart as isolated treatments of special problems, not organi-
caUy or necessarily part of the research. The genuineness of both
these treatises has been doubted (see Aristotle, vol ii. p. 514),
and it is not improbable that both are redactions of Aristotelian

' Cf. generally Anat. Post., 1. 14.
» C/. Brandls, -ar.-rim. Phil., ii. 873-75.

material, perhaps drawing from other lost writings of Aristotle,

perhaps based on oral teaching, by some Aristotelian scholar. A
summary view of the contents of the other books will be found at

vol. ii. p. 516.

12. The logical researches as a whole manifest a strong unity,

and at the same time refer to one fundamental opposition, that

between apodictic and dialectic reasoning.'

The opposition between apodictic and dialectic is in the Aristo-

telian system the development of that which had already played

so important a part in Plato and Socrates, the distinction between

science and opinion. Knowledge in the strict sense had there pre-

sented itself as the generalized notion referring to being in its very

essence, and resting on thought or reason. Opinion is the qnasi-

kndwledge of the, particular, referring to that which is not being

but only accident, and resting on sense or imagination. In the

Platonic method this distinction had come forward as the under-

lying basis for the opposition of philosophy and sophistical rhetoric;

in Aristotle a much more precise formulation is given of the cjiar-

acteristics of the two opposed forms of thought, and the connexion

between opinion or dialectic and rhetorico-sophistical discussion is

made more concrete and profound. Dialectic, with Aristotle, is the

system resulting from the attempt to reduce to rule or generalize

modes of argument which rest upon current received doctrines as

principles, which move within the region of interests about which
current opinions pro and con are to he found, and which terminate

not in the decisive solution of a yiroblem but in clearing the way for

a more profound research or at least in the establishment of the

thesis as against an opponent. Dialectic, then, has no special pro-

vince ; it deals with Koivi or evSoJi, and its methods are perfectly

general. On the one hand, as being the application of reasoning,

it refers to and employs the specific types of reasoning, syllogism

and induction ; on the other hand, as being applied to matters of

opinion, and borrowing its principles from current floating dicta

about matters of common interest, the types of reasoning tend in it

to assume special forms resembling those employed in rhetoric

(which is a kind of offshoot from dialectic—the application of dia-

lectic to political principles). The province of dialectic being thus
essentially vague, the matters about which dialectic reasoning is

concerned being of the most fluctuating character, there must be, for

Aristotle, the greatest difficulty in determining, per se and apart

from the opposition to apodictic, what is the character of dialectic

syllogism and induction. Nor can it be said that the interpreter of

Aristotle has an easy task in the endeavour to discover what pre-

cisely is dialectical reasoning and in what way the forms which are

assumed to be common both to apodictic and dialectic come to have
any application to the fluctuating mass of current opinions. It is

comparatively simple to say apodictic and dialectic differ in this,

that the one rests on principles essential, necessary, seen to be true,

while the other proceeds frorh data which are merely received as
credible and as containing probable, received opinions (jn a subject

about which there may be difference of view ; and it may be added
that in the one we reach conclusions which are essential, in which the
jiredicate is necessarily and universally true of the subject, while in

the other the conclusion remains, like the data, credible merely,
and is, at best, only one of the probable answers to a question. But
there remains the difficulty, which is certainly not cleared up by any
direct statement from Aristotle—of what nature is the syllogistic

inference that applies to material of this kind ? what is the nervus
probandi in a dialectic syllogism ? There are two possible views

—

either that the principle of syllogistic inference is purely formal,
deducible from the characteristic of thought as either affirming or
denying, in reference to a particular subject, and therefore capable
of application either to probable or to necessary matter, oi' that the
syllogism is explicable only as a form in which knowledge is estab-

lished and is applicable but per accidens, as one may express it, to
probable matters. Under this second view, the possibility and
reality of syllogistic inference would be traced to the correlative

peculiarities of human thought and of the nature of the objects of

thought, and it would follow that in strictness there is/no dialectic

syllogism. Such a conclusion at first sight appears to stand' in
sharp opposition to quite emphatic utterances'of Aristotle, bnt if we
suppose, for the sake of example, that a dialectic syllogism were
framed, we should readily discern that the link of connexion be-
tween data and conclusion, the nervus probandi, as it may be called,

does not in fact differ from that involved in the apodictic syllogism.
The merely probable character of the data prevents the conclusion

* The most important treatments of the principles and details of the Aristo-
telian logic, which are here oiawn upon freely, are (1), instar omnium, that
of Prantl lOesch. d. Logik, i. pp. 87-346); (2) that of Brandis, Arisloteles, pp.
1-18..434, and Aristotetisches Lehrgebdude. pp. 12-62 (in which there is sharp criti-
cism of Prantrs view) ; (3) that of Giote, Aristotle, vols. i. and ii. pp. 1-134
(most patient and accurate, but tending continuously to minimize the speculativo
element)

; (4) that of St Hilaire, in his-essay De la Logique d'Aristote, 2 vols., 183S,
and in his translation of the Organon ; (5) that of Biese. Phil. d. Arist., 1. 44-319.
Trendelenburg's Elementa Logices AristoteUm. Waitz's edition of the Organon. and
Ueberweg's System dtr Logik contain much of valua Mr I'oste's translation of
the Post. Anal, and SopMs. Elenchi, Mr E. Wallace's Outlines 0/ the Phil, of
Aristotle, and Mr Magrath's Selections from the Organon will also bn found of
service.
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I

(rom having a higher value than mcro likelihood, but docs not

affect the chain of inference, which proceeds on assumptions idea-

tical with these involved in apodictic. Aristotle is chary of any

examples of dialectic syllogism, and indeed, if one considers that

all forms of modality are investigated in the general analysis of

syllogism, it becomes difficult to sec what specially dibtingui.-.lu'S

dialectic inference. It is not to be denied, however, that the

investigation of the grounds for the coexistence of dialectic and

apodictic is incomplete in Aristotle, as it confessedly is in Plato.

Unless then, it can be shown beyond possibility of iinestion that

Aristotle 'does lay down [lurely formal rules for syllogi-m, rules de-

ducible simply from the fundamental a.\iom of thought—and the

evidence on which such a view is based will be c.xaniinei later—we

do not obtain much light from the opposition between dialectic

and apodictic. More important results, however, arc gained when

we consider the Aristotelian doctrine of genuine knowledge, of

4ir(i5ti£(s, for, among the numerous elemenls that here fall to be

noted, some are of quite general import, and apply to the whole

process of the formation of knowledge.

13. Apodictic knowledge generally is definable through the

special marks of its content. It deals with the universal and

necessary, that which is now and always, that which cannot be

other than it is, that which is wliat it is simply through its own
nature. It is tlie expression of the true universal in thought and

things, 7b KaSoXov. Further, as a method, iiriiStilis is characterized

by the nature of its Stirling jioiiit, and of the connecting link in-

volved, as well as by the peculiarity of its result. It rests upon the

first, simplest, best known, unprovable elements of thought, tlie

irpiTo Kn! S^eiro, which are not themselves in the strict sense

matters of apodictic science, which are drairtiSeiKTa. In all the inter-

n\ediate processes of scientiDc ]iroof there is involved generally this

dependence upon previously established principles, ami, when a|io-

dictic is taken in its ultimate abstraction, these previously estab-

lished princijiles 'are seen to be the prior, ultimate elements,

assumptions in thought about things, as one Inay proviaionally

desaibe them. The peculiar connexion involved is simply what
we understand by the princijde of syllogism. No syllogism is pos-

sible without the universalizing element, the KaOiiAoi/, and know-
ledge in its essence is syllogistic' The conclusion of the syllogism

in which essential attributes are attached to a subject is the con-

cretion or closing together of the two aspects of all thought and
being, the universal and particular.^

. The fuller explanation of apodictic tuus refers us to three points

of extreme importance in the Aristotelian theory of knowledge, the
precise nature of the KaQiKov, which presents itself as the character-

istic feature of an-o'5ei|i!, the relation of fundamental and universal
in things on which the possibility of airdSti^is is foundeil, and the

forms of thought through which the universal and particular factors

are subjectively realized. The three are most closely connected,

and as they involve the main difficulties of the Aristoteliau philo-

sophy as a whole, a general treatment of them is indisjiensable.

First then of xi Ka66\ou, the characteristic term in the explanation
of knowledge. This notion is essentially double-sided. On the
one side it is the universal of empirical knowledge, the generic or
class universal

—

itisri KaTairayrus; on the other hand, it is tlie root

or ground of the empirical universal— it is rb khO' aurb xai ^ ahrS,^
that which is in, for, and through itself, the essential. Kow the
essential, icafl' alir6, is, in the first place, either tliat which enters
into the being and notion of a thing as a necessary prerequisite (for

example, line is a necessary element in the being and notion of
triangle), or that which is the necessary basis of an attribute (c.f/.

,

tine in reference to straiijht and amcd), or in tlie second place that
which is as subject only and not as predicate, or finally that which
\sper sc the clause or ground of a fact or event.'* Thus the function
of thought (of apodictic) is the exposition with reference to a deter-

mined class of objects of all that necessarily inheres in them, on
account of the elementary factors which determine their existence
and nature. Keal things, individual objects, are the basis of all

knowledge, but in these individuals the elementary parts, causally
connected, and leading to ulterior consequences, form the general
element about which there may be demonstrative science. Thought
which operates upon them does so, as we have already seen, under
the peculiar restriction of its very nature, as the subjective reali-

' Cf. Topics, pp. 164a. 10.
2 See specially v4 ho/. Fr., 67a, 39 sq., and compare the elaborate note of Kampe,

Erkennlnisithearie des Aris.,^. 220 (also p. 84). Grote (Ariilolle, t. p. 263a)
remarks :

" Complete cognition (to ei-epyeif, according to the view here set fortli)

consists of one mental act corresponding to the major premiss, another coiTe-
sponding to the minor, and a third including both the two la conscious jn:!:ta-

position. The third implies both tlie first and the second." The connexion
bf'tween this and the Alistotelian doctrines ot t.aic in it^ r^Jatlotl to ato-0Tj(ns
will not escape attention

3 Anal. /'03/.,73b. .JO, xaedAou 5e Xe'yw o av KiLTu irat-Tds T« vndpxTJKCu Kad' aVTO
iji

rJ aiiTo See Jndesr Aristolelictu, s. v., pp. 356-57, and on koO' ai/jo compare
fieyder, Attthod. d. ArUt., 310 n., and Bonitz. Com. in Mel., pp. 265-66. On the
distinction t>etween Ka86\ov and v-i'os, see Bonitz, Com. in Afel., p. 299, 300

;

Teller, Ph. d. Or., il. 1, p. 205. 206.
« C/. Pranll, Ott. d. Lonit,\. 121, 122, who haa rigtatly plac'd the function of

lEodoXov In the foreground.

zation of the notion of things, anu the principles expressing this

restriction, the logical axioms, maybe appealed to if demonstration
bo opposed groundlessly, but these axioms do not enter into the
process of demonstration. " When the apodictic process has
attained its end, that is, when all the universal propositions relat-

ing to a given class, with insightjiuto the necessary character of the
jjieUication in each case, have been gathered up, then the /ca94$Aou

'of knowledge in respect to that class has been realized." ^

14. Trobably the example of apodictic which Aristotle beaia
tliietly in mind is mathematical science, and in his treatment of
the cliaracteristic raaiks of this doctrine most of the peculiaritiea

of apodictic occur. In mathematical science abstraction is made of
the material qualities of the things considered, of those' qualities

vhich give to them a place as physical facts, but the abstracta are
not to be conceived as entities, self-existing. They are not even to
be conceived as existing only in mind, as ideal types ; they truly

exist in things, but are considered separately (e'| aipaipiaeus). The
first principles of mathematical science arc few and.definite, and the
procedure is continuously liom the simple and absolutely more
Vuown to the conejete and relatively more known. As in proof
J^euerally, so in mathematical demonstration, an essential quality
((n/ju3ej8T/N:(Js Ka0 abrb) niay be proved of a subject, and yet such,

quality may be still acciileiital, i.e., not predicated of the subject
on account of its generic constituent marks, but capable of being
deduced from the constituent mark of that which enters into the
subject, as, e.g., a given figure's exterior angles are equal to four
right angles. 'NVhy ? Because it is an isosceles triangle. Why has
an isosceles this projierty >. Because it is a triangle. Why has a
tiiangle ? Because it is a rectilineal figure. If this reason is
ultimate, it completes our knowledge, Ka.\ KaBiXov 5e tiJte.* Thus
the range of mathematical proof extends fioni the irpwro, the original
definitions, which at the same time assume the existence of the
things leliiied, through thedeteiminations Ka9' outo to the qualities
(crviiS($TiKOTa), which Can be shown to attach to their subjects, to
be in a seuse KaB' aura, while a continuous series of middle notions,
concerning which there cannot be much ambiguity, effects the transi-
tion. Jloieover, in mathematical science, one can see with the
utmost evidence the correlation of reason and sense, which will pre-
sently appear as a fundamental factor in Aristotle's general theo.-y
of knowledge. The Trpwra are not to be conceived as innate or as-

possessed before experience. They are seen or envisaged, intuited
in perception by vou!, and induction here as elsewhere is the pro-
cess by which perceptions are gathered together for the reflective

and intuiting action of yoDs. In the mathematical individual,,

more evidently than in any other case, is visible the union ot
thought and sense. The demonstration which employs a diaoram
does not turn upon any properties of the diagram which are there
for sense only, not" for reason, but upon the general elementary
relations contemplated in thought.' In mathematical development,
that which is potentially contained in the BAt; roi)T^ on which
mathematic.-il thinking operates is brought forward into actnality
by the constructive processes through which the proof is mediated,
and the potential knowledge contained in the intuition of mathe-
matical elements becomes actual through the process of construc-
tive thought.'

Finally, the relation of pure mathematical reasoning to that
found in sciences genetically one with mathematics, e.g., optics,
astronomy, harmonics, &c., furnishes an interesting example of the
relation between reasoning based on fact and on causal ground.'

15. The process of airSSei^is generally and of mathematical demon-
stration in particular has brought into clear light the prominent
characteristic of knowledge according to the Aristotelian view.
Knowledge must always be regarded from two sides, as having rela-

tion to the universal, and as bearing upon the particular.'" It is in
itself the union of the general and the particular, of the universal and
the individual. This fundamental notion of knowledge is not only
the integral element in the Aristoteliau theory of science, but also the
guiding principle in his scientiMc method." In all cases we require
to keep in mind the necessary correlation of the particular facts and
the general grounds, the multiplicity of effects and the unity of
cause. The one element is not apart from the other. Universals
as such are of no avail either as explanations of knowledge or as
grounds of existence. Pai'ticulara as such are infinite, indefinite.

» Prantl, i. 126. • Anal. Post., I. 24. 86a, 2.
' Cf. the passage from Oe Memor., p. 450,_ quoted by Braodis, Arisloteles, p.

1133,—(TV^/3atVei yap T3 aijb Tiados iv Tw coete (tai ef riZ Siaypd^etp' tKel re ya(>
hv6(v npoaxpoifLtvoi T<p to ffoerbc i^piaji-^vov elvat to rptybtvoy, oiuti^ ypaipo^fv
bipl<TfJ.evQV Kara TO iroffde" Kai 6 I'Owi' bxrauTuf, Kav p.r} iroabf voji, Ti'SeTai Trpi>

otLpiirttiv noaov, coei &'ovx J)
TTOaov. av ik T) ifivats jf twc irotroii', ddptoToi- 5c,

TiSerai fikv TroCTOi' ujpii7fJ.tvov, i-oer Si ]J Trotrov ^dl-oi'. C/. also i^ff..vii. 10 and 11.
Aristotle's view strongly resembles, in this point at least, that of Kant.

' See itetaph., ix. c."9. p. 1051a. Some interesting lemarks on the process of
mathematical construction and its relation to syllogistic proof will be found in
Ueberweg's Sijslem der Logik, 5 101, p. 273.

9 See generally Anal. Post., chap. 13. Of Ai'Istotle's views on mathematics the
best expositions seem to be those of Blese {Ph. d. Arist., 11. 21^-34), Brandia
(Aristoletes, pp. 135-39. and Arislot. Lehrgebdudt, 7-11), and EucJceo {Methode d,
Arist. Forschung, pp. 56-66)

"> Cf. specially Anal. Pr., il. 21.

" This l« orrollpntly put by Eudien, op. cit., pp. 44-55.
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and incognizable. Only in the tmion of these, a union which

objectively regarded is the combination of form and matter, of

potentiality and actuality, of genus and ultimate difference, sub-

jectively is the combination of the data of sense, imagination, and

intuitive faculty of reason, is knowledge possible. And the methods

by which knowledge is formed in us regarding things exhibit the

same twofold aspect. Syllogism as the form of the process from

generalia to the determination of attributes of the individual sub-

ject, induction as the method of procedure from the vaguely

apprehended individuals to the geueralia or principles, alike,

when analysed, exhibit the conjunction of the universal and parti-

cular.

16. In each branch of knowledge there are involved the specihc

genus or class, the attributes concerning which there is to be

demonstration, and the common axioms or principles. Each

branch, moreover, implies special principles, ISiai o/jxo"' ; there is

no all-comprehensive science from which truths are to be deduced,

and from the common maxims alone nothing can be inferred.

'AiroSciJis involves principles, and starts therefore of necessity with

what may be called definitions. Yet definitions are at the same

time the final result of apodictio demonstration, and the original

assumptions may be pushed farther and farther back till they appear

as the vpuTai koI &u.i(Xoi irpordireis which -are only apprehended by

vovs. From this distinction between knowledge as completed and

knowledge as in process of formation, as from the distinction

between sciences of the same genus as more or less general {e.g.,

geometry and optics), there follow the distinctions between proposi-

tions necessary and propositions true l-rl rh iroKi, between proof of

fact and proof of essence, between deduction and induction, between

syllogism as generic form of all proof, and the special type of

syllogism in which completed knowledge is expressed. We are

thus enabled to reconcile what seem at first sight discrepancies in

the Aristotelian doctrine,—as, e.g., the insistance upon induction as

furnishing the principles of reasoning (to KaS6\i>v) coupled with the

attempt to show that induction too is a kind of syllogism ; the

explanation of proof as involving essence, coupled with the admis-

sion of syllogisms of fact ; the treatment of propositions as necessary

and contingent in themselves, coupled with the distinction between

iTriiTTitffn and 5(/'|o. In all forms of knowledge there is the twofold

aspect, that which turns upon the essential connexions, and that

which refers to the isolated facts wherein such connexions make
their appearance. Syllogistic as formal analysis of what is common
in all knowledge is one part of the all-comprehensive theory of

knowledge, an integral but not a self-existing part.^

17. The general idea of the Aristotelian analytic thus obtained

does not require to be supplemented by any detailed survey of the

logical system into which it is evolved, but a brief summary of the

most important points and indication of the relation in which the

parts stand to the whole may be of advantage.

The simplest form of knowledge, that in which being as true or

false is apprehended, is the judgment. The consideration of the
judgment is therefore the first part of the analytical researches.

Here Aristotle distinguishes more accurately than any of his prede-
cessors (indeed for the first time with accuracy) between subject
and predicate as integral parts, symbolized by the noun and verb,

and signifying the relations for ns of things as appearing under the
schemata of the categories. The material basis of the judgment,
as one may call it, is the thing as an object of possible linowledge,
i.e., the thing as individual (and therefore as involving matter and
form, the particular and the general), as qualified, specifically, in
time, space, quantity, and relation, and existing as one mode in the
universal nexus of potentiality and actuality. These metaphysical
forms, and, specially, the deep-lying modes of potentiality and
actuality, reflect themselves in the forms whereby subjectively
knowledge is realized in us, and the resulting knowledge is con-
ditioned partly by them, partly by the modes in which intellect as
a reality is developed in us. The proposition has necessarily a
reference to them, and thus alongside of formal' distinctions between
universal, particular, singular, and indefinite judgments we have

' The passages In which an apparently formal view of logical relations is ex-
pressed are mainly the following -.—Topics, i. chap. vi. (in which the fundamental
logical forms of deflniUon, genus, property, and accident are explained by refer-
ence to the coincidence of the spheres of subject and predicate in a proposition!
Anal. Post., i. chap. 26 (<7v\Aoy.<r,AC! ^ortv, U »v oCru; i^n, <!". ? 5\or ^pbj
Mtpoi 1 (icpot irpot o\oy «x«iv); Anal. Poll., ii. 3 (ertpoi. Se iripa iirdj«ifi5, iiv uii
"S f"pO! If II tV)! oA>1!. touto Se Ktyu, oTi Se'Stiitioi to lo-oo-iteWs Svo 0ls9aU fi wiy
rpiyui.oi' Sc'SeiitToi- Mt>05 yip- ToS" oAov) ; RhetorU:. i. 2, § 19. The general treat-
ment of syllogism in Anal. Pr.. i. 4, as apparently resting on' the principle of
subsumpLion or logical snDstitution, has no precise bearing. But the use of the
term SAoi- by Aristotle is not to be regarded as identical with its nse by later
logicians, and it is not rashly to 'be assumed that in Aristotle's view the only
logical relation is that between genus and species. The dislmction betneeu ex-
tent and Intent, on which later writers have laid stress, is never suffered la
Aiistotle to become a distinction in kind ; tlie two elements, extent and content
(«aTo irainii and «aS' aiiri), are always involved, and the difference is only in the
process by which cur knowledge is formed. Probably the relations of extent and
content would never have teen jerered from one another had tt not been for the
error, almost a necessary f.uiing in the at;empt to treat formal logic systematl-
caUy, of regarding notions and judgments as completely formed and defined pro-
ducts apart frora the reasoning In which they appear (see, for a diametrlcallv
opposed view, Hamilton, i«(uro Ml iojic, ii. p. 266).

"".»i/

the distinctions between secessary, contingent, and possible, which
appear partly as given qualities of the judgment, partly as repre-

senting differences in the conditions of knowledge, partly as refer-

ring to differences of subjective apprehension.

The essence of the judgment as the apprehension of truth or

falsehood consists in its twofold aspect as affirmative and negative,

the former of these in a sense prior and better known, but the

latter no less necessary, and both referring to objective relations

of things. The afiirraative and negative character of judgments,

the essential avTiipucn^ of human thought, is further defined in

reference to (n) tlie quantitative distinctions already recognized

(the doctrine of logical opposition), (i>) the distinctions of necessary,

contingent, and possible, which are rightly regarded as real matters

about which the assertion is,' and (c), consequent on this, the oppo-

sition of modal judgments.'
Propositions as integral parts of knowledge turn upon the ulti-

mate relations of things known. The distinctions between first

principles and deduced truths, out of which the theory of proof is

developed, themselves rest upon those distinctions which have

been already noted in treating of apodictic. Syllogism as the form

by which the general and particular elements are mediated andcou-
joined is therefore of universal application, and may be analysed

formally.* The various modes in which syllogistic inference, pure

or modal, the main types to which these modes may be reduced,

their relations to one another, and the general laws implied in

them are worked out in a fashion which does not admit of any
brief statement. The conclusion unites the elements which in

isolation appear in the premL<ises, and is, in a sense, the complex or

organic whole unfolded in the syllogistic form. To every syllogism

three things are necessary, the presence of a positive element, uni.

versality in one of the premisses (resting, as above shown, on the

recognized property of all proof as involving a general fact), and
conscqtience, or necessary connexion between conclusion and pre-

misses. Now from this third element there follow certain interest-

ing deductions. The necessity of consequence rests on the very

nature of syllogistic thought, and if e^ch syllogism be taken as it

stands, as a simple unit, no further inquiry is needful. But the

character of the premisses in themselves may be taken into account,

and we then discover that syllogism proceeds continuously on the

assumption that the general law of syllogistic proof is in the

special case realized. It need not be in fact realized. We may
have premisses in themselves false, from which a true conclusion

is reached, and the falsity of the premisses only becomes apparent
when they are themselves treated as conclusions of a possible

syllogism,' and so the regress made towards ultimate principles.

Syllogistic form, in short, is the hypothetical application of the
general rule of necessary connexion between ground and consequent.

IfA (the premisses), then B (the conclusion). Quite possibly, then,

we may have, in syllogistic form, conclusions drawn from pre-

misses not oLvayKala but only is e'lrl t)> iroXu. Science and
opinion (So'|a) are equally sources of propositions or premisses.

If formal consequences be united with real uncertainty of matter,
there arises a syllogism in character dialectical. Were the real

uncertainty overlooked, the syllogism would be sophistic in charac-

ter. Dialectical reasoning, then, dealing with the stage beneath
science, may be of service, not only for practice in distinguishing

true and false, but as bringing the particulars of each branch of

knowledge into closer relation with the first principles special to

that branch.* For wherever the particular element as such, the
transitory and material, is present, there room is left for opinion,

and reasoning is possible, not of the particular as such, but in so

far as the. particular manifests an underlying imiversal.* The pro-

cesses of dialectic reasoning thus resemble very closely those modes
by which the empirical detail, the region of given fact, is treated,

viz., induction, example, use of signs and probable indications.

For the univessal has always its empirical side, and the complete
process of scientific proof is a final result for which the way may
be prepared by treatment, according to scientific form, of the
empirical fact. There are syllogisms of fact as well as syllogisms
of reason or ground, and the reason or ground becomes apparent
through knowledge of the fact. Occasionally indeed the fact and
ground are so immeiUately connected that transition from one tc

the other may be at once effected, but generally this is not the case.

Of these intermediate forms of reasoning, the only one calling for

2 On this account the modalily is affli-mcd not to attach to the copula ; thus the
opposite of "it is necessary-to-be " is " it is cot necessar>'-to-be," and not eithei
"it is necessary-not-to-be," or " it is not-necessary-to-be.

*'

2 There are obscurities in Aristotle's doctrine of modals, which remain even
after Prantl's laborious treatment {Ges. d. Logik, i. 104-S2). A careful survey is

given in Rondelet. Theorie logique d€S propositions modales, 1861. The definitions
of ei'Sexo^ci'oi' and hvvoirov, which have given rise to much diversity of opinion
(c/. Prantl, i. 167 sq., as against Woitz, i. 376, and Bonitz, p. 887), are excellently
dealt with by Ueberweg, Logii^, J 69.

^ In this eenso only can we recognize the distinction between Aristotle's
Technik and his idea of Apcdiktik on which Lange (Logische Studien, 18S0) has
laid 80 mnch stress. What underlies Aristotle's treatment must never be thrown
out of account.

» Topics, 1. 2. §§ 3-6.
' On this distinction f/. Kampe, Erkatnlnitstheorie d. A., rp. 852,253: Hejder,

itelhoeLd. A., f. 312.
.ir
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comment is iudaction, of the natuie of which somethin,'; has already

beeu said. The obscure chapter in which the f jrmal analysis of

induction is undertaken, a chapter which has much exercised the

ingenuity of commentatocs,' presenla lii'fii'ulties of varied kinds.

An opposition is indicated between syllogism and induction, yet

induction is treated as a kind of syllogism ; that is, freely inter-

preted, induction is so analysed as to "ihnw that in it, also, there is

the union of general assumption and particular detail which is char-

acteristic of syllogistic reasoning. Further, Aristotle seeras to waver

between induction as a kind of inference, through which we arrive

at general principles, and as a species of proof, and his teaching is

therefore perplexed by the want of some clear statement regarding

n difficulty in the theory of induction, which is still far from perfect

solution. For, according to Aristotle, induction as such, starting

from the particulars of sense, and proceeding by comparison of

similar cases and enumeration of all the similarly constituted mem-
bers, never, even when the enumeration is complete, attains to

probative force.* It is still a syllogism of fact. Dot of ground or

reason ; there is a distinction of kind between the survey of

empirical detail, even when complete, and the assertion of causal

connexion between the characteristics of the class and its deduced

properties.* Thus, perception of the law [tI Ka86Kov) from induc-

tion is a kind of new element in the process ; it is recognition by

means of the empLrico-critical survey which is the essence of induc-

tion.* Induction makes clear only, and does not prove.' If we
interpret according to more modern phraseology, this peculiarity

may be expressed as the distinctive feature of inductive research

based on facts or effects. We do not regard the inquiry as terminat-

ing in the establishment of a law until it is possible to reverse the

process and show that from the surmised cause the effects do

actually foUow. Otherwise we have a conclusion of " coexistence
"

merely—au empirical rule or generalizatiou. If, bearing in mind
these sources of difEcultj-, and also the correlation which for

Aristotle always obtains between empirical details and grounds of

reason, we consider the example given in the obscure chapter before

us, some light may bs cast on the exposition there given. The
example selected i3 one touched upon by Aristotle in other two
passages, in the treatise Dc Partibus Animalium, and in the Post.

Anal., ii. 18.* As regards the first of these, reference is desirable

oqjy to bring out the fact that causal nexus is the Ka66\ov in

question ; the second is of the utmost importance aa clearing up
what has always seemed an obscurity in the account of the inductive

syllogism. In the chapters 16-18 of Anal. Post., ii. , Aristotle

considers the relation of cause and effect as the essential basis of

proof, and he points out with much clearness the difference between

the fact as cause of knowledge and the cause as ground of existence

and proof. In some cases cause and effect are so united, so recipro-

cate, that we may infer from one to the other. But the doubt arises,

may there not be more than one cause for any given attribute,

in which case all such inferences from effect must become problem-
atical. Aristotle's solution is remarkable, both in itself ?«d in its

bearing on the inductive syllogism. Suppose the attribute /3 is

found in all individuals of a class A, and also in individuals of

class B, C, &c. In order to discover the cause, investigations must
be carried on until we have a defined number of classes A,B,C, &c.

,

in all of which $ is found, and which comprehend all cases of the

presence of /3. Then that which is also common to A, B,C, kc, may
be regarded as the cause of 0, say, eg., an attribute a. If this attri-

bute a be really the cause of ;3, it will enter into its definition ; it

will be its definition. There might, however, be a connexion of a and
$ of this universal and reciprocating kind, and yet a might not be

the cause in question ; it might be only a fact from which $ could
be inferred ; the real cause y, which gives rise to o, lies in the back-
ground. Characteristic of causation, then, is constant reciprocal

conjunction of facts. Even if it be admitted, then, that there

may be more causes for a iihenomenon than one, it will yet be true

that each of thcso causes will be manifested in one class of pheno-
mena where there will be the universal reeiprocating coexistence

that is characteristic of the relation in question. Thus the attribute

longevity observable in quadruped animals and in birds may be due
to different causes, e.g., to absence of gall in the one case, to pre-

dominance of solid, dry matter in the other. But in each case there
will be a definite species characterized by the constant conjunction

' Anal. Pr., II. 23. Cf. Whewell. Camh. Ph{l. Soe. r;an».,To!.H., 1836; Hamll-
[on. Ucturel, IL 3iS-62 ; Grote. 1. pp. 263-74 ; Heyder, 216-26 ; Kampe, 189-92.

2 On induction and recognition of similarity, see Topics, i. chap. 18, p. 108b, 7
,5?.; Tiii. chap. 1, § 14, and cliap. 8, 5 1 (in these last similarity Is viewed as being
wider in scope than the basis ol induction). That induction Implies a complete
enumeration, see Anat.Pr.,i\. chaps. 23, 24: Anal. Post., Ii. chap. 7.51. That
Indnction even when complete Is not demonstiatlve, see Ana!. Pott., i. chap. 6.

* On this distinction see mainly Anal. Post,, ii. 13, where a very dnt description
of deductive and inductive proof occtirs.

• Compare the passages above noted, and i

the dlscuaaion regarding the relation of univei

2V p. 6;a, 22 sg.

* Anal. Post., U. 5, p. 91b, 33, ov5e -yap 6 eVaywv

• Dt Part. Anim.. iv. 2. C/. Hnmllton, Lect.. ii

IL 16-11, see th« valuable soirinary by Grote, 1. pj^

On Altai. Post..

of the cause and the causatum ; the whole class long-lived animals
and the class gall-less animals will coincide.

Turmng n-->w to the chapter on inductiT<v syllogism, wo find

inducrion defined as inference through tlie minor that the major
belongs to the middle Here evidently major and middle are

regarded not as determined by form only but naturally distinct,

and we must assume that by middle term is to be understood the
ground or reason of the attribute (major term) characteristic of a
defined species or group (the middle term). Were our knowledge
complete and scientific, we should be able lo express this in apodic-
tic form :—whatever animal has no gall is long-lived ; man, horse,
mule, &c., are animals having no gall ; therefore they are long-lived.
The progress of knowledge, however, may be from the empirical
details. We may have given to ns the fact of the attribute, long-
livedness, in the group of animals, man, horse, &c. , and discover
that these long-lived animals are also wanting in gall. If then, in

accordance with the rules above sketched, there can be discovered a
reciprocating relation between want of gall in animals and long-
livedness, if we can constitute a class distinguished by conjoint
presence of gall-lessness and longevity, wo have the basis for an
inductive proof. We may infer therefrom that gall-lessness is, in

this species, the cause of longevity. Such a reasoning is founded
on particulars given, and as the coexistence is given, the conclusion

seems to be immediately drawn ; there does not appear to be media-
tion or use of a middle term ; nevertheless the middle term is

implied, not in the supposition that the two classes reciprocate, but
iu the transference from empirical coexistence to causal nexus.

Aristotle's mode of stating this argument has presented so many
difficulties of interpretation that various emendations have been
proposed. Grote, e.g'., who has not apprehended why the class long-
lived animals should be taken universally,—"we are," he says, "in
no way concerned with the totality of long-lived animdls,"—suggests

an emendation, which makes the" essence of the inductive reasoning
turn upon the extension of what we know regarding some gall-less

animals to all of that class. But this is not the inductive step

according to Aristotle. Induction has not to prove or assume that

o and $, found coexisting in some members of a species, coexist iu

all of them ; Aristotle takes this universal coexistence for granted as

the- basis of the argument; The inductive step is the transference

from this universal coexistence to causal nexus. Apodictically, we
should say, if a is the cause of /3, then all A which possesses a
possesses ; thus reasoning from cause to causatum. Inductively

we say, all AWhich possesses a has /3 ; therefore a is the cause of 0.^

Induction, as dealing with particulars, starting with the sense

data, and resting upon the more evident fact iu order to point

towards the essential ground or reason, is therefore more persuasive,

more palpable, more adapted for popular inquiries, and relatively

more apparent. Syllogistic proof, on the other hand, is more strin-

gent, and more efficacious iu establishing a scientific conclusion or

position.

Aristotle's mode of dealing with induction, in so far at least as

any specific process is designated by that term, seems on the surface

to diverge widely from modern logical theory, and we look in vain

in his analytical researches for consideration of the methods of

observation and experiment which has come to be recognized as the

essential portion of a doctrine of inductive reasoning. Yet it may
fairly be argued that in modern theories the term induction is used

with great laxity, so as to cover either all processes connected with

scientific method or some one special feature of scientific reasoning,

and that the difference between the Aristotelian and modern views

' The foiiu.ving Is the relative portion of chap. 23 of bk. ii. of tlio Anal. Pr.:—
" Now induction ~and syllociim thiough induction Is llie process of concluding by

means of the minor tei-m that the major term is predicable of the miJdle" (that

Is to say, of concluding from given facts that an attribute (ound in all of them Is

the effeit of some other attribute also found in all of them). " For example, if

B be the middle term. A and C the extremes, we show, by means of C, that A is

pi edicable of B ; for this is the inductive process. Thus, let A be longlived ; B,

those wanting gall: C. individual long-lived, as mun. horse, mule. Then A is

predicated universally of C " (that is to say, tlie attribute A Is found In all the

examples before us), - for also that which wants gall is long-lived " (that Is to say,

as a given fact, call-lessness and longevity in the species, group, before us coexist).

"B, wanting giill. thus is predicated univeisally of C. If then B and C be

reciprocating, if C do not extend beyond the middle term " (that Is, If we do not

find other animals than the long-lived animals enumerated which also are devoid

of gall), "it is necessary that A should be predicated of B. For it has been

shown previously that if two terms are predicable of the same third, and if the

extreme reciprocate with one of these, then the other of those predicates will be pre-

dicable of that with which the first rec.procated ; but it is necessary to know that

C is the complex of all the individual cases." The last sentence is extremely hard

to interpret. The expression to iLt»oi/ occurring In it is generally the technical

word for major term, but as in the syllogism before us the major term is one of

the predicates, this signification would seem to contiadict the words irpbs Bdrepov

avruiv. hamilton reads to Mfffoi-. which raak^s the argument intelligible and

coherent with the passage apparently refcired loin hiStiKrat irportpov, viz.. Anal.

Pr.. U. 21, p. 68a, 21-25. Probably Aristotle uses to oKpor here as equivalent to

C. the i;«poi' through w hich tl.e induction proceeds. According to the view taken

above, the essence of the Aristotelian induction does not at all lie in the universal-

izing of C, but in connecting In one proposition the attributes B and A found to

coexist in the group C. There Is thus in one sense no middle, for cause Is not

reached ; in another sense there is. for C is the material Unk connecting A and

B. Aristotle fhen might naturally use a«pov for C. and assimilate the process of

Induction to a svllogism in which there was reciprocation if terms. In fact,

however, induction rcgaided after his fashion results merely in the constitution

"1 a gtomi or class cbamclcrizvd as oossessing two attiibutea in commaa.
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lies mainly in tlis matter, not in tite form, of the process. For there

are numerous hints in Aristotle respecting scientihc procedure,i and,

if vre consider what is peculiar to moderu views, we shall find that

it consists mainly in' the increased fulness and complexity of our

fundamental scientific notions, a fulness and complexity resultius

from lonf'-continued scientific research. Our modern logic of induc-

tion has profited mainly by the general advance of scientific method,

and tends to increase as these methods, by constant contact with

facts become more refined and accurate. The additional cautious

or limitations which we now introduce into our statement of the

principles of inductive research concern not so much the form of

inductive proof as the character and modes of obtaining evidence

which is to satisfy the canons or rules of proof. Such limitations

become apparent only through actual scientific progress, not by

analysis of the form of scientific proof.

18 To Vristotle, as has been above said, proof is essentially syllo-

<astic or d'eductive in character. Not every syllogism is an apodic-

tic proof, but aU proof is syllogistic. For proof oi- aaequate

knowledge is reference of eti'ects to their causes, and the cause is the

•general element, rb Kae6Kov, which forms the middle term in apodic-

tic proof. 2s'ow proof by means of the cause or reason implies the

existence of the cause ; the inquir- why a thing is is useless unless

•we know or assume that the thinf .s. If it exists, then the cause

or reason of its so existing is that which gives it a definite character

«r position ; it is, in technical phraseology, the form of the thing.

But the form of the thiug, regarded apart from the material, acci-

dental element essential to its concrete existence, is that which we

express in a definition. Proof and definition are thus most closely

connected. The terminus to which proof tends, not realized in all

cases of proof but certainly in the most perfect, is the definition,

and, besides, if we closely examine proof, and find that ultimately we

can force back the chain of middle terms up to certain ultimate,

primary universals, disclosed by vovs, and that the nature of these

primary universals is stated in their definition, we see further that

definition is connected with proof as the terminus from which proof

starts. The exposition of definition is thus the crowning portion

of ^istotle's theory of apodictic method.^ In it we have brought

into close, though not explicit, relation, the fundamental notions on

which his logic rests,—the notions of the essence, universal, genus

and specific difference. Definition, as concerned with that which is

involved in demonstration, the ground or reason, is in cases where

the reason and consequent are separable the sum of the demon-

stration ; it is the compressed statement of the connexion between

a subject and the attribute demonstrated of it, i.e. , in a syllogism of

the first figure, the major term.' Frequently a definition merely

states the demonstrated attribute in relation to its subject, without

indicating the rational link.* Such definitions, however, are de-

fective, just as the conclusion of a syllogism, if taken per se, is

defective.' A genuine definition is the statement of the essence,

which in mediated notions is the cause or middle term of the demon-
stration, in immediate notions is directly assumed.* A merely

nominal definition or explanation of what a name signifies is but a

preparatory stadium in the progress towards real, genetic definition.

Definition, then, like demonstration, rests on the essential or

rational ground, the notion of the thing. The rational ground or

notion has its empirical aspect ; it determines a class, and thus, just

as in demonstration we may have forms of reasoning based primarily

on the empirical details, so in framing definitions we may proceed

from the empirical class, and may formulate rules for defining which
bear special reference to the genus or body of individuals. In such

procedure there is always involved the general idea of the essence or

notion as the determining universal, and without this general idea

the subsidiary methods, induction and division, do not yield

scientific definition.

To frame a definition, then, i.e., to discover the elements whose
combination as an essential unity makes up the notion of the things

defined, we select the predicates belonging to the things in question.

' See, for example, the discussions in Topics, i. 17-18; ii. 10-11. on similarity
;

In the Post. Anat.. 1. 13. on deductive and inductive methods: in Post. Anal,,

Ii. 13, on the formation of definition; and hi Post, Anal., ii. 12, 14-18, on the
relation of cause and effect.

2 It does not seem necessai-y here to consider in detail the peculiarities of

apodictic as these are laid out in the first book of the Post. Anal., nor to deal with
the doubts raised regarding definition and proof in the first chapters of the second
book. The substance of these dilBcuIt chapters can be readily summarized. If

definition be taken as a finished result, it seems to stand in no relation to proof,
and indeed it is hard to discover how it comes about at all. For definition sup-
poses that which is implied in proof, the existence of the thing defined, and,
moreover, It is in a special sense a unity, containing no distinction of subject aLd
predicate, whereas such distinction is of the very essence of a demonstrated pro-
position. Neither in province; nor in method, nor in result do definition and
proof coincide. All this follows, however, from an abstract separation of the
form or essence of the thing defined from the concrete nature of the thing. The
essence la not to be taken apart ; the definition does not pre-exist as a given fact.

The essence is the reason of the fact, and is only discoverable when there is the
recognized distinction of fact and reason of tlie fact. We mnst consider definition
In the same manner as being Involved in and resulting from the genesis of scien-
tific knowledge'.

,

' airoSeciit $i(Tti Statfiipovtra, Atial. Poll,, I. 8, p. 75b, 31.
• (n/^irp'pa<rMa ti airodcif^o?, t&t'<*.

• De Anima. 11. 2, p. 41i.-, ^3 Jj.

• 6 Si Twy atuvuiv bpt(rf«0£ 6*ffis- icrl ToZ ii i.iTTi,v d»'aTr65eiKTOC.

but also attaching to other species of t.*ie same genus. The com-
bination of such predicates which is not found in any other species,

which is, therefore, reciprocable with the essence or form of the

species, is its definition. The definition, therefore, contains the

genus and the specific attribute (or combination of attributes). Oi
these elements, the genus is the least important; the truly essential

factor is the specific difference, and, in order that our definitinn

should be ultimate, we must follow out the line of specific difi'er-

ence by which a genus may be divided until we reach a final, irre-

ducible characteristic or group of characteristics, constituting a

lowest species (or natural kind, if one were to employ a term "made
current by J. S. Mill). The systematic following out of the specific

difi'erences is logical division ; the critical comparison of points cd

similarity in species of the same genus, so as to obtain a highei
generality, has no special title accorded to it, but it resembles th»
Socratic and Platonic induction {nmayoi-yi\). Division proceeds or

the oppositions actually found in nature ; and, though, doubtless,

the division by dichotomy has fofmal advantages, it has not, as a

process of real cognition, any supreme value. The negative as such

is the inconceivable, and presents nothing for cognition.' And
division is not dependent on exhaustive knowledge; it is not neces-

sary that, in order to recognize A as distinct from B, wo should

know the whole universe of possible objects of cognition. A and
B may be recognized as identical or distinct in essence, even

though they at the same time possess distinct or identical acciden-

tal marks. Knowledge, in other words, turns upon the essential,

not upon the numerical universal.* It is only needful, then, that

in the systematic process of indicatiug the elements of definition,

all must be included that concern the essence, that the order must
be strictly from determining to determined (or from more abstract

or general to more concrete or special), and finally that the enumer-
ation be complete. The final division or species reached is the

notion of the thing, and its expression is the definition.

19. The analytical researches thus manifest themselves as a real

theory of knowledge and as forming an integral part of the

Aristotelian system. Logical relations are throughout conditioned

by the characteristics of the Aristotelian metaphysical conception,

and the distinction of the formal or technical from the real in

cognition has no place in them. No point is more frcquentlj

insisted on by Aristotle thau the impossibility of deducing any
scientific principles or results from the fundamental axiom o)

thought, the law of non-contradiction. In the Aristotelian system
this axiom appears simply as the generalized expression for the

peculiar characteristic of thought, its potentiality of truth or

falsehood. Such potentialityaccompauies thought throughout, and
is the mark of its subjective character, but the actuality of thought

is Something quite distinct, and is only realized through the various

processes whereby the world of fact is apprehended. Beyond a

doubt knowledge has a general aspect ; and there is thus possible

a general theory of knowledge, bat this is not to be regarded as

merely a development from the fundamental axiom of thought. It is

the general statement of what constitutes actual cognition, and thus

refers on the one hand to the ultimate properties of that which is to

be known, on the other hand to the qualities of knowledge as a

subjective, though not the less real, fact. For to Aristotle subjective

has not the sense which it may be said to have assumed in modern
logic, mainly through the Kantian analysis. The activity ol

thought which realizes itself in the consciousness of the individual

is not a mere formal process of apprehension, mirroring or depicting

realtty that is totally distinct from it. It is a reality, one aspect oi

phase of the total sum of things, and its development is a real process

correlative with the development inherent in things as a whole.

At the same time it is impossible to overlook the difiicultiea

which attach to the Aristotelian conception, and the consequent

obscurities or perplexities in his logical researches. To remain

always true to the fundamental conception of thought as one factor

or phase in things, to trace its forms in such a moda as never to

lose sight of its essential correlation to the development of reality,

is in itself the hardest task for any thinker, and presupposes a more
completed metaphysic than is to be lound in Aristotle. Some ol

these difiiculties may be briefly noted, as they form the tuiTiing

points of certain later doctrines. The judgment or proposition is

taken as the initial, the simplest phase of the activity of thought, and

so as having tha simplest relation to things. But the distinctiona

of things which are subjectively seized.in the judgment are too much
regarded as given facts, and Aristotle is thus involved in a difficulty

respecting the import, the truth or falsity, of the judgment. The

presence of this difficulty is specially discernible when he attempts

to deal with the temporal reference in the judgment, with the

doctrine of opposition, and with the natui'e of modality. Thus, he

notes that the verb, the essential part of the predicate, has a

' Just as the m'oixa. dopurroi' is said to have no significance save as the sum-

mary of a proposition, while a negative proposition has significance only in regard

to the corresponding positive.
8 The reference is to a theory advanced by Speusippus; see Prantl, I. 85.

Aristotle here touches on a logical problem whicn has troubled many logicians

It is the same difBculty that arises when the question of plnrality of causes li

conaidered.
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temporal significance, but lie also notes that in universal judgments
there is no reference to any specific time, and also that the copula,

the verb is, has no existential meaning. Ho is thus driven to

the enunciation of a view, common among recent logicians, that

the judgment is a reflective or critical act, pronouncing on the truth

or falsity of a contemplated separation or conjunction of facts, while,

on the other hand, the very contemplation of conjunction or separa-

tion has appeared as the essence of the judgment. So, in dealing

with opposition, he distinguishes contradictories from contraries,

and is inclined to refer the second to the given nature of facts,

wherein extreme oppositions of members falling under the same
genus are presented. Jlodality, likewise, lie treats confusedly, for

the assignment of the modal relations to the predicate does not
suSiciently determine their place in a theory of judgment, nor

explain the relation in which they stand to the judgment as the

simplest activity of thouglit.

Further, in dealing with the quantity of judgments, Aristotle is

perplexed by his own theory of what constitutes generality. He is

compelled to throw together universal judgments of a totally

distinct kind,—empirical and rational, as one may call them,—and
though the underlying' view that empirical universality is the

expression of, and is dependent on, rational connexion is made
sufficiently clear in the doctrine of proof, it is not cariied out to its

consequences in the doctrine of judgment. Finally, to note only

the crowning difficulty, the theory of proof and of definition turns

upon the nature of the essential connexion of attributes in a subject,

but the explanation of essence is precisely the lacuna in the system.

Indications of a theory of essence are not wanting, but it does not

seem possible so to unite them as to'form a consistent whole. The
greatest obscurity still hangs over the fundamental part of the

system, the nature of the irpiira which are apprehended by yods, of

the specific relation of attributes Kad'aura to their subjects, and of

the htai apxai from which particular ociences start. That the

irpijToiTeis Hiieaot, so frequently adduced as integral parts of proof,

are analytical judgments' cannot be accepted without such
qualifications as to render the use of such a term misleading ; but

mmt their precise nature is remains in the Aristotelian system
Hndeteimined.

Lopic/rom Aristotle to Bacon and Descartes.

20. Tho long history of philosophic thought from Aristotle to the

beginning of the modern period furnishes no new conception of

logic so complete and methodical as to require detailed treatment,

but exhibits alterations in special doctrines, additions, and new
points of view numerous enough to account for a certain radical

change iu the mode of regarding logic which is, for our present

purpose, the only interesting feature. This change may perhaps be

expressed not inaccurately as the tendency towards formalizing

logic. Gradu.ally logical researches came to have their boundaries
extended in one way by the introduction of new matter, and
narrowed in another by restriction of logical consideration to one
special aspect of knowledge. Much in the history of this movement
stiU remains in obscurity, but the general result is sufficiently clear.

The periods into which the historical development of logic through-
out this long iutcival may be naturally divided, with their main
characteristics, are the following.; (1) The Pcripatetie School,

represented by Theophrastus and Eudemus, following in the main
the Aristotelian tradition, but deviating in certain fundamental
respects, and on the whole treating the matter of logical research as

though it were separate from and independent of the theory of
knowledge as a whole. To this school is due the distinct recognition
of the hypothetical and disjunctive proposition and syllcgisin, and
the more complete enumeration of the possible valid modes of

categorical reasoning. In both cases the additions are made to
turn upon purely formal considerations. The hypothetical and
disjunctive judgments are treated as given varieties, to be discerned
in ordinary language and expression, not as resting upon any
fundamentally distinct principle or activity of thought." The
addition of five indirect moods to those recognized by Aristotle as

belonging to the first figure proceeds on tho purely formal ground
of diiferenco in position of the middle tevrr) in the two premisses.

(2) The Epicurean and Stoic Logics. Of these the Epicurean pre-
sents no points of interest. The Stoic logic, on the other hand,
is the first example of a purely formal doctrine based on and
associated with a thoroughly empirical theory of cognition. In
essence the Stoic doctrine is identical with that of Antisthenes, above
noted, and it is interesting to observe that, under the purely
nominalist theory, logic becomes almost identical with the doctrine
of expression, or rhetoric. The theory of jiaming, and that of the

' ' As Zcllcr will have It ; see Ph. d. Or., II. 2, 191. r. Donljtless Ariitotle doca
define an essential artnbute as being one contained in the subject or one of which
the subject notion is an intcffral part, but this relation of entering into the
definition is not to be identified rasiily with the modem view of the analytical
relation of subject and piedicate.

' The nature of hypothetical inference and its law are recognized with the
ffteatest distinctness by Aristotle. From hi* theory of essence as causal nexus,
Any distinction of kind between on apodictic (categorical) syliocism and a hypo-
thetical of the tvpo contcjnplntcd by l.iter logicinna was ImpussiUo and needles*.

conjunction of names In propositions, are the fundamental portions

of the body of logic. Naturally the Stoic logicians tended to

increase the bulk of logic by introducing numerous distinctions of

language, and by signalizing varieties of judgment dependent on
varieties of verbal expression. (3) Tlie acceptation of Logic among
the Jtomajis. Here there must be distinguished tlie quasi-rhetorical

logic, such as is found in Cicero, which is altogether Stoic in

chaiacter, and the Aristotelian logic, as developed by Boetius
with the additions of the later commentators. In Boetius one notes
specially the technical or formal character of the treatment, which
was of special importance historically, from the fact that the earlier

scholastic writers derived their main knowledge of logic from
certain of the treatises of Boetius. (4) The Scholastic Logic. .On
the details of the scholastic logic it is not necessary to enter, but
there must be noted the following points as of interest in determining
what may well be called the current conception of the Aristotelian

logic in modern times. The earlier scholastics, in possession of but
few of Aristotle's writings, added nothing of importance to the body
of logical researches, and the permanent subject of discussion, the
nature of universals, did not, through any of its solutions, affect the
treatment of logical doctrines. The introduction of the body of the
Aristotelian writings was contemporaneous with the introduction
of the Arab wiitings and commentaries into western Europe, and
there grew up therewith a more developed treatment of what may
be called the psychological element of logic. The logic of the later

scholastics is characterized by f^vo points of interest, historically

unconnected, but having a natural affinity,—the one, the introduc-

tion of an immense mass of subtle distinctions, mainly verbal,

making up the body of the Parra Logicalia, the other, the influence

of the nominalist conception of thought.' The peculiarity of the
nominalist view is the severance of immediate apprehension from
discursive thought, the assignment of all matter of knowledge to

the one, and of all form to the other. But form, under this con-
ception of discursive thought, can be found only in the generaliEing
function of signs or names ; accordingly the fundamental processes

of logical thought are regarded as so many modes of application

of names. The later nominalist logicians were thus naturally led

to the expenditure of immense subtlety and diligence on the
thorny problems of the Parva Logicalia, while at the same time the
peculiar inner difliculty of the theory became apparent as its eon-
sequences were worked out. (5) The Reaction agaitist Arislotelianism

and the Eiunanist Modification of Logic. Little of positive value foi

logical theory isoffeied by the numerous works representingthisstage

of historical development. Valla, Agricola, and Vives, with much
good criticism in general spirit and detail, present a rhetorico-gram*

matical logic that resembles most closely Cicero's eclectic reproduc-

tion of Stoicism. Ramus, the only logician of the period with

historic renown, contributes really nothing to the history of logic,

his innovations consisting mainly in the omission of the most
valuable portions of the genuine Aristotelic logic, the insertion oi

practical and interesting examples, and finally rearrangement or

redistribution of the heads under which logical doctrine was ex-

pounded. The Ramist school, most numerous and flourishing,

produced no logical work of the first importance.*

The net result of this whole period was the severance of a cer-

tain body of doctrine, formal in character (the theory of second

intentions), from theory of knowledge generally, and from all th?

concrete sciences. The boundaries and even the functions of this

doctrine remained untixed, for difference regarding fundamental

points of extra-logical theory led to difl'erence in mode of treat-

ment, as well as to difference in conceptions of the end and value

of logic.

Logic of Bacon and Descartes,

21. Modem reform of logic, by which may be understood ths

attempt to place logical theory in a more close and living relation

to actual scientific method, begins with Bacon and Descartes. To
both the scholastic logic presented itself as the essence of a

thoroughly false and futile method of knowledge. Keitber had tho

acquaintance with the genuine Aristotelian system requisite in order

to distinguish the elements of permanent value from the worthless

accretions under which these bad been buried, and, as a natur^
• consequence, the views of both have a far closer resemblance

to the Aristotelian doctrine than might be imagmed from tlfc

attitude of opposition common to them. Both thinkers were

animated by the spirit of reformation in science, and both em-

filiasize the practical end of all speculation. For b'bth, therefore,

ogle, which to neither is of high value, appeared to be a species of

practical science, a generalized statement of the mode in which
intellect acquiies new knowledge, in which the mind proceeds from
known to unknown.' But such a conception of logic is, if the

expression be permitted, formal ; that is to say, the actual province
of logic is not determined thereby, but awaits determination from

3 The first of these Is no doobt. as PrantI htis laboured to prove, Byzantine in
oripln, but it still remains doubtful whence the Eastern loeiclans draw. Tbe ino8&
probable source is the Stoic writings.

• See note C. p. 803.
• Comp. Frincip Phil., Pre/. : De Aun. Se.. bk. v. chap. 1, 9L
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Ihe further idea of the nature of knowledge and the ultimate con-

stitution of tliat which is to be known. W hen this point is reached,

a radical divergence presents itself between the views of Descartes

and Bacon, consequent on which appeai-s a radically divergent state-

ment of the main processes and methods of logical theory.

To Descartes the ideal of cognition is the mathematical, that

in which from assured and distinct data we proceed by strict

sequence of proof to determine accurately and completely the nature

of complex phenomena. Such an ideal, extended so as to era-

brace knowledge as a whole, dominates the whole of the Cartesian

speculation, and, as in the case of the Socratic doctrine of know-

ledge, is the ground of the Cartesian doubt. Perfect certainty, i.e.,

clearness and distinctness of principles, logical consecutiyeness of

deduction from them, and c^thaustive enumeration of details—such

are the characteristics of completed knowledge. There follow

naturally therefrom the main processes of knowledge :—intuition,

by which the simple data and axioms are apprehended ;
induction,

or exhaustive enumeration of the elementaiy factors of any

phenomenon ; deduction, or determination of the complex as the

necessary result of the combination of simple factors. To the

processes of induction and deduction, when viewed more generally,

the titles analysis and synthesis may be given.' On other portions

of logical theory Descartes does not enter, and the text-hooks of

the Cartesian school, even the celebrated Port Royal logic, do little

more than expound with some freshness such of the older material

as seemed capable of harmonizing with the new conception.

Two things only require note in respect to the Cartesian logic, apart

from its freshness and completeness ; the one is the obscurity which

hani^ over the nature of intuition ; the other is the step in advance

of the scholastic logic effected in the assimilation of deduction to

synthesis. As regards the first, the criteria laid down by Descartes,

viz., clearness and distinctness, are unsatisfactory and ambiguous.

It is evidc^nt that he implied under these clear and distinct recogni-

tion of necessity/ in the data or principles, but the nature of this

necessity is never made clear.- As regards the second, it was of

importance to signalize, as against the scholastic view, that tlie

universal in thought or reasoning was not only of the nature of the

class notion, that genera and species were not the ultimate universals,

but were themselves secondary products, formed by reasoning, and
based upon essential connexion of facts. In this Descartes was
but returning to the genuine Aristotelian doctrine, but his view

has all the advantage derived from a truer and more scientific con-

ception of what these connexions in nature really are.

22. What is peculiar in the logic of Bacon springs likewise

from the peculiarities of the underlying conception of nature. The
inductive method, expounded in the Novum Organum, is, however,

only part of the Baconian logic, and, since it is commonly regarded

as being the whole, a brief statement of what Bacon included under
logic may here be given.

Viewing logic as the doctrine which deals with the use and object

of the intellectual faculties. Bacon divides it (in this approximating
somewhat to thte extended division of the Stoic logicians) into (1)

the art of inquiry or invention, (2) the art of examination or judg-
ment, (3) the art of memory, and (4) the art of elocution or

tradition. The third and fourth divisions are unimportant ; the

first and second might be called respectively the theory of the

acquisition of knowledge and the theory of evidence or proof.

The art of inquiry is subdivided into the art of the discovery of

arts and the art of the discovery of arguments. The second of

these Bacon regards as identical with the Topics of the Greek and
Roman dialectic, and therefore as of comparatively slight value.

Of the first there are two main branches :—(A) Expcrientia Literata

and (B) Interprctalio Naturx. The art of judgment has two
subdivisions :—the examination of methods of reasoning—induction
and syllogism—which resembles the older analytic ; and the
examination of errors of reasoning—whether these be sophistical,

i.e., the logical fallacies of the older doctrine, or errors of inter-
pretation to be removed by careful criticism of scientific terms, or
arising from erroneous tendences of the mind (the doctrine of idola)—which resembles the older ti-eatment of Eknchi.
The peculiarity of the Baconian logic, then, must he sought in

the processes included under the art of discovering arts or knowledge.
Among these the syllogism is not included. It is a process with no
practical utility

;
it involves premisses of which the truth is simply

assumed, and consequently its conclusions can have no validity
beyond that of the premisses

; it aff'ects to determine the particular
from the general, but in fact nature is much more subtle than
intellect, and our generalizations, which are but partial abstractions,
are quite inadequate to alfoid exhaustive knowledge ofthe particular

;

it throws no light upon the essential part of cognition as a process

' SeeRegulx ad direcliomem ingenii, Nos. 2. 3. and especially 7. The celebrated
rules of speculation (,De Melhodo) are only a more popular statement of the same
priicesses.

2 His ultimate standai-d is, no doubt, necessity for a thinking subject. Wliat-
cver 13 so connected with the existence of the thiiil<inB being that without it this
ciistence IS incomprehensible Is necessaiy. But to apply this ideal to any pro-
poslllon save the first, the Cogito ergo sum, is for Descartes the fundamental
difficulty of his phtloaop.V*

in formation, viz., the method by which we are to obtain accuratt
notions of things, and judgments based on these notions. More-
over, the deductive or syllogistic procedure favour.? and encourages
the tendency to rash generalization, to the formulation of a universal
axiom from few particulars, and to the uncritical acceptance of
experience. If syllogism exist at all, there must be a prior process,

that of generalizing by rigid and accurate methods from experience
itself. Syllogism is not entirely worthless. It is of particular

service in some branches of science (e.g., the mathematical), and
generally may he employed so soon as the principles of a science

are well established ; but it is a subordinate and secondary method.
The art of discovery, then, is the method of generalizing from

experience. What this method shall be depends entirely on the
thinker's conception of experience. Now Bacon's conception is

perfectly definite. Observation presents to us complex natures which
are the results of simpler, more general forms or causes. From the
complex phenomena these forms are to be sifted out by a methodical
process of analysis and experiment. A general proposition is one
stating the connexion between complex natures and tlieir simple
fcams or causes ; it is, therefore, the result of a graduated process.

No doubt there may be generalizations based only on an ingenious
comparison of the complex phenomena as they are presented to us ;

such a process Bacon calls Expcrientia Literata, and the maxims
recommended for it much resemble the ordinary methods of ex-

periment, but truly scientific knowledge is only to be obtained by
the complete inductive method. The characteristics of this induc-

tive method follow at once from the nature of the object in view.

The form which is sought can be detected only by examination
of cases in which the given complex effect is present, in which it is

absent, and in which it appears in different degrees or amounts.

By a critical comparison of these cases we may be able to detect,

and, were the enumeration e.^thaustive, we must infallibly detect,

by process of exclusion or elimination, a phenomenon constantly

present when the effect is present, absent whenever the effect is

absent, and varying in degree with the effect. Such a phenomenon
would be the form in question,—the cause of the given fact or

attribute. Exhaustive enumeration is, of course, an ideal, and
therefore the method of exclusion can never be perfectly carried

out, but all additional aids have significance only as supplying in

part the place of exhaustive enumeration. We may, on the basis of

a wide examination, frame a first generalization ijirst vintage as

Bacon metaphorically calls it), and proceed to test its correctness

by carrying out the critical comparison with it in view. Or we
may, under the guidance of our leading principle, take advantage
of certain typical cases presented by nature, or force cases by
experiment in such a way 'as to supersede the enumeration. There
&r& prerogative instances, critical phenomena, helpful in discovery

of the cause of a phenomenon. Of other adminicula, or aids to

induction, only the titles are given by Bacon, and it would he
hazardous to conjecture as to their significance.*

The Baconian logic, then, or at least what is peculiar to it, is thor-

oughly conditioned by the peculiarities of the 13aconian metaphysib
or conception of nature and natural processes. As to the novelty
of the logic, this to us does not appear to lie in the mere fact that

stress is laid upon induction, nor do we think it correct to assign

to Bacon the introduction of the theory of induction as an integral

portion of logic. But it consists in the new view taken of what
constitutes tlie universal in thought, a view which may be
inadequate, but which colours and affects every process of thought,
and therefore every portion of logical theor)-. It is but a con-
sequence of Bacon's narrow view of the essence of syllogism that
he should set induction in opposition to deduction, and regard
syllogism as of service only for communication of knowledge. His
inductive methods are throughout syllogistic in this respect, that
they like all processes of thought involve the combination of

universal and particular. Experience is interpreted, that is to say,

viewed under the light of a general idea or notion.

Zogic on the Basis of P.iycTiological Empiricism.
Locke, Hume, Mill, C'ondillac.

23. The universal element in thought which is recognized by
Bacon as present receiv?cl from him no special treatment. His
theory of the nature of knowledge offered no explanation of the
origin, significance, and validity of the notions involved in inductive

procedure. The Essay on the Human Ujiderstanding, which carries

out in the domain of inner experience the practical tendency of the
Baconian method, supplied from the point of view of individualism
the metaphysical theory common to both, a certain psjxhological

theory of the universal element in knowledge, and thereby afforded

a new foundation for logical doctrines. The Essay contains, in an
unsystematic fashion, much that bears directly on logic {e.g., the
whole discussion on names, the classification of the significauon of

* Nov. Org., ii. 21. In addition to prerogative instances there are mentioned
—supports of induction; rectification of induction ; variation of the investifialion

according to the nature of the subject; prerogative natures: limits of investiga-
tion ; application to practice ; preparations for investigation ; ascenUinf; anil

descending scale of i
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judgments, (he criticism of syllogistic argument), lnn of moi^
importance tlian these iletached and direct iioitious is the n-eneral
principle which mulerlies tlie whole view of human knowledge.
This principle is briefly that of psycliological genesis. All the com-
plex tacts of knowledge are regr.rded ns mechanical compounds due
10 the coherence of simple data, the facts of inner and outer sense.
The method of Locke is that which underlies and determines' all

the logical work of one very important s.'hool of logicians.
It is not needful to enter into details of Locke's own contributions

to the foundation of logic. But it may be pointed out that from
his position there were two possible lines of development. In his
view the primitive impressions, the facts of inner and outer sense,
were in themselves primitive facts of cognition ; they were cogni-
tions (it is the very essence of Locke's method to identify a'sin°ple
impression ofsense with the knowledge of a simple sense fact). The
processes of abstraction, comparison, i.e., judging and reasonin",
were exercised upon tlieir data, and these products were, iu conse-
quence, of a secondary and, so to speak, artificial character. It was
natural that a thinker who identified impression of sense with
knowledge of a sense fact should maintain that the secondary for-

mations of thought (general ideas, general propositions, syllogism)
were not indispensable for cognition ; that we could and did reason
from particulars to particulars. At the same time Ixicke admitted
the secondary processes as having actual existence, and iu one
important case (tliat of the judgment of coexistence, with which
may be taken tlic idea of substance and of real relation) seemed
to allow that in judgment something was added to the primitive
data. It w:is possible, then, for development from Locke's position
to proceed cither by offering an explanation of the added elements,
which should be in stricter harmony with the fundamental doctrine
of psychological genesis, or by throwing them entirely out of account
and concentrating attention on the primitive data as the only
materials of cognition. The first is the line taken by Hume, which
finds its logical completion in Mill ; the second is the line taken by
CondQlac.
Hume has an easy task so Jong as he merely subjects Locke's

position to negative criticism ; for the added elements, the ideas
of substance, relation, cause, &c., are clearly inept and defenceless
when the facts to be linked by them are already contemplated as

so many completed, isolated cognitions. But where connectedness
of cognition is in question, and where some explanation is demanded
of tlie relations which seem to supply the universal rule in think-
ing, Hume's task is not so simple, and his final answer that these
relations are psychological growths or products of association is

neither satisfactory in itself nor quite in keeping with other portions
of his doctrine. In Hume, however, we find the first thorough-
going attempt to construct a theory of knowledge on the basis of
psychological empiricism or individualism, and the first contribu-
tions to a doctrine of inductive proof as portion of this more com-
prehensive theory. Briefly, so far as logic is concerned, Hume
offers As explanation of the universal in thouRht association of
ideas, but does not treat of logic specially or in oetail.

The complete statement of the theory of knowledge from the
psychological point of view is that contained in Jlill's System of
Logic.

The aim of that work is the exposition of the theory of knowledge.
Now knowledge, the term being taken in a wide sense, is charac-
terized by one quality mainly, viz., evidentiary force. ' For every
item entering into the sum of our beliefs at any moment, immediate
perception being discounted, there may be reasons advanced, adequata
or inadequate. The exposition of the relations between beliefs and
their evidence or ground is logic, and logic is thus in one sense
formal, inasmuch as the relations of evidence and belief are general,

not dependent on the special nature of the facts believed, and in

another sense real, in that knowledge is conceivable only in strictest

relation to the tilings known.
Now, the exposition of the general nature of grounds of belief

is in fact identical with a theory of the universal element in
thought or cognition, and this theory is the essential portion of
Mill's logic. It being assumed that the facts with which
knowledge is concerned are minds, bodies, states of consciousness,

and the relations (coexistence, sequence, similarity) among these

states, and that propositions express, therefore, existence, co-

existence, sequence, or resemblance, on what is based any inference

going beyond a present perception ? The propositions which make
up cognition, strictly so called, are not mere expressions of momen-
tary states ; they are expressions of belief regarding the more or

less constant relations of facts. They are, in fact, conclusions. The
theory of proposition and of reasoning is one. On what, then, do
such conclusions rest ?

The warrant for any conclusion based upon experience, and
referring to experience itself, can be found only in experience or in

some principle -furnished by experience. It may be shown that

evidence for a conclusion is adequate, if we can compare this

evidence with the kind of evidence on which a wider conclusion,

frequently or constantly verified, rests. This comnarison of par-

ticular evidence with wore general evidence is tlie preliminary

"14—28*

answer furnished by Mill. I'ut what is the guncril eviilcncc refcrrca

to, and what is, the priiici))le founded on it? Tht general evidence
is the repeated experience of constancy of connei:on among groups
of

_
phenomena, and the principle founded on it is that of the

existence of uniformity or rather of uniformities in nature. The
evidence and the principle are purely psychological in character

;

that is to say, repeated experience, bcginuiiig with familiar cases
and extending itself as time goes on, produces, by the natural laws
of association, an assured belief tliat phenomena as a whole, oral
least iu the main, are connected together in constant, uniform,
invariable modes. . Such a belief, once eiitablishcd, serves as an
ultimate criterion of proof, and as an index for research. We pro-
ceed in our investigations in the light of this principle, and tho
tests by which we estimate the validity of evidence for any parti-

cular inference as to uniformity arc generalized statements deducililo

from it. So soon as our evidence is of such a character that, in the
case before us, either the inference of uniformity is warranted or
the general principle must be held not to apply to this particular
case, we have proof as cogent as experience can afford.

The universal in knowledge, then, is this naturally fnrmcd
assumntion regarding the course of nature. The logic of know-
ledge is the exposition of tlie modes in which evidence is obtained,
of tlio tests by which its validity is estimated, and of the forms in

which evidence and conclusion are connected.
The characteristic features of the subordinate processes of proof

are at once deducible from this fundamental view. For. if the
simplest form of inference be, psychologically, the transition elfcctrd

by association fromone particular case to another resembling it, and
if the essence of proof consist in comparison of the evidence for any
oue conclusion with the type of evidence for the general assumption
regarding nature (or at lea^t a wider portion of nature), it is evident
that syllogism, in the ordinary acceptation of the term (in which it

implies a concrete general proposition, a particular subsumed there-

under, and a conclusion), is neither a primitive form of iufcicnce

nor a valid mode of proof. Doubtless we do in reasoning employ
general propositions in order to express the determination of some
particulars belonging to the same class, but the general proposition

is itself a conclusion, resting on evidence of the kind above
described, and the essence of syllogistic reasoning is not tho sub-

sumption of a particular under a general in whiidi it is included,

but the expression of belief that the evidence for the general jiro-

position is adequate to cover all the particular cases, incluiling thr;e

which have not been taken into account in formulating it. Tie
major premiss of a syllogism is the record of a previous induction,

and the syllogistic process, bringing forward a new case, is a valu-

able method for testing the adcqu.icy of the previous generalization.

As to generalization itself, the basis is evidently to be sought

in experience, apprehended by observation and experiment. Did
experience present to ns isolated phenomena, i.e., phenomena so

arranged that enumeration of the elementary constituents, whether
antecedents or consequents, were possible, then our inductive pro-

cedure must be regulated by those canons or axioms which express

the kind of evidence already referred to as establishing uniformity.

These canons or axioms, however, are, like the Baconian method of

exclusion, tests for an ideally perfect experience, and they, there-

fore, only lie in the background of actual scientific procedure, which
has to employ>other processes, both of inference and of proof. For,

if we can in no way obtain more than a knowledge of the coexistence

of facts, we are unable to bring our evidence into conformity with

the inductive canons, save in the i<ieal instance in which absolutely

exhaustive experience both of positive and negative cases is possible.

Inferences as to law or uniformity of coexistence must here be based

on numerical calculation of probability, and the conclusions present

themselves in the peculiar numerical form appropriate to proposi-

tions of probability. Further, if the phenomena under investigation

be complex, so that the canons of neither observation nor experiment

are immediately applicable, the process of investigation must of

necessity be the combined method of analysis and synthesis

:

analysis, aided by hypothetical conjecture, formulating such general

laws of elementary factors as are known or presumed to exist in tho

case in question ; synthesis, combining these laws and calculating

with greater or less numerical exactness, according to the nature of

the matter, the probable combined effect,—the whole tested by

critical comparison of the calculated result with the actual idieno-

mena. Here, as one can see, syllogistic procedure appears in its

true scientific aspect as the form of thought by which we pass from

the simple to the more complex, from the elementary essence or

cause to the complex accident or effect. The elementary causes, no
doubt, have no more cogent evidence than that which can be

r.fforded by experience viewed in the light of our psychological

assumption of uniformities ; nevertheless tho whole procedure of

scientific investigation is recognized as being esseutially of the type

sketched in somewhat imperfect outline by Aristotle.

So far, then, as the logic of Slill is concerned, and apart from tho

undeniable richness and completeness of knowledge with which the

various processes are treated, we note but one fundamintally new
feature, namely, the explanation olfcrcd of tb-. universal clement
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thronf!: which alone perceptions are raised info cognitions, through

which alone reasoned knowledge is possible. It is the only explana-

tion possible on the basis of psychological individualism ; itsTalue,

and therefore the value of the systematic deductions from it, must

depend on the accuracy and coherence of the psychological or meta-

physical theory on which it is founded.

24. It was possible, however, to proceed by another route from

the position taken up by Locke. If it be held that the elementary

impressions, mechanically regarded as somehow arising in mind, arc

in themselves cognitions, then it is possible to view them as con-

taining in themselves all possible cognition. In other words, wo

may confusedly identify the proposition that knowledge does not

extend beyond the field of e-iperience with the very ditferent pro-

position that the only items of knowledge are the isolated impres-

sions which appear to make up experience. If this identification

be accepted (and the conception involved is precisely that under-

lying all consistent nominalism from Antisthenes downwards), then

the only processes renuiring to be taken into account are those

whereby clearness and (listinctness are introduced into our (possibly)

vague perceptions. For these proccses analysis is an aderjuate

title. All knowledge, i.e., whatever is characterized by clearness,

definiteness, consequence, is the analysis of what is given in isolated

perceptions. Each perception is itself and is only itself ; no judg-

ment is possible save that of identity. In other words, if there be

judgment at all, it can consist only in the as.sertion that_ the

unalialysed perception is identical with that into which it is

analysed, and as each perception and each analytic portion nf a

perception may be signified by an arbitrary sign (name or other

hieroglyphic), judgment is essentially an attair of naming, a

declaration tliat dilfirent names are identical or belong to the same

perception. Reasoning is simply the transition from one identity

to another,—a more developed result of analysis. Scientific or real

knowledge is an accurately framed system of signs, i.e., a collocation

of signs which expresses precisely the results of the analysis of com-

plex perceptions. Logic, under this doctrine of knowledge, is

merely a statement of the various modes in whicli analysis is carried

out, of the ways in which names are applied, and of tlie forms in

which names are combined. Such is the theoiy of logic presented

by Condillac'

Logic on Oie Basis of Metaphysical Psychologij.

Leibnitz and VIcrbarl.

25. One development from the psychology of Locke has thus
appeared as an extreme formalism, which it carried out consistently

must needs assume the aspect of a numerical or mechanical system
of computation.^ It is remarkable that a very similar result was
reached by Leibnitz, a thinker who proceeded Irom a quite opposed
psychological conception. The similarity is due to the presence in

both theories of a certain abstract principle, intimately though
not necessarily connected with the respective psychologies. In
place of the single jwrception which in Condill.ac's logic is tlie

element to be analysed, there appears in Leibnitz's view the single

consciousness of the monad (see Leidnitz, p. 424); in both cases,

however, knowledge is assumed to exist there imj)licitly and to

stand in need only of evolution. Tho methods by which this

evolution is to proceed form for Leibnitz the substance of a new
and all-comprehensive science, "Scicntia GeneralLs," of which the
older logic is but a part
The characteristics of ScientiaGeneralis are at once deducible from

the two general principles which in Leibnitz's view dominate all

our thinking,—the law of sullicicnt reason and the law of non-
contradiction. It must contain a complete account of the modes in
which from data conclusions are drawn, and in which from given
facts data are inferred, and since the only logical relations are
those of identity and non-contradiction, the forms of inference from
ir to data must bo the general modes of combination of sinqile
elementary facta which are possible under the law of non-contra-
diction. The statement of the data^of any logical problem, and tlie

description of the processes involveil in combining them or in
arriving at them, are much assisted by, if not dependent on, the
employment of a general characUristte or symbolic art
The fundamental divisions then of Scientia Generalis, so far at

least as its groundwork are concerned (for Ix:ibnitz sometimes in-
cludes under the one head all possible applications of the theory),
ore (1) the synthetical or combinatorial art, the theory of the pro-
cesses by which from given facts complex results may be obtained
(of these processes, which make up gvnetvX jiiatlusis, syllogistic and
mathematical demonstration are special varieties)

; (2) the analytic
or regressive art, which starting from a complex fact endeavours
lo attain knowledge of the data from whose combination it arose.'

• See Lav^ae dt Calcul; Art de Pmstr; and Logique. Cf. Lammif-uiorc,
Crtoiu <fe fliilot., I. pp. 5-43 : anj Itobcrt. Les llirorirl logiquft de Coiidillar, 1869

' Such as |3 hinted at by Holibcs, and as Is catricd out in the various works of
frrofessor Jevons.

' Leibnitz sometimes Includes these two under the liead of •* Ars Invcniendi "

knd places aloncside of this, as Bi^t part of Scicntia Generalis. "Ars Judieandi "

C"
rlslon resembling that appcarlDB in Bacon ; but the - Ars JudicaliUi " miiy bo
mjuLiil wcaunu

Of the nature of the second portion only a few brief indications

are contained in the logical tracts and in detached utterances in

the larger works of Leibnitz. AVlien complex combinations are

presented, or, in the most general form, when the investigation has

to start from experience, from truths of fact, the work of analysis is

endless ; the regress to conditions is practically infinite. Deter-

mination of the necessary data cannot in such a case possess more
than probable value, but the probabilities may be estimated

according to the rules luid down in the progressive or synthetic

art* The logic of probability is thus recognized as an integral

portion of the logical system.

Of the first art, the logical calculus in particular, a somewhat
clearer and fuller outline is given. ° The logical calculus implies

(1) the statement of d.ita in their simplest form, (2) the assignment

of the general laws under which combination of these data is pos-

sible, (3) the complete exposition of the forms of combination, (4) the
employment of a definite set of symbols, both of data and of modes
of combination, subject to symbolic laws arising from the laws

under which combination is possible. In the Fundamcnta CalaiU
Baiioeinatoris and the Non-incletjntis Spccimai Dcmo^isirandi, some-
thing is effected towards filling up the first, second, and fourth of

these rubrics, but in no case is the treatment exhaustive. The
simple data, called characters or formula!, are symbolized by lettei-s,

relations of data by a sumcwhat complicated and varying system of

algebraic signs ; for the calculus, or set of operations exercised npon
relations given so as to proiluce new foimulae, no comprehensive
system of symbols is adopted. Forniulte, relations, and operations

take the place of notions, judgments, and syllogism. The general

laws of combination of data are stated without much precision.

Leibnitz recognizes the law of substitution, notes also what have
been called the laws of reduplication and commutativeness, bnt, in

actual realization of his method, employs indifferently the relation

of containing and contained or the relation of identical substitution

(o^quipollence). No attempt is made to develop a comulcte scheme
of possible modes of combination."

At the root of Leibnitz's universal calculus, as of Condillac's

method of analysis, and generally of nominalist logic, there lies 'a

peculiar acceptation of the abstract law of identity. That a thing
IS what it is,—that knowledge of a thing is a single, indivisible,

mechanical fact, susceptible only of explication or of expanded
statement,—this is the principle dominating logical theories which
in other respects may differ widely. Insistance upon this aspect of

knowledge or of the object known is the ground for assigning to

thought a function purely analytic, which is the verj' keynote of

nominalism. It is not hard to see, however, that so to view the law

of identity is to abstract from all the conditions of actual thinking

and knowing, and to throw into the assumed simple fact all the

complexity which is afterwards to be discovered in it by analysis.

The knowledge of a thing is not to be explained in this abstract or

mechanical fashion. Truth does not consist in the emjity recogni-

tion that a is a, and in the repetition of this unimportant fact, but

in the knowledge of the nature of a, a knowledge which essentially

consists in relating a to its intellectual conditions, in assigning to ft

a place in the intelligible world. The identity of the thing with
itself is a more aspect of the complex process whereby the thing is

cognized. It hardly requires to be pointed out that the minor forms
of the same fundamental view, the v.arious attempts to express the
essence of a judgment as the a.sscrtion of identity, are open to the

same objection. They take an abstract view of the judgment, and
regard as the essential fact that which is but an accesj^orj* or adjunct
or consequence. Difference, to put it in the briefest fashion, is no
less essential to a judgment than identity.'

26. The view of logic put fonrard by Hcrbart, from a mclaphysico-
psychological basis resembling that of Leibnitz, agrees in so many
respects with that of Leibnitz, although containing no reference to
the idea of a logical calcnins, that it may be placed under the same
head. Logic, according to Hcrbart, is a purely formal doctrine ; it

has to do only with the modes by which clearness, distinctness, and
system are introduced among our ideas. Logical forms, then, the
notion, judgment, and syllogism, are not to be regarded as having
any metaphysical reference ; they arc not even to be explained
psychologically; they stand on their own footing as ex|ilanatory
processes exercised about the representations wliich under their own
natural laws £11 up consciousuess, coming and going within the

* Op. Ph.. pp. 307, 303; I-/, ccnci-^illy pp. S4, 03, 343.
> Sec specially Op. /Vi.,pp. 02-114 ; also the traa " Dc Arte Coinbinatoria," Op.

Ph, pp. 6-45.

6 It is interesting to note that Leibnitz sipnali7-C3 tin distinction between tho
locical and mathematical senses of a whole, and between the distributive and the
c..llective meaninjj of quantity ; that he emphasizes the fwiction of the particular
judjrment as the negation of its opposed universal ; and that he approximates to
some mottem modes of formulatini- the judgment (a is &, e.g., he would express
as_a = aii, or ab is; no a is 6, as a6 Is not).

' ifuch of the confusion which reigns supreme in manv modem works on logic
i« doubtless ntti ibut.ible to a confusion between the nature of the judgment and
the result of a judgment The restit of a judgment is always an increased rich-
ness of tho subjcc: notion ; tho subject unqualified and the subject qnallSed by
the i)rcdicate are doubtless identical ; but it would be absurd to say, thereforoi
that llie function of the judgment is the asscrtioo of this identity.
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sphere of apperception. " According to this view the whole pro-

vince of knowledge is excluded from logic, and it is assumed that

kuowleJge is somehow given, meclianicaliy, without the co-opera-

tion of processes, if not identical with, yet strongly resembling, those

recognized as logical. Herbart does not succeed in vindicating an

indopendeut pl.ice for a purely formal logic.

The Kantian Logic.

27. The ciitical method, wliich has so inQuenccd general philo-

sophy that all later speculation refers nioro or less directly to it, has

at the same time profoundly modified all later conceptions of the

sphere and method of logic. From the Kantian philosophy there

spring directly the three most important modern doctrines of logical

theory,—that which, with many variations in detail, regards logic as

a purely formal science, the science of the laws of thought or of the

laws under which thought as such operates, and of the forms into

which thought as such develops; tliat which, likewise with many
variations, unites logical doctrines with a more general theory of

knowledge ; and finally that which identifies both logic in the

uarrower sense and theory of kuowledge with an all-comprehensive

ractaphysic.

It is matter of history that the critical system was developed

mainly from the basis of the Leibnitzian logical and metaphysical

theories, and it is likewise matter of history that Kant, even in the

speculative work which was to so large an extent antagonistic to

fliese theories, remained under the influence of some of their cardinal

positions.' In particular the view of logical thought as purely dis-

cursive, analytic in character, a viesv never by Kant harmonized

with his general system, is a relic, most significant for the develop-

ment of his logic, from the Wolffian reproduction of Leibnitz's

philosophy. This historic basis is not to be lost sight of in attempt-

ing to acquire a clear idea of tlie special place and function assigned

by Kant to logical theory.

But a brief reference to the general result of the critical philo-

sophy will suffice to introduce the more special treatmeut of the

Kantian logic Knowledge, or real cognition, which is analysed in

the Kritik in reference to its origin and validity, appears, when
subjectively regarded, as a compound of intuition and thought, of

sense and understanding. The isolated data of sense experience do

not in themselves form parts of cognition, but are only cognized

when related to the unity of the conscious subject, when the sub-

ject, as it may be put, has consciousness of them. This reflex act,

resembling in some respects Leibnitz's apperception, or process of

uniting in consciousness, is an act sui gciuris, not to bo mechani-

cally conceived or explained. Only through its means do repre-

sentations become cognitions. The forms in which tlie synthetic

act of understanding is carried out are, as opposed to the intuitive

data on which they are exercised, discursive or logical in character.

Essentially they are judgments : allacts of understanding are judg-

ments, and, as judgments, they imply a general element with which

the particular of sense is combined, and in the light of which the

particular becomes intelligible. In ultimate analysis it appears

that no particular, whatever be its empirical character, can become
an intelligible fact, save when determined through some specific act

of understanding, through combination with some si)ecific notion or

general element. Combination of particular and general is thus the

very essence of understanding, the mark of knowledge as such. In

every item of cognition the same elements may be discerned as

necessarily present. The consideration of the ultimate modes of

intellectualization, of the series of acts by which understanding

subsumes the particular, draws the particular into the unity of

cognition, may be called in a large sense logic. It the considera-

tion bo specially directed to the mode in which, by means of this

combination, knowledge arises, and therefore include discussion of

tho wide problem regarding the relation between understanding and
objectivity in general (the matter of knowledge taken generally), the

special title transcendental logic may be used. But if, concentrat-

ing attention solely on the kind of operation implied in under-

standing, we endeavour to lay out fully the modes in which under-

standing proceeds in the construction of knowledge, making
abstraction of all inquiries regarding the origin, worth, significance

of knowledge itself, the consideration is of a more general charac-

iter, and may receive the title of general logic. ^

"The undei-standing, then, like everything else, works according

to laws, the laws of its own nature. If we abstract from all that

may characterize the matter considered, and take into account solely

the laws according to which understanding must act, we may cou-

atruct a purely formal doctrine, a theory which is rational both in

matter and in form, for the matter consists of the laws of reason,

and the form is prescribed by the very nature of reason,—a demon-
strative theory, for nothing can enter therein which cannot

be shown to have its ground in reason,—a completed theory, for

although the matter of thought is infinite and infinitely varied,

the modes in which the understanding must operate if unity of

' See article Ka.vt. vol. xlil. pp. 849, 852.
* It does not seem necessnry to advert more in detjill to the divisions nnd sab-

Uvblons of logic dmvn oat in the Krilit, pp. 80-93 (flartcnsteln's cd., 1868).

cognition is to result, arc finite and capable of exhaustive statement,
—and a theory developed from its own basis, standing in no need ol
psychology or metaphysics, but dcducible from the mere idea ol
understanding as that which introduces unity into representations,
whether given (empirical) or a priori (pure).
Were tliis tho only determination of the province of logic giveu

by Kant, the question which at once arises as to the possibility ol
any such independent doctrine would receive an easy solution. For
it is evident that logic, as a theory of the fonu of thought, could
consist only of a jxjrtion of the more general doctrine, by whatever
title th.at be known, in which tho nature of understanding as
synthetic activity is unfolded. Tho distinction on which Kant
lays stress between matter and form, a distinction employed by all
subsequent writers of his school, is ambiguous and misleading. I{
by matter be meant the jmrticular characteristics of the things
tliought about, in which sense we might speak of judgments ot
physical, chemical, grammatical matter, and so on, then to say that
logic does not take this into account is perfectly inept. If logic be
a pliilosophic discipline at all, a theory in any way concerned with
tliinking, it is at ouee evident that it can in no way deal with the
specialities of any particular science. But this distinction bttweeu
matter and form is by no means identical with another, lying in
the background, and too frequently confused with the first,—the
distinction of understanding as a faculty per se with its own laws,
dcducible from its mere notion, and understanding as the concrete
real act of thinking. What Kant calls the mere idea of under-
standing, and what in other writers of his school appears as a
definition of thought, is really nothing but a reference to what has
presented itself in the wider inquiries of the Kritik as the com'
plex nature of the syntlietic activity of understanding. Kant him-
self never attempts to deduce from the notion of understanding the
varied characteristics of logical forms, and his followers,

—

e.g.,

Hamilton,—when they are consistent, start from concepts as ex-
pressing the bare notion of thought, and regard all other forms
of thought as combinations of concents.

But Kant does introduce another element into his treatment of the
province of logic, one not original to him, butof the utmost import-
ance for later develupments from his point of view. He inquires
what kind of relations among the elements of thought can form the
matter of logical treatment, and defines these as two in number

—

(1) formal consequence, (2) non-contradictoriness. By formal con-
sequence we are to understand the relation between a conclusion and
its premisses, no inquiry being raised as to the truth or validity of
the premisses. By non-contradictoriness we are to understand that,
logicallv. notions, judgmfnts, or reasonings can be subjected to treat-

ment only in regard to the absence of explicit contradiction among
the factors entering into them. Tliought, which introduces unity
and system into exj^rience, must certainly introduce formal con-
sequence and preserve analytic truth or correctness. Formal logic,

then, trcatsonly of these formal qualities of all products of thought.*
The detailed treatment of logic, so far as that can be gathered

from the very brief summary [Logik, Werke, iii. 269-340), shows
with the utmost clearness how impossible it was for Kant to deduce
the fonns and relations of thought from the mere notiou of under-
standing, even when coupled with the principles of formal con-
sistency and consequence. Assuming that understanding is the
discursive faculty, the faculty of cognizing the many particulars

through the one concept or notion, Kant deals first with concepts

(BegriflTe) as general or discursive representations. He is careful

to avoid an error into which many of liis followers have fallen, that

of regarding Begrifie in a mechanical fashion as a specific kind of
Vorstellung, distinguished only by containing a few of the marks
making up the single intuitions. He rightly notes that cognitiou

proceeds by subsuming the particulars under the common ele-

ment contained in them, and that tho generality of the concept thus
rests upon the relation in which it stands, as reflective giound of
cognition, to tlie particulars. The characteristics of concepts, as

possessing extent and content, are treated briefly, after the fashion

familiar in the more detailed logics of his school. It is, however,
when the doctrine of judgment is reached that the ditficulties of
his position appear with greatest distinctness. Judgment is de-

fined " as the representation of unity in the consciousness of
distinct representations, or the representation of the relation of

i Two at least of the followers of Kant have worked out tlie system of logic

fi-om this point of view.—the one, Twcsten, in his Logik, insUsond^re die Ana-
lylilc (1825), the other, the late Professor Mansel, in Ills Prolericmena Logica.

Manscl recognizing the distinction between tlie two modes of determining formal

logic, adopts the second, and is tlieiefore led. In consistency, to define h^gic, not as

the science of the laws and forms of thought, but as the science treating of

formal thought, or of the formal element in the forms of thought. In other

words, he recognizes that the statement of the forms of thought mnst be Intro-

duced into logic ab extra, from psychology or what not, and that logic, accepting

these, has to consider the formal element (non-contradictoriness) In them. It is

well to have the doctrine brought thus to Its ultimate issue, for It is thence
apparent that there is no Independent science called logic, but simply one compre-
hensive precept, vshich may be called logical, viz., avoid contradictorincsB in

thonght. Illustrations of tlie ways In which contradictoriness manifesta ItseU

may be offered, and a useful logical praiia may tliiu be afforded, bat the?^ do
not make up a science or theory.
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these, in so far ns ihev mal<e up a concept." ' But tlie essential

element iu tlie definition—the unity of consciousness or unifica-

tion of diffcreuces in a notion—is tlius left so vagiie and uiule-

terinined that it is impossible to deduce from it any classification

or any peculiarities of judgments, and possible indeed to proceed

on two quite distinct lines of research. Tlio expression, indeed,

refers to that which is the fundamental fact in the critical sys-

tem the existence of conditions under which only it is possible

for detached data of experience to become objects of knowledge

for the siEifle conscious subject ; and, had Kant been true to tlio

principles of his system, it would then have been necessary to

base any classification and treatment of judgment on the enume-

ration of the functions of unity in conscious experience. In tlie

KrUik- emphasis is laid upou the function of unity as the essence

of tlie judgment, but it is a well-known historic fact that Kant

makes no attempt to justify in its details the enumeration of such

functions on which his divisions rest. His followers in the field

of logic,' niisconceiWng the real relation of form to matter, inter-

preted the unity involved in the judgment as being a merely

quantitative relation between given notions.* There is_ here

involved a twofold error, which has exercised a most pernicious

influence on the fortunes of logical theory. For, in the first place,

so to view judgment is implicitly to proceed from the assumption of

notions as given elements of knowledge, the relations of which are to

be discovered by comparison or analysisof what is contained in them.

The notion as empirically given thus becomes the fundamental fact

;

all other forms of thought, judgment, and syllogism are regarded as

merely the mechanism by which the content of notions is evolved.

Such a doctrine puts out of sight the peculiarities of the notion as

the product of thought only, inevitably compels a distinction

between what we may call the real processes of thinking whereby

notions are formed and the elaborativo processes by which notions

when formed maybe treated, and, by regarding notions as simplest

data, leads back to the old nominalist doctrine according to which

all thinking is but the compounding and separating of simple

elements. 5 And, iu the second place, there is involved in all this

the underlying prejudice, which it was the very business of the

critical system to destroy, the attempt to treat knowledge, and

thought, which is an integral part of knowledge, in a jjurely

mechanical fashion. The Kantian analysis for the first time in the

history of philosophy brought into clear light the essential

peculiarity of knowledge, the reference of all the manifold details

of experience to the unity of the thinking subject. Such reference,

and the modes in which it expresses itself, are not to be conceived

mechanically, nor can we regard the products of thought, the

notion, judgment, and reasoning, in the same fashion in which,

vfith but partial success, we treat, in psychology, the representations

or reproductions in idea of actual fact. The essence of thought,

the unity in dilTerence of objects known and subject cognizing, is

that which constitutes in its several modes the peculiarity of notions,

judgments, and reasonings. The notion is simply the work of

thought, looked at, if the expression be allowed, statically. Tliere

is no sir.gle psychical jiroduct, to be treated by the method of ob-

servation which is applied in psychology to sensations and ideas,

which can be called the notion. Mental facts, which rightly or

wrongly psychology deals with after its mechanical fashion, present

themselves in a new aspect when they are regarded as parts, or

rather as organic elements, in cognition. If we endeavour to apply
the abstracting, isolating method of observation ai extra to them,
doubtless only mechanical, abstract, and external relations will

manifest themselves as obtaining among thera, and there may thus
be deduced a mass of abstract .formulae expressing relations of

agreement and disagreement, total or partial coincidence, conflic-

tion, intersection, or coexistence and sequence, which have abstract
truth, but are in no way adequate to express the genuine nature of
thought.
Kant himself proceeds, as was said, by simply assuming, as some-

how given, the cardinal forms of unity in consciousness, and, distin-

guishing form of judgment from matter by the apparently simple
difTerence between matters united and form of uniting, draws out
the types of judgmentunder the familiar rubrics of quality, quantity.

1 Logii, § 17. s Analytik, § 19.
3 See specially tlie treatment of Judgment by Esser (Logik, §5 56 ond CI) and

Jakob, (ioj. u. Met., 5§ 189, 194, 201, 202), where the division of Judgmenrs Into
categojieal, hypothetical, and disjunctive flows from a quite arbitrary and arti-
ficial principle.

< See Twesten, Logik, 55 51-57, and CI; Hamilton, Logk, i, 530 jj. It may
here be remarked that Hamilton's mode of translating the relaUve secllons of
Krug and Esser, his main authorities for the details of the Kantian logic, clearly
Bhows that he did not attach any special slgnilicanco to the phrase, unity of con-
sciousness. In his view, the unity implied in the judgment A is B was the union
of A and B in the notion of a giien totality or whole—A being part of B in one
aspect, B bemg part of A in another. Tliis relation of whole and part Is quite
un-Kantian,

* It Is by this course that the curious phenomenon of an algebraic or symbolic
lof^c springing from the Kantian Rronndwork has come about The same result
follows, indeed, from any view of thought as merely exercised aiout facts which
are already In tlicmselves completed cngnitions. Whether we call these notioni
(with Hamilton) or irpira (witli Antislhenes) or elementary data (with Leibnitz)
or simple apprehensions (wltb the nominalists), the result is the same

relation, and modality. Tlie same assumption of distinctions only

to he given by the higher researches of transcendental logic is mani-
fested in his treatment of reasoning, the deduction of one judgment
from others. Three main types of such deduction are signalized :

—

(1) deductions of the understanding, in which the conclusion

follows simply from change in the form of the given judgment ; (2)

deductions of reason, in which the necessity of the deduced proposi-

tion is shown by reference to a general rule under which it falls
;

(3) deductions of judgment, in which the conclusion is reached by
the treatment of given experience in reference to a general rule of

reflexion upon experience. Under the first of these fall the familiar

forms of immediate inference ; under the second, syllogism in its

three varieties, categorical, hypothetical, and disjunctive; under the

third, inductive and analogical reasoning. The understanding, if

one may interpret Kant freely, is the process by which the worth of

what is given is fixed and determined ; it moves not beyond the

given fact, and can therefore subject the fact to no other thau

formal transformation. The determining judgment or reason is t\ie

expression of the fundamental fact in knowledge that all experience

is subject to general rules or conditions ; there must therefore l^e

a determination of the particular by the general ; there must be

ground for subsuming the particular and the universal. The fonns

of such subsuuiption and determination of the particultir by the

general are syllogisms. Syllogism therefore is the mode in which
the essence of cognition is made explicit. The reflective judgment
is the expression of the tendency to treat the contingent details of

this or that given experience after the analogy of the general rule

that all experience'is subject to intellectunl determinations. This
analogy does not necessitate the specific determination of the parti-

cular by any specific universal, but serves as general directrix in

experiential researches. It is sufliciently evident that a remodelling

of the older logical doctrine such as this rests upon a wider and jnore

comprehensive philosophical view of knowledge as a whole, that

such distinctions cannot flow from either of the principles previousH

indicated as those on which the formal conception of logic rested,

and, finally, that the logical aspect of these distinctions is formal in

the only true sense of that word, viz., in that the treatment is of

necessity general, applicable to all or any thinking.

28. As in the Kantian system there were ^daced, side by side,

two diverse conceptions of logical system, that of transcendental

logic, and that of formal logic, without any ailequate link of con-

nexion between them, so from the Kantian position there diverged

two quite distinct schools of logic, the transcendental or meta-
physical, and the formal. As regards the second of these, but little

requires to be said. The great body of logical treatises written from
the Kantian formal point of view contain nothing of interest. In

them the traditional logic is handled under the rubrics supplied

by the Kantian general philosophy, with more or less of purifica-

tions from needless detail, according to the acuteness or insight of

the writers, with more or less of deviation from the Kantian lines.

In but few cases did the real difliculty, that of assigning to formal
logic an independent plan and method, lead to a radically fresh

treatment.*

The Kantian transcendental logic, being an analysis of the con-

ditions under which objectivity in general becomes possible material
for cognition, is in a special sense a new theory of thought. For
thoughtis the process mediating the unity of the ego and the multi-
farious detail of actual experience ; and only through thought, the
universal, are objects so determined that they are possible matters
of knowledge for a conscious subject. As determinations of objects,

the pure elements of thought m.ay be called notions, while the reali-

zation of notions in conscious experience is the judgment, wherein
the universal of thought and the jiarticular of sense are synthetically
united, and the systematization of experience is the syllogism.

Notion, judgment, and syllogism are thus, in the transcendental
logic, no bare, abstract forms, but have as their content the pure
determinations of objectivity in general. They cannot be conceived
mechanically, as mere products difiering only in degree of generality
and abstractness from the ideas, and connexions of association which
appear as due merely to the psychological mechanism of the human
consciousness. They are the essential forms of the ultimata
synthesis through which knowledge becomes possible, and thus
express in their organic system the very nature of thought, i e., of
the thinking subject. In the Kantian doctrine, however, as it

developed itself historically, tliere are various points of view which
disturb the harm,ony of the system as thus sketched. Two in parti-

cular require special notice, as from these the later attempts at a
complete revision of logical theory have taken their origin. (1)

^ Generally, the formal logician is compelled simply to take the processes of
tliought as determined in psychology or metaphysics or what not, and to consider
certain aspects of them. His science has, therefore, no independent place, nnd no
method of development. Independence may be stiiven after, either by attempt-
ing to develop all processes of thought and their logical peculiarities from an initial

definition of thought solely, or by combining with this detinition the view tliat

non-contradictoriness is the one logical quality, and thus assigning to logic the
discussion of the conditions of non-contradiction in thought. Of the first,

Hamilton may be taken as the type ; of the second, Twesten, Ma- sel, mi
Spalding.
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riirougliout tlie Kantian work tliere appears a constant tendency

to regard the ego, or central unity of sell-consciousness, as merely

abstiact, as related mechanically, not organically, to the complex of

experience in which its inner nature is unfolded. This tendency

finds expression in various ways. Thus the sjnithesis, which has

been shown to be the essential feature of cognition, is regarded as

on its subjective side a union of intellectual function and receptivity

of sense, and the contributions from either side are viewed as some-

how complete in themselves.' Knowledge, in accordance with thi?,

might be considered to be the mechanical result of the combination

or coherence of the two, a combination which in the last resort must i

appear to the conscious subject as contingent or accidental. (2)

Knowledge, the systematic union of universal and particular in

experience, is thought as containing in some obscure fashion a

reference to the most real world, the realm of things in themselves,

and therefore as being, in antithesis thereto, strictly subjective.

The processes of thought, by which unity is given to experience,

thus manifest themselves as limited in scope, and as being the very

ground or reasou of the restriction of knowledge to phenomenal in

opposition to noumenal reality.^

The presence of these two difficulties or perplexities in the Kantian
system, which are, indeed, at bottom but one, led to revision of

transcendental logic in two directions. The one line proceeded

from the analysis of knowledge as the product of intellectual function

and receptivity, and, uniting therewith metaphysical conceptions of

varied kinds, culminated in a doctrine of cognition which, retaining

the distinction between real and ideal as ultimate, endeavoured to

show that the forms of the ideal, i.e., of thought, and the forms of

reality were parallel. Logic, under this new conception, appeared

as a comprehensive theory of knowledge, the systematic treatment

of the modes in which thought, conditioned by its own nature and
by the nature of the reality upon which it is exercised, develops

into knov.ledge, i.e., of the modes in which a representation of

things characterized by universality and evidential force is ob-

tained. On the whole this is the position assi^ed to logic by
Schleiermacher, whose view is followed in essentials, though with

many variations iu detail, by a large and important school of logical

writers.'

The second direction may be characterized generally as the at-

tempt to develop fully what is involved in Kant's conception of

thought as the essential factbr of cognition. Any opposition between
metaphysic as dealing with tliereal and logic as dealing with the

ideal element in knowledge appears, in this view, as a mere effort

of false abstraction. The very nature of reality is its nature in a"nd

for thought. The system of pure determinations of objectivity,

which Kant had imperfectly sketched, is not to be regarded as a
piece of subjective machinery, because it expresses the inmost con-

ditions of intelligence as snch. Nothingis more real than the ego,

than intelligence or thought. Transcendental logic, or logic which
is at the same time metaphysic, is the only discipline to which the
title logic by right belongs. For it contains the complete system
of the forms in and tlirough which intelligence is realized. The
notion, judgment, and syllogism are doubtless forms of thought,
but they have their definite content. They are the modes iu which
the forms of objectivity are realized for intelligence, and are thus
at once abstract and concrete. The so-called formal logic is a mere
cnput mortuum, a descriptive study of some few types of the applica-

tion of thought to matters of experience. On the whole this is the
view of logic developed through Fichte (and in part Schelling) by
Hegel, and the Hegilian system shall here be regarded as its com-
plete and only representative.

Lorji: as TJicory 0/ Knowledge.

29. The position assigned to logic as theory of knowledge and
the range of problems included in it are determined by the general
philosophic view of the distinction between the reality to be appre-

nsnded by thought and the subjective nature of thought itself.

There may be, therefore, numberless variations in the mode of
treating logic with general adherence to the one point of view.* In
the Dialekfik of Schleiermacher, for example, the fundamental
characteristic is the attempt to unito some portions of the Kantian
analysis of cognition with Spinozistio metaphysic. Knowledge is

regarded as the complex combination of intellect, the formative,
nnifying, idealizing faculty, and organization or receptivity of sense.

The generality or common validity of cognition rests on the uniforrn

nature of organization and on the ideu'.ity of all ideas in the one

' Sec vol. xlil. pp. 651, 8.'.2.

2 It is Dnnccessary to consider what exactly was Kant'3 teaching on elttier of
these poi.-,»3, or what the significance of the relative doctrine may be in liis system.
It is s'jfScienr, for the historical pifrpose in hanfl, to indicate thu apparent ten-
dency o' his work, for fiom this the lat«r dovelopmenls take their rise.

' See, for an enumeration of the more prominent membei-s, Ueberweg's L<igik,

M, • work which itself is an admirable exposition fioni the same point of view.
* It appears an historic error to identify the point of view here referred to with

the Aristotelian. '1 he notion of a parallelism l>**wecn the foi-ms of reality and
the forms 0' Jtnowledpe is too defir.lte to be covered by ti.e mere exprpssiin.
whether ia Aristi.iiv or in V1X ui the doctrine Uiul koouledge is kuowlalg. ?

ideal system. The cbjectire worth of cognition ia referred on the
one hand to the determined connexion between the real universe
and the organization through which the individual is part of the
real order of things, on the other hand to the ultimate metaphysical
parallelism between the system of ideas and real y. The primary
foiTOS of knowledge, notion, and judgment, distinct froai one
another only as being knowledge viewed now as stable now as in

process, correspond to the ultimate elements of the real, the per-

manent force or substance and its variable manifestations. Syllo-

gism and induction, with the subordinate processes of definition

and division, analysis and synthesis, are technical modes of tho

development of notions and judgments, modes by which inchoate

notions are rendered definite, by which incomplete judgments are
rendered complete.'

That there is much valuable and suggestive material in this

mode of regarding logic is undoubted, and in the discussion of

isolated forms of knowledge, such as judgment, it is always desir-

able that there should be kept in mind the reference to the ultimate

character of objectivity. Init the whole point of view seems im-
perfect and open to such objections as will always present them-
selves when a principle ia not carried out to its full extent. It may,
for propedeutic purposes, be desimble to separate the handling.©!

logical forms from metaphysic, but such separation cannot be ulti-

mate. The system of forms of reality to which the forms of know-
ledge are assumed to correspond must in some way enter into

knowledge, and they cannot enter in as an absolutely foreign

ingredient, to which knowledge has simply to conform it.self. For,

if so, these metaphysical categories would be discoverable only by
an analysis of concrete knowledge, and they would remain as

inferences from the nature of cognition, not as data directly known.
The cardinal difficulty which appears in all treatments of logic from
this point of view is that of explaining how there comes to be
known an objective system of things with characteristic foncs or

aspects, and it is not hard to see that the acceptance of a reality so

formed is but a relic of the pernicious abstraction which gave rise

to the Kantian severance of knowledge from noumenal reality.^ In

short the position taken by Schleiermacher and his school, as final

standing ground, is but an intermediate stage in the development
of that which lay implicit in the critical philosophy.

iloreover, it is hardly possible to assume this point of view with-

out tending to fall back into that mechanical view of knowledge
from which Kant had endeavoured to free philosophy. If there be
assumed the severance between real and ideal, it is hardly possible

to avoid deduction of all that is characteristic of the ideal order from
the observed or conjectured psychological peculiarities of inner

experience. The real appears only as ultimate point of reference,

but in no -other way determines the form of knowledge. The
characteristic relations which give content to notions, judgments,
and syllogisms are deduced psychologically.' In the long run, it

would no doubt be found tliat the real key to the position is the

belief, more or less expressed, that the systematic v.ew of thought
as comprehending and evohing the forms of reality is an unattain-

able ideal,—that metaphysic, to put it briefly, is impossible. To
some extent this is the position taken by Lotze, whose cautious and
ever thoughtful expositions are invariably directed to the elucida-

tion of the real nodi, the real roots of perplexity or inconipletenets

of doctrine. In his view logical forms are the modes in which
thought works up the material, supplied in inner experience by the
psychological mechanism of the soul, in conformity to the ultimate
presuppositions with the aid of which alone can harmony, or ethical

and aesthetic completeness, be gained for our conceptions of things.

But with this doctrine, which approaches more clearly than any
other of the type to the metaphysical logic, there is cou; led the re-

serve that any actual point of view from which the development of

these presuppositions, their rational explanation, might becom.e

possible is unattainable. Our conildence in them is finally of an
ethical character, and depends upon our conviction of the ethical end
or purpose of all the surroundings within which human life and

5 Perhaps the most complete trentmfnt of lopic from this point of view is

that of George, Lot^tk ah Wissemcha/UUhre. 1868. Ueberwep, dissenting from
Schlelermacher's view of .syllogism and the systematic processes of reasoning, lays

out more fully what in his view are the aspects of reality coiTesponding to the
typical forms of knowledge. Trendelenburg endeavoul-s to fill up the (rap

between real and ideal by emphasizing the community of character between
motion, as the ultimate reality, and constructiveness iu knowledge, the central

activity of the ideal.

6 Thus we find in Schleiermacher (fli'cf., S§ 132-34) that the ultimate difference

of Ideal and real is accepted as simple datum. In Ueberweg (Logik, § 8 and
passim) there is continuous reference to an inner order of things, the forms of
which are the metaphysical categories, but the actual treatment Is altogether

Indepenilcnt of these forms, and we may conjecture that, in the last resort,

Ueberweg would have e.^p1ained the characterisTics of logical thinking by
reference rather to the psychological mechanism than to a supposed nature of

things (see Loi^ik. $5 40-42), and thus appioximated to the position of Beneke
rather than to that of Schleiermacher.

' This tendency, which appears in Schleiermacher and Ueberweg, arid indeed Id

all the logics of that school (George's Logik, e.g.. Is hardly to be distinguished

from psychology), is prominent In Beneke. It is curious to note a precis, ly

similar lesult in the logical theory of Sir H. Spencer. Mr Spencer supposes him-
self to be throughout referring to the nature of reality, but In fact alt that it?

sicelftc In the f. i-ms of reasoning dcveltiied by lum la of psychological o.igin (see

Pr. ofPsyclt.. li. 5S Mr/-<«
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character is manifested. In logic as in mctaphysic vrc must con-

tent ourselves with more or less fragmentary treatment

Logic as Metaphysical.

3D. To understand the peculiarities of this, the final conception of

logic' we must take into account the ultimate view of knowledge as

that La which thought and reality are united, and of philosophy gene-

rally as the attempt to develop the whole system of these abstract

determinations of thought by which coherence and intelligibility

are given to knowledge. In it there is carried out to the full extent

Eaut's idea of thouglit as the ultimate germ of intelligibility.

In the critical system, as we have seen, the fundamental idea

was continuously disturbed by the intrusion of doctrines which

possessed significance only when the problems were treated from

a quite opposed point of view. Thus the abstract separation of

conscious experience, regulated according to the conditions of

the unity of thought, from a supposed realm of reality involved

the consideration of the subject as one portion or item of a me-

chanical whole. In other words, the Kantian system proved itself

unable to unite in a comprehensive fashion the two ideas of

thought as the universal in experience and of thought as the

activity or mode of realization of the individual subject. The cen-

tral point of view, that which refers all in experience to the unity

of thought, was continuously departed from, and as a natural consc-

.quenco the various forms or modes of tliought were treated, not in

relation to their ultimate unity, but as isolated facts, to be dealt

with by principles resting on a totally opposed doctrine. It is the

essence of the Hegelian method to keep continuously in view tlic

concrete unity and totality of thought, to treat each special aspect

or determination as an integi-al portion of an organic whole, a por-

tion which must prove itself unintelligible and contradictory it

regarded apart from its relations to the whole, and so to avoid these

raeclianical separations and abstractions which had proved fatal to

the Kantian doctrine. In the development of a method which rests

upon and endeavours to retain so comprehensive a point of view,

there must of necessity be much that is tentative and imperfect.

Differences of opinion regarding the main stages in the development,

regarding the particular content of any one stage, are quite com-

patible with adhesion to the general principle of the whole.^ But

from this point of view only can justice be done to those forms of

thought which have always been regarded as the special material of

logical treatment ; from any other, the treatment must be partial,

fra<Tnentary, and, so to speak, external. Thus, notion, judgment, and

sylTocism are not, in this view, treated as merely subjective modes

an wluch the individual consciousness apprehends and works up the

material of experience, but as higher, more developed, and therefore

a icher forms of the determinations of thought in and through which

intelligibility of experience is acquired. The whole system of these

determinations of thought, the categories, is the matter of logic ;

the realization of them in subjective experience, or the treatment of

the successive phases of consciousness in which abstract thought

comes to be recognized in and by the individual, is the matter of the

philosophy of spirit, of which psychology is one portion. Doubt-

less the logical treatment may be led up to by tracing the modes
in which the full consciousness of the determinations of tl ought as

the essence of reality is attained, but such iritroduction is propaideu-

tic merely, and within the logical system itself the starting-

point must be the simplest, least definite of those categories

whereby for spirit the realm of fact becomes intelligible.

The nature of the opposition between this view and that of the

ordinary logic, which in the main rests upon the principle of indi-

vidualist psychology, that the content of knowledge is derived ab

extra, from an entirely foreign world of fact, will become more clear

if there be considered specially the treatment which under the two
methods is given to the notion. Notions, in ordinary logic, are re-

garded as products formed from the data supplied by presentative

and representative experience, and the mode of formation as gene-

rally conceived is a continuous process of critical comparison,
recognition of differences, similarities, and grouping of like facts.

Not only then does the notion present itself as relatively poor and
meagre in content, a kind of attenuated individual, not only are

the only characteristics presented to the operation of thought
mechanical and external, but the final product appears as a mere
subjective abbreviation of what is given in experience. In the pro-

cess, however, even as it is ordinarily conceived, there is more
involved than is apparent on the surface. The individuals
subjected to the abstracting and generalizing activity of thought
are qualified individuals, i.e., individuals viewed as determined in
their own nature and in respect of tliought by a whole network of
relations, which when stated abstractly are really of the nature of
categories. They aie individuals only for a unifying intelligence

> Lolzc's whole view of the genetic connexion of the forms of thought Is
pccoliar to himself, and <lesei-vc8 separate treatment.

' Hegel himself fully recognizes the tentative character of the nnmen.us
divisions and classillcatinn of the categoiics of thouelit which make up the sub-
stance of tlic loifik, and desires that too much stress be Dot laid on the formal
«lde of bis esposUiuQ (sec .logik, 1, 29^

which views them under diverse aspects, and these aspects are th»

blank forms of intelligibility, which it is the very function of logic

to consider in system. Moreover; the purely formal acceptation of

the notion as a mere mental hieroglyphic or sign stands in sharp

contradiction to the view which as a rule accompanies it, and which,

for the most part, receives explicit statement in a so-called applied

lofic or doctrine of method, that in the notion is contained tho

representation of the essence or truth of reality.
_
It is impossible

to retain witli any consistency tho merely arithmetical or numerical

doctrine of tho notion, as containing fewer marks than the indi-

vidual, of the genus as characterized by a less number of attributes

than the species, and so on. Underlying all genuine knowledge, all

classification, and therefore all formation of notions, is the tendency

towards the subordination of parts to a law which determines them.

The generic attributes are not simply the points of agreement, but

the determining characteristics, and the notion of a thing is the

explicit recognition of its nature as a particular manifestation of ft

universal law.

Thus even within the limits of the ordinary logic there are pro-

blems which force upon it the reconsideration of the view which

regards tho notion .as merely a mechanically formed psychical fact.

Knowledge, no doubt, is only realized subjectively, in and through

psychical facts, but the treatment of it in its nature as knowledge,

and the treatment of its psychical aspect, are tola gcncrc distinct.

The metaphysical doctrine which keeps consistently in view thought

as the essence of knowledge in its own nature has therefore to con-

template the notion in strictest relation to thought, as one mode ill

which objectivity as such is apprehended, made intelligible, and, in

a very special sense, as the mode in which the nature of thought is

made explicit. Thus the notion can only appear as uniting and com-

prehending under a new aspect these intellectual determinations

whereby things are related to one another in a cognizable system.

The special charactciibtic of the Hegelian logic, the methodical

principle of development of the determinations of thought, re-

quires for its full elucidation a longer treatment than is compatible

with the scope of a general sketch. But it seems necessurv

to add a word respecting certain difficulties or objections wliicn

apply, not specially to the methodical principle of Hegel's logic,

but generally to the idea of a logic which is at the same time

nietaphysic or a treatment of ultimate notions. These objections

may be variously put, according to the special jioint of vitw

assumed by the critic, but they are in the long run dependent on

one mode of interpretation of the fundamental antithesis between

being, or reality, and thought. For whether we say that it is con-

fusion to identify thought-forms with relations of lact, that it is

unphilosophical to assume that being of necessity confoims to

thought, that thought is purely subjective and knowledge tho

system of forms in and through which the subjective is brought

after its own nature to an adequate representation of objective fact,

or point to phenomena of perception as showing that even adequate

correspondence, not to speak of identity, between subjective and
objective must be matter of discussion, or lay stress upon the pro-

cedure of science as negativing the preliminary assumption of tho

logico-metaphysical assumption, we but express in varied ways »

fundamental interpretation of the opposition between reality and
knowledge. We assume an initial distinction, the grounds and
precise nature of which are never made clear. For the antithesis

between thought and reality is an antithesis in and by means of

conscious experience, and is not to be comprehended save through
conscious experience. If, indeed, we start with conscious experi-

ence as a mecnanically formed tcrtiian quid, something which an'srs

out of tho correlation of an unknown subject and an unknonn
object, we may certainly retain, as an ever-recurring and insoluble

problem, the possibility of cognizing eitlier factor pc7' sc. But tho

]irobIem arises not from the antithesis but from our way of reading

or interpreting it. Oiijosition between subjective thinking and the

real world of fact, slow, tentative, and imperfect development in

individual consciousness of knowledge which contains in essential

relation the opposed elements, distinction therefore of the meta-
physical or real categories which determine the nature of object as

knowable from the ideal or logical categories which express more
specifically the fashion in which the knowable object is reduced to

the subjective form of cognition, are not only perfectly compatible

with, but are strictly reasoned conclusions from, tho ultimate

doctrine that in thought alone is to be found the secret both of

knowing and of being. To bring against this doctrine the continu-

ous complaint that it assumes an identity which, if it can be proved

at all, at least demands proof, is to misunderstand the very notion

of identity which plays so important a part in the objection. Not
even in the most judicious and thoughtful critics of metaphysical

logic, in Lotze for example,' does one find a sufficiently careful dis-

tinction between a mere question of nomenclature (t.c, whether we
shall restrict the title logic to the portion of general system whic>
deals with notions, judgments, and syllogism, while reserving foi

metaphysics all the other inquiries) and the question of theoretical

3 Sec Ills l.o^a (l".n), PP- 10, 11, and iojit (1S74), bli. iii , ciinps. 4. 5.
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hnpoflance, wlietlier Uicre remains over anJ aljove tlie difTorcnce

between the more immediate determinations of tbouglitand itsnioro

complex or reflective modes an essential dilference in knowledge be-

tween thought and reality. In less careful critics the oversight

simply leads to the contention tint we shall always repeat the

problem of knowing and being as insoluble, and shall view know-
ledge as a mechanical, subjective product.

Many of these objections doubtless result from a very simple fact,

more than once alluded to in this article. Particular distinctions,

apparently the most elementary, frerjuently involve and are unin-

telligible apart from a developed, though not necessarily consistent

or well grounded, conception of things in general. Thus the

emph.osis laid upon thought as essentially subjective, as being merely

the system of operations whereby the individual brings into order

and coherence in his own experience what is furnished ab extra

throu'rh the natural connexion iu which he is placed to the

objective world, seems at first sight the most simple and direct con-

sequence of the actually given distinction between the individual as

one natural unit aud the sum of things comprehending him and all

others. But, on analysing more closely tlie title for applying to

philosophical problems a view which is tliat of practical life, and
doubtless legitimate aud necessary within that sphere, we readily

become aware of a whole series of speculative assumptions implicit

in that view, and possibly without any adequate justification. At
all events, whether or not the view bo ultimately defensible, and in

the same form in which it is at first assumed, it is unphilosophical

to start in the treatment of a difficult and important discussion

from principles so ambiguous and undetermined. The practical

difference between the individual agent and the external sphere

within which his individual operations are realized and which
is therefore treated by him, from his point of view, as external,

throws no light per se on the nature of the ultimate relation

between the individual thinker as such and the world within

which his thought is exercised. The confusion between ultimate

distinctions and practical points of view ia productive of most
pernicious consequences not only in logic snecially but in philosophy

at large.

Criticism of Che Chief Logical Schools.

31. It will probably be now apparent that determination of the
nature, province, and method of lo^ic is, and has always been,
dependent on the conception fonned as to the nature of know-
ledge. Discussions regarding the precise definition of logic are

not mere analytical disputes regarding the best mode of expressing
in terms the nature oi a subject sutliciently agreed upon ; varia-

tions in the treatment of particular portions of lo^cal discipline

do not arise from more or less accurate discrimination of tlic

nature and relations of given material ; nor are differences in respect

to the amount of logical matter to bo considered mere expressions of

difference as to the range of the same fundamental principles. The
grounds for divergence are much more deeply seated, and, lookin"
back upon the historical survey of the main conceptions of logical

Science, it seems quite impossible to hope that by comparison and
selection certain common points of view or methods may bo
extracted, to which the title of logical might beyond dispute be
applied. The logic, as one may call it, of each philosophical theory
of knowled-je is an integral part or necessary consequence of such
theory; and its validity, whether in whole or in part, depends upon
the completeness and coherence of the explanation of knowledge in
general which forms the essence of that theory. Any criticism of a
general conception of logic or special application thereof, which does
not rest upon criticism of the theory of knowledge implied in it,

must bo inept and useless. It is not possible to include such
expanded criticism in an article like the present ; there remains
therefore only one aspect of these various logical schemes which
may be subjected to special and isolated examination, viz., tho
inner coherence of each scheme as presented by its author.
Naturally such an examination can be applied only to views which
imply the separate existence of logic as a Dody of doctrine develop-
ing into system from its own, peculiar principles. When it is a
fundamental position that logic as such nas no separate existence,

but is one with the all-comprehensive doctrine or theory of the
ultimate nature of cognition, it is not possible to criticize such con-
ception of logic separately ; criticism or logic then becomes criticism

of the whole philosophical system. In most of the views brought
before us, however, a special place has been assigned to logic ; it

is therefore possible to apply internal criticism to the more important
of these general views, and to consider how far the pretensions of
logic to an independent position and method are substantiated.
From the foregoing remarks it will also have become apparent

that a general classification of logical schools, as opposed to the
reference of these to ultimate distinctions of philosophical theory,
is impossible. A distribution into formal (subjective), real (empiri-
cal, or, as certain German authorities designate it, Erkcnnlniss-
iheorctisch), and metaphysical conceptions of logic is rather con-
fusing than helpful. For the formal logics of the Kantian writers,

of Hamilton, and of ilanscl are distinct, not only from one another,

but from such equally formal logics ns those of ITobbcs, Condillac,
Leibnitz, Herbart, Ulrici, Boole, De Morgan, aud Jevons. Logic .as

theory of knoivloiigrpTivBents iiuite special features when handled
by Jlill, or by Schleiermacher, Ueberweg, Bcneke, and Wundt. And
it cannot even be admitted that tho threefold classification affo'rds

room, without violence, for the Aristotelian logical researches.

There arc no poiuts of agreement and difference so Unambiguoin
that by their aid a division can be effected.'

32. Few conceptions of logic contain, with so little real ground)
such professions of completeness and independence as that developed
in the writings of the Kantian school.- According to this view,

logic is a puro science, having as its special material the form o(

thoiiglit, demonstrative in character and with theorems capable oi

complete deduction from the elementary principles contained in thfi

very notion of foim as opposed to matter of thought. But, when
one comes to the examination of the system itself, one finds (a) thai

the notions of form and matter are much too stubborn to lend theni'

selves readily to analysis, and that explanations of what exactly

constitutes form fluctuate between a merely negative definition

(whatever is not treated in any other science, philosophical ot

otherwise) and a psychological deduction from the assumed nature

of thought;^ (6) that the really important factor in determining

the contents of logical science is psychology, from which much
more is boiTOwed than the mere preliminary definition of thought

|

(c) that demonstrative character rests entirely on an abstract

interpretation of the laws of identity and non-contradiction ;
(rf)

that throughout the whole system there is not a trace of develop"

ment, but merely the reiterated application of the law of identity

and contradiction, or of some confused distinction between form
•fd matter, to logical products, the notion, judgment, and
syllogism, whose nature, ciiaracteristics, and distribution aro

arbitrarily accepted from psychology or "eneral criticism or

what not. Thus, in the majority of cases, logicians who simply
followed the lines indicated by Kant introduced into their system,^

without any criticism, the fundamental distinctions contained in

tlie Kritik d. rcincn Vcrnunft. The fourfold scheme of quantity,

quality, relation, and modality was applied without hesitation,

tnough in varied and always artificial frishion, to notions;'' judg-

ments were accepted as being categorical, hypothetical, and dis-

junctive in kind, though the differences are altogether foreign to the

logical principle applied ; and generally no attempt was made to do
more than treat, in an abstract fashion, some aspects of a piocedure

of thought determined in all its phases by extra-logical considera-

tions. The inevitable result of such a treatment was the undue pre-

ponderance given to the doctrine of notions, which, being viewed

nfter the fashion of Kant as given, completed products, appeared as

the ultimate units of thought, to be combined, separated, and
grouped together in all the higlier processes. The peculiarities of

the logical system which is commonly associated with the name of

Sir W. Hamilton spring entirely from this view of notions. For, if

notions be regarded as the elements of thought, then the judgment
which elaborates them can only present itself as the explicit state-

ment of immediate relations discernible among notions. These

immediate relations reduce themselves, for Hamilton, to one,—the

quantitative relation of whole and part,—and, attention being con-

centrated on the extensive reference of concepts, the eightfold scheme

of prepositional forms is the natural consequence. To such a scheme

the objections are manifold. It is neither coherent in itself, nor

expressive of the nature ot thinking, nor deduced truly from the

general principle of the Hamiltonian logic. For it ought to have

been kept in mind that extension is but an aspect of the notion, not

a separable fact upon which the logical processes of elaboration are

to be directed. It is, moreover, sufficiently clear that the relation

of whole and part is far from exhausting or even adequately repre-

senting the relations in which things become for intelligence matters

of cognition, and it is further evident that the procedure by which

types of judgment are distinguished according to the total or partial

reference to extension contained in them assumes a stage and

amount of knowledge which is really the completed result of cog-

nition, not that with which it starts, or by which it proceeds."

The utility of basiug logical theorems on psychological premisses,

a method involved in the procedure of most expositions of formal

' Nor are more defaileil classifications, such as those of Itosenkranz {Die

Modificatimen der Logik, 1842), PianU IDie Bedeulung der logik, 1849), Robus

{Xeneste BeUrebungen, 16S0), of seiTice, except when historical.

2 Under this head Kant himself, tor reasons above given, Is not Indnded ; the

writers refeiTcd to arc named in Ueberweg {Logik, } 34).

* Mill's criticism on Hamilton's confuseti statements regarding forma {Exam,

of Hamilton, iX^H), is perfectly applicable to the generality of the Kantian

treatises on Ioctc.
* See, e g., Krug, Logik, $ 25 sq. v.

' Tile extension of a notion has no nmnerical or quantitative definlteness. To

formulate tho judement as expressing definite amounts of extension, therefore,

pi-esupposes complete empirical sun-ey of what, by its very essence, remains

Incomplete. This is specially noteworthy In the case of Hamilton's particular

Judgments. A judgment such as only some .4 is all B assumes total and perfect

ImowlcdKe of the whole spheres of A and D. It Is in the strictest sense of tho

word universal. Hamilton, it mav be added, amis It completely Impossible 10

work out a coherent doetitne of syllogism from the polut o( view taken in tho

treatment ol the JudgmenL
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lens, uiny well be matter of doubt. For jisycliolog>-, .13 ordinanly

conceived, has certainly close relations with logic, but in aim and

in point of view is distinctly opposed or at all events subordinate

to it The psychological investigation of thoudit, if carried out

consistently, must take one of two forms, either that of descnptioa,

in which thought, like any other mental fact, is regarded ab extra

a? that upon which attention and observation are to be directed,—

m

which- case therefore any relations of thoughts among themselves

must be of such an external nature as can be presented in the field

of observation ; or that of genesis, development, in which the sub-

jective processes of mind are viewed as forms of the one great pro-

cess whereby knowledge is realized in the individual consciousness.

Investigations from the first point of view are diametrically opposed

to the icgical treatment of thought, for in the latter the essential

feature, the reference in the subject, with his mental forms, to an

objective order within his experience is entirely wanting.
_
Such

investigation is abstract ; it proceeds upon and remains within the

limits of a distinction drawn in"and for conscious experience, a dis-

tinction the grounds, significance, and modes of which rerjuire to be

treated by a larger aud more comprehensive method. Investiga-

tions from the second point of view are subordinate to logic in the

wider sense, for the treatment of the subjective" processes therein is

illuminated and determined by the general principles regarding the

nature and meaning of conscious experience which it is the sole

function of logic to bring forward and establish. The psychology

which Hamilton generally has ia view is that commonly called

empirical, and with his conception of it the two sciences, logic and

psychology, are really one.

33. A possible exit from the difEculties or assumptions of the cur-

rent Kantian logic may be sought by following out and consistently

applying the hint contained in Kant's distinction of analytic and

synthetic thought, analytic and synthetic truth. It may be said

that all thinking involves the fundamental laws of identity and
non-contradiction ; that in these laws only is to be found the char-

acteristic and most general feature of thought ; that in them only

is the form, or element contributed by mind itself, to be detected.

Logic would thus bo regarded as the explicit statement of the con-

ditions of non-contradictoriuess in thought, as the evolution of the

formal element in thought, and, since in analytic truth only can

non-contradictoriness be discovered without material aid, as the

theory of analytic thought. Such "is the position assigned to logic

by Twesten, llansel, Spalding, and some others, and the conse-

quences to which it inevitably leads are sufficiently interesting to

require that some special examination should be given to it.

In the first place, then, it seems evident that the'fundamental

distinction implied, that between analytic and synthetic thought, is

wrongly conceived. That analysis and synthesis are methods of

cognition, differing in many important respects, is undoubted ; but

such difference lies in a sphere altogether alien to that within which
the present distinction is to be sought. Analytic thought, as here

conceived, is only to be understood when taken in reference to the

judgment, and then also in reference to a peculiarity in the Kantian

docti'ine. Kant, emphasizing the principle that judgment is essen-

tially the form in which the particular of experience is determined

by the univei-sal element of thought, but identifying this universal

with a formed concept (resembling, therefore, a class notion), con-

templated a class of j udgments in which the predicate was merely an
explication of the subject notion. Such judgments, had the matter

been more fully considered, would have appeared as far from
primary, and Kant has himself, in the most unambiguous language,

indicated the correct view that analysis is consequent and depend-
ent on synthesis,—that analytic judgments, therefore, are merely
special applications of abstracting thought within a sphere already

treated, handled, formed by thought. Mansel, too, whose views are

generally acute if not profound, has signalized as the primitive unit

of cognition the so-called psychologicai judgment, which is essenti-

ally synthetic in character. The logical judgment, in fact, about
which his conception of logic centres, is recognized as a posterior

act of reflexion, directed upon formed notions, and is not in any
way to be regarded m containing what is a common, universal
feature of all judgments.

In the second jilace, even granfing what cannot be maintained,
that the process of thought is mere explication of the content of
previous knowledge, and that the theory of logic has to do with a
comparatively small and subordinate portion of cognitipn, there is

in such a principle no means of development. We may take up in
succession class-notions, judgments, reasonings, and in relation to
each reiterate, astheono axiom of logic, that the constituent ele-

ments shall bo non-contradictoiy; but such a treatment is only
possible in relation to a material already formed and organized.
The utmost possible value being given to such a view, logic, under
it, could be but a partial and inchoate doctrine.

Finally, there is involved in the doctrine of analytic thought,
snd in the consequences to which attention will next be drawn, a
peculiar and one-sided conception of identity or ef the principle of
identity as an element in thought. Historically this conception
has played a most important part : it lisa at tlio root of all nomin-

alist logic from Antisthencs downwards, and has found metaphysi-
cal expression of the most diverse kinds. Tlud things are what
tliey are is the odd fashion in which a well-nigh forgotten English

w-riter states what is taken to bo the universal foundation of all

thought and knowledge.' The representatives of things in our sub-

jective experience, the units of knowledge, may be called notions,

and, accordingly, that each notion should be what it is appears as

the corresponding logical axiom. The whole process of thought is

therefore regarded as merely the explicit statement of what each

notion is, and the separation of it by direct or indirect methods
from all that it is not. The judgment, essentially the active

movement of thought, is reduced to the mere expression of the

identity of a notion, and in truth, were the doctrine consistently

carried out, Antisthenes's conclusion that the judgment is a fallacious

and inept form of thought would be the necessary result. When
such a conclusion is not drawn, its place is generally taken by much
vague declamation regarding the limited, imperfect, and uncertain

character of our knowledge, which is regarded as asymptotically

approaching to the adequate determination of truth.

The conception which undeilies this view is the abstract separ-

ation of thought from things which has been already noted, but
the proximate principle is a deduction therefrom. Knowledge or

thought is treated externally as a series of isolated units or parts, and
the results of cognitiou—notions, judgments, and reasonings—ara
viewed as the constituent factors. Thus, e.g., when it is said that a
judgment is the expression of an identity, there are possible only
two modes of explanation,—the one, that the identity referred to is

that between the original notion (subject) as unqualified by its pre-

dicates and the same as qualified, in which case manifestly the

result of the judgment is taken as being its constituent essence ;

the other, that the identity is that of the applicability of distinct

names to the same fact, in which case we accept without further

inquiry and exclude from logical consideration the processes of

thought by which the application of names is brought about, and
assume as being the procedure of thought itself that which is its

consequence. Under all circumstances, difference is as important

an element as identity in the judgment, and to concentrate

attention upon the identity is to take a one-sided and imperfect

view."

34. So soon, however, as the real nature of thought has been

thrown out of account as not concerned in the processes of logic, so

soon as the law of non-contradiction, in its manifold statement, has

been formulated as the one principle of logical or formal thinking,

there appears the possibility of evolving an exact system of the

conditions of non-contradictoriness. The ultimate units of know-
ledge, whatsoever we call them, whether notions or ideas of classes

or names, have at least one characteristic,—they are what they are,

and therefore exclude from themselves whatever is contradictory of

their nature. They are combined positions and negations, that

.which is posited or negated being left undetermined,—referred, in

fact, to matter as opposed to form. With respect to any article of

thought, therefore, the only logical requirement is that it shall

possess the characteristic of not being self-contradictory, and tlie

only logical question is, what exactly is posited and negated thereby.

Complex articles of thought viewed in like manner as complexes of

positions and negations may have the same condition demanded of

them and the same question put regarding them. A judgment and a

syllogism, if narrowly investigated, will appear to be merely com-
plex articles of thought, complexes of positions and negations. Pro-

ceeding from such a conception there may he treatments more or less

systematic and fraitful. In the hands of Kantian logicians, such ao

Twesten, Mansel, Spalding, and the like, little is effected, for, as thu

forms of thought arc accepted as given and as having their character-

istics otherwise fixed (by psychology or critical theory of knowledge),

the treatment resolves itself either into repetition, in respect to each,

of the fundamental logical condition, or into the erection of a specific

kind of thought (analytical) which has no other feature save that of

correspondence with the said condition. But it is clear that restric-

tion by any psychological or critical doctrine of thought is an arbi-

trary limitation. It is needful only to regard the operation of

thought as establishment of positions and negations, and to de-

velop, by whatever method, the systematic results of such a view.

Hoboes's doctrine of thought as dealing with names and as essen-

tially addition and subtraction of nameable features, Boole's doc-

trine of thought as the determination of a class, Jevons's view of

thought as simple apprehension of qualities,—any of these w-ill

serve as starting point, for in all of them the fruitful element is

the same. The further step that the generalization of the system
of thought must take a symbolic form nrcsents itself as an imme-
diate and natural consequence.

35. By the application of a symbolic method is not to be under-

stood what has been practised by many writers on logic—the illus-

' Jolm Soijcpnt. See The Mrltiod lo Science, by J. S., 870, Load., 1G06, pp.
141. 1-15. This curious bonk contains mucii iittcrcstinc: mntter.

^ On Condlllnc's attempt to trcnt Midcnicnts as identities for equations) some
escelkiit icmnrl<3 ivill be (ounil In Uo Tiucy, Idiologil, ill. 133-H3, c/. Dulliuucl,.
Du MellKX-'cl, I SO-M.
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tratiou of elementary logical relations by mimcrical or algebraic

signs or by diagrammatic schemata. Tlie expression has tlie signi-

fication which it bears in mathematical analysis, and implies that

the general relations of dependence among objects of thought, of

whatsoever kind, in correspondence with which operations of per-

fectly general character are carried out, shall be represented by sym-
bols, the laws of which ave determined by the nature of these rela-

tions or by the laws of the corresponding operations. The mere use

of abbreviations for the objects of treatment is not the application

of a symbolic method' ; but so soon as the general relations of, or

general operations with, these objects are represented by symbols,

and the laws of such symbols stated as deductions therefrom, there

arises the possibility of a symbolic development or method of treat-

meat, which may lead to more or less expanded results according as

the significance of the symbolic laws is more or less general. Thus
quantity, whether discrete or continuous, presents, as an aspect of

phenomena, relations of a highly general kind, offers itself as object

of operations of a highly general kind, and is therefore peculiarly

the subject of symbolic treatment." Currently, indeed, the treat-

ment of quantity is assumed to have the monopoly of symbolism,
but such an assumption is not self-evidently true, and it is permis-

sible to inquire whether matters non-quantitative do not present

relations of such generality that they, too, can be symbolically dealt

with. It is, however, a further question whether the generality

of the relations and therefore the significance of the symbols in such
cases, although subject to some special conditions not necessarily

involved in the nature of quantity, do not spring from the fact that

we treat the matters as quantities of a special kind, and so insen-

sibly find ourselves applying quantitative methods. In other words,

it remains to be investigated, after the preliminary definitions and
axioms of any symbolic method have been laid down, whether tho

conception of thought with which we start, or a special feature dis-

tinctly quantitative in character, has been tho truly fruitful element
in after-development of the system.'

The first step in any symbolic logic must evidently be the deter-

mination of the nature and laws of the symbols, and, as these follow

from the nature of the operations of thought, the first step is like-

wise a statement of the essential characteristic of thinkmg. As
above noted, there have been adopted various modes of expressing

this characteristic, and in some cases the mode adopted is not one
from which any generally applicable symbolic rules of procedure

could have followed.^ Two only require hero to be noted, as repre-

senting special views : first, that which proceeds from the idea of

thought as essentially the process of grouping, classing, determin-

ing a definite set of objects by a mark or notion ; and second, that

which proceeds more generally from the conception of thought as

consisting of a series of self-identical units, to be variously-combined

in obedience to the law of self-identity.'' Adopting the first view,

we find that processes capable of symbolic representation, by the

customary algebraic signs of addition, subtraction, equivalence,

multiplication, and division; have a perfectly general significance in

reference to the comtynation, separation, equalization of classes, to

the imposition and removal of restriction on a class ; that to the

symbols there can therefore be assigned a set of general laws ; and
that any peculiarity of these symbolic laws which differentiates

them from the laws of like symbols in mathematical analysis is

deducible from the notion of thought with wnich we started, and is

consequently to be carried along with them in all the after develop-

ment. Symbolic representation of relations of classes follows with

equal directness from the general notion that by any such relation

a new group is determined in reference to the original groups, or

rather that the position or negation of a new group (or series of

groups) is given definitely or indefinitely, as the result of such a
relation.

With the aid of the symbolic laws so reached, the logical problem
as such may then be approached. Given any number of logical

terms (i.e., classes, or, as it may be better put, positions and nega-

tions) connected together by any relations, to determine completely

any one in reference to the others, or to express any one in terms of

the others. The symbolic procedure, expounded with marvellous

ingenuity and success by Boole, may take various forms, and may
be simplified by many analytical devices, but consists essentially in

determining systematically how given positions and negations.

Thus ono would not describe Aristotle's use- of letters for the terms of his
Bylloghms. nor the current logtcal abbreviations of S, P, and M in like case, as
beinE. In any true sense of the word, symbolic. On the subject cenerally, the
Instructive woik of Mr Venn (Symbolic Logic, 18S1) aliould be consulted. Mr
Venn has not only in this work expounded the foundations and main theorems of
Boole's logic with a care and skill that leave nothing to be desired, but he has,
Independently of many real contributions to logical analysis, put in its true light
the nature of symbolic method in logic. He has rendered it impossible, even for
the outsider, to complain that symbolic logic is an aibitrary application of mathe-
matical method to logical mateiial.

2 An excellent note on symbolic logic will be found in Lotze, Logik (2d ed., 1880),
pp. 2.",G-59.

3 Some of these, as, e.g., Lambert's and Ploucquet's, are noted and discussed by
Mc Venn ISymbo'ic Logic, xxxil.-xxxvi. and pasiim).

* The first is the view taken by Boole (and expounded with ^reat fulness in

Venn, as above); the second Is that of the brothers Gr;issmann (in the Formen-
Ukre, 1872, especially bk. il. Die Begrifftlehri Oder Logik).

definite or indefinite, combine with or neutralize ono another. A.

more detailed account of these formal processes is beyond ouT
liniits.^

The first question which suggests itsolf in connexion with Boole's
symbolic logic is the necessity or advisability of retaining the
reference to classes, or the description of thought as classification.

Do the symbolic laws really depend to any extent on the logical

peculiarities of class arrangement? Mr Venn, who emphasizes this
feature in Boole's scheme, has, however, done good service in leading
up to a difl'erent explanation. The general reference to objects,

which is also noted as implied in all Boole's formula, has nothing
to do with the possible ditference of conceptual ist or materialist

doctrines of the proposition, and, in fact, as all distinctions of thing
and quality, resemblance and ditference, higher and lower, subject

and predicate vanish, or are absorbed in the more general principle

underlying the symbolic method, phrases such as classification,

extension, intension, and the like should be banished as not perti-

nent. Nay, the usual distinctions of quantity and even of quality
either disappear or acqtiire a new significance when they are brought
under the scope of the new principle. "What symbolic logic works
upon by preference is a system of dichotomy, of x and not x, y
and not y, and so forth." * In other words, quantitative differences

require to find expression through some combination of the positions

and negations of the elements making up the objects dealt with,'

while the usual qualitative distinctions are merged in the position.

or negation of various combinations.
The whole phraseology then of classification and its allied pro-

cesses seems needless when used to denote the simple determination

of objects thought. The literal signs express, not "classes," but
unitij, determined in and for thought as self-identical. For this

reason then it appears that the view of the foundations of the

symbolic methods of logic taken in Grassmann's BegriffsUhre is more
thoroughgoing, and more closely represents the underlying prin-

ciples, than that involved in Boole's formulas and expounded in

detail by Mr Venn.
Grassmann, as above stated, deauces logical relations as a parti-

cular class of the determinations necessarily attaching to all quanti-

ties (».«., determined contents of thought). Abstraction being made
of all peculiarities which may be due to their special con.stitution,

quantities exhibit certain formal relations when they are combined
(added, subtracted, &c.). Each quantity is a unit of thought, a

definite posilum, and of such units there are but two classes, ele-

ments and complexes. Units of thought, which are self-identical,

and therefore subject tq the specific law that addition of each to

itself or multiplication of it by itself yields as result only the

original unit, are notions. The theory of notions, therefore, is the

development of the general formal relations of imits under tho

special restrictions imposed by their nature.*

There appears very clearly in Grassmann's treatment the essence

of the principle on which symboHo logic proceeds. Thought is

viewed as simply the process of positing and negating definite con-

tents or units, and the operations of logic become methods for

rendering explicit that which is in each case posited or negated.

To apply symbolic methods, we require units as definite as those of

quantitative science, and the only laws we can employ are those

which spring from the nature of units as definite. Now it seems a

profound error to reduce the whole complex process of thinking to

this reiterated position of self-identical imits. Undoubtedly if we
start from any given fact of thought, as, e.g., a judgment, and
inquire what can be exhibited as involved in it, we have before us

a problem of analysis, the solution of which must take form in a

series of positions and negations, but our thinking is not therefore

as a whole mere analysis. The synthetic process by which con-

nexions of thought among the objects of our conscious experience

are established is not the mechanical aggregation of elementary

parts. The relarions which give intelligible significance to our

experience are not simply those of identity and non-identity. It

is an. altogether abstract and external view of thought, resting in all

probability on an obscure metaphysical principle,' that would treat

it as in essence the composition and decomposirion of elementary

atoms, of wpuiTa, as Antisthenes would have called tlicm. It has,

indeed, been imagined that a symbolic logic might be developed

which should be independent in all its fundamental axioms of any

metaphysical or psychological assumptions, but this is an illusion.

No logical method can be developed save from a most definite con-

ception of the essential nature and modus operandi of thinking, and

any system of symbolic logic finds it necessary, if it is to be cornplete

and consistent, to adopt some such view as that above criticized,

to regard thought as purely analytic, as dealing with compounds oi

' Mr Venn's work is here again Invaluable. Jevonss Ppriciples of Sc.nca

and Studies in Deductice Logic should be ccuBuited. S.h...dcr s OpfradonUie./

<fc.< LogiHakuls contains some very elegant and simple methods.

• Venn, as above, p. 162.
, . .. .

' Where this is imoossible. as In the case of the tmly particular or Indfter

minate iudcment, symbolic mclbods encounter almost insurmountable dilBcullles.

' See Die Begrifilehre Oder Logik (1872), p. 43. SchrBder {op. cll.) .oUows.

Grassmann. though with the use of c/ais ph: ascJogy

,

' Aa above noted, p. SOD.
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nnits which are themselves highly complex prodaots only to he

formed by a kind of thought not recognized' among logical pro-

''^f" Formal logic, men, in the ordinary acceptation of that terra,

does not appear to furnish any adeciuate representation of the real

process and method of. thought. Any logical theory must of

necessity be formal, i.e., abstract or general, for it can consider only

the general elements of thought, not specific knowledge in which

are involved the finite, limited relations of one fact or -lass ot facts

to another. The distinction between logic and the sciences is there-

fore precisely that between phUosophy in general and the sciences.

Attempts have been made to include in logical analysis the treat-

ment of scientific method, i.e., to discuss as matter of logic the

varied processes by which scientific results have been attained.

It is true that logical consideration must extend to the notions

through which scientific experience, like any other, becomes intel-

li<Tible, and, in so far as scientific method is but the application of

the laws of knowledge as a whole, it is a possible, nay necessary,

object of logical treatment. But to include scientific methodology

in particular, the consideration of the mechanical devices by which

we strive to bring experience into conformity with our ideal of

co<mition, the discussion of methods of experiment and observa-

tion, under the one head logic is an error in principle, whether we

view logic in its theoretical aspect or in reference to a special

propsedeutic aim. Generalizations on such topics are well-nigh

worthless ; they can have vitality and importance only when

drawn in closest conjunction with actual scientific work. The

theory of scientific method is either doctrine of knowledge treated

freely or else the application of thought in connexionwith actual

research and the ascertainment of the principles therein employed.

In either case it is not susceptible of abstraction and isolated treat-

ment.
37. Tnere remains oniy, of the possible views noted, that which

identified logic with the theory of knowledge, but which so defined

theory of knowledge as to distinguish it ft-ora metaphysics. The

designation of logic as theory of knowledge is one to w-liich in words

there can be no possible objection. It brings into the foreground

what it has been the object of this article, by an historico-critical

survey, to establish, that so-called logical laws, forms, and problems

are hardly capable of statement, certainly incapable of satisfactory

treatment, except in the most intimate connexion \vith the principles

of a theory of knowledge. To include, however, in the signification

of this latter term a peculiar conception of the relation between

thinking (knowing) and reaUty is at once -to restrict the scope of

logic and to. place an arbitrary and, one would say, *n ill-founded

restriction on the kind of treatment to which logical problems may
be subjected. If it be really the function otologic to trace the forms

and laws of knowledge, , that function is all-comprehensive, and
must embrace in its scope all the fundamental characteristics of

experience as .known. But no characteristic of experience is

more palpable than the distinction, drawn within conscious

experience, between knowledge and reality. It is impossible then

for a theory of knowledge- to start with the ^sumption that these

two exist separately, constituted each after its special fashion, but

with a certain parallelism between them. In words one may refer

for justification of the assumption to metaphysics, or to psycho-

logy, but, in fact, the problem so relegated to some other discipline

is essentially a logical question, and the method of its solution

exactly that which must be applied in the treatment of subordinate

logical questions. Practical convenience alone can lead to any
separation of the problems which under thia view are referred in

part to theory of knowledge and in part to metaphysics. Other
and more serious difficulties of the view have bean already com-
mented on.'

3S. In sum, then, the problems and the methods which compose
logic in the strictest sense of that term seem to be one with the
problems and methods of the critical theory of knowledge. No
other title describes so appropriately as that of "logical" the
analysis of knowledge as such, its significance and constitution,
in opposition to the^quasi-historical or genetic account for which
the title psychological should be retained. The researches to which
we would here assign the title "logical" undoubtedly include all

that can supply the place of the older metaphysic, but in aim and
method are so distinct that the same title cannot be borne by both.
To assign so extensive a range to logical investigations enables us
to see that the criteria by which at one time or another a narrower
province was determined for logic are but partial expressions of the
whole truth. The analysis of knowledge as such, the complete
theory of the inteUigible elementa in conscious experience, does hold
a special relation to all other subordinate branches of human
thinking, whether philosophic- in the ordinary sense of that term
or scientific. According as one or other aspect of this relation is

made prominent, there comes forward one or other of the various
modes for settling the province cf logic ; but these partial concep

' The saras fact haa been noted In regai-d to formal logic of the Kantian school,
Wi e.g.. In Mansel's distinction of psychological and logical Judgments

» Above, p. 797.

tions prove their inadequacy when development is attempted from
them, and within the systems constructed in accordance with them
there is of necessity continuous reference to inquiries lying beyond

the prescribed limits.

A certain analysis ot some methods of ordinary thinking, based

to a very large extent on language, and resembling in many respects

grammatical study, has long been current in educational practice as

logic, and to those whose conception of the subject has been formed

fr*m acquaintance with this imperfect body of rules and formula;

it may appear a violent and unnecessary extension of the terra

to apply it to the all-comprehensive theory of knowledge. The
reasons, however, are imperative ; and, as these would lead one to

deny the right of this elementary practical discipline to the posses-

sion of the title, it is desirable to conclude by offering a single

remark on the place and function of this currently designated logic.

Not much trouble is required in order to see that the ordinary

school or formal logic can lay no claim to scientific completeness.

Its principles are imperfect, dubious, and most variously conceived ;

it possesses no method by which development from these principles

is possible ; it has no criterion by which to test the adequacy of its

abstract forms as representations of the laws of concrete thinking.

Accordingly it is handled, in whole and in detail, in the most
distractingly various fashion, and were it indeed entitled to the

honourable designation of logic the prospects of that science might
well be despaired of. But in fact the school logic discharges a func-

tion for which exhaustiveness of logical analysis is not a requisite.

It has a raismi d'etre in the circumstance that training to abstract

methods must needs be a graduated process, and that, whether as a

means towards the prosecution of philosophic study in especial,

or as instrument of general educational value, practice in dealing

with abstract thoughts must have value. Such elementary practice

naturally bases itself on the kinds of distinction apparent in the

concrete thinking of those to whom it is applied, and for this reason

school logic not only connects itself with and is in a. seise the

development of grammar and grammatical analysis and sji. thesis,

but may, to a limited extent, include reference to &omi of the

simpler processes of scientific method. In all probability the dis-

cord observable among the ordinary treatises on school logic is due

to the want of recognition of the true place which can thus be

assigned to the subject treated. The doctrine has a propaedeutic

but not a scientific value.
Note A.

Histories of i^ogm.—TSo complete history of logic, apart from phlloEophy
ln,general, exists; but of the Aristotelian logic, in its system and in its

development throughout the ancient and medieval epochs we possess a
most adequate history in Pranll's Ge^^tiichte der Logik im Abe7idl<inde (i..

1S55; ii., 1S61; iii., 1867; iv., isro), extending to the close ol the mailiaival

period.
The following are some of the more important contributions towards a

history of logic, whether in independent works or In portions of systematic
treatises ; most of them, indeed, of small value :—Ramus, Sctiolx Diatec-

ticx, bk. 1. chaps. 1-3; Keckermann, Systema Logicie, 1698; Gassendi,
Opera, L 35-66; Fabricius, Specimen etenchicuTn nistoriai iotjicte, 1699;
Walch, Parerga Academica (1721), pp. 463-*i8 ; Darjes, Via ad Veritatem,
appendix, 1755; Buhle, in Commentat. Soc. Gotting., vol. x.; Fiillehom, Bei-
trdge z. Gesch. d. Phil. (1791), pt. iv. pp. 160-80; Ebersteln, Gesch. d. Logik
u. Metaphysilc bei den Deutsehen rort Leii>nitz bis avj gegenwdrtige Zeit
(2d ed., 1794), nseful as a survey of the Wolffian logics ; Calker, Denblfhre
(1822), pp. 12-198; Bachmaim, System der Logik (1828), pp. 669-644; Muss-
manu, De Logics ac LHat€cticee notione historica, 1828; Troxler, Logik (IS^),
vol. iii.; Sigwart, De historia logicx inter Grsecos usque ad Socratem, 1832*.

St miaire, De la Logiqrn d'Aristote (1S3S), Ii. pp. 93-312 ; Franck, Esquissu
d'une histoire de la logiquc, 1838; Reiffenberg, Principes de logique, 183n
(with bibliography) ; Trendelenburg, Gesch. d. Kategorienlehre, 1846 ; Blakey,
Jliitory of Logic, 3LDd Essay on Logic t2d ed., 1843), with bibliographical appeu.
dix : Holfmami, Grundzuge einer Geschichte der Begriff der Logik in Deutsch-
land von Kant bis Baader, 1351; K. Fischer, Logik u. Metaphysik i2d ed.,

1S65), pp. 16-182, a valuable critique of some modem doctrines; Rabun,
Logik und llelaphusik (1868), i. pp. 123-242, excellent; Ueberweg, SysteTA
der Logik (4th ed., 1674), pp. 15-66, excellent critical accoimt; Ray-
nisco, Storia critica delle Kategorie, 1871, 2 vols.; Rabus, Die neuesten
Bestrebungen avfdem Gebiete der Logik bei den Deutsehen, 18S0; Harm,:,
Geschichte der Logik, 1381; Venn, Symbolic Logic, ISSl (introduction, ana
pp. 405-444), a valuable contribution to the history and bibliography of the
application of symbolic methods in logic. The only good bibliography of
logic is that given by Rabus in his Logik u. Metaphysik,]i. pp. 463-518. Some
of the older lexicons, e.g., Lipenius, BihUotheca Realis (16S5), s. vv. "Logica."
"nrcfinnn " '•r)inlp,'ti('.fl pmitain prpnt. Ktnr« nf hiiilinoTnnhirjil

Note B.

Bindu Systems of Logic.—In almost all the Hindu systems of philosophy,
as these are classiiied by the most recent authorities, indications are to be
found of a more or less developed analysis of the process or method of
reasoning, and therefore of a certain amount of logical theory. In two
systems in particular the logical element is the most prominent feature.
The Nydya, or logical doctrine of Gotama, is in a very special sense the
Hindu logic, whUe in the Vaiseschika, or Atomist system of Kanada, there
are many cvpansions of or additions to the Sydya, though the prevailing
interest is not logical.

The most accessible sources of Information regarding the Hinou logic,
Colebrooke's Essays, and Professor M. Muller's abstract (in the appendix to
Archbishop Thomson's Laws of Thought), tend to mingle in an undesirable
fashion what is special to the Ny&ya dootrine, and what is added by Kanada
and his followers. In order to appreciate the extent to which the analysis
of reasouing has been carried in these early systems, it is advisable to rest^c*
attention to the original exposition of the Hydya.
The aim of Nydya is the attainment of perfection, of bliss, through know

ledge. But, to have knowledge in a systematic and complete fashion, it If

requisite that the tudividual should know (or should be capable of organizios
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bis knowle(3gG in reference to) the sixteen great topics or heads of discussion.

Tliese, as enumerated by Gotama are-{l) pruof; {2) the objects of proof; (3)

doubt ; (4) motive ; (5) the illustration or example for discussion ; (6) the

final assertion ; (7) the enumeration of the five members of the final assertion

;

(S) confirmatory argument; (9) the conclusion, the defined judgment; aO)
the objection; (11) controversy; (12) deceptive counter argumeut; (13) ap-

parent reason or sophism ; (14) fraud or wilfully deceptive argument, ruse

;

(15) futile argument or self-contradictory counter argument; (16) conclusive

refutation. Inspection of these at once shows that they represent stages in

Uialectic or in the process of clearing up knowledge by discussion. The
generalia, i.e., the kinds of proof, described as four in number—sense-percep-
tion inference (either from cause to effect, from effect to cause, or from
community of nature, i.e., in a wide sense, aualogy), comparison (analogy in

a stricter significance), tradition,—and the things about which proof may be
exercised, under which a twelvefold division is given by Gotama, and enlarged

in endless detail by his commentators, who introduce thereunder much of

Kanada's system, are first laid down as the basis for the whole. Then follows

(Xos. 3-6) the progress from doubt, which first calls for reasoning or proof,

tiirough motive, to position of tb** problem in the form of an example or case,

and to the general assertion, as i ving valid grounds. The analysis of the

giounds of assertion is then given, and here we have what corresponds more
particularly to the syllogism as known to us. Five members are signalized ;—

(1) the thesis or proposition to be proved; (2) the reason, or intermediate

ground by which the subject of the proposition is linked on to an explanatory

principle ; (3) the explanatory principle ; (4) the application of this explana-

tory principle; (5) the statement of the conclusion as following from the

application. Thus, in the e.xample usually given—(1) thesis, this mountain
is fiery; (2) intermediate ground, because it smokes; (3) explanatory prin-

ciple, whatever smokes is fiery, as, for instance, a hearth ; (4) application,

therefore this mountain is fiery; (5) statement of conclusion, the mountain,
then, is fiery, because it smokes. There can be no doubt that in this some-
what unsystematic arrangement we have the outlines of syllogistic argument.
Considerable obscurity, however, rests over the third member, and it is only
partially cleared up when we proceed to the next topic, which may perhaps
be translated confirmatory argument. H^re the essence of the argument
i.ppears to be a regress from the kuo^vn mark to the fundamental quality

ii-om which it follows. Thus, e.g., if it were said the mountain is not fieri/,

tiien the argument would be adduced, but the mountain smokes, and what is

not fiery does not smoke. Apparently there is involved the assumption that

the mark is a necessary consequence of the primary quality, but the exposi-

tion is obscure, and, doubtless, connects itself %vith the principles of causal
connexion recognized by Hindu thinkers. (See Williams, as below, pp. 73-4).

"When the conclusion has thus been confirmed, when the negation of the
ground has been shown to fail in explaining the observed fact, the thesis may
be stated in an absolute and definitive form (topic 9). The remaining seven
topics are then concerned with the discussion which may arise when aa
opponent brings forward objections to the conclusion. This he must do by
positing his antithesis (10), whereupon issue may be joined (11). Should the
adversary be unable to establish his antithesis, he may resort to deceit,

bringing forward arguments, illogically ai'ranged and devoid of force (12),

which soon leads to the employment of sophisms (13) or merely apparent
arguments, and even to deceitful ruses (14). Under these topics the Nydya
signalizes and discusses various well-kno^vu forms of fallacy. The destruc-

tion of all these fallacious arguments reduces the opponent to the employ-
ment of futile, irrelevaift responses, which undermine his own position (15),

and the exposure of which completes his discomfiture and reduces him to
silence (16).

Expositions of this dialectic system are not yet available in such kind and
amount as would enable one to do full justice to it. Evidently much patience

and a very considerable knowledge Of the current philosophical view would be
requisite tn order to appreciate at their true worth many apparently formal,

and in some cases dubious, divisions. Of accounts which may be consulted
the following seem the more important :—Colebrooke's Essays on the Religion
and Philosophy of the Hindus, from which the expositions in Ritter {Oes. d.
Phil., iv. 3S2 sq.), Hegel ( IVerke, xiii. 1GI-IG7), and Cousin (Uistoire G^nirale,
Le(;on ii.) are taken ; Ward's Account oj the History, Literature, and Re-
ligion of the Hindoos {\ vols. ISll; later editions, with title altered, in 1815,
1817, 1S21); Windischmann, Philosophic im Fortgang der Weltgeschichte
(1834), specially pp. 1895-1920; M. Muller, appendix to Thomson's Laws oJ
Thought; Kosenkraiiz, Die Modificationcn der Logik (IS46), pp. 184-97;
Williams, Indian Wisdom, pp. 71-S-S; St llilaire, articles " Indiens,"
"Gotama," "NySya," *'Kanada," in the Dicfionnaire Philosophique, and
translation, with commentary, of. part of Gotama's " Siltras," in the
M^nwircs de VAcad<imie des Sciences Morales et PoUtiqucs, tom. iii.

Note C.

Ramus.—ThQ logical theories of Ramus acquired for" a brief period a facti-

tious importance from their connexion with the general revolt against Aris-
totelianism, and with the Protestant Btruggle against the Roman Catholic
authority. In themselves they have no particular value^ nor indeed much
originality, and the exposition of them by their author, always rather lite-

rary than philosophic, adds nothing of strength or interest. In comparison
with the Aristotelian analysis of the forms and methods of thinking, the few
alterations of statement, and generally the thin residuum of logical theorj%
which characterize Ramist work, appear as singularly insignificant. Nor
have any of the special peculiarities of the Raraist logic exercised influence
on the history of logical doctrines. The k'^enness of the controvei-sy which
raged in so many of the centres of learning between the Aristotelians and the
total or partial Ramists is explicable only as having reference to differences
which were merely symbolized by the apparent dilference In logical doctrine.

In the Protestant universities and st;minaries generally the Ramist logic
obtained, and for some time kept, a firm footing. In Scotland, through
Melville, Buchanan, and the earl of Murray, wfto nad been a pupil of Ramus,
his system was installed as the orthodox staple of logical training, and such
records as remain of Scottish university education during the troubled 16th
century would undoubtedly exhibit the traces of this new movement. In
England, CambridKe alone, always disposed to reject tne authority of Aris-
totle, and generally more open to new ideas than the sister university, was a
stronghold of Ramism, and, apart irom speciai wurks of Ramist tendency,
the influence of the new doctrine is jiscernible in rne writings of more than
one Cambridge alumnus. William Temple, a fnend of Sir Philip Sidney,
and an official of the university, publisned a volume of Scholia i7i Raini
Dialecticam, 1591 ; George Downam, pntiector on logic, wrote commentaries

• In Petri Rami Dialecticam, 1606 ; and ililton, m 1672, expanded the Dialectica
in his Artis Logicx Plcnior Institutio. Marlowe's Faustus, and his Massacre
of St Bartholomew, show how familiar Ramist phraseology and the personality
of Ramus must have been to an alumnus of Cambridge, while Bacon, with
well-grounded objection to much of the Ramist method, expounds, the
system of logic with unmistakable reference to the Ramist principles and
method of arrangement. There is a monograph on Ramus by Ch. Wadding-
tnn with a good bibliography

—

Ramus {Pierre de la Ram^ie) : sa Vie, sea
£crits, et ses Opinions, Pans, 1856—and a sliyhter work, mainly biographi-
cal, by Ch. Desmaze {P. Ramus, Pro/esseur au. ColUge de France: sa Vie,
ses Ecrits, sa Mort, 1515-72, Paris, 1864). In Lipenius {Bibliotheca Realis, s. v.
*' Ramus ") will be found a long list of writings for and against the Ramist
logic. The history of the movement is also given in Buhle (Gesch. d. neuern
Phil., ii. 680-702), Tennemann (Gesch. d. Phil, ix. pp. 420-42), Du Eoulay
(//is. Unioer. Paris, tom. iv.), Cievier (His. de I'Univ. de Paris, vol. v.), in
Jo. Hermannus ab Elswich (Schediasma de varia Aristotelis in scholis Pro-
testantium fort una, §§ 21-29), De Launoy (De Varia Aristot, in Acad. Paris.
Jortuna, cap. xiii.^ and In Bayie (DicCionnaire, s. r, "iUmus"). (R. AD.)

LOGOS. This term is one of the most constant factors

in ancient speculation. As it is double-sidetJ, however,

expressing both reason and ivord, the conceptions which it

covers" differ widely. Taken broadly the doctrine of the

Logos may be said to have run in two parallel courses

—

the one philosophical, the other theological ; the one the

development of the Logos as reason, the other the develop-

ment of the Logos as word ; the one Hellenic, the other

Hebrew.

L To the Greek mind, which saw in the world a Koa-fio^

it was natural to regard the world as the product of reason,

and reason as the ruling principle in the world. So we
find a Logos doctrine more or less prominent from the

dawn of Hellenic thought to its eclipse. It rises in the

realm of physical speculation, passes over into the territory

of ethics and theology, and makes its way through at least

three well-defined stages. These are marked oS" by the

names of Heraclitus of Ephesus, the Stoics, and Philo.

It acquires its first importance in the theories of

Heraclitus, There it is intimately associated with the

dominant ideas of a flux in all things, and of fire as the

material substrate or primary form of existence. On the

one hand tlie Logos is identified with ypw/z''? and connected
with BlktJj which latter seems to have the function of correct-

ing deviations from the eternal law that rules in things.

On the other hand it is not positively distinguished either

from the ethereal fire, or from the ctjuap^er?; and the dvdyKr]

according to whicTi all things occur. In consistency with his

Lylozoic doctrine Heraclitus holds that nothing material can

be thought of without this Logos, but he does not conceivo

the Logos itself to be immaterial. Whether it is regarded

as in any sense possessed of intelligence and consciousness

is a question variously answered. Bat there is most to say

for the negative. This Logos is not one above the world

or prior to it, but in the world and inseparable from it.

Man's soul is a part of it. It is relatio7iy therefore, as

Schleiermacher expresses it, or reason, not speech or word.

And it is objective, not subjective, reason. The process

of transition between opposites, in which all things are

involved, is a process according to orderly relations and
definite measures, and the Logos is the eternal principle of

this world-process which shows itself in the form of a
constant conflict between opposites. Like a law of nature,

objective in the world, it gives order and regularity to tho

movement of things, and makes the system rational^

Between Heraclitus and the Stoics comparatively little was
done in developing a special Logos doctrine. \Vith Anaxa-
goras a conception entered which gradually triumphed over

that of Heraclitus, namely, the conception of a supreme,
intellectual principle, not identified with the world but
independent of it. This, however, was roi's, not Logos.
In the Platonic and Aristotelian systenSsi, too, the Logos
appears. But it is subordinate to other more distinctive

conceptions, and lacks the definiteness of a doctrine. With
Plato the term selected for the expression of the principle

' Cf. Schleiermacher's ITcrakleiios der Dunkle, &c. ; Bernaya's
Ileraclitea\ Gladisch's llerackitos und Zoroaster,
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to which the order visible in the universe is due is voCs or

o-oc^i'o, not Ao'yos. It is in the pseudo-Platonic Epinomis

that Xoyos appears as a Bynonym for voC;. In Aristotle,

again, the principle which sets all nature under the rule of

thought, and directs it towards a rational end, is vols, or the

divin°e spirit itself ; while Xoyos is a term with many senses,

used as more or less identical with a number of phrases, o5

h>(Ka, cvepyeta, evreXex^ia, oucria, ti8os, ixop(firj, &C.

With the Stoics, however, the Logos doctrine reappears

in great breadth. It is a capital element in their system.

With their teleological views of the world they naturally

predicated an active principle in connexionwith it, living

in it and determining it. This operative principle is called

both Logos and God. It is conceived of as material, and

is described in terms used equally of nature and of God.

There is at the same time the special doctrine of the Xoyos

oTrfp/uaTiKo's, the seminal Logos, or the law of generation

in the world, the principle of the active reason working in

dead matter. This parts into Xoyot oTripixariKoi, which are

akin, not to the Platonic ideas, but rather to the Xoyoi

ivvXoi of Aristotle. In man, too, there is a Logos which

is his characteristic possession, and which is evSiaScros, as

long as it is a thought resident within his breast, but

TTpoi^opiKo's when it is expressed as a word. This distinc-

tion between Logos as ratio and Logos as oraiio, so much
used subsequently by Philo and the Christian fathers, had

been so far anticipated by Aristotle's distinction between

the £^0) Xoyos and the Xoyos «V 1-3 i/^x5- '^^^ Logos of

the Stoics is a reason in the world gifted with intelligence,

and analogous to the reason in man.^

In the period between the Stoics and Philo there are few

names of distinct interest in this connexion. P)Ut in the

Alexandrian philosophy the Logos doctrine assumes a lead-

ing place, and shapes a new career for itself. The chief

representative of this school is the Hellenized Jew, Philo

(born about 25 B.C.). With him God is absolute and

incorporeal perfection, apprehensible only by reason, and
Incapable of contact with matter. An intermediate agent,

therefore, is affirmed, the Logos or idea of ideas This

Logos is not eternal in the sense in which God is eternal,

but has its being from Him. It is His elder son, as the

world is His younger. It resides with God as His wisdom,

and is in the world as the divine reason. It is God's

instrument in creation and in revelation. Both in the

world and in man it is twofold. In man it subsists as the

Xoyos o'Sia^eros or immanent reason, and as the Xo'yos

irpo^opiKo's or uttered reason. In the case of the world

there is the Logos which has its residence with the arche-

typal ideas, and there is the Logos which appears in the

form of many Xoyot or rational germs of things material.

Philo's doctrine is moulded by three forces—Platonism,

Stoicism, and the Old Testament. His Logos is the repre-

sentative of the world to God as well as of God to the

world. It is described as the " image of God " (cikwi/

Oiov, L 6) and the " archetypal man " (6 Ka.T dKova
av^pcDTTos, i. 427), as the "son of God" and the "high
priest " (dpx«pcus, i. 6S3), as the " first-bom son"
(Trpwroyovos, i. 414), the " man of God " (ai'^pwTros^coO, i.

411), &c. It wavers all the while between attribute and
substance, between the personal and the impersonal.

In the later developments of Hellenic speculation nothing
essential was added to the doctrine of the Logos. Philo's

distinction between God and His rational power or Logos
in contact with the world was generally maintained by the

eclectic Platonists and Neo-Platonists. By some of these

this distinction was carried out to the extent of predicating
(as was done by Numenius of Apamea) three Gods :—the
supreme God ; the second God, or Demiurge or Logos

;

' Cf. especially Zeller's Phil, der Or:, 2d ed., vol. iiu; or Reichel's
translation, The Stoics, Epicureans, and Sceptics.

and the third God, or the world, tlotinus explained the

Xoyoi as constructive forces, proceeding from the ideas and

giving form to the dead matter of sensible things {Enneads.

V. 1, .8, and Eichter's Neu-Plat. Studien).

2. The doctrine of the Logos in Hellenic thought thus

remains substantially a doctrine of the Logos as reason.

The other side, the doctrine of the Logos as word, belongs

as essentiaUy to Hebrew thought. The roots of this con-

ception lie in the Hebrew Scriptures. The God who is

made known in the Old Testament is one who reveals

Himself actively in history. He is exhibited, therefore,

as speaking, and by His word communicating His will.

The word of the God of revelation is represented as tte

creative principle (Gen. L 3 ; Psalm xxxiii. 6), as the

executor of the divine judgments (Hosea vi 5), as healing

(Psalm cvii. 20), as possessed of almost personal qualities

(Isaiah Iv. 11 ; Psalm cxlvii. 15). Along with this

comes the doctrine of the angel of Jehovah, the angel of

the covenant, the angel of the presence, in whom God
manifests Himself, and who is sometimes identified with

Jehovah or Elohim (Gen. xvi. 11, 13; sxxii. 29-31;
Exod. iiL 2; xiiL 21), sometimes distinguished from

Him (Gen. xxii. 15, &c.; xxiv. 7; xxviii. 12, &c.), and
sometimes presented in both aspects (Judges ii., vi; Zech. i.).

To this must be added the doctrine of Wisdom, given in

the books of Job and Proverbs. As the Word of God is

represented in the theocratic sections of the Old Testament

as the creative principle of the world, so Wisdom appears

with somewhat similar functions in these books. At one

time it is exhibited as an attribute of God (Prov. iii. 19).

At another it is strongly personified, so as to become rather

the creative thought of God than a quality (Prov. viii. 22).

Again it is described as proceeding from God as the

principle of creation and objective to Him. In these and
kindred passages (Job xv. 7, &c.) it is on the way to

become hypostatized.

The Hebrew conception is partially associated with the

Greek in the case of Aristobulus, the predecessor of Philo,

and, according to the fathers, the founder of the Alexandrian

school. He speaks of Wisdom in a way reminding ns

of the book of Proverbs. The pseudo-Solomonic Book

of Wisdom (generally supposed to be the work of an

Alfxandrian flourishing somewhere between Aristobulus

and Philo) deals both with the Wisdom and with the Logos.

It fails to hypostatize either. But it represents the former

as the framer of the world, as the power or spirit of God,

active alike in the physical, the intellectual, and the ethical

domain, and apparently objective to God. Points cf

affinity betvr-een the Hellenic and Hebrew conceptions are

also seen in the books of Maccabees (see, e.g., 2 Mace,

iii. 38). In these instances, however, and even in Philo,

the Hebrew elements are only partially grasped and
appropriated. In the Targums, on the other hand, the

three doctrines of the word, the angel, and the wisdom of

God converge in a very definite conception. In the Jewish

theology God is represented as purely transcendent, having

no likeness of nature with man, and making no personal

entrance into history. Instead of the immediate relation

of God to the world the Targums introduce the ideas of

the Memrd (word) and the Shechind. This Memra, or, as'it

is also designated, Dihlntra, is an hypostasis that takes the

place of God when direct intercourse with man is in view.

In all those passages of the Old Testament where

anthropomorphic terms are used of God, the Memra is

substituted for God. The Memra proceeds from God,

and retains the creaturely relation to God. It does not

seem to have been identified with the Messiah.^

- Cf. the Targum of Onkelos on the Pentateuch under Gen. vii. 16,

xvii. 2, xxi. 20 ; Exoi. rix. 16. &c- ; tlie Jenisalem Targum oq
Numb. vii. 89, &c.
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The Hebrew Logos and the Old Testament doctrine

reach their climax in the prologue to John's Gospel. The

three conceptions of the active Word, the Angel, and the

Wisdom' of God, which had been fused in the Rabbinical

idea of a Memra, meet there in the final grandeur of the

Word of God incarnate. The question of the genesis of

the Johannine doctrine has been greatly debated. There

is a remarkable similarity between John's terms and

Philo's. But this is due mainly to_ the fact that John and

Philo made use of the same inherited phraseology for the

expression of their several doctrines. The Johannine

doctrine is not derived from the Philonic. The Logos of

Philo is distinatively reason; the. Logos of John is Word,

The one is metaphysical ; the other is theological In

Philo the Logos is the divine principle that creates and

sustains. In John the Logos who creates also redeems.

In Philo the Logos hovers midway between the personal

and the impersonal. In John he is a distinct personality.

To Philo the idea of an incarnation of God is alien and

abhorrent. The heart of John's doctrine is the historical

fact that the Word was made flesh,

Lu many of the early Christian writers, as well as In the heterodox

schools, the Logos doctrine is influenced by the Greek idea. The
Syrian Gnostic Basilides held (iiccording to Irenjeus, i. 24) that the

Logos or Word emanated from the xoDs, or personified reason, as

this latter emanated from the unhegotten Father. 'The comijletest

type of Gnosticism, the Valentinian, regarded "Wisdom as the last

of the series of scons that emanated from tlio original Being or

Father, and the Logos as an emanation from the first two principles

that issued from God, Reason (kovs) and Truth. Justin Martyr, the

first of the sub-apostolic fathers, taught that God produced of His

own nature a rational power (SiJ^ajuiV rii/a XoyiKn"), His agent in

creation, who now became man in Jesus {,Dial. c Tr;/ph., cha-p. 43,

60). He affirmed also the action of theAiSyos cirfp/iaTiKoj {Apo!.,

i. 46; ii^ 13, &c.). With Tatian {Cohort, ad. Gr., chap. 5, &.c.)

the Logos is the beginning of the world, tlie reason that comes into

being as the sharer of God's rational power. .With Athenagoras

{SiippL, chap. 9, 10) He is the prototype of the world and the

energizing principle {tdfa Koi ivepyaa) of ..hings. Theophilus {-.id

Autolijc , ii. 10, 24) taught that the Logos was in eternity with

God as the \6yoi li-SiaSeTos, the counsellor of God, and that when
the world was to be created God sent forth this counsellor

(iriJ/i^ouAos) from Himself as the \6yos TTpo<pi<piK6s, yet so that the

begotten Logos did not cease to be a part of Himself. With
Hippolytus {llefut., x. 32, &c.) the Logos, produced of God's own
su'bstance, is both the divine intelligence that appears in the world

OS the Son of God, and the idea of the universe immanent in God.

The early Sabellians (comp. Euseb., Hist. Ecc'., vi. 33; Athan.,

Contra Arian., iv.) held that the Logos was .a faculty of God, the

divine reason, immanent in God eternally, but not in distinct per-

sonalifyp.rior to tlie historical. manifestation in Christ. Origeu,

referring the act of creation to eternity instead of to time, affirmed

the eternal -personal existence of the Logos. In relation to God
this Logos or Son was a copy of the original, and ^is such inferior

to that. In relation to the world he was its prolotype, the iiia.

iScuii', and its redeeming power {Contra Cds., v, 008 ; Frag, da

Trincip., I i; Dc Princip. L 109, 324).

FMerature.—la addition to the histories of phiTosophy [e.g,^ those of RItter,

LVbcrweg, Zeller, &c.). the commentaries on Jolm's Gospel (Liicke. Godet. West-
coll. -ie.), and Ihe systems of Biblical theology (OeWer, Schullz, Immcr, Weiss,

Ac.), llie following writings deserve special notice:—Schiirer," Zf/i/-&. der

y.-T. Zeit^exchichle; Hatisrath, Neu-Testaminiliche 2ei[geschicltte', Heinze,

le/ire vom Logos in der griechischen Philosophies' Soulier, La Doctrine du
Logos: Gfrorer, P/iilo: Siegfried, Philo; Dachne, GeschichtJidie J)arstelltir,g

der Jiidiscb-alexandi-intschen Rdigions-Philosophie: Domer, Histoiy of the De-
velopment of the Doclfine of the Person of Christ ; Ruber, Phi/osophie der Kirchen-

raler: Wehcr, Si/stem der AU-Synagogalcn Paldstinisch^n Theologie; Crossmann,
iiuxstiones Philonem. '

' (S. D. F. S.)

LOOROSO, an inland province of Spain, the smallest

of the eight modern divisions of Old Castile, is bounded

on the N. by Burgos, Alava, and Navarre, on the E. by

Navarre and Zaragoza, on the S. by Soria, and on the W.
by Burgos. The area is 1945 equare miles, with a popu-

lation in 1877 of 174,425. It belongs entirely to the

basin of the river Ebro, which forms its northern boundary

except for a short distance near San 'V'icente, and is now
navigable throughout the e'ntire length 'of the province;

its drainage takes place chiefly by the rivers Tiron, 0J3,
Najerilla, Iregua, Leza, Cidacos, and Alhama, all flowing

in a north soiitprly direction. The- nortion skirting the

Ebro forms a spacious and for the most part fertile

undulating plain, called La Rioja in its western part ; but

in the south Logrofio is considerably broken up by
offshoots from the sierras which separate that river from

the Douro. In the east the Cerro de Lorenzo rises to a

height.of about 7725 feet, and m the south the Pico Santa

Ines is upwards of 7380 feet. The mineral resources,

which are believed to be considerable, are as yet

undeveloped. The products of the province are chiefly

cereals, good oil and wine (especially in the Rioja), fruit

(except oranges and lemons), silk, flax, and honey. The
industries, which are unimportant, include -spinning and

weaving. Logrono is traversed by the Ebro valley railway,

which connects Miranda del Ebro with Zaragoza ; on this

line are situated all the towns of the province with a

population exceeding 5000—Haro Logrono, Calahorra,

and Alfaro,

LoGEoSfo, capital of the above province, is situated

on the right bank of the Ebro, which is here 'crossed by a

handsome stone bridge of twelve arches, dating from

1138 ; the surrounding plain is well cultivated and fertile,

producing the rich Rioja wine. The city is the seat of

the usual provincial authorities, . civil and military. It

has a theatre, and several hospitals and convents. The

parish church claims great antiquity. The population

in 187'' was 13.393; -the trade ond industries are unim-

portant.

The diatrlci, oi Lo^ono was in ancient times inhabited by the

Bcrones or Verones of Strabo and Pliny, and their Varia is to be

identified with the modern suburb of the city of Logrono now known
as \'area or Barea. The place fell into the hands of the Moors in

the Sth century, but was speedily retaken by the Christians, and

under the name of Zuci-onius appears with frequency in inediaval

history. Logrono was thebirtnplace of the painter Navarrete

(el Mudo) and of Espartero ; the latter died there on January 9,

1879.

LOGWOOD 13 a valuable dye-wood, the product of a

leguminous tree, Hseniatoxi/lon campecJiianum. native of

Central America, and grown also in the West Indian

islands. The tree attains a height not exceeding 40 feet,

and is said to be ready for felling when about ten years

old. The wood, deprived of its bark and the sap-wood, is

sent into .the market in the form of large blocks and

billets. It is very hard and dense, and externally has a

dark brownish-red colour; but it is less deeply coloured

withia The best qualities come from Campeachy, but it

is obtained there only in small quantity. A large export

trade in logwood of good quality is carried on from Hon-

duras and Jamaica, and inferior qualities are exported

from St Domingo, Martinique, Guadaloupe, ite. The wood

was introduced into Europe as a dyeing substance soon

aftgr the discovery of America, but for many years (from

1581 to 1C62) its use in England was prohibited by

legislative enactment on account of the inferior dyes which

at first were produced by its employment.

The colouring principle of logwood exists in the timber in the

form of a glucoside, from which it is liberated as haematoxylin or

hffimatin by fermentation. H.-ematoxjlin was first isolated by

Chcvreul in 1810, and its constitution was subsequently investi-

gated by Erdmann, who found it to have the formula CuHijOj.

It forms two crystalline hydrates, the principal combination being

with three molecules of water. "This hydrate, CigHuOs-t- 3H.0, is

a colourless body very sparingly soluble in cold water, but dissolv-

ing freely in hot water and in alcohol. By exposure to the air,

especially rn alkaline solutions, hsmatoxjdin is rapidly oxidized

into haeniatein, with the development of a fine purple colour. The

reaction consists in the elimination of two atoms of hydrogen,

thus :—hematoxylin hydrate (CuHijOg-f 3H50)-(-0= hamatein

Ci5H]„Os + 3H,0)-l-H„0. This reaction of hsematox.ylin is exceed-

ingly rapid' and"^ delicate, rendering that body a valuable laboratory

test "for alkalies. It is remarkable that the difference of two atoms

of hydrogen betwee'n colourless hiematoxylin and coloured h^ematein

is precisely that which exists between the white and the blue foi-ms

of indigo. By the action of .hydrogen and sulphurous -acid,

haematein is.easily reduced to hz^matoxylin.
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LogTTOod is prepared for use by dyers, &c., la tlie form of chips

ond Faspings, ancf as a solid brittle bkck extract. Chipped log-

wood is moistened with water and spread in thin layers till a gentle

fermentation sets up, whereby, under the influence of liberated

ammonia, hematoxylin is formed from the glucoside. By exposure

to the air, through repeated turnings of the mass, hsematem is

developed from the hsmatoxyUn, and the chips gradually become

coated mth the brilliant nietair.c green crystals of htematein.

Logwood extract, largely used in calico printing, is obtained from

oxidized chips and raspings by Uxiviation, the solution being con-

jentrated at as low a temperature as possible.

The principal use of logwood is for dyeing wool and

woollen goods, on which it produces, with various mordants,

shades of blue from a light lavender to a dense blue-black,

according to the amount of logwood used. It is more

employed in combination with other dye-stuffs than as the

sole tinctorial agent, the best and most permanent blacks

on wool, known as woaded blacks, being first dyed blue in

the indigo vat, and finished bUck with logwood and

bichromate of potaak In calioo-printiug logwood is used

to produce steam purples, for the production of which the

calico is mordanted with stannate of soda, and printed with

a strong solution of logwood extract thickened with starch.

By steaming, the heematein of the logwood combines with

binoxide of tin precipitated in the fibre, and thus develoi-s

a bright purple colour. Logwood blacks, which are a

standard product of print works, are produced by mordant-

ing with iron liquor, passing the calico through a logwood

solution, and developing and fixing the colour by treatment

with a weak solution ol bichromate of potash. Logwood

blacks assume a bright red tint by the action of dilute

acids, a test by which they can readily be distinguished

from aniline and other fast blacks. Logwood is also largely

used in the preparation of Ink (q.v.), and to a small extent

in. medicine. The imports of logwood into the United

Kingdom during the year 1880 amounted to 69,280 tons,

the estimated value of which was £192,392.

LOHARDAGA, or LoHAEDUGGA, a district in the lieu-

tenant-governorship of Bengal, India, between 22° 20'

and 24" 39' N. lat. and 83° 22' and 85° 56' E. long.,

ie bounded on the N. by Haziribigh and GayA, on the

N.W. and W. by Mirzdpur district and Sargiiji and

Jashpur states, and on the S.E. and E. by Sinhbhiim and

Manbhiim districts. It comprises Chutii Ndgpur proper,

and the PalAniau subdivision. Chutiil NAgpur is an ele-

vated table-land, forming the central and south-eastern

portion of LohArdagi district ; its surface is undulating,

and the slopes of the depressions lying between the ridges

are cut into terraces covered with rice. PaMmau, which
forms the north-western portion of the district, consists

on the east and south of spurs thrown off from the plateaus

of Haziribigh and Chutii Ndgpur, while the remainder of

the tract is a tangled mass of isolated peaks and long

irregular stretches of broken hills. The average elevation

of Paldmau is about 1200 feet above sea-level, but some
peaks rise to over 3000 feet. This part of the district

contains no level areas of any extent, except the valleys

of the North Koel and Amdnat rivers, to which rice cul-

tivation is confined. The principal rivers of Lohardagd
are the Subarnarekhi and the North and South Koel.
The entire district was probably at one time overgrown
with "dense forest, but the forest area has been continually
dwindling, owing to the spread of cultivation and the
practice of girdling the sdl trees for resin.

The census of ]8r2 disclosed a total population of 1,237,123
(621,548 males and 615,575 females), spread over an area of 12,044
square miles

;
of these only 91 were returned as Europeans .and 3

as of mixed race. The aboriginal element is very strongly repre-
sented—the Mundas numbering 163,051 ; Kols, 132,104 ; and
XJraons, 151,810. The most numerous among the semi-aboriginal
tribes are—the Bhuiyas, 46,008 ; Kharwdrs, 33,573 ; Bhogtas,
38,452; ana Dosadhs, 25,223. The Hindus number 741,952, and
Mohammedans 58,211. The Christian population is larger than in
my other Bengal district, except the inetropoliUm one of tlio

Twenty-four Parganas. In 1872 the total Cliristian population

numbered 12,781, of whom 12,687 were natives, nearly all be-

longing to the aboriginal tribes of Mundas and Uraons. Most of

them are poor, but they possess considerable influence, and are

rising in public esteem. The two missions are the German Lutheran
and Church of England, which successfully work together side by
side. The population is entirely rural, Ranchi town (12,086)

being the only place with more than 5000 inhabitants. Eice forms

tlie staple crop ; other crops are wheat, barley, Indian corn, millets,

peas, gram, oilseeds, pdn, cotton, and tobacco. Opium cultivation

was introduced in 1869, and in 1874-75 yielded 245 cwts. There

are two small tea plantations. Mildew and blights occasionally

attack the crops ; droughts seldom affect any considerable area.

The principal trading place is Garwa in Palaniau. Stick lac, resin,

catechu, silk cocoons, hides, oil-seeds, g!ii, cotton, and iron are here

collected for exportation; while rice and other -food grains, brass

vessels, piece goods, blankets, broad cloth, silk, salt, tobacco, spices,

drugs, and beads are brought to market for local consumption.

]
The manufactures consist of shell-lac, inferior articles of brass and

I

iron work, coarse cloth, blankets, mats, baskets, rope, and rude

pottery. Iron, lime, and soapstoue are worked in small quantities;

I gold is washed by the poorer classes from the sands of the rivers.

An important coal-bearing tract, known as the Daltonganj coal-

field, covers an area of nearly 200 square mih s, and lies partly in

I
the valley of the Ko-l river, and partly in that of the Amdnat.
Tho net revenue of the district in'l870-71 was £29,900, and the

expenditure £22,563. The schools in 1876-77 numbered 303,

with 8088 pupils. The climate of the table-land of Chutid Nagpur
is said to be superior to that of any other part of India, except tho

1 lower ranges of the Himalayas. The hot weather extends over

almost six weeks, commencing about the 20th April, but is never

really oppressive. The rainy season lasts from the middle of June
to about the first week in October. The principal diseases are

malarious fever and rheumatism of a severe.type.

LOIRE (Lat., Liger), the first of the rivers of France in

length of course (626 miles) and extent of basin (44,979

square miles), has its headwaters in the great central

plateau, and is considered to take its rise in the Gerbier de

Jonc, in the department of Ardkhe, at a height of 4504
feet above the sea,—though the Allier branch, which has its

pource about 30 miles west, in the department of Lozere, at

the foot of Maure de la Gardille, 4668 feet above the sea,

has an almost equal course. The two streams continue to

run parallel till the upper Loire turns westward and is

I

joined by the Allier in the neighbourhood of Nevers. All

the more important affluents of the upper and middle part

! of the Loire—as the Cher, the Indre, the Vienne, respect-

ively 198. 152, and 231 miles in length—have their gather-

ing grounds in the central plateau. In the north-east the

basin of the Seine comes so close (at one place to within 6

or 7 miles) that the versant towards the Loire has hardly

anything to contribute ; and it is not till within 65 miles of

the estuary that we find an impoitant tributary, the Maine,

bringing down the drainage of the Brittany jilateau. At
certain seasons the Loire is navigable for ships as far as

Nantes (33 miles), for boats as far as La Noirie (other 518
miles), and for rafts as far as Retournac ; but for six

months of the year navigation is practically impossible.

In the volume of water there is all the irregularity of a mountain
torrent; at the Bee d'.Mlier, for instance,—the meeting point of tho

two head streams,—while (he ma.Nimnm current is 353,200 cubic
feet per second, the minimum is 10,600 cubic feet, and above
Orleans the range lies between 31,800 and 850. During'the drought
of summer thiu and feeble streams thread their way between the
sandbanks of the channel ; while at other times a stupendous flood

pours down and submerges wide reaches of land. In the middle
part of its course the Loire traverses the western portion of tho
undulating Turis basin, with its Tertiary marls, sands, and clays,

and the alluvium carried olf from these renders its lower channel
inconstant ; the rest of the drainage area is occupied by crystalline

rocks, over the hard surface of which tho water, undiminished by
absorption, flows rapidly into the streams. A fall of from 3 to 4
inches over the whole river basin is sulhcient to pour 35,320,000,000
cubic feet of water into the channels. When the rain is general
over the whole area, the floods on the different tributaries reach the
main river at different times ; but when, through any cause, two or

more ofthem arrive at the same t'me, inundations of the most serious

character result Attempts to control the river must have begun at

avery early date, and by the close of the Middle Ages the bed between
Orleans and Angers was enclosed by dykes 10 to 13 fctt hisjh. . In
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17S3 i JouUo lino of Jykos or turcits 23 ft'Ot liicli was completed
kc-.n Bee d'AlUer Jownwni Js. This great work TinJ, liowovor, the

Bcrious defect that the channel was so much uairowcd that the

enibankmeuts are almost certain to give way as soon as the water riifs

16 feet (the average rise is about 14, and in 1846 it was more than

22). In more modern times the importance of the water-way from the

sea to Nantes led to the embanking of the lower part of the course
;

but instead of a depth of 16 feet being secured, as the engineers

anticipated, there is no more at full tide than 13 feet. One of the

practical results of this st.ate of matters has been the commercial

development of Saint X.izaire and Paiutbceuf, and tlie comparative

Jecline of Nantes as a great shipping port. Besides the general

embankments of the river, sever.ll of the towns along the Loire iiave

constructed special works to defend themsel-es against the floods ;

'fours, the most exposed of all, is surrounded by a circular dyke.

Various schemes for the systematic regulation of the Loire have

been discussed. It has been proposed to construct in tlie ui>[>tT

valleys of the several affluents a number of gig.inlic dams or

Deservoirs from which the water, stored during flood, could be let

off into the river as required. A reservoir of this kind, formed by

the engineer Mathieu at the village of I'iiiay, about IS miles above

Koanne, and capable of retaining from 3500 to 4500 million cubic

feet of water, has greatly diminished the fjrce of the floods at

Roanne, and maintained the comparative equilibrium of tlie current

during the dry season. There is a canal (157 miles) along the lelt

bank of the Loire between Roanne and Briare ; and the Canal du
Eerri connects this with the navigable part of the Cher. The
Canal du Centre extends from Digoin on the Loire to Chdlon on
the SaOne ; the Canal du Nivernais and the canals starting from

Orleans and Briare communicate with the Seine ; and the Nantes
canal opens up the way to Lcrient, Brest, and Cinan. The canals

of the S,auldre and the Dive (20 and 26 miles respectively) are

mainly for irrigation purposes.

See H. Blerzy, TorrerUs, fleuves, et canaiix de la France (Paris,

1878), aud his papers in Rev. dcs Deux ilondcs, February and March
1875.

LOIRE, a department of central France, made up of

the old district of Forez and portions of Beaujolais and
Lyonnais, all formerly included in the province of Lyonnais,

lies between 45° 15' and 46° 15' N. lat. and between
3° 40' and 4° 45' E. long., and is bounded on the N. by the

department of Saon^et-Loire, on the E. by those of Rhone
and Isere, on the S. by Ardeche and Haute-Loire, and on

the W. by Puy de Dome and Allier. Its extreme length

is 78 miles from north-west to south-east, and its extreme

breadth fronl east to west is about 43 miles, the area

being 1838 square miles. Until 1790 it constituted a

single department along with that of Rhone. About an

eighth part of the whole area belongs to the basin of the

Rhone. The Loire, which has a fall within the department

from 1365 feet to 88G feet, traverses alternately a series of

narrow gorges and of broad plains, the beds of ancient

lakes, including that of Forez between St Rambert and
Fears, and, lower down, that of Eoanne. Of its affluents

the most important are the Lignon du Xord, the beautiful

valley of which has been called " La Suisse Forezienne," and
the Aix on the left, and on the right the Ondaine (on which

stand the industrial towns of Chambon-Feugerolles and
Firminy), tho Furcns, and the Rhin. To the Rhone the

department contributes the Gier, upon which are situated

the industrial towns of St Chamond and Rive de Gier, and
which forms a navigable channel to the Rhone at Givor.s.

From Mont Pilat descends the Dcome, in the valley of which
the workshops of Annonay begin. In the west are the Forez

mountains, which separate the Loire basin from that of the

Allier; their highest point (Pierre sur Haute, 5381 feet)

is 12 miles west from Montbrisou. They sink gradually

towards the north, and are successively called Bois Noirs

(4239 feet), from their woods, and Monts do la Madeleine

(3600 to 1640 feet). In the east the Rhone and Loire

basins are separated by Mont Pilat (4705 feet) at- the north

BXtremity of the Cevennes, and by the hills of Lyonnais,

Tarare, Beaujolais, and Charolais, none of which rise

higher than 2950 or 3280 feet. The climate of the

department varies according to the elevation : on the

heights it is cold and healthy, unwholesome in the marshy
plain of Forez, mild in the valley of the Rhone. The

annual rainfall is 3937 inches on the Forez mountains,

but only 24-79 at Roanne. ilore than half of the area

consists of arable lands ; one-seventh is occupied by forests,

and one-seventh by meadows.
The plains v{ Forez and Roanne are the two most important

agricultural districts, but the total production of grain withiu th«
department is insufficient for the requiremenla of the population.

The pasture lands of Forez bU[iport alarge number of horned cattle,

sheep, goats, and pigs. Fairly good red wine is also grown within
the deputmeut

;
potatoes, leguminous plants, beetroot, hemp, and

colza are also cultivated. Poultry are reared, and bee-keeping is

a considerable industry. Amoug the liills replantation has been
set on foot. The Bois Noir forests yield good-sized pines and largo

quantities of wood for mining purposes. The so-called Lyons
chestnuts are to a large extent obtained from Forez ; the woods and
pasture lands of Pilat yield medicinal plants, such as mint. The
chief wealth of the department, however, lies in the coal deposits

in the St Etieniie basin, the second in importance in Fiance. Tho
basin, which stretches from south-west to north-east between
Firniiuy and Rive do Gier, is about 20 miles in length and 5 in

breadth. In ISSl the output amounted to 3,454,612 tons of coal

and anthracite, giving cm|iloyment to 12,000 workmen below and
5000 above. The presence of coal has naturally encouraged various

forms of the metal-working industries. At St Etiennc there is a

national factory of arms, in which as many as 6000 have been
employed; apart from other factories of the same kind canied on
by private individuals, the production of hardware occui'ies 7000
persons ; locks, common cutlery, chain cables for the mines, files,

and nails are also made. Cast steel is largely manufactured, the

aggregate production of all sorts of steel amounting in 1880 to

114,629 tons; the Loire workshops supply the heaviest construc-

tions .equired in naval architecture. The glass industry has its

centre at Rive de Gier. St ^tienne emidoys more than 60,000

persons in the fabrication of silk ribbons, to an annual value

of £4,000,000 ; over and above this must be reckon d the manu-
facture of elastic ribbons and laces, and the dressing of raw silks.

The arrondissemcnt of Roanne manufactures cotton stuffs upon
11,000 looms, each employing three persons. That of Montbrisou

produces table liuen. In the mountains between Haute-Loire and
Puy de Dome the women make black laces and embroidery. The
department has numerous fiour-mills, paper works, tanyard^, boat-

building yards, silk-spinning works, and velvet, plush, a"nd hat

factories. There are three arrondissements—St fitienue, Montbrisou,

and Roanne. The cajiital is St £tienue. The population, 290,903

in 1801, was 590,613 in 1876.

LOIRE, Haute-, a department of central France, made
up of Yclay and portions of Vivarais and Gevaudan, three

districts formerly belonging to the old province of

Languedoc, of a portion of Forez formerly belonging to

Lyonnais, and of a portion of lower Auvergne, is bounded

on the N. by Puy de Dome and Loire, on the E. by Loire

and Arlcche, on the S. by Ardiche and Lozere, and on

the W. by Lozcre and Cantal, and lies between 44° 40'

and 45° 25' N. lat. and between 3° 5' and 4° 30' E. long.,

having an extreme length of 68 miles, a maximum breadth

of 54 miles, and an area of 1916 miles. It belongs almost

wholly to the Loire basin, but a few square kilometres

to the north of Jlont Mezenc are drained by the Erieux,

a tributary of the Rhone. The highest point, Mont
Mezenc, on the borders of Ardfeche, is 5745 feet; it

belongs to the Ciivennes S3'stem, which sends ramifications

throughout the entire department, giving it a mean
altitude of 2950 feet. Reckoning from cast to west arc

the Boutiires, the Mcgal or Meygal, the Velay hills, those

of La iMargeride, and finally the Luguet. The first,

mentioned ridge separates Haute-Loire from Ard&che, and

ranges from 3280 to 4590 feet ; it has a crust of lava

thrown out from Mont Mdzenc; efforts towards replanta-

tion are being made. Meygal presents a series of jagged

peaks, recalling the Pyrenees on a small scale. It also has

been covered by an immense flow oE lava some 37 miles

long and 490 feet thick, through which the Loire has

forced a passage by means of gorges more than 1600 feet

in depth. The highest point of the Meygal properly so

called is upwards of 4590 feet. The Velay hills, whicli

separate the Loire from the Allier (mean height about 3300

feet), consist of granitic rocks overlaid with the eruptions

of more than one hundred and fifty croters, one of which
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is now occupied by the singular lake of Bouchet. West-

ward from the Allier are the forest-clad gr^initic hills of

La Margeride, which rise to a height of nearly 5000 feet.

The Luguet massif (3300 feet) rises in the north-west of

the department on the left bank of the Alagnon, a tributary

of the Allier. The river Loire, to which the department

owes its name, enters at a point 16 miles distant from

its source, and 2923 feet above the level of the sea.

Within the 63 miles of its course through the eastern

portion of the department, first in a northerly and after-

wards in a north-easterly direction, it falls 1565 feet. The

Allier, which joins the Loire at Nevers, traverses the

•western portion of Haute-Loire in a northerly direction,

entering at a point 25 miles distant from its source, and

2369 feet above the sea ; it traverses a narrow and deep

valley overhung by lofty hills, and falls 1090 feet. The

chief affluents of the Loire within the limits of the depart-

ment are the Borne on the left, joining it near Puy, and

the Lignon, which descends from the Mi5zenc, between the

Boutieres and Meygal ranges, on the right. The climate,

owing to the altitude, the northward direction of the

valleys, and the winds from the Cevennes, is cold, the

winters being long and rigorous. Storms aud violent

rains are frequent on the higher grounds, and would give

rise to serious inundations were not the rivers for the most

part confined within deep rocky channels. Two-fifths of

the area is occupied by arable lands, one-fifth by natural

meadow and by orchards, and a somewhat smaller propor-

tion by wood. The rest consists of pasture lands, vine-

yards, and uncultivated lands.

Numerous cattle of the celebrated Mezenc breed are reared, and
also sheep and mules. The crops raised are wheat, meslin, rye,

barley, oats, maize, potatoes (in large quantity), hemp, colza; and
Kecond-class wine. The wood^ yield pine, fir, oak, and beech.

Large quantities of aromatic and pharmaceutical plants are found

in. the Mezenc massif. The department has two coal basins, —those

of Brjissac and Langeac, both on the Allier ; in 1880 their total

output was 225,153 tons'. Copper, iron, zinc, argentiferous lead,

arsenic, antimony, barytes, and fluor spar are also obtained, and
there are good quarries of trachyte and limestone, as well as nume-
rous unutilized mineral springs. Lace-malting in various materials

is the most extensive industry, occupying from 100,000 to 130,000
persons, and producing goods to the annual value of about
j£l, 000,000. Ribbons and cloth are manufactured to some extent,

and silk-dressing, wool-spinning, caoutchouc-making, various kinds
of smith work, paper-making, glass-blowing, brewing, wood-sawing,
and flour-milling are also earned on. There are three arrondisse-

mcnts—Puy, Brioude, and Yssingeaux ; the capital is Puy. The
population in 1876 was 313,721.

LOIRE-INF^RIEURE, a maritime aepartment of

western France, is made up of a portion of Brittany on the

right and of the district of Retz on the left of the Loire,

and lies between 46° 45' and 47° 40' N. lat. and between
55' and 2° 32' W. long., being bounded on the VV. by the

ocean, on the- N. by Morbihan and lUe-et-Vilaine, on the

ii. by Maine-et-Loire, and on the S. by Vendue. Its

greatest length from east to west is 76 miles, its greatest

breadth 65 mUes, and its area 2634 square miles. The
surface is very flat, and the highest point, in the north on
the borders of Illo-et-Vilaine, is only 377 feet. The line

of hillocks skirting the right bank of the Loire, and known
as the "sillon de Bretagne," nowhere attains a height of

265 feet ; below Savenay they recede from the river, and
the meadows give place to peat bogs. North of St Nazaire
the Grande Bri&re, measuring 9 miles by 6, and rising

scarcely 10 feet above the sea-level, still supplies old
trees which can be used for joiner work ; a few scattered
villagca occur on the more elevated spots, but communica-
tion ib ffected chiefly by means of the canals which inter-

sect", .The district on the south of the Loire lies equally
low ; its most salient feature is the lake of Grandlieu,
covering an area of 27 square miles, ami surrounded by low
and marshy ground, but so shallow (6-5 feet at most) that

drainage would be comparatively easy. The Loire has i

course of 68 miles within the department ; its width abov<

Nantes varies from 1300 to 3280 feet, and its volume a1

Nantes, where the tide begins to be felt, is never undei

700 cubic metres per second. It has numerous islands

At Paimbceuf it is nearly 2 miles broad, but narrows

again opposite St Nazaire before finally entering the oceaa

The bed is not sufficiently regular to allow easily the

passage of vessels drawing more than 10 feet of water.

On the left bank a canal of 9 miles is about to be opened
between Pellerin, where the dikes which protect the Loire

valley from inundation terminate, and Paimbceuf. The
principal towns 6a the river within the department are

Ancenis, Nantes, and St Nazaire (one of the most

important commercial ports of France) on the right,

and Paimbceuf on the left. The chief affluents are on

the right the Erdre and on the left the Sevre, both

debouching at Nantes. The Erdre has a succession of

broad lakes which give it the appearance of a first class

river ; it forms part of the canal from Nantes to Brest.

The Sfevre, on the other hand, is hemmed in by picturesque

hills ; at the point where it enters the department it flow?

past the famous castle of Clisson. Apart from the Lrire

itself, the only navigable channel of importance within the

department is the Nantes and Brest canal already referred

to, fed by the Isac, a tributary of the Vilaine, which

separates Loire-Inf^rieure from Ille-ei-Vilaine and Mor-
bihan. The climate partakes of the general Armorican

character in respect of humidity, but is Girondine in its

mildness. At Nantes the mean annual temperature is

54°'7 Fahr., and there are one hundred and twenty-two

rainy days, the annual rainfall being 25 6 inches. Of
the entire area nearly two-thirds is arable ; one-seventh-

is -occupied by meadows; and vineyards, woods, heath,

lakes, pools, and marshes occupy the remainder.

The quantity of live stock is considerable:—320,000 horned
cattle, 180,000 sheep, 80,000 pigs, 38,000 horses, asses, and mules.

Poultry also is reared, and there is a good deal of bee-keeping.

Wheat, rye, buckwheat, oats, and potatoes are produced in great

abundance; leguminous plants are also largely cultivated, especially

near Nantes. Beetroot, hemp, and chestnuts represent, along with

wine and cider, the chief remaining agricultural products. The
woods are of oak in the interior and pine on the coast. The
department has deposits of tin, lead, and iron, which are hardly

wrought, if at all. North-west from Ancenis a little anthracite is

obtained from a coal-bed which is a prolongation of that of Anjou.

The salt marshes, about 6000 acres in all, occur for the most part

between the mouth of the Vilaine and the Loire, and on the Bay
of Bourgneul. The salt manufacture, which as late as 1874 pro-

duced 43,475 ton", is now decaying. There are slate quarries in

the north-east of the department, and the granite of the sea-coast

and of the Loire up to Nantes is quarried for large blocks, while

the limestone about Chateaubriant occupies numerous kilns. The
industries of the department are well developed : steam-engines are

built for Government at Indret, a few miles below Nantes ; the

forges of Basse-Indre are in good repute for the quality of their

iron ; and the production of tlie lead-smelting works atfCoueron

amounts to several millions of francs annually. There are also

considerable foundries at Nantes, Chantenay, and St Nazaire, and

shipbuilding yards at Nantes, St Nazaire, Paimbceuf, and Croisic.

Among other industries may be mentioned the preparation of

pickles and preserved meats at Nantes, the curing of sardines at

Croisic and in the neighbouring communes, salt-refining, the great

sugar refinery at Nantes, aud the tobacco manufacture also there.

Fishing is prosecuted along the entire coast. Nantes, formerly one

of the most important of French ports, has now given way before

St Nazaire, the trade of which in 1878 exceeded 1,500,000 tons.

The principal imports are coal, colonial wares, wood, metals,

manure ; the exports are wine, salt, preserved meats and picklea,

ilour, refined sugar, and butter. The department is divided into

five arrondissements—Nantes, Ancenis, ChSteaubriant, Paimbceuf,

and St Nazaire ; Nantes is the capital. The population in 1876

was 612,972, an increase of 243,667 since 1801.

LOIRET, a department of central France, made up of

three districts of the ancient province of OrManais,

—

Orl(5anais proper, Gatinais, and Dunois,— together with

portions of the Isle of France and Berri, lies betweea
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4r 30' and iS" 20' N. lat. and between 1" 30' and 3° 8' E.

long., and is bounded on the K. by Soine-et-Oiae, on the

N.E. by Seine-et-Marne, on the E. by Yonue, on the S. by
Nievre and Cher, on the S.AV. by Loir-et-Cher, and on the

N.W. by Eure-et-Loir ; its greatest length, from north-west

to south-east, is 75 miles, its greatest breadth, from north

to south along the meridian of Paris, 50 miles, and its area

2614 square miles. The name is derived from the Loiret,

a stream which issues from the ground some miles to the

south of Orleans, and after a course of about 7 miles

falls into the Loire ; its large volume gives rise to the

belief that it is a subterranean branch of that river. The
Loire traverses the department by a broad valley which,

though frequently devastated by disastrous floods, is famed
for its rich tilled lands, its castles, its towns, and its vine-

:lad slopes. To the right of the Loire are GAtinais (capital

Montargis) and Beauce; the former district is so named
from its gdlines or wildernesses, of which saffron is, along

with honey, the most noteworthy product ; Beauce, on the

other hand, a monotonous tract of corn-fields without either

tree or river, has been called the granary of France.

Between Beauce and the Loire is the extensive forest of

Orleans, which is slowly disappearing before the advances

of agriculture. South of the Loire is Sologne, long barren

and unhealthy from the impermeability of its subsoil, but
undergoing gradual improvement in both respects by means
of pine plantation and draining and manuring operations.

The surface of the department presents little variation of

level ; the highest point (on the borders of Cher) is 900
feet above the level of the sea, and the lowest (ou the

borders of Seine-et-Marne) is 220 feet. The watershed on

the plateau of Orleans between the basins of the Seine and
Loire, which divide Loiret almost equally between them, is

almost imperceptible. The lateral canal of the Loire from

Eoanne stops at Briare; from the letter town a canal

connects with the Seine by the Loing valley, which is joined

by the Orleans canal at Montargis. The only important

tributary of the Loire within the department is the Loiret

;

the Loing, a tributary of the. Seine, has a course of 40

miles from south to north, and is accompanied throughout

first by the Briare canal and afterwards by that of Loing.

The Essonne, another important affluent of the Seine,

entering Loiret at JIalesherbes, takes its rise on the plateau

of Orleans, as also does its tributary the Juine. The
department has the climate of the Sequanian region, the

mean temperature being almost the same as that of Paris

;

the number of rainy days is one hundred and twenty, and

the rainfall varies from I8'5 to 27"5 inches according to

the district, that of the exposed Beauco being smaller than

that of the woody Sologne. Two-thirds of the entire area

is cultivable-; between one-sixth and one-seventh is under

wood ; vineyards occupy one-twentieth ; and the remainder

is taken up by meadows,' heath, and marsh.
A large uiimljer of sheep, cattle, horses, asses, pigs, aud goats are

reared
;
poultry, especially geese, and bees are plentiful. The yield

of wheat and oats is much ia excess of the consumption ; the crops

of rye, barley, meslin, po';do.c, ioetvoot, colza, and hemp are also

very important. Wine is abundant, but of inferiorquality. Buck-
wheat supports bees by its flowers, and poultry by its seeds.

Saffiou is another source of wealth. Tlie woods consist of oolc, elm,

birch, and pine ; fruit trees thrive in tlio department, and Orlc.nns

is a great centre of nursery gardens. The industries are brick and
tilo making, and the manufacture of faience, for which Gien is one
of the most important centres in France. The Briare manufacture

of porcelain buttons and pearls employs 1500 workmen. Flour-

mills arc very numerous. There are iron and brass foundries, whicli,

along with agricultural implement making, bell-founding, and the

manufacture of jiins, nails, aud files, represent the chief Wetal-
working industries. The production of hosiery, wool-spinning,

and various forms of wool manufacture are also engagejl in. A largo

quantity of the wiucgrowu is made into vinegar (viudigre d'Orleans).

Tile tanneries produce excellent leather ; and paper-making, sugar-

rctining, wax-bleaching, and the manufacture of caoiitchonc (in one
factory) complete iUe list of industries. The exports are principally

corn, flour, wine, vinegar, live-stock, and wood. The fonr arron-
dissements are those of Orieaus, Gien, Montargis,. and IMthiviers
The capital is Orleans. The population in 1876 was 360,903 ai'i

increase of 70,76i since 1801.

LOIR-ET.CHER, a department of central France, con-
sists of a small portion of Touraine, but chiefly of portions of

Orli5anais proper, Blesolo, and Dunois, districts wliich them-
selves formerly belonged to Orleanais. It lies between
47° 11' and 48" 8' N. lat. and between 0° 35' and 2° 15' E
long., and is bounded on the N. by Eure-et-Loir, on the N.E
by Loiret, on the S.E. by Cher, on the S. by Indre, on the
S.W. by Indre et-Loire, and on the N.W.'by Sarthe, the
greatest length (north-west to south-east) being 78 miles,

maximum breadth 31 miles, and the area 2452 miles.

Its name is derived from the Loir and the Cher, by wMch
it is traversed in the north and in the south respectively.

The Loire divides it into two nearly equal portions, the

district on the right of the Loire being known as Beauce,
while that on the right of the Loir again is called Perche

;

on the left of the Loire is Sologne, The surface of Perche

is varied, and reaches a maximum height of 8-10 feet; its

woods alternate with hedged fields and orchards, and
rapid rivulets water the green valleys. Beauce is a rich

agricultural country, where the monotony of ihe endless

fields of_cornis broken only by the houses grouped together

in villages, or by the stacks which surround them.

Sologne was formerly a region of forests, of which that of

Chambord is one of the last remains. Its soil, formerly

barren and unhealthy, has been considerably improved

within recent years. The Cher and Loir traverse pleasant

valleys, occasionally bounded by walls of tuFa, in which

numerous dwellings have been excavated; the 'stone ex-

tracted, after hardening by exposure to the air, has been

used for building purposes in the nearer towns. Within

the department the Loir has a course of 56 miles, the Cher

of 50, and the Loire of .37. With the help of the Berri

canal the last-mentioned is navigable throughout. The

chief remaining rivers of the department are the Beuvron,

which flows into the Loire on the left, and the Sauldre

on the right of the Cher. All these named have a south-

westerly course, following the slope of the department.

The climate is temperate and mild, and healthy if Sologne

be left out of account. The mean temperature ranges

between 52" and 53° Fahr., and the rainfall is 25-4 inches.

Of the total area more than a half is arable ; one-sixth is

under wood, and one-sixth is waste ; vineyards, meadows,

and pasture lands occupy the remainder.

.

Sheep are extensively reared, and the Perche lu'eed of horses is

much sought after for its combination of lightness with strengtli.

There are more than twenty thousand beehives within the depart-

ment. Beauce is the most productive district ; in 1878 it yielded

342,000 quarters of wheat, 656,000 of oats, and 1,500,000 bushels

of potatoes, besides meslin, rye, barley, buckwheat, beetroot,

maize, colza, and hemp. In the same year the production of wine

amounted to 27,000,000 gallon.s, the most valuable being that o!

Cote du Cher. The forests are an import.int source of wealth.

Sologne supplies pine and birchwood for furnace fuel, and in the

neighbourhood of Blois there aie oak, elm, and chestnut plant.i-

tions. In the river valleys fruit trees and nursery gardens. are

numerous. • Forraeily the speciality of Loir-et-Cher was to supply

Europe with gim fliats. Building stones, and also clay for bucks

and pottery, are also abundant. The chief industries, are the

manufacture of cloth at Romorantin (where spinning, ribbon-

making, and tanning are also carried on), of white leather and

gloves at Vendome, distilling, glass-making, paper-making, pottery-

making, and the like. The exports are wine, brandy, vinegar,

wood, cloth, wool, leather, gram, legumes, wax, and leeches. Ot

the castles which adorn the department the finest and most famous

is that of Chambord, near the left bank of the Loire opposite Bloi.;

(the capital). The three arrondissements are those of Blois, Komor-

antin, and Vendome. In 1876 the popuktiou was 272,63-), ai)

increase of 55,721 since 1801.

LOJA, or LoxA, a tov^tt c' Spain, in the province of

Granada, lies in a beautiful valley through which flowa the

Genii, here crossed by a Moorish, brir^^e. about 33 miles
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by rail west from Granada. The situation is very steep,

and the streets in consequence are extremely crooked and

irregular. The castle stands on a rock in the centre of

.he town, which, from being the key to Granada, was once

a place of great military importance. The manufactures

of Loja consist chiefly of coarse woollens, silk, paper, and

leather. Salt is obtained in the neighbourhood. The

population in 1877 was 18,249.

Loja, which has sometimes been identified witli- the ancient

IlipKla, or with the Lacibi (Lacibis) of Pliny and Ptolemy, first

clearly emerges in the Arab chronicles of the year 890. It was

taken by Ferdinand III. in 1226, but was soon afterwards aban-

doned, and did not finally fall under the arms of Castile until llay

2G, 1486. when it surrendered to Ferdinand and Isabella after a

«iege.

LOKEREN, a town of Belgium, in the province of East

Flanders and district of Termonde, on the Durme (a small

but navigable 'stream by which it communicates with the

Scheldt)," and 11 miles from Ghent on the railway to

Antwerp, which is there joined by the lines to Termonde

and Alost, and to Selzaete. It is a busy manufacturing

place, with cotton factories, ropewalks, and bleach-works,

&c. The church of St Lawrence (17th century) has a fine

pulpit, representing Jesus in the ndidst of the doctors. The

population of the commune has increased from 11.960 in

1808 to 17,400 in 1876.

LOKMAN, a name famous in Arabian tradition^ The

Arabs distinguish two persons of this name. The older

Lokmdn was an'Adite, and is said to have built the famous

dyke of Ma'rib. He not only escaped the destruction sent

on his nation for their refusal to hear the prophet Hiid, but

received the gift of a life as long as that of seven vultures,

each of which is said to have lived eighty years.^ The
other Lokmdn, called "LokmAn the Sage," is mentioned in

the Koran (xxxi. 11). He is said to have been a Nubian
slave, son of 'Anki, aad to have lived in the time of David
in the region of Elah and Midian (Ma-svidy, L 110), but the

commentators on the Koran (Abu Sa'iid, iL 336) make him
son of Bi'iiri, the son of Job's sister or daughter. This
form of the legend, and many of the stories told of him
(D'Herbelot, s.v., but not those given by Nawawy, p. 526),
show Jewish influence on the legend, and Derenbourg
(Fables de Loqmdii h sa<je, 1850) has pointed out that

Bi'uri seems to be i(ienticaJ. with Beor, and thai Lokm.in
corresponds to Balaam, the roots of both names meaning
"to swallow," 60 that the one may be viewed as a transla-

tion of the other. In favour of this identification Deren-
bourg advances several important and probably conclusive
arguments from Jewish tradition ; but in view of the
divergent accounts given of LokmAn it may be questioned
whether Jewish influence created or only modified the
Arabic tradition. The grave of Lokmdn was shown on the
east coast of the Lake of Tiberias, but also in Yemen and
elsewhere (Yakut, iiL 612 ; D'Herbelot, s.v.).

Tho name of Lokman is associated with niinierous old verses
proverbs, and anecJotes cf which Freytag, Arabian Pnvevbia gives
many examples The fables which pass under his name, and were
first printed by Erpenius (Leyden, 1615), .are not mentioned by any
Arabic writer They appear to be of Christian origin, and aremainly derived though Oot closely copied, from tliose of Syntipas
.nd ^sop. They exioted in the 13th century (Derenbourg,
..( supra). The editions are numerous, the hook having been much
?9r»^"i«QQ '^K^^'^ '*-''?^''=.''''^'^'»g-^<'°'^- Those of Kodiger

menttn
'«"t'» glo^ary) and Derenbourg (1850) claim special

LOLLARDS, The, were the English followers of John
^Vicklifi-e. and were tho adherents of a religious movement
which was widespread in the end of the 14th and begin-

• Tabary, i 240 ; Abulf.
. //. ^. , 20 ; Dann'rv, u. 381. Tho traditionhas vanpas forms. Ma.idy, iii. 3CC, 375, g ves I^mi > oX he^0 one vulture. Further details are given% Cau'ln d Perc'^^v

'

flfr I.
/' ""^'r"

°f ^"•^'"i". especially the seventh, whose maiuewas Lobad, are ofUn refem-d to In Arabic poetry andpfoverbl

nin" of the ISth centuries, and which to some extent

maintained itself on to the Reformation. The name is of

uncertain origin : it has been traced to a certain Walter

Lollard, but he was probably a mythical personage ; some

derive it from lolium, tares, quoting 'Chaucer (C. 2"., Ship-

man's Prologue)

—

" This LoIIere here wol prechen us somwhat . .

He wolde sowen some diificulte

Or sprengen cokkle in oure clene corn ;

"

but the most generally received explanation derives the

words from lolhn or luUen, to sing softly. The word is

much older than its English use ; there were Lollards in

the Netherlands as early as the beginning of the 14th

century, who were akin to the Fratricelli, Beghards, and

other sectaries of the recusant Franciscan type. The
earliest oflicial use of the name in England occurs in 1387

in a mandate of the bishop of Worcester against five " poor

preachers," nomine eeu ritu Lollardorum confxderaios. It

is probable that the name was given to tho followers ol

WickliS'e because they resembled those oflFshoots from tha

great Franciscan movement which had disowned the pope's

authority and separated themselves from the mediaeval

church. The 14th century, so full of varied religioua

life, made it manifest that the two different ideas of a life

of separation from the world which in earlier times had
lived on side by sido within the medieeval church were

irreconcilable. The church chose to abide by the idea of

Hildebrand and to reject that of Francis of Assisi ; and
the revolt of Ockham and the Franciscans, of the Beghards

and other spiritual fraternities, of WicklifTe and the Lollards,

were all protests against that decision. -Hildebrand's

object was to make church government or polity in all

respects distinct from civil government—no civil ruler to

touch churchman or church possession for trial or punish-

ment, taxation or confiscation ; and, in the hands of his

successors who followed out his principles, the church
became transformed into an empire in rivalry with the

kingdoms, and of somewhat the same kind, only that its

territories were scattered over the face of Europe in dio-

cesan domains, convent lands, or priests' glebes, its taxes

were the tithes, its nobles the prelates. -Francis of Assisi

had another ideal. Christians, he^ thought, could separate

themselves from the world, in imitation of Christ, by giving

up property, and home, and countiy, and going about
doing good and living on the alms of the people. For
a time these two ways of separation from the world lived

on side by side in the church, but they were really

irreconcilable ; Hildebrand's church required power to en>
force her claims, and money, land, position, were all sources
of power. Church rulers favoured the friars when they
found means of evading their vows of absolute poverty,
and gradually there came to be facing each other in the

,

14th century a great political- Christendom, whose rulers
were statesmen, with aims and policy of a worldly ambi-
tious type, and a religious Christendom, full of the ideas
cf separation from the world by self-sacrifice and of parti-

cipation in the benefits of Christ's work by an ascetic
imitation, which separated itself from political Christianity
and called it anti-Chfist. Wickliffe's whole life was spent
in the struggle, and he bequeathed his work to his
followers the Lollards. The main practical thought with
Wickhffe was that the church, if true to her divine Liission,
must aid men to live that life of evangelical poverty by
which they could be separate from the world and imitate
Christ, and if the church ceased to be true to her mission
she ceased to be a church. Wickliffe was a metaphysician
and a theologian, and bid to invent a metaphysical theory— the theory of Dominium—to enable him to transfer,
in a way satisfactory to himself, the powers and privileges
of the church to his company of poor Christians ; but hit
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foUowers, who were not troubled with need of theories,

were content to allege that a church which held large

landed possessions, collected tithes greedily, and took

money from starving peasants for baptizing, burying, and

praying, could not be the church of Christ and his apostles,

who in poverty went about doing good.

Lollardy.was most flourishing and most dangerous to

the ecclesiastical organization of England during the ten

years after "Wickliffe's death. It had spread so rapidly and

grown so popular that a hostile chronicler could say that

almost every second man was a Lollard. Wickliffe left three

intimate disciples :— Nicolas Hereford, a doctor of theology

of Oxford, who had helped his master to translate the Bible

into English ; John Ashton, also a fellow of an Oxford

college ; and John Purvey, Wickliffe's colleague at Lutter-

worth, and a co-translator of the Bible. With these were

associated more or less intimately, in the first age of

Lollardy, John Parker, the strange ascetic William Smith,

the restless fanatic Swynderly, Kichard Waytstract, and

Crompe ; and there must have been a large number of

preachers who itinerated through England preaching the

doctrines of their master. Wickliffe had organized in Lut-

terworth an association for sending the gospel through all

England, a company of poor preachers somewhat after the

Wesleyan method of modern times. " To be poor without

mendicancy, to unite the flexible unity, the swift obedience
|

of an order, with free and constant mingling among the '

poor, such was the ideal of Wickliffe's ' poor priests
'

" (r/.

Shirley, Fuse. Zh., p. xl.), and, although proscribed, these

" poor preachers," with portions of their master's translation

of the Bible in their hand to guide them, preached all over

England wherever they could be heard without detection.

The Oxford university and many nobles supported them.

Lord Montacute, Lord Salisbury, Sir Thomas Latimer of

Braybrooke, and several others had chaplains who were

Lollardist preachers ; whilst many merchants and burgesses

assisted the work with money. The organization must

have been strong in numbers, but only the names of those

have come down to us who were seized for heresy, and it

13 only from the indictments of tl -ir accusers that their

opinions can be gathered. The preachers were picturesque

figures in long russet dress down bo the heels, who, staff' in

hand, preached in the mother tongue to the people in

churches and graveyards, in squares, streets, and houses, in

gardens and pleasure grounds, and then talked privately

with those who had been impressed. The Lollard litera-

ture was very widely circulated,—bor<ks by Wickliffe and

Hereford and tracts and broadsides,-^in spite of many
edicts proscribing it In 1395 the Lollards grew so strong

that they petitioned parliament through Sir Thomas
Latimer and Sir R. Stury to reform the church on Lol-

lardist methods. It is Said that the Lollard Conclusions

printed by Canon Shirley {\\ 360) contain the substance

of this petition. If so, parliament was told that temporal

possessions ruin the church and drive out the Christian

graces of faith, hope, and charity ; that the priestliood of

the church in communion with Rome was not tlie priest-

hood Christ gave to his apostles ; that the monk's vow of

celibacy had for its consequence unnatural lust, and should

not be imposed ; that transubstantiation was a feigned

miracle, and led people to idolatry ; tliat prayers made
over wine, bread, water, oil, salt, wax, incense, altars of

stone, church walls, vestments, mitres, crosses, staves,

were magical and should not be allowed ; that kings

should,' possess the jus episcopale, and bring good govern-

ment into the church ; that no special prayers should be

made for the dead ; that auricular confession made to

the clergy, and declared to be necessary for salvation,

was the root of clerical arrogance and the cause of indul-

gences and other abuses in pardoning sin ; that all wars

were against the principles of the Xew Testament, and

were but murdering and plundering the poor to w-in

glory for kings ; that tlie vows of tliastity laid upon nuns

led to child murder; that many of the trades practised in

the commonwealth, such as those of goldsmiths and ar-

mourers, were unnecessary and led to luxury and waste.

These Conclusions really contain the sum of Wickliffite

teaching ; and, if we add that the j-rincipal duty of priests

is to preach, and that the worship of images and going

on pilgrimages are sinful, they include almost all the

heresies charged in the indictments against individual

Lollards down to the middle of the 1 5th century. The
king, who had hitherto seemed anxious to repress the action

of the clergy against the Lollards, spoke strongly against

the petition and its promoters, and Lollardy never again

had the power in England which it wielded up to this year.

If the formal statements of Lollard creed are to be got

from these Conclusions, the popular view of their controversy

with the church may be gathered from the ballads preserved

in the collection of Political Poems and Son(fs relating to

English History, published in 1859 by Mr Thomas Wright

for the JIaster of the Rolls series, and in the Piers

Ploughman poems. Piers Floiicjhman's Creed (see Lang-

land) was probably written about 1394, when Lollardy was

at its greatest strength ; the ploughman of the Creed is a

man gifted with sense enough to see through the tricks of

the friars, and with such religious knowledge as can be got

from the creed, and from Wickliffe's version of the Gospels.

The poet gives us a "portrait of the fat friar with his double

chin shaking about as big as a goose's egg, and the plough

man with his ' hood full of holes, his mittens made oi

patches, and his poor wife going barefoot on the ice so that

her blood followed" (Early English- Text Society, vol.

XXX., pref., p. 16) ; and one can easily see why farmers and

peasants turned from the friars to the poor preachers.

The Plovghman's Complaint tells the same tale. It paints

popes, cardinals, prelates, rectors, monks, and friars, who

call themselves followers of Peter aud keepers of the gates

of heaven and hell, and pale poverty-stricken people, cotless

and landless, who have to pay the fat clergy for spiritual

assistance, and asks if these are Peter's priests after all.

" I trowe Peter took no money, for no sinners that he sold.

, . . Peter was never so great a fole, to leave his key with

such a losell."

In 1399 the Lancastrian Henry IV. overthrew the

Plantagenet Richard IL, and one of the most active

partisans of the new monarch was Arundel, archbishop of

Canterbury and the most determined opponent of Lollardy.

It has been alleged that Henry won his help by promising

to do his utmost to suppress the followers of Wyclif, and

this much is certain, that when the house of Lancaster was

firmly established upon the throne the infamous Act De
comhurenJo hereticos was 'passed in 1400, and church and

state combined to crush the Lollards. John Purvey was

seized ; William Sautrey (Chartris) was tried, condemned,

and burned. The Lollards, far from daunted, abated no

effort to make good their ground, and united a struggle

for social and political liberty to the hatred felt by the

peasants towards the Romish clergy. Jak Upland (John

Countryman) took the place of Piers Ploughman, and

upbraided the clergy, and especially the friars, for their

wealth and luxury. "Wicklifle had published the rule of St

Francis, and had pointed out in a commentary upon

the rule how far friars had departed from the maximsi

of their founder, and had persecuted the Spirititales (tho

Fratricelli, Beghards, Lollards of the Netherlands) for

keeping them to the letter (</. Matthews, English Wor?

of Wyclif hitherto imprinted, Early Eiig. Text Soc, voL

Ixxiv., 1880). Jak Upland put all this into rude ncrvoua

English verse :

—
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Freer, what charitie 13 this

To fain that whoso liveth after your order

Iiiveth most perfeotlie,

And next foUoweth tlie state of the Apostles

In povertie and pennance :

And yet the wisest and greatest clerkes of you

Wend or send or procure to the court of Romo,

. . . and to be assoiled of the vow of povertie."

The archbishop, having the power of the state behind

him, attacked that stronghold of LoUardy the university

of Oxford. In 1406 a document appeared bearing to be

the testimony of the university in favour of Wickliife
;

its

genuineness was disputed at the time, and when quoted by

Huss at the council of Constance it was repudiated by the

English delegates. The archbishop treated Oxford as if it

had issued the document, and procured the issue of severe

regulations in order to purge the university of heresy. In

1408 Arundel in convocation proposed and carried the

famous Constilnliones Thomx Arundel intended to put down

Wickliffite preachers and teaching. They provided amongst

other things that no one was to be allowed to preach

without a bishop's licence, that preachers preaching to the

laity were not to rebuke the sins of the clergy, and that

Lollard books and the translation of the Bible were to be

searched for and destroyed. He next attempted to purge

the nobility of Lollardy. The earlier leaders had died,

but there was still one distinguished Lollard, Sir John

Oldcastle, in right of his wife Lord Cobham, "the good

Lord Cobham " of the common people, who had been won
to pious living by the poor preachers, and who openly

professed the common Lollard doctrines. His chaplain,

one of the itinerating preachers, was seized, then his books

and papers were taken and burnt in the king's presence,

and later he was indicted for heresy. It is said that at first

he recanted, but the abjuration, said to be his, may not be

authentic. In the end he was burnt for an obstinate

heretic. These persecutions were not greatly protested

against ; the wars of Henry V. with France had awakened
the martial spirit of the nation, and ' little sympathy
was felt for men who had declared that all war was but the

murder and plundering of poor people for the sake of

kings. Mocking ballads were composed upon the martyr

Oldcastle, and this dislike to warfare was one of the chief

accusations made against him (comp. Wright's Political

Poems, vol. ii. p. 244). But Arundel could not prevent

the writing and distribution of Lollard books and
pamphlets. Two appeared just about the time of the

martyrdom of Oldcastle

—

I'/ie Plovghman's Prayer and
the Lanthorne of Light. The Ploughman^ Prayer declared
that true worship consists in three things—in loving God,
and dreading God, and trusting in God above all other
things ; and it showed how Lollards, pressed by persecu-
tion, became further separated from the religious life of
tha thurch. " Men maketh now great stonen houses full

of glasen windows, and clepeth thilke thine houses and
churches. And they setten in these houses mawraets of
stocks and stones, to fore them they knelen privilich and
aport, and maken their prayers, and all this they say is

thy worship For Lorde our belief is that thine
house is man's soul."

The council of Constance (1414-1418) pat an end to
the papal schism, and also showed its determination to put
down heresy by burning John Huss. When news of this
reached England the clergy were incited to still more
vigorous proceedings against Lollard preachers and books.
From this time Lollardy appears banished from the fields
and streets, and take? refuge in houses and places of con-
cealment. There was no more wayside preaching, but
instead there were conventicula occulta in houses, in peas-
ants' huts, in sawpits, and in field ditches, where the
Bible was read and exhortations were given, and so

Lollardy continued. In 1428 Archbishop Chichele coa
fessed that the Lollards seemed as numerous as ever, ana
that their literary and preaching work went on as vigor-

ously as before. It was found out also that many of

the poorer rectors and parish priests, and a great many
chaplains and curates, were in secret association with the

Lollards, so much so that in many places processions were
never made and worship on saints' days was abandoned.

For the Lollards if not stamped out were hardened by
persecution, and became fanatical in the statement of their

doctrines. Thomas Bagley was accused of declaring that

if in the sacrament a priest made bread into God, ho
made a God that can be eaten by rats and mice ; that the

jiharisees of the day, the monks, and the nuns, and the

friars, and all other privileged persons recognized by the

church were limbs of Satan ; and that auricular confession

to the priest was the will not of God but of the devil.

And others held that any priest who took salary was
excommunicate ; and that boys could bless the bread as

well as priests.

From England Lollardy passed into Scotland. Oxford
infected St Andrews, and we find traces of more than one

vigorous search made for Lollards among the teaching staS

of the Scottish university, while the Lollards of Kyle in

Ayrshire were claimed by Knox as the forerunners of the

Scotch Reformation,

The opinions of the later Lollards can best he gathered from tha
learned and unfortunate Pecock, who wrote his elaborate Hcprcssor
against the " Bible-men," as he calls them. He summed up their

doctrines under eleven heads : they condemn the having and using
images in the churches, the going on pilgrimages to the memorial
or "mynde places" of the saints, the holding of lauded possessions

by the clergy, the various ranks of the hierarchy, the framing of

ecclesiastical laws and ordinances by papal and episcopal authority,

the institution tf religious orders, the costliness of ecclesiastical

decorations, the ceremonies of the mass and the sacraments, the
taking of oaths, and the maintaining that war and capital punish-
ment are lawfuL When these points are compared with the
Lollard Conclusions of 1395, it is plain that Lollardy had not
greatly altered its opinions after fifty-five years of persecution.

All tlie articles of Pecock's list, save that on capital punishment,
are to be found in the Conclusions ; and, although many writers

have held that Wicklill'e's own views differed greatly from what have
been called the "exaggerations of the later and more violent

Lollards," all these views may be traced back to Wicklifi'e himseVf.

Pecock's idea was that all the statements which he was prepared to

impugn came from three false opinions or ".trowings," viz., that
no governance or ordinance is to be esteemed a law of God which
is not founded on Scripture, that every humble minded Christian

man or woman is able without "fail and defaut" to find out tho
true sense of Scripture, and that having done so he ought to listen to
no arguments to the contrary ; be elsewhere adds a fourth (vol. i, p.

102), that if a man be not only meek but also keep God's law ho
shall have a true understanding of Scripture, even though "no
man ellis teche him saue God." These statements, especially the
last, show us tlie connexion between the Lollards and those mystics
of the nth century, such as Tauter and Ruysbroeck, who accepted
the teachings of Nicholas of Basel, and formed themselves into tho
association of the Friends of God.
The (lufstion remains—What was the connexion between ths

LoUaid movement and the Reformation in England! Many
writers make Lollardy the- forerunner of Reformation teaching

;

others, like MrCairduer, relying on the facts that the persecution

of the Lollards did not rouse the English nation in the way that

the martyrdom of Huss excited the. Bohemians and that Lollardy

had almost faded out of sight iu the beginning of the 16th century,

admit only a casual connexion between the two awakenings. Thi
problem is scarcely one which can be settled by counting the

numbers of Lollards convicted at different periods from the

beginning to the end of the 15th century, or by pointing to the

enthusiasm or indifference of the mass of the English nation tc

Lollard doctrines. The English Reformation down to the middle ol

Elizabeth's reign was much more a political than a religious move-
ment with the great proportion of English people. Lodardy in it;

most essential and invariable characteristics had much more in com-
mon with medieval religious revivals than with Reformation piety,

and Lollard preaching must have had much more resemblance to

that of Ockhara and his recusant Franciscans than that of Luther,
Calvin, or Peter Martyr. I'.ut Lollardy did 01:2 thing for England
which otl-er medioeval revivals did not do for the lauds in which they
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arose ; it made the Bible familiar to the pcojile in tlieir motlier

tongue, and this must have been a positive preparation for tlie

English Reformation of no ordinary power, ilay not tlie great

peculiarity of the English Reformation on its religious side, the

repeated attempts to give a good version of the Bible from the

original tongues into English, by Tyndale, Coverdale, Taverner,

Cranmer, the Genevan refugees, and Parker, with the revisions

and combinations of these various translations, on to our present

authorized version, have come from the fact that Lollard Bible-

men, as Pecock calls them, had made a good English Bible a

necessity for an English reformation of religion ?

Literature.—Lechlcr, Johann ton Wkh/, 2J vol. 1873; Shirley, Fasciculus

Zi:aniorum, Master of tfte Rolls Scries, IS.iS ; Babington's edition of Pecock's
Repressor of over mucfi blaming of the Clergy. 2 vols., Master of the RoUfl Series,

18C0; Matthew, The English Works of John ItVf/i/, Early Enplish Text Society,

18S0 ; .Wright, Political Poems and Songs, Master of the Rolls Series, 2 vols.,

1859; J. Gairdner and J. Spedding, Studies m Enilish History, 1881; Fose's
Book of ilartyvi ; Uutlev's Anna ton Luxemburg, 1S71. (T. M. L.)

LOMBARD, Peter (c. 1100-11 GO), bishop of Paris,

better known as Magister Sententiarum, the son of obscure

parents, was born about the beginning of the 12th century,

at Novara (then reckoned as belonging to Lombardy).

After receiving his education in jurisprudence and the

liberal arts at Bologna, he removed to France, bearing a

recommendation to Bernard of Clairvaux, who first placed

him under Lotolf at Rheims, and afterwards s«nt him to

Paris with letters to Gilduin, the abbot of St Victor. His

diligence and talents soon brought him into notice, and

ultimately obtained for him a theological chair, which he

held for a number of years ; during this period he is said

to have been the first to introduce theological degrees. On
June 29, 1159, he succeeded his former pupil, Philip,

brother of Louis VIL, in the bishopric of Paris, but did

not long survive the promotion ; according to the most

trustworthy of the meagre accounts we have of his life, he

died on July 20 of the following year.

His famous theological handbook, Sententiarum Librl Qitatiior,

is, as the title implies, primarily a collection of "sententiffi patrum."

These are arranged (professedly on the basis of the aphorism of

Augustine, Lombard's favourite authority, that "omnis doctrina

vel rerum est vel signornm ") into four books, of which the first

treats of God, the second of the creature, the third of the incar-

nation, the work of redemption, and the virtues, .and the fourth of

the seven sacraments and eschatology. It soon attained iramenso

popularity, ultimately becoming the text-book in almost every

theological school, and giving rise to endless commentaries. A
charge of heresy ("nihilianism") was indeed raised against

Lombard for a particular view which he seemed not remotely to

have indicated regarding Christ's human nature, but neither at the

synod of Tours, where the question was first broached in 1163, nor

at tho subsequent Lateran synod in 1179, does a condemnation
seem to have been obtained. In 1300 the theological professors of

Paris agieed in the rejection of sixteen propositions taken front

Lombard, but their decision was far from obtaining universal

currency.

Besides the Sentcntis, Lombard wrote numerous commentaries
[e.g., on the Psalms, Canticles, Job, the Gospel Harmony, and the

Pauline Epistles), sermons and letters, which still exist in MS.
The Glossm scu Commentarius in Psabnos Davulis, first published at

Paris in 1533, and tho Collectanea in omncs D. Pauli Epistolas

(Paris, 1535) have been reprinted by Migue.

LOJI BARDS. The history of the Lombards falls into

three divisions :—(1) The period before the invasion in

5G8 A.D.
; (2) the Lombard kingdom iu Italy between 5G8

and 774 ; (3) the period of their incorporation with the

Italian population, and the history of Lombardy and its

cities as one of the great provinces of Italy—(a) from the

restoration of the empire under Charles the' Great (800) to

the peace of Constance with Frederick Barbarossa (1183),
and (6) from the declaration of independence to the time

of the tyrannies and, afterwards, of the French, Spanish,

and Austrian rule.

1. The name Lombard is the Italianized form of the

national name of a Teutonic tribe, Lcmgohardi, itself an
Italian arrangement, based on a supposed etymology of the

Teutonic Langhard, Langdhardi, the form used when, they
are first named by Roman writers— Velleius and Tacitus.

The etymology which made the name mean Longhcard is

too obvious not to have suggested itself to Italians, and

perhaps to themselves (sceZeuss, 95, 109); it is accepted by
their first native chronicler, Paul the Deacon, who wrote in

tho time of Charles the Great. But the name has also

been derived from the region where they are first heard of.

On the left bank of the Elbe, " where Biirde or Bord still

signifies a fertile plain by the side of a river," a district

near Magdeburg is still called the Lange Borde ; and

lower down the Elbe, on the same side, about LUneburg,

the Bardengau, with its Bardewil; is still found ; it is

here that Velleius, who accompanied Tiberius in his cam-

paign in this part of Germany, and who first mentions the

name, places them. As late as the age of their Italian

settlement the Lombards are called Bardi in poetical

epitaphs, though this may be for the convenience of metre.

Their own legends bring the tribe as worshippers of

Odin from Scandinavia to the German shore of the Baltic,

under the name of Winili, a name which was given to them

in a loose way as late as the 12th century (e.g., by Ordericus

Vitalis; cf. Zeuss, 57). By the Roman and Greek writers

of the first two centuries of our era they are spoken of as

occupying, with riiore or less extension at different times,

the region which is now Hanover and the Altmark of

Prussia. To the Romans they appeared a remarkable

tribe :
—" gens etiam Germana feritate ferocior," says

Velleius, who had fought against them under Tiberius

;

and Tacitus describes them as a race which, though few

in numbers, more than held their own among numerous

powerful neighbours by their daring and love of war. In

the quarrels of the tribes they appear to have extended

their borders ; in Ptolemy's account of Germany, in the 2d

century, they fill a large space among the races of the north-

west and north. But from the 2d century the name dis-

appearSji ^[\[ jt jg found again at the end of the 5th century

as that of a half Christian tribe on the northern banks of

the Danube. How they got there, and what relation these

Langobards bore to those who lived in the Ist and 2d
centuries on the west bank of the Elbe, we learn little from

the vague stories preserved by their traditions ; but they are

described (5. G., ii. 14, 15) by Procopius, a contemporary,

as subject to one of the most ferocious of the tribes on the

Danube, the Heruli, also a Teutonic tribe, by whose

oppression they were driven in despair to a resistance,

which ended in the utter defeat and ovefthrow of their

tyrants. We know nothing of the way in which Christianity

was introduced among them, probably only among some

of their noble families ; but they were Arians like their

neighbours and predecessors in Italy, the Goths, and like

them they brought with them into Italy a hierarchy of

bishops, priests, and deacons ; but, while the Gothic Bible

of Ulfilas is partially preserved, whatever religious literature

the Langobards had in the shape of versions of the Scrip-

tures or liturgical forms has utterly perished. They were

among the Teutonic tribes which were generally on good

terras with the empire, and were encouraged by it in their

wars with their more barbarous neighbours. After defeat-

ing the Heruli and destroying their tribal organization,

the Langobards attacked the Gepidse with equal success,

scattering the tribe or incorporating its survivors in their

own host. They thus became the most formidable of the

Teutonic tribes of the Danube. They had alliances with

the distant Saxons, probably a kindred stock, and with the

Hunnish Avars of the Danube. Their kings belonged to

a royal line, and made marriages with the kings of the

Franks and the other German nations. Their wars led

them westwards, and for forty years they are said to have

occupied Pannonia, the region between the Danube and the

valleys of the Drave and Save. Thus following the line of

movement of the Goths, they resolved at last to strike for

' Except in the Anglo-Saxon Traveller's Song, of probably between

3r5-i35; see Guest's £nglls^ Rhythms, 2, 77, 83. 87.
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tito great prize which the Goths had won and lost.

Through the eastern passes, and the border land of Friuli,

they invaded Italy. It is said that they were invited by

Narses, the conqueror of the Goths, in revenge for his ill

treatment by the masters whom be had served.

3. In 568 Alboin, king of the Langobards, with the

women and children of the tribe and all their possessions,

with Saxon allies, with the subject tribe of the Gepidse,

and a mixed host of other barbarians, descended into Italy

by the great plain at the head of the Adriatic. There

was little resistance to them. The war which had ended

in the downfall of the Goths had exhausted Italy ; it was

followed by famine and pestilence ; and the Government

at Constantinople, away in the East, made but faint efforts

to retain the province which Belisarius and Narses had

recovered for it. Except in a few fortified places, such

as Ticinum or Pavia, the Italians did not venture to

encounter the new invaders ; and, though Alboin was not

without generosity, the Lombards, wherever resisted, justi-

fied the opinion of their ferocity by the savage cruelty of

the invasion. In 572, according to the tragic tale of the

Lombard chronicler, a tale which recalls the story of

Candaules iu Herodotus, Alboin, the fierce conqueror, fell a

victim to the revenge of his wife Rosamond, the daughter

of the king of the Gepid<B, whose skull Alboin had

turned into a drinking cup, out of which he forced

Rosamond to drink; but the Langobards had already

shown themselves in ravaging bands all over Italy, and in

the north had begun to take possession. Military chiefs,

whom, after the Latin writers, we call " dukes," corresponds

ing to the German " Herzog," were placed, or placed

themselves, first in the border cities, like Friuli and Trent,

which commanded the north-eastern passes, and then in

other principal places in Italy ; and this arrangement

became characteristic of the Lombard settlement. The
principal seat of the settlement was the rich plain watered

by the Po and its afilueuts, which was in future to receive

its name from them; but their power extended across

the Apennines into Liguria and Tuscany, and then south-

wards to the outlying dukedoms of Spoleto and Benevento.

The invaders failed to secure any maritime ports such as

Genoa, Pisa, Naples, Salerno, Ravenna, or any territory

that was conveniently commanded from the sea. Pavia,

or, as it was called, Ticinum, the one place which had
obstinately resisted Alboin, became the seat of their kings,

as it had been one of the seats of the Gothic kingdom.

After the short and cruel reign of Cleph, the successor

of Alboin, the Lombards (as we may begin for convenience

sake to call them) tried for ten years the experiment of a
national confederacy of their dukes, without any king at

their head. It was the rule of some thirty-five or thirty-six

petty tyrants, under whose oppression and private wars

even the invaders suffered, while the Italians were remorse-

lessly trodden under foot With anarchy among themselves

and 60 precarious a hold on the country, hated by the

Italian population and by their natural leaders the

Catholic clergy, threatened also by an alliance of the

Greek empire with their natural and persistent rivals the

Franks beyond the Alps, they resolved to sacrifice their

turbulent independence to the usual necessities of the
Teutonic invaders which led to the election of a king. In
584 they chose Authari, the grandson of Alboin, and
endowed the royal domain with a half of their possessions.

From this time till the fall of the Lombard power before
the arms of their rivals the Franks under Charles the
Great, the kingly rule continued. Authari, "the Long-
haired," with his Roman title of Flavius, marks the change
from the war-king of an invading host to the permanent
representative of the unity and law of the nation, and the
increased power of the crown, by the possession of a great

domain, to enforce its will. The independence of tho

dukes was surrendered to the king. The dukedoms in the

neighbourhood of the scat of power were gradually absorbed,

and their holders transformed into royal ofBcers. Those
of the northern marches, Trent -and Friuli, with the

important dukedom of Turin, retained longer the kind of

independence which marchlands usually give where invasion

is to be feared. The great dukedom of Benevento in the

south, with its neighbour Spoleto, threatened at one time

to be a separate principality, and even to the last resisted,

with varying success, according to the personal characters

of its dukes, the fufl claims of the royal authority at Pavia.

The kingdom of the Lombards lasted more than two
hundred years, from Alboin (5GS) to the fall of Desrderius

(774),—mucli longer than the preceding Teutonic kingdom
of Theodoric and the Goths. But it differed from the

other Teutonic conquests in Gaul, in Britain, in Spain. It

was never complete in point of territory : there were

always two, and almost to the last three, capitals—the

Lombard one, Pavia, the Lntin one, Rome, the Greek one,

Ravenna; and the Lombards never could get access to the

sea. And it never was complete over the subject race : it

profoundly affected the Italians of the north ; in its turn

it was entirely transformed by contact with them ; but the

Lombards never overcame the natural repulsion of the two
races, and never amalgamated with the Italians till their

power as a ruling race was crushed by 'the victory given

to the Roman element by the restored empire of the

Franks. The Langobards, German in their faults and in

their strength, but coarser, at least at first, than tho

Germans whom the Italians had known, the Goths of

Theodoric and Totila, found themselves continually in the

presence of a subject population very different front

anything which the other Teutonic conquerors met with

among the provincials,— like them_, exhausted, dispirited,

unwarlike, but with the remains and memory of a great

civilization round them, intelligent, subtle, sensitive, feel-

ing themselves infinitely superior in experience and
knowledge to the rough barbarians whom they could not

fight, and capable of hatred such as only cultivated races

can nourish. The Lombards who came into Italy with the

most cruel incidents of conquest, and who, when they had
occupied the latrtls and cities of Upper Italy, still went on
sending forth furious bands to plunder and destroy where
they did not care to stay, never were able to overcome tha

mingled fear and scorn and loathing of the Italian^.

They adapted themselves very quickly indeed to many
Italian fashions. Within thirty years of the invasion,

Authari took the fancy of decking himself with toe

imperial title of Flavius, even while his bands were leading

Italian captives in leash like dogs under the walls of Rome,
and under the eyes of Pope Gregory ; and it was retained

by his successor. They soon became Catholics ; and then

in all the usages of religion, in church building, in found-

ing monasteries, in their veneration for relics, they vied

with Italians. Authari's queen, Theodelinda, solemnly

placed the Lombard nation under the patronage of St John

the Baptist, and at Monza she built in his honour the first

Lombard church, and the royal palace near it. King

Liutprand (712-744) bought the relics of St Augustine

for a large sum to be placed in his church at Pavia. Their

Teutonic speech disappeared ; except in names and a few

technical words all traces of it are lost. But to the last

they had the unpardonable crime of being a ruling

barbarian rac« or caste in Italy. To the end they are

" nefandissimi," execrable, loathsome, filthy. So wrote

Gregory the Great when they first appeared. So wrote

Pope Stephen IV., at the end of their rule, when stirring

up the kings of the Franks to destroy them. Authari's

short reign (584-591) was one of renewed effort for con-
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quest. It brought tlio LaugobarJs face to face, not merely

wjtli the emperors at Constantinople, but with the first of

'the great statesmen popes, Gregory the Great (590-G04).

But Lombard conquest was bungling and wasteful. It

was ever ready to lapse into mere plunder and warfare

;

and when they had spoiled a city they proceeded to

tear down its walls and raze it to the ground. But

Authari's chief connexion with the fortunes of his people

was an important, though an accidental one. The Lombard
chronicler tells us a romantic tale of the way in which

Authari sought his bride from Garibald, duko of the

Bavarians, how he went incognito in the embassy to judge

of her attractions, and how she recognized her disguised

suitor. The bride was the Christian Theodelinda, and she

became to the Langobards what Bertha was to the Anglo-

Saxons, and Clotilda to the Franks. She became the

mediator between the Lombards and the Catholic ChurcL
Authari, who had brought her to Italy, died shortly after

his marriage. But Theodelinda had so won on the

Lombard chiefs that they bid her as queen choose the one

among them whom she would have for her husband and

for king. She chose Agilulf, duko of Turin (592-615).

He was- not a true Langobard, but a Thuringian. It was

the beginning of peace between the Lombards and the

Catholic clergy. Agilulf could not abandon his tradi-

tional Arianism, and he was a very uneasy neighbour,

not only to the Greek exarch, but to Rome itself. But be

was favourably disposed both to peace and to the Catholic

Church. Gregory interfered to prevent a national con-

spiracy against the Langobards, like that of St Brice's day

in England against the Danes, or that later uprising against

theFr-^nch, the Sicilian Vespers. He was right both in

point of humanity and of policy. The Arian and Catholic

bishops went on for a time side by side ; but the Lombard
kings and clergy rapidly yielded to the religious influences

around thcra, even while the national antipathies continued

unabated and vehement. Gregory, who despaired of

any serious effort on the part of the Greek emperors to

expel the Lombards, endeavoured to promote peace be-

tween the Italians and Agilulf ; and, in spite of the feebl'^

hostility of the exarchs of Ravenna, the pope and the kir^

of the Lombards became the two real powers in the north

and centra of Italy. Agilulf was followed, after two unim-
portant leigns, by his son-in-law, the husband of Theode-

linda's daughter, King Rothari (036-652), the Lombard
legislator, still an Arian though he favoured the .Catholics.

He was the first of their kings who did for the Lombards
what was done by all the Teutonic conquerors as soon as they
felt themselves a nation on Roman soil ; he collected their

customs under the name of laws,—and he did this, not in

their own Teutonic dialect, but in Latin. The use of Latin
implies the use of Latin scribes or notaries, and implies

that the laws were a notice to the Italians of the usages

and rules of their conquerors, which, so far as they applied,

were to be not merely the personal law of tha Lombards,
but the law of the land, and binding on Lombards and
Romans alike. But such rude legislation could not

provide for all questions arising even in the shattered and
decayed state of Roman civilization. It is probable that

among themselves the Italians kept to their old usages and
legal precedents where they were not overridden by the

conquerors' law, and by degrees a good many of the Roman
civil arrangements made their way into thejLombard code,

while all ecclesiastical ones, and they were a large class,

were untouched by it.

Tlie precise nature of the relations, legal and political, of the
Lombards, as a conquering race, or a military caste, to the Italians

is still a subject of controversy, owing to the prevailing mixture of
clearness and obscurity in the documents of the time. There must
havebeen, of course, much change of property; but appeai'ances are
conflicting as to the terms ou which laud generally was held by

he old possessors or the new comers, and as to the relative legal

position of the two. Savigny held that, making allowance for the

anomalies and usurpation of conquest, the Poman population held

the bulk of the land as they had held it before, and were governed

by an uninterrupted and acknowledged e.xercise of Roman lawin their

old municipal organization. Later inquirers, Leo, Troya, and more
recently Hegel, have found that the supposition does not tally with
a whole series of facts, which point to a Lombard territorial law

ignoring completely any parallel Koman and personal law, to a great

restriction of full civil rights among the Romans, analogous to the

condition of the rayah under the Turks, and to a reduction of the

Roman occupiers to a class of half-free " aldii," holding immov-
able tenancies under lords of superior race and privilege, and sub-

ject to the sacrifice either of the third part of their holdings or the

third part of the produce. Probably something like this, with

exceptions and anomalies, represents the state of things, at least at

first ; but it must be remembered that regular and consistent arrange-

ments were very unlikely to have been thought of early in such a

conquest as that of the Lombards, that the Romans suffered probably

rather from the insolence of barbarians than from the rules of a

coustitutional settlement, and that a conquered race always and
naturally exaggerates its own humiliations and giievances, and in

this case has the chief telling of the story. It might also be ex-

pected that the tribal customs of Teutonic conquerors would be more
modified in Italy than elsewhere, by the deeply-rooted traditions

and customs of the old Koman rule. The Lombards were rough
and harsh, and the Italians never ceased to hate them ; but we
know by experience how two portions of a population possessed of

equal civil rights can hate one another, where they differ in blood

and historj'. The Roman losses, both of property and rights, were
likely to be great at first ; how far they continued permanent dur-

ing the two centuries of the Lombard kingdom, or how for tho

legal distinctions between Rome and Lombard gradually passed into

desuetude, is a further question. The legislation of the Lombard
kings, in form ,a territorial and not a personal law, shows no signs of

a disi»sition either to depress or to favour the Romans, but only

the purpose to maintain, in a rough fashion, strict order aud dis-

cipline impartially among all their subjects.

From Rothari (o5. 652) to Liutprand (712-744) the

Lombard kings, succeeding one another in the irregular

fashion of the time, sometimes by descent, sometimes by
election, sometimes by conspiracy and violence, strove

fitfully to enlarge their boundaries, and contended with the

aristocracy of dukes inherent in the original organization

of the nation, an element which, though much weakened,

always embarrassed the power of the crown, and checked

the unity of the nation. Their old enemies the Franks on
the west, and the Slavs or Huns, ever ready to break in

on the north-east, and sometimes called in by mutinous

and traitorous dukes of FriuU and Trent, were tonstant

and serious dangers. By tne popes, who represented

Italian interests, they were always looked upon with disliko

and jealousy, even when they had become zealous Catholics,

the founders of churches and monasteries ; with the Greek

empire there was chronic war. From time to time they

made raids into the unsubdued parts of Italy, and added a

city or two to their dominions. But there was no sustained

effort for the complete subjugation of Italy till Liutprand,

the most powerful of the line. He tried it, and failed. Hu
broke up the independence of the great southern duchies,

Benevento and Spoleto. For a time, in the heat of the

dispute about images, he won the pope to his side against

the Greeks. For a time, but only for a time, he deprived

the Greeks of Ravenna. Aistulf, his successor, carried on

the same policy. He even threatened Rome itself, and
claimed a capitation tax. But tho popes, thoroughly

irritated and alarmed, and hopeless of aid from' the East,

turned to the family which was rising into power among
the Franks of the West, the mayors of the palace of

Austrasia. Pope Gregory IIL applied in vain to Charles

MarteL But with his successors Pippin and Charles the

popes were more successful In return for the transfer

by the pope of the Frank crown from the decayed line of

Clovis to his own. Pippin crossed the Alps, defeated Aistulf,

and gave to the pope the lands which Aistulf had torn from

the empire, Ravenna and the Pentapolis (754-756). But
the angry quarrels still went on between the popes and
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the Lombards. The Lombards were still to the Italians a

"foul and horrid" race. At length, invited by Pope

Adrian L, Pippin's son Charles once more descended into

Italy. As the Lombard kingdom began, so it ended, with

a siege of Pavia. Desiderius, the last king, became

Charles's prisoner (774), and the Lombard power perished.

Charles, with the title of king of the Franks and Lombards,

became master of Italy, and in 800 the pope, who had

crowned Pippin king of the Franks, claimed to bestow the

Roman empire, and crowned his greater son emperor of the

Romans (800).

3. To Italy the overthrow of the Lombard kings was

the loss of its last chance of independence and unity. To
the Lombards the conquest was the destruction of their legal

and social supremacy. Henceforth they were equally with

the Italians the subjects of the French king. Charles, the

Carolingian king, expressly recognized the Roman law, and

allowed all who would be counted Romans to " profess

"

it. Latin influences were not strong enough to extinguish

the Lombard name and destroy altogether the recollec-

tions and habits of the Lombard rule ; Lombard law was

still recognized, and survived, in the schools of Pavia.

Lombardy remained the name of the finest province of

Italy, and indeed for a time was the name for Italy itself.

But what was specially Lombard could not stand in the

long run against the Italian atmosphere which surrounded

it, with its countless and subtle forces, social, political, and

religious. Generation after generation passed more and

more into real Italians. Antipathies, indeed, survived, and

men even in the 10th century called each other Roman or

Langobard as terms of reproach. But the altered name of

Lombard also denoted henceforth some of the proudest of

Italians ; and, though the Lombard speech had utterly

perished, their most common names still kept up the

remembrance that their fathers had come from beyond the

Alps.

But the establishment of the Frank kingdom, and still

more the re-establishment of the Christian empire as the

source of law and jurisdiction in Christendom, had
momentous influence on the history of the Italianized

Lombards. The empire was the counterweight to the

local tyrannies into which the local authorities established

by the empire itself, the feudal powers, judicial and
military, necessary for the purposes of government,
invariably tended to degenerate. When they became
intolerable, from the empire were sought the exemptions,

privileges, immunities from that local authority, which,

anomalous and anarchical as they were in theory, yet in

fact were the foundations of all the liberties of the Middle
Ages in the Swiss cantons, in the free towns of Germany
and the Low Countries, in the Lombard cities of Italy.

Italy ^was and ever has been a land of cities; and, ever
since the downfall of Rome and the decay of the municipal
system, the bishops of tha cities had really been at the
head of the peaceful and industrial part of their population,
and were a natural refuge for the oppressed, and sometimes
for the mutinous and the evil doers, from the military and
civil power of the duke or count or judge, too often a rule
of cruelty or fraud. Under the Carolingian empire, a vast
system grew up in the N^th Italian cities of episcopal
"immunities," by which a city with its surrounding
district was removed, more or less completely, from the
jurisdiction of the ordinary authority, military or civil,

and placed under that of the bishop. These " immunities "

led to the temporal sovereignty of the bishops ; under it the
spirit of liberty grew more readily than under the military
chief. Municipal organization, never' quite forgotten,
naturally revived under new forms, and with its "consuls"
at the head of the citizens, with its " arts " and " crafts "

anl "guilds," grew up secure under the shadow of tlio

church. In due time the city populations, free from the

feudal yoke, and safe within tlie walls which in many
instances the bishops had built for them, became impatient

also of the bishop's government. The cities which the

bishops had made thus independent of the dukes and
counts next sought to be free from the bishops ; in due
time they too gained their charters of privilege and
libert)'. Left to take care of themselves, islands in a sea

of turbulence, they grew in the sense of self-reliance and
independence ; they grew also to be aggressive, quarrelsome,

and ambitious. Thus, by the 11th century, the Lombard
cities had become " communes," commonalties, republics,

managing their own afi'airs, and ready for attack or defence.

Milan had recovered its greatness, ecclesiastically as well

as politically ; it scarcely bowed to Rome, and it aspired to

the position of a sovereign city, mistress over its neighbours.

At length, in the 12th century, the inevitable conflict came
between the republicanism of the Lombard cities and the

German feudalism which still claimed their allegiance in

the name of the empire. Leagues and counter-leagites

were formed ; and a confederacy of cities, with Milau at

its head, challenged the strength of Germany under one of

its sternest emperors, Frederick Barbarossa. The strugtJe

was terrible. At first Frederick was victorious; Milan,

except its churches, was utterly destroyed ; everythitg

that marked municipal independence was abolished in tho

"rebel" cities; and they had to receive an im^eriiil

magistrate instead of their own (1158-62). But thij

Lombard league was again formed. Milan was rebuilt,

with the help even of its jealous rivals, and at Leguani)

(1 176) Frederick was utterly defeated. The Lombard cities

had regained their independence ; and at the peace of

Constance (1183) Frederick found himself compelled t)

confirm it.

From the peace of Constance the history of the Lomhards is

merely part of the liistoiy of Italy. Their cities went through the
ordinary fortunes of most Italian cities. They quarrelled a,;«l

fought with one another. They took opposite sides in the gi'ei^t

strife of the time between pope and emjeror, and were Guelf ojid
Ghibelline by old tradition, or as one cr other faction prevailed \u
them. They swayed backwards and forwards between tho poiiir
of the people and the power of the few ; but democracy and
oligarchy passed sooner or later into the hands of a master who
veiled his lordship under various titles, and generally at last inio
the hands ot a family. Then, in the larger political struggles ; nd
changes of Europe, they were incorporated into a kmgdom, or
principality, or duchy, carved out to suit the interest of a foreigrer,

or to make a heritage for the nephew of a pope. But in two ways
especially the energetic race wliicli grew out of the fusion of
Langobards and Italians between the 9th and the 12th centuries
has left the memory of itself. In England, at least, the enterprising
traders and bankers who found their way to the West, from the 13th
to the 16th centuries, though they certainly did not all come from
Lombardy, bore the name cf Lombards. In the next, place, tiio

Lombards, or the Italian builders whom they employed or follonyd,

the "masters of Como," of whom so much is said in the eirly
Lombard laws, introduced a manner of building, stately, solemD,
and elastic, to which their name has beeu attached, and wliich

gives a character of its own to some of tho most interesting churches
in Italy. (R. W. C.)

LOMBOK (called Tanali Sasak by the natives, and
Saliparan or Selaparang by the Balinese, Lombok being

properly the name only of a village on the north-east side),

an island of the East Indian Archipelago, belonging to the

Lesser Sunda group, and separated from Bali by the Strait

of Lombok, from Sumbawa by the Strait of Alas. It

stretches from about 115° 44' to 116° 40' E. long, and from
8° 12' to 9° 1' S. lat., and its area is estimated at 2080
square miles. Rising out of the sea with bold and often

precipitous coasts, Lombok is mountainous towards the

south, and in the north-east contains one of the principt.l

volcanic summits of the whole archipelago—Riudjani oi

Peak of Lombok, 8688 feet according to Horsburgh'a

measurement, 12,379 according to Melvill de Carnb(je, ancj

11.834 accocding to Smits. 'There is no active crater ia
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the island, but in 1815 it suftei'cd severely from tho

eruption of Tombora on the neighbouring island of Sum-
bawa. Of the numerous streams by which it is watered

none are navigable except by small boats ; among the

moantain lakes Segara Anak, lying some 9000 feet above

the sea, is noteworthy in point of si;;e. The best harbour

i3 Ampanan (8° 34' 15" S. lat., 116" 3' 40" E. long.) on

the west coast, often visited by European and American
vessels ; that of Labuhan Tring farther south is also good,

but less frequented. Forest-clad mountains and stretches

of thorny jungle alternating with rich alluvial plains,

cultivated like gardens under an ancient and elaborate

system of irrigation, make the scenery of Lombok exceed-

ingly attractive ; and to the naturalist it is of particular

interest as the frontier island of the Australian region,

with its cockatoos and megapods or mound-builders, its

peculiar bee-eaters and ground thrushes. Rice is the prin-

cipal export
;
ponies, skins, ducks' eggs and other eggs, and

=dible nests, are also sent from the island. The rajah of

"ombok (who has his capital at Mataram, a large village

ii the west coast, and his country seat at Gunong Sari) is

;ribut*ry to the susuhunan of Bali and Lombok ; he

l.as possession of the whole island, which was formerly

divided into the four states of Karang-Asam Lombok on

the vrest side, Jlataram in the north-west, Pagarawan in

the south-west, and Pagutan in the east. Balinese

supremacy dates from the conquest by Agong Dahuran in

the beginning of the present century ; the union under a

single rajah dates from 1839. The population is variously

estimated. The Woordenboeh van Xed. Iiid. (1869) gives

about 405,000 souls; Behm and Wagner conjecture

100,000 in 1880. The greater proportion are Sassaks. as

the Jlohammedanized native stock are called ; but the

dominant Balinese, who still retain their Buddhist creed,

may amount to about a twentieth of the whole.

See Zollinger, in Tijdschrifl voor Ned. Tiid., Jaarg. ii. ; J. P.

Freyss, in the Tijdsckr. v. Ind. taal- land- en rolkcnkunde, ix.

{3d series) ; Melviil de Carnbee, in Monitexir des Indes, 1847 ; W. R.

van Hoevell, Ecis over Java, &c. ; Wallace, Malaij Archipelago.

L0M0N6S0FF, Mikhail Vasilievich (1711-1765),

was bora in the year 1711, in the village of Denisovka

(which in later times has had its name changed in honour

of the poet), situated on an island not far from Kholmogori,

in the government of Archangel. His father, a fisherman,

took the boy as soon as he was ten years of age to assis';

him in the labours of his calling ; but his eagerness for

knowledge was unbounded. The few books accessible to

him he almost learned by heart ; and, seeing that there was

no chance of his stock of knowledge being enlarged under

the arctic skies of his native place, he resolved to betake

himself to JIoscow in the best way he could. An op-

portunity occurred when he was seventeen ye.irs of age,

.nnd by the intervention of friends he obtained admission

into the Zaikonospasski school. There his progress was

very rapid, especially in Latin, and in 1734 be was sent

from Moscow together with other promising students to

St Petersburg. There again his proficiency, especially

in physical science, was remarked by all, and he was one

of the young Russians chosen to complete their education

in foreign countries. He accordingly commenced the

study of metallurgy at Marburg; but, not content with

his work under the professors, he now began to write

poetry, imitating German authors, among whom he is said

to have especially admired Giinther. His Ode on the Talcing

of Khotin from the Turls was composed in 1739, aqd

attracted a great deal of, attention at St Petersburg.

During his residence in Germany Lomonosoff married a

native of the country, and found it difficult to maintain his

increasing family on the scanty allowance granted to him

by tho St Petersburg Academy, which, moreover, was

14-29

irregularly sent. His circumstances became erabarraBsed,

and he resolved to leave the country secretl)', and to return

homp„ On his arrival in Russia, after an adventure with

a Prussian recruiting officer which at one time threatened

serious consequences, he rapidly rose to distinction, and

was made professor of chemistry in the university of St

Petersburg ; he ultimately became rector, and in 17G4

secretary of state. He died in 1765.
The most valuable of the works of Lomonosoff are those relating

to physical science, and he wrote upon many branches of it. He
cverywliere shows himself a man of the most varied learning. He
compiled a Russian grammar, which long enjoyed popularity, and
did much to improve the rhytlun of Russian verse. Jlany of his

poems are good, but they do not constitute his chief claim to be

remembered. Tlie school upon which he formed himself as a poet

was a bad one. We must remember that these were the days of

falsely-conceived classicism, and the French taste upon which all

the literature of Europe was moulded. His great merit is that he

belongs t) the glorious band of patriots, which includes such men
among Slavs as Dositei Obradovich, Raich, and Primus Truber,

—

men whose object was to elevate and give dignity to their country,

—

earnest toilers in the field of national education.

LOMZA, or Lomzha, a government of Russian Poland,

is bounded on the N. by Prussia and the Polish government

of Suwalki, on the E. by the Russian government of

Grodno, on the S. by the Polish governments of Siedlce

and Warsaw, and on the W. by that of Plock. It covers

an area of 4670 square miles, or 9i per cent, of all Poland.

It is mostly flat or undulating, with a few twcts in the

north and south-west, where the deeply-cut valleys give a

hilly aspect to the country. Extensive marshes overspread

it, especially on the banks of the Nareff, and in the east

there are also good forests. Lomza is traversed by the

Nareff, which flows from east to south-west, joining the

B6g in the south-western corner of the government.
^
The

B6g flows along the southern border, joining the Vistula

20 miles below its junction with the Nareff. The inhabit-

ants numbered 501,385 in 1872, the Poles constituting 76

per cent, of the. population (or 83 per cent, when the Poles

who are mixed with Lithuanians are included), the Jews

14i per cent., and the Germans 2 per cent. Of this

population 402,145 belonged in 1870 to the Catholic

Church, 10,354 to the Protestant, and 1817 to the Greek

and United Churches. In 1878 394,570 were peasants,

while only 76,950 belonged to the citizen class, and 11,470

to the nobility (szlachta). In 1877 45 per cent, of the total

area, or 1,366,000 acres, were under crops. Stock raising

is carried on to some extent (197,900 cattle, 263,700

sheep, and 68,705 horses). The wood trade is an import-

ant branch of industry, but manufactures are' very imper-

fectly developed, the total production in 1873 having been

only some £ 1 1 0,000, or 1 -3 per cent, of the total for Poland.

Lomza produces some wooden wares, spirits, tobacco, and

sugar. There is only one railway (between Grodno and

Warsaw) ; the B6g is navigable, but only wood is floated

down the Nareff. The province is divided into eight

districts, of which the chief towns are Lomza (13,860),

Pultusk (7950), and Ostrolenka (6900) on the Narefl";

Mazowiec (2750), Ostr6w (6300), Mak6w (6600), Kolno

(4800), and Szczuczyn (4750). Tykocin (5400) and

Nasielsk (6250), although not district towns, have lately

acquired some importance.

Lomza, capital of the above province, on the Narefl^,

80 miles north-east from Warsaw, and 30 miles north from

the Chizheff station of the railway between Warsaw and

Grodno, had a population in 1872 of 13,860.

Lomza is an old town, one of its churches having been erected

before the year 1000. In the 16th century it earned on a bnsk

trade with Lithuania and Prussia. It was well fortified and had

two citadels, but nevertheless had often to suflerfrora the invasions

of Germans' and Tartars, and in the Hth century it was twico

plundered by the Cossacks of the Ukraine. In 1795 it fell under

the dominion of Prussia, and after the peace of Tilsit it cama under

Russian rule.
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LONDON
LONDON, tne metropolis of England, and the chief

town of the British empire, is situated on both banks

of the river Thames, about 50 miles from its mouth, St

Paul's Cathedral being in 51° 30' 48" N. lat. and 0° 5 48

W long The old City of London is wholly included in

the county of Middlesex, but the town beyond the City

Umits extends into portions of three other counties,—

namely, Surrey and Kent on the south, and Essex on the

east. The area and population of the various govern-

mental divisions of London are given below (pp. 821, 822).

Site. A great part of London is built on sands and

gravels belonging to the Drift period, marking the ancient

bed of a much larger river than the present Thames. This

formation, resting immediately on the London Clay, extends

along both banks of the present river, with an average

breadth of about 2 miles; but in 6ome parts there is

immediately adjoining the banks a considerable breadth of

alluvial deposits, or occasionally of artificially constructed

embankments. On the north bank the alluvial soil com-

prehends the greater part of Westminster ; on the south

bank it stretches east from Lambeth Bridge, gradually

widening to a breadth of about half a mile, and from South-

wark to Deptford occupying a still wider area. The sands

aud gravels again occur at Greenwich Hospital, but are

succeeded by the Greenwich and Woolwich marshes. The

Isle of Dogs opposite Greenwich is constructed wholly of

artificial embankments, and at one time the area it now

occupies formed part of the mouth of the Lea, along whose

banks the alluvial formation runs northwards between

Bow and Stratford to Stoke Newington, widening to a

considerable area at the marshes of West Ham and Plaistow.

At Fareham, Battersea Park, Cheapside, Victoria Park,

and to the south of Stoke Newington, there arp consider-

able areas occupied by brick earth. The London Clay

crops to the surface throughout the whole of north-west

London, wifh the exceptio'' of a small portion to the

south of Jiegent's Park which is encroached upon by

the sands and gravels, and the summits of Hampstead
and Highgate, which are occupied by the silicious sands

of the Bagshot series. In west London the Clay extends

south to Kensingtoa Gardens, and in north London it

occupies part of Islington and the district north of High-

bury and Stoke Newington South of the Thames it

encroaches irregularly on Wand? worth, Clapham, Camber-
well, and Deptford, and comprehends nearly aU the district

round Sydenham. The Lower Tertiaries are represented

by the Thanet sands at Greenwich and in the neighbour-

hood of De[i'ford, by the Woolwich and Eeading beds,

which occur at Camberwell, Dulwich, and Lewisham, and
by the Blackheath beds, which are best seen at Blackheath.

Chalk, the basement rock of the London basin, and the

source of the water supply for the deep wells, only crops

to the surface in the neighbourhood of Greenwich.
The original surface of the soil of London has been much

altered in the course of generations, the depth of made
earth being often very great. At one period the Thames
flowed straight from Lambeth to Limehouse, and the
greater part of the district now stretching south and east

of the river to the range of heights in the neighbourhood
of Sydenham and Greenwich was occupied by marshes or
shallow lagoons. North of the Thames the greater part of

London is built on several ranges of small eminences lying
between the river and the northern heights of Hampstead
(430 feet), Highgate, and Hornsey. The original city

clustered round the eminence now crowned by St Paul's,

and formerly intersected by the lavine of the Walbrook.

To the north and east it was bounded by an extensive fen,

from which Finsbury takes its name. To the west was
the Fleet river, which flowed from Hampstead in a south-

easterly direction to King's Cross, and then more southerly

to Clerkenwell, where on account of the steepness of its

banks it received the name of Holebourne or Hollowburn.

It was navigable to King's Cross, and for a long period

formed a convenient and well-protected harbour for the

city. A more extended elevation, included in the district

now occupied by the Inns of Court, Bloomsbury, and Soho,

was bounded on the west by the Tyburn, which rose near

the Swiss Cottage and, after an easterly course till reaching

the present Eegent's Park, flowed .southwards nearly in the

line of Marylebone Lane and Bond Street. Tyburn Hill was

bounded on the west by the Westbourne ; and to the south

and west an extensive range of low ground, now included

in Westminster, Pimlico, Chelsea, and Kensington, was in

early times for the most part covered by water. Westwards

the low ground is bounded by Xotting Hill, whence an

elevated region lying between the smaller eminences and

the " northern heights," and including Primrose Hill, runs

in a north-westerly direction to Camden Town, Islington,

and Highbury. The hilly regions in the neighbourhood of

Kensington and Notting Hill formed part of an extensive

forest, and St John's Wood was originally a dense thicket.

Government and Adjiinistkation.—At first the AJmia

municipal constitution of London was loose and disjointed trative

in its form, resembling that of the shire rather than the
'"*'°'7

town, but even from the time of Henry I. the independence

of its jurisdiction was complete, and the citizens, besides

the right of inheritance and tenure not then possessed by

the rest of England, enjoyed exemption from theDanegeld

and from similar obligations. By the 13th century the

later form of the municipality was already shaped in its

main features, although at this stage residence in the

borough and not membership in a trade guild was the

basis of citizenship. This in some respects premature de-

velopment of municipal functions has always given to

London a peculiar and unique position in respect of muni-

cipal government. Its charters, which in early times

served as the model for charters to new incorporations, have

defied the attacks of reform. The system of government

was more heterogeneous and complicated than that of other

English towns. London is practically a borough by pre-

scription, and its special rights and privileges have made
those who possess them distrustful of change. The mere
extent of the new city surrounding the old, and the rapidity

of its growth, have also tended to postpone the attempt to

grapple with the problem of its government. Until 1855,

when the Metropolitan Board of Works was formed, the

whole administration of the metropolis was of a mediaeval

character. The City was governed by old charters, con-

firmed but not interpreted by a special Act of William aud
Mary, and the various parishes of the rest of the metro-

polis had each its own peculiar system of administration,

regulated by local Acts which differed widely in different

localities. No direct change of vital importance was made
in the constitution and functions of the City corporation

by the Metropolis Local Management Act of 1855, but the

very existence of the Metropolitan Board implied a certain

limitation of its authority, and the additional functions

conferred by successive Acts on the Metropolitan Board have
in some degree circumscribed its influence. As modified

by the Act of 1855, the government of London within wha.t

is known as the metropolitan area consists of the City Cor-

poration, the Metropolitan Board of Works, and thirty-eight
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Testries and district boards ; while various authorities, to

be afterwards mentioned, exercise jurisdiction in special

matters over the whole area of the metropolis or in separate

localities.

-^ The City of London, which is a county in itself, and

neutof with which the borough of Southwark is assimilated, is

J>e City, governed by a lord mayor, twenty-sis aldermen, and two
hundred and six common councilraen, forming a Court of

Common Council. This court has a certain independent

power to enact regulations for the government of the City,

is entrusted with the management of the finances and the

estates of the corporation, elects most of the officials, and
controls the police. The City elects a sheriff of Jliddlesex

ns well as a sheriff of London ; and the lord mayor is

elected by the trade guilds in common hall from among the

aldermen who have served as sheriffs. Ho is lord lieutenant

within the City, the dispenser of its hospitality, the chair-

man of the courts of the corporation, and holds certain

other offices, the dignity of which is now almost entirely

nominal. The aldermen, who hold office for life, are

chosen by the several wards, each ward electing one. Since

1867 the power of election has been enjoyed by all possess-

ing the household and lodger franchise. The Court of

Aldermen has the power of appointment to certain offices,

exercises judicial fuQctions in regard to licensing and in

disputes connected with the ward elections, has some power
of disposal over the City cash, and possesses magisterial

control over the City, each alderman being a judge and
magistrate for the whole City, and by virtue of his office

exercising the functions of a justice of the peace. The
common councillors were chosen originally in the reign of

Edward I. as assistants to the aldermen, and in 1384 were

constituted a standing committee to regulate the affairs of

the City, each ward chosing four, sis, or eight, according

to its size. A gradual increase in their number took place

until 1840, when it was fixed at two hundred and six.

From the time of Richard II. the election was vested in

freemen householders, but it is now regulated by the Act of

1867. The Court of Common Hall, formerly the popular

assembly or ancient folhiwie, is now composed of the lord

mayor, four aldermen, and the liverymen of the city guilds,

and nominates yearly two aldermen, who must previously

have been sheriffs, for the Court of Aldermen to select one
for the office of lord mayor. The sheriffs are themselves

chosen by the Court of Common Hall, which also appoints

the chamberlain, the bridge masters, and the city auditors.

Uity The fragmentary and. indirect participation in the
tiiilds. government of London at present exercised by the livery

companies represents the remnants of an iufluence which
was paramount from the time of Edward III, when
enactments were passed which made admission to the

freedom of the city dependent on membership in a trade

or mystery. Originally established to afford mutual aid

to members of their " craft," the guilds of London gradually

assumed a certain control over their trade or manufacture,
and by the payment of large sums of money obtained
various monopolies, with the power to make by-laws for

the regulation of their craft. From gifts for charitable

purposes, and from entrance money and fines, many of the
guilds, on account of the rise in the value of property,

liave amassed enormous wealth. Within the limits of the

City alone the gross annual rental of the land possessed
by them is over £500,000, and it is believed that the land
they possess outside its limits is of equal value. At one
time their number was over one hundred, but they now
number seventy-six, and some represent trades which are

extinct. Twelve so-'alled "great companies " claim pre-

cedence over the others, but of these some are not so

wealthy as a few of the less highly privileged. The
" livery " or dress of the companies, first formally adonted

in the reign of Edward III., was ultimately worn only by
a higher grade of the members called liverymen. The
extension of London beyond the City limits and changes
in trade maxims and in social life have now left them
little more than the shadow of their former authority over
trade and manufacture, but a few, such as the fishmongers,
the stationers, the goldsmiths, and the apothecM-ies, still

discharge certain functions in the regulation of their
several crafts. Besides administering their charities, many
of the companies contribute largely to benevolent objects
of pressing need, and some take an interest in -promoting
technical instruction, and in various matters relating to

their special trade or manufacture; but the business of
most of them is now chiefly of a ceremonial kind. The
halls of the companies number thirty-five, and many of

them are of interest either from their architectural merits,

their antiquarian associations, or the portraits or other

objects they contain. Their annual assessed value is over

£60,000. The hereditary connexion of the companies with
the corporation, their large ownership of property in the
City, and their control over so many charities stiU enable
them to exercise a very great influence in municipal affairs.

The following list (Table I.) gives details regarding tlie twelve
great companies, and six other companies which may be ranketi

next to them in importance :

—

Merchant Taylors..
Haberdashers
Sailers
Ironmongers

Other Compm
Apothecaries .

Situation of Hall.

Chcapslde

TItroffmoiton Street
Upper Thames Street

Foster Lane
Dowgate Hil!

Threadjleedle Street

Gresham Street
St Switbin's Lane ,.

Fenchurch Street ...

ITpperTliamesStreet
Sluicing Lano

Water lane
Coleman Stteet „
Monkwell Sheet..

Cannon Street ....

Cheapside
Ludgate Hill

The corporation of the City of London still retains

certain exceptional prerogatives. The lord mayor's court

still exercises civil jurisdiction, the two courts of the

sheriffs' compter survive in the City of London court, and
the lord mayor exercises the functions of judge in the

ci5ntral criminal court, which superseded the court of oyer

and terminer in 1834, and extends beyond the radius of the

Metropolitan area. The corporation possesses the sole right

to establish markets within 7 miles of the City ; it enjoys

a metage of grain, partially commuted in 1872 to a fixed

duty chargeable by weight, and applied to the preservation

of Epping Forest and other open spaces ; and it levies coal

and wine duties, continued by various Acts, for defrayment

of the cost of public improvements. Most of the work of

the corporation is performed by committees ; and " com-

missioners of sewers," under Act of Parliament, have charge

of the cleaning, lighting, and paving of the streets.

A large portion of the City income is derived from rents, which

have increased frem £3488 in 1692 to £19,199 in 1785, £45,269

in 1825, and £117,781 in 1881. In 1692 the City markets were

farmed for £3100, the profit being abont £2500 ; in 1785 their

revenue was £15,631, and the profit £2621 ; in 1825 these were

respectively £58,958 and £52,271; and inl8Sl they were £152,816

and £20,911. The total revenue of the City in 1692 was £11,658,

in 1785 £59,356, and in 1881 £896,688, not including the public'

and trust accounts, which are regulated by various Acts of Parlia-,

ment. They include the Bridge-House estate account, the sewers

rate, the Metropolitan Board of Works sewers rate, the police rate,

the wstrJ rate, uud the duties on coal, wine, and gain. The total

charge X)f the government establishment in 1692 was £3947, and in

1881 it was £51,855, not including £7856 spent in pensions of

Special

preroga

tives of

the CitJ

corpora*

tion.

'
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officials. la 1692 the lord mayor received an annual sum of £100

for his care of the market, and an ancii'nt fee of £80 out of the

chamber. Hehi^ now an annual salary of £10,000, and in addition

to this his personal expenses in 18S1 amounted to £4433. The

salaries of the recorder, the chamberlain, the common sergeant, the

tovrc-clerk, and some other officers have risen in a somewhat similar

proportion. The City in 1692 spent nothing on special acts of

hospitality or on the promotion of literature, science, or art, while

its contribution to the poor rates was only £66. It now spends

several thousands annually on the reception of eminent persons,

while to the London almshouses it iu 1881 contributed £1884, to

general charitable purposes £5179, for education £5394, for technical

Instruction £2000, for the Guildhall library and museum £5398,

smd for music £3027. The debt of the corporation, which is solely

connected with the construction of improvements and public

markets, was on December 31, 1881, £5,496,150, the money spent

for these purposes since 1759 being nearly £10,000,000. The rate-

able value of the City and liberties has since 1801 increased seven-

fold, having risen from £507,372 to £3,535,494.

The Guildhall, rebuilt by Danofc in 1789, contains the

greater part of the walls of the old building of 1411, which

was damaged by the fire of 1666, and also the crypt

divided into three aisles by clustered columns of marble sup-

porting a groined roof richly adorned with carvings. The
principal front was restored in 1867 in the Gothic style.

In addition to the great hall used for state banquets and

receptions, the building contains the common council cham-

ber, the aldermen's room, and several courts of justice.

Adjoining the Guildhall is the free library of the corpora-

tion, and a museum of antiquities relating to the City. The
Mansion House at the cast end of the Poultry, erected in

1740 from the designs of Dance, is the official residence

of the lord mayor. In addition to the justice room and

various reception rooms, it contains the Egyptian hall, in

which certain special banquets of the lord mayor are held.

By the Metropolis Local Management Act of 1855, the

metropolis was divided into thirty-nine vestries or district

boards, which elect the forty-five members who form the

Metropolitan Board of Works, the city of London electing

three members, each of the six great parishes of Islington,

Marylebone, St Pancras, Lambeth, St Georges (Hanover

Square), and Shoreditch two members, and the other dis-

tricts one each or one in combination. The board was

originally established for the formation and maintenance

of main sewers, but later Acts have made it the adminis-

trative authority of the metropolis in a great variety of

other matters, including the coufitruction of main thorough-

fares, the carrying out of great metropolitan improvements,

the formation of new streets, the construction and main-

tenance of parks, the preservation of commons and open

spaces, the maintenance of the fire brigade, and the adminis-

tration of certain enactments specially applicable to the

metropolitan area. The total sum raised by the board

for application to its various purposes since 1856 to

31st December 1881 was £28,689,749, and its net

liability on the 31st December 1881 was £13,437,940.
rhe capital required for the execution of great works is

raised by the issue of stock bearing interest at the rate of

3J and 3 per cent, which has the same facilities of transfer

as the Government stocks, and is redeemable in sixty years

from creation. The rate per pound levied by the board
has varied very greatly, being 2 09d. in 1856, and as high

as 6-99d. in 1867, while for 1883 it is estimated at 6-2d.

The total net charge in 1880 was £652,213, and for 1882
it ia estimated at £715,822. The rateable annual value

of property in the metropolis has risen from £11,283,663
ia 1856 to £27,386,086 in 1882.

The vestries and district boards are entrusted with the

management of local sewers, the lighting, paving, and
cleaning of their own thoroughfares, and the removal of

nuisances. For paving, except in the old main thorough-
fares, they have power to charge adjoining properties,

and in several districts a small income is obtained from

realized property. Th» total anvunt of money advanced

to them on loan by the Board of Works up to 31st

November 1881 was £3,631,769, of which £3,297,430
was redeemable by 1929, and £334,338 by 1941.

The School Board of London has in regard to education Otl.er

a rating and legislative authority over a district correspond- adminis

ing with that of the Metropolitan Board of Works. The
*"*''"

metropolitan police force outside the City limits and within y^j
a radius of 12 miles of Charing Cross is under the control

of the Home Secretary. The Tower of London is governed

by the constable of the Tower, assisted by fifty magistrates,

and the borough of Westminster is still under the nominal

care of the dean and burgesses. The Metropolitan Asylums
Board, the Burial Board, the Thames Conservancy Board,

and the Lea Conservancy Board constitute the principal

other direct governing authorities having relation to London,

but the water and gas companies enjoy monopolies which
imply a certain degree of irresponsible authority, and a

right of taxation not sufficiently defined and limited.

Within an area less than the district of the Board of

Works there are ten parliamentary boroughs, which return

in all twenty-two members, the City returning four members,

and Southwark (from 1295), Westminster (1547), Jfaryle-

bone (1832), Finsbury (1832), Tower Hamlets (1832),

Greenwich (1832, extended in 1868), Lambeth (1832),

Hackney, (1868), and Chelsea (18G8) two each. Londou
University (1868) returns one member.

Geowtu and Population.—For some centuries after Grovrt

the Conquest there are almost no data for an estimate of

the extent and population of London, but a great impulse

was given to its increase by the settlement of Normans and

the opening up of intercoui-so with the Continent. The
statement of Fitzstephen that it furnished, iu the reign of

Stephen, 60,000 men-at-arms and 20,000 knights cannot

be accepted as applying only to the City. Peter of Blois,

uider Henry II., only estimated its numbers at 40,000,

although he may possibly have referred only to adults

{Opera, ed. Giles, vol iL p. 85). In any case, previous to

the great plague of 1349 it must have numbered at least

90,000, for in that year, according to Stow, as many as

50,000 persons were buried in the cemetery of Spitalcroft,

specially consecrated for the purpose. There were severe

ravages from the same cause in 1361 and 1369 ; and the

calculation of Chalmers (Comparative Estimate of Great

Britain, 1802), founded on the Subsidy Rolls of 1377,

shows a population of only 34,971 ; but the emperor

Manuel II., who visited it in 1400, states that it was to

be preferred to every city of the West for population,

opulence, and luxury (Macpherson, Annals of Commerce,

vol. i. p. 611). Notwithstanding the regulations of Eliza-

beth for checking its growth, London had by the end of

the century advanced considerably beyond its old bound-

aries. Giovanni Botero, writing about 1590, classes it

with Naples, Lisbon, Prague, and Ghent as possessing

about 160,000 inhabitants more or less, while Paris was

said to possess over 400,000 inhabitants. The " Bills

of Mortality," which were begun in 1592, were in 1604

extended to St Bartholomew the Great, Bridewell Precinct,

and Trinity in the Minories, which were partly within the

City lib=rties, and to St Clements Danes, St Giles-in-the

Fields, St James (Clerkenwell), St Catherine (Tower), St

Leonard (Shoreditch), St Mary in Whitechapel, St Martin-

in-the-Fi^lds, and St Mary Magdalen (Bermondsey). St

Mary at the Savoy was added in 1606, and Westminster in

1626. The parishes of Hackney, Islington, Lambeth,

Newington. Rotherhithe, and Stepney, which were included

in 1636, were, accordirg to Graunt {Observations on the

Bills of Mortality, 1676), still country villages in 1672, and
indeed occupied an isolated position up to the middle

of the 18th century. The result of the ce.jsus of the
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city taken in 1631 is given by Graunt as 130,178, but

the sum of Lis details is 130,268. By 1661 he reckoned

it tu have increased to 179,000. He also concluded

that the population w'lthin the limits of the "Bills of

Mortality" was 460,000, and that from the beginning of

the century it had increased from 2 to 5. The population

of London and its suburbs, excludiug Westminster and the

distant parishes, ho placed at 334,000, or about a fourth

less than Paris. Notwithstanding the plague of 1665

ond the fire of 1686, London towards the close of the

17th centnry increased with great rapidity. Evelyn,

writing in 1684, states that it had nearly doubled within

his own I'ecollection. Sir William Petty, in his Essay on

Polit'col Arithmetic, estimated the population in 1683,

including that of Westminster and Southwark, at 696,000,

but Gregory King, in his Observations on the State of Eng-

land, first published by Chalmers, allowing 5^ persons to

every house, makes it in 1694, within the limits of the

"Bills of Mortality," only 530,000. From about this

period London superseded Paris as the largest city in

Europe. During the first half cf the 18th century its pro-

gress was fluctuating, but on the peace of 1763 a great

impulse was given to its prosperity, and after 1780 a rapid

rate of progress commenced, which still shows no signs of

diminution. UntU 1756 there was sufficient space for

the Mayfair east of Hyde Park, but by the end of the

century the aristocracy had nearly all migrated west from

Covent Garden and Soho. Islington was still almost dis-

joined from the metropolis, but the gr^jt eastern suburbs

had become so consolidated as alr^ost to absorb even

Hoxton, Bethnal Green, and Stepney. The first census

of 1801 included St Pancras, Marylebone, Paddington,

Kensington, and Chelsea, but Chelsea was still a solitary

suburban retreat, Kensington was little more than "the
aid court suburb," Paddington and Westbourne were rural

hamlets, and Marylebone and St Pancras had less than

one-fourth of their present population. The populous city

surrounding Regent's Park had scarcely any existence

before 1820, but by 1830 it as well as Somers Town had
become absorbed in the metropolis, especially by additions

in the neighbourhood of St Pancras church and London
university. Eastwards the most rapid extension had been

in the direction of Greenwich, which was now united with

Lambeth by a continuous line of houses. Belgravia in

the south-west, and Tyburnia to the north of Hyde Park
ire chiefly the product of the next twenty years. Since

that period the suburban districts have in all directions

become almost consolidated, and beyond the present limits

of tlie registrar-general fringes of houses, extending ir,

some instances outside even the 12 miles circuit from
Charing Cross, connect the metropolis with populous
towns which a few years ago were solitary hamlets.
Within the last twenty years the rate of increase of the
outer ring of this greater London has been 126-8 per
cent., while that of London proper has been only 36-0,

its outer ring showing an increase of 63'8 per cent., but
its central area a decrease of 13 '2,—the decrease in the

City being 548, in the Strand 30-5, St Giles 16-3,

Holborn 9 5, Westminster 11 "9, St George's (Hanovei
Square) and Marylebone 4'1, and in the eastern central

districts of Whitechapel, St George-in-the-East, and Shore-

ditch 96, 3'8, and 2'2 respectively. In these latter

districts the decrease has been occasioned chiefly by
improvements, but in the central business districts it is

almost entirely the result of the substitution of business

premises for dwelling-houses. The day census of the City

taken in 1866 shows that the number of persons employed
daily within its limits was 170,133, and that of 1881

gives a day population of 261,061, while the night popu-

lation in 1871 was 74,897 and in 1881 only 50,526,

The rapidity of the growth of Loudon is largely due to

the peculiar development of its trade and commerce, and
is also closely connected with the interest excited by politics

and the meetings of parliament. The bonds of connexion

between London and England thus pulsate daily with a

aanii'old vitality. London is the emporium of England,

the centre of its great monetary transactions, the home of

its science, literature, and art, and the yearly resort of

its aristocratic and landed proprietor classes. Since

the beginning of the century its rate of increase has

exceeded that of England generally.

The proportion of inhabitants bom outside its limits amounts to

one-third of its entire population. The number of the natives

of European states is iu e.xcess of those born in Scotland,, and
that of tho natives of Ireland is about double, while the natives

of the counties of England and Wales amount to more than a
million. Irishmen by descent may be estimated at about 250,000
persons, Scots 120,000, foreigners 200,000, viz., Asiatics, Africans,

and Americans together 45,000, Europeans 155,000 (Germans
60,000, French 30,000, Dutch 15,000, Polea 12,000, ItaUans 7500,

Swiss 5000). The number of Jews is about 40,000. The special

foreign district of London is that of Soho ; another foreign district

lies in the neighbourhood of KatclifT Highway, now St George
Street. The lower-class Jews inhabit the neighbourhood of Hounds-
ditch and Aldgate. The Italian streat musicians and vendors ol

ices form a smidl colony near Hatton Garden.
Table II. shows the percentage of the population of London to

the rest of Ebgland, the numbers before 1801 being only approxi-

mate ; Table 111. the areas, houses, and population of London iu
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various governmental divisions ; and Table IV. the population

..f the several registration districts at different periods from 1801.

Steeets, Beidges, &c.—By the non-adoptiou of Wren's

plans the opportunity afforded through the great fire was

for ever lost of constructing a model capital, and within

the City limits the streets are still in many cases confused

and intricate. The total absence of plan in the construc-

tion of the nucleus of London has doubtless tended to

aggravate the confusion outside the old boundaries. The

growth of the immense new outer city was, moreover, for

centuries totally unregulated by the control of any central

authority. The principal lines of streets formed along the

old public highways are insufficient as main lines of com-

munication for the increased population, and the absence

of direct connexion between important points causes traffic

to be enormously impeded. The longest line of street

communication in London is that which is formed by the

junction of the lines of the Edgeware and Uxbridge

Koads at the Marble Arch, whence it extends eastward

by Oxford Street, Holborn, Newgate Street, Cheapside

and other important City streets, Whitechapel Road, and

Mile End Eoad to Bow. At Cheapside a branch from it

runs vrestward by Fleet Street, the Strand, Haymarket,

Piccadilly, and Knightsbridge to Kensington. Much of

the eflfeot of the fine architecture of the City streets is

totally lost from promiscuous crowding, and the main con-

necting streets between the City and the West End dis-

play, at certain parts, much meanness and incongruity.

Regent Street, the most fashionable thoroughfare of

London, possesses ample width, and the splendour of its

shops to some extent atones for the plain monotony of its

regular architecture. In Oxford Street, which ranks nest
to it in importance, many buildings of a more ornamental
character have lately been erected. Piccadilly, the eastern

half of which is occupied chiefly by shops, and the western
by dwelling houses and clubs, is a medley of every species

of architecture, but is to some extent effective from the
variety of its contrasts, and its outlook to the Green Park.

Trafalgar Square, with its fountains, its Nelson column,

its statues, and its wide expanse, has an airy and pleasant

effect, but the huge erections which surround it are a very

miscellaneous group, and few of them are worthy of the

site. The clubs and hotels in Pall Mall and its neigh-

bourhood represent every variety of Grecian and Italian

architecture. The private houses in the more fashionable

regions are not remarkable for external beauty, but in

summer time flowers and foliage give the West End
squares and "terraces a bright and pleasant aspect. A
special characteristic of London is the enormous space

covered by the suburban cottages and villas of the middle

classas. Close to the most fashionable regions there are

many mean back streets tenanted by workmen, but the

principal territories of the working classes are compre-

hended in the dense and dreary districts east and south-

east of the City. The improvements lately carried out in

the City and other central districts, and the substitution

of business premises for dwelling houses, have compelled

large numbers of these classes to livo at a long distance

from their work, and also caused undue crowding in the

less remote regions. The running of workmen's trains

from the suburbs and the efforts of various private build-

ing associations and of the Metropolitan Board, guided

by the Artisan and Labourers' Dwellings Improvement
Act, have only partially mitigated these evils.

Since 1785 the greater part of London within the City street

limits has been rebuilt, and its streets have been much iniprovo

altered, the principal improvements being the reconstruc-
™'"'^-

tion of the lines from London Bridge to Finsbury Pave-

ment, and from Blackfriars Bridge to Farringdon Road,

both intersecting the City from north to south ; the re-

building of Bartholomew Lane, Lothbury, Threadneedle

Street, and Cannon Street from King William Street to

St Paul's ; and the construction, in conjunction with the

Metropolitan Board, of the Holborn Viaduct and of Queen
Victoria Street from Blackfriars Bridge to the Mansion
House. The Metropolitan Board now exercises a certain

Table IV.
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control over the formation of new streets, but its powers

are hampered by previous circumstances and by various re-

strictions. The principal new thoroughfares opened up by
the board, besides Queen Victoria Street and the Holborn
Viaduct, are Garrick Street, Covent Garden (1861), South-

wark Street (lS6i), Northumberland Avenue (1876), and
Theobald's Eoad and Clerkenwell Eoad, begun in 1873 to

connect Oxford Street and Old Street. They have also

effected extensive improvements in the neighbourhood of

Whitechapel, Shoreditch, Park Lane, and Kensington. The
more important schemes in contemplation are a new street

from Tottenham Court Road to Charing Cross, another

from Oxford Street to Piccadilly Circus, the widening of

Coventry Street, of Gray's Inn Road, and of Tooley Street,

and alterations of a less extensive character at Kentish

Town, Hackney, and Camberwell. A. scheme has been

put forth by Government to relieve the pressure at Hyde
Park Corner. Altogether np to 31st December 1881 the

board have expended in street improvements £6,531,856,

of which probably one-third will be defrayed by sales of

property. In addition to this over X-t,000,000 have been

spent on the Thames Embankment and Queen Victoria

Street, and the board have contributed about £626,077 to

defray local improvements by district boards and vestries,

as well as £1,360,500 for artisans' dwellings.

rbames The Thames Embankment, with its marine wall of large
Enitunk- granite blocks facing the river, supports on the north side
^ a spacious thoroughfare which forms one of the finest pro-

menades in London. The total cost of the various portions

.of the embankment was over £3,000,000, the greater

part of which is being defrayed by the coal and wine
duties levied by the City corporation. By the construction

(18G4-70) of that portion known as the Victoria Embank-
ment, stretching from Blackfriars Bridge to Westmin-
ster, about 37 acres of land have been reclaimed, of which
19 are occupied by carriage and footways, 7h have been
conveyed to adjoining proprietors, and about 8 have been
formed into ornamental grounds. The Albert Embank-
ment (1865-68), stretching on the south side of the river

from Westminster Bridge to Vaushall Bridge, includes

about 9 acres, which are now chiefly occupied by St
Thomas's HospitaL The Chelsea Embankment (1871-74),
which is the extension of one previously constructed

between Vauxhall Bridge and Chelsea Hospital, involved

the reclamation of about 9J acres of ground, now occupied

partly by a roadway 70 ieet wide, and partly by a flower

garden,

bridges. There are twelve bridges, other than railway bridges, over

the Thames within the metropolitan area, the most easterly

being London Bridge and the most westerly Hammersmith.
Bridge. Three of these, London Bridge, Southwark Bridge,

and Blackfriars Bridge, are within the City area. New
London Bridge, a noble structure by Rennie, was opened
in 1831, having cost £1,458,311. As populous and busy
commercial districts extend for several miles to the east

of it on both sides of the Thames, it is not only totally

inadequate for the requirements of traffic, but ia also

removed beyond many convenient lines of communication.
On this latter account the proposal to widen it—in itself

a very unsatisfactory plan—has met with almost no sup-
port ; but a bill promoted by the Metropolitan Board for

erecting a high level bridge at the Tower failed also to

commend itself to a committee of the House of Commons.
Until 1769, when the Blackfriars Bridge was erected,

London Bridge stood alone. Old Blackfriars Bridge was
replaced in 1869 by the present one of five iron arches

resting on granite, erected from the designs of Page ai, a
cost of £320,000. Southwark Bridge, designed by Rennie,
1815—19, consists of three iron arches of great elecance
resting on stone piers, and cost £800,000. Partly from

the unsuitability of its approaches, it has not proved of
very much service.

The number of passengers and vehicles passing over the London
and Blackfriars Bridges in a single day of 1S23 is given in the July
number of the Monthly lievicw for that year, and in 1881 similar in-
formationivas obtained, iu regard to the three bridges, for the traffic

in tlie direction of the City. Multiplying these figures by two,
we find that the foot passengers crossing London Bridge in 1823
numbered 89,640, while in 1881 they were 157,886, and that the
number of vehicles had increased from 6182 to 21,466 ; that over
Blackfriars Bridge the passengers had increased from 61,069 to
87,134, and the vehicles from 4047 to 14,584, while 30,090 pas-
sengers and 3560 vehicles passed over Southwark Bridge, the in-

crease in the number of passengers over the three bridi^es being
thus 124,401, and of vehicles 28,381. At the earlier dale South-
wark Bridge was practically unused, but in 1865 the toU was
abolished, and the bridge purchas.'d by the corporation for £218, 868.

The Jletropolitau Toll Bridges Act of 1877 required the Metropoli-
tan Board to extinguish the tolls on all the Thames bridges and the
bridge over Deptford Creek, and thereafter to repair and maintain
them, the comity authorities of Middlesex and SuiTey paying each
£1200 a year towards their maintenance. The bridges freed by the
Act were the Charing Cross foot-bridge, for which £98, 540 was paid
to the South-EasternEailway; Waterloo Bridge (1811-1 7), designed
by Rennie in a style similar to London Bridge, constructed at a
cost of £1,000,000_, and purchased for £475,000 ; Lambeth Bridge
(1862), built of iron at a cost of £40,000, and pm-chased for

£36,049 ; Vauxhall Bridge (1811-16), similar in form to Southwark
Bridge, erected for over £300,000, and purchased for £225,230 ;

Chelsea Suspension Bridge (1858), designed by Page, erected by the
Government for £88,000, purchased for £75,000 ; the Albert Sus-
pension Bridge (1873) and Batteisea Bridge, an old wooden struc-

ture, both purchased for £300,000 ; Wandsworth Bridge for

£52,761 ; Putney Bridge (1729), a picturesque old timber structure,

for je5S,000 ; and Hammersmith Bridge for £112,500. Battersea
and Putney bridges are about to be re-erected, and Deptford Creek
Bridge is to be widened and improved at a cost of £109,091. The
total amount of money spent by the board in connexion with
bridges np to 18th December 1881 was £1,479,697. The amountto
be paid by the board for their maintenance in 18S2 is estimated at
£30,502. The river is crossed by many railway bridges, and the
Thames tunnel, begun in 1825 and completed in 1843, at a cost of
£468,000, for the purposes of traffic, was purchased in 1865 by the
Great Eastern Company, and is now used as a railway tunnel A
subway under the Thames from Tower HUl to Topley Street was
constructed in 1869 at a cost of £16,000. The communication in
the neighbourhood of the river is greatly facilitated by the freauent
passenger steamers.

The cleaning, watering, and paving of the streets are more satis- Main-
factory than might be expected from the fact that each district tenance
depends solely on its own local authority. Several Acts for paviug of stie*
the Sti'and were passed in the 14th century, and in the 16th cen-

tury for the streets outside the City. In 1614 the citizens began to
pave the mai^:ins of the streets before their doors, but the middle
of the streets were laid with large pebbles very unevenly. In 1661
the money obtained from hackney coach licences, £5 for each an-
nually, was applied to keeping them in repair. The use of squared
granite blocks, with raised footways, was introdnced by Acts of
Parliament for Westminster in 1761, and for London generally in
1766. Within the last twenty years asphalt and wooden pavement
have been largely substituted for granite in the principal thorough-
fares.

Hackney coaches are first mentioned in 1625, wh?n they were Convei

kept at inns, and numbered altogether only 20. In 1652 their auceik

number was limited to 200, in 1662 to 400, in 1694 to 700, in

1715 to 800, in 1771 to 1000, and in 17S9 to 1200. In 18?2 the

restriction of their number was abolished. The number of cab

drivers in 1871 was 10,043, and of cabs 7818, of which 3295 were
hansoms and 4523 four-wheelers ; in 1881 the number of drivers

was 12,630, and of cabs 9652, of which 5805 were hansoms and
only 3847 four-wheelers. Omnibuses were first introduced in 1829.

Many of the principal streets are too crowded for tramways, but iu

South London tramcars are more used than omnibuses, and there are

also several routes in the northern and eastern districts. The Metro-

politan and Metropolitan District Railway lines, which run partly

underground, and form almost a complete belt round the "inner
circle " of London, with several branches intersecting it, and
others communicating with various suburban lines, have proved

invaluable in relieving the throng of vehicles ou the streets,

and in atfording rapid communication between important points ;

but the railway system in and around London has sufifered greatly

in directness from the absence of a complete plan embracing proper

connecting links between the lines of the several companies. The
annual number of passengers on the Metropolitan Railway is now
about 60 millions. The Regent, Grand Junction, and several other

canals, besides counecting London with the internal navigation of
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England, supply a means of transport for heavy goods between

rarious districts of tlie metropolis.

London is divided into eigl'.t postal districts, viz., Eastern Central

•EC), Western Central (W.C), Northern (N.), North-Western

N.W.), Western (W.), South-Western (S.W.), South-Eastern

S.E.), and Eastern (E.). In the E.G. district there are_ twelve

ieiiveries of letters dailv, in the town portions of the other districts,

uhich extend to about 3 miles from the General Post-Office, eleven

ieiiveries, and in the suburban portions six deliveries.

Open Spaces.—London owes the possession of its finest

parks rather to accident than to intention. Eastwards and

northwards no effort was made to preserve any part of the

'delightful plain of meadow land interspersed with flowing

streams " mentioned by Fitzstephen, or of the " immense

Forest of densely wooded thickets," or of the "common fields"

n the great fen, notwithstanding the riot of the citizens in

;he reign of Henry VIII. against the invasion of their

rights by enclosure. Westward, however, the inroads of

tl^e builder were interrupted by the royal parks, which,

lying adjacent to each other, cover an area of about 900

acres. St James's Park, 80 acres, transformed from a

swamp into a deer park, bowling green, and tennis court

l)y Henry VIII., extended and laid out as a pleasure

ground by Charles II., and rearranged by Nash (1827-29),

jiossesses beautiful combinations of water and foliage.

Green Park, 70 acres, lying between St James's Park and

Piccadilly, is unadorned except by rows of trees and by

parterres of flowers bordering Piccadilly. Hyde Park,

390 acres, stretches westward from the district of Mayfair

to Kensington Gardens. Originally forming part of the

manor of Hyde, which was attached to Westminster Abbey,

Hyde Park at the dissolution of the monasteries was taken

possession of by Henry VIII. In ] 652 the park, which

then included a large portion of the ground now joined to

Kensington Gardens and extended to 621 acres, was sold

for £17,068, 6s. 8d., but in 1660 it was rebought by the

Crown, having some time before this become the great

"rendezvous of fashion and beauty." It possesses nine

principal gateways, of which that at Ilyde Park Corner

on the south-east and the Marble Arch on the north east

present the most striking features. • The former, designed

by Decimus Burton and erected in 1828 at a cost of

£17,000, consists of three imposing arches adorned with

rilievos copied from the Elgin marbles. The Marble Arch,

originally intended as a monument to Nelson, was first

erected at a cost of £80,000 in frout of Buckingham
Palace, and was placed in its present position in 1851.'

With its fine expanse of grass, its bright flower beds and

clumps of shrubbery, its noble old trees, its beautiful

ornamental lake the Serpentine, its broad avenues crowded

with equipages, its Kotten Row alive with equestrians, its

walks lined with thousands of loungers of very various

nationalities, professions, and grades of social position,

Hyde Park in the height of the season presents a scene

which in the brilliancy of its tout ensemble and its peculiarly

mingled contrasts can probably be paralleled nowhere else.

In the 17th and 18th centuries Hyde Park was a favourite

meeting place for duellists, and in the present century has

lieen frequently the scene of great political gatherings.

To the west are Kensington Gardens, 360 acres, originally

nttached to Kensington Palace, and enlarged in the reign of

George II. by the addition of nearly 300 acres taken from

Hyde Park. They are more thickly planted than the
*' Park," and also contain an avenue of rare plants and
ehrubs, and several walks lined with flowering trees. Re-

gent's Park in the north-west, 470 acres, occupying the site

of Marylebone Park, which in the time of Elizabeth was used

as a hunting ground, owes its preservation to the intention

of George III. to erect within it a royal palace. It con-

tains the gardens of the Zoological Society and of the Royal

Botanic Society, as well as the grounds of a few private

villas. The northern half of the park is in summer devoted

to cricket ; in the south-east corner there is a flower garden

of rather antique design ; and in the south-west a portion

bounded on the north by an artificial lake is let to private

householders. To the north of Regent's Park there are Other

about 12 acres of open ground surrounding Primrose Hill, parka

220 feet, commanding an extensive view of London,

Battersea Park, 180 acres, formed (1852-58) at a cost o(

£312,890, on the south side of the Thames, besides a fine

promenade along the banks of the river, several walks and

carriage drives bordered with parterres, and a wide expanse

for cricket and other amusements, contains a subtropical

garden, which during August and September possesses

much of the witchery of an ideal fairy-land. East London,

after the enclosure of Finsbury Fields, had no special re-

creation ground until the opening of Victoria Park, which

was sanctioned by an Act of Parliament in 1842, and was

in 1872 increased to about 300 acres. Finsbury Park,

115 acres, formed by the Jletropolitan Board of Works
from the grounds of Hornsey Wood House at a cost of

£112,000 ; Southwark Park, Rotherhithe, 63 acres, formed

at a cost of £111,000; West Ham Park in the extreme

east, partly purchased by the City corporation ; Greenwich

Park (see Greenwich) ; and the gardens on the Thames
Embankment, with various squares and semi-private gar-

dens, sum up the other ornamental open spaces of London.

The Metropolitan Board, under various Acts of Parlia- Public

ment,have secured the exclusive right of the public in several <^o'"-

commons and open spaces, which with the parks under their
""""'

care comprise together an area of 1698 acres, giving with

the royal parks and Battersea Park, Victoria Park, and West
Ham Park a total of over 3000 acres, or about a twenty-fifth

part of the whole metropolitan area. The principal public

commons are Hampstead Heath, a wild hilly region now
encroached on by buildings 02 all sides except the north

and north-west, commanding fine views both of London
and the country, and, with its clear bracing air' and its

unkempt and rugged beauty, breaking on the visitor with

all the effect of a sudden surprise ; Blackheath Common,
267 acres, a bare sandy expanse to the south of Greenwich

Park, containing a good golfing course ; Clapham Common,
220 acres; Wormwood Scrubs, 194 acres; the Tooting

Commons, 207 acres; and Plumstead Common, 110 acres.

The total sum expended by the Board of Works in the

purchase, preservation, and adornment of parks and open

spaces up to 31st December 1881 was £436,760. All tho

parks and open spaces already mentioned are included in tho

Metropolitan Board district, but outside this area there

is in the neighbourhood of London a large number of

uncultivated spaces to which the public have various rights,

some of them of an obscure and undefined character. A
return made to the House of Commons in 1865 gives the

area of public commons within radii of 25 miles and of

15 miles of the metropolis, the area of those within the

smaller circuit being 13,301 acres. Of Epping Forest

5600 acres have been secured to the public by the corpor-

ation of the City, and in 1871 an Act was passed for the

preservation of Putney Heath and Wimbledon Common,
but Hounslow Heath, of old the favourite resort of high-

waymen, and at one time over 4000 acres in extent, is now
nearly all under cultivation. Richmond Park, the grounds

of Hampton Court Palace, the gardens at Kew, the fine

surroundings of the Crystal and Alexandra Palaces, the

cricket grounds at the Oval and Lord's, may practically

be also reckoned among the public parks of London. Ih

addition to this the river Thames itself supplies facilities

for recreation which are safe from the inroads of tho

builder ; and all round the metropolis there are nnmerona

footpaths through the open fields.

Water Supply.—For two centuries after the Conquest.
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London obtained a sufficient supply of pure water partly

from the rivers or streams which passed through it and
partly from wells suuk into the sands above the chalk.

Holywell, Clerk's Well (Clerkenwell), and St Clement's

AVell (near St Clement's Inn) are mentioned by Fitz-

stephen as those "of most note." In 123C the magis-

trates purchased from Gilbert Sandford the liberty to

convey the waters of the Tyburn from Paddington in

leaden pipes to the city, and a great conduit of lead cas-

tellated with stone was begun in West Cheap in 1285.

V'arious other conduits were built in the Htli and 15th

centuries, some for the water of the Thames, from which

also the inhabitants were supplied by the city company of

water-bearers, who brought it in leathern panniers slung on

horses. In ] 582 a great step in advance was taken by

Peter Moris, a Dutchman, the real originator of the Thames
water companies, who erected a "forcier" on an arch of

London Bridge to convey the Thames water into the houses

iu the east end of the city as far as Gracechurch Street;

ill 1594 another was erected near Broken Wharf for West
Cheap, Fleet Street, and the district round St Paul's, and
in 1610 a third at Aldersgate without the gate. Moris,

who obtained the lease of one arch of London Bridge for

five hundred years at a rental of lOs. per annum, and
two years later the use of another arch, erected for his

purpose very ingenious machinery ; and the works con-

tinued until 1701 in the possession of the family, who
after amassing large wealth sold the lease to a company
for £30,000, They ultimately occupied four arches, and
continued till 1822, when the supply was purchased by the

Southwark Company for £10,000. In 1605 an Act was
passed for supplying the northern districts from springs near

Ware in Herts. This enterprise was in 1609 undertaken
by Hugh Myddleton, who, when his funds became ex-

hausted in 1612, received the necessary money from

James I. on condition of his sharing in the profits.

With this assistance the reservoirs at Clerkenwell sup-

plied by the New River were opened in 1613. In

1630 a scheme to bring water to London and West-
minster from Hoddesden in Herts was promoted by aid

cf a lottery licensed by Cliarles I. on condition that the

promoters should pay £4000 per annum into the king's

treasury. Strype, writing in 1720, mentions that " there

is not a street in London but water runs through it in

pipes conveyed underground, and from those pipes there

is scarce a house whose rent is £15 or £20 per annum
but hath the convenience of water brought into it," while

"for the smaller tenements there is generally a cock

or pump convenient to the inhabitants." In 1721 the

Chelsea Water Company began to supply water from the

Thames to Westminster and the parts adjacent, and in

1783 the supply of south London was supplemented by
the erection of the Lambeth water-works opposite Charing
Cross. The Vauxhall Company was established at Vaux-
hall Bridge in 1805, the AVest Middlesex near Hammer-
smith in 1806, the East London on the Piiver Lea at Bow
in the same year, the Kent on the Kavensbourne at

Deptford in 1810, the Grand Junction at the Grand
Junction Canal in 1811, and the Southwark at London
Bridge in 1822. For several years before the interference

of parliament the companies had agreed to restrict them-
selves to separate localities. The Acts of 1847 required

the companies to provide pure and wholesome water fotf

the use of the inhabitants in the districts supplied by them,

and also to provide water for general use. An Act passed

in 1852 compelled the removal of the companies beyond
the tidal limits of the Thames, contained regulations as

to rates, enforced thorough filtration, and endeavoured to

make provision for a constant supply. The rates, which
differ in the various companies, were in some respects

amended by the Act of 1871 ; but, as it fails to guard
against claims for back dividends, no sufficient guarantee

is provided against the raising of the rates. These are

charged chiefly on the value of the houses, but the Acts

do not distinguish with sufficient clearness between the

gross annual value and the rental. A proposal in 1880 to

purchase the rights of the companies, whose capital was then

a little over £12,000,000, for £34,160,000, failed to com-

mend itself to a committee of the House of Commons.

Their accounts being made up at dificrent periods, it is itnpossibla

to give comparative returns for the companies ; the following are tho
figures (Table V.), as best they can be stated, for two years :^
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Lighting.—From 1416 the citizens of London were

under an obligation to hang out candles between certain

liours on dark nights for tlie illumination of the streets

;

and in 1661 a special Act of Parliament was passed to en-

force the custom. The corporation inlGSlgranteda licence

to Edward Heming, the inventor of oil lamps, for the

3ole supply of the public lights for twenty-one years, but

the duty was then once mora assigned to the individual

iitjzens. A second agreement with contractors not proving

satisfactory, the corporation in 1736 obtained from parlia-

ment permission to erect lights where they thought proper,

lind to levy a rate, which in that year yielded £15,000.

Gas-lighting was in 1807 introduced in Pall Mall by the

ftrection of a small apparatus to supply the lamps on the

one side of the street, the other being still lighted with

oil. In 1810 the Gas Light and Coke Company received

a charter permitting it to supply gas to any persons within
" the cities of London and Westminster, and the borough

of Southwark," and as the result of their enterprise West-

minster Bridge in 1813 was lighted with gas, and in 1814

the whole of the streets of St Margaret's parish. The City

of London Gas Company was formed in 1817, and soon

afterwards other seven companies. After several years'

wasteful competition the companies came to an agreement

in 1857 to restrict themselves to separate localities. This

led to the Metropolitan Gas Act of 1860, the only effectual

provisions of which were those in reference to the quality

of the gas. The City of London Gas Act of 1868, limit-

ing the price of gas within the City to Ss. 9d. per 1000
feet, except in certain cases, was the only other measure
iif a restrictive character passed before 1876, and previous

to this the companips, by amalgamation, and through the

favourable terms oa which they were allowed to increase

their capital and to raise new shares, had enormously
increased the value of their dividends. The Act of 1876,

from the provisions of which the London Gas Company is

exempt, adopted a sliding scale of dividends, one half of

the profits, after a 10 per cent, dividend had been paid,

going to the shareholders, the other being applied to

reduction in the price of the gas, it being also provided

that the price should not be more than 3s. Od., and that

when additions were made to the capital the shares should

bo put up to auction. The experiiflental introduction of

the electric light by the commissioners of sewers of tiie

City, and by the Metropolitan Board (for the Thames
Embankment and some of the bridges), has led the gas
companies to provide better lights in some of the more
important streets.

The following table (VII.) will show that the prosperity of the
companies^ has not been affected by tlio legislation of 1876, and as
yet has not materially suffered from the threatened competition of
electric lighting :

—

Amount of capital aathor'.zed
PaiJ lip capital

Capital remaininff to bo paid up
Loan capital autharized
Loan capltitl remaining to be bon-owet
Amount of capital on which 10 per )

cent. 13 paid *.

|

Total income
Total expenditure
Total gas sales

Contract for public lighting

Coal carbonized Tons
Gas sold for private lights Ft,
Gas sold forpubUe lamps „
Public lamps No.

Total Gas
Companies,
Year ending
Dccem^cr30,

18S0.

12,050,719
10,784,961
1,265,757

8,032,720

3,988,543
2,794,858
3,01.5,444

221,271

Totnls, Year
ending

December
1S74.

1,998,254

17,012,025
1,124,438

60,346

10,482,900
8,887,286
1,595,614
2,058,667

329,455

7,246,800

8,703,198
2,767,266
2,914,500
268,297

Increase + (

from 1S74 t

ISSO.

+1,567,819
+1,897,675
-329,857

+ 1,304,600

+974,350

+785,920

+285,345
+ 27,692
+100,614
-47,026

1,444,996
11,648,859
1,074,595

54,119

+653,258
+5.363,166

+49,843
+6,227

By amalgamation the companies have now been reduced to foitr

:

—Qas Light and Coke Company, paid up capital £7,515,000 ; South
Metropolitan Gas Company, £1,831,990 ; Commercial Gas Company,
*'675.845

; London Goa Company, £762,123.

Fire E.'CTINCTION.— Until 1866 the d-.iy of extinguishing firos Protec-

was in tlie hands of the fire insurance companies, which in 1832 tionfrom
united iu support of one brigade for the whole of London, but only fire,

kept a comparatively small establishment, in the central districts

of the metropolis. The other districts were protected by small
hand-engines kept up by the parochial authorities according to the
14 Geo. III. c. 78. Siuce the staff of the fire insurance companies
was placed under the care of the Metropolitan Board, the number
of stations has been increased from 17 to 53, with 4 floating stations,

while 11 moval'le stations have also been provided ; tlie number of
engines has been increased from 11 steam and 27 manual to 3 float-

ing engines, 33 steam land engines, and 115 manual ; and the
number of men has been increased from 130 to 536, in addition
to 68 coachmen and pilots. The board has also undertaken the
duty of protecting life from fire, which previous to 1867 was dis-

charged by a society supported by voluntary subscriptions, and they
at present maintain 137 fire-escapes, which are stationed during the
night in the most prominent parts of the metropolis. The total

receipts of the brigade in 1880 was £91,545, and the expenses
£88,980, of which £56,021 was defrayed by the board, £10,000 was
paid by the treasury, and £21,464 was contributed by the insurance
companies, at the rate of £35 for every £1,000,000 insured by them.
In 1881 the expenses were over £100,000, of which over £60,000
was defrayed by rates. The liumber of persons endangered by fire

during 1881 was 15i, of whom 114 were saved and 40 lost their lives.

The followiug table (VIII.) gives a classification of fires since

1S74:—
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Tiding three Hne3 of intercepting sewers on the north

side of the river, which convey the discharge 11 miles

below London Bridge, and two lines on the south side,

which convey their discharge 4 miles farther down. These

works comprise 80 miles of main intercepting sewers,

in addition to four pumping stations to raise the sewage

from the lower levels. The total length of the main street

sewers entrusted to the board was about 1G5 miles, one-fifth

of which consisted of offensive open sewers, while many of

the others were of most defective design or out of repair.

The total cost of repairing these sewers, and connecting

them with the new main drainage system, was estimated

nt J800,000, and works to the value of £750,000 have

been executed. The sum expended on main drainage and
main sewers up to 31st December 18S1 was £5,684,470.

The opinion seems to be increasing that the present method
of getting rid of the sewage of London is radically wrong,

and undoubtedly the sewage discharge may reach propor-

tions which may absolutely demand a new supplemental

scheme. For the four years ending 1878 the average daily

sewage discharge was 122|- millions of gallons, in 1878 it

was 157| millions, and it is now estimated ot 180
millions.

iTiamea The conservancy of the Thames was in 1857 transferred

conserr- from the corporation to a body of twelve, nominated by
aooy- various authorities, and presided over by the lord mayor;

and in 1867 the conservancy of the upper reaches from

Staines to Cricklade was vested in a board, of which the

conservators of the lower reaches formed the majority.

Under the auspices o: these two boards not only has the

uavigation of the river been very much improved, but very

stringent care has been exercised to prevent its unnecessary

pollution. In 1868 the Lea was also placed under the

control of a conservancy board. The expenses of the boards

are defrayed by tonnage dues,' tolls, pier dues, fines, and
licences, and contributions from the canal and water

companies.

The sanitary condition of the streets and houses is under

the care of vestries and district boards, but great variety

exists in regard to the efficiency with which the work is

performed.

Ceme- An Act passed in 1843 provides for tlie prohibition of interment
leries. iu any of the cemeteries within the metropolitan ai'ea by order in

council, and forbids the construction of new burial grounds within
2 miles of the metropolis except on the approval of the secretary

of state. The power of constructiug cemeteries for their several

districts is granted to the vestries, who may boiTOW money for thi3

purpose from the Public 'Works Loan Commissioners, and nre

required to appoint a board for their management. The coramis-

sioaers of sewers for the City of London are the burial board for

the City parishes. The secretary of state has the power to issue

regulations in regard to the construction of cemeteiies and the

arrangements connected with interment Among the more import-

ant suburban cemeteries are Kensal Green (in which many eminent
persons, have been interred), Erompton, Hampstead, llighgate,

Abney Park, Nunhead, and Norwood.

Health.—Apart from the deleterious influence of smoke
and defective sanitary arrangements, London must be

Street

sanita-

tion.

regarded as exceptionally healthy. Although subject
occasionally -to rapid alternations of temperature, ths
climate is generally mild and according to the seasons
equable, with an early spring and a long autumn. The
following table (IX.) gives a summary of Greenwich meteor-
ology for thirty-two years, 1849-80 :

—

Weekly
Movement

of All-

in Miles.
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Table XI.—Annual nalc nf Mofialitif, 1851-Sl.

[markets.

Areata
Sa^iare

MUes.

Annual Bate of Moilallty per 1000 Fcrsons l^lng.

1861-70. 1871-80.

ISSO—Quaitei-s ending

Manli. June. iciil.

.J_

ISSl—Quarters ending

Sept.

Table Xll.—Scatlis/rom Zymotic Diseases andfrom all Causes, 1841-81..

1841-51
185l-«0
1861-70
1871-79

1881

665,661
864,563

1,067,983

1,114,685

623,110
610,473
736,342
710,869

61,120

Deaths of

Infants
under one

Year.

104,461
133,775
173,454
175,603
20,907

rcatlis from Principal Zymotic Diseases.

109,544
129.913
156,988
120,908

13,081

8,416
7,150
8,347

15,076

13,011

13,706
17,338
]C,439

1,501

Feve

18,314 18,079

26,317 22,497

34,391
I

5.823 20,550
18,192 a,79i 25,278
8,073 541

I
3,438

28,890
22,597
27,149
12,111

14,946
24,700'

30,487
28,824

15,688
12,880

7,403
1,196

Principal
Zymotic
Diseases.

21-3

213
17

169

The mean maniase-rate for ten yeara 1870-79 was 19-2, and for

880 it was 18 1. The percentage of children born out of wedlock

n 1880 was 3-9, that for England being 4-8.

Makkets and Food Supply.—A regulation passed in

J 277 ordained that no market should be kept on London

Bridge or elsewhere except in places specially appointed

for the purpose, and that no person should buy wares in

Southwark that were to be bought in the City. In 1322

a decree was issued by the mayor that none .should sell fish

or flesh "out of the markets appointed, to wit, Bridge Street,

East Cheap, Old Fish Street, St Nicholas shambles, and

Stocks market"; and in 1328 a charter was granted to the

corporation by Edward III., conveying to it the sole right

to establish markets within 7 miles' circuit of the city. In

1345 a proclamation was passed that poultry instead of

being sold in lanes or hostels should be brought to Leaden

Hall, and in the same year it was decreed that butchers

and fishmongers should sell in the enclosed place called

the " Stokkes," and not in the king's highway. After

Acts passed in 1351 and 1382 on behalf of aliens and

foreigners, all regulations formerly made in reference to

the sale of provisions in London were repealed, and the

dealers placed under the control of the mayor and aldermen,

thus confirming a system of public markets and bazaars

even for the retail trade, which remained almost inviolate

till the time of Edward VI., up to whose reign there was,

according to Stow, scarcely such a thing as a shop between
Westminster and St Paul's. The system, though now
broken up even in regard to provisions so far as the retail

trade is concerned, remains intact in regard to the vending
of certain provisions wholesale, and still exercises a con-

jiderable influence on general retail. The principal markets
mentioned by Stow are Smithfield, Bartholomew Fair,

Leaden Hall, Grass Church (Grace Church) market, chieQy
for com, meal, and cheese ; East Cheap flesh market, the

adjoining alley to which, Red Rose Lane, had by this time
received the less idyllic title of Pudding Lane, on account
jf the butchers making use of it for the disposal of the
offal before transferring it to their dung-boats on the
Thames ; Newgate market for corn, afterwards for meat

;

St Nicholas shambles; Stocks market, established in 1282
on a place occupied by public stocks, and rebuilt in 1410,
for flesh, fish, and poultry ; and the fish market in Old
Fish Street. He also states that in 1302 bread was
sold in Bread Street in the open market. Before the
great fire Stocks market was occupied by greengrocers,
the important vegetable market at Honey Lane had also
been established, and markets, chiefly for meat and fowls,
were held at Holborn Bars and outside Temple Bars. The
increase of the population led in 1C57 to the establishment
by Lord Clare of Clare market, which, thnugh now fre-

quented, only by a very humble class of buyers, was
dedared a free market bj a spofial Act of Cromwell's

parliament, and was for a long time one of the principal

markets for all kinds of provisions. Other markets sub'

soquently established were those of St James by the ear)

of St Albans, Bloomsbury by the earl of Southampton,

Brook market by Lord Brook, Ilungerford market, New-
port market, Haymarket, and Mayfair. Newport market

for meat still exists, but the others have been gradually

superseded. The principal markets now existing are

Smithfield (central meat market and poultry market),

Leadenhall (poultry and game), Billingsgate (fish), Covent

Gardw (fruit and vegetables), the cattle markets at Copen-

hagen Fields and Deptford, the Bermondsey leather market,

and the Cumberland, Smithfield, and Whitechapel Lay
markets.

A market for horses and cattle was held at Smithfield {Smooth- Old

field) in the time of Fitzstephen, and doubtless long anterior to Smitl«

this. The priory of St Bartholomew in Smithfield obtained from field

Henry II. the privilege of a fair for drapers, which was kept three matlte)

days yearly, originally in the churcliyard at a considerable distance

from the place occupied by the cattle market, and latterly became
a scene of great riot, until it was abolished in 1853. A year later

the cattle market was removed tp Copenhagen Fields. There were

80 butchers in London and suburbs in 1533, each of whom killed

9 oxen weekly, wliich in forty-six weeks, none being killed in Lent,

would amount to 33,120 yearly. In John Erswick's Brief Note of

llie Benefits of Fish Days (1593), it is estimated that 60 butchers,

freemen of the city, killed each 5 oxen weekly, or altogether 300
per week, and that the foreigners or non-freemen killed four times

as many, or 1200 weekly, the total number of cattle annually killed

being thus 69,000. By Diehard II. a law was passed enacting that

no flesh should be killed in London but at Knightsbridge or such

like distance from the city, but in the time of Stow the slaughter-

houses of the freemen butchei-s were in Pentecost Lane adjoining

St Nicholas shambles and near the Butchers' Hall. Probably the

arrangements in regard toslaiighter-houses-were then more advanced

in London than tney are now, for, nlthough sufficient slaughter-

houses to dispose of all the cattle sold at Copenhagen Fields have

been erected adjoining the market, a very large number of cattle

are still killed in underground cellars, which, notwithstanding the

superinteiidence of the Board of Works under the SIa;ighter-Housej

Act of 1874, are in the majority of cases totally unsuited for the pur-

pose. The number of these slaughter-houses before the passing of

the Act, when they were licensed by the justices, was 1429 ; but

they have now been reduced to a little over 900. The following

table (XIII.) gives the average yearly number of sheep and cattle

sold at Smithfield at various periods from 1731 to 1854, when the

market was removed :

—
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Present

trade.

become of some importance in the 15th century, soon

largely extended, and commercial intercourse was also

opened up with Barbary, Guinea, and Brazil. After the

abolition of the special pris'ileges of the Steelyard merchants,

the trade in wool was transferred almost entirely to the

Merchant Adventurers, the annual export of English wool

and drapery to Antwerp and Bruges in 1566 being esti-

mated at over £2,000,000. The close of the IGth century

was marked by the rapid extension of maritime discovery,

and the spirit of enterprise was stimulated by the grant

of monopolies to those companies which should first open

up communication with undiscovered countries. One of the

earliest and most successful of the great maritime companies

was the Russian, incorporated in 1553, which, besides estab-

lishing an extensive commerce with the ports of Eussia,

had an overland trade with Persia. The foundation of the

Royal Exchange by Gresham in 1566 marked an era in

the commercial history of London ; and the destruction of

Antwerp by the duke of Parma in 1585 left it without a

rival as the emporium of Europe. The settlement of many
of the Flanders merchants in England gave a great impetus

to the manufacture of silks, damasks, and other fine cloths,

but from the time of the expulsion of the Steelyard

merchants by Elizabeth in 1597 the development of the

maritime trade of London was solely in the handsof English
companies. The incorporation of the Turkey Company in

1579, of the East.India Company in 1600, of the Virginia

Company in 1606, and of the Hudson's Bay Company in

1670 must bo regarded, not only as the most important
events connected with the growth of the port in the 17th
and 18th centuries, but as of prime consequence in relation

to the social and political history of England.
In the trade of London there is a large excess

of imports over exports, arising from the fact that it

is specially a. mart, and is removed from proximity to
any large manufacturing district. The value in 1880 of

the total trade of Liverpool, £191,489,838, was nearly
equal to that of London, which was £194,043,838, but the
value of the imports of London exceeded those of Liverpool
by nearly £34,000,000, while the exports of Liverpool
exceeded those of London by about £31,000,000. London
has almost a monopoly of the trade with the East Indies
and China, and has thus become the chief emporium for
tea, coffee, sugar, spices, and indigo, and for silks and
Eastern manufactures. A great part of the overland trade
of London with India has till quite recently been carried on
via Southampton, -which, and also Folkestone, Newhaven,
and Dover, may be regarded as virtually ports of London.
The value of the imports of Folkestone, Newhaven, and
Dover in 1880 amounted together to £24,485,034, and
their exports to only £4,432,244; the imports of
Southampton were valued at £9,205,183, and its exports
at £9,306,326. In the Mediterranean and Levant trade
London has now a powerful rival in Liverpool From
European and Asiatic Turkey London imports corn, dried
fruits, madder, and various other special products ; from
Greece currants and olive oil ; from Italy olive oil, wine,
sumach, oranges, and lemons ; from Spain wine and dried
fruits

; from Portugal and the Azores oranges and wine.
Nearly the whole of the French trade with England is con-
centrated in London, the imports including all the special
French manufactures, and large quantities of butter, eggs,
vegetables, and corn. It is, however, largely carried on
through the southern ports, the value of the imports of silk

to Folkestone in 1 880 being £3,61 4,01 4, and those of Lon-
don only £260,646, while the imports of eggs at Newhaven
greatly exceed those of London, as do also the imports of

butter and eggs at Southampton. London absorbs the
greater part of the Baltic imports to England, especially

timber, corn, cattle, wool, and provisions, the tonnage of the

shipping that entered from Germany in 1 881 being 634,741,
from Belgium 249,161, from Sweden 416,997, from Norway
201,056, from the northern ports of Russia 401,076, and
from Denmark 135,634. The tonnage that entered from
the southern ports of Russia only amounted to 50,883, but
much of this trade is carried on via Southampton. The
chief imports from Russia are corn, tallow, timber, hemp,
linseed, and wool. The fact that the staple manu-
facture of Lancashire is cotton has enabled Liverpool to

gain a superiority over London in the LTnited States trade,

with the exception of imports of tobacco from Virginia;

but the shipping that entered London from the Atlant;>i

ports of the United States in 1881 had a burden of 670,079
tons, and from the Pacific ports of 3248 tons. From
Central America London obtains its chief supply of tha

finer woods, and also jalap, sarsaparilla, indigo, coffee, and
Peruvian bark, and from South America sugar, hides, india-

rubber, coffee, diamonds, and various drugs. From Canada
the port receives timber, corn, cattle, and provisions, from
the Australian islands wool, oil, gold, copper, tin, provi-

sions, and cattle ; and it possesses more than half the trade

of- England with the West Indies, the principal importa

being sugar and molasses, fruit, rum, coffee, cocoa, fine

woods, pimento, and ginger.

On account of the burning of the records at the custom-house, and Foreign
the absence of regular parliamentary returns, it is impossible to give and
a continuous summary of the progress of the shipping before 1816, colonial

but the foUowiog table (XV.) gives the returns of the shipping trade,

engaged in the foreign and colonial traje in various years fiom
1693 to that date, and the yearly average for subsequent periods :

—
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Declared values of the exports from' London have been made at

various periods, aud ai'e now made annually in the statement of the

trade of the United Kingdom. Since 1S40 the value has more than

quadrupled, being in that year £11,556,037, from which it graJa-

slly rose almost without intermission till it was £60,232,118 in

1374, but from that year it declined till in 1S79 it was JW7,335,753.

In 1880 it again rose to £52,600,929, considerably above the aver-

age of the four years 1S76-79, which wi? £49.8Si, 673, but as much

below the average of 1872-75, which was £57,144,480. No return
of the value of the imports is given before 1872, when they were
£124,174,141. The value for 1880, £141,442,907, exceeds that of

any previous year, the next being that for 1877, £140,332,773,
while the average for 1872-75 was £129,449,956, and for 1876-79
£132,754,772. The following table (XVUl.) gives details of the
principal imports for 1860 and ISSO, and also a comparison with
the United Kingdom in regard to the same articles :

—

Pilncipal Articles.
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m 1514, and gradually acqnired tlie management of liglitliouscs and

buoys not only on the Thames but on the whole English coast, be-

sides the superintendence of naval arsenals and dockyards. AloiiR

with the corporation of the City it had the conservanry of the

Thames, until those authorities were superseded by the Thames
Consci-vancy Board. Itsgeneralrights and privileges have also been

much curtailed since 1S53, -nlieu it was put under the partial con-

trol of the Board of Trade, but it has still the sole charge of the

erection and maintenance of lighthouses and buoys, the examination

of pilots and of navigating lieutenants : and two of its elder breth-

ren act as nautical advisers in the High Court of Admiralty.

The prosperity of that portion-of London known as the City is

largely due to its proximity to the port, but the rapid development

of the trade of the port is closely connected with the increase of

London outside the City limits, which is of course dependent on a

great variety of causes. The uninterrupted extension of the busi-

ness and financial transactions of the City, and the connexion of

these with the rapid increase of the surrounding population, is sutK-

ciently evidenced by the fact that the rateable annual value of the

City lias risen from about £760 an acre iu 1801 to about £5300 au

acre in 1881 ; that the net profits under the commercial and mer-

cantile schedule D for the comTjined boroughs of the metropolis

(1879-80) amounted to £81,088,368, of which the profits for the City

alone amounted to £39,263,424, a larger sum than that cf_ the

whole seventeen next largest cities and towns of the United King-

dom ; and that the number of persons entering the City daily during

the sixteen hours of business has increased from 657,379 in 1866 to

739,640 in 1881.

The business centre of London is the Royal Exchange, which
occupies a commanding position between Threadneedle Street and
Cornhill, at the principal convergence of the City thoroughfares.

The first building, erected 1565-70 by Sir Thonias Gresham and
presented to the City, was destroyed by the great fire, and the second

opehed in 1669 was also burnt in 1838. The present exchange

(1839-44), designed by Tite and erected at a cost of £180,000, is a
quadrangular structure with an imposing Corinthian portico at its

principal entrance, and encloses a court surrounded by an ambu-
latory. It is in the open central area that the commercial transac-

tions take place—the gi'ound floor being occupied by shops and
offices, arid the principal floor by insurance companies and " Lloyd's
rooms." The principal exchanges for special articles are the corn
exchange iu JIark Lane, where the privilege of a fair was originally

granted by Edward I. ; the wool exchange in Coleman Street ; the
coal exchange adjoining the custom-house, erected in 1849 in the

Italian style, and consisting of a rotunda surmounted by a dome;
and the auction mart for landed- property in Tokenhouse Yard.
The metal market is a very important one ; and there is also a
very large consignment of precious metals and diamon-ds, tho
workers in which are chiefly concentrated in the neighbourhood of

Clerkenwell. Tho Royal Mint, Tower Hill, erected in 1805 on the
site of the Cistercian abbey of St Mary, is the only mint in Eng-
land for the fabrication of gold and silver coins, but bronze coins
are chiefly made at Birmingham, and gold coinage is now also
manufactured at Sidney and Melbourne.
The unique commercial position of London, and its intercourse

with every quarter of the globe, have assisted to make it financially
in a more complefe sense than it is commercially the metropolis
of the world. The stock jobbers and brokers, who according
to the City census of 1881 numbered 1682, and who have their
offices chiefly in the courts and alleys adjoining the Bank of
England and the Royal Exchange, 8-e nearly all members of the
stock exchange, for whom tho present building in Capcl Street was
erected in 1801 ; but there is also an open stock exchange in
Lothbury. The earliest approximation to banking transactions in
London appeared iu the negotiations for loans between Elizabeth and
the principal city merchants, but the general adoption of the system
was due to the civil war, when the merchants, some of whom had
already made use of the Royal Mint as a bank of deposit, and the
landed proprietors, began to place their money for the sake of
greater security in tho hands of the goldsmiths. Some of tho
private banks now existing, such as Coutts's and Child's, date from
the 17th century, ajid a new era in the financial history of London
was inaugurated in 1 694 by the foundation of the Bank of England,
of which a full account is given in the articlo Bankino (vol. iii.

p. 316 sq.). Until 1733 the business of the bank was carried on
at Grocers' Hall. The present building, which covers about 4 acres,
and was enlarged in 1770 and 1788 by Sir Robert Taylor and Sir
John Soane, presents to the street a low triangular wall without
windows, and almost entirely devoid of ornament except at the
north-west corner, which was copied from the temple of the Sibyl at
rivoli. Until the establishment of the London and Westminster
Bank in 1834 the Bank of England was the only joint-stock bankm London. Tlia private and joint-stock banks which have offices
in London now number over 150. The principal banks are mem-
bers ot the Clearing House near Lombard Street, where a daily
exchange of drafts or cheques is efl'ected. For the yxiar cndin^'
Anril 30. 1882. the total amount of Ijills. cheques, ic. paid at thi

Clearing House was £8,382,645,000, the largest sum paid in any oj

the fifteen years for which statistics have been collected, the amouui
for the- first year ending 1868 being only £3,257,411,000. The
extent of the commercial enterprise of London is strikingly indi'
cated by the large number of companies, with their field ofoperations
chielly in foreign countries, which have been projected iu the City
or have iu it their headquarters. The foreign operations of these
companies however sometimes only nominal, their real business
being wh Uy onfincd to London itself.

Th largest manufacturing industry in Loudon is that of brewing,
tho number of common brewers in 1880 being 110, who made use
of 9, 55,177 bushels of malt, while ef the 412,192 barrels of beer
exported from the United Kingdom 236,206 were from London,
To supply the breweries with water, wells now require to be sunk
below the chalk to the greensand. According to Stow, the brewers
in 1585 in London and Westminster, who then remained " near to

the friendly water of Thames,'' numbered 26, some of them
being foreigner, who first introduced the art of cultivating hops.
Among the oldest and most important of the breweries now existing

is that of Barclay, Perkins, k Co., which covers an area of 12 acres,

belonged at one time to Johnson's friend Thrale, and occupies the
site of the old Globe theatre.

Silk-weaving, which received a special impulse from the settle- Miscc>
meut of foreign refugees at Spitiilfields after the revocation of the''"''-'0"s

edict of Kantes, las within the last fifty years been in a .stagnant ["j''"**

condition, owing chiefly to the rivaliy of Lancashire. The majority '
'

of the other manufactures are carried on in the neighbourhood
of the Thames. Tlie ships built in London in 1881, which arc

principally yachts, numbered 64, but their total tonnage was only
2723. The principal shipbuilding yard* are at the Isle of Dogs.
Boat-building is extensively carried on at Chelsea and at sev(<eal

other places in the upper reaches of the river. There are large

engineering-works at Lambeth and Millwall, potteries and glas.s<

works at Lambeth, Whitefria;-s, and Southwark, tanneries at Ber-

mondsey, chemical-works on the Lea, paper-works on the Wandle,
and sugar bakeries at AVhitechapel. The cabinetmakers' shops are

situated principally in the neighbourhood of Shoreditch, but there

are several adjoining Tottenham Court Road and Hampstead Road,

where upholstery warehouses are very numerous, Lucifer match,

making gives employment to a large number of women and children

in the eastern districts. There are extensive hat manufactories in

Lambeth. The special manufactures in different parts of Loudon
arc too numerous for mention. The principal depots of the carriage-

builders are in Long Acre. A large trade in second-hand clothing

is done by the Jews at Houndsditch, especially on Sunday morning,

and on the same day of the week there are bird and fancy animal
fairs at Church Street, Bethnal Green, and at St Andrew's Street,

Bloomsbury, near the Seven Dials. 'The centre of the wholesale

book trade is in Paternoster Row, but some of tho principal pub-

lishers have their premises in the neighbourhood of Covent Garden
and still farther west. Fleet Street is largely occupied with the

offices of the London and the provincial daily newspapers, but the

office of the Times is in Printing-house Square. The weekly news-

papers have their offices chiefly in streets running off the Strand.

Pauperism.—London since 1867 has teen divided into thirty Pool

poor-law unions, which are governed hy boards of guardians, formuos
the most part elected annually by the householders and owners of

Eroperty, the number of votes possessed by each owner or liouse-

older varying from one to six, according to the value of the property.

A proportion of the guardians in each union are so ex officio, or are

nominated by the Local Government Board. Tho Act of 1867

authorized the establishment of outdoor dispensaries in any union

or parish ; and in twenty-seven of the thirty unions of the metro-

polis there are now forty-seven of these dispensaries, the number
of prescriptions made up in the year 1880 being over a nullior.

For the maintenance of lunatics and insane poor, of patients

suffering from contagious diseases, and of pauper children at

school, and for the relief of casual paupers, a metropolitan common
poor fund is provided, through the operation of which the cost

of maintaining the poor is now equalized, to the extent of 42 '3

per cent, of the whole sum applied over the metropolitan area.

The good results which have followed, both in lessening expense

and diminishing pauperism, especially outdoor pauperism, form

a strong argument for the complete equalization of the rates,

and the creation of a united poor-law authority for the whole

metropolis. The three unions which in 1880 contributed most, in

aid of the jmorer ones were Kensington (£27,705), St George's

(£25,299), and the City of London (£61,080); and the three unions

most benefited were Holborn (£21,048), Bethnal Green (£19,835),

and St Saviour's, Southwark (£23,085) ; but, as will ;be seen from

Table XXI. below, great inequality still exists in thft- rating, and

the rate is generally higher in the poorer districts. Each poor-law

union possesses one or more workhouses, but the accommodation

is inadequate, and difficulty in dealing satisfactorily With applicants

often follows. . Several unions, by the powers granted them und'=r

the Act of 1867, have combined into districts to provide infirman-s

for tho sick and imhecile. there being wv only yire« >;.••-':-—
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uethnal Green, HanipsteaJ, and Lewisham—whose sick are not
treated in establishments under medical supervision. In addition
to this, the several unions and parishes are combined into one
metropolitan asylums district, with a managing body of sixty
members, fifteen of whom are nominated by the Local Government
Board. The total number of persons relieved in establishments
belonging to the managers of the metropolitan asylums district
since the first was opened in 1S70 has been more than "1200 in

imbecile asylums, nearly 50,000 in hospitals for infectious diseases,

and 1375 on board the " Exmouth " training ship, which was estab-
lished in March 1876. The paupers' schools fall to be noticed under
another section (sea below, p. 834). The amount of accommodation
provided in the various establishments of the unions in July 1870
was 35s093 beds, and in December 1S80 it was 53,332 beds. Table
XX. gives a summary 61 the poor rate returns for 1880 ; Table XXI.
the rateable value of the different unions in 1871 and 1881, and the

average pauperism, the amount of adjusted relief, and the rate in
the pound for relief in 1880 ; and Table XXII. various particulars
in reference to metropolitan pauperism for 1871 and 1880.

.
Tlie annual income of the various charitable institutions in Cliarities,

London is now over £4,000,000, of which at least three-fourths
is spent in London.- That of the endowed parochial charities cf
the City of London in 1865 was £64,500, which by 1881 had
increased to £116,960, those of 'Westminster being in the sami-
years £26,555 and £33,124. The income of the charities of tho
Livery Companies in 1869 was stated to be £99,027, and now the
1028 charities belonging to the companies have an aggregate income
of £185, 829, representing a capital value of £4,456,768. The amount
spent on education is £65, 130, and on doles £108,498. In addition,
the charities of the corporation probably possess an annual income
of £30,000.' The parliamentary commission appointed to incjuire
into the endowed parochial charities of the City of London and

Table XX.—Summary of Poor Mate llclunisfor IS

Receipts.
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Westminster in the report of 1880 divides them into two classes,—

those that are eleemosyuary and those that are ectlesiasticah In.

regard to the first, it states that it is impossible to effect a satis-

factory combination or readjustment of tliem under existing cir-

cumstances, and, in regard to the second, that they are so far libe-

rated by altered circumstances as to reauire reappropriation to new

charitable use.
,, .

Crime.—The London police district, or "Greater London, is

divided into two police jurisdictions, that of the metropolitan police,

with an area of 440,919 acres, and that of the City police, with an

area of 668 acres. The Metropolitan police force, which superseded

the night watch in 1830, owes its existence to a bill introduced by

Sir Eobert Peel, providing for the establishment of a Me.ropolitan

poUce under the control of the executive government. In 1839

the old watch was abolished within the City fimils and a City police

force appointed, which, however, is entirely under the control of the

common council. There are two police courts within the City

district, viz., Guildhall and Mansion House: and thirteen within

the Metropolitan district, viz., Bow Street, Clerkenwell, Great Marl-

borough Street, Marylebone, Westminster, Lambeth, Southwark,

Thames (Stepney), AVorship Street, Woolwich, Greenwich, Hammer-
smith, and Wandsworth. The headquarters of the Metropolitan poUce

are at Scotland Yard. The expenses of the two City police com-ts in

1880 were £10,031, and those of the Metropolitan police courts were

£59,009, of which £10,527 was defrayed by fines and forfeitures.

The Metropolitan police have power to regulate the street traffic, to

inspect and license cabs, omnibuses, and other public conveyances, to

interfere in abating smoke nuisance, and to inspect common lodging-

houses. From 6158 in 1861 the Metropolitan force had in 1880 in-

creased to 10,943, or one to every 430 of the population ; the City

police force from 628 to 830, or one to every 61 of the population.

The increase of the City police force is necessitated wholly by the iu-

Prisons.

Elemen
tary

schools.

crease in the number of persona who daily frequent the City, for not

only has the night population gi'eatly diminished, but the resident

criminal population has become almost extinct. The number of

persons belonging to the criminal classes in the whole police district

of the metropolis in 18S0 was 2392, or one in 1992 of the popula-

tion in 1881 ; the number of kuown thieves 1385, the number in

England being 17,907 ; the number of indictable oilences was

17,835 (of which 1137 occurred in the City); the number in Eng-

land being 52,427 ; and the number of apprehensions 5261 (City

612), the number in England being 22,231. Of indictable offences

49 were murders, 6 attempted murders, 443 attempted suicide,

1150 burglaries, 8918 simple larcenies, 1745 larcenies from the

person, and 367 utterances of counterfeit coin ; 47 bodies of per-

sons found dead and uuluiowu were photographed and not identi-

fied. The number of offences determined summarily within the

area of the Metropolitan police district was 125,302, or 11 '41 to

every policeman, the proportion of indictable offences to every police-

man being 6'70. The number of offences determined summarily

within the City area was 5649, or only 670 to every policeman, whilo

the proportion of indictable offences was only 78. The total expense

of the Metropolitan police was £1,168,061, or about £106 per man;
£451,334 was contributed to the expense from public revenue, and
£93,071 was received for special services. The expense of the City

police, £90,662 in 1880, is defrayed wholly by rate, and the cost per

man is about £109.

The following table (XXIII.) gives details regarding police and
crime in the Jletropolitan police district since 1871, by which it

will be seen that, although compared with the increase of popula-

tion the total number of apprehensious has diminished, there has of

late years been a considerable increase in the number of felonieii,

and that the amount of property lost by felonies has been increasing

very seriously :

—
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exercises " were St Paul's, St Peter's (WestminstevV St Thomas of
Aeon, and St Anthony's. The last-named, which commonly pre-
sented the best scholars, .and at which Sir Thomas More, Lord
Chancellor Heath, and Archbishop 'Whitgift received their educa-
tion, had, however, latterly greatly decayed. Up to the time of the
dissolution of the monasteries education in England bad been in
the hands of the religious hou.=;es, but, though m.any of the grammar
schools in London were then discontinued, several were re-erected

nnd re-endowed, and others were added in .•subsequent years. Of
fhese schools there are now existing St Paul's, St Peter's (\Vest-

minster), Christ's Hospital (Blue Coat School), ilerchant Taylois'

School, Charterhouse, Mercers' School, and the City of London
School.

St Paul's School, St Paul's Church yard „was re-established in 1512
by Dean Colct, for the free education'of one hundred and fifty-three

poor children, and was endowed with lands whose original annual
value was £122, 4s. 71d., but which now yield nearly £6000 yearly.

The board of governors consists of thirteen members chosen by
the Mercers' Company and nine nominated by the universities.

'Vacancies on the Ibundation are filled up by competition, and the

school fee for tlie scholars is £20. The course of study, which
formerly was chiefly classical, is now specially designed to ])repare

for the army examinations. The site of the school will soon be

changed to West Kensington, where grounds to the extent of 16
acres have been purchased.

St Peter's School, Westminster, ro-endowed by Queen Elizabeth in

1560, provides for 40 queen's scholars on the foundation ; and the

school is also attended by about 180 day pupils. Besides six junior

exhibitions tenable at school, there are eight exhibitions to Oxford
or Cambridge. The management of the school is regulated by the
Public Schools' Act of 1868. The school, which is in the Dean's
Yard, was formerly the dormitoiy of the monks of the abbey.

Christ's Hospital (Blue Coat School), Newgate Street, founded by
Edward VL in 1533 on the site of the mon.astery of Grey friars, has
an annual income of over £60,000, and the number of children on
the foundation is about 1180, including 440 at the preparatory

school at Hertford, of whom 90 are girls. The school is under the

management of a court of governors, to wlJch any one may be

admitted on payment of a donation of £500. The education is

chiefly commercial, but four boys are annually sent to the univer-

sities. The boys still retain their ancient dress, as well as several

peculiar privileges.

Merchant Taylors' School, which was formerly situated in Sutfolk

Lane, but in 1875 w.as removed to the Charterhouse, was founded

by the Merchant Taylors' Company in 15G1, and provides for the

education of 500 boys annually on payment of 12 guineas in the

lower school, and 15 guineas in the upper. The site of the present

building was purchased for about £90,000, and the new school-house

cost £30,000. The rooms of the pensioners of Charterhouse remain

entire, as well as the chapel of the date 1512, the master's lodge,

and the great chamber the interior of which is a very fine specimen

of Elizabethan work.
Charterhouse, formerly a Carthusian monastery and afterwards the

seat of the Howards, was purchased by Sir Thomas Sutton, and in

1611 endowed as a school. On the foundation 80 pensioners are

maintained at Charterhouse, and 80 scholars at the school at

Godalming, where it was removed in 1872.

The Mercers' Grammar School, Collegiate Hill, Dowgate, was
originally attached to the hospital of St Thomas of Aeon, which was
sold in 1522 to the Jlercers' Company on condition that they main-
tained the school. Of the 180 scholars 25 are free,

t For the City of London School, founded by the City corporation

in 1835, at Milk Street, Cheapside, to supply education to sons of

respectable persons, a new building is in course of erection on the

Thames embankment. There are preparatory schools in connexion
with University College and King's College.

The University of London, Burlington Gardens, instituted in

1836, and removed in 1869 to its present building in the Italian

Renaissance style, is a mere examining body for conferring degrees.

University College, Gower Street, founded in 1828 on undenomina-
tional principles, supplies instruction in all the branches of educa-

tion—including engineering and the fine arts—that are taught in

"Universities, with the exception of theology, and is attended by
over 1500 students. The buildings, the chief feature of which is

the Corinthian portico at the main entrance surmounted by a dom^,
were enlarged by a wing in 1881, and contain a large library, and
the riaxman gallery, mth original models by Flaxman. King's

College, erected by Smirke in 1828, and forming the east wing of

Somerset House, provides similar instruction to University College,

but with the addition of theology, and in connexion with the Church
of England. At Gresham College, founded in 1597 by Sir Thomas
Gresham, and removed to its present building in Basinghall Street

in 1843, lectures .are given on law, divinity, the sciences, music, and
medicine. The lectures of the Lo^don Society for the Extension

vif University Teaching have been Instrumental in stimulating to

so.me degree general interest in literary and scientific subjects, and

«n 1881 were attended by 3030 persoHs, The legal lectures iu

connexion with the luns of Court are noticed in {he article Inns
OF Court, vol. xiii. p. 68 sq.

Science.—The great medical schools owe their fame and success
to tlie attraction which London presents to eminent physicians and
surgeons, and to the existence of extensive medical and surgical
hospitals, which alford unequalled opportunities for the study of
disease. In .addition to the university of London, the Iioy.il College
of Physicians, founded by Linacre, physiuian to Henry VII. and
Henry VIII., is an examining body for dijilonias iu medicine ; and
the Royal College.of Surgeons, which otigiuated in the livery com-
pany ol Barber-Surgeons, formed by the incorporation ofthe surgeons
with the barbers iu 1540, has similar autliority in regard to the
practice of surgery. The College of Physicians, originally located
in the private house of Linacre in Kjiight-liidcr Street, and after-

wards iu a building designed by Wren in Warwick Lane, removed
to its present site in Tiafalg.ar Scjuare in 1825, where a Groeco-Italian

structure was erected from the designs of Smirke at a cost ol

£30,000. The College of Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn Fields, erected
1835-37 from the designs of Barryat a cost of £40,000, contains the
Hnnterian Museum, purchased by parliament in 1799 (see Hunteii,
vol. xii. p. 390), an extensive library, and a lecture theatre. Until
tho time of John Hunter the medical and surgical education
obtainable in London was of a very unsystematic character, and
chiefly of a private nature, the provision made for dissection being
often of tho meagrest land, while the lectures on anatomy and
surgery were both included in a course of six weeks. Hunter's
lectures, first delivered in 1774, had a very, influential effect in the
development of the medical and surgical schools connected with
the hospitals, but their most rapid progress has been during tha
jiresent century. A full description both of these hospitals and of

the hospitals for special diseases will be found in the article England,
vol. viii. p. 253 sg., and the article Hospital, vol. xii. p. 301 sq. Other
Among the other scientific schools of London may be mentioned scientitic

the Pioyal School of Mines, Jermyn Street ; the Normal School of schools,

Science, South Kensington ; the Koyal Veteiinary College, Camden
Town ; the Royal Naval College, Greenwich ; the Royal Naval
School,New Cross; the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich ; and the

School of Practical Engineering at the Crystal Palace. The Gnilds

of London Institute for the advancement of technical education have
lately founded colleges at Finsbury and South Kensington. Tho
foundation stone of the South Kensington Institute was laid in 1882,

and the building will be opened in 18S4, the cost being £75,000,

making a total with the Finsbury College of £102,000, in addition

to £20,000 for fittings. "The amount contributed by the Livery

Companies to the undertaking is £23,000.
The most influential of the scientific societies is the Royal Society, Scientifl

incorporated by Charles II. in 1663. Originally located near societies,

Gresham College, Crane Court, it was removed in 1780 to Somerset
House, and since 1857 it has occupied rooms in Burlington House,

Piccadilly. In 1854 old Burlington House, built by Richard Boyle,

e.nrl of Burlington, was purchased by the Government for £140,000,
and in 1872 a new building in the Renaissance style was erected for

the various societies formerly accommodated in Somerset House
viz., the Chemical Society, the Geological Society (instituted 1807,

incorporated 1826), the Society of Antiquaries (1707, 1751), the

Royal Astronomical Society (1820, 1831), and the Linnean. Society

(1788, 1802). The Royal Geographical Society (1830, 1859), occupy-

ing a commodious building in Savile Row, has within the last forty

years taken a leading part in promoting geogi'aphical discovery.

The Royal Asiatic Society. (1823) is in Albemarle Street. The
Royal Institution of Great Britain, in the same street, estab-

lished in 1799 chiefly for the promotion of research in connexion

with the experimental sciences, possesses a large library, a miner-

alogical museum, a chemical and a physical laboratory, and a

foundation for a course of lectures. The Society of Arts, John
Street, Adelphi, established in 1754 and incorporated in 1847,

for the encouragement of arts, manufactures, and commerce, ofl'ers

rewards for new inventions and discoveries, and grants certifi-

cates and prizes for proficiency in commercial knowledge, the

industrial arts, musical theory, and domestic economy. Among
other scientific societies the principal are the Statistical, the

Meteorological, the . Anthropological, the Entomological, the

Numismatic, the Zoological, the Botanic, the Horticultural, the

Institute of Civil Engineers, and the Royal Institute of British

Architects. The Zoological Society, Instituted in 1826, rented in

1828 a portion of Regent's Park, where they established gardens

which now contain one-of the finest collections of live specimens in

the world. The gardens of the Botanic Society, which occupy 18

acres of Regent's Park, are not of a strictly scientific character, being

used chiefly for musical promenades and flower shows, and are to ba

distinguished from the Government gardens at Kew, which are

noticed under Kew (q.v.) The Horticultural Society, founded ifl

1804, possesses large fruit and flower gardens at Cbiswick, and in

1861 entered upon a lease of 22 acres of ground, formerly occujiiod

by the Exhibition of 1851, which they laid out at acost of £50,00(S

and v/here they now hold their flower shows and fetes.

Of museums, London posstsses twc on a scale of unexaniplet'
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vastness, the British Museum and the South Kensington Museum.

The zoological collection of the British Museum is still at Blooms-

bury, but the departments of geology, mineralofrr, and botany were

removed in 18S1 to a new building in Cromwell Road, South

Kensington, called the British Museum of Natural^ History.

The British Museum at Bloomsbury, and the South Kensington

Museum, which are more directly connected with art than science,

are noticed under the section Art. The Museum of Practical

Geology, Jermyn Street, occupies a building in the Italian Palazzo

style, erected in 1850 by Pennethorne at a cost of £30,000. It

was founded in 1835 in connexion with the geological survey of

the United Kingdom, and also contains specially fine collections

illustrative of the application of the minerals and metals to the

useful arts. In the Patent Office Museum at South Kensington

there are many of the original examples of the greatest mechanical

inventions of modern times ; and the United Service Museum,

Whitehall, possesses relics and models illustrative both of the art

n{ war and of the great naval and military achievements of

England..

Dkama.—According to Fitzstephen, London, instead of showes

ipon theatres and comical pastimes," possessed in his time " holy

slays and representations of miracles "
; and Stow mentions that

n 1391 a play by the parish clerks continued three days to-

gether, and that another in the year 1409 lasted eight days,

and was "of matter from the creation of the world." In the

15th century the secular began to supersede the sacred drama

;

its progress in London under Elizabeth and James I. will be

touched on below (pp. 846 sq.). After the Restoration the

"king's servants" who had previously occupied the Globe and
Black?rifirs played first at the Red Bull, then in Vere Sheet,

Clare Market, and in 1663 removed te the Theatre Royal in

Drury Lane. For Daveuant's company, known as the "duke
of YorTi's," the Lincoln's Inn theatre was built on an improved

plan in 1662, and there for the first time women actors were

introduced. The two companies received each special patents

in the same year. Before 1672, when Drury Lane theatre was
burned, Davenant had removed to a new house built by Wren
in Dorset Gardens, at a cost of £8000, and spoken of by Dryden
as " like Nero's palace shining all with gold ' ; and, as the new
Drury Lane was far less magnificent in its arrangements, it

generally had the worst of the costly competition in which they

engaged until the union of the patents in 1682. In 1695 a licence

was granted to a new theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, and in 1705
Haymarket theatre was opened, chiefly for Italian opera. The Dorset
Gardens theatre was demolished in 1709. In 1733 the Lincoln's

Iim theatre was removed to Covent Garden. The Act of 1737,
which forbade the granting of new licences, gave to the patent houses
a monopoly of the legitimate drama till 1843 ; but in the smaller
houses, such as " The Little Haymarket" (erected in 1720), the
Goodman's Fields theatre (1727), Sadler's Wells (1764), the Lyceum
(1795), the Adelphi (about 1800), the Princess's (1830), the Strand
(1831), and St James's (built by Braham, 1835), the law was evaded
by the performance of miscellaneous entertainments. The most
striking feature in the dramatic entertainments of London is their
variety ; the old dramatic traditions of England, so closely as-

Bociated with Drury Lane and Covent Garden, now exercise their
influence rather in Germany than in London. London at present
possesses about thirty theatres, and the plays of the older dramatists
are revived only occasionally, chiefly at Drury Lane, the Lyceum,
and the Princess's. Melodrama and the domestic drama win large
support, but many theatres rely chiefly on comedy, farce, or opera-
bouff'e.

Music.—In 1673 the chequered career of English opera in London
was first definitely commenced by the performance at Dorset
Gardens of Psyche, followed by the Tempest and a little later The
Prophets and King Arthur. For some time after the opening of
the Haymarket theatre, Italian operas were varied by performances
of English opera and the spoken drama, but the increasing
success of the new entertainment soon led to its exclusive establish-
ment. Since 1847 Italian opera has also been established at Covent
Garden. English opera has lately been successfully revived by
Carl Rosa, and Italian opera is also threatened with formidable
rivalry by the perfoi-mance on a scale of unexampled grandeur of
Wagner's operas in German. The Academy of Ancient Concerts,
established in 1710, had the honour in 1732 of introducing to the
world that special development of Handel's genius, the oratorio
which still excites a wider and deeper interest in England than any
other form of musical composition. The Ancient Concert Society
did not find a worthy successor in its special sphere till the estab-
lishment of the Sacred Harmonic Society in 1821, which, besides
Its annual series of performances, formerly in Exeter Hall and
latterly in St James's Hall, has organized great triennial festivals
at the Crystal Palace. Oratorio performances on a larger scale
than those of the Sacred Harmonic are now given at the Royal
Albert Hall, but the nature of the building renders them less suc-
cessful artistically. The Philharmonic Society has since its com-
menament in 1813 held a loading ifosition in the performance of

great instrumental works, which previous to this had been com-

menced at subscription concerts conducted by private enterprise,

but the orchestral performances at the Cryst;i] Palace are of equal

excellence, and of late years the Richter and Halle concerts have
excited a larger amount of general interest. The Monday and
Saturday popular concerts for chamber music have been the special

means of introducing to London audiences instrumental performers

of European fame. By the formation of Henry Leslie's choir in

1855, the standard of refinement and taste in unaccompanied part-

singing has been improved throughout England, and besides reviv-

ing general interest in glees and madrigals, it has been the principal

means of giving currency to the "modern part song." The choir,

after the suspension of its performances since 18S0, was revived in

1882 ; and there are also in London several local choirs which have
attained nearly equal perfection in similar performances. The
Bach Society devotes itself to the study and perfortuance of the

unaccompanied music of Bach and the older composers. The
earliest renderings of the great classical compositions are associated

with the Hanover Square rooms, converted into a club house some
years ago, and in a less degree with Willis's rooms, built in 1705,

which are now used almost solely for balls and public meetings.

The only concert-room in London of a convenient size for important
performances is St James's Hall, Regent Street and Piccadilly ; for

since the purchase of Exeter Hall, associated with the "May
meetings," by the Young Men's Christian Association, its use is

prohibited even to the Sacred Harmonic Society, and the Royal
Albert Hall is much too large for the proper realization of the finer

efl'ects either of choral, orchestral, or solo performances. This
elliptical building jn the Italian Renaissance style, erected from
the designs of Captain Fowke, was completed in 1871 at a cost of

£200,000, and has accommodation for an audience of about 90OC
and an orchestra of 1000. The Crystal and Alexandra Palaces,

though they present the additional attractions of fine grounds,

of scientific and art exhibitions, and of various forms of out-door
amusement, base their claims to support in a great measure on
their theatrical and musical performances, and, besides the largo

central halls for promenades, possess separate concert-rooms.

The Crystal Palace, Sydenham, which has a total length of 1608
feet, and a width at the nave of 312 feet, and at the central

transepts of 384 feet, was designed by Sir Joseph Paxton, and
constructed in 1854, chiefly of iron and glass, out of the materials
of the Exhibition building of 1851, at a cost of £1,500,000, includ-

ing the adornment of the grounds, 200 acres in extent. The
Alexandra Palace, Muswell Hill, situated in grounds of 300
acres, was completed in 1875, after having been burned down in

1873. It is built of brick in the form of a parallelogram, covering
about 74 acres, and consists of a central hall 386 feet by 184, two
courts on each side 260 feet in length, and a concert-room and
theatre detached from the main building. Miscellaneous concerts

and other entertainments are given at the Royal Aquarium, West-
minster, which WHS opened in 1876 at a cost of about £200,000.

In London there are probably a larger number of eminent pro-

fessors of the various branches of music than in any other city of

the world, but almost no provision for public musical instruction
has been made by the stat* The Royal Academy of Music,
instituted in 1822, and incorporated by royal charter in 1830,
receives from Government only an annual grant of £500, and, though
attended by over 400 students, chiefly professional, is hampered in
its organization and plans by deficiency in funds. The Guildhall
School of Music, in which instruction may be commenced at an
earlier stage, was established by the corjioration of the City in

1879, and is now attended by 1200 students. The National Train-
ing S ,hool at South Kensington, for which endowments for only
five years were provided, is now discontinued, a proposal having
been made to supersede it by a Royal College under the presidency
of the Prince of^ Wales, and with endowments sufiicieut to aflbid
free education to 50 pupils, as well as maintenance and education
to 60 others. The Tonic Sol-Fa College, Plaistow, was incorporated
in 1875 for the special purpose of training teachers of music for

the elementary schools of the country, that method of instruction
in music being now used in the majority of schools where syste-

matic musical instruition is given.

Painting, Sculpture, and tub Applied Akts.—The mos*
influential and the oldest institution in London connected with
painting and sculpture, is the Royal Academy of Fine Arts,
founded in 1768, which, besides its annual exhibition of art
in its new buildings in Burlington Gardens, Burlington House,
erected in 1868-69, in the Italian Renaissance style from the
designs of Smirke, has also organized classes for art instruction.
The Society of Painters in Water-Colours, established in IS04,
the Society of British Artists, founded in 1822 and incorpoiateJ
in 1847, and the Institute of Painters in Watcr-Colours, hold
each an aunuaf exhibition. The National Gallery of Paintiugij
originated in the purchaoo' "_; parliament in 1824 of the coJIectiou
of J. J. Augerstein for £57,000, The present Grecian building
by Wilkins in Trafalgar Square (1832-38) was enlarged in 1S60
and 1869. and in 1876 a new wing was added by Barry at a
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cost of over £80,000. The collection Ins received many niWitions

both by purchase and bequest, and besides many noble examples

of the old masters, contains some of the finest pictures of the

Knglish school, including the magnificent Tujncr collection. The

National Portrait Gallery, the nucleus of which was formed in

1858, was removed to E.xhibition Road, South Kensington, in 1870.

In the Grosvenor Gallery, New Bond Street, erected by Sir Coutts

Lindsay in 1877, there are annual exhibitions of works of art, and

occasionally other special exhibitions. Several of the mansions of

the nobility contain art galleries, which are o^ to the public on

certain conditions. The most famous of thesTmre perhaps the

.Grosvenor Gallery in the residence of the duke of 'Westminster,

and the Bridgewater Gallery in the residence of the earl of Ellea-

mere.
The British Museum, Bloomsbury, originated in the purchase by

Government in 1753 of the collection and library of Sir Hans
Sloane, and occupies the site of Montague House. For the recep-

tion of the Egyptian antiquities presented by George I. (1801), of

the Townley marbles (1805), and of the Elgin marbles (1816), a

new wing was added to the building in 1823, but after the present-

ation of the king's library by George IV. in the same year, it was
resolved gradually to reconstruct the whole building, the first portion

being finished in 1828, and the work (except the new reading-room)

completed in 1852. The extenor of the building is plain, with the

exception of the massive Ionic portico at the principal entrance.

The contents of the museum are divided into departments, which
are under the charge of a keeper and one or more assistant keepers.

The departments still at Bloomsbury are those of Printed Books,

Manuscripts, Oriental MSS., Zoology, Oriental Antiquities, Greek

and Roman Antiquities, Coins and Medals, British and Medieval
Antiquities and Ethnogriiphy, and Prints and Drawings. The
collection both as a whole and in several departments—especially

Greek and Koma.i Antiquities and Engravings— is unequalled in

the world, and in all the departments a very high degree of com-
pleteness has been attained. For the library and reading-room,

see Libraries, p. 515.

South Kensington Museum, which is under the direction of the

Committee of Council on Education, was originated by the late

Prince Consort in 1852. The present building, to which the collec-

tion was removed from Marlborough House in 1857, is erected of red

brick and terra cotta in the Italian Renaissance style, and, though
still in process of construction and development, includes a fine

range of apartments, the interior consisting of courts and corridors

of graceful proportions, and decorated with various designs. It

contains a collection of objects of ornamental art, both ancient and
modern, as applied to manufactures, a national gallery of British art,

in addition to the Foster and Dyce collections, and a fine collection

of water-colour paintings, an extensive art library, a collection of

sculpture chiefly of the Renaissance period, reproductions of ancient

sculptures and paintings, and collections of animal -products em-
ployed In the arts, of substances used for food, and of materials used

for budding and construction. Some of the rooms are occupied

chiefly by articles on loan. In connexion with the institution

there is a National Art Training School, as well as a School of

Science and a School of Cookery. The Bethnal Green Museum,
a branch of South Kensington Museum, opened in 1872, besides

a permanent food collection, and a collection of animal products,

is occupied with various collections on loan. The India Museum,
which was removed in 1880 from the India Office to a building in

Exhibition Road, South Kensington, and placed under the care of

the South Kensington Museum directors, contains a magnificent

:ollection of every variety of Indian art and manufacture. The
Soane Museum, Lincoln's Inn Fields, bequeathed to the nation by
Sir John Soane in 1837, contains an architectural library, various

models of famous ancient buOdings, antique sculptures, gems, vases,

md bronzes, and several fine paintings. The Royal Architectural

Museum, Westminster, founded in 1851, is intended specially to

iidvance the art of architecture by examples of the works of various

nations and times, and by courses of lectures, and drawing and
modelliog classes.

Clubs. —See Cl0b, vol. vi p. 41.

Ecclesiastical Buildings.—Fitzstephen states that in

his time there were in London and its suburbs tbirteen

larger conventual cburcbes besides one hundred and twenty-

six lesser parochial ones. Stow gives a list of churches

existing when he wrote, mentioning those which he knew
to be suppressed or united to others. He gives the names
of 125 churche.^, including St Paul's and Westminster

Abbey ; 89 of these were destroyed by the great fire, and
only 45 were rebuilt.

St Paul's cathedral occupies the site of a cburch founded

in 610 by Ethelbert. After the destruction of the church

by fire in 1087, a new edifice in. the Norcau style was

commenced, which was forty years in building, and accord-

ing to WiUiam of Malmcsbury " could contain the utmOBB

conceivable multitude of worshippers." In 1240 a nev^

Pointed Gothic choir was added, and the erection of a loft7

tower begun. The work of renovation and adornment was

continued until 1315, when the cathedral was declared com-

plete. Its dimensions as given by Stow were as follows :

—

height of steeple 520 feet ; total length of church 720 feet
;

breadth 130; and height of the body of the church 150 feet.

In 1561 the spire was struck by lightning, and the roof of

the church partly destroyed by the fire that ensued. From
this time it remained in a dilapidated condition until the

reign of Charles I.; and the work of restoration under the

direction of Inigo Jones, who added to the west front a

Corinthian portico, had not been completed when the

building was destroyed by the great fire of 1666. St

Paul's cross, which stood at the north-east corner of the

cathedral, was rebuilt by Bishop Kemp in the 15th century,

but was removed iu 1643, its place being now occupied

by a fountain. At the cross great religious disputations

were held and papal buUs promulgated, and in its pulpit

sermons were preached before the court. The present St

Paul's, erected in 1675-97 from the designs of Sir Christo-'

pher Wren at a cost of £747,954, is built in the form of a

Latin cross, the length being 500 feet, the breadth at the

transepts 250 feet, and of the choir and nave 125 feet:

The dome, which separates the two transepts and the nave

and choir, rises to a height of 365 feet, or of 404 feet to

the top of the cross by which it is surmounted, the height

of the interior dome being 225 feet. The principal front

to the west consists of a double portico of Corinthian pillars

flanked by campanile towers 120 feet in height. The

transepts are bounded by semicircular rows of Corinthian

pillars. St Paul's is remarkable chiefly for its massive

simplicity and beautiful proportions. The interior is im-

posing from its vastness, but the designs of Wren for its

decoration were never carried out. Some of the monuments

of the old building are preserved in the crypt, where are also

the tombs of Sir Joshua Reynolds, Dr Samuel Johnson,

J. M. W. Turner, Lord Nelson, the duke of Wellington, ancj,

other distinguished men, especially admirals and generals.

Westminster Abbey, as the coronation church of the

sovereigns of England from the time of Harold, and on

account of its proximity to the seat of English government,

has acquired a fan:^e and importance which in a certain

sense outvie those ui St Paul's. It occupies the site of a

chapel built by Siebert, in honour of St Peter, on a slightly

elevated spot rising from the marshy ground bordering the

Thames. A church of greater pretensions was erected by

King Edward about 980 ; but, this church being partly

demolished by the Danes. Edward the Confessor founded

within the precincts of his palace an abbey and church in

the Norman style, which was completed in 1065, and of

which there now only remain the pyx house to the sctith

of the abbey, the substructure of the dormitory, and the

south side of the cloisters. The rebuilding of the church

was commenced by Henry IIL in 1220, who erected the

choir and transq)ts, and also a lady chapel, which was

removed to make way for the ch?pel of Henry VII. The

building was practically completed by Edward I., but the

greater part of the nave in the Transition style, and vari-

ous other improvements, were added down to the time of

Henry VII., including the west end of the nave, the deanery,

portions of the cloisters, and the Jerusalem chamber; while

the two towers at the west end were erected by Wren,'

who had no proper appreciation of Gothic. The length

of the church, including Henry VIL's chapel, is 531 feet,

or, excluding it, 416 feet, the breadth of the transepts

203 feet, the height of the church 102 feet, and of the

towers 225 feet. The choir, whexa tJ»e coronatioa ol
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English sovereigns takes place, is a fine specimen of Early

English, with decorations added in the 14th century, and

contains among other tombs those of Siebert, king of the

East Saxons, Anne' of Cleves, and Edmund Crouchback,

earl of Leicester. The north transept is occupied princi-

pally with monuments of warriors and statesmen, and in the

south transept the- "poet's corner" contains memorials of

most of the great English writers from Chaucer to Thackeray

and Dickens. The nave, with its clustered columns, its

beautiful triforium, and its lofty and finely proportioned

roof, is the most impressive portion of the interior. The

monuments in its north and south aisles are of a very

miscellaneous character, and commemorate musicians, men

of science, travellers, patriots, and adventurers. The

monuments in the chapels of St Benedict, St Edmund, St

Nicholas, St Paul, St Erasmus, St John the Baptist, and

the Abbot Islip are chiefly to ecclesiastics and members of

the nobility. Henry VII. 's chapel, which is remarkable

for the fretted vault work of the roof, with its magical

fan tracery, contains besides the monument of Henry VII.

the tombs of many English sovereigns and their children,

and also of various other personages of historic fame. In

the chapel of Edward the Confessor are the shrine of

Edward the Confessor in Purbeck marble, the altar tomb

of Edward I., the coronation chairs of the English sove-

reigns, and the stone of Scone, the old coronation seat of

the Scottish kings. In the chapter-house (1250) the

meetings of the Commons took place before they were

transferred to St Stephen's Chapel ; and in the Jerusalem

chamber (1376-86), where Edward V. is said to have bpeu

bom and Henry IV. was brought to die, i';he sittings of the

lower house of convocation of the province. of Canterbury

are now held.

Donven- Among- tlie conventual churches existing in the time of Fitz-

laal Stephen, there were destroyed by tiie fire three, those of St Thomas
jharches of Aeon, St John the Baptist, and St Martin-le-Grand, founded
)i time in 700. Of the other churches there still remain the choir, part

jf Fitz- of the nave, and portions of the transepts of the old church of

itephen. St Bartholomew the Great dating from the foundation of the
monastery by Kahere, minstrel to Henry I., included in the pre-

sent church, restored 1865-69, which aiso contains the tomb of its

founder; a pointed pier of the old church of St Catherine Cree,
which was the conventual church cf St Austiu's priory of the Holy
Trinity, founded in 1108, but was rebuilt by Inigo Jones; tlie

vaults and some of the old monuments of the old church of St
James's, ClerkenweU, built in connexion with the Benedictine
nunnery 1100, and replaced by the present structure 1788-92 ; the
east wall and Norman crypt of the building which in the 15th
century replaced the old church of the priory- of St John's of
Jerusalem, ClerkenweU, founded in 1100, and of which the south
gate in the Perpendicular style, built in 1504, still remains; and the
Temple church, noticed ;itt the article Inns of Court. Of the
ancient church of St Saviour's, Southwark, belonging to the priory
if St Mary Overy, a few seemingly Anglo-Saxon portions were in-
corporated in the building in the JEarly English style erected in the
18th century, which has been much disfigured by reconstructions
ind additions, although the beautiful choir, lady chapel, and
transepts remain almost entire. Tlie church of St Eatherine's
Hospital was removed in 1825 to make way for St Katherine's
docks.

Of the other churches which escaped the fire the principal are
the Chapel Eoyal, Savoy, rebuilt by Henry VII. on the site
of Savoy Palace in connexion with the hospital of St John the
Baptist, from 1564 till 1717 used as the parish church of St Mary-
le-Strand, constituted a chapel royal in 1773, and restored in
1865 by Smirke after partial destruction by fire ; All Hallows,
Barking, founded in connexion with the Benedictine convent of
Barking, Essex, some time before Richard I., chiefly Perpendicular,
and containing several brasses

; St Andrew's Undershatt (1520-32),
in the Perpendicular style, with a turreted tower, and containing
among other tombs that of Stow the chronicler ; St Giles's, Cripple-
gate, founded 1090, rebuilt in the Gothic stvle after destruction by
fire in 1545 (with the exception of the fine 'tower, added in 1660)
where Cromwell was married, and Milton and Fox the martyrolotnst
were buned

;
St Helen's, Bishopsgate Street, founded in connexion

with a priory of nuns (1216), chiefly in the Third Pointed style,
Bd containing many brasses and monuments of city digniiaries
?t Margaret's, V.'2St:=I:i2te:; founded by Edward the Confessor.'

Latei

cLurcl

re-erected by Edward 1., and frequently restored, containing A
window origintUy executed by Gouda for Waltham Abbey, and
possessing a large number of monuments to eminent persons ; St
Olave's, Hart Street, in the Gothic style, belonging to the 15th
century, but much altered by restoration, containing a large number
of brasses and monuments ; the small church of Trinity in the
Minories, formerly connected with a convent founded by Blanche;
wife of Edmund Plantagenet, second son of Henry III., containing
in a state of complete preservation the head of the duke of Suffolk,

father of Lady Jane Grey.

That the only important external feature of Wren's churches is

the tower or steeple is a peculiarity to be explained by the fact

that the merit of nis style consisted more in beauty of general out-

line than in elaboration of details, that from the amount of money
placed at his disposal he was generally compelled to concentrate

his chief attention on a special part of the buUdin" and that on
account of the crowding of surrounding buildings the steeple was
often the only pait of the church that could be made effective.

His interiors, however, are finely proportioned. Among his more
important churches are St Bride's, Fleet Street, which possesses

one of his finest steeples, and contains the grave of RichardsoB

the novelist ; St Dunstau's-in-the-East, of which the only portion

by Wren now remaining is the steeple,, resting on quadrangular
columns with a mural crown copied from St Nicholas's, Newcastle

St James's, Piccadilly, only remarkable for its elaborate interior

and a white marble font by Gibbons ; St Lawrence, Jewry ; St

llary-le-Bow, containing the Norman ciypt of the old building,

which was the first church in the city built on arches (hence the

name), and adorned with one of the finest of Wren's steeples, in

which are the proverbial "Bow Bells"; St Michael's, Cornhill,

with Perpendicular tower imitated from that of Magdalen College,

Oxford ; St Mary, Aldermary, rebuilt by Wren on the Gothic model
of the old church ; St Stephen's, Walbrook, with an interior

similar to St Paul's ; St Swithin's, Cannon Street, in a wall of

which the famous " London Stone " is built ; and St Clement
Danes, in which Dr Samuel Johnson was accustomed to worship.

Of the churches of the period succeeding that of Wren, the most
notable are St George's, Hanover Square (1724), by James, vrith

Classic portico and tower, and three painted windows of the 16t)i

century made at Mechlin; St GUes-in-the-Fields (1734), by Flit-

cro.ft, with tapering spire, and containing the gra /es of Flaxman
the sculptor and Andrew Marvel ; St Martin-in-th a-Fields (1726),

by Gibbs, with a fine Corinthian portico, behind which the spire

is awkwardly placed; St Mary-le-Strand (1717), by Gibbs, occupy-

ing the site of the old Mavpole ; St Mary-le-Bone (1817), by
Hardwicke, in the Classic style,' containing altarpiece presented by
Wren to the old church ; St Pancras (1822), with a steeple in

imitation of the Temple of the Winds, and a very elaborate interior

copied from the Erecthenm at Athens ; St Paul's, Covent Garden,

originally designed by Inigo Jones, and restored after a fire in

1795. The more modem churches are chiefly in the Gothic style.

Of the religious buildings connected with the numerous denomina-

tions and nationalities, few poSsess exceptional interest either of

an antiquarian or architectural character. St George's Cathedral,

Southwark (1848), designed by Pugin, is said to be the largest

Roman Catholic building erected in England since the Reformation"
and Ely Chapel, Holborn, the only remaining relic of the palace of

the bishops of Ely, has lately been purchased and restored by "the

Roman Catholics. Among the chapels belonging to the Protestant

dissenters the best known are perhaps Mr Spurgeon's Tabernacle,

the City Temple, and Christ Church, Kewington. The Dutch
Church in Austinfriars was presented by Edward VI. to Dutch
residents in London in 1550 ; the nave is in the Decorated .style of

the 13th century.

Lambeth Palace, situated near one of the old hithes or landing-

places of the Thames, came into the possession of the archbishops

of Canterbury in 1197. The oldest portion of the present building,

including the chapel in the Early English style, was erected by
Archbishop Boniface (1244-70), but the Lollards' Tower, in which
the Lollards were tortured and the carl of Essex was imprisoned,

was built in 1434, and the great hall with an elaborate timber roof

in 1663. The inhabited portion was erected 1828-48 from the

designs of Blore.. The adjoining church of St Mary, the oldest part

of which dates from the 14th century, contains the tombs of several

archbishops, as does also the palace chapel. The library is noticed

in Libraries, p. 516.

Eoyal Palaces and Government Buildings.—Stow
mentions that in his time there was a large building called

the Old Wardrobe in the Old Jewry, very ancient, but of

which all that he knew was that it had been alluded to

by Henry VL as his principal palace in the Old J ,/Ty.

The palace of Westminster existed at least as early as the Palao

reign of Canute, but the building spoken of by Fitzstephen of Wf

as an " incomparable structure furnished with a breastwork """^

I
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and a bastion" is supposed to have been founded by-

Edward the Confessor, who built what was afterwards

known as the Painted Chamber, an-l also the apartment

afterwards used by the House of Lords. The palace was

probably enlarged by William the Conqueror, and William

Rufus buUt the great hall iu 1097. The palace suffered

severely from fire in ILitJS and 1299, and after the great

Sreof 1512 it was no longer used as a royal residence, and

was allowed for a time to fall into decay, with the excep-

tion of the great hall. Subsequently it was fitted up and
made use of for the meetings of parliament until 1835, when
again the whole, with the exception of the great hall, fell

a prey to the flames. The opartment in which the House
of Commons met was the beautiful St Stephen's chapel,

originally built by Stephen. Wcstmin.ster Hall, which is

290 feet long, 68 feet wide, and 90 feet in height, with

a carved timber roof remarkable for its beauty and the

ingenuity of its construction, is used as the vestibule of the

law courts and the Houses of Parliament. According to

Stow the " princes " after the destruction of Westminster

Palace "lodged in other places about the city, as at Bay-

narde's castle (which was destroyed in the great fire), at

Bridewell, and Whitehall, sometime caUed York Place, and
sometime at St James's." It was at Bridewell, which occu-

pies the site of an old Norman tower, and was for a long

time the occasional residence of the kings of England, that

Henry VIII., who, according to Stow, built there " a

stately and beautiful house of new," was staying, on ac-

count of the destruction of Westminster Palace, when the

interview took place in 1528 between him and his nobles,

commemorated in the third act of Shakespeare's Henry
VIII. After the fall of Wolsey, York House, which from

1248 had been the residence of the archbishops of York,

came into the possession of the crown, and obtained the

name of Whitehall. The palace was almost reconstructed

by Henry VIII., who made it his principal residence, and
employed Holbein in its decoration ; but a new banqueting

hall, erected by James I. in place of the old one burned

down in 1615, was the only portion of the building which

escaped the destruction causfed by fire in 1691 and 1697.

This hall, converted into a royal chapel by George I., is a

fine specimen of Palladian architecture, and its ceiling is

adorned with allegorical paintings by Kubens. Through
the banqueting hall Charles I. passed on his way to exe-

cution beneath its windows, and Cromwell breathed his

last within an apartment of the palace.

St James's Palace, which after the destruction of Whitehall

continued to be the principal royal residence until it was
nearly all destroyed by fire in 1809, with the exception of

the old gateway, the chapel adjoining, and the presence

chamber, was built by Henry VIII. for a country residence

instead of Kennington, on the site of an old hospital for

lepers founded in the 12th century.

Buckingham Palace, the town residence of Queen
Victoria, occupies the site of Buckingham House, purchased

by George III. in 1761. The present building in the

Classic style was erected 1825-35 by Nash, a west wing
with a dull faqade 460 feet in length, facing St James's

Park, being added in 1846, and a large ball-room in 1856.

The picture gallery contains a specially fine collection of

pictures by the great Dutch masters.

Kensington Palace, a favourite residence of several

English sovereigns, is noticed under Kensington. Marl-

borough House, built by the first duke of Marlborough in

1710 from the designs of Wren, came into the possession

of the crown in 1817, and has been occupied by the Prince

of Wales since 1863.

The Tower of London, to the east of the city on the left

bank of the Thames, called by Fitzstephen the Palatine

Tower, was, according to tradition, originally built by

Julius Caisar, but the nucleus of the present building was
begun in 1078 by William the Conqueror, who erected the

part now known as the White Tower to take the place of

a portion of the walls and towers of the city which had
been washed away by the Thames. This tower was com-

pleted in 1098 by William Rufus, who also began the St

Thomas Tower and the Traitor's Gate. Additions were

made at various periods, especially by Henry III., who
used it frequently as a residence; and it now occupies an

area of 13 acres surrounded by a moat, constructed in

1 190, enclosing a double line of fortifications, behind which

is a ring of buildings consisting of various towers, and the

barracks and military stores, while in the centre is the

massive quadrangular White Tower, with Norman arches

and windows, and adorned with a turret at each corner.

The St John's chapel in this tower is one of the finest and

most complete specimens of Norman architecture in Eng-

land. The Tower of London has an extensive collection

of armour, and is the repository for the regalia of England.

The execution of the long list of important political

prisoners confined in the Tower took place on the neigh-

bouring Tower Hill, and most of them were buried in the

chapel of St Peter Ad VLncula.

Tlie new palace of Westminster(1840-67), builtat a cost of aboHt Houssii of

£3,000,000 from the designs of Barry, for the Houses of Parliament, Parlia-

on the site of the old palace destroyed by fire in 1835, is a vast and ment
ornate building in the Tudor-Gotliic style, covering altogether an

area of about 8 acres. Towards the river it presents a very richly

adorned and effective fafade. At the north-east corner is the clock-

tower,320 feet in height, resembling the clock-tower atBruges; above

the dome over the central hall a spire rises to the height of 300

feet ; and tlie Victoria tower, 340 feet, surmounts the royal entrance

at the south-west corner. The central hall, which is entered by

St Stephen's Porch and St Stephen's Hall, built above St Stephen's

Crypt, a portion of the old buUding, separates the House of Peers,

which, along with the royal rooms, occupies the western portion of

the building, from the House of Commons, to which the eastern

'>ortion is assigned.

The Government offices, situated in Whitehall and Downing Govem;

Street, form several miscellaneous groups erected at different ment

periods and in very various styles of architecture. The Treasmy, offices.

Whitehall (1737), containing the official residence of the premier,

the Education Office, the Privy Council Office, and the Board of

Trade, was improved in 1847 by the construction of a new fa9ado

designed by Barry. The Horse Guards, the headquarters of tho

commander-in-chief, an insignificant buUding mth a central clock-

turret, was erected in 1753 on the site of a guard-house built in

1631 for the security of Whitehall. The Admiralty, a plain struc-

ture with a Grecian fa9ade, was erected in 1726. The new Public

Offices, a fine range of buildings in the Italian style, erected from

the designs of Sir Gilbert Scott at a cost of over £600,000, contam

the Home, Foreign, Colonial, and -Indian Offices, and various other

departments. Somerset House, Strand (1776-86), a large quad-

rangular structure, the finest facade of which is that towards the

river, occupies the site of a palace founded by Protector Somerset

iu 1547. it contains the Exchequer and Audit Office, the Inland

Revenue Office, the Office of the Registrar-General, the Admiralty,

Register, and the Prerogative WUl Office, removed from Doctor's

Commons in 1874. The other Government offices at present occupy

unpretentious buildings in various streets, chiefly in the neighbour-

hood of Whitehall and Westminster. Heralds' College (College of

Arms), the authority in regard to pedigrees and armorial beanngs,

is located in Queen Victoria Street, in a building re-erected m 1683

from the designs of Wren. The General Post-Office, St Martin s-

le-Grand, City (1825-29), designed by Smirke in the Grecian style,

and occupying the site of St Martin's church and abbey, wiU

probably soon be removed farther westwards. The General Tele-

graph Office, opposite the Post-Office, was erected 1870-73 at a

cost of £450, 000. The new Record Office in the Tudor stvlo (1851-

66) is situated in Fetter Lane.
_

The law courts, which are described in the article EngLAXD, vol.

viii. p. 261, and were accommodated in Lincoln's Inn and in

buildings adjoining Westminster Hall, where they were first estab-

lished iu 122'4, will soon be all removed to the New Law Courts in

the Strand, designed by Street, and estimated to cost about

£500,000. _,
Memorials and Stattes.—The principal monuments are the

Monument (1671-77), a fluted Doric column designed by Wren,_and

erected in commemoration of the great fire, at a cost of £13,700 ;

the Nelson Column, Trafalgar Square, by Railton, erected (1843) at a

cost of £46,000, a copy iu granite from tho Temple of Mars Ultor,
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145 feet in height, crowned with a statue of Nelson by Barry,

and having at its base foiir colossal bronze lions modelled by Sir

Edwin Laudseer; the Uubg of York Column, Carlton House

Terrace (1833), an Ionic pillar 124 feet, designed by Wyatt, sur-

mounted by a bronze statue by Westmacott ; Westminster Column,

erected to the memory of the old pupils of Westminster school -who

died in the Russian and Indian wars of 1854-59 ;
the Guards

Jleinorial, Waterloo Place, -erected in honour of the foot guards

who died in the Crim,-a ; the Albert ilemorial, Hyde Park, a

lii-'hly decorated Gothic structure adorned with numerous rilievos

and statues, erected from the designs of Sir Gilbert Scott at a cost

of £120,000; Cleopatra's Needle, presented to the Government

by Mehemet Ali in 1819, brought from Alexandria in 1878, and

erected on the Thames embankment on a pedestal of grey granite.

Temple Bar, erected by Sir Christopher Wren (1670-72), was re-

moved in 1877, but its site is at present occupied by an erection

surmounted by a griffin.

The followiug is a list of the principal public statues :

—

Name.
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\Ilectus, 1)ut before the Fmnka who chiefly formed this army could

ly Constautius sailed up the Thames aud disembarked under tlie

walls of the city, thus taking them by surprise. Under Julian

London was the headquarters of Lupicinus in his campaign against

the Scots and Picts ; and in the reign of Valentinian, Ammianus
tells us, Theodosius came to London from Boulogne to mature

his plan for the restoration of the tranquillity of the province. It

is on this occasion that Ammianus speaks twice of Londinium as

an ancient town, to which the title of Augusta had been accorded.

By the anonymous chorographer of Ravenna it is called Londinium

Augusta. As Theodosius is said to have left Britain in a sound and

secure condition, with its dilapidated places restored, it has been

supposed that to bin was due the wall of the later Londinium.

According to old trauition, however, Constantine the Great walled

the city at the request of his mother Helena, who was said to be a

native of Britain. In spite of these various references we should

know very little of Roman London if it had not been that a large

number of excavations have been made in diUer^nt parts of the

city, which have disclosed a considerable amount of early history.'

These go to prove that the early city occupied a somewhat small

area, for it has been discovered that the site of the Royal Exchange
was originally a gravel-pit, and had then become a dirty pond
outside the walls used as a receptacle for refuse. Cemeteries

also once e.tisted in Cheapsido, on the site of St Paul's, clos'e to

Newgate, and various other places known to have been included

in the later Roman London. As it was illegal in Roman times to

bury within the walls, these places must at oi^e time have been

extra-mural. Among the large number of important sepulchral

remains lately found by Mr Taylor in Newgate Street were several

ossuaria, or leaden vessels for the reception of the calcined bones

of the dead. Little attention had been paid to these objects until

Mr Roach Smith specially alluded to them in an article on " Roman
Sepulchral Remains discovered near the Minories, London"
{Collectanea Antiqua, lii. 45-62). Subsequently Mr Smith wrote

a very elaborate article on " Roman Leaden Coffins and Ossuaria"

(lbid.,Mi. 170-201), in which he refers to the wealth of the British

mines as one of the chief incentives to the conquest of the country

by the Romans, and points out that the large use of the costly

metal, lead, "manufactured with such skill and so profusely as to

supply not only the inhabitants of the towns, but those of villages

and villas, with one of the daily requisites of advanced civilization,"

provej the prosperity and even luxury of the province. When Sir

Christopher Wren was making excavations for his building of Bow
Church he sunk about 18 feet deep through made ground, when he

came upon "a Roman causeway of rough stone, close and well-

rammed, with Roman brick and rubbish at the bottom for a

foundation, and all firmly cemented." In consequence of this dis-

covery the gteat architect came to the conclusion, which was corro-

borated by other reasons, that the causeway he had fSund continued

for the whole length of the town, and formed the northern boundary—" the breadth then north and soutli was from the causeway now
Chcapside to the river Thames, the exteut east and west from
Tower HiU to Ludgate, and the principal middle street or Praetor i

Way was Watling Street" (Parentalia, p. 265).

Although it is generally agreed that this early Roman city was com-
paratively small, and in form an oblong square (a Londinium quad-
ratum), its exact situation must be a matter of conjecture. The
late Mr Arthur Taylor marked out a district which should be
bounded on the west by the Walbrook, on the east by Billingsgate,

and on the south by the elevation of the bank of the Thames,

—

the northern boundary to be a line drawn below Lombard Street

and Cornhill. Cannon Street and East Cheap would pass straight

through the centre of this enclosure, with the other streets north
and south (Archxologia, xxxiii, 101). In corroboration of his

views, Mr Taylor lays stress on the fact that no funereal urns
have been discovered in the district he has marked out. Mr Roach
Smith agrees generally with Mr Taylor, but includes a rather

larger area. He writes—" I should be inclined to place the
northern wall somewhere along the course of Cornhill ana Leaden-
hall Street ; the eastern, in the direction of Billitcr Street and
Mark Lane ; the southern, in the lino of Upper and Lower Thames
Street ; and the western, on the eastern side of Walbrook.
This suggested plan will give the form of an irregular square, in

about the centre of each side of which may be placed the four main
gates corresponding with Bridge Gate, Ludgate, Bishopsgate, and
Aldgate " {Illiist. of Roman London, p. 14). The late Mr W.
H, Black, like his predecessors, takes the Walbrook as a boundary,
but, instead of making it the western limit, he makes it the eastern
boundary, and places his western line at Ludgate. Newgate Street

and Chcapside form the main thoroughfare of his city (Archieo-
logia, xl. 41). Although Mr Black argues his case with ability, his

view is open to two principal objections,—(1) it leaves the site of

London Bridge outside the enclosure, and (2) cemeteries have been

' A ct ronoloffical list of the tesselated pavements discovered In London between
1681 and I8C4 Is given in a paper of the late Sir William Tite {Archxologia, vol,

xxxix. p. 491). It is Impossible to Bay how much more remains hidden many feet
below the modem streets.

discovered within the proposed limits. As to the date when the

limits of this early London were lost sight of in the larger area of

the better known Roman city, we have hardly sufficient data even

to hazard a conjecture. There is reason to believe, as already

stated, that the site of the Royal Exchange was outside the city

until the early part of the 3d century, because coins of Vespasian,

Domitian, and Severus have been found among the refuse of the

gravel-pit. Mr Roach Smith suggests, however, that as no coins

of the period between Domitian and Severus were found it is just

possible that the plated denarius of the latter empeiov may not

have been found in the pit itself, but in the vicinity of the houses

which were built over the pit in subsequent years. On the other

hand, Sir William Tite, in describing the tesselated pavement

foimd in 1854 on the site of the Excise Office (Bishopsgate

Street), expresses the opinion that the finished character of the

pavement points to a period of security and wealth, and fixes on

the reign of Hadrian (117-138 A.D.), to which the silver coin

found on the floor belongs, as the date of its foundation. Of

course this is not conclusive, as the pavement might have belonged

to a villa outside the walls, but Sir William Tite places it

wilhiu them. When the line of the walls which continued until

the great fire was first planned out it is impossible to say with any

certainty. Some antiquaries hold the opinion that these walls were

post-Roinan ; but this is not the view of Mr Roach Smith, one of

cur great23t authorities. Mr J. E. Price, after describing "a bas-

tion cf LonJon wall" discovered in Camomile Street, Bishopsgate,

arrives at " the'conclusion that these interesting relics are portions

of a Roman sepulchral monument which, falling into decay, became,

as years rolled on, a suitable quarry for medieval builders, providing

from its position on the spot convenient materials for the erection

of a structure requiring such solidity and strength as would a bas-

tion to the city wall." In describing the outline of the Roman
city it is impossible to make ourselves intelligible unless we use

names adopted subsequently. The line of the wall runs straight from

the Tower to Aldgate, where it bends round somewhat to Bishops-

gate. It is bordered on theeast by the Minories and Houndsdituh.

One of the finest remaining portions of the old wall v.as hidden

from view a few year^ ago when some large buildings were erected

round it. The line from Bishopsgate ran ci£t-a:d to ill Giles's

churchyard, where it turned to the south, as far as Falcon Square,

j
again westerly by Aldersgate under Christ's Hospital torards Gilt-

I

spur Street, then south by Ludgate, and then ilo.ra to the Thames.

Mr Roach Smith points out that this enclosurs gives diiuensions far

' greater than those of any other Roman tov.m in Britain. In 1843

I

a portion of the old wall was exposed to view in Playhouse Yard,
' Blackfriars, when a Roman monument erected to a " speculator "_ of

I

the second legion, named Celsus, was discovered. On the same line

further north Sir Christopher V.'ren, while building St Martin's,

Ludgate, found a similar sepulchral monument "in the vallum of

I
the praitorian camp" to the memory of Vivianus Marcianus, a

soldier of the second legion (Parentalia,-^. 266). In the year 1276

the old wall south of Ludgate was pulled down and a new one built

to enclose a larger circuit further west for the benefit of the Black

Friars. There appear to be strong reasons for believing that a wall

ran along- the south, and that the Romans did not consider the

river sufficient protection. William Fitzstephen, a monk of the

12th century, who wrote the earliest description of London, men-

tions the walls and tower in the south, and Sir Christopher Wren
dso alludes to the colony being walled next the Thames {Porenialia,

p. 265). The line from Lower Thames Street to Temple Street has

tieen retrieved from the river by embankments, aud in certain parts

of the line the embankment vras formed by substantial walling,

such being found at the foot of Tish Street Hili, at the end of

Queen Street, and from Broken Wharf to Lambeth Hill (Tite's

Catalogue of Antiquitiesfoundin ike Excaiation at the New Koyal

Exchange, 1848, p. xxiv). Mr Roach Smith writes—" It was from 8

to 10 feet thick, and about 8 deep, rcckcning the top at 9 feet from

the present street level, and compo:.cd of ragstone and flint, with

alternate layers of red and yellow, plain and curve-edged tiles,

cemented by mortar as firm and hard as the tiles, from which it

could not be separated. For the foundation strong oaken piles

were used, upou which was laid a stratum cf chalk and stones, and

then a course of hewn sandstones from 3 to 4 feet long, by 2J in

width " (Archieological Journal, i. 114). The names of the gates

give us no clue as to which of them existed in Roman times, but

we cannot doubt that the chief traffic was carried through the city

from Ludgate to Aldgate, although some antiquaries have supposed

that Newgate was the chief gate on the west side, leading as it

would to Holborn, where Roman remains have been discovered.

Bishopsgate must have been the principal outlet to the north. Mr
Roach Smith has suggested that outside Newgate there was an

amphitheatre built into a hill on the rising ground near what was

lately the Little Old Bailey. He had often noticed the precipitous

descent from Green Arbour Lane opposite Newgate into Seac'al

Lane and the level space by Fleet prison, u;id he presumed it to

have been an excavation in the side of the hill. Many a smalItT

town than Londinium possessed a theatre in Roman times [Midiiii-

XIV. — io6
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sex Arch Trans., i. S3). The name Newgate is significant of it3

recent erection, an.l it lias been remarked tliat it stands alone

araong the gates as not being attached to a ward bearing the same

namef It is mentioned iu an ordinance of Edward I., where it is

connected with Ludgate.
i i i

A question arises as to the arrangement of the area included

within the walls,' the course of which has already been traced.

There is a stron" preponderance of evidence against the belict that

the present line" of streets follows that of Roman London to any

considerable extent. Sir William Tite gave reasons for believing

that Bishopsgate Stieet was not a Roman thoroughfare (^rchxo-

Icaia, xxxvi. 203), and in the late excavations in Leadenhall Mr

Loftus Brock found remains of a building which he supposed to be

a basilica, apparently crossing the present thoroughfare of Grace-

church Street. Sir WUiam Tite agreed with Dr Stukeley s sngges-

tion that on the site of the Mansion House (formerly Stoclts

market) stood the Roman forum, and he sUtes that a line drawn

from that spot as a centre would pass by the pavements found on

the sito of the Excise Office. Besides the forum, Dr Stukeley

s-et'ested the sites of seven other public buildings,—the Jrx

Pulatina, guarding the south-eastern angle of the city, where the

Tower now stands, the grove and temple of Diana on the site of

St Paul'.s, an episcopal residence, &c. No traces -of any of these

buildiucs have been found, and they are therefore purely conjec-

tural. °As to the temple of Diana, Wren forn^ed an opinion

stronoly adverse to the old tradition of its existence {ParenlaUa,

p. 266). Although we know thatthe Christian church was established

in Britain during the later period of Roman domination, there is

little to be learnt respecting it, and the Rishop Restitutus who is

said to have attended a council on the Continent is a somewhat

mythical character.

After the walls the most important points for consideration in

relation to Roman London are (1) the existence of a bridge, and (2)

the purpose of the London Stone.

1. Dion Cassius, who lived in the early part of the 3d century

(Fist. Horn., lib. Is. c. 20), states that there was a bridge over the

Thames at the time of the invasion of Claudius (43 A.u.), but he

places it a little above the mouth of the river ("higher up"). The
position is vague, but, as already stated, the mouth of the Thames
in these early times may be considered as not far from where

London Bridge now stands. Sir George Airy holds that this bridge

was not far from the site of London Bridge {Proceedings of Instilut.

Civil Engineers, xlix. 120), but Dr Guest was not prepared to allow

that the Britons were able to construct a bridge over a tidal river

such as the Thames, some 300 yards wide, with a difference of level

at high and low water of nearly 20 feet. He therefore suggested

that the btidge was constmcted over the marshy valley of the Lea,

probably near Stratford. It needs some temerity to differ from so

great an authority as the late Dr Guest, but it does strike one as

rather surprising that, having accepted the fact of a bridge made by
the Britons, he should deny that these Britons possessed a town or

village in the place to which he supposes that Aulus Plautius
retired. It may be considered certain that there was no bridge
over the Tliames iu the time of JuUus Ca;sar ; for lie would not
have marched his troops all the way to Coway Stakes in search of

a ford if he could have crossed by a bridge at London.
.
As the Welsh word for "bridge " is " pont," and this was taken

directly from the Latin, the inference is almost conclusive that the
Britons acquired theii- knowledge of bridges from the Romans.
Looking at the stage of culture which the Britons had probably
reached, it would further be a natural inference that there was no
s6ch thing as a bridge anywhere in Britain before the Roman
occupation ; but, if Dion's statement is correct, it may be suggested
as a possible explanation that the increased intercourse with Gaul
during the hundred years that elapsed between Julius Csesar's raids
and Claudius Cesar's invasion may have led to the construction of
a bridge of some kind across the Thames at this point, through the
influence, and under the guidance of Roman traders and engineers.
If so, the word "pont" may have bei^n borrowed by the Britons
before the commencement of the Roman occupation. Much
stronger are the reasons for believing that there was a bridge in
Roman times. Remains of Roman villas are found in Southwark,
which was evidently a portion of Londinium, and it therefore
hardly seems likely that a bridge-building people such as the
Romans would remain contented with a ferry. Mr Roach Smith is

a .strong advocate for the bridge, and remarks, "It would natu-
rally be erected somewhere in the direct line of road into Kent,
which I cannot but think pointed towards the site of Old London
Bridge, both from its central situation, from the general absence of
the foundations of buildings in the approaches on the northern side,
and from discoveries recently made iu the Thames on the line of the
old bridge" (Archscologia, xxix. 160). Mr Smith has, however,
still stronger arguments, which he states as follows :—" Throughout
the entire line of the old bridge, the bed of the river was found
to contain ancient wooden piles; and, when these piles, subsequently
to the erection of the new bridge, were pulled up to deepen the
ehannel of the river, many thousands of Roman coins, with abund-

ance of broken Roman tiles and pottery, were discovered, ami
immediately beneath some of the central piles brass medallions of

Aurelius, Faustina, and Commodus. All these remains are indica-

tive of a bridge. The enormous quantities of Roman coins may
be accounted for by consideration of the well-known practice of the
Romans to make these imperishable monuments subserrifnt tow.nrds

perpetuating the memory, not only of their conquests, but also of

tho^e public works which were the natural result of their successes

in remote parts of the world. They may have been deposited either

upon the building or repairs of the bridge, as well as upon the
accession of a new emperor" {Archxologiml Journal, i. 113).

2. The " London Stone " has very generally been supposed to be a
" milliarium" or central point for measuring distances, but Sir Chris-

topher Wren believed it was part of some more considerable monu-
ments in the forum, and his reason for this belief was that "in the
adjoining ground on the south side (upon digging for cellars after the
great fire) were discovered some tesselated jiavemcuts and other ex-

tensive remains of Romanworkmanship and buildings" (Parentalia,

pp. 265, 266). King, in hhMunimcnlaAntiqita, writes—"Loudon
Stone, preserved with such reverential care through so many ages, and
now having its top encased within another stone in Cannon Street,

was plainly deemed a record of the highest antiquity of some still

more important kind ; tliough we are at present unacquainted with
the original intent and purport for which it was placed. It is fixed

at present close under the south wall of St Swithin's Church, but
was formerly a little nearer the channel facing the same place,

—

which seems to prove its having had some more ancient and peculiar

designation than that of having been a Roman milliary, even if it

were ever used for that purpose afterwards. It was fixed deep ia

the ground, and is mentioned so early as the time of Athelstan,

king of the West Saxons, without any particular reference to its

having been considered as a Roman milliary stone." Holinshed
(who was followed by Shakespeare in 2 Benry VI., act 4 ac. 6)

tells us that when Cade, in 1450, forced his way into London, he
first of all proceeded to London Stone, and having struck his sword
upon it, said in reference to himself and in explanation of his own
action, "Now is Mortimer lord of this city." Mr H. C. Coote, in

a paper published in the Trans. London and Middlesex Arch. Soe.

for 1878, points out that this act meant something to the mob who
followed the rebel chief, and was not a piece of foolish acting. Mr
G. L. Gomme {Primitive Folk-Moots, pp. 155, 156) takes up the matter

at this point, and places the tradition implied by Cade's significant

action as belonging to times when the London Stone was, as other

great stones were, the place where the suitors of an open-air

assembly was accustomed to gather together and to legislate for the

government of the city. CoiToborative facts have been gathered

from other parts of the country, and, although more evidence is

required, such as we have is strongly in favour of the supposition

that the London Stone is a prehistoric monument.
Saxon (449-1066).—At the beginning of the 5th century the

Roman legions left Britain. From this period to the arrival oJ

the Saxons there was a space of time when the Briton was left

alone, and there is no reason to believe that London ceased to

be the important commercial town which it had grown to be.

After the Saxon invasion we do not hear ' of the city being

ravaged, and it possibly held its own under the various vicissi-

tudes it had to pass through, although Dr Guest writes that

"good reason may be given for the belief that even London
itself for a while lay desolate and uninhabited" {Archxological

Journal, xix. 219). About 449 or 450 the invaders first settled

in Britain, and in 457 Hengist and '.(Esc fought against the

Britons at Crayford, driving them out of Kent. The vanquished

fled to London in great terror, and apparently found a shelter

there.' The Saxons disliked walled towns, and in many instances

they destroj-ed those which they conquered. This was not done in

London, and it is just possible that the Britons may have been able

to purchase their freedom from destruction. We have, however,

little or no data upon which we can form an opinion. Mr Kemble
wrote of towns generally that the Saxons neither cared to take

possession of them nor took tlie trouble to destroy thera. They
enslaved the inhabitants or expelled them, as a mere necessary pre-

caution and preliminary to their own peaceable possession {SaxDiis

in England, ii. 296). The only question is whether London,

being an exceptional city, had an exceptional fate. Along the

banks of the Thames are several small havens whose names have

remained tons, such as Rotherhith, Lambhith (Lambeth), Chelchith

(Chelsea), ; nd it is not unlikely that the Saxon who would not

settle in tho city itself associated himself with tbese small open

spots. Places were thus founded over a large space which
otherwise might have remained unsettled. At what time the

1 If the London-burg here mentioned in the Saxon Chronicle is nottLondon
south of the Thames (or Soutliwarli), the fugitives mnst have crossed the river,

and if so this is additional reason for believing that there was then a biidge.

The same rcasonini; will apply to what is related further on. of the Danes crc-ssing

to Surrey in the year 851, as it is not likely that a ferry -would suffice on thcso

occasions. Moreover, a biidge is shortly after specially mentioned bx tlsft

chronicler.
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Saxons got over their vcpuguaucc anj settled in Loudon we
cannot say, but the city is described by Bede as being in 601

the metropolis of the East Saxons, and an eini>oiium of many
jieoplcs who came to it by sea and laud. The relics of Konian

London are, as we have already seen, very numerous ; but we know
nothing of the inhabitants. There is little human interest in the

liistory. When we come to Saxon London this position is reversed.

There are no remains worthy of notice, but there is abundance of

jife. Londou appears to have held a very exceptional position, and
to have been somewhat like a German free city. The Londoner
within his strong walls delied the invader, and the Dane frequently

attempted to conquer the city in vain. Mr Freeman docs justice to

the stout heart of the Londoner, and colls London during; this period

"the stronghold of English freedom." The Saxon Chronicle has

little to tell of Londou between the 5th and 9th centuries. The
Hreat change accomplished by Augustine, in converting the Jutes

and the Saxons to Christianity, is recorded in a few short lines ;

nud.we are told that in the year 604 Augustine consecrated two
bishops, Mellitus and Justus, and that Ethelbert, king of Kent,

gave Mellitus a bishop's oee at London, then a part of the kingdom
of the East Sa.xons, whose king, Sicbcrt, was a tributary of his

uncle the king of Kent. What became of the cathedral which we
may suppose to have existed in London during the later Koman
jieriod we cannot tell, but we may guess that it was destroyed by
the heathen Saxons. Bede records that the church of St Paul was
built by Ethelbert, and from that time to this a cathedral dedicated

to St Paul has stood upon the hill looking down on Ludgate.

Mellitus bepame archbishop of Canterbury, and was succeeded in

the see of London by Cedda, who was succeeded by Wina. Then
came Theodore, archbishop of Canterbury, better known as tho

sainted Erkenw.ald, whose shrine was one of .tb'> chief glories of old

St Paul's. He died on April 30, 693, a day which was kept in

memory in his cathedral by special offices. We must now pass

over nearly a century and a half to the time when the Danes
were harassing the country after the death of Egbert. Tho
chronicler records that in the year 839 there was a great slaughter

at London, but he gives no particulars. In 851 the Danes plundered
the city and made themselves masters of it. Sharon Tumer quotes
a conveyance of a place in London dated 85", which gives a slight

piece of local information ^Anglo-Saxons, ii. 575), The name of

the place was Ceolmandingehaga, and it was situated not far from
the West Gate. We cannot tsU whether Ludgate was meant or

some other gate which marked the extent of the liberties on the
west. In 871 the chronicler affirms that Alfred fought nine great

battles against the Danes in the kingdom south of the Tliames, and
tliat the West Saxons made peace with them. In the next yc^_r

til? Danes went from Reading to London, and there took up tlieir

winter quarters. Then the Mercians made peace with them. In 886
Alfred overcame the Danes, restored Lomlon to its inhabitants,

rebuilt its walls, reannexed the city to Mercia, and committed it

to Ethelred, alderman of Mercia. Then, as the chronicler writes,

"all the Angle race turned to him (Alfred) that were notin bondage
of the Danish men." In 896 the Londoners came off victorious in
their encounters with the Danes. The king obstructed the river so

that the enemy could not bring up their ships, and they therefore
abandoned them. The Londoners broke up some, and brought the
strongest and best to London. In 912 Ethelred, the alderman of

the Mercians, who had been placed in authority by Alfred, died,

and Edward the Elder took po.sscssion of London and Oxford,
" and all the lands which thereto belonged." Again we find a break
in the continuity of the history, and pass on to the year 959, when
King Sdgar gave Dunstan the bishopric of Worcester, and afterwards
tliat of London. In 962 there was a great fever and mortalit)- iu
London, and St Paul's was burnt. It was, however, founded again
in the same ye,ar. In the reign of Ethelred II. the Danes were
more successful in their operations against London, but the
inhabitants resisted stoutly. Snorre the Icelander tells us that
the Danes fortified Southwark with ditch and r.impart, which the
English assailed in vain. In 982 London was burnt, and in 994
Olaf and Swein (the father of Canute) came with ninety-four ships
to besiege it. They tried to set tho city on fire, but the townsmen
did them more harm than they '-ever weened." The chronicler
piously adds that 'the holy Mother of God on that day manifested
ucr mercy to the townsmen, and delivered them from their foes."

The Danes went from the town and ravaged the neighbourhood, so
that in the end the king and his witan agreed to give sixteen
thousand pounds to be relieved of the jjresence of the enenij-. In
the year 1009 the Danes frequently attacked London, but they liad

no success, and fared ill in their attempts. The Londonei-s with-
stood Swein in 1013, but in the end they submitted and gave him
hostages. Three years after this, Ethelred died in London, and
such of the witan as were there and the townsmen chose Edmund
Ironside for king, although the witan outside London had elected
Canute. Canute's ships were then at Greenwich on their way to
London, where they soon afterwards arrived. The Danes at once' set
to work to dig a great ditch by Southwark, and then dragged their
iti'.^s through to the west side of the bridge. They were able after

this to keep tho inhabitants from either going in or out of the town.
In spite of all this, after fighting obstinately both by land and by
water, the Danes had to raise the siege of London, and take the
ships to the river OrweU. After a glorious reign of seven months
Edmund died in London, and Canute became master of England.
Tho tribute which the townsmen of London had to pay was £10,500,
about one-seventh of the amount which was paid by all the rest of
the English nation. This shows the growing importance of the
town. From this time there apt)ears to liave been a permanent
Danish settlement in London. There is but little more to be said
of the history of Saxon Loudon than that Edward the Confessor
held his witanagemot there, and built and consecrated the Abbey
of Westminster. During the later part of the Saxon period West-
minster (originally Thorney Island) had been growing into some
importance. Tradition afiirroed that on tho site of Wcstminstei
Abliey a temple of Apollo once stood, which was destroyed by an
earthquake iu the reign of the emperor Antoninus Pius, Out of the
ruins King Lucius founded a church, 170 a.d. Sir ChristopheT
Wren imagined that the monks, finding that the Londoners
pretended to a temple of Diana where St Paul's now stands, did nol
wish to be behiud hand in antiquity {Parentalia, p. 296). The
figment respecting King Lucius is of about equal authority. There
is more reason for believing that Siebert, king of the East Saxons,
may have built, as Stow says he did, "a church to the honour ol

God and St Peter, on the west side of the city of London." His
sons relapsed into idolatry, and left the church to the niercy^of the
Danes. In a charter of King Edgar, dated 951, the original boundary
of Westminster is clearly defined. This charter is marked by
Kemble as doubtful {Codex Dipl, dLxix.); but, if not of the date
given, it is believed by competent authorities to be of great
antiquity. Edward the Confessor took a particular interest in
Westminster, and occupied much time in superintending the
erection of anew church there. On Childermas Day (December 28)
1065 the monastery was consecrated, and on the following " twelfth
mass eve " the king died, b»ing buried on the next day in the new
church. The abbot or VVestminster's manor is fully described in
Domesday, but there is no mention of a palace, so that it has been
conjectured that the Oonfessor lived in the monastery itself. With
regard to the buildings of London we are left to conjecture. As
several of the Saxon kings lived in the city, we must conclude that
they possessed a palace of some kind, and around this other build-
ings would arise. A port snch as London natnrally drew foreigners
from all parts, and various communities of these strangers are
believed to have settled here as early as the 8th century. With
regard to the government of the city it is generally supposed that
many of its institutions are due to Alfred tha Qreat, althongh Mr
Coote with great ingenuity traces them back to the ordinances of
the lioman municipiwm. The famous dooms of the city of London
(Athelstan) are stated in the preamble to be the ordinance of
" the bishops and the reeves belonging to London." William the
Conqueror's charter, which he gianted soon after his accession, is

addressed to William the bishop and Godfrey the portreeve. The
office of portreeve had then been long established, although we
know but little of its origin. It was usually an office of popular
election, but the king often interfered in the appointment. Con-
siderably more than a century had elapsed after the Conquest before
the title of portreeve gave way to that of mayor, as the designation
of the chief officer of the city of London.
NoKMAN (1066-1154).—After the battle of Hastings certain of the

defeated chiefs retired upon London and urged the men in power to
resist the Korman, and set up Edgar Atheling as king, which, as
the Saxon chronicler say.s, "was indeed his natural right." On
hearing of this action William marched towards London, and w.aa

attacked by tlie Saxon party at Southwark, who were repulsed by
the Norman horse, but with such loss to the latter that William
thought it imprudent to lay siege to the city at that time. Tha
Londoners began now to see the hopelessness of their cause, and
Archbishop Eldred, and Edgar, and Earls Edwin and Morkere,
and "the best men of London" repaired to Eerkhampstead, «b»m
they submitted themselves and swore fealty to the Conqueror. One
of the earliest acts of the Conqueror was to commence the erection

j
of a citadel which should overawe the citizens and give him the
command of the ~\ty. Some writers have supposed that King
Alfred erected a palace or castle on the site of the Tower, but
without sufficient authority, and a wi'iter in the Qvartci-Iy Lcvicjo

(art. " Jliddlesex," vol, cl. p. 48 yiotc) says, "the "Tower almost cer-

tainly stands on foreshore which was not dry land before the
Conquest." As the Tower was situated at the eastern limit of the
city, so not far from the western extremity was built a strong
fortification called Baj-nard's Castle after its founder Baynard, one
of the followers of the Conqueror. In the second year of his reign

William granted the remarkable charter written in Anglo-Saxotf
which still exists among the archives of the city of London Thpre
are but four lines and a quarter, and the size of the slip of )iareh-

ment is only 6 inches by 1 inch. It runs thus— " William the king
greets William the bishop, Godfi'ey the portreeve, and all the bur-

gesses within London, both French and English. And 1 grant that
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thev be all lav7.worth, as tliev were in Edward the king s days.

And I will that each child be his father's heir after his father s

daj-s. And I will not suffer that any man do yon wrong, God keep

you." William Stigand, the bishop of London, was a Norman, and

possibly had some influence with the king in obtaining this charier.

A wonderful improvement in the appearance of the cities of the

country almost immediately followed the advent of the civilizing

Norman. Within a few years the whole area of London must have

been changed, and handsome buildings arose as if by magic in all

parts of the city. Many Normans had settled in London during

the reign of Edward the Confessor, but after the Conquest they

swarmed in and naturally became the dominant party. In August

1077 occurred a most extensive fire, such a one, says the Chronicle,

as "never was before since London was founded." TMs constant

burning of large portions of the city is a marked feature of its early

history" and we must remember that, although stone buildings were

rising on all sides, these were churches, monasteries, and other public

edifices; the ordinaiy houses remained as before, small wooden

structures. The White Tower, the famous keep of the Tower of

London, was commenced by Gundulph, bishop of Rochester, about

the year 107S. In 1083 the old cathedral of St Paul's was com-

menced on the site of the church which Ethelbert is said to have

founded in 610. But four years afterwards the chronicler tells

us " the holy monastery of St Paul, the episcopal see of London, was

burnt, and many other monasteries, and the greatest and fairest

part of the whole city." In this same year (10?7) William the Con-

queror died. In 1090 a tremendous hurricane passed ofrer London,

and blew down six hundred houses and many churches. The Tower

was injured, and a portion of the roof of the church of St Mary-le-Bow,

Cheapside, was carried off and fell some distance away, being forced

into the ground as much as 20 feet, a proof of the badness of the

thoroughfares as well as of the force of the wind. William Rufus

inherited from his father a love for building, and in the year 1097

he exacted large sums of money from his subjects with the object of

carrying on some of the undertakings he had in hand. These were

the walling round of the Tower, the rebuilding of London Bridge,

which had been almost destroyed by a flood, and the erection of the

great work with which his name is most generally associated,

Westminster Hall. In 1100 Rufus was slain, and Henry I. was
crowned in London. This king granted to the citizens their first

real charter, in which he promised to observe the laws of the

Confessor and to redress many special grievances; but he paid little

attention to his engagements, and constantly violated the articles

of his charter. When Stephen seized the crown on the death of

Henry I., ho tried successfully to obtain the support of the people

of London. He published a charter confirming in general terms
the one granted by Henry, and commanding that the good laws of

Edward the Confessor should be observed. The citizens, however,
did not obtain their rights without paying for them, and in tlie

year 1139 they paid Stephen one hundred marks of silver to enable
them to choose their own sheriffs. In this reign the all-power-

fulness --'' the Londoners is brought very prominently forward.
Stephen became by the shifting fortune of war a prisoner, and the
empress Matilda might, if she had had the wisdom to favour the
citizens, have held the throne, which was hers by right of birth.

She, however, made them her enemies by delivering up the office of
justiciary of London and the sheriffwick to her partisan Geoffrey,
earl of Essex, and attempting to reduce the citizens to the enslaved
condition of the rest of the country. This made her influential
enemies, who soon afterwards replaced Stephen upon the throne.
The Norman era closes with the death of Stephen, 1154.
We have already alluded to the great number of ecclesiastical

foundations which marked the Norman period, and will here
note some of the chief of these, to show how completely the new
buildings must have changed the whole appearance of London, and
raised it from a mean congregation of houses to the rank of a city,
having features of considerable architectural merit. The college of
St Martin-le-Grand within Aldersgate was founded in the year 1056,
and its rights were confirmed by the Conqueror in the second year
of his reign. He gave the dean and secular priests more land, and
added to their privileges. A nunnery of the Benedictine order,
dedicated to|St Leonard, near Bromley, was founded in the reign of
William the Conqueror by Williar.i, bishop of Louion, for a prioress
and nine nnns, and in Stephen's reign Sir William Mountfitchet
founded an abbey at Stratford Langton, which was subsequently
known as West Ham Priory. In 1082 a convent of monks dedicated
to St Saviour was founded at Bermondsey by Alwin Child, a wealthy
citizen, and seven years afterwards some Cluniac monks came froni
France and settled in the new convent, of which one of them was
chosen the first prior. In 1094 William Rufus added the manor of
Bermondsey to the other benefactions of this fortunate monastery,
which became very powerful, and was frequently used as a royal
residence. At Clerkenwell'two religious houses were established
In the year 1100, viz., the Knights Hospitallers of St John of
Jerusalem and tlie priory of St JIary for nuns of the Benedictine
order. It was said that the number of monasteries built in the
rcigii of Henry I. was so great that almost all the labourers became

bricklayers and carpenters, and there was some discontent in con-

sequence. Matilda or Maud, the wife of Henry I., was inui-h

interested in the foundation of these religious houst... She estab-

lished the priory of Holy Trinity, called Christ Church, which was

situated to the north of Aldgate, in 1108, and about 1110 two

hospitals, one for lepers at St Gile.s's-in-the-Fields, and the other

for cripples at Cripplegate. The priory of St Bartholomew was

founded a few years earlier, and the Benedictine nunnery of St

John the Baptist at Halliwell near Shoreditch soon afterwards.

The Knights Templars made their first habitation in the neighbour-

hood of London in 1118, and did not remove from Holborn to Fleet

Street until nearly seventy years afterwards. The royal hospital of

St Katherine's at 'the Towerwas originally founded by Matilda, wife

of King Stephen, and the famous St Stephen's chapel at West-

minster owes its origin to the king himself. It was, however,

rebuilt by Edward II. It will be seen from the above list that a

large proportion of these buildings were outside the walls, and

tliis shows how extensive the outskirts of the city had become in

Nerman times. No doubt many of these religious persons sought

out somewhat quiet neighbourhoods, but around each of them
would naturally glow up villages formed by those who were chiefly

dependefit upon the monks and nuns.

Plantage.vet (1154-1485). — Henry II. appears to have been

to a certain extent prejudiced against the citizens of London on

account of their attitude towards'^his mother, and he treated them
with some severity. On several occasions he exacted large sums from

the city, which, although they were euphemistically styled du7ia, can-

not be considered as free gifts. The severity appears to have been

necessary, and was attended with good results. 'The streets were in

a most dangerous condition at night, and bands of a hundred and

more would sally forth to rob the houses of the wealthy. In 1175

some of these men were taken prisoners, and one of them was

found to bo a citizen of good credit and considerable wealth

named "John the Olde." He offered the king five hundred
marks for his life, but Henry was inflexible, and after the man had
been hanged the city became more quiet. In 1176 the rebuilding

of London Bridge with stone was commenced by Peter of Cole-

church. This was the bridge which after much subsequent tinker-

ing was pulled down early in the present century. It consisted of

twenty stone arohes and a drawbridge. There was a gatehouse

at each end and a chapel or crypt in the centre, dedicated to

.St Thomas of Canterbury, in which Peter of Colechnrch the

architect was buried in' 1205. In 1184 the Knights Templars

removed from Holborn to the New Temple in Fleet Street,

and in the following year the beautiful Temple church was
built. All this activity of building proves that tne citizens were

wealthy and their city handsome. 'This is corroborated by the

interesting work of Fitzstephen, the monk of Canterbury, which
was ivritten at this time. Fitzstephen has left us the first picture

of London, and a very vivid one it is, He speaks of its wealth,

commerce, grandeur, and magnificence,—of the mildness of the

climate, the beauty of the gardens, the sweet, clear, and salubrious

springs, the flowing streams, and the pleasant clack of the water-

rnills. Even the vast forest of Middlesex, with its densely wooded
thickets, its coverts of game, stags, fallow deer, boars, and wild bulls

is pressed into the description to give a contrast which shall

enhance the prosperous beauty of tlie city itself. Fitzstephen's

account of the sports of the people is particularly interesting. He
tells how, when the great marsh that washed the walls of the city

on the north (Moorfields) was frozen over, the young men went out

to slide and skate and sport on the ice. Skates made of bones have

been dug up o£ late years in this district. This sport was allowed

to fall into disuse, and was not again prevalent until it was intro-

duced from Holland after the Restoration. In the first year of

Richard I. the court of alderrnen ordained that for the future

houses should not be built of wood, but that they should have an
outside wall of stone raised 16 feet from the ground, and be covered

with slate or baked tile. This ordinance must have fallen into desue-

tude, for the houses continued largely to be built of wood. We
learn that most of the houses were plastered and whitewashed.

One of the earliest objections which the Londoners made to the use

of sea-coal was that the smoke from it blackened the white walls of

their buildings. The first mayor of London was Henry Fitz Alwin,

who was elected in 1189, and held the office until 1212.'

London had to pay heavily towards Richard's ransom ; and, when
the king made his triumphal entry into London after his release from

imprisonment, a German nobleman is said to have remarked that

had the emperor known of the wealth of England he would have
insisted on a larger sum. The Londoners were the more glad' to

welcome Richard back in that the head of the regency, Longchamp,
bishop of Ely, was very unpopular from the encroachments he made
upon the city with his works at the Tower. The first charter by
which the city claims the jurisdiction and conservancy of the river

> He was first admitted to the chief magistracy as bailiff, anil there appe«r» l«

have been considerable variety in the titles u*ed at this time. We learn from tlHj

Liber Afbus that tlic chief officer was sometimes caUed " justiciar" uid "chans-
berljLia."
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Vh.imes was granted by Richard I. John granted several charters

t.o the city, and it was expressly stipulated in Magna Cliarta that

the city of London should have all its ancient privileges and free

customs. The citizens opposed the king during the wars of the

birons. In the year 1215 the barons having received intelligence

secretly that they might enter London with ease through Aldgate,

which was then in a very ruinous state, i-emoved their camp from

Bedford to Ware, and shortly after marched into the city in the

night-time.
.
Having succeeded in their object, they determined

that so important a gate should no longer remain in a defenceless

condition. They therefore spoiled the religious houses and robbed
the monastery coffers in order to have means wherewith to rebuild

it. Much of the material was obtained from the destroyed houses

of the unfortunate Jews, but the stone for the bulwarks was ob-

tained from Caen, and the small bricks or tUes from Flandei-s.

The church of St Mary Overy (now St Saviour's), Southwark, was
begun in the year 1203, and in 1221 the foundation stone of the

lady chapel at Westminster Abbey was laid by Henry III. We have
alluded to the great change in the aspect of London and its sur-

roundings made during the JTorman period by the establishment of a

large number of monasteries. A still more important change in the

configuration of the interior of London was made in the 13th century,

when the various orders of the friars established themselves there.

The Benedictine monks preferred secluded sites ; the Augustinians

did not cultivate seclusion so strictly ; but the friars chose the interior

of towns by preference. The Black, Preaching, or Dominican Friars

settled near Holborn, in what was afterwards Lincoln's Inn, in

1221, and removed to the ward of Castle Baynard in 1276, when the

city wall was rebuilt to enlarge their boundaries. Tlie district

where the friary was built stUl retains its name. In 1221 John
Iwyn or Ewin made over to the Grey Friars (or Franciscans) an
estate situated In the ward of Farringdon Within and in the parish

of St Nicholas in the Shambles, and on this site the first convent

of the order was erected. The site is now occupied by the Bhie
Coat School. . In 1241 the White Friars or Carmelites settled in a

precinct or liberty between Fleet Street and the Strand which stiU

retains their name. In 1253 the Austin Friars or Friars Eremites
were founded in Broad Street ward, and the last of these friaries to be

established was that of the Crutched or Crossed Friars in 1293. By
the establishment of these religious houses two-thirds of the entire

area of London was occupied by consents and hospitals. This is

the most marked characteristic of Plantagenet London. We have
no record of the dfte. at which Temple Bar first marked out the ex-

tent of the liberties of the city, but as late as the end of the 14th
century Fleet Street was described as being in the suburbs. Dur-
ing the Norman period the road from the city to Westminster was
quite open, but soon afterwards a commencement was made in

building. 'The Savoy was built in 1245 by Peter, earl of Savoy and
Richmond, uncle of Eleanor, wife of Henry 111.; and in tliis king's

reign the friars of the order of St Mary de Arena are supposed to,

have established themselves near the site of Durham House (now
the Adelphi). About the same time William Marshal, carl of Pem-
broke, founded and endowed a hospital and convent called St Mary
RouDcivale at the village of Charing, so that in Henry III.'s reign

there must have been several houses on the line oT poute to West-
minster. Fitzstephen describes the latter place as follows :

—" On
the west also, higher up the bank of the river, the royal jialace rears

its bead, an incomparable structure, furnished with a breastwork

and bastions, situated in a populous suburb, at a distance of two
miles from the city." In the reign of Edward I. the mayor
offended the king, and the citizens were for a time deprived of

their Vght of electing their chief magistrate. Gregory de Rokesley

the mayor, the sheriffs, the aldermen, and other dignitaries of the

city were summoned to appear on the 29th June 1285 before John
de Kirkeby, treasurer, and the other justiciars of the king in the

Tower of London for the purpose of holding inquests there. Now
the mayor held that he was not bonnd to answer such a summons
OS this unless he had forty days' notice, so he resigned his mayoralty

at AlDrallows, Barking, and delivered the common seal of the city

to Stephen Aswy and other aldermen, and then entered the Tower
with the rest as an alderman only. This action incensed the king
greatly, and John de Kirkeby was commanded to take over tlie

mayoralty, a warden being appointed by the royal authority. Tiiis

arrangement continued until 1297, when Edward granted the prayer
of the citizens, and allowed them again to elect a mayor. Royal
wardens had filled the mayor's seat from 1265 to 1268, but in the
first charter of Edward I. the following concession wks made :

—"Also
that the liberties of the city of London shall not be taken into the
hand of his lordship the lang for any personal trespass or personal

judgment of any oBicer of the said city ; and that no warden shall

in the same on such pretext be appointed" {Liber Albus, trans-

lated by Riley, pp. 14, 131). In 1285 the first attempt was made
to supply London mth water artificially, and the creat conduit in

West Cheap (or Cheapside) was commenced. Tliis lead cistern,

which was castellated with stone, was suppliedVith water conveyed
in leaden pipes from Tyburn. Soon afterwards a nobler building
was erected in Cheapside. li) 1290 tb" beloved Eleanor of Castile

died, and her husband erected stone crosses where her body had
rested. Two of these crosses were in London, and there is some
little difficulty in understanding why the two stations were so near
each other. It has been suggested that the body really rested at
St Paul's Cathedral. Cheapside Cross was erected by Michael ol

Canterbury, and cost £300, and Charing Cross, the most sumptuous
of the series, cost £450. It was commenced by Richard de Crundale,
and completed after his death by Koger de Cnmdale.' In this same
year (1290) the Jews were expelled fron\ England. The district in

London in which they had lived sincd William the Conqueror's day
came to be called the Old Jewry, but when the Jews returned to

England after many centuries of exile most of them settled in the
neighbourhood of Aldgate.

Smithfield is mentioned by Fitzstephen as a market for horses,

and from this writer we obtain its correct etymo^jgy (the smooth
field). As early as the reign of Henry III. it had become known as

the place for executions. Close by a grove of elm trees that gave
their name to the place Sir William Wallace was executed in the
year 1305, and there also Mortimer experienced a similar fate five

and twenty years afterwards. The history of Smithfield from that

day has been a record of executions, jousts, and markets.

In 1313 the celebrated order of the Knights Templar fell, and
Edward II. gave their house in Fleet Street to Aymer de Valence,

earl of Pembroke. At the earl's death the property passed to the

Knights of St John of Jerusalem, who leased the Inner and Middle
Temples to the students of the common law and the Outer Temple
to Walter Stapleton, bishop of Exeter, and lord treasurer. The
Charterhouse stands on a piece of ground which had been used in

1349 as a burial-place for the thousands who died in that year of the

plague. In 1371 Sir Walter Manny founded there a priory of Car-

thusian monks.
One of those pageants for which the streets of London were sd

famous took place iif 1356 when Edward the Black Prince brought

the French king John a prisoner from the battle of Poitiers. It

is not necessary to do more than allude to this here, as the incident

is a part of English history.

We have now arrived at the period of one of the greatest Lon-
doners th.at ever lived. The life of Geoffrey Chaucer throws a

' living interest around the several places with which he was associ-

ated. His father was a vintner in Thames Street, the garden of

whose house was bounded by the Wall Brook. In 1374 Chaucer

was appointed comptroller of the customs, and in the same year he

went to live in the dwelling-house above the gate of Aldgate. In

1389 he was appointed clerk of the works at Westminster, the

Tower of London, and other places. In March 1390 we find him on
the Thames bank repair commission, and in May of the same year

he was employed in setting up scaffolds in Smithfield for Richard

II. and his queen (Anne of Bohemia) to .see the jousts at that place.

His duties took him to the mews for the king's falcons at Charing

X^ross, and in 1390 he was robbed of some of the king's money on the

high road at AVestminster. We thus see that traces of the " morn-

ing star of English poetry " are to be fouud in all parts of

London.
In 1381 another of the stirring incidents of English history

occurred in London. The threatening insurrection of Wat Tyler

was suppressed when the leader was killed by Sir William Wal-
worth in Smithfield. Before that the rebels had done great

damage to property in London aid Southwark. About this time

two very important public works were commenced. Westminster

Hall was repaired by Richard II. in 1397 ; the walls were carried

up 2 feet higher, the windows were altered, and a new roof con-

structed. In 1411 the Guildhall was built, and the courts were re-

moved from Aldermanbury.
During the troubles of the 15th teutury the authorities had seen

the necessity of paying more attention to the security of the gates

and walls of the city, and when Thomas Nevill, son of Thomas,

Lord Fauconbergh, made his attack upon London in 1471 he ex-

perienced a very spirited resistance. He first attempted to land

from his ships in the city, but the Thames side from Baynard's

Castle to the Tower was so well fortified that he had to seek a

quieter and less prepared position. He then set upon the several

gates in succession, and was repulsed' at all. On the 11th of May he

j
made a desperate attack upon Aldgate, followed by 500 men. He
won the bulwarks and some of his followers entered into the city,

but the portcullis being let down these were cut off from their own
party and were slain by the enemy.^ The portcullis was drawn up,

and "the besieged issued forth against the rebels, who were soon

forced to flv.

When Richard, duke of Gloucester, laid his plans for seizing the

crown, he obtained the countenance of the lord mayor. Sir Edmund
Shaw, whose brother Dr Shaw praised Richard at PaiU's Cross.

Crosby Hall, in Bishopsgate Street, then lately built, was made the

lodging.of the Protector. There he acted the accessible prince in

the eyes of the people, for the last of the Plantagenets was another

of the usurpers.who found favour in the eyes of the men of London.

His day, however, was short, and with the battle of Bosworth ends

Plantogentt London.
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TUDOE (US5-1603).—It was during ttis period thit the first maps

of London were drawn. No reprejeutatiou of the city earlier tlian

the middle of the 16th century has been discovered, although it seems

more than probable that some plans must have been produced at an

earlier period.' The earliest known view is the drawing of Van den

Wyngaerde in the Bodleian Library (dated 1550). The so-called

Ag"as map is a few years later in date ; Braiin and Hagenberg s map

was pnbUshediu 1572-73 ; and Nordeu's maps of London and « est-

minster are dated 1593. These maps were pasted upon walls, and

most have been largely destroyed by ordinary wear and tear It is

curious that the only two existing copies of Aggas's map» were

published in the reign of James I., although apparently they had

not been altered from the earlier editions of Elizabeth's reign which

have bee« lost By the help of these maps we are able to obtain a

very clear notion of the extent and chief characteristics of Tudor

London. Henry VIL did little to connect his name with the

history of London with the exception of the erection of the exquisite

specimen of florid Gothic at Westminster Abbey, which is known

by his name. Soon after this king obtained the throne he bor-

rowed the sum of 3000 marks from the city, and moreover paid

it at the appointed time. The citizens were so pleased at this

somewhat unexpected occurrence that they wilUngly lent the king

£6000 in 1483, which he required for military preparations against

France. In 1497 London was threatened by tiie rebels favourable

to Perkin AVarbeck, who encamped on Blackheath on the 17th of

June. At first there was a panic among the citizens, but subse-

quently the city was placed in a proper state of defence, and the

king himself encamped in St George's Fields. On June 22 he

entirely routed the jebels ; and some time afterwards Perkia

yVarbeck gavo himself up, and was conducted in triumph through

London to the Tower.

About this time and in several subsequent years the sweating

sickness raged in London. This disease (Sudor Anglious) was

considered peculiar to England. The sanitary condition of the

houses at the time must have been most deplorable, and the plague

and other diseases were constantly reappearing until the great fire

cleired away all the abominable buildings that formed centres of

infection.

During the rei;;n of Henry VII. as well as during that of his son

London was coastantly the scene of gorgeous pageants. In 1512

the greater part of the palace of Westminster was burnt, and Henry
VIII. had no suitable residence until 1529, when he obtained

Wolsey's magnificent house called York Place, and named it

Whitehall. That much of the present London was at this time

in a wild and uncultivated condition is proved by a proclamation of

Heni7 Vlll., the OLJect of which was "to preecrve the partridges,

pheasants, and herons from his palace at Westminster to St Giles's-

iu-the-Fields, from thence to Islington, Hampstead, and JJornsey

Park."
As the chief feature of Norman London was the foundation of

monasteries, and the chief feature of Plantagenet London was the

establishment of friaries, so Tudor London was specially charac-

tetizid by the suppression of the whole of these religious houses,

and also of the almost numberless religious guilds and brotherhoods.

When we remember that about two-thirds of the area of London
was occupied by these establishments, and that about a third of the

inhabitants were monks, nuns, and friars, it is easy to imagine how
great must have been the disorganization' caused by this root and
branch reform. One of the earliest of the religious houses to be
suppressed was the hospital of St Thomas of Aeon (or Acre) on the
north side of Cheapside, the site of which is now occupied by
Mercers' Hall. The larger houses soon followed, and the Black,
the White, and the Grey Friars, with the Carthusians and many
others, were all condemned in November 1538,

Love of show was so marked a characteristic of Henry VIII. that
we are not surprised to find him encouraging the citizens in the
Bime expensive taste. On the occasion of his marriage with
Catherine of Aragon the city was gorgeously ornamented with rich
silks and tapestry, and Goldsmiths' How (Cheapside) and part of
Cornhill were hung with golden brocades. When on the eve of
St John's Day, 1510, the king in the habit of a yeoman of his own
guard saw the famous march of the city watch, he was so delighted
that on the following St Peter's Eve he ngain attended in Cheapside
to see the march, but this time he was accompanied by the queen and
the principal nobility. The cost of these two marches in the year
was very considerable, and, having been suspended iu 1528 en
account of the prevalence of the sweating sickness, they were soon
afterwards forbidden by the king, and discontinued during the
remainder of his reign. Sir John Gresham, mayor iu 1548, revived

• " A map of London cncravcd on copper-plate, dated H97." wlilch was iougtit
by Ferdinand Columha (luiing his Imvels In Eurnpe about 1518-25, is entered in
tlie eataloBue of Fcrdii.and's bo'/ks, maps, &<:'., made by himself and presented in
the Cntliedral Library at Seville, but there Is no clue to its existence. If it could

'""nd " "ould be eagerly scanned by topocraph- rs. although possibly there
wonld be little difference from the later maps that we possess, for the torni did
not extend veiy rapidly in those early times,

' One is In the Guildhall Library, and the otljer among the Pepyelan maps In
Wagiaicne CoUege, Cambrldgo.

the march of the city watch, which was made more splendid by tin

addition of three hundred light horsemen raised by tho citizens for

the king's service.

The best mode of utilizing the buildings of the suppress©

religious houses was a difficult question left unsolved by Henrj

Vill. That king, shortly before his death, founded St Bartho-

lomew's Hospital, " for the continual relief and help of an hundrei

sore and diseased," but most of the large buddings were left

unoccupied to be filled by his succe^or. The first parliament ol

Edwaril's reigu gave all the lands and possessions of colleges,

chantries, &c., to the king, when tho different companies ol

London redeemed those which they had held for the payment of

priests' wages, obits, and lights at tho price of i62C,000, and applied

the rents arising from them to charitable purposes. In 1550 the

citizens purchased the manor of Southv/ark, and with it they became

possessed of the monastery of St Thomas, which was enlarged and

(.repared for tho reception of "poor, sick, and helpless objects."

Thus was founded St Thomas's Hospital, wliich was moved t»

Lambeth in 1870-71, Shortly before hia death Edward founded

Christ's Hospital in the Grey Fnars, and gave the old palace of

Bridewell to the city '-for the lodging of poor wayfaring people,

the correction of vagabonds and disorderly persons, and for finding

them work." Oil the death of Edward VI. Lady Jane Grey was

received at tho Tower as queen, she liaving gone there by water

from Durham House in the Strand. The citizens, however, soon

found out their mistake, and the lord mayor, aldermeu, and recorder

proclaimed Queen Mary at Cheapside. London was then gay with

pageants, but when the queen made knomi her intention of mar-
rying Philip of Spain the discontent of the country found vent in

the rising of Sir Thomas Wyat, and the city had to prepare itself

against attack, Wyat took possession of Southwark, and expected

to have been admitted into London ; but finding the gates shut

against him and the drawbridge cut down he marched to Kingstoa,

the bridge at which place had been destroyed, This he restored, and
then proceeded towards London. In consequence of the break d own
of someof his guns he imprudently halted at Turnham Green. Had
he not done so it is probable that he might have obtained possession

of the city. He planted his ordnance on Hay Hdl, and then

marched by St James's Palace to Charing Cross. Here he was
attacked by Sir John Gage with a thousand men, but he repulsed

them and reached Ludgate without further opposition, lie was
disappointed at the resistance which was made, and after musing a
while " upon a stall over against the Bell Savadge Gate " he turned

back. His retreat was cut off, and he surrendered to Sir Manri'.e

Berkeley. We have somewhat fully described this historical

incident here because it has an important bearing on the history ol

London, and shows also the small importance of the districts out'

side the walls at that period.

We now come to consider the appearance of London during the

reigu of the last of the Tudore. At no other period were so many
great men associated with its history ; the latter years of Eliza-

beth's reign are specially interesting to ns because it was then
that Shakespeare livfd in London, and introduced its streets and
people into his plays, Iu those days the frequent visitation of

plagues made men fear the gathering together of multitudes. This

dread of pestilence, united with a puritanic hatred of plays, made
the citizens do all they could to discountenance theatrical entertain-

i
ments. The queen acknowledged the validity of the first reason,

but she repudiated the religious objection provided ordinary care

was taken to allow "such plays only as were fitted to yield honest

recreation and no example of evil." On April 11, 1582, the lords of

the council wrote to the lord mayor to the effect that, as "her
ilajesty sometimes took delight in those pastimes, it had been

thought not unfit, having regard to the season of the year and the

clearance of the city from infection, to allow of certain companies

of players in London, partly that they might thereby attain more
dexterity and perfection the better to conti-nt her Majesty"
(Analytical Index to the Rcmcmlrancia), When theatres were

established the lord mayor took care that they should not be built

within the city. The " Theatre " and the " Curtain " Were situated

at Shoreditch ; the " Globe," the "Rose," and the " Hope " on the

Baukside,; and the Blackfriars theatre, although within the walls,

was without the city jurisdiction.

In 1561 St Paul's steeple and roof were destroyed by lightning,

and the spire was never replaced. This circumstance allows us to

test the date of certain views ; thus Wyngaerde's map has the spire

but Aggas's map is without it. In 1566 the first stone was laid of

the " Burse," which owed its origin to Sir Thomas Gresham, and
in 1571 Queen Elizabeth changed its name to the Royal Exchange,

"so to be called from thenceforth and no otherwise."

A proclamation was issued in 1580 prohibiting the erection

within 3 miles of the city gates of any new houses or ten^ements
" where no former house hath been kuown to have been." In a

subsequent proclamation the queen commendtrd that only one

family should live in one house, that empty houses erected within

seven years were not to be let, and that unfinished buildings on ne-v

foundations were to be puUeii down. In suite of these restriction;
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London coDtinueJ to grow. In 1568 a conduit was constructed at

Dowgate for the purpose of obtaining water from the Tliames, and

in 1580 Peter Moris, an ingenious Dutchman, brought his scheme

for raising the Thames water high enough to supply the upper

parts of the city under the notice of the lord mayor and aldermen,

and in order to show its feasibility he threw a jet of water over the

steeple of St Magnus's Church ("see p. 825). The maps show ns

much that remains somewhat the same as it was, but also much
that has greatly altered. St Giles's was literally a Anllage in the

fields; Piccadilly was "the waye to Eedinge," Oxford Street "the
way to Uxbridge," Covent Garden an open field or garden, and

ILeicester Fields lanimas land, lloorfields was drained and laid

out in walks in Elizabeth's reign. At Spitalfields crowds used to

congregate on Easter Monday and Tuesday to hear the Spital

sermons preached from the pulpit cross. The ground was origin-

ully a Roman cemetery, and about the year 1576 bricks were

largely made from the clayey earth, the recollection of which is

kept alive in the name of Brick Lane. Citizens went to Holboni

(ind Bloomsbnry for change of air, and houses were there prepared

lor the reception of children, invalids, and convalescents. In the

north were sprinkled the outlyiug villages of Islington, Hoxton,

and Clerkenwell. The Strand was filled with noble mansions
washed by the watere of the Thames, but the street, if street it

could be called, was little used by pedestrians. Londoners fre-

quented the river, which was their great highway. The banks
were crowded with stairs for boats, and the watermen of that d:.y

answered to the chairmen of a later date and the cabmen of to-

day. When Shakespeare and his companions went to net at the

Globe Theatre they did not cross London Bridge, but took boat al

Blackfriars Stairs, and were landed opposite at the Paris Carder
Stairs on the Bankside. The Bankside was of old a favourite plact

for entertainments, but two only—the bull-baiting and the btar
baiting—were in existence when Aggas's map was first planned.
On Norden's map,i however, we find the gardens of Paris Garden,
the bearhouse, and the playhouse.

The settled character of the later years of Elizabeth's reigi

appeal's to have caused a considerable change in the habits of tin

people. Many of the chief citizens followed the example of thi

courtiers, and built for themselves country residences in Middlesex
Essex, and Surrey", thus we learn from Nordeu that Alderman Ro'
lived at Muswell Hill, and we know that Sir Thomas Gresham buil

I a fine house and planned a beautiful park at Osterley.

Norden's Map of Tud^r London.

Stuakt (1603-1714).—The Stuart period, from the accession of

Jamt.. I. to-the death of Queen Anne, extends over little more than
a century, and yet greater changes occurred during those years
than at any previous period. The early years of Stuart London
may be said to be closely linked with the last years of Elizabethan
London, for the greatest men such as Raleigh, Shakespeare, and
Ben Jonson lived on into James's reign. _Much of the life of the
time was then in the City, but the last' yc^"'' of Stuart London
take us to the 18th century, when social life had permanently
shifted to the west end. In the middle of the period occurred the
civil wars and then the fire which changed the whole aspect of
London. When James came to the throne the terra suburbs had
a bad name, as all those disreputable persons who could find no
shelter in the city itself settled in these outlying districts. Then
the line of the Strand was almost the only respectable outskirt.

Stubbs denounced suburban gardens and garden houses in his
Anatomy nf Abuses, and another writer observed "how happy were
cities if they had no suburbs."
The preparations for the coronation of King James were inter-

rupted by a severe visitation of the plague, which killed off as man}
as 30,578 persons, and it was not tUl March 15, 1604, that th(

king, the queen, and Prince Henry passed ttinmphantly from the

Tower to Westminster. The lord mayor's shows, which had been
discontinued for some years, were revived by order of the king in

1609. The dissolved monastery of the Charterhouse, which had
been bought and sold by the courtiers several times, was obtained
from Thomas, earl of Suffolk, by Thomas Sutton for £13,000, The
new hospital chapel and schoolhouse were commenced in 161i, and
in the same year Sutton died. Somerset House was occupied by
Anne of Denmark, and in 1616 James I. commanded it to be called

Denmark House. In 1619 Inigo Jones commenced the Banqueting
House at AVhitehall, which was only part of a proposed vast palace,

but which has remained to our time to be one of the chief

ornaments of the town. The fatal vespers at Blackfriars threw a
gloom over the year 1623. A large and mixed congregation of

1 This map of London by Norden is dated 1593, as stated above. The tum%
topof;raphcT publislied in his Middlesex a map of Westminster lUf well as tills oao
of the City of London'
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rrotr-stants and Roman Catholics had gathered together one Sunday

ovcnin" at the house of Count de Tillicr, tl>e French ambassador,

to hear Father Drury (a converted Protestant) preach. As many

as were able crowded into the room on the upper floor for that

nuri>o*,-but those who could not get in were fam to remam on the

floor below and listen to a preacher on the sacrament ol penance.

The floors both gave way, and a large numlier of persons were

precipitated to a great depth and killed, both preachers being

amon" the dead. %Vith the death of James I. in 1625 the older

histoiT of Loudon may be said to have closed. During the reign

of his "successor the great change in the relative positions of London

within and without the walls had commenced. Before going on to

consider the chief incidents of this change it will be well to refer to

some features of the social life of James's reign. Ben Jonson places

one of the scenes of Every Man in his Humour in Jloorfields, which

at the time he wrote the play had lately been drained and laid out

in walks..' ' Beggars frequented the place, and travellers from the

rillage of Ho.\ton, who crossed it in order to get into London, did

so with as much expedition as possible. Adjoining Moorfields were'

Finsbury Fields, a favourite practising ground for the archers.

Mile End, a common on the Great Eastern Koad, was long famous

as a rendezvous for the troops. These places are frequently referred

to bv the old dramatists ; Justice Shallow boasts of his doings at

Mile' End Green when he wa.s Uagonet in Arthur's Show. Fleet

Street was the show-place of London, in which were exhibited a

constant succession of puppets, naked Indians, and strange fishes.

The great meeting-place of Londoners in the day-time was the

jiave of old St Paul's. Crowds of merchants with their hats on

transacted business in the aisles, and used the font as a counter

upon which to make their payments ; lawyers received clients at

their several pillars ; and masterless serving-men waited to be en-

gaged upon their own particular bench. Besides those who came
on business there were gallants dressed in fashionable finery, so

that it was worth the tailor's while to stand behind a pillar and fill

his table-books with notes. The middle or Mediterranean aisle

was the Paul's Walk, also called the Duke's Gallery from the

erroneous supposition that the tomb of Sir Guy Beauchamp, earl

ofWarwick, was that of the "-good" Humphrey, duke of Gloucester.

After the Restoration' a fence was erected on the inside of the
great north door to hinder a concourse of rude people, and when
the cathedral was being rebuilt Sir Christopher Wren made a strict

order against any prgfanation of the sacred building. Another of
the favourite haunts of the people was the garden of Gray's Inn,
where the choicest society was to be met. Tliere, under the shadow
of the elm trees which Bacon had planted, Pepys and his wife
constantly walked. Mrs Pepys went on one occasion specially to
observe the fashions of the ladies because she was then "making
some clothes."' - ~ - - - - , ,

In those days of public conviviality, and for many years after-
wards, the taverns of London held a very important place. The
Boar's Head in Great Eastcheap was an inn of Shakespekre's own
day, and the characters he introduces into his plays are really his
own contemporaries. The "Merinaid" is sometimes described as
in Bread Stieet, and at other times in Friday Street and also in
Cheapsido. We are th.us able to fix its exact position ; for a little
to the west of Bow cliurch is Bread Street, then came a block of
lioiLses, then Friday Street. ' "It was in this block that the
"Mermaid" was situated, and there appear to have been en-
trances from- each street. What makes this fact still more certain
is the circumstance that a haberdasher in Choapside livinf " 'twixt
Wood Street and Milk Stieet," two streets on the north side oii-
posite Bread and Friday Streets, described himself as "over against
the Mermaid t.ivern in Cheapside." The Windmill tavern occu-
pies a prominent position in the action of Every Man in his
jrmnour.^ Tho Windmill stood at the comer of the old Jewry
towards Lotlibury, and the Mitre close by the Mermaid in Bread
Street. The Mitro in Fleet Street, so intimately associated with
Dr Johnson, also existed at this time. It is mentioned in a comedv
entatled i?a«t Alky (\QU), and Lilly the astrologer frequented it
in 1640. At the Merm.aid Ben Jousou may be supposed to have had
such rivals as Shakespeare, Raleigh, Beaumont, Fletcher, Carew,
Donne, Cotton, and Selden, but at the Devil in Fleet Street, where
lie started tlie Apollo Club, he was omnipotent. Herrick, in his
^^eIl-knowu Ode to Ben, mentions several of the inns of the day

. Under James I. the theatre, which established itself so flrmlv in
the latter years of Elizahetli, had still further increasoil its influence
and to the entertainments given at the many playhouses mav bo
-.ddcil the masques so expensively produced at court and at" tin

-. ^^^ ,..,„....^v^ui niuimumous (^arr, earl ol Somerset, and the
eriually mfamoua Lady Francos, daughter of the earl of Suffolk

i^" r*^^'„'i""°'^°' ™^ prepared by Sir Fraucis Bacon at a cost of

tll^Av nn'c'w"' '.1
""^ "°"<=» o'"'" ""t^'Ms >vo made In (he folio odltlnn of

Charles I. and his councillors were filled with the same fear of

the increasing growth of London which showed itself in the pro-

hibitory proclamations of his two predecessors. In 1630 a pro-

clamation was issued in which " the erection of any building upon
a new foundation, within the limits of 3 miles from any of the gates

of the City of London, or palace of Westminster," was forbidden.

The privy council in the following year put this question to the
lordmayor—"What number of mouths are esteemed to be in the
City of London and the liberty ?"—the answer to which was 130,268.
These prohibitions were not allowed to remain a dead letter, and
in 1G32 Mr Palmer, a large landholder in Sussex, was fined by the
Star Chamber in the sum of £1000 for living in London beyond
the period prescribed in the proclamation of June 20th of that year.

In April 1635 informati,on was filed against Sir John Suckling the
poet and others in the Court of Star Chamber for continuing to
reside iu London and Westminster. It was during this reign that
the first great exodus of the wealthy and fashionable was made to

the Wfst End. The great square or piazza of Covent Garden was
formed from the designs of Inigo Jones about 1632. The neigh-
bouring streets were shortly afterwards built, and the names of

Henrietta, Charles, James, King, and York Streets were given after

membera of the royal family. Great Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn
Fields, was built about 1629, and named in honour of Henrietta
Maria. Lincoln's Inn Fields had been planned some years before.

,

When the civil war broke out London took the side of the
parliament, and an extensive system of fortification was at once
projected to protect the town against the threatened attack of the
royal army. A strbng earthen rampart, flanked with bastions and
redoubts, surrounded the City, its liberties, Westminster and
Southwark, making an immense enclosure. Mount Street, Gros-
venor Square, marks the spot of one of these fortifications called

Oliver's Mount. In 1650 Cromwell aUowed the Jews to return, to
England after a banishment of centuries, and those who settled in
London mostly chose the neighbourhood of Aldgate as a place of

residence. With the Restoration the separation of fashionable from
city life became complete, and the West End grew into a formidable
I'ival of the older London. In 1635 the game of paU mall was
played in St James's Fields, on tlie site of St James s Square and
Pall Mall, but during the Commonwealth this was discontinued,
and spme, houses were built round about The' square was planned
out m 1663, and it soon became the most fashionable place iu

London. A mall was then prepared in St James's Park which still

retains its name. About the same time the great houses in

Piccadilly were built. Clarendon, Berkeley, and Burlington
Houses all appeared on the north side of that street about 1665.

I London had been ravaged by plague on many former occasions,

j

but the pestilence that commenced in December 1664 will ever live

I

in history as " the Plague of London." On the 7th of June 1665

I

Samuel Pepys for the first time saw two or three houses marked
I
with the red cross and the words " Lord, have mercy upon us," on

I the doors. The deaths daily increased, and business was stopped.

Grass grew iu the area of the Royal Exchange at AVhitehall, and in

the principal streets of the city. On the 4th of September, 166,'i,

Pepys writes an interesting letter to Lady Carteret from Wool-
,
wich:—"I have stayed in the city till above 7400 died in one

j

week, and of them about 6000 of the plague, and little noise

I

heard day or night but tolling of bells." . . . The plague was
I
scarcely stayed before the whole city was in flames, a calamity of

I

the first magnitude, but one which in the end caused much good,
as the seeds of disease were destroyed, and London has never since
been visited by such an epidemic. On the 2d of September 1666 the
fire broke out at one o'clock in the morning at a house in Pudding
Lane. A violent east wind fomented the flames, which raged with
fury during the whole of Monday and great part of Tuesday. On
Tuesday night the wind fell somewhat, and on Wednesday the fire

slackened. On Thursday it was extinguished, hut on the evening of
that day the flames again burst forth at the Temple. Some houses
were at once blown up by gunpowder, and thus the fire was finally

mastered. JIany interesting details of the fire are given in Pepys's
Diary. The distress of those who were made housejess by this
calamity was great. The river swarmed with vessels filled with per-
sons carrying away such of their goods as they were able to save.
Some fled to the hills of Hampstead and Highgate, but Moorfields
was the chief resort of the houseless Londoner. Soon paved streets
and two-story houses were seen in that swampy place. The people
bore their troubles heroically ^^ and Henry Oldenburg, writing to the
Hon. Robert Boyle on September 10, says," the citizens, instead
of complaining, discoursed almost of nothing but of a survey for
rebuilding the city with bricks and large streets." Within a few
days of the fire three several plans were presented to the king for
tho rebuilding of the city, by Christopher Wren, John Evelvn,
and Robert Hooke. Wren proposed to build main thorough-
fares north and south, and east and west, t(5 insulate all
the churches in conspicuous positions-,- to form the most public
places into large piazzas, to unite the halls of the twelve chief
companies into one regular square annexed to Guildhall, and to
make a fine quay on the bank of the river from Blackfriars to tho
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Tower. Hi3 streets were to be of three magnitudes —90 feet, 60
feet, and 30 feet wide respectively. Evelyn's plan dilfcrcd from
Wren's chiefly in proposing a street from the church of St Dunstm's
in the East to the cathedral, and in having no quay or tei'race along
the river. In spite of the best advice, however, the jealousies of
the citizens prevented any systematic design from being carded
out, and in coasequence the old lines were in almost every casn
retained. But, though the plans of Wren and Hooke were imt
adopted, it was to these two fellows of the Royal Society that the
labour of rebuilding London w;is committed. Wren's great work,
which has covered his name with renown, was the erection of tho
cathedral of St Paul's, and tho many churches rangral round it an

satellites. Hooke's task was tho Immhler one of arranging as

city surveyor for the building of the houses. He laid out th.' ground
of the several proprietors in tho rebuilding of th« city, and had nR
rest early or late from persons soliciting him to set out their ground
for them at once. Tho fii-st great impetus of change in tho con-
figuration of London was given by the great tire, and Kvclyu records
and regrets that tho town in his time had grown almost as largo

again as it was within his owm memory. Although for several

centuries attempts had been made in favour of building houses with
brick or stone, yet the carpenters continued to be the chief house-
builders. As late as the year 1650 the Carpenters' Company drew

up a memorial in which tliey "gavo their reasons that tymbcr
buildings were more commodious for this citie than brick buildings
were." The Act of Parliament " for n-building tho city of London"
liasscd after the great fire, ^vo the coup dc grace to tho carpenters
as huuse-builders. After setting forth that "building with brick
was not only more cnmidy and durable, but also more safe against
future perils of tire," it «-as enauti-d "that all the outsides of all

buildings in and about tho city should be made of brick or stone,
except doorcases and window fnmcs, and other pai-ts of tho first

story to the from bttween the piei-s," for which substantial oaken
timber might be used " for conveiiiency of shops." A third severe
blow in addition to tho plague and the fira overtook Ixindon in tho
reign of Charles II. Tlic king and his brother had long entertained
designs against tho liberties of the city, and for the purpose of

crushing them two pretexts were set up—(1) that a new rate of
market tolls had been levied by virtue of an act of connnon council,
and (2) that a petition to the king, in which it was alleged that by
the prorogati(m of parliament public justice had been interrupted,
had been printed by order of tho Court of Common Coimcil.
Charles directed a writ quo warranto against the corporation of

London in 1683, and the Court of King's Bench declared its

charter forfeited. Soon afterwards all tho obnoxious aldermen were
displaced and others appointed in their ronm by royal commission.

London in 1720. Reduced Facsimile of Map by J. Senex,

A 1CW lord mayor and recorder and new shcrifTs were appointed in
tnosamomanner. This decision of the Court of King's Bench was
reversed in 1690. In the winter of 1683-84 a fair was held for some
time upon the Thames. Tho frost, which commenced about .seven

weeks before Christmas and continued for six weeks after, was tho
greatest on record ; the ice was 11 inches thick.
The revocation of tho edict of Nantes in October 1685, and tlio

consequent migration of a large number of industrious French Pro-
testants, caused a considerable growth in the east end of London.
The silk manufactories at Spitallields were then cstabli.slied.

During the short reign of James II. the fortunes of the city wore
Jit their lowest, and nowhere w.as tho arrival of tlie prince of Orango
luore welcomed. Ono of the first acts of James was to cause an
indictment for high treason to be prepared against Alderman
Cornish, who had been a zealous supporter of the Exclusion Bill.

Sir John Eyies, who had never been sherifl' nor was even a freeman
of the city, was appointed lord mayor by the king in 1688 in suc-
cession to Sir John Shorter. AVhen James found the danger of his
position, and learned that William had landed, be sent for the
m.ayor and aldermen and informed them of his determination to
restore the city charter and privilege!!.

William III. cared little for London, tho smoke of which gave
him asthma, and when a great part of Whitehall was burnt in

3691 he purchased Nottingham Houso and made it into Kcnsiugtou

Palace. For convenieiico of communication with London he had a

broad road made through Hyde Park, which was lighted by lanterns

at night. Kensington was then an insignificant village, but tho
arrival of tho court soon caused it to grow in importanco.

Although tho spiritual wants of the city were amply provided for

by tlie churches built by Sir Christopher Wren, tho large districts

outside the City and it.s liberties had been greatly neglected. Tho
Act ])asscd in the reign of (Jueen Anne for building fifty new
churches (1710) not only helped to suj'ply this want, but also gave
a special architectural character to the suburbs.

EiGHTF.rxTii Ci'.NTi'KY.—With the accession of George I. a con-

siderable change in the habits of all classes was iutroduced. At
no previous time probably was public taste so low or maniiera
more depraved. These two evils naturally were felt over the whole
kingdom, but nowhere was their baneful influence more apparent
than in the capital. Public buildings of the most tasteless char-

acter were raised, and streets of private houses were built that
were [lositively painful in their ugliness. London thus gi-ew to

be the ugliest of cities, a character which it is only now beginning
to throw off. London had gradually grown up by the side of the

Thames and extended itself along the liver's banks, which were
.skirted by a succession of handsonio p.alaccs. Tlic inhabitants
iinived from place to place in boats, a;id the river was tho chief

highway. lu the 18th cculury this slate of tilings had ceased,

-\"1V. — IC7
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and other parts of the town were more largely hudt upon. The

inhabitants used coaches and chaire more than boats, and the

banks of the river were neglected. London could no longer be seen

as a whole, and it grew into a mere collection of houses In spite

of all this the 18th century produced some of the most devoted ol

Londoners,—men who considered a day lived out of London as one

lost out of their lives. Of this class Dr Johnson and Hogarth are

striking examples. The exhibitions of vice and cruelty that were

constantly to be seen in the capital have been reproduced by

Hogarth, and had they not been sot down by so truthful an

observer it would have been almost impossible to believe that such

enormities could have been committed in the streets of a great city.

A few days after his accession George I. addressed the representatives

of the city in these words—"I have lately been made sensible of

what consequence the city of London is, and therefore shall be sure

to take all their privileges and interests into my particular protec-

tion." On the following lord mayor's day the king witnessed the

show in Cheapside and attended the banquet at Guildhall. Queen

Anno and the first three Georges were all accommodated, on the

occasions of their visits to the City to see the show, at the same

house opposite Bow church. In the time of Queen Anne and

George I. David Barclay (the son of the famous apologist for tlie

Quakers) was an apprentice in the house, but he subsequently

became master, and had the honour of receiving George H. and

George III. as his guests. There was a large balcony extending

along the front of the house which was fitted with a canopy and

hangings of crimson damask silk. The building, then numbered
108 Cheapside, was pulled down in 1861. In September 1720 the

bursting of the South Sea Bubble created the most fearful panic that

London has ever seen. Trade was at a standstill, and many of

the chief merchants, goldsmiths, and bankers stopped payment,

thus causing ruin to numberless families.

Early in the 18th century there was a considerable extension of

bnilding operations in the West End. About the year 1716 the

earl of Burlington commenced building on the Ten Acres Field at

the back of the gardens of Burlington House, and shortly after-

wards the City authorities, who were proprietors of the Condiiit

Mead (containing 27 acres), followed his example. On June
1, 1717, the Weekly Journal announced that "the new buildings
between Bond Street and Maiy-le-Bone go on with all possible

diligence, and the houses even let and sell before they are built."

The parish of St George's, Hanover Square, was constituted in

17?5. In 1715 Cavendish Square and the neighbouring streets

had bsen planned out, but it was several years before the jilan was
completed. The foundation stone of Harcourt House (duke of
Portland's) on the west side of the square, which is now about to

be destroyed, was laid in 1722 ; and the north side, which was
originally intended to be occupied by the mansion of the duke of
Chandos, was still unfinished in 1761. St Peter's chapel in Vere
Street, originally Oxford chapel, was built by Gibbs about 1724.

Still, however, the north of London remained .unbuilt upon,
and the open character of this part is well shown in the map
given above. In 1756 and for some years subsequently the land
behind Montague House (now the British Museum) was occupied
as a farm, and when in that year a proposal was made to plan
out a new road the tenant and the duke of Bedford strongly
opposed it. In 1772 all beyond Portland Chapel in Great Port-
land Street was country. Portman Square was laid out about
1764, but it was nearly twenty years before the whole was finished.
It was built on high ground with an open prospect to the north,
which gave it a name as a peculiarly healthy part of London'
Mrs Montagu called it the Montpellier of England, and said
she "never enjoyed such healtli as since she oarae to live in
it." In a map of London dated 1773 the villages of Hacknev
Stepney, Islington, Hoxton, Pancras, Marylebone, Paddin^toii'
Knightsbridge, and Chelsea are all shown as country outskirts of
the town. Bedford House in Bloomsbury Square had its full
view of Hampstead and Highgate from the back, and Queen's
Square was built open to the north in order that the inhabitants
might obtain the same prospect. Dr Heberden recommended South
Lambeth as a health resort on account of its situation on the banks
of a tidal river with the south-west wind blowing fresh from tiie
country and the north-east softened by blowing ove'r the town.

In 1737 the Fleet ditch between Holborn Bridge and Fleet Bridce
was covered over, and Stocks market was removed from the site of
;he Mansion House to the present Farringdon Street, and calK-d
ileet market. On October 25, 1739, the first stone of the Mansion
House was laid. Previously the first magistrates lived in several
different houses. In 1750 Westminster Bridge was opened for
passengers, and London Bridge ceased to be the only means of cross-
ing the Thames at London. Blackfriars Bridge followed in 1769A frost almost as severe as the memorable one of 1683-84 occurredm the winter of 1739-40, and the Thames was again the scene of abusy fair In 1758 the houses on London Bridge were cleared away
and m 1(60-62 several of the city gates were taken down and sold
Moorgate is said to have fetched £166, Aldersgat^ £91, Aldgateil??'
Cnpplegate £80, and Ludgate £148. The statue of Queen Elizabeth

which stood on the west side of Ludgate was purchased by Alder-

man Gosling and set up against the east end of St Dunstan's church

in Fleet Street, where it still remarus.

The need of improving and opening out many of the streets of
London was felt in the 18th century, but little or nothing w.ns done,

and the work was left to be accomplished in the present century.

John GwjTin, a friend of Dr Johnson, jjaid considerable attention to

this subject, and published in 1766 a- work entitled London and
Westminster Improved, Illustrated by Flans. JIany of the author's

suggestions have not been carried out, although tliej' would often

have been imiirovements upon what has been since attempted.

Of such alterations as have subsequently been executed we may note-

here the widening of Swallow Street, a much-needed improvement,
which was not carried out until the beginning of the present cen-

tury, a square where Trafalgar Square now stands and som»
straight streets on the site of Durham House now the Adelphi, and a.

bridge where Waterloo Bridge was afterwards built.

Eobert Adam and his brothers, Scotsmen who came to London
uuder the protection of the earl of Bute, made a considerable im-
provement in the appearance of certain parts of London during the-

second half of the 18th century by the adoption of a combined
system of architecture, in which several separate houses wera
^grouped together to give the appearance of a continuous building,

'ihe Adelphi and Portland Place still remain good examples of their

system. The brothers Adam were leaders in the revival of taste,

and the interiors of their buildings are executed with much elegant-

detail. We have now come to a period when London outside the
City may be considered as more important in many points than
London within the liberties. " AVhy sir," said Dr Johnson to Bos-
well, "Fleet Street has a very animated appearance, but I tliink tho
tide of human existence is at Charing Cross.' This speech was
made in 1775, and in spite of the vast increase of London in every
direction Charing Cross still retains t^iis pre-eminent position.

The latter years of the 18th century were somewhat troublous
ones for London, but it is only necessary here to barely mention the
divisions between the court and the City relating to the election of
Wilkes, and the Gordon riots of 17S0, when the gates of Newgate
were thrown open, and much property was destroyed by the mob.
Nineteenth Century.—It is impossible to give here anything-

like a full account of tho history of London during tho 19th
century. Since ISOO the City itself has been almost entirely rC'

built, and the suburbs on all sides have been vastly extended.
Eusscll Square -was built about 1804, and the district north of
Bloomsbury was laid out at t)ie same time. Bloomsbury Square
had been built in 1665, and Bedlord Square at the end of tlu IStii

century. Alexander Gibson Hunter, in a letter to Constable the
publisher -nTitten in March 1807, says, " Young Faulder and I

walked over all the duke of Bedford's new feuing grounds, Eussell

Square, Tavistock Place, Brunswick- .Square, &c. The extent of
them, and tho rapidity of the buildings, is beyond all comprehen-
sion. " Bedford and Russell Squares were for some years the favoured
place of residence for the judges. To show how late has been the
growth north of the New Road we may mention that at the-

beginning of the century grapes were ripened by the sun in the-

open air in gardens in Gower Street, and twenty five dozen of neo
tarines were gathered in 1800 from three completely exposed h-ecs

in a garden in Upper Gower Street. Still later tlie richest flavoured

celery was gathered in abundance in the same place. When duel-

ling was in fashion the duellists naturally chose out the most un-
frequented places, and we thus obtain an idea where these places-

weue situated. Chalk Farm for some years rivalled in popularity
Wimbledon Common, where tho duke of York fought Coloncr
Lennox in 1789, Battersca Fields, wlicre the duke of' Wellington
fought the earl of Winchelsca in 1829, and Putney Heatli, whcre-

Pitt met Tierney in 1798, and Castlereagh and Canning fought in

1809. As late as 1843 a dnel was fought at Chalk Farm between
Lieutenant Monro and Colonel Fawcett, when the latter was killed.

In' 1806 London saw the public funerals of three of Eugland's-
greatest men. On the 8th February the body of Nelson was borne
with great pomp from the Admiralty to St Paul's Cathedral, where
it was interred in the presence of the prince of Wales and the royal
dukes. Pitt was buried on 22d February, and Fox on the lOtli

October, both in Westminster Abbey.
The first exhibition of Winsor's system of lightingthe streets with

gas. took place on the king's birthday (June 4) 1807, and was made in
arowoflamps in front of the colonnade before Carlton House. Fins-
bury Square was the first public place in which gas lighting was
actually adopted, and Grosvenor Square thdast. On October 11,
1811, the first stone of Waterloo Bridge was laid, and on Juiu-
18; 1817, it w.as publicly opened. Southwark Bridge was openeil
in April 1819, and new London Bridge, the first stone of which
had been laid on June 15, 1825, on August 1, 1831. AVest-
minster and Bkickfriars Bridges have been rebuilt within tlie

last few years, and thus not one of the London bridges dates back
farther than tlie present century. One of tho greatest improve-
ments in the West End was the IVn mation of Regent Street, intended
as a communication between Carlton House and the Regent's P&rk,
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which had been planned in 1812. An Act of Parliament was
obtained in 1813 for the purpose of carrying out Nash's design.

In the winter of 1813-14 the Thames was again frozen over.

The frost commenced on the evening of December 27, 1813, with

a thick fog. After it had lasted lor a month, a thaw of four

days, from the 2Cth to the 29th of .lonuary, took place, hut this

thaw was succeeded by a renewal of the frost, so severe that the

river soon became one immovable slicet of ice. There was a street

of tents c.nlled the City Road, which was daily thronged with
visitors. The fashionable Belgravia was built about 1825, over the

squalid Five Fields, long known as a dangerous district. Belgrave

Square was commenced in 1S25, and Eaton Square was set out in

1S27, but not wholly completed until 1853. It was about 1829,

soon after Carlton House was pulled down, th?.t the Hue of palatial

club-houses in Pall Mall was commenced. In 1827 the Turnpike
Act came into operation, and twenty-seven turnpikes were removed
in one day. In 1S3S the second Royal E.\chango was destroyed

by fire ; and on October 28, 1844, the Queen opened the new Eoyal
Exchange, which was built by Mr (aftcrwanl.s Sir W'illi.nm) Tite.

On April 27, 1840, tlie first stone of the new Houses of Parliament

to be erected by Cliarles Parry was laid on the site of the old build-

ings which had been burnt in October 1834. An Act of Parliament
was passed in 1847 for the purpose of widening and lengthening

Cannon Street, and subsequently the street was extended to

St Paul's Churchyard. In 1848 London was in danger from
the threatened attack of the Chartists, and defensive preparations

were extensively arranged. On the 10th of Api'il, the mob having
met on Keunington Common, was i>ievenled from rctuniing to

London over the bridges, and no more was heard of any rising. The
Great Exhibition of 1851 brought a larger number of vi'iitors to

London than had ever been in it before at one time. In 1852 the

duke of Wellington's lying in state at Cliclsea Hospital, and his

public funeral at St iPa\d's, were two of the grandest London
sights of the present century. On the occasion of the marriage
of the Prince of AValcs, the streets of London were illuininoted

as they never had been before. In 18G4 Quuen Victoria Street,

a new thoroughfare from Blaclcfriars Bridge to the Mansion House,
was begun, and in 1870 the "northern shore of the river was
embanked. The erection of the Thames Embankment, which was
carried out at great expense, has shomi itself to be the greatest

improvement ever made in London. The river, which had been too

long neglected, was again raised to its natural position as the chief

ornament of London as well as the cause of its prosjierity.

Perliaps the most distinguishing characteristic of London life in

the latter half of the 19th cenhiiy is the rush of Londoners which
takes place each day after business hours from the centre of the

town to the outskirts. This daily exodus has been chiefly caused
by the facilities offered by the various railway companies. The first

emigration of the London merchants westward was about the middle
of last century, but only those who had already secured large for-

tunes and possessed the highest reputations ventured as far as

Hatton Garden. At the beginning of the present century it had
become common for the tradesmen of the City to live away from
their businesses, but it was only about thirty years ago tliat it

became at all usual for those in the 'West End to do the same.

One point worthy of special mention in connexion with the
modern growth of London is the larger use of stone in building than
at any previous period. The reason of this is that the increase in

the value of land has made it worth the builder's while to spend
more money on the building he raises. We might parody the

remark on Augustus's influence in Eome and say—the 19th century
found London brick and will leave it stone.

Literature.—The books written upon London are so numerous that they would
form a library by tbemsclves ; it is iJnpossiblc licre to do more than indicate some

of the most important. The earliest description of London Is that written by Fllz-
Stephen, in the reign of Hcniy II., but first printed with Stow's Surtey in 1598.
Arnold's Chronicle^ or the Customs o/ London, was first published in 1502. The
first history was A Survet/ 0/ London, by John Stow, 1698, 1603. The author died
in inoo, and his woik was continued by Anthony Slunday and othci-s (1618, 1633),
and in the next century by J. Stiype (1720. 2 vols. fol. ; 1754-55. 2 vols. fol.).
This last edition remains the standard history, and the remarks of Stiype are very
often quoted as those of Stow. E. Hatton's Ifew Vita o/ London (1708) is very
useful on account of its alphabetical list of streets, kc. Mailland's History of
London was first published In 1 vol. folio iu 1739, and was republished in
17iG, 17C0. 1769, and 1775—each edition in 2 vols, folio, the last being edited by
the Rev. J. Entick. Einick liad himself published pvevinusly A History and Sur-
vey of London, ,tc., 1766. A New and Complete History and Survey of the Cities
0/ London and Westminster, ic., by a society of gentlemen, revised by H.
Chambeilain, appeared in 1770, and again, revised by W. Thornton, &c.. in 1784;
A iVew Hiftory of London, by J. Noorthouck, in 1773 ; and A jVew and Universal
History, ttc, of London and Westminster, &c., ill 1775. fol. The first edition of
Pennant's London, the most popular book ever wiiiten upon the subject, appeared
In 1790. It has been frequently reprinted, and an index to the 4tti edition was
compiled by T. Powncs, and published in 1814. A Gei-man translation was pub-
lished at Nuremberg in 1791. Antiquities of London and its Environs, by John
T. Smith, apiieared in 1791-1800. Smith also published Antiquities of the City
of Westminster, 1807. new edition, 1S37, 4to; Ancient Topography of London,
1815; Vagabondiana, XSXh-'il ; Cries of London, 1859', anil Antiquarian Rambles
in the Streets of London, edited byC. Mackay, 184G. Other works are J. P.
Malcolm's londinium Rediricum, or an Ancietit Historu and Modem Descrip-
tion of London, 1803-7 ; Anecdotes of the Manners and Customs of London during
the ]K(A Cen(>ii-i/, 1SU8, ISJOj and Anecdotes from the Roman Invasion to 1700,
ISll ; David Hughson's [E. Pugli's] London, 1806-9, and Walks through London,
3817; B. Lambert's History and Survey of Loudon, 1806; Microcosm of London.
1S08-9; H, Hunter's History of London. I8I1, 4to; Beauties of England and
Wales, 1814-16. vol. x., "London and Middlesex"; R. Wilkinson's Londina
JItnstrata, 1819; Thomas Allen's History and Antiquities of London, West-
minster, and Southxrark, 1827-29, a most valuable work, with much informa-
tion not to be found elsewhere: and E. W. Brayley's Londiniana, 1829. London
(edited by Cliarlcs Kniglit, 1841-44; revised by E. 'Walford, 1875-77) contains
articles of considerable Interest, but these arc badly arranged, and the whole work
is incomplete. Leigh Hunt's The Town (1848 ; new ed., 1859) is an Interesting
work, but without original research. A Handbook for London (by Peter
Cunningii.nm. 1849 ; new ed., 1850) is an indispensable work of the highest value ;

a new edition has been promised by Mr Mun'ay for many years. The various
works on London by J. H. Jesse and John Timbs are interesting, but wanting in
accuracy. The Curiosities of London by the latter is of value. Cassell's Old and
New London (1873-78, in C vols. 8vo; vols, i.-ii. by Walter Thombury. vols, iil.-vi.

by E. Walford) is of special valne on account of the illustrations, many of them
copied fniin Mr dace's collection. Dickens's Dictionary of London is a useful
handbook for London as it is. Besides these general works there are several
Chronicles of London at various periods, some of which have been published by
the Camden Society. The Transactions of the London and Middlesex Archseo-
logical Society contain papers on various places in London. Kewcourt'a Reper-
torium Ecclesiasticum Parochiale Londinense (1708-10) still contains the twst
liistory of the parishes of London. On Roman i-emains the chief works are An
Accouid of some Roman Urns digged up near Bishoptgate, by J. Woodward, 1713;
and Illustrations of Roman London, by C. Roach Smith, 1859.

Tlie best books on the enrirons as a whole are D. Lysons's Environs of London,
1792-96 ; Parishes in Middlesex not included in the Environs, 1800 ; James Thome's
Handbook to the En virons ofLondon, 1 876 ; and W. Hewitt's The Northern Heights
of London, 1869.

The titles of the leading works on special subjects are subjoined underthe seve-
ral heads :—Charities.—A. Highmore, Pietas Londinensis—History of Public
CItarities in London, 1814 ; and_Herbert Fry, Royal Guide to the London Charities

. (annual). Codrches.—The Churches of London, by George Godwin, assisted by
J. Britton, 1839 ; and Guide to the Churches of London and its Suburbs, by Charles
Mackeson (annual). Climate.—Luke Howard. The Climate of London, 1818-20-
2d ed., 1833. CoMrANir.s.—William Herbert, History of the Ticelve Great Livery
Companies of London, 1837. Separate histories have been also written of the fol-
lowing companies :—Artillery (Highmore, 1804; Raikes. 1878) ; Carpenters' (Jupp,
1848); Coopers' (Firth, 1848) ; Founders' (Williams, 1867); Grocera' (J. B. Heath
1829, 1854); Ironmongers' (Nicholl, 1866); Leathersellcrs' (Black, 1871); 5Ier-
chant Taylors' (Clode,. 1875). IXKS OF Court.—William Herbert. Antiquities oj
the Inns of Court and Chancery, 1804. Monicipalitt.—J. F. B. Firth, Municipal
London, 1876, 8vo. Parks.—Jacob Larwood, The Story of the London Parks, 1872.
Police.—Patrick Colquhoun. Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis, 1796 ; 8th
ed., 1806. Poor.—H. Mayhew, London Labour and the London Poor, 1851

;

Greenwood, T7ie Wilds of London, 1874. Popclation.—Graunt's Observations
on the Bills of Mortality, 1876. Prisons.—Hepworth Dixon, London Prisons,
1851. Theatres.—E. W. Brayley, Historical and Descriptive Accounts of the

Theatres of Loudon, 1826. Water.—W. Matthews, Historical Account of the

Watertcorks of London, 1835 ; J. Prestwich, Geological Inquiry respecting (, i

Water-bearing Strata of the Country round London, 1851.

There is no complete catalogue of books relating to London, but useful lists will

be found in Anderson's Book of British Topography, 1881, and in Lowndes :

Bibliographei's Manual, 1860. (H, B. W.)

LONDON", a city and port of entry in the Dominion of

Canada, the chief town of the county of Middlesex, Ontario,

and the see both of a Roman Catholic bishop and of the

Anglican bishop of Huron, lies 25 miles north of Lake
Erie and 32 miles south-east of Lake Huron, in the midst
of a fine agricultural country in the angle made by the

confluence of the two branches of the Thames. It is

a station on the main line of the Great Western Ttailway,

and the terminus of a branch of the Grand Trunlc Railway
from St Mary's, a line from Port Stanley on Lake Erie,

and the London, Huron, and Bruce Railway. The local

nomenclature of London is in great measure a reproduction

of that of the great city whose name it has ambitiously

borrowed : the Thames is again spanned by a Westminster

and a Blackfriars Bridge, and it has a Hyde Park, a

Covent Garden J\Iarket, a Crystal Palace, a Tower of

London (its jail and court-house), a St Paul's Cathedral,

with Pall Mall, Piccadilly, Cheapside, &c. Among the

more important buildings are the city-hall, the court-houses,

the city hospital, the lunatic asylum, the orphan asylum,

the Roman Catholic convent. The educational institutions

include the Collegiate Institute, Hellmuth Ladies' College,

the Academy of the Sacred Heart, and the newly-founded

Western University. The chief industry is cil-refihing

—

the crude oil being brought from Enniskillen wells, a

distance of 40 miles. There are also railway-car works,

boiler and stove and other iron works, and chemical works

;

and furniture, farming implements, carriages, and waggons

are manufactured on an extensive scale. The value of the

imports has increased from £176,400 in 1861 to £522,391
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io 1881 ; and tbe value of the exports from £76,000 to

£li31,141. Three daily and five weekly newspapers and

three monthly periodicals issue from the local press. The

city is divided into seven wards, and is governed by a mayor

and aldermen. First laid out in 1825-6, it returned a

member in 1836, and was incorporated in 1810. The

population was 15,826 in 1871, and 19,746 in 1881;

but the East, West, and South London suburbs—really

part of the city, though not yet included within the

municipal boundaries—have a population of upwards of

10,000.

LONDONDERRY, a maritime county in the province

cf Ulster, Ireland, is bounded on the N. by the Atlantic,

ou the W. by Lough Foyle and Donegal, on the E. by

Antrim and Lough Neagh, and on the S. by Tyrone. It

has an irregular oval form, its greatest length being about

50 miles, and it greatest breadth about 40. The area

comprises 613,388 acres, or about 802 square miles. The

county consists chiefly of river valleys surrounded by

elevated table-lands rising occasionally into mountains,

while on the borders of the sea-coast the surface is generally

level The principal river is the Roe, which flows north-

wards from the borders of Tyrone into Lough Foyle

below Newtown-Limavady, and divides the county into

two unequal parts. Further west the Faughan also falls

into Lough Foyle, and the river Foyle passes through a

small portion of the country near its north-western

boundary. In the south-east the Moyola falls into Lough
Neagh, -and the Lower Bann from Lough Neagh forms for

some distance its eastern boundary with Antrim. The
only lake in the county is Lough Finn on the borders of

Tyrone, but Lough Neagh, -which is included in Antrim,

forms for about miles its south-eastern boundary. The
valley -af the Roe is a line of division between two entirely

different geological structures. To the east there is a

basaltic tract in all respects similar to that in Antrim,

except that on the Londonderry side of the Bann the dip of

the strata is reversed and lies north-east. At Benyevenagh,

which has an elevation of 1262 feet, the basalt reaches a

thickness of 900 feet. It is succeeded by chalk lias,

limestone, and red sandstone, the whole resting on primitive

rock. The remainder of the county consists chiefly of

mica-slat& and primitive limestone, and includes tlie

mountain of Sawel, with an elevation of 2236 feet, as well

as other eminences approaching 2000 feet in height.

Hornblende and granite frequently emerge above the slate,

and limestone is not uncommon. Sandstone crops to the

surface throughout nearly the whole of the valley of the

Koe. Fine rock crystals are found in Finglen, near Dun-
given, and in several other districts. Iron was at one
time worked at Slieve Gullion, and is obtained in abund-
ance in the bogs. There are a few unimportant veins of

copper and lead.

Agricidlw-e.—The excessive rainfall and the cold and
uncertain clinwte are unfavourable for agricultural opera-
tions, and except in the vaUeys the soil is unsuitable for

tillage. In the. basalt region large tracts are partially

submerged, and the hard and firm portions consist chiefly

of rock. Along the sea-coast there is an extensive district

of red clay formed by the decomposition of sandstone, and
near the mouth of the Roe there is an extensive tract of a
marly nature. Along the valleys the soil is often very
fertile, and the elevated districts of the clay-slate region
afiford rich pasture for sheep.

In 1880 181,239 acres were under tillage, 206,044 were pasture,
6305 plantation, and 120,451 waste. The total number of holdings
in the same year waa 17,351, of wliich 1377,were under 1 acre.
More than half of the total number were included in those between
6 and 15 acres and those between 15 and 30 acres, which numbered
54o7 and 4848 respectively. The following table shows the area
under the piincipal crojia in 1855 and 1881 :
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Manus. Thorc are a large iiumbor of artiCcial caves. The most

ancient castla of Irish origin is that of Carrickrcagh ; and of the

c.istles erected by the English tliose of Dungiven, Salterstown,

/xnd JlulTare stillin good preservation. The old abbey of Dungiven,

founded in 1109, and standing on a rock about 200 feet above tho

river Roe, is a very picturcsixue ruin.

Londonderry, or Derry, a county of a city, parlia-

mentary borough, and the chief town of the county of

Londonderry, is situated on an eminence rising abruptly

from the west side of the river Foyle to the height of

about 120 feet, 4 miles from the junction of the river with

Lough Foyle, and 80 miles north-north-west of Belfast. It

is still surrounded by an ancient rampart about a mile in

circumference and having seven gates, but the buildings

now extend considerably beyond this boundary. The sum-

mit of the hill, which is at the centre of the town, is occupied

by a quadrangular area from which the main streets, which

for the most part are spacious, diverge at right angles.

Some of the original houses with high pyramidal gables

remain, but they have been much modernized. The river

is crossed by an iron bridge 1200 feet in length. The
cathedral in the Later English style, and consisting of

nave and aisles separated by pointed arches, with tower

and spire at the west end, was completed in 1633 at a

cost of .£-tOOO, contributed by the city of London. The
building is 240 feet in length with a breadth of 62 feet,

and the height of the tower and spire is 228 feet. The
spire was added in 1788, when the old tower was raised

21 feet, and in 1S02 the spire was rebuilt. The bishop's

palace, erected in 1716, occupies the site of the abbey
founded by Columba. The abbot of this monastery, on

being made bishop, erected in 1164 Temple More or the
" Great Church," one of the finest buildings iu Ireland

previous to the Anglo-Norman invasion. The original

abbey church was called the " Black Church," but both it

and the "Great Church" were demolished in 1600, and
their materials used in fortifying the city. There is a large

Roman Catholic cathedral The court-honso was completed

in 1824 at a cost of about £34,000. For the free

grammar school, founded in 1617, a new building was
erected in 1814 at a cost of over £14,000. There are a

number of charitable foundations. The staple manufac-

ture of the town is linen, and there are also shipbuilding

yards, -iron foundries, saw-mills, manure-works, distilleries,

breweries, and flour-mills. The salmon fishery on the Foyle

is also very valuable. The river affords facilities for a

secure and commodious harbour, its greatest depth being

33 feet, with a depth of 12 feet at low water. The port

has a considerable coasting trade with Great Britain,

exporting agricultural produce and provisions. For the

last five years its imports have averaged over £600,000
(chiefly grain and provisions), and its exports, which vary

very greatly, over £10,000. In 1880 the number of vessels

that entered the port was 1569, with a total tonnage of

335,544, the number that cleared 1452, with a tonnage

jf 326,178. Londonderry returns one member to parlia-

ment. The population of the city, which in 1857 was

19,399, had increased in 1871 to 25,242, and in 1^81 to

28,947.

Derry, the original name of Londonderry, is derived from Scire,

tlie "place of oaks." It owes its origin to the monastery founded
by Columba in 646. From the 9th to the llth century the town
was frequently in the possession of the Danes, and was often bunied
and devastated, but they were finally driven from it by Murtagh
O'Brien about the beginning of the 12th century. In 1311 it was
granted by Edward II. to Richard de Bnrgo. After the Irish

Society of London obtained possession of it, it was in 1613 incor-

porated under the name of Londondeny. Tlie fortifications, which
were begun in 1600, were completed in 1618 at a cost of nearly

£9000. Its charter was confirmed in 1662 by Charles II. From
April 18, 1690, the Protestants of the north defended themselves
ftithin its walls against James II. until the siege was raised in the

following August. Sec the Uistory by Hcmptou (1861).

LONDONDERRY, Robert Stewart, second Marquis
OF (1769-1822), better known by his courtesy title of

Viscount Castlereagh, which ho held until the last year
of his life, the statesman who brought about the union
with Ireland, who was foreign minister for ten eventful

years, who represented England at the congress of Vienna,

and who was the recognized leader of the aristocratic and
reactionary party which owed its being to the excesses of

the French Revolution, was born on June 18, 1769, and
was thus one year older than his great rival George
Canning. His father, Robert Stewart of Ballylawn ia

the county of Londonderry, and Mount Stewart in Down,
had represented the latter county in two Irish parliaments;

and his marriage with Lady Sarah Seymour Conway,
daughter of the earl of Hertford, in 1766, had brought

him into connexion with many of the great Whig families

of England, as did also his second marriage with the eldest

daughter of Lord Camden. His elder son, the future

minister, was educated at a school in Armagh, and pro-

ceeded in 178G to St John's College, Cambridge. He
spent only a single year at the English university, and
was on his grand tour through Europe when he was sum-

moned home by his father, who had just been created Lord

Londonderry in the peerage of Ireland, to stand for the

county of Down as the candidate of the smaller landholders

against the influence of the marquis of Downshire. The
election cost the new Lord Londonderry £60,000, a sum
which crippled him for his whole life. But he was success-

ful, and the young Stewart entered the Irish parliament as

one of the few really independent members who sat there,

bound by no ties to a great lord, but the representative

of three thousand freeholders of the richest county of the

most educated province of Ireland. He joined the opposi-

tion, like his father before him, and eagerly pressed for

the extension of the franchise to the Roman Catholics, even

going so far, said his enemies later, as to become a con-

tributor to the Northern Star of Belfast, the organ of the

seditious party in Ulster ; but the great events of the

French Revolution soon showed their influence on his

opinions, as on those of most landed proprietors. His

thoughts on politics already clearly pointed towards the

necessity of a union between England and Ireland, a

necessity by this time obvious to all political thinkers and

practical politicians. But for the time he held firmly to

the popular side, voting for the removal of Catholic dis-

abilities, and the right of Irishmen to trade with India,

At last, however. Lord Camden came over to Ireland, in

March 1795, as lord-lieutenant, with Mr Pelham as his

secretary, on a mission to tell the Catholics and reformers

that they must expect no further relief and no further

reform. He took much notice of his sister's step-son,

young Robert Stewart, who was quite willing to be won
over from the opposition, and who had in the previous

year married Lady Emily Hobart, daughter of the late

earl of Buckinghamshire, and near relative of many
great political personages. Lord Camden used his influ-

ence to obtain for his brother-in-law a viscountcy as

Viscount Castlereagh in October 1795, and in the follow-

ing August an earldom as earl of Londonderry. In that

same August 1796 he made Robert Stewart, who by his

father's promotion had become Viscount Castlereagh, keeper

of his signet, an honorary post which merely marked his

accession to the Government, and in February 1797 acting

secretary in the place of Mr Pelham. Taking office at a

time when everything was at the height of confusion,

liOrd Castlereagh soon began to show his splendid ad-

ministrative genius, which, indeed, consisted in his "infinite

capacity for taking pains" and careful mastery of details.

During the rebellion of 1798, when Lord Camden resigned

in panic, Castlereagh showed all the qualities of a splendid
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minister of poUce, and heartily co-operated with tlia wise

measures of Lord Cornwallis, by wliich tlie rebellion was

soon brought to an end. He was equally useful to Corn-

wallis in the second part of his mission to Ireland, namely,

the union with England. The measure was to be earned ;

the means wsre bribery whether in honours or m money.

The details of the passage of the measure through the

House can be studied in the coirespondences of Corn-

wallis and Castlereagh, in which appear clearly the utter

discust of CornwaUis at the work he was doing and the

country he was in, and Castlereagh's pride in his success-

fd manipulation of men. The Union carried (1800),

then came the fulfilment of promises made to secure

support or disarm opposition, and first in importance

those to the Catholics. It was thoroughly understood

between Pitt, Cornwallis, and Castlereagh that full rights of

citizenship were to be given to tlie Catholics as a reward

for the loyal behaviour of the greater men during the

rebellion, and to induce them not to oppose the Union.

But the promise was not fulfilled. Pitt had indeed pro-

mised to carry the measure; but the king's conscience

was worked upon by Lord Loughborough, and to Pitt's

surprise and disgust his resignation was accepted, aud_ im-

mediately followed by that of the ables half of the cabinet),

and necessarily of Cornwallis and Castlereagh. With hi?

resignation ends the first epoch of Castlereagh's political

life.° On very many occasions in his correspondence Corn-

wallis mentions hiiu with warm praise of his "talents,

temper, and judgment," and only qualifies his opinion in

one place, when he says, on July 3, 1 800, that " Littlehales

very much surpasses Lord Castlereagh in the private

management of mankind from his good humour and kind

attention to everybody." Here Cornwallis touches the

greatest political fault of Castlereagh, which destroyed

liis popularity and mined his reputation—his want of

.sympathy for human weaknessei".

Castlereagh was sworn of the English privy council in

December 1799, and returned to the first united parliament

for the county of Down. He had no intention of per-

manently losing ofiice by his advocacy of the Catholic

claims, and therefore, instead of going into violent opposi-

tion like Canning and others of the late administration,

he supported the weak Addington ministry,' and in June

1802 was appointed president of the Board of Control.

On Pitt's return to power in December 1804 he kept

Castlereagh in ofBce, and in 1805 made him secretary of

state for war and the colonies, as well as president of the

Board of Control. For the six months he held the war
office he was Pitt's right hand in administration, as Canning
was in debate. He now prepared a great expedition of

thirty thousand men, who were to land in Hanover and
make a diversion in northern Germany in favour of the

Eussians and Austrians. The expedition was too late to

be of any use, but it deserves notice as ilhistrating

Castlereagh's favourite idea that England should carry on
"grande guerre," which was to appear to a greater extent
later. His present tenure of office was but ."short, for Pitt's

Government resigned on his death in January 1806.
When Pitt died, Castlereagh was prime mover in the

attempt to make Lord Hawkesbury premier, and when
that failed, sooner than give up all hope of place, he
declared that he and his friends " looked to " Lord
Grenville. Grenville, however, formed his ministry of
"all the talents" out of the sections which followed Fox,
Windham, and Sidmouth. The opposition was led in the
House of Commons by Castlereagh and Canning. Xow
oegan the close association of these two celebrated men,
jach of whom hoped to lead the Tory party, and who did
(0 in turn, both Irishmen from the same county of

t.ondonderry, both in the prime of life, nnd distinguished

the one for his surpassing eloquence, the other for his

administrative powers. Each rival despised the other:

Castlereagh, conscious of his high birth and noble con-

nexions, looked down on the son of the actress ; Canning,

conscious on his side of his great talents. for debate, looked

down on the clumsy debater and laborious parliamentary

tactician, v.'ho looked to governing the country rather by

a careful manipulation of boroughs and patronage than by

eloquence and statesmanship. Castlereagh again, proud

of his position as an ex-cabinet minister, pretended to lead

Canning, who had held but inferior posts ; while Canning,

in his ardent devotion to the memory of Pitt, sneered at

the mau who hod taken a seat in Addington's cabinet.

This rivalry was increased almost to personal dislike by

the marriage of Castlereagh's sister to the son and heir of

that uncle of Canning's, Paul, in whose favour his own
father had been disinherited, and who some years later

was made Lord Garvagh, The rivals were not long in

opposition, the new niinistry resigning in 1807. The
duke of Portland formed a new administration on strictly

anti-Catholic uriuciples, in which Castlereagh and Canning,

both advocates of the Catholic claims, were secretaries

of state, the former for war and the colonies, the latter

for foreign afl'airs. During the two years they remained

in oflice together each chafed at the other. The chief

events connected with the war office during this tenure

of oftice were the expeditions to Copenhagen, the Penin-

sula, and Walcheren. Of the Copenhagen expedition

the chief credit or discredit must rest with Canning, but

the merits of its execution rest entirely with Lord

Castlereagh, who showed himself a war minister far

superior to Dundas and Windham, and despatched in

perfect secrecy a large military and naval expedition, which

was swiftly and entirely successful. On the subject of the

Portuguese expedition and the assistance to be afforded to

the Spanish insurgents, the two secretaries were of different

opinions. Canning sent the >Spaniards officers, money,

and arms in profusion, but was reluctant to send a great

army, while Castlereagh planned the Portuguese expedition,

chose Sir A. Wellesley to command it, and deserves the

credit of Vimiera. Napier in his Peninsular War proves

how wrong Canning was, how impossible it was to organize

out of the Spaniards a force able to resist Napoleon, and
how right Castlereagh was in believing in the efficacy of

a British army. The Walcheren expedition went far

utterly to ruin Castlereagh's reputation, and completed

the difference between Canning and himself. Yet the

Conception was good. Castlereagh prepared the expedi-

tion with skill and secrecy, though with slight regard for

men's lives, as appeared ia his choice of the unhealthy

islaud of Walcheren for debarkation, in his refusal to send

enough doctors or hospital ships, and in his appointment

of Lord Chatham to command in chief. In this appoint-

ment of Chatham appears the radical vice of his war
administration : he looked before giving a command on

active service to parliamentary influence, not tried ability.

The failure of the expedition brought about a crisis in the

cabinet. In April 1809 Canning had sent in his resigna-

tion to the duke of Portland, declaring that he could no

longer serve with Castlereagh, but the matter was put off

from time to time, and at length Canning consented to

wait till the Walcheren expedition was over. In September

he insisted once for all that something must be done, and

then for the first time Castlereagh heard that his dismissal

had been determined on for some months. He was

naturally indignant, and, being unable to challenge Lord

Camden, his benefactor, who had really behaved worst to

him, or the old dnke of Portland, he challenged Canning,

who had throughout protested against the manner in which

Castlereagh had been treated. On September 21 they met
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on Pntney Heath, when Canning was slightly wounded
in the thigh, and Castlereagh had a button shot off his

coat. After this duel both resigned, and remained out of

oflBce two years, but Castlereagh did not intend to remain

so, and through the influence of his aunt, old Lady Hertford,

with the prince regent he was, after the refusal of Canning,

offered the secretaryship of state for foreign affairs in

March 1812 in the room of Lord WeUesley. On Perceval's

assassination in May 1812, the leadership of the House of

Commons was given to Castlereagh The first ten years

of Lord Liverpool's administration were the palmy days

of the Tory aristocracy, and during them Lord Castlereagh

was the guiding spirit of foreign policy in the cabinet, and

the faithful interpreter of Lord Sidmouth's home policy

in the House of Commons. Once in power, he perceived

that Napoleon must be beaten in Germany, and that,

though Lord Wellington's army in Spain must be supported

to maintain the credit of English soldiers, and occupy as

many French troops as possible, tlie important point was

for the Russian and Prussian monarchs to be joined by the

Austrian emperor, and follow up tlie blow ^Napoleon had
dealt himself in his invasion of Russia. To bring Austria

into the field, manage the crown prince of Sweden, maintain

the alliance of the great powers and the harmonious work-

ing of their armies and policies, Castlereagh gave the

English ambassadors at the courts of Austria, Russia, and
Prussia, full powers to correspond with each other, and
follow the allied forces. The ability witL which these

instructions were carried out is to be read in the history of

the whole campaign of 1813, and of the congresses of

Mannheim and Frankfort. When the allies entered France,

Castlereagh himself left England to attend the congress of

Chatillon. He remained with armies of the allies, entered

Paris with them, and signed the preliminaries of peace.

Great was the applause he received on his return from the

people, and above all in the House of Commons. The
prince regent made him a Knight of ths Garter, an honour
which had only been conferred on two commoners, Sir R.

Walpole and Lord North, for tlie last two hundred years,

and when the allied sovereigns visited London they treated

him with marked favour, so that it was no wonder, when
he started to take his seat as British plenipotentiary at

the congress of Vienna, he believed himself to be a great

diplomatist. That he was mistaken in this was conclu-

sively proved by that congress where, as Von Gentz said,

England could have done anything, and did nothing.

Throughout he supported Metternich, partly because

Metternich's nature had mastered him, but more because

hb had imbibed a blind distrust of Russia. When the

return of Napoleon from Elba put an end to the quarrels

which were nearly ending in a general war between Prussia

and Russia on the one side and England, France, and
Austria on the other, and united all parties against him,

Castlereagh returned to England, and expressed his

confidence in a speedy termination of the new struggle,

which indeed was closed at Waterloo. He signed the

second peace of Paris on behalf of England, and on his

return his father was created marquis of Londonderry.

From this time his career can be sketched very shortly.

At home the grand harvest of 1815 was followed by very

bad ones, and great discontent existed both among the

agricultural and manufacturing classes. ,The Government
pursued the same tactics which had in 1793 united nearly

all the upper classes in a fever of reaction ; they established

a secret committee which declared the existence of a wide-

spread conspiracy, and it was often their spies who threw

into the meetings of the discontented sufScient politics

to make them look like conspiracies. The bad feeling

easting came to a climax with the Peterloo massacre, and
Lord Sidmouth introduced his Six Acts to check a network

of conspiracies wnich mostly did not exist. Castlereagh
had to introduce the Six Acts in the House of Commons,
and as usual spoke of the people with the air of hauteur
and contempt which made him so particularly obnoxious
to them. His foreign policy during these years was chiefly

inspired by a real desire to maintain the peace of Europe,
which he believed was only to be preserved by the harmony
of all the monarchs and their foreign ministers, and to

preserve this harmony he was so loth to diS"er from them
on any subject that it was commonly believed among the

people that he had signed the Holy Alliance. At the

congress of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818 it was for this reason

that he recommended that France should be freed from
the army of occupation. The death of George IIL in

January 1820 made no difi'erence to Castlereagh, who
was greatly in the favour of the new king, and who had
no difficulty in supporting the Bill of Pains and Penalties

against the queen. Scarcely was the excitement of the

queen's trial and the king's coronation over, when Lord
Londonderry, fur he had succeeded to that title in this

very year, accompanied the king to Hanover in October

1821 to discuss the revolutions in Greece aud Spain with

Metternich. The interviews which then took place are

I

fully described in Jletternich's Autobiography (vol. iii. pp.

552-5G0), and exhibit clearly the paramount influence of

I

iletternich over Lord Londonderry, whom he persuaded

to take part in a congress at Verona in the following

I year. While he was making preparations to start, he

I became possessed by many strange delusions, which clearly

I indicated that his mind was unhinged by over work, as it

had been once before after the passing of the Union with

Ireland. This soon became obvious to every one ; the

king noticed it ; and the duke of Wellington sent a

physician down to Foots Cray to see him. The doctor

found him suffering from melancholia, and ordered his

razors to be taken away, but in spite of all precautions

he procured a penknife and committed suicide on August

12, 1822. His body was conveyed to London to be buried

in Westtninster Abbey, and just as it was being lowered

into the grave a cry of exultant hatred arose from that

rabble he had so despised.

Castlereagh's character illustrates me strange difi'erence

which in corrupt times can exist between public and private

morality. In private life he was a strictly honourable and

affectionate man ; he was a good husband, a good son, a

good brother, and a good master ; but even in his private

relations that want of warmth which made Cornwallis

declare he was utterly unlike an Irishman, and Wilberforce

liken him to a fish, seems to have existed, and seems to

have been part of his temperament. In public life he

played quite a difi'erent part, and, though he had one or

two firm political principles, as appears in his steady

advocacy of Catholic emancipation, he seems as- a rule to

have regarded politics as a game, in which all means were

fair to win, and very extraordinary some of his means

appear to be. Though a very bad and confused speaker,

he was very successful as a parliamentary leader, from the

care with which he used his patronage, and the amount

of votes he won by it. While not a great diplomatist,

as the mastery Metternich obtained over him clearly

proved, as an administrator he deserves the highest praise,

steadily punctual to his work, never allowing arrears to

accumulate, and never neglecting a detail; but his parlia-

mentary necessities stood in his way : every appointment

was given from a party point of view, and if, as in the

case of Sir A. Wellesley, chance sometimes led him right,

jobbing more often led him wrong. But the chief interest

which centres in Lord Londonderry is that he was the last

leader of an extinct class. The old aristocrats who lived

by politics, and thought all means fair in politics, are gone
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for ever, and witli Londonderry's death the unnatural

tension of the reaction from the excesses of the French

Revolution ceased, and modern Conservatism, containing

indeed many prejudices and an exaggerated admiration for

what is fixed, came into being with its real sympathy for

all mankind, which the old Tories, and more especially

Lord Londonderry, would have despised.

The best materials for studying Londonderry's life and opinions

are his Despatches edited by his brother, the third marquis, in 12

volumes. They are, however, very incomplete from the loss of the

most valuable at sea in the wreck of the ship which was taking Mr
Turner, Lord Londonderry's chosen biographer, to India. The

Comwallis Corrcspondcme for his Irish work, and the supplemen-

Ury Wellinglon Despalches should also be used. Alison's Lives of

Lord Castlereagh and Sir Charles Stewart are interesting reading,

but abound with that celebrated author's usual faults, and should

be corrected by Walpole's History of England, from 1815. Of con-

temporary diaries, Rose's, Lord Colchester's, Romilly's, and Wilber-

force's,withPellew'sii/i! of Lord Sidmouth, should be consulted, and

Mettemich's Aulohiography for the later foreign policy. Mr Thorn-

ton has a short biography in his Lives of the Foreign Secretariesfrom
1800, which is chiefly valuable from bis access to the unpublished

memoranda of Lord Bexley, who as Mr Vansittart was chancellor of

the exchequer, and helped to lead the Commons from 1812 to

1822. (H. M. S.)

LONG, George, an English scholar (1800-1879), was

born at Poulton in Lancashire, on the 4th of November
1800. From Maccltsfield grammar school he went to

Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1818. He was elected

Craven university scholar in 1821, together with Lord

Macaulay and Professor Maiden, took his degree in 1822

as wrangler and senior chancellor's medallist, and the next

year gained a fellowship over the heads of his two distin-

guished rivals. In 1824 Long went out to be professor of

ancient languages in the new university of Virginia. There

he married his first wife, the widow of Colonel Selden.

In 1828 he returned to England to accept the Greek
professorship in the newly-founded university of London.

His introductory lecture in 1828 was followed in 1830
by another entitled Observations on the Stvdy of the

Latin and Greek Languages. The etymological appendix

to this lecture is of interest in the history of classical

philology in England, as illustrating the scientific com-

parative method of teaching the Greek and Latin languages

Erst adopted in the London university by himself and
his colleague, Professor Key. He published a Summary
of Ileiodotus (1829), and editions of Herodotus (1830-33)
and Xenophon's Anabasis (1831). He was one of the

founders of the Royal Geographical Society in 1830,
and was for twenty years a member of the council, or

ofiScer of the society ; in the same year he joined the
committee of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful
Knowledge, and was till 1846, when the society was
dissolved, one of its most active workers. In 1831
ho resigned his professorship and became editor of the
society's Quarterly Journal of Education (1831-35), for
which he wrote many articles. He wrote for the society's

Library of Entertaining Knowledge the two volumes of The
British Museum : Egyptian Antiquities (1832-36), and
edited, improved, and wrote parts of the companion volumes
Elgin and Phigaleian Marbles (1833) and Toumley Marbles
(1836). He planned and edited for the Library of Useful
Knowledge a Geography of America and the West Indies
(1841), of which he wrote a small part, and a Geography
of Great Britain: Part I. England and Wales, part of
which he also wrote himself. He contributed two maps
of Egypt and Persia, ancient and modern, to the society's
Atlas (1831). From 1833 to 1846 he was engaged on the
great labour of his life, the editing of the twenty-nine
volumes of the Penny Cyclopmdia, to which he was also an
extensive contributor of articles. The committee appointed
Long and Charles Knight editors, but after the publication
vf a few number} Knight took no part in the superintend-

ence of the work, and all the editorial labour waa done by
Long.

A more colossal and the final venture of the society was

its Biographical Dictionary, of which Long was also ai>

pointed editor. He wrote numerous articles in the seven

volumes which appeared (1842-44), but the great expense

did not allow it to proceed beyond the letter A. Long
was also a member of the committee of the Society for

Central Education, instituted in London in 1837, and con-

tributed two essays to its Second and Third Publications

(1838-39). In 1837 he was called to the bar at the Inner

Temple. He accepted in 1842 the professorship of Latin

in University College, vacated by his friend Mr Key, whicli

he resigned in 1846, on being appointed by the benchers

of the Middle Temple their reader on jurisprudence and the

civil law. Two Discourses delivered in the Middle Temple
Hall, tuith an Outline of the Course, were published in 1847.

He wrote all the articles on Roman law in the Dictionary

of Greek and Roman Antiquities, edited by Dr William

Smith (1842), and contributed also to the companion

Diciionai-iesoi Biography (1844-49) and ffeo^rrcr/i/iy (1854-

57). His translation of thirteen of Plutarch's Lives, with

copious notes, first came out in five of Knight's weekly

volumes under the title of The Civil Wars of Rome (1844-

48). He planned and edited Knight's Political Dictionary

(1845-46), a revision of articles from the Penny Oyclo-

pwdiu. Knight published in ];)iirl3 his History of Franr^

and its Revolutions, 1789-1848 (1850).

In 1849 ho left London and went to Brighton College,

where he was classical lecturer until midsummer 1871. He
was an excellent teacher, and was beloved by both masters

and pupils. Whilst here he edited, at first jointly with

the Rev. A. J. Macleane, and after that gentleman's death

by himself, the Bibliot/ieca Classica series, to which he
himself contributed the edition of Cicero's Orations (1851-

62), a task for which his legal knowledge eminently quali-

fied him. He also revised, making many corrections and
additions, Macleane's editions of Juvenal and Persius (1 867)
and Horace (1869). He made for Bell's Grammar School

Classics editions, with introductions and notes, of Cicero's

De Senectxde and De Amicifia, with a selection from his

Epistolx (1850), Caesar's Gallic War (1853), and Sallust's

Catilina and Jvgurtha (1860). He also edited an Atlas

of Classical Geography (1854). His translation of the

Thoughts of the Emperor M. Aurelius Antoninus was pub-

lished in 1862. The same year appeared anonymously the

amusing and instructive little volume called An Old Man's
Thoughts about Many Things. He was sixty-four when he
issued the first of the five large octavo volumes of his Decline

of the Roman Republic. In 1871 he resigned his post at

Brighton College, and retired to Portfield, Chichester, to

take a rest well-earned but from labours ill-rewarded. In

1873 the Queen, on the recommendation of Mr Gladstone,

granted him a pension of £100 a year. At Portfield ho
completed his Roman History (1874), and translated The
Discourses of Epictetiis, with the Encheiridion and Frag-

ments (1877). This was the last work of his laborious and
useful life. He died after a long and painful illness on
the 10th of August 1879.

In addition to the works already noticed, Long was the author

of two papers in the Journal of Die Royal Geographical Society, a.

iew in the early numbers of the Penny Magazine, and several in the

Classical Museum and English Journal of Educution. He also

wrote on "Grammar Schools," in Knight's Store of Knowledge.

Long has exercised by his writings, and indirectly through

some of his London university pupUs, a wide influence on the

teaching of the Greek and Latin languages in England. The pub-

lication of the Bibliothcca Classica (begun in 1851) did tmportant

service, and set English schoUrs an excellent exajnple, at a time
when editions mth English notes containing accurate learning

and sound scholarsliip were, with very few exceptions, not to bo

found. Some of the volumes of this series still remain the standard
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English editions. In the knowledge of Roman Jaw Long stood

by himself amongst English scholars, and his well-known articles

on that subject were the first valuable contribution to tho stnJy

from any English writer. He had also a piofound knowledge of

ancient geography. He was an excellent Ereuch, German, and
Italian scholar, and also read Spanish. His extensive and accurate

learning may be explained from the combination of a tenacious

memory with a clear judicial intellect. His character was as ele-

vated as his intellect. Its simplicity and manly iudependence

may be seen partly in his writings. His faculty for discriminating

evidence and his strong common sense appear in everytliing that he

wrote. (H. J. SI.)

LONG BRANCH, a fashionable seaside resort of the

United States, in Ocean township, Monmouth county,

''New Jersey. The old village lies about a mile inland,

but the watering-place proper is for the most part situated

on the bluffs and plateau immediately above the beach.

The bathing-grounds are excellent; there are tine drives

along the beach in the vicinity ; upwards of twenty thou-

sand visitors can find accommodation in the hotels alone,

of which there are no less than thirty-three; and there are

besides hundreds of private residences occupied mainly by

the wealthier classes from New York and Philadelphia.

Since 1874 it can be reached directly from New York

both by railway and by steamers. Long Branch has a

corporation of seven commissioners. Its permaueut popu-

lation in 1880 was 3833, in 1882 about 5000.

LONGEVITY is a term that may be applied to express

either the length or duration of life of any organism, or the

prolongation of life to an advanced age. The first meaning

is the more scientific of the two, as it may be applied to

the duration of the life of any organism, although that

duration may be relatively short ; thus, we may contrast

the longevity of the mould whic'h lives only a few hours

with that of the forest tree which has survived for centuries,

or the longevity of the ephemeral insect with that of an

eagle or a swan, whose lives may be prolonged to over a

century. On the other hand, the second meaning is the

more common, as when an instance of very advanced age

is spoken of as an example of great longevity.

The information we possess as to the natural duration of

life of the lower forms of plants and animals is very meagre,

and it can scarcely be asserted that in all there is a natural

period of life. A simple' organism composed of cells, or

even one more complicated but still having the organs

necessary to life constructed upon a simple type, may
continue to live and grow so long as external conditions

are favourable. There may be no tendency to decay of

tissue inherent in the organism, so that life may be prolonged

until a change in external conditions, quickly or slowly, so

affects the processes of nutrition as to make the continuance

of life impossible beyond a certain time. It is also highly

probable that in both the animal and vegetable worlds

comparatively few individuals are permitted to live

undisturbed for a sufficient length of time to allow any

inherent tendencies to decay to show themselves. In the

struggle for existence few individuals even reach maturity

;

at an early period they are used to support the lives of

other and perhaps stronger organisms.

Excluding the lower forms of plants, as to the duration

of whose lives we know nothing, the higher plants may be

classed, according to duration of life, as follows :

—

annuals,

or 'semi-ammals, which . grow up in spring and die in

autumn ; biennials, which die at the end of the second

year ; and perennials, the duration of which may last from

four to thousands of years. Succulent plants have a short

life, lasting only, one or two years ; the formation of wood
is necessary for prolonged vegetable existence. It has been

pointed out that strongly scented plants have often a longer

duration of life than those destitute of smell. Thus thyme,

mint, hyssop, marjoram, sage, itc, can live for two years

or longer ; whilst lettuce, wheat, oats, barley, live no more

than a year. Trees of rapid growth, such as fir, birch,

horse-chestnut, form soft wood, and have a comparatively

short life ; whilst hard-woud trees, such as the oak, grow
slowly and live long. It is not, however, an invariable

rule that trees yielding hard wood live longest. The beech,

cypress, juniper, walnut, and pear all form hard wood, but

they do not live so long as the lime, which forms a softer

wood. Trees which are long in producing leaves and fruit,

and which also retain these for a long time, live longer

than those iu which these changes occur quickly. Fruit-

bearing trees, producing a sour harsh fruit in the wild

state, have longer lives than those bearing sweet fruits in

the cultivated state. By skilful pruning, or lopping off the

branches and buds, the term of life of even short-lived

plants may be lengthened.

According to Huleland, the chance any plant has of

attaining a great age depends on the following conditions :

— (1) it must grow slowly; (2) it must propagate slowly

and late in life
; (3) it must have a certain degree of

solidity and hardness in its organs, a sufficiency of wood,

and tlie sap nriust not be too watery
; (4) it must be large

and have a considerable extent of surface ; and (5) it must

rise into the atmosphere. If we view a tree as consisting

of an enormous number of buds clustered on a common
stem in which the vessels or channels for the circulation of

the sap remain pervious, and in which also new wood is

formed annually, there seems' to be no limit to age,

provided external conditions are favourable. Many large

trees have reached a vast age, as shown by the following

table compiled by De Candolle :

—

Tcais.
1

Years.

Elm (CImus eamyesliii) 335 Oriental pIniie(/'/a(oni«wien((j;rs) 720

Cvpiess (Civies,>u.< sra.peinVnis). S60 1 CeddT (CJrus Libaiii) SCO

Cheirosteiiion plntimoidei 400 1 Lime ITtlia europxa) J076-1147

Ivy (Hcdeia UtJii) 450
|
Oik (Quereus Ruhur) ... SIO, JOSO, 150l>

Chestnut (C,««.„e.. c«t<.) GOU |

Y eiv (ra;i us 6ac(-a(<0
-J

jsss.JSSO

OrauKe (Cif/vu Jiiiun(/«m) MO
|
TaTciitim disHcham 3000-^000

Palms (.Cerorylon and Cocos).,. 600-700 Baobob {Adansoniu digilata) 500O

Olive {oiea eurvpiva) 700
J

In the animal kingdom there is great variety as regards

the duration of life, but no accurate data have yet been

collected. Certain Infusoria have been watched during

the whole period of their existence, which has not lasted

more than forty-eight hours; on the other hand, Adinim, or

sea anemones, may live to a long age, as shown by the case

of a specimen of Actinia mesemhryantkemum, stiU alive in

Edinburgh, which belonged to Sir John Dalyell, and which

must be at least about seventy years of age. It is higUy

probable that cold-blooded animals, such as fishes, frogs,

toads, in which tissue-changes go on with extreme slowness,

especially during a period of muscular inactivity, may live

for many years. In the imperial fish-ponds of ancient

Rome lampreys were said to have attained their sixtieth

year ;
pike and carp have b«en ascertained to live a hundred

and fifty years; tortoises have reached the age of one

hundred years ; and it is alleged by natives of India that

the crocodile may live for at least a hundred years, and

that there seems' to be no limit to its time of growth.

Many birds have a long period of life. Eagles and crows

have been known to live a hundred years, and parrots have

been kept in confinement for sixty years. Peacocks attain

an age of twenty years ; barn-door fowls live for a much

shorter period, from six to twelve years. Small birds seem

to have shorter lives than large ones. Blackbirds, gold-

finches, and canaries have been known to live for twenty

years ; but many of the smaller birds attain an age of only

five or sis years.

Amongst mammals, the elephant is supposed to attain

the greatest age, reaching above a hundred years; the

camel generally lives to fifty years, and may live to eighty

;

the horse does not live more than forty years ; the deer,

thirty years ; the ox, fifteen to twenty years ; sheep, goats,

\1V. — io8
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foxes, hares, rabbits, from SBTen to ten years ;
aud dogs and

pigs from fifteen to twenty years Certain general state-

ments may be made, which do not deserve to be termed

laws, but which briefly express relations that undoubtedly

exist in many cases between the degree of longevity enjoyed

by any species of animal and the conditions of its existence.

1. A relation can often be traced between the duration of

life and the time of the development of the animal in utero.

To this statement there are many exceptions, as will be

apparent from the following table, in which the periods of

gestation are given on the authority of Professor Owen

(Comp. Anat. and Phys. of Vertebrates, vol iiL) :—

Name.
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would seem that brain work is not unfavourable to longevity.

It is almost proverbial that statesmen and judges often

reach an advanced age. Many men famous in literature

and science have lived to an old age. Thus from fifty to

sisty we have Tasso, Virgil, Shakespeare, Moliire, Dante,
Pope, Ovid, Horace, Racine, Demosthenes; from sixty to

seventy, Lavater, Galvani, Boccaccio, Fenelon, Aristotle,

Cuvier, Jlilton, Eousseau, Erasmus, Cervantes; from
seventy to eighty, Dryden, Petrarch, Linnsu? Locke,
Handel, Galileo, Swift, Pioger Bacon, Charles Darwin

;

from eighty to ninety, Thomas Carlyle, Young, Plato,

Buffon, Goethe, Franklin, Sir W. Herschel, Newton, Vol-
taire, Halley; and from ninety to one hundred, Sophocles,

Leeuwenhoek, Michelangelo, Titian. Physicians are often

long lived: Boerhaave, Haller, Gall, Darwin, Van Swieten,

Fallopius, Jenner, Cullen, Galen, and Spallanzani died
between seventy and eighty years of age, and Harvey,
Duhamel, Pinel, Morgagni, Heberden, and Ruysch be-

tween eighty and ninety; whilst the father of medicine,

Hippocrates, is credited with one hundred and nine years.

A valuable set of statistics have been collected by Hirt

{Die KrankJieiten der Arheiter) regarding the influence of

trades on longevity. An abstract of these will be found
in Buck's Hygiene and Public Health, vol. ii. pp. 71, 72.

The best indication of longevity in a community is given

by the expectation of life from any given age. It is

obtained by adding together the number of years which
the entire population live from any specified age, and
dividing the resulting total "years of life" by the number
living at the year of age for which the expectation of life

is desired {English Life Table, p. xxxiii). Thus we may
find the duration of the portion of human life which an
individual at any age may expect to enjoy. Such calcula-

tions are of great value in connexion with assurance, and
indeed in all pecuniary transactions in which the value of

life contingencies are taken into account. They are the

bases of all systems of life assurance. Life assurance

compauies have now been able to collect sufficient numbers

of cases of their own experience on which to find trust-

worthy calculations showing the expectation of life at

different ages. Such tables have really been compiled

from selected cases, namely, from those who have assured,

and consequently differ somewhat from those compiled on

the broader data obtained from the whole population.

The following table, derived from both sources of informa-

tion, is given briefly to indicate the expectation of life,

or the longevity, from various ages, reference being made

for details to the article Insur.vxce. The table to be

read thus : a person at thirty years of age has an average

expectation of living 33 '3 years longer, or of attaining the

age of 63"S years.

Ages.
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trustworthy, and at last vanishes. Much of the time is now

spent in sleep, and unless some intercurrent disease snaps the

thread of life there is a slow ebbing of existence into natural

death. Essentially these phenomena are due to delicate changes

in the tissues, visible only with the aid of the microscope.

These changes are those of wasting or atrophy, meaning a fail-

ure of nutrition, or fatty changes, or those caused by intiltration

into the tissue of earthy matter, which soon destroys its healthy

functions.

£t«ero(«Te.—Elliotson, Human Physiology; Hufeland, Art of Pro-

longinQ Life: P. Flourens, De la Lotiylvite Humaine, et de la Quan-
titi de'Vie sur la Globe: Quetelet, Physique Sociale, vol. i. p. 308; De
Quatrefages. The Human *>eciVs; A7i Account of Persons remarkable

for their Health and Lonoevitii. by a Physician, London, 1829; Sir G.
Comewall Lewis' Letters: Tnoms, On Longevity. (J. G. M.)

HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW.

THE best-loved singer of the English race, was born at Port-

land, JIaine, Feb. 27, 1807. The first of his American an-

cestoi-s, William Longfellow, bom in Hampshire, England, came

to tliis country in 1676, settling in the tlien wilderness of Maine.

His father was Stephen Longfellow, a man of mucli influence

throughout the State, a lawyer of ability, and an honored mem-
ber of the American Congress. His mother, Zilpha Wadsworth,

was a person of distinguished excellence, a lineal descendant of

tlie Pilgrim colonists, John .-Vlden and Priscilla Mullins, whose

unique courtship was so gracefully sung by their tuneful de-

scendant two centuries later. Of the best lineage, he nobly

maintained the traditions of his family, uniting the purest of

character with the inspiration of true genius.

A placid and self-poised soul, he lived a life devoid of con-

vulsive action, but beautiful in its virtues, and none the less

strong that it was an incarnate grace and gentleness. No man
ever lived who more entirely deserved the " grand old name of

gentleman." For himself, he sought moral perfectness ; for

others, he forgot himself in the love of doing good.

Like every pereon of genuine feeling, he carried the memo-
ries of his cliildhood's home in his heart to the end ; the remi-

niscence throbs into the music of " My Lost Youth."

And the friendships old and the early loves
Come back with a Sabbath sound, as of doves

In quiet neighborhood.

And with a joy that is almost pain
My heart goes buck to wander there;
And among the dreams of the days that were

I find my lost youth again."

Tlie storm of war beat against the quiet coast in one of the
memorable sea-fights of 1812, and sent its solemn sounds rolling

up Casco Bay, awakening never-dying echoes in the soul of the
listening child. More than forty years later he says:

••I remember the sea-fight faraway.
How it thundered o'er the tide

!

And the dead captains as they lay
lu their graves overlooking the tranquil bay

Where they in battle died."

This " tranquil bay " is the well-nigh unrivaled Casco Bay,
whose picturesque islands of granite and green woods are de-
scribed in the song as

Yet a boy of fourteen, Longfellow entered the freshman class

in Bowdoin College, Brunswick, twenty-five miles from Portland.
The little town was well suited to feed the /iwakening fancy of
the imaginative youth. Here were the lovely falls of the mid
Androscoggin River, and all the region was the home of Indian
romance. Three of his classmates achieved wide fame: J. S.
C. Abbott, the industrious writer of juvenile literature, George
B. Cheever, the fervent cliampion of universal liberty, Nathaniel
Ha^vthorne, the prince of American novelists. Young as he
was, he was not through his college course before he was accorded

a place among the approved writers of the day, several of life

poems having appeared in the Vidted States Literary Gazette, the

chief organ of literary expression in the country. These youlli-

ful elTusions were prophetic, true poetry, though greater in

promise than achievement. In a class of eighteen he ranked
with the foremost, and was chosen class poet without a rival.

Graduated in 182-5, he was at once api)ointed tutor in his Alma
Mater, but soon commenced the study of law in his father's

office, at Portland. A brief experience proved him wholly un-

suited to the legal profession; all his nature was attuned to

song, and he turned to literature witli an uncontrollable instinct.

He was invited to the chair of modem languages at Bowdoin.

He visited Europe, the better to fit himself for the position,

giving three and a half years to France, Italy, Spain, Germany,
Holland and England. An assiduous student, not only of alien

tongues, in whose acquisition he was marvelously adept, he also

made himself at home with the world's literature and life. His
genius was sufficiently vitalized to maintain its individuality

under the powerful influences that flowed upon him from the

many fountains of vigorous thought just then at the crisis of

their energy. Europe has never been more intense with awak-
ening sentiment than at the fruitful period of Longfellow's first

visit. The young man was at that critical stage of mental devel-

opment, the readiest for strong impression from the dominant ten-

dency of the vicinage. It was a perilous experiment to subject

this fresh soul to the liabilities of a denationalizing force.

Longfellow escaped without serious damage, altiiough the tone

of his feeling is somewhat traditionalized, a faint echo of the

older sentimentalism being noticeable in many a strain, notes

from
" 'The silent land of trances."

The passionate era of Bvi'on, Shelley and Keats had just

passed by in England. Denial, insurrection and rhapsody had
swept the chords of poesy with their wild minstrelsy, and now a

strong reaction was at the flood
;
pa.ssivity was the new mode,

and self-restraint. The light might c/linrmer, it must not blaze.

The great social and political revolt of France, with its shock

to all Europe, had evoked a temporary return to the rigid faith

of an older day, and a pseudo media^valism was asserting its

rights to the conscience and imagination.

Germany, disenthralled from the spell of a tyrannizing Cioethe

cult and coming to a higher self-consciousness, was kindling witli

patriotic ardor, jo}-ful in its release from an unnatural political

yoke, and in a new sense of its o\ni high mission to humanity.

The heel of the conqueror had not crushed the Fatherland,

heavy as the weight of his brutal ware had pressed upon the

people, and the national spirit was both buoyant and romantic.

The young poet felt all that came to him from these active

agencies, but he did not yield to them, remaining true to him-
self and to the national spirit. He was broadened, becoming
more the citizen of the world, and was thereafter able to suftii.se

his poetic creat'.ons with the spirit of the largest comprehension.

In 1829 he assumed the professoi-ship at Bowdoin College, re-

markably equipped by tempei-ament and training for his work

;

only twenty-two yeare old, he was already ripe in culture, and
even at an age when thought might well have been callow, his

writing combined beauty and strength in a i-are harmony. In

1831 he married Miss Mary S. Potter, a " love " of earliest days.

In 1833 he published a number of translations from the Span-

ish, the powerful rendering of the rugged lines from Coplas de

Manrique revealing the virility of the translator's own soul.

In 1835 he issued his completed Outre Mer, a fascinating record

of what old Europe had contributed to his own mental and
spiritual life. A few translations from the French were added,

notably the pathetic strains of " The Blind Girl of Castel-Ciull^,"

a remarkable production in its presentation of the living passion

of its Gascon original.

Harvard College in 183.5 invited Longfellow to follow George^

Ticknor in the chair of modem languages and belles-lettres, a
most honorable appointment, unsought, and oflering him the

prestige of the most venerable and farhous institution in Can

new world. He immediately went abroad, devoting fifteen
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months to luisy research, more particularly in the investigation

•jf .Swiss and Scandinavian peoples. His wife died at Kotter-

<lam, November 29, 1S35. The sorrow of that dark trial found

a fitting voice in the pensive chords of the "Footsteps of

Angels," that alluded to

" the Being Beauteous
Who unto my youth was given

More than all things else to love me,
And is now a saint in heaven."

In 1836 Longfellow settled in Cambridge, and commenced the

Work of his profes.sorship. He had come into an ideal environ-

ment. The very locality was fascinating to a man of refined

ajid lofty sentiment; learned and of widest sympathies, devout,

vet the disciple of an enlightened liberalism, an earnest student)

jet equal to the most princely fellowship, he found at his com-

mand all the elements suited to satisfy his cultivated instincts

—

the classic to^vn, rural and urban at once; its reminiscent fea-

tures, old graves, centuried elms, dwellings that had housed

generations and been conspicuous in scenic history, its venerable

college, rich in mature renown, its perfect society where the

wise and pure were the welcomed, where money without mind
could win no entrance—Boston next door, the busy, brave,

delightful city, where the intensest life of the century was tem-

pered with generous cidture. The poet was situated as the man
of letters most desires to be, and to his life's end his environ-

ment was equally harmonious.

In 1S39 he published Hyperion, a charming story of has

travels, melodious in every line; although of late years some-

what mercilessly criticized by a few writers who are afflicteJ

witli prompt distress at any suspicion of what they rjgard ad

sentimentalism; yet Hyperion is a delicate and worthy work,

in no way calculated to dim the fame of its author. In the

same year with this book, Longfellow published his firet volume
of original poems, "Voices of the Xight," which contained sev-

eral short poems that rank among the immortals, notably the

martial " Psalm of Life," the hymn of consolation—"The
Reaper and the Flowers," with its mate, "Footsteps of the

Angels."

In 1S41 he gave forth another claster of admirable songs:
" Ballads and Other Poems." "The Village Blacksmith," "The
Skeleton in Armor," " The Wreck of the Hesperus," "Excel-

sior," won a popularity as wide as the ase of the English

tongue.

He made his third visit to Europe in 1843, giving most of the

summer to the romantic Eliineland. On his return voyage he
produced several ballads that rang like a clarion with enthusi-

asm for freedom, " Poems on Slavery." They were among the

aarlier notes of alarm, presaging the national crisis that was to

overwhelm the nation ^vith its hoiTor of auguish and blood, and
they went far in arousing thoughtful American youth to the

«ense of the great national shame involved in the existence of

the " peculiar institution."

In 1843 Longfellow married Sliss Francis E. Appleton, of

Boston, daughter of Hon. Nathaniel Appleton, one of that re-

markable group of mauufactm-ers to whom the city of Lowell
owes its existence, and a sister to Tliomas 0. Appleton, a poet

(if merit. He established his home, after his second man-iage,

in the " revolutionary house," built early in the eighteenth cen-

tury, and used as headquarters by Washington when heassmned
command of the American army in 1775. Here he resided for

the most part to the end of life. This was a model choice for

the poet's home; the house, a picturesque mansion, was set in

the midst of a spacious la%vn, adorned with glorious old elms,

while the great memories of the place made it a sacred shrine

in the estimation of all true Americans.
Of Longfellow's lectures on Dante, delivered at this period, no

less a critic than James Eussell Lowell says: "They are remem-
bered with grateful pleasure by many who were thus led to

learn the full significance of the great Christian poet." In the
lecture room Longfellow was easily one of the most attractive

and inspirational of men.
'The Spanish Student" was published in 18i3. one of the

least .satisfying productions of our poet, although it was exceed-
ingly well received, and materially added to the reputation of

its author, who was already tasting the gratifications of an ex-
panding fame.

In 1875, he edited an extensive collection of translations,

entitled "The Poets of Europe," during the same season, pro-
ducing his song, "The Belfry of Bruges," a matchless tran-
script from the life of vanished centiu'ies.

The year 1847 witnessed the production of his most perfect
poem, " Evangeline, a Tale of Acadie." A more delightful

idyl has not l)een given to English verse than this exquisite
creation. Written in much the same style as Goethe's " Her-
man and Dorothea," it surpasses that famous poem in both
melody and pathas and is sufficient to assvn-e its author an im-
perishable fame. Taking for its theme the tragedy of the life-

long separation of two simple peasant lovers, consequent upon
the forcible removal of a colony of French settlers from their

quiet village of Grand Pr^, Acadie (Nova Scotia), he sings

such a song of much-enduring constancy as has rarely thrilled

the harp of poet. The bride roams a continent over, never
wearying in her tender search for the beloved, from the fatal

hour of parting that was to have seen them wedded, till a Sister

of Mercy, in old age, she finds her lover dying in a public
hospital. There has never been written for the sympathy of the
world a more afl'ecting and faultless climax to the story of the
womanly love " that hopes and endures and is patient," than
the closing couplet

:

*'And as she pressed once more the lifeless head to her bosom,
Meekly she bowed her own and murmured,

* Father, I thank thee.' "

The poem has distinctly added to literatm-e, in this lype of
womanhood, combining the ardor of imperishable passion with
tiie fervor of the purest religious faith. Its boundless popularity
assured a permanent place for the dactylic hexameter in English
voi-se, an innovation and a triumph, as the poets hitherto had
rejected it as nn.suited to our consonantal tongue.

In 1849, Longfellow published "Kavanagh," a novel that
added nothing to his fame ; also a small volume of poems, " The
Seaside and the Fireside," the title suggestive of his two homes,
that at romantic Nahant, where the sea almost touched his door-
stops, and the other at Cambridge. The poem, " Resignation,"

is one of the gems of our language. The " Hj-mn for My
Brother's Ordination " revealed his attitude as a religious be-

liever, placing him distinctly among the " liberals " of the
Christian ame. His brother, the Rev. Samuel Longfellow,
was a Un' .arian minister.

In 1851, the " Golden Legend " appeared, a poem abounding
in beautiful pas.sages and second only to 'Evangeline" in its

general excellence. It records in fittin-; measures the devotion
ofajiure and heroic maiden, to who ii death was a privilege

could she make it serve the w ell-bein^ of another. The scenery
of the poem is mediteval, and this form is apparently chosen as

a welcome alternation from the modern broad daylight of evolv-
ing events. The classic taste of the author seemed to demand
an occasional excursion into the haze of ancient romance, but
he always returned to the latest day of the world with un-
quenched enthusiasm for the livii i interests of his period.

He resigned his professorship in 1854. In the following

year he brought out " The Song f Hiawatha," an Indian edda,
in which he sang the legends of re North American aborigines

in the manner of the ancient ^''innish epic, the " Kalevala,"
which he closely followed in tlie theme as well as meter. The
poem attained an immense populaiity, despite the ease with
which its monotonous meter and its countless repetitions could
be travestied. Its high merits have placed it beyond failure,

and it seems likely to hold tlie favor of the reading public in

perpeluo.

In 1858, " The Courtship of Miles Standish " was printed,

and proved as successftil as anything our poet had created. It

revealed the possibilities of poetry in the most prosaic circum-
stances, illumining the grim and realistic exjierience of the
earliest days at Phinouth colony with the light of graceful and
genial fancy. •

In 1801, two immense sorrows overtook the poet, and served
for a time to silence his muse—the sudden outburst of the civil

war and the tragedy of his wife's death by the accident of a

burning dress in her own home, an event the horror of which
left him long incapable of any sustained literary efliirt. When
able to resume the interest of study, he published, in 1863,
" Tales of a Wayside Inn " and a second series of " Birds of

Passage," both issues revealing the usual charm of his exquisite
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"enius, delicacy of sentiment—mated with admirable melody.

"The Children's Hour" opened the door for a moment's

glimpse into the poet's home, where his loneliness was solaced

with the presence of five children, two sons, Ernest and Charles,

and three daughtei-s,

" Grave Alice and laughing Allegra

And Editli with golden hair."

" Flower-de-Luce," published in 1868, contained a cluster of

choice short poems. Among tliem the perfect requiem on the

burial of Hawthorne and " The Bells of L)Tin."

In 1867, Longfellow completed a work of thirty years' con-

tinuance, his noble tran-lalion of the "Divina Commedia,"

which at once took rank as tlie foremost production of its class,

and immensely stimulated the study of Dante. Eighteen hun-

dred and sixtv-eight, appeared "The New England Tragedies"

and "The Divine Tragedy," which brouglit him no new laurels.

Eighteen hundred and sixty-eight and sixty-nine, Longfellow

made liis third visit to Europe, receiving a most cordial and

apjireciative welcome on every hand. In 1872, "Three Books

of Song " appeared, containing both original and translated

verses; in 1873, "Aftermath;" 1874, "The Hanging of the

Crane;" 1875, "The Mask of Pandora and Other Poems."

"The Mask of Pandora" indicated that broadening of vision

and faith that comes to all mature minds that remain yet in

activity as the "gray years" draw on. It suggests the com-

pi-eheiision of all faiths in that wide view of God and human-

ity which dares to believe that the universe is larger than the

horizon of human thought, and that we do little more than

guess at the problems of being.

He has done no finer things than appeared in his " Book of

Sonnets." " Three Friends of iline " is perfect. The three

were Cornelius Felton, Louis Agassiz and Charles Sumner

—

" The noble three

Who half my life were more than friends to me."

Agassiz's death was a loss whose pang he felt keenly to the end.

When Sumner, too, went from him, he wrote

:

" Thou hast but taken thy lamp and gone to bed

;

I stay a little longer, as one stays

To cover up the embers that still burn."

Of his own work about this time, he said :
" It is a great thing

to know wlien to stop ;

" but the time was not yet 'ith himself

The embers did not smolder, but still brightened i -to flame as

clear and histrou. as at any period of his fruitful career. Eigh-
teen hundred and seventy-eight saw tippear " Keramos and other

Poems ; " ISSO, " Ultima Thule," which he supposed was to be his

last work, but was foil wed in 1881 by an afJ'ecting sonnet on
the death of Garfield, an.l in January, 1882, by the veritable last

strain but one from his minstrelsy of three score yeai-s
—

" Hermes
Trismogistu.s," an imposing meditation on the great realities of

spiritual existence, as he stood gazing with serene awe upon the

certainties of the common fate of men, with high thoughts of

undiscovered destiny and a hope that could see naught but that

our univei'se is rich in resi U'ce and happy in the care of God.
The final note was "The Be !s of San Bias."

Toward the end he was aft 'cted with rheumatism, and was the
gentlest of sufl'erers. His ge iality was never quenched. He
enjoyed the world hehadlooki Ion with so deep a sympathy for so
long. The ocean winds at Nahant, the meadows and the hills re-

vealed from his windows at Cambridge, " The Bells of Lynn,"
whose chimes floated acro.ss easterly spaces, brought him the same
calm delight as ever. He was able for a time yet to visit at inter-

vals the homes of his kindred, but early in 1882 he was compelled
to entirely surrender society. His strength failed him; he was
troubled with dizziness, and for weeks was bedridden ; a partial

rally enabled him to attend in some measure to his corre-
spondence. On tlie 19th of jMarch he succumbed to violent attacks
of vomiting, accompanied by acute pain ; for three days he thus
suffered. The twenty-third saw him in a torpid state, which
lasted with brief intervals of consciousness till the twenty-fourth,
on which day he gently sank into the final sleep. On the
twenty-sixth he was laid to rest in beautiful Mount Auburn
cemetery, near the graves of the "three friends." All men
lamented, for never was poet more widely loved ; the tributes
of affectionate memory came from many lands.

In 1828, at the age of 21, he was honored with the title of
LL.D. by Bowdoin College. In 18.59 Harvard awarded him
the same distinction, and in 1868 Cambridge Universitj',

England, did likewise. He was chosen a member of tli,;

Russian Academy of Science in 1873, and of the Spanish
Academy in 1877.

Longfellow's personal appearance was most attractive.

Hardly of medium stature, he was of symmetrical form and
firmly knit. He had a leonine head, a face of remarkable-
beauty, forehead high and ample, eyes that kindled, nose
straight and delicate, sensitive lips and chin, and the whole
carried with a poise as princely as it was unconscious. His
hair, changing with years from its original dark hue to a silvery

white, combined with his full beard to give liim an appearance
of serene and winning majesty His voice was low and deli-

ciously attuned. His entire aspect was remarkable in its perfect

union of beauty with strength.

Hei'e was a man whose entire nature was at one with the har-

monies of existence. He was the poem he sang with such
surpassing melody for so man)' goodly years. Never did rain-

.strel and muse more completely interfuse than in this sweet and
noble singer of the soul. He lived a life of such absolute
purity, sweetness and manliness that his best and loftiest strains

are but the minor echoes of the nobility and infinite worth of
the nature they suggest.

It is not a gracious office to analyze the qualities of the true

poet or to attempt to classify his work after scientific canons.
Longfellow did not belong to that class of singers who are rapt

away with violent and uncontrollable inspirations ; his creation*

are never spasmodically bom. He was no "Giod intoxicated"
man, across whose unconscious spirit the madness of a mighty
mood sweeps and carries him into what heavens and deeps he
knows not. Rather he was a listening soul, bringing an intelli-

gent ear to the oracle, and interpreting through his own calm
and generous wi-sdom the message learned. He communed with
nature; he kept her fellowship, but was never made beside him-
self by even her greatest communications. He was an intent

observer of the univeree, never losing his own judgment or
surrendering his thoiightfulness.

Whether he would have been more Pythian in his muse and
less calmly wise had he not at the outset of his course been im-
mei-sed in the romanticism of modern Europe, and felt the
subduing power of mediseval reminiscence amid the stately

temples of the old world, is questionable. He was fully in sym-
pathy with whatever is valuable or nobly characteristic in the

civilization of this America of ours, which is at once the young-
est and the oldest on earth. It was his nature to see things as

he did, meditatively, deliberatively, with an instinctive reference

to the things that had been. Lie delighted in the twilight view
of men wliohad passed by, and beloved to spend dreamy hours-

amid the withdrawn centurie.s, musing on the life that had filled

this world, a life so like and so unlike that which was even then
going past under the high noon of the glaring present.

As he went further down tlie descent of years he imbibed
somewhat more fully than at fii-st the spirit of a jirimitive age,

and looked at the universe with deeply questioning eyes, less

and less disposed to think most things explicable. He was
nearly seventy when he wrote the " JNIask of Pandora," and in

this impressive poem he reveals his altered mood toward the

mysteries of being. Nature has grown more oracular, her
exj)lanations less distinct than he had believed them to be.

At all times he held his soul devoutly ready to be awakened
by the voices of C4od to the world ; hi.s was the reverent and
worshipful muse, and his singing, therefore, was eagerly heard

by the multitude. He wished to utter that which the usual

man could take into his heart and find food for his diviner self

It was this lofty humanity that gave him the unwearying love

of so many millions. He loved to find the field of celestial

enterprise among homely and familiar experiences. He chose

for his themes brave deeds of simple men, the patient sufl^ering

of quiet and inconspicuous people, heroism where no pageantry

surrounded it. He culled the flowei-s of history for their sweet-

ness of self-sacrifice, and searched the past to illumine by its

most radiant examples the nobler possibilities of the sober

present. Lie never thought himself a solar genius, to be set at

last among the fixed stars of the heaven of fame, but he valued

the flame of his genius for the light it could shed upon the path

that is daily trod by the working throng of our crowded world.

He was completely subjective to his method. What is the best

way to employ this interior man ? How can we make our lives

sublime? What is beautiful and suitable in this middle world

between the final good and ill ? These are the questions that

may be heard beneath the l;arraonies of his perfect verse.

Longfellow is not the most original of poets. He does not

attempt the profundities of psychology, nor venture ne>v
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rspianations of tlie frame of things. On the other hand, he
was never a slavish adlierent of dogmatic opinions, whether in

the realm of faith or science, though most of his life satisfied

with the ordinary Christian account of the higher relations of

man to his God He did not care for an agitating investigation

into the undeclared secrets of moral and material existence.

His genius did not lead him to search for first principles. He
rested in a large faith in the Invisible He was willing to be
qniet in a noble agnosticism that assumed what knowledge could

not assert, but was luminous with a rational trust in the all-

enfolding goodness of God. He believed that so long as man
continued on earth, he could not learn all things, quite ready to

concede

'• I do not know, nor will I vainly question
Those pages of the mystic book which hold

The story still untold.
But without rash conjecture or suggestion
Turn its last leaves in reverence ana good heed

Until 'the End' I read."-

He had no fondness for that morbid analysis of human
nature characteristic of the modem school of fiction, whose
most distinguished and principal representative is found in

George Eliot Art he held to be constructive and creative, not
inquisitorial nor .surgical. It was no vivisection of the human
soul he was aiming at but the vivilying of lumian nature with
divine impulses He penetrated his descriptions and reports of

the world with his own pure spirit, ami so conveyed a virtue with
every reception of his blessed comnumication. W? bscome
better as we confer with this unordained priest of moral beauty
this singing servitor of all truth, who har the gifts of (iod to be-

stow, and the highest promises of existence to declare to us.

He pictures the exquisite things, honor, magnanimity, love and
all events, using the outer life as studio and canvas for this scenic

art of the soul.

This is doubtless true of our poet, that he is not the robust
champion of a new era. There is little in bis melodic lines to

suggest the greatness of the age we live in. AVe detect few notes

that throb with the pa.ssion of the time as does Lowell's martial
meter that cries with the valor of a struggling truth in mighty
conflict with old wrongs. We have nothing of the harshness of
the tierce voice of a Whitman, preaching the coming age of

greater men to be. I'ut Longfellow links the pa.st to the
present, and full of the best that lives in the time he knows, he
is a mediator between the ages gone and the new world soon to

rise. He is in all things the inspired jirophet of genuineness,

the quiet protestant against that formalism of faith that kills

the soul, be it nauied Christian or Pagan, and the gracious
asserter of the diviueness of the "spirit that giveth life."

Longfellow attained well nigh an ideal manhood. His ac-

quaintances could discern no spot upon his ennobled soul.

\ irile in thought and absolutely brave, he was without egotism
or self-assertion, feminine in sensibility and gentleness, but
never less than manly and steadfast, a saintly soul, but no
pietist; disdaining wrong, but no c_\niic; perfect in all courtesy,

but no slave to convention ; a poet in every fiber, yet never
unnatuml, never unfriendly to other singers ; refined, cultivated,

elegant, but never inaccessible, always a brotherly man, fault-

less in all domestic relations, the model son, the chivalrous
husband, an adorable father, h; was the prince of tlia home;
an incomparable friend, a public-spirited citizen, an eager pa-
triot, his nature on eveiy side was rounded and complete. He
believed in life, and he made it beautiful ; its duties he honored,
its privileges he treasured, its joys he candidly delighted in, its

sorrows he bore with patience, its end he faced with hope and
accepted with resignation. He made his career a blessedness of
righteoiLS living.

Perhaps no man of fame so extended, and occupation so in-

cessant, ever held himself so completely at the service of others.

He was apparently always accessible and unfailingly kind. He
seemed never to decline a request upon his time or purse. His
delight was in causing delight. Xo one ever knew him to re-

fuse his autograph, to treat an unwarranted visitor aVjruptl.v, to
forget the courtesy due to little children or social inferiors. He
never shut himself out from the fellowship of any human crea-
ture to whom he supposed he could be of comfort or service.

He was incessant in his pei-sonal charities, though he wrought
in secret, and it was his joy to go about like the Master he
modeled after, " doing good." He gave more than gold, freely

bestowing his personal couesel and sympathy, lending the rich

gift of his own strong presence to encourage the downicast and
to restore the faint and sad. His melodious voice made music
in many a life tliat, till he waked the better impulses, had lost

all motive. Many the young writer ivho took heart of grace
from his kind encouragement; he felt special delight in making
beginners with literary work hopeful; not a few successful men
and women have dated their first strong confidence to the hour
when this kind patron of timidity and merit spoke cheer unto-
their hearts.

He was incapable of jealou.sy, and his pleasure was extreme-
in thegood work and fame of his brother poets. He gave a series
of admirable lectures on the writings of Edgar Allan Poe, lull
of most generous commendation, at the very time when the poet
he praised was publishing the most virulent comments on Long-
fellow's works, alnisingthem without stint as weak and borrowed,,
and devoid of all poetic value.

Xo kinder or more compassionate man ever lived. He rec-
ognized no rivalries The success of others he counted his own
gain. The faults of others he desired not to see. He evei
sought the opportunity to bless, rather than occasion to blame.
He could not have resented an injury, and justice to the evil
doer was his pain also.

A pure, upright, beautiful soul, whose life was love, whose
necessity was kindness, whose action was blameless ! This man
thought no evil, spoke no bitter word, nor touched another life

ungently. He went across this world with a song, the song of
peace on earth and good will to men, and none of the immortals
has left more refreshing or ennobling music to thrill our sad
humanity on its daily march, than has our own, our brotherly
Longfellow. (M. L. W.)
LUXGFOKD, an inland county of Leinster, Ireland, is

bounded on the X.W. by Leitrim, X.E. by Cavan, E. by West-
meath, S. by Westmeath and Meath, and W. by Lough Kee and
Roscommon. AVith the exception of Carlow, Louth, and Dub-
lin, it is the smallest county in Ireland, its greatest length being^

about 2S miles, its greatest breadth about 20, and the total area
comprising 2(i9,-109 acres, or about 421 square miles.

The general level surface of the country is broken occasion-
ally by low hills, which cover a considerable area at its north-
ern angle. The principal rivers are the Camlin, which rises

near Ciranard, and flows past Longford to the Shaiuion, and the
Inny, which, entering the county from W'eslmeath, crosses its

southern corner, and falls into Lough Eee. Lough Ree is

partly included in Longford, and the other princijml lakes are
Lough Gowuagh, Derrylough, Lough Drum, and Lough Ban-
now. The Royal canal intersects the countv. The southern
division of the county, bounded partlj by the Camlin, belongs
to the great limestone plain of Ireland, and the northern di-

vision is occupied chiefl.v b.y cla.v-slate and greywacke. In the
west of the county there is an interpolation, between the two
divisions, of yellow sandstone and conglomerate. Isolated hills

of sandstone occur at Slievegauldry and at Ballymahon, on both
sides of the limy. Marble of fine quality has been raised near
Ledwithstown. In the north indications of iron are abundant,
and there are also some traces of lead.

Acfrinilture.—The climate is somewhat moist and cold, partly

owing to the large extent of mai-sh and bog. The soil in the

southern districts resting on the limestone is a deep loam well

adapted for pasture, bu' in the north it is often so thin and poor
as to be incapable of reclamation.

In l!?81 there were 74,87ti acres under tillage, 12-5,838 pas-

ture, 3,697 iilaiitaiion, and 51,333 waste. The total number of

holdings in 1>'^U was 8,682, of which 685 were less than one
acre. More than one-half of the total number were included in

those between ."land Li, and 1.5 and 30 acres in extent, which num-
ber respectively 2,482 and 2,6.")8. The following table shows
the areas under the principal crops in 1855 and in 1881 :

—
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lis. lOd. The average size was 588 acres, and 14 per ^ent. pos-

sessed less than one acre. The largest owners were Colonel

King Harman, 28,779 acres; earl of Granard, 14,978; Lord jVn-

naly, 1-2,160; George Maconchy, 10,319.

Manufactures.—"VXicso are confined almost entirely to coarse

woollen and linen cloth.

Railways.—One branch of the Midland Great "Western Railway

skirts the eastern boundary of the county, and another passes

through its centre to Longford.

Administration and Poindati6n.—Th6 county includes 6

baronies, with 26 parishes and 891 townlands. It is in the north-

west circuit. Assizes are held at Longford, and quarter sessions at

B.-iUymahon, Granard, and Longford. There is one poor-law union

wholly within the county, mth portions of other two. It is in the

Dublin military district and Birr subdistrict. There are barracks

for infantry and cavalry at Longford. The county returns two

members to parliament.

The only town of any importance is the county town, Longford.

From 25,142 in 1760 the population of the county gradually in-

creased till in 1841 itwas 115,491, but since then it has diminished

to 82,348 in 1851, 64,501 in 1871, and 61,009 in 1881, of whom
30,770 were males .and 30,239 females. From 1st May 1851 to

31st December 1881 the number of emigrants was 40,726. For

tho ten years 1871-81 the marriage-rate per 100 of the population

was 4, the birth-rate 24-3, and the death-rate 16. In 1881 23-1

per cent, of the population above five years of age were Oliterate,

the percentage in 1871 being 32. The Roman Catholics formed

91 per cent, of the population in 1881, and the Episcopalians 8.

History and Antiquities.—The early name of Longford was Anale

or Annaly, and it was a principality of the O'Farrels. Along with

the province of Heath, in which it was then included, it was granted

by Henry II. to Hugh de Lacy, who planted in it an English colony.

On tho division of ileath into two counties in 1543, Annaly was

included in West Meath, but in the 11th of Elizabeth it was made
shire ground under the name of Longford, and included in the pro-

vince of Conuaught, from which it was transferred to Lcinster in the

27th of the same reign.

The principal antiquarian ruin is the Danish rath called the

Moat of Granard, at the end of the main street of the town, and
occupying a position 593 feet above sea-level. There are monastic

remains at Ardagh, Longford, Moydow, Clone, Dcrg, Druimchei, and
Killinmore, as well as on several of the islands of Lough Ree. The
principal old castles are those of Rathcline near Lanesborough,
and IJallymahon, Burnacor, and Castlecor on the Inny. The
principal modern seats are those of Carrickglass on the Camlin,
and Castle Forbes, the seat of the earl of Granard. Oliver Gold-
smith was born at Pallas, a village near Ballymahon, in this county.

Longford, the chief town of the above county, is situ-

ated on the river Camlin, and on a branch of the Midland
Great Western Railway, 75 miles west-north-west of Dublin.

The principal buildings are the parish church in the

Grecian style, St Mell's Roman Catholic cathedral (one of

the finest Roman Catholic churches in Ireland), the court-

house, the market-house, and the county jaiL Of the old

castle and of the Dominican abbey there are slight remains.

The town has a considerable trade in grain, butter, and
bacon. There are corn-mLUs, a spool factory, and tanneries.

The population in 1871 was 4375, and in 1881 it was 4380.

The ancient name of the town was Atbfada, and it is said

to occupy the site of a monastery founded by St Idus, a disciple of

St Patrick. The town obtained a fair and market from James I.,

and a charter of incorporation from Charles II., as well as the
right to return two members to parliament. It was disfranchised
at the Union.

LONGINUS, a philosophical critic of great eminence,
and one of the brightest spirits of antiquity, uniting Greek
subtlety with Roman fervour, flourished in the 3d century,

and is known to have perished under sentence of the
emperor Aurelian in 273 a.d. Ho forms one of the last

brilliant cluster of pagan literati ; and Porphyry, round
wliom it centred, was the pupil of Longin'is. As Porphyry
is known to have been born in 233, it is probable that his

preceptor, who could not have been loss than twenty years
Lis senior, may have been born about 210 a.d. The main
authority for tho facts of his life is a notice in Suidas,
where we find it stated in a preface to a list of his writings
that " Longinus Cassius, philosopher, preceptor of Porphyry
the philosopher, a learned scholar and critic, lived in the
*Nnf^ of the emiieror Aurelian, and was cut off by him as

having conspired with Zeuobia, the wife of Odenathus."

From the same authority we learn that Phronto, tha

rhetorician of Emesa in Syria, was his uncle, and that

Phrontonis, sister of Phronto, was mother to Longinus,

who thus became heir to his uncle Phronto. As to his

birthplace there is no tradition, but it is probable that he
was a native of Syria, possibly of Emesa, to which his uncle

belonged. He tells us, as we learn from fragments of his

works, that he enjoyed great advantages in travel and
rducation, that his parents, being rich, took him to travel

'

and he saw much of the world, and that he studied at

Athens under Phronto, at Alexandria under Ammonius
Saccas and the pagan Origenes, and at Rome under
Plotinus and AmeUus. The Neo-Platonic philosophy was
then in the ascendant, but Longinus did not embrace the

new speculations which Plotinus was then developing, and
continued a Platonist of the old type. Hence the sting

of a sarcasm attributed to Plotinus—" Longinus may be a
philologer, but he is no philosopher." Longinus does not

appear to have reciprocated the sarcastic feeling, for we
have still extant a fragment of a letter in which he asks
Porphyry to come to Phoenicia and to bring with him the

treatises of Plotinus, for, he observes, though he does not

feel much attraction for the subjects, he yet likes the man.
The reputation which Longinus acquired by his learning

was immense ; it was of him that Eunapius first used

the expression that has since become proverbial " a living

library "—in modern phrase, a walking encyclopedia.

The most conspicuous event of his life was also tho

most tragic in its consequences. He became secretary to

Zenobia, the widowed queen of Palmyra, who acquired

from him a knowledge of Greek, and made him her chief

counsellor in state affairs. In this capacity he favoured

the policy by which she aimed at independence of the

Roman empire, encouraged, doubtless, to do so by the

recent fate of Valerian, and by the feebleness of the tenure

by which Rome held the Syrian provinces. Aurelian, how-

ever, crushed the pretension, and, while Zenobia lost her

power and was" led captive to Rome, Longinus paid the

forfeit of his life. • According to Zosimus, Zenobia sought

to exculpate herself with Aurelian by laying the whole

blame on her adviser. He died bravely, not seeking to

escape Ids fate by suicide as a Stoic might have done, but

following the example of Socrates and the precept of Plato,

to whose philosophy he adhered.^

The remains of Longinus that have come down to us>

unfortunately scanty, are partly fragments of letters and
extracts from criticisms on points of diction; and they bear

out the impression we derive from the historical notices

of the man. He is vivid and yet minute, lively ap.d

penetrating, and his observations show taste, learning, and

judgment. Among the most notable of the fragments we
have a defence of the Platonic doctrine of the soul as a

distinct essence from the body, which defines clearly h/s

philosophical position.

It only remains to advert in a few words to the remarkable prrv-

duction called the ^Treatise mi tlie Sublime, which has usually jiassed

current as a work of Longinus. This remarkable work, which it

among the most notable productions of ancient criticism, secoi.d

only in importance to tP ' '•'oetics of Aristotle, and superior to thpt

work in luminous beautj-*nd sense of form, cannot be with certainty

ascribed to Longinus, although the internal evidence favours the

usual ascription. Ofthe two most startling difEculties the 'first "s the

absence of' any mention of a treatise ircpl v\f/ovs in the list by Suidas.

The enumeration is, however, incomplete, and the plirase "many other

works," with which it closes, may be held to cover much._ A more

formidable difliculty is the circumstance that in the most imiiottant

1 It is probable that he owed part of his political fei-vour to the influ-

ence or inheritance of the name " Cassius," from whatever source this

surname was derived. The associations of this name were distinctly

anti-imperial and even regicidal, as seeii in Caius Cassius and in Cassiua

Chasrea.
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manuscriiit (that in tlie Paris Library, No. 203G, of the 10th century)

the heailing is Aiocuff i'ju f) Aoyylvov. (riving thus an alternative author

" Diouysius," and \a the other important MS., the Laurentian

ftt Florence, the title is'Avaii'vij.ov, inii.lyiug that the author was

anknown. According to Vuucher {Eliiiks, p. 134) this title is not

the original one, and there are traces of an earlier title Aoyyiyov,

which had .formed the superscription. Full information as to the

critical question will be found in the editions o,f A. E. Egger

(Longini qux supcrsunt, Paris, 1837), Vaucher's Etudes Critiques

sur h Traill da Sublime ct sur Ics ia-its de Longin, Geneva, 1854,

and Otto Jahn's inovviriou it Aoyyti/ou irepl i'^ous de Sublimitate

Libellus, Bonn, 1867. Vaucher ascribes the treatise to Plutarch,

but the evidence negatives that supposition, and, although there are

difficulties in ascribing the work absolutely to Longinus, as Boileau

and Gibbon and the critics of last century traiUtionally assumed,

there is no other name than that of Longinus that presents so many
concurring circumstances, to justify provisionally the cuiTent

ascription. The fragments that remain of the undoubted works of

Longinus are largely characterized by the same lively force and

epigrammatic terseness which distinguish the tre.itise, "On the

Sublime." The translations of this treatise into all the European

tongues have been almost innumerable, including the famous one by
Boileau, which rendered the work the favourite text-book of the belle-

lettristic critics in the last century. The most important English

translations are by William Smith, 1739, frequently reproduced;

Hathaway, 1S34 ; Spurdeus, 1836. (W. D. G.)

LONG ISLAJND, an island with an area of 1682 cquare

miles lying off the coast of tho United States, between

40° 33' and 41' 10' N. lat., ana formin;.' part of the State

of New York. While the length from east to west ia

about 120 miles, the width nowhere exceeds 24 miles,

and in some places falls to 12 or 15. The western end ia

separated from the city and State of New York by the East

River, which is nowhere more than three quarters of a mile

in breadth, and has been spanned by a great suspension

bridge ; but between the main body of the island and the

mainland (Connecticut, Rhode Island) lies Long Island

Sound, widening out to a breadth of 20 miles. The sound,

however, is comparatively shallow, the depth in the eastern

and seaward portion being usually under 200 feet, while

in the portion west of Connecticut river it is nowhere more

than 170 feet, and in general only 75-100 feet. Geologic-

ally the island is very interesting, consisting, as it does for

the most part, of an immense morainal deposit of glacial

drift. A range of hills extends with some interruptions

for about 60 miles in the line of its longer axis, varying in

height from 150 to 384 feet above sea-level. Fort Pond

Hill for instance is 194 feet; Neapeague, 135; Amagansett,

161; Shinecock, 140; Osborn's Hill, near Riverhead, 293;

Ruland's, south of Coram, 340; West Hills (Jane's Hill),

354; Layton's Hill, 380; Westbury, 260; Hempstead

^lUW^"i^

Map of Long Island.

Harbour Hill, 384 ; John M. Clarke's Hill, 326. From
the foot of the hills southward stretches a vast nearly level

plain, with an average height of 70 feet, and consisting of

post-glacial stratified sand and gravel ; and across this run

ijargo number of shallow parallel watercourses, remarkable

mainly for the regularity with which they present an
elevated bank on the western side and a long declivity on
the eastern. On the northern side of the range the surface

is very uneven, some of the elevations exceeding 200 feet,

and deep fiord valleys stretching down to the sound, and
forming a scries of excellent harbours. The glacial drift of

Long Island is of immense depth, ' contains a wonderful
nnmber of boulders. "At the ei^oiern extremity," says

Lycll on the authority of Mather, " they are of such kinds
of granite, gneiss, mica, slate, greenstone, and syenite as
may have come across the sound from parts of Rhode
Isiand. Opposite the mouth of the Connecticut river

they are of such varieties of gneiss and hornblende slate as

correspond with the rocks of the region through which that
river passes. Still further west they consist of red sand-
'itone and conglomerate and the trap of that country, and
lastly, adjoining the city of New York, we find serpentine,

red BBuditone. and v.irioiis granitic and crystalline rocks

which have come from the district immediately to the
north." One of the boulders near Manhasset measures 54
feet long and 40 feet wide, and rises 16 feet above the
level of the soil. Of the numerous lakelets scattered

throughout Long Island it is enough to mention Ronkon-
koma, near Lakeland, the waters of which are said to

decrease and increase in regular periods of four years.

Much of the surface of the country is still covered with
wood—oak, hickory, and chestnut growing freely on the
unmodified drift, and pine forests extending for about fifty

miles through the sandy plains. A good rich loam abounds
in the northern districts, and the lighter soils of the south
are easily rendered productive. Market gardening especially

is carried on with success. The climate is comparatively

1 mild, the mean annual temperature being 49° to 51°, the

I

maximum for the year between 95" and 100°, and thq

I

minimum 4° to 8°. The average rainfall is about 42'1

j

inches. Towards its western end more especially, the

1
northern coast of Long Island presents a number of

I

important bays—Glen Cove, Oyster Bay, Huntington Bay,
I Smithtown Bay, Ac. ; the western extremity is deeply

I

bifurcated by a very irregular inlet, broken up by Tarious
1 islands into Gardiner's Bay, Little Peconic, and Great

XIV. — 109
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Peconic; and along a large part of the soutlern coast

Btretches a remarkable series of lagoous, formed by a line

of dunes varying in breadth from { to 1 mile, and connected

at various points with the ocean. These last—of which

the most important, is Great South Bay, 40 miles long by

about 5 or 6 miles wide—are of great service to the island,

and an Act has been passed to increase their utility by

connecting them by canals. Coney Island and Eockaway

Beach, the most frequented of the many seaside resorts

in the Island, lie near the south-western extremity. As

regards both birds and fishes. Long Island seems a kind of

meeting place between the arctic and the equatorial species.

In winter, for instance, it is visited by the eider-duck, the

little white goose, the great cormorant, and the auk, in

summer by the turkey buzzard, the swallow-tailed kite, and

the fork-tailed flycatcher. A few deer are still to be

found; and various tracts of country and islands in the

great bays are stocked with game and fish by sportsmen's

clubs. The east portion of the island is one of the chief

seats' of the menhaden fisheries, and the oyster beJs of

both the north and the south coast are of great value.

Those of the Great South Bay (furnishing, amongst others,

the famous "blue points") alone give employment in

the season to 1500 fishermen. (See E. Ingersoll, "The

Oyster Industry," in the I'enth Ceusiis publications of the

United States, 1881.)

Administratively Louf; Island consistsof Kind's Connty (72 square

miles), Queen's County (410), aud Sullolk (1200), whicU in 1880

had the following population:—
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had niada his celebrated astronomical observations. On
his arrival at Copenhagen, he found a patron in the person

of Christian Friis, chancellor of Denmark, who gave him

employment in his household. He continued in this situa-

tion till 1603, when he received the appointment of rector

of the college of Wiborg. Two years later (1G05) he was

elected to the chair of mathematics in the university of

Copenhagen. This appointment he held till his death, on

the Sth of October 1647. Longomontanus, although one

of the best astronomers of his age, inherited some of its

worst prejudices. A firm believer in astrology, he held,

among other things, that comets were messengers of evil.

He also imagined that he had squared the circle. He
found that the circle whose diameter is 43 has for its

circumference the square root of 18252,—which gives

3-14185 for the value of ir. Pell and others

endeavoured to prove that he was mistaken, but they

failed to convince him of his error. He refers to his

itaagined discovery in almost all his published works, p,nd

defends his position with great zeaL

Tlie following is a list of his more imrortant works in mr.tlic-

matics and astronomy, with the dates of their first publica-

tion :— Syslematis Mathcmatici, &c., 1611 ; Cydometria e Lunalis
reciproce demoiistrata, Ac, 1612; Dlspatatio dc Eclifisibus, 1616;
AstTonomia Danica, ic. , 1622 ; Dispukdioiies qualuor Aslroloyiae,

1622 ; Penlas Problcmalum Philosophiss, 1623 ; De Chnjnolahio

Historico, sen. de Tempore Vispulationes ires, 1627 ; Gcomelrias

qusesita XIII. de Cyclmiwlria raiionali et vera, 1631 ; Invcntio

Qitadraturx CirciiU, 1634 ; Disputatio de Matheseos Indole, 1636
;

Coronis Prohlemalica ex Myslcriis triam iVunworum, 1637; Prohlc-

mata duo Geomclrica, 1638 ; Prohlema conlra Paulum Guldinum de
Circuli Mensura, 1638; Iniroduetio in Theatrum Astronomicum,
1639; Rotundi in. Piano, &c., 1644; Admiraiida Operalio trium
Kmnerorum 6, 7, 8, &c., 1645; Caput tcrtium Libri primi de
dbsoluta Mensura. Rotinidi plani, &c., 1646.

LONGUEVILLE, Anne Genevieve, Duchesse de
(1619-1679), who played the greatest part in the troubles

of the Fronde, and whose name has come down to posterity

as the brilliant intriguer in politics in her early and the

pious protectress of the nuns of Port Royal in her later

years, was the only daughter of Henri de Bourbon, Prince

do Cond6, and his wife Charlotte Marguerite de
Montmorency, and the only sister of Louis, the great

Cond^. She was born on August 28, 1619, in the prison

of Vincennes, into which her father had been thrown for

opposition to Marshal D'Ancre, the favourite of Marie de'

Medici, who was then regent in the minority of Louis

XITL She was educated in the convent of the Carmelites

in the Rue St Jacques at Paris, which had been recently

established under the influence of St Teresa's reforms by
uuns of the strictest piety, whose teaching she never en-

tirely forgot. Her early years were clouded by the execu-

tion of the young and brilliant Due de Montmorency, her

mother's only brother, for intriguing against the great

Richelieu in 1631, and that of her mother's cousin the

Coiute de Montmorency Boutteville for duelling in 1635
;

but, in spite of their sorrow, her parents made their peace

with Richelieu, and when she was introduced into society

in 1635 she found plenty of court gaiety to enjoy. She soon

became one of the bright particular stars of the Hotel

Rambouillet, where all that was learned, witty, and gay in

France used to assemble, and which had not yet degene-

rated into the meeting place of i\\m& preeienses whom
Moliire was to laugh out of existence. It was first proposed

to marry her to the young Prince de Joinville, and thus

unite the Guises and Condes, but he died in 1639, and her

parents could only find for her husband the Due de Longue-
ville, a prince of the blood indeed, and governor of Nor-

mandy, but a widower, and twice her age. The marriage

could not be a happy one, but the young duchess long re-

mained faithful to him, and bore him four children. After

Richelieu's death her father became chief of the council of

regency during the minority of Louis XIV., Iier brother

Louis won the great victory of Rocroy in 1643 (see CoNBi),

and the duchess became of political importance. In 1647
she accompanied her husband to Miinster, where he was

sent by Mazarin as chief envoy, and where she charmed the

German diplomatists who were making the treaty of West-

phalia, and was addressed as the "goddess of peace and
concord." On her return she fell in love with the Due dj

la Rochefoucauld, the author of the Maxims, who made use

of her love to obtain influence over her brother, and thus

win titles and honours for himself. She was the guiding

spirit of ',bo first Fronde, when she brought over Armand,
Prince de Conti, her second brother, and her husband to the

malcontents, but she failed to attract Cond6 himself, whoso
loyalty to the court overthrew the first Fronde. However,

La Rochefoucauld won the titles he desired. The second

Fronde was again her work, owing to her lover's disgust at

losing his new honours, and in it she played the most pro-

minent part in attracting to the rebels first Cond^ and later

Tuienne (see Conde). It is not necessary to give the whole

history of the wars of the Fronde, which is detailed else-

where, but it must be noticed that the duchess herself only

mingled in politics to please her lover, and gain his ends.

In the last year of the war she was accompanied into

Guienne by the young and handsome Due de Nemours, her

intimacy with whom gave La Rochefoucauld an excuse for

abandoning her, and who himself immediately returned tu

his old mistress the Duchesse de Chevreuse. Thus aban-

doned, and in disgrace at court, the duchess betook herself

to religion. She accompanied her husband to his govern-

ment at Rouen, and devoted herself to good works. She
took for her director M. Singlin, so famous in the history of

Port Royal, and from that time began her new religious lifa

Till 1663 she chiefly lived in Normandy, when her husband

died, and she came to Paris. There she became more and

more Jansenist in opinion, and her piety and the remem-
brance of her influence during the disastrous days of the

Fronde, and above all the tender love her brother, the great

Cond6, bore her, made her a conspicuous figure. The
king pardoned her, and in every way showed the respect

he had for her. She became the great protectress of the

Jansenists ; it was in her house that Arnauld, Nicole, and

De Lane were protected ; and to her influence must be in

great part attributed the release of De Sacy from the

Bastille, the introduction of Pomponne into the ministry

and of Arnauld to the king. Her famous letters to the

pope are part of the history of Poet Royal {q-v.), and aa

long as she lived the nuns of Port Royal des Champs
were left in safety. Through the latter years of her life

she had, despite the honour in which she was held, much
to bear. Her elder son resigned his title and estates, and

became a Jesuit under the name of the Abb6 d'Orleans,

while the younger, after leading a very debauched life,

was killed, bravely leading the attack in the passage of the

Rhine in 1673. As her health failed she devoted herself

more and more to religion, and hardly ever left the convent

of the Carmelites in which she had been educated. On
her death in 1679 she was buried with great splendour by
her brother Cond^, and her heart, as she had directed, was

sent to the nuns of that Port Royal des Champs which she

had so greatly protected and defended. Her life is note-

worthy, both from the harm she did in the turbulent days

of the Fronde, though she acted, hardly knowing what she

did, from love rather than from selfish ambition, and also

from the greatness of her peiutence, when her protection

of Port Royal more than redeemed her fame, and gave her

a title to the grateful remembrance of all who reverence

true piety and learning more than the artificial glitter of

the reign of the "grand monarque."

Tlic cliicf autlioiity for Mmlamc do Longuevillc's life is a little

book iu two volumes by Yilkforc thu Jansenist, published in 1738.
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Cousin has devoted four volumes to her, which, though immensely

Jiiruse, give a vivid pictuic of liei- time. Her connexion with Fort

Royal slToHlJ be studied in Aruauld's Menivirs, and in the dilTereut

histories of that institutiou.

LONGUS, the Greek romancer. Nothing is known of

the life of the author of Dap/mis and Chloe, and it is only

inferred from some apparent imitations of the Mhiopica

of Heliodoius that be wrote after the time of Theodosms.

He- may therefore be placed in the 6th century. His

position in literature is interesting and not unimportant:

he represents the romantic spirit of expiring classicism, the

yearning of a highly artificial society for primitive^ sim-

plicity, and the endeavour to create a corresponding ideal

The little idyl in the seventh oration of Dion Chrysostom

is a beautiful example of this tendency three centuries

before Longus, and the letters of Synesius, nearly in his

own day, attest a genuine feeling for nature and a country

life. In its literary aspect, nevertheless, this movement

has little in common with the return to pure nature which

inspired a Wordsworth, or the realism of George Sand's

delineations of the peasantry of Berri. Longus's style is

rhetorical, and his shepherds and shepherdesses are wholly

conventional. It is no small credit to him to have achieved

so purely ideal a delineation with so little apparent aflfecta-

tion, and without any of the tediousness of almost all

modern pastoral writers. If unable to blend the reality

and ideality of the pastoral life as Shakespeare has done

in Ai You, Like It and The Winter's Tale, he has neverthe-

less imparted real human interest to a purely fanciful

picture, and shows no little knowledge of human nature ia

his delineation of the growth of a passionate attachment

between two innoceiit children. Daphnis and Chloe were

probably the prototypes of Paul and Virginia ;
and, not-

withstanding the naivete of some details, the Greek has a

decided advantage over the Frenchman in the simplicity

and sincerity which constitute the true modesty of nature.

As an analysis of feeling, Daphnis and Chloe makes a

nearer approach to the modern novel than its chief rival

Rmong Greek erotic romances, the jEthiopica of Heliodorus,

where the attraction mainly consists in the ingenious

Buccession of incidents.

Longus has found an incomparaHe translator in Amyot, hishop

of Auxerrc, whose French version, as revised by Paul I.in\is

Courier, il belter linown than the original. It aiipeared in 1559,

thirty-nine years before tlie piibliiation of tlie Greek text .at

Florence by Alamanni. The thief aaUwiqueut eiliiions are Uiose by

Jungermann (Hanau, 1603), Villoison (Paris, 1778, which firS
gave a standard text), Courier (Rome, 1810, the first entirely com-
plete edition), Seiler (Leipsic, 1835), and Piccolos (Paris, ISfiB),

pronounced by M. Pons the nc phis ultra of accuracy. Pons's
account of the literature and bibliography of the subject, appended
to his edition ofCourier's version (1878), is very careful and complete.
Tliere are English translations by Thoruley, Craggs, and Le Grice,
the last with omissions. Tlie illustrated editions, generally of
Amyot's version, are very numerous, and some are very beautifuLl
Prudhon's designs are especially celebrated.

LONS-LE-SAULNIER, capital of the department o^
Jura, France, is situated at a distance of 275 miles by rail

from Paris, on the Valliere, a small tributary of the Saone,
about 820 feet above the sea-level, at the point where the

Besangon, Lyons, and Chalon-sur-Saone railways converge.

It is pleasantly surrounded by vine-clad hills from 300
to 600 feet in height, consisting of lower spurs of the

Jura chain. It owes its name to its salt-pits, which have
been used from a very remote period ; the large quantities

of ashes derived from the wood burnt in the process of

evaporation are extensively utilized in agriculture. Since

1839 there has been an establishment for the use of the

mineral waters. The principal industry of the place is the

manufacture of sparkling wines, the Etoile growth being

the best 'for this purpose. There is also a foundry, in

addition to printing establishments, tanneries, distilleries,

brush factories, and manufactures of coverlets and carpets.

About a mile to the west of the town are the salt-mines of

Jlontmorot, employing one hundred and fifty workmen ; the

bed of rock salt, which lies at a depth of 400 feet, and is

nearly 100 feet thick, yields about 9500 tons of pure salt

yearly, 885 tons of sulphate of soda, and 300 tons of

chloride of potassium. Lons-le-Saulnier possesses no build-

ings of special interest ; one of the public squares contains

a statue of Lecourbe, and there is a museum containing

Gallo-Roman antiquities and various works of art. The
library, which like the museum is in the town-hall, has

20,000 volumes. The population in 1876 was 11,371.

Lons-le-Saulnier, originally a Gallic town, was fortified by the
Romans, destroyed by the barbarians, and, afterwards rebuilt and
extended, belonged for a long time during the medieval period to
the powerful house of Chalon, a younger branch of that of Burgundy.'
It was burned in 1364 by the English, and again in 1637, when it

was seized by .the duke of Longueville for Louis XIII. It became
definitively French in 167'!. It was there that the meeting between
Ney and Napoleon took place, on the return of the latter from Elba,

on March 31, 1815. Rongot de I'lsle, the author of tho MarseiUais*
Uymu, H'a£ boru at Moutai^u near this town.-
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